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Briefly

Seminar plans to

make history
Two UCI.A education

/ experts will discuss national

priorities in education today in

Wcstwood.
*

Eva Baker, director of the

UCLA Center for the Study of

Evaluation, and education Pro-

fessor Charlotte Crabtree will

speak about their efforts to

revise history teaching on a

national level. They are hoping

their ideas will help secondary

and primary school teachers

make history more interesting

and pertinent for their students.

The seminar will take place

torn 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. on the

16th floor of the Maxxam
building located at 10880 Wil-

shire Blvd.

The Graduate School of

Education is sponsoring the

event

Inside

Jaiesiiff-ffpoi^yy

gifts atStonford
Stanford University's non-

profit bookstore offers its top

managers lavish p^quisites,

according to the university's

student newspaper.

See page 10

Viewpoint

Choose your
own adventure
Columnist Damon Dean

evokes memories of those cool

books we read as kids.

See page 21

Arts & Entertainment

Henry Ja^om on

'Eating,' women
Director Henry Jaglom dis-

cusses his film "Eating," which^

is about women and their

relationships with food.

See page 22

Sports

Homea^in
The UCLA basketball team

is back in Pauley PaviUon

tonight lotake on upsetiminded

Washington at 7:30.

See page 44

Thursday
February 6, 1992

students assail fee liiice by letter
By Lori Qulnton
Daily Bruin Staff

Although UCLA students are

not taking over buildings to protest

the University of California

Regents* approval of a $550
registration fee increase, student

lobbyists here say they are voicing

their dissatisfaction just as loudly.

Unlike UC Davis students who
took over a campus auditorium for

three days or l^keley students

who held a sit-in in the -main
library, UCLA's student lobby

group is putting pen to paper to tell

their state legislator what they

think about the 24 percent fee

increase.

"We*rc taking this issue right to

the people who will be making the

decision,*' said Alfonzo Salazar, a

representative from the UC lobby

Campus protests quietly

but forcefully to legislators
group.

"When the legislature receives

1,700 letters two weeks before the

vote, it makes a loud statement—
just as loud as a rally in front of

Murphy. That's the power of these

letters.**

On Jan. 17, the Board of

Regents raised in-state reg fees to

$3,000 a year — the" second

highest increase in the UC sys-

tem's 123-year history.

Despite the regents* approval of

the fee increase, state legislators

must still vote to approve state

funding for the UC education

budget, which would fmalize the

reg fee levels.

The UCLA lobby group hopes

its letters will convince legislators

that students take the fee increases

seriously. The letters will be sent

to many key legislators who are

still undecided about how they will

vote in June.

The UCLA letter drive will last

until Feb. 23.

The letter campaigns are part of

a system-wide strategy of legisla-

tive action and student protest

designed to lobby the state, but

some campuses are focusing more
on letter drives and others on

protests.

**When the legislature

receives 1,700 letters

two weeks before the

vote, it malces a load

statement— just as

loud as a rally in front

of Murphy.'*

Alfonzo Salazar
UC Lobby Group

Many students are just realizing

the reality of the $550 increase,

said Grace Parks, UCLA*s lobby
director.

"Students are finally realizing

See LETTERS, page 19

Board stiff

Mike Shen, a freshman majoring in engineering, breaks
boards in Westwood Plaza on Tuesday, lefu Jack Chans, a

freshman majoring in biology, sets up boards which he will also_

attempt to t)reaK, t)etow. Both students "are meTTTt)ers of the

UCLA's number of undeireprosented
students not quHe on par with nation
By Sally Kim
Daily Bruin Staff

The number of traditionally

underrepresented students in the

nation *s colleges is on the rise, but

UCLA^s numbers fail to com-
pletely match up.

The number of African Ameri-

cans at UCLA trails behind that of

the nation because fewer of these

students have chosen to attend this

university in the past few years,

according to campus- statistics.

—

However, the number of Latinos

and Asians! enrolled at UCLA is

equal to that of other college

campuses.

Between 1988 and 1990, the

university experienced a 4.16

percent decrease in its African-

American population. In the fol-

lowing year, the figures dropped

another 5.6 percent^ according to a

recent University of California

affirmative action report.

However, African-American

enrollment nationwide increased

"by 8.2 percent from 1988 to 1990,

-according to the American Council

on Education's survey of minority

enrollment in the nation's col-

leges.

UCLA*s 22.19 percent growth

in the number of Asian-American

students between 1988 and 1990

exceeded the nation's 1 1.7 percent

increase.

~^nd the Latino community
experienced a 12.46 percent

increase between 1988 and 1990, a

growth that matches thp nation *s

11.5 percent rise in those years. In

1991, the numbers rose an addi-

tional 4.21 percent.

While the decline in African-

Arherican enrollment is the result

of more students dropping out of

"WeVe trying to dispel •

the misconceptions of

UCLA that it's too

large and that you can't

get any classes."

Michael Coulter
UCLA Recruitment Program

high school or choosing to attend

predominantly black colleges.

Latino students forego UCLA
because of its lack of support for

underrepresented students,

according to campus officials.

An increasing number of Afri-

See ENROLLMENT^ page 14
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12:00 iNOOIN
Women's Resource Center

"When Mo Is NofEfiough".

2 Dodd HaU

7:00 PM
Campus Events ~

"Ealing"

Direcior Henry Jaglom following the screening

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
"

9:00 FM
Cultural Affairs

Letters Home-folk -band

Kerckhoff Coffee House

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1992

:30 PM
Melnitz Movies

Sneak Preview- "Mississippi Masala*^-

Melnitz Theater

•.::¥;¥;

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1992
«»t'

19:00 AM
UBS

/Representatives from Robinson's and May Co. will be here today

and Wednesday.

See ad for more details

Ackerman Union 2410

•:-*v:-:v
y.-yy,''.-'.-'.
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GENERAL
Student Welfare Commission
Fitness and Nutrition Week
Speakers, films, and workshops going on all week
See ad for details

The UCLA Urgent Care Center

Open noon to 9 p.m. weekdays .

9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday

See ad for more information

SAAAJniversity Relations

More Than 600 Professors on Sale Now at the ASUCLA Student
Store! Choose your classes with the StudeniGuide to UCLA
Professors

UCLA Aliminl Association

_1992 Outstanding Senior & Graduate Student Applkation deadline
extended to February 12.

Call 206-0684 for more information

vX''''v
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Commentary

The real mystery lies In

the agitation over 'JFK'

P
eople just won *l stop talking

about "JFK."

I refer here to "JFK," the

movie^^as opposed to JFK, the

president

Certainly, the late President

John F. Kennedy and his murder at

the hands of one or more assassins

provides the basis for the Oliver

Stone movie "JFK." But the movie
isn't about JFK — not really. It*^

about Stonels— and America's -^

wildest dreams, deepest fears,

most far-out fantasies.

Stone fantasizes that Kennedy
was a peacenik who wanted to put

an end to war, cold and otherwise.

Stone dreams that ifJFK had not

been shot to death on Nov. 22,

1%3, there would have been no
Vietnam War.

Stone fears that the entire U.S.

government and an astonishing

number of warmongering freaks

on its fringes conspired to put John
the Peacenik in his grave — and
then cover up their evil deed.

Well, movies are art, and art is

fueled by dreams and fantasies and
fears.

Why should an artist such as

Bill

Thompson
Oliver Stone let facts get in the

way of a good story?

And why Should Stbne's story

cause everyone to get so agitated?

Ever since "JFTC" turned up*in

the theaters last year, it seems that

half the country is hell-bent on
proving that the movie is fact and
the other half is obsessed with

proving that it's fiction.

Why can't we just accept "JFK"
for what it is — a movie?
As one of the few living

Americans who is still willing to

consider the possibility that Lee
Harvey Oswald acted alone in

killing Kennedy, I must say I

approached Stone's movie with

considerable skepticism.

As a movie, "JFK" wasn't great,

but it was good. The acting, from
Kevin Costner to Tommy Lee
Jones to Jack Lemm6n. wa s

See 'JFK/ page 19

Correction
>

In the Feb. 5 Daily Bruin, "Bruin Walk ramp reopening delayed,"

the story incorrectly reported how the cost of repairs to the faulty

Walk will be paid. UCLA will be paying 60 pclw^^D^
the cost to fix the ramp, and the remainder of the cost will come from
Moment Construction Company Inc. Additionally, the work to fix.

the steepness of the ramp accounts for only two weeks of the

project's two-month delay. . ^

The Bruin regrets the errors, --
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execs likelyto ignore Mahony
Caidinal's ca

is too restrictive, UGLA experts

By Julie Aim SNva
Daily Baiin Staff

Cardinal Roger Mahony's
recent call on America's entertain-

ment industiy to adopt new inde-

pendent decency standards will

probably be ignored by studio

leaders, UCLA professors pre-

dicted Wednesday.
Mahony, head of the Los

Angeles Catholic Archdiocese,
has asked entertainment leaders to

adopt the Christian Film and

Television Commission's code of
decency rights, criticizing the

studios' current self-imposed stan-

dards.

"(Mahony's proposed code) is

an impractical code," said UCLA
communications professor Jeffrey

Cole, who specializes in media-'
policy regulations.

*The code has enough loopholes
to drive a truck through." If the

code were more coherent, **it

would severely restrict artistic

freedom," he said.

Mahony's proposed code was
authored by a national Christian

group that believes Hollywood
decency standards are inadequate

and require modification. But it

also reflects the dissatisfaction of a
growing number of Americans
who say that the media is riddled

with too much sex and violence.

The proposal asks studio leaders

to make films without **any depic-

tion of the use of liquor lin

American life, unless necessary

for plot development; dancing that

involved movement of breasts; and
*white slavery* or prostitution."

In Mahony's Saturday
announcement supporting the

proposed code, he said. ^^

motion picture and telc^yision

industries too often contribute to

the.assault against the values held
by the vast majority of people in

American society."

But UCLA professors point out
that Mahony's code will not be
adopted by studio leaders, given
the decline in box office ticket

sales nationwide and shrinking

network television audiences.

With the entertainment industry

losing money, studio leaders will

not be eager to adopt a more,
stringent decency code that could
turn away more moviegoers. Cole
said.

What would please Cardinal

ahony would not be commer-

"The motion picture

and television

^Industrie^^too ofterT

contribute to the

assault against the

values held by the vast

majority of people in

American society.**

Roger Mahony
Los Angeles Cardinal

cial," he said. **The public is

reasonably satisfied with -the

existing rating system."

See MAHONY, page 16

Keepin' the beat

Ron Brunner plays the drums for "From the Other Side Band" In Westwood Plaza on Tueday.

NASA to use student inventions
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Projects include

special drill and

chipping device

By Heather SklnazI

Dally BruIn Staff ,

Space agency officials doubted
a college student could propose
projects they had not yet invented.

But two UCLA students will

soon advance the course of space
exploration by completing projects

that the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration will use in

upcoming space missions.

UCLA senior David Levitt and
graduate student Myles Baker
have developed a nine-inch drill to

sample rocks on planetary sur-

faces.

The drill, which will be attached

to a six-wheel microwave-sized
rover, has scientists jumping for

joy. Baker said. i

"It is unique because of its size

nd weight restrictions," he said.

And because it*s unlike the drills

on earth, it doesn't need any water
lubricants since there are no
atmospheres on the moon or
Mars."

Since October, Baker has also

been working on a device called a
^docker," which will pick up
satellites from space and move

UCLA senior DavM Levitt designed a prototype for 3 robot snake
that will be used In the 1994 Russian-French exploration of the
surface of Mars.

them to different orbits. Scientists

will soon be able to push a button

from earth and cause the docker to

refuel or relocate satellites.

NASA officials invited Baker
and Levitt to work on such project3

at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in

Pasadena after hearing about their

stellar performances in a UCLA
aerospace design class. The space
agency sponsored the class to give

college students more hands-on
experience.

**This is the only opportunity for

students in the aerospace curricu-

lum to be able to design something
and have it built by the machine

shop," said Rudolph Meyer, the

engineering course professor.

*They learn directly from Mother
Nature."

The class allows students to

express their innovative ideas, said

Meyer, who ^dded that UCLA
students often lack practical

experience when applying for jobs

after graduation.

**The department of aerospace
engineering is the liberal arts of
engineering," Levitt said. "After

four years of school, students are

only qualified to attend graduate

Formerlirofessor
speaks on feminism
and political activity
By Letisia Marquez
Dally Bruin Staff , .

In 1969, more than 1,000 students raUied against the University of
California's decision to fire UCLA professor Angela Davis because she
was a Communist

Twenty-three years later, many people still remember Davis* political
activism.

Her lectures continue to attract large crowds, and last weekend more
than 200 students, professors and staff members packed into a UCLA

"It is fulfilling to know,

as a scholar, that my
name is still associated

with the political

activism of the late

1960s and 1970s."

Angela Davis
Former UCLA Professor

lecture hall to hear her and other feminists speak at the campus* Multiple
Tongues conference.

"I don*t respond to a sense of fame because I never sought it or liked
it,** said Davis, who is now a UC Santa Cruz professor specializing in the
history of consciousness
"But it is fulfilling to know, as a scholar, that my name is still asso-

ciated with the political activism of the late 1960s and 1970s.**

See DAVIS, page 17

Former prof Takaki claims

UCLA lacks multi-culturalism

See NAM* page 18

By Letisia Marquez
Daily Bruin Staff

After a more than 20-year
absence from UCLA, history pro-

fessor Ron Takaki returned with
bittersweet memories to attend a

campus conference last weekend.
**I have ugly memories about

UCLA,** said Takaki, who claims
he was unfairly denied tenure by
the history department in 1970.
The current UC Berkeley pro-

fessor rciumed to UCLA only to

speak at the Multiple Tongues
conference last week because it

featured discourse by people of
color, he said.

And although he discussed
Native Americans* perceptions of
Columbus and other European
explorers, he often reminded the

audience of UCLA*s tainted
encounters with people of color.

"I remember being on the
second floor of Royce Hall when
the (Los Angeles Police Depart-
ment) raided the campus,** said
Takaki, who added that the univer-

sity summoned police in May 1970„
because Chicane students were
demanding equal rights to educa-

tion.

UCLA students also protested a
history department committee *s

conclusion that Takaki *s research
and publications about African
Americans did not qualify him for

tenureship, he said.

"I was a threat to the university

because I wjas trying to develop a
multi-cultural curriculum,** said
Takaki, who tried to establish

more Chicane, African-American,
and Native-American courses at

UCLA.
"My ideas were too radical for

L»icm.** he added.

Takaki wai OP a fellowship at

the University of MassacuuSCits
when he was denied tenure, so it

was difficult for him to defend
himself at fu^t, he said.

But many students rallied for his

tenure. On one occasion, more
than 300 students tried to crash a
tenure committee meeting.

Although a tenure committee
could wait up to eight years in the

1970s to review an assistant
professor, Takaki *s department
jcjected him after only three yeare

See TAKAKI, page 18
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Briefs
Nation

Bush advisors pradkt

Ic: H I

WASHINGTON — President Bush*s
economic advisers said Wednesday that

the nation *s sagging economy would
probably rebound in a few' months, and
they rebutted arguments that living

standards have drq)ped under the Reagan
and Bush administrations.

In the president's ^Annual Economic
Report, the White House said the nation's

economy would grow by a sluggish 1.6^
percent this year if Congress did not pass
the president's package of tax cuts and
other measures meant to stimulate
growth. If Congress enacted the program,
the report said, growtii would climb to 2.2

*

percent.

Some economists said that forecast

exaggerated the stimulus the package
would give the economy.

Bush>-will not take
Haldon sleeping pill

President Bush will avoid taking the

sleeping pill Halcion because of the

public controversy over the side effects it

may cause in some people, the White
House^spokesman, Marlin Fitzwater, said

Wednesday.

But Bush's personal doctor. Burton J:

Lee in, said in a telephone interview that

he would not completely exclude the

possibility of prescribing Halcion if it

were medically indicated for Bush, 67.

Halcion has been the focus of a
=^e^tfoversy over its safety.~Cngcs haver

Panel votes to end
fetal experiment ban
WASHINGTCW — A Senate com-

mittee voted Wednesday to end the Bush
administration's ban on experiments with

transplanted fetal tissue. At the same time

it approved a bill to authorize the National

Institutes of Health to spend $2.4 billion

in the fiscal year 1993.

The Senate Labor and Human Resour-

ces Committee voted 13-4 for an amend-
ment to the authorization bill that would
reverse the administration's ban on the

use of federal funds for any experiments
in which tissue is transplanted from an
aborted fetus, to patients.

Such experiments are considered
among the most promising in research on
Parkinson's disease, diabetes and Alz-

heimer's disease. But the experiments

have been blocked by Dr. Louis W.
Sullivan, secretary of Health and Human
Services.

Toyota, Nissan seek
expansion, ex< • J I I

contended that the manufacturer. Upjohn
Co. of Kalamazoo, Mich., concealed
information from the Food and Drug
Administration

WASHINGTON — Two Japanese
automakers are seeking Commerce
Department permission to extend favor-

able duties they now receive on imported
parts for their American-made cars. The^
companies want to expand their factories

in the United States without paying higher
tariffs

.

«^

Since opening their U.S. factories in the

1980s, Toyota Motor Corp. and Nissan
Mptor Co., like Detroit's Big Three
carmakers, have held a special govern-

State

Jury selection begins
for Rodney King case
SIMI VALLEY — More than 100

people who made it through the first day
of jury selection in the Rodney King
beating case have been told not to worry if

they already know-abocftlfiecase, as long

as they can set aside any opinions they

have about it.

The jurors, culled from 207 prospective

panelists who initially reported to the

Simi Valley courthouse for the trial, on
Wednesday were given a 41 -page ques-

tionnaire to fill out

About 200 other potential jurore are
scheduled to report today far inclusion in
the pool ofjurws who will be considered
for the trial of four Los Angeles Police
Department officers accused in the
videotaped beating of King,

Tkansit panel irtans to

iMiild rail cars in LA.

San Diego sewage
spilling into

mem exemptionUsttels them pay duties

of no more than 2.$ percent on parts they

import for assembly. The standard duties

for auto parts range from 3.1 percent to 1

1

percent.

A special committee reviewing options

on the controversial Green Line rail

project formally has endorsed a plan to set

up a rail-car assembly plant in Los
Angeles County.

Despite that endorsement on Wednes-
day, the committee of the Los Angeles
County Transportation Commission did
not recommend whether that plant should
produce cars for the Norwalk-to-El
Segundo Green Line.

Last month, the commission canceled a
$121.8 million contract with Japan-based_

Sumliomo Corp. to produce automated^
trains for the Green Line amid concerns

that the commission canceled a lower bid

from Boise, Idaho-based Morrison-Knud-
sen Corp.

SAN DIEGO — A ruptured undersea

pipe is spilling millions of gallons of

partly treated sewage from San Diego and

15 other towns into the Pacific Ocean, and

officials have closed four miles of

beaches.

Officials on Wednesday said it would
take six to eight weeks to fix the break,

during which time the effluent would
continue to flow into the ocean 1,000
yards offshore.

Work was to start Thursday, but a

forecast storms threatened both to delay

the work and to spresid the effluent.

Mayor Maureen O'Connor asked resi-

dents on Wednesday to restrict water use
sharply for the next five to seven days
while the ruptured pipe was stabilized,

asking that showers be limited to three
minutes and toilets flushed **only when
necessary."

Top Ten

Top 10 ways UCLA students atone for

their sins:

10. KLA!
9. Qimb Janss Steps backward.
8. Eat the chimichanga.

7. Demagnetize your Bruin Gold Card.
6. Find your way out of the Medical

Center blindfolded.

5. Enroll in all 8 a.m. classes. ^

4. Wait ift Murphy Hall lines for no
reason.

3. Pose nude in the Sculpture Garden
and see who notices.

2. The, famous tar.and-f(gather niFb
through use.

1. Memorize the Daily Bruin staff Box.

Compiled from Bruin wire services and
stcff ingenuity

' -J

"Whenever I pull it out,
someone asks to looR at it.

After four years of UCLA catalogs and handbooks, I finally have something I actually use every quarter. I

wish I had looked at it when I was a freshnwn.^^;^J^r>5^^Sometimes when classes are so big, it is hard
to know what a professor is really like until y^ ^^^.'^^^ ^"^ °^ ^^^ quarter -- the Sfui/enf Guide
to UCLA Professors provides thzt hefoT^ I

^ ^^ /j^^^ enroll in my classes."

.?•-'

~ Niki Manby
Senior Englfsh Major

« Uv

k.

\
I

the 3

Sludent

Guide /N|itWI?rf

'>•:?• AJ UCLA, YOU LEARN WITH THE BEST.

essors

Just in time to help you pick

Spring Quarter classes!

More than 600 professors

on sale now at the book-

store of the ASUCLA Stu-

dent Store. Or call 825-

UCLA for more inforrnation.

* • *«« ^

UdAlmmiAIIOCIATXOK
••:\
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Gmi
camptMnHg^mk^.

$749
Reg. $799. Save $501
InfliAjr 3S20 Mini Tower System

2MilAI|.S$MBBtf^DMc
Tm 9M« IJ MB or 9liM.44 Ma ItoniyMv*

BDhiooedl014K)rieybotfd

$1,999 m^CoiarSif^ VGA Di^tiny

$1,449
fieg. $1,699. Siv $2501
Inflnitor 433C Mint Tower Sntcffl

4 MiBMM • IWMB I«m4 Otafc
T«M!)M* IJMBarSM* IMMBIkppfMv*

EBluiiccdl01-ki]rIq«HMtd

$1,799 m/(MorSt$t»r VGADt^4^
t*tH9mMm InttHtK0dSVGAD^lmy

Get a coolpadforyoilr mouse!
*withpurchase of$50ormore.

OlhftxpimZ^li/K. Oim par cunoim.

1
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

Bruin Packagy
At undtr $1,000, Mt kip cfA$ltim3a6it Utdjor

^ EISA Vori«tation
foramuMmai$U»hii^hmidpmfornm<»,Msit

ouse
The only way to get rid oftheseguysi
*withpurchase ofany InfinityCompiAer

Reg. $1,099. Save $1501
Infinltjr 333C Mini Tower System

lBlel8Q3Mn^5Cru
2MBIAM.85MBii«^DUc

Tok: $M*U MB or 3H" 1.44 MB noppf Drive

BDhnoed lOl-fcey ieyboard

$l,M49uMomoS9tpm^VG4DtipUy
$1,299 m^CoiorS$isnVADi^U^

Reg. $2,999. Save $500!
Infinitjr 433B EISA Tower Workstation

4 MBMM • 212 MB IfaH DU(
Tmc 5M*U MB or 3M' 1.44 MB nanirMw

EnhMccd lOl-lKy faylMMd

$2M9 uAMor Stiper VGA Dt^lmy
t2S99 u/Nom ImterUietdSVGA IH^U^

I

I
I

I
I
I

P^

ProdMCtivity Package

.396.

0lhreiq)ifBi2fH/K. One per customer.

MICE SALE
Infinity has been infested bymice!

On the Go Package

g. $lj99. Smn y^i I

Infinity 4S20C Mini Tower System
iMd 80486SX.20 . 128K Ctefae

4MBBAM-85MBHMdDtak
Tw 5M"U MB or 5H* 1.44 MB noppy Drive

Bnluncod 101^ bjfbottd

$lM9mi^(M0rS$^VGAm^U^
Uj99mmmM9rlme9dSrGAEH9Jfu^

P»lbo9$onlb$g(^M$6Sp(mtid

coniesa bemyw0igbipimci.

$1J99
Reg. $1,999. Save $2001

Infinity 3S20 Poftabk Notebook (6.5 Pounds)
lnld8Q3«SU20.4MBIAM

5H" 1.44 MB floppy Drive • 40 MB Haid Disk
Siipertwist U3> VGA Displiy (640 1 48€/l6 grayxalet)

MkrotoA DOS 5.0 • CORying Ctee

$1,999 m/fOMBOmdDUk
. $1^99 m^SMaBm^Dist

\

r'

V .

ne possibilltes are Infinite. Infinity can custom configure

Infinity Serial Mouse_ $1999
Reg. $29.99 Save $10!

Logitech Serial Mouse $69.99

Reg. $89.99 Save $20!

Logitech Bus Mouse $79.99
Reg. $99.99 Save $20!

Microsoft Mouse ^79 gg
Reg. $99.99 Save $20!

Ask abour our Free Introductory Seminars

Call Q10)208-RUBB or 1-800-870
FreeCdivety to WestwoodTUOA& most ofW«t Los

I^.f;lNITY ADVANCED TECHNOIOGIES
IOarTv10pmSun12n-6pm

^
:%ftW:;::::i:::S;%?S:::;i::

Msr MasterCard

Infinity
Advanced Technologies6* ^

Sale ends February 16, 1992

!.*

A

itM.: t
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ASUCLA getting more recyclable^ than it can handle
r

By BIrgIt Rasmussen
Daily Bruin Staff

Ovcrzcalous recyclcrs arc

creating a bottleneck in the student

association's recycling program
by clogging collection bins with

glass and plastic containers.

Although the bins are clearly

marked for collection of either^

paper or aluminum, committed
recyclers are cramming the bins

with other materials which the

association does not recycle.

UCLA officials said.

"We're getting plastic contain-

ers and glass botUes," said Alan
Rosenbaum, coordinator of Ihe
student association's recycling
program. *These are things that are

very recyclable and people want to

recycle, but right now we can't do
it.*' .

To save the time and morjgy it

costs to remove the glass and
plastic, and to make sure they get

recycled as intended, officials

have initiated a campaign to

inform the campus community
about where the other materials

can be taken.

Students can earn money by
taking their "garbage" elsewhere.

The West L.A. Community Recy-
cling Center on National Boule-

vard pays five cents per pound for

glass, and five cents per 24 ounces
for plastic bottles. A similar center

is located in Santa Monica. Both

centers, which collect other
materials as well, can be reached at

(310) RECYCLE.
Students who do not have time

for the drive, or simply have no
car, may still be able to recycle

their glass and plastic containers.

"I give them to bums and they

make the^' money. It's easier,"

graduate student Patty Trent said.

The student association prog-

"(Glass and plastic) are

things that are very

recyclable and people

livant to recycle, but

nght now we can't do
>i*

Melnitz Movies >

Films By & About Women
presents a sneak preview

from the director of Salaam Bombay!

MISSISSIPPI MASALA

Directed by Mira Nair
Starring Santa Choudhury

Friday, February 7, 7:30 p.m.
Melnitz Theater FREE *Passes required -^

•Passes are free to UCLA students and can be obtained at CTO (near James E. West Center) ai
9:00 a.m. and at 10:30 am. at the Melnitz Box Office the day of the screening. A limited nimiber
of tickets will be distributed at the Melnitz Box Office one hour before showtime. For mote
information call 825-2345.

Sponsored by the Graduate Students Association.

CRESCENT JEWELERS
Westwood's oldest and most respected T?j? (7^ T? A a ^^« ^
jeweler, is proud to honor 7 .. ^ ^i±i<S^ AtlllCtCS

of the Month
^"m mtj for your frnvorite mule and femMle

Athletes eaob montb. The utbletea receiving the
moat votea will be honored by Creeoent Jewelerm

•t M UCLA Athletio event.

WKV a SEIKO U.S. OLYMPIC
COLLECTION watch. EMob montb m

ivjidom drawing will be held jfrom the
bMllota reotived. The aeleoted winner
will receive « Seiko U.8.01ympio Item
Collection wutch and tour tickets to sn

upcoming UCLA sthletic event

>* <

\
»»s •»

V

92

9§6>
OFFOALTIMEf)

'VK
t'tt <v^
»>»

THE FUTURE OF TIME
36 use 380

My selections for the February Crescent Jewelers UCLA Athletes of the Month are:

(Male athlete). .and (Fenfiale attilete)
To be counted, and entered in the Ctawng. your ballot must be received by Feb. 24. 1992.

Bring in or mail your entry to: . Please enter my name in your ctawng.

^^'^^ _ —Name L^

ileuielers.inc.

Address-

1055 w*srwood blvd.
w*srwood villog*
los onQ»l»» 90024

Phone (Day). (Eve).

(910}206-3131
'^t^^^fEl^fortheFebmary Athletes of the Month \mII bepresented
at the UCLA Gymnastics hvitationaJ on f=ebuary29, 1992.

See RECYCLE, page 19

It.

Alan Rosenbaum
Recycling Coordinator, ASUCLA

Paris

London
Rome

ALUA\S

DESIGN HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS *208 4447 *NO GIMMICKS

SIYIISIS HAVI- OV[ P . VF AhS [ XPI-RIf [^J(.(

HAIR COLOR $15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLE U $45
HIGHLITES $25 EYE LASH TINT SlO
FRENCH PERI/. $15-25 COLOR CORRECTION
ZOTOS PERM

SUPER PERM

$35-45
$66

SHAMPOO SET

MANICURE

$35
$10
$8

SPECIAL FREE- hem cut stylf w $3Sp.Mni $ 1 2 value tM-

SPECIAL FREE- liaitcutfTiousse sv $45 petrn $ 1 7 value ('»*

078 GAVLE>< *wps^vVOOD Vll lA'oE- 'NbX' T;-^ Dprv^.f-, v ^

^/^^l^

%.

XIES&
¥4I.ENTINT

CAPTURB YOUR HBARf ON
1992
VIDEO

**..

ii»
to>

owtt

to be

no will superimpose you onto a variety of
romantic backgrounds: sunsets, walks on the

beach, etc

• Recul apoem • Sing a Song • Be Creative

For only $ 84.95 it's cheaper than roses and
lasts much longer.

lor ni()i\^ inronnation and
appoiiil iiK Ills.

(all CM 0)1)1 7-9255

HO'

• .

K.'

PRODUCTIONS
Santa Monica Place, Store # 255

SmtoMonJ^

\J^
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H<^PPy Hours
Monv Fri

4-7
Tap Beers

^Genuine Draft

Molson
Fosters

»B«ss Ale
>Tlmberland

Bottle Beer
•Domestic $ 1 -SO
•Import $2.SO

Wine

Well Drinks

Free Chips A Salsa
Free Popcorn &
Strattons Famous

Peanuts

Super Happy
Hours

Thursday & Friday
Nighto Only

Hot Food Buffet
4piii - 7pin

Plus
7pni - 9pin

Premiam Drinks
•Stellchnaya Vodka*
•Bacardi Silver Rum*
•Dinqueray Gin*

•Johnny Walker Scotch*
*Jack Daniels Whiskey*

•Cuervo Tsqullla^

$2.25 Mixed Drink

^ft^Oop
rVeiv Menu
^vrUi/i/ffUS
Would liketo
invite you to
si«^byand

sample our neiv
Lunch and Uinner

menu.

Select a Cobb
salad for

$5125
Chicken Breast

Stir Fry
for

$4.55
Baby Back Ribs

for

$6.95
Our delicious
Hamburgers
mrlth Fries

are now only
$3.75
A

Strattons Basic
Pizza for

&

oz.

Pitchers
•Ute
•Genuine Draft $4

•Molson
•Fosters C7
•Lowenbrau Dark

/i

•Bass Ale
•TImberland $9

PLIS
$2 KAJHAKAZIES

Mike & Rob= Thank You

<«HHi.Si^
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U.N. says
- By Paul Lewis ^"^ ^

The New York Times

uNnmrmTibNs — The
United Nations Security Council
blamed President Saddam Hussein
on Wednesday for the worsening
plight of the Iraqi people, saying
his refusal to sell oil to pay for

essential imports means that he
"bears full responsibility for their

humanitarian problems."
The statement, issued after the

Council's latest review of the trade

embargo against Ii;slq, deplored
Baghdad's decision/6n Tuesday to

break off talks with the United
Nations on sellirig oil under the

restrictions laid down by the

Security Council.

It said Iraq is "forgoing the

possibility of meeting the essential

needs of its civilian population" by
refusing to sell oil. The formula
allocates two-thirds of the
revenues for humanitarian goods

to Uame for Iraqi troubles
and one-third for compensation to

victims of the invasion of Kuwait
in 1990.

The Council declined to modify
the embargo in any way, saying

there is "serious evidence** that

Iraq is failing to comply with the

terms of the cease-fire in the

Persian Gulf, which include the

destruction of its most dangerous
weapons and an accounting for

missing Kuwaiti people and prop-
erty.

Sale
Best Quality

Best Services

Best Prices

Free
Mouse

with any purchase of a TOP
computer with this coupon *

Expires Feb. 28, 1992 I

I

I

I

I

286-12Mhz

$255.
20Mh£.. ...Add S25

386SX-1 6Mhz

$355.
made is USA...A<ld$SO

386SX-25Mhz

$385.
nude in USA. .AdtlSSO

386DX-25Mhz

$465.
Special of the Month

System Includes

* 1MB RAM
*1.20f 1.44MB FDD
* 2HD/2FD Controller

*ATlyO(2S/lP/lG)
•101 Keyboard
*
ClocK & Calendar

* 72-HR Bum-in Test
* One Year Warranty

386DX-33Mhz
(W/64K Cache)

$555.
made in USA...Add$50

386DX-40Mhz
(W/64K Cache)

$595.
made m USA Add$50

486DX-33Mhz
(W/64K Cache)

$875.
nude in USA...AddSSO

486DX-33Mhz
(W/256K Cache)

$925.
made in USA. .Add$50

Monitors and Video Cards
12" Mono w/MGP Card $90
14" Color VGA wA/GA Card:. .$245
1 4- Color SVGA w/SVQA CarcLJ325-

UDorades

40MB ..$190 105MB.. $295 . 1MB RAM
52MB .$210 120MB.. $315 1.2or1.44FDD.
85MB.. ..$265 215MB Call WindOlA^ ^J

JOP COMPUTER SYSTEMS
401 S, Verinont Ave.%ultes 5&6, Los Angeles, CA 90020

(21 3)384-6601

Call James Cho

Show the World You Care...

Wear MessageWear*

N^AWSAW::

9lyl» 101T (t ahirt) or lOlS (•weatahirt)

100% cotton

Tee shirts $15.00

Sweat shirts $22.00

^4.

,
loafT ii

•»"•'' \Mi^
^«iaMrt)

White with

black ink

OR
Black with whiteink

^si,

•*»*^wH!5)!?
»038(.

FiH out and maN tor prompt service:

Nana

Stale Zip.

Phone (_ J.

Send check or money order payabte to MessagcWear to

llMMgtWMr
2426 Fulton StTMt, D»pt UC22

San Francitco,CA 94118

(415) 905-4484

'2*3wiek8delvery

\

^""i^mmmmmmmmm-

avf STYLE
NO.

OOLOR
WorB

SIZE

M - L - XL

$EACH
TMlf fc$22 TOTAL

-

f

« ^ ' Mm

SHIPPING COSTS: _ _ ^ CiMomla rM.

TAX add 825%

SHIPPING

TOTAL

1 shirt « $2.fl10

$3.002 -4 shirts X

S^^sMrts « $4.50

*

•

-

Some Council members have
proposed modifying the embargo
slightly by easing the rule that

allows anyone to send food to Iracf-

as long as they inform the UJ4.
sanctions committee.

Under this proposal, the rule

would also allow shipments of
other iiumanitarian goods.

But the United States is block-

ing even this slight change.
More than 30 countries had

notified the sanctions committee

by the end of last year that they
planned to send a total of 5.4

million tons of food to Iraq,

roughly as much as the country
used to impart annually before the

Gulf war.

The latest reports from United
Nations and other humanitarian
workers in Iraq say that while food
and many other necessities arc
readily available, their cost puts
them beyond the reach of many
people.

~
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Fashion Outlet A Fashion Outlet Y Fashion Outlet

LONDON
Westwood*s Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Ceaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gaylcy Ave, Westwcxxi

208-7722
Ihis coupon Is qood for

SI Off a Minitnuni

Si 2 Dry CkMiiinq ()rdt»r

Olympic

Pico

Values

to $1 20

HUOE SELECTION OF

^- /'

-'^*^

Ir's big, It's fresh orxj ir's only o buck sixry-nine! SubvMDy's 6"

meorboll or 6" Cold Cur Combo is filled with meor, cheese
orxJ your choice of free fixin's, on breod boked fresh right

in the store. Come on in for o fill-up rodoyi

^ NAMB SHOES.

now
REDUCED TO..

Ladies Fashion

Footwear
Off~ Price:~

OPEN "24" HOURS
YOUR ^"^gHU^ BRUIN

fcHUi'IMS
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

WESTWOOD BLVD. at LINDBROOK
Don't Forget $1 Off Any Footlong

^Sub With Your Athletic Tid^et Stub

ANY
FOOTIjONQ

SUB OR
LARGE SALAD

OPEN
24

HOURS

Sale Today
Through
Sunday,

I6TH
$1M OFF

YOUR "XDNir BRUIN
• .w.-.'-'.-j^-:-

^UBmnv

ANY
FOOTLONG
SUBCXU.
LARGE SALAD |

OPEN
24

HOURS

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
WESTWOOD BLVD. at LINDBROOK

Not 4»dWithAryOih6rDwcxjuntorPromo»i .«»«0«P»v C-Mnormr

DB
fmm m. . ViSA

474.

2249 Sepuiveda Blvd.
(between Pico & Olympic)

Tel: 478-2728
Open:

., 10 to 8 Mon In,
I O to 7 Scit,

I I to 6 Sun.

\r

S\* •'•'•^

rvr*.«<i
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Reserve Our Private

Room Upstairs*

Its free to all groups*
FREE & FAST DELIVERY

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken

and mojo potatos Only $10.95

Large two topping pizza^ ,
$8.99

2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all

you can drink Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2am

824-4111
L ^ J

Shakey's

PfltA
Rf^Uurani

ATTHE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE AT 1206 MURPHY HALL

MORTAR BOARD ISA NATIONALHONOR SOCIEnY
WHICH REQUIRES ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE.

LEADERSHIPAND CAMPUSAND COMMUNnY SERVICE

Qualifications:

(1) at least 90 units completed at end of FaD *91^

(2) cumulative college G.PA of 3.0 or abpYe-^-J:

(3) graduation not sooner than Fall 1992

(4) demonstrated leadership and service

APPUCATIONS ARE DUE FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 18 BY 4:30 P.M.

BRID6IN6
THE GAP

ESSAY
AND
SHORT
STORY
CONTEST

or

froMfl cuMvr*

OPINTOAU
ucusTUDnn

$750
iNPmzis

Americans In store for sizable

change inliostOolcl War iMlitics
By R.W. Apple Jr.

The New York Times

WASHINGTON— With the Cold War's end, the

whole terrain of American politk:8 is undergoing

fundamental change, from the kinds of issues that

preoccupy voters and candidates to the tMdance

between Congress and the White House to the

relative strength of the Rq)ublican and Democratic

parties.

^ The evidence is just be^nning to come in. But it

seems probable that the presidency will lose some of

the clout it has won at the expense ofCapitol Hill over

the last four decades, that domestic affoirs will

resume their normal place at the center of American

politics and that the Republican Party will have

difficulty sustaining its recent surge.

All that and more probably lies ahead,,even though

for all but the oldest Americans it is hard to imagine

American politics without the Cold War.

**It was the defining issue in our political discourse

and public policy fiom 1947 until last year,** said

Richard Holbrooke, a former assistant secretary of

state. **It made 'national security* the justification for

everything — the interstate highway system, the

National Defense Education Act, the Vietnam War,

the foreign aid program.

**J. William Fulbright used it to sell his scholar-

ships and J. Edgar Hoover used it to sell his

wiretaps.**

As the nation turned vinilentiy anti-Communist,

socialism in all its forms was shunned like the plague.

Programs such as national health care and broader

trade-union rights nearly vanished from the screen of

American politics. With rare exceptions, such as in

'l968, almost every successful national politician

-Stpod in the center or the right

Every president froni Harry Truman to George
Bush :— Democrats like Lyndon B. Johnson and
Jimmy Carter as well as Republicans like Richard M.
Nixon and Ronald Reagan — sought to toe the hard

line.

The hard anti-Communist stance became as

institutionalized at the White House as "Hail to the

Chief,** and the officer cairying the briefcase as

common as the officer holding thenuclear-weapons
codes. z

But now all that has changed, and there could be no
better evidence than the opening weeks of the 1992

presidential campaign. Except for President Bush,

none of the candidates have any significant foreign-

policy credentials, and the rest of them are attacking

the president for his.

A governor, a former governor, two senators, a

former senator and a newspaper columnist constitute

the field of challengers. For the fu^t time in decades,

knowledge of the rest of the world seems to count for

very littie. In some ways provincialism may even be

an asset

In other years, hopefuls like Michael S. Dukakis or

Jimmy Carter who had spent their careers on
domestic questions surrounded themselves with

prominent foreign-policy advisers and called fore-

ign-policy conferences to show they cared.

But this time, no one is even bothering. Indeed, the

president*s challengers are trying, with varying

degrees of emphasis, to turn Bush's lifelong

fascination with foreign affairs into a liability, a sign

of his indifference to America *s everyday concerns.

Stq)hen Hess of the Brookings Institution, an
experienced analyst of campaigns, sees Bush, a man
whose attitudes were formed in the Cold War years,

,

as **the only candidate who is really trying to hold

back the tide from the left and the rig^t that is tuming
the country rsq}idly inward.**

The emphasis on domestic affairs developed even
as the worid went through its most convulsive

changes since the 1950s. And it developed within a

year of the allied triumph in the Persian Gulf— a
reminder, it might have been thought, that a
president*s foreign-policy skills can be useful, even
in the post-postwar era.

Less than a year ago, America*s resounding

military victory in Kuwait and Iraq sent Bush*s
natitxial approval ratings to record highs and led

many politicians to conclude that he would be

unbeatable this year. Now all that seems irrelevant,

and the president, in his State of the Union address

last week and in his campaign commercials, is

struggling to demonstrate that foreign affairs are not

his only interest

Sen. Tom Haridn, D-Iowa, echoed a significant

segment ofnational opinion with a remark he made at

the very beginning of his presidential campaign last

Sq>tember.

*If you want to continue to spend $160 billion of

your money to defend Europe from the Soviet Union,

or whatever it*s called now, take your ballot and put it

in the Bush box,** he said. **But if you believe that

Europe is strong enough and rich enough and
powerful enough to defend itself if it wants, then take

your ballot and put it in the Democrats* box.**

Fbur years ago, neither Harkin nor any other major

Democrat would have said that kind of thing.

Dukakis rode around in a tank with a helmet on to

show he wasn't soft With the Soviet threat still

intact, or thought to be, solidarity with the European
allies was considered absolutely central. Almost
every president made a pilgrimage to the Berlin WalL

This year, several Democrats have put out detailed

foreign policy position papers, and Gov. Bill Clinton

of Arkansas, the eariy leader, made a point of

warning against '"retreating from the worid or

discounting its dangers.**

Stanfdid's nonprofit campus
lavish with pertcs for Its

III

By Bill Workman
San Franclscx) Chronicle

PALO ALTO— Top managers
of Stanford University*8 campus
bookstore <lrive expensive late-

model cars and share a $500,000
vacation home, a sailboat a motor
home, a hot tub — all paid for by
the nonprofit bookstore — the

Stanford Daily reported.

The student newspaper also

disclosed that the Tudor-style

vacation home in Twain Harte in

Tuolomne County is owned by the

bookstore's two top executives,

general manager Eldon Speed and
assistant general manager Philip

Chiaramonte, who lease it back to

the bookstore through their private

consulting fuin.

The leasing arrangement the

Daily said, is effectively paying

off $209,000 in loans the two
executives took in the mid-1980s

to pay for building the home,
where other senior bookstore

employees and their families

spend vacations along with Speed
and Chiaramonte.

Stanford University officials

Expressed concern about the report

of "'questionable financial arrange-

ments** at Uie bookstore, an inde-

pendent nonprofit corporation

that leases campus space in White
Plaza, but which has a board of

directors that includes Stanford

faculty and staff members.
"If true, these disclosures are

troubling,** said Provost James
Rosse. "We expect the bookstore
to take action to resolve the

questions raised.**

Neidier Speed nor Chiaramonte
could be reached for conunent nor

could History professor Peter

Stansky, president of the board of
directors.

However, the Daily quoted
Stansky as saying that the vacation

home lease arrangement with the

two bookstore managers was to

supplement the managers* pension

plans while at the same time
reward the store's other senior

employees with a "quite splendid"

perquisite.

ApparenUy^ the arrangements
with Speed and Chiaramonte were
made several years ago at a time

when the bookstore*s directors

were worried they might lose what
Stansky said were **among the best

college book people in the coun-

try.**

Speed and Chiaramonte, who
each receive an annual salary of
more than $100,000, are among
the most highly paid college

bookstore managers in the nation,

according to industry sources.

*Tlie typical saUuy is about

$30,000, somewhere on the level

of a campus nurse,** said Hans
Stechow, director of external

affairs of the 3,000-member
National Association of College

Stores.

Speed drives a 1991 Infiniti

Q45, leased for $650 monthly by
the bookstore, and Chiaramonte

drives a 1990 Cadillac El Dorado
Biarritz that cost the store $34,552,

the Daily reported.

The cars are among a small fleet

of eight top-of-the-line vehicles

bought or leased by the store and
used without restrictioii by top-

level nuuiagers.

The bookstore also leases a

Hotiday Rambler Imperial motor
home from Colleagues Manage-
ment Services, Speed and Chiara-

monte*s consulting Hrm.

Stechow said the Stanford store

is among only a few college stores

that are privately owned. Most are

owned by schools which contract

out for management he said.

Speed and Chiaramonte are
highly regarded, according to

Stechow, running a bookstore that

has the diird highest sales volume
for college bookstores in the nation
at $39 million.

"It*s a very unique situation

there.** said Stechow. "Phwi what I

am hearing now, the peiks are
quite unique as well.**

\
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Coast Guard to resume Haitian

repatriation, but at slower pace
By Anne-Marie O'Connor
and Deborah Scrogglne
Cox News Service

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti —
The U.S. Coast Guard is set to

resume the forced return of Haitian

boat people Thursday after the de
facto military government here

temporarily halted the repatriation

of thousands of refugees.

However, Haiti said it will

accept only half the number of

Coast Guard cutters U.S. officials

had planned to send this week, a

U.S. Embassy official said Wed-
nesday. The official said Haiti

argued that it could not assimilate

such large numbers of refugees at

one time.

The U.S. repatriation prog^m
began Monday and only two Coast

Guard cutters carrying 381 refu-

gees has been permitted to dlpck.

Roughly 15,000 refugees are yet to

be returned.

Analysts here immediately spe-

culated that the Haitian military,

concerned over U.S. threats to

freeze Haitian assets and over

reports that invasion plans are

being studied, is using the refugee

issue as a bargaining chip to

prevent such actions, The Bush
administration wants the bulk of
the refugees sent back,

they are fleeing adverse economic
coiiditions and therefore do not

qualify for political asylum,
i

U.S. officials had planned to

send two boats daily on Wednes-
day, Thursday and Saturday, but

the Haitians said they would only

be willing accept two boats on
Thursday and one on Saturday.

In Washington, White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said

the Haitians "want incremental

arrivals that allow them to process

(the refugees) in a reasonable way,
and we're discussing that with

them.**

But Rep. Charles JRangel, D-
N.Y. told reporters in Washington
that the Haitian military and police

merely want more time to finger-

print the returning boat people so

they can more easily be targeted

for repression at some time in the

future. Many of the refugees say

they fear being killed because they

oppose the military government
The U.S. Embassy official said

the Haitians also want each of the

returning refugees to receive close

to $100 each— neariy seven times

the current assistance allowance
— to help with transport food, and
readjustment The 381 Haitians

that returned Monday were given

$15 each by the International

Committee of the Red Cross.

Foreign analysts immediately

expressed concern that if Haitian

officials are allowed to administer

the allowances, they might try to

skim money from the aid.

The U.S. official said the means
for distributing the money, if the

request for an increase is

approved, hasn*t been decided.

"Details still have to be worked
out** he said. "They*ve asked for

assistance and until we comply
with that request they won't accept

the refugees at the speed we wish.**

More than 15,000 Haitians have
been pk:ked up by Coast Guard
cutters since tiie bloody Sept 30
coup that ousted Haiti*s flrst

freely-elected president Jean-
Bertrand Aristide.

Haitian military leader Raoul
Cedras, who promoted himself

brigadier general to lieuten*

ant general on Wednesday, ruled

out the possibility of Aristide*s

return as president in an interview

with Cox Newspapers this week.
However, there are still ongoing
negotiations on the issue with the

Organization of American States.

On Tuesday, the Bush admi-
nistration relaxed the tough eco-

nomic embargo imposed after the

Sept 30 coup. The State Depart-

ment said American businesses

'ih9^ assemble products in Haiti

would be able to apply for permis-

sion to export raw materials to

Haiti and bring them back as

finished goods.

The intent of the relaxation is to

ease the severe impact of the

embargo on up to 40,000 mostiy

poor workers in 44 factories.

However, critics have charged that

the administration was merely
caving in to pressure from U.S.
fums with operations in Haiti, and
that the relaxation was also

intended to counter the negative

public relations from the admi-
nistration's push to return the

refugees.

Meanwhile in Atianta Wednes-
day, a federal appeals court closed

the judicial door on thousands of
Haitian boat people remaining at

the U.S. naval base at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba; they have been denied
permission to apply for political

asylum in the United States.

A three-judge panel of the 1 1th

U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
instructed a federal judge in Miami
to dismiss the Haitians' case after

finding they have no rights under
American or international law.

Circuit Judges Gerald B. Tjoflat

and Emmett R. Cox also held in

their majority opinion that the

government could not be com-
pelled to hold die Haitians at

Guantanamo just so their Ameri-
can attorneys could exercise their

First Amendment rights to speak to

their clients.

*The pla&ltiffs also claim that

customary international law, or

international common law, creates

enforceable rights," the judges

=wrote. "This claim is mcritlcss and
does not warrant discussion."

The U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) has

allowed slightiy more than 3,000

of the Haitians at Guantanamo Bay
to apply for political asylum.

About 6,0(X) have been denied

permission, while the rest are

waiting to go through the INS
screening process. The Supreme
Court last Friday cleared the way
for the Coast Guard to begin

shipping the first of the rejected

applicants back to Haiti.

An attorney for the Haitians said

they planned to appeal the case to

the Supreme C^ourt. But the

Supreme Court's decision Friday

to clear the way for the forced

return of the refugees indicates the

high court is likely to rule in the

government's favor. ^r

A sense of normality settles over
Venezuela as tale of failed coup told
By James Brooke
The New York Times

CARACAS. Venezuela— As a

sense of normality settied over

Venezuela after Tuesday's failed

coup, officials recounted how a

knot of young, militantiy national-

ist array officers came within

minutes of assassinating the presi-

dent of one of South America's

oldest democracies.

The failed coup that sought to

end Venezuela's 34-year-old

democracy cost the lives of as

many as 78 soldiers and civilians.

Wednesday, 1,058 mutinous sol-

diers were under arrest including

133 junior army officers identified

as conspirators.

But for a raincoat and a secret

tunnel from the presidential

palace, the future might have

changed radically Tuesday morn-

ing for tjl^^ nation that controls the

Western Hemisphere* s largest oil

reserves.

Last weekend, as President

Carlos Andres Perez was in Davos,

Switzerland, speaking to foreign

investors about Venezuela's po^-
cal stability, a tight-knit group of

lieutenant cokxiels was plotting at

home to kHl him.

Known as "Los Boiivarianos,"

the ringleaders were members of

the 1976 graduating class of
Venezuela's military academy.

I>espite professing open admi-

ration for military rule and repor-

tedly having taken part in a

bloodless 1988 uprising known as

"die night of die tanks." the

Bolivarianos steadily rose through

the ranks of Venezuela's army,

reaching the rank of lieutenant

colonel.

According to the plan, Vene-
zuela's 69-year-old president was
to be assassinated aifter his plane

touched down in Caracas 's down-
town airstrip, the Francisco de

Miranda Air Force Base.

The plan went av^ry because

Perez arrived after dark and landed

at the capital's international air-

port, 30 miles away. The down-
town airstrip does not have landing

lights.

Akeady mobilized, rebel para-

troopers attacked the downtown
airstrip anyway. Mustering auto-

matic weapons and machine guns,

the troops also attacked La Caso^
na. the presidential residence^ve
blocks away.

But alerted ihintttes before the

attack, Perez managed lo escape

the official residence and to make
his way across town to Miraflores

Palace, an elegant 19th-century

white stucco building that houses

the presidential offices. No sooner
had the president gotten to the

palace when rebel paratroopers

started fighting their way inside.

As an armored personnel carrier

drove up die front steps of the

palace and repeatedly smashed the

front door, Perez fled down a

secret tunnel, hidden under a

raincoat

His military chief of staff, a

loyalist thrust the president inside

a car. Running a series of red

lightSs the vehicle raced to the

television studios of Channel 4.

There Perez made a series of

predawn, televised appeals

reminding loyal miUtary units that

he was Venezuela's commander-
in-chief.

When Defense Minister Fernan-

do Ochoa Antich asked Perez if he

wanted to negotiate with the rebels

at the palace, Perez reportedly

said, "Give tiiem lead.**
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By Andrew Molllson

Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — The first

financial rqxvt filed by I>avid

Duke*s presidential campaign has

raised eyebrows from.Washington
to Baton Rouge.
The report received Wednesday

by the Federal Election Commis-
sion came from David Duke for

President

Papers authorizing the commit-

tee were signed by the former Klan
leader from Louisiana on Dec. 4,

the day he officially announced his

candidacy in Washington, D.C., at

a catered event in the National

Press Club, which was paid more
than $700 in advance.

Federal law requires that the

rqxirt list all the receipts, expen-

ditures and outstanding bills from
1991, either before or after the

committee is formed, which are

related to Duke^s challenge to

President Bush's bid for renomi-

nation as the Republican candi-

date.

However, Duke's report claims

incorrectly that $3,000 was given

by the Republican Pai^y of Loui-

siana to his gubernatorial cam-
paign three days after he lost the

Nov. 16 run-off election, and then

transferred two days after Christ-

mas to his presidential campaign.

His report fails to mention such

expenses as the announcement
event or such normal expenses as

travel and phone calls.

It states that by Dec. 31, the

committee had paid out only two
amounts: $5,000 for a filing fee

charged by the Republican Party of
Texas and $1,583 for wages aiid

expense reimbursements to one
employee.

The report says that the $50,000
his gubernatorial committee trans-

ferred on Dec. 27 to his presiden-

tial committee included $3,000
received Nov. 19 from **Republi-

can Party of La.,** at a ]X)st office

box in Shrevqx>it.

But the Louisiana Republican

party doesn't have a post office

box there, and it dicbi't even
endorse Duke, much less give him
money, in either the gubernatorial

or presidential race, said Ann
Myers, press secretary at the

Louisiana Republican Party's

headquarters in Baton Rouge.

•*We don't even have an office

or box in Shreveport,** she said in a

telq)hone interview. "We*rc try-

ing to find out whose box that is.

The post office people say it's a

personal box, not a business box,

so they won't give us the name of

the person who owns it**

It would be illegal for Duke*s
campaign to take more than $1,000

from any individual, though a

political party or special-interest

comnuttee registered with die

Federal Election Commission can

under some circumstances give as

much as $5,000.

A phone message left at Duke*s
campaign office in Metairie, La.,

seeking explanations from Paul R.

Allen, the assistant campaign
treasurer who signed the report, or

Laura OtiUio, the campaign*

s

press contact, was not returned

inmiediately.

The report says that by Dec. 31

Duke's presidential campaign had
received $8,764 in direct contri-

butions, all but $1,249 of tiiat in

gifts of $200 or less, plus $50,100 >

from his old committee, and had

$52,083 on hand after paying out

$6,781.

Beauty more than just sMiMleep,
can affect confidence, selfesteem
By Lena Williams
The New York Times

On most people's beauty scale, Stacey Stetler

would be a 10. A blond, Mue-eyed,. 5-foot- 11 -inch

New York model, she has confidenUy sashayed down
the runway for Yves Saint Laurent in Paris and has

graced the covers of fashion magazines.

But until recently, when Stetler looked in the

mirror she saw less perfection and more flaws.

**I was flat-chested,** Stetier said. **You couldn't

tell if I was coming or going. My back protruded

almost as much as my firont"

While many people see such flaws as superficial

and take them in stride, to others, especially young
girls, they can be devastating to 'their self-image.

More than 20 years after the start of the women*s
movement, many women still feel judged more on
physical attributes than inherent worth.

Stetl^ enhanced her boyish figure by having

breast implants. She is not alone.

Although estimates vary, at least 1 50,000 women a

year in the United States have breast-implant

surgery. Some of these procedures are performed for

medical reasons, like restorations after a mastec-

tomy, but an estimated 80 percent are for nonmedical
reasons, most often to enlarge the breasts.

The Food and Ehiig Administration's recent

ifioratorium on silicon-gel breast implants has

renewed a debate over whether ever-changing ideals

of beauty are as much to blame as big business— in

this case, the implant manufacture^ — for making
many women feel they must alter their bodies.

If Stetier and other professional beauties like Cher
and Mariel Hemingway feel insecure enough about
their looks to augment their bustiines, imagine what
it's like for Everywoman.
"Women arc still valued more in the worid at large

by their looks Uian men are," said Gloria Steinem, a
founder of the women's movement who recently

publisfied a book on self-esteem, "Revolution From
Within** (Little, Brown, 1992). "What makes such
distortions so cruel is that body image and self-

esteem are strongly linked. In other words, when we
dislike our bodies, it is difficult to like ourselves."

In the mid-1980s, the angular, whip-thin bodies

that had long dominated the fashion scene began to be

supplanted by a trend toward thin bodies with large

breasts, a curvier, slighUy muscular Ipok.

Of 643,910 cosmetic surgery procedures per-_

formed in 1990, breast augmentation ranked second,

at 89,402. It was second to liposuction (to siphon

away body fat) at 109,080, according to the

American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery.

Naomi Wolf, the author of *The Beauty Mytii**

(Morrow, 1991), believes the image obsession is part

of "a violent backlash against feminism that uses

images of female beauty as a political weapon against

women's advancement
"More women have more money and power and

scope and legal recognition than we have ever had

before," she said, "but in terms of how we feel about

ourselves physically, we may actually be worse off

than our unUberated grandinothers.**

This perception is buttressed by a flood of data.

A 1985 Psychology Today study of body image
based on 2,000 responses to a questionnaire found
that women were less satisfied than men with their

appearance and more critical of their bodies.

Similariy, in a Self magazine mail-in survey

answered by 1,100 women, 48 percent said they

would Vxk more attractive if they were 20 pounds
thinner. The women also said they wanted to be
perceived as intelligent but thought men wanted them
to be "more traditional and one-dimensional: sexy."

Psychologists and other experts say such attitudes

heighten their worry that people look outward rather

than inward for self-esteem.

'Temale models are nine percent taller and 16

percent thinner than average women, an unrealistic

ideal of beauty for women to emulate, which
contributes to low self-esteem,** said Jennifer

Brenner, a professor of psychology at Brandeis

University. "We should accept these women as

unique aiKl honor them as such, or put forth an ideal

jimage of women which is more compatible with the

average female body."

She and a colleague. Dr. Joseph Cunningham,
found in a study ofmale and female fashion models in

New York and male and female Brandeis students

that the average female model is 5-9>4 and weighs

122.8 pounds, while the average female student is 5-4

and weighs 126.2 pounds,

Kristen A. Golden, the coordinator of an effort by
the Ms. Foundation for Women to promote studies of

women's issues, said, "I think if we stopped lying to

children, particularly our girls, they would be in

much better shape.** •.

'*Up to the age of 1 1, giris are very straightforward

and confident,** she said, citing research by the

American Association of University Women and

others. *They trust their own experience and say

what they think. By age 12, they*re beginning to get

mixed messages from their families, the media and
society in general that they*re supposed to be quiet,

nice, thin, preferably bk)nd.**

In the Psychology Today survey, 33 percent of the

men and 45 percent of the women said they would
consider having cosmetic surgery. While most men
choose procedures like ear pinning, reshaped noses

and liposuction, some also attain stronger- and
younger-looking bodies through silicon implants to

enlarge calves, chests and buttocks.

For women the standards of beabty are so i^itrary

and capricious that even the most well-adjusted are

said to have trouble measuring up.

**Even the most confident person can have
questions, and a woman today often feels alone at

times, uncertain of herself and her future." said Judith

Briles, the author of 'The Confidence Factor. How
Self-Esteem Can Change Your Life** (Mastcrmedia
Limited, 1990).
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Flags to fly at halfstaff as
lysoii trial resumes after fire
Three killed in blaze;

court security increased

By Rtaymond Hernandez and Greg SImms
Cox News Service

INDL\NAPOUS — TTie city's flags will fly at

half staff when the rape trial of boxer Mike Tyson
continues today.

The fire that swq)t through the Indianapolis

Athletic Club eariy Wednesday killed two firefigh-

ters and a guest, and forced the sequestered jurors

staying in the hotel to flee for safety.

Also on Wednesday:
Trial testimony was postponed until today.

Indianapolis Mayor Stephen Goldsmith called for

federal arson investigators, although officials said

arson probably wasn't the cause.

And the acting fire chief, remembering his fallen

colleagues, called the incident "the worst tragedy in

the memory of the Indianapolis Fire Department."

The trial is scheduled to resume at 9 a.m. Tyson is

charged with rape and two counts of criminal deviate

conduct. If convicted, he faces up to 60 years in

prison.

Tighter security at the Marion County Courthouse
started on Wednesday when officials brought in a
black, bomb-sniffing dog to search the courtroom,
even through the court had received no threats.

Additional sheriffs deputies will be outside the

courthouse with extra metal detectors on hand.

After the fire, court spokesman Joe Champion said

ihatjurors werem good spirits. However, he said that

Judge Patricia Gifford will question the jurors

individually in her chamibers today, apf^rbnUy to

determine if they can continue to concentrate on the

case and make sure their impartiality wasn't
compromised. Defense and prosecution attorneys

will be with her.

Trial observers speculated eariy in the day that a
distracted jury coiUd lead to a mistrial.

*There are many impressions (that jurors could
have) about what occurred here," said legal analyst

Mark Shawn, who has been monitoring the trial. He
suggested that if jurors felt the fire was set to

influence them, a mistrial could be declared.

Champion said no such motions were made on
Wednesday. °

The 15 jurors, including three alternates, were
taken to another downtown hotel under tight security.

An employee for the Hilton Hotel confirmed that

jurors are staying in rooms on the 19th floor.

Meanwhile, die fire-damaged Athletic Club, witii

seven windows blackened and broken, was cordoned
off with yellow police ribbon.

Corporal Elwood M. Gelenius, 47, and Private

John J. Lorenzo, 29, died in the three-alarm blaze that

required 73 firefighters. They were the first

Indianapolis firefighters to die in the line of duty
since 1969.

The firefighters were killed during a flashover,

which occurs when a room or area is heated to the

point when fu^ flashes over the entire area.

Thomas Mutz, 7 1, of Wilmette, III, a guest at the

Athletic Club, and a World War n fighter pilot who
fought at Guadalcanal, died in a stairwell on the sixUi

floor, apparendy from smoke inhalation.

Captain Michael L. Spalding, 40, was listed in

critical condition with bums and respiratory damage
at Wishard Hospital. Private Ann Comparct, 34, was
listed in serious condition.

Ten guests of the club, at 350 N. Meridian, were
treated at Methodist Hospital for smoke inhalation

and released.

Goldsmith ordered flags at city buildings be flown
at half staff, and fu^ department personnel had
miniature black flags placed on their vehicles in

honor of the two firefighters who died.

Meanwhile, the fire department and the Indiana-

polis Police Department were investigating the cause
of the fire. Fire Department Capt Gary Campbell
said at the mayor's request, experts fmn Ihe U.S.
Department of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms were
also investigating.

In addition, Public Safety Director Michael
Beaver said that a review panel is being formed to

investigate the blaze. He said members of the pastel

will be drawn from fu^fighting personnel. The panel

also will review current fire procedures and
equipment

The fire was first rqxjrted, via 91 1, at 12:08 a.m.

The second alarm came at 12:27 and the third at

12:58.

The blaze began in a third-floor bar/cafe area and
spread upward, fire officials said.

New findngs on dystrophy inheritance

challenge conventional genetic themy
By Qlna Kolata

The New York Times

In a finding that adds a strange

new twist to traditional genetics,

scientists have discovered that the

most common form of muscular

dystrophy is caused by a gene that

gradually grows bigger each time

it is inherited. And the bigger it

gets, the worse the disease.

The discovery about the form
called myotonic dystrophy, made
at the same time by three separate

groups of scientists, brings to light

a riovel mechanism of inheritance,

involving a sliding scale of genetic

damage that gets more severe with

subsequent generations.

This is ih distinct contrast with

the prevailing concept that genes

are handed down through genera-

tions essentially unchanged and
that either a gene is normal or it is

not

It means, for example, that a

genetic counselor may have to

advise patients that they are carry-

ing a gene that will not affect them

or their children but may cause a

deadly disease in their great-

great-grandchildren.

'This opens up moral, social and
ethical problems that were totally

unanticipated," said Dr. David
Housman, a molecular geneticist

at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology who is a member of

one of the groups that made the

discovery.

Three papers describing the

findings are being published
Thursday in Nature, a British

I

science journal.

Geneticists said they regarded

the finding as a complete surprise.

It comes hard on the heels of
similar findings for two other

genes, one that causes fragile X
syndrome, an inherited form of

mental retardation, and one diat

causes X-linked spinal and bulbar

atrophy, a rare inherited wasting

disease whose gene is on the X-
chromosome.

Housman said that in the two
other diseases, the expanding
region of the gene consists of three

nucleotides, the chemical building

blocks of the gene, that even in

normal individuals are repeated

over and over again.

In people with the disease, this

repeated region starts growing out

of bounds, a "replication catastro-

phe," Housman said.

He said he would not be
surprised if the same sort of

replication catastrophe underlies

the expansion oLthe myotonic

dystrophy gene. And, he added,

once the process begins it con-

tinues with each generation, with

the region growing ever bigger.

*This whole business is fasci-

nating and to a large extent

completely unexpected," said Dr.

Bert Vogelstein, a molecular
geneticist at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity School of Medicine.
He said that now that it has been

established that a gene can grow
and become more mutant with

each generation, geneticists have
to consider the startling possibility

that oUier mutant genes might

gradually cure themselves over

generations.

*Tt really opens up a whole new
way of thiiiking about inheri-

tance," he said.

Dr. David Ledbetter. a geneti-

cist at Baylor College of Medicine
in Houston, said, "Now we have

three examples, so we know it's

not just one bizarre situation." He
added that researchers throughout

the worid were hunting for other

genetic disorders inherited in the

same way.

The three groups of researchers,

consisting of a total of 39 scientists

from 1 1 research centers, pursued

their search for the myotonic
dystrophy genetic region by prob-

ing along the chromosome. No. 19,

where the gehe is situated.

The first group edged in from
one end of the suspect region, the

second from the other end, and the

third group jumped into the center.

All diree established that the

genetic region is expanded in

patients who get the disease, and
the greater the expansion of the

gene, the more severe the disease.

As a result of these findings,

investigators now have a precise

way of diagnosing myotonic
dystrophy by looking for the

expanded genetic region, and a

new way of thinking about genetic

disease.

Myotonic dystrophy affects at

least 1 in 8,000 people. But it has

been difficult to determine the true

incidence of the disease because

only its severe form is clearly

recognized.

The Cedars-Sinai Researcli Institute is currently seeking professionals to join the

neurosenetics laboratory. Cedars-Sinai Medical Center is a major affiliate of the UCLA
School of Medicine. THe research institute has established programs in molecular and

cellular biology and human genetics. The following positions are available:

RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
These two Postdoctoral Fellow/Research Associate positions will be involved in the

mplecular-eenetic study of neurodegenerative disorders and the molecular analysis of

familial CfsIS tumors. Applicants must possess a PhD or MD desree and a strong

background in molecular biology and genetics. The positions are funcSd for a minimum
of two years. The salary is is fiS to 30,000 per annum depending on experience.

Please'send curriculum vitae with names/addresses of 3 references to Dr. Stefan M. Pulst.

LAB RESEARCH TECHNICIANS
These positions are responsible for organizing and performing: linkage study of Familiar

Alzheimer DX, bfotting and polymerase chain reaction tecnniques. A BS Deeree is

required. One position requires molecular biology laboratory experience ana DNA
sequencing, and the second requires situ hybridization experience.

Please contact Dr. Stefan M. Pnlit, CEDARS^INAI MEDICAL CENTER. Beder Rdc,
8700 Beverly Blvd., Los AntcK CA 9004& Telephone: (310) 85S-51M. Fax: (310)

967-0119. M/VEOE) ®CEDARS-SINAI
MEDICAL CENTER
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1 dozen $4.22 25... $7.95

50 $15.49 100 $28.63

Sauces: Mild, Hot, 'Suicide'. Barbeque. Hot Bart)eque

ALSO TRV OUR:
• Hamburger • Chicken Sandwch • Potato Skins • Mozzarella

Sticks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries

• Chicken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

LITTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER

Ml Vtoo Cii Cat • $1.95*
Each SAT. - SUN. (Ask for detailsJ
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FINALLY,
CONTA&T
LENSES FOR
PEOPLE WHO
CAN'T SEE

EYE TO EYE

WITH SOFT
LENSES!

Find out about

FLUOROPERM
Gas Permeable Daily

or Extended Wear
Custom Contact Lenses.

Daily Wear Soft Lenses-$1 75.00

Disposable Contact Lenses-$225.00

Just Call:

DR. QUACKENBUSH, O.D
10955 Weyburn Ave.
Corner of Weyburn & BroAton

208-4748 '
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Books Music
w Videos "^ Jewelry

By And About Women

1351 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 477-7300 Open 7 days 10-8pm
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Poppa Petc'v

^
I<c-sl;iii|-:int

j
10759 PICO BLVD» LOS ANGELES

I
across t'cn fre v'.es*5!de ^'jv:!'.3n

X (213)475-6158

] 'More Se ecticns Than Ever Before'
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Come and try the New Fresh Pasta & Fish Specials

Special Jewelry

V SALE V
1c\Hls w Lockets

lebruaiyO- 14, \'n)2

lewelry Department
ASUCLA VVomenswear

Ackerman Union

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTEhNDED. DAILY
(CLEARCaOf« $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (6me wpm. $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED 4199 PR

ml

Linguina Checka $4.50
Fresh Hsh qt Day $5.95
Fettucine Corbonara $5.25

M-Sat 6am-9pm

Stir Fry Chinese Ctilcken $4.75
Fettucine w/Chlcken
ganic creme sauce $5.25

Sun 8am-3pm

EYE EXAMS15
(wrtem)

52«88gS8»8«»SP?:!8?«!385=5='5=!^^^
2131 842-t.094
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,600, 642-6094

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY j
_MEN & WOMEN

B,wni Wax -

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

S35

Up Wax
Eyebrow
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax

$8 :
$4 •

$5

$20
Sculpture Nails $25 :

HILITE &
CUTS, CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANES
CUTS 25

^^
1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468

above Mario's Restaurant Expires 3/0^92

e

Did you know that ... nothing a woman does obligates her to have sexual

contact against her unll?

Everyone has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected.

^^^^iTTTTifTTiTrr^r^n n^^^^^^^^rrr^^^^^^^nm-'^-i^rm^^-mmm

When No Is Not Enough
Sexual AggressionWM^mmg Relatmfish^

H^M^Ur

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

mm^mi?^"'

12.00 ' l.OO p.m. IDoddHall 206-M40

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.
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Poland restless despite
the fall of ciMnmunlsm
By Stephen En^lbarg
The New York Times

WARSAW— A recent national

poll sums up the gloomy, forebod-

ing mood these days in Poland, the

country that was the first in Eastern

Europe to reject the communist
system.

Asked to pick: the best qualified

person to lead the nation from
among six well-known figures in

recent Polish history, a substantial

majority favored **none of the

above."

Surprisingly,, President Lech
Walesa, who came to prominence
as the leader of the Solidarity free

union movement, placed behind
Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski, the last

communist leader.

From the cabarets to the news-
papers to Parliament, the prevail-

ing talk these days is of strikes,

social unrest and even some sort of
return to authoritarian rule.

Euphoria over toppling com-
munism, and the initial pleasures

of being able to buy bananas on
every street comer, have been
supplanted by uncertainty over the

future, anxiety on unemployment
and the fear of exploitation by
foreign investors.

Support for Poland's economic
reform plan, long regarded as the

region's boldest, has seriously

say, *A11 right, let*s go back to

authoritarian rule.**'

The Polish leader assailed West-
em Europeans for flooding his

country with products while keep-

ing their own markets closed, and'

he warned that instability in the'

East would inevitably harm the

West.

From the outset, when Poland

launched its program of economic
"shock therapy** on Jan. 1, 1990,

the essential question was whether
the people would be able to

stomach the long, painful process

of restructuring.

This, after all, was a country

with a history of bread riots and
popular uprisings. The strikes and
sit-ins initiated by Solidarity in the

1980s were only the most recent in

the country*s near-tradition of
protest

Unquestionably, the initial

phase brought fast results. Prices

were freed from controls, the

"Our own people are

not getting the feeling

that theyVe better off.

The fruits of victory

have turned sour."

lechWaleta
eroded in recent weeks, another
survey indicated. This one showed
that only 25 percent of those asked
supported faster privatization —
down from 50 percent in Novem-
ber.

Budget cuts have forced schools

to raise money from parents. Funds
are so^short that the government is

starting t^ default on some debts.

Walesa addressed a meeting of
the Council of Europe in Stras-

bourg, France, this week. His
gloomy ri^marks reflected thfe

solemn feeling that pervades War-
saw these days.

**Our own people are not getting

the feeling that they are better off,**

he said. "The fruits of victory have
turned sour. Already, one can hear

some people wondering why we
have ever done it Etemocracy is

losing its supporters. Some people

ENROUJMENT

PreskJent of Poland

borders opened to imports and
lines disappeared as goods Hlled

long-empty store shelves.

It is the next step in the

economk changes — layoffs, the

I^anned closing of unproductive

coal mines, and the sale of state-

run industries to foreign investcx^

— that has been harder to hurdle.

*This painful phase is a long one
and it will last for years,** said

Leszek Balcerowicz, former
finance minister and the architect

of these free-market stqps.

"As we know from history, the

sequence has always been diffe-

rent,** he continued. **Capitalism

frrst, mass democracy second.
We*re trying to combine mass
democracy and capitalism,^d it*s

ijever. beeh done.** .

,t^.ftf>j,

From page 1

can-American students attend

colleges such as Morehouse and

Spellman universities in Atlanta,

Ga. to learn more about the history

of their ancestors, said Renee
King, assistant coordinator for

UCLA*s African-American
RecruitiSent Program.

**This is the age of cultural

awareness,** King said. 'There is a

focus of where their roots are.**

The decreasing numt)er of Afri-

can Americans who graduate from
high school also contributes to the

decline of these students at UCLA,
said Rae Lee Siporin, UCLA*s
admissions director.

Between 1988 and 1990. almost

3,000 fewer African-American

students graduated from the state*s

high schools, according to the

Califomia Department of Finance.

University recruitment officers

target Los Angeles high schools,

offering tutorials and college pre-

paration workshops and some-
times inviting young African-
American students to spend a day
attending classes with current

UCLA students, said Michael

Coulter, who heads the recruit-

ment program.

Recent UC registration-fee

hikes will also soon cause a decline

in the number of underrepresented

groups, Basulto predicts. "Most of

our students are from worldng-

class backgrounds. We*re having a

hard time making ends meet**

"We're trying to dispel die

misconceptions of UCLA that it*s

too large and that you can*t get any

classes,** he said. "Before (stu-

dents) finish high school, they can

have an idea of what UCLA has to

offer.**

"What vi^e can do is focus on the

numbers we do get and retain

them,** he added.

Although members of other

underrepresented groups do not

face the same problems, they still

feel that UCLA is not accessible to

them, said Rosa Pimental, coordi-

nator of the Mariposa Program,

which recruits Latino students.

•"UCLA hasn*t been commun-
ity-oriented,*' she said. *The area

that we*re in doesn*t seem accessi-

ble to the students in East L.A. and

Whittier. they don't see them-

selves coming out here.**

This population growth hides

the real problem of underrepre-

sented students, said Oscar Basul-

to, a coordinator for MEChA, the

UCLA Chicano student^ group.

"Other factors include the way
curriculum affects us, the services

available to us, our economic
situation and how it affects our

retention.** be said. '
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Independence dream
vmiishing for Kurds
By Chris Hedges
The New York Times

SULAIMANIYA, Iraq —- The
Kurdish dream of indqiendence,

which seemed almost within reach

when Saddam Hussein*s forces

withdrew from the Kuidish-popu-
lated northeastern comer of Iraq

last year, is vanishing amid inter-

nal dissension and a three-month

economic blockade imposed by
the Baghdad govemment
The remnants of the Iraqi civil

authority in this region, deprived

of leadership and money from
Baghdad but lacking direction

from any central Kurdish authori-

ty, are neariy paralyzed.

Lawlessness has overtaken parts

of the north, where Kurdish bri-

gands pilfer food stocks, steal

vehicles at gimpoint and threaten

those who challenge them. Other
thieves, many of them corrupt

Kurdish ofHcials, are stripping the

economy of everything that can be
carted over the frontier to Iran and
sold, from bulldozers to electrical

wire.

"Many activities are conlmltted

in the name of the Kurdistan

Front,** said Massoud Barzani, the

principal Kurdish leader, referring

to the umbrella organization that

ifflakes up thede iaj^o^^wtrmoeat^

-"'S".

*Some local commanders have
misused their power. There have
been problems with corruption,

especiaUy at the local level. We all

realize that we must clean up our
ranks.**

*
The economic isolation has

been made worse by a severe

winter. Heavy snow and ava-

lanches, which frequently
impeded a 10-day visit by this

correspondent, have made much of
the nor^ inaccessible.

Trucks and jegjs, even those

equipped with cham^ take hours to

. inch over the blustery mountain
/^ passes. Cars, overpowered by the

weather, lie abandoned by the

roadside, and the carcasses of
cows and horses that have suc-

cumbed to the fierce winds and
steady snowfall are picked over by
wild dogs.

Guerrillas in northern Iraq rose

in rebellion after the end of the

Persian Gulf war, seeking inde-

pendence for the Kurds, a Turkic

ethnic group, from the Arab rulers

in Baghdad. But the insurgency

was crushed by Saddam's army.

Now most of the four million

Iraqi Kurds live in a security zone
set up by some of the countries that

fought against Iraq in the Gulf war,
or just south of the zone in areas

held by Kurdish rebels.

The security zone, which
includes most of Iraq north of the

36th parallel, was established by
the anti-hraq alliance last April to

persuade 1.5 million Kurds who
had fled to Turkey and Iran that

they could safely retum home.
Since the estabUshment of the

zone, the leaders of eight of the 18

rebel groups have run northern

Iraq through the Kurdistan Front
But internal bickering, especially

between the two main rebel fac-

tions, Barzani *s Kurdistan Demo-
cratic Party aiKl the Patriotic Union
of Kurdistan run by Jalal Talabahi,

has made the exercise of centnd

audiority almost impossible.

Each party making up the front

has veto power over any proposed

decision, meaning that few deci-

sions are made at all. Local militia

commanders, especially in die

valleys cut off by heavy blizzards

and avalanches, run large sections

of the Kurdish zone as personal

fiefs.

'

The Kurds, who no loiter have

a working telecommdnication
system and spend days isolated

firom each other because of
impassable roads, have squan-
dered their scant resources to set

up everything from competing
rnilitary organizations and huma-
nitarian groups to radio stations.

**Our governing process,** Bar-

zani admitted, "is paralyzed.**

Many accuse the divided rebel

leadership of investing energy and
time in^political infighting and
personal enrichment rather than

working to meet people's basic

needs.

"Saddam Hussein may have
tried to destroy us once,** said a

"Some local

commanders have

misused their power.

There have been

problems with

corniption, especially at

the local level."

Massood Barzani
Kurdish leader

Kurdish engineer who now works
^DT an mtemationa! relief orgsi^
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zation, "but what we are doing to

ourselves is 10 times worse.**

The Kurdish groups have agreed
to hold elections on April 3 to elect

one leader and a Kurdish Parlia-

ment in the hopes of establishing

order. But the decision to hold

elections has only exacerbated the

problem.

**Now evCTy time we want to

make a decision we are told w wait

until after the elections,** said one
high-ranking rebel official. "As if

we have time.**

Iraqi forces, which moved north

against several Kurdish villages in

November, have dug in and mined
a front line that roughly corres-

ponds to their known oil reserves

in the north. This line includes the

refmeries in the city of Mosul,

which is inside the allied security

zone.

But the decision by the United

Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees to pull out of northem
Iraq in April, foUowed in June by
the team of allied military

observers and the remaining
United Nations agencies, means
that, unless one of these agree-

ments is renewed, the Kurds may
soon find themselves facing the

Baghdad govemment alone.

Some 300.000 civil servants,

including teachers and policemen,

for the most part remain at their

posts, though they have not
received saktfies from the Bagh-

dad govemment for three months.

Most are Kurds who have now
pledged their allegiance to Kur-

distan. But the inability of the

Kurdish groups to pay them, as

well as bring, in the basic goods
blocked by Baghdad, has left many
Kurds cynical and dispirited.

Part of the problem is that

Kurdish leaders here have been
rehictant to proclaim an indepen-

dent state, with all the bureaucratic

and civil service machinery that

entails, for fear of alienating

Turkey and Iran, whose open
borders are now, with the tight

Iraqi bkx:kade, their only lifeline.

Turkey, whk:h is battling its

own Kurdish separatist movement,
and Iran, which has a large

Kurdish population, fear that the

creation of an independent Kurd-

ish state in Iraq couM fan separatist

movements within their own bor-

ders.
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5th Anniversary

FOR THEMONTH OF FEBRUARY
any pasta dish up to $12.95 now only
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PIUS (MJMITED SAIAD BAR AND HOMEMADE SOUPS

Classic Northern Italiim Cuisine

• 15 DIFFERENT

PASTAS

•40DIFFEI»IT
SAUCES

• 25VEGETAR1AN
SAUCES —

• 13 DAIirr-FREE

DISHES

M items prepared fresh

with no salt, sugar or

preservatives. Large
selection of entrees,

prepared with no oH.
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Urgent Care Center
located in the Family Health Center at 200 UCLA Medical Plaza, one

block north of the corner of Le Conte Avenue and Westwood Boulevard.

1\h!) appointment needed.

Open noon to 9 p.m. weekdays

9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday

Our UCLA Family Physicians are experts in caring for most common uigent

health problems in people of all ages. You don*t need a physician referral or

membership in a specific health plan - although we are a preferred provider for

BruinCare, Health Net and several other plans. And if you need more
specialized care, your Uigem Care physician will refer you to one of UCLA*s
highly qualified specialists.

Walk^iiis welcome,

or call (310) 825-8941
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ThinkingAbout
MBAor

GradSdiool?
FREE 40-page

Graduate School Application
Primer. Call:

800-777-EXAM
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Boston University

Overseas Graduate Programs in

Brussels, i-ondon, Paris, Rome,

Israel, Spain

Master's Degree Programs in

Management, Computer Information Systems,

International Relations

For information call:

Brussels, Belgium, 32-2-478-7973

London, England, 44-71-835-1835

Fans, France 33-1-42561864

Rome, Italy, 39-6-683-3262

Beer-Sheva, Israel, 972-57-31 1 44

Zaragoza. Spain, 34-76-201 979

Boston, MA, 61 7^353-2982

Or write, specifying program and site, to:

Boston University Overseas Programs

1 43 Bay State Road
Boston, MA 02215-1783

Vision CARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood \lllage

208-3011
Monday SpeciaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

eyeSassesI
Get the look
you want

.quickly and

aitifiiiiliiMifiaiion. Requiremdnts

inciudd good healti batweerithe

ages of 19 to 34 and a

§tS^-f2 mcMTf^ comrrtitment.
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courteously ~"

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Vill^e
208-3011

Monday SpeciaL 20% o£f

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.
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Captivate Your

'Valentine

'

Berk, Samuel
Attorney at Law

WRONGFUL DISCHARGE

Employement Discrimination

Sex*Race«Age*
Nationality —

^

DISABILmr
DISCRIMINATION

Sexual Harrassment
Related Mattere

10866 Wllshire Blvd.

Suite 1270 .

Westwood

(310)474-8219

I valentine I
ztHt/i anft tkat Srings cfc^iUment & pun pCeasure! I

I
II

FREE Paridng & FREE Gift Wrapping At Botti Stores!
J

I
I
I
I

2024 WIMiira B. • SMti Monka |
31(M63-34n I

S.F. Valley

13637 V«ntiiri 81. • Tarzana

818^42-2400

(Across From Mann's Theater)

;;est L A

You'll save a

fortune by
advertising

in the

Daily Bruin

825-2161

EXPIRES 2/29/^

(3 Blocks West Of Bundy)

WITH THIS
COUPON!
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eriostSearcfiersdl

city in least likely site

By Peter Larsen
Los Angeles Dally News

SAN MARINO — After a

decade of searching the sands of
Oman for the lost city of Ubar,

hopes of ever finding the ancient

city had faded late last year, as site

after site was investigated and then

eliminated, leaders of the expedi-

tion said.

"We finally came to the last

possibility ... a little well site

named Shisr,** explorer Geoige R.

Hedges said on Wednesday.
**According to local informa-

tion, the ruins at Shisr were only

300 years old.*' Hedges said. "But
we had no other choices. At that

point, there was talk of: *How* do
we slink out of the country if this is

all we find?***

A few days of digging in the

desm soon buried those fears.

Instead of a relatively modem
settlement at Shisr, the excava-

tions in I>ecember and January

unearthed unprecedented evidence

of civilization's presence in South-

em Arabia almost 2,000 years

earlier than previously had been
believed, said filmmaker Nicholas
Clapp, one of the expedition's

leaders.

Rather than ruins only a few
cen

t

unes om, the sands at Shisr

revealed an octagonal-walled city

with eight towers that had been

inhabited as far back as 2800 B.C.
— a city that fits the description

and location of Ubar given in

Greek and Roman histories, the

Koran and the 'Thousand and One
.Arabian Nights," Hedges said.

On Tuesday, Hedges and mem-
bers of the expedition first

announced their discovery of the

city they believe was a shipping
center for the valuable trade of
fiankincense. In ancient civiliza-

tions, frankincense was a com-
modity that rivaled gold in its

value, the incense being used in

ceremonies including the ritual

cremation of the dead.

On Wednesday, the explorers

gathered at the Huntington Library

in the Los Angeles-area city of San
Marino— where Clapp did much
of his initial research on Ubar— to

discuss and celebrate their find.

**It basically tells you aboul the

origin and source of the major
commodity of the Middle East,"

Clapp said, in explaining the

significance of finding Ubar and
its frankincense storehouses.

"In Southern Arabia, there's

been a struggle to date most sites to

get them as far back as 1000 B.C.

But what we found overnight is

someUiiug that establishes it even=

2,000 years earlier."

Doctor pressured to stop using

to smooth wrinkles
By Philip J. Hilts

The New York Times

WASHINGTON — Dr. Nor-
man Orentreich, the New YoA
doctor who was a prominent
advocate of using injected silicone

to smooth wrinkles, halted the

practice on Monday because of
pressure from a federal investiga-

tion, his lawyer said Wednesday.
The investigators are looking

into doctors who have continued to

inject silicone despite rcpoits over
the years of occasional cata-

strophic results like permanent
sores and lumps. In rare cases,

large amounts were injected, and
death resulted when the silicone

migrated to the lungs.

Dr. David A. Kessler, commis-
sioner of food and drugs, has
barred the interstate shipment of
silicone for injection. Orentreich
says he obtains silicone in New

York and purifies it himself.

Peter Safir, a lawyer for Oren-
treich, said the doctor stopped
injecting silicone on Monday.
On Sunday, The New York

Times reported details of the

investigation in an article about the

potential hazards of silicone injec-

tion.

Safir said that Orentreich main-
tains "absolutely that these injec-

tions are safe."

Orentreich leads the Orenti-eich

Medical Group, a practice on Fifth

Avenue in Manhattan that includes

several physicians and carries out a
variety of cosmetic surgery proce-

dures.

The practice became well
known over the years because of
the celebrities who came to Oren-
treich for silicone injections. He
was an outspoken advocate of the

injections, which were outlawed in

California and Nevada.

MAHONY
From page 3

Furthermore, Mahony's argu-

ments are flawed in linking media
portrayal of violence and nudity

with societal problems, said Shan-
to Iyengar, chairman of the com-
munications studies department

'Tor his argument to hold, he
has to show that (the things

banned) are a clear and present

danger to society," he said.

But Mahony is doing no harm,
Iyengar added. "Stimulating
debate on what ought to be in

movies is a good thing."

CurrenUy, the Motion Picture

Association of America, which
administers the voluntary rating

syiiem, has categories of O, PG.
PO-13, R and NC-17.
These codes were established by

the film industry as a means to

self-regulate and avoid govern-
ment regulation.

Under Mahony's proposal, the
recent releases, *X^ape Fear" and
"Child's PUy 3" «t classified as

moially offensive, and viewers are

urged not to see the films.

Although the proposed code has

stimulated discussion within the

UCLA community, it will not
affect student filnmiaking here.

**Our students have never been

judged by any codes," said Myrl
Schreibman, UCLA adjunct asso-

ciate professor of film and televi-

sion. "It is not an issue withUCLA
students."

But some UCLA professon still

find the proposed decency stan-

dard flawed.

"(The code) is a retrograde and
repiessive document, which is

irrelevant to the film industry and
to us," said Robeit Ro8<», chair-

man of the film and television

department

"(UCLA art departments)
always strive to achieve the high-

est standards and maximize free

speech," he said.

^.
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DAVIS
From page 3

In 1969, UCLA's philosophy

department hired Davis, then a
graduate student, as an acting

assistant professor.

But when several newspapers
reported that the department had
hired a Communist, the UC Board
of Regents decided to fire her.

"I thought it was obscene that

the UC Regents were questioning

Davis about her political activity,"

said Donald Kalish, who chaired

the UCLA philosophy department
in 1969.

But the UC Regents justified

their decision with several laws
that were passed in the 1940s to

prohibit universities from hiring

Communists.

With the support of many
faculty members and students,

Davis filed a lawsuit against the

university. Both a local and Cali-

fornia supreme court ruled in her
favor.

However, that was hot Davis*

last appearance in court. Two
years later, a man was convicted of
murdering a judge with weapons
registered in her name.
Soon after, Davis fled from the

public eye to avoid being arrested.

But she was captured by the FBI in

1972 and later acquitted of any
direcL*connection to the murder.

"After I was released from jail,

(President Ronald) Reagan
announced I would never teach in a

ia university," she saitf.'

But since then, Davis has taught

at several California universities

including San Francisco State and
Stanford.

UCLA also offered her a one-

year teaching position, but she

"I found (Davis to be)

an extremely

extraordinary women
who was able to carry

on her academic

activities under the
)»

worst circumstances.

EkHiald Kalish
UCLA Emeritus Professor

turned it down to go on a national

speaking tour.

Many people regard Davis as a

pioneer in developing an African-

American consciousness and a

scholar who enlightens others

whenever she speaks about politi-

cal issues.

•T found her "an extremely
extraordinary women who was
able to carry on her academic
activities under the worst circum-
stances," said Kalish, who is now
an emeritus professor at UCLA.

Davis expressed her African-

American pride both intellectually

and physically, said Donna Arms-
trong, a curriculum coordinator for

U(XA's Center for Afiro-Ameri-

can Studies. "She was a major
symbol of people's liberation."

"My grandmother used to tell

me I looked like Angela Davis
because I wore my hair natural,"

said Armstrong, who added that

she recalled Davis speaking about
the positive aspects of Cuba's
soeiaHst government
But Davis concentrated on

feminist issues as much as com-
munist ideas. Her second book,
entitled "Women, Race and Qass"
articulated the struggle of women
of color as feminists, said Sonia
Saldivar-HuU, a UCXA Chicano
literature professor.

Davis also urged students to

continue their political activism.

''Each generation has to find its

own way to challenge the academ-
ic institutions."
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Love in a Basket

ofBeverly Hills

Be on the:

"Honor Roll of Love"

UGHT PEELS
SKIN REJUVENATION
• Sun Damaged Skin * Large Pores
• Wrinkles • Aging skin

FACE • NECK • HANDS • CHEST
Call ELENA • 208^7806 • 100 UCLA Medical Plaza

310/553-2520
delivery available

Sweethearts I>elight

$36.00

"Custom Designed Fresh Fruit, Gift, and Gourmet Baskets'

S^^^^^
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DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

M la 109

• iiCLA & ALL STUDENT t^fSCOUNT
> TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
^ CONVENIENT LOCATIOH .

8
1 093 Broxton Ave. «2 1 8 824-3991
Westwood Village, above the Whefehouse (B

( PARI BEAUTY SALON

)

Remove your unwanted hair
with 100% Naturai Wax

FuH l«gt waxing and bikini $20
Uppm \9g$ wax and bikN..... $15
Bikini waxing.... , ,.........$ 6
Hairi#gswax ...$10

Underarm $8
Aiiffi $12
Up wax or chin, or •yoisiow./. $ 6
Eyokishtint $10
Kui%^p^w%jii r^^wwai^^...............................................——............^At#

1435 Wasfwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325
Open Sundays

/
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TakeACramCouR^ InChemisiry

ErcmANc^l Laureate*
Dr. Donald Cram, Professor of Chemistry,

Recipier\t 1987 Nobel Prize

At UCLA, you learn from the best

lt*s a lot more than just good

chemistry.

Because Donald Cram is more

than just a good chemistry professor.

He's a 43'year veteran ofUCLA who
thrives on his teaching:

"Each year I look forward to both

teaching and learning from such a

diverse group of students. . .and

hearing their stories really helps keep

me young!"

' Ajid his dedication gc^s fer

beyond teaching. He*s one of the most

highly acclaimed chemists in the

world, who's won numerous honors

for his ground-breaking research—
including the 1987 Nd^el Prize.

What's the secret behind the

success of this energetic professor.^

"Vigorous surfing'^t SarrOnofre at

least once a week— to help keep my
mind refreshed."

^ Yes, Dr Cram is tmTy oneof-a-

kind, but he's also in gcxxl company-

Because for the last decade, UCLA

faculty members have won hundreds

of awards designed to recognize

exceptional achievement and dedica*

tion. In fact, it's the award-winning

faculty that's led 18 academic depart-

ments to a national top 10 ranking.

Maybe that's why UCLA attracts

the best students from all over the

world. Indeed, you're among the most

ethnically and culturally diverse

student population in the nation, with

an average incoming freshman GPA
of 3.75.

So, that's why welhave the best

— becacfte youYe the b^t. And"rfiat's*

why at UCLA, you're

_sure to get the best

education. Even

ifyoudohaveto ii^i Afc-..,,^^
Cram a little

m^mJUUnWlU
'»
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J TANNINO
5 Sessions For $25*
CD Sound Systems

Air Conditioning

10 Wolff Beds

Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824^2TAN

M-F: 9arTv8pm

Sat & Sun: llanrv6pm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)

*coupon expires 2/13/92

(1 It tunc customen daly/1 per customer/must present coupon)

^^IG TOMY'S
OPEN: S:30am

e:30
BREAKFAST

am Stm-Thurs
3:30 am Fri ft Sirt

e:30 am - 7K)0 pm

TSJFW» 'A U>. Giant ChiU Cheese ^ ^ ^^

Breakfast Special

2 Eggs 4- Homemade Hashbrowns
+ Toast & jelly for $L99

NASA
Fronfi page 3

»»

Chinese Chicken Salad

(oil free dressing)

(310)824-7966
, ^t i

936 Broxton Ave Fresh Chicken Breast

$3.99
j
(310)824-7966

, ^, , ^ I

936 Broxton Ave Fresh Chicken Breast (b^ OO
[^Jn_ytestwood__Sandwich J!fll„J
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mSPRING QUARTER IN GREECE
The Department of Classics announces a

new program in Athens, Greece:

- COURSES:
Classics 152 The Ancient city: Grsecs 4 units

Classics Ml53B Mycenaean Art and Architecture 4 unKs

Classics M70: 2 Medieval Greek Culture and Art 4 units

Classics 199

Schedule:

Location:

Cost:

Introduction to Modem Greeic 4 units

May4-June5, 1992

Facilities (apartments, classrooms) •

provided by the Athens Centre

$1,400, including accommodation,

travel in Greece, entrance fees. Does

NOT include tuition (UC reg. fees)

afKi airfare

P
P
N
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

P
P

Eligibility: Open to all students witn bacKgrouna

in classics, ancient history or art

Enrollment: by RTE. onjy, after application to:

Professor Sarah Morris - Department of Classics

7272 Bunche Hall - x67369, x541 71

SPACE STILL AVAILABLEi

P
P
P
P
P

TAKE A BITE OUT OF YOUR
ADVERTISING COSTS

TTCT.B'fi PftlT.Y RBUTN
the only way to advertise

(213) 825-2161

vmtm

OUR NEW BREAKFAST & SOUP COMBO!!
• 2 golden effis (cooked to order)

• fresh, crisp bacon
• steamin* potatoes
• hot buttered toast
*e SOUP OF THE DAY!

*Mon: Hearty Bean & Ham
Tue: Com Chowder
Wed & Saturday: Chicken Noodie

Thur: Hearty VegMable
Fri&Sun: Ciam Chowder. 7~

(As aiways, our reguiar breakfest speciai (without soup) for $2.19)

10922 lUnross Ave.

OINER A PnCSS CLUB
WCSTWOOD

2aan2424 Wistwood Vllli^e

schooL*

Levitt's design of a prototype

for a "snake'* to be used in the 1994

Mars mission qualifies as practical

experience, he said.

As part of a joint venture

between the Russian and French

Space Agencies as well as the U.S.

Planetary Society, the snake will

move along the surface of Mars to

analyze the planet's terrain and
measure wind speeds.

Another of Levitt's projects,

"It's unique because of

its size and weight

restrictions. And
because it's unlike the

drills on earth, it

doesn't need any water

lubricants since there

are no atmospheres on

the moon or Mars."

Myles Baker
Graduate Student

known as the **martini mixer,** will

deter unstable satellites from wob-
bling off course in space. The
mixer studies how liquid fuel

sloshes around inside a fOCkeF

engine.

Levitt, who now works 15 hours

a week at the Pasadena laboratory,

has also helped develop a chipping

device known as a "pecker,** which

uncovers eroded rock surfaces and

examines them.

He hopes the pecker will be used

before the end of the century, he

said. "If it goes to space, it will be

so cool.**

TAKAKI
From page 3

at UCLA, he said.

Although he was later offered a

one-year position as a lecturer,

Takaki decided to leaveUCLA for

an associate professorship with

tenure at UC Berkeley.

Since then, he has published six

books about American history,

including his Puhtzer Prize-nomi-

nated book, "Strangers from a

Different Shore: A History of

Asian Americans.**

He also helped establish an

ethnic studies doctorate program at

"I was a threat to

(UCLA) because I was

trying to develop a

multi-cultural

curriculdnt. My ideas

were too radical for

them/'

Ron Takaki
History Professor

Beikeley and was chairman of that

department for several years.

Takaki's woilc with other com-
munities places him in a unique

and leading role among Asian-

American scholars, said J^ussell

Leong, editor of UCLA*s Amer-
asia Journal, which features arti-

cles about Asian-American
history, sociology and literature.

"It Ml UCLA*s loss.- said

Leong, adding that UCLA should

have retained Takaki, who could

accommodate the needs of a

diverse student body.

.;jjjy
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From page 2

excellent I>onald Sutherland was
annoying, but part of that was due
to the character he played, a self-

important. Deep Throat-type who
attempted to implicate everyone
from Lyndon Johnson to Bell

Helicopter in the JFK shooting.

. My personal reaction to the

movie* s conspiracy theory was
that it was ludicrous. Thinking
maybe I'd missed something
important, I went back and sat

through the three-hour movie a
second time.

Everybody loves a mystery.

Perhaps the Kennedy assassination

is, as a character in "JFK"
describes it, a riddle wrapped in a

mystery inside an enigma.

On the other haiKl, maybe Lee
Harvey Oswald simply loaded his

rifle and gunned down JFK, on his

own, for reasons we will never

understand.

Isn't that mystery enough for

anyone?

lETTERS
From page 1

the importance of this. They're
saying: 'Wait a minute. I have to

write out a check for $1,000 each
quarter next year," Paiks said.

"We are not just fighting the fee

increases for this year, but for next

Tear aid to year after ihat Ttie=

huge number of letters show that

students are concerned, mobilized
and serious about what's happen-
ing to education."

During the past few weeks,
rqnesentatives from the UCLA
tobby office have sat on Bruin
Walk with copies of letters for

students to send to their legislators.

The first day the representatives

had 500 copies ready for students.

By the end of the day, they had
run out completely.

Lack of interest has not been a
problem, according to Salazar.

"Students have read stories

about taking over buildings and
being in sit-ins and they want to

know what they can do," he said.

"People talk about apathy on

campus. Well, I didn*t see any.

There hasn,*t been much apathy

when it comes to this fee increase,"

Salazar added. •»

At a three-day student summit,

which begins Feb. 23, student

leaders will be gathering to deve-

k)p new strategies for student

action. But the UCLA lobby

officers said they hope to continue

their letter-writing campaign untU

the day the state Legislature votes

on the UC education budget

RECYCiE
From page 6

ram currently collects and recycles

aluminum and paper only. Offi-

cials are working to begin recy-

cling cardboard and styrofoam as

well.

However, glass and plastic

make up a small fraction of total

campus waste and will not be

recycled by the student association

in the near future, Rosenbaum
said.

Not only does the association

expend time and human resources

retrieving the materials, but some
articles, such as glass, can be

dangerous to store and handle,

officials said.

In Daily Bruin ads and in

newsletters distributed in Kerc-

khoff Hall, Ackerman Union and

the residence halls, the association

has set out to explain why the bins

on campus should only be filled

with the materials they are marked

to receive.

/f'/f.
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2 FOR 1 WITH THIS AD!

Buy one entree, get the second(of equal or less value) for free I

Free Delivery with Dinners served 111 10pm.
minimum purchose of $101 Cappuclnno & Dessert Bar until 1am.

1389 WESTWOOD BLVD.
Hours: Mon-Sat 1 1 :30am - 1 :00am

Sun 5:00pm - ]0:QOpm

\
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UCLA Undergraduate Business Society

-atld-

UCLA Business Economics Society

present

'-J1 MAY IS JUST AROUND
Why wait until May to set your post-graduote career goals? Spring into action now witii

the company that's committed to your career success. The May Department Stores mmm
Company.

4

As one of the premier retailers in ttie country, we invite ALL COLLEGE MAJOfJS.to apply
for one of the retaH Industry's top professiorHal opportunttlesf

—

—^ —
-

In addition to the irxiustry's most comp)etitive salaries, we provide outstanding benefits.

Don't wait until May to start tWnking about your career. Join the compariy that's

committed to your success...

Interested candidates are encouraged to drop by and explore the opportunities.

Representatives will be on thie UCLA campus:

O
O
TO

73

MONDAY, February 10, 1992
1 0:00 am - 3:00 pm
Ackerman Union

Room #2410

WEDNESDAY, February 12, 1992
1 0:00 am - 3:00 pm
Ackerman Union
Room #2410

Dress casualty and bring your resume
Refreshments provided

ROBINSON'S and MAY CO. of CALIFORNIA

Divisions of The May Department Stores Company
>

Equal Opportunity Employer MF
This ad is sF>onsored by the Undergraduate Business Society-

& ihe Butiness EconorrrtcJ^ociety ^

—

> UBS Is spoasored by AGSM

Km* "^ dH. m*
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Viewpoint >«w

Counterpoint

Wysocki's views on the controversial JFK' draw firo

Wysocki's column is Column validates conspiracy^claim

more of a fiction than

Oliver Stone's movie
By W. Paul Weick

Granted there are many disputed

facts and unanswered questions

regarding the murder of John F.

, Kennedy, but Christopher Wys-
ocki*s column in the Feb. 3 Daily

Wysocki claims that

"JFK" is

"undocumented" and

"speculative fiction"

when, in fact, the

movie is based Qn_

documented eyewitness

testimony ...

it was brought to Dallas* Parklarm

hospital have testified that the

entire back of Kennedy's head was
blown away. This could only

happen from an exit wound from a

shot to the front of the head. The
Warren Commission completely

ignored this testimony (by 23

people in all) in concluding that

Kennedy was shot only from

behind by Oswald.
Several questions Wysocki

could ask himself:

Why won't the FBI release the

results of its test firings of the rifle

allegedly used by Oswald?
Why won't the CIA release its

^t^fin Oswald?— —

—

By John A. Slootweg

I sort of expected that

Christopher Wysocki's ^colunm

"Oliver Stone's *JFK' is false

in its claim of telling the

truth," (Daily Bruin, Feb. 3)

would attempt to do what its

title suggests: disprove the

movie's hypothesis that Ken-
nedy's assassination involved a

conspiracy. In fact, it does

everything but

Wysocki denounces the

movie's co-conspirator chal-

lenge, stating "He (Oswald)

acted alone and it was not a

de facto coup d'etat" Pretty

good for a man who in the

same paragraph dismisses his

own expertise regarding the

Warren Commission's report

Finally, in paragraph five,

our patience is rewarded with

a thesis statement "This is not

a column about the facts sur-

rounding the assassination (no

It is presumably the

audience's

responsibility to decide

who makes better use of

his "First Amendment"

right. I vote for Stone.

shit), it is about a cinematic

director . . . and his duty to

act responsibly." Wysocki sug-

gests that allowing only "factu-

al documentation" to appear on
our big screens will somehow

restore integrity to the artistic

community. Unfortunately, in

JFK's case, the "documented
research" remains unavailable

to Stone or anybody else.

Wysocki, you are correct in

stating that "conspiracy is a

serious charge." So are slander

and libel. Oliver Stone is

neither a journalist nor a histo-

rian. He makes movies, and he
is responsible for making them
entertaining. As a columnist,

you are likewise responsible. It

is presumably the audience's

responsibility to decide who
makes better use of. his "First

Amendment" right. I vote for

Stone.

Slootweg is a se^^ior majoring

in English.

Bruin C*Oliver Stone's *JFK' is

false in its claim of telling the

truth") contains far more fiction

and falsehoods than Stone's film.

Wysocki claims that "JFK" is

"undocumented" and "speculative

fiction" when, in fact, the movie is

ba^ on documented eyewitness

testimony and many independent,

published investigations.

Wysocki also claims that

Oswald's guilt seems "incon-

trovertible" and that "he acted

alone" when it is a fact that the rifle

Oswald allegedly used is physi-

cally incapable of firing all the

bullets that hit Kennedy in the time

frame as established by the

Zapnider film.

Furthermore, the doctors and

nurses who saw JFK's body when

Why was Allen Dulles, the man
who Kennedy fired as the head of

the CIA, one of the seven members
of the Warren Commission?

Who stole Kennedy's brain

from the National Archives and
why? ^—

^

'

-

The most dangerous aspect of

Wysocki's view is that, rather than

ask the questions raised by "JFK,"

he blindly accepts the official

version given by the government
In his attempt to uphold the

American government as a virtu-

ous institution, Wysocki ignores

many fact^ that raise serious

doubts about the conclusions of the

Warren Commission.

The true American virtue is to,

question authority, not ignorantly

accept it -

;
i^- '~r^

Weick is a graduate student in

education.

Jubilaeum
Editor:

^

After reading your editorial

'Through the looking glass"

(Daily Bruin, Feb.^), I closed

my eyes and shook my head

slowly. I'm not upset mind
you, and I don't even neces-

sarily disagree with your views
— but I'm afraid your inter-

pretation of the Jubilaeum bill-

board is just wildly inaccurate.

I don't use this product and
I don't condone alcohol con-

sumption or racial superiority. I

am merely a hapless commuter
who must daily traverse the

Sunset Strip. I have driven by
that sign every weekday since

the fall quarter began and I

feel obligated to explain itSL^
history.

^^
You see, the face is divided

into four segments which are

individually "evolved" on a

quasi-weeldy basis. The faces

whose parts are regularly used
include Uncle Sam and the

Mona Lisa. Generally the mas-
ter face is formed by the

disparate segments of four dif-

ferent faces.

On this particular week, they

happened to use one complete

face, which you printed with

the editorial. Taken out of

Letters

context this would indeed put

a new slant on the ad, but the

face will probably rotate again

by the time this goes to print

Orion Walker
Freshman

Undeclared

SINFEST
(B)

THCSAPTlWrH'

Insulted

Editor:

i was extremely insulted by
Mario EMGiulio's article (E>aily

Bruin, "A man who hates

feminism," Feb. 4). I myself

am not a ''feminist*' Although

I firmly believe in equality for

fiiiWRnrHiDA
I, SQUI<3L£r SVfNEBUCK'
er, IN d&iAii OF ThB
C0UB6E CHMMNISTS
CWS,i>\CUL0UKB WEX-
PKBSSCUR P^PEST

iTHANKS

^FG4tHtSl^

/

^

fmr KXffVTAi VAGINA
(fiyUR NEWSLSTTBR^NP

^^J£ SCHOOL m-

A CKyiNO FEMALei HOW
TCfTAuy umny yocK't /

JMBY I^EAUy 5HC0LP
HAVB BXtRasiP SCMBOe-
CBKHfM€> (BED A PUSSY

POmALT /N'

)S7BAP!

'HA MAI

ANYV^y, TOMl rou FEHIH-
ISTS WHO tMPB 10UR CAUSE
LOOK UKB Tf€ PEJTi,
POtNTLSSG tHVmod
yHAT IT 15, THANK WSO
MUCH. HSEF OP THE GOOD

women in society and also in

the woilq}lace, I am strongly

against the means by which
the feminists in our society try

to obtain this equality.

DiGiulio, although he claims

to be a hater of feminism,

would be mere appropriately

described as a misogynist. In

his article he clearly perpetu-

ates the stereotypes of women
which plague our society.

I am especially confused as

to how he supports his state-

ments. "Now she must rely on
Mr. Raybans to subsidize her

existence, like most women
these days." Most women these

days are self-reliant and most
in a college community strive

to become independent and
subsidize their own existence

and perhaps even that of Mr.
Raybans.

Barbara Raileanu
Freshman

Undeclared
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Ch $ § e yourown adventure for Viewpoint coiumn fun

—-T"

^

This week, I am leaving

the adventure all up to

you. Tve devised a little

adventure which pits you
against the realities of campus
life at UCLA. If you*rc good,

you will. succeed. If, however,

you stray from the path, then

the pitfaUs could be, well,

frightening. If you*re with me,
then you may proceed to p
and begin. y^

1) Hey, here's a stretch.

You*ve just been sent a notice

that say$ the main cashier

never received your reg fees.

Angered, you make your way
to Murphy Hall, only to fmd
that the line resembles the

basketball season ticket line.

^s you stand in line, you see

the chancellor slithering up the

stairs to his office. If you go
(tfter him, go to 2). If you
wave congenially, go to 3).

2) You hurry up the stairs

after the chancellor, only to

find that he has retreated to

the luxurious confines of his

office. You march right into

Damon
Dean
more importandy, if you stay

in it, you'll surely miss the

q)portunity to harass Cliffe,

the Fundamentalist Man. If you
decide to get back in line, go
to 3). If you decide to go
harass Cliffe, go to 6).

5) You get a good looker
the secretary as you enter the

office. You tell her that you
his office. The secretary looks—--were separated from your
at you somewhat hesitantly. If
you get cold feet and retreat

back toward the line, go to 4).

If you pretend you're the

chancellor's illegitimate child,

go to 5).

father in a bizarre gardening

accident many years back, and
that you have reason to believe

the chancellor may be your
dad. Somehow, the secretarv

seems to buy your story. She
=3) Grudgingly, the chanccHoi excuses hcrsdf to go wipe hcr-

eyes and *'see if the chancellor

has a minute for you.** If you
decide to follow her to ensure

that you will actually enter the

chancellor's office, go to 7). If

you decide to strip naked to

protest the fee hike, go to 8).

6) You get down to Mcyer-
hoff park to find Cliffe ram-
bling about the righteousness

of a life devoted to God, tovc

and a good back rub. Sudden-
ly, Cliffe singles you out and
asks your opinion on the

righteousness of using inept

blond women for community
directory covers. If you decide

to challenge Cliffe on his

theory of inept blond women,
go to 9). If, however, you
kinda like the idea of inept

blond women, go to 10).

7) With the cunning of a
cat, you follow the secretary

back towards the chancellor's

office. As you enter his office,

you jump out from behind the

secretary, ready to catch the

chancellor in the act of tortur-

ing helpless rodents. As your
eyes fix on his, you are

dumfounded. It appears that the

chancellor is . . . working!?

Before you can say a word, he
cuts you off. "My God, please,

please, don't tell anyone that

you saw me working. I've got

a reputation to uphold. Tell

you what. How's about I let

you graduate sumnifi cum laude
and we'll call it even." If you
accept the chancellor's gra-

cious offer, go to 11). If you
want to go for big money and
blackmail finti go-to i2).

you've found your calling, you
decide to quit college for the

intimate world of naked club

dancing. Please try again.

9) Having read the Daily

Bruin for the past two weeks,

you are very well versed on
the topic of inept blond

women and the Community
Directory. Under the expert

tutelage of Angela Beeley and
Danette Martin, you easily

draw Cliffe into contradicting

himself. Afterwards, Cliffe asks

you to marry him. Politely,

you decline (choose your rea-

soning). Later that day, the

Democrats ask you to run for

president Not wanting to make
a fool of yourself, you politely

decline their offer as well. All

in all, though, it turns out to

be a pretty good day, even

though you forgot to pay your
reg fees! Please go to 13).

10) Idiot! What are you

Jpoking here for? Jf anybody

returns your wave. After

another two hours in line, you
finally get your financial prob-

lems squared away. Thanks for
playing. Please try again.

4) The line is now twice as

long as it was eariier and.

8) In a heated frenzy, you
tear off all of your clothes and
start screaming *liell no, I

won't go!" as you run around
the second floor of Murphy
Hall. Nobody cares. Dejected,

but somehow feeling like

catches you looking at this part -

of the column you're a dead
man, or woman, or whatever.

You should know better than

that! Quick, go back to 6) and
try again. You're lucky nobody
noticed but me.

11) All things being equal,

the idea of graduating summa
cum laude sounds pretty damn - *..

good. You take ^tfic chancel-

lor's offer and head on home.
However, three weeks later you
find you've been dropped from

the university for not paying

your" reg fees. So you decide

to write a book entitled 'Tales

from the Inside: Chancellor

Young's Office." Naturally, it

becomes a campus bestseller,

and under pressure from fascist

interest groups, the chancellor

invites you to lunch where he

asks you to return to the

university to complete your

studies. Please go to 13).

12) Thinking you have the

upper hand, you decide to go
for broke. But, before you can
name your demands, the secret-

ary returns with a file marked
'^Incriminating Evidence" which

contains some photographs of

you in compromising positions.

The chancellor lets out a

hearty guffaw as he rests the

photos on his oak desk.

Stunned by the clarity of the

photographs, you wonder how
the chancellor got them. You
thought you had destroyed all

the negatives. Oh, well, too

late now. Luckily, you and
"Charles" were able to strike a

deal, whereby all is forgiven,

—

at least for now. Still, you've
got a helluva story to tell to

your roommates. Too bad
nobody will ever believe a

word of it. Please go to 13).

13) Congratulations, you've
made it to the end. It would
seem that you've chosen wise-

ly. So go home, relax, check
emotional baggage at the

door and I will see you in a

couple of weeks. Hopefully,

the Teal chancellor will still be
letting me write.

Dean is a senior majoring in

political science.
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It can't do laundry or findyou a date,

but it can help you find more time forboth.

The new Apple' Macintosh* Classic* II

computer makes it easier for you to juggle

clashes, activities, projects, and term papers—

and still fmd time for what makes college

life real life.

It's a complete and affordable Macintosh

Classic system that's ready to help you get

your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up

and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro-

processor, which means you can run even

the most sophisticated applications with ease.

And its internal Apple SuperDrive™ disk

drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and

MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to

exchange information easily with

almost any other kind of computer

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the

Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up

to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to

run several applications at once and work

with lai^ge amounts of data.

If you already own a Macintosh Classic,

and want the speed and flexibility of a

Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an

upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes

and it's affordable.

^

i i V W w y W ^ ^

10 put more time on your side, consider

putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.

See us for a demonstration today and while

vou're in, be sure to ask us for details

about the Apple Computer Loan.

It'll be time well spent.

utroclucinutlu' Macintosh ( Lissii I

#.Qassk n 2/40 Now Only $1029 i^f^)

K Available to full-time UCLA Students, Faculty. Staff and Departments only Ptichase must !» tor the personal academic, educational, or research use of the eiigibie person Studsnts must show a current Regstration Card and Photo 1.0.

;

fsulty and Staff must show a payroN nurntw and photo 1.0 No more than one desMop and one notebook unA

Uni¥Brsity Credit Union VMhdraMl Check. ^)pleCredJt or personil check (^

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
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When the music's over^

turn out the lights ...
"You cannnt tak^ from mt iqJL.

anything that I will not more
willingly part withal ^— except my
life, except my life, except my life.

"

Hamlet
it

"No one here gets out alive."

Jim Morrison

Jim Morrison may not be

dead, but Tve seen his grave.

I was in Paris for six days

in August of 1990, and the tomb of

Mr. Mojo Risin* himself was high

on my list of things to see. The site

of the grave is the Pere Lachaise

cemetery, side by side with the

graves of eximious authors, com-
posers and scientists. The cemet-

ery itself is on a sloping hillside,

surrounded by beautiful lichen-

covered stone walls.

The information board at the

entrance lists Morrison's occupa-

tion as "chanieur de rock." TTiat

means "rock singer" to you and

me.

Early one morning my brother

and I stood in front of this sign,

trying to find Jim*s grave. Luckily,

somebody walked by us just then.

"Oa est Jim?" I asked. "Where's
Jim?"

The French girl turned and

Also on top ofthe slab, anchored

under the bottles, were personal

messages to the Lizard King.

My brother wanted to take a

picture of the scene. As he got his

camera out, a cat jumped up on the

gravestone next to Morrison's.

The picture he got shows the

French girl pining away in pensive

silence and the cat contemplating

the camera.

Draw your own conclusions.

1 didn't take any of the personal

Songs of Experience

Henry Jaglom will speak tonight in Ackernnan Grand Ballroom, following the screening of his movie "Eating."

Jaglom eats away his critics

beckoned. She, too, was going to

visit her idol.

As we walked, she told us that

she lived in Paris and came to Peiv

Lachaise every week.

Stepping between two mini

mausoleums, the French girl dis-

appeared. We followed, and there

in the middle of nowhere, not even

along a paved path, was the final

resting place of James Douglas
Morrison: rock star, shaman, poet
A simple stone border ran

around a dirt plot At the head of

the plot was a single stone slab.

That was it

The stone was covered in

graffiti.

Jim's engraved name had been
filled in with a pen. His birthdate,

1943, had been filled in as well, but

his "deathdate," 1971, had been

crossed out and "Never died**

written next to it. The rest of the

graffiti consisted mainly of Doors
lyrics and "I love you Jim** written

in sundry languages.
• On top of the stone slab were

empty bKcer bottles and flowers.

Most surprising was an open, but

still full, bottle of wine with a rose

Michael
Wo Iffe
messages with me, thinking it

wouldn*t be appropriate. But a

week later^ on the flight home, my
brother anctl happened to sit next

to another student who had also

been to the grave.

She had taken one of the poems.
It had begun to rain while she was
there, and the poem would have

been lost forever if she had left it. It

read:

On a bridge you stood

High above the clouded waters

Wings spread, drying in the sun

Pausingfor that long, lonesome

leap

And though they tried

You got the life belt first

Cast it aside

And took your step

And it mattered not to us

We knew you could swim ifyou
wanted r—

By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

Henry Jaglom has been seeiias

womankind*s closest ally and
male Hollywood*s nemesis. As
the director of "Eating,** a film

about women and their relation-

ships with food, Jaglom is proud

of the title of "honorary woman**
he received at the Toronto Film

Festival. "It*s the greatest award
Tve ever received. To be a

woman is the highest honor,** he

says.

In the midst of male-domi-

nated Hollywood, Jaglom *s films

are hardly machismo fantasy

fare. Instead, Jaglom *s films deal

with "the important experiences

in real life. I don*t call it

documentary.** Jaglom believes

is "emotional
examines the

that his work
veritd.** which

through the medium of cinema.

A director who has taken the

motto "art imitates life** as his

trademark, Jaglom *s films have
captivated and rq)ulsed audi-

ences and critics for their highly

personal and autobiographical

perspective. "I am never inter-

ested in neutral third subjects. I

delve into things I know.**

The things that Jaglom knows
are shown in films like

"Always,** which follows the

demise of his first marriage, and
"Someone to Love,** which is an

examination of the difficulty of
finding a mate.

His candor and ability to look

at emotionally painful issues

have made Jaglom *s affair with

Hollywood and its patriarchal

society somewhat of a love-hate

relationship. With laughter, he
relates a recent nin-in wirh gfiiHin

head of a studio put his arm
around me and said, *My wife

makes me watch all of your
movies. When you want to make
a real movie, let me know.***

In answer to the men who "are

the ones deciding which films get

made and dictating what consti-

tutes beauty,** Jaglom has a

message. "*Eating* is a film

about the completely destructive

messages women receive from
culture. From every ad on TV and
in the movies, women are told

that beauty is linked up to a look

in a bathing suit or how many
inches are around the hips,** he

says.

By scrutinizing these values,

Jaglom has blurred the lines

between fantasy as presented by
cinema and reality. "My films

remove the separation between
the audience and film.

like they arc eavesdropping on an
intimate discussion. I want my
films to be a cinema of intimacy.

People golhrough an emotional

experiences. Films should not be
some distant, removed process

that we can watch and get

vicarious experience from and go
back to our own lives.**

Jaglom argues that his films

are meant to reach out to the

people "hiding in the closet about

one thing or another. My job in

films is to be an antidote to

traditional Hollywood with
pretty synthetic lies by telling

truth emotionally and to tell

people who are alone in life that

we are going through this

together.**

Jaglom credits his large female

following to the fact that"women
are much more in tune with their

reality and truth of emotions executives at a film festival. "A Teople tell me that they feel See JAGLOM, page 29

Evening ofJubilance
Vocal groups lift

up their audience

By Pellln Chou

In honor of Black History

Month, the Los Angeles Master

Chorale presented "A Tribute to

American Composers** this past

Sunday evening at the I>Qrothy

Chandler Pavilion. Joining a core

of 40 Chorale singers for this

musical celebration were the

famed Albert McNeil Jubille Sin-

gers.

Tracing the rich musical histoy

of blacks in America, the program
included traditional spirituals,

contemporary gospel works, Afri-

can folk songs and Black Music^
Theater.

The Master Chorale, conducted

by Music Director Paul Salamuno-
vich, opened the festive celebra-

tion.

With rich tone and seamless

blend, the Chorale delivered some
xxtre.mely beautiful musical
moments. Throughout all its

pieces, the Chorale was able to

sing quite effectively as a unit.

achieving an extremely cohesive

mass of penetrating sound as

opposed to just a mere gathering of

individual singers. t

This quality was particularly

exemplified in the Chorale* s per-

formance of John Work*s "I Got a

House in Baltimore.** This
impressive blend coupled with

excellent dynamic contrasts and

rhythmic diction made this piece

particularly impressive. Through it

we saw the high level of musical

achievement the chorale could

obtain.

One minor problem the choir

faced was attempting to blend the

four-part singing at a piano
dynamic level with their unison

singing at a forte dynamic level.

Often the unison voices at theforte

level sounded a bit forced and in

need of some fine-tune adjust-

ments. Overall however, the Chor-

ale delivered a very polished sound
with musical expertise.

Following intermission, the

Albert McNeil Jubilee Singers,

condHCtcd by Albert

the stage.

See 'TmeuTE,' page 27

Ballet made accessible:
Theater stages

modem Teter*

By Devi Bricker

Ballet can no longer be accused
of being the snob of the dance
world. The American Ballet

Theatre has proven that ballet of
the *90s speaks a new language,

one that relates to Joe Bruin as well

as to Chancellor Young. The
pursed-lip image of the ballerina in

her tutu and taut bun is pass^.

ABT*s dancers emanate indivi-

duality; their movement now con-

tains elements of modem, soft-

shoe and hip-hop. Even standard

movements look new— the ballet

dancers of today are punctuating

conventional movement with their

personalities, allowing their faces

to reveal the joy they feel in their

dance.—The dancers ceitainly are

responsible for helping yank ballet

out of antiquity. But cuts and styles

in sevCTal technical elements can
also take credit for the makeover*s

success. Back in the *80s, Barysh-

nikov agrcssively and cleverly

directed ABT to make unprece-

dented experimentations with a

previously inflexible dance form.

For 10 years, this kinetic genius
revitalized classicaT ballet — he
not only kept its integrity and
essence but tossed in elements of
contemporary dance, music, light-

ing and costumes that showed
ballet was up with the times.

Two years after Baryshnikov*s
departure from ABT, the company
continues to show its elasticity.

Aiid its audiences continue to

show their intrigue. Last weekend,
the Wiltem was steadily packed
for each of ABT*s five perfor-

mances. It was a program which
clearly reflected the success of
"new ballet.**

- An original premiere work as

well as a traditional piece with new
interpretation arc the best cxam-

See BALLET, page 28

Good night, sweet prince. And
flights of angels sing thee to thy

rest ^

Down but not out: ^Satisfied' takes on race and religion in rural Louisiana
By Sarah Hsieh .

Despite the upconriing release of his first

published novel, author Ernest Hill is still

not satisfied

The author hopes instead that his new
book "Satisfied With Nothin*** wiU send a

message and a challenge out to the African-

American community.
"^Satisfied With Nothin* is really a

challenge to black people,** says Hill. "It

took a lot of work to gain the opportunities

that we have. Now people should exert that

same effort to take advantage of those

opportunities ... It is a call for responsibil-

ity."

Set primarily in a small rural town in

northeastern Louisiana, "Satisfied With
Nothin** is the story ofJamie Ray Griffin, an

African-American boy growing up during

the tiirbulent years of desegregation in the

Deep South. Struggling against racial

discrimination and violence, he fights to

escape the poverty and apathy of the adult

African-American community in which he

lives.

Griffin is skeptical of the philosophy of

complacency preached by religious leaders

and held blindly by the elders of his

community.

"It*s easier fo* a camel to go through the

eye of a needle than fo* a rich man to go to

heaven . . . Baby, salvation all that matters.

Thangs in this ole world gon* pass by and
by,** says Griffin*s mother.

Griffin cannot abide, by this doctrine,

though. He works hard for more in his life

and is not willing to wait for the hereafter to

get it.

Ernest Hill, like Jamie Ray Griffin, is a

man never willing to setUe. Bom in the

small farming community of Oak Grove,
La., Hill attended an all-white school years

after the historic Brown v. Board of'

Education of Topeka, Kan. Supreme Court
decision that ordered public school desegre-

gation, helping to break down the color

barriers present at the time.

Both of his parents were college edu-

cated, a rarity in rural Louisiana at that time.

Hill received his bachelor* s degree from UC
Berkeley, his master*s degree from Cornell

University and is currently working for a

doctoral degree ai UCLA.
Hill says his experiences growing up in

the South, stories told by friends and family,

and his father* s own firm beliefs were all

factors that influenced the development of

"Satisfied With Nothin.***

Although raised in a devouUy religious

family, HUl is critical of the way the church

operates in the African-American com-
munity.

"I am not critical of the church in itself or

what it stands for,*' says Hill. "Instead, I am
critical of its notion that religion means that

you don*t have to su-ive for things in this

world.**

*The church tells you that woridly things

aren*t important because we*ll all be taken

care of in the hereafter. If you go to a black

southern church, the messagie is given that

education is not that important, money
doesn*t mean that much, and all that is

important is the Lord. I am not so sure that

message is right,** continues Hill.

His father's refusal to accept the limita-

tions of race an4his strong belief in working

hard for success influenced Hill greaUy.

These values can be found throughout his

book, which tries to impart one primary

message.

"It is the responsibility of blacks to take

advantage of available opportunities,** Hill

asserts. "So many people sacrificed so much
for the opportunity we have. It may not be a

perfect opportunity, but we have a responsi-

bility to do our best*'

Through "Satisfied With Nothin*,** Hill

hopes to reach a larger audience with his

particularchallenge. He will not be satisfied

with anything less.

BOOK: "Satisfied With Nothin" By Emest HiN.

Published by Pickaninny Productions. $9.05; 297

pages. Ernest Hill
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•FILM*
Eating^ Tampopo
In person: Henry Jaglam (director of

Eating

^9:30 p.m., Ackerman Grand Ballroom
i1.50» 825-1070

i^eoruaryi^

7 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Students $3,

General $5» 206-FILM
Paul Newman stars in "Hud", playing a
heel leeking with materiafism who
clashes against his high-principled

father and of whom a 1 7-year old boy
must weigh the sphere's of influence.

In person: UCLA Alumni Harriet Frank,

Jr. and Irving Ravetch. These two screen-

writers t)egan their career in the mid-40*s at

JMGM. After having graduating from UCLA,
they have been partners ever since takling

ambitious material: poverty, racism, labor

conditions and human neglect.

itian fjUi Imagining October^
Brolcen English a^ The Angelic

Conversation

7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Free* 825-

2345
The first two films deal with a free interpreta-

tion of the martyr St. Sebastian and a some-
what free interpretation of Einstein. Director

Derek Jarman was interested In- the
homoerotrcism In the relationship of the mili-

tary to national culture explored in both these
films.

•MUSIC*
Letters Home (folk)

9-11 p.m., Kerckhoff Coffeehouse
•Free« 825-6564

•THEATER*
WozaAHE>ert!

8 p.m., Macgowen Hall Little Theater

•Students $5; Faculty/staff & sr.

citizens, $7.50; Gen. $10» 825-9261
In the words of its creators "What would hap-

pen to Jesus Christ if he came-to South
Africa?" CoukJ he rescue the people from

Apartheid? Considered the most politically

potent show ever staged in South Africa, the

play expk)res-with extreme wit- what would
happen if a savfbr flew into Johannesburg

1 (The show runs until Saturday, same time and
place).

•FILM*
God's Stepchildren^ Ten Minutes
to Live

7:30 p.m. Melnitz Theater •Students $3,

Gen. $5* 206-FILM
God's Stepchildren depicts the trdgrc life a
tight-skinned black woman and her eventual

suicide while in search, for a way to "pass" by
standards whrch at the time excluded her. A
woman receives a chilling note that says she
has len minutes to live" in the film by that

name. The story unfolds around song and
dance routines as well as stand-up comedy.

F'U/^, fti^4Aj^ 7
•FIL

fTampopo^ Eating

i 7 p.m79 p.m.. AGB •$! .50^ 825-1070

February 14*^ 15

2 p.m. & 8 p.m. Royce Hall • Students

$9, Gen. $27, 22, 16- 825-9261
Receiving highly enthusiastic response since

their formation in 1 987, The American Indian

Dance Company presents traditional dances
from many regions, including ceremonial and
seasonal dances, spiritual and social dances,
and dances exhibiting individual expression.

20 members representing 19 trit>es come
from across the U.S. and Canada. Both per-

igm}ances,lncliJ(dl£Apre-perfQrmancft Iftcti irp.

Mississippi Masala
7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Free

passes required from CTO 825-2345
Denzel Washington and Sarita Choudhury
star in this cross-cultural, cross-racial rela-

tkxiship between a young Irxjian woman raised

in Ugandsrwho falls In love with an owner of a
small business set in a small Mississippi town.

•M U S I C^
Los Angeles Chamber of Music
8 p.m., Royce Hall •Students $9, Gen.

$32. 28. 25* 825-9261
Tonight's performance Includes Vivaldi's

Concerto Grosso; Haydn's Cello Concerto in

C Major and Symphony No. 43 in E-flat and
- Eigar's Serenade for Strings

.

•DANCE*
Janis Brenner and Dancers in

presented by Chariotte Heth, chairperson of

UCLA Dept. of Systematic and
Ethnomuslcology at 7 p.m. In Royce Hall.

February 14 is a Gala Benefit performar>ce with a minimurT> $50
contribution Call 825-7315 for more mformation.

God's Stepchildren 7:30 p.m. Saturday

•T H E A T£ R^
Woza Albert!

8 p.m., Macgowen Hall Little Theater

•Students $5; Faculty/staff ^ sr. citi-

zens, $7.50; Gen. $10 825-9261
Last chance to see this witty political satire.

(See Friday).

If you or your organization has an art-related

event that happens on campus get It listed in

\NhaVs Art this week? Call the Student Com-
mittee for the Arts (SCA) at 206-8974. We're
dedicated to keeping those Interested in the

Arts informed.

•F I L M^
AIDS

^25-

•OTHER ON-GOINGS^
Asian-American Follclore Readings
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m., Rm. 314- Royce
Hall •Free* 825-6564

•FILM^
Thanl( You and Goodnight (1991)
In Person: Director Jan Oxenberg
8 p.m., Melnitz Theater 'Free* 206-

FILM
"Wildly Inventive and unique...a cerebral

comedy of a Woody Allenish sort." Toronto

Globe

U/c/hi4^^, fti^M^ 12
•F I L M*

Love Story^ The Way We Were
8 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Free* 825-

2345

•MUSIC^
PatoBanton
Noon, Westwood Plaza •Free* 825-

6564 m
UCLA's Underground Series S
Stanford Prison Experiment fM^ 1
Expando (alternative rock) I
8 p.m., The Cooperage -Free* 825-

6564

I

Positive fjUi Siience sDeath
7:30 p.m Moln itz Theate r •free*

February 20 ^

^

Sandra Bernhard

8 p.m., Royce Hall •Students $15, Gen.
$24 & $22^ 825-9261
One show only! Tickets are selling fast. See
"A Consck>usness Raising and Rap S6ssk)n
with Sandra Bemhard"

^ p.m., the Dance Theater, Rm 208,

lUCLA Dance Building 'Students and
- Sr. Citizens $6, General $10^ 825-^261
Choreographer/dancer/singer Brenner is a
Isiting faculty memt)er has performed with

lodolph Nureyev and Placldo Domingo
imong other great performers. Her modern

company has performed Internatlon-

illy in France, Sweden, Taiwan and Swltzer-

ind as welt as New York

•T H E A T E R^
loon Miracles (every Friday)

loon - 1 p.m., 1340 Macgowan Hail

Tee* 825-7008
polpourri of student-authored and

Mudent-produced ongtnal plays are

for putHic viewing.

ozeAlbertf

p.m., Macgowen Hail Little Theater

tudents $5; Faculty/staff & sr.

itizens, $7.50; Gen. $10* 825-9261

ee Friday)

2345
Positive is an emotional call-to-arms film that

seeks radical political solutions for the AIDS
crisis. It focuses on the New York AIDS activ-

ists of ACT-UP. The latter film focuses on
cultural and arfistk: responses to the AIDS
crisis as another fomn of activism.

•D A N C E^
Lecture/Demo: the Dan Wagoner A
Company
Noon, the Dance Theater •Free*
The eight-member New York-based modern
dance company offers a public lecture/dem-

onstration

"Works in Progress"

7:30 p.m., Rm 208 in the Dance
Theater, UCLA Dance Bklg. •free*

This is a puMic forum for experimerHal works
by choreographers, dancers, musicians,

filmmakers and performance artists from the

k)cal community.

•ART^

Martin Luther King, Jr.: 24 YeaKs
Later Renewing the Commitment
Powell Library, 2nd Floor, Rotunda
•Free^ 825-4134

Operation Solomon
Kerckhoff Gallery •Free«825-6564

Of^CM^ ftUi^My 11
Undergraduate Exhibition in Art

Wight Art Gallery •Free^ 825-9345
This jurored exhibit displays the design and art

done by UCLA students. A reception will be held

from 5 - 7 p.m., opening night.

LECTURE: Tuesday February 1

1

"Art/ artifacT Revisited-Chiefly Feasts: the
Enduring KwakiutI Potlatch Exhibit

Presented by Aldona Jonaitis, American
Museum of Natural History

6 p.m., 3273 Dickson Ct.*Free* 206-6905

"What's Art this Week' featured every Thursday, is compiled by the UCLA Student Committee for the Arts as part of the Arts and Entertainment section of the Daily Bruin.
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On the Hill:

LA,-based rappers'

music speaks about

violence, poverty

By Tasnine Hunter

<*i

Sen Dog
'Brand-new, distinctive, funky awareness" are the

words Sen Dog uses to describe the music of Cypress

Hill, a rap group collectively formed by Sen Dog,
Muggs and B-Real. The group's name may sound
familiar to Angelenos — that's because it refers to

Cypress Sl, which is locatei) in Los Angeles* own
Southgate.

"Funky Feel One.** the first song off Cypress Hill's

self-titled debut album, reached No. 1 on the rap

charts, and they're currently promoting their latest

single. "How I Could Just Kill a Man." Sen Dog
warns listeners not to be misled by the song's title,

which he says portrays how "self-defense can turn

into offense.
. „.

"Where we come from, we don't have a lot," says

the rapper. Therefore people must protect what little

they have, he says. The song demonstrates how one
kid, in this type of no-win situation, could do just that

*— "kill a man" — in order to protect what is his.

But what may seem like immediate success for the

L.A.-based band is an illusion far from reality. Back
in July, Cypress Hill tried to hit the rap scene, but

went virtually unnoticed. It was not until three

months later that the fruits of their labor were
manifested. Although the group developed a big

following on the East Coast, it was only recently that

they were recognized on the West Coast, specifically

in Southern California. \. '
'
_"

'.._

TTic reason, according~tD Sen Dog, is that "fcAr
radio stations don't play rap music, just that Marky
Mark stuff." Nonetheless, Cypress Hill has arrived.

In addition to their No. 1 single. Cypress Hill has two
songs on the soundtrack^o "Juice," which went gold.

The group will also have a song featured in Wesley

See CYPRESS, page 28 B-Roal
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Conceit showcases
dance student's woik
By Laura Roman

**i

Mixmaster Mugtfs

*Not Available in Stores"

may have been the finale of the

UCLA dance department's
"Upstart Series," but it also

marked what promises to be a

long and exciting career for

graduate student Laura Olson.

The fim piece, "Maxwell
House," was a lighthearted,

whimsical takeoff on '50s cou-

ples i la "I Love Lucy." Music
from Count Basie accompanied
by the dancers' humorous facial

expressions made "Maxwell
House" the perfect opening
number by warming the audi-

ence into the world of dance.

Following "Maxwell House"
was "Sevit-ceps-rep." The title,

(perspectives spelled back-
ward) is Olson's mockery of

ambiguous modem dance titles.

The dance itself was one of

precise ambiguity. Two
dancers, interacting with an
abstract purple object posi-

tioned in tlie comer of the stage,

contorted their bodies into

shapes — showing a constant

shift in their perspective of the

object.

"Incubus," the middle sequ-

ence, was a-Stunning theatrical

piece that Teff the audience

amazed. Music from Dead Can
Dance punctuated the eerie

hghiing. transforming the stage

into an isolated mythical land,

and Winnie Ladd's talent as a

dancer was absolutely mes-

merizing.

Softening the dramatic
ambiance of "Incubus" was
"Jigsaw." Five dancers became
the physical incamation of a

puzzle; twisting, contorting,

extending and flexing about the

stage. "Sideshow" extended the

feelings brought upon by "Jig-

saw" by also focusing on
abstract shapes. Done under a

black light, all that could be

seen was the perpetually

changing shape of an iridescent

rope that Olson manipulated.

Closing the evening was the

hilarious sequence "Under-
where." Performed to Handel's
"Water Music," the piece
depicted people from all walks
of life. Balletic choreography

characterized most of the

dance, and as it progressed, the

dancers stripped away their

clothes to reveal various ver-

sions of underclothes. "Under-
wherc." as a dance sequence,

was a hilarious way of convey-
ing how people truly are once
the exterior is stripped away.

**Not Available In Stores"

was a display of the incredible

talent the UCLA dance depart-
TDEtXt- TOStBXSL jlflrt MUk /Tlfl incAz.*'* M.\f09AfrOy CUIU ITV VCUI X%J%jK^

forward to seeing many more
innovations from Laura Olson
in the future.***Vi

DANCE: "Not Available In Stores"
by L^ura Olson. Jan. 24-25 in

Schoenberg Hall.

ADTEBTISE
JIM

WOULD
HAVE

WANTED
IT THAT

WAY.!
825-21 61

YouTl love

ACONSCIOUSNESS RAISING
A3SIDR.A.P SESSIOP<4

P E I F I N I T I

THURSDAY

FEBRUARY 20

SiOOPM

ROYCE HALL

UCLA
S24 ( $22

Tiiktti/lalornatioii call

UCIA tTU»INT
COMMITTII
fO« TNI ABTt

MAY COMPANV 4 MufC n.Ut

woe
Wlieii you Uuiik of a

j
ob or internship it shouldn't fill your niiiid willi

d\e diead of paper woik^ instead you should be exdied for the

prospects of learning, m)win2, and quickly advancing. The Daily

Bruin Assistant Account Executive Program will put your fears to rest

As an Assistant Account Executive in the Daily Bniin*s award winning
advertising depaitment you will have a diance to experience hands on

exposure in the fields of advertising, marketing, and sales.

Spend your time working on oiirpapa;
not on paperwork

The Daily Bruin

Account Execubve Intemship
Applications are availaUe staitins Monday, Fetxuary 3 at

the Daily Bniin office, 1 12 KerckliofifHalL—
Applications are due by noon on Wednesday, Fel)ruafy 12.

For further information pleaae contact

Dante Fedcrighi or Kimberiyn Drew at 825-2161.
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PIZZA SAVINGS
CURRRENT SPECIAL

$10.99 SPECIAL
2 Medium w/ 1 Topping

(tax not included)

824-5000
Not valid with any other offer.

VaKd at partidpattri9 locations only.

Coupon required. Dcpires 2/12/92.

\i POMINO'S

$$$$$$$$$

$9.99 / 13.99
MEDIUM PIZZA FEAST
Bacon Cheeseburger

Pepperoni Feast

Deluxe

Meatzza

1 to

O
1

•• ON
O Q.

824-5000
^iot valid with any other offer.

Vakd at partictpatifi^ locations only.

Coupon required. Expires 2/1 2/9z.

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour

express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the

essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need.

uonven ient parking, too l so, il irs 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in

to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever

you need—whenever you need it.

* Village

Anthony Michael Hall plays an arrogant movie star in

the adventure film "Into the Sun."

Halldi vers new

i^xpressmart
^^^^^^ ' Always Open at the comer of Gayley & Le Conte

FOODSTORE
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

life within iiimseif

Thursday, February 6, 1992
->^

Dear Joe my bro' ,

Just writing to tell you about
a happeninV folk hand called

HOME that's playing

It's ZESfi, from 9 ^ til 11pm
at Kerckhof f Coffee House .

Only UCLA Cultural Affairs
Commission could put on a concert
this hot

!

Say hi to mom & dad for me, and
I'll see ya there!

VU6
y

'Tazz, bla©5, fanK and sach 5©rfG5

CULTURAL AFFAIRS is funded by USAC—your student gov't

By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

Dressed in a cropped red jacket

that accentuates his burly shoul-

ders and black jeans, Anthony
Michael Hall is not the Hollywood
Brat Pack actor that he was once
known for.

He still has the blond tousled

curls and slightly embarrassed way
of smiling that makes you remem-
ber another kid who was all elbows
and brain. But, gone are the bony
knees and head too big for his

body. The 23-year-old actor and
star of "Into the Sun** has grown
up.

Standing 6-foot- 1-inch tall and
weighing 175 pounds. Hall smiles

with an ease and assurance that

belies the years when he played an
adolescent geek. Speaking in a low
hushed voice that makes the ear

strain to hear each syllable, and
lending gravity to his rapid-fire

listing of likes, dislikes and career^

Hall seems to revel in being the

object of dissection.

"I used to shun the publicity," he
says. "Now, I welcome it because
Vm confident in myself more than

ever.*' He shares a throaty tenor

laugh as his meditative gaze
engages the eyes of the interview-

er.

With a career that spans his

prepubescent years working in

John Hughes' teenage angst films

*The Breakfast Club" and "Six-

teen Candles" to his time spent as

the youngest cast member of
"Saturday Night Live" to a more
recent role in "Edward Scissor-

hands," Hall reaccounts the

responses of his fans. *They say,

•They love me. I made them laugh.

I look like their brother. They hate

me because I got so big in *Edward
Scissorhands.*"

When questioned about his off-

camera activities, Hall admits he

has been spending time doing
more than working ouL Although
the kid who played the high school

nerd in Jiis most famous roles has

yet to pursue a college degree, he is

an avid reader. Instead, he spent

time reading Steinbeck's "Of Mice
and Men" and "The Pearl." With a

deep breath as if remembering a

still recent anguish, he says rapid-

ly, "I tell you what almost drove

me crazy was *The Will to Power'

by Nietzche. Of course, he died

very sad and alone. I believe he*s

the most powerful writer since

Shakespeare."

Speaking of literature's greatest

skeptic, the reporter had yet to be
convinced that Hall hadn't just

remembered a list of "The Top 10
Tides that Impress." Questioning
him on his reflections of Nietzche
and Nietzche's most famous state-

ment, "God is dead," Hall
responds with a philosophical air.

"He was a fool. God isn't dead.

He's everywhere. He's in your
smile."

As it turns out. Hall is a self-

professed bom-again Christian

and "nice guy." Without so much
as an introduction, he leaps into a

one-minute dissertation on "What
God Means to Me."

"I have a real strong faith in the

good Lord," he says. "I'm not

afraid of anything. I pray con-

stantly. Jesus said, 'Greater things

will you do than I have done.' I

know I have to give my mind, my
body and my soul to the Lord."

Bom on Easter in 1968, Hall

believes in astronomy and numer-
ology, which he refers to as "a

science." An Ares, he describes

himself as
"bull-headed, stubbuin.

lots of presence.'

"Acting is the easiest thing in

the world," says Hall. "It's an
extension of my natural personali-

ty. It's like using my arm or leg.

When I was four years old, I would
be doing my Uncle Billy. I was
doing shows at four, five years old.

If you know your part, you'll know
what to say. It's like anything yon
do. It's like your line of work. If

you love what you're doing, you
know how to do it Right?"

After a throaty rendition of
"Love Me Tender, Love Me True,"

Hall has become restless. 'There's

nothing pat or polished about me.
I'm for real because I'm a Christ-

ian and I love people. I want to

work for people and the Lord."^

Taking a moment to exhale, he
adds, "I hate talking. Why don't
we shut up and pray?" Hall
reminds the reporter of his next
film, "A Gnome Named Norm" ^

and a current screenplay he is

writing called **Lord Have Mer-
cy." Under his breath. Hall mut-
ters, "Don't I talk like a writer?"

LA.'8 coffee liouses
to host artist festival
By Scott Phelps

Something exciting is in the

brewing and all you have to do
to become a part of it is sit back
and enjoy. Yes, it's Los
Angeles' first Coffeehouse
Festival, from Feb. 7 to 16, and
everyone in the city is invited.

In the spirit of the West Coast
mecca Highland Grounds, Con-
go Square, the Iguana Cafe and
the pikme-up have joined
together to bring us unusual and
unsung talent from across the

city.

Each venue will be "show-
casing music that promotes oiu*

own individual images," says

Doreen of Congo Square. Con-
go Square's image can be
traced back to New Orleans. In

the 1850s, Congo Square was
"the only public place where
slaves could legally dance and
sing," explains Doreen. "Some
musicologists trace the origins

of jazz and blues to the New
Orleans establishment."

Congo Square espresso and
tea house celebrates and con-

tinues this tradition, bringing to

L.A. the musical heritage that

was planted in New Orleans in

rihe 1^50^ Kicking off M±:
festival, Congo Square will

feature an exploratory jazz

ensemble named Soil (Feb. 7).

Another of the coffeehouses

that is participating in the

Coffeehouse Festival is the

popular Highland Grounds.
"We have lots of very talented

people (performing here),"

remarks Rich Brenner of High-

land Grounds. Some of these

people include the Brothers

Figaro (Feb. 8) and the Zydeco
Party Band (Feb. 15). Of
course. Highland Grounds has

something in store each day of

the week, ranging from Shakes-

peare on the patio to open mike
night. On Tuesdays, Shakes-

peare on the patio is furi for

everyone. You can either per-

form or sit back and enjoy the

performances.

A third coffee house ifi the

festival is the pikme-up Cafe.

The pikme-up is featuring

February as their "month of

stars." On Feb. 9, they will

feature Raks Mejnoun's belly

dancing troupe with soloist

"Europa" doing a sword dance
all of which will be accompan-
ied by North African rai music.

On Feb. 12 you can catch the

exotic drums of\Linda Le'Sa-

bre, which mixes ritual and
performance on another level.

And, on Feb. 16, you can see

musician and singer Glen
Meadmore, who mixes the

sounds of country and disco in

such a manner that any audi-

ence will be struck.

The final coffeehouse parti-

cipating in tiie festival is the

Iguana cafe. The Iguana cafe

sports open mike, open poetry

reading and Dance of the

Iguana publication reading —
to mention a few of their events.

They will be having a poetry
contest on Friday as well as the

_Environmental Show with Fred
"Slariier. The Environmental
show will feature musicians of
all genres and they will be
performing at each coffeehouse
during Uie festival week.

According to Doreen of
Congo Square, Fred Stamer
(one of the musicians in the

Environmental show) *Telt that

people weren't taking the LA
coffeehouse scqne seriously."

Stamer is the one who<x)ncep-
tualized the festival and started

organizing it "(We) want to

reach out to people and say this

(the coffeehouse scene) is here

. . . with lots of very talented

people performing," says Star-

ner.

TRIBUTE'
From page 23

The Jubilee Singers exhibited

extreme sensitivity with the

nuances in all the different pieces

they performed. From the sorrow

of a slave's lament in Johnson's "I

Cannot Stay Here by Myseir to

the jubilation and vibrancy of a

piece entiUed **Rocka My Soul,"

the Jubilee Singers cnthiisiasriral-

blend well together as a choral

unit, but can individually perform

solo pieces masterfully as well.

Several pieces sung by the Jubilee

Singers were actually arranged by
members of the group themselves.

A special moment in the even-

ing was when Jester Hairston, star

of TV's "Amen." as well as long-

ly shared theff vocal talents.

The toe-tapping, head-swaying,

hand-clapping audience responded

very actively to the music of the

time friend of the Jubilee Singers,

made an appearance ^nstage and

guest-conducted a piece of music.

Hainton left the stage with nodiing

The toe-tapping, head-swaying, band-clapping

audience responded very actively to the music of

the Jubilee Singers.

">- »
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Jubilee Singers, and it was more
than once that many audience

members felt compelled to rise to

their feet in cheering applause.

Pieces especially well-received

included a Kirby Shaw arrange-

ment of **Let There be Peace on
Earth,** featuring soprano soloist

Lisa Gray-Ashley, and Leonard
DePaur's arrangement of "Marry a
Woman Uglier Than You," fea-

turing dancing, swinging, tenor

soloist Richard WyatL
Almost every piece performed

by the Jubilee Singers feauired a

different soloist, each one quite

impressive. This highlights a defi-

nite strength of the greup in that

the members are not only able to

less than uproarious applause and a

standing ovation.

The evening ended with two
combined-choir pieces, merging

the talents of the Los Angeles

Master Chorale and the Albert

McNeil Jubilee Singers. The num-
bers selected for this finale were

Dett's arrangement of "Let us

Break Bread Togetiier" and Wha-
lum's arrangement of "Who'll fee -a

Witness." The pieces were both

sensitive and powerful and
brought the evening of spirited frin

to a jubilant end. -kifif

MUSIC: The Los Angeles Master
Chorale and the Albert McNeil Jubilee

SingerB. Sunday, Feb. 2 at the Dorothy

Chandler Pavilion.
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Valid Sunday - Thursday
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are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 cur at BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR
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Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264
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End of Probation Fiesta!

ALL DAY & NIGHT
HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS

590 Tacos • $1 .50 Bean Nachos
$1 .00 Fish Tacos • $1.50 Cheese Quesidllla

FREE Chips & Salsa!

Students: $1 .00 off any plate! FREE DELIVERY

1084 Glendon Ave. Westwood 208-2038
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France (franc) - .1 91 6 Japanese (yen) -.00821

I

British (pound) - 1 .8673 Canadian (dollar)-.8831

Italian (lire) - .000868 Australian (dollar)-.7758

(all currencies available) (rales as of 1/28/92)

• Foreign Currencies, Payments & Drafts
• Foreign & Domestic lYavelers Checks

Associated Foreign Exchange. Inc.

433 N.Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills. CA

1-800-346-AFEX
Mailing Services Available

VUENHNE'S SPKUIS!

$20

ptP^.^

•Open Evenings
•FuH service hair salon
•Across street from campus
•We validate parking

CoHTon Salon Marquis
Westwood Marque Hotel

930HilgcrdAve

Westwood. CA 90024

_^208-4477

SINCE 1938

We are the ONLY individualized test prep
program in the country

!

Small classroom settings
with dynamic teachers

A flexible approach where you can review
material and listen to insductors as many

times as you need
Live Classes • Private Tutoring

Computerized Diaj^ostics
Test-Taking Strategies

Solid Skill Review • Extra Resources
Permanent Centers • Convenient Hours
Scholarship assistance (if qualified)

And Much, Much More

!

L S A T
G R E
G M A T

Ihcfasicsi j^npn iNi' Kpursc at ICLA

Prep
BAUJET

Call todayand we'll tutoryoubeforeourcourse begins and
help you with the application process at no extra charge.

-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN IS #1 IN TEST PREP

Sinallci- class si/i^s and niofc iiuiix idual altciil

an\ (»th» r (.)inN( (all STAMrOKl) PKKF:

310*652^(>6()2 818*7()6-10()0

^^ WantOur Teeth Straight! I

co

Dr. Nadar Dayani
OBTHODOWTIST SINCE X990

L
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SpecJaltetog in braces for adults& chUdren

From page 23

pies from the program to show
how ballet has become dance for
the masses. The premiere piece,

"Moondance.** drew musically
from works of blind jazz musi-
cian/composer Moondog. The syn-
copated rhythms and flavorful

melodies lure the audience into a
luscious world of musical depth
and sensuality.

The movement, danced by eight
performers, includes deliberate
play with weight shifts and pedest-
rian locomodon. Though the legs
and feet often behaved in the
classical style, the upper body
found expression in motifs which
alluded to popular jazz and street

dance. Drawing from this "dance
slang" made the movement easily
identifiable and entertaining.
Lighting also enhanced the aes-
thetics of the piece, slapping the

ABT's dancers emante

individuality; their

movement now
contains elements of

modem, soft-shoe and
hip'hop. Even standard

movements look new.

Cosmetic
M*4>rcci€Min

Stsrsicai
OrtHoaotttics

As low as $75 per month. No finance charges.
•OUBptoDBilarit Tlisoll»iilnitdfc(Mirt«»nffl«im>Mnlbito2gW2. RemklMmiMMiU.

IMMMMM
::-x-;-:-*'"->'-'-w:«':"X'X
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CP286-12MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-25MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) $975

CP386DX-25MHZ (BOMB Hard Drive) $1170

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive)....$1285

CP486-20MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) iiii4m

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive).$1790

Alt Systems Include:

stage with a bold red cast and
mysterious shadows.
ABT extended its artistic intelli-

gence further by taking the
framework of "Peter and the
Wolf," an old ballet standby, and
rehovating its interior. Using a
choreographer with experience oiT
both the Broadway and ballet

stages was a wise choice. Michael
Smuin splashes the storyline with
the exaggeration of slapstick, the

funkiness of street dance and jazz
and a bit of adult humor. Adding in

comedians Carol Burnett and
Carol Kane as narrator (they split

up the performances) further
affirmed that ballet can be humor-
ous, and that the dancen can have
fun performing it The animation
shone convincingly in both the
danc^^* bodies and faces.

ABT has brilliantly extended""
ballet's potential in the dance
world — they have burst through
the predictable into a world of
endless and evolving discoveries.

Follo^^them. •••'/4

FREE SUPER MOUSE II

I with purchase of svstem

•1 MB RAM Memory

•5.25' or 3.5" Floppy [)riv«

•HYUNDA1 14- Super VQA(.28) Color Monilor

•Super VQA(1024788) W/1 MB-2S6 Cokm

•101 Enhanced Keyt)oard

•AT I/O Ca/d (2 Serial. 1 Parafleift 1 Q«ne)

•2R)/2HD IDE Controlter

•100% IBM Compatible Systems

•One Yaar Pans and Labor W^irranly

DANCE: The American Ballet Theater
at the Wiltern Theater on Thursday.
Jan. 30.

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE
Please CaU SCOTT for best deal at

Wf^ffffff'ff^

Ins
aSJOWxIshire Blvd. #104
Los AngelM, CA 90010

(213) 480.4777

WH-SHIRE
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From page 25

Snipes* upcoming film,

"White Men Can't Jump."
Although Cypress Hill

has been referred to as a
**tamer vision of The Ghet-
to Boys- by some, they do
not want to be considered as

just another **psuedo-gangs-
ta act from Southern Caiifor-

nia.** .

*^

What Cypress HUl is

trying to do with their music
is let people know what kind
of violence is going on in the
world. Their musical inspi-

rations are The Doors, The
Who, Jimi Hendrix and
Deep Purple, just to name a
few. Xypress Hill is like the
wind that blows,** says Sen
Dog. "You never see it but
you feel it.**

MUSIC: Cypress Hill. Friday,
Feb. 7 3t me Reseda Count^
Club. Show begins at 9 p.m.

T

—
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Playwright
to speak at

Sproul Hall
By Sarah Hsieh

The man who once said
that a theatrical performance
without an audience is like

sex without a climax will be
speaking to students at

UCLA*s Sproul HaU about
theater, film and life in

general.

Gus Edwards, who has at

various times been an actor, .

director, playwright and
bartender, brings. his parti-

cular style to UCLA in a
series of discussions
designed to address ethnic
issues in the performing arts.

Currently head of ASU*s
Multi-Ethnic Theater
Department, Edwards has
been described by col-

leagues as "talkative,'*

"refreshing** and simply
"blunt**

Edwards will continue
speaking tonight, Friday and
Saturday, discussing theater,

film, African-American
history and the like, in a
series sponsored by the
Office of Residential Life*s

Multicultural Programming
Committee anjLArts Coun-
"ciT

SPEAKER: Gus Edwards at
Sproul Hall. Thursday, Feb. 6
through Saturday. Feo. 8.

JAGLOM
From page 23

emotions than men. Because
women deal with emotional truth

all their lives, it*s much harder to

lie to women with movies about
guns and car chases than men.**

When asked about the female
influence in his life, Jaglom, like

Nick Noltc*s character in *The
Prince of Tides,** admits that "all I

know about emotions come from
the women I know.** As a young
child, Jaglom was able to identify I

"If I were the ruler of

the universe, the first

thing I would do is take

away the vote from

men.
)>

Henry Jaglom,
Director, "Eating"

with women because he found
them dealing with 'Ihe sadness and
truths that resonated in my life.

**I used to watch my mother and
her friends talk about emotions,
who was in love and who was
hurting. Then, I would watch my
father and his men friends and
what boys at school talked about
They talked about external activi-

ties like money, business and
power, not about feelings.**

According to Jaglom, "If I were
the ruler of the universe, the first

thing I would do is take away the

vote from men. Then there would
be no destruction in the world and
so many problems would be
solved. There would be a commit-
tee of women to evaluate men and
tnun them, so they would have to

earn back the right to vote again.**

SPEAKER: Henry Jttjiom. director of
"Ealing." Presented by ttie Campus
Events Commisaion aflar t» 7 p.m.
scrsening of "Ealirja'' on Feb. 6 in tw
Aokerman Grand Ballroom. For more

cirfl (310) S25-1070.

Houlihan Lokey has one of the

l^est and fastest growing financial

practices in the U.S.

We are currently seeking

highly motivated BA's or BS's for

entrylevel position in our L.A.

financial restructuring group.

INFORMATION PRESENTATION
THURS. FEB. 6, 1992 11:30 AM

All interested candidates sign up
at the Career F^lacement Center.

(Please bring resume to presentation)
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UNIVLRSITY OF

COLLEGE OFLAW
APPLYNOW

Accredited-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Associatiflfi of

Schools and Colleges.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino (Tampus

5445 Balboa Boulevanl

CaU:(818)981-4529

La Verne Campus

1950 Third Street

CaU:(714)596-1848

Job and Research

ASTERINCt
EOITATION

A FREE STUDY PROGRAM

• The Essentials of Meditation
• Quieting the Mind
• Practical Techniques of
Concentration and Meditation

• Tools for Self-Improvement

This prognm will be held by
Santa BartMira aritsts between
Ranganath<Camahan, who

hat faiiflht mrditarrKn fnr fhf
last 18 years.

Friday 7:30-9:30 p.m. and Saturday 9-ikxxi

February 7.& and 14
Room 2406.

ACKEBMAN STUDENT UNION, UCIA

To Roister: 213-838-4746

Sponsored by the Los Angeles Sri Chinmoy Meditation Center

Aloottoics AnonymoST

Mon.

Study. AU
T(

For

TtMT. Boduhidy. FrL 8l^>
12:15-1:10. Fri. 12300-10)

WM. OiMUMion NPI
C883t 12:16-10)

nr inrthiMurii wliu

Bibles - Books
GMs.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 prrv
Fr-Sot 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm

10884 Weytxjm Ave. LA 90024
208^432

UCLA Drug Abuse
Research Center

Located in Westwood, DARC is a group of psychologists,
sociologists, epidemiologists, counselors, statisticians, and
physicians conducting research on drug abuse. Special

interests are the causes and consequences of drug abuse,
dmg abuse treatment, and AIDS among drug abusers.

Assistant Researcher
Position available for a 5 year NIDA funded projea for improving the
efficacy and efficiency of matching drug users' treatment needs tp services.
Tasks indude cootxlination of a nationaJ panel, genexal oversight of the
projea including; the devdopment of a compuierized referral system, site-
visiting major clinics in LA., data collection, and report writing. This
position is ideal for a new Ph.D in psychology or relate^lirea, interested in
malting a career in the drug use and abuse neld Background in computers
and d^l^ analysis required Fidd work experience a must AppUcants must
also hav^ good writing skills and irtterpersonal sicills.

Assistant Researcher
Posiion available for a 3 year NIDA funded profect that providea
methadone maintenance treatment to heroin addicts at high rbk for HIV
infection. Taaits indude oversight of research activities including dus
colleaion, statistical analysis, report writing aivl preparation of publications.
This position is kleal for a new Ph.D in psychology or related area,
interested in malting a career in the drug use and abuse fidd Backgnsuiul
in computers and diu analysis required Fidd work experience a must.
Applkiants must also have good writing skills and interpersonal sidlls.

Assistant Researcher
An deven month appointment for an assistant researcher is available for the
secondary analysis of drug abuse archive dau. This position would kidude
writing up this analysis for publication. This would be ideal for a new Ph.D
who is interested in learning relevant research sicills while gettir)g
published Statistical background with dau analysis experience a* must.
Good writing skills also required

This position wiU^assist the princ^aHnvestigators arxl project directocs in^"
.

- -
. .

-
vfllalfomm

CASH FOR
COLLEGE

There's plenty of money
available for every student

%
;
who needs ft.

tf you can use an extra
$2000 or more to help pay

college costs.

Send Your Name and
Iress to : D.B. Mears and

Associates. 9016 Wilshlre

Blvd.«449
Beverly Hills, CA 9021

2

or call 1-800-860- 4289

FREE INFORMATION
WILL BE SENTTO

^^ YOU IMMEDIATELY ^^.

Campus Recruitment 3

ATfENTION PRE-MED STUDENTS. DOC-
'TOR ROBERT CHEROK, DEAN will discuss
opportunities at the American University of the
Caribbean School of Medicine on wed Feb.
1 2, 1 992 at 5pm . in room 4000A Math-science
building UCLA, sponsorpd by UCLA Pre-Med
Society.

Sports Tickets

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED I All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441-1576.

NEED STUDENT OR GUEST DUKEAJCLA
BASKETBALL TK3CETS. WILL PAY TOP S$.
PLEASE CALL NANCY (310)206-1159.

NEED WASHINGTON STATE Student Guest

Ticket. PleaM call Erik (310)794-5399.

perfmmiiig statisQcal data analysis. TYk Sr. iiaitoilrhn wt
supervise other dau analysts and hdp prepare scientific papers for
professk>nal journal publication. Knowledge of statlstioJ packages and
advanced statistical analysis techniques required Ph.D. in statistical or
related fidd with minimum 2 year work experience preferred Ability to
write professional papers required

Statlstkian
The statistician will design and test mathematical models, design aiul
execute statistkal analysis ki a number of dififerent ways usir^ SAS, BMDP,
and SPSS. The statistician will also interface systems between
microcomputers, SunAJnix, IBM 3090 and DEC VAX. Thk person will a|ao
take part in the training and supervision of other programmers. Knowledge
of mainframe and personal computers and communications between the
two required Two year minimum ejqierience in statistics programming
requireo.

COUNSELOR/CASE MANAGER
This counsdor position entails case managing heroin addicts in a study of
AIDS conuinment among I.V. dfUff users in methadone makitenance.
Masters in Psychology, Social Wortt, MFCC license or equhralent cx-^erience
required Previous experience in Methadone Maintenance fxogram
required

Research Asslstant^tcrvkwcr (SRA O
Several positions are open In various projects. Duties indude: conducting
interviews with addicts, collecting ouestionaire axKl testing data, entering
data into a computer dau base, and assisting in other research taslcs. These
positions require a completed bachek>f's degree or experience. Psychology
major or equivalent preferred

Address Inquiries to:

Edna Owens
UCLA Drug Abuse Research Center

1 100 Glendon Ave., Suite 763

Los Angeles, CA 90024-3511

KILLER METALLICA TICKETS. Feb 12. Logc

Senate Seats, Parking, Program. 575 or obo.

Ethan (818)501-5757.

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, studer^t discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

TV/VCR REPAIR
In Your Home (Day or Night)

Cotfled TedtfUdMi UCLA Student

C^ai^SwHonesfy Lcw^HamVOUlc laliila

'UOA Oboounts 'l^ee EstfenaSes By Rione

AMMMOIH£C£CniOlMC.
CALLI (310)394-4399

Miscellaneous 9

$75 CHALLENGE. Prove my pollution solution

unworkable, I'll pay you $75.
1-800-488-2489.

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. $1(Vhr.
Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

Personal 10

WESTWOOD PSYCHK:, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,
specializes in love, marriage, financial, and
any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,
no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.

1(800)559-NINA.

Research Subjects 12

AFRAID OF SNAKES? Spiders? Small Spaces?
Or have you experienced a sudden rush of
anxiety for no reason? Get help and earn $. Call
the Anxiety Research Lab. 206-9191. .

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UC3.A research project.

Subjects will neLiftve $20 irvf a Ittt develop-"
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED to
participate in hair regrowth study. Ages 19-49.
Under dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For info call (310)828-8887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

ACNE STUDY
Research dermatologisi

selecting volunteers, 12 years
and older, needed for acne

study. MUd to moderate acne
lesions required Four short
visits over a twelve weelc
period are required. Test

material will be applied to the
face morning and evening.

Those completing the study will

recehre $60 upon completion
Please call Zaida at

(310)670-3980
for further information

Lawrence S. Moy, M.D.

Howard Muiad, M.D. -

8540 S. Sepuh^eda Bh^., Suite #1212
Los Angeles, CA 90045
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Achieve Your Best
As An

Actuary

^ Congratulations^

Ont'Campus Interviews
Thursday, February 20, 1992

^
^
^
^

AAA
Appointed
OHGBcers
cHAn-nvnEN

Get a great start in a rapklly growing profession with one
of the leaders in the financial services industry —
Transamerica Life Companies.

We offer Actuarial Students numerous opportunities to

move throughout the company. Our intensive training

teaches you to develop, price, market and report the

financial results of a variety of products in a profit-

motivated environment.

We will be interviewing for these exciting programs:

;

Summer Internship

Scholarship Program

lamination Fee Rdmbursementsi

5ign lip at the Career Placement Office today.

TkANSAMERICA
LIFE COMPANIES

WORKING TOGETHER IS THE BESTPOUCY
We aggressively support equal opportunity and affirmative action.

B4>Ar CIUB.-IAIAH TAMAI

SPOITSWEAI CHAnUKATE HBCES

^f^ SUNSHB^

'^ ASST. HOUSE MANACEB-CAIA
^A^ avEmoN

^^^ ASnr.TIEASUIEI-lllDGn'

^^ SOIBISON

j\C ASST. lusH-nmiN deal

I
MKHBLUETMIAULT

'y' ASn*. IIEDCC ED^^nUE SADUEI

>lf ANDI SACHTSCHALE
'^T^ MELAMCIIFnTH

^f^ rOCTQ CHAOt-AUCE lAE

)fC PAITY FAVOIS-nirrEN MOEn

jtt TIAfSiO AFFIUATE CHABUUDA

IMCHAmr-DANA MACTIO

SPBNC SIIIC-.MEC BOAIDMAN
AMTFALMEl

D
KAPPA
D

Saturday, Feb.8

Kappds and Dads meet at KKT at noon
on Saturday for a day of Bruin basketball!

A
PRESENTS

MUHPBK
ON THE

^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^

"TLC has a smoke-free workplace.*

ORIENT EXPRE3T^
10:00 PM • 645LANDFAIR • INVITE ONLY

^nn'<^^^^^^i^^n^^n*<»<» hursday

PARTY

9:30
'fi

Invite Only Our Famous Door Prizes ID Required
m 1

Oeod Deals 7 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

fssm
Conchytta^naJiyVkr^dnOmt^

lit KcrcUuiirlUI, tay^SPNVODAi;

or CUI (310)tOfr4IOeO
to plaee your Vatomtliie M&mag^

*s^s^stas^aas^s^A^sM^asAas^sMsMsMUasMs^sMs^ŝ s^9^s^

USE PROTECTION!
Electronic Stun Gun

leld •Nun-letha
Safe •Legal

65000 volts • $49.95

75000 volts - $59.95

90000 volts -$69.95
<^ Fiw CampiB OtliMMy & Inslruclioii

Ottitr nfity praducH iMiUUt

Call 453-2604

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

<r^

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and

65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month end in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

^^flT) !4.>^
"You Don't Need To

Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaning

$39 (i«t.|1Ml

(up to 4 x-rays)

475-5598
J4-H()iir 1 incri^ciu v

Scr\i( r

VVHinN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home
Sid Soleimaniaa D.O.S.

1 620 Westwood Blvd., WImI Ijot Angeles
Open Evenings A Ssluidayt

« Pvfcing In Rear

*« •'mmm^imm^^mmmmim

*'

I -^1 Wfm^r9^»m:m9'^fm »^^ii»—,<wA»—pw fm ' utoiww^h*^-
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Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to f1 00/wk or more.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

ACNE
A NASTY FOUR
LETTER WORD
If you had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For firee

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call oiur

Skin Care Information

Line,

800-436-3633

Help Wanted 30

OBSPSIW COMPUl»VE
IMGkHtlMBRS^ ADULT
PREOCCWPiS3>WITH RECUimENTOR
PEiKSSiB«rtiBK>ocaifSfiai^imivE

ACnvmES TBATWriRFERE WITHDAILY

ii

^^^^^.
s \ s

310-854-4951

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needeo for UQA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience .825-0392.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study,

^nder dermatologist supervision. Volunteen
will be paid for info. (310)828-8887.

UCLA ANXIETV DISORDERS BEHAVIORAL
PROGRAM. AnnourKing treatment for panic,

ogoraphobia, generalized anxiety, animal

phobias & claustrophobias. Also, studies for

persons who wake out of sleep with feelings of

panic. Prof. Kraske, (310)825-8403.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED FOR UCLA
STUDY of psychosocial factors in bulimia

nervosa. If you are struggi ing with this problem
or have recovered from BN ind are interested

in participating please contact Elizabeth at

(310)206-5081. 530 compensation upon
completion.

Salons 21

GET A TANI 10 sessions, $49 with ad. Le

Beach X:iub. 1107 Gayley. 824-2826.

$200-5500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 hlour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright fCAllKDH.

$40,00QVr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "lik^don't like* form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright fCAllKEB.

5DAYS,Vi DAY-MORNINGS HELP NEEDED.
Housework, errands, handiwork. Driver's

. ilKiTise & references required. Offer small apt.

in BR home, furnished. Separate street en-

trance. Pool, cable TV, limited use of tele-

phone in exchange for services. Call nHKnings
8-9 A.M. or leave message. (310)273-2433.

•• ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/
SECRETARY. Good communication and cor-

respondence skills. 55+ WPM. WordPerfect,

totiis. Knowledgem accountingifeoHceepmg.
lOhrs/wk. Flexible days/hrs. 395-7070.

ADVERTISING/PUBLISHING ASSISTANT PT.

Should know Microsoft Word & Eiffcel. Very
demanding. (310)551-6587, Suzanne:

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/T air, roonr>Ax)ard provided! To
$5,000-»-/mo. Extensive fisheries report gets job

or call refunded. 1 -900-226-ALASKA {$3/min,

complete program four min.).

ALL AROUND GENERAL OFFKIE person

wanted. Must be sharp and dependable.

Computer skills a plus. Call for recorded info.

(310)392-0277.

ARE YOU FUN, CREATIVE, an outgoing young
lady? If so then Network Amerika would like to

meet you. We do promotions for clubs, parties

and bar>ds. Make money while you socialize.

(213)934-6707.

ATTENTON: MAIL ORDER company needs

help. Work from your home, doing various

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

BODY BY JAKE PRODLXTTIONS. Seeking

administrative assistartt $7/iv. P/T Mon-Fri.

Please Call Michelle (310)471-5591

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/landside

available. Year-round & summer positions.

(612)643-4333.

DELIVERY, PT, 2-3 hrs M-F, should have
transportation, inquire 208-3701.

DOOR TO DOOR SALESPERSON needed for

Studio City. Dry Cleaners. Hours flexible.

(818)505-0828/ (213)575-1072.

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT/Westwood sought by

AttorneyA'roducer. Must be a recent graduate

who is intelligent, organized, personable,

trustworthy, self starter, chic, style corwciou-

sand creative. This unique job entails challeng-

ing, fun and interesting duties in a fast-paced

envffonment. Macintosh and office skills

needed. $1 2.5(Vhr., bonus and ber>efits. Avail-

able immediately. Please fax resume with

cover letter to Sara at (310)475-9966.

FILING CLERK NEEDED in private Dr. Office.

15-20 hrs/wk. Pay is negotiable. Lis

(310)473-7639.

INSTRUaORS
MCAT

U O/HR AND UP!

Port-rlme openings
ovoiloble throughout the
Encino oreo. You must
hove scored obove the
90th percentile on this

exonn, hove o Dochelor's

degree ond love to

teoch. Solory depends on
quollflcotlons.

'

Coll Erin:

(816)382-2420. EOE.

t ARN ,1

Bv Ml

Dv'NATf- Rl r..

- -ill ix-' '-H'

V i .\u

MIMA '^^
4954 V.-f'i Ni.ys B vfl S'^c-i ..

for deling conuBflrelal A miuk video.
Call today C»r appointnoBt

(ai3)147-6001

Bovwly Hilk 90110

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE, COMPETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions

available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(310)53M496 (818)3600760

Part-time office assistant

needed for busy Westwood|

travel agency.
Light bookkeeping skills & a

pleasant personality requir^ed.

Shifts available: 10-2 or 11 -3

Pay: $7hr.

All interested please call Steve at

(310)824-7083

GIRLS FOR VOICE-OVER telephone work,

strictly legit, $25/30min. Ask for Lisa 9-1 1am,
M-F, (213)274-9291.

HELP WANTED WITH RESTAURANT PROM-
M^tc SlOO-HGG^Uay. Flexible hoigF

Must speak english. Call Roberto
(213)649-0810.

IMMEDIATE P/T position for a customer ser-

vice rep. Available at a new print shop in

Westwood Village. M, T, Th, and Sat. evenings.

Call 208-2679.

MAKE A DIFERENCE! Support AIDS research

mnd make $S P/T. Distribute condoms. Perfect

Health. (805)655-5624.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,

Attractive people wanted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 5(Vhr. or more, boyish

arnVor athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playgirl

style magazine^udity required. No experi-

tnce necessary. lr>ternationally known photo-

grapher. Brad, (213)392-4248

Health Services 22

Wanted 15

DUKE VS. UCLA. Tickets wanted If you have
great seats to sell, please call (310)476-8863
(LM).

Lost arxl Found 16

INDIVl5ML^CRSj^BeRavlo^Su?ar
ound food and feelings. Sliding scale. Call Dr.

Alice Lonsdale, (310)476-9453.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acrw, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

cor>sultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/
families. Relationthip issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

SPORTS MASSAGE. Great after workout.
Evenings, weekends. Wilshire district. Glenn
McCurran. (213)387-6067.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY (3ROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing

FOUND DOG January 29th In Bel Air.

Shepherd husky mix-female. (818)508-7975.

REWARD! I GIANT SCHNAUZER BOlbc. All

black. Male. Black Cdiar. Red 1.0. on Medi-
cine. San Vicente/26th area 01/28
(310)458-7356.

groupi. £xp\6rt fami ly problems, rclaltonship

patterr^, work and career concerns, esteem
issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confidence. Lisa

Frankel MFCC (21 3)39ft^385.

Egg/Sperm Donor 19 Egg/Sperm Donor 19

One of ttie nation's most respected sperm donor

program is now selecting

QUALIHED SPERM DONORS
Help Infertile Couples Monetary Compensation

Free extensive healtti testing,

including chromosomal analysis

THE U.S.C. SPERM BANK
Call (213)343-9967

HTNESS INSTRUCTORS!
The Sports Club/Sports Connection is looking for qualified, successHfninded
people to staff a fitness environment second to none.

^ PROGRAM DESIGN

• RTNESS TESTING

• EQUIPMENT INSTRUCTION

• MEMBER FOLLOW-UP

Advancement Opportunities
If you'd like to be a part of the finest staff at the

finest sports and fitness complexes in the country,

we'd like to hear from you today.

• Santa Monica 213/4504464 • West Los Angeles 213/473^1447
• West Hollywood 213/652-7440 • Manhattan Beach 213/643-6878

• Torrance 213/316^173 • Long Beach 213/430-1444
• Costa Mesa 714/650-3600 • Irvine 714/975-8400*

Sports Club Sports Cormection Spectrum Equal Oppotuntty Employer

>
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Help Wanted

PART-TIME: 1 5.25hr$A(vk., $135+A<vk., start-

ing retail sales. Great for resume. hJo door to
door, etc. Call for info. (310)396-1479.

PRIVATE PARTy NEEDS ARTIST rendering of
commercial 2-story building and lot. Reason-
able and need sample. (818)786-9928 days.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarship!—
Internshipa. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/T Medical Transcriber O.B.C.Y.N. know-
ledge preferred. Hours Flexible.
(310)206-2442.

PT OFFICE CLERK wanted 1 -5pm, M-F, UCLA
DIv Clinical Nutrition. Call Gail
(310)206-0290.

RECEPTIONISTARANSCRIPTIONISTS, part-

time, Westwood therapist's office, 1 100 Glen-
don. Wofk hourly Of per report typed. Evenings
available. Will train. Higher level positions

(interviewingAiistorian) also available for psy-

chologically sophisticated individuals. Call

CIndi, 824-1027 for interview.

KARI MiCHAELSEN
"Katie" from the NBC series

''GIMME A Bi?EAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(310)5360496 (818)3600760

LAW FIRM
needs motivcitoci pcison to

do chailenqing icqal and

ciCMcal tasks

Great Expenonce to fioid.

Please send resume

w GPA. available tim^s

pettinqnt mtonnation to

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

RETAIL SALE: ExperiefKed salesperson needed
for children's store part-time. Apply in person
or call Lynn. Westside Pavilkin, Level 2 #229.
(310)441-1896.

SECRETARY, CLERICAL. Brentwood CPA's
seek organized, self-motivated individual for

light ¥ford processing, filing, general office.

10-15 hr^vk. $7/hr. 310-826-1380.

SHADOW TEACHER NEDEO to work with

devebpmentally-delayed 5 yr. old boy to

mainstream him in a private pre-schooi prog-

ram. RespoTHibilities irKlude working wiSi
child's behavioral Iherapost, pre-school teach-

ers and family to integrate arxi guide him
during trarvitions within school day. Personal

warmth, experience with young children, and

. knowledge of child development required.

Background in behavior modification desired;

Long-term employment committn>ent. Hours
8:30-12:30 MWF; 8:30-3:00 T&TH; through

June. Hours 8:30-3:00 M-F for )uly. This

schedule will continue Sept-June 1993. Salary

commensurate w/experierx:e. Interested appl-

icants should conUct (213)876-4411.

TEACHERS AIDE. 1 5/30 HRSyWK. Experience

with children. Excellent English writin^art

skills. Referencs. Margaret. (310) 839-3102.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing conw
pany in Culver City is looking for some
energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, $6A»r/commission. Great tyxirs

7:00 AM-t:ju. no experierKe necessary.

SSOO/wk. is very real. (310)837-0902.

TRANSLATORS WANTED. Prefer educated
native speakers, all languages. Experience

preferred, linquistic talent a must. Send re-

sume, including schooling, when you lived

where, and how long, to: CEI, 2005 Palo Verde
Ave, Ste 300, Long Beach CA, 90815.

US MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

•ary. 1-900680-4454 ext. 0214.

WEEKENDS ONLY, person w/van or pick-up

truck to deliver/retrieve equipment for child-

ren's parties. $1(Vhr (310)399-2482.

Do you Like to Talk?

This 18 the perfect job for

you.Earn $7/hr. plus

bonus. Evenirig + weekend
hours available.

Training provided.
Sharpen your

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

lOas G«yl»y Aw. - 4th Roor

30 Help Wonted 30 Job Opportunffles 32 Child Core Wonted 35 Aportments for Rent 49

8 people needed nay^
Umrm up I* iVhr.
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MANAGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVERSmr PAINTERS. Average earn-

ings $6,000 to 16,000 -f

.

PT Spring, FT Summer. IntervievM on campus
Info/App. (800) 400-9332.

MANGEMENT POSPflONS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earnings

$,6000 to 16,000 •»-. PT Spring, FT Summer.
Interviews on campus, info/app. (800)

400-9332.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MEDICAL BILLING^OLLECnON Personnel.

P/T work $Mir. Communication, writing,

typing skills necessary. No previous experi-

erKe required. Resume Dr. Kimichi P.O. Box
35064 LA 90035.

MQDELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

PART-TIME SECRETARY, Sole practtoner,

Westwood, M-F, 3 hn^ay, some legal experi-

er>ce, good typists, pleasant, no computers.

Mr. Frank (213)839-9993.

PART TIME TELEMARKETING for Education

Agency in Santa Monica. Foreign language

'helpful. (310)395-9393.

RADIO ADVERTISING SALES. Ambitious,

creative people needed. Will train. Very high
earnings! Midnight rendezvous. (818)
990-8052.

Get a Summer Job
on a Salmon Fistiing

Boat in Alaska

Makm up to $80,000 In 8 months
70-page Uhis. guide wArahiable

employment info & list of 1,600

contacts. Must hurry!!! Boats hiring

now!!! Send $16.95 -i- $3 mailing to:

Kinir Salmon Pnbliahinc, Box
8048, D^pt. IB, Seal Boaeh, CA
•0740. Allow 2-3 wks.

GUESTHOUSE & SALARY in exchange for

diildcare/light house%vork. Brentwood. Exper-

ience, references, fluent English. 471-3379.

Apartments

1 -BEDROOM, furnished or unfurnished. Old

buiMinc, 2-blocks west of school. Parking

available. $675/rno., security deposit $500.

(310»e24-O532.

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed^ batfiTTarge apartment

wHh hardwood floors, large balcony, swim-

ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200. '

• -
•
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ATTORNEYS needed to take aver a major on
going civil litigation in LA Superior Court
(213)874-2569.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR MESSENGER for

CPA Rrm — Century Oty— P/T. Duties
include:inventory control, knowledge of

•^"^ **^/ ^^—^^^^^^^^ ^l^TT^ " TW.py y llfUf lg-

Must have o%Mi car. Hourly wage & benefits.

Call Lesley Davis (310)553-7880.

J.P. MORGAN SECURITIES is holding inter-

views February 24th for Investment Banking
Analyst-Public Finance. Bachebrs in Econonv
ics. Mathematics, Computer Science. Sign up
at Placement and Career Planning Center.

MARKETING ASSOCIATE. FT/PT.
20-40hnAveek, daytime. Marketing ifw«t-

ment management service to Fortune 500
firms. Excellent phone skills, in brokerage or

finance requested. Westwood. $10/hr.
010)206-1310 ask for Tom.

Need help designing a resume to compete in

toda/s recession? Call Remurw Strategists

874-4006.

SALEVOUTSIDE fast ffxiwing marketing firm

representing Firestone. Looking for outgoing,

energetic people for evening hours. High
income & growth potential. Flex, hours.

(800)323-7559.

SPANISH TEACHER P/T. Approx. 2-day/5.hr.

per day. K-5. Claasroom experience. Westside
publk school. Send resume, hourly rate. 319
Mount HolyOak Ave. Pacific Palisades 90272.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chvKX for intervie¥vs. Call

Triple *A' Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000.

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks

student interns to learn script deveiopn^ent

activities in office. No pay, but good opporturv

ity to learn. (310)576-6309, (310)394-7263.

aNTURY CITY-WESTSIDE TMA currently

seeking intern to assistwith Regulation XV plan

implementation, personalized computer assis-

tarKe, computerized matching and various

administrative tasks. Must be willing to work
on volunteer basis in exchange for gaining

valuable experience in rapidly growing field;

(school credit may also be available), two years

college education with coursework in UrbarV
Tramportation Planning, Business Admin., or

related field, some familiarity with transporta-

tion demand management, ar>d office experi-

ence. Krx)wledge ofcomputers helpful, but not

required. Submit resume to: Claudia Owens,
Century City-Westside TMA, Inc. 1880 Cen-
tury Park East, Suite 1111, Los Angeles, CA
90067. (310)553-6427.

Luxury Living At
Student Prices!

healed and air conditioned loorml
BaDtfoofn and Showwt
mofv than twostuoenli per raomi

* One bedfoofn apeftnients
* WMbM Room and Qama
* Plenly of Free Pafkiml

Mundry and vendviQ maohineol
vale tludy and TV bungaa with

tr^.

/-

IVi all waiting foryou in beautiful Bel Air, only twelve minutes from UCLAI

The UniversfN of Judaism Residenoe Halls
^ 310-478-9777, ext 259

Kill Your

Roommate??
\C)!(.l T A \L\V

0\L!

Westwood Village

Short term available

7 .

FILM EDITING INTERNS ior

feature film starring )elff Bridges. Call Geo^e it

(310)207-4676 EXT. 170.

INTERNS WANTED to do reading, coverage,

development, etc. for production company.
Part or Full time. No pay...great opportunity!

Call (310)659-9511.

MUSIC/ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY IN-

TERN NEEDED. Production/management
company near campus. Meet recoidina artist^

celebrities. Make great contacts in film, TV.
Flexible' schedule. Class credit.
(310)470-5970.

TALENT AGENCY seeks bright, motivated

interns. 15-20 hnAvk. Minor office work,
phone skills rweded. Call for interviews.

.fl5fi^262 __--_--_

Responsible People
{Needed for Internships at LA Record

Co. Gain Experience in Marfcedng.

Promotion and PubHcily. Cradtt

AvaiUble. Ccril Caroline

(213)037-4660

\ 1, ., , , .

824-0836 •t
. 1 /

A

Child Core Wanted 35

CHILDCARE NEEDED for infant near campus,

15-20hrVweek, flexible days. 010)447-2244.

SHORT-TERM
Very large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
Super closets

All utilities, parking included

Pool & sundeck
$825/monih (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

208-4394

Internships 34 Internships 34 Internships 34 Internships 34

Applications for the Daily Bruin Account Executive Internship are available at the

Daily Bruin office, 112 KercIdioflF Hall.

Applications are due by noon, Wednesday, February12th.
For mrther information contact Kimberlyn or Dante at 825-2161

X »
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ADJ. Century City. 2beci/2bath. View, built-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blinds

$900-$ 1 100. (21 3)441 -91 42/ (21 3)470-9239.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartment, fireplace, intercom, bui It-ins, patio

and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD, PRIfy^E LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE
(213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD, $550 bachelor. $675 single,

free utilities, $1250 2bd/2ba, New security

building, prime area. Best Deals, 508 Barring-

ton (310) 934-5000. c_

JUNIOR ONE-BEDROOM. Across LXTLA. Sec-

urity bidg. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.

535 Gayley. 208-3818. Sub-lease.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just rwrth of Venice

Blvd. (310)398-8579.

MAR VISTA $625. Bright, upper 1 -bedroom
high ceilins, parking, laundry. 12707
Venice Blvd. (310)305-7117..

MAR VISTA 2-bedrooms $725, 3-bedrooms

$875, hardwood floors, appliances, laurnJry,

near 405 (310)454-0805. .,

PALMS. 1/2 BEDROOM. UNFURNISHED.
$S9S/up. Manager. 3743 Mentone, apt. 1.

(310)836-1529.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM $685/MO, Fireplace,

private patios, dishwasher, refrigerator &
stove,security building,parking, pool, and &
laundry. (310) 473-7860.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH. Security alarm, fire-

place, new carpet, all appliances included.

$895/rTH>. (310)839-8862. or (310)838-5567.

PALMS, $495, bright spacious single. Parking.

Most utilities included. (310)397-8058.

PAIMS. $620. One-bedroom. Applianrfy

pool, covered parking, laur>dry. 3455 jasmine.

No pets 454^754.

PALMS. $750. targe 2-bedroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patio,

2-car parking. 476-6532
.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS, $925, 2+2, 4.years new, alarm, A^,
fireplace, easy freeway access, 10737 Palms.

(213)838-5039.

PALMS SPECIAL. $500 total move-In. Singles

$525, 1 -bedroom $625-$700. Secure build-

ing, gym, sauna, pool. (310)836-3800.

DIAMOND HEAD APTS
Westwood

single-furn/unfum from
$675 & tJD

1 -bedroom -furrvunfum
from $850

Security building. Security
garage. Rec

Room. Jacuzzi. Sauna

660 Veteran
208-2251

;j sr\( lOl S l-HDRM
;j
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2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,

saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

declc, 2 car parking in

secure garage, will allow

4 students per
apartment.

From $1^- $1300

11 70 1 Texas Avenue
477-0855

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BEp. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-

ICED TO RENT QUKXLY. CALL SOON
206-8685.

SHERMAN OAKS, 2-f2, $750. Gated, central

air and heat, dishwasher, garage, fireplace.

13406 Moorpark. (818)222-8298.

SOUTH OF OVERLAND. 1-bed, $695. With
refrigerator and stove. (310)837-7513.

VENICE. $850. Large modern 1 -bedroom
upper with balcony . 1st block beach. Laundry,

parking, security. Block to direct busline.

(310)301-6559, (310)305-7117.
**

WESTWOODAJCLA. Own Bed/Bath in

2bed/2bath apt. from $55(ymo. Parking, pool,

spa, rec. room, A/C. (213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD. Furnished 1 bedroom apart-

ment. Huge patio. Walk to campus. Utilities

paid (310)206-2501.
'

WESTWOOD, SASO/rno., male, 1-block .o

campus, townhouse (bed-up, living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private, patio, gar-

age, (310)206-7527, eves.

WESTWOOD 2bdrnV2bth. Share room.
$330^no. Bonnie (805)946-2131.

Northrtdge 1275 up. 500 KimisM iNiN studml

houdna IviNty. Stand or prWalB untts, will or

wllhout MldNns. PrtvUe talis. Pdoi, imzzl.

recreallon room, 1/2 hour drtvt to UCLA. Open yur

round Free biDcture. NortMdQe («inipus

Mdence, 9500 Zeizah. NortlffUge. C^ 91325

(•1I)MI-1717

$995-$200OFFlST

MONTH RENT - WLA
[Bright, front apt. w/ gas FR
D/W, A/C, lots of closet

space, Ig. balcony,
gated part<lng, key

access entry.

1709Westgate
(310)479-1581

Special Student
JDiscounts!

From $695*
*
*Minutes from UCLA**-

•Furnished and unfurnished

studios. Is and 2s

•Pool. Spa. Fitness Center. Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

4,t0d

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Mod«ls Open Dafly 9-6. No Pets.

*0n SaieclBd Units

mmmm

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-
em kitchen, excellent condition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.

(310)474-8608.

WESTWOOD. WALK UCLA/VILLAGE. Spa-

cious 1 -bedroom, uiVfurnished, stove, refriger-

ator, sleeps three. $885Ano. 10965 Roebling.

(310)208-4478.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669

Furnished/unfurnished. Levering Ave.
(310)208-3215 y^
WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,

stove, balcony, fireplace, air corMiitioning,

pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100>1300.

(310)824-0833 '

WESTWOOD, 2-bed/1-bath, lower duplex.

Living room with fireplace, dining room, back

yard. SISOO/mo. (310)553-9490.

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotd*Westwood Village

Cable TV»Microwave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk*w/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

310/208^2241

rSFST DEAL

UESTIVOOD
Deluxe 2bd/2 bth

•10 mln Walk to UCLA
'Parklng(2), AIR, SPA
Balconies. Fireplaces

(310)208-2655

Large Newlv
Rem€>delea

1&2 Bedroom Units
BeverlywoiHi ' —
WLA Area

Receive Free
Microwave

$575 $825
Call 657 8756

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1 -bed-

room junior. $725Ano. Utilities & parking

included (310)475-7533.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous

move-in bonus. Furnished/unfurnished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss A Cg
WESTWOOD, large 1 -bedroom, SeSC/mo,
hardwood, large patio, pool, security, yvalk to

UCLA, Village— 10966 Roebling Ave.

208-4253, 824-2595.

WILSHIRE HIGHRISE. Pool, zacuzzi, tennis-

courts, 24hr guards, laurxiry-in-unit, 2-f2

$1600, Ibedroom $1200 obo,
(310)474-7432.

WL A.. 1 -bedroom. $675. Carpet, drapes, con-

venient location. 1521 Purdue Ave.
(310)391-2874. * .

WLA, 2-bedroom/1 -bath in four plex unit,

fridge, stove, must see, (310) 478-7437.

WLA-3516 South jasmine Ave. 15 min. from

UCLA. 1 -bedroom wKh loft. $975/mo. + $300
security deposit. Low move-in. AC, fireplace,

dishwasher, security building, security park-

ing, sundeck, patio, small pet allovyed. Gi Gi

(310)836-5311.

WLA - 351 6 South Jasmine Ave. 1 5 min. from

UCLA. 2-bed/2-bath. $975/mo. + $300 sec-

urity deposit. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, sec-

urity building, 2-security parking, patio. Small

pet allowed CICI (310)836-5311.

WLA, $425-$650, singles, 1 -bedroom. Light,

spacious, security. Apartments to share also

available. (310)276-1671, (310)826-2818

WLA. $425 and up. Bachelors and singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi

with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA. $550 and $565 Singles, hardwood
floors, carpeting, stove, frige, mini-blinds.

(310)477-2777.
^

^A
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$650 BRIGHT, QUIETWLA 1 -bedroom. Close

to shopping, bus, UCLA. Mini-Blinds, ap-

pliances, parking. Lease. (310)476-7116

$900, 1426 Barrlngton Ave. 2be<Vl% bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

BEL AIR . $600. SINGLE, NEW KITCHEN, A/C,

DISHWASHER, REFRIG, MICROWAVE,
POOL, PHONE ENTRY SYSTEM, ONE-MILE
UCLA CAMPUS, NO PETS. (310)471-0824.

BH. $160(ymo. SPACIOUS, NEWLY DECOR-
ATED upper duplex. 3BR+den. Washer/dryer.

Parking. Please call (310) 276-8255.

LG. SINGLE w/in walking distarxre of campus.

$595, utilities included. Call Paul at 824-9754

SANTA MONICA 2bed/TA bath plus forn^er

dining room or den. In fix, newly carpeted,

paintwi. Quiet area, street parking. Close io

beach. (310)452-2440.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quite. Bundy N. of

Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049.

WESTWOOD NEAR CENTURY CITY, $nr»all

and custom single, sleeping lofi, skylight,

garage, $635/mo. (310)475-3333.

WLA, $700, large 1 -bedroom, upper, carpets,

drapes, refridgerator, 2 miles to UCLA, r>o

pets, (310)551-5791.

WLA. $725. 1426 Barrington Ave. Larg^

moderr\ l-htd . Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(310)837-0761.

;

WLA. One-bedroom, $850-$875/mo. Sec-

urity, spacious building, parking, carpet. Walk
to UCLA. 1450 Midvale. (213)391-2874.

WLA STUDIO-$697, 1 BEDROOM $867.

Luxury, gated llvinc. City views, rooftop pool

afHi spa. Qowl l» Tr if»d ly> Vit^MC . Scdona
.

Villaee. (310)280-0692.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share large 2-t>ed-

room apartment. Private bath. Across from

UCLA. Female preferred. S700/n\o. (310)

824-3947.

SHARE ROOM, SPACIOUS WLA DUPLEX,
$223.75. 3-MILES CAMPUS. B.BUS #1 , PARK-
ING. RESPONSIBLE PERSON WANTED.
(310)207-8454.

WALK TO UaA. Female. Share bedroom in

2BR/2BA. Parktnf^ fireplace, Jacuzzi. 512
Veteran. (310) 824-4032. Raquel.
$331 .25/nrK).

WALK TO UCLA-enormous 2-bdrm/2-bath. 2

females to share beautiful condo with 2 others.

$395 each. (310)824-4242.

WESTWOOD, BEAUTIFUL 2 bd/2 bath. Pool,

Jacuzzi, fireplace, weight room. $400 share

roonV $700 own. Call (310)474-0048.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH to share with 3

others, (a/c, parking, cable, and all amenities.)

Located on corner
of Hilgard • Westholme. (310)208-3933.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2

bath. $35(Vmo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.

(213)208-1976. ..

WLA: Female to Share 2Bed/2Bath.
$323.75/mo. Spacious, safe security building,

fireplace, balcony, more. (310)473-5441.

WALK To UCLA mak/female. Responsible,

non-snrxjkef to share 2-»-2 condo. Secured bIdg.

w/ parking. Fireplace, A/C, dishwasher. $600

-Kitllltles Annette (310)824-0229^

WESTWOOD, awn room in 3bd/2ba apt.,

paricing, hardwood floors, patio, close to

campus/village, $568, Stephanie
(310)824-5139.

7 _

Aportments to StKire 52

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED. Own furn-

ished room, bathroom, parking. $440 a month
in 2B/2B apartment. 310-839-4842.

$375! BEAUTIFUL WESTWOOD CONDO.
Share room in 2bdi/2V» bath. Female. All

luxuries. Parking! Bu^ot32 walk. Veteran

Ave. 575-4120/479-7797.

SANTA M0NK:A 2-BED/2-BATH APART-
MENT to share with female rKXvsnwker.

Available now. $50(ynrK). (310) 453-1650.

BEVERLY HILLS. Looking for quiet, female

non-snrx>ker to share 2bed/2 bath apt. Fire-

place, patio. $55(ymo.(310)271-2157.

BRENTWOOD-FRIENDLY, nice roommate

needed to share a beautiful furnished 2-bed-

room apartment, $620/mo. Great location,

very safe, parking, laundry, 1500 sqft., own
bathroom (310)207-3909.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share very

spacious, furnished 1 -bedroom apartment,

parking available. Walk to UCLA. GIna

(310)206-4076.

MALE/FEMALE. Own Master bedroom with

bath in 2bed, 2bath apt. secure building with

parking $465/month. Johnny (310)559-4280.

OWN BEDROOM, IN 2-BED/1-BATH APT.

$385/mo.-f utilities. Non-smoker a must. Doris

(310) 836-9413, call evenings.

PALMS- CLEAN, NEAT, Responsible, non-

smoker to share 2 -f 2 apt. fireplace, a/c, full

kitchen, laundry. Secure parking. Great build-

ing. $390/nrH). • utilities. Scott (31 0)839-761 6.

SANTA MONICA, NORTH OF WILSHIRE.

PEACEFUL NEIGHBORHOOD, $375/MO.
OWN BED/ BATH. LEAVE MESSAGE.
(310)193-5060.

Room for Rent 54

2 ROOMS Available in a 3-bed house. Near

UCLA. $450 -»- utilities -f $450 deposit. Call

Allen or Denny, 470-4577.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,

fireplace, study-lounge ar>d much, much
nfKxe. Own roomA)ath, free HBO/Showtime.
$525. (310)837-9509.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath. Separate

wing & entrarKe. Kitchen & laur>dry privileges

negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities included..

Leave nr^sage, Abby (818)7,83-5151.

CHARMING, Bright, Quiet, Near UCLA.
Kitchen privileges, utilities included, re-

sponsible, references. $465/mo.
(310)478-2857 Jodie.

CULVER CiTY-Mature women to share bath 9i'

all amenities. $450/mo. w/ security.

(310)204-3644.

FURNISHED ROOM, BATH. Kitchen, other

privileges. Pleasant neighborhood, 5 minutes

UCLA. $45(VffH>., % utilities. (310)479-8266.

MASTER BEDROOM, PRIVATE BATHROOM
IN BEAUTIFUL 3-BEDROOM NORTHRIDGE
HOME, POOL, WASHER/ DRYER, NON-
SMOKER, $400/MO. 818/866-5857,
206-5891

.

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bianca and
Richard (310)559-5170.

SUNNY ROOM, private patio, V. bath, SM
condo. Female, NS, no pets, quiet. $435
includes utilities. (310)452-0704.

WESTWCX>D PLAZA
APAFTTMENS

Dlrecttyacross from

mU-asmpus UCLA
Flirnished & Urifurnished

Bachelors from $550

ShE^tom$B00t)$79)^

1 BckrTBfcm$7S0t)$90O

2BdTn^2Bth torn $1200

Variable Langhtti Leases

501-505 Gayiey Ave.

C %\y.% :

WLA, $700, 1 -BEDROOM/ 1 BATH, fireplace,

balcony, dishwasher, a/c, quiet area.

(213)641-4182.

WLA AREA. $585/nrH). Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (310)477-4832.

WLA— CLOSE TO UCLA, $450, large private

1-bedroonV private entrarx*, private bath,

parking, bar and fireplace. Lis (310)473-7639.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio

or balcony. Miniblinds, ceiling fans, walk-in

closet, appliances, low move-in , 11527
Venice Blvd. #6. (310)390-5065.

WLA. Large 2-bcd/2'A -bath with washer/
dryer. Available immediately. 1 1535 Roches-

ter #205. (310)206-7279.
. '__

WLA/PALMS, 2-bed/1 -bath, $850 & $675,
security building, large sundeck; WLA r>ew

luxury condo style, gated, 2-bed/2-bath

$1100, near Bundy, (310)471-0683.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1 -bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling fans, appliarKes, low move-in.

11527 Venice Blvd. »7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-

bli/>ds, ceiling fans, appliarKes, utilitJM in-

cluded, low move-In. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

#6 (310)390-5065.

Aportments Furnished 50

EVERLY HILLS, FURNISHED 1 -BEDROOM
BiCit ^MTtrTHHH, new pairtt, utilHict Irtcluded,

&15. CI10MU2.7S7VV div 4.

....:^.. ..

Roommates 53

CLOSE TO CAMPUS, share room, 2+2, fully

furnished, must see. $315/mo -fdeposit. Brian

(213)582-1900, (310)477-1414.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIAT-
LEY; 2-bed/ 2-bath •» all amenities. Walk to

UCLA. $340. (310)206-5123. Manager
208-4394. .

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT IN SANTA
MONICA. RENT CONTROL! $280/MO.
452-5792.

LARGE ROOM to share in two bedroom apt. 1

block from campus. $385/month. Ask for Jon,

Bret, Steve, or :>ean. 624-5455.

MALE to share room 2-be(Vl -bath on VeterarV

Strathmore. VERY SPACKXJS, MUST SEE.

$375. 824-0482.

MARINA DEL REY, roommate wanted, $600,

master bedroom, tennis, pool, gym, walk M>

beach, evenings (310)621-7210.
.

Male/Female non-smoker wanted to share

spacious 2BDRM cottage close to UCLA.
$497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (310)

476-7565 or beep 2064)477 ld«13039.

RESPONSIBLE NON-SMOKING ROOM-
MATE WANTED to share 2bdr(Y> apt. in

Rancho Park. Male preferred. %4S0/mo.
(310)639-1642

ROOMMATE WANTED to share houM in Mw
^lita, female, norvimolier, $450 MiMities.

WESTWOOD . centra l vi ll age. Old wor ld
charrril Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WESTWOOD. Furnished Single, kitchen, full

bathroom, healer, parking, quiet, private, close

to UCLA, walk to Westood Blvd,'pavillion.

unities paid. (310)474-1749.

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA

720HilgardAve

2 person room $525/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

Sublet 55

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

masterbedroonVl bath. Completely furnishe^p*«»

cable TV, all an>enities, air conditioning.

Located 1 block from ocean, near subway,
airport. Mass General Hospital, and local

universities, $72$^. 4> Uititiet. Ken. (310)

•24.7M3.

?^'"
tv*.-
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^Birthday

F«b. S, 19i2

Considerable emphasis Is likely to be
placed on your material interests in the
year ahead. Your possibilities for suc-

cess look good, but rememt>er to take
time to smell the roses.

AOMIARtUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Your fi-

nancial trends look very encouraging at

this time, t>ut you m^ay not make your
money the way you anticipate, owing to

circumstances over wtilch you'll have
little control. Trying to patch up a bro-

ken romance? The Astro-Graph Match-
maker can help you understand what to

do to make the relatkKiship work. Mall

$2 plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Matchmaker, c/o this

newspaper. P.O. Box 91428. Cleveland.

OH 44101-3428.
PISCES (Feb. 20-Marcti 20) If you en-

joy your friends for who they are and not

for what they can do for you today, you
could k>e pleasantly surprised wtien

they shower you with favors. Ask not

and you shall receive.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Don't be
afraid to disclose your secret desires

today to people you truly trust. Your
real friends will use this as a cu^to fig-

ure out ways to help you.

TAURUS (April 2a-llay 20) There is

something of substantial value you can
learn from your friends today. It* be-
hooves you to carefully study those with

whom you'll k>e involved.

OEMINI (May 21-Juiie 20) Your proba-
bilities for achieving your obiectives
look very good today, but they may re-

quire a second effort to be attained. If

you fail, push harder the second time
around.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) You could
be more effective than usual in dealings
with others on a one-to-one basis to-
day. This is because you'll be able to
view things from the other party's
perspective.

LEO (July 23-Auo. 22) You are now in a
good earning cycle, and you should t>e

able to increase your income, thanks to
the skills, knowledge and servk^e you
have to offer. Don't be afraid to ask for
what you're worth.
VIRQO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Obligatory
social acth^ties with friends are Ukely to
be more enjoyable today when con-
ducted outside your home. Choose an
inexpensh^. fun venue everyone likes.

USRA (Sept 23-Oct. 23) Sometimes, it

is unwise to attempt to do several
things simultaneously. But this may not
t>e true in your instance today, especial-
ly if what you're working on looks
profitat>le.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-llov. 22) You have a
special aptitude today for being able to
organize and reorganize. And it looks
like your talent will get a workout.
SAOrrTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec 21) If you
have a special endeavor that is finan-
cially meaningful, make it a priority to-
day and milk it for all It's worth. You're
apt to be more successful with it now
than later.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Even
though you'll be endowed with excellent
leadership qualities today, others might
be more appreciative of your talents
than you'll be. Don't let self-doubt dilute

your drive.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

39

42

-ex

Propose
Land point

Down with:

Fr.

Sad song
Single: pref.

Bright star

Languish
Money for

I.R.S:

Asian coin
Flower
Alpine ridge
Threesome
Tells all

Duplk:ate8
Stale
— apple
Calmed down
Slump
Requirentents
19th-oentury
writer

Roosevelt and
Dreiser
Yonder
Strongholds
Luggage items
Rirts

Robt)er
— show
Islands

Intimidate

Modifk»tk>n
Not vocalized

Breeze
Love: Lat

34 Branch
35 Tolls

37 Was clothed
*

in

40 Creates
resentment in

41 Dished out
42 "— and

Isolde"

43 Shade
45 Pronoun of

okJ

46 Rshing line

47 Fiber

48 Peace deity

49 Aquarium fish

51 Tie

53 Beverage
54 Greek letters

56 SpoU
57 Ostrk^h's kin

59 Have at
it

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

2-«-e2 e 1992 UnMad Feetur* Syndlcele

U.S. rocket
Dreos
Herb genus
Knobs

DOWN
1 Gambler's
edge

2 Fervor

3 Newspaper
part

4 Alter —
5 Rejoinders

6 Lip movement
7 Horse
8 It's "Ltd."

in Canada
9 In addition

10 Staved off

11 —nut
12 Type size
'13 Instruments

19DuH
22 — and outs
25 Perimeter
26 Jogs
27 Troubles
28 Fling

29 Turkish room
30 Accents
32 Vehkiles

33 — sandwk:h

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
i

House for Rent 56 Condos for Sale 67

3.BE0/1.BATH. 5 miles froof LXTLA. Great

area. 3-car gvage, laree yard, fireplace, nice

patio, large kitchen. Ql 0)825-1 869.

SBEDROOM HOUSE, 1% BATH IN MAR
VISTA. Walk to tennis & golf course. 7 miles

from UCLA. Available now. $145Q/mo.
(213)655-8530.

BEAUTIFUL HIGH-TECH 1 bedroom • loll.

Private sundeck, high-ceiling livingroom.

WLA. $235,000. Luddie. (310)445-7778.

Condos for Share 68

3-BEDROOM •1-BATH

HARDWOOD FLOORS

FIREPLACE • LARGE YARD

REMODELED • NEAR

WESTSIDE PAVILION

STUDENTS WELCOME
$1,575

CALL 213/827-0156

CONDO TO SHARE, OMm bathroom, washer

and dryer, utilities included, $5O0/mo, near

UCLA (310)575-4259.

CULVER CITY AREA. Own room, share bath,

rent includes utilities. (310)837-2461.

Guesf House for Rent 70

$565^ CULVER CITY. Changing, single guest-

house. Stove, fridge, carpets, bliryls, parking.

Off of Culver blvd. (310)477-0681.

BACK HOUSE STUDIO for rent. Around La

Cienega & Wilshire. $50(Vlmo. 931-7628.

BRENTWOOD GUESTHOUSE. 1 becVl beth.

Utilities paid. Refrigerator. Privacy.$8S(VWK>.

Ped OK. (310)471-7922.

$975. CULVER CITY. Front houM, clean

2-bedn -bath. Stove, Wd, carpet, blinds, park-

ing. Off of Cuker Blvd. (310)477-0681.

LARGE, CHARMING, Brentwood glen house,

3-becV3-bath, 2 patios, garage, S220(]^^iio.,

gardner included. (310)471-2543.

VENK:^: back HOUSE, totally fenced, very

private. 2bed/1bath and yard. (310)479-2368.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING -FULLY EQUIPPED-
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

House to Stiare

VENKIE. Santa Monica border, 1/2 block to

beach. Renovated Victorian, Jacuzzi, yard,

own room. $600, share w/ owner: WM, 44,

Producer/Director. (310)396-2803

VENKIE: SPANISH-STYLE, Hardwood floors,

yard. Private Bedroom. Near Beach. Share

with Oad Student. $500. (310)391-4572

^^ Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving AdventuresI

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and

AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

House for Sale
Insurance 91

58

l2:M^^MJt,M^^,^, %^^S.500r4m U HATE AUTQ IMSUBAMCE:
details on properties near UCLA please call

^ (310) 477-8291, Annie Szyilagyi.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3be(V2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

Housing Needed 60

GUEST HOUSE WANTED: Exchange tutoring,

desk top publishing, gardening, baby-sitting.

Responsible, begin March 1. Jenny
(310)826-6653.

Room/Board for Help 62

LIVE IN WITH FACULTY FAMILY near canv

pus. Help with teenage son and house. Male,

non-smoker. (310)472-1944.

V.'e nil rto but niifo insiirnnce is

reiimrecl by In.v' So lor .1

FREE LOWER QUOTE cjII

213)352 7175 (818i34?-1510

BEST PRICE IMS AGENCY

ii^^ta

Room for Help 63

FEJVtALE PREFERRED. Furnished rxjcrr' in ex-

change for house¥VOfk. Private roorr^atVTV.

Near LICLA, (310)474-0336.

Good Rates for -

Motorcycles,

with California-based

company. Also

available: Minimum
Uability if Ucensed
under 3 yrs. In U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

PACIFK: PALISADES, small guest house in

exchange for driving & garden watering,

Mon-Fri 3:006:30. Single occupancy. Must

have reliable car with four seatbeits.

(310)454-3879.

TowntKXise for Sale 65

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. One of a kind, very

special townhouse developmerH offering pri-

vacy aryJ lots of space. 3 bedroom v*d den,

2'A -baths. Owner motivated. Won't last.

$360,000. Elsie (310)398^944.

;; ERR- UNRECOGNIZED CHARACTER ;;

|in a77-QQ^ \A/YNN fcS r WFSTSIDg ad

27.00

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

lERRY'S nrH>ving tnd delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierKed, and reli>

able, leny (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRLCKS. Professional, experienced.

Short^ong distarKe. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVKIE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

*

Townhouse for Rent 66

O^elveny ft BAyen
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from

May to August, our law
students will be needing

housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGiST, 20 yews ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

SPEECH PROBLEMS? ACCENT REDUCTION
AND SPEECH THERAPY SERVKIES. Initial

consultation free.
(81 8)882-8647A805)945-7878.

Services Offered 96

Condos for Sole 67

CULVER CITY CONDO. Why waste money on
rentr $149,500. 2-be(Vl-'A bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

WESTWOOCVWILSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-

CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT FA-

CULTY. PURCHASEA-EASE. STUDIO S9SK.

CALL BOB/BROKER, (310)470^1781.

COMPUTER EXPERT: Learn WP 5.1, DOS,
Lotus 1-2-3-4, & other major apps. Also

computer repair & purchase corwulting. Come
to you, reasonable. Robert (818)989-6250.

EXPERIENCED SWIM INSTRUCTOR available

for grouf^ivate lessons. All strokes, levels,

and ages. Paul (310)208-8039.

FOREKIN ACCENT IN YOUR WAY? Profes-

sional accent reduction services. Initial

consultation free.
(a 1 8)882864 7/1805)945-7878.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subfectB. Thcaea/DluerUtiaDB

Pmpneele end Books.

Fovel^ students

(lia»4TMit»
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Services Offered 96 Services Offered 96 Typing 100 Travel

if Grand Opening! J
^ QUALITYXerOX i(

5090
COPIES

PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY
AVAILABLE

1-10,000 COPIES

FREE BINDING

ZIPPRIKT

145 S. Doheny Drtv« B«v»riy Hilis.<:A

Are you looking for a
'professionally preimred research paper^

or
'^^n editor^ to write your paper for you?

DONT KTO YOURSELF
Plagiarism is taken seriously at UCLA. Most
students found guilty of plagiarism, even

"First-Timers" are
SUSPENDED OR DISMISSED.

You have choices:
Speak with your instruaor; use a College Tutorial
Center G39^Kinsey); contaa any of us in the Dean
of Studeriis" Office (1206 Murphy Hall); or you can

still choose to cheat. But,

IT MAY BE THE LAST CHOICF YOU
AT UCLA

~
fii:^

1 BLOCK FROM UCLA. Wordperfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dfssertations, manoscripts,

resumes, legal. (310)206-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. .8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESESATAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
>Mordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKTA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessin^yping/
editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.

Student discounts. Marge (local):

(818)786-8742.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, a-Spm. Call David (310)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. ThesiVdoctoral, resunr>es,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

<21 3)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

Modern Secreterial Sen/ices: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hn
service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop

publishing word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pidcup-Delivery Available.

,

TYPESETTTING, screenplays, and teleplays,

resunf>e, term papc^, price negotiable, Mike
(213)931-1733.

TYPING/ COMPUTER services available. Rea-

sonabl^. Call (310)552-4947.

TYPING DONE on ¥Mxdprocesser with Laser-

Jet printer, HP3. Fist, accurate. $2/page. Call

Calleewj day :47S . 307O, eve.20?!-4»j»r

105 Autos for Sole 109

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-
where, $125 fVp. Limited quantity. CALL
nowlll 24 hrs. (404)349-9551?

STA TRAVEL

OW RT
LONDON $225 $429

AUSTRAUA $519 $798

TOKYO $399K $523

BAU $540 $910

COSTARICA $235 $460

NEW YORK $255 $298

MAZATLAN SPRING $249^
BREAK

^ 'NCLUDeSHOm/TRAM ^^^.^^
'AMfHOfTafMCXAQE $432*

m

SUMMER FARES Nd^AVALABLE

I*
EURALRASSES ISSUED ON THE SPOT

I* OPEN -JAN ANY 2 CITES IN EUROPE
• VI^ORLOS LARGEST ORGANIZATION
CATERING TO STUDENT/YOUTH
• SOME RESTRK^TIONSAPPLY

120 offices worldwide

1979 2e0ZX DATSUN. $2000. Low mileage.

2-f2. A/c. Good condition. Radio, tapcdeck.

(310)204-3635.

1985 CHEV NOV\ excellent condition, red,

5-speed manual, A/C, $2150. (310)209-1334.

leff. Must sell.

'75 & '?€ RIGHT-HAND DRIVE POSTAL
JEEPS. 2-whl dr., 6-cyl eng. Repainted with
chrome wheels. Mech excellent. Ready to go.

$1,650. Chick, (310)202-6407.

AUDI COUPE '83 red, new paint, alarm,

pull-out, great condition, dependable $2700.
Chris 645.7991.

CELICA GT, '86. $4950. Black, 61 K original,

auto, sunroof, a/c. $4950. (310)470-4832.

FORD PROBE '89. Auto, Silver/Grey,

63,000mi, PS/PB/PL/Cass, $6,300, obo.
(310)788-9540 Cathy.

GREAT IDEAL! 1987 PLYMOUTH HORIZON,
36K MILES, AM/FM CASSETTE, 5 SPEED, 4
DOOR (818)591-7827, JEFF.

HONDA CRX HF, '86, white, 5-speed, A/C,
AM/FM cassette, good condition, $4,200.
(310)277-8947.

PONTIAC GRANDAM '88. Auto, Burgundy
ext.. Grey int.,35,OOOmi, PS/PB/Cass,
$490(yobo. (310)788-9540 David.

PRELUDE Si, '88. 4ws, red, auto, low mileage,

sharp, pp, $10,950. (310)656-3668.

VW|ETT\ 1988, price negotiable, dark blue,

sunroof, alarm, tinted windows, racing tires,

39k. (310)207-6183.

VW letU 1986, 5-speed, A^, cassette, excel-

lent in and out 4,395 OBO (310)398-6949.

YOU CAN REPAIR OR even extend your car's

lifie it very Igwcost. ALAN (310)538-1628.

310-824-1574 I
scooters for Sale 115

914 WE8TWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES
CA90024 STATRmLl

EXPERT TAX PRBVUIATION AND
CONSULTATION

•Openytmtound Cowwwiiwt WMbfcb
•Quick lumaound loa«fan

janni^hmd,lam
*>*»«km^iem awilafele

prinlBdtaxreiumi •KmoffiorUOAdRlialkm

Sorrd wadhorn (310) 836-7540

RESEARCH, WRfTMG, edfting

Al Level6-A> SubiedB
Foreign StuderHs Weloome

Fast. Profossional-Quafty Guarameed
Papers not tor sale

Cal Resestfch 310477-8226
M-F10ajn.-5pjn.

TEN WAYS TO GET MONEY for school.

Details: $1.00. AAA, Box 2424, Dept. DB,
Culver City, CA 90230-2424.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
new computerised tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd gives

expert help Fast. Reasonable. (31^0)4J6^T14.

WORDPROCESSING -specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. SanU Monica (31 0)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

1987 BLACK YAMAHA RIVA 125Z: Good
condition. Needs a little work. Reliable trans-

portation. Lock included. $450
(310)824-0928.

HONDA ELITE 150. Excellent condition, 400
miles, $1600. 2 Shoei R5-5V helmeU, new.

:flcst offer, m^14-9708 .

Music Lessons 102 London

PIACGK) VESPA, '79. $750. New moior,

200cc, needs body work, new battery. Call

David (310)447-9273.

YAMAHA 1 25Z, 1986. $700/obo. Black, great

condition, low-miles. Just tuned plus lock

included. John 824-4182.

BEGINNING PIANO LESSONS. Ages 4 and
up. Make your New Year's resolution come Furniture for Sole 126
true! (310)820-3756.

Tutoring Offered 98

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

sdwx>l personal statements, other vital written

Known aut

hel

'conlultant.

at if

t3)6

illy-

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, chemistry,
economics, engineering, ESL, english/

composition, finance, foreign languages,
humanities, mathematics, physics, political

science, statistics. STUDENT SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutor^g Service.
(310)204-4656.

-AUMAR BEAU- FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (818)904-7891. En Francais

S.V.PI. Merci!

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

$1S/hr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.
^

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
ringle;Teaching AssocVNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.

(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Costa Rka
Paris

Tahiti

NcwYork
Miami
*ftit% tft each w*y ficm los Angela tmad on •
rDurvftrippurchMCtntnctionsapply. Faressitaicct

to change vMthoX notice and tBMB rxX included.

1

V ,

FUND-FINDERS guarantees to augnr>ent any
students fi narx: iai aid package by between
$200-$ 14,000, regardless ofgrades or income.
Call for info. 1-(800)-343-FUND.

HOUSESITTINC - While you are away, re-

spor>sible graduate student will take care of
your house and pets. Excellent references.

Chris (213)206-6677 (office).

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertatiorv. Long UCLA and
professional experierKX. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduaye, MasHmm , Doctofte . Any subject/
requifemcnt. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

•••CARING TUTOR*^*BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS^ LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-
ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(818)545-0960

GERMAN LESSONS taught by patient native

speaker. Reasonable rates. Call Boris

(213)467-8867.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently
present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writir»g, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

€oundi1kaiid
1093 Braxton Ave #«0
Los An9cles,CA 90024

310-208-3551

Trove! Tickets 106

ART DECO. NEW SOFA and LOVE SEAT. Still

in plastic. Unbeatable. Sacrifice at $295.
(310)695-8432.

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTV, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

IMPORTED leather couch, chair, ottoman.
Two IBM selectric typewriters. Two desks,

chairs. Bargain!! Afternoons (310) 470-7755.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phont
orders accepted (310)372-2337

TWIN BED FOR SALE. Excellent condition.

$75/obo. Su2anne (31 0)83 7-3560.

USED FURNITURE FOR SALE. Bedroom, llvln-

groom, and den. Call (310)552-4825.

Goroge Soles 127

MOVINCSALE. Everything 4-months old.

Furnitures, lamps, households and much
more. Evierything must go. (310)822-6071.

$5Q/DBO ONE WAY LAX to SFO evening of

Feb.16. Call 208-3293. •

Misc. For Sole 128

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (81 8)704-6460.

RUSSIAN NATIVE offers Russian language
lessons in exchange for computer lessons. Call

Mark (213)962-2497.

TUTORING 4N SPANISHARENCH. All levels.

"Breeze through your foreign language re-

quirement" Call Juliette, (818)377-2698.

Autos 109 Autos 109
f

Tutoring Needed W
EDUCATK>NAL TUTOR NEEDED for young
child. (310)202-6891.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENERGETIC COMPU-
TER TUTOR to teach 1 0-yr. old boy microsoft
worics. Call (310)273-2330 from 10-5 and ask
for Claudia.

TUTOR WANTED. Expertise with MAC com-
puter, MAC #2CI System 7, Excel 3.0, &
Microsoft Word. (310)274-2144

' ^

Laser Color Copies
8i/rxii'
ii"xir

Bubble Jet
24-X36"
24'x18"

T-SHIRT F^ftlNTING

COMPLETE PRINTING
SERVICE '

Binding- Velo & Spiral

Stationery • Fax - Passport Photo

1646WMlMM)0d
LA. CA 00024
(310)47(M778

F/0(» (310)475-6811

11756WtoNr*
LA.CA0002S
(310)478-1131

FAXf (310)473^182

Typing 100

$1.75 PER PAGE. TYPING/
WORDPROCESSING. Term papers, resumes,

charts, laser printer. RL services.
(310)306-2646.

I'm On Campus
Plck-i9. drop off. rtniMon. oorrtelioni of ivofd

proottalno Jobc it your offin / homs, or ntf campus

locitton— 4 I'm itil dwipw Word PttrfKt 51,
LiMf Jot 3, Fonts; GiaranlMd. Jote from MMy to

mpooiiMi wilooms.

S24-a«95

ROCKU
ROC»

You'll think

the world

ofDaihatsu"

4X4 Wide nack
from Japan,

10.995
1ST TIME

BUYERS PROGRAM

f TAX. Lie. & DOC.
SERIAL* 310091

AUTO TRENDS
(818)985-9002 (310)877-0702

4110 LANKERSHIM BLVD., NORTH HOLLYWOOD
3 blocUs north of Universal Studios

OR SALE: STEREO SYSTEM, COMPUTER
MONITOR, S250/OBO EACH.
(310)479-1627.
> II

'

STUDENTS! Every mid-term's a winner with

•WRITING PERFECT ESSAYS*. First-ever

course detailing the insNnd outs of basic,

advanced, and in-class essays. Find out what
your profit really want. Send $6.95 check or

money order to Rud/s FGC 3301 -R Coors,

Northwest Suite #101, Albequerque, New
Mexico. 87120-1297.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

TRI/RACING BICYaE: SR^Maxima, Shimano
SIS, Mavic rims, aero ban, extra wheels +
more. Must sell. $575 obo. DAVE
(310)439-0171.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286/386, 1RAM, 1.2 FD,
1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, nwnitor. New with

warranty. $620/5950. (213)644-2612.

IBM PCJR. Great beginner computer. Includes

everything.: Printer, monitor, disk drive, key-

board and programs. $550. (310) 477-5694.

MAC LC, 40MHD, 4M REM, 1.4M floppy.

Complete package includes warranty anid

software. $1800/080. Vivian (818)891-6636.

PANASONIC KX-R535 Electronic typewriter.

New model. 15-chara(4^r display. Spell-

Checker. 7,000-character internal rtiemoryf

$150. Call: Tina 478-4452.

#4.
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use football

despeiately

seeking help
By Tom Timmarmann
LjOS Angeles Daily News

LOS ANGELES — In need of
immediate help after a 3-8 season
that ended with six straight losses,

the use football team is expected
to stock up on running backs and
linebackers today, the first day
high school players can sign letters

of intent

Heading the list of running

backs is Shawn Walters, a Parade
All-America from Lamar High
School in Arlington, Texas. Wal-
ters, who chose USC ovesr Arkan-
sas, is one of 10 players USC
recruited from outside the state.

W.TENNIS
From page 44

entries.

Half of the field received direct

entries by making it to the finals of
Rolex Regional Championships,
which occurred nationwide last

November. Ceniza lost in the

semifinals.

The other half were selected by
various criteria, which included

at-large selection by the Intercolle-

giate Tennis Coaches Association.

**Ceniza got in because she did
well in Palm Springs and because^
of what she has done in her

career,** said Joe Lynch, 4he media
director for the ITCA.

In that Palm Springs event,

Ceniza lost in the championship
match to Laxmi Poruri of Stanford.

Ceniza will play Emma Lin, the

Rolex National Small College
finalist, in the first round. Lin got
into this tournament because the

Division II champion, Seiko Ichio-

ka, was unable to compete.
If Ceniza gets to the second

round, though, she will probably

face Susan Gilchrist of Texas, the

ninth ranked player in the nation.

Other entrants of note are top

ranked Lisa Raymond of Florida,

Poruri, Kylie Johnson and Heather

Willens of Stanford, Petra Schmitt
of USC, and Lisa Albano of

Berkeley.

• •

From page 44

ofprogress up to this point,** Nance
said. **We are a young team that*s

coming together.**

Washington normally plays a

zone defense, which should work
in favor of UCLA.
*They are such a good shootingage

sS"team, and we've used a lot of zone

throughout the year,** Nance said.

"We arc concerned how effective

(the zone) is going to be for us

against UCLA because they can

shoot fpxn every position.**

The Bruins will have a definite

advantage over the Huskies at the

guard position. Washington starts

freshman Bryant Boston and
junior Brent Pagett in the back-

court Boston and Pagett have

scored in double figures only twice

each this season.

UCLA guards Shon Tarver (6-

5) and Gerald Madkuis (6-4) wiU
also haVe a big size advantage over

Boston (6-2) and Pagett (6-0).

The Bruins will try to get star

forwards Don MacLean and Tracy
Murray to both have good games.

**Don had an average December,
while Tracy was incrcdiWc,** Har-

rick said. **In January, the opposite

seemed true. If I was a good
enough coach to get both of them
to play well . .

.**

If that happens tonight, UCLA
will be on their way to their

suteenth victory of die season.

wji^- FIRST
^¥ SZKHV/AN

WOK
SPECIAL LUNCHEON MENU
Served with Egg Roll Rice (fried or steamed).

Plain Salad or (Cold Noodle with Sesame Sauce).
Soup ( Egg Drop or Hot & Sour)

10855 Li»^d(7>*ool< Avemkue Wesfwood Village

208-7785 208-7786

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY

Est 1970

GIANT SUBMARINES
1 0968 Le Conte Ave.
(Across New Medical Building) 208-7171

UNLESS YOUR UNCLE
OWNS THE PLACE, YOU COULDNT
GET FOOD THIS GOOD, THIS CHEAP!

50 cents '

OFF '

Any Small '

Sepi s I

w/cpn I

$1.00

OFF
Any Large

Sepis

w cpn

BUY
ANY

' SEPIS
' GET
' ONE FREE
* W'Cpn

"PorWon of fr\eA r\ce. or ckow "
nKe\n wifK H\c pur^Uase of two——mam dfsKcs ^

After 4pm Expiryt 6A3(y92 |

10% OFF
Foi' MCJ-A students

witK valid 1D
}A\¥\\w\iA»v\ ordcf" 510.00
After 4pni Expires 6/3(V92

\{^. COORS LIGHT ON DRAFT
.J 48 oz. Pitchers $2.95 (4-8 P.M.)•^;^

NjJTS! free nuts during Happy Hour

"iU-"^'.

Knowledge is the key to your physical, emotional, and spiritual health

FITNESS AND NUTRITIONWEEK
February 3-7, 1992

Thursday, February 6 10am-2pm, Westwood Plaza. Fitness and Nutrition Information Fair. Come visit the many booths and

learn about fitness and nutrition. Hansen's Juices, Sparkletts Water and Full Moon Muffins are annong the booths ofifehng delicious,

healthy foods.'

Thursday, February 6 12-1pm, 3508 Ackerman Union. Jerome Front of the Radar Institute discusses how family origins and

cunent relationshqM come into play with issues concerning eating.

ThursdHy, February 6 5:30-6:30pm, Sunset Canyon Recreational Center, Vista Room . *Understanding and managing stress in

your life.** Learn how stress affects your body and how to reduce stress and tension. Kathy Maitelli will demonstrate a series of

simple, gentle movements to help you relax. Come dressed to relax.

Thursday, February 6 7-9pm, Ackerman Grand Ballroom. Film: **£ating** A movie brought to you by the Student Welfare

Commission and Campus Events worth seeing. See that much of the stress about eating, health and fitness you feel is normal.

Friday, February 7 12-1, 3508 Ackerman Union

Maik Berman, clinical psychologist specializing in the treatment of eating disorders, will answer your questions regarding

psychological issues of diet, exercise, and other topics.

Friday, February 7 9-llpm, Ackerman Grand Ballroom —

^

Fihn: ''Eating*'

FOR MORE INFORMATION. CALL THE STUDENTWELFARE COMMISSIONAT 825-7586.
PAID FOR BY USAC

|^ , **" '"

We Will Beat Any Price and Quality!

Student Special

Offer Good At All Times!

, ^^ Large Pizza

I
«*^^^ With 2 toppings

+ 2 Free Soft Drinks

ONLY $7.99 plus tax!

We Accept MasterCard ard Visa

^<i^

ALWAYS AVAILABLE!
(pepp.9 mshmt, cheese, saus.)

-I-AU You Can Drink

ONLY $2.96 plus tax

Also: any 1 slice

anysaJad
med. drink

ONLY $3.74 pliia tax

208-4348
10925 Weybum Ave. Westwood S^

\

^^mmfi^

MHM mmtm

mmm

MW !»». "^' Mi
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Dally Bruin
and watch the

§ stack up I

825-2161

Snouse is finalist

for Nuprin Award

TThe Three Best Restaurants
In Los Angeles

Earth Wind& Flour
Santa Monica
2222 Wilshire Blvd^~

(310) 829-7829

Eartii Wind & Floiir

Westwood
1776 Westwood Blvd

GlO) 470-2499

Earth \(lnd & Flour

Encino
lt644 Ventura Blvd.

(818) 986-0772

FMMlPM^/e

FREE COSMETIC CONSULTATION
I LASER SURGERY
COMPUTER IMAGING

R
Surgery of the

• NOSE & SINUS • LIPOSUCTION

STEVEN BURRES M.D. • »=ACELiFr

/

eyelid- forehead
DIPLOMATE OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF • COL!J\GEN / LIP ENHANCEMENT

OTOLARYNGOLOGY/FELLOW. AMERICAN ACADEMY CHEMICAL PEELS • ALSO EAR NOSE &
OF FAC.ALPLAST.C SURGERY

• CHIN / CHEEK THROAT
' -

CLINICAL FACULTY - UCLA
IMPLANTS

WESTWOOD
WIAMHATTAN BeACH
pEUurLOvVER

lOOiJCLAMED. PLAZA 522

509N. SEPULVEDA
10230E. ARTESIABL. 307

213 9nft-7ftnfi

By Chris Schneider

With the Winter Olympics
around the comer, athletes are

finding their dreams fast becoming
reality as they make their final

preparations before heading off to

Albertville, France.

( For ex-UCLA student Susan

Snouse, her dreams are also

becoming real. Her dreams
involve winning gold medals, but

you won't see her on the winners*

stand with a medal around her

neck.

However, no athlete could
achieve a medal without help firom

trainees like Snouse. "
"

The former UCLA trainer has

been nominated for the Nuprin
Comeback Award for her work
with biathlete Joan Guetschow.

Guetschow suffered a broken arm
and a severely bruised thigh in an
accident during the summ^, but

with heli^ from Snouse, she was
able to recover in time for this

month's Olympic Games.
The Nuprin Award is awarded

to outstanding athletes and to the

trainers that work exclusively with

them.

"I really enjoy what I do. I feel

fortunate to work with the quality

of athletes that I work with,"
" Snouse said in a telephone inter-

view last week from The U.S.
Olympic Training Center in Lake
Placid, New York.

"She was going 40 miles per

hour and crashed into a tree on her

roller skis," Snouse said of Guets-

chow 's accident while training for

the biathlon, which involves

cross-country skiing and shooting.

*They sent her home to Lake
Placid and we picked up the rehab
from there."

Snouse graduated from UCLA
in J983, and she worked with

athletes Jackie Joyner-Kersee,
gold medalist and world record-

holder, and Mary Hegarty, now an
assistant coach for the Bruin
women's basketball team.

She owes much of her desire to

be a trainer to the late Gail

Weldon, who has since died of
cancer.

"Part of my (kinesiology) major
was they always had speakers in

talking about what you could do
with your degree," Snouse said.

"Gail Weldort was the trainer then.

She spoke about what athletic

training was all abouL It seemed
like a field I wanted to go into.

"When I started out, Jackie

Joyner was a freshman. It's nice to

"I really enjoy what1^ *

do. I feel fortunate to

work with the quality of

athletes that I work

with."

Susan Snouse
.Nuprin Award Nominee

and to work with such great

athletes.**

Snouse stayed involved with the

National Athletic Training Associj^

ation and spent her spare '^Uine

training at different sporting

AUTO INSURANCE IS

A PAIN IN THE

.^̂
?^^̂

9? ĉP^
S^^"

.. NECKIV

%.WE SPECIALIZE IN

• FAMILY DISCOUNTS •

• YOUNG DRIVERS •

• SUSPENDED LICENSES
MULTIPLE TICKETS OR ACCIDENTS

*>.

'^^y

<$>

'<^/>

>.
^0,

AUTO • HOMEOWNERS • RENTERS • COMMERCIALAUTO • COMMERCIAL LIABILITY

CALL FOR A QUOTE 310-451-4943 -
KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE. 1433 SANTA MONICA BL. SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

sec where she^s gone."

Snouse holds fond memories of
her days as a Bniin trainer.

"The quality of athletes is high,"

she said. "They have one of the

best training rooms in the country,

the athletes were all motivated and
hard-working and the equipment
was some of the best."

After graduation, Snouse work-
ed at a private sports medicine
clinic but her dreams were of
Olympic magnitude.

Gail (Weldon) was the first

woman to train in the Olympics in

1976," Snouse said. "It was always
in the back of ipy^ mind to do that

events and tor the Special Olyiiip-

ics.

Eventually, the U.S. Olympic
Training Center hired her, and she

began her work Olympic athletes,

most recently Joan Guetschow.
She is not going to Albertville but

will travel to Barcelona to work
with track and field.

During her first two years at

UCLA, Snouse was involved with

the UCLA band. She was remem-
bered well for her undying school

spirit

"Susan was incredibly into all

sports, notjust football and basket-

ball," Associate Athletic Director

Michael Sondheimer said. "She
was a super fan. She was totally

into it.

"Women's sports were just

starting to gain popularity, and
Susan would draw people to the

games," Sondheimer said. "She
was good at getting on the other

teams. She was a good baiter."

Sondheimer also recalls her

dedication.

"If she set her goals to some-
thing, even if it was out of her

reach, she would do whatever it

took to reach it

"She is a prime example of

someone who set out to achieve

something and was successtui at

W,** he said.

Even before she was a trainer,

according to Sondheimer, she had
the instincts of one. —

•«<
*She was always very interested

in the success women athletes

could have," he said. "She
believed strongly in causes.

"She had tremendous persever-

ance and drive."

Snouse's memories are also

fond.

"Being a trainer at UCLA was a
good learning experience," she

said. "It's fun to be with winning
teams."

alS'HELP
We're here to ueb.

Monday ' Friday

Saturday - Sunday
5 p.m. >*i:nidnight

8 p.i»>. - midniglit

L

• r'

r->
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UCLA signs seven
prep AlhAmericans
Quarterbacks Fitterer and
Fein could succeed Maddox

One day after UCLA received
an oral commitment from perhaps
its quarterback of the future, the

Bruins have snagged a 6-foot-9-

inch, 325-pound lineman who may
be charged with protecting him.

While Royal High School's
Ryan Fien on Monday somewhat
softened the blow of losing Tom-
my Maddox, Washington, D.C.,
lineman Jonathan Ogden's deci-

sion to attend UCLA gives the

Bruins one of the country's mo^t
heavily recruited (and heavy)
players.

Wednesday was the official

signing day for recruits.

"I feel we have signed a very
solid group of players," UdLA
head coach Terry Donahue said.

•<i*We had some areas of concent-

ration, especially quarterback,

running back and linebacker, and I

am very happy with our efforts in

these areas. Overall, I feel that this

is a well-balanced class with some
fine players at each position.

However, you never know jiist

=faow goodaeiass really is until two
or three years down the road."

UCLA announced 19 signings

this week. Two of those commit-
ments came from quarterback^—
Fien and Scott Fitterer, of Seattle

-^ and at least six will be linemen.

i^one of those six has attracted

more attention than Ogden.

*T took my recruiting visit and
felt like I could really fit in there,"

said Ogden, who chose UCLA
over Notre Dame. "Plus, I want to

play in the NFL and UCLA
seemed like a place that would
prepare me well and also give me a

good education."

Ogden, who can bench-press

350 pounds, was named the

Washington Post Offensive Player

of the Year last season and was a

Parade All-American.

As of Tuesday, the Bruins had
received no commitments from
Texas high school products.

Although UCLA has benefited

from this state in the past, this jnay
be a sign that the Southwest
Conference has recovered fi"om its

down period.

In addition to Ogden, other

linemen the Bruins signed include

Darren McClure, ofPacific Grove,

Fitterer, a 6-2, 190-pound quar-

terback from Seattle, originally

committed to California but had a

change of heart after, Bears coach
Bruce Snyder left for Arizona
State. At Kennedy High he was a

three-sport standout. He threw for

808 yards and five touchdowns as

a Senior despite missing the better

part of four games with injuries.

Those quarterbacks will have at

least two new receivers to work
with: Eric Holcomb and Long
Beach Poly's Anthony Cobbs.

Holcomb, a Westlake neighbor
of Donahue and Bruins defensive

coordinator Bob Field, announced
last Thursday that he would attend

Washington because he did not
think he could meet UCLA's
academic standards. But he
learned Sunday of his admittance

and <}uickly changed his mind.

He caught 60 passes for 1070
yards as a senior.

UCLA returning tailbacks

Kevin Williams and Ricky Davis

should receive some spring ball

competition from incoming fresh-"

men Thomas Ford, ofArizona, and
Shannon Shah, of Dorsey.

Ford (6-1. 200 pounds), a power
back, rushed for 1,661 yards and
20 touchdowns and also caught

nine passes for 101 yards.

Shah (5-10, 185 pounds) is more
of ^ slashing-style runner. He
accumulated more than 2,(X)0

yards the last two seasons.

The Bruins are expected to sign

at least three defensive backs who
hope to help UCLA forget about

graduating Matt Darby: Donavin

Gallatin, of El Camino College;

Paul Guidry, of Gahr High; and

Abdul McCuUough, of El Camino
High.

McCullough is one of the San
Diego area's top prospects. A
reputed hard-hitter, he totaled 101

tackles, 12 quarterback sacks and
scored eight touchdowns this sea-

son (from the defensive side of the

ball.) He also scored a 1290 on the

SAT, and will study pre-med in

Westwood.

At least three linebackers are

also expected to commit Jamal

Clark, of Minnesota; Brent Guy-

GOMCT UNSES
Look and see

your best with

same day '

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Vlll^e
208-3011

Monday SpeciaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

I

I

who played offense and defense in

high school and could go either

way in college. Another prospect,

Thomas Baldwin of Tfcmecula

Valley, had 79 tackles and 16 for

losses.

Defensive lineman Steve Hix-
son (6-5, 230 pounds), may see

early playing time at UCLA,
simply because of his track record.

He recorded an impressive 28
quarterback sacks while at Atas-

cadero.

Although the Bruins were left

with just two quarterbacks after

Maddox 's departure, they will get
two more and possibly one of those
in the spring. .

Royal High School's Fien, who
originally committed to Texas,
said he will look into the possibili-

ty of graduating early so that he
can enroll at UCLA in time for

spring ball.
*

"It will give me that many more
chances to move up the quarter-

back ladder because right now I'm

starting on the bottom and it's up to

ton, of Maryland; and Phil Ward,

of Pius X in Downey.
"'

Despite playing in just four

games this season because of a

broken wrist. Ward (6-3. 205
pounds) was heavily recruited,

scouts say, because of his poten-

tial. Guyton (6-2. 217 pounds) can

say he is a proven winner. He has

lost onl)rnine games in 10 years of

organized football and many
scouts considered him one of the

best linebackers in the country. He
totaled 162 solo and 85 assisted

tackles to go with three quarter-

back sacks, five forced fumbles

and four interceptions.

Clark (6-5. 230 pounds) totaled

81 tackles and 10 quarterback

sacks Fn nine games last season. He
also picked off two passes and

recovered four fumbles.

The Bruins also signed a place

kicker, Bjom Merten, of Virginia.

He was 6 of 8 on field goals this

past season and hit four that were

longer than 40 yards. Of his 48

kickoffs, 30 were not returned.

^ me to work my way up," Fien said. From Bruin staffand wire reports

Introductory Offer

^TSfEWLY REMODELED^
Brentwood Only

Lafge Cheese Pizza

& Two Salads

%n95

Dine in and delivery

50<
Draft Beers & Sodas

Dine in only

Topping available at regular

phce.This o^r is available at

Brentwood location ocily.Noc valid

with any other coupon or discount.

Limited

deliveiy

area.

^m478-1650
11819 WUthire Blvd.

(Wilshire and Granville)

BRENTWOOD
FREE UNDERGROUND PARKING

BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

\suBuinv*
COUPON VALID ONLY

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Comer of Sawtelle & Santa Monica

1 Bk)ck West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE. SUPERS EXTRA.

Expires 2/13/92

.-*'

in your old

Deslm
-r

Jadkets

f)lVtV)^>*

cash or clothes

;•: •:•: >: ••»:.x •*•:••

ii^iil,:i^^j^ii:

4

This year make the
Grade with MILLER

MILLER INFINITI,v^Nuys 818-782-1000

MILLER MITSUBISHI, van Nuys 818-780>77d9

MILLER NISSAN, v^Nuys

MILLER TOYOTA, omvercity

818-787-6400

21^^50-377L

'^TAKE $100 OFFANYCAR, with valid UCLA Student ID presented on date of
purchase"^

.**

$55 Spiral' &Cut
Exp. 2/16/92

men
cut & blow

women
cut & blow

Schwarzkopf ^
coloring

$15
$45 SJ"'
$3 shampoo

1419 Westwood Blvd. OPCNTDASTS
479-8625/47»-93l6

\\c olTcr o\cr IS lines ol liair Products!
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TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

$3.70

CHICKEN SPECIAL
• Chicken After 3:00pm to close

• Egg -Roll

• Gyoza
• Fried Rice .

.

,

• Green Salad w/ 1 free drink ^"^ "^^

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

1121 Clendon Avenue
,

(213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2()02

lLNCH \ DINNER AT THE SAME PKK fc

fc'-O.
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IRISH PUB

Daily Beer Specials^
vrr (12 oz bottles) ^C, ^

(94 oz of imported beer) |J^

Yard *
«

WWII I
Miif iiii'inn^ mm

(48 oz of imported beer)

l50^lmported & Domestic Be^rs ^
16Drauglit! •*•

fXt 2615 WILSHIRE BLVD.. SANTA MONICA i^»

Jl 7 Days a Week 11am-2am (310)828-98391&

MICHAEL LAN^aNy Bruin

UCLA tennis player Billy Barber returns a hit. The top-ranked Bruins were upset by the seventh-

rankecj Pepperdlne Waves, 5-3, on Tuesday.

M.TENNIS
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took advantage of the two fresh-

man in UCLA's singles and
doubles lineups.

It was a tough day for UCLA
freshmen "Robert Janecek and

Davide Sanguinetti.

Both Janecek and Sanguinetti

were undefeated in singles and

doubles play entering Tuesday's

match.

That changed in a hurry.

Sanguinetti was the first Bntin

off the courts, having fallen in the

No. 5 singles position to the

Waves' Ari Nathan '6-3, 6-4.

It took a little longer for Charles

Auffray to beat Janecek in the No.

4 singles position. Auffray, who
fell to Janecek in the Pahn Springs

Invitational in January, gained

revenge with a 6-3, 7-5 victory.

Janecek was clearly frustrated

with his performance at this point,

throwing his racquet in disgust

The move was uncharacteristic for

the normally happy-go-lucky

freshman.

UCLA head coach Glenn Bas-

sett said the rigors of college Ufe

affected the two winter quarter

admits,

*The demands of their studies

and practice is tough on these

kids," Bassett said.

"(Subsequently) tftcy were a

little tired and flat for their

matches," he added.

Also falling in singles play for

UCLA was junior Fritz Bissell,

who lost in the No. 3 position to

Ashley Naumann, 3-6, 6-3, 6-3.

Tied 3-3 with the Bruins after

singles play, the Waves rode the

strength of their doubles play to

victory.

Bassett paired the freshmen
with two seniors for doubles

competition, pairing Janecek with

Bill Behrens in No. 2 doubles, and
Sanguinetti with Bill Barber in the

No. 3 spot

Janecek and Behrei^s were
blown off the court 6-2, 6-2 by
Pepperdine's team of Boaz
Merenstein and Howard Joffe.

Joffe was ablaze during the match,

having what many spectators

believed to be the match of his life.

Barber and Sanguinetti fared

slightly better, winning the first set

before dropping the final two to the

Waves' Vince Mackey and Ashley

Naumann. When the third set

concluded, the Waves had not only

a 6-7 (7-3), 6-4, 6-3 match victory,

but had defeated the top-ranked

Bruins after nearly four and onc^

half hours of tennis.

Barber will pair with the injured

David Nainkin when he returns

from rehabilitating his wrist, Bas-

sett said. The team of Barber-

Nainkin was ranked 19th nation-

ally in the preseason.

Nainkin was sorely missed as

Pepperdine won both doubles

matches for the victory. The No. 1

match featuring third-ranked Mark
Knowles and Fritz Bissell versus

Pq>perdine's fourth-ranked team

of Nathan and Cary Lothringer

was suspended after the other two
matches were completed

Bassett saw positive elements

despite the defeat.

"I'm a little disappointed,"

Bassett said. "I think Pepperdine

wanted to win it a little more than

we did

"But," he added, ^*s early in

the season and it was a good
opportunity for our team to play

under extreme pressure." - ,

On the positive side for UCLA,
three Bruins were particularly

impressive in frghting their way to

singles victories.

The match of die day forUCLA
was won by senior captain Bill

Barber.

In the No. 2 spot for the Bniing,

Bart)er's first serve. The umpire,

perched above the net, ruled that

Barber's feet had crossed the

center line. Barber was infuriated,

claiming there was no way from
his position the umpire could see

the call.

Barber's next three serves were

each about two feet long, as he

double-faulted twice to lose the

flrst game of the set. Merenstein

^woHr thc^ set 6«2»

Barber, a senior, showed his

maturity in the third set. He found

his composure in time to rally for a

7-5, 2-6, 6-0 victoiy.

Barber admitted affer the match

that the call affected him, but

displayed a smile of relief when
discussing his comeback.

"I got nuts," Barber said. "I was
surprised I could pull that out
Usually I'd go into the tank.

"(I showed) a little maturity . .

.

finally," he added.

Also showing a newfound level

of maturity was Maik Knowles,

who defeated Lothringer in the No.

1 singles position 6-2, 6-4.

Knowles, who has a tendency to

get aggravated during his matches,

channeled his energy in a positive

manner. He was aggressive and
positive throughout, playing in

control while displaying flashes of

his characteristic brilliance.

The key was that I was more
fired up than nGftnaL** Knowles
said.

Also fired up and firing away for

the Bruins was junior Jason Sher,

who defeated Pepperdine fresh-

man Sergio Rico in the six posi-

tion, 6-2, 6-3.

—The three victories were not
Barber took the first set from

Pepperdine freshman Boaz
Merenstein by breaking his serve

in the 12th game of the set.

After a 7-5 first set. Barber let a

poor call get under his skin as he

served to open the second set

Serving at 30-30, tlj^ chair

umpire called a foot-tault on

enough for the Bruins, though, as

the Waves took advantage of the

home court While most of the

UCLA contingent had left long

before the conclusion of the match,

Pepperdine's die-hard partisans

were there at the end to celebrate as

their Waves defeated the top-

ranked Bniins.

W. • • s
From page 44

25 (1-17) record of last year.

The Wildcats have a new head

coach, Joan Bonvicini, who came
to Tucson this year after a long

career at Long Beach State.

Returning three starters, Arizona is

led by sophomore Margo Clark,

who is averaging 16.9 points and

8.5 rebounds a game. Moore said

that the addition of Bonvicini has

brought a change of attitude

among the Wildcats. ^

*There is an air of positivity

there. Any change brings along an

idea of promise," Moore said.

"Last year they were very

competitive, and if you look at the

games in the Pac-10, they've been
right there. They certainly play

better at home.**

While turnovers have histori-

cally plagu^fl t^ Wildcats, Moore
said things could change with the

experience of this Arizona team.

•Turnovers art a sign of inex-

perience in the backcourt The
defense in this conference can

cause an inexperienced backcourt

to do that By trying to become a

better running team, Arizona may

create more turnovers, but they

will be positive turnovers." Moore
said. Aside from experience, the

Wildcats may see improvements in

their defense and transition games.
"We will probably see a change

in their defense, and we expect

them to run. They will probably get

some good shooting from the

perimeter," Moore said.

The Bruins will return honoe

next weekend to meet two nation-

ally-ranked teams, a Valentine's

E>ay meeting with Stanford and a

Sunday afternoon game with Cal.
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Wildcat guard Khalkt Reeves has helped the Wildcats stay in the hunt for the Pac-10 title.

Pao-lO action still unsettled

as middle of season arrives
By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

After the completion of nearly

one half of conference play, only

three Pac-10 teams are clearly of

NCAA tournament caliber, as the

rest of the conference has been

very inconsistent.

UCLA (6-1), Southern C:alifor-

nia (6-1) and Arizona (5-2) are the

class of the conference and have

broken away from the rest of the

pack. Only Stanford (4-3) and
Washington State (4-3) are in a

position to challenge the ruling

triad and have not proven to be

in recent weeks.

After losing to UCLA
and Washington, many

wrote off Arizona's

chances in^F'^

worthy

Each week brings new pros-

pects. The Cougars travel to Los

Angeles to face the top two teams

in the conference, and the Cardinal

hosts Arizona and Arizona State.

After losing to UCLA and

Washington in consecutive games,

many wrote off Arizona's chances

in the conference race.

That action may have been

premature. The Wildcats have

come back with a vengeance and

are now third in the conference.

Displaying their true strength,

Arizona has shown no mercy in

recent games, winning by huge

margins. The Wildcats beat Arizo-^

na State. 92-55; Pittsburgh, %-76;

Oregon, 104-53; and Oregon State,

86-58.

During this time period, the Cats

have received outstanding contri-

butions from several individuals.

Sean Rooks and Chris MiUs are

both averaging 16.1 points per

game, and Maa Othick and Khalid

Reeves have distributed the ball

conference race. That

action may have been

premature.

well, averaging 5.9 and 4.1 assists

respectively.

The play of USC has surprised

many, and, if one looks at any

statistics, the 14-3 record is even

more unbelievable.

The Trojans lost three starters

last season, including their all-time

leading scorer (Ronnie Coleman)

and point guard (current Portland

Trailblazer Robert Pack). In addi-

tion, USC has had highly unba-

lanced scoring with only two
players in double figures.

Further, USC has only one

player over 6-foot-7, is shooting

only 44.9 from the floor (eighth in

the conference), and is outre-

bounded on a regular basis. How-
ever, the team still finds a way to

win, which is certainly troubling to

the other teams of the Pac-10,

especially UCLA.
One reason for the Trojans'

success is the play of their cuirent

point guard, Duane Cooper. For

his performance against UCLA
last week. Cooper wa^ named the

Pac-10 Conference Player of the

Week.
Cooper, who has filled Pack's

role at the point well, shot 7-for-l 1

from the floor, scored 23 points

and dished seven assists against

the Bruins.

He has also crept into the Top
Ten in a number of statistical

categories, including assists (5.8),

field goal percentage (53.1), three

point field goal percentage (45.3)

and steals (1.8).

The woes in Tempe will prob-

ably continue for Bill Freider's

Arizona State squad.

The Sun Devils, predicted to be

a challenger for the top spots in the

conference, are currently 3-4 and

face tough times.

ASU will venture to the Bay
Afea this weekend with two of its

most important players question-

able. Sophomore guard Stevin

Smith (12.1 points, 3.2 assists a

game) and center Lester Neal (1 1 .4

points, 8.3 rebounds) both have

sprained ankles that may prevent

them from playing against Cal on
Thursday.

The Sun Devils have lost two of

their last three games (to Oregon

State, 61-47, and Arizona, 92-55)

and must win at least one game in

Northern California in order to

keep any post-season chances

alive.

Who says the home court

advantage is important?

The visiting team has a 19-17

record in conference games this

season, and, in addition, no confer-

ence team is undefeated at home
this year.

Among the teams with excellent

road records areUCLA (4-0), USC
(4-1), Washington State (2-1) and

Stanford (3-1), and only the cel-

lar-dwelling Oregon Ducks, at 0-4,

have yet to win a game on the road.
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Fernandez hurls iio4iitter to
e

I I :^ Softball season
By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

They may be oytnumbered bf
the freshmen, but the veterans of

the UCLA s(^ball team paved the

way yesterday afternoon in a

sweep of Cal State Noithridge at

Sunset Field.

The Bruins used solid pitching

and defense to put the Matadors

away, 3-0, 2-0. Lisa Fernandez

threw a no-hitter in game two,

while Heather Compton tossed a

four-hitter in the opener.

"I was talk^ig to a friend before

the game and she asked me what I

was going to do today, and I said

that I was going to go for the

gusto,*" Fernandez said. **I had

been having good practices and

I'm glad it payed off."

Those practices definitely

helped, as the two junior pitchers

didn*t allow Cal State Northridge

to threaten the entire afternoon.

Meanwhile, the bats of the Bruin

veterans were hot enough to allow

UCLA to get all the runs it would

need.

**I think the team was fired up

and ready to play,** Fernandez said.

"A lot of the returners wanted to

hurry up and get that loss (in the

final game of the 1991 College

WOTld Series) out of their minds."

In game one, UCLA struck

early. In the first inning, Kristy

Howard singled to center and

moved to second on a hit by

Fernandez.

The Bruins then attempted a

double steal, which led to the first

run of the season. When the CSUN
catcher's throw got by the Matador

third baseman, Howard was able to

advance to the plate, giving the

Bruins a 1-0 lead.

Yvonne Gutierrez then ripped a

double to center field, allowing

Fernandez to score, and when
Nichole Victoria singled to left,

Gutierrez scored and the Bruins

had a 3-0 lead.

Compton was never really

threatened, and struck out nine

CSUN batters.

UCI^A displayed the same
dominance in game two. Fernan-

dez used a variety of pitches to

completely shut down the Matador

batters and had a perfect game
going until the last inning.

"I'm just doing my job like

coach says,** Fernandez said. *The
pitching will hold us if we just

score some runs. I was happy with

it, it was a good outing.**

While Fernandez was baffling

the Matadors, the Bruins struggled

to get runners on base, but they

broke through in the fourth inning

on a Howard single and Gutierrez

double.

UCLA got an insurance run in

the sixth inning when pinch hitter

Felicia Cruz singled up the middle

to score pinch runner Cindy
Valero, who had been substituted

for Fernandez after the All-Ameri-

can doubled to lead off the inning.

In all, the Bruins may not have

hit the ball too well, but did get

strong performances from Howard

(3 hits, 2 runs), Fernandez (2 hits, 2

runs), Gutierrez (2 hits, 2 RBI, one

run), and Vk:toria (2 hits, 1 RBI).

"(The veterans) did lead the way
offensively,** UCLA head coach

Shanon Backus said. **I was a little

disappointed with some of our

execution, as our baserunning and

some other things did let us down.
**But, we arc young, we will

learn, and my main concern is that

they stay attentive and they stay

hungry.**

UCLA will have a week to learn

even morc before travelling to play

in the Arizona tournament In

Tucson, UCLA will have the

opportunity to get back at the

Arizona Wikteats, who beat the

Bruins to win the College World
Series last season.
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Byron Davis
UCLA men*s swim team sprint-

er Byron Davis won all four of his

individual events and anchored
two relays to victory against

California and Stanford last

weekend.

Davis, the team*s captain, won
the 50 and 100 freestyle to help the

Bruins beat California. Against

Stanford, Davis swam a 44.00
100-yard split time to win the

400-yard trtc relay.

Diving in behind, Davis came
back and touched the relay in at

2.59.78. While UCLA had already

lost the meet, the freestyle relay

went below three minutes, a feat

only achieved twice before in

UCLA dual-meet history. But the

relay was disqualified after other

swimmers jumped in to celebrate.

Favorite Hero: *'My favorite

hero is the underdog. I like the guy
that can go against the odds."

Favorite Movie: "Mobsters.

The characters in the movie were
friends to the end.**

Favorite Sport Besides Swim-
ming: "I'd love to try speedskating

someday. It*s graceful and fast—
power in motion."

Favorite Book: "Besides the

Bible, *The Seven Habits of

Highly Effective People."*

Favorite UCLA Sports
Moment: "Watching the women*s
voUcybaii team win the NCAA:
Championship.'

Favorite Music: "Contempor-
ary gospel and jazz, like Miles

Davis and Duke Ellington.**

Andre Kelt

UCLASfMifts Infornwiion

Byron Davis

Swimming Senior

Won the 100 freestyle and 50 freestyle

against Cal Friday.

Led off the first leg of the winning 400

freestyle relay, which gave UCLA a

119-118 victory over Cal.

Won the 50 freestyle against Stanford,

and tied for first in the 100 freestyle.

UCLASporta IniomMdon

Rehema Stephens

Baslcetliaii Senior

Scored 21 points, brought down 9
rebounds and dished out 7 assists to

lead UCLA to a 91-60 uset of

1 3th-ranked Washington Friday.

Against Washington State, she scored

33 points and 1 1 rebounds, on the way

to an 80-75 victory over the Cougars.

Third in Pac-10 scoring average, with

21.1 points per game.

Rehema Stephens
As a 5-foot- 11 -inch senior for-

ward/guard on the women's
basketball team, pre-season Ail-

American Rehema Stephens
helped the Bruins emerge from a

three-game losing streak and
trounce all over the Washington
schools last weekend.

In Friday night*s 31-point upset

victory over 13th-ranked
Washington, Stephens turned in a

rounded performance, leading

UCLA to the basket and the

boards. She was too much for the

Huskies with 21 points, nine

rebounds and season-high seven

assists. UCLA Head Coach Billie

Moore said that the key to Ste-

phens' game lies in her seven

assists.

"Rehema had a lot of points, but

she had a lot of assists, too. This

was one of her better games for

setting people up," Moore said.

"I was frustrated. I wanted to

come out and attack, but they were
shutting me down. They were
closing in on me, so i decided to

ge( it to the others," Stephens said.

Sunday afternoon was a closer

contest against a tough Washing-
ton State team, and Stephens once
again led her team in scoring, with

33 points and 11 rebounds.

Stephens is averaging 24 points

and 8.4 rebounds a game in Pac-10

contests this season. She is fourth

on the UCLA~alT-ttmc sconnglTstr
with 1650, and could possibly pass

Ann Meyers* third place record of

1685 this weekend when the team
travels to Arizona and Arizona

State.
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Husky upset on
minds of Bruins
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

It's easy to look past the
unranked Washington men's
basketball team.

Tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Pauley
Pavilion, No. 4 UCLA (15-1. 6-1
in the Pac-10) will face the
Huskies, in what appears to be a
mismatch.

However, Washington seems to

play, extremely well when they arc
decided underdogs. I>espite fin-

ishing in the Pac-10 cellar last

year, Wasiiington beat both Pac-10
champion Arizona and the then-
No. 16 Bruins. Already this year,

the Huskies have shocked the No.
7 Wildcats, despite struggling with-

an overall record of 9-8 (3-4 in

conference play).

*They are a pretty good team,"
UCLA head coach Jinr^arrick
said. *They are very capable of

'pulling off an upset, i ioiow they
beat Arizona this year."

Yet all three of Washington's
recent upsets have come on their

home court, an advantage they
won't enjoy tonight.

"Playing in Pauley is very
difficult for us," Husky head coach
Lynn Nance said. "UCLA is a
great team. I think they are
certainly one of those 10 or 15

teams that has the opportunity to

win a national championship."
Bruin forward Mitchell Butler,

starting tonight in place of Rodney
Zimmerman, will be handed a
difficult defensive assignment in

Washington center Richard Man-
ning.

Manning has led the Huskies m
scoring in 16 of their 17 games,
averaging 17 points and 6.2
rebounds. Manning, who is 6-

feet-lO-inches and 250 pounds,
transferred to Washington last year
from Syracuse.

Manning is part of a strong

Husky frontcourt, which also
features freshman Mark Pope and
senior Doug Meekins.

Pope, a Seattle native, is aver-

aging 9.8 points and is the leading

rebounder on the team with an
average of 7.5 rebounds per game.
Pope has averaged 10 rebounds per
game diirin&ihe last three

Meekins, who is from Los
Angeles, is averaging 10 points

and 4.5 abounds per game.
Washington has struggled since

defeating Arizona, losing four of
their last five games. Last week,
the Huskies were swept at home by
Cal and Stanford.

"We feel like we've made a lot

Tennis
falls to
Waves
By D.J. Harmeiing
Dally Bruin Staff

The top-ranked UCLA men's
tennis team was upset Tuesday by
the seventh-ranked Pepperdine
Waves, 5-3, in a long, arduous
battle.

The match, held on the Pepper-
dine campus, beg^n early in the
afternoon under the midday sun.
By the conclusion of the match, the
stadium lights were on and the
temperature had fallen nearly ten
degrees from its mid-afternoon
peak.

Not only the temperature fell,

but the Bruins undefeated record
and No. 1 ranking also went by the
wayside.

U wasifaeiAmimdmaffich of aig=

UCLA forward Tracy Murray will look to have a big ganne-tonight
See HOOPS, page 37 against the Huskies. / —

—

year forUCLA and, while it would
be difficult to consider the scenic
Pepperdine campus a hostile envi-
ronment, the uncertainty of play-
ing away from home took its toll on
the Bruins.

The loss came in the fifth team
match of the year for UCLA,
against a 3-0 Pepperdine team that

See M.TENNIS, page 40

Bruins to face better Arizona teams Rolex

SUZANNE §TATES;f5rfy Bmln
UCLA guard Rehema Stephens grabs the basketball In action
against Washington last week. The Bruins visit Arizona State
tonight.— — - -—- -

By Heather Duffy

Dally Bruin Sfaff

After sweeping the Washington
schools at home last weekend, the
UCLA women's basketball team
will hit the desert trail in search of
two follow-up victories against
Arizona State and Arizona tonight
and Saturday.

The Bruins are 11-6 on the

season and 4-3 in Pac-10 contests,

and could find themselves short on
starters this weekend. Point guard
Nicole Anderson sprained her
ankle in 1^3t Friday's game against
Washington and center Lynn
Kamrath suffered a hyper-
extended knee in Sunday's
Washington State game.
UCLA Head Coach Billie

Moore said that both players*

medical status is "day to day,** and
they may not know if they are
cleared to play until game time.

The Bruins UCLA will be
facing two improved teams far

removed from the Arizona State
and Arizona teams that finished

ninth and tenth in the conference
last season.

The Sun Devils, who will host
the Bruins tonight in Tempe, are
12-5 overall and 3-4 in conference
games. Last weekend they upset
No. 21 CaUfomia, 92-88, and fell

to Stanford. Arizona State enjoys a
8-1 home record so far this season.

With a returning core of starters,

Arizona State is led by junior point

guard Rynekli Becenti, who, is

averaging 12.2 points and 7.5

assists a game.
*Their guards are definitely one

of the keys for them, but they are

also one of the leading rebounding
teams in the conference. They like

to use board play to allow them to
get into their running game,*'

Moore said.

"Arizona State is a team that

was ninth last year in the confer-

ence and is probably the most
improved. I know that top to

bottom of the conference, there is

no easy win.

next for

netters

Moore hopes to see UCLA nin
its transition game against the Sun
Devils, since the Bruins have been
successful with it recently.

"We should not have to play 40
minutes and set up in our halfcourt

game. We need to get our defense
to dictate the tempo and get us into

the open game. We have not been
as strong in our half court, we are
much better when we run, and we
need to exploit that,** Moore said.

Arizona struggled in the Bay
Area last weekend, bringing home
two losses for a 7-10 overall

record, 1-6 in the Pac-10. But
Arizona is 5-2 at home this season,
and is already improving on its 6-

See W.HOOPS, page 40

By Michael Klein

Dally Bruin Staff ^

There is absolutely no question
that Minnesota has been the mecca
of sports in the past year.

The world series was won by the
Minnesota Twins. Last month,
Mark Rypien and the Washington
Redskins were stompiiig the Buf-
faln Bills on the Mpimdome turf.

Next month, the state will host the
Final Four.

If that was not enough, the
Rolex National Indoor Intercolle-

giate Tennis Championships, the
biggest event of them all, begins
today in Minneapolis.
The tournament is the third leg

in the Collegiate Grand Slam, and
boasts a field that includes 22 of
the top 25 ranked singles players in

the nation.

The lone Bruin entrant is senior
three-time Ail-American Mamie
Ceniza.

Ceniza is lucky to be playing in

the tournament, though, as she
received one of the three wildcard

See W.TCNNIS, page 37

Serious denial
UCLA pitcher Lisa Fernandez threw a no-

hitter in the Softball team's season-opener
against Qd State Northridge Wednesday after-

noon at Sunset Field,

See page 42

Quote of the day
*Tt*s hard to imagine now that college basketball
once thought it was a good idea to ban the dunk,
or that former UCLA coach John Wooden still

think*s it*s a good idea. Wooden now sounds like
a hopeless crank.** — Charles P. Pierce, in an
Esquire magazine story about Larry Bird.

New recruits

The future starts now, as Terry Donahue and
the UCLA football program announces the list of
new inductees. Check it out now, so you can tell

your fiiends you remember when the Bruins
signed these guys.

.

Seepage 39

80th Year, No. 71
arculation: 22,000

Artists Of the
Future Voice

Applications are now avail-

able for the 44th annual Artists

of the Future Voice competition
for young classical vocalists.

Classical and semi-classical

singers, aged 18 to 25 — who
are not professional singers —
are eligible for the contest.

Contestants must also be resi-

dents of the metropolitan Los
Angeles area, but non-residents

may qualify if they are studying
within the city.

Unlike past years, this year's

competition will have no men's
and women's categories.
Instead, the City ofLos Angeles
Cultural Affairs Department
will grant scholarship awards of
$2,000 for first place, $1,500
for second and $1,000 for third.

Deadline to apply is Feb. 15,

with preliminary auditions
scheduled fcH* Feb. 29 and
March 14.

For applications andfurthec-

informationT

2437.

call (213) 485-

Inside

Hard times for

lirlvate colleges
Tublic universities are not

the only ones feeling the budget
crunch. Private colleges and
universities are also cutting

classes and faculty positions.

See page 3

Viewpoint

You want beefs?

We've got 'em!
The Viewpoint feature

^•What's your beef?** returns,

with students griping about
everything firom Dodd 147 to

coffee mugs.

See page 9

Arts & Entertainment

microscope
Director Michael Apted

catches up with the subjects of
his last four films in **35 UP."

See page 10

Sports

•*

Brain forward

on record pace
UCLA's Don MacLean is on

track to break Lew Alcindor*s

career scoring record.

See page 20
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Law school applications to decline
Downturn in economy, new
LSAT deterrents, schools say

Declining Law School Applications

By TonI Rivera
Dally Brgln Staff

After several years of skyrock-
eting interest, many U.S. law
schools are predicting a decline in

the number of applications this

year, according to admissions
directors nationwide.

With spring deadlines rolling

around, law schools are now
observing a slight drop in applica-

tions — an average of about 6
percent for the 1992-93 academic
year, officers said.

But at UCLA, admissions offic-

ers said they are not expecting a
significant decline.

"Because of the downturn in the

economy, instead ofapplying to 10
or 12 law schools, people are being
more selective.** said Tedd Miller,

an admissions director at George-
iOWD University Law Cfntrj.

**People don*t want to waste $50
to $60 on an application, particu-

larly to high-volume schools
where the chance of being admit-
ted is much less.** Miller said.

"Schools that are more inexpen-

sive will be experiencing an
increase, while (Georgetown) will

be experiencing a decrease.**

And according to a recent

Georgetown survey of 20 eastern

law schools, the drop in applica-

tions was more acute at the private

schools than the public schools.

The nationwide decrease in

applications appears to be tied to

the U.S. recession, admissions
officers said.

Potential law school applicants

are turned off by the competition
for getting a job after they graduate

and about trying to pay fcH* three

years of school, said Edward Tom,
itiQ Bcikcley *s^ law adinisKions

This ii a sanfpNng of U.S. law schools. The num-
ber of appications lo law schools is axpactad to

decrease in 1992 because the U.S. reoeaslon Is

making H harder for students to pay their costs.

^

UNIV. of

INOtS
STANFORD BOSTON

UNIV.
6E0R6E-
TOWN

COST S3300 $17400 S11400 S16722 S15950 S16650

SOURCE: Individual Uw Schools

director.

"My guess is that the economy
has had a strong impact on the

legal profession. With many firms

folding, students are not as encour-
aged «o enter law,- he said

OLIVER CHAN/Oatfy Bruin

**Word has gotten out about the

recession,** Tom said.

On the national Jevel, the num-
ber of students applying to law

UCLA Medical
pageT^

debates
merits of pasefail aade system

Four of the top 20

medical schools in the

nation cuirently use a

By Robin Dong =

Dally Bruin Staff

TheUCLA Medical School may
scrap its grading system and
become the fifth top-ranked medi-
cal school in the nation to evaluate

student performance without
assigning letter grades.

A UCLA committee is currently

debating alternative grading sys-

tems because medical students

have complained for years that

letter grades promote unnecessary
competition.

^ *JVs not just a two-headed coin— A, B, C or pass/fait,** said

Charles Lewis, chairman of the

committee. *The broader issue is

examining evaluation.**

Although committee memben
have not agreed on a single

evaluation system, they have con-
sidered the possibility of an hon-
ors/pass/fail system.

In such a system, the u^ 10
percent of the students in a class

receive honors status, those with
scores of 70 percent or more pass

the course and those with scores

below 70 percent faiL—-^
The committee will give its

recommendations to the medical
school dean in April after gather-

ing campus opinions.

Committee members have dis-

tributed surveys and organized
debates for each class level. And
the first-year medical students

voiced their opinions at a forum
Tuesday.

pass/fail grading system.

Those who support die letter-

grading system argue that the

honors/pass/fail system would
actually increase competition and

decrease their chances for obtain-

ing residency and internships at

hospitals.

But others say a new grading

system will give them the flexibi!-

ity they need to pursue personal

and professional interests.

The current system discourages
student from pursuing these inter-

ests because they do not have
enough time, sUidents said.

See GRADES, page 6

UCIA w^irs ral^
for Spanish princess
Royal visit part of ceremonies

surrounding O^lombus anniversan

By Marina DuncQerskl
Dally Bruin Staff

Praving the wind and a constant

downpour, Enfanta E>a Cristina,

the second daughter of Spanish
King Juan Carlos and Queen
Sophia, visited UCLA Thursday
for two hours.

The princess* campus visit was
part of a five-day stay in the United
States for ceremonies surrounding
the 500th anniversary of Colum-
bus* voyage to America.
The princess attended a private

reception with UCLA Chancellor
Charles Young, former chancellor
Franklin Murphy, several profes-

sors and campus officials.

Members of the editorial board
for the University of California

Press also attended because they

are collaborating with the Spanish
and Italian governments to jiro-

duce a series of books on Colum-
bus and his papers.

At the reception. Princess Cris-

tina, 27, met with English profes-

sor Michael Allen, the director of
UCLA's Center for Medieval and

Renaissance Studies. The center is

working to produce the UC series.

The series will be written by
specialists of several different

nationalities. And in the future, it

will be a main collection for the

study of the first years of European
settlement in America, Allen said.

Afier the princess's reception,

she endured the rain to take a tour

of the Franklin Murphy Sculpture

Garden with ex-Chancelk)r Mur-
phy.

Dressed in a simple red dress

suit and carrying a wliite umbrella,

she stood out in an entourage of
black umbrellas and secret service

agents, who made sure the public

kept at least 10 steps away from
her.

During the visit. Princess Cristi-

na did not interact with students

because of a tight schedule and
royal protocol — which prohibits

her from speaking to anyone not

previously authorized.

The press was also forbidden

from quoting her.

See PRINCESS, page 6

RICHARO KIM

Enffanta da Cristina, Princess of Spain, walks with UCLA Profes-
sor Norman Thrower through the rain during a visit to UCLA Thurs-
day PDornlng.
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PUT YOUR BEST FOOT FORWARD!

ADVERTISE IN THE DAILY BRUIN

Get a great summer job at

BRUIN WOODS.
still undecided?

Find out what it's all about at our

INFO. MEETINGS
8:00-9:00pm Monday, February 10 Ackerman 3530
2:30-3:30pm Tuesday, February 11 Kerckhoff400
4;QQ-'>:00pm Wednesday. Februarv 12 ^Rfph^r vtaW

Fireside Lounge

If you can't make any of these, pick up an application
and information packet in the James West Center or

call us at (714) 337-2478.

r
/-

SAVEAN EXTRA $1 WITH THISAD

IfYouDon't

1

SaveOn Gieyhpund
This ^ring Brealq

HeaseDon'tAlooch I

.'. f-

WhoDo.

ffyou take GreyhouiKi for Spring Br^, you'n save a lot ofmoi^^
bity your ticket, the more you'fl save. Ifyou don't take Greyhound, you may haw
borrow or sponge offyour friends. Eventually, your friends may have to beg, borrow or
sponge offothers who may, in turn, have to beg, borrow or sponge offyou. The result?A
viCKXis cycle of beggmg, borrowing and sponging. You don't want that on your con-
science. So save your money with an advance-purchase ticket on Greyhound. Then
bnnginthisadforanaddiiionaldollaroff,andhavcanaffoixiabfe,guilt-frecSpringBreak.

I &GOGf^YHOUm
r 1716^stT7th street, 620-1200

1

Si

Commentary

Phone-call machines
make pitches foryou
Lcc laccoca, say it ain't so!

Chrysler's savior, a busi-

ness legend, a man who
could have been a contender for

president, has sunk to putting his

voice on a computer telemaiketing
system.

Chicago area executives got this

recorded telephone message:
"Helto! This is Lee laccoca and I

want you to know that right this

minute, a new Chrysler with the
works is just rolling off my
assembly line and I'd like to
inscribe your name and title on a
gold plate over the dash . .

."

The bad news is, it worked.
Fleet sales of Chrysler cars
increased 32 percent

Who'll be next? "Hello! This is

Dave Thomas ofWendy's and I've
just fried up a Dave's Eteluxe with
the works and I've written your
name on the bun. It looks so dam
yummy I'm going to eat it myself
if you don't come by here soon."

It'd work. Which is why you can
expect more computer calls.

Dale
Dauten
Curious about these machines, I

rq)lied to a magazine ad for the
XBS Computer Lead Generating
System." Potential telephone pests
who send away for CBS literature

get a cassette tape that asks, "How
would you like to have an assistant

. . . who makes 1,600 calls a day,
who never calls in sick and never
takes a break? He'U be gathering
qualified leads for you while
you're playing golf or spending
time with your family."

It turns out that bothering 1,600
people a day doesn't take much
equipment or training. The
machine isn't much bigger than a
hardcover college dictionary. It

costs $1,295 (on sale, natundly).
The owner inserts one ofmore than

See MACHINES, page 6

Correction
In the Feb. 6 issue of The Bruin, the fixmt page photo misidentified
the president of the Hwa Rang Do club. He is Slq)hcn Mag

The Bruin regrets the errors.
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UCLA profs desigh waste incinerator
By Reshma $hamasunder
Dally Bruin Staff

Two UCLA professors have
designed a small-scale incinerator
that can be used to destroy liquid
hazardous wastes.

The combustor, when fully

developed, should bum wastes
more efficiently than existing
incineration facilities, according to

Ann Karagozian, a professor in the
department of mechank:al, aeros-

pace and nuclear engineering.

She and Owen Smith, a chemi-
cal engineering professor,
designed the devk:e.

'There's a problem in this

countiy with the generation of
hazardous wastes." Karagozian
said.

**Waste, which is usually in

liquid form, is dangerous to stick

into landfills because they seep
into the groundwater supply," she
said. *'And the trouble with big

incinerator plants is that in order to
destroy wastes, you have to trans-
plant the waste from where it was
generated."

Because existing incinerators
are large and expensive to build,
small companies and chemical
plants must transport their wastes
by train or truck to incineration
facilities.

The UCLA researchers are
particulariy concerned with wastes
generated in California because

Wet, white and blue

there is only one incineration

facility in the state that accq>ts
wastes generated in other areas.
Most of the wastes in California
must be transported out of state to
be burned.

**Along the way there could be
an accident, and we've se^n many
examples of that in the past."
Karagozian said. 'The communi-
ties where the wastes are spilled
are in danger."

**Our goal is to develop a small.

transpoitable device where if a
small company is generating
hazardous waste, we transport the
incinerator to where it was vener-
ated."

The new combustor, which must
undergo another two to three years
of testing, can, under some condi-
tions, destroy 99.9997 percent of
the waste injected, while larger
incinerators can bur^j only 99.^
percent of wastes.

*T think our incinerator could
have an important impact." Kar-
agozian said. "It won't solve all the
problems that exist with hazardous
wastes, but it might help."

to the Jan. 30 issue of the paper, "Sorority memberships are steadily
declming at UCLA" misspeUed the name of THcia Castle Also a
quote was incorrecUy attributed. Natasha Nfihal said. 'There are

^y too many numbers going through for them to have any
taiowledge of you. Giris are getting dropped from homes withoutknowmg why.

Prof spealcs on split in

AMcan-American views
Conservatives, liberals are two
conflictinp noles nfthr^iiaUt

By Latisia IMarquaz
Dally Bruin Staff

Although most African Ameri-
cans realize the importance of
developing a national identity,
their community is more frag-
mented now than ever, according
to a UC Berkeley professor who
spoke on campus Thursday.

In the first lecture held during
African-American history;month,
professor Charles Hci^^ld a"
small UCLA crowd about an
ideological split among African
Americans.

While some African Americans
support conservative leaders like
Supreme Court Justice Clarence
Thomas, others support liberal

politicians like Jesse Jackson.
As a result, the community lacks

a unified political agenda. Henry
said.

The rise of more conservative
African-Amaican leaders and a
growing economic gap among
African Americans have contri-
buted to this split, he said.

"While middle-class blacks take
advantage of the opportunities
offered by affirmative action, the

AFRICAN-
AMERICAN

I • T O It YMONTH
"There needs to be a

national black identity

so that we can

challenge mainstream

values."

Charlas Henry
UC Berkeley Professor

growing underclass does not," said
Henry, one of the pioneers in the
study of African-American poli-
tics.

*There needs to be a national
black identity so that we can
challenge mainstream values," he
said. "Political consciousness is

the first step, but now that must
translate into a political program."

See IDENlliY, page 5

Haciaily exclusive
scholarships heM in

question by
By Wliliam Celis ill

The New York Times

A fedpfal appeals court has

?II!La^**?'
'®^'

^i*/"^^^
majoring In pre-blology, talks with Usa Williams,Tjunl^Sa"^

^S^S
^""^ sociology, under a stars-and-strlpes umbrella on BruinwS

challenged the constitutionality of
a scholarship program for Afri-
can-American students at the
University of Maryland, a ruling
that calls into question scholar-
ships based on race as a way to
correct past discrimination.

The 3-0 decision reached on
Friday by a panel of judges
representing the 12-member U.S.
Court of Appeals for the 4th
Circuit, in Richmond, Va., is the
latest decision in a simmering
debate over whether scholarship

H I

programs for African Americans
and other minority students are
constitutional.

• AlUiuugli the appeals court, the
highest court to rule on race-based
scholarships, did not strike down
the university's program, it sent
the case back to a U.S. District
Court in Baltimore for more
hearings on the program's consti-
tutionality.

The court decision surprised
officials at higher education insti-

tutions, which are being pulled in
two different directions over race-
exclusive scholarships. Colleges

See DISCRIMINATION, page 5

Collie presidents face sweeping changes In role

TJja-yB~^ •• P**--*-* -nd owrHjN.^ by

^•orlmlnaiaaonthabaaKiSirSto «»v«tWr«Q whoaa oontant
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Loa Anaalaa. CA OOOM
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By Bob Dart
Cox News Service

WASHINOTON— Faced with
hard times and dwindling enroll-

ments, presidents of over 500
private colleges met here Thursday
to plan for a friture that may require

sweeping changes in America's
higher education.

"We can't afford to be all things

to all students," said Joseph
G'Hare, president of Fordham

University in New York. "We
must clarify our individual roles in

a pluralistic system."

Courses may be dropped,
research curtailed, professors
pressed into new roles and college
students enlisted into community
services as each private institution

seeks to establish its individual

niche.

Changes are being forced by a
lingering weak economy and by a
demo^phic ebb tide in which

there are simply fewer Americans
of traditional college age.

The immediate effect is a wave
of financial cutbacks, even in elite

private colleges. For instance. The
New Yoik Times reported that

Stanford is cutting its academic
and administrative expenses by^3
percent and Yale plans to eliminate

11 percent of its faculty positions.

"Higher education is facing bills

come due," said Robert Allen,

chairman of the board of AT&T

and a trustee at Wabash College in

Indiana.

But the administrators gathered
here for the two-day summit of the
National Association of Indepen-
dent Colleges and Universities
said long-term survival may
require more basic changes than
just budgetary belt-tightening.

"What is going on today in

America is mort than a recession,"
said Education Secretary Lamar
Alexander. "It's a reassessment of

values, of what is important,"
About one-fifth of the nation's

coUege students are enrolled in

independent institutions that range
from the Ivy League schools to
small, religious schools like the
Baptist-affliated Truett-McCon-
iell College in north Georgia and
private, community schools like
Palm Beach Atlantic College in
Ftorida.

See
*w *'m

page 5
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Briefs

Prospects for peace
in Yugoslavia improve
UNITED NATIONS— Prospects for a

political settlement in Yugoslavia's civil

war improved on Thursday when the
leader of the breakaway republic of
Croatia. Franjo Tudjman, reversed his

position and agreed to unconditional
acceptance of the United Nations peace
plan.

But Milan Babic, who has proclaimed
himself president of Krajina, an ethnic
So^ian enclave in Croatia, continues to
reject the plan, which would deploy
10,000 United Nations peacekeeping
troops. Other Serbian leaders have prom-
ised to persuade Babic to change his mind.

In a letter sent on Thursday to the
former United States secretary of state,

Cyrus R. Vance, who is the United
Nations mediator in Yugoslavia, Tudjman
said: **In order to avoid any misunder-
standing, I inform you that I accept,, fully
and unconditionally, the UJ>J. secretary
general's concept and plan.**

Venezuela promises
return to normalcy
CARACAS, Venezuela — A tight

cluster of bullet holes marred a French
window behind his desk chair, but
Venezuela's president greeted a visit to
his office on Thursday with his trademark
bounce.

Nation

"Safe and sound," the 69-year-old
leader. Carlos Andres Perez, exclaimed
with a hearty laugh.

Indeed, Venezuela and its president
appear to have bounced back quickly
from the coup attempt on Tuesday, which
left 15 soldiers dead and 51 wounded.

Clinton denies he
sidestepped Vietnam
PORTSMOUTH, N.H — Gov. Bill

Clinton of Arkansas has denied charges
that he sidestepped military service
during the Vietnam War by misleading
his local draft board about his intentions to
join the Reserve Officers' Training Corps
in 1969.

^

Clinton, who never joined the military
and has said he opposed the war at the
time, said he changed his student defer-
ment status in the fall of that year as a way
of getting in, not out of, the service.

But in an article published Thursday in
the Wall Street Journal, a former draft
board official from Hot Springs, Ark., and
an Army ROTC recruiter are quoted as
saying that Clinton manipulated the draft
process.

Bush unveils new
healttFcare plan
CLEVELAND — President Bush

moved ^to plug a yawning gap in his
election-year domestic agenda^ by prop-
osing a basket of tax incentives and legal
reforms that he said would make quality
health care affordable for every Ameri-
caiv.

His aides estimated that the plan would
cost about $100 billion over the five years
that would be required to implement it,

but they offcred^na specific plan to
finance that expense.

As a practical matter, Bush*s plan has
no chance of becoming law in the current

Congress, where alternative Democratic
health-insurance bills have long been
under consideration.

White House reverses

Ion on chemicals

WASHINGTON — The Bush admi-
nistration, in a surprise reversal of its

public position, on Thursday supported a
Senate action to greatly speed up the
planned phase-out of chemicals that

damage the protective ozone layer high in

the atmosphere.

A proposal to cease production of the
chemicals as fast as possible passed the
Senate on Thursday by 96-0, a vote that

would have been unthinkable without the
change of attitude at the White House.
Only three months ago, the measure

was prevented from even coming to a
floor vote by Republican senators acting
on behalf of the White House.

CIA task force calls

inteliigence unbiased

WASHINGTON — A CIA task force
appointed in the aftermath of the grueling
confirmation hearings of Robert M. Gates
as the counD7*s espionage chief rejects

the assertion that the agency has syste-

matically slanted intelligence over the
years, CL\ officials said Thursday.

The findings, included in a classified
report recendy submitted to Gates for his
approval, largely blame poor manage-
ment and the inexperience of some
analysts for allowing the perception of
purposely slanted intelligence to nourish,
a v|cw articulated by Gates during his

todedare
sixth year of drought
The California raindrop counters are

ready to declare the obvious: The state is

in a sixth year of drought.

The state Department of Water Resour-
ces will issue a report next week that will

confirm what anyone who pays attention

to the weather aheady knows.
It hasn't been raining much this winter.

**Even if we have normal precipitation

for the rest of the season, it won't be
enough to change the picture,** said

Maurice Roos. chief hydrologist with the
state Etepartment of Water Resources.
**This is a sixth year of drought**
With more than half of the rainy season

behind us, statewide precipitation is about
60 percent of average and runoff is about
25 percent of normal.

K". IHero

mugger's

must pay
bills

4ton hearing last Novemberr
"Distortion was not perceived as

pervasive and had much to do with poor
people-management skiUs and misper-
ceptions arising from the review, coordi-
nation and editing of an analyst's work,**
said an agency official who paraphrased
the panel's report —

.

—

SAN FRANCISCO — Crime doesn*t
pay? Ask mugger Ocie McClure.

McClure, who admitted robbing a
Japanese tourist on San Flranciso's Market
Street, won $24,595 Thursday for injuries

suffered when a cab driver chased him
down and pinned him against the waU
with the cab.

McClure, who is serving a 10-year
sentence in state prison for the May 1989
JPbbay, sued Wa ^Iy^ Holden Charles^
Hollom for using "excessive force" when
HoUom used his taxi to pin McClure's leg
against a building on Hayes Street near
City Hall.

McClure admitted robbing Chinro
Sakai, who was visiting from Japan.

dOompUed from Bruin wire services
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ask for Texas residency

By Karon Potter
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

AUSTIN, Texas — The
requests to stale Comptroller John
Sharp for Texas "residency" are up
to 10,000 and counting — about
enough to crowd President Bush
out of the posh Houston hotel suite

President Bush considers his offi-

cial Texas home.
The fallout from cartoonist

Garry Trudeau's Sunday
*T)oonesbury- comic strip has
nearly blocked the entryway to
Sharp's office. From Maine to
Hawaii, Australia to Brazil,
"Doonesbury** readers have sent
Sharp coupons to apply for Texas
residency and the chance to escape
paying a state* income tax.

Some have even taken the
cartoon offer seriously.

Then there's the coupon that

lication
came with the return address "Vice
President Dan Quayle." The
Washington address and the Zip
code looked right, but . . . naaah.
A Connecticut Yankee attached

an unused ticket from last fell's

Texas-Oklahoma football game.
An 81 -year-old woman from Dal-
las, Pennsylvania, included burial
instructions: "Visited Austin 1990
. . . Would like to be planted
there."

V

IDENTITY
From page 3

African Americans were unified
during the civil rights movement
of the 1960s and had their

strongest national identity in that
era, he said.

But the rise of leaders who
preached "black power," or a
rejection of assimilation into white
American society, changed the
public's mind, Henry said.

"Since that period, there has
been major fissures in identity."

Today, most African Americans
do not identify with the "black
neo-conservative movement,"

DISCRIMINATION

hearings was as diverse as the cast
of the 1950s "Amos 'n Andy
show," which portrayed African
Americans in a negative light,

Henry said,

HowevCT, more African Ameri-
cans are identifying with leaders

like Jesse Jackson, who ran for

president in 1988.

"Jackson was able to pull
together the fiagmentation," said
Henry, who added that Jackson
captured the ideas of both Martin
Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X.

which includes author Shelby
Steele and Clarence Thomas, he
added.

Steele and Thomas believe that

**poor blacks are not true blacks"
and that African Americans should
accept mainstream values, Henry
said.

*The Clarence Thomas hearings
were a better production than any
Hollywood director could have
thought of," he said.

The **parade of Yale law school
graduates" who testified at the

RofTvpage^
and universities in 19 states use
scholarships limited to minority
recipients as a way to desegregate
predominantly white public insti-

tutions under settlements with the
Department of Education.

"I was stunned," said Sheldon
Steinbach, general counsel for the
American Council on Education,
an associationan Washington of
i,600 colleges and universities.

"You have a school that nego-
tiated a settlement with the federal
government and, as a means of
enticing African-American stu-

dents, created a scholarship prog-
ram. Now the school trying to
comply with the law is being
pulled in two different directions."

The issue first surfaced in
December 1990. when the Bush
administration considered banning
all scholarships awarded solely on
a student's race. But the admi-
nistration retreated after an out-
pouring of opposition.

Now, under proposed Education
Department guidelines, colleges
and universities would generally
be banned from using race as the
sole criterion for scholarships
backed by public money because
of the potential to violate the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.

The guidelines would, however,
allow race-exclusive scholarships
financed by public money if

Congress, the state legislature or
the courts ordered their creation.
Private money could also be used
for such scholarships.

In Washington, Education Sec-
retary Lamar Alexander said the
case would not have any immedi-
ate effect on the department's
proposed guidelines. He said the
court ruling indicated that the
department is "on the right track."

In the Maryland case. Judges
Clyde H. Hamilton, Jane A.
Restani and H. Emory Widener Jr.

ruled that the university did not
provide enough evidence that the
institution needs to us^ scholar-
ships limited to African Americans
to correct past discrimination.

Daniel J. Podberesky, a 20-
year-old sophomore, sued the
university in 1990 after he failed to
qualify for a scholarship open to all

students. Podberesky, of Ran-
dalliton, Md., who described him-
self as Hispanic in court
documents, then appliedHlfor the
university's Benjamin- Banneker
scholarship, an award exclusively
for Afiican > Americans that is

fmanced by public and private

money.

The university barred the stu-
dent from applying for the scholar-
ship, and he sued the university.
Last May. U.S. District Judge J.

Frederick Motz sided with the
university, maintaining that the
Banneker program, named for an
African-American Revolutionary
War hero and scientist, was an
appropriate remedy for past discri-
mination.

In his appeal, the student, who
was represented by the Washing-
ton Legal Foundation, maintained
that the university's scholarship
program was unconstitutional. In
court documents, the legal found-
ation asserted that the Banneker
program violated the equal protec-
tion clause of the 14th Amendment
and the Qvil Rights Act of 1964.

But the state aigued that the

program was part of a larger effort

to integrate its university system,
which until the 1960s maintained
separate colleges and universities

for whites and African Americans.
Andrew Baida. an assistant

attorney general for Maryland who
represented the university, said the

State had not decided what to daia
the wake of the decision.

I- •

From page 3 --^—

^

On Wednesday and Thursday,
administrators fiom these colleges
fanned across Capitol Hill to
convince legislators that such
private institutions are deserving
of public help.

"Independent higher education
serves many of our young people
better than a state system does,"
said Kenneth Pye, president of
Southern Methodist University in

Dallas. "The dual system is

needed."

Specifically, the administrators
want Congress to enact President
Bush's proposals for tapping Indi-

vidual Retirement Accounts to pay
college expenses and making
interest on college loans tax
deductible. They also want a
relaxation of tax laws to encourage
endowments and an expansion of
federal assistance for students.

Speakers at the summit also
urged the college presidents to
look hard at what it is they are

,

»

trying to do and how they arc going
about it

*The world has changed," said
Alexander, the former president of
the University of Tennessee. *The
independent college system needs
to be redefined."

Indeed, the cost of continuing
the present system may be prohi-

bitive. The median tuition at a
private college is nearly four times
as much as at public colleges —
$8,353 compared to $2,137. How-
ever, the lower tuition for a public

college student is supplemented by
an average state appropriation of
$5,700 in tax funds.

With the pool of potential
students shrinking, there is more
competition between colleges,
private and public alike.

One trend is likely to be
increased specialization — with
some colleges paring research and
others consolidating academic

departments to concentrate on
what they do best

There is also a push to make
colleges more a natural extension
of a seamless educational system
that begins at kindergarten.

"It's dangerous to think of
different levels of education as

hermetically sealed off from each
other," said Father O'Harc of
Fordham.

In his university, for instance,

students in the colleges of educa-
tion and social services work with
public elementary and high school
students in Harlem.
One thing that hasn't changed,

said Allen of AT&T, is the need
for coUeges to produce qualified

graduates.

"What does business want?
told the college presidents.

*

want today what we wanted
yesterday: a graduate with mind
engaged and soul inspired.**

,

W^

Shaker's.
Reserve Our Private

Room Upstairs^

Its free to all groups*
FREE & FAST DEUVEBY

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken
and mojo potatos Only $10.95
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1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470
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PraNCESS
From page 1

**Onc is not even allowed to

approach the princess without
special permission,** a security

agent said. *This is unthinkable!"
But the smiling princess

appeared eager and happy to speak
to those she could. When asked by
Professor Allen if she would like to
be a UCLA student, the princess
replied that she would love to.

Princess Christina has studied
politics in Spanish and English
universities. And she has also
spent a year studying in the United
States.

Her campus tour ended with a
visit to the University Research
Library to see the Special Collec-

tions section.

After her two-hour stay, she was
escorted into her limousine, when
she rolled down her window,
waving and smiling even as the car

drove out of sight.

Princess Christina today will

attend the grand opening of the

Huntington Library's exhibition of
documents relating to Columbus.

The exhibition of children's

books about Columbus and his

voyage, which she also viewed,
will be on display in the URL
lobby until Saturday.

GRADES

RICHARD KM
Former Chancellor Franklin Murphy leads Enfanta da Crittina,
Princess of Spain, Into the University Research Library during her
visit to UCUV on Thursday.

From page 1

"(The letter-grading system)
makes extracurricttlar activities

that are very important to learning
about medicine — like mentor
programs, research and volunteer
works— next to impossible,** one
-student wrote on a conmiittee
survey. "Relationships are impos-
sible to start or maintain because
you don't have the time."

Another student is unable to

conduct research because all her
time is consumed by studying to

get A*s on her midterms in three

weeks, said Ronald Stevens, a
professor of microbiology and
immunology.

*There is a fear of not doing
what everybody is doing, which is

struggling for the grade,** Stevens
said. 'They feel they will be
penalized for pursuing other inter-

ests.**

Some students agree they only
have time to study for subjects
covered on tests, and that it forces
them.^lo ignore other avenues.
*The more interesting things I

learn are the ones not graded,** said

first-year medical student Joshua
Pretsky. "And they're not what's
on the test"

But defenders of the current
letter-grade scale contend that the

m^TRADING
FOLK TRADITIONS

honors/pass/fail would increase
competition among medical stu-

dents.

"I don't like that just the top 10
percent of the class is aUowed to
shine," said first-year medical
student David Anderson. "I would
rather compete with the material
than with classmates."

Because medical school profes-
sors do not grade on a curve, the
number of A's, B's, C's assigned *

to students is unlimited.

And letter grades are more
advantageous for students who
apply for residency programs after
they complete medical school,
according to Sherwin Isenbcrg, a
professor of ophthalmology.

Isenberg said he has participated
on residency selection boards and '

seen discrepancies in the selection
process.

•The reality is there is innately a
bias against students coming fix)m
schools with pass/fail because
there is not enough information to
judge applicants,** he said.

HowevCT, four of the top 20
medical schools in the nation
currently use a pass/fail grading
system.

Harvard, the highest-ranked
medical school, uses this scale for
the fint two years and rates
students* performance as excel-
lent, high pass, pass and unsatis-
factory during the last two years.

MACHINES
From page 2
2,000 pre-recorded tapes and

Asian
American
Writers

Frank Chin,
N.V.M.Gonzalez,
& Lawson Inada
Tell traditional

Chinese, Filipino, Japanese
& Asian Folk Stories

And Swap Tall

(And short)

Tales

!

punches in a range of numbers tbr
the machine to dial— 838-0000 to

838-9999. for instance.

The machine will, of course,
encounter businesses, police sta-

tions and the like. You can instruct
it not to waste its valuable time. If
the phone is answered by more
than a typical "heUo" — for
example, **Good morning, Imemal-

Monday, February 10, 1992

.
12:30-3:00 P.M.

Royce Hall, Room 314

University of California, Los Angeles

Light refreshments, book signing, meet the authors
Free to Faculty, staff, families, students & the public

~~ FRANK CHIN'S latest novel is Donald Duk; N.V.M GONZALEZ is the author of
^indoro and Beyond; LAVfSON INADA vnoie Before the War.

Co-sponsored by the UCLA Asian American Studies Center, Rockefeller American
Generations Humanities Program, and the UCLA Cultural Affairs Commission.

Information: call Russell Leong, (310) 825-2968._

Revenue Service"— the computer
hangs up pronto.

But do people actually listen?

A company representative told
me, "It's all in the numbers. Eighty
or ninety percent of people will
hang up. but if you call enough
people ..." His voiced trailed off.

leaving the math to me. The
company claims the result is that

'most machines generate five to
seven leads per day.**

I also wondered how many
people complain or leave ugly
responses. He wouldn't tell me. of
course. But. if you're one of those
people who stays on the linejust so
you can make vulgar remaiks. you
might like to know that the
machine records your phone num-
ber along with your commentary.
Ofcourse, nasty messages mean

nothing to the salesman computer.
It never grows discouraged. It will
never come Into your ottice and
say. "I've decided that I'd rather
live under a bridge and eat Dump-
ster food than be a telephone
solicitor.**

That*s what's scary about these
machines — they never quit

I used to favor outlawing them.
Lately, however. Tve changed my
mind: (1) I'd rather hang up on a
machine than an actual person, and
(2) cold-call telephone soliciting is

not a job any human being should
have to do.

cso
825-1493

• « • •
• • « •

LAW SCHOOL
From page 1

school jumped 8 percent between
1989 and 1990. but in 1991. law
schools witnessed a drop of 1

percent, according to the national
Law Services Report from Decem-
ber 1991.

However. UCLA admissions
officers said they arc not expecting
a significant decrease in applica-
tions.

"Since 1986. the number of
applicants has doubled, and we
don't anticipate a drop. If we do
see a decline, it won't be like the
ones that some of the private
schools arc experiencing," said
Bill McGary, UCLA's dircsctor of
admissions and career services.

Over the last five years, more
and more students have applied to
UCLA, where annual costs are
about one-quarter 0e cost of

"Since 1986, the

number of applicants

has doubled, and we
don't anticipate a drop.

Ifwe do see a decUne, it

won't be Uke the ones

that some of the private

schook are
:ttexpcrtencihg

BIIIMcQary
UCLA Law Admissions

private schools Uke USC, Stanford
University, and Georgetown Uni-
versity.

AtUCLA this year, about 6,500
students willq>ply for 320 spaces,
making competition fierce. The
average entering student will need
at 3.7 grade-point average.
*The education a law student

t:an get here is one ol the best
values in the country," McGary
said.

Another factor that may be
contributing to the decline of
applicants is that students are
scared about taking the new Law
School Admissions Test, which
changed formats in June 1991.

*Teople are probably hesitant to
take the test in its new format and
are going to wait out a year," said
Bcikeley's Edward Tom.
The LSAT was originally

divided into three different types
of analytical sections — each of
equal weight The new test now
has four sections, but one original
type of section has been doubled
up.

may not
seem like a lot." said Rob Sheink-
^flpf, the dean of admissions at

Loyola-MarymountLaw School in
Los Angeles.

"But it is when you consider the

numbers of students applying to

law school and the fact that (the

number of applications) had been
increasing over the past few
years," he said.

But other admission directors

predict that law schools will face

significant decreases in the next
few years.

"With a tough job market for

lawyers, and the nation's current

economic situation, I'm surprised

that we haven't felt more of an
impact in the numbers of students

applying to law school," Maiy Ann
Spalding, the Boston University

Law School admissions director.

"After a few years of record
growth, odr day has come, and
may be going," she said.
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Viewdoint
Counterpoint

to antKfeminist viewpoint
Mere hard work won't end sexism Sexist author has a lot

to learn during college
By Chi Kephart

I am writing in response to
the absurd viewpoint by Mason
DiGiulio, "A man who hates
fem^sm/* (Daily Bruin, Feb.

4). I>iGiulio*s comments indi-

cated to me that he was
nothing but a sexist moron. No
wonder he hates feminism. His
comments, overall, were
unfounded and highly offen-

sive.

First, his comment that the

woman in the Budweiser
advertisement is being sup-

fx)rted by the "hard-working
executive*" is extremely pre-

posterous, yet interesting. I am
looking at the ad right now. I

can see clearly how DiGiulio
came to this conclusion. The
young man in the very profes-
sional hot-pink Hawaiian shirt

with the austere gaze is

undoubtedly a "hard-working
young executive." Isn't that

what "hard-working young
executives" look like nowa-
days? Or is DiGiulio imparting
some of his own fantasies into

the ad? Does he plan to be a
hard-working executive some -

day?

In addition, DiGiulio's

advice to Angela Beeley to

**use your lime to study, gain
knowledge and grow intellectu-

ally, which are the only ways
you*re going to get rid of
these negative stereotypes," was
equaUy amusing. What pro-
found insight. What would
women do without DiGiulio*s
keen "intuition? We would all

be at a loss.

I suppose it has been due to
my own deficiencies that I

have been sexually discrimi-

nated against all these years.

Being the only daughter of
four children, perhaps my
experiences are an exception,
but I higWy doubt it I have
encountered sexism in a variety

of environments, at home, at

school, and work. But perhaps,
as DiGiulio indicated, Tm just

not working hard enough. After
all, I am only a second -

year
junior. Tm managing to gradu-
ate a year early while working
no less than 20 hours a week
and maintaining a 3.5 G.P.A.

Perhaps I am wrong to

consider myself a "hard-work-
ing" student and person in

general. Maybe that is why I

still encounter comment such
as, "WeH you're pretty smart.

iMit that's not why you got
your job." Or. "Why do you
work so hard? You need to

find yourself a boyfriend who
will take care of you." These
comments insult and degrade
me, yet not neariy as much as

DiGiulio's.

Maybe I should ask you,

DiGiulio, how I can belter

"gain knowledge and grow
intellectually" in order that my
"degree will be worth more to

my future employer?" It is

obvious that my pitiful efforts

should be only worth 67 cents

to the man's dollar now.
DiGiulio's tactic of justifying

the perpetuation of sexism by
women's own lack of intelli-

gence and diligence is ludicr-

ous. Feminism is still

necessary. You have only to

read your article to see this,

DiGiulio. As lor yoar doubts-
of whether Angela Beeley has

a boyfriend, a better question
is, do you have a girlfriend? If

so, please, send me her num-
ber so that I can call her up
and express my deep sympathy
for her.

Kephart is a junior majoring
in political science.

By Laura Qarflnltle

and Helde Rokni

We are writing in response
to the article written by Mason
DiGiulio (Daily Bruin, "A man
who hates feminism." Feb. 4).

Obviously, his blatant fear of
feminism stems from his utter

lack of understanding of the

most basic of feminist ideolo-

gies. We are not even going to

attempt the tremendous under-
taking which would be required
to begin to educate him, but
we can't resist a few sharp
jabs to his chauvinistic ego.

His assessrnent of the Bud-
weiser ^dveit^Bient on the
back of the UCLA Community
Directory is absolutely ludicr-

Inherent in such a

society is the idea that

women cannot possibly

be perceived as equals.

1

nance as its underlying pre-

mise. Inherent in such a
society is the idea that women
cannot possibly be perceived as

equals. The woman's 67 cents

to the man's dollar is a
reflection on the shortcomings
of such a society and not, as

he would suggest, on our lack
of intellectual development
Our sympathy goes out to

any person who has to be

ous, and as for the rest of his

article, it would be giving him
too much credit to say that

those ideas came out of his

**profahe little mouth."

The inequalities women face
in our everyday lives will not
magically disappear by trying

to simply "find our place" in a
society that has male-domi-

subjugatcd ta his abysmally
uninformed and archaic ideas.

We hope that his ignorance is

solely a reflection of his youth
and that it will not plague him
for his entire life.

Garftnkle is a senior majoring
in philosophy. Rokni is a
senior majoring in communica-
tion studies.

Letters

Thanks officer

Editor:
—

^

- -.• •

I was arrested by the UCPD
on the morning of Feb. 2 for

, allegedly committing a misde-
meanor. I was arrested by the
UCPD and, in the process,

" stripped of my individuality.

—

The arresting officer, Lt
James Kuehn, viewed me
through eyes clouded by ste-

reotypes and used these ste-

reotypes to determine not only
my state of mind but also my
guilt. I was viewed not as an
individual, but as a member of
a larger group that Lt Kuehn
stated "always" behaved in a
certain way.

writing on from his hand. The
individual pulled out a screw-
driver and held it in a

threatening manner.

But, when the UCPD arrived

at the scene, it was me that

they arrested. They stated that,

by grabbing the pad of paper,

I had committed battery.
.

After cuffing me and taking

me back to the station, Lt
Kuehn proceeded to spew forth

a litany of anti-Greek epithets.

I was suddenly party to all the

Greek misbehavior he had
encountered over his career at

UCLA. To add further insult
he stated that although neither

he nor any other officers

witnessed the confrontation, he

Arevou
BEHEROff
TJWtflHAN
VOUWERE

4VEI\R5M0?

No, I am not a member of
a race or ethnicity that often

suffers from police prejudice.

However, I do belong to a
group that often suffers from
police prejudice. I am a frater-

nity man.-

That morning, I emerged
from my fraternity house with
four of my brothers and was
suddenly accosted by a hysteri-

cal individual who was
screaming that* we had broken
a window on his truck. He
then proceeded to write down
the license number of my car.

Convinced that this frantic

lindividual was attempting to ^==

perpetuate insurance fraud, I
grabbed the paper he was

knew I was guilty of not only
breaking the window but also
of assault and battery.

He "knew" that we, as a

group of "ten strapping frater-

nity boys," for no apparent
reason, pounced on a total

stranger, breaking his window
and beating him when he
resisted. Of course we were all

drunk at the time because "frat

boys" are **always" drunk.

It seems that for the UCPD
it's guilty until proven innocent
if you're a fraternity man.

'^^'^Tet>Fimnnc s(M)^<»mz.lSSmQ»!^

Swallow this:
The high price you pay for loving goldfish

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall
\0B Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213)825-9898

-— James Sun
Senior

Political science

Editorial Board

The following New York Times
editorial ran on Sunday, Feb. 2:

Goldfish were one of the great

pleasures of his boyhood half a

century ago. For less than 50 cents,

Woolworth's supplied him with a
bowl, gravel, a bit of seaweed and
a pair of fish. Hours of pleasurable
viewing, inevitably followed by
tragedy: a dead goldfish floating

belly up. The expert at the dime
store delivered the standard diag-

nosis: "fed 'em too much."
A few weeks ago, lured by a sale

sign and someone's comment that
fish viewing lowered the blood
pressure, he strolled into a local

shop. He asked for the 20-gallon
tank with the base; at $40. it

seemed a bargain. But that, the
clerk explained, was simply "a
good start"

A charcoal filter with replace-
able bags was absolutely neces-
sary. So were air pumps, a gadget

that spawns '^natural foods." a
heatCT with built-in thermostat, a
tank light, a box of specially

prepared salt and special drops that

put a **pn)tective coating of slime"
on the fish to protect them from
microbes.

That was $294.75, and still no
fish.

And how much should the fish

be fed? Pick up pne of those
booklets on your way out, the clerk

advised; they're reduced to $5.50.
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What's your beef? Here's what you've said
After reading Clint Stalker's
Viewpoint letters, we're convinced
that freshmen should be required
to wait a year before writing in.

Get a clue, Clint,

Bridget Mots
Sophomore, undeclared

^^ Eric Jenkins
Junior, English

/ recommend you stop printing
those stupid Sirtfest cartoons in the
Daily Bruin. They are pretty stupid
most of the time; they are unorigi-
nal and unimaginative as well. It's

time you either make Tatsuya
Ishida and Slick work a little bit

longer on their material or can
them altogether. It would be nice ^
Sinfest was actually funny. Isn't

that what cartoons are supposed to

be?

Luis Hueria
Senior, history

the Rally Committee asked me to

hold up a card whose color was
indicated as "flesh." How politi-

cally incorrect can you be? There-

SiNFEST
(g)

's no such color as flesh. At a
university cf this stature, such
negligence is reprehensible!

Liz Engel
Junior, worid arts

and cultures

It's timefor me to vent some more
beefs. 1) I lost my beloved Coffee
House mug and they won't order
any more green ones so I have to

make do with^ blue Jimmy's mug
^hich is almost; but not quite as,

cool. 2) People who come over and
make me stay up all night because
they need to use my Mac to do a
last-minute paper. 3) The burritos
in the Coop should be called

"stuffed tortillas that fall apart
whether or notyou try to pick them
up." 5) The narcissists that inhabit
the Wooden Center weight room.
6a) Prof Schulman's History
14SC lecture which meets A4WF at

8 a.m. and has a Fridayfinal. 6b) I

wish he'd lecture at a more
reasonable, less terrifying speed.

7) That poor little blue bike— the
one in the corner of the bike racks

06ef

SLICK, ^
prt>falm today?

SF ^^'^^y^^ WKWdV ^*^^Sr
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on the north-east side of Pauley.

Andrea Beli
Senior, psychology

Dodd 147. Through some amazing
feats of architecture, this window-
less tomb with its garish red seats
is somehow able to multiply the
temperature to roughly four thou-
sand degrees. Student energy is

diverted awayfrom lecture and is

focused on resisting the urge to
jump up and scream, "I need air! /
can't breathe!" Feeble attempts to
keep the doors propped open to
allow ventilation do little and
introduce the additional problem
of hallway noise: people talking,

squeaky custodial devices rolling
by and some poor guy out there
who sounds like he's got bronchitis
hacking out his lungs.

Kristie Lai
Senior, psychology

Considering that we are in a
recession,fees have just increased
and there are many injustices in
the world, there has got to be

OPV9FM
TATSUYA ISHIDA

/4VC> 7H06E TRAilO^Ooc,

fm4ER LAKER FAHG
WHO PEFECTBP TO The

How traifically

ierrible foryou. My
condoloncee,

^
XO^u aBX^7 ZaK ^^^KE^•^^ •• •w fin* aivp^F

CM^ VP Wmt TH06B
7AC0 BBll C(H4EKtALSr

HOTHeR

?

something more important to wor-
ry about than a stupid comic on the

front of a phone book. I knew PC
was bad, but this is ridiculous.

Danny Miller

Junior, sociology

/ have a problem with a professor
givesqulPTEs ta all students

trying to enroll, sans onepoor soul
who had failed to complete a
reading assignment. When, you
have to kill people to move up the
wait list, isn't there a lesser

punishment for not doing home-
work? Say, a lower grade?

Aaron Vaneic

***"'***^i ***'S"*'^** iwrrt^trig

CARTOON SUBMISSIONS WELCOMED: Cartoons, as wcU
as letters may be submitted to the Daily Bruin Please leave
Uiem in the box on the receptionist's desk in 112 Kerckhoff
Hall Artists should give their ftjll name, major, home/work
number, and reg. card number in addition to their cartoon(s)
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— / Come from
out of the

f

A psgdialrist anil two beautiful sisters

playing the ultimate miod game.

...-^7

Someone was seduced.

Someone was set op.

And before it was over.

someone was dead.
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4U
Medicine Man
Sem Connery ond LormM Inxro skir in

ikis odvMture obout a Soutli AmMicon

resoordier, who occkiontoly dbcovtrs o

ciNi for coficar, but Ihan loses it. The dirK-

ior ofTIm Hont lor Rod October' ond 'Die

Hord' is ot the helm. - iloTDfi ObUs

INFO: Rated R. Opens citywide today

Summer and Smoke

Ibisproduclioii ofTemiesseeWliom'sdas-

sic play moy be flowid, b«t it is sd o

dmict to experietce Ae nosier writer's

work tbe «oy it «» meoet to be— oe

stoge.-ylorwiMlr^

INFO: Saturday at 9:» p.m., Sunday at 4 p.m. and Ttwrsday at 8 p.m. at ttw
CWyssey Theater Ensemt>ie ttirougti Feb. 23. TIX $t2.50 (students and seniors),
$17.50 (general). For reservations and more info., caM (310) 477-2056.

r^

Janis Brenner and Dancers
IremierondkerpQrIiier, EddieAboToketo

wil be perfomMng originol works. Bolk

kove doeced wilk tke Murray Louis corn-

pony, touring nottonoly ond woHdwide.

Irenneriscurrentlytoockingmostorckisses

HI tecknique ot tke donee deportment, ond

wil kove piece n tke February iocuky

concert. -flirilrklrar

INFO: Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.,

room 208, Dance Building. TIX: $10, $6
(students and seniors)

LA Chamber
Orchestra

Ike LA. Ckoinber Orckesira wi ke per-

tormng tonigkt ot loyce Hoi wirii spedol

guest lono IrowR. - %ofx IMnm

INFO: At 8 p.m. For tickets or more info., call ttie CTO at (310) 825-4321

.

Dally Bruin

Seven times five and everyone
35 UP embraces

midlife problems

By Michael Mordler
Dally Bruin Staff

"Give me a child until he is seven,

and I will show you the man."
Jesuit saying

It almost sounds like a priest is

pitching a project to one of the

studios. But while the quote is

indeed the premise of a movie, it

wasn't made anywhere near Hol-
lywood.

Director Michael Apted*s "35
UP" is the fifth installment of an
ongoing documentary series that

spotlights the lives of 14 British

citizens. The project l)egan when
they were seven and Apted revisits

the subjects every seven years to

discuss their recent experiences.

The results are sometimes fasci-

nating, sometimes dull— like life

itself.

Apted's family affair lives on

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood Westwood

By fncu.sJBg ottindhfidnab witfc

^ ,^_i^ t I

Tt^e lives of three children, shown here at age seven, are chronicled as part of Michael Apted's
documentary series "35 UP."

By Michael MonMer
Dally Bruin Staff

perhaps filmmaking isn't all it's

cracked up to be. Michael Apted
has a way of making it sound like

one big headache.

"You feel like a used-car sales-

man," says Apted, explaining
preproduction on the documentary
"35 UP.- "You have to go around
and persuade them to take part and
that's very much not my personal-
ity. It's sometimes like foot-in-

the-door journalism.**

But Apted wouldn't stop doing
it for anything. Although he's
directed such Hollywood pictures

as "Coal Miner's Daughter,"
"Gorillas in the Mist" and "Class
Action," he doubts he'll ever be
involved in a project as important
as the British documentary series

wildly differing backgrounds, the
filmmakers reveal how Britain's

class system predetermines chil-

dren's ambitions in life. At the age
of seven, diree of the boys from
upper-class families outline their

entire educational future; they
even mention their plans to go to
the university at Oxford or Cam-
bridge. On the other hand, one of
the less educated boys asks, "What
is university?" The impact of
witnessing such candor onscreen
teaches more about society than
any sociology book could hope to

accomplish.

And because the documentary is

continually updated, the audi-

ence's education never ends. It's

compulsive viewing, with quali-

ties akin to soap operas and other

serials; but rather than melodrama,
it's real-life action.

For those having seen the entire

series, **35 UP" becomes a must-
see — like revisiting distant

relatives you haven't seen in a
while. Audiences can sit in a
theater for two hours and catch up
on these people's lives. However,
the film is produced in such a way
that it isn't necessary to see the

predecessors before seeing "35

UP."

At 35, many of the subjects are

dealing with both the death of
parents and the raising of children.

In a sense, their lives are coming
full circle. They're on the other

side of the fence now, dealing with

issues their parents once faced. It's

interesting to see how they handle
it* some choose to forego bearing
children, others find their offspr-

ing give them a purpose in life.

It must be difficult to go through
this rather transitory stage in life

knowing their actions are being

mtercut with footage fiom their

past Unlike everybody else, they
cannot entirely disassociate them-
selves with the opinions they
formed as teenagers. And many of
them seem to feel a necessity to
keep their promises and to be a
proper citizen, realizing they are
under a microscope. They know
the alternative will leave them
looking like a hypocrite. ifif%

FILM: -35 UP." Produced and Directed
by Michael Apted, in association with

Granada Rims. A Samuel Qoldwyn
Company release. (130 minutes)

that originated with "SEVEN UP"
28 years ago.

Earlier this week at George
Lucas' Skywalker Sound Studio,

Apted talked with the Daily Bruin
about "35 UP," the latest install-

ment in the series.

"I was worried, frankly,
whether it was going to get boring
because there are very spectacular

differences between 7, 14, 21 and
28. Clearly the physiological dif-

ferences are much smaller at 35,"

Apted says. "But I think what *35

UP' reveals is that the emotional
changes can be very big, which
was encouraging to me. (It allowed
me) to think that I could go on
without people thinking, Tve seen
?ai of this, haven't I?'" ,

Apted is prepared to document
these people's lives for as long as
possible. "It would be crazy not
to," he says, "unless I couldn't get
(the subjects) to participate.

Because having gone so far witlUtr
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it's cleariy a life's woric. It's

definitely a part of my life. And
hopefully, it's a part of thein."

Apted, who has produced and
directed the series since the sub-

jects were 14, was just a 22-year-
old researcher on the first film.

One of the reasons the project is so
personal to him is that he was in

charge of selecting potential sub-
jects for the film.

"It was done so quickly. It

wasn'tdone with a view to the long
term. It was just a one-off thing,"

Apced explains. "I'm not saying it
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Law in the theater?
^fl 1/Hot^ t'C cot" imitations of faculty members." In
V^LLiVaV^lILO OtL a parody of"Law Review," the law

/ j-it—-^ 1 ^1 ^ ^ school's journal, "we had a *Law

tC\ Hnt^ninll Revue,' which was a type of
^^^ X^A1LJ.IJ.CLL1 variety show." Performances

included diverse forms of enter-

tainment, ranging from poetry
readings to musical performances
and an early performance based on
"A Chorus Line." **Instead of
people lining up for a chorus, they
were lining up for jobs at a large

corporate law firm " .Sinrp th^n,

Michael A|ited
TIZiANA SORQE

See APTED, page 12
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Famed dancer speaks on the state of the arts^

By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA Uw School con-
tinues a long tradition of humor
and music with its presentaion of
"Guy Enthralls," a parody of
Broadway's ^tjuyo & Dolls" tiiis

American Youth Symphony
llMCDiCMliMlhdure RochmoninoH*s Rhopsodyon Ih^
vbbi (oncarto ond iMlbovan's Symphony No. 4. - Morfory W$§s$

INFO: Sunday at 8 p.m., Royce HaN. Free to aN.

It

weekend. Writer, director and
professor Ken Graham promises
that devotees of the original will

appreciate the similarities between
the Broadway and law school
versions.

Starring faculty and students of
the law school's musical troupe,

403 NorthWest2d 143 (citation for

"People V. Music**)* the musical
benefits die Public Interest Law
Foundation, which provides grants

to law students working during the

summer at public institute law
fums.

The plot of the original centers

around the wager between Natiian

and Sky as they fight to take Sarah
Brown to dinner, but the parody
employs a different wager. In the
updated version, Nathan Detroit

and his former lover wager on who
will receive a better grade tiian

Sarah.

Graham remembers the law
school's involvement with the
performing arts. "In the mid-*70s,
there was a form of student
entertaiinment, *The Libel Show,'
where first-year students did

the musicals have evolved from
short 30-minute presentations to

more elaborate productions.

Although he had no previous
experience in the Uieater, Graham
agreed to help several of his

students involved in the school's

musicals. The result was "Carson-
homa," a version of Broadway's
**Oklahoma." Graham explains: "It

was a take-off of John Dean*s line,

*There*s a cancer growing on the
president.* about the glut of
lawyers in society."

Later musicals like "Obfus-
cate," based on "Kiss Me, Kate,"
dealt with "the way lawyers
confuse and intimidate people by
using big words." Asked about
next year's musical, Graham hints,

"It's based on *The Wizard of Oz,'
called *The Wizard of Law/"

By Devi Bflcker

America and the arts —
mutually excluftve entities?

From a funding standpoint,
America seems to be going on an
"arts diet," and dance is being
particularly denied. Janis Bren-
ner, a guest dance teacher at

UCLA, has seen this happen both
in universities and the arts com-

STAQE: "Guy Enthralls.- Written by
Ken Graham. Directed by Ken Graham
Produced by Linda Oliver. Starrina
members of 403 N.W.2d 143. Saturday

fS5;v®J!* ^ P "^ ^^ ® 30 p.m. in Ftolfe
1200. Tickets are $7 In advance at the
tobby of the law school. For more
informalion, call (310) 6^-4641

uiuiiity as a whole.
Brenner — who, along with

partner Eddie Akio Taketa, is

performing in diis weekend's
faculty concert — is bringing
UCLA more than a few master
classes and concert pieces on her

visit. This world-renowned
dance artist is an authority on the

dwindling respect for the arts,

especially dance.

The well-traveled Brenner has

literally seen a pointed decline in

support for dance worldwide.
"TTie arts arc in big trouble, and
dance is in one of the biggest

troubles," she said.

While dance is treated as an

accessory in some countries, it is

more respected in other parts of

the world, where arts arc still

treated as integral to cultural

identity, Brenner explains. "In

places like Bali, people sing and
dance all day long. It's not a.

separate reality, not looked upon
as a side activity," ^-.

The lack of financial support
for dance in America reflects its

current position on America's

•"^t"

growth.

Brenner sees this neglect botfi

in the professional dance com-
munity and in colleges around the

world. In her travels to Berlin,

Paris and New York, she has seen
the restrictions placed on dance
due to political and financial

stress. For example, in Paris,

dancers cannot afford die costs of
classes , and in New York, the

CMTEMUN
1313 3rd St

396-1590
2MA50-r.4b')

JMk (n
:«-io^

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood

Janis BrMinsr

to-do list This attitude, accord-
ing to Brenner, is "so indicative
of die way we diink of die
importance of art in our lives: we
take it for granted."

For over 15 ye^, Brenner has
danced and sung professionally
in botii die United States and
international tours. After com-
pleting her college education in

dance, she began a professional
career in die field. She has
performed widi the Murray Louis
company, die Dave Brubeck
Quartet, Rudolph Nureyev and
Meredidi Monk. After ahnost
eight years of group performing,
Brenner went solo, continuing to
'Share her work. Currendy, she is

coUaborafing with former Louis

company member Eddie Akio
Taketa.

Brenner has continued to work
actively with academia, regularly

teaching workshops in universi-

ties around die world. She is

recognized and respected in the

dance community as a ]7rominent

dance educator, as well as an

accomplished dancer, choreogra-

pher and singer.

According to Brenner, dance
in the educational world is not so

far removed from its place in the

*real world.'

"College reflects the way the

rest of the world is going right

now," she explained. Internation-

ally, college-age students are

feeling the pinch on their artistic

financial situation is even more
severe — limiting dancers'
opportunities to study, both
inside and outside academia,
Brenner explains.

The atrophy of support for

dance and oidier arts in universi-

ties is depriving people of a
necessary balance of perspec-
tives and experiences in their

lives, she says. In fact, after 15

years of contact with die world of
professional dance, Brenner feels

strongly that "artists arc some of
die most enlightened people in

almost every society I've been in.

At die core of their center is a
quiet strength."

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beveriy Hills
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For Brenner, "art is food.** A
nutritious American diet should
include a generous helping of
dance and oUier arts, but diis is

often overlooked. "Americans
specifically don't see diat art can
be and is integrated into their

lives," Brenner concludes. "Gt's)
therapy for pain, stress and a way
of sustaining your creative
mind."
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Ooooh, I'm deafi
My Bloody Valentine m^
ByRobWInltoM
Daily Bruin Staff

Discordant noise is typically a

painful ordeal, requiring tolerance

and endurance. But, if orchestrated

correctly, it can also be an over-

whelmingly beautiful listening

experience. r^7~
Britain*s quartet My Bloody

Valentine treads a fine line

between these extremes, on the

one hand battering the ears and

making them ring for a week, and

on the other captivating them with

hypnotically warped melodies of

looped feedback and reverberating

guitars.

With two sold-out shows at the

Roxy on Tuesday, My Bloody

Valentine — comprised of mem-
bers Kevin Shields and Belinda

Butcher on vocals and guitar, Deb
Googe on bass and Colm 0*Cio-

soig on drums — offered L.A. a

one-hour taste of this breathtaking

wave of thundering noise.

And that wave came crashing

down like a relentless sledgeham-

mer, piercing and pounding until

the eardrums were ready to burst

Performing material from their

domestic debut "Loveless,** as

well as a handful of earlier singles,

the band considered to bd at the

-forefront of the recent psy-

Experlmental guitar band My Bloody Valentine spewed ear-crush-

ing but beautiful noise at the Roxy Theater on Tuesday.

APTED

chedelic-guitar movement demon-

strated why so many others —
such as Ride, Lush, Chapterhouse

and Slowdive — claim them as a

primary influence.

Having been around since *84,

but maturing into the force they are

today in *87, My Bloody Valentine

showed they could be as angeli-

cally dreamy as the Cocteau Twins

and as rumblingly raw as Sonic

Youth, while still seeming foreign

to any of today *s experimental

guitar bands.

Songs such as the wispy "Blown
a Wish** sounded like a warped

orchestra trapped in an oscillating

echo chamber, while more pop-

oriented material like "Soon**

mesmerized, with cleverly crafted

hooks that went on and cxi and on
and on, until the aural repetition

induced an almost trance-like state

of consciousness.

However, the concluding 20-

minute rendition of "You Made
Me Realize,** with nearly two-

thirds of it a wailing adreneline

feedback festival, was the most

blatant example of My Bloody

Valentine*s brilliance. Here, the

cyclical rush of ear-crushing pain

and over-stimulated pleasure was
so overwhelming that it left one

speechless and awestruck.

Rumor has it that their **Love-

less** LP was three years in the

making, with a total Cost that

nearly bankrupted their British

label Creation Records (the album

is available domestically on War-

-oer/Sife Records). Bui judgie^
from their Tuesday show, it was a

healthy investment that is sure to

be an influential force in shaping

the guitar baiids in the years ahead.

••••

CONCERT: My Bloody Valentine.

Tuesday, Feb. 4 at Ihe Roxy Theater.

From page 11

was sloppy, but we only had

about three or four weeks to

fmd them. It was like, *Let*s do

most of it here in London and

let's do a couple in Liverpool

and let*s do a country kid.* I

mean, you and I could do it in an

hour if we said, 'What should

we do?* and then make a few_

phone calls and get on with it"

Though the project was suc-

cessful and intriguing enough to

warrant a sequel, it didn*t

become that well known until

**28 UP.** *To me, the series

changed dramatically at 28,**

Apted says. "It was no accident

that *28* was the Orst one to go

international. And I think the

rigorous class issues that we
seem to deal with in the early

ones seem to have become a

given and are not worth articu-

lating about. Other issues seem

to become more important,

issues that are as accessible to

someone in the United States as

it would be to someone in

England. So I think it became a

more humanitarian document at
*28.***

The series* newfound fame
enabled Apted to get similar

projects set up in America and

Russia. He personally selected

the directors for each project,

with the understanding that they

~^woutd bt made using the same
format as the British version. It

should be interesting to one day
compare the different films,

counterpointing the countries

with one another.

The American version.

directed by Phil Joanou and
narrated by Meryl Streep, was
comi^e^ed last summer fof^

CBS. While it has yet to air in

this country, British television

ran "Seven Up in America*'

shortly after its completion.

Apted wishes CBS would do
the same. "I had thought they

might be waiting for this to

come out and piggyback on (*3S

"It*s like meeting
~~

family again because

we've known each

other so long."

MIctiael Apted
Director, "35 UP"

UP*). But they show no signs of

putting it into the schedule.**

Apted leans back in his chair,

running a hand through his

thinning grey hair. He knows
any struggle to extend his

masterpiece to other countries

is a worthwhile effort. Mean-

while, he can enjoy the success

of the original. As a filnunaker,

it*s an experience unlike any

other.

"It*s like meeting family

again because we*ve known
each other so long,** Apted says,

"rm 14 years older than them,

but as we get older the age

difference narrows. (Afthougfg^

we had nothing in common
during the first three films,

there*s now much more of a

feeling that we*re all in it

together — with me being the

big brother figure.** .
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ACES
Advancing Careers In Engineering and Science

, Presents

Latina Education Day
Today •

February?, 1992

Engineering I, Room 3154

Speakers 12:15-1:15
,

Professional Latinos speak about their lives in college and about tneir experiences in

the work force. .

'

. .

'

Skit 1:15-1:30

A skit will be performed by the members of the Society of Latino Engineers

Rap Session 1 :30 - 2:30

UCLA students and alumni will group to discuss issues Latinos face in school and on the

job.

Be Here To Serve As Role Models To High School Students Attending This Event

Funded by UCLA BOD Programming Fund
.
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Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Uon. cKacuaakm, Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. Stap
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Campus Recruitment 3

ATTENTION PRE-MED STUDENTS. DOC-
TOR ROBERT CHEROK, DEAN wilt discuss

opportunities at the American University of the

Caribbean School of Medicir>e on wed Feb.

12,1992 at 5pm. in room 4000A Math-science

building UCIA sponsored by UCIA Pre-Med
Society.

Joh and Kesearclr

Sports Tickets

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED I All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441-1576.

DUKE VS. UCLA. Tickets wanted if you have

great seats to sell, please call (310)476-8883

(LM).

NEED STUDENT OR GUEST DUKE/UCLA
BASKETBALL TKXETS. WILL PAY TOP $$.

PLEASE CALL NANCY (310)208-1159.

Opportunities witli tlie

UCLA Drug Abuse
Research Center

Located in Westwood, DARC is a group of psychologists,
sociologists, epidemiologists, counselors, statisticians, and
physicians conducting research on dnig abuse. Special

interests are the causes and consequences of drug abuse,
drug abuse treatment, and AIDS among drug abusers.

Aflslstauit Researcher
Po6itk>n available for a 5 year NIDA funded profea for improving the
efficacy and efficiency of matching dnjg users' u-eatmeiu needs to services.
Tasks include coordination of a national panel, genonal oversight of the
projea including; the development of a computerized referral system, ste-
visking major clinics in Lj\., data collection, and report writing. This
position is ideal for a new Ph.D in psycholocy or related area, interested in
making a career in the drug use and abuse field Background in computers
and dau analysis required. Field work experience a must. Applicar<s must
also have good writing skills and interpersonal skills.

KAPPAr^CMA
RVSHBBQ

Come by and meet the brothers
and find out what brotherhood is all about,

TONIGHT AT 6:00.

Rush events are dry TTcalT 208-9091.
208-7924 KZ

Research Subjects 12 Health Services 22

Concert Tickets

KILLER METALLICA TICKETS. Feb 12. Loge
Ser.ste Seats, Parking, Program. $75 or obo.

Ethan (818)501-5757.

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR! I We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. RequeA Bruin

Plan. (213)873.3303 or (818)992^6966.

Miscellaneous

$100 CHAUENGE. Support a sound ecologi-

cal policy or Uke the $100 challenge. Free

Detail. 1-eoa^488-24e9. .

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. $1(]^r.

Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

Poskkm available for a 3 year NIDA funded projea that provides
methadone maintenance treatment to heroin addicts at high risk for HIV
infection. Tasks include oversight of research activities irxJuding data
collection, sutistical analysis, report writing arxl preparation of publications.
This position is ideal for a new Ph.D in psychology or related area,
interested in making a career in the drug use arxi abuse field. Background
in computers and <kta analysis required. Fielcl work experience a must.
Applicants must also have good writing skills and interpersonal skills.

Assistant Researcher
An eleven month appointment for an assistant researcher is available for the
secondary analysis of drug abuse archive data. This position would include
waiting up this analysis for publication. This woi^d be kleal for a new Ph.D
who is interested in learning relevant research skills while getting
published. Statistical background with data analysts experience a must.
Good writing skills also required.

m . \ .,

PersorKil 10

WESTWOOD PSYCHK:, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, financial, and
any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.

1(800)559-NtNA.

Grace Choy^
Boppy Blmt
Birthday:

with ^

,

Jemi, Jen, Sofidy & Sarah

PauU
It 'a been a wonderfid year,

I love you,

. Mahala

This position will assist the prirKupal investigators and project directors in
performing statistical dau analysis. The Sr. statistkJan will also train and
supervise other data analysts and hdp prepare scientific papers for
professk>nal journal publication. Knowledge of statistlcalpackages and
advanced statistical analysis techniques required. Ph.D. in sutistkral or
related field with minimum 2 year work experience preferred. Abilky to
write professional papers required.

Statistician
The statist k-ian will design and test mathematical models, design and
execute statistkral analysis in a number of different ways using SAS, BMDP,
and SPSS. The statisdcian will also iruerface systems between
microcomputers, Sur\AJnix, IBM 3090 and DEC VAX. This person will also
take pan in the training and supervision of other programmers. Knowledge
of mainframe and personal computers arul communications between the
two required. Two year minimum experience in statistics programming
required.

COUNSELOR/CASE MASKGER
This counselor position entails case managing heroin addicts in a study of
AIDS containmeru among I.V. drug users in methadone maintenance.
Masters in Psychology, Social Woiic, MFCC licerwe or equhralent ex;>erieiKe
required. Previous experience in Methadone Maintenance prograin
required.

Rescarcli Assistanl/Intervlcwcr (SRA I)

Several positions are open in various projects. Duties include: conducting
interviews with addicts, collecting ouestionaire and testing data, entering
data into a computer data base, ana assisting in other research tasks. These
positions require a completed bachelor's degree or e;cperience. Psychology
major or equivalent preferred.

Address Inquiries to: ^

Edna Owens
UCLA Dmg Abuse Research Center

1100 Glendon Ave., Suite 763

Los Angeles, CA 90024-351 1.

AFRAID OF SNAKES? Spiders? Small Spaces?
Or have you experienced a sudden rush of
anxiety for no reason? Get help and earn $. Call
the Anxiety Research Lab. 206-9191.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11
years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825 0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or
(310)471-3672.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$21^ and have a scientific learning
experience .825-0392.

^

WOMEN. AGED 18-35, NEEDED FOR UCLA
STUDY of psychosocial factors in bulimia
wafVQsa. If yoM are stniggi ing with th is problem
or have recovered from BN arvi are interested

in participating, please contact Elizabeth at

(310)206-5061. $30 compensation upon
completion.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— individuals/ couples/

families. Relatiomhip issues, self-e^eem prob-

lems. Liz Gould (310)578-59^7, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

SPORTS MASSAGE. Cr^ after vvorkout.

Evenings, vvcekerKis. Wilshire district. Glenn
McCurran. (213)387-6067. —
WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing
groups. Explore family problems, relationship

patterns, work arxl career concerns, esteem
issues, addiction and recovery. Improve conv
munication skills and self confiderxre. Lisa

Frankei MFCC (213)398-9385.

Help Wcnfited 30

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

hon^e. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2900 Copyright »CA11KDH.

$40,00(yyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "llk^don't like* form. EASYI Fun.

Lost and Found 16

FOUND DOG:
Shepherd husky

January 29th in Bel Air.

mix-female. (818)508-7975.

Salons -

21

Facial,

Complete European facial cleaning,

blemishes, acne, losh tinting, and

woxlna $25. locatBd opposite

to Century aty Hflal

785-0205

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright iCAIIKEB.

5 DAYS, 'A DAY-MORNINGS HELP NEEDED.
Housework, errands, handiwork. Driver's
license & references required. Offer small apt.

in BH home, furnished. Separate street erv
trance. Pod, cable TV, limited use of tele-

phone in exchange for services. Call nximings
8-9 A.M. or leave message. (310)273-2433.

•• ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/
SECRETARY. Good communication and cor-

respondence skills. 55+ WPM. WordPerfect,
Lotus. Knowledge in accounting/bookkeeping.
lOhrsAvk. Flexible daysA^rs. 395-7070.

ADVERTISING/PUBLISHING ASSISTANT PT.
Should know Microsoft Word & Excel. Very
demanding. (310)551-6587, Suzanne.

Health Services 22

8 people needed no^ir

Ho!

CaU (SUHSS-ISIT J

INDIVIDUALS/ GROUP. Behavior issues ar-

ound food and feelings. Sliding scale. Call Dr.
Alice Lonsdale, (310)47fr-9453.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation tnA rentoval of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cott. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

PAUL DREW, ATHLETK: MASSEUR. tCLA
DISCOUNT. (310)839-8544.

B"^ Ml K^INC. OTHl I.'

M I 'v'^ sW/y> .

— r

:
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H#lp Wontad 30 »tolp Wanted

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS MIRING
NO^ R/r air, roomA>oard providedY To
SSjOOfHMn. Extensive fisheries report gets job
or call refur>ded. 1 -900- 226-ALASKA (SlAnin,

complete proyam lour min.).

ALL AROUND GENERAL OFFKI person
wanted. MuH be sharp and dependable.
Computer skills a plus. Call for recorded info.

(31«392-0277.

AREYOU FUN, CREATIVE, an outgoing young
lady? Ifso then Network Amerika would like to

meet you. We do promotions for clubs, parties

and barxk. Make money while you socialize.

(213)934-6707.

ATTENTKJN: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your horrie, doing various

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

fralurt films, commercials, and television.

Eam up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/Iandside
available. Year-round & summer positions.

(612)643-4333.

DELIVERY, FT, 2-3 hrs M-F, should have
transportation. Inquire 206-3701.

DO YOU KNOW 20 PEOPLE? You can earn
$100 easily with no $ down. Call
(213)471-7857 immediately!

MODELS

Call (818)508-8680

INSTRUaORS
. MCAT
S13/HRANDUP1

Porr-fime openings:
ovoiloble throughout the
Encino oreo. You must
hove scored above the
90th percentile on this

exonn, hove o Bochelor's

degree ond love to

teoch. Solory depends on
quolificotions.

Coll Erin:

(816)382-2420. EOE.

Male Models under 28, sHm. For hot head,
tor», full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MEDICAL BlUINQCOLLECnON Pervonnel.
P/r work $8^. Communication, writing,

typing skills necessary. No previous experi-

ence re<|uired. Resume Or. KImichI P.O. Box
35064 LA 90035.

MOOaS for 1993 Swimsutt calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR sought io assist in

International Fine Art Exposltk>ns Administra-
thre Department. Responsibilities include

heavy phorws, vMvd processing, filir>g and
general office assistance. Candidate must be
proficient in at least one foreign language, able

to work under pressure, computer literate, and
possesses a hi^ level of organization.

(310)820-0498. FAX (310)820-5426. Atten-

tion: George Hicks.

PART-TIME RECEPTK>NIST. M—f, 1 ^5iX)
pm. Pleasant telephor>e manner, some typing,

computer. SM firm. $7.00Av. Call Kathleen
(310)829-4601.

PART TIME TELEMARKETING for Education
AgerKy in Santa Monica. Foreign language

hetpfuT. (310)395-9393.

PART-TIME SECRETARY, Sole practioner,

Westwood, M-F, 3 hr^day, some legal experi-

tnct, good typists, pleasant, no computers.
Mr. Frank (213)839-9993.

PART-TIME: 1 5-25hrs/wk., $1354A^., start-

ing retail sales. Great for resume. No door to

door, etc. Call for info. (310)396-1479.

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
Sophmore: Clinical Research Assistant-UCLA'
Medical Center. Tue^Thurs for 2 years. 12-15
hrVweek. 825-4749.

PRIVATE PARTV NEEDS ARTIST rendering of

comnwrcial 2-story building and lot. Reason-
able and need sample. (8J 8)786-9928 days.

PT^ RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—
Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/T Medical Transcriber O.B.G.Y.N. know-
ledge preferred. Hours Flexible.
(310)208-2442.

PT OFFICE CLERK wanted 1 -5pm, M-F, UCLA
Div Clinical Nutrition. Call Gail
(3102 6-0290 .

LAW FIRM
cieeas motivated person lo

do criallenginq leqai and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w GPA, available tim^s

for, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT/Westwood sought by
Attorr^eyA'roducer. Must be a recent graduate

who is intelligent, organized, personable,

trustworthy, seff starter, chicT^ylc conaciou-

RECEPTONIST/TRANSCRIPTIONISTS, part-

time, Westwood therapist's office, 1 100 Glen-
don. Work hourly or per report typed. Evenings
available. Will train. Higher level positions

(interviewin^istoriarO also available for psy-

I
chologically sophisticated individuals. Call

Cindi, 824-1027 for interview.

RETAIL SALE: ExperierKed salesperson needed
for children's store part-time. Apply in person
or call Lynn. Wests ide Pavilion, Level 2 #229.
(310)441-1896.

SECRETARY, aERKIAL. Brentwood CPA's
seek organized, self-motivated irxiividual for

light word processing, filing, general office.

10-15 hrs/wk. $7/hr. 310-626-1380.

TEACHERS AIDE. 1 5/30 HRSyWK. Experience
with children. Excellent English writin^art

skills. Referencs. Margaret. (310) 839-3102.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing com-
pany in Culver City is looking for some
er>ergetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, S^^Vcommission. Great hours
7:00 AM- 1:30. No experience necessary.

$500Mc. is very real. (310)837-0902.

TRANSLATORS WANTED. Prefer educated
native speakers, all languages. Experierx:e

preferred, lirn^uistic talent a must. Send re-

sume, irKluding schooling, when you lived

where, and how long, to: CEI, 2005 Palo Verde
Ave, Ste 300, Long Beach CA, 90615.

US MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $14.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback novels, norvfiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

DaHy Bruin CtaMlftod
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Job OpporturMes

sand creative. This unique job erHails challeng-

ing fun and interestir^ duties in a fast-paced

environment. MaclrUosh and office skills

needed. $1 2.50/hr., bonus and benefits. Avail-

able immediately. Please fax resume with

cover letter to Sara at (310)475-9966.

FILING CLERK NEEDED in private Dr. Office.

15-20 hrs/wk. Pay is negotiable. Lis

(310)473-7639.

IMMEDIATE P/T position for a customer ser-

vice rep. Available at a new print shop in

Westwood Village. M, T, Th, and Sat. evenings.

Call 206-2679.

MAKE A DIFERENCE! Support AIDS research

and make $$ P/T. Distribute corxioms. Perfect

Health. (805)655-5624.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive people wanted for nude photos.

Great Pay. Call Derik (213)465^586.

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 5(Vhr. or more, boyish

anchor athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playgirl
style magazine^nudity required. No experi-

erKe r>eces$ary. Internationally krx>wn photo-

grapher. Brad, (713)392-4248

MANAGEMENT POSITONS W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earn-

ings $6,000 to 16,000 •»-

.

PT Spring, FT Summer. Interviews on campus
Info/App. (600) 400-9332.

MANGEMENT POSITKJNS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earnings

$,6000 to 16,000 -f. PT Sprine, FT Summer.
Interviews on campus, info/app. (600)

400-9332.

32

"^^olRrRECURITS^HIoldln^nS^
views February 24th for Investment Banking
Analyst-Public FinarK*. Bachelors in EcorH>m-

ics. Mathematics, Computer Scierxx. Sign up
Jt Placement anid Career Planning Center.

MARKETING ASSOCIATE. FT/PT.
20-40hr^(veek, daytinr>e. Marketing invest-

ment management service to Fortune 500
finm. Excellent phone skills, in brokerage or

finarKe requested. Westwood. $10/hr.

D1 0)206-1 310 ask for Tom.

Need help designing a resume to compete In

today's recession? Call Remune Strategists

674-4006.

SALEVOUTSIDE fast growing marketing firm

representing Firestor>e. Looking for outgoing,

energetic people for evening hours. High

income & growth potential. Flex, hours.

(800)323-7559.

SPANISH TEACHER P/T. Approx. 2-day/5-hr.

per day. K-5. Classroom experierKe. Westside
public school. Send resume, hourly rate. 319
Mount Holy Oak Ave. Pacific Palisades 90272.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful business. Average gross profit

$11,267. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple "A* Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000.

YOU COULD EARN Sloe's weekly mailing

circulars. For information ser>d a stamped
envelope to: J&J Visionaries Box 55021 Sher-

man Oaks, CA 91413.

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
1992 MANAGEMENT TRAINEE

PROGRAM

Is seeking qualified appHcmits

The formal 24 month rotational Management Trainee Program
seeks talented individuals interested in management careers in

local govemment. Participants must have recently been award-
ed a Bachelor's or Master's Degree In PubNc or Business
Administration or a related field and have demonstrated
management potential.

The Trainee Program consists of four six-month rotational
assignments. These include the Chief Administrative Office
which prepares and administers the County Budget, the Audi-
tor-Controller where the trainee learns about management
audits, and two County line departments. In addition, trainees
attend workshops in problem solving skills, leadership, and
public speaking. Throughout the program, trainees have the
opportunity to visit various county facilities and meet high level

officials.

The salary range for the Management Trainee Program is

$27,089 to $32,500. Trainees are full-time employees and are
offered a variety of benefits.

Employment with the County will begin July 1 992.

For more Information and details on applying call

(213) 974-2786 or write:

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE PROGRAM
Chief Administrative Office

555 Hall of Administration

500 W. Temple Street

Los Angeles, CA 90012

The Career Placement Office at your coltege/universlty may have additional

information.

tos Angeles County Is An Equal Opportunity Empteyer ^
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HOUSECLEANINC. My grant ended and I

need to pay the rent! Call Keri (310)822-0516.

Intemstiips 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks
student interns to learn script development
activities in office. No pay, but good opportun-
ity to learn. (310)576-6309, (310)394-7263.

CENTURY CITY-WESTSIDE TMA currently

seeking intern to assist with Regulation XV plan
implenientation, personalized computer assit-

tarKe, computerized matching and various

administrative tasks. Must be willing to work
on volunteer basis in exchange for gaining

valuable experience in rapidly growing fiel^

(school credit may also be available), two years

college education with coursework In UrbarV
Transportation Planning, Business Admin., or

related field, some familiarity with transporta-

tion demand managenrtent, and office experi.

ence. Krx>wledge ofcomputers helpful, but not

required. Submit resume to: Claudia Owens,
Century City-Westside TMA, Inc. 1880 Cen-
tury Pari( East, Suite 1111, Los Angeles, CA
90067. (310)553-6427.

FILM EDITING INTERNS needed for major
feature film sUrring ieff Bridges. Call George at

(310)207-4676 EXT. 170.

INTERNS WANTED to do reading, coverage,

development, etc. for production company.
Part or Full time. No pay. .great opportunity!

Call (310)659-9511.

MUSIC/ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY IN-

TERN NFEDPn. Prnf^iictioiVmanagerwent
company near campus. Meet recording artistV

celebrities. Make great conUcts In film, TV.
Fjexible schedule. Class credit.
(310)470-5970.

TALENT AGENCY seeks bright, moth^ated
intems. 13-20 hr^vk. Minor office wori<,

phone skills needed. Call for intervi«wi.

858-6262

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

CHILDCARE NEEDED for infant near campus,
1 5-20hnAveek, flexible days, (310)447-2244.

CHILD CARE FOR TWO CHINESE INFANTS.
Live-In. Rosemead. (818)280-8318.

GUESTHOUSE & SALARY in exchange for

childcare/Iight housework. Brentwood. Exper-

ience, references, fluent English. 471-3379.

Aportments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM, furnished or unfurnished. Old
building, 2-blocks west of school. Parking

available. $675/mo., security deposit $500.

(310)824-0532.

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed/1bath, large apartment

with hardwood floors, large balcor^y, swim-
ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.

$925, 2-BEDROOM, upper, built-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

PALMS SPECIAL. $500 toUl move-In. Singles

$525, Ibedroom $625-$700. Secure bulld-

'"g> gy*"* *auna, pool. (31(^36>3800.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-
ICED TO RENT QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SHERMAN OAKS, 2<»-2, $750. Gated, central

air and heat« dishwasher, garage, firepUce.

13406 Moorpaik. (81S)222-S29S.

SOUTH OF OVERLAND. 1-bed, $695. WHh
refrigerator and stove. (310)837-7513.

VENKIE. $685Ano. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Sec-

urity building, quiet, larxkcaped courtyard.

3'A blocks to beach. Refrig, stove, carpet,

laundry, parking, no pets. Available now.
010)396-8121.

VENKiX. $850. Large modem 1 -bedroom
upper with balcony. 1 st block beach. Laundry,

p.^rking, security. Block to direct busline.

(310)301-6559, (310)305-7117.

VENICE. $85QArK>. 1 bedroom and den. In

charming character 4-plex on quiet walk
street. 1 'A blocks to beach. Hardwood floorsi,

refrig., stove, new paint, laurniry, pariting.

Available March 1. (3100396-8121.

VENCE $875 & %9O0/mo. 2-be<V2-bath. 3*A

blocks to beach. Security building, large

krtchen, refrig, stove, carpet, Iaundry,~T<ar~
garage. Landscaped interior courtyard. No
pets. Available now. (310039641121.

WALK TO CAMPUS. Westwood area, bache-
tor, 2nd floor, carpet and kitchen. $550
470-5952.

WESTWOOD WALK UCLA/VILLAGE. Spa-
clous 1 -bedroom, urV^irnished, stove, refriger-

ator, sleeps three. $66Wmo. 10965 Roebllng.

(310)208-4478.

Apartments for Ben* 49

JUNIOR ONE-BEDROOM. Acitm UCLA. Sm:-
urity bkjg. Pbol, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.

535 Cayley. 206-3818. Sub-lease.

MAR VISTA. 1-BEDROOM $600. Travel a Ibw
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310D98-8579.

MAR VISTA $625. Bright, upper 1 -bedroom
high cellins, parking, laundry. 12707
Venice Bh>d. (310)305-7117.

MAR VISTA 2-bedroon» $725, 3-bedrooms
$875, hardwood floors, appliances, laundry,

near 405 (310)454-0605.

OHIO-BUTLER. 2bD/ 1 BATH. Spacious^
quiet, private patio, appliances, laundry. 2
mi.-UaA. $770. 470-2122.

'

PALMS. 1/2 BEDROOM. UNFURNISHED.
$595A4p. Manager. 3743 Mentonc, apt. 1.

(310)636-1529.

PALMS 2-BED^.BATH. Security alarm, fire-

place, new carpet, all appliances Included.

$895Ano. (310)839-8862. or (310)638-5567.

PALMS, $495, bright spacious single. Paricing.

Most utltHies included. (310)397-6056.

PALMS. $«20-$615, 1 S(2-bedrooms, pod,
new carpet, parking, laundry, no pets,

454-4754.

PALMS. $750. Large 2-bedroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patio.

2-car paricing. 476-6532 *

PALMS, $995/imo. be^autiful 3-becV2-bath. un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antolne
(213)828-0740.

PALMS, $925, 2-»-2, 4-years new, alamfi, A^,
fireplace, easy fineeway access. 10737 Palms.

(213)836-5039.

Kill Your
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\{)' (.1 I \ \! W
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824-0836

DIAMOND HEAD APTS
Westwood

single-furn/unfurn from
$675 & up

1 -bedroom -furn/unfum
from $850

Security buildir)g, Security
garage. Rec

Room, Jacuzzi, Sauna

660 Veteran
208-2251

?^S|'\( lOl S l-ltDRM r.

V h *^v'l^

1 )iNh\\ .ishci \(
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Norttwldge $275 up. 500 lunitshfld iim sludMl
housiiig teWly. Stored or private WINS, wMh or

wllhoiil MIclMns. Prtvile balis. Pool. \xun\,
recrealon room, 1/2 hour drf¥B lo UCIA Optn year

round Free broctwre. Northridge Canvus
ReskHncB. 9600 ZMzah. NofttrUoe, CA. 91325

(tH)m-1717

Luxury Living At
Student Prices!

• Speoiou*. healed and air oondltioned roomtl
• Privete Bathroom and Shower!
• Ntftm more than two ttudehl* per roomi
• Safe. quM onvironmant
• Nmv Mur«dry and varNMng maohinMl
• Sapante atudy and TV loungM with oabbl

Oni bodroom apartmont* m/»Mi»
ViMght Room and Qanrw RoomI
PlMlyalFrwPaffcinal
Danoaa, partioa, rrwAm, Moapo tr^,
barboouM, oonoorta. hwturaa and mord

it's a/I waiting for you in beautiful Bel Air, only twelve Mnutes from UCLAI

The UniversiN of Judaism Residence Halls
310-476-9777, ext 259

Wl •
./

^•i^
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HCSIWOODFUIZA
APARTMENTS

Mrecffy acmss ihmi
m/if-CAiDpiis UCLA
(finished& LMurr^shed

Badieioisficm$5SO

Sh^gltesfom $600 to $7S0
lBdnnslhom$750to$900

2Bdims/2B(h fiom $ 1200
VailabieLer^htti Leases

SOI-SOSG^IeyAi^
(310)208-8505

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Aportmentl

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness roonns,

saunas, Jacuzzi, sun
deck, 2 car parl<ing in

secure garage, will allow
4 students per
apartnnent.

From $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

ADJ. Cantury City. 2becV2bath. View, bullt-
ln», garden patio, hardihood floors, blinds
S900.$1 1 00. (21 3)441 -91 42/ (21 3)470-9239.

BACHaOR $45)0/mo. Rcfridgerator and hot
plate. (310)622-6487. Leave message.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-87VMO. 2-BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY.1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(310)839-6294.

^
BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
t-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. % BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (310)
839-6294. .

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.
D1 0)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BEO/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WFTH
^!^ -^_^^ APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BtlNDS. CXCGLiENT LUXURY BUttDINC -

POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD $55a/$570 BACHELOR.
Unfumlshec^mlshed. New decor. Lease. By
appointment only. 11728 Mayfieid #4.
(310)271.6811.

BRENTWOOD $950 2B(y2BATH. Lease. BaJ-
cony. By appointment only. 1 1 728 Mayfieid
»5. (310)271-6811.

WLA - 3516 Jasmine. 2-bed/2-bath. S975/mo.
AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security buildinfj^

patio.(31 0)836-531 1 . (31 0)837-0761

.

WLA, $425-$650, singles, l-bedroom. Light,

spacious, security. Apartments to share also
available. (310)276-1671, (310)826-2818

, Large Newly
Remodeled

1&2Bedroom Units
Beverlywood'
WLAAna

RecelveFree
Microwave

SS7S $H2S—
Call 657-8756

BEST DFAL

liESTliOOD
Deluxe 2b6/ 2 \y\^

•10 min Wcjik to UCLA
•Pai-kincj(2) AIR SPA
Balconies FiVef^lcices

(310)?08-?655

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-
em kitchen, excellent condition, snuli build-
ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.
(310)474-8608.

WESTWOOD 2 be<V 2 bath, security, park-
ing,refrlgeratos, microwave, dlshv^sher,
stove, balcony, fireplace, air condltionir^g,

pool, jaoiizl, laundry room. $1100-1300.
(310)824-0833

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

WLA. $425 and up. Bachelors M\d singles.
Security parking, rooftop sur)deck & Jacuzzi
with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA. $550 and $565 Singles, hardwood
fkjon, carpeting stove, frige, minl-bltnds.

D10K77-2777.

WLA, $700, 1 -BEDROOM/ 1 BATH, fireplace,
balcony, dishwasher, a/c, quiet area.
(213)641^182.

WLA AREA. $585/Wio. Attractive furnished
single. kJeal for students to share. Close to
UCLA. 1525 Sawtelle Blvd. (310)477-4832.

I

WLA AREA $585Ano. Beat the tuHion hikes!
Live outside the hieh rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, furnished singles. Two can
live as cheaply at onel 1525 Sawtelle Bh^.
(310)477-4832.

WLA— aOSE TO LXIA, $450, large private
1 -bedroom/ private entrance, private bath,
parkif^ bar and fireplace. Lis (310)473-7639.

I

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio
lor balcony. Miniblinds, ceiling fans, walk-in
ckjset, appliances, \aw move-in , 11527
Venice Bh^. #6. (310)390-5065.

WLA. Large 2-bed/2'A -bath with washer/
dryer. Available immediately. 1 1 535 Roches-
ter »205. (310)206-7279.

VVLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-
blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, low nH>ve-in.
11527 Venice Bkd. »7. 010)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) l-bed. Mini-
Winds, ceiling fans, appliances, utilities in-

cluded, bw nrwve-ln. 3637 Sepukeda Bkd.
•6 (31 01390. .aw^s

Furnished/unfurnished. Levering Ave.
(310)208-3215

WESTWOOD, 2-bed/1-bath, bwer duplex.
Living room with fireplace, dining room, back
yard. $}5O0/mo. (310)553-9490.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-In bonus. Fumishe<Vunfumi$hed, ba-
chebra, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A^, pool, elevator, 555 Leverin*-

208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD, large l-bedroom, $S50/mo,
hardwood, large patio, pool, security, walk to
UCLA, Village— 10966 Roebling Ave.
208-4253, 824-2595.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, l-bed-
room Junior. $72SAno. Utilities & parklM
included 010)475-7533.

WILSHIRE HIGHRISE. Pool, zacuzzi, tcnnls-

courts, 24hr guards, laundry-in-unit, 2+2
$1600, 1 bedroom . $1 200 obo,
(310)474-7432.

OHKD-BUTLER: 2bed/1bath. Refrigerator and
stove. Spacious, quiet, private patio, ap-
pliances, laundry. 2 mi.-UCLA. $770.
470-21 22.

WLA-3516 Jasmine, l-bedroom with loft.

$97S/mo. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security

building, sundeck, patio. (310)836-5311.
(31Q>ii37U17A1

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, patio

and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No PMs. (310)820-1717

$995-$200OFFlST

MONTH RENT - WLA

I

Bright, front apt. w/ gas FR
D/W, A/C, lots of closet

space, Ig. balcony.
gated parking, key

access entry.

1 709 Westgate
(310)479-1581

Apartmenfs Furnished 50

BEVERLY HILLS, FURNISHED 1 -BEDROOM
guest apartment, new paint, utilities included,

$615. (310)652-7576, after 4.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

$650 BRIGHT, QUIETWLA 1 -bedroom. Close
to shopping, bus, tCLA. Mini-Blinds, af>-

pllances, parking. Lease. (310)476-7116

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed^% bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, alr-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

BH. $160(ymo. SPACIOUS, NEWLY DECOR-
ATED upper duplex. 3BR-Kien. Washer/dryer.
Parking. PleaM call (310) 276-8255.

PALMS. 2-bed/2.bath, $890, nice, newer,
lecurity, air, fireplace, stove, dishwasher,
laundry, quiet street. 3685 Watseka Ave. Open
house SAT/SUNDAY. Call (310)559-5432.

PALMS: $625. Large 1 -bedroom. 2 weeks free.

Pint + security. Newly redone. Parking in.

eluded. Cat okay. (310)372-1253.

LG. SINGLE w/ln walking distance of campus.
$595, utilities Included. Call Paul at 824-9754

WLA, $700, large l-bedroom, upper, carpets,
drapes, refHdgeralor, 2 miles to LCLA. no
pets, (310)551-5791.

WLA. $700. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C
(310)837-0761. ,

WLA STUDIO-$697, 1 BEDROOM $867.
Luxury, gated living. Oty views, rooftop pool
and spa. Quiet & friendly. Vi$a/MC. Sedona
Village. (310)280-0692.

51 Apts. Unfurnished 51

SANTA MONICA 2bed^% bath plus former
dining room or den. In fourplex, newly car-
peted, painted. Quiet area, street parking.
Close to beach. $849. (310)452-2440.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quite. Bundy N. of
Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310»820-7049.

'

WESTWOOD NEAR CENTURY CITY, small
and custom sir>gle, sleeping toft, skylight,
carport, $595/mo. 010)475-3333.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLF

ACROSS
'

1 Singer Yma -

6 Hair section
10 Pizazz: var.

14 Heath genus
15 Privy to
16 Dissipated

man
17 Speedster
18 Odd person
20 Neighbor of

Ga.
21 Spouse
23 Wiped out
24 Abominable
25 Project
26 Furniture

style

30 Freestone —
34 Joiner
35 Hotels
37 Numerical

prefix

36 Taro root
39 Not shiny
41 Male animal
42 Take to court
43 Belgian river

12 Whine
13 Clutched
19 Enfolds
22 Warnings
24 Prohibition

25 Hemmed in

26 Pursuit

27 Inordinate

28 Duck
29 N of TNT
31 Make redress
32 Rugged rocks
33 Puts on staff

36 Smooched
40 Of gases:

pref.

41 Forbids
43 Tinr>e periods
45 Refuge
47 Fake

customers*
49 — Lake. Ore.
51 Wrap-up
53 Eras
54 — qua non
55 Asian canoe
56 Pack animal
57 Narrow: pref.

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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44AltM^
46 Succinct
48 Unsteadiness
50 Mate —
52 Radicals
53 Have

ambitions
56 Created
57 Pronoun
60 Youth-group

member
62 Horse opera
64 Chemical

compound
65 Qualified
66 Exploiters
67 Oceans *

68 Dock
69 On edge

DOWN
1 Oppressed
person

2 Asian river

3 Heat-
resistant

mineral

4 Hole-in-one
5 Red shade
6. Pay attention

7 Formerly
8Heart
9 Bend the legs

10 Suave
11 Extinct birds

58 Possessive
vvord

59 Gaelic
61 Oriental sash
63 Mother Qynt
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166
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Opportunities could be more evident in

the year ahead than they have been in

the past. Situations you overlooked
previously won't go unnoticed now.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Use your
splendid mental attribute of logic today,
but don't discount yocT intuition. Both
should be given a role in your thlnklrtg.

Get a Jump on life by understanding the
influences governing you in the year
afiead. Sen0 for Aquarius' Astro-Graph
predictions today by mailing $1.25 plus
a long, self-addressed, stamped enve-
lope to Astro-Graph, c/o this newspa-
per, P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH
44101-3428. Be sure to state your zodi-
ac sign.

PISCES (Feb. 20-Merch 20) Business
matters are likely to be less complk^t-
ed today than they will be tomorrow. Try
to keep this in mind when setting up
your appointment schedule.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) You'll need
a bit of elk>ow room today in order to
function effectively. Try to act indepen-
dently of others, so you'll be able to fo-
cus on advancing your immediate
concerns
TAURUS (April 20-lliey 20) Take time
today to straighten out a matter you
know wasn't handled properly, even
though others involved may not be
aware ol this fact.

QEMMil (May 21-June 20) In group en-
deavors today, you may be destined to
play the key role, whether you seek it or
not. Use your initiative to keep things on
course. ';,.

CAWCER (jMJie 21-July 22) You're en-
tering a cycle where you may be more
ambitious than usual over the next few
days. You might have to contend with
some challenges today, but you should
fare rather well.

LEO (My 2S.Aug. 22) Trade upon ex-
perience today, especially If you're re-
quired to make a critical decision. Use
the same techniques that were success-
ful for you previously.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-SepL 22) An avenue
for material gain t:ould come through a
close associate today. Someone might
include you in a joint endeavor that has
promising potential.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-OcL 23) You might
automatk:ally get involved in partner-
ships today. whk:h. fortunately, is your
strong suit. The results look like they'll
be mutually beneficial.

SCORPIO (Oct M-Nov. 22) Grass is
not likely to grow under your feet today.
You'll know what has to be done, and
you'll get right to it. This should be a
productive day.
SAQITTARIUS (Nov. 29-Dec 21) Your
popularity is at a high point today, and
you're likely to be well received wherev-
er you go. Yoc« have a knack for bright-
ening up all your involvements.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jmi. 19) If you
have an opportunity to finalize an im-
portant development today, by all
means do so. Don't leave any loose
threads, because you might not be able
to tie them together tomorrow.
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Apartments to StKve 52 Room for Rent 54 House for Sole 58 Insurance
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT to

share. No parking spot. Across from UCLA
$365;Ado. Keith 206-5894.

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED. Own furn-

ished room, bathroom, parking. $440 a month
in 2B/2B apartment. 310-839-4842.

SANTA MONICA 2-BED/2-BATH APART-
MENT to share with female non-snfx>ker.

Available now. SSOtyhw. (310) 453-1650.

WALK To UCLA maleAemale. Responsible,
non-snwker to share 2+2 condo. Secured bidg.
w/ parking. Fireplace, A^, dishwasher. $600
•KJtilities Annette (310)624-0229.

WESTWOODAJCLA. Own Bed/Bath In

2bed/2bath apt. from SSSC^ifw. Parking, pool,

spa, rec. room, A^. (213)206-1976.

WESTWOOD 2bdrnr\/2bth. Share room.
$33(ViiTO. Bonnie (805)946-2131.

WESTWOOD, own room in 3bd/2ba apt.,

parking, hardwood floors, patio, close to

'campus/village, $568, Stephanie
(310)824-5139.

WESTWOOD. $425. Furnished 1 bedroom
apartment. Huge patio. Walk to campus.
unities paid (310)208-2501.

BEVERLY HILLS. Looking for quiet, female
non-smoker to share 2b^cV2 bath apt. Fire-

place, patio. $55(ymo.(310)271-2157.

BRENTWOOD-FRIENDLY, nice roommate
needed to share a beautiful furnished 2-bed-
room apartment, $62(Vmo. Great location,

very safe, parking, laundry, 1 500 sqft., own
bathroom (310)207-3909.

BRENTWOOD. Own bed/bath, Jacuzzi, sec-
urity, parking, no lease, $50(Vmo. + deposit.

Open 3/1. Mary (310) 447-0420.

BRENTWOOD. 2 bdnTV2 bath apartment.
Great view, canyon, sunny, quiet, pool, park-
ing. Professional women, 30's, will share with
female. Furnished apartment, semi-furnished
bedroom. $550. (310)472-6789.

BRENTWOOD-GRAD STUDENT & DOC to
share lovely 2.bed/2-bath w/male or female,
available now, $490/nrH>. (310)447-2235.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share very
spacious, furnished 1 -bedroom apartment,

available. Walk to UCLA. C iw -narking

(310)201[310)206-4076^

MDR. S57S/mo. UTILITIES INCLUDED. Non-
smoking female. Ovn bedroom. Furnished,
pool, Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)827-9596.

PALMS- CLEAN, NEAT, Responsible, non-
smoker to share 2 •>- 2 apt. fireplace, a/c, full

kitchen, laundry. Secure parking. Great buiki-

ing. $39(ymo. -h utilities. Scott (31 0)839-761 6.

SANTA MONICA, NORTH OF WILSHIRE.
PEACEFUL NEIGHBORHOOD, $375/MO.
OWN BED/ BXTH. leave MESSAGE.
-D10)393-5060.

Roommates 53

CLOSE TO CAMPUS, share room, 2+2, fully

furnished, must see. $315Ano ^deposit. Brian

(213)582-1900, (310)477-1414.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT IN SANTA
MONICA. RENT CONTROLI $26(yMO.
452-5792.

FEMALE ROOMATE. Across street from cam-
pus. $90(Vquarter. Utilities included. Free

breakfast. Furnished. Shannon 824-7577.

WESTWOOD, Male needed ASAP, $375/mo.
to share room in huge 2bed/2bath apt.

Secluded, free cable, must seel
(213)933-7456 leave message.

FRIENDLY FEMALE needed to share room.

y/erf nice. 2BD/2BA. Close to carnpus. Park-

ing. $375/mo. (310) 824-5722.

LARGE ROOM to share in two bedroom apt. 1

block from campus. $38S/month. Ask for Jon,

Bret, Steve, or Sean. 824-5455.

MALf to share room 2-be<^ -bath on VeterarV

Strathmore. VERY SPACKXJS, MUST SEE.

$375. 824-0482.

MaleA^emale rxx)-snfx>ker wanted to share
cparintK 7RnBM re^^ rlcM^ tn I ICl A

$497.50 plus half utilities. Call Tom at (310)

478-7565 or beep 206-8477 id#13039.

RESPONSIBLE NON-SMOKING ROOM-
MATE WANTED to share 2bdrm apt. in

Rancho Park. Male preferred. $45(Vmo.
(310)839-1642

R(X)MMATE WANTED to share house in Mar
Vista, female, norvsmoker, $450 -«- utilities.

Call Gayle (310)398-0809.

SHARE ROOM, SPACIOUS WLA DUPLEX,
$223.75. 3-MILES CAMPUS. B.BUS #1 , PARK-
ING. RESPONSIBLE PERSON WANTED.
(310)207-8454.

WALK TO UCLA. Female. Share bedroortt in

2BR/2BA Parking, fireplace, Jacuzzi. 512
Veteran. (310) 824-4032. Raquel.
$331 .2Vmo.

WESTWOODAXILA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
bath. $35Q^mo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)206-1976.

WESTWOOD, BEAUTIFUL 2 bd^2 bath. Pool,

Jacuzzi, fireplace, weight room. $400 share

roorrV $700 own. Calf (310)474-0048.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH to share with 3

others, (Vc, parking, cable, and all amenities.)

Located on corner
of Hilgard •»- Westholnw. (310)206-3933.

Room for Rent 54

2 ROOMS Available in a 3-bed house. Near
UCLA. $450 -¥ utilities -f $450 deposit. Call

Allen or Denny, 470-4577.

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes to

UCLA-fully furnished. Quiet luxury, kitchen,

private entrance. MALE. (310)473-5769.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
more. Own ro(xM>ath, free HBQ/Showtime.
$525. (310)637-9509.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath. Separate

wing & entrarKe. Kitchen & laundry privileges

negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house

with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.

Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWCXDD. Private entrance, private bath,

4 miles from UCLA, $450/mo.,
(213)472-8269

CHARMING, Bright, Quiet, Near UCLA.
Kitchen privileges, utilities included, re-

sponsible, references. $465/mo.
(310)478-2857 \od\e. "

•

CULVER CITY-Mature women to share bath &
all amenities. $450/mo. w/ security.

(310)204-3844.

FURNISHED ROOM, BATH. Kitchen, other

privileges. Pleasant neighborhood, 5 minutes

jJCLA. $450^mo., *A utilities. (310)479-6266.

MASTER BEDROOM, PRIVATE BATHROOM
IN BEAUTIFUL 3-BEDROOM NORTHRIDGE
HOME, POOL, WASHER/ DRYER, NON-
SMOKER, $400/MO. 818/886-5857,
206-5891.

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bianca and
Richard (310)559-5170.

SUNNY ROOM, private patio, % bath, SM
corxk). Female, NS, no pets, quiet. $435
includes utilities. (310)452-0704.

VEN/SM ROOM, in 3-bed/2-bath modem
house, fireplace, new carpeting, parking, con-
venient bus, walk to beach, $395/nr>o., Mira,

(310)399-7160.
-

WESTWOOD $550. A beautiful, large room,
fully furnished, private bath, closet, washer/
dryer, cooking utilities. Near UCLA. For Fe-

male. (213)470-3616.

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) 477-8291, Annie Szyilagyi.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3bec^bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

91 Tutoring Offered 98

HATE AUTO INSURANCE
IVi' Jll do but .into insiirnnuc is

reiiiiiftnl by l.iw' So lor a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852 7175 (818)342 1510

BEST PRICE ins AGENCY

-AUMAR BEAU- FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (616)904-7891. En Francals

S.VPI. MercH

•••CARING TUTOR»»»BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-
ERY TO MASTERY!
(616)545-0960

CALL RENEE

Housing Needed 60

GUEST HOUSE WANTED: Exchange tutoring,

desk top publishing, gardening, baby-sitting.

Responsible, begin March 1. jenny
(310)826-6653.

Room/Board for Help 62

LIVE IN WITH FACULTY FAMILY near cam-
pus. Help with teenage son and house. Male,
non-snwker. (310)472-1944.

Room for Help 63

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently
present the material in a variety of ways
to become confldent and self-reliant. For

FREE Info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TUTORING IN SPANISH/FRENCH. All levels.

'Breeze through your foreign language re-

quiremenf Call Juliette, (818)377-2698.

TUTORING: ENCIISH, WRITING; CMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4years experience. Mark, 652-1298.

FEMALE PREFERRED. Furnished room In ex-
change for housework. Private roonVbathAV.
Near UCLA. (310)474-0336.

PACIFIC PALIS.\OES, small guest house in

exchange for driving & garden watering,

Mon-Fri 3:00-6:30. Single occupancy. Must
have reliable car with four seatbelts.

(310)454-3879.

Townhouse for Sole 65

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. One of a kind, very

special townhouse development offering pri-

vacy and lots of space. 3-bedroom and den,

2*A -baths. Owner motivated. Won't last.

$360,000. Elsie (310)398-8944.

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Frien^Jly

(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

ShortA.ong distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0628

TOMS MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Tutoring Needed 99

EDUCATIONAL TUTOR NEEDED for young
child. (310)202-6891.

TUTOR WANTED. Expertise with MAC com-
puter, MAC #2CI System 7, Excel 3.0, &
Micro^ft Word. (310)274-2144

Typing 100

Townhouse for Rent 66 Personol Senrice 95
WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old Worid
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. Sl^lAirtf f»ii$»$»i»i|i»»i$i$»»Mf wei itjnce
and up. Son>e with kitchens. (310)206-2241.

WESTWOOD. Furnished Single, kitchen, full

bathroom, heater, parking, quiet, private, close

to UCLA, walk to Westood Blvd, pavillion.

Utilities paid. (310)474-1749.

Sublet 55

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

masterbedroonVl bath. Completely furnished,

cable TV, all amenities, air coriditioning.

Located 1 block from ocean, near subway,
airport. Mass General Hospital, and local

universities, $725/mo. -»- utilities. Ken. (310)

624-7683.

(yMelveny A Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from

May to August, our law
students will be needing

housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

RESEARCH METHOCXDLOGIST, 20 years m-
tan nelp on Rcjcarch rrojcc^

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

1 BLOCK fHOM UCLA. Wordperfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dtssertatior^, manuscripts,

resunr^es, legif. (310)208-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 6
A.M. -6 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0556.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
iMDrdprocesalng-anything (irKJuding disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editinf/graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campui.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

(310)559-1890.

SPEECH PROBLEMS? ACCENT REDUCTION
AND SPEECH THERAPY SERVICES. Initial

consultation free.
(81 6)882-8647A805)945-7878.

Services Offered 96

House for Rent

3-BED/1-BATH. 5 miles from UCLA. Great

area. 2-car garage, large yard, fireplace, nice

patio, large kitchen. 010)390-0065.

3-BEDROOM H<5USE, 1% -BATH IN MAR
VISTA. Walk to tennis & golf course. 7 miles

from UCLA. Available now. $145Q/mo.
(213)655-6530.

$975. CULVER CITY. Front house, clean

2^k>ed/^ -bath. Stove, w/d, carpet, blinds, park-

ing. Off of Cuker BK/d. (310)477-0681.

SPACIOUS 3bed/3bath (fireplace, refridge,

dishwasher) Adj. Playa Del Rey. Bmiles to

UCLA. $1,70Q/mo. (213)653-2966.

VENICE. SMSO/trfo. Spacious 2-bed/1-bath

house. 8 blocks to beach. Landscaped garden

•f patio. Large kitchen and utility room.

Refrig., stove, washer/dryer, dishwasher. New
carpet, paint, and miniblirxis. Garage and
parking. Available now. (3100396-8121.

VENICE $U95/mo. Canal beauty. Charming

1-bed cottage on water front. 3-blocks to

beach, h aidwood floors, T>artfy furnished
.

^ Condos for Sole 67

BEAUTIFUL HIGH-TECH 1 bedroom loft.

Private sundeck, high-ceiling livingroom.

WLA. $235,000. Luddie. (310)445-7778.

CULVER CITY CONDO. $149,500. 4900
Overland, «202. Open Sunday 11-4. Tennis

court. Broker: (310)559-4315, beeper
(213)966-7473.

CULVER CITY CONDO. Why waste money on
rent? $149,500. 2-becVl-Vi bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwood.
1 bed/1 bath 109K, 2bed/2bath 188K. Call

agent (213)938-3129.

REFINANCE NOWI If you are paying over

10% fixed or 8% adjustable on your home
loan. Call agent/Bob H. (310)477-6488.

WESTWOOD/W1LSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-

CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT/
FACULTY. PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDIO $95K.

COMPUTER EXPERT: Learn WP 5.1, DOS,
Lotus 1-2-3-4, & other major apps- Also

computer repair & purchase consulting. Come
to you, reasonable. Robert (618)969-6250.

FOREIGN ACCENT IN YOUR WAY? Profes-

sional accent reduction services. Initial

consultation free.
(81 8)682-6647A805)945-7878.

FRUSTRATED developing^ editing graduate

school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

FUND-FINDERS guarantees to augment any
students ftnarKial aid package by between
$200-$ 1 4,000, regardless ofgradesor inconne.

Call for info. 1-(800)-343-FUND.

HOUSESITTING - While you are mny, re-

sponsible graduate student will take care of

your house and pets. Excellent references.

Chris (213)206-6677 (office).

BEAR'S EDITING
All sufajecta. Hicacs/EMsacrtatlGm

I^opoaalsand Books.
Fordgn students welcome.

l»APnBNOT FOB SALE
SiharoB Bear, PhJ)
(2ia[H7ft4SS2

wood-burning fireplace, remodeled kitchen.

Ferx«d, private garden, with garage and park-

ing. Rarely available. Normally owner-

occupied. Available March 1 . (31 0)396-81 21

.

VENICE: BACK HOUSE, toUlly fenced, very

private. 2bed/1bath and yard. $850.
(310)479-2366.

Condos for Share 68

3-BEDROOM •1-BATH

HARDWOOD FLOORS

FIREPLACE • LARGE YARD

REMODELED • NEAR

WESTSIDE PAVIUON

STUDENTS WELCOME
$1,575

CALL 213/627-0156

CONDO TO SHARE, own bathroom, washer

aryJ dryer, utilities irKluded, $500/rTX>, near

UCLA (310)575-4259.

CULVER CITY AREA. Own room, share bath,

rent includes utilities. D10)637-2461.

Guest House for Rent 70

$565. CULVER CITY. Charming, single guest-

house. Stove, fridge, carpets, bWndi, parking.

Off of Culver blvd. (310)477-0661.

BACK HOUSE STUDIO for rent. Around La

Cienega 6, Wilshire. $500/mo. 931-7628.

BREN'TWOOD GUESTHOUSE. 1 be<Vl bath.

Utilities paid. Refrigerator. Privacy.$850/mo.

Ped OK. (310)471-7922.

IL

RESEARCH, WRTTING, edding
All Levels-All Subieds

Foreign Students Welcome
Fast. Professional-Quaity Guaranteed

Papers not for sale
Call Research 310477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Vocation Rentals 71

House to Stiore 57

VENICE. SanU Monica border, 1/2l>lock to

beach. Rer>ovated Victorian, Jacuzzi, yard,

own room. $600, share v«^ owner: WM, 44,

Producer/Director. (310)396-2603

VENICE: SPANISH-STYLE, Hardvvood floors,

yard. Private Bedroom. Near Beach. Share

«vith Grad Student. $500. (310)391-4572

mmf

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING- FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving AdventuresI

Studern discount. Static Line, Tandem arxf

AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9662.

lA*^

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: thews,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Urvier-

graduate. Masters, Doctorate. Any sutiject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRFTER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTSl>ROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION; Free Re-

corded Message Gives Details,
1(800)743-1455.

TEN WAYS TO GET MONEY for school.

DeUils: $1.00. AAA, Box 2424, Dept. DB,
Culver City, CA 90230-2424.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
r>ew computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd gives

expert help Fast. Reasonable. (310)476-01 14.

.,...^.«r«i^ ... ...v.. WP, SPELL

OIEOC. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICAr
TONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resunrws, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discouilt (310) 827-5090.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessin^ypin|/
editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.

Stuclent discounts. Marge (local):
(818)786-8742.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 6-5pm. Call David (310)788-9685.

BRENTWOOD WORDPROCESSING, LILI

(310)472-4113. Fast typing and editing, laser

printer, Wordperfect, resumes, papers, screen

plays, etc.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesi$/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edK help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

Modem Secreteriai Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick ufVdelivery. 24hrs
service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899. V
NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop
publishing word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPEaiNG for papersAheses etc. Mac
W^, free campus pickup/delivery Michael
(310)477-4735. _^^
PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

THE TYPING (XIY! I'll type anything. I'm

really cheap and very fast. 010)207-5192.

TVPING/COMPUTER services available. Rea-
sonable. Call (310)552-4947.

TYPING DOjNE on wordprocesser with Laser-

let printer, HP3. Fast, accurate. $2^age. Call

Colleen^ day:475-3070, eve:207-4339.

WORD PROCESSING $1.5(Vpage. Pick-ufV
deliver. Also editing, writing tutoring, reasorv
able fee, jenny (310)396-7143.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (31 0)826-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2868.

Music Lessons 102

BEGINNING PIANO LESSONS. Ages 4 and
up. Make your New Year's resolution come
true! (310)820-3756.

(XIITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

$15/hr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

)ean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1 -hr service. Our clients

g^t results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.
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Lacrosse falls to P nHne
By Randy Sattarburg

The overcast skies created an
ideal day for a lacrosse game
Wednesday, but it was a less-

than-ideal outcome for the UCLA
lacrosse team.

UCLA battled a tough Pq^per-
dme squad to the bitter end amid a
Steady rain and sloppy field condi-
tions, and then came up short in the
end. 10-9.

Trailing by as many as four
goals at one point in the first half,

UCLA came back with a third-
quarter surge to tie the game at 8-8.

The Waves scored the first two
goals of the fourth quarter to put

BASKETBALL

UCLA in another hole. This time
the Bruins came up short, howev-
er.

A Pqjpcrdine penalty for an
illegal stick, with one minute to
play in the game, gave UCLA a
one-man-advantage. Attackman
Nick Heldfond capitahzed on the
penalty, and scored one of his
team-high three goals to cut the
lead to one: The Peppcrdine
defense made sure that the Bruins
did not get any closer. The Waves
stopped several last-second shots
to escape with the win.

•They're (Pepperdine) a very
strong t«un,- said attackman Jeff
Elkun. "Their defensemen were

fantastic and their goalie is an
amazing player."

Despite the loss, which moved
UCLA to 3-1 (1-0 in the WCLL),
the Bruin players were pleased
with their effort

"It was a good effort even
though we lost We just kept
chipping away, and we stayed in
the game the whole time," said
Elkun.

Elkun and Paul Johnson fin-
ished with two goals each, while
Alex Harp and Keith Somers got
one goal each.

The Bruins will face USC
Sunday at 1:00 on the North
Athletic Field.

the

From page 20

the game. Afterward he said he
was happy with the way it worked
out.

**rm working on my posse,"
Harrick said, referring to the
system at Tulane where five
players are often substituted at one
time. "I thought it was a good time
to do it when we were pressing. I

think each group had a little run
there in the first half.

*Tt seems like all the games we
play against Washington are simi-
lar to this one," HaiTick said. *Tt
was a litde sluggish. I hate to use

7

=tet word, but you have to learn nr
play against every kind of team.
They played well; we played OK. I

didn't like us against their zone.
Defensively I thought we were
good, but offensively we were

BUTUER

sluggish at times."

That sluggishness could be
attributed to the defensive pressure
of Washington. The Huskies' did
as good a job on MacLean as they
could have hoped to, negating his
usually heavy impact on the
offensive end of the court Mac-
Lean's seven points were 14 less
than his 21 point average.

It was the first time in 69 games
that MacLean did not score in
double figures, and only the fourth
time since he has been at UCLA.
Had he scQiellhree more last night
hewouw nave tiedUw Alcindor's
school record for consecutive
games with 10 or more points.

The seven points didn't bring
MacLean much closer to Alcin-
dor's record for career points at

UCLA either. MacLean still needs
38 points to break the record,
meaning that he probably will not
become the school's all-time lead-
ing scorer in front of a Pauley
Pavilion crowd, but on the road
next week at Oregon State or
Oregon.

That didn't seem to bother
MacLean.

"I wanted to break it at home,
but I've got it sooner or later,"

MacLean said. "At home or on the
road doesn't really,JDatler to me.
What's best for the team is better

than any record.

"If I don't score tonight it's not
the end of the world. It's not the
end of anything. Other guys just
pick up the slack," he said.

bruin
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defensively and played very well
on offense."

Butler, who started 29 games
last year, enjoyed his return to the
starting lineup.

"I really had a good time out
there," Butler said. "I got into the
flow ofthe^me early and I played
weU."

Butler connected on six of eight
field goal attempts, as he show-
cased a variety of shots.

In the first half, Butler scored
eight points on four different types
of shots. He made a jump hook, a
flying layup. a tip-in of a missed
layup and a soft 10-foot arching
jumper.

After intermission. Butler made
Tx)th of his field goal attempts. He
scored on a slam dunk off a steal

and made a 15-foot jumper off the
glass.—

"I was just trying to help oul,"
Butler said. "Coach Harrick gave
me the green light to shoot, so I

did."*

To go with his offensive perfor-
mance, Butler shut down Husky
center Rich Manning, holding him
to 13 points, despite being five
inches shorter than Manning.
Manning had been averaging 17
points per game, and Thursday
marked only the second time all

season that Manning did not lead
Washington in scoring.

_ "Manning was really passive in

the first half," Butler said, as
Manning scored only two points
prior to intermission. "In the
second half, he started posting up
on the block more, and they got
him the ball."

Harrick said, "Manning got 13
lough points against Mitchell. He
did a great job on Manning
defensively."

UCLA seemed to play better
when Butler was in the game,
something which didn't escape
Harrick.

"BuUer has got to be in the
game," Harrick said. "I have to
find room for him to play right
now. I get nervous when he isn't in
the game."
For the season, Butler is now

averaging 9.8 points and 4.1
rebounds per game. His only other
start this year came against San
Diego State, when Don MacLean
was sick with the flu.

When Zimmerman failed to
score in any of the last three games,
Harrick decided that it was time for
a change.

"Coach Harrick was real appre-
ciative ofmy attitude," Butler said,

"It doesn't make any difference to
me whether or not I start I just
want to help the team any way I

can."

Coming off the bench, Zimmer-
man was able to smre fpr the first

daily

recycle
your paper

*

time in four games. Zimmerman
finished with four points and two
rebounds in 14 minutes.

Resumes 104 Autos
DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-
sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional
service. (310)450-0133

Travel 105

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-
where, $125 p^. Limited quantity. CALL
nowlH 24 hrs. (404)349-9551.

Autos for Sale 109

dlKlA CT, '86. $4950. Black, 61 K original,
auto, sunroof, a/c. $4950. (310)470-4832.

GREAT DEALI 1987 PLYMOUTH HORIZON
36K MILES, AM/FM CASSETTE, S SPEED, 4
DOOR (818)591-7827, JEFF.

HONDA CRX HF, '86, white, 5-specd, A/C,
AM/PM cassette, good condition, $4,200.
(310)277-8947.

PRELUDE SI, '88. 4w», red, auto, low mileage,
sharp, pp, $10,950. (310)656-3668.

VW Bug '72, 57K, rebuilt engine, new master
cylinder, need flk muffler, runs well, $700
(310)391-5981.

109 Scooters for Sale 115 Garage Sales
1987 BLACK YAMAHA RIVA 1252: Good
condition. Needs a little work. Reliable trans-
portation. Lock Included. $450
(310)824-0928.

FRENCH M<PTOBECANE: 100 mileVgallon,
runs well. Must sell. $30(yobo. 470-6154.'

HONDA ELITE 80, 1987, blue, w/Kryptonile
lock. Runs great, looks great.$6r5. Bill

(310)475-0929.

MOVING SALE. Everything 4-rTwnlhs old.

Furnitures, lamps, households and much
more. Everything must fQO. (310)622-6071.

i^ Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286^586, 1RAM, 1.2 FD,
1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, monitor. New with
warranty. $62(y$950. (213)644-2612.

iHO^

1979 28aZX DATSUN. $2000. Low mileage.
2+2. A/c. Good condition. Radio, tapedeck.
(310)2043635.

1985 CHEV NOV\ excellent condition, red,
S-speed manual, A/C, $2150. (310)209-1334.
Jeff. Must sell.

'75 t, '76 RIGHT-HAND DRIVE POSTAL
JEEPS. 2-wh\ dr., S-cyl eng. Repainted with
chrome wheels. Mech excellent. Ready to go.
$1,650. Chick, (310)202^407.

AUDI COUPE '83 red, new paint, alarm,
pull-out, great condition, dependable $2700.
Chris 645-7991.

BLACK 2W CABRKXET, '86. New tires, low
miles. $6,500. (21 3)393-01 86. .

VWJETT\ 1988, price negotiable, dark blue,
sunroof, alarm, tinted windows, racing tirat,

39k. (310)207-6183.

-- Furniture for Sale 126

Scooters for Sale 115
m

HONDA ELITE0 50. Excellent condition, 400
miles, $1600. 2 Shoei R5-5V helnf>ets, new.
Best offer. (213)654-9705.

PIAGGKD VESPA, '79. $750. New motor,

200cc, needs body work, r>ew battery. Call

David (310)447-9273.

YAMAHA 125Z, 1986. $700/obo. Black, great

condition, low-miles. Just tuned plus lock

included. John 824-4182.

i

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRtSS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

IMPORTED leather couch, chair, ottoman.
Two IBM seiectric typewriters. Two desks,
chairs. Bargain!! Afternoons (3 1 0) 470-775$!

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

TWIN BED FOR SALE. Excellent condition.
$75/obo. Suzanne (310)837-35<O.

USED FURNITURE FOR SALE. Bedroom, llvln-

groom, and den. Call (310)552-4825.

Misc. For Sale 128

STUDENTS! Every mid-term's a winner with
•WRITING PERFECT ESSAYS". First-ever
course detailing the ins aixJ outs of basic,

advanced, and in-class essays. Find out what
your profs really want. Send $6.95 check or
money order to Rudy's FGC 3301 -R Coors,
Northwest Suite #101, Albcquerque, New
Mexico. 87120-1-297.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

TRVRACING BK:YaE: SR Maxima, Shimano
SIS, Mavic rirm, aero bars, extra wheels ^
more. Must sell. $575 obo. DAVE
(310)439-0171.

IBM PCJR. Great beginner computer. Includes
everything.: Printer, nf>onitor, disk drive, key-
board and programs. $550. (310) 477-5694.

PANASONIC KX-R535 Electronic typewriter.
New model. 15-character display. Spell-
Checker. 7,000-character internal memory!

COMPUTER
SALES
HARDWARE

SOFTWARE INSTALLATION
REPAIRS

1 YEAR WARRANTY
LOWEST RATES
STUDENTS AND

SMALL BUSINESSES
CALL NOWI!
(310)399-7956

ASK FOR GAIL
OR RICHARD

MONTANA AVE.
MARKETING

m-'ftsit * -ln,»M mum n ;^ -r^-tf-^
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Dragon Express
Chinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery ^

($8.00 Min.)

limited Area

COMBO PLATE $4.55 js^ g^.ir.a^^sr"
'^^W^^^^R'!

Hours:

Monday-Sunday llam-llpm

a:;

1147 Westwood Blvd.
(Across from McDonaldli)

206-4928

2 foTl Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF All
Hair Services

* our sgrvfces indudg

Cut Manicure

Color Pedicxirc

Highlights Facial

Makeup

PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(31 ) 824^006
1015 GayleY Ave. ^105 in Westwood Wlage

Oust halfa bkxrk south ofWeybum}

*AVEDA GOLDWELL OPl*

Are you tired of sending just flowers?
Are you tired of trying to find the right caixJ?

Are you looking for something unique and special?

presents its

VALENTINE
LOVE
LINE

UCLA's Ceniza advances ki
Rolex chamiiionshiiM
By Michael Klein

Dally Bruin Staff

At a pre-toumament banquet on
Wednesday evening, former
Wimbledon champion Virginia
Wade addressed the players in the

Rolex National Indoor Tennis
Oiampionships about the advan-
tage of getting an education while
playing tennis.

On Thursday morning, Mamie
Ceniza gave Emma Lin a lesson in

humility.

Ceniza, a senior three time Ail-

American who is unseeded in this

event, easily dispensed with the

Rolex National Small College
finalist 6-2, 6-0. Ceniza will face
seventh seeded Susan Gilchrist of
Texas in the second round today.

Lin, who plays for California

University in Pennsylvania, was
blown off the Nfinneapolis courts
early. Her baseline game was
clearly inferior on the fast indoor
courts, whereas Ceniza *s all-court

game was perfectly suited.

"I served really well and I came
in more than I usually do. I liked
the speed of the courts," Ceniza
said.

*This is die best I have seen hw
serve since she was a freshman.

Manila Cenia
ICLA Sporto Info

She was never in any danger of
being broken and she was very
confident,** Bruin head coach Bill

Zaima said.

Only one (^ the top eight seeded
players lost in the first round.
The second and thiid rounds

will be played today, and Ceniza
will have to play her best tennis to

survive for Saturday.

Gilchrist, ranked ninth in the

nation, is a lanky lefthander who
plays a powerful serve-and-volley

game. In addition, she and partner
Vickie Paynter are the lop doubles
team in die nation.

"I played her (Gilchrist) two

years ago and lost. She is a tough
player, and I have to get in and
serve really well," Ceniza said.

"Mamie is playing well and
should be able to take advantage of
Gilchrist's short second serves,**

Zaima said.

If Ceniza wins, she wiU play the
winner of the Lisa Raymond and^
Julie Exum match.

Raymond is the top-ranked
player in the nation, has not lost a
set in 18 college matches, has won
three individual tournaments, and
was the number-one junior in the
country last year.

Yes, she was recruited by
UCLA.

"I saw her play when we were
recruiting her and she is very solid
from the baseline. Exum is a very
good player, and I think she will
give Raymond problems,** Zaima
said.

Zaima is confident, though, that

Ceniza can get through to Samr-
day*s semifinal

"Mamie should beat Gilchrist

6-4, 6-3. and as far as Raymond or
Exum is concerned, Mamie can
play with anybody and is very
confident right now,** 2^ma said.

irCHieyiiaii to tactt Sldiirunl
By Eric Billl0meler

The challenging aspect of play-

ing in the Western Int»xx)llegiate

Volleyball Association is that

there is never a break in the

schedule. Witfi eight of WrVA*s
teams ranked in Volleyball
Monthly's national top- 10, falling

into a losing rut is not difficult to

do.

Case in point The No. 2 UCLA
men's volleyball team lost Tues-
day night at No. 3 Pepperdine in a
five-game nail-biter. But instead

of playing a creampuffopponent to

regain momentum, the Bruins (4-

2, 2-1 WIVA) host No. 4 Stanford

at Pauley Pavilion tonight in what
should be a real test of their

psychological mettle.

"We'll be okay (in recovering

from the Pepperdine loss) because
it's two days later," said UCLA
coach Al Scates. "It would be
tough a day later. There are so

many good teams in this league, it

does make it tough. They'll (Stan-
ford) come roaring into town
looking for a win.**

The Cardinal (5-1, 3-0) returns

five starters (including its top three

kills leaders) from last season *s

team that went 8-13 and finished

fifth in the Wilson Division at 5-

11.

Stanford boasts a potent combi-
nation of talent and experience that

shows in a gaudy .404 team hitting

percentage. Scates said the Cardi-
nal runs a balanced, no-mistake
offense led by blue-chip sopho-
more setter Canyon Ceman, out-

side hitters Dave Goss (6.1 kills

per game) and Robert Hillman
(last week's WIVA player of the
week) and swing hitter Duncan
Blackman (.431 hitting average).

'They've (Stanford) only tost

one match, and that was to
Pepperdine," Scates said. 'They
haven't played a team that can

block as well as us. If they hit .400
against us, they'll win quite hand-
ily. They attack the ball extremely
well. Anytime you go to Hawaii
and win 3-0, 3-0 (as the Cardinal
did last weekend), you*re doing
something right

"We're pretty evenly matched
and we're going to have to play
wey to beat them. I think we'll be
able to block these people a little

better than we couW Pepperdine.
But the main thing is, when we get
a chance to score, we've got to put
the ball away."

With Pepperdine rolling along I

at an 1 1 -0 (4-0) clip, the stretch of
home games beginning tonight is

crucial to the Bruins' goal of
staying in the DeGroot Division
race until the Waves roll in to the
Wooden Center Mar. 6. After
tonight's match, UCLA hosts UC
Santa Bart)ara, UC Irvine, Califor-
nia and Cal State Northridge
before hitting the road.

Hockey finally outskatos USC
By HMttwr Pufiy

In the Coop, the Residence Hilto, and wherever KLA
reaches, your special someone will know how much

you care with a 20-30 second radio spot.

For only $2, your special words will run on the air from
Feb. 9-14. For more information, call 825-9104 or stop
by KLA Radio, located in Ackerman Grand Ballroom!

Dally Bruin Staff

The crowd in Culver City
decided that for a rainy night in the
middle of midterms, there was no
better way to release frusbiations

than to watch the UCLA ice

hockey team take an emotional
win over rink-rival USC, 6-5.

In two previous games against

the Trojans, UCLA has come up
short, losing 6-2 in Culver City and
6-3 in Van Nuys, but the Bruins
were a new team Wednesday
night.

With aggressive offense, UCLA
owned the first period and jumped
to an early 3-0 lead. UCLA's Dave
Lippman opened the period With a
quick goal in the first period, aided
by Steve Smit
The second Bruin assault came

with 7:37 left, as Bob Jarvis scored
on an assist by Scott Davis and
Kurt Zimmermann. Lippman
struck again late in the period,

assisted by Davis.

Davis then slipped the piick past
the Trojan goaltender with eight

minutes to play, assisted by Lipp-

man.
;

Seconds later, USC lit the
scoreboard with their first goal of
the game. USC shot another past

Bruin goaltender Ken Shaw with
five minutes left in the period to

bring die UCLA lead to 4-2.

Gathering momentum, the Tro-
jan skaters came out with two
goals at the start of the diird period
to tie, 4-4. Things started getting

rough on the ice as Trojan Jerry

Cruce was cited for multiple
penalties after tackling UCLA's
Duffy Cutler from behind on his

way to the bench.

USC scored its fifth goal to

claim its first lead with 10:20 left

in the game.

The Bniins found a second wind
in the middle of the period, spurred
by Bob Jarvis 's goal off a pass
from Scott Birdsall. The last goal
of the game belonged to Zinmter-
mann, assisted by Smit, and UCLA
ended up with its first victory over
the Trojans this season, 6-5.

The celebratory Bruins had only
words of praise for one another.

"(ScotO Davis was awesome,"

UCXA's Ron Baerwitz said. Davis.
credited the team's aggression and
attitude as the wirming factor.

*There was no letdown. Usually
when we're down by a goal, we get
down on each other. But (Kurt)
Zimmermann is a hell of a player— he can put the puck where he
wants it," Davis said.

"It was fiin to play in. We started
off really strong and they came out
pretty flat. We finally got our aa
together," Zimmermann said.

The Bruins are now 7-7 in

league games, having also beat
Pepperdine on Monday. The
game's first goal was scored by the

Waves, but UCLA responded with
seven unanswered goals to win 7-

1.
-

Last weekend, the Bruins had a
pair of non-league games in

Tuscon, as they face4 Arizona
both Friday and Sattirday nights.

Playing before 5000-plus crowds,
UCLA dropped both games.
The Bruins meet Stanford diis

weekend in Redwood City and
return home to Culver City on Feb.
14 to face Pepperdine.

\

T.
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baseball says 'atoha' to Hawaii
| Bniins to take on
Cardinal gymnasts

By Zacfiary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

Intensity and stability might
sound like litUe things.

Among the "litUe things" are
stolen bases, sacrifices and a desire
to win.

Although the first game of the
season may be a little premature to
judge a team's performance it

appears that the 1992 UCLA
baseball team is improved in
several important areas.

•*Our team likes to do the little

things,*' Bruin head coach Gary
Adams said after UCLA notched a
3-2 win over Cal Stale FuUerton in
the opening game. "When you
don't always get hits you have to
do the litUe tfiings to win."

Against Cal State FuUerton, the
Bruins had to rely on some of the
"little things" to pull out the
victory.

'Their pitcher was holding us
down at first," Adams said. "But
we were able to start putting
pressure on them. You could tell

we were starting to get their
pitchers frustrated."

UCLA registered three steals
against the Titans, and also laid
down three sacrifice bunts. What
makes this statistic amazing is that
the Bruins only had ten sacrifices
all of last year.

£v€a more impics^ve was diF=

- . -- .^ RICHARD KIM
Adam Melheuse and the UCU baseball team won't be vacation-
ing when they visit Hawaii this weekend.

intensity that UCLA displayed.
"I can't remember a time last

year when we had as much
mtensity as tonight (die FuUerton
game)," said Tim Kubinski, who
had the game-winning hit against
the Titans.^.

The Bruins wUl get another

chance to apply "the Uttle diings"
th& weekend when they tt^vel to
Honolulu for a three-game series

against die No. 15 ranked Univer-
sity of Hawaii (2-1).

Offensively, die Rainbows are

led by the bats of leftfieldcrHarold
"Kabbah (.417 batting average, 1

home run, 3 RBI, in 1992) and
designated hitter Shawn Rogers
(.571).

Three soudipaw's wUl be facing
UCLA this weekend. Hawaii's top
starter BiU Blanchette wiU pitch
Friday's opener. He will be fol-

lowed by Levon Largusa and Scott

Karl.

The Bruins wiU counter widi
junkballing JC transfer Gary
Adcock Friday, wiUi Adam Schul-
hofer and Pete Janicki die next two
days.

*The odds^say that we are going
to lose at least two of the games, if

not all diree," Adams said. "Butwe
are going to give tfiem all diey can
handle.

"It may seem as if we are going
over here just for fun, but our
intentions are business only. This
team knows diat diey have some
games to win."

By Zacfi DonHnftz
Dally Bruin Staff

Rain or shine, die stars wiU be
out diis weekend at die John
Wdodeii Center.

The women's gymnastics meet
Saturday night against Stanford
marks diis yearns homecoming,
and Bruin faidiful wiU have a
chance to meet some of the greats
of the past

But die real show should come
from die 8di-ranked Bruins of the
present

"I wish diis, and not Georgia
two weeks ago, was our first home
meet," co-head coach Scott BuU
said. 'There's a big difference
from last time to now, and it should
be quite a show."
Aldiough Stanford is much

improved from last year UCLA
co-head coach Valorie Kondos
isn't expecting a close contest
"Stanford is far less intimidating
dian a powerhouse like Georgia,
and it should be easier for us to
focus on what we need to do.

**Performance-wise we've got-
ten a lot better widi each meet, and
die girls are getting more confi-
dence widi each week."

tf^thc Br^m have a weak spot;

—

"I wish this . . . was our

first home meet."

Scott Bull

Gymnastics Coach

past two weeks widi a sprained
ankle. Normally a competitor in
die aU-around, she wUl compete
only on die uneven bars Sattirday.

Leading die Bruins wiU be
Marrow and junior Amy Thome.
Marrow won her first all-around
last week at Louisiana State widi a
38.65, and Thome finished second,
posting a career-best 37.80.
The Bruins, healdiy for die most

part, are expecting to go over the
190.0 mark for die first time dus
year.

"We won't be coming to work
on Monday if we don't hit 190.0,"
Bull said jokingly. "But I would
really love to hit 192.0."

Widi die Cardinal (1-3) in town,
bodi BuU and Kondos have extra
incentive for die Bruins (1-2) to
take their performance tt) the next
level. Stanford's top gymnast,
freshman Jene Elzie, who has
already set die school recOTd in die
all-^^i^ widi a 38.55. orally

diough,/iti8 on vault
"Kareema (Marrow) and Karen

(Nelson) are incredible vaulters,"
Bull said, "but from diere it drops
off big-time."

UCLA is strong everywhere
else, however, and they wiU be
bolstered by die reuim of junior
Rhonda Faehn, who has missed them

nf^ Advertising

made easy.

"conmrtHRrib UCLA last year and
dien changed her nund. signing
widi Stanford.

"We want our performance to
demonstt^le exacdy what she's
missing out on," BuU said.

The show starts Saturday night
at die John Wooden Center at 7:0a
p.m., and admission is free to aU
sdidents widi a reg card and ID.

825-21 61

• •

SOFT CONTACTS
PCTENDED. DALY
(ciEAiicaon $40 pa
DgPO^BLES(..n...^^....|79SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR
ASTIGMATISIH EXTENDED 4l3a PR

Baarfinl

EYE EXAM S15
Fme B«iKh n Lomb ftonu C«» K» (ii^l»*»)

ItaSBSI'JEl'cSMi. Sffl^'SSS"

M«tUgn».A*i*l.

Before the BruinsBaUe theVitezou's

BuyYourBeerAt Breadsdks!
213) 842-6094 SOO) 842-6094

Bean Bag Factory
WHOLESALE PRICES TO BRUIN SHOPPERS

=- KEYSTONE
Keystone
SUITCASE

Sm., Med.. & Lg.

rags-

L95. $14.95,

& $24.95

^

Hours^

ilMon.-Thur 10-6
FrI. 10-4

Sat. closed
Sun. 11-4:30

B. KlTSTONIk (O

uriBiaii,.!
':r^:

+ CRV + tax

24/12oz.cans

Sink Into Your Favorite Chair

Bean Bags • Futons • Pillows
Bring Ad In for Special Discount

5011 West Pico Blvd. • Los Angeles • (213) 933-3971/^
(1 Block WmI ofU BrM)

GIVE YOUR TEETH
I

A REAL TREAT
SEE DR. FRIEDMAN
GENERAL AND

COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointment:

• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones (bnng yout own tape)
• Please mention this ad '

.

• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wlshirc & Sanu Monica)

rocery

iveaway continues

Hundreds of Bruins have won thousands of
dollars in free groceries!

• •

tf youdon't play, we can't pay! ./

In The ViMage!
FREE PARKING!

in rear

Open til 11pm 1057 GayleyAve 20^1111

T mmt mmm immm I ^a^p^"w—•^ipy^wwfui^iiyii^ 'jrrvf-an
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Bruins beat Huskies despite siuggisli piay
Balanced attack makes up
for off night byMi
By Mark Brubaker
Dally Bruin Staff

Balance.
'

Without it an off night by one
player can kiU a team. With it a
team can stay in any ball game.

With the team's leading scorer,

Don MacLean, held to seven
points the rest of the UCLA
basketball squad stepped up and
filled the void, defeating
Washington 74-61.

The Bruins upped their record to
16-1 overall, 7-1 in the Pac-10
conference while Washington fell

td 9-9. 3-5.

With the Huskies* defense key-
ing on MacLean all night. Shon
Tarver, Mitchell Butler — and to

nobody's surprise — Tracy Mur-
ray look on the scoring burden.

Tarver finished with 13 points in

27 niinutcs. In only his second start

of Uie season, Builer added 127
while replacing center Rodney
Zimmerman. The 6-foot-5-inch
junior even took the opening tip

from Washington's 6-foot-9-inch
center Rich Manning.

After a lackluster first half
where he scored only four points,
Murray added 18 points in the
second half, nine of those on
three-pointers.

. Washington's zone defense and
attention to MacLean opened up
the outside shots for Murray.
*They were focussing on stop-

ping Eton (MacLean)," Murray
said. '^Everywhere he went there
were two or three people (to stop
him).**

Eight players in all scored for
UCLA, including Ed O'Bannon
who finished with four points. Two
of O'Bannon's points came while
falling to^e floor after a hard foul
by Washington's Doug Meekins.
UCLA coach Jim Harrick was

able to substitute liberally because
of the Bruins depth. On two
different occaskyrts m the first half
Harrick sent four fresh players into

Butler stars

in only his

second start
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

Every time that Mitchell Buder
is out of the game, UCLA head
basketball coach Jim Harrick gets
nervous.

Making only his second start of
the season, Butler led the fourths
ranked Bruins past unranked
Washington. 74-61, Thursday
night at Pauley Pavilion.

Earlier this week, Harrick
announced that Butler would
replace center Rodney Zimmer-
man in the starting lineup. Bufler
responded with 12 points and five
rebounds, and played great
defense on Washington center
Rich Manning.

"1 tnoogtit that vTTO^

See BASKETBALL, page 17 74^1, Thursday night.

Shon Tarver scored 13 points to help UCLA
NELSON QREEN/Didly Bfuin

defeat Washington,

Buder
really played well tonight." Har-
rick said. "He did a great job

Wazzu next for
UCLA basketball

See BUTLER, page 17

Swimming to race in Pac^lOs

By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

When the No. 4 UCLA
men*s basketball team takes the
Pauley Pavilion floor Saturday
afternoon against Washington
State, the Bruins will be facing
a mirror image of themselves.
The Cougars (16-4. 4-3. prior

to last night's game against

USC) will start three guards
and, like the Bruins, lack a true

center. Washington State
matches up very well with
UCLA; it is one of the few
teams that can match the
Bruins* quickness.

"We match up with UCLA's
starting lineup better than we do
when they start bringing in their

suhs." Cougar head coach Kel

If the Cougars hope to make
the tournament, they need sev-
eral wins against ranked teams.
Despite starting the season with
12 consecutive victories, the
Cougars have been criticized

for playing an ^sy non-confer-
ence schedule.

'

"We really dug ourselves
into a hole the first two weeks of
the conference," Sampson said
in reference to his team losing
their first three Pac-10 games.
"We arc playing good basket-
ball right now. I think our
confidence level is very high at

this point"
That confidence may not last

past Saturday because the
Bruins have traditionally given
Washington State fits.

vin Sampson said. "I think the
key for us is to play solid

basketbaU at UCLA, not turn it

over and not let thein get second
and third shot opportunities.

We have to play ahnost flaw-
lessly and get them out of their

rhythm."

Bruin head coach Jim Har-
rick is impressed with
Washington State's season so
far.

**They are having a terrific

year," Harrick said. "They
could push to be in the NCAA
tournament"

Washington State is led by
senior guards Terrcnce Lewis
and Neil Derrick. Lewis leads
the team in scoring with an
average Of 18 points per game,
and Derrick is averaging 16.8
points.

The Cougars love to shoot
three-pointers, and they
attempted 375 treys prior to last

night's game against USC, far
and away the most in the
conference.

The game is a complete sell-

out, but it will be televised live

at 3 p.m. on KCBS (Channel 2).

By Christian Schreiber
^^_ •

*

The UCLA women's swimming
team travels to Long Beach this

weekend for the Pac-10 Champ-
ionships, a meet in which the
streaking Bruins expect do well.

Defending conference champ-
ion Stanford is heavily favored to
repeat, as head coach Richard
Quick's team is rich with depth
and talent, not to mention future
Olympians.

The Cardinal's Summer San-
ders. Jenny Thompson. Janel
Jorgenson and Lea Loveless are
swimmers to watch, having swept
through the conference dual meet
competition unbeaten.
As for the remainder of the field,

UCLA. Arizona State and Califor-
nia will batUe for second place.

Bruin head coach Cyndi Gal-
lagher will be in for the biggest
challenge of the three because her
top-point scorer, senior Kris
Stoudt. will not swim.

Stoudt was injured in an acci-
dent last weekend and. in a
separate incident, suffered a con-
cussion and stitches above her eye.

*That leaves us a big hole."
Gallagher said. "Stoudt's our
biggest point scorer, and she
swims consistenUy fOr us and well

.at Pac-lOs.

The Bruins finished third last

year behind Stanford and Califor-
nia, but with the strong Bruin
freshman class already paying
dividends. UCLA will have
another weapon in its arsenal.

UCLA boasted three Pac-10

"rd like to have

everyone make the

cuts for NCAAs."
Cyndl Gallagher

sible for picking up the slack
caused by Stoudt's loss.

Junior Christy Richardson in the
100 and 200 breaststroke and
junior Jeanne Gibbons, freshmen
Meghan Oesting and walk-on
Kristin Krengel in the 50. 100 and
200 freestyle will all help the
Bruins' cause.

UCLA will call upon two more
freshmen. Natalie Norberg and
Mary Petry. Norberg wiU beone to
watch in the intermediate to
distance fi-eestyle events. Pelry's
events weren't set before the
Bruins' departed.

Julie Vogt. another of the
Bruins' core of freestylers. is

coming off a lifetime best in the
100 freestyle against USC and
victories in that race and the 50
fieestyle.

She appean set to surprise in
Long Beach, a pool with which she
ig very familiar.

champions last year— sophomore
Kristy Heydanek in the 100
backstroke — as well as the
Bruins' 200 and 400 freestyle relay
teams.

All swimmers on the relay
teams, excq)t Stoudt. return this

year, and Heydanek may be
primed to repeat her performance
last year.

"Everybody is so mentally
ready." Heydanek said. "We're all

really focused and 1 think die team
is going to swim really fast"
Keys to die Bruins' success will

lie with several swimmers respon-

Sports Schedule

T swam all my big meets there
when I was in high school." Vogt
said. "I'm excited I get to go back
and swim in a meet like Uiis."

Also in the hunt for a conference
championship will be senior Chan-
dy Gooding in the 100 and 200
back and the 200 individual med-
ley.

'•Everyone is primed to swim
fast." Gallagher said. "I'd like to
have everyone make die (mini-
mum time) cuts forNCAA s. and I

think the team should have a lot of
personal bests."

Preliminaries start daily at 11
a.m. and finals begin at 6 p.m.
today through Sunday.

80th Year, No. 72
arculation: 22,000

Briefly

Sharing folkiore
Three Asian-American

writers will read Asian folktales

on campus today.
' The writers will be
informally sharing the Chinesc-

. Japanese- and Pilipino-

American cultural and folk

traditions found in ancient
Asian stories and tales. Frank
Chin. N.V.M. Gonzalez and
Lawson Inada will also sign

copies of their books.

The event runs from 12:30
p.m. to 3 p.m. in Royce Hall's

Humanities Conference Room
314.

"Trading Folk Traditions" is

sponsored by the UCLA Asian
American Studies Center, the

Rockefeller American
Generations Humanities
Program and the Student
Cultural Affairs Office.

Inside

level rises
California's unemployment

rale rose to 8.1 percent during

January, and analysts said the

jobless figure could remain near

that level for months as die

recession continues.

See page 8

Viewpoint

Viewpoint Quiz
The Viewpoint section is

giving a prize for the first 12

callen who will correctly be
able to tell us what our guest
columnists are talking about

See pages 18 and 19

Arts & Entertainment

'Final Analysis'
WiUiout too much analysis.

*Tinal Analysis" presents a

story worth watching.

See page 25

Sports

UCLA defeats
Washington St.

The 3ruin basketball team
and guard Shon Tarver downed
die Cougars, 82-6 1 , on Saturday

in Pauley Pavilion.

See page 40

University of California, Los Angeles

Umbrella buddies

SUNNY SUNG(paly Bruin

Trying to keep dry In Friday's rain, two students share an umbrella on Janss Steps.

Monday
February 10, 1992

Accepting
I i

Project collects

school supplies for

Ethiopian region

By i.etisla IMarquez
Dally Bmln Staff

A group of UCLA faculty members and
students will soon be collecting school

suR)lies for students in war-torn Eritrea, a
region in Ethiopia whose people have been
fighting a 30-year war for independence.
UCLA*s Eritrean Project for Orphaned

Children will collect school supplies at

diree campus locations on Feb. 18 to ship to

Eritrea. Collection was originally scheduled
fOT today and tomorrow, but was postponed
because of the rainy weather.

"Since UCLA has so many books and
educational supplies, we thought it would
be a good place to start (collecting

donations)/

or me project
^

*The (Eritrean) schools are q)en, but they

cannot function witliout supplies." Hagos
said.

The Los Angeles Times estimated that

more dian 50,(XX) people died, and more
than 5(X),(XX) people fled to other countries

during .die war.

Hagos, a native Eritrean, lost her parents

during the war and her brother is still

missing in action.

**I want to aid in the reconstruction of my
country." Hagos said. "I think that whatever
we do will make a difference."

Although a referendum will be held
within the next diree years to officially

establish Eritrean independence from
Ethiopia, the people of the region are

already in the process of revitalizing their

institutions.

After Hagos' friend relumed from Eritrea

a few months ago, Hagos learned Uiat the

school shelves and desks were empty, -
"People want to get back to a normal life

and sending their children to school will

help them," she said. **Unless you educate

See DONATIONS, page 17

Researcher

speaks on
mind-brain

connection
By Reshma Shamasunder
Daily Bruin Staff

A world-renowned professor
from die UCLA School of Medi-
cine spoke Thursday about the

relationship between the brain and
die mind at die 7 1st annual UCLA
Faculty Research Lecture.

William Oldendorf, best known
for research diat led to die develop-
ment of non-invasive scanning
techniques of the brain, used a
slide show to demonstrate how
little people know of the connec-
tion between the brain and the

mind.'

"rve been preoccupied the last

45 years or so trying to fadiom die

mind-hrain problem," said OHdenr
dorf. wnp is a professor of neivolo-

gy, psychiatry and biobehavioral
sciences at die UCLA medical

'Latlna Education Day' brings
9iippQix Iff iiigpt^vnfXM Suiu9nii9

(»

See BRAIN, page 17

By Letisia Marquez
Dally Bruin Staff

In an effort to encourage more
Latino women to attend college,

engineering and science under-

graduates spoke on campus
Friday with a group of high

school Latino women.

As part of "Latina Education

Day," die UCLA students and
some professional engineers dis-

CHissed their personal struggles in

attending college while dealing

with financial constraints.

"In engineering, you have to

struggle all the way through and
you have to be a survivor

yourself," Ivette Ramos, a

UCLA alumna and IBM
employee, told a group of about
40 Santa Monica High School

and UCLA students.

The UCLA program dis-

cussed vifious topics, including

die ixoblem of dealing with a

family diat discourages women
from leaving the bome^ and the

Blanca Chang, a third year chennical engineering student with
a biology emphasis, talks with a group of high school stu-
dents In Engineering 1 on Friday.

difficulty of receiving federal

financial aid as an undocu-
mented student.

The UCLA students also

performed a skit portraying
difficult situations Latino
women encounter inside and
outside of the classroom.

"Latina students face family

and peer pressures," said
Dolores Ceja, a fourth-year
student in computer science and
{engineering.

Their families may not wani
diem to leave home to attend la

^
university. Ceja said. "It*$ hard

See LATlNAt page 16
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Today, February 10, 1992

Business Economics Society
May Department Company
Ackerman Union Room 2410

Stu4ent Wel&re Commission
AIDS Awareness Week
Conliaceptinn Camivai

10:00 am

1 1:00 am

Westwood Plaza

12:00 iiooii
Student Welfare Commission
Awareness Act

Meyerhoff Park

Tuesday, February 11, 1992
12:00 iu>oii

Chancellor's Office
~

Open House
Facuky Center, California Room

Wednesday, February 12, 1992

WMi"iv%^

10:00 am
Business Economics Society
May Department Compwiny
Ackerman Union Room 2410

1 2:00 noon
Women's Rcsoufxx Center
Credit and Budget Tips for Women
2 Dodd Hall

Thursday, February
>() pm

Melnitz Movies -

•Hud" followed by Irving Ravetch & Harriet Frank, Jr.
Melnit2 Theatre

Friday, February 14, 1992
>() pm

Melnitz Movies
"The Long Hot Summer" arul "Murphy's Romance"
Melntu Theater

^bruary

v/.-y.-V'

Mclnitz Movies
The Reivers" and "Hombfg*

>0 pm

Melnitz Theater

Sunday, M
30 pm

Melnitz Movies
"Norma Rae" and "Conrack"
Melnitz Theater

General
Mortar Board
Mort^ Board Week this week
See ad for events and times
Dont fofget-Applications are due February 18 in 1206 Murphy Hall!
Bruin Woods
Informatk>n meetings this week
See ad for dates and times
Ptacement and Career Planning Center
UCLA's 15th Annual Career Fair for MirK>rity Students and Alumni-March 3
•Resume Doctor" consulutions available all this week
See ad for additk>nal information '

Cultural Affiirs Commission/Jewish Student Union
Operation Solomon-Free exhibit open to public through Febriiarv 14
Kerckhoff Art Gallery •

Student Welfare Commission
AIDS Awareness Week
Workshops, films, and an informatibh fair

See ad for events throughout the week
HonQrs«ndUnd«^^tnul^kaicl%^j^Min#*'^'-^ iiu

The schedule of H6«li)rs Collegium dassesf«£ir8p«n6«iia»fr is awailttbte^^ iui ^nU

r>

IIOTf;

uJ? 1*1 "See adifQrdciiailio>-f lu umaj^,' ijo<4uov/ lobiuin oW

Commentary

Here's a formula lor

doit-yourselfcolumns
Devastated by news that I

am talcing a three-week vaca-

tion which will leave them
bereft of comfort and wisdom
unlit Mafeh, hordes are stand'

ing outside my office at this

very moment sobbing and
pleading for me not to go.

•How.** they ask, "are we to

survive this deprivation?**

Such is the selfishness of

the multitude. Not one thinks

of my own need to flee the

calamity called February and
frolic in the hibiscus while all

Florida kowtows to my mighty
credit cards.

Still, one has duties, so I

leave the following suggestions

for six do-it-yourself colunms,
and headlines to go with them.

By expanding these simple

ideas to about 750 words,

readers can compose their own
sue columns and know happi-

ness once again.

1. Bankruptcy Chic: What is

the most fashionable thing

going these days? Bankruptcy.

Everybody is doing it. After-

ward they take ads in the

newspapers to announce how
swell it is.

TWA goes into the tank

Russell
Baker

under the weight of $1 billtoir"

in debt and Carl Icahn, its top

man, publishes an open letter

saying how pleased he is about
it and explaining how good it

is for his company and cus-

tomers. Next day the

Washington Post publishes a
column saying Macy's should
have gone bankrupt a year

ago.

For a column, write a folksy

down-home letter to your out-

of-date, creaky old Uncle P^rpg-

moie telling the poor guy why
you feel so wonderful about

Icahn not being able to repay

you anytime soon that billion

dollars he borrowed, on
account of TWA going bank-

rupt

Assume that musty, really-

out-of-it Uncle Frogmore had
lent you that very billion

which you lent Icahn. And that

Uncle Frogmore said he abso-

lutely had to have it back by
January to pay the grandchil-

dren's college tuition. Now
write a letter from Uncle
Frogmore to a fancy college

explaining why it should be
just as happy as he is about
TWA going bankrupt

Avoid sarcasm in this col-

umn. It will only infuriate

people who know that Chapter

11 of the bankruptcy law^

-really is wuiiderTuI, and they

Dairy

Brain

will send abusive mail about

stupid media.

2. Rip Van Bush: President

Bush went to a supermarket

the other day and was sur-

prised to learn checicout coun-
ters now use computers. Think

See BAKER, page 15
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to set guihifee zone near
Lt. governor proposes felony for illegal possession

I I ^playgrounds

By IMIchaol Lawrence
Daily Bruin Staff

BURBANK — Lt Governor
Leo McCaithy announced a legi-

slative proposal Saturday to create

Wlini .tic JiatpXt Wdtpi/ftSl-lICC

zones*^ near schools and play-

grounds.

Speaking at a news conference

in a Burbank playground, McCar-
thy said he hoped his bill would
help stop violent crimes and gang
violence near where children play.

••When we sent our children to

school, or out to play, we want
them in a safe place — a place

where they can be firee from fear,"

he said.

*Too often the violence caused

by gangs and drugs spills over into

schools and playgrounds and puts

innocent chilcben in danger,"

McCarthy added, speaking above
the voices of children playing

behind him.

Iris currently a misdemeanorto*

possess firearms near schools or

parks. McCarthy's proposed
legislation would make possession

a felony if it occurs within 1,000

feet of such areas.

The lieutenant governor's prop-
osal also would make it a felony to

possess a firearm on the grounds of
any church, synagogue, public or
private youth center or public

swimming pool.

During the flrst six months of
1991, weapons were used in more

than 250 assaults at the Los
Angeles Unified School District

The school district also recorded

more than 570 cases of illegal

weapons possessions, McCarthy
said.

—Thelcgislation, to be introduced
this week by Assemblywoman
Marguerite Archie-Hudson, D-
Los Angeles, would make it a

felony punishable by up to three

years in prison. Under the present

law, most people convicted of gun
possession near a school receive

about six months of jail time.

In addition, McCarthy's propos-
al would make it a misdemeanor to

possess any weapons other than

firearms near schools, parks and
churches.

"Under this bill, if

you're carrying a

weapon illegally, and

you're around kids,

jrou're ^oing to go to

jaiL Period/*

Leo McCarthy
tt. Governor

. But McCarthy conceded that his

bill will not cover many of the

young people who are caught with

guns. These minors would be
exempt under state law because

juveniles cannot be charged with

adult crimes.

•*I am for severe punishment for

Rainy daze

reducing the numbers of shoot-

ings," he said. ''How many times

are we going to hear about a kid

getting shot in the head by gang-

bangers? Under this bill, if you're

carrying a weapon illegally, and
you're around kids, you're going
to go to jail. Period."

Extension

offers III

moUieisan
ducation

By Julie Ann Sllva

Daily Bruin Staff

:Naw in the seventh year, VQU^

ALEX OE ROBERTIS

Bio-Chemistry major Wendy Huang, a junior, passes next to a tree between Royce and Haines halls blocked off by Grounds
Department barricades due to the large puddle in the sunken bricks around the tree.

Siudeirt killed at UC Beikeley
Body found Friday night inside

student government building

By Michael Lawrence
Daily Bruin Staff

Campus police interviewed

stunned students Sunday as part of
an investigation into the stabbing

death of a 20-year-old UC Berke-

ley student, who was found in a

campus ofiRce.

Police are searching for people

who may have seen Grace Ruak)
Asuncion of Agoura Hills before

she was found dead at 9:20 p.m.

Friday by a custodian in Eshleman

Hall^.,,,ljt|^,,|2^IUtog^ lli^^Jwuse^.^^oipiMfi^Bs ^betwe6n^ Asvneion's

cpnpus(vganl2Auonis,saiduniver- often studied alone ^19 ^^e^Ptte,
and there is notiiing unusuafabout
her being there Friday night, he

added.

"During the course of the

threats. There was no forewarn-

ing."

Asuncion was stabbeu several

times in the upper body with a

sharp object, Carroll said. There
are no signs that there was sexual

assault or robbery, he said.

Berkeley students told police

they last saw Asuncion, a junior

majoring in molecular and cell

biology, studying around 5 p.m. in

the fifth-floor office of the Filipino

American AUiance, Carroll said.

Police said they have found no

sity police Lt. Pat Carroll.

">ye haven't established a

motive and we don't have any
suspecft," he said. "There were no

investigaiion, we've become parti-

cularly interested in the time

period (between 5 p.m. and 9:20

p.m.)," CarroU said. "What we'd
Uke to do is have people call us if

they saw anything during that time

period,"

Responding to the death, Berk-

eley Ci*'*2.';cellor Chaing Lin-Tien

and university police ucCi(!ed to

beef up security and increase the

numbo' of foot patrols on campus.

Police have also assigned more
officers for their nighttime escort

services, Carroll said.

Police closed the eight-story

Eshleman Hall on Friday and

searched the surrounding area of

Sproul Plaza and the forested area

Itrawberry Creek on Satur-

ing for evi^lenceiol itlic;

No murder weapon has

been found.

In today's issiie of the Daily

Califomian, Berkeley's student

newspaper. Chancellor Tien and

"We haven't

established a motive

and we don't have any

suspects."

Lt. Pat Carroll

University Police

undergraduate student President

Mark Yablonovich issued a joint

siaLe!?)^t telling the campus com-

munity to remain C2!-«n following

Asuncion's death.

They said, "An act as deplorable

and senseless as that which befell

Grace Rualo Asuncion can have a

Extension Program has teamed up
with the Mar Vista Family Center
in the surrounding' crime-ridden

neighborhood to give low-income
residents employment 0RX)rtuni-

ties.

UCLA's Extension Program has

offered a complete certificate

program in early education at the

family center. Those who com-
plete the program can be licensed

by the state to teach in pre-schools.

Fifteen percent of those pursu-
ing the certificate through the

center are low-income mothers
from the neighborhood who would
not have begun a teaching career

were it not for Extension's
involvement, said center director

Beuy Factor.

UCLA Education Extension
instructor Sally Gross helped link

the program with the Mar Vista

center.

*The most exciting part is the

transformation that occurs in these

mothers," Gross said,

"In virtually every case, they
would never have gone out of the

neighborhood to take education

classes, so the fact that Extension
has come to Mar Vista has made a
crucial difference in turning their

hves around."

The program was recognized by
the City of Los Angeles with an

Award of Excellence in 1990.

"We've taught many neighbor-

hood people who have received

their certificate, gone out into the

cOiun?.unity and gotten jobs,"

Gross said.

"We've even had pre-schools

calling us because they've heard
that our graduates are so well

uained."

Many of the center's^ staff are

mothers who took the program,

said LuCia Diaz, Ibe center's

project director.

"I was in the program myself,**

she said. "We got a tot of support
from the Extension teachers."

UCLA Extension offers a dis-

count to the students enrolling in

devastating effect on a communi-
ty's collective seo^ ^ ,^HftSy ^
... As a commumty, wCf^lmi^T^, tne program through the center

endured traged)i.,,|Mi(Ofei wiJMi>K-j(^>Vi^t««^ pa

^^SGKe^iH^tt «)uch stronger. ^<9fk\ ioonifkleinefttary enroll

"We must unite in the memory basediiCiMthrinaRiber of stu

of Grace Rualo Asuncion and who enroll through the Exte
work to make our campus a safer catalogue, said Susan Dougherty,

sion

See SLAYING, page 15 See MAR VISTA, page 15
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Briefs
World

All political prisoners

freed, Russia says
MOSCOW -- The final 10 political

prisoners have been set free in Perm, the

Ural Mountain internment center made
infamous as a punishment camp for anti-

mist dissidents, according to the

Russian Interior Ministry.

The 10 prisoners were sentenced for

various violations of the treason law
during the past decade and were pardoned
last month by Russian President Boris N.
Yeltsin as a humanitarian gestiu-e to

establish Russia's new credentials in the
world community.

Russia insists no other purely political

prisoners identified as such by human
rights organizations remain incarcerated.

Russians not ready^

to get rid of Yeltsin
MOSCOW — Demonstrators Sunday

sent a clear message to Russian President
Boris Yeltsin; People are not ready to

throw him or the free market out
There were two demonstrations here

Sunday in the heart of the city. One was
for Yeltsin and a free market One was
against Yeltsin and the free market. The
pro-Yeltsin Arong was slightly more
popular, attracting some 10.000 middle
class, i^uca^ Ru^ians.

This demonstration had more the feel of

Etiiiopia reiMiildinig

with intemational aid

WASHINGTON — Intemational aid

organizations led by the World Bank have
put together a $672 million program to

help a struggling new government in

=pggplestfO»ing home from chureh thanoT
an action meant to inspire political

change. Couples with linked arms strolled

around the Pariiament building, which is

called the Russian While House and is

now recognized the worid over as the
place where Soviet communism was
jfeated during last Augustus failed coup.

Ethiopia rebuild after ncariy tw6 decade^
of civil war and ideological
mismanagement of the economy.

Ethiopians minister for foreign
economic relations, Abdul-Mejid
Hussein, said that about $7 million in

emergency medical aid would be
available almost immediately, followed
by help in building roads, bridges,

schools, and other basic structures over
the next 30 months.

Gambino tactics
glimpsed at trial

NEW YORK — An undercover
investigator posing as an independent
trucker was warned that he risked having
his legs- broken if he persisted in

challenging what the prosecution
contends is organized crime *s control of
delivery trucks serving Manhattan's
garment industry.

The warning was offered as evidence to

a Manhattan jury Thursday as the

extortion trial of two reputed Mafia
leaders, Thomas and Joseph Gambino, the

sons of the late reputed organized-crime

U.N. chief reduces
administration posts

UNITEDNATIONS— Barely a month
after taking office, Secretary General

Boutros Boutros-Ghali has announced a

sweeping reorganization that streamlines

departments and slashes top posts in the

unwieldy U.N. Secretariat

State

bo^s. Carlo Gambino. ended its first week
of testimony.

The investigator, posing as an
independent trucker, was told by a
salesman for a Gambino trucking
company that "it would be much easier for

you, much easier,** if he did not try to

compete with the Gambinos.

The acuon, announced hriday, follows

the outlines of a proposal submitted last

year by an informal group of
representatives from more than 20
industrialized and developing countries,

including the United States.

In a change intended to give Boutros-

Ghali more time to devote to
peacekeeping, eight undersecretaries
general will report to him directly, down
from about 30 top officials.

Man kills transvestite,

leaps to own death
NEW YORK — A Bronx man went

berserk early Saturday when he
discovered that the prostitute he had
brought home was not a woman, police
said, fatally beating and stabbing the
transvestite before jumping to his own
death as officers broke down his door.
The prostitute, who was not identified

Saturday by police, was well-known in the

Bedford Park building, a warren of dingy
cubicles and filthy narrow halls that was
described by its residents as a den of drug
dealing and prostitution.

Campaign gift limits

niled unconstttutionai

A federal appeals court has ruled that

California's voter-approved limits on
political campaign contributions are

unconstitutional — clearing the way for

The assailant, Augustm Rosado, a
47-year-old Cuban immigrant, had moved
into the building on Creston Avenue on
Tuesday, said a neighbor, Juan Olmeda.
The prostitute was pronounced dead at

the scene. Rosado "beat the man with a

bar, a box cutter, a kitchen knife and a

screwdriver,** said Sgt. Mohrmann. •

candidates to raise as much money as they
can this election year.

In a 2-1 ruling Friday, the U.S. Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco
upheld a lower court decision that

Proposition 73 unfairly benefits
incumbents.

"Government must remain
scrupulously neutral when it regulates

activity protected by the First
Amendment,** Judge William Norris said.

Top ten

Top 10 ways to get kicked out of the

winter Olympics

10. Spray-painting "Marv** on the

Alt)ertville city limits sign.

9. Placing prank phone calls to Team
Handball training center and calling them
"summertime iceless weenies.*'

8. Ice fishing on the skating course.

7. Starting fight at souvenir shop by
pulling our an American Express card.

6. Body-checking your competition in

figiu-e skating compulsories.

5. Wisecracks alx)ut the two-man luge

team **practicing** more than necessary.

4, Havingpizza delivered to the penaky-
box in hockey finals.

3. Substituting bobsledders* steroids

with Folgers Crystals.

2. Getting flat-out drunk and taking the

Zamboni for a spin downtown.
1. Naked slalom runs.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

Now You Don't Have To Go To Von's Pavilion

To Get Supermarket Prices!
Grocery

•

Produce

Kelk>ggs Raisin Bran 20 oz
KeRoggs Nut & Honey 1 6oz '~'.

Kelk>Qgs Com Flakes 1 8oz
G.M. Wheaties, 18oz
Best Foods light mayo 1 6oz
Kelk>ggs Pop tarts 1 lOz
Camation breakfast bars (6)
Jrf ex. crunch peanut butter 1 8oz
Aunt Jemima pancake, 32oz
Preao spaghetti sauce 30 oz
Kraft Mac & Cheese 7.25 oz
Del Monte lite sllc. peaches 1 6oz
Del Monte green beans 1 6oz
Camp, chunky chicken noodle 1 9oz
Wishbone ranoh lito ^fesemg^ez^

—

Nabisco chips ahoy 12oz
O.R. lite popping com lO.Soz

breadstiks

3.23
3.79
1.95
3.69
1.49
1.69

2.39
2.89
1.53

2.25
.65

1.05
.89

1.63
=ha^

Von's

2.59
2.29

Frozen
2.99
1.69
30?
2.29
2.69
1.79

1.55
1.39

Weight W. Chk:. Fettudni
Minute MakJ O. J. 12oz
Sara Lee coffee cake 1 1 .5oz
Sara Ijee pound cake I0.75oz
Haagsn Dazs ice cream pints

Orelda hash browns 32 oz
Eggo waffles 1 1 oz
Ice, bagged, 7 lbs

Non-food
Scot Tissue74-pk 2.45
Conf>et powder, lemon, 1 7oz 1 .05
Cascaae liq. dishwash, 50oz ^ 2.89
Downey fabric 5uiiner,33oZ 1 .69

TideUltraJ6uSe 4.59
Faricy Feast cat food, 3oz .49

Kal Kan pedigree dog. 14oz .69

FREE PARKING!

in rear
Open til 11pm

2.59
2.35

2.99
1.69
3.45
2.55
2.89
1 .89

1.59
1.49

Strawberries . box
Mangoes, ea
Carrots. 1 lb bag
Red or Yelk>w Bell Peppers, lb

Kiwi, each
Jumbo Brown ontons. lb

Fresh Orange Juk%. 16 oz
32 oz

Salad bar. per lb

breadstiks Von's

Homogenized Milk 1 gal
HonrK>genlzed milk 1/2 gal

Homogenized milk quart
Skim mUk 1 oal

Dairy

2.49
- 1.59

.49

2.98

3/1.00
.59

1.99
3.59
3.49

These are

representative

everyday prices^

not selected

exce^ions.

Skim milk 1 /2 gal
Skim mHk quart
Eggs. AA Ig V doz
Eggs. AA ex Ig 1 doz
Imperial margerine 1 lb

Fanner John bacon 16oz
Oscar Mayer beef bok>gna 8oz
Fanner John beef franks 16oz
Contadina fresh fettucdni 9oz
Foster Farms Fresh chk:ken

boneless fillet breasts, lb

Drinks
Gatorade 32oz
Evian water 1 .5 L
Arrowhead Mt. Spring 1 gal
Martinelli apple juice 1 .5 L
Ocean Spray Cranapple 48oz
Campbells V-8 juice 32oz
Miller Gen Draft 12pk
bJdweiser 1 2 pk
Coors light 6 pk

Tsr

3.59

1.25
1.59
1.05
2.39
2.49
1.69
7.99
7.99
4.29

LE CONTE

3.98

1.35
1.69
1.09
2.45
2.59
1.75

8.25
8.25
4.49

UCLA

1057 Gayley Ave 209-1111
KINROSS
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UCLA Business Economics
Society

presents

IS JUST AROUND
Why wait until May to set your post-graduate career goals? Spring into action
now wrth'the company that's committed to your career success. The May
Department Stores Company.

As one of the premier retailers in the country, we invite ALL COLLEGE MAJORS to ^j
apply for one of the retail industry's top professional opportunities! ^ ^

©=
In addition to the industry's most competitive salaries, we provide outstanding
benefits. JfJ

»

Don't wait until May to start thinking about your careeL Join the company _
that's committed to your success...

Interested candidates are encouraged to drop by and explore the

opportunities. Representatives will be on the UCLA campus:

IVIONDAY,
February 1 0, 1 992

~

10:00 am -3:00 pm
Aclcerman Union
Room #2410

WEDNESDAy,—

^

February 12, 1992~
10:00 am- 3:00 pm
Aclcerman Union
Room #24 1p
This is a UBS event.vent.

Dress casually and bring your resume
Refreshments provided

. .. i

ROBINSON'S and MAY COrbf CALIFORNIA

I
'Si I

Divisions of The May Department Stores Company—

—

Equal Opportunity Employer MF
This ad is sponsored by the Undergraduate Business Society

& the Business Economics Society,
i- #* <i«

I

WILSHIRE UBS is sponsored by AGSM
mfp)

'ki'k
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University of Construction, Ijos Angeles

^——i-

Left, one of the large pipes Is

lifted skyward— one step clos-

er to its final resting place with-

in Moore Hall. Above, foreman
James Popejoy operates a
crane to unload 24 Inch pipes
for an air conditioner to be
installed in Moore Hall. Right.

John Blick is in the driver's

seat as the pipes are slowly
lowerecT" ^==^^

Show the World You Care.

Wear MessAGEWear*

\

•lyli 101T p ihirt) or lOiS (uhlrt)

100% cotton

Tee shirts $15.00

Sweat shirts $22.00

^^M
^«i>:

ttfTO^iM)
?!5!SS35^

White with

biackink

OR
Black with white ink

^si

•tyi*
'^'^•'SSTiHR

RN out and mail tor prompt Mrviot:

orv

Oiy lip

Phonti

ooton
Wori

if^cheeiiOfmor>iyofd>rpayi»lttoMimiiWUi4»^ ^ !?ff' '
|

^iSRtWrfo COSTS:Ili6 Fulton

I SinFr«ieiltti;Ci

(418)IOM4a4
PImm ilMf 2*S WMkf tfilvtfy

M • L • XL

IIACH
Tatll U9iM TOTAL

TAX iMUK

2 - 4 Nrtt la.oD enPFirw
i^ahlrte $4.i(( TOTAL

Photos by Rkdiaid Kim

Mark your calendars

Give that someone ^)ecial the one

gilK this year that reminds them of

your love every single day-

for a \rfiole year!

a Personalized Color Calendar

Bring inyourcolorphotos and a list ofspecial dates thatyouwant

to be highlighted on the calendar—birthdays, anniversaries,

holidays or just a monthly reminder thatyou are thinking about

them. A 12 month color calendar, personalized by you, is the

perfect gift for friends, parents, clubi/^itudent groups, or even

yourself (don't you deserve to be featured each month?)

DESIGN COPY PRINT

114 fcJIJ^V/v/ \^ A ^^4VA'4

!(]I33W3HT
1W10 Onabfook Orivt. w«itwood YMogt • (310) iOI-COFY (liVfi
M>F 7 qm -

1 a midnight > tot fqm • 12 midnight • Sun 9om • • pm

HV

y

j:/
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The Student Welfare Commission's AIDS Awareness Project presents.

swc
STUOtNT WBLFAfte

COMMISatOM

Featuring FREE condoms everyday ( 1 0-2) on Bruin Walk!

TODAY...
in Westwood Plaza 11-1:
THE

contraception carniFall
brought to you by the Student Health Advocttef

also: RED RIB^ WEEK begins...

ribbons will be available for those

who want to show support for the
AIDS cause

J)lus: PROTOTYPES:
'Women and AIDS

Risk Network'
' Ackerman 3330, 1 lam- 12pm

and
'Fun in the SAND."

(for gay men)

Ackerman 3330, 12pm- 1pm

gs£all aft ntfigfhft— ^

niAS:

'Positive' and
'Silence=Death

'

Melnitz Theater, 7:30pm

SAFER
SEX

Just
-do

it.

also^

Hedrick Hall Fireside Lounge
8pm

A 21 -year old HIV+ male
shares his story...

broaglkt to yos ky tke SHAs

and in the Cooperage, dpin:

KALEIDOSCOPE THEATER
brings their message of safer sex thro\igh
theater...

TUESDAY

'A Discussion on Homophobia"
Ackerman 3508 11am-12pm

"AIDS Testing: Who, What, and Why
Led by Professor Bohman from UCLA's Bio Dept

Ackerman 3517 12pm-lpm

"The Safer Sex Game"
a Peer Health Counselor Presentation
Sunset Village A-2 7pm

Workshop on AIDS Resources
and Education"

Sproul Entertainment Center 7pm

KALEIDOSCOPE THEATER
—DylcstraiEireside Lounge 8pm .—

—

WEDNESDAY:
SEXUAL HEALTH AWARENESS
IlMF"ORNl-ATION F-^a^IR
with r*pr«*«»,t«tiv«« irom: ,

Vonwn'f lUfovrc* Centtr^ Oflic* ol St(t4*i\t« with Dis«biliU«««

SHAs^ PHCf, PUtuMd Ptrtnthood. ActUp LA, PrototypM, H«ft'«

Heclth, S»«rch AIUaim!*. Black %tA. L«titw>« for AIDS (BLAIDS)

VESTVOOD PLAZA 10aa-2pm

COMr THE REl^i OF
THE WEEK!!

ptid lor by USAC
r

11am Ackerman 3308: 'AIDS ft ^oii: the College

I

V i]

'-<

f^im •«n«Aa m^m i^m
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Analysts expect unemptoyment levels to remain hi^
By Gregory J. Wilcox
Los Angeles Daily News

California's unemployment rate

rose to 8.1 percent during January,

the government reported, and
analysts said the jobless figure

could remain near that level for

months as the recession maintains

its grip on the state.

AnalysTTTaid Friday that the

increase, from a seasonally
adjusted 7.7 percent in December
and 7 percent in January 1991,

offers little hope for a quick
rebound and shows that California

continues to bear the brunt of the

national recession.

**It was a very disappointing and
very negative report The economy

was quite weak at the end of 1991
and that weakness spilled over into

the first part of 1992," said Lynn
Reaser, vice president and senior

economist at First Interstate Ban-
cqrp in Los Angeles.

Since jobless data tends to be a

lagging economic indicator, **our

analysts expect the rate to remain

at about this level for some months
NagleTThomasHP;to come,

director of the California Employ
meni Development Department,
said in a statement.

The California jobless rate for

January compared with 7. 1 percent

nationally.

In the Los Angeles-Long Beach
area, unemployment in January
edged up to 8.6 percent from 8.3

percent in December and 6.6

percent in January 1991. These
figures were not adjusted for

seasonal factors.

Jack Kyser, economist at the

Economic Development Corp. of
Los Angeles County, said unem-
ployment locally is likely to

remain above 8 percent as compa-
jiies that previpiisly announced
layoffs put those plans into effect.

For example. General Motors
Corp. plans to eliminate 2,500 jobs
when it closes its suburban Van
Nuys assembly plant this summer,
and numerous aerospace jobs have
been eliminated.

"Its a free-for-all," Kyser said.

"The government is going cold
turkey on this defense down-siz-

ing. It would be painful ifwe were
going through it when times were
good, but we*re going through it in

a recession."

Reaser said that one encourag-
ing sign is the Federal Reserve's

move to lower interest rates and
pump cash into the economy
through the purchase of treasury

securities.

"As a result, bank reserves are

increasing so the money supply is

heated up and that typically will

fuel more economic activity," she

said.

Meanwhile, the outlook for job
hunters will remain bleak, Reaser
said.

Statewide, there were 1.2 mil-

hon California residents unem-

ployed during January. 61,000
more than in December and
184,000 more than the same month
a year ago.

Recession-related job losses in

retailing, construction and manu-
facturing were the main factors

contributing to the January rise in

unemployment, the state said.

-During January the state lost

239.100 jobs, including 87.600 in

the retail sector, 32,500 in con-
struction and 19,900 in manufac-
turing.

Of the unemployed, 779.400
were laid off. 348,800 were either

entering the job market for the first

time or resuming their job search

and 87,800 left the work force

voluntarily.

IT'S MORTAR BOARD WEEK!
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quote CONTEST; Have you ever wanted to see volt favorite huote in the Mortar

Board Calendar? Bfirig to our infoiatiilidn t||^€ or ^TO of

Students Office 1206 Murphy yoilt favorite <|uo!ie and its ^ourle.

If we like it, we 4ill use it in the |l992-1993?Mortar Board, knd
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HELP US RECOGNIZE STUDENT LEADERS: We want to reco^

exemplify our ideals of leadership, scholarship, and service. Come
to our table to nominate your friends to be recognized in the Bruin.
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LITERACY DAY AT UES: To incorporate our national theme of literacy, Mortar Board
members will lead a storytelling hour with elementary school

"~"
'

"^~"
students. - ^

.
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SCHOLARSHIPS FOR FRESHMAN OR SOPHOMORES: In appreciation of those,

underclassmen who excel in the areas of leadership, scholarship,

and service, we are offering $500.00 scholarships. For more
information, visit our table or the Dean of Students office.

MORTAR BOARD APPLICATIONS:
Murphy, 825-3871, or at our table.

QUALIFICATIONS: (1) at least 90 units completed at

the end of Fall '91

(2) cumulative college G.P.A. of

3.0 or above

(3) graduation no sooner than Fall '92

(4) demonstrated leadership and service

DUE:Tuesday, Feb. 18 by 4:30pm to 1206 Murphy Hall

INFORMATION TABLES^gggf^y oiir table on Bmin Walk (10-2)

for more information on Mortar Board
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Some genes mysteriously expami when passed on
Ttie New York Times

According to the common wis-

dom, genes are passed down intact

from generation to geneitition like

family heirlooms. Occasionally a
flaw will cause a genetic disorder,

but it has long been assumed that,

damaged or not, a gene and its

progeny look just the same.

Thus it came as something of a

shock last week when scientists

reported in the British journal

Nature that the gene that causes the

most common kind of muscular
dystrophy grows larger and larger

each time it is bequeathed. And so

with each generation the disease

becomes more severe.

When the gene is small the

disease, called myotonic dystro-

phy, may go unnoticed, or manif-

est itself as a case of cataracts br a

mild muscular condition in which
a person has trouble relaxing his

grip. But several generations later.

a baby may be bom so afflicted

that it cannot breathe without a

respirator.

*This opens up moral, social and
ethical problems that were totally

unanticipated,'* said Dr. David
Housman, a molecular geneticist

a| the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and author of one of
the papers describing the discov-

ery.

Should a couple decide not to

have children or to get an abortion

because they may pass on a gene

that will be harmless to their

children but deadly to their great-

great-grandchildren?

Scientists don't know how the

gene for myotonic dystrophy gets

bigger as it is passed along. But
clues may come from two other

diseases, which involve the so-

called X-chromosome. In fragile X
syndrome, an inherited form of
mental retardation, and in X-
linked spinal and bulbar atrophy.

which causes victims to waste
away, a defect occurs in a region of
the gene consisting of three

nucleotides — the letters in the

genetic alphabet — repeated over
and over.

Like someone who can't stop

stuttering, or a phonograph needle

caught in a groove, the pattern

TT-
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Doctw •-
- stofind AIDS curefor himself, otheis

By KeKti Stone
Los Angeles Dally News

For nearly two years. Dr. Paul

Rothman and an alliance of other

Los Angeles doctors have been
testing unapproved AIDS drugs on
patients— ignoring laws they fear

have delayed a cure.

keeps on repeating itself. As this

runaway repetition passes from
generation to generation, the affl-

iction becomes larger.

Realize the dream of
calling your own shots!

Our career will help you do just that. Our agents have been

recognized as "Top Sales Force** in a survey of sales executives

by Sales & Marketing Management magazine.*

And our top ratings by Moody's, Standard & Poor's,

A.M. Best and Duff & Phelps assure the financial security

- that peoptete^ for at times like ifrese.
=

If you are looking for a meaningful, rewarding

career, call for a confidential interview.

Campus Interview Date:
March 3, 1992

The Kerrigan Agency
555 South Flower Street, Suite 4400

Los Angeles, California 90071

(213) 482-5100

Contact Laurie Shea

The Quiet Company'

eifRTWH WL .ipiiiiilly A f^m't, A.M. Bmi. IMT A ruifm •md F^tum*

HElADLINES is always ready and eager to serve the
Bruins. We are here when you need us!

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

20S-2424 10922 Kinross Westwood Village

This year, QNE UCLA stud^

*Will eat at a restaurant an average
of 5 times a month, spending an
average of $23. 15 per meal.
Will spend an average of $39.25 on
haircuts over a period of 3 months.
Will spend an average of $69.90 on
shoes, clothing, and accessories in
one month.

There are over 50,000 }>tudents, staff,

and faculty members at UCLA; 48,000
of these have read the Dailv Bruin
in the last 5 days.
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'*C)ur emphasis is on speed, as~

well as safety. We will sacrifice a

little bit of safety for a lot of
speed,** Rothman said.

Now, the 41 -year-old doctor is

racing to cure himself of AIDS,
taking a drug he said the govern-
ment has not approved for use on
humans.

If the experiment fails, Rothman
said, the guerrilla research he
helped pioneer would carry on at

the Search Alliance, a non-profit

group he began in June 1990 to test

new treatments outside the govern-
ment's supervision.

"I assume Search Alliance will

outlive me." Rothman said recen-

tly, as he lay hooked by several

tubes to a rumbling machine that

eases disabling pain in his feet

from a nerve disorder caused by
AIDS.
"rd like people to know there is

an organization that is willing to do
anything to find a cure for AIDS~
regardless of the legality, regard-

less of the expense and regardless

of the convenience," Rothman
said.

In the 20 months since it was
formed, he said, the Search
Alliance has grown to include
more than 40 doctors in Los
Angeles. San Francisco. New
York and New Mexico who have
conducted trials on 12 different

drugs and treatments.

Rothman readily acknnwlfvige^
that Search members use unap-
proved drugs in human tests

without permission from the Food
and Drug Administration. By

avoiding the FDA*s review, he
said. Search can quickly determine
whether a drug is useful.

*The FDA delays us by years on
any kind of medication, especially

something that is completely
new," he said.

,

—

While the doctors adhere to 4

.X,

scientific methodology, "We
would lie and steal if we felt there

was something valuable," Roth-
man said.

CREDIT AND BUDGET
TIPS FOR WOMEN

MAKING A UrOM GO

Wcdattfayt Fclinaagy IZ

alMMHan
Featuring

Emily Card - financial expert, attorney, and
author of The Ms. Money Book

Emij Card k a UCLA Law S<hMl ahiau awl was a caalribwUiig editor for Mm. aacazke fnm
19U ' 1M9. Sie eaoMd Ike dMiMUM afiMviiit bcci IdevWoH's flist mUomI kmak fteaMlal bosl

aa Eiccirtive Prodaccr asd ImmI of Ike mUomI caMe IdevWoa skow Mi's Ywr M«mj."

Patrida Ferres - UCLA Fmancial Aid Counselor
9^t9$mmtmmm$mmm9mmmtmmmtm$$$$tmH$m*$t$m$$m$mHu$mm

Pon*t miss this great opportunity to hear sound financial

advice for women students. Bring all your questions!
Dm Wo I'lRc r CoMcr • a Mfwe ol riK of SaricK Dr'riipwi mi HtOk.

PHYSICISTS!
MATHEMATICIANS!

COMPUTER SCIENTISTS!
XonTech is a highly respected, progrcssfve R 6 D ftim specializing in the
empirical analysis of complex physical phenomena, and development of
advanced concepts and technologies In support of numerous defense
programs.

Our research encompasses the following:

• Analysis and evaluation of flight test data (aircraft ballistic missile,

satellite), including:

• Itajectory reconstruction • Re-entry aerodynamics
• Navigation analysis • Orbital mechanics

• Research, development and evaluation of advanced radar and—wkiponc gyotems inc luding. • —^™—

—

• Performance analysis

• Signal processing

• Signature analysis

• System simulation

• System design

Our work is technically challenging, and offers exceptional visibility and
direct client contaa with opportunities for technical and managerial
advancement

Positions are available at the Ph.D., Master's, and Bachelor's levels.

Degrees must be in Physics. Mathematics, or Computer Science Electrical

Engineering with signal processing emphasis is also acceptable.

Qualified professionals are Invited to submit cover letter and resume In

confidence to CmporMm PsrtoMMl DapartiMBt. Xonltocli, lac^
M42 HafVMiliartt Avmm, Vui Nsfs, CA f14M.

OAdtiMMUp

for to

iMtcttoo
Mt oHffbUltf

MtorioL

XonTKh wlfl bo at tiM
PlaceoMiit and Carocr PUwnlBf Ccator

on TModay, FobrMry I Itli.

SIfB ap todof for on faitonrlowl
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Colorodo • WMUiictoo. D.C • HonUvUlo, AloboMO

We are an equal opportunity employer M/F/H/V.
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This Tuesday, February 1
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Transfoi^^
Administrative Resource Center

presents

I i Business& Flimnceil—

^

JI_
Urading Process for Progress

FadSties* Approaches toivard IVansfonnadKNi

OPEN HOUSE i *

12:00 noon-3:00 p.m.
Faculty Center/California Room

; ||

fitiOl^pMf^^aflkiparits emcatragmi to Apohm thnMtgh ma&iiciimilenab. check otg
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J2:30pjfL Assislant Vict Chanceilor cfBusinessaKiFinance. Edward Smith, will

discyss BusinessandFinance Departments (Q AA tofoliow)

2iJ0pjn. Assiskmt Vice Chanceilor ifAihwatraticn/Faca'aies. Allen Solomon,

^wSl.^KifKuFaabtm'A^^ toit>»ardTran4armMion (QAA iojbtttm)

PREVIEW: Next week's Open Houm wiU focus oo New Directions Id Payroll/FermDncI SyslciRS. Clieck
nextTbeeday's Bruin far locMion and atende. Open housae are held weekly, every Tuesday from nocn until 3. For

ler@x6124a.callOMhi

We look forward to your visit!
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^ 1m1rONDAY MADJVESSl'^W $9.95 /
\ Large Pepperoni Pizza

\ with 2 Cokes
*- Not valid with any other offer.

* Valid at paitidpating location.

^ Mondays Only yi

\
\

MONDAY MADNESS!
only on Monday!! -

^ V.

^^fe^^St

•'it-
J. Q 0. .DOMINOV.

How ^fou Like FIzza At Home.

824-5000
1371 Westwood Blvd

BRUINS!

SCOOTER
SALEI

• UCLA Discounts on Accessories

• Low Monthly Payments

• We Buy Used Scooters

• Trades Welcome

SALES•SERVICE . : • PARTS•ACCESSORIES

1804 Lincoln BIvcL Santa Moiti^k

Open 6 Days
fiton-Fri 9-7 Sat 9-5

(310)450^4643
8mMr ad In ika UCLA DnecrOIT

Schools need better

budget, officials say
By Beth Shustsr
Los Angeles Daily News

The Los Angeles Unified
School Distnct*s budgeting pro-

cess mus t be ovcihaulcd, particu-

lariy its risky practice of inserting

**credits** in the annual budget that

anticipate funding from unknown
sources, officials say.

School board members and state

education officials agree that

major changes must be made in the

district's financial operation,
which has come under fire since

the discovery last month that the

district is facing a $150 million

deficit in its $3.9 billion budget
They say that the state's largest

school district must track its

money mort closely and must stop

using revenue credits to balance its

budget
"We need a better budget

process— better forecasting, more
monitoring and a bigger cushion,**

said school board member Mark
Slavkin. *'I would be hard-pressed
to do it (approve the use of credits)

again — absolutely.**

The use of credits has become a
mainstay in the district, with about
$25 million in revenue credits

being used to balance the budget
for each of the last three years,

attrycar, $33,5 roiflion of te^

He blamed this year's deficit on
earlier budget cuts that failed to

fulfill expectations and on miscal-

culations and delays in imple-

menting cost-saving programs.
"The theory^putting ^€dits4n-

district's budget came from
unspecified funding sources.

Bob Booker, the district*s chief

business and fmancial officer,

defended the use of credits, saying
that the district always has had
sufficient carry-over balances and
cash in reserve to cover any
shortfall that might arise.

(the budget) was that there would
be savings and there would be
unanticipated revenues,** said

Booker, who earns about $1 39,(XX)

a year. **You base it on historical

trends. . . . We had cushions in the

past-

But independent auditors hired

to determine the source of the

deficit criticized the use of credits

and recommended that the district

end its budget-balancing practice

of relying on unspecified revenue
sources.

State officials also say that the

Los Angeles school district*s

budget plans appears at odds with
cautious financial practices.

''No one should bank on money
when they*re not sure where that

money is going to come from,**

said Maureen DiMarco, the child

development and education secret-

aryfor Gov. Pete Wifton, 'The key
in good, prudent management —
and this is the board's responsibil-

ity — is you make sure you have
money to cover yourself.

'This certainly raises questions

cluual iktw uicy project incii^

revenues and what their sources

are,- DiMarco said.

Additionally, Jim Wilson, the

California Department of Educa-
tion's fiscal policy director, said

that the use of credits is unusual—
but not illegal — and allows the

district to circumvent a law
requiring a balanced budget

Justice department
investigates gay liias

ojf ROMSM SuNiWMI
The New YorH Times

NEW YORK — The luttice

ia invesligui^f slr-
t fetaal pwnnoytor

s)nlsiMMicsUy Md ittegally

ihelkdM Stales

of 4mg. MveittgiMiiiM ielely

is sumtvit 4ii Mday in

United Sciief diaftAdt <3Qylt in

MaidMlHi, a lawyer for one of the

defendams, Bruce Mailman, said

he had been told that Mailman
"was indicted because he was gay
and that the government was
interested in penetrating the gay
community."

The affidavit quotes the federal

prosecutor, James J. McGuire,
who was suspended a year ago on
an unrelated matter, as saying, "If

you were not who you are, you
would not be indicted." CJriminal

law bars selected prosecution
based on bias.

McGuire, who created a hard-
nosed reputation for himself under
a previous United States attorney,

Rudolph W. Giuliani, was previ-

ously criticized by a federal appe-
als court in July 1990 for
"improper conduct" in an uxire-,,

i^fdjkng ca^e. ra^i'vi,
A 37-ypar-o^d Rhodes Scn<W

and a graduate of Yale and the
Harvard Law School, he is also

uader investigation by the Deptit-
of Justice's PttUic Inlegricy

Section on a third matter.

He was charged with making
unfounded personal allegations

against Obermaier and with
aoempti^s 10 ofsaaize a gisnd jsry
mvati^tukm wm sie^iiiioai he
WIS chused widi Mrkatmg that

Ohmmu tried lo isiie poMtkal
ftnids for Vmintd Sua$ Sea.
Alteae M. D*AflMs.

Pheiie ASfstfcf left te
Ws<fciagien wUk McO«ire*t
w^tj^ot^ iurtc tiMBon, wofc wot
"^ • 'Iwthe

iMehisi Revenue

aUcfaiiQnt are Fnok Mmenoa
and HoUy Cusick. Neidior of diem
could be reached for conmiem
Friday.

The affidavit charging McGuire
with bias-inSpired prosecutions of

homosexuals was filed Friday in

behalf of Maihnan, a well-known
businessman in the gay conununi-
ty, who pleaded guilty to a federal

drug charge.

Mailman's lawyer, James M.
LaRossa, who is seeking to dismiss
the charges and have Mailman's
sentence vacated, contended
before Judge Kevin Thomas Duffy
Friday that he wanted full disclo-

sure of the government's investi-

gation into McGuire's conduct in

the case.

The affidavit alleges that

McGuire made "false statements"

to the court in violation of federal

criminal law; ,< ^i-iM-itjA > Miur i

,-
Inferring U) MqOMfce fi» rthiil^xp

obnowous Uttje tw^sq)^" Vti\AH^^\^Q
he was "appalled" that he was notiy

informed of the charges, which
were fnt re^ported Friday in The
DMiyNewt.

Govemment angiy
over grant abuse
By Anthony DePaima
The New York Times

Over the last year. Rep. John D.

J^ingellof Michigan has become a

university's worst nightmare. His

subcommittee on oversight and
investigations has held several

raucous hearings into how colleges

and universities overcharged the

federal govemment millions of
dollars for campus-based research.

The findings — including

money spent on bed linen and a

yacht for Stanford University —
have so angered officials that there

are now demands for limits on how
much the universities arc paid to

do research for the govemment
Last month, new abuses charged

included a cruise down the Nile

nm by Camegie-Mellon Universi-

ty and an $ 11 ,000 St Patrick's Day
party at Syracuse University, all

billed to the govemment as part of
the overhead of doing research.

Auditors said universities have
overcharged the govemment at

least $350 million.

Some university leaders have
accused Dingell of distorting the

real picture and say the govem-
ment is endangering the 50-year

partnership between universities

:smd Washington diar lielped ^!e=
United States chase Spumik and
reach technological superiority

over other nations.

'This partnership has indeed

been enormously productive,"

Dingell said at the last hearing,

"but there never was an under-

standing that any university could
burden the taxpayers with irrelev-

ant, improper and, in a number of

cases, illegal charges in the name
of science."

The stakes of a fallout are high.

Universities do about 60 percent of
all the basic research in the United
States, versus 40 percent in gov-
emment or corporate labs, and the

work is closely hnked to the

nation's international competitive-

ness.

Walter E. Massey, director of
the National Science Foundation,

told a gathering of college presi-

dents last week that the govem-
ment expects "the academic side to

get itself in order."

University leaders say they have
no reluctance to attack waste, but

argue that research already costs

them money. If the govemment
limits expenses, they argue, and
excludes overhead costs like those
for libraries, as some officials have
proposed, universities would be
hard pressed to keep laboratories

up to date or support advanced
research.

Some smaller schools would
drop programs, concentrating
research in fewer large universities

and leaving more responsibility to

industry, where the demand would
be to capitalize on investment

rather than to expand knowledge.
TffiR eottM H^ to^ an erosion

over the long run of the nation's

competitive standing," said Benno
C. Schmidt Jr., president of Yale
University, and a member of , a

committee advising the National

Institutes of Health.

No other nation relies so heavily
on universities for basic research.

See GRANTS, page 15

Investigator questions
activists at university
The New York Times

EVANSTON, m. — Ever since

a threatening package was sent to

the Northwestem University presi-

dent three weeks ago, a federal

investigatcH* has been questioning,

fingerprinting and photographing

people on campus who are vocal

on issues of interest to women.
The package was sent to the

office of the president, Amold
Weber, on Jan. 15 and partially

opened by his secretary, who
called the campus police, who
called the Cook County bomb
squad. Postal officials were also

notified.

Dennis Peil, a postal inspector

who has been investigating, would
not say what was in the package
that caused several offices of the

administrative building to be eva-

cuated. He said the contents were
"threatening" and "had something

to do with rape."

Peil said he had interviewed

about 30 people. Some students

have complained to the American
Civil Liberties Union, which is

"closely monitoring the situation,"

said Harvey Grossman, a legal

director for the ACLU's Chicago
branch.

Peil has been questioning peo-

ple at the campus police office, and
a campus detective has been
present at many interviews.

Peil said he is questioning

individuals who have written

feminist editorials or hdd Neieti

quoted^ OfffeHMttSv ^sti^s:^ IH^^«Pte^'

Dai^i5^iKl»v'e^r»W,' -^J'bWJMW*"
newspaper.

He said he is also questioning

leaders of campus feminist organi-

zations, victims of sexual assault

and attempted sexual assault and
suspects in several cases of femin-

ist and anti-rape graffiti written in

bathrooms.

"The nature of the threat

revolved on something they could
have taken a stand on," Peil said.

"At no point did I discuss any-

body's opinions or articles. They
were just leads."

Weber sent a letter to students,

faculty and staff two weeks ago
explaining the university's cooper-
ation with the investigation.

Individuals who say they have

been ^'harassed" by Peil have hecn

interviewed for credible investi

gation reasons," the letter said, but

students can file complaints with

the university and the postal

system.

On Jan. 31, some 1(X) students

marched to a courtyard in front of

the president's office chanting

"Stop the Witch Hunt" and holding

up brooms and sketches of witch-

es. About an hour after the protest

began, administrators agreed to

meet with five students.

Three representatives of the

administration told those students

that the contents of the package
were very dangerous and that the

administration felt it had to comply
with the federal investigation, said

Jennifer Winkler. Winkler, a

junior in psychology and women's
studies from Oxford, Ohio, was
one of the five students present,

during the talks.
j

' Eartfei' iil thfe diy, a fuir-p^g^^
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students, faculty and staff who
signed a petition condemning
"continuing intimidation tactics"

used in the investigation.
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Stanley H, Kaplan Educational Center Ltd.

NEW Downtown Los Angeles Center!

ARCQ Plaza 505 S. Flower, Level C
All Kaplan Courses discounted $75.00 in So. Cal!

Ciiaiu! Opening C'clchialion-Fchruaiy 19, 1992

4:00 PM - 7:00 1\M

r ri{hsi:minaks \\\\. hn iirf: whf^k!

l-;iw School, MBA I'nT^rams, CJriKluatc Programs

Medical School, LSAT, GM AT, CiRlL. MC AT

Personal Statements, Application Process and More!

[Enroll at one of our seminars in ARCQ Plaza

Or Attend Our Grand Opening Celebration

And Receive A $100.00 Discount

On The Program Of Your Choice!

CALL
1-800-KAP-TEST
For seminar dates and times!

leyemplan:
Center Ltd.

Tiiiiiiacounts listed above will be valid until 2/29/92. Discounts valid on initial
enrollments only. Discounts not valid with any other discount. One discount per person.
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Melt Someone's Heart

a;y Happy Valentine*s Day

with Tout de Suiters famous

collection of confections.

We've got everything your heart desires

from a tempting array of gift boxes
^

colorful candy jars ar\d luscious choco-

late roses, to an entire assortment of

caruiy by the pound plus WMch/ipprel

Tout dc Suite, first floor Ackerman Union
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rwO TOPPINGS
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Offer good only with thi?

coupon, one coupon per
pizza.

'

I TAX INCLUDED Umit 3 pizzas per address

Offer good only with this
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pizza.
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CUP AND 5AVP--------------

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
"
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Aigentina
its files on Nazis
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By Nathaniel C. Nash
The New York Times

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina—
Aigentina's decision to open pre-

-.- -.-..«

Every pair of eyes is unique, too. .

. FingerplfinfS arent the only human mark of distinction Each pair cf eyeprints is also biologically different flom
another As we continue to develop advanced rigid gas permeable contact lens materials, we never lose sight

of this fact.

FluoroPerm
I he Performance Lens

Daily Wear Soft Lenses •

$175.00

Disposable Contact Lenses
$225.00

[

^ .... ^. ,
CONTACT OUR OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT

• Greater initial and long term comfort ro determine which custom lens is best for you.
• Easy maintenance, longer lens life

.Optimum corneal health DR. J.R QUACKENBUSH, CD.
• Daily or overnight wear < ^ ^%- 7

• Superior vision

• Corrects astigmatism ^

• Resists deposits

• Outperforms soft lenses

10955 Weyburn Ave.

Corner of Weyburn & Broxton

208-4748

viously secret files on Nazis who
fled here after World War II has

caused embarrassment to the gov-

ernment and anxiety among old-

line Peronists.

One of the major embarrass-

ments came when government
officials could not find the file on
Adolf Eichmann, the most notori-

ous Nazi known to have fled to

Argentina.

Eichmann, the chief organizer

of the extermination of Jews in

Nazi concentration camps, was
kidnapped by Israeli commandos
in 1960 and taken to Israel, where
he was tried and hanged.

"So far we have only a few
pages on Eichmann in another

file,** Interior Minister Jose Luis
Manzano said in an interview this

week. "The Foreign Ministry says
it doesn't have it We will just have
to wait for all the agencies of
government to submit their files.**

Officials had warned that many
of the files would be incomplete.

Already they have found evidence

of missing pages and indications

that snmfi filfis wfjy. "clfianed** as

Much hostile attention has
-focused on Shimon Samuels, a

M6-year-old historian who traveled

here to study the archives as the

representative of the Simon Wie-

CAREER
CONNEaiONS

—"
UCLA'S IbTM Annual Career Fair for

^

Minority Students & Alumni
Tuesday • March 3*2 P.M. until 7 P.M. • Ackerman Grand Ballroom

GIVE YOUR RESUME A SHOT OF ENERGY

Free "'Resume Doctor"" consuttation available!

Noon - 1 pm daily! No appointment necessary!

early as 1971.

Although President Carlos Saul
Menem has won praise from other

countries for opening the files, he
has been criticized by some within

his own party, which is one of the

factions that grew out of the

Peronist party, the political organi-

zation of the one-time Argentine
dictator.

Long-time supporters of Juan
Domingo Peron, who ruled
Argentina jointly or alone from
1943-55 and* is said to have
approved the sale of Argentine
passports to fleeing Nazis, fear that

new discoveries in the newly
opened files will taint Peix)n*s

image.

Jewish organizations in Argen-
tina have also come under critic-

ism. An assembly of
representatives from more than
150 labor unions issued a state-

ment charging that a "malicious
campaign to tarnish the memory of
General Peron** was being waged
"by prestigious Jewish community
organizations.**

Peronism drew the bulk of its

support from Argentine labor
unions.

senthal Center of Los Angeles,
which received the only copy of
the documents made public so far.

A general distribution is scheduled
Monday.

After a Buenos Aires newspaper
published the name of the hotel

where Samuels was staying, he
received a number of harassing

phone calls.

Samuels said that one of his

callers, a former policeman,
offered to sell him supposed
photographs of Martin Bormann, a
top Nazi official who was Hitler*

s

personal secretary in the last three

years of the war. Someji^lieve
Bormann was one of the Nazis
who made their way to Argentina

after the war, although the West
German government ruled that he
died in 1945.

Samuels said that while he was
interested in learning the fate of
some 15 Nazis, he was particularly

eager to learn about two men who
may still be alive: Rudolf Mildner
and Heinrich Mueller, both former
Gestapo officers who Samuels said

^oay still be living in northerQ=

Aigentina.

. Even the Argentine authorities

have been somewhat surprised by
the extent to which some promi-
nent Nazi officials were allowed to

move about with virtual impunity.

Josef Mengele, the doctor who
performed grisly experiments on
prisoners at the Auschwitz death
camp, moved to Argentina in 1949
with a Red Cross passport under
the name of Gregor Helmut, the

documents show.

In 1956, he asked the German
embassy to reissue his passport
and other documents under his real

name. The Germans complied
even though a warrant existed for

his arrest, according to Samuels.

Moreover, the files show that

Mengele asked the Argentine
authorities for a document of good
conduct so he could travel to Chile.

*That shows someone was at least

looking the other way,** Manzano
said.

Mengele went to Paraguay in

1960 and later moved to Brazil,

where he is believed to have
drowned in a lake near Sao Paulo
in 1979.
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U.S. plans to halt flow
of illegal Immlglraiits
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By DavM Johnston
The New York Tinries

Six years after the passage of a

law intended to halt the flow of
illegal aliens from Mexico, immig-
ration officials expect that the

number of people apprehended at

the lx>rder this year may reach or
exceed the peak levels recorded
before the law was signed.

In response, the Bush admi-
nistration plans to announce a

series of stepped-up enforcement
measures to handle what may be
more than a million apprehensions
this year.

The measures include hiring

hundreds of new border patrol

agents, issuing counterfeit-resis-

iam moirk permits and usiflg

military vehicles left over from the

Persian Gulf war to patrol border
areas.

Attorney General William P.

BaiT, who is scheduled to discuss

the proposals in a speech in San
Diego on Monday as part of a

three-day tour of the southern
border, said in an interview Satur-

day. "We believe that the combi-
nation of lighting, repairing fences
and increased numbers of person-%
nel, all targeted at the most used
routes, will have the promise of
significantly reducing the flow.**

But immigration experts said

that the law-enforcement actions

were unlikely to succeed without
~

other moves deaUng with the

economic disparities between the
United States and Mexico and
other countries.

"What this does Is speed up the

revolving deor,** said Wtyne-A.
Cornelius, director of the Ceiltkr

for U.S.-Mexican studies at the

University of California at San
Diego. "It*s a Band-Aid attuned to ^

election-year politics.

From page 2

of all the other places Bush
hasn't been in the past 30
years. In your column, get him
out of his limousine and show
him how to buy a subway
token, how to kill time when
he*s bumped from an over-

bookM night, how to keq> his

temper when he*s stuck an
hour in a traffic jam because a
visiting president has traffic

paralyzed all over town, etc.

3. Lance and Pin: In Mary-
land the official state sport is

jousting. Now a poUtician

wants jousting ousted. He
wants the new official state

sport to be duckpin bowling.

Since politics is the art of

compromise, suggest some
workable compromises here,

like bowling on horseback,

jousting with bowling l)alls,

bowUng in armor, jousting with

l)eer botties, etc.

4. Rip Van Krikalev: After

eight months in a space station

the Soviet cosmonaut Sergei

Krikalev is getting surly and
would like to come home, but

while he was away the Soviet

Union expired, and his lx)sses

have persuaded him to stay in

orbit In your column suppose
you are an American astronaut

who started for Jupiter before

bankruptcy became ail the

entered bankruptcy and cannot

fmance your landing until

TWA comes across with $1
billion it doesn't have. Be a

good chap and stay away a

few more years, will you?

5. Not Like Pastranu: Cer-

"ragK

Now heading home, you are

tokl the United SUttes has

MAR VISTA

tain politicians are saying

low-income people should t>e

encouraged to buy private

health insurance by being

alk)wed to claim the cost as a

tax credit Explain to a person

who keeps her wardrobe in a

shopping bag the advantages of
preserving our system of pri-

vate health insurance. Teach
her how to \my some C*No,
mother, they don't sell it at

the deli'7 and how to pay for

it by claiming a tax credit

Show her some tax forms and
how to fill them out.

6. Far off-Broadway: The
only presidential cancUdate in

either party who seems to be
running on his own power
instead of performing like a

second-tate actor in a third-rate

jjlay written by a fourth-rate

playwright is the Democrat
Paul Tsongas. Explain why
every political wizard in

America assures us Tsongas
can't win.

Devise a clever new varia-

tton an die oM chesnut about
fooling all of the people all of
the time.

From page 3

program assistant at Education

Extension.

The family center is located in

the neighborhood of the Mar Vista

Housing Project, an area with high

crime and high unemployment
rates. The center also offers

counseling, youth activities and
comn^jiinity involvement services

to th(Me living in the low-income
area.

SLAYING
From page 3

place to live and work.**

Asuncion*s death heightened

concern over crime on campus and
-the surrounding area, d^pite a

drop in the number of violent

crimes in 1991 compared to 1990.

Four Berkeley students were
raped on campus property during

the past two years. Another student

was shot to death in September

GRANTS

1990 after a man seized control of

an off-campus bar, holding the

people inside hostage aiKl foicing

several women to disrobe.

The last student slaying on
campus occurred in 1975. A
homeless person was also found

murdered in 1991, but police said

there is no connection to Asun-
cion's death.

From page 13
i^ij.

It is a partnership forged in the

desperate days of Worid War It

and strengthened under President

Harry S. Truman. Both sides

benefit

The government sponsors bask:

research without paying the heavy

cost of building and running
national laboratories, as most
nations do, including the former

Soviet Umon.
Universities do not conduct

classified defense research any

k)nger, and what they can pursue

runs the gamut from the highly

directed, like computer programs

with miUtary uses, to the esoteric,

like fish evolution. They bask in

the glow of prominent research

professors who attract top stu-

dents, who are then instructed in

federally supported labs."

The shared arrangement has

pro(lu(^ jlwe^ihromclM ,in .areas

WQ^.»(«Wcowluct,i*r*^

-iim^ )«idoh(i^\*0lPQ4 .rwwHCBl

advances against cancer arul-

AIDS. But costs have spiraled. In

1%1, the government spent $500
millk)n on university research.

Last year it spent nearly $10

billion.

Those figures include tx)th the

direct costs — the researcher,

laboratory equipment and graduate
assistants— and the indirect costs

— a ratio of reimbursements to the

university Ux overhead like lights,

heat, electricity aiKl library books.

In theory, an indirect cost rate of50
percent means that for every $1

million grant, the university gets

another $500,000 for overhead.

Universities contend that a tenet

of the partnership has been that the

government will pay the full cost

of research, and have tried to

negotiate high indirect rates. They
average about 50 percent although

some are near 80 percent

Because professors both teach

and do research, indirect cost rates

are at best an estimate and at worst

a deception.

-2i?ASjmil»3W!rd^ttlO 89vqfM[|;iU

^\mlfntfk/or .tMlflr(^giNifitin»filn

1980, for instance, professors had

to fill out time cards for every hour

they spent on research or teaching.

But that was dropped less than a

year later.
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CUT & CONDITIONER
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Iky to the success of any business or

individual is the ability to learn from your

achievements and your mistakes, then apply

that knowledge to future endeavors.

During our 20 years in the semiconductor

industry, AMD has accumulated a library of

experience to draw from. With it we're able to

build and better our business every day.

AMD takes the same stance with people.

They believe employees should be constantly

challenged. There's always something new to

leam because we never stop improving our

products and processes.

Given our positive anitude and dynamic

technology, Tm very excited to be involved

with AMD. You can be, too."

Dana is a Product Marketing Engineer with

a BSEE, 1988, from UC Berkeley. When she

isn*t volunteering with MESA or tutoring at

the local junior high school, Dana is

educating AMD^s customers about the

benefits of our programmable logic devices.

AMD, the fifth-largest U.S.-based manu-

facturer of integrated circuits, is seeking new

grads with BS/MS/PhD degrees in a variety of

related fields for the following positions:

0»slf• im^fm—r • Pr^^wit im§lm—f •

7rmlmlm§

On-Campus iRtonrtows:

February 18, 1992
Sales

BSEE
You are invited to leam more about our

leading-edge semiconductor opportunities.

Visit us while we're on campus, or send your

resume (indicating area of interest) to:

Advanced Micro Devices, University

Recruiting, P.O. Box 3453, MS 935,

Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3000.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

Micro
Devices

I
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2ND ENTREE 507o OFF!

Buy one entree, get ttie second(equal or less value) for half-price I

Free Delivery with Dinners served 'til 1 0pm.
minimum purctiase of $ 1 0! Cappucinno & Dessert Bar until 1am,

1 389 WESTWOOD BLVD.
Hours: Mon-Sat 1 1 :30am - 1 :00am

Sun 5:00pm - 10:00pm

ofan LSAT Student

V=ekG

andhow The Princeton Review

helpsyou achieveyour highestform

You'll start by taking a proc-

torcd LSAT—the first of five

duplicating the exact test

conditions.

Next you'll be placed in a

level-stratified class of 12 or

fewer students, thus receiv-

ing level-specific instruction

instead of typical generic

instruction.

THE

In your class you'll receive a

computer feedback rcpo ^

PRINCETON
REVIEW

L^ • GM^ • JpRE ^MCAT

310»474»0909

(the first of five) giving you

your score as well as dissect-

ing your test performance

into over fifty categories, so

you can see your relative

strengths and weakness and

your teacher can monitor

your progress.

From here you'll receive our

unparalleled compliment of

materials including a gener-

ous supply of authentic Law
Servifcfc*TOooKs 'itfd tests to-

supplement our own.

Finally you 11 receive 7 hours

pci week ofinstall inn
professional instructors who
have scored above the 95th

percentile on the test (they

must re-take it each year) and

are extensively trained in our

nationally renowned testing

strategies.

LSAT PReview
Come to on introductory session where

we will aquaint you with our revolu-

tionary strategies, talk extensively

on law school admi:»sions, and even

ift you telle ^0 some of the top lav/

yers in Los Angeles. Call for reser-

vations; seating is limited.

UOINA
From page 1

to break away from your family,

but there comes a time when you
have to do things for yourself.**

Trying to dispel their parents*

belief that leaving the home for

college was a repudiation of the

family, other UCLA Latino
women said they tried to explain

their decision was purely based on
their interest in furthering their

education.

During a rap session, many high

school students said they could

relate to the experiences in the skit

^Although high school senior

(jraciela Bart>a wanted to attend

UC Berkeley, her parents told her

they would not allow her to be so
far away from home.

**I had to apply to Southern
California schools,** said Barba,

noting how she will attend UCLA
if she gets in..

TheUCLA group also discussed

the problem of attending cbliege

while facing financial burdens.

Getting through college was a

difficult experience, said Lisa

Gutierrez. Although the' UCLA
alunma is now composing printer

programs for Xerox, she said there

was a time when she thought she

could not affonl UCLA.
As an undocumented student in

the nud-1980is, she was asked for

verification of her legal-alien

status.

*1 went home and started cry-

ing^^^aid Qaatieacz, xia6a% bow:
she lold U(XA that her status

papers were still being processed.

Although Gutienez was not
granted federal aid, she was aUe to

**We want to show

them that there will be

people supporting them

when they come to

college.**

Evalyfi Corta
Forum Speaker

obtain state aid and attend UCLA
for six yean.
*^y mother did not want me to

end up cutting threads at a clothes

factory for the rest of my life so I

stuck to it,** she added.

UCLA Latino students majoring
in engineering and sciences also

broke up into small groups to have
rap sessions with the high school
students. .

"We want to show them that

there will be people supporting
them when they come to coflege,**

said Evelyn Cortez, a member of
{he Society of Latins Engineers -

and Scientists.

Since many high school stu-

dents think that science and madi
careers are too difficult for Latina
women to pursue, UC!LA students

said they wanted to dispel this

sexist myth.

*They never actually hear *don't

go into math or science' but they
are also not encouraged to do it,**

Conez said.

Many high school students
agreed that these fields are the

•Tiard** subjects at their school.

•*I really wasn't exposed to

Latinas in science before today,**

Barba said. **But now I think that if

I do chose these field of study, I

could be successful.** ^^^^
'

GSO
825-1 493

DONATIONS
From page 1

people, you never really liberate

them.**.

Volunteers will collect dona-

tions of pencils, paper and other

school supplies at the Bombshel-
ter, Bruin Walk and Bunche Hall

all day Feb. 18.

The group is also asking for

school books because the supplies

will go to students involved in

elementary through university

levels of education.

Monetary donations are also

being accepted because the sup-

plies will be mailed overseas.

Anyone who wants to donate

supplies or money before or after

Feb. 18, can do so at the African

Studies Center.

BRAIN
From page 1

school. "We understand the brain

and the spinal cord, but we don't
know what the mind is.**

Oldendorf, also a senior medical

investigator at the West Los
Angeles Veterans Administration

Medical Center, is recognized for

his wOTk on non-invasive imaging

technology such as computer-
assisted tomography and magnetic
resonance imaging. He is also

dfenowned for his studies ORceiebf-
al circulation and the blood-brain

barrier. ^

Oldendorf recounted some of
the early history of brain research

to illustrate how far medical
knowledge has progressed, but he
emphasized the inability of pre-

sent-day technology to answer
most questions concerning the

brain.

**The PET (positron emission

tomography) scan is the closest

we*ve come yet, but we*re just not

ready to know,** said Oldendorf in

an interview Friday.

Positron emission tomography

is the most recent brain-scanning

device. Through radioactive

waves, the scan shows which part

of the brain becomes more meta-

bolically active when exposed to

stimuli.

Using diis type of technology,

scientists have been able to iden-

tify which parts of the brain react

"The relationship

between the brain and

the mind is like two

lines from a Frost poem.

*We dance rouncl a ring

and suppose, but the

secret sits in the middle

and knows.*"

William Olendorf
UCLA School of Medicine

to visual, auditory^ moiOr 2!?^

various other stimuli.

«ti*We know a lot about the

physical aspects of the brain, but

we don*t know how it goes about
making the mind," Oldendorf said.

"We are at zero right now.**

Scientists of today simply do not

have the technology to understand
the correlation between the brain

and the mind, he explained.

;,
"The j)oUtiuiisbip betv^igen the •

bfrain and the mind is like two lines

from a Frost poem," Oldendorf

said in closing. "*Wc dance round

a ring and suppose, but the secret

sits in the middle and knows.*"
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rOONUTMITS

Specializing in Strategic and Marl<et Planning, Organizational Effectiveness,
Meigers andAcquisitions, and New Business Implementation for

Heaitticare Concerns and General Industry

— INFORMATION SESSION
Monday, February 10, 1992

6:00^ 8:00 PM
Westwood Marquis
Laventana Room

All graduating Seniors are Invited to meet informally with members of our staff

APM Will Return To the Westwood Marquis on February 24th to Conduct Interviews

SUBMITRESUME & TRANSCRIPTFOR CONSIDERATIONNO LATER THAN
FEBRUARY 14TH TO:

Sheila Wertman
APM

One Bush Street

Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94104

-e^rVpmi^m,

Purchase your LTCT .A Graduation Ring this

week and save up to $100 on an 18K Gold Ring.

Pair iip with a friend and save even more:

Save $100.00 on an 18K Gold ring

and save an ADDITIONAL $30. per ring! ($i30./ring total)

Save $50.M on a 14K Gold ring

ami save an ADDITIONAL $20. per ring! ($70./ring total)

/IRTC/IRVED\ COLLEGE JEWELRY

AckeMT;:.'! Union Students' Store 10-5pm
Campus Photo Studio 122^^
Graduation Et Cetera 10-3pm

The RiniK That Remrmhrrs. luValle Commons 10-3pm

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
#«w# ^ 7>^

B-L»v«l Ackirman Union/ 825-7711/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sit 10-5; Sun 12-5

h m ipw ta«p f^" III II
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VJewpoint
Guest Columnist

SINFEST
®

*M%|tt POtTRy»>
EXSPKRM .^...^_
TATSUYA ISHIDA Breakingdown the

baniers to change

Counterpoint

An attack on sexism is not
a case of iiypersensitivity
By David Shor

Not many things piss mc off, but when I-^^

—

read freshman Mason E>iGiulio*s antifeminisu

antiwomen, antiprogress counterpoint (Daily

Bruin, "A^man who hates feminism," Febr4), I-

was enraged.

Tm willing to admit that when I saw the

initial complaints about the directory cover in

The Bruin I was as nonplussed as he. I was
happy to see the reminder about the area-code

change and failed to recognize the inherent

sexism. ^

your own. If you don't know what they're

saying, how can you argue that it's wasted

time? Have you read the feminist literature? -

Have you seen the news lately?

Women still aren't reaching the top and still

only earn 6? cents id the ms^ dc^iaiv ^md it'sz

In fact, when I was a freshman I might have
written just such a letter myself. I come from
a well-UHk) family that pampers its Idds. From
my sheltered perspective, society's troubles and
student concerns were distant fantasies or

imagined woes. But thanks to this institute of
higher education, I've reached my senior year

having learned a few things on the way:
Everyone has the right to fight against

injustice.

Everyone has the right to speak their mind.«'

Everyone should have the courtesy to listen

carefully to others, so as to understand a
differing point of view.

Now, unlike the freshman that I was, and
unlike DiGiulio, when I read Nommo or La
Gente, Together or TenPeicent, I'm not so apt

to discredit the authors' points of view. When
I watch news coverage of protests and rallies, I

listen to the shouts, I feel the emotion. And I

consciously challenge my preconceptions: when
I open my ears and eyes to another person's

experience and reality, very often what they

have to say makes sense.

DiGiulio, you might try listening for once. I

bet you listen to your professors. You probably

listen tu your parents — maybe too much.

Now try listening to people who have exper-

ienced for themselves a reality that differs from

Name ONE

^IHEBUSH

HAS SAVEP L.

not because they fail to perform as well, as

DiGiulio says. Even though more women than

men get jobs when they graduate from college,

they still earn thousands of dollars less than

their male counterparts, according to Depart-

ment of Labor statistics.

Yet IMGiulio claims that women need only

work harder **so that your degree will be worth

more." In truth, the old-boy network is alive

and well and as destructive to women as ever.

Indeed, DiGiulio's views typify the prejudice

upon which male chauvinism is based.

He thinks that students are supposed to put

on academic blinders to the world when they're

here. Anyone in or approaching their senior

year is only too aware that there is life outside

the classroom. The recession that has eliminated

many of their job options is today affecting

students in the form of fee increases just as

tax increases affect our parents. It's precisely

because women know that their diploma won't

.be worth as much in the workplace, they have

to take action now.
Thank goodness the socializing, certainly

liberalizing, force of this university touches so

many of us before we graduate. Those of us

who have learned to take action against societal

inequities on our own behalf or that of others

have cause to be grateful to students like

DiGiulio. Not only do they remind us how far

some of us have traveled in our few years

here, but how much we must sustain our

efforts to educate and inform those who have

come alter us.

Shor is a senior majoring in economics.

Before I begin, there are

obviously some things I

should cover:

1) The Community Direc-

tory: Look around, and you're

forced to admit that women
are turned into objects — to

sell things, to be ogled or

pinched, to be **protected.*' If

the covers don't bother you in

some way, you haven't thought

about it — or you buy into it

2) PC: Yes, it strives to

treat evCTyone equally by
insulting no one. Yes, it can
stifle freedom of speech.

3) Humorous Anecdotes: I

visited home recently, and boy
was it weird. That Chuck
Young, what a guy. If you
think things are bad now,
picture UCLA/Los Angeles/

America being in a relationship

20 years from now!

There. Fvc done iL I feci so
mucn more like a viewpoint

columnist now.

It is stunning to consider

how much our world has

changed in recent years. To
consider how much our com-
mon lives have been affected

by the rise of the car phone,

the VCR or MTV, you have
to try to discard the influence

of Reaganomics, of CNN, of
Gort)achev. Too many things

are happening, and they all can
be affected by one another. It's

getting hard to keep up widi

all the changes in the world.

Of course, the real problem

is that the harder it gets to

keep up, the more important it

becomes to do so. You can be

guaranteed that for every new
development in politics," in

technology — in anything —
th^e will be someone who
will be an expert in that

development, and will use his

or her expertise to his or her

own advantage. You can't

ignore these new developments,

because each advance affects

the whole of the culture to

some extent.

As college studenis. I think

ry/B

T

v-l 0(i:55r-00:5>r rIT Ar

we're the most ready to

accept, deal with and enjoy

change. We've already handled

dorm roommates. Murphy Hall

and the "Let's Guess Our Reg
Fees" game — so dealing v^ath

telecommuting or an indepen-

dent Serbia might be a little

easier. But the rest of the

United States doesn't seem to

be so ready. Will we give

economic aid to Russia, our

old enemy? No, but we'll

move quickly enough to ru**^

China n^'^
into "Most Favored

Nation" status. Will we
restructure our industry to

develop and use new technolo-

gy? No, but we'll complain
that Japan is too difficult to

trade with.

And we are being left

behind, unable to be a part of

events that will shape the

world of the future. As politi-

cians equivocate — trying to

anger as few of their contribu-

lors as possible — the rain

forest bums, crack babies die

and businesses close. Bush
calls for a new world order,

and while he sends troops to

the Middle East, Europe and

the Soviet Union begin to

change irrevocably.

Our nation has to be more
ready to use new develop-

ments. In industry, we must
make systems that devote more
money. to research and deve-

kypment We must be more
r^y to include recent technol-

ogy in our products. The best

solution is to foster research

by streamlining management
and using the nKXiey for

exploration, by making the

input of the worker more
important and by allowing

management time to develop

new systems.

In government, the problem
becomes more difficult; govern-

ment is designed to not be
hasty in decisions. The govern-

ment, therefore, must be more
accepting of new viewpoints in

the normal operation of its

business.

—The best way^4o accomplish.
this is to help the development
of more political parties, which
will bring candidates to the

offices of government when
the issues they represent are

important to the people of the

nation. These parties can be
assisted by a cap on campaign
funding, and other programs
designed to loosen the hold on
elected office that the two
main political parties now HqJ^

mil either of these reforms

ever happen? Of coiu^e not •

We're asking them to do
something that few people

these days seem prepared to do
-*- change.

Daly is a senior majoring in

classical civilizations.
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Society's proMems stem from shirldng responsibiiity
After six twenty-fifths of

a century of living, I

have decided that it is

in the human nature to want to

shirk responsibility for one's

actions. Whether he seeks to

collect from the individual or

from society, the proverbial

Guest,

Columnist

piper is given the runaround

before he is proverbially paid.

Several current topics illustrate

this hypothesis.

As part of his bold and
ambitious economic recovery

program, (puhleezc!) President

Bush called for welfare reform,

thereby adding his voice to the

chorus raised by his challen-

gers. I believe it is safe to say

that the President issued this

call only because public opin-

ion polls show the American
public in favor of such reform.

Both the President and those

who cite the public assistance,

programs as obstacles to

growth are providing more heat

than light.

We are all familiar with

those polls which show most
Americans want to live in the

land of lollipops and candy
canes that is life on 'welfare. It

is nothing short of amazing
that the American public and/
or the government which fun-

nelled a gazillion dollars to the

Pentagon over the pa^t decade

"without batting an eye, will "

spend hundreds of billions of

dollars to bail out savings and
loans destroyed by greed, and
spends hundreds of millions of
dollars to determine the effect

of weightlessness on insects,

yet would fix the blame fw

ing smaU children is too much
work for many parents, so fire

up those "Power to Choose**

vouchers and give those

parents the power to move
their kids to a private school. I

woukl be pleasantly surprised

if all the people who want the

Anthony
Rodriguez
our economic troubles on the.

backs of the weak and the S
defenseless.

And while we're talking

about our fondness for blindly

flinging cash toward "in" prog-
rams, it's time for the Ameri-
can public to stop bitching

about public schools and start

restricting children's television

time and reading to those

children.

You can stack new textbooks
from here to the moon and

_^y teachers as much as a _
mediocre professional baseball

player. But it won't do any
good until more parents pro-

vide schools with at least

minimally disciplined children

who have been taught that

education is a priority.

But reading to and disciplin-

power to choose had ever

chosen to act like they give a

damn about what their kids do
at school.

Perhaps the question should

be phrased to parents: "Do you
know where your kids are

during those six hours a day
the Nintendo is off?" I doubt
the education president has the

guts to confront Americans
with their own shortcomings;

perhaps his education secretary

will assume the duty.

Candor with the American
politic by officeholders and
candidates has been spotty

since Jimmy Carter was wiped
out in 1980. So one really

can't fault President Bush for

not telling people what they

don't want to hear. You might
remember the flak Diarme
Feinstein caught in 1990 after

she opined in a debate that it

should be illegal for women to

have an abortion merely

because the fetus is not the

gender they prefer. By the next

jnnming "DiFi'* was professing—
total support for women to

have abortions in just about all

circumstances.

While I occasionally agonize

over it, I have decided that I

support the Roe framework.
But it is hard for me to

believe that the constitutional

right of women to control their

own bodies, a right which is

powerful arid basic and which
many pro-abortionists rhapsod-

ize over, exempts women from
even the most minimal obliga-

tion to not terminate the being

they carry for cavalier and
frivolous reasons.

I understand the enforcement
problems with the initial

Feinstein statement. But if

some woman was honest

enough to admit that she

wanted an abortion l)ecause she
didn't want a boy, then I am
pretty sure I would foibid such
abortions, and 1 am positive I

would forbid the use of public

funds for such abortions.

To be sure, this point is on
die far fringe of the abortion

issue, but those who support

such gender-avoiding abortions

should consider whether
releasing such women from all

personal responsibility

cheapens, and ultimately endan-
gers, a right which spares

thousands of women from pain

and despair.

In an era of Band-Aid reme-
dies, it is no surprise that

school districts are being asked
to distribute another form of
Band-Aid to their students. If

condom distribution is neces-

^9^ because kids ^^

schoolers?

What is most disturbing

about the condom distribution

debate is that it shows people
are still trying to weasel out
of the comer into which AIDS
has fbrced us. The threat is

clear if you engage in unpro-

screw anyway, then I want to

know where I pick up my free

motorcycle helmet, because if

you don't give me one I'm
going to ride my motorcycle
anyway. And when do we start

distributing low-tar cigarettes or

low-alcohol beer to high-

tected sex with a multitude of
parmers, there is a chance you
will contract a disease which
will kill you. The response by
some: hmmmm, here, have a
condom and a smile.

But it is not all that sur-

prising that some advocate to

American youth that a thin

sheath is sufficient protection

from a fatal virus. After all,

our refusal to accept responsi-

bility and to be held account-
able has led President Bush to

blame poor people for the

havoc caused by the excesses

of the worid's richest country.

This refusal spurs many to

blame the education system for

its inability to make gold from
lead. This unwillingness to

demand. even the barest show-
ing of accountability is so

widespread that powerful politi-

cians must agree that abortion

should be sanctioned even in

ridiculous circumstances. And
the condom distribution debate

>ws that many of u^ arft.^siL

desperate to avoid responsibility

for our actions that we \^iU

gamble even with death tather

than seek to ch^k dangerous .

patterns of behavior.

Rodriguez is a third-year law
student.

HONORS COLLEGIUM - SPRING QUARTER 1992
HONORS COLLEGIUM (HC) ENROLLMENTS ARE HELD THROUGH A RANDOM "LOTTERY" SYSTEM. ENROLLMENT FORMS ARE
AVAILABLE FOR PICK-UP IN HONORS (A-311 MURPHY HALL) NOW. THE FORM ALLOWS YOU TO LIST YOUR 1ST CHOICE AND
AS MANY WAITLIST CHOICES AS YOU WISH. YOU MAY SUBMIT THE FORM TO THE HONORS OFHCE ANYTIME UP TO
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH AT 4:00 PM. RESULTS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE BY MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24TH AT 1:00 PM.
NOTE: HONORS COLLEGIUM CLASSES WILL NOT APPEAR ON YOUR INITIAL STUDY LIST. IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE YOUR
ENROLLMENT, YOU MUST BE IN ATTENDANCE ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS, AS PERMISSION-TO-ENROLL SLIPS WILL
GENERALLY BE DISTRIBUTED BY THE PROFESSOR DURING THE FIRST LECTURE PERIOD. THIS PROCEDURE IS, HOWEVER, AT
THE PROFESSOR'S DISCRETION. (REMEMBER: PTE'S MUST BE PROCESSED BY THE REGISTRAR BY THE END OF THE
SECOND WEEK OF CLASSES). IF YOU CANNOT ATTEND THE FIRST LECTURE, YOU SHOULD CONTACT THE PROFESSOR PRIOR
TO THAT DATE. COURSE DATES AND TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

SPRING 1992 COLLEGIUM SCHEDULE
HC4:

Lecture:

HC5:

Lecture:

Disc 1A:

Disc 1B:

HC8:

Lecture:

Disc 1A:

Disc IB:

The Surrealist Challenge

GE App: Humanities/Culture & Civ.

C. Brian Morris

Tu/Th 9:00-11:00 am.
Dodd 162

The Geometry of Relativity

GE App: Physical Science

S.V. Venkateswaran

M/W 10:00-11:30 a.m.

Dodd 154

Th 1:00-1:50 p.m.

Th 2:00-2:50 p.m.

Fraru 1354

Communications Among Organisms
GE App: Life Science

Steven Strand

Tu/Th 9:00-10:30 a.m.

Bunche3156
Tu 11:00-11:50 a.m.

Th 11:00-11:50 a.m. _____
Haines 146 " ——-

HC18:

Lecture:

Disc 1A:

HC21:

Seminar:

Disc 1A:

HC38:

Seminar:

ri '6^, \MV *•—-~ Seminaeminar:

' Archetypal Heroihel'^
^ .«•*•••#<

W 2:06-5:00 p.m. r-

Bunche2174

The Science of Computation
GE App: Physical Science

Richard E. Korf

M/W 10:30-12:00 noon

GSM 1270

Fri 11:00-11:50

Boelter 6270

The Rise and pall of Modernism
(6 units)

GE App: Humanities/Literature

Richard Creese

Tu 10:00-1:00 p.m.

Room TBA
Th 10:00-12:00 noon

Rolfe3114

Sociolinguistic Approaches to the

Japanese Language, People, and
Society

GE App: Humanities/Cul. & Civ. or

Lang. & Ling. (**Pending)

Noriko Akatsuka

Tu/Th 1:00-2:30 p.m.

Royfce 186 '
"•'*''*^'* *'* •* -• •.r.».nn»*vin«^»*;

. ,?4 ^Z'SmZ\^ PiT), K, l^^.vjrn-:

•'' FW'<i lOo-tTSO^.in.^ ^*i"ii <''«^j •;» ^

HC 95: Art, PolHics, snd Social Change in

19th Century England and France

GE App: Social Science/Hist. Analysis

Debora Silverman

Seminar: Fri 10:00-1:00 p.m.

Dodd 78

HC 96: Cultural Dimensions of Apartheid

South Africa

GE App: Social Science/Hist. Analysis

or Humanities/Culture & Civ.

Edward A. Alpers

Seminar: Tu 2:00-5:00 p.m.

Kinsey 365

HC 97: Issues in American Foreign Policy:

The Methodology of Assessment
GE App: Social Science/Social Analysis

Steven L Spiegel

Th 10:00-12:00 noon

MS 6229
Th 12:00-12:50 p.m.

MS 5147

V
'^^ MS 5203 mmii »Si«ivi

--pisQ 1C: Th 12:00-12:50 p^m^^ ^ ^
. ^\f * '

Lecture:

Disc 1A:

MS 6229

wfiummftm mmtamm mtimt^'mmmmmtmKmimmm>'>mtt^
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A banjo-plckin' Invalid can be found
in Mike Judge's 'in Bred Jed's Car-
toon."

Getadc of

By Nick Roberts
Daily Bruin Staff

^n-_

Anyone for a game of "Frog BasebaU?"
That's the fun-filled title of a three-minute

short film from Texas animator Mike Judge,
one of 16 such films featured in MeUow
Madness Productions* "Extra Sick and
Twisted Festival of Animation** now showing
until Feb. 20 at selected theaters.

The rules of **Frog Baseball** are quite
simple actually — if you*rc feeling bored, go
find yourself a large-sized croaker and a
relatively demented friend who loves to w^eld a
baseball bat, and then start whacking away at
the little bugger.

While that may sound a bit too sick and
twisted for the average viewer (hence the

name, I guess), it*s the kind of advice that,

when applied loosely to the festival itself, is

perhaps the only way to guarantee a positive
response to its unapologetic self-indulgence in

the disgustingly vulgar.

Fans of cutting-edge programming like

MTV*s "Liquid Television** and "Ren and
Stimpy** will undoubtedly be able to appreciate
the type of brazen, bash-it-in-your-face atti-

tude that characterizes much of the animation
represented in "Sick and Twisted***s hour-
and-a-half-long program.

Taking its cue from **Lupo the Butcher^ (the

"original** sick and twisted animated film, in

which the feaiiess Lupo mercilessly hacks

By Jason Stewart
Daily Bruin Staff

Warner Bros.* latest release is a suspense drama
—full of irritants, improbabilities and inconsistencies.

But. in the *T?inal Analysis/* it*s sUll pretty good.
The irritants are straightforward: the film's leads

are Richard Gere and Kim Basinger. Meanwhile, the
always interesting Uma thurman and extremely
talented Eric Roberts are forced to deal with
distinctly secondary roles.

Improbable is the endlessly convenient set of
circumstances that drive the story, and inconsistent is

the fihn*s weak stand on its one distinguishable
theme.

But as much as it deserves to be hated and
despised, "Final Analysis'* somehow manages to
remain entertaining and occasionally even memor-
able. The end result is certainly not an important film,

but for the most part, a highly watchable one.
Gere plays Isaac Barr, a respected, intellectual and

high-principled criminal psychiatrist. His career
seems in full-swing, but he's lonely on the romantic
side. He complains to his best friend that he's tired of
being able to figure out all his dates and wants one to
surprise him.

The surprise is Heather Evans (Basinger), the
voluptuous, mysterious older sister of one of Barr's

_patients. Diana Baylor (Thurman). Evans arrives
-tmdcr thc^ pretense Tif providing some sensitive
background information about her sister, but the
immediate charge between her and Barr soon leads to
the bedroom ((3ere and Basinger — big surprise!).

There's only one problem: Heather is married to an
abusive "gangster" named Jimmy (Richards).
As their relationship blossoms. Heather assures

rBarr she*s looking for a way out of the marriage, but
the one she finds isn*t what he had in mind. Suffering
from a phenomenon known as pathological intoxica-
tion. Heather can literally freak out after consuming
even the smallest doses of alcohol. Thoughtlessly
tending to a cold with cough syrup. Heather flattens

Jimmy*s skull with a barbell during one of her fits.

Barr naturally comes to the rescue, but that*s just
where the fun begins.

Basically. "Final Analysis" works because of its

surface features. The script is riddled with problems,
but the basic story is interesting. The acting is

generally superficial (particularly Basinger), but the
exterior layer is thick enough and charged with
enough energy to sustain it Most importantly, the
directing and cinematography are slick and stylish.

The film also has its fair share of gems — Eric
Roberts, for one — who manages to be even more
creepy and slimy in this than he was in "Star 80."

See 'ANALYSIS/ page 25
Richard Gere plays a criminal psychiatrist who sparks a relationship with one of his patient's sisters
played by Kim Baslngtor In "Rnal Analysis/

All 'Smoke' and no fire: Play stra^from original

Sarah IMcLachlan takes the back-to-
baslcs approach with her new
album, "Solace."

Soloist seeks

himself into fist-sized chunks with a bloody

See TWISTED', page 26

i' . i»

"Hello Dad I'm inJall" by Christo-

pher Simon features music by Was
Not Was. *

By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

"The prescription number is

96814. 1 think ofit as the telephone

number of God"

Tennessee Williams* "Summer
and Smoke** may not be as popular
or well known as "A Streetcar

Named Desire** or "Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof,** but it is one.of his best

works. All of Williams' plays are

ambitious undertaking^ for any
ensemble, and those who try

should be commended.
Still, even with all of that in

mind, the new production of
"Summer and Smoke" is a disap-

pointment. It lacks the style and
finesse necessary to bring Wil-
liams' magnificent vision to life.

And just as it takes a group of
peqple to make a play successful,

this production's undoing is not the

faujl of any one person, j^iv

Director Alan Cooke brings us

the story of Alma Winemiller— a
minister's daughter living in Glori-

ous Hill, Mississippi shortly before

By Rob WihUeld
Dally Bruin Staff

*The whole basis for a strong song," says
soloist Sarah McLachlan, **is that you can write
and perform it with just your voice and a guitar,

and have it woik and sound good.
"Because," the Canadian-born artist

explains, "it*s very easy to create a good song
with 15 chords. But it's more difficult to write
one with only two, and still have it be as
powerful and overwhelming as the more
complicated one."

With the release of her second solo LP
*Solace" on Nettwerk/Arista, the 23-year-old
McLachlan has stumbled across an ideology
she feels has remained absent from her
previous work — until now.

That belief resides in the "less is more"
approach to artistic creation, where simplifica-

tion is the key to crafting songs that are both
challenging and timeless.

Having undergone a contemplative three-
year absence since her critically praised debut
•Trust." also for Nettwerk/Arista, as well as

"The emotion is the important

thing. It has to come through in

a song."

Jill Jacobson and Scott Uncoln play In the Tennessee Williams' play "Summer and Smdke.*

the first World War— who since

her teens has had to take care of the

house and rectory because of her

mother's breakdown. Alma
matured quickly and due to her

environment became the most

ladylike of ladies.

EnterJohn Buchanan Jr., the son
of Dr. John Buchanan, who just

returned from John Hopkins medi-
cal school after graduating near the

top of his class. Johnny, as the

yopnl^TOChaniM-ft (Tflled, is full '
*

of fif|| He doesn t really waiil to be
*

a doctor, he just wants to spend his

days— and nights— drinkingand
sleeping with women. He is

Alnia's opposite in every way. For

example, she believes in the soul

(which is what "Alma" means in

Spanish) and he sees that the soul

is not labeled on the chart of
human anatomy.
The two, who grew up together,

find themselves-^n a collision

course toward each other until a

clin(iactic event leads to a role

reversal. Alma, on the way to her

own breakdown, becomes
addicted to sleeping pills, and
Johnny decides to settle down and
become a responsible doctor.

Alma decides maybe the soul does
not really exist, and Johnny begins

to believe there is more to life than

sex and booze.

Cooke's first mistake in his

rendition of Williams' play is his

editing. It is dangerous to edit any
of the author's works because

every<riing in the script is there for

a reason. The worst thing Cooke
<Wcs is complettjiy t\x\ the pro-

logue where the at^dlence sees

Alma and Johnny at 10-years-old.

This scene is vital to setting up the

Sarah McLachlan
Soloist Musician

See 'SUMMER/ page 23

listening to such influential artists as Sinead
O'Conner, Brian Eno and the later, more
experimental Talk T^\^ McLachlan RuAtonlv
realized that one need not use conventional
instruments in a conventional way to arrive at a
palatable song of substance and strength.

'The emotion is the important thing," the
soloist says. "It has to come through in a song.
And that happens through more real
instrumentation, like more wood instruments,
more hands hitting drums and more fingers
plucking strings. It's a return to the fundamen-
tals of acoustic instruments, and being able to
take those instruments in different directions,
pushing them farther than their accepted
applications.'*

"Because," she adds, "when a song's busy
and complicated, with a lot of sampled
percussion, a lot of digiml tliis-and-that and a
lot of reverb and effects, one tends to hide
behind those thingg. And if one's hiding, one--

doesn't get the honesty that would arise with '

just* voice and a*guitar. And for me, that takes
away from the song's power, weakening it both

See McLACNLAN, page 22
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The Operation Soloman photograph exhibition In Kerckhoff Art Gallery records the emigration of
Jewish families from Ethiopia to Israel. .. - .

*^

Exhibit marks mass Jewisii exodus
By Joanne J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

For Jews across the globe. May 14, 1948 was a

special day — the creation of the Israel state. For
15.000 Ethiopian Jews. May 24. 1991 marked a

return to Israel after living outside of their ancestral

homeland for nearly a thousand years. A photo
exhibit in Kerckhoff Art Gallery details the

momentous historical event.

About a dozen pictures of Operation Solomon —
the name given to the massive emigration of the

Ethiopian Jews from war-lorn Ethiopia — line the

walls of the gallery. The photographs record the

emotions of the emigres and their experiences.

QpcfaUon Solomon set a wo» Id record for

Photographs of the emigres arriving at the airport

show a variety of ages. An elderly woman is carried

off the plane in one, while in another, teems of
families arrive with their scant possessions. The
exhilaration, the anxiety and the fear are apparent on
the faces of the young and old.

Ha*Am editor Julie Gruenbaum, who was in Israel

three weeks after the conclusion of Operation
Solomon, remembers the incredible experience.
"Everyone was so excited about it. There was an
energy in the country. AU the Israelis took care of
them," she said.

Gruenbaum believes that Operation Solomon was
thebeginning. 'These people came ftom h«|saai

1,000 emigres an hour in 40 flights. The excitement

and tension is captured in the photographs— a family

peers out of one picture seemingly oblivious to the

cramped flight conditions. In spite of the family's

uprooting, vestiges of their former life are captured in

the picture — the mother has just finished breast-

feeding her infant ais a young boy holds his toy

tightly.

villages with basically nothing. They had never seen
things like cameras and fountain pens.

ART: "Operation Solomon." Presented by the Cultural
Affairs Commission in the Kerckhoff Art Gallerv. Produced
by Foreign Ministers of Israel Information Department.
Photographs from Israel Governor Press Office. Photogra-
ghers are Yaacov Sawar, Nathan Alpert, Zvika Israeli and
•oron Horowitz. Other photographers Include Aiz Noy and
Moshe Edri. For information, call (310)825-6564.

MciACHLAN
From page 21

lyrically and emotionally.**

Despite her satisfaction with

the *88 release "Trust."
McLachlan admits that this

reliance on technology was one
of the primary factors leading

her, along with producer aiKi

partner Pierre Marchand,_JcL
deconsmict and revamp her

songwriting approach, when it

came time to begin the second
and most recent "Solace."

"Basically," the music^n
explains, **Picrre and I tried

everything, every possible way
to change a song and see what
would work best We also went
out ofour way to stress simplifi-

cation, both vocally and musi-

cally. And as a result, I think the

new album is more organic than

the first, in the sense that it is

more honest in its back-to-bas-

ics approach."

Like the influences
McLachlan chooses to draw
upon, "Solace" delves into the

subtleties of acoustic music,

shedding the keyboards and
sampled pax:ussion for a more
natural assortment of sounds,
which arise from something as

sparse as the aforementioned
vocals and guitar, or from
something more orchestrated,

like a selection of string and
wind instruments, as well as a

few musical tobb that she and

eight yean and classical guitar

for 12, in addition to having five

years of vocal coaching —
leads one to believe that the

soloist was raised in a tradition

quite opposite to the complexi-
ties seen on her debut

Marchand invented themselves.

Ironically, granted this recent

exploration into simplification.

McLachlan*s past musical
training at the Nova Scotia

Royal Conservatory — where
she studied classical piano for

But as slic says. "The fim
album was basically me playing

on everything. I had quite a bit

of training at the time, Td been
in a couple of bands, but Td
never written a song in my life.

So I just went with what felt

right at the time.
• -

"And now that I look back
upon it," adds McLachlan. "it

does have the fundamentals —
guitar, bass, drums, vocals and
all that stuff. But it*s also very

immediate, and lacking in this

underlying ambience of explo-

ration and discovery that many
of my favorite artists create in

dieir music."

However, when it comes to

the nine month's work placed
into "Solace," the soloist feels

she's headed in the right direc-

tion, if she hasn't already
arrived at her goal.

"Right now, my big thing in

life is simplicity," she says.

"And certain things may not be
as simple as I'd like them to be^
But it^s a learning process. And"
each lesson brings me one step

closer to understanding and
applying the basics, whether it

takes me nine months or three

years. So my attitude is 'What-
ever, man. It takes as long as it

takes.'"
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pair's relationship, which is the central story

of the play— yet the scene is nowhere to be

found in this production.

Granted, the show is presented by a small

company and budget constraints may have

been too much to hire two child actors, but

this scene is too important to l^ve out
When the characters Hrst appear, you don't

really know who they are.
"~

Still. Coolcel difcctiori of the first iCl

runs fiairly smoothly. The story is laid out,

and the audience braces itself for ttie

mounting action of Act n — but that's

where the big letdown arrives.

The second act is terrible, which is

unfortunate, considering that it is tlie more
interesting one. It just seems to continue

from where we left off — there is no
progression, no apparent transformation in

the characters until they have already

changed. And finally, the play simply ends.

The ending is a letdown because it happens

so abnipdy, but this isn't the author's fault

The narrative clearly illustrates the

progression both Johnny and Alma, parti-

culariy die latter, go through to reach the

points at which they arrive. But in this

production, we only see Alma begin to

break down once, and then never again even

though the script demands it

Not all the blame can be laid upon Cooke,
though— his lead actors leave a littie to be
desired as well. Scott Lincoln plays Johnny.
Half Uie time he's good, half the time he's

bad. There's a simple reason for this

phenomenon —
• his character never

changes.

The emotions simply don't come out
Most importantly, we never see the change
in Johnny's character. One moment he's

bemoaning his fate, then suddenly he breaks

down crying and finally, also suddenly, he's

a changed man. The n^sformation iyi the

script is more drawn out Uian what Lincoln
gives us. His performance was simply too
erratic.

The same is true for Jill Jacobson, who

plays Alma, although her performance was
more consistent But we never see Jacobson
take Alma through the state of drug
addiction and emotional brealcdown she is

supposed to go Uuough. Even with die

play's abrupt ending, we still don't get tiie

feeling tiiat she is headed for disaster, tiiat

she has started down the same road on
which Johnny arrived and probably will

never return because she has no place else to

go.

Yes, attempting Williams is difficult, and
not all of the play i s bad. Some momenta arc
brought forward quite beautifully, and
although die theater space required a much

See SUMMER, page 26
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FRANK

Seven classic American films written by
Harriet Frank, Jr. and Irving Ravetch

playing in MELNITZ THEATER

aogfc
'
: '::'::

Paul Newman is HUD

cii*

Thursday —
February 13
7:30 p.m.

(1963)
Paul Newman, Patricia Neal and Melvyn Douglas
star in this classic adaptation of Larry McMurtry's
tale of the new west, directed by Martin Ritt.

Irving Ravetch & Harriet Frank. Jr.

Friday
Feb. 14
7:30 p.m.

THE LONG HOT THE REIVERS

Saturday
Feb. 15
7:30 p.m.

16

SUMMER (1958) (1969)
Based on several William The Ravetches' roHicking
Faulkner works, the film is a adaptation of the Faulkner
simmering melodrama of the novel, starring Steve
Deep South, starring Paul McQueen.
Newman, Joanne

^reS^e^--^2i2!iand_JiOMBRE (196,7)

7:30 p.m.

NORMA RAE
(1979)
Sally Field's portrayal of a
Southern woman who
becomes a union organizer
won her an Academy Award
for Best Actress.

* V

David Keith stars In "Loye Letters" until Feb. 16.

'Love Letters' seals up
amusement with stats
By Sarah Hsieh

Its premise is a theater goer's
nightmare: Two mismatched cele-

brities read love letters exchanged
"ttHran ufibclTcvably rich couple.'

MURPHY'S
ROMANCE (1985)
Sally Field and Janries
Garner star in this romance
between a divorced mother
and a widower.

Paul Newman again, as a
white man raised by
Apaches in the late 1 800s,
based on the Elmore
Leonard novel.

COPlRACKI19r4y
"Prince of Tides"-author Pat
Conroy's novel, "The Water
is Wide" was adapted by the
Ravetches for this don
Voight starrer.

»> \* <»i^ »i II

That's it The stage is bare and
black except for a polished maho-
gany desk and two matching
chairs. It even looks stark. But a
waste of lime?

Hell no.

**Love Letters** is far better than
its less-than-action-packed plot
may suggest Consisting of letters

written over a period of 50 years
between two "old money" New
England friends, "Love Letters** is

a pleasant, often humorous
exchange between stable, overa-
chieving Andrew Makepeace
Ladd m (better known as Andy)
and the rebellious, free-spirited

Melissa Gardner.

Sweet and often funny, the fint
half of the play spans the years
between second grade and college.

Playwright AJR, Gumey manages
to keep the pace slow and light-

hearted. The two are kids, and their

letters are made up of familiar kid
problems. Although the banter is

amusing, the story tends to drag
somewhat because the material is

shallow and lacks depth.
In the second half of the play,

Andy and Melissa mature. Andy
becomes all the more stable as a

popular U.S. senator and devoted

running at a smooth and even pace.
Andy and Melissa's story is

compelling, and its singular format
is like a breath of fresh air after

months in a stale basement _
As an additional plus to its"

already unique style, Andy and
Melissa's letters are read by a
different pair of celebrities each
week. Patrick Swayze appeared
with real-life love Lisa Niemi.
Linda Hamilton of the television

series "Beauty and the Beast**

played opposite her on-screen love
Ron Periman (the Beast). As the
first interracial couple to fill the

roles, Timothy Dalton performed
with Whoopi Goldberg. For the
younger fans, Molly Ringwald
appeared with Andrew McCarthy
and Matthew Broderick with
Helen Hunt Carol Burnett and
Tony Roberts will team up in

**Love Letters** next week for its

final run. It is possible to sec "Love
Letters** more than once and get a~
different rendition each time.

Perfwrning last week were
David Keith and Brooke Shields.

As^^^ndy, Keith was refreshing as
the staunch politician. He read his

letters with a casual, yet dignified

rapport Often squirming in his

chair, he turned the pages of his

script with much enthusiasm —
once accidentally pulling a page
fully from the binder onto the

Indian rug below.

Tickets are $5 general. $3 for seniors, and are available one hour before showtime at the Melnitz Theater
box office. Melnitz Theater is located in the northeast corner of the UCLA campus, near the intersection
of Sunset Blvd and HilgardAve. Parking is available in Lot 3, adjacent to Melnitz Theater, for $5.
r^or m€>r& information, caii (310) 206-l=II^M.

Free Admission 13 to UCLA
students with this couporTa

husband and father. Melissa how
ever, travels the confused and
self-destructive road, shuffiing
among unhappy affairs, a failed

marriage, a defunct art career and a
losing battle with alcoholism.

It is in this context that Gumey*s
-nhnrtoins from its light, hdnscnsl-

cal character iulu Slld^nly takes

on a dark and somber mood.
Melissa steadily declines into a
hardened cynic, unhappy with life

and too dependent upon Andy for
her own good. When the two come
together for a few happy weeks, it

is obvious that a relationship
between them would never work.
They are too different, and Andy*s
political career is put in jeopanly
when their affair is leaked to the
press.

Through an exchange of letters

Gumey is able to explore their

delicate, confused, often strained

relationship without making the
dialogue tedious. ITie audidnce is

able to gain a special insight into
the private thoughts and emotions
of two very different people.

The delay iha! comes with the

exchange of letters keeps the play

ShieWs performed impressive
ly. Althou^ she seemed nervous
and somewhat stiff in the fint half
of the play, the second half was
marked with considerable
improvement While somewhat
devoid of expression as the youn-
ger Melissa, Shields -shone asnr

^

troubled but feisty adult She fiilly

expressed cycles of instability,

cynicisni, i^^peration and lost

identity. Shields has a taieiii fcr
theater. Rarely flubbing lines

though the play in much like a cold
reading, Shields loosened up in the
second half and truly became
Mehssa.

Although "Love Letters** is

vastly different from the mass of
plays out there, it is an intriguing

and enjoyable show. If not only for
the big names involved, go see it

for the novel experience.***

STAGE: love Lettere " Written by
A.R. Gurney Directed »w Ted Welant A
Susan Diet2 and Joan Stein in a&ftdcifil-

tion witfi Elizabeth Williams presenta-
tion. Cast chan9es every week. This
week with David Keith and Brooke
Shields Plays until Feb. 16. At the
Canon Theater For ticket information
call (213) 859 2830.

Dai»yBruinA&E Itonctoy, FMmniy lOp 1802 25

'ANALYSIS'
From page 20

Roberts* performance, while brief,

is probably the most fascinating.

With his few lines, he simulta-
neously conveys his character*s
sense of possession over his wife
and his true concern for her. After
teaming about her pathological
intoxication, he says to her:

-"Yoir^re damaged goods, fc^by . .

.

but you're my wife."

The trial scenes — some of the
best scenes in the film— manage
to find appeal in the courtroom
with some unconventional, amus-
ing moments. Of particular int^est
is the defense attomey (Paul
Guilfoyle), whose courtroom man-
ner couk!n*t be further from the
slick approach so familiar from
"L.A. Law" and recent nwvies, but
is unusually effective nonetheless.

Perhaps the two most memor-
abte scenes are between Gere and
Basinger at the psychiatric hospi-
tal.

The fitan could do with a lot

more reality and a little less

thematic confusion. Just about
everything that moves the story
forward in this film is unlikely.

Some of this was intentional

The film could do with

a lot more reality and a

little less thematic

confusion. Just about

everything that moves
the story forward in this

film is unlikely.

inin^iilation by oeitain chanc-
ten, but much of it was coiiici-

dence. After a while there is so
mnch perfectly sequenced coinci-

dencc— not 10 mention the "nick
of time'' fyndrome, which is also
ample here— that it begins to spoil

the whole story.

If theie is any theme to the
movie (not that there needs to be),

it is the hnmanistic need for

psychiatric justification for certain

crimes. When the movie b^ins,
BaiT makes a convincing argument
for compassion in the case ofa boy
who murdered someone after

lifetime of violent abuse. If this is

just a devtee, then they did too
good a job. But by the end, the

message woukl clearly seem to be
the opposite, as the viewer witnes-
ses not one, but two examples of
the insanity plea working for sane
criminals.

Some might also be disap-

pointed with the film*s structure. It

laixs a long time to build to the
crime, and then figures it out
quickly. Then, with the truth

aheady revealed, it spends another

30 to 40 minutes turning from
su^jenseful sequences of double
crosses to a faiily conventional

cops -n* robbers ^h».-£ach el^
ment, however, may be interesting

enough to prevent the poor design
from bothering the viewer.

Let's face it, "Fmal Analysis"
isn*t going to win any awards. But
in what is perceived as one of the

sk>west seasons in the film market,
does it have what it takes to draw
people looking for an interesting,

entertaining diversion? Td say so.

***y4

Fltll: -Final Analysis." Screenplay by
Wesley Strick. IDirected by Phil Joanou
Produced by Charles Roven. Paul
Junger Witt and Anthony Thomas. A
Warner Bros release with Richard
Gere. KimBasinoer, Uma Thurman and
Erie RuNftc (Rated a* language,
nucftfy. MNUtti situatmns and violenae;
12^ inio4 Opens oitywide today ti:^i

Stop Smoking.

BRIDGING THE GAP
ESSAY AND SHORT STORY

CONTEST

person or group fron a cnlture.-^ 7
dilTerent firom your own. ^ ^ c

^ r

Open to all UCLA students; /

I >

$750 in PRIZES!
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mih the Jewish

OPERATIOM SOLOMOM
^v

Photos of the historic Operation Solomon airlift

I brought thousands of Ethiopia's Jews home to

On exhibit now until February 14

Free exhibit • Open to public
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Pari Waxing Salon
Remove your unwanted hair
with 100% natural wax.

Full leg and Bikini
^

Underann
Half legs

Bikini Wax ^ ^~8
Lip or Chin or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint ' $10
Deep Facial Cleaning $30
ycstwoodBlvd,Westwood 473^0066 or 47^

Walk-in Welcome

'-::1iU^^':\sW'"-:^T^"n^^i
'^'

TJi'.N 'N ''* " ' '
<!» wSi^^iW- -̂^^--

K ^

2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF AH
Hair Services^

* OUT services incltjdi>

Cut Manicure

Cdor Pedicure

H^ilights Facial

Makeup

is to

irgfidall!

include good health between the

ages of 19 to 34 and a

9 to 12 month commitment.

Call for more information: 824-9941

CC«m.ETE »«iiii^SCREENlMG (Ati COSTS JPAID)
AND YOU EvWN UP TO $105A(VEEK F QUALJFIED.

PARIS at SALON
for an appointment

ai0)^824^500ft
10 15 Gayley Ave. # 105 in Westwood Village

Oust iMifa block south ofVfeybum)

•AVEDA G01X)WELL OPI*

MAKE YOUR WILDEST DREAMS
COME TRUE

ADVERTISE
IN THE

DAILY BRUIN
825-2161

'

:v5«e-V*'' •»* ^""J^ps^"^
Xvs^

Available at campus and local bookstores

S T ART N S

COMPLETE EYE CARE

CVC-^l A cc

iiii>*^ wmmmmmm

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOSTCASES^

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

WadiMMlay, PMmuwy 1

1

•lOO PM - 2BB4 MMiilts OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

L

'>n lo \Ar\mr\ ni-rr mi niinfl vllftG nolineM
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10930 WEVBU^ri
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

IWISTED' /

From page 20 -

cleaver), the festival branches out
into the unexplored void of the

truly usteless, but somehow
always manages to maintain its

wicked sense of humor.
The 16 films range from the

nide and obnoxious, as in Mike
Oiiiiisluiw*s "Quiet Pleasc^tpor^
ported to be **the sickest fihn ever

made'O, to the sadistically funny,
like Chris Louden*s "Woeful
Willie,** in which the pitiful vic-

tim's bad luck gets exponentially

worse.

RLM: "Extra Sick and Twisted Festival
of Animation.* Now showing through
Feb. 20 at The Monicas (1336 2nd St..

Santa Monica) and at The Esquire
(2670 E. Colorado Blvd.. Pasadena).
I ix: $7 at the Box Office. For show times
and info. caN The Monicas at (310)
394-9741 or The Esquire at (818) 793t
6149. Under 17 not admitted.

'SUMMER'
From page 23

less ambitious set than the

one Williams vividly
describes in his text, pro-

duction designer Cara Var-
nell and scenic artist Martin
Schenk do an adequate job
of cramming a lot of scenery
into an excniciatingly small

Unfortunately, the light-

ing designer didn't help
much. Philip D. Widmer
effectively uses the lights to

create the illusion of two
rooms on the stage, but he
didn't seem to speiid much
time making sure the actors

knew when they were in or
out of their light This may
be a purely technical con-
cept, but when two people
are standing outside at night,

and nothing is between them
and the sky. should one of
them be in much darker light

than die other?

Nevertheless, the essen-
tial problem with this pro-
duction of **Summer and
Smoke'* lies in the way the
story is toW. The second act

becomes dull and the climax
is anticlimactic. It's too bed
because even with a valiant

effort, it almost seems as if

tfiis ensemble tried to do too
much to Tennessee's text,

and in the end, came up far

short if'A

STAGE: "Summer and Smoke.'
Written by Tennessee Williams.

-DifBcted by Alan Cooke.—A-
Bamdog Productions presenta-
tmn in association with tf>e

Pacific Theatre Ensemble in

Venne. Wed. and Thu. at 8 p.m.,
Sat. at 9:30 p.m. and Sun. at 4
p.m. now through Feb. 23 at tf)e

Odvssey Theatre Ensemble.
2055 S. Sepulveda Blvd.. West
Los Angeles. Tix: Genefal„.-=;.,
$1 7.50; Students and Seniors—
$12.50. For reservations and
more info, cafl (310) 477-2055.

THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION

MEMORIAL PROGRAM.

{

'

208-1384
T

1-800-242-8721

m. • ^ a A .
A/ J-IC* /HIJAUJiJ
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HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
sperm Donors 19

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Temporary AgerKJes
Job Opponunities
Jobs Wanted
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Interr^ships

CNId care wanted
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Apartments for Rent
Apartments Fumisfied
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32
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CNId Care 90
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Tutoring Needed 99
Typing 100
ForF^nt 101
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Graduate Exam Prep 103
Resumes 104
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Travel 105
Travel Tickets for Sale 106
Resorts / Hotels 107

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 110

Bicycles for Sale T13
Motorcycles for Sale 114
Scooters for Sale 115
Scooter / Cycle Repair 1 16

PARKING
Off Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain^ox 125
Furniture |26
Garage Salesr*^

—

127
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Pets 130
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Sports Equipment 132
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1891

uwrmsiTY Of

Aleoholiea Anonymous

Mootinos
Mon. dlMUMbn. Tbur. Bookatudy. Fri. Slip

""^Toee. Dieouedon. Wbd. OlMueaion NPI
C8538 12:15-1300

For alooholioe or individuali who
iMwe drinking problefm

COLLEGE OFLAW
APPLY NOW

AccredUedSmaU Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992

I

Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Associadop of

Schools and Colle&es.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevanl

CaU:(818)981-4529

La Veme Campus
1950 Third Street

Call:ai4)596-1848

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 prrv
Fr-Sot 10 am - n pm; Sun 2-6 prn

10684 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
208-5432

Sports Tickets

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED ! All
ganriei, good seats. Please call Rav
010)441.1576. ^

DUKE VS. UCLA. Tickets wanted if you have
great seats to sell, please call {310)47&.a883
CAP.

NEED STUDENT OR GUEST DUKE/UCLA
BASKETBALL TICKETS. WILL PAY TOP $$
PLEASE CALL NANCY (310)208-1159

ind Your

Valentine a

Valentine at the

Students' Store
We have flowers at the main store's

entrance, plus Valentine's Day cards,

gifts, and goodies in ttie Ackermon

store, Lu Valle Commons, and flealth

Sciences Store (in CHS).

You can also find somettiing

special at Bearwear,Womenswear,

and Menswear.

WhiU you're th«r« mt^r ffh« ValMfin^s' Day
Drawing - February 1 1 - February 1 4tfi, 1 :00 pm at ttie Big Hearts on

B^evel Ackermon Union. Prizes include a Sharp Portable Stereo System, $50 Gift

Certificate from the Student's Store, and Dinner for two at Acapuko's Mexican

Restaumnt, 1 109 Glendon Ave., Westwood Stmtton's Grill 1037 Broxton Ave.,

Westwood Drawing will start at 1:00 pm February 14tii.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
B- LEVEL ACKERMAN UNION

c

Sports Tickets ^ Miscellaneous

UCXA Basketball
Tickets WANTED

Non-Student
Call 473-1000

$100 CHALLENGE. Support a sound ecologi-
cal policy Of take the $100 challenge. Free
Detail. 1-600-468-2489.

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. $1(Vhr
Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

FIGHT BACK CRiME! Foam up attacker's face
w/ 70 lbs. of pressurized green dye and run like

helll (81 8)285-3015 -

Concert Tickets ^ Good Deals
KILLER METALLICA TICKETS. Feb 12. Loge
Senate Seats, Parking, Prof^am. $75 or obo.
EtfjaM818)S01-5757.

Good Deals

NATIONWIDE COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP GROUP

WILL YOUR COLLEGE EDUCATION COSTS HOLD BACK
YOUR FUTURE? DON'T LET IT HAPPEN TO YOU!
NCSG CAN FIND UP TO $5000 IN AID FC^fnTHICH YOl
iJALIFY. OR WE'LOP/e YOU A $ajpi|f!5!«WR/lNGS
'Kid R)tf'pREE WWMATION GICLNOW:
D0-962-4400 EH 3

INSURANa WAR!! We'll beat any price or
don'; want your business. Tickets, accidents,
•port cars, student discounU. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

TV/VCR REPAIR
In Ybur Home (Day or Night)
CmMM T«ch UCLA StudMt QudNy
Low 9Qst Phone. VCR. dc Initiation
UCLA DtKounli Frw EsttoMtM By PhoMMAMMOm
CALLI

^•to"^ ^ K.

PEDDLER
Doni Forget Valentines Day
• WE DELIVER • WINE • FRUH^ •

Mention Daily Bruin ,n the orion bldq.
and get 10% Off i888 century park east
31 ()-277-4473 century city

!•?**»«•- 'r'^w^-^'i'^mmmmt * —^^ ^ 5H«i* .
-, -m.-^
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Job and Research
Opportunities with the
UCLA Drug Abuse

Located in Westwood, DARC is a group of psychologists,
sociologists, epidemiologists, counselors, statisticians, and
physicians conducting research on drug abuse. Special

interests are the causes and consequences of drug abuse,
drug abuse treatment, and AIDS among drug abusers.

Assistant Researcher
Posiiion available for a 5 year NIDA funded projea for improving the
efficaq^ and efficiency of matching dnjg users* treatment needs to services.
T»sks include coordiiiation of a national panel, general oversight of the
projea including; the devdopment of a computerized referral system, site-
visiting major clinics in LA., data collection, and report writing. This
position is ideal for a new Ph.D in psychology or related area, interested in
making a career in the drug use and abuse field Background in computers
and data analysis required. Field work experience a must. Applicants must
also have good writing skills and interpersonal skills.

Assistant Researcher
Posirion avaiiable for a 3 year NIDA funded project that provides
tneihadone niaintenance treatment to heroin addicts at high risk for HIV
infectk)n. Tasks include oversight of research activities including data
colleaion, statistical analysis, report writing and preparatk)n of publications.
This position is ideal for a new Ph.D in psychology or related area,
interested in making a career in the drug use and abuse field. Background
in computers and data analysis required. Field work experience a must.
Applk:ants must also have good writing skills amd interpersonal skills.

Assistant Researcher
An eleven month appointment for an assistant researcher is available for the
secondary analysis of drug abuse archive data. This position would include
writing up this analysis for publication. This would be ideal for a new Ph.D
who is interested in learning relevant research skills while getting
published Statistical background with data analysis experience a must.
Good writing skills also required.

Senior Statistician
This position will assist the principal investigators and project directors in
performing statistical data analysis. The Sr. statistician will also train and
supeivise otlier data analysis andti^ prepge scTehOnc papers for

"

professional journal publicaik)n. Knowledge c^ statistical packages and
advanced statistical analysis techniques required. Ph.D. in statistical or
related field with minimum 2 year work experience preferred Ability {9
write professional papers required.

Statistician
The statistician will design and test mathematical riKxlels, design and
execute statistkial analysis in a number of different ways using SAS, BMDP,
and SPSS. The staUstician will also interface systems between
microcomputers, Sun/Unix, IBM 3090 and DEC VAX. This person will also
take part in the training and supervision of other programmers. Knowledge
of mainframe and personal computers and communications between the
two required. Two year minimum experience in statistics programming
required ^

COUNSELOR/CASE MANAGER
This counselor positk)n entails case managing heroin addicts in a study of
AIDS containment among I.V. drug users in methadone maintenance.
Masters in Psychology, Social Work, MFCC license or equivalent eA^>erience
required Previous experience in Methadone MaintenaiKe program
required

Research Assistant/Interviewer (SRA I)

Several positicwis are open in various projects. Duties include: conducting
interviews with addicts, collecting ouestionaire and testing dau, entering
dati into a computer data base, and assisting in other research tasks. These
positions require a completed bachelors degree or experience, Psychology
major or equivalent preferred.

Address Inquiries to;.

Edna Owens
UCLA Dmg Abuse Research Center

1100 Glendon Ave., Suite 763
Los Angeles, CA 90024-3511

-ir

Grand Opening!
QUALITY Xerox

5090
COPIES

PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY
AVAILABLE NO MINIMUM

WTTHTHISAO

1-10.000 COPIES

FREE BINDING

ZIP PRINT

145 S. Doheny Drive Beverly Hills. CA (213) 276-2359

*

"pik^mta^ £^^
FOUND DOC: January 29th in Bel Air.

Shepherd huslty mix-female. (818)508-7975.
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ACNE

JTTER WORn

Personal 10 Personal 10

_WES7WOOD PSYCHIC, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, financial, and
any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.

1(800)559-NINA.

Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call oiu*

Skin Care Information
Line,— 800-435-3533
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Tlte Sisters of FOB proudly

Thank the 1991-1992 3
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INDIVIDUALS/ GROUP. Behavior issues ar-

ound food and feelings. Sliding scale. Call Dr.

Alice Lonsdale, (310)476-9453.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Group. (213)786-0636.

PAUL DREW, ATHLETIC MASSEUR. UCLA
DISCOUNT. (310)839-8544.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ coupleV
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

P^ger (310)572-4092.
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RENABRADHAM
PAMMAELZER
LORIKANDEL
KAREN REED
KIMBERLY HEAPS
LEnSIA MARQUEZ

LAURA RAMSDEN
TRACT DILKIAN
TIFFANY MULLEN
CARRIE FARRELL
AMANDAWIEDMAN
KARILYN HOUSE
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Otereaters Anonymous -|

H.O.W.
Ibcsiay Nooo

Ncaro Psfcfalatric lostitotc lafldin|

oomfSt-tflB

AUCIA STEINAECKER
C* '0'
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Help Wanted 30

Research Subjects 12

AFRAID OF SNAKES? Spiders? Small Spaces?
Or have you experienced a sudden rush of
anxiety for no reason? Get help ar>d earn $. Call

the Anxiety Research Lab. 206-9191.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

DERMATOLOGY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
w .1. t h
a red bumpy rash or acne around the mouth
needed for placebo controlled study using an
approved topical gel. Participants will be seen
at the UCLA Dermatology center. The study
wil last for 12 weeks. Participants will be
paidSlOO upon completion of the study. Must
b e

over 18 years of age. For further information
call 206-1074.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-n years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

deMeloftmente l eva luation . •
•

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatnr>ent. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or
(310)471-3672.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED FOR UCLA
STUDY of psychosocial factors in bulimia
nervosa. If you are struggling with this problem
or have recovered from BN and are interested

in participating, please contact Elizabeth at

(310)206-5081. $30 compensation upon
completion.

m
My Dearest Coby.

Happy
AnriiversGay...

Remember That

I Love You.

Adam

Researcti Subjects 12

$2OO-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.
Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
80K379-2900 Copyright #CA11KDH.

$40,00(Vyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple 'like/don't like" form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacations. Cuaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright #CA11KEB.

5 DAYS, 'A DAY-MORNINGS HELP NEEDED.
Housework, errands, handiwork. Driver's
license & references required. Offer small apt.
in BH home, furnished. Separate street erv
trance. Pool, cable TV, limited use of tele-

phone In exchange for services. Call nwrnings
8-9 A.M. or leave message. (310)273-2433.

•• ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/
SECRETARY. Good communication and cor-
respondence skills. 55+ WPM. WordPerfect,
Lotus. Knowledge in accounting/bookkeeping.
lOhriAvk. Flexible daysA^rs. 395-7070.

ADVERTISINC/PUBUSHING ASSISTANT PT.
^uld know Microsoft Word & Excel. Very
demanding. (310)551-6587, Suzanne.

iHEAtTHY MALES 18-45 NEEDED
PROPOSED MEDICAL

STUDY, Ml^

SIMTCO
3tMi4*4Ml

"You Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile*'

Dental Exam & Cleaning

(i«f.llMl
*75-55a8i

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask US about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordatoly

ibO at hom0 luj .••.ib.vb^.

5ia5oIei«%inwil'' 6.6.S.

Nervous? Anxious?

Id&li&v

24-H()iir hni('ri»c*n(y

Srrvice

Westwood

Parking

Saturdays

Restless? Worried?
Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these synnptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participant^ rpay

^>)^»<?^P t.?, $4W.fj^^ paftBfipatton. :^.

PLEASE CALf: f213)8S4^9Sl
California Clinical Trials IVIedical Group.

JJJJJ....J..J..,u.i„.,.,yg!;„

,~ — — »im .
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PRE-OCCUMP WITH RECURREl^ OR

icnvrrTES that interfere with daili

MEDICAtRESEARCH STUDY QUAUFm)
^tt' REC^VE^EE mySK:ALOAH US
reS-mAND MAY EARNUP TO $480. CALL

310-854-4951

KARI MiCHAELSEN
"Katie" from the NBC series

*GIMME A BI?EAK*
(and fornner Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

^ork parl-tjme or full-tli

^'i^iiaaaMMMMM^^^Ai^^

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

-Ow6Q60 fOf f6S68fCR cUlO-

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to $1 00/wk or more.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MEDICAL BILLINQCOLLECTION Personnel.
P/T work $QAir. Communication, writing,

typing skills necessary. No previous experi-

ence required. Resume Dr. Kimichi P.O. Box
35064 LA 90035.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NEED HELP ON THESIS STATISTICS. Easy
calculations. Call Anne 453-6564.

OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR sought to assist in

International Fine Art Expositions Administra-
tive Department. Responsibilities include
heavy phones, word processing, filing u\d
general office assistance. Candidate must be
proficient in at least one foreign Iviguage, able
to work under pressure, computer literate, and
possesses a high level of organization.

(310)6200498. FAX (310)820-5426. Atlen-

tion: George Hides.

PART-TIME SECRETARY, Sole practioner,

Westwood, M-F, 3 hrVday, some legal experi-

ence, good typists, pleasant, no computers.
Mr. Frank (213)839-9993.

LAW FIRM
nceas moti.c^'^.'a peisor. ;o

^10 cna,icn:;:nc; icqa' a'Xi

Great Expc enct- to ' ca

• GPA. c;...;.;ub'e tifres

to-, intet vows dwA otne'

peitinent infoimatio.n to:

R'Ck Edwards
1925 Century Pa^k East

20tn floor

Los Angeles. CA 9006'

SECRETARY, CLERICAL. BrentvMMd CPA's
seek organized, self-motivated individual for

light word processinj^ filing, general office.

10-15 hrsAvk. S7^f. 310-826-1380.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing com-
pany in Culver City is looking for some
energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, SMirycommission. Great hours
7:00 AM- 1:30. No experience necessary.

S500/wk. is very real. (310)837-0902.

TRANSLATORS WANTED. Prefer educatwi
native speakers, all languages. Experience
preferred, linquistic talent a must. Send re-

sume. Including schooling, when you lived

where, and how long, to: CEI, 2005 Palo Verde
Ave, Ste 300, Long Beach CA, 90815.

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- lwtwm«i in a
job or summer Internship? Receh^ an invalu-
able list of contact names, addresaci and
phone rs, and over 100 of Hollywood's top
productton companies, ulent ^enclca, and
studkM. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO^
SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY-B.H. R/E DVPT.
Comp. seeking dynamic individual with 2-5
ynwpt^^tyfx. WordPerfect a muiL S24K44:^
Send Resume to: IS. P.O. Box 15354, B.H
90209-1354.

INSTRUCTORS
MCAT

S13/HRANDUP!
Porr-rime openings

Qvojloble throughout the
Encino oreo. You must
hove scored above th^
90th percentile on this

exom, hove o Bochelor's

degree ond love to
teach. Salary depends on

quollficotions.

Coll Erin:

(818)362-2420. EOE.

us MAIL )OBS $1

1

.77 to.$14.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900680-4454 ext. 0214.

WESTSIDE DECORATOR seeks high energy,
positive person with good color sense to assist

nWMipepertvo fabric shopping, errands, etc.

Approx. 16-24 flexible hounA*^.' Need car,

$7Av sUrt. loslyn (310)459-3043.

WRITERS EXCHANGE hv work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fictk)n
books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM— Frateml-
ties, sororities, student clubs. Earn up to
$1 000 in one week. Plus receive $1 000 bonus
yourself. And a FREE WATCH just for calling

1-800-932-0528, ext.65.

J.P. MORGAN SECURrriES is holding inter-

views February 24th for Investment Banking
Analyst-Public Finance. Bachelors in Econom-
ics, Mathematics, Computer Science. Sign up
at Placenr>ent and Career Planning Center.

Need help designing a resunr>e to compete in

toda/s recession? Call Remune Strategists

874-4006.

SALESA3UTSIDE fast growing marketing firm

representing Firestone. Looking for outgoing,
energetic people for evening hours. High
income & growth potential. Flex, hours.

(800)323-7559.

SPANISH TEACHER P/T. Approx. 2-day5-hr.
per day. Kr5. Classroom experience. Westside
public school. StraA resume, hourly rate. 319
Mount HolyOak Ave. Pacific Palisades 90272.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable
experience managing all aspects of a
succeMful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple 'A' Student painters for information
now. 1(80Q»394-6000.

Get a Summer Job
on a Salmon Fishing

Boa{ in Aiaska

8 people needed nomr

. Hoi

Women with and

wHhoiitPMS
wanted to participate

in various studies

lasting 2-8 months

and paying $25-

$100. CaU Sheila at

82&-5688, 9-5.

Help Wonted

Cmm OMMgl-ltl?

Maka up to $30,000 in 3 montiis.
70-page ilhis. guide wArahiable

Gmployment info & Ust of 1,500

contacts. Must hurry!!! Boata hiring

now!!! Send $16.95 -f $3 moiling to:

KinK Salmon PubUahing, Bok
8042, IXspt. «B, Soal Beach, CA
00740. Allow 2-3 wks.

30
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MODELS

Cal'i8l8!?08 3G80

AOfE STUDY
12

for

Mtd tt> flnderate

vWto over a twdve
period are required. Teat

material wiH be applied to the

face morning and evening.

Those complotkig the study will

f«ceive $60 upon oompletioo

Please call Zaida at

t310)67O-39»a
for further information

Lawrence S. Moy, M.D.

Howard Murad, M.D.

8540 S. SepuWeda Bhrd., Suite #1212

Loa Angeles, CA 90045

PAtO INTERNSHIPS!

bi^9 tiloon Mif tor

1^ tMt lUMwr
suomw viwwn^ mm

(Tuiniiging yoor t)d

of University Painting

Professionals during

Summtf 1991 CaH

1-800-KALL-UPP today

PART TIME TELEMARKETING for Education
Agency in Santa Monica. Foreign lanauaM
helpful. (310)395-9393.

PART-TIME: 15.25hi^^., $13S*Am*c., stat-
ing retail sates. Great for resume. No door to
doer, etc. Call for info. (3101396-1479.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST. M—F, 1 100-5100
pm. PleaMnt telephone manner, some typir^
computer. SM f^mx. %7J00hr. CaU KaMecfi
(310ii29-4i01.

rr K>i: ^3 hm^ay, 3^ day^Wi.
OrMranipui^ ym p*d( houri, SMtr. Gadt^

Itaviaw ai0^740909.

MANAGEMENT POSmONS W/ CALIRDR-
NIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Aver^ eyn-
ings $6,000 to 16,000 -t>

.

PT Spring, FT Summer. Interviews on campus
lnf<VApp. (800) 400-9332.

MANGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average eamins
$,6000 to 16,000 >. PT SpHna, FT Summer.
Irtterviews on campus, info/app. (000)
400-9332.

MALE MOOaS.EvnSISQihr.ar more, boyish
an#w HhMc 1«-24. Q^m ikmtm (ace,

mtle or no cheU hair. Playairl-" mi ' ' --
•

Jobs Wanted 33

HOUSEaEANING. My grant ended and I

need to pay the rent! Call Ken (31 0)822-051 6.

Internships 34

ACmC, INDEPENDENT FIAI producer seeks
ttudent interns to learn script developmer«
activities in offioa. Na pay, but good ofifiortun-
ity to learn. DlO|576-630», 010)394.7263.

aNTURY CrrY-M€STSIOE TMA currently
aakir^ intern to asslrtwHhRa^atien XVplan
implamei'iUtion, perMmaltxed con^Buter

iMH laaMad. Mourty paj^^lus safoa

WW Mb». iMOI20i.172f.

tm^m, ^a4 C213il92-4Ma

iMnd malchirv and virioua
t^m. I^L^ ^ ujtIlljLi ^— -*

^^ wi encnanai nr aamma

CMTMc MMeob^iay!

tei^^^ ^<** — ia < M<̂ f»

iT^
oSSfS -?

la fJOO par 4i^ Na
„ atfnad% »tesMr202 y.

OMiiME.0nilV4XV

l|rJiM3-4331-

gainlna

bitHteiV

HVia BBwaiariw waat

'

da«l

nalpaa, aut nal

"M^**'***

Hours ftexfbta

I ^ .5aak%||a.f liCLA
Dhf Cl4aica4 Nutrition. Call Cafl
(31(mM890.

^^ ^S .^^—H.

GMiuiy C^IMartM TM^ inc

tiw PaA taa, iMMi IIIMaa CA

Help Wanted 30

AIRLINE POSITIONS. Flight attendants, ticket-

ing, ground crew, excellent benefits^avel. For

info, call (303)440-7931.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/r air, roomAx>ard provided! To
$5,00Q^/mo. Extensive fisheries report gets job

or call refunded. 1 -900-226-ALASKA ($3/mtn,

lata program four min.). '

UNO GENERAL OFFldg person
ist be sharp and dependable.

skills!^ ptltfl^jli forfeedrda mkt.

(310)392-0277.

ATTENTION: MAN. ORDER company needs
help. Wark from your home, doing vartous

lob^ CaM (2t))9M-2943.

DELIVERY, PT, 2-3 hr$ M-F, should have
transportation. Inquire 206-3701.

CX> YOU KNOW 20 PEOPLE? You can earn
$100 easily with no $ down. Call
(213)471-7857 immediately!

DRIVERS- VALENTINE'S DAY, February
13th & 14th, must have own vehicle and
insurance. Call Flower Dec (310)28a0666.

EARN UP TO SSQAVK AND MORE. Part-time,

selling "Be Bruin Safe" condoms. Great oppor-
tunity for men and women. Call nowl
1-600-736-6064

EDUCATION/PERSONAL AIDE for briaht, en-
gaging male SMC student w/physical disabili-

ties. Will train. A.M. 20-25 hrs/wk. Salary

negotiable. Driver's license & references.

Evenings (310)395-3438.

FILING CLERK NEEDED in private Dr. Office.

15-20 hrs/wk. Pay is negotiable. Lis

(310)473-7639.

.^^^ I A K- I

JOSJ V.r- N, v^ P v-! «^-'-0--
.,

4

•••••••••• Ctiild Care Wanted 35

(HMntlrie oflica ssekifio

pirsonaMs, caring, and X
outgoing person to handle 7
patient load for 2 doctors. ^

CHALUEIVGING. if
Mon., Wed.. Fri.8am-5pm. X

$6.50/hr. start —7
Parking available. J

Call and leave message: m
(31S)837-72e2. i(

MU$IC»«l1tRTAtNMENT INOUSTtY IN-
TERN NEEDED. ProductioiVimanagement
oompa»»y near campus. Meet recordlrw artist^
oeiebrtties. Make great contacts in fHm, TV.
Flexible schedule. Class credit.
D10M70-59 70. ^^
TALENT AGENCY seeks bright, motivated
interns. 15-20 hrsAwfc. Minor office wodt,
phone skills needed. Call for interviews.
858-6262

CHILD CARE FOR TWO CHINESE INFANTS.
Live-In. Rosemead. (616)280^318.

10)473-7639.

tAAi^\ blFERt'NCEl Support AIDS rescirch

MALE Ir FEMAU MODELS NEEDED. Young,
Attractive paopla %i^wtad for nuda ^photos.

GrMt Pay. CaU Oarik (213H65-4Se^

d

VlaUa MMlel A TaleHt

Model* naeded, no eaperience neccMary
for modeliof commflrelal A aiBale video.

Call todav for appokntoMnt
(313)a47-^l

Bovorly Hilk 90210

RECEPTIONIST/TKANSCRIPTIONISTS, part-

tl'^e. VV^jU'lptheraplst's office, 1 100 Glen-
don. W^h^ly or per report typed. Evenings

r*"*^Hl*WH'n. Htahar level poajtiom.
dnterviewrng^iitorian) alio available for psy-
chologically sophisticatie' individuals. Call
Cindl, 824-1027 for intamaw.^-

RETAIL SALE : Experienced salesperson need^
for chikifen's store part-time. Ajoply in person
or caM Lynn. WesteMe Pavilkin, Level 2 #229.
(31Cl441-»r-

Do you Like to Talk?

This Is the perfect job for

you.Earn $7/hr. plus
tx>nus. Evening •»- weekend

hours available.

Training provided.
Sharpen your

communication skills &
' 'Strengthen your resumew

CHILDCARE NEEDED for infant near campus,
1 5-20hrs/week, flexible days. (310)447-2244!

>^ Call the

MCLAAt4MUAL$Bib<^
206-2050

tots Qaytgy Aw. - 4tfi Rooi

GUESTHOUSE & SALARY in exchange for
childcare/llght housework. Brentwood. Exper-
ience, references, fluent English. 471-3379.

Apartments for Rent 49

'^^ANDFAl^bSJlSthjIISr^JSISS!
w»th hardwood floors, large balcony, swirrv
ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA
Available now. For appointment
(31C»459-1200. ^»^ »

.iisV2-|toR00M, uppl idir
A«y,V*r garden-like, qJU, N ,
parking, near transportation. D10M77-99S5
AOI. Canlury CHy. 2bad/2lMlh. Vlaw, byHl.K gardan pttim, haidwood Moan, bNmk
»>041 100. <21 3M41 .9H2/(2^ 3M7D.92J9.

M rf.
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TheDaflyBruin

Account Executive

Internship

will give you the opportunity to work for the
number one college newspaper in the country, as

just awarded by CNBAM, the authority on ali

college newspapers. The Account Executive
Internship provides real world business
experience in the advertising, sales, and

marketing fields. If you are interested in these
areas and want to work for the best then you

want to work at the Daily Bruin.

Applications for internships are available at the

Daily Bruin office - 1 12 Kerckhoff Hail.

Applications are due Wednesday, February 12th, by
nodh. For further information please contact^ ^

Kimberlyn, Mark or Dante at 825-2161

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

WAUC TO UCLA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS
2 master suites

2 bath -*- balcony

Students/Roori^nates Welcome

; 11030 ne^tiible:

f •fefr^«dts?iwa§l
'

• honirowid

•p)arking»elevator»

519 Glenrock 21^208-4835'

BEST DI AL

IVESTIVOOD
Je\u>i: 2bd/? bth

lOr, WclkioUCLA

|j I
•P(l^^i /}, AIK, SPA

balconies Pircpiaccs

(310)208 2655

BACHELOR $4S0fyr>o. Refridgerator and hot
plate. (310)622-6487. Leave mg«s^e.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HtLLS ADJACENT $66a765
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE4.PLEX.'A BLOCK TO PKTO BUS. (310)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS AD|. $1275. 2-BED + DEN
1 TOO SQUARE FEET . SPANISH 5TVLE 4-PlgX
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVKIE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-87VMO. 2-BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $950 2BD/2BATH. Lease. Bal-
cooy. By appointment only. 1 1 728 Mayfleld
#5. (310)271-6811.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury
apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, patio
and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.
11661 (Doshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD $55Q/$570 BACHELOR.
UnfumishecVfumished. New decor. Lease. By
appointment only. 11728 Mayfield #4
(310)271-6811.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH.
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCaLENT LUXURY BUILDING
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE
(213)471-1340.

jUNKJR ONE-BEDR€X)M. Across UCLA. Sec-
urity bidg. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.
535 Gayley. 208-3818. Sub-lease.

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central
heat, wet bar &

fireplace, fitness rooms,
saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking in

secure garage, will allow
4 students per
apartnnent.

Frorm $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

;;sp\( loi s i-ni)KM
H DlshwjslKM \('

M \lk l(>\\ M\ *.'

[< W.ilk III c K^scis.

;; I 2 hik lioni ^.iinjnis.

3 4^0 KclhMi

:: 824-7409 I

Walk to UCLA
Discounted sublease till June

Private room, Private hath, Shared

kitchen $450 ,Two bedrooms, Two
bathrooms, 1 kitchen. $900

633 Gayley 208-5920

/vlAR VISTA 2-bedfDom$ $725, 3-bedrooms
$875, hardwood floors, appliances, laundry,
near 405 (310)454-0805.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.
Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

OHIO-BUTLER. 2BD/ 1 BATH. Spacious,
quiet, private patio, appliances, laundry. 2
mi-UCLA. $770. 470-2122.

PALMS 2-BED/2-VATH. Security alarm, fire-

place, new carpet, all appliances included.
$895/mo. (310)839-8862. or (310)838-5567.

PALMS, $495, bright spacious single. Parking.
Most utilities included. (310)397-8058.

PALMS, $620-$815, 1 A2-bedroorm, pool,
new carpet, parking, laundry, no pets,
454-4754.

PALMS. $750. Large 2.tjertCI)W)),.*<rti«|»viiew

carpet/paint,- bum-Ins, retngtiUdt,. flllio,

PALMS, H?|/»ps|wautiful 3-be<i/2-bath, un-

)oSW^^ JjrMUJfUL
^
by Beverlywood. Good

nref: St*v«fl^r2 130839- 1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS SPECIAL. $500 total move-in. Singles
$525, 1 -bedroom $625-$700. Secure build-

'"ft KV"^/ **"na, pool. (310)836-3800.

SHORT-TERM
Very large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED

All utilities, parking included

Pool&sundeok
$825/month (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

208-4394

Large Newly
Remodeled

1&2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLAArea
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 $825
Call 657 -8756

WMtwoodVMi^neOQ^
2-bedroom/ 2-bath '"^'

IrKJows, Hardwood Roors, Brick

Rreplace. RjII Kitchen. Hi^ Rooms
2-blocks to campus

^ Roque & Mark Company
(310)453-1736

UCSnWOODFlAZA
APARTMENTS

DtnOfy scivss from
add'<ampu3 UCLA

ltinished8.LHun^shecl

Bachekxsfiom$550

angles fiom $600 to $750

lBGkins6om$750to$900

ZBchms/ZBIh fiom $1200

Variable Length Leases

SOI -505 GayleyA^
(310)208-8505

DIAMOND HEAD APTS
Westwood

single-furn/unfurn from
$675 & up

1 -bedroom -furn/unfum
from $850

Security building, Security
garage. Rec

Room, Jacuzzi, Sauna

660 Veteran
208-2251

NorthfkfQe $275 up. 500 furnished unH student

housino tadllly. Stared or prt^ unHs, wIRi or

wIttKXJt MIctiens. Prtvile tadis. Root. Jacuzzi,

recreaHon room. 1/2 hour drive lo UCLA Open yev
round. Free brochure. Northridge Campus

Residence, 9500 Zeiah, Northridge, CA, 91325

(•ii)m-i7i7

Kill Your

Roommate??
NO! C.I T A \l W

OM!
\'()\i' to ^'> ^ C i,'"ii'\'

lM)(>niin,Urs w.iitini;

824-0836

WLA. $900. 2B<V2Bath. Built-ins. Air, stove L
refrlg. Gated parking, near bus. 11235 Rich-
land Ave near Sepulveda.
829-2244/395-1103.

WLA AREA $585Ano. Beat the tuition hikes!
Live outside the high rent districti CLOSE TO
IXIA. Attractive, furnished singles. T%vo can
live as cheaply as onel 1525 Sawtelle Blvd.
(310)477^4832. ^^^
WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished
single. Meal for students to share. Close to
iXlA. 1525 Sawtelle Blvd. (310)477-4832.

WLA— aOSE TO IX1\ $450, large private

1-bedroonV prhrate entrance, private bath,
parking, bar and fireplace. Lis (310)473-7639.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio
or balcony. Miniblinds, ceiling fans, walk-in
closet, appli«Kes, low move-in , 11527
Venice BKrd. «6. (310)390-5065.

WLA. large 2-be(y2% -bath with washer/
linw- /^winahtii iimwfjrT -*-*-- i t g>g ThiTiT^

—

~

*mjm%t p^waiiawiv niiiiieuiBlCiy. 11030 1COCnC»=
ter »205. (310)206-7279.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-
blinds, celling fans, appliances, low nwve-ln.
11527 Venice Blvd. »7. (310)39a5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-
blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, utilities in-

eluded, low move-In. 3637 Sepulveda Bh«i.
•6 (310)390-5065.

SOUTH OF OVERLAND. 1-bed, $695. With
refrigerator and stove. (310)837-7513.

VENICE. $685Ano. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Sec-
urity building, quiet, landscaped courtyard.
Vh blocks to bej^h. Refrlg, stove, carpet,
laundry, parking, no pets. Available now.
(310)396-8121.

VENICE. $85(Vmo. 1 bedroom and den. In

changing character 4-plex on quiet %valk
street. 1 'h blocks to beach. Hardwood floorsi,

refrig., stove, new paint, laundry, parking.
Available March 1. (3100396-8121.

VENICE $875 & %9O0fmo. 2-bed/2-bath. 3%
blocks to beach. Security building, large

kitchen, refrig, stove, carpet, laundry, l-car
garage. Lan(6caped interior courtyard. No
pets. Available now. (3100396-8121.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATKDN. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR.
laD TO RENT QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

Westwood Village
2bc1/2bth

jriCRT TERm AwAiLABLE

Enorniolis Aprs, w/
separate DR balconies

FP Built ins Gated
parking Pool.

Lovi/est rates in the Village

691 Levering Avenue
(215)208-5647

Special Student
Discounts!

**
From $695*

Minutes from UCU**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios. Is and 28

•Pool. Spa. Fitness Center. Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

10, . ......(SlW
feor

^

%v:>3fi?feMuK,edaB^d.^
(

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

'On Selected Units
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DONT BE LEFT BEHIND...
REMEMBER OUR DEADLINES...

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY, 206-3060
By 12 noon, two days
prior to publication

CLASSIFIED LINE
By 12 noon, one day
prior to publication

825-2221

.'/'.
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^irthdsQT

F«b. 10, 1992

Innprovements In your material affairs

=ar9^mdleaidd for tf^ year af>ead. Be oft
your toes so you can rush to answer the
door when opi:>ortunity starts knocking.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) In order
to t>e successful today, you'll need a bit

more staying power than usual. Every-
thing could start out swiftly, only to slow
up later. If you quit, you'll lose. Major
changes are ahead for Aquarius in the
coming year. Send for Aquarius' Astro-
Graph -predictions today. Mail $1.25
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Astro-Graph, c/o this

newspaper. P.O. Box 91428. Cleveland.
OH 44101-3428. Be sure to state your
zodiac sign.

PISCES (Feb. 2a-March 20) A rift in a
relationship with someone you truly like

can t>e avoided today by being more of
a giver than a taker. Eventually, all will

even out. wtien the roles are later

reversed.

ARIES (Mwrcti 21-April 19) A well-in-

tentioned friend could be more of a hin-
drance than a help today in a delk^ate
matter affecting both your reputation
and your career. Try not to let this indi-

_ vidual t>ecome involved.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Ambitious
inclinations that are constructively uti-

lized could prove to be a major asset to-
day, provided you don't make yourself
look good at the expense of another.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Profit from a
second source is a strong probability
today, but. if matters are not managed
effectively, there could be complica-
tions. Proceed cautiously.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) An asso-
ciate who disappointed you in the past
in regarding a joint endeavor might pre-

-sent you with a eimilar proposal agahr-
today. Keep this individual's track re-
cord in mind.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Someone with
less initiative than you have might try to
ding to your coattails today in order to
claim partial credit for your achieve-
noents. Don't be taken in.

VIRQO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) One of your
best assets today is your creativity. Un-
fortunately, your impatience might
override your imaginative efforts, and
you may discard what you can't imme-
diately use.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Don't be your
own worst ertemy today in a commercial
involven>ent and weaken your bargain-
ing power through inappropriate action.

SCORPIO (Oct 24-Nov. 22) If you have
to negotiate a matter of importance to-
day, don't be impulsive. Take adequate
time to analyze your possibilities so you
won't be smitten by remorse later.

SAQITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dm. 21)
Sonieone who is paying for your assis-

tance today will be irritated if you ask
too much compensation for the servk^
you render. Greed could cost you a
client.

^^^ CAPRICORN (Oec.^2|^. 19) Lady
Luck is apt to m^tcft^pMr^l^ for step

M^ ^°^^-«^Jltt4r^«*s likely \o"

T

Apibrtrnerits for Rent 49

WALK TO CAMPUS. Westwood area, bache-
lor, 2nd floor, carpet and kitchen. $550
470-5952.

WEST LA. 1 -bedroom, $637, j^ted, quiet, free

utilities. $700 moves-u-in. 3611 Motor Av-
enue, near Venice Blvd. (310)828-2448,
X.344.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 150/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 -1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. D1 0)8^9-6294.

WESTWOODS BEST DEALS: ^$695 1 -bed-

rooms, split level. •$125+ 2+2bedrooms.

^

^

^

lal xon-

t^jff^b 4^<%^H^JSlf^S^K^H^t,>^^^&7K^H^mS^^^b^K^H^JfT^

ton. Near Century City. 474-7565 {•after

discounted specials).

WESTWOOD, 2-bed^-bath, lower duplex.

Living room with fireplace, dining room, bade
yard. $150(VhfH). (310)553-9490.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669
Furnished/unfurnished. Levering Ave.
010)206-3215 -

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-
em kitchen, excellent corxiition, small build-

ing. Ck>se to UCLA. Bus access. $575.
(310)474-8606.

WESTWOOD, large 1 -bedroom, $85Q/imo,

hardwood, large patio, pool, security, walk to

UCLA. Village— 10966 Roebling Ave.
208-4253, 824-2595.

$995-$200OFFlST

MONTH RENT - WLA
Bright, front apt. w/ gas FP,

D/W, A/C, lots of closet

space, Ig. balcony^
gated parking, key

access entry.

1709Westgate
(310)479-1581

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in borHis. FurnishecVunfurnished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA, AK, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss A Co.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1-bed-

7u7«8r: $72Mtio. "UnnHes & parking

Included (310)475-7533.

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,
stove, balcony, firi^place, air corwlitioning,

pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100-1300.
(310)624-0633

WILSHIRE HICHRISE. Pool, zacuzzi, tennis-

. courts, 24hr guards, laurwiry-irvunit, 2+2
S1600, Ibedroom $1200 obo,
010)474-7432.

WLA, $695, 1 -bedroom. Bike or bus to

campus. New dtcor. Appliarx:es, no pets.

477-0725.

OHIO-BUUER: 2bed^bath. Refrigerator and
stove. Spacious, quiet, private patio, ap-

pliances, laundry. 2 ml.-UCLA. $770.
470-21 22.

WLAr3S16 Jasmine. 1 -bedroom with bft.

$975At)o. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security

building, sundcck, patio. (310)836-5311.
(310)637-0761.

WLA- 3516 Jasmine. 2-bed^-bath. $975Avk).

AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security buildln|^

patio.(31 0)636-531 1 . (31 0)637-0761

.

WLA, $425-$650, singles, 1 -bedroom. Light,

-—ipacksui, security. Apartments to share also

^ailitote.lBI 0)276- 1671, (310)826-2818

WIa. $425 and Mp. Bachelors and fingles^

- -Security paiki*^ rooliop sundeck Jt-iaoozi
with oce«> view. (31C|62«ASSft. ^'^fJAS I

WLA. $550 »id

floors, carpetlr^

(310)477-2777.

stove, frigs, mini-bnnds.

-^-f-

WL^ $700, 1 -BEDROOM/ 1 BATH, fireplace,

balcony, dishwasher, a/c, quiet area.

(213)641-4162.

4^
# #^^^5,^t«^

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Attempts
6 Cancel

11 Mischievous
one

14 — Lanza
15 Picked out
16 Spoil
17 Tortured
19 Before: pref.

20 Sensible
21 Mine deposit
22 Challenges
24 Comparative

word
26 Deprive
27 Set forth

30 Is brilliant

32 Now
33 Article

34 Farm animal
37 Burden
38 Performing
39 Soprano,

sometimes
40 Officeholder:

slang
41 — on: loved

overly
42 Athabasca or

Niagara '

43 Quiver
45 Rule
46 Milk product
48 Wolf
49 Crowd
50 Pump, e.g.

52 Studied
56 Macaw
57 Respond in

kind
60 Advocator
61 Occupation
62 Danger
63 With maiden

name of

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
-4-^ I

2-10-92

64 Foil's kin

65 Uneasy

DOWN
1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
18
23

25
26
27
2r

Diving bird

Conveyance
Forms a bow
Hats for

clergy

French coirr

Descendant
African land
Memorization
Exercise
Linen, e.g.

Majestic
Some horses
Wage advance
Covered
Roadway:
abbr.
••—

. Rube!"
Bell sound
Swear off

up good
Make impure

® 1M2 UnttwJ FMture Syndicate

30 More timid
31 Opposite of

fore
33 In —

:

entirely

35 Finished
36 Alert

38 Type of roof

_39 Formerly mar-
"^

ried woman
41 Abandons
42 Steal from
44 Roulette bet
45 Gadabout
46 — saw
47 Dark —
48 Easy runner
50 Strikebreaker
51 Skin
53 Be worthy of
54 Himalayan

plant
55 Take out
53 Iron Age.

e.g.

59 Choose

i

f'T-'
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Apts. Unfurnished 51 Room for Renf 54 House for Rent

WLA, $700, large 1 -bedroom, upper, carpets,
drapes, refridgerator, 2 miles to UCLA, no
pets, (310)551-5791.

NVLA. $700. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.

56 Vocation Rentals 71

(310)837-0761

WLA STUDIO-$697, 1 BEDROOM $867.
Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool
and spa. Quiet & friendly. VIsa/MC. Sedona
VillajM. (310)280-0692.

Apartments to Stxare 52
1 -BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT to
share. No parking spot. Across from UCLA
$365^0. Keith 208-5894.

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED. Own furn-
ished room, bathrtxjm, parking. $440 a month
in 28/2B apartment. 310-839-4842.

BEVERLY HILLS. Looking for quiet, female
non-smoker to share 2be(V2 bath apt. Fif«-

place, patio. $55(ymo.(310)271-21 57.

BRENTWOOD-GRAD STUDENT & DOC to

j
share lovely 2-bed(2-bath w/male or female,

available now, $49Q/mo. (310)447-2235.

BRENTWOOD-FRIENDLY, nice roommate
needed to share a beautiful furnished 2-bed-

room apartment, S620/mo. Great location,

very safe, parking, laundry, 1 500 sqft., own
bathroom (310)207-3909.

BRENTWOOD. Own bed/bathl" Jacuzzi, sec-

urity, parking, no lease, $50(Vmo. + deposit.

Open 3/1. Mary (310) 447-0420.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share very
spacious, furnisned 1 -bedroom apartment,
parking available. Walk to UCLA. Gina
(310)208-4076.

MAR VISTA. FEMALE ONLY. Large, furnished,

private bedroom, walk-in closet. $39S/mo.
Includes laundry, kitchen. (310)273-5777.

MDR. S575/mo. UTILITIES INCLUDED. Non-
$nr>oking female. Own bedroom. Furnished,

pool, Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)827-9596.

PALMS- aEAN, NEAT, Responsible, non-
smoker to share 2 •»- 2 apt. fireplace, a/c, full

kitchen, laundry. Secure parking. Great buiki--

ing. S390/mo. -^ utilities. Scott (310)839-7616.

RESIDENTIAL HANCOCK PARK AREA.
1 -bedroom for rent. Share comnxxi areas.

Quiet. $495 including utilities.
(213)937-2124.

SANTA MONKTA, NORTH OF WILSHIRE.
PEACEFUL NEIGHBORHOOD, $375/MO.
OWN BED/ BATH. LEAVE MESSAGE.
(310)393-5060.

WALK To UCLA male/female. Responsible,
non-smoker to share 2+2 condo. Secured bidg.

w/ parking. Fireplace, A^, dishwasher. $600
Kitilities Annette (310)824-0229.

WESTWOOD, o¥vn room In 3bd^ba apt.,

parking hardwood floors, patio, close to

campus/village, $568, Stephanie
(310)824-5139.

WESTWOOD. $425. Furnished 1 bedroom
apartment. Huge patio. Walk to campus.

paid (310)208-2501.

ACROSS SUNSET from UCLA . Room with
private entrance, bath, walk in closet, garage.
$515Atx). (utilities included). (310) 472-7943
(leave message).

AVAILABLE MARCH 15. Private roorrVbath.

Quiet. Parking, bus access. No-smoking. Near
UCLA. $460. (310)478-6769.^ -- ^ -

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath. Separate
wing & entrance. Kitchen & laundry privileges
negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large hoMfC
With ffUi Hudents, pool, washer/dryerT kitchen
privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.
Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD. Private entrance, private bath,
4 miles from UCLA, $450/mo.,
(213)472-8269.

CHARMING, Bright, Quiet, Near UCLA.
Kitchen privileges, utilities included, re-

sponsible, references. $465/mo.
(310)478-2857 Jodie.

VENKI. $125Q^mo. Spacious 2-be<V1-bath
house. 8 blocks to beach. Landscaped garden
+ patio. Large kitchen and utility room.
Refrig., stove, washer/dryer, dishwasher. New
carpet, paint, and miniblinds. Garage and
parking. Available now. (3100396-81 21.

House to Stiare 67

VENK:E. Santa Monica border, 1/2 block to
beach, ^^g'^'ted Victorian, Jacuzzi, yard.

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA

720 Hllgard Ave

2 person room $52S/ino.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

own room. $600, share w/ owner: WM, 44,
Producer/Director. (310)396-2803

WLA, ROOMMATE WANTED. Pref. male. 3
bcV2 bath house $532/mo + 'A utilities. Maria
(310)479-8990.

House for Sale 58

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extrv, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) 477-8291, Annie Szyilagyi.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to
UCLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great
view. $549,000 Pave (818)783-6875

BEALTTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMI7I HOUSE
SURRbUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING -FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. SUtic Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9662.

Insurance 91

HATE AUTO INSURANCE
IVi) all do but aiilo msiirnnce is

rftt|ijirfir1 by l.v.v' So tor .1

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

?13)S52 7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE irJS AGENCY

£

Housing Needed 60
FRENCH INSTRUCTOR looking for westside
guesthouse/quiet apartnr>ent. Up to $600^0.
Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

Real Estate 61

OFFKI FOR LEASE ON WESTWOOD BLVD.
Near Santa Monica Blvd. 1 room, parking,
excellent location (310)475^21 1

.

Utilities

WLA, OWN BEDROOM, 3-bed/TA -bath,

$31S/mof utilities, 2 male students, parking,

laundry, Ard^ (81 8)708-834M31 0)841 -0603.

CULVER CITY-Mature vvomen to share bath &
all amenities. $450/mo. w/ security.
(310)204-3844. '

FURNISHED ROOM, BATH. Kitchen, other
privileges. Pleasant neighborhood, 5 minutes
UCLA. $450/mo., 'A utilities. (310)479-8286.

LilENT. Quiet, dean studartt tor

privale bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bia/Ka and
Richard (310)559-5170.

SUNNY ROOM, private patio, 'A bath, SM
condo. Female, NS, no pets, quiet. $435
includes utilities. (310)452-0704.

VEN/SM ROOM, in 3-bed^-bath modem
house, fireplace, new carpeting, parking, con-
venient bus, walk to beach, $395Atx>., MIra,
(310)399-7160.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old WoHd
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199Avk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WESTWOOD $550. A beautiful, large room,
fully furnished, private bath, closet, washer/
dryer, cooking utilities. Near UCLA. For Fe-
male. (213)470-3616.

WESTWOOD. Furnished Single, kitchen, full

bathroom, heater, parking, quiet, private, close
to LXTLA, walk to Westood Blvd, pavillion.

Utilities paid. (310)474-1749.

Room/Board for Help 62

LIVE IN WITH FACULTY FAMILY near cam-
pus. Help with teenage son and house. Male,
non-smoker. (310)472-1944.

Room for Help 63

FEMALE PREFERRED. Furnished room In ex-
change for housework. Private roonVbath^
ttarUCLA. ait»474^ 033fc.

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
Uablllly If licensed

under 3 yrs. In U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-6668. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S mwiryg and delivery. The catefijL

PACIFIC PALISADES, small guest house In
exchange for driving & garden watering,
Mon-Fri 3:00-6:30. Single occupancy. Must
have reliable car with four seatbelts
(310)454-3679.

Townhouse for Sale 65

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. One of a kind, very
special townhouse development offering pri-

vacy and lots of space. 3-bedroom and den,
2% -baths. Owner nrwtlvated. Won't last.

$360,000. Elsie (310)398-6944.

:;;:
movers. Free estTmales, experienced, and reTl

able. Jerry (213)391-5657

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.
Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0626

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

Roommates 53
Sublet 55

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share large

bedroom in 3-bedroom apartnr>ent in Brent-

wood. Close to UCLA. Bus access. S320/mo.
(310)626-2445.

FEMALE ROOMATE. Across street from cam-
pus. $90(Vquarter. Utilities included. Free
breakfast. Furnished. Shannon 624-7577.

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

masterbedroonVl bath. Completely furnished,
cable TV, all amenities, air conditioning.
Located 1 block from ocean, near subway,
airport, Mass General HosplUl, and local

universities, $725/mo. + utilities. Ken. (310)
624-7683.

Towntiouse for Rent 66

CMelveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer SuUets.
Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished
apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1690.

SPEECH PROBLEMS? ACaNT REDUCTION
AND SPEECH THERAPY SERVKIS. Initial

consultation free
(61 8)662-6647Ae05)945-7878.

Services Offered 96

Apartments in

House for Rent 56

COMPUTER EXP£KT: Learn WP 5.1, DOS,
Lotus 1-2-3-4, & other major apps. Also
computer repair & purchase consulting. Con>e
to you, reasonable. Robert (616)969-6250.

FOREIGN ACCENT IN YOUR WAY? Profes-
sional accent reduction services. Initial

consultation free
(61 8)662-6647A805)945-7676.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal statements, other vital written
matenal? Professional help from natipnally-
known author/consultant. <21 3)626-4445.

guest apartment, new paint, utilities included,
$615. (310)652-7576. after 4.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

FRIENDLY FEMALE needed to share room.
Very nice. 2BD/2BA Close to campus. Park-

ing. $375/mo. (310) 624-5722.,

$650 BRIGHT, QUIET WLA 1 -bedroom. Close
to shopping, bus, UCLA. Mini-Blinds, ap-
pliances, parking. Lease. (310)476-7116

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed/iy, baih.
Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

BH. S^600/mo. SPACIOUS, NEWLY DECOR-
ATED upper duplex. 3BR-fden. Wvher/dryer.
Paiking. Please call (31 Q) 276-6255.

HOLLYWOOD. Mature sirKere male to share
-new furnished 2-bd apaiUnei it. Park ing, pool,
gym, sauna, bath, 2 phones. $450. Jonathan
(213)663-0461.

3-BED/l-BATH. 5 miles from LXILA. Great
area. 2-car garage, large yard, fireplace, nice
patio, large kitchen. (310)390-0065.

3-BEDROOM HOUSE, I'A -BATH IN MAR
VISTA. Walk to tennis A golf r/vircp 7 mijft

Condos for Sale 67

BEAUTIFUL HIGH-TECH 1 bedroom + loft.

Private sundeck, high-ceiling livingroom.
WLA. $235,000. Luddie. (310)445-7778.

BRENTWOOD. 2Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $75O-$800. Nev Wllshire & UaA.
Uase to 2. Single, $650. (310) 626-6461

LG. SINGLE w/in walking distance of campus.
$595, utilities included. Call Paul at 824-9754

LUXURY NEW BUILDING. 2-bed/ 2-bath,
penthouse, security, high<eilings, wet bar,

fireplace, refrigerator, microwave, dis-

hwasher, WA3 in unit, Jacuzzi, 2-car parking,
no pets. $1295. 1615 Purdue Ave. WLA.
1 -month free rent with 1-year lease.

(310)479-5279 manager/ (310)931-1160
office.

PALMS: $625. Large 1 -bedroom 2 w«eks fr^
Firrt + security. Newly redone. Parking in-

cluded. Cat okay. (310)372-1253.

LARGE ROOM to share in two bedroom apt. 1

block from campus. $385/month. Ask for Jon,
Bret, Steve, or Sean. 824-5455.

MALE to share room 2-be<^ -bath on VeterarV
StrathnxKc. VERY SPACIOUS, MUST SEE.
$375. 824-0462.

RESPONSIBLE NON-SMOKING ROOM-
MATE WANTED to share 2bdrm apt. in

Rancho Park. Male preferred. $45(Vmo.
(310)839-1642

ROOMMATE WANTED to share house in Mar
VIsU, female, non-smoker, $450 + utilities.

Call Gayte (310)396-0609.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Venice, one block
from beach, non-smoker, washer/dryer in unit,

own room, 2becV1bath, parking included.
$47S/nr>o, Vi utilities plus deposit. Available
March 1st. (310)305-7856 Andrew.

SHARE ROOM, SPACIOUS WLA DUPLEX,
$223.75 3-MILES CAMPUS B.BUS#1, PARK-
ING RESPONSIBLE PERSON WANTED.
(310)207-8454.

WALK TO UCLA. Female. Share bedroom in

2BR/2BA. Parking, fireplace, Jacuzzi. 512
Veteran. (310) 624-4032. Raquel.

from UCLA. Available now.
(213)655-6530.

$975. CULVER CITY. Front house, clean
2-bed/1-bath. Stove, w/d, carpet, blinds, park-
ing. Off of Culver Blvd. (310)477-0661.

SPACKXJS 3bed/3bath (fireplace, refridge,

dishwasher) Adj. Playa Del Rey. 6milcs to

UCLA. $l,700/mo. (213)653-2966.

mF(Zo^^.^^^J?J?'=i^^„«r^«?*.•r«y«'

3-BEDROOM •!-BATH

HARDWOOD FLOORS

FIREPLACE • LARGE YARD
REMODELED • NEAR
WESTSIDE PAVIUON

STUDENTS WELCOME
$1,576

CALL 213/827-0156

rent? $149,500. 2-bed/l-'A bath. Broker Ray
Williams. (310)559-4315 or beeper
(213)966-7433.

CULVER CITY CONDO. $149,500. 4900
Overland, #202. Open Sunday 11-4. Tennis
court. Broker: (310)559-4315, beeper
(213)966-7473.

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwood.
1 bed/1 bath 109K, 2bed/2bath 166K. Call
agent (213)936-3129.

REFINANCE NOW! If you are paying over
10% fixed or 6% adjustable on your home
loan. Call agent/Bob H. (310)477-6486.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-
CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT/
FACULTY. PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDK) $95K
CALL BOB/BROKER, <31 0)470-1 761

.

BEAR'S EDITINC
All subfecta. Theaca/DisacrtatlQns

Ptopoaaband Booka.
Forei^i atudenta welcome.

MU
Sharon Bear, PhJ>

(213H7M662

FUND-FINDERS guarantees to augment mv/
students flnarKial aid package by betw«en-
$200-$1 4,000, regardless of grades or Income
Call for Info. 1 -(800)-343-FUND

SANTA MONK:A2bed/1% bath plus former
dining room or den. In fourplex, newly car-

pttad, painted. QMiet area. . stae*t parking.

,

^^^^^^^ 'W49- ^310)4W>^44ft. WT^TWma nPM fTIFUL Zhii^. Uifl'i 'Haul

Condos for Share 68

CONDO TO SHARE, own bathroom, washer
and dryer, utilities included, $500/mo, near
UCLA (310)575-4259.

4t Guest House for Rent 70

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH to share with 3 °^"P
WESTWOOD NEAR aNTURY CITY, small others, (a/c, parking, cable, and all amenities.)
and custom single, sleeping loft, skylight. Located on corner
carport, $595/nrw. (310)475-3333. of Hilgard + Westholme. (310)206-3933.

VENKIE $149ymo. Canal bii,^::-Ch^,rHng
1 bed cottage on water front. 3-bfbck$ to

'"•WWWHW^flTPIlpfSce', rermxteled kitchen!

WP^hced, privale garden, with garage ^d park-

mJObJiilfiiitmdllii/iib^^- Normally owner-
occupied. Available M

$565. CULVER CITY. Charming, single guest-
house. Stove, fridge, carpets, blinds, parking.
Off of Culver blvd. (310)477-0681,

i

OBn;>iM '

" < r - mm" !

.
mi.h ^ llyy

HOUSESITTING - While you are away, re-

sponsible graduate student will take care of
your house and pets. Excellent referenoet.

Chris (213)206-6677 (office).

PROFESSK)NAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Vlrgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)620-0150

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, sUtlstics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate. Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/
requirenr>ent. (213)671-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTVPJIOFES^ORS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

iMarch 1.(310)396-6121

VENK:E: BACK HOUSE, totally fenced, very
private. 2bed/1bath and yard. $850
(310)479-2366.

BRENTWOOD GUESTHOU^I, ]

FURNISHED GARDEN-SIDE GUEST HOUSE.
Perfect for female PhD Student. SSlO.OtV
month. Utilities Included. References.
(213)287-1024

101

<.v/ to v^^
I \n%mmm

ro.<iciW,,

FaBi7ftofcwional--"cJuaify Quar«vilee^
Papers not for sale

CaJI Research 310-477-8226
M-F10a.m.-5pjn.

UCLA Sports Info

Al Scata*

VOLLEYBALL
From page 40

game) for hitting purposes (nine

kills, no errors, .692).

"rm learning more about this

team every game," Scates said.

"You just can't tell in practice.

YouWe got to put them in an
important match to see if they can
perform. It's good to know they

can come through.*'

Leading the charge through the

first pair of games was junior

technique (opposite side from the

setter) hitter Dan Landry. Landry
led the team with 27 kills (nine in

the first game) and eight blocks

assists (tied with Kelly and
Nygaard). He was setter Mike
Sealy's (85 assists) favorite target

in the early-going, but the Cardinal

appeared to catch on.

With their second loss in a row
in WIVA competition, the Bruins

stepped two gam^s behifid^fep:

perdine. Scates said the team
"really needs a win against UC
Santa Barbara (Wednesday) and,

frankly, needs all wins the rest of
the month to stay in contention"

for the DeGroot Division champ-
ionship.

Services Offered

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION; Free Re-
corded Message Gives Details,
1(800)743-1455.

TEN WAYS TO GET MONEY for school.

Details: $1.00. AAA, Box 2424, Dcpt. DB,
Culver City, CA 90230-2424.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd givrs

expert help Fast. Reasonable. (310)476-01 14.

Laser Color Copies
ai/2"xii"
irxir

Bubble Jet
24-X36'
24" xH

T-SHIHT PRINTING
COMPLETE PRINTING

SERVICE
BirKlIng- Veto & Spiral

Stationery • Fax - Passport Photo

1646WMtwood
LA. CA 00024
(310)470-4778

FAX» (310)475-8811

11755Wiiahlre
LA.CAS002S
(310)478-1131

FAX» (310)473-8102

Tutoring Offered 98

'AUMAR BEAU- FRENCH tutoring by phone
or one on one. (818)904-7891. En Francals

S.V.PI. Mencl!

•••CARING TUTOR'**BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-

ERY TO MASTERYI
(818)54S-0960

CALL RENEE

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
sUndardlzed TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work wUlLa.lptpr who. knows the

subJii<iV>^Wt(^MRwVU^
present tl^Hl^iUirilhf tMllT^^M^ o wa
U> bedMfl^yHlill^^
rRe^l?il&; cdlTmli4aara'(?V!^-6S9^

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

oBb dBu OHu OlID dflb GhB dfiib A^B ^Sb Aa^fi ^filb ^hB

Si

8)$15

mt#iii!i##ii
DRIVING & TRAFFK SCHOOL

• UCLA &Aa STUDENT DISCOUNT
• TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS AWEEK •

• CONVENIENT LOCATION-
1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399

1

Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse

5)

i^ast and Free Delivery

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lowfat cheese availible upon request

Be a Camp
Counselor in JAPAN !

The JAPAN-AMERICA SOCIETY OF MIYAKONOJO Is seeking
bright, energetic UCLA students to work as summer camp

counselors in Japan, Jiili^^ travel to Japan (all

expenses paid}Mi|iii|i|||ii^^ and High
School stU4|giit8. Daily ro^poris^^ preparing
^"d ^^ojiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
culturi^:;iii|||i|||i||S

iiiliii^ijyI'l^^ nN|ifilrecl

i:11iiiijE|:l« no salary offered for Ihe

||i|ii|Mi;:|>ot)tf6m H^^veytW, the
'" '

'ilttniiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiai inii Sogi^tv- wittl nav
iiiici^itt'itiii^^ %»^ end
iilililllijG^:::;Tlhl^ 1^round

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliil
THUiSPAY • tEB 11 • 2:00 PM & 5 PM

EXPO^liiieiV Ackerman A-213 -<-'"t

Applications availakMe at the EXPO Center, Attn: Dario Bravo x50831
Sponsored by the EXPO Center/Japan America Society

96 Tutoring Needed 99 Typing 100 Resumes
EDUCATIONAL TUTOR NEEDED for young
child. (310)202-6891.

TUTOR for 9 year-old-girl. 5 hours a week.
Including summer. Need car. $6^r.
(310)474-6281.

TUTOR WANTED. Expertise with MAC com-
puter, MAC #2CI System 7, Excel 3.0, &
Microsoft Word. (310)274-2144

Typing

ryPING/COMPUTER services available. Rea
sonable. Call (310)552-4947.

TYPING DONE on wordprocesser with Laser-

jet printer, HP3. Fast, accurate. $2/page. Call

Colleen, day:475-3070, eve:207-4339.

WORD PROCESSING Sl.StVpage. Pick-up/

deliver. Also editing, writing tutoring, reason-

able fee. )enny (310)396-7143.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (31 0)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

104 Scooters for Saie 115
RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.
Lcc. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1 -hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 106

100

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/F airfare to any-
where, $125 fVp. Limited quantity. CALL
no%v!!! 24 hrs. (404)349-9551.

FRENCH MOTOBECANE: 100 miles/gallon.
runs well. Must sell. S30(yobo. 470-6154.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1987, blue, w/Kryptonite
lock. Runs great, looks great.$675. Bill

(310)475-0929.

HONDA ELITE 150. Excellent condition, 400
miles, $1600. 2 Shoei R5-5V helmets, new.
Best offer. (213)654-9705.

Furniture for Sole 126

1 BLOCK FROM UCLA. Wordperfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dissertations, manuscripts,

resumes, legal. (310)208-7353

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DiSSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDrriNG. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (irKluding disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

LASER. fONTS. PAPERS. APPl tCA^
TONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessin^yping/
editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.

Student discounts. Marge (local):
(818)786-8742.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)788-9885.

BRENTWOOD WORDPROCESSING, LILi

(310)472-4113. Fast typing and editing, laser

printer, Wordperfect, resunf>es, papers, screen

plays, etc.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesi$^doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

Modern Secreterial Sen/ices: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick ufVdellvery. 24hrs

service. No paper's for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop

publishing word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical trinlcrlptlon, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405. '

PERFECT SPELLING for papers/lheses etc.^
W/**.-We campus pickurVdeltvery Mtcntel
(51(047^47^1 '''"^

98?
ed.

Mazatlan
Spring Break!
Make a break for Sun and Fun in

Mazatlan-March 22-28, 1992!

Trip includes:

• 6 nights at Costa de Oro resort

• Air transportation-Alaska Airlines

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTV, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK 0»^
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

IMPORTED leather couch, chair, ottcman.
Two IBM selectric typewriters. Two desks,
chairs. Bargain!! Afternoons (310) 470-7755.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

MOVING BACK NEW YORK. New immacu-
late furniture cheap. Country dining table,

chairs - $250. California king bed - $175.
Large desk - $90 Steel patio set - $75. Futon

-51-25: Oooksl wives. (310)376-0406.

I

•Transfers «•

PRICES SLASHED!
Come in for new ratcsT

^j-—-—- - Travel Service, A-Level Ackerman Union
^SUCLV^ M-F 8:30-6. Sat 12-4 Tall I IPI A.pi v

H Large oesK

REFRIGERy
beds $150
REFRIGERATOR $250. Contemporary bunk-
^-" *150. Denise. (310)441-0307.

USED FURNITURE FOR SALE. Bedroom, llviiv

groom, and den. Call (310)552-4825.

I
Misc. For Sale 128

Music Lessons 102 Autos for Sole 109

SUPER 8 BEAULIEU 7008 PRO with Power
Angenieux 6.90 lens. Brand new package.
43,900 O.B.O. Darlene (213)874-4730.

BEGINNING PIANO LESSONS. Ages 4 and
up. Make your New Year's resolution come
truel (310)820-3756. -.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476^4154. ^
SINGI Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching Assoc/Nate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levelVirtyiet. SanU Monica.
(310)828-3100. . .

1979 280ZX DATSUN. $2000. Low mileage.
2-t-2. A/c. Good condition. Radio, tapedeck.
(310)204-3635.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y» City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON

1985 CHEV NOV\ excellent condition, red,
5-speed manual, A/C, $2150. (310)209-1334.
left. Must sell.

AUDI COUPE '83 red, new paint, alarm,

pull-out, great condition, dependable $2700.
Chris 645-7991.

BLACK ZW CABRIOLET, '86. New tires, low
miles. $6,500. (213)393-0186.

GREAT DEAL! 1987 PLYMOUTH HORIZON,
36K MILES, AM/FM CASSETTE, 5 SPEED, 4
DOOR (818)591-7827, JEFF.

timu.batki£DuL_^i&gg ^>'<''x»t b;>nwb"fc't i->fc'j<'.

y VIsa/Mattercard Accept

,iq- JVJ IWfl'TV

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

TRI/RACING BKnrCLE: SR Maxima, Shimano
SIS, Mavic rims, aero bars, extra wheels +
more. Must sell. $575 obo. DAVE
(310)439-0171.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286/386, 1RAM, 1.2 FD,
1 .4 FO, 40 HD. Keyboard, nwnitor. New with
warranty. $62(y$950. (213)644-2612.

IBM PCJR. Great beginner computer. kKJudes
everything.: Printer, nfH>nitor, disk drive, key-

board and programs. $550. (310) 477-5694.

PANASONK: KX.R335 Electronics typewriter.

N^^Wi«del; tS-ehatiicter d>s^y. > Spel

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; CMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4yean experience. Mark, 852-1298.

Pickup-Delivery Available.

THE TTPINC GUY! I'll type anything. I'm

really cheap and very fast. (310)207-5192.

HONDA CRX HF, '86, white, S-speed, A/C,
hMl^hA cassette, good condklon, $4,200.

Resumes '»^'>a ^^'^ >»'f(!)4 jrbvwkm% 'ff2,.ft7K;.re^i|«v^Mit n«.nMstei^o Ch^MwiH 7,pQj^hiffflter . int«?5Kgi»«W)ryi

.MMiHKMJiteiiBidiib^ibi cyttmte/-D«Hl' A( '*U)ffi«K<rUm^«^<4f00, c Q^^.ig^MV^IVm ^W^^9^ -.iamvin
DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re- 010)391-5981. TOSHIBA LAPTOP T1600.7mmediate Hard
suto^ Expert writing, editing. Computer WVIETTM 988. price negotiable, dark blue, Aoppy drives. 2 NIcads. Case, medium,'

o^r^^^^%^)-^?^^^%'f^?^^^^orsa\ sunroof, alarm, tinted window., racing tires, mouse. Panasonic 1124 printer. $895.
service. (310)450-0133 y^^ (310)207-6183. (310)576-0406.

*—
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Are Your Teeth
^now White of
the 7 Dwarfs?

See Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

For Appointment:— 47d^0W3
•TOOTH BONDING
•Fix CRipped, Stained or Broken Teeth

•Nitrous Oxide/ Laughina Gas
•Estimates Given in Writing

•Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire 6l Santa Monica)

SAK's TERIYAKI— Japanese Fast Food ;»t:««\VSvvS%im

I HAPPY PLATE

I
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice

! •Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close
|

$3.40
j

.with coupon

PUCE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
JL&8SuJ|==11 21 Glendon Avenue (213)
^|l Dill Westwood Village. CA 208-2002

UNCH 8. DINNER AT TflE SAME PRICE

* *- /fc^n/vi IRISH PUB _

ALL YOU CAN EAT!*
Monday and Tuesday .«.
are PASTA NIGHTS •f*

%P I aWWiirKdudes garlic broad) |S|
Wednesday Is ^
CHICKEN 1^

CACCIATORE NIGHT JL
$3.99 "^

PAti=^ BEER SPECIAl
150 Imported & •

Domestic Beers
16 Draught

VUENTIIJE'S SPECIUII

ENTERTAINMENT
• SUN-TMURS(EXCLUOING MON) 8PM TO MIDNIGHT
• 5 Dart Boards- and Gamcroom -

SPORTS CHANNEL TV. ON ALL OPEN HOURS

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA m^
7 Days a week llam-2am (213) 828-9839 i^

CUT & BlOV^

$20

•Open Evenings
•Full service hair salon

•Across street from campus
•We validate parking

Carlton Salon Marquis
WesfVADod Marque Hotel

930H«gardAve
Westwood.CA 90024

208-4477

^^^Kfouteft Sate
MMMMMMtMMMMU

CP286-12MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono.............$550

CP386SX-25MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) $975

CP386DX-25MHZ (BOMB Hard Drive) $1170

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive)....$1285

CP486-20MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1450

UP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive).$*?90

Ail Systems Include:

FREE SUPER MOUSE II

with purchase of system

•1 MB RAM Memory

•5.25- or 3.5- Floppy Drive

r •HYUNDA1 14- Super VGA( 28) Color Monitor

•Super VGA(1024'768) W/1 MB-256 ColorB

•101 Enhanced Keytx>ard

•AT I/O Card (2 Seriai. 1 Parallel & 1 Game)

•2FD/2HD IDE Controller

J '100% IBM Compatible Systems

•One Year Parts and Labor Warranty

J

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE
Please CaU SCOTT for best deal at

yCoiiipiitei^'ius 1

t 3850Wi!shm: Mvd #104 ^ 1

P Los Angeifcfi,GA 90010

WILSHIRE 1ll

i

•
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DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUCCESS

^ 1 kept my
promise, Knteipilse

kept theirs.

Kristi Samples

BS, PoHHcal Science

UCIA1988
Regional Insurance Supervisor, lA Metro

To enter our management training program, Kristi promised
-^worlc herd and leam every futei ofour fush'pocedixjsingH
"from the grourd up/ We promised recognition, pay raises,

promotions, and something that really surprised her: friends.

Today, Kristi is a rising executive in one of America's fastest

growing and largest privately held companies. And
Enterprise is searching for more bright, motivated college

graduates who keep promises.

Sales Management TVainees

$23,000
To shore in our success ihroughout tie Southland, you'll need:

' A BS/BA degrBe
* Strong communication skills, enthusiasm and drive
* Retail/sales experience a plus

You'll leam aD aspects of running a business inckxling sales,

marketing, personnel management and more— while enjoy-
ing full pay and benefitsl Interested? We'll be on campus for

interviews Wednesday, February 1 2th. If you ore unable to.

meet with us please call Jill at (3 1 0) 390- 1 053. An equal
opportunity employer.

^

-» ,.,, '^API I
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SOCCER

UCLA Sporti Info

From page 39

games during ttie **non-tra(litional**

season. Instead of tiaving Fram
Soccer Club (a non-profit organi-

zation in Palos Verdes, Calif.)

sponsor Uie team as it tias done in

ttie past, ttie attiletic depaitment
must provide ttie money for trans-

portation, uniforms and equip-
ment

Ttiiid, player development is

tiampered by restrictions on atli-

letcs eligible for the new UCLA
club team.

"We used (the *non-traditional*

season) as a development period
for returning players," Schmid
says. "But now as UCLA, we can't

use our redshirts and if we can't

use our seniors and players who
are in the Olympic program, that

leaves me just nine players, and
those nine players sufifcr."

An exemption is made f5=
players in ttie national program,
which does compete during the

school year. Players such as Mike
Lapper, Cobi Jones, Joe-Max
Moore, Brad Friedel and Sam
George have played on the
Olympic squad and National *B*

team, which are preparing for ttie

1992 Barcelona Summer Games,
but few athletes on most collegiate

soccer teams are part of those

programs.

Among other reforms passed
include the re-institution of scrim-
mage games prior to the regular

season. In the past, collegiate

teams would have tojump directly

into the season with no practice

games, but now tliree pre-season
games are permitted.

Schmid says his team did not
have enough time to prepare for

the season last year with 21
practice opportunities (as permit-

led by the NCAA) and no scrim-
mages.

"We ended up rushing through
some things and ended up less

prepared for our first game,**

Schmid says. "We were fortunate

not to have more injuries. We had_^

far more sore backs than we've
ever had."

schmid lieireves, again, that

soccer players are suffering from
the sins of basketball and football.

"If the numtjer of games were
not sufficient to prepare college

basketball players, the rules would
be amended. The NCAA has
adopted rules going against a
soccer player achieving his poten-
tial in the sports,- he says. »

Players are permitted to play
club soccer once the academic year
ends, which for UCLA— a school
on the quarter system — is the
middle of June. But schools on the
semester system often end 5-6

weeks earlier and allow players in

those programs benefit from extra

time to play organized soccer,

Schmid says.

"When the NCAA makes more
rules, people figure out more
k)opholes," Schmid says. *The
il^iiUild he simpl£Llf you^want «^

I

liake a siaterncaimlpn't allow J
laiers with aGMItMw than 2.0.

^^ve played against players with
a GPA lower than 2.0, and that's

not a student-athlete to me. That's
easy and hard-and-fast."
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RANKING
From page 40

son, rallied from a second-half
deficit to beat LSU on Saturday,
despite playing without point
gu^ Bobby Hurley. The Blue
Devils' victory will probably keep
the Bruins from achieving their

first No. 1 ranking since 1983.
"Honestly, I think Duke will get

it,"UCLA forward Mitchell BuUer
said^ in rcfcrencf; tn the top
ranking. "I would really like to be
No. 1, but they did beat LSU."

Earlier this week, the possibility

of the Bmins reaching the top spot
was a kxigshot at best

However, previously unbeaten
Duke lost to North Carolina
Wednesday night. That same night
unbeaten and second-ranked Okla-

"When we play a full 40

minutes of basketball,

then maybe we can be

considered a No. 1

team/*

Tiracy Murray
UCLA Basketball Player

homa State also suffered its first

loss of the season, getting blown
out at Nebraska.

Saturday afternoon, Oklahoma
State turned tlieir fortunes around,

defeating third-ranked Kansas,

64-5(). Arkansas, who was ranked
(iffth in the AP poll and was tied for

fourth with UCLA in the CNN/
USA Today poll, lost twice during

the week.

"Duke probably should be No.
1," Washington State head coach
Kelvin Sampson said after watch-
ing the Bruins dismantle his squad.

"But if I was a betting man, I would
bet on UCLA to beat Duke. I think

Duke will tiave a tiard time l)eating

UCLA here."

Duke will play ttie Bruins at

Pauley Pavilion on March 1st, a

nationally televised game that

could be a showdown for No. 1.

Sampson admitted after the

game that he would root forUCLA
to beat Ehike.

Broin forward Tracy Murray
believes that UCLA is not good
enough right now to be ttie top

team in the nation.

"Wlien we play a fiill 40 minutes
of basketball, then maytie we can
be considered a No. 1 team,"
Murray said. **We haven't been
playing a fiill 40 minutes, we have
to tighten tilings up."

Bruin captain Gerald Madkins
doesn't even want to be ranked No.
1 right now. ^

'There is a lot of pressure (that

^^oes with being >lo, \\ Madkini
said. 'Tet them keq) the No. Ispot
until March."

However, both Duke andUCLA
have some tough games Xxiott

they fiu:e each other.

Wednesday, the Blue Devils

travel to No. 24 Georgia Tech,

before playing at rival North
Carolina State on Saturday. Duke
will be without the seiyices of

Hurley, who broke his foot against

North Carolina Wednesday, for up
to three weeks.

The Bruins will face the Oregon
schools in Oregon this weetoid,
before returning home to play Cal

and Stanfofd. UCLA also has road

games against Notre Dame and
use before playing Duke.

Butler summed it up twit when
he said, "rd rather be ranked No. 1

after playing Duke than before

playing mem.** -'
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Free
Mouse

I

I

. writh any purchase of a TOP

We 'II beat any ads ' "^f^^ "^^ ^^ «'"p°"

In the Dallly Bruin! \^ ^p»;^ ^^ ». i«2 '

I

MICHAEL'SI
1SI1 am ff SMH) ffOl »Ufi fKE NMK
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28b-12Mhz

$255.
20»Az.. .Add S25

386SX-16Mti2

$355.
made ia USA..j\ddS50

386SX-25Mhz

$385.
B USA...A<ldS30

3860X-25Mhz

$465.
Special of the Month

*1MBFIAM
*i.2of1.44ft^FDD
* 2HD/2FD Controller
* AT 1/0(2S/1 P/1G)
* tOl Keyboard
* Clock & Calendar
* 72-HR Burn-in Test
^ One Year Wan^arrty

386DX-33Mnz 486DX-33Mh
(w/64KC«i)e)

$555.
made in USA...AddSSO

386DX-40Mhz
(W/64K Cache)

$595.
m^k in USA. AddS50

(W/64K Cache)

$875.
mMk B USA. .AddS50

486DX-33Mh2
(W/256K Cache)

$925.
mMie m USA AddS50

Monitors and Video Cards
12" Mono w/MGP Card ....$90

14" Color VGA wA/GA Card $245
14- Color SVGA w/SVGA Card .$325

Hard PisK Prlves

40MB....$190 105MB.. $295
52MB....$210 120MB..$315
85MB. .$265 215MB...Call

Upprades

1MB RAM $45
1.2 or 1.44 FDD ..$55

Window & mouse..$65

TOP COMPUTER SYSTEMS (213)384-6601

401 S. Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6, Los Angeles, CA 90020 Call Oames Cho

Greof I Nov/ that youVe said it,

^ ~~ come and itr

less Act is o theoti

ity that performs socio • It

Come see them on
-*<-.i

.** ... ~ — .
'^

* • ——^

February 1 at noon in
Moyorhofff Park

where they will be performing a play concerning
AIDS whic!i,3ljiiclc off AIDS Awareness Week.

lo\oi^ltlty >^ht)UM ' ^v.{v^

Pbld for by USAC-yoor ShWknt'Gov.Siiwnll

je$k\ \t.

J .' '
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TBANOUHTTTCR
CUSTOM Tatmrrs

QREBK JACKETS. HATS, LCTTCranQ

1 1710 8«ta IVoiici Bfd, UJL
(OaamtotMOA)

(213)207-4226 820-6651

Dragon Express
CHinese Fast Food

DMvery
($8.00 Ifin.)

Limited Area

JCO] \\i% PLATE $4.66 SSS^Jr.'Jr

I lEOOIIOU..
with the iHircha^e <]f |

^.A-ymn^m,M^m^ Q»^«ring B. CtmM^^j^^^^^^SAj^ \

Hoors:

Monday-Sunday llam-llpm
1147 Westwood BlvcL
(Across from McDonald'^)

/
^

5 Sessions For $25*
•CD Sound Systems
•Air Conditioning

•10 Wolff Beds
•Validated Parking

Just 1 Block FIrom UCLA! CaH824.2TAN
M-F: 9anrv8pm
Sat & Sun: llarTvGpm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)

'coupon oxptras 2/1 7/92

onijBrz per cusujiMtf/ifMiw
\

Prep
SAT

G R E
G M AT

Ihe fdstest ^rf>uiu}i course (it I C LA

Call todayand well tutoryou beforeourcourse begins and
help you with the application process at no extra chai^.

an\ .th» r (MurM (all STAMFORD PRKP:

310*652*6602 818^7()fM()()()

^^^^m^mJ^m

DEU & GRILL
at

Delicatessen • Pizza • Hamburgers •

Food to Go • Full Service Catering •

Private Pariies-K^omptete Salad Bar

\oA (Ji\'ii I AM i:>icaNuiNl vV 1 ^)Pin Oaiiv

exp. 2/28/92

^$5.00 Min. jHjrchase • must have coupon i

100 UCLA Medical PlazA

Westwood Blvd.

phone(^ 10)443-0437

ii~«_ M

THEO MCHOLAS^My Bn*i

Ed CBamMNi scored a career high six points against the Huskies
on Saturday.

BASKEreAUL
From page 40

pVhen yoo have Madkins shoot-
ing the dvee, you have to pull

down the latch and bar die door.

They have no apparent weaknes-

The Bniins were never scfiously
threatened by the CoagaR tot iAe~

rest of the game. The ck)sest WSU
came to cracking the Bruin lead

was when it ck)sed to within eight

points eariy in the second half.

The Bruins then followed widi a
11-3 nm to put the game on ice and
give diem their seventh straight

win over die Cougars. UCLA
holds a career 27-0 mark over
WSU at Pauley Pavilion.

**We don*t have the personnel to

match up witfi UCLA," Sampson
said. "You do have to play, not
necessarily perfect, but almost
perfect against UCLA.**

Washington State hurt itself by
shooting only 40.7 pocent for die
game, including a fdgid 37 percent
in die second half.

Guard Terence Lewis was the

Cougars* k)ne weapon, widi 20
points. Guard Neil Derrick,

WSU*s second leading scorer

coming into the game, was hekl

scoreless until the final three

minutes of the game, and finished

with only five points.

*^e were able to concentrate a

lot on oar defensive intensity,"

said MacLean who also had 10
rebounds. *1 diink we did weU
today, I am very satisfied."

**l have liked our defensive

iniensity for die last two punei,'

HlMck said. HVe have been wy"
consistent and have done a good
job on rotating well on defense."

UCLA canned nine three-poin-

ters for the game, shooting 50
percent (9-18) from beyond die

three-point stripe.

Most of the Bruins* success in

shooting fiom outside was due to

the zone defense played by
Washington State. Concentrating

on stoi^ing MacLean inside, the

Cougars allowed UCLA to fire

away fiom the perimeter.

**When teams play zone, its easy
to get shots if you swing the ball

around," Murray said, 'It opens
diings up for Gerakl, Darrick, Tuys
and myself. Then we can go inside.

All we have to do is be patient

When we are on with our shooting,

we can kill people."

**It*s sort of a slap in die face

(when the other team plays a

.

zone)," Buder said. Tfs like

diey're saying that we can*t shoot
froiq the outside. Today we
stepped up and hitsome big shots."

BATHNG
From page 38

Zeile made Ms major league—touty^ lie ^lix jose ana
debut on Aug. 18, 1989,

against Cincinnati and collected

his first hit in the fifdi inning

of the second game of the

douMeheader. Two days later

against die Reds, Zeile

smacked his first big league"^

—

homer off fonner Bruin pitcher

Tim Leary.

In 1990, he became die first

rookie since Hector Cruz in

1976 to lead St Louis in

homers widi 15, and his 25
doubles were the most by a

first-year player since Ken
Boyer smacked 27 in 1955.

But Zeile struggled at die

plate with men in scoring

position, batting just .162, and
finiihed die season hitting .244.

tn 1991, ZeUe adjusted to

diird base and hit battiiHi

.Average jumped to .210, In hi«

second full year, Zeile ^d d^
Cud^li in gamei playifAiR
(i55X home nihs (ll), R.B.I/i

(81) and giune-winning R.BJ.*i

(13), and hit 36 doubtef were
dibd in die HL. behind St

Bobby Bonilla of Pittsburgh.

A sign of maturation among
young miyor leaguers is perfor-

mance in die clutch during die

laie innings with die game on
die line, and Zeile is learning,

"-tfiat aspect well. Zeile lists one
of his favorite sports memories
as a lOth-inning homer to beat

division-leading Pittsburgh, 6-5,

during last season's pennant
race.

Zeile says he enjoys seeing
die old faces and stepping into

die batting box of Jackie

Robinson Stadium. Aldiough he
hit into a double play,

grounded out and filed out
during die Hall of Fame game,
on top of itriking out duee
times Uuit year, UCLA has

been good to Zeile. Aside

ffom ptoviding tlw stige to

\%msMin hii Mijor LMgui
(WMT. ZeUe tlAO jnei lOt wifo,

1984 Olympic gymnast and -
•>

gold medal winner Julianne

McNamaia, in die cUitroomf
of Wettwood.

ALEX OE ROBERTIS
UCLA gymnast Amy Thorne set a new personal best In the all-

around on Saturday against Stanford at the John Wooden Center.
The Bruins beat the Cardinal, 191.50-187.70.

Gymnastics beats
Stanford handily
By Zach DomlnKz
Dally Bruin Staff

Homecomings don't get much
better than diis past Saturday night
The 15 former Bruin greats who

returned to be honored during the

awards ceremony were treated to

die definition of continued tradi-

tion.

In front of die 773 fans diat

filled die John Wooden Center, die

8di-ranked UCLA women's gym-
nastics team trounced Stanford,

191.50-187.70.

"It was great" co-head coach
Valorie Kondos said. '"They're

finally starting to do what we all

know diey're capable of doing **

The 191.50 was an anxiously

awaited season high score for the

Bruins, who had expected to go
over die 190.0 mark earlier in die

schedule.

"I'm extremely happy with dieir

ability to stay focused on the goal
of improving the team score," co-

head coach Scott Bull said.

UCLA was once again led by
freshman Kareema Marrow and
junior Amy Thome, both of whom
have made a habit of setting

personal bests in die all-around.

Marrow, who won the overall

for die second consecutive week
(39.05), also captured first place in

die vault (9.7) and die bars (9.8).

She also tied Kim HamUton's JWC
record widi a 9.9 on floor.

"I don't really care about the

score, as long as the routine feels

good to me, and die floor felt

great," Marrow said. •• ^ m "^

Thcmie, whdl^ke^ het^ Vier^Oiial

b^lit^foiHii^>iilk:«iAil> s(lhAMi|i|tMMHt

finished ihtrti 'ovefair^(3S?Sl
including an all-time high on floor

(9.8).

Jfene Elzie, Stanford's stand-out

" "(The UCLA
gymnasts) are finally

starting to do what we
all know they're

capable of doing.**

Valerie Kondos
UCLA Gymnastics Co-coach

freshman who spumed UCLA at

the last minute by withdrawing an
oral commitment, finished second

overall (38.7), including first place

on die beam (9.7). The Bruins'

victory was especially sweet
because they wanted to show Elzie

what she missed by heading for

Palo Alto.
*(i
'I didn't see her smile all night,

dial's all I'll say," Bull said

happily after the meet

In addition to dazzling perfor-

mances on floor and beam, UCLA
performed exceptionally well on
vault, normally their weakest
event No vaulter scored beiow a

9.05, and the team had only one
fall.

The Bruins had difficulty widi

the beam, however, totalling three

falls in an event in which they rank

fifdi nationally.

"We were a litde off on beam,
and I think it had to do widi die

excitement we had from perform-

ing so well on vault** Bull said.

"We new going into the event diat

we were on a roll, and we sort of

los^ ftedis'*'-''
'''*'< ' '''^>->f^2

Fidtay^lttphhiif'*^ i9(>.^te^
Wak % ^HcfcaScWief rdf l/CLX,
which may rise into the top five

schools in die nation off the

sut;,ngdi of its peVformance.
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SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. I>AILY
(ClEArtCOtORI $40 PR.
DISPOSABLES («me wm J79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED ,....$139 PR

BMOhnI

EYE EXAMS15
Frse Bautch n Lomb Renu Care Kk (w/teoB)

HMrTMil«:m«IMECM
UMKAptaiiinMii
niuiiiEattLCNMMM

^^^^ Mad. Mgml. Adnin

-^^

*J?^ig^e^a6'

MMKUtiaivaaiKML
WNMIVt ilMKnJUEOM

213) 842-6094 0) 842-6094

Hair

Salon
SPECIAL

• Pcnn $30.00
• Hi Lite $30.00
• Hair Cut $8.00

New Customers Only
Hours: M-F 10-6

2322 Westwood Blvd: Free Parking

(310) 470-3452 Exp. May 1

ALTO INSURANCE ,and file NERD FACTOR
There is indeed a Top Rated Domestk Insurer right here in Westwood VUlage that has exceptionallv

Ix^^ ^ntTw-n'^ V^ r "«*« 25. If you have a .ood driving record and re^^bU^uS
^d^sh^k^

pleasantly surprised at the savings, ifyou also have a B average, you wiU be

I*n ^^J!ir^^
Wredate nerds (or diose with nerdy tendencies).^ We ^Uud your commitment to dowell m school because this means that you will most likely do weU in life. Let lu show you first hand

that your pursuit of ex&llcnce can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsmAidc Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548

Tuxedo Reotals im $45.00
Includes: Coat. pant, shirt, tie

cummeitund, studs amt
CUlTUnKS

fwith school CO. Omited to Garments in stockJ

Please contact for nx)re information on tfroup discounts

- OPEN 7 DAYS -

10546 W. Pico Blvd.

Los Anfieles. CA 90064
(WXA - 2 Stocks Eact ofWHtMt PanUoa

AUTO INSURANCE IS

PAIN THE
NECK! 'S,

*^ WE SPECIALIZE IN '^x

FAMILY DISCOUNTS
• YOUNG DRIVERS •

SUSPENDED LICENSES

^/A

<S'

MULTIPLE TICKETS OR ACCIDENTS '<$6%
AUTO • HOMEOWNERS • RENTERS • COMMERCIALAUTO • COMMERCIAL UABILiTv'

CALL FOR A QUOTE 31 0-451 -4943
KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE. 1433 SANTA MONICA BL SANTA MONICA. CA 90404

PARIS DISCOVERIES
SUMMER PROGRAM 1992
InttrsMslon: May 25 - June 12
Summer Seesion: June 15 - July 24 ^_

More than 50 regular offeringa from the
Univaralty't libaral arta curriculum.

A thfaa waak Franch language immeraion
program, featuring cultural vvalking toura and
converaatlon aeaaiona

.

A ahort courae on ttie new Germany
culminating in a flve^tay atudy trip to Beriln.

Weekend excuralona: Normandy,
Champagne, Loire Valley chateaux, and
Qlvemy.

Seminar toura with the Unlveralty of
Texaa & the Univeraity of New
Hampehire.

Sand for our 1992
SunMiiar Program Brochura:
Th« American University of Paris

Summsr ProgramsAJ.S. Ofncs
80 East 11th StTMt, Suits 434

/ 'llfVYortLNsiiv York 10003
f\- W.<aiiy*n-487o Fax. (212) 475-5205

t?.tW'

m
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

OF PARIS

mntHmmdrtmkmt

M "•l^
d. — m^mmm

»fM«*o««gaM*i • wi>
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Advertise.

It makes
cents.

Call 825-2161.

BRUIN (''^i(») i7i-(i2(w

TRAFFIC
,

SCHOOL V

I Rli- l'.\KKI.\(, t I Mll()\i;i) Cll AlKs

SAT, SIN, \ i:\h\|\(,S
CT.ASSKS

m

1

SUFFMO STVCe oTlCKai WINGS
I dozen S4.22 25 S7.95
50 SI 5.49 IOO.^Sa.63

Sauces: MUd, HoU'Suicidc', Barbequc. HotBaibeque
1

•04 ZucdW .Steak FHttVcwdii-S«-bdTp^

UTTLE RED SAMPLER* BIG RED SAMPLER
AayoQcanEat-$7.9S*

A9ft tiifM/»e ^h Saturday 1 1 am • 9 Pm

e.mS^fiiSrT^ Sood^llam-SPfn 47t-9464
OPeft 1 1AM -IAM • Ask for Details. Frb 1 1AM -2AM

m^**^€<f**^^^„
1 1923 Santa Mooica Blvd.

f

Quality by Design
The shipbuilders of two cenmries ago undiillopiJ the value of
designing quality into even Ae smallest part -iWelifi^ that at
Watk ins-Johnson because we have our own tradition ofquality - a
commitment that goes back to our fcmnding over 30 years ago. For
details on our campus interviews, check your Pincem^ C|pter for:

--^/^OttCapiiiiyi Interviews:

••<»

Watkiii5^>l6ifcisoiiCOBiie^ Attn: M. Avina, 335l tttji|||i Avenue,
Palo Alto, C4:g4304: An equaf opportunity en^Joj^ft^v.

Daily Bruin Sports W

StMdent Special
Oder Good at All limes

lARGE PIZZA
With 2 toppings . ^ OQ*

( 1 meat, 1 vegetable) % f • '
^

1 0925 Weyburn Ave. Westwood

I

Former Bruin catchermakes
jump from collie to majors
andplays with the same zeal
Among the prominent

UCLA basebaU alumni
and current players

milling around at last week's
Hall of Fame game, former
Bruin catcher Todd Zeile has
the brightest future ahead of
him.

A stano- on Gary Adams*
1986 Pac-10 championship
team, Zeile was drafted by the
St Louis Cardinals in the third

round of the June 1986 free

agent draft and took just three

years to climb from Class A
Erie to the skybox-land of
Major League Baseball.

Last season, Zeile batted
.280 and was one of a core of
young stars on the Cardinals,
who finished a surprising sec-

ond in the National League
East and gave the defending
division champion Pittsbui^h

Pirates a stiff challenge until

the last month of the season.

As a Bruin, Zeile hit .343
with 13 homeruns and 43
RBl*s in 1986 and was named
to the All-Pac-10 team for the

second time. That year, UCLA
beat-use. 6-4, on the next-

Batting Eighth

lo-last day of the season to

clinch the conference tide and
advance to the NCAA tourna-
ment for the first time in

seven years.

In the Western Regional
Tournament, the Bruins (39-23,
21-9 Pac-10) lost to Hawaii
and Loyola Marymount to end
their season.

Adams remembers Zeile as a
competitor.

*Todd played with quiet

confidence. He was our quiet
leader and the captain of our
defense behind the plate,"

Adams said. "(Zeile) was a
very serious performer. He
takes life seriously. He has fun
playing but plays to win
always. He*s a competitor.-

With a busy schedule as a
Major Leaguer, Zeile, who
attended NewhaU Hart High in

the San Fernando Valley, can-
not often return to his roots,

but he had a chance on
Sunday to reflect back on his

days in Westwood.
Naturally, beating perennial

power use in 1986 is his

most memorable achievement.
"Winning the Pac-10 was

probably the highlight of my

tinguish themselves especially
wefl in the professional ranks,
including Slaught, Billy Hasel-
man of Texas and Paul Ellis

in the Cardinal system.
Although Zeile converted to
third base for last season, he
started 98 games at catcher in

1990.

_ *Tyt had catchers that can _—run faster or have more pow«7
but not many better overall.

(Zeile) had some power, and
he was an intelligent pitch-call-

er," Adams says. "He had an
average arm but he had a
quick release and was very
accurate.- -

—

"(Zeile) used to take groun-
ders at third, but we needed
him behind the plate. When he
took grounders, he looked
good, and I never doubted he
could handle third base."

Zeile says his transition to

third is complete.

"Sometimes I miss being
catcher, but I've adjusted to
third. I miss being involved in

every pitch, I've been the field

general since I was eight,"

Zeile says. "But I don't miss
the games on die AstroTurf —
when it's 100 degrees in St.

Louis during the summer, the
squatting, the collisions or balls

in the throat,"

A most obvious dil^erence

between the amateur college
game and the professional

leagues is money. The athletes

play for pay witii the good

ones earning higher salaries

and moving to die next level ^

of competition.

Playing with die specter of
money hovering over the field

might cloud die motivation for
playing die game, but Zeile
says earning a salary is a fact

of die game.
*The feet diat I get paid —

and paid well — still means
diat I can have fun playing the

game. I'm getting paid, but
you have to look at it iq

reverse," ZeUe says. "You have
50,000 fans in the seats every
night, and diey get a tot of
enteitainment and play out a
lot of dreams duough baseball.

It's a worthy pastime."

Zeile opted to play collegiate

baseball rather than jumping
directiy from high school to

die professional rookie leagues.
That decision is difficult for
teenagers, weighing die imme-
diate gratification of a salary
and signing bonus of a major
league program against die
delayed benefits of a college
education.

for Zefle^ ^tgmig wlflf

UCLA was die correct choice
in lieu of his quick rise to the
majors and ensuing success
widi die Cardinals.

**I was drafted out of high
school, but there was no way I

was physically or mentally
prepared. Professional baseball
was never a consideration at
die time, it was just something
diat flattered me," Zeile says.

•In high school, I played not
to go to die majors but to try

to get a scholarship to college.
I knew diat baseball was, at

best, a tenuous occupation in
which you're almost guaranteed
to not make it to die majors.
Only two percent of players
who sign contracts play even
one day in die big leagues.
There's no question diat getting
an education is die right way
to go."

Zeile quickly rose through
die minor leagues, spending
seasons at Erie (A), Sprin^eld
(A), Arkansas (AA) and Louis-
ville (AAA).

See BATTING, page 36

at<i^l£

career at UCLA. Beating 'SC
to clinch it is somediing I'll

always remember no matter
how well I do as a pro," Zeile
says.

UCLA had 15 former play-
ers appear in Major League
games last season, the most of
any collegiate program, includ-
ing Don Slaught of N.L. East
champion Pittsburgh, Shane
Mack of Worid Champion
Minnesota arid Matt Young of
Boston.

Zeile can't put a finger on
die exact reason for die influx
of Bruins but points to a
combination of factors.

"A lot of talented high
school players want to go here
because it's a great pla^ to

play. You don'r find diat

combination of education saitP^M
good sports in many- places,"* J^^

Tfrihc' Fat^WTS the best in

the country, and the players

that come here have a chance
to get a tot better."

Bruin catchers seem to dis-

iax«*i

£3BtlY9D 1
.^ 8L Loui* CardkMto

Former UCLA catcher Todd Zeile hit .280 and led St. Louis with
11 home runs and 81 RBI as the Cardinals finished second In the
National League East last season. ,^ i_
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Connate players banned
from outside competition
Schmid blasts NCAA and
revenue sports for decision
By Jay Ross
Dally BruIn Staff

When die- NCAA passed legis-

lation banning collegiate soccer
players from outside competition
during die academic year, bodi the

UCLA program and die individual

student-athletes were harmed.
Bruin head coach Sigi Schmid said
last week.

Under Proposition 38, upheld at

last mondi's NCAA Convention in

Anaheim, Division I and n players
are prohibited from playing
organized soccer, or club games,
while their school remains in

session.

"I know diat participation in the
NCAA is a privilege and not a
right, but I don't know why the
NCAA is legislating what a soccer
player does in his free time,"

Schmid says. "No one prevents a
band member from playing in

anodier band or a student from
working, yet diey're preventing
=feccer players fronri playing soc-
cer."

In past years, Schmid' s adiletes

have participated in Under-23
leagues in northern California and
played on Los Angeles-area senior

league teams such as InterAmerica
and the Exiles, as many college

players do.

UCLA has also played as a club
linder die banner of "Westwood
United" during die **non-tradition-

al" season, a ten-week window
following \h6 "traditional" Fall

collegiate season, which had been
permitted by die NCAA under old
bylaws.

In addition to die 20-24 games in

the traditional college season,
UCLA players competed in 15-20
club games during the non-tradi-

tional season for a total of nearly

40 games togedier as a team.
Schmid says the new rules are

imposed under the guise of return-

ing die "student" back to die

student-adilete, but he believes die

wrong approach has been taken.

"I don't understand the purpose
of the rules . Adiletes in die sport of
soccer are not the ones causing the

academic problems," Schmid says.

"I've found diat my players did
better (academically) when they
were playing because dieir time
was tighter and they knew what
^dicy^d to get done.^*

Ten of the 21 players on
UCLA's roster achieved a grade
point average of 3.0 or better last

year, Schmid said.

Schmid is irked at die bylaw for

diree major reasons — impeded
player development, increased
cost to athletic departments and

decreased team preparedness
entering the season.

First, on stunting player deve-
lopment, Schmid points to Bruin
striker Cobi Jones and stopper

•Mike Lapper as examples of
players who have benefited from
the old "non-traditional" season,

now ouUawed by die NCAA.
"Cobi Jones was a walk-on (at

UCLA) who is now part of the

Olympic team, and I don't diink he
' could have done that without
playing outside club soccer,"

Schmid says.

**Players who want to develop to

die next level of dieir game need to

play 40-50 games each year," he
says.

Lapper broke his leg during the

summer of 1991 and missed most
of the season before returning for

die playoffs and helping UCLA
win its second national tide.

Lapper, too, is part of die Olympic
program and needed the extra club
games to sharpen his skills fol-

lowing the long lay-off.

**Lapper was trying to get back
in shape for the Olympic team, and
diere's a difference between being
game-fit and practice-fit If he
-didn't get his shaipncM^back, what
chance would he have had to get
back on die team just playing four

(traditional season) games,"
Schmid says.

Second, costs will rise because
UCLA has to sponsor its own club
team, which is now permitted five

See SOCCER, page 34

AUDREY LEE
UCLA striker Zak Ibsen and all DIv. I and II collegiate soccer play-
ers are prohibited by the NCAA from playing on outside club
teams during the academic year.

Westwood FadliUes

1100 Glendon Ave. lldi Fkx>r
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 20B-4240 / (213) 979-1533

Psychology

California Graduate Institute
Graduate School of Professional Psychology- Nonprofit, Nondiscriminatory

Est. 1968

Winter, Spring, & Fall Trimesters
Applications Accepted Throughout the Year

Oiange County Facilities

1122 E. Linosln Avenue
Orange, CA 92665

(714) 637-5404

Marriage, Family, & Child Therapy

Theories of Peraonality

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

Psychological Assessment I: Intelligence

Psychological Assessment 11: Personality

I^ychological Assessment HI: Neurology

Group Process and Technique

Child Psychopathology

Sodal Bases of Behavior

Anatomy and Physiology

Psychology of Religion

Professional Issues, Ethics and Law*
.Human Sfixuality

Advanced Human Sexuality

Case Consultation in Sexual Therapy

Developmental Psychology

Physiological Psydhology

Psychopathology L II

Hypnosis!, II

Advanced Hypnosis

Fam ily Systems Therapy

Transpersonal Psychology

Diagnosis and Direction: Mastering DSM-III-R

Qinical Practicum I-VI

Researd) Methods and Analysis L II

Psychosomatic Disorders

Social Psychology

Industrial /Organizational Psychology

Learning and Cognition

History and Systems of Psychology

Psychotherapy with the Chemically Dependent

sports Psychology

Applied Techniques of MFCT
Ethics and La%vs for MFCT's
Theories of Human Communication
Psychological Assessment for MFCTs
Theories of MFCr
Psychopathology and Familv Dynamics
Cross-Cultural Mores and Values
Child Psychopathology and Psychotherapy
Adolescent Psychopathology and Psychotherapy
Special Tactics of Change in Family Therapy
Ethnidty and Cross-Cultural Psychopathology
Family Psychopathology
Cnnlnlnt Thecapy
Piychotherapeutic baucs of Marriage; Dhroroe; Mediation

& Family Reconstruction

Child Abuse and Domestic Violence
MFCT^racticum Mil
Assectiveneas Tipaining

Metabolism and the Mind
Varieties of Healing
Pliycholpgy of Aging

Behavioral Medicine

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Behavioral Medicine and Health Psychology
Biofeedback Therapy
Qinical Consultation in Biofeedback
Psychoneuroimmunology
Acupressure for Psychotherapists

RiydMsynthcsto
Altered States of Consciousness
Guided Imagery
Psychopharmacology

•-.- ; Psychoanalysia

Penonality Development I H III

Introduction to Psychoanalysis

Theory of Psychoanalytic Technkjue
Theory and Technique of Dream Analysis
Applied Psychoanalytic Technique
Fieud I n
Theory of Self Psychology

Self Psychokigy: Current Writings

Self Psychok>gy: Qinkal Concepts
Ego Psychology and Object Relations

O^ect Rebtk)ns I II

Current Psychoanalytic Literature

Child Psyehoimalysis I II

Myth and Fairytales in ChiU Iherapy
Borderiine States and Naidssism
Primitive States of Mind: Bulimia
Perversions and Somatic States

Personality Disorders /
Anxiety and Affective Disorders

Psychoses

Melanie Klein

Resistance and Countertransference
Clinical Empathy
Shame: Its Importance in Treatment
Schizophrenia and Other PsydK>ses

CUnical Case Conference I-Vl

Qinical Hypnosis I II

Chemical Dependency

Drug Use and Abuse
Chemical Dependency Counseling
The Family and Chemical Dependency
Society and Chemical Dependency

CGI offers thefollowing degrees and certificate programs

:

MA in Psychology • MAinMFCT
jg^J ' '

PhDinPsycholo^ _^^
• PhOinMFCTo

PsyD in Clinical Pfydiology '^

:

• PhDl|p8ychoaafiflfjiili"'^'^ iii zJk ;. boog
j|

Certificaites iiti|Q^dKMUtalytl€^^^^^^^PY^ • P>yP inPsychology withCtfi^fi^inFsy^o^lysis

Oasses are offered days, nights & weekends; call

for a complete current schedule.

Behaviofal Medicine, Chemical Dependency • Certificate in Psychoanalysis

• CCl is approved by the American Psychological

Capohor mSttaimkjesponiSBfltfJohfCpfOgram.

Students learn in a clinical atmosphere from professors who are therapists/ teachers; therefore, a graduate fcxm the Institute

is always on the cutting edge of what is occurring in the modem world of psychotherapy.

CCl graduates meet the educational requirements

for Psychology and MFT licensure in California.

i^OMMp .J.
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UCLA ciruises by Washington State
Three-point basketsBruins flirt

with No. 1

spot in poll
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

After handily defeating
Washington State, 82-61, Saturday

afternoon at Pauley Pavilion, the

fourth-ranked UCLA l»sketball

team staked their claim for No. L
The rationale is fairly simple, as

the top three teams in the nation

lost ijfis week, while the Bruins

(17-1) swept two games from the

Washington schools.

Ho>yever, when the Associated

Press releases its latest rankings

today, UCLA will most likely be

ranked second, behind defending

national champion E)uke.

"Objectively, I would rank us

No. 2," said Bruin liead coacti Jim
Harrick, who votes in the CNN/
USA Today Coaches* PoU. "Even
though Duke lost, they beat LSU
on the road without their starting

point guard. That's tough to do.**

Duke, who has been the top-

•ranked team throughout the sea-

See RANKINQ, page 35

MIKE LAN/Dtfy Bruin

Senior forward Don Maclean came back from an off night against

Washington to score 19 points against Washington State.

Volleyball falls to Stanfonl
in tough five-game matcli
By Eric Billlgmeier

Blame it on fifth game point-

per-serve rally scoring. Blame it

on lack of consistency. Or just

blame it on the lain.

Whatever the cause, the No. 2

UCLA men*s volleyball team lost

its second consecutive game to a

Top Five opponent last Friday

night at Pauley Pavilion. After

losing, 3-2, to No. 3 Pepperdine

Tuesday in Malibu, the Bruins fell

prey to the No. 4 Stanford Cardinal
in a Western Intercollegiate Vol-
leyball Association match. 13-15.

/-

an

15-7, 9-15, 15-7, 17-15.

And for the second consecutive

match. UCLA (4-3, 2-2 in WIVA)
fell victim to the often deadly

rally-scoring system. Since the

fifth game scoring method was
introduced to the college game
about three years ago, the Bruins

have normally benefited. This is

due mainly to UCLA*s tradition-

ally strong blocking game, which
leads to scoring on serve, the key to

fifth-game victory.

But Friday, the Cardinal (6-1,

4-0) colored the Bruins pink with a

quick start and an explosive finish

in the crucial final stanza.

"We visually win rally-scoring

games," said UCLA coach Al

Scales after the match. "We beat

Stanford at their place in five

games (last season). We could*vc

won this game, but . .
.-

—That "but" can be summed up in

one name — Stanford outside

hitter Dave Goss. The senior

smashed home an astonishing 55
kills (on 93 sets) and hit for a .441

average while leading the Cardinal

on offense when it counted most
Stanford jumped out to a four-

point lead in the fifth game with

the help of a questionable no-call

on an interference (over-the-net)

play. '.

The Bruins did claw back,

however. Mike Diehl's solo roof

put the score at 8-10, and two
Cardinal hitting errors and a

ballhandling error evened the

score at 13-13.

Kills by Tim Kelly and Kevin
Wong staved match points, but a

smash by Stanford's Joe Burghardt
and a narrow dink miss in the back
comer by Chris Pliha sealed the

Bruins* fate.

"rm not real disappointed,*'

Scales said, "rm definitely disap-

pointed that we lost, but a lot of our
players were off their games. It

was nice to see some other players

pick up the slack.**

Swing hitter Erik Sullivan, who

"Pm definitely

disappointed that we
lost, but a lot of our

players were off their

games."

AlScates
UCLA Volleyball Coach

Scales said had been battling the

flu, looked sluggish (three hiuing

errors, two serving errors) and was
pulled in favor of Diehl midway
through game one.

The junior transfer responded
with ferocious hitting (19 kills)

and timely blocking (seven
assists). He even stepped out of
character and disproved his sup-
posed weakness by digging six

balls and playing solid defense.

Also leading the Bruins to a

respectable .332 hitting average
were Chris Pliha and Wong. Pliha

(10 kills, only two errors) substi-

tuted for Jeff Nygaard at middle
blocker when Nygaard cut his chin
open on a dive. Wong replaced
Swatik twice (once in the final

See VOLLEYBALL, page 33

and intensity key
By Zachary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

For the first time in several

weeks, the UCLA basketball team
put together the type of game that

head coach Jim Harrick likes to

see.

Getting balanced scoring and
playing with intensity throughout
the game, the fourth-ranked Bruins
(17-1, 8-1 in the Pac-10) put away
Washington State (16-6, 4-5) with
relative ease, 82-61, Saturday
afternoon at Pauley Pavilion.

*That*s the type ofgame we like

to play,** Harrick said. "We shot 52
percent from the field, had 18

assists and had three guys in

double figures. It was a good effort

by everyone. We played hard and
re

I ..

consistent

Like the Washington game last

Thursday, UCLA got its scoring

contributions from many sources.

Forward Tracy Murray led all

scorers with 20 points, including

three three-point baskets. Senior
forward Don MacLean and guard
Gerald Madkins also scored in

double-digits, with 19 and 1

1

respectively.

The trio also received help fix)m

Mitchell Butler and Shon Tarver.

Butler added nine ]X)ints, seven in

the second half, while Tarver

contributed seven.

"We*ve been working on get-

ting four or five guys in double
figures,** Harrick said. "I like five

guys in double figures, that would
just make us a better team.**

Also pleasing to Harrick was the

Bruins* fast start. For the first time
in three weeks, UCLA was able to

take a sizable early lead.

After a timeout with 15:11 to

play in the first half and up 8-6,

UCLA went on an 8-0 run over the

next two-and-a-half minutes.

The Bruins were able to gradu-

ally extend their lead throughout

=ttie &st half, lelying mosdy Ofp
three-pointers. Two treys by Mur-
ray and another by Madkins gave
them a 27-14 lead, their largest

margin of the half.

"UCLA puts the fear ofGod into

you offensively,** Washington
State head coach Kelvin Sampson.

See BASKETBALL, page 36

SUNNY SUNQ^aRy Bruin

Even Mike Dlehl's 19 kills cpgld not propel the Bruins over Stan-
ford. —:— —

Pao-10 championships
Coach Cyndi Gallagher's womens* swim-

ming team competedin the Pac-10 Champion-
ships over the weekend down in Long Beach,

concluding last night. Check tommorrow*s
Bruin to see how they did.

Batting ei^iilh

Columnist^:fayi(^s splendi^iiohie time with

former Bruin catcher and current SL Louis
Caidinal Todd Zeile. o vijfiou ,%. itv^

See page 38

UnfUr?
At its convention last month in Anaheim the

NCAA voted to prohibit college soccer players

from playing* club games during the school yeaf.

See page 39

mftm

80lh Year, No. 73
arculation: 22,000

Don't foffget

your II.:

The UCLA Student Welfare
Commission will be hosting

several discussions and infor-

mational workshops around
campus today as part of "AIDS
Awareness Week *92.*'

Among the various subjects

to be discussed, there will be a

meeting about homq}hobia in

Ackerman Union in Room 3508
between 11 a.m. and 12 p.m.
UCLA biology Professor Roger
Bohman will later host a discus-

sion on "AIDS Testing: Who,
What and Why?** in Ackerman
3517 between 12 and 1 p.m.

The Peer Health Counselors

will hold "The Safer Sex
Game** in Sunset Village A-2 at

7 p.m.

Free condoms will be handed
out on Bruiiv Walk between 10
a.m. and 2 p.m.

For more information, call

the Student Welfare Commis-
sion at 825-7586.

Inside

Author Alex
Haley dies at 70
Alex Haley, the Pulitzer

Prize-winning author of
"Roots: The Saga of an Ameri-
can Family.** died Monday at

the age of 70.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Asian apathy
at UCLA

Columnist Pei-Chi Chang
takes a look at apathy in the

Asian community.

See page 15

Arts & Entertainment

Death
the jungle

Although "Medicine Man**

delivers on the scenery, director

John McTieman loses focus of

the film*s deep|^r issues.

See page 16

Sports

Basketball
wins In desert

All-American guard Rehema
Stephens led the Bruins to

victories at Arizona and Arizo-

na State this weekend.
-—— See page 32

Tuesday
FM)ruary11,i992

Rain wreaks Southland havoc
Traffic swells,

areas flooded,

people trapped

By BIrgIt Rasmussen
Dally Bruin Staff

Flooding of almost biblical

proportions submerged parts of the

Southland on Monday, forcing

some students and staff to stay

home for the day and giving others

an eventful and strenuous com-
mute.

While Westwood and the

UCLA campus remained
unscathed, the powerful downpour
stopped freeway traffic across the

See related story,

page 12.

Los Angeles area, and practically

turned parts of the San Fernando
Galley into a laisir-

JOHN CHUNQ/DalV Bruki

The heavy rainfall caused by Monday's storm caused flooding in the Sepulveda Basin. Many cars
were completely Imnnersed in the water.

B III of '92:
It was like a ride at JJniversal Studios'

Los Angeles Daily News

Huddled under a blanket after wading through the

chest-deep floodwaters that inundated his car on
Burbank Boulevard, 19-year-old Tim Weir of

suburban Encino shivered and shook his head in

amazement
"I still can*t believe it I never saw anything like

it," said Weir. "It was like (the ride at) Universal

Studios, where the water starts coming at you.**

For the four dozen people trapped in the Sepulveda

Basin on Monday when a stalled thunderstorm turned

golf courses and playing fields into a turgid brown
lake, Hollywood could not have scripted a more
astonishing drama.

Routine errands turned into life-and death plays

broadcast live on television as the Los Angeles River

overflowed its banks, forcing firefighters and beach

lifeguards who were rushed to the scene to use

helicopters and inflatable boats to rescue motorists

engulfed by billions of gallons of water swirling

behind Sepulveda Dam.

See FLOOD, page 11

For English Professor Carolyn
See, the day was over before it

really began. Driving to campus
from her Topanga Canyon home.
See was forced to turn around
when a two-lane rock and mud
slide closed the Topanga Canyon
Boulevard. As the day progressed,

live wires fell across the roads and
waterways swelled to capacity.

See said.

"From our window we can see a
little tributary of a creek, and that

tributary is now a boiling, rolling

torrent that looks like the Ama-
zon," See said by phone from her

house. Until the rain stopped, she

said she planned to stay inside,

hoping only that her house would
stay in place as well.

"During the last big rain in 1980
we lost a third of our patio, now
we*re anxiously looking at our
new patio," See said.

For those commuters who did
make it to campus, problems began
when they attempted to make it

back.

See RAIN, page 12
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Officials blame economic recession for

decline in sales ofUCLA merchandise

By BIrgIt Rasmussen
Dally Bruin Staff

After seven years of explosive

growth, nationwide sales of Bruin
products have plummeted this year

to roughly half their projected

levels, campus officials said.

Across town, sluggish sales

have also marked the year for

use, with licensing income 60
percent less than expected. But
while use officials place the

blame on a saturated market and
disappointing athletic achieve-
ments, UCLA officials say sag-

ging sales are rooted in the

recession and will rebound as soon
as the economy recovers.

"Considering the economic con-

ditions in California and in much
of the rest of the country, it is

possible that 1992 will continue ta
be a poor year,** said Jack Revoyr,"

marketing manager of UCLA's
trademark hscensing. "But that's

just a question of the recession

picking back up."

The recession is a factor, but not

the only one, said Jack Weiss,

president of California Headwear.

Like 37 other companies in the Los

Angeles area, California Head-

wear pays royalties to the student

association in return for using the

UCLA name on their products.

The Los Angeles .market is

unusually competitive because

there are several universities sell-

ing collegiate products, as well as a

strong professional sports league

which markets its products aggres-

sively, Weiss said.

use trademark and Hscensing

manager Liz Kennedy agreed that

stiff competition impacts collegi-

ate product sales.
~

**The L.A. market is unique

because we have a ton of competi-

tion from the Lakers, the Kings and
other schools," Kennedy said. "We
have seen our royalties decrease in

past years, but this decrease seems
unique to UCLA and USC at this

point"
In other parts of the country less

affected by the recession, collegi-

ate sales are healthy, Kennedy and
Weiss said.

In addition to sharp competition,

Kennedy pointed to a disappoint-

ing football season to. explain this

year's low sales. '

"*~^

While sales could pick up before

the year ends, fall is the primary

selling season and usually
accounts for the majority of total

sales, Kennedy said.

Here at UCLA, student associa-

tion officials expect year-end sales

to fall well below the original

budget according to an internal

"Considering the

economic conditions

,^. . it is possible that

1992 will continue to

be a poor year."

Jack Revoyr
UCI^ Marketing Manager

report. t

In this year's budget, the student

association projected that licens- '

ing fees would exceed half a

million dollars. Six months into the

year, sales are lagging almost 50
percent behind that budget. ,m,

~ However, UCLA officials dSr^'
not seem overly alarmed by the

low sales numbers.

*The collegiate look can come
and go," said students' store

manager Tim Bayley. "Because
we do not market the UCLA name,
we are susceptible to the ebb and

See UCCNSINQ, page 8
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Jewish Student Union
Israeli Oancing
Ackerman Union-2nd Floor Lounge^

Cultural Affairs
UCLA Undei giuuiid

Cooperage

Cultural Affairs

Comedy at the Coop
Coop>erage

Cultural Affairs

Folk/Rock Series: Frontier Theory
KerckhofF Coffee House

8:00 I>M

9:00 PM

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1992
12:00 l>M

Women's Resource Center
Credit and Budget Tips for Women
2 Dodd Hall

Cultural Affairs

Pato Baton-Free Noontime Concert
Westwood Plaza

Muslim Students Association
New World Order?

Ackerman Union-2nd Floor Lounge

(>:00 i>:M
I I li ' i I

:00 FM
SAA
Career Network
Careers in Advertising, Public Relations, and Marketing
James West Center

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1992
():00 PM

African Americans in Comnuincations
African American Women in Media Night
Rieber Hall Fireskle Lounge

>>>;::.
I'.V.'.*.'.'.
iV.V.'.'.'.

llim il

•4-

GENERAL
Mortar Board ^^4

It's Mortar Board Week
Please see ad for the week's events .^•-'^^^

1-.

Women's Resource Center
UCLA Rape Services Consultants
Call 206-8240 or drop by 2 Dodd Hall for more information

EXPO Center
Fall 1992 Internships

See ad for information meeting times and dates

0^

Bruin Woods
Get a great summer job at Bruin Woods
See ad for details

Commentary

An open plea to Bush
to help Haiti refugees
Since this column is written

on the chance that it will

come to the attention of
President Bush or Secretary of

State James Baker, it is addressed

directly to them, witfi hope.

Dear Mr. President and Mr.
Secretary,

In your time in office, both of
you have taken part in operations

of rescue for which you neither

asked nor received a great deal of
credit

As just one instance, the presi-

dent helped the airlift of Ethiopian
Jews to Israel. As another, the

secretary used his talents and
strengths and those of some of his

best officers to bring about the

release of prisoners held in the

Soviet gulag. There were other
cases of which I am aware and I am
sure that there are some of which I

know nothing.

Coming from a frequent critic of
the administration's foreign poli-

cy, this acknowledgment may be
construed as having an ulterior

motive, which is absolutely cor-

Tect. The motive is to urge you to

take a personal new look at the

disaster that has befallen the
people of Haiti and to do for them
what you did for some other
victims of repres sjQiL

A. M.
Rosenthal
This tragedy is not simply on our

doorstep, but right in our own
house. It is here that the Haitians

seek succor, no place else. Tens of
millions of Americans understand

this in their souls because it was to

this one blessed country that their

fathers and mothers fled, and to no
other.

It is in oiy house because
thousands are here already or
under our protection at Guantana-
mo. And, as you know, their

suffering is ours to deal with now.

See LETTER, paoe_13_

Correction
In Monday's Daily Bruin, a photo of UCLA gymnast Paula
Rasmussen ("Gymnastics beats Stanford handily") was incorrectly
identified.

The Bruin regrets the enror.
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Asian-American autiiors sliare foilclore
Trading Folk Traditions' celebrates

lunar year bv telline ancestors
By Mimi Nguyen
Daily Bruin Staff

At the beginning of time, a man
who lived inside a giant egg
smashed its shell with an axe and
created the universe, according to

Chinese folklore recited at UCLA
on Monday.

Three Asian-American authors

swapped such tales about creation,

magical creatures and beasts with

30 audience members in a program
tided 'Trading Folk Traditions.**

Celebrating the new lunar year,

writers Frank Chin, N.V.M. Gon-
zalez and Lawson Inada attempted

to unify Asian Americans by
describing their ancestors* cultural

and folk traditions.

Asians who came to America
remembered these Chinese, Japan-

ese and Filipino stories and passed
them down from generation to

generation.

And the writers who told these

tales at UCLA believe them to be
more important than most people
think.

**Myth and lores are names that

librarians and anthropologists put

to these stories,** said Inada, a
Japanese poet who is best known
for his "Before the War** poetry

collection. "They forget that

what's important is that they ento*

intopeople*s unconscious which is

where they live.**

"At some gut level inside of us

all, something believes in the

superstition,** he added.

Inada told the tale of a Japanese
woman who was destroyed by
excessive greed. H^ husband had

given her a small box ofjewels but
she had to have a bigger one. And.
when she finally obtained it, a
swarm of monsters devoured her.

The moral lessons of these tales

elevate them above simple folk-

lore, said Gonzalez, an internation-

ally known Filipino author of such
books as "Mindoro and Beyond.**

'These are stories of day-to-day
life,** he said. "Important clues

about what*s happening with our
culture. What we are living here is

a folktale somewhere else.**

And some contemporary l)eliefs

stem from these rich and varied

folktales about the creation of the

universe, according to the speak-
ers.

The story about the man within
the egg resembles many Asian-
American tales that describe the

"At some gut level

insidebf us all,

something believes in

— the superstition."

Lawson Inada
Writer

1
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separation of the heavens and the

earth, said Frank Chin, a Chinese
author whose most recent work
includes "Donald Duk.**

In this tale, the body of the man
turns into the elements of the earth

while the yolk forms the rest of the

universe, he said.

But these authors were not the

only ones sharing tales of super-

natural occurrences.

Rachelle Reyes, an aspiring

poet who left her Santa Monica
office to visit UCLA, said dwarves
had taken over her body after she
picked a flower on which they
were staging a batUe.

But the dwarves escaped from
her body when she offered prayers

of apotogy to them, she said.

"I was really happy that it

happened," Reyes said. "It*s more
than just a story. It*s a lesson to

have respect for land and nature.**

Renowned
UCLA prof

diesat5ft=

RICHARO KIM

Junior Mark B^e, a pre-klnesiology major, practices llongot war dance for Piliplno Cultural night in front of the women's gym
Saturday. The performance will be March 27 at Royce Hall. •

_^

By Christine Strobel
Daily Bruin Staff

A memorial service was held
Monday for a renowned UCLA
professor of Latin American liter-

ature. About 200 people turned out
in the rain to pay tribute to Richard
Reeve, 56, who died of a heart

attack at his home Feb. 4.

UCLA Spanish and Portuguese
department faculty members
attended the ceremony for Reeve,
a 24-year veteran at UCLA.
He worked on many projects

during his career, writing 48
articles on Chicano and Latino
authors and novels. He also co-
authored a book about Hispanic-
American theater.

Reeve was remembered by
colleagues as a caring and person-

able man. He was also known for

his sense of humor and friendli-

ness.

"He was a gentle man— one of
the most jovial, good-natured guys
Tve ever met in this iMX)fession,**

said Carroll Johnson, chairman of
the Department of Spanish and
Portuguese. "He was a good
colleague.**—Reeve was also remembered for

Play kicks off AIDS Awareness Week
Theater group performs one-act

addressing AIDS related issues

his leaching and warm interaction

with students. He taught two
Spanish courses and was an active

member of the Spanish Student
Honors Society.

"He had a great rapport with his

students," Johnson said -

'Awaranass Act," a theater group from Brown University, per-
forms a play about AIDS to kick off AIDS Awaranaas Watk,

By Reglna Ravetti

Daily Bruin Staff

Only seven [)eople — all mem-
bers of UCLA*s Student Welfare
Commission — attended a play

about AIDS-related issues Mon-
day. The commission sponsored
the event.

The play, whose location was
changed because of the rain,

kicked off UCLA*s AIDS Aware-
ness and Education Week.
Awareness Act, the theater

group from Brown University,

wrote, directed and performed

•*Colors dial Bleed,** die 45-minute
one-act play addressing common
facts, misconceptions and issues

pertaining to the AIDS q)idemic.

mi mmmm

T

Education through theater is

instrumental in promoting aware-
ness on a number of social issues,

said Tan Smith, Awareness Act
member.

"(Educational theater) really

engages an audiencq much more,**

she said. "People need to know
about these particular issues and
theater seemed to be the most
accessible way to really connect
with them.**

Because of the rain, the location

was changed at the last minute
from Meyerhoff Park to Ackerman
Grand Ballroom. Event organizers

said that this was a major factor in

the tow attendance.

See PLAY, page 9

V ] •

Other colleagues remembered
Reeve as a hard-working intellec-

tual who made time to be with
people.

**The thing I will miss most
about him is his friendship," said

Professor Gloria Rodriguez-Carh-
sle.

"He was a very pleasant person
to be around and he was friendly to

everyone,** she said.

Reeve was a dedicated research-
er, she added, noting that he was
chiefly interested in the cultures

and civilizations of Latin America
and Mexico and traveled to the
region often.

A devout Mormon, Reeve spent
three years on a mission for the
church in Paraguay, Peru and
Uniguay between 1953 and 1956.

In 1968, he moved west to join

UCLA, where he remained until

his deaUi. -
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Briefs

lift of aid to former
Soviet repulilics start

FRANKFURT, Germany — An inter-

national airlift of food and medical aid for

the former Soviet Union got under way
Monday, with the aim of providing
critical short-term humanitarian help, as
well as hope for the newly independent
countries strugghng through the winter.

Shortly before the airlift, which is being
called Operation Provide Hope, began in a
hailstorm at Rhein-Main Air Base outside
Frankfurt, Secretary of State James A.
Baker HI, who attended the opening,
hinted for the first time that Washington
might be prepared to participate in a
longer-term, multi-billion dollar stabili-

zation fund for the Russian economy.

Ex-head of German
police tried for murder
BERLIN— The longtime head of East

Germany's feared secret police, Erich
Mielke, now a shadow of the man who
enthusiastically repressed dissent in his

country for more than 30 years, was
brought to trial Monday on charges of
murdering two policemen in 1931.

Slumping in his chair in the courtroom,
occasionally moaning and calling out
appeals like "I want to go home." Mielke,
who is S4, appeared seriously ill. Judge

-^leodor Setde^^ad he woulddccidc later

whether Mielke was truly sick or simply
pretending.

Although Mielke headed the Ministry
of Slate Security, known as the Stasi, from
1957 until the Berlin wall collapsed in

1989, the crime for which he is now being
tried was committed when he was a 23-
year-old communist street fighter.

Anniversaiy of islamic

revoiution in Iran

TEHRAN, Iran — Amid elaborate
ceremonies commemorating the 13th
anniversary of Iran*s Islamic revolution,

public anxiety over economic, problems is

.growing after a period of strikes and
protests.

But so far, Iranian experts say they do
not see a major threat to the hold of the

fundamentalist Islamic government,
which nonetheless is trying to come to

grips with public demands for a greater

say in economic and social affairs.

With all expenses paid by the govern-
ment, more than 400 foreign religious

scholars and clerics from more than 30
countries are attending the Ten Days of
Dawn ceremonies from Feb. 1 to 11.

These mark the period from Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's return to Iran from
exile in France until the fall of the Shah's
government on Feb. 11. 1979.

Thombuigh deserves
U.N. post, Bush si^
UNITED NATIONS — President

Bush wants former Attorney General
Dick Thomburgh to take a newly created
top United Nations post overseeing the
organization's budget and administration,
according to UJ^. and other officials.

UJ^. Secretary General Boutros Boul-
ros-Ghali asked Bush to find an American

WIS Key jQt> wfien he attended tiie~

f

summit meeting of the UJ^. Security
Council last month and the president then
offered the job to Thomburgh. these
officials say.

Although Thomburgh could not be
reached for comment, aides close to him
said Monday that he is likely to accept the
position.

Nation

FDA offers proposals

for food labeling

The Food and Drug Administration,

which last November issued proposals to

make food labeling less confusing, has

offered some alternatives that critics

contend would make the regulations even
more confusing.

The new proposals, published in the

Federal Register on Monday, would
eliminate some of the stringent criteria

that manufacturers would have to meet to

be able to make label claims like *1ess

sodium" or **reduced fat**

Dr. David A. Kessler, the commission-
er of food and drugs, said the agency was
"open-minded" about the proposals,

which he characterized as more flexible.

United Airlines badcs

away from expansion

United Airlines announced a major
retreat from its strategy of trying to

expand in the face of a deepening
recession by saying that it was cutting its

capital spending by $6.7 billion over the

next three years and that it was postponing

the delivery of new aircraft

The airline, one of the strongest and
which sought to get through the recession

by trying to keep its ambitious expansion
drive going, was forced to pull back by^

continumg poor traffic and heavy fare'

discounting.

Both business travel and leisure travel

have been low and have shown only a
small recovery fiom the disastrous levels

of last year when the Gulf War caused
many companies to totally eliminate

international travel for a time due to fears

of terrorist attacks.

State

Wine gkfoup accused
of anti^ay Job Mas
SAN FRANCISCO— A San Francis-

co man has filed a $3 million lawsuit

against the American Institute of Wine
and Food, claiming he was denied the

organization's executive directorship

because he is homosexual.
In his suit, Daniel P. Coulter said that

during a job interview the chairwoman of
the institute's board, Dorothy Cann, told

him **that because of his sexual orienta-

tion he would be unable to be successful

as executive director.'
»«

Top Ten

Top 10 reasons midterms are better than
sex:

10. You can probably gpt away with
sneaking a look at the Daibp Bruin during
a midterm. j

9. There's no emotional baggage going
into a midterm.

8. It's OK to talk about your perfor-
mance on a midterm.

7. Midterms are sometimes multiple-

choice.

6. You can ask questions during a
midterm.

5. Ifyou take a midterm dmnk it's even
harder.

4. Ifyou bomb a midterm you can make
to it on the fteal.

'

=

3. You can eat during a midterm.
2. If you get fiustrated during a

midterm you can leave the room for a few
minutes.

1 . Like you're really buying any of this.

Compiled from Bruin wire sendees and
staff ingenuity

Dolt
For Those
You I

NAILS BY THU
FULL SET (ACRYLIC NAIL) $19
FILL $12
For New Customers Only Antonio's Salon

1267 Westwood Blvd.

JUST ONE BLOCK S.

OF WILSHIRE
* Gel Nail
* Silk Wrap

L^^^
*
Manicure & Pedicure

\lV* Fiber Glass
By Appolntment«473-7090

Anonymous
JL\ n:—^—•- $13

Saturday, February 8 & Saturday, February 15, 1992

Call 1-800-627-TEST
for locations near you.

Sponsored by

STUDENTS^
eM PAPERS DUE? NEED A RESUME?

COME SEE US I

OPEN 24 HOURS DURING FINALS

HOIRLY REMALS

Century City
Hospital

AIDS
FIIJECT
l»l ANIIlIt

use
UNIVERSITY
HOSPITAL

Rchara K. Earner MedicaJ Plaza

National Medical Enterprises Health Care Facilities

SO SmithKlme Beechath
<>

,

Clinical Laboratories

COMPUTERS
* DESKTOP PUBLISHING
* WORD PROCESSING
* TYPEWRITERS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* TRAINING
* SALES,SERVICE & REPAIRS; 20% OFF

(Wrm VAUD UQUV ID.)

CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES
(310) 477-2898 1539 westwood
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UCLA experts say
education standaid
must be elevated

By Christine Stroboi

Daily Bruin Staff

To improve the quality of

education in America, educational

standards across the country must

be raised to encourage students to

leam more in school, a UCLA
professor and an administrator said

at a seminar Thursday.

The education experts said they

hope higher standards will prompt

school districts to rework their

curricula so that students are

taught what they need to know to

be competitive with students from

other countries.

Educational standards, the
experts said, would define what
students should know of the five

major disciplines — English,
geography, history, math and
science.

"I think a lot of things are about
to change." said Eva Baker, a
UCLA administrator who is a
member of the National Council
on Education Standards and Test-
ing.

*The idea here is that you should
teach kids (correctly) before you
test them." she said.

In a report issued three weeks
ago by the National Council on
Education Standards and Testing,

the council said current standards

are set too low, but it rejected the

idea of creating a national test to

assess academic achievement.
A single national test would pot

accurately reflect achievement
because different states emphasize
different *«pects of education.

Baker said.

Instead, a series of state-admi-

nistered tests wouldn be more

See STANDARDS, page 10
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WeVe taking applications now for fantastic summer jobs at the UCLA Alumni

Association's Family Resort-BRUIN WOODS. Picture this. You spend your summer

in the mountains at Lake Arrowhead. You and 47 other students live together in

the Cedar Lodge, eat with our Alumni guests and run a super family camping program for

66 UCLA Alumni families each week all summer.

There are many different jobs-Arts & Crafts staff, Pool staff, Boat Drivers,

Housekeeping, Grill, Outdoor Adventure, Piano Player, Field Trip Leaders, Counselors-even

a Fishing Guide, an Athletic Director and Program Director. Besides your basic job you help

put on the opening and closing musical shows, as well as lots of other entertainment.

Best of all you1l really get to know the other UCLA students-chances are you'll

become life-long friends. You'll spend most of your time outdoors in a healthy and vigorous

environment, you'll eat well and the pay is great. Figure on $2200 to $3000 besides room

and board!

Get an application at the West Center and mail it as soon

as possible, interviews are ongoing. Call us at (714)337-2478.

BRUIN WOODS
UCLA Alumni Association's Family Resort

P.O. Box 160, Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352 • (714) 337-2478
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TR/\FFIC '

SCHOOL
I Ki;i; i'.\KKi\(, crsmoMi) CHAIRS

SAT, SIN, cVc i:\KM\(;s
CLASSES

CREDIT AND BUDGET
TIPS FOR WOMEN

MAKING A IIIIU GO

lasfM • i3e MSI.

FcaUiring

Emily Card - financial expert, attorney, and
autl^or of The Ms. Money Book

Eniy Card is a UCLA Law Sckool ahiMM twA was a cMlribaUac^^ f«r ^'- m^guJmt froa
19t4 . 1919. She earMd Ike disUMUol of baviae beea IdevisioK's fkA utkNial fenak flM^dal host

as ExecvUve Producer aad host of the sathwal cahk tefeviskNi show " It's Yovr M««ey."

Patricia Ferres - UCLA Financial Aid Counselor
iMaMMM«aaMM»aaMMtMtMOMMaaMMii«MMto$MaMa«a«M

Don't miss this great opportunity to hear sound financial

adviceforwomenstudents. Bringallyourquestions!
TW WowgitRenMioc Ccwct a > tcmoe of the divwow of SttMfct DcvctofKin id Holtft

AT NYU
THIS SUMMER, YOU UM...
• ChoOM frOM OVM* 1,000 COUfVM
• Sliidy wilfc a dbliiiguisliMl faculty
• IJv« in N^w YoHk Oly lor at HNfo
as $100 |Mr fix-vvaak fitJoa

Make the NYU Summer
part of your year-

^

round plan. Call us

today toll free at

1-800-2284NYU,

ext608,
or send in the coupon.

1992 Calendar

SeflioDl:
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Alex Haley, author of
saiga, dies at 70

Pulitzer Prize winner also
"^

wrote Malcolm X novel
By Eric Pace
The New York Times News

Alex Haley, the Pulitzer Prize-

winning author of "Roots: The
Saga of an American Family,"

which chronicled his ancestors*

origins in Africa and their passage
from slavery to freedom in Ameri-
ca, died Monday at Swedish
Hospital Medical Center in Seat-

tle. He was 70 and had homes in

Knoxville. Tenn., Norris, Tenn.

and Seattle.

He died of cardiac arrest, said a

spokeswoman for the hospital,

Jane Ann Wilder. Haley's son,

William Alexander Haley, said at a

news conference in Seattle Mon-
day that his father had apparently

suffered a heart attack and been
taken to the hospital by ambulance.

He was scheduled to speak on
Tuesday at the Bangor Naval
Submarine Base at Bremerton,

Wash., 15 miles from Seattle.

"Roots," which was published

in 1976, spumed an interest in

genealogy among Annericans of
many ethnic heritages. The ABC
television mini-series fashioned

from the book attracted millions of
viewers early in 1977.

The work, based in part on
research in Africa, began with

Haley's creative depiction of the

birth ofone of his ancestors, Kunta
Kinte: "Early in the spring of 1750,

in the village of Juffure. four days
upriver from the coast of The
Gambia, West Africa, a manchild
was bom to Omoro and Binta

Kinte. Farcing forth from Binta *s

su-ong young body, he was black as

she was, and he was bawling."

The book ended with an account
of the burial of Haley's father, and
the author's affirming "the hope
that this story of our people can
help to alleviate the legacies of the

fact that preponderantly the histo-

ries have been written by the

winners."

Marly Rusoff, the executive

director of publicity for £)ouble-

day, which originally published
the book, said Monday that more
than 1.5 million copies of "Roots"
had been published in hard cover,

including book club editions, and
that more than 4 million copies of
the Dell paperback edition had
been sold,

The Next Generation." was broad-
cast in February 1979 and also
drew large audiences.

The cast of the 1977 mini-series,

produced by David L. Wolper
Productions, included LeVar Bur-
ton, Ben Vereen, John Amos,
Leslie Uggams, Maya Angelou,
Cicely Tyson, Edward Asner,
Harry Rhodes and Robert Reed.
The writer and television histo-

rian Les Brown wrote that the

mini-series "emptied theaters,

filled bars, caused social events to

be canceled and was the talk of the

nation during the eight consecutive

nights it played on ABC."
Speaking of his writing's

impact. Haley said in a radio

interview last month, *To this day,

people, particularly African-
American people but white people
as well, will just totally, unexpec-
tedly walk up and not say a word,

just walk up and hug (me) and then

say Thank you.'"

But the history of "Roots" was
not untroubled. Lisa Drew, the

book's editor aiJkMibleday> aaidr

The writer and

television historian Les

Brown wrote that the

mini-series "emptied

theaters, filled bars,

caused social events to

be canceled and was

the talk of the nation

during the eight

consecutive nights it

played on ABC."

In addition, the book has been
published in more than two dozen
foreign countries, said John
Hawkins. Who heads the literary

agency representing Haley.

The ABC mini-series of
"Roots," fir^t broadcast in January
1977, still ranks among the 100
highest-rated programs. Accord-
ing to Nielsen Media Research, its

eight episodes reached average
audiences that ranged from 28.8
million households to 36.3 million

households. The sequel, "Roots:

Monday that two copyright
infringement suits had been filed

against Haley. One was dismissed,

she said, and one led to a settle-

ment between Haley and Harold
Courtlander, who had contended
that a brief passage in "Roots" was
taken from a novel that Courtlan-

der had written. Haley contended
that the words came from "some-
thing somebody had given me."

"Roots" drew widespread praise

but also criticism from reviewers,

many of whom expressed uncer-

tainty about how to approach the

book, which was called a combi-
nation of fact^and fiction.

James Baldwin, writing in The
New York Times, said the work
was a powerful affirmation of
what he called continuities and
consequences in black history. But
Jason Berry wrote in The NeW
York Times Book Review tha|

while "no other novelist or histo-

rian has provided such a shattering,

human view of slavery," nonethe-
less it would be a great loss if Mr.
Haley "didn't assemble his factual

data into some sort of formal
statement"

And R. Z. Sheppaid, writing in*

Time magazine, praised "Roots"
but said it had "considerable

was assassinated in Harlem in

1965. were reported to have been
sold by 1977 in the United States

and other countries.

Reviewing the work in The
Nation, Truman Nelson said it was
"a great book" and added, "You
can hear and feel Malcolm in this

book; it is a superb job of
transcription." IJ^. Stone said in

The New York Review of Books
that it was written with "sensitivity

and devotion" but that Haley was
**politically conventional" and had
tittfited part of Mateefan's views^

structural and stylistic flaws." He
added, "In general, the more
verified facts that Haley has to

work with, the more wooden and
cluttered his narrative."

Haley's other writings included
*The Autobiography of Malcolm
X," pubUshed in 1965. He also

wrote for periodicals like Atlantic.

Harper's. Reader's Digest and The
New York Times Magazine.
More than 6 million copies of

*The Autobiography of Malcolm
X," about the black nationalistwho

Haley was bom on Aug. 11.

1924. in Ithaca, N.Y., the son of
Simon Alexander Haley and the

former Bertha George Palmer. He
went on to study at Elizabeth City
Teachers College in North Caroli-

na from 1937 to 1939 and enlisted

in the Coast Guard later in 1939,
advancing to the rank of chief

journalist before retiring in 1959.

He then became a freelance writer.

Haley honed his writing skill

during his years in the Coast
Guard, working in his spare time.

In 1952 the Coast Guard created
for him the rank of chiefjoumalist
— a far cry from his first Coast
Guard job as mess boy.

Musing on his career, he once
said, "I was a sailor, I was a cook
and this and that, and it might be
said I was bootstrapped up to being
a writer." But he said "the real

bootstrapping" had been done
earlier by his father, who rose from
humble beginnings to earn a
graduate degree in agriculture and
went on to teach in Southern
colleges.

In later years, after "Roots"
brought him fame, Haley con-
tinued to do much writing at sea,

this time as a passenger on caigo
vessels, which gave him surcease
from the harried life of a celebrity.

'

His 1941 marriage to Nannie
Branch ended in divorce in 1964.
His 1964 marriage to Juliette

Collins ended in divorce in 1972.

In addition to his son, who lives

in Jefferson City, Mo., Haley is

survived by his third wife, thd
former Myra Lewis of Los
Angeles, from whom he was
separated; two daughters, Lydia
Ann Haliey olf August^ Ga., and
Cynthia Gertrude Haley of New
York City, and four grandchildren.
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By William Honan
The New York Times

Dr. John Ashmead, a professor

emeritus of English at Haverford
College who was a pioneer in the

use of computers in humanities
research and was also a scholar of
Japanese, died on Friday at Bryn
Mawr Hospital in Bryn Mawr, Pa.

He was 74 and lived in Haverford,

Pa.

Ashmead was bom in New York
City and attended Harvard Univer-
sity, where he earned bachelor's,

master's and doctoral degrees.
After completing his education, he
worked as a reporter for The
Hartford Times and later The
Philadelphia Bulletin.

Fluent in Japanese, Ashmead
was attached to the Joint Intelli-

gence Center in the Pacific during
World War n and served both the

U.S. Army and Navy as a transla-

tor and interpreter.

For this work, he received a
commendation from Adm. Chester
W. Nimitz. His former wife, Ann
Hamwell Ashmead of Haverford,
said the commendation was for his

secret work in connection with the
shooting down of a Japanese
aircraft carrying Adm. Isoroku
Yamamoto, the architect of the
Pearl Harbor attack.
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Fort Lauderdale sheds Its

spring iirealc image;now
it's 'wliere the boys aren't'
By Edwin McDowell
The New York Times .

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. — Next month,
hundreds of thousands of college students will

besiege sandy shores and snowy slopes around the

country to celebrate the rites of spring. But just a
handful will head for this beach resort, which for 35
years was the spring-break capital of the world.

That is just fine with local officials and most
business owners, who say they could not be happier,

' even though it means the loss of $140 million
generated by spring break.

"You can get so addicted to that kind ofmoney that

you never ask at what cost." said Nicki E. Grossman,
a commissioner of Broward County, which includes
Fort Lauderdale.

But the city was finally forced to ask that question
when a record 350,000 young people streamed in in

1985. They disrupted traffic and overburdened the

legal system, with mostly petty crimes, to such a
degree that newspapers and television stations

around the country took unfavorable notice. Needless
to say, the situation also frayed this community's

-^ collective nerves.

"Fort Lauderdale had gridlock, beachlock and
kidlock," said Richard D. Weaver, president of the

<jrcater Fort Lauderdale Convention and Visitors

Bureau.

When the six-week bhtz ended in April, the police
chief gave his officers T-shirts declaring, "We—Swvivcd Spring Break.-
Only one-third of the crowd was college students,

he said, the rest being "everything from high school
students to bikers."

*That's when we decided we couldn't afford it

anymore," said Grossman, who is also chairwoman
of the Broward County Tourism Development
Council. "We pulled back the welcome mat on spring
break, and since then we have gone after families and
European visitors."

That decision proved costly to many hotels and
shops that catered to the college crowd, but the

gamble appears to be paying off.

Each week, 195 flights from Stockholm, Copenha-
gen, Amsterdam and Frankfurt land at the Fort
Lauderdale/Hollywood Intemational Airport, loaded
with tourists who find it cheaper to vacation here than
in Europe. "

- c

Foreigners now account for neariy 20 percent of
Greater Fort Lauderdale's visitors, up from about 10
percent in 1985. Moreover, many of the visitors from
overseas, as opposed to those who come from Canada
and Mexico, vacation here in the summer, when most
Americans seek a more temperate cUmate.

Last year, iome 4.9 million visitors to the area
spent $3.2 billion, compared with 3.3 million visitors

in 1985 who spent $2.2 billion. That $1 billion

"When Fort Lauderdale lowered the

boom on spring break, we realized

what a tremendous asset it could be

to have the future leaders of

The convention and meeting business earned Fort

Lauderdale about $212 million . in 1990. But
feasibility and economic impact studies conducted
for Broward County in 1988 projected that the center,

with 150,000 square feet of exhibition space, will

eventtially bring in an additional $104.3 million in

annual revenues.

"When we opened last September, we had about
350 conventions booked through the year 2000."
Weaver said. 'Through September 1992 we ^11
have had 12 citywide conventions and 43 short-term
events. Down the road, we're looking to have about
30 citywide conventions a year."

The city is working to convince even more
conventioneers and tourists that Fort Lauderdale is

no longer synonymous with spring break. It recently
opened sales offices in Washington, London,
Toronto and Stockhobn, and it plans one in FrankfiirL

In the last year, Fort Lauderdale has paid the way
for 2,500 British travel agents and tour operators to
come see for themselves that Fort Lauderdale no
longer resembles the setting of the Glendon
Swarthout novel "Where the Boys Are."
The book was made into a 1960 motion picture

with Connie Francis, George Hamilton and Yvette
Mimieux, giving Fprf Lauderdale even wider
exposure.

Swarthout and his wife, Kate, visited Fort
Lauderdale last December, for a 50th wedding
anniversary cruise to San Francisco via the Panama
Canal. ____
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America at our door."

Suzanne Smith
VP Daytona Beach Chamber of Commerce

difference nafrrows When the 1985 amount is adjusted

to equal 1991 dollars, but even so, Bon Lauderdale is

clearly ahead of where it was then. During that same
period, spring-break visitors dwindled to 15,000
from 350.000.

Many students now spend spring break in places

like the Gulf Coast of Texas, the Caribbean and in

Cancun, Mexico. But the ilndisputed capital is

Dayiona Beach, Fla., more than 200 miles north of

Fort Lauderdale.

"When Fort Lauderdale lowered the boom on
spring break, we realized what a tremendous asset it

could be to have the future leaders of America at our
door," said Suzanne Smith, a vice president with the

Daytona Beach Chamber of Commerce.
Last year some 400,000 students went to Daytona

Beach for spring break.

For Fort Lauderdale, visitor and tourist revenues

could rise significantly if the city's new $50 million

convention center comes anywhere near to meeting

expectations.

The three-story, glass-fronted building is within

Port Everglades, through which 2.2 million cruise

ship passengeirs passed last year.

Swarthout, who lives in Arizona. "It seemeH a lot

.more sedate. The bubbles have gone out of it."

That judgment seems unlikely to disturb the city's

leaders, who made a strong effort to distance Fort
Lauderdale from spring break.

They ended their ads in college newspapers
inviting students.

They erected a five-foot high wall along Highway
AlA, the coastal thoroughfare, partly to control
traffic but also, some say, to serve as both a physical
and psychological barrier.

And they directed the police to enforce an
ordinance that prohibited beer drinking on streets and
beaches.

In 1986, 750 visitors during spring break were
charged with offenses largely related to drinking, and
the next year about 2,000 were arrested. That tough
new attitude gave rise to the slogan. "Come on
vacation, leave on probation."

In 1991 and 1992, the city is spending $20 million

to revitalize the beachfront's roads and sidewalks.
Not everyone is overjoyed at the change. "I did 50

percent of my annual gross income in tl^t six-week
period," said Roger Handevidt, the owner of the
Orton Terrace, a 15-unit hotel three blocks from the

beach. "Today you probably have more foreclosures
than at anytime in the 12 years I've been here."

While Handevidt found the students who stayed at

his hotel "rowdy, but not necessarily destructive," he
acknowledged that some hotels suffered from student
vandaUsm. He also said the number of women
students began declining sharply in the mid-1980s as

the number of drunken male teen-agers increased.

At tlie Elbo Rcx3m, a popular beachfront bar that

was featured in the movie "Where the Boys Are,"
business has also slipped since the old days. **There's

been a gradual dwindling since 1985," said John
Foose, its manager. "But we've kind of rolled with
the changes— from a wild and crazy bar to one that's

kind of tame, with a lot of European customers."
The students who still come here for spring break,

city officials say, tend to be couples eager to avoid
their less-inhibited peers.

At the Surf Shop, a T-shirt shop facing the beach,
Benjamin McNiff, an employee, said the transfor-

mation had been relatively painless. In the past, he
said, "the students would rather spend seven to 10
bucks on beer than on T-shirts. Or else 12 would
come in and 10 would rip you off. Now. families

spend $50 to $100.-

Peter and Dagmar Neufeldt, who own the Banyan
Marina Apartments, about a mile from the beach,
also like the city's about-face.

"We wouldn't have allowed kids here," Neufeldt
said. "They'd have ruined it"

While there is a widespread perception that

students spent money only on beer and hamburgers, a

survey by the Broward County Tourist Development
Council found that in 1985. the average visitor stayed

an average of 7.4 days and spent an average of $54.05
a day. Today, the average visitor stays 9.2 days and
spends $71.41 a day.
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Juiy knocks out
Mike lyson with
3 guilty verdicts
By E.R. Shipp
The New York Times

INDIANAPOLIS — Mike
Tyson, the fomier heavyweight
champion and one of the world *s

most recognized figures in and out

of boxing, was found guilty Mon-
day night of raping an 18-year-old

beauty pageant contestant last

July.

In a verdict handed down almost
10 hours after it went to the jury,

Tyson was found guilty on one
count of rape and two counts of
criminal deviate conduct. He faces

up to 60 years of imprisonment
As Judge Patricia J. Gilford read

the verdict in a trial that began on
Jan. 27, Tyson listened without

emotion, then left with his lawyers,

though the prosecution made a

move to have his bail of $30,000
revoked.

The decision came two years to

the date Tyson was dethroned as

heavyweight champion by James
"Buster" Douglas in Tokyo.

For three hours before the case

went to the jury about 1 p.m.
Monday afternoon, Tyson and his

"accuser sat no more than 10 feet

apart in the small courtroom as

they heard themselves variously

depicted as the hero and the villain

in the case. Just as she was on the

wimess stand for seven hours at the

beginning of the trial, the woman
remained composed and showed
no emotion.

Although the 25-year-old fight-

er had been charged with raping

the woman, who was a contestant

in the Miss Black America pageant
held in Indianapolis last summer as

part of a cultural festival called the

Indiana Black Expo, Tyson's chief

lawyer, Vincent J. Fuller, had
insisted that his accuser was a
willing participant in a late-night

sexual encounter.

She fabricated the rape accusa-

tion, he contended, after realizing

that she was "no more than a one-
night stand."

To the prosecutors, J. Gregory
Garrison and Barbara J. Trathen,

the defense version of what hap-

pened was "a ridiculous fairy tale.*'

Tyson, the prosecutors said, was
"a wolf in sheep's clothing" who
wrapped himself in "the cloak of
Christianity" to lure "an excited

teenager" to his hotel suite.

Her "sole crime, other than

r J^ednesday, February 1
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being 18 years old," Garrison said,

"was to have the unmitigated gall

to stand up to him and his resources
and his defense team."

*This beautiful, honest kid came
to town and got deceived by a
professional deceiver," Garrison,

the lead prosecutor, told the jurors

in an impassioned hourlong plea

for a conviction. "If that's what
you believe, then that must be your
judgment"

But the lead defense lawyer,
Fuller, depicted Tyson as the

UCENSING
From page 1

flow of consumer interest."

Apparently, this year's waning
consumer interest did not come as

a complete surprise to the student

association. When drawing up this

year's budget, licensing income
was estimated to reach roughly

$600,000, down from last year's

million dollar budget.

—

Collegiate sales have been down
before, and they will be back up

victim of a young woman with "a
higher level of sophistication than

most 18-year-olds," who had
designs on his money and who was
"internally comparing herself to

Robin Givens." Givens, the

actress, was divorced from Tyson
in 1989.

'~
' ^

In a 90-minute plea from behind
a lectern. Fuller said that Tyson
was guilty only of being *'rude" to

the woman. As for anything else,

Fuller said, "the evidence in this

case leaves more than reasonable

doubt"
He said the woman voluntarily

joined Tyson in his limousine

around 2 a.m. on July 19, went to

his hotel suite, joined him in his

bedroom and sat on his bed.

•To watch television? I don't
think so," Fuller said.

Fuller asked the question that

many people in this city and
beyond had been asking: "What
plausible reason" did the woman
have "to go to Mr. Tyson's room at

2 o'clock in the morning?"

Tyson was introduced to the

young woman on July 18, when he
visited a rehearsal for the beauty

pageant and taped several promo-"
tional spots with the contestants.

Tyson and his accuser both said

that he brought up the subject of
her going out with him. But he said

he made a sexually explicit prep-

osition to her and she agreed.

She said that he led her to

beheve they would ride around the

city in his limousine and drop by
some of the parties being given as

part of the Indiana Black Expo,
which opened that night.

When Tyson called her hotel

room at 1:36 a.m., the woman was
in bed. According to her testi-

mony, that of one of her room-
mates and that of the limousine

driver, she was reluctant to go out
so late and only relented when he
said that hejust wanted to "talk and
see the sights."

She threw her clothing on over
her polka-dotted pajama bottoms
and brought her camera along for

souvenir pictures.

In the limousine, there was
kissing. She said it was unwel-
come; he said it was part of their

foreplay.

They stoi^)ed at Tyson's hotel a
block away from hers. Tyson said

it was with the understanding they

would go his suite for sex. She said

she thought it was a brief stop on
their way to the parties.

In the suite, she said, Tyson
overpowered her and raped her; he
said the sex was consensual.

"She knew what she was getting

into," Fuller had said. "She was on
notice from the moment that she

got in the limo, even from the

rehearsal in the afternoon."

Near the end of his statement.

Fuller focused the jury's attention

See TYSON, page 1
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again once an improving economy
gives people more dispensable

income, licensing manager Revoyr

said. Continued men's basketball

victories might also help improve

sales. He added.

In the meantime, the association

will be looking into ways it can
assist its licensees market and sell

Bruin products, Revoyr said.
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Hartdn dominates
caucuses in iowa
By Richard L. Berks
The New'York Times

DES MOINES. Iowa — Sen.
Tom Haridn, as expected, domi-
nated the first test of candidate
strength in the 1992 presidential

primary season Monday night on
his home turf in the Iowa Demo-
cratic caucuses.

Since Harkin is the favorite son
"Iff Iowa, the other I>emocrats —
Sen. Bob Kerrey of Nebraska,
Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas,
former Sen. Paul E. Tsongas of
Massachusetts and former Gov.
Edmund G. Brown Jr. of Califor-

nia — ceded the state to him.

So the question was not whether
he would win but whether he
would amass a sizeable margin of
victory to give his campaign a
boost, or spare it from embarrass-
ment, before the more critical New
Hampshire primary on Feb. 18.

The caucuses Monday night
were the first stq) in a process that

culminates in June, when Iowa's
49 delegates and eight alternates to

the Democratic National Conven-
tion in New York will be selected.

Iowa accounts for about 1.3 per-

cent of the delegate total.

Republicans also attended cau-
cuses Monday evening at schools,.

community centers and places of
worship across the state, but did
not vote on their preference for

president Stale party officials,

fearful that a straw vote could
embarrass President Bush, decided
not to have one.

Though the vote Monday night

was decisive, Harkin, who has
portrayed himself as the most
liberal Democrat in the race,

usually ranks near the bottom in

popularity in polls in New Hamp-
shire.

In an effort to make headway,
Harkin went on the attack in a 60-

second radio advertisement in

New Hampshire over the
weekend, accusing Clinton and
Kerrey of sending American jobs
abroad by supporting trade negoti-

ations with Mexico.
Though Harkin has devoted far

more time campaigning in New
Hampshire th^ln in Iowa and ran no
television commercials here, he
barnstormed this state for the last

four days, imploring supporters to

go to the caucuses.

*Today I need your help at the

caucuses in turning people out,"

Harkin told an enthusiastic crowd
Monday morning at the University
of Dubuque. "We need to show
people in this country how we do it

in Iowa."

In his last stop before the
balloting began Monday night
Harkin exhorted supporters at a
rally at Iowa State University in

Ames that the Iowa balloting "is

going to send a signal to the rest of
the country and the rest of the
world that we're going to throw
out the old and we're going to

bring in the new with a progressive
Democratic president next year."

Ever since Carter burst from the
pack of Democrats here in 1976
and eventually won the presiden-
cy, the Iowa caucuses have been
considered a crucial early testing

ground.

But for the fffst time since then,

there has been little attention in the
1992 primary, with some I>emo-
cratic officials calling the state a
'*political ghost -town."

John Roehrick, chairman of the
Iowa Democratic Party, predicted

that turnout would slip to just a
fraction of the record attendance of
120.000 in 1988.

The results of the Iowa balloting

were far more stunning four years

aga when they brie% slowed the
campaign of George Bush, who
was then vice president

Bush fmished third behind Sen.
Bob Dole of Kansas and Pat
Robertson, the former television

evangelist Bush recovered after

he beat Dole in the New Hamp-
shire primary.

On the Democratic side in 1988.
Rep. Richard A. Gephardt of
Missouri won in a close race with
Sen. Paul Simon of Illinois and
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis of
Massachusetts. Dukakis subse-
quently won the New Hampshire
primary and eventually his party's

nomination. '

The Democrats who attended
the caucuses Monday night elected

more than 15,000 delegates to

county conventions in March.
They will elect 3,000 delegates to

serve at congressional district

conventions in May and at the state

convention in June, where the

national convention delegates will

be selected.

Although Harkin was the only
contender to actively campaign
here, Tsongas reopened his office

in recent days.

PLAY
From page 3

Having the group perform at

MeyerhoffPark would have drawn
more crowds, said Jon Barker,

Student Welfare Commission
chief of staff.

"People would have been inter-

ested if they had a chance to see it

but they wouldn't have gone out of
their way to see it"

Created this year. Awareness
Act is currently touring high
schools and colleges across the

nation, ending in May. The non-
profit organization meets its

expenses through fees, grants and
donations.

In a futile attempt to draw a
larger audience, the performance
was delayed 45 minutes. Game
booths, which included a con-

traceptive sponge and diaphragm
toss and other contraceptive-
oriented games, went unused.

Despite the poor attendance, the

audience seemed pleased.

"I though that, the presentation

was excellent*' said Vicky Luce,
Student Welfare Commissioner.

Barker said he was equally

impressed. "I thought it came
together really well."

The overall response has been
"really good" said Amy Copper-
man, member of the group. "In

general people have been pretty

receptive."
"

The play is always followed by a

question and answer discussion.

"We try to provide a time for the

audience to explain their reaction."

said performer Laurel Haines.

The rain hasn't dampened the

spirits of the group, whose mem-
bers have never been to the West
Coast.

"We've been really psyched to
come here," Copperman said.

As part of the upcoming activi-

ties for Health Awareness Week.
Awareness Act will be performing

"Colors that Bleed" next Tuesday
at 1 p.m. in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom, and a play about sexual

assault at 2:30 p.m. in Meyerhoff

part_
, .
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one failure after another.
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Failure is our business. We are the largest and most experienced engineering
consulting firm in the nation specializing in the analysis and prevention of
mechanical, structural, and materials failure. ,

Founded in 1967 by a group of Stanford engineers, we've since analyzed
thousands of failures — from airplane crashes to building collapses, from
power plant failures to supertanker sinkings. We've investigated Highly
publicized disasters like the December 1989 crane collapse in downtown San
Francisco. We've provided technical advice in areas as different as NASA's
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fascinating engineeringiwork available anywhere.
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BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBuunv*

Thinking
Aiiout

lawSdiooi?
FREE 34-page Law School
Application Primer. Call:

800^77-EXAM

Student makes
stellar di very

COUPON VALID ONLY
1 1278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

Comer of Sawtelie & Santa Monica
1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE SUPERS EXTRA.

Expires 2/18/92

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(CLEARCaOfl) $40 PR
DISPOSABLES («im mi^m- $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES .$155 PR
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED. ^139 PR

Ifyou or someone you
has been raped

.

.

.

•
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Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these
feelings alone.

vvrre here to help.
~~~"

" ""

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services
Consultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify
and assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer
any questions that may arise.

'— "—'^

The New York Times

MINNEAPOLIS — After sci-

entists the world over searched for

more than 50 years, a University of
Minnesota student may have found
one of the most elusive objects in

the cosmos.
Claia Bryja, a 27-year-old doc-

toral candidate in astronomy,
recently announced that she had
found what she and other univer-

sity astronomers believe to be
brown dwarfs — gaseous bodies
too massive to be planets but not
massive enough to ignite into full-

blown stars.

The discovery, if confirmed by
other astronomers, would help
explain how stars form and, per-

haps, the ultimate fate of the

universe, since the hard-to-see

brown dwarfs may account for

some of the mass needed to slow
the universe's expansion.

"Other people were looking for

the biggest, the brightest and the

best, while I was looking for the

smallest, the faintest, the meek-
est,** said Bryja in a telephone
interview from her home in

Edmonton, Alberta.

that a ball of gas must be 80 times
denser than Jupiter to create the

internal pressure needed to ignite

the nuclear fusion that powers a
star.

But the nanire of the objects that

fill the gap between the mass of
Jupiter and that of stars has been a
mystery — a critical one to

scientists who study the shape and
future of the universe.

Based on observations, astro-

nomers have concluded that all the

detectable mass in the universe—
stars, planets, glowing gases and
the like — accounts for only 10
percent of the mass needed to

produce the gravitational effects

that would stop the universe from
expanding without end, becoming
more and more tenuous.

Decades ago, some astronomers
suggested that objects they later

called brown dwarfs fit the bill in

filling the gap. No one had been
able to find one, however, until

Bryja proposed a search of the

Hyades star cluster— what casual

stargazers know as the head of the

constellation Taurus, the bull— as

part of her doctoral thesis.

The choice of the Hyades was
central to her success, university

astronomers say. Knowing the

;;;;;;;; ; , .,-,-,,. .,. .,

Form6rnnjvrmati6n,cM

fenter at 206-8240 or drop by Room 2,DoddHall,
and askfor an RSC.
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The Women's Resource Center is a service ofthe Division ofStudent Development and Health.

Bryja presented her discovery at

a meeting of the American Astro- „^ „
nomical Sockty in Atlanta on Jan. distance fiom Eadh to afi ofajecL

being observed, astronomers can
calculate its mass and luminosity,

which enables them to distinguish

between, say, a brown dwarf and a

more normal red dwarf.

**And we know the distance to

the Hyades,** said Roberta Hum-
phreys, an astronomy professor

and Bryja*s academic adviser.

In an interview, Bryja said she

wofked two years — sometimes
100-hour weeks— with a compu-
ter scanning the cluster and clas-

sifying 800,000 pinpoints of light

within it

When she had listed 900 spots

that might be brown dwarfs, she

painstakingly checked them with a

magnifying glass. Bryja said she

compared photographic plates

taken years apart to determine
which stars moved with the-

Hyades cluster and were thus a part

"

of iL

15.

Bryja pinpoints her fascination

with astronomy to watching a total

solar eclipse in February 1979,
when she was in the ninth grade.

"My family and I went down
from Canada to Montana to see it,**

she said. "I was quite astonished
that you could predict when it

could happen down to the split

second. So I went out and bought
an astronomy magazine. It hap-
pened to have pictures from the

Voyager of Jupiter. I was just

blown away by those pictures.

"rve always been interested in

small and faint stars, in red and
white dwarfs,** she said of her
graduate work. *T always felt that

they were not getting enough
attention, although there arc more
of them out there than big, bright
stars."

—

SAA

Career Network Workshop #11

CareersjaAdvertising& Marketing
Alumm speakers from:

MTV Network

LA Times

Nestle Foods

Carnation Co.

& Others!

Wednesday, February 12 at 7pm
James West Alumni Center

For mofe information, call 825-UCLA.

Astronomers have long thought

STANDARDS
From page 5

effective. Baker added.

The growing interest in test

reform has been sparked by about
two decades of decline in student

performance on assessment

-J—

r

SAA is a student group sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Association.

Additional funding for the Career Network is provided by the UCLA Foundation -
to help you get the most from your UCLA experience.

AT UCLA, YOU ^EARN WITH THE BEST

* *

AaSOCtATtOB

exams, such as the California Test
of Basic Skills.

Accounting for this decline,

UCLA Education Professor Char-
lotte Crabtree said student perfor-

mance has fallen because
education is centered around stan-

dards geared toward minimal
competence.

'The old educational standards

established a floor of learning that

also became a ceiling,** she said.

"We can*t be competitive with
the world if our kids are on a lower
track,** Crabtree said. "We've got
to get the best for these kids.**

But students cannot be expected
to perform well on new tests until

inequality between states and
schools districts are corrected,

Crabtree added. 0^r
"You don't juit dump the new

standard at the school and assume
everything will work out,** she
said.

"(In order to use these tests) you
need to demonstrate that all kids
have an equitable shot at learning

the material for these exams,** she
added.

Students from poor or rural

neighborhoods sometimes receive

an inferior education compared to

those fix)m more affluent districts

which iuve greater education-
resources at their disposal. Baker
explained.

"There are students that have to

deal with overcoming their disad-
vantages, not only in knowledge,
but health, nutrition and protec-
tion,** Baker said.

Howeyer, there is concern
among education leaders that state

budgets arc stretched too thin right

now to enable school districts to

reform their curricula. Baker said.

Reform will necessitate a
retraining of teachers to make
them more comfortable with the
curricula, and this requires expen-
sive retraining programs, she said

Currently, Crabtree is heading
the National History Standards
Project, which will consult with
scholars, teachers and community
leaders to determine what the
national standards for history will

be. ^
Already, national standards in

math have been established.

She said the history standard
proposal should be ready by
November 1993.

^
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From page 1

Atle Bakken, a 29-year-old

Norwegian musician woiking on a

movie score, found himself up a

tree, clutching his sheet music,

when the car he was driving down
Balboa Boulevard began floating

down the street

"It was so unreal, it was hard to

explain,** said Bakken, who shared

his perch with lizards and other

small creatures.

"I kept thinking it would be all

right— there were helicopters all

around. But then I saw they were
television helicopters and I

thought, *They*re not going to save

me— it would make a better story

if I stayed,*' he said, only half-jok-

ing.

Rosa Garcia of suburban North
Hollywood — who doesn*t know
how to swim — found nothing

funny about die water that crested

over the Balboa Boulevard bridge,

flattening a chain link fence,

plastering the bridge railing with

debris and setting park trash cans
afloat.

"Before I knew it, the car stalled

and the water came halfway up the

car. I just kept saying to myself,
*Somebody please save us,*** said

TYSON
From page 8

Garcia, who was driving south on
Balboa with her 10-year-old son,

Danny.

Garcia and her son werc rescued

by firefighters and then trans-

ported by helicopter to Fire Station

No. 88 on Sepulveda Boulevard,

where people rescued from the

flood received medical treatment,

food and dry clothing.

Two Los Angeles County life-

guards, Eddy Love and Kirk
Thomas, said they raced up from
Santa Monica just in time to rescue

two chilled people clinging to

rain-soaked trees on Burbank
Boulevard.

Wearing wetsuits. Love and
Thomas paddled an inflatable

rubber raft out to the two motorists.

The water was muddy, cold— and
deep, the lifeguards said.

"When I got out there, I couldn*t

touch bottom,** Thomas recalled.

A helicopter tried to lower a line

to the victims, but tree branches

made a rescue from the air

impossible. The two motorists,

expecting help from above,
seemed surprised to see the life-

guards, Thomas said.

"We just said, *Hey, guys. You

want a lift?* - he said.

Inspired by live television

broadcasts of the rescues, speed-

boat salesman Scott Arnold of
suburban Tarzana jumped into a

wetsuit, loaded an inflatable

speedbcat on a trailer and joined

the search for victims.

For half an hour in the driving

rain, he circled half-submerged

catering trucks, capsized recrea-

tional vehicles and cars, the wail of
sirens rising eerily above the

nimble of the thunder, the thwap-
thwap of circling helicopters and
the roar of his engine.

"I found a lot of sunk cars, but I

didn*t find anybody,*' Arnold said

as he beached his craft in the

middle of Burbank Boulevard.

The beefy salesman almost
came to grief himself when,
maneuvering between thick patch-

es of matted debris, he ran aground
a chain link fence that barely

protruded above the water.

But the speedboat was unda-

maged, and some tugging and
pulling quickly freed the craft from
the strange urban reef.

The last rescue came shortly

after 5 p.m., when KNX Radio
helicopter pilot Bob Tur spotted a

man clinging to a floating log.

"Just by the grace of God, we

saw this guy going under for the

third time,- Tur said.

When the waterlogged victim

appeared unable to grab one of the

chopper* s skids when Tur hovered
above the water, KCBS camera-
man Lawrence Welk III, grandson
of the band leader, plunged into the

water to help keep him afloat

Two Los Angeles County life-

guards then rescued both men from
the water.

"We just saved somebody*s
life,** Tur announced breathlessly

as the two men were hauled out of
the water. —

—

At Fire Station 88. a steady

stream of men, women and chil-

dren were offered hot coffee,

cookies, warm blankets and dry

clothing by the American Red
Cross and other volunteers, as

rescue efforts continued until

nightfall.

The swelling water kindled

instant friendships among people
brought together by a freak of
nature and also left at least one
visitor with a vastly different view
of Los Angeles than the land of sun
and fun.

Nick Hardy, 30, an Encino
plumber and Walter Jones, 68, of
Sherman Oaks, traded their sop-

ping-wet clothing for matching

blue sweatsuits handed out by
emergency workers as they
laughed about their chance meet-
ing.

It began when Hardy was stuck

in water and traffic on Burbank
Boulevard in his van and Jones

was in the next lane over in a

smaller car that soon became
submerged. Hardy invited Jones to

swim on over and the two chatted

until the water reached the van*s

windows. They then climbed to the

top of the van and waited for

rescue workers.

Estimates of the water's deptfi

varied between 6 to 12 feet— high

enough to cover most of a traffic

signal. Hardy said his van was
submerged to the point where the

roof hardly could be seen. "It*s

gone,*' he said.

Jeff Voorheis, 23, of suburban
Van Nuys, also said he was
worried about the fate of his car,

but admitted that he only had
himself to blame. .

Voorheis said that after learning

of the strong rains, he decided to go
to the basin area with a friend Brad
Smith, 17, of Indianapolis, who is

visiting Los Angeles.

"We wanted to check it out— I

guess it was kind of stupid," said

Smith.

on what he called "the most telling

single piece of evidence" that the

woman intended to have sex.

That was her statement on the

witness stand that she went into the

bathroom and removed a sanitary

napkin from her panties after

Tyson had said to her, "You're
turning me on."

"It just doesn't make sense

unless it was in anticipation of
having sex," Fuller said.

The woman testified that when
Tyson's small talk turned sexual,

she became flustered and told him
she wanted to leave as soon as she
returned from the bathroom.

Noticing that her menstruation

was starting, she discarded her

hghtly soiled sanitary napkin and

only then realized that her purse

containing a replacement was
outside near Tyson. She said she

hoped that they would leave the

suite soon and that at their next

stop she could replace the napkin.

Trying to counter the impress-

ion left by Fuller, Garrison gave a
folksy argument that made it clear

he was the hometown boy up
against "the platoon of Washing-
ton, D.C., lawyers."

"What we*ve done in this

weeklong barbecue of the victim is

to obscure what really happened
and what really counts," he said.

His voice dripping in sarcasm,

he tried to show how implausible

the defense story was.

"Is this that sexual predator who
leaps on MikeTyson in the car and
steams him up?" he asked, gestur-

ing toward the woman.

Seizing upon what he called

"the biggest red herring in this

case," the defense *s suggestion

that the woman ripped her clothing

after leaving Tyson. Garrison said,

"When they start screaming like

smashed cats, you should start

paying attention seriously."

Both Garrison and Trathen. who
gave the first part of the prosecu-

tion's closing argument had urged

the jury to treat this kind of rape

scenario as they would if a woman
had been assaulted at gunpoint

*That defendant Mike Tyson,

used his fame and his reputation

the same identical way that a thug

in an alley uses a knife or a gun,"

Trathen said. "Rape is rape."

He LearnedFromTheBest Teachers*
UsedOurCareerResources.

NowIfsHi^Ho,Hi'HQ
AndQffToWorkHe Goes.

Donald De Line '80

Senior VP. Production, Touchstone Pictures

At UCLA, you're among the best. Picture/Television Department.

entertainment field."

His success story is just one of

To Donald De Line, going to

UCLA was an E-Ticket to success.

As an undergrad, Donald wanted

to learn more^about the entertain-

ment industry.

So he took advantage of enter-

Tainment-related internship programs

through our Placement and Career

Planning Center, and the Motion

And right after graduation, he

found his first industry job through

the Placement and Career Planning"

Center.

Ebnald, now 32 and the Senior

V.P. of Production for Touchstone

Pictures, says, "The work experience

I got through my internships was

instrumental to my entry into the

thousands our alumni have to tell.

UCLA career resources can help

you achieve your own success story.

The Career Network program gives

you the opportunity to make contacts

with alumni like Donald and get a

closer look into the industries of over

1,200 professiorial alumni. And the

Placement and Career Planning

Center offers internships and work-

shops in virtually every aspect of

xareer development.^

To find out more about your ca-

reer pc^ssibilities, call

825-UCLV. Because

we want you to

live happily ever

after, too.
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Severe fl III ng nothing new to Southland
February floods common;
1938 storm killed dozens
By Carmen Chandler
Los Angeles Daily News

When the rain started coming
down Monday, Sherman Oaks
resident Alfred Fay tensed up.

He couldn't help remembering a

day almost exactly 30 years ago,

when a winter storm droH)ed more
than 1 1 inches in Southern Califor-

nia in seven days, at least two
people were killed, dozens of
streets were flooded and hundreds

of hillside homes were in danger of
sliding.

"The rain wasn't as bad as in

1962, but I have to admit I watched
it very carefully," Fay said.

In 1962, the San Diego Freeway
was under construction and the

hillsides above Royal Ridge Road
where Fay lives were bare. The
storm began Feb. 7 and continued

for six more days, and by the time

it was done mud was rushing down
the canyons and into the streets.

The mud reached four feet high on

Royal Ridge, trapping its resi-

dents.

"We didn't get trapped today,"

Fay said Monday, "but the water

didxome down the hill with such
force that it popped off the

manhole cover on our street I've

never seen that in the 34 years I've

lived here. But it's still better than

1962, when we had torrents ofmud
running down our street, not rain."

Weather consultant Bill Reed
said that he has gotten used to

February storms and isn't sur-

prised by their severity.

"We always get a bit of flooding

about this time of the year because
of the rain we get in December and
January," he said. "By the time it

rains in February, the ground is

saturated and it floods. It's been
happening forever."

He pointed out that the Mon-
day's flooding of the Sepulveda
Basin in the suburban San Fernan-

do Valley was not that unusual. He
said it flooded during storms in

1980 and 1983.

"But those times we kind of
knew what was coming," Reid
said. *This time, I think we were
taken by surprised."

He said storms like the one
Monday are not uncommon.

Shortly after midnight on Feb.

18, 19 14, it started to rain, marking
the start of what was then the worst
storm to hit the Southern Califor-

nia^ area.

The 1914 flood left thousands
homeless, wrecked bridges,
shifted wash channels, and halted

rail service throughout Southern
California. Nearly every town
from Bakersfield to Santa Ana
suffered for the effects of the

storm.

The storm was so severe that at

its peak, the Los Angeles River

reached 31,140 cubic feet per

second, as fast as the flow of the

Colorado River.

After four days, the storm
subsided, but in its wake it left

more than 7 inches on Los Angeles
and more than 19 inches in parts of

the San Gabriel Mountains.

Twenty-four years later, again

in February, a major storm hit. It

"We didn't get trapped today, but the water did

come down the hill with such force that it popped

off the manhole cover on our street. Pve never

seen that in the 34 years IVe lived here. But it's

still better than 1962, when we had torrents of

mud running down our street, not rain/'

Alfred Fay
Shemian Oaks Resident

was so big that Los Angeles
County officials called it a "50-

year storm," meaning that such a

storm only hit twice in a century.

Again the storm only lasted four

days, beginning Feb 27, 1938. But
in that short period of time it

dumped 7.74 inched in the San
Fernando Valley and more than 28
inches in the mountains.

More than 1,500 homes in Los
Angeles were declared uninhabit-

able because of raging waters. The
Santa Ana spilled over its banks in

Riverside, killing 15 people. At
least 10 people were killed in Long
Beach when a wooden bridge

spanning the Los Angeles River
disintegrated.

Eventually, 49 people were
reported killed in the storm.

The severity of the storm con-
vinced county officials it was time

to construct hundreds of miles of
concrete storm channels in hopes
that the devastation of the 1938
flood would not happen again.

Then came 1962, when a mild
downpour turned into a seven-day
storm. It flooded streets and
intersections and forced some
schools to close. City officials told

The Valley News and Green Sheet

newspaper that they considered the

storm one of those rare "50-year
rains" for which planners try to

prepare.

RAIN
From page 1

"'"'^,

WHEN:

WHERE

WHAT:

V

A S U C L A

Sunday, February 23 1 1 :0p am-4:00 pm

Ackerman Union Loading Dock"^ (Drive or walk in from

the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without String, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and no

glossy magazines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams (most soft drinks),but please, no

tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

Ifyou have otheritems to recycle, please call our office

fora communityrecycling centerinyourarea.

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

I

UPCOMING COLLECTIONS:

March 15 • April 12 • May 17 • June 14

For more information about the ASUCLA Recycling Program call 206-7589.

SpecialRecycling Siteavailable foroneday only.
,»*^

While junior Jessica Sanchez
drove |o school without a problem,

her return home took three times as

long. Sanchez spent an hour and 20
minutes on Interstate 5 in bum-
per-to-bumper traffic.

*There were points where the

rain was so heavy yoii couldn't see

where you were driving," Sanchez
said. Along the way, Sanchez saw
both Sepulveda and Burbank
boulevards deep underwater.

Later that day, the Sepulveda
Basin turned into a lake several

feet deep. Although the basin is

part of the Los Angeles Flood
Control System, and built to

handle rahi, the water rose too

quickly and flooded the area

instead, according to radio reports.

Roughly seven inches of rain

fell between Sunday and Monday
afternoon; a full three inches fell

within 45 minutes.

Commuters trapped on the sur-

face streets either abandoned their

cars or had to escape by climbing

onto their car roofs. By 6 p.m. at

least 48 people had b^n rescued

by the Fire Department, and
helicopters continued to fly over
the area, according to Fire Chief
Don Anthony.

While Sanchez made it home

Please Recycle this Newspaper

safely, hers was one of 80,000
homes to lose power during the

afternoon hours. By 4 p.m. at least

20,000 of those homes remained
without power, according to Ed
Freudenburg from the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power.

Across campus, staff living in or

commuting through affected areas

either left campus early to brave
the flooding or decided to look
around for a place to wait out the

storm.

"I've been sending a lot of
people home early because of the

flood," said Jeanette GiUdson from
the English department office.

"But we are trying to find family
and friends so people can just stay

on the Westside."

The downpour also sent UCLA
transit operations scrambling to

bring commuters home safely.

Although vanpools left early, one
bus leaving campus at 4 p.m. going
toward Sherman Oaks in the San
Fernando Valley still had not
reached its destination by 6 p.m.,

according to Bill Churchill from
Transit Operations.
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because you have inherited it from
decisions of previous American
administrations to arm and help

maintain in power the killer

regimes of Haiti that have brought
its people to desperation— Duva-
lier, father and son, and the thugs

who surrounded and succeeded
them.

Despite our problems, we still

say and still believe that we are

ready to help those who seek
freedom. We still are capable of
doing so. If this cannot be done
with people already in our house
physically and morally, what will

we be saying to the world, and
what to ourselves?

Americans know the problems
involved. Some Haitians perhaps

do not fit the strict definition of
political refugee needed for

acceptance but are "only" refugees

in the "economic" sense — from
starvation. We know that the

United States cannot accept all

foreigners who wish to live here

—

although immigrants* children,

like myself, struggle against the

idea of denying others the gift of
America that we received.

I do not talk about money.
Americans are no less generous

We know that the

administration has not

"shown a heart and face^

of stone, but has

accepted as refugees

about a fourth of the

Haitians who fled here.

than Pakistanis who accepted
millions of Afghan refugees, and
shared with them, or the people of
dirt-poor Bangladesh, where desp-

erate sufferers have fled the
Burmese dictators.

We know that the administra-

tion has not shown a heart and face

of stone, but has accepted as

refugees about a fourth of the

Haitians who fled here.

But 10,000 more already here or
at Guantanamo will be sent back to

danger. They are being forced to

return to a country whose rulers

have endowed it with nothing but
terror. These people, strong and
brave enough to flee in snudl boats,

will pay in blood when they are

forced back— pay at once or pay
tomorrow when the world takes its

attention off Haiti and the police

gangsters can beat, torture and kill

at will once again.

So is this not truly the time to
"

—

~—__ » l» ^»
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remove technicalities and restrict

tions confining the generosity and
compassion of our country to these

people?

• The president is enabled to use
disaster-relief powers. Rarely has

a greater disaster been visited upon
neighbors. And what relief has

meaning other than allowing them
to stay in safety — until they can
have reasonable assurance that

they can return in peace and
decency?

Would Americans turn away,
Mr. President, if you told them
directly that you were stepping in

to preserve the lives ef neighbors,

and the name of America?
The contrary — I think that

"would be received with acclaim,

most particularly by the great

variety of Roman Catholic com-
munity and church organizations

and the Protestant and Jewish

groups that already work and give

for the Haitians.
j

And nothing would better

explain why the name of this

country always has meant so very

much to so very many beyond its

borders, and still does.

That means Jack has to

do everything his w;

A little later, we find Jack's having al Now Jack Is ruined, |ir;>

little problem getting customers... I jack got lacked
What's up Jack? "
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint

All KUV really needs
and

^'^K

IIIIS some supp
a little more respect

a PMSPORCOOim

>"^

By Glenn Gritzner

I could not help but notice

that KLA got three mentions
from The Bruin in a mere two
days. Not only was there an
article about some pretty fam-
ous KLA alumni, but KLA
was also listed as the tenth-

best reason to eat in the Coop
and the tendi-best way for

Bruins to relieve stress.

While I would argue that we
should move up higher in the

rankings in both areas, this is

a moot point. Tm just glad

that The Bruin is realizing

what we 200-plus students

Levine, you can get rich and
famous just by rambling over
the air a couple of hours a
week.

I would just like to add a
couple suggestions:

Maybe the Coffee House
could find it in their hearts to

play the student-run radio sta-

tion that sits just across the

way from them once or twice
a lifetime.

Maybe some dorm students

could tune in to 530 AM and
find out what thousands of
Coop listeners already know
(whatever it is they already

know).

Maybe the Student Store

could realize that KLA is

worth tuning into and not the

cacophonous mur.k that it used

%

Lv

Counterpoint

Alcohol can result in tragedy

UCLA'S Radio Station

holed up here in the Grand
Ballroom have known all along
— KLA has many uses

besides making you practice

your voice-throwing skills by
having to talk over us in the

Coop! I mean, look at what "

we*ve learned in the last two
days:

As the tenth-best reason to

eat in the Coop, it is obvious
that KLA helps food digest

better.

As the tenth-best way to

relieve stress, KLA obviously

soothes the mind and makes
all of life's woes more manag-
able.

And, judging by the people
-who used to work here, name-
ly Vin di Bona and Ken

to be.

And I see how UCLA Psy-
chological Services could solve
the thousands of stress-related

illnesses that come their way
every quarter — listen to two
hours of KLA and call them
in the morning.

^ And, fmally. maybe, just

maybe, we could get just a
little bit of the respect that

one of the best college radio
stations in the state with over
200 people putting a lot of
time and effort into running it

deserves.

But until then, being the

tenth-bes^ reason for anything

is all right with us.

Gritzner, a senior majoring in

communication studies, is the

general manager of KLA.

By Usa GartMitt

Jason Schiffman's attack (Daily Bruin, "A
tragedy should not be a soapbox,** Feb. 4) on
Leslie E)amski*s viewpoint regarding the cause
of Mark Edler*s death is a perfect example of

-what Damski wa< pointing^out »4he firat

place.

Apparently, Schiffman has accepted the
illusion that the social pressures to drink are
nonexistent and that the students are not
swayed by the billions of dollars spent each
year to engage them in alcohol consumption.
What is even more amazing is that Jason was
offended by the editorial at all. If we are ever
to evolve, we must learn from emotional
moments like these by examining our attitudes

and positively changing our behavior.

Damski was not "soap-boxing** for her own
ends, but rather drawing attention to a destruc-
tive phenomenon that pervades our culture. Her
job is to advocate awareness as a means to

improve health status and to potentially save
lives. The more she points out the insidious
and pervasive incorporation of alcohcrf in our
media and advertising imagery, the better off
we all will be.

Damski did not state or imply that she is

anti-alcohol, but merely pointed out that college
students, more so than other social groups, arc
bombarded with messages to drink in order to

have a good time. Furthermore, she did not
blame Ed]er*s death on the consumption of
alcohol, but on the abuse of alcohol and the

social context that compelled him to drink too
much.

Mark Edler's death was a senseless tragedy,

and tragedies like this ooeur wtoi people do&^=
pay enough attention to how much alcohol they
consume. Perhaps Maik would be alive today if

he*d had a little less to drink. Maybe he didn*t
realize, as Schiffoian doesn't, the consequences
of alcohol abuse, but it*s something we all

must acknowledge and take responsibility for.

Instead of naively asserting that Maik*s death
was '*the result of an incredibly unfortunate
series of events that, if all were just in the
world, would not have hai^ned,** let*s admit
that Mark Edler died as a direct result of
drinking too much.

Until we acknowledge that college students
are [Hessuied to drink too much, tragedies such
as this are ^ing to repeat themselves. In my
opinion, Schifbnan, as a freshman in a highly
accredited learning institution, should reconsider
his simplistic and illogical opinion, and absorb
some of the positive and progressive aspects of
the learning environment in which he finds

himself.

Garbutt is a sophomore majoring^ in political

science.

Letters

Thanks officer IV

Editor:

It amounted to an expression

jQL!!shui up and pay** on the

should have done differendy

but asked me offensively

whether or not 1 understood
English. I think Tm fairiy

fluent

With the kind of attitude

ticket every day. The most
painful irony, however, was
that the next police car I saw
didn*t even signal for its left

turn.

officer's face. For him, it was
a clear cut matter Go waste

your time trying to figlit this

ticket, but it*s your word
against mine.

**You made left turn viola-

tion 22100b,** he merely told

me. I am not well-versed in

the California bicycle penal

code and do not pretend to be.

However, I had just made
what I thought was a com-
pletely legitimate turn. I

couldn't even imagine what
this officer was going to cite

me for when he pulled me
over.

The officer told me with

superficial politeness that I had
an "improper position** begin-

ning that turn. The kind officer

would not even suggest what I

shown by the police depart-

ment towards bicyclists, it is a
wonder I don*t get a bicycle

Avram Aelony
Junior

Biology

Confused
Editor:

I think that Hank and Jim
Wong arg also **two who
missed the point** in their

confused complaint (Daily

Bruin, "Shocked,** Feb. 5)

SINFEST
®

*T»«£NPifiw«M»» 1^T^^ ISHIDA

about titling letters to the

editor.

It is not true, as they claim,

that "all letters deserve equal
respect** Absurd and erroneous
drivel dcscrvcg correction, ridi

cule or scorn (see this page
any day of the week).

One vicious little phrase in

their letter was: "Every
viewpoint is equally valid."

This bit of PC propaganda
tries to mash the true and the

false into some gray, unspecific

goo. Consider the implications.

I think the principles sug-

gested by the Wongs would
lead to an emasculation of a
free press. Do letters by neo-
Nazis deserve the same respect

as any other? Why not, if

every viewpoint is "equally

valid**? I hate to say it, but
two Wongs didn't get it right

Marc Baer
Junior

Pliilosoptiy

Daily Bruin
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We subservieiit Asians just love to please
rite another

viewpoint dealing

with Asian issues

and you may not live to regret

it,** a voice threatened firom

behind me. I was stunned into

silence (which is very, very
rare for me). This was not an
obscene caller. This was com-
ing from my boyfriend, Steve,

who had the best intentions in

the world, but wanted to me
to live to see the new line of
"Beverly HUls, 90210*' designer
teen-safe silicone implants.

As usual, I decided to blow
off his advice and address

what I consider to be an
important issue, Asian apathy.

At this point, the reader is

probably waiting for the punch
line, since Asians are consid-

ered to be the model minority.

Our men are asexual nerds

brilliant in the science field,

and our women love to do
servile duties such as give

back rubs and fetch beverages.

Needless to say, this is not the

case. (Especially for the

women, before people start

saying that I am a misogynist
and start stoning me . . .

again.)

Unfortunately, a great deal

of the Asian community also

-hasJMught inta ihis facade^

Out on Campus

crimes against Asians was sec-
ond only to African Americans
in the city of Los Angeles. It

seems the coolpst fad these

days is to fault the Japanese
for the recession. A great deal
of the blame is being placed
not on mismanagement of eco-
nomy by the government but
on the fact that the United
States owes a huge debt to

Japan.

Many oT us believe that we
are shining examples of what
minorities should be. This is a
huge mistake. There are so
many issues that Asians need
to address on a daily basis that

I don't even know where to

start. Unluckily for you, I am
going to try to anyway.

In 1990, the number of hate

Although the Asian com-
munity in Los Angeles is not
xicher or poorer than society at ings had no tesh and th

toward the suburbs and leave
the remaining lower class

trapped in a cycle of poverty.

UCLA has had a history of
discrimination toward Asians.
The university just doesn't
always tell students the whole
truth. In the mid 1980s Rae
Lee Siporin (in charge of
Undergraduate Admissions and
Relations with Schools) drafted
an internal memo intended to

affect the guidelines for the
new admissions criteria. The
memo basically proclaimed that

they should try to "curb the

decline of Caucasians being

admitted at UCLA.** This of
course, would be in response

to the rising numbers of Asian
applicants because they were ~

the primary community that

was drastically growing in

numbers. The only way to

raise the number of Caucasians
would have been to purposely

cut the number of Asians who
were being admitted.

The U.S. Department of
Education's Office of Civil

Rights has found the graduate

math department at UCLA
guilty of discrimination against

Asians. Instead of investigating

the issue. Chancellor Young
promptly stated that tlie find-

large (13 percent), the poverty
among the

. Vietnamese is exor-
bitantly high (35.1 percent).

The Asians living in China-
town are among the most
poverty-stricken in Los
Angeles. Chinatown is rapidly

becoming an inner ghetto as
the people from the middle
and upper class move out

UCLA would fight them in

court. I am so glad that my
reg fees, as well as the reg
fees from other Asians, are

going to work against us.

This situation is further

muddled by the fact that many
students are misinformed into

thinking that Asian issues cen-

ter around things such as

getting funding for more stu-

dent programming. This is a

misperception. The central issue

should be the education and
retention of the Asian students.

Our classes are not being

taught, and our professors axe

not being tenured.

A case in point would be
the issues of the languages .

taught at UCLA. Over 90
languages are taught at this

school, and only four of them
are Asian: Korean, Japanese,

Chinese and Sanskrit. It stuns

me that the University cannot
teach any more Asian lan-

guages — considering the

number of Filipinos and
Viemamese attending this

school. There is a language
requirement, and it would be
good if these people learned

the language of their native

country instead of Old Norse.

A second instance would be
the mysterious tenurization pro-

cess at UCLA that no one
ever speaks of. This mystery is

not unlike how Rod Stewart
still manages to sell records. A
few years ago, Don Nakanishi
was denied tenure for unknown
reasons. After the students

protested, the administration

had his record reviewed. With-
ng tq^^ny mistake

the committee decided to

tenure him the second time

around. There was no reason
given as to the change of
heart, but Chancellor Young
was certain that there was
nothing wrong with it —
again. (Isn't it amazing that

the chancellor is certain that

nothing is wrong with all of

these discrepancies?) ^-^
,

Which brings me to the

point of the column. It would
be nice for the administration

to put its money where its

mouth is. They should p^
more funding than they are

currently into Asian-American
studies. They should pass an
ethnic and gender studies
requirement so all students can
gain a better understanding of
the worid around them and get

a different perspective. As Los
Angeles heads toward the 21st
century, it would be something
that could be directly applic-

able.

UC Berkeley and Santa Cruz
have such requirements, so I

cannot see how difficult it

could be for UCLA to follow-

in the footsteps of otho^. i^^
,,

Right now, the idea is stalled

in some committee;

Asian students need to see
that their community is also in

need. It is unrealistic for us to

sit around and pat ourselves on
the back while our sisters and
brothers face discrimination and
are subject to hate-crimes. We
need to leave our conservative
mentality behind us and stand

up for ourselves. We need to

j26_J?olitically active and work
towards correcting the injus-

tices faced by our community
on a daily basis. In my view,
Asians are only a "model
minority" because we don't
stand up and fight for our
rights.

Chang is a senior majoring in

sociology and psychology.
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McKinsey k Co. is in intemaHonal strategic management consulting Ann witli 50 offices in 25 countries aiound the nvorld. We
serve mostly Foitune and International 500company top executives on issues of strategic importance. Our giission is twofold:

to help clients make substantial and lasting improvements in their performance, and to build a finn that is able to attract

develop, exdte, and retain exceptional people. ^

Interviews will be held on February 20, 1992. Interested candidates should submit their resumes along with a transcript and
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Ms. Trida Snider

McKinsey li Company, Inc.

400 South Hope Street, Suite 800
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Fighting iiard for

a new aitemative
Forl^A.'s Black

Rock Coalition,

the music begins

when racism ends

By Nick Roberts
Daily Bruin Staff

**iRadio stations, I question their

blackness I They call themselves

black but we'll see if they'll play
this."

Chuck D, ''Bring the Noise"

When Public Enemy's
outspoken leader Chuck
D announced in August

that he and his group were teaming
up with Anthrax for a coast-to-

coast tour, many fans looked at it

as a positive sign that racial

=^ftfriers in the music industry were
fmaliy being torn down.

Until last year there had never
been a double-billing which
sought to harmonize the politically

charged, in-your-face attitudes and
messages common to both rap and
metal. On the surface, at leasts

members of both bands promoted
the "Bring the Noise" tour as a

means of putting aside musical and
racial differences in order to raise

everyone's awareness of deeper
political and social issues.

Not surprisingly, the PE/
Anthrax shows were a sold-out

success despite the poor atten-

dance figures that continued to
" plague most concert promoters in

1991. Unfortunately though, the

tour attracted few people outside -

of the predominately white, male

^ teenage crowd that was seen in

even larger numbers at last sum-
mer's highly publicized LoUapa-
looza Festival.

For members of the Black Rock
Coalition, an organization formed
six years ago in New York City to

promote the black aitemative
music scene, the failure of the PE/
Anthrax tour to draw an audience
from outside the white community
reflects one of the more sensitive

-issues that has B-oubled the organT"
zation since its inception.

"I used to see this in the earlier

days, going to a Sound Barrier or a

Busboys or a Fishbone show," says
Riay Jarvis, co-director of the

BRC's Los Angeles chapter. "I

was always enjoying ihe music but
thinking, *Where are all the black

people to appreciate this stuff?

Why aren't the black people
supporting these bands and our
name?' And that's something I

definitely wanted to see chagged."
The coalition has made some

progress in bringing black alterna-

tive rock acts like Fishbone, Living
Colour, Urban Dance Squad and
24-7 Spyz to the attention ofrecord
companies and promoters. But it

seems unclear just how much of an
impact the organization has had on
the record-buying population, a
group that would seem to have
some control over the music
industry through the millions of
dollars it spends on products each
year.

Those like Jarvis and BRC
Executive Committee member
Kevin O'Neal who have seen the

Part one of a two-part

series.

black aitemative scene make slow
inroads into the mainstream mark-
et beUeve that the industry is

mostly to blame for black audi-

ences' ambivalence towards rock

music. "We're dealing with a lot of
people that really aren't that

focused on rock '4' roll," says

O'Neal.

Indeed, many black rock bands
have had problems in the past

attracting support from black
listeners, mainly because the mus-
ic industry and the general public

still insist on equating "black

music" with rap and R&B.
Fortunately, says O'Neal, pres-

sure from groups like the BRC—
as well as a sluggish economy —

"Tiave forced tficmdustry to take a
second look around at who they're

selling to. The music industry still

may have the financial means to

continue to control the market, but
it is apparent to those like Jarvis

and O'Neal that the time has
finally come for the industry to

change its ways of thinking.

"What saved the industry in

many ways ... has been the

proliferation of aitemative music
forms (like rap, reggae and world
music). But what's killing the

industry is its failure to respond to

the statistics that document that

there's a big demand for this type
of music," says Kenneth Carr.

chairman of KPFK 90.7 FM and a

BRC PoliUcal Education Com-
mittee activist

**The corporate world can be
conservative because of (its)

unwillingness to invest in new art
They'd rather spend $10 million

on something proven rather than
$1(X),000 on something rising,"

adds Carr.

Despite the coalition's commit-

See COALITION, page 21
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Clockwise from left: Buena Vista Pictures' new release ''Medicine
Man" Is set In the South AnDerican rain forest; Sean Connery and Lor-
raine Bracco star as two doctors searching for a cure for cancer; Broc-
co plays Dr. Rae Crane, a scientist sent to conduct research with the
brilliant but unorthodox Dr. Robert Campbell (Connery).

Set adrift on a weak Amazon romance
By Aaron Dobbt
Dally Bruin Staff

^ Have you evo- lost anything? Maybe onceyoQT
misplaced a watch, a wallet or an umbrella.

Well, imagine losing something much more
valuable — like the cure for cancer.

That's wtiat happens in the mediocre new film

"Medicine Man," but it's not quite as simple as

losing a set of keys. Instead, Dr. Rat)ert

Campbell (Sean Connery), a biochemist who's
been living in the Amazon rain forest for six

years, accidentally discovoed a serum which in

less than 24 hours completely cures **the plague
of the 20th century."

Campbell had ceased contact with the

pharmaceutical firm which financed him, but
suddenly he has asked for assistance. The
corporation sends Dr. Rae Crane (Lonraine
Bracco), but Campbell isn't happy that he was
sent a woman.
The remainder of the story finds Campbell

and Crane attempting to recreate the serum.
Campbell has tried to duplicate it many times but
to no avail. With the new computer equipment
Crane brings down, the two discover that one
specific molecule which appears in the working
serum is absent from all the recreations.

Campbell is sure he's doing everything exactly,

the same as before, yet no matter how many
times they try, they just can't duplicate the

formula.

Director John McTieman CThe Hunt For Red

^Medicine Man' gets lost in the jungle
~October,""T)ie Hard") is known for his abiUty to

create spectacular action sequences, but his

ability as a storyteller has been in doubt. While
his action films arc among the better of the

genre, "Medicine Man" isa totally different kind
of film for him.

The screenplay by Tom Schubnan (who won
an Oscar for "Dead Pocis Society") and Sally

Robinson is very story-oriented. But between
the writing and the work McTieman must have
done to the script, "Medicine Man" is full of
holes.

Th© picture doesn't seem to have a point.

Sure, they need to find the missing element of the

formula. But even with this conflict of finding

the cure for cancer, the film still becomes baing
until the very end.

The film is being billed as a jungle romance,
but fortunately for audiences around the country,

the love affair between the two characters

doesn't really ever surface. Since every Connery
movie usually has a woman falling in love with
him, it is notable that there is no serious love

scene, and it is an encouraging turn of events for

a Hollywood movie.

Never does it seem like the scientists are in a

race against time. And even though we know that

some huge development corporation is building

a road through the forest headed right for the spot

where Campbell has been living with a tribe of

Indians, the threat never appears to be as

important as it ultimately becomes.

The audience simply isn't given enough
information to grasp the danger the road
represents until it's already there. But by the

time the road becomes an intricate part of the

stpry, it's too late — the audience has already

lost interest

Like other films shot in the Amazon these

tlays, "Medicine Man" brings with it a strong

message about the destruction of the rain forest

and its inhabitants. This message, while valid,

just causes more trouble for the picture.

While the destruction of the rain forest is an
intricate part of the plot, it doesn't seem to be
important until the picture's final act In fact,

until the end of the movie, the rain forest

dilemma seems out of place. Just because the

story is located there doesn't mean it needs to

contain this huge social message, and since the

audience isn't able to grasp the importance of the

message to the story, the ecological emphasis
seems totally superfluous.

The film's saving grace is the photography
and the acting. McTieman doesn't shoot
anything small, and although "Medicine Man"
(loesn't contain the enormous action sequences
his other movies have, the picture exists visually

in epic proportions. It's a beautiful film to watch.

Connery and Bracco are also good in their

roles — especially Connery, who's ah-eady

accepted as one of Hollywood's strongest screen-

presences. Campbell is a character with a great

deal of emotional conflict held within, and
Connery unleashes it magnificently.

Bracco ("GoodFellas") is also good, but her
performance is hurt by poor character develop-
ment in the script. Although the movie is told

through her eyes, her character isn't explored.

One of the best parts of the film is the music by
the multi-award-nominated Jerry Goldsmith
CThe Omen," "Chinatown" and "Alien").

Except for a jolly little tune at the very beginning
of the picture— which sets the wrong mood—
the movie's score is fantastic. It emphasizes
tribal drum beats which give extra adrenaline to

the action, making it feel like therc is more going
on tlian there really is.

"Medicine Man" could have been a fantastic

picture, but ultimately it's just average. The
interesting qualities of the story aren't explored
enough, and right around the middle of the
picture it would be normal to ask, "Instead of
finding a cure for cancer, how about giving me a
cure for boredom?" **

RLM: 'Medicine Man" Written by Tom Schulman and
Sally Robinson. Directed by John McTiernan. Pro-
duced by Andrew G. Vajna and Donna Dubrow for
Hollywood Pictures. A Buena Vista Pictures release
with Sean Connery and Lorraine Bracco. (Rated PQ-
13: language and violence: 1 15 minulM) Now playing
dtywide.
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Interested In mi^slc, art, dance,
literature, theater, dining or cam-
pufl arts evente? Get a t)fttitnr1-the-

^

scenes look at the entertainment
world by writing for Dally Bniln
Arts & Entertainment. (Previous
writing experience or completion of
CED 117 course necessary.) For
more Information, call (310)825-
2838.

Looking For The Key To Success?
|Trv Advertising in the Daily Bruin.

825-2161

Advertising Opens A Lot Of Doors.

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
""^^Excellent Results

.O UPCOMING EYENTL

Wednesday, February 12th
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and r^-'-!r

«•
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Funded by USAC • Your Student Governmt
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Sing for me, Argentina:
Veteran rock star Luis Alberto Spinetta

looks back on lengthy musical career

T-

ByFabloFaM

Luis Alberto Spinetta is one of the most
influential musicians in the Argentine rock
movement With 25 years on the road and
more than 25 albums, he is— at age 41 —
one of the most active musicians in

Argentina.

As he revealed in a recent interview,

Spinetta's contact with music started very
early. "My father was a singer, and he sent
me to lake guitar lessons with.one of his

. musicians.** Although he was learning very
typical Argentine songs, like zambas, rock
was waiting for him.

*X)ne day,** Spinetta said, 'The Beatles
showed up, and everything changed for me.
It was like being in k)ve. There was such an
energy in that music, it was difficult to
control it This helped me to start writing my
own music.**

He was not the only Argentine musician
to feel this sensation; others soon started

performing Spanish rock. But it was not
until 1967 tittt this movement started to
move in a distinct direction. Spinetta, as
well as other famous Argentine musicians
such as Lito Nebbia and Moris and Pappo*s
Blue started working very hard to strike a
chord with their audiences. **! started
composing very early, but Nebbia was the
one that showed mc how to express all these

'^'feciings in Spanish. This was the breaking
point between zamba and rock.**

By 1967, Spinetta was working with
Almendra, one of the most important and
influential groups in Argentine rock music.
"It was something very special, combining
Piazzola, The Beades and Carlos Jobim,
and nobody would feci bad about it This
was a real group, with everyone sharing the
same points of view. We were even
composing as a group.**

In 1968, Argeritina*s first rock concert,
entided Buenos Aires Rock, took place and
Almendra was one of the most active

"One day The Beatles showed

_ up, and everything changed

for me. It was like being in

love. There was such an

- energy in that music, it was

difficult to control it.**

Lult Alberto Spinetta
Musician

participants. But in 1971, the group broke
up and Spinetta formed a new band,
Pescado Rabioso. "Here I started working
more on my personal vision of the world,
and on my own composition, rather thanin^
group,** he explains.

The turbulence of the times fed Spinetta's
musical creativity. "My electric guitar was a
sword against Vietnam, against our own
Viettiam, against the nuclear bomb, and
against the contamination of earth. It was in
favor of Christ, of Buddha and of medita-
tion. It was the end of adolescence, die end
of socialism and capitalism as fofms to
destroy people's creativity.** Accordingly,
this period was marked by a more violent
version of his rock style.

In 1974 Spinetta formed a trio. Invisible,
widi a new musical orientation. He started
working on more sophisticated music and
lyrics, leaving behind die violent rock era
marked by Pescado Rabioso.

"This was a very good time in my life. My
first son was bom and this led me to a new
equilibrium, which was reflected in my
music.**

Spinetta adds about the band, "Invisible
sounded like die Police from 1980 to 1984.
We were combining melodic songs with
lyrics related to pre-Cok)mbian cultures of
the Mayas and die Incas. which were killed

by the fascist and reactionary conquerors.**

Spinetta went solo in 1974, waiting for an
opportunity to record and edit an album in

the American market It took him more than
three years to finally sign a contract with

Luis Alberto Spiiwlta

CBS. "It was a great challenge. Guillermo
Vilas (a tennis player) helped me a lot in the
process. He was interested in his personal
project of poetry and music. It was very

interesting, but not die type of work I was
used to. On diat album CX)nly Love Can
Sustain,** 1980) it was die first time I sang
widi an orchestra, conducted by Torrie Zito.

It doesn't sound like me — I didn't even
play die guitar there!**

After diis first album, he broke his
contnKTt with CBS« thus losing the oppor-
tunity to do two odier records. He adds: "I
wanted to go back to Argentina and work
ttiere again. But I have a good feeling about
diat e^)erience. And I would like to go
back, someday, but do tilings differcntiy.**

In 1980, back in Buenos Aires, Spinetta
started working in a new yaal band, Spinetta

Jade. This was a new switch in his career,

but one he was definitely enthusiastic about
"Luckily for us, we have jazz as an infinity

generator for rock. Witiiout jazz we would
be playing die same chords endlessly. I

enjoyed playing diis jazz rock music — it

opeiied me to new chord combinations.**

Simultaneously, he was working as a
sok)ist, in different musical projects. "There
was some music that was not conceived for

Spinetta Jade, but I had the necessity to

show all my work. I decided to work on
personal projects at the same time — my
composition flow was too big to be
stopped.**

By 1986 Spinetta showed a new change'
ill his career. He started working widi
different musicians for every new album,
reflecting part of his eternal search for new
horizons — bodi in music and in his

personal life.

"When I talk about changes in my life, I

can talk about two very important ones.
First I should talk about before and after

having my children. My sons changed my
priorities in life. Before them, my changes
were mainly influenced by different musi-

cians (The BeaUes, Jimmy Hendrix, John
McLaughlin). All these musicians help me
change my aesthetic perspective of music.
After my first son was bom, the musical

influences went to a second stage, my top

priority became raising my own chikl. This
led to a stabilizatioTL After that I was more
aesdietically mature in the way I was
seeking changes. Through my sons I was
able to communicate what I was working so
hard for.

*The odier big change is diat I learned
how to live with all Uiese things without the

neurosis quota that affects so many people.

Neurosis is one of the worst tilings in a
society. Bodi changes have helped me in

being more aesdietically stabilized. Every
single situation in life is unique, and diere is

a lot to learn from even die most basic

tilings.

**Of course, there is always a reason
behind diis aesdietic search. Before my
sons, this was supported witii the genera-
tional struggle with my parents; the childish

idea duit I could change die world. This was
really a fantasy— we can only change small

tilings. But what is important is diat I am
constantiy seeking change. There is no life

without change.**

See SPlNEnA, page 21

Be a Camp
Counselor in JAPAN !

The JAPAN-AMERICA SOaETY OF MnTAKONOJO ie eeeking
bright, energetic UCLA studento to work ae eummer camp

counaelore in JBpmn^^^mm^Sgmi^mm travel to Japan (ail

expeneee paid) t«^ii Iliittpi^^ High and High
School etU4|#m«. PeirI'^^Donaftdl^e* wlll^i^Mde preparing
and taaofdrtg leeeoneln Englleh oonverea^on andfAmerican
culture, i9fitmm^mmii\ifmi ectlv^lNi C^SUng, «*^fcpming.

voHeylMMI^end vettoue Amwrltoan garnet).

the Jupifiete faegiag^U
hetpliu^ iHil netleqdied

^liiiiiiiiUl^iM.

.»3FORMATION MEITIMGS:
THURSDAY • PEB tl • 2:00 PI^& 5 PM

EXPO €©||||| AcfelppBt A-213
Applications available at the EXPO Center, Attn: Dario Bravo x50831

Sponsored by the EXPO Center/Japan America Society

COAA€Dif
AT TH£ COOP!
8 pm at the Cooperage

This week: Shang Forbes (Mtv 1/2 Comedy
Hour) and Keith Michael Ashton (Improv).

WEDNESDAY
CAC NOOM CONCERTS SERIES PRESENTS

:

PATO BANTON
Noon 'til one, Westwood Plaza

v^C««iX^C^ V^v%.Ji«ir9roM«vX

o«vbcwv««« vv«,U\,i

STANFORD PRISON
EXPERIMENT

my^Ji

e •

8 pm, at the Cooperage

THURSDAY
'JozjL, Bloas, TunK arx:):_5ach SenQ^

The Greg Gomzalez
Quartet

- 1 1 pm„ Kerckhoff Coffee House

.<, t

All FREE, presented by the UCLA
Cultural Affairs Commission—funded by USAC.
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Counseling Psychology
Mastieh's Degree

Now Accepting Appuca noNs for Fajx 1992 in:
AREAS OF VCOAUZATIOII:

Marriage, Family, and ChUd Counseling (M.F.C.C. Ucensc)U P^chcJogy (Preparatofy for Doctoral Studies)
Chemical Dependency (CAA.DA.C. Certificate)

Name.

Address

«en.n. to: LOYOLA MARYMOIJNT
^ ^ U N IV I R 8 I T Y
Gmhiatc Dindoa • Loyok Boulcvud at West 80di Street

.. u^ ^ ^H" ^r*«' CA 90045 • Phone OlO) 338-7547
Uihrmi^ltMtf pfiffMR McrtMii fe| im Wntaii AnvMloi H tefeoolt u« CoIIi|m

UCLA CULTUBAL AFFAICS COnniSSIOn

CDAA€Dif
AT Tfl€ COOP

presents

SHANG FORRFS
• Catch a Rising Star (NY);
• Laff a Tear with Whoopj Goldberg;
• Mtv 1 /2 Comedy Hour

KEITH MICHAFT
ASHTON
. IMPROV regular •_

Comic Strip (NY) •
^

V

TONIGHT
I

8 pm. fREE
Ithe Cooperage I

CULTURAL AFFAIRSls funded by USAC —your student government
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Philip Michael Baslcervllie stars as Richie, one of the many
dancers In ''A Chorus Une."

'Line' wows but
fails to arouse
By Danya Joseph
Dally Brufn Staff

The longest-running show in the history of
Broadway has danced its way to the Shubert Theater
for a well-performed but uninspired three-week
special engagement
"A Chorus Line- enteitains with its quality

productions, well-staged choreography and melodi-
ous songs, but that something extra that makes a
show memorable is missing from this latest touring
production.

_^^ musical is made up of fine performances and

^ impressively prccfec chorus Kne— something that

^*^ ...'.•.\;^^^
• ••••••••«*•••••••.

is rare in most shows today. The group numbers are
all superb to watch, but the energy and excitement
that should accompany a show of this magnitude just
isn't there.

"A Chorus Line" details what it's like to be a part
of the chorus and the skills it takes to dance in perfect
step with everybody else. Unfortunately for this
production, this is exactly what happens. Though
some performances are better than others, none
particularly stand out. While this unity may be good
for a chorus line, it does not help the show.

While learning dance combinations for the
audition, the hopefuls must spiU their guts to the
director, who wants to know their life stories so that
he can cast compatible people. We learn about aU
their teen and childhood crises as weU as what
they've endured to be able to dance. The show ends
when the director has made up his mind.
More than just about the audition process. "A

Chorus Line- portrays the angst dancers face —
"Does the director like me? How many people does
he need?"

*^*^

A truly successful rendition of the show should
have the audience feeling like everyone in the huge
Shubert Theater is somehow involved in the audition.
We should be overwhelmed and out of breath from
the catharsis of the try-outs. We should be rooting for
all the actors to make it, relieved for the ones who get
in and heartbroken for the ones who don't

This is not the case with this production. Instead
we feel like we are just outside observers watching a
full-scale musical.

When the cast sings with gusto that acting as a
career is nvhat I tJid for Love." we are impressed^
with the vocal and dancing adeptness. We would be
even more moved if we could believe it ^^^

^^1 \ Chorus Une." Oriqinally conceived, choreo-
graphed and directed by Michael Bennett. Music by Marvin
Hamlisch. Lynos by Edward Kleban. Produced by Robert L
JTS:J^^''^ V"?!?"! ^^ A'^*^ Nocddino in association
witfi t^ New York Shak^peare Festival. With an ensemble
cast Running at the Shubert Theater until Feb 23 For ticket
information, call Tetecharge at 1-800-233-3123.

The Broadway tour of "A Chorus tine" will perform at the Shubert
Theater through Feb. 23.
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SPINEHA
From page 19

Most young Argentine rock groups
admit to Spinetta's strong influence. "He
is a living musical encyclopedia. For me,
working with him has been one of the

most important experiences in my life,"

says Fito Paez, one of the most promi-
nent young musicians in Buenos Aires.

Gustavo Ceratti. the founder of Soda
Stereo, another popular band, agrees

with Fito. "Luis has been a mirror for

many of the young musicians that are

currently playing rock music."

All of this praise amuses Spinetta. "I
am aware that after more than 20 years in

music, many people see me as a classic.

But I still have a lot to offer to music."

Creating music can be a dangerous
endeavor, Spinetta admits. *The artist

tries to project himself into the audience.
But sometimes this may lead to thinking
that one is the center of the world, which
brings a lot of suffering and controversy.
The artist is pursuing some kind of
approval for his work. Launching a new
record is launching a new product; if

accepted it brings satisfaction to the
artist Although sometimes we don't
want to see things this way, we are
seeking this approval. Althou^ we need
the audience's approval, my most pro-

found feeling is that I am defending my
ideas through my music. In my music
there is an explicit message, but also an
implicit one. Just to show you an
example, I once thought ofmaking music
to cure cancer or other illnesses. This
brought me several personal conflicts,

although it was a very humanistic idea.

The concept of redeeming human misery
through my music meant I was carrying

more things than I could handle. But
definitely it was very humanistic.

"Now I am trying to penetrate
people's souls with my music, through
different combinations of chords. When
I am composing new music, I know what
music is going to reach people's souls. I

like to make people feel an inner turmoil
with my music. This is the basic message
in my songs. Not only does the explicit

message from the lyrics generates this

turmoil, but the different combination of
chords do also. The real penetration is

not even noticed, but works very deep in

the people's souls."

For Spinetta, music reflects the inter-

connectedness of art. **ThCTe is a lot of
music that fills my soul. When I listen to

Beethoven's Third Symphony. I feel that
if I were dead, I would live again.

Definitely, every person is a different

world of perceptions. But there 'v& a
universal feeling that, when you look at a

Picasso, or a Dali, or a Michelangelo,
each is reflecting its own vision, but
through God's eyes. This cannot be
explained in words. Is something very
irrational, but very profound. That is

life."

Spinetta is very enthusiastic about his

new album, "Peluson of Milk" (Peluson
is a Spanish slang word for a small chikl),

which was dedicated to his child, bom in

— these things are very related to all the

k)ve within my family. We are a very
sensitive fomily, we all share our k>ve for

each other. I feel like we have an angel
who is taking care of us. This angel
shows me the way in life."

Spinetta's life phik)90|>hy keeps him
focused on the present "I only see the
near future— I go step by step. I am now
working on my last album and arranging

"I am aware that after more than 20 years in music, many
people see me as a classic. But I still have a lot to offer to

n
music.

Luis Alberto Spinetta
Musician

October 1991. 'The first thing came to

me was the record's tittle. This is a sweet
album, and it was conceived as a sok)
album (although some artists are playing
in it). The main idea is the emotional
flow — it's like an autobiography. The
songs are very simple in terms of chords
and harmony, less sophisticated than the
last three records. It sounds like the
acoustic Spinetta of 1982. It is very pop,
and I think many people will like it"

Family plays a very important role in

Spinetta's life. "I enjoy combining aU the
pleasure and intensity sensations of life

everything for the tour. I am also
plarming to work more on international

markets, like Mexkx), Venezuela, and
maybe the United States. Alter this will

come another record, but that is too far

off."

The possibility of meeting Luis
Alberto Spinetta in the states might not
seem far off— after all, this woukl mean
a new challenge in his life. But it will
definitely be an amazing and wortfawhile

experience for everyone interested in

rock, something that you won't forget

COALITION
From page 16

ment to effecting positive change
through educational and political

channels, members like Jarvis and
Carr feel that the industry's atti-

tude will not change until African
Americans begin owning their

own radio stations " and record
studios.

->

But, as O'Neal carefully points

out, "How are (black musicians)

going to say, *We can only have
things on ourown labels' when it's

very hard for anybody to compete
in the record industry? It's com-
plex, it's competitive and you're
trying to work within that system
in order to produce records."

In the meantime, says Jarvis, the

BRC will continue to bring more
black rock artists directly into the

"I would have to say

that there's more of an

awareness now in the

black community of

black alternative

bands."

PATO
BANTON

«>

^

"^

—

Ranarvis
Black Rock Coalition

black community.
"I would have to say that there's

more of an awareness now in the

black community of black alterna-

tive bands," says Jarvis. "And
we've seen the turn in the past

year, since we (staged) our Mal-
colm X commemoration show
(last May) in South Central, the

heart of the black community."

Education and open minds do
seem to be the best alternative to

other, more drastic policies.

Unless buyers become more aware
of the situation at hand, the market
will continue to be an economic
platform for the music industry's

conservative, pro-status-quo poli-

cies.

"We're educating a lot of
audiences who were never into

good rock," says O'Neal. 'That's

something I never underestimate

the ability of people to understand

— to know some good ))ock when
they hear it."

TOMORROW AT NOON
_IN UCLA'S WESTWOOD PLAZA

w**FREE 4r** Inihe event of rain, the ooncert wl be
held in Ackerman Grand Balroom

"«*\

T>^
Yet another presentation by UCLA Cultural Affairs Commission Noon Concerts Series!

...Funded by USAC— your student government.

iJ»i
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Autos for Sale tOd
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Bk;ycles for Salt 113

Motorcycles for Sale 114

Scooters for Sale 115
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Off Campus ParkirKj 1 20
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Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Sports Tickets

NATIONWIDE COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP GROUP

WILL YOUR COLLEGE EDUCATION COSTS HOLD BACK
YOUR FUTURE? DON'T LET IT HAPPEN TO YOU!

NCSG CAN FIND UP TO $5000 IN AID FOR WHICH YOU

BRUIN BASKETBALL TKXETS WANTED ! All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441-1576.

DUKE VS. UG^. Tickets wanted if you have
•

yeat teats4e^^«^/ ptcato catt (310^76-888?:
(LM).

NEED STUDENT OR GUEST DUKE/UCLA
BASKETBALL TKXETS. WILL PAY TOP $$.

PLEASE CALL NANCY (31 0)206-1 1 59.

Concert Ficlcets 6

KILLER METALLKIA TICKETS. Feb 12. Loge

Senate Seats, Parking, Program. $75 or obo.

Ethan (818)501-5757.

Strut

your

stuff. .

.

ADVERTISE!

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

Research Subjects 12

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

fcl Devity riOWIl t CMIt 1^' DERMATOLOGY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
^' Fkjwers. balloons and gift 4fel

"^'^ * "^'^
J^^iT^ '^ P"

^"^
*fP*i"'^ ^^

baskets Order by phone J. "^°^^ needed for placebo controlled study

(213)936-1186 t^' using an approved topical gel.Participants will

R»c«lv»]0*v>4lhm«rrt»onon»*od. ^ be seen at the UCLA Dermatology ccnter.The

^^i^*^lk*i^*x^*^^*^^*^k*^k*^^* study wil
I
last for 1 2 weeks.Participants will be

•
—I^^^P^Pl^^P^P^P^P^P

I paid $1 00 upon completion of the study. Must
MB^^^HHBBiBBBi^B^BB*'^*'*^^ be over 1 8 years of age.For further information

Miscellaneous 9 ^" ^^^°^^-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^, HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

QUALIFY, OR WE'LL GIVE YOU A $200 U.S. SAVINGS

BOND. FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL NOW:
1-800-962-4400 EXT 3

$100 CHALLENGE. Support a sound ecologi-

cal policy or take the $100 challenge. Free

Detail. 1-800-488-2489.

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. $1Q^r.

Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

FIGHT BACK CRIME! Foam up attacker's face

w/ 70 Ibii. of pressurized green dye and run like

hell! (818)285-3015.

Personal 10

WESTWOO^SYCH^^Ht^^ndvisor,
guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, financial, and

any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.

1(800)559-NINA.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages

18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or

(310)471-3672.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning

exuet ie>iLe .B25-0392 .

—

-— '

Research Subjects 12

ioundcti
IS'il

UNIVERSITY OF

Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. discuMion, Thur. Bookstudy. Fri. 8l^>

Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12300-1300

TuM. OiMUMkM. WmI. OiMussk>r) NPI

0863812:15-1:00

For «kx>holic« or irxlividuali «4k>

\mm drinkir>g pTobl»mi

AFRAID OF SNAKES? Spiders? Small Spaces?

Or have you experienced a sudden rush of

anxiety for no reason? Get help and earn $. Call

the Anxiety Research Lab. 206-9191.

cper

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages

1 2-30, needed to participate in research study.

Under Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For more info, call

(310)828-8887.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED FOR UCLA
STUDY of psychosocial factors in bulimia

nervosa. If you are struggling with this problem

or have recovered from BN arvi are interested

in participating, please contact Elizabeth at

(310)206-5081. $30 compensation upon
completion.

COLLEGE OFLm
APPLY NOW ~"

AccredUed-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992

Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Cofiuniitee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Associatiifi of

Schools and Collejtca.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus

5445 Balboa Boulevard

Call:(818)981-4529

La Veme Campus

1?50 Tliiid Street

CaU:(7 14)596- 1848

Problems with food?

0VEREATER8 ANONYMOUS
12 step program lor

Anorexics, Bulimics ft Overeaters.~"^
Ditcunion MMlinat:

Mon. W«l It noon- AU 3620
Thurt. noon - NPI C 8544

Step Study: Fri noon • AU 3620

Sports Tickets

UCLA Basketball

Tickets WANTED
Non-Student
Call 473-1000

En 612 Landfair Dr.

The Big White House
"on the top row"

tonite!!!!!!!!!!

Little Sister Dinner
5:30 pre-event revelries

6;00 Chef Ruben*s cuisine

INVITE ONLY
?'s call Barney 208-5902
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10 Help Wanted

INSTAUaORS
MCAT

Hd/HRANDUPl
Porf-rime openings

ovoiloble throughour the

Encino oreo. You musr
hove scored above the

90th percentile on this

exom, hove o Bochelor's

degree ond love to
"

teoch. Solory depends on
quolificotions.

Coll Erin:

(816)382-2420, EOE.

Honor the Presence of the

Distinguished Ladies of UCLA

MIECIEIPTIOM
Tuesday, February 11,1 992

<U S:00 pm
ID REQUIRED INVITE ONLY

Heaitti Services 22

INDIVIDUALS/ CROUP. Behavior issues ar-

ound food and feelings. Sliding scale. Call Dr.

Alice Lonsdale, (310)476-9453.

NON-SURCICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation arxi rerrwval of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

LOSE WEIGHT FAST! SAFaVf Special intro-

ductory offer, doctor recommended. Call Erik

for detaik mcSiai-

ADVERTISING/PUBLISHING ASSISTANT PT.

Should know Microsoft Word & Excel. Very

demanding. (310)551-6567, Suzanne.

AIDE/COMPANION to older person.

15-19hrsAvk. Driving, light housekeeping,

some cooking. Must have car.

(310)550-1449.

AIRLINE POSITIONS. Flight attendants, ticket-

ing, grourxi crew, excellent benefitiAravel. For

Info, call (303)440-7931.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOWt R/r air, room/board provided! To
$5,00&fAno. Extensive fisheries report gets job

or call refunded. 1-900- 226-ALASKA (S3Anin,

complete program four min.).

ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. Easy

work! Top payl Guaranteed. 1-800-881-6000

ext 4150. Open 7 days.

ATTENTKDN: MAIL ORDER company needs

help. Work from your home, doing various

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

-eA5TH4G iMf>>£DtAHLY»

R<$search Subjects 12 Wanted 15

PAUL DREW, ATHLETIC MASSEUR. UCLA
DISCOUNT. (310)839-8544.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ coupleV
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

ACNE
A NASTY FOUR
T.ETTERWORD
If you had started on

Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago

you would be clear of

Acne today. For firee

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our

Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experierxx

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CRUiSELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/1andside
available. Year-rourwl & summer positions.

(612)643-4333.

DELIVERY, PT, 2-3 hrs M-F, should have

transportation. Irxfuire 208-3701.

./•.If nir-'D PI ATf I f

r

T , sAf riv

I A

M »^ A^^( A \{ 1

^QiJ V.., ^J. y, p :,.r. S^p "^.T" O.TH?

ACNE STUDY
Research dermatologist

selecting volunteers, 12 years

and older, needed for acne
study. Mild to moderate acne

lesions required. Four short

visits over a twelve week
period are required. Test

material will be applied to the

face morning and evening.

Those completing the study will

receive $60 upon completion

Please call 2^ida at

(310)670-3980
for further information

Lftwrence S. Moy, M.D.

Howard Murad, M.D.

8540 S. Sepuhreda Blvd., Suite #1212

Los Angeles, CA 90045

FIGURE MODELS
Female photo models

Age 18+. No exp. required.

TOP PAY. (213)256-8700

Help Wanted 30

Lost and Found 16

FCXJND DCXJ: JaniAry 29th in Bel Air.

Shepherd husky mix-female. (818)508-7975.

Egg/Sperm Donor 19

$200-5500 WEEKLY. Assenf>ble products at

hon«. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

601-379-2900 Copyright iCAIIKDH.

$40,00(Vyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple 'lik</don't like* form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

601-379-2925 Copyright iCAIIKEB.

•• ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/
SECRETARY. Gooo communication and cor-

respondence skills. 55+ WPM. WordPerfect,

Lotus. KnoMdedge in accountingAwokkeeping.

10hr«A(vk. FlexiWe days/hrs. 395-7070.

Optometric office seeking

personable, caring, and

outgoing person to handle

patient load for 2 doctors.

CHALLENGING.
Mon., Wed., Fri.8am-5pm.

$6.50/hr. start

Parking available.

Call and leave message:

(310)837-7202.

•

f>"

30 Help Wanted 30

Editorial Assistant for Biomedical journal:

Must be a sophmore or Junior with excellent

spelling and typing skills. English/Journalism

majors. Ruth:82S-6521

.

FASHK>NABLE LADIES NEEDED to sell hair

extensions at Westwood Pavillion. Full and

PA: Call (213)259-9991.

FILING CLERK NEEDED in private Dr. Office.

15-20 hrs/v^. Pay is negotiable. Lis

(310)473-7639-

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research

ar>d make $$ PfT. Distribute condoms. Perfect

Health. (805) 655-5624.

MALE & FEMALE MODELS NEEDED. Young,

Attractive people wanted for nude photos.

Peat Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MOfXLS. Earn $1 50^. or more, boyish

anchor athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playglrl

style magazine^nudity required. No experi-

ence necessary. Internationally krxiwn photo-

grapher. Brad, (213)392-4248

MANCEMENT POSITONS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSFTY PAINTERS. Average earnings

$,6000 to 16,000 -. PT Spring, FT Sunwner.

Interviews on campus, info/app. (800)

400-9332.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MEDCAL BILLINCX:OLLECnON Personnel.

P/T work $fl^r. Communication, writing,

typing skil's necessary. No previous experi-

erKe required. Resume Dr. Kimichi P.O. Box
35064 LA 90035.

LAW FIRM
clocas motivated pcfscri to

do challonginq legal and

cieticai tasks

Gieat Expetience to tieid

Please send resume

v; GPA. available times

for, interviews and other

pertin.int information to:

Rick Ed;vards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

Egg/Sperm Donor 19

Women wKh and

wKhout PMS
wanted to participate

in various studies

lasting 2-8 months

and paying $25-

$100. Call Sheila at

825-5688, 9-5.

m
One of the nation's most respected sperm donor

program is now selecting

QUALIFIED SPERM DONORS
Help Infertile Couples Monetary Compensation

Free extensive health testing,

including chromosomal analysis

THE U.S.C. SPERM BANK
0811(213)343-9967

-DO YOU KNOW 20 PEOPI f1 Yn>i ran parn

$100 easily with no S down. Call

(213)471-7857 inwnediateiyt

DRIVERS— VALENTINE'S DAY, February

13th & 14th, musf have own vehicle and
insurance. Call Flower Dec (310)280-0666.

EARN UP TO $200G/MO. processing HUD/
FHA refunds in your spare time as a U.S.

government tracer. Call the U.S. Covernnf>ent

Tracer Hotline at (303)949-2174. 24 hours.

EARN UP TO $5(VWK AND MORE. Part-tinr>e,

selling "Be Bruin Safe" condoms. Great oppor-

tunity for men and wonven. Call now!
1-800-7^6-6064

EDUCATIONyPERSdNAL AIDE for bright, en-

gaging male SMC student w/physical disabili-

ties. Will train. A.M. 20-25 hrs/wk. Salary

negotiable. Driver's license & referer>ces.

Evenings (310)395-3438.

MEDCAL RECEPTK)NIST/FILE CLERK, PT/TT,

n^edical experierxze only, orthopedic experi-

ence preferred, Beverly Hills, (310)472-7235.

NEEDED: STAGE MANAGER, BOARD OPER-
ATOR, and assistant to director for American

premiere of a French play. CALL
(213)285-2228.

NEED HELP ON THESIS STATISTK3. Easy

calculations. Call Anne 453-6564.

NEED STUDENTS TO MAKE BASKT MATH
WORD PROBLEMS. Some creative writing

skill necessary. WP51. (213)365-8006.

OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR sought to assist in

International Fine Art Expositions Administra-

tive Department. Responsibilities include

heavy phones, word processing, filing and

ger^ral office assistance. Candidate must be.

proficient in at least one foreign language, able

to work under pressure, computer literate, and

possesses a high level of organization.

(310)820-0498. FAX (310)820-5426. Atten-

tion: George Hicks.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST. M—F, 1«)-5:00

pm. Pleasant telephor>e manner, some typing,

computer. SM firm. $7.00/hr. Call Kathleen

(310)829-4601.

PART TIME TELEMARKETING for Education

AgerKy in Santai Monica. Foreign language

helpful. (310)395-9393.

PART-TIME: 1 5-25hrs/wk., $135-^/wk., start-

ing rPtail ^Ip^ CfMt for ri»^fTW No door to

door, etc. Call for info. (310)396-1479.

Models Beaded, no experieBoe

for BK>delli^( ooHiMerelAl A ele video.

Call todej for appolnUBeat
(213)247-6001

Beverly Hilie 90210

ft

S people needed no^r
m

PART-TIME SECRETARY, Sole practioner,

Westwood, M-F, 3 hr^day, some legal experi-

ence, good typists, pleasant, no con^puters.

Mr. Frank (213)839-9993.

PERFECT PT JOB: 2-3 hrs/day, 3-4 daysMt.
On-campus, you pick hours, $(^r. Contact

Princeton Review (310)474-0909.

PHONE SALES FOR State Famn Insurance

agent. Leads furnished, hlourly pay plus sales

bonus. Will train. (310)202-1722.

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
Sophmore: Clinical Research Assistant-UCLA

Medical Center. Tue^Thurs for 2 years. 12-15

hrs^veek. 825-4749.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarshipfr-

Intemships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/T Medical Transcriber O.B.C.Y.N. know-
ledge preferred. Hours Flexible.
(310)208-2442.

RECEPTKDNIST/TRANSCRIPTIONISTS, part-

time, Westwood therapist's office, 1 100 Clen-

don. Work hourly or per report typed. Evenings

available. Will train. Higher level positions

(interviewlngA^istorian) also available for psy-

chologically sophisticated indhriduals. Call

Cindi, 824-1027 for Interview.

SECRETARY, FULL-TIME; DeUil oriented,

J;ood phone skills, good knowledgie WordPer-
ect. Contact: Fred (213)934-5000, salary,

open.
"

SECRETARY, CLERICAL. Brentwood CPA's

seek organized, self-n>otivated individual for

light v^rd processing, filing, general office.

10-15 hrVwk. $7/hr. 310-826-1380.
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Help Wanted 30 Child Care Wanted 35

TILEMARKETINC. Large telemarketing com-
pany in Culver City is looking for some
energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, $6^rycommission. Great hours

7:00 AM-1:30. No experience necessary.

$50(Vwk. is very real. (310)83 7-0902.

TRANSLATORS WANTED. Prefer educated

native speakers, all languages. Experief>ce

preferred, lirx^uistic talent a must. Send re-

sume, includir\g schooling, v^ien you lived

where, arxi how long, to: CEI, 2005 Palo Verde

Ave, Ste 300, Long Beach CA, 90815.

CHILD CARE fKDR TWO CHINESE INFANTS.*

Live-In. Rosemead. (818)280^318.

CHILDCARE NEEDED for infant near campus,
1 5-20hrs/week, flexible days. (310)447-2244.

EXPERIENCE WITH SMALL CHILDREN,
refererKes, fluent English, driv«A license

r e q u i r e jL d
5 days, 7:30am-6:30pm, some late ^«nings
and occasional overnights. Live-out,

$160(Vmo., benefits. Century City. (310)

478-0555 or after 7pm (310) 556-1509.

US MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

lary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WESTSIDE DECORATOR seeks high energy,

positive person with good color sense to assist

in wallpaper and fabric shopping, errands, etc.

Approx. 16-24 flexible hour^M/k. Need car,

S7^r start, joslyn (310)459-3043.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback rwvels, non-fiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

Job Opportunities 32

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a
' job or sumnwr internship? Receive an invalu-

able list of contact names, addresses and

phor^e fs, and over 100 of Hollywood's top

production companies, talent agerKies, and

studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-

SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY-B.H. R/E DVPT.
Comp. seeking dynamic ir>dividual with 2-5

yrs experience. Wordperfect a must. S24K-H-.

Send Resume to: E.S. P.O. Box 15354, B.H.

90209-1354.

J.P. MORGAN SECURITIES is holding inter-

views February 24th for Investment Banking

Analyst-Public FinarKe. Bachelors in Econom-

ics, Mathematics, Computer SciefKC. Sign up

at Placerr^ent and Career Planning Center.

Need help designing a resume to compete in

today's recession? Call Remur>e Strategists

874-4006.

SECRETARY FOR ENTERTAINMENT
~BtJStN€SS management fiiiH. Non-smoker

with neat appearance . Good office skills

required. Bookkeeping experience a plus.

$8-12/hr. Call for appointment.
(310)826-0600.

'

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful busir>ess. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple "A" Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000. ^ ^^ , ^^

Jobs Wanted 33

HOUSECLEANING My grant ended and I

need to pay the rent! Call Keri (310)822-0516.

Intemstilps 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks

student interns to learn script development

activities in office. No pay, but good opportun-

ity to learn. (310)576-6309, (310)394-7263.

CENTURY CITY-WESTSIDE TMA currently

seeking intern to assist with Regulation XV plan

implementation, personalized computer assis-

tance, computerized matching arxJ various

- admlnistrathre tasks. Must be willing to work

on volunteer basis in exchange for gaining

valuable experience in rapidly growing field;

(school credit may also be available), two years

college education with coursework in UrbarV

Trar^portation Planning, Busir>ess Admin., or

related field, some familiarity with transporta-

tion demand management, and office experi-

ence. Knowledge ofcomputers helpful, but not

required. Submit resume to: Claudia Owens,

Century City-Westside TMA, Inc. 1880 Cen-

tury Park East, Suite 1111, Los Angeles, CA
90067. (310)553-6427.

FILM EDITING' INTERNS needed for major

feature film stan-ing |eff Bridges. Call George at

\ (310)207-4676 fcXI. 1/0.

Apartments for Rent 49

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed/1 bath, large apartnf>ent

with hardwood floors, large balcony, swim-

ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.

Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200. .

$925, 2-BEDROC)M, upper, built-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,

parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

AD|. Century City. 2bed/2bath. View, built-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blinds

$900-$1 1 00. (21 3)441 -91 42/ (21 3)470-9239.

BACHELOR $45CVmo. Refridgerator and hot

plate. (310)822-6487. Leave message.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.

1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH

STYLE 4-PLEX.% BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (310)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-875/MO. 2-BED-

ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-

BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275. 2-BED »- DEN.

1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.

FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVKIE

PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD $550/$570 BACHELOR.
Unfurnished/furnished. New decor. Lease. By

appointment only. 11728 Mayfieid #4.

(310)271-6811-

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, patio

and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

•BRENTWOOD, $975, 1 -bedroom, den,

2-bath; $1275 1 -bedroom, den, loft, 2-bath,

high celing; $1250, 2-bedroonV2-bath, new
security building, prime area, best deals, 506

Barrington (213) 934-5000.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,

$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.

POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-

NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471-1340. __^__
BRENTWOOD $950 2BD/2BATH. Lease. Bal-

cony. By appointment only. 11728 Mayfieid

»5. (310)271-6811.

JUNIOR ONE-SeDROOM. Across LICLA. Sec-

urity bidg. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.

535 Gayley. 208-3818. Sub-lease.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.

3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice

Blvd. (310)396-8579.

MAR VISTA 2-bedroonr>s $725, 3-bedrooms

$875, hardwood floors, appliances, laundry,

near 405 (310)454-0805.

OHIO-BUTLER. 2BD/ 1 BATH. Spacious,

quiet, private patio, appliances, laundry. 2

mi.-UCLA. $770. 470-2122.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.

Vaulted ceilings, electronic access to building

and subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 mo. free

w/ year lease (213)842-9303.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH. Security alarni, .fire-

|J I w/^w^—T»/o t./\i. ifvr.

MUSIC/ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY IN-

TERN NEEDED. Production/management

company near campus. Meet recording artiste'

celebrities. Make great contacts in film, TV.

Flexible schedule. Class credit.

(310)470-5970.

TALENT AGENCY seeks bright, motivated

interns. 15-20 hrs/wk. Minor office work,

phone skills needed. Call for interviews.

858-6262
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Child Care Wanted 35

After school, 3 days/1 Ohrs/week. Pacific

Palisades, must drive. Shirley 459-2192.

place, new carpet, all appliances included.

$895/rT>o. (310)839-8862. or (310)838-5567.

PALMS, $495, bright spacious single Parking.

Most utilities'^included. (310)397-6058.

PALMS, $620-$815, 1&2-bedrooms, pool,

new carpet, parking, laundry, no pets,

454.4754.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine

(21 3)826-0740.

PALMS SPECIAL. $500 total move-in. Singles

$525, 1 -bedroom $625-$700. Secure build-

ing, gy^, sauna, pool. (310)836-3800.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-

ICED TO RENT QUICKLY. CAU SOON
208-8685.

SOUTH OF OVERLAND. 1-bed, $695. With

refrigerator and stove. (310)837-7513.

VENICE. $685/mo. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Sec-

urity building, quiet, larxiscaped courtyard.

3'A blocks to beach. Refrig, stove, carpet,

laundry, parking, no pets. Available now.

(310)396-8121.

VENK:E. $85G/mo. 1 bedroom and den. In

charming character 4-plex on quiet walk

street. 1 'A blocks to beach. Hardwood fioorsi,

refrig., stove, new paint, laundr^r, parking.

Available March 1. (3100396-8121.

Daily Bruin Classified

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

cibur
<Wrthclay

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

s T A B S
M A R 1

E X C R u
W 1 S E

SCRUB
CHOSEMM A R

THAN

ACROSS

1 Beat Ith

6 Winglikd^

10 Water boay---v_^
14 Author John —^^
15 Sensible
16 Assert
17 Stands by
18 Generous
19 Split

20 Gym feat

22 Rifles

24 Beholds
26 Thieving

rioters

27 Divert

31 — sauce
32 Creamy white

33 Western movie:

slang
35 Lid _
38 Deviate
39 Stratagems
40 Strong wind
4

1

0pp. of syn.

42 Baltic

natives ^_^__^_______

43 Hurry
44 Part of India

45 Delicate

47 Stabilizing

load
5

1

Length unit

52 Actress Duse

,

54 Boring tool

58 Commotions
59 Almonds, e.g.

61 Foolish

62 DC. VIPs
63 Outside: pref.

64 Caribbean
island
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VEST

F«b. 11. 19S2

You're likely to have splendid opportu-

nities In the year ahead to assert your-

self In profitable situations. Don't stan^

timidly on the sidelines waiting for

someone to toss you a few scraps.

T R E M O RMG O V E R N

SHOE
A R ABR E C I P RIO C ATE
S TBT R a D EBP E R

N E EWS ABE RMT E N SJE
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V E R
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E A D
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DOWN
Plants

Bloke
Supporting
bar —

65 Card
66 — end
67 Total revenue

4 Creative work
5 Expert skill

6 Inquire

7 Secular
8 Year's record
9 Valentine's

Day flowers

10 Equality

11 Sheeplike
12 At no time
13 Frock
21 — serpent

23 Ill-mannered
person

25 Boy —
27 Opera star

28 — the
Terrible

29 Variety

30 Discrimination

34 Peevish
35 — history

36 Can. prov.

37 Rind
39 Used logic

40 Landscaper
42 Advance
43 Food fish

44 Slick

46 Bonnet, e.g.

47 Animal
48 Type of wood
49 African coin

50 Cease-fire

53 Leaf-cutting

ant

55 Peacock genus
56 Cuckoos "^—

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-F«b. 19) Domestic
demands could be a bit heavier than

usual today. Unfortunately, even If you
do everything you can, things won't

work out without the cooperation of ev-

eryone. Know where to look for ro-

mance and you'll find It. The Astro-

Graph Matchmaker instantly reveals

which signs are romantically perfect for

you. Mail $2 plus a long, self-ad-

dressed, stamped envelope to Match-
maker, c/o this newspaper, P.O. Box
91428, Cleveland. OH 44101-3428.
PISCES (F«b. 20-M«rch 20) It's best

not to discuss your plans and intentions

before you have a chance to implement
them today. If you tip your hand prema-
turely. It could lessen your probabilities

for success.
ARIES (March 21-Aprii 10) You can
weather out financial uncertainties to-

day — if you manage your resources

prudently. But if you start buying what
you don't need, things could get out of

kilter.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Use moder-
ate methods and tactics today, because
you might be inclined^o t>e a shade too

assertive. Harsh behavior could prove
counterproductive.

GEMINI (May 21-Juna 20) Organize
your time today, as well as delegate as-

signments you feel you'll be unable to

handle. The more effective assistance

you get, the better.

CANCER (Juna 21-July 22) This is one
of those rare days when you're likely to

do t>etter conducting business with

strangers than you will with friends.

Don't let your pals pad the bills.

57 State:

60 Turf

suff.
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LEO (July 23-Aiig. 22) Things must be
managed efficiently today or else

there's the chance you could take one
step forward and two steps back. If you
make gains, t>e sure to consolidate your
accomplishments.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sapt. 22) It might be
wise today to walk away from complica-

tions that appear insurmountable. Solu-

tions aren't likely to be found with indi-

viduals who diametrically oppose you.

LIBRA (Sapt. 23-Oct. 23) Be doubly
protective of your position today, espe-
cially if you are involved in an important
joint endeavor. When the chips are

down, it could be every man for himself.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) In order to

negotiate an effective agreement today,

there must be parity with regard to ev-

eryone involved. If it's a good deal for

you, but not for others, it won't stand
the test of time.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dac. 21) Peo-
ple you're involved with today might not

perform up to your expectations. There-

fore, do not delegate any assignments
where they have the right to make finan-

cial commitments for you.

CAPRICORN (Dae. 22-Jan. 10) Be gen-
erous toward others today, but don't be
overly extravagant or foolish. In order to

make a good Impression, you might
give away more than you should.
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The Dafly Bruin

Account Executive

Interagfaip

Apartments for Rent 49

BEST DEAL
I 1

IVESTIVOOD
Deluxe 2bd/2 bth

• 10 mln Walk to UCLA
'Parklng(2) AIR, SPA

icilconies, Fueplaces

(310)208-2655

will give you the opportunity to work for the

number one college newspaper in the country, as

just awarded by CNBAM, the authority on all

college newspapers. The Account Executive

-, Internship provides real world business
"^^ ^experience in the advertising, sales, and

marketing fields. If you are interested in these

areas and want to work for the best then you

want to work at the Daily Bruin.

-VEtJACE Sa7S SLSaOOlToa. 2-bed/2-baLh. 3'A_

blocks to beach. Security buTTdlng, Targe

kitchen, refrig, stove, carpet, laundry, 1-car

garage. Landscaped interior courtyard. No
pets. Available now. (3100396-8121.

WALK TO CAMPUS. Westwood area, bache-

lor, 2nd floor, car|>et and kitchen. $550

470-5952.
.

WESTWOOD, 2-bed/1-bath, \ower duplex.

Living room with fireplace, dining room, back

yard. $1500/mo. (310)553-9490.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-

ern kitchen, excellent cor)dition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.

(310)474-6608. ___^_
WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous

move-in bonus. Furnished/unfurnished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

WALK TO UCLA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS
2 master suites

2 bath + balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome

$1050 negotiable w/ lease

• refrig•dishwasher*A/C»

•controlled entry

•

• fjarking^elevator*

519 Glenrock 213-208-4835

Aportments for Rent 49 Apartments fof Rent 49

Northrtdgt U7b up. SOO lumlshed unit student

housino fslHly. Stored or pf1\iilB unNs. wlii or

wllhoul Idlctiens. Prtvale baltis. Rod. jxuzzi,

recreation room, 1/2 iKXjr drive to UCLA. Open year

round. Free brocture. NorthrMge Campus

Residenoe, 9500 Zetzah. Norttfldge. C^ 91325

$995-$200OFF1ST

MONTH RENT - WLA

I

Bright, front apt. w/ gas FP,

D/W, A/C, lots of closet

space, Ig. balcony,

gated parking, key

access entry.

1709Westgate
(310)479-1581

WESTVy/OOOS BEST DEALS: •$695 1 -bed-

rooms, split level. •$125+ 2+2bedrooms.

Huge— large patios, A/C, fireplaces, refrigera-

tors. Near Century City. 474-7565 (•after

discounted specials).

WESTWOOD. $9651 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING

ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

larg^ single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669

Furnished/unfurnished. Levering Ave.

(310)208-3215

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,

stove, balcony, fireplace, air conditioning,

pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100-1300.

(310)824-0833

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath. Must share

room. $330/mo. Call Bonnie (805)946-2131.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1-bed-

room junior. $725^tk>. UtilKigi 9i parking

Induded (3t )475-753».

Applications for internships are available at the

Daily Bniin office - 1.12 Kerckhoff Hall.

Applications are due Wednesday, February 12th, by

noon. For further information please contact

Kimberl>ni, Mark or Dante at 825-2161

Walk to UCXA
Discounted sublease till June

Private room, Private bath, Shared

kitchen $450 ,Two bedrooms, Two
bathrooms, 1 kitchen, $900

633 Gayley 208-5920

Kill Your

Roommate??
.\C)!C.LT A \LW

ONL!
\Ic)\(.' to "(-"^ C uU lo\-

Roonim.UL'^ w.iitiiii;

824-0836

WESTWOOD, large 1 -bedroom, $85(ymo,

hardvvood, large patio, pool, security, walk to

UCLA, Village— 10966 Roebling Ave.

208-4253, 824-2595.

WILSHIRE HIGHRISE. Pool, zacuzzi, tennis-

courts, 24hr guards, laundry-ln-unit, 2+2

$1600, Ibedroom $1200 obo,
(310)474-7432.

WLA, $695, 1 -bedroom. Bike or bus to

campus. New decor. AppliarKes, no pets.

477-0725.

OHIO-BUTLER: 2bed/1bath. Refrigerator and

stove. Spacious, quiet, private patio, ap-

pliances, laundry. 2 mi.-UCLA. $770.

470-2122.
_; ^

..

WLA-3516 jasmine. 1 -bedroom with loft.

$975/mo. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security

building, sundeck, patio. (310)836-5311.

(310)837-0761.

WLA- 3516 Jasmine. 2-bed/2-bath. $975/mo.

AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security building,

patlo.(3m)83g3Trrr (3 1 0)837-0761 .

WLA. $425 and up. Bachelors and singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi

with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA. $550 and $565 Singles, hardwood

floors, carpeting, stove, frige, mini-blinds.

(310)477-2777.

WLA, $700, 1 -BEDROOM/ 1 BATH, firepi

balcony, dishwasher, a/c, quiet area

(213)641-4182.

n<EI- REN 1

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 -BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ DNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD,

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

l>IU>l I SSION AI I V MAN A(.l 1) \\\ MOSS X ( O.

WLA. $900. 2Bd^Bath. Built-ins. Air, stove tf.

refrig. Gated parking near bus. 1 1 235 RicK-

land Ave near Sepulveda.
829-2244/395-1103.

WLA AREA $585/nrK}. Beat the tuition hikes!

Live outside the high rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, himlshed singles. Two can

live as cheaply as one! 1525 Sawtelle Bh^d.

(310)477-4832.

WLA AREA.' $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single, kieai for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 1525 Sawtelle Blvd. (310)477-4832.

WLA— CLOSE TO UCLA, $450, large private

1-bedroonV private entraiK:e, private bath,

parking, bar and fireplace. Lis (310)473-7639.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio

or balcony. Miniblinds, ceiling fans, walk-in

closet, appliances, low move-in , 11527

Venicg Blvd. #6. (310)390-5065.

WLA. Large 2-bed/2V» -bath with washer/

dryer. Available immediately. 1 1 535 Roches-

ter #205. (310)208-7279,

WLA. Single $625. Close to school. Great for

sharing. Parking, A/C, kitchen. Quiet. Roger

(310)302-0333.
^

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-

Winds, ceiling fans, appliances, low move-in.

11527 Venice Blvd. #7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-

blirMls, ceiling fans, appllarxxs, utilities in-

cluded, low move-in. 3637 Seputveda Blvd.

«6 (310)390-5065.
'

" f

HSi>\( loi s i-iiDkM
;;

JJ
l)ivh\v jsh.M \( '

H

t^ \lkll>\\J\L' M

M W.llk 111 ^It^NwMs. <
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{J

824-7409
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Palms $925 2-bed/2-bath,

A/C, 4-years new, 9

minutes to UCLA by bus.

10737 Palms

(213)838-5039

Apartments Fumistied 50

BEVERLY HILLS, FURNISHED 1 -BEDROOM
guest apartment, new paint, utilities included,

$615. (310)652-7576, after 4.

Apts. Unfurnistied 51

$650 BRICaHT, QUIETWLA 1 -bedroom. Close

to shopping, bus, UCLA. Mini-Blinds, ap-

pliances, parking. Lease. (310)476-7116^"^

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed/VA bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-076 1.

$950 AND $975. 2-bed/2-bath. Security, gar-

age, stove, refrig, dishwasher, skylight, bal-

cony, tile, storage. Near bus & shops.

(310)313-2624.

BH. SlSOCVmo. SPACIOUS, NEWLY DECOR-
ATED upper duplex. 3BR+den. Washer/dryer.

Parking. Please call (310) 276-8255.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.

Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

LC. SINGLE w/in walking distarice of campus.

$595, utilities included. Call Paul at 824-9754

LUXURY NEW BUILDING. 2-bed/ 2-bath,

penthouse, security, high-ceilings, wet bar,

fireplace, refrigerator, microwave, dis-

hwasher, W/D in unit, Jacuzzi, 2-car parking,.

no pets. $1295. 1815 Purdue Ave. WLA.
1 -month free rent with 1-year lease.

(310)479-5279 manager/ (310)931-1160

office.

PALMS: $625. Large 1 -bedroom. 2 weeks free.

First -t- security. Newly redone. Parking in-

cluded. Cat okay. (310)372-1253.

SANTA MONICA 2bed/1'A bath plus fornr>er

dining room or den. In fourplex, newly car-

peted, painted. Quiet area, street parking.

Close to beach. $849. (310)452-2440.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quite. Bundy N. of

Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049.

WESTWOOD NEAR aNTURY CITY, small

and custom single, sleeping loft, skylight,

carport, $59S/mo. (310)475-3333.

WLA, $700, large 1 -bedroom, upper, carpets,

drapes, refridgerator, 2 miles to UCLA, no

pets, (310)551-5791.

WLA. $700. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large

modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.

(310)837-0761.

WLA STUDIO-$697, 1 BEDROOM $867.

Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool

and spa. Quiet & friendly. Visa/MC. Sedona

Village. (310)280-0692.
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1-BE0R(X)M FURNISHED APARTMENT to

share. No parking spot. Across from UCLA
$365/mo. Keith 206-5894.

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED. Own furn-

ished roonfi, bathroom, parking. $440 a month
in 2B/2B apartnr>€nt. 310-839-4642.

BEVERLY HILLS. Looking for quiet, female

non-srT>oker to share 2bec^ bath apt. Fire-

place, patio. $S5Q^nr>o.(310)27l.21 57.

BRENTWOOD. Own be<iA>ath, Jacuzzi, sec-

urity, parking, no lease, $S0(Vmo. -f deposit.

Open 3/1. Mary (310) 447-0420.

BRENTWOOD-FRIENDLY, nice roommate
needed to share a beautiful furnished 2-bed-

room' apartment, $62(VnH>. Great location,

very safe, parking, laundry, 1500 sqft., own
bathroom (310)207-3909.

BRENTWOOD-CRAD STUDENT & DOC to

share lovely 2-bed/2-bath w/male or female,

available now, $490/mo. (310)447-2235.

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 3-bedroom,

Spanish duplex, one bedroonV own bath,

laur>dry, fireplace, garage parking, $60(Vmo.
Daytin^e nr>essages (213)939-4091, evenings

(213)852-2481.

MAR VISTA. FEMALE ONLY. Large, furnished,

private bedroom, walk-in closet. $395/ifno.

Includes laundry, kitchen. (310)273-5777.

MDR. S575/mo. UTILITIES INCLUDED. Non-
smoking female. Own bedroom. Furnished,

pool, Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)627-9596.

PALMS- CLEAN, NEAT, Responsible, non-

smoker to share 2 -f 2 apt. fireplace, a/c, full

kitchen, laundry. Secure parking. Great build-

ing. $39(VnH). utilities. Scott (31 0)639-761 6.

RESIDENTIAL HANCOCK PARK AREA.
1 -bedroom for rent. Share common areas.

Quiet. $495 including utilities.

(213)937-2124.

SANTA monk:A, NORTH OF WILSHIRE.

PEACEFUL NEIGHBORHOOD, S375/MO.
OWN BED/ BATH. LEAVE MESSAGE.
(310)393-5060.

WALK To UCLA maleAemale. Responsible,

non-snfK>ker to share 2+2 condo. Secured bidg.

w/ parking. Fireplace, AK, dishwasher. S6C)0

-KJtilities Annette (310)824-0229,

WESTWOOD. $425. Furnished 1 bedroom
apartment. Huge patio. Walk to campus.
Utilities paid (310)206-2501.

WESTWOOD, own room in 3bd/2ba apt.,

parking, hardwood floors, patio, close to

campus/village, $568, Stephanie
(310)824-5139.

WLA, OWN BEDROOM, 3-bed/1 'A -bath,

$315/mo! utilities, 2 male studertts, parking,

laundry^ Aron (81 8)706-834lVt31 0)841 -0803.

Roommates 53

FEMALE ROOMATE. Across street from cam-

pus. $90(Vquarter. Utilities included. Free

breakfast. Furnished. Shanrwn 624-7577.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share larg^

bedroom in 3-bedroom apartment in Brent-

wood. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $32(Vmo.

(310)826^2445.

FEMALE SHARE own bedroom apartmerrt in

westwood. Spacious, quiet, furnished, short-

term okay. $395/nr>o. (310) 824-0642.

FRIENDLY FEMALE needed to share room.

Very nice. 2BD/2BA. Close to campus. Park-

Ing. $375/mo. (310) 824-5722.

HOLLYWOOD. Mature sincere male to share

new furnished 2-bd apartnwnt. Parking, pool,

gym, sauna, bath, 2 phones. $450. Jonathan

(213)663-0461.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER wanted to

share spacious 2 bedroom cottage. Close to

UCLA SA97.50/n\o. negotiable. Call Tom
(310)476-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 - id«

13039.

RESPONSIBLE NON-SMOKING ROOM-
MATE WANTED to share 2bdrm apt. in

Rancho Park. Male preferred. $45Q^mo.

(310)839-1642

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath. Separate

wing & entrance. Kitchen & laundry privileges

negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

BRENTWOOD. Private entrance, private bath,

4 miles from UCLA, $450/mo.,
(21 3)472-8269.

CHARMING, Bright, Quiet, Near UCLA.
Kitchen privileges, utilities irx:luded, re-

sponsible, references. $465/mo.
(310)478-2857 |odie.

FURNISHED ROOM, BATH. Kitchen, other

privileges. Pleasant neighborhood, 5 mirujtes

UCLA. $45(ynrH)., 'A utilities. (310)479-8286.

PLEASANT ROOM, private bath, cooking

privileges, easy parking. Male preferred.

$35(Vnx>. (310)837-6084.^^^^—^— ^^.^_^^_^„^,„„^^^,^,^^^^^^_

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. BiarKra arxi

Richard (310)559-5170.

VEN/SM ROOM, in 3-bed/2-bath modem
house, fireplace, new carpeting, parking, con-

venient bus, walk to beach, $395/n>o., Mira,

(310)399-7160. .

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World

charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.

and up. Sonr>e with kitchens. (310)208-2241

.

WESTWOOD $550. A beautiful, large room,

fully furnished, private bath, closet, washer/

dryer, cooking utilities. Near UCLA. For Fe-

male. (213)470-3616.

WESTWOOD. Fumished Single, kitchen, full

bathroom, heater, parking, quiet, private, close

to UCLA, walk to Westood Blvd, pavillion.

Utilitle^ald^3m47^74^^^^^^^

OHMelveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your fumished
apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

Condos for Sale

SPEECH PROBLEMS? ACCENT REDUCTION
AND SPEECH THERAPY SERVICES. Initial

consultation free

.

(81 8)662-8647^605)945-7878.
'

Services Offered 96

67

Sublet 55

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

masterbedroonVl bath. Completely fumished,

cable TV, all amenities, air corxiitioning.

Located 1 block from ocean, r>ear subway,

airport. Mass General Hospital, and local

universities, $725/nfX). + utilities. Ken. (310)

824-7883.

BEAUTIFUL HIGH-TECH 1 bedroom + loft.

Private sundeck, high-ceiling livingroom.

WLA. $235,000. Luddie. (310)445-7778.

CULVER CITY CONDO. $149,500. 4900
Overlarni, #202. Open Sunday 11-4. Tennis

court. Broker: (310)559-4315, beeper
(213)966-7473.

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live In Westwood.
1 bed/1 bath 109K, 2bed/2bath 166K. Call

agent (213)938-3129.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,

276-6331.

REFINANCE NOW! If you are paying over

10% fixed or 8% adjustable on your home
loan. Call agent/Bob H. (31 0)4 77-6488

.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-

CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT/
FACULTY. PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDIO $95»C.

CALL BOB/BROKER. 010)470-1781.

COMPUTER EXPERT: Learn WP 5.1, DOS,
Lotus 1-2-3-4, & other major apps. Also

computer repair & purchase cor^sulting. Come
to you, reasonable. Robert (818)989-6250.

FOREIGN ACCENT IN YOUR WAY? Profes-

sional accent reduction services. Initial

consultation free

.

(81 8)882-8647A805)945- 7878.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and

professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Ri^search papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirenr>ent. (21 3)871-1 333.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways

to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; GMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4yeaf^ipeflenc^MarkJ5^298^^^

Tutoring Needed 99

EDUCATIONAL TUTOR NEEDED for young

child. (310)202-6691.

TUTOR for 9 year-old-girl. 5 hours a week.

Including summer. Need car. $6/hr.

(310)474-6281.

RESEARCH, WRHING, editing

All Levels-Ali Subjects

Foreign Students Weloome
Fast, Professional-Quafity Guaranteed

Papers not for sale

Call Research 31(M77-8226
M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

CorKlos for ShQre 68

CONDO TO SHARE, own bathroom, washer

and dryer, utilities included, $500/mo, near

UCLA (310)575-4259.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Many Available!

Recorded Message
Gives Details

(800) 743-1455

House for Rent

3-BED/l.BATH. 5 miles from LICLA. Great

area. 2-car garage, large yard, fireplace, nice

patio, large kitchen. (310)3904X)85.

3-BED/l-BATH, large yard, on tB busline,

$150QAno., new paint and new carpet.

(310)475-3776.

3-BEDROOM HOUSE, 1% -BATH IN MAR
VISTA. Walk to tennis & golf course. 7 miles

from IXTLA. Available now. $145Q/mo.
(213)655-8530.

^

$975. CULVER CITY. Front house, clean

2-be<Vl -bath. Stove, w/d, carpet, blinds, park-

ing. Off of Cuker Blvd. (31 0)477-0681.

SPACIOUS 3bed/3bath (fireplace, refridge,

dishwasher) Adj. Playa Del Rey. Smiles to

UCLA. $1,70QAno. (213)653-2966.

VENICE. $M50/mo. Spacious 2-bed/1-bath

house. 8 blocks to beach. Landscaped garden

•f patio. Large kitchen and utility room.

Refrig., stove, washer/dryer, dishwasher. New
carpet, paint, and miniblinds. Garage and

parking. Available now. (3100396-8121.

VENICE $1495/nrx>. Canal beauty. Charming

1-bed cottage on water front. 3-blocks to

beach, hardwood floors, partly fumished,

wood-burning fireplace, remodeled kitchen.

Fenced, private garden, with garage and park-

ing. Rarely available. Normally owner-

occupied. Available March 1 . (31 0)396-81 2 1

.

VENICE. 2-BED/1-BATH. $1,00(Vmo. Utilities

paid, near beach, pets okay. (310) 836-3886.

VENICE: BACK HOUSE, totally fenced, very

private. 2bed/1bath and yard. $850.
(310)479-2368.

^ GuesLUouse for Rent 70

$565. CULVER CITY. Charming, single guest-

house. Stove, fridge, carpets, blinds, parking.

Off of Culver blvd. (310)477-0681.

BRENTWOOD GUESTHOUSE. 1 bed^ bath.

Utilities paid. Refrigerator. Privacy.$850/mo.

Ped OK. (310)471-7922.

FURNISHED GARDEN-SIDE GUEST HOUSE.
Perfect for female PhD Student. $510.0(y

month. Utilities included. References.

(2 1 3)267- 1 024

EXPERT TAX PREPARATION AND
CONSUt^ATtQN

•Open year round Convenient \^Uhii

•Quick turn awound
bcilion

GaivulefiiKilaKr
•»«« •"••vIbiw available

prinS^inralums •10%o#forUaAaffillMkim

Sorrd %Vildhorn (310^836-7540

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING -FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)765-1026^^__

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and

AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subfecta. Thcacs/Dlaacrtations

Propoaala and Books.
' Foreign students welcome.

PAPOBNOT FOB SALE
Sharoo Bear, PhJ)
(213>470<SS2

Insurance 91

House to Stiare 57

WLA, ROOMMATE WANTED. Pref. male. 3

bd/2 balh house $533/n^ -t- *A utilities. Maria

(310)479-8990.

RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS!'! Share 2-bd,

2-bath apartment with 3 grad students. Sec-

urity parltlng, kitchen, cable TV, AJC.

S385/mo. Phone 208-3933.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Venice, one block

from beach, non-snrx>ker, washer/dryer in unit,

own room, 2bec^bath, parking irKluded.

$475/mo, Vi utilities plus deposit. Available

March 1st. (310)305-7856 Andrew.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share house in Mar
Vista, female, non-smoker, $450 -f utilities.

Call Gayle (310)398-0809.

SHARE ROOM, SPACIOUS WLA DUPLEX,
$223.75. 3-MILES CAMPUS. B.BUS #1, PARK-
ING. RESPONSIBLE PERSON WANTED.
(310)207-8454.

WALK TO UCLA. Female. Share bedroom in

2BR/2BA. Parking, fireplace, Jacuzzi. 512
Veteran. (310) 624-4032. Raquel.
$331.25/mo.

House for Sole 58

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) 477-8291, Annie Szyilagyi.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (816)783-6875.

Good Rates for

Motorcycles

with California-based

company. Also

available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(aiO)A77-70fSl, or

(310)475-8355

PUBLISHED WRFTER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATKDNS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTM^OFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (618)704-6460.

SCHOLARSHIPS, FINANCIAL AID, grants

available. Big peak season discount. Call

academic dollar search today.
1-800-768-9856.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd gives

expert help Fast. Reasonable. (310)476-01 14.

Tutoring Offered 98

•AUMAR BEAU" FRENCH tutoring by phone

or one on one. (618)904-7891. En Francals

S^.PI. Merci!

Housing Needed 60

FRENCH INSTRUCTOR looking for westside

guesthous^quiet apartment. Up to $60(Vmo.
•Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
VJe all clo but auto insurance is

rei|uirec1 by law' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852 7175 (818)342 1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

CARING TUTC>R***BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-CO FROM Ml
ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(818)545-0960 .

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)626-7710.

Travel 105

Typing 100

1 BLOCK FROM UCLA. Wordperfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dissertations, manuscripts,

resumes, legal. (310)206-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 6
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558. >

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (irKJuding disserta*-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near

campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

Aa TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKIAr

TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resunr>es, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessingAyping/

editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.

Student discounts. Marge (local):

(618)786-6742.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)786-9685.

BRENTWOOD WORDPROCESSING, LILI

10)472-4113. Fast typing and edTUng, TBeT
printer, Wordperfect, resun>es, papers, screen

plays, etc.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs

service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-6699.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop

publishing word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for papersAheses etc. Mac
W/P, free campus pickufVdelivery Michael

(310)477-4735.

105Travel

London

Costa Rka
Paris

Tahiti

NewYork
Miami
Teies we tach wy frem ta» Awylea bMCtf «ivr
roundtnp purchase. Restnctons apply. Fares subject

to change without notice and taxes not included.

Open SatHrdays Item • tpm

GMmdlTkaud
1093 Broxton Ave #920
Los Anselcs, CA 90024

310.208-3551

Movers/Storage 94

Real Estate 61

OFFICE FOR LEASE ON WESTWOOD BLVD
Near Santa Monica Blvd. 1 room, parking,

excellent location (310)475-6211.

Room for Rent 54
Room for Help 63

•U^t» I

ACROSS SUNSET from UCLA . Room with

-private entrarxie, bath, walk in closet, garage.

S515/mo. (utilities included). (310) 472-7943

(leave message).

AVAILABLE MARCH 15. Private roonVbath.

Quiet. Parking, bus access. No-snrK>king. Near

LICLA. S460. (310)478-6769.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,

fireplace, study-lounge ar>d much, much
fTKxe. Own roonVbath, free HBO/5howtinr»e.

$525. (310)837-9509.

PACIFIC PALISADES, small guest house in

exchange for driving & garden watering,

Mon-Fri 3:00-6:30. Single occupancy. Must

have reliable-car_Mrith four SHcatlKlU-

(310)454-3879.

Townhouse for Sale 65

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. One of a kind, very

special townhouse development offering pri-

vacy and lots of space. 3-bedroom and den,

2% -baths Owner motivated. Won't last.

$360,000. Elsie (310)398-8944.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reW-

able, jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRLICKS Professional, experienced.

Short^ong distanae. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

PersoTKil Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)5591890.

Mazatlan
Spring Break!
Make a break for Sun and Fun in

Mazatlan-March 22-28, 1992!

Trip includes: ^

I

6 nights at Cosia de Oro resort

Air transportation-Alaska Airlines

Transfers

PRICES SLASHED!
Come in for new rates!

' ^ Travel Service, A-Level Ackennan Union
ASUCLA/" M-F 8:30-6, Sal 12-4 CaU UCLA-FLY

f t

'
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career high of 18 rebounds, Wil-

liams also threw in 16 points and
had five assists. Anderson and
senior DeDe Mosman had six

assists apiece. Moore said she was
impressed with the play from the

upperclassmen.

"It was a strong team effort I

cannot say enough about the senior

leadership of DeDe Mosman and
Rehema Stephens — that was an
extremely important factor for us.

The key was our upperclassmen.

(Anderson) is such an important

factor, too, she*s the glue for us,**

Moore said.

**Anzona State has obviously

improved. They have a lot more
experience and they added some
new people in the backcourt. It was
a very competitive and very tightly

contested game.**

Sun Devil forward Lisa Salsman
established a new career high with

24 points against the Bruins.

Saturday night, UCLA gave
Arizona a quick lesson in scoring

as the Bruins jumped out to a 20-4

lead in the first five minutes of the

same, including two three-poin-

ters by Mosman.
The Wildcats had trouble

shooting past the UCLA defense,

and shot 34.2 percent for the half.

For the Bruins, Williams had 18

points and 16 rebounds at the

halftime buzzer. UCLA led with

14 points, 40-26.

Another run by UCLA opened

-^ second half, with the Eruins

outscoring the Wildcats 23-4 in

eight minutes. Williams and Mos-
man continued to frustrate the

Arizona defense, and ended the

g^ame with 24 points each. Wil-

liams tied her career-high
rebounds once again^ with 18 for

the night For Mosman, a new
career high of 24 points was
backed up with six assists. UCLA
won, 97-63.

"Everyone did well,** Moore
said. "Natalie had an aggressive

Hrst half for us, she really domi-
nated the boards which allowed us

to get into our running game. Early

in the game, Anderson, Stephens,

and Williams were all very big for

us. Gene VanOostveen was strong

off the bench. She was playing in

place of Kamrath, and gained

some experience and confidence

that will hopefully make us stron-

ger.**

"It*s so important to go on the

road and win. We need to stay

focused and play one game at a

time. It is hard to win in this

conference."

UCLA returns home to take on

the Stanford Cardinal Friday at 7

p.m. and the Cal Golden Bears

Sunday at 2 p.m. Both games will

be in Pauley Pavilion,

DAILY BRUIN
ADVERTISING

825-2161

COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
irjC.uDtS [v; f XAf/ '.A' 0\ r -'EG. ASS

•'PA V? & 35''^'"3 =' '"i*. '•.'"•'^

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE

Tuesdays are UCLA Days at

THE GOOD EARTH
Restaurant and Bakery • Westside Pavilion

Pico & Overland (310) 475-7557
ffn^r^nK^^^^^^^^^^rrrr^^^r^r^m

P0%OFF
'ALL MENU _

MMMtMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

EXPIRES MARCH 15. 1992

Present your UCLA ID to the cashier. Discount for UCLA cardholder only.

Not valid with any other special, coupon, or take-ouL

A 15% gratuity will be added to the retail check.

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
ii^ :/.A .

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

O f T M L J R I X

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE. O.D. Inc.
"[•"(>" Cf 'f

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

r The Jewish Student Union
presents

on Tucs,

in Acfeerman 2nd Floor Lciungc

w ^7^!- -A
7:30 p.m.

Come join the fun! Everyone daiiccs!

Instruction provided.

For more information 885-8533

Ftmded by the ASUCLA BOD Pfo0'ammin^ Fund

Typing 100 Music Lessons 102 Autos for Sole 109 Scooters for Sole 115 Furniture for Sole 126

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

THE TYPING GUY! I'll type anything. I'm

really cheap and very fast. (310)207-5192.

TYPING/COMPUTER services available. Rea-

ionable. Call (310)552-4947.

TYPING DONE on wordprocesser with Laser-

Jet printer, HP3. Fast, accurate. $2/page. Call

Colleen, day:475-3070, eve:207-4339.

WORD PROCESSING $1.5(Vpage. Pick-ufV

deliver. Also editing, writing tutoring, reason-

able fee, jenny (310)396-7143.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, trar>scription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re^

suits. Expert writing, editing. Computer^

typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Music Lessons 102 Travel 105

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

$15/hr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

SINGI Vocal Technique • Carol
T]ngle;Teaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/ityles. Santa 'Monica.

(310)828-3100.

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-

where, $125 p^. Limited quantity. CALL

nowlll 24 hrs. (404)349-9551.

1985 CHEV NOVA, excellent condition, red,

5-speed manual, A/C, $2150. (310)209-1334.

Jeff. Must sell.

AUDI COUPE '83 red, new paint, alarm,

pull-out, great condition, dependable $270C.

Chris 645-7991

.

BLACK ZW CABRKXET, '86. New tires, low

miles. $6,500. (213)393-0186.

GREAT DEAL! 1987 PLYMOUTH HORIZON,
36K MILES, AMA'M CASSETTE, 5 SPEED, 4^

DOOR (818)591-7827, JEFF.

INTEGRA LS, '89. Black, 47K miles, alarm,

new clutch, $9,500. (213)257-9044.

VW Bug '72, 57K, rebuilt engine, new master

cylinder, r>ced fix muffler, runs well, $700,

(310)391-5981.

VW GTI '86. 5 speed. Nice interior, clean

body, good condition. Must sell. $3250.

(310)478-0566.

VWJETTA, 1988, price negotiable, dark blue,

sunroof, alarm, tinted windows, racing tires,

39k. (310)207-6183.

HONDA ELITE 80. $750obo. Runs excellent.

Helmet included paid & registered with DMW
for year & registered with UCLA. 473-6201 or

208-7318 Jonny.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1987, blue, w/Kryptonite

lock. Runs great, looks great. $675. Bill

(310)475-0929.

HONDA ELITE 1 50. Excellent condition, 400
miles, $1600. 2 Shoei R5-5V helmets, new.

Best offer. (213)654-9705.

YAMAHA RAZZ, '87. Excellent condition,

runs like new, $450. Ask for Michan
1310)208-0769.

USED FURNITURE FOR SALE. Bedroom, livin-

groom, and den. Call (310)552-4825.

Misc. For Soie 128

Furniture for Sole 126

Scooters for Sole 115

Autos for Sole 109

1979 280ZX DATSUN. $2000. Low mileage.

2-f2. Nc. Good corxiition. Radio, tapedeck.

(310)204-3635.

ELITE 80 '89. Red, excellent condition. Recent

oil change and basket. $90(yobo. 206-5882.

FRENCH MOTOBECANE: 100 miles/gallon,

runs well. Must sell. $30(Vobo. 470-6154.

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

MOVING BACK NEW YORK. New immacu-
late furniture cheap. Country dining table,

chairs - $250. California king bed - $175.

Large desk - $90. Steel patio set - $75. Futon

sofa bed - $1 25. Bookshelves. (310)576-0406.

SUPER 8 BEAULIEU 7008 PRO with Power
Anganieux 6.90 lens. Brand new package.
$3,900 O.B.O. Darlene (213)874-0132.

Sport Equip, for Sole 132

TRI/RACING BKIYCLE: SR Maxima, Shimano
SIS, Mavic rims, aero bars, extra wheels •*-

more. Must sell. $575 obo. DAVE
(310)439-0171.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM COMPATIBLE. 286/386, 1RAM, 1.2 FD,
1 .4 FD, 40 HD. Keyboard, monitor. New with
warranty. $62(y$950. (213)644-2612.

PANASONK: KX-R535 Electronic typewriter.

New model. 15-character display. Spell-

Checker. 7,000-character internal n>enr)oryt

$150. Call: Tina 478-4452.

TOSHIBA LAPTOP T1600. Immediate. Hard,

floppy drives. 2 Nicads. Case, medium,
mouse. Panasonic 1 1 24 printer. $895.
(310)576-0406.
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nZlANA SORQE

Natasha BacNIlo and the UCLA women's swimnning team posted a second-place finish at the conference championships.

MORTAR BOARD WEEK!
(Feb.l0-Feb.l4)

TO THE CAMPUS C©^^ittnTY.

>;•.••.-•->. ^•.:2^^^

mm:.

AND SERVICE

^^

QUOTE CON^

.•.»»

Have youpi^i^t^ii^ai^Sil:^^ favorite quote in the Morta^

#9^t^^fci?sitJSi^Mi^fc"atior| table or the Dean of

Stuiii^Mii^8pl*^rphy ypurfavorite quote and its sourc^.

If we liiS^^^p^ill use it in t|e 1992-1993 Mortar Boani, and

you will vittifree 1992-1993 |lortar Boafd.
* • •.^t.•.• -^v ••..".* j- \'

dyx;

HELP US RECOGNIZE STUDENT LEADERS: Wi want to recognize students who

i exemplify our ideals of leade^ip, scholairship, and service,
f

-I — Come to our table tojnominale%our friends to be recognized in

•? the Rmin •--• ' ">vr- -^^ ,•;•=•:?.:•- ••:'i-..
.•.••:>••• -••••i\ i^

I"

IJTERACY DAY AT UES: To incorporate our natioplil theme ofliteracy, Mortar Board

l members witf lead a storytelli% hour witH elerpentary schi^ol
;;

students. t la -It

From page 32

without company in such statistics.

All-American Summer Sanders

won six races by sixty body lengths

and set six meet records along the

way. Lea Loveless touched first in

four races, setting four meet

records and a conference mark in

the 100 back preliminaries.

Add to that Janel Jorgenson and

Lori Heisick, who captured five

and four titles respectively and

paired each of the victories with

new meet records, and Stanford

probably could have won the

overall crown with just five swim-

mers.

*This is the best conference

meet Tve had since Tve been

here/' Cardinal head coach

Richard Quick said. "I feel very

fortunate to have such fabulous

talent."

Stanford's success did not tarn-

ish the weekend for UCLA, whose

second place finish was a goal

entering the meet on Friday.

The sole victory by a non-Cardi-

nal swimmer came from UCLA
freshman Natalie Norberg, who
won the 500-yard freestyle in

4:46.02. That was good enough for

a 2/4 second win, ahead of

Stanford's Karen Kraemer,
another two-event champion.

Norberg particularly was a

bright spot for the Bruins, finishing

first in the 500 freestyle, second in

the 1650 and 200 freestyles, and

third as a member of the 400 and

^i<0::;^55y:::^.:c^r^^

_^ OR SOPHOMORES; Th apnreriation nt^thnse

underclassmen who excel in tjie areas of feadership, scholarship

and service, we are offering $$00.00 schol?irships. For more
f

information, visit our table or the Dean of Stpdents officfe. \
•"'"

#S*%5:^ ^^S^?SSS?S*#

I
800 freestyle relay teams.

Norberg's finish in the second

race was the only victory the

Bruins would claim, although

several other swimmers placed in

the top eight

Sophomore backstroker Kristin

Heydanek failed in her' bid to

repeat as champion in the 100

backstroke, taking third in 55.57

behind Loveless and teammate

Mary Edwards.

The race, however, was hardly a

disappointment to Heydanek who
set personal records in the prelimi-

naries and in the finals.

The 200 backstroke turned out

even more successful for the

Bruins. Heydanek, Becky Shelton,

and Suzi Burt finished fourth, fifth,

and sixth, respectively, and all

touched under 2:01, well under the

NCAA championship considera-

tion time of 2:03.31.

UCLA's backstrokcrs were a

pleasing point to Head Coach

Cyndi Gallagher.

The Bruins' talented contigent

of freestylers also left their mark,

including the 200 freestyle where

four swimmers finished in the top

eight: Norberg (second), Jeanne

Gibbons (fourth), Kirsten Krengle

-(*ix tli> and Megan Oesting

MORTAR BOARD APPUCATIONS: Available at the Dean of Students Office at

1206 Murphy. 825-3871, or at our table.

QUALIFICATIONS: (1) at least 90 units completed at the end of Fall VI

(2) cumulative college G.P.A. of 3.0 or above

(3) graduation no sooner than Fall '92

— —<4) demonstrated leadership and service^z: \

DUE: Tuesday, Feb. 18 by 4:30pm to 1206 Murphy Hall

INFORMATION TABLES: Stop by our table in Kerckhoff between Graphic Se

and the Daily Bruin (10-2) for more information on

Mortar Board

(eighth).

UCLA's relay teams, successful

during dual meet competition,

stumbled a bit during the meet.

The 2(X)-freestyle relay team,

which won, the title last year,

finished sixth in 1:34.94, while the

400 freestyle team, also the

defending champion, finished

third in 3:24.65.

The medley relay teams were

more successful. The Bruin team

of Heydanek, Christy Richardson,

Mary Petry, and Jeanne Gibbons

finished second in the 400 in

3:47.30, seven seconds behind

Stanford, and Petry, Richardson,

Sara Suhadolnik, and Julie Vogt
finished third in the 200 in 1:44.17.

Petry took fourth in the 100

back, just .36 of a second behind

Heydanek, and Suhadolnik fin-

ished seventh in the in the 1(X)

butterfly in 56.90.

Vogt grabbed a fourth place

finish in the 50 freestyle in 23.68,

and eighth in the 1(X) freestyle

behind Gibbons, who finished

fourth in 50.87.

i
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Cornhukster Invite

Daly Bruin fil* photo

UCLA jumper MacArthur Anderson finished third In the triple

jump with a leap of 50 feet, 8 Inches In the Cornhusker Invitation-

al In Lincoln, Nebraska.

Dumble and Weis
throw far in shot
Godina earns second place

in shot, Bailey takes sixth

By Jay Ross
Dally Bruin Staff

The UCLA shotputters have

started the indoor track and field

season right where they left off in

1991 — among the best in the

nation— by capturing three of the

top four spots this weekend at the

Cornhusker Invitational in Lin-

coln, Neb.

Bruin throwers Dawn Dumble,
last year's Pac-10 shot put champ-
ion, and Melisa Weis» fourth placid

On the UCLA men's side, John

Godina, a second-year freshman

from Wyoming, placed second in

the shot put and threw three

personal records in the process.

Godina hit marks of 60-7 and
60-9 and 61-41/2 in the final. The
last mark is an automatic qualifier

for the NCAA indoor and outdoor

meets.

*The 60-foot throw is a huge
breakthrough for John," Venegas

said. "He had a (personal record)

of 58-3 to win the Junior Pan Ams
in the conference, finished first

and second at the Nebraska Uni-

versity meet
Dumble threw 53 feet, 9 inches,

the year's leading indoor mark,

and Weis hit a personal best of 53-

4/4, the third-longest throw in the

country. Both the marks are auto-

matic qualifiers for the NCAA
meet

*This meet was a good indoor

start for us," UCLA weight coach
Art Venegas said. **We showed the

people in the Midwest that the

Bruins were ready for them."

"At this point last year, (Weis)

was throwing 49 feet instead of
53."

Dumble and Weis also finished

first and second in the discus at last

year's conference meet at Arizona

Sl
UCLA thrower Jenni Whelchel

finished fourth in the meet with a

throw of 49-1, an indoor personal

best and one foot off her outdoor

best

"I was extremely pleased with

her competitiveness," Venegas

said.

last year, and then hit 60 feet in the

All-Comers meet last week. He
was really a superstar, and we
knew he would be an impact

thrower."

"I think there's a lot more there

and he's close to catching it"

Matt Wiley, a transfer from

Fullerton J.C. placed fourth in the

shot put with a lifetime best throw

of 58-11/4, which is a provisional

qualifier for the NCAA meet
Wiley threw 53-4 last year and his

previous best had been 56-5.

**Matt has a chance to make the

NCAAs, but he probably needs to

throw about a foot more."

Bruin sophomore Joe Bailey

finished sixth in the shot put with a

mark of 56-10, and rcdshirt fresh-

man Greg Hodell placed ninth at

55-6.

In the long jump, MacArthur

Anderson placed fourth on Friday

with a leap of 24 feet, 1 inch and

followed that up with a third place

finish of 50-8 on Saturday in the

triple jump.

UCLA's next competition is the

Feb. 22 Reno (Nev.) Invitational.
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DESIGN HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS '208 4447 'NO GIA.AMICKS
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OrlModontlcs
I lowM I7S ptr roentli. No flnanc* durgas.

HAIR COLOR
HIGHLITES

FRENCH PtRM
ZOTOSPERM
SUPER PERM

J HAVf -'( f- • Yf /.f-'_ r ^M I
. .

$15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE $45
$25 EYE LASH TINT $10
$15-25 COLOR CORRECTION $35
$35-45 SHAMPOOSET $10
$66 MANICURE $8

18124 Culm Dr. mV'^ WinBM. n02\

.CAS/15'^7iWsB»x (213)IBS-7494

SPECIAL FRIE- hai-cuf sfylf w

SPECIAL FREE- haircut mousse w

^7b ,,. .: / -WES- //O^^. V ._/.

$ 3 5 pf't fTi $ 1 2 V alu*'

$45 pf'tm $ 1 7 valuf f

RUN
Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour

express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the

essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need.

=€onvenfent parking, too! So, if it's 3 f?M. or 3 A.M., come in

to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever

you need—whenever you need it.

Village
/^xpressmart
^^^^^^ ' Always Open at the comer of Gayley & Le Conte

FOODSTORE
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-91 11-

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

UCLA EXPO Center
. I

n
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FALL 1992

Information Meetings

Tuesdays • 4 PM
^Wednesdays • 1 2 PM_

Thursdays • 3 PM
Ackerman Union A-213

Application Deadline is

February 21

iNTERNSfflPS
Celebrating 25 years of Achievement
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STARVING STUDENT
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477-7550
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T« • I reserve brings aimful

of talent
By Heather Duffy

Dally Bruin Staff

A UCLA fast l)reak culminates

in a Ixxince pass to the forward

vaiting beneath the basket, who
iuns and shoots the ball past

groping hands for two points. It

will happen again before the night

is over. She turns on one heel and

heads back up the court with the

slightest smile on her lips, ponytail

swinging.

Amy Jalewalia.

As a 6-foot- 1 -inch sophomore
forward for the UCLA women *s

basketball team, Jalewalia is often

called upon to perform the tasks

described above. In games, she is

usually first off the bench, using

her speed and fmesse at the small

forward position and displaying

the qualities that captured the

attention of UCLA head coach

Billie Moore from the beginning.

"What attracted a lot of Division

I schools to Amy was that she was
not only a good student, but she

possesses exceptional athletic

ability — she runs the floor well

and she has good instincts on the

court,^ Moore said.

After spending most of her

youth playing softt)all and soccer,

Jalewalia came to La Quinta High

School in Fountain Valley, w

progk'am

she started specializing in basket-

baU.

"In high school, my (basketball)

coach really emphasized basket-

ball, saying Td be able to do more
with it," Jalewalia said.

By the end of her four years as a

starter for La Quinta, she had led

the state in scoring as a junior with

32.4 points a game, and was
second as a senior with 34.2 points.

In a league game at Kennedy High

School, Jalewalia scored 60 points,

an Orange County record.

"I didn*t even realize what was
going on until it was over, and then

(I just said), ^Wow!'** she said.

She led her team to the league

title four years running and joined

in the celebration as they claimed

the CIF 4A championship her

senior year. ^ , „ ^:^^

Along the way, Jalewalia col-

lected armfuls of honors: All-State

selection, All-CIF, honorable

mention All-America, All-

League, and league MVP as a

senior. With credentials like these,

she became one of the most highly

recruited players out of Southern

California.

Jalewalia wanted to stay in

Southern California^ and ajfter

considering UC Irvine, Long
Beach State, she decided upon

UCLA. "I liked the balance of

academics and athletics at UCLA.
I liked the overall atmosphere. The
team was really nice on my
recruiting trips. I just thought that I

would fit in well here, on this

team," Jalewalia said.

Fit in she has, contributing 7.6

points and 5.7 rebounds a game as

a freshman, and turning in a stellar

performance in a game against

Stanford, with 20 points and 10

rebounds. So far this season,

Jalewalia has an average of 8.9

points and 4.5 rebounds per game.

Moore said she has seen improve-

ment in Jalewalia*s play over the

last two seasons.
-——7—

"I( you were to ask me which

aspect of Amy's play has seen the

most improvement over the last

two years, it is defense. She has

wcfked hard to become a good
perimeler defender,** Moore said

**Amy has a tremendous amount

of talent, and we are waiting for

tier to put her skilb to work. We*ve
seen flashes of what she can do in
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Hawaii talces two of three from baseliaii team

UCLA forward Amy Jalewalia dribbles the ball against USC last

month. The Bruin sophonnore Is averaging 8.9 points and 4.5

rebounds per game this season and scored 20 points against

Stanford.

some games and every day in

practice. It takes maturity, confi-

dence and experience to be able to

do that game in and game out**

After a Jan. 31 game against

Washington, teammate Natalie

Williams praised Jalewalia*s 18-

point performance.

"She's got that in her. She didn*t

have her confidence for a while

there and she got it back tonight,**

Williams said.

Moore explained that she has a

k>t of expectations for Jalewalia,

and is optimistic that once she

adjusts to the level of intensity

required to play at UCLA, she will

soon be turning in a consistently

high level of play.

"We expect a lot of her. When
she smiggles, we struggle as a

team. We're after more production

out of our bench, and she is one
person we expect to produce when
she comes into a game. Each game
I think, 'this is going to be the

game', because once Amy turns

that comer, she won't turn back,**

Moore said.

Jalewalia said that while her

coaches and teammates may have

high expectations of her, they are

not unrealistic. And none are as

tough as what she expects from

herself.

"I am my own worst enemy,**

she said. She is not ready to

forecast her futiu-e in basketball, at

UCLA or elsewhere.

"I want to continue to play. If

my role increases, I want to meet
those expectations. Things might

change when the seniors leave, but

we*ll see. Vm really just going

game by game. If I still like it later

and there* s an opportunity to

nuybe play overseas, I may con-

sider that— I keep it in the back of

my mind, but it*s not a high

priority,** Jalewalia said.

Family is important to Jalew-

alia, whose father is Indian and
whose mother hails from Oregon.

-

She last visited India for a family

wedding as a fireshman in high

school. Her older brother Deepak,

22, was a big influence in her love

of sports.

**He didn*t play sports in high

school, but he played all kinds of

sports outside of school. My
family is very supportive, they're

always there for me.**

A psychcdogy major who wants

a career in physical therapy,

Jalewalia has learned time man-
agement skills in her stint as a

student-athlete at UCLA.
"It's a lot tougher. Basketball

demands a lot more time here —
Tve had to leam to keep a balance

between school and basketball. By
the time I get home, I still have to

do more,** Jalewalia said.

Injured center Lynn Kamrath,

who is not only Jalewalia*s team-

mate, but roommate and friend as

well, said Jalewalia is dedicated to

everything she values.

"Amy*s very concerned with the

things that are impoitant to her—
basketball, school, family, friends.

It shows in how she plays also,

she*s very dedicated,** Kamrath
said.

Jalewalia takes her role as an-

up-and-coming sophomore for-

ward in stride. This season, she is

seeking to avenge the team*s
losses to Stanford, Cal and USC.
"Fve been very lucky since Tve

been here,** Jalewalia said, knock-
ing on a wooden bench and
smiliqg.

By Zachary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

t

It was a weekend of close calls

for the UCLA baseball team.

Playing at the University of
Hawaii in a three-game series, the

Bruins and Rainbows engaged in

three consecutive one-run games.

Unfortunately for UCLA (2-2),

No. 15 Hawaii (4-2) took two of

the victories to win the series.

The Rainbows won the opening

and closing games of the weekend
set. Hawaii sandwiched 11-10 and
6-5 wins around ^1-0 Bruin

victory.

"We've had some hard fought

ballgames," Bruin head coach
Gary Adams said. "We have been

in every ballgame so far, and the

team is playing really well."

Friday's contest was an offen-

sive display by both teams at the

beginning — all of the runs were
scored in the first six innings.

Ultimately, though, it was a three-

run sixth inning by the Rainbows
that gave them the 11-10 win.

Bruin pitcher Gary Adcock
struggled in his UCLA debuL A
transfer from Riverside City Col-

lege, Adcock was roughed up for

four first-inning runs by Hawaii.

Adcock seemed to settle down
heading into the fourth inning, but

was knocked out of the game after

the Rainbows scored four runs.

The Bruins held a 5-4 lead entering

~^^i& bottom of the fourth, getting

two runs in the third and three in

the tap of the fourth off Hawaii
pitcher Bill Blanchette.

However, Blanchette could not

hold the 8-5 lead and was touched

for three runs in the fifth inning.

UCLA was then able to score two

runs in the sixth inning off Bla-

chette's successor.

But Bruin reliever Dave Stoll

could not hold the 10-8 advantage
and was victim to Hawaii's three-

run sixth inning uprising. Rainbow
pitching was untouchable the rest

of the way and the Rainbows were
able to hold on to the victory.

Stoll (0-1) picked up his Orst

loss of the year.

Bruin catcher Matt Schwenke
had a hot night at the plate, going
4-for-4 at the plate, with a solo

homer, a double and three runs

scored. First baseman Ryan
McGuire contributed a two run

homer, two runs batted in, and two
hits.

Saturday's game was a com-
plete opposite of the previous

night's contest The Bruins were
able to scratch out a run in the Hrst

inning and then hand the rest over
to the pitching staff.

McGuire's single in the first

plated the game's only run. UCLA
sUiiggled at the plate, getting only

six hits and leaving ten runners on
base.

However, Bruin hurlers were
just as airtight. Adam Schulhofer

(1-0) led a parade of four UCLA
pitchers who shut down the Rain-

bows. Schulhofer was effectively

wild, walking seven, but yielding

only two hits in a little more than

five innings of work. In addition,

Schulhofer hit two Hawaii batters.

closed out the game to pick up his

second save of the season. Solle-

cito was helped out by a crucial

double play in the bottom of the

eighth that stifled a potential

Rainbow rally.

In all the UCLA middle infieki

combination of shortstop Adam
Melhuse and second baseman
Robert Hinds turned four double

plays.

"Our pitchers were walking

some people,** Adams said. **They

made clutch pitches when they had

to and were able to keep the ball

down. Our inflelders were able to

turn some clutch double plays.**

A pinch-hit home run in the

seventh inning of Sunday*s contest

proved to be the winner for

Hawaii, as the Rainbows took the

final game of the series, 6-5.

Bruin starter Pete Janicki had
carried a 5-2 lead into the seventh

until the Rainbows four run upris-

ing. Janicki (1-1) picked up his

first loss of the year after winning
the Bruins season opener last

Tuesday against Cal State Fuller-

ton.

"Pete was pitching real well and
then all of the sudden they got hot
The home run they hit was on a
low-inside pitch,*' Adams said.

UCLA had built their lead on the

sU^ngth of a Schwenke solo homer
and a two run single in the fifth by
Melhuse. Centerfielder John Myr-
low,^ making his first start of the:

Relievers Jim Bonds and Tim
Kubinski were able to stifle

Hawaii until the eighth inning.

Kubinski was particularly effec-

tive, allowing only one hit and one
walk in his two innings of work.

Bruin stopper Gabe Sollecito

season also rapped out two hits and
scored twice.

The Bruins will now travel to

Santa Barbara Wednesday to face

UCSB. UCLA kicks off their

home season Friday against Cal

State Dominguez Hills.
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Women's
sweeps in 'Zona
By Heather Dully

DailYJiruin Staff

It was the second weekend
sweep in a row for the UCLA
women's basketball team, as it

stined up things in the desert and
brought home two wins over
Arizona State, 88-72, and Arizona,

97-63.

With a four-game win streak,

the Bruins are now 13-6 overall,

and 6-3 in Pac-10 play. UCLA
head coach Billie Moore said that

this weekend's wins had positive

effects on the team's standing in

the conference.

*This was an important roadtrip

for us. Beating Arizona State and
Arizona moved us into the top part

of the conference. As a team, we
believe that to be successful, you
must win on the road. Winning on
someone's home floor is very
difficult in this conference,"
^oorc said

State.

Thursday night's game at Arizo-

na State began with a contest of

defenses, as each team forced and
committed numerous turnovers.

UCLA had 16 turnovers to the Sun
DevUs' 19.

Arizona State had trouble land-

ing shots firom the floor, ending the

half with a 37.1 field-goal percen-

tage and an eight-point deficit,

39-31.

Returning for the second half,

the Sun Devils shrank the UCLA
lead to four points in the first

minute, but that was the closest

they would come. Bruin Natalie

Williams posed a formidable pre-

sence under the basket helped

UCLA utihze its transition game,
pulling down . 44 ^^ict 48
rebounds in the second half alone.

Shooting problems continued to

plague the Sun Devils in the

second half, as their field-goal

Bruin point guard Nicole
Anderson returned to play in both
games after being sidelined with a

sprained ankle in the Jan. 31
Washington game. Center Lynn
Kamrath did not play at aU this past

weekend after hyperexiending her
right knee against Washington

TJencentage dropped to 28.3 per-

cenL The Bruins extended their

lead for the duration of the game
and won, 88-72.

Senior Rehema Stephens led the

Bruin assault on the basket, with

26 points. Aside from tying her

See W.HOOPS, page 27

SUZANNE STATES/Ddly Bruin

Senior Rehema Stevens led the assault on the Arizona teams
this weekend, scoring 26 points against the Sun Devils.

Ceniza falls in quarterfinals
By Michael Klein

Dally Bruin Staff

Mamie Ceniza made a come-
back of softs at the Rolex National

Indoor Intercollegiate Tennis
Championships this past weekend.
The Bruin senior began last

season as the 14th-ranked player in

the nation, but after a shoulder

injury and a subsequent disap-

pointing season, she ended the

season ranked 48th.

As a result, she was unranked at

the beginning of this year, but that

is expected to change quickly.

Ceniza dispatched Susan Gil-

christ, the No. 9 player in the

nation, before bowing out to tc^-

seeded Lisa Raymond in the

quarterfinals.

Raymond, a Florida freshman,

then cruised through the next two
rounds and captured the tourna-

ment with a 6-3, 6-3 victory over

Harvard*s Erika deLone. Heavily

recruited by UCLA as the top-

ranked junior in the nation last

year, Raymond has yet to lose a
collegiate match.

"I saw her when we were
recruiting her and she was very

impressive. Her one-handed back-

hand and her all-court game make
her a very tough player,** Bruin

assistant coach Susie Keane said.

Ceniza played perhaps her best

match of the season against the

seventh seeded Gilchrist in Pri-

vy's second round. ZZZ"

Gilchrist, a lanky left hander
with a huge serve, was constantly

attacking, chipping and charging

most of Ceniza *s second serves.

Ceniza used an early break and
some booming serves of her own
to take the first set 6-4.

**I served really well and went
into the match mentally prepared.

In terms of percentage, this was

"Before I even had a

feeling for the match, I

had my serve broken

twice and was down 3'0."

Mamie Ceniza

her before we walked out onto the

court I walked out wondering

because everyone had been telling

me how good she was,** Ceniza

said.

The Bruin was obviously
affected by all the hype surround-

ing Raymond as she lost the first

twelve points of the match.

'Before I even had a feeling for

the match, I had my serve broken

twice and was down 3-0,** Ceniza

said.

Shaking off the early jitters,

Ceniza then got one of the breaks

back and held her serve to get back
to 3-2. She did not lose her serve

again in the set, but was unable to

recover the second break and lost

the set 6-4.

probably the most first serves I

have made all year,** Ceniza said.

Ceniza*s solid serve and all-

court game held up through much
of the second set She was not

broken imtil she was serving for

the match at 5-4 in the second set

**I just got a Uttle uptight 1

became anxious and ready to get it

over with,** Ceniza said.

Ceniza" regained her concentra-

tion quickly, though, and broke

Gilchrist in the very next game. «•

This time, she held serve and
captured tlie match 6-4, 7-5.

Ceniza then had only a few
hours to rest before taking on
Raymond in the featured quarterfi-

nal match of the afternoon.

"I had never seen her play or met

—

"

I didirt serve as well as In the

first match. My timing was offjust

a little,** Ceniza said.

The second set belonged to

Raymond. Displaying the unre-

lenting form she has the whole
year, she wore down Ceniza and
took the match 6-4, 6-2. Ceniza

was not that distraught

**I did not have a lot of tough
matches last year playing at num-
ber five. The more tough matches
the better, and I am glad that I

played two tough players in this

tournament** Ceniza said.

Ceniza and the rest of the Bruins

will need some big-match tough-

ness as they will travel to the

hostile Arizona schools this Friday

and Saturday. ^

Cardinal

wins at

Pao-lOs
By Christian Schreiber

The UCLA women's
swimming team caiq)ed a

successful weekend at the

Pac-10 championships,
scoring 1,063.5 points and
winning the battle for second

place at the Belmont Plaza

pool in Long Beach.

First place was a foregone

conclusion with Stanford,

buoyed by its Olympic-
caliber talent, winning by
498.5 points.

The Cardinal won 17 of

the 18 events, eclipsing 16

meet records and two con-

ference marks, and nine

different swimmers took

home a conference champ-
ionship.

Heading those nine was
Jenny Thompson, who left

the meet with seven confer-

ence championships to her

name, one conference record

and a meet record in each of
her victories.

Thompson was hardly

See PAC-10, page 28

Netters
to face

By D.J. Harmeiing
Dally Bruin Staff

The top-ranked UCLA men's
tennis team is scheduled to face the

San Diego State Aztecs today at

1:30 but the match, to be held at the

Los Angeles Tennis Center on
campus, is threatened by the tail

end of the second storm to batter

California in the last week.
By late Monday afternoon the

National Weather Service was
predicting scattered showers for

Tuesday afternoon.

The Aztecs are willing to make
the trip based on that forecast said

head coach Hugh Bream.
It sounds like a 50-50 proposi-

tion,** Bream said. "Based on that

we*ll try to get up there to play.**

Bream sounds dtger to mak^
the trip, he has reason to be. His
Aztecs are 2-0, after defeating

23rd-ranked University of New
Mexico in their last match.
Glenn Bassett in his 26th year

as head coach of the Bruins, also

feels the Aztecs have fielded a
strong team this year.

Both Bassett and Bream quickly

agree in listing depth and doubles

play as the strengths of San Diego
State*s program.

**I feel we*re real strong in the

one through six singles positions,**

Bream said.

The Aztecs are led in singles

play by senior- Joe McDonough,
who was 35-10 in dual match pUy
last year and is 2-0 this year.

In doubles, San Diego State has

a returning All-American in Jeff

Belloli, who pairs in the number
one doubles position with Chris

Numbers. The pair is 11-1 since

teaming in the beginning of the

summer, including a 2-0 dual

match record this year.

As good as his Aztecs are.

Bream is forced to the realization

that his team will be facing the

top-ranked Bruips^

"Beating the 23rd-ranked team
(UNM) is much different from
facing the number one team,-

—

Bream acknowledged.
Indeed it is.

The Bruins (4-1), coming off an
early season defeat at the hands of
seventh-ranked Pepperdine, boast

what is perhaps the deepest singles

lineup in the nation.

Leading the way for UCLA is
'

sixth-ranked Mark Knowles, a
junior who was an All-American
in both singles and doubles in

1991.

Also achieving dual All-Ameri-
ca status for the Bruins in 1991 was
junior Fritz Bissell, who will pair

with Knowles in number one
doubles and compete in either the

two or three spot in singes, Bassett
said.

—

Back from the islands

Head coach Gary Adams and the UCLA
baseball team made a trip to Hawaii over the

weekend, returning with one win and two losses.

See page 31

Tales of Jalewalia
UCLA forward Amy Jalewalia was one of the

best basketball players to ever come out of
Orange County, and she*s now utilizing her
talent for the Bruins.

- . See page 30

Winning siiots

UCLA shotputters boasted top finishes in

their first invitational meet of the year, the

Comhusker Invitational at Nebraska University.

See page 29
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Briefly

Garamencfi talks

about insurance
California Insurance Com-

missioner John Garamendi will

speak today at the UCLA
Medical Center about his prop-

osal for major state health

insurance reform.

The plan aims to replace

employer-provided insurance

benefits with a state-managed

system designed to provide all

California residents with basic

health coverage.

The event is open to all

students and faculty members.
Garamendi will speak at

10:15 a.m. in the NPI Auditor-

ium in the medical center.

Inside

Free testing for

Tay^Sachs gene
Testing for the recessive

A marriage
nfiafio in filiii•^^

gene that causes the fatal Tay-

Sachs disease will take place on

campus today and tomorrow.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Almost as scary

as Milce Spence
Assistant Viewpoint Editor

Dan Saffer talks about a dis-

turbing experience involving

painkillers, a kidney stone and a

red-haired bombshell.

See page 17

Arts & Entertainment

n
Paul Newman stars in "Hud

a film by the husband-and-wife

screenwriting duo Irving

Ravetch and Harriet Frank Jr.

who are the focus of the UCLA
Film and Television Archive's

latest retrospective.

See page 18

Sports

Over tlie liump
With the middle of the season

now past, the Daily Bruin

analyzes the men's basketball

team. Are the Bruins ready for a

Final Four run?

See page 36
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Young, IViECiiA ciasli at meeting
Chancellor expels students

from Chicano studies discussion

By Letisia Marquez
Dally Bruin Staff

University police and Chancel-

lor Charles Young ordered several

Chicano students to leave a Tues-

day meeting in which he and a

handful of Latino professors dis-

cussed a proposal for a Chicano

studies department.

After Young told two MEChA
members they could not partici-

pate in the meeting, they returned

with 13 other members to deliver a

letter supporting the creation of a

department.
"1 don*t go to their house

uninvited, but they come uninvited

(to my events) quite often," said a

disturbed Young after talking to

MEChA members outside the

center.

He had scheduled the meeting to

discuss the review process for a

departmental proposal submitted"

last month by H Chicano/Latino

"Ninety-five percent of

my meetings are not

public meetings. I can

have a meeting with

whomever I choose to

have a meeting with."

Charles Young
UCLA Chancellor

faculty members, he said.

But MEChA members argued

that at least one student represen-

tative should have been able to

attend the meeting because the fate

of Chicano studies directly affects

their education and community.

*The administration is not con-

cerned with how the students and

The community will be affected by

the department," said MEChA

AUDREY

Campus police officer Lt. Sanchez blocks MEChA member Mllo

Alvarez from entering a Chicano studies department proposal

meeting Tuesday In the faculty center.

coordinator Laura Manzano. said they would welcome student

*They still want to keep the participation in the meeting, the

establishment of the department chancellor had the final word,

within the administration,** she several MEChA members said.

added.
—

. -

Although the faculty members

The rain song

Bob Hunt, a fomrier MBA student at UCLA, plays guitar under an angry sky Sunday afternoon at

the Intramural Field while watching his son, who Is also a Bruin, play soccer.

See YOUNG, page 15

Crews work
to restore

power after

days of rain
By Barbara Murphy
Los Angeles Dally News

Slogging through the rain and

seeking cover from lighming, Los
Angeles Department of Water and
Power crews have fought the

elements to restore electricity to

more than 80,000 customers left in

the dark by this week*s storms.

A total of 5 1 repair crews, four

times the normal number, worked
16-hour shifts Monday to deal with

trouble calls received at the down-
town office, said Bill Lewis,

assistant general superintendent of

construction services.

Most of those calls came from

the suburban San Fernando Valley

part of Los Angeles where spot

New uttrasounddevice able to

detect eariy fetal abnormalities
By RoMn Dofi^ —
Dally Bruin Staff

Six weeks after conception, a

human embryo is two millimeters

long, has a one-millimeter pulsat-

ing heart, a minuscule head and a

neural tube that will later form the

spinal cord and the brain.

Physicians can now see these

anatomical structures by inserting

an ultrasound device through the

cervix.
—^

UCLA radiologist Nagesh
Ragavendra recently developed

the device — a hollow tube

containing an ultrasound unit —
for detecting abnormalities at this

early stage of embryonic develop-

ment

"The embryos looked like

dancing shadows.** said James

McMahon, a West Los Angeles

obstetrician who helped test the_

transcervical ultrasound. **It was
very exhilarating to see, consider-

ing no person in the universe has

ever seen it before.**

Previously, physicians could not

clearly view the fetus before 16

weeks of age. So, neural tube

closures that result in paralysis or

brain damage were not detected

until then.

See EiiBRYO, page 14

outages left hundreds of customers

without electricity.

**It*s been scattered," spokes-

man Ed Freudenburg said. "Out-

side of that one large area, the

system (has) held together remark-

ably well.**

Tucsday*s lighter rain allowed

crews to service individual

businesses and homes, which often

have to wait the longest to have

See related stories,

pages 11 arxJ 12.

their power restored, Freudenburg

said.

Lewis said storm-related prob-

lems started Monday at 5 a.m., and
150 workers struggled until 1 a.m.

Tuesday to make repairs. Five

hours later, the crews were back on
the streets, continuing repairs in

often dangerous conditions, Lewis

said.

"Whenever you*re working out-

side and it*s raining, it just

complicates everything,** Lewis

See CREWS, page 14
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UmfefifraifaMite BuslncM Sockty
-•porMoring an oppoftunity to find out about May Department Store* Company
Ackennan Rnvr24lO

1 1-AU\

IHoinen'a Reaouroe Center
CiedJt A Budget Tips for Wxnen
2DoddHaU

Pato Banton

Westwood Plaza

UdA Pre-Medlcal Society

Robert Chertok M.D.

Math Sdenoes 4000A

pnuA
Political Asylum "naining Seminar

PoweO 200E

MM) pin

^:50 |>in

PiUpinoa ibr Community Health

Health Caieera Forum, Part 1: A panel discussion with current students in the

UCLA School of Dentistry and School of Medicine.

Ackerman 3306

(>:()i) pin

Muslim Scudents Aaaociation

New World Order?

Ackerman Union 2nd fkxx kxinge

JSMM) pin
Cultural Afidra
Stanford Prison Experimeot and Expando
Cooperage

UdA Faculty Compoaera
performanoe in Schoenberg HalL

Thursday, Febniafy 13* 1992
noon

Student Hcakh Advlaory Commtatee

Open Forum on Student Health service issues

Ackerman Union 2nd fUxx lounge

lR>aicn'a Beaouroe Center
When No is Not Eruxigh

2DoddHaU
(»:()(> pin

African Americana In Communication*

African American Wbmen in Media Night

Bieber Hall Fireside Lounge

Camp«is Events

•Short Takes"

Ackerman Grand Bailroom

UOA Environmental Coalition

Creative ResistarK:e

Cooperage

:<)<) pin

S:<)() pin

Wednesday, February 19, 1992
.S:(M> pin

Gollepe of LettersA Science

Benoit Mandelfrot

Admissk>n Free

RoyceHaU

Thursday, Fdl>ruary 20, 1992

Student Committee §or the Aita
Sarulra Bemhard __
Royce Hall ^—

—

General
Humanities Course Chisler

see ad for Spring 72 duster details
'
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Heakh Counselors
Drug Awarertess Week is coming soon!

Alpha Lambda Delia

Eyeglass Drive through February 27, Donate your glassesi

Student Welfare Commission
AIDS Awareness WcA
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Commentary

The problems facir^

today's police force
YOU have to wonder,

watching the videotape of

four police officers beat-

ing Rodney King for an audience

of their peers, how the injuries

would have later been explained.

Would King's broken leg,

smashed teeth and fractured skull

have been put down to a slip-and-

fall in a holding pen, a fracas with

other prisoners or an unsuccessful

attempt to flail his way out of the

back seat of the patrol car? No
matter. An amateur cameraman
captured in grainy detail the kicks

and the nightstick blows. E)efense

lawyers for the cops, whose trial

began last week in Los Angeles,

say that they will prove that what
hai^ned immediately before the

camera opened its unforgiving eye
justified the beating.

From what Tve seen, this would
be possible only if Rodney King
had been 10 Rodney Kings, each

armed with an Uzi.

Police officers in America today

have two enormous problems. The
fu^t is that they face a level of

violent crime so overwhelming, so

terrifying, so dangerous that in

some city precincts it would not be
surprising if adrenaline had perma-

supplamed the hlnnd ia.

their veins.

But the second is that there is

widespread belief that the police

response to that crisis has been not

beaer training or new techniques,

but an unparalleled use of that

oldest of all maneuvers — brute

force. .

Anna
Quindlen
surveyed believed police brutality

was common in most or some
communities. The same poll

showed that 53 percent felt police

were more likely to use force with

black or Hispanic suspects.

Several years ago a man named
Larry Davis was acquitted of

attempted murder. Wanted for the

executions of not one but four rival

drug dealers, Davis shot six police

officers in a showdown in a Bronx

tenement But a jury bought the

loony defense that he was a kind of

wrong-side-of-the-badge Serpico

who was set up for execution by

corrupt cops.

Faced with a serious bad guy, a

bunch of ordinary people accepted

that the cops mi^t be even worse.

At the trial of Gary Spath, the

Teaneck, N.J., police officer

acquitted of manslaughter, the

prosecutor summed up by stress-

ing the age of the 16-year-old

shooting victim, Phillip Pannell,

adding: -We*rc talking about the.

A poll taken last year showed
that nearly 60 percent of those

streets of Teaneck. We're not

talking about Fort Apache in the

Bronx."

He seemed never to have con-

sidered that Foit Apache is just

over the bridge from New Jersey or

that 16-year-olds are criminals as

well as kids in many communities.

See POLICE, page 13
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Tay-8achs disease
can affect all races
Free testing for recessive gene

is currently available on campus

By Heather Sklnazi

Dally Bruin Staff *

Many people think the fatal Tay-Sachs disease only affects Jews, but

VCLA linguistics professor Pam Munro and her husband know
otherwise.

Although neither has any Jewish ancestry, their son Alex was bom
with the disease. And today, Pam Munro said she wishes she had been

tested for the presence of the Tay-Sachs gene.

"We really love Alex so much but I do wish he had never been bom,"

she said. "He is not living a happy life . . . he is completely retarded,

blind, paralyzed and is fed by a tube.**

Because other members of the UCLA community may also

unknowingly pass the Tay-Sachs gene to their children, free testing is

currently available on campus.

A nurse will take blood samples in Ackerman today and Thursday and

in Sproul and Rieber halls during the evenings.

Tay-Sachs is a recessive genetic disease that affects children who
inherit a mutant gene firom each of their parents. But both parents are

healthy individuals because they carry only one mutant gene.

If people test positive for the presence of the Tay-Sachs gene, they can

ensure that their mate tests negative before deciding to have children.

There is only a 25 percent chance that offspring of parents who carry

the gene will be bom with Tay-Sachs.

See TAY-SACHS, page 13

Facts AboutTay-Sachs Disease

Tay-Sachs is a rare genetic disease caused l>y a.

recessive mutant gene. The chances ofT
Tay-Sachs baby being bom are 1 in 4 if both
parents are carriers of the recessive gene.
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TAY-SACHS

Symptoms of Tay-Sachs Disease:
• Symptoms begin at 4-8 months.

• Pro9ressive loss of developmental

achievement and subsequent

deterioration.

• Blindness.

• Seizures

• Progressive unresponsiveness to

parents and environment.

• Fatal by 3-5 years of age.

• No available therapy.

SOURCE: California Tay-Sachs Disease Prevention Program

Reading rainbow

AUDREY LEE

Oblivious to the rain under the protection of her umbrella, Marchand Veronique reads a book

near the Men's Gym on Monday.
, ^

Grad students discuss sexual harassment
By Reglna Ravetti

Dally Bruin Staff

In light of the recent focus on

sexual harassment, a UCLA gra-

duQte student task force met

Monday night to discuss possible

reforms in the university's policy.

**We need to look at it from the

graduate student perspective and

what issues we face,** said David

Lee, task group member and

president of the Graduate Students

Association.

Because of their close working

relationships with faculty mem-
bers, graduate students are espe-

cially prone to sexual harassment,

said Karol Dean, task group chair.

The nature of these relationships

three men and two women —
agreed to review all the University

of California campus policies

regarding sexual harassment as

well as UCLA*s own policy.

**We*re inierestf.d in finding nut

sometimes makes students more

vulnerable, Lee said. "Especially

when you*re in an advisee/adviser

relationship, the progress toward

your degree is very much depen-

dent on the approval and support of

your adviser and other faculty.**

The task force — composed of

if there are other ways to do things

that we do here— sort of a source

for us for ideas for potential

recommendation,*' Dean~ said.

The task force, which will meet

again on Feb. 24, also plans to gain

information from UCLA graduate

students who have gone through

the university *s procedure for

information and counseling about

sexual harassment complaints.

The task group will solicit input

from the students through The

Bruin and the graduate student

"Especially when you're

in an advisee/adviser

relationship, the

progress toward your

degree is very much
''newspaper. The information will

be stricUy confidential.

By listening to students* experi-

ences with UCLA procedure, the

task force says it hopes to thor-

oughly examine the effectiveness

See HARASSMENT, page 12

dependent on the

approval and support of

your adviser."

David Lee
Graduate President

Community elegizes Aiex Haley
Author of *Roots* Remained true

to his vocation' throughout life

Ttea «1 NatK>n«l BMtt*n«('

m* l»«t MIfWi Acc»«im»fl Book ol 0«i I«m«
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By Letlsia Marquez
Daily Bruin Staff

America has lost one of its finest

storytellers with the death of Alex

Haley, the Pulitzer Prize-winning

author of "Roots** and *The Auto-

biography of Malcolm X,** some
members of the UCLA community
said.

Haley who died Monday of

cardiac arrest in Seattle is remem-

bcred not only for his poigiant

historical accounts of African-

American slavery and political

activism but also for his altruistic

personality.

**He wore his accomplishments
with great dignity,** said Robert
Hill, an African-American history

professor. "He never allowed
America to corrupt him, and he

remained true to his vocation as a

writer.**

While most people who achieve

celebrity status use their fame to

gamer more wealth, Haley never

used his fame to exploit others,

Hill said.

"He managed to be both suc-

cessful and stay in touch with

reality.**

Haley's noveV "Roots,** a story

of an African family's life in

America, diminished America's

romanticized view of slavery as a

patriarchal society, said Brenda

Stevenson, a history professor who
specializes in African-American

slavery and 19th-century America.

"A lot of people used to think

that slavery was not a harsh

See NALEY, page 12
Alex Haley's two nr>ost famous works are "Roots: The Sage of an

American Family" and "The Autobiography of Malcolm X/

H-
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POW investigatofs

leave for Moscow
WASHINGTON — Leaders of the

Senate committee investigating the cases

of Americans still missing from the

Viemam War are to leave for Moscow on

Wednesday to speak to Russian officials

about reports that American prisoners

were interrogated by Soviet agents in

Indochina.

Sen. John F. Kerry, D-Mass., chairman

of the Senate Select Committee on POW-
MIA Affairs, and Bob Smith, R-N.H.,

committee vice chairman, have "names of

people to talk to and places to look in the

files,** said Deborah DeYoung, spokes-

woman for the committee.

In an interview Tuesday, Ms. DeYoung
said the senators hoped to meet President

Boris N. Yeltsin and Foreign Ministty

officials before visiting the headquarters

of army intelligence and the former KGB.
They are taking with them the names of

contacts supplied by a former KGB
general, Oleg D. Kalugin.

Spacecraft finds

change en Jupiter

The Ulysses spacecraft, traversing the

region of space dominated by Jupiter's

magnetic field, has found marked differ-^

ences in the turbulent environment th(

since the last spacecraft visit 12 years ago.

Scientists reported Tuesday that Ulys-

ses had discovered that the planet's region

of magnetic influence, or magnetosphere,

pulsates in and out and now is almost

twice as extensive as it was when two

Voyager spacecraft surveyed the region in

1979 and 1980.

Bush responds to
Buchanan's challenge

WASHINGTON — In a sign of

lingering concern over Pat Buchanan's

presidential challenge, President Bush's

announcement of his candidacy on Wed-
nesday will kick off a sharply accelerated

New Hampshire campaign in which the

Bush camp has added events and laid

plans for an attack on Buchanan if it

proves necessary.

Initially hoping to reduce the impor-

tance of Buchanan by ignoring him, the

Bush organization had planned to keep the

president's visits to the state to a

minimum and to rely primarily on

surrogate campaigners, like his wife,

Barbara, as well as television advertise-

ments and interviews.

But opinion polls showing that Bush

enjoyed a surge in popularity after his last

visit on Jan. 15, and then slumped again

during his absence.

Bush calls for end
chemical production

WASHINGTON— In response to new
evidence that the Earth's attnospheric

ozone shield may be weakening over parts

of the United States, President Bush

directed American manufacturers to end

virtually all production of the chemicals

that destroy ozone by Dec. 31, 1995:

The policy, authorized under a provi-

sion of the 1990 Clean Air Act, takes

effect immediately. Last Friday the Bush

administration reversed previous opposi-

tion to such a plan and backed a Senate

proposal to phase out the production of the

chemicals as soon as possible, rather than

by 2000.

Columbia Students
take over building

NEW YORK — In a day that hinted

briefly at the turmoil of the 1960s,

students at Columbia University block-

aded doors to the administration building

for two hours on Tuesday, forcing

professors to remain inside, then scaled a

wall and occupied an offlce to protest a

plan to limit flnancial aid to needy

students.

There were scuffles, broken doors and

claims that campus security personnel

used excessive force. And there was
chanting: "Keep flnancial aid; remember
the promise you made!"

But unlike the days of confrontation in

1968 when helmeted police officers were

called on campus to retake occupied

buildings, there were no arrests and the

administration promised not to take

disciplinary action.

Innocent verdict for

police officer in NJ.

HACKENSACK, NJ.— Gary Spath, a

white police officer from Teaneck, was

acquitted Tuesday night of manslaughter

in the fatal shooting of Phillip Pannell, a

black teen-ager, in April 1990.

An all-white jury of 10 men and two

women deliberated for about eight-and-

a-half hours.

As soon as the foreman, George

=Mayertiaieer, aimoraiced it, S^i^^ siip=

State

Legislature plans

'altemative' schools

SACRAMENTO — The cl\gdrmen of

the California Legislature's two educa-

tion committees proposed a radical

overhaul of public eduction to allow

parents and teachers to establish aftema-

tive "charter schools" within the public

school system.

The proposals by state Senator Gary

Hart, D-Santa Barbara, and Assemblywo-

man Delaine Eastin, D-Union City,

provide a public school choice alternative

to a controversial school voucher initia-

tive bein^ circulated for the November

ballot.

porters in the small courtroom erupted in

wild applause.

As they were cheering, the dead

youth's aunt. Dale Monroe, jumped from

her front-row seat and pointed a finger

angrily at the jury. **No way!" she

shouted. *'My sister has suffered for two
years. No way!"

Top Ten

Top 10 more reasons why midterms are

better than sex:

10. You ever heard of study groups for

sex?

9. Most professors don't care if you use

a large blue book or a small one.

8. You can sit near your friends during a

midterm.

7. Midterms last at least one hour.

6. Practicing safe midterm is as easy as

bringing an extra pen.

5. All those hours of studyingpay offon

midterms.

4. You can count on at least one

-Hudteim per quaxten:

3. If you suddenly sneeze during a

midterm, it's just not that embarrassing.

2. Daily Bruin employees have been

known to take midterms.

1. Like we're buying any of this.

Compiled from Bruin wire services and

staff ingenuity
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contact against her will?
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an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
12M-lMp.tn. IDoddHall 206-8240

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

To UCLA Students. Alumni, and Faculty
with this ad

• Sv;atch v/atches 20% off

• Engagement rings from $75
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L.A.'s Most Respected & Popular Jewelry Store'
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IS JUST AROUND
Why wait until May to set your post-graduate career goals? Spring to action

now with the company that's committed to your career success.

The May Department Stores Company.

As one of the premier retailers in the country, we invite ALL COLLEGE
MAJORS to apply for one of the retail industry's top professional

opportunitiesf

We offer careers both in MERCHANDISING AND FINANCE for graduating

seniors with a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree.

ipetitiv( provide

outstanding benefits.

Don^wait until May to start thinking about your career. Join the company

that's committed to yojur success... The May Department Stores Company.
^

' - .

Interested candidates are encouraged to drop by and explore the opportunities.

Representatives will be on the UCLA campus:

February 12^1992
10-3 pm
Ackerman Union

Room ^2410
p^

Dress casually and bring your resume

Refreshments provided

ROBINSON'S and MAY CO. of CAUFORNIA
Divisions of The May Department Stores Company

Equal Opportunity Employer MF UBS is sfXDnsored by AGSM
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Giris have unequal chances in
By Susan Chira

The New York Times

School is still a place of unequal

opportunity, where girls face discrimination

from teachers, textbooks, tests and their

male classmates, according to a report being

released Wednesday that examines virtually

all major studies on girls and education.

Girls and boys start school roughly equal

in skills and confidence, but girls trail by the

end of high school, said the study. "How
Schools Shortchange Women: The AAUW
Report,** commissioned by the American

Association of University Women Educa-

tion Foundation.

*This latest report presents the truth

behind another myth— that boys and girls

receive equal education,** said Alice

McKee, president of theAAUW Education-

al Foundation, in the report's foreword.

*The wealth of statistical evidence must

convince even the most skeptical thai

gender bias in our schools is shortchanging

girls — and compromising our country.**

F6r the report, researchers at the Welle-

sley College Center for Research on

Women examined more than 1,000 publi-

cations about girls and education, including

hundreds of research studies. From the

material, most of it from the 1980s, the

researchers concluded that*

— Teachers pay less attention to girls

than boys. ^— Girls still lag in mathematics and

science scores, and even those who do well

in those subjects tend not to choose math

and science careers.

— Reports of sexual harassment of girls

by their male classmates is increasing.

— Some tests remain biased against girls,

hurting their chances of scholarships and

getting into collie.
— School textbooks still ignore or

stereotype women, and girls learn almost

nothing in school about many of their most

pressing problems, such as sexual abuse,

discrimination, and dq)ression.

•This is truly a wake-up call to the

nation *s education and policy leaders,

parents, administrators and guidance

counselors that unless we pay attention to

girls* needs today, we will find out 15 years

from now that there is still a glass Ceiling,**

said Anne Bryant, executive director of the

association. The report addressed the

experiences of girls in public schools from

fx^school through high school.

The report does acknowledge that girls

generally get better grades than boys, but it

argues that when all their school experi-

ences arc examined, girls are still short-

changed.

And the U.S. Department of Education

says that 61.6 percent of the girls who
graduated from high school in 1989 were

enrolled in college that fall« as against 57.6

percent of the boys.

The report makes 40 recommendations,

including training teachers and changing

teaching methods to meet girls* needs,

encouraging girls in mathematics and

science, toughening school polk:ies against

sexual harassment and placing girls* prob-

lems on the agenda of education reformers.

While the individual research programs

that the report synthesized have been

published previously, together they paint a

damning picture of girls* lives in school.

ARE YOU WORMEDHOUT YOUR

HEALin tAKE

I

=fSHAt/ibory C
presents

OPEN FORUM ON STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE ISSUES
Thursday, February 13, 1992 • 12-2 p.m.

Ackerman Union 2nd Floor Lounge

TOPICS WILL INCLUDE:
The Student Medical Insurance Plan

Student Health Service Budget Challenges

General Questions & Concerns

1991-92 SHAC Members
Undergraduates;

Carol Darwish

Renat Engel

Denia Marquez
Pantea Sharifi (Alt.)

'

Guest Presenters:

Edward Wiesmeler. MD Carol Otis, MD
Assistant Vice Chancellor,

Student Development

Taz Varkey

Graduates:

BethSu
Sandra Boyd

David D. Lee

Joe LaVallee

and Health

Albert Setton—Deputy Assistant Vice

Chancellor

Student Development
and Health

JoAnn Dawson, MD
Acting Director

SHS Primary Care

Acting Director,

SHS Specialty Clinics

Michelle Pearson

_ Acting Director,

- SHS AnciiJary Service

Linda Amicarelli

SHS Insurance Coordinator

Amy Goldner, MS
Supervisor

SHS Social Services and

Community Relations

STUDENTS: This is your cliance to raise lieaitii

questions and express your opinions!!!

Sponsored by the Undergraduate Students Association Council, Graduate Students Association

and Student Health Service

Door Prizes including FTFT Clinic passes will be given away!!!
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The Student Welfare Commission's AIDS Awareness Project presents...

swc
STUDSNT WSLfARM |

COMMISSION

Featuring FREE condoms everyday (10-2) on Bruin Walk!

WEDNESDAY

10 tables full of sexual health info from

condom§ to AIDS Awareness

Westwood Pla2a 10am-2pm
plus a special noon concert!

"ATOS and You:

The College Student"
A workshop discussion with Doctor Dawson

of UCLA's Student Health

SAFER
SEX
Just
do
it.

Look for

CONDOM
MAN
on Bruin

Walk...

Ackerman 3508 llam-12pm

Safer Sex
Ackerman 3525 lpm-2pm

the PHC
CONTRACEPTION INFOUNE

Answering any questions concerning

contraceptives and their use

IZi:~ZZII(3lO) 206-3819 6pm-8pm ^HZT—-

THURSDAY
the 2nd

Contraeeption [amiKall

Westwood Plaza llam-lpm

*'The Sexuality Game Show!"
—AT" -^ ^t-—

.

^ — ^

'————

:

—
'
—

Sproul Hall 3 South 6:30pm

Peers Educating Peers:

"USTEN"
A 21-year old HIV+ tells his story

Kerckhoff400 12pm-Tpm

the PHC
CONTRACEPTION

INFOUNE
(310) 206-3819

6-8pm

CONDOMGRAMS
IN THE HALLS ONLY

75 cents each

Rieber Hall Lobby— 4:30-7:30pm ^

Melnitz Movies presents:

"Love Story"

and
''The Way We Were"

Free! Melnttz Theater Spm

FRIDAY:

the TAIiSMEN
concert band

KerckhoffCoffee House 8pm

paid for by USAC

TWO SPEAKERS ON SEXUAL HEALTH
ISSUES ON GENDER:

One speaker from the Men's Health Qinic

and one from Women's Health ...

Ackerman 2412 llam-12pm

BLACK and LATINO AIDS PROJECT
AIDS and HIV in communities of color

Ackerman 2412 12pm-lpm

Next week watch for the Prophalactic Fashion Show!
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Lawmakers resist Pentagon's military budget cuts
By Eric Schmitt

The New York Times

WASHINGTON — The mili-

tary threat from what was once the

Soviet Union has all but vanished.

The Pentagon has grudgingly

pointed its spending plans down-

ward. Opinion polls show strong

popular support for diverting mili-

tary dollars to domestic programs.

''The question now is whether

Congress will accept the change.

Or more precisely, whether a

handful of lawmakers, following a

familiar political script, can block

proposed cuts in the Pentagon

budget favored by most of their

colleagues to protect particular

districts and states from threatened

economic losses.

The outcome will not be clear

until final bargaining over the

Pentagon budget is completed in

the fall. But there are already

several signs that some lawmakers

hope to restore money for weapons

made in their districts — and that

they face a harder sell than in past

years.

Rep. Pete Geren is mustering

labor unions and civic groups to

save the F-16 fighter jet program

that employs 16,000 General

Dynamics workers in his district in

Fort Worth, Texas.

Sen. Christopher J. I>odd, D-

Conn., is enhsting support from

influential colleagues who control

the military's checkbook to spare

the cancelled Seawolf submarine,

assembled by Electric Boat in

Groton, Conn.

Rep. Thomas J. Downey is

rallying the powerful New York
congressional delegation to sal-

vage financing for the Grumman

Corp.'s F-14 fighter plane that the

Navy has stopped.

But there are early indications

that some of the old strategies

might not work this year. Law-
makers say their lobbying tactics

are not budging colleagues who
are eager to cash in on the Soviet

Union's demise.

**No, it can't be business as

usual,'* said Downey.

A PiRPICT DATI ISs

D "Helter Skelter"
(An oxiiibition at MOC'A at the IVinp«rar> ( lontrmfxirary

)

n Untitled Romance
(An artwork by Tony Bcrlant atMCX'A at Caliiurnia Plaza )

n Affordable on your
weekly allowance

O All ofthe above at

MOCAs Valentine

Celebration

CAtt TODAYi ai3/»a»^828 IllAM - SPMl

c

The Museum ofContemporary Art. One Museum. Two Buildings.

MOCA at California Plaza • 250 South Grand Avenue

MOCA at the Temporary Contemporary • 1 52 North Central Avenue

COME
HEAR:

CAUF. INSURANCE COMMISSIONER

JOHN GARAMENDI
PROPOSE A MAJOR REFORM OF

HEALTH INSURANCE IN CAUFORNIA

IN A SPEECH TO ALL STUDENTSAND
FACULTY

_JffEDNESDAY, FEB, 12, 1992
10:15 AM

—UCIA MEDICAL CENTER
^^

NPI AUDITORIUM
720 WESTWOOD PIAZA

Acapulco's

Two-Foi^e

<oinboDe#

;. ' ,' " -' -

'
•> .

af 11 i^MMHtfilMlor comblnAtiMKi mm! mI

iMstrmIw iteotalclr frtcl

o:

7,

Mexican Restaurant& Cantina

8360 W. Manditster Avt.
889-4031

3360 OOMn NHc Btvd.

450-8665

1109GlcndonAv«.
808-3884

^
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AIDS infections put at 10 million worldwide
By Jeff Netmith
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON— At least 10

million people, neariy two-thirds

ofthem in Africa, are infected with

the AIDS virus, the World Health

Organization (WHO) said Wed-
nesday.

The figure represents an

increase of one million cases since

the group*s last report on the AIDS

pandemic was issued last April.

By the end of the 1990s. WHO
expects the worldwide number of

ADDS infections to range between

30 and 40 million, said Michael H.

Merson, director of the organiza-

tion's global AIDS program. In

other words, WHO expects the

number of AIDS infections to at

best triple, or at worst quadruple in

the next eight years.

I>r. Merson said developing

countries account for more than 90
percent of new infections since

April.

One-tenth of the new infections

are in children who were bom to

HIV-infected mothers, according

to the WHO report

By region, here is how WHO
estimates the extent of the AIDS
pandemic:
— United States and Canada, 1

million cases.

— Latin America and the

Caribbean, more than 1 million.

— Western Europe. 500.000.
— North Africa and the Middle

East, 50.000.

— South and Southeast Asia,

more than 1 million.

^ Sub-saharan Africa. 6.5

milliorir— ^
— Australasia, 30,000.

— Eastern Europe and the

former Soviet Union, 20,000.

WHO expects the

number ofAIDS
infections to at best

triple or at worst

quadruple.

— East Asia and Pacific,

20,000.

W

Fast and Free Delivery

207-59 • II
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lowfat cheese availible upon request

If You dont have the numbers,

You WONT Get the letters.

EDUCATIONU GROUP

11SI9 IVilshire Blvd.* Suite 205 • LA. 90025 • 213-312-4900

Weil Make Sure You Make It.

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour
express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the

essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need.

Convenient parking, too! So, ifJt's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in

to the Village's fast and friendpliarket, and find whatever
you need—whenever you need it.

d*
Village
xpressmart

Always Open at the corner of Gayley & Le Conte

FOODSTORE
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

IStanlfey HrKiapfan Educational CenterO^
NEW DowntdWn Los Angeles Center!

ARCO Plaza 505 S. Flower. Level C
All Kaplan Courses discounted S75.()0 in So. Call

Ciiaiu! Opening CVIcbralion-Fcbruary 19, 199l2

4:00 PM - 7:00 PM

I ri:p: si:minaks imp: p:n iikp: whi:k!

Law Sc liool, MBA I'ro^iiaius, (iradiiato Protnams

Mcilical School, LSAl . eiMA 1\ CiRE. MCA 1

IVrsoiKil Stalcinciils, Application F'loccss and Moid

I
Enroll at one of our seminars in ARCO Plaza

Or Attend Our Grand Opening Celebration

And Receive A $ 100,00 Discount

J

On The Program Of Your Choice!

CALL
1-800-KAP-TEST
For seminar dates and times!

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

These discounts tisted above will be valid until 2/29/92. Discounts valid on Initial

enrolfe^er^ts 00ly> P^C0uni$ not valid with any other discount. One discount per person.

/
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DffougM continues despite tonentiai rainfall
By Barbara Murphy
Los Angeles Daily News

Torrential rains that have

soaked Southern California this

week will have little impact on the

six-year drought, officials said
^ "While we've had a cloudburst

here. it*s not affecting the overall

(water retention and delivery)

system/' said Jerry Gewe, engi-

neer of water resources for the IjOS

Angeles Department of Water and

Power.

State officials, who oversee

much of the water that makes its

way to Los Angeles County, said

Tuesday that Sic rainfall would

help— but do little to alleviate the

drought

The storm system that hit

Southern California brought only

limited snowfall to the Sierra

Nevada— whose snowpack forms

that backbone for the state's water

system.

State officials said the snow-

pack has grown by 3/4 inches in

February but is still only 55

percent of normal levels.

Rain in Southern California is

"nothing major that we can yell

and scream and dance in the street

about, but every little bit helps."

said George Deatherage, staff

engineer for the state Drought

Information Center in Sacramento,

Cahf.

Althoughi the water that has

fallen this month will improve

ground-water levels, much of it

will run off to the ocean because

there is no way to capture it and

clean it for public consumption,

Gewe said.

Bob Gomperz, a spokesman for

the Metropolitan Water District of

Southern California, said since

most of the water used in Los
Angeles comes from Northern

California, that is where the rain

needs to fall.

Underscoring the continued

water crisis, the MWD's board of

directors Tuesday authorized the

purchase of up to 200,000 acre-

feet of emergency supplies from a

state drought water bank.

An acre-foot of water is about

325,851 gallons and provides the

needs of two average-size families

in and around their homes for a

year.

mam uusing

AND RAP SESSION

Bean Bag Factory
WHOLESALE PRICES TO BRUIN SHOPPERS

Sm.. Med., & Lg.

Bean Bags

$9.95, $14.95.

& $24.95

Hours:
Mon.-Thur. 10-6

Fri. 10-4

Sat. closed

Sun. 11-4:30

Sink Into Your Favorite Chair

Bean Bags • Futons • Pillows
Special Discount

I Angeles

«

SANDRA
BERN HARD

One Performance Only/

THURSDAY, FEB. 20 AT 8 PM
ROYCE HALL, UCLA

TICKETS: $24, $22

Tickets/Information

CALL (310) 825-9261

333
*»<Uk (TUMNT
COMMITTII
'•• TNI Min

^
MAY CX)MPANY & MUSIC PLUS
(t1 9) 4«a-3232 • (71 4) 740-1000

a festival of Student films

TOMORROW IN AGB • 7 PM

— featuring —

—

"FRANKENWEENIE"

by

TIM BURTON

Director of

Beetlejuice

and ---

Batman

GIVEAWAYS courtesy of HEADLINES!

PAID FOR BY USAC Village photo

Hood renews debate
over riverbed proposal• II

By Patrick McQreevy
Los Angeles Daily News

The rain storm that caused the

Los Angeles Rive^ to flood the

Sepulveda Dam Basin renewed

debate over a proposal to allow

cars to use the channel for rush-

hour commutes.
City Councilman Nfichael Woo

and Lewis MacAdams, founder of

Friends of the L.A. River, held a

news conference Tuesday to call

for the idea to be scrapped.

"All I can say today is thank

God we haven *t turned the L.A.

River into a freeway because, ifwe
had, those motorists would have

been in a lot of trouble,*' Woo said.

The storm hit the area Monday.
Assemblyman Richard Katz,

D-Panorama City, originally prop-

osed three years ago that a fair-

weather freeway be developed

along the riverbed to help solve the

city's traffic congestion problem.

Katz noted that seven months

ago he agreed to support the study

of an alternative plan that would
build an elevated freeway over the

river between suburban North

Hollywood and downtown Los
Angeles.

The Los Angeles County Trans-

portation Commission is studying

the feasibility of the proposals.

^ Both Katz and Woo are explor-

ing the possibility of running for

mayor next year. Katz criticized

Woo on Tuesday for the timing of

his attack on the river-freeway

idea.

"At a time when we're pulling

people (flood victims) out of trees

and off the tops of cars and digging

out of the disaster, it's just unfortu-

nate that people use times like this

for cheap political shots," Katz

said.

*This idea may not be perfect,

but that's why the commission

staff is still studying it," Katz said.

*The Ventura Freeway was also

flooded yesterday, but nobody
suggested we never use it again."

Woo has backed an alternative

plan to restore natural green spaces

along the river.

At Tuesday's City Council

meeting. Councilman Nate Holden

asked Col. Charles Thomas of the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

what would have happened if there

had been a freeway in the riverbed.

"I suspect ifwe got an event like

this, so unexpected, that there

would be great potential for loss of

life," Thomas told the council.

Insurance, towing compani^
flooded with new business
By Russ Brttt

Los Angeles Daily News

Heavy demand for repair ser-

vices, wet weather gear and insur-

ance claims left some local

businesses overwhelmed as they

tried to haiidle their own deluge.

Perhaps no business felt the

effects of Monday's storm more
than Keystone Towing in suburban

,Van Nuys, the official police

towing contractor closest to the

Sepulveda Basin flooding.

One of the company's drivers

was stranded as he tried to pull a

police all-terrain vehicle out of the

water and then had to be airiifted to

safety, said manager Ed Arens-

dorf.

At Keystone, the frenzy con-

tinued into Tuesday morning as

Arensdorf worked with those

people waiting to pick up their

cars.

"We're going crazy," Arensdorf

said. "I'm looking at a room full of

people. Every driver I have is out

and every truck I have is out."

The Automobile Club of South-

em California jsported a 96.1

continue throughout the week, as

more storms are forecast.

Retailers received a mixed
blessing from the storm. Despite

high demand for rain-related pro-

ducts, overall business was down.
Kelly Mungary, manager of

Kinney Shoes in the Sherman
Oaks Galleria, said demand for

boots has been up 200 percent, but

overall business is down 50 per-

cent. The Galleria overlooks the

flooded basin area.

"I had a couple of guys coining

in who wanted to buy boots

because they were stranded and

had to hike home," Mungary said.

He added that the store ran out of

men's boots, saying "We weren't

equipped for the rain."

At the Target Store in suburban

Woodland Hills, which had more
than 6 inches of rain on Monday,
consumers snapped up all the

umbrellas, said store manager Jim

Allen.

"We don't have any umbrellas

left to sell," he said.

Insurance claims adjusters

found themselves handling a larger

number of calls for home damage

percent increase in calls for towing

Monday compared with the previ-

ous Monday.
Abram Abrahamian, owner of

Abram's Tow Service in suburban

Sherman Oaks, said that some
apartment building garages
remained inaccessible. High
demand for tow trucks should

than car losses. Albtate Insurance

Co. reported a 30 percent increase

in home claims for the San

Fernando Valley, said Diane Shel-

don, claims development manager.

The lack of high winds has

jwevented heavy damage, but there

still was a substantial number of

claims, Sheldon said.

Ill warning system failed

By Stephanie Brommer
Los Angeles Daily News

When the worst rainstorm in

decades slammed into the subur-

ban San Fernando Valley on

Monday, the National Weather

Service's archaic warning system

failed — none of the agiency's

volunteer spotters phoned in to

report unusual rainfall levels.

As a result, flash flood warnings

were delayed until the surging

waters had overwhelmed low-

lying areas of the valley— leaving

four dozen people stranded on

their cars and in trees in the

Sepulveda Basin.

The lack of communication

between volunteer weather watch-

ers and weather service forecasters

highlights an inherent flaw in the

service's warning system, accord-

ing to officials.

"We weren't aware of any

flooding at the time when it was
occurring. We had to watch TV,"
said Todd Morris, deputy meteor-

ologist in charge of the National

Weather Service's Southern Cali-

fornia forecast office. *Tortunately

no one lost their life."

Morris and other officials said

that the weather service is hand-

icapped by a radar system whose
technology dates back to the 1940s.
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interested in learning

more about druQf use

for a SOURCE PRESENTATION

get ready for DRUG AWARENESS
WEEK... it's coming sooner than

you i<now it! (EIGHTH WEEK!)

sponsored by SHS

presents

Robert Chertok, M^D^

Dean - School ofAdmissions
American Medical School

of the Caribbean

Wednesday, February 12

5:00 p.in.

Math Sciences 4000A

EVERYONE WELCOME!!
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Get Ready for
Graduation!
Graduate with style...don't forget to order your portraits and
graduation announeements. Also available is the UCLA Medallion

Watch, a 14k gold-plated dial featuring a rich three-dimensional

renderingOf the UCLA seal. Order them soon!

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
150 Kcrckhoff Hall • (310) 206-8433 • M-F 8:30-5:30

Enjoy

your
profit§

from

Advertising

in the

DAILY
BRUIIV

825-2161
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How LaurieWta^TTFrom
High EeversTo High Finance.

Laurie McCarthy

77 B.S. Nursing, ^81 M.B.A. Marketing & Finance

Managing Director, Bankers Trust Company

At UCLA, you learn with the best

You mightjay she made a wise

investment.

Going to UCLA, that is. Because

as Laurie's educational and career

goals changed, UCLA was able to

change with her.

As an undergrad, Laurie earned

her B.S. in nursing. After working

two years as a nurse in cardiac

intensive care, she wanted a career

diat would let her take more inde-

pendent initiative. With guidance

from her nursing and campus career

advisors, Laurie enrolled in the-

masters program in Marketing and

Finance.

"UCLA gave me the benefit of

one of the best, affordable graduate

programs— and the financial

support that made it possible," she

says.

Today, she's a managing director

at Bankers Trust Company, negotiate

ing multibillion-doUar business deals.

Laurie's success story is just one of

thousands our alumni have to tell.

UCLA career resources can help

jyou achieve your own success story.

The Career Network program gives

you the opportunity to make contacts

with alumni like Laurie and get a

closer kx)k into the industries of over

1,300 professional alumni. And the

-Placement and Career Planning

Center offers internships and work-

_shops in virtually every aspect of

career development. r ,,

To find out more about your

career possibilities,

call 825'UCLA. And
make an invest-

ment in your

future.
UCLAhmniASSOCIATION

HARASSMENT
From page 3

of university policy.

UCLA's current policy on sex-

ual harassment was written in

November 1990. The university's

defuiition of sexuar harassment

fjdls into two categories. The first

is unwelcome advances and
requests for sexual favors that are

implicitly or explicidy factored

into decisions about grades, prom-

otions or raises.

The second category is the

creation of a hostile environment

by such behavior as sexual jokes or

remarks, unwelcome physical

contact or sextiMly explicit pic-

tures.

Although the group was created

in November partly because of

Anita Hill's allegations of sexual

harassment by Supreme Court

nominee Clarence Thomas, it was
also formed because a similar

university task force was revising

UCLA policy at that time.

The university task force recen-

tly initiated some changes in

campus policy. The 1 1 on-campus

organizations which provide

counseling and information
regarding sexual harassment com-
plaints recently received training

at an orientation to ensure the

quality and quantity ofinformation

and counseling provided.

Another revision^ to the policy is

that the organizations are begin-

ning to record the type and nature_

of coniiplaints and the filer'^s staliisT^

HALEY
From page 3

institution," Stevenson said. "They
also thought that slavery had
erased African-American culture

and family roots."

"Roots," which later became the

first television mini-series, begins

with the arrival of Haley's African

descendants in America and ends

with the death of the author's

father.

Because Haley based much of

Roots" on research about his

ancestors, more Americans also

started to document their families*

past, said Gordon Berry, a UCLA
fHofessor of education and com-
munication studies.

"After *Roots,' there was an

explosion of the whole notion of

going back and looking up one's

ancestry," Berry said. "He brought

this notion into popular view for

everyone to be able to explore."

Haley's *The Autobiography of
Malcolm X" also soarked public

interest in the life m slain l%Os
African-American civil rights

leader, according to other com-
munity members.
"Many people saw Malcolm X

as a *bad man,'" said Cherie

Francis, assistant to the director of

the UCLA Center for Afro-Ameri-
can studies. *They thought his

message was violent, but now
people understand that his mes-
sage was not violent"

By reading Haley's book, peo-

ple can gain a deeper appreciation

of Malcolm X's message of Afri-

can-American solidarity, Francis

said.

"When I read Haley's book a

couple of years ago, I mourned
Malcolm X's loss again," she

added.

And many agree that Haley's

death also brought a loss to the

literary world. At the time of his

death Haley was writing a book
about his childhood experiences in

Tennessee.

"He had so many experiences

and information stored up that will

never be fully realized," said

UCLA senior Victoria Valentine.

**Thc books he wrote were quite

imposing in American history and
culture."

-)
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POUCE
From page 2

Officer Steven McDonald was
wheeled into the trial one day and
reminded everyone of some of
those things. McDonald last

walked in 1986. when a 15-year-

old shot him in the neck in Central

Park.

Just as Pahhen*s family stood

for the victim, for a life truncated,

pain incarnate, so McDonald in his

wheelchair embodied Spath's

defense — that he had a split

second to decide whether he was in

danger.

That split second is what police

officers talk about all the time, the

moment before the peip puUs a

gun, the moment before you decide

whether to fire yours, the nooment

in which mistakes are made, the

moment no one but a cop under-

stands. The problem is that many
of us now believe the split second

is tainted.

A white police officer charged

with shooting a black man is

supposed to walk into the cour-

troom with the presumption of

innocence. Now he also carries the

presumption of prejudice. Only the

police can change that, by policing

themselves as well.

TAY-SACHS
From page 3

But because one in every 27

Jews and one in 15(T non-Jews
carries the recessive gene, every

one should be tested, said Theresa

Mangan, outreach coordinator for

the California Tay-Sachs Preven-

tion Program, which conducts the

testing.

The notion that the mutation

only affects Eastern European

Jews is false, she said.

"In the United States more non-

Jewish babies are bom yearly with

Tay-Sachs," said Mangan, who
added that about 15 non-Jewish

babies are bom with the disease

each year.

But the number ofJewish babies

bom with the disease has dimin-

ished because Jews realize they are

at risk and get tested.

Other people who do not consid-

er themselves at risk fail to take

such precautions. ,

Non-Jews are not routinely

tested, Munro said. "Doctors

simply do not advise it. But the

disease can affect any ethnicity—
African, Asian or Hispanic."

Although doctors told Munro
that her son Alex would live for

two years, he is now one of the

oldest living Tay-Sachs victims at

6*/4 years of age.

Because there is no treatment or

cure for the disease, children bom
with Tay-Sachs die when at about

the age of five.

These children lack the vital

enzyme hexosaminidase, which

breaks down accumulations of

fatty substances in the brain cells.

Without the enzyme, they lack

coordination, develop seizures and

blindness and eventually die after

their central nervous systems

become saturated with the fats.

But couples who leam they are

"at risk" may still have children

through artificial insemination

from a non-carrier or adoption.

Some decide to take the risk and

have theirown biok>gical children,

Mangan said.

If the couple takes the risk to

have a chikl, Mangan recommends
an amniocentesis to detect the

presence of Tay-Sachs at 16 weeks

of pregnancy.

If the test results are positive,

the woman can either have an

abortion or at least prepare herself

for the oncoming trauma, said

Mangan.
.^^

Advertise.

It makes
cents.

Call 825-2161

Pizza
^^

says

You Make The Call... •

Thick or Thin
Crust?

(Your choice, no extra charge)

FREE & FAST DELIVERY
Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken

and mojo potatos Only $10.95
Large pizza, one topping, with a large

antipasto salad Only $9.99
Spaghetti entre & Garlic Bread

Only $2.99
llHGayley

Sun-Thurs 11-1 am; Fri & Sat 1 1 '2am

824-4111 '""•'
L_ J

Shakeqs

Rnuiuani

i an Up aiia oave.

Purchase your UCLA Graduation Ring this

week and save up to $100 on an 18K Gold Ring.

Pair up with aMend and save even more:

Save $100.00 on an 18K Gold ring

ve an ADDITIONAL $30. per ring! (iisoMng total)!

S^ve $50.00 on a 14K GblJlFiHg

PAIR Ui and sUPku iUJDmONAL |20. per ring!
hjgafM>yj#^'W"W'WWP»W8l»B» .

'WMIU » t i llK

;|RT(7IRVED
V^ COLLEGE JEWELRY

The Ring That Rememhers.

Ackerman Union Students' Store 10-5pm
Campus Photo Studio 10-3pm .==^
Graduation Et Cetera 10-3pm
LuValle Commons 10-3pm

I

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
i-LmI Acfctrmtii Unloii/ 825-7711/ M-TH 7:4$-7:$0: F 7:46-6; Sal 10^5; Sm U-S

V

y
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D
Sg«l^^

IBM PC Compatible
Complete 386 VGA System

W/Printer Only $1,235

386SX/25 Mhz
2MB of RAM
40 MB Hard Drive

VGA Color Monitor

1 .2MB Floppy Drive

1.44MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101 Keyboard

Floppy/ Hard Disk Controllor

16 Bit VGA Card
ATIX)Card(2S. IP. 1G)

Minitower or Desktop Case
W/ 230W Power Supply

MS DOS 5.0 W/Manual
Panasonic 1180 Printer

386/ 40 Mhz 64K Cache
•4MB of RAM
• 105 MB Hard Drive

• Super VGA Cokx Monitor

•1.2 MB Fk)ppy Drive

• 1.44mb Fk>ppy Drive >

• Enhanced 101 Keyboard
• Fk>ppy/ Hard Disk Controlbr

•16 Bit 1MB SVGA Card

.ATI/0Card(2S, IP, 1G)
• Minitower or Desktop Case
W/ 230 Power Supply

• MS DOS 5.0 W/Manual
• Panasonk: 1123 Printer

800-888-3013
Call for 286 & 486STR Computers

10002 Pioneer Blvd. Suite 106
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670

TEL:(310) 948-2018

Warranty
•FuH On« Year Parts & Labor
• Ufotlma Tachnlcal Support

Represent Central Americans
Seeking Political Asylum
Get involved before the March deadline!

!

A "law*' background is not necessary

A POLITICALASYLUM
TRAINING SEMINAR

Yom ^:.'ffi even e^.m
•

' O . \\

Speakers include:

Alyssa Simpson, Staff Attorney, CARECEN
Doris Arriaza, Guatemalan Representative, CARECEN

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 12 at 5:00 p.m:
in POWELL 200&T—^—

—

For more info, call the Proyccto dc liimisiranies y Retusiiados Latino Americanos (PIRLA-UCLA) at

X25-7X4.Torcome by IO2 Men's Gym
liiiulccl hy ilK\(\)iiiinuiiiiy Aciiviiics(\)niniiiKv ()rilic Programs Aciiviiics Board

'
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CREWS
From page 1

said.

Work crews trying to restore

power to thp Los Angeles Daily

News had to pull back to avoid

lightning that was striking around

them, Lewis said. Once the light-

ning eased, the crews returned to

work and power was restored, he

said.

A switchman who was sent to

the northeast valley to restore

power to customers there got stuck

in flood waters, requiring a backup
person to be sent from downtown
Los Angeles, Lewis said.

The backup person arrived at the

scene before the flood-stuck

switchnuin, Lewis said.

I^eudenburg said most of the

rq)air work done so far this week

"There's more of a

possibility that, as the

rain continues . . .

water will seep into our

lines and vaults that are

not sealed perfectly."

Ed Roudanbur^
DWP Spokesman

has involved oveihead electrical

lines. As more rain hits, however,

officials expect the problems to go
wderpooii^

'There's more of a possibility

that, as the rain continues . .

.

water will seep into our lines and
vaults that are not sealed perfect-

ly,** Freudenburg said.

Work crews may stay on the job

no longer than 16 hours ata time to

avoid being **walking zombies,**

Lewis said. If heavy rains continue

through the week, special shifts

may be set up where day workers

are sent home at 4 pjn. and ordered
to return at midnight, he said.

EMBRYO
From page 1

*The first 10 weeks is the crucial

stage of an organism's life,**

Ragavendra said. **Everything is

formed by 10 weeks.**
^

The field of embryology, which
is the study of the development of
human life before 10 weeks, may
grow considerably after research-

ers begin to use this device, he
said.

But embryologists will not be

able to use the device for several

years because Ragavendra and
McMahon must first prove its

safety.

Although the device is currently

being used to detect cardiovascular

diseases, the two must show that it

does not interfere with an
embryo's development

Six months ago, Ragavendra
and McMahon first used the device

to view embryos within a group of

pregnant women who had already

decided to have abortions.

No distinctive structures could

be seen in women who were five

weeks pregnant. But the research-

ers could detect fetal parts in

women who had been pregnant for

only a week longer.

*The original aim was a feasi-

bility test to see if we could see the

human embryo with this tech-

nique, and the next stq) is to try

identifying more anatomical
parts,** said Ragavendra, who
added that he will try to detect even
more fetal parts in embryos who
are seven and eight weeks old.

\
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Panel begins
probe ofjudge
in Du sentencing

By Dawn Webber
Los Angeles Daily News

The state Commission on Judi-

cial Performance has begun an

investigation of embattled Los
Angeles Superior Court Judge

Joyce A. Karlin, officials said.

Hie commission, which reviews

complaints against any of the

state's 1,500 judges, said the

investigation relates to complaints

filed in the case of Soon Ja Du, the

Korean grocer convicted in the

fatal shooting of a black teen-ager.

*The commission advises that it

has conducted an initial review and
has commenced an investigation,"

a terse, one-page notice issued by
the commission stated.

Karlin, a former federal prose-

cutor appointed to the bench last

July, became the target of criticism

— and later, a recall effort — for

granting probation to Du, who was
convicted of voluntary man-
slaughter in the March 16 slaying

of Latasha Harlins.

The commission's announce-

ment came as the 2nd District

Court of Appeal, in a rare move,

agreed to hear arguments in Los
Angeles District Attorney Ira

Reiner's appeal of the Du sen-

tence.

^^^A hearing is set March 4:

Karlin has declined to discuss

the Du case. On Tuesday.

YOUNG
From page 1

But UCLA officials will review

the faculty proposal and consult

more people who favor a depart-

ment, according to Young who
was visibly angered by the hoopla

surrounding the meeting.

Even after three university

police officers asked the group of

MEChA members to leave the

privately-owned faculty center,

several students waited outside to

talk to Young.

"We wanted to show our soli-

darity for the proposal submitted

by the faculty," said MEChA
coordinator Milo Alvarez.

As soon as Young walked out of

the center, the MEChA members
bombarded him with questions and

followed him to Murphy Hall.

At one point the cliancellor

responded with, "Let me finish my
sentence."

"Ninety-five percent of my
meetings are not public meetings,"

he told the students. T^^anliave a

meeting with whomever I choose

to have a meeting with."

This meeting is the latest effort

by Young to address the tensions

surrounding the creation of a

Chicano studies department '

Last month, a faculty senate

committee and the College of

Letters & Science recommended
against establishing a Chicano

studies department At the same
time some faculty members sub-

mitted their proposal for a depart-

ment
But the college and the commit-

tee based their recommendation on

a faculty report that was almost

evenly split on the creation of a

department, said Vilma Ortiz,

chairwoman of the Chicano stu-

dies program.

Although the faculty senate will

review the proposal before Young
reaches a final decision, it is still

unclear whether the college will

also review it Ortiz said. "Our
proposal addresses concerns peo-

ple have, and we present strong

arguments for the department"
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Alpha Lambda Doha and Phi Eta Sigma

Notional Acodemic Honor Societies present

1 8th Annual Campus Wide

EYEGLASS DRIVE
Thursday, January 23 -

Thursday, February 27, 1992

Look for collection cans at:

• Dean of Students Office 1206 Murphy
HaU

- University Research Library

- Powell Library Reference E)esk

- UCLA Blood Donor Center
- Residence Halls

FOR AN INCOME TAX DEDUCTION,
DONATE YOUR GLASSES AT 1 206
MURPHY HALL FOR A RECEIPT!

<'

'On ofreZ''
^^

'^oyclabies.

WHEN:

WHERE

WHAT:

Sunday, February 23 1 1:00 dm-4:00 pm

Ackerman Union Loading Dock^ (Drive or walk in from

the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without string, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and no

glossy magazines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams (most soft drinks), but please, no

tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

A S U C L A

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

Ifyou have other items to recycle, please call our office-

fora community recycling centerinyourarea. .

UPCOMING COLLECTIONS:

March 15 • April 12 • May 17 • June 14

For more information about the ASUCLA Recycling Program call 206-7580.

*
Special Recycling Siteavailable foroneday only.

Please Recycle this Newspaper

I
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Viewpoint
Counterpoint

Ethnocentric points

of view are results

of slieer ighoranoe
r/

By Robert Kim

After reading the letter on
Feb. 4 criticizing the proposed

Asian-American studies major

(Daily Bruin, "Too Far?") I

was overwhelmingly compelled

to take action and submit this

response.

In the letter, freshman Clint

Stalker offers a fine display of

ignorance as he attempts to

show why such majors (Asian/

African-American/Chicano stu-

dies) should not be instated.

Stalker's first brilliant ques-

tion is, "What's wrong with

majoring in history and putting

an emphasis on the Orient*'

The "Orient?" His use of this

term is the first and most
blatant sign of his ignorance. It

obvious that in hisJS \n nis young-

mind the term "Asia" brings

forth the idea of the "mystique

of the Orient," perhaps of rugs

and Mongolian Beef. No.

Stalker, the^ correct term is

Asia!

Having cleared up this

logistical problem, I will now
answer the first question. The
underlying problem with

majoring in history is that you
learn from a western perspec-

tive, which is often factually

incorrect for the purpose of

teaching "western" civilizations.

For example, western civili-

zation traces its forms of

government back to the kings

and queens of ancient Greece
and Rome. However, the truth

is that this form of rule can

be traced back further to

African civihzations. And when
you think of Egypt, what
comes to mind? Pyramids?
King Tut? Maybe a beautiful

Caucasian woman with too

"much eye makeup named Cleo-

patt^? Well, my friend, Egyp-
tians were not white. They
were dark skinned people. And
as far as Asian history is

concerned, it covers a period

<rf over 5,000 years. Are yoii

212 upper division courses can

offer a complete study of

Asian-American history?

Most importantly, what
Stalker obviously doesn't

understand is that such majors

would not simply cover straight

history, but would deal with

the issues and problems that

are unique to people of diffe-

rent ethnic backgrounds living

in tire United States.

Stalker's next brilliant ques-

tion reads: "Isn't this eth-

nocenthsm and multiculturalism

being carried a bit too far?"

Before I say anything about

this stroke of genius, I think I

should let you in on a liale

secret — the definition of

eihnocentrism: "The practice of

regarding one's own race or

culture as superior Jo othexsJ!

—

^^

Choices
Editor:

It seems that ibe death of

suggesting that a major that

only devotes seven out of 55
lower division and eight out of

Do you honestly feel that

wanting to learn about one's

ethnic background and the per-

tinent issues concerning one's

heritage fits this description?

Come on. Stalker. You got

into UCXA, you must be

smarter than that.

And as for multiculturalism,

catch up with the times. This

isn't the Puritan colonies that

we're living in anymore. We
now live in an integrated

nation. You know, the prover-

bial "melting pot." And integ-

ration cannot be taken "too

far!"

Stalker's fiery conclusion to

his less than insightful disser-

tation asks. "What would hap-

pen if an Anglo-American
studies major were to be prop-

osed? My God, there would be

rioting and protesting . .
.**

What do you think the history

and political science majors

are? Sure, they are labeled

differently, but do you really

need it to be spelled out for

you to understand the essence

of what you're studying? And
as for the protesting, I don't

see the picket signs and riot

cops, do you? ^

Mark Edler has affected stu-

dents of this campus in many
ways. I had the privilege of

knowing Mark from junior -

high school, and his death

came as a horrible surprise to

me. My experience with Mark
left me with the impression of

a great guy who took pleasure

in making others happy
through laughter.

Coming from this particular

point of view, I must disagree

with the letter submitted by
Jason Schiffman (Daily Bruin,

"A tragedy should not be a

soapbox," Feb. 4). I feel that

using Mark as an example of

the blatant over-consumption of

alcohol on this campus in no
way disgraces him.

Leslie Bragg Damski's arti-

cle (Daily Bruin, **The sad

truth behind the death of Mark
Edler," Jan. 29) did not strike

me as being disrespectful or

insulting. In fact, I think she

argued a very good point. The
detail that Mark had been

drinking seemed to be entirely

forgotten by some of those

who had occasion to write

about his death.

We , as people, have been

Kim is a senior majoring in

political science.
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Letters

fact that we are held account-

able for those choices. To say

that "Mark's death was the

result of an incredibly unfortu-

nate series of events that

were just in the world, wouia
not have happened" is demon-
strating a great ignorance.

It is common knowledge that

the world is not just. However,
an unjust world is not the

leading killer among adoles-

cents, but alcohol is up there!

Let us place the blame where
blame is due. In today's soci-

ety, shock tactics are not as

effective as they once were;

nevertheless, there seems to be
no t)etter time to address an

issue than when it is staring

you straight in the face.

Julia Duenes
Freshman

Undeclared

Bias
k

Editor:

Christopher Wysocki (Daily

Bruin, "Oliver Stone's *JFK' is

false is its claim of telling the

truth," Feb. 3) is a senior at

our university and he has not

yet learned that all material

presented as fact, historical,

journalistic or otherwise is

written with jl. bias and there.-

—

fore must be questioned and
validated by one's own find-

ings. Psychologists have shown
that people are not able to

perceive any information with-

out imposing a bias, and all

reporting reflects this.

Oliver Stone is presenting

his version of the truth which
he theorized using his findings

and information from varied

sources. His movie seems very

biased because it is radical, but

even the traditional history we
learned in grade school is

biased and it should be ques-

tioned just as rigorously.

If Wysocki plans to learn all

of his history from one "factu-

al" book and all his news
from one newspaper with jour-

nalistic integrity," he will fore-

ver remain uneducated. I

thought after four years at this

university we should have all

Jeamed to question any given

"^truth.'^If students are gra^

duating without having done
this, UCLA is failing.

Amanda Cooper
Sophomore
Undeclared

Cereal murders
Editor:

Finally, someone is speaking

for all decent Americans by
expressing justified outrage at

the vicious smear campaigns

carried out by the makers of

Lucky Charms and Froot

Loops. And while we com-
mend those who are leading

the charge, there is a far more
insidious threat to the hearts

and minds of our youngsters, "

and all possible efforts should

be expended to avert further

damage.

We shudder to think of the

militarism^d violence prom-
oted by "kindly" Cap'n
Crunch, whose warshq) is

clearly a symbol used to jus-^

tify imperialistic forays into the

Third World, the exploitation

of vulnerable native cultnres

and the oppression of all those

who long for a gentler, more
peaceful world.

The Crunch Berry Beast is a

typical victim, driven to near

extinction by the capitalist lust

to control and ultimately

destroy the lush rain forests of

the hapless creature's native

land.

We call on all Bruins to

unite in protest against this

blatant pro-imperialist propa-

ganda.

Chris Young
Political science

Tim Suilh^an
Materials science
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A charming tale ofa boy and his iiidney stone
The pain came suddenly,

ripping into my flesh

like a raging tiger. It

was a sharp stabbing pain, as

if someone was thrusting into

my baclc with an ice pick. As
was appropriate in such a

situation, I let out a small

scream and twisted in my
chair, trying in vain to make
the pain stop.

Because I was sitting in the

Viewpoint office 4t the time, I

immediately assumed that

someone had snuck up behind
me and stabbed me in the

back, probably, in light of my
recent colunms, either Danette

Martin or Lucky the Leprec-
haun. The pain by this time

had grown so intense, I was
on the verge of passing out

It took all my strength, but

managed to stagger to my feet

Ben, who was working in

another part of the Daily Bruin

office, saw me and from the

paleness of my skin plus the

fact that I was gasping in

agony, immediately said,

"What*s wrong, my man?" I

responded simply by falling to

the ground, clutching my side,

writhing in pain.

Tve fallen and I can't get

up.

Several hours, a trip to the

hospital and a few hundred
d61&rs later OnclutKhg $4.10=

Dan
Saffer

for one Tylenol with codeine),

they confirmed that yes, it was
a kidney stone that was the

source of all my grief.

I couldn't believe it I had
always assumed that kidney

stones lived in the realm of

old people. Looking around

UCLA's Urology Department"
in the basement (appropriately)

of the Medical Center con-

firmed these views — the

average age in the waiting

room probably hovered some-
where around 55, with my age
throwing off the curve.

But, as I later found out, I

was mistaken. These things

generally strike people first in

their 2(h and can then become
a recurring problem throughout

the rest of their lives, usually

coming at intervals of every

^even years or so.

Oh joy.

As I sit writing this, I am
currently on four types of

medication, have gone through

two surgeries — I was one of

the approximately one percent

of people who get kidney

stones that have to have two
surgeries — and there is a

small plastic tube somewhere
inside me that will hopefully

be gone by the time that you
are reading this.

It's been a rather unpleasant

xonpte of weeks, id say ^he

least

Contrary to what you might
think, I'm not fishing, as has

been the case before with

other, more cheesy, columnists

and editors (certainly not

myseir.) in these pages, for

sympathy. I've had quite

enough of it, thank you. Hell,

even my mother flew out from

the East Coast to be at my
first surgery — not that I'm

unappreciative of these efforts;

in fact, her being here was a

tremendous help. (Thanks,

mom!)
I do think, however, that

coming out of any sort of
prolonged, agonizing experience

— kidney stones are said to

be as painful as childbirth —
gives you a kind of perspective

on things. And don't worry,

this isn't going to turn into

one of those sappy tales a la

•^Regarding Henry" and *The
Doctor" where I suddenly see

the world with new eyes and

realize that my previous exis-

tence was terrible. On the

contrary, I wish that my old

boring life was back; at least

then I didn't know.

I didn't know what it was
like to spend your life in

Student Health, didn't know
what it was like to try and
pass a calcium stone the size

of a small marble through my
body, didn't know the joys of

throwing up in the gutter on
Strathmore — although I cer-

tainly wasn't the first to do
this and won't be the last —
and didn't know that I may
naTC vfj umiK. ctmttgti iiui

produce a gallon of urine

everyday for the rest of my
life. Ignorance, in this case, is

bliss.

Being sick is rather, well,

uncomfortable. It goes against

the work ethic that I was

brought up under. Taking days

off because I was, sick made
me feel almost ashamed, as if

I was slacking off. Frankly, I

was almost embarrassed about "

being sick. It made me feel as

if I was faking it pretending

to be ill so that I could kick v,

back and watch some quality

TV time when in reali^ I was
throwing up every hour on the

hour.

Through this, I've gained a

type of understanding about

what disabled people must go
through. Taking medicine all

day long, feeling restrained and
frustrated, and constantly hav-

ing people asking you how
you are. I even had one guy
come up to me and say, "Hey,

I hear that you're peeing

through a strainer now, right?"

I watched as tact went out the

window.

If nothing else, sickness does

give you a great conversation

piece. There are an infinite

number of things to discuss

dealing with illness: medicines

and their side effects, hospital

visits, who your doctors are,

how you caught your disease,

unusual aspects of the disease,

etc. No wonder old people are

constanUy talking about health

problems. It's a topic that

simply can't be exhausted.

ig in the hospital, 1 —
kept hearing Jane Fonda's

voice in my head saying **No

pain, no gain." What I practi-

cally wanted to scream at her,

am I supposed to gain from
this?

Well, after much thought I

think I may have an answer to

Ms. Fonda's question. After

this is over, I think I'll

probably be more aware of
health, something that I've

taken for granted over the

yeara, have fl heightened

awareness of my own mortality

and a better knowledge of how
the body works.

But then again — in reality

— I imagine that I'll soon
forget the trials and tribulations

that this stone has caused me.
Time smooths out all the

rough edges of experience.

But there is one thing that I

hope I never forget: the kind

of support that you get when
you're ill that afterwards can

make it all worthwhile. With-

out the strength and kindness

of those around me, I seriously

doubt that I would be as well

as I am now. In fact had it

not been for my girlfriend

Rachael, I would have never

gone to the emergency room in

the first place. She nursed me
through it all. (Thanks, Red!)

And so when one day, as

I'm bemoaning my fate, think-

ing of how unlucky I am and
how miserable my life is, I'll

think about what it would have
been like to have gone through

this alone, to not have had
people who cared for me
^beside me.~ —

—

=

And then I'll remember the

truth.

Scffer, the Assistant Viewpoint

Editor, is a senior majoring in

theatre and dramatic literature.
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STUDY FRENCH IN THE FRENCH RIVIERA
July 24th - AufUit 22nd 1992

STUDY PORTUGUESE IN RIO
June 26th - July 2Sth 1992

MODERN LANGUAGE CENTER
EngUsh(ESL), Portuguese, Spanish. French, Italian

Instruction - Translation - Intexpretation

SmaU groups and individual tutoring

Credentialed instructors

REGISTRATION ALWAYS OPEN
Monday-Friday 3pni-9pm

Saturday Mornings & Afternoons
Prof. Nydia ds Silvs (31 (j) 839-8427

Don't be left out in the cold!

Advertise in the

Daily Brain

825-2161

CREDIT AND BUDGET
TIPS FOR WOMEN

MAKING A VaOM GO

Tutey! Felwissffsr %%

aUoddHall
SSSSSStSSSSSSSSSSSiSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSt

FcsUtrini

Emily Card - financial expert, attorney, and

author of The Ms, Money Book
EmUj CsN li s UCLA U« ScbosI sIhmm sad wss a cMitrkvUBf editor fsr Ms. MSfuiM tnm

1914 - 1M9. Ske earaed the dkUacUoa of kavlM bcea IdcvWsM't flrat aaUMul ktuk ftaaadal bsit

M EwcvUvc Prodvccr sad best of the aalioaal cabk tekvWoa show "It's Yoar Moaej."

Patricia Ferres - UCLA Financial Aid Counselor

Don't miss this great opportunity to hearsound financial

advice for women students. Bring all your questions!

(ICLA Department of Music

CICLA Faculty Composers
PAUL REALE: Sonata Rocht)ergiana

(WEST COAST PREM IERE) tjr .

Paul Reale, piano

ELAINE BARKIN: Past Is Part of... (tape collage)

ALDEN ASHFORTH: Sonata for Flute and Harpsichord

Mark Carlson, flute

Blaise Bryski, harpsichord

ELAINE BARKIN: Legong Dreams (for oboe and tape)

Michael Kibbe, oboe

ROY TRAVIS: Dover Beach (WORLD PREMIERE)
Michael Gallup, bass (Music Center Opera Associates)

Blaise Bryski, piano

ROY TRAVIS: Switched on AshantI (for flute and tape)

Ning Lii;. flute

Wednesday, February 12, 1992
8 p.m. -:—
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Schoenberg Hall

Admission: $5 general; $3 students and senior citizens

Information: (310) 825-2953
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New Mues, oM tune
BRC bands try to

fight off the white

rock 'n' roll image

By Nick Roberts
Daily Bruin Staff

Rcx:k, rap, funk, punk or

metal— whatever it is that

most young musicians are

playing these days, it all seems to

boil down to one thing: the blues.

And that*s where members of

the Black Rock Coalition say their

function as music educators begin,

because for every musician who*s

in touch with the real roots of rock,

there are a hundred listeners out

there who haven't any idea at all of

where the music's coming from.

"The (BRC)'s main goal is to

educate all people about black

music — where it came from, and

where it*s going— and how black

people fit into the whole scheme of

things." says Beverly M ilnex,

director of the BRC's Los Angeles

chapter.

BRC members like Milner

argue that many people tend to

forget that musicians like Bill

Haley, Jerry Lee Lewis, the Bea-

tles and the Rolling Stones were

influenced mainly by African-

American blues artists like Muddy
Waters, Howhn' Wolf and Bo
Diddley.

To put it more precisely, says

BRC Executive Committee mem-
ber Kevin O'Neal, "There ain't

nothing out there unless it's the

blues or it's Bach four-part harmo-

nies. Jimi Hendrix wasn't doing

anything but carrying on the

(bluesman's) traditions."

But educating the public is not

an easy matter, says O'Neal,

because of the way in which the

record industry has chosen in the

past to put restrictive "black" and

"white" labels on the various

forms of popular music. ^

. This type of attitude has made it

exceedingly difficult for rock

bands with African-American

members to gain acceptance in a

field dominated by white musi-

cians and A&R reps with precon-

ceived notions about what a rock
hanf! should look and sound li.k;g,

guitarist "It's a crock of shiL

When we got together. Living

Colour wasn't even around, or at

least we didn't know about them.

We never really imagined that it

would be such a big deal to be all

black and be in a rock band. I never

ima^ned they would have to coin

a pm^se (or) that it would be so

separate from rock."

Vocalist Ernie Perez, whose
group Blackasaurus Mex was the

only L.A.-based band to be

included on the BRC's first com-
pilation album, **The History Of
Our Future" (released in Septem-

ber on Rykodisk) has faced similar

problems with racial stereotypes.

The problem can be lessened,

though, says the Mexican-Native

American singer, if people learn to

free their minds and just listen to

the music.

Screenwriters to star in retrospective
By Greg Srisavasdl

Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA Film and Television Archive will

present a series on husband-and-wife screenw-

riting team Irving Ravetch and Harriet Frank, Jr.

Both writers will be present at the opening-night

showing of "Hud" (1963) on Thursday.

Both graduates of UCLA, Frank and Ravetch

started their careers at MGM in the mid- 1940s.

Their first collaborative effort came with **Run

for Covct" in 1955, which starred James Cagney

("White HeafO, John Derek and Ernest Borg-

ninc ("Marty"). Their partnership has received

two Academy Award nominations for "Hud"

and "Norma Rae" (1979). In 1989 they won the

Laurel Award, the highest award given to

members of the Writer's Guild.

Frank and Ravetch are best known for their

work with director Martin Ritt, which brought

on such films as "Hud," the "Long Hot Summer"

(1958), "Hombre" (1967) and "Stanley and fris"

(1990). They have adapted the works of such

authors as William Faulkner, Larry McMurty,

and "Prince of Tides" author Pat Conroy.

— In a recent article, Sight and Sound magazine

said that "(Frank and Ravetch's) forte is

characterization." Some of the more notable

performances in their movies have been by

Patricia Neal in "Hud" (which won her the

Academy Award), Paul Newman in *The Long

Hot Summer," Sally Field in **Norma Rae" and

Steve McCJueen in **The Reivers."

"Hud," the first movie being screened, tells

the story of life on a Texas ranch. Tensions arise

when the owner's sexually confident son (Paul

Newman) disrupts the members of the house-

hold. Newman's performance in "Hud," one of

his more «well-known roles, garnered him an

Academy Award nomination. Critic Leonard

Maltin said that "Hud" is an "excellent story of

moral degradation . . . with impeccable perfor-

mances by all."

Newman's work with Frank and Ravetch also

included "The Long Hot Summer," which was

his first starring role with wife Joanne Wood-
ward, and "Hombre," which critic Tom Mihie

claimed contained "a fine array of quirkish

characters . . . and some unusually Uterate

dialogue." Adapted from a William Faulkner

short story. *The Long Hot Summer" is a

flavorftil yet somber drama about a stringent

Southerner (Orson Welles) and his daughter

(Woodward) whose lives arc affected by a

nomadic handyman (Newman).

RLM: Film series on writing team Haniet Frank Jr. and
In/ina Ravetch. Feb 13-16 at the Melnitz Theater. Frank

and Ravetch appear on Feb 1 3 following the screening

of "Hud" at 7:30 p.m. Tix. $5, $3 for students and
seniors. Available one hour before showtime. Pre-

sented by t»ie UCIJV Film and Television Archive. For

more info, call 206-FILM.

Dynamic acting, diorus maice musicai sing
The scenario is a common one,

even for groups like Atlanta's

Follow For Now, who last year

were signed to a contract with

Chrysalis Records.

"We got a lot of that *They

sound too much like Living Col-

our' stuff (from labels)," says

David Ryan Harris, the group's

"If I was just a Mexican cat

trying to sing rock 'n' roll, trying to

play with a group of brothers, they

would dog me." says Perez. "But

the fact is that I'm su-ong at what I

do. You've got cats who'll look

and go, *Damn, man, check this

out.' Or there's black guys who'll

come up to me and say, *Man,

you've got so much soul.' But see,

I was raised on Motown, I was
raised on jazz, I was raised on Jos6

Feliciano, I was raised on every-

thing— the whole trip— so that's

where I'm coming from."

Musicians aren't the only ones

See COALITION, page 23

Atlanta group Blackasaurus
Mex, left, and Follow for Now,
right, say that It is har0 for rock

bands with African-American

members to gain acceptance In

the predominately white music

industry.

By Peilln Chou

Filled with lilting songs and

energetic dancing, the San Gabriel

Civic Light Opera's production of

"Me and My Girl" opened last

Friday evening at the San Gabriel

Civic Auditorium.

Billed in London as "the hap-

piest show in town," "Me and My
Girl" is a joyful revival of a *30s

musical about a Cockney lad. Bill

Snipson, who unexpectedly inher-

its the title and fortunes of the Earl

of Hereford. The catch is that he

must prove himself suitable for the

role. Throw in the fact that Snipson

insists that his unschooled girl-

friend become a part of the

bargain, and what you get is a

classic love story filled with

lighthearted laughter and fun.

The production's greatest

strength lies in the talents of

entertainer extraordinaire Jamie

Torcellini, playing the tide role of

Bill Snibson. Torcellini's total

comfort and effortless execution of

all aspects of performing gives one

the feeling that he was simply bom
to be on stage. From his smooth

soft-shoe dancing, done with a

charming tongue-in-cheek style,

to his energetic Fred Astaire-esque

tap dancing, Torcellini is always a

pleasure to watch.

(iaving been in the Broadway
productions of "Jerome Robbings

(Jamie) Torcellini's

total comfort and

effbrtless execution of

all aspects of

performing gives one

the feeling that he was

simply bom to be on

stage.

Broadway," "Me and My Girl," "A
Chonis Line" and "Cats," Torcel-

lini is anything but a stranger to the

stage. His west coast appearances

have included his award-winning

portrayal of Mr. Mistoffelees in

the Los Angeles production of

"Cats," as well as the title role in

the San Jose Civic Light Opera's

production of "George M."
In the role of Bill, Torcellini is

extremely convincing. Mastering

his Cockney accent to a T, Torcel-

lini simply is Bill Snibson. With

this impressive singing voice and

acting abilities, Torcellini takes us

from the jovial, playful Bill exe-

cuting hat tricks and silly acroba-

tics to the sorrowful, wistful Bill

filled with strong emotions and

great depth.

Also worth mentioning are the

performances of Joan Colee in the

role of Maria, Ehichess of Dene

and Michael Heitzman in the role

of Gerald Bolingbroke. Both Col-

ee and Heitzman bring sparkling

life to their characters and deliver

quite admirable.

Although featuring many
strengths, the show was not witfi-

out some minor problems. Most

noticeable was Leslie Becker's

portrayal of Sally Smith, Bill's

girlfriend. Although Becker per-

forms the musical pieces beauti-

fully, delivering for us some very

fme musical moments, as Sally

she is just not quite believable.

Perhaps it is having to play

opposite the extremely charismatic

Torcellini, or perhaps it is her

not-quite-convincing mastery of

the English Cockney accent, but

whatever the specifics the problem

remains that she doesn't seem to

really become the role.

Another noticeable problem
was in the chonis dance numbers.

Although filled with energy and

enthusiasm, it was quite evident

that the dancing ability called for

See 'MY GIRL*' page 24
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Gender imbalance Is

slowly shifting on 'SNL'

Reggae artist Pato Banton will perform today at noon In Westwood Plaza, or Ackerman Grand Ball-
room In case of rain.

Banton's world is fuli of
By Amira Shabazz

With a smooth and rich voice,

Pato Banton is a man who can nvet

you with his perspectives.

"I believe that there is a beauti-

ful, wonderful, loving spirit at the

center of this universe** from
which all things come, says Ban-
ton.—It is CMS beuef thai allows \ht

reggae artist to be **very hopeful

about the future of the human
race.** In other words, if everything

comes from goodness, then despite

all of the current evil in the world,

goodness will be the ultimate

resolution of everything. Even
after a few words with him, one is

hard pressed to picture a more
concentrated source of optimism.

It is this profound positiveness

that Banton tries to get across in his

songs. **I use the music as a tool to

express my mental state," says the

London-bom star, who is per-

forming in Westwood Plaza today

at noon. For this, some have called

him evangelical buLM-CQunteiv
"I don't try to change j)eople but

rather present them with another

perspective for them to make their

choice.*'

Currently in the midst of a two-
month tour throughout North
America and Puerto Rico, Banton
is also halfway fmished with a new
album. The recording is expected

to be completed sometime this

summer and he thinks that **musi-

cally and lyrically, (the new effort)

will reflect the maturity of (my)
mental growth.**

As for other artists whose music
is not as saturated with meaning,
Banton feels **it takes all kinds of

people to make a world,** and he

iias nothing against them. He does.

M

Tiowever dis^e artists who are

negative. "That (negativeness)

isn*t taking (humanity) forward,

he laments.

MUSIC: Pato Banton. Today at noon in

Westwood Plaza. In case of rain, the
concert will be in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom. Sponsored by UCLA Cultur^
Affairs Commission.

ByEveKahn
The New York Times

"Women aren*t funny.** or so
bhn Belushi often howled on the

set of "Saturday Night Uve** in the
late *70s. Back then, the show's
male writers were fond of saying
that possessing male genitalia

made comedy writing easi^. The
producers offered little consola-

tion when the women complained
that they received too many subor-

dinate, straight roles.

Such raging sexism is well
documented in '"Saturday Night*:
A Backstage History," the 1986
book by Doug Hill and Jeff

Weingrad, and the situation has not
improved in the show*s 17-year
existence.

"It*s always been hard for funny
women to carve out the parts,** said

Lome Michaels, the longtime
executive producer of "Saturday
Night Live.** "The traditional

comedy revue has five men and
one woman.** But now the prog-
ram*s gender imbalance may be
beginning to shift

While the pool of writers

remains only slightly less male-
dominated than Congress — 2
women, 12 men — the 18-person
cast has acquired a record number
of women: Six. And their impact is

already obvious.

skits have included one about a

highly evolved female race (with

eyes on their breasts, the better to

meet men's gazes) from the Planet

Zandar that sends envoys to Earth
to save the planet

Zander and Bonnie Turner, the

odier female writer, have both
been on staff since the mid-*80s.

"If you don*t have a lot of women
to bounce ideas off or back you
up,** said Zander, "it can get a little

crazy around here. None of the

men are individually sexist; it's

just hard for them to have faith in

something from a woman's point
of view.** Now, she added, **we can
do armies, we can do baby
showers, we can do locker rooms."

Since the women writers joined
the show, a new group of come-
diennes has come aboard. Victoria

Jackson, the relentlessly ditsy

blonde, has been appearing since

1986. Julia Sweeney signed on in

the faU of 1990 and has earned
laughs for playing Pat, a mewling
boss whose gender is unknown.

Bess Cahill. Ellen Cleghome,
Siobhan Fallon and Melanie Hut-
sell, all of them in their 20s or early

30s and veterans of repertory

theater groups and stand-up com-
edy, joined last fall.

The four neophytes are still

feeling their way on camera. "It

The number of skits featuring

women, sometimes only women,
is rising, although the NBC show
(on Saturday nights at 11:30) and
comedy in general are still primar-
ily men's worlds.

"It's been hard, but it's getting

bettCT," said Christine Zander, a
writer for the show. Her recent

:iakes a cottpie of seasons to ge(:

good at this show," said Michaels.

"We're in a transition."

He hired four women at once, he
said, because he was trying to

rq)lace Jan Hooks (who quit the

cast last summer to join the cast of

"Designing Women") and got
carried away. It was "an accident,"

he said.
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FIGHT HUNGER NOW ^

'%j WITH YOUR REGISTRATION PACKET

to Foodbank

SAY "NO" TO HUNGER
Foodbank

feeds

over

260,000

needy

people

each

week.

Spring Quarter Undergraduate
Registration Fee Cards include an option

to donate $2 to the Los Angeles Regional

Foodbank. Your donation will help feed

263,000 needy people — and each $2

will get $40 worth of food to the mouths
of Los Angeles' hungry. Please say

The UCLA student tradition of supporting

community causes dates back to UCLA UniCamp
in the 1930's. Today, the Foodbank $2 positive

check-off is a simple way for you to make a
difference.

Say "YES" tq Foodbank.
yes.

n

Your $2

will get

$40

worth

offood

to the

hungry

of Los

Angeles.

Los Angeles Regional Foodbank, a

Second Harvest Food Bank, distributes

nearly 26 million pounds of food each

^ear. It's a private, non-profit charitable

organization that obtains surplus food

and distributes it to the hungry through

more than 620 agencies from soup
kitchens to senior centers.

Los Angeles Regional Foodbank
1734 East 41st Street

Los Angeles, CA 90058
213/234-3030

. A Second Harvest Foodbank

k-<
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Raymond Pettibon's "A Yarn Spun to No Mend" is fea-

tured in the ''Helter Skelter: L.A. Art In the ISSOs" cata-

log.

'Skelter' catalog
pulls no punches

By Hope Urban

The Museum of Contemporary Art's head curator

Paul Schimmel and his collatx)rators had a noble

vision when planning the **Helter Skelter** exhibit

currently on view at the Temporary Contemporary

downtown: they wished to stage a multi-disciplinary

look at the netherworld of Los Angeles which

incorporated visual arts with the written word, set

against a grinding, raucous backbeat of industrial

noise (provided by the bands hired for the opening

night party).

VisuaDy, they succeeded, with reservations (more

on that later). Musically, it was a bust due to the

presence of one uninvited guest with the initials

LAPD, who halted the music.

The catalog, however, is a gem. Priced at $35 and

available in paperback only, the 181 -page tome

features the works of L.A. writers set amid artwork

by Chris Burden, Meg Cranston, Richard Estrada,

Llyn Foulkes, Richard Jackson, Mike Kelley, Liz

Lamer, Paul McCarthy, Manuel Ocampo, Raymond
Pettibon, Lari Pittman, Charles Ray, Nancy Rubins,

Jim Shaw, Megan Williams and Robert Williams.

Works included in the show and others that are not on

view are illustrated, including rare photographs from

performances by formerUCLA faculty member Paul

McCarthy.

After wading through a nice introductory essay by

Paul Schimmel and two essays in which teacher

Norman Klein and critic Lane Relyea expound on

noir representations of the past as well as where

"Helter Skelter** fits in an historical context

(respectivclyXJ^ get to the real meat of the book^

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(CUEAIKOtOR) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (Cm imply). $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $15S PR.
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED i139 PR

HMutcfi nLoniDHntM

EYE EXAMSIS

yfSBi"
.J>"-.:y

Free Bauech n Lomb Renu Care Kk (w^ene)

\vmfuotmtLmn
M MKlft MMWiCI KM

M«d. Mgmt. Adnin

213)842-6094 i800) 842-6094

ItWMpait*MMMia

ADVERTISE
in Daily Bruin

style

825-2161 .

The first ^ry is by Charles Bukowski, whose

recognition (^es from his long and prolific career.

Bukowski offers "Son of Satan,** a short story from_

his youth in which his recurring theme of violence

appears, as well as a poem. "Hell is a Lonely Place."

Many different styles and voices are represented in

the text Michelle T. Clinton, an artist-in-residence at

Beyond Baroque who often organizes poetry

workshops there, contributes three poems dealing

with race, sex and class in a style which pulls no

punches. Poetry is also well-represented by Amy
Gerstler. who contributes a short story as well. Jim

Krusoe offers a trio of brief Kafka-esque vignettes,

and Bia Lowe's descriptively rich writing contains

the most poetic and touching explanation of sex that

Tve heard in a long time.

The strength of the catalog lies in its acknowledg-

ment of the flow of artistic influence among the

various arts disciplines of music, writing, fine arts

and popular arts.

Indeed. Ben Weissman. whose "Dear bead

Person" closes the catalog, contributed the words for

Jim Shaw's "Horror Vacui.^a comic strip included in

the show. Harry Gamboa. Jr., one of the founders of

the Chicano performance collective ASCO and a

photographer in his own right, has written two

See 'SKELTER,' page 22

M Brains Cluster
Humanities Course Cluster

SPRING '92: Native American Culture

English 106: "Native American Literary StuiUes"

Theater 103F: "Native American Theater''

Kyigliah 129: "Intermediate Exposition"

A clust^ is a one-quarter "package" of 3 courses that aims to

actively integrate related themes or topics. Spring cluster students

r^Arnvft ap^iiil rrftdits : 4 unJtg GE "The Arto" and 4 units GE
"Literature." Plus, English 129 can fuUill the English 3 writing

requirement. No special prerequisites are needed to enroll. A great

forum for discussing issues in multiculturalism.

'Check Spring Schedule of Classes under "Humanities"

for cluster days/times.

'PTE sUps and more info in A316 Murphy.

'Questions? CaU 206-2295 or 206-0252.

AniK AN AMERICANS IN COM VllMCAl IONS
(AAC:)

Media Night

Featuring:

•Slieila Vurdun-Green, Kiis Radio Promotions

•Andrea Van Lanska, Entertainment Law/Attomey at Law
•Vida Sparks, Motown Records

More speakers to be announced

Dedicated to Your Success. .

.

Date: February 13, IW2
lime: (> S PM

iMace: Rieber Hall Fireside FDuiiue

All AKI WFICOMI

I liiiilcil by ASIXJA lUniril n^J Dircclors

For more info contact: Communication Studies I>epaftment 010)825-2387
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Fly ahead of
the rest...

Advertise in tlie

DAILY BRUm
825-2161

UC out Of
Georssia-Pacific!

The Uniuersity of California invests in Ecological disaster. Watch a video

about UC*s investment in the Georgia-Pacific timber corporation. Enioy Gv

music accompanied by an educational slide show.

A unique musical & educational experience

Blendins! Jazz, rock and visuals...

Uideo regarding UC's investment in &P...

February 1 3, 1 992 • 8:00pm • the COOP
Sponsored By UCLA Environmental Coalition For further information, call 2064438

•»:
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Fix: 3t0-5752i^^

MICRO KNOWLEDGE
^86 33MHz ?56K

-4MB RAM up to 32MB on Board

-80486 Processor

Built in 487 Math

'^2Bi 1.44 HD Floppy Drives

-212MB Hard Drive

lerns Built in 64K Cache
-IDE with I/O (2S/P/G)

-Full Size Tower Case
-Super VGA Card w/1MB
-NON-INTERFACED 14"

Super VGA Monitor 1 024/768

1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

38R ?'^.r.1 H7 f^.'K

-4MB RAM up to 32MB
-80387 Co-Processor Socket

-1 .2 & 1 .44 Floppy Drives

-12SMB Hard Drive

17ms Built in 64K Cache
-IDE a.lO (2S/P/G)

-Medium Tower Case
-Super VGA Card w/1M
-Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

386PSMH7
•1MB RAM up to 16MB
-1 .2 & 1 .44 Floppy Drives

-85MB IDE Hard Drive

17MS Built in 32K Cache
-IDE & K) (2S4>/G)

-8 Expansion Slots

-Mini Tower Case
-Super VGA Card w/512K
-Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

-1MB RAM
-1 .2 a 1 .44 Floppy Drives

-40MB IDE Hard Drive

-17ms Built in 32K Cache
-IDE FD/HD Controller

Al I/O: 2Senal/Parallel/Game

-8 Expansion Slots

-Real Time Clock & Calendar

-Math Co-Processor Socket

-Mini Tower Case
-16 Bit Super VGA Card W/512K
- 1 4' Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

-1MB RAM
-1 .2 & 1 .44 Floppy Drives

-40MB IDE Hard Drive

17ms Built in 32K Cache
-IDE FD/HD Controller

Al I/O: 2Serial/Parallel/Game

-8 Expansion Slots

-Real Time Clock & Calendar

-Math Co- Processor Socket

-Mini Tower Case
-16 Bit Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keytward

^ COMPLETE SVGA SYSTEM

Gilbert Gates, second from left, the dedn of the School of Thea-

ter, Rim and Television, helps celebrate the new "UCLA Wall of

Fame" In the Melnltz Theater lobby on Monday.'

Wall of Fame's aim Is

inspiring arts students
By Michael Mordler
Dally Bruin Staff

Believe it or not, college life

doesnU exactly prepare students

for the real world— and UCLA*s
School of Theater, Film and
Television realizes it That's one
of the reasons for the new "UCLA
Wall of Fame** situated in the

Melnitz Theater lobby.

By showcasing past success

stories such as Francis Ford Cop-
pola and James Dean, the lobby

structure provides students with an

idea of where their hard work may
lead. "It can reaffum what they're

trying to do," said Gilbert Cates,

dean of the School of Theater,

Film and Television.

Because the arts are, such a

wacky business, it*s impossible to

expect the school to be a stepping

stone into professional employ-
ment ButUCLA strives to provide

the essentials (education, equip-

ment, guidance) in the hope that

students will attain the personal

growth needed to someday thrive

in the entertainment field.

"(The program) gave me the

freedom to work and make films,''

said former student David S.

Ward, who won a screenwriting

Oscar for "The Sting." "And the

interaction with the people I met
who became friends helped a lot

We worked on each other's films,

and there was a lot of support

'SKELTER'

*The faculty was also very

important. They can't teach you to

be a good writer, only how to

approach it They got you thinking

about how to write. Some of the

professors were very inspirational

in analyzing students' writing.

From there, the talent aspect is up
to you."

On Sunday afternoon Cates cut

the ribbon from the free-form

metal structure, beginning the

celebration of UCLA alumni's

•professional achievemients in the

arts. Posters and photographs from

productions involving former stu-

dents decorated the blue-and-gold

display.

"I've got a great spot right in

fronts haven't I?** joked former.

theater major Joanna Gleason7
who has since appeared in a

number of Woody Allen films and
won a Tony for her performance in

Stephen Sondheim's musical "Into

the Woods." "But (seriously), the

program's great. Professionals

come and see the productions, and
you get a lot of exposure."

*The sculpture represents the

best of what UCLA has devel(^}ed

over the last 40 years," said Harve
Bennett president of the School of

Theater, Film and Television.

"We're trying to give something

back to all those who walked this

hall once upon a time."

See 'WALL,' page 24

From page 21

haunting fiction pieces for the

catalog, and author Rita Valen-

cia, who has appeared at Los
Angeles Contemporary Exhib-

itions, contributes two darkly

humorous stories.

However, I came away
wishing more of the ficUon was
L.A. site-specific. Some of the

works, while being freaky.

could nave happened any-
where. How about including

one of Bukowski's famous
downtown portraits? Or maybe
something from his main influ-

ence, John Fante?

Fante's exclusion might be
explained by Schimmel's
desire to include work by living

artists, which may also explain

why Carlos Almaraz, with his

apocryphal freeway crashes,

was not represented in "Helter

Skelter"'s visual exhibition.

However, it seems pathetic

that in a city with such a

massive and vibrant Latino

community as ours, the lone

Latino voice in the show, Victor

Estrada, should be male.
Though Estrada's work is

among the best shown, it seems
unclear why the dark visions of
Chicana artists like Yreina
Cervantcz, Margaret Garcia
and Diane Gamboa were miss-

ing.

At least the catalog seems to

accommodate the Chicana

voice. Helena Maria Viramon-

tes succeeds in capturing the

feel of Los Angeles, as well as

the flavor of the Latino culture

and community in her master-

ful, lone short story "The
Moths."

Inexplicably, AIDS, which
certainly has turned the arts

community helter-skelter, doe»-

not turn up as a major theme in

any of the works, whether
visual or written (except for

Mike Kelley's jokey office

faxes). In the catalog, AIDS is

mentioned once in "Tense
1%9-1986," Dennis Cooper's

visceral tale of pornography,

gay sex, and macabre longings.

The catalog features excel-

lent reproductions of the visual

works which complement the

written stories well, and serves

as a useful document of what
certain L.A. artists were doing

at this moment in history.

Besides, the catalog's glossy

black cover looks bitchin' on
the coffee table with its white

edging and little grey crosses.

Definitely worth the ducats.

BOOK: -Helter Skelter: LA. Art in

the 19908." Published in conjunction
with the MOCA exhibition "Helter
Skelter." $30; 181 pages. A reading
co-sponsored by Beyond Baroque
and MOCA will take place in April

For more info call (213) 621 2766.
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COAUnON
From page 18

though who have been forced to

deal with the issue of negative

stereotypes. The industry's pre-

conceived notions about **who will

buy what," perpetuated by their

distrust of anything deemed ''non-

commercial," have also had a

sUDng negative impact on the

audiences themselves.

Milner admits that as a young
woman growing up in Detroit, she
encountered feelings of resent-

ment from her African American
peers b^ause of her interest in

rock *n' roll.

•T remember when I was 16
(and) I was standing at a bus stop

with a handful of records in my
arms that I had just bought, and
some boys came up to me and
started leafing through them, yell-

ing, 'Hey, this chick likes white
music!' and I got into a fight with
them. I was so angry. I couldn't

understand why they were making
such a big deal out of what kind of
music I listened to,** she says.

But while audiences seem to be
more receptive these days toward
listening to and appreciating diffe-

rent foims of music, the foct

remains that the music industry has

been remarkably slow in changing
with the times. According to BRC
co-directcr Ray Jarvis, the organi-

zation's deal with Rykodisk came
a year and a half after negotiations

with other major labels, including

"The (bKu;'s main

goal is to eduate all

people about black

music— where it came

from, and where it's

going— and how black

people fit into the

whole scheme of

things."

Beverly Milner

Black Rock Coalitk)n

Capitol and Metal Blade, had

broken down.
*To be perfectly honest," says

O'Neal, "there's hardly any labels

dealing with (black alternative

rock) at the moment But I would

have the same kind of problem

about blaming it on the 'white

male' that I would have with

calling it 'black rock.' The first

thing that (people) seem to notice

about the musk: (on the BRC
album) is that it's black and then

it's rock (without) listening to the

language of the music."

Kenneth Oau chairman jiL
KFPK 90.7 FM and an activist

working with political and educa-

tional committees within the BRC
and MIDOC (Movement in

Defense of the Culture), sees that

the stereotype problem ultimately

hurts not only the industry and the

listeners, but the music itself.

"You go up to the average youth

today and ask them aboutjazz, and

they'U say, 'Oh, that's some okl

white people's music' When I was
raised, (jazz) was a way to free

ourselves frt)m the constraints of a

conservative society. Now they've

made it mainstream— and I'm not

denying the value of that— but its

origins, its roots, have kind of been

decapitated," says Carr.

F6r O'Neal, who's toured in the

past with successful jazz and rock

crossover artists like Tracy Chap-

man as a muskian and manager,

the separatist notion of jazz and

rock, or "black" and "white"

music, for that matter, is as easy to

find as turning on the radio.

See COALITION, page 24
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CLASS I :s

STUDENTS*
TERM PAPERS DUE? NEED A RESUME?

COME SEE US

!

OPEN 24 HOURS DURING FINALS

LOW 85.00
3 HOURLY REXTALS

Th9 Hair Sorton

Bikini Wax ....... $8
Eyelash Tint $10

Up/Chin. Eyebrows Wax... $5

Underarms ..$8

Half Legs $10

Arms $12

1007 BROxrON AVE Upper Legs & Bikini $15
WESIWOOD^LUVGE

pu,. Legs & Bikini $20

* APPLE / IBM COMPUTERS
* DESKTOP PUBUSHING
* WORD PROCESSING
* TYPEWRITERS
* LASER~PMNTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* TRAINING
* SALES,SERVICE & REPAIRS 20% OFF

(MHTH VAUD UCLA ID.)

;i CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES

:1 (310) 477-2898 1539 westwood

The College of Letters and Science Presents

Benoi

Mandelbrot
IBM Fellow and Physicist at IBM's

TJ. Watson Research Center, and Abraham
Robinson Professor at Yale University,

" speaking on-

Fractals:
For the Pleasure of the Mind
and the Pleasure of the Eye

Dr. Mandelbrot is a pioneer in the field of fractal geometry. He coined the term 'fractal

and demonstrated the application of the subject to nearly every aspect of nature.

He is the author of 'The Fractal Geometry of Nature."

Wednesday, February 19
8 p.m. Royce Hall

~~~^^ Admission free ~

Tickets available at the UCLA Central Ticket Office.

Limited tickets available at the door.

V
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DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
UCLA & ALL STUDENT DtSCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHCMDL 7 DAYS AWEEK
CONVENIENT LOCATION
1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 , 824-399L
Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse

Si

SI

m

MON-FRI
10AIUM:30PM
SAT11:30AM^:30PM
SUN12N00N-9P»^^

JAPANESE FOOD
NO MENU DISH OVER $6.00

•Delicious Teriyaki
• Beef and Chicken Bowls /
•Fresh Variety of Sushi • maiu«iecrtoo
•Special Event Catering ^ y "^^^Lipon
•PARTY PIATTEKS ^ ism ^taiwood uvd

^Km SotMh of ^uMa Monica Blvd.)

y CbU47S-6S$S
jnoALovrtMEJana 2/9/91
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F
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Menu
to 15 » FREE PARKING

Thutadcjfs!

DAYS OF OUR TEETH'S LIVES
Dr. Bo has a thing for his

Patient, Carly, but risks

oonviction for Unprofessional

Conduct in the "Dental Raider"

charges! Nurse Jennifer must
now call Receptionist Whitney
for help. And Dr. Roman has
a Dental Falling out with

Nurse Isabella which affects

the Root Canal Treatment!

DENTAL SOAP
OPERA GUIDE

COSMETIC and
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING ^^^ 478-0363

•Rx Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide / Laughine Gas, Estimates in Writing
•Credit Cards, Checks, ana Insurance Forms Welcome

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

Prep
L s A T
G R E
G M A T

The fdslcst ^ronifi}^ course at I (LA

CaU todayand we'll tutoryoubeforeourcoursebeginsand

help you with the application process at no extra charge.

Smailei' class sizes and mnw individual aiimiion l

anv other nnuse (all STA.MFOHI) PKKF:

310*652*6602 818^706-1()()0
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TODAY AT MOOM_
FREE in Westwood Plaza

In the event of rain it will be held in Ackerman Grand Ballroom

COAUYION
From page 23

*Thcre*s a definite direct corre-

lation between Jimi Hendrix and

Miles Davis, and it is not being

dealt with right now in a way in

which die average audience might

be able to see it or hear about it,** he

says.

It is clear that change won't

come easy thou^ imtil both the

industry and Usteners leam to

throw away their labels and start to

consider where the musk:*s really

coming from. Thankfully, though,

says O'Neal, until that time comes,

there's always the blues.

•That's the Uiing — every-

body's got the blues. Eric Clapton

got the blues. Lawrence Welk got

the blues— he was like, *Play the

music straight, hit the bubbles,

baby, 'cause I got the blues,' you

know? George Bush got the blues,

Clarence Thomas got the blues,

Thurgood Marshall had the blues.

Everybody got the blues, and that's

what we're dealing with."

^ion Lu UCLA Culfupal Affaips Cy(
• • Moon Concepts OepiestYet anofdep ppesenfafion bij UV^L/\ I^uITupqI ATTaiPS V^ommission I loon ^^oncep

... Fundea vij USAC - ijoup sfudenf qovcpnmcnt
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MY GIRL
From page 19

in the extensive choreography

of "Me and My Girt" was a bit

beyond some of the performers,

who were often noticeably out

of step with the odi«^.

Despite its minor problems,

on the whole, "Me and My
<W g a production definitely

worth seeing. Catching the

dynamic Torcellini is reason

enough alone to invest an

evening in this production. "Me
and My Girl" is an evening of

sheer lighthearted fun that will

lift your spirits and warm your

heart, leaving you with a smile

on your face and an inexplic-

able feeling ofcontentment For

those looking for that perfect

something to do with that

special someone this coming

Valentine's Day evening,

nothing could fit the bill better.

•••

MUSICAL: -Me and My Girt." Feb.

7-23, 1992. Production by the San
Gabriel Civic Light Opera playirig at

the San Gabriel Civic Auditorium.

nX: $15-$d0. (Student rush tickets

available at half price at the door one
hour prior to curtain w/student ID.)

For tickets or informatbn call (818)
308-2868.

'WAIL'
From page 22

A few of the other alumni

included in the display are actors

Corbin Bemsen, Carol Burnett,

"Oi

*i*WF

Judy Kaye CThe Phantom of the

Opera") and Steve Martin; writers

Shane Black ("Lethal Weapon,"

*The Last Boy Scout"), Neal

Jimenez C'River's Edge") and

Gregory Widen ("Backdraft");

and directors Alex Cox C'Repo

Man"). Rob Reiner and Penelope

Spheeris C'Wayne's Worid").

The structure also represents

something Gates has emphasized

since his arrival. "It shows that the

arts are one.**

But the dominating mood Sun-

day was not about the media's

treatment of theater, film or televi-

sion. What UCLA's trying to show

its students was best summarized

by former pupil John Rubenstein,

who in 1980 won a Tony award for

Best Actor in "Children of a Lesser

God." With assurance, the actor

remarked that *1alented kkls are

doing work here that is going to

pay off for them, I'm sure."

To the vast number of students

majoring in the arts, Rubenstein's

line reading couldn't have been

delivered any better.

VT
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Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

NATIONWIDE COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP GROUP

WILL YOUR COLLEGE EDUCATION COSTS HOLD BACK

YOUR FUTURE? DON'T LET IT HAPPEN TO YOU!

NCSG CAN FIND UP TO $5000 IN AID FOR WHICH YOU

QUAL I FY, OR WE'LL G IVE YOU A $200 U.S . SAVINGS

BOND. FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL NOW:

l-80a962-4400 £M 3

$100 CHALLENGE. Support a sound ecologi-

cal policy or take the $100 challenge. Free

Detail. 1-800-488-2489.

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. $10^r.
Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

FIGHT BACK CRIME! Foam up attacker's face

w/ 70 lbs. of pressurized green dye and run like

hell! (818)285-3015.

Personal 10

WESTWOOD PSYCHIC, reader arxJ advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, financial, and

any other probtemi . $5. 801 Levering, Apt.l,

no appointments needed, open 9-rnldnight!"'

1(800)559-NINA.

7>¥

Thanks for the

awesome raid at

Ponchos!

XQ

BRUIN DEMOCRATS
Meeting Tonight
7pm at Powell 121

-Talk With represenlalives of TOM HARKIN, Presidential

candidate, and of IVIEL LEVINE, Senatorial candidate.

Info, and Questions: John 794-3507

Sports Tickets

UCLA Basketball
Tickets WANTED

Non-Student
Call 473-1000

Good Deals

INSURANa WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966. _,_

Alcoholics Anonymous

Msstlngs
Mon. diMUMion. Thur. Bookthidy. Fri. Slip

Study. AU 3826 12:18-1 :15.Fri. 12300-10)

TuM. DiMUMbn. WMi. OiMUMion NPi

CS638 12:18-1900

ForirfoolwiM or indMdudi tMtw

Sports Tickets

BRUIN BASKETBALL TICKETS WANTED I All

ames, good seats. Please call Ray

f:.310)441-1576.

NEED STUDENT OR GUEST DUKE/UCLA
BASKETBALL TKXET5. WILL PAY TOP $$.

PLEASE CALL NANCY (310)206-1159.

•THE WORLD'S BEST BLONDE JOKES," a

hilarious new illustrated paperback.
Great gift! Send $4.95 to Peroxide
Press, P.O. Box, 3051, Chapel Hill,

NC 27515.

1 1 i 1 1 1 ! M 1 1! 1 1! 1 1 1 ! II I i i I ! 1 1 1 ! I ! Ill i t ! I

TV/VCR Repair (Phone, VCR, etc.insUlled) In

your home by a UCLA student (Bret).

(310)394-4399.

RUSH PIKE
Came see bow we are redefining standards.

TDnight

5to7pm
Los Ponchos

Dry Rush Event

Questions? CaUMattat208-S246.

RUSH PIKE
i

i<*Wi <mm*
.

\

\\
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Wanted

The Brothers of Sigiha Chi
would like to thank and con^atulate the following

? ladiesTor participating m our 30 Girl Teai

Jill Yoiing

Monica Creel

Alichelle Quimby
Marissa Arrche

Leanna Creeo

Darby Gaunt

Amy Engerman

Robin Puckett

Katie Parker

Patty Lawrence

Cristol Barret

Jessica Damavandi

Kristen Egland

Candi Gaylord

Jodie Green

Tara Reilly

Cara Sivertson

Theresa Viesel

Nancy Booher

Sophie McNitt

Vicki Nielson

Robyn Spahn

and our 199M992 Sweetheart Court

Alichelle Weakly (Sweetheart) Coby Taylor

Karen Thomas Lisa Bennish

Tori Green

Teresa Estrada

Charley Buntrock

Jolie Lynn

Paola Caggiano

Lori Appel

JuUe Lippman

Andrea Gram
Holly Hart

Julie Sniok

Amy Kasarda

Research Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12'

AFRAID OF SNAKES? Spiders? Small Spaces?

Or Kavc you cxp>crienced a sudden rush^f_

anxlRyforno reasonr Cethetpandearn SrCatf
the Anxiety Research Lab. 206-9191.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

DERMATOLOGY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
with a red bumpy rash or icne around the

mouth r>eeded for placebo controlled study

using an approved topical gel.Participants will

be seen at the UCLA Dermatology center.The

study will last for 12 weeks.Participants will be

paid $1 00 upon completion of the study. Must

be over 1 8 years of age.For further information

call 206-1074.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

MRS. FIELDS COOKIES. Writer published in

Esquire, Spy seeks presentAormer Mrs. Fields

employees for irwestigative article. Conftderv

tial questionnaire, $25. (213)933-6243.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience .825-0392.

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages

1 2-30, needed to participate in research study.

Urxier Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For more info, call

(310)828-8887.

nervousY Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and

65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

» ) Sftf* «i^

Women with and

withoiit PMS
wanted to participate

in various studies

lasting 2-8 months

and paying $25-

$100. Call Sheila at

825-5688, 9-5.

EAtTHY MALES 18-45 NEEDED

%TUDY mpmm
PHY

:s

;S-

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED FOR LKTLA
STUDY of psychosocial factors In buli.-nia

nervosa. If you are struggling with this problem
or have recovered from BN anil are interested

in participating, please contact Elizabeth at

(310)206-5081. $30 compensation upon
completion.

p««A«

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatrT>ent. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or

(310)471-3672.

PBE<XX:ill1«I>WITH RECORRerr OR
psRstsnirr THDiKwrs? repehuve

ACnVfnES THAT INT^SfSREWmi PAILY
FUNCTIONS? PERSONS 18^ NEEDEDfm
MEDICAtRESEARCH STUDY. (^PAOFIED
UAy RECEIVE FREE PHYSICAl. EXAM, US
teSTSAND MAY EARN UP TO $480. CALL

310-854-4951

ACNE STUDY
Research dermatologist

selecting volunteers, 12 years

and older, needed for acne
study. Mild to moderate acne
lesions required. Four short

visits over a twelve week
period are required. Test

material will be applied to the

face morning and evening.

Those completing the study will

receive $oO upon completion

Please call Zaida kt

(310)670-3980
for further information

Lawrence S. Moy, M.D.

Howard Murad. M.D.

8540 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Suite #1212

Los Angeles. CA 90045 '

15 Help Wanted 30

Health Services 22

INOIVIOUALV GROUP. Behavior issues ar-

ound food and feelings. Sliding scale. Call Dr.

Alice Lonsdale, (310)476-9453.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and r^hfK>val of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

LOSE WEIGHT FAST! SAFELY! Special intro-

ductory offier, doctor recommended. Call Erik

for details (310)281-8808. ^___
PAUL DREW, ATHLETIC MASSEUR. LXTLA

DISCOUNT. (310)839-8544.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ coupleV
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led or>going

groups. Explore family problems, relationship

pattern^ work and career concerns, esteem

issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confidence. Lisa

Frankd MFCC (213)398-9385.

INSTRUaORS
MCAT

113/HllANDUPI

Porf-rlme openings.

Qvoiloble throughout the

Encino oreo. You must
hove scored obove the

90th percentile on this

exonn, hove o Bochelor's

degree and love to

teach. Solory depends on
quolificotions/

Coll Erin: -

(818XJ82-2420. EOE.

ACNE
A NASTY FOUR
LETTER WORD
If you had started on

Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago

you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call oiur

Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs

help. Work from your home, doing various

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CLERICAL HELP NEEDED, lOhrs/week,

$6.5(Vhr. Call (310)391-1557.

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/1andside
available. Year-round & summer positions.

(612)643-4333.

DO YOU KNOW 20 PEOPLE? You can earn

$100 easily with no $ down. Call

(213)471-7857 immediately!

EARN UP TO $2000/MO. processing HUD/
FHA refunds in your spare time as a U.S.

government tracer. Call the U.S. Government
Tracer Hotline at (303)949-2174. 24 hours.

EARN UP TO $5(yWK AND MORE. Part-tinrw,

jelling "Be Bruin Safe" condoms. Great oppor-^

-ttmtty for men and woprren. JLaii nowt"
1-800-736-6064

Help Wanted 30

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy) No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright »CA11KDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major
corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117-B, P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.

$40,00(yyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple 'lik<^don't like" form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright »CA11KEB.

LAW FIRM
meeds motivated peiscn to

do challenging legal and

clencal tasks

Great Experience to field

w GPA. available times

fOf, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925Centu'y Park East

20th floor

Lqs Angeles. CA 90067

ADVERTISING/PUBLISHING ASSISTANT PT.
Should know Microsoft Word & Excel. Very
demanding. (310)551-6587, Suzanne.

AIDE/COMPANJON to older person.
15-19hrs^^. Driving, light housekeeping,
some cooking. Must have car.
(310)550-1449.

AIRLINE POSITIONS. Flight attendants, tldcel-

ing, ground crew, excellent benefit^avel. For
into, call (303)440-7931.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/T air, roonr\A)oard provided! To
$5,00&f/mo. Extensive fisheries report gets job
or call refunded. 1-900-226-ALASKA($Vmin,
complete program four min.).

AMAZING SUMMER jOBPat BRUIN
WOODS. Spend the summer in a resort

atmosphere at Lake Arrowhead in the San
Bernadino Mountains. Earn $2250 + room -f

board -• perks. Work with 47 other fun,

exciting students in one of a variety of posi-

tions. Pick up an application in the James West
Center or call us at (714)337-2478.

Optometric office seeking

personable, caring, and

outgoing person to handle

patient load for 2 doctors.

CHALLENGING.
Mon., Wed., Fri.8am-5pm.

$6.50/hr. start

Parking available.

Call and leave message:

(310)837-7202.

•

*

EDUCATION/PERSONAL AIDE for bright, en-

gaging male SMC student w/physlcal disabili-

ties. Will train. A.M. 20-25 hrs/wk. Salary

negotiable. Driver's license & references.

Evenings (310)395-3438.

Editorial Assistant for Biomedical jbumal:

Must be a sophoKKe or junior with excellent

spelling and typing skills. EnglisMournalism

majors. Ruth:825-6521.

FASHIONABLE LADIES NEEDED to sell hair

extensions at Westwood Pavillion. Full and

P/T. Call (213)259-9991.

FILING CLERK NEEDED in private Dr. Office.

15-20 hrs/wk. Pay is negotiable. Lis

(310)473-7639.

INDIVIDUAL WITH COMPUTER KNOW-
LEDGE to come to home to help install

programs on to IBM 386 computer. Please call

Ireng Craig at (310)458-8882.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research

}make $$ P/F. Distribute corKtems . Perfect
Health. (805) 655-5624.

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 5(Vhr. or nrK>re, boyish

and/or athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playgirl

style magazineVnudity required. No experi-

ence necessary. Internationally known photo-

grapher. Brad, (213)392-4248

MANAGEMENT POSFTIONS W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average eam-
ings $6,000 to 16,000 -f.

PT Spring, FT Summer. IntervievM on campus
Info/App. (800) 400-9332.

MANCEMENT POSFRONS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTiRS. Average earnings

$,6000 to 16,000 •!-. PT Sprinc, FT Summer.
Interviews on campus, info/app. (800)

400-9332.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MEDKTAL RECEPTIONtST/FILE CLERK, PT/FT,

medical experierKe only, orthopedic experi-

ence preferred, Beverly Hills, (310)472-7235.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NEEDED. STAGE MANAGER, BOARD OPER-
ATOR, and assistant to director for Anrwrican

premiere of a French play. CALL
(213)285-2228.

NEED HELP ON THESIS STATISTICS. Easy

calculations. Call Anne 453-6564.

NEED STUDENTS TO MAKE BASKT MATH
WORD PROBLEMS. Some aeative writing

skill necessary. WP51. (213)365-8008.
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OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR sought to assist In

International Fine Art Expositions Administra-

tive Department. Resporvibilities include

heavy phones, word processing, filing and
general office assistance. CaiKjidate must be
proficient in at least one foreign language, able

to work under pressure, computer literate, and

possesses a high level of organization.

(310)820-0498. FAX (310)820-5426. Atten-

tion: George Hicks.

PART TIME TELEMARKETING for Education

AgerKV in Santa Monica. Foreign language

helpful. (310)395-9393.

PART-TIME: 1 5-25hrs^vk., $135+A«vk., start-

ing retail sales. Great for resume. No door to

door, etc. Call for info. (310)396-1479.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST. M—f, 1«>-5«)
pm. Plelasant telephone manner, some typing,

computer. SM firm. $7.0(Vhr. Call Kathleen

(310)829-4601.

PERFECT PT JOB: 2-3 hrs/day, 3-4 dayiAvk.

On-campus, you pick hours, $€^r. Contact

Princeton Review (310)474-0909.

PHONE SALES FOR State Farm Insurance

ag^nt. Leads furnished. Hourly pay plus sales

bonus. Will train. (310)202-1722.

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
SophnfKire: Clinical Research Assistant-UCLA

Medical Center. TueVThurs for 2 years. 1 2-1

5

hrVweek. 825-4749.

PTAT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—

Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

PT HELP, PERSONAL SECRETARY. Computer
experierKe & typing an asset. Flexible hours.

$7/hr. )ean (213)933-9121.

—RECEPTONIST • €«n(ury C«ty Uw
immediate r>eed for a fulUime receptionist -f

light typing and general office duties. Word
Perfect 5.1 highly desirable. Needs front

officeappearance and demeafK>r. Salary at

$1(Vbour. Send resume ASAP to L.).R.I.F.,

10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste.1000, L.A.

90067, or 310/457-2300 between 4-6 P.M.

RECEPTIONIST/TRANSCRIPTIONISTS, part-

time, Westwood therapist's office, 1 100 Oen-
don. Work hourly or per report typed. Evenings

available. Will train. Higher level positions

(interviewin^istorian) also available for psy-

chologically sophisticated individuals. Call

Cindi, 824-1027 for interview.

SECRETARY, FULL-TIME; DeUil oriented,

good phone skills, good krK>wledge WordPer-

fect. Contact: Fred (213)934-5000, salary

open.

SECRETARY, CLERICAL. Brentwood CPA's

seek organized, self-motivated irxiividual for

light word processing, filing, ger>eral office.

10-15 hr^A<yk. $7Air. 310-826-1380.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemariteting com-

panyki in Culver City is looking for some

; energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

' paid training, $6A)rycommission. Great hours

7:00 AM-1:30. No experierKe necessary.

SSOOMc. is very real. (310)837-0902.

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE, COMPETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions

available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(31iO)S3M496 (818)3600760

8 perale needed now
Im «p to $•/!».
Honsedeaners

Can (213) 453-1817

us MAIL JOBS $1 1 .77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WESTSIDC DECORATOR seeks high energy,

positive person with good color sense to aMist

in wallpaper and fabric shopping errands,^.

Approx. 16-24 flexible hour^^. Need car,

$7/hf itift. joalyn (310)459-3043.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback novels, norvflction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

KARI MICHAELSEN
•Katie" from the NBC series

*GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bnjln)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or flilWime.

(310)536^496 (8)8)3600760

Opportunities 32

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a

job or summer internship? Receive an invalu-

able list of contact names, addresses and

phone fs, and over 100 of Hollywood's top

production companies, talent agencies, and

studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-

SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

ERAN EXTRA MONEY using your personal

computer. Call (818)373-9086.

4- Entrepreneurs
Earn $300'$700/month

Part-time

We are k>oking for 8 self-starters to

test market exciting new products on
campus. If you can commit an
average of 10 hours per week arxi

are someone who can 'make it

happen,' we want to hear from you.

Scheduling is flexil)le & sales

experience is a plus. Please send
background info. & job history to:

The MARK^^T Group
P.O. Box 88365 - Atlanta. GA 30356

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single, kieal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 1525 Sawtelle Blvd. (310)477-4832.

WLA AREA $585/nrH>. Beat the tuition hikesi

Live outside the high rent districti CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, njmished singles. Two can

live as cheaply as one\ 1525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)477-4832.

WLA— aOSE TO LICLA, $450, large private

1-bedroonV private entrarKe, private bath,

paiking, bar and fireplace. Lis (310)473-7639.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio

or balcony. Miniblinds, ceiling fans, walk-in

closet, appliarKes, low move-in , 11527

Venice Blvd. #6. D10)390-5065.

WLA. Large IhediTh -bath with washer/

dryer. Available immediately. 1 1 535 Roches-

ter #205. (310)206-7279.
'"

WLA. Single $625. Close to school. Great for

sharing. Parking, A^, kitchen. Quiet. Pager

(310)302-0333.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling fans, appliarKes, low oKyve-in.

11527 Venice Blvd. »7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, utilities in-

cluded, low move-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

#6(310)390-5065. .

Apartments

NorthrWge $275 up. 500 tumlstMd unN studvil

houslno ladNly. Shared or private unMs, will or

wllhoui Uldiens. Prlvaie baltis. F\)ot. jxuzzl.

iBCfMion room, 1/2 hour drive k) UCLA. Open year

round. Free brochure. Ftorthrtdge Campus

Resldenoe, 9500 Zebah. Northrtdge. CA. 91325

(•1t)Mi-1717

MAR VISTA, 1-BEORQOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice

Blvd. (310)398-8579.

MAR VISTA DELUXE, 2-bed/2% bath town-

house. Pool, Jacuzzi, security, built-ins, 15

min. UCLA, $1200/mo. (310)391-0205

evenings.

MAR VISTA 2-bedroonr» $725, 3-bedrooms

$875, hardwood floors, appliarKes, laundry,

near 405 (310)4540805.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY-B.H. R/E DVPT.
Comp. seeking dynamic individual with 2-5

yrs experience. Wordperfect a must. $24K-»-f

.

Send Resume to: IS. P.O. Box 15354, B.H.

90209-1354.

SECRETARY FOR ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS management firm. Norvsnxiker

with neat appearance . Good office skills

required. Bookkeeping experience a plus.

$8-12/hr. Call for appointment.
D1 0)826-0600.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple 'A' Student painters for information

now. 1(800)394-6000.

Walk to UCLA
Discounted sublease till Jtine

Private room, Private bath, Shared

kitchen $450 ,Two bedrooms, Two
bathrooms, 1 kitchen, $900

633 Gaylcy 208-5920

womocp =3*

HOUSECLEANING. My grant ended and i

need to pay the rent! Call Keri (310)822-0516.

Large Newlv
Remodeled

1 & 2 Bedroom Units
BeverlywDOod -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Miinrowave

$575 '$825
Call 657'8756

WESIWOODP1A2A
APARTMENTS

Dtrecdy across from

Md-<ampus UCLA

Rinished 8. Unfurnished

Badieloisfiom$550

angleston $600 to $750

lBdnnsf[om$750tD$900

2Bclims/2B(hfiom$1200

Variable Length Leases

SOl-SOSGaykyAi/e.
(310)208-8505

Internships 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks

student interns to learn script development

activities In office. No pay, but good opportun-

ity to learn. (310)576-6*309, (310)394-7263.

ENTHUSIASTIC, ORGANIZED INTERN
WANTED for small sports/entertainment

public relations firm. Contact Smith
Communications. (310)215-2975.

PAID INTERNSHIP

Palms $925 2-becl/2-bath,

A/C, 4-years new, 9

minutes to UCLA by bus.

10737 Palms
(213)838-5039

BRENT>A^OOD $950 2BD/2BATH. Lease. Bal-

cony. By appointment only. 1 1 728 Mayfleld

f5. (310)271 -681 T.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCaLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath, living-dining

room, dishwasher, balcony. Available March 1

$1025/mo. (213)207-9993 evenings and
weekends.

OHIO-BUTLER. 2BD/ 1 BATH. Spacious,

quiet, private patio, appliances, laur>dry. 2

ml.-UCLA. $770. 470-2122.

PALMS 2-BBD/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.

Vaulted ceilings, electronic access to building

arKi subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 wo. free

w/ year lease (21 3)642-9303.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $59(Vmo. New paint,

upper, p^io, 2 parking spaces. Convenient

bus. Alter 6 P.M. (310)838-6723.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH. Security alarm, fire-

place, new carpet, all appliances included.

$89Vmo. (310)839-8862. or (310)838-5567.

PALMS, $610-$600, 1 &2-bedrooms, pool,

new carpet, parking, laundry, no pets,

454-4754.

PALMS, $995Ano. beautiful 3-bed^-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS SPECIAL. $500 toUl move-in. Singles

$525, 1 -bedroom $625-$700. Secure build-

ing, gym, sauna, pool. (310)836-3800.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-

ICED TO RENT QUIOaY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SOUTH OF OVERLAND. 1-bed. $695. With

refrigerator and stove. (310)837-7513.

VENICE. $685At>o. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Sec-

urity building, quiet, larxiscaped courtyard.

3*A blocks to beach. Refirig, stove, carpet,

laur>dry, parking, no pets. Available now.
(310)396-8121.

VENICE. $85lVhrM>. 1 bedroom and den. 'in

charming character 4-plex on quiet walk

street. 1 'A blocks to beach. Hardwood floorsi,

refrig., stove, new paint, laundry, parking.

Available March 1. (3100396-8121.

VENICE $875 & $90G^tk>. 2-bed/2-bath. 3*A

blocks to beach. Security buikiing, large

kitchen, refrig, stove, carpet, laurviry, 1-car

garage. Landscaped intenor courtyard. No
pets. Available now. 0100396^121

i«» inn .1
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Child Care Wanted 35

After school, 3 days/1 OhrsAveek. Pacific

Palisades, must drive. Shirley 459-2192.

EXPERIENCE WITH SMALL CHILDREN,
references, fluent English, drivers licenserequired.
5 days, 7:3Qam-6:30pm, tome late evenings

and occasional overnights. Live-out,

$160(Vmo., benefits. Century City. (310)

478-0555 or after 7pm (310) 556-1509.

Apartmertts for Rent 49

1 BEDROOM FURN. or UNFURN. 540 Glen-

rock 2block west of school Parking included.

$650 month (310)824-0532.

2BED/1BATH. Nice area. Sminutes from

UCLA. Near Barrington and Pico. Only

$796/mo. 11580 Gateway Blvd.

(213)482-3858.

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed/l bath, large apartment

with hardwood floors, large balcony, swim-

ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.

Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.

$925, 2-BEDRC)OM, upper, built-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,

parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

ADJ. Century City. 2bed/2bath. View, built-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blirwk

$900-$1 1 00. (21 3)441 -91 42/ (21 3)470-9239.

BACHELOR USOfmo. Refridgerator and hot

plate. (310)822-6487. Leave nr^essage.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-

BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PCO BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.

1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. 'A BLOCK TO PKIO BUS. (310)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-875/MO. 2-BED-

ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

•BRENTWOOD, $975, 1 -bedroom, den,

2-balh; $1275 1 -bedroom, den, loft, 2-bath,

high celing; $1250, 2-bedroom/2-bath, new
security building, prime area, best deals, 508
Barrington (213) 934-5000.

BRENTWOOD $550/$570 BACHELOR.
Unfumished/fumished. New decor. Lease. By

appointment only. 11728 Mayfield #4.

(310)271-6811.

$995-$200 OFF 1ST

MONTH RENT - WLA

1 BeilrilH UnlV

$1450

UMiiiMiMiiiiiUliiiiiiii

* French Doors *Sauna
*Jacuzzi * Fireplace

*Gym * Heated Pool

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868
iiMnp»Tr»^mxxxx

I

Bright, front apt.

D/W,A/C/ lot8

space,
gated

Ig. balcony,

parldng, key

access entry.

1709Westgcite

(310)479-1581
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rREE REM
BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS

BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 -BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735 .

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOI I SSION \l n \l \\ \(.M) in MOSS \ ( ().

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. 667-669

Furnished/unfurnished. Levering Ave.
(310)208-3215

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath. Must share

room. $33Q/nx>. Call Bonnie (805)946-2131.

WESTWOODS BEST DEALS: '$695 1 -bed-

rooms, split level. *$1254- 2-f2bedroonfH.

Hugie— large patios, A/C, fireplaces, refirigera- ^
tors. Near Century City. 474-7565 (•after ^
discounted specials). _

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1 -bed-

room junior. $725Ano. LJtilities & parking

included (310)475-7533. -

WESTWOOD, 2-bed/1-bath, loM«r duplex.

Living room with fireplace, dining room, back

yard. SISOCVrrK). (310)553-9490.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. M/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WILSHIRE HIGHRISE. Pool, zacuzzi, tennis-

courts, 24hr guards, laurxiry-in-unit, 2-f2

$1600, I bedroom $i2uu obo,
(310)474-7432.

WLA, $695, 1 -bedroom. Bike or bus to

campus. New decor. AppliarKes, no pets.

477-0725.

OHIO-BUTLER: 2bed/1balh. Refrigerator and
stove. Spacious, quiet, privale patio, ap-

pliances, laundry. 2 mi.-UCLA. $770.
470-21 22.

WLA-3516 Jasmine. 1 -bedroom with loft.

$97S/rrK>. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security

building, sundeck, patio. (310)836-5311.

(310)837-0761.

WLA - 3516 Jasmine. 2-be<V2-bath. $975Ano.
AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security building,

patio.(31 0)836-531 1 . (31 0)837-0761

.

WLA $425 and up. Bachelors arwl singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi

with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA. $550 and $565 Singles, hardwood
floors, carpeting, stove, frige, mini-blirwis.

(310)477-2777.

Stop smoking.

Your heart, lungs and

friends will thank you.

>*w

VENICE, $925, Bright, l-bedroom townhouse,

Vi block beach. Large private sundeck, ocean

views. (310)397-8058

WALK TO CAMPUS. Westwood area, bache-

lor, 2nd floor, carpet and kitchen. $550
470-5952.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in bonus. Fumishe<^nfumished, ba-.

chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

LICLA. A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-
em kitchen, excellertt corxiition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.

(310)474-8608.

JJL
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments Furnished 50

BF.ST DEAL
ll>1 1 1

IVESTIVOOD
•De uxe 2bcl/2 bti

•lOmln WaktoUCLA
•Parklng(2), AR, SPA

Ba conios. Fireplaces

(310)208-2655

Kill Your

Roommate??
.\()!(;LT A NLW

0\L!
Mow tp ~(i~ C uU K'\'

xoonimali.'^ w.iilin'L;

824-0836

WALK TO UCIA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS
2 master suites

2 bath -* balcony

Students/Roommates Wekx>mc

$10^ negotiable w/ lease

• refrig •dishwasher*A/C»

•cxHitrolIed entry*

•parking•elevator•

519 Glenrock 213-208-4835

BEVERLY HILLS, FURNISHED 1 -BEDROOM
guest apartment, new paint, utilities included,

$615. (31 0)652-7576, aftef^4^

Apts. Unfurnished 51

$650 BRIGHT, QUIET WLA 1 -bedroom. Close

to shopping, bus, LICLA. Mini-Blinds, ap-

pliances, parking. Lease. (310)476-7116

$900, 1426 Ban-ington Ave. 2bed/1% bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

$950 AND $975. 2-bed/2-bath. Security, gar-

age, stove, refrig, dishwasher, skylight, bal-

cony, tile, storage. Near bus & shops.

(310)313-2824.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
LeJ&c lu 2. Single, 5650. (310) 826-8461

LC. SINGLE w/in walking distance of campus.

$595, utilities included. Call Paul at 624-9754

LUXURY NEW BUILDING. 2-bed/ 2-hath,

penthouse, security, high-ceilings, wet bar,

fireplace, refrigerator, microwave, dis-

hwasher, WA5 in unit, Jacuzzi, 2-car parking,

no pets. $1295. 1815 Purdue Ave. WLA.
1 -month free rent with 1-year lease.

(310)479-5279 manager/ (310)931-1160

office.

PALMS: $625. Large 1 -bedroom. 2 weeks free.

First -- security. Newly redor>e. Parking In-

cluded. Cat okay. (310)372-1253.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quite. Bundy N. of

Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049.

WES7WOOD NEAR CENTURY CITY, small

and custom single, sleeping loft, skylight,

carport, $595/mo. (310)475-3333.

WLA. $700. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large

modern 1-bed. Stove, frig^ dw, A/C.

(310)837-0761.

WLA. Large 2-bed/1-bath. Balcony, ap-

pliarKes, parking, laundry, 2 miles UCLA. Bus,

shopping. $835 reduced. (310)325-5304.

WLA STUDIO-$697, 1 BEDROOM $867.

Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool

and spa. Quiet & friendly. Visa/MC. Sedona

Villajee. (310)280-0692.

Apartments to Share 52

1 -BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT to

share. No parking spot. Across from UCLA
$365/mo. Keith 206-5694.

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED. Own furn-

ished room, bathroom, parking. $440 a month

In 2B/2B apartment. 310-639-4842.

2-BED/1'A -BATH furnished Palms aot. to

share $42(]A»h>. + deposit. Female preferred.

Call Nadine (310)558-0196.

BRENTWOOD-GRAD STUDENT & DOC to

share lovely 2-be(V2-bath w/male or female,

available now, $490/mo. (310)447-2235.

BRENTWOOD. Own bedA)ath, Jacuzzi, sec-

urity, parking, no lease, $50(Vmo. -f deposit.

t>pen 3/1. Mary (310) 447-0420.

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 3-bedroom,

Spanish duplex, one bedroonV own bath,

laundry, fireplace, garage parking, $60Q^mo.

Daytime messages (213)939-4091, evenings

(213)852-2481.

MAR VISTA. FEMALE ONLY. Large, furnished,

private bedroom, walk-in closet. $39S/mo.

Includes laundry, kitchen. (310)273-5777.

MDR. %575/mo. UTILITIES INCLUDED. Non-

smoking female. Own bedroom. Furnished,

pool, Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)827-9596.

PALMS- CLEAN, NEAT, Responsible, non-

smoker to shar^ 2 •«- 2 apt. fireplace, a/c, full

kitchen, laundry. Secure parking. Great build-

ing. $390/mo. -<• utilities. Scott (31 0)839-761 6.

RESIDENTIAL HANCOCK PARK AREA.
1 -bedroom for rent. Share common areas.

Quiet. $495 including utilities.

(213)937-2124.

SANTA MONICA, NORTH OF WILSHIRE.

PEACEFUL NEIGHBORHOOD, $375/MO.
OWN BED/ BATH. LEAVE MESSAGE.
(310)393-5060.

WALK To UCLA maleAemale. Responsible,

non-smoker to share 2-f2 condo. Secured bidg.

w/ parking. Fireplace, A/C, dishwasher. $600
KJtilities Annette (310)824-0229.

WESTWOOD. $425 Furnished 1 bedroom
apartment. Huge patio. Walk to campus.

Uilities paid (310)208-2501.

WLA, OWN BEDROOM, 3-bed/1 'A -balh,

$315/rTH>! utilities, 2 male students, parking,

laundry, Aron (818)708-8348A310)841-08oS^

WSETCHESTER, own room in 2-becV 2-bath

lex. Washer/ riryrr and tfnragr S45(VmGL.

CalT Margaret 1310)410-0152.

Roommates 53

FEMALE ROOMATE. Across street from cam-
pus. $90G/quarter. Utilities included. Free

breakfast. Furnished. Shannon 824-7577.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share large

bedroom in 3-bedroom apartment in Brent-

wood. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $32G/mo.

(310)826-2445.

FEMALE SHARE own bedroom apartment in

westwood. Spacious, quiet, furnished, short-

term okay. $395/mo. (310) 824-0842.

FEMALE TO SHARE a large single apartnient.

Close to campus. Only $287/mo. Call

(310)477-2451.
'

FRIENDLY FEMALE needed to share room.

\/ery nice. 2BD/2BA. Close to campus. Park-

ing. $375/mo. (310) 824-5722.

HOLLYV\^XDD. Mature sincere male to share

new furnished 2-bd apartment. Parking, pool,

gym, sauna, bath, 2 phones. $450. Jonathan

(21 3)663-0461

.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER wanted to

share spacious 2 bedroom cottage. Close to

UCLA $497.5(Vmo. negotiable. Call Tom
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 - id#

1 3039.

MAR VISTA M/F to share 3-bed/3-bath. Sec-

urity parking/building, sundeck, near beach,

$375/mo. (310)391-9667.

RESPONSIBLE NON-SMOKING MAN
WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in Rancho Park.

SASOf'mo. (310)839-1642

RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS!!! ^Share 2-bd,

2-bath apartment with 3 grad students. Sec-

urity parking, kitchen, cable TV, A/C.

$385/mo. Phone 208-3933.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Venice, one block

from beach, rwn-smoker, washer/dryer in unit,

own room, 2bed/lbath, parking irKluded.

$475/mo, Vi utilities plus deposit. Available

March 1st. (310)305-7856 Andrew.

SHARE ROOM, SPACKXJS WLA DUPLEX,
$223.75. 3-MILES CAMPUS. B.BUS #1 , PARK-
ING. RESPONSIBLE PERSON WANTED.
WALK TO UCLA. Female. Share bedroom in

2BR/2BA. Parking, fireplace, Jacuzzi. 512

Veteran. (310) 824-4032. Raquel.
$331 .25/mo.

WESTWOOD FEMALE to share 1-bd apt,

FULLY FURNISHED, security system, Jacuzzi,

exercise room; REDUCED RENT now just

$35(Vmo; Available for Spring Quarter; Erin

(310)208-4375.

WLA. Luxurious 2-bed/2-bath townhouse.

Fireplace, sun deck, cathedral ceilings. All

amenities. $625 •«- utilities. (213)470-1017.

Room for Rent 54

ACROSS SUNSET from UCLA . Room with

private entrance, bath, walk in closet, garage.

$515/mo. (utilities included). (310) 472-7943

(leave message).

AVAILABLE MARCH 15. Private roonVbath.

Quiet. Parking, bus access. No-smoking. Near

LICLA. $460. (310)478-676^.

BEST OF THE WEST Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,

fireplace, study- lounge and much, much

more. Own roonVbath, free HBO/Showtime.

$525. (310)837-9509.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath. Separate

wing & entrance. Kitchen & laundry privileges

negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

BRENTWOOD. Private entrance, private bath,

4 miles from UCLA, $450/mo.,
(213)472-8269.

^

PLEASANT ROOM, private bath, cooking

privileges, easy parking. Male preferred.

$35(ymo. (310)837-6064.
,

PRIVATE ROOM with bathroom. Walking

distance to Marina Del Ray. Sllvana

(310)639-2038.(after 6pm)

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom

house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bianca and

Richard (310)559-5170.

VEN/SM ROOM, In 3-bed/2-bath modem
house, fireplace, new carpeting, parking, corv

venient bus, walk to beach, $39SAno., Mira,

(310)399-7160.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World

charmi Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.

and up. Some with kitchens. (310)206-2241.

WESTWOOD $550. A beautiful, large room,

fully furnished, private bath, closet, washer/

dryer, cooking utilities. Near UCLA. For Fe-

male. (213)470-3616.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. One of a kind, very

special townhouse development offering pri-

vacy and lots of space. 3-bedroom and den,

2'A -baths. Owner motivated. Won't last.

$360,000. Elsie (310)398-8944.

Condos for Sale 67

BEAUTIFUL HIGH-TECH 1 bedroom -i- lofL

Private survieck, high-ceiling livingroom.

WLA. $235,000. Lttddie. (310)445-7778.

CULVER CITY CONDO. $149,500. 4900
OveHand, #202. Open Sunday 11-4. Tennis

court. Broker: (310)559-4315, beeper
(213)966-7473.

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwood.
1 bed/1 bath 109K, 2bed/2bath 188K. Call

agent (213)938-3129.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to LXTLA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,

276-6331

.

REFINANCE NOW! If you are paying over

/"KWt fixed or 8% adjustable on your home
loan. Call aeent/Bob H. (310)477-6488.

Condos for Share 68

WLA. SSSO/mo., male, furnished, private bath, cONDO TO SHARE, own bathroom, washer
utilities, linens, TV, washer/dryer, parking, ^^ j ^^,|,t,„ included. $500Ano, near
5-min. UCLA, PT (310)279-1159. ycLA (310)575-4259.

Sublet 55

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

rriasterbedroonVl bath. Completely furnished,

cable TV, all amenities, air corvJitioning.

LocatMi 1 block from ocean, near suliway,

airport. Mass General Hospital, and local

universities, $725/mo. -t- utiliUes. Ken. (310)

824-7883.

Share lovely, spacious, 2-bed/2-bath,WLV5M
corxk) with quiet, serious, 48 year old working

woman. $50(Vmo. -f utilities. (310)207-3164.

Condos for Rent 69

House for Rent 56

3-BED/1 -BATH, large yard, on #8 busline,

$150(ynf>o., new paint and new carpet.

(310)475-3776.

3-BED/1-BATH. 5 miles from LXTLA. Great

garage, (arge yafo^ fireplace, n+ce

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. Spacious 2-bed/2-bath

condo. Top floor, city view. $1 595. Randy,

Agt. 470-1761.

Guest House for Rent 70

$565. CULVER CITY. Charming, single guest-

house. Stove, fridge, carpets, blinds, parking.

Off of CulYer ttvrf. f:iiouy7. 6ai.

patio, large kitchen. (310)390-0065.

3-BEDROOM HOUSE, 1% -BATH IN MAR
VISTA. Walk to tennis & golf course. 7 miles

from UCLA. Available now. $145Q/mo.

(213)655-8530.

$975. CULVER CITY. Front house, clean

2-be<V1 -bath. Stove, w/d, carpet, blinds, park-

ing. Off of Culver Blvd. (310)477-0661.

SPACKXJS 3bed/3balh (fireplace, refridge,

dishwasher) Adj. Playa Del Rey. 8miles to

UCLA. $l,700/mo. (213)653-2966.

VENKZE. $125(ymo. Spacious 2-bed/l-bath

house. 8 blocks to beadi. Larniscaped garden

•f patio. Large kitchen and utility room.

Refrig., stove, washer/dryer, dishwasher. New
carpet, paint, arvj miniblinds. Garage and

pariting. Available now. (3100396-8121.

VENK:E $1495/mo. Canal beauty. Charming

1-t>ed cottage on water front. 3-blocks to

beach, hardwood floors, partly furnished,

wood-burning fireplace, remodeled kitchen.

Ferx:ed, private garden, with garage and park-

ing. Rarely available. Normally owner-

occupied. Available March 1 . (310)396-81 21

.

VENKTE. 2-BED/l-BATH. $1,000/mo. Utilities

paid, near beach, pets okay. (310) 836-3886.

BRENTWOOD GUESTHOUSE. 1 bed/1 bath.

Utilities paid. Refrigerator. Privacy.$85Q^mo.

Ped OK. (310)471-7922.

FURNISHED GARDEN-SIDE GUEST HOUSE.
Perfect for female PhD Student. $510.0(V

month. Utilities included. References.

(213)2^7-1024

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING -FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and

AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Insurance 91

House to Share 57

VENKTE: SPANISH-STYLE two-bedrm house.

Hardwood floors, yard, private room. Share w/

grad student. $500 (310)391-4572.

WLA, ROOMMATE WANTED. Pref. male. 3

bd/2 bath house $533/mo •«- % utilities. Maria

(310)479-8990.

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
I'.'u Jll fjo but auto insiirnnie is

reiiiiired by Inw' So lor a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852 7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

House for Sale 58 jM^

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

-(^^)^477-82»^,. Annie Szy ilagyi.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA. 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (81 8)783-6^75.

Housing Needed
3^

60

FRENCH INSTRLJCTOR looking for westside

guesthouse/quiet apartment. Up to $60(Vmo.

Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

Real Estate 61

offk:e for lease on westwood blvd.
Near Santa Monica Blvd. 1 room, parking,

excellent location (310)475-8211.

Townhouse for Rent 66

Omelveny A Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from

May to August, our law

students will be needing

housing. Please cidl the

Recruitirtg Office

(310)246-6717

Good Rates for

Motorcycles.

with California-based

company. Also

available: Minimum
liability if Ucensed
under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-70S1, or

(310)475-8355

Loons 93

free government GRANT. Need addi-

tional education money? For information^ call:

(818)375-5130.

Movers/Storage 94

t
HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

J

notice ok. Sti^ent discount. Friendly

(310)285-8666. LKTLA alumnus.

I
JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

I
movers. Free estimates, experierxxd, and rcli-

,
able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

! Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

I best quote. (310)453-0626

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.
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Learn to fly

• All Ratings Private

thru ATP

• Free Simulator

Demonstration

• Aircraft are

available for rental

Justice Aviation
Santa Monica Airport

(310) 313^792

Berk, Samuel
Attomey at Law

WRONGFUL DISCHARGE

Employement DIscrflmlnatlon

Sex*Race«Age«
Nationality

DISABILITY
DISCRIMINATION

Sexual Harrassment
Ratatod Matters

10866 Wllshire Blvd.

Suite 1270
Westwood

(310)474-8219

Personal Service 95 Tutoring Needed Travel 105 Travel

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data:

(310)559-1890.

SPEECH PROBLEMS? ACCENT REDLXITION
AND SPEECH THERAPY SERVICES. Initial

consultation free

.

(81 8)882-8647A805)945-7876.

TUTOR for 9 year-oid-girl. 5 hours a week.

Including summer! Need car. $6/hr.

(310)474-6281.

Services Offered 96
Typing 100

COMPUTER EXPERT: Learn WP 5.1, DOS,

Lotus 1-2-3-4, & other major apps. Also

computer repair & purchase consulting. Conf^e

to ypu, reasonable. Robert (816)969-6250.

FOREIGN ACCENT IN YOUR WAYf Profes-

sional accent reduction services. Initial

consultation free.

(61 8)662-8647A805)945-7878.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing

achooi petsootblMtmenta. other

aduate

material? Professional help from natlonally-

known author/consultant. (213)626-4445.

MAKE-UP STtJOENT interested in assisting

filrn/ photography student with class project.

(714)735-6322. Alicia.

1 BLOCK FROM LICLA. Wordperfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dissertations, manuscripts,

resumes, legal. (310)206-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES

.

EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0556.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
vMMdprocessing-anything (irxrluding dis8ert»-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near
"

campus.gem-9pm""Wr<« t3lO|31

2

-3331. =^^

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKIA-

TKDNS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

Mazatlan
Spring Break!
Make a break for Sun and Fun in

Mazatlan-March 22-28, 1992!

Trip includes:

• 6 nights at Costa de Oro resort

• Air transportation-Alaska Airlines

• Transfers

PRICES SLASHED!
Come in for ngw rates!

^ ' - Travel Service, A-Level Ackerman Union
ASUCLA/" M-F 8:30-6, Sat 12-4 CaU UCLA-FLY

PROFESSKDNAL EDITING, rewrite: th«

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and

professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)620-0150

BEAR'S EDITING
All aubjects. Theacs/Disaertations

Ptopoaals and Booka.

Foreign atudenta welcome.
PAPDB NOT roi SALE
Sharoo Bear, PhJ)
(21SH7»4SS2

RESEARCH, WRfTING, ediing

All Levete-AII SdbjpOs
Foreign StudentsWolcome

Fast. ProfesskxiaJ-Quaity Guaranteed
Papers not tor sale

CaU Research 310477-8226
M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirenfWTt. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTVPROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

..SCHOLARSHIPS^ flNANClAL-AID, grants.

available. Big peak season discount. Cal

academic dollar search today.
1-600-766-9656.

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION; Free Re-

corded Message Gives Details,

1(600)743-1455.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

StuderU discounts.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd gives

expert help Fast. Reasonable. (^10)476^0114.

Tutoring Offered 98

"AUMAR BEAU* FRENCH tutoring by phone

or one on one. (618)904.7691. En Francais

S.V.PI. Mcrcll
^

•••CARING TUT0R***BASK: MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-

ERY TO MASTERYI CALL RENEE
(618)545-0960

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

J>ATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,

standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well, and who can patiently

present the material In a variety of ways

to become confident *id self-reliant. For

FREE info, call lim Madia (213)662-0599.

TUTORING: ENGLISH. WRFTING; GMAT,

ISAT, CRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4y«an experience. Mark, 652-1296.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessin^ypin^
editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.

Student discounts. Marge (local):

(818)786-8742.

ARCHETYPE. Fast tum around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)786-9885.

BRENTWOOD WORDPROCESSING, LiLI

(310)472-41 13. Fast typing and editing, laser

printer, Wordperfect, resumes, papers, screen

plays, etc.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick ufVdelivery. 24hrs

service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8699.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop

publishing word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for papersAheses etc. Mac
W/P, free campus pickup/delivery Michael

(310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

THE TYPING GUY! I'll type anything. I'm

really cheap and very fast. (310)207-5192.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. SanU Monica (31 0)826-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSING Sl.SC/page. Pick-up/

^liver'Ato editing, writing tutoring, reawn-

able fee. jenny (310)396-7143.

London

EAST COAST (NYC/BOSTON/
WASHINGTON) anytime, $149. No catches,

confirmed reservations, just be mininally

flexible. CalHitch(r). (310)458-1006.

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-

where, $125 |Vp. Limited quantity. CALL

now!!! 24 hr». (404)349-9551.

Travel Tickets 106

Costa Rka
Paris

Tahiti

NcwYoric
Miami
*Faics ane each way from Los Anselcs based on a

rourxltnp purchase (totncttors apply. Faressubject

to change without notice and taws not included

Open Saturdart Iftam

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

$395/person. Valid 1 year. Limited offer,

(800)352-3087.

HAWAII, MEXCO, BAHAMAS, Roundlrip for

two. $15(Vperson. Valid one year. Limited

offer. (800)352-3087.

Coundilkaud

IOOAY'SIH[OAY

3 Braxton

Ansclcs, <

310-208-3551

Autos for Sole 109

Autos for Sole 109

BLACK ZW CABRIOLET, '86. New tires, low

miles. $6,500. (213)393-0186.

GREAT BUY!! '87 DODGE COLT. NEW
Clutch, breakes, battery. Pull-out cassette.

$2,700 .00 . Ca ll Chad (310)204-3210 .

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

$15/hr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a jKofessional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique • Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocVNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.

(310)828-3100.

V0K:E. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 dtyt. (213)287-2765.

You'll think the

world of

Daihatsu^
from Japan

3 DOOR

$6495
+ TAX, UC. & DOC.
SERIAL #33 17 19

AUTO TRENDS
(818)985-9002 (213)877-0702

4110 LANKERSHIM BLVD.. NORTH HOLLYWOOD

3 blocks north of Universal Studios

coma iMSES
Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

208-3011
Monday Special: 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

1^ Autos for Sale 109

INTEGRA LS, '89. Blacic, 47K miles, alarm,

new clutch, $9,500. (213)257-9044.

VW Bug '72, 57K, rebuilt engine, new master

cylinder, need fix muffler, runs well, $700,
(31-0)391 -5981.

VW GOLF '86. 67,000 miles. Excellent condi-

tion. Please call (310) 652-4944.

VW GTI '86. 5 speed. Nice interior, clean

body, good condition. Must sell. $3250.

(310)478-0566.

1979 280ZX DATSUN. $2000. Low mileage.

2-f2. A/c. Good condition. Radio, tapedeck.

(310)204-3635.

'85 CRYSLER LASER. Good running condition.

Automatic, A/C, AM/fM Cassette, 90,000

miles, $1980 (310)578-2281.

Scooters for Sole 115

89 ELITE 80. Red, in good condition, 3580

miles, $700 obo. |ena (310)824-7924.

ELITE 80 '89. Red, excellent condition. Recent

oil change and basket. $90Q/obo. 208-5882.

FRENCH MOTOBECANE: 100 miles/gallon,

runs well. Must sell. $30Q/obo. 470-6154.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1987, blue, w/Kryptonite

lock. Runs great, looks great. $675. Bill

(310)475-0929.

HONDA ELITE 80. $750obo. Runs excellent.

Helmet irnrluded paid & registered with DMV
for year & registered with LCLA. 473-6201 or

208-7318 )onny.

HONDA ELITE 1 50 Deluxe, 1986 just tuned,

new ban., helmet, lock, basket, $900.o.b.o.

794-3146.

HONDA ELITE 150, '89. White, like new,

4000 miles, helmet, paid registration, 1-year.

lust tuned. $1400/obo. (310)824-0717.

YAMAHA RAZZ, '87. Excellent condition,

runs like new, $450. Ask for Michan
(310)208-0769.

Furniture for Sole 126

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,
SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, iQunkbeds. (^liveries, phorw

orders accepted (310)372-2337

MOVING BACK NEW YORK. New immacu-

late furniture cheap. Country dining table,

chair* - $250. California king bed - $175.

Large desk - $90. Steel patio set - $75. Futon

sofa bed - $1 25. Bookshelves. (310)576-0406.

Misc. For Sale 128

SUPER 8 BEAULIEU 7008 PRO with Power

Angenieux 6.90 lens. Brand rww package.

$3,900 OBO. Darlene (213)674-0132.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

TRI/RACING BICYCLE: SR Maxima, Shimano

SIS, Mavic rims, aero bars, extra wheels -f

more. Must sell. $575 obo. DAVE
(310)439-0171.

Typewriter/Computer 134

ATARI 800 w/diskdrive. Print shop, word
processing, over 200 games, all original books

and software. $500(o.b.o.) (310)208-6490.

DEMAILS COMPUTER. All computers $595
and up. Include hard disk, mouse, delivery.

Call(21 3)622-3223. 1-600-756-3967.

IBM COMPUTER 266, extended key board,

internal rrxxlem, mouse joystick, 3% ", S'A

DD, Epson LQ 1500. $700. Call 745-7457,

leave message.

PANASONIC KX-R535 Electronic typewriter.

New model. 15-character display. Spell-

Checker. 7,000-character internal memory!
$150. Call: Tina 478-4452.

TOSHIBA 1600 LAPTOP, DOS 4.0, DOS 3.3,

Canon 10-E Printer, leather case, purchased

e/91, p.p., $150(yo.b.o. (310)626-2210.

TOSHIBA LAPTOP T1600. Immediate. Hard,

floppy drives. 2 Nicads. Case, medium,
mouse. Panasonic 1124 printer. $695.
(310)576-0406.

v.\
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This year make the
Grade with MILLER

MILLER INFINITI.WnNuys

MILLER MITSUBISHI, Van Nuys

MILLER NISSAN, van Nuys

MILLER TOYOTA, Culver City

818-782-1000

818r7«0-7799

818-787-8400

213-559-3777

**TAKE $100 OFFANY CAR, with valid UCLA Student ID presented on date of

purchase** .^__^_______^^^.^,.,^_-_—

_

IVISIONCARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082Glendon

Westwood Village

20S-3011
Monday SpeciaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCIA Alum.

LEARN HOW TO COOK INDIAN
HINDU STUDENTS COUNCIL PRESENTS

'b^ " '

"WW*

INDIAN COOKING CLASS,
,

* I /

FEB. 12, DYKSTRA HALL STUDENT KITCHEN, 7:30 p.m. N^Jll

BE THERE OR BE SKINNY!
Funded by the Campus Program Committee

Mii5^Hm Students Association - UCLA
Presents

New World

> ,

*

£>r. Hassan Hatliout
Director of Dawah, Islamic Center of Southern California

Nyaniso Ralv>tep
Internal Coordinator, African Student Union

£>r. Raymond Rocco
1

Associate Professor of Political Science

Wednesday, February 12
6:00-8:00 P.M.

t

Ackerman Union
Second Floor Lounge

Funded by: ASUCLA Board of Directors Programming Fund

• •

From page 36

can match up in a man-to-man

defense with UCLA.
A zone defense will leave the

Bruins with open three-point shots,

which Washington State found out

the hard way last Saturday, as

UCLA made nine treys in their

82-61 victory over the Cougars.

But perhaps the biggest key for

the Bruins this year has been

unselfish play. Last season, a

running joke was that there were

not enough basketballs to go
around for all of the players on the

team because everyone wanted to

score.

This season UCLA has played

like a team, rather than a group of

individuals. Scenes from then-

most recent games have included

senior forward Don MacLean
leading a fast break and passing to

Tracy Murray for an easy layup,

and Murray returning the favor

with a pass to MacLean for a

three-point play.

*'It*s been most pleasant to see

the unselfishness of this basketball

team,'* Harrick said. *The unself-

ishness of this team is one of the

keys we have emphasized. We like

to score within the framework of

our offense through the result of a

pass or off a fast break. I have been

very happy with our offense."

As expected, MacLean and

Murray lead the Bruins in scoring,

as they are each averaging 21.2

points per game. YetUCLA hasn*t_

relied solely on the M and M twys"

to carry the team.

Tarver is averaging l2.4 points

per game, and Butler is averaging

nearly 10 points per game. Madk-
ins and Martin are also both

capable of scoring in double

figures every game.

But before the Bruins can begin

making plans for the Final Four,

there are still areas in which they

need to improve.

**I want to improve our inside'

defense in the paint,** Harrick said.

"I also want to improve our

transition game. Defensively, we
want to improve our rebounding. I

want each player to improve

individually. It*s very, very

important that each player gets

better.**

Murray has definitely gotten

better since last season, when he-

was typecast as simply an outside

shooter.

•Tracy has finally learned how
to play basketball,** Harrick said.

**He is letting the game come to

him, rather than trying to force his

shots. He is so much better at all of

the litUe things.**

MacLean, who will soon
become UCLA*s all-time leading

scorer, is one of the finalists for tbe.

John Wooden award, which is

given annually to the best player in

college basketball.

Madkins and Martin have pro-

vided senior leadership for the

Bruins, while freshman Tyus
Edney has givenUCLA a big spsak

off the bench.

Redshirt freshman forward Ed
O'Bannon has finally recovered

finom three knee surgeries, which

caused him to miss last season.

0*Bannon, who was the top high

school player in the nation two

years ago, has been cleared to

practice full-time with tlie team.

Despite limited playing time,

O'Bannon hu shown flashes of

brilliance, and he win keep gettiiig

belter every day as he shakes the

rust out of his system.

**Imagine if each player got a

little bit better each month,"

Harrick said. 'Think how good we
would be by April, that is, ifwe are

stiU playing then.**

The only way UCLA will be

playing in April is if they make the

Final Four, which is a realistic

possibility.
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VOLI£Y
From page 36

must-win situation tonight

*Tt*s probably going |o be a very

close match,** Scates said. **We

haven*t hit our stride yet Just like

last year, we're struggling in

February. But, stiU, we have to

beat this team to stay in the

conference race."

BASEBAU
From page 36

to Campus Diamond in Santa

Barbara to face UCSB (6-2).

Last season, the Gauchos and
the Bruins split their two meetings.

UCLA triumphed in Goleta, 3-2,

while UCSB took the game in

Westwood, 7-3.

Adams will start southpaw Gary
Adcock against the Gauchos, his

former team. Adcock hurled for

UCSB his freshman year before

transferring to Riverside City

College as a sophomore.

"I think I've got a

pretty good ballclub.

We have got a scrappy

bunch of ballplayers.

They are always trying

to Start a rally and get

something going."

UCtA Baseball Coach

The junkballing Adcock has one

previous start, last weekend at

Hawaii. The Rainbows knocked

Adcock around for eight nms in

over three innings.

*'I think time is going to help

Gary, he just needs to find his

groove,** Adams said. "I know he

is capable of pitching a lot better.'

The Gauchos will counter with

their ace pitcher, Travis Rodgers.

The junior, who possesses an

outstanding curveball, has a 1-1

record and a 3.52 earned run

average in his two starts of the

year.

Offensively, UCSB is paced by

first baseman Jeff Antoon (.333, 8

RBIs) and second baseman David

Waco (.273, 1 home run. 9 RBIs).

The Gauchos. like UCLA, are a

team that relies on speed. UCSB
has nine thefts in 10 attempts

/^'.

'*^ FREE DESSERT
Buy one entree & get a Dessert FREE!

Free Delivery with Dinners served 'til 10pm.
minimum purchase of $ 1 01 Cappucinno & Dessert Bar until 1 am,

1389 WESTWOOD BLVD. '
... ' « ,

Hours: Mon-Sat 1 1 :30am - 1 :00am
Sun 6:00pm - 10:00pm

f

RUGBY
From page 34

UCLA was going to circle the

wagons, but the team caught a

second wind and began to put
together an offensive attack. A
quick try cut the lead to 16-10, but

there was now less than 10 minutes

remaining. The scrambling Bruin

defense came up with a big play

moments later and AJ. Jones

converted it into another try,

bringing UCLA to within two,

16-14. A final effort by the Bruins

came up empty, however.

Controllir^ your blood pressure can

reduce your risk of heart disease.

American Heart
Association

Wednesday, February 12th

STANFOKQ
IPllISOi\

EXPERIMENI
and

8:00 PM at the CooPeRaGe
Funded by VSAC - Your Student Government

htMiaka ^ - T '"-^
t III
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EVERYTHING
IN STOCK

EXCEPT GOLD MEDAL ITEMS

QUANTITY PRICING NOT IN EFFECT
20% OFF CURRENT PRICES MAY Bl

OFFERED IN FUTURE ADS.

JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
ATHLETIC SHOES & SKATES

CURRENT

Baseball Shoes EXTRJI (Clf /O
OFF CURRENT PRICES
20%
20%Track Spikes ..«. EXTRJI Ctf /O

OFF CURRENT PRICES

Nike Hobart ^m
Golf Shoe... 39.99 O I
Special Group
Women's Shoes .-liiii-^v^ 29.99
Saucony Shadow OO
Running Shoe 49.99 0«f

20%InLine Skates EXTRA d# /O
OFF CURRENT PRICES

ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT

Golf Sets. 20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Exercise Equipment EXTRJI ^%M /O
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Exnu 20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Tennis Racquets..

Racquetball Racquets EXTRJI df /O
OFF CURRENT PRICES
20%
20%Daypacks EXTRA df /O

OFF CURRENT PRICES

SPORTS APPAREL & ACCESSORIES
CURRENT
PRICE «e^

Nylon Jackets EXTRA C\M /O
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Local rains

wash away
tennis matdi
By DJ. Harmaling
Daily Bruin Staff

Rain forced the postponement

of Tuesday's scheduled tennis

match between the top-ranked

UCLA Bruins and the San Diego

State Aztecs.

The Aztecs were anxious to play

the match, traveling up north from

San Diego Tuesday despite the

ominous clouds which promised

an imminent deluge.

While the deluge never came, a

consistent drizzle saturated the

courts forcing the Bruins to the

locko* rooms and the Aztecs to the

highways.

Both teams expressed a desire to

reschedule the match, possibly to

Feb. 28. UCLA head coach Glenn

Bassett said. The date is pending

approval by Aztec head coach

Hugh Bream, who must first

confirm that the Aztec's have that

day open on the calendar. Bassett

said

After suffering through the first

inonth of the season with a

plethora of injuries and illnesses,

the Bruins now have only one

player on the injured list.

With the exception of sopho-

-moreX>ayidJ^ainkin. who is still

rehabilitating his injured wrist

after a second surgery, the Bruins

are for once a healthy team.

Nainkin is prepared to return the

last week of this month, immedi-

ately following the NCAA team

championships which run from

Feb. 18-23. he said.

Bill Behrens is almost com-
pletely recovered from his second

foot surgery, his only obstacle now
getting in shape to play both

singles and doubles, Bassett said.

Behrens, a senior, has been

limited to doubles play since his

return for the University of

Washington match Jan. 30. He was

set to play singles the following

day against South Florida, but

swelling in his foot prevented him
from getting the necessary practice

time to enter the singles Uneup.

Bassett said.
^—

The swelling has persisted, and

no date has been set at this point to

return Behrens to singles play.

Bassett said.

Additionally, junior Jason Sh^
and freshmen Robert Janecek and

Davide Sanguinetti each had the

flu at one point in January. Sher

was the only one not sidelined by

his illness, but all three are now
and available to playr

Bassett said.

Bassett added that practicing as

a complete unit is his immediate

goal, but a week of inclement

weather has altered his plans, he

said

He implored all of his athletes to

work out either with weights or the

exercise bikes in the event the

adverse weather conditions per-

sist _ ^
The Bruins have two home

matches this weekend as they

begin conference play against

19th-ranked Arizona State Friday

at 1:30 p.m. The Wildcats from

Arizona come to town Saturday

afternoon for a 1:00 match.

«l

cso
825-1 493
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Rasmussen keeps bouncing bade

^uM

By Zach Dominitz
Daily Bruin Staff

Desire and devotion are used so

frequently to describe athletes

these days that the true meanings
of the words are slowly being

diluted.

But for UCLA gymnast Paula

Rasmussen. the true meanings
don't do her justice.

"She's extremely inten3e. very

self-motivated." co-head coach

Scott Bull said. "She's very

talented, but it's her desire and

overwhelming will to succeed that

has taken her this far."

Co-head coach Valorie Kondos
agreed. "You couldn't ask for

more from someone. She has

incredible focus and an amazing

work ethic."

The self-motivated drive is

nothing new for Rasmussen.
whose persistence and drive for the

past 13 years have taken her from

Eden Prairie, Minn, to prominence

as a college gymnast
"I started after school when I

was little because it was fiin, and I

just stuck with it." Rasmussen
said.

"Just sticking with it" included

taking ballet for five years to help

with the dance part of her routines.

"Just sticking with it" included

leaving high school and her friends

every aft^oon for six hours of

training in the gym.
In short it meant sacrifice.^—

"I went through a period in high

school when I thought about

cheerleading and the whole popu-

larity thing, but I never really tried

any other sports." she recalkd. "I

wasn't really well known at my
school because I spent so much
time away doing gymnastics, but

my big goal was to get a college

scholarship."

After becoming the only girl in

her gym to qualify for elites (the

highest level of competition in the

country), she was recruited by the

likes of Utah and Georgia, two of

the top programs in the country.

ButUCLA offered the best combi-

nation of athletics and academics.

"I wanted to make sure I

graduated from a good school

because ever since I was 10 I've

wanted to be a doctor, a pediatri-

""~cian." she said. '"

A smart choice, especially con-

sidering that the beginning of her

gymnastics career here was nearly

the end.

After severely spraining her

right ankle just after Christmas

break, Rasmussen sat out most of

her freshman year. Toward the end

of the season, however, she

returned to hit all four events at

"^nationals as the Bru ins finished
fourth. Her real problems, though,

had just begun.

"I had been having lower back-

problems for a couple years, but it

wasn't a major problem until the

end of freshman year," she said. "It

was so bad at regionals that they

had to ice me down between

events, and it got to the point where

it was unbearable. I didn't know if

I'd be able to continue gymnastics

even fiirthCT."

Unbearable for a gymnast may
also be a higher level of p^n than

for most people, especially for

someone who is teased by her

physical therapist because her

tolerance for pain is so high that

"he can never tell if he's hurting

mc."
After cortisone shots, a Magne-

tic Resonance Imaging and X-rays

failed to help or reveal anything, a

CAT scan back home in Minnesota

revealed a tiny bone chip in the last

vertebrae that touches die tailbone.

"Some people said I shouldn't

continue gymnastics because the

surgery was very hard, and they

had never done it before on a

BURT HERMAN

Gynnnast Paula Rasmussen has had more than her fair share of

ups and downs while at UCtA.

muscles, and she has a renewed

Ore. She's not going to waste any

of the time she has left"

*'She does have absolutely

beautiful lines." Kondos added.

**She is one of the most classically

aesthetic gymnasts you could ever

see."

She also used the time away
from practice, an extra six hours a

day. to focus on school. **Everyone

says athletes have it easy, but it's

like a full-time job," she said.

Rasmussen still manages to main-

tain a 3.47 GPA as a pre-kinesiolo-

gy major headed for medical

school, including a 4.0 in the

quarter following her surgery.

But she still wasn't satisfied.

*The time away from the gym
made me realize how much I

missed it," she said.

After a lot of hard work and a lot

of praying. Rasmussen is ahead of

schedule, competing this season

and competing well. "During the

injury I prayed a lot," she said. "I

gymnast.** Rasmussen said. "I

didn't know if I would be able to

get my mobility back, and it was a

really risky thing.

"But I wanted to do it There was
no way I was going to quit**

Following medical recommen-
dations, Rasmussen took four

months off to see if the pain would

subside, but it didn't and on Jan.

12. 1991, she went under the knife.

"It was fairly minor as far as

back surgeries go," she said. "It

only lasted about 40 minutes and it

went really well."

After a month of being sore and

getdng^vCT the trauma of surgery,

normal activity was pain-free. And
at the end of May, Rasmussen was
fmally able to get back to the gym.

"It was great because it was the

first time in two years that I could

do gymnastics without pain, but I

had to work hard all summer to

releam the tricks," she said. "I had

forgotten what it was like to do
things without pain. I was used to

it and I was never really able todo

—

really believe that there is a

my tricks to the fullest"

However, it wasn't the easiest*of

comebacks.

"I would watch everyone else

and think. *Wow, it's been a year,

what if I'm not going to be able to

come back and perform.' Things

weren't as easy as they used to be,"

she said.

*There were a lot of days where

I was in the gym in tears because I

didn't knauL^if I could do it It

helped a lot to have Michelle

(Hunt her roommate and team-

mate, who underwent reconstruc-

tive surgery on her anterior

cruciate ligament at about the same
time) there with me."

As is her style, though. Rasmus-
sen took what she was given and

made the most of it Rehabilitation

taught her how to use her stomach

muscles to stabilize her back, and it

made her routines even tighter.

"She was aheady a beautiful

athlete to watch before, but now
it's incredible." Bull said.

"Surgery helped improve her

performance because of the clas-

ses on how to use the correct

purpose to everything in life, and I

knew that God would make me
continue gymnastics if that's what

I was supposed to do. It makes it

easier at meets when I know that

I'm not alone."

"And she's been competing

wonderfully this year, like there's

been no time off," Kondos said.

"Anyone that can be outof the gym
for a year and come back and

competejust has to have incredible

drive and focus."

"I am a very goal-oriented

person," Rasmussen said. "All my
life I've had goals I've been

working toward. I remember my
senior year in high school, after I

had qualified for elites, I really

wanted to make it to the champion-

ships for the USA,

"(But) I had my worst meet of

the entire year. I was devastated

because I had been working so

hard. It took a lot of soul-searching

to puU myself together, and it will

always be in the back of my mind.

It made me work harder and set

goals that were higher."
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Rugby falters in 16-14 loss to San Diego State
By Alan Shipnuck

The UCLA rugby team dug

themselves into a hole they were

unable to climb out of Saturday,

falling to San Diego State 16-14.

The Bruins trailed 16-6 late in the

second half before mounting a

furious comeback that fell just

shod^
The loss was the second in a row

for TJCLA (2-2 in league play), and

their once-promising playoff

hopes now look slim.

"We*rc in quite a bad situation/*

said head coach Wayne Young.

**At minimum, we need to win the

rest of our games, and then it will

take some breaks from the other

teams (to reach the playoffs).**

The Bruins looked tough early

on, as they struck for a try (goal) in

the opening minutes. Darian

Sturges was a one-man offensive

dynamo on the play, scooping up a

loose ball, kicking ahead to him-

self, and beating two Aztecs to the

goal line for a 4-0 lead. Walt

Becker added the two-point con-

version, and UCLA had a quick

six-point lead.

SDSU tied the score shortly

before halftime by taking advan-

tage of poor perimeter defense by

the Bruins, something that plagued

them in last week*s loss to Cal

Wluit is PCH7
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Daily Bruin Account
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Poly.

The second half started poorly

for UCLA, as sloppy ball-handling

led to a quick try for the Aztecs.

After the missed conversion, the

Bruins patiently marched down the

field, setting up the key sequence

of the game.

UCLA reached the Aztec IO-

meter line with relative ease, but

from there the SDSU defense

stiffened. In an agonizing five

minute sequence, the Bruins had

repeated chances at the goal line,

only to fail each time. Twice

UCLA declined the chance to kick

three-point penalty goals, opting

instead to go for the lead. Eventu-

ally, the Aztecs escaped and

shortly thereafter they scored

another try to push the lead to 16-6.

At this point, it seemed as if

See miQBY, page 31
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Lone senior leads UCLA soflball
By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

In the UCLA Softball team's

season opener last week, UCLA
centerfielder Yvonne Gutierrez

looked around and realized some-
thing.

She was alone.

Not entirely alone, as two other

players flanked Gutierrez in the

outfield, but alone in the sense that

freshmen were on both sides of

her.

'"Sometimes it's hard, because

when I think about it, I've played

with the same players for three

years and diey're now gone,"

Gutierrez said.

The hard-hitting Gutierrez is the

only senior on this year's top-

ranked UCLA Softball team that is

expected to be in the College

World Series in May. This

unfamiliar scenario may concern

or even disappoint some, but the

Culver City native is as confident

about her new team as any other.

**New people are going to be

around, and they may not know all

the little things," Gutierrez said.

**But they want to learn, they want

to be good, and when you tell them
something, they listen."

And they probably should.

Gutierrez is the top hitter on a

strong UCLA squad that routinely

decimated top pitchers last season.

The first team All-American hit a

lid .369 and ted the team in home^

runs, hits, RBI, stolen bases and

runs scored.

She also played extremely well

defensively in left field, making

only one error in 68 chances.

But this year, Gutierrez is in

center field, a position she hasn't

played very recently. All of the

' adjustment is due to the recent

influx of youth, as the coaching

staff wants experience in impor-

tant positions.

In most cases, a lone senior on a

young team would feel pressure,

but Gutierrez doesn't seem to be

too worried about the expectations

placed on her.

"It's not like I feel pressure,

because the players that come in

know what's expected, and the fact

that I'm the only senior doesn't

mean that I'm the only one with

experience," Gutierrez said.

In fact, Gutierrez is looking

forward to the position change.

"It's actually harder to adjust

from center to left (which she did

in 1990) than from left to center,"

Gutierrez said. "In center you have

more ground to cover, but you do
have a better view of the field and
in left you have to have more
precise throws. I am very happy
there."

The situation could be consid-

ered even worse, because Gutier-

rez is taking the spot of Lorraine

Maynez, who left the team because

of academic problems. Maynez
played with Gutierrez for the last

two years and would have been the

only other senior on the team.

"It's not hurting the team at all

(right now), but she would have

been a tremendous help because

she's fast, she has a good bat, she is

agood outfielder, and is a person-

able person," Gutierrez said. "She

was a great addition to the team."

But, Gutierrez is the main
offensive component to this Bruin

squad. She went on a hitting tear

last season, was second in the

conference in batting average and

hit seven home runs.

The home-run total was an

unexpected one, as Gutierrez had

only hit one home run in her entire

college career before 1991. But,^

for those who saw the intensity that

Gutierrez had in the weight room,

it was no surprise at all.

"I believe that working out is the

key to being a strong power hitter,"

Gutierrez said. "I started working

out with weights, and I felt

stronger and I really became
focused. I was thinking that

nobody coulfl throw the ball by me,

that I could hit anybody."

For a period of time, she

definitely could, and she had a 14-

game hitting streak. Gutierrez also

believes that another factor, one

outside of the athletic realm, was
integral in her new power-hitting

style.

"I did have a better mental

outlook on things," Gutierrez said.

"I tried not to take responsibility

for the things I couldn't control.

People get stressed for a midterm -

but why stress out, just do what

you have to do, and things will

work out
"If you just keep focused, you

can do it. I was just thinking (hit it)

up the middle, don't try to hit it

long because you'll pop it up. If

you just let it come, it will."

Indeed, many hitters could learn

and improve from this advice.

UCLA didn't hit too well in their

first doublchcadcr against Cal-
State Northridge last week but

expects to improve as the season

goes on.

The seniOT leader is a believer in

that theory and sees a lot of herself

in the younger players on the team.

"All the returners^ere the only

» — -*»..»T.^«. -k

Outfielder Yvonne Gutierrez, UCLA's only senior softbaii player,

led the team in batting average and home runs last season.

ones) that produced, but when I

was a freshman it was the same
thing, all the returners felt com-
"fbfabfe and relaxed," GutierresF

said. "Give them a couple ofgames

to feel not stressed out, and they'll

calm down and get into it When
you see them in practice, they are

nailing the ball."

Last season, UCLA's hitting

failed them in the College World

Series. But if Gutierrez has any
word on the matter, that won't

happen again this year.

=^ hate to lose in anythtngr^We-

are the number-one team, Arizona

did beat us, but we are the

number-one team," Gutierrez said.

"I feel that we've proved that year

in and year out. If you look at the

history of the team, they've always

been the best."
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Hawaii Luau Lobsters & Libations
Casablanca Casino Night
Snow Party Clam Bake
Gangbangers Valentine's Day ^M""

WE HAVE IT ALL, FROM: Locations, music/entertainment, transportation, food and
t>everages, pictures and video. FROM 50 TO 5,000, WE
TAKE CARE OF IT ALL FOR YOUl

PLUS: We carry liability insurance for any location...and we
require NO advance deposits to be refunded laterl

AND: We can work with your budget...even saving you rTX)ney.

,
MORE: We can arrange away trips to P.S., Mountains, Las Vegas

and morel

PHONE 31 0-375-1 331 FAX 31 0-375-2870

'Dhut^cHc^ and ^Dnc(/<ii<rj ^(%h t '7Hc\

^»' mr^tmm^mm'
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III reaches cranch time
selfishness, defense and free-throws add

H
Analyj

up to a solid team. Is a Pac-lO title within reach?

Daly Bruin fHa photo

UCLA forward Tracy Murray is second In the nation in three-point

shooting percentage, with a .566 clip.

By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

Off to their best start in 18 years,

the third-ranked UCLA men's

basketball team has reached the

midway point of conference play.

The Bruins (17-1, 8-1 in the

Pac-10) are entering a crucial

portion of their season, as they try

to win their first Pac-10 title since

1987. Of their remaining 11

games, five will be televised

nationally, including a showdown
with top-ranked Duke on March 1.

With virtually everyone return-

ing from last year's squad, which

won 23 games, UCLA was
expected to have a good team this

season. However, even head coach

Jim Harrick did not expect his

team to be this good.

"If you would have told me
before the season started that we
=would bg:i7'i, I would have
surprised, especially with the

caliber of teams we have played,"

Harrick said. "I would have hoped

that we would be better than we
were a year ago.

"We lost five very, very difficult

games a year ago, and we could

have easily been 28-4 (instead of

23-9). I knew that we could be

good, but just how good I wasn't

sure," Harrick added.

Despite having virtually the

same personnel as last year, there

are several reasons why the Bruins

are much stronger this season.

**First of all, you would have to

say our improved defense," Har-

rick cited as one reason why his

team is playing so well. "We are

better balanced, older and smarter

on defense.

"We are a better rebounding

team than last year. We also shoot

fouls better and we finish the play

better than we did. We missed a lot

of easy opportunities last year."

UCLA boasts an extremely

strong defensive lineup, which has

been bolstered by a surprise

decision by Harrick prior to the

of the season. —-—

-

offense for a little more defense by

starting Tarver over Martin," Har-

rick said. "With Tarver and

Madkins out there, we sacrifice a

bit of offense for better defense.

When I put Darrick and Tyus
Edney out there, we run our fast

break a little better, but our defense

isn't quite as good."

Harrick also decided to start

sophomore Rodney Zimmerman at

center this year, a move which

greatly improved the Bruins*

interior defense. Zimmerman is

the first true center that Harrick

has had at UCLA.
Yet with Zimmerman struggling

offensively, Harrick decided to

start Mitchell Butler. Butler, who
is 6 feet, 5 inches, makes the

Bruins a much quicker team. He
also provides UCLA with five

offensive threats in the starting

lineup, as he is a good outside

shooter.

Harrick announced that sopho-

more Shon Tarver would start at

guard in place of senior Darrick

Martin, despite the fact that Martin

had started for three years.

"We gave up a little bit of

With Butler in the lineup, other

teams have a difficult time match-

ing up with the Bruins. There are

very few teams in the nation who

See HOOPS, page 30

Baseball

to face
Gauchos
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA baseball head coach

^Gary Adams is very optimistic

about his team's chances this

season, and he has good reason to

feel that way.

After all, his Bruins (2-2) beat

Cal State Fullerton and challenged

the University of Hawaii severely,

both times on the road.

"I think I've got a pretty good

ballclub," Adams said. "We have

got a scrappy bunch of ballplayers.

They are always trying to start a

rally and get sornetliing going."

Volleyball needs win against UCSB

This year's UCLA team is

vastly different from teams in the

past years. While the former Bruin

teams used to wait for a home run

to start a big inning, the 1992

Bruins are trying to manufacture

runs.

"We have to claw our way for

runs. But this has allowed us to be

in every game," Adams said. "It is

really good to see that our team is

hungry and wants to win every

game."

Weather permitting, UCLA will

get another chance to prove their

resiliency today when they travel

By Eric Bllllgmeier

Prior to last week's funk against

No. 2 Pepperdine and now No. 3

Stanford, the UCLA men's volley-

ball team had won three consecu-

tive matches and appeared ready to

give a run at the I)d3root Division

title. Now they're fighting for their

championship lives.

So tonight at 8 p.m. in Pauley

Pavilion, the No. 4 Bruins (4-3, 2-2

in league) will try to get growling

again against No. 13 UC Santa

Barbara (1-3).

"This is probably our most

important match so far this sea-

son," UCLA head coach Al Scates

said. "When you lose two in a row,

the third game is always the most

important."

The Gauchos present a pair of

dilemmas for UCLA swing

might be even higher had Mike
Diehl stuck around (he led UCSB
in total kills in 1990). The junior

transferred to UCLA last year,

however, and will start along with

redshirt freshman Kevin Wong at

swing hitter.

If those two names don't seem

familiar, it's because they aren't.

For the first month of the season,

Scates has used Dave Swatik and

Erik Sullivan in the backcourt But

the performances of Diehl and

Wong off the bench against Stan-

ford on Friday were too effective

to be ignored.

"If I only had six players, I

would set a lineup and go with it,"

Scates said. "But I've got more

than six, and I'm just glad I get to

see them all. I know I'm not going

to get the same type of passing that

4 would have with Swatik and

See BASEBALL, page 31

hitter Eric Fonoimoana and 6-foot

10-inch middle blocker Jason

Mount. Fonoimoana gets m^^st of

the sets (162 in four matches) from

Eduardo Rezende, and he is hitting

.377 with 90 total kills. Mount (76

kills, .504) is also a big factor in

UCSB's astonishing .372 team

hitting percentage.

"(Hitting) is definitely their

strength," Scates said. "At the

Santa Barbara tournament, they

looked really good. They're a big,

physical, strong team. That's not

usual. They're usually little people

we can hit around. This year it's

not that way."

The Gauchos' attacking average

Sulhvan. But I'm going to get

more power at the net. That's what

we need, to dominate the net."

Wong and Diehl will man the

outside of the net, while the inside

is the property of improving

middle blockers/quick hitters Tim
Kelly and Jeff Nygaard. Nygaard

(J04, 35 total blocks) seems to be

recovered from his recurring sto-

mach muscle pull and Kelly (.475,

38) is really starling to pour it on.

But beyond the lineup shuf-

flings and although the calendar

only reads February, Scates

emphasized that the Bruins are in a

See VOLLEY, page 31

LAURA LEE SWAN

David Swatik and the No. 4 UCLA volleyball team face UC Santa

Barbara tonight wanting to break a two^game losing streak.

University of California. Los Angeles

80th Year, No. 75
Circulation: 22,000

Briefly

AIDS Awareness
Weekisiiere
As part of its AIDS Aware-

ness Week, the Student Welfare

Commission is hosting several

events today.

The Contraception Carnival

is scheduled from 1 1 a.m. to 1

p.m. in Westwood Plaza.

At noon, a 21-year-old who
tested positive for the virus

which causes AIDS will be
speaking. "Listen** will be held

in Kerckhoff 400.

Students can sign up to send

Condomgrams to dorm resi-

dents. Orders will be taken from
4:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the Reiber

HaU lobby.

People can also pick up free

condoms all this week from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. on Bruin Walk.

TtiurBday
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Water, water, everywhere
By Lorl Quinton
add Sally Kim
Daily Bruin Staff

Many people trie4 to cope with

the heavy rains that pounded the

UCLA campus Wednesday by
ducking indoors, heading to the

Students* Store to purchase
umbrellas or hopping on the

campus express shuttles.

But campus buildings were
plagued by puddles and flooding,

the store ran out of umbrellas and
the shuttles were more packed than

usual.

As a result, some people gave up
and went home early to avoid the

hassles caused by the storm, which
is expected to persist through

Sunday.

The University Elementary

School canceled today's classes

because officials feared several

trees would topple over.

And some classes in several

lecture halls, including Math Sci-

ences 4000A, were canceled
because water leaked from ceil-

ings.

"You could just look around the

room and you could tell why
(classes were canceled)," said

UCLA sc^homore Ritu Asthana.

She and more than 100 of her

classmates were turned away from
their computing course because of
the leakage, she said. "It's kind of

sad with all the renovations going
on that a classroom can't even

stand rain."

UCLA freshman Lily Jeng was

See RAIN, page 19

UCLA Winter Water Woes

The severity of the

recent storms has tar

exceeded UCLA's
capacity to deal with

the runoff. The result

Is flooded walkways
and buildings. AUof
the buildings shown
bek)w have

experienced one to two
Inches of flooding In

the specified areas.

5855;

Inside

Enrollment in

science drops
UCLA undergraduates are

bypassing the physical sciences

and opting for degrees in the

social sciences and humanities.

See page 3

Viewpoint

The return of
Ben Wexlor
The erstwhile Viewpoint

editor, his NFL career cut short

due to contract disputes, returns

to further complain about his

love life.

See page 22

Arts & Entertainment

UCLA commuters face

LA. traffic nightmare

Acostn Center I Ackerman Union !

Weight training

room

By Heesun Wee
Daily Bruin Staff —-*^ ' —
UCLA student Carleen Martinich and the grey 1983 Dodge sedan she

borrowed have not been home in days.

The microbiology and molecular genetics major, who commutes to

campus from her home in Thousand Oaks, has been stranded in West Los
Angeles for the past three days because of the flooded and closed free-

ways.

"I've just been staying at my boyfriend's house in Palms,** Martinich

See COiMMUTER, page 18 SOURCE: UCLA Facilities Management
KEVIN BALLUFF/Daily Bruin

Baclcto
Manzanar
A new exhibition at the

Wight Art Gallery looks at the

internment of Japanese Ameri-

cans during World War II.

See page 24

Sports

Experts say
I'llnothing

weather
By Christine Strobei

Daily Bruin Staff

Los Angeles residents are astounded by
storms that have flooded the Southland
during the past week, but local experts say
there is nothing unusual about the weather
patterns.

"We're actually entering into a normal
winter weather pattern now," said James
Murakami, a research associate with

lURT HERMAN

" ! ' ' fi il l I I'
,
I—p— m*mr

iViacidOanis

ciosing in
UCLA forward Don Mac-

Lean could break Lew Alcin-

dor's career scoring record

tonight against Oregon State.

S6e page 48

Maintenance crew members clean up at Sunset Village after the heavy rains caused flood-
ing on Wednesday.

Mudslide Idlls coupie, swaliows
trailer park in Ventura County
Lx>s Angeles Daily News

VENTURA — Pounding rains turned deadly

in Ventura County, where a mudslide killed a

sleeping couple in bed and the Ventura River

spilled its banks and swallowed a trailer park,

leaving residents stranded atop their vehicles.

Also Wednesday, the Ventura River also

claimed the life of an unidentified man believed

to be between 35 and 40 years old, who
authorities said was wearing a water skiing vest

and apparently was rafting in the rain-swollen

river near the 101 Freeway in Ventura.

California Gov. Pete Wilson declared a state of
emergency in Ventura County, and officials said

that more flooding and mudslides are likely if

new storms hit the region on Friday as predicted.

Tragedy first hit about 6:30 a.m. Wednesday,
when a pregnant woman and a man were buried

under 4 feet of mud that came crashing down the

hill behind their Ventura house and into their

bedroom as they slept.

Coroner's officials identified the dead as

Michell Bovee, 29, and Glenn Queen, 30. The
couple's unbom child, scheduled to be delivered

within days, also died.

Authorities said that the house was swamped
with mud, a boulder and a tree from an avocado
orchard adjoining the property.

"It was a loud noise at 6:30," next-door

See IMUDLSHNE, page 17

UCLA's Synoptic Meteorology Lab.
The phenomenon of current storm sys-

tems pressing against local mountains is

mainly responsible for the unusually high

level of rainfall.

"Compared to the last six years of
drought, it's a lot of rain," said Todd Morris,

a meteorologist for the National Weather
Service.

The rainfall in the UCLA area exceeded
the previous record by .92 inches. The
downpour in a 24-hour period Wednesday
resulted in 2.63 inches of rain, compared to

1.71 inches in 1936.

The storms have been powerful because
the jet stream — a belt of strong winds
several hundred miles wide — has dipped
into California, hundreds of miles south of
its normal route above Oregon and
Washington.

"Because the jet stream has gone so far

south, (the storms) just come screaming in

one after the other," said Jeffrey Lew,
UCLA assistant professor of atmospheric
sciences.

As the stream heads toward Southern
California, it steers existing storms over
warm ocean surfaces and picks up moisture.

The storms then hit the Santa Monica
Mountains near the San Fernando Valley

See ly page 17
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TODAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1992

12:00 NOON
Women*s Resource Center

When No Is Not Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

2 Dodd Hall

0:00 l>M

imJojCofiununkations.

African American Women in the Media NigJiT

Rieber Hall Fireside Lounge

^:0() PM
Undergraduate Business Society

Consulting Night

James West Alumni Center

Campus Events

Film- "Short Takes"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

.w<.v

•^:^0 1>M

Mclnltz Movies
Frank & Ravetchs "H.U.D.*

Melnitz Theater

Free admission to students with coupon and I.D.

8:00 FM
GSAAKXA Environmental Coalition

Creative Resistance

The Cooperage
9:00 PM

USAC
The Greg Gonzalez Quartet

Kerckhoff Coffee House

Friday, February 14,1992

.so PM
Melnitz Movies
Frank & Ravetchs "The Long Hot Summer"

and "Murphy's Romance"
Melnitz Theater

See ad for more information.

Saturday,

fMIMMM

:u

•x*x>.-
,'.V.V.V

wm

-..-..*.'A

7:S0 PM
Mclnltz Movies
Frank & Ravetch's "The Reivers" & "Humbie'

Melnitz Theater

See ad for more information.

Sunday, February 16,1992

^0 PM
Mdnltz Movies
Frank & Ravetch's "Norma Rae" and "Conrack"

Melnitz Theater

See ad for more information.

General .

Mortar Board
It's Mortar Board Week!

Mortar Board Applications due Tuesday, February 18,1992.

USAC
ASUCLA Board of Directors Student Interaction

Fund/ Undergraduate Students Association

Community Service Mini-Fund

See ad for more information.

Honors Programs
Spring 1992 Collegium Schedule

See ad for details.

•:::
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Commentary

Now is a bad time to

let Haitian refugees In

In
1939, the S.S. St Louis, a

ship carrying 937 Jews, left

Hamburg, Germany. The
refugees, fleeing the insanity

unleashed by the Nazis, hoped to

find freedom in America. The ship

drew so close to Miami they could

see the pahn trees and cars along

the shore.

But President Roosevelt ordered

the ship to shove off. The St Louis

returned to Europe, where most of

its passengers were rounded up by

Nazis and sent to Hitler's death

camps.

Ftanklin D. Roosevelt was a

man of great compassion, yet he

refused to save those pathetic

We sit numbly,

watching TV reporters

show us boats full of

Haitians stretching out

their arms to America.

The refugees are miles

from Florida, but

salvation is beyond

their reach.

Marilyn
Geewax
echoes Roosevelt's dilemma. We
sit numbly, watching TV reporters

show us boats full of Haitians

stretching out their arms to Ameri-
ca. The refugees are miles from
Florida, but salvation is beyond

. their reach.

So far, 12,000 Haitians have
been rounded up at sea and sent to

U.S. camps at Guantanamo Bay in

Cuba. The State Department esti-

mated that another 20,000 would-
be refugees are massing on Haiti's

shores hoping to get a spot on a

boat to make their escape.

Our government is sending
them back, saying they have no
right to asylum. While the refugees

are not returning to mass execu-
tions, many individuals may very

well be murdered.

By turning away their boats, we
may be signing the execution

orders of hundreds. I know this,

and yet I can't bring myself to say
President Bush is wrong.

If we let in the 12,000 in

Guantanamo Bay, how many_

people. By turning them back, he

signed the execution orders for

many hundreds of innocent souls.

I never could understand his

coldhearted decision. Didn't he

feel guilty about returning Jews to

a country ruled by madmen?
Now, our generation is facing a

refugee problem that in many ways

hundreds of thousands might foF
low? All 6 million Haitians have
good reasons to flee. Ifwe let all of
them enter America, can we then

say no to the Nicaraguans, Salva-

dorans, Venezuelans and others

who will want to follow?

The great majority of Haitiaiv

See page 20
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Down at the Sunset surf

ALEX DE ROBERTIS

The heavy rains created large puddles on Sunset Blv<t, causing delays for many motorists.

Garamendi
I I IV

$344Nllion

health plan
By TonI Rivera

Dally Bruin Staff

Attacking the current health

care insurance system that leaves

more than 6 million Califomians^

without coverage. Insurance Com-
missioner John Garamendi
announced a $34-billion state-run

plan to provide all residents with

basic medical care.

Garamendi, spealdng at UCLA
Wednesday, unveiled his plan

which would provide Califomians

with health coverage even to those

unemployed workers or people

who cannot afford insurance.

"We arc all increasingly awarc

that each of us is but one job or one
illness away from having no health

insurance of any kind.''

Under Garamendi's proposed

legislation, private and public

health insurance purchasing cor-

porations would buy insurance and
coUect premiums for all CaUfor-

nians.

But this plan would hurt small

businesses who would be forced to

pay the insurance premiums and
would actuaHy restrict heaMi care,

argued some officials.

~
See HEALTH, page 21

UCLA begins efforts to figlit
UCLA Undergraduate Enrollment in L & S

decline in
By Marina DuncVartki

Dally Bmin Staff

A steady decrease of undergra-

duates majoring in the physical

sciences atUCLA and universities

across the nation will leave a

gaping hole in America's scientific

future, UCLA professors and

administrators warn.

In the past decade, declining

enrollment in the hard sciences

(such as chemistry, mathematics

and physics) has become a national

concern to educators, raising fears

that the country is slq>ping in the

global pursuit of scientific and

technological discovery, UCLA
officials said.

To combat declining enrollment

.

in the physical sciences, the admis-

H : enrollment
sions office is accq)ting high

school applicants with lower

admissions scores for these majors

because the competition has fallen

by the wayside.

**We may take students with a

slighdy lower grade point average

as long as they have the prepara-

tion in math, chemistry and phys-

k:s,** said Rae Lee Siporin, director

of undergraduate admissions.

Individual departments at

UCLA have also begun special

recruitment programs to make
high school students aware of

existing career opportunities, and

of course, to lure applicants into

the sciences.

At UCLA, the trend has struck a

Mow to tiie College of Letters &
Science, leaving the bulk of pro-

fessors in the departments with the

least amount of students, and even

prompting some computing
courses to be phased out

While student enrollment in the

physical sciences have decreased,

the number of students entering the

social sciences and the humanities

have skyrocketed.

During the past seven years,

enrollment in the physical sciences

has dropped morc than 30 percent

Meanwhile, enrollment increased

about 25 percent in the social

sciences and 30 percent in the

humanities.

The long-term effects of stu-

dents exiting the physical sciences

for the humanities and social

See SCIENCES, page 20

7000

Enrolment trends in the past seven years for the CoUege of Letters &
Science divisions show that undergraduate enrollment in physical

science divisions have steadily declined while the numbers for social

sciences and humanities have increased.

SOCUL

SGENCES

UFE

SQENCES

1000 <ililililililililiuUilikJLlililili^^

HUMANITIES

PHYSICAL

SQENCES

1544 86-87 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91

SOURCE: Office of Academic Planning and Budget '

OL^ER CHAN/Ctaly Bfuin

Student exodus to other fields spurs profe to make changes

Physical Science Undergraduate Retention Rate

The physical sciences division in the Coiiege of

Letters & Science is troubled by declining

student retention.

Total students enrolled in division

Number of bachelor's degrees awarded

2500

2000

1500

1000

**«******«w*«^^imT^^ yfmmyrifmTi!'J!'!rW!T!f!!!!!!^^

500

0^6-8787-88
SOURCE: Office of Academic Planning and Budget

JOHN T. QILORCI>DaiV Bruin

By Marina DunitersM
Dally Bruin Staff

An exodus of UCLA science

undergraduates to the hunuuiities

and social sciences has spuntd
science professors to change
teaching methods, curriculum and
grading procedures to halt the

student hemorrhage.

Students need to view the

physical and life sciences as

exciting, because if they do not

they will leave for other majors,

said Clarence Hall, dean of the

physical sciences division.

"Essentially, a revolution is

taking place to better educate

students in the sciences,** Hall said.

**And I don*t use the term *revolu-

tion* lighUy.**

Changes could be implemented

as early as fall quarter, he said.

In an unprecedented move, all

physical science professors will

personally telephone every high

scfiool applicant accepted to

UCLA who has either declared a

physical science major or whose
coursework indicates an interest in

the sciences.

Building a **family mentality**

between professors and students in

the sciences will also help keep
students, he said.

In addition, a faculty mentor

program is being developed to

advise students on class schedul-

ing as well as research and career

opportunities. In this program, a

student will meet one-on-one with

a faculty member.
"If we*re going to be competing

in the world of science, it certainly

starts in the universities,** Hall

said.

Physical and life science

courses are expected to become
more visual. And the introductory

"weeder** courses — which are

prerequisites for the major —
could be made slightly less com-
petitive.

Students often complain that

professors design these classes to

be very difficult in order to weed

' « mmm m^ WtK
•

"Essentially, a

revolution is taking

place to better educate

students in the

sciences. And I don't

use the term

'revolution' lightly."

Clarence Hall

Physical Sciences Dean

out most students and to retain only

the best.

Students may no longer be told

that half of the class will fail, said

Fred Eiserling, dean of the life

science division.

*This attitude needs to change,**

he said. "But unfortunately, some
faculty can*t change their views

ovemighL"
Other proposals include elimi-

nating grades for all freshmen

science classes and introducing a

See CURRICULUM, page 20
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Briefs

World

Ex-republics ptodge to

support democracy
ASHKHABAD. Turkmenistan — The

leaders of Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan

pledged to Secretary of State James A.

Baker III that they would adhere to

democratic principles and human rights,

and Baker indicated that the declarations

met his conditions for diplomatic rela-

lons with the former Soviet republics.

Baker, on the second day of a whirl-

wind tour through the Caucasus and

Central Asia, began Wednesday morning

by sampling grapes in an open-air fruit

market in Armenia, then flew down the

Caspian Sea to Baku, Azerbaijan, for

lunch with the president, then hopped

over to Turkmenistan where he dined in a

yurta, a traditional hut.

Iran's nuclear activity

peaceful, team says
TEHRAN, Iran — At the end of a

weeklong mission, officials from the

International Atomic Energy Agency said

that based on their fmdings, Iran's nuclear

activity and ability were entirely for

peaceful purposes.

Dr. John Jennekens, the group's Cana-

dian spokesman and deputy to the

secretary general of the Intematio0al

—Atomic Energy Agency,, who chaiael

ized his mission as a "multipurpose visit,"

after Iran's "open-door invitation" did not

rule out the possibility of an inspection as

a follow-up visit He spoke at a news

conference in Tehran Wednesday.

"We are pleased to confirm that there

jjoes not seem to be a shred ofevidence on

the allegations that were made in the

media," Jennekens said.

Pakistan fires on
Kashmiri separatists

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan — Alarmed
over the conflict with India, Pakistan

violently halted a march by Kashmiri

separatists trying to cross the border into

the Indian-controlled portion of Kashmir.

The march Wednesday by Kashmiri

militants toward the tense, mountainous

border between Indian and Pakistan

disintegrated when the police fired into

oncoming protesters, killing at least 12

and wounding as many as 100.

The Indian government, which controls

two-thirds of the predominantly Muslim

territory, had said that it would fire on

anyone trying to cross the cease-fire line

iiito Kashmir illegally, a warning the

Kashmiri protesters said they would
willfully disregard.

For weeks the Pakistan government has

agonized over how to deal with the march

into Kashmir.

Hitmen suspected in

Soutli African Idlliiigs

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa —
The latest wave of political violence,

usually attributed to conflict between

supporters of th(^ Afirican National Con-

^ss aiid the riv^ Inkatha Freedom Party,

IS is^ii|i(ia snistCT dimension because

offfc^iiitigs were carried out wjth

a professionalism characteristic of hired

assassins.

Victims in the last week have included

at least two officials of the congress and

Inkatha who worked to overcome a

longstanding hostility between their orga-

nizations that has contributed to the loss of

12,000 lives in Natal and the Transvaal

since September 1984.

:- n -• ^
*

Clinton

avoiding tlie draft

MANCHESTER, N.H. — In an effort

to prevent further damage to his presiden-

tial campaign. Gov. Bill Clinton released

a letter in which he thanked an Army
officer for "saving me from the draft" and

also apologized for deceiving the officer

about his intention to join a Reserve

Officers* Training Corps program at the

University of Arkansas.

The unexpected development marked

the latest in a series of blows to Clinton's

campaign, v^ich has slipped from first

(dace in the polls because of allegations of

sexual misconduct and draft dodging.

Ben & Jeny lielp raise

funds for diiidren

WASHINGTON — The Children's

Defense Fund used Valentines and ice

cream Wednesday to raise election-year

awareness of "how dire things are for the

kids."

Three and four-year-olds from Head
Start and child-care centers sampled

Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough and

Chocolate Fudge Brownie ice cream in

the Raybum House Office Building.

When asked if they liked it, most cheered.

"We have _to. communicate with mil-

"lions of parents, citizens and voters arid"

make them realize how dire things are for

the kids," said Marian Wright Edelman,

the fund's president, as she launched a

campaign by an 18-state ice cream chain,

. Ben & Jerry's Homemade, Inc., to

convince its customers to send up to

25.000 Valentines postcards to members
of Congress.

Cougar seen in area;

local residents alerted

Residents in Kagel Canyon and Little

Tujunga Canyon should keep an eye out

for a mountain lion with half a tail, state

fish and game officials said.

The 80 to 100-pound cat has been

sighted two or three times in the past week

in the rugged area northeast of the San

Fernando Valley, said Larry Sitton,

management supervisor of Department of

Fish and Game.
"A lot of people have seen this

mountain lion, so we thought we ought to

alert people to its presence," Sitton said.

A large number of mountain lion

sightings have occurred in the foothills of

Ventura and Los Angeles counties.

Top Ten

Top 10 good things about the rain:

10. No one will tell you to "have a nice

day."

9. You can sleep late and shower on the

way to school.

8. All those cool songs about rain

they're playing on the radio.

7. Forget your umbrella? Grab a Bruin!

6. Sprinkler system in Royce Quad still

wofks.

5. No parking tickets.

4. You can use the phrase "inclement

iher" without soyiKiing pompous.
3. They're giving out free rubbers in

Westwood Plaza.

2. Come on, isn't there something

spiritual about everyone getting wet at the

same time?

1. At least the drought's not over.

Compiled from Bruin wire services and

staff ingenuity

It cantdo hundryor findyou a dale,

but it can help you find more time forboth.

""^ The new Apple* Macintosh* Classic* II'"^"

computer makes it easier for you to juggle

classes, activities, projects, and term papers—

and still find time for what makes college

life real life.

It's a complete and affordable Macintosh

Classic system that's ready to help you get

your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up

and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro-

processor, which means you can run even

the most sophisticated applications with ease.

And its internal Apple SuperDrive™ disk

drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and

MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to

exchange information easily with , , ,

almost any other kind of computer z™ .i,

„ gr <i

HMMMtMicS

In additionto its built-in capsteKties, the

Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up

to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to

run several applications at once and work

with large amounts of data.

Ifyou already own a Macintosh Classic,

and want the speed and flexibility of a

Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an

upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes

and it's affordable. ;

To put more time on your side, consider

putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk/

See us for a demonstration today, and while

you're in, be sure to ask us for details

about the Apple Computer Loan.

It'll be time well spent.

Iniroclucinuilic Macintosh (>lasMc II.

#.Classicn 4/40 Now Only $1129 (c»h price)

Ask about Great New Prices forMany Macintosh Models
llMtrictltM: Available to full-time UCLA Students. Faculty, Staff aid Depatments only Purchase must t* fof the personal academic, educational, or research use of the eligibte person Students musi show a current Registration Card and Photo ID.

Faculty and Staff must show a payroll numlw and photo ID No more than one desktop and one notebook unit may be purchased every other year Other restrictions may apply. taywMt ASUCLA Cash Prce requires payment by currency, cashier's check.

University Credit Union Withdrawal Check. AppleCredit or personal check (up to $300) made payable to ASUCLA Money orders are NOT accepted PrtoM »t taMtet to t^mm •«*§«• mUm. All sates art ftaal.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
mmm^^^f^^^i^^^ F7:4s^ m\m\ sun \z^
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Reg. $799. SavB$SOI
Inflnilir 3S20 Mini Tower System

iBlil8Q58MOCnJ
2 MS lAM • 05 MB HaidDiik

'Ahm 9M« IJ Mi «rW 1.44 lO nomrMwa
UMDoed lOl-lBer iqfboard

$949 mMomo Smt^r VQiDi^Ufy
$1,099 m^CoiorffiferrQADi^^Uy

pgrformahcg Paclwge
fitffidjbr ib$mM d$mandint umt,yHqffbnhbk

neg. $1,699. Save $2501
Infinity 433C Mini Tower System

1iiIb180486IMU93 • 128IGaciB
4MilAM-iaOMBIlMdOlsk

TSM fM* 1J MB af 9M" 1.44 Mi Hdppf Dftv*

BnhMoed lOl-kef Beyboaid

$MJ99uAMorStip0rVQiDi^i^
$lS49tMam hUerlmeedSVGADispUiy

Bfuin Parkagf tatioa

Aiumkr $1,000, Ms l€pqfa$ Urn386iiUealfor

Reg. $h099. Save $1501
Infinilir 333C Mini Tower System

iDlcl 80386DX-55 GPU
2MBiAM*85MBHanlDlilc

Teac SM" IJ MB or 5H' 1.44 MB floppy Drive

BtOunced lOl-key iejfboard

$1,149 m/Momo Smp^r VGA Di^fimy

$1,299 m^ColarSta^yGA EH^Imy

PorUmuUimal»inbf^lh€ndpmformariOBttbUis

UmomnmmmL

$2,l99

Mouse Pad*
Get a coolpadforyoilr mouse!
*with purchase of$50 ormore.

Mouse
^JTbe only way torrid cfibese gi^si

*with purchase ofany hfinity Computer
Offer 0xpk98 2/14/B2. One per cuslomer.

Produc

Reg. $2,999. Save $5001
Infinity 433B EISA Tower WorkstaUon

Intal 80486in-55 • 64K Gacba
4 MB BAM • 212 MB Itad Disii

Teac 5M* 1J MB or 5M* 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced lOl-key leyboard

$2,949 wAMarSmper VGADi^Uy
$2S99 m/Nrm ImierUeedSVGADispUy

MICE

Package
Gem^)ttiifig-faU486row$rforalua$monAtm

$1,099
Reg. $1,299. Save $2001
Infinity 4S20C Mini Tower System

imd 80486SK-20 • 128K Cadie

4MBBAM-85MBH«dDiik
fnc 5W" t.lltt or 5«* 144 MBlloppyDitvv

—

—

Enlunced lOl-fcey Eeyboard

$1,449 m^CohrSmper VGA DUflmy

n the Go Paaiage
Fortbo$$onib9g(KMs<Up(mmiKgbtwe^

Reg. $1,999. Save $2001
Infinity 3S20 Portable Noteboolc (6.5 Pounds)

taHel 80386SX-20 • 4 MB RAM
5M- 1.44 MB floppy Drive • 40 MB Haid Disk

Su|KilwlM LCD VGA Diipiiy (640r4M/l6 iiiysuiles)

MkroaoA DOS 5.0 • Carrying Case

$1,899m^MB BmrdDlMk
$1,999 m/85MBOm^DM$1,599 iM9m ImtmfmemlSyGADi^Uiy

The possil>flites are infinite. Infinity can custom configure to meet aO your needs

Infinity has been hifested by mice!

Infinity Serial Mouse $19.99

Reg. $29.99 Save $10!

Logitech Serial Mouse $69.99

Reg. $89.99 Save $201

Logitech Bus Mouse $79.99

Microsoft Mouse

Reg. $99.99 Save $201

$79.99

Reg. $99.99 Save $201

J

Ask abour our Free Introductory Seminars

Call (310)208-RUBB or 1-800-870-2232
Free Delivery to Westwood, UCLA& most ofWest Los Angeles

INFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

Open 7 Days • Mon-Thurs 10am-7pm • Fri-Sat lOam-IOpm • Sun 12n-6pm • In Westwood Village

ff^i'

TSr Creiiit CartI Same As Cash McistcrCara

Infinity
OAdvanced TbchnologiesO

Sale ends February 16, 1992
^1^ 4V ^'rwm^^^^ 1M Ij 1 1 I ?̂ k - n

'
l^Wir^^

" \tlJ"
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Performefs to educate students
By Reslima Shamasunder
Daily Bruin Staff

A group performing in the

Cooperage tonight will focus on
University of California invest-

ment in a company that some say is

environmentally unsafe.

Creative Resistance — a group

from UC Santa Barbara which
hopes to educate students about

investments made by the UC
Regents — will criticize the

governing board's investments in

Georgia-Pacific, a lumbering and
paper company whose environ-

mental record has been questioned

by some.

"We*re using Georgia-Pacific

as an example of a systemic

Environmental

call attention to

problem/* said Shari Menard, a

sttident at UCSB who helped to

organize the campaign. "We want
students to take a stand against the

university*s involvement in com-
panies that are having a devastat-

ing effect on communities and
ecologies."

Tonight's performance is being

sponsored by the UCLA Environ-

mental Coalition.

"We're hoping this tour will

bring the issue out into the open,"

said Lisa McManigal, director of

the UCLA Environmental Coali-

group wants to

UC investments
tion. "Personally, I'm interested in

raising awareness and providing a

link in people's minds between the

university and corporations it

invests in.

Although the focus of the tour is

UC investments, Menard and the

other students from UCSB said

they hope to raise awareness about

larger social and environmental

problems.

"We want to use the specific

example of university investments

to look at a broader picture of

ecological crises being rooted in

larger social crises," Menard said.

"If you look at ecological prob-

lems, you can always find social

problems, like companies dump-
ing waste in poor minority com-
munities."

The show consists of a band, a

slide show and a speaker from the

Left Green Network, an environ-

mental organization sponsoring

the tour. The event will also

include a performance arts piece

dealing with rape and incest

Other campuses at which Crea-

tive Resistance has performed

have already started campaigns to

urge the UC Regents to divest from

Georgia-Pacific, Menard said.

"I can't really see students at

UCLA starting some kind of hu^e

•^ "We want to use the

specific example of

university investments

to look at a broader

picture of ecological

crises being rooted in

larger social crises."

Shari Menard
UCSB Student

campaign, but I would like them u>

sign our petition against Georgia-

Padfic," McManigal said. "Basi-

cally, we just want to plant a seed
in people's minds.**

Creative Resistance will per-

form tonight at the Cooperage at

8:30 p.m.

1

Hey, Bruins
tell your mom & dad
tn nnmp nn rtnwn^

-^-= February 28, 29 8c March 1 is

UCLA FAMILY WEEKEND
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Before the

Bruins V9^ Duke,
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m were mailed an annouacement about UCXA Vmmtf Wediend.
Hare your parents registered? Call 'cat tooidtt!

For more information, phone the SAA office at 206-0524.
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D64-', ALL BULLOCn* t)NE BO^aIS TO A CUSTOMER WHILE SUPPLIES LAST THROUGH FEBRUARY 29, 1992.

RECEIVE A BULLOCK'S CHARGE CARD INSTANTLY! SIMPLY PRESENTANY MAJOR CREDIT CARD AND IDENTIFICATION tf IT'S YOURS.
(SUBJhQT IP CREDIT APPROVAL.) .
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Ex-Headlines owners
quire Stratton's Griii

By Gwen Goldbloom

Over the past three years West-

wood restaurateurs Michael and

Robert Ananian have used bur-

gers, barbecue, bagels and burritos

as the ingredients for success at

Headlines, Willy's and Jose
Bernstein* s.

Now that they have sold all but

Jose Bernstein's, they are adding

b6er to the menu.
Stratton's Bar and Grill, a

popular Westwood establishment,

recently became their latest con-

quest.

The brother duo said they will

use their experience and success at

selling food to de-emphasize

Stratton's reputation as a bar and to

create an atmosphere where peo-

ple of all ages can congregate.

"Before (Stratton*s) was just

associated with alcohol," Mike
said. "But we like to sell food and

we want to make it a place to eat

and hang out."

To attract more students, Mike
said that Stratton*s will emulate

their other restaurants by offering

food at cheap prices.

"Students can eat really good for

four to five bucks," he said. "And
the food is out of this world."

Many students who have fre-

quented Stratton's in the past

welcome the new lower prices.

•Their prices are more geared

toward college students," said

senior Kelly Samuels. "They
revised the menu and brought the

prices way down."
The brand new menu offers a

wide variety of appetizers, salads,

hamburgers, sandwiches, pizza,

pasta, fresh fish, steak and bar-

becue ribs. Of course, the meals

can be accompanied by Mike and

Rob's famous curly fries.

Although the new menu was
created to make the atmosphere at

Suction's more attractive to peo-

ple of all ages, the beer and drink

selection was also improved to

appeal to the 2l-and-over student

See STRATTON'S, page 17

KRIS RICH

Mike and Rob Ananian, the former owners of Headlines and Wil-

ly's, have Just bought Stratton's Grill In Westwood.

AUTO INSURANCE IS

A PAIN IN THE

^^^
9^

^^'̂
^
^9iCf^

9^^'
^^' NECK! V

WE SPECIALIZE IN %
%.

• FAMILY DISCOUNTS •

• YOUNG DRIVERS •

"SUSPENDED LIOgNSgS^

*>.

'^^y
<$»^

MULTIPLE TICKETS OR ACCIDENTS '^/>

\
AUTO • HOMEOWNERS • RENTERS • COMMERCIALAUTO • COMMERCIAL LIABILITY

CALL FOR A QUOTE 31 0-451 -4943
KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE. 1433 SANTA MONICA BL. SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

R3

M

M

M
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HAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut $10

Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style

Perm
$30

$25

Straightening

Tint & Style

$?S

$20

By Appointment
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd. JUST ONE BLOCK
Westwood, CA 90024 S. OF WILSHIRE
TTTTTl lIlTTTTTIIIIIIIIII IIIinXXX

tt:

^
Melt Someone's Heart

I l>0|)i)a IVtc's
"^ Ucsl.ii

Xj 10759 PICO BLVD* LOS ANGELES

>tr*«*^,

Ucsl.

(213)475-6158

'More Selections Than Ever Before'

Linguine ChecKa $4.50 Stir Fry Chinese Chicken $4.75
Fresh Rsh of Day $5.95 Fettucine w/Chlcken

Fettucine Carbonara $5.25 garlic creme sauce $5.25 a

M-Sat 6am-9pm Sun 8am-3pm »•

\

ay Happy Valentine's Day

with Tout de Suite's famous

collection of confections.

We 've got everything your heart desires

^ajfti a Wfr\ptmg array of gift boxes^

^colorful candy jars and luscious choco-

late roses y to an entire assortment of

candy by the pound plus much more!

f^TJ

Tout de Suite, firit floor Ackerman Union

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sun-Thurt

6:30 am - 3:30 am Fii ft Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7KX> pm

NEW! V3 Lb. Giant Chili Che^
^Burger + Fries + Med. Soda vj>J^Vir

Breakfast Special

2 Eggs + Homemade Hashbro
+ Toast & jelly for

wns

$L99

$3.99 !

Chinese Chicken Salad
(*oil free dressing) ^w^ ^ .

|31 0)824-7964

j 9B6 Bfoxton Ave Fresh Chicken Breast ^^j oo i

[_JnWKtwood__&ndmch ^J1„J

A 1. 1 AN

hm
HI SIAIKAM

Andy Cr Tony
invite you

tojoin than it

Hgbt'Hearted
Rinnan Style Dinit^

(llo; 474-0102

I

SPECIAL DINNERS MON. THRU THURS.

UJNCH • DINNER • COCKIAILS • FREE PARKING

10929 W. PICO BLVD., WEST LOS ANGELES
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India in maricet for 1 miiiion tons of U.S. wlieat
By Bartiara Crossatta
The New York Times

WASHINOTON—Fbr the first

time since 1988, the government of
India will be buying wheat abroad

to bolster its stockpiles of food,

Indian and American officials say.

The head of India's Food
Dq)artment told the United States

Agriculture Department this week
that New Delhi needs about 1

million tons of grain to stabilize

food prices, whk:h have risen as a

result of changes in economic
policies.

In looking for fofeign wheat
supplies, India is in competition

with a number of nations that were

once part of the former Soviet

Union. The United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organization in

Rome said Wednesday that 12

former Soviet republics, excluding

the Baltic nations, might buy as

much as 35 million tons of grain

this year, 1 1 million more than last

year.

Worklwide, the food organiza-

tion said, the demand for wheat

alone would increase 12 million

tons.

American officials say there is

less fear in Washington that

supplies will be strained and more
concern that subsidized European

grain will siphon off buyers.

American wheat sells for about

$180aton.

India, whk:h is self-sufficient in

food production, bought 2 million

tons of American wheat in 1988

when food stockpiles were low.

The wheat was sold undo* the 1985

Export Enhancement Program,

which subsidizes sales of Ameri-

can grain to make it more compe-

titive with European grain.

New Delhi has asked the United

States for price concessions again

this year. In the Agriculture

Dq)artment, officials are inclined

to support the Indian request

because India, with about 850

million people and a limited ability

to expand acreage, is seen as a

long-term cash customer for

American wheat
Russia is seeking about 23

million tons on the world market

this year, officials say. But they

believe that private ownership and

improvements in Russian agricul-

ture will sooner or later make
production more efficient

DELI & GRILL
at

UCLA
• Delicatessen • Pizza • Hamburgers •

• Food to Go • Full Service Catering •

• Private Parties • Complete Salad Bar •

\o\\ ( )j)cii i o\ iUcdkiA^i \ L

V,^^ UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO

(Q " $UA\MER SESSION

/ V 1992 ^
M IKSDi one of the top leseaxch universities in

the counoy internationally known for its outstanding piognuns in the

sciences, engineering, computers, oceanography, and the arts. The

first session is June 29-July 31 and the second session is August 3-

^lembert '— '

Mn feS 200 undergraduate courses are oferei Tnc vJCSD C2ir^

is located just minutes fiom die charming coastal town ofLa JoDa and

some of Soudiem California s most beaud£il beaches.

To receive a fice catalog in March, call 534-4364, xl6 or mail in

die form below.

J^:
Please put me on the mailing bst to receive a bte SUA^MER SESSION catalog

inMarch. —.

.:<'

Name

Address

City/Statc/Zij)

Mail to: Umveinty of California, San Diego

Summer Session, 0179

9500 Gilman Drive

UJoUa.CA 92093-0179

EXMIQ5I/X)6

i^

• / /•/ >•/ /•/ fyf /•^ /•/ /•/ /•< f ^f /•

!!Attention!!
Undergraduate Student Organizations:
A New F^uiding Source is Now Available

ASUCLA BOARD OF DIRECTORS STUDENT
INTERACTION FUND/

Undergraduate Students Association

Community Service Mini-FUnd

Eligible Organizations:
CD Mtist be an undeigraduate student orgftnizatkxi involved in oooununity service programs whifch

contribute to the elimination of poverty and social problems; and/or pcovide services such as the

enhancemenc of education and nealth to disadvantaged groups.

(2) Must be registered with the Center for Student Programming (CSP) offke.

ivailabl

UCLA Conununlty Resource Center •203 Men^ Gyxg
Community Programs Office<CPO) 102 Men's Gym
Community Service Commission (CSC) office 408 KH
The USA President's office 304 KH
The USA Community Service Mini-Fund Office 312B KH

If you have any questions, Hyon Cho and Young Kwak are available to assist you at

312B Kerckhoff Hall, extension 55017.

Calen<lar 1992 —

—

-^-

Ss^Sibm AppMcation Due Date HCTTJUgPate Mandatory
Training S^fiinti

Jan. 23

W UUCl v^

Winter #3

Spring #1

Spring #2

Spring #3

Jan. 16

Jan. 30

Jan. 22

Feb. 6

- 55% Off -

on Slcrllihj Sihrr Hearts & Ix)ckets

Febrtianj 6-H 1992
Rings, carrina^s. l)racelots, cl' chains also crKsccnintcxl!

V.^-VA ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
W9miniw«ir/ 0HL«val AokirmM tinion/ 20$*0eit/ M-Hi 7:49*r:IO; f 7:49*1; (tet tO*S; aui 12^

JX.- .

Pi^ i«W^ i.

waiM f Hi rfciilMl
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At the N.Y. Public Library, no inquiry is t • I • II

By Lynda Richardson
The New York Times

NEW YORK — Every day.

3,500 people climb the main steps

of the New York Public Library—
past the two stone lions Patience

and Fortitude— to pursue a fact or

a fancy.

More than half wind up in Room
315, the Public Catalog Room.
There,- a platoon of librarians

stands arrayed beneath the high

Beaux-Arts ceiling, fielding

requests ranging from bizarre and
obscure to indecipherable.

The answers are just about
always in the 3 million volumes on
88 miles of shelves.

Librarian work requires more
than patience and fortitude. A
hunger for chewing through facts,

a voluminous and Ughtning-fast

memory and a fair amount of tact

all help. As does clairvoyance and
skill at charades.

A patron one day demanded a

book called "Oranges and Peach-

es," but really wanted Darwin's

"Origin of Species." Another
wanted to know thd complete

history of garbage. What, inquired

one, is the weight of a 747?
The list goes on. What was John

Lennon*s eyesight? What is the

membership of the Mickey Mouse
Club? Where do egg cartons come
from?

"No one day is exactly like

another," said Catherine Mar-
quard, the grand dame of the

library staff, who is in her mid-60s.

She has worked in the central

library for more than 40 years.

*The questions are always diffe-

rent and challenging," she said.

Marquard is a tall, fusty woman
dressed in elegant clothes and
battered Nike shoes. Her thin arms
are in constant motion as she

cradles the telephone on one
shoulder. She raised a fist in

victory after tracking down a

request, then pursued another

inquiry.

On a recent bleak afternoon,

Marquard peered down her tor-

toise-shell bifocals at an elderly

Italian with a white beard and the

jaunty cap of a sea captain.

The man inquired in halting

English about a book, a novel he

thought, about a ship that/sank

See LIBRARIAN, page 11

MeQuCLA Undergraduate Business Society
' ^ V presents

7-9pm
James West Alumni Center

Panel includes:

Miranda Strabala & Associates
Andersen Consulting
Coopers & Lybrand
William Mercer

UBS is sponsored by AGSM

^—TONIGHT—

^

UCoutof
Georgia-Pacific!

The University of CaEfomia invests in EcokMticai disaster. Watch a video about UC*s

investniem in the Ceoraia4^iafic timber corp^ Enioy Bve music acconipanied

by an educational side show.

Creative

Fall I 992
n

Washington, D . C
Sacramento
Information Meetings

Tuesdays • 4 PM
Wednesdays - 12 PM
Thursdays * 3 PM

Ackerman Union A-213

Application Deadline is r-ebruary Z1
Celebrating 25 Years of Achievement

V% vi^nP 11^9 V 4^"%V^ ^UP' Vn
A aniwe nuisicai tr edacatkMal OMrfeoce..

Bleodinc Jazz, rock and visuals..

Vided recardiog UC's investmem in CfL

February 1 3« 1 992 • 8:00pm • the COOP
sponsored By UCLA Eoviromneirtal Coalitioa R)rfui1beriii«onnatloo.caH 2064438

Maraaii ^mtmmtmm^lm
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before the Titanic did in 1912, and

sank in similar circumstances.

Marquard found nothing in the

extensive card catalog, but had a

vague memory of just such a work

of fiction. She dug into the staffs

scrap box, which has bits of

obscure information on fading

index cards, and plucked out a

reference to the novel the man
sought, *The Wreck of the Titan/'

published in 1898.

•"Everything youWe ever heard

or learned in school comes into

play at this desk," Marquard said

jubilantly. "He was so exuberant

He threw up his hands, he grabbed

me and said, *Now I don't have to

go to London.*"

He had planned to continue his

quest in Britain if he had been

unsuccessful in New York, she

said.

The library, a vast monument in

stone, can be intimidating. But

even in Room 315, a spacious

place lined with oak-paneled walls

and shelves of thick dictionary

catalogs, it can be the librarians

who on occasion are taken aback.

Diane Johnston looked up one

day to find the Man From UNCLE,
the actor David McCallum, in

front of her. "He sure looked good,

too," she said. *Tt was like, *Be

still, my heart'" The actor asked

for a book on publishing and she

rushed off to fulfill her heartt-

hrob's request.

The librarian, who is 44 years

old, fell into her career after she

found that her degree in ancient

Greek and Latin was a dead end.

She gives an impression of a

former flower child. Her idol is

Janis Joplin.

Like the other librarians, Johns-

ton says she finds it difficult to

remember requests, let alone the

patrons who ask them. **It seems
like you've talked to 400 people,"

she said. "Sometimes you go home
and your voice is out"

But Johnston keeps a list of the

notable patrons.

There is Norman Mailer, a

regular who has a reputation of

knowing what he is doing. "He
looks like a real sloppy guy, kind

of overweight** Johnston said.

"He wears sneakers and a safari

suit. No one really seems to

recognize him. We usually recog-

nize him." Other regulars include

the actor Sam Waterston, the

writer Tom Wolfe, Ron Reagan

(the son), the historian Shelby

Footc, the comedian George Car-

lin, the feminist Susan Brownmill-

er and the singer Cyndi Lauper,

who came in dressed like a pirate

with blue, green and blond hair and

signed autographs for children.

Marquard' s memory goes back

even further to Marlene Dietrich,

Helen Hayes and Lillian Gish,

although what information the

stars sought is lost in the mists of

time.

GIVE YOUR TEETH
A REAL TREAT

SEE DR- FRIEDMAN
GENERAL AND

COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)

• Please mennon this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

fi^^A M^^04fCd[>. L S A T
13 XT'

itaaaMkwMn

G M A T
The fastest i^roiviu^ coarse at I C^LA

Call todayand we'll tutoryou beforeourcourse beginsand

help you with the application process at no extra charge.

Sni;ill»'!' cLi.-^.-- >i/.('> ainl riKirc iii(l;\ idiul .illfUliMfi i

;inv..tlirr(niiiM (all SrAMKOHI) VHKV:

:U()*(>52Mi6()2 818*7()fM()()0

WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD

And when you feel good you look good.

That is our belief. It*s why we employ stylists

^Oon >^tead of haircuttcrs. And

vi/ >7 why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments

Men, women, children welcome.

WESTWOOD
{httw—n Santa Monica & Wibhirt Bkd.)

470*1558
M-F 8-9 Sat 8-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY

necessarv

SUPBfOJfS
®

~rr ~—» .

viding Great Care

ForAll Women

ii^ii

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
•Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

Call I
82

rj-\y\\ .ANI

lEDICALi

ClATES
Sj'AO^JP

Scared of the

^A

Relax with KAPLAN
In honor of the Grand Opening of our Downtown Los

Angeles center - ALL KiVPLAN courses will be discounted

$75.00 through February 29, 19921

Call 1.800-KAP-TEST for

information regarding the world's

#1 Preparatory Course.

ttmimm
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Bush b^ns re-election bid in New Hampsiiire
By Dave Montgomery
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

CONCORD, N.H. — President

Bush, combative and confident on
his first day as an official candi-

date, urged voters Wednesday to

reject the "stale ideas** of his

opponents and challenged the

I>emocrat-controlled Congress to

"get moving** on his economic
relief package.

The president formally entered

the race at a rally in Washington

and then headed for a round of

campaigning in New Hampshire,

site of the na^on*s first primary

Tuesday.

"I came here to do important

work, and I finish what I start,**

Bush told the partisan crowd of

more than a thousand at a hotel

baUroom in Washington. His re-

election announcement was inter-

rupted 25 times by applause.

In New Hampshire, where he

faces a hard-fought challenge from

conservative Republican TV com-
mentator Pat Buchanan, Bush told

the state Legislature that his 2-

week-old economic recovery plan

could help put $120 million into

the state*s bedraggled economy.
He also intensified pressure on

Congress to enact key portions of

the plan by March 20 to "begin the

liberation of the American eco-

nomy.**

The p)resideni*s official decla-

ration for re-election surprised

virtually no one since he has been

campaigning unofficially since his

re-election committee was set up

in October. But the nationally

televised rally was designed to

boost his momentum in the face of

low poll ratings caused by the

nation's economic slowdown.

•Together, we* 11 get the eco-

nomy up and running at full

speed,** the president said. He
promised to assert the same leader-

ship to end the recession that he

used during the Persian Gulf War.

Bush*s opening day of cam-
paigning was aimed at two audi-

ences: New Hampshire residents,

who will cast the first votes in the

See BUSH, page 13

End of Probation Fiesta!

$1.99 PITCHERS
Daily after 3pm

590Tacos • $1 .50 Bean Nachos

FREE Chips & Salsa!

Students: $1 .00 off any plate! FREE DELIVERY

djf you liliilp play ppql/^^V^

IQBA GlendonAve. Westwood 208-2038

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY ^ _
(CLEAfVCOLOR) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (6mo. ««fi^ $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED i139PR

nl

Berk, Samuel
Attorney at Law

WRONGFUL DISCHARGE

Employemeffit Discrimination

Sex«Race«Age«
Nationality

DISABILITY
DtSCRIMtNATIOFl==

Sexual Harrassment
Ratatod Mattsrs

10866 Wllshire Blvd.

Suite 1270
Westwood

(310)474-8219

OUR NEW BREAKFAST & SOUP COMBOII
• 2 golden eggs (cooked to order}

• fresh, crisp bacon
• stearoin* potatoes

• hot buttered toast
T-*c SOUP OF THE DAY!

^~

H '^^^^OHl^k A P«€$S CLUB ^

*Mon: Hearty Bean & Ham
Tue: Corn Chowder
Wed & Saturday: Chicken Noodle

Thur: Hearty Vegetable

FrI& Sun; Clam Chowder

(without soup) for $2.19)

10922 Kinross Avs.
WESTWOOD

20S-2424 Wsstwood Vlllags

v\\v\x\\\\\v\\\\\\\\\\\

WEWmOuRTiEmSmAiml

Or. Nadar Dayanl

I in braoM tar aduHi « dia*«i

Traantottut

Co%ttttftic
l*orc*>lair«

ttrtH4iilotttit:%

riowasfZSptrinonlli. No finsnos cMrgss.

|

l1li*bMMIit

Learn to fly

• All Ratings Private

thru ATP

• Free Simulator

Demonstration

• Aircraft are

available for rental

Justice Aviation
Santa Monica Airport

(310) 313^792

T

^B^-K^

Introductory Offer

"NEWLY REMODELED"
Brentwood Only ~

Large Cheese Pizza

& Two Salads

$795

Dine in and delivery

Draft Beers & Sodas
Dine in only

Toppings available at rceular

price.This offer is available at

Brentwood location only.Not valid

wtdi any other coupon or discount
- Expires }'15'92

^ Limited
delivery

area.

V^ 478-1650
11819 WUihifc Blvd.

(Wilshire and Gianville)

BRENTWOOD
FREE UNDERGROUND PARKING
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1992 presidential race; and the

national electorate, which has

grown increasingly skeptical of the

president* s performance, accord-

ing to polls.

The president shook hands in a

restaurant in Manchester, met with

Gulf War veterans, and then

visited with law enforcement

officers and firefighters. He also

planned a tour of a General

Electrics plant in Hooksett, a visit

to a shopping mall in Bedford and a

technology center in Manchester.

He will be back in New Hamp-
shire campaigning Saturday.

In his address to the state

Legislature Wednesday, Bush said

his economic recovery package

will help New Hampshire pull out

of a prolonged slump by reviving

the real estate market Homeowner
tax incentives in the plan, he said,

are the equivalent of six months'

mortgage payments for the aver-

age family.

The president said he and Vice

President Dan Quayle rq>resent

proven leadership and sound prin-

ciples, in contrast to what he

described as an untested field of

five Democrats and two Rqmbli-
can challengen.

"In 1992, the American people

will decide what kind of leadership

they want,- Bush said. 'They'll

decide which team has the charac-

ter, the experience and the tough-

ness to make the important

decisions.

*They could cast their lot with a

lot of ^sh faces who tout stale

ideas/' l^e said. "But they won't
Voters know the difference

between a sound bite and sound

policy."

The president, saying '"Let's not

kid ourselves," conceded that he

faces a "tough fight" But he

added, "I fight to win ... I am
determined to win, and I will win."

Seeking to pre-empt Bucha-

nan's appeal to the Republican

right, the president struck heavily

at conservative themes such as

family, patriotism and law and

order. Government, he said, "is too

big and it costs too much."
The president also lashed out at

trade protectionism and the new
isolationism embraced by Bucha-
nan's "America first" campaign.

"Our national bird is the eagle,

not the ostrich," Bush said, con-

tending that Americans want the

nation to play a strong role in the

world rather than turning inward.

Neo-isolationism, he said, con-

stitutes "an economic retreat from

reality" and "a smoke screen for a

country that's running scared."

"And that's not the America you
and I know," Bush said

..^Buchanan, who has been cam-
paigning almost non-stop in New
Hampshire for weeks, told The
Associated Press that he was not an

isolationist and that Bush "wants

to be president of the world, and I

want to be president of the United

States."

COIVIPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE CONTACT LENS PACKAGE

Disposable contact lenses

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

o r T O M I 1 H I X

OPTOMETRIX
an oplpmetric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE. aD, Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

(^a^HAut&i Side

CP286-12MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-25MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) $975

CP386DX-25MHZ (BOMB Hard Drive) $1170

CP386-33MHZW^K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive)....$1285

CP486-20MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1450

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive).$1790

AH Systems Indude:

FREE SUPER MOUSE II

with purchase of system

•1 MB RAM Memory

•5.25* or 3.5* Floppy Drive

•HYUNDA1 14* Super VGA(.28) Color Monitor

•Super VGA(1024'768) W/1 MB-256 Colors

•101 Enhanced Keyboard
^^

•ATi/0 Card (2 Serial, 1 Parallel & 1 Game)

•2FD/2HD IDE Controller

•100% IBM Compatible Systems

•One Ytar Paris and Labor Warranty

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE

Please CaU SCOTT for best deal at

385OWil3hii^Blvd#104
La$

(213) 4aCl»6777

WILSHIRE

CRESCENT JEWELERS
Westwood's oldest and most respected y?)? (r\ f? A « MJt^x x
jeweler, is proud to honor ^^^^ ACllleteS

of the Month
^U^M Wa for your favorite mmle and female

atbletea each month. The atbletea receiving the
moat votea will be honored by Creaoent Jewelera

at a UCLA athletic event.

-»i
"*'->-»

^*'^^^J
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WIW a SEIKO U.S. OLYMPIC
COLLECTION watch. Each month a

random drawing will be held from the
ballota received. The aelected winner
will receive a Seiko U,8,01ympic Team
Collection watch and four tickata to an

upcoming UCLA athletic event

THE FUTURE OF TIME
36 use 380

My selections for the February Crescent Jewelers UCLA Athletes of the Month are:

(Male athlete). and (Female athlete)

Tob9 counted, and ertered in thectay^ng, yourt)allot must tje received tiy Feb. 25, 1992

Bring in or mail your entry to: Please enter my name in your drawng.

Sm)^^

fMc^ntr'
Name.

AddresS'

10S3 w*srwood blvd.
w*srwood villog*
los onQ»l»s Q0024

ers.iinc.

*K»1946
(310)200-3131

Phone (Day). (Eve).

Ihe SMBTds for the f^etruary Athletes of the Month wll topresented
at the UCLA Gymnastics hvitatiortal on Fetjuary29. 1992.

Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention this ad
when making reservations

4

AOr^uite iK^telfor Bixifais and fiiends.

Just minutes from the UCLA campus, an all-suite hotel with full kitchens, free parking, pool & spa.

Rates from $85 - $105 per night For reservations call:

(310) 476-6255

Brentwood SuitesHOTEL
199 NorthjChurch Lane, 1 block W. of San Diego Freeway, 1 block N. of Sunset

Limited rooms are avaiUUe at the Bruin rate. Certain restrictions apply.

^
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A PIRFICT DATI IS:

D "Helter Skelter"
(An rxhibilion ai MCKIA ai tin- rfm|»rarv (:«»im'mp«»rar\

I I Untitled Romance
'An artwork In Ions B«Tlani at M(X:A at Calilomia Pla/a i

D

O

Affordable on your
weekly allowance

All ofthe above at

MOCA's Valentine

Celebration

ThinkingAbout
MBAor

GradSdiooi?
FREE 40-page

Graduate School Application

Primer. Call:

800-777-EXAM

CALL TODAYI 213/«26-«828 (11AM 5PM)

t

rik- Museum ol Coiiicniporaiy An. One Musium. Two Buildings.

M( K:A ai Califoinia Pla/a • 250 Souih (irand Ancuuc

M(X:A al the IVmporarN C:omeni|K)rarN •
1 32 Nr)rih CeiUral Avenue

comerMSES
Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

208-3011
Monday Spedak 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Sale
I

I

I

Best Quality

Best Services

Best Prices .

T
I

Free
I

I

I

with any purchase of a TOP
computer with this coupon I

I Expires Feb. 28, 1992 '

286-1 2Mhz

$255.
20Mhz.. .Add S2S

386SX-16Mhz

$355.
nude is USA..JVddSSO

386SX-25Mhz

$385.
nude in USA..AddSM)

386DX-25Mhz

$465.
Spcdd of the Month

Syatem includes

MMB RAM
^I'igOf t,44M8FDD
* 2HD/2FD Controller
* AT l/0(2S/1 P/1G)
•101 Keyboard
* Clock & Calendar
* 72-HR Bum-in Test
* One Year Warranty

|386DX-33Mhz
(W/64K Cache)

$555.
B USA...A<ld$50

386DX-40Mhz
(w/64KCKiw)

$595.
made in USA. .AddSSO

486DX-33Mhz
(W/64K Cache)

$875.
made m USA...AddSSO

486DX-33Mhz
(W/256K Cache)

$925.
made B USA. .Add$50

Monitors and Video Cards

12" Mono w/MGP Card $90
14" Color VGA wA/GA Card $245
14" Color SVGA w/SVGA Card .$325

Hard Disk Drives

40MB....$190 105MB...$295

52MB ..$210 120MB...$315

85MB.. ..$265 21 5MB.. Call

Upgrades

1MB RAM $45
1.2 or 1.44 FDD.. ..$55

Window & mouse. $65

TOP COMPUTER SYSTEMS (21 3)384-6601

401 S. Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6, Los Angeles, CA 90020 Call James Cho
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By Alan RMIng
The New York Times

MADRID, Spain— In the long

windup to the Columbus quincen-

tenary this year, Spain's recurrent

I

fear was that Latin America might

I

spoil the party by retelling all sorts

of unpleasant stories about the

pillaging and cruelty that followed

Spain's conquest of the New
World.

By the late 1980s, some Indian

groups and leftist politicians were

arguing that since there was
nothing to celebrate, Latin Ameri-

ca should boycott the occasion.

Even now, some governments

suspect that Spain is more intent on

strengthening its new ties to

Europe than its old ties to America.

But gradually, it seems, Spain

has won over its former colonies.

Early on, it agreed to drop the

Eurocentric concept of the "dis-

covery of America** in favor of

**the meeting of two worlds.** And
it publicly acknowledged that

1492 was indeed a painful turning

point for the Indian peoples of

America.

It also invested heavily in

cultural programs in Latin Ameri-

ca and signed major credit agree-

ments with Mexico, Venezuela,

Chile and Argentina. Frequent

trips to the region by King Joan

Carios and his heir. Prince Felipe,

helped to soften Spain*s image as

the former imperial master.

\ Most importantly, however,

Spain has now persuaded Latin

America that the quincentenary

should be an occasion to look

forward, not backward. And to

underline this point, on Jan. 24

Prince Felipe inaugurated an

exhibitk>n here about Latin Ameri-

ca that is called "500 Years Later

To Imagine the Future.**

In essence, it is an educational

exhibition, intended to show how
the quincentenary is building on
the strong cultural and historical

ties t)etween Spain and Latin

America. But with Latin American

ambassadors attending the open-

ing ceremony, it is also clearly

intended to be a political state-

ment
With 1992 under way, then,

Spain is at last relaxing. With the

exception of Fidel Castro, the

Cuban leader, whose father was a

Spanish immigrant, no Latin

American leader has tried to score

nationalistic points at home by
prodding Spain about its past. And
all the Latin American leaders are

to attend a 21 -nation Ibero-Ameri-
' can summit meeting here in July.

Indeed, Mexico (which has

vilified the Spanish conquest and
glorified its Indian past since the

1910 Revolution) has emerged as

Spain *s principal Latin American
partner in preparing the quincen-

tenary. "Once Mexico came
aboard, we stopped worrying,** a

Spanish government official said.

The past, of course, will not go
unnoticed. Indian leaders from

Latin America and the United

States are planning demonstrations

at the summer Olympic games in

Barcelona and the Worid*s Fair in

Seville this summer. Some intel-

lectuals have written extensively

about Spain*s colonial atrocities.

But Spanish officials now have

a set reply — that other colonial

powers, including Britain and

Portugal, behaved no better at the

time, and that the "black legend**

about Spain's abuses was bom
because many Spanish missk>na-

ries took the side of the Indians and

denounced the conquistadors.

"Fortunately, millions of

Indians still speak their languages.

develop their culture and preserve

their way of life in Ibeio-America

today,** Luis Yanez, the head of

Spain *s Quincentenary Commis-
sion, wrote recently. In a jab at the

United States he added, "They

neither risk extinction nor are

living on reserves, as in other parts

of the continent**

Spain's focus on die future has

been helped by the fact that Latin

America today is also anxious to

forget its more recent past of

military dictatorships and deep

Most importantly,

however, Spain has

now persuaded Latin

America that the

quincentenary should

be an occasion to look

forward, not backward.

recessions and to open itself up to

the world (both politically and

economically). And it sees Spain

as a useful sponsor.

Moves to create an Ibero-

American commonwealth of

nations (including Portugal and

Brazil) began at a summit confer-

Mexieelasb
July and will be pursued here this

year, with its agenda to be

expanded from political back-slap-

ping and cultural exchanges to

embracing economic cooperation.

But while this new coziness

should forestall serious embarrass-

ments during the quincentenary,

there are limits to the relationship.

•The United States will remain

Latin America's main economic

partner and integration into Europe
will remain Spain's top priority," a

Spanish government official said.

Further, if one side benefits

more than the other, it will

probably be Spain. Not only are its

exporters and investors preparing

to take advantage of the awakening

of Latin America's long-stagnant

economies, but its prestige within

the European Clommunity should

also be enhanced by its new
influence in Latin America.

In contrast, Latin America has

already discovered that Spain

lacks the leverage to demand that

the community grant the same
privileges to its (Spain's) former

colonies as those enjoyed by

third-world countries once ruled

by France and Britain.

'Spain is not a bridge to the«•<

community,*' a Spanish official

said. "But countries like Mexico
and Brazil do not need intermed-

iaries.**

It is in the complex arena of

sentiments that the biggest prob-

lems may arise. While tens of

millions of Latin Americans still

look to Spain as the "mother

country,** Spain*s eyes are now
fixed on Europe, where (after

generations of exclusion) it is at

last winning acceptance.

Resentment that Spain has cho-

sen Europe over Latin America

becomes particularly acute when
Latin American tourists are

refused entry here by Spanish

officials applying new community

rules to combat illegal immigra-

tion. "We*re sometimes made to

feel like second-class citizens,** a

Panamanian resident said.

But if ordinary Spaniards and
Latin Americans seem unsure how
much they really have in common,
their leaders have concluded that

the quincentenary is not the time

for mutual recriminations.

o

Massacre survivor

protests gkin iaws
By John Qonialez
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

AUSTIN. Texas — Killecn

massacre survivor Suzanna Gratia,

in emotional testimony before a

legislative committee studying

gun-control laws, said Wednesday
she might have halted the carnage

and saved her parents' lives if she

hadn't obeyed a law against

carrying a concealed weapon.

"I'm not saying I could have

stopped this guy, but I would have

had a chance,** Gratia said.

**Quite frankly, I don't see why
this is even up for discussion. It

was part of what our nation was
founded on, for crying out loud,"

she said.

"The point of this is, someone
legislated me out of the right to

protect myself and my loved

ones."

The comments drew enthusias-

tic applause from gun-control

opponents in an overflow crowd of

100 at a hearing of the state House
Committee on Public Safety.

But among those who disagreed

with Gratia's stance was another

survivor of the Oct 16 massacre at

the Luby's Cafeteria in Killeen, in

which 24 people were shot to death

and 47 people injured in a rampage

zby gunman Georges Hennard.^^z

Twice-wounded Steven Ernst of

Harker Heights said lifting the ban

on concealed weapons is unneces-

sary.

^T*m not that paranoid that I feel

. . . even after the shooting, (that) I

have to carry a weapon,** Ernst

said.

The nine-member committee,

whose chairman is Rep. Bill

Carter, R-Fort Worth, began a

series of hearings to explore

possible changes in state laws

dealing with gun possession and
sales.

Ideas under consideration— all

recycled from the 1991 session—
include new restrictions on auto-

matic weapons, establishment of a

cooling-off period before handgun

purchases, and a lifting of the

decades-old ban against posses-

sion of a concealed weapon except

on one*s property or business or

when traveling across a county

line.

Gratia, 32, a Copperas Cove
chiropractor, was joined at the

hearing by other survivors of the

shooting spree, which took the

lives of her parents, Al and Ursula

Gratia of Copperas Cove.

She sakl most of the survivors,

who gathered^last montff for a

recenUy broadcast episode of

"America*s Most Wanted.** "are

very anti-gun contn^. They wish

like heck that one of us had been in

there with a gun.**

Although there were about 150

diners and workers in the restaur-

ant police said none was carrying

a firearm. Police who rushed to the

scene wounded the gunman, who
committed suicide.

Gratia did not take an absolute

stance against gun-control laws.

She said the proliferation of assault

weapons was worthy of lawmak-
ers* review as they prepare to

revisit the explosive topic next

year. ?

"In my opinion, at some point a

line has to be drawn between an

instrument of protection and an

instrument of war. Obviously, the

average person should not have the

ability to have an atomic bomb in

his basement** she said.

"Where that line is, I don*t

know,** Gratia said.

Gratia's plea to lift the conce-

aled weapon ban was supported by

the National Rifle Association and
others. Opposition was registered

by law-enforcement groups and
health-care professionals, includ-

ing a Texas Department of Health

statistician who said nine Texans a

day died of gunfire between 1985

and 1990.

Yet, it was Gratia's compelling

testimony that set the tone for the

debate.

"I grew up in a house with no
guns. My parents did not hunt My
father gave up Oshing because he

didn't like to hurt the fish," she

said.

"The point of this is,

someone legislated me
out of the right to

protect myself and my
loved ones."

Suzanna Gratia
Massacre Survivor

"I was given a gun (a year ago)

by a friend for self-protection. I

lived by myself in the country. I

learned how to use it and kiiew

how to use it and carried it in my
purse," she said.

*

jmncwmc niuiig luc iinc, c
got scared that someone would
take away my license to practice,

my ability to make a living and pay
my house mortgage l)ecause it was
a crime to carry a gun in my purse.

I took the gun out of my purse and

left it in my car, thinking, well, if I

need it, chances are it will be outon
the road somewhere," Gratia said.

"Everybody knows the rest of

this story. I was with my parents in

Luby's, a bright sunny day in a

crowded restaurant having a good
time, and this fella drives his truck

through the window," Gratia con-

tinued.

"My father and I immediately

put the table up in front of us. He
(Hennard) was working his way
toward us," she said.

"I reached for my purse think-

ing, 'Hah, I got him. OK, he's not

going to get us, by God,*" she

recalled.

"Now, I understand everybody

says, *You could have hit innocent

people.* I was down, this guy was
standing up. There were no inno-

cent people between me and him. I

would have been aiming up. I had a

place to prop my gun. I was

mentally totally prepared to do it

There was no panic involved,** she

said.

"But Uien I realized tiiat my gun

was sitting out in my car 1(X) yards

over there, that I coukln*t get to it

And I sarcastically Uiought *What

do I do now? Throw my purse at

him? It's heavy enough to do some

damage,'" Gratia said.

"But the £BCt of the matter is,

you can't go up against an armed
man unless you're armed," she

said.

"At that point, my father . .

.

said, Tve got to do something.

He*s going to kill everybody in

here,* and he went at the guy and

he was shot in the chest My
mother opted to stay with my
father," and was then slain. Gratia

said.

"Shortiy after Uiat the guy broke

out the window in the t>ack and

soifK of us were able to run to

safety. Some weren*t*' said Gratia,

who was cut by the broken glass.

Gratia was asked if she carries

her gun at all times now.

**Oh gosh. I would never do a

thing like tiiat That's illegal," she

said sarcastically.
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WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
kVd NowAccept

•HEALTH-NET • PCS • MEDI-CAL • BLUE CROSS *

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available
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• 45 MPG/City • 50 MPG/HwyL^~^yrmm Mile Warranty
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Your Chevy/Geo Dealer has a whole new way for you

to acquire all the fun and style of a 92 Geo Metro for as

low as $139 a month. It's called the GMAC SmartLease.

And what makes it so smart is that it makes the most

out of your car budget. All you have to put down is a

security deposit of $150. And with SmartLease there's

no surprises. You get a guaranteed purchase price when

your lease ends so you can

forget about resale risks or

trade-in hassles. Rnd out

how easy it is to get into a

new Geo Metro at your par-

ticipating Southern California

Chevrolet and Geo Dealer. x.
Southern California

Chevrolet & Geo Dealers

«

, ASSOCIATION

•48 mo GMAC SmarlLease on approved credit Lease payment based on MSRP Metro Hatchback Coupe

with setected options of $^284 Total due at lease signing. 1st mo payment ot $139 plus tax, security

deposit of $150, title, license & registration (paid up- front or amortized with lease payments) Total of

monthly payments $6,67104 plus lax added to lease payments Option to purchase at lease end

$1,966 68 Lessee pays excessive wear & tear Mileage charge of K) cents/mi over 60.000 if not purchased

IndMdual dealer prices vary See participating dealer for details Offer good thru March 31. 1992

EPA estimates. Use tor comparison. Your mileage may vary. 01992SCCDA
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Did you know that ... nothing a uxmtan does obligates her to have sexual

contact against her will?

Everyone has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected^

I*-?-
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No is'm>t
S^uafAggression and WWHng Relationships

---------•--

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

Tm^Mwmm^

12.-00 - l.OO p.m. IDoddHall 206-8240 G

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

\

FITTING
CONTACT
LENSES IS NOT
CHILD'S PLAY
Why do some JisKUintors ;u t

like it is?

Tliey sell contact lenses ns if they

were an everyday commodity.
iptin

/ A

mm.

volume nlone, how much time

tan be devoted t(^ the individual

patient? How much proper fit-

ting can there he?

You know. So ^("^ we.

/ DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

.i.- ^ SPECIAL $175-00
includes exam, lens, care kit &. follow up care

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES $225.00

ALL STUDENT & EMPLOYEE VISION CARE PLANS ACCEPTED

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D. r--|B
10955 Weyburn Ave. • Corner of Weyburn & Broxton • 208-4748
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• Side Order
• All You Can Drink Soda

$3.99 + tax
(Regular Price $4.95)

ALL THE TIME, ANYTIME
Offer Good with Coupon Only—-10923 Wcvburn Ave.

208-1969
Expires 4/30/92

Fun 'n' roses

BURT HERMAN

Peter Kim arranges flowers In front of the Students' Store

on Tuesday.

Wttness says U.S., Panama
to fight drag cartel-.'ij

By Larry Rohter
The New York TInnes

the general. Since the trial began

last September, prosecutors have

_argued that Noriega was a_

Miami — a 1984 meediig "crooked cop** who accepted miK"

between subordinates of Gen.

Manuel Antonio Noriega and the

head of the Drug Enforcement

Administration ofSce in Panama
resulted in a secret agreement

between the two countries to fight

the Medellin cartel joindy, a drug

agency official testified on Wed-
nesday.

Reading from a rqxnt sent to his

superiors in Washington, Thomas
M. Telles, whose two years as the

drug agency's senior representa-

tive in Panama began in June 1984,

said that Noriega's forces had

promised to help the United States

in identifying cartel members'
**bank accounts, monitoring move-
ments of their money" and seizing

the chemicals needed to make
cocaine. The objective, he said,

was the ^^immobilization of the

organization.**

Under questioning by Frank A.

Rubino, the chief lawyer for the

deposed Panamanian leader, Tel-

les acknowledged that the Pana-

manian Defense Forces, which
Noriega commanded until he was
overthrown during an American

invasion in December 1989, also

provided the drug agency with

intelligence on the cartel's two top

agents in Panama.

This included not only their

identities but telq)hone numbers

taken from the private directory of

one of the cartel's agents and
information on ships and banks

they may have used in drug
(^rations.

In the same period in mid- 1984,
Telles testified, a cartel represen-

tative, Eduardo Zambrano, was
arrested by the Panamanian narco-

tics police, who reported to Norie-

ga, and was handed over to the

United States.

That admission came after Tel-

les, who was a hostile wimess for

the defense, repeatedly stated that

he could not remember seeing

other drug agency reports about

Zambrano and the cartel that were

routed through his office. Telles'

denials could keep some reports

from being introduced as evi-

dence.

The documents that Telles read

on Wednesday were introduced by

the defense in the hope of weaken-

ing a bulwark of the case against

lions of dollars in bribes from the

Medellin cartel in return for

allowing the group a free hand in

cocaine trafficking and money
laundering in his country.

But defense lawyers have
maintained that Noriega was a

loyal ally of the United States and
that he was even willing to break

Panamanian laws to help
Washington fight drug trafficking.

They say they hope to convince

thejury that simple logic precludes

the idea that Noriega was receiving

protection money from the Medel-
lin cartel as he was simultaneously

cracking down on the group.

Noriega has been charged with

10 counts of cocaine trafficking,

money laundering and racketeer-

ing. If convk:ted, he will face up to

140 years in prison. .!-^-

Rubino has not yet asked Telles

whether Noriega and his forces

actually made good on their pledge

to help bring down the Colombian

cocaine organization. But that

issue is likely to be raised when
prosecutors begin their cross-

examination. They interviewed

Telles for eight hours before he

took the witness stand.

In the- four months -that ihe^

prosecution presented its case,

Carios Lehder, a founder of the

Medellin cartel who is now in
*

prison in the United States, and ^
other wimesses testified that Nor-

iega furnished the cartel with the

names and photographs of Ameri-

can drug agents.

He abo said they sold shipments

of cocaine seized by Noriega's

forces, provided protection and

took a cut ofmoney when its origin

in drug sales was disguised. These

activities are said to have taken

place at the same time the agree-

ment with the United States would

have been in force.

The internal drug agency reports

discussed Wednesday were among
scores of memorandums, letters

and diplomatic cables that Rubino
has introduced this week as evi-

dence of Noriega's cooperation

with the United States. His aim, he^

has said in briefings with reporter^

is to demonstrate that the general's

assistance to the United States was
both habitual and extensive.
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neighbor Tamara Conlan said. *Tt

woke me up and I thought it was an

earthquake or a big truck hitting

our wall."

Conlan said that she ran outside

her house and heard another

couple who lived with Bovee and
Queen yelUng for help. Hearing

their cries, he said, a man who
lived in the house got a hatchet and
broke down the door in an attempt

to rescue the victims.

**But it was all trees and mud and
glass," Conlan said. "They were
buried alive."

The third fatality of the day was
discovered at 1:40 p.m., when an

unidentified man believed to be

between 35 and 40 was pulled

from the Ventura River near the

Ventura (101) Freeway in Ventu-

ra.

Coroner spokesman Craig Ste-

vens said the man was dressed in

jogging shorts, a water ski vest and
expensive athletic shoes.

**If I had to take a guess, he was
rafting in the river," Stevens said.

Swollen by rain, the Ventura

River spilled its banks at approxi-

mately 9 a.m., catching residents

of the VenUira Beach Recreation

Vehicle Resort off guard and
forcing many of them to leave their

possessions behind in the rush to

escape.

During the next several hours

rescue teams in helicopters

plucked stranded park residents

from atop their vehicles, from tree

branches or on islands of dry

ground in the midst of the surging

waters.

Upstream, helicopter teams also

rescued transients camping in the

usually dry river bed.

An unknown number of recrea-

tion vehicles were swept out to sea,

and fire fighters were stationed

along at least one bridge to watch

for bodies in the water flowing

underneath.

Officials said that the RV park,

immediately adjacent to the Ven-
tura River, was about half full at

the time of the flooding, with 40 to

45 permanent residents and the rest

transient visitors.

It was unclear Wednesday how
much warning the park residents

got that the flood was coming.
County Chief Administrative

Officer Richard Wittenberg said

he was told the park owner was
notified "an hour before things

really bust^ loose.**

See MUDSUDES, page 18

STORM
From page 1

and are forced to rise over the

mountains that block their path,

said Warren Blier, a UCLA atmo-

spheric sciences professor.

As the warm air rises, it cools

and cannot hold as much moisture.

The result is hours of heavy rain

that causes destructive floocting in

some Southern Califpmia areas, 1^
said.

*TFor the past few days, (the jet

stream) has been sort of parked

over us and has been bringing in

storm system after storm system,"

Blier said.

But forecasters at the National

Weather Service also attribute the

excessive rain to El Nifk), a

worldwide weather condition of

ivarmer sea-surface temperatures

and changing atmospheric pres-

sure patterns that weaken tradew-

inds over the equator.

*The weaker winds make it

possible for storms to absorb more
moisture than normal," MoiTis

explained. *The El Niflo is cer-

tainly a factor here."

But UCLA atmospheric profes-

sors disagree, saying the El Nifio

may not be affecting these storms.

*The thing about the El Niik) is

that during past flood years it has

occu rred only half of the time,"

Lew said.

While meteorologists examine

STRATTON'S
Fronfi page 8

crowd.

**I noticed that they have many
more drink specials and basically

everything is cheaper," said

UCLA senior Chad Slining.

Other students said they also

noticed a friendlier atmosphere at

Stratton's.

"Since the guys from Willy's

started running (Stratton's) there is

a much more relaxed atmosphere,"

said senior Daisy Torme.
- Senior Dean Cascarano attri-

buted the new atmosphere at

Stratton's to the fact that more
UCLA students and fewer profes-

sional people gather at the restaur-

ant

"I think more UCLA people are

going now," he said. "And the

more UCLA students that go, the

friendlier it will be."

the reasons for the heavy storms,

Los Angeles continues to experi-

ence a drought Most of the rain

has run off into the ocean because

the city does not have any large-

scale systems to retain the water.

*The rain helps to replenish the

water tables, but Los Angeles has

no big reservoirs to absorb the

water," Murakami said. "It's not

economical for the city to build a

reservoir for something that hap-

pens only once every few years,"

he explained.

The main water source for the

Los Angeles area comes from the

snowpack in the Sierra-Nevada

Mountains, which as of Wednes-

day had not been touched by the

storms. The rainfall is now 62
percent of the normal level, up

from 49 percent

But the storm is definitely

easing the drought problems, Mur-
akami said.

"We're slowing down the

drought, but it's going to take a lot

more snow to wipe out the effects

of six years of drought"

Murakami, a long-time resident

of Los Angeles, said the level of

rainfall has been extraordinarily

iiigh.^*vc lived here since 1965r
and 1 can't recall so much rain

falling in one day."

The Ananians also plan to

attract UCLA sports fans by
installing more televisions to make
better use of Stratton's satellite

dish.

"We had a great turn oiii for the

UCLA-USC (basketball) game,"

Mike said.

"We served $2.99 burgers and

$1.00 draft beers." he added.

Although the Ananian brothers

consider that the mid-January

acquisition of Stratton's Bar and

Grill represents the fulfillment ofa

long-term goal, they have already

made plans to open a coffee house

near Stratton's as eariy as this

summer.
"We wanted to get to this level,

but we now want to open an up-to-

date study place for the social,

under-21 crowd," Mike said.

CARLTON HAIR
IHTERNATIOISAL

UCLA Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions api^y)..

$20 cur & BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS

^I2JJS • :• I

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 2/18/92
.

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

MUST snow UCLA SWDEfTT LD.

OR EMFLOYEC LD. WTTtl COUPON
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PIZZA SAVINGS
CURRRENT SPECIAL

$ 1 0.99 SPECIAL
2 Medium w/ 1 Topping

(tax not included)

824-5000
Not valid with any other offer.

Valid at participating locations only.

Coupon required. Expires 2/19/92.

hy DOMINO'S

$$$$$$$$$

$1.00 OFF
Any Pteza

824-5000
Not valid with any other offer.

VSalld at participating locations only.

Coupon required. Expires 2/19/92.

TC
FREE COSMETIC CONSULTATION
LASER SURGERY
COMPUTER JMAGING

STEVEN BURRES M.D.
DIPLOMATE OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF

OTOLARYNQOLOGY/FEaOW, AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY
CLINICAL FACULTY - UCLA

Surgery of the

• NOSE & SINUS •LIPOSUCTION
• FACELIFT / EYELID* FOREHEAD
• COLLAGEN / • LIP ENHANCEMENT
CHEMICAL PEELS • ALSO EAR. NOSE &

• CHIN / CHEEK THROAT
IMPLANTS

WESTWOOD
f^ANHATTAN BEACH
BELLFLOWER

100 UCLA MED. PLAZA 522

509 N SEPULVEDA
10230 E. ARTESIABL. 307

213 208-7806 '' 'J
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PASTA-BLmES
Continue
5th Anniversary

FOR 1HE M0K1H OF FEBRUARY

any pasta dish up to $12.95 now only
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WIS UNUMIIH) SAIAO IM AND HOMEMADE

Cksstc Northern liolirm Cuisiiie

OF SANTA MONICA
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310453-5442
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•40 DIFFERENT
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with no siUt, sugar or
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DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
• UCLA & ML STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A >VEEK

> CONVENIENT LOCATION

1 093 Broxton Ave. ff21 8 824-3991
WtestvDood Vmage, above the Wheiehouse

c6i;;ipACTBillboardTop30
DISC-COUNT

II

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

.

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood \0i3%e

208-3011
Monday SpedaL 20% off

All producis and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Highways and Freeways Affected by Heavy Rain

These are major Southern California freeways that have been affected
|

by the heavy ram storms as of 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday.

l>
c scs

TRADE

OFF
pgr lite

ANYUSEOCD

SALES ITEMS EXaUD£0
DB

1000s Of Used CD'S
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WSSM $iOFF
partite

ANY USED CD

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

L -Oft.

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-4122
/t0741 W. PICO BLVD.

WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSIDE PAVILLION)

EYEGLASSES! commuter
Gef the look
you want

quickly and
courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

208-3011

Monday Special: 20% o£f

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

WESTBOUND 91

Transition to the

Southbound 57 is

down to one lane

because of flooding.

Also, westbound; Uom
tt)e 57 to Las Palmas,

ail lanes are flooded.

Northbound on the 405 At Seal

Beach, the roadway is under

water Police are escorting cars

through.

]
Flooded but

open at Fourth

Street.

SOURCE; Shadow Traffic Network, L.A.

Als<

^. ent

SANTA ANA FREEWAY
From Santa Ana to

Chapman, ail lanes are

under water. The Sand

Canyon off-ramp from the

southbound side is closed.

Also, at First Street, the

entire southbound portion

5 IS closed.

OLIVER CHAN and JOHN GILDRED/Daily Bruin
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THE ROCKET 486 • 33MHz
190KCACHE*4MEG
RAM* 120 MEG HARD
DRIVE • 1.2 &1.4MS
DRIVES- HI RESOLUTION 1024x765
VGA DISPALAY W/CARD •

2 SEC 1 PAR & 1 GAME
PORT • MOUSE & WINDOW

^aily Bruin
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DOWN
1. How to expose

yourself to 58,000

people daily

SPEED DEMON 386/33M
•40 MEG H.D.

•1 MEG RAM
•VGA MONITOR AND CARD
• MID SIZE TOWER • SOFTWARE AND MOUSE

•64K CACHE
•1.2. 1.4 FLOPPY '1149.

286 AT-TURBO DELUXE
includes software, mouse & serge protectors

• 40 MEG HD • VGA & CARD • 1 01 KEYBOARD
• 1 2 MEG HZ • 1 .2 DRIVE • CLOCK/CALENDA
• 1 MEG RAM UP-GRADES TO 4 MEG • S/P GAME PORT

286AT-16MEGMZ
• 1 MEG RAM
• 20 MEG H.O.
• MONITOR

•PROGRAMS
•1 YR. WARRANTY

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS

in the Daily Bniin

Come by

112 KerckhqffHall

— or call 825-2161

From page 1

said. But because she often stays the night at the apartment, she added that

she has extra clothing handy.

If the weather clears, she plans to drive home Thursday evening, a

commute she estimates will take three hours.

Maninich is just one ofmany UCLA commuters who are having a Los

Angeles traffic nightmare.

Thunderstorms and massive floods are forcing California residents to

either head for cover or brave the city*s river-like streets, highways and

freeways.

And with no relief from the storms expected until Sunday or Monday,

local highway officers predict surface streets and freeways will continue

to be flooded and closed.

*These street and freeway conditions will last." said offiCCT Mark

Zieba of the California Highway Patrol Los Angeles Communications

Center.

As of 4 p.m. Wednesday, major freeways that wCTe closed to traffic or

severely flooded included the southbound lOTlTnccway, ftePacific Coast

Highway from Huntington to Sunset Beach, the northbound 405 at Seal

Beach, the Santa Ana Freeway and the Costa Mesa Freeway, according to

the Los Angeles-based Shadow Traffic Network.

Numerous surface streets also flooded and were closed. They include

Topanga Canyon at Skyline between Grandview and Robins and

between Mulholland Drive and the Pacific Coast Highway. Malibu

Canyon was blocked off from Piuma Canyon to the Pacific Coast

Highway and the southbound lanes of La Cienega Boulevard were under

four feet of water.

Despite the maze of streets and freeways closed to traffic, someUCLA
sttidents. staff and faculty were getting home to local Westwood and

nearby Los Angeles County residences by bus.

Campus buses and vanpools maintained their regular schedules

despite the severe weather conditions, said Sherry Lewis, general

manager of the UCLA Fleet and Transit Services.

The buses and vanpools serve students and staff and faculty members

who live about 30 minutes away from campus, she said.

Although schedules were maintained, they were delayed. Lewis, who
drives a vanpool, said it took her an additional 15 minutes to reach cam-

pus Wednesday morning. She added that she drove more slowly because

of flooded streets, especially Mulholland Drive.

Because some streets are severely flooded, drivers chose alternate

routes. But the route changes are left up to the individual drivers, said

Lisa Koerbling. buspool supervisor.

Vans and buses which transport UCLA community members to areas

such as San Gabriel. San Fernando, Van Nuys, Northridge. North

Hollywood, Anaheim and Irvine were delayed for up to two hours

because of floods and snow. Koerbling said.

Despite the longer trips home, passengers were "remarkably**

understanding, she said. "They were happy because they didn*t have to

deal with the driving.**

No campus bus injuries or damages were repwted Wednesday, she

said.

Campus Express buses— which transport people around Westwood"
— maintained their routes and schedules, said Brenda Marshalek,

ridesharing transit supervisor. No passengers have been turned |iway, she

added.

With reports from Mimi Nguyen.

f<

From page 17

County hydrologist Delo^s
Taylor said that the owner was
notified by a member of her staff at

8:30 a.m. that the river was rising

dangerously and residents should

get out.

"He said, *We*U check things

out and call you back.*** Taylor

said. "When they didn*t call back,

we called again at 9:30 and by then

they were in a panic because

apparently (the flooding) had

already started.**

Park manager Bill Bielecki said

that he surveyed the park grounds

after receiving a call about a flood

alert in the normally dry Ventura

River bed.

I-

"I got a cup ofcoffee, and all ofa

sudden the berm went down,** he

said. "It then went from ankle-

deep water to waist deep in 10

minutes. I went and started beating

on everybody's doors.

"It was the damndest thing I had

ever seen.** he said.
^

Maintenance worker Ruben
Tellez, speaking through an inter-

preter, said diat he and a co-worker

went over to the river and when
they saw how high it was they

decided to warn people to evacu-

ate.

By the time they got back to the

park, however, the water already

was high. Tellez said.
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upset that the class was canceled.

"1 was mad because I walked all

the way down there and there was
no class,** she said. "Some people

could have slept in.**

But students in the School of

Public Healdi did not have such

advance warning. Rain poured

through the ceiUng where several

students were studying.

"At first, the water was running

down the wall,** said graduate

student Larry Chu. "Then after we
had left the room, we heard the

ceiling tiles fall and suddenly there

was a waterfall in the room.**

The occupants of the building

then formed a bucket brigade with

trash cans to contain the water flow

until a facilities crew arrived.

UCLA*s facilities crews fever-

ishly scrambled around the cam-
pus to clean up all of the water

damage caused by the floods.

Almost all of the campus build-

ings experienced some problems

.with the excessive water, said Jack

Powazek, director of Facilities

Management. He added that the

crews placed about 800 sandbags

around campus to prevent flood-

ing.

**Given the amount of rain in

such a short time and the age of our

facilities, we*rc doing fairly well,**

Powazek said. "But at one point,

during the peak of the downpour,

more rain was falling than our

storm drains could handle.**

fcxccss water diat tfic drains^

could not hold either entered

buildings or formed huge puddles

around the campus.

And the number of calls to

facilities* trouble-shooting tele-

phone number has doubled since

the heavy rains began, Powazek
said.

Occupants of Schoenberg Hall

were among the people who called

in for emergency help.

During a clarinet recital, water

from the storm flooded through a

side door in Schoenberg*s audi-

torium and filled the orchestra

area.

"I could hear it before I could

see it,** said Diane Connor, the

stage manager for the auditorium.

"U sounded like I was in Yosemite

National Park.„ It was literally a

jiver.*'

Four inches of water had col-

lected in the auditorium before a

sound technician placed garbage

bags in front of the door to stop tlie

flood.

But the recital continued as

facilities crews cleaned up the

mess.

Although campus hbraries did

not experience flooding, the libra-

rians were nonetheless annoyed by

me effects or tiie~rattr

Powell Library staff members
had to dry wet books returned by
students before placing^them back

on the shelves.

"We have to stand and open

them up so air can circulate

through the pages.** said Thomas
Fry, the college libranan. "We
would appreciate it if students

would keep their books dry and
covered.**

But smdents who had to dodge

puddles that blocked pathways

throughout campus could not

always keep their belongings dry.

One large puddle, which com-

pletely engulfed the area between

Rolfe Hall and Campbell HaU. was

affectionately referred to as "Lake

Campbell** by Campbell Hall

occupants.

To make matters worse, a wire

in Royce Quad*s sprinkler system

short-circuited, causing the

sprinklers to go off and adding

more water to the 2.63 inches of

rain that fell on campus Wednes-

day.

w STUDENTS*
TERM PAPERS DUE? NEED A RESUME?

iCOME SEE US

!

OPEN 24 HOURS DURING FINALS

li».

I vuEniiE's sncuu!

HOl'RI.Y RENTALS !

* APPLE / IBM COMPUTERS
* DESKTOP PUBUSHING
* WORD PROCESSING
* TYPEWRITERS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* TRAINING
* SALES,SERVICE ft REPAIRS 20% OFF

(yvrm vaud ucla id.)

CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES!:

(310) 477-2898 1539 westwood I:

$20

OR

S>';

•Open Evenings

•FuM service hair salon

'Across street from campus
•We vaiidats parking

Corlkxi Salon MorcMs
Westwood Marquis Hotel

930HilgardAve

Westwood, CA 90024

206-4477

Making The Link
&IWHN AGood EDUCATOsf

A>D A SuocESSRJL Business Is

Sa^iEiHiNG Laura Takes Literally.
Laura Balverde-Sanchez 73

President, El Rey Sausage Company

At UCLA, you're among the best

When Laura Balverde-Sanchez

set out to bring home the bacon, she

meant business.

In 1983, Laura co-bought a

banknipt Los Angeles chorizo sausage

company. She has since turned it into

the successful El Rey Sausage Com-
pany, whose sales have increased over

800% in the last six years.

And Laura believes she couldn't"

have done it without the education
"

she got at UCLA. And the help she

received from the people at the

Financial Aid office and the Place-

ment and Career Planning Center.

"UCLA taught me how to think

critically anrfhow to commit to my

goals— the very tools I needed to

succeed," she says. And Lauras success

story is just one of thousands our

alumni have to tell.

UCLA career resources can help

you achieve your own success story.

Career Network gives you the oppor-

tunity to make contacts with alumni

like Laura and get a closer look into

the industries of over 1,200 profes-

sional alumni. And the Placement

and Career Planning Center offers

internships and workshops in virtually

every aspect of career developmentr^

To find out more about your—

—

career possibilities,

call 825-6460. And
let us help you

make your own
link to success.

UCLAIumniASSOCIATION
' ,

timmm „.J^^
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY
BEN-GURION

UNIVERSITY OF THE NEGEV
ISRAEL

MASTER OF SCIENCE (M.S.) IN MANAGEMENT
American/International Graduate Degree

in Business Administration/Management

Language of Instruction: English

Admission three times per year

Fall Semester: September 2 - December 12, 1991

Spring Semester: January 2 - April 9, 1 992
Summer Semester: April 27 • July 30, 1992

For mere infomiation contact:

Boston University

Ben-Gurion Univsrsity of the Negev
P.O. Box 653
BeorSheva 84105 ISRAEL
Tolophono: 01 1-972-57-31 144

Fax:011-972-57-35670

Boston University

Overseas Programs

143 Bay Stale Road
Boston. MA 02215 USA
Telephone: (617)

Fax: (617)353-7120

•>

An equal opportunity, MtfinrmHv McHon ingtituiion.
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ftnil your

Valentine a

Valentine at the

Students' Store
We have flowers at the main store's entrance,

Valentine's Day cords, gifts, and goodies in the

Ackermon Store, Lu Voile Commons, and Health

Sciences Store (in CHS). You con also find

something special at Beorweor, Womensweor,

and Mensweor.

While you're there, enter the

Valentines Day Drawing

February 1 1 rh - February 1 4Th, 1 pm or the

Big Hearts on B-level Ackermon Union.

Prizes include: Sharp Portable Stereo

System, Students' Store ^50 Gift Certificate,

Dinner for two at Acopulco's Mexican

aA Restoumnt, 1 1 09 Glendon Ave., and

Dinner for two at Strotton's Grill,

1037 Broxton Ave., Westwood.

Urawing will start ot

1 pm February 1 4th.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
B-ltvtl Adctrman Union/ 825-7711/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sit 10-5; Sun 12-5

REFUGEES

refugees don't speak English.

Many are ill. Few own anything

but the rags on their backs. What
will they do for housing in a nation

that already has so many citizens

living in the streets?

It breaks my heart to say such

things. As the grandchild of desp-

erately poor immigrants, I have

great sympathy for refugees.

I am thankful my grandparents

were allowed into Ellis Island

despite their lack of skills. And I

believe we still have room for

more immigrants who bring

nothing here but a desire to work
hard. Indeed we need newcomers,
who always have served as our
nation's economic engine.

But taking in huge numbers of
destitute people in the midst of a

long economic downturn would
only cause political turmoil, ang^
and instability here.

Our government's focus must
be on helping Haitians make their

own country viable.

In the long run, boosting Haiti's

economy is the only way to

discourage poverty-stricken refu-

gees £rom heading north.

We also need a fairer immigra-

tion policy. It is wrong to continue

to admit Cubans wholesale while

turning away Haitians who may
face much more political persecu-

tion and physical danger.

But in the short run, we must
reject thoseJlaitiaps "^w at (}i\ut-

tanamo Bay.

SCIENCES
From page 3

sciences have left an imbalance in

teaching loads, said Michael Gran-

field, vice chancellor of academic
planning and budget

''One of the challenges we face

is that students can change majors

and interests in a short time," said

Granfield.

"About 60 to 70 percent of the

faculty are tenured, and we cannot

make shifts to meet the demands in

a three- to five-year period."

"It's a bit demoralizing," said

Clarence Hall, dean of the life

sciences division, which is also

suffering from a loss of students.

He added that about half of the

students who come to UCLA as

biology majors leave the depart-

ment before earning a degree.

But the physical sciences are in

worse shape, he said. "As a nation

we need to do more to develop

technology— if we're going to be

competing in the world."

As a result of these trends, the

linitediltates may be left with very
few scientists, said Hall. A turnar-

ound in hard science enrollment

needs to occur soon or the nation

will face a crisis.

CURTOCULUM
From page 3

satisfactory/unsatisfactory grad-

ing system instead, he said.

Ab-eady, Cal Tech, MIT and

Brown University have switched

away from letter grades.

A new grading system could

alleviate much of the pressures

faced by freshmen. Hall said.

Students may decide they cannot

handle a science major and switch

to another major in which they

think they can get better grades.

"Many students will drop a class

if they get an A-." he said.

*They are being overwhelmed.

There arc enormous pressures

placed on them."
The proposed ^hanges in the

physical and life science divisions

are currently being discussed by

individual departments, divisional

deans and professors.
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HEALTH
From page 3

Under the Garamendi proposal,

California employers would be
charged an average premium of
6.75 percent of payroll to fund the

benefits package. The package is

comparable to those offered by
other health maintenance organi-

zations, he said.

Employees would help fund the

plan by contributing about $30 per

family — or 1 percent of their

monthly income — as opposed to

the average $45 that is currently

deducted from paychecks.

The guaranteed benefits for all

California residents would include

primary, in-patient and home
health care as well as prescription

drugs and physical therapy.

Funded by these premiums, a

government- and consumer-regu-

lated health insurance purchasing

corporation would offer residents a
choice between at least two diffe-

rent health plans.

Private doctors, hospitals and

health maintenance organizations

would continue to provide the

health care.

To^supplement their coverage,

for items such as long-term care,

individuals would have the option

of purchasing additional coverage.

*This will promote fair compet-

ition and consumer choice," Gar-

amendi said.

The system will combine the

"drficrent kinds of hedth rnsurancc

policies — worker's compensa-

tion, medical/auto, and health —

"Health care is an issue

I care very deeply about

as it is fundamental to

the nature of our

society.'
»

John Garamendi
Calif. Insurance Commissioner

into one unit This consolidation

would cut costs formed by invest-

ments into duplicative insurance,

he said.

But the insurance industry is

expected to oppose Garamendi *s

plan. And other officials charge

that his proposed system will be

too costly and limit access to

health care.

"It would be devastating to

small business," said Martyn Hop-

per, state director of the National

Federation of Independent Busi-

ness.

The plan may drive out small

companies from the state by
forcing them to offer benefits to

their workers, he said.

And the increased financial

burden on small business comes at

a time when many companies are

fieeing from the state's high

business costs, said aides to Gov.

Pete Wilson.

But Garamendi urged everyone

to "put the public interest above

the special interests and provide in

this state of California, a critical

requirement: to provide health care

for all of us." As the state's first

elected insurance conunissioner,

Garamendi said he believes that

health care, along with auto and

life insurance, should be a top

concern.

He added that his interest in

health care stems from a stint in the

Peace Corps, when he traveled to

Ethiopia providing vaccinations to

the people.

"Health care is an issue I care

very deeply about as it is funda-

mental to the nature of our socie-

ty."
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Im^ Rentals fron. $45.00
Includes: Coat, pant, shirt, tie

cummertxjnd, studs and

cuffGnics

(with scfxx)! LD.. limited to garments io stocfcJ

Please contact tor more Mormatioa on arow dscounts

(31035594889
1 0546 W. Pico Blvd.

Los Anseles. CA 90064
nWIA - 3 Stocks East of WcitiMc PwUoaJ

- OPEN 7 DAVS -

Shaker's.
Pizza

^^
says

You Make The Call...

Thick or Thin
Crust?

(Your choice, no extra charge)

FREE & FAST DELIVERY
Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken

and mojo potatos Only $10*95
Large pizza, one topping, with a large

antipasto salad Only $9*99
Spaghetti entre & Garlic Bread

Only $2*99
llHGayley

SuH'Thurs 11-1am; Fri & Sat 1 1 '2ami

J 824-4111 """'
L ^'J

Shaheqs

Kmiuuani

Purchase your UCLA Graduation Ring this

week and save up to $100 on an 18K Gold Ring.

Pairup with a friend and save even more

:

Save $100.00 on an 18K Gold ring

PAJR UP and savi? anADDmUlNAL $30. per ring! ($i^o/nng mai)

Save $50.00 on a 14K Gold ring

and savt^ aa ADDmONAL $20. per ring! (STO./rmg total

/IRTC/IRVED
V. CXXLEGE JEWELRY

The Ring That Remembers.

Ackerman Union Students' Store 10-5pm
Campus Photo Studio 10-3pm
Graduation Et Cetera 10-3pm
LuVatle Commons 10-3pm

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
8-L«wf ActifWUft Uftton/ 825-7711/ Id-Tli 7:46-7:80; f 7:45-8:^ 10-5; Slt» 12-«

m
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Viewpoint

Princess' visit produces irony
By Cristina Perez

The visit of Princess Cristina

of Spain to UCLA again

brings up the issue of cele-

brating or lamenting Columbus*
arrival in the Americas. As a

Spaniard myself, I had to

smile when I saw the Princess*

picture in The Bruin. It was
tike beingiwctr in Spain and"

browsing through the pages of

gossip magazines in the street

stands. I even expected to read

some comments about her hair-

do or the cut of her two-piece

suit.

. Yet her visit served a seri-

ous purpose: To remind the

world that the land she walked

on Thursday once belonged to

the Spanish crown. Just like

official channels do not talk

much about those who suffered,

the tragic consequences of

European conquest in the

Americas, history tends to

ignore that the people of Spain

themselves suffered rather than

benefited from such a lethal

enterprise.

As the Spanish conquest

^spread to most of the continent

'fiom its original Caribbean

colonies, the Spanish peasantry

was taxed at increasing rates

to support the crown *s ven-

tures. As the New Worid
riches poured in the peninsula,

the governing elite fetched its

share and used much of the

rest to pay the debts incurred

with England, thus hardly ever

reaching the population.

As the crown gradually lost

all control of the settlers,

American goods became more
scarce, until the colonies final-

ly gained their independence.

Cuba, the last Spanish colony

in the Americas, was fought

by the okt cmpiig^ ^wi^^i&=

magnificent newcomers. In

other instances, the natives

would also kneel, but this time

they would look down in

humble reverence to the true

God, represented by the cross.

We would never read about

the different indigenous cul-

tures that Columbus encoun-

tered, nor would we learn

about iliuse who were conp
rage of a dying dragon. To
prevent the island's indepen-

Princess Cristina . . .

was shown a number of

children's books about

Columbus.

dence, the crown sent thou-

sands of young Spaniards to

die for a lost cause. Mean-
while, much of Spain's scarce

material resources poured into

this war.

On Thursday, however. Prin-

cess Cristina walked into URL,
where she was shown a num-
ber of children's books about

Columbus. I am sure that most
of these works are similar to

the one$ that both the princess

and myself (as well as all kids

of our generation in Spain)

read in school.

They were filled with pic-

tures of genUe-faced Indians

kneeling at the sight of the

pleiely wiped out from their

lands shortly after his arrival.

Those creatures with feathers

on their heads were just an

appreciative mass to be eagerly

civilized by Columbus* men.

The bias of history books

would even go as far as

ignoring the roles played by

some courageous Spanish cler-

gymen, in defense f those

oppressed by the settlers.

Showing Princess Cristina

what she has been shown all

of her life is absurd. Taking

her to a Native American
reservation would make more
sense, since it would stir up
discussion and bring up the

views of both sides. Her pre-

sence on this campus as part

of the Columbus anniversary

ceremonies is an insult to

many. To me it is just an

embarrassment, since it has no
purpose but that of inflating

the ego of a lost empire.

Perez is a senior majoring in

Latin American studies.

You shouldn't let this

'love' thlt^boOieryou
Another year, another

annual checkup on

everybody's love life.

The calend^ur's way of acting

as that annoying old relative

whom you'd see once a year

and who would say, "Look
how handsome you are! How
many girlfriends do you have?**

Yes. and you*d stand there,

and you*d try to hide your

nausea as you said to this

wrinkled old thing, "None,**

which coming from your

mouth would sound as though

it were about 15 short of the

national median average girl-

or boyfriend expectancy for

someone of your age, weight,

height and cheek-pinchability,

as though every member of the

q)posite sex should have been

crazy not to want to get into

your 14-year-old pants just as

badly as your great aunt appa-

rcntly did at that mnmenL
And here we all are now.

naving thought we*d once and

for all learned our lesson,

conquered our utter confusion

and despair, and having sworn

a year ago that come tomcv-

row things would be all right;

that we'd either know for

damn sure who that rose was
coming from or going to this

Valentine's Day or at least we
wouldn't care. Now all we
hope is that the opening of

"Wayne's Worid" won't be

sold out
Sad. isn't it?

Well, in reality, much as I

give the impression to the

contrary, I really don't think

it's quite so tragic. Although a

year ago today in newsprint

much like that currently

smudging your fingers, I —
unwittingly made myself the

patron saint for losers in the

game of love, whining about

my own ineptitude on the

woman front, there's no need

for me to complain any longer.

Now don't worry; I haven't

gone and done something out-

landish like getting into a

healthy and frilfiUing relation-

ship^ Don't be silly. T still

consider it a "major sign"

when a woman in an elevator

with me doesn't get ofT a

couple floors eariy and take

the stairs the rest of the way.

Yet complaining about the

train wreck that is me trying

to pursue a relationship ("I

know you probably don't want
to associate with me. but are

you free Uiis weekend . . .?'0

is really avoiding the issue.

The sympathy for which I

so shamelessly begged last year

is no longer needed. Because I

think the past year has taught

me something about this stuff,

and stuff in general, I suppose.

Complaining about things over

which we do have control is

our human little way of not

doing anything about them.

Ben
Wexler
There's nothing wrong or

abnormal about lamenting

ourselves — sometimes it's -

even rather amusing — but

things are usually not as bad

.as we'd like to think they arc.

Speaking for myself, I think

my problem with women and

relationships and heart-shaped

candies is that most of them
scare the heck out of me. And
I don't think it's rejection that

scares me; I'm great at that

When I dial a phone number.

I expect to hear that little

mechanical beep followed by a

computerized voice: **The num-
ber you have dialed ... has

been disconnected, Ben.^

Accq)tance is a mess scarier

than rejection. Where do you
go from there? At least rejec-

tion is funny. "I love you" is

not funny. "You make me
wanna puke from every orifice

on my body" is funny. Comic
minds agree; there's no mater-

ial to be worked from mun-
dane, agreeable happiness. And
if you can't be funny, or at

least tragically pathetic, then

you have to be: Yourself!

Ooh. Getting a littie too up
close and personal for the

Black Friday crowd. All right,

I'll stop. Suffice it to say that

if you're not dining over

candlelight tomorrow night with

that mythical creature called

"^'^meone out mere jusi for

me." don't worry. He or she

will probably be out having a

good time. You may as well,

too.

Your time will come, you

just have to let it My
approach to this stuff is that I

won*t take no for an answer,

and as soon as I figure out the

question I'll be fine. Even
tomorrow should be fun. All

those cool pink classifieds,

great candies and people happy

just because they*re walking

hand in hand, enjoying their

time with the one they love.

Bastards.

Wexler, the Viewpoint editor, is

a senior majoring in communi-
cation studies.
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Lamenting the Inevitable process ofgrowing
Please raise your hand if

you are not ready to be

a grown up.

Ah, you notice that my hand

is held high. Some of you

sympathize, others scorn. Some
identify, some say that they

have been an "adult" for years

now.
What do I mean by "grown

up*7 I suppose I mean that I

am not ready to live in that

big, cruel, uncertain world

where nobody gives a Triscuit

whether you are happy or not,

so long as you are **produc-

tive.- I mean that I am under

the pressure to perform, with-

out having the next trick up

my sleeve. For the first time

in my life I am not sure what

I will be doing after the

school year ends. What an

icky feeling.

You see, my name is Ange-

la, and I am a plan-aholic. For

a long time, since biith actual-

ly, I have always had a game
plan in mind. I have always

known what steps to take in

order to achieve my next

logical goal. Many of you are

like this, admit it Your life

consists of appraising, poising

and wham! attacking whatever

obstacle stands between you

-^nd that next step. I feel Ukc I

have run out of those obvious

steps.

Some of you are still in that

happy, predatory, comfortable

haze. Othcn have specific

career goals in mind — doctor,

teacher, lawyer. I must say, I

am mighty envious of you. I

used to want to go to law

school myself, until I worked

for a lawyer. I used to want

to run for president, until I

worked in the Senate. I have

one comfort in that I now
know what I don't want to do.

And now, for the first time

in my pathetic, plan-aholic life,

I do not have a certain future

at hand. Aaahhl

I know that this should set

me free with the ecstatic,

wondrous joy of the unknown,

of the possibilities, of the

adventures. But as I am also a

member of Worriers Anonym-
ous, it tends to shake meup
instead. I am well aware that I

am not the first, nor will I be

the last, to experience this

anxiety. But it feels like it

The other day, my fiiend

and I were discussing our

plans for June. A disturbed

look crossed his face and he

asked, "What did you want to

be when you were little?"

"I wanted to be an actor," I

said, "evCT since the second

grade."

"How come you aren't an

actor then?" he asked.

"My middle name is Securi-

ty," I answered. "I was scared

off by that California cheese

commercial which reminds you

that for every one working

actor, there are one million

waiters. Why? What did you

want to be?"

"I was sure I was going to

be a baseball player," he said.

"And now I'm going to be an

accountant"

"You can still play baseball

on the weekends," I said, and

he shot me a diity look.

It isn't necessarily bad that

our goals change from those

long-held hopes we had as

children. Sometimes we realize

what we aren't cut out to do.

But thinking about childhood

dreams made me yearn for that

warm, confident security of

single-mindedness.

I was reminded further of

this confidence in the certainty

of the future when I was

correcting the papers of the

second-grade class for which I

kids were more specific. 'T

will be a arekeyalligust so I

can clime rewins." "I want to

be a nice pettyalrichin who
will give two lolypops not

one."

"Where do you want to

work?" drew very specific

answers. "I want to work at

the Apollo theatre." "I'U work

in the First Interstate Tower."

"I want to work at Dodger

I used to want to go to

law school myself, until

I worked for a lawyer. I

used to want to mn for

president, until 1

worked in the Senate.

Stadium. I'll even sweep the

floors."

What did they think was

good about being a grown up?

"You get to do whatever you

want" "You don't have to go

to school anymore." "You get

to watch Aresineo and have

tots of money." "You can

drive a car on the freeway."

"You get to go to UCLA." All

the things we now take for

granted were once so elusive.

am^irtraddng assistant
^*What Emcpt for money, of cotiisc=

er you want** from the same

kid who called this a positive

quality of adulthood. Wise

beyond his ironic litde years or

too tired to think of something

else? No matter. I lend to

agree with him. "You never

get to be a kid again." "You

don't have any fun." "You can

never play with toys or you

will be real weird." "You have

a much shorter life and you

have to go to work all- the

time." *There is no one to

take care of you." Thanks,

kids. I feel so much better

now.

I suppose these same fears

plague you your entire life.

Maybe by rushing from goal to

goal, they are easier to ignore.

Now that I am fi-ee to make a

choice about where and who I

want to be, I realize the

danger of falling into all these

traps in that minefield we
affectionately call adulthood.

I don't want to be bored. I

don't want to be tired. I don't

want to feel like I am just

surviving. And now is the time

when I must face all these

fears and make sure they do

not become my reality. I want

to be thrilled. I want to feel

alive. I want to make someone

laugh, make someone cry,

-mi^kA someone thinks make.

do you want to be when you

are a grown up?" the work-

sheet asked. These are typical

kids. They wanted to be doc-

tors, nurses, astronauts, police

officers and of course, actors

and baseball players. Some

I was most interested in

what they feared about being

grown up, since I am awash in

my own anxieties. "What
might be bad about being

grown up?" the worksheet

asked. "You get to do whatev-

someone feel, even make
someone hate.

And I never want to stop

[Haying with toys.

Beeley is a senior majoring in

English.
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Destroying the myth
of the 'JFK' scandal
It's about time

America woke up

OK! That's enough!

Everybody in the

country has had a chance

to write a column, call into a talk

show or just have a conversation

with friends about Oliver Stone's

"JFK." Well, it's too much. Every-

body seems to be missing the point

about the film. So what am I going

to do about it? I'm taking my shot

Yes, I wrote a review of "JFK,"

giving it four stars. And yes. I

wrote a feature story concerning

Zachary Sklar. Stone's co-

screenwriter and the editor of Jim

Garrisdh's book, "On the Trail of

the Assassins." And yes, I called

"JFK" the best film of the year

hands down in my column about a

jnonth ago. And you know what?

Ifs still, hands down, after much
reflection, the best movie of 1991.

Wait— did I forget to mention

that it was a movie? A motion

picture with actors like Kevin

Costner, Sissy Spacek, Tommy
Lee Jones and Donald Sutherland?

A film which at no time says, *This

is a documentary and everything

you are watching is the truth, the

whole truth and nothing but the

truth?"

Maybe we seem to have forgot-

ten that "JFK" was made by a

director using creative license.

Maybe nobody cares that Stone

has admitted many times that

"JFK" contains a great deal of

speculation and never professes to

say, "Hey people, look no further,

because this is //.

The answer: First, let's take a

look at works of historical fiction

.

and creative license when it comes
to the arts. "Bugsy" — one of the

most critically acclaimed movies

of the year— is a biography. Does
it accurately depict the life of

gangster Benjamin Siegel?

According to acquaintances and

noted historians, it definitely

doesn't.

Who cares, right? Benny Siegel

^as a bad guy. Well how about the

book "Lincoln" by Gore" Vidal?

Nobody jumped on that noted

author when he wrote a work of

historical fiction about Lincoln's

presidency using real people as

characters, including former Sec-

retary of State John Hay, who
narrates the story.

Wait a sec. I get it This isn't

about Barry Levinson and James

Toback. It's not about Gore Vidal.

This is about Oliver Stone. The bad

boy of cinema. The rebel. The man
who in the '50s surely would have

been the first person in Hollywood

to be accused of being a commun-
ist by Sen. Joe McCarthy.

I see. Stone is different. Stone is

daring. He did that movie "Pla-

toon" (watch out) and that other

one "Bom On the Fourth of July"

(uh-oh). Oh yeah, and he must

know a lot about drugs because he

made *The Doors" (cover your

eyes quick). Stone is dangerous.

He might inspire people to do
something drastic — like think.

Quick. Shoot him. No one will

think it was a conspiracy. We'll

keep it between you and hie.

Oh. by the way, I have a

confession to make. I'm not that

crazy about Sir Oliver. I like his

movies, but I don't love them, and

actually I hated "Wall Street." In ^

fact, until I saw "JFK" I though his

best film by far was 1986's

"Salvador." his second after the

horror picture "The Hand."

No. I'm not OUver Stone's

biggest fan. And most of the time. I

think the man is on the verge of

insanity. But was he wrong to

make "JFK?" Was he wrong to

make the movie the way he did?

No. Far from it

"I think we're trying to create an

alternate myth to the Warren
Commission," Stone says in an

interview which came with the

"JFK" press kit from Warner Bros.

"Myth." It's an interesting word.

And every time I see Stone

interviewed, he uses that word to

describe both the Warren Commis-
sion and his movie. Sometimes he

Out of Focus

Aaron
Dobbs
calls his picture a "countermyth."

^You know, that definitely

sounds like someone trying to

convince an entire nation to

beheve his version of a sequence

of events.

How about the word "specula-

tion"? There is so much in this film

that there's no way you could

come up with only one answer by

the time the credits roll. In a recent

Stone interview (he seems to be

doing a lot of those these days), he

emphasized that "JFK" contains a

great deal of speculation. When
asked how an audience is supposed

to discern the difi'erence between

fact and theory. Stone said he tried

to use key words such as "maybe,"

"suppose that" or "possibly" when
characters are describing the

action.
"

Not good enough? Well what's

he supposed to do? Flash the word
"SPECULATION" across the

screen whenever a theory is

brought forth? Come on, I don't

think so.

Remember that Stone's movie is

based on a txx)k. No one yelled at

John McTieman for his version of

*The Hunt For Red October" by

Tom Clancy. (OK, so Brian De
Palma did receive some heat (or

"Bonfire of the Vanities" — like

author Tom Wolfe disowning the

movie).

"JFK" is based on Garrison's

book. It's also based on "Crossfire:

The Plot That Killed Kennedy" by

Jim MaiTS. It's also based on

research Stone. Sklar and several

private researchers did before and
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This photograph is part of the "Executive Order 9066" exhibition on view at the Wight Art Gallery from Feb. 15 through March 1. The

exhibit is a photographic interpretation of the Japanese internnnent process during World War II.

Photo exhibit marits Japanese internment
By Greg Srisavasdi

Daily BruIn Staff

World War II did not just affect'

American soldiers who went out to fight

It also had an impact on those who fought

battles in their own country — the

Japanese Americans.
— In commemoration of the 50-year

anniversary signing of Executive Order

9066, which ordered the mass intern-

ment, UCLA's Wi^t Art Gallery is

presenting two exhibitions running firom

Feb. 15 to March 1: "Executive Order

9066: The Internment of 1 10,000 Japan-

ese Americans** and "Manzanar: A
Selection of Photographs by Ansel

Adams.** The bill, signed by Roosevelt

on Feb. 19, 1942. forced 175 UCLA
.student&jD-ieave £ainpus-.aDd joiiLihfiL

despair, misery and pain shared by the

internees through images taken from the

National Archive and the Library of

Congress* 25,000 photographs of the

camp. The show will feature more than

60 reproductions of photographs placed

on large panels that document the horror

of the relocation process.

One-third of the photographs were

taken by Dorothea Lange, who was hired

as a photographer by the federal govern-

ment Wartime Relocation Authority

during the Japanese internment (1942-

45). Included in the exhibition are works

by Clem Albers and R.H. Ross, who
were also commissioned by the agency.

The photographs illustrate the emotional

and physical oppression felt by the

Japanese Americans.

_!Manzanar: A Selection of Photo-

try to surmount their tragic chrum-
stances— they present a more optimistic

view of life in the camps, offering hope
in an environment filled with dejection

and pain.

internment camps.

The exhibition will present two

varying photographic interpretations of

the internment process. "Executive

Order 9066** gives a harsh, reahstic view

of the internment period, displaying the

graphs by Ansel Adams," includes a

selection of photographs Adams took at

the camp in January of 1944. Unlike the

photographs in "Executive Order 9066,**

the "Manzanar** photographs focus on

the perseverance of the internees as they

- ••Executive Order 9066*' and "Manza-
nar*' are a startling stq) back in time for

those unfamiliar with this period of
American history. Viewers will be able

to see the manifold effects the war had on
Japanese Americans through these
impressive and poignant photographs.

ART: "Executive Order 9066: The Internment

of 1 10,000 Japanese Americans" and "Manza-
nar: A Selection of Photographs by Ansel

Adams' Feb. 15 through March 1 at the Wight
Art Gallery. Admission is free. Decent tours are

offered Saturday and Sunday at 1:30 p.m.

Gallery hours are: Tuesday, 1 1 a.m. to 7 p.m.;

Wednesday ff)rough Frfday, T1 a.m. fo a p.m.

and Saturday and Sunday, 1 to 5 o.m. Gallery

closed on Mondays. "Executive Order 9066"

was organized by the California Historical

Society. 'Manzanar: A Selection of Photo-

graphs by Ansel Adams" was organized by

Wight Art Gallery in conjunction with the Asian
American Studies Center.

inner voice' fuels British quartet's creativity

See 'JFK/ page 32
The Cranes offer the mind a trip Into a "giddy whirlpool of melancholic

ecstasy" with "WIngi of Joy." ~

By Rob WInfleld

Daily Bruin Staff

These days, it*s not uncommon
for one to switch on the radio, hear

what the latest debuting artist

considers innovative and then

immediately recall a dozen or so

other groups all focusing on the

same innovation. Sound like a

familiar scenario?

In an era where contemporary

pop and alternative music has

developed into a multi-million

dollar industry, it*s an all-too-

common occurrence — enough to

induce the belief that originality

has evolved into an outdated

concept'

Of course, there*s always going

to be a few creative minds to

shatter everyone's perceptions,

and as a result, open a whole new
file of categorization for others to

explore and imitate. Unfortunate-

ly, this is more an exception to the

rule, than the rule itself.

- However, just when one * s ready

to renounce innovative songcraft

and technique, along comes an

angst-driven band like the Cranes

to topple the system and shock the

creative ethic back into its sterile

blood.

Named for the mechanical arms

that twirl over the factory yards,

the British quartet is perhaps the

only new band— with the excep-

~^- See CRANES, page 28

SexonhoMin
new novel 'Vox'
By Greg Srisavasdi

DaHy Bruin Staff

Remember those AT&T "Reach out and

touch someone" commercials? A phone can

reach old friends, lovers or even the E>omino*s

pizza guy across the street And with the advent

jQf phoQC scx> people canjiQw reach out and^
"M*k someone. -

That's what Nicholson Baker's fresh and
shockingly honest novel "Vox" revolves

around: two people (named Jim and Abby)
who meet on an adult party line called "Voxl.**

While Abby finds the party hne in Fonim
magazine, Jim embarrassingly admits that he

saw the ad in a recent issue of Juggs.

The entire book is one long conversation

between the callers, both spending $2 a minute

trying to get each other off. Jim doesn't think

that he's wasting his money, saying "I think

two dollars a minute is cheap for this. I need

this. I'd spend twenty dollars a minute for this."

During their long (aiKi highly expensive)

sexual discussion, Jim and Abby reinvent the

vocabulary of sex: Jim calls breasts "Kleins"

(he thinks Patsy Cline is sexy), while Abby
sees a penis as a "Delgado" (named after a

former guy she lusted for). Jim hates the word
masturbation, so he calls it "strummin'"; Abby

The entire book is one long

conversation between the

callers, both spending $2 a

minute trying to get each other

off.

introduces Jim to a new strummin' technique

called Valsalva, "which is where you take a

ijTcath and you clamp your throat shut ffldyush
hard, and if you do it right, you're supposed to

have a mind-blowing orgasm."

"Vox" is filled with offbeat sexual stories

that make the book an engaging read. In one

sequence, Jim conjures up an erotically

charged tale about Abby, a broken fork and an

elegant silver necklace. Meanwhile, Abby
admits that she fantasizes about being entered

three different ways by three painters, one of

whom has "gymnastic" capabilities.

The dialogue is straightforward and never

tackles anything deep or meaningful. Instead of

talking about important conditions of the heart,

they ask each other what they're wearing and
how they like to masturbate.

Jim really is a weird kind of guy. He
becomes aroused reading used romance
novels,knowing that the pages were turned by
other women who also bought the book. To get

the attention of a co-worker he likes, Jim gives

her a traced copy of his penis. Instead of getting
her in bed, Jim masturbates with her, both on
separate sides of the couch, to the porno movie
"Pleasures So Deep." While Abby does give a

few saucy confessions during the talk, it's

Jim's stories — which will never show up on
Sesame Street — that stick out (no pun
intended).

By the end of the book, the two are having

See 'VOX/ page 32
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VMn. ai WMlvood 7574G6ii
4754711

Doby Slvao MMQ TnfOUM (A
1:004:00-7:00^10^

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West L.A./

Oat>y Stmo Mhar o( iM BM» (PGB

12:15-2364:00-7:36-10:00

THX Ddby SIvao ii(PQiai

120^2:304«0-7:40-10:lS

Beveriy Hills

Beverly Hills
MMiy comacscn wrasi uaro

La Ctanaoa ai Bawarly Bvd. Rgdwaa by

Raa 2 IS hour v^M paWng Phona: Cdl

6606911 (213)7574GEN

ROYAL
11523 SM. BM.
4774561

EuroM EUropa
4:467:154:45

Sat-Sui mil 2X)0
Slwao Low*

6:00-109

musk: hall
9036 Whtwa
27446G9

Ha« My Bona
4:45-7:10-920

Sat-Su) mil 2:15

Starao

12:0O-2KXM.-0O4:SI

nNE ARTS
8666 WM*o
662-1330

nnn nNn
5:15-746-10.-05

Sa^Su) 12:30^50

THX Dotoy Slwao JFK (IB

12:304:30430

SR THX (Mby

Santa Monica
tpmmoii (POia>

1 :1 64:10 7:00^50-

THX Ddby Slarao

MONICA
1332 2nd SL
3944741

Rhapaody In AummI
5:454:00-10:00

~> 8il A Sun 1K)0430

FMMf Of Ho Brid* (PQ)

12:00-2:304:00-7:30-10^0

GNnd OMwon (IB

1:15420-7iO-1020

MOMCA Sich A Twtotad FaoBral of AniRMlon

1332 2nd St Fri: 7:00-9:30-1 2:00m»d

3944741 8M: 4dO-7:Q04:30-12KMMd
Sun: 4:30-7:00430

MOMCAParia la BumMio 5:00 daly, Sat-Sun 12noon

1332 2nd St Truth or Dm 4:45 daly

3944741 Koapwo'a Boofet 6:30 MIy
Sal-Sun mat 1230
Anionia A Jaw

7:00 dily; Si«-Sun mat 330

StMao (PQ|

1^)4:15-7:10-10:10

MONCA
1332 2nd St
3944741

Tha DoUM* Ufa of ¥wonHua
5:00-7:15-9:30; Sal-Sun 2:45

Sal-Sun 12:15()m

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West LA.
NUART B6 Up
11272 Swta Morica Bl. 7K)0-930; S«l-Sun 1:45420

4764379 BpM of '76: Ri 12 mdnt

Rocky Horror FIcliira Show: Sat 12 mdnt

WEfTBIOC PAVIUON
QOLOWVN
4754202 626

Wostwood
QOLOWVN
4754202

^IM DoMMt Uto Of ¥ironlflm
1:40-720

UA Corontt

10669 Wdtworft

47544(1

Buo«y (f9

Ooky Storto

1:154:10-7:16-10:15

QOLOvrrN
4764208

Lite te Smm (PQia
11:36-3:46450-756-10M

UA CORONH
10669 Wiiaor»
4764441

(PQ)

TOmn THX DoIm SImm)
1004:00-700-10:00

QOLOHnfN
4754202 12.-00-;

HWi Hoala (IB

K>-2:254>504-30

QMvaaawMi (IB

1t4M-004:16-7!»4v«5

QOLOWVN
475-0202

QOLOWVN
4754202

auty and B» BaaM (01

12:10-2:004.-004.-00

Una B» bii Of Bw Wflrtd

12:20436-7:00-10:10

F*

I II I <
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February 14* & 15 Vf^
The Amercian Indian Dance Theater

2 p.m. & 8 p.m. Royce Hall • Students

$9, Gen. $27. 22, 16* 825-9261

Receiving highly enthusiastic response since thei

formation in 1987. The American Indian Dance

Company presents traditional dances from manyj

regions, including ceremonial and seasonal dances

spiritual and social dances, and dances exhibitin

individual expression.

20 members representing 1 9 tribescom

from across the U.S. and Canada. Both perfor

mances include a pre-performance lecture pre

sented by Chariotte Heth. chairperson of UC
Dept. of Systematic and Ethnomusicology at 7 p.m

in Royce Hall.

February 14 is a Gala Benefit performance with

minimum $50 contribution. Call 825-731 5 for mor

information.

7 p.rn.,

•Free* for more

^USI
Qonnlts
II p.ni., lOHClUioff

•fee* 825^6904
P-

1

^ The Long,

Romwiee
7:30 p.m., Melnitz

$3.

inth0

itnoCteri

Dean Robert Blocker^^^
7 p.m., Royce Hall •Students $9,

General $20, 17, 14»825-926t

i found'

town

;^a sJorvnerlnQ story of Nfe

fe is wanted but whers

is

a new Rfoasa
SUt finds

^ihe

Recently appointed Dean of the UCLA
School of the Arts, Robert Blocker will

play Bach-Busoni: Chaconne in d

minor; Chopin: Two Nocturnes, Op.27

and Fantaisie in f minor, Op. 49;

.

Ravel: Valses nobles et sentimentales;

and Ginastera: Sonata para piano.

f#ttaee

)n- 1 p.m., Little

r403
lis on«-man sh(

African-America

825-

Lhistorical look at an

rite. ^ in

AiraHcanMlm OvtM Tlie^
Bp.m. HoyC^Hall»Gal

Call 826-731

5

^^\—:-^r^^ =^S!^^nH'=^^^ " .. ^
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an on-campuj America crambles in the hands of a 'Rising Sun'

tl^ aMjuI/l ®

m^%s
Long

f '

x€
\

Juw long John" Oliva

ARTt

{Operation Solomon
Kerckhoff Gallery •Free«825-6564

IA Child's View of Columbus
URL •Free*

I

What (Jo children learn about Columbus? This

exhibit includes numerous nineteenth-century text-

tx)oks plus three pop-up books of which one of

I
them was published in Moscow (in English) in

1984.

\0f^i4^ Fd. 7S
Executive Order 9066: The Intern-

ment of 110,000 Japanese Ameri-

cans
Wight Art Gallery •Free* 825-9345
Two photogrpahic exhibitions commemorate the

50th anniversary of the internment of the Japanese

Americans during WWII. Over 25.000 archival

photos comphse this exhibit.

Manzanar: A Selectionof Photo-

graphs by Ansel Adams
Iwigth Art Gallery •Free* 825-9345

JThis exhibit portrays life in the Manzanar intemment

Icamp as chronicled by Ansel Adams.

^f^CM^ fct. %
Michelle Martinez

"El Santo Ritmo"

Kerckhoff Art Gallery •Free^ 825-6564

GSUN
(n his latest novel "Rising Sun," author

Michael Crlchton investigates the

issue of Japanese-American business

relations.

By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

"Ifyou don't want Japan to buy it, don't

sell it."

Akio Morita

There's a new villain in the world

fiction, and an entire society may not be too

happy about it

Michael Crichton*s new book "Rising

Sun** is a thriller unlike any novel he has

written before. He is known for novels such

as *The Andromeda Strain.** "Sphere" and

*^urassic Park/' which all feature similar

premises— science and nature going wild.

This time around, however, Crichton

deals with Japanese-American business

relations, a timely topic in these days of

economic recession. The issues are placed

within the context of a murder mystery

dealing with the Nakamoto corporation, a

fictional Japanese conglomerate. When a

white woman is found dead on the 46th floor

of the new "tallest building in L.A." on the

night of the Nakamoto Building's grand

opening, special liaison Lt. Peter J. Smith of

the LAPD is called in to deal with it

Smith is joined by John Connor, a

legendary special liaison who is on
"extended leave" from the department. But

his strong familiarity helps Smith with the

case.

In fact, although the villains

of "Rising Sun" are definitely

the Japanese, the book is

actually more critical of

American business and the

U.S. government.

Crichton systematically takes the reader

through a mystery with twists and turns all

over the place. The story as a simple

whodunnit isn't the best murder mystery

ever written, but it's definitely gripping

enough to hold the reader even during its

predictable moments.

But after completing the book, Crichton 's

murder mystery seems secondary to what

the author is truly attempting to do— open

America's eyes to the "evil" from abroad.

Crichton takes a hard stance against

Japanese corporations competing in the

U.S. On the one hand, **Rising Sun" could

simply be called almost 350 pages of

Japan-bashing, but it is at the same time also

very critical of American passivity.

It's important (at each moment in the

book) to decipher whom Crichton is

criticizing. He presents numerous exam-
ples, factual and fictional, of underhanded

Japanese business practices. Yet al the same
time, the author tries to emphasize that

because of the differences between the two
cultures, what may seem underhanded to

Americans is in fact regular and accepted

business practice in Japan.

In fact, although the villains of "Rising

Sun" are definitely the Japanese, the book is

actually more critical of American business

and the U.S. govemnient

See 'SUN/ page 29
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DESIGN HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS *?0H 4447 'NO GIMMICKS

I'rllbls HA\

u AID rn,\ no

HIGHLITES

FRENCH PERM
ZOTOS PERM

SUPER PERM

$15
$25
$15-25
$35-45
$66

FOIL WEAVING CC^^PLE^E $^5
EYE LASH TINT $10
COLOR CORRECTION $35
SHAMPOO SET $10
MANICURE -

SPECIAL FREE- haitcur style w $35pt-irp $ 1 2 vciluf ((.»»•

SPECIAL FREE- haucuf tnoussp w $45 perm $ 1 7 vaiu* hi'f

"r
. LL T '.'c •'Arj^v jt-'T.' ,-. 1^ u I "t ^A,i- *
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TWO-FOR-ONE
SILENT FILM CLASSIC

AT ROYCE HALL
WITH LIVE VAUDEVILLE STAGE SHOWI

"ALL SINGING, ALL DANCING"
The evening begins with an outrageous, fun-filled musical revue!

"AN ITALIAN STRAW HAr (1W7) -

French director Ren^ Qaire's hilarious masterpiece was made just before

the *nlkia?4ujiL uver and JJeatotes music and acmad effecta, but no diatogmL.

Royce Hall, UCLA
FRIDAY, FEB. 21 AT 7 P.M.

This coupon is valid for ONE COMPUME^^^ARY TICKET
when a second Ticket is purchased for $13.

Advance purchases at the UCLA Central Ticket OfTice.

"Night of show" purchases at the Royce Hall Box Office.

^f^i^^ ^6^/u^A/iy 19
jUndergraduate Exhibition in Art

fight Art Gallery •Free* 825-9345
This jurored exhibit displays the design and art

jone by UCLA students. A reception will be held

from 5 - 7 p.m., opening night.

HONORS COLLEGIUM - SPRING QUARTER 1992 .

HONORS COLLEGIUM (HC) ENROLLMENTS ARE HELD THROUGH A RANDOM "LOTTERY" SYSTEM. ENROLLMENT FORMS ARE

AVAILABLE FOR PICK-UP IN HONORS (A-311 MURPHY HALL) NOW. THE FORM ALLOWS YOU TO LIST YOUR 1ST CHOICE AND
AS MANY WAITLIST CHOICES AS YOU WISH. YOU MAY SUBMIT THE FORM TO THE HONORS OFTICE ANYTIME UP TO
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH AT 4:00 PM. RESULTS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE BY MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24TH AT 1:00 PM.

NOTE: HONORS COLLEGIUM CLASSES WILL NOT APPEAR ON YOUR INITIAL STUDY LIST. IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE YOUR

ENROLLMENT. YOU MUST BE IN ATTENDANCE ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS, AS PERMISSION-TO-ENROLL SLIPS WILL

GENERALLY BE DISTRIBUTED BY THE PROFESSOR DURING THE FIRST LECTURE PERIOD. THIS PROCEDURE IS, HOWEVER, AT

THE PROFESSORS DISCRETION. (REMEMBER: PTE'S MUST BE PROCESSED BY THE REGISTRAR BY THE END OF THE
SECOND WEEK OF CLASSES). IF YOU CANNOT ATTEND THE FIRST LECTURE, YOU SHOULD CONTACT THE PROFESSOR PRIOR

TO THAT DATE. COURSE DATES AND TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

SPRING 1992 COLLEGIUM SCHEDULE

Get the best seats! $8 SCA TICKETS For Bruin students only!

February 20 ^f^
__^.-^

Sandra Bernhard

8 p.m., Royce Hall •Students $15, Gen.

$24 & $22* 825-9261
Tickets are selling fast. See "A Consciousness

Raising and Rap Session with Sandr^ Bernhard"

Just added!!!

Sandra Bernhard -again! See her

again! Or get your second ctiance to

see her for the first time!

11 p.m., February 20'

Royce Hall -$24 & $22

Students $15!
"'

Robert Blocker

^l<^

Now

)avi( )wen Norris

leo Lame lohn Danwor

jnas iSsSS^S^iM^SMSS^^.

;av Men's Choir

.f*

What's Art this Week' featured every Thursday, is compiled by the UCtA Student Comraittee for the Arts os port of the Arts ond f ntefta«r^ment secttoo of the Doily Bruin.

Lecture:

HC5:

Lecture:

Disc 1A:

Disc IB:

HC8:

L^ure:

Disc 1A:

Disc IB:

The Surrealist Challenge

GE App: Hunnanities/Culture & Civ.

C. Brian Morris

Tu/Th 9:00-11:00 a.m.

Dodd 162

The Geometry of Relativity

GE App: Physical Science

S.V. Venkateswaran

M/W 10:00-11:30 a.m.

Dodd 154

Th 1:00-1:50 p.m.

Th 2:00-2:50 p.m.

Fraru 1354

HC 18: The Science of Computation

GE App: Physical Science

Richard E. Korf ——--

Lecture: M/W 10:30-12:00 noon

GSM 1270

Disc 1A: Fri 11:00-11:50

Boelter 6270

HC95:

Seminar:

HC21: The Riae and Fall of Modernism
^ur^it^

HC17:

Seminar:

Communications Among Organlama

GE App: Life Science

Steven Strand

Tu/Th 9:00-10:30 a.m.

BUnche3156
Tu 11:00^11:50 a.m. .

Th 11:00-11:5 a.m.

Haines 146

Archetypal Heroines

GE App: Humanities/Literature

Katherine Callen King

W 2:00-5:00 p.m.

Bunche2174

Seminar:

Disc 1A:

HC38:

GE App: Humanities/Literature

Richard Creese

Tu 10:00-1:00 p.m.

Room TBA
Th 10:00-12:00 noon

Rolfe3114

Sociolinguistic Approaches to the

Japanese Language, People, and
Society

Seminar:

HC97:

Seminar:

Disc 1A:

Disc IB:

GE App: Humanities/Cul. & Civ. gr

Lang. & Ling. (**Pendlng)

Noriito Ai(atsui<a

Tu/Th 1:00-2:30 p.m.

Royce 166

Fri 12:00-12:50 p.m.

Fri 1:00-1:50 p.m.

Royce 166

Art, PolKics, and Social Change in

19th Century England and France

GE App: Social Science/Hist. Analysis

Debora Silverman

Fri 10:00-1:00 p.m.

Dodd 78

CuHural Dimensions of Apartheid

South Africa

-GE App: Social Science/Hist Analysis

or Hunr^anlties/Culture & Civ.

Edward A. Alpers
.

Tu 2:00-5:00 p.m.

Kinsey 365

Issues in American Foreign Policy:

The Methodology of Aaaeasment

GE App: Social Science/Social Analysis

Steven L Spiegel

Th 10:00-12:00 noon

MS 6229

Th 12:00-12:50 p.m.

MS 5147

Th 12:00-12:50 p.m.

MS 5203

Th 12:00-12:50 p.m. ;

MS 6229

wiam

''M'MwmMMMM
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CRANES
From page 25

tion of feedback gurus My Bloody

Valentine — to surface in the last

few years and offer a debut LP
which all at once chills the spine,

confuses the ears and sends the

mind into a giddy whirlpool of

melancholic ecstasy.

Entitled "Wings of Joy." the

Cranes* full-length record plays

counter-culture to all established

notions of what today's music is

about. It ages with lime, where

subsequent listenings lead to deep-

:!fik-

er aural submersions, until one

voluntarily submits, fiiUy drown-

ing in the overwhelming deluge of

musical subtleties and textures.

Sorry folks, there's no immediate,

radio-friendly, hit single here.

The Cranes formed four years

ago, the individual talents of

vocalist Alison Shaw, her brother

and drummer James Shaw and

guitarists Mark Francombe and

Matt Cope combining together to

construct an extremist reaction to

their discrepancies with the indus-

try's scene.

And their first order of business,

as Alison re^Us, was to isolate

themselves musically from all

external influences.

"When you're in the early stages

of forming a band," she explains,

**you tend to sit around and absorb

your influences. And as a result,

they almost automatically come
out in the songs. We wanted to

shed all traces of that, and rely only

on our own voic^, and our own
expression."

In a nutshell, this meant scrap-

ping a song if it was reminiscent of

a previous artist's work. So if one

of the four felt even the shghtest

insecurity with the song's indivi-

duality, it was back to the drawing

It can't be passed up.

^ r

no.

Short
h^

a festival of

student films

TONITE AT
7 PM

FREE • FREE • FREE

IN

AGB

boards. Sound tedious? A bit too

extreme? It is. assures Alison.

"But I think the only way for

your music to be unique." she adds,

"is to rely solely on your own
voice, and your own resources.

Because nobody else has what you

have.-

Nonetheless, the vocalist is

quick to note that this voice means
absolutely nothing, if it boils down
to being weird for weirdness' sake.

"It*s all fine being experimental

and avant-garde-ish,** explains

Alison. "But if what you're doing

means nothing to somebody, or if it

doesn't have any direct effect on

them, then it's really worth nothing

at aU."

Digging deep within, the Cranes

thus journeyed into the black hole

of human emotions to seek resolu-

tion and meaning, utilizing their

respective talents and imagina-

tions to interpret musically their

strongest sensations of pleasure

and pain, gain and loss and love

and hate. ^

The result was four startlingly

schizophrenic EPs — "Inescap-

able." "Espero." "Adoration" and

**Tomorrow's Tears" — each of

See CRANES, page 29
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Lye

dispcxabk^

NoA

V ilJA led P^dm

Fans
V

WCOPO

isAvorh

S 1 8 We stv 'oo i Boufevj rd

-3513

feitwjoc Villaie

am: M-F 10-3:30 Sk 10-5:00

TRI(:CE^TRE

»>»>:>;:-'.'.' .-•-.-.^.•.v.'jv?

14

For

Dinner special

6 -11pm

iiilk:"

(All night)

With
"Frankenweenle"
byTim Burton
(Director of S

Edward
Scissorhands,

Batman -

and Pee Wee's Big
Adventure)

TTT»Tt»ni Tttt»»tiiHTTTTTTTTii Ptus Giveaways from ^
HeadUnes!

Remember: AipS Awareness Week- Safe sex is the best sex, the only sex!

!
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From page 28

which shifted the band*s focus

from catastrophic suffering to

melancholic liberation, and what-

ever else rested in between. And
curiously, no two were alike, yet

all possessed the same honesty of

intense emotion— literally peeled

from the steaming hot asphalt of

life.

"We put it all in there," says

Alison, *'partly because a melody

is an emotional thing. And also,

because it allows us to turn that

emotion, whatever it may be, into

something active, that can be used

in a positive way.

"I mean,** she elaborates, "the

times I feel the worst are when I

feel Tve got something to give, but

nowhere to put it. It*s the idea of

shouting to nobody. And it*s the

sort of thing which makes you feel

there's no point to yourself. So by

turning it into something which

has a form— that is, an expression

— it prevents that emotion from

being wasted,*'

PARI HAIR SALON

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Wsstwood I

Hciistylhg by a
VIdal Season Academy Graduate

Perm Special $30
Hair Cut & Blow ' $15

Fantastic Highiigr^t $30

Hair Coloring $15

Manicure & Pedicure $15

Full Legs Waxing $20

479-9325
M. 473-0066

the films of

FRANK &
RAVETCH
Seven classic American films written by

Harriet Frank, Jr. and Irving Ravetch

playing in lyiELNITZ THEATER
PmiI NMMMn Is HUO

Thursday
February 13
7:30 p.m.HM (1963)

Paul Newman, Patricia Neal and Melvyn Douglas

star in this classic adaptation of Larry McMurtry's

tale of ttie new west, directed t)y Martin Ritt,- ^

Irving Ravetch & Harriet Frank, Jr.

Saturday
Feb. 15
7:30 p.m.

THE REIVERS
(1969)
Th« Ravelch«8' rollicking

adaptation of the Faulkner

novel, staning Steve

McQueen.

Sunday
Feb. 16
7:30 p.m.

NORMA RAE
(1979)
Salty Field's portrayal of a
Soutf>em woman who
becomes a union organizer

won her an Academy Award
for Best Actress.

SSS!fi],f„^. CONRACK (1974)

Friday
Feb. 14
7:30 p.m.

THE LONG HOT
SUMMER (1958)
Based on several William

Faulkner vwrks, the film is a

simmering mekMlrama of the

Deep Sout). starring Paul

Newman, Joanne
Woodward. Lee Remick and
Orson Welles.

MURPHYS
ROMANCE (1985)
SaNy FieM and James
Gamer star in Ms romance .

tMtween a divorced mother "

andawMower

rk*.* are *5 (,•«»«/, *3 tor .entors. and art «v«<W)<. or.^

boMoMo».khlnllzTh»al$fl»k)cttmikithenorth0MSlcofTmo(tt^UCLAca^

For ntorm Informmtlon, ©«// (310) SOe-F'll-M.

Free Admission on Feb. 13 to UCLA

students with tliis coupon and I.D.

Paul Newman again, as a

wtiite man raised tiy

Apaches in the late tSOOs

baaed on the Elmore
Leonard novel.

"Prince of Tides'-author Pat

Conroy's novel. The Water

is Wide' was adapted by the

Ravvlohes for this Jon

'SUN'
From page 27

"Business is war.** a Japanese

motto, and "We are entering a

world where the old rules no

longer apply** (stated by Phillip

Sanders) are two quotes that

Crichton places at the l)eginning of

the book. The main point the

author attempts to convey is that

while the Japanese are using their

normal everyday business tech-

niques, the U.S. is still playing an

old game which simply doesn*t

work anymore.

Crichton seems extremely criti-

cal of our government, particularly

the Reagan administration, for

allowing the Japanese to have

complete freedom of trade in the

U.S. while continuing to turn its

head when U.S. business suffers

overseas from Japanese restric-

tions.

Although the novel may become
one of the most controversial

books of the year, the author

accomplishes what he sets out to

do to near perfection. **Rising Sun**

is a strong economic-political

statement within the framework of

a story which the average reader

won't want to put down. What
could be better? •**Vi

BOOK: "Rising Sun." Written by

Michael Crichton. A Bonzoi Book pub-

lished by Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. $22.00;

355 pages.

IT'S MORTAR BOARD
WEEK!

(Feb.l0-Feb.l4)

rORTAR BOARD IS NOT JUST A CALENDAR. 1

.CnVE NATIONAL SENIOR HONOR SOQETY

Mter Boar

s

vori^ quote in the

^^ng toidiS information table or

the Dean of Stii^^Jffice 120#viurphy| your favorite

quote and its sou^J' If we like |, we wijl use it in the

1992-1993 Mortar ^ard, and yo| will wio a free

1992-1993 Mortar Board. 8 I

.

STUDENT
We want to recognize^^^fitg mi^€>c

Qe^e
^oSSMdeals^

! to nominate your frfends to be hlcognizea ift the BniUi. f

i ^ I I \ \ \ \

LITERACY DAY AT UESl I \ \ 1 !

\
lb incorporate oui| national ther|ie of lite^cy| Mortar

\ \

\
'

~
Board members wi|l lead a storytelling h0ur frith 4—4-

\ elemeii^ry school ^udents. | I / / i

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR FRiSHMEN OR SOPlipMORp: j

In appreciation of those, underclassmen who'e^cel m the

areas of leadership, scholarship and service, we are

offering $500.00 scholarships. For more information, visit

our table or the Dean of Students office.

MORTAR BOARD APPUCATIONS: Available at the Dean of

Students Office at 1206 Murphy, 825-3871, or at our table.

QUAUFICATIONS:

(1) at least 90 units completed at the end of Fall '91

(2) cumulative college G.PA. of 30 or above

(3) graduation no sooner than Fall '92

(4) demonstrated leadership and service

DUE: Tuesday. Feb. 18 by 4:30pm to 1206 Murphy Hall

INFORMATION TABLES: Stop by our table in Kerckhoff

between Graphic Services and the

Daily Bruin (10-2) for more
information on Mortar Board
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Princeton

Review
I.SAT • GMAT • GRR • MCAT
The fastest i^rowiiii^ test-prepaiutiini pnti^rains

in the nation, har none!

Could it be because of documented increases like these:

LSAT average increase: 12+ points ^

GMAT average increase: 110+ points

GRE average increase: 230+ points

MCAT average increase 3+ points

Or program inclusions which our competitors don't have:

"^ At least four proctored tests, each with computer analysis

^ Two interactive classes per week, each with an instructor

'^ Maximum class sizes of twelve, each stratified to ability

^ Academic review plus revolutionary test-taking techniques

Grainger Nines, left, and Patrick Cupo star in One
Last Ride, playing at the Melrose Theater through

Sunday.

High stakes:
'Last Ride' examines gambling

By Polly Kuska

"It destroys your whole life."

Anonymous addict

11 Ii ^'l>RI\( r.i()\ .

Ri;\ ii ''^ mr
0909

^
310 • 474 •

111 our unprecedented success

insure \our success.

Dolt 9-

YouLTVE
HIV TESTING

Anonymous

$13
Saturday, February 8 & Saturday, February 15, 1992

Call 1-800-627-TEST
for locations near you.

Sponsored by -

Cenairy City

Hospital

use
UNIVERSITY
HOSPITAL

AIDS
PIIJECT
iti «a«iiii

Rchard K Earner Medical Plaza

National Medical Enterprises HeaMh Care Facilities

SO SmithKhne Beecham
Clinical Laboratories

"It- can bejust about anything— alcohol, cocaine or sex

'— but in this case, compulsive gambling is the addiction.

Patrick Cupo*s new play "One Last Ride" chronicles the

harrowing trauma of a childhood habit gone horriWy out of

control.
,

In the play, a solitary man recalls his long-past days of

throwing baseball cards at the church wall for money and

hanging out with themen as they played craps andgwnWed

the night away. But sometimes those innocent childhood

experiences turn into faded demons that rule thoughts and

haunt reality.

As the lights come up, two worlds arc paralleled. One

shows a man and a pregnant wonuui in love and trying to

make a life together while the other reveals a disease ^

tearing their blissful world to shreds. Patrick Cupo does an

outstanding job as Angelo Martinelli, a man stricken with

compulsive gambling.

Angelo and his offbeat sidekick Carmine, played by

Emilio Borclli, go through the ride of their lives as they try

and raise $17,000 to repay a debt and save Angelo*s

pregnant wife. As the action progresses and the bad guys

gel closer, Angelo is forced into illegal mischief to raise the

money. A powerful surprise ending forces Angelo to

confront his demons and conquer them.

After a slow beginning, the play picks up momentum as

our hearts and spirits are drawn in by Angelo' s wife, played

by Anita Barone. A pregnant woman with a no-good

See iJlST RIDE,' page 31

Family experiences spur drama
By Polly Kuska

While problems such as alcoholism and drug addiction

have long been in the spotlight. "One Last.Ride," a new
play by Patrick Cupo, deals with a lesser known addiction

— compulsive gambling.

Cupo tells descriptive stories about the problem in his

family, which generated his initial interest in the creation of—'—the play. He relates a story^a family member whoopened
his bank book to show an $80,000 loss due to gambling

debts and then left for the track. Another ranting and raving

"I would think they are hooked on their

own chemicals that underlie the reward

process."

Gaylord Ellison

UCLA Psychopharmacolo^ Expert

relative screamed at the neighborhood to rescue a squirrel

stuck in the chimney. "I have to get to the track to place a

bet,** was his reasoning.

Mark Blanchard. the play's director, also saw compul-

sive gambling in his family. With a chuckle, he says, "I stay

away from gambhng because of it.**

To those unfamiliar with the problem, such behavior is

mind-boggling. While the goal of a gambling addict may

seem to be winning, the motivation may actually be the

adrenaline surges of trying and winning, trying and k>sing

and trying again.

"I would think they are hooked on their own chemicals

that underlie the reward process,** says I>r. Gaylord Ellison,

an expert on psychopharmacology at UCLA. *There arc

certain personal biochemistries that need a lot of

See CUPO, page 31

UCIA band to headline

Valentine's Day show
Chalk Circle

ready to rock

By Scott Phelps

It*s the day before Valentine's

and everyone is thinking about

hearts, right? Well, not the mem-
bers of the local band Chalk Circle

— they*rc thinking about sham-

rocks. More specifically, they*rc

thinking about The Shanuxx:k, on

Hollywood Blvd., where they will

•be headlining tonight

This UCLA student band
describes their sound as being

**post-deconstruction neo-photo-

realist fauvism,** but you can

translate that into experimental

alternative rock. Their musical

blend of instrumentation and voc-

^als is original and rocking —
something hard to find in L.A.*s

sea of clones and is defmitely

worth seeing.

Chalk Circle derives its name
from "the Balinese tradition of

performing theatrical, religious

and sacrificial rites within a

chalked circle,** explains lead

vocalist and guitarist Xandr.

The band has played at Al*s Bar.

Club Lingerie and other alternative

rock clubs in L.A., where they

have accumulated quite a foUow-

^mg. UCLA studenu make up a

large portion of their fans, but with

their more frequent perforinances

they have diversified and
increased their following.

Last September. Chalk Circle
" had one of their songs featured on

KROQ*s local music show after

being chosen from hundreds of

submissions. They have also been

aired on KXLU. Before this

venture, Xandr and keyboardist

Erik Travis played twice at UCLA
in another band and have had their

tapes on sale at Penny Lane

Chalk Circle has

surprises in store for

their audience that

could involve a violin,

some moving bodies

and a tub of mashed

potatoes.

Records in Westwood.

Don't expect your run-of-the-

mill performance at tonight's

show, because Chalk Circle has

surprises in stororfor their audience

that could involve a violin, some

moving bodies and a tub of mashed

potatoes. OK. no mashed potatoes,

but plenty of experimentation and

improvisation that will keep the

audience on its toes.

And, if Chalk Circle isn't

enough for you, the band Toro will

be playing first while Black Atmo-

sphere (from Nine Inch Nails)

closes the evening. The flyer

invites everyone to "Come mosh
wit' Cuptd." and the musiciaM

mean it. Cupid will be there— flOT

for Valentine's Day, but for the

bands.

CONCERT: Chalk Cirde. Toro and

Black Atmosphere. Friday. Feb. 14 at

10:30 p.m. at The Shamrock, 4600
Hollywood Blvd. For more Information

can (213)666-5240.

U-

lAsrraDE'
From page 30

husband draws on everyone's

sympathy. Fortunately, the lead

actress uses it to her advantage

and creates a character full of

guts and passion.

Carmine adds a necessary

comic relief to a very heavy

subject Truly capturing the

essence of evil, Grainger Hines

as Tweat gets the villain-of-

the-year award as a seedy loan

shark bent on destruction.

The play's figurative lan-

guage works well. Angelo's

wife refers to his addiction as an

animal that's got him by the

throat He later reveals that the

animal is in his head. The

linking of units of action are

choppy in places but they wort

tant in a psychologically based

piece of work. For example,

Hines creates a character who is

void of any empathy or sense of

compassion because of an abu-

sive childhood. By getting in

touch with their characters'

emotions, the actors are more

believable in their roles._

While at times the play tries

loo hard to send a message,

overall the cohesive cast, led by

former New York director

Mark Blanchard, creates

something extremely spe-

cial.***

well together as a whole to form

a clear picture of destruction

and character resolution.

The actors seem to work off

of a combination of technique

and intuition, which is impor-

THEATER: "One Last Ride." Writ-

tan by Patrick Cupo. Directed by

Mark Blanchard. Produced by

^usacLNicbQls. Starring Emilia.

Borelll. Patrick Cupo. Grainger

Hines and Michael Pasternak. Runs
through March 15 at the Melrose

Theatre. Performances Thursday

through Sunday. T1X: $15. $10 for

students and staff with valkj ID. For

tk:ket information call Tickets LA. at

213/660-TKTS.

CUPO
Trom page 30

stimulating behaviors."

Addictive gambling progres-

ses through three stages, says

writer/actor Cupo; the adven-

ture, the rush and the chasing. In

preparation for the play, Cupo

spent many weeks attending

Gambler's Anonymous meet-
~

ings and says that one in twenty
-^ people that try gambling

^ become addicted. Emilio

Borelli, another actor in tiie

play who also attended GA
meetings, explained the chasing

feeling as trying to catch some-

thing just out of reach. It's kind

of like life. Borclli says.

The cast of "One Ust Ride"

embraces the solutions avail-

able to compulsive gamblers,

which range from support

groups to telephone helplines.

During performances of the

play, phone numbers for sup-

port services arc made available

to combat the problem.

The team of Cupo and

Blanchard bring together life

experiences that send a mes-

sage not only to addicts but to

people that need a reminder that

"one last ride" isn't all there is

in life. Family, friends and

internal freedom add another

dimension when the show's

over and everyone goes home.
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THE BLUNTED
AND

» Hill are smoking

funk,andthey've rolled it

into a fat album featuring

How^l Coujd Just Kill A Man and

Hand On The Pump.
^M

*-t

And if you're bold enough,

witness the ruff stuff on

RUFFHOUSE presents;

THE VIDEOS OF TIM DOG

AND CYPRESS HILL.

On Sony Music Video.

TIW UOG VANA&£VtN' Ml SM 4»Ti«.T MANAi.F Mf NT

CVPRrSS MILL VANAOf MINT BL/i/TONk MANAGtVINT

Tim Dog mangled a city

with F-ckCompton and spit

it out with Step To Me.

''Penicillin On Wax," the

album, is a hardcore cure

for the ill.
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FREE SALAD WITH ORDER
Order One Entree and get a Salad FREE!

Free Delivery with Dinners served 'til 10pm.
minimum purchase of $10! Cappucinno & Dessert Bar until 1am.

1389 WESTWOOD BLVD.
Hours: Mon-Sot 1 1 :30am - T:00am

Sun 6:00pm - 10:00pm

Any

Student Special

fer Good At AU Times!
1

<i Large Pizza
^^^^^0) With 2 toppings

+ 2 Free Soft Drinks

ONLY $7.99 plus tax

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

\A/fe Accept MasterCard and Visa

ALWAYS AVAILABLE!
2 Slices (pepp.9 mshniL, cheese, saus.)

-I-AU You Can Drink

ONLY $2e96 plus tax

Also: any 1 slice

any salad
med. drink

ONLY $3.74 plus tax

208-4348
10925 Weybum Ave. Westwood

•C
C

^

luG5, TunK ^ Such SariGs

THE GREG GONZALEZ
QUARTET

Check out this |azz Jam session featuring UCLA's own!

fREE. all are welcome.

Paid for by USAC-your Student government

'JFK'
From page 24

during production. But the film's

main story comes from Garrison's

lx)ok. CaU it an adaptation if you

will.

Where does the truth behind the

assassination lie? Probably some-
where between the Warren Com-
mission and ''JFK." At least that's

what 75 percent of the nation

believes according to recent polls.

But you know what? That
doesn't matter. "JFK" is the

greatest cinematic achievement
since Martin Scorsese's "Oood-
Fellas" last year, and unless

Hollywood takes a dramatic turn

for the better, it will be among the

decade's best come the year 2000.

It has a great script, fantastic

actihg, magnificent music, a

director willing to take risky

chances and a visual style which is

moie impressive than the $80

Oliver Stone . . . the

iniih who in the '50s

surely would have been

the first person in

Hollywood to be

accused of being a

communist by Sen. Joe

McCarthy.

million special effects in "Termi- =

nator 2." And big deal if it makes
Garrison into a heroic figure

(which according to many he

isn't). Who wants a movie's main

character to be forgettable?

Granted, if this movie was a

witness at a trial it could be cited

for numerous counts of perjury. So
what! "JFK" is a movie, and a

damn good one. Stone may not be

the king of verisimilitude, tHit he

made a fantastic picture that will,

regardless of your own personal

beliefs, make you think.

It's a crime that "JFK" will

almost certainly be overlooked as

Best Picture at the conservative

Oscars next month — but that's

another column. What's even a

bigger crime, though, is that the

movie which calls itself *The

Story That Won't Go Away" now
should be called *The Controversy

That Won't Go Away." "JFK" is

not a controversy. It's a movie.

Go away.

•VOX'
From page 25

4iot- and hcavy^-phone sex^

eventually leadiing botii to a

simultaneous climax. After

their encounter, Abby asks Jim

what he looks like, showing that

they really don't know much
about each other.

Nicholson Baker shows that

safe sex can happen over the

phone; sometimes being on the

phone with a stranger is the only

way people can reveal their

innermost carnal desires. Baker
leaves it up to the reader

whether Jim and Abby will

continue their **relationship."

It's ironic, however, that phone
sex may be the only way that

people, without any other form
of sexiial or emotional satisfac-

tion, can touch base with each
other.

'
' ."

•

Now what was the number of
that paity line agfln? i^ifi^

BOOK: ->ADX.- By Nicholson Bak-
•r. PuMlBhed bf Random House.
$16; 165 pages.
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f(4|K Bibles - Books
991^ GWs
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10684 Woytxjm Ave. LA 90024
208-6432

Problems with food?

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
12 step program for

Anorexics. Bulimics A Ovaroaiers.
MnMnr
oon-AUSMba. WmIK noon - AU 3620

Thure. noon - Sri CIS44

Campus Recruitment 3 Campus RecruHment 3

Achieve Your Best

AsAn
Actuary

On-Campus Interviews

Thursday, February 20, 1992

NATIONWIDE COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP GROUP

WILL YOUR COLLEGE EDUCATION COSTS HOLD BACK

YOUR FUTURE? DON'T LET IT HAPPEN TO YOU!

NCSG CAN FIND UP TO $5000 IN AID FOR WHICH YOl

QUALIFY. OR WE*LL GIVE YOU A $200 U.S. SAVrNGS"

BOND. FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL NOW:

1-800-962-4400 EH 3

\"

UNIVLRSITY OF

COLLEGEOFLAW
APPLY NOW

Alcoholica Anonymoua

Meetinoa^
Mon. tfiMUMion. Ihur. Bookahidy; Ffl sup
Study. AU 3625 12:16-1 :16. Fit. 12A)-1 900

TuM. DiMuoelon. WmL DiMuoaion NPI

Ca6ai 12:1 6-1 iX)

For doohoioo or indMduirii tMho

tMW» drtnMnQ probwin>

Get a great start in a rapidly growing profession with one

of the leaders in the financial services industry —
Transamerica Life Companiea.

We offer Actuarial Students numerous opportunities to

move throughout the company. Our intensive training

teaches you to develop, price, market and report the

financial results of a variety of products in a profit-

motivated environment.

We will be interviewing for these exciting programs:

Summer Internship

Scholarship Program

Examination Fee Reimbursements

Sign up at the Career Placement Office today.

TllANSAMERICA
LIFE COMPANIES

WORKING TOGETHER IS THE BEST POUCY

We aggressively support equal opportunity and affirmative action.

Women and minorities arc strongly encouraged to apply.

"TLC has a smoke-free workplace."

s

Good Deals 7 Miscellaneous

Sports Tickets

AccredUedSmaU Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992

Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

I

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Associadflfi of

I Schools and Colkj

Two Convement Locations

Encino Campus

5445 BanxMi Boukvaid

CaU:(8i8)98W529

La Veme Campus
1950 Thinl Street

Call:r714>596-1848

BRUIN BASKETBALL TKXETS WANTED I All

games, good seats. Please call Ray
(310)441.1576.

UCLA BasketibaU
Tickets WANTED

Non-Student
Call 473-1000

INSURANCE WARM We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)673-3303 or (81 8)992-6966.

iMtlltllllltltltllllfitftlilMilllllli

TV/VCR Repair (Phone, VCR, etc.installed) in

your home by a UCLA student (Bret).

(310)394-4399.

Miscellaneous 9

$100 CHAUENCE. Support a sound ecobgi-

cal policy or take the $100 challenge. Free

Detail. 1.800-488-2489.

'\

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of firw art $1Q^.
Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

FIGHT BACK CRIME! Foam up atUcker's face

w/ 70 lbs. of pressurized green dye ar>d run like

hdll (818)285-3015.

Personal 10

WESTWOOD PSYCHK:, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, financial, and
any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.

1(800)559-NINA.

I
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Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Personal 10 P^f^onol 10

Receive 10% wiUiiillientidii of this ad

n«.
CALL

310-275-BEAR
1-800-275-BEAR

(£^] WORinWIDE DEUVERY ^tiiLS

Presents

THE AFFAIR
At

"You Don't Need To
Have Dwital Insuranc*

To Have A Pretty Smite*

Dental Exam & Cleanini^

$39 (i«t-tiMi

(up to 4 x-rays)

475-5598
J4-M<>ur biiH*ri;cMn \

Ser\ i( f

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home
Sid Soleimaniarv D.D^
1 620 Westwood Blvd., Wbst Los Angeles

Open Evenings St Saturdays

Free Rvking In Rear

^ 40- -*©^

i>

To benefit

Children of the Night

Charity

March 8, 1992
Invitation Only

Celebrate the

igma

Rain or sMfie
XiC'.'.'.'.'.*

It Will Blow llioi

A'^^.",

.^g-;;;

.•:•:•:•;•:•:«

Mind
>i>>%>-;^>>:>x*i*i-r>>>*w'i'X'W'X%*iV'

Halfwaytlome

Party starts 9:00 sharp!

Inv ito On ly I .D. Requ ired

AAIl P.C.'SS AATl P.C.'88 99997999997977799977977999?9799997799999?97779979?97977

i AAn

nflsiR

8
o

8

O ^'
V\^lio has Oupid set

you up VN^Itli?

o o-
c^

Come find out at
Jk^

99.0"dUW w. o dm^ ?^ AEO's 2nd annual "Style Your Sis" parly

Santo's tonightlll

9:3Qpm

"O
•O
-o
•o
•o
"O
"O
•o
•o
•o
•o
•o

•o
•o
•o
•o
•o
•o
•o

•o
•o

Does Your Heart Good. c^; casual attire ^' invite or^ly io

En
Presents

tonlte!

Thurs. Feb. 13

612 Landfair

''BIG WHITE

HOUSE''

on the top row

INVITE ONLY!

BYOB, too!

?'s, call Barney

208-5902
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AAn Philanthropy

Fraternity Basketball Tournament

Sunday Feb. 23
Sign Up Now!

Any ?'s Call StefanU or

Lisa at 208-9108
Proceeds to benefit the Ronald

McDonald House

Still need ii VtikMilinc?

Bored with \our current one?

THETA
r.i/./-;.v//.\7-; assist \.\xi-:

I'ROC.h'AM

Come by for a tree consiillalit)n.

See vvhcit we cdii do for you.

9:31) TM
hb3 (.ci\ ley

' invite only

*SWAP'A*DATF
TOGA PARTY

because sharing is a virtue..*

TONIGHT— 7:30

No, you^renot invited

I V Would like to remind that^^A
' this Black Friday

ZK-IK'EK'IK'IK'ZK-IK'IK'IK-IK'IK'IK-ZK-rK'IK

k CONGRATULATIONS TO SIGMA KAPHA'S H
'^

IDGE CLASS OFFICERS
CHERVL HITE

ERICA ANDERSON
^
%

^

^
^

PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT

SECRETARY
PHILANTHROPY
PANHEaENIC DELEGATE

SOCIAL/ ACTIVITIES

SPIRIT

USA CHAN"
TINASZE
BRENDA WEllS
JENNIFER BEU.

ANNE-MARIE LEMING

^ & AIMEE RVDGREN

DAVE

LIL' SIS DECATHALON
COME BATTLE

IT OUT WITH

DAVE & DAN
FOR TUB

"COLD GOLD**

(LOOK FOR SLOTH TO 1AKE AN EARLY LEAD)

EVENTS BEGIN AT 10PM

DAN

KEVIN 824-1963 rs
INVnE ONLY— UOA ID REQUR^

GUNNER 824-5052

PRE-VALENTINE'S DAY BASH

I

THE SlSl^YS OF
SIGMA KAPPA

CONGRATULATE
ANNA OUROUMIAN (IK)

AND
haCHAELDORAN

ON THEIR

BEAUTIFUL
ENGAGEMENT

Research Subjects 12

Feb. 13 9:30PM
Invite Only UGLA ID

21 ID to drink

For info call

Jack 208^7640

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

DISOMHIRS— ADULT

ACrnVfiliS THAT
t T nrnrt t r\ t t'

FXJNCTIQii|^^Wl||j|:l|* Nr^

MAYliiifii-IW'W
lESrSANI^ MAY EARN UP *EO $48U

310-854-4^51
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AFRAID OF SNAKES? Spiders? Small Spaces?

Or have you experienced a sudden rush of

anxiety for rK> reason? Get help arxi earn $. Call

the Anxiety Research Lab. 206-9191.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free devclop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

DERMATOLOGY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
%vith a red bumpy rash or acr>e arourxi the

mouth needed for placebo corHrolled study

using an approved topical gel .Participants will

be seen at thie UCLA Dermatology center.The

study will last for 1 2 weeks.Partidpants will be

paid $1 00 upon completion of the study. Must

be over 1 8 years of age.For further information

call 206-1074.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTK3NAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for U^LA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developnf>ental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback arxi stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages

18-45. Call Linda Levee U1 0)277-9422 or:.

(310)471 3672.

MRS. FIELDS COOKIES: Writer published in

Esquire, Spy seeks presentAormer Mrs. Fields

employees for investigative article. Confiderv

tial questionnaire, $25. (213)933-6243.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning

experience.825-0392.

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages

1 2-30, needed to participate in research study.

Under Demiatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For more info, call

D1 )828-8887.

tlMU kUMMMMMMMUMMMMMa MiiM#*M

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED FOR UCLA
STUDY of psychosocial factors in bulimia

nervosa. If you are struggling with this problem

or have recovered from BN and are interested

in participating, please contact Elizabeth at

(310)206-5061. $30 compensation upon
completion.

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and

65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1

month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may

be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)8544951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

ACNE STUDY
Resesu'ch dermatologist

selecting volunteers, 12 years

and older, needed for acne
study. Mild to moderate acne
lesions required. Four short

visits over a twelve week
period are required. Test

material will be ap|;>lied to the

face morning and evening.

Those coiiK>leting the study will

receive $oO upon completion

Please call Zaida at

(310)670-3980
for hirther information

Lawrence S. Moy, MJ>.

Howard Murad. M.D.

8540 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Suite #1212

Lm Angeles, CA 90045
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

WE' SO PARTY WHILE ITJ^SIS^^^^

RING

»

Women with and

without PMS
wanted to participate

in various studies

lasting 2-8 months

and paying $25-

$100. Call Sheila at

825-5688, 9-5.

Wanted 15

^0\HmB IrOTHERS as they send idNY of T(lrEXAS RANGERS' SPRING TRAINING..
V '^^ .SV.SV.V

•:v::-x-:'¥

T^I-ftLJFR
TMliiSilNG BEGll^m 9:30

QlMlONS: CALL SHO ttlGUCHI

INVITE ONLY 208^803 ID REQUIRED

Lost and FourKi 16

LOST WEDDING RING ON CAMPUS be-

tween Murphy & LuValle. BIG REWARD. Call

(310)473-8708.

Salons 21

ABXAFOr EV7A

lisc Rush Information Pair
Nexc Tuesday PeH. 18 from—— nam-spm a« Bruin Plaza

Information about the upcoming

Spring Rush (March 30-April 13) will

be available

Panhellenic, National Pan-Hellenic and
the Asian Creek council will also be
represented to answer any questions

ABXAEOrffl^^KAMNOnePZTYcQSTZABXAEOr

Facial,

Complete European fxlol ctooning,

btemlshes, xne, lash tlntma and

waxma $25. located opposite

to Century City Mol .

785-020S^

Health Seoflces 22

INDIVIDUALV CROUP. Behavior issues ar-

ound food »id feelings. Sliding scale. Call Dr.

Alice Lonsdale. (310)476-9453.

NONSURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consuKation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

LOSE WEIGHT FASTI SAFaV! Special Intro-

ductory offer, doctor recomn^ended. Call Erik

for deUils (310)281-8808.

PAUL DREW, ATHLETIC MASSEUR. UCLA
DISCOUNT. (310)839-8544.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/

families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Ll2 Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUPS.
Dynamk:, caring, professionally led ongoing

groups. Expfore family problems, relationship

patterns, work and career concerns, esteem-

issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-

munication skills arwi self confidence. Lisa

Frankel MFCC (213)398-9385.

PersorKsl 10 PersorKri 10 Research Subjects 12 Research Suk^ects 12

Party 9PM
FEATURING: Live music by

San Diego's 'Toast'L
(because Spinal Tap was booked)

and

Matt Schenone on Puberty

and his failed beard attempt

^

Invite Only UCLA ID

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to §1 00/wk or more.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

ACNE
A NASTY FOUR
T.RTTER WORD
If you had started oa-

Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago

you would be clear of

Acne today. For firee

samples, information on

how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our

Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

Holp Wanted 30

$20O-$500 WEEKLY. AMcmble products at

home. Easyl No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording./

801-379-2900 Copyright OCAUKPH. -

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major

corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Depl. 5117-8, P.O. Bok

4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.

S40,00(Vyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple -liWdon't like" form. EASYI Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacatiorw. Guaran-

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

601-379-2925 Copyright iCAIIKEB.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT PA for Beveriy

Hills store. Prefer Macintosh literate. Must

have car. Contact Gina. (213) 272-8000.
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Advertise

in ttie

Daily Baiin

Bruin

Egg/Sperm Donor 19 Egg/Sperm Donor 19

1

One of the nation's most respected sperm donor

program is now selecting

QUAUHED SPERM DONORS
Help Infertile Couples Monetary Compensation

Free extensive health testing,

including chromosomal analysis

THE U.S.C. SPERM BANK
Call (213)343-9967

and

Let the

better your

business!

SECRETARY FOR ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS management firm. Norvsnwker

with neat appeararKe . Good office skills

required. Bookkeepine experience a plus.

$8-12/hr. Call for appointment.
(310)826-0800.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for Interviews. Call

Triple 'A' Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000.

Jobs Wanted 33

HOUSECLEANING. My grant ended and I

need to pay the renti Call Keri D1 0)822-051 6.

Internships

- - «« i ri
Ttetp wanieo= ^9—Help Wdnted- :aa

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE, COMPEimVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions

available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a nnust.

I
(310)53fr0496 (818)3601)760

|

Do you Like to Talk?

This Is the perfect job for

you.Earn $7/hr. plus

bonus. Evening + weekend
hours available.

8 people needed now
an «p to $8/kr.
Honsedeaners

Can (213) 4Sa-1817

AIDE/COMPANION to older person.

15-19hr$Avk. Driving, light housekeeping,

some cooking. Must have car.

(310)550-1449.

AIRLINE POSmONS. Flight attendants, ticket-

ing, ground crew, excellent beneflt^avei. For

into, call (303)440-7931.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING

NOW1 R/T air, roonr\Ax)ard providedl To

$5,000+/mo. Extensive fisheries report gets job

or call refunded. 1 -900-226-ALASKA ($3Anin,

complete program four min.).

AMAZING SUMMER JOBI at BRUIN
WOODS. Spend the sumnrier In a resort

atmosphere at Lake Arrowhead In the San

Bemadino MounUins. Earn $2250 -f room +

board •»- peHcs. Work with 47 other fun,

exciting students in one of a variety of posi-

tions. Pick up an application in the James West

Center or call us at (714)337-2478.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs

help. Woric from your honr>e, doing various

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

CAMP COUNSELOR: Roughing It Day Camp
in SF & East Bay is hiring for Summer 19921

(510)283-3878. Send resume to P.O. BOX
1 266 ORINDA CA 94563.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day I No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CLERICAL HELP NEEDED, lOhrs/week,

$6.5(yhr. Call (310)391-1557.

CRUISaiNE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/landside

available. Year-round & summer positions.

(61 2)643-4333.

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP/DATA ENTRY: Ex-

perienced person needed to process telephone

orders. Must type minimum 45-55 wpm.

EDUCATION/PERSONAL AIDE (or bri^ en-

gaging male SMC student w^physical disabili-

ties. Will train. A.M. 20-25 hrs/wk. Salary

negotiable. Driver's license & references.

Evenings (310)395-3438.

Editorial Assistant for Biomedical journal:

Must be a sophmore or junior ¥vith excellent

spelling and typing skills. EnglisMkxjmalism

majors. Ruth:825-6521

.

FASHIONABLE LADIES NEEDED to sell hair

exterviorv at West¥MX>d Pavillion. Full and

?n. Call (213)259-9991.

FILING CLERK NEEDED in private Dr. OfHce.

15-20 hrs/wk. Pay Is negotiable. Lis

(310)473-7639.

INDIVIDUAL WITH COMPUTER KNOW-
LEDGE to come to home to help install

programs on to IBM 386 computer. Please call

Irene Craig at (310)458-8882.

FARM ..!) 'r, S'SO or- '"o ••

Bv HE L I'lrjr, oTfU RS

-Traimng^jpovidecfe
Sharpen your

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

1083 Gayley Ave. 4th Floor

Dc^rjATp [M '.[>, n A

^

s/^FLLV

I M A

U-^Sa V.-tM Ni.ys B'vfl Snorman O.'iK-

familiar with computer keyboard. Pleasant

telephone voice and good communication

skills, janct, (310)443-5244, ext.12.

bo YOU KNOW 20 PEOPLE? You can earn

$100 easily with no $ down. Call

(213)471-7857 immediatelyl

EARN UP TO $5(yWK AND MORE. Part-time,

selling "Be Biuln Safe" condonu. Great oppor-

tunity for men and women. Call nowl

1-800-736^064

EARN UP TO $2000/MO. processing HUD/
FHA refunds in your spare time as a U.S.

government tracer. Call the U.S. Government

Tracer Hotline at (303)949-2174. 24 hours.

LAW FIRM
needs motivatccj person to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field

Please send resume

w GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

KARI MICHAELSEN
•Katie" from the NBC series

^IMME A BREAK*
(and former Bmin]

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

indivKJuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or fulKlme.

(310)536^496 (818)3600760

MAKEADIFFERENCEI Support AIDS research

and make $$ P/T. Distribute condoms. Perfect

Health. (805) 655-5624.

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 50/^r. or more, boyish

ancVbr athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playglrl

style magazine^iudlty required. No experi-

ence necessary. Intemalionally known pholo-

yapher. Brad, (213)392-4248

MANAGEMENT POSmONS W/ CALIFOR-

NIA UNIVERSmr PAINTERS. Average eam-

ings $6,000 to 16,000 •»

.

PT Spring, FT Summer. Irtterviews on campus

InfiVApp. (800) 400-9332.

MANGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFORNIA

UNIVERSmr PAINTERS. Average earnings

$,6000 to 16,000 "f. PT Sprine, R Summer.

Interviews on campus, info/app. (800)

400-9332.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASHI
(213)664-2999.

MEDCAL RECEPTONIST/FILE CLERK« Pl/H,

medical experierKe only, orthopedic experl-

ence preferred, Beverly Hills, (310)472-7235.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

VUUb lll«iiel * Taleat

Modela needed, no experience neeeaaary

for ModeKng coferdal A naale video.

CUl today fer af^wkntnent
(213)M7'6001

Beverly Hilk 90310

NEEDED: STAGE MANAGER, BOARD OPER-
ATOR, and assistant to director for American

premiere of a French play. CALL
(213)285-2228.

NEED Hap ON THESIS STATISTK3. Easy

calculations. Call Anne 453-6564.

NEED STUDENTS TO MAKE BASIC MATH
WORD PROBLEMS. Some creative writing

skill necessary. WP51. (213)365-8008.

NURSE FOR BEVERLY HILLS demriatology

office. Saturdays only. References required.

Ask for Diane. (310)273-0467.

OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR sought to assist in

International Fine Art Expositions Administra-

tive Department. Responsibilities include

heavy phones, word processing, filing and

general office assistance. Candidate must be

proficient in at least one foreign language, able

to work under pressure, computer literate, and

possesses a high level of organization.

010)820-0498. FAX (310)820-5426. Atten-

tion: Ceorgi Hicks.

PART-TIME: 1 5-25hrsA*^., $1354Mk., start-

ing retail sales. Great for resume. No door to

door, etc. Call (or info. (310)396-1479.

PART-TIME RECEPTK3NIST. M-f, 1«)-5«)

pm. Pleasant telephone manner, some typing,

computer. SM firm. $7.0(]kt)r. Call Kathleen

(310)829-4601.

PERFECT PT JOB: 2-3 hrVday, 3-4 daysMt.

On-campus, you pick hours, $6Aw. Contact

Princeton Review (310)474-0909.

Th« Howard HuoHoo Modicol
bwllllulo (HHMI> hu an opaning for a

laboratpry akia in tha glasswash fadily

for its affilatad rasaorch proorani at tha

University of Caiifomia at Los Angalas.

The \9b aide will work wit^ 3 team of

people domg autodavirtc and washing

glassware for the HHMI irwasilgalors in

MRL. The poaitfon « full-tme. 40 hours

per week. Knowledge of laboratory

aquipmenu sterilization protocols and

techniques are an aArantage.

HHMI offers competitive salaries, a

generous retirement plan ar>d flexible

benefits, ir)duding health insurance.

Please send a letter of intereat to or caM:

Steven Berry, Glasswash Manager.

Howard Hughes Medical Institute.

UCLA. 5-748 MacOonald Building.

10633 La Conte Avenue. Los Angeles

90024-1662. (310)206-4024.

SECRETARY, FULL-TIME; DeUil oriented,

good phone skills, good knowledge WordPer-

fect. Contact: Fred (213)934-5000, salary

SB^

TELEMARKETING Large telemarketing com-

pany in Culver City is looking for some
energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, $6/hr/commission. Great hours

7.-00 AM- 1:30. No experience necessary.

$S0GMc. is very real. (310)837-0902.

MODELS

Call (818)508-8680

TELEMARKETER POSITKDN. Day and evening.

%6A\r bonus. (310)277-5828, Sean.

US MAIL lOBS $1 1 .77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No FxperierKe Neces-
sary. 1-900-660-4454 exL 0214.'

WESTSIOE DECORATOR seeks high energy,

positive person with good color sense to assist

in «vallpaper and fabric shopping, errands, etc.

Appro>. 16-24 flexible hour^wk. Need car,

$7h\r st»t fcitlyn (310)459-3043.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creaUvely-

talcrtted writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction

books, screenolavs. 962-1557. Vemon.

PHONE SALES FOR Stale Farm Insurance

agent. Leads furnished. Hourly pay plus sales

bonus. Will train. (310)202-1722.

PRE—MED/PREOPTOMETRY Freshman/

Sophmore: Clinical Research Assistant-UCLA

Medical Center. TueVThurs for 2 years. 12-15

hnt^i^k. 825-4749.
,

FT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—

Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

PT HELP, PERSONAL SECRETARY. Computer

experience & typing an asset. Flexible hours.

$7/hr. jean (213)933-9121.
""'"

PT OFFKTE ASSISTANT. 1 0-1 5 hr^wk. Flexible

hrs. $7.50-9^r., depending on experience.

Call Tarah 476-9226. :
'•

RECEPTIONIST - Century City law firm hat

immediate need for a full-lime receptfonist •

light typing and ger^eral office duties. Word

Perfect 5.1 highly desirable. Needs front

officeappearance and demeanor. Salary at

SIO^HJur. Send resume ASAP to L.).R.I.F.,

10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste.1000, LA
90067, or 310/457-2300 between 4-6 P.M.

— Job Opportunities 32

BEVERLY HILS REAL ESTATE DEVELOP-
MENT COMPANY seeking dvnamic indivi-

dual for busy office. Multi-line telephone

system, WordPerfect a must. $18,000f. 8K)0

A.M..5:00 P.M., (flexible) M-F. Angela

(310)859-0222.

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a

job or summer internship? Receive an Invalu-

able list of contact nances, addresses and
phor>e rs at over 100 of Hollywood's top

production companies, talent agerKies, and

studfos. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-

SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

EARN EXTRA MONEY using your personal

computer. Call (818)373-9086.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY-B.H. R/E DVPT.
Comp. seeking dynamk individual with 2-5

yrs experience. Wordperfect a must. $24K-m-.

Send Resunw to: E.S. P.O. Box 15354, B.H.

90209-1354.

34

PAID INTERNSHIP
I « .11 11 \N li.il i( t.ii\rs

• •\\H .III now i.tkinv^ pl.u* lor
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( all l(>da\ lor iiiorc iiilo.

1 SOU- S9 I (>()()()

ENTHUSIASTIC, ORGANIZED INTERN
WANTED for small sports/entertainment

public relations firm. Contact Smith
Communications. (310)215-2975.

Chiid Core Wanted 35

After school, 3 dayi/IOhrsAveek. Padfic

Palisades, must drive. Shirley 459-2192.

EXPERIItNCC WITH SMALL CHILDREN-
refererKes, fluent Englidft, drivers Ifcenserequired.
5 days, 7:30am-6:30pm, some late evenings

and occasional overnights. Live-out,

SieOCVmo., benefits. Century CHy. D10)
478-0555 or after 7pm (310) 556-1509.

Need SAT or SUN babysitter In our Manhatten
beach home for 3 year old u\d six month oM
boys. Must speak English (310)379-0704.

SATURDAY NIGHTS 4-6 hours. Two boys,

ages 6 and 8. $7/hr. Must have own transporta-

tion, references. (310)828-4982.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 BEDROOM FURN. or UNFURN. 540 Glen-

rock 2block west of school. Parking included.

$650 month (310)824-0532.

2BED/1BATH. Nice area. Sminutes from

UCLA. Near Barrington and Pico. Only
$796/mo. 11580 Gateway Blvd.
(213)482-3858.

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed/1bath, large apartn>ent

with hardwood floors, large balcony, swim-

ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.

$925, 2-BEDROOM, upper, built-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

AD). Century City. 2be<V2bath. View, built-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blirxis

$900-$1 1 00. (21 3)441 -91 42/ (21 3)470-9239.

BACHELOR $45(Vmo. Refridgerator and hot

plate. (310)822-6487. Leave message.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1275. 2-BED + DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.

FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, S^VICE

PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HM.LS ADJACENT $660-765. -
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. % BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. (310)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
8DRM/2 BATH 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-875/MO. 2-BED^
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY.1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCaLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471-1340.

*BRENTWOOD, $975, 1 -bedroom, den,

2-batf); $1275 1 -bedroom, den, loft, 2-bath,

high cding; $1 250, 2-bedroorV2-bath, new
security building, prime area, best deals, 500
Barrington (213) 934-5000.

WALK TO UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath
Sliare Kitchen-$47S/inonth

633 Gayley
208-5920

i«ar Iggmmg^r-n'^ '?^!"!np*i>»

riiiaMHi- SILJiL ^
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments tor Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

ifi

SHORT-TERi\/i
Very large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
Super closets

All utilities, parking included

Pool & sundeck

$825/month (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

208-4394

n<EE REN 1

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD,

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-T)793=

PKOI ISSION AI IV MANAC.ll) HV MOSS X CO.

**

Special Student

Discounts!

From $695*

Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios. Is and 28

•Pool. Spa. Fitness Center. Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

^oanrneTB

3636 S. Seputveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Dally 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Setected Units

WALK TO UOA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS
2 master suites

2 bath » balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome

$1050 negotiable w/ lease

• refirig•dishwasher*A/C»

•controlled entry*

•parking•elevator*

519 Glcnrock 215-208-4835

Westwood Village

Palms $925 2-bed/2-bath,

A/C, 4-years new, 9

minutes to UCLA by bus.

10737 Palms

(213)838-5039

ll)(l/ Ihlh. ^I)(l/2l)lh

1 Illolllh lire irlil

Short term available

Ijioriiioi i-> .ipis. u7
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BRENTWOOD $950 2BCV2BATH. Lease. Bal-

cony. By appointment only. 1 1 728 Mayfield

»5. (310)271-6811.
'

BRENTWOOD $550/5570 BACHELOR.
UnfumisHedAumished. New decor. Lease. By

appointment only. 11728 Mayfield #4.

(310)271-6811.

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath, living-dining

room, dishwasher, balcony. Available March 1

$1025/mo. (213)207-9993 evenings and

>Meekef>ds.

HUGE BEDROOM! Only $30Q^of Includes

utilities & breadfast M-F. Across street from

campus. Call Staccy. 824-4919.

MAR VISTA DELUXE, 2-bed^'A bath town-

house. Pool, Jacuzzi, security, buiK-ins, 15

min. UCLA, $1200/mo. (310)391-0205

evenings. ^.^^^^_^___-__-^_—
MAR VISTA 2-bedrooms $725, 3-bedroonf«

$875, hardwood floors, appliances, laundry,

near 405 (310)454-0605.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600.>ravel a few

miles it save S$S. Urge pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.

3748 Inglewood Blvd . just north of Venice

Blvd. (310)398-8579.

OHIO-BUTLER. 2BD/ 1 BATH. Spacious,

quiet, private patio, appliances, laundry. 2

ml.-UaA. $770. 470-2122^ ^
PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.

Vaulted ceilings, electronic access to building

and subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 mo. free

w/ year lease (213)642-9303. ^ .

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $59CynfH>. New paint,

upper, palio, 2 parking'tpaces. Convenient

bus. After 6 P.M. (310)836-6723 _

Walk to UCLA
Discounted sublease till June

Private room, Private bath, Shared

kitchen $450 ,Two bedrooms, Two
bathrooms, 1 kitchen, $900

633 Gayley 208-5920

PALMS, $610-$600, 1&2-bedrooms, pool,

new catpet, parking, laundry, no pets,

454-4754.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by BeveHywood. Good
ref. Steve (21 3)839 1026, Antoine
(213)826-0740

PALMS SPECIAL. $500 toUl move-in. Singles

$525, 1 -bedroom $625-$700. Secure build-

ing, gym, sauna, pool. (310)636-3600.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATtD PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT. PR-

ICED TO RENT QUICKLY. CAU SOON
206-6685.

SPACIOUS 2-bed/2-bath. 2 fireplaces. In Mar-

Vista. $1,150/mo. Call lames, (310)398-3377.

VENKTE. $685/mo. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Sec-

urity building, quiet, landscaped courtyard.

3*A blocks to beach. Refrig, stove, carpet,

laundry, parking, no pets. Available r>ow.

D1 0)396-81 21. ,

VENICE. $65G^Tw>. 1 bedroom and den. In

charming character 4-plex on quiet walk

street. 1 *A blocks to beach. Hardwood floorsi,

refrig., stove, new paint, laur>dry, parking.

Available March 1. (3100396^121.

VENICE $875 & %90Qhr\o. 2-bed/2-bath. 3%
blocks to beach. Security building, large

kitchen, refrig, stove, carpet, laundry, 1-car

garage. Landscaped interior courtyard. No
pets. Available now. (31003964>121.

VENKIE, $925, Bright, l-bedroom townhouse,

% block beach. Large private sundeck, ocean

views. (310)397-8056

WALK TO CAMPUS. Westwood area, bache-

lor, 2nd floor, carpet and kitchen. $550
470-5952.

WEST lA l-bedroom, $637, gated, quiet, free

utilities. $700 rtwves-u-in. 3611 Motor Av-

enue, near Venice Blvd. (310)626-2446,

X.344.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-

em kitchen, excellent condition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.

(310)474-6606.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous

move-in bonus. Fumishe<VUnfurnishcd, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 It 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

WESTWOODS BEST DEALS: "$695 1 -bed-

rooms, split level. ^$125+ 2+2bedrooms.

Huge— large p^ios, ^K., fireplaces, refrigera-

tors. Near Century City. 474-7565 (•alter

discounted specials).

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath. Must share

room. $33Q/mo. Call Bonnie (605)946-2131.

WESTWOOD. $965-11 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING

ROOM. NEW TH-E. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)639-6294.

WLA, $695, 1 -bedroom. Bike or bus to

campus. New decor. AppllarKes, no pets.

477-0725.

WLA AREA $58SAtx>. Beat the tuition hikes!

Live outside the high rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, Ujmished singles. Two can

\'**T t ^h^*ply ** -rm^ 1S2S SBWIcIIc filvO.

(310)477-4632.

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security buildino.

central air 8c central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,

saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow

4 students per

apartment.__
.From $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

NorttirfcJge $275 up. 500 fumistied unit student

housing tadllly. Stored or private units, wllti or

wllhout Mlctiens. Private tBihs. Pook, Jacuzzi.

recreation room. 1/2 tiour drive lo UCLA. Open year

round Free t)rochure. hkNttHldge Campus

Residence. 9500 Zeizali. Nortlftdge. CA. 91325

(•ia)MI-1717

BEST DEAL
I 1

IVESTIVOOD
Deluxe 2bd/2 bth

• 10 mln Walk to UCLA
Parking(2), AIR, SPA

Balconies, Fireplaces

(310)208 2655

WESIWOODPIAZA
APARTMENTS

Dlrecdy acmss trom

aUd'<JUDpu3 UCLA

Riribhed S.Unfurnished

Baddois fiom $550

Slr>g|es fiom $600 to $750

lBdrTnsfiom$750tD$900

2Bdims/2Bth6om $1200

VailaUe Ler>g(h Leases

501 -505 Gayley Ai/e.

(310)208-8505

OHtO-BUUER: 2b«<Vlbath. Refrigtrator and

stove. Spacious, quiet, private patio, ap-

pliances, laundry. 2 mi.-UCLA. $770.
470-2122.

WLA • 3516 Jasmine. 2-be<V2-bath. $975/mo.

AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security building,

patio.Ol 0)836-531 1 . (31 0)837-0761

.

WLA^3516 Jasmine, l-bedroom with loft.

$975Ano. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security

building, sundeck, patio. (310)836-5311.

(310)837-0761.

WLA< $425 and up. Bachelors and singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi

with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA. $900. 2B(V2Bath. BuiK-ins. Air, stove &
refrig. Gated parking, near bus. 1 1 235 Rich-

land Ave near Sepulveda.
829-2244/395-1103.

WLA AREA. $58S^hw. Attractive furnished

single, kleal for students to share. Close to

UaA. 1525 Sav^elle Blvd. (310)477-4832-

Kill Your

Roommate??
\()! (.1 i A \l \V

0\L!
\K>\ I' U> "^e" ( r,l\ ll'\

l\iHMiiniatr^ w jiliiiij

824-083(>

WMtwood VHI^* $ieOO
2-t)edroom/ 2-bath

Bay Windows, Hardwood Roots, Brick

Rreplace, RjII Kitchen, Huge Rooms
2-block8 to cantpus

Roque & Mark Company
(310)453-1736

Large Newlv
Remodeled

1 &2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 ' $825
Call 657 -8756

Apis. Unfurnistied 51

1— *^t i

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio

or balcorry. Miniblinds, ceiling farw, v^lk-ln

closet, appliances, low nrwve-in , 11527
Venice Blvd. »6. (310)390-5065.

WLA. Large 2-be<V2'A -bath with washer/

dryer. Available immediately. 1 1 535 Roches-

tcr »205. (310)208-7279.

WLA. Single $625. Qose to school. Great for

sharing. Parking, A^, kitchen. Quiet. Pager

(310)302-0333.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, low move-in.

11527 Venice B^d. 97. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargam at l&m T4>ed. Mw5I BRENTWOOD PRIME SWCLE. $675. Hr*
blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, utilities irv

clud^, low move-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

«6 (310)390-5065.

$900, 1426 Ban-ington Ave. 2be(Vl% bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

$950 AND $975. 2-bed/2-bath. Security, gar-

age, stove, refrig, dishwasher, skylight, bal-

cony, tile, storage. Near bus & shops.

(310)313-2824.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $75O-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.

Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

1!^lM^k^:<-:^y-m<^}^̂mm-::^:v^-<^^

$27 MIdvale

French Doors *Sauna

^Jacuzzi ^Fireplace

*Gym * Heated Pool

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868.

\\
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DIAMOND HEAD APIS
Westwood

single-furn/unfurn from
$675 & up

1 -bedroom -furn/unfurn

from $850
Security building. Security

garage, Rec
Room, Jacuzzi. Sauna

660 Veteran
208-2251

$995-$200OFF1ST

MONTH RENT - WLA

I

Bright, front apt. w/ gas FR
D/W, A/C, lots of closet

space, Ig. balcony,

gated parking, key

access entry.

1709Westgate
(310)479-1581

place, intercom, patio. Built-ins, sub-garage.

No pets. 1 1 661 Goshen, adjacent San Vicente,

North of Wilshire. (213)820-1717.

LUXURY NEW BUILDING. 2-hedJ 2-bath,

penthouse, security, high-ceilings, wet bar,

fireplace, refrigerator, microwave, dis-

hwasher, WA) in unit, jacuz2i, 2-car parking,

no pets. $1295. 1815 Purdue Ave. WLA.
1 -month free rent with l-year lease.

(310)479-5279 manager/ (310)931-1160

office.

PALMS: $625. Large 1 -bedroom. 2 weeks free.

First •»- security. Newly redone. Parking irv

eluded. Cat okay. (310)372-1253.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quite. Bundy N. of

Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049.

WESTWOOD NEAR CENTURY CrTY, small

and custom single, sleeping lolt skyiIgN,

carport, $595/mo. (310)475-3333.

WLA. $700. 1426 Barringjton Ave. Large

modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.

(31 0)837-0761

.

WLA. Large 2-bed/l-bath. Balcony, ap-

pliances, parking, laundry, 2 miles UCLA. Bus,

shopping. $835 reduced. (310)325-5304."

WLA STUDIO$697, 1 BEDROOM $867.-

Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool

and spa. Quiet & friendly. Visa/MC. Sedona

Village. (310)280-0692.

Apartments to Share 52

1 -BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT to

share. No parking spot. Across from UCLA
$365Ano. Keith 208-5894.

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED. Own furn-

ished room, bathroom, parking. $440 a month

in 28/28 apartment. 310-839-4842.

2-BED/VA-BATH furnished Palms apt. to

share %A'20lmo. -f deposit. Female preferred.

Call Nadine (310)558-0196.

BRENTWOOD-GRAD STUDENT & DOG to

share lovely 2-be<V2-bath w/male or female,

available now, %A90tmo. (310)447-2235.

BRENTWOOD. Own bec^ath, Jacuzzi, sec-

urity, parking, no lease, $50Q/mo. ¥ deposit.

Open 3^. Mary (310) 447-0420.

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 34)edroom,

Spanish duplex, one bedroorrV own bath,

laurwlry, fireplace, garage parking, $60C/mo.

Daytime messages (213)936-4091, evenings

(213)852-2481.

MAR VISTA. FEMALE ONLY. Larg«, furnished,

private bedroom, walk-in ckisct. $39S/mo.

Includes laundry, kitchen. (310)273-5777.

MDR. $575/mo. UTILITIES INCLUDED. Non-

smoking female. Own bedroom. Furnished,

pool, Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)827-9596.

RESIDENTIAL HANCOCK PARK AREA,
l-bedroom for rent Share common areas.

Quiet. $495 including utilities.

(213)937-2124.

SANTA MONICA, NORTH OF WILSHIRE.

PEAaFUL NEIGHBORHOOD, $375/MO.
OWN BED/ BATH. LEAVE MESSAGE.
(310)393-5060.

WLA, OWN BEDROOM, 3-bed/l *A -bath,

$31 5/mol utilities, 2 male students, parking,

laundry, Aron (81 8)7084>348A31 0)84 1-0803.

WSETCHESTER, own room In 2 bed/ 2-bath

duplex. Washer/ dryer and storage. $45Q/mo.

Call Margaret (310)410-0122.
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Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share large

bedroom In 3-bedroom apartnrwnt in Brerrt-

wood. Ck»e to UCLA. Bus access. $32(yrno.

(310)826-2445.

FEMALE ROOMATE. Across street from cam-
pus. $90(Vquarter. Uilities included. Free

breakfast. Furnished. Shannon 824-7577.

FEMALE SHARE own bedroom apartment in

westwood. Spacious, quiet, furnished, short-

term okay. $395/Wh>. (3lO) 824-0842.

FRIENDLY FEMALE needed to share room.

Very nice. 2BD/2BA. Close to campus. Park-

ing. $375Atk>. (310) 824-5722.

HOLLYWOOD. Mature sincere male to share

new furnished 2-bd apartnwnt. Parking, pool,

gym, sauna, bath, 2 phones. $450. Jonathan

(213)663-0461.
,

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER wanted to

share spacious 2 bedroom cottage. Close to

UCLA $497.5(VnfH>. negotiable. Call Tom
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 - id*

13039.

MALE WANTED to share new, bright, 2bed/
2-bath coryio. Washer, dryer, sundeck. Marina

Del Rey. Call Shauna, 828-7239 or 390-2305.

MAR VISTA M^ to share 3-bed/3bath. Sec-

urity parking/building, sundeck, near beach,

$37SmH). (310)391-9667.

RESPONSIBLE NON-SMOKING MAN
WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in Rancho Park.

$45(yW>o. (310)839-1642

RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS! I! Share 2-bd,

2-bath apartment with 3 grad students. Sec-

urity parking, kitchen, cable TV, A/C.
$385^f>o. Phone 208-3933.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share beautiful

2-be(V2-bath Brentwood apt. Security parking.

Rooftop pool. $65(yiTH). (310)476-8886.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Venice, one block

from beach, rtorvsmoker, washer/dryer in unit,

own room, 2be(Vlbath, parking included.

$47S/mo, *A utilities plus deposit. Available

March 1st, pi 0)305-7856 Andrew.

WESTWOOD FEMALE to share 1-bd apt,

FULLY FURNISHED, security system, Jacuzzi,

_CMKi»e room; REIXJCED RENT now
$3MVmo; Available for Spring Quarter; Ertn

(310)208-4375.

WLA— aOSE TO UCLA, $450, large private

l-bedroorrV private entrance, private bath,

parking, bar and fireplace. Lis (310)473-7639.

WLA. Luxurious 2-befV2-bath townhouse.

Fireplace, sun deck, cathedral ceilings. All

amenfties. $625 -¥ utilities. (213)470-1017.

Room for Rent 54

HOUSING FOR WOMEN

Across from UCLA

720HilgardAve

2 person roofn $525/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

pakj per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

ACROSS SUNSET from UCLA . Room with

private entrance, bath, walk in closet, garage.

$515/mo. (utilities included). (310) 472-7S43

(leave message).

AVAILABLE MARCH 15. Private roorrVbath.

Quiet. PaH(ing, bus access. No-snu>king. Near

UCLA. $460. (310)478-6769.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,

fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
Own room/bath, free HBQ/Showtime.

$525. (310)837-9509.

BEVERLY HILLS furnich^d roCTi in large house

with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.

Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD. Private entrance, private bath,

4 miles from UCLA, $450/mo.,
(213)472-8269.

BRENTWOOD-$550. Beautiful, quiet, roman-

tic, private. No alcohol, 6rup. European,

respectable home. Kitchen privileges.

(310)476-6478.

FURNISHED ROOM, BATH. Kitchen, other

privileges. Pleasant neighborhood, 5 minutes

UCLA. $45CVtmo., % utilities. (310)479-8286.

PLEASANT ROOM, private bath, cooking

privileges, easy parking. Male preferred.

$35(VhK). (310)837-6084.

PRIVATE ROOM with bathroom. Walking

distance to Marina Del Ray. Silvana

(310)839-2038.(after 6pm)

ROOM FOR RENT WITH PRIVATE BATH IN 2

STORY HOME. Kitchen priviledges. Near

UCLA. $45(yhrH). Non-snru>ker. Immediate oc-

cupancy. (310)475-5125. _^__
ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom In 4-b*droom

house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bianca and

Richard (310)559-5170

VEhVSM ROOM, in 3.bed/2-bath rT>odem

house, fireplace, new carpeting, parking, con-

venient bus, walk to beach, $395Ano., MIra,

(310)399-7160.

53 Room tor Rent 54 Condos for Sale 67 Services Offered

WESTWOOD $550. A beautiful, large room,

fully furnished, private bath, closet, washer/

dryer, cooking utilities. Near UCLA. For Fe-

male. (213)470-3616.
'

WLA, $55(Vmo., male, furnished, private bath,

utilities, linens, TV, washer/dryer, parking,

^nii^JC^^^310)27^59^^^^

REFINANCE NOW! If you are paying over

10% fjxed or 8% adjusUble on your home

loan. Call agent/Bob H. (310)477-6488.

Condos for Share 68

Sublet 55

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

mastertiedroom/l bath. Completely furnished,

cable TV, all amenities, air corKlitioning.

Located 1 block from ocean, near subway,

airport. Mass General Hospital, arxi local

universities, $725iAno. •¥ utilities. Ken. (310)

824-7883.

House for Rent 56

3-BEiyi-BATH, large yard, on #8 busline,

$1500^TH>., new paint and new carpet.

(310)475-3776.

3-BECVl-BATH. 5 miles from UCLA. Great

area. 2-car garage, large yard, fireplace, nice

patto, large kitchen. 010)3900085.

3-BEDROOM HOUSE, 1% -BATH IN MAR
VISTA. Walk to tennis & golf course. 7 miles

from UCLA. Available now. $145Q/mo.

(213)655-8530.

SPACKXJS 3bed/3bath (fireplace, refridgp,

dishwasher) Adj. Playa Del Rey. Bmile^ to

UCLA. $l,70QAno. (213)653-2966.

VENKIE. $125(VWk}. Spacious 2-bed/1-bath

house. 8 blocks to beadi. Landscaped garden

-t- patio. Large kitchen and utility room.

Refrig., stove, washer/dryer, dishwasher. New
carpet, paint, and miniblinds. Garage and

parking. Available now. (3100396-8121.

VENKX $1495At>o. Canal beauty. Charming

1-bed cottage on water front. 3-blocks to

beach, har^vood fioors, partly furnished,

wood-burning fireplace, remodeled kitchen.

Fenced, private garden, with garage and park-

ing. Rarely available. Normally owner-

occupied. Available March 1 . (31 0)396-81 21

.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World

charmi Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.

and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241

.

CONDO TO SHARE, own bathroom, washer

and dryer, utilities included, $50QAth>, near

LXILA (310)575-4259.

Share lovely, spacious, 2-be(V2-bath,WL^SM
condo with quiet, serious, 48 year old woHring

%voman, $50(Vmo. •>• utilities. (310)207-3^64^

CorKlos for Rent 69

WESTWOOD. Chic, renwdeled, 2rStory unit

w/ipiral sUircase leading to loft, wA>uiK-in

office and sleep area. Window/mirrors galorel

24 hr. guard, security parking, pool, spa,

beautifulground. No pets. $1100^. Purch-

ase option $165,000. Broker, Susan Ro^
(310)391-4096.

Guest House for Rent 70

CHEVKDT HILLS. $750. 1 bedroonVl bath,

kitchen. (310)204-6363.
'

FURNISHED GARDEN-SIDE GUEST HOUSE.
Perfect fpr female PhD Student. $510.0CV

month. Utilities included. References.

(213)287-1024

FRUSTRATED developing editing graduate

school personal statenterrts, other vital written

material? Professional help from natk>nally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

LEARN BASC COMPUTER OPERATKDN IN 6
HOURS! Intro to DOS, file managentent,

installing and running programs. Weekly semi-

nars 9-12 TAh, W/Fri. FUTUREKIDS.
(213)474-3034.

MAKE-UP STUDENT interested in assisting

filrrV photography student with class project.

(714)735-6322. Alicia.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED , BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, Tarxiem arv

AFF. Call for a free brochure and price lis

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: thi

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA vmA
professional experierxx. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PROFESSKDNAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATKDNS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

arxJ library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

Only one place in town'

FREE LASER PRINTOUTS at

Image Express
1824 Westwood Bl (at Santn Monica)

(310)475-1994

VENK:E. 2-BED/l-BATH. $1,00(ymo. UtiUti<

paid, near beach, pets okay. (310) 836-3886.

House to Share

VENICE: SPANISH-STYLE two-bedrm house.

Hardwood fioors, yard, private room. Share w/

grad student. $500 (310)391-4572.

WLA, ROOMMATE WANTED. Pref. male. 3'

bd/2 bath house $533/mo -»- 'A utilities. Maria

(310)479-8990.

ih

House for Sale 58

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) 477-8291, Annie Szyilagyl.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, ^at
view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

Housing Needed 60

FRENCH INSTRUCTOR looking for westside

guesthouse/quiet apartment. Up to $60Q/mo.

Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

TEMPORARY NOUSING/SUBLETS needed for

summer interns: May 1992 through Sept.

1 992. Please call Daniela Dedona at Latham &
Watkins (213)485-1234.

Motorcycles

with Callfomla-based
company. Also

available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 y^^. in U.S.

(310)477-7051, or

(310)475-8355

HATE AUTO INSURANCE
V.'p all clo bill .into in>>iirnnLe ib

retiuired by Inw' So for .1

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852 7175 (818)342 1510

BFST PRICE lf!S AGEfJCY

Laser Color Copies
si/rxir
ii"xir

Bubble Jet
24"x36-
24'xir

T-SHIRT PRINTING
COMPLETE PRINTING

SERVICE
Binding- Veto & Spiral

Stationery - Fax - Passport Photo

1648WtetNV00d
LA. CA 90024
(310)47(M778

FAXf (310)475^11

117S5Wi«htr«
LA. CA 90025
(310)478-1131

FAXt (310)473-8192

LoctfU 93

Real Estate 61

FREE GOVERNMENT GRANT. Need addi-

tional education PfKMiey? For information, call:

(818)375-5130.

EXPERT TAX PREPARATION AND
CONSULTATION

•OpenyMriound •Convenient >Afeilslde

L- j<L^
•Qukk turn aound «««*»

printed tax ratumi •10%afffarUaAiMbliom

Sorrd Wildhom (310) 836-7540

OFFICE FOR LEASE ON WESTWOOD BLVD.

Near Santa Monica Blvd. 1 room, parking,

excellent location (310)475-82rL

Towntiouse for Sale 65

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. One of a kind, very

special townhouse development offering pri-

vacy and lots of space. 3-bedroom and den,

2%-b«Uift. 0¥MMr moUvated. Won't last

$360,000. Elsie (310)398-8944.

Towntiouse for Rent 66

dMelveny ft fifyers

Law Firm
Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from

May to August, our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S nHJving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, ar>d reli-

able. lerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

ShortA-ong distance. No Job too smitt. Catt for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS- WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

BEAR'S EDITING
All aub^ects. Theaes/Dlaaertatlona

Proposals and Books.

Fard^ stvidents welcome.
PAPOSNOT ros SALE
Sharoo B«ar, PhJ)
(213>4704S62

"sr

PersorKri Service 95

RESEARCH METHOOOLCXIIST, 20 yeare ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

RESEARCH, WRITING, edilii)g

All Levels-All Subjects

Foreign Students Welcome
Fast. Professional-Quaily Guaranteed

PaperB not for sale

CaH Research 310477-0226
M-F 10 a.m.- 5 pjn.^

Condos lor Sale 67

CULVER CITY CONDO. $149,500. 4900

Overland, #202. Open Sunday 11-4. Tennis

court. Broker: (310)559-4315, beeper

(213)966-7473. ^
FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwood.

1 bed/1 bath 109K, 2be<V2bath 188K. Call

agent (213)938-3129.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gall 445-7778,

276-6331

.

ADVERTISING

96 Services Offered 96

SCHOLARSHIPS, FINANCIAL AID, grants

available. Big peak season discount. Call

academic dollar search today.
1-800-788-9^58.

SCHOLARSHIP INFORA4ATON; Free R*.

corded Message Gives Details,

1(8001743-1455.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

new computerized tax syitenw, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. W^ also type term papers.

Student discounts.

WRITINC, EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd gives

«perthel^»t^«jgn^l^310)47^11^

Tutoring Offered 98

•••CARING TUTOR^^^BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FJIOM MIS-

ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(818)545-0960

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways

to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRFRNG; GMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4years experience. Mark, 852-1298.

UCLA STUDENT TUTOR AVAILABLE. High

School /junior high general course work (math,

Spanish). Jennifer (310)208-0677.

Tutoring Needed 99

TUTOR FOR 3 year old autistic needed. Days
and hours flexible. ExperierKed preferred.

010) 826-2681.

TUTOR for 9 year-old-girl. 5 hours a week.

Including summilr. Need car. $6/hr.

010)474-6281.

Typing 100

1 BLOCK FROM UCLA. Wordpertect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dissertations, manuscripts,

resumes, legal. (310)206-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESESAAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (irtcluding disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics availat>le. Laser prirtter. Near

campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPaL-
CHEOC. LASER. FOISTS. PAPERS. APPLICAr

TONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, trarwcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

AFFORDABLE, •xpcrt wordprocessingAyping/

editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.

Student discounts. Marge (local):

(818)786-8742.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)788-9885.

BRENTWOOD WORDPROCESSING, LiLi

(310)472-41 1 3. Fast typing and editing laser

printer, Wordperfect, resurries, papers, screen

plays, etc.

Modem Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs

service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop

publishing word processing. Resumes, legal/,

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for papersAheses etc. Mac
WA*, free campus pickup/delivery Michael

(310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

THE TYPING GUY! I'll type anything. I'm

really cheap and very fast (310)207-5192.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. SanU Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSING $1.5(Vpa«e. Ptdc-ufV

deliver. Also editing, writing tutoring, reason-

able fee. Jenny (310)396-7143.

Music Lessons 102

GUFTAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

$15A>r. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)47fr-4154.

KEYBOARD LESSONS: John Novello's Con-

temporary Keyboardist Course. There's no-

thing better! All levels vi^lcome. Westside

Authorized Associate Doug Hanvey
(310)837-1818.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tinglejeaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yft.

experience. All levels/rtyles. Santa Monica.

(310)828-3100.

MM-Mlil wfmi^mkmmm iP^ mm^f^tmmmm
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Mazatlan
Spring Break!
Make a break for Sun and Fun in

Mazatlan-March 22-28, 1992!

I

Trip includes:

• 6 nights at Costa de Oro resort

• Air transportation-Alaska Airlines

Transfers

PRICES SLASHED!
Come in for new rates!

> . - Travel Service, A-Level Ackerman Union

ASXKXAr M-F 8:30-6, Sat 12-4 CaU UCLA-FLY

\V

STA TRAVEL
\\V \ c hc'cn mere.

OW RT

LONDON $225 $429

AUSTRAUA $519 $798

TOKYO $399 $523

BAU $540 $910

COSTARICA $235 $460

NEW YORK ^20^ ^cfo

MAZATLAN SPRING $249'
BRcAK

••CLUDESHOTaynUMN ^^^^
'/yfVHOTaMCICAGE $492^

Youll think the

world of
Daihatsu^
from Japan

3 DOOR

$6495
+ TAX, uc. & cxx:.

SERIAL #331719

AUTO TRENDS
(818)985-9002 (213)877-0702

4110 LANKERSHIM BLVD., NORTH HOLLYWOOD

3 blocks north of Universal Studios

Don't Gamble with
your future

prepare yourself
witt^trie

upcorrting
Career Guide

London

SUMMER FARES NOW AVAILABtE

• EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE SPOT

•0PEN-JANANY2CmES IN EUROPE
• WORLDS LARGEST ORGANIZATION

CATERING TO STUDENT/YOUTH TRAVEli
• SOME RESTRK^TIONS APPLY

120 Offices worldwide

310-824-1574
914 WESTWOOD BLVD. CT!/!
LOS ANGELES 9§£g
CA 90024 STA TRAVEL

Costa Rka $St5*

Paris $«••
TahM inr
N«wyori( sur
Miami $17»*
*F«ies arc each wiy from Los Angeles based on •

roi«Jtnp purchase. RestnctionsappJy Fares su»?»ect

to change without notice and tOMes not included.

Open SatHrdafi IOmh - tpM

Coundilkaiid
1093Bro)CtonAve#520
Los An3elcs,CA 90024

310-208-3551

fStop
hanging
around!
and deal with

youLJ&iture

^ok for the upcoming
supplemer t issue:

»r Gui de 199!

Thursday, Fab. 13, 1992

qftmr
<lBirthday

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

No one has truly optimum conditions in

all areas of life, but, generally speaking,

the year ahead looks rather good for

you both materially and socially.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fab. 19) Assume
more authority today in a situation

you're involved in that you feel is not be-
ir>g managed properly. You're right to

think you can do a better job. Trying to

patch up a broken romance? The Astro-

Graph Matchmaker can help you under-
stand what to do to make the relation-

ship work. Mail $2 plus a long, self-

addressed, stampeid envelope to

Matchmaker, c/o this newspaper, P.O.

Box 91428. Cleveland, OH 44101-3428.
PISCES (Fab. 2a-March 20) Praise and
credit won't t>e as important to you to-

day as doing what needs doing will t>e.

Provide the direction, but let associates
who require ego gratification take the

bows.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Your influ-

ence over your intimate sphere of

friends is more Impressive than usual at

this time. Use this asset constructively

to produce t)enefits for all.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) You're now
in a favorable cycle for achieving mate-
rial gains. There are two situations, in

particular, that can t>e expanded upon
to add to your financial well-being.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) A profound
thinker you're closely Involved with may
provide you with some insight today
that could have a favorable effect on
your present plans. Weigh all sugges-
tions carefully.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Do not treat

with indifference situations that might
provide a second source of income at

this time. These could be much easier to

develop than you realize.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Evef^ though you
might prefer operating independently
today, you could find that the most pro-

pitious arrangements are those in whk;h
you have a partner.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) It's impor-
tant today that you have well-defined

objectives; you are in a good achieve-

ment cycle where you should be suc-
cessful performing within your
caoabilities

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Over the next

few days, individuals you know socially

could be very helpful to you in other ar-

eas of your life. Don't t>e reluctant to

mix business with pleasure.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) What you
do you'll do well today, and desirable

results should be in the offing. The se-

cret is to be Involved in meaningful en-
deavors and finish what you start.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) Ev-
erything is negotiable today, even situa-

tions that appear to be inflexible. If

you'd like to readjust an arrangement '<

you feel is unfair, give It a go.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Condi-
tions in general lool( quite favorable for

you today. Successes are likely both
commercially and socially. Seek in-

volvements in both areas.

FM>. 13, 1992

ACROSS

1 Uses thread
5 Meager
10 Organization
14 Jai-
ls Asian land
16 Hawaiian city

17 Clothing
18 Senseless
20 Flower
22 Broadcast
23 Ontario river

24 Disturbs
26 Enjoyed
27 Alternatives

30 Support
34 Shoe spikes
35 Properly

36 Actress

'

Charlotte —
37 Deserve
38 Current
40 Tiny creature
41 Raggedy —
42 Profit

43 Was right for -

45 Requiring
47 Room areas
48 — Linkletter

49 Causes of

distress

50 Viewpoint
53 Shell out
54 Imprint

58 Cold medicir^e

61 Jungle sound
62 Fairy-tale

giant

63 Developed
64 Inner: pref.

65 Fruit

66 Doomed one
67 Without:

suff.

DOWN
1 Tale

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

s C R A M A L A R

1

P O N D J
H A R A S A N E A V E R i

w A 1 T S K 1 N D R 1 V E 7
s P L 1 T S C A R B 1 N E 8 1

S E E S I L O O T E R 8 J
D 1 S T R AC Tl 8 Y1 9
1 V R Y A T E SM C A P f
V A R Y R U S E S G A L E

I
A N T ll- E T T 8 H A 8 T E J

G A IE T H E R E A L 9
B A L L A S T Y A R D^ 1
E L E N R A T R E P A N I

A D S

1

N U T 8

1

1 N A N E I
S E N 8 E C T N E V 1 8 ?
T' R E Y D E A D G R 8 8 t

2-12-92 ® 1992 UnN«d FMtur* Syndlcat*

2 Greek
underground

3 Lesion

j_ 4 Mongolian's

^. neighbor
5 Snow runner
6 Reef deposits
7 Architectural

edge
8 Close
9 Do handwork
10 Musical

combinations
1

1

Fancy talk

12 Cavalryman
13 Run away
19 Alpine land

21 Plant part

25 Second
26 Perseveres

27 Indian —
28 Air vehicle

- -29 An alloy

30 Baked item

31 Shopworn

32 Feaster

33 Marsh plants

35 A room
39 Oil -
40 Medieval

singer

42 Circumference
44 Customs:

archaic

46 Threat
47 Small Western

horse
49 An aristocrat

50 Anglo-Saxon
poet

51 Opera box
52 Mystique
53 Fire: pref.

55 Excellent ^—

*

56 Small rugs

57 CFL or NBA
players

59 Droop
60 — capita

14

TF

25"

24

34

vr

62

W
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HAYASHI
From page 43

rush of pain shot to his knee, he
knew it was serious.

His fint thought was, '1 can't

believe this is happening. This

sucks.**

*The doctors acted like my knee
was dead,** Hayashi said. **That

night when they put me in a brace

and crutches, I thr^w it all off

because I didn't think I had injured

it that badly.**

Although there is a bit of

soreness in the knee even now,

team physician Dr. Matthew
Shapiro felt that Hayashi was
fortunate to tear only his anterior

cruciate ligament

Hayashi had no qualms about

surgery. When presented with the

option of delaying surgery for six

weeks Hayashi decided to do it as

soon as possible.

Head coach Art Shurlock wor-

ried about Hayashi.

*'I was concerned about whether

crnot he would be able to return to

the same level. At (the 1991)

NCAAs, Brad had scored his

highest all-around total (57.10),

but at this point, it looks like he

will be able to return to the same
level and even go beyond it.

*'Brad is such a fierce competi-

tor, he is very determined and

when he sets his mind to something

he really goes after it with every-

thing he*s got,** Shurlock said.

-Because of a pos&ible rehabUi*

tation period of 12 to 18 months,

Hayashi expected to redshirt the

1992 gymnastics season. However
when injuries to Chaincy

. . . Hayashi expected

to redshirt the 1992

gymnastics season.

Umphrey, Isidro Ibarrondo and

Greg Umphrey occurred, he knew

the team would need his experi-

ence to ease the adjustment of the

newer members to collegiate-level

competition.

••Everyone is saying that UCLA
(currently ranked No. 17 in the

country) sucks because we have so

many injuries but it*s going to be

fun to be the underdog for a

change,** Hayashi said.

*The team has the talent and the

drive and we have the people to do

it. Now we have to put it all

together. We have to cram, just

like cramming for finals to get

ready for NCAAs,** he said.

Although he will still be wear-

ing his knee brace at the NCAA
Championships in April, Hayashi

is "determined to go out strong for

floor exercise and vault this year."
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33 Days 'til

ST. PATS DAY!
(TUm. March I7lh)

DAILY BEER SPECIALS'J
150 Imported & Ml
Domestic Beers ^
16 Draught |Z|

ENTERTAINMENT j£
• Sun-Thurs (Exdudina Mon) 8PM to Midnight v

• 5 Oart Boards ana Gameroom ^p
• Spons Channel TV. on All Op«n Hours ^^M

. ^615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICaT
ift 7Pay8aiimiLJllann-2am (310)828-9838 ^^j*

• Corned Beef & Cabbage
All Day!

Uve Entertainment from

the Attemoon On!

Captivate Your

Valentine
mtfi agift tfiat Brings e?ccitement &pure pCeasurei

Breathless Lingerie

Electrifying Lotions

Intimate Cards

Games For Loving

Books For Loving

Seductive Bodywear
Passionate Playthings

Unusual & Exotic Gifts

Alluring Adornments
Hilarious Novelties

FREE Parking & FREE Gift Wrapping At Both Stores !

DB1

^^E» ^^Ea ^^Ea^^Ea^^Em ^^Ea^^^^^^Eb ^^E» ^^E^^^^^^^^^ ^^^L EXPIRES 2/29/92

S.F. Valley

18637 Ventura Bl. • Tarzana

818^342-2400

(Across From Mann's Theater)

West L.A.

2924 Wilshire Bl. • Santa Monica

310-453-3459

(3 Blocks West Of Bundy)

WITH THIS
COUPON!

Music Lessons 102 Travel Tickets 106 Autos for Sale 109 Scooters for Sale 1 1 5 Furniture for Sale 126

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All leveli/ styles.

N.Y. Crty Opera; musicals; top supper clubt.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

1 -WAY LAXto AMF/EUR. 3/11. Male %20Ofcbo.

(310) 447-2360.

Resumes

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

$395^rson. Valid 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3087.

104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES tt %^KjytaK i.ci luvj u.w »•••.(, .«

suits. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSaOR. Abo college admi««!cr. ««ayt.

Lee. (310)478-1000 ^__
WINNING RESUMES; 1 -hriervlce. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, Roundtrip for

two. SISGV^non. Valid one year. Limited

offer. (800)352-3087.

VW Bug '72, 57K, rebuilt engine, new master

cylinder, need fix muffler, runs well, $700,

(310)391-5981.

VW GOLF '86. 67,000 miles. Excellent condi-

tion. Please call (310) 652-4944.

VW GTI '86. 5 speed. Nice interior, clean

body, good condition. Must sell. $3250.
(310)478-0566.

Autos for Sale 109
Scooters for Sa!e 115

Travel 106

JET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME

FOR fUSX $269 each way (or ofw\) AIRHITCH,

45».1006.
.

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-

whart, $125 F^jp-
Limited quantity. CALL

nowtfl 24 hrs. (404)349-9551,

'85 CRYSLER LASER. Good running condition.

Automatic, A/C, AKVFM Cassette, 90,000

miles. $1980 (310)578-2281.

BLACK ZW CABRIOLET, '86. New tires, low

miles. $6,500. (213)393-0186.

GREAT BUYH '87 DODGE COLT. NEW
Clutch, breves, battery. Pull-out cassette.

$2,700.00. Call Chad (310)204-5210.

INTEGRA LS, '89. Black, 47K miles, alarm,

new clutch, $9,500. (213)257-9044.

TOYOTA CAMRY, '86, 80,000m, AC, cruise

md new brAes. UCLA VisKing Professor. Must

sell. $4400. (816)789-8323.

180 YAMAHA RIVA, runs great. Recently

tuned with many new parts. $1(X)QA3bo.

lASON 206-2295.

'89 ELITE 80. Red, in good condition, 3500

miles. $700 obo. )ena (310)824-7924.

arTE 80 '89. Red, excellent conditkm. Recent

oil change and basket. $90(Vobo. 208-5882.

FRENCH MOTOBECANE: 100 miles/gallon,

runs well. Must sell. $30(Vobo. 4706154.

HONDA ELFTE 80. White, 1 200m, 6 month

warranty left, nearly new, great condition,

. $1200. (818)789-8323.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1987, blue, w^Oyptonlle

k>ck. Runs great* looks great.$675. Bill

D1 0)475-0929.

HONDA ELFTE 80. $750obo. Runs excellent.

Helmet included paid & registered with DMV
for year & registered with UCLA. 4 73-6201 or

208-7318 lonny.

HONDA ELITE 1 50 Deluxe, 1986 Just tuned,

new batt., heln>et, lock, basket, $900.o.b.o.

794-3146.

HONDA ELITE 150, '89. White, like new,

4000 miles, helmet, paid registration, 1-year.

Just tuned. $140Q/obo. (310^2^7', 7

YAMAHA RAZZ, '87. Excellent condition,

runs like new, $450. Ask for Michan
(310)208-0769.

BUNKBEDS, HEAVY DUTY, SOLID WOOD
$90. NEW BEDROOM SET, BLACK OR
WHITE LACQUER $290. ALSO MATTRESS,

SOFAS, ENTERTAINMENT aNTERS, AND
DINING SETS. ALL NEW (213)821-0729.

LIKE NEW BLACK SOF^ 2-seater, 4-months-

old. Half price, $140. Nathalie
(310)559-5170.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kinp $95, bunkbads. Deliveries, phone

orders accepted (310)3>2-2337

MOVING BACK NEW YORK. New immacu-

late furniture cheap. Country dining table,

chairs - $250. California king bed - $175.

Large desk - $S<0. Sted patio set - $75. Futon

sofa bed • $1 2.S Rnnkshelves. (310)576-0406.

5-PIEa SOLID OAK bedroom set. Must sell.

$400. Lamp, posters, etc. Best offers.

(213)271-7790, (213)282-2517.

Misc. For Sale 128

SUPER 8 BEAULIEU 7008 PRO with Power
Angenieux 6.90 lens.

$3,900 O.B n C^icne

Brand n*w pitkage.

(213)874-0132.

Typewriter/Computer 134

ATARI 800 %^iskdrh«. Print shop, word
processing, over 200 games, all original books
and software. $500(o.b.oJ (310)206-6490.

DEMAILS COMPUTER. All computers $595
arxi up. IrKiude hard disk, nrwuse, delivery.

Call(21 3)622-3223. 1-800-756-3967.

IBM COMPUTER 286, extwKied key board^^

interrul modem, mouse joystick, 3% ", 5%
DD, Epson LQ 1500. $700. Call 745-7457,

leave message.

TOSHIBA 1600 LAPTOP, DOS 4.0, DOS 3.3,

Canon 10-E Printer, leather case, purchased

1^91, p.p., $150(yo.b.o. (310)826-2210.

TOSHIBA LAPTOP T1600. Immediate. Hard,

floppy drives. 2 Nicads. Case, medium,
mouse. Panasonic 1 1 24 printer. $895.
(310)576-0406.

fi

I
^•>

^^l%iVta .i«M.
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f» >

UGHT PEELS
SKIN REJUVENATION
• Sun Damaged Skin • Large Pores

• Wrinkles * Aging skin

FACE • NECK • HANDS • CHEST
Call ELENA • 208-7806 • 100 UCIA Medical Plaza

J

s^ ^ «S> '.v. s

TANNING
5 Sessions For $25"^
CD Sound Systems

Air Conditioning

10\Atolff Beds

Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call824-2TAN

^m.,.-v...-x.:s:..

T*F: 9arTv8prTr— ^""'

Sat & Sun: llam-6pm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)

'coupon expires 2/21/9)

(1 tt time cuitomen only/1 per custcmer/must present cqupoa)•I 11

t8 goal of th0 OMl6rii^ Oryotniiilif

Is to

iiiipiiiilill.

CaM im iiKiipiilliiiilii 824-9941

^^iKiiiiiiiiii
PAID)

roUALIFIED.

teiBsisiissHHSI£ii

FlRSri
SZECHV/AN
fii WOK

C-HIAieS^ RESTAURAAJT

LUNCH SPECIAL
Entree c4 your choice Served

uU^ce, Eg9 RoH Plain Salad

& Soup, (soup only for dlne-in)

$4.75 and up

DINNER COMBO
Entree of your choice

Served w/ Rice, Fried

"Sfirimp, & Egg RoU

;6.95

10855 Ltndbr'ooU A^^»^mc Wesfwood Village

208-7785 208-7786

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY

PoHioM of f»i«d Hca mr cKom
mmim w4«K «ka pu*cKaaa of Hmo'

•MaiMdiakMi

•up. 6/jO/9i (no* ¥oiid w/ mpmc iaim)

I

I

10% OFF
For UCUA sfMUMs

w«4« valid OD
ir S10.00

Ir's big, ir's fresh ond ir's only o buck sixry-ninel Subway's 6"

meoTboll or 6" Cold Cur Combo is filled with meor. cheese

ond your choice of free fixin's, on breod boked fresh nghr

in rhe srore. Come on in for o fill-up rodoy^

OPEN "24" HOURS
YOUR ^'^gm.^r BRUIN

WESTWOGD VILLAGE
WESTWOOD BLVD. at LINDBROOK

Don't Forget $1 Off Any Footlong

Sub With Your Athletic Ticket Stub
Swatch watc.

• Engagement rings from $75

I

ANY
FOOTLONG

SUB OR
LARGE SALAD

OPEN
24

HOURS

$1M OFF
YOUR -ONLY- BRUIN

^UBumflV

ANY
FOOTLONG
SUB OR
IJ\RGE SALAD

IOPEN
24

HOURS

DO WESTWOOD VILLAGE

WESTWCX)D BLVD. at LINDBRCX^K
Not «idWi#^AnyO#»»fOiMOonlofProm6t.;nOr»P*> C »«mer

DB

ewe ryi

L.A.'s Most Respected & Popular Jewelry Store'

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

1065 BROXTON AVENUE •(310)208-8404

Mon-Sot 10:30-6:00 Sur^ 12:00-6.00

• •

From page 48

Lean leads the Pac-10 in free-

throw percentage (91.4 percent,

including 35 of his last 36). while

Murray is the conference's leading

three-point shooter.

MacLean is just 19 points shy of

breaking Lew Alcindor*s (Kareem

Abdul-Jabbar) UCLA scoring

i

"(Oregon State has)

been a tough place for

us to play. We haven't

won there since IVe

been here."

Jim Harrick
UCLA Basketball Coach

record with 2325 points. Most

likely, MacLean will either break

the record tonight, or Saturday at

Oregon.

School records aside, the Beav-

ers should have their hands full

with the Bruins.

"(UCLA has) everything that

merits attention on a national

level,** Anderson said. "So we
probably have to come up with a

near-perfect game and our best

game of the season to come up

with a win."

W.TCNNIS
From page 48

Amend and Pam Cioffi in the

second spot, and Schad-Martin in

the third spot.

Arizona presents a more formid--

able challenge for the Bruins.

The Wildcats return all the top

players from last year's 19-10

team that made it to the second

round of the.NCAA tournament

before bowing out to Stanford.

It wiU be a batUe of UCLA
coaches past and present as Zaima

takes on former Bruin Becky Bell.

Bell, an All American at UCLA in

1979, was an assistant coach at

UCLA from 1981 to 1985 before

taking over the helm in Tucson in

1986.

"Arizona is a much more physi-

cal team than ASU. They have a

"Arizona is a much

more physical team

than ASU. They have a

bunch of hard hitters

and are very athletic."

Bill Zalnna

UCLA Women's Tennis Head Coach

bunch of hard hitters and are very

athletic,'* Zaima said.

Playing in the top spot for the

Wildcats is senior Danielle ScotL

The second spot is filled by senior

Banni Redhair. Scott and Redhair

also form the eleventh-ranked

doubles team in the nation.

Sophomore Alix Creek, who
was the top-ranked player in the

16*s in the nation as a junior, will

play number three. Rounding out

the lineup will be senior Jane

Yates, scp^.c^r.G^e Lesley Barbour,

and freshman Erica 0*Neill.

"I would i>Ay Ihat their two

through five players are virtually

equal to us. Yates is a second-year

transfer from Kentucky and Bar-

bour iransterred from BYU, so it

will be tough. Hopefully, we can

keep our pattern and sweep them,
*'

2^ma said.

If all goes according to Zaima*s

plan, then the only thing that could

prevent a sweep would be mother

nature.
~

MIKE LAN/Daly Bruin

works out on the parallel bars.

A Trojan by birth, Brad

Hayashi calls UCLA home
By Luci Chavez

When a young man's dream is to

become a world class gymnast and

his family has 2| tradition of

attending USC, what can he do?

Obviously, he goes to UCLA.
Such is the case for junior

gynmast Bradley Hayashi. Facing

the dilemma of ruining a long

standing family tradition, the

Irvine native is quick to explain the

rationale that went into making

"such a difficult choice.

••My family are all big USC
.people, everyone has gone there

except me, but they have the

utmost respect for UCLA,
although I never go anywhere near

home when the USC—UCLA
football is on television," Hayashi

said.

As an energetic child, the least

of his worries was deciding

whether to go to UCLA or USC.

His greatest worry was trying to

jlecide to which sport he would

dedicate his time.

••When I started (gymnastics) I

was about three or four years old

and my mom put me into the sport

because I was such a hyperactive

kid,** Hayashi said. ••At the time, I

was into the usual sports like

baseball and swimming but after I

won my first gymnastics competi-

tion, I kq)t on winning so that got

me psyched for gymnastics.**

Hayashi felt that waking up ^t

five a.m. to go down to the pool

and having to leave baseball

practice too early to make any

good friends were also reasons

why he stuck with gynmastics.

••Gymnastics seemed like the

k)gical choice,** he said. I just kept

with it and fell in love with the

sport**

Living in the Los Angeles area

Jwing tte ciriy 1980b, Hayashi

\mi the ttwqye oppoftuftity to see

fome of iK kM gynuMSts in the

worid compete on tlic coUegiate

level, for aid against UCLA.
Kwt llloaMi, Bart Comiot and

former BnriM feter Vkknar and

Mitch Gaytord were in the heyday See MYMM, pati

of their gymnastics careers while

Hayashi was moving up the ranks

in competition.

••I didn't sit there watching any

of those guys thinking I wanted to

be them," Hayashi said. ••It was

more like I wanted tq do what they

were doing.

••I like the adrenaline flow of

gymnastics, too. Trying the new

trick, trying the new skill was just a

total head rush for me and I loved

it."

While attending University

High School in Irvine, Hayashi

competed for Coach Ron Howard

and the SoCal Arco Club team, an

experience he says that was com-

pletely different from competing at

UCLA.
••When you're on a club team,"

he said, "you don't really think of

the team. You think Tm going to

kick his rear and he's not going to

touch me today' and you say that

about your own teammates.

••In college, you prepare as a

team and you put the team before

yourself. You want to be the best at

all times but for the team."

Hayashi is not above sacrificing

personal glory for the good of the

team. Yet nine months ago, that

inner strength was put to the test

when he injured his knee.

Having just won the 1991

NCAA floor exercise champion-

ship— while defending his 1990

vault title, the first-ever at UCLA
— Hayashi tore a ligament in his

right knee, a bittersweet moment

to be sure. He remembers it well.

"I had just won the floor

(exercise) and when I got a 9.825

on my first vault, I thought of

trying a hard vault that I hadn't had

much time to practice. I said to

myself, •Screw it, you've already

won. What's Ae big deal if yon

lose this one? You*ve acooni-

nlished your goal,*** He mid.

Hayashi landed and lie felt a pop

in his knees, but he dismissed it, lie

mid, because his knees iisiialsr

«ake noises. But when a leddQe

4«
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UCLA REPORT CARD 1

Selection A 1

o
Service A 1

Location A 1

o
Price A 1

4.0 1

This year make the

Grade with MILLER

MILLER INFINITI. Van Nuys

MILLER MITSUBISHI, vinNuys

MILLER NISSAN. VanNuys

818-782-1000

818-780-7799

818-787-8400

MILLER TOYOTA. CutverCity 213-550-3777

TAKE $100 OFFANY CAR, with valid UCI^ Student ID presented on date of

purchase^* _^__

Eaten Enough Cheesy
Cardboard Yet?

We serve and deliver Pizza, Salads, & ItaUan Entrees at sensible prices,

using only the BEST INGREDIENTS!

sutftMoiiica
2222 Wilshire Blvd

(213) 829-7829

Pull Bar
Happy Hour

Monday Night Football

1776 Westwood BlvcL

(213) 470-2499

17644 Ventura Blvd.

(818) 986-0772

FRE
TICKE
TOBRUIN
BASKETBAU

- 4

—

Win a pair of tickets to Bruin baskeioll. Its

easy. Simply use the GreatWestern Bank ATM
at North Campus. Winners will be picked from

validATM transaction numbers.Yournumber will be on

your receipt, so save it! You may use anyATM card with,

a CIRRUS*orSTAR SYSTEM*symbol. There aie no ATM
charges when you use a GreatWestern BankATM card

at ourATMs To get your card, open a checking account

withus GreatWestem Bank.We 11 ahvays be there."C55!i

'

GREATWESTERNBANK
A frcfend Savii^ Bank and a Great Western FtaMdal Company

Check this box on February 20th for

wining transaction number.

i iiiiiii mi iiiipi ^

Ofirr applies only to valid tranMctkxtt Scr swcepaukes rules posted at HP^.

\\i TjK
mim
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Gymnastics to face Titans for bragging riglits
By Zach Dominltz ^

Daily Bruin Staff

Coming off its best peiformance

of the year with a combined team

score of 191.50. the UCLA
women's gymnastics team is any-

thing but satisfied.

capable of much more, and we*rc

expecting to build (41 last week.**

UCLA will get a chance to

prove that tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.

in Titan Gym when they take on

Cal State Fulleiton in a dual meet
Because USC has no gymnastics

program, the meet has traditionally

been a heated one, with bragging•*Oh, we were thrilled with the

l)erformance Satu rday bright—fights^^ Southern California at

against Stanford, but by no means stake.

is it tops.** co-head coach Scott The Top 20 Titans arc led by

Bull said. "We know that we're sophomore Celeste I>elia, who set

a school record in the all-around

with a 38.80 last week against UC
Davis, and like UCLA, they are a

young and talented team.

"You never want to go into a

meet with them doubting that

they'll be good," Bull warned.

**They are very consistent and

always put a competitive team out

43n thc^ floon**^-^ ^

UCLA will be lead by freshman

Kareema Marrow, who has been

the top gymnast for the Bruins in

cw SOUTHERN CAUFORNIA FLORIST^^
PRESENTS

Roses
For Your
Valentines

'SiBiigi

isOoim

^1 Waybum

cC>
Ol^eu9'9

1095B WeyburH Ave,

Show the World You Care

^Wear MESSAGEWear*

w

§
>;:««si;^%«i»j«%«%;i%%%^^

Styi* 101 T (t shirt) or lOiS (•wMtshkt)

iuu%Mnon
Tee shirts $15.00

Sweat shirts $22.00
^'<r.

*%!,

tjjiSnr^s^
SS(!S*uiwrt>

White with

black ink

OR
Black with white ink

^si,

^^^^^S'^^RSIRH^

Fill out and mail for prompi wnnce:

Name

Stale Zip.

Phone (_ J.

Send check or money order payable to MessaqeWear to

-_ MMugtWMf
2426 Fulton Strttt, D^t UC22

San Frandtco,CA 94118

(415)90S4484

PtMM alow 2-3 WMks deKvery

OTY STYI^
NO.

COLOR
WorB

SIZE

M - L • XL

lEACH
T«|15 S«f22

SHIPPING COSTS:
1 shirt s $2.00

2 -4 shirts = $3.00

5^ shirts s $4.50

TAX idd82S%

SHIPPING

TOTAL

TOTAL

every meet this year.

Considering that the team is

relatively inexperienced with no

seniors and the number of injuries

suffered, it is quite an accomplish-

ment that they are ranked eighth

noar the midpoint of the season.

"We're really excited with each

new week because it gives us a

,£haiice,to_,perform better and

better," co-head coach Valorie

Kondos said.

Included in this group are

sophomores Denise Stott, who has

overcome her own injuries to

replace junior Rhonda Faehp
(sprained ankle) and Treena
Camacho, who has be^n a consis-

tent contributor on ^ars.

But the Bruins have strength in

numbers, and the wealth of talent

on the team goes even further.

Faehn returned to the line-up last

week on bars, finishing second,

and will return to the beam this

week.

BRUIN (;51()) I7 1-()2(>7

lKi:i: l'\KKI\(> CI MIIOM DlllAIKs

SAT, SI x, cV i:\i:m\(.s

ci.\ssi:s

Wettwood Evropeaii Full Service

Beauty

'Haircut $9 •Full wax $17

>Pferm $28 •Bikini wax $7

•Highlighting $29 •Underarm wax $7

^iq 474-85Tr PIQI 446-19ir

P1Q| 470-6698

Parking in Rear For New Customers Only

Dragon Express
Chinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

g^r\TkJrw»g^ ¥»T AT'IS' ^A tZK. Includes fried rice or chow mein
COjiUdIJ MrLAL td $4.DO plm mny two a la carte itePM.

wllieth0 purclpie of i

Hours: 1147 Westwood Blvd.
m« J C9. J... 11^^11^^ (Acroaa ftt)m McDonald's)
Monday-Sunday llam-llpm ^

gflftnlftOfl

HAIR, NAILS, & SKIN
at

Haircut $7.00
Perm $25.00

1514 Westwood Blvd.

474-1920

Highlight $35.00
Color $1 5.00
Full Set $18.00
Fill $11.00
Manicure & Pedicure $1 1 .00

Facial $25.00
Waxing $5.00 up

H TRAVELING ABROAD? H

1^COMMMSION niff WIfN THIS MDl

France (franc) -.1925

British (pound) - 1 .875

Italian (lire) - .000872

(al ourrsndM nvailabls)

• Forelan CurrtndM,
• Foreign & Domestic

IT
A§90clmt9d Fofoign Exchmge. Inc.

Japanese (yen) -.0081 8^

Canadian (dollar)-.881

Australian (dollar)-.782

(mBsasor2/11/92)

Payments & Drafts

lYavelers Checks
4d3N.BevertvDr.
Beverly Mils. CA

1-800-346-AFEX
Madtng Servioa» AvaUabh

iO$$$S$$S$$$$SSSSS$$SSS$SSSSS A

^..
i^'-.-A-<- ....,^J**Hii; v-i .'iLr..j(''/'i/y;i..'

•/-r

/'
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MEXICANAND DELI FOODWITH BIC PORTIONSANDA LOW PRICE...

w*^ mm

W^

2softtacos
^ (beef or chicken)

Rice

Beans
Chips
AU-You Can Drink!

only $2.99 + tax

ALL SPECIALS:
NO COUPON,
ALLTHETIME^
ANY TIME!

Any Deli Sandwich
Potato Salad, Fries or

Coleslaw
Pickle

AU-You-Can-Drink

only $4.59 + tax

Beef or Chicken.

Beans andRice
Beans
Rice

Chips

All-You Can Drink

only $3-69 + tax

XOME VISITTHE
2-HEADED
MIKE&ROB
MONSTER!

935 BROXTON AVENUE, WESTWOOD VILLAGE (Across Irom Diddy Riese) (310) 208-4992

{

BAR ORILI.

We Want to
Send

ilTou and a Friend to

Mazatlan!
-'J

r/;

ii»ta L. Mm* • Round l^ip Air Fare from LAX
'"'^'^

• 7 NioMs Stay In the Don Pelayo Hotel
• ChecK Tuesdays Bruin For All the Details
• First Chance to Win - Tuesday Feb 1 8th!

Happy Hours
Tap Beer

Trip Sponsored by

XA"
1-800-395-4896
Melissa Mizer

f -.

thru
Friday
4-7

^ Foatsrs, Molson
Lowvnbrau Dark

^Bats Ala
NaVamflaaait

rPaaChlfM
A Salsa

PlUf

BuffffatTluirsday
A Friday

If You Haven't Heard, We Have a Mew Menu.
We Promiae Yoa*ll Love the Food and the Prieea.

Come In and Tiry It!
L. '
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UCLA and Arizona Softball: a llision
By Greg Jonas
Daily Bruin Staff

The last three times the UCLA
Softball team faced the Arizona

Wildcats, they ended up on the

losing end' — something that

simply doesn't happen too often.

For a team that has won 90
percent of its games in the last four

years, the losses are seen more as

an embarrassment than an aberra-

tion.

However, the Bruins will get a

chance to ^et back on the winning

track this weekend when they

travel to Tucson to play in Arizo-

na's tournament.

Although UCLA is not in the

same bracket as^the Wildcats, they

may have an opportunity to play

them in the tournament final on
Sunday afternoon.

Despite the possible revenge

motive, UCLA head coach Shar-

ron Backus believes that the team
will not be looking past any earlier

tournament opponents.

**There is a good chance that we
might play them,*" Backus said.

**But we have so many new faces

that don*t know about the Arizona

loss. Last year is last year, and
we*re looking to new things now."

Indeed, the Bruins cannot afford

to discount the teams in their

bracket. Tonight, UCLA plays

Minnesota, who shouldn!t present

too much of a test.

However, the competition gets

better on the weekend. Friday,

UCLA wiU face Cal State North-

ridge and Arizona State, which

was a solid Pac-10 team last year.

On Saturday, UCLA will play

New Mexico State and Long

Beside^ gaining valuable
experience to prepare them for

conference play, UCLA is also

hoping to get all their players on
the field and test various lineups.

*We will try to get everybody to

Beach State,- i)7hicfrga[vr-the^-^ptayr"^cku^ said. "We'll see

Bruins a run for their money at the

College World Series in Oklahoma
City before falling 1-0 in 11

innings.

If UCLA can get past these

games, they will enter the elimina-

tion round, where they will face

some of the tough teams of bracket

*A*. Arizona, Cahfomia, Cal Stale

Fullerton and Texas A&M will all

be fighting it out to get to the finals.

*This is a very competitive

tournament," Backus said.

what we can do with the new faces

we have and work from there.**

One possible problem for the

Bruins is the fact that they will be
playing after not having the chance

to practice outside in about a week.

The rain has not allowed UCLA to

get crucial practice time at Sunset

Field.

But it has been raining in

Arizona for the past w^ek, and
other participating squads haven*t

had too much opportunity to

prepare either.

••It*s terrible to have to play in

those conditions because of possi-

ble injuries,** Backus said.

**You just go out and do what
you have to do with the weather. If

it*s bad, it'll be a struggle. If it*s

halfway decent, we'll be OK.-
UCLA will be relying on their

strong pitching to make it through

the weekend. Heather Compton
(1-0, 0.00 ERA). Lisa Fernandez

(1-0, 0.00, no-hitter against

CSUN), and DeDe Weiman will

all be taking the mound in Tucson.

The Bruins will also be looking

to Yvonne Gutierrez, Kristy How-
ard, and Nichole Victoria to join

Fernandez to provide offensive

production.

m YOU WORMED ABOUT YOU

student Health Advisory Committee (SHAU)
presents

OPEN FORUM ON STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE ISSUES
Thursday, February 13, 1992 • 12-2 p.m.

Ackerman Union 2nd Floor Lounge

::^

A

TOPICS WILL INCLUDE:
The Student Medical Insurance Plan

Student Health Service Budget Challenges

General Questions & Concerns

1991-92 SHAG Members
Undergraduates:

Carol Darwish

Renat Engel

Denia Marquez

^Pantea Sharlfi (Alt )
•
=^-—

-

Guest Presenters:

Edward Wiesmeier. MD
Assistant Vice Chancellor,

Student Development
and Health

Albert Setton

Taz Varkey

Graduates:

Beth Au
Sandra Boyd

David D. Lee

Joe LaVallee

Deputy Assistant Vice

Chancellor

Student Development
and Health

JoAnn Dawson, MD
Acting Director

SHS Primary Care

Carol Otis, MD
Acting Director,

SHS specialty Clinics

Michelle Pearson
Acting Director.

SHS Ancillary Services

Linda Amicarelli

SHS Insurance Coordinator

Amy Goldner, MS
Supervisor

SHS Social Services and
Community Relations

STUDENTS: This is your cliance to raise healtii

express
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After a tough freshman season,

big things were expected from

UCLA catcher Matt Schwcnkc
this year. The sophomore was
thrown right into the fray his first

year as head coach Gary Adams
staited Schwenke at catcher for the

ihajority of the games.

Schwenke might have been

nervous in the opening game

against Cal State Fullerton, strik-

ing out in all three of his at-bats

before being pinch hit for at the

end of the game.

But last weekend against

Hawaii, Schwenke had his most

productive series ever. Schwenke
stroked a home run and went four-

for-four with three runs scored as

the Bruins lost a close 11-10

decision to the Rainbows.

Sunday, Schwenke launched

another moon-ball, going one-

for-two in the series finale. The
two homers by Schwenke leads the

club. For the weekend, Schwenke
went five-for-seven with four runs

scored and five runs batted in.

Last season, the switch-hitting

Schwenke batted .237 with two
homers and 12 RBI.

Here's a closer look at the

UCLA catcher:

Favorite moment: **When I hit

a home run in my first at-bat as a

freshman.**

Favorite sports herd: "Will

Clark. He*s really intense when he

plays, he's a consistent power

hitter and an average hitter.**

Thing you do better than

anyone else: "Playing Super Tec-

mo Bowl, a Nintendo video

game.**

Favorite hangout: "If I could

get in, it would be SD^tton*s, but

since I can*t it would have to be the

arcade.**

Major "I am undeclared right

now, but I am considering eco-

nomics.**

Favorite movie: "I like

*Fletch.* It had some great one-lin-

CTS.**

Zachary Aron

For Kareema Maitow, being a

freshman sensation is nothing to

brag about In fact, it*s nothing to

even talk about

"I don*t really think about it.**

she said. "I'm just ttying to help

the team do its best.**

And with Marrow as the leading

all-arounder, the team's best has

been exceptional. At press time,

the Bruins were ranked 8th in the

nation and are expecting to move
up.

Marrow, from Meridan, Con-

necticut, usually shuns attention

and the spotlight, but the normally

soft-spoken gymnast makes the

loudest statements of all during

competitions.

In the opening meet of her

career earlier this season at Oregon

State, Marrow became the first-

ever collegiate gymnast to perform

a pike full-in on floor (a double

back-flip with straight legs and a

full twist on the first flip).

Here*s a more personal look at

UCLA*s latest budding star

People most admired: "My
parents and my brother, because he

was always there for me.**

Favorite cartoon: 'Teenage

UCLA Spofti Into

Karaema Marrow

Mutant Ninja Turtles.-

Favorite sports memory:
"Helping my club team win the

Buckeye Classic in 1989.**

Thing you hate most about
gymnastics: *The petty injuries.**

Favorite thing about UCLA:
*The campus, because it*s so

pretty.**

Zach Dominltz

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
MEN & WOMEN

b„^,„, ^3^ ^ ;

$^^ Up Wax $4 •

^^V Eyebrow $5^^^ Full Leg &
DIKini, YTcnt

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

BODY WAVE &

CUT & CONDITIONER

Sculpture Nails $25

HILITE&
CUT & CONDITIONER

S35

CELLOPHANE &

CUTS 25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
i^bove Mario's Restaurant Expires 3/13/02

BeforeYou Take Off ForTheWeekend,

Dont ForgetTo BringASuilcase!_

=^ KEYSTONE

Keystone
SUITCASE

m
"^^'^

I - -t-CRV-i-tax

24/12 oz. cans

The reat

Sponsored by the Undergraduate Students Association Council, Graduate Students Association

and Student Healtli Service

Door Prizes including PITT Clinic passes will be given away!!!

rocery

iveaway continues

Hundreds of Bruins have won thousands of

dollars in free groceries!

If you don't play, we can't pay!

In The Village!

FREE PARKING!
in rear

OpentiMlpm 1057 GayleyAve 209-1111

FAST FREE OELIUERY!
- ^ . ,.,..;.•

^ nvu
dozea S4Jt

-*J£*P»

$I5.#9
Mild. Hoi.'SuicUs'. B«tMq«M. Hot Bwbaqus

ractf«4 MnrtreoM Mi ZacdM • OoliMm •

CMChfM SiM • PoMD SiM • Colt Sk«

LITTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG R£0 SAMPLER
PM CM £!- $?•#§*

Cadi Saturdiy 1 1 am • 9 pm
^*y iyg^i*> sunoay 1 1 Ml • a Pin _ ^www^^tw^M I IAN •IAN *AskforDctalU. lYtllAN-lAN

imSSMUMoaictBlvd.
•.-A».">».M.»>.'.SV.'X»^X«.«.'."^.".".'^.*.».*.».*.-.".'*-- • •

Tap in to the market

The UCLA population

spends an average of

$8,578,680
per month on groceries.

Data: Marlcet Optnioii Research,

June 1989.

Advertise
in the

UCLAMiEmilL

825-2161

Est 1970

1 0968 Le Conte Ave.

(Across New Medical Building) 208-7171

UNLESS YOUR UNCLE
OWNS THE PLACE, YOU COULDN'T

GET FOOD THIS GOOD, THIS CHEAP!

50 cents '

OFF '

Any Small '

Sepis I

w/cpn I

$1.00

OFF
Any Large

Sepi s

w cpn

BUY
ANY

' SEPIS
' GET
' ONE FREE
' w'cpn

i/^. COORS I^IGHT ON DRAFT

-J* 48 oz. Pitchers $2.95 (4-8 P.M.)

M NUTS! free nuts cJuring Happy Hour

<« »
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Basketball heads to OSU
I • I king to break traditloii
MacLean nears all-time UCLA
scoring record held by Alcindor

SUZANNE STATES/DOy Bruin

UCLA guard Gerald Madklns and the No. 3 Bruins are 17-1 for the

first tlnne since 1973-74 entering tonight's ganne at Oregon State.

By Scott BkNNTi
Dally Bruin Staff

To the rest of the country, the

UCLA men's basketball team's
trip to Chegon State piobably
doesn't sound like much of a

challenge.

After all, the Bruins are the

third-ranked team in the nation

with a 17-1 overall record and an
8-1 Pac-10 mark. By contrast, the

Beavers are 11-11 overall and 3-6

in the conference.

But those numbers don't really

tell the story. UCLA head coach
Jim Hanick has never won at

Cyregon State's Gill Coliseum
wh^ coaching the Bruins. The
Beavers own a four-game winning
streak over UCLA at Corvallis,

imd have taken 10 of the last 12

meetings at OSU.
**It's been a tough place for us to

play," Harrick said. "We haven't

won there since I've been here." In

their last meeting at OSU. UCLA
fell to Oregon State in a 97-96

double-overtime contest

This could be the year Harrick

snaps the losing streak, however.
The Beavers are on a two-game
slide, falling to Arizona, 86-58,

Feb. 2, and losing a 64-63 heart-

breaker to in-state rival Oregon
Saturday night

Things must seem awfully bleak

to OSU coach Jim Anderson right

now. Nfired in the bottom of the

Pac-10 race, Anderson lost starting

forward Chad Scott to academic
ineligibility earlier in the year and
was stunned by the sudden death of
guard Earnest Killum three weeks
ago.

"We seem to be floundering at

Chad Scou's position right now,"
Andenon said. "We are not getting

a consistent performance from that

floor position. I think our other

players are forcing a little bit I

think they are more concerned
about who is starting and who isn't

starting more than helping us with

our game plan."

Despite the Beavers' woes,
they're still a dangerous team.

CentCT Scott Haskin is averaging

16.2 points and six rebounds per

game, with a league-leading 50
blocked shots this season. Haskin
also leads the league with a 59.4
field goal percentage. Guard
Charles McKinney (12.7 points

per game, 37 steals) and forward
Mario Jackson (8.9 ppg) are the

Beavers' two other most potent

weapons.

After neariy falling to OSU,
87-81, in overtime at Pauley
Pavilion Jan. 18, Harrick isn't

taking the Beavers too lightly.

"We got handled by Oregon
State the first time we played

them," Harrick said. "We just

didn't play a good basketball

game. They've got a nice team.

I'm sure they will be waiting for us

up there."

What the Beavers will be wait-

ing for is a UCLA team that leads

the league in scoring, assists,

field-goal percentage and three-

point field goal percentage. OSU,
ninth in scoring defense and dead
last in rebounding, should be
hard-pressed to stop the Bruins'

attack.

"(UCLA) is probably playing its

best basketball of the year,'^

Anderson said, "and they are

_CQme«
in here with the twin forwards
(Don MacLean and Tracy Murray)
that are probably the best in the

country. They have depth and they

have quickness."

The "M&M** boys should give

the Beavers fits all night MacLean
and Murray are the league's third

and fourth-leading scorers, aver-

aging 21.2 points per game. Mac-

See HOOPS, page 42

No. 4 Tennis to face Top Ten Arizona sch • I Is
By Mtohael Klein

Dally Bruin Staff

The No. 4-ranked UCLA
women's tennis team will open
conference play on the road as it

takes on No. 9-ranked Arizona

St^te today and No. '7-ranked
Arizona tomorrow.

Weather permitting, of course.

The forecast for the weekend
calls for scattered showers in

Arizona, a prospect that concerns

UCLA head coach Bill Zaima.
"Since these are conference

matches, we could conceivably

have to stay over until Monday to

4]lay," Zaima ^aid.
Of bigger concern to Zaima,

though, is the strength of the

Arizona schools. Both have
experienced lineups and have
given the Bruins a difficult time of

late.

"Although we have swept them
in each of the last two years, all of

the matches were very close, and I

expect that will be the case this

weekend as well," Zaima said.

Bruin senior Mamie Ceniza,

fresh off of her quarterfinal perfor-

ms mance in last week's Rolex Indoor

Tournament, will play number one
for the Bruins Thursday, but

probably not Saturday. Senior

Iwalani McCalla or fi-eshman

Anne Mall will fill in for Ceniza.

who is nursing a stress-related

shoulder injury.

Bruin freshman Paige *Y^-
oshuk, still recovering from an arm
injury, will travel but will most
likely not see action. Sophomore
Jenny Hill will fill in for her.

Rounding out the Bruin lineup will

be junior Cammie Foley and
freshman Lee Ann Rostovksy.

Sun Devil coach Sheila Mclner-
ney returns two seniors from last

year's 19-10 squad that lost in the

first round of the NCAA Champ-
ionships.

*They are a talented squad that

is solid in all six positions. Their

probable s^ixth player (Joclle

Schad, who transferred fi"om Ten-

nessee last year) can hit winners

from all over the court and should

be near the top but she is recover-

ing from a knee injury," Zaima
said.

Filling the top three spots are

senior Krista Amend, freshman

Kori Davidson, and sophomore
Meredith Geiger. Senior Luann
Klimchock, daughter of former

major leaguer Lou Klimchock,

will play in the fourth position.

Junior Dawn Martin will play in

the fifth spot.

The probable doubles teams are

Geiger-Klimchock in the top spot.

See W.TENNIS, page 42

Daly Bruin flm phalo

UCLA tennis players Mamie Cenlza will play number one singles against Arizona State today, but will

not play In the Arizona match because of a tender shoulder.
...

rVoo candy at III

Th6 first 3(X) women in attendance at Friday night's

women's hoops Valentine's t^y game between Stanford
and UCLA at 7 p.m. in Pauley Pavilion will receive a free

box of See's Candy. Also, the first 300 people in

attendance will receive a coupon for $5 off any ice cream
cake at Baskin Robbins for Valentine's Day.

Spoils canceiiatkNis
—

Due toi the recent heavy rains, yesterday's baseball

game between UCLA and UC Santa Barbara was
canceled. No word was given as to when the game will be
replayed. Also, last night's men's volleyball game
between UCSB and UCLA was canceled.

Hockey update
The UCLA ice hockey team spent last weekend in

Redwood City and came up short in two games against

Stanford. Friday's game went the way of the Cardinal, 7-2.

Saturday's game followed suit, with Stanford winning
11-4. The Bruins, now 7-9 in conference games, will face

Pepperdine Friday in Culver City at 12:30 p.m.

J

80th Year, No. 76
Circulation: 22,000

Briefly

UndeigfefacI art

exhibit on sliow
An exhibit of art and design

projects by UCLA
undergraduates will begin Feb.

18.

The "Undergraduate Student

Exhibitions: Design and Art"

features a selection of works
created by university students in

courses offered during the

1991-92 academic year.

The exhibition will include

works in such diverse areas as

painting, drawing, new forms,

printmakihg, sculpture, design

and photography.

Held in the UCLA Wight Art

Gallery, the art works will be on
display until March 1.

Admission is free, but those

who visit the gallery will be

charged $5 for parking.

Inside

New World Onler
U.S. President Bush's New

World Order may threaten

people of color more than aid

them, said UCLA panelists at a

campus forum.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Feelbad about
being a man?

Columnist Marcus Hennessy
tells the sad tale ofa man forced

to confront the paradox of

modem masculinity.

See page 9

Arts & Entertainment

Party on %ifith

Wayne and Garth
Dana Carvey and Mike

Myers reprise their infamous

"Saturday Night Live" roles in

the totally excellent new movie

"Wayne's World."

^~See page TO

Sports'

UCLA forward Don
MacLean brokeLew Alcindor's

scoring record, and the Bruins

won for the first time in ivit

years at Oregon State's Gill

Coliseum.
* - .See page 20
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Academic leaders

discuss rising

of university living

Costs of Attending Public Universities

By Lori Quinton
Dally Bruin Staff

Every month, the nerve-wrack-

ing ritual begins. First, there is a

$400 check for rem. Next, the $ 100
check for groceries. Lastly, there is

a utilities bill.

Living in Los Angeles is extre-

mely expensive for students sur-

viving on part-time jobs and
fmancial aid.

When the costs of a UCLA
education are broken down, it's not

the registration fees, but the rent

and the food that makes college

expensive.

UCLA is a financial bargain

when compared to other top public

universities around the country.

But because most of the UC
campuses are located in high-cost

areas, students have high living

expenses. This propels the UC
from one of the cheapest public

universities to one of the morc
expensive.

**The UC is an expensive invest-

ment, but a high quality product,"

said Bruce Hamlett, a leading

California education official.

"I don't think we should kid

See COSTS, page 5

Compared to other public universities, UCLA's registration fees are a
bargain. But after adding oost-of-iiving expenses, UCLA rartks at one of

the most expensive public universities in the nation.

UC
Birhilsy

VM-tl^ii COST OF LIVING

UCLA

Univ. Of

MicMgan

Univ. of
lUinoio

CSUNorih-
ridgs

Univ. of
Wteh.

Univ. of
Vlrglnls

Univ. of
Toxas

4- 4- -I 1 1 1. -I X- -I- I I

$1XXX) $3,000 $5,000 $7,000 $9,000 P^P3i
$2AX) $4,000 $6,000 $8,000 $101000

SOURCE: CGlege BoeRj GostxnK 1991

BRANDON McKJNNEY/ Daly Bruin

Rallying voices Retention

SUNNY SUNQ^aly Bruin

Yolanda Madison, left, African Student Union coordinator, chants and claps with Jennifer

White, center, and others In Murphy Hall as they approach the office of Chancellor Charles

Young on Thursday afternoon. See story on page 3.

By Marina Dundjerski
Dally Bruin Staff

In an effort to stop declining

enrollment among students of

color in the sciences, UCLA
faculty members have established

a program to raise graduation

rates.

Last month, they created a

program to emphasize "a sense of

community" for these students,

who often feel alienated and leave

college without a diploma.

Student enrollment in the physi-

cal and life sciences has become a

national concern for educators

who worry that continued decUnes
could deplete the country oL
scientists.

At the same time, the number of
degrees awarded to students of

See RETENTION, page 6

Upperclassmen encouraged to live in
By MIml Nguyen
Daily BoHn Staff

I •

UCLA housing officials now
encourage more sophomores,
juniors and seniors to live in

residence halls, reversing a 20-

year policy that limits the number
of these students living on campus.

With the construction of the

Sunset Village residential com-
plex, dorm officials fear there will

not be enough students to nil the

additional 425 bedspaces.

_ Since the late 70s, only 25
percent of residents could live in

the halls for a second year because

the space was reserved for incom-

ing freshmen, said Jack Gibbons,

associate director of the Office of

Residential Life.

Currently, the halls house about

80 percent of the incoming stu-

dents. And this "freshman image"
has forced more upperclassmen to

choose other housing options.

including off-campus apartments.

Gibbons said. ______
"Now that we have the room

(for both incoming freshmen and

returning residents), our concern is

that we will have vacancies if not

enough residents return," Gibbons

said.

Of the 5,250 undergraduates

who are living in the halls this year,

about 3*250 are freshmen and

about 2,000 are continuing and

u^msfer students.

But next year, the number of

bedspaces will increase to about

5,695 with the addition of Sunset

See DORMS, page 2

Sunset Village will open space

for 425 more students in April

By MIml Nguyen
Dally Bruin Staff —

Although there may not be

enough students to fill it, the

Sunset Village residential complex

will be completely open in April.

Attempting to integrate campus
services into its housing program,

UCLA officials are adding three

buildings to Sunset Village,

including one housing complex, a

building for services and programs

and an auditorium.

The officials hope to attract

more students to on-campus hous-

ing because their policy of limiting

the number of upperclassmen

living in the dorms has left them
with few students to fill the

additional spaces.

The Courtside will add about

425 more bedspaces \o the univer-

sity housing program. Like the first

See SUNSET, page 2

SUNNY SUNQ/Daily Bruin Staff

A worker climbs the stairs In Qrlffin Commons, an addition to the

Sunset Village residential complex that will be completed In April.

^^ mmtimmm
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DIVERSITY, VARIETY,
CHALLENGE

''An unchallenging
8-to-5 job? I

couldn't do that"
I came to
Woodward-Clyde to
"work Qnoctivefsity=
of water resource
projects - water quality,

hydrology, fisheries -

.

I haven't been
disappointed yet.

Diversity in a career,

at least to me, is crucial.

At Woodward-Clyde
you can find

variety, diversity,

challenge. More
importantly, they

encourage it; they
make it worth it. I

can't imagine working
any other way.

Eric Strecker.

Senior Project Scientist

Woodward-Clyde
is People!

WoodwaitlClyde 9
Consulttr^g Englneofs • Geologists • Envfronrr^entol Scientists

We will be on campus Wednesday, February 26.

Please see your career services office to arrange an interview.

F

Shakey's Pizza

ffiSBBDSBCaiSB
:»>

Medium One Topping Pina,
Oniy

5 Pieces off Cliicicen & IMoJo Potatoes ffWmmW

Large One Topping PIska
9l Antipasto Salad

— Only

•939
Only

Large IWo Topping Pl»a %msm
.1114 Gayley, Westmrood

Sun-Thurs 11-1 am; Sat & FrI 11 -2am

^Ma Jim Cut J MasterCard 4 Visa Accepted
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From page 1

Village housing and 20 three-per-

son Hedrick Hall rooms.

However, those rooms will

remain empty if not enough stu-

dents choose to live in the resi-

dence halls.

'Though we will continue to

accommodate our freshman, we
are now hoping to increase our

energy to get more students to

return to the halls/* said Maria

Marshall, director of the Housing

Assignment Office.

If these rooms are not filled, the

halls will lose money.
Housing officials are spending

$6,000 to study the needs of

freshmen, to rewrite the housing

option booklets and to distribute

brochures to current residents

informing them of new services,

including new meal plans and new

facilities available in Sunset Vil-

lage.

They are also calling students to

encourage them to live in the

dorms. Gibbons said. And a

housing fair is scheduled for Feb.

22-23.

But some current dorm residents

say they do not plan to live there

next year.

"For the most part, I don*t want

to be surrounded by a bunch of

screaming freshmen,** said fresh-

man Jessica Farthing.

Junior transfer student Erik

Bezema agreed. "I find that it*s

hard to study with a bunch of

freshman, who basically have no

direction. And being free from

home for the first time, they tend to

go freaking crazy.**

SUNSET
FroiTi page 1

two housing units in Sunset Vil-

lage, Courtside will consist of

eight three-story houses, which

will accommodate about 50 to 60
students each.

The houses are divided into two

adjoining two- or three-person

rooms connected by a shared

bathroom. The smaller houses

provide students with more priva-

is a U'ademark of Sunset:

Village, said Jack Gibbons, associ-

ate director of the Office of

Residential Life.

Like the already-built Canyon
Point and Delta Terrace, Courtside

will have a study lounge on each

floor and heating and air condi-

tioning in every house.

Since its fall quarter opening,

village residents have been eating

their meals in administrative

buildings located next to the

housing units.

But Griffin Commons, another

of the new buildings, will have a

formal dining facility.

Besides the dining hall, the

commons will offer space for

administrative offices, UCLA con-

ferences and College of Letters &
Science services, such as counsel^

ing and academic support.

The remaining space in this new
five-story building will be used for

tutorials, two computer labs, sev-

eral music-practice ixx)ms» study

lounges and seminars.

*There will be certain kinds of

course offerings anticipated to

focus more toward freshmen and

sophomores,** Gibbons said.
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students of color rally over racial cems
By Letlsia Marqiiez

Dally Bruin Staff

Now that they can hire non-

UCLA students as employees,

members of the campus retention

committee say they have one less

bureaucratic worry.

An eight-month stall in negotia-

tions between the students and

officials ended Thursday when the

two compromised about the com-
mittee's hiring of non-student

employees.

While they met inside Murphy
Hall to untangle the problems,

about 100 people gathereid outside,

demanding that campus officials

address issues affecting students of

color.

"We were busy negotiating and
our po&se was outside rallying for

us," said Nyaniso RaHotep, chair-

man of the committee that over-

sees the four campus retention

programs.

MEChA*s Calmecac, the Afri-

can Smdent Union's Academic
Supports Program, Samahang Fili-

pino Education and Retention

Program and Retention for Ameri-

can Indians Now! are the groups

that work to increase graduation

rates of students of colof.

Although officials were
annoyed that the students* chants

of empowerment drained out their

voices in the meeting, they were

~tdroe{My listen, Ralfgiep saKt.

Since last May, when the reten-

tion programs wanted to move
from the College of Letters &
Science to the student affairs

office, several administrators

opposed the move unless the

groups hired only student employ-
ees.

But under Thursday's com-
promise, the programs can employ
non-student employees for up to

two years with the approval of

UCLA's Center for Student Prog-

ramming.

A third year of hiring must be

approved by the associate vice

SUhMY SUNQ/Daily Bmin Staff

Margaret Ponce, coordinator of MEChA, speaks about reg-fee Increases and their effects on students remaining In school during a ral-

ly held Thursday afternoon In front of Murphy Hall.

chancellor for student and campus
life and die vice chancellor of

suident affairs must OK a four-

year employment.
**I was convinced that it would

be important for the continuity of

the program to allow non-students

to work in the program,** said

Winston Doby, vice chancellor of

student affairs.

~^ Since the programs will move to

their new office in July, negotia-

tions between UCLA officials and

students will continue until the two
sign a statement of understanding,

said Allen Yamell, associate vice

chancellor of student and campus
life.

Although students breathed a

sigh of relief when the agreement

was reached, the victory does not

mean an end to their struggle to

increase retention, said members
of the retention groups.

•The war is not over," RaHotep
said. "If your education does not

benefit the living conditions of

your community, then our efforts

are basically worthless.**

And rally participants said that

officials must eliminate other

factors which hinder the education

of people of color.

Because the financial aid office

mainly awards loans, students of

color will not be able to afford the

soaring fee hikes, said Kathy

Guyton, chair of the African

Communications Boaid vote raises questions
By BIrgIt Rasmussen
Dally Bruin Staff — Members vote to raise their pay

Student media board members
voted Monday to give themselves

a 40-percent raise, upping their

quarto'ly stipends to match the

increase in undergraduate
registration fees.

By a 7-0-1 vote, the board

decided to increase its own
stipends from $550 to $778 per

quarter effective immediately.

""And while the move sparked

outrage among members of the

student media. Communications

Board Chair David Lipsey, who
abstained from voting, defended

due to the reg fee increase
the stipend hike as necessary to

compensate board members for

their hard work and long hours.

**The bottom line is, Comm
Board is a lot of work,** he said. "If

you want (it) to do a good job, you

have to pay for it."

But some newsmagazine edi-

tors, whose advertising revenues

contribute to the board's budget,

were unimpressed with both the

quantity and quality of the board's

work.

Two Judicial Board
I I III

By Chlstlne Strobel

Dally Bruin Staff
•

Two UCLA transfer students

were appointed Tuesday to the

undergraduate board which listens

to grievances and settles disputes

for hundreds of campus organiza-

tions.

Corecia Davis and Roland Tel-

lis, both junior political science

majors, are expected to serve on
the Judicial Board until next June

when they will graduate.

Their nominations were
approved by undergraduate stu-

dent government
The seven student member

board is like the Supretne Couit_of

undergraduate government, and its

decisions are final.

Davis and Tellis were selected

from among several applicants for

the two positions.

The undergraduate government

appointed Davis and Tellis after

asking applicants questions about

their past student government
involvement and why they wanted

the job.

Both students have experience

in settling disputes and are inter-

ested in pursuing legal careers.

Davis, a transfer from St.

Mary's College in Moraga, Calif.,

has been in training to t^ome an

ombudsman, an official iWho medi-

ates disputes. Tellis, a transfer

"I think the stipend increase is a

travesty compared to the amount
of work they do," said Igbodike

Ohioha, editor of UCLA's African

newsmagazine, NOMMO. *They
can't ensure us enough production

equipment It is clear that the

newsmagazines are not a priority

With the board."
'

:

—

Katrina Foley, co-editor of

UCLA's feminist magazine
Together, agreed. *'Nobody work-

ing on the magazines get as much

"I hope to add to the J'

Board in a way that cart"

make it a sounding

board for student

money, and we work a lot more."

Most newsmagazine personnel

go unpaid while working about 30

to 40 hours a week, said editors

from NOMMO, Together and

UCLA's Jewish magazine,
Ha'am.

While some board members
only show up to mandatory meet-

ings, a stipend position generally

translates to about 1 5 to 20 hours of
work per week, Lipsey said.

Members must attend monthly

"board meetings^ and' serve on at

least one subcommittee.

In the future, however, they may
have to do more, he said.

**I intend to follow this (stipend

'Order' may liurt

See RALLY, page 7

When board members

discussed raising their

stipends earlier this

year, newsmagazine^^

editors present at that

meeting argued against

the raises while so

many other media

workers go unpaid.

increase) up with increased perfor-

mance requirements," he said.

See RAISE, page 6

II

or , panelists say

concerns.
»

Roland Tellis

New J-Board Member

from Santa Monica City College,

has settled discrimination com-
plaints as a branch manager at a

savings and loan for five years.

Both appointees said they hope

to make the judicial board a better

forum for students and help allevi-

ate racial conflict between diffe-

rent underrepresented
communities.

*H hope to add to the J-Board in a

See J-BOARD, page 6

By Sally Kim
Dally Bruin Staff

With the recent collapse of the

Soviet Union, under-represented

communities should work to make
sure they are not overlooked

during the world's political and
economic restructuring, according

to panelists at a UCLA forum
Wednesday.

About 50 people gathered to

hear the three panelists discuss the

ways President Bush's New World
Order could continue to marginal-

ize people of color instead of

giving them more rights.

The current political rhetoric

can mask some of the motives of

the capitalist elites in different

nations, said Raymond Rocco, an

associate political science profes-

sor.

Recent economic instability and

increases in economic competition

have caused the Western capitalist

countries to reevaluate their inter-

national relationships, Rocco said.

And Americans of Third-World
origin are one of the main groups

that will be ignored by the new
policy, he added. "I don't see any

new groups invited to decide in

policy-making."

The new world policy has to be

authored by the whole world so

that it can work globally, said

See FORUM, page 7
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Russian reform plan

to get quick dianges
MOSCOW — President Boris N.

Yeltsin of Russia promised Thursday that

"urgent*' corrections would be made in his

six-week-old economic liberalization plan
to force faster change upon collective

farms and to better protect the poor from
the steep new price rises.

"Life does not stand still and, therefore/
these corrections are perfectly natural and
even unavoidable." Yeltsin told the

Parliament in announcing that he would
deUver a television address to the nation

next Wednesday spelling out the changes
and reassuring the worried Russian
public.

The Russian Parliament has so far

refused to accept full privatization with

the individual right to buy and sell land.

Russian deatlis tied

to economic trouble

MOSCOW— Oleg Kriger, the director

of Moscow's Forensic Morgue Number
Two, said the number of dead in January
virtually doubled from the previous year

in the Russian capital. He said the stress

and hardship endured in fmding food— or

just Hning up to purchase it— seems to be
the culprit. .

In January 1991, his morgue irad^

Nation

roughly 200 corpses. That figure jumped
to about 400 this January, with the

increase consisting mostly of elderly

people who were found with shopping

bags. Autopsies concluded they were not

suffering from fatal diseases, suggesting

stiQss and old age combined to cause their

deaths.

Congkress considers
defense cut problem
WASHINGTON — Fearing economic

dislocation from $50 billion in cuts to the

Pentagon budget. Congress is considering

a variety of proposals to cushion the effect

on communities, employees at arms plants

and displaced military personnel.

Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., chairman of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, has

proposed allowing military personnel a

year's leave to attend college or undertake

vocational training to prepare for civilian

life, then providing increased retirement

pay to those who go into teaching, law
enforcement and other jobs designated by
the government as particularly useful to

society, congressional budget analysts

have not yet determined the cost of the

proposal.

Noriega undercut U.S.

action, witness says
MIAMI — Acting on orders of Gen.

Manuel Antonio Noriega, Panamanian
narcotics police sabotaged a 1984
investigation of the Medellin, Colombia,
cartel by releasing the principal suspect, a

U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration

agent testified Thursday.

In his third day on the witness stand,

Thomas M. Tellcs. the DEA's senior

representative in Panama from June 1984
through June 1986, told a government
prosecutor that many of the successes in

combatting drugs that Noriega trumpeted
as his own were actually developed by
U.S. authorities.

Peacekeeping force
may be sent to Haiti

WASHINGTON — U.S. and LaUn
American officials are informally
discussing the possibility of setting up an

international peacekeeping force to

restore order in Haiti and allow a civilian

government to be restored.

Such a force, under the control of the

Organization of American States, would
almost certainly not include American
troops, administration officials and Latin

American diplomats say.

A peacekeeping force from the

organization was used once before, in the

Dominican Republic in 1%5, when under
American pressure, it agreed to send some
forces to replace U.S. Marines sent in by
President Lyndon B. Johnson to help put

down a leftist rebellion that Washington
had feared might lead to "another Cuba'* if

left unchecked.

Inquiry asked on
'Lost POWVphoto
WASHINGTON— Sen. John McCain,

the Arizona Republican who was a

prisoner of war in Vietnam, has asked the

attorney general to investigate the latest

case of an apparently fraudulent
photograph that purports to show a

missing American serviceman still alive

in capdvicy in Indochina: ^

The photograph, said to be of CapL
Ekxiald G. Carr, an Army officer whose
plane crashed in Laos in 1971, was made
public last August by a retired Air Force

lieutenant colonel. Jack E. Bailey, who
has devoted years to searching for missing

Americans in Indochina.

Local

Firefigliters deptoyed

to gated communities
About half the 300 firefighters in

western Los Angeles County were
assigned to flood containment duty in the

gated communities of Hidden Hills and
the Malibu Colony, according to officials.

Los Angeles County Fire E>epartment

officials, who provide service to a vast

area from the coast to the western edges of
the San Fernando Valley, said they

deployed the firefighters Wednesday
based on where they were most needed.

Hidden Hills officials said more than

20 homes have been damaged by flooding

and mudslides during the three days of
storms, including a $1 million house that

had to be condemned.

Top Ten

Top 10 ways to say "I love you** on
Valentine's Day: ^

10. What do you mean, "I love you?**

9. Wait for someone to say it to you
fffSL

8. Promise not to cook for them.

7. 0£fer to pick up spring reg fees.

6. Serenade your loved one in the

middle of class.

5. Treat your valentine to a candlelight

dinner in the Coop.
4. Romantic canoe ride down Bruin^

walk.

3. If you*re looking in The Bruin, we're
soiry.

2. Happy VD!
1. Just say, "I love you.**

Compiled from Bruin wire services and
staff ingenuity.

There's only one way to come

out ahead of the pack. <b\o^

c,rO<

If you like fast development cycles,

maximum creativity and lots of control,

you belong at Micro Linear. Thanks to

our advanced analog and mixed signal IC

design methodologies, we're innovating

today's most highly integrated, systems-

level circuits. The result is exceptional

products for our customers and excep-

tional careers for our people. Ifyou have

the right attitude, ifs time to join the right

company— Micro linear. Apply now for

one of these rewarding opportunities.

We're looking for EE graduates

with a BS degree (MS preferred) and

strong foundations in analog fundamen-

tals to join us in the following positions:

IC Design Engineers

Test Development Engineer
Product Engineers
Process Engineers

IS EngineersI i]Kk^'.)iri

See your Career Planningand -

Placement Office for details about our

upcoming campus visit Or, forward your

resume and transcript, indicating position

of interest, to Elaine Corcoran, Human
Resources Manager, Micro linear, 2092

Concourse Drive, San Jose, CA 95131,

(408) 433-5200. You may also FAX this

information to (408) 432-0363. We are an

equal opportunity employer.
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COSTS
From page 1

ourselves any longer. Wllen it

costs around $50,000 for a bache-

lor's degree, the UC is not a low-

cost education. Other than buying

a house, it's one of the largest

investments anyone will ever

make,** he said.

Annual living expenses alone

are almost $8,000 at UCLA. In

comparison, the University of

Michigan has cost of living

expenses estimated at around

$5,600.

But sdll UCLA and the Univer-

sity of Michigan are about equal in

total cost because the tuition at

Michigan is more than $3,000 a

year and rising.

With estimates for the 1992-

1993 year hovering near $11,000,

including projected reg fee

increases, many say that the

university is still a decent invest-

ment

UCLA administrators emphas-

ize that numbers don*t tell every-

thing. Most estimates of costs of

living are based on room and board

for students living in the residence

halls.

Differences in the quality of the

institution are not always evident

in statistics, said Assistant

Chancellor John Sandbrook.

Newer, more spacious housing

facilities are not distinguished

from those facilities that are older

and more run down, he said.

Furthermore, the amount of
income that a student can earn is

higher in places like Los Angeles,

where it costs more to live.

But even with the differences in

quality and income^ many officials

also point out that the high costs of

living should be the target of

university fmancial support.

"We need to concentrate on ail

of the costs that students face, not

just fees,** said Michael Granfield,

vice chancellor for academic plan-

ning and budget
"Wc*ve got to address the huge

number of hours students are

working to try to meet these rising

costs of living,*' he said.

^<iLMicro Linear

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
• Paid for by: PHILIP ASHAMALLAH Democratic Candidate for President

QUOTES BY ASHAMALLAH, DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR
PRESIDENT IN 1992

.>!

1 To maintain your sanity in this modern world you have

to be ready always to expect the unexpected and ac-

cept the unacceptable.—Ashamallah

2 The perfect marriage In some ways resembles the per-

fect crime. The big idea is never to get suspected or

caught.—Ashamallah

3 The worst faults and defects in the American system

are campaign donations. Ifgiven in expectation ofcom-
pensation, they're outright bribery, and if not. they are

a mere handout. Either way. they are a disgrace to hu-

man decency and may be the reason why the best peo-

ple shun politics, and assholes become world leaders.

—Ashamallah

,

4 The greatest thefts and robberies in the historyof man-
kind are committed on a daily basis around the clock in

the name of charity organized religion, and the starv-

ing rthiopiahs. -^-Ashamaflah "

$ Do not be confused when you get to Heaven and hear

more than twenty thousand different languages spo-

ken simultaneously Ask them to redirect you to hell

where only one language is used. ENGLISH.
—Ashamallah

6 The true meaning of life is to work and to love, bo if you
- are working and loving you are alive and if not you are a

deadduck. —Ashamallah

7 In the name of religion and male supremacy, men all

over the world enslaved women for thousands and
thousands of years. Abraham Lincoln's emancipation is

incomplete and the workJ needs now a new humanitar-

^ ian to ewomancipate the women and save them from
the tyranny ofmen . —Ashamallah

8 There is a simple and easy way to wipe out the federal

deficit in two weeks, without hardship to anyone, if the

American people unite and decide to do so. Confiscate

50% of all holdings of billionaires and millionaires

whose net v^nh exceeds ten million dollars. This way
we feet nd of the deficit and in the same time get nd of a
little social injustice.—Ashamallah

f Ten years after the war in Vietnam some ofour leaders

have not learned anything from that humiliating defeat.

The dire lesson of Vietnam is that physical and brutal

strength will not make a world leader of any nation or
individual. To be a world leader a nation has to excel

and be exemplary m high morale, education, science,

culture, human rights, fme arts, and social justice.

— Ashamallah

10 Love is an artistic dance of the divine ballet staged in a

cozy bed with the fancy costume of NIL.—Ashamallah

11 Any ordinary crook can rob the rich and give to the
poor, but It takes an influential and glorified crook to—rob the poor and g iv to^hefKK

—

Ashama llah

12 1 never met a woman who I did not like except forthose
older than seventy and younger than seven.

—Ashamallah

13 In order to teach and show people how to be yery
modest and humble. I never brag about being the
greatest genius in America. —Ashamallah

14 Behind every great man there are two great women.
The first carries him around before he is born and the
second bosses him around after he is grown.

—Ashamallah

15 Compromises and sacrifices preserve marriages. So,on
my wedding night I decided to sacrifice my happiness
for the rest ofmy life. —Ashamallah

16 Slow justice IS filthy justice and filthy justice is worse
than injustice.— Ashamallah

17 It used to be the rich get richer and the poor poorer,

but nowadays it became the rich becannc super rich

and the poor starve to death. —Ashamallah

IS Look for the person who is most responsible for all

your troubles and keep kicking him in the rear You will

end up with a sore end.—Ashamallah

19 The root of all political setbacks lies in the fact the dem-

agogues, the clowns, the charlatans and the actors fas-

cinate the general public more than the scientists, the

wise and the sage. —Ashamallah

20 Ask not what good your country can do for you.

rather ask what harm the lousy turkeys you vote for

quadrennially can do for you.—Ashamallah

21 The greatest unsung heroes are the Civil service em-
ployees and ^ry frequently we refer to them as the

==:£hftmptof>5ofhtbeff«tK>n.---A5hdmdlJah -

22 Humanity has yet to achieve its greatest and nr»o$t im-

portant freedoms. Freedom from ignorance, freedom

from superstition and freedom from religion.

—Ashamallah

23 Most people do not know why the British call a beauti-

ful girl a lass. Women in England have the most fasci-

nating behinds the world over. So a lass is the imagina-

tive abbreviation of the two words, "lovely ass."

—Ashamallah

24 Calling government workers civil service employees is

a misnomer for they are seldom civil and they seldom

render service. We suggest they appropriately be
called the barbaric disservice employees.

—Ashamallah

25 Honesty is not our best policy: it is our ONE AND
ONLY policy It is also our belief, our creed and our
deity.—Ashamallah

26 Music is the language of Heaven, and if a prayer is the

attempt ofman to communicate with his creator, then

music IS the heartiest prayer, the warmest meditation,

and the finest means ofworship.—Ashamallah

27 The gods create beauty, but they create ugliness too;

an artist only creates beauty —Ashamallah

28 Innovation and originality are the secrets of progress.

—Ashamallah

29 It never pays to be a cheapskate. Spend as much
money as you can make and make even more.
—Ashamallah •

30 A genius is one who has the ability to recognize the

boundary between being original and being a screw-

ball.—Ashamallah

31 Without the engineer this world would be but bare
wilderness: while God is the Griittr Engfr»»f;Thr«ffF'

gineer is the small god. —Ashamallah

32 No woman has any important differences from man,

^ .^(but the unimportant differences are so adorable and I

love every bit ofthem. —Ashamallah

34 It seems that God was a Structural Engineer but not an
exceptionally good one. His structural design of hu-
mans mistakingly requires them to walk on four limbs,

and if they walk on two. they get all kinds of hernias,

varicose veins, and terrible backaches.—Ashamallah

36 Never say never, sometimes say sometinr>es and alv^ys
say maybe. —Ashamallah *

37 If you want to be as wise as Confucius and say only the
right thing in the right place at the right time, then
shut-up all the time.—Ashamallah

38 Campaign donations have transforn^ed some politi-

cians into extortionists, expert panhandlers and

professional beggars. They do not work for America

any more since their fund-raising practices force them

to serve only the ^ry rich.—Ashamallah

42 Those who cannot do. teach. However thosewho can

neither teach nor do become politicians and run for

president. —Ashamallah

43 I have always been a member of.the most persecuted

minority m the history of mankind. The minority of in-

telligent people.—Ashamallah

44 My wife is my guiding light and without her. I would

never be able to find the perfect spot for absolute mis-

ery—Ashamallah

47 If you are a sensible honest person and a bum asks you

to spare a dime for coffee, you might give him a dime
or tell him to get lost. Consequently if a politician asJcs"

you to spare one thousand dollars to help him run for

office, you would think the nerd is out of his cotton-

picking mind. However, the same politician can find

three thousand bastard crooks who would give him

three million dollars and help him cheat the people and

look like a great hero. —Ashamallah

52 Ifv^ want the whole world to follow our example and
adopt our own system of government, then the least

we could do is improve that system and try to perfect

It. A method of government where expert panhan-

dlers and professional beggars become the dominant

politicians and world leaders is hardly an attractive al-

ternative to socialism and communism.—Ashamallah

125 If you want to encourage political corruption, then gi^
your money and vote for the greatest crook of all.

However, if you want to encourage political honesty,

do not give money to anybody and give your vote to

the most sensible person.—Ashamallah

126 Your own single vote is ^^ry precious to our country.

Cast It for the very best person in order to keep Amer-
ica great. —Ashamallah

127 If the very best person is running for president o^ gov-

ernor and you vote for the second best, because oipo-
litical affiliation or for any other reason whatsoever,

then you are acting as a traitor to your country and to

your state.-Ashamallah

132 Our political system has a built in mechanism by which
the top elected officials are either corrupted crooks or
bastard quacks. This mechanism is known as
"Campaign Donations." If the elected official fulfills the

purpose of his big donors then he is a corrupted crook.

On the other hand, if he ignores them, then he is a bas-

tard quack.—Ashamallah

136 The same outstanding great g<*niiis that ran pit a man
* on the moon, can put a dumb rock in a fancy box and
sell it to the people as a yety adorable pet. It can also

put a dumb dummy in the White House and sell it to
the people as a very popular president.—Ashamallah

137 It IS most alarming and horrifying that our citizens and
voters are unaware and unable to detect the direct re-

lation between political corruption and the terrible dis-

asters that happen frequently The explosions of the
Challenger and the Titan for instance are due to cor-
ruption among defense contractors. Those in turn are
hand picked for their jobs by exquisitely corrupted
politicians. —Ashamallah

138 You can be the top rocket designer in this country by a
very simple process. Go to Washington, meet Mike
Deaver and pay him his legal fees. Of course your
rocket might explode in midair, but that is OK since

everything is legal. —Ashamallah

A very successful organization, specialized in "STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEKfENT," is

interested in expansion by mergers or by the acquisition of other similar firms with great potential fDr development and growth. Submit all requests for

consideration to:

INTERNATIONAL DESIGN PLUS
5478 VN/ilshire Blvd. Suite #204, Los Angeles. California 90036

P.S. We are seeking national and internatbnal publications to help us convey and communicate our ideas and thoughts to the American People at home and abroad.

Interested publishers and editors, please write to: Philip Ashamallah. Democrat for President, P.O. Box 36022. L.A. Ca 90036-0022
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ii iMMir, Crimrft. Who can

describe it? You won't want to miss it.

Here's your chance to make the summer of
'92 one you'll always remember.

ly^l CMHMrily. The Eloulder campus
takes on a special quality in the summer.
Faculty come to class in shorts. Small

discussion groups meet under the trees on
the lawn. You fmd yourself part of a

comfortable learning community—who
work, study, or just relax together.

UrilA dMriha|t. Choose from over 300

courses, including archaeological field

study in Steamboat Springs, production

with the Colorado Shakespeare Festival, an

intensive Spanish institute, a biology Beld

course on plants of Colorado, performance

with the Colorado Lyric Theatre festival,

and much more.

Tlriik •ty. Tuition in the summer is

lower than during the following academic

year.

HM Mrt^Mrs. Colorado has more than

1 ,000 spectacular peaks soaring above

10,000 feet and 53 peaks over 14,000 feet.

Boulder has parks, open space, and hiking

and biking trails galore. Boulder is $h€ place

to be outdoors

Term A: June 8-July 10

Term B: July 14-August 14

Term C: June8-July31

Term D: June 8-August 14

Shorter, intensive courses also available

Cdl fr Ml Mm CMfM for a fhr CU-
Boulder Summer Session Catalog, which

contains everything you need to know
about special courses, registration, housing,

tuition and fees, financial aid, student

services, and class schedules.

For information, call (303) 492-2456. >^

Yes, send me thefree 1992 CU-Bcmlder Summer Sessiom CatdUg.

Name

Address

State' 21ip

Date of Binh

604
Social Security Number*

Mail To:

Office of Admissions • Regent Administrative Onter 1 25 • Campus Box 30

University orc:oiorado at Boulder • Boulder. CO 80309-0030
* F»r rectnt-keefimg *md uUntifuMtun afstmdaUi onhf

(303) ^^l-l^'yd

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution

Even if it rains and it's cold outside,

Hansen's will put a little

sunshine into your

Valentine's Day.

Try a delicious

Strawberry
Smoothie or an exotic

Papaya Smoothie. They're
just two of Hansen's 30 great tasting

juices. So snuggle up to your sweetie and
share a taste of summer. Hansen's is avail-

able right here on campus. ^'

,,TY SINCE
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FRESH JUICES

REfENTION
From page 1

color in the hard sciences are

especially low.

Only about 10 percent ofUCLA
students of color enrolled in

science majors graduate from
college, said Fred Eiserling, dean
of the Ufe sciences division. In

comparison to these students, an

estimated 55 percent of all students

in the sciences graduate, he added.

The program will try to increase

the number of awarded bachelor

degrees by providing a special

counseling office where students

of color can learn more about
science majors, science careers

and research opportunities.

"What we are essentially trying

to provide is a sense of community
for minority students in the sci-

ences,** said Stephanie Sterne,

director of the program.

**The (program) is an umbrella

structure which will lend support

and expertise to undergraduate

science majors in the life and
physical sciences,** she said.

UCLA*s program is part of a

larger UC program, including the

Davis, Irvine and Santa Cruz
campuses. The UC program is

funded by a grant from the

National Science Foundation.

The system-wide program is

expected to encourage an addition-

al 3,500 students of color to earn

bachelor* s degrees in the sciences

annually by the year 2000. In_

MhliJoii. the goal is to encourage"

6,000 more undergraduates to be
science majors each year.

The program will help increase

retention rates by creating a back-

bone of support, students said.

"It*s very simple. If you have
someone who believes in you, you^
are very likely to succeed.** said

Gustavo Miranda, a senior major-
ing in microbiology. "If you have a
center which supports you, rather

than giving up and letting you
become swallowed up by the

system, that's encouraging."

For more information about the

UCLA program, call 206-2182.

From page 3

newsmagazines and the yearbook

contribute the rest

While the stipend hike may
seem dramatic, the board stipends

have traditionally matched reg

fees, Lipsey said. Yet, members
had no increases in summer and

fall 1991. he added. ^

When board members discussed
raising their stipends earlier this

year, newsmagazine editors pre-

sent at that meeting argued agamst
the raises while so many other

media workers go unpaid

"We were op]X)sed to (the

stipend increase) and we made it

very clear.** said Together*s Foley.

MOARD
From page 3

way that can make it a sounding

board for student concerns,** Tellis

said.

"Students should be able to

voice their opinions without feel-

ing discriminated against,** he
added.

The board publishes and man-
ages all student media. Eight

graduate and undergraduate stu-

dents total serve on the board,

although one position is vacant

now.

Funding for the board and the

recent stipend increases come
from all student media. The Daily

Bruin makes up roughly 80 percent

of the board* s budget, while-
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RALLY
From page 3

Student Union.

"(Officials) are putting up these

barriers in an effort to get us out of

UCLA.**
Rally participants also sent

Chancellor Charles Young a list of

demands, including the creation of

a UCLA Chicano studies depart-

ment and an increase in admission

rates for students of color.

Although Young was out of

town, his assistants said they

would give him the list.

"We want you to tell the

chancellor that there is an entire

community of people in support of

these demands.** said Yolanda
Madison, an African Student
Union coordinator and retention

counselor. "If we do not hear back

from him, we will be back.*
»»

FORUM
From page.

3

Hassan Hathout, a spokesman for

the Islamic Center of Southern

California.

But ah-eady the United States

has been using its military strength

to carry out its own restructuring

abroad. Hathout said.

"I frankly hope the New World
Order has not come yet,** said

Hathout. referring to the Persian

Gulf War. "I don*t want it to be

:^om in a cradle of military power.

"Obviously the military inter-

ference meant an American claim

over the Middle-Eastern oil.** he

added.

Other speakers said the begin-

nings of a New World Order are

evident at UCLA.
Currently, the campus is under-

"Nice words like

'transformation* mask

what means a great deal

of tragedy to our

community.'*

Mandia Kaylse

going a "transformation** because

a lack of funds translates into a

reduction of resources for reten-

tion programs, said Mandia Kay-

ise. director of the African Student

Union's academic supports prog-

ram.

**Nicc words like 'transforma-

tion* mask what means a great deal

of tragedy to our community.**

Kayise added.

But many students are unaware

_of the problems at UCLA, he said.

*We*re at a time when there is a

shortage of activism.**

In the age of the New World

Order, people must know their

responsibilities as members of the

global community. Kayise said.

*This is why the African Student

Union is not the African-American

Student Union. It is a student group

that recognizes that it is part of a

worldwide community.**

Campus student groups should

develop dialogues because many
are concerned about global poli-

tics, said Waleed Shindy, chair-

^ mart of the Muslim Student

Association, which sponsored the

forum. "We want to hear how
other minorities are suffering, how
the New World Order will affect

all of us.**

If there's a pain in

your cliest, be a

pain in tlie necl(.

^American Heart
Association

Ifs

"Helter Skelter"
(An exhibition at MCX^A at the 'IVniporan Ciioiitcmporarv'

)

n Untitled Romance
(An artwork hy loiiy Bcrlaiit at M(X>Aat Claliforiiia Plaza )

I |
. Affordable on your

weekly allowance

O All ofthe above at

MOCA's Valentine

Celebration

CALL TODAY! 213/626-6828 |11AM 5PM)

t•CA
The Museum ofContemporary Art. One Museum. Two Buildinjyjs.

MOCA at California Plaza* 250 South GrandAvenuc
MOCA at the Temporary Contemporary •

1 52 North Central Avenue

Fast and Free Delivery

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lowfat cheese avaiiible upon request

itsasweeiii

SWK I l» lO

PKK Ki\<;

Purchase your TICT.A Cradiiation Ring tliis

r

week and save up to $100 on an 18K Gold Ring.

Pair up with a fiiend and save even more :

Save $100.00 on an 18K Gold ring .

^i'AlH IV and save an Al)l)l'l lUIN \l. *H(K perring! (Sni.'TH^t^n

^'^.
Save $50.00 on a 14K Gold ring

r\lK UP and save an ylTOITTON

A

tW . per ring! ($7o /rin^ total)

a D Tr'A D \ / C r\ Ackerman Union Stuitents' Store 10-Spm
/IrxlV/llWLU Campus Photo Studio 10-3pm\ COLLEGE JEWELRY -

Graduation Et Cetera 10-3pm
The Ring That Remembers. LuValte CommonS 10-3pm

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint

Some simple things you can
if you witness diiid lAuse

By Vanessa Roth

I woke up eariy last Satur-

day morning so that I cx)uld

get to the DMV and avoid the

lines — my first mistake.

DMV is synonymous with long

lines. I waited and waited and
eavesdropped on a critique of

the new credit card-looking

California driver's Ucense. My

arm's reach she slapped his

hands away from his face and

then backhanded the side of

his head. I looked away. So
did everybody else around me.

We pretended we didn't see

anything happen.

Later, as I left the DMV, I

felt terribly ashamed. Ashamed
because I've worked with

abused kids in shelters, on

As soon as he was in arm's reach she slapped his

' hands away from his face and then backhanded

the side of his head. I looked away. So did

everybody else around me. We pretended we

didn't see anything happen.

stomach was growling. I was
never going to make my
Dreakiast dSvc,

Looking around for a phone,

1 saw a little boy standing in

a comer of the room. Rubbing

his eyes, he slowly approached

a woman, presumably his

mother. As soon as he was in

hotlines and in court, but when
faced with the act of abuse, I

Why? I know now. I simply

didn't know what to do, and

neither did the people around

me. At some point in our lives

we either have or will be

witnesses to abuse at the

DMV, in a grocery store, in

the car in front of us, in a

pubUc bathroom, at school —
or in our own living rooms.

After talking to a number of

social workers, I got a list of

suggestions about what we can

do to help prevent child abuse.

1) If you are in a public

place and see a child being

hurt, use you own judgement
about approaching the scene: .

If you feel there is no
danger, you may be able to

comment. E)on't scream, it will

only worsen the situation for

everyone. Instead, compliment
their child, or offer to help

with the groceries or clean up

a spill.

Looking for love in aU -l-k^. virofi<^ pl<iccf.

that last week I was told by
Children Services that last year

there were over 118,000
reported cases of abuse in

L.A. I wondered how many
cases go unreported and why.

If you feel the adult is a

danger to others around him,

then follow them out of the

store, get their license plate

numl^er and call the police

with your report

If a security guard is on the

premise, teU him; it may be

stopped more quickly.

if you are working in the

store and can't leave the cus-

tomers, ask someone to call

the police or the child abuse

hotline.

2)If you think a child you

know is being abused:

As the child's teacher or

counselor, observe the child,

then tell a colleague or a

supervisor. If you are in

charge, call Children Services

:and report your suspicioit:

3) Above all, if you have

tendencies to harm your own
children, seek help before

someone reports you. Physical

abuse leaves emotional bruises

for life. Remember how lucky

you are to have children . . ..

treat them well.

The following is a list of

reliable numbers concerning

child abuse which can be
found in any phone book:

National Child Abuse Hot-

line: (800)422-4453

Parents Anonymous:

If you have a relationship

with the parents, confront them

without accusing them. Call the

child abuse hotline for sugges-

tions on how to voice your

particular situation.

(213)388-6685

California Youth Crisis Hot-

line: (800)843-5200

Roth is a senior majoring in

English and psychology.

Letters

Neanderthals
Editor:

It is comforting to note that

our high school system is still

producing the same caliber of

Neanderthals that it was
designed to. Two glowing

examples from our illustrious

freshman class are Mason
DiGiulio, with his somewhat
-slanted view of **nagging

at Foothill High either).

The attitude that these two
young gentlemen display tow-

ard women and so-called

minorities tends to make me
ashamed that I share a similar

heritage with them. I'm sure

that Pat Buchanan is sleeping a

little easier tonight knowing
that these two will vote fdr

him.

Justin Fuller

of the opening of the Olympic

games?
1 always thought that the

idea behind the Olympics was

to bring nations together in

healthy competition on a com-
mon plane as a reminder that

we all share a tremendously

generous gift called the human
spirit, but I guess I was
wrong. I guess the Olympics is

centered upon the idea of

kicking some foreign ass.

dangled in front of my face in

some 30 second, flag-waving,

smiley-faced advertisement!

And what did Uncle Sam want

to tell us? What was the

slogan to ring the liberty bell

in triumph of truth, justice and

the American way?
"Freedom isn't free." George

Orwell would have been so

proud.

Michael Johnson

feminists," and everybody's

favorite political science major
Clint Stalker.

There is little to be said

about DiGiulio. He, unfortu-

nately, seems to feel that

women are better seen than

heard, that they are materialis-

tic simpletons who must be

supported by "hard working

-young executives" as I'm sure

Sophomore, History At this point I really do not Freshman, Econ/Business

roMm ON ouKmsT m.'

JP UKB TO 6/Ve YCU
SOMBTMINC MO omB^ ^MAN CAN&^.

lU eivB ^OU NO FLOilGtS,

fWt THEY M^TAMP WITH£IK

IN TIMCJUGlveyOUNO
CANOr, fon St¥EEWESS IS

soMeTHiNG you po not
LACK. . NO. WHAT I'M GOING
TO GIVB rdUeoeS BSrOND
THE MATBRIALISVC ..

ANP PB^VON

/

he will one day be if he ever

declares a major (may I sug-

gest women's studies?). Good
luck. Mason, in finding a

woman or anyone to put up
with your anti-female dribble.

As for Stalker, I can only

hope that college will serve to

teach him half as much as he

thinks he knows. I'm sure that

he would be surprised to know
that the Anglo-American stu-

dies major is alive and well

here at UCLA; we generally

refer to it as history.

History majors are required

to take two classes of U.S^—

^

(^<<
-f

^h

^KiMki >i

history and three of western

civilization (that's five out of

sixteen required classes, in case

they didn't teach him to count

Uberty?
Editor:

I don't mean to be unpatrio-

tic, nor do I think that our

country needs any more cynics

to point their fingers and
assign blame for the many
problems the United States is

currently facing, but am I the

only one who was outraged to

see an Armed Forces commer-
cial aired during the broadcast

want anyone to mistake me for

some bleeding-heart liberal

whining about the failures of

the modem government. Far

from it! I think that the United

Stales offers more to the

individual than the average

citizen even realizes is offered.

In other words, I believe that

we take our liberty for granted

most of the time.

That's why I hope I'm not

"the only one who was shocked

with dismay to see my liberty

Worthwhile?
Editor

In regards to Pei-Chi

Chang's article "We subser-

vient Asians just love to

please" (Daily Bruin, Feb. 11),

I have a few comments.
I believe some of his points

have some merit, like the

issues of an ethnic and gender

studies requirement and the

want for more Asian languages

to be taught at this university.

But his other arguments are

weak in structure and thought.

What is his point in dis-

cussing the poverty in China-

town? Is he saying this is

because of discrimination —
discrimination by UCLA? It's

unclear what he's saying.

There is great discrimination

against any ethnic group that is

poor, and the cycle of the

upper and middle classes movt_
ing out to the suburbs is not

specific to just Asian commun-
ities. These are issues that face

Americans in general.

What is he doing throwing

around stereotypes of Asians?

Is this an article about wrong-
ful stereotypes, or is it about

discrimination or about your

boyfriend's worries on your

column topics? Chang. declareL.

a topic or at least organize

this column and don't make it

look like you wrote it very

late the night before.

I am tired of hearing your
hostile arguments based on air

that seem to come from the

giant chip you seem to carry

on your shoulder. Please pre-

sent some worthwhile issues

that do not claim ethnic-spe-

cificity when they are not, or,

at the very least, present some
issues that are thought out and
well supported so that we may
derive some reading pleasure

from the paper we call our

own.

Melinda IMcDonald
Senior, Psychology

Daily Bruin
112 Kerclchoff Hail

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898
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Theorizingabout masculinity overa few beers
I

consider myself a fairly

liberal, progressive kinda

guy, with a healthy respect

for humanity and a disdain for

any kind of segregation, be it

sexual or ethnic. Especially

sexual. But a recent encount^
with an old acquaintance

enlightened me to a problem

of gender identity and self-

esteem, and it rattled me
enough to recount the episode

here.

V6 just stepped out of the

shower and was checking

myself for tumors when the

phone rang. I let my answering

machine get it until I heard

Amie Bugnuda*s voice begging

me to pick up. He sounded

bad and wanted to talk.

Frankly, I wasn't in the mood,

but his pathetic pleading got

the best of me so I agreed to

meet him at Boner*s, a popular

meat market in Brentwood.

rd known Amie for years,

since our days as cub reporters

for the Daily Bruin. Women
used to call him cute until he

gained 50 pounds and stopped

washing his hair. As far as I

knew, he was still writing for

an obscure art magazine and
pushing Amway products.

I got to Boner*s early and

had a cnuple^ quick boilennak=-

ers to prep myself for the roK"

of concerned, sympathetic,

compassionate friend that Amie
expected me to play. Finding

myself a seat behind a giant

fern, I scanned the meager
crowd, sipped my drink and
took a nap.

Amie nudged me awake.

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED, DAI.Y ^^^^
(clEAflCQLOl^ „ $40 PR
DISP06ABLES (fa. af^.....$79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES 4155 PR.

ASTIGMATISM, EXTENOEO. il39 PR
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HOT
/ STIFF
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botteaamibatcbocoiate.

Free Coffee 'with
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CNoC good with any other coupons or

diacounts. Expires 2/21/92)

Baskin(f/)Robbiiis

f kf Cmm SlbgHrt

I 208-8048 WestwoodVilb^

Notes from the Outside

Marcus
Hennessy
**Marcus, wake up. Vm

here.**

When I finally got my eyes

to focus, I could see how bad
he was. He sat across firom

me, amis folded, head bowed,
crusty stains soiling his face

and sweatshirt. A pitcher of

beer sat in front of him and
he was drinking it with a

spoon.

**Jesus, Amie, you look like

shit,** I mumbled.
•Yeah, I know. It*s been a

week. And it's

««i

rough only
Monday."

I struggled to fmd the right

words, or even the wrong
words. Finally, they came. **So,

what*s up?-

"Well Marc, I*ve been real

down lately. I can*t sleep, I

can*t eat — except string

cheese — and my will to live

is ebbing. For a while, I

couldn*t put my finger on it

Then, bam, it hit me.** He
paused, a dramatic device.

*The fact is, Tm ashamed to

be a man.**

"So what brought this on?** I

asked obligingly.

"Oh come on, Marcus,** he
yelped between belches, "Wake
up! Don*t you watch the news
or read 4he paper?**

I wasn*t going to let him
trick me with that one. "Of
course 1 do!** I said.

*Then you know how tran-

scendently evil we are. I think

I felt my first pangs of guilt

watching Thelma and Louise
alone in a theater last year. I

swear, I could hear women
hissing at me. Those pangs
turned to pain during the

Clarence Thomas hearings,

when Anita Hill risked her

reputation to tell us how lewd
and vile Judge Thomas was.

My pain turned to agony as I

absorbed the William Kennedy
Smith trial — I felt like

vermin, being of the same
gender as that lying scumbag.
And now, the agony of Mike
Tyson, former world heavy-

weight champ, perpetrating his

violent lust against an innocent

-^toung- woman.
Amie*s angry voice was

starting to attract attention, but
by then I was too busy hating

myself to care.

"Don't you see, Marcus?
Don't you see how pemicious
we arc to the human race?

Throughout history, we've used
our superior body strength to

subjugate and exploit women,
forcing them to bear our

young, to satisfy our animal

needs, to clean up after us.**

"Nowadays, we suppress

women in the business world,

eam a third more in median

income and keep them out of

men's clubs. It*s all so insidi-

ous.**

At this point he grabbed me
by the shirt and pulled me
close. "Marcus, we arc Satan*s

minions! Look how we commit
virtually all the violent crime

in our society! Then there*s

pomography, fueled by mascu-

line lust and greed at the

expense of feminine dignity.

It*s us, men, who manifest this

depravity!**

Veins bulged in his neck

and on his forchead, and his

skin took on the color of

cranberry sauce. Amie was
now skirting the brink of

sanity. Suddenly, he slumped

in his seat, his fire spent A
few onlookers clapped at the

performance and somebody
bought him a beer. He took

some deq) breaths and stared

at me with glazed eyes.

*Therc*s this girl at work,"

he went on, **who I liked a

lot I mean, I never told her I

liked her^ but I — God, to say

it makes me gag — I desired

her. So I finally got up the

nerve, and as she was standing

at the Xerox machine today, I

asked her out to lunch. She

faced me, muttered, *You bas-

tard,' and ran off to rcport me.

Now I'm facing harassment

charges and possible termina-

tion. I feel so incredibly low.

"What are we to do?" he

asked me dejectedly. "How can

we reconcile ourselves to our

own perverse masculinity?" —
That one stumped me, until

I found myself tossing a beer

into his face.

^*Stop whining!"' I snarled,

surprised at my own ferocity.

"Have you hit any women
lately?"

He pondered. **No. Never."

"Have you ever oppressed or

exploited them?"
"No."

"Have you personally under-

mined their eaming potential?"

••No. All the women I know
make morc money than me."
"When was the last time

you bought a Penthouse maga-
zine?"

"Once, last year, but only

for the articles."

"And did you really mean to

•harass' that woman at work
when you asked her out?"

"Hell no." His demeanor
began to change, and through

the beer streaking his face, he
started' to smile. I kept it up.

"So really, all this man- -

bashing is just an overreaction

to other people's narrow, con-

venient generalized perceptions

about men."
"Yeah! Yeah, it is! Wow.

Marcus. I actually feel good
about being a man again."

••Great** I said, standing to

leave. •'Then be a man and get

the check."

Hennessy is a staff member at

Extension.
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'Love Our Planet'
'bve our planer will be ihe theme tonight

ot a golo YAlentine's Doy love-in promot-

ing peoceond environmental aworeness ot

Nomods in Sonio Monico. The event, spon-

sored by the Abince For Survival, will

feature Ive musk, dandng, hairwrappers,

inco painters and body mossoge spedol-

isls.lring a friend—nnybe two or three.

(Mick Roberts)

INFO: Ta; $10 at tt)e ooor (Zi ana over

witti valid ID). Doors open at 7 p.m.

Nomads is located at 11784 W. Pico

Blvd.

American Indian Dance Theatre

Morming original worts of nwsic and

dance, members of 20 Native American

tribes ore appearing in o concert spon-

sored by UCU's Center for the Performing

Arts. (Kelly O'Donnell)

INFO: Friday and Saturday. Feb. 14 and
15 at 8 pjn. with a 2 p.m Saturday

matinee in Royce Hall. Ton: $27, %22,

$16, $Q (UCLA students witti valid ID).

'Heavy Metal'
As part of iIm Sunday Night Rim SeriK,

Gneplex Odeon wiscreen 'HeovyM^'
the 1981 sd-fi fihn bosed on Ae popolor

oduk-flustraled fontosy mogoziDe. It'sMt

ovalobleon video, it'srareiy on cobleoad

it's got kwds of cortoon sex and viobiicf,

occomponied by okick-ass souMhrack. A

must-see lor the big screen. (Aoron Dobbs)

INFO: Sunday, Feb. 16 at 12:30 a.m. at

ttie Qniplex Odeon Cinema in —
We5twood.ro(:$4.

'A Chorus Line'
Ibis musicol bvorite dances its woy to the

Sbubert Ibeoter for limited three-week

engagement; providing impressively pre-

cise production numbers ond on odeptly

sung score. (Oonyo Joseph)

INFO: For tickets call TeledMrge at 1-

800-233-3123. ":

Billy Eckstine
Legendary jan singer and bond leader

Illy Eckstine is continuing bis six-night

run ot the Vine St. lor ond (kill this

weekend. It's perfect chance to hove

great meal and see one of the top vocol-

isis from the gokleo oge of jan perform

,lwe.(AonM Dobbs)

INFO: Two shows nightly at Md 11

pjn. through the weekend. For

infomMtkM) cal (213) 463-4375.

Daily Bojin

Scha-wing! Mike Myersjeft. and Dana Carvey may not be Oscar nnaterlal, but their new nrwvie, "Wayne's World" should provide a laugh or two.

-) A fine film that won't make you hurl
By Greg Srisavasdl

Daily Bruin Staff

Ttie last several months have brought some great

acting performances that deserve Academy Awards.
Kevin Costner's portrayal of Jim Garrison in "JFK"
and Warren Beatty's role in "Bugsy** are prime,
examples. Both of these roles, however, pale in

comparison to Mike Myers* and Dana Carvey*s
profound accomplishments in their new movie
"Wayne's World." Possessing a mixture of the acting

styles of Marlon Brando, Lawrence Olivier and
Jlobert DeNiio, Myers and Carvey definitely deserve
Oscars . . . NOT!!!

Olcay, "Wayne's World" isn't as gripping as
"JFK" or as imaginative as "Hook." It won't win any
Oscars this year or be on any film critic's Top- 10 list

Heck, Siskel and Ebert may even give this one a
thumbs down. But, hey, who cares? This is supposed
to be a sinfully stupid movie with completely inane

punch lines. On that level. "Wayne's World"
definitely works.

Wayne and Garth aren't supposed to have a cure

for cancer like Sean Connery in "Medicine Man."
They're just two dudes from Aurora, 111. who want to

have fun partying and cruising in Garth's "mirthmo-
bile" (their word for his car).

Sure, there's a plot behind "Wayne's World." but

it isn't much. Wayne and Garth are faithfully doing
their public access show when a greedyTV executive
named Benjamin Oliver (Rob Lowe) offers a deal to

the two "metalheads." Wayne and Garth readily

accept his offer, not knowing that their show will

spend much of its time sponsoring Noah Vanderhoff.
the owner of a video-game corporation. To avoid
selling out, Wayne and Garth must fight Oliver and
Vanderhoff in a spiritual battle for their souls (guess

who wins?).

Oh, yeah — Wayne also meets the girl of his

dreams; she's an "Asian babe" named Cassandra (Tia

Carrere) who sings heavy metal. To gain her
' attention, Wayne visits the bar she plays in and also
learns Cantonese. Predictably, Wayne wins her love
but not wittiout any problems; Oliver signs her to a
lucrative record deal. Who will Cassandra pick —
charming Wayne or money-minded Benjamin? You
figure it out.

"Wayne's World" is filled with zany one-liners

that make the film a pleasurable experience. It beats

the excessively drawn-out slapstick in "Naked Gun
2% " or "Hot Shots;" almost all the jokes work in the

film. It's a movie that isn't scared to make fun of
itself, and has some of the more original comedic
scenes that I've viewed in a long time.

When Garth exclaims "You're sucking my will to

live!" one cannot help but smile at the sheer silliness

of the whole movie. Wayne also has a great line when
asked if he would marry Cassandra: "In some

See EXCELLENT, page 12

Student cast
in 'Saigon' role
By Danya Joseph
Dally Bruin Staff

For most resident assistants, juggling school
with running a floor doesn't provide much time
for executing plans for the future.

But environmental engineering major Marie
Gulmatico. an RA in Sunset Village, is

following through on her goals. The il-year-oW
senior who dreams of acting has just l)een cast in

the National Touring Company production of
"Miss Saigon."

When the big day arrived, she impressed the

judges at the Hollywood site so much with her
singing that she was asked to return that

afternoon for the dance audition.

Only five girls had been called back. Although
Gulmatico hadn't danced in a long time, she
performed with gusto. "I pretty much faked it,"

Gulmatico said.

Then the casting director talked to each
woman privately until only Gulmatico and
another actress remained. The directors told her
that although she needed to take dance classes,

they wanted to send her to Chicago in three

weeks for the next round of auditions.

Now Iftia ibt first week of wintci quaiU^.
Gulmatico had to prepare for the return of her
residents. She was also performing in a show at

Lake Arrowhead.
When the show ended, she enrolled in daily

dance classes and took voice lessons twice a
week from a prominent singing teacher.

Between classes, working and dance and voice
lessons in Hollywood and Pasadena, Gulmatico
was exhausted. The Wednesday before she was
to leave for Chicago, she broke down in the
middle of a lesson. "(My teacher) asked me,
•What's the matter?' and I said, 'I'm just so
ared.'"

When Gulmatico arrived in Chicago, it was
freezing. She remembered walking into a "huge"
room with a panel of 15 casting directors and
choreographers sitting in a line in the back of the

room. After she had sung, the show's composers
came up and introduced themselves to her. She
was told to come back at 4 p.m.
With time to kill, "I went to the phone booth

and called everybody." she said. Then she went
to her hotel room and practiced the dance
combination for two hours straight.

Like l)efore. Gulmatico tried to appear
cheerful and confident "I decided to not pretend
I was a dancer, which I'm not. but to show them
what I've got" Yet she was astounded by the

stiff competition. While other dancer^ calmed
their nerves, Gulmatico repeated to herself, "It's

not OK if you don't make it You're here to get
in!"

Not everything went as smoothly as she had
hoped. When the choreographer started the

combination, Gulmatico realized that this was
not the one she had been taught. Although the

choreographer promised to go through it slowly
for those who didn't know it. "she went through

it five times really fast." recalled Gulmatico. Her
dance classes paid off, she said, or else she

See GULMATICO, page 12
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By Michael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

Not surprisingly, interracial relationships

are beginning to heat up the big screen.

Jungle fever is big news, and Hollywood's
always ready to capitalize on controversy. If

an issue can capture the attention of the

faceless mass, cameras will be rolling.

Even without the issue of race, though,

"Mississippi Masala" contains an interest-

ing love story. Denzel Washington is loose
yet restrained as the family-oriented man
who owns a small carpet-cleaning company
in the sleepy South. And Hrst-time perfor-

mer Santa Choudhury brings both inno-

cence and sincerityito her role as an out-of-

place Indian giri still living with her parents.

Their chemistry together is what gives the

mmm

picture its spark.

Director Mira Nair doesn*t portray them
as one-dimensional characters destined to

fall in love simply because it's the movies.
She gives Demetrius (Washington) and
Mina (Choudhury) depth by not forcing

their behavior, letting the siUiation deter-

mine their actions. They're living, brea-
thing, thinking human beings, something all

too rare in today's commercial cinema.
They first meet when Mina drives a

Pontiac into the back of Demetrius'
company van. And when they coincidental-
ly nin into each other that evening at a
nightclub, Demetrius asks Mina to dance,
but only to make an ex-girlfriend jealous.

Nair doesn't overdramatize these scenes,
but allows the tension to build slowly.
When their relationship does begin to

blossom, it's quite satisfying to watch. In

the scene where they first kiss they're

walking alongside a stream when Demet-
rius offhandedly asks, "EK) you think I'm
hitting on you?" The line works because
both Mina and the audience have been
waiting for somcihing physical to happen.
The sexual tension marks it as a great

cinematic moment.

They have no problems working through
their different backgrounds and histories. In

fact, it doesn't seem to be an issue. That's
one of the reasons their romance is so
beautiful.

But a love affair is not really the story

director Nair is interested in telling. She's
more concerned with the town's reaction to

their involvement, especially Mina's father,

who's embarrassed and upset by his

daughter's actions. At its heart, the movie's
a study of prejudice and culture. While it

makes the picture more complex, it doesn't

always make it better.

Nair and screenwriter Sooni Tara-
porevala play every angle to the hilt, and it

shows — sometimes too much so. Every
detail and subplot are worked through to the

bone. While that*s usyally a good problem
to have, here it lessens the impact; the

picture often feels too thought out Rather

than cinema verity., the audience gets

didactic cinema.

"Masala" could do with a little more
roughness around the edges. Nair uses

flashbacks to establish a basis for why the

father vetos the relationship, but breaking

See 'MASALA/ page 12
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stale 'Kisses':
Saccharine film faik to satisfy

By Aaron DoblM
Daily Bruin Staff-

YouWc sccn<ll a hundred times

— the same old sweet, romantic

comedy about a mismatched cou-

ple that falls in love and lives

happily ever after. Not very origi-

nal, is it?

The difference between the

standard romantic comedy and **I

Don't Buy Kisses Anymore,"
though, is that this one has a twist,

which makes it a better movie in

some respects and a worse one in

others.

The issue in the Him is weight

loss. Bemie Fishburne (Jason

Alexander) is a shoe salesman who
just wants to meet the right girl.

He*s a nice guy who's lovable,

sweet and considerate. But he's

also a little chubby. His mother
Sarah (Lainie Kazan) is your

stereotypical Jewish mother trying

to keep her son on a diet but eating

as much as she wants herself.

One day, buying a pound of Baci
"kisses" (hence the title) at the

candy store, he meets Tress Gara-
baldi (Nia Peoples), an attractive

Italian-American graduate stu-

dent. Bemie instantly falls in love

with her and decides to lose

at times looks like a Weight
Watchers commercial. The pre-

mise is forced down the audience's

throat, detracting from the enjoy-

able aspects of the story.

The worst aspect of the film,

though, is Robert Marcarelli's TV
sitcom-style direction. His choice

of shot selection is terrible and
distracting; too much time is spent

on close-ups of the characters'

faces in an effort to make the film

look like real life.

The acting, on the other hand, is

much better. Tony Award-winning
actor Alexander is fantastic as

Bemie. Alexander is a magnificent

comic actor, and at the same time
he is able to bring out the role's

sensitivity.

Peeples is also good as Tress,

but the best scenes in the film come
when Kazan and Jacobi are on the

screen. The scenes may be very

stereotypical, but the Jewish
mother and grandfather routine is

hilarious.

"Kisses" is one of those movies
you really want to like— a gentle,

funny film that has some good
messages about looking deeper

than outside appearances alone.

But unfortunately, instead of feel-

ing fulfilled once the movie is

weight Although Tresgaces Bef=—sati^ the audience oaiy £eeh
• ... _ -_ 1 ^_ ^_ ______• • •

nie, she isn't attracted to him, and
she ends up using him as a subject

for her thesis on male obesity.

"Kisses" is an interesting idea,

but the script and direction are

poorly executed. Although weight

loss and physical fitness are major
concerns for many people, the film

hungry — for a good movie and
some food. **

FILM: "I Don't Buy Kisses Anymore-
Written by Jonnie Lindsell. Directed by
Robert MarcareNi. Produced k>y Mitchel
Matovich. A Skouras Pictures release
with Jason Alexander. Lainie Kazan
and Nia Peeples. (Rated PG: language;
112 minutes) Opens today dt^ide.

EXCELLENT
From page 11

countries, marriage is a punish-

ment for shoplifting."

Memorable scenes abound
everywhere (especially a

unique rendition of **Bohemian

Rhapsody"), but to give it all

away would ruin your
moviegoing experience. It's not

a movie that'll change your life,

but it will definitely put you in a

better mood. From the trailers,

it seemed that "Wayne's
World" was going to be a

definite tuikey. Fortunately, it

turns out to be quite a pleasant

surprise. After all, any movie
that uses Kierkegaard and Dick
Van Patten in the same sentence

can't be all that bad. -kick

"Wayne's World." Written by
Mike Myers, Bonnie Turner snd
Terry Turner. Directed by Pene-
lope Spheerls. Produced by
Lome Michsels. A Psrsmount
Pictures relesse with Mike Myers.
Dsns Csrvey, Rob Lowe and
Brian Doyle Murray. (Rate PG-13:
language; 95 minutes) Opens
citywMe today.

MASALA'
From page 11

the nim's linear structure isn't

enough. These sequences go
back 18 years in time, to when
Mina's family lived in Africa;

that this Indian family regarded

Africa as their home may add
irony to Mina's dilemma, but

the coincidence feels a little

heavy-handed.

No time is wasted in showing

that Mina's father. Jay (Roshan
Seth), had been lifelong friends

with a black man in Africa; it's

the first sequence in the film.

When Kinnu, the black friend,

tells Jay he should leave the

country because he doesn't

belong in Africa anymore, it

leaves a lasting scar on his

psyche. And the pain reveals its

impact when Jay tells Mina that

one day she'll urKlerstand why
people should remain with their

own kind.

In an awkward subplot
clearly used only to help Nair

wrap everything up. Jay peti-

tions the African government to

get back his prq^erty, which
had to be left behind in 1972.

It's the only way to get him
back toAfrica, where he'd have
to confront all the emotions he's

kept inside for so long. If subtly

done, it could have been an

effective tool. But it just feels

like a convenient way to make
the plot work.

In "Masala," and life in

general, some people aren't

ready to get beyond racism and

prejudice; they prefer to mix

with those they physically

resemble. And as Nair's movig
proves, hypocrisy is colorblindT

•••
FILM: "Mississippi Masala."
Screenplay by Sooni Taraporevaia.
Directed bv Mira Nair. A Samuel
Goldwyn Company release with

Denzel Washinaton. (Rated R: lan-

guage, sexual situations; 118
minutes.)

GULMATICO
From page 11

would never have been able to

learn the routine.

One of the best parts of the

audition process for Gulmatico
was thiat each director gave her

specific advice on improving her

performance. Before she left Chi-

cago, she asked them for their

autographs. **I didn't know if I

would ever see them again," she
explained.

"For a week to a week and a half

I went crazy (waiting to hear if I

got in)," Gulmatico said. She was
ultimately cast in the ensemble and
as an understudy for Gigi. She will

sign the contracts in a few weeks,
automatically becoming an Equity
(union) actress.

Gulmatico admitted that leaving

school before graduating is a big

step. *The frrst three days (after I

got in), I was totally stoked, and
then after that, it just hit me. I'm

not going to l)e a student any-

more."

"Miss Saigon" will open in

Chicago in October, where it will

play for a year before starting to

tour the United States. This will

mark Gulmatico's first time hav-

ing to live outside California. "I'll

have to turn into an adult," she

noted.

The job will last two years. But
Gulmatico doesn't know what
she'll do after thaL She has already

-been interviewed for other pre.^

jects, but would also like to do
environmental work.

"I haven't found my calling,"

she said.

The Daily Bruin Is the primary source of

entertainment information for 82% of its readers.
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NATIONWIDE COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP GROUP

WILL YOUR COLLEGE EDUCATION COSTS HOLD BACK
YOUR FUTURE? DON'T LET IT HAPPEN TO YOU!
NCSG CAN FIND UP TO $5000 IN AID FOR WHICH YOU
QUALIFY, OR WE'LL GIVE YOU A $200 U.S. SAVINGS-
BOND. FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL NOW:
l-80a962-4400 EH 3

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. $10^.
Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 3277447.

FIGHT BACK CRIME! Fo«n up atudcer's Uot
w/ 70 lbs. ofpna^nzcA greer) dye and run like

helll (818)285-3015.

CL\X RENEE, Happy Birthday and Valentine's

day. I'm counting the days until Jamaica.

LOVE TOM.

PersoTKil 10

WESTWOOD PSYCHIC, reader and advisor7

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, financial, and
any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.

1(800)559-NINA.

PWT^' \% Anonymous

Mwtlngs
Men. diecunion. Tbur. Bookstudy. Fri. Slip
Study. AU 3625 12:15-1 :16. Fri. 12i)0-1 A)
TuM. OiMUMbn. Wid. DiMUMlon NPI

C8530 12:16-10)
For alooholios or IndMduali w*M>

hew> drifikirifl problenn

Sports Ticlcets

CristivtSaiforthe'Ms'

limawund
Janet Bailey-MacKenzie ma. m

Registered Nurse/Psychotherapist

addresses personal Intimacy an(J open

communication witfiout fear.

Singles/Doubles • Men/Women
All Welcome

2001 8. Barrington. Rm 306. LA. CA 90025
Friday Febmary 21 • 7 pm to pm • $10 fae

311 S59 5S64

UCLA Basketball
Tickets WANTED

Non-Student
Call 473-1000

Good Deals

INSURANa WARII We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

ilflllttllilltllltlifiltlltlltlMllftll

TV/VCR Repair (Phone, VCR, etc... installed) In

your home by a UCLA student (Bret).

(310)394-4399.

B0n KKr
Ben and
Thanks for an incredible

had

CALL
310-275-BEAR
1;800-275-BEAR
i; WORUIWIDE DEUVERY •

Way last n
blast!

Kappa

mmmm^^imm^
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BLACK FRIDAY
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PARTY
FEBRUARY 14, 1992

Anti-Valentine Festivities

begin at 9:00pm
All Blactc Attire

547Gayley Invite Only
???'s- Mark 208-9180

HEYm OmGA'S
O*--;-'-'^-,

.•3**?.

fS-

's Day I

Smurffette,
Ifs been an exciting,

terrific year. True

love makes great

things happen.

All our love.
Sailor Boy 9k

The Pumpkin

Nothing could

be better than a

'NO-SPORTS DAY"!
-Could there Michael?

Hugs & Kisses, Laura

f
AD Pi*s

t
Research Subjects 12

Happy Valentine's Day)I

DERMATOLOGY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
with a red bumpy rash or acf>e around the
mouth needed for placebo controlled study
using an approved topical gel.Participants will

be seen at the UCLA Dermatology center.The
study will last for 12 weeks.Participants will be
paid $100 upon completion of the study. Must
be over 1 8 years of age.For further information
call 206-1074.

Research Subjects 12

AFRAID OF SNAKES? Spiders? Small Spaces?
Or have you experienced a sudden rush of
anxiety for no reason? Get help and earn $. Call
the Anxiety Research Lab. 206-9191.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

Women wKh and
wtthout PMS

wanted to participate

in various studies

lasting 2-8 months
and paying $25-

$100. Call Sheila at

825-5688, 9-5.

BED WETTING (ENEURETICj 6dV5 ^i|
years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 »n<i a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

10 Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted 30
INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or
(310)471-3672.

MRS. FIELDS COOKIES: Writer published in
Esquire, Spy seeks present/former Mrs. Fields
employees for investigative article. Confiden-
tial questionnaire, $25. (213)933-6243.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learnlns
experience .825-0392.

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages
1 2-30, needed to participate in research study.
Under Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
wiy be paid. For more Info, call
(310)828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Caucasian and Ja-
panese male and female ages 25-35 to study
the effects of UV on human skin, 6 month
study. Volunteers will be paid $1200. For
more information call (310) 828-8887 .

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED FOR UCLA
STUDY of psychosocial factors in bulimia
nervosa. If you are struggling with this problem
or have recovered firom BN and are interested
in participating, please contact Elizabeth at

(310)206-5081. $30 compensation upon
completion.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, Needed for UOA
Psychosocial Study. Subjects must have NO
History of Anorexia, Bulimia, Obesity, or
Chronic Dieting. $30 Compensation. If inter-

ested, please contact ELIZABETH At
206-5081 . — ^

AIDE/COMPANION to older person.
15-19hrsywk. Driving, light housekeeping,
some cooking. Must have car.
(310)550-1449.

AIRLINE POSITK)NS. Flight attendants, ticket!
ing, ground crew, excellent benefitJ^ravel. For
info, call (303)440:7931.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/T air, roomAward provided! To
$5,000Wmo. Extensive fisheries report gets job
Of call refunded. 1-900- 226-ALASKA($3/m in,

complete program four min.).

AMAZING SUMMER JOB! at BRUIN
WOODS. Spend the summer in a resort
atmosphere at Lake Arrowhead In the San
Bernadino Mountains. Earn $2250 -f room 4-

board + perks. Work with 47 other fun,
exciting students in one of a variety of posi-
tions. Pick up an application In the James West
Center or call us at (714)337-2478.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for
feature films, commercials, and television.
Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CLERICAL HELP NEEDED, lOhrs/week,
$6.5Q/hr. Call (310)391-1557. . .

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/landside
available. Year-round & summer positions.
(612)643-4333.

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP/DATA ENTRY: Ex-
perienced person needed to process telephone
orders. Must type minimum 45-55 wpm,
familiar with computer keyboard. Pleasant
telephone voice and good communication
skills. Janet, (310)443-5244. ext.12.

Wanted 15

nCURE MODELS
Female photo models

Age 18+. No exp. required.

TOP PAY. (213)256-8700

8 people needed now&! «p to $S/hr.
HooMdeaners

•u.*

Can (213) 453-1817

Lost and Found 16

FOUND DOG: Grey, fluffy, mix, female.

(2/10/92) Montana and Sepulveda.
(310)470-4067.

LOST WEDDING RING ON CAMPUS be-
tween Murphy & LuValle. BIG REWARD. CaJI

(310)473-8706.

Healtti Services 22

INDIVIDUALS/ CROUP. Behavior issues ar-

ound food and feelings. Sliding scale. CaJI Dr.
Alice Lonsdale, (310)476-9453.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and rerrxyval of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consuKatlon.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Group. (213)786-0636.

LOSE WEIGHT FAST! SAF^Y! Special intro-

ductory offer, doctor recomnr>ended. Call Erik
for deUils (310)281-8806.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-
lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.
Pager (310)572-4092.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing
grtjMps. Explore family problems, relationship
patterns, work arxi career concerns, esteem
issues, addiction ar>d recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confidence. Lisa
Frankel MFCC (213)398-9385.

EARN UP TO $5(VWK AND MORE. Part-time,
selling "Be Bruin Safe" condoms. Great oppo^.
Hmtiy for men and woman . Call MW\
1-800-736-6064

EARN UP TO $2000/MO. processing HUD/
FHA refunds In your spare tinr>e as a U.S.
government tracer. Call the U.S. Government
Tracer Hotline at (303)949-21 74. 24 hours.

EDUCATION/PERSONAL AIDE for bright, en-
gaging male SMC student w/physical disabili-
ties. Will train. A.M. 20-25 hrs/wk. Salary
negotiable. Driver's license & references.
Evenings (310)395-3438.

Editorial Assistant for Biomedical Journal:
Must be a sophmore or junior with excellent
spelling and typing skills. Engl ishVlournalism
majors. Ruth:e25-6521.

FASHIONABLE LADIES NEEDED to sell hair
extensions at Westwood Pavillion. Full and
P/T. Call (213)259-9991.

FILING CLERK NEEDED In private Dr. Office.
15-20 hrs/wk. Pay is negotiable. Lis
(310)473-7639.

Help Wanted 30

S200-$500 WEEKLY. AnemMe products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2900 Copyright »CA11KDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major
corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117-8, P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.

$40,00(yyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple 'lik^don't like" form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at honr>e, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright iCAIIKEB.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T for Beveriy
Hills store. Prefer Macintosh literate. Must
have car. Contact Gina. (213) 272-8000.

LAW FIRM
needs motivate(d person to

do challenging legal and
clerical tasks

Great Experience to field

Please send resume
w GPA. available times
for interviews and other
pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

HOW TO STAY HOME AND MAKE OVER
$100 A DAY. EXCELLENT PAYI Homeworkers
needed! Over 400 companies need
homeworkers/distributors NOW! Call for
amazing recorded message. (818)94-1514
dept. »600.

INDIVIDUAL WITH COMPUTER KNOW-
LEDGE to come to home to help insUll
programs on to IBM 386 computer. Please call
Irene Craig at (310)458-8882.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research
and make $$ P/T. Distribute condoms. Perfect
Health. (805) 655-5624. -

MALE MODELS. Earn $15(yhr. or more, boyish
and/or athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,
little or no chest hair. Playgirl
style magazinesMudlty required. No experl-
ence necessary. Internationally known photo-
grapher. Brad, (213)392-4248

i. Afi'rj ..o 'o j"f>C u<^- "
BV HELPING OTHLf^S
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MANAGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earn-
Ings $6,000 to 16,000 .
PT Spring, FT Summer. Interviews on campus
InfcVApp. (800) 400-9332.

MANGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earnings
$,6000 to 16,000 +. PT Sprine, FT Summer.
Interviews on campus, info/app. (800)
400-9332.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!

'

(213)664-2999.

MEDKTAL RECEPTK)NIST/FILE CLERK, PT/FT,
medical experience only, orthopedic experi-
ence prefen-ed, Beverly Hills, (310)472-7235.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NEEDED: STAGE MANAGER, BOARD OPER-
ATOR, and assistant to director for American
premiere of a French play. CALL
(213)2852228.

NEED HELP ON THESIS STATISTICS. Easy
calculations. Call Anne 453-6564.
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Help Wanted Opportunities

NEED STUDENTS TO MAKE BASKT MATh'
WORD PROBLEMS. Some creative writing
skill necessary. WP51. (213)365-8008.

NURSE FOR BEVERLY HILLS demiatobgy
office. Saturdays only. References required
Ask for Diane. (310)2A.Mft7.

OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR sought to assist in
International Fine Art Expositions Administra-
tive Department. Responsibilities include
heavy phones, word processing, filing and
general bffice assistance. Candidate must be
proficient in at least one foreign language, able
to work under pressure, computer literate, and
possesses a high level of organization.
(310)820-0498. FAX (310)820-5426. Atten-
tion: George Hicks.

PART-TIME: 15-25hrVWk., $135+/wk., start-
ing retail sales. Great for resunr>e. No door to
door, etc. Call for info. (310)396-1479.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large
family day care. Pacific Palis^ies, ECT units
and experience necessary. Call Leslie at

(310)573-1811. ^^
PERFECT PT JOB: 2-3 hrs^day, 3-4 dayVWk.
On-campus, you pick hours, $6/hr. Contact
Princeton Review (310)474-0909.

4^ Entrepreneurs
Earn $300'$700/month

Part-time
We are looking for 8 self-starters to
test fnarket exciting new products on
campus. If you can commit an
average of 10 hours per week and
are someone who can 'make it

happen,' we want to hear from you
Scheduling is flexible & sales
expenence is a plus. Please send
background info. & job history to:

The MARKNET Group
P.p. Box 88365 - Atlanta. GA 30356

SECRETARY FOR ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS management firm. Non-snrH)ker
with neat appearance . Good office skills

required. Bookkeeping experience a plus.

$8-12/hr. Call for appointment.
(310)826-0800.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable
experience managing all aspects of a
successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call
Triple 'A' Student painters for Information
now, 1(800)394-6000.

Kill Your
Roomnicite??
\0!(.LTA \LW

0.\L!

iMuimn-i.itc's w.iiting

824-0836
$579. LARGE SINGLE. Quiet, side yard, bu-
sline, appliances, pet, parking, laundry. Utjli-
ties paid. (310) 474-3111.

ADJ. gentury City. 2bed/2bath. View, built-
ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blinds
$900-51100. (213)441-9142/(213)470-9239.

ADORABLE 1 BED/1 BATH KELTON Apart-
ment for rent. 10 minute walk-UCLA. Avail-
able mid-March. S750/month. Call
(310)824-4591.

Apartments 49

M

Large 2 Bedrooi Oit
11450

527Mii}vale
MMMMiiilMliMilMMWMtt^MiiltMU

* French Doors *Sauna
*Jacuzzi *Fireplace

*Gym * Heated Pool

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868

lifST DEAL
I 1

IVESTliOOD
Deluxe 2bd/2 bth

•10 min Walk to UCLA
'Pai-klng(2), AIR, SPA
Balconies, Fiicplaccs

(310)208-2655

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS
SINGLE, $695; l-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 1 161 1 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE
(213)471-1340.

Jobs Wanted 33

HOUSECLEANING. My grant ended and I

need to pay the rent! Call Keri (310)622-0516.

NorthfWoe $275 up. 500 famished un« studeni
hojslng tatjiliy. Shared or prtvale unlls. with or
wllhoul Ulchens. Prtvale baths. Pool, jacazzi

ret^allon room. 1/2 hour drive lo UCLA. Open yev
round. Free brochure. NorthrkJge Canvus

Residence, 9500 Zelzah. Northridge. CA. 91325

^^ (tman-iTiT

Internships

PHONE SALES FOR Slate Farm Insurance
agent. Leads furnished. Hourly pay plus sales
bonus. Will train. (310)202-1 722.

P^IDRIVERS $7.00/HR. m DRIVERS 40%

CROWING COURIER SERVICE. SHAWN
914-1449.

34
ENTHUSIASTIC, ORGANIZED INTERN
WANTED for sn^all sports/entertainment
public relations firm. Contact Smith
Communications. (3 1 0)2 1 5-29 75.

EAroDfTERNSHIR
1 1 .11 11 w hit ji i.iki s i«>

ii I » -oj III hii^iiit'ss |>\ I

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOD. Prime loca-
tion. 10-minute walk to UCLA. Modern
2-bedroonV 2-bath. Air, 2-parking, balconies,
fireplaces. $1075-$135(ynfH). 208-2655.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (310)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS AD|. $775-87VMO. 2-BED-
ROOM HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY.1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
01O»3g-^W4. ===

PT/rr RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships-
Intemships. Call now (818)345-4479.

PT HELP, PERSONAL SECRETARY. Computer
experience & typing an ksset. Flexible hours.
$7/hr. jean (213)933-9121.

PT OFFKZE ASSISTANT. 1 0-1 5 hn/wk. Flexible
hrs. $7.50-9A>r., deperxiing on experience
Call Tarah 476-9226.

RECEPTONIST - Century City law firm has
immediate need for a fulUlme receptionist -t-

light typing and general office duties. Wbrd
Perfect 5.1 highly desirable. Needs front
officeappearance and demeanor. Salary at
$1(Vhour. Send resunr>e ASAP to LJ.R.I.F.,
10100 SanU Monica Blvd., Ste.1000, LA.
90067, or 3 10/457-2300 .between 4-6 P.M.

SECRETARY, FULL-TIME; DeUil oriented,
good phone skills, good knowledge WordPer-
fect. Contact: Fred (213)934-5000, salary
open.

TELEMARKETER POSITION. Day and evening.
$6/hr bonus. (310)277-5828, Sean.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing com-
pany In Culver City is looking for some
energetic diaien virfth good voices. We offer
paid training, $€^rycommission. Great hours
7.-00 AM- 1:30. No experience necessary
$50QM<. is very real. (310)837-0902.

WESTSIOE DECORATOR seeks high energy,
positive person with good color sense to assist
in wallpaper and fabric shopping, en-ands, etc.
Approx. 16-24 flexible hour^Mc. Need car,
$7/hr start. Joslyn (310)459-3043.
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Oilld Care Wanted 35

After school, 3 days/1 OhrsAveek. Pacific
Palisades, must drive. Shirley 459-2192.

EXPERIENCE WITH SMALL CHILDREN,
references, fluent English, drivers license'•quired.
5 days, 7:30afn-6:30pm, some late evenings
and occasional overnights. Live-out,
$160Q^mo., benefits. Century City. (310)
4784)555 or after 7pm (310) 556-1509.

MOTHER'S HELPER inWL\ English speaking.
3 hn/day, 4 aftemoon^^rk. References, car.
(310)396-9700.

Need SAT or SUN babysitter in our Manhatten
beach home for 3 year old and six nwnth old
boys. Must speak English (310)379-0704.

SATURDAY NIGHTS 4-6 hours. Two boys,
ages 6 and 8. S7A\r. Must have own transporta-
tion, references. (310)828-4962.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.
(310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath, living-dining
room, dishwasher, balcony. Available March 1

$1025/mo. (213)207-9993 evenings and
weekends.

•BRENTWOOD, $975, 1 -bedroom, den,
2-bath; $1275 1 -bedroom, den, loft, 2-bath,
high celing; $1250, 2-bedroonV2-bath, new
security building, prime area, best deals, 508
Barrington (213) 934-5000.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $59Q^mo. New paint,

upper, patio, 2 parking spaces. Convenient
bus. After 6 P.M. (310)838-8723.

HUGE BEDROOM! Only $300/mo! Includes
utilities & breadfast M-F. Across street from
campus. Call Stacey. 824-4919.

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 newer buildings.
2bed/2bath townhomes. Fireplace, balconies,
gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076!

MAR VISTA $950. 2bed/2bath newer custom
townhome, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,
security alarm. 1 mo. free with lease. 1 2736
Caswell (310)391-1076.

$995-$200OFFlST

MONTH RENT - WLA
[Bright, front apt. w/ gas FR
D/W, A/C, lots of closet
~WpQce, Ig. balcony,
gated parking, key

access entry.

1 709 Westgate
(310)479-1581

PALMS, $610-$800, 1 &2-bedrooms, pool,
r>ew carpet, parking, laundry, no pets,
454-4754.

PALMS $675 1 -bed/1 -bath upper. Built-ins,
A/C, security system, fireplace.
(213)937-0589.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beveriywood. Goo^
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(2 13)828-0740.

Palms $925 2-bed/2-bath,

A/C, 4-years new, 9
minutes to UCLA by bus.

10737 Palms
(213)838-5039

MAR VISTA, l-B^bftddM Mb. I ravel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

MAR VISTA 2-bedrooms $725, 3-bedrooms
$875, hardwood fioors, appliances, laundry,
netr 405 (310)454-0805.

MAR VISTA DELUXE, 2-be<V2% bath town-
house . PooTT

j
ecuegt, security, bui lt- ins,^i^

min. UCLA, $1200/mo. (310)391-0205
evenings.

PALMS $1695 4-bed + loft/3-bath. Newer
3-story custom townhonw. Fireplace, gated
garage, security alami, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. (310)391-1076.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.
Vaulted ceilings, electronic access to building
and subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 mo. free
w/ year lease (213)842-9303.

Job Opportunities 32

BEVERLY HILLS REAL ESTATE DEVELOP-
MENT COMPANY seeking dynamic Indivi-

dual for busy office. Multi-line telephone
system, WordPerfect a must. $18,000^. 8«)
A.M.-5:00 P.M., (flexible) M-F. Angela
(310)859-0222.

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested hTI
job or sumnner internship? Receive an invalu-

able list of contact names, addresses and
phone rs at over 100 of Hollywood's top
production companies, Ulent agencies, and
studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-
SEARCH; 861 4 Burton Way, Lot Angeles, CA
90048.

EARN EXTRA MONEY using your personal
computer. Call (818)373-9086.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY-B.H. R/E DVPT.
Comp. seeking dynamic individual with 2-5
yrs experience. Wordperfect a must. $24K-h-.
Send Resume to: E.S. P.O. Box 15354, B.H.
90209-1354.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 BEDROOM FURN. or UNFURN. 540 Glen-
rock 2block west of school. Parking included.
$650 month (310)824-0532.

2BED/1BATH. Nice area. Sminutes from
UCLA. Near Barrington and Pico. Only
$796/mo. 11580 Gateway Blvd.
(213)482-3858.

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed^bath, large apartment
with hardwood floors, large balcony, swim-
ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.

SHORT-TERM
t

Very large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
Super closets

All utilities, parking included

Pool & sundeck
' $825/month (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

—208-4394—^

—

HCSIWOODriAZA
APARTMENTS

DIrecdy across fnua
mld-c»mpus UCLA
HnHshed fi^lMiiirished

Badieioisfian$550

Singles fion $600 to$750
1 Bdtnisficim$750to$900

2Bdnis/2Bth fiom $1200
Variable Length Leases

SOl'SOSG^kyAve.
(310)206-8505

t

W—

t

wood Villus $1600
2-bedroom/ 2-bath

Bay Windows, Hardwood Roots, Brick
Rreplace, Full Kitchen, Huge Rooms

2-blocks to campus
Roqu9 & Mark Compare

(310)453-1736

WALK TO UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath
Share Kitchen-$475/month

633 Gaylev
208-5920 •

ACTIVISTS
Political Arm of

Environmental Movement
is Hiring Activists

• Electoral &
Management training

F/T, P/r - phones, call

M-F ll-4pm.

(310)441-4162

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,
saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow
4 students per
apartment.

From $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

FRF.n REN I

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735 -

870 HILGARD 213-824-070=5

PKOI 1 SSION Al 1 V MA\A(.M) \\\ MOSS ^ ( o.

PAiAiS $850 1-bed den^-bath upper.
Bullt-ins, MT, fireplace, security system, g».
age parking (213)937-0589.

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.
#36. 2-be(i/2-bath new^r custom toM^home.
Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. aJam».
3614 Paris Dr. (310)391.1076.

PALMS: Large 2-be<V2-bath, den, fireplace,
private double garage, vvet bar. $1 295. Randy,
Agt. 470-1781.

PALMS SPECIAL. $500 total move-in. Singles
$525, 1 -bedroom $625-$700. Secure build-
ing, gym, sauna, pool. (310)83^3800.

PRIME WES-nVOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED. ACROSS FROM
UCLA. DISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR.
NEW CARPET/BLINDS. FIREPLACE. EXTRA
LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING. LAUN-
DRY FACILITIES. LAST AVAILABLE APT PR-
ICED TO RENT QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SPACKXJS 2-bed/2-bath. 2 fireplaces. In Mar-
_ Vista. $1,1 SiVmo. Call James, (310)398-3377.-

VENICE, $925, Bright, l-bedroom townhouse,
% block beach. Large private sundeck, oceari
views. (310)397-8058

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, rrwd-
em kitchen, excellent condition, small build-
ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575
(310)474-8608.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2.bath. Must share
room. $33Q/b>o. Call Bonnie (805)946-21 31 .

WESTWOODS BEST DEALS; •$695 l-bed-
rooms, split level. '$125+ 2-f2bedrooms
Huge— large patios, A/C, fireplaces, refrigera-
tors. Near Century City. 474-7565 Cafter
discounted specials).

WESTWOOD. $96 5-11 SO/MO
2.BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

*

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATON. Generoui
move-in bonus. Furnished/unfumlshed, ba-
chelofs, singles, 1 A 2 bedroom, walk to
UCLA. A^ pool, elevator, 555 Leverine
208-7634. Managed by Moss A Co.

WLA $695, 1 -bedroom. Bike or bus to
campus. New decor. Appliances, no otti.
477^725j

,
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Moccasins
5 Gets around
9 Pilfer

14 Father:

Arabic
15 Rose's love
16 Body part
17 Condemn
18 Lack of

confidence
20 Put to work
21 Tennis item
22 Venus's love
23 Onward
25 Pre-game

event
27 Sly look
29 Nothing
30 Brusque
34 Expert
36 Menu
38 City In _____

Michigan
39 Queen's

representative
42 Polisher
43 Strips

44 Moose's
cousin

45 Yodeled.
perhaps

46 Coagulate
47 Toppled
49 Attacked
51 "Heads or

54 Feudal tenant
58 Pull

60 Letters

61 Hard coal
63 Spanish river

64 Sedate
65 Kitchen item
66 Thick slice

g7 Of a metal

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
S t T S H A T H S T A T E
A T 1 p E R 1 E H G A N
L A D E M E G A A T 1 L T
A P A C E S E V E R A N C E
Dj E L u X E 1 R E V E L MPBi

L 1 DS N D I D A B
M R A L S E N S eB T R E
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L N E i^ T O N E M A S O N
L E Q C T T R A Mm

W u L A L M o N ^
S T R L L E R iT A p E R
H A R D

1

1 O U

1
T E T E

A N 1 S E T N E R O S
M 1 N E R E L K S S A P S
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68 — Indies

69 Nastassia

_ Kinski movie

DOWN
1 Italian city

2 Embarrass
3 "Seven

!":

gambler's cry
4 Dairy treat

5 Profit

6 Li'l —
7 Third or

fourth cousin
8 Understand
9 Prepare for -

exams
10 Bilbao bull

11 "The Old
Sod"

12 Wine city

13 Post-hole
diggers

19 Summon
24 Denounce

26 Loyal

_28 Scampered
___

30 Iowa college

'

31 Not
dependable

32 Asian coin
33 Lecture
34 Develops
35 Unconscious

state

37 Lassoed
38 Map section
40 Work unit

41 Pixie

46 Celebration
48 Weakest
49 Robust
50 Carries
52 Turkish money
53 Messy types
54 Immense
55 Not pro
56 Oliver's pal

57 Leg part

_59Lfift ^^
"62 Intimidate

1

14

17

20

23

34 35

ri5

18

21

127

24 125

9 10 11 12 13

m

39

42

45

136

40

143

61

64

67

55 56 57

26

41

47

31

44

48

160

163

166

169

52 53

CTI ||li|PPn9 ^^' ^^^ Answers • Touch-too. or Rotary PhooM
1-900-454-3535 ext. code 500 • 95« par minute

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

WLA. $900. 2Bcl/2Bath. Built- ins. Air, stove &
refrig. Gated parking, near bus. 1 1 235 Rich-
land Ave near Sepulveda.
829-2244/395-1103. ^^
WLA. $425 and up. Bachelors and singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi
with ocean view. (310)iB26-5528.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 1525 Sawtelle Blvd. (310)477-4832.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio

or balcony. Miniblinds, ceiling fans, walk-in
closet, appliances, low nf>ove-in , 11527
Venice Blvd. »6. (310)390-5065.

WLA. Large 2-bed/2'A -bath with washer/
dryer. Available imn>ediately. 1 1 535 Roches-
ter #205. (310)208-7279.

WLA. Single $625. Close to school. Great for

sharing. Parking, A^, kitchen. Quiet. Pager
(310)302-0333.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1 -bed. Mini-
blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, low move-In,
11527 Venice Blvd. #7. (310)390-5065.

WLA AREA $S85/rTK). Beat the tuition hikes!

Live outside the hieh rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, furnished singles. Two can
live as cheaply as one! 1 525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)477-4832.

Zi Apts. Unfurnished 61

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling fans, appliarxres, utilities in-

cluded, low nx>ve-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

»6 (310)390-5065.

$900, 1426 Barrlngton Ave. 2bed/1'A bath.
Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

$950 AND $975. 2-be<V2-bath. Security, gar-

age, stove, refrig, dishwasher, skylight, bal-

cony, tile, storage. Near bus & shops.
(310)313-2824.

-^. Large Newly
Remodeled

1 & 2 Bedroom Units
Beoerlywood •

WLA Area
Receive Free
Microwaoe

$575 -$825
Call 657'8756

BRENTWOOD PRIME SINGLE. $675 Fire-

place, Intercom, patio. Built- ir>s, sub-garage.
No pets. 1 1661 Goshen, adjacent San Vicente,
North of Wilshire. (213)820-1717.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom. $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

SPACIOUS ONE BED. QuHe. Bundy N. of
Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820^7049. ^^
WLA. $700. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C
(310)837-0761.

WLA. Large 2-bed/1-balh. Balcony, ap-
pliances, parking, laundry, 2 miles UCLA. Bus,
shopping. $835 reduced. (310)325-5304.

WLA STUD»0-$697, 1 BEDROOM $867.
Luxury, gated living City views, rooftop pool
and spa. Quiet & friendly. Visa/MC. Sedona
Village. (310)280-0692.

\

Daily Bruin Classified

Apts. Unfurnlstied 51 Room fbr Rent 54 House fbr Sole 58

LUXURY NEW BUILDING. 2-b«cV 2-bath,

penthouse, security, high-ceilings, wet bar,

fireplace, refrigerator, microwave, dis-

hwasher, W/D In unit, Jacuzzi, 2-car parking,

no pets. $1295. 1815 Purdue Ave. WLA.
1 -month free rent »» 'h 1 -year lease.

(310)479-5279 man/^er/ (310)931-1160
office.

Apartments to StKire 52

2-BED/l*A-BATH furnished Palms apt. to

share $42a^TH>. •¥ deposit. Female preferred.

Call Nadinc (310)558-0196.

LOOKING FOR CLEAN, QUIET, Friendly
female roommate. Own room, share bath with
female student. Must appsefiiate cats, Japanese
culture. 370/mo. + utilities.
(21 3)651 -427M21 3)655-51 1 1

.

MAR VISTA. FEMALE ONLY. Large, furnished,
private-b^room, walk-in closet. $395/mo.
Includes laundry, kitchen. (310)273-5777.

RESIDENTIAL HANCOCK PARK AREA.
1 -bedroom for rent. Share comnK>n areas.
Quiet. $495 Including utilities.
(213)937-2124. ^
SANTA monk:\ north of wilshire.
PEACEFUL NEIGHBORHOOD, $375/MO.
J?WN BED/ BATH. LEAVE MESSAGE.
(310)393-5060.

WL\ OWN BEDROOM, 3-bed/l'A -bath,

$315/mo! utilities, 2 male students, parking,
laundry, Aron (81 8)708-834a/(310)84 1-0803.

WESTCHESTER, own room In 2-bed/1-bath
duplex. Washer/dryer and storage. %ASOin\o.
ail Marnaret (310)410-0122.

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 3-bedroom,
Spanish duplex, one bedroonV own bath,
laundry, fireplace, garage parking, $60(Vmo.
Daytime messages (213)936-4091, evenings
(213)852-2481.

FEMALE NON-SMOKER. Private, furnished

bedroom in beautiful Beverly Hills easy-going
family home with children. Can accomodate
you + ifriend. Close to bus. Pirking. Kitchen
privileges. $30(ymo. for 2 or $450^. for 1.

Price negotiable for exchange help. (310)
788-0509.

FURNISHED ROOM, BATH. Kitchen, other

privileges. Pleasant neighborhood, 5 minutes
UCLA. $45(ymo., % utilities. (310)479-8286.

PLEASANT ROOM, private bath, cooking
privileges, easy parking. Male preferred.

S35CVmo. (310)837-6084.

PRIVATE ROOM with bathroom. Walking
distance to Marina Del Ray. Sllvana
(31 0)839-2038.(after 6pm) .

ROOM FOR RENT WITH PRIVATE BATH IN 2
STORY HOME. Kitchen privi ledges. Near
UCLA. $45(Vmo. Non-smoker. Immediate oc-
cupancy. (310)475-5125.

SANTA MONICA. Female seeks responsible

F/M. 2 blocks FWY. %AO0fmo »- $4O0/depo$lt +
1/2 phone. Non-smoker. Kitchen privileges.

Must like cat. Diana (31 0) 392-0074. Available
March 1.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199Avk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WLA, $55Q/mo., male, furnished, private bath,

utilities, linens, TV, washer/dryer, parking,

5min. UCLA, PT (310)279-1159.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male
student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportation. References.

(310)270-4387.

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bianca and
Richard (310)559-5170.

2012 MIDVALE, 3+2 + extras, $515,500, for

details on properties near UCLA please call

(310) 477-8291, Annie Szyilagyl.

WESTWOOD-WALK TO UCLA, 1 727 Mid-
vale Ave., 3-bed/2'A bath, living room w/
fireplace, DR, den. Excellent move-in condi-
tion, $695,000, open house Sun. 2-5pm,
(310)479-6919, owner/broker Bill Wagner.

Housing Needed 60

FRENCH INSTRUCTOR looking for westside
guesthous^quiet apartment. Up to $60G/mo.
Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

TEMPORARY NOUSING/SUBLETS needed for

summer Interns: May 1992 through Sept.
1 992. Please call Daniela Dedona at Latham &
Watkins (213)485-1234.

Real Estate 61

OFFKTE FOR LEASE ON WESTWOOD BLVD.
Near Santa Monica Blvd. 1 room, parking,
excellent location (310)475-8211.

Towntiouse for Sale 65

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. One of a kind, very
special townhouse development offering pri-

vacy and lots of space. 3-bedroom and den,
2'A -baths. Owner motivated. Won't last.

$360,000. Elsie (310)398-8944.

^1^

Roommates 53
Sublet 55

BRENTWOOD, 2-be<V2-bath. Close to UaA.
Ask for Dan (310)476-8858.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share large

bedroom In 3-bedroom apartnwnt in Brent-

wood. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $32(ymo.

BOSTON AREA, apt. to sublet, 1

masterbedroonVl bath. Completely furnished,

cable TV, all amenities, air coriditioning.

Located 1 block from ocean, near subway,
airport. Mass General Hospital, and local

universities, $725Aiio. + utilities. Ken. (310)

f^?4- 7nftl

FEMALE SHARE own bedroom apartment in

westwood. Spacious, quiet, furnished, short-

term okay. $395/mo. (310) 824-0842.

FIGHTING TUrTKDN HIKE. Willing to take
couch until the end of quarter. $225 Limit.

Thomas (310)824-7519

HOLLYWOOD. Mature sincere male to share
new furnished 2-bd apartment. Pariting, pool,
gym, sauna, bath, 2 phones. $450. Jonathan
(213)663-0461.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER wanted to
share spacious 2 bedroom cottage. Close to
UCLA $497.5tymo. negotiable. Call Tom
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 - id«
13039.

Towntiouse for Rent

OTHelveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in
subletting your furnished
apartment any time from
May to August, our law^

MALE WANTED to share new, bright, 2-bec(/

2-bath condo. Washer, dryer, sundeck. Marina
Del Rey. Call Shauna, 628-7239 w 390-2305.

MAR VISTA M/F to share 3-be<V3-bath. Sec-
urity parkingAxjilding, sundeck, near beach,
$375/mo. (310)391-9667.

RESPONSIBLE NON-SMOKING MAN
WANTED to share 2.bed apt. in Rancho Park.
$450/nrH). (310)839-1642

RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS!!! Share 2-bd,
2-bath apartment with 3 grad students. Sec-
urity parking, kitchen, cable TV, A/C.
$385/mo. Phone 208-3933.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Venice, one block
from beach, norvsnrwker, washer/dryer In unit,

own room, 2bcd/lbath, parking included.
$475/rTX>, % utilities plus deposit. Available
March 1st. (310)305-7856 Andrew.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share beautiful

2-bed/2-bath Brentwood apt. Security parking.
Rooftop pool. $65(ymo. (310)476-8886.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large house.
$50Q^mo. ¥ utilities. Own room, WLA. Robert
or Jim. (310)441.9227.

ROOMMATE NEEDED lo share executive
single with two girls. $283.33/mo. + utilities.

(310)208-0769.

WESTWOOD FEMALE to share 1-bd apt
FULLY FURNISHED, security system, Jacuzzi,
exercise room; REDUCED RENT now just

$35Q/mo; Available for Spring Quarter; Erin

(310)206-4375.

WLA— aOSE TO UCL\ $450, large private
1 -bedroonV private entrance, private bath,
parking, bar and fireplace. Lis (310)473-7639.

WLA. Luxurious 2-bed/2-bath townhouse.
Fireplace, sun deck, cathedral ceiling. All

amenities. $625 -f utilitic*. (213)470-1017.

House for Rent 56

3-BED/l-BATH, large yard, on #8 busline,

$150Q^r>o., new paint ar>d new carpet.

(310)475-3776.

3-BED/l-BATH. 5 miles from UCLA. Great
area. 2-car garage, large yard, fireplace, nice
patio, large kitchen. (310)3904)085.

3-BEDROOM HOUSE, 1% -BATH IN MAR
VISTA. Walk to tennis & golf course. 7 miles

from UCLA. Available now. $1450/mo.
(213)655-8530.

SPACIOUS 3bed/3bath (fireplace, refrldge,

dishwasher) Adj. Playa Del Rey. Smiles to

UCLA. $l,70Q/nK). (213)653-2966.

VENKI. 2-BED/l-BATH. $l,00(ymo. Utilities

paid, near beach, pets okay. (310) 836-3886.

students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Recruiting OflBce

(310)246-6717

Condos for Sole 67

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live In Westwood
1 bed/1 bath 109K, 2bed/2bath 188K. Call
agent (213)938-3129.

a?EAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Seo
urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331

WESTWOOD^ILSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-
CIALIST SERVING LCLA STUDENT/
FACULTY. PURCHASEA-EASE. STUDIO $95K.
TALL B08/BR0KER, (31(^)470-1781.

House to Shore 57 Condos for Stiore 68
VENICE: SPANISH-STYLE two-bedrm house.
Hardwood fioors, yard, private room. Share w/
grad student. $500 (310)391-4572.

WLA, ROOMMATE WANTED. Pref. male. 3
bd/2 bath house $53a/hrK) + 'A utilities. Maria
(310)479-8990.

CONDO TO SHARE, own bathroom, washer
and dryer, utilities Included, %5lOQlmo, near
UCLA (310)575-4259.

Share lovely, spacious, 2-bed/2-bath. V/IA/SM
condo with quiet, serious, 48 year old working
woman, SSOCVhno. + utilities. (310)207-3164.

^Birthday

Room for Rent 54

ACROSS SUNSET from UCLA . Room with

private eniruyce, bath, walk in closet, garage.

$51 Vmo. (utilities included). (310) 472-7943
(leave messagg).

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes to

UCLA-fully furnished. Quiet luxury, kitchen,

private entrance. MALE. (310)473-5769.

AVAILABLE MARCH 15. Private roonVbath.

Quiet. Parking, bus access. No-smoklng. Near
UCLA. $460. (310)478^769.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study- lounge arvJ much, much
more. Own roorr^pth, free HBO/Showtime.
$525. (310)837-9509.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room In large house

with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, r>eed car. $450, utilities irKluded.

Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.

F«b. 14. 1M2
You ni>«ght be presented with • very sig-

nificant opportunity in the year ahead
that could tie you into something suc-
cessful. While this was originated by an-
other, there's room for you on tM>ard.

AOUAMUt (Jan. 20-feb. 19) Even
though they might be presently
screer>ed from view, constructive
changes are stirririg wrttere your career
is concerned. You might begin to see an
outcrop today. Get a iump on life by un-
derstanding the influences governing
you in the year ahead. Sertd for Aquari-
us' Astro-Graph predictions today by
mailing $1.25 plus a long, self-ad-
dressed, stamped envelope to Astro-
Graph, c/o this newspaper. P.O. Box
91428. Cleveland, OH 44101-3428. Be
sure to state your zodiac sign.

PISCES (Feb. 20-Marclt 20) You might
not be too lucky materially today, but
who cares? You'll make up for this defi-

cit in what really counts: love.

ARICS (Mareli 21-April 19) You're at

your best today wtten calling the shots
In social involventents. If possible, plan
an activity at your place where friends
can enioy your warmth ar>d hospitality.

TAURUS (AprU 204ltoy 20) Lady Luck
tends to favor you today in endeavors
that have an element of chance. If you
feel there is something of a speculative
nature that looks promising, a calcuiat-
ed risk might be in order.

QCMMI (May Sl-June SO) H you're op-
erating on familiar turf today, you could
be n>ore fortunate than usual in gener-
ating substantial gains. The same might
not be true in untried areas.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) The kind-
ness and warmth you express today will

not only make your day happier but
could bring sunshine into the Uvea of
those with wtK>m you're involved.
LEO (July 21-Attg. 22) Others, apt to be
very considerate of your personal
needs today, might offer you assistanoe
without needing to be asked, r^emem-
ber to show proper gratitude.

VIRQO (Aug. 2S-Sept 22) One of your
maior assets today is your natural abili-

ty to Ingratiate yourself with individuals
wtK) are important to you in both your
present ar>d future plans. Just be
yourself.

UBRA (Sept 29-Oct 23) Conditions in

gerteral k>ok very promising for you to-
day. This could be due to the fact that
Lady Luck will be at your disposal Just
wf)en you need her the most.
SCORPIO (Oct a4-Nov. 22) Significant
hopes have an excellent chance of t>e-

ing fulfilled at this time, provided you
are r>ot too structured. ChaiKe must ti%

free to exert its influence.

SAOnTARHIS (Nov. 23-Oec 21) Joint
ventures k>ok quite promising for you
today. Focus your energy on the part-
nership that offers you tf>e greatest pos-
sibilities for reward.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. IS) Your
best asset today is your ability to bring
divergent Interests together fpf a uni-
fied, advantageous purpose. Everyone
participating could share in the
benefits.
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8-0 run to start the game. A trey by
McKinney and a dunk by Haskin
highlighted the string. Gradually.
OSU extended its lead and after 10
minutes led 23-11.

But with Haskin sitting on the
bench with two fouls, the Bruins
fought their way back into the
game. UCLA went on an 1 1-4 run
to end the half. The Bruins
exploited Haskin's absence in the
middle by slashing to the hoop and
scoring on shots in the paint.

"When I saw we were down by
only two at the half, I thought we
were in good shape," Harrick said.

The Bruins made a point of
continuing to go inside in the
second half and were able to

quickly grab the lead.

"In the second half we decided
to pound the ball inside and try to

get them into foul trouble," said

UCLA forward Mitchell Butler,

who scored 10 points with six

rebounds. "We were able to get
inside to score some easy baskets."
The Bruins also made a commit-

ment to crash the boards harder.

"We were able to fight our way
in and get second and third shots,"
Butler said. "Defensively it also
helped get us out quicker on the
break."

Pebounding was instrumental in

a 16-8 second-half run that broke a
44-44 tie and gave the Bruins the
win.

"When we rebound we can start

our break a little more and keep
bringing it to them," MacLean
said. He grabbed a season-high 15

boards. "Our ability to crash the
boards and get layups showed a lot

of character."

Butler added two three-pointers

during the run, including one that

brought a yelling Corvallis crowd
to silence.

"I stepped up and took the shot,

Butler said of his shot which gave
UCLA a two-point lead that held
for the rest of the game. "What
other teams are doing is testing me
to see if I can hit the shot. I got
another chance to hit it again."

OSU head coach Jim Anderson
agreed.

"(UCLA) had one tremendous
spurt, and it widened the gap," he
said, *They have that run and the

game* is over. They were so much
more aggressive in the second
half."

ConcJos for Rent 69 Loans 93 Services Offered
BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. Spacious 2-b«V2-bath
condo. Top floor, city view. $1495. Randy,
Agt. 470.1 781

.

'

WESTWOOD. Chic, remodeled, 2-story unit
WAplral staircase leading to loft, w/built-in
drflce and sleep area. Window/mirrxw galore!
24 hr. guard, security parking, poolTspa,
beautiful ground. No pets. SllOO/mo. Purch-
ase option $165,000. Broker, Susan Rose.
(310)391-4096.

FREE GOVERNMENT GRANT. Need addi-
tional education money? For Information, call:

(818)375-5130.

96 Typing 100 Autos for Sole 109

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,
term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-
nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CALL (21 3)263-BEST. Insured
24(t truck FULLY Equipped for ALL moves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, pianos,
o.k. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

___^^___^__^^^^^^^^^ (310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

CHEVIOT HILLS. $750. 1 bedroom/1 bath, JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
kitchen. (310)204-6363. movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

FURNBHED CARPFN-SIDP r.l JFST Hnt i^ ***'*• ^"^ ^^^ ^^^^^ •^^^-

Guest House for Rent 70

BEAR'S EDITIN(
All subjects. Thcacs/Dtsscrtatlons

nroposalsand Books.
Foreign stiidcnts welcome.

PAPEBNOTR» SALE
Sharoo Bear, PhJ)
(2iafH7a4—2

Modern Secreterial Sen/ices: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs
service. _„N0 papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop
publishing word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for papers, thesis, etc.

Mac, W^, free campus pickup/ delivery.

Michael 477-4735.

SUBURU HATCHBACK 1985, 5-speed, AM/
FM cassette-4 speakers, A/C, original owner,
great condition, $2000, (310)575-3371.

TOYOTA CAMRY, '86, 80,000m, AC, cruise
and new brakes. UCLA Visiting Professor. Must
sell. $4400. (818)789-8323.

VW GOLF '86. 67,000 miles. Excellent condi-
tion. Please call (310) 652-4944.

Perfect for female PhD Student. $5\UJSSf THRIFTY TRLICKS. Professional, experienced.
month. Utilities included. References
(213)287-1024

Vocation Rentals 71

Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOMS MOVING SERVia. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENaD REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

PUBLISHED WRrTER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
^IPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RFSl JMFS-
l3 10)473>4193. =

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, marHJScripts,

zSznatiAonicz (370)828-6939, mfPf-

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHINC--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Personal Service 95

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

Furniture yfor Rent 87

MATTR£S$-5lT queen size $50. Solid wood
.dii^ng table with chairs $80. Two large desks

$40 and $50. Patricia (310)471-5705.

Insurance 91

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal statements, other vital written
material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

LEARN bask: COMPUTER OPERATKDN IN 6
HOURS! Intro to DOS, file management,
installing and running progranr». Weekly semi-
nars 9-12 T/Th, W/Fri. FUTUREKIDS.
(213)474-3034.

MAKE-UP STUDENT interested in assisting

fllnV photography student with class project.

(714)735-6322. Alicia.

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
IVe nil do tut jiito insuroru:e is

reiimred by l.iw' So lor ;i

FREE LOWER QUOTE cjll

213)85? 7175 (818)34?-1510

BEST PRICE ins AGEfJCY

RESEARCH, WRITING, edftiitg

AH Level8~AII Subjects
Foreign Students Weloome

Fast. Professnnal-Quaity Guaranteed
Papers not fc)r sale

Call Research 310477-8226
M-F10a.m.-5pjn.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDEI^TS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

Tutofing Offered 98

•-CARING TUTOR—BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-
ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(818)545-0960

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native
teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

LEARN RUSSIAN, one-on-one from Russian
teacher. $2Qf^r. Call Dmitry (310)275-5775.

MATH TUTOR. UCLA math grad available. All

levels. High school calculus, probability, etc.

Gerry (310)274-4846.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru
Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
sUndardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently
present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For
FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; GMAT,
LSAT, CRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,
4years experience. Mark, 852-1298.

UCLA STUDENT TUTOR AVAILABLE. High
School /junior high gpneral course work (maS,
Spanish). Jennifer (310)208-0677.

_ wood (213)466-2888.

VW GTI '86. 5 speed. Nice interior, clean
body, good condition. Must sell. $3250.
(310)478-0566.

Motorcycles fbr Sale 114

KAWASAKI KZ 650 CRS CUSTOM, 1982,
black, runs good, low mileage, good tires,

$S75tobo. mO)828 6402.

Music Lessons
Scooters for Sole

102

115

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styU
S15A>r. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
lean (213)476-4154.

KEYBOARD LESSONS: John Novello's Con-
temporary Keyboardist Course. There's no-
thing betterf All levels welconr>e. Westside
Authorized Associate Doug Hanvey
(310)837-1818.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocVNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)628-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All level^^ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

180 YAMAHA RIVA, runs great. Recently
tuned with many new parts. SlOOtVobo
JASON 206-2295.

'89 ELITE 80. Red, in good condition, 3500
miles. $700 obo. Jena (310)824-7924.

ELITE 80 '89. Red, excellent condition. Recent
oil change and basket. $90(yobo. 208-5882.

ELITE ES-50, 1988. Great condition, with
helmet and lock. $400 or best offer. Call Tim at

(310)312-0631.

HONDA ELITE 150, '89. White, like new,
4000 miles, helmet, paid registration, 1-year.
Just tuned. $l40Q/obo. (310)824-0717.

HONDA ELITE 80. White, 1200m, 6 month
warranty left, nearly new, great condition,
$1200 (818)789-8323.

HONDA ELITE 80. $750obo. Runs excellent.
Helmet included paid & registered with DMV
for year & registered with UCLA. 473-6201 or
208-7318 Jonny.

HONDA ELITE 150 Deluxe, 1986 Just tuned,
new batt., helnriet, lock, basket, $900.o.b.o!
794-3146; —

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional
service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.
Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

YAMAHA RAZZ, '87. Excellent condition,
runs like new, $450. Ask for Michari
(310)206-0769.

Furniture for Sole 126

5-PIECE SOLID OAK bedroom set. Must sel .

$400. Lamp, posters, etc. Best offers.
(213)271-7790, (213)282-2517.

Tutoring Needed 99

LIKE NEW BLACK SOFA, 2-seater, 4-months-
old. Half price, $140. Nathalie
(310)559-5170.

Good Rates for

Motorcycles.

with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum

-liability if licensed

imder 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051, or

(310)475-8355

PROFESSK3NAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

reauirement (213)671-1333.

SCHOLARSHIPS, FINANCIAL AID, grants

available. Big peak season discount. Call

academic dollar search today.
1-800-788-9858.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

TUTOR FOR 3 year old autistic needed. Days
and hours flexible. Experienced preferred.
(310) 826-2681.

TUTOR for 9 year-old-glrl. 5 hours a w«ek.
Including summer. Need car. $6/hr.
(310)474-6281.

Travel 105

JET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or cAvf ) AJRHITCH,
458-1006.

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-
where, $125 p^. Limited quantity. CALL
nowl!! 24 hrs. (404)349-9551.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

MOVING BACK NEW YORK. New immacu-
late furniture cheap. Country dining table
chairs - $250. California king bed - $175.'
Large desk - $90. Sted patio set - $75. Futon
sofa bed - $1 25. Booksheh^. (31 0)576-0406

Typing 100 Travel Tickets 106

J
WRITINC, EDtTINC, RESEARCH. Phd givo
expert help. Fail, icvonable. (310)476-01 14.

Across

1. The best place to look for a car, a

house, a job, a service, etc.

'C A S S F E

DAILY BRUIN
1

1 BLOCK FROM UCLA. Wordperfed, Laser,
term papers, theses, dissertations, manuscripts,
resumes, legal. (310)208-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
OISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPCS.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0556.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordpfocessing-anything (including ditscrta-
tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editing/graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9anr>-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

Aa TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPaL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKIA-
TK3NS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,
scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell
check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessingAyping/
editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.
Student discounts. Marge (local):
(818)786-8742.

'

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.
M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)788-9885.

1 -WAY LAX to AMF/EUR. VII. Male $20(Vbbo.
(310) 447-2360.

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

$39S4)erson. ValM 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3067.

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, Roundlrip for

two. $15Q^MfM>n. Valid one year. Limited
offer. (800)352-3067.

Autos for Sale 109

'85 CRYSLER LASER. Good running condition.
Automatic, A^, ANVFM Cassette, 93,000
miles, $1980 (310)578-2281.

BLACK VW CABRKXET, '86. New tires, l<^
miles. $6,500. (213)393-0186.

GREAT BUYI! '87 DODGE COLT. NEW
Clutch, breakes, battery. Pull-out cassette.

$2,700.00. Call Chad (310)204-5210.

INTEGRA LS, '89. Black, 47K miles, alarm,
new clutch, $9,500. (21 3)257-9044.

MOVING, MUST SELL '78 VW Rabbit. Fuel
injection, radiq/!rteteo. Good condition. $90a
(310)842-9414.

Misc. For Sale 128

SUPER 8 BEAULIEU 7006 PRO with Power
Angenieux 6.90 lens. Brvxi new package.
$3,900 O.B.O. Darlene (213)874-0132.

Typewriter/Computer 134

ATARI 800 w/dbkdrh«. Print shop, word
processing over 200 games, all original books
and software. $500(o.b.o.) (310)206-6490.

DEMAILS COMPUTER. All computers $595
and up. Indude hard disk, nwuse, delivery.
Call(21 3)622-3223. 1-800-756-3967.

IBM COMPUTER 286, extended key board,
internal modem, nKXise joystick, 3'A ", 5%
DD, Epson LQ 1500. $700. Call 745-7457,
leave message.

NEW PC 386SX/25. 2 RAM, 40M HD, 5.25 &
3.5 floppy, keyboard, monitor, warranty.
$1100. Tim (310)478-3226.

TOSHIBA 1600 LAPTOP, DOS 4.0, DOS 3.3,
Canon 10-E Printer, leather case, purchased
8^1, p.p., SISOCyo.b.o. (310)826-2210.

TOSHIBA LAPTOP T1600. Immediate. Hard,
floppy drives. 2 Nicads. Case, medium^
mouse. Panasonic 1124 printer. $895.
(310)576-0406.

•<'.-.•••<W~P-*iBM«MMif0> wmimmimmmmi 9 II ' rfH^MMMalRMl mmm mmmitmm mm
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TIZIANA SORGE
Tougher standards for the NCAA championship meet will affect UCLA swimmers like Matzaz KozelJ.

NCAA restrictions lirealc liearts
of many diampionsliip
By Andre Kell

Dally Bruin Staff

WhUe most college swimmers
around the country have already

attempted to qualify for theNCAA
championships held in Indianapo-

lis this March, few have been able

to make the time standard for their

events.

Because the NCAA Swimming
and Diving Committee lowered
qualifying times this year, it has
-been jdlfficott fer Mviim»t;H^^-n»
qualify for what many consider to

oe the nation's most exciting

intercollegiate meet.

The NCAA raised standards and
cut the maximum level of particip-

ants to 270 in men's swimming,
and to 240 in women's swimming.
The 1991 200-yard backstroke

standard for men was 1:49.19, for

example, while this year it is

1:44.69. For women the 200-yard
backstroke was 2:02.30. This year
it is 1:58.23.

According toNCAA Swimming
and Diving Committee member
Peter Daland, the committee was
told to lower the number of
participants because NCAA offi-

cials felt that too many people
were going to the meet
"We were mandated by officials

at the NCAA to bring down the

number of participants from 340 to

270 (in men's swimming). They
looked at the Track and Field

Championships, which has fewer
participants than swimming, and
felt too many people qualified for

the (NCAA swim) meet," said

Daland, head men's swimming

coach at USC.
"Really, the standards are

meaningless. The magic number is

270, and the standards only give a
crude idea of how fast a swimmer
has to go. If the swimmer gets

close he'll definitely go (to

NCAAs). Right now we have 60-

odd swimmers that have qualified,

and 210 to go, and they will fill up
the rest of the field.

*This system was used before in

club swimming. It works, but it has

weaknesses. The tough part is that

the swimmers are selected very
close to the meet, leaving less time
to prepare," Daland added.

At UCLA, only three swinmiers
have gone below the time standard

on the women's team in individual

events, while only four swimmers
have qualified on the men's team.

"I'm afraid they're going to

make the swimmers that go to the

(NCAA) meet too much of an
elitist group," said UCLA head
women's swim Coach Cyndi Gal-
lagher. "And the people that are

close to the standard won't know if

they are going to be able to go until

right before the meet I'm going to

train them like they did, but it

would have been better for them to

know that they made the standard."

UCLA head men's swimming
coach Ron Ballatore said that the

increased standards and limited

participation may hurt the perfor-

mance of U.S. swimmers in inter-

national competition in the long
run.

•*The competitive nature of

NCAA swimming has produced a

lot of strong swimmers for the
national team that have dominated
throughout the world in Olympic
(games) and world champion-
ships. Making the meet more elite

will end up hurting the level of
competition," Ballatore said.

Gallagher and Ballatore specu-

lated that the NCAA might be
trying to cut costs.

"It could be a cost-saving thing.

TheNCAA pays everything for the

athletes — their airfare, hoteL
costs, per-dTem,- Ballatore said.

*Thc NCAA started paying for

everything in 1983. And when
people pay for something they can
make all the decisions. Nobody
consults the coaches. It will still be
the greatest meet in the worid, yes,

but I'm afraid we're heading in the
wrong direction."

The NCAAs decision to trim the

meet down drew criticism from
United States Swimming, the

organization that sanctions club
swimming and organizes U.S.
Nationals, as well as the U.S.
Olympic Trials — the meet which
determines who will represent the

United States at the Olympics.

"We'd like to see the NCAA
meet be larger. In the short run it

will not affect us at all, but in the
long run it might put a lid on the
number of kids that want to
participate in the sport. (The action
of the NCAA) closes the window
of opportunity, so to speak, on
college swimmers." said Jeff
Dimond, Information Services
Director for United States Swim-
ming.

MustwiiutfoeiceiKlfor Brains
By Eric Billlgmeier

With rains pelting the UCLA
campus all week, no one expected
much of a crowd for Wednesday,
night's pivotal men's volleyball
match against UC Santa Barbara.
As it turned out, not even the other
team came.

The Gauchos requested a post-
ponement (the match was resche-
duled for 7:30 p.m., Feb. 26 in

Pauley Pavilion) due to flooding of
roads. As a result, the No. 4 Bruins
(4-3, 2-2 conference) will shift

their focus this weekend to a pair

of matches that, at worst, should
help them regain their momentum.

Tonight's 7:30 match in the

Wooden Center against DeGroot
Division rival UC Irvine (3-4, 1-4)

is the most crucial meeting of the

holiday weekend for the Bruins.

Another loss in Western Intercol-

legiate Volleyball Association
play would be devastating to

UCLA's title hopes.

"We really need to beat Irvine,"

said UCLA Coach Al Scates. "We
were ready for Santa Barbant. It's

a pity we didn't play. But we
should beat these teams. (Unlike
Stanford), if Irvine beat us, it

would be an upset."

The Aiiteaters only boast of two
seasons of WIVA experience,

including a 1991 campaign of only
three wins. Yet they will likely

provide the stiffest competition of
the weekend, as UCLA's other

opponent, California, still plays
under club status.

Granted, the Bears are the

defending national club champ-
ions, but Scates did say he expects

a pair of big wins in order to regain

momentum lost with two defeats

last week.

"Of course that would give us (a

boost in momentum)," Scates said.

"We have to beat these teams and
keep improving every time out.

That's what I want right now, to

keep improving each game."
He mentioned net dominance as

one of the major focus points for

improvement Specifically, Scales
is pushing the players to take

advantage of scoring situations by
.blocking more balls and convert-

ing kills after digs.

Scates made lineup changes
before the scheduled UCSB match
to reach those ends and will keep
hard-hitting Mike Diehl and Kevin
Wong in at the swing-hitting

position in place of the stronger
passing duo of Erik Sullivan and

"

Dave Swatik. But, as has been the

case for the first month of the

season, Scates has yet to find a
solid starting six.

For example, Chris Pliha is

itching to break into the starting

lineup and Sullivan has recovered
from last week's bout with "walk-
ing pneumonia," Scates said. He
also said Wednesday's five-game_
intrasquad scrimtnage in place of
the UCSB match was beneficial to

'

the team's development.
"rm going to predict that we

will win the next five in a row,"
Scates said. "We've come a long
way since the Long Beach match
(Jan. Ill), and we're very close }
right now to everybody ahead of ^

U5. If we keep up that gradual
improvement, we'll be there at the
end.'^

^^ i-
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Div. 11 foes on tap for liaselMill
By Andre Kail

Dally Bruin Staff

UCLA head baseball coach
Gary Adams hopes his Bruin
baseball team (2-2) will finally see
some action this weekend at Jackie
Robinson Stadium.

The team hasn't played much
baseball since coming home from
its recent road-trip to Hawaii
University. Back in rain-drenched
Southern California players found
their field soggy and Wednesday's
game against UC Santa Barbara
rained out The Gauchos couldn't
even get past the mud shdes along
the coast

"Right now we're going out to

the off-campus parking lot (next to

the stadium) to practice. I've got to

do something to maintain these

guys," Adams, now in his 23rd
year as UCLA head coach, said

Thursday.

If it does not rain, the Bruins will

play three Division n schools; Cal
State Dominguez Hills, Cal Poly
Pomona and San Francisco State

this Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Although the National Weather
Service has called for rain late

Friday evening through Sunday
morning, tlie baseball team may
play today.

Adams wants his team to stay

focused and hopes the rain will not
disrupt the flow of his team's
progression.

"I'm looking for our team to

keep playing the way we have. I'm
happy with the progress we've
made so far," Adams said. "We
just need to keep playing."

For Friday's game against Cal
State Dominguez Hills, right-

hander Gary Adcock is scheduled
to pitch. The junior transfer from
Riverside City College should give

Dominguez Hills batters difficulty

with his sharp curveball and lively

fastball.

Against Pomona, Adam Schul-
hofer will start for the Bruins. The
junior right-hander has a career
ERA of 4.17 at UCLA last season.

On Sunday, the Bruins face

SFSU, All-American Candidate
Pete Janicki will start. Janicki,

UCLA's No. 1 starting pitcher,

should give the Gators some
trouble.

*This will be the first time this

season that we're favored (to win
all three games)," Adams said.

"We usually do better when we're

Bruins face
four teams
in Cai meet

Gary Adams
UCLA Sports Info

not favored. I'm not underesti-

mating these teams. Anybody can
beat you in California, no matter if

they are Division I or II."

Tennis Iwpes to siid0t anrows at desert scliools
By D.J. Harmeling
Dally Bruin Staff

The top-ranked UCLA men's
tennis team opens its conference
season this, weekend with home
matches against Arizona and
19th-ranked Arizona State.

The Sun Devils are due into

town for a 1:30 p.m. match Friday.
while the. Wildcats arrive Satufi
for a 1:00 p.m. match. Both
contests will be played at the Los
Angeles Tennis Center on campus.
The Bruins have already suf-

fered through one rainout this

week, and have failed to practice
since Saturday. Head coach Glenn
Bassett said at this point any court
time is good court time.

"We'll take anything we can get
right now," Basseu said.

Weather permitting the Bruins
will get a run for their money.
The 19th-ranked Sun DevUs

come to town Friday sporting a 3-1

match record, their only defeat

coming on the road at 16th-ranked
Tennesee.

Ross Matheson and Chris Gam-
ifonna strong 1 -2punch at th&_

lop of the Arizona State lineup.

While Matheson is 2-2 in the top
slot, Gambino has earned a 3-1

record in the second singles posi-

tion.

The unranked Wildcats, led to

the top of their singles lineup by
Matt Holt and Ringo Navanosa,
come to town Saturday for a match

with the 4-1 Bruins.

Ten days will have elapsed since

UCLA's last match should Fri-

day's contest conform to schedule.

The Bruins lost on the road to

seventh-ranked Pepperdine Feb. 4
in their last outing.

Since that match little has
changed for the Bruins.

Sophomore David
senior Bill Behrens remain out of
the singles lineup forUCLA due to

lingering injuries, although Beh-
rens has been competing in dou-
bles play in recent weeks.

Junior Mark Knowles anchors
the top of UCLA's formidable
lineup, while junior Jason Sher
provides a stabilizing force in the

bottom half of the lineup.

Sher is a perfect 5-0 tliis year in

singles play. More impressive,
though, is his seeming invincibility

on the home courts. In three years
at UCLA, Sher remains unde-
feated in dual match play on the

courts of the LATC.
Sher and the rest of the Bruins

just hope that the rains hold off
"^eng erwogfrto play the schedu 1(

matches.

Whereas nothing binds the
Bruins to make up the nonconfer-
ence match with San Diego State
that was postponed Tuesday, if

these matches against the desert

schools are not played this

weekend it is mandatory they be
rescheduled, Bassett said.

By LucI Chavez

The UCLA men's gymnastics
team returns to action after a
three-week layoff this Saturday to

compete in a multi-squad meet at

ai.
The most positive develq^ment

for the Bruins during the layoff is

that defending Pac-10 Gymnast of
the Year Scott Keswick will return
to full-time duty in the all-around
competition for the first time in

1992 season.

"It will help a lot to have Scott
competing in the all-around with
Jason Garman and Steve Diem.
Also, Isidro Ibarrondo will com-
pete in four events depending on
how his shoulder feels," UCLA
head coach Art Shurlock said.

According to Shurlock, the
Bruins must consistently land their

routines and stay healthy.

Accomplishing these goals will

be no easy task as UCLA faces
Stanford, which fmished second at

the 1991 NCAA team champion-
ships, Washington (a top club
team), San Jose State and host
California.

UCLA (2-2) entos their third,
el with a nadonalrahk of 17, but

Shurlock remains optimistic.
"We don't want to overload

anyone who's still hurting so we
are trying to bring Brad Hayashi
and Greg Umphrey back slowly,
but it also gives people like Mike
Denucci and Steve Diem a chance

"

to compete which will help our
depth later on," said Shurlock.

BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

iSUBUjnv^
COUPON VALID ONLY AT:

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Comer of Sawtelle & Santa Montea

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE. SUPERS EXTRA.

Expires 2/21/92

2 for 1 Haircuts
Of—

$10.00 OFF All
Hair Services

* our services includg

Cut M€inicure

Color Pedicure

Highlights Facial

Meikeup

Call PARIS at SALON 1015
for an ^pointment

(310)824-5006

1015 GayleY Ave. # 105 in Westwood Village
(fust half a block south ofWeybum)

*AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI*

— T — — - SAVEAN EXTRA $1 WITH THISAD- —- — — —i ^

HYouDorft
SaveOn (ieyhound

~i
-

This Spring Break,

Hease DontMoocn
OflFThe People

WhoDo.

Ifyou take Greyhound for Spring Break, you'U save a kH of money. And the earlier you
buy your ticket, the more you'll save. Ifyou don't take Greyhound, you may have to beg,

borrow or sponge offyour friends. Eventually, your friends niay have to beg, borrow or

sponge offothers who may, in turn, have to beg, borrow or sponge offyou. The result?A
vickxis cycle of begging, borrowing and sponging. You don't want that on your con-
science. So save your money with an advance-purchase ticket on Greyhound. Then
bring in this ad foran additional doUar off, and have an affordable, guilt-free Spring Break.

&QOGREYHOUND
1716 East 17th Street, 620-1200

, . \^ Tickets miwtb* purchased by 4/30/V2 for travel bv 5/21/92.
Lunit one coupon per tnp. Not valid if reproduced. Some restncuons apply. ©1992 Greyhound Lines, Inc.

I Limit one coupon per trip. I
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Bruins reject Or^on State
MacLean breaks Alcindor's

UCLA career-scoring record
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

CORVALLIS, Oreg. — On a

night where forward Don Mac-
Lean made UCLA basketball

history, the Bruins were also to get

a large monkey off their backs.

MacLean scored 22 points,

including 16 in the second half, to

become UCLA*s all-time leading

scorer and lead the Bruins to a 72-

62 victory over Oregon State at

Gill Coliseum. It was UCLA*s first

win at Gill Coliseum in five years.

But most of the attention

focused on the accomplishments
of the senior forward from Simi

Valley. MacLean insisted on
emphasizing the results of Thurs-

day night's game.
"I can honestly say I'm just as

happy winning the game as break-

ing the record," MacLean said.

*Th« mnnt impoflftfii thifig is^ihftt-

our team wins.**

Needing 19 points to break Lew
Alcindor's (Kareem Abdul-Jab-
bar) mark of 2325 career points,

MacLean got the record at a spot

where he has accumulated several

hundred of them— the free-throw

line.

With 6:11 remaining in the

game, and UCLA leading 64-56,

MacLean received an inbounds

pass on the right side, needing only

one point to break the record.

Driving to the middle of the lane,

MacLean was fouled by OSU
guard Pat Strickland and sent to the

line.

MacLean went into his familiar

stance, and calmly sank both free

throws.

**rm positive I didn't even know
that those were the points that did

it,** MacLean said. "I had no idea.*'

But the Bruin bench knew, and
celebrated after the first free

throw. UCLA received the ball

after the game. They will present

MacLean with the ball next Tues-

day at Pauley Pavilion before the

BDiins f^ CiiL

much (next year). He's such a hard

worker. This couldn't have hap-

pened to a better guy."

It seemed that MacLean had
been affected with the record

approaching. He had scored only
seven points against Washington
last Thursday, and had to fight for

19 against Washington State

Saturday. MacLean went only
three-for-six from the field in the

first half.

But he kept insisting that the

pressure had not gotten to him,

"It hasn't affected my play or
my life," MacLean said. **It*s nice

to have it, but I've said it once and
I've said it a thousand times, it has

not changed me. Ten, 15, or 20
years down the line, then it will

mean a lot to me."
In the second half, MacLean's

resurgence coincided with the

teams. After watching the Beavers
throw everything but the kitchen

sink at them in the first half, the

Bruins trailed, 38-36 at halftime.

The Beavers' plan was simple
— give the ball inside to center

Scott Haskin and let guard Charles

«<T>.Tm so happy that Don broke

the record," UCLA head coach Jim
Harrick said. "He's been such a

stellar player through all four

years. I'm going to miss him so

McKjnney tire away from outside.

The plan worked early. OSU
started out hot and put together an

See HOOPS, page 17

JOHN CHUNGOaly Bruin

Don MacLean surpassed Lew Alcindor's all-time Bruin scoring
record Thursday night against Oregon State.

Bruins would love
to beat the Ducks
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

If there is such a thing as an

easy win in Pac- 10 basketball, it

would come against Oregon.
The third-ranked UCLA

men's basketball team travels

' to Eugene on Saturday to face

the cellar-dwelling Ducks (6-

12, 2-7 prior to Thursday
night's game against USC).

Last month at Pauley Pavi-

lion the Bruins easily defeated

Oregon, 99-71, as UCLA shot

61.9 percent from the field (39
of 63).

However, the Ducks are

coming off their biggest win of

Jhe^eason, a SaturdayjadHjoyeiL

Oregon State.

"Oregon has been playing a

lot better recently," Bruin head
coach Jim Harrick said. *They
had a big win over Oregon State

and (Antoine) Stoudamire is

really playing well."

Stoudamire, a transfer from
Xjeorgetown, scored a career-

high 34 points against Oregon
State. Stoudamire is averaging

just over 20 points per game,
despite being the lone bright

spot for the Ducks this season.

Last year's Pac- 10 Player of
the Year, former Duck Terrell

Brandon, decided to turn pro

after his junior season, which
eliminated any hopes Oregon
had of having a good year.

Injuries have further deci-

mated the Ducks. Center Bob
Fife, a regular starter last

season, was forced to redshirt

this year after suffering a head
injury. ^^^—-.^=^^^

—

Forward Jordy Lyden, who
started the first nine games,
sprained ligaments in his foot

which will cause him to miss
the rest of the season. Starting

point guard Andre Collier

broke his foot in December,
ending his season prematurely.

Oregon now starts three

freshmen, which goes a long

way_ tQ_jexplaining how ihc_

has date with NorCai

Ducks had lost seven consecu
tive games and 10 of their last

11 before defeating Oregon
Stale.

Sophomore forward Clyde
Jordan is second^n the team in

scoring and leads the team in

rebounding, as he is averaging

10.4 points and 6.7 rebounds
per game.

Oregon is shooting only 43
j)ercent from the field, as they

have struggled offensively.

Against a quicker UCLA team,

the Ducks will need to shoot

exceptionally well from the

outside if they hope to win.

By Heather Duffy

Daily Bruin Staff

Revenge is in the air.

As the Pac- 10 race heats up, the

UCLA women's basketball team
will host Stanford and Cal this

weekend, hoping to avenge the two
losses the Bruins suffo'ed in the

Bay Area last month.

Returning to Pauley Pavilion

after sweeping on the road in

Arizona, the Bruins will spend the

weekend with two teams which are

vying for top conference honors.

Cal, ranked this week at No. 22,

squeezed past the Bruins for a 74-

71 victory on Jan. 16 in Berkeley.

Last year's conference champion

Stanford, currently ranked No. 6,

also had a close call, beating

UCLA 95-92 in Maples Pavilion in

their Jan. 18 meeting.

TRe"Bnims are 0-3 m conier-

"When we played

Stanford, Cal and USC
before, we were

unsuccessful. We need

to be successful at

home, taking one game

at a time.
19

Billie Moore
UCt^ Women's Basketball Coach

at home, taking one game at a time.

Win or lose, each game becomes
very important. This is a very

important stt'etch for us — Stan-

ford and Cal are above us in the

conference and we are tied with

-USC," Moore said; *

iRnce games, and with a 13-6

overall record, they are ranked

27th in this week's AP poll.

Injured Bruin center Lynn Kam-
rath, who hyperextended her right

knee against Washington State, is

expected to play this weekend,
although she may not st^rt.

UCLA head Coach Billie

Moore's philosophy is that to

compete in the Pac- 10 conference,

a team must win at home, which
makes these games particularly

important.

"When we played Stanford, Cal
and USC before, we were unsuc-

cessful. We need to be successful

UCLA has three players aver-

aging double-figures in scoring.

Senior Rehema Stephens is putting

up 21.1 points and gathering 8.8

rebounds a game. Sophomore
Natalie Williams leads rebounding

with 12.5 boards and 20.7 points a

-game. Senior DeDe Mosman, after

establishing a new career high of

24 points last weekend against

Arizona, is averaging 13.1 points

and 4.3 rebounds for the Bruins.

The Cardinal brings a 17-2, 7-2

record into Pauley Pavilion, after

splitting two games in Oregon this

past weekend. The 75-69 loss last

Thursday to Oregon State was only

Stanford's second loss of the

season, and it marked the second

consecutive year that the Cardinal

has fallen in Corvallis.

With five players averaging

double figures, Stanford is the

highest-scoring team in the Pac-

10. The Cardinal is led by 6-foot,

3-inch junior Val Whiting, one of

the nation's top centers who is

averaging 20.2 points and 9.4

rebounds a game. Forward Chris

MacMurdo, guard Molly Gooden-
bour, forward Rachel Hemmer and
guard Christy Hedgpeth all join

Whiting in double-figure contri-

butions.

"We know which team defense

we need to play to do things

offensively. If we can dictate the

tempo, we can be successful. If we
don't, we will struggle and they

will take advantage of any brea]^_

downs or mistakes. They force you
to play efficiently," Moore said.

After last weekend's sweep of

the Oregon schools, Cal has moved
into a first-place conference tie

with Stanford. The Golden Bears

will start this weekend with a 7-2

conference record (15-4 overall)

and a three-game win streak.

The Bears are led by senior

forward Trisha Stafford's average

of 21.5 points and 8.4 rebounds a

game. Other weapons in the Cal

arsenal include junior Melica
Vukodinovic (14.2 points a game)
and senior point guard Jennifer

Self (10.2 points per game. 39
three-pointers).

Sports Schedule i

Fridoy,2/14 W BASKETBAll vs. Sfonford Pouley 7:00 p.m.

lrid(iy,2/14 M TENNIS vs. ASU lATC T:30p.m.

Friday, 2/14 M VOLlEYBAll vs. UCI Wooden 7:30 p.m.

Friday, 2/14 BASEBAavs.GUOH JRS 2:00 p.m.

Friday, 2/14 W GYMNASTICS at CS fullerton Fullerton 7:30 p.m.
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Sports Schedule

Soturdoy, 2/1

5

M BASKETBALL vs. Oregon

Saturday. 2/1

5

M TENNIS ot Univ. of Afiz.

Saturday, 2/1

5

W TENNIS ot Arizono

Saturday. 2/1

5

BASEBALL vs. CP Pomona

Soturdoy, 2/15 MEN'S GYW ot Col

Eugene, OR

LATC

Tuscon, AZ

JRS

Berkeley

3:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

1 :00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.
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HAPPY VALcrrnriEs day
M^'fe j// very dHlennt,

As everyone can aee,

FourmommMes In Suntet
Christine, Christina, Sussn, and me.

I bet you're all surprised

To see your names In the Bruin.

You all had no due
As to what Iplsmed on doln'.

You've learned so much
Since you've come to this school.

And I'm proud ofyou all

For being so cool.

So accept this note

Ofmy cheery esteem.
Four roommates in Sunaet
^Mto make a yeat teami

Happy Valentine's Dayl
In your first year at UCLAI

^WlA
love^ saepnanie

fry VALcrmnrs da
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Oanh,
.nt's4>.m^Andl'mso

in love with life.../ The

last tvwo years have been

the best of my life.

Think You for always^

bein^ there.

I Love You and never

want to lose you. Can't

wail Un neil year,

liappy Valentine's Day.

Love,

To All The G

p.t

.m
'^^m

WhoVe Traveled In and C j .

I'm Glad You Came Alone
I Dedicate This Song

To All the Clods IVe Loved...

Mike (TKE)
Wow! It's been a year
Don't shed your tears
Enough of the snapping

ILet's get packing
[Laguna isn't far
You can drive my car
Let's continue our fun
And celebrate in the
sun.

Happy Valentine's Day
ToTlie Daily Bruin
Account Executives

LOVE,
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HAPPY vALcrmrffi-s day

The last year has been
filled with a lot of ups

and downs, but through
it all you never gave up
on us. I want to thank
you for always being
there and to let you
krK>w that I'll always

love you.
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Kitty.
YOU are the

sugar and spice
that makes

^^fflAPPY

K
vALcrmnrs o;^^'' li

TOMMY
MILLS (CB)

(^
Be My Bear-entine? i?

All my love, ?
SB 'y,

P.S. Muggin' tonight? W

everything nice!

Happy 1 year
anniversary.

Love Always,

Ralph

Sylvia,

My silliest girll Almost
four years together^

We're da best, KidI I love you --

Happy V-day, baby....

V Your Mr. Christofer - bear

Erika
My life bleeds from your cut.

Had I not lived before?

iirTBmM

Mi/n/jnuMiun^ TkiMV An'
ydgitmloftmmtofourtym?

I^Usomuchlll

1
I
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To meet your eyes

is to kiss the dawn of bliss

-Lucky Lindy's Co-!

HAPPY VALCirnnirs DATfM
STEPHEN,

Happy Vsilentine's Day!
Thank you for the most
fantastic year of my life.

NA/ill you be my
Valentine forever?

Love Now, Always
and Forever,

John

^fflAPPY VALcrmnc^DA»
s

H
tiAfry VALcmmB's day

X

GUI ^
my studly WBstom icoa you i^l
are the One and I iGMeyouH ^|
Your Podflc Islander. TKM 2
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^WlAPPY vALcrmncs dat^F

To Suzanne,
Thanks for being my
best friend. Sorry for

being so bllrKl.

Love always,
pi

mm
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Let SuperShuttle give you
a Holiday break!

V
lloveyou,

4

.. Convenient... Economical...
transportation to and from

all Southern California airports

UCLA Express

For Reservations Call

(310)338-1111

SugMcrShuttie

$1 OFF
Fares SW.OO-SI9.99

$2 OFF
Fares $20.00-S28.99

J

$3 OFF
Fares $29.00 or higher

Just present this ad
tothe SuperShuttle
driverand SAVE on
UCLA's low fares.
Limit one discount ad per person. This discount

can not be combined with any other discount or

offer. Offer expires 6/1/92.

SuperShuttle
m Airport Ground Transportation System

I
Dan.
Happy valentine's Day. J

f I Love YOU! f
i Big Red ^

T

k

Y

HAPPY VALCrtTIIlE^ DAY

Love Tigger,

Beari'Beari,

Felix, MoO'Moo,
Cowie, Moo Moo
Moo, Phoebe,

Bertha,

& the rest.

T
I

To Scott

Happy Valentine's

Day

Tons ofLove,

Poohp ^5:^^X§>

^WlAPPY

1

VALCrmHE^ DAM?

rTo a wonderful man that has given

me over a year of love and carel **#

L(we Always and Forever. ||

your fiancee. St^MMa *•

G Pup,
Youve made my Bruin

years the besti
Love. K Kat

Pookii
Prepare yourself for

4|| a fun-fiiled evening

^1 ofromarKe!

2! ^^aPPy Valentine's

Hi ::— Day!

2 I Love You

—

^l Sweetness

li

if
\

This is just to let

you and the

world know
I Love you
Paulino

Your Boyfriend. 1

Glen J
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HAPPY VALWrnMra DAY

Dearestj€^i
There's nothing better

than love, and a house is

not a home, uHthout the

glow of love. You are so

amazing. I love you.

yimrJuUet

^fflAPPY VALcrmnB? DAJ^P

i
n
T
I

n
c

Mr. Blue,
You are thick LIKE A
BISCUIT topped with

lots of HONEY"
BUNNY! Happy
Valentine's Day!

Love, Your Mutha

r

GeraJdlne,
Iloveyoumon than uford^

canjoy.

Happy VaUntines Dity.

Lopt, Guide
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M*^'
Dorott<li<«»'

'*W.
ShirieyAatiam j,^

Shirte^f Sunico ^o,

jen«rfer
T.mP«^^

Doug & Kelly Tuber I

Happy.Annivcrsarytt^

^ t>ROVi^^

9erB^

Megan, You
,Fascinate me!

Yours,

David

^Tomy tasty waUaroo
9§y one and only Big WMt^

You'll always be
my #1 MooCow

I love you, sweetheart! ^
your PlatypusiJ

yV Xttytuiimml/tmlmlnmify
T To My Baby, Art

1 I
Thinking of you

J Love, Lety ^
>db '"f*^ «^ ^ A .•«r«l^ 909l^ f

I

My Dearest Husband,
I love you so - much ! !

!

Yours always, Stella

HAPPY valchtimcs day^^happy valchtihes day
To Nina (Cornell U. '96) Summer of *91 was the
bcgmning of a beautiful friendship. May it never

end. - From P. Pons (UCLA '91)

HAPPY VALCflTirfC'S DAY

I
.1

Samuel '

M^FinttmiLut

Karitt

I I

P
b

TONY GETS SCARED WHEN
TWA SAYS bSoI

WE FIGHT JUST UKE THEM
SURPRISE.. . I STUL ^ Ul

•c>

^1

I
I

HAPPY valehtihe's da

£ ^Mie f0M/ m i t9€0e fsu:

m
I

|CME
I

I Love the way you leave multiple messages
^ on my machine,

^ I Love the way you miss me after you've

I
only been at class for an hour,

j^t I Love that little mole on your you-know-where, J

J I Love everything about youl |
Derek \

1

^ MICHELLEV 5_
Mom alwmys aakl we'd be best J^l
frtend»-She WM f%htf Your the 'i!
best lil ats and KA sis and ru ^f
•Iways love youS! Lore, Gins ^

s\

I

NAHKT UYO ORF HTE SAPT ENNI
EKSEW. EKTY VAHE ENBE

NRDEULWOF.AHPPYAVTNh'LNES
^ YDA I

<^
B̂rian

-

Happy Valentine's Day!
I love you very much!
Always - Stacie

Mich«U« Simon,

We're celebrating our 3rd

Valentine's Day
together. Who'd think? "I

love you more
today than yesterday,

but less ttKin tomorrow."
Here's to more

"UncfKilned Melodies'!

Lov«, Jon

f Ms.asbAdamu: T
I H<f]py \faUnHWi Day. I

*
i^ li»« You vwy much. f
^ MoUilKiki. ' {
^ Sli¥» Adamu M
>*m ^ff^ 9^ ^ ^ ^ffU 909^ ,
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^ To My Deutsch Love:

I

Roses Are Red
Violets Are Blue

You're My Schtlnken
& Ich Uebe Dich Immerl
Happy Valentine's Day

I LOVE YOOl
with love.

r

1
«

r
ft

1
. ^ . Your Package -

ZENDEE
WO Al Nl

QING WA

Marisstt
t To Han

C*t94A€' ^»u: 9«^

^I nubyou my boe-knee^

i^ PS.Inubyou mort^ JS
too! HablNub, M

^%^ George^
J

Pasta of my Ufe. |
Lore. DaTid m

MAITY VALCrmHE-S DAY
H

To Sbnookums
You're my one
and only.

lave Always,
Honeybear

Moho—N—Neel
Thanxs 4 carin'l U2 R The Best Buds
Ever. Svyeet, Peace, F-off, Not, Sure
buddy, so loving, glassbox babies,

2 gether 4 ever

Love, FRU FRU PIGGY
I

I'm so happy I met you.

UR my dream come true.

-_,^ I love you.
# Jacinto

1

J

Mike-
143, Baby! i^

4 ever, Shawn ^

i

.1

I
Hoppy

R VQknUnvt Day!

j, TM'rc tiw bostl

llowyoal

H
A
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?
V
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Brooke

—

Happy Valentine's

^^^^"^
I Love You.

Justin
\>i

I
To My Honey Therese, SL
Thank you for making this the happiest year of my life, a year you've filled J

J
with love, happiness, and friendship. Happy Anniversary and may you *

always & forever be my ^lentine. J
Nfc Your honey & best frierxi, Joseph |eong

*

^^lAPPY

MdissQ

VALErmnEs da

C i»<AC
0f^44,: ^ I t9€^ f9U.: 9^

% Irma: ^

I

IOncminaUfttim€you/in4lsofimm§.
hi my HftHma Ifoundyou.

I
HappySytanI

Sistuhs + Gang: Happy
Valentine*s Day Sis #4
S&M: 2 Valentines ^

2gether=4ever Tlgresa

SiBncastic
You^re the begi

boyfriend, friend^ lorer
amd eompanUm mmg^me
couid erer dream of

n
Biuules - 2
LOUB LOUE! LOVE! ^,

4PC

STEVE DIEM-
(My fave Bruin gymnasti)
Valentines again? Third time's

a charm! See you at CAL
tomorrow! - forever your most

adoring fan! 9J\
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HAPPY VALEMTIMES DAY

DEAR RACHIE
JOY,

/ LOVE YOU MORE
THAN YOU COULD
KNOW! BABY, CAN
YOU BELIEVE ITS

BEEN 9 1/2
MONTHS?
HAPPY

-VALEHTINE'5 -
DAY, MY SWEET

BABOO!

LOVE,
DAVID EN20
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^KlAPPY vALEirnriEs daW
bringing 90 mmeh

kappineBS inio mg iffe.

Vm iookingforward to
mang more great Ume9

togeikert
Tt Atno Ahora g Biempre^

Steeping tHU

€9 /r«i&«^ mitfU. .

,

C (m^ f9«c: ^ i (m^ f^u^* fp ^
Otar Rldi, r

J I lust Mnt to l«t you know that you an
3w myevtiythlngandthatlwlliliayslovi

Jyoui Happy Valentine's Day.

Uvt.Eliiii f
>^gB f^9909 9^9P^ y OB f^fp^ 0^pp f

r:::!

4

i

Shawn,
I'm standinfi^ on the edge of the world
All by myself
Thinking about you and no one else
cus you're the one
You are the only one

^ I Love You Mike

II I *m$! - -|-
-

««

f-

/
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Jennifer,
Words cannot adequately express how much I love you.
There would never be enough time to share my love with
yo». It IS after we fell in love that I have found myself, my
life, my love in you and grown to need, to want and to love
you so much that I cannot live without you. • • •

.

I offer you my life from now until * *

eternity to love you.
With all my heart, I love you.

T.C.

Dear Debbie-
'~ ^1

Htppy Valentine^ Dty. I miss \^\
you a lot Sec you soon! ^

j

Love, Brian ^.J....

SiS
BE BONE! BE MINE! BEMINB

I Dearest A.F. «

Id Be my Barstownian 8
Valentine! ^

I
^,D.W.

gIan aMmm aNDcav t3Mim

^^1: H

1

To My Dearest Tom
I just wanted to let

you know that I am
MADLY in LOVE with
you. You will forever

be my clearest

hunny bunny.
RS. Thanks
for the

BIG ONEI

Love, Nori

TO MY BETTER HALF,

RICO:
YOUVE BEEN A DREAM
TO^E. THE LOVE THAT
WE SHARE MAKES LIFE
SO SWEET.. LIKE THE
STARS THAT SHINE WAY
UP IN THE SKY, OUR
LOVE WILL LIVE
FOREVER...
NO MATTER
WHAT!

YOUR FUTURE
WIFE.

SORAYA

t
Chris and Steve

. Happy Valentines!

I Love & Kisses J.D.!

I

w
c
Is

HAPPY VALErmPIES DAY

P.S.

A penny for

your thoughts... I

(At Play in the Roods of Maru^na)

FRANCISCO JAVIERCrrO

You are the nacatamal

of my life.

Happy 3,11,3! I love you!

^ EDEU2A

^iAl^^
VALENTINE'S k

^
DAY! §

t! "Dear^Deannori

i i9€A€' ^^M^/ 9 i t»€^ $fi94c: ^ i (ma€> ^ou: ^ i C^At^ ^fi ,
' '^

(

1

I

1

i

S feti*

time. ^«0«*U4U't

Love Always,

Russell

r

I

r

I
«

r

1

^MJ^ f 4b f^^^ 9MJ^ y

To LEK:
I I

. »'

iOur love is great much better than most
.

I
It even endured distance, coast to coast.

>» And 5 months later of school & hardship,
^I thinb we've also got quite a friendship.

I
So if school g^ts you down. It*s safe to smile

i Cause I promise Spring Break will malie it aU worth ^

^'"^'' _^_ 1 ^ U. Doug
»»«7 7^ m^ 9iHf) f ii m^^

r
I

r

Emmy—Poo, I Love You
Hope today and the rest of our
days together are as awesome as

you deserve.

Love, Jason

—

w

RACHAEL,
ITS BEENA
GKEATVEAR

@ puyimAMny
U) TOVOUKANN.
¥ ILOVEVOU.

V \M99^ ^PP4pv ^^ ^ CMIC I (B0e fMW/

I
\loMB You more each day. Be My Valentine! I

1^

£

REN: Thanks for all the laughs

BJ: You should coochie all the time

JEREMY: You deserve a Iciclcass

birthday, buddy.

ERIC: Loki, you're the best!

JASON: The greatest Guitar God
and Friend

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
love,SHAiVN

1

i

BE MINE! BE MINE! BEMtN^
To Jomes, R
Let'sgotothebecxhogoin! 5
We nevef did ceiebfofe our birthdays ^

^Speokeffoce m
m SINDHBB ONIN

You are the art in

my museum, the time

on my clodi and the pulp in my
Guava nectar. I Low You.

Lov«,llMlClMof

DearTrang,
Three years ago, on this day,

I asked you to be my date for the Junior Prom.
With your "YES", our lives have been fused into one.

Last year was a difficult test for us, with you in Sacramento
and me in Los Angeles.

We remained strong and true,

so we continue to say '7 Love You."

Now, with you at UCSB, we are closer together.

Things have gotten even better.

You are a priceless treasure.

With a little bit of luck and a lot ofhard work.

We will last forever. Love, Pak

n

I
V

«
T
I
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JEFF (UCI)-
Here's to the one
who always maizes
me smile. Can't
wait until tonight!
Happy Valentine's

Day!

Love Always,

AMY

n
T
I

fl

B

^WlAPPY VALcrmriE^ daM,?

Tlsha,

It's one year today. Let's

Fj keep it going.

V I LOVE YOU... Ithini<.

-MiKE(TKE)

;my anchor in the stonn
; p.t. me too. me toc^

fPaulGaliX*^!
i I've been thinkin' »

i about you! t

it
^j ToSheri,

HAPPY VALBrmnE*3 DAY
H H

Taz,

niJiou^a I ivon't Be at your

doorstep unth a dozen

roses(l), t/Un^jjy of the Cast

18 months ma^fs those coCid

h CoCorado night a UttCe

^ ummar. 9{ave a dandy day. %

jf
Love, Teu

Jj

^^lAPPY vALBrmriE-s D^^W

T
I

I
V

t
B
M
T
I

i

I

i

LIZ
1

r

^ J A vjoman more beautiful thin roses. Happy Valentine's Day* [^

.

r ALWAYS 1

»
r

I
FOREVER

I

% Jason, I
Jj My Fiance - the ONLY man IVe^
"t ever loved. Only 4 mbnOis and J-*" 4 days til I'm yours forever! ^
2 AXi my love, fami ^
<^^^ m^fP^ 9lMJ^ ^ ^^

i

1 PUN
f

T(7 9{y One andOnfy

^C "What a bttssing you've Sun-

you know I m the [ucl(y one!

^ dumys, your %JQ

\»A A^rM 9iM»; ^ ^ /iM^ 9^ J

To Don MacLeon— ._,^_____
I watch you dribble-drive in the paint

^

with those looks that almost make me faint.

I watch you from afar with hopes to get near

But that prospect strikes me with such fear

with a little luck we will meet someday-I can't wait

'til then, I've got so much to say.

Be my Valentine vs

Stephen
Maybe it*8 not IucIl ...

I Love You,

Christine

MW:
Say you'll be mine for this and all

Valentines to come. Am I going

too fast? 1 want us to last. The
first time 1 saw you...WOWII!

PB

-

• # m^9^ '» .iw. ^ 1 l» »|1

1
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Dear Sandy,
Meeting you was the

best thing that ever

happened to me. I love

you so much!
Love,

Craig

^RlAPPY vALErmnE's da'lY^^klAfTT VALEimrE'S DA

A
p
p
Y
V
A
L
E
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T
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N

I

1

To the Han Moongchl girls

ofKSA:
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY -

We love you!!!

From,
The women ofHanul

I

n

v

n
T
I

n
B
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Y

HAPTY VALErmriE*3 DAY

Pak,
How do I express my
feelings in a 1x2 square.

This little box cant hold

all the ways to say how
much I care. Hope many
more years shall remain

between us. I know my
love for you has never

been for lust.

Lcyve, Trang

n

V

t
B
n
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n
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^fflAPPY VALBIUniE^ DA^

I LOVE TOU JEFFIEI
IAM 80 GLAD WB FOUHD BACH

I

ALLISON

Q]

P.S.

MINlg

I LOVE YOU! I
FOREVER, S
BUG'S BUNNY m

m

i^ Dear POO-POO HMd
1^ you drive me up. You drive ms dowm.

2^ You drive me caxy. You drive me aU

1^^ around but I ki^ yoQ anywsyi

1
],;

ACT,
Thank you for the ^j< l^i^^^^Ti

two most MKMKJerhil (\> t^-

years ever! 1 Love You!

RDI

MINE! BE MINEI BE MINE!BEw

8>

Dear Yuko,

I can't believe it's been

over a year. Here's to

many more.

Love, Eric

W, \
Prank Piitli^

I

Happy Valentine's Day) Wishing .

you many *happy thoughts't ^i
Totoo, 'Mika' 4A

TOA.S.V.
8 Emotion is

the river

clear, deep, g

running swiftly

tiirough

rocl^ terrain

unstoppable

Be My Valentine g

Dave

•aNiM a« X3M1H as •:

WhmtTi

I

a

s

s To Seducer (AAA)

I LOVE YOU ,

Sexy (XX)

To Daisy
7 ——

7

Love, Smokey

Mario,
1,109 days together

and I stiU loveyou as

much as thefirst day.

Irina

J%care/}.

"wm wh. wope someoayyou

reafize {£aJ9^ffneoer

nurluou.

Jfappy JJafen/ine 'j Z)^

3Sooeyou !

[PooAie-^San.

n
HAPPY VALBrmnES DAY

Hot Rod

\ DearSepideh

a

H

Y P Is for Perfect 7

Y V

S Crhris-

1^ S ...and then I met you...
"

T g Happy Valentines Oek! S

JS Love Always, Shannon

y P.S. "Wanna Play?!"

as aMDfasaMDcaa
jj

PS.
"

aMDf
* Your SmaU Sis Set. I

Joanna^

For all the great

times, I thank you.

Love, Tom

I

Zach'
1 Love You.

'Rachel

1,

I

^ Party set-up. You
I

are Wonderful!
n
T
I

n
i:

s

J?
Y

n
T
I

n
c
isThanks Marc.

•• MCS ?
^fflAPPY vALcrmrtrs da\

rOU ARE THE BESTTHmC
THAT HAS EVER HAPPENED
TO ME AND I CHERISH
EVERYMOMENT
I SPEND ——
WZTH YOL7.

I WILL
LOVE YOU
AND CARE
FOR YOU
UNTIL THE END
OF TIME.

WILL YOU BE
MY VALENTINE?
LOVE,
KK

1

the women of

UCLA GRACE ON CAMPUS
would like to thank our—TMIGHTY^EN

,
for your

FATTHFULNESS, THOUGHTFULNESS
& GODLY EXAMPLE

I

I
Scott

Happy Valentine^s Day!
I Love You
Michelle

HAPPY vALcrmncs day
H
A

{

You're my everything, j
I^you, Marila ^

ns,
I love you more ts each day passes, and

look forward to another Valentine's day we

can ipcnd together. ,

Love,

Tour Valentine TME^

Sparkle—
Happy V—Day

^ to you!

Stay just as you

are!

—^Brushfire

M
T
I

n

S

H

V
A
L

T
f

n
c

^WlAPPY VALBTmiiCS DA.m

r
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To my Ur ^wler
Thanks for the last2 1/2 Years.
Keep Screaming...

Butthead

* Cher & Michelle. I"

I YouYe on Phirel 4
•^ Love & LML, I

Louisa & Yuklko ^J

HAPPY VALCrmHE^ DAY

I
QoBrieCa-

¥M
T KAY

You'll always make me
amlle and feel that

uncontrollable tlng/y

aenaatlon allover, M
Something only love can ^
cause. Oil yeah, I almost ^

r'/b«gdt I've got the coolest ^
' Ufh^0' hnrm^. ninJr^tH ruat

r

1

BMnOD
TOMYUTTLBGUACAliOLS. S
YOUADDSPIGBTOMYLIFEI »

a LOVE **

YOURUTTLBPOKKKniD 2
P.S. SEEN ANY 2

GOOD CHAIRS L^IELY?
|[|

I
-Love, 'DanieC

^ | SJ!^*^ £2^.'?L|J
VALcrmnrs da.^^ ."p^^A^j 4^:^,^^^^

Iwmna6€(ovtd6yy(m,justyau,

tttuM Be Coved6yyou.Ivfttnna^^ _

(SoauakiitHiot'Htiumfvfedol)

^)\^:. \ our l.ouii

I
Happy N^lentlne's Day!

You ore truly sexy!

t.
LovB Always,

Your Secret Lover

n
A
p
p

Y

V
A
L
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I

n

S

D
A

HAPPY VALCMTIME'S DAY

Paula
Without you

in my life,

lliis would Just
be another day.

But with you
and me as a we.

What more can
I say:

I Love You.

Glenn

^KfAPPY

H
A

' P
P

Y

V
A
L

C
w
T
I

n
c
•

a

D
A

I lo€te^ if&4c: ^ C 6h^ ya«.' f^ «^

» ToJay, r
I

When do I gel my dinnei? ^

J*^

My place doesnt dose at 9 o'clock I
^Rachel m

[To my Snugglebumiy:
Happy Valentine's

Day!
The past year has

been great— Lloye you
more than ever.

From your little

1 Oh Cunning Fox* f
* When I tell you that I love

t you. you askme why. Ybu f
2 nnust know that you are the
t most witty, engaging.

J

J*

insightful, caring, complex.
playful & sexy person I've f

ever met. You have duu^ged^
t my lifie forever. Thank you f
* for so much happiness (&
T for some groovy squeezing).!

J
I LOVE VOU. AS FORYOU J

I BEELY.YOURARnCLE f
? Snu. SUCKS. 1

I
Lave* yov ever devoted doiT

HAPPY vALcrmncs day

MnM...aJLa. mdm Mam
Hcrc*B to two heads

thatgo bump in the mgfat!

HAPPY VALcrmncs day

JANINE, RENE, DEBRA,
AND GRACm,
You guvs are ctie greatest!

Thanks for everything.

BRAY

rPettyLoa,
Thanks for beixi^

my novia.

^ Love, Beefy

r

^l9e$c ^fO€^' ^ e eo€^ y««.« <

•
.

HEATHER D.^
I AM LOOKING FOP&A/ARD

TO A LIFETIME OF ^
^ VALENTINE'S DAY WITH VOU I

J LOVE, MARK R. ^
>»db .•^^•^ 9^^ f db /^m4 9>9<^ ^

s

s

s

s

AONRBEMmE! BE MINE! BE MINE! BE JdlNE! BE JdlNE! BE
To Dave,
When Isawyou out on the Patio,
I was caught in a deep trance.
Have u}e started a newfriendship
cyrperhaps a budding new romance?
Either way, only time has the key.
The rest is entirely up toyou and me.

Be my Valentine, ZULMA

n

SaNiNn aNDin oninn aNDcn laHm-am ONiicn^

VALcrmncs daM

l
1

Dear Silly

Wabbit (S.W.)
I Thought for the ^
>» day.The most beautiful

! part of my life is: ^
I

You & me together. *

J Happy Valentines. ^
J Love Your Wubbitress. i

Quindi, '^^^^
I want to spend N,^/^
the rest ofmy lite with you!

Jennelk

Lisa Goldberg,

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

LOVE, I MEAN, UKE

Chris

To David

O'Connell,

Happy Vblsntinst't Day!

(iU^fm) -Nichole

^ ThmwualinMvtfwnyouMrelheoniyoni

S wtwbdievedinme Nowyouanlieonlyone
v^ wtw irallBfs. You're my best friend, aoulmili,

J
and my one Irue love. MJX ^

^ ^^ 'M09t 9¥>0^ ^ d^ •*••* 9^tff f

mk ittiM^miii

I
aata
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O^r/cfay^ 14 ^eSruary

^ei, T^STCf SoHtO^^f SultfHK

<¥4^

I

1.

RON&
SUZANNE
3/1VI3 netvdklwilK

aftMlklHtotoCaUllna .Non .1

H
HAPPY VALEimHE^ IMY

Mttenltom

Havr Farmer^

Buuhead^ and Yuliah.

J Wishing you a Happy

B ValeniMne*8from your

^ more normalfriends.
X Love^ Jen and Debbie

^WlAPPT vALomnrs DAI^P

V

i
n
T

ii

ffi^Oi;

HAPPY VALENTINES
DAY!
I love you.

^Sandra

DAVID (Chnii Ibmig)
Fm 80 ha|>|»y when Fm wth you.
(When you're not annoyii^.)

I LOVB TOU— LOVBT

To Mark A. Lciva,
You came into my life and
made it OURS. You gave me
your hve without askir^ for

anything but ME. You have
given me more love than some

people dream to get in a
lifetime. I never th<Kight that I

could love like this, /treasure
YOU with all ofME. VVe

c^ebrate our hve today, and
forever. ^^^^

Lai Sci

Happy Valentine's Day.

All My Love, I
{Sigma fiiqppa Pledges It

I

rt

To my little sis and little bro , ^
t STELLA & JASON:
t Have a Happy VALENTINE'S DAY!

A Love, K-Toivn .
I

iMmrvALBminrs Dffir

4

I

Chris C.

You ara the
biggest stud on
campus. Thanks
for hangfing in
there another
year. You'll always
be my best bud.

Love. A.S.W.S.

%%^

*fh

All

ANDX
/ LOVE YOUl

HAPPY 21st
BIRTHDAYI

LOVEALWAYS,
CINDY

KinT.,
Happy
Valentine^ Day! Sending

All My Love. I Miss You!

Ffwever Luv, J.C.

I

IN SIGMA LOVE.
MERRILL

^WlAPPT VALBimnrs li/^W
J

Jason,
Happy Birthday

&
HappyValendne^ Day

Love, Sharon

JL

f. Vic-

I >bu know what?
*-

I LOVE YOUI

I -Oevra

\»A •'^^ 9¥^ ^ (^ rtHik 9t^7

TbRJC

I

I

r

Come live with me, and we'll muke love
In barns, on beaches and high above
The city -- and in far offplacesOn bearskinn'd rugs near fireplaces.

Come live with me, and be my louveMy lowve, my loof, and we will prove
However "lover's been said through time
Our hearts, at least, will always rhyme,

-Christine (with help from Billy)

1
I

r^m^uBeMyVa^^' ;̂;;-^
Evsr

#
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Jnda^^ 14 l7e£ruaru

I

I'm so glad you're my VUentlne. '4(1

Happy Valentine's Day. jgj

4Love. Of

Dear
Hedieh,

Jeek! Jek!

Love, Reza

TO MY BUGA:
MY AKIDO STUD
& FAVORITE
LAAAOOOO—TIANI
MAHAL NA
MAHAL KITA

LOVE, FELI

(MONSTRA)

ttov^

\ Hev. Honeypiel
Ho<^ WHttyou and I gel
some yogurt lonile!

Love,

Shnookems

1 RUTH
J

"If I had a box just for wishes and dreams that would
never come true, the box would be empty except for
the memory of how they were answered by you."
I hope you are as happy on this special day as you
make me eveiy day.

I Love You

Patrick

i

i

i

I

r

1

r

r

rmt^ ^^^7 4^ '^^ ^^? m '^^ *^ 7 ^ .'m>^ ^^7 ib

'J)e€iresi 9iui£,

. .
. of iniimaie cfances on w/n</sivep/\

oeacAeSy ofiencfer, swee/Jftsses

s/ofen in /£e n/y£/.

.

.

"

jBooey U/c

Grace C,
I Live To Sec Your Smik,

From Your Loving Imbecile.

Love,

TomD.
Xuan,
Vbu have akMys bMn thai* for ma. and I

can't bnagina bakig w/o you. My haart,

my soul, my bfe belohgi bravnr w/ yours.

I have no doubts that w« ara truly maant
to ba togathar forsvtr. I hawa sKuays low
you and II always will. Hapfy VUandna's
Day, my lows!

''Forever Lovers'*

Joyce

T
I

I

HAPPY VALErmME'S DAY

Dear Ann,
Congratulations
on finishing your law Y
school applications... K
Good Luck! Looking t
forward to n
Monday Night! \

Wei P

1"^ ^^^ ^^^
^ Left HndMarij^ and sail aM^ay onS

her. Here's to wMerfalls, blad(|^
sand beaches, and mosquito

caves. I^AH
11^

^WlAPPY VALCrmMES DAV

You're the vorid _
to mc and HI bvc you alvayfl.

Buh—5uh

DIANA,
AN6IE
&DANNY

fiCtte sisters

EN20, ^'
I HAVE A BIG CRUSH ON YOU -^1
WILL YOU BE MINE? ^j

TtUEljOVE,

I

i

J

I

Happy

Valentine's

Day Jack! You
are so special

tome!

I Love You
with all my
heart, Kari

1

r

1

r

1

r

1

*

i

»

I

I

»

I

•.

I

Mark,
Happy

"^

Valentine's Diay

Sweetheart!

Only 148 days

until you're

all mine.

I love you always.

Your Little Goof

f

1,
'€ Puppy.
*^ Thanx for

J
being my Valentirw

^ for the past two years.

I IU)VEYOU,L.

Beast-

I thank the Lord for

(^ your caring heart
*^ I/)up R*IULove, Belle

«}
ttegrMteet

netls

HaveaHeypsr
Valentiiie's Day.

Leve, KpTewn €r Jane

EWNE! BEMINE! BEMINE!

Letl,
s

€ i^€4C «^»*C/ ^ t i^€^ yMV/ ^fv.

»l\/lr. Leolc r
I

ybu're one In a mlHIonl 1
f Happy Valentine s Day! |
I xoxox ^CME «

^ I want you
to be my
Valentine
for life.

I Love You,
JACK

s

IS

s

There you
go b&byl

There's Dot very
much apace In here,
but you did manage
to make my ooUege years
electrifytag. Oh yeah, take it

slow and I'll always
be Id your taoel

Love, your mbflt

Wl
'HAPPY VALCWTinES DAY

^ to Beauty,
p Time F>aat, we were friends.
Y Time present? Much more,
V Stealing flowers and kisses,

1^ low on 9is, and on sleep.

WAFTY VALBriTIIIBS DAY

C^ Crossing streets In the rain, Holding hands under tables

y At the beach In the dark, with the Are burning low

I
I Love You, my darling, and can't wait to see«what I

n future will hold.
e
s

the

P
,P

Y

V
A
L
C
M
T
I

n

Thanks for the best

time of my life.

Love Yu-Po

HAPPY VALCHTinC'S DAY

wHm^

Love, Q—TipB
HAPPY VALftrftrnc's day^P

I*

David, *
Rom your sNksa with bve
IHoppy Vilentlne's Day

# Annio
I

Ha^Maifa
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Jenniier Janel Donna SharoiL
Kalhalina MicheUe Joel Kevin Carmela

Anw Steve Amanda Bob Monika
Jason D. Tina Alyssa Voon

Kimberfy'JasonK Hi^py
Valentine's Day
CLASSIFIEDI

love,

Del

-^

( i

'

1
,^-

i ^ -tj—I—-p.

fhfcK

-K
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Charity ranning
for UniCamp

People planning to run the

1992 Los Angeles Marathon
can also earn money for Uni-
Camp, UCLA*s official charity.

By having UniCamp as a
sponsor on the March 1 race
day, runners can earn the funds
needed to send underprivileged
kids to summer camp in the Big
Bear Mountains.

UniCamp is the only campus
organization involved with the
city's marathon and has been
named among the 53 officials

charities of the event
For more information, call

UniCamp at (310) 206-CAMP.

Inside

Hotfeseareh
A UCLA professor and two

students packed their bags and
iicadcti JBi^€hae id stu<}y ie
volcano there.

Viewpoint

See page 8

Regegto? Boo!
Columnist Susan Rinderle

sends out a call to aims. Rally
the troops against reg-fee
increases!

See page 15

Arts & Entertainment

Tale of love—
2nd time around
"HDayton Callie*s new comedy
"Survival of the Heart" finds

humor amid the wreckage of a
dead love affair.

See page 16

Sports

UCLA sweeps
OragoiiyOSIJ
Guard Mitch Butler and the

Bruin basketball team beat

Oregon and Oregon State on the

road for the first time since

1987. -

See page 32

I

University of California, Los Angeles

Tuesday
Februaiy 18, 1992

Pailcing permit fee hike proposed
By Justin Chan

In addition to next year's
increase in registration fees.

UCLA students may also be facing
a hike in paiicing permit fees.

University officials and various

committees — composed of stu-

dents and faculty and staff mem-
bers — are currently discussing
alternatives to the proposed
increase in parking permit fees for
the 1992-93 school year.

"We feel the rates are high
enough already," said professor
Charles Berst, chair of the Capital

Programs Committee. "To
increase them now with rcg fees

going up and faculty salaries

frozen for the last two years,

doesn't seem to be in the school's

Officials seek alternative

funds for parking services
best interest**

The current proposal would
increase the cost of yellow permits
from $117 to $129 per quarter,

blue permits from $147 to$162per
quarter and Blue-X permits from
$159 to $174 per quarter. Only the
cost of daily parking permits
would remain the same.
The revenue from permit sales

pays for all parking services.

These services include the opera-
tion and building of parking
structures as well as the admi-
nistration of carpool programs and

scooter and motorcycle permits
and parking areas.

But parking revenues should
only be used for services directly

related to parking, argued some
committee members.
UCLA officials have unneces-

sarily broadened the definition of
what parking revenues can be used
for, Berst said.

Permit buyers should not have
to foot the bill for carpool services
or the building of roadways for the
Anderson Graduate School of
Management construction project.

he said.

The committees are suggesting
that officials narrow the use of
parking-permit revenues and make
further budget cuts within the
Business iind Transportation
Administration, Berst added.
Some students said they are

unhappy with the planned
increase, but they have no choice
except to pay any proposed hikes.

"It's a pain having to pay more,
but I have to get a permit next
year," said freshman Earl Gales.

Although freshman Margaret
„VaIlejo said she is glad the
proposed hikes are minimal, park-
ing fees are akeady high. "But
there's not much choice— I need

See PARKING, page 13

Piping liot

Marty Bams, left, and Mike Loslnger weld 244nch cooling pipes near Moore Hall on Friday.

Tbiana Sorg*

UCLA pn^jram gives
high • • students
a start in tlie sciences
By Marina DuniVerskI
Daily Bruin Staff

In order to battle declining

student interest in the sciences, a
UCLA professor and a researcher

are targeting local high schools as

part of a plan to inspire these

youngsters to study science.

"One might say that our goal is

scientific literacy." said Rochel
Gelman, a UCLA psychology
professor who helped create the
program.

The three-year UCLA program,
funded by a University of Califor-

nia research grant, targets 10th
graders who arc learning English
as a second language at Birming-
ham High School in the San
Fernando Valley.

•The earlier you get kids, the
-r-»'. -,.

belter, because it takes a long time
for them to master scientific

concepts," she said.

These students, who have no
previous science instruction, are
taught by George Meek, a visiting

UCLA researcher who is also a
Birmingham teacher.

These students generally have a
problem satisfying requirements
for graduation and meeting UC
admission standards, Gelman said.

These students are not always
allowed to take high school sci-

ence courses like chemistry, phys-
ics and calculus courses because
they cannot read English tex-

tbooks.

As a consequence, "these stu-

dents are usually denied entry into

See EDUCATION, page 13

AfticaiKAmerican
firofessors to avoid
'lieiittling' progkams
By Valerie Fields
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

Three prominent Texas univer-
sity professors have stood up and
asked not to be counted on to speak
at Black History Month programs.

Southern Methodist University
Professor Ken Hamilton said the
celebrations are "belittling.**

This month, Hamilton, SMU
Professor Clarence Gtover and
XJniversity of Texas Pfofessor
^Marvin Delaney — among the
most popular African-Americans
to address Dallas-Fort Worth
groups, chambers, schools and
churches during Black History
Month — independently
announced that they will decline
future requests to speak.

Their piupose, they said, is to

bring black history programs into

the mainstream, so the subject will

be integrate into the year-round
curriculum.

Other speakers, including Texas
writer and lecturer Steve
Washington, have followed suit

Critics say Black History Month
lecture series and speaking prog-
rams often are hastily thrown
together, have no focus and some-
times are done to compensate for

the slights in the past
"It's belitUing; it's trivializing a

serious subject'* said Hamilton, a
professor of African-American
studies. "People think that you can
come out on a Umited time and

See PROFS, page 10
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Kappft Week: Learn about the PCPC center

Placement and Career Planning Center

S:0() pin
CulhifalAffiBlri

Comedy at the Cooperage
Gene Pompa and C>ino Londia

Cooperage

Wednesday. February 19, 1992

:()() pin

SAAAJnlvcnity RdaUoos
Career Network \K>rkfthop #12

Intematiorul Job C>F>portunities

James West Alumni Center
8:00 pm

Colksc of Letters and Sdcaoc
Benoit Mandelbrot

Fiactals: For the Pleasure of the MifKl

and the Pleasure of the Eye
JtoyceHall

Melnhz Movies
"Where Sleeping Dogs Lie'

Melnitz Theater

Thursday, February 20, 1992
12:00 pin

EXPO
Study Abroad informatk>n- Sweden
Ackerman Uruon Rm. 3508

9:00 pin
Cultural AffiOn
Jamie Findlay

Jazz. Blues. Funk, ft Such
Keickhoff Coffee House

,

EridayvFebruary 21, 1992-

:00 pin

IXXA Ccnler for the Pcrfonnlag Arts
"An Italian Straw Haf
RoyceHall

Sunday, February 23, 1992

:00 pin

Robert Blodcer

Piano

Ro^ceHaU

Tuesday, March 3, 1992

2:00 \n\\

Placement and Career Planning Center
UCLA's 15ch Annual Career Fair for

Minority Students ft Alumni
Ackerman GrarKl Ballroom

General
Plaoanent and Career Planning Center

;

Free "Resume Doctor" consulution
See Ad for more informaUon

HoQori and Undcf^graduate-Oricntatlon Pfoyvm
Be an Orientation Assisunt Now
Cultural Affairs

Michelle Maitinez

"El Santo Ritmo"

Kerckhoff Art Gallery through March 7

Mi

Doiphin courtships
are often devious
By Natalie Angler
The New York Times

As much as puppies or pandas or

even children, dolphins are univer-

sally beloved. They seem to cavort

and frolic at the least provocation,

their mouths are fixed in what
looks like a state of perpetual

merriment, and their behavior and
enormous brains suggest an intelli-

gence approaching that of humans.

Researchers who have spent

thousands of hours observing the

behavior of bottlenose dolphins off

the coast of Australia have discov-

ered that the males form social

alliances with one another that are

far more sophisticated and devious
than any seen in animals apart

from human beings.

They have found that one team
of male dolphins will recruit the

help of another team of males to

gang up against a third group, a

sort of multi-tiered battle plan that

scientists said requires consider-

able mental calculus to work out
But the purpose of these com-

plex alliances is not exactly spor-

tive. Males collude with their peers

as a way of stealing fertile females
from competing dolphin bands.

And after they have succeeded
in spiriting a female away, the

males remain in iheif light-kftit

group to assure the female slays in

line.

Two or three males will sur-

round the female, leaping and

bellyflopping, swiveling and
somersaulting, all in perfect syn-

chrony with one another. Should
the female be so unimpressed by
the choreography as to attempt to

Dally

Brain

flee, the males will chase after her,

bite her, slap her with their fms or

slam into her.

The researchers said that while

marine biologists have long been

impressed with the intelligence

and social complexity of bottlen-

ose dolphins — the type of

porpoise often used in marine

mammal shows because they are

so responsive to trainers — they

were nonetheless surprised by the

intricacy of the males* machina-
tions.

More impressive, the two-part

alliances among dolphins see^n to

be extremely flexible, shifting

from daty to day depending on the

dolphins* needs, whether or not

one group owes a favor to another,

and the dolphins* perceptions of

what they can get away with.

The creatures seem to be highly

opportunistic, which means that

each animal must always be

computing who is friend and who
is foe.

'If you think of an interaction

between groups that is predictably

hostile, it doesn*t seem to require

mdch gray maaer to know where
you stand,** said Connor. "But
when you have situations always
changing between alliances, you
get the soap-opera effect. *What
did he do with her today?* 'Should

-

we go after them tomorrow?***

The biologists also have evi-

dence that females form sophisti-

cated alliances in an effort to

thwart male encroachment, and
that bands of females will chase

after an alliance of males that has

stolen one of their friends from the

fold.
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ASUCLA managers
report more theft
in student stores

Playing punches

By Blrglt Rasmussen
Dally Bruin Staff

Who can you trust?

In student stores across campus,
the answer is turning out to be
neither the customers nor the

employees.

Both workers and buyers steal

and cheat the stores out of thou-

sands of dollars every year, offi-

cials said. And although the stores

cannot determine just how much of
its inventory is lost due to theft

rather than accounting errors or
breakage, student store managers
say theft rates are on the rise. At
the least, more thieves are getting

caught ^

"We are regrettably seeing a
greater frequency of theft, and
greater dollar amounts involved,**

said Student Store Manager Tim
Bayley.

Recent incidents include an
employee caught taking $1,800

from a cash register and a non-stu-

dent customer attempting to walk
out with a laptop computer worth
several thousand dollars, Bayley
said.

And it seems these thieves are

anybody and everybody.
"(They are) tourists, visitors,

administrators, faculty, students,

non-students, juveniles," Bayley
summed ud, "(of) all socio-ecoT
nomic levels, all races and sexes.**

To catch the thieves, the student

stores use a system of preventative
and punitive measures.

Signs posted around the shops
remind potential thieves of the

consequences of stealing and help
keep "honest people honest,**

Bayley said.

To catch those who do not stay

honest, the stores hire a corps of
plainclothes detectives who patrol

the stores at all times. Up to four

See TNIEVES, page 8

SUNNY SUNQ/DaJly Bruin

Muhammad All playfully takes a swing at Brian Worthge, held by his father, UCLA alumnus
Mark Worthge, In front of Acapulco's Restaurant In Westwood where he was passing out
Muslim literature.

UC's holding in paper
mpan

But Georgia-Pacific denies claims

of damaging the environment

"Georgia-Pacific has

responded to the

nllegfiricMis against—

r villaige

By Reshma Shamasunder
Daily Bruin Staff

A UCLA environmental group
will continue to petition the Uni-
versity of California governing
board's investment in what stu-

dents say is an environmentally

unsound company.
Although both UC and Geor-

gia-Pacific officials deny the

claims and a spokesperson from
the nation's largest lumber and
paper company cited its numerous
awards, the UCLA Environmental
Coalition said it will not stop its

efforts.

"Georgia-Pacific is an environ-

mentally bankrupt company,** said

Diana Stralberg, director of the

UCLA Rainforest Action Project

"Basically, we want UC to divest

from it to make a statement
Morally, we shouldn*t be investing

in companies like that and students

should have a say about it**

But a spokesman from the UC
President's office denied the

charges against the company and
d'^.fended the Board of Regents*

investment policy.

*The allegations have no val-

idity,** said Richard Malaspina,

assistant director for news ser-

vices. "We can*t make judgments
based on others* moral views. We
have a strong policy in favor of
being a socially conscious inves-

tor.**

As Georgia-Pacific *s largest

investor, the Board of Regents
owns more than 4 million shares in

them to our

satisfaction. They are a

safe company ... I

don't think students

have accurate

information.''

Richard Malaspina
UC Spokesman

the company, said UC Associated
Treasurer Pat Small. These shares

are worth about $291 million at the

current market price.

But this investment by the

regents must stop because the

company violates environmental

laws, students said.

According to a corporate profile

in the Multinational Monitor,
Georgia-Pacific was fined by the

See ALLEGATIONS, page 9

Employees cite owner apathy
as cause of Yesterday's closing

By Gwen GokSMoom

Almost every Thursday, Friday
and Saturday night last spring a

mob of people would wait for up to

45 minutes to get into Yesterday *s,

a popular Westwood restaurant

and bar.

But today, the once-crowded
drinking establishment stands vac-
ant and quiet since its sudden
closing about four weeks ago.

Although the sign on the front

door states that Yesterday*s is

temporarily closed for renova-
tions, some former employees say
they doubt that it will ever reopen.

Many of the employees were not

notified of these renovation plans

until the restaurant closed.

"It was really bizarre,** said

UCLA senior Maurie Taylor. "I

was ready to go to work, dressed in

my uniform, then my roommate
said *Don*t go, I think they
closed.'**

Several bartenders, assistant

managers and serven have attri-

buted its closing to bankruptcy,

owner apathy and general misman-
agement
The general manager and the

owners of Yesterday's could not
be reached for comment
Many employees are angered

not only by the unexpected clos-

ing, but also because they say the

owners still owe them money.
*They haven*t sent us our W2

forms or our last pay check," said

See YESTERDAY'S, page 11

Campus buildings to retain ardiitecture despite lenovations
Weekly Series

Historical Buildings

TMt stoiy nplaint Dt knportMOi of

pitstfvlnt buMlAo aicMlKftiit.

N nHMf
By Brigltte Brady

Despite upcoming earthquake-

safety renovations, Kerckhoff Hall

will retain its unique stained-glass

windows and Powell Library's

detailed tiles will remain in place.

Both are among the eight oldest

campus buildings whose architec-

ture Will be preserved during the

$96-million renovations because

the buildings are irreplaceable if

damaged.

"I'm not sure it's even possible

to build some of these buildings

today,** said Cynthia Ingham,

assistant director of capital prog-

rams. "One of the reasons we are

putting back what was there is

<ROYCE HAir
• completed 1929

• Lombardian Romanesque style

• named after Josiati Royce. California-born

ptiilosoptier esteemed by Provost EC Moore

• designed after San Ambrigo Ctiurcti in Milan

• detailed decoration

• 200-seat auditorium

< hAINES HALL
• built 1929

• undistmguistied. functional Romanesque

• intricate masonry

• named after UCLA professor of political

science Ctiarles Grove Haines

• originally called The Ctiemistry Building'

POWELL LIBRARY
• built 1928

• Italian Romanesque

• detailed tiles in rotunda

• octago4(al dome

• named after Lawrence Clark Powell, founder of

Graduate School of Library Science

• designed after the parch of the Church of San

Zenore in Verona, Italy

• originally called The Library'

KERCKHOFF HALL

These eight buildings wiH
undergo earthquake safety

renovations. Unlike other
canripus buildings, these will

retain their historical and
architectural integrity.

Campus planners say these
buildings can t be replaced if

they are destroyed durirtg

renovation.

< DANCE
BUILDING
• built 1932

• lukewarm brick Italian

Romanesque
• formerly called

'Women s

Gymnasium"

< MOORE HALL
• built 1930

• the most pared-down out of all the

original buildings

• named in 1955 after Or Ernest Carroll

Moore, co-founder UCLA

buillt 1929 to house student union

named in memory of William G Kerckhoff by his wife. Louise

tudor-Gothic architecture after Henry VII s Chapel at Westminster

stained glass depicting women s and men s colleges of the time

memorial conference room - high vaulted ceiling of Jacobian

design

wood-paneled interiors

< KINSEY HALL
• built 1929

• pared-down Romanesque
• named after UCLA physics

Professor E Lee Kinsey

• originally called

Physics-Biology Building"

A MEN'S GYM
• bwlt1932

• Italian Romanesque

because some of these materials

are simply not available anymore.**

"Even if we were to build a

building that looked the same, you
would never do the structure the

same way.

Built between 1929 and 1932.

the first campus buildings include

Powell Library, the Dance build-

ing and Men*s Gym as well as

Royce, Haines, Kinsey, Kerckhoff
and Moore halls.

Unlike their more modern
counterparts, these structures will

retain their architecture because

OLIVER CHAN/Daily Brum

they are part of UCLA*s image.
"We're working hard for the

historical preservation aspect,**

See RENOVATIONS, page 12
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Briefs
World

Israel kills HIzbollali

leader in Lebanon raid

JERUSALEM — Israeli warplanes
Idlled the leader of the HizboUah organi-

zation in south Lebanon on Sunday,
raising fears that a new cycle of violence
would replace the fledgling Middle East
peace process.

The well-planned raid by helicopters

and jet fighters Idlled Sheik- Abbas
Musawi, 39, his wife, their 5-year-old son
and at least five bodyguards, and wound-
ed 18 other people.

It came about 16 hours after Israeli jet

fighters fired rockets into two Palestinian

refugee camps in South Lebanon, killing

at least four people and wounding four
others.

Croatians, Serbians
face compromise
ZAGREB, Croatia — Barring an

explosion of violence between edgy
Croatian and Serb forces entrenched
along the Yugoslav battlefront. United
Nations peacekeeping troops could begin

landing here within several weeks in an
operation designed to shore up the flimsy

Yugoslav cease-fire.

Then, European Community negotia-

tors might be able to chip away at the

deeper Serb-Croat dispute over Yugosla-
"via's breakup: r-

Whether such talks make progress,

however, will largely depend on how
seriously both sides embrace the concept

of compromise. And even before the

peacekeepers arrive, the Croats are

digging in their heels about the terms of a
final settlement

Nation

New Yofk looks at

homeless, drug reality

NEW YORK — By documenting that

crack use is widespread among the

homeless in New York City, a mayoral
commission is betting that leveling with
the public about just how bad the problem
is will pay off in support for new
programs to treat the addicted and to train

unskilled young people who have turned
to drugs.

The commission's report, which is to

be released later this week, is a blistering

indictment of the way the city has spent $2
billion over the last decade to shelter the

homeless without confronting the deeper
social problems that enmesh them.

Maryland county
shuts school system
With a $15 million deficit in its school

budget. Prince Georges County, Md., has
begun furloughing employees and shut-
ting down its entire school system.
"We're cutting comers in every possi-

ble direction, but even after doing all that,

we still needed to cut another $6 million,**

said Bonnie Jenkins, spokeswoman for

public schools in the county abutting the
District of Columbia. "We have no fat to
cut**

Jenkins said the district had no choice
but the furloughs^

'
"

With the furloughs, employees will

lose five and a half days* pay. The
furloughs began Feb. 12, when employees
lost a half-day's pay, and are to include
full-day closings on Feb. 18 and 28,
March 2 and May 22. Employees will also
be furloughed on June \1.

Island nations fear
rise In level of sea
UNITED NATIONS — Representa-

tives of 37 island nations that fear they
may disappear beneath the waves if the

world grows any warmer are voicing their

concern at the slo^ pace toward an
agreement on stabilizing the global
climate.

These nations, including Cyprus and
Malta in the Mediterranean, the Carib-

bean islands and archipelagos around the

Pacific, say their existence is threatened

by the rise of carbon dioxide and other

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere that

contribute to the melting of the polar ice

caps, which raises the ocean*s level.

New DOW chief says
implants aie harmiess

MIDLAND, Mich. — Dow Coming
Corp. still insists that the breast implants it

has provided for 600,000 women pose no
unreasonable health risk. It says the

silicone in the implants, which some
scientists and women blame for crippling

illnesses, is about as harmless as anything
that can be sewn into the body.
But in the last few days, the company

has taken a new attitude on scientific

questions and public opinion.

"It*s necessary to be right, but it is no
longer sufficient,** said Keith R. McKen-
_non, the new chairman and chief e.xt-c^^x.

"Bve of the company.
It is not so much that regulators, interest

groups or people who bring lawsuits have
scientific expertise that will add to what a
company knows about its products,

McKennon said, but rather that those
parties "want you to recognize they have
the right to be participants.**

The, College of Letters and Science Presents

Benoit

Mandelbrot
IBM Fellow and Physicist at IBM's

T.J. Watson Research Center, and Abraham
Robinson Professor at Yale University,

speaking on-

Local

Fire causes

of LA. county workers

Hundreds of Los Angeles County
employees will have to be relocated from
their offices because of the fire that

blackened a downtown high-rise and left

asbestos particles swirling in the air,

according to officials.

County health officials said the blaze
caused at least $1 million in damage to

computer and office equipment, furniture,

files and other items. It could take up to a
year to renovate the seventh floor, said Irv

Cohen, the health department's director

of administration and fmance.

Top Ten

Top 10 ways to get out of jury duty:

10. Bring note from Rusty the Bailiff.

9. Ask if you get to execute prisoners
personally.

8. Keep saying loudly. "Hey, who*s
frying baloney?**

7. Every five minutes point to different

person in the courtroom and yell, "He did
it!**

6. Say you*re looking forward to judge
singing — Like on "Cop Rock** ^

5. Ask if there will be opportunities to
examine bloody undershirts.

4. Fly into rage whenever Norwegians
are mentioned.

3. Respond to every question with *1M,
me talk to the little man who lives in my
pants.**

2. Tell them you*ve already done jury
duty on "MaUock**

1. Ask the judge if he*s wearing
Aramis.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

•^y

Fractals:
2 For the Pleasure of the Mind

Ind the Pleasure of the Eye
Dr. Mandelbrot is a pioneer in the field of fractal geometry. He coined the term .

"fractal" and demonstrated the application of the subject to nearly every aspect of
nature. He is the author of "The Fractal Geometry of Nature."—^——^—__^_Wednesday, February 1 9 —— ^—

8 p.m. RoyceHall

Admission free

Tickets available at the UCLA Central Ticket Office.

Limited tickets available at the door.
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Fraternity Inc.
presents

loin the Nupes as they

educate the campus:

Li

Tuesday. Feb. 1 8. 7-9 p.m. - Learn about the PCPC Center Resume writing. How to find

a career, Getting a job related to your major, and more.

Presented by Iris Morgan at the PCPC Center.

Wednesday. Feb. 19. 7-9 p.m . - An African American Male Leadership Forum. Forum -^

— — will take place at Kerckhoff 400. —^-

Thursday. Feb. 20. 7-9 p.m. - A Presentation by the UCPD - A discussion on the

relationship between the Police and students -

How do we relate? How can we relate? and How should

we relate? PerioffllOZ.

**** Be on the walk to volunteer for future Bone marrow donations - your community

needs you. 1 2:00 until no more names can be taken. (Don't give blood now but

please learn how to be a donor and help save a life.)

. Feb. 22 ' Rolllnglo Santa Barbara - Lingerie part 2

Dance - 9 until - You would want to roll for this!

For More Information

CaIITon5rar

825-7041 or 825-6322

IT
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use hospital insurance policy sparks protest
By Re£lna Ravetti

Dally Bruin Staff

Chanting, yelling and blowing
whistles, seven people were
arrested Friday morning in a Santa

Monica medical office elevator

while protesting the medical insur-

ance policy of the University of

Southern California/University

Hospital.

Members of the AIDS Coalition

To Unleash Power, also known as

UCLA accepts uninsured

patients on emergency basis

ACT UP, chained themselves to an
elevator handrail located in the

office of the National Medical
Enterprises, which owns the hos-

pital.

According to an AIDS Coalition

press release, the protesters were

outraged because of a hospital

insurance policy which refuses to

admit patients with no insurance
and also denies entrance to patients

with public insurance, such as the

federally funded plan Medicare
and the state-funded MediCal.

STUD Y^ ABROAD
THE SUIEDISH PROGRflH

STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY
Study abroad in Stockholm,

Swedien ^vith The Swedish
Program at Stockholm

University.

I Instruction is in

English. I Course
offerings are diverse,

for example: w^omen

Scandinavian literature,

public policy, history of the

Vikings, politics, health

care I Live with a

Swedish family or in a

university dormitory.

I Witness the

lramatif> tn/^es

and equality, environmental

studies, international

relations.

reshaping Europe on our

excursions to Berlin and
Budapest.

COME TO AH IHFORMflTIOHflL HEETIHG
F«bru4

Ifyou are unable to attend this meeting, pJease contact your Study Abroad Advisor
call TKe Swedish Program office at Hamilton College: (315) 859-44(M

OPEN HOUSE
*fea:
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TRA|li[$FORMING ADMINISTRAnON AT UtXA
Administrative Resource Center •. ^
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NewDirections

presents
.:^-f:

OPEN HOUSE
12:00 noon-3.-00 p.m.

Faculty Center/Playa Room
^-

12.00. 300 **PuynM<h^4Jmlmq»dryS^
(amtifiuous dmtomstrations,

Sntgm**

12:30 1 :30 PaynMPtnpeelbm jmesentatum by Pixie Ogren,
PaymUManager (QAA lofoUow)

200 - 3.00 PenommiPenpecHvet pnseniation by Blakety Pollock,
Cocniinaior cfSyeUrm A PolicyAnafysis
inCampmHmumResotMves (QSA tofollow)

Z^EY^^ '^l"^ \^^^
*i°****

'''" '°^"* ** T>««f"rm«Uon within the UnlvcrHty Ubrmrf, mdwittbe how ta the Hum-Dki« CcoJfo«»ce Roommoyo. 314. Check ne« Mood-y. Bn.in for the deSued^^^iToJ-^ou»«i«re held weekly, evety IWdey froo. »ooo unUl 3. For more informMiii. pleeM c«U Cthi TeeteT^^^lZO

We look forward to your visit! %

The coaUtion*s aim was to draw
attention to the need for a universal

national health care package.

"What we want is a single

comprehensive quality health care

system/' said Mark Kostopoulos,

media spokesperson for the AIDS
Coalition.

In comparison to the USC
center's pohcy. the UCLA Medi-
cal Center accepts patients without

See ACT UP, page 7

"I don't know of any

hospital who wouldn't

admit any person with

public insurance.

Money or no money,

insurance or no

insurance, every person

will be seen."

Martha Webb

COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
IMC.L^iDES tVb cXAV(:NA:.ON tv^GiASS

FRAME & PRtSCPiPT'ON iFNSF?

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
INCLUDfS EYt EXAM, SOMMATE B

CONTACT LENSES CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UP

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
• \C, v.JES EXAM mIIiNG & n'jj.O:.' ,,?

* 3 MONTHS LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

O/^TOMf T R I X

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

SAA Career Network

Family Weekend

Spring Sing

Dinners for 12 Strangers

Senior Glass Cabinet

Homecoming Week

Beat $c Week

Bruin Survival Kits

Why are there

fisb4ii^iif

x>rr-.

^ijyft,^-'**?'^

Find out at our next

SAA Membership
Meeting.

(New members welcome as

always. Old ones-be there

[dang-it]!)

Tomorrow Wte!! *

James West Alumni Center
7 PM

ix^^
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ACT UP
From page 6
medical insurance only in

emergency situations, said Martha
Webb. UCLA Medical Center
admissions counselor.

If beds arc available and if their

medical conditions allow it,

patients without medical insurance

are transferred to a county hospi-

tal, she said.

Refusing to admit a patient with
public insurance is rare. *'I don't

know of any hospital who
wouldn't admit any person with
public insurance,** she said.

In addition, every patient is seen

by a doctor who determines
whether the patient should stay, no
matter what the situation. **Money
or no money, insurance or no
insurance, every person will be
seen,** Webb said.

Although they have yet to see

their ultimate aim realized, the

AIDS coalition is satisfied with its

actions, Kostopoulos said. "We
haven't achieved our goal for

universal health care, but-we felt

the demonstration was successful

in bringing attention to health care

inequality.**

liie coalition's intent was hon-

orable, but its actions were inap-

propriate, said Diane Tavram,
National Medical Enterprises
spokeswoman.

"BasicaUy the bottom line is

that we share their concern and
frustration in terms of United
States health care, but we disagree

with the methods," she said.

In addition, the protesters were
acting on some misinformation
about the type of care the hospital

provides, Tavram said.

Associated with University of
Southern California Medical
School, the hospital primarily

serves as a teaching hospital

st)ecializing in research of severe
illnesses, Tavram said.

As a result, the hospital serves a

different purpose in its communi-
ty. "It is not a typical community
hospital. It is a very specialized

high-technology, tertiary-care

hospital."

USCAJniversity Hospital offi-

cials were not available for com-
ment

The protesters also threw valen-
tine hearts which the group said
symbolized AIDS patients with no
private health insurance, who
would not be admitted to USCy

University Hospital.

Entering the offices at about

11:30 a.m. Pdday, the seven

protesters were chained for

approximately 30 minutes until the

police unchained them in order to

handcuff them, said Sgt Bill

Brucker of the Santa Monica
police department He added that

the people were charged with

trespassing and willfully commit-
ting a disturbance.

The protesters were booked and

later released on a written promise

to appear in court, Brucker said.

UCLA pENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

ROBERT
BLOCKER
flANO
Acclaimed pianist Robert
Blocker was recently

appointed Dean of the

UCLA School of the Arts!

BACH-BUSONI
Chaconne in d minor
CHOPIN
Two Nocturnes, Op. 27
Fantaisie inf, Op. 49

RAVEL
Valses nobles

et sentimaitales

GINASTERA
Sonata para piano

SUN^FEB. 23 AT 7 PM
ROYCEHALL $2o,i7.i4;9*

Preseated in cooperation with the UCLA Student Committee for the Arts.

jT^j A ForTlckets/lrTfonnatkxi

^^jjj^^ visit the Central Tk^ket Office, or call^ (31 0) 825-9261
*aiud«nto wllh KjIMtm* ID. Ruih •! ahowtinw for tlud^nlt and Mniora OimN»d aM^laM

ProQrwn, cMto, tknv and price sup|9cI to ctwr>Q#.

C^4H4iuteft Sate
.v.'.-.'.',w\'.:W'.\'.-

ffft^^r

CP286-12MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-25MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) $975

CP386DX-25MHZ (BOMB Hard Drive) $1170

CP386-33MH2 W/64K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive)....$1285

CP486-2QMHZ
(
12QMB Hard Drive) $1 4,*^

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive).$1790

All Systems Include:

^.—

^

FREE SUPER MOUSE II

with purchase of svstem

•1 MB RAM Memory

•5.25' or 3.5' Floppy Drive

•HYUNDA1 14' Super VGA( 28) Color Monitor

•Super VGA(1024768) W/1 MB-256 Colors

•101 Enhanced Keyboard

•AT I/O Card (2 Serial. 1 Parallel & 1 Game)

•2FD/2HD IDE Controller

•100% IBM Compatible Systems

*0ne Yoar Parts and Labor Warranty

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE

Please CaU SCOTT for best deal at

3850 Wilshire Blvd. #im
Los;:|i|ii|||ii|p 1

•MtV -i-i-i

m
MiiMidiUttiUiU^kUUiUMd^

WILSHIREils

4
i.

B3S\

Bean

SiiSiWa

Now.

Career Network Workshop #12

International Job Opportunities

Wednesday, February 19 at 7pm
James West Alumni Center

For more informatioii. call 825-UCLA.

SAA is s student group sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Association.
Additional funding for the Career Network is provided by the UCLA Foundation

to help you get the most from your UCLA experience.

AT UCLA, YOU LEARN WITH THE BEST

UCuKmi
• aaociATtoa

*Mi^
M
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This year make the
Grade with l\AILLER

MILLER INFINITI.v^nNuys

MILLER MITSUBISHI, Van Nuys

MILLER NISSAN, VanNuys

MILLER TOYOTA, CulverCity

818-782-1000

818-780-7799

818-787-8400

213-559-3777

'*TAKE $100 OFFANY CAR, with valid UCLA Student ID presented on date of
purchase**

Oxygen Permeable
Contact Lenses

to schedule an
appointment.

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.
10955 Weyburn Ave.

Corner of Weyburn & Broxton

208-4748

Scared of the

^A

Relax with KAPLAN
In honor of the Grand Opening of our Downtown Los

Angeles center - ALL KAPLAN courses will be discounted

$75.00 through February 29, 1992!

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST for
information regarding the world's

#1 Preparatory Course.

also Daily Wear Soft Lenses $175.00
\ Disposable Contact Lenses $225.00

The Best Are Getting
Even Better!

Call our office today

UCLA professor treks
throu^ mgged Andes
for volcano research
By Phuong Le

Jon Davidson recently
exchanged his car for a mule, his

briefcase for hiking gear and left

his Westwood office behind to

move to Chile.

The UCLA geology professor

left the confines of the UCLA
campus two weeks ago to join a

research project in the Andes
Mountains in South America.

He was lured to the remote
region to study the active volcano
of San Pedro-Pellado. For a month,
Davidson will work on a research

project along with UCLA post-

doctoral student Stq>hen Nelson
and geologists from MIT, South-
em Methodist University and the

University of Chile.

"rm interested because the

Andes look as though they're

similar to what happens in the

western U.S./* he said. The
research in the Andes could aid in

understanding volcanic eruptions

and formations in the United
States.

"We will . . . sample the lava

flow and look at the granite rocks

underlying the volcano,** Davidson
said. **We will get a general idea of
hew voleanoes behave.**

When the research is complete,

he said he hopes to create some
model to und^tand other volca-

noes.

Among other goals. Davidson
said he will examine the chemistry

and composition of the lava to

understand how rocks interact with
the eaith*s crust as they reach the

earth*s surface.

San Pedro-Pellado is ideal for

study because its deq>ly eroded
features allow geologists to better

examine some of the canyon walls.

Nelson said.

In a typical day, the geologists

will hike, examine the walls of the

volcano, map the area and collect

rocks to bring back to UCLA for

closer analysis.

But the volcano is surrounded

by deep valleys and rugged terrain,

and access is difficult The group
must ride on horseback to get into

the canyons.

Freezing nights and the risk of
volcanic eruptions pose serious

challenges for the group. "I would
expect the volcano to erupt at some
time soon,** Davidson said.

Since the volcano is near a main
railroad line, an eruption could
hamper traffic along the commer-
cial routes between Chile and
Bolivia.

However, the geology professor

has camping experience. This will

be his seventh visit to South
America.

Davidson and UCLA graduate
student Todd Fecley encountered
some obstacles while studying the

evolution of San Pedro-Ollague,
an active vok:ano on the border
between Chile and Bolivia.

Bunking in an abandoned train

near the volcano, Fecley often

walked 20 miles to get to certain

field sites to map, sample and
collect rocks.

Because San Pedio-OUague is

one of the highest volcanoes in the
world, the altitude and steq) cliffs

made it difficult for the scientists
—t£\^JXUMr asbiaU niYifin ^\£ ilm^zxfSAJXjX ritHHII niCnj tit IDC

even in one day.

"After three or four hours, you
lose focus of what you're doing,

and you feel physically
exhausted,** F6eley said. The aver-

age 45 pounds of equipment and
rocks he had to carry while hiking

did not ease the situation.

"By looking at these volcanoes,

we can tell the history and go some
way toward predicting what will

happen (with other volcanoes),**

Davidson said.

Aspects of the 1980 eruption of
Mount St Helens in Washington
parallels San Pedio-ollague, so
studying the South American
volcano could lead to greater

understanding about how to pre-

dict volcanic eruptions, he said.

THIEVES
From page 3

thieves are caught per day.

Anyone caught redhanded in the

student stores face some soit of
action. But while non-students

always go directly to the Los
Angeles Police I>epartment for

prosecution, punishments for stu-

According to California Penal
Law, the student association also

has the right to demand up to $500
in civil damages, but usually the

association is satisfied to recover

die cost of the stolen goods. Porter

^u4, —— :—
dent offenders run the gamut from
formal warning letters to suspen-
sion and expulsion.

*The punishment is meant to fit

the crime/' Bayley said. "If a crime
is obviously calculated or very
large, a student may be suspended,
and a number of students have
even been dismissed.**

Students caught stealing in the

campus stores are given a choice.
If offenders deny stealing, or
become violent, the university

police takes them to the Los
Angeles Police.

But students who co-operate
may be able to negotiate a lesser

punishment
Once students have admitted to

stealing, they are handed over to

the Dean of Students, who deter-

mines the appropriate punishment
If the crime is minor, parents are

usually not notified and students

may only see a dean and receive a
written warning, according to

Associate Dean of Students Cary
Porter.

Only the student sees that letter,

but it is kept on file for four years.

If a student caught stealing from
campus stores is also an employee,
the store takes additional mea-
sures. The student is immediately
fired and can never work for the

association again. Nor can that

student ever write checks to the

student stores.

Dishonest employees might be
weeded out by checking the record
of applicants. Executive Director

Jason Reed acknowledged. How-
ever, the nature of the association

makes that difficult, he said.

"Employees are never back-
checked because we have such a
high turn-around,** Reed said.

Every year, the student stores

budget for thousands of dollars

worth of "shrinkage.** the differ-

ence between how much inventory
should be in the stores and how
much is actually there.

In 1990-91, shrinkage totaled

$832,598, or 1.6 percent of all

sales. But how much of that

amount is due to theft, breakage,
accounting and other errors cannot
be determined, according to
Finance Director Liz Tractenberg.
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student Health faces
$200,000 budget gap
Deficit may bring extra fees

or cuts in core health services

By TonI Rivera
Daily Bruin Staff

During a year when the availa-

bility and the high cost of state

health care has become an issue of
national concern, UCLA*s health

care program could experience its

own share of problems.

UCLA Student Health Services

may reduce the scope of its

coverage or charge additional fees

by fall 199Z
A UCLA official told a forum of

students and faculty members
Thursday that the health-services

program will require changes
because it is undergoing severe

budget problems.

"We have tried come up with

alternatives to try and reduce our
expenses and affect students as

little as possible,** said Albert

Setton, the deputy assistant vice

chancellor of Student Health Ser-

vices.

The UCLA health program's

projected expenses this year —
which include salaries, supphes,

servk:e, insurance and equipment
^euk! exceed its budget by an

estimated $200,000.

To cover these costs, Setton and
other Student Development and
Health officials have developed
three proposals.

One plan calls for a decrease in

the core services provided by the

student-health program. This
option would require a fee for lab

work. X-rays and other procedures
currently covered by registration

fees.

Services that students now pay
^-fbr are pharmacy goods, physical

examinations that require
documentation, immunizations,
premarital blood tests, allergy

testing and some lab procedures.

Dental care is provided at a

discounted rate.

A second proposal calls for

billing insurance companies for

the health-services program.

Currently, only 35 percent of
student-health users have indepen-

dent health insurance. And
because many undergraduates are

AilEGATIONS
From page 3

insured under their famiUes* poU-
cies. the types of visits could be
restricted depending on that cover-

age.

The UCLA Medical Insurance

Plan will not pay for costs under
this plan.

Furthermore, this proposal
incurs new administrative
expenses because it increases

paperwork for the billing proce-

dures, according to an administra-

tive report on the plan.

Although graduate students

must provide for their own health-

care plan in accordance with a
referendum passed in 1990. about
12 to 15 percent of undergraduates
are not medically insured, said

Edward Wiesmeier. the assistant

vice chancellor of Student Deve-
lopment and Health.

Students without health insur-

ance may choose not to use the

student-health program at all. the

report indicated.

A third proposal would create a
"quarterly gate fee.** Under this

plan, the first time a student uses

health services each quarter, a $5
fee IS charged, afiowtng studdiji=

access to health care for the entire

quarter.

*This proposal is the most
problematic because it will be hard

to process little amounts of
money,'* said graduate student

government's Chief of StaffJames
Papp.

But Vicki Luce, undergraduate

government Student Welfare
Commissioner, said she supported

the proposal

"I would definitely not want to

see a decrease in core services,'

she said. "If they could keep the fee

at $5, then personally Tm all for

it**

Setton plans to hold a forum in

spring 1992 to discuss these issues

with student leaders and generate

ideas for a possible solution.

Tn the current environment of
the state of California, we will

have to pay more to keep what we
have,^ said Michelle Pearson from
Student Health Services.

federal Environmental Proteetien—

w

ood products from Indonesia.

Agency seven times fw a total of Makiysia and the Philippines. It

$1.16 million between Jan. 1. 1977
and May 1. 1990. Of the nation*s

50 largest corporations, only two
were fined more often than Geor-
gia-Pacific.

The company*s violations

included dumping 6 million gal-

lons of waste water into the St
Croix River in Maine, releasing

carcinogens into the air for eight

years in Louisiana and dumping 42
thousand pounds of phenol into the

Mississippi River, according to

various publications and EPA
officials.

"We all know companies like

Georgia-Pacific have problems,

but they are trying to do something
and we*re trying to get them to do
sometiung about it** said Hagan
Thompson. EPA spokesperson
who commented upon the com-
pany's fines but could not verify

them. "Fines are not really atypical

for such a large company. There
will be violations of environmental

poUcies.**

According to a report published

by the Rainforest Action Network,
Georgia-Pacific imports finished

also operates in Brazil, Panama,
Netherlands Antilles, Germany,
Switzerland, Mexico, Canada and
the Virgin Islands. Its trade in

tropical hardwoods accounts for

25 percent of all rainforest

destruction, the repon stated.

And although the company does
replant trees, "it*s more like a tree

fann,** Stralberg said. "They*re
destroying the diversity and wikl-

life of the forests."

But a spokeswoman from Geor-
gia-Pacific disagreed.

"We have to be good environ-

mental stewards today, and we
have a strong commitmei]|t to the

environment,** said Sheila Weid-
man, the company *s manager of
corporate conununications. "We
have not deforested, and we work
with governments of other coun-
tries to save forests because forests

are forever.**

Georgia-Pacific also owns no
operations in foreign countries,

although it does import some
building products, she added.

See ALLEOATIONS, page 10
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CARD CATALOGS
Now is your chance to own your very own card catalog.

You must act quickly, and you must supply your own
labor and transportation from the URL lobby.

Call library purchasing at 206-6761 for full details.

Available to all students, faculty, and staff at no

'

cost, though donations to the UCLA Library are welcome.
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Graduation!
Graduate with style...don't forget to order your portraits and
graduation announcements. Also available is the UCLA Medallion
Watch from Bulova, a 14k gold-plated dial featuring a rich
three-dimensional rendering of the UCLA seal. Order them soon!

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
150 Kerckhoff Hall • (310) 206-8433 • M-F 8:30-5:30
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TITLESm STOOfC IN TECHNICAL BOOKS

• COMPUTER SCTENC^
•ENGINEERING

• PHYSICS
• MATHEMATICS

• PLUS MUCH MORE!
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GET YOURS NOW
o

CALIFORNIA

UCLA
o UOLA BRUINS o

Be among the first to have UCLA license plates.

With these plates on your car you can show off

your Bruin pride every time you get behind the

wheel. The plates will also help provide need-

based scholarships for UCLA students. Order
forms are available in today's Basketball

Supplement, at the James West Alumni Center, or

by calling 206-4977.
_
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The Best Collection,..Lowest Pricesr W. HOLLYWOOD
^^^>>S^ • $1.39 RENTALS TUES & THURS ^.^^^^^

<^FIRST
tUESTAV
FREES
•2FDR1
RENTALS
MON & WED!

c « ^ .... 657-8800
Free Parking m All Locations

-v^^N^Sun-thurs 10-1- Fri-Sat 10-12 „„,,.^,^^^^CWN^ WESTWOODVSSw BEVERLY HILLS VILLAGE
^>S,^330 N. Beverhr Dr. 1035 Gayley Ave.^ ->^ 858-7600 S24'9&22
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TWO
WAYS

WIN WITH

o
You'll look like o

w i nner in fitness

fashions fronn

Morika—innovators

in multi-active

apparel.

Come in to try on

ou r Mariko

bodywear and
you con enter our

drawing for an

Avita Step Master

from Marika.

'<«.

It's a winning combo for your fitness

1 program. Just stop by Womenswear from

I February 1 5 to March 2 for terrific

I

Marika exercise fashions—and enter our

;
drawing for an. Avita Step Master.

i One enfry per person. No purchase necessary fo enter.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
WomnsiirMr/ l-Lml Ackmnan Union/ 206-0811/ M-Tb 7:45-7JO; F 7:45^; Sat 10-5; Snn 12-5

PROFS
J^rom page 1

speak on blacks and the history of

America."

Worse still, critics say, many
schools repetitiously recap biogra-

phies of leaders of the anti-slavery

and civil-rights movements. They
say the programs also recap bio-

graphies of black athletes who
were the "first this or that"

"You just can't teach (about) the

tough people," controversial his-

toric figures such as Malcolm X,

Washington said. "You've got to

teach about the engineers, the

scientists."

Washington said he is writing an

educational guide to help chur-

ches, teachers and others offer a

more comprehensive black history

program because children can*t get

black history in just an hour, or a

month.

**First of all, you *ve got a 28-day

month and you're dealing with a

See PROFS, page 13

All£GATIONS
From page 9

According to Weidnian, the

company has received accolades

for its environmental policies from
the National Safety Council, the

Michigan Department of Natural

Resources and the American Ply-

wood Assoc.iarinn -

Records were not available from
the National Safety Council, and
several officials from the Michi-
gan Department of Natural
Resources denied honoring Geor-
gia-Pacific with awards.

Only the American Plywood
Association confirmed the com-
pany's awards. An association

spokesman said that it has recog-

nized the lumbering company
several times in the past five years

for having the industry's least

number of injured workers.

However, despite the award for

worker safety, the company has
had troubled labor relations,

according to the United Paper-

workers International Union.

"We're not satisfied because
wages could be better, and work-
ing conditions should be much
better," said Frank Bragg, a union
spokesman. "It is worse than a lot,

but it's not the worst. It's up there

in the worst top five, though."

Many of the company's workers
contract diseases because they are

exposed to asbestos, a carci-

nogenic waste, Bragg said.

But Georgia-Pacific denied
these allegations.

"We are one of the top 10
yers in the forest products-^-^

industry, and we pay very well,

Weidman said. "Our workers
make a vay good wage, and we are

a union company."
Still, UCLA environmentalists

remain wary of the company.
"Despite what they say, Geor-

gia-Pacific is socially irresponsi-

ble," Stahlberg said. "We want
students to get involved because
it's their school and it's taxpayers'

money. We are calling for an
environmentally responsible
investment policy."

But the regents do invest
responsibly, Malaspina said.

**Georgia-Pacific has responded
to the allegations against them to
our satisfaction. They are a safe
company, and they are not in

violation of any federal rules. I

don't think students have accurate

information."

The UCLA Environmental
Coalition began a petition against

the regents and Georgia Pacific

after a UC Santa Barbara touring

group came to the Cooperage last

week to tell students about UC
investments in all^edly environ-

mentally hazardous companies.
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YESTERDAY'S
From page 3

UCLA senior and Yesterday's

bartender Steve Sjostrand. "And I

don't think they will."

According to Yesterday's bar

manager, Bruce Melena, the own-
ers filed for financial protection

under chapter 1 1 bankruptcy laws
in November 1990.

"On all my paychecks it said

*DIP, or Debtors in Possession,'"

said UCLA sophomore Ann
Levine, who worked at Yester-

day's fit)m fall 1990 up until a few
weeks before it closed on Jan. 12.

Because of the intricacies of
bankruptcy and liquidation laws,

sui^ents may never receive their

money.

Although Melena said Yester-

day's formally filed for bankrupt-

cy in 1990, Levine said the

restaurant has been experiencing

substantial financial difficulties

for many years.

"It was my understanding that

(Yesterday's) had been in bank-
ruptcy for six years," she said.

But because of the effects of the

recession, Levine added, the own-
ers could not pay many of the bills,

including the bills for food and
alcohol delivery.

*The chef had to go to the

grocery store and buy the food, and
the assistant managers had to go
buy the alcohol," she said.

"In the end, there were no
mburgers, no buns, no steak and I

DMS INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER'COMBO'MENU
J-^-Sf^V'TV^CiM

( C)MHC)MX-521S

•386-25SX MOTHERBOARD WrfH 2 MB RAM
•TEAC 1.2(5.25') & 1.44(3.5") FLOPPY
•MAXTOR 130 MB HARD DISK DRIVE
•SUPER IDE CONTROLLER WHTH I/O

•MINI TOWER CASE
• 1 01 ENHANCED KEYBOARD
• INTERLACED SVGA MONITOR .28/1024x768
•TRIDENT 1 MB SVGA CONTROLLER
•PANASONIC 9 PIN DOT MATRIX PRINTER
•SOCKET FOR OPTIONAL MATH COPROCESSOR
•REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR

MOUSE!!

(OMHOMX-JM
•386-33 DX MOTHERBOARD W/64K CACHE AND 2 MB RAM
•TEAC 1.2(5.25") & 1.44(3.5") FLOPPY
•MAXTOR 130 MB HARD DISK DRIVE
•SUPER IDE CONTROLLER WITH «/0

•MINI TOWER CASE
•101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD
• INTERLACED SVGA MONITOR .28/1024x768
•TRIDENT 1 MB SVGA CONTROLLER
•PANASONIC 9 PIN DOT MATRIX PRINTER
•SOCKET FOR OPTK)NAL MATH COPROCESSOR
• REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR

MOUSE!!

COMPREHENSIVE 72-HR BURN-IN TESTING.........$1 31 0.00 •COMPREHENSIVE 72-HR BURN-IN TESTING. ...$1 440.00

rOMBOMX-4i5

•486-33 DX MOTHERBOARD W/256K
CACHE AND 2 MB RAM
•TEAC 1.2(5.25") & 1.44(3.5") FLOPPY
•MAXTOR 130 MB HARD DISK DRIVE
•SUPER IDE CONTROLLER WITH I/O

•MINI TOWER CASE

• 101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD
•INTERLACED SVGA MONITOR .28/1024x768
•TRIDENT 1 MB SVGA CONTROLLER
•PANASONIC 9 PIN DOT MATRIX PRINTER
•REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR
•COMPREHENSIVE 72-HR BURN-IN TESTING..

MOUSE!!

..$1 775.00

ONE FULL YEAR PARTS/LABOR WARRANTY FROM PURCHASE DATE
CALL FOR DETAILS! TEL: 81»-308-1316 FAX: 818-308-3844
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no fish," Levine added.

More than one assistant mana-
ger said the owners had never been
actively involved in running the

"In a nut shell,

Yesterday's closed due

to apathy on the part of

the owners . .

Bruce Melena
Bar Manager

restaurant and were not interested

in investing more money to

improve business.

*The owners just sucked every-
thing out of it," said Melena, wno
worked at Yesterday's for five

years. "They treated it like a toy."

Some of the employees had
proposed new methods to make the

restaurant more successful, but the

owners and the general manager
were not open to the suggestions,

Melena said. v

"Basically there was a differ-

ence of opinion," he said. "I had
some new ideas but they wanted to

stick with the old tried and true

methods that faifcid."

Melena wanted the owners to

create a sports bar atmosphere to

attract more students, but he said

the owners and management
ignored the importance of the

UCLA students to business.

M'The management had not

wanted to deal with the UCLA
crowd," he said. "But out of 35,000
students, at least 3,000 to 4,000

students are over 21."

Many students expressed
frustration at the lack of advertis-

ing aimed at the UCLA communi-
ty and the dechne in the quality of

the live music that was once

Yesterday's unique attraction.

_ "I would never know what
bands were playing, so Fd have to

call," said senior Arty Pearson. "In

the end it was always the same old

band."

And it was the same lack of

concern for business that forced

the restaurant to close, Melena
said.

"In a nut shell. Yesterday's

closed due to apathy on the part of

the owners and apathy on the pirt

of upper management."

OFFICE HOUK^:
M-F Mam-8pm
SAT 10«im-5pm

UCLA Undergraduate Business Society

MAY
PRESENTS

IS JUST AROUND
Why wait until May to set your post-graduate career goals? Spring to action now
with the company that's committed to your career success.

The May Department Stores Company.

As one of the premier retailers in the country, we invite ALL COLLEGE MAJORS to

apply for one of the retail industry's top professional oppx)rtunities!

We offer careers both in MERCHANDISING AND RNANCEior graduating seniors

with a Bachelor of Arts or Bachebr of Science degree. ——
In addition to the industry's most competitive salaries, we provide

^

outstanding benefits.

Don't wait until May to start thinking about your career. Join the company that's

committed to your success... The May Department Stores Company.

Interested candidates are encouraged to drop by and^ explore the opportunities.

Representatives will be on the UCLA campus:

Tuesday, February 18, 1992
7-9 pm -

;:. • ......!
,

Faculty Center

Sierra Room

X

O
pa

Dress casually and bring your resume
Refreshments provided

"

ROBINSON'S and MAY CO. of CAUFORNIA
Divisions of The May Department Stores Company

Equal Opportunity Employer MP UBS is sponsored by AGSM

^^^ i«tp Pi
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SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

J

I KAPPY PLATE

I
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I •Fried Rice
. Kareen Salad

After 3:00 pm to close
|

with coupon

PUCE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

^Lssb. i==i1 121 Glendon Avenue (213)

^1 Qlll Westwood Village. CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

¥ANNING
5 Sessions For $25*
CD Sound Systems

Air Conditioning

10 Wolff Beds
Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCU! Call 824-2TAN

M-F: 9am-8pm
Sat & Sun: llanrv6pm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between j<inross & Undbrook)

'coupon expires 2/2S/92

(1st tiine customen only/1 per custcmer/must present cqiipon)

Be a Camp
Counselor in JAPAN !

The JAPAN-AMERICA SOCIETY OF MIYAKONOJO is seeking
bright, energetic UCLA students to work as summer camp

counselors In Japan,Jjii^^ travel to Japan (all

expenses paid) tbiif elm counselor for JTv High and High
School studeriits. Daily responsibilities will tncltide preparing
and teaching lessons In English conversation and |merican
culture, organizing rocreatlonai activities (hikaig, swimming,

ypileyball» and various American games),

Followring Camp there wilt be a

on^week home«tay whh a
Japanese Family. Knowledg6<>f

Iho Japan^sfi twigxtBg^M

Thef9 19 no aalery offers for the
Idaehbtg poaititma. However, the
Japan^Anieflpa Society will pay
lor all transportation, food and

ipdgliig. Thit Includes the round
trH> l^ght between oountrjes.

JJSDE^RMATION ^M

THURSDAY FEB 20 •2:00PM PM
EXPO i^nt^^A^ A-213

Applicationa available at the EXPO Center, Ann: Dario Bravo x50831
Sponsored by the EXPO Center/Japan America Society

Has your education prepared you for success

in the current job market?

If you're looking for a graduate program that wiU provide

you with widely maiketable skills, consider this:

Boston University's College of Communication

offcn a unique MS degree in

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
JOURNALISM

This 3-semester program will help you prepare for jobs in

joumalism, corporate communications, investor relations,

industry research and more.

Write or call now for Information:

Francesca Viiagliano, Program Assistant

Boston University College of Conununication

640 Commonwealth Avenue

Boston, MA 02215

(617)353-4239

>i.

BOSTON
UNIVERSITY

WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD

Student Special
Offer Good at All Times

URGE PIZZA
onVl -

With 2 toppings

(1 meat, 1 vegetable)

2 Free Soft Drink's

208-4348
1 0925 Weyburn Ave. Westwood

And when you feel good you look g<

That is our belief It's why we employ stylists

^O 00 •'^stead of haircutters. And

<Y y why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments necessarv.

iMen, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(B«K«««n %QniQ A^onka & W;ls}>ir« Bivd

)

470-1558
M-F 8-9

HMR BY
Sat 8-7 Sun 10-5

RENOVATIONS
From page 3

Ingham said. "We have to look at

two aspects in doing the seismic

work — leaving the buildings

alone and doing something to

make them safe."

Preserving historical architec-

ture and making the buildings

earthquake-safe are often oppos-

ing factors that need to be care^lly

balanced* according to architects

who consulted with UCLA plan-

ners on seismic projects.

"It*s a matter of .assessing a.

building and suggesting a pragma-
tic approach to public safety and
historical preservation/* 5aid
architect Raymond Girvigian. "It*s

an art like medicine." *

Workers will drill into the

existing framework of buildings,

set them with wet concrete and
restore the walls to their original

state. Building interiors will also

receive special attention.

Unlike the Math Sciences
building which will have a cage-

like structure reinforcing its exter-

ior walls, Powell Library will have
internal reinforcements hidden
beneath the original structure.

But Girvigian questions some of
U(XA*s approaches to seismic

renovation, saying some methods
may not be up-to-date.

"If you don*t deal with the

historical buildings all the time,

you may not be aware of the new
technology available," he saicL

Historical preservation will be"
more of a concern on the interior of
a building like Powell because of
the library's woodwork and tile

detail, according to planners.

While open areas like the main
reading pom will undergo major
renovation, they will still retain

their original appearance.
A new column support will be

installed in the same architectural
style as the reamng room.
The rotunda area and stairway in

front of the main entrance will

have disguised sprinklers. Tile

work will be taken down from the

rotunda and replaced once renova-
tions are completed.

A handicapped entrance will

alter the library's facade, but
project planners say the path will

be unnoticeable from a lower
level.

Most importantly, they added,
the ramp will mark the first time
the main entrance has been acces-
sible to the disabled.

Kerckhoff Hall, designed in a
Tudor Gothic architecture, will

undergo extensive seismic reno-

vation, but its appearance will

remain relatively unaffected.
Although a moat will have to be

built under the building, seismic^
workers are using the more expen-
sive technique of base isolation to

make the building earthquake-

safe.

Moore, Haines, Kinsey, the

Men's Gym and the Dance build-

ing also require preservation of
their architecture but on a smaller

scale, according to UCLA plan-

ners.

Even early planners were wor-
ried about the preservation of the

architecture.

They set aside extra bricks for

Haines Hall in the building's

basement so that crumbling bricks

could be replaced with the same
masonry.

The first four campus buildings

— Royce, Powell, Kinsey and
Haines — were built in Italian

Romanesque style for a $3-million

price tag.

"By preserving the original

architecture, we provide a con-

templative atmosphere which is

different from going to downtown
Los Angeles," Ingham said. "It

provides an inspirational atmo-
sphere to pursue academic endea-
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PROFS
From page 10

people that started when Adam
was bom," he said.

Because of the speakers' deci-

sions, some school administrators
say they must regroup their prog-
rams. But many Texas districts

said they are already moving
toward a year-round, multicultural

curriculum.

"In Fort Worth, we may or may
not have speakers," said Joyce
Howard Johnson, social studies

curriculum specialist for Fort
Worth schools. "Our program does
not depend on whether or not
people come to speak."

Inriagination Celebration brings
ethnic arts — symphony, dance
and theater — to schoolchildren
year-round, and A World of
Difference celebrates cultural dif-

ferences, Johnson said. At annual
symposiums, teachers learn to

incorporate multiculturalism in

their classrooms, she said.

In Arlington, Texas, speakers
are used only occasionally, so the

district will not suffer if more
African-Americans decline to take

part in Black History Month, one
administrator said.

"I don't think it's going to throw
everything out of whack," said
Janie Hargis, Arlington social

studies coordinator. "I think what
will happen is we will more
aggressively look for a curriculum
on African-American culture."

PARKING
From page 1

to park my car somewhere."
The main reason for the parking

fee hike is that Parking Services is

a completely self-supporting agen-

cy, said Parking Services Manager
Greg Demetre.

"When a parking structure is

built, like at Sunset Village,

Parking Services pays for all of it,"

Demetre said. "So the fees have to

go up."

Administrative Vice Chancellor

Raymond Schultze will either

approve or reduce the parking fee

increases following a 30-day con-
sultation with the Transportation

and Parking Advisory Committee
and two Academic Senate com-
mittees — the Faculty Welfare
Committee and the Council on
Planning and Budget.

EDUCATION
From page 1

schools like UCLA." Meek said.

And so far, students have been
responding well to the UCLA
4}rogram. he said^

vors.

"Some of the impressions we
have are that the students feel that

they're in 'real* school, not imita-

tion school/' he said.

Student interest levels have
soared, he said. *They are asking

questions on their own, ranging

from, *How do plants eat insects?'
' to *How do big planes go up in the

air if they are heavier than the

air?'"

Although results of the UCLA
program are not available, some
immediate effects are noticeable.

Meek said. For example, many of
these students participated in the

school's science fair.

"And students have thanked us

for bringing science into the

classrooms," he said. "If it helps

only in increasing a little of the

numbers of those who pursue
science, we will have accom-
plished something meaningful."

And Gelman said she is pleased

to find students planning their

future. "We've had students ask

how to get into UCLA," she said.

"It's wonderful to see this happen
to some kids it would never have

happened to."
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Viewpoint

By Steve Harris

I followed the most recent

Bruin det)ate about Zionism
with dismay as each side of

the argument struggled to use

.

the strongest pejorative power
word they knew ("racism*')

against the other. Now that

things have cooled a bit, and
without getting into specific

issues of Israeli policy, I

thought that I might offer a

differing perspective on the

debate itself.

It goes without saying that

people kill each other for

many reasons. The nauire of

many human societies (and

many humans) is to su-uggle

for control over others, and
this overriding urge for power
is quite capable of resulting in

war all by itself — without

much help from what we
usually think of as bigotry.

As an example consider

Somalia, in the news recently

because civil war (complete

with atrocities) had broken out,

Tiorljetween differcm African

—

races, or even different African

tribes, but rather between diffe-

rent rival clans in the same
tribe. There are many other

examples of such wars.

In like fashion we must
remember too that cultural

prejudice is an efficient prom-—
oter of violence if combined
power-lust, and the combination

is also perfectly capable of

producing bloodshed without

any help from common racism.

Here an example is Northern

Ireland. In fact, the struggles

between Semitic peoples in the

Middle East in many ways
resemble struggles in Belfast:

in both cases we see conflicts

between individuals who may
differ not at all genetically, but

who differ greatly in cultural

programming. To apply the

term "racism** in either case is

to misuse the word.

Why, then, do we see the

word "racism** used again and

again in campus debates about

the Middle East? As ab-eady

noted, the reason seems to be

that "racism** now enjoys status

as the ultimate evil in the

Politically Correct Catalog of

Evils, and is therefore often

used as the ultimate insult —
whether it fits or not. But

overuse of the term "racism**^

is a bad idea for many rea-

sons.

The mundane truth is that

most violent human conflicts

aren*t interracial, and I suspect

that most of the people who
have killed each other through-

out history, in conflicts from

wars to street fights to family

arguments, have been of pretty

much the same racial stock.

This fact ©ven causes one to

wonder if a significant fraction

of what passes for "racism,**

even when tlie antagonists are

"Of different races, isn*l actually

plain cultural prejudice, or

something else. Even in our
own country, our bloodiest war
by far was not one in which
we killed people of another

race, but rather a war in which

brother sometimes literally tried

to kill brother. .: _^
Without minimizing the

undoubted evil of racism, then,

it is time to admit that other

kinds of bigotry or ethnocentr-

ism, when combined with the

willingness to use deadly force

to gain power, are just as evil

as racism.

And it may even be more
dangerous for the opposing

view creeping into arguments,

for to hold that racism is

somehow worse than other

"enforced bigotries.** may also

bp in some way to decide that,

once we have determined a

given practice not to be
**racist,** it must therefore be of

lesser concern. For iiistance,

killing in South Africa.

In The Bruin debate we may
see a similar attitude in the

argument that goes something
like this: "Zionism isn't racist,

but only nationalistic, and
what*s wrong with that?** The
answer, of course, is that

there* s possibly quite a lot

wrong with that Since nation-

alism is historically closely

associated with cultural preju-

dice and the will to power, I

suspect that if all the many
varieties of enforced bigotry

had the full reputation they

deserve, nationalism as a label

would not have been used by
a supporter of Israel quite so

quickly. Nationalism, after all,

hasn*t historically been a very

nice thing.

Albert Einstein, a Zionist

himself, once called nationalism

an infantile disease — the

^^easles of mankind."^ WhaT^
Einstein hoped we humans
would grow out of was the

more virulent kind of national-

ism — the sort of chauvinism
in which people are expected

to give their allegiance to a

government even to the point

of enabling that government's

abuse of human and civil

rights, if such is felt necessary

for national security.

Nationalism is evil, then,

only to the extent that it

encourages or allows one to

overlook enforced bigotry in

the name of a "greater cause.**

Surely no less, for better or
for worse, can be said of

Zionism.

Harris is a postdoctoral scho-

lar.

Racism can't explain eveiything

Campus bar
Editor:

I find it quite embarrassing

that there is not a bar on
campus. This is a campus of

roughly 35,000 people, many
of whom are over the mini-

mum drinking age of 21

(which no one, I believe,

thinks is too low).

Shouldn't there be a bar?

The UC campus at San
Diego, which has a smaller

enrollment than UCLA has

one, and other campuses of

comparable size have a bar on
campus. Keep in mind that we
are in L.A., not some sheltered

backwater town.

Is it possible that some
reactionary political thinking is

at work and has succeeded in

preventing adults from drinking

on campus? Perhaps the mem-
bers who subscribe to this

self-righteous thinking want to

impose their rigid and imma-
ture morality on others.

Maybe they should keep to

Ihcmsclves! ^^^

I was sentenced to 15 years

in prison. My family has since

gone away and moved out of

New York City. My friends

have abandoned me — out of

sight, out of mind.

But there is little resemb-

lance to the young kid who
fell victim to the mean streets

of NYC as a young drug
dealer who thought the fast

lane was the life until he was
put away at the age of 23.

Life should have been diffe-

rent, but I did not have a

chance; the environment I was
thrown into was hard.

Right now I'm working tow-

ard getting my degree in psy-

chology and presentational

speaking at Ulster College in

upstate Ulster county. New
York. If you keep your mind
and body in shape, you can
overcome the odds behind

these walls. At 5 feet, 8

inches, 160 lbs., I have been
able to keep a sound mind and
strong health. I*m trying to

make my restitution to society;

I want to become a positive

influence instead of wasting

Ardavan Moaveni
Junior

Political science

Up the river

Editor:

^ Please allow me this oppor-
tunity to evoke one of the few
rights I have left: freedom of
speech.

If you are reading this letter,

it means you have an advan-
tage over mc — a prisoner. It

means you still have your
precious freedom (personal

rights of liberty), something I

once foolishly took for granted

and lost more than 12 years

ago.

my lime away m pnson.

I would like to meet and
talk with someone who has an

altruistic mind, not someone
with an anti-social personality

disorder who will deprecate a

human being.

Nothing will stop me from
becoming a major success story

once I regain my freedom. At
this stage of my hfe I am
truly — imperturbable.

Many thanks to the editor

for your understanding.

William Satterfield

#82A526

Editor's note: Anyone wishing to

correspond with Mr. Satterfield,

please contact the Daily Bruin office

at 825-9898 for his address.

Gel up ofT your ass! Our
last chance to take a

stand is upon us!

Next week in Meyerhoff
Park (that grassy area by
Kerckhoff on Bruin Walk)
there will be » rally protesting

the fee increase for next year.

Speakers will be there, the

media will be there and you
will be there!

There is nothing more
important for you to be doing
on that day! There is no issue

that affects all of us equally

like this one! There is no
urgent matter that needs imme-
diate attention that could

impact future generations like

this one!

What does it take to get us

united and mad! Tm sick of

being called the apathetic,

"lost** generation!

I keep hearing people com-
plain about how students are

such a low priority at UCLA.
I read about UCLA*s low
student satisfaction rates in

U.S. News and World Report
I read about our poor retention

rates. Where* s the action and
unrest?

The UC Regents have
already approved a 40 percent

fee increase for next year, the

second year in a row. The
increase was approved by all

but one of the regents, includ-

ing Student Representative Dia-

na Darnell.

What kind of representative

is that! All we*re waiting for

now is Governor Wilson *s sig-

nature of^pproval on the state

budget, which includes the fee

increase.

Tm tired of not being taken

fi-Z

J
"f-

M

Susan
RInderle

seriously! Senate Bill 1645
supposedly capped the rate of
inflation of reg fees at a

maximum of 10 percent per
year. This generous margin •

was supposed to correct for

any econon^ical calamities such
as . . . recession! Two conse-

cutive years of 40 percent

increases are therefore not only
an unjust burden on students

and their families, but also

unlawful.

Tm tired of listening to the

toadies that say "Well, UCLA
is still a bargain,** and ramble
pn abom^the "qua li ty of ^^u«
cation.**^ Quality of education,

my buU! I paid $1500 for my
freshman year in 1988-89, and
I had more professors to

choose from and less crowded
classrooms.

Tm tired of the constant

slaps in the face; marble tile

in Murphy, the $3 million

"archway,** the $10,000 grass

replacements in Dickson Plaza.

Oh, right, I forgot — UCLA
can*t attract quality students

(read "hefty alumni donations**)*

without a nice looking campus.
Don*t give me that — any-

one that attends UCLA or

gives money because they were
inspired by the shiny floors in

Murphy isn*t interested in

quality education anyway, but

rather elitist prestige and more
shiny floors!

The toadies are right that

UCLA is a bargain, and will

continue to be, at $3(X)0 a
year. But since when have we
measured our quality "in com-
parison to** what you get for

your money at USC or an
expensive Ivy League school? '

Even so, the rate of inflation

of UC fees is criminal. The
price has gone up 2(X) percent
in five years, and 4(X) percent

in eleven. No wonder UC
President Gardner is resigning!

It*s basically a question of
priorities. According to a

renowned scholar of Latin

American history, UCLA*s
budget is larger than that of
the entire nation of Nicaragua.
I heard him quote this figure

in 1989, but I doubt il*s

changed much.
Does this surprise you? The

point is that despite the recc&

—

sion, we have the money.
Maybe the millions of dollars

spent on cosmetic renovations

on campus couldn't have been
used for anything else, because
cosmetics was what they were
earmarked for, according to the

budget I say that according to

what I see around me, the

budget and its priorities are

wrong. Students are not as

important as they should be.

So what are you going to

do? Will you futilely hope the

powers that be make good on
their promise of more flnancial

aid? Will you swallow the

$3000 pfice tag next year, then

swallow thousands of dollars of
tuition in 1993?

Will you just get three jobs
like me and work 30 hours a
week, plus classes and activi-

ties? Will you give up valu-

able, resume—building

activities and internships

because you have to work?
Will you stay in school for

seven years because you can*t

get classes, and don*t have
enough time to take more than

eight or twelve units per quar-

ter because you have to work?
I work up to 30 hours a

week to fmish my degree
without fmancial aid, and Tm
white. I can*t imagine what the

situation is for some students

of color.

The impact that fee increases

have on the demography of
UCLA makes me lose sleep at

night The African-American
enrollment at UCLA is below
the national average and
declining. Latinos are being

eliminated by the Bradford

decision, which charges undo-
cumented students non-resident

tuition.

People of color already have
enough obstacles to getting into

a university like UCLA and
graduating, and higher fees will

be a further hindrance. As it

is, many high school students

of color think of UCLA as an
elitist institution that doesn*t

want them.

It looks like they're right

At this rate, the demographic
and racial/cultural vitality of
this university will revert to a
blander, singleminded, 1950s-
like state. I bet there are

plenty of people who would
enjoy that

Well, I wouldn*U I say this

fee increase is discriminatory!

It -is racist because it dispro-

portionately affects people of
color. It is classist, because it

eliminates all but those in the

upper classes that can afford to

pay. It is ageist, because it

takes advantage of the power-
lessness of youth.

I refuse to be mocked any-
more! There are letters to be
signed and government officials

to be lobbied! I refuse to bear
the burden of misplaced priori-

ties and the mistakes of those
in Jx)wer!

I will not stand by idly

while hundreds of fellow stu-

dents take over libraries at UC
Santa Cruz and UC Berkeley!

I will not be apathetic while

students go on hunger strikes

statewide!

WiU you? Will you dare to

take a stand and make yourself

heard once and fof all, or will

just whip out that clieck-

book in September? Will you
continue to be an invisible

member of the apathetic gener-

ation?

1*11 see you at the rally!

Rinderle is a graduating senior
majoring in sociology, who will

not be paying reg fees next

year.
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Sarlta Choudhury, talks about life

before and after the film, "Mississippi

Masala."

Choudhuiy's
dramatic rise

By Michael Mordier
Daily Bruin Staff

Sarita Choudhury doesn't mess around. After

discovering director Mira Nair was in London
casting ''Mississippi Masala,** she asked her

modeling agent to send in her photo. Nair took

one look at her picture and knew the 25-year-old

Indian woman was right for the lead, opposite

movie star Denzel Washington. Not bad
considering Choudhury had never acted onsc-

reen before. ,,

In fact, Choudhury had never even been on an

audition. **I figured by meeting her that I might

have a chance to work on the crew or

something,** Choudhury says. "But once I read

the script, I wanted the role very badly.**

Actually, she almost performed in one of

acclaimed director Federico Fellini*s films first.

Choudhury had been working for his company at

the time. "It would have been a small part, but it

never turned oiit,** Choudhury remarks. "And
when you*re not Italian you don*t realize that

when they say, *in a month,' it means *in three

months.* I don*t blame them. It was just my
naivete.**

The neophyte actress is quite happy with the

way "Mississippi Masala** turned out. On
working with Washington, she says, "It*s very

rare for a star actor to give you your moments,
because obviously they're having their own. But
with Denzel it was almost like he would have his

moment and at the same time say, 'This is your

space. Do whatever you want and 1*11 move w?th

you.* And that's what happened.**

Indeed, the pair's onscreen chemistry seems

fresh and natural. Their relationship was the best

part of the film. And offscreen the two had none

of the problems that Washington allegedly

encountered on Spike Lee's "Mo* Better Blues,**

with co-star Cynda Williams.

But they didn*t become immediate friends,

either. "It*s so hard to have your privacy. As with

anything, when you*re in a new situation, you
have to leam to trust people,** Choudhury says.

"So everyone was in their own world at fu-st. I

would have been afraid had it been any different.

By waiting a few weeks until a friendship and

mutual respect had evolved, it seemed more
vaUd.** —^ -T

Choudhury was surprised last month in Park

City, Utah, where "Mississippi Masala** opened

the Sundance Film Festival. When the screening

ended, she was surrounded by agents putting

their cards in her face.

"All of that was very foreign because it*s so

unrelated to what you've been through,**

Choudhury says. "You just remember shooting

the film, and then suddenly you have to take a

Daily^Bhiin

See SAnrrA, page 19

Albert Oaten, front left, and Dayton Callie. front right, star in the Theater West production, "Survival of the Heart."— 'Survival' details life «ici death of love
By Sarah Hsieh

Danny got dumped — again.

Now. he lives in his half-empty

apartment, eating off paper plates,

wearing his son's old T-shirts and
leading his life in a general state of

disarray. His son DJ is sick of having

spaghetti every night and his best friend

"C wants the last two forbidden meatballs,

made by Danny *s now-defunct girlfriend

— uncaring of how he holds them dear to

his heart

Thus begins Dayton Callie*s "Survi-

val of the Heart,** a new comedy that

draws plenty of laughs from life's minor

misfortunes and explores the aftermath

"of one man's broken relationship.
"^

Danny (Dayton Callie) is an emotional

mess. Left by his girlfriend of more than

seven years for the fourth time, he lives

day to day in a confusec) limbo,

subconsciously waiting for his prodigal

half to return once again.

Unwilling to watch his friend turn

steadily into a hennit, C (Pat DiStefano)

sets Danny up on a blind date with an

"ugly- girl and encourages him with

what he says are an ugly girl's three best

attributes: she cooks, she's easy to get

along with and she's just plain easy.

Unfortunately, Danny finds that his

blind date, though far from beautiful,

displays none of these perks. She hates to

cook, she hasn't had sex in over three

years and she's one of the most difficult

people he has ever met They hat&each
other at Hrst glance.

Here Callie gets into the real meat of

the play, using Danny *s inability to get

on with his life as a means to further the

story. As their relationship progresses.

Danny has to deal with the flood of

contradicting emotions that threaten to

tear his life apart. He must decide to let

go of his last love in order to function in a
world without her.

"Survival of the Heart** poses this

question: Will he be able to overcome the

pain of hisi last relationship and therefore

be reborn?

Callie. who also plays the lead role,

fmds humor and warmth in life's ilaily

trials. Through the colorful language and

attitudes of his characters, he explores

the intricacies of life from cooking to

laundry to sex.

Pat DiStefano is convincing as C. the

guy you love to hate. Sexist, callous, rude
and thoroughly annoying, he is never-

theless a well-meaning friend and in the

end, likable. Mary Van Arsdel is funny
as Alice, the ugly girl with a heart She
manages to display all the strength and
pain of a woman too often scorned and
used by men looking to "get laid."

However, the chemistry between
Callie and Van Arsdel is almost non-

existent, and their relationship seems
more than just a litde unusual. Somehow.

See 'SURVIVAL,' page 21

Play examines ties liincling friends, iovers
By Rachel Bartz

You've known each other since the third

grade. You've gone through the perils of

chicken pox. puberty and senior prom
together. You're best friends and nothing

could ever come between you — nothing,

that is. except your friend's lover.

"Bombers.** a new play by Jon Swan,

takes a lighthearted glance at the tensions

between friends and lovers. The Bombers
are a group of three friends — Michael.

Tony and Davcy— who suddenly find their

tight ring of friendship broken by MichaePs

engagement to his girlfriend, Gina. Fearful

of the Bombers being destroyed and

Michael (James Victor) being hen-pecked,
Tony (Robert Kelker-Kelly) and Davey
(Brett Vadset) mobilize to stop the mar^
riage.

Tony and Davey soon fmd they aren*t up
against your run-of-the-mill fiancee. Gina
(Orly Sitowitz) is an Italian spitfire who
settles fights with her fists, and has been
known to break couches in the heat of her

romantic enthusiasm. She*s disgusted by
their insistence on acting like little boys, and
laments men*s reluctance to grow up and
face commitment.

Caught in the middle, Michael finds it

impossible to choose between his buddies
and his woman. When asleep, he's plagued

with nightmares of Gina wielding a whip
and shouting domestic commands. When

"We identify withth^

characters because we see

hints of ourselves in their

exaggerated emotions; we see

traces of our lives in their

outrageous conflicts."

awake, he's plagued by Tony and Davey *s

fears and psychotic advice. The gravity of

the adult world slowly descends upon

Michael. "This marriage thing," he muses,

"could be a permanent change."

The characters make "Bombers" work.

Their personalities are extreme, and extre-

mely likable. Kelker-Kelly creates a rowdy,

rough-talking Tony — eternally loyal and

borderline brutish. Vadset captures the

comedy of Davey's mellow soul, a charac-

ter content to watch cartoons all afternoon

while munching on dry Frosted Flakes.

Victor as Michael and Sitowitz as Gina do a

good job in cooking up the nuptial

chemistry and emotions ranging from

See 'BOMBERS,' page 21
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Ihe book thai

started it all
By Greg Srisavasdi

Dally Bruin Staff

"This is not just another of the many books

analyzing the dry evidence in the assassination

ofPresident Kennedy. It is, instead, a chronicle

ofthe experiences ofone man who tried to get to

the truth about the murder and prosecute those

responsiblefor it. I write not as a critic but as a
participant, a prosecutor and an investigator."

That is the opening paragraph of Jim
Garrison's "On The Trail OfThe Assassins," the

intriguing novel upon which the film "JFK" is

based. While "JFK" is arguably the best picture

of the year, it still was not able to capture all the

details that Garrison's book contains.

The book centers on Garrison's (who was the

New Orleans District Attorney) struggles in

bringing Kennedy's assassins to the forefront of

the American consciousness. Garrison believed

that Oswald was not the main culprit behind

Kennedy's death; instead he saw the assassina-

tion as a modem-day coup d'etat.

Since Oswald stayed in New Orleans the

summer before Kennedy's assassination. Garri-

son claims he "was immediately drawn to the

case." What actually triggers his dedication to

Ihe dilemma is his conversation with Ru<

Long, the U.S. senator from Louisiana.

*Those fellows on the Warren Commission
were dead wrong. There's no way in the world

Garrison believed that Oswald

was not the main culprit behind

Kennedy's death; instead he saw

the assassination as a modern-day

coup d'etat.

that one man could have shot up Jack Kennedy
that way," Garrison l)elieves.

What eventually ensues is Garrison's deter-

mination to prove that Oswald was indeed a

patsy who was unjustly framed for Kennedy's

murder. In Garrison's eyes, Oswald was used to

cover up a larger conspiracy, implicating the

CIA, the Dallas Police, and various members of

governmental intelligence. His journey con-

cludes with his arrest of Clay Shaw, director of

the International Trade Mart, whom he believed

was a prime mover in the conspiracy.

Watching "JFK" will definitely make "On
The Trail of Assassins" an easier book to read,

since the novel contains a plethora of informa-

tion that can make your head spin. The manifold

details, however, do not obscure the book's

validity in questioning the motives behind

Kennedy's assassination. Although some still

-i^licvc that Garrison's theory is far-fetched, he

makes convincing connections that prove that a

lone gunman may be the most preposterous

assertion of all.

Kennedy's murder, according to Garrison,

was motivated by his changing policy towards

the Cold War, which included a gradual

withdrawal of troops from Vietnam. The
conspirators did not appreciate the disruption of

the Cold War policy by Kennedy, a policy that

Truman and Eisenhower followed. Therefore,

Kennedy had to be killed in order to continue the

escalation of troops in Viemam.

Garrison isn't bashful in making accusations

against the CIA, the Dallas police and everyone

else thai could have been involved in the

"cover-up." Garrison, however, is not really

pulling at su^ws; he really does know what he's

talking about.

For Garrison, the conspiracy "represented the

loss of innocence for post-war Americans, the

beginning of the current era of discontent and

distrust in our government and our most

fundamental institutions." Indeed, reading "On
The Trail Of The Assassins" may make one

wonder how well-intentioned Uncle Sam really

is. ***

BOOK: "On the Trail of the Assassins." By Jim
Garrison. 363 pages. Published by Warner Books.
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'Choras Line' lifestyle Instructs and Inspires sisters
For the Gregorys, life

begins on the road

By Danya Joseph
Daily Baiin Staff

For Julia and Emily Gregory, theater is a

way of life.

Emily is majoring in theater at UCLA,
and Julia is performing as Tricia in the

national touring company of "A Chorus
Line/* While the musical is in town playing

at the Shubert Theater, the sisters, who hail

from Alameda, reminisce about their

experiences.

A perfect example of their lives is *'A

Chorus Line.** which tells the story of
dancers auditioning for the chorus of a

Broadway musical. During the audition, the

hopefuls reveal their life stories to the

audience.

Even though the show was written more
than 10 years ago, "A Chorus Line,*'

provides an accurate portrayal of the

audition scene. **It*s very close to what it*s

like in New York. Very few things have
changed about that,** Julia says.

*The neat thing about 'A Chorus Line* is

when you go to auditions and you see people
who are like the characters of *A Chorus
Line,* you laugh inside because you know
well that person probably has been taking

ballet since she was two or that person's

parents are probably divorced and hate that

she*s in the business,** she continues.

"A Chonis Line*' relies on unison and
preci&ion. "(We're) doing a style that's nn

AU6^^ LEE

Theater is a way of life for sisters Emily Garcia, left, a UCLA senior theater major
and Julia Gregory, right, a dancer touring with "A Chorus Line."

longer popular. It's really fun," Julia says.

However, the show also entails hard

work. Because of all the jumping and
standing, the musical is hard on the knees,

feet and back, Julia says. "Even just

standing (still in a) line for two hours,

you're not moving at all and suddenly you
have to break out and dance. That can be
very strenuous," she reveals. "Poor Val

(who stands with her back arched to stick

out her chest). Two hours like that, that's an

excruciating back problem."

To prevent stiffness, the actors warm up
thoroughly before each show. "Every-

body *s really good about doing that, so the

rate of injury in this company is very little,

very little," she says.

After taking a three-week hiatus from "A
Chorus Line,*' the troupe faced numerous
rehearsals before opening in Los Angeles

last week. "(The rehearsals are) time-con-

suming but necessary, because I think the

show looked good when we opened, very

tight, very clean," Julia explains, adding,

"When you've been traveling on a bus, the

last thing you want to do is be sharp."

Like some of the characters in "A Chorus
Line," Julia didn't start dancing until she

wa<; almost 1^ — when she saw Frnijy

perform in a show. "I was just livid because

I knew that I could do that, and she was up
there doing it," she remembers. Julia

immediately started taking ballet, jazz and
tap.

But then Julia left for Los Angeles to

attend Mount St. Mary's College. Instead of

dance, she studied music and returned to

San Francisco, where she also studied

acting and earned a bachelor's degree in

directing at San Francisco State University.

"I decided (that) if I'm going to do this, I'd

better be well-rounded," she says.

After college, Julia moved to New York
on a whim when a friend had a vacancy in an

apartment there. '*It was a spontaneous kind

of switch-a-roo. (New York) is very

different from L.A. Oh my goodness, it's so

different," she says.

New York living agrees with Julia. She
loves the "electricity and fast-paced life," as

well as being in such a small area with so

many other people. "It's funny, because I'll

have friends or relatives that come and visit

and I'll be walking down the street and I'll

run into about 50 people (I know) in an hour,

and (my relatives think I) know everybody
in New York," she says.

But life in the BigApplc is not fey Emily, -

Visiting her older sister is as much of the

city as she can take. "When you're in New
York, you wear a sweatshirt and baggy
pants. You don't look nice or you'll get

mugged," she says.

Emily veers from her sister in other ways
as well. She started dancing when she was
much younger, at age eight Taking classes

in ballet, jazz and tap, Emily would often get

frustrated that she was not succeeding fast

enough.

Luckily, she had a teacher who stretched

her to her limits. "She'd push me a lot and
I'd come home going, *My teacher hates

me.' And my mom would say. *You don't

have to go back,' and I'd be like, *Oh no, I

have to,'" Emily recalls.

Now getting ready to graduate from
UCLA, Emily has little time to spend
dancing. "It's really difficult to be a student

and work (at a diner) and continue classes in

dancing and acting. My main goal rightnow
is to graduate from UCLA," she says,

adding "If you don't have a car, it would be
like an all-day trip to try and take the bus out

(to Hollywood) to a dance class."

After coUege, Emily would like to delve

into film and television. However, she
wouldn't mind touring with a show. "If

there's a good musical, I'm going to be first

in line," she says. Something she would not

want to do is act in theme paries, as an Alice

in Wonderland waving to children.

Julia agrees. "What we're interested in is

more the acting. The dancing is secondary.
(If) you're purely a dancer, there's no depth
to your character. I like the fact that you can
develop (a role) and (the role) has feelings,"

she says.

In "A Chorus Line," Julia understudies

for a wide range of characters, including

Diana, Kristine, Bebe and Maggie.
Although she likes aspects of all of them,
Diana is her favorite.

Julia has also performed in the national

touring companies of"West Side Story" and
*'Mame,** and has been on the f6a<f soli^
for the last five years.

For Emily, touring seems like the perfect

opportunity, at least for awhile. "I'd love to

pack up a suitcase and travel from town to

town," she says.

"Yeah, it's fun for about five years," Julia

agrees. "Now I'm ready to settle down and
do film."
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different perspective, k was very strange.

"After finishing the finii a year and a half

ago. I just went on with my life." Choudhury
says. "Nothing really changes when you do
low-budget (pictures). You're not making
megamoney. so your lifestyle doesn*t

change that much. It*s only now that there's

a big interest**

Choudhury*s childhood seems more
interesting than most. She was bom in

England, but her family soon moved to

Jamaica, where she lived for 12 years. And

as a teenager, home was Rome. Italy. She's
only been to India once, at 18.

"When you're living in countries that are

not your own, you are externalized, labeled
and asked to explain yourself," Choudhury
says. "I got used to being the outsider. It also

makes you more open-minded because as a
kid you're thrown into different languages
and (environments) of people. It's not that

enjoyable when you're going through it. but

you end upliaving a different kind of mind,
which is good." "^^

Her scholastic experiences in Italy arc

enviable, especially to anyone growing up
in America. "In Rome, when you're
studying medieval history or something.

everything is right there. So to me it was a

very vibrant time." she recalls. 'That's

when I really got into learning. Because
high school was very much on-sight. And
our school was very liberal and oriented to

saying. 'OK, we'll meet at this church and
have class there.'

"

After attending C^eens University in

Canada. Choudhury moved to Lx)ndon for a

year. "It was probably one of the hardest

years of my life. I had no money and was
trying to get into (show) business." she says.

"It was probably a great year in the end
because it was really tough. I was waitrcss-

ing and modeling, and at the end of y^t year

I got this movie."

Choudhury now lives in New York,

living what she calls "a domestic, typical

post-university" lifestyle. She reads a lot,

goes to museums and is trying to write a

screenplay. She prefers to keep her distance

from the Hollywood community.
She has already tompleied filming a

low-budget British movie, "Wild West."
Her future as an actress, however, remains

uncertain. "It all comes down to acmal
scripts, because I really respect writing.

And invariably Fll see a lot of scripts I don't
like. But if I see a script I really love, as was
the case on 'Masala.' then I'd love to act."

Afier meeting with Choudhury, however,
it's clear she doesn't have to rely on acting.

She's smart and perceptive enough to

succeed in just about whatever she sets her

mind to.
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Thinking
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lawSdiool?
FREE 34-page Law School
Application Primer. Call:

800-777-EXAM

tmbn

CONNECTIONS
— UCLA's 15th Annual Career Fair for ^

Minority Students & Alumni
Tuesday • March 3 • 2 P.M. until 7 P.M. • Ackerman Grand Ballroom

GIVE YOUR RESUME A SHOT OF ENERGY

Free ''Resume Doctor consultation available!
Noon - 1 pm daily! No appointment necessary!

Tuesday, Feb. 18

Wednesday, Feb. 19

Thursday, Feb 20

Friday, Feb. 21

X. Melnitz Movies
presents a sneak preview

WHERE SLEEPING
DOGS LIE

--—
" Directed by Charles Finch '

•

'

—
Tomorrow, Wednesday, February 19

Melnitz Theater 8:00 p.m. *Passes required

*^ses are FREE to UCLA studcncs and can be obiained ai CTO (near James E. West Center) at
9:00 a.m. and at 10:30 a.m. at the Melnitz Box Office the day of the screening. A Umiied number
o. tickets wiU be distributed at the Melnitz Box-Office one hour before showtime. To ensure
sealing, please be present fifteen minutes before showtime. For more information call 825-2345.

Sponsored by the Graduate Students Association.

1

I

Michael Jackson Is one of the many area musi-
cians nominated for an award at the first annual
Pro Set Music Awards.

wJ*. i.

LA. Music Awards to
honor area musicians

ByUsaRebuck

Los Angeles musicians of all styles and sounds will be
honored on Feb. 19 at the first annual Pro Set L.A. Music
Awards at the Santa Monica Civig^uditoriumcgponaonxL
by Pro Set Superstars. MusiCaids, Music Connection.
L.A.*s Daily News and LeParc Hotel, the event promises to
rival the New York and Boston awards shows honoring
local musicians.

Natalie Cole and Guns N* Roses head the list of artists

with eight nominations each. They are followed by Van
Halen and Tevin Campbell (seven each); Tom Petty & The
Heartbreakers. MoUey Crue. Karyn White and Keith
Washington (six each); Paula Abdul. Gerardo. Michael
Jackson and Yo-Yo (five each).
Rap groups are also highly represented: Ice—T and DJ.

Quik each received four nominations. Candidates for the
best rap album award are all heavyweights: Ice Cube.
N.W.A.. Ice-T, Tone Loc. Young MC and Compton's Most
Wanted. Other notable rappers vying for awards are
Cypress Hill. 2nd II None and Yomo & Maulkie.

Mary's Danish, Eleven. Hole and Dramarama lead the
modem rock/alternative lists with four nominations each.
More established alternative rockers such as Jane*s
Addiction. Fishbone and the Red Hot Chili Peppers are
competing in categories with such major acts as Van Halen.
Motley Crue and Guns N' Roses. Some other modem rock
acts featured arc School Of Fish. Redd Kross. L7 and
Walking Wounded.

Although the artists are nominated by members of the
music industry, press and promoters, the winners will be
chosen by a combination of public ballot and critics* votes.
The comprehensive list of nominations ranges from R&B.
Pop, Rock and Album Oriented Rock to Metal, Alternative.*
Folk, Jazz, Country and Blues.
Momma Stud, Lenny Kravitz, Warren Zevon, Don

Henley, the Four Horsemen, Riclci Lee Jones, Steve
Lukalher, Chick Corea and Lee Ritenour are just some of
-the notable single or double nominees that provide the L.A.
Music Awards with versatihty and credibility.

"From Paula Abdul to Lucinda WUliams, from Gun N*
Roses to Toni Childs, from the Beach Boys to the Red Hot
Chili Peppers — music is flourishing in L.A. and we want
to recognize and honor it in a very hip way," comments
award directors Robbie Woliver and Candace Avery.

MUSIC: The LA. Music Awards. Feb. 1 9. at 8 p.m. at Santa Monica
Cfvic Auditorium. Tickets can be purchased tor either $35 or $50

*

from Ticketmaster outlets or the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium Box
Office at (310) 393-9961.

Guns N' Roses (along with Natalie Cole) head the
list of artists with eight award nominations at the
LA. Music Awards.
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it is easier to believe that the two
characters are together because
they have no one else, than it is to

believe that they truly have feel-

ings for each other. This fact is a
stumbling block toward really

getting involved in the play, but the

strong performances of Arsdel.

DiStefano and Callie make up for

this weakness.

"Survival of the Heart** is a play

with heart, touching on the sensi-

tive subject of broken relation-

ships. Calling it a comedy may be
misleading, however, since its

hefty material calls for something

more of a drama. Laughs come and
go frequently with one-liner gags
and exaggerated expressions, but

the real jewel in this play is in its

ability to make the audience think

and relate to experiences that are

shared by all. It will not leave the

audience rolling in laughter, but

quiet and satisfied.** /a

STAGE: "Survival of the Heart.* Writ-

ten by Dayton Callie. Directed by Mark
W. Travis. A Theater West proauction
with Dayton Callie. Pat DiStefano,
Albert Oaten, Mary Van Arsdel and
Allison Winston. Plays through Feb. 29
at Theater West. For trcket information,
can (213)466-1767.

frustration to bliss. The sheer

fun of "Bombers** is watching

this motley assortment in

action.

One of the bonuses of seeing

"Bombers** is the fact that it*s

staged at the Burbage Theatre.

The Burbage is a pan of the

Century City Educational Arts

Project, and is run as a non-pro-

fit organization. The theater is

conspicuously small and shab-

by, and one is unsure if the

effect is artsy or just unkempt.

Getting to the play is a small

adventure in itself. Patrons wait

in the "gallery** (a room filled

with metal folding chairs and
suspicious artwork) until cur-

tain call. At this point the guests

file outside, tramp through an

alley and enter the stage room
through a small back door.

Inside are makeshift bleachers,

more metal chairs and an
audience the size of an average

discussion section.

There's no room for preten-

tiousness at the Burbage. if

simply because it can*t fit in the

room. While one might end up
slightly stiff after a sojourn in

the folding chairs, the superb

acting makes it all worthwhile.

Guests find Uiemselves almost

unbearably close to the actors,

and the immediacy sparks the

play with electricity. In "Bom-
bers** one of the characters even

braves the bleachers and sud-

denly there's an actor standing

next to your seat. A theater not

for the faint of heart, I over-

heard one of the guests remark,

*This separates who truly is a

part of the L.A. theater scene.'*

We identify with the characters

because we see hints of

ourselves in their exaggerated

emotions; we see traces of our

lives in their outrageous con-

flicts. It*s nice to be able to

laugh at their problems, know-

ing we*re also laughing at

ourselves. ***

THEATER: "Bombers." Directed by

Joe De Guglielmo. Produced by

Andy Griggs & Ivan Spiegel. Written

by Jon Swan. At the Burbage
"meatre. Thursday at 8:30 pm,
Friday and Saturday at 8:00 p.m.

through March 8. TIX: $15, $12 for

students and seniors. For more
information call (310)478-0897.

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

IIAI.IAN

A^NAS
RKSTAIRAM

Andy &' Tony
invite you

tojoin them in

L\0ht'Hearted

Roman Style Dining

(213) 474-0102

S T A M F O R J).

Prep
L S A T
G R E
G M A T

The fdslest ^^roiriti^ course (it I C.I.

A

Call todayand we'll tutoryou beforeourcoursebeginsand

help you with the application process at no extra charge.

SPECIAL DINNERS MON. HiRU THURS.

LUNCH • DINNER • COCKIAILS • FREE PARKING

10929 W. PICO BLVD., WEST LOS ANGELES

SnKillcr cla^s >\v.v< ;m(l nioj'c in(li\iflu;il .ittcntion than

anvotlHrn.nr ( (all STAMFOKI) VRKP:

310*652*««()2 818*706-1()()()

STUDENTS*
lEBM PAPEKDUElNEEDAmiME?

OMESEKTS!
^<OPEN 24 HOURS DURING FINALSg :ii

UCLA FIUI AND FOLKLORE ASSOCIATION preswiis

TELLING THEIR STORIES:

HOIRLY REXTALS iHl

* APPLE /IBM COMPUTERS
* DESICTOP PUBUSHIN6
* WORD PROCESSING
* TYPEWRITERS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT ft IMAGE SCANNING
* TRAINING
* SALES,SERVia ft REPAIRS 20% OFF

OMHTH VAUD UOA ID.)

CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES |;

(310) 477-2898 1539 westwooo

!9

IN ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM
A one-day symposium focusing on intercuhural filmntaldng.

Rims Screened:

DANCING WITH THE INCAS
[

— A film by John Cohen "^ "

screening at 1 :00 p.m.

RELEASING THE SPIRrrS:

A VILLAGE CREMATION IN BAU EASTERN INDONESIA
A film by Patsy Asch. Unda Connor and Timothy Asch

saeening at 3:00 p.m.

Participants will include:

TIM ASCH
PATSY ASCH
JOHN COHEN

DWIGHT CONQUERGOOO
JORGE PRELORAN
SHARON SHERMAN

MELNITZ AUDITORIUM

SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 22, 1992 1 :00 p.m. -BM p.m
Campua Sporwors: Cantor al tha Comparativa Study of Fofclora and Mythology, tha Canpua
Prograrm CommiHaa d tha PrognHm Aoliviliaa Board. UCLAQraduata Students Asaociiiion.

ttta Cound on Programming ai tha Intarnalional Studant Cantar

UCLA parking availabia for S5.00 in Lot 3.

Furthar information, call (310) 82S4242.
Adrriaaion FREE

R

uc i A cui.TUDA i ArrA iDs connissioH PDiunis

C0^\€0^ AT Tfl€ COOP.'
FrMuring

GENE POnPA
(inPROV IRREGULAR ciiul

NTV 1/2 COHEDY I lOUR)

- -DINO L0NDI5

(A FUNNY, FUNNY GUY)

Cafch some
5tcirKl-up 50

off- the-wo II,

it'll maKc
you laugh

IIKc newer

before!

TONIGHT * 8 piTi * at the Cooperage

CULTURAL AFFAIRS is funded by USAC-your student government.

iaki
J I

' mm
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You don t need dental insurance to have a pretty smile

Found cii

1891

COLLEGE OFLAW
APPLY NOW

Accredited-Smail Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Westem Associadap of

Schools and Colleges.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevard

Call:(818)98M529

La Vemc Campus
1950 Third Street

CaU:(714)596>1848

FAMILY DENTISTRY r2 1 3J475-5598
24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam. Check Up. & Cleaning

(rvg.$180)

i»w patwfts MTith ths coupon only

«M alw aocommodMe pamnii
with dmlil oowireQM

offar expirM 3-13-92

'^?n!S.lL?^* SID SOi^lMANIAN, D.D.S.
included)

^ ggO Westwood Blvd.
*open evenlnas & Saturdays*

Free parKing in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no
dental insurance.

'Our Patients am Special'

Personal 10 Personal Research Subjects

Creative Sex for the 'SOs"

Umanmnd
Janet Bailey-MacKenzie MA, RN

Registered Nurse/Psychotherapist

addresses personal intimacy and open

communication without fear.

Singles/Doubles • Men/Women
All Welcome

2001 S. Barrington. Rm 306. LA. CA 90025

Friday Febmary 21 • 7 pm to 9 pm • $10 fee

310 859 5564

Personal 10

Sigma Kappa
Welcomes our professors and TA's to our

scolarship dinner. 5 P.M. 726 Hilgard

KAe

Alcohoiics Anonymous

tleelin^
-4Jon. diacuuion. Thuf. Bookstudy, Fri. Stap
Study. AU 3626 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12a)-1«)
TuM. OisouMion. Vimd. D»cu%»ion NPI

08538 12:1 5- 1«)
For atbohoiica or indviduali «who

h«v drinking pfob>»ni»

AAA
Sports Tickets

PLEASE HELP ME!! I MUST GET A DUKE
STUDENT OR GUEST TICKET! YW do any-

thing!! Dennis (310)208-6746.

RAID
TONIAHT!
THE' FESTIVITIES
SHALL r o M M F M r e

AT 9 P.M.

WRISTBANDS REQUIRED

UCIA
Baseball

Ttie dinner was
great. Good luck

in the upcoming
season. You guys

are awesome
T Alpha Chi

Research Subjects 12

DERMATOLOGY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
with a red bunnpy rash or acne vound the

mouth needed for placebo controlled study

using an approved topical gel.Participants wi

be seen at the UCLA Dern^atology center.The

study will last for 12weeks.Participantswill be
paid $1 00 upon completion of the study. Must
be over 1 8 years of age.For further information

call 206-1074.
'

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA,
researh project. Receive $20 and a free"

developnf>ental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free bioffjedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or

(310)471-3672. .

MRS. FIELDS COOKIES: Writer published in

Esquire, Spy seeks presentAormer Mrs. Fields

employees for investigative article. Confiden-

tial questionnaire, $25. (213)933-6243.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive"

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS, 28-40, for food and
blood pressure study. $40. Call Kippur at

(310)825-8897.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WITH DEPRESSION
SOUGHT. FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAD OR
HOPELESS WITH INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS CONDUCTING
STUDY ON RAPID DEPRESSION TREAT-
MENT. CONTACT EVA AT UCLA
(310)825-5493

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR?! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873 3303 or (818)992-6966.

»!!!!!l!!!!!!!!l!ff!!!!!!!!!m!!!!!!!!
TVA^CR Repair (Phone, VCR, etc.. installed) in

your home by a UCLA student (Bret).

(310)394-4399

Miscellaneous

AE
Thanks for the raid
^^ Theta

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. $10^r.
Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

Dr. BliM "OflM of th« BMt Bands In

LA"—L.4. Weekly, Dec 1991
Dr. Blue does everything from mellow
acoustic music to danceable pop to

hard-edged rock-fH'oll.Call Now to book
for your next party 24-hour HotUne
<818)50<M964, ASK FOR FRANCE

$100 CHALLENGE UCLA-0, me-1 2. Prove my
pollution solution ur^workable, I'll pay you
$100. 1-800-488-2489.

WESTWOOD PSYCH K:, reader and advisor

guarantee to solvie any problems in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, finarKial, and
any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnight

1(8O0)559-NINA.

tmm

Research Subjects 12

A» RAM) Of SNAKES' Spiders? Small Spaces?

Or have you experienced a sudden rush of

anxiety for rk> reason? Get help ar>d earn $. Call

the Anxiety Research Lab. 206-9191.

PRE-OCCUPIEDWTH it:C0RREN1^ OR
PEJ?Sifirr Tlt>i6»l1i? RiPETITlVE

AcrnvrriEs that interfere with daily
nM^flONS? Fil^CM^S I8i«^ FOR
MEPICAI. RESEARCH SfUDY^ QllUFTED
MAY RECEIVEfftEE PHYSICAL EXAM, LAB
TESTS AND MAY EARN UP TO $480. CALL

^10-854-4951
.«M.iiiii MMMM^i^ ^Ma
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ABXAEOrffldKAMNOnePSTYQH^ZABXAE
IPC Rush Information Fair
Today from nam-2pm

ut Bruin Plaza
Information about ttie upcoming spring Rush

(Marcti 30-Aprll 3) will be available.

Panhellenic, National Pan-Hellenic and Asian creek Council
will also be present

IfC Open Hovse
6s00pm - BsOOpm Tomorrow*

All ovonH are DRY!!
PorH€lpo§lng Hovses Imlude:

AZO, ATO, B0n, XO, AIO, ATA, KZ, AXA, AOE, OA0, OKI,
IlKA, ZAE, SAM, EN,EOE, lU, TEO, TKE,

0X, 0AX, 0S, Triangle, ZBT, Z4'.

avxavz/ixSUAX3d0uoNiMV3€^iHj<Davxav
Reseofch Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Wanted i^ Lost and FourKi 16

Measles

Mono
Hepatitis

Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to $1 00/wk or more.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

Nervous? Anxious?
Bestless?_Worried?

FOUND DOC: Grey, fluffy, mix, female.

0/92) Montana and Seputveda.
(310)470-4067.

LOST WEDDING RING ON CAMPUS be-

tween Murphy & LuValle. BIG REWARD. Call

(310)473-8708.

Egg/Sperm Dotkx 19 Egg/Sperm Donor 19

One of the nation's most respected sperm donor

program is now selecting

QUALin^D SPERM DONORS
Help Infertile Couples Monetary Compensation

• Free extensive health testing,

including chromosomal analysis

THE U.S.C. SPERM BANK
Call (213)343^9967

Health Services 22 Heolth Services 22

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and

65 experiencing thesfe symptoms for at least 1

month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854^951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

INDIVIDUALV GROUP. Behavior issues ar-

our>d food and feelings. Sliding scale. Call Dr.

Alice Lonsdale, (310)476-9453.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Croup. (213)786-0636.

LOSE WEIGHT FAST! SAFELY! Special intro-

ductory offer, doctor recommended. Call Erik

for details (310)281-8806.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/

families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing
groups. Explore f^ily problems, relationship

patterns, work and career corKerrw, esteem

issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-
munication skills ar>d self confidence. Lisa

Frankel MFCC (213)3V8-9385.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

yean needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-

mental evaluation 825-0392.

tCLA ANXIETV DISORDERS PROGRAM Is

conducting research projects to study mechan-

ism and treatments of Panic Attacks. These

studies include psychological arKi physiologi-

cal assessmer>t arid treatnr>ent with apprived

medication. All ascssnient and treatment is free

of charge for people meeting admissions

criteria. Must be 18-65 years of age. For more

information please call LXILA Anxiety Disor-

ders Program at (213)206-5133^

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE,

1 2-30, needed to p^tldpate In research study.

Under Dtrmatoiogist supervision. Volunleen

will bt paid. For more info, call

O10Ml28.a887.

VOLUI^TEERS NEEDED-Caucasian and Ja-

panese male and female ages 25-35 to study

the effects of UV on human skin, 6 month

study. Volunteers will be paki 11200. For

more infomnation call (310) 828-8887.

WOMEN,. AGED 18-35, Needed for \J(XA

Psychosocial Study. Subjects must have Np
History of Anorexia, Bulimia, Obesity, or

Chfonk Dieting. $30 Compensation. If inter-

ested, please contact ELIZABETH At

206-5081.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED FOR UCLA
STUDY of psychosocial factors in bulimia

nervosa. If you are struggling with this problem

or have recovered from BN and are interested

in participating, plme owilact Elizabeth M
(310)206-5081. $30 compensation upon

oottipletion.

ACNE
A NASTY FOTTR
LETTER WORn
Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For firee

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3633

Help Wanted 30

I

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person to

do challenging legal and
clerical tasks

Great Experience to field

Please send resume
w GPA. available times
tor interviews and other

pertinent information to.

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angoios CA 90067

10 Help Wanted 30

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright #CA11KDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major
corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117-B, P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, Tex» 77805.

$40,000/yr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "like/don't like* form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright OCAHKEB.

$6.63/HR. WORK ON CAMPUS. Schedule
around your classes. Upward mobility, meal at

nominal cost. LKILA students only. Apply
Sproul Hall Cafe, 350 De Neve Dr. 825-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT PfT for Beverly

Hills store. Prefer Macintosh literate. Must
have car. Contact Gina. (213) 272-8000.

AIDE/COMPANION to older person.
15-19hrsywk. Driving, light housekeeping,

some cooking. Must have car.
(310)550-1449.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/T air, room/board provided! To
$5,000+/mo. Extensive fisheries report gets job
or call refunded. 1-900- 226-ALASKA ($3/m in,

complete program four min.).

AMAZING SUMMER JOB! at BRUIN
WOODS. Spend the summer in a resort

atmosphere at Lake Arrowhead in the San
)5crnadino Mountains. Earn $2250 + room +
board + perks. Work with 47 other fun,

exciting students in one of a variety of posi-

tior>s. Pickup an application in the jannes West
Center or call us at (714)337-2478.

Do you Like to Talk?

This is the perfect job for

you. Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. Evening -i- weekend

hours available.

Training provided .

Parpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

1083 Ggyiey Ave. - 4th Floor

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST needed,
part-time, 5:30-9. 30pm M-F, or
9:30am—8:30pm Sat and Sun. AA required or

junior status. $6.50^^ (213)296-1989.

CLERICAL HELP NEEDED, lOhrs/week,
$6.5(Vhr. Call (310)391-1557.

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/1andside
available. Year-rourvi & sumnrter positiorw.

(<^1 2)643-4333.

CULVER CITY Graphic design firm seeks
Macintosh Administrative Assistant. Set own
hours for 30 hrVweek ai. $M>r. Call Tom or Seri-

at (310)202-0140.

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP/DATA ENTRY: Ex-

perienced person needed to process telephone
orders. Must type minimum 45-55 wpm,
familiar with computer keytx)ard. Pleasant

telephor>e voice and good communication
skills. Janet, (310)443-5244, eyt.12.

EARN UP TO $2000/MO. processing HUD/
FHA refunds in your spare time as a U.S.

government tracer. Call the U.S. Government
Tracer Hotline at (303)949-2174. 24 hours.

Editorial Assistant for Biomedical journal:

Must be a sophnxxe or junior with excellent

speWing and typing skiHs. EngltsK^uutn;
majors. Ruth:825-6521

.
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FASHIONABLE LADIES NEEDED to sell hair

extensions at Westwood Pavillion. Full and
P/T. Call (213)259-9991.

^

FILING CLERK NEEDED in private Dr. Office.

15-20 hrs/wk. Pay is negotiable. Lis

(310)473-7639.

INDIVIDUAL WITH COMPUTER KNOW-
LEDGE to conr>e to hon>e to help install

programs on to IBM 386 computer. Please call

Irene Craig at (310)458-8882.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research
and make $$ P/T. Sell condoms. Perfect

Health. (805) 655-5624.

*''
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Help Wanted 30 Job Opportunities 32

MALF MODELS. Earn $1 5(Vhr. or more, boyish

arxVor athletic 16-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playgirl

style magazine^ynudity required. No experi-

ence necessary. Internationally known photo-

grapher. Brad, (213)392 4246

MANAGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIR3R-
NIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earn-

ings $6,000 to 16,000 •»-

.

PT Spring, FT Summer. Interviews on campus
Info/App. (800) 400-9332.

MODELS

Call (818)508-8680

MANCEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earnings

$,6000 to 16,000 -f. PT Spring, FT Sumnrwr.

Interviews on campus, info/app. (800)

400-9332.

Male Models urKler 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST/FILE CLERK, PT/FT,

medical experierKre only, orthopedic experi-

ence preferred, Beverly Hills, (310)472-7235.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NEEDED: STAGE MANAGER, BOARD OPER-
ATOR, and assistant to director for American
pr^imiere of a French play. CALL
(213)285-2228.

NEED STUDENTS TO MAKE BASK! MATH
WORD PROBLEMS. Some creative writing

skill necessary. WP51. (213)365-8008.

NURSE FOR BEVERLY HILLS dermatology

office. Saturdays only. RefererKes required.

Ask for Diane. (310)273-0467.

iiAKT-TlM£: 15.2Shr^Kk., $13S4^4., rtart.

AD AGENCY SEEKS MARKET RESEARCHER
for freelance projects. Experierxx necessary.

Send resume to: A|AX MEDIA COMPANY, Ste.

204, 137 N. Virgil Ave., Los Angeles, Ca
90024.

BEVERLY HILLS REAL ESTATE DEVELOP-
MENT COMPANY seeking dynamic indivi-

dual for busy ofTice. Multi-line telephorw

system, WordPerfect a must. $18,000+. 8:00

A.M.-5:00 P.M., (flexible) M-F. Angela

(310)859-0222.

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a

job or summer internship? Receive an invalu-

able list of contact names, addresses and

phone fs at aw 100 of Hollywood's top

production companies, talent agencies, and

studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-

SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

EARN EXTRA MONEY using your personal

computer. Call (616)373-9086.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM— Fraterni-

ties, sororities, student clubs. Earn up to

$1000 in or>e week. Plus receive $1000
yourself. And a FREE WATCH just for calling

1-800-932-0528, cxt.65.

ACTIVISTS
Political Arm of

Environmental Movement
is Hiring Activists

• Electoral &
Management training

F/T,V/T - phones, call

M-F ll-4pm.

(310)441-4162

Ing retail sales. Great for resume. Ho door to

door, etc. Call for info. (310)396-1479.

SECRETARY FOR ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS managemertt firm. Non-smoker
with neat appeararKie . Good offtoe skttkt

required. Bookkeeping experience a plut.

$8-l2/hr. Catt for appolnimeni.
(310)826-0600.

PAID INTERNSHIPS!

(POSITIONS LIMITED)

Applications/Interviews

being taken now for

the best summer
business internship and

training you can find

Earn 6-1 2.00Q-I- while

managing your branch

of University Painting

Professionals during

Summer 1992 Call

1-800-KALL-UPP today

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple "A" Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000.

Jobs Wanted 33

HOUSECLEANINC. My grant ended and I

need to pay the rent! Call Keri (31 0)822-051 6.

Internships 34

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large

family day care. Pacific Palisades, ECE units

and experience necessary. Call Leslie at

(310)573-1811.

PA DRIVERS $7.0(VHR. F/T DRIVERS 40%
COMMISSION NEEDED FOR YOUNG
GROWING COURIER SERVICE SHAWN
914-1449.

PT/FT RfTAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—

Intemshlps. Call now (818)345^4479.

PT HELP, PERSONAL SECRETARY Computer
-expefience 4r typtf^g^ an aaaet. F lexible hours:

OiESTNUT HILL PRODUCTIONS Internship

Progran^- Opportunity to Icam about nuKion

picture/ television development. Students who
are currently enrolled call (310)247-3900.

ENTHUSIASTIC, ORGANIZED INICRN
WANTED for small sports/entertainment

public relations firm. Contact Smith
Communications. (310)215-2975.

PAD) INTERNSHIP
1 I .11 II XN il.lt l( l.lkl - l< >
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$7/hr. jean (213)933-9121.

PT OFFICE ASSISTANT. 10-1 5 hrs/wk. Flexible

hrs. $7.50-9A^r., depending on experierKe.

Call Tarah 476-9226.

Receptionist - century city law firm has

immediate r>eed for a full-time receptionist +
light typing and ger>eral office duties. Word
Perfect 5.1 highly desirable. Needs front

officeappearar>ce and demearxx. Salary at

SIOk^HXjr. Send resume ASAP to L.).R.I.F.,

10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste.1000, LA.
90067, or 31(V457-2300 beMveen 4-6 P.M-

8 people needed now
Honsedeaners

I.*

Can (213) 45a-1817

secretary, FUa-TIME; DeUil oriented,

S^ood phone skills, good krK>wtedge WordPer-

ect. Contact: Fred (213)934-5000, salary

opai.

TELEMARKETER POSITION. Day and evRning.

S6/hr > bonus. (310)277-5828, Sean.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing com-

pany in Culver City is looking for some
energetic dialers with gpod voices. We offer

paid training, $6^r/commission. Great hours

7100 AM- 1:30. No experience necessary.

$500/wk. is very real. (310)837-0902.

US M/ML lOBS $1

1

.77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

S»y.J-900^80-4454 ext. 0214.

hr.iiuh iu.iii.i)l;( TN %>itli
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ChWd Care Wcwited 35

After school, 3 dayi/1 OhrsA^eek. Pacific

Palisades, must drwc. Shirley 459-2192.

BABYSITTER, car preferred. 3-6:30pm. Tues—
Fri. $75. Next to c^npus. (310)475-9617.

EARLY MORNING CHILDCARE before your

9:00 classes. Reliable car, references. Palms

area. (213)738-2671.

EXPERIENCE WITH SMALL CHILDREN,
references, fluent English, drivers licenserequired.
5 days, 7:30am-6:30pm, son:ie late evenings

and occasional overnights. Live-out,

$160(Vmo., benefits. Century City. (310)

478-0555 or after 7pm (310) 556-1509.

MOTHER'S HELPER in WLA, English speaking.

3 hr^day, 4 aftemoon^«vk. References, car.

(310)396-9700.

Need SAT or SUN babysitter in oor Manhatten

beach home for 3 year old ind six morHh old

boys. Must sfteak English (310)379-0704.

SATURDAY NIGHTS 4-6 hours. Two boys,

ages 6 arvi 8. $7Air. Must have own transporta-

tion, references. (310)828-4982..

Apartments for Rent 49

1 BEDROOM FURN. or UNFURN. 540 Glen-

rock 2block west of school. Parking included.

$650 month (310)824-0532.

Daily Bruin Classified

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments fcx Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49
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BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS

BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

IMU)I I SSIONAI 1^ \1A\A(.I I) iW MOSS cK ( ().

WALKTOUOA/WSTWD
SPAQOIS

2 master suites • 2 bath

Students/Roommates Welcome— $950 thni Aiif J—
$1100 thfuJune 30

•refirig*duhwuher*A/C*

•controlled entry*

•parldng*elevator•

519 Glenrock 213-20»'4835

2BED/1BATH. Nice area. 5minutes from
UCLA. Near Barrington and Pico. Only
$796/mo. 11580 Gateway Blvd.
(213)482-3858.

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed/lbath, large apartment
with hardwood floors, large balcony, swim-
ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.

$915, 2-BEDROOM, upper, buih-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, r>ear UCLA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

AOJ. Century City. 2bed/2bath. View, buiK-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, bWndi
S900-$1100. (213)441-9142/(213)470-9239.

ADORABLE 1 BED/1 BATH KELTON Apart-

ment for rent. 10 minute walk-UCLA. Avail-

able mid-March. $750/month. Call
(310)824-4591.

.

APARTMENT IN WESTWOOD. Minutes from

Jown & UCLA. Secud^ parking 1 and 2
bedrooms avaifable. Prices start at

$950.0QA7K>. Lots ofstorage. Huge apartments,

lots of windows, front arxJ rear entry (2 doors),

lauryiry facil. Call for special, KeKon Town
House (310)206-5456.

Palms $925 2-bed/2-bath,

A/C, 4-years new, 9
minutes to UCLA by bus.

10737 Palms
(213)838-5039

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOD. Prime loca-

tion. 10-minute walk to UCLA. Modem
2-bedroonV 2-bath. Air, 2-parking, balconies,

fireplaces S1075$1350^mo. 206-2655.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)639 6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.

1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE4-PLEX.'A BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (310)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. S775-875/MO. 2-BED-

ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY.1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath, living-dining

room, dishwasher, balcony. Available March 1

$1025/mo. (213)207-9993 evenings and
weekends.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1 BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WfTK
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCaLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471-1340.

•BRENTWOOD, $975, l-bedroom, den,

2-bath; $1275 l-bedroom, den, loft, 2-bath,

high celing; $1250, 2-bedroorry/2-bath, new
security building, prime area, best deals, 506
Barrington (213) 934-5000.

HUGE BEDROOM! Only $30G/mo! Includes

utilities & breadfast M-F. Across street from

campus. Call Staccy. 824-4919.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & palio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice

Blvd. (310)398-8579.

MAR VISTA 2-bedrooms $725, 3-bedroonr»

$875, hardwood floors, appliarxies, laurKlry,

nev 405 (310)454-0605.

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 newer building^.

2bed/2bath townhomes. Fireplace, balconies,

gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA $950. 2bed/2bath newer custom
townhome, fireplace, balcony, gated gara^,

security alarm. 1 mo. free with lease. 1 2736
Caswell (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA DELUXE, 2-bed/2*A bath town-

house. Pool, Jacuzzi, security, built-irw, 15

min. UCLA, $120Q/mo. (310)391-0205
evenings.

PALMS $1695 4-bed -t- lofi/3-bath. Newer
3-story custom townhome. Fireplace, gated

garage, security alarm, surnieck. 3670 Midvale

Ave. (310)391-1076.

WALK TO UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath
Share Kitchen-$47S/month

633 Gayle
208-5'^
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1 Theatrical

6 Party: slang
10 Soft flesh

14 Disagree
15 Indeed: Irish

16 Entertainer —
McEntire

17 Foot sores
18 Devises
20 Pack
21 Draw
22 Anoint
23 Soori
25 Embroils
27 Clothing

maker
30 ChikJ's shoe
31 Private
32 Garments
33 Short swim
36 Catches
37 Marsh bird

38 Ore mass
39 Couple
40 Annoying

children

41 Weapon
42 Squirrels'

cousins
44 Agonize
45 Fissure
47 Spouse
48 Moses'

brother
49 — up:

monopolize
50 Criticizes:

slar^
54 Poltoe

surveillances

57 Range
58 Rake part

^9 In a boat ^
60 Burning
61 Drunkards
62 NFL team

2-18-«2

63 Scatter

DOWN
1 Pouches
2 Horse race

3 Soil: pref.

4 Boats' upper
edges

5 Afflrmative

6 Cured meat
7 "Pretty

maids all in
••

8 Relative

9 Stolen: slang

10 Edge
11 Made even
12 Poplar
13 Grounds
19 Talks wildly

21 Hill

J24 And not I

25 Communities
26 First-class

® 1992 UnMsd Fealura Syndlcato

27 Hue
28 Once more
29 Bigoted
30 Water craft

32 — on:
irritate

34 Lounge
35 Equal
37 Gator's kin

38 Ship's emer-
gency item

40 Sea water
41 Groove
43 Summons up
44 Hand tool

45 Heaves
46 Percentage
47 Plateaus
49 Plant part

51 Arab ruler

52 Spotless

53 Cook slowly

55 Boat mover
56 Next to Mex.
57 Fuel

M 51 Si 5d

!r
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Roommates
PALMS 1K0ROOM. $S9(]^no. New paint,

upper, patk>, 2 parking spaces. Convenient
bus. After 6 PM. (31 0)838-8723.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spackxn apartment.

Vaulted ceilings, eledronk: acce» to building

and subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 mo. firec

w/ year lease (21 3)842-9303.

PALMS. $500, utilities included, huge bache-
lor, near bus. Available March 19 or sooner.

(310)838-6693.

PALMS, $610-$800, 1 &2-bedrooms, pool,

new carpet, parking, laundry, no pets,

454-4754.

PALMS $675 l-betVl -bath upper. Buih-ins,

A/C, security system, fireplace.
(211>937ASaQ

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-
em Ititchen, excellent condition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.

(310)474-8606.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in bonus. FumishedAjnfurnished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A^, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Most & Co.

WESTWOOD AREA: 2 singles with kitchens

and full baths. Walking to campus. $675 and
S55Q 470.S952

e 2 Bedroom Unit

$1450

S2ilWiil»ale
felMMMMMM«M

Trench Doors ^Sauna
*Jacuzzi *Fireplace

*Gym *Heated Pool

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868

NortttfWge $Z75 up. 500 feimlshed unN Student

housing (adlty. Stared or prhale unKs. wlii or

wUkmH Mldiem. Prtvite biitt. PdoI. jsuzzl.

recnalon room. 1/2 hour driw to IXXA Open ynr
round. Free tMDChure. NorthrldOB Campus

Residence. 9600 Zelzah. Northrldge. CA. 9132S

(ttl)MI-1717

PALMS. $750. Lar^e 2-bedroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patio,

2-car parking. 476-6532

PALMS, $995Atk>. beautiful 3-be(V2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beveriywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS $850 1-bed •»- den^-bath upper.

Built-ira, VC, fireplace, security system, gar-

age parking (213)937-0589.

PALMS from $995. 1 rrto. free w/lease. Apt.

•36. 2-be(V2-bath rwwer custom townhome.
Fireplace, balcorvy, gated gvage, sec aUrm.
3614 Faris Or. (310)391-1076. -r-^

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath. Must share
room. $330Ano. Call Bonnie (805)946-2131.

WESTWOODS BEST DEALS: *S695 1-bed-
rooms, split level. •$125+ 2-i-2bedrooms.

Huge— large patios, AK, fireplaces, refrigera-

tors. Near Century City. 474-7565 Cafler

discounted specials).

WESTWOOCVWLA 1-bed $875-900. New
luxury condo, gated apartment, near campus.
WLA/PALMS 1-bed $650, 2-bed $835-900.
Good location, quiet building.
(213)471-0833.

WLA. $900. 2Bd/2Bath. Built-ins. Air, stove &
refrig. Gated parking, near bus. 1 1 235 Rich-
land Ave near Sepulveda.
829-2244/395-1103.

$1000
2-bedroom/ 2-lMth

Bay WfrKiows, HarcKvood Floors, Brick

Rreplaoe. Full Kitchen, Hi^ Rooms
2-blocks to campus

Roque & Marfc Company
(310)453-1736
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WLA AREA. SSBSAno. AttracUve furnished
jiQgle. kleal for students to share. Cloic to
-UCtA. 1525 Sawtetle B^d. 01(3)477-4832.

PALMS SPECIAL. $500 toUl move-in. Singlet

$525, 1 -bedroom $625-$700. Secure build-

<"g> Kf^> «"^ poo*- D1 0)83^-3800.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED with fKE PLACE,
$1 250; LARGE UPPER FRONT 1 -BEDROOM,
$750. ACROSS FROM UCLA. DISHWASHER,
REFRIGERATOR. NEW CARPET/BLINDS.
EXTRA LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING.
"LAUNDRY FACILrnES. PRICED TO RENT
QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SHERMAN OAKS, 2+2, $750. Gated, central

air and heat, dishwasher, garage, fireplace.

13406 Moorpark. (818)222-8298.

SPACKXJS 2-bed/2-bath. 2 fireplaces. In i^4ar-

VisU. $1,15(VWk). Call James, 010)398-3377.

VENICE $895. Spacious 3-bdrm. Refrigerator,

stove, carpet, parking. Pets OK. Ed
(310)476-0503.

VENKZE, $925, Bright, l-bedroom townhouse,

*A block beach. Lai]ge private sundeck, ocean"

views. (310)397-8058

WEST LA. 1 -bedroom, $637, gated, quiet, free

utilities. $700 rTH>ve$-u-in. 3611 Motor Av-
enue, near Venice Bkd. (31 0)828-2448, x344.

WLA AREA $585;Ano. Beat the tuition hikesi

Live outside the hlch rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, furnished singles. Two can
live as cheaply as onel 1525 Sawtelle Bkd.
010)477-4832.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio

or balcony. Miniblinds, ceiling f««, walk-in
closet, appliances, low move-in , 11527
Venice Blvd. #6. 010)390-5065.

WLA. Large 2-be(V2*A -bath with washer/
dryer. Available irrwnedialely. 11535 Rocho-
tcr »205. 010)208-7279.

WLA. Sir^ $625. Close to school. Great for

sharing. Parking AK, kitchen. Quiet. Pager
010)302-0333.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-
blinds, ceiling fans, appliarK», low move-in.
11527 Venice Bh^d. #7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-
blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, utilities in-

cluded, low move-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

•6 Ol0)39a5065.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

Special Student
Discounts!

** ,**
From $695^

Minutes from UCLA^
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios. Is and 28

•Pool, Spa. Rtness Center. Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

aialoi/ood
Aoarvrsrc

L

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)396-2794

Modtis Opm DHy 9^. No Pits.

*0n SaltcM Units

wmeai$emfmn^wi^mm(mfi^

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING

ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. 010)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large tingle, 1 or 2 people okay. Furnished/

unfurnished. 667-669Levering Ave.

010)206-3215

$900, 1426 Bvr'tnfion Ave. 2t>e(Vl*A bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

corxlitioning, parking 2 cars. 837-0761.

WLA $950AND $975. 2-bed/2-bath. Security,

garage, stove, refrig, dishwasher, skylight,

balcony, tile, storage. Near bus & shops. 2607
South Sepulveda 010)313-2824.

BRENTWOOD PRIME SINGLE. $675. Rre-

plaoe, intercom, patio. Built-ins, sub-garagie.

No pets. 1 1 661 Goshen, adjacent San Vicente,

North of Wtlshire. (21 3)820-1 71 7.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
tease to 2. Single, $650. QIO) 826-8461

SANTA MONICA 2bed/1% bath, den. In

fburplex, newly carpeted, painted, street park-

ing. Close to beach. $849. 010)452-2440.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quite. Bundy N. of

Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
010)820-7049.

WLA. $700. 1426 Barrington Ave. Largie

modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C
010)837.0761.

WLA. Large 2-bed/1 -bath. Balcony, ap-

pliarKXS, parking, laurxJry, 2 miles UCLA. Bus,

shopping. $835 reduced. 010)325-5304.

Apartments to StKire 52

2 BED/1 *A -BATH furnished Palms apt. to

share $420k^mo. ¥ deposit. Female preferred.

Call Nadine 010)558-0196.

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 3-bedroom,

Spanish duplex, one bedroorrV own bath,

laundry, fireplace, garage parkinf^ S6O0/mo.

Daytime messages (213)936-4091, evenings

(213)852-2481.

LOOKING FOR CLEAN, QUIET, Friendly

female roommate. Own room, share bath with

female student. Must appreciate cats, Japanese

culture. 370/mo. ¥ utilities.

(21 3)651 -427M21 3)655-51 1 1

.

WLA - LARGE 3-bedroom with fireplace,

balcony, parking ar>d storage.Own roon^Mth,

non-smoker. $625 •»- *A utilities.

O10M45.6522.

WESTCHESTER, own room in 2-bec^-bath

duplex. Washer/dryer and storage. $45(VVno.

Call Marxarat 010)410-0122.

BRENTWOOD, 2-bed/2-bath Close to UCLA.
Aak for Dan (310)476-8858.

FEMALE NON SMOKER for 2 bedroom/
2-bath, $550 including utilities, great view,

gated security, spacious, covered parking.

Heidi (213)936-8378.

FEMALE to share large single apartment close

to campus. Only $287/mo. Call
010)477-2451.

HOUSING FOR SPRING QUARTER? Share
bedroom in 2-bed/2-bath new apartment. 527
Mkivale. Laundry, security, pool, spa, sauna,
weightroom. $39€^k>. Anne, Jennifer, Debra,
Karen (310)208-0916.

MALE/FEMALE NON SMOKER wanted to
share spacious 2 bedroom cottage. Close to

UCLA U97.50hno. negotiable. Call Tom
010)478-7565 or beep (310)2064)477 • ki«

13039.

MALE ROOMMATE to share bedroom in large

2-bedroom Brentwood apartment, $284/mo,
010)883-1544.

'

MALE WANTED to share new, bright, 2-bed/
2-bath condo. Washer, dryer, surnieck. Marina
Del Rey. Call Shauna, 828-7239 or 390-2305.

MAR VISTA M/F to share 3-bed/3-bath. Sec-

urity parkingAxjilding, sundeck, near beach,
$375^rK>. (310)391-9667.

RESPONSIBLE NON-SMOKING MAN
WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in Rancho Park.

$45C^no. (310)839-1642

RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUSIII Share 2-bd,

2-balh apartment with 3 grad students. Sec-

urity pariting, kitchen, cable TV, A/C.
$385Ano. Phone 208-3933.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share executive

single with two giris. $283.33Ano. ¥ utilities.

010)208-0789.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share beautiful

2-be(V2-bath Brentwood apt. Security parking.

Rooftop pool. $65<yimo. (310)476-8886.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large house.
$50Q^iw. -t- utilities. Own room, WLA. Robert
or Jim. 010)441-9227.

WESTWOOD FEMALE to share Ibd apt,

FUUY FURNISHED, security system, Jacuzzi,

exercise room; REDUCED RENT now just

^TSOfma; Avaltat>le for Spring Quarter; Erin

010)206-4375.

WLA— CLOSE TO UCL\ $450, large private
1 -bedroom/ private entrance, private bath,

paritin^ bar and fireplace. Lis (310)473-7639.

WLA. Luxurious 2-be<y2-bath townhouse.
Fireplace, sun deck, cathedral ceiling^. All

amenHies. $625 -f utilities. (213)470-1017.

Room for Rent 54

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,

fireplace, study-lounge ar>d much, much
more. Own roorM>ath, free HBCVShowtime.
$525. 010)837-9509.

BEVERLY HIXS furnished room in Ivge house

with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities irKluded.

Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD. Own large room, paricing,

washer/dryer. Near Wilshire. Immediately

available. $400^0. (3100575-9902.

FEMALE NON-SMOKER. Private, furnished

bedroom in beautiful Beverly Hills easy-going

family home with children. Can accomodate

you -f frierni. Cfose to bus. Parking. Kitchen

privileges. $30Q/Wx>. for 2 or %A50/rno. for 1

.

Price negotiable for exchange help. (310)

788-0509.

FURNISHED ROOM, BATH. Kitchen, other

privileges. Pleasant neighborhood, 5 minutes

UCLA. $450/mo., 'A utilities. (310)479-8286.

PLEASANT ROOM, private bath, cooking

privileges, easy parking. Male preferred.

$35(Vhw. (310)837-6084.

PRIVATE ROOM with baUiroom. Walking

distance to Marina Del Ray. Silvana

(31 0)839-2038.(after 6pm)

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom

house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bianca and

Richard (310)559-5170.

ROOM FOR RENT WITH PRIVATE BATH IN 2

STORY HOME. Kitchen priviledges. Near

LKILA. $45Q^no. Non-smoker. Imrnediate oc-

cupancy. 010)475-5125.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World

charm! Cabfe TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.

and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WESTWOOD $495. Beautiful, new, large

room, furnished, private bath, walk- in closet,

washer/dryer, cooking utilities. Near UCLA.
For Ferpale. (213)470-3616.

WLA, $55Q^no., male, furnished, private bath,

utilities, linens, TV, washer/dryer, parking,

S-min. UCLA, PT (310)279-1159.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male

student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly

cleaning. Near transportation. References.

(310)270-4387.

WLA/PALMS AREA. $4SQAth>, 'A of utilities.

Share with couple large furnished roorr0>ath.

Close to bus lines. 397-2640.

House for Rent 56

3-BECyi-BATH, large yard, on #8 busline,

$150QAno., new paint and new carpet.

010)475-3776.

3-BEiyiBATH. 5 miles from LXTLA. Great

area. 2-car garage, large yard, fireplace, nice

patk). large kitchen. 010)3900085.

S3 House for Rent 56 Misc. Sport Activities 78

3-BEDRC)OM HOUSE, 1% BATH IN MAR
VISTA. Walk to tennis & golf course. 7 miles

from UCLA. Available now. $1450/mo.
(213)655-8530.

VENICE. 2-BED/1-BATH. $1,000/Wio. Utilities

paki, near beach, pets okay. (310) 836-3886.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2-bed/1 bath. Living

and dining room, breakfast area, den, 2

fireplaces, new carpet and paint. After 7pm
(310)470-2029.

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, Tarxfem ar>d

AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Furniture for Rent 87

MATTRESS SET queen size $50. Solid wood
dining table with chairs $80. Two large desks

$40 and $50. Patricia 010)471-5705.

House to Stiore 57 Insurance 91

VENKX: SPANISH-STYLE two-bedrm house.

Hardwood floors, yard, private room. Share w/
grad student. $500 (310)391-4572.

House for Sole 58

WESTWOOD-WALK TO UCLA, 1 727 Mid-
vale Ave., 3-be(V2% bath, living room w/
fireplace, DR, den. Excellent move-in condi-

tion, $695,000, open house Sun. 2-5pm,
(31 ())479-691 9, ownerAxoker Bill Wagner.

Housing Needed 60

TEMPORARY NOUSINCV5UBLETS needed for

summer interns: May 1992 through Sept.

1 992. Please call Daniela Dedona at Latham &
Watkins (213)485-1234.

Room/Board for Help 62

aDERLY GENTLEMAN NEEDS PERSON for

assistarKe driving & home-care. Retum for

room & board. HarKXxrk Park location.

461-7991.

TowntKHJse for Sole 65

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. One of a kind, very

special townhouse development offering pri-

vacy and lots of space. 3-bedroom and den,

2% -baths. Owner motivated. Won't last.

$360,000. Elsie (310)398-8944.

OlMelveny ft Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing

housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

Condos for Sole

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwood.

Ibednbath 109K, 2bed^bath 188K. Call

agent (213)938-3129. ^_
GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to LICLA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gail 44S-7778,

276-6331

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-

CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT/
FACULTY. PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDIO $95K.

CALL BOH/BROKER. (310)470-1781.

Condos for Shore 68

CONCXD TO SHARE, own bathroom, washer
and dryer, utilities included, $50(Vmo, near

UCLA (310)575-4259.

Share lovely, spacious, 2-bed/2-bath, WLA/SM
corxio with quiet, serious, 46 year old working

woman, SSOCVrno. -»- utiTities. (310)207-3164.

Condos for Rent 69

WESTWOOD. Chic, remodeled, 2-story unit

W^piral staircase leading to loft, wA>uilt-in

office arxl sleep area. Wirxiow/hnirrors galore!

24 hr. guard, security parking, pool, spa,

beautiful ground. No pets. $1 lOG/mo. Purch-

ase option $165,000. Broker, Susan Rose.

(310)391-4096.
I t ... - ,1.

WESTWOOD, $1650. 2bdrm/2blh, view, sec-

urity, parking, small complex. Sale optional.

(310)475-8310, (310)446-3000.

Guest House for Rent 70

CHEVIOT HILLS. $750. 1 bedroom/1 bath,

kitchen. (310)204-6363^

FURNISHED GARDEN SIDE GUEST HOUSE.

Perfect for female PhD Student. $510.00/

month. Utilities included. References.

(213)287-1024

MV $65(ymo. Nice single guest house, private,

refrigerator, parking, yard, storage, 15 min.

UCLA. (310)391-9583.

SM $65(]^no. Single, newly decorated, utilities

paid. Call alter 6pm. (310)477-4679.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED-
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785^1028.

HATE AUTO INSURANCE
.Vc .111 tlo but nnlo insurance is

raiimretl by in'.v' So lor n

FRFE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE IflS AGEMCY

Good Rates for

Motorcycles

with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

Loans 93

FREE GOVERNMENT GRANT. Need addU
tional education money? For information, call:

(818)375-5130.

^/Storage- =«=

BEST MOVERS. CALL (21 3)263-BEST. Insured

24ft truck FULLY Equipped for ALL moves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, pianos,

ok. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, u^a\\ jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)265-6688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierxxd, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRLXTKS. Professional, experienced.

Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

57 Personal Sen^ice 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project
Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

Sendees Offered 96_

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

kr>own author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

LEARN BASIC COMPUTER OPERATION IN 6
HOURS! Intro to DOS, file management,
installing and running programs. Weekly semi-

nars 9-12 TAh, W/Fri. FUTUREKIDS.
(213)474-3034.

EXPERT TAX PREPARATION AND
CONSULTATION

•Opoi yetr round •Convcnienl Wetld3e

•qukkmm wound kKUkxi

•Home intovicMfi available

pfAedtjocrelufm •10%drfcrlXlAdniiaik)m

Sorrd WUdhorn (310) 836-7540

MAKE-UP STUDENT interested in assisting

filnV photography student with class project.

(714)735-6322. Alicia.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and

professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

RESEARCH, WRfTING, ediiiig

All Levels-AH Subfeds
Foreign Students Weloome

Fast, Professional-Quaity Guaranteed
Papers not lor sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Uryier-

graduate. Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH; PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATK)NS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

*"P»r mm
•^ .^

.
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COMPUTER
•\

(t^^^"^

THE ROCKET 486 • 33MHz
190KCACHE*4MEG
RAM* 120 MEG HARD
DRIVE* 1.2 &1.4MS
DRIVES* HI RESOLUTION 1024x765
VGA DISPALAY W/CARD •

2 SEC 1 PAR & 1 GAME
PORT • MOUSE & WINDOW

CAL
From page 32

Saturday, Hendrick was averaging

16.7 points and 11.3 rebounds per

game.

Starting guard Bill Elleby, the

lone senior on the squad, is

averaging nearly 12 points per

game and has made nearly 47
percent of his three-pointers.

Then there are the five fresh-

men, although no one is calling

them the Fab Five, as Michigan's
freshmen are referred to.

Forward Lamond Murray, the

first cousin of UCLA star Tracy
Murray, is averaging 11.3 points

and nearly six rebounds per game.
Murray has incredible potential,

but he has exhibited a penchant for

getting into foul trouble.

Point guard K.J. Roberu is the

quarterback of the offense, which
is an enormous responsibility for a

true freshman. Roberts has played

inconsistently this year, but he is

averaging more than eight points

and four assists per game.
Redshirt freshman center Ryan

Jamison is the fifth Cal starter, as

he is in the lineup for his defense

and his height (6 feet 11 inches).

Tonight's game is not a com-
plete sell-out, although all student

tickets have been sold. The game
will be televised live on Prime
Ticket at 8:00.

Travel 106 Travel 105 Travel 106

SPEED DEMON 386/33M
•40 MEG H.D.
•1 MEG RAM
•VGA MONITOR AND CARD
• MID SIZE TOWER • SOFTWARE AND MOUSE

•64K CACHE
•1.2. 14 FLOPPY

286 AT-TURBO DELUXE
includes software, mouse & serge protectors
• 40 MEG HD • VGA & CARD • 1 01 KEYBOARD
• 1 2 MEG HZ • 1 .2 DRIVE • CLOCKA^LENDA
• 1 MEG RAM UP-GRADES TO 4 MEG • S/P GAME PORT

286AT-16MEGMZ
• 1 MEG RAM
• 20 MEG H.D.
• MONITOR

•PROGRAMS
•1 YR. WARRANTY

FEB. 25'

ACKERMAN
GRAND
BALLROOM

UCLA
TRAVEL
FAIR

Hop on Over to the

UCLA Travel Fair • .

.

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS

... and win a trip to the Land Down Under!

This year's Travel Fair on Februaiy 25™ in Ackerman Grand

BaUroom features a spectacular Grand Prize - Round-trip

[ tickets for two to Australia on Northwest Airlines! ®
This year's Iravel Fair also features:

Services Offered Typing Music Lessons 102 Travel 105 Scooters for Sole

BEAR'S EDITING
All subfecta. Thcscs/Dlsacrtadans

Proposals and Books.
Foreign stixlents welcome.

PAPOB PIOT FDK SALE
Sharoo Bear, PhJ)
(2ia»t7a<<62

^

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION; Free Re-

corded Message Gives Details.
1(800)743-1455.

SCHOLARSHIPS, FINANCIAL AID, grants

available Big peak season discount. Call

acaden^ic dollar search today
1-800-788-9858.

TO tET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

ryew computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600 We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

UCLA CRAD STUDENT, MBA (INTERNA-
TIONAL BUSINESS) WORKING; CLEAN,
QUIET, HIGH DEGREE OF INTEGRITY. SEEKS
POSITK3N HOUSESITTINC. 310-829-0757.

WRITING, EDITING. RESEARCH. Phd gives

expert help. Fast, reasonable. (310)476-01 14.

-Tutoring Offered -98

•••CARING TUTOR'-^BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-

1 BLOCK FROM LXTLA. Wordperfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dissertations, manuscripts,

resun>es, legal. (310)208-7353.

A-l BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing- anything (irKluding disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editing/graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus 9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKIA-
TIONS. RESUMES RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Re$unr>es, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessing^yping/

editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.

Student discounts. Marge (local):

(818)786-8742.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)788-9865.

DOCTOR WORD. .Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edil help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(310)470-0597, fax 47a 1064.

S^NG! Vocal Technique • Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper dubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-

where, $125 p/p. Limited quantity. CALL
nowlll 24 hrs. (404)349-9551.

Travel Tickets 106

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

WINNING RESUMES; 1-hr service. Our clients

g^«ul^Opef^^ayv(2T3)287- 2785

.

Travel 106

ERY TO MASTERY!
(818)545-0960

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

LEARN RUSSIAN, one-on-one from Russian

teacher. $20/hr. Call Dmitry (310)275-5775.

MATH TUTOR. UCLA math grad available. All,

levels. High school calculus, probability, etc.

Gerry (310)274-4846.

MFA GRADUATE & TEACHING ASSISTANT
IN ENGLISH/THEATRE AVAILABLE FOR PRI-

VATE TUTORING. $10PH. (213)933-7260.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; GMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4years experience. Mark, 852-1298.

UCLA STUDENT TUTOR AVAILABLE. High
School /junior high general course work (math,

Spanish). Jennifer (310)208-0677.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
CALL RENEE Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hr5

service. Nc papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-6899.

JET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or qAv!) AIRHITCH,
458- 1^006. "

JEEP CLASSK: CJ7! '76. While body. Blue soft

& half soft top & half door, new tires. Great
shape. $4200. (310)459-6660.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop
publishing word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for papers, thesis,*"etc.

Mac, W/P, free campus pickup/ delivery.

Michael 477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

London

1 -WAY LAX to AMS/EUR. 3/11. Male $20Q/bbo.
(310) 447-2360.

EUROPE, EUROPE. EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

%295/penon. Valid 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3067.

HAWAII, MEXKTO, BAHAMAS, Roundtrip for

two. $15Q/person. Valid one year. Limited
offer. (800)352-3087.

LAX TO WASHINGTON DC. 1-way, 3/21/92.
$20(Vobo. Must sell. 208-0071.

Autos for Sale 109

1989 WRANGLER. Dream Jeep. 2 Tops. 6
cylinder. $2500 lift-big lire package. $2000
CD Stereo, thumps! Alarm. $12,950.
(213)892-4620. ^
'81 VW JETTA, 5-speed, sunroof, 4-door,
exceller»t condition, repair records avaitabia,
103,400 miles $2550. (818)901-1967.

'85 CRYSLER LASER. Good running condition.
Automatic, A^, AKVFM Cassette, 93,000
miles, $1980 (310)578-2281.

CHEVROLET CAVALIER, '84. 70,000 miles.
A^, power locks + brakes, tilt wheel, cruise
control, AM/FM. $2000/OBO. Call 471-4287.

GREAT BUY!! '87 DODGE COLT. NEW
Clutch, breakes, baUery. Pull-out cassette
$2,700.00. Call Chad (310)204-5210.

INTEGRA LS, '89. Black, 47K miles, alarm,
new clutch, $9,500. (213)257-9044.

MOVING, MUST SELL '78 VW Rabbit. Fuel
injection, radiq/stereo. Good condition. $900.
(310)842-9414.

180 YAMAHA RIVA runs great. Recently

tuned with many new parts. $100Q/obo.

lASON 206-2295.

'89 aiTE 80. Red, in good condition, 3500
miles. $700 obo. Jena (310)824.7924.

ELFTE 80 '89. Red, excellent condition. Recent

oil change and basket. $90(yobo. 208-5882.

ELITE 80. White, 1986. Great condition. New
tires, tuned. $80(Vobo. Call Scott 208-3509,

leave message.

ELITE ES-50, 1988. Great condition, with

helmet and lock. $400 or best offer. Call Tim at

(310)312-0631.

HONDA ELITE 1 50. '87 white 3.3k, just tuned.

Runs great, clean. $1,10Q^BO. Contact Ste-

phen 473-0424

HONDA ELITE 80. $750obo. Runs excellent.

Helmet included paid & registered with DMV
for year & registered with UCLA. 473-6201 or

208-7318 Jonny.

HONDA ELITE 150, '89. White, like new,
4000 miles, heln^t, paid registration, 1-year.

Just tuned. $1400/obo. (310)624-0717.

YAMAHA RAZZ,
runs like new,
(310)208-0769. -

'87. Excellent condition,

$450. Ask for Michan

Furniture for Sale 126

5-PIECE SOLID OAK bedroom set. Must sell.

$400. Lamp, posters, etc. Best offers.

(213)271-7790, (213)282-2517.

LIKE NEW BLACK SOFA, 2-seater, 4-months>

old. Half price, $140. Nathalie
(310)559-5170.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen

$65, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Misc. For Sale 128

Music Lessons 102

Tutoring Needed 99

TUTOR FOR 3 year old autistic needed. Days
and hours flexible. Experiernred preferred.

(310) 826-2661.

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

$15/hr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

KEYBOARD LESSONS: John Novello's jZon-

temporary Keyboardist Course. There's no-
thing better! All levels welcome. Westside
Authorized Associate Doug Hanvey
(310)637-1818.

Costa Rica

Paris

Tahiti

NcwYoric
Miami
'Farrs are och way from Los Angeles based on a
'oundtfippurc^wse. RestfictKX5 apply. Farcssubject
to change withou notice and taws not included.

Op«« Saturdays Itam • tpm

SUBURU HATCHBACK 1985, 5-speed, AM/
FM cassette-4 speakers, A/C, original owner,
great condition, $2000, (310)575-3371.

VW GOLF '86. 67,000 miles. Excellent condi-
tion. Please call (310) 652-4944.

VW GTI '86. 5 speed,
body, good condition.

(3 1 0)478^0566.

Nice interior, clean

Must sell. $3250.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

KAWASAKI KZ 650 CRS CUSTOM, 1982,
black, runs good, low mileage, good tires,

$575/obo. (310)828-6402.

COUnd TraUd Bicydes tor Sale 113v

1093 Broxton Ave #220
Los An3elcs,CA 90024

310-208-3551

RACING BK^rCLE: Trek 2000. 56 cm alumi-

num frame. Movie Rinrw, Look pedals, compu-

ter pump. Moving— must sell. $650/obo.

Arthur (310)657-8074.

SUPER 8 BEAULIEU 7008 PRO with Power
Angenieux 6.90 lens. Brar>d new package.

$3,900 OBO Darlene (213)674-0132.

Typewriter/Computer 134

ATARI 800 w/diskdrive. Print shop, word
processing, ovw 200 games, all original books

and software. $500(o.b.o.) (310)206-6490.

DEMAILS COMPUTER. All computers $595
and up. Include hard disk, nH>use, delivery.

Call(21 3)622-3223. 1-600-756-3967.

IBM COMPUTER 286, extended key board,

internal modem, OKXise joystick, 3% ", S!A

DD, Epson LQ 1500. $700. Call 745-7457,
leave message.

NEW PC 386SX/25. 2 RAM, 40M HD, 5.25 A
3.5 floppy, keyboard, monitor, warranty.

$1100. Tim (310)478-3226.

TOSHIBA 1600 LAPTOP, DOS 4.0, DOS 3.3,

Canon 10-E Printer, leather case, purchased

8/91, p.p., $150(Vo.b.o. (310)626-2210.

I~
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O'BANNON
From page 32

Getting situated with the

Bruins* offense had been one of

the problems facing O'Bannon.
The forward has only had limited

practice time and only one week
ago was cleared to practice on
Mondays.

"Lately, Tve been getting the

cobwebs out,** 0*Bannon said.

**rve been going hard in practice

andVm starting to get into the flow

of everything.**

In Saturday *s game, 0*Bannon
also unleashed his first slam dunk
of the year. With four minutes left,

and the game well decided,

0*Bannon jammed home a

rebound off a missed shot by Mike
Lanier.

•There was a lot of tension built

up inside, and I let it out on that

particular play,** 0*Bannon said.

"Now, I can concentrate on play-

ing instead of just one particular

thing.

*To be satisfied with just one
thing is not good, it will just make
you get worse. You have to be
better in all parts of the game and
constantly work on all of them,** he
said.

0*Bannon*s work has showed
continuous improvement As he

has been able to gather more
playing time, 0*Bannon*s totals

luavg gradually improved. 3UL.

ed with his defensive effort.

"rve been trying to work the

hardest on team defense. If you
look at it Tm starting to get better,

because earUer I hadn*t been able

to do anything. But with each game
Vm getting better in all phases,**

the redshirt freshman from Lakew-
ood said.

Harrick added, "He did things

this weekend that he couldn't do a

week ago.**

The continual improvement will

certainly help the Bruins who are

entering their toughest stretch of

the season with the NCAA tourna-

ment also lurking in the coming
month.

"We need to work on his legs

and conditioning,** Harrick said.

"We have one month to get him
ready to play in the tournament**

But 0*Bannon is more
willing to do the work.

than

O'Bannon has been more impress-

• •

"rm not satisfied here and
neither are the coaches,** 0*Ban-
non said. "I want to continue to

work hard and improve as an

individual and with the team.**

Bruin notes: With his 15 points, Don
MacLean passed Stanford's Todd Lichti

into second place on the Pac-10 all-time

scoring liiL MacLean needed only two
points to pass Lichti and now has 2,344
points. Guard Darrkk Martin has made 22
oonwaytiv» free-lhrowa , the teninrAJA wnt

attempt any against Oregon.

From page 32

could win a lot of games for you. If

he (Monson) gets a chance they* 11

be good in a couple of years.

People up here just have to give

him that opportunity.**

The game itself was over quick-

ly. UCLA hurried out to the first-

half lead and then pounded the

Ducks into submission in the

second half.

C)regon*s lone hope of keeping

the game close was to slow the

pace down and pray for a big night

from leading scorer Antoine Stou-

damire. They got neither.

The Bruins* pressure defense

took away any opportunities for

the Ducks to establish an offensive

flow. UCLA forced eight first-half

turnovers from Oregon, including

three straight during a 13-0 run.

"The press made them play our

game,** said Bruin forward Tracy
Murray who was the game*s high-

<< scorer with 22 points including

six-for-eight on three pointers.

"We figured they wCTe going to

"slow the pace down. But once we
turned it up and got ahead, it freed

us up to play our game.**

Stoudamire, meanwhile, was
hounded constantly by Gerald
Madkins and Mitchell Butler. The
Oregon forward made only two-

of-seven shots in the first half and
was never a factor. Stoudamire
finished with just 17 points.

"We wanted to prevent him
(Stoudamire) from getting the ball

and from having a spectacular

night (Stoudamire scored 32 points

Thursday night against USC),**

Butler said. "We switched men
and defenses on him and made him
think instead of allowing him to

get into a rhythm."

On offense, Murray and Madk-
ins collaborated to break apart the

Ducks zone defense from outside.

The two combined for six treys in

the first-half, four from Murray, as

UCLA cruised to a 35-24 halftime

lead.

"Early we just mishandled the

ball a few times, and we didn*t

execute very well offensively,**

Monson said. "We were trying to

"This is the first time

weVe won two games

up here since IVe been

at UCLA. It's tough to

win up here. There's

great crowds at both

places." •

Jim Harrick *•

UCLA Basketball Coach "

run the clock a little bit and shorten

the game and I thought we were

just going up and down the floor,

instead.**

In the second half, the Bruins

were running on all cylinders,

connecting from both inside and

the perimeter.

UCLA hit Oregon with an 18-4

blitz to start the second half. Butler

had two dunks and Don MacLean
contributed six of his 15 points in

the run.

The margin kept growing, and

after MacLean swished a three

from the right side with over eight

minutes left, the Bruins enjoyed

their largest margin of the game at

71-38.

•Tracy started shooting the ball

really well,** Butler said. "It made
them timid, which allowed us to hit

Don and myself inside. We were

able to attack the zone from both

inside and outside.**

At that pohit, Harrick emptied
his bench for the remainder of the

game.

"I think it helped the morale of

the team to be able to play some of

the guys who don*t get to play too

much,** Harrick said. 'They work
hard everyday and were unselfish

at the end of the game. They played

weU. I liked that.**

AUTO INSURANCE IS

A PAIN THE

.^
ŝ^

^^Hy^^̂

9 îP
^^*K^'

NECK! \,
WE SPECIALIZE IN %.

• FAMILY DISCOUNTS •

• YOUNG DRIVERS •

• SUSPENDED LICENSES
MULTIPLE TICKETS OR ACCIDENTS

'/A

'^^y

<?

'<$.
Vi

AUTO • HOMEOWNERS • RENTERS • COMMERCIALAUTO • COMMERCIAL LIABILITY

CALL FOR A QUOTE 31 0-451 -4943
KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL. SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
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CUPAND SAVE

Exp. 2 25 92

8.50
LARGE
PIZZA w
Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

{ ^ CUPAND SAVE

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas por address

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one couporrpgi^

pizza
*

Limit 3 pizzas por address^ CUPAND SAVE

Exp. 2 25 92

LARGE

Cf\ PIZZA w

Jjy Free Liter

of Soda
8.50
IVVO lOPPINCiS

208-8671
Offer good only with thi?

I

coupon, one coupon per
pizza.

*Not valid on SidPins or with any olhar offar. Must mantion ad.

I

I

I TAX INCLUDED Urnit 3 pizzas per address

I

• *

Princeton

Review
LSAT . GMAT • GRE • MCAT
I he,faSicSi i^nmint^ test-preparation programs

in the natio/i, bar none!

Could it be because of documented increases like these:

LSAT average increase: 12+ points

GMAT average increase: 1 10+ points

GRE average increase: 230+ points

MCAT average increase 3+ points

Or program inclusions which our competitors don't have:

'•^ At least four proctored tests, each with computer analysis

"^ Two interactive classes per week, each with an instructor

'^ Maximum class sizes of twelve, each stratified to ability

'"^ Academic review plus revolutionary test-taking techniques

I'KINCI T()\

KIAIiW

310.474 • 0909
I At our iiiiprt'ccdt'nlc'd siicctss

insmi' MKCt'SS.

t;
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soccer

TEAMourmrcR
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

QRECK JACKETS, HATS, LCTTERIMQ.

OFFSIDE
1 1710 SanU Monica Bvd, WXJI.

(a<me to UCLA)
(213)207-4226 820-6631 rui
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\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

M>UMMfMM*«^^^M*MMi

IWASHINGTON D. C.

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY ^_^
(ClEARCOLOf^ $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES «mo wm^ $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES ^155 PR.

ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED .$130 PR

BaadinLanbhnMS

EYE EXAM S15
Experience the excitement of American Government
Experience the intensity of National and State Politics

The UCLA EXPO Center

is still accepting applications to

the National Internship Program

for

|FrM BauKh n Lomb Rtnu Cam KM (w/tont)

\mmwm: vmm.mmth
iMKAOt ailLTTNIt

^^^^^U • ^^H^VI OTa ^^R^VW^W«

213) 642-6094 (800) 042-6094

Fall 1992
Information Meetings

Tuesday at 4:00 pm
Wednesday at 12:00 pm
Thursday at 3:00 pm

Learn to fly

• All Ratings Private

thru ATP

• Free Simulator

Demonstration

• Aircraft are

available for rental

Justice Aviation
Santa Monica Airport

(310) 31S6792

Accept the challenge

that never stops.

Information Session, February 24th

On Campus Interviews, February 25th

— CS and CS & E degrees^
We're holding an infonnation

session on February 24th and encOurage

you to join us to leam more about

Jjodem Computers We devebp on-line

\»u»vtch you with a challenge Operating

systems like UNIX* and our own

proprietary system, Guardian. Data

communications. RISC technology.

transaction processing computer systems

for industries like manufacturing,

transportation, telecommunications,

retail, and banking.

Today, we're looking for Bachelors,

Masters and PhD grads with Computer

Science, and Computer Science and

Engineering degrees to help us keep the

competitive edge in this growing market.

Tell us where you want to go with your

software development ideas, and we'll

Software QA. And there are many more

oppomjnities to choose from.

Ultimately, this is a chance to get

your career off to a great start with a

company known for technical excellence.

Join Tandem on campus. Our informatbn

session will be held on February 24th,

from 12-2pm, at 8500 Boelter Hall,

The Penthouse. Sign-up now in the

Career Placement Office to schedule

an interview on February 25th. EOE.

•

^TANDEM

(JMX M rvgMrrpd mdtfnark of ( iNIX SviK^i UlMjUorip* Inc

Baseliaii wins two
The UCLA basebaU team

improved its record to 3-2 this

weekend with wins over Division

Il-foes Cal State Dominguez Hills

and San Francisco State.

Bruin pitcher Gary Adcock
went the distance in Friday's 7-1

victory over Dominguez Hills at

Jackie Robinson Stadium. Adcock
allowed just four hits. The Bruins

scored three runs in the third

inning and were ahead 5-0 at the

end of five.

Against San Francisco State,

Adam Melhuse knocked in his first

two home runs of the season to

W.TENNIS

lead the Bruins to a 12-2 thumping
of the Gators. Tim Kubinksi also

homered for UCLA.

Adam Schulhofer was on the

mound for the win» pitching seven
innings and allowing two runs on
seven hits. . ^

The Bruins will continue their

home stand today when they face

the Golden Eagles of Cal State Los
Angeles. The game is scheduled
for 2:30 at Jackie Robinson Sta-

dium.

Scott Bloom

From page 30

win was at the sbtth spot, as

freshman Lee Ann Rostovsky
thumped Kara Schertzer, 6-3. 6-2.

With the match tied 3-3. UCLA
was extended to meaningful dou-

bles play for only the second time

this season. Ceniza and McCalla
made short work of the top Sun
DeVil team of Gciger and Pam
Cioffi. losing just two games. 6-2.

6-0.

In the second spot. Amend and
Joelle Schad were too much for

Hilt and freshman Jenny Baker,

beating the Bruin duo, 6-4, 6-4.

The match was tied at four, and
all eyes turned to the mmiber-three

nation. 6-1, 6-4.

**I think she was intimidated by
me. She seemed to be trying too

hard and she went for winners too

soon,*' McCalla said.

In the third spot, Foley rebound-
ed from her disappointing singles

loss the previous day to defeat Alix

Creek, 6-2, 3-6, 6-4.

That was not the case for the rest

of the Bruins, as they lost the

remaining four singles matches.

Mamie Ceniza could not over-

come her foot injuries or the great

play of Banni Redhair and lost 6-3,

5-7, 6-4, in the second spot
Wildcats Erica O'NeiU and Jane

doubles match as Foley and fresh- Yales beat LeeAnn Rostovsky and
man Paige Yaroshuk had a mar- Jenny Hilt by identical scores of
athon with Klimchock and
Schertzer.

Yaroshuk has been battling an
arm injury and was scratched from
the singles lineup, but she teamed
with Foley to win 7-6, 6-7, 7-5, to

clinch the win for UCLA.

Saturday

After beating the Sun Devils by
the skin of their teeth, the Bruins
entered the Wildcats' lair and
came within two games of losing

the nmich.

"Against ASU we were confi-

dent deep down thatwe would win.

Against Arizona we were still

confident, but we knew that we
would need to be even more poised

to win,** Foley said.

The day began auspiciously for

UCLA as Iwalani McCalla con-

tinued her impressive weekend by
blasting Danielle Scott, the

eleventh-ranked player in the

6-2, 6-1, in the third and fourth

spots, respectively.

With Anne Mall nursing her

foot, Jenny Baker was thrust into

the singles hneup and rallied

briefly before succumbing to Beth
Choate, 6-2, 5-7, 6-2.

Down 4-2, UCLA needed to

sweep all three doubles matches to

win.

McCalla and Ceniza avenged a
pre-season loss to Scoa and Red-
hair, the eleventh-ranked doubles
team in the nation, winning, 6-4,

6-4, and freshmen Mall and Baker
crushed Yates and Creek. 6»-l, 6-0.

Foley and Yaroshuk provided

the final dramatics against Choate
and Lesley Barbour. Tied one
game a piece and with the Wildcats

leading 4-3 in the decisive third

set, Yaroshuk held her serve to

take a 5-4 lead and Foley rifled a
service return for another break

and the set, 6-4.

WJ • •

From page 32

ever, when Vukakinovic left the

game to rest with an eight-point

lead and 12 minutes to play t)efore

halftime, UCLA took chaige.

Playing at the fast tempo they

enjoy most, the Bruins took com-
mand of the boards to kick off their

running game. Stephens and
Jalewalia fueled a run by the

Bruins, outscoring Cal 24-8 over
the next sue minutes. UCLA was
slowed a bit with the return of
Vukadinovic, but still led at half-

time 50-41.

The second half began like the

first, with a scoring onslaught from
Cal in the first four minutes that

left the teams tied with 52 points

apiece. Early on, UCLA met some
troublesome opposition in Cal's
zone defense, but was soon back to

its running game. When Vukadi-
novk: again sat down to catch her
breath, the Bruins went on a 9-1

run to secure the lead. Late in the

game, Cal lost starters Monica
Wiley and Jennifer Self to fouls

and eventually surrendered the
game to the Bruins. 101-87.

•This was a big win for us."

Moore said. "We did not want to

carry the burden of Stanford and
we knew we had to win on our

home floor.

"A couple of things came out in

the first half. We created things

with our defense, in transition."

Moore said. "In the second half,

we didn't get a good start, but we
picked up the tempo on defense.

We were aggressive and we got
some easy opportunities." Moore
praised the play off the Bruin
bench, particularly defensive
efforts.

"Vukadinovic is a fine player—
she's very good at reading open-
ings in the defense, but we didn't

want to double her. Jalewalia did a
good job of defense on her. and I

can't say enough about (center

Lynn) Kamrath's defense on Staf-

ford. If she was going to beat us
again, she was going to have to

shoot over us," Moore said.

By the end of the game. Wil-

liams had played every possible

role for the Bruins, tiuning in 26
points, four assists, three blocked

shots, three steals and a new career

high of 19 rebounds.

The race for second place in the

Pac-10 will continue when the

Bruins meet USC Saturday night

in Pauley Pavilion.
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Drasfon Express
Chinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

CO "DT AT*1«^ ^A tZ^K. Includes fried rice or chow mmn
MTlM^LMlt j^.OO plus any two la carte itenw.

m

Hours:

Monday-Sunday llam-llpm

. ..........yy ...................................... V^'W^

iiiiiiii^^Pil^^ I

1147 Wefltwood Blvd.
(Across from McDonald's)

208-4928

..... j^f , * Michael LAN/Dal»y Bruin
with the addition of swinghltter Mike Diehl to the starting backcourt. UCl^ beat UC Irvine on Friday
to end a two-match league losing streak. >

—

Bruins eat UC Irvine to lialt

losing streaic, also beat Cal

YOU MICHT LOSE YOUR HEAD

HAIRSALON
62 YEARS IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

SPECIALTIES FOR MEN 6. WOMEN STARTING AT $10.00

WE RE THE BEST
1061 CAYLEY AVENUE CALL FOR AN APPT.
WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-6559
NEXTTOBREADSTICKS 8am TO LATE NIOHTS

:¥;

By Eric Bllllgmeier

Over the weekend, the UCLA
men*s volleyball team squashed
some Anteaters, arid then they
declawed a few Bears. All in all, it

was a fine holiday hunting experi-

ence.

Using the Wooden Center as

their forest, the Bruins bellowed
their loudest and fiercest growls of
the season on Friday and Saturday
nights.

On Valentine's night, UCLA
(5-3, 3-2 in league) stamped out
overriutched UC Irvine, 15-3, 15-

point-scoring load and held the

"A lot of times it's

harder to play well

against (weaker teams).

But really stayed

focused. We improved a

lot tonight. Anybody
we wpuld have played

would have had a tough

7, 15-5. They followed that domi-
nation with a crushing of the

national club champions from
Cahfomia, 15-10. 15-8. 15-5.

"A lot of times it*s harder to play
well against (weaker teams),** said

UCLA coach Al Scales after the

defeat of the Anteaters. "But we
really stayed focused. We
improved a lot tonight. Anybody
we would have played would have
had a tough time tonight.**

The win against UCI was
probably the most satisfying of the

weekend for the Bruins, snapping a

two-match UCLA losing streak in

Western Intercollegiate Volleyball

Association competition. More
importantly though, the victory

restored the confidence and
momentum Scales hopes will carry

the Bruins through their next six

matches, all against ranked oppo-
nents.

Compared with UCLA*s stiff

upcoming schedule, UCI (3-5. 1-5)

was a rather meek Valentine's date

for the Bruins. In the first two
games, UCLA's traditionally

strong block carried most of the

time tonight."

Al Scales
UCLA Volleyball Coach

side (technique) hiuer Rich Bland
led the way on sideouts in game
three. Sullivan took advantage of ^

the digging to convert for kills on
seven of eight attempts for a .750

average.

The Bruins hit .458 as a team for

the match and were led by first-

string technique hitter Dan Landry
with 1 1 kills and a .600 average. A
majority of the sideout spiking in

the first two games came courtesy
of quick hitters Jeff Nygaard (six

kiUs, .500) and Tim Kelly (five

kills, no errors).

AH in all, everything seemed to

J

Anteato^ to a .071 hitting percen-

tage overall.

Moreover, strong digging by the

second unit in the final stanza

further enhanced the smile on
Scales* face.

VThe second unit came in and
played great,*' Scales said. **It

makes it hard to select a lineup.

There*s almost no difference

between the first and second

teams. It just shows that we have a

lot of depth.**

After cruising past the Anteaters

in the opening pair of games.

Scales instituted wholesale
changes and let that depth shine.

Second-team setter Ross Pier led

the charge, and digging by Erik

Sullivan and Dave Swatik set up a

point-scoring hitting attack.

The second-stringers hit .514,

the high-water mark for the Bruins

all night Quick hitter (middle
blocker) John Speraw and opposite

go as planned against the under
manned Anteaters. Besides the

strong play of the second unit,

especially encouraging were the

combined efforts of the new
starling backcourt, swing hitters

Kevin Wong and Mike Diehl.

Scales changed the lineup to

augment a stronger Bruin presence
at the net, and it worked against

UCI. Wong and Diehl combined
for 10 kills and assisted on many of
the team*s 11 total kills.

They finished as quickly as they

started, but the importance of the

pair of victories over the weekend
should not be underscored. As
setter Mike Scaly said, wins such
as these really give a boost to

UCLA*s all-important confidence
level.

"It's all a matter of confidence."
the All-American junior said. "We
knew we were going to win. Wc
knew the outcome before, yet we
worked hard in order to get it over
with quick. If we go up against the
good teams and play like this, we'll
start beating those good teams
quick."
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Hot & Cold Food Buffet
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McCalla leads tennis in sweep of ASU, U ofA
By Michael Klein

Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA women *s tennis coach
Bill Zaima hinted on Wednesday
the matches against the Arizona
schools this week would be close,

and he was right on target

The No. 4 Bruins used out-

standing play from Iwalani
McCalla and key victories in the

third doubles spot to defeat Arizo-

na State and Arizona, both by a 5-4

score. The wins move UCLA to 2-

in the Pac-10 and 7-0 overall.

Friday

The Bruins entered the confer-

ence opener with confidence,
having beaten ASU in each of the

past two years, but left as a

banged-up squad.

Senior Mamie Ceniza had
black-and-blue feet early in the

first set after jamming her toes

while attempting to switch direc-

tions. With her movement pain-

fully impaired, she was unable to

overcome Krista Amend and lost

6-1, 5-7, 6-2, in the number-one
singles spot

"I saw her feet after the match,
and they looked pretty bad. Krista

is a solid player, but Mamie was
clearly affected by the injury,"

Bruin assistant coach Susie Keane
said.

The court surface may also have
been a factor in Ceniza *s demise.

"Mamie likes to play an aggres-

sive, attacking game. These were
some of the slowest courts I have
ever seen, and that was more of an
advantage for the baseline game of
Amend," Keane said.

In what was her best weekend of
the young season, senior Iwalani

McCalla broke heraldbd-freshman

Kori Davidson early, and then

cruised to a 6-4, 6-4, victory in the

number-two spot.

"I came in with an attitude that I

was going to win. I was really

nervous the last two years when we
played them, but this time I went
after Davidson aggressively,"

.McCalla said.

In the third spot. Bruin freshman

Anne Mall lost her first set in

collegiate competition but still

beat Meredith Gcigcr, 6-3, 4-6, 6-

2.

The only other Bruin singles

See w.TENNW, page 28
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Gymnasts' win over CS Fkilleiton is palatabie
Marrow wins floor, Fenton

takes first on uneven bars
By Zach Domlnltz
Dally Bruin Staff

FULLERTON— Like so many
dreams pn Valentine's Day, what
started out as a perfect Friday
evening ended in disappointment
for the women's gymnastic team.

Although UCLA defeated Cal
State Fullerton 190.6 to 189.5 in a
dual meet, the Bruins fell apart on
the last event, the beam, and
spoiled their hopes of breaking the

192.0 mark.

Going into the final competi-
tion, UCLA needed a combined
47.55 to go over 192.0, their goal

for the meet. Usually one of their

sjfongest events. UCLA per-
rarmed poorly, totalling six falls (a

loss of 3.0 points) among four

gymnasts and finishing with a

46.15 on beam.
"It's totally inexcusable," co-

head coach Scott Bull said after the

meet "A 47.55 should be easy for

us on beam, easy. It's an incredible

wasted opportunity becausie we've
worked hard to improve on the

vault and get the big scores, and
now that we have that the girls are

beginning to doubt themselves on
twfcftnn ^

UCLA, however, was in a hole

going into beam, as they were
without two of their normal com-
petitors. Megan Fenton reinjured

her ankle eariier in the meet on
vault, and All-American Carol
Ulrich sprained her right ankle in

warm-ups.

"It's a moderate sprain, and it's

swelling up pretty bad, biit

(Ulrich) should be back for the

invite (in two weeks)," trainer

Lx>rita Granger said.

"I'd go if I had to, but the

coaches won't let me," Ulrich said

after the injury. "I'm mad because
my mom came out from Colorado
to watch me tonight."

Co-head coach Valorie Kondos
said, "We missed her a lot on
beam, especially because of her

focus and strength. When she's in

there, the other girls are more
relaxed and focused on their own
routines because they know that

she'U hit hers."

In the all-around, the young
Titans gave the loud and boister-

ous home crowd a special treat

Sophomore Celeste Delia broke

the school record with a 38.90 to

finish first overall, and freshman
Wendy Minch was second with a

38.35. UCLA's Kareema Marrow
and Amy Thome tied for third with

a 38.10.

In the individual events, only

Delia's 9.80 on vault kept the

Bruins from a clean sweep. Mar-
row captured first place on the

-floor with a 9.90 for the second
straight week, Fenton was tops on
ban with a 9.85 and junior Paula

Rasmussen punctuated the meet on
the last routine of the night, a 9.80

on the beam.
Although the victory was an

easy one for UCLA, the overriding

feeling was frustration at having
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UCLA gymnast Kareema Marrow captured first place on the floor wltti a 9.90 against Cal State Ful-

lerton on Friday for the second consecutive week.

missed a golden opportunity at

hitting a season high.

*Thc good out of the evening
was that our vaulting has continu-

ously improved, but we missed an
event that is usually our strongest,"

Kondos said. "I hope it gets them
(the girls) good and mad.*"

UCLA now has two weeks to

prepare for their biggest meet of
the year, the UCLA Invitational on
Feb. 29 in Pauley Pavilion.
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Get out the brooms— it's an Otegon sweep
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

EUGENE, Ore. — An Otegon
newspaper ran an article Saturday
morning in which nnany of the
young Oregon basketball players
described this season as a learning
experieqpe.

That sanie day, UCLA gave the
Ducks a lesson on how to play the
game.

Running at will, the Bruins (19-

1, 10-1 in the Pac-10) blew away
Oregon (6-14, 2-9), 84-65. at

McArthur Court in Eugene, to

regain sole possession of the Pac-
10 lead.

The victory over Oregon com-
bined with Thursday's win at

Oregon State gave UCLA their

first road sweep of the Oregon
schools since 1987.

*This is the first time we*ve won
two games up here since Tve been
at UCLA," Bruin head coach Jim
Harrick said. "It's tough to win up
here, there's great crowds at both
places."

While both teams were warming
yp, Oregon public address
announcer Don Essig relayed that

use, which had shared first place
in the conference with UCLA, had
lost at Oregon State, 92-78. The
score was the only thing necessary
to motivate the Bruins.

**We got a little charge out of
that, it reaUy helped us with our
momentum," Harrick said. *The
players heard the score, we (the

coaches) didn't have to tell them.

they knew a win would put them
back in first place."

However,, UCLA would not
have needed too much motivation
to turn away the Ducks. Oregon
came into the game in disarray,

having two more distractions to an
aheady turmoil-filled year.

Starting Duck forward Clyde
Jordan, who lead the team in

rebounding and also averaged 10.5

points per game, became the third

Oregon starter to be feUed by a foot
injury. Jordan was found to have
stress fractures in his foot and is

out for the season.

Further, rumors of Duck head
coach Don Monson's tenuous
future surfaced this weekend.
Oregon's athletic director Bill

Byrne told several Oregon news-
papers that he has been dissatisfied

with Monson's success over his

nine-year tenure.

"I've been disappointed that we
haven't been more competitive,"

Byrne told the Associated Press.

"Ultimately, the coaches have to

take responsibility for their prog-
ram.**

Harrick came to the defense of
his colleague after the game,
spending as much time to praise

the job Monson has done as to

analyze Saturday's contest.

"You got to understand, (Ore-
gon) is a Murphy's Law team.
They have lost their top eight
people from last year, and those
are a good group of kids, who

UCLA forward Don MacLean, shown here against Washington.
See NOOPS, page 27 scored 15 points Saturday against Oregon.

O'Bannon
getting his

same back
By Zachary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

EUGENE, Ore. — UCLA for-

ward Ed O'Bannon made his

college basketball debut, January
16th against the Oregon Ducfts.

Almost one month to the day,
O'Bannon took the fkxir against

the Ducks. So it seemed as if the

game would be a good barometer
to judge the redshirt freshman's
progress.

"I guess this was an indication

of how much I've improved,"
O'Bannon said. *To tell you the

truth I have a long ways to go."
But Saturday's game indicated

that O'Bannon has made progress.

In the Bruins 84-65 vicuary over
the Ducks, O'Bannon tallied

career highs of eight points and 19
minutes played. In addition, he tied

a career-high with six rebounds.

**Ed played good," UCLA head
coach Jim Harrick said. "He got
eleven straight minutes in the

second half and was able to get
familiar with what we were
doing."

Women split with Bay Area
See O'BANNON, page 27

• I

By Heather Duffy

Daily Bruin Staff

Of the two nationally ranked

women's basketball teams that

faced UCLA in Pauley Pavilion

this weekend, only one left smil-

ing.

The Bruins split two home
games against the northern pow-
ers, Stanford and Cal. The sixth-

ranked Cardinal overwhelmed the

Bruins in a 92-69 win Friday night,

but UCLA returned to prevail on
Sunday against No. 22 Cal, 101-

87.

With a 7-4 record in the Pac-10,
-^rhe Rniins jtre now lockofl into-a-

three-way tie for second place in

the conference with Cal and USC.
Stanford has earned its first-

place conference spot by playing

games like Friday's, with strong

shooting and stifling defense. As
the top-scoring team in the Pac-10,

the Cardinal had four players score

in double figures against UCLA—
forward Rachel Henmier, forward
Chris MacMurdo, center Val
Whiting, and forward Christy

Hedgpeth. Coming off the bench,

Hed^)eth led her team with 26
points.

Although things stayed close at

the start of the game, the Cardinal
went on a 12-0 run in the middle of
the half. UCLA's Natalie WiUiams

^fBf] 17)
UCLA Sporti Info

Rehema Stephens

kept the transition game moving
with her 12 first-half rebounds, but
the Bruins had trouble converting
their opportunities. UCLA shot a
below-average 30 percent from the
field, giving Stanford a 44-35
advantage at the halftime buzzer.

Determined to stop the Bruins at

every turn. Stanford triple-teamed
Williams for much of the second
half and held her to a season low of
six points before she fouled out
with five minutes left. The Cardi-
nal led throughout the second half,

never letting UCLA come closer

than nine points. Despite a 29-
point offensive effort by senior

Rehema Stephens and 14 points
from sophomore Amy Jalewalia,

the Bruins lost by the largest

margin of the season, 92-69.

This game against Stanford had
been weighing heavily on the

Bruins' minds all week, according
to UCLA head coach BUUe Moore.

"When you've woriced hard to

get to a big game like this, many
times it does not happen for you.

Maybe we wanted this game too
much. But I've always said that

when Stanford shoots the ball well,

they can beat anyone in the

country," Moore said.

*They did a nice job of trying to

take Williams out of the gamCT"
After that, we were down and we
had to abnost totally rely on
Stephens," Moore said. "At some
points, we had a good balance on
offense, but we could not buy a
perimeter shot tonight It just

didn't go in. We had a sub-pai

performance. We seem to bring
out the best in them."

But watching UCLA Sunday
afternoon, it appeared that Cal
brought out the best in the Bruins.
The Bears opened the game with

a quick eight points and continued

to build a lead on the shooting of
forward Trisha Stafford and point

guard Milica Vukadinovic. How-

See W.IIOOPS, page 28

UCLA to face lowly
Cal Bears tonlgM
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

Following a weekend sweep
of the Oregon schools, the

second-ranked UCLA men's
basketball team is entering its

most difficult stretch of the

season.

Tonight, the Bruins (19-1,

10-1 in the Pac-10) will host Cal
(8-12, 2-8) at 8:00 in Pauley
Pavilion.

With games against Stanford
and Notre Dame later this week,
UCLA head coach Jim Harrick
is concerned about how well his

squad will perform.

*The schedule is really har-

rowing," Harrick said. "We
have three (games) this week.
We have to fly back (ftxMn

Oregon), then play two games,
then fly to Notre Dame and then
we have to play USC and Ehikc.

We have got our wofk cut out
for us."

After the Cal game, UCLA
will host Stanford on Thursday
night. Friday morning, the
Bruins will fly to Indiana,

where they play Notre Dame on

Saturday.

Next week, UCLA has
games against No. 13 USC and
top-ranked Duke. Looking even
further down the road, the
Bruins travel to face Washing-
ton State and Washington,
before returning home to close
out the season against Arizona
and Arizona State.

Cal should be the easiest

game for UCLA during this

difficult stretch. Last month in

Oakland, the Bruins handily
defeated Cal, 86-66. after lead-
ing by 23 points at halftime.

The Bears have struggled
lately, losing eight of their last

10 games, including a 92-66
loss to Stanford on Saturday.

Cal head coach Lou Cam-
panelli has decided to go with
an inexperienced lineup, as five

of Cal's top seven players are
freslimen, including three star-

ters.

The Bears are led by junior
center Brian Hendrick, a two-
time All-Pac-10 selection. Prior
to the Stanford game last

See CAL, page 26

Tomorrow's Bnibi

Due to press deadlines, Wednesday's Bruin
will feature coverage of the men's tennis team's
victories over Arizona and Arizona State, as well
as the men's gymnastics team's second-place
fmish at Cal. Softball team coverage will also

appear in Wednesday's Bruin.

Quick hits

The UCLA men's volleyball team took it

easier this weekend, coming up with wins over
UC Irvine and Berkeley's club team.

See page 29

Gymnasto down TlUms
Co-head coach Valorie Kondos and the

UCLA women's gymnastics team ventured into
the wilds of Orange County this weekend,
coming up with a win over Cal State Fullerton

See page 31

UCLA s Gerald Madkins is

the consummate team player
By Kennedy Cosgrove
Sports Extra Editor

"We were dead, stinkin', on our way home from Atlanta/' says UCIA assistant

basketball coach Tony Fuller. "Down four against Kansas with about a minute to

go. Gerald Madkins steps up and shoots that three-point shot. Way downtown. Hits

it. Only points he made the whoFe game."
^^

Fuller was referring to the shot that sparked UCLA's 71-70 victory over the

Kansas Jayhawks in the 1990 NCAA tournament, and propelled the Bruins to the

Sweet 16.

Cut to 1992. UCLA had just ended Arizona's 71 -game home court winning
streak with an 89-87 victory. Madkins, playing in his first game since breaking a

bone in his left hand a month earlier, shut down a red-hot Chris Mills, holding him
without a basket for the last 1 4 minutes of the game.

"After our game versus Arizona, people were jumping on the bus, saying (to

Madkins) 'Are you ready to guard Air (Michael Jordan) now?'" says teammate
Mitchell Butler. "He was like, 'No, I'm not ready for that.' We're like 'We're not so

sure, the way you were playing against Chris (Mills). I mean, he just shut his water
off."

Sometimes it must seem to UCLA guard Gerald Madkins that the only people
who notice these things are his coaches and teammates.

They know his value.

Teammate Tracy Murray c^Ns him fthe g.lue,tp our team." ^
'

UCLA V. California Feb. 18, 1992

UCLAv. Stanford Feb. 20, 1992
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use filially stumbles; Zona climbs back
ByGregiones
Sports Extra Staff

'

Finally, things are back to

normal.

Three weeks of USC control

over the top spot in the Pac- 10 has

ended, and there's a new, familiar

team breathing down UCLA*s
neck for the conference lead.

Arizona, out of the spotlight

after losses to UCLA and
Washington, has crushed the

Pac-10 Standings

Tm
1.UCLA

2. Arizona

4. Stanford

Pacn mm
101 191

8-2 18-1

8-4 14-8

n«c-io

majority of its recent opposition

and is now alone in second place,

one game behind the Bruins.

The Wildcats (19-3, 9-2) con-

tinued to roar last weekend with a

sweep of the Washington schools

in Tucson, winning two laughers in

impressive fashion.

Last Thursday^ No. 7 Arizona

exacted a measure of revenge by

-pounding thf, Huskies. 8^j^^
Then, after routing Washington

6. Washington St. 4-7 18-8

8.Wati*|ton 8-8 8-12

^jg^— mwm
10.0rooon Z-8 8-14

This Week

See PAC-10, page 14

Stanford @ UCU, 2/20

mmmmmmm
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mmMmMSM
0SUOWSU,2/20
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CATCH THE BIG BLUE BUS...

TO SCHOOL...
Enjoy that book, you've been wanting

to read, or enjoy the scenery. Study

for the big exam, or just daydream.

The Big Blue Bus is the hassle-free

way to get to Santa Monica College

and UCLA.

•s>

TO WORK...
Relax, read the paper. Or finish up

that work you took home last night.

Imagine - a no-stress rush hour!

Your commute to Downtown Santa

Monica, Westwood or even

Downtown LA can be pleasant

and productive.

TO THE BEACH...
Nothing's worse than looking for a

parking space at the beach, except

having to pay for it. The Big Blue Bus costs

50c and it takes you to the sand in

minutes. Spend the money you save on ice

cream, and spend time you save

— people-watching. .. ., . . 1-

OR TO A>fYPLACE...
On the Westside. From Santa Monica

to Pacific Palisades, Westchester,

Westwood or Venice, catch a

Big Blue Bus.

So put those car keys

away and...

MCJNK>AS

15LUE
BUS

BECOME PART OF THE SOLUTION
TO AIR POLLUTION

For information about routes and schedules, call 451-5444. (T.D.D. 395-6024)
•
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MADKINS
from page 1
Headcoach Jim Hamck says he's

"a coach's dream" and Fuller says

he' s "the consummate team player."

Experts who know the game say

he could quite possibly wind up in

the NBA.
But in a stat box world, Madkins'

low scoring numbers sometimes

relegate him to the role of after-

thought; on a team of high-profile

players, he is the forgotten man.

"A lot of times all the headlines

go to the scorers and the guys who
have the statistical numbers,"

Madkins says philosophically.

He will never be a human high-^

light film, or even much of a head-

line maker. But without their de-.

pendable 6-foot-4 senior guard, the

Bruins would not be one of the top

teams in the country, with wins over

Indiana, Arizona and Louisville, and

a team considered to be a strong

Finart Four possibility.

And yet Madkins wouldn't even

be at UCLA this year were it not for

his undergoing something he

wouldn't wish on his worst enemy.

In the summer after his freshman

year, he was in a head-on collision

with a car while riding his scooter

yourself for the good of the team.'

Gerald takes it literally."

What Madkins is really known

for, though, is his defense. After

Madkins held 6-6 All-American

Calbert Cheaney to eight points in

24 minutes on Nov. l5,Harricksaid

"If there's a better defensive guard

in the country, I'd like to see him."

Adds teammate Darrick Martin:

"I think his defense is probably the

best in the country."

To which Madkins, with charac-

teristic aplomb, says, "You can't

say that. There's no way tojudge it.

I mean, ifthere was a step-and-slide

contest or how many deflections

you can get, then you coiild say."

How about one of the best?

"Oh, I would agree with that. But

still, what would the cutoff be. Five,

ten, fifteen? Still, I feel good to be

respected for something I work hard

at. It's good to be noticed."

He is noticed, by those who know
the game, in both college and the

pros.

The pros? Gerald Madkins? In

the NBA? It may sound a little

strange, but he does have a very

legitimate shot.

NBA superscout Marty Blake

says of Madkins: "He's a nice

player. He's abig, strong point guard

whois very good defensively. He'll

get a chance to play pro ball."

^And Roger Newel!, a scout/con-

He suffered multiple pelvic frac- Now the unsung, do-everything sultant for nine NBA teams, includ-

tures and torn abdominal muscles. senior guard plays the part of those
j^g the Los Angeles Lakers, Golden

There was conjecture — mostly

unfounded, Madkins said— that he

might never play again.

He proved that wrong.

But each year since, another

younger player was rumored to be

ready to take his starting job. First,

Mitchell Butler was supposed to

supplant him. Then last year, Shon

Tarver threatened to dislodge him.

This year Tarver did move into the

starting lineup. But Madkins re-

mained a starter, as three-year starter

Darrick Martin was forced to the

bench.

Madkins has held on, following

(he says) a simple formula:

Work hard.

Shut your mouth.

Do what the coaches say.

Besides, said Madkins, "I'm not

as terrible as they would think I am.

There are days when I think I'm

pretty athletic, and then there are

days when I think I'm just Ordinary

Gerald."

The Bruins will take Ordinary

Gerald any day.

Ordinary Gerald's rather special

pelvis, shattered on that summer

evening, is held together by a metal

6tt Circle Drive on July 23, 1988. plate and four screws:

He was hospitalized for three unseen screws for his team, holding

weeks. "It was

not the best of

times, I'll tell

you that much,"

he said.

But for the

ever-optimistic

Madkins, even

his hospital stay

had an upside.

And that was the

discovery that

people liked him

for who he was.

"Guys that I

didn't really

hang out with,

like Jim Wahler

on the football

team— he was a

senior and I was

a freshman —
came two or

three times dur-

ing my stay in

the hospital,"

Madkins said.

"People like that

made me realize

-Ihtttl^hadaletef

people that liked

me, and it wasn't

just because I

was a basketball

player, it was be-

cause I was a

. good person, ap-

parently. That

makes me feel

good; it really

does."

So did the support of his mother,

Evelyn Avie, and his grandparents,

who helped him through the trying

times.

Still, Madkins was forced to sit

out the entire 1988-89 season.

He had shown extreme promise

his freshman year, the last year of

former head coach Walt Hazzard.

Said Harrick: "When I got the job

here (spring of 1988), Jimmy
Milhorn, our asswiate athletic di-

rector who captained one of(former

UCLA coach John) W(xxien'steams

(in 1963), said he thought Gerald

might be the best guard we might

ever have here."

But before Harrick had ever seen

Madkins play, his future as a bas-

-ketball player was uncertain.

land, is big on

Madkins.

"Gerald has an

appeal to me,

and I would
think to pro

teams, in the

fact that he has

a good under-

standing of the

game, he's a

good defensive

player, he's

very unselfish,

and he's, an

above average

perimeter
shooter.^^^ —

i«ip i*fi ' m ^^f^i^m^mmmmommm^mmmam

JOHN CHUNG/Daity Brum Sports Extra

Madkins playing his u$ual tenacious defense.

the Bruins together behind the

scenes by being the smartest, most

un.selfish, hardest-working, best

defensive player on the squad.

He averages only about 6.5 points

per game, 2 rebounds and 4 assists

per game.

But as Harrick will tell you,

Madkins couldn't care less.

"He doesn't care if he ever scores

as long as the team wins," Harrick

said.

Madkins, whose career high in

points is 21, has a high of only 1

1

this year, and has submerged his

scoring this season for the sake of

the team. Harrick is asked how many

other players would do that.

"I've never had any players that

would — well, we teach 'sacrifice

"
' "111 -» I I " I '" '

"He's
going to have to

work on his

shooting offthe

dribble and re-

alize that he's

got to be a little

more aggres-

sive offensively

... but I think

he 'l l make th©-

adjustment."

As to

whether
Madkins would

be drafted,

Newell said: "I

will have him in

a draftable po-

sition, some-
where in the

second round."

Others, such as Harrick and

Fuller, were unsure as to whether he

would be drafted, but say Madkins

will at least be invited to go to some

team's training camp.

"I was talking to a coach of the

Minnesota Timberwolves at the

Washington State game," Fuller

said. 'They were looking for some-

body to come in for 10 minutes a

game, hit the open shot, play some

defense, get the team in their of-

fense, g(K)d attitude, that sort of

thing. I think Gerald can do that."

Harrick agrees with that notion,

saying that it would have to be "with

the right team in the right situa-

tion."

Madkins' teammates, not surpris-

ingly, were more emphatic in their

Sports Extra File Phdo

Madkins, UCLA's coach on the floor, consults with

head coach, Jim Hanrick.
.

evaluations.

"I think he definitely has the skills

to there," Butler said. "And 1 think

once he gets there, ifhe 'sallowed to

play, he's going to explode. He's

going to be a person like Robert

Pack of Portland, who's getting the

opportunity to play and once he gets

there, they'll realize how much tal-

ent he has."

Add Murray: "He's got the total

package, and the NBA team that

gets him, they're going to find that

out."

Madkins himself seems a little

more realistic in his a.ssessment.

"It's fickle. That business is fickle.

They like you one minute, they hate

you the next. There are guys who
say Don MacLean is the greatest

ballplayer alive, and there's others

who say he won't last two years.

You never know until draft day."

Regardless, he says that he isn't

worried too much about the NBA,
focusing on taking UCLA back to

the tournament. And take them far.

"That (making it to the Sweet 1 6)

was a gas, man. That was some-

thing I'll always remember. Dang, I

loved it! God, I just want to get back

to that point."

Gerald Madkins' Toughest Assignments

Gerald Madkins always draws the other teann's best

"offensive player as his defensive assignment, and

night-in. night-out he has demonstrated he is up to the

task. Recently named to Basketball Weekly's Dick

Vitale All-Rambo defensive team, Madkins lists the

five toughest opponents he's had to guard in his five

years as a Bruin.

1

.

Gary Peyton, Oregon State - "He had the freedom

to do whatever he wanted."

2. Todd Lichtl, Stanford - "He was ambidextrous."

3. David Rivers, Notre Dame - "He was so quick."

4. Terreii Brandon, Oregon - "He had the best

crossover and first step I had seen in a long time."

5. Haroid Miner, ySC, and LaBradford Smith,

Louisvilie, (tie) - "It was a toss up. They're just such

great athletes with basketball skills."
- -.

.^'~^

"But," he says, "You know who really gave me head-

aches? (Former teammate) Pooh Richardson. I put

him aside because I only had to guard those other

guys three or four times. I had to guard him day-in,

day-out and he gave me some of the worst days of my

life on defense. Pooh would have his own category,

and everybody else would be on the other side."

w^mimm^
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By Aaron Lowenberg
Sports Extra Staff

The second installment of the Murray family feud is coming to Pauley

Pavilion^

:£a\ forward Lamond^farmy will org^ agftwuaftteh up agninsf his first

cousin, UCLA forward Tracy Murray, when the Bears play the Bruins

Tuesday night.

Tracy, a 6*8*' junior from Glendora, and Lamond, a 6*6** freshman

from Fremont, are good friends on and off the court
"All of us are really close as a family," Tracy said. "We knew that one

day we would be playing against each other.**

Tracy*s father and Lamond*s father are brothers, and for a time, both

families resided in the Los Angeles basin.

"For a while we were really close, but then Lamond moved up north

when he was about 10,** Tracy said. "We used to play pickup ball together

all the time before he moved.**

Last month in Oakland, the Murrays squared off on the basketball

court for the first time in a competitive situation. UCLA easily defeated

Cal, 86-66, as neither Murray played exceptionally well.

Tracy finished with only 14 points, while Lamond scored 10 points and
grabbed nine rebounds.

"It was a lot of fun playing against (Lamond)," Tracy said, as the two
forwards often found themselves guarding each other. "We were really

competitive against each other, because neither one of us wanted to let the

other one win.**

Lamond, who is an explosive leapo", is averaging 11.3 points and
nearly six rebounds per game in his freshman season.

"He is playing really well,** Tracy said of his cousin. "He is a little

inconsistent, but he is only a freshman. I was also inconsistent as a fresh-

man.**

CAL SPORTS INFO

Cal freshman Lamond Murray nneets cousin Tracy In a Bruin-Bear

family feud.
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Return To

By Scott Bloom
Sports Extra Staff

Minutes after h6 posted a career

game in Stanford*s 83-77 loss to

UCLA at Maples Pavilion, Stan-

ford center Paul Garrett went
looking for his old basketball camp

Garrett didn't have to go far,

though. His old camp counselor

was over by the UCLA bench,

where he had just coached the

Bruins to a victory.

Garrett*s old counselor was
Bruin head coach Jim Harrick,

who ran a basketball camp Garrett

attended for several years before

coming to Stanford.

"I walked over to (Harrick) after

the, game,** Garrett said. "I said

'Coach, if you had taught me to

shoot free throws in your camp, we
might have won this game.***

Harrick* s response to his former

camper?
"1 told Peter I taught him to

rebound, but I can*t teach him
everything,** Harrick said.

Garrett established his relation-

ship with Harrick when the

fourth-year UCLA coach was

heading the Pepperdine program.

A product of Pacific Palisades,

Garrett was a frequent camper at

Harrick *s camp. Harrick eventu-

ally got to know both Garrett and

his brother Brian, who now plays

volleyball for Stanford.

"You've got a camper coming
every year/' Harrick said, "and
you get to know them well I love

teaching the kids. Kids in

camp . . . it*s such a special rela-

tionship.**

From Harrick *s camp, which he

attended during his junior high

school years, Garrett moved on to

Palisades High School, where he

was an All-Bay Area selection and

averaged 15 points and 10

rebounds per game during his

senior season before injuries side-

lined him.

"He was a mature player, but he

had a temper that he had to learn to

control,** said James Paleno, now
Palisades head coach but an

assitant when Garrett played. "He
was a very intelligent player,

though. His problem was that he

was always bigger than everybody

See QARllETT, page 13
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Stanford center Paul Garrett had 19 points and 12 rebounds
against UCLA earlier this year.
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SUPEK
SOPH

Moving Shon Tarver into the starting

lineup has paid off for UCLA.
*

By Zach Dominitz

Sports Extra Staff

It could have been the stunning

Hrst-iound loss to Penn State in

last year's NCAA tournament

It could have been a dissatisfac-

tion with UCLA*s inconsistent

performance last year dOwift S»
stretch of the Pac-10 race.

More than likely, though, it was

the unyielding effort and\ consis-

tency in practice. Whatever the

case, Bruin head coach Jim Har-

rick turned more than a few heads

when he named sophomore Shon

Tarver to this season's starting

lineup, replacing three-year starter

Darrick Martin.

Because UCLA relies so

strongly on its fast-break and

transition game to fuel the high-

powered offense, removing Mar-

tin, the team's best ball handler,

was an unexpected move, yet has

proved to be a successful one.

**We made a commitment to

sacrifice a bit of offense for

defense by starting Tarver and

(Gerald) Madkins," Harrick said.

"'HIFMver) has been leal solid for

us. He keeps getting better and

better." -

And although that may surprise

some people, it fits right in with the

confident Tarver' s plans.

**I really didn't worry about

what other people thoughtJsf me, I

just wanted to play to the best of

my ability," Tarver said. "I proved

myself last year, and a lot ofpeople

didn't expect that"

See TARVER, page 12
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STANFORD
PREVIEWS

By Aaron Lx>wenberg

Sports Extra Staff

It used to be thatwhen Cal and Stanford cameto Los Angeles

to play UCLA in basketball, the Bruins were guaranteed to get

two victories.

For 29 consecutive seasons (1 961 -1 990) UCLA swept their

home games against the Bears and the Cardinal. However, the

Bay Area schools have won three out of four games in Pauley

Pavilion during the past two years.

This week the Bruins will face two tough challenges from

their northern rivals. Here is a preview of each game.

California

The Bears have struggled this season, as coach Lou
Campanelli has been forced to go with a

young lineup. Five ofCal's top seven play-

ers are freshmen, including tnree starters.

Freshman point guard K.J. Roberts has

experienced a baptism by fire, as he has

been forced to lead the Bears' offense.

Fortunately for Roberts, he can feed

the ballto center Brian Hendrick. Hendrick,

a junior, leads Cal in both scoring and
reoounding.

Freshman Lamond Murray has given

the Bears an extra scoring tnreat since

being inserted into the starting lineup last

month. Murray, who is a cousin of UCLA
forward Tracy Murray, can score equally

well from the out-

side and the paint.

BillEllebyisthe
* xie senior on the

eam. Elleby is an excel-

mt three-point shooter,

although he failed to

make a single trey

againstUCLA earlier this

season.

Last month, the

Bruins had no problems
beating Cal in Oakland.
UCLAwon, 86-66, as they

opened a 23-point lead at

halnime.

The Bruins were able to

completely shut down the Bears'

outside shooting. Meanwhile, Cal could not stop UCLA inside,

as the Bruins scored almost at will.

However, both the Bears and UCLA have since made
changes in their starting lineups. Cal has gone with a taller look,

while the Bruins have made their lineup shorter.

Campanelli recently decided to insert redshirt freshman

Ryan Jamison into the lineup at center. Jamison, who is 6'1 K,
replaced true freshman Alfred Grigsby, who was b'b".

UCLA replaced center Rodney Zimmerman, who is 6'9^

with forward/guard Mitchell Butler, who is b'S\ The Bruins

have become a much quicker team with Butler in the lineup,

while the Bears have become a better inside team with Jamison

starting.

Cal has a penchant for turning the ball over, which killed

them against UCLA in their first meeting this

season. They cannot afford to do so again.

Stanford

Somehow, the Bruins were able

to pull out a win over Stanford at

Maples Pavilion lastmonth. UCLA
trailed throughout the came, but

rallied to win in the final minutes,

83-77.

The Cardinal has given the Bru-

ins fits the past three years, winning

five ofthe last eight games. Stanford has

beaten UCLA the last three times they

have played in Los Angeles.

Cardinal center Adam Keefe has been

the main reason the Bruins have struggled

with Stanford. As of last week, Keefe was
averaging 25 points and 13 rebounds per

game.
Keefe and forward Paul Garrett helped

give the Cardinal a huge rebounding ad-

vantage over UCLA. Stanford outrebounded

the Bruins, 39-26, which led to numerous

second opportunities on the offensive end

of the court for the Cardinal.

UCLA was able to slow down Keefe, as

Butler, Gerald Madkins and Rodney
Zimmerman took turns guarding him de-

fensively.

The Bruins were able to keep Stanford

three-point specialist Peter Dukes from

being a factor in the game. At the start of

the game UCLA posted up Shon Tarver on

Dukes, who quickly got into foul trouble.

Dukes finished witn only two points.

The Cardinal will once again need to

dominate the Bruins on the boards if they

hope to win. UCLA will have the advan-

tage of a healthy Don MacLean for this

game. MacLean was slowed by the flu

against Stanford earlier this season.

Cal's Bri
^
n Hendrick

surprised many by becoming
a basketball star.

By Zachary Aron
Sports Extra Staff

las been full of surprises the last few

Hendrick, who could make all Pac-10 all four of his cx)llege

seasons, looks to dish in last year's win over Arizona.

Cal forward Brian Hendrick

years.

He surprisingly chose to play basketball over baseball, even though

his father, George, was a famous major league ballplayer.

Then he startled college recniiters, including those from USC and

Arizona State by choosing to play for Cal, a school not known for its

basketball tradition.
|

And he surprised just about everyone by leading the Bears to an

NCAA tournament appearance and a Hrst-round win over Indiana as a

freshman, and became only the tfiird person to benamed to the All-Pac-

10 team in each of his first two years (Oregon State*s Gary Payton and

Stanford's Todd Lichti are the others).

And he is on pace to pass Kevin Johnson, of Phoenix Suns fame, as

Cal *s all-time leading scorer.
|

No one thought Brian Hendi^ck would accomplish such feats.

Except Brian Hendrick.

The six-foot-nine inch junior is not cocky, just confident. Very

confident In fact, Hendrick has been sure of his ability on the

basketball court since he first started.

**I was a little better in baseball at first,** the Walnut, California,

native said. **But as I began to develop more, I felt that I was getting

better at basketball and believed that this was the sport that I wanted to

pursue."
I

Hendrick* s decision disappointed several schools. USC and Arizona

State, two universities with prominentbaseball programs, both heavily

recruited Hendrick as an outfielder. In his junior season at Diamond
Bar High School, Hendrick had a .420 batting average.

But Hendrick decided not to follow in his father's footsteps, which

was okay with George.
|

"My father gave me no pressure at all to play baseball,** Hendrick

said. **He was supportive of whatever choice I made and he is a big

basketbaU fan as it is.** I

Hendrick*s high school coac|i. Bill Murray, thought that basketball

was a wiser choice. I

"He was a much better basketball player,** Murray said. "He decided

he wanted to apply himself to basketball his senior year and his work
ethic was as good as any Tve seen in my years as a coach.**

Committing to basketball, ^ou^, did not give him as large a

See HENDRICK, page 11

Stanford's Adam Keefe and Cal's Brian Hendrick

are forces to reckon witli on the inside.
""^
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Adam Keefe has carried the

rest of the Cardinal on his

back mis year.

By Mark Brubaker

Sports Extra Staff

Keefa passed up the big bucks of the NBA for another year of

doing tbe dirty work down low for the Cardinal.

h

Not too long ago, itwas a big deal ifa student-athlete left school early

to play professional sports.

Now it*s a big deal if a star college athlete passes up all that money

and stays in school for four years.

Stanford*s Adam Keefe is one of the few athletes who chose to stay

in school, even though the opportunity to turn pro was certainly there.

Had he left The Farm for the NBA last year, he would have no doubt

been drafted in the first roun4 and signed a multi-million dollar

contract .

Why stay in school? '

"I stayed because of Stanford," Keefe said. "I considered leaving

very seriously. There was a good opportunity there. But I enjoy being

a student here. I just decided to fmish up my studies here and get my
degree.**

It is hard to beat a Stanford education, and if you can enjoy yourself

while earning a degree, all the better. Keefe swears he couldn't be

happier, and why not?

*'I enjoy the social scene here,** Keefe said. **It*s a small school and

you keep bumping into the same people for four years. Some of my
closest friends I know from my freshman dorm.**

Even as a freshman, Keefe made an impact on the court for the

Cardinal, and he has grown and developed as a player ever since.

For the last four years Keefe has been synonymous with basketball

in Palo Alto. Named to the Pac-10 All-Freshman team in 1989, Keefe

averaged over eight points per game for a Stanford team that advanced

to the round of 32 in the NCAA tournament

The forward/center led the team in scoring in both his sophomoreand

junior years with an average of more than 20 points per game over the

two-year period, and led Stanford to the NIT championship after the

1991 season.

Keefe wasnamed All-Pac- 10 the lasttwo years and will undoubtedly

run that string to three in a row this season. Along the way he has

impressed some of the league's top coaches.

"He's a throwback to the old days,** USC*s George Raveling said. "I

haven't seen a guy in a long time who knows how to play the post like

he does.** i

He is the team*s top scorer agann this year, averaging nearly 25 points

per game. On top of that, Keefe leads the team in rebounding with an

See KEEFE, page 10
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• Passed Kareem Abdui-Jabbar

Thursday versus Oregon State to

become UCLA's all-time leading

scorer.

• Averaging 21 .2 points and 7.8

rebounds per game.

Tnef Murray

• Averaaing 21.2 points and 6.6

rebounds per qame. ^
• Shooting 56.6% from three-point

range, second in the natkm.

M^M/Arf/ff

• Averaging 9.7 points and 4.2

rebounds per game.
• Shooting 54.1% from the field.

31 .4% from three-point range.

ShonTanmr

• Is UCLA's third-leading scorer

with 12.4 points per game.
• Shooting 53% from the field.

GanU Msdkint

• Averaging 6.6. points and 4.2

assists per game.
• Shooting 43.3% from three-

points range.

• Assist-to-tumover ratio is 2.45

tol.

DMrrkkMarHa

• Averaging 5.9 points and 5.6

assists per game.
• Assist-to-tumover ratio is 3.06

tol
• Shooting 80.5% from the free

throw line.

I

tfutEirmf

• Averaging 5.5 points and 2.6

assists per game.
• Playing 17 mintues per game as

true freshman.

• Averaaing 16.7 points and 11.3

rebounds per game.
• Two-time All-Pac 10 selection

• Should become Cars all-time

leading scorer next season.

lamoM Mmraf

Averaging 11.1 points and 5.7

ids

games

rebounds pw- game,
f1 (• Has started 11 consecutive

games
• Cousin of UCLA's Tracy Murray

BiilEllatf

• Averaging 1 1 .5 points per game
• Shooting 46.7% from three-point

range.

• Only senior on the team

KJ, nobarta

• Averaging 8.3 points and 4.5

assists per game.

MamKaafa

•Averaaing 24.5 points and 12.7

rebounds per game.
• Shooting 56.1% from field and
80.5% from the line.

• Wooden Award Finalist

PatarDakaa

• Shooting 48.5% from three-point

range

• Averaging 1 1 .9 points per game.

PaulGarratt

• Averaaing .8.3 points and 6.1

rebounds per game.

1
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CRESCENT JEWELERS
Westwood's oldest and most respected Tfiif/T^T? A a^«.« a.
jeweler, is proud to honor . \iJ}^ ihiS^ AtllleteS

of the Month
w%wm. mid for your favorite mule and female

athletea each month. The attletea receiving the
moat votea will be honored by Creaoent Jewelera

at a^ UCLA athletic event.

«*TA»-.

'v .V#*'"'

Lt
UC

92

05^
OFfCWLTTMEP

'V^x
'!«

''^»>

WITV a SEIKO U.S. OLYMPIC
COLLECTION watch. Each month a

random drawing will be held from the
ballota received. The aelected winner
will receive a Seiko U,8.01ympic Team
Collection watch and four tickets to an

upcoming UCLA athletic event

THE FUTURE OF TIME
36 use 380

My selections for the February Crescent Jewelers UCLA Athletes of the Month are:

(Male athlete). .and (Female athlete)
Tobe counted, and entered in thectawng. your ballot must be received by Feb. 25, 1992

Bring in or mail your entry to: Please enter my name in your drawng.

Name.

AddraW"

leiuelers.inc.
Phone (Dayi. ,(Ev»),

1055 w«srwood blvd.
w*srwood villog*
los onQ»l»s 90024

line* 1946

(310)206-3131

Ihe av^Bids lor the February Athietes of the Month wll be presented
at the UCLA Gyrvnastics hvitational on Febuary29, 1992.

Find out what Bruin LIFE is like in the '90's - Friday & Saturday
•Explore all facets of campus life ... from UCLA Extenstion to
Athletics ... and special exhibits in the Wight Art Gallery and the
College Library
•Enjoy the Wooden Center and campus tennis courts FREE
•See Nobel Laureates, Guggenheim winners ... attend an actual class
in session

U^ an current ISSUES f What's hot, what's not?
•Choose from over 20 lectures presented by
UCLA's distinguished professors!

CHEER on the Bruins! - Sunday
•Pep-up for the UCLA vs. Duke game at a Pre-Game
Brunch featuring basketball coach Jim Harrick
•No tickets.^ Join other Bruins at our large screen TV party

Advance registration required. If you liaven't

registered yet, caii us today at (310) 206-0524.
Ataor. lATION
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STANFORD SPORTS INFO

Adam Keefe's excellent all-around play should land him In the
NBA next year.

KEEFE
From page 8

average of almost 13 per game.
Even with all the big numbers,

his coach says that Keefe is far

from selfish.

"He plays hard and he's always
oriented towards the team," Stan-
ford coach Mike Montgomery
said. "That's one of the good
things about Adam, compared to

some of these so-called stars who
think the sun rises and sets about
them."

The pressure of being such an
important player has never really

affected Keefe, and he says that's

another reason he has been happy
with Stanford.

**rve been hidden away up here
at Stanford," Keefe said. ^There's
not as miicli pressure tw the
scrutiny if you play basketball in

the Bay Area. That's allowed me
to develop as a player and come
into my own."

Keefe has come into his own all

right. Last summer he played in the

Pan-American games in Cuba.
Keefe Nvas a starter for Gene
Keady's club that ended up win-
ning the bronze medal in Havana.
Even with all of his accomplish-

ments and honors, (he is one of the

finalists for this year's John
Wooden Award) Keefe doesn't
like rx) jump the gun and talk about
the certainty of a professional
basketball career, focusing instead
on the business at hand, Stanfcird

basketball.

"I'm just playing this season of
college basketball and then I'll

look ahead," Keefe said. "Money
is nice but if you ended up with a
team that had salary cap problems
or something it may not be there."

At a recent Stanford game there

were 12 NBA scouts scattered

around Maples Pavilion, including
Golden State Warriors coach Don
Nelson and .UA. Lakeri general

manager Jerry West.
Keefe is secure enough with

himself and his game that he
doesn't even worry about
impressing all those prospective

employers.
- "Scouts don't matter that much.
I think I have already established

what I'm going to do," Keefe said.

"Not much is going to change in

the next few months before the
draft."

Though he knows that he is a
talented player, Keefe finds it hard
to compare himself with others
around the nation. He was sur-

prised to find out he was a
candidate for the Wooden award
that goes to the nation's top player.

**I don*l consider myself in the"
picture for the award," Keefe said.

"It's difficult to gauge, being so
secluded at Stanford. The Bay
Area does not have the media
coverage that Southern California

has."

Coming from Southern Califor-

nia, Keefe considered coming to
UCLA out of high school in Irvine,

but an unstable situation drove him
up north. Bruin fans can now only
wonder what Keefe would have
looked like in a blue and gold
uniform.

UCLA had just fired Walt
Hazzard as coach when ii ^v is time
for Keefe to decide on his future

school, and no successor had been
named. That uncertainty forced
Keefe into a Cardinal uniform.

"1 didn't want to wait until the
late signing period." Keefe said. "I

wanted to get it done with and play
my senior year. 1 didn't want to

sign with UCLA not knowing who
the coach would be in case they
hired a coach that didn't like my
work ethic or personality."

UCLA's loss has been Stan-
ford's gain for the last four years.

'99 BRUIN SPflPls Extra
tl
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HENPRICK
From page 8

clamoring for his talents as did
baseball. Hendrick was recruited
by Cal, New Mexico, Washington,
ASU, and San Diego State, schools
with smaller hoops programs.

But his interest in attending
Berkeley was for its academics.
"He was very concerned about
getting his degree and about what
the college could do for him,"
Murray said.

After choosing California, Hen-
drick was redshirted his first year
for one basic reason— he still had
a baseball build.

At six-foot-eight and 200
pounds, he wasn't ready to take a

pounding in the paint But with a
year to do nothing except practice

and hit the weight room, Hendrick
was able to bulk up.

When he stepped into Harmon
Arena to begin his collegiate

career, Hendrick was 20 pounds
heavier, and was now strong
enough to play inside and a year
under his belt.

"When I started I felt like more
of a veteran player instead of a
freshman."

As a result. Hendrick took the
conference by storm, starting all

32 games for Cal and finishing

second on the team in scoring with

Jl^9
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WbrdPerfectCORPORATION
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Affordable Computers

Factory Direct Prices

Computer Software (IBM & Mac)

Educationally-priced Products

Coitiputer Supplies & Accessories

Computer Support & Training

Computer Repair & Upgrade

Computer Rentals

See backpageforgreat computer deals!.

Pdnason
Office Automation

TOSHIBA

ca HEWLETT
PACKARD

VVfVllSlf
i lOCiTECH
I
I
I
I, ^^-^_^_^-^-^_-.^__^^^

1122 Westwood Boulevard • Tel: (310)208-7822 • Fax: (310)208-4388

iJnWestwood Village, next to McDonald's • Open 7 Days Mon-Thurs 10-7 Fri-Sat 10-10 Sun 12-6 OAdvanced TfeCHNOLQGIESO "

INFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES Infinity

pomts per gam&
**His senior year (in high school)

was just the tip of the iceberg,"

Murray said. "He still had a hule
trouble with his coordination, but
once that was done he was on his

way."

While this performance stunned
many, Hendrick was not surprised.

"I knew what I was capable of
doing," Hendrick said. "I knew
what I could produce against other
people."

His confidence carried over to

that summer's United States
Olympic Festival. Even though
such performers as LSU's Sha-
quille O'Neal and North Caroli-
na's Eric Moniross were at the

Festival, Hendrick finished second
in rebounding among all players.

"1 already knew I could play at

that level," Hendrick said. "I did
have an advantage since I was a
year or two older than them, but
that experience still really helped
me.

After an impressive sophomore
year which saw him accumulate
17.6 points and 9.0 rebounds per
game, Hendrick was ready to take
on a bigger role.

With seven freshman on the
Golden Bear roster, Hendrick has
hsidto assunie a leadership roie on

1991-1992
UCLAWOMEN'S BASKETBALL

F THE NCAA FINAL FOUR
APRIL

the team.

At the beginning of this season,
though, he and the team struggled.

"Possibly I think I tried to take
on a Uttle bit too much." Hendrick
said.

"I think anytime you have a
Brian Hendrick on your team you
expect a lot." Golden Bear head
coach Lou Campanelli said. "But I

wanted him to pick it up a litde."

Hendrick has responded well
averages 16.7 points and 11.3
retx)unds per game.

"I feel I can make my name by
performing hard against anybody.
I guess a lot of people <nv that

other people get more recognition,

but I feel that I have played well
and the recognition has come to
me."

The Daily Bruin is

printed on 100%
recycled paper.

Anderson. DeDe Mosman, Rehenia Stephens. Pirt-time Assistant Coach Pam Walker fl-r back row? Assistimf fV^ l?itiiJni:t^^^Gene VanOostveen. Amy% SUva, LySTkamrath. Amy Jalewalia. MSigTMiT^^ ^*^** ^^Williams.

Remaining Home Games
Saturday, February 22, 7pm UCLA vs. USC
Friday, March 6, 7pni UCLA vs. Arizona

Sunday, March 8, 2pm UCLA vs. Arizona State

^
The NCAA TniimiimPnt

Saturday, April 4 NCAA Final Four Semifinals
Sunday. April 5 NCAA Championship Game

(Los Angeles Sports Arena)

For Final Four Ticket information, please call (310) 740-2620

i.-

^^.w.

.&1»
I. I .
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Copeland's

Sports

Special Group Of

BOOTS

APN.

Special Group CM

BOOTS

129 A Pfl.

Special Group Of

SKI
BOOTS

R«9ular
24ft.99

179 A PR.

Special Croup
JIOIIIAS MVLOM

SpMiial Group
Nylon Lycra

CVCUMG
Special Group
10O^t. CotlOft

WEIGHT LIFTING

IMaGNTFUIES
AMY COMBIMATtOM Intenialional WeioM

Benck. AdiuetaWe
incline.

149 EA.

MfEMMIT
UFTIMG

OouMe sUlclwd In aN^ •treMarM*.
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19
V?
APn.

BASEBALL
MiZUiiO 1220

Norlti An«erican
teerhide.1 2 inch aise,

double "T' open «>eb.
cuetoMi farmad

pocket. Super Ilea

Mime
UMEDHiVE
DuraMe aywlttatlc

MiZUMO 1300

Triple T" open »»ob,
wide, round pocket.
W9 13 inch atee.
Monk American

EX 130

CLOVE
13 Inch glove

perfect for aoftball
or baeeball. DouMe

Special Croop Kid'*

Limited coMectorm
idttion comaieMoretMif
Nolan Ryan's SOOth
victory. All leather

MINEMCS
JURSUUM

ATHLETIC SHOES
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TARVER

Basketball Selections

Daily Picks of your

favorite teams

THE WINNING
1-800-435-LOCK

(Tape Recorded Message)

Mojo-DunkDeal
If the Bruins beat

either Cal or

Stanford get a
FREE order of

MOJO POTATOES
with your ticket stub.

•dlnc-lnonly

exp 2/21/92

Don't forget our other specials...

Medium one topping pizza, five pieces ^^J)
of chicken and mojo potatoes Only $10.95

Large two topping pizza Only $8.99

1114 Gayley, Westwood
Sun-Thurs. 11- lam, Frt & Sat . 11-2am

MB 824-4111 BB

From page 7

People had indeed expected a

freshman who had previously

committed to UNLV to excel here

last year, but they thought it would
be Tarver's roommate Ed 0*Ban-
non. Instead, Tarver averaged 9.0

points and 3.0 rebounds a game on
his way to making the Pac-10 All-

Freshman team while G'Bannon
was sidelined for the year with a

knee injury.

And off of the strength of that

performance and continued
improvement over the summer,
Tarver is now where he expected

to be. "It was a goal of mine to

start, and I worked for it and got

it," Tarver said. "I never thought I

wasn't good enough to start, it was
just that the talent on the this team
is so good, you can't really pick the

five best"

But as he says, "hard work pays

off." This year it*s been paying

dividends to the tune of his 12.4

points and 3.5 rebounds per game.

"He is always the first guy to

practice and the last guy to leave,"

Harrick said. "He is getting very,

very consistent."

"He is a great, great rebounder,"

Madkins agreed. "He runs the

floor well and his tremendous

wingspan on defense allows me:to

^^^^^~^m— » ^ «^
"S IRISH PUB i^

HUGE Selection

of PUB GRUB
^? ^^ IfKluding:

fOOO ^ IfKlian Cuisir>e, British Specialties.

Pizza & American Favorites

DAILY BEER SPECIALS ^
• 150 Imported &
Domestic Beers

• 16 Draught

-^ ENTERTAINMENT
•T^ Sun-Thurs (excluding Moo)
M 8pm to midnight «

pM 5 Oart Boards and Gameroom

^ Sports channel on TV. all open hours

2 261S WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA (310) 828-9839 •
•T* 7 Days a Week llain-2am *T*

FREE Ltinch or Dinner Entree

when you purchase a Lunch or Dinner Entree

(^qual or lesser value) ttxpires 2/29/92

2615 WILSHIRE BLVp., SATTTA NONICA
(310)828-98^9
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help out the other guys and not

worry about (Shon*s) man." And
although the switch has forced

Madkins into the point guard

position, he thinks the transition

has gone well.

"It*s different, because with

Darrick in the game I don't have to

worry about bringing the ball up,"

Madkins said. "Plus me and
Darrick have been through a lot of

situations together and he's prob-

ably my best friend on the team.

It's comfortable with him out there

because we know where the other

guy is going to be. It's instinctive.

"But, it was the coaches' deci-

sion, and we're winning, so you

can't aigue with that," Madkins
concluded.

And what about the transition

for Martin, a starter in his flrst

three years in Westwood?
**Like I've said before, I don't

necessarily agree with it, but I'm

comfortable coming off the bench

and I'm just going to try and play

my best when I get in there. As
long as we're winning, I'm hap-

py.*'

And not only is winning the

bottom line, it has followed Tarver

wherever he has gone. At Santa

Clara High School in Oxnard,

Tarver led the Saints to two
straight CIF 2-AA and California

state Division IV titles, including

45 straight victories to close out his

prep career.

Now, in only his second season

as a Bruin, he is prepared to

continue the tradition on and off

the court

"Besides winning a national

championship and going pro, I'd

like to get a degree in either

communications or political sci-

ence and continue having faith in

the Lord," Tarver said.

Despite his athletic prowess,

spectacular dunks and patented

driving lay-ups, Tarver remains

quiet on the court In fact, if he

isn't scoring, he sometimes goes

unnoticed, dutifully doing all of

the little things that help the team

win.

"A lot oif people don't realize me
out there, and Tm used to it,"

Tarver admitted. "But I'm still a

sophomore. My time will come

when people will watch."

At this pace, his time in the

shadows is almost up.

1
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GARREn
From page 5

else. Kids who are big early don't

develop the agressiveness. But
now he's learned to be more
agressive."

Paleno said the sudden death of

Garrett's father when Paul was 17

forced him to mature quickly.

"He was very close to his

father,," Paleno said. "He was very
involved in (Paul's) athletic prog-

ress. It was a huge loss. Paul's

performance was affected. He was
forced to be more mature."

After being raised in the Pah-
sades, Garrett had been exposed to

UCLA since his youth. His family

was ardently pro-UCLA and often

took Garrett to basketball games at

Pauley Pavilion. But Garrett said

spending so much time in Pauley
left him wanting to go somewhere
other than UCLA for college.

"I kind of grew up at Pauley
Pavilion," Garrett said. "I wanted
to go somewhere else. But it's still

a big thrill to play there. I have
such a good memory of the great

players who played there."

Although Harrick did recruit

Garrett for Pepperdine, the 6-foot,

9-inch forward/center opted for

the tougher academic environment

of Stanford.

GET YOURS NOW
l*^X'=4M

~~
"I think he really had thought of

going to a school like Stanford,"

Harrick said. "He really wanted to

be in the kind ofacademic environ-

ment Stanford allows."

Garrett arrived at Stanford for

the 1988-89 season, which he

redshirted. In two seasons as a

reserve, Garrett averaged just

under two points per game, with a

career high of six points against

UC Irvine in 1990.

But the departure of forwards

Andrew Vlahov and Deshon
Wingate allowed Garrett more
playing time for this season, and
he's responded in kind.

Going into Stanford's Feb. 11

game with Notre Dame, Garrett

was averaging 8.5 points per game
and 5.8 rebounds. Against UCLA,
Garrett scored a career-high 19

points and 12 rebounds. But he

also missed eight free throws,

which, if made, would have pro-

vided Stanford with a two-point

margin of victory.

"I've been watching Paul play,

and how well he's been rebound-

ing," Harrick said. "I knew some-
where along the line he'd have a

big game against us sometime."

_ Garrett's current coach is

equally impressed with his

improvement
••Paul is playing really well right

now," Stanford coach Mike Mont-
gomery told the Stanford Daily.

"He has good hands and he's

playing aggressively to give him-

self a lot of second-shot opportun-

ities."

Garrett's success hasn't been

limited to the basketball court,

either. This summer, Garrett work-

ed in Washington, D.C. in the

White House Office of Policy

Development
A political science major, Gar-

rett has thought about going into

politics eventually. Perhaps the

next Bill Bradley, the senator from
New Jersey who played for the

New York Knicks?
••I don't know about that yet,"

Garrett said. "I guess I'll sec."

Harrick sees great potential for

Garrett once he hangs up his

basketball shoes.

••He's a tremendous kid," Har-

rick said. **He*s going to be very

successful in life. He's a leader.

He'll make a lot of money some-

day.'

CALIFORNIA

UCLA
O

• Ordera placed by AlvimniA^'^nr^ation members

will be the first proceaaecL

*

* IF you're not a member, and want priori^

processingoTyourorder, please includeaseparate

check for $40 For mexnbersh^ payable to UCLA
Aliunni.

r

* Orderswillbeprooesaedfirst-come, firstpserved.
9

• Ifyouareordering^aequentiai(numbered) plates,

check "ORIGINAL. $50*.

• For new penonalized plates, check "ORIGI-

NAL- $90*.

• ITyouare convertingyDur current personaliaed

plates (i^tosbccharacters only), check "DUPLI-

CATE- $65".

• All plates come in sets oftwow

• Photocopiesoiyiisorderfbrniniaybesubmitted,

but each form must have an original signature.

. Ifyou «* «Tlm,« new p«»««ii«d pU.-,

please keep in mind tliat moat popular oombin*-

tions are already taken. You can check with the

DArVtoaeeifdieplatesyouwantare stillavailable.

You may order gift plates fiar someone else.

• IFthe pUtieyou request is iiot available, you wiD

benotifiedbythe DMVandgiventheopportunity

to select different plates.

• Yourordermust be senttotheaddress indicated

ontheform. Please moke your check payable to

the UCLAAhm^.

n

• Sendingyour ordertothe DMVwill onlydelsy

prooessii^ ofyour plates.

• IFyou're orderingperscMialiaed {Jates, you must

indicate their meanii^ or D2V1V won't process

your order.

• Refunds will be issued by the DlVTVonly ifthe

plateyou request is not available.

• Plates will be isMied by eariy this sununer.

O
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A PuttK S«nnc9 Afncy

UNIVCRSITY/COLLEGE NAME

UCLA
APPUCATION FOR COLLEGIATE PLATES

D ORIGINAL-$50 D SUBSTITUTE-$35 Q ONE Pli»TE

(stqutntiai) (sequtntiaO

D ORI6IN/U.-$90 D 0UPUani-$65
(Q^ (Elf)

D TWOPIATES

INSTRUCTIONS:
-Complete Sections A and B to order Collegiate Plates for the university/college

campus printed in the box at the top of this form.

For Personalized Collegiate Plates position the characters m the boxes as you
wish them to appear on the license plates. Clanfy letters and numt>ers by
writing the number one as 1; write the letter "i" as I. The number zero is not

acceptable and may not be used. Indicate full or half space as:

gfull space / (slash) » % space

SECTION A
I hereby make application for:

LJ Sequential (numbered)
'

Conversion of existing ELP to Collegiate ELP

D Personalized Collegiate Plates
^m^nom^.,^^^<^^

1 request the following combination of letters (only) or letters and numbers
(combinations not to exceed six positions).

1ST

CHOICE
2N0

CHOICE

MEANING MEANING

The plates are ton D Auto/Truck D Trailer U A gift ^$ee over)

SECTION B
TRUE FULL NAME OF PLATE OWNER (IF GIR. SEE REVERSE) (LAST. FIRST. MIODLE)

STREET ADDRESS APT NO.

CITY STATE ZIP

PURCHASER'S SIGNATURE

X

DAYTIME TELEPHONE HO.

( )

Return this application and a chack mada payable to:

UCLA Alumni AsaocMion
P.O. Box 54640

Lm Angeles, CA 90064-0640

REG 87 (NEW 1/92)
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GET YOURS NOW
Be among the first to have ofTicial UCLA license plates. With these plates on your car, you can show

offyour Bruin pride every time you get behind the wheel. The plates will al^o help provide need-

based scholarships for UCLA students. (See other side for details on ordering plates.)

r

The department has the right to refuse any combination of letters only

or letters and numbers that may carry connotations offensive to good
taste and decency, or which would be misleading, or in conflict with any

license plate series now issued.

You may use your Commemorative Collegiate License Plates subject

to: (a) payment of $40 ($65 for ELP) for each renewal of registration;

(b) payment of an additional $15 fee each time the plates are trans-

ferred to another vehicle, regardless ofwhether they are Environmental

or Sequential plates.

If the Commemorative Collegiate EnvironmentalLicense Plates are to

be used on a leased vehicle, company vehicle, or are intended as a gift,

a Statement of Facts may be required at the time the plates are

issued.

NOTE: If the configuration is not avaiiable at the time of pro-

cessing by the department, a refund will be made in the name of

the person whose name appears on the front of this application.

GIFT STATEMENT
ft

This Commemorative Collegiate License Plate(s) is being purchased

as a gift for.

RECIPIENTS NAME (PRINT)*

PURCHASER'S NAME (PRINT)

PURCHASER'S SKSNATimC

*This name should be printed on the face of the application as

the name of the plate owner.

REG 87 (NEW 1/92)
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UlfSLA U^'v^fS'ty of California/Los Angeles
Jv_;vi^l«^%

With over 36,000 students, UCIA is one of the biggest and most prestigious schools in the country.|

Infinity is proud to have computers in ten different departments on campus. -

tity & County of San Francisco

Known for its magnificient bridges, its temperate weather and its rolling hills, San Francisco is one of
|
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PAC-10
From page 2

State 94-72, the Wildcats vaulted

back into second by virtue of the

Trojans falling at Oregon State.

Arizona's characteristic
balanced attack has been evident

as they have battled back towards
the top. Against Washington State,

the Wildcats had five players in

double figures, as Chris Mills led

the way with 25 points.

On Thursday against Washing-
ton, Arizona's leading scorer was
Khalid Reeves, who had 18 points.

Freshman Damon Stoudamire and
Wayne Womack also scored 12 for

Arizona, and have become scoring

threats that other teams cannot
afford to ignore.

While Arizona's solid play has

come as no surprise, neither did

USC*s first loss in over a month.
Their defeat at Oregon State was
one that many had been expecting

for some time. After squeaking by
Washington, California, and Ore-
gon, the Trojans finally let their

inconsistent play catch up to them
in their loss at Gill Coliseum.

Still don't count USC out. Any
team with Harold Miner is one to

be reckoned with. After having a

couple of sub-par outings. Miner
broke out with a 32-point perfor-

ffiaece against OregoB in a gafoe

that the Trojans barely won, 69-68.

Miner leads the conference with

a 26.4 point per game average and
also has a 7.3 rebound average,

which is eighth in the Pac-10.

USC (17-4, 9-2) has also

received strong play from point

guard Duane Cooper, who has

done a good job in taking the

offensive reins from Robert Pack,

who is now with the Portland

Trailblazers.

Cooper is third in the conference

in assist average (5.6) and also

among the top ten in steals and
three-point field goal percentage.

Center Yamen Sanders has also

surprised many with his strong

play underneath so far this season.

Sanders is fourth in the conference

in rebounding, with an 8.5 per
game average, and has given USC
power they have badly needed in

the paint.

In fourth place in the conference
is the Stanford Cardinal, still with

a realistic shot at an NCAA

See PAC40» page 15

ARIZONA SPORTS INFO

Arizona's Khalid Reeves has
been one of many resurgent
Wildcats.
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From page 14

tournament berth.

The Cardinal (14-6, 6-4) has

remained strong despite losing a

heartbreaker to Arizona at home
two weeks ago. Stanford rebound-

ed from the loss with a 13-point

victory over Arizona State and a

92-66 drubbing over lowly Cal.

Against Cal, the Cardinal were

led by Adam Keefe, who is one of

the premier big men in the country.

Keefe scored 23 points and had 12

rebounds against the Bears in the

match played at the Oakland

Coliseum.

These numbers are impressive,

but still below Keefe*s average.

The senior from Irvine is second in

the conference in scoring with a

24.9 point per game average and

leads the conference by averaging

12.9 rebounds a game.

After the first four teams, the

talent levels of squads in the Pac-

10 drops considerably. Only

Arizona State (14-9, 5-6) and

Washington State (16-8, 4-7) are

in any position to move among the

conference leaders.

ASU rebounded after losing

both Bay Area road matches two

weeks ago by knocking off

Washington in very deliberative

fashion, 55-47. In that game, the

Sun Devils held the Huskies

without a field goal in the final four

and a half minutes.

Washington State looked fairly

strong going into the beginning of

conference play with a 12-0

record. Yet, wins over Oklahoma

Baptist, San Francisco State, and

Alaska Anchorage did not pepare

the Cougars for the caliber of

conference play.

The Cougars marched into Pac-

10 play proudly, but then lost their

first three conference games. WSU
then won four in a row, but

followed that streak with a three-

game losing run, dealing a critical

blow to any postseason chances.

The rest of the conference is

mired in futility. Oregon State

(12-12, 4-7), Washington (9-12,

3-8), California (8-12, 2-8), and

Oregon (6-14, 2-9) are the teams

that the rest of the conference

looks forward to playing against

Still, there are some stars on

these teams. Cars Brian Hendrick

has fought injuries all season, and

is still among the conference

leaders in scoring (16.7, seventh)

and rebounding (11.3, second).

Washington's Rich Manning

has been the sole bright spot for the

Huskies by averaging 16.5 points a

—game, while Oregon'^ Antoine

Stoudamire averages 20.3 points a

game for a poor Duck squad.

NOTES:
If Sunfonl's Adam Keefe can continue

his impressive play, he could become the

first player to lead the conference in both

scoring and rebounding since A.C. Green

did it for Oregon Suic in 1984-5.

TTie Pac-10 is now 81-27 against non-

coniference opponents, which is good for a

75.5 percent winning percenuge. This

mark is the third best among all confer-

ences, behind only the Big Eight (88.2%)

and the ACC (79.8%).

The race is on for the Pac-10 Freshman of

the Year award. There are several potential

winnen. but Washington forward Mark
Pope (9.9 poinu. 7.9 rebounds). Arizona

Sute forward Mario Bennett (9.4 points,

6.8 rebounds), and Cal forward Lamond
Murray (1 l.l poinu. 17 rebounds) are the

best candidates.
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Briefly

Rewafd offered

in Cai stabUng
UC BeAelcy Chancellor

Chang-Lin Tien has offered a

$5,000 reward for any informa-

tion leading to the arrest or

conviction of the person who
stabbed a student on campus
two weeks ago.

Police have no suspects or

motives in the murder of UC
Berkeley junior Grace Rualo

Asuncion. But officers are

following up several leads

received after Tien offered the

reward.

The campus is stepping up

police patrols, increasing escort

services and restricting access

to Eshelman Hall— the student

government building where
Asuncion was found murdered
— as efforts to increase the

safety of the campus commun-
ity.

Inside

Bicycle poHce
patrol at night

University police officen

patrolling at night will stop

bicyclists if their bicycles do
not measure up to state vehicle

cxxles.

See page 5

Viewpoint

Hearing the bell

Viewpoint editor Ben Wex-
ler discusses the anxiety of a

fast-approaching graduation

date.

See page 17

Arts & Entertainment

Bemhaid
gets live
The Daily Bruin speaks

candidly with one of the enter-

tainment industry's most flam-

boyant stars. ^
. See page 18 .

Sports

UClA plays
tlie Bears
Guard Tyus Edney and the

Bruin basketball team played

California last night in Pauley

Pavilion.

See page 36
..v. ,
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'Japan-bashing' recalls internment
By Sally Kim
Daily Bruin Staff

Fifty years ago today, President

Franklin D. Roosevelt signed an

executive order authorizing the

internment of more than 120,000

Japanese Americans, 175 ofwhom
were UCLA students.

But even after the five addition-

al decades of assimilation, some
local Japanese Americans say that

the World War II period of anti-

Japanese sentiment bears resemb-

lance to the current round of

Japan-bashing in the United

States.

"One (U.S.) senator said the

American recession was made in

Japan,'* said Los Angeles resident

Sue Embrey, who was interned at

Manzanar — one of the 10

internment camps in the inland

west and the closest to Los
Angeles.

Others, however, say the com-
parison between the two time

periods simplifies current prob-

lems.

Fifty Years Later Japanese Americans harbor

resentment over WWII action

Why some Japanese Americans say Ihe

atmosphere of racial tension in the

United States has not eased despite

lessons learned from the internment

camps of World War II.

"But then we are mixing up two
different time periods. I don't

think you can make a one-to-one

equation,** said Yuji Ichioka, a

professor in the UCLA Asian

American Studies Center.

Embrey agreed that people need

to see today's problems in a clear

perspective. "I think we need to

' See SENTIMENT, page 12

By Katharine Bishop
The New York Times

SAN FRANCISCO — They
were desolate locations, rows of

barracks behind barbed wire

fences for 120,000 people of

Japanese descent who were forced

into exile.

Over the past several days— in

a candlelight procession in San
Jose, a concert in Los Angeles and
an exhibition of internment camp
art in San Francisco — survivors

of those camps scattered through-

out seven states and their descen-

dants have held services to mark
the 50th anniversary of the painful

World War II events crystallized

for them in the names Manzanar,

Heart Mountain and Topaz.

On Feb. 19, 1942. President

Franklin D. Roosevelt signed an

executive order that formalized the

anti-Japanese sentiment spawned
by the attack on Pearl Harbor 74
days earlier.

It allowed the forced evacuation

of Japanese-American citizens and
resident aliens from the West
Coast and their internment in

camps inland.

Lest anyone forget, survivors of
the camps have been retelling the

stories this year.

They tell of being taken from
their homes as their Caucasian
neighbors waited to loot them, of

scraping manure from the horse

stalls where they were housed until

the camps were built, of being

called traitors even as they sent

their sons off to fight and die with

the American army in Europe.

But the survivors speak of

See INTERNMENT, page 14

Great balls of Iron

Athletes cx>mpete on "American Gladiators," which came to Pauley Pavilion on Saturday night.
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Buchanan stuns Bush in dose N.H. primaiy
By Julia Malone
and A.L. May
Cox News Service

MANCHESTER, N.H. — Pat-

rick Buchanan sent George Bush a

message Tuesday in New Hamp-
shire, capturing a surprising 41

percent of the Republican primary

vote and sending the Republican

contest to a new phase in the South.

On the Democratic side, former

Sen. Paul E. Tsongas of Massa-—"^
'

-/' '
-

chusetts outdistanced five challen-

gers. Gov. Bill Clinton of

Arkansas shrugged off questions

about his marital fidelity and draft

status to finish a strong second, and

declared himself "the comeback

kid."

Resujls of the Republican Par-

ty's first 1992 contest would give

the president 14 delegates to the

GOP nominating convention, to 9

delegates for Buchanan.

The Republican result was the

strongest challenge to a sitting

president since 1%8, when Sen.

Eugene J. McCarthy won 42

percent of the Democratic vote

against Lyndon B. Johnson's 49

percent at the height of the

Vietnam War. Just weeks after the

1968 primary, Johnson announced

he would not seek re-election.

With 40 percent of the Demo-
cratic vote counted, Tsongas was
winning 34 percent and Clinton 28

percent In a ti£ht race for third

place were Sen. Bob Kerrey of

Kansas with 12 percent. Sen. Tom
Harkin of Iowa with 11 percent

and former Gov. Jerry Brown of

California with 9 percent. A
write-in effort for Gov. Mario
Cuomo of New York was attract-

ing 2 percent of the vote, and
scores of minor candidates split the

rest

If the ^totals were to hold.

See VOTE, page 1
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TODAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1992
12:00 RM

Student Welfare Commission
Find out how to prepare for an earthquake

Ackerman 2410 ^

UOA Environmental Coalition

Join the fighl to save Mono Lake

Perloffl243A

5:00 P.M

:()() PVl

Undergraduate Business Society

Investment Banking Night

JD Morgan Center Press Room
Jewish Student Union
Free rdm-"Prisoner of Honor"

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge

8:00 PiM

,A
College of Letters St Science

Benoit Mandelbrot-Fractals: For the Pleasure of the Mind and the Pleasure of the Eye

Royce Hall

»-*

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1992
12:00

Campus Events

Redd Kross

Westwood Plaza

(In case of rain it will be in AGB)
Women's Resource Center

Men Talking About Rape

-2^Bodd Hail

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1992
Film and Folklore Association

Telling their stories: The Portrayal of the Othex in Ethnographic Film

Melnitz Auditorium
~" ^

mm
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GENERAL
Center for Student Programming
Dance Ethnology Forum
February 21-23

Please see ad for details

Peer Health Counselors

Are you a healthy Bruin?

Call or visit us and find out!

Latin American Student Association "" "^

Development, Human Rights and Peace in Latin America: Are They Possible?

Please see ad for details

Honors and Undergraduate Programs
Become an Orientation Assistant

See ad for details
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ComiTientary

Abortion orphans may be
shadow of things to come
The photograph on the post-

card is ofa Gibson girl, hair

piled atop her head, lace on
her rounded shoulders and a face in

profile that is not so much pretty as

soft and very young. Beneath the

picture are these words:

CLARA BELL DUVALL
WAS A 32-YEAR-OLD
MOTHER OF HVE WHEN SHE
DIED OF AN ILLEGAL ABOR-
TION IN 1929.

On the other side is written in a

strong, slanting hand, **My mother
in her wedding picture at 18 years

of age.**

*The image of her in her casket

is seared in my brain,** said Linn

Duvall Harwell, who had just

turned 6 when her mother died.

The hospital listed the cause of
death as ''pneumonia.**

She used a knitting needle.

She had a son and four daught-

ers.

**She was a beautiful nK)ther,**

says Mrs. Harwell. 'That must be

understood. She was loving and
affectionate. We were poor and it

was 1929, but we were cared for.

The minute she died, it all

changed.**

"I can*t help but think how my
life would have been different,**

says Gwendolyn Fiiintt, who is a
commander in the Pittsburgh

Police Department She was 5

when Vivian Campbell, her

mother, died in 1950; she and her

brother were raised by their grand-

parents. When she was 18 and
ready for college, she tried to cash

in some bonds her mother had left

her and was told she needed a

death certificate. And there it was.

Anna
Quindlen
under cause of death: the word
"abortion,** followed by a question

mark.

The abortion orphans may be

the shadow of things to come.

Those of us who believe that

abortion must remain legal are

flailing about for a way to make
vivid what will happen if it is

banned once more. We have had

the right so long that we have

forgotten what the wrong is. Meant
to evoke bloodstained tables and

covert phone calls, the term **back

alley** does not resonate for

women who grew up with clean

clinics and licensed doctors.

But there is indeed a kind of

endless alley in the lives of Linn

Harwell and Gwen Elliott, the

dead end in your heart when you
grow up without a mother. They
tell us something about banning

abortion that is both touching and
chilling, these two little girls who
grew up to become activists

because of what happened to them.

Which likely means there arc-

many little girls, and boys, too,

who do not know, who still believe

pneumonia did it, or who are

ashamed, who keep the secret

This is the shadow of things to

come. Someone's mother will die.'

That*s not how we commonly
think of this. We usually think of

See ABORIION, page 1
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UCLA fraternities decide
4

to i>an 'sexist' rasli events
By Heather Sklnazl

Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA fraternities will not

sponsor any bikini contests, strip-

pers or mud wrestling during their

rush events this spring.

Members of the InterCratemity

Council voted Thursday to ban

these events because they want to

improve the image of fraternities,

show sensitivity toward women's
issues and safeguard against

potential disciplinary measures,

according to council president Dan
La France.

So far, the move has drawn both

praise and criticism from fraternity

members and the campus* women
activists, who dislike these events

that are used to lure men to

fraternities.

*The show is to get the guys

there and then rush them later,**

said Patrick Ferguson, president of

Tau Kappa Epsilon.

Although these events are not

widespread among the fraternities,

large numbers of men flock to

houses that do feature bikini

contests and the like, fiatemity

members said.

But **it*s important to take a

stand on portraying women in a

derogatory manner,** said Kathy

Rose-Mockry, director of the

Women's Resource Center, which

oversaw the writing of the propos-

al.

These spectacles never proved

very effective in attracting frater-

nity brothers, La France said.

"When fraternities had these

events, they attracted men who
were not interested in rushing,** he

said. "After the show, they left**

And many of those who
attended such events were not the

type of men most fraternities want

to attract, members said.

"We focus on the high quality of

our members rather than entertain-

ment,** said Walter Sylvester,

president of Lambda Chi Alpha.

"When fraternities had

these events, they

attracted men who were

not interested in

mshing. After the

show, they left^'*

Dan La France
IFC l^esident

These events also contributed to

images of fraternities as sexist

"If a guy is rushing a fraternity,

he should come by for the guys, not

for the girls who are paid to

entertain them,** said Kevin
Stricke, a member of Beta Theta

Pi.

Nonetheless, houses were
caught under the pressure of

resorting to such measures to

compete with other fraternities,

said Joe Nollar, president of Delta

Sigma Phi. ^

**Unfortunately we had to resort

to this, but with the new IFC ban,

everybody will be at an equal

level,** he added.

Those who favored the ban were

concerned that the fraternities

See IFC BAN, page 15

Literature of African

Americans reseaidied
^Black Empire' result ofUCLA
studies of the late Marcus Garvey
By Letisia Marquez
Dally Bruin Staff

When UCLA researchers

established an office about a

decade ago to gather the articles of

late African activist Marcus
Garvey, they did not know their

efforts would lead them to Hnd
other revolutionary African-

American literature.

UCLA reseachers recently

released "Black Empire,** two
short science fiction stories written

by journalist and essayist George
Samuel Schuyler.

Like Garvey, Schuyler envi-

sioned African Americans liberat-

ing Africa of white oppression and
superiority, said Erica Blum,
assistant editor of the Marcus
Garvey Papers, seven volumes of

Garvey *s life and work.

But Schuyler*s ideas were less

MONTH
publicized than Garvey*s move-

ment, which called on Africans

from all over the world to move
back to Africa, she said.

Because Schuyler*s novellas

criticize Garvey *s highly-publi-

cized movement, researchers in

the UCLA office for the Garvey
papers became interested in edit-

ing the novellas. Blum said.

"Black Empire** is about a

revolution supported by African

Americans to liberate AMca. but it

also addresses such philosophical

See QARVEY, page 13

JASON ERLICH

Professor Robert Hill is working on a historical analysis of the late Marcus Garvey, who proposed

that African Annerlcans should be sent back to Africa.

Extension catalog covers go liigli-profile

By Heeeun Wee
Daily Bruin Staff

When the subject is jazz, die

late Miles Davis might come to

mind. When talking about fash-

ion, some may think of Coco
Chanel. And when the topk: is

graphic design, the name to

remember is Paul Rand.

Two years ago, the UCLA
Extension Program persuaded

Rand to do the cover artwork for

the 1990 Winter Extension cata-

log. Since that time, the catalog

covers have drawn attention and

praise from graphic designers

world-wide.

"After Rand, everyone fought

to do our cover. They let me know
they are available.** said a smiling

Inju Sturgeon. Extension's crea-

tive director.

Graphic designer Deborah
Sussman. co-owner of the com-

pany which created the graphic art

for the 1984 Olympics, said the

Extension covers are impressive.
"

"It*s great, it*s major. They're

using the best people in the world.

And Paul Rand, that name defi-

nitely means something,** she

said.

Rand*s cover, along with cover

artwork of graphic designers

Bradbury Thompson, Lou Dan-

zinger and Gene Fredrico, came
together to kick off the "master

design series.** Since then, high-

ly-regarded national and interna-

tional graphic designers continue

to create covers for UCLA,
Sturgeon said.

The quarterly Extension publi-

cations are not only Influential,

but extensive as ^eU, ^te^ said.

The catalog has a Los Angeles

community mailing list of

250.000 — bringing total distri-

bution to one million.

And when these catalogs reach

their destinations, it is not only the

program *s image that is at stake,

but the university* s as well.

Sturgeon said. "Whatever the

cover, it speaks for the whole

institution.**

Since the "master design

series** began, subsequent catalog

covers have continually appeared

in premiere graphic design maga-

zines, such as Communication

See EXTENSION, page 12
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Autopsy shows
student died of

brain iiquries

Ecller's alcohol level

was twice legal limit

The Extension catalogue gained International

attention when renowned artist Paul Rand, left,

designed the Winter 1990 cover. The cover for

next quarter's class listings was done by Ivan

Chermayeff. above, using photography-based

graphic design.

By Retfna RavetM
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA freshman Mark Edler. who fell to

his death from a 30-foot retaining wall last

month, died from multiple brain injuries due

to blunt head trauma, according to the Los

Angeles coroner who performed the auto-

psy.

The autopsy also revealed that at the time

of death the 18-year-old had a blood alcohol

level of .17 percent — more than twice

Califomia*s legal limit of .08 percent The
report found no traces of other drugs in his

body.

Although Edler had been drinking alco-

hol before the fall, his intoxicated state did

not necessarily cause his death, said Bob
Dambaucher. Los Angeles County coroner

spokesman. "As far as we*re concerned, he

died of an accidental death.**

Only the fatal injuries were covered in the

autopsy report, he added. "We are only

interested in what killed him, not what hurt

him.**

But according to Leslie Bragg Damski,

coordinator of UCLA*s substance abuse

prevention program, F^er*s alcohol con-

sumption was a contributing factor in his

death.

See EDLER, page 11
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Briefs

World

Palestine gives mixed

signals on peace tallcs

JERUSALEM — Palestinian leaders

sent out mixed signals about Middle East

peace negotiations Tuesday, with a senior

official of the Palestine Liberation Orga-

nization saying that a delegation would

attend a new round of talks next week, but

a spokeswoman in Jerusalem warned ths^t

the process was **at the brink of collapse/*

Indications were that, once the dust

settled, the Palestinians would probably

be on hand when the talks resume Monday
in Washington. Among the central par-

ties, Israel, Syria and Lebanon have

announced they will attend, and Reuters

quoted a senior official in Amman as

saying Tuesday that Jordan would as well.

South Korea keeping

North under watch
SEOUL, South Korea —Stepping up a

campaign to stop North Korea from

becoming a nuclear military power. South

Korean leaders traveled to the North

Tuesday to press for immediate establish-

ment of a joint commission to inspect

nuclear installations suspected of making

bombs.

Led by Prime Minister Chung Won
Shik, a South Korean delegation went to

Pyongyang, the North Korean capital, for

another round of talks that began in 1990.

It was the first meeting since North Korea

signed an accord in Vienna three weeks

ago pledging to allow inspection of its

nuclear plants.

The signing of the accord was wel-

comed by nations alarmed by Pyon-

gyang's possible nuclear intentions.

Timetable set for U.S.

& Russia arms accord

MOSCOW — The United Slates and

Russia agreed Tuesday to try to complete

an ambitious set of new arms control

accords in time for a July summit meeting,

including establishment of a joint ballistic

missile early-warning center, possible

sharing of "Star Wars" technology and

deep cuts in long-range nuclear missiles.

Secretary of State James A. Baker III

and the Russian foreign minister, Andrei

Kozyrev, said after talks Tuesday that to

get the agreements ready for signing by

President Bush and President Boris N.

Yeltsin in July they would bypass the

traditional arms control negotiating pro-

cess, in which dozens of mid-level experts

bargain for years in Geneva. They said

that instead they would try to tie up the

understandings themselves in a series of

high-level negotiating sessions, begin-

ning March 10 in Brussels.

Militant to replace

slain IMuslim leader

BEIRUT. Lebanon— A Shiite militant

who led the militant wing of the pro-Ira-

nian Party of God was elected leader of

the Muslim fundamentalist group Tues-

day, only hours after his slain predecessor

was buried.

Artillery and rocket duels raged in

southern Lebanon for the second stiaitfrt^

day as Israeli helicopter gunships tried to

silence fundamentalist positions that have

been firing rockets into northern Israel.

A Party of God radio station, Al Nour,

reported that Sheik Hassan Nasrallah, 39,

was chosen unanimously to rq)lace Sheik

Abbas Musawi, who was Idlled along

with his wife and five-year-old son in an

Israeli helicopter attack on Sunday.

Nation

Fed announces steps

to spur the economy
WASHINGTON — In an unusual

move aimed at increasing bank lending to

spur the economy, the Federal Reserve

announced that it was cutting the amount
of money that banks must hold in reserve

to offset possible losses.

On the eve of a congressional appear-

ance by Alan Greenspan, chairman of the

Federal Reserve, the central bank said

Tuesday that the action, which takes

effect April 2, would enable banks to take

$8 bilUon in non-earning reserves and use

that money for investing or lending. But

economists said the short-term effect

would be modest.

More bad news on
breast implants
BETHESDA. Md. — New studies

suggest that silicone gel breast implants

rupture more than 10 times more often

than manufacturers and plastic surgeons

have said previously, university research-

ers told a Food and Drug Administration

hearing.

One researcher said " silicone that

migrated in a patient's body from a

ruptured implant a]^arently led to neuro-

logical problems ending in gangrene of

the hands. Others elaborated on eariier

jeports linking silicone from the inaptoP^

to auto-inmiune disorders.

In many cases, these experts testified,

their patients dramatically improved once

the implants were removed.

The researchers presented their find-

ings on Tuesday at the opening of a three-

day hearing by an advisory committee

convened by theFDA to consider whether

the devices should remain on the market

Report finds increase

in white hate groups

ATLANTA — The number of white

supremacist hate groups increased signif-

icanUy in 1991. according to a private

non-profit group that monitors such

activity.

The annual report by Klanwatch, based

in Montgomery, Ala., noted that trend was

marked by more violent oratory from the

newer and more militant groups.

The study prepared by Klanwateh, an

arm of the Southern Poverty Law Center,

found a 27 percent increase in the number

of white supremacist groups.

Top Ten

Top 10 things overheard in the Sculpture

Garden:

10. "Is that a sculpture in your pocket,

or are you just glad to sec me?"

9. **No, that's Bunche Hall. Ovct there

is Fawn Hall."

8. "Trust me, no one can see us back

here."

7. "I don't care if art holds a mirror up

to nature. This sculpture sucks."

6. "I especially like the artist's use of

personal space by opening the zipper like

that"

5. 'Too bad you can't get KLA out

here."

4. "If north campus has a permanent

garden, shouldn't south campus have a

periodic table?"

^S;^^^ sore glad yoo can't get iQ«A out
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here.'

2. "I tell you, nothing beats stretehing

out on the grass in the sunshine and

reading The Bruin."

1. "Yes, that is a sculpture in my
pocket"

Compiled from Bruin wire services and
staff ingenuity

1 he College of Letters and Science Presents

Benoit

Mandelbrot^
IBM Fellow and Physicist at IBM's

T.J.Watson Research Center, and Abraham

Robinson Professor at Yale University,

— Speaking on- —

" Fractals:
— For the Pleasure of the Mind

and the Pleasure of the Eye
Dr. Mandelbrot Is a pioneer in the field of fractal geometry. He coined the term

•Iractal" and demonstrated the application of the subject to nearly every aspect of

nature. He is the author of "The Fractal Geometry of Nature."
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TONIGHT
8 p.m. RoyceHall

Admission free

Tickets available at the UCLA Central Ticket Office

Limited tickets available at the door.
^

Cyclists without lights will • • be ticlceted
By Heesun Wee
Daily Bruin Staff

While riding his bike home from

aD evening class, UCLA junior

Thomas Quinlan was stopped by a

campus police officer because, the

officer explained, he did not have a

white light on the front of his

mountain bike.

And although the officer only

gave Quinlan a warning, he added

that the next violation would mean

a ticket.

Campus police officers have

begun giving warnings and will

eventually issue tickets to students

who ride bicycles on campus at

Extended bicycle patrol means

laws will be strictly enforced

night without proper reflectors and

lights.

This tougher enforcement of

bicycle lighting began when the

campus police bicycle patrol prog-

ram was extended in January from

6:30 to 10:30 p.m. With four

additional hours, officers now
have more time to cite students

who are not obeying the California

Vehicle Code, officer Allison

Schuerger said. This includes

riding in areas that are always

off-limits to bicyclists, such as

Bruin Walk.
The program was expanded in

January when campus police offic-

ers discovered how the night patrol

program successfully helped to

reduce campus crime, said Officer

Helen Citrano.

Hoping to continue this positive

trend, the program was then simply

extended for a couple more hours.

she said.

But the expansion of the bike

patrol hours did not mean a large

budget increase, Citrano said.

Officers were simply transferred

from patrol cars to bicycles, she

said.

With officers roaming the cam-

pus, students will be given warn-

ings for improper reflectors and

lights. These warnings will prog-

ress into citations, Schuerger said.

She would not, however, specify

when the transition would begin.

The California Vehicle Code
states that bicycles in motion

require a white light, not a reflec-

• lor, in front of the bike. The light

must also illuminate 300 feet in

front and to the side of the bicycle.

A red reflector is also required

on the rear of the bicycle, which

should be visible by SCio feet

Reflectors are also required on the

bicycle pedals and tire spokes,

according to the vehicle code.

But as far as nighttime bicycle

lights go, Quinlan thinks it is all

nonsense. "I still thinks it*s ridicul-

ous. Lights tend to be ripped off

pretty easily around here,** he said.

He does not want to invest in a

light, only to have it stolen.

Quinlan, who does not have a

reflector or a light in front of his

bike, does not ride at night often.

And as far as tickets go, **ril

take my chances,** he said.
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DRIVING & TRAFFK SCHOOL

UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS AWEEK
CONVENIENT LOCATION

1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824^399

1

Westwood Village, alx)ve the Wherchouse
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Cordially invites you to our annual

"Bruin Office Tour and Reception.

"

Experience an up-close and
personal visit to one of the most

prestigious world-wide

professional services firms.

Thursday, February 20, 1992

4*i)0p.m,' 7,-00 p.m.

515 S, Flower Street 18th Floor

Representatives from:

Century City • Long Beach

Los Angeles • Woodland Hills

Orange County and the ' '^~~

Northern California offices will

be on hand to discuss career

opportunities in Audit, Tax and

Entrepreneurial Services.

R.S.V.P. v^ith the Shident

Accounting Society or Scott Page

at 208-1694.

Courtesy bus transportation will

be provided from campus to the

Los Angeles Office.

Come and meet the people who make
Ell Ernst&YouN(; ....The Leader's Choice

Graduation!
Graduate with style...don't forget to order your portraits and

graduation announc;ements. Also available is the UCLA Medallion

Watch from Bulovara 14k gold-plated dial featuring a rich

three-dimensional rendering of the UCLA seal. Order them soon!
V

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
150 Kerckhoff Hall • (310) 206-H433 • M-F 8:30-5:30

ON ALLADDISON-WESLEY
TITLES IN STOCK IN TECHNICAL BOOKS

• COMPUTER SCIENCE
• ENGINEERING

• PHYSICS
• MATHEMATICS

• PLUS MUCHMORE!
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Research program explores beyond classrooms
By TonI Rivera

Daily Bruin Staff

Collecting botanical specimens

in a lush Ecuadorian rainforest

may not sound like a Club Med
vacation, but UCLA professors

and students often find this

research expedition a unique anti-

dote to everyday life.

Both professors and students

can get hands-on experience in a

field research program offered by

the University of California

Research Expeditions Program.

People can escape the confming

walls of a lecture hall to visit

Ecuador, a medieval Irish

monastery or even a 19th-century

slave trade fort in West Africa.

"YouMl be helping these

researchers and graduate students

do their homework, so to speak,"

said Program Spokeswoman Ann
Fitzgerald.

The expeditions, which are held

between May and September, let

students travel to various sites

arjund the world to study such

fields as ecology, anthropology or

history. The program is also open

to the general public.

Fifteen different projects are

offered this year, with three con-

ducted by UCLA researchers.

One trip will be to the south-

western coast of Ireland in June

with Rainer Beiger, a professor of

anthropology, geography and geo-

physics. He will try to use new
scientific methods to date the age

of a centuries-old monastery.

In previous years, Berger con-

ducted excavations at the ancient

Incan mountain city of Macchu
Picchu in Peru.

One UC expedition in Kenya
with UC Davis graduate students

will study how herbs may be used

to treat AIDS, and another team
will study unusual plants in

Hawaii.

The program, started in 1977

and managed by UC Berkeley, has

grown in popularity over the years,

sending out more than 800 expedi-

tion teams.

Expedition fees range between

$900 and $1900 for each two-to

three-week expedition. Costs

includes lodging, meals and
ground transportation but excludes

airfare. Program fees are tax-

deductible and scholarships are

available.

For mwe information and a free

catalog on 1992 expeditions, call

(510) 642-6586.
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ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlih, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474^181
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COMPLETE SVGA SYSTEM

UCLA HLM AND FOLXLORE ASSOCIATION presents:

TELLING THEIR STORIES:
THE PORTRAYAL OF THE OTHER

IN ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM
A one-day symposium focusing on intercultural filmmaking.

Its free to all groups*
FREE & FAST DELIVERY

Medium pizza., five pieces of chicken

and mojo potatos Only $10.95

Large two topping pizza^ ,
$8.99

2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all

you can drink Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sal ll-2am

824-4111
L ^ J

Shahey'S'

P{IM
fUauurani

COMPLETE EYE CARE

Rims Screened:
EYEGLASS PACKAGE

• AV \A' OV
CONTACT LENS PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYf iXAt^ SOFl MATE B

CONTACT LENSES CARE KIT & FOlLOW UP

DANCING WITH THE INCAS
A film Sy John Cohen
screening at 1 :00 p.m.

RELEASING THE SPIRITS:

A VILLAGE CREMATION IN BALI EASTERN INDONESIA
A film by Patsy Asch, Linda Connor and Timothy Asch

screening at 3:00 p.m.

Participants will irK:lude:

TIM ASCH
PATSY ASCH
JOHN COHEN

DWIGHT CONQUERGOOD
~ JORGE PRELORAN

SHARON SHERMAN

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

AA
COPMELNITZ AUDITORIUM

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1992 1 :00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Campus Sponsort: C«nt«r Of th« Conparativ* Study of FoiKtora and Mythology, tha Canpus Progran* ComrrMaa of tha Prograrm
AolMtiaa Board. UCLA Graduata Studanta AaaodaHon, tha Coundl on Programming at tha Intamationai Studant Cartar

UCLA parking avaMabIa tor fS.OO in Lot 3.

^ Furthar informilion. call (31 0) B2S-4242.

Adrrteaion FREE
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OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR PATRICK DOYLE O D Inc

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384
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New director III intedfor
uilian planning and researdi
By Nancy Hsu

Cleaning up the environment
while creating more jobs for

Southern Califomians is the aim of
UCLA's new director for urban
planning and research.

.' UCLA geography professor

Allen Scott will head the recently-

formed Lewis Center for Regional
Policy Studies, which conducts

research, sjx)nsors conferences

and produces publications about

local urban problems.

Previously, Scott has been
involved in research on the impact

of developing electric cars for the

Southland — an idea that has

piqued the interest of federal

legislators.

Rep. Howard Herman, D-
Panorama City, put a provision in a

U.S. transportation bill to fund
research on new transit systems,

like electric cars. The bill was
signed by President George Bush
last fall.

An electric car industry could
provide thousands of new jobs for

Southern Califomians and, at the

same time, clean up the environ-

ment by reducing car pollution,

Scott said.

*There is a very good chance it

ithe car) could take off here and—

"My interests coincide

with a lot of the

objectives of the Lewis

Center. We intend to

do top quality research

in Southern California

and we intend to make

a difference."

Allen Scott
Urban Planning and Research

STUDY FRENCH IN THE FRENCH RIVIERA
July 24th - Auput 22nd 1992

STUDY PORTUGUESE IN RIO
June 26ih- July 2Sth 1992

MODERN LANGUAGE CENTER
EngUah(ESL), Poitugueae, Spaniah. French, Italian

Inatruction - Tranalation - IntexprBtadon

SmaU groupa and individual tutoring

^^^-^ - Credendaled instructora

REGISTRATION ALWAYS OPEN
Monday-Friday 3pni-9pm

' Saturday Mominga A Aftemoona
Praf. Nydia dt Sihra (31 0) S39-8427

"become an important sector inTfic"

Los Angeles economy,** he said.

"My interests coincide with a lot

of the objectives of the Lewis
Center,*' said Scott, referring to his

interests in geography. "We intend

to do top quality research in

Southern California and we intend

to make a difference.**

The Lewis Center, created in

January 1990, is based in the

Graduate School of Architecture

and Urban Planning.

The centCT*s objective is to

provide state and fedo^ policy

makers with research about locsd

growth, development and environ-

mental problems to aid them in

writing policies.

Scott, who previously taught

urban planning courses at Univer-

sity ofToronto, has been a member
of the geography depanment at

UCLA for 10 years.

He was a former Guggenheim
fellow and an honors award reci-

pieni of the Association of Ameri-
can Geographers.

He was named director after

serving as the Lewis Center's

acting director when it was Hrst

organized. Scott will hold the

position for a three-year torm.

The center was created after

UCLA received a $5 million

donation from Ralph and Goldy
Lewis, who operate a Southern

California-based home develop-

ment firm.

Among its current activities, the

center is studying the impact of

immigrants on Southern Califor-

nia.

But the,research at the Lewis

Center is not confined to faculty

members, Scott said Students are

also involved in the center, work-

ing as research assistants.

And in the future, they may even

get paid fellowships, he n tid.

Richard Wcif»Nicin, dc.i" »i the

Graduate School of Architecture
and Urban Planning praised

Scott*s work.

"Under Allen*s direction as

acting director, he produced
research on electric cars which
resulted in federal legislation,** he
said.

"When that happens, you have a
success.**

'Wisdom' on alooliolic's diild

called stuff of fortune »- 1 I

By Daniel Goleman
The New York Times

Many popular assumptions
about children of alcoholics are

being questioned by new research,

posing a challenge to the hugely

popular therapy movement
directed at diem and other "adult

children** of problem families.

Although proponents of the

movement say they have scientific

support for their views, critics are

unconvinced.

The therapy is based on the idea

that the childhood expoiences of

adult childrea of alcoholics,** on.
«(

"ACOAs,** have left them with

unique emotional patterns and
problems.

These include, for example,

feeling different from others, put-

ting up a false front, being reluc-

tant to stand up for themselves and
failing to enjoy life as much as they

would like.

But a new study has found that

most people feel this way. The
researchers charge that these and

other basic beliefs of the ACOA
movement are so vague or true of

so many people that almost every-

one identifies with them.

In short, they are so universal

that they are devoid of therapeutic

usefulness. These researchers say

these statements, which seem
more specific than they are, are

similar to those used by for-

tunetellers or astrologers; they call

them "Bamum statements,** after

the huckster P.T. Bamum.
Proponents of the movement

concede that more research is

needed on the adult children of

alcoholics. But they say scientists

studying the transmission of alco-

holism from generation to genera-

tion have ignored the clinical

experience of therapists who treat

children of alcoholics.

"Only recently has there begun
to be research directed by the

ACOA outlook,'* said Dr. Claudia

Black, a psychologist who is

director of a treatment center for

children of alcoholics in Cerritos,

Calif

The proponents cite positive

results from a new study, one of the
few designed specifically to test a

major idea of the movement, that

children of alcoholics are drawn to

help partners who exploit them.

-^The reason there'* not yet

alcoholics. They then used an
experimental ruse to test whether
those traits would be seen as better

fitting themselves by 112 sons and
daughters of alcoholics than by
112 men and women whose
parents were not alcoholics.

The participants, all college

students, were recruited for what
they were told was the validation

of a newly developed personality

test After responding to questions

in the test, the students were shown
a personality profile that was
purportedly based on their

answers.

enough research on adult children

of alcoholics is that academics
have focused on things like the role

of genetics in alcoholism, or on the

20 percent of children of alcohol-

ics who have the worst problems
and so can be easily studied

because they are in a hospital or in

jail,** said Dr. Black, who has

written several books on the

subject.

But many researchers remain
skq)tical. "Most of the beliefs

popularized by the ACOA move-
ment have never been tested

scientifically,** said Dr. Kenneth
Sher, a psychologist at the Univer-

sity of Missouri, who is the author

of "Children of Alcoholics: A
Critical Appraisal of Theory and
Research." published last year by
the University of Chicago Press.

It was Sher, with Mary Beth

Logue, a graduate student, who
conducted a recent study to test

whether basic tenets of the ACOA
movement owed their appeal to

their being Bamum statements.

First they combed the popular

literature to identify key proposi-

tions about the traits of children of

•"Mj- *aT

About two-thirds of the men and
women said the descriptions fit

them well, regardless of whether
the statements were from the list of
traits of adult children of alcohol-

ics or from the known Bamum
statements. Results of the study

will be published later this year in

Professional Psychology.

"A lot of people resonate with

the popular descriptions of chil-

dren of alcoholics because they are

universal truths or vague enough,"

Sher said. But, he added, because
these personality traits do not

distinguish children of alcoholics

from most other people, they have
little use in making diagnoses or

specifying what kind of treatment

would be most effective.

•There's another way to see it,"

said Luvon Roberson, director of

public information at the Children

of Alcoholics Foundation in New
York City, commenting on Sher's

study. Those people who are not

children of alcoholics who agree

with the statements "may simply

be from other kinds of dysfunc-

tional families." she added.
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WAXING
Bikini Wax $8
Eyelash Tint $10

Up/Chin, Eyebrows Wax... $5

Underarms $8

Half Legs ^ $10

Arms $12

1007 BROXTON AVE Upper Legs & Bikini $15
WESWOOD^LLAGE p^„ Legs & Bikini $20

2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF All

Hair Services
* our services include

Cut

Color

Manicure

Pedicure

Highlights Fadal

Makeup

Call PAIUS at SALON 1015
for an appointinent

(310) 824-5006

1015 Ga^ey Ave. #105 in Westwood Village

AVEDA

(just half a block south of VWeYbum)

GOLDWELL OPI*
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if Includes: Roundtrip cruise

for two adults aboard the

luxury ocean liner, Ii.V.

Pacific Star from San

Diego, Calif, to Mexico,

along with 4 days and 3

nights ocean view hotel

accommodations at the Hotel Paraiso Las

Palmas while in Cnsenada, Mexico.

i( Convenient port departure 6 times weekly, every week of year.

^ Tickets valid for 1 year from date of purchase, transferable.

• $529 retail value. it DRDHKirKi AGE 18 m MEXICO.

ORDER NOW!
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1-800-444-5364
Grand Island Vacations
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GIVE YOUR TEETH
A REAL TREAT

SEE DR- FRIEDMAN
GENERAL AND

COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones ibnng your own tape)

• Please mennon this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshirc & Santa Monica)

LONDON
Westwood*s Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Ceaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood

208-7722
Ihis coupon is yood for

S4 Off a Minimum
Si 2 Dry Cleaniiiy Order

\ • V: . U • (»•
.

• (
»••. ^
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o^^

CHABAD Student Association
and C. A. I. R.

present

CAFE' MOSIII

B^

An Evening of
•Live Israeli music

Starring
PINI COHEN

*Guest Speaker
Tzuriel Raphael
Deputy laraeli Coaaul

• Buffet of Israeli
Cuisine:

FAk/el, Houmoa, Tecbina- The

II ihl slu4«
ThuFMlay, February 20tli

WlMr«T Chabad Houae 741 Cayley Ave, 3rd Fktor
r :Mt pm unui tne place cleAra out

Mmmf sueii J»aw H c^atT All tbe above plui all you can eat

for only SS«99

For more info, pleaae call Toby • 206-7511 or Haleh/Marjaa • 315-1922

a harsh lesson In :^ H I

teaches
omics

By Susan Chira

The New York Times

Hard times are reaching into the American

classroom.

Just when politicians are calling for a revival in

American education, the recession is leaving

principals and teachers across the country with less

money for more students.

The toll is uneven, and not all the cuts are dire. But

reports are somber across the economic spectrum.

Schools in the hardest-hit areas have no art, no music,

no librarians and no counselors. Teachers comb
rummage sales and attics for supplies. School

districts stop running buses and hold Bingo nights to

pay for sports programs.

"A year ago we received the nation's education

goals, and I was told to post them on my wall,*" said

Jane Gaskell, principal of Pembroke Hill Elementary

School in Pembroke, N.H., referring to the six

ambitious education goals President Bush has said he

wants achieved by the year 2000.

"We're not even getting close. I ifead my education

journals and hear about these innovative programs

and I laugh and say, *The band's playing on.'"

There are no up-to-date national figures on public

school spending cuts, but interviews with experts on

school finance, national education groups and

principals of 27 schools in 13 states suggest that this

year is bad and next year will be worse.

The latest estimates available for spending on

elementary and secondary education from the

National Center on Education Statistics project a 5.8

percent increase by Federal, state and local govern-

ments for the school year that began this fall.

But the notion of an increase may be misleading

[use tliese estimates were made as the recession

was just unfolding. In many cases, rising school

enrollments, local reluctance to raise taxes and state

fiscal problems have meant that schools actually

have less money than before.

So far this year, 30 states have rqx>rted budget

deficits or revenue shortfalls, according to Anthony
Hutchison, a fiscal analyst for the National Conf^-
ence of State LegislaOires. States and towns pay 94

percent of all education costs.

Although surveys show that most state legislatures

had planned to increase spending on education this

school year, Hutchison said he expected the recession

would pare those increases or force actual cuts in

many cases before the end of this year.

Rising school enrollments have meant that a small

increase can actually be a cut. Even more than states,

cities and towns appear to be cutting education

spending as voters worried about their own futures

reject tax increases.

The worst-off schools are in the Northeast and

California, according to Steven D. Gold, director for

the Center for the Study of the States at the

Rockefeller Institute of Government in Albany, N.Y.
In a survey conducted this December by the

National Association of Elementary School Princi-

pals, 74 percent of the 650 principals who responded

reported budget cuts. Forty percent of the principals

said teachers had been let go. Nearly half the

principals cut back music, art, and programs for

gifted children; 80 percent have eliminated field

trips.

Critics have long contended that money's role in

education is overrated.

It is clear that some school bureaucracies absorb

too much money before it reaches the classroom; the

National Center for Education Statistics has found

that|nearly 40 percent of money for education does

not go directly to the classroom but is spent on
administration, guidance counselors, transportation

and other support services.

But it is equally clear that in many places, schools

are hobbled. In rural Hancock County in eastern

Tennessee, schools depend on fund raisers to buy all

school supplies.

In Belington, W. Va., teachers run booths at the

local fair to raise money so they can attend

workshops. In Los Angeles, the Aragon Avenue
School had to cut playground hours in a neighbor-

hood where children have nowhere else to play.

Young as they are, children in these schools notice.

"I think we're cheated out of a lot of things," said

Cathleen Miles, a fourth-grader who is organizing a

bake sale to raise money for Public School 243 in

Bedford-Stuyvesant, one ofNew York City's poorest

neighborhoods.

"We used to go to science class and learn about

animals. We haven't got to a computer class yet this

year, or a music class.*^

Here are three case studies of what budget cuts

have meant to individual schools.

When money got so tight that the kindergarten

teacher had to scour garage sales for Lego sets and
the nurse was cut back to once a week, the teachers at

Rex Ralph Elementary School put an ad in the Wall

Street Journal.

"Invest in America's Future." the headline read,

inviting benefactors to adopt the school in Mount
Healthy, a middle-income suburb of Cincinnati.^

No one did.

So the eight leaks in the roof keep dripping, the

copier and computer stay broken, the missing "F"

volume in the school's only set ofencyclopedias goes

unreplaced and teachers continue without a pay raise

for a third year.

"I wish someone could come in and

see how my day starts, with tears,

lost money, *Mom's mad at me'—
then we're supposed to sit down and

train these little minds to be the

best at math in the world/'

Beverly Chrisanthus
Second^Brade Teacher

Times are bad in Mount Healthy, and over the last

year and a half, voters have rejected four requests for

local tax increases to pay for education. The district

now spends $4,376 per student, below the national

average of $5,237.

State cuts are looming on top of local ones. The

district's treasurer, Rebecca Brooks, said that the

state, which sui^lies much of Mount Healthy 's

education budgeC held education aid below the

infiyfinn rate last year and will cut aid next yeaL.

That means more trouble ahead for Rex RalpiT

Elementary, where the principal is already making do~

with one-quarter the money for supplies he had 2/4

years ago.

*This is my 24th year in education, and this is the

worst I've ever seen it," said the principal, Clifford

A. Strefelt, a tall, hearty man whose voice these days

sounds permanently mournful.

The librarian is gone, and a school aide darts

between the computer room and the library. The
music teacher now spends half her day at the high

school, so instead of music every day, the children

have 35 minutes twice a week.

Class sizes have risen from 23 a few years ago to

nearly 30 now. Wanda Tucker, the school secretary,

bought her own thermometer and bandages for the

four days a week she doubles as school nurse.

In a country pledged to be the best in math and

science by the year 2000, the students at Rex Ralph

Elementary use patched-up science textbooks dating

from 1981, have no beakers or hot plates for science

experiments and saw their computer time cut in half,

from four hours a week to two. —-

—

*They have nothing special — no field trips, no
paper, no equipment," said Karen Schneider, who
praises the school but is nonetheless considering

switching her two children to parochial schools. "Our
athletic department is raising money through Bingo."

Many parents have rallied behind the school,

where more than half the students are black. But the

campaign for local tax increases has divided the

community, parents say, pitting neighbors who send

their children to parochial school against those who
chose public schools. ^

**For what people spend on cable TV, we could

finance the levy," said Gerry Gutfreund, a children's

book writer whose daughter is in fu'st grade at Rex
Ralph Elementary.

The local Parent-Teacher Association has tried to

fill the biggest gaps, buying a copying machine (now
broken) and donating money for library books. But as

much as the obvious cuts, teachers mourn the extra

touches that they believe make the difference

between excelling and just getting by.

Jan Brown has no scissors for h^ first-graders.

Catherine Thomas, a fourth-grade teacher, cannot

afford the extra paper it takes for the packages of

puzzles and games she used to create to help children

learn math.

And Bevo-ly Chrisanthus has had to abandon her

cherished second-grade play, because there is not

enough paint, paper or staples for scenery or enough
rehearsal time now that the school has to close one
evening a week to trim heating and electricity bills.

"I'm drained some days," Mrs. Chrisanthus said.

"I wish someone could come in and see how my day
starts, with tears, lost money, 'Mom's mad at me'—
then we're supposed to sit down and train these little

minds to be the best at math in the world."

Sitting in the library, a group of sixth-graders

reeled off a list of problems: Old books, big classes,

outdated maps, no field trips, no student council.

"Money's more important than us," said Sadie
Gaston. "We're left out," said Michael Hill.

^i-i

V.

Texan I I has
higher rates of HIV
By Kaye Northcott
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

AUSTIN, Texas — The Texas
£)epartment of Health has agreed

to review the files of a northeast

Texas AIDiS counselor whose
reports indicate that Rivercrest

High School near Bogata has an

HIV infection rate more than six

times the national average.

The statements by Dona
Spence, a counselor employed by
the Ark-Tcx Council of Govern-
ments in Texarkana, have alarmed

parents and students in the Talco-

Bogata school district

Spence's report indicated that

six students at the high school in

Johntown, about 170 miles north-

east of Fort Worth, are infected

widi the virus that causes AIDS.
The school has 197 students.

Some have questioned the accu-

racy of Spence's records. They are

being inspected at the Health

Department's regional office in

Tyler and will probably be for-

warded to state headquarters in

Austin for additional scrutiny, said

Health Department spokesman
Doug McBride.

Nita Fran Hutchison, communi-
cations and marketing coordinator

for the Ark-Tex Council of Gov-
emmems, said her office asked foi^

the review Monday "in order to

dispel any questions regarding

those statistics."

"This review would have
occurred as part of the normal

contract review process; however,

ATCOG asked tfiat it begin soon-

er,** she said in a news release.

Spence, who did not return a call

Tuesday, reportedly learned of the

cases through her counseling

work, which is financed by a grant

from the Health Department
The Associated Press reported

Tuesday that Spence is preparing

to open a non-profit AIDS educa-

tion facility in the area.

She was quoted as saying that

she hopes people will not lose sight

of the original purpose of taking

the issue public: the need for AIDS
education.

Freddy Wade, the Talco-Bogata

school superintendent, said

Spence learned of the teen-age

cases through her counseling

wor^. McBride said the Depart-

ment of Health will review her

case management files.

"Once somebody is HIV-posi-
tive or identified as having AIDS,
they car) be in need of all kinds of

services and may not know where
to get them. Dona Spence in her

capacity as a case management
counselor would be facilitating

services — things like support

groups, sources for medical atten-

tion and financial aid," McBride
said.

*Teople come to her in need of

testing or wanting her support

There would have to be confirma-

tion presented to her," he added.

Another northeast Texas school

district. Mount Pleasant, was
informed in November that four of

its 2,037 junior and senior high

school students have the virus.

However, Superintendent David
Anthony has raised questions

about the report

McBride said: "Those records

will be reviewed by appropriate

HIV and medical staff at the
H^olfh rw»nflrfmf!nt * g rpoirvnal arui

State levels. Hutchison said there

might be a news conference later in

the week, but McBride said the

review may not be completed this

week.

In an AP report. Mount Pleas-

ant's Anthony said Spence's infor-

mation is too sensitive to go
without additional confirmation.

"It could be real. However, I

have a hard time reacting to an

allegation from a single source,"

he said. "You create an extreme

state of paranoia when you tell

folks you have four kids who are

HIV-positive; not only from the

standpoint of parents concerned is

it their children, but other children

who go to school with those

children."

TUmer to launch 244iour

cable cart< I • network
Bill Carter
The New York Times

NEW YORK — The Turner

Broadcasting System announced
Tuesday that it would begin the

Cartoon Network, a 24-hour-a-day

cable channel showing animated

programs primarily culled from
Turner Broadcasting's most recent

acquisition, the Hanna-Barbera
animation studio.

The new channel, to begin

service Oct. 1, will rely heavily on
the 3,000 half-hours of cartoons in

the Hanna-Barbera library,

including *The Flintstones," as

well as the more than 1,000 hours

of theatrical cartoons already

owned by Turner through its

acquisition of the MGM film

library, which includes the "Tom
and Jerry" characters.

Ted Turner, the chairman of

Turner Broadcasting, said that the

company planned to market the

channel worldwide but that

expectations were for very slow

growth in the United States

because of the current limitations

on channel capacity for most cable

systems and because of concern

about possible federal regulation

of the cable industry.

"We're opportunistic," Turner

said. "Hanna-Barbera just became

available for sale last year. So
while the timing might not be good
from a channel capacity or legisla-

tive point of view, we don't play

for the short term. There's no
question this is a long-term play."

The channel can easily be sold

to foreign broadcasters. Turner

said, because cartoons cross cul-

tural boundaries more easily than

live-action programs and can work
in any language.

At the outset, the channel will do
no original programming. But
Hanna-Barbera will continue to

produce original cartoons for the

broadcast syndication market

In a telephone news conference

Tuesday, Turner and other Turner

executives said the channel's

initial business plan did not specify

a projected number of households

the channel would need in order to

be successful.

Terence F. McCHiirlL the execu-

tive vice president Jbf Turner

Broadcasting, said tlie company
had "realistic expectations" that

the channel's growth would be

modest for some time. But he

pointed out that the cost of
programming the channel was low
and entirely within the company's
control because it already owned
many of the cartoons.
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F̂REE SALAD WITH ORDER

Order One Entree and get a Salad FREE!

Free Delivery with Dinners served 'tii 10pm.
minimum puicliase of $ 1 01 Cappucinno ft Dessert Bar untii 1am.

1 389 WESTWOOD BLVD.
Hours: Mon-Sat 1 1 :30am - 1 :00am

Sun 5:00pm- 10:00pm

Accept the challenge

that never stops.

Information Session, Febmary 24th

On Campus Interviews, February 25th

CS and CS & E degrees— ^~~~ >•'.,

We're holding an infomiation

session on February 24th and encourage

you to join us to leam more about

Tandem Computers. We develop on-line

transaction processing computer systems

for industries like manufacturing,

transportation, telecommunications,

retail, and banking.

Today, we're looking for Bachelors,

Masters and Phi) grads with Computer

Science, and Computer Science and

Engineering degrees to help us keep the

competitive edge in this growing market.

Tell us where you want to go with your

software development ideas, and we'll

match you with a challenge. Operating

systems like UNIX* and our own

proprietary system. Guardian. Data

communications. RISC technology.

Software QA. And there are many more

opportunities to choose from.

V. Ultimately, this is a chance to get

your career off to a great start with a

company known for technical excellence.

Join Tandem on campus. Our information

session will be held on February 24th,

from 12-2pm, at 8500 Boelter Hall,

The Penthouse. Sign-up now in the

Career Placement Office to schedule

an interview on Febmary 25th. EOE.

^TANDEM
r

ttNIX a a Kgislrird uadrmufc at UNIX Syitctn Labortorirs, Inc
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20%
El Capote Restaurant

MEXICAN FOOD tt COCKTAILS 20%

IGet

20%

20% off Lunch
or Dinner for 2

with UCLA LD
1 1947 Wilshire Blvd. W.LA.
(Between Barhngton & Bundy)

Parking in rear

Save

Open 7 days a week

M-Th 11am- 10pm

F'Sat 11am- 11pm

Sun Spm-lOpm

Daily Lunch Specials

and Delivery excluded.

Offer Valid for

dinc'in or takc'OUL

(310)479-0592

not valid wiih any
other) idler !0%

A ?-il^
MasterCard • Visa

Discover • Diner's Club
- k ^1 .'V : t . \
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viding Great Care

ForAll Women

Pj^H^ANCY TESTING
regnancy Termination

-general or Local Anesthesia
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reject

proposals to end
gay discrimination
By Teresa Moore
San Francisco Chronicle

SAN FRANCIS(^— The Boy
Scouts of America denounced a

United Way task force's recom-

mendations that the scouting group

stop discriminating against

homosexuals.

Leaders of the six Bay Area

scouting councils, which serve

nearly 1(X).(XX) youths, reviewed a

draft of the United Way of the Bay
Area's task force proposals and

voted unanimously to reject them.

The United Way of the Bay
Area established the 24-membCT
task force, which includes five

scouting officials, gay- and les-

bian-rights advocates and rep-

resentatives of labor, youth and

educational groups, to evaluate the

charity's financing relationship

with the youth organization. The
local United Way has a policy of

not discriminating on the basis of

sexual orientation.

The task force, which has been

meeting since August, is scheduled

to ]>resent its recommendations for

a vote before the United Way
-board of directors Thursday. The.

executive directors of the United

Way have already voted to support

the task force's recommendations.

Among the recommendations,

the task force asked the Boy Scouts

of America to either change its

national policy excluding
homosexuals or exempt the six

local councils from the national

policy and let them admit gays on a

pilot basis.

*These two options were not

viable options," said Quentin

Alexander, scout executive for the

Mount Diablo Council in Contra

Costa County. **In both cases, it

meant that the Boy Scouts were

going to have to change the basic

value system — which really was
no option at all."

Buford Hill, western regional

director for the Boy Scouts of

America, said that the task force's

recommendations aimed to over-

turn the basic values and standards

of the Boy Scouts of America. Hill

said that the councils, which
received $849,000 from the United

Way this year, will seek other

scntrces of financing rather than

allow homosexuals to be scout

U'oop leaders or members.

"Our values are not for sale,"

Hill said. *The report reads like an

ultimatum."

The local Boy Scout councils

participated in last fall's United

Way fund drive and are scheduled

to receive financial support from

the group through June 1993.

*The report is broadly based,

and it suggests places for the

scouts to make adaptations and

changes," said Tom Ruppaner,

president of the United Way of the

Bay Area. "It's hard for me to

beheve that they wouldn't fmd
some merit in it."

Ruppaner said he hopes that

individual scout troops will have a

say in whether the local council

and the national scout program

change their policies.

*The United Way of the Bay
Area continues to be finding ways

to be supportive of scouting,"

Ruppaner said, pointing to the Girl

Scouts of America, which does not

exclude on the basis of sexual

orientation, as an example of the

kind of youth group whose policies

are in keeping with the United

Way's nondiscriminatory stance.

The adult council of Boy Scout

Troop 260 in San Jose voted to

accq)t gay scouts and scout leaders

in DJpcember. But the Boy Scout_

leadership has threatened to~

revoke the troop's charter unless it

agrees to exclude homosexuals. A
representative for Boy Scouts of

America said that the San Jose

group had until the end of this

month to comply with the national

policy.

Representatives of Forgotten

Scouts, a group of gay former

scouts with 350 members nation-

ally, said that although they

wanted to see the United Way take

a stronger stand against the Boy
Scouts, they thought the charitable

group's recommendations were
reasonable.

*The task force report gives the

Boy Scouts lots of opportunity to

maneuver," said AUan Shore of

Forgotten Scouts. "When change

occurs— and change will occur

—

compromise is difficult for all

people."

William Mueller, the openly gay

grandson of Boy Scouts of Ameri-

ca founder William Dixon Boyce.

said he thought his grandfather

would fmd the Boy Scouts' currents

stance inconsistent with his

founding vision.

"My grandfather formed the

Boy Scouts for all boys, notjust for

some boys," Mueller said.

U.S. and Soviet submarines
Hide in Russian wateis

By John H. Cushman Jr.

The New York TInnes

WASHINGTON — A nuclear-

powered submarine of the U.S.

Navy collided last week with a

nuclear-powered submarine of the

former Soviet navy in the Barents

Sea, little more than a dozen miles

from strategic naval bases at

Murmansk, American officials

acknowledged Tuesday.

There were reportedly no inju-

ria or serious damage to either

boat, and no indication of any
damage to nuclear reactors or

weapons. Both subs are capable of

carrying nuclear weapons, but

neither side would say whether any
were aboard at the time, even

though indications were that the

American sub, at least, was not

nuclear-armed.

The Pentagon dismissed com-
plaints from Moscow that the

American submarine, the Baton

Rouge, had been in restricted

waters. The Navy said that the

accident took place more than 12

miles from shore, and hence in

international waters, and that the

United States did not recognize

restrictions beyond the 12-mile

mark.

Similar collisions between sub-

marines have occurred in the past,

the Pentagon said, but they have

not been discussed openly. Despite

the hair-raising dangers of operat-

ing submarines in close quarters

and in stealth, for decades those

have been the classic tacticsW
both navies, especially when one is

operating near the other's shores.
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From page 3

"A .17 percent blood alcohol

content is very drunk," Damski
said. "That kind of a blood alcohol

content impairsyourjjj^gment and
your physical responses tremend-

ously."

According to Damski, alcohol

makes people more confident than

when they are sober, even though
these people are less capable of

reacting. "You lose physical coor-

dination and judgment."

The impaired judgment and lack

of physical coordination that Edler

may have experienced could have
caused him to lose his balance and
made him unable to catch himself,

Damski said.

"It's obvious why Mark Edler

was unable to negotiate a shortcut

that some of the students were able

to negotiate while sober."

But Edler's father said he
believes his son's death was
accidental.

"It was a simple accident, and he
landed the wrong way," said

Richard Edler. "It was a freak

accident. He slipped and fell."

Since Edler's death, the fence

along the wall has been extended
in order to discourage students

from taking the shortcut, said Bill

Herebic, member of Sigma Chi
fraternity, of which Edler was a
member. Herebic added that he has

not seen anyone taking the popular

short cut since it has been altered.

Earlier in the eveoiog, Edler

probably had more than five drinks

in order to reach a blood alcohol

content of . 17 percent at the time of

his death, Damski said.

According to a student health

survey conducted last spring, the

amount of alcohol Edler consumed
is not unusual at UCLA.
An estimated 38 percent of

UCLA undergraduate men con-

sumed five or more drinks on at

least one occasion in the last

month, the survey revealed.

Since Edler's death, Damksi
said she has received about 10

inquiries regarding substance

abuse. Before, she had received

only one inquiry.

"I've had a number of people
calling about his death and won-
dering if they too were at risk,"

Damski said. "It's so important

because students think that that

kind of accident happens to some-
one else."

Yet amid all the concern, Dams-
ki says that no one has approached
her about preventing tragedies like

this from happening in the future.

"Nobody has called to volunteer

to prevent this problem from
happening again, and it will hap-

pen again."

Edler was pronounced dead on
Jan. 11, at 4:27 a.m. after falling

onto a concrete patio near the

UCLA campus. He was returning

from a party. ^
ABORTION
From page 2

children having children, even

though statistics show more than

half of the abortions performed in

the United States last year were

performed on women over the age

of 25.

We think of cases like the

horrific one unfolding in Ireland

right now, in which a 14-year-old

girl who says she was raped has

been forbidden by the courts to

travel to England to have an

abortion. Her parents made a

critical mistake: they were good

citizens. They asked police about

having fetal tissue tests done as

evidence. The attorney general

stei^)ed right in to enjoin the girl's

planned abortion.

She says she was raped by a

playmate's father.

She says she wants to kill

herself.

A judge ruled that the risk of

suicide "is much less and of a

different order of magnitude than

the certainty that the life of the

unborn will be terminated."

It is a great mistake to believe

that if abortion is illegal, it will be

nonexistent. Ireland has the most
restrictive abortion laws in Eur-

ope, and still several thousand of

its citizens travel elsewhere to end
their pregnancies each year.

Some kind ofdouche, some kind

of drug, some kind of tubing:

women will do it themselves. They
always have. They become desp-

erate for reasons we know nothing

of, reasons not as easily quantifi-

able as being raped by a friend's

father at age 14.

Linn Harwell's mother had had

five children, eight pregnancies.

Gwen Elliott's mother had two
small children and had just separ-

ated from her husband. Their

reasons died with them. What lived

on were their motherless children.

"My father said that when they

took me to the cemetery somebody
told me she was sleeping," says

Commander Elliott, "and I thought

that any time he wanted he could

go get her. My father says I used to

ask, *Why don't we go get Mom-
my?' but I don't remember it."

VOTE
From page 1

Tsongas and Clinton would evenly

split the state's 18 convention

delegates.

Tuesday's surprises were on the

Republican side, where Bush, who
only nine months ago registered 90
percent approval in the polls, held

a 2-to-l margin over Buchanan in

recent days.

"A little rebellion has emerged
and grown into a full-fledged

middle American revolution,"

Buchanan declared after the result

was clear.

— "The election was far closer

than many had predicted," Bush
acknowledged in a statement as the

bad news reached the White
House. "I think the opponents on
both sides reaped the harvest of

discontent with the pace of New
^ Hampshire's economy."

But Bush said he was confident

he would beat Buchanan and win
theGOP nomination, and vowed to

"take my case to the voters in the

next eight and a half months"
before the fall general election.

"Now, on to the South," said the

president

Bush's aides tried to salvage

consolation out of the fact that the

president did win a majority of the

votes.

"A win is a win," said Charles

Black, a senior campaign strateg-

ist.

Bush's supporters insisted that

for Buchanan's insurgency. New
Hampshire was the high spot. They

said Bush would be less vulnerable

in the South, where the economy is

suffering, but less severely.

The Democratic result leaves

the nomination battle in doubt

Although Tsongas was the clear

winner, many party officials won-

der whether he can command
national support.
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SENTIMENT
From page 1

step back and not be swept away
by the hysteria/* said Embrey, the

chair of the Manzanar Committee,

a group of fonner interns there.

But she added ihat people should

not blame Japan for America's

current economic woes.

Making Japan responsible for

the economic difficulties here has

others worried as well.

"...some Americans

perceive Japan as the

number'One threat."

Yi4l Ichioka

"That scapegoaling is what

makes us very uneasy,** said Kats

Kunitsugu, a member of a Japan-

ese-American community center

in Los Angeles. "It*s a feeling of

being picked on simply because

you are (of Japanese ancestry).**

And some say the spread of this

Japan-bashing makes Japanese

Americans feel unwelcome in

their own country.

"People still have stereotypes,*'

said Claire Kohatsu, president of

the UCLA Nikkei Student Union,

the campus organization for Japan-

ese-American students.

*They will look at me and say,
* foreigner,*** said the senior, born

in nearby Oxnard.

About 60 percent of the Japan-

ese Americans interned were also

American-bom.

But other members of the

Japanese-American community
say that the time periods are too

different for people to find signif-

icant parallels.

The only similarity is "in the

sense that some Americans per-

ceWe Japan as the number-one

threat,** Ichioka said.

A big difference from World
War II days is that today the

Japanese-American community is

strong enough to start countering

any new tensions, he added.

"We are not in such a powerless

situation as we were in 1942,** he

said. "We have people active in

politics ahd in the media. Wc have
some kind of leverage now.*'

The American society as a
country has also developed a
different mindset, he said. This
new attitude is reflected in the
federal government *s action to

offer fmilincial compensation for
the surviving members of the
Japanese Americans interned in

World War II, Ichioka said. It is

also evident in the 50th anniver-
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LICENSE
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YuJI Ichioka, a professor of Asian-American studies, is research-
ing Japanese-American relations during World War II, when Japan-
ese Americans were forced into Internment camps.

sary commemoration at UCLA, he

explained.

"It reflects something about the

fact that American society ack-

nowledges that the government did

something that was unconstitu-

tional.**

The UCLA Asian American

Studies Center will begin its

year-long 50th anniversary com-
memoration of the internment with

an opening ceremony Saturday.

Also planned within the next few

weeks are the Nikkei Student

Union Cultural Night and a civil

rights conference. All events arc

funded partly by a grant through

the office of the chancellor.

The events should remind
everyone of the need to safeguard

basic constitutional rights, said

Valerie Matsumoto, an assistant

history professor.

"It*s important not to simply see

it as a Japanese-American issue,

but as a civil liberties issue,** she

said. "All Americans should find

this relevant**
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EXTENSION
From page 3

Arts, Art Directors Club of Los
Angeles and Graphic Design
USA, said Extension Marketing

Director Michael Bley.

The covers have also won
numerous awards, beginning in

the 1980s. A few examples
include the 1985 Design Annual

Award of Excellence, the 1988

American Institute of Graphic

Arts Certificate of Excellence, and
the Prints Regional Design Annual

Certificate of Design Excellence

fdr the 1991 winter cover.

"Until the early 1980s, we never

even thought about the cover as

part of the catalog,** Bley said.

But officials said they realized

the importance and visual impact

of the catalog cover to the prog-

ram. And this realization was
followed by a shift from three-

dimensional fine art to two-dimen-

sional graphic design. Sturgeon
said.

Beginning in the 1980s, the

previous focus on paintings and

sculptures as cover-art was
replaced with the current emphasis

on graphic design, she said. .

And graphic design on the cover

will invariably be visually stronger

and more cohesive than a photo-^

graph of a three-dimensional piece

of art, she added.

Such high quality graphic

design has influenced some
graphic design community mem-
bers to compare UCLA*s Exten-'

sion catalog covers to the

landmark series of artwork com-
missioned in the 1960s by the

Container Corporation, a packag-

ing company.
The series not only gave the

company an incredible persona,

but catalogued great graphic

design, said Louis Danzinger, one
of the four designers who contri-

buted to UCLA*s "master design

series.**

"In some ways, that's what
(Sturgeon) is doing with Exten-

sion,** Danzinger said. The catalog

covers "will live beyond it*s term

of duty. It will be exhibited years

from now.** he said.

However, the success of the

Extension covers can be attributed

not only to the impressive list of
contributors, but to the location of
the UCLA campus as well, Bley
said.

If UCLA was not a prestigious

university and was not conve-

niently located in Los Angeles,

obtaining the creative services of
renowned artists "would have been

a much more difficult sell,** he
said.

Within the current graphic art

community, the, kind of freedom
Extension gives to its artists is rare,

Sussman agreed.

But giving the artist creative

freedom inevitably leads to great

covers, which in turn popularize

graphic design and bring it into the

mainstream. Sturgeon said.

"We are producing what is

appropriate for academia, as well

as popularizing the art,** she added.

Some designers are attracted to

the program because by advertis-

ing the extension courses, the

covers benefit the community,
Sussman said. "It is amazing.

What attracts the designer is the

very possibility of focusing on
something that is meaningful to the

community,** she said.

' As for the future of the Exten-

sion catalogs. Sturgeon hopes to

showcase more photography-
based graphic design, such as the

most recent 1992 spring catalog

cover by Ivan Chermayeff. She
also hopes to display the works of

artists from Europe and the Pacific

Rim Talented as well as female

graphic designers from America
and abroad.
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GARVEY
From page 3

and political issues as fascism and
communism.

Schuyler, a renowned writer of
the 20th century, first published

these short novels as newspaper
serials in the 1930s under the pen
name of Samuel I. Brooks.

The idea of African liberation

and freedom in the novellas were
revolutionary for the 1930s, said

Robert Hill, who edited the Mar-
cus Garvey Papers and "Black
Empire.*'

"It showed that Africa could
prosper if it had modem, advanced
technology,** Hill said. *The bold-

ness of his vision is very astonish-

ing.**

Hill, a UCLA history professor,

fu'st heard about the novellas when
he interviewed a Jamaican man
about Garvey, who was also bom
in Jamaica.

The man was so enthusiastic

about "Dr. Belsidus,** who is the

main character in Schuyler*

s

novellas, that Hill decided to

search for the writer*s identity.

After months of searching for

Belsidus, Hill and his staff found
Schuyler*s serials in the Pittsburgh

Courier.

"Garvey preached about

black dignity in the

faccofsoFmuch whtnr~
superiority. He showed

blacks a way to

overcome feelings of

inferiority."

Robert Hill

Marcus Garvey Papers

Although the work was revolu-

tionary in its time, Schuyler later

became a conservative writer who
even opposed the 1960s civil rights

movement
But unlike Schuyler, Garvey

remained a political activist all his

life and an advocate of the popular

phrase "Black is Beautiful,** Hill

said.

Garvey*s emphasis on African

roots also spurred African Ameri-

cans to be proud of their culture

and heritage, he added.

"Garvey preached about black

dignity in the face of so much

white superiority," Hill said. "He
showed blacks a way to overcome
feelings of inferiority."

Garvey 's organization, the Uni-
versal Negro Improvement Asso-
ciation, sponsored a ship to

promote African trade and trans-

port African Americans around
America, the Caribbean and Afri-

ca.

The organization also published

a newspaper and established

chapters worldwide before it lost

its fervor in the late 1920s.

Since 1983, UCLA has pub-
lished seven volumes of Garvey *s

newspaper and magazine articles,

the last four of which will focus on
his life in Africa, the Caribbean

and Latin America, Hill said.

*There was a great need to

record his movement which had
far reaching scope and reached

deep into the lives of many
Africans.*'
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LEARNABOUT
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From page 1

victories, too. *This day gives

recognition for the suffering we
have goAe through," Fred T.

Korematsu said Saturday at the

ceremony here.

It was Korematsu*s conviction

for refusing to report for intern-

ment that led to the 1944 Supreme
Court ruling upholding the consti-

tutionality of the internment order.

That conviction was finally

reversed in November 1983.

*The constitutional violations

that were committed have been

cleared," said Korematsu, who
was interned at Topaz, Utah. *This

will never happen again."

These ceremonies are particu-

larly poignant in California, a state

from which so many were eva-

cuated and where nearly 40 per-

cent of the approximately 850,000

Americans of Japanese ancestry

Hve today.

And that the rites come at a time

of renewed tension between the

United States and Japan has been

widely noted as a source of

concern by those participating in

them.

"Five years ago, everything

Japanese was really fashionable

—

cars, sushi, electronics," said John

Ota, who works for a large

engineering firm h«« and is a

spokesman for the National Coali-

tion for Redress, which helped win
federal payments for camp survt.

vors.

"Now wc are getting an inkling

of what our parents went through

because of being confused with

criticism of a country we've never

even been to. The volatility of

public opinion shows that it*s still

a little scary."

Others noted the ambiguous
relationship that the United States

has historically had v^th Asian

Americans, adding that such senti-

ment has always been felt more
intensely on the West Coast, where
75 percent of Japanese Americans
and more than 50 percent of all

Asian Americans live.

The past includes the anti-Chin-

ese riots of the 19th century in San
Francisco and anti-Asian legisla-

tion at the beginning of this

century that halted immigration of

Asian laborers and barred Japan-

ese immigrants from owning prop-

erty.

*This country has always had
difficulty considering Asian
Americans as true citizens and
confusing political allegiance with

racial ancestry," said Dale
Minami, a lawyer of Japanese

descent who eight years ago
successfully woiked to overturn

the Supreme Court decisions that

had upheld the internments.

Minami, whose parents were
evacuated from Los Angeles and
housed in horse stalls at Santa

Anita Race Track for three months
before being interned at Rohwer,
Ark., noted that some recent

instances of violence and racism

that are part of Japan bashing have
also victimized other Asian
Americans.

"It carries over to all citizens of
Asian ancestry because people

can't distinguish," he said.

The Japanese American Citi-

zens League, which along with the

Japanese American Historical

Society and other groups is spon-
soring 50th anniversary remem-
brance activities this year, has

documented dozens of anti-Asian

acts of violence and vandalism in

recent months.

They include the defacing of

homes and businesses with racial

epithets and attempted firebomb-

ings of houses and restaurants,

most of them in Southern Califor-

nia.

p Ifiiirtto wttm «!
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were sending conflicting messages
by sponsoring these events.

"We would have rape awareness
programs the week after such
events," said James Sun, who
authored the proposal to ban these
events. "It's about time we try to be
more pro-active in this potential

problem."

When the Sigma Phi Epsilon
chapter of California State Long
Beach had a stripper at one of its

rush events, the fraternity was
placed on probation, said Nap
Harris, who advises the Long
Beach Greek system.

Despite the good intentions of
the ban, some fraternity members
say it infringes on their individual

rights. "If certain fraternities want

"While my house does

not support those type

of activities, I think the

decision should be left

tojhe individual

fraternities."

Walter Sylvester
Lambda Chi Alpha

to have such events, that should be
their privilege," said Jim Jacobsen
of Sigma Nu.
And if the fraternities choos&Ja.

"ban these events, it should be their

decision — not the fraternity

council's, Sylvester said.

"While my house does not
support those type of activities. I

think the decision should be left to

the individual fraternities," said

the Lambda Chi Alpha member.
However, the presidents of the

fraternities comprise the fraternity

council. Sun said. "IFC is only an
executive council that can write

policy, not pass it."

Other members of the campus
community praised the decision to

ban these events.

"I applaud any decision IFC
'makes that is designed to avoid
demeaning women, minorities, the

disadvantaged or anyone per-

ceived as being somewhat less

than the dominant male culture,"

said Berky Nelson, director of the

center for student programming.
But the ban is not a big enough

step in the right direction because
it excludes performances by the

Los Angeles Laker girls, Los

"It's important to take a

stand on portraying

women in a derogatory
99

manner.

Katfiy Rot64Mockry
Women's Resource Center

Angeles Raiders cheerleaders,

Hawaiian dancers and "showgirl

entertainment," said Sheila More-
land, co-editor of Together,
UCLA's feminist newsmagazine.
"Do they see the connection

between the Laker girls and other

forms of exploitation of female
sexuality?" she said. "Or is the

fraternity just into contemporary
dance?"

But Sun disagreed, saying the

events that are still allowed do not

objectify women or foster the same
sexist attitudes.

"A cheerleading routine is diffe-

rent than girls rolling around in

bikinis," he said.

However, La France admitted

the ban is only a smaU step.

"At some campuses, fraternities

don't allow women in their house
during rush," he said. "Perhaps at

UCLA, this may happen in the

future."
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Viewpomt
Viewpoint

Al-Talib article is

wrong witii facts

SiNFEST4«AWMffi Mn Hm^" fxtmismiSik

By Dev Wail

Shouldn't the standards

applied to the Daily Bruin also

be applied to all the student-

run newsmagazines? I am
referring in particular to the

article written by Hamad Afridi

titled "Betrayed By the World"

in the February 1992 issue of

Al-Talib, the muslim student

newsmagazine. It is obvious

that he has not researched his

facts and is just rattling off a

worn out story very similar to

the propaganda pamphlets dis-

tributed by the Pakistani gov-

ernment, which clearly is not

an accurate source of informa-

tion on this subject.

In the past, I have read a

few articles written in Al-Talib

about the Kashmir issue and I

have yet to read an artid

which has attempted to address

the issue with an open mind.

Afridi states in his article that

Kashmir (a state in the Indian

union) was illegally acquired.

He gives no evidence or even

makes an attempt to corrobo- —

rate this statement.

The only reason I can see

for his omission of evidence is

that he is lying.

What he does not mention is

that immediately following the

Indian partition in 1947,

Pakistan had mobilized a large

contingent of mountain dwell-

ing Muslim Pathan militants

who stormed the Kashmir Val-

ley in an attempt to forcibly

take over the then independent

state of Kashmir. As the

Pihans proceeded through the

state, they set fire to and

looted homes of many Mushm
and Hindu citizens as well as

raping and killing many inno-

cent women and children. In

the days after this clearly

illegal incident, the Kashmir

state, for obvious reasons,

instead of Pakistan.

The facts I have mentioned

are common knowledge and
admitted by the Pakistani Gov-

ernment Why then does Afridi

not mention them in his arti-

-x:le? Afridi also forgets to

$0AVNO A VeAP FBiMl^
HOKS^, XV UKB TO PliCU^

,

THE m^CrORyCc^^R SOMB\

M(mB, \/^BHAVE...mMr
TfiWKnF CC^I^ youf^M'
INISV5 MiOHT WA^rV CON-

^P0( AS FO$UBLB KBffJCB'

QVK F1K6T OFfEfWe IS A
LESSER. K/^OI^ ^^^imOL
OKiOiNAL "PEMS PKBNZf"
IVE THIMK /r^ H4#tP'
TO rA6$ on HE HBt

A^ NBXT UF, ^mm
WAUTHKNTIC LICHTSN'

eWN m WHICH A PEfW-
VI^'AMBRICAN JMi5'
SBKU^ \A/fTH tH<eAPl/>Ci(5

CKl^S WHU 7AI.KtN6
ON ViB fHONB.

mention that the accession of

Kashmir was drawn up and
approved by the popularly

elected Kashmiri National Con-
gress which was almost com-
pletely Mushm and led by the

soon to become Chief Minister

of Kashmir Sheikh Abdullah,

also a Muslim.

Isn*t it curious why even

Muslim Kashmiris wanted to

join India instead of Pakistan,

which is an orthodox Islamic

state, similar to Iran? Does
Afridi beheve the Kashmiri

stupid and would -

like to join a poor, economi-

cally debilitated country like

Pakistan, when they are

receiving millions of rupees in

revenue from their association

with India in addition to the

millions in tourism rupees

which India spends on Kash-

mir?

If there really was a mass

demand for cessation from

India, why is there a need for

armed militants to bring it

about? Why can*t the Kashmir

people who are by nature

peace-loving and nonviolent

follow the way of Qandhi
instead of resorting to vio-

lence? Maybe it is because the

only people in Kashmir who
desire its partition from India

^re not even Kashmiri, but

Pakistani bactol iawiists illeg-

ally residing in Kashmir.

Although the Indian army
does have military control of

the area, human rights viola-

tions are rampant on both sides

with neither one coming up
with a clean slate. It should be

Stum

noted that the Indian Army
would not have to be occupy-

ing Kashmir if the Pakistani

backed militants would stop

their terrorist activities and

return to Pakistan where they

belong.

I hope that in the future, the

editors of Al-Talib or any

other newsmagazine which
writes an article on a controv-

ersial subject at least attempt

to give a complete assessment

of the issue and not take the

easy way out only by printing

one opinion.

You owe it to the students

of UCLA.

y/ali, a senior majoring in

biology, is the USAC Commis-
sioner of Cultural Affairs.

Viewpoint

close friend's account allows the honor of rape to hit home
By Ryan Yokota

This is a story about love. Not the

selfishness of a possessive love, nor

the romanticism between lovers, but

rather the love of friendship — the

kind that gives without demanding —
that's there without expectation. The
love between friends.

During the last summer, I went to a

northern wilderness to work, and there

amidst poor wages and 40 hour weeks,

I found myself alongside youths, like

myself, who*d come from different

states and foreign countries to work
and play. It was in this setting that I

met a wonderful girL whose smile

shattered grayness and whose manners

exuded pure energy.
• This girl was the most beautiful

person I'd ever met, inside and out, —
with an intense vitahty that radiated

out of her like an aura. At Hrst I'd

thought about a romance with her, but

I took her hints that she only wanted

to be friends, and we set ourselves up

"I -feel \jJ«, (\^M^r t«wlk tKr^s^t^or^.

the best of friendships.

Through the course of the summer,
we spent a period of time together that

roughly amounted to a month, and
though that doesn't seem long, the

wilderness area where we worked
cultivated relationships quickly, and we
soon reached a high degree of open-

ness:

So it came to pass, one night, under

an open sky of stars and clarity, that

she confided her reasons for being up
there to work in the first place.

Someone had raped her about a

month before I'd met her.

It's hard to explam how 1 reacted to

this news, but I must've run the whole

gamut of emotions, from rage to

sadness, from pity to empathy, and I

cursed a world that had such pain in

it. But I also knew that I had to be

there for her, to support her if she

needed me, to hold her up till she

could walk again. The foreignness of

rape hit home, touching me directly

and personally, and I realized the harsh

truth of rape. Rape can affect anyone,^
of any race, creed, color, profession, or

social status. Any woman can fall prey

to the spectre of rape.

Likewise, rapists follow no set ste-

reotypes either. The helpful man down
the hall can rape a woman as easily as

the unknown stianger on the street. A
man can rape a woman on a date.

Husbands can rape, too. Women must

become aware of these realities — and

take steps to defend themselves. Learn

self defense. Take a class in rape

prevention. Buy Mace. Do whatever it

takes to prepare for the worst, for a

Uttle time now may prevent a lifetime

of pain and remembrance.

Men must take steps to prevent rape

also. Men must learn that women feel

too; that they're human beings, not

sides of beef. Men must think about

their actions, when they're sober, and

especially when they're drunk. Think

about it the next time you're at a

party and you force a woman to do
something she doesn't want to do.

Think about a woman close to you,

and imagine how you'd feel if some-

one raped her.

As much as I'd like to dream, this

world carries some very dark and real

truths behind it Rape is one of them.

If the recent Tyson conviction teaches

us anything, it's the necessity of

standing up against rape. The American

legal system has showed progress, but

still remains archaic in the subject of

prosecuting rapists. From court atmo-

spheres that grill and break the ^

strongest of women, to laws that put

the characters, not the crime, on trial,

.the system needs ma3sive renovation. _
However, even with these changes, the

real revolution must come in the

relationship between men and women,
for there the sorest work must occur.

My friend and I still communicate,

and I hope we'll continue to do so in

the future. I still care for her deeply,

and I know that I never want what
happened to her to hurt anyone else

again. My respect for her strength and
perseverance will always stay in my
memory.

I

Yokota is a sophomore majoring in

English-American studies.
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Enjoyyourselfnow—you'll soon be over the hill

All right, I give up.

What the heck am I

going to do after gradu-

ation?

Honestly. I really don*t

know. And Fve been asked the

question so dang many times, I

have to figure there's a right

answer, one that will satisfy

the curiosity of all who ask,

and get everybody off my
back. One that will give the

impression that Vfn not the

clueless, directionless idiot that

I suppose I truly am. Anybody
have any suggestions?

I mean, the whole thing

looks bad. Tm flying this

proverbial coop in a shade

under four months, and Tm in

the dark as to where Tm
going. From the impression I

get, Tm far from being alone

in being terribly frightened of

the future, but this is of little

comfort.

So when people ask me
whether I plan to have a hfe,

a seemingly innocuous ques-

tion, I get extremely defensive,

as though they want me to

sample some **reasonably

priced** cologne. I want to give

an answer, or at least seem
like I have an answer, but

instead I begin to think of the

pcfioii as someone who; wants

Ben
Wexler
outwardly towards others. I

believe it's called displacement.

That*s what Tve got. Vm
obviously avoiding the issue,

and it*s getting late.

Unfortunately, that's the way
I usually deal with things. I

was made for the last minute.

When a paper is due, I just

plan things around the all-

nighter I know ril have to

pull. You don*t even want to

know when I started this

column. But one would at least

think that something along the

lines of, say . . . life, would
be approached differently. You
can*t pull an all-nighter to get

a career. Can you?
I would blame the recession,

but it probably has nothing to

do with the fact that Tm
stupid. I was stupid during

economic growth, too. Even so,

this 15 a lousy time to gradu-

ate, as the country wakes up
from a hangover after drinking

a little too much Reagan.

It seems that everyone
around me Is thinking oT

my ATM code. I don't feel

this is the appropriate response.

Now, the big question is,

where do you go from there?

This is an obvious case of the

ego defense mechanism through
which one displaces fear, anger
or disappointment in one's self

xrcative ways to keep froi

being dragged kicking and
screaming into this harsh new
world, a world in which a job
and a really good presidential

candidate are about equally

easy to find. Many are staying

an extra year, rationalizing that

five years was the way nature

and Chuck Young intended

college to be. Others are

delaying the inevitable by app-

lying to graduate school.

Neither of these would suit

me, however. Sixteen years in

a row is about all I can take.:

of pretending to be academic,

acting interested in classes that

figure "participation" into the

grade, struggling through read-

ings about stuff that holds

about as much interest to me
as Olympic curling. I>espite the

fact that all this is beginning

to look like the lesser of two
evils (speaking of presidential

candidates), I still feel it's time

to go.

Which brings us right back
to the beginning. Where to go?
What to do? People often

suggest that I go into journal-

ism as a career, and for a

moment I imagine I look at

them like they're completely

nuts, wondering what could

make them think I'd do some-
thing like that, before realizing

that they probably base this

advice on the fact that I work

at a newspaper. Of course, as

I see it, what I do is about as

close to journalism as it is to

rhythmic gymnastics, but how
would they know that?

5, I teep hearing

these voices in my head of all

the people older than me who
used to pound into my head:

"Enjoy it while it lasts: you'll

never have as good a time as

you have in college." From the

time I was but a wee lad,

college represented the final

pinnacle before plummeting
uncontrollably over the hill.

Now, halfway through senior

year, I've seen firsthand the

nausea that the dizzying

heights of this pirmacle can

produce. Last quarter, the

novelty of being able to start a

sentence with "this could be

the last time I get the chance

to . .
." made everything feel

so free.

Now, however, it is I who
has cracked up. The fun that

accompanied "getting it all in

before the final bell" has been

replaced by fear of the actual

bell. All these years of people

telling me that my life should

have some direction has taken

its toll. Somewhere along the

line, I bought it.

As the time ticks away for

me to fmd a new thing to call

myself in a hurry, I wonder
why it's so hard to even

begin. I think I'm beginning to

figure it out. For the majority

of our lives, we've gone from
the first day of school to the

last day, and once that "year"

was over, we'd take a couple

months off and start again.

For the last four years, my
direction has taken me from

jMie reg packet to the nexL ^-
Xast week, I went to Murphy
Hall and picked up my 12th

and fmal reg packet And
looking through a borrowed
schedule of classes — I try

never to buy my own — I

found to my surprise that the

class I'll need to graduate will

be offered next quarter.

-*-

Sharpen the ax, start the

count. Get ready to be over
the hill.

Anyway, here's the point of
the whole thing. Although the

anxiety over graduating and
getting a job in this lousy,

voodoo economy actually has

been throwing me into a major
state of angst, whatever that is,

realistically getting employment
isn't too big a worry. I mean,
I'll be holding a diploma from
one of the greatest universities

in the world. Employers should
be beating down niy door.

Yeah, and monkeys might fly

out of my butt

But what this is really about
is believing it when those

people tell you that college

better than any of us realize

until after we've left. Not that

I'd know firsthand. But we
could probably all benefit from
not only believing that this is

about as good as it gets, but

also living as though it is. Life

is more fun when looked upon
as something to savor.

The part I haven't solved is

what to do when you actually

do reach the point when the

fun is over, arul you don't

_exactiy want to live your life

"as though the best is behind

you. We'll bum that bridge

when we come to it, I guess.

For now, enjoy it while it

lasts.

Wexler, the Viewpoint editor, is

a senior majoring in communi-
cation studies.
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A native 's guide to

'SoCal's other city'

San Diego's The Road

best nightlife ,^»« Traveted

spots revealed

My
loyalty to UCLA lies

second only to my duties

as a native San Diegan.

As if moving to Los Angeles
wasn't had enough, now, instead

of sneaking down south quietly for

a visit home and them zipping back
to L.A. in the dark of night, I have
returned to expose the nightlife of

my hometown to a Los /Angeles

audience. My mother has accused

me of consolidating with the

enemy ... I might as well taaoo a

hammer and sickle on my fore-

head.

San Diego has been a conglom-
erate of sleepy beach conmiunities

fur as long as I can lememDer.
Etowntown, the homeless rule the

streets. Uptown, merchants follow

an unwritten 10 p.m. curfew. Until

now, locals and visitors alike have
been forced to cherish the feeble

nightlife of La JoUa or Pacific

- Beach or rent a movie. These days,

however, things are changing.

Downtown, there has been a

renaissance of sorts. Quietly, the

city has straightened iip its act
People spend weekends renovat-

ing neglected buildings built in the

*20s. Cars move easily through the

one-way city streets and the bay is

lit by a million twinkling stars and
the night lights of naval ships.

Members of the San Diego Yacht
Club cruise along the shoreline

-aboard long stretch sailboats,

dwarfed only by the glimmer of the
-America's Cup.

Jennifer
Petree
ages don sexy black attire and
move smoothly to the tunes of
flamenco

"

For Los Angelenos who dare the

crowded freeways to venture
southward, a visit to the "other

Southern California city" is a
refreshing change of pace. A
random exploration of downtown
streets might unveil any number of
bargains, bars, bistros or bazaars. I

found my niche in the Gaslamp
Quarter at 555 4th Ave.

Cafe Sevilla, a Spanish-style

tapas bar and dance club, was just

the place I was searching for. I am
a lover of Spanish culture and was
instantly impressed by the authen-

ticity of this mambo den. From the

street you can make out faint

sounds of live guitars and rhythmic
clapping, scents of steaming paella

and vibrations of a rowdy downs-
tairs crowd swiveUing to a variety

of Latin rhythms.

Luckily, I arrived early enough
to land a seat upstairs in the bar and
spent a leisurely hour nibbling on
tapas (Spanish hors d'oeuvres) and
sipping Sangria, the best I've had
outside of Madrid. The tapas menu
offers a wide selection of typical

Spanish delicacies, all in a $3-$7

price range — perfect for the

first-tinle eater leery of foreign

cuisine.

By 10 p.m. the room was packed
with an international clientele and
I wiggled my way through the

crowd downstairs to the dance
floor. Thursday through Sunday,

Cafe Sevilla presents a live

flamenco show and Spanish dance
music that would wow even the

experts. Men and women of all

guiUi and Spanislf
sevillanas. After a few glasses of
Sangria, everyone feels compelled

tojoin in. It's perfect for a night out

with friends or a romantic inter-

lude for two.

If downtown isn't your scene,

cruise north on Hwy 101 to the

sleepy old surfmg town of Solana

Beach. On the east side of the

railroad tracks at 143 South Cedros

you'll find a local joint known
fondly as the Belly Up Tavern.

Picture in your mind a huge
airplane hangar, add some paint, a

stage and a couple of bamboo bars

and you've imagined the Belly Up

For Los Angelenos who
dare the crowded

freeways to veture

southward, a visit to the

"other Southern

California city" is a

refreshing change of

pace.

Tavern. If you're old enough or sly

enough to get past the doorman
you're free to sip a cold drink,

shoot a game of pool and rock to

the local tunes.

The monthly calendar features

reggae parties, jazz ensembles,

hard rock and acoustic guitarists.

Many of the entertainers have been
Belly Up regulars for years. The
crowd is young and friendly and is

a nice change from the auspicious

clubs I seem to find in L.A. I've

never had a bad time at the Belly

Up Tavern. It's a sure bet and well

worth the drive.

While you're enjoying the

sounds of Solana Beach, if your
stomach starts growling, boogie on
up Hwy 101 to Robertos Taco
Shop, the best Mexican fast food
stopover north of the border. Three
taquitos with guacamole will run

you $1.75 and the came asada

burrito is one of a kind. Eton't

forget, however, to save enough
gas money to drive back to L.A.

The locals don't care if you frolic

in their back yard as long as you're
gone by the time the surf's up.

Petree is a senior majoring in

political science, :

Sandra Bemhard: live, but not in person
By IMIchael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

H >**
ello, i5 Michael there?'

Sandra Bemhard 's voice is friendly,

cordial, not all that excited. Of course,

the phone isn't the greatest instmment for communi-
cation; the sheer physical distance hmits the power
of two people to relate, especially when they're

strangers.

Starting simple. I figure, will be best Perhaps
Bemhard will inspire herself. What I need is time—
to hear her voice, to discem her mood, to plan my
strategy.

Anyway, audiences can come to their own
conclusions about Bemhard tomorrow night when
she performs at Royce Hall. Just don't expect the

show to be like any other, because if nothing else,

Sandra is an original.

Daily Bruin: What can the audience expect from
the UCLA show?
SB: It's completely spontaneous, stream-of-con-

sciousness. It's not my regular show. When I do
colleges I just like to be very real, accessible . .

.

DB: Wild?
SB: Well, yeah, it's pretty wild. I mean, I

p-obably spend between 30 to 45 minutes rapping
about life and then I deP* wujplfc sdrtgs: Tficn I dor
like, usually 45 minutes of question-and-answer
with the audience.

DB: I hear the Berkeley show went over rather

well.

SB: Yeah, all the college shows are a big success.

DB: What prompted you to tour colleges, so to

speak?

SB: It's just a great way of getting up and being
instinctual and going with the moment, as opposed
to doing a structured show. And I think it's much
more interesting when you're with students and
people in their 20s to just talk.

DB: What are your thoughts on abortion?

SB: I think it's essential and I think it's

completely up to a woman whether she wants it or
not. I think it should be government-supported and
underwritten. I think that obviously it's good to take

care of yourself and try not to get pregnant, but it

happens.

DB: It's frightening that Roe vs. Wade may be
overtumed.

SB: I don't really think it will. It's teetering on the
edge, but I think people will come to their senses.

DB: I'd like to think so.

SB: Well, you have to have faith.

DB: So you're basically an optimistic person?
SB: Um, yeah. I think I'm a pi;agmatic person but

I'm very optimistic. I don't think I could maintain
my sanity if I wasn't.

DB: What's your opinion on why violence is

more permissible than sex in movies?
SB: Because basically our culture and our society

are controlled by uptight, middle-class, fucked-up,

threatening white men who like to perpetrate these
(values) to make themselves feel more secure, to

keep the people back. But when it comes to their

sexuality, it makes their penises go limp.

DB: I guess censorship in general is something
you're opposed to?

SB: It certainly doesn't do me much good. I'd be
in big trouble if someone came along and tried to

censor me. I wouldn't have much to say.

DB: Does anyone try to censor you?
SB: No. I kind of sneak around iL

DB: Did you have any problems with that when
you first started?

SB: No. When you're first starting nobody pays
attention to you. You can say just about anything.

It's only when you have some success that people
start fucking with you.

DB: What's Hollywood's problem? Why aren't

they offering you more roles?

SB: Oh, I don't know. I've been asking that

question for some time now. But when you take a
look at most of the films being released, is it any
wonder?
DB: True. But there are enough interesting

directors out there that I'd think —
SB: Yeah, I know. I agree.

DB: Both you and Madonna are from Michigan.

Is there a Michigan-girl motif there that the rest of

the country is unaware of?

SB: I think I'm from a different part of Michigan,

Sandra Bernhard appears on stage tonight (n "A Consciousness Raising and Rap Session with
Sandra Bernhard" In Royce Hall.

"I think it's probably always been real important to me to connect the

talent and aggression with the honesty. I think people want that more
than anything. And it's not a big struggle for me to be out in the open and

put my cards on the table. I do that with friends, relationships and my
^ ^"work."

Sandra Bernhard

so that's just a coincidence really.

DB: What's your relationship with David
Lettcrman?

SB: Well, what you see is what you get There
isn't much going on behind Uie scenes between me
and him. I think he's incredibly talented and he's
probably the most interesting person on television.

but I don't know him outside of that^ so who knows
what he's really like.

I^B: Your work has the controversy and shock
value that a number of other artists— if you can call

them that— possess, but you go beyond that. Your
work is also very personal and honest, which adds a
level that peq)le can relate to. Is that contradiction

just part of who you are?

SB: I think it's probably always been real

important to me to connect the talent and aggression
with the honesty. I think people want that more than
anything. And it's not a big struggle for me to be out
in the open and put my cards on^ the table. I do that

with friends, relationships and my work. It's

something I believe in.

DB: Is it ever difficult for you to turn it on ^hen
you hit the stage?

SB: Sure, it's a struggle. It's always a mood thing,

but something magical definitely happens to me
internally when I walk onstage.

DB: Then Thursday night should be exciting.

SB: In terms of coming to the campus, it's always
very interesting meeting people and seeing how
things don't ever really change with people who are
studying. It's kind of a nice tiu-ough-line, a nice
thread tiiat connects people, and that's what gives
me hope. You know, there are people who are
always striving to be good and kind of politically

in-tune. I honesUy enjoy performing on campuses,
maybe more than anything (else).

DB: Is that perhaps because you didn't go to
college?

SB: Yeah, it's kind of like a faritasy, getting to
connect with that part ofmy life that I didn 'l eKptOIC,
DB: Do you ever regret not going?
SB: No. Well, yeah, there are times when I guess

it would be nice to be in there taking literature

courses so you'd have prescribed reading to do.
Because, you know, you miss a lot of books along
the way. Learning a language would also be nice.

Those are the two things I probably wish I had time
for.

DB: Yeah, but it's like, fuck regrets.

SB: Yeah, I don't have any regrets. But if I had
more time I would do it. And maybe I will, like in my
40s or something, go out and take some classes. That
would be interesting.

DB: So where else do you see your future going?
SB: Actually, I'm doing a special for HBO tiiat's

based on Oie old "Playboy After Dark" where people
drop by my house and spontaneously get up and sing,

and (make) fondue. So I may do that as a weekly
thing.

DB: That sounds interesting, a litUe offbeat like

some of the shows on MTV.
SB: Well, actually, it's more ofa throwback to the

'60s when people were really sophisticated and
actually conversed and, you know, were very kind of
tongue-in-cheek and did a lot of sexual double-
entendres.

DB: Anything to say about Jesse Helms or the
NBA?

SB: Ummm, (the issue)'s so tired. Unfortunately,
so many of these artists Uiat have funding already
have their own money, so they don't even deserve
funding. And a lot of them aren't very talented,

either. It's like, if you're basing it on talent as
opposed to content. I'd say most of them don't
deserve anything.

DB: So you think their success is based on
controversy?

SB: Yeah. It's based on sensationalism, ahnost.
DB: It's funny. Sometimes you'll hear a lot of

hype about an artist— about how controversial they
are — and you go see them and it's incredibly
boring. You end up wanting to go home about 15 or
20 minutes after you've arrived.

SB: I know. That's what I'm saying. It's like.

"Why should I have to support that"
DB: So what else have you got coming up, aside

from the HBO show?
SB: I'm doing, like, a major spread for Playboy

magazine.
'

DB: Arc you?
SB: Yeah, which I think is kind of brilliant I'm

shooting that next week.
DB: One last question. Are you happy with the

way your career is progressing? Is it moving along
fast enough?

SB: It's going fast enough, thank you. If it moves
any faster I'd probably be like, you know, in

intensive care or something. I can only do so much in

the course of a week and then I just like to relax. I can
only spread myself so thin.

STAGE: 'A Consciousness Raising and Rap Session with
Sandra Bemhard." Thursday. Feb 20th. 8 & 11 pm. at
Royce Hall. TIX: $24. 22. $15 (for UCU students.)
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No laments for Woolverton
Hollywood's a

l^etter place

after ^Beauty'

By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

When you call her at home, you

expect to hear the typical screenw-

riter's answering machine mes-

sage — why she's not home and

what deals she's making. Instead

of the expected verbal diarrhea,

you're greeted with a warm sopra-

no *'Hi, this is Linda. Please leave a

message, and I'll call ya," con-

cluding with a high-pitched cry

from her nearly six-month-old

daughter.

The recording typifies screenw-

riter Linda Woolverton, who made
history as the writer of the most

successful animation film in his-

tory, Walt Disney's "Beauty and

the Beast" The film just surpassed

le $100-million mark and the

success of Disney's first live-

action film, a remake of the 1%3
adaption of *The Incredible Jour-

ney."

Now writing Disney's 32nd
artimated feature, *The King of the

Jungle," Woolverton is scheduled

to appear as a guest speaker at a

jjQ.A Extension cearse, "Com-

Linda Woolverton, screenwriter of Disney's 'Beauty and the
Beast," will speak In Dodd Hall on Feb. 20 at 7 p.m.

edy Tonight! Six Evenings with

Renowned Humorists and Com-
edy Writers." But her life hardly

fulfills the stereotype of a Holly-

wood screenwriter.

"A Hollywood screenwriter's

^lament is that after you write a

script and put your heart and soul

in it a director makes it his, and the

writer is not even allowed on set,"

she explains.

Unlike nuuiy of her colleagues, *

Woolverton's involvement does

not end at the word processor.

After writing the script for "Beau-

ty and the Beast," she worked on

the Academy AwarxHiominatcd
lyrics with lyricist Howard Ash-

man and continued to be involved

in the "vision of the picture. My
voice (was) just as important as

any other voice."

Woolverton still remembers a

time when her work wasn't the

focus of media accolades. After

her first young adult novels,

"Starwind" and "Running Before

the Wind," she worked as a CBS
development executive in late-

night programing and also in

Saturday morning children's prog-

rams like "Teen Wolf and "Chip

*n Dale's Rescue Rangers." Look-

ingbacls^she remembers, "I knew I^

wasn't going to do Saturday

morning (writing) all my life."

While the figure of an aspiring

and struggling screenwriter is

all-too-familiar, Woolverton
rememt>ers hard times. "Who

See WOOLVERTON, page23

A grisly letdown
Koontz's latest

follows format

too perfectly

By Sarah Hsieh

Death fascinates him. He
murdered his best friend at the

age of 12 and then torched a

funhouse to hear the screams of

dozens of dying people. He
stabbed his mother and sister to

death. Now, he walks the earth

in search of dead to add to his

"collection." What is it like to

enter the mind of a madman?
In his latest novel thriUer,

"Hideaway," Dean R. Koontz
offers something of an answer.

In typical Koontz style, he

enters a universe of terror,

exploring the delicate balance

between light and dark, good
and evil, liife and death. This

time, Koontz examines death

and the unknown from a diffe-

rent perspective— through the

eyes of one who has been there

and back, a man who walks the

line between the living world

and the dead and hopes to return

to the hell from which he came.
He calls himself Vassago.

JlLmythology, Vassago was
oneot the nine crown princes of

hell. He dwells in the dark,

deserted amusement park
where he made his first kill, and

it is there that he keq)s his

collection of art, made up of the

corpses of his victims.

"Hideaway" is the latest

fronri Dean R. Koontz.

Like several of Koontz's

antagonists, Vassago is pure

evil. He is not a man one would
love to hate. He is instead

abhorable, a terrible example of

man at his worst The sections

devoted to Vassago are seen

from his perspective, and
understanding his motives is

frightening.

One bone to pick, though—
Vassago is in some way typical

of all of Koontz's characters.

That is to say, "Hideaway" has

only two types of people: those

with halos and harps and those

that carry pitchforks. His heroes

are always kind, gentle, intelli-

See 'HIDEAWAY,' page 23

The Thirteenth Annual

DANCE
ETHNOLOGY
FORUM

FEBRUARY 21-23. 1992
203 Dance Building, UCLA

A Tribute to

AUegra Fuller Snyder

—»»

FridaYi FgbruarY 21

Saturday. February 22

8:30 REGISTRATION
9:00 James R. Cowdery

"Affinity Group as Subculture: The

American Students of Balasaraswati"*

9:30 Dorothea Hast

"Perfonnance, Transfonnation and

Community: Contra Dance in Southern

New England**

10:00 Irma Dosamantes

^"Ritual and Psychodynamic Spatial

Patterns in Dance/Movement Therapy

Groups"

10:45 Thomas F. Johnston

"Dance as Ritual in Shangana-Tsonga

Initiation**

11:15 Anthony Shay

"Iranian Play Party Games: An Indicator

of the Social Status and Psychological

Identity of Women**

11:45 NoraAmranJ
"Interpreting the Navajo /fimwAifl

.

Ceremony as Dance**

1 :30 KEYNOTE SPEECH:

—-^ "Past, Present and Future" „
Allegra Fuller Snyder

Sunday, February 21

10:00 Robyn C. Friend
"Presenting Ethnic Dance on the Stage'

10:30 Robin Evanchuk

"Dramatized Sanieria: Influences and

Consequences of Mass Media Presenta-

tions of Orisha Worship in the U.S.**

1 1 :00 Ysamar Flores

**Thc Living Altar The Worship ofOn
in Santeria**

11:45

12:15

12:45

2:30

4:30

Halifu Osumare
"*An Aesthetic of the Cool* Revisited:

^

The Ancestral Dance Link in the

African Diaspora'*

Swee-Litt Ang
•The Training of Female Court Dancers

in Yogyakarta: A Comparative Study of

Two Eras**

Kathleen Fraser

**Dance and Performance: Aesthetic

Explorations of the Egyptian BaladT'

WRAP-UP: OPEN DISCUSSION
nNis

3:00

4:00

5:00

7:00

9:00

PRE-CONFERENCE SESSION
Don Bond!

Wakan** from ^TRIPTYCH: Ut My
People Be

A memory dance-drama that is

happening now**

JudyViinZile

***LiuYoulan: One Woman's

Perspective*: A Case Study of

Dance and Video**

REGISTRATION
ROUNDTABLE:
"Allegra Snyder. Webs of Influence'*

Irene Borger, Mary Coros, Annette

MacDonaki, Deklre Sklar, Jill Sweet,

Vicky Risner WulfT

RECEPTION

3:00

3:30

,

' ^

Nadine Dougan-Krsti^

"Shamanism in the Okl and New
Worlds**

Choks Iwotor

"Value Referents in Nigerian Ikwirikwo

Performance: An Approach to Origins

of Dance Themes and Performance

Behavior" --^—
4:00 Yamuna Sangarasivam

"Signs and Symbols of Gender and

Sexuahty in Odissi Dance: An Applica
• tion of Semiotic Analysis'*

4:30 Tommy DeFrantz

.

"Rap Music and Dance**

8:00 CONCERT:
UCLA Dance Department

10:00 -JOINT RECEPTION

Sponsored by:

The UCLA Dance Department

Campus Program Committee

/Graduate Students* Association

Fov ler Mureum of Culniral History
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Acting, singing, dancing: Peoples covers all the bases

Ex-UCL^ Student NIa Peeples stars in

the new feature film "I Don't Buy Kis-

ses Anymore." She recently released
her second albunn as welt.

By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

Nia Peeples is one of those entertainers

who does it all. She sings, she dances and

she acts. She's an artist who keeps making

that crossover from television to film to

music with continued success. Currently

she is starring in the new feature film "I

Don*t Buy Kisses Anymore** and has

released her second album, aptly titled "Nia

Peeples."

Music vs. movies is the conflict in her

life. It's obvious that she can be successful

in either, but when it comes down to a

decision, even with the recent release of the

film, Peeples knows where she's headed—
for now.

"Solely at this momentFm going to work
on my album," she says. "I co-wrote half the

music and co-produced a couple of the

tunes. It's so close to me and so close to who
I am that I'm just going to concentrate on
this, and it's taking up a lot of time. I would

love to get back into film, but when I (do) I

want to come back at another level."

Peeples has always been careful about the

work she decides to do, and most of the time

her decisions have worked for her. She says

her decision to act in "Kisses" was a carehil

one, but that it also contributed to her

realizing what her true goals in life were.

"At the time I took this movie," Peeples

explains, "I had decided not to do just any

old movie that came along. I saw potential

in the script. Not that it was perfect when I

got it, but I saw potential and I liked the

character of Tress. (But) at the time I was
shooting *The Party Machine,* the movie
and recording my album at the same time, so

I knew I had to make a choice. At that point I

said, *This is crazy. I'm not getting better at

what I do because Tm having to do so many
things at one time. What is it, Nia, that you
really want to do at this stage in your life?*

That*s when I realized that music is really

what I always wanted to do, where I started

and where I need to be right now."
Actually, where Peeples started was at

UCLA. But she wasn't here that long. After

attending fall quarter 1980, Peeples, who
grew up in West Covina and is now 30 years

old, left school to pursue of her career.

*I always wanted to go to UCLA and do

theUCLA thing," she says. "I got an alumni

scholarship, but I quit. I was a voice major

and I had the urge to perform right away.

But I wasn*t able to do it (at UCLA) up to

that point. I really had the bug, and after

days and days of deliberating over it, I

decided to leave and go wait tables so I

could afford (performance) classes."

But her career started to take off, and in

fact,, she didn't even stay the entire quarter.

By seventh week she had flown to Las

Vegas to perform "with Liberace, of all

people." She then flew back three weeks

later and took all her finals on the same day.

"I didn't finish school," she continues. "I

don't even know what grades I got. I know I

finished the quarter but that was it I left

because I knew that to get into the

profession, that was what I had to do. It's not

that I would advise (leaving school) for

anybody. You have to know exactly what

you want to do if you're going to do that."

Soon after, though, Peeples received her

(*i See page 23

W STUDENTS*
TERM PAPERS DUE? NSDA RESUME?

COME SEE US!
:OPEN 24 HOURS DURING FINALS

SNEAK PREVIEW

HOLRLV REIVTALS
* APPLE / IBM COMPUTERS
* DESKTOP PUBUSHING
* WORD PROCESSING
*TYPEWRnERS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT ft IMAGE SCANNING
* TRAINING
* SALES,SERVia ft REPAIRS 20% OFF

(MTH VAUD UCLA ID.)

CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES 1:

(310) 477-2898 1539 westwood 1:

UCLA Rape Prevention Education Services present:

Men Talking
About Rape

A workshop

and discussion

addressing how rape

laffects men and what]

men can do to help^

stop rape.

Facilitated by Erik Skinner
Men's Educational Outreach Coordinator

2 Dodd Hall
Thursday, February 20

12:00 -1:00 p.m. '

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center

and the Department of Community Safety. <*

FREE MOVIE POSTERS AND T-SHIRTS

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19

8:00 PM

ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

PASSES AVAILABLE AT
CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE

PRESENTED BY

UCLA Campus Events

UNIV OF CALIFORNIA - L.A.

v^
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i
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Let the
Daily Brain Creative De|

design something
especially for you!

The possibilities are

'i^
^

Call 825-2161

coma LENSES
Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Vill^e
208-3011

Monday SpeciaL 20% o£f

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour
express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the

ties) yott©«tyour party might Tree*
Convenient parking, too! So, if ifs 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in

to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever
you need—whenever you need it.

Village
Apressmart
^^^^^ Always Open at the comer of Gayley & Le Conte

FOODSTORE
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111 «i

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

%® PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

Are you a healthy Bruin?

easy steps

qOp

©

OOp

©

TALK TO A FITNESS COUNSELOR
• Learn the components of an optimal extensive program.
• Measure your % body fat with our skin calipers.

• Plan your very own exercise program*

VISIT A NUTRITION STAHON
• Get a free computerized nutrition assessment*
Learn the facts about carbos, fats, proteins

^

vitamins, & more.
• Let us help you design a well-balanced menu.

MEASURE YOUR BLOOD PRESSIJWF
• Learn if you are at risk for hypertension.
• Get info on how to maintain a healthy start.

VISIT US TODAY
Wooden Center • Treehouse • Court of Sciences

M-Th 10-2

For more info call or visit 401 Kerckhoff Hall 825'8462 M-F 9-5

JUST FOR THE HEALTH OF IT!

Sponsored by SHS

Dennis Miller Is taking a stab at a late-night talk show, striving for
success against other hosts such as Johnny Carson and Arsenio
Hall.

Dennis Miller tackles
the late^iight airwaves
By Aaron Dobbs
Dally Bruin Staff "

Two things: simplicity and
honesty. That's all there is.

That's what comedian and for-

mer "Saturday Night Live*' regular
Dennis Miller believes in. Now as
a late-night talk show host with
*The Dennis Miller Show." he has
entered an arena in which only
Arsenio Hall has been able to

survive against juggernaut Johnny
Carson. Pat Sajak, Rick Dees and
Ron Reagan all tried and all failed.

But Miller doesn't seem to care.

The competition in what has
become one of the most difficult

time slots on television is not a
concern. If the show works, great
If it fails, welL. .

.

"All I can do is try my hardest,"
says Miller. "I hate to sound
simplistic, but me worrying about
the show staying on or not . . .

would that do anything? So why
spend time doing that? I wouldn't
I guess I'm an odd duck in that
regard. I just want to be funny, and
it's only a *myseir thing to the
extent that the whole show has my
name on it (People are going to
say), *So that guy Dennis MiUer
better be somewhat entertaining,'

or the show is gone. I'd rather
spend my time thinking about
being funny then, *Oh God, I hope
it doesn't go off.'"

Miller's show is produced by
Tribune Entertainment, a Chica-
go-based company which is also
responsible for "Geraldo" and
**Thc Joan Rivers Show." He says
Tribune approached him while he
was working at "SNL" and he just
figured it was time to try some-
thing new. But he acknowledges
this move is a risk, and the
similarities with "SNL" end with
the fact that both shows are on
television.

"It's very different," Miller
says. "It's very hard. You have to
be more open and honest on this

show because (the audience) sees
you so often* and they're going to
get an accurate beat as to how you
really are as a human."
So far, *The Dennis Miller

Show" has fared reasonably well
in the ratings, but Miller doesn't
concern himself with any of the
business aspects of his show. "I
have a pretty good Zen about it,"

he says. "I believe it comes down
to whether I'm funny or not If r

am, if I feel funny and the show
"fepts, tot^s fine. What can I do?=
I'm not trying to sound like a
fatalist — I'm trying to sound
pragmatic. (Tribune) will come to

me some time in the next six

months, and I'll meet with the guy
who owns it He'll either say,

*Hey. we're going to keep you on,'

or he'll say, *Dennis, you're a nice

guy. We're not going to keq) you
on.' And I'll say. *OK.'" It's that

simple. In the interim I just try to

be funny."

In fact. Miller has left all the

behind-the-scenes work of the
show to the producers. The basic

format of the show — a mono-
logue, a band (this one headed by
former Police guitarist Andy Sum-
mers), a desk and a variety of
guests— and the way the set looks
isn't what makes or breaks a show.
Miller believes.

^

"I don't believe a show grows
that way,'' Miller explains. "I just

think it's about getting out there

and finding out how you'll be on
TV. I think after a couple of
months it comes down to does (the

audience) like Dennis Miller? I

don't think they say, *You know, I

really like this, and I really find it

funny, but I don't like the micro-
phone choice they made and
therefore I'm not going to watch. ' I

wouldn't want thejob if I had to sit

there and figure out all that

pain-in-the-ass stuff."

Most important, though, is what
Miller has to offer the late night
audience that it can't already get
ftom Hall or, come this May, Jay"
Leno.

"I think Arsenio is a much more
gregarious type than I am," Miller
says. "I don't think I'm that high-
energy. And I think I'm a bit more
Konoclastic than Jay. I think I'm a
bit more prone to say something
that might be presumed to be rash.

Jay thinks things out more than I

do."

Additionally, Miller feels that

his brand ofhumor is what sets him
apart from the crowd.

"I think (the audience) senses
I'm not hung up in bullshit," he
says. "Some ofmy fans seem to dig
the fact that if something is going
badly I say it, and if it's going well,
I tell them I enjoy it I'm not
*hidden in smoke and mirrors.'
Maybe they don't think I'm out
there to stroke therifi."
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'HIDEAWAY'
From page 20

gent human beings and his villains

are vile and ruthless demons.
This is especially true in

"Hideaway." In this case, the Good
Guys are Hatch and Lindsey
Harrison, two good, caring people
who had lost their love for Ufe

since cancer took the life of their

5-year-old son. They are given a

second chance when Hatch dies in

a hanowing car accident and is

**reanimated" by Dr. Jonas Nye-
borg, a surgeon with a death

complex of his own.
The Harrisons' close brush with

death rekindles the zest for life that

they once enjoyed. Their brief

happiness is destroyed when Hatch
receives a series of strange and
terrible visions of violence and
death, always seen through the

eyes of the killer. That killer is

Vassago and the link between

them is mutual. Although both see

these visions through the eye of the
other, neither knows how or where
this link was forged.

Through these visions, Vassago
sees Regina, the Harrisons' newly
adopted disabled daughter, and is

struck by the great energy of life in

her. He becomes obsessed with

obtaining her for his collection.

**Hideaway" is straightfoward

fiom this point on. Hatch and
Lindsey's fight for their own
survival and the life of the daught-

er leads them on a road that ends

ultimately in a violent confronta-

tion with evil.

Although "Hideaway" is like-

able. Dean R. Koontz can and has

done better. The best of his

previous novels, such as "Stran-

gers" and "Phantoms," display a

great spectrum of characters with

emotions, fears and aspirations.

They are real.

His "Hideaway" characters can-

not boast this. Granted, they are

interesting, but they lack depth. In

short, they are stereotypes. The
patient father, the loving mother,

the obedient daughter and the

crazed killer are no more and no
less than what one would expect of
them.

Koontz is k];K)wn for his com-
plex plots and surprising twists

which keep the tension and sus-

pense running at a wild and
rampant pace. This too is gone.

Instead, the plot is simple, and
Vassago's morbid acts of violence

are the only vehicles for suspense.

Like all Koontz novels, a great

confrontation in the end reveals

answers to questions posed
throughout the story. Who is

Vassago? What is this link

between Hatch and him and why
was it forged? Unfortunately,

See 'HIDEAWAYS page 24

VERTON
From page 20

doesn't? People tell you, *You

can't get in, it's too hard, how's

anyone ever going to notice

you?* There's a million reasons

you can't do it" She decided

the best remedy was to believe

in herself.
* "I was always going to keep

writing if I never got published.

It's not the accolades, how
many people read your book, or

how many reviews your book

gets. I would still be a writer

and think of myself as writer

even if nothing got published or

sold. You don't have to have an

acknowledgement to write; that

was very freeing. I didn't need

anyone's permission."

A career change came when
she became seduced with the

torturous life of a writer **pac-

ing and sweating and pitching

their hearts out" She quit her

job at CBS and went from the

buyer's position to the writer's— **fool that I was," she laughs.

Despite the success of
"Beauty and the Beast" and a

happily-ev^-after career and

life, Woolverton is not satis-

fied. "I have to keep growing as

a writer. I have a lot to learn."

And she has a similar mes-

sage for aspiring screenwriters.

'Plant your butt in the chair and
keq) writing. You've got to sit

down in the chair and write.

Don't get discouraged."

SPEAKER: Linda Woolverton at

UCLA Extension's 'Comedy
Tonightl Six Evenings with
Renowned HunrKxists and Comedy
Writers' on Feb. 20 at 7 p.m. in Dodd
HaU 147. Also scheduled to appear
is Mitch Markowitz ("Good Moming.
Vietnam"). Free to UCLA students
with student ID. For more informa-

tion, call (310)825-9416.

From page 21

big break, and she found herself

back in school. For three years she

played Nicole Chapman on the

series "Fame." She considers

"Fame" to be **the most perfect

thing 1 could have doiie." But at the

time, as with all the work she takes

on, Peeples didn't think about

whether or not the series would be

a stepping stone to bigger and

better opportunities.

"When I look at a specific

project I do," Peeples says, "I don't

look at how far I can ride it— how
far up in the sky this is going to

take me. What I see is more, 'What

am I going to learn from this? How
much am I going to grow from

this?' That's what I tend to

appreciate more. Maybe I'U never

be a multi-millionaire because of

that, but that's OK because I'll be

happy. When I look back at my
career, I see two things that I've

done that I feel like I was supposed

to do . . . one was *Fame,' the

other was this album."

No matter what you ask Nia

Peq;>les about, she's going to keep

coming back to her new album.

She says it's totally different from

her debut — "Nothin* But Trou-

ble"— because this time she knew
what she was doing and it's notjust

dance music in the vein of Janet

Jackson and Paula Abdul. "It's pop
music that has a rock edge on the

top and a dance thing happening on

the bottom," she says. "You have

to hear the album to understand

that-

Without hearing the album,

though, many people probably do
lump Peeples into that category of

dance music. But she doesn't

accept such categorizations and

thinks she has something different

to offer than all the other musicians

out there.

"I think there's something incre-

dible about sharing what you feel

with thousands of people at a

time," she says, "and I think that's

what ties my acting, writing,

singing and choreography all

together. It's a vuhierability and a

willingness to share that vulnera-

bility. That's what I get off on."

MATADOR PARTY SERVICE
'OHce<dtz>9€^^/4a''

\^

.

Beach Party
Westem Days
Mystery Night
Mardi (^ras

PARTY THEMES
Hawaii Luau Lobsters & Libations
Casablanca Casino Night
Snow Party Clam Bake
Gangbangers Valentine's Day ĥ^'-

WE HAVE rr ALL, FROM: Locations, music/entertainment, transportation, food and
beverages, pictures and video. FROM 50 TO 5,000, WE
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require NO advance deposits to be refunded lat&rl
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MORE: We can arrange away trips to P.S., Mountains. Las Vegas
and morel
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Careers
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Innovation

Play an innovative role in our future.

Innovation is a key factor in success at The Southern California Gas Company.

We're directly involved in extensive research that will provide innovative solu-

tions to many of society's most pressing economic and environmental concerns -

reducing industrial pollution, cleaner air, more cneigy-efBcient appliances.

Great career opportunities are available4or ambitiuus

individuals who have their eye on the future*

Investigate the opportunities. Mark your calendar now to meet with our represen-

tatives, who will be on campus:
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~

Accounting, Comp. ScL

May 20 - Engineering (l^h. & Sales),

Accounting, Comp. ScL
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An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Berlin film festival packs plenty of celluloid
By John Rockwell
The New York Times

BERLIN — There arc no starlets (well,
maybe a few, but they're bundled up in cloth
coats), no beaches and there is precious little

French Riviera pizazz.

What the Berlin International Film
Festival does have is films. Nearly 800 of
them, of every conceivable type. Plus
endless, earnest discussion about those
films, and about Film with a capital F.
The Berlin festival, also called the

Beriinale, is now in its 42nd year, and it has
long since established itself as one of the
world's most important fibn convocations.
As a market for highly visible, big-budget

films, Cannes remains pre-eminent But as a
forum for the unusual, as a truly internation-
al film interchange, as an intellectual center
and as a marketplace for films that for one
reason or another don't or can't compete at
the glamorous Cannes level, Berlin is

exceptional.

With nearly 3,000 attending journalists
and 8,000 film professionals, with a state-
supported budget of about $6 million, this is

a very big deal indeed.
*The producer who's going for the big

dollar, he's going to wait that extra three
months and put his film in Cannes," said
Dan Talbot, whose New Yorker Films has
long been a major American importer of

foreign films.

"But a lot of independents do very well in
Berlin. There may be less money, but it's a
more sure-fire sale. And if you really like
film, this is just a wonderful place to be."
The festival got under way Thursday

night with the official opening film, Andrei
Konchalovsky's "Inner Circle," about Sta-
lin's film projectionist, and continues
through Monday, when the various prizes
will be announced. Chief among them is the
Golden Bear, after Berlin's civic symbol.
*The Inner Circle," which opened in

December in the United States, was an apt
choice for Berlin, given the festival's
longstanding position as a Western window
for Eastern film.

The opening festivities came complete
with a Russian balalaika ensemble and
blaring trumpeters from the former Red
Army. And the festival organizers achieved
a touching coup by managing to import
(sans passport; formalities were waived)
83-year-old Alexander Ganshin, whose
story the film depicts.

Ganshin, white-haired, wild-eyed and
tickled to be in Berlin, assured the adoring
audience that every aspect of the sometimes
overwrought film was pravda, or truth.

*The Inner Circle" is among 25 films
from 19 countries in the main competition.
They were winnowed from 220 entries from
41 countries.

Join the Icwi

^
In addition to "The Inner Circle" (techni-

cally an Italian-Russian co-production
released by Columbia Pictures), there are
several Hollywood films, including "Dead
Again," Xape Fear" and "Grand Canyon."
and two independent American efforts.
"Gas Food Lodging" by the young Allison
Anders and "Light Sleeper" from Paul
Schrader.

In addition, "Bugsy." "Star Trek VI" and
Woody Allen's new "Shadows and Fog" are
being shown out of competition, but with
full publicity and the expected aaendance of
Warren Beatty and Allen.

This had led to grumbling in the German
press about a "Hollywood takeover." a
charge that Moritz de Hadeln, the overaU
festival director, dismisses peremptorily.

**The German journalists know nothing
about American film." de Hadeln said.
*They lump together Hollywood produc-
tions and New York productions and
independent productions." Besides, he
added, the actual number of American films
is no higher than usual for Berlin.
What is clear is that the quantity of

Eastern European films has declined. This
might seem odd, given the new freedom of
exchange with the East

In fact, the Beriin festival has obtained a
healthy selection of Eastern European films
for years (including films from the former
East Germany, partly because there was no

For a presentation of
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aeherman 2nd Floor Lounge
Tonight • 7:00 pm • Free

—--An Arts and Culture Month event
For more information call 825-8555 or stop by

^ the JSU office - 512F KerckhofP

Sponsored by the Jewish Student Union in cooperation with Hillel

competing East Bo-lin Film Festival).

Now. while there is some nationalist
vitality in the non-Russian former Soviet
republics, the collapse of the state film
industries and the desperation of daily life in
Eastern Europe has led to a crippling drop in
film subsidies and attendance. Ticket sales
are down 50 percent in Hungary, for
instance, according to Variety.

There are no Italian films in the main
competition this year, nothing that anyone
seems very excited about fix)m Germany
and a healthy representation from France.

"Everybody is beginning to wonder what
they are doing with all that money, with so
few films coming in,** de Hadeln conceded.
"My own theory is that the country has

been through such extraordinary political

changes that maybe filmmakers need some
time to digest and react AftCT all, it takes
two years to plan and make a feature film.*'

But as one quickly discovers upon arrival
in Berlin, die competition is but one small
part of the overall festival activity.

Indeed, in the festival's first three days,
only one competition film really stood out— the Australian "Last Days of Chez
Nous," by Gillian Armstrong, a family
drama with performances (by Lisa Harrow,
Kerry Fox, Miranda Otto, Bill Hunter and
Bruno Ganz) fully as vibrant and touching
as those in such previous Armstrong films
as "My Brilliant Career" and "Starstruck."

n 'Wayne'

t

• I .^

box office
By David Kronke
Los Angeles Daily News

It was a weekend for breaking
records at the box office, as the
silly suburban comedy "Wayne's
World" claimed the biggest Presi-

dents' Day weekend opening ever,
with $18.1 million. It was also the
largest weekend gross of 1992.

Moreover, an unprecedented
five films from Buena Vista
Pictures (including Walt Disney.
Touchstone and Hollywood Pic-
tures)— playing on a record 7,878
screens across the country —
ranked among the top 10 grossers.

"Wayne's World" — a spinoff
of the recurring "Saturday Night
Live" sketch starring Mike Myers
and Dana Carvey — averaged a
most excellent $10,250 per screen.

In second place was Hollywood
Pictures' "Medicine Man," the
Sean Connery-Lorraine Bracco
bickerfest in a rain forest, with
$8.9 million and a solid $6,500
per-screen average.

HIDEAWAY'
From page 23

"Hideaways'" answers are vague
and leave the reader unsatisfied.

This weakness is somewhat
remedied by a conclusion that lets

the reader know what happened to

each character after the final
confrontation. Like followups of a
documentary, Koontz summarizes
the events of three years in a few
paragraphs. The summaries are not
comprehensive, but they're better
than nothing.

Make no mistake — "Hidea-
way" is still an enjoyable novel.

However, the suspense that has
made Koontz a household name is

just not there. For diehard Koontz
fans everywhere. "Hideaway"
may be a minor disappointment
but for other readers it can be a
engaging book, despite its fiaws. It

is definitely worthwhile reading on
a dark and stormy night. ***/4

BOOK: -Hideaway." Written by Dean
R. Koontz. Published by G P. Putnum's
Sons. Hardcover. $22.95; 384 pages.
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BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

DERMATOLOGY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
'ftrTetf vumpy rish or 80K:srDurta the

0:00pm - BsOOpm Tonighi,
^^^AH evenis are DRYi!
Par§i€ipating Houses Inttedes

AZO), ATQ, B0n, XO, AEO, ATA,

KX, AXA, AOE, OA0, OKX, DKA, -

ZAE, ZAM, 5:N,Z0E, Sn, TE^, TKE,

©X, 0AX, 0S, Triangle, ZBT, Z^. g
avxavz/ivHUAi3d0uoNPvv^^iHja>Hvxav

mouth needed for placebo controlled study
using an approved topical gel.Participants will

be seen at the UCLA Dermatology center.The

study will last for 1 2 weeks.Participants will be
paid $1 00 upon completion of the study. Must
be CNCT 1 8 years of age.For further information

call 206-1074.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or

(310)471-3672.

,
MRS. FIELDS COOKIES: Writer published in

^1^ Esquire, Spy seeks presentAormer Mrs. Fields

|r 1 employees for investigative article. Confiderv

questionnaire, $25. (213)933-6243.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
/needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$7n and have a scientific learning
experience .825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WITH DEPRESSION
SOUGHT. FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAD OR
HOPELESS WITH INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS CONDUCTING
STUDY ON RAPID DEPRESSION TREAT-
MENT. CONTACT EVA AT UCLA
(310)825-5493

X
>
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ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fir^e art. $1G^r.

Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

GET A TAN! 10 sessions, $49 with ad.

Le Beach Club. 1107 Gayley. 824-2826.

l>Ail : » <^l>riKir\ 1^), r)^)2 (\\t'(!iu's(1a> )

llMt: ^:()() p.m.

IXK A IK)\: TonmII 1 -i •
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Alooholles Anonymoua

MeeUnoi
Men. dtoouMkm. TtMir. Boolwludy. FrL Slip

Study. AU 3626 12:16-1 :16. Fri. 12a00-1 30O

TuM. DiMUMkin. WmI. OiMUMbn NPI

0863812:16-1300

For doglioiM or hdMdudi wtw
VKM9 OHWUnQ pHIOflW

j^^-Crtativi

Janiit RjilAV-

"Crtativt Sai for tht *90t'

Janet Bailey-MacKenzie ma. rn

Registered Nurse/Psychotherapist

addresses pereonal intimacy and open

communication wittiout fear.

Singles/Doubles • Men/Women
Ail Welcome

2001 S. Barrington. Rm 306. LA CA Q002S

Friday Fibmary 21 • 7 pm to 9 pm • $10 ti

311 151 5564

Problsms witii food?

0VEREATER8 ANONYMOUS
12 stop program for

Aaorexics. Bulimics A Oveniaiars.

DiKUMiofl MMtinoK
Moa. Wid.it noon -AU3620

Thure. noon - Nn C M44
sup amy: Fri. noon AU 3620

PRAYER TO THE HOLY SPIRIT You who made
me see everything & showed me the way to

reach my ideals, you who gave me the divine

gift to forgive & forget the wrong that is

done to me & you who are in all instances of

my life with me, I thank you for everything &
confirm once more that I never want to be

separated from you, no matter how great the

material desires may be. I want to be with you
& my loved ones in your perpetual gtory.

Thank you for your love toward rrw & my loved

of>es. Amen. Person must pray the prayer 3

consecutive days without asking the favor.

After the 3rd day the favor will be granted no
matter how difficult it may be. THANK YOU
HOLY SPIRIT.

Personal 10

Sports Tickets

PLEASE HELP MEIt i MUST GET A DUKE
STUDENT OR CLIEST TICKET! I'll do any-

thlngll Dennis C310)20S-6746.

Good Deals

INSUHANa WARff We'll beat any price or

don't want your businet*. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)073-3303 or (818)992-6966.

IlilifflfllfllllfllillllflMIIIIIMIIM
TV/VCR Repair (Phone, VCR, etc... installed) in

your home by a UCLA student (Bret).

(310)394-4399.

$100 CHALLENGE. UCLA-0, me-} 2. Prove my
pollution solution urxworkable, I'll pay you
$100. 1-800-486-2469.

WESTWOOD PSYCHIC, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, finarKial, artd

any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

no appointnients needed, open 9-midnight.

1(aOO)5S9-NINA.

Researcti Subjects 12

AFRAID OF SNAKES? Spiders? Small Spaces?

Or have you experierK^ a sudden rush of

anxiety for no reason? Get help and earn $. Call

the Anxiety Research Lab. 206-9191.

OKA
Open HcMise
Come and see what excellence k all about.

-^— Tonight —

—

, 6 to 8 pm
Los Ponchos

10936 Undbrook, Westwood Village

For more Information, ca// Matt at 208-5246.
Dry Rush Event

"W^Wi •v^ ^pp mtmmmmmfm wma JftHLiJ !! IW —^BW jjiiJ 11 Hr mm^m
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——^Sigma Nu
proudly presents

the White Rose
for 1992-1993

Health Services 22 Help Wanted 30

Quinn Fox
Gretchen Kaughman
Wendy Thurston

Nicole Donahue
Ally Sedan

Heather Viacek

INDIVIDUALV CROUP. Behavior issues ar-

/ ound food and feelings. Sliding scale. Call Dr.
Alice Lonsdale, (310)476-9453.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation.Cail Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Croup. (213)786-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-
lems. Liz Could (310)578-5957, sliding scale.
Pager (310)572-4092.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY CROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing
groups. Explore family problenrw, relationship
patterns, work and career concerns, esteem
issues, addiction arxi recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confidence. Lisa
Frankel MFCC (213)398-9385.

Allison Lange

P™^ v-g

^•^ Beta pj^V presents ^<^

^Beaux Tie''

ACNE

p^'^'^

Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne "

treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Sfcin Care Information
Line,

800-435-3633

LAW FIRM
needs motivatecJ person to

do challenging legal and
clerical tasks

Great Experience to field

Please send resume
w GPA. available times
tor interviews and othier

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20thi floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

$6.63/HR. WORK ON CAMPUS. Schedule
around your classes. Upward mobility, meal at

nominal cost. UCLA students only. Apply
Sproul Hall Cafe, 350 De Neve Dr. 825-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR for a
busy, prestigious medical office In Beverly
Hills. Duties indlude: Sorting through daily
mail, correspondence, accounts payable. Must
be a highly organized and responsible Indivl-

dual. FT/PT. Excellent salary. (310) 273-4454.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T for Beverly
Hills store. Prefer Macintosh literate. Must
have car. ConUct Cina. (213) 272-8000.

ADULT FITNESS INSTRUCTOR wanted for P/T
job. Ask for Shoshana (310)575-0206.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRINC
NOW! R/T air, roonrVboard provldedl To
$5,000Vmo. Extensive fisheries report gets job
or call refunded. 1 .9o6-226-ALASKA ($3/min,
complete program four min.).

Semi-Formal
Pi Phi's and their Beauxs' meet at the house at 8:30 for buses.

Research Subjects

Help Wanted
$200-5500 WEEKLY. Assemble products .
home . €asyt No setting. You're paid dlrecT
Fully Cuaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2900 Copyright iCAIIKDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major
corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:
USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117-B, P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.

$40,000/yr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple 'like/don't like" form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacations. Cuaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.^ 801j79-2925^opyright »CA1 1 KEB

j^ Research Subjects 12

Kennolyn Camps for Boys and GiHs
(Santa Cruz Mto.) Interviews

Tuesday, March 3rd. Career Center.

Sigi up for an Interview time now.

IFC RUSH
OPEN HOUSE

TONIGHT
6-8 pm

DINNER WILL BE
SERVED AT SIX

A DRY EVENT

COMPULSIVE
DISORDERS^ ADIiliT

EARN up to $180 PM montfi
BY HELPINQ OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFB.V

For information
Coll Anna

Canoor patlonto throughout LA
bonof it from your participation

HlMA^^OSI
I 4>g4 Vkn Nuya Blvd. Sherman Oaita

PEi^JiSliff THOUGHTS? REMilPI
MrmftmmBmmmmi^mm:{

>NS 18+ NEEDED FC«

PHYSIC^EXAM,tm
TESI^ISaWiLW EARN UP TO I48D- CALL

310-854-4951

'^yM-<:-«--

-ytfeo:::::
MMMttwUwb
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RESEARCH SUBJECTS, 28-40, for food and
blood pressure study. $40. Call Kippur at

(310)825-8897.

UCLA ANXIETY DISORDERS PROGRAM is

conducting research projects to study mechan-
ism and treatments of Panic Attacks These
studies include psychological and physiologi-
cal assessment and treatment with apprived
medication. All asessment ar>d treatrr>ent is free

of charge for people meeting admissions
criteria. Must be 18-65 years of age. For more
information please call UCLA Anxiety Disor-
dcrs Program at (213)206-5133.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Caucasian and Ja-

panese male and female ages 25-35 to study
the effects of UV on human skin, 6 month
study. Volunteers will be paid $1200. For
more information call (310) 828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages
1 2-30, needed to participate in research study.
Uf>der Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
Will be paid. For more info, call
(310)828-8887.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, Needed for UCLA
Psychosocial Study. Subjects must have NO
History of Anorexia, Bulimia, Obesity, or
Chronic Dieting $30 Compensation. If inter-

ested, please contact ELIZABETH At
206-5081

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED FOR UCLA
STUDY of psychosocial factors in bulimia
nervosa. If you are struggling with this problem
or have recovered from BN and are interested
in participating, please contact Elizabeth at

(310)206-5081. $30 compensation upon
completion.

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified partici0ahts may
.be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

AMAZING SUMMER jOBI at BRUIN
WOODS. Spend the sumrDer in a resort
atmosphere at Lake Arrowhead in the San
Bernadino Mountains. Earn $2250 -» room -^

board + perks. Work with 47 other fun,
exciting students in one of a variety of posi-
tions. Pick up an application in the James West
Center or call us at (714)337-2478.

ARE YOU FUN, CREATIVE, an outgoing young
lady? If so then Network Amerika would like to
meet you. We do promotions for clubs, parties
and bands. Make money while you socialize
(213)934-6707.

Assemble Products at Home. EASY WORK!
TOP PAY! GUAR! 1-800-881-6000, ex 4150.
Open 7 days.

ATTENTK)N: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your honf>e, doing various
jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

CAMP COUNSELOR. Roughing It Day Camp
in SF A East Bay is hiring for Summer 19921
(510)283-3878. Send resume to P.O. BOX
1266 ORINDA CA 94563.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for
feature films, commercials, and television.
Eam up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST needed,
part-time, 5:30-9:30pm M-F, or
9:30am—8:30pm Sat and Sun. AA required or
Junior status. $6.50/hr. (213)296-1989.

CLERICAL HELP NEEDED, lOhrs/week
$6.5(yhr. Call (310)391-1557.

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard^andside
available. Year-round & summer positions
(612)643-4333. ^^
CULVER CITY Graphic design firm seeks
Macintosh Proficient Administrative Assistant.
Set own hours for 30 hrsAveek at $fl^r. Call
Tom or Seri at (310)202-0140.

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP/DATA ENTRY: Ex-
perienced ^rson needed to process telephone
orders. Must type minimum 45-55 wpm,
familiar with computer keyboard. Pleasant
telephone voice and good communication
skills. Janet, (310)443-5244. ext.l2.

Lost and Found 16

FOUND DOG: Grey, fluffy, mix, female.
(2/10/92) Montana and Sepulveda
(310)470-4067.

LOST WEDDING RING ON CAMPUS be-
tween Murphy & LuValle. BIG REWARD. Call
(310)473 8708.

DONT WAIT... ADV^RTISt
^^ TODAY...
825-2221 206-3060

*

!
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FILING CLERK NEEDED in private Dr. Office.

15-20 hrs/wk. Pay is njpgotiable. Lis

(310)473-7639. ~-

INDIVIDUAL WITH COMPUTER KNOW-
LEDGE to come to home to help install

programs on to IBM 386 computer. Please call

Irene Craig at (310)458-8882.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research

and make $$ P/T. Sell condoms. Perfect

Health. (805) 655-5624.

KARI MICHAELSEN
•Katie" from the NBC series

^GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(310)536^496 (818)3600760

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-

-cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $15Air. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

TELEMARKETER POSITION. Day and evening.

$6/hr ->• bonus. (310)277-5828, Sean.

TELEMARKETING. Larg^ telemarketing com-
pany in Culver City is looking for some
energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, $6Atrycommission. Great hours

7:00 AM-1:30. No experience necessary.

$500/wk. is very real. (310)837-0902.

US MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $14.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

$ary^-90a^8^45^x^21^^^^^
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ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE, COf^PETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO

. HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.
P/T and F/T positions

available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(310)S3ftO496 (818)3604760

AD AGENCY SEEKS MARKET RESEARCHER
for freelarHie projects. Experiencie necessary.

Send resume to: AJAX MEDIA COMPANY, Ste.

204, 137 N. Virgil Ave., Los Angeles, Ca
90024.

BEVERLY HILLS REAL ESTATE DEVELOP-
MENT COMPANY seeking dynamic indivi-

dual for busy office. Multi-line telephone

system, WordPerfect a must. $18,000+. 8.-00

AM -5:00 P.M., (flexible) M-F. Angela
(310)859-0222.

MALE MODELS. Eam $1 5(VHr. or nKxe, boyish

arK^ athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playgirl
style magazine^nudity required. No experi-

ence necessary. Intemationally krwwn photo-

grapher. Brad, (213)392-4248

MANAGEMENT POSmONS W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVEKSmr PAINTERS. Average eam-
ings $6,000 to 16,000 -i-

.

PI SpiiM^ FF Summer. Ii Met views on campus
Infa/App. (800) 400-9332.

MANGEMENT POSFflONS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSmr PAINTERS. Average earnings

$,6000 to 16,000 -. PT SprinE, FT Sumnier.

Interviews on campus, in^app. (800)

400-9332.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASH I

(213)664-2999.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST/FILE CLERK, PT/FT,

medical experience only, orthopedic experi-

ence preferred, Beverly Hills, (310)472-7235.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NEEDED: PEDIATRIC BACK OFFKIE ASSIS-

TANT in Van Nuys. P/T Tuesdays, Thursdays,

some Saturdays 9-rKx>n. Starting $Mv. (negot-

iable). (818)782-7600.

NURSE FOR BEVERLY HILLS dem^atology

office. Saturdays only. RefererKes required.

Ask for Diane. (310)273-0467.

PART-TIME: 1 5-25hrsAvk., $135-hAvk., start-

ing retail sales. Great for resume. No door to

door, etc. Call for info. (310)396-1479.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large

family day care, Pacific Palisades, ECE units

arKi experience necessary. Call Leslie at

(310)573-1811.

CAMPUS AND AREA
DISTRIBUTORS

WANTED
for "DEAN'S UST' brain function
•nhancar and othar products for

maximum haalth and parformanca.

1(800)876-4MED

lie needed now8 people n
__Bani «p to $•/!».

msecleeeners

Cett (213) 45a-1817
7

ACTIVISTS
Political Arm of

Environmental Movement
is Hiring Activists

• Electoral &
Management training

F/r, P/T - phones, call

M-F ll-4pm.

(310)441-4162

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a

job or summer Internship? Recehre an invalu-

able list of contact names, addresses and

phorw fs at tr^r 100 of Hollywood's top

production companies, talent agencies, and

rtudkw. SmA $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-

SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

EARN EXTRA MONEY Msing your personal

computer. Call (818)373-9086.

REAL ESTATE TRUSTEE CO. Imnr>ediate open-

ing for organized and fast learner. Krxiwledge

of real estate and computer helpful. $1 65QAno.

(310)390-7290, (310)203-6571.

SECRETARY FOR ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS management firm. Nor>-sn>oker

wHh neat appearance . Good office skills

required. Bookkeeping experience a plus.

$8-12/hr. Call for appointment.
010)826-0800.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple 'A' Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000.

Jobs Wanted 33

HOUSEaEANINC. My grant ended and I

need to pay the rent I Call Keri (31 0)822-051 6.

Internships

CHESTNUT HILL PRODUCTIONS Internship

Program. Opportunity to learn about motion

picture/ television developn>ent. Students who
are cun-ently enrolled call (310)247-3900.

ENTHUSIASTIC, ORGANIZED INTERN
WANTED for small sports/entertainment

public relations firm. Contact Smith
Communications. (310)215-2975.

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
Sophmore: Clinical Research As&istant-UCLA

Medical Center. TueVTburs for 2 years. 1 2-1

5

hrs/Week. 825-4749.

P/T DRIVERS $7.0Q/HR. F/T DRIVERS 40%
COMMISSION NEEDED FOR YOUNG
GROWING COURIER SERVICE. SHAWN
914-1449.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—

Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

PT HELP, PERSONAL SECRETARY. Computer
experience & typing an asset. Flexible hours.

$7/hr. Jean (213)933-9121.

PT OFFICE ASSISTANT. 10-15 hrsAivk. Flexible

hrs. $7.50-9/hr., depending on experierxre.

Call Tarah 476-9226.

P/T SECRETARY for synogogue school. Tucs/

Thurs- pm, Sun-am. Word Perfect 5.1. Call

Ashley (310)829-0566.

RECEPTIONIST - Century City law firm has

immediate need for a full-time receptionist •*-

light typing and general office duties. Word
Perfect 5.1 highly desirable. Needs front

ofriceappeararK:e and demeanor. Salary at

lyoho^. Send resume ASAP to L.).R.I.F.,

10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste.1000, LA.
90067, or 310/457-2300 between 4-6 P.M.

PAID INTERNSHIPS!

(POSITIONS LIMITED)

Applications/Interviews

being taken now for

the best summer
business internship and

training you can find

Eam6-12,000-»- while

managing your branch

of University Painting

Professionals during

Summer 1992 Call

1-800-KALL-UPPnoday

Child Care WcMftfed 35

B/^YSITTER NEEDED every third weekend

Sat. and Sun., All-day. Children, 3 & 6% . SM
(310)315-5499./

BABYSITTER, car prefwred. 3-6:30pm. Tue»—
Fri. $75. Next to campus. D10M75-9617.

EARLY MORNING CHILDCARE before your

9:00 classes. Reliable car, references. Palms

area. (213)738-2671.. —
MOTHER'S HELPER in WIA, English speaking.

3 hrs/day, 4 aftemoon^^. References, car.

(310)396-9700.

Need SAT or SUN babysitter in our Manhatten

beach honrte for 3 year old and six month old

boys. Must speak English (310)379-0704.

SATURDAY NIGHTS 4-6 hours. Two boys,

ages 6 arxi 8. %7l^r. Must have own transporta-

tion, references. (310)828-4982.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 BEDROOM FURN. or UNFURN. 540 Glen-

rock 2biock west of school. Parking included.

$650 month (310)824-0532.

1 -BEDROOM AND DEN, close to freeways.

North of ShenT>an Way. Fireplace, D/W, stove.

Roomy & comfortable upstairs. Security park-

ing. Child and 1 pet okay. (818)997-6766.

2BED/1BATH. Nice area. Sminutes from

UCLA. Near Barrington and Pico. Only
$796/mo. 11580 Gateway Blvd.
(213)482-3858.

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed/1 bath, large apartment

with hardwood floors, large balcony, swim-

ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.
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ADJ. Century City. 2bed/2bath. View, built-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blinds

$900-$1 1 00. (21 3)441 -91 42/ (21 3)470-9239.

ADORABLE 1 BED/1 BATH KELTON Apart-

ment for rent. 10 minute walk-UCLA. Avail-

able mid-March. $750/month. Call
(310)824-4591.

APARTMENT IN WESTWOOD. Minutes from
town & LICLA. Security parking, 1 and 2
bedrooms available. Prices start at

$950.0(ymo. Lots ofstorage. Huge apartments,

lots of windows, front and rear entry (2 doors),

laundry facil. Call for special, Kelton Town
House (310)208-5456.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(21^)471-1340.

HUGE BEDROOM! Only $300/mo! Includet

utilities & breadfast M-F. Across street from

campus. Call Stacey. 824-4919.

JUNIOR ONE-BEDROOM. Across UCLA. Sec-

urity bidg. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.

535 Gayley. 208-3818. Sub-lease.

MAR VISTA DELUXE, 2-bed/2'A bath town-
house. Pool, Jacuzzi, security, built-ins, 15

min. UCLA, $1200/mo. (310)391-0205
evenings.

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 newer buildings.

2bed/2bath townhomes. Fireplace, balconies,

gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PREVKMJS PUZZLE SOLVED

ACROSS

1 Weil-being
5 Increased

10 Tax pros
14 "Picnic"

playwright
15 — bear
16 Solo
17 Movie-lot

unit

19 Skewers, e.g.

20 Delight

21 An evergreen
22 Impetuous
23 Different

25 Nonsense:
slang

26 Johann
Sebastian —

30 Unhappy
31 Religious

title

34 Stadium
employee

36 Spread
38 Zodiac sign

39 Camel's
nickname
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42 KO count
43 TV deletion

signal

44 Proportion
45 Bad-tempered
47 Foot: pref.

49 —do-well
50 Pipe joint

51 Distress

53 Laborer
55 Some adults
56 Longings
61 Grassy area
62 Estrangers
64 Anglo-Saxon

slave

65 Mr. Allen

66 Leave out
67 Most worthy

68 Sized up
69 Corrals

DOWN
1 Fragment ,

2 Chemical
compound

3 A malady
4 — Home
5 Tips over
6 Poker kitty

7 Gambled at

the track:

slang

8 Fervent
9 Attracted

10 Produce item
1

1

Paid player

12 Helps
13 Waist wear
18 UK rnil. award
24 Hurry
25 Cruder
26 Some

sculptures
27 Colorless

28 Oriental

areas of

cities

29 In the know:
slang

"31 Nourished
32 Spooky
33 Dynamo part

35 Kind of oak
37 Turn away
40 Insect

41 ~ Diego
46 Milk curdler

48 Swallowed
51 River section

52 Narrow inlet

53 Commoner
54 Alleviate

55 Male: abbr.

57 Shut off

58 Dwelling

59 Actress Moran
60 Fast jets

63 Sundown
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Northhdge $275 up. SOD furnished unH student

housing tadlily. Shared or prtvale units, with or

without Mlchens. Prhrale baths. Pool, jacuzzl.

recreation room, 1/2 hour drive lo UCLA. Open year

round Free brochure FtorthrfcjQe (^impus

Residence. 9500 Zelzah. Northridge. CA. 91325

(•1f)MI-1717

<%ur
<%irthday

F«b. 19, 1992

Welcome changes could be in the offing

for you in the year ahead where your so-
xiat lite Is concerned. This may be di

great nr>easure to two special friends

you'll make.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) It looks
like that change you've been hoping for

is going to come about as you anticipat-

ed. Be sure to show proper gratitude to

those who helped bring about this

transformation. Aquarius, treat yourself

to a birthday gift. Send for Aquarius'
Astro-Graph predictions for the year
ahead by mailing $1 .25 plus a long, self-

addressed, stamp>ed envelope to Astro-
Graph, c/o this newspaper. P.O. Box
91428. Cleveland, OH 44101-3428. Be
sure to state your zodiac sign.

PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) Go a bit

overboard today in catering to the indi-

vidual who is No. 1 in your life. You'll en-
joy it. and the object of your affection

will be pleased as punch, too.

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19) Your inge-

nuity and resourcefulness might be put
to the test today in dealing with a very
unique assignnr^nt. Fortunately, you're
up to the task and. what you learn now,
you'll use later.

TAURUS (Apnl 20-ltoy 20) Conditions
are rather unusual today, and you might
have a chance to do some constructive
bonding with someone you've t>een a
bit uneasy with lately. This adversary
could t)ecome an ally.

GEMINI (May 21-Juna 20) An objective
of significance can be achieved today,
but not as a result of your customary
tactics. You might surprise yourself, as
well as others, with your ingenuity.

CANCER (Juna 21-Juiy 22) Your best
asset today could be your ability to take
the good ideas of associates and turn

them into something even better. Don't
let this gift go unused.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Financial as-

pects continue to look encouraging, but
you must bear In mind that you'll have
to earn what it is you hope to receive.

Use your time and talents productively.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sapt. 22) Don't be
afraid to experiment with new ideas to-

day, whether you're promoting a prod-
uct or yourself. Success Is possible in

both areas.

LIBRA (Sapt 23-Oct. 23) You're aware
of an individual, who has helped you
previously, who is now in need of your
assistance. This person is too proud to

ask. so you must use your dwn initiative.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Look and
act your best today in your public in-

volvements. What you wear, do and say
will be closely scrutinized by others.

Take advantage of this marvelous op-
portunity to enhance your image.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dac. 21) Your
perceptions are extremely keen, today,
especially in commercial or career mat-
ters. If you get a strong feeling about
something, try to operate in harmony
with your Inclinations. ^

CAPRICORN (Dae. 22-Jan. 19) Valu-

able and useful knowledge can be ac-
quired today through your experiencas.

Consider yourself a student in dealirigs

with individuals from all walks of life.
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WANTED
The Want Ads Want You! The Daily Bruin Classified

Advertising Department is currently accepting applications for

Account Executive Interns for the coming Spring Quarter. If you

are highly motivated and realize that hard work is the only thing

that really pays off, then this might be the internship for you.

Applications are available at the Daily Bruin office

1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall, 9am4pm.
Deadline for applications is February 28th, by NOQN^

For more information contact Delia Deocampo at 206-0901

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments kx Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

* French Doors *Sauna

*Jacu2zi * Fireplace

*Gym * Heated Pool

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868

WALK TO UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath
Share Kitchen-$475/month

633 Gayley
208-5920

$915, Z.BEDROOM, upper, built-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

MAR VISTA 2-bedroorm $725, 3-bedroorm

$875, hardwood floors, appliarxies, laurxiry,

near 405 (310)454-0605.

MAR VISTA. 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3746 Ingiewood Blvd . Just north of Venice

Blvd. (310)396-6579.
'

MAR VISTA $950. 2bed/2bath newer custom

fownhome, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

security alarm. 1 rr>o. free with lease. 1 2736
Cacwell (310)391-1076.

BACHELOR $45(yMO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms

(310)839-7227.

BACHELOR %A50/mo. Refridgerator and hot

plate. (310)622-6487. Leave message. '

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOD. Prime loca-

tion. 10-minute walk to UCLA. Modern
2-bedroonr\/ 2-bath. Air, 2-parking, balconies,

fireplaces. $1075-$1350/mo. 206-2655.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $775-875/MO. 2-BED-

ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.

1 BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.Vt BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (310)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-

BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)639-6294.

•BRENTWOOD, $975, 1 -bedroom, den,

2-bath; $1275 1 -bedroom, den, loft, 2-bath,

high ccling; $1250, 2-bedroom/2-bath, new
security building, prime area, best deals, 508

Barrington (213) 934-5000.

BRENTWOOD 2 bcd/2 bath, living-dining

room, dishwasher, balcony. Available March 1

$1025/mo. (213)207-9993 evenings and

weekends.

PALA4S $1695 4-bed -»- loft/3-bath. Newer
3-story custom townhonYe. Fireplace, gated

garage, security alarm, surnJeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. (310)391-1076.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartnr)ent.

Vaulted ceilings, electronic access to building

and subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 rrK>. free

w/ year lease (213)642-9303.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $59(ymo New paint,

upper, patio, 2 parking spacer Convenient

bus. After 6 P.M. (310)638-6723.

PALMS. S5O0, utilities included, huge bache-

lor, near bus. Available March 19 or sooner.

(310)636-6693.

PALMS, $600, 2-bed/1Vi bath, large upper,

pool, new carpet, parking, laurxiry, no pets,

454-4754.

PALMS $675 1-be(Vl-bath upper. Built-ins,

A/C, security system, fireplace.
(213)937-0589.

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

PALMS. $750. Large 2-bedroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patio,

2-car parking. 476-6532

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)639-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS $650 1-bed •»- deiVl-bath upper.

Built-ins, A/C, fireplace, security system, gar-

age parking (213)937-0589.

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.

#36. 2-bec^-bath newer custom townhorr>e.

Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. alarm.

3614 Paris Dr. (310)391-1076.

PALMS: Large 2-bed/2-bath, den, fireplace,

private double garage, wet bar. $1 295. Randy,

Agt. 470-1761.

PALMS SPECIAL. $500 total move-In. Singles

$525, 1 -bedroom $625-$700. Secure build-

ing, gym, sauna, pool. (310)836-3800.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED with fIRE PLACE,
$1 250; LARGE UPPER FRONT 1 -BEDROOM,
$750. ACROSS FROM LXILA. DISHWASHER,
REFRIGERATOR. NEW CARPET/BLINDS.
EXTRA LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING.
LAUNDRY FACILITIES. PRKIED TO RENT
QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SHERMAN OAKS, 2+2, $750. Gated, central

air and heat, dishwasher, garage, fireplace.

13406 Moorpark. (818)222-8296.

SPACIOUS 2-bed/2-bath. 2 fireplaces. In Mar-
Vista. Sl,15(ymo. Call James, (310)398-3377.

VENKIE $895. Spacious 3-bdrm. Refrigerator,

stove, carpet, parking. Pets OK. Ed
(310)476-0503.

VENKIE, $925, Bright, l-bedroom townhouse,
V> block beach. Large private sundeck, ocean
views. (310)397-8058

WMtwood Vlli^ $1600
2-bedfoom/ 2-bath

Bay WifKiows. Hardwood Roors. Brick

2-blocks to campus
Roque & Mark Company

(310)453-1736

WALKTOUOA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS

2 master suites • 2 bath

Students/Roommates Wekx>me

$950 thru Aug 1

$1100 thniJune 30

•refrig*dishwa«her*A/C*
•controlled entiy*

•parking*clevmtor»

519 Glcfirock 213-208-4835

WESTWOODS BEST DEALS: •$695 1 -bed-

rooms, split level. *$125-»- 2-t-2bedrooms.

Huge— large patios, VC, fireplaces, refrigera-

tors. Near Century City. 474-7565 (*after

discounted specials).

' WESTWOOD AREA: 2 singles with kitchens

and full baths. Walking to campus. $675 and
$550. 470-5952.

WESTWOOD LARGE 1 -bed $79Q/mo. Walk
to UCLM/illage, pool, security, view. 10966
Roebling Ave. (310)208-4253,
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOOD largp l-bedroom, S790/mo.,
walk to UCLA/Village, pool, security, view.

10966 Roebling Ave. (310)206-4253,
(310)624-2595.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW FiLE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)639-6294.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-
em kitchen, excellertt condition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.

(310)474-6606.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
rrxjve-in bonus. FumishecVunfumished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A^, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

Large Newly
Remodeled

1 &2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLAArea
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 ' $825
Call 657 • 8756

FKEI- KEN I

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN / UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

l>l<()l I SSIOX \l 1^ MAN \(.l I) in MOSS \ ( ( ).

WESTWOOD/WLA 1-bed $675-900. New
luxury condo, gated apartment^ near campus.
WLA/PALMS 1-bed $650, 2-bed $835-900.

Good location, quiet building.
(213)471-0833.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. FurnishecV

unfurnished. 667-669Levering Ave.
(310)206-3215

WESTWOOD, $1 1 75/bx)., 2-bed/2-bath, new
carpets, floors, tiles, and fixtures, large unit,

no pets, AK, 2 parking spaces, 1 601 Veteran.

Matt (310)284-9044.

WLA. $900. 2Bd/2Bath. Built-ins. Air, stove &
refrig. Gated parking, near bus. 1 1 235 Rich-

land Ave near Sepulveda.
829-2244/395-n03.

WLA AREA. $565/mo. Attractive furnished

single, kieal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 1525 Sawtelle Blvd. (310)477-4832.

WLA AREA $585/mo. Beat the tuition hikes!

Live outside the high rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, furnished singles. Two can
live as cheaply as onel 1 525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)477-4632.

WLA Giant (bargain at $600) 2-bed with patio

or balcony. Miniblinds, ceiling fans, walk-in

closet, appliarKes, low rT>ove-in , 11527
Venice Blvd. »6. (310)390-5065.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-

blirwls, ceiling fans, appliances, low move-in.

11527 Venice Blvd. »7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling fans, appliarKes, utilities irv

eluded, tow move-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

»6 (310)390-5065.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed/1Vi bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

corxjitloning, parking-2 cars. 637-0761.

WLA $950 AND $975. 2-bed/2-bath. Security,

garage, stove, refrig, dishwasher, skylight,

balcony, tile, storage. Near bus & shops. 2607
South Sepulveda (310)313-2824.

BRENTWOOD PRIME SINGLE. $675. Flre-_

place, intercom, patfo. Buttt-tns, sutvgarage.'

No pets. 1 1 661 Goshen, adjacent San Vicente,

North of Wilshire. (213)620-1717.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

SANTA MONICA 2bed/1Vi bath, den. In

fourplex, newly carpeted, painted, street park-

ing. Close to beach. $849. (310)452-2440.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quite. Bundy N. of

Olympic, excellent manager. $665.
(310)620-7049.

WLA. $700. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large

modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(31 0)837-0761.

WLA. Large 2-bed/l -bath. Balcony, ap-

pliarKes, parking, laurniry, 2 miles UCLA. Bus,

shopping. $635 reduced. (310)325-5304.

Apartments to Share 52

1-MILE FROM UCLA. Private roonVbalh in a

~

2-be(V2-bath apt. Partially furnished, security

building, parking. $600-$640/mo.
(310)575-3747.

2-BED/1%-BATH furnished Palms apt. to

share $42Q^nrK>. + deposit. Female preferred.

Call Nadine (310)558-0196.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 2-bed/2-bath.

Furnished. Pool, gym, pool-tables.
$346.0Q^no negotiable. 1 5-min walk to cam-
pus. 206-4753.

LOOKING FOR CLEAN, QUIET, Friendly

female roommate. Own room, share bath with

female student Must appreciate cats, Japanese

culture. 370/mo. -f utilities.
(21 3)651 -427M21 3)655-51 1 1

.

MDR. $575Ano. UTILITIES INCLUDED. Non-
smoking fiemale. 2be<V2bath. Furnished, pool,

Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)627-9596.

WLA - LARGE 3-bedroom ¥vith fireplace,

balcorty, parking and storage. Own roorr^Mth,

non-smoker. $625 •«- *A utilities.

(310)445-6522.

WLA. Woman to share large, 2-bed/l -bath,

must like cats. Leslie (310)207-5740.

WESTCHESTER, own room in 2-be(^-bath
duplex. Washer/dryer arxJ storage. $45(Vmo.
Call Margaret (310)410-0122.

Roommates 53

BRENTWOOD, 2-bed/2-bath. Close to UCLA.
Ask for Dan (310)476-6656.

FEMALE NON-SMOKER for 2-bedroom/
2-bath, $550 including utilities, great view,

gated security, spacious, covered parking.

Heidi (213)936-6376.

FEMALE to share large single apartment close

to campus. Only $2e7/mo. Call
(310)477-2451.

HOUSING FOR SPRING QUARTER? Share
bedroom in 2-be(V2-bath new apartn^ent. 527
Midvale. Laundry, security, pool, spa, sauna,
weightroom. $39fi^fYO. Anne, Jennifer, Debra,
Karen (310)206-0916.

MALE ROOMMATE to share bedroom in largp

2-bedroom Brentwood apartment, $284/mo,
(310)663-1544.

MALE WANTED to share new, bright, 2-bed/
2-bath condo. Washer, dryer, sundeck. Marina
Del Rey. $50(ymo. Shauna, 626-7239 or

3902305.

MAR VISTA M/F to share 3-bed/3-bath. Sec
urity parkingAxjilding, sundeck, near beach,

$37VrY>o. (310)391-9667.
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Roommates

RESPONSIBLE NON-SMOKING MAN
WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in Rancho Park.

$45Q/mo. (310)839-1642 —
ROOMMATE WANTED to share large house.

$50(ymo. -k- utilities. Own room, WLA Robert
or Jim. (310)441-9227.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share executive

single with two giris. $283.33/mo. -f utilities.

(310)208-0769.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share beautiful

2-bec^-bath Brentwood apt. Security parking.

Rooftop pool. $65(yrTH>. (310)476-6666.

WALK TO UCLA-enormous 2-bdrm/2-bath. 2
females to share beautiful condo with 2 others.

$375 each. (310)624-4242.

WESTWOOD FEMALE to share 1-bd apt,

FULLY FURNISHED, security system, Jacuzzi,

exercise room; REDUCED RENT now just

$350/mo; Available for Spring Quarter; Erin

(310)208-4375.

WESTWOOD. BIG, OPEN-AIRED two bed-
room apartment on StrathmoreA-evering. Easy-

going roomates. $365/mo. Ask for Jon. (310)

624-5455.
^

WLA— CLOSE TO UCLA, $450, large private

1-bedroonr\/ private entrance, private bath,

parking, bar and fireplace. Lis (310)473-7639.

WLA. Luxurious 2-beoU2-bath townhouse.
Fireplace, sun deck, cathedral ceilings. All

amenities. $625 + utilities. (213)470-1017.

Room for Rent 54

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
more. Own roonr^>ath, free HBO/Showtime.
$525. (310)637-9509.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.

Leave rr^essage, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD. Own large room, parking,

washer/dryer. Near Wilshire. Immediately
available. $400^0. (3100575-9902.

ENCINO, large room with private bath, pool,

spa, parking, $39VrT>o. Marta (818)764-531 5.

FREE GARDEN ROOM in beautiful Westood
home in exchange for light cooking & house-
keeping, private entrance - bathroom. Near
UCLA (310)474-2335 or (310)476-5164.

FURNISHED ROOM, BATH. Kitchen, other

privileges. Pleasant neighborhood, 5 minutes
UCLA. SASOfmo., *A utilities. (310)479-6266.

PRIVATE ROOM with bathroom. Walking
distance to Marina Del Ray. Silvana

(310)639-2038.(after 6pm)

ROOM FOR RENTWITH PRIVATE BATH IN 2

STORY HOME. Kitchen priviledges. Near

LCLA. $45(Vmo. Non-snfH>ker. Immediate oc-

cupancy. (310)475-5125.

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. BiarKa and
Richard (310)559-5170.

SANTA MONK> $450. Room with private

bath, kitchen privileges, close to bus. Call

Dl 0)453-6546.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)206-2241.

WESTWOOD. Furnished Single, kitchen, full

bathroom, heater, parking, private, close to

UCLA, walk to Westood Blvd, pavillion.

unities paid. $495/mo (310)474-1749.

WESTWOOD $495. Beautiful, new, large

room, furnished, private bath, walk- in closet,

washer/dryer, cooking utilities. Near UCLA.
For Female. (213)470-3616. ^^_
WLA, $55(Vmo., male, furnished, private bath,

utilities, linens, TV, washer/dryer, parking,

5-min. UCLA, PT (310)279-1159.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male
student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportation. References.

(310)270-4367.

WLA/PALMS AREA. $450/mo, % of utilities.

Share with couple large furnished roonr^ath.

Close to bus lines. 397-2640.

53 House for Rent 56 Condos for Share 68 Insurance 91 Services Offered 96

3-BED/1-BATH. 5 miles from UCLA. Great

area. 2-car garage, large yard, fireplace, nice

patio, large kitchen. (310)3900065.-

3-BEDROOM HOUSE, I'A -BATH IN MAR
VISTA. Walk to tennis & golf course. 7 miles

from UCLA. Available now. $1450/mo.
(213)655-8530.

VENKI. 2-BED/l-BATH. $l,00(ymo. Utilities

paid, near beach, pets okay. 1 -600-945-2759.

VENKIE, cozy ambiance, 3-bed + derV2-bath,

gorgeous kitchen, pool, spa, security systems,

$195(ymo., (310)395-1986.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2-bed/1-bath. Living

aryj dining room, breakfast area, den, 2

fireplaces, new carpet and paint. After 7pm
(310)470-2029.

CONDO TO SHARE, own bathroom, washer
and dryer, utilities included, $50(Vmo, near

UCLA (310)575-4259.

Share lovely, spacious, 2-bed/2-bath, WLA/SM
condo with quiet, serious, 48 year old working

woman, %5O0/n\o. utilities. (310)207-3164.

Condos for Rent 69

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE )
vVe .Til do but niMo insiir.irLff r.

rLMniirerl by l.iw' So lor .j

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

House to Share 67

VENICE: SPANISH-STYLE two-bedrm house.

Hardwood floors, yard, private room. Share w/
grad student. $500 (310)391-4572.

House for Sale 58

WESTWOOD-WALK TO UCLA, 1 727 Mid-

vale Ave., 3-bed/2*A bath, living room w/
fireplace, DR, den. Excellent move-in corKii-

tion, $695,000, open house Sun. 2-5pm,

(310)479-6919, owner/broker Bill Wagner.

H,
Housing Needed 60

TEMPORARY NOUSINCVSUBLETS needed for

summer interns: May 1992 through Sept.

1992. Please call Daniela Dedona at Latham &
Watkins (213)465-1234.

Room/Board for Help 62

ELDERLY GENTLEMAN NEEDS PERSON for

assistance driving & honr>e-care. Return for

room & board. HarKock Park location.

461-7991.

CULVER CITY CONDO, $1 700/obo,
furnishec^nfumished, 4-beoU2'A -bath, sec-

urity, pools, Jacuzzi, gym, sauna, washer/dryer

and dishwasher, 10 min. to UCLA. Please call

Danna (310)636-3376. Available 3/1/92.

WESTWOOD, $1650. 2bdrm/2bth, view, sec-

urity, parking, small complex. Sale optional.

(310)475-6310, (310)446-3000.

WESTWOOD. Chic, remodeled, 2-story unit

w/spiral staircase leading to loft, wA>uilt-in

office ar>d sleep area. Window/mirrors galore!

24 hr. guard, security parking, pool, spa,

beautiful grourvi. No pets. $11(XVnH>. Purch-

ase option $165,000. broker, Susan Rose.

(310)391-4096.

Guest House for Rent 70

CHEVIOT HILLS. $750. 1 bedroom/1 bath,

kitchen. (310)204-6363.

FURNISHED GARDEN-SIDE GUEST HOUSE.
Perfect for female PhD Student. $510.0(V
month. Utilities included. References.

(213)267-1024

MV $65(Vmo. Nice single guest house, private,

refrigerator, parking, yard, storage, 15 min.

UCLA. (310)391-9563.

SM $65Q^mo. Single, r^ewly decorated, utilities

pai^Cal^fte^pfiM3W7^679^^^

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (616)785-1026.

Loans 93

FREE GOVERNMENT GRANT. Need addi-

tional education rrniney? For information, call:

(818)375-5130.

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CALL (21 3)263-BEST. Insured

24ft truck FULLY Equipped for ALL moves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, piarxK,

ok. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierKed, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS Professional, experienced.

ShortAong distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0826

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and

professional experience. Speak FrerKh. Virgl-^

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)620-0150

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate. Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333. _^^
PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTVPROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (616)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUMS TAX RETURN with our

new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

UCLA GRAD STUDENT, MBA (INTERNA-

TKDNAL BUSINESS) WORKING; CLEAN,
QUIET, HIGH DECREE OF INTEGRITY SEEKS

POSITION HOUSESITTING. 310-829-0757.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd gives

expert help. Fast, reasonable. (310)476-01 14.

Tutoring Offered 98

••-•CARING TUTOR**^BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-

ERY TO MASTERY!
(818)545-0960

CALL RENEE

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

TnwnhmiM for Sale /.^ Misc. Sport Activities 78

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. One of a kind, very

special townhouse development offering pri-

vacy and lots of space. 3-bedroom and den,

2Vj -baths. Owner nrwtivated. Won't last.

$360,000. Elsie (310)398-6944.

Townhouse for Rent 66

PALMS, 2 bed/2bath. Townhouse Security

Building. Fireplace, central air, $1050/nr>o. 24
hrs. call-(21 3)204-4230.

OT^elveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any, time firom

May to August, our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Lir>e, Tandem and

AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9662.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjecta. Thcacs/DtssertatlQns

looks.

Foreign students welcome.
PAPOB NOT roi SALE
Sharoo Rear, PhJ)
(213H7a4SS2

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, trar>slator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)826-7710.

LEARN RUSSIAN, one-on-one from Russian

teacher. $2(Vhr. Call Dmitry (310)275-5775.

MATH TUTOR. UCLA math grad available.' All

levels. High school calculus, probability, etc.

Gerry (310)274-4846.

MFA GRADUATE & tEACHING ASSISTANT
IN ENGLISnmHEATRE AVAILABLE FOR PRI-

VATE TUTORING. $10PH. (213)933-7260.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
.standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study.

"Skitfs. Work wilh a lulor who knows Ih^
subject well and who can patiently

preserH the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

Furniture for Rent 87

MATTRESS SET queen size $50. Solid wood
dining table with chairs $60. Two large desks

$40 and $50. Patricia (310)471-5705.

Iruurance 91

RESEARCH, WRTTING, edMiiig

All Levels-AH Subjects
Foreign StaxJerHs Welcome

Fast. Professional-Quaily Guaranteed
Papers not lor sale

Call Research 310477-8226
M-F10a.fn.-5pjn.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; GMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4years experience. Mark, 852-1298.

UCLA STUDENT TUTOR AVAILABLE. High^

School /junior high genera' course work (math,

Spanish). Jennifer (310)208-0677.

Tutoring Needed 99

Condos for Sole 67

Good Rates for

Motorcycles

with California-based

company. Also

available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

CAR DETAILING— wax, wash, arrrKir all, the

works. Student prices, very reasonable. Call

Michael (310)206-3402.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationaliy-

koown author/consultant. (213)626-4445.

LEARN bask: COMPUTER OPERATION IN 6
HOURS! Intro to DOS, file management,
installing arKi running progranris. Weekly semi-

nars 9-12 TAh, W/Fri. FUTUREKIDS.
(213)474-3034.

MAKE-UP STUDENT interested in assisting

filrrV photography student with class project.

(714)735-6322. Alicia.

METKULOUS EDITING AND REWRITING
for rrtedical papers, presentations, and grant

proposals. Papers not for sale. (310)397-6066

TUTOR FOR 3 year old autistic needed. Days
and hours flexible. Experienced preferred.

D10) 626-2661.

Typing 100

1 BLOCK FROM LXTLA. Wordperfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dissertations, manuscriptsr

resumes, legal. (310)206-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 6
A.M. -6 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERSAHESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (irx:luding disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Edttin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near

campus.9anf>-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwood.

1 bed/1 bath 109K, 2bed/2bath 188K. Call

agent (213)936-3129.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

urity building. $160,000. Gail 445-7776,

276-6331

.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-

CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT/
FACULTY. PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDIO $95K.

CALL BOB/BROKER, (310)470-1761.

Travel 105 Travel 105 Travel 105

) --

FEB. 25'

ACKERMAN
GRAND
BALLROOiVI

UCLA
TRAVEL
FAIR

Hop on Over to the

UCIA Travel Fair . .

.

, . . and enjoy Intemadonal Food and

Entertainment!

Come for lunch- choose Irom:

Spicy Chicken Winis

Tuikey & Italian Svbmarine San<wiche$

•Lasainaw/iarlicbreai

• Kosher hoi ioas

• Ice Cream, Popcorn S Churros

Enjoy Flamenco Dancers from 1 2:30*1pm

This year's Travel Fair also features:

"i*
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We Waht Our T^n SwaightI

Dr. Nada^ Dayanl

SpMiiiBne In braoM hi atfuNi « dddNn
Int'lftlHI**

tttfopffltt

Trad if loriMl

I'orrflMJtt

€frtHationtt€:%
AS towM f75 p«r month. No fbunoo durgoo.

Llli*iil*tf»a

W24CulvefDrM\l^11645mhifeBMJ802\

^Tht end of tb world will begm this Safyrdoy vk^" Tbcrt's what the powers that be hove just told

riwir agents on Earth,One is on angel, the proprietor of o used book store. The other is a demon

(andm proud owner of a Bentley). Neither h happy about the i^ws, so they team up to stop the

mnpending catastrophe. And when an angel and demon join forces, nothing is sacred! ^
''If you saw the hunior In fl^ OriiM..J you tqped oH fh^

comodits ofid if you reguioffy ro-TMid Dougkis Admns'

IMil fifftfififuPT M innw fir twtw tnmca^pi-JtnR

^'s?*»«
*^':.'*'iiX,r***"».

GoodOmens has orrived jusf in thnef

Berkley Trade Pbperbod ^8.95

^t^s

''" It^wtv

EYEGLASSESI
Get the lcx)k

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

1082 Glendon
Westwood Vilk^e

208-3011

Monday Spedak 20% o£f

AD products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Typing 100 Resumes

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 3.10-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

AFFORDABLE, expert wordprocessin^yping/
editing. Term papers, reports, theses. Laser.

Student discounts. Marge (local):
(818)786-8742.

ARCHETYPE. Fast tum around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(310)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs

service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop
publishing/ word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for papers, thesis, etc.

Mac, W/P, free campus pickup/ delivery.

Michael 477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. SanU Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-

vvood (213)466-2888.

104 Travel Ticlcets 106 Autos
DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090 ^
RESUMES FOR RESULTS. The interview get-

ters! Expert writing/laser printing.
Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual

appeal. Fran (818)999-3034.

WINNING RESUMES; 1-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

1 -WAY LAX to AMVEUR. 3/11. Male $2O0/obo.

(310) 447-2360.

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

S39S/person. Valid 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3087.

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, Roundtrip for

two. $15(Vperson. Valid one year. Limited

offer. (800)352-3087.

LAX TO WASHINGTON DC. 1-way, 3/21/92.

$20(Vobo. Must sell. 208-0071.

Autos for Sale 109

Travel 105

JET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or o/w!) AIRHITCH,
458-1006.

JEEP CLASSIC CJ7! '76. White body. Blue soft

& half soft top & half door, new tires. Great
shape. $4200. (310)459-6660.

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-

where, $125 p/p. Limited quantity. CALL
now!!! 24 hrs. (404)349-9551.

1989 WRANGLER. Dream Jtfep. 2 Tops. 6
cylinder. $2500 lift-big tire package. $2000
CD Stereo, thumps! Alarm. $12,950.
(213)892-4620.

'81 VW JETTA, S-speed, sunroof, 4-door,

excellent condition, repair records available,

103,400 miles. $2550. (818)901-1967.

CHRYSLER LASER '85. Good running condi-

tion. Automatic, A/C, AM/FM Cassette, 93,000
miles, $1980 (310)578-2281.

BMW 320i red, running-good, $2000; Jeep

Suzuki Samurai, black, '86, $3000. Call

Roberto (213)464-8848.

CHEVROLET CAVALIER, '84. 70,000 miles.

A/C, power locks -t- brakes, tilt wheel, cruise

control, AM/FM. $2000/080. Call 471-4287.

CIVK: SI '89, red, power sun-roof, stereo, air,

excellent condition, $8000/obo,
(213)464-8848.

DODGE COLT '84. 2dr/^ick, A/C, 55,000
miles, excellent running condition. $2000obo.
(818)799-3156.

ESCORT HATCHBACK, '86. Excellent condi-
tion. Automatic. A/C, cassette, new tires.

Original owner. 48,000 miles. $2,400.
(818)986-2537.

GREAT BUY!! '87 DODGE COLT. NEW
Clutch, breakes, battery. Pull-out cassette.

$2,70000. Call Chad (310)204-5210.

MOVING, MUST SELL '78 VW Rabbit. Fuel

injection, radio/stereo. Good condition. $900.
(310)842-9414.

RABBIT CONWRTIBLE, '83, whi^e/whlte,
alarm, A/C, stereo, new trans, top, and seats,

$4500, (310)306-2326.
'

SUBLJRU HATCHBACK 1985, 5-speed, AM/
FM cassette-4 speakers, A/C, original owner,
great condition, $2000, (310)575-3371.

VW GOLF '86. 67,000 miles. Excellent condi-
tion. Please call (310) 652-4944.

Music Lessons 102

BEGINNING PIANO LESSONS, ages 4 and up.

Make your new year's resolution come true!

(310)820-3756.

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

$20/hr. Michael Wal^. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

KEYBOARD LESSONS: John Novello's Con-
temporary Keyboardist Course. There's r>o-

thing better! All levels welcome. Westside
Authorized Associate Doug Hanvey
(310)837-1818.

SING! Vocal Technique • Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocVNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

V0K:E. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Costa Rica

Paris

Tahiti

NewYoric
Miami
'Fares are each way from Los Anseles based on a
'bundt/ippurc^iasc Restrictions apply Faressubject
to change without notice and taxes not included.

Opc« Saturclays lOam • tpm

Cound Traud
1093 Broxton Ave #920
Los Ansdes, CA 90024

310-208-3551

Youll think

the world

ofDaihatsu^

4X4 Wide Track

from Japan.

10,995
1ST TIME

BUYERS PROGRAM

+ TAX, Lie. A DOC.
SERIAL* 310091

AUTO TRENDS
(818)985-9002 (310)877-0702

4110 LANKERSHIM BLVD., NORTH HOLLYWOOD
3 blocks north of Universal Studios

MURRAY
From page 36

leading scorer, and Tm just trying

to help the team."

"I just give all I have. On
defense, I grab rebounds and try to

produce offense from them. If the

point guard loses the ball and I

have to bring the ball up, I will.**

Cal stayed close in the first 12

minutes of the contest, down by
just fdur, 28-24, when Lamond
was replaced with three fouls.

LamoiM had scored 12 points,

shooting 4-for-6 from the field, up
to that point, but with him on the

bench, UCLA immediately went
on a 15-6 run in the next 6:19 to

seemingly open up a close ganie.

Lamond returned to the Bear
lineup to start the second half, and
he showed a variety of abilities for

just a first-year major college

player. His potpourri of buckets

included one dunk inside Ed
0*Bannon, a drive past Tracy

Murray to the hole and a turnar-

ound fadeaway jumper.

Lamond also notched a skillful

assist midway through the second
half, hitting Cal forward Rich
Branham with an over-the-head

pass in the paint for two easy

points.

Tracy, who guarded Lamond at

times sdong with 0*Bannon, said

the sky is the limit for his cousin.

**G^amond) has good moves and
can take it to the hole. He has

athletic ability, (he's) a good
jumper and can put the ball on tlie'

floor," Tracy said. "He also has

freedom, and he can play like he

did in high school . . . (Cal)

doesn't have any structure in its

offense, and if you can break your
man down, you go with it,'

»»

109 Bicycles for Sale 113

RACING BICYCLE: Trek 2000. 56 cm alumi-

num frame. Movie Rims, Look pedals, compu-
ter pump. Moving— must sell. $65Qiobo.

Arthur (310)657-8074.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

KAWASAKI KZ 650 CRS CUSTOM, 1982,
black, runs good, low mileage, good tires,

$57Vobo. (310)828-6402.

Scooters for Sale 115

180 YAMAHA RIV\ runs great. Recently

tuned with many new parts. $100(Vobo.
jASON 208-2295.

'89 ELITE 80. Red, in good condition, 3500
miles. $700 obo. Jena (310)824-7924.

ELITE 80. White, 1986. Oeat condition. New
tires, tuned. $80(Vobo. Call Scott 208-3509,
leave message.

ELITE ES-50, 1988. Great condition, with

helmet and lock. $400 or best offer. Call Tim at

(310)312-0631.

HONDA ELITE 1 50. '87 white 3.3k, just tuned.

Runs great, clean. $1,100/080. Contact Ste-

phen 473-0424

HONDA ELITE 150, '89. White, like new,
4000 miles, helniet, paid registration, 1 -year.

Just tuned. $140Q/obo. (310)1824-0717.

Furniture for Sale 126

5-PIECE SOLID OAK bedroom set. Must sell.

$400. Lamp, posters, etc. Best offers.

(213)271-7790, (213)282-2517.

LIKE NEW BLACK SOFA, 2-sealer, 4.months.
old. Half price, $140. Nathalie
(310)559-5170.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbcds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Typewriter/Computer 134

ATARI 800 w/diskdrive. Print shop, word
processing, over 200 games, all original books
and software. $500(o.b.o.) (310)208-6490.

DEMAILS COMPUTER. All computers $595
and up. Include hard disk, mouse, delivery.

Call(21 3)622-3223. 1-800-756-3967.

IBM COMPUTER 286, extended key board,
internal modem, mouse joystick, 3'A ", S'A

DD, Epson LQ 1500. $700. Call 745-7457,
leave message.

NEW PC 386SX/25. 2 RAM, 40M HD, 5.25 &
3.5 floppy, keyboard, nxwiitor, warranty.
$1100. Tim (310)478-3226.

TOSHIBA 1600 LAPTOP, DOS 4.0, DOS 3.3,

Canon 10-E Printer, leather case, purchased
8/91, p.p., $150Q/o.b.o. (310)826-2210.

^
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coasted to a 20-point win over Cal,

and the same result was expected

Tuesday night.

However, the Bears made 56.9

percent of their shots (29 of 51),

their highest total of the season in

conference play.

"rm proud of our kids, they

came to play tonight,** Cal head

coach Lou Campanelli said.

The Bears started four fresh-

men, but it was the UCLA fresh-

men who made a difference in the

game.

Bruin forward, Ed 0*Bannon
scored a career-high 1 1 points and

point guard Tyus Edncy added
nine points and six assists to ensure

the victory.

"Ed and Tyus really got us

going,** Harrick said. "I thought

the best thing about tonight was the

play of Ed 0*Bannon. He made a

statement tonight If he can give us

15-20 minutes off the bench, we
will be that much better.**

0*Bannon, who equaled his

career high of six rebounds, was
pleased with his performance.

**I felt very comfortable out

there,** 0*Bannon said after mak-
ing all five of his field goal

attempts.

After a Cal basket, 0*Bannon
scored seven of the next nine Bruin

points to send the crowd of 12,151

into a frenzy.

UCLA led by as many as 13

points Ift me first half, before the

Bears cut the lead to nine at

halftime. Cal made 63.6 percent of

their field goal attempts (H of 22)

in the first half.

Early in the second half, the

Bears went on a 13-5 run to cut the

Bruin lead to one. A short while

later, MacLean went on his scoring

spree to widen the UCLA lead.

Cal made one final run, cutting

the Bruin lead to three points with

five minutes JefL However, the

Bears scored only four points in

the final four minutes of play.

'*It was good to get this game out

of our system,** Harrick said. **I

didn*t enjoy much of this game.**

Harrick was so frustrated in the

fu^t half, that he put seldom-used

reserve Jiri Zidek into the game six

minutes prior to intermission.

Zidek seeded only one point, but

Harrick was pleased.

"(Zidek) had been playing well

in practice and he is getting better

and better,** Harrick said. "He set

some of the best screens Tve ever

seen. I liked him in there and Tm
sorry that I didn*t get to play him in

the second half."

UCLA struggled from the field

in the second half, as they made
only 38.5 percent of their shots (10

of 26) after intermission. .

Tracy Murray missed seven of

10 Held goal attempts, including

all three of his three-point

attempts, as he was held to 13

points.

The Bruins also had problems at

the free-throw line, as they made
only 26 of 38 attempts (68.4

percent).

Lamond Murray, who is the

cousin of Tracy Murray, led the

Bears with 23 points. Cal forward

Al Grigsby scored a career-high 19

points before fouling out
MacLean was honored prior to

the game for breaking Lew Alcin-

dor*s careerUCLA scoring record.

Harrick presented him with the

ball from last week's Oregon

game, in which MacLean
surpassed Alcindor*s record of

2325 points.

With his 25 points Tuesday

night, MacLean l)ecame the all-

time leading scorer in Pac-10

conference games. He has now
scored 1354 points in conference

play, surpassing the previous

record of 1340 set by Stanford*s

Todd Lichti.

Consider aCareer in

Comniunications
A Master's in Communication Management from the Annenberg School

at use can take you into a management career in mass media,

telecommunications, public policy, corporate communications, and more.

Here's what some recent graduates of Annenberg's M.A. program are doing:

Paramount Pictures

Vice-President, TV Programming

Walt Disney Co.

Analyst, International TV Marketings

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Senior Telecommunications Analyst

The Learning Channel

Vice President,
.

MGM/UA
Director, European Sales & Marketing
International Home Video

J. Walter Thompson
Senior Account Executive

Price Waterhouse

Senior Telecommunications Consultant

Abbeville Press

New Projects Editor
,

f

Warner Bros. Records '

Coordinator, International Publicity

Black Entertainment Television

Director of Operations and
Business Development

^Kr

Affiliate Sales & Marketing

National Cable TV Association

Director, State & Local
Regulatory Issues

Tribune Broadcasting

Strategic Planning Analyst

Pacific Telesis

Director, Strategic Analysis

Federal Communications Commission
Analyst, Legal Affairs

Capital Cities/ABC

Research Manager

American Diabetes Association

Public Affairs Director

Come to a talk and Q & A session with speakers
^om the Annenberg School for Communication, USC, Los Angeles.

Date: Monday, February 24
Time: 4:00 P.M.

Place: Royce 164

ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME

mmt tmtm *r T"^
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Daily Bruin file photo

UCLA center fielder Michael Moore went two-for-three, with two RBI and a run scored against Cal State L.A. Tuesday.

Tr tT won T

HAPPEN TO YOU,
HOW ABOUT

YOUR FPf^NPS?
A lot of people don't think that an

earthquake will hurt them.

That's why they don't prepare for it.

BUT SUPPOSE AN 8.0 EARTHQUAKE HAPPENED AT UCLA. A

WINDOW SHATTERS ON A FRIEND OF YOURS AND YOU HAVE

NO MEDICAL SUPPLIES. THE WATER IS SHUT OFF FOR DAYS

AND YOU HAVE NOTHING TO DRINK, ELECTRICITY IS OUT
YOU RUN OUT OF FOOD, THE PHONES ARE DEAD, AND LAFD,

EMS, AND THE MEDICAL CENTER ARE OVERRUN WITH

CALLS. NO ONE BUT YOU CAN HELP.

.M^ii^

This isn't idle specualtion.

THIS WTT J. HAPPEN.
IFYOU ARENT PREPARED FOR IT.

xrt
a3<^^

Tr©IDAT, February 19th, 1992

12-lPM in Ackerman 2410

Discussion lead bv Gres Winiden Director of SWC's Disaster Preparation and Education Proiect

BASEBALL
From page 36

starter in high school,**

Kubinski said. "Then my shoulder

was hurt last year and I was a

reliever. So I couldn't wait tojump

in and start**

Kubinski used a smoking fast-

ball and a good assortment of off-

speed pitches to shut down the

Golden Eagles. Besides allowing

the one-hit, the sophomore per-

mitted only two other baserunners

while striking out a career high

eight batters.

"I was very impressed with

hira,** Adams said. "He did a good

job changing speeds. Around the

sixth inning he started to drop his

shoulder down too much and he

reached his pitch limit, so we
decided to take him out.**

Adams removed Kubinski with

two outs and a runner on second in

the sixth inning, with only a mild

protest by the hurler.

"I started to feel tired at the

beginning of the inning, but I felt

better as the inning went on,**

Kubinski said. "But I was at the

end of my pitch count**

Relievers Jim Bonds and Jeffrey

Hale combined to silence CSULA
the rest of the way, allowing only

an eighth-inning double. The shut-

out was the Bruins second of the

season and lowered their team-

earned run average to a glistening

__2,96.

Kubinski*s scoreless stint witF

also earn him a start Sunday

against UC Irvine. If he cracks the

Bruins three-man starting rotation,

though, is a "wait-and-see**

according to Adams.

"We*ll have to see how his

shoulder recovers from today,**

Adams said. "He*s going to start

against Irvine and we could even

go to a four-man rotation.**

The Bruins offense was carried

by first baseman Ryan McGuire.

who launched two homers on the

day, bringing his season's total to

three.

UCLA had scratched out a run

in flie first inning on a double by

Robert Hinds and an RBI single by

Michael Moore when McGuire hit

his first shot

Leading off the second,

McGuire delivered an ow)osite-

field solo homer over the left-field

wall to up the Bruin lead to 2-0.

It was an outside pitch and I

tried to hit it that way. nothing

special,** said McGuire.

In the third, UCLA scored

another run when Hinds walked,

reached third base on a single by

Adam Melhuse and scored on a

grounder to third by Moore.

But Adams was not satisfied

with the 3-0 lead until McGuire*s

blast in the fifth inning, a three-run

shot that put the game out of reach.

CSULA reliever Shawn Boro-

ski started the inning by allowing a

single to Melhuse and a base-on-

balls to Moore. On a 1-1 pitch,

McGuire drove a Boroski offering

down the right-field line.

"Ryan did a goodjob of hitting,**

Adams said. "I wasn't comfortable

until that three-run homer. Then I

was able to relax.**

Monday, the Bruins picked up

another win by defeating Cal Poly

Pomona 8-6. Reliever Bill Craig

picked up his fust win of the

season and Gabe Sollccito his third

save.
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Extension offers

seminar
By Zach Domlnitz
Daily Bruin Staff

It's more than a unique fantasy

to want the best seats to all the

local sporting events. And in Los
Angeles who wouldn't want to be

on a first-name basis with all of the

athletes.

Well, if you play your cards

right, all of this could bejust part of

the kick-backs of your career.

UCLA Extension is sponsoring

an all-day program on Saturday,

February 29th, teaching the finer

points of the fast-growing worid of

the sports publicist

"American sports is a $63-bil-

lion-a-year industry and like any
big competitive business, public

relations has emerged as a critical

function to ensure its continued

success and profitability." said

Robert Gold, vice president of

public relations for Prime Ticket,

and the host of the seminar.

In addition to Gold, a host of

local experts will be on hand to

discuss the role of the public

relations executive in sports man-
agement. They include Prime

Ticket's president and CEO John
Severino and UCLA sports infor-

mation director Marc £)ellins.

With the wide-range of infor-

mation available, the seminar

should not only benefit beginners

in the field and students interested

in the future, but also professionals

looking for a change.

*The future trend may very well

mean that public relations persons

will be involved in management
plans to hire and fire and other

organizational decisions," Gold
said.

"It is after all, the public

relations person who has the best

insight into the impact on the

public and the media when person-

nel decisions are made," he added.

The seminar, to be held in 6229

Math Sciences and fees are $95 for

.75 credits or $75 on a noncredit

basis.

For more information or to

enn^l. contact the Public Relations

Program. UCLA Extension, 10995
Le Conte Ave.. Room 731. Los
Angeles. CA 90024, or call (310)
825-0641.

Golf travels to Hawaii
mm

By Zach Domlnitz
Daily Bruin Staff

In its first tourney since last

November, the men's golf team
will tee it up in Hawaii today at the

John Bums Intercollegiate Tour-

nament
The tournament held at the

Mid-Pacific Country Club in Hon-
olulu, begins UCLA's spring sche-

dule and road to the NCAA finals

in June.

"I'm very excited for this

upcoming season." head coach

Dave Atchinson said. *The poten-

tial on this team is tremendous, and
"we're very strong in the 2-5

positions.**

This year's teams is the

youngest in UCLA history, fea-

turing three juniors, four sopho-
" mores, and two freshmen who will

all battle it out to make the

traveling team. It was not available

at press time who qualified to

compete in Hawaii.

Leading UCLA will be juniors

David Solomon and Ted Gleason,

both of whom competed at the

NCAAs last season. Solomon won
the Broadmoor Invitational this

summer and last year finished

second on the team in percentage

of fiurways hit (.678) and third in

average score (75.53).

With a fresh start and plenty of

young faces this spring, the Bruins

are hoping to avoid a repeat of last

season. Although UCLA captured

the Pac-10 championship and
finished third overall in the NCAA
West Regionals. the team peaked

too early in the season.

By the time nationals rolled

around, the blue and gold found

themselves in a divot they couldn't

chip out of. They finished in a tie

for 24th nationally, their third

lowest finish at N(rAAs in the

history of Bruin golf. .

UCLA plans to turn things

around, however. "Although this is

my youngest team in ten years

coaching, all we need is someone
to step up and be a leader,"

Atchison said. "If that happens we
could be a strong top ten team."

Aside from juniors Gleason and

Solomon, that leadership may
come from freshmen Billy Faeth

and John Segelke. Faeth captained

his high school team to state

championships in 1989 and 1990.

and Segelke was named to the

California All-State squad in each

of his four years of high school.

TENNIS
/ -».

From page 36
The top half of UCLA's lineup

had just as little trouble with their

ASU counterparts as did the

bottom trio.

Juniors Marie Knowles and Fritz

Bissell and senior Billy Barber

\each swept their opponents, and

none lost more than two games in a

set.

* The Bruins were fortunate to

^j::rplay at all Saturday against Arizo-

na, according to Bassett

The Bruins did not appear rusty

in cruising past the unranked
^ WUdcats.

Bissell was especially strong for

UCLA in defeating Arizona's

Ringo Navarrosa. Bassett said.

Playing in the No. 3 position,

Bissell defeated Navarrosa, 7-6,

6-1.

« The Bruins utilized the same

lineup Saturday as Friday, with

similar results.

Sher was again impressive in

7^ beating Arizona's Craig Pnidhom-

me, 6-1, 6-1.

Despite a 40 minute rain delay

which came approximately half-

way through the match, all six

Bruins swq)t the Wildcat oppo-

nents in straight sets.

The matches provided a good
tuneup for this week's NCAA
Team Indoor Championship in

Louisville. Bassett said.

*These were encouraging per-

formances for our team." he said.

Now. the team will get a true test

of its collective ability.

The NCAA Team Champion-

ships features the Top 20 teams in

the nation, with new team and

individual rankings to be posted

after the tournament.

The tournament nms Wednes-

day through Sunday, with the

Bruins' first match Thursday at 3

p.m. against either South Carolina

or Tennessee. Look for a complete

tournament preview in tomorrow's

edition of The Bruin.

Sales

SCOOTER TECH
HONDA & YAMAHA REPAIR SPECIALIST

Seivlce
Parts
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FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY OR DROP OFF AT WESTWOOD LOCATION
(WITHIN 3 MILES OF CAMPUS)

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

WE MOVED!
We Also Repair All Makes & Models of Motorcycles

West¥vood ynnd!2"^rid«v W.Los Angeles
10967BWeybum

Mono^i-noay
10422 Santa Monica Blvd.

(behind Mayhem Records) mow OPEN SAT 0^^ than 2 miles from Campus)
(213)824^2040 ^q^ (213)4704745

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks
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CHICKEN STICKS
(
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f

• Side Order ^
"^

• All You Can Drink Soda r

$3.99 + tax
(Regular Price $4.95)

ALL THE TIME, ANYTIME
~~ Offer Good with Cdupon Only~-
10923 Weyburn Ave.

208-1969
Expires 4/30/92

;
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Fast and Free Delivery

207-59 • II
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lowfat cheese availible upon request

Billiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

>x

W :

Night!
$3 Yards

of Budweiser

$2 Half-Yards

of Budweiser

$1 Jello Shots
<»<

h

Daily Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1 1 835 Wilshire Blvd.

Just West of Barrington
477-7550

MINIMUM AGE 2

1

<:•:

i :•:•?!

ALEX DE ROBERTIS

UCLA gymnast Scott Keswick, shown on the ponnnDel horse, won the rings with a score of 9.85 at

the UC Berkeley Invitational. The Bruins finished second to Stanford In the meet

Bruins at Gal Invite

CofPpeting in collegiate gym-
nastics with injuries to key peifor-

m«^ is a bit like swimming against

the tide. Try as you might, the

force of the water holds you back

and restricts fcx^ard progress.

Tliis continues to be the fate of

the UCLA men*s gymnastics team

as it placed second in the UC
Berkeley Invitational this past

Saturday with a total team score of

275.70. The performance moves
the Bruins* record above the .500

mark to 4-3.

The Bruins managed this

improvement without the full-lime

services of U.S. national team
member Chainey Umphrey (foot

injury), 1991 NCAA floor exercise

champion Brad Hayashi G^ee) or

Argentinian national team member
Isidro Ibarrondo (shoulder). These
nagging injuries continue to keep

the Bruins from realizing their

potential.

"We're still progressing. We
ended up a close second against a

much-improved Cal squad but

Stanford had an outstanding meet,

they just ran away with it," UCLA
head coach Art Shurlock said.

The Bruins accomplished their

immediate goal for this meet by
scoring near the 276 mark, but

Stanford beat up on the rest of the

field with a 283.55 total score.

Canadians
By Alan Shlpnuck

It isn't every day when a UCLA
team can lose by a score of 50-0

and consider it a positive experi-

ence, but that's what happened
Monday when the Bruin rugby

team hosted the University of
British Columbia (UBC).
The Thunderbirds ran a clinic on

error-free rugby, and UCLA head

coach Wayne Young hoped that

his players were attentive students.

*They showed us today what the

game of rugby looks like," said

Young. "If you don't get dispirited

from a loss like this, you can really

learn a lot You're talking about

one of the best rugby teams on the

continent."

UBC made it clear from the

beginning it was not going to rest

on its laurels, as they scored two
tries in the opening six minutes and

"close to eight points m~a sport

where the difference between a

winner and an also-ran can be as

little as five hundredths of a point,

was cause for some concern for the

Bruins.

.Stanford's margin of victory, event in the all-around because it

wasnl quite in the cards fw him to

finish. He has come back very

strong this season so there was no
reason to push," Shurlock said.

Keswick is excited to be back in

full time competition.

"(Shurlock) has been trying to

rest me because I've been compet-

ing for two years straight arxl I was
a little burned out," he saitl 'I was
disappointed with my own perfor-

mance on Saturday because I had

some misses on parallel bars and

pommel horse.

"But I've put my workouts into

high gear and definitely feel ready

to go. Now it's time to get serious."

This seems to be the consensus

among the Bruins, that the time has

come to put it all together and

make a huge push for NCAA's.
Shurlock could not agree more.

"It was a real eye-opener for us.

I think by seeing Stanford we got a

good idea of what a lop team is

capable of scoring," UCLA senior

Scott Keswick said. "We realize

that we really have a lot of work to

do.*!

Bruin senior Jason Carman
continues to play the role of Mr.

Consistency as he was the top

Bruin finish^ in the all-around

competition. Carman placed third

by tying his career-high at 55.40.

Even with the career-best he could

not beat Stanford's Jair Lynch

(58.20) and Marc Feingold of Cal

(55.85). ~ ^~ —
"(Jason) has been very solid for

us all year. He had a few miiK)r

breaks but we're looking for him to

score in the 56 plus range soon in

the all-around," Carman said.

Keswick, who was expected to

compete in the all-around at

Saturday's meet, experienced

some fatigue going into the final

rotation and ended up competing

in only five of six events, but won
the still rings with a 9.85.

"We pulled Scott on the final

"Everyone has a good attitude

and team morale is very high*"

Shurlock said, "We know wc have

a lot of room to improve but

fortunately at this point in the

season we're facing more positives

than negatives.

"We need to get everyone

hitting at the same time. The
problem is that it may take the

entire season to put it all together

because we're still looking fw
some people to heal and for others

to mature," Shurlock said.

I I n UCIA ragby team
jumped out to a 12-0 lead. The fast

start erased any hopes the Bruins

had of an upset, as once the

Thunderbirds found their groove,

they were virtually unstoppable.

The early goals also allowed UBC
head coach Barry Legh to breathe a

big^ sigh of relief.

"I was concerned about the start

of the game, as it's been really

tough to keep the guys focused,"

said Legh. *This trip is always the^

highlight of the year for us." Legh
feared that weekend excursions to

Disneyland and Universal Studios

might have taken the starch out of

his charges.

However, British Columbia
kept its intensity and went on to

score four more treys in the half,

building a 36-0 lead by the

intermission. The Bruins played a

solid second-^alf, and Young
could be proud that none of his

players gave up, despite the mar-

gin.

The loss was the third straight

for the Bruins, though it doesn't

affect their standing in the South-

cm California Amateur. Rugby
Union. With four games remain-

ing, UCLA (2-2 in league play)

cannot afford another loss if it

hopes to qualify for the play-offs,

which they are hosting in March.

_ Young felt the Bruins learned aft

important lesson playing against

British Columbia, one that will

serve them well as they travel to

Arizona and Arizona State for two
crucial games this coming
weekend.

"UBC showed us how important

fundamentals are in this game,"
Young said. "They didn't do
anything different than what we
practice every day, they were just

ruthlessly cfficient,^^—

—

Softliaii wins six games at Arizona tournament
By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

The UCLA softball team may
not have been able to get what it

wanted last weekend at the Arizo-

na tournament, but the Bruins still

returned content

Since play was rained out on
Thursday, the tournament was
shortened to three days and the

championship bracket was elimi-

nated. Therefore, the Bruins were
not able to get the opportunity to

play Pac-10 rivals Arizona and
California.

Still, UCLA got six games in

under their belt in pool play, and
emerged undefeated. The No. 1

Bruins dominated their bracket by
defeating Pacific, No. 18 Minne-
sota, No. 10 Texas A & M, New
Mexico State, No. 13 Long Beach
State, and Ohio State.

"I think that (the team is)

playing probably as well as they

should be at this point in time,"

co-head coach Sue Enquist said.

**Thcre were a few players who we
thought should have done better in

certain situations, but overall, it's

nice to see us come through and
win some good games."
As expected, UCLA was led by

senior center fielder Yvonne
Gutierrez. Gutierrez hit .588 (10-

17), had two home runs, 11 RBI
and also stole three bases over the

weekend. — -

SUNNY SUNG^aly Bruin

UCLA'S Lisa Fernandez hit .487 during the Arizona tournament
and contributed three RBI.

Anodier outfielder, left fielder

Kathy Evans, also provided offen-

sive firepower for the Bruins in

Tucson. Evans, the Bruins' leadoff

hitter, hit .500 (10-20) and had 2
RBI and 2 stolen bases.

All-American and Honda
Award-winner Lisa Fernandez

performed well both offensively

and defensively. The junior sensa-

tion hit .467 for the tournament and
contributed 3 RBI.

Fernandez also pitched well,

having two wins and 13 strikeouts

while allowing only one eamdd
run in 14 innings on the mound.

In all, UCLA was happy with

their performances this weekend,
despite the fact that they did not get

to play against stronger squads like

Arizona, Cal, or Cal State Fuller-

ton.

"Because they are in our confer-

ence, we know enough about them
(Arizona and Cal) they we don't

reallyj/ieed to face them," Enquist

said. "It's was nice to be able to see

them, and I can honesUy say that

we really played everybody we
wanted to play."

The Bruins started off the

weekend by pounding Pacific, 10-

0, in a five inning game that saw
the enacttnent of the "slaughter

rule."

UCLA used a 10-run third to

take this game. In the inning,

Fernandez haQ du-ee RBI and
Gutierrez knocked in two runs.

The Bruins also got a strong

pitching performance from DeDe
Weiman (2-0), who .struck out

eight in five iimings.

The Bruins then faced Minne-
sota in a game that was another

mismatch. While Fernandez was
"Onc-hitting the Gophers, the
Bruins scored in four of the seven

innings played.

Gutierrez led die way once
again with one home run and three

RBI, while Brundage smacked a

home run and had two RBI.

The competition was a little

stiffer for the next game, where

UCLA faced traditional power
Texas A & M. UCLA gave up its

first runs of the season, but still

triumphed 5-3.

*The score against Texas A & M
wasn't really indicative of how
well we played against them,"

Enquist said.

UCLA scored four in the fourth

inning, but then allowed the

Aggies to get three in die fifth.

Still, Heather Compion was able to

shut down Texas A & M for the

rest of the gaihe.

The Bruins then moved on to

squash New Mexico State 1 5-0 in a

"slaughter rule " five inning game.

The Bruins scored 12 nms in the

first two innings and gave Weiman
more support than she would ever

need.

Gutierrez hit another home run

and had 4 RBI, while Evans had
three singles, three runs and one
RBI.

Weiman threw a no-hitter in the

shortened match and struck out

twelve while only walking two.

UCLA's next opponent. Long
Beach State, promised to be a

tough team led by rettiming pitcher

Stacy Van Essen, who pitched well

in Uie CoUege World Series last

year.

Yet, the Bruins were able to get

to her through the hitting of Kelly

Inouye (2-3) and Joanne Alchin

(2-3, one double). After giving up
^onertm in the first tnntng, Femaiv^
dez settied down and shut out the

49ers the rest of the way en route to

a 3-1 win.

UCLA ended the weekend by
edging Ohio State 1-0 in a pitching

duel. Headier Compton fired a

one-hitter, struck out ten and the

Buckeyes never threatened.
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Bruins Score Big!
You get supermarket prices and the Gr^ Grocery Giveaway,

so everyone wins at Breadstilcsl

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•UABILITY
•COMPREHENSIVE & COLUSION
•SR-22 HUNG
•MANY TICKETS/ACCIDENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS.

BUSINESS. AND AUTOS.

CAll: (213) 477-8455

ALLIANCE NETWORK
INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.

(formerly Mervat Insurance Agency)

11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD #203, WEST LA
(ATCOLBYABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)

Lara
Rrst Time Shopper!

won $83.82

Marilyn
UCLA Graduate Student

won $71 .48

Darcy
UCLA Undeclared
won $60.76

Julie
UCLA English

won $24.02

These people entered and won our Great Grocery Giveaway. You could, too)

Just write your name and phone number on your Breadstil^s receipt, drop it in the jar,

and you could find yourself on this page, also! No purchase necessary.

Remernber, If you don*t play, we can't pay!

FREE PARKING!

in rear

Open til llpm 1057 Gaytey Ave 209-1 11

1

V/-
i^^..>« t^m^^^
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Bears get warm, but not

hot enough to beat UCLA
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Don MacLean was mad.

Unfortunately for the Cal

basketball team, MacLeaii vented

his anger on the Bears, as he led

second-ranked UCLA to an 82-76

victory Tuesday night at Pauley

Pavilion.

MacLean led all scorers with 25

points, as the Bruins (20-1, 1 1-1 in

the Pac-10) struggled to defeat

unranked Cal (8-13. 2-9).

"We seemed a little unenthu-

siastic tonight,** MacLean said. "I

got mad and said to heck with it"

UCLA led Cal, 57-54, when

MacLean decided to take control

of the game. He scored the next 12

points for the Bruins, including a

pair of three-point plays, to give

UCLA a nine-point lead.

"MacLean just took the game

over,** Bruin head coach Jim

Harrick said. "Sometimes you

have games like this. We didn't

give a good effort, but it is a long

season and we will take the win.**

The Bears, playing without

injured center Brian Hendrick,

were not expected to put up much
of a struggle against UCLA.
Earlier this season, the Bruins

See HOOPS, page 31

Murray leads Kis team in scoring— but for Cal

By Jay Ross
Dally Bruin Staff

Lamond was the greater of two

Murrays last night.

Lamond Murray, a 6-foot, 6-

inch freshman forward for Califor-

nia, scored a team-high 23 points

and overshadowed his older cou:

UCLA forward Don MacLean led

Bruins' 82-76 win over California

MCHAEL LAN/Daly Bruin

all scorers with 25 points In the

last night In Pauley Pavilion.

sin, 6-8 junior forward and AlP"

American candidate Tracy of the

Bruins, in the Golden Bears 82-76

loss to No. 2 UCLA.
Tracy Murray had a frigid

shooting night, hitting just three-

of-ten from the field (including 0-

for-3 from tiiree-point range) and

converting seven-of-ten free

throws for a total of 13 points, well

under his season average of 20.6.

But Lamond showed up to play.

In addition to his 23 points,

Lamond added six defensive

rebounds, three assists and one

steal, and he helped keep the Bears

(8-13 after the loss) in a game that

was predicted to be a blowout.—
''Umond really hurt us tonight^

UCLA head coach Jim Harrick

said.

"(Lamond) had a terrific game

and got better as it went on,**

California head coach Lou Cam-
panelli said. "He had a lot of on-

court composure. It*s hard on him

as a freshman, and he*s doing a

nice job.**

The Bear season could have

been completely written off after

leading scorer and all-Pac-10

junior forward Brian Hendrick

was lost for the season due to a

dislocated right knee, but Murray

is one of four starting freshman

who have picked up the slack.

-Along witfi lop reserve €©Btef

Ryan Jamison, the group has been

nicknamed *The Fab Five.**

"I feel like we*re picking it up a

bit,** said Lamond, who grew up in

Los Angeles and played against

Tracy as a youth. "We lost our

See MURRAY, page 30

Baseball No. 1 tennis notches double shutout

CSULA
By Zachary Aron

Daily Bruin Staff

Given his first start of the

season and 70 pitches to use,

UCLA pitcher Tim Kubinski

made the most of his oppor-

tunity.

Kubinski helped UCLA
(6-2) shut down the Cal-

State Los Angeles Golden

Eagles (4-6), 6-0, at Jackie

Robinson Stadium Tuesday.

The southpaw held CSULA
to one measly hit over five

and two-thirds innings to

pick up his fu*st win of the

season.

Normally used as a rehev-

er in his fu-st two years.

Bruin head coach Gary
Adams gave Kubinski the

chance to start due to the

large amount of games
UCLA has this week. The

Bruins have four more
games through Sunday.

Needless to say, Kubinski

was more than happy to start,

"I had always been a

See BASEBALL, page 32

Daly Briin til* photo

UCLA tennis player Mark Knowles won his nriatch as the No. 1

Bruins routed Arizona State. 6-0, in Tempe on Friday.

By D.J. Harmellng
Daily Bruin Staff

The lop-ranked UCLA men's

tennis team braved inclement

weather over the weekend to

sweep its fint conference matches

of the year.

The Bruins hammered Arizona

and 19th-ranked Arizona State,

each victory by a perfect 6-0

margin. The Bruins (6-1 overall,

2-0 conference) lost only one set

all weekend.

UCLA head coach Glenn Bas-

sett was pleased with the Bruins'

performance.

"We really buried them," Bas-

sett said.

Despite intermittent showers

and the absence of freshman

Robert Janecek, the Bruins really

did bury their desert-dwelling

opponents.

Janecek was sidelined with an

injured Achilles tendon, an injury

that occurred approximately one

month agont ^Pae-10 Indoors in^

Washington.

The Bruins might have thought

they were in Washington this

weekend, if the weather was any

indication.

The start of Friday's match

against Arizona State was delayed

20 minutes by rain, while Satur-

day's match against Arizona was

plagued throughout After a 40-^

minute delay to start the match, the

rain subsided for about 40 minutes

before delaying play for another

half hour.

But the rain had little effect on

the Bruins.

Despite limited practice play the

week prior to the matches, the

Bruins came out strong Friday

against the 19th-ranked Sun
Devils.

They routed Arizona State 6-0

in a match that ASU head coach

Lou Belken said was the worst

beating ever administered to his

team in Westwood.
Each ofUCLA's top five singles

players swept their opponents in

straight sets, while junior Matt

Quinlan needed three sets to defeat

ASU's Brian Geiger, 4-6, 6-4, 6-1.

in die number-six position.

Bassett was pleased with the

bottom half ofUCLA's lineup and

singled out Quinlan, Jason Sher

and Davide Sanguinetti as parti-

cularly impressive.

Sher, bumped to the No. 4 slot in

Janecek 's absence, defeated the

Sun Devils* previously undefeated

Marc Rothchild, 6-2. 7-5.

In the No. 5 position, San-

guinetti dominated ASU's Eric

Brunner, 6-4, 6-2.

The match was the freshman's

first since iie fell in both singles

and doubles play in UCLA's loss

at Pepperdine 10 ilays earlier.

See TENNIS, page 33
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Briefly

Western authors

to speak tonight

Two notable Western
authors will speak about their

newly published books at the

San Fernando Library tonight

Frances Ring recently pub-
lished "A Western Harvest* The
Gatherings of an Editor/' which
features essays and poems by
Western writers as well as

personal and professional per-

spectives on working with

them.

Marianne Ruth's "Cruel

City: The Dark Side of Holly-

wood's Rich and Famous" is a

peek into the personal lives of

many celebrities, including

Judy Garland, Marilyn Monroe
and Jim Morrison.

The program is free to the

public, but reservations are

advised. For more information,

call Patricia Smart at (818)

837-7038.

i-t^:
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New infbnnatioii

on slave trade
A UCLA student expedition

traveled to West Africa and
uncovered new information

about the 18th- and 19th-cen-

tury slave trade there.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Not to be, that

Is the question
Columnist Damon Dean exa-

mines a topic familiar to faith-

ful columnist readers — death.

,_ See page 21

Arts & Entertainment

Elementaiyy my
dear Disney
*The Great Mouse Detec-

tive," which follows the adven-

tures of Basil the mouse, has a

great premise but isn't as

captivating as Disney's most
recent animated films.

See page 22

Sports

-nr

HoreccMnes
the Cardinal

Stanford's Adam Keefe will

lead the Cardinal in a men's

basketbaU matchup tonight at

Pauley Pavilion. Can Uie Cardi-

nal exact revenge for its loss to

the Bruins earlier this season?

See page 44

University of California, Los Angeles

Thursday
February 20, 1992

Analysts say Tsongas' chances slim
By Lorl Quinton
Daily Bruin Staff

Although Massachusetts Sen.

Paul Tsongas has won the Demo-
cratic party primary in New
Hampshire, UCLA political anal-

ysts said Wednesday he has little

chance of ultimately capturing his

party's nomination.

And while President Bush will

probably receive the Republican

Party's nomination, his weak

UCLA professor thinks

Clinton is one to watch
victory in the state may endanger

his reelection prospects in Novem-
ber, analysts added.

Tsongas' chances of winning

national support are slim because

he lacks the recognition necessary

to win outside his home region of

New England.

"I don't believe Tsongas can

mount a successful national cam-
paign," said Political Science

Professor Shanto Iyengar. **He is a

Kyle La Brache. a junior majoring In English, had his $2,000 racing bike stolen near Melnlu

Hall Wednesday.

Bikes, bags key theft taigets

Police warn
owners to be

increasingly

aware, cautious

By Heesun Wee
Dally Bruin Staff

It was supposed to be a typical

Wednesday for English major

Kyle La Brache. Thejunior had a
1 p.m. film section to attend, and

like any other day, he locked his

flashy, black 12-speed racing

bike on a rack near Melnitz Hall.

Less than an hour later, the

$2,000 bicycle had disappeared.

*1 was astonished. 1 walked

out and had to stop for a second.

There was nothing I could do,"

he said.

The men's Coinage racing

bike, which has yet to be

recovered, was La Brache' s only

mode of transportation. "I'm

walking now,*' he said.

La Brache is yet another

victim of campus bicycle theft

In 1990, 43 bicycle thefts were

See THEFTS, page 15

New Englander so people in New
Hampshire know his name. But
most people in the country don't

, know who he is."

Because the 'Senator from Mas-
sachusetts was a long-shot candi-

,

dale when he first entead the race,

he does not have a strong cam-
paign organization behind him to

make his name known in other

parts of the country, said another

See PRIMARY, page 2

Best Picture Nominees

Beauty and the Beast

Buena vista

Bugsy
TriStar

JFK
Warner Bros.

The Prince of Tides

Columbia

The Silence of the Lambs
Orion

hor more Acaaenny Awara
Nominations, see page 17.

Oscar list

includes

surpnses
By Aaron Dobbs
Dally Bruin Staff

In the pre-dawn hours Wednes-
day, the antici]>ation was high for

the election results. The ballots

had been cast, the decisions had,

been made and news programs

around the world were waiting for

the results.

Former Oscar nominee Kath-

leen Turner accompanied Presi-

dent of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences Karl

Maiden onto the Samuel Goldwyn
Theater stage in Beverly Hills to

announce the nominations the

entire country has been waiting for

— the Oscars.

As usual, the nominations for

the 64th Annual Academy Awards
included a number of surpnses,

bringing both applause and
shocked silence from the press

corps occupying the theater.

Barry Levinson*s "Bugsy," a

film about the life and ambition of

gangster Benjamin Siegel, led all

films with 10 nominations

See OSCARS, page 16

Years Later OM files tell lest stery ef '42 evacuatien

UCLA administrator made effort

to aid Japanese-American students

students forced off campus Xtj the

Japanese Anierican evacuation looked to

administrators for help. Ii IMi stMy,

how the administrators responded.

Oi NQi '. former students recall the

experience of relocation.

By Matthew Fdrdahl

Daily Bruin Staff

From her barrack at the Santa

Anita Assembly Center, UCLA
student Yuzuru Sato wrote to

university Provost Earle R. Hed-

rick on May 7, 1942:

"I wish to enter some other

college other than those located

near the two sea coasts and where

there is no racial prejudice to

complete my education in agricul-

ture.-

Like most of the 175 students

forced out of school and off the

West Coast in the spring of 1942,

Sato's story is known only through

files stored at the University

Archives in Powell Library.

Despite efforts to contact all the

surviving relocated students, less

than 30 could be found by UCLA
alumni groups in time for ceremo-

nies this weekend cooUi^morating

the 50th anniversary marking the

beginning of the Japanese evacua-

tion.

But the VA'^ say much about the

missing — of students trying to

continue their educations even

under the most desperate of cir-

cumstances, and of administrators

See LETTERS, page a.
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TODAY, FEBRUARY 20
12:00 NOON

EXPOCenter
Study Abroad: The Swedish Program

Informational Meeting

AU3508
women's Kcsouroe center
"When No is Not Enough" - Educational workshop on sexual aggression and
dating relationships

2DoddHall
Women's Resource Center
Men Talking About Rape
2 Dodd Hall —^-^ —

;

Campus Events
Redd Kross

Westwood Plaza

«4444M
*«**»

9:00 PM
Oiltural Af&lrs

Jazz, Blues, Funk, & Such Series presents Jamie Findlay ~

Free

Kerckhoff Coffee House

_^^-^^_^ FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1992

Melnitz

Sneak Preview "A Midnight Clear"

Melnitz Theater

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1992
1 :0() RM

UCLA Film & Folklore Association
Telling Their Stories. The Portrayal of the Other in Ethnographic Film
Melnitz Auditorium

See ad for more details

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1992
8:00 l>M

Student Talent Network
Showcase '92

3rd Annual UCLA Talent Showcase
Free

Royce Hall

..-..•.V J" ."^

GENOLAL
Honors & Undergraduate Programs
Be an Orientation Assistant. Job descriptions and applications available now.
See ad for more details . -j

Graduate School of Eduoutlbn
'' " *

Find out more about the Teacher Credential Program
See ad for more details

Center for Student Programming
Dance Ethnology Forum
February 21-23

See ad for more details

New Hampshire Primary 1992

This is a list of Democratic and Republican

candidates in the New Hamphire primary

with 99% of Ihe predncts reporting.

Republican

Candidates

Qeorgs Bush 58%

Patrick Buchanan 40%

SOURCE: LA Times

Democratic

Leaders

PaulTsongas 34%

Bill Clinton 26%

Bob KM^ray 12%

Tom Harkln 10%

Jerry Brown 0%

PRIMARY
8ET0N KIMA>aiV Bruin

From page 1

political science professor, Tho-
mas Schwartz.

For example. Gov. Bill Clinton

of Arkansas outspent Tsongas in

New Hampshire on television

advertising $700,000 to $280,000.

This may prevent Tsongas from
capitalizing on his early victory in

New Hampshire when he moves
out of his home region to other

states, especially in the South

(where Clinton has a strong base of

suppoit).

"Ifs going to be hard for

Tsongas to turn victory in New
Hampshire into victory in the

South,** Schwartz said. '^Running a
successful campaign is like manu-
facturing an automobile— it needs
complex organization."

'Tsongas just doesn't have that
And he doesn't have the time to get
it." he added. Xlinton has much
more money and a strong cam-

See PRIMARY, page 12

Correction
Doc to a reporting error, the Feb. 19 issue of the Daily Bruin C*No
laments for Woolverton: Hollywood's a better place after

'Beauty'") incorrectly stated the date screenwriter Linda
Woolverton will speak at a UCLA Extension class. She will speak
on Thursday, Feb. 27. Today's installment of the Extension class

will focus on radio and features KPWR FM deejay Jay Thomas.
UCLA students will be admitted free with valid ID.

The Bruin regrets the emw.
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Like all students—from any place or

any age— they were at UCLA to learn.

They attended classes inside Royce

Hallj borrowed booksfrom the College

Library and ate lunch at the campus
^ coffee shop.

And when they weren't in classy somi

anxiously awaited the next Bruin basket-

ball orfootballgame. Othersjoinedsocial

organizationsy participating in Home-
coming, dances and other events.

Butfor then5Japanese-American
students at UCLA in 1942, education

was to gain a new meaning. In the midst

ofWorld War 11, they were systematically

kicked out ofUCLA andforced to move

awayfrom the West Coast— sometimes

into ''relocation centers, '' a euphemism

for U.S.'Style

concentration

camps.

relocate both

U.S.'bom citizens and
immigrants came out of

^military necessity

^

Left, Min lokl spent most of World War II aft the
Manzanar Relocation Center In California.

Below, Rowena Kubo-lctilhara holds portraits

of \)ex three brothers who at first joined her at

the Poston Relocation Center in Arizona. They
later served In the U.S. Army. Bottonn left,

KutKMchlhara holds her father's business
license, which was Issued In 1921. Bottonn

right, Akio and Jim Yamazaki, who traveled to

Japan after the war, experienced discrimination

even after their return to the States.

according to the military

officials and
politicians sup-

porting Presi-

dent Franklin

Delano

Roosevelt's Executive Order 9066, which

was signed50 years ago Wednesday.

The order allowed the military to relo-

cate ''any or allpersons ''from so-called

strategically importantparts ofAmerica.

More than 120,000 Japanese Americans

were moved out ofthese areas,^hich

included the West Coast, andmany ended

up in the relocation centers. No Germans

or Italians— the other U.S. enemies

during World War II— wereforced to

leave theirhomesforaprolongedperiod.

Now, most ofthe UCLA evacuees can-

not be located, having lost contact with
r

collegefriends or university officials.

The stories told here, however, are ofthe

survivors. They lost much ofwhat they

had as UCLA students to hysteria and

racism, yet they persistedand rebuilt their

lives over thepastfive decades.

Stopiesby

Matdisw RumaM

Photographs by

SumySung

Five

Remember
Rowenli Kubo-lchlhara

As a UCLA £reshman, Rowena Kubo-Ichihara

was shocked to leam of the suijnise attack on
Pearl Harbor. But given the political tension

between Japan and the United States, the radio

bulletin was hardly unexpected.

'I knew there was a lot of controversy between the

governments, with lots of people going back and

forth, but when it really happened, I was still

shocked,** Kubo-Ichihara said.

Although the Japanese-American nursing student

did not know in December that in three months she

would be forced out of school and out of Los
Angeles, her parents understood well the risks of

appearing pro-Japanese during the war.

Living in the ethnically diverse city district of
Boyle Heights, her parents were not worried their

neighbors would discriminate.

*There was not much anti-Japanese feelings in

school. We were all kind of mixed in Second Street

School,** she said. **We didn*t feel much discrimina-

tion growing up.**

When Kubo-Ichihara attended elementary and
high school, her mother sent her to a special school,

where she learned how to write the language she had

been speaking at home.
But once the war broke out, her father destroyed

many remnants of the Kubo family* s Japanese

heritage.

**My father had bought us a lot of literature and
Japanese children's books— we had a whole case of

them,** she said. "During the war he burned them all.**

Her father, who immigrated to the United States in

1900, heard news about the FBI rounding up first-

generation Japanese immigrants immediately after

the war, and he thought possessing the Japanese

books would be considered reason for internment

But the Kubo family was not forced to move until

spring 1942 — several months after the attack on
Pearl Harbor. Meanwhile, she continued to attend

classes at UCLA and work part-time doing house-

hold chores for a Westwood family.

During her short time at UCLA, Kubo-Ichihara

found employment with the Black family, who Uved
on Hilgard and Warner avenues.

"Arthur Black was some kind of producer at

Paramount Studios. I was their school girl,** she said.

'They had a daughter, and when they went out I took
care of her. During the week I dusted and did dishes.

Just a little here-and-theie work.*'

Kubo-Ichihara was studying at the Blacks' home
when she heard a radio bulletin announcing the
attack.—*The Blacks, they were wonderful,*' Kubo-Ichiha-
ra recalled. *They said, *Don't worry, we'll take care
of you.***

Only a few months after the Pearl Harbor raid,

Kubo-Ichihara and her family were forced to relocate
out of Los Angeles, which was determined by the
military to be a strategic area.

With Executive Order 9066 and subsequent
proclamations, the Kubo family was moved by train

to the Poston Relocation Center in the middle of the
Arizona desert.

*The Blacks wanted me to stay, but the govern-
ment wouldn*t let me," she said. "I stayed as long as I

could.**

Min loki

In
a desolate spot some 220 miles northeast of

Los Angeles — halfway between the towns of

Lone Pine and Independence— Min loki spent

what were supposed to have been his years at UCLA.
Not much remains of the Manzanar Relocation

Center, where thousands of Japanese Americans like

See page 9
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Briefs
World

Ruling party defeated

S. Aftica by-election

POTCHEFSTROOM, South Africa—
The governing National Party of Presi-

dent F.W. de Klerk suffered a stunning

defeat tonight as a coveted parliamentary

seat here fell to an aggressive challenge

from the right-wing Conservative Party.

The by-election, widely regarded as the

most critical since the 1989 elections that

installed de Klerk as president, was
closely watched as a barometer of white

support for his moves to dismantle

apartheid and negotiate equal rights for

the nation*s black majority.

The election was held to fill the seat left

vacant by the death last October of Louis

le Grange, the speaker of the white House
of Assembly. But it assumed mounting
significance as both parties rushed rein-

forcements to the western Transvaal town
for a test of pohtical strength.

LeiMuion fires rockets

at Israel; no deaths
JERUSALEM— At least 20 Katyusha

rockets fired from southern Lebanon
crashed into northern Israel on Wednes-
day, damaging buildings and cars, but no
serious injuries were reported.

Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir toured

a iKithp.m Israeli community struck by-
the rockets and vowed to put an end to the

missile attacks. Military censors pre-

vented publication of the community's
name.

*They have many katyushas, but we
will overcome them and remove them,**

he said. '*I think in a few days we will have
here full security.**

The clashes have cast gloom over the

planned resumption of Arab-Israeli peace
talks next week in Washington, though all

the parties have said they will attend.

Russian intelligence

to help with iVIIAs

WASHINGTON — Russian intelU-

gence agencies with extensive informa-

ti6n on Soviet activ'ities in Indochina

during the Vietnam War have agreed to

help a U.S. Senate committee investigate

cases of missing American servicemen,

commiaee leaders said.

For the first time, files and other

documents on American prisoners and
deserters collected by the Soviet Union
beginning in the 1940s will be turned over

to American investigators by the Russian
foreign intelligence service and other

organizations, according to Sen. John
Kerry and Sen. Robert C. Smith, chairman
and vice chairman, respectively, of the

Committee on POW-ML\ Affairs.

The lawmakers spoke at a news
conference on Wednesday.

Korean talks held to
defuse nuclear issue
SEOUL, South Korea — Leaders of

North and South Korea held intensive

talks to defuse tensions on the nuclear
issue amid signs that North Korea was
resisting early establishment of a joint

commission to inspect installations sus-

pected of making nuclear bombs.
In a full day of meetings on Wednesday

in Pyongyang, the North Korean capital,

delegations led by Premier Chung Won-
rihy^ of South Korea aed Ptiffle Mieisief

Nation

Japanese academic
slain in Boston hotel

BOSTON — The president of a

Japanese university, here to sign an
exchange agreement with the University

of Massachusetts in Boston, was shot and
skilled in his hotel room, an act likely to

feed Japanese stereotypes about the

prevalence of crime in America.
Iwao Matsuda, 72, president ofChukyo

University in Nagoya, was shot in the

back Tuesday night after a man with a
bandana over his face forced his way into

the visitor's 16th-fioor room in the

elegant Westin Hotel, police said. While
Matsuda struggled with the masked
intruder, his wife, Akiko, ran into the

hallway and then heard a shot, said Joseph
Saia, Boston's superintendent of police.

Saia said that while robbery might have
been a motive, nothing had been taken

from the room. The suspect escaped.
News of Matsuda*s killing was promi-
nently reported in many Japanese news-
papers and television newscasts.

House democrats

Yon Hyong-muk of North Korea dis-

cussed the next steps to be taken now that

the accords they signed in December to

reduce tensions have formally taken
effect

The two accords, which took effect

officially Wednesday, call for elimination

of nuclear weapons on the Korean
peninsula, to be verified by joint inspec-

tions of each other's sites, and for

improved contacts in business, communi-
cations and military matters.

MItotax • II

WASHINGTON — Responding to

protests from their colleagues that their

tax plan offered little to stimulate the

economy. Democrats on the House Waya-
and Means Committee modified tiie

measure to add two provisions to spur

investment

In a two-hour party caucus Wednesday,
complaints rose across a broad spectrum
of ideology that the original recommen-
dation of a permanent one-percentage-
poim cut in the coqxxate income tax

would not only do little good but would
also look bad when compared with the

measure's two-year cut in taxes for the

middle class.

State

Councilman proposes

study on sale of LAX
With the city facing a $100-million

deficit for next year, City Council

president John Ferraro has called for a

study on the possible sale or lease of Los

Angeles International Airport and all

other city-owned airports.

"I'm not sure we will want to do it, but

it's something we should look at," Ferraro

said Wednesday. **It!s nice to own these

things, but we aren t getting much in

return for the services the city provides.**

Ferraro said that he has heard estimates

that the sale of Los Angeles International

alone could bring in $2 billion. Other
city-owned airports include facilities in

the Los Angeles suburb of Van Nuys, the

high-desert city of Pahndale and the San
Bernardino County city of Ontario.

A spokesman for Mayor Tom Bradley
said Ferraro's proposal should be delayed
until a study is completed within the next
four months on the future of the airport

Two City Council members questioned
the practicality of Ferraro's proposal.

Top Ten

Top 10 reasons you*re reading this:

10. You y/OTk at KLA.^
9. You work in the Coop.
8. You work for The Bruin.—?y^ ffiigfat be funny.^
6. The professor is late.

5. The crossword was too hard.

4. Your horoscope told you to. .

3. You were hoping for more jokes
about sex.

2. To convince yourself that you could
do better. —^.— ^ ^--i

1. If you don't we'll send someone to
break your kneecaps.

Compiled from Bruin wire services and
stuff ingenuity
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Mazatlan!
Round IHp Air Fara ffiom LAX
7 Nights Stay ki tiie Don Poiayo Hotol
5 Winners Rocolve Groat Priaos Evory Wookl
Next Contest Date : Tuesday, Feb. ZS.

H^PPy Hours
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2806 Mom 81.

(213) 3994481

r/ Tap Beer
$1
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Task gltMip to review girad admissions policy
By Roglna RavettI

Daily Bailn Staff

A graduate student task group

will meet this afternoon to discuss

and recommend changes in the

underrq)resented student admis-

sion and retention policies at

UCLA.
Such proposals include provid-

ing universal graduate admissions

criteria, addressing the recent

decline in . the percentage of

Purpose is to ensure an *open,

accountable and fair' procedure
underrepresented groups admitted

and having graduate student rep-

resentatives participate in the

admissions process.

The group's aim is **to develop

working groups to ensure that

graduate programs create admis-

sions criteria which are open.

accountable and fair/* said task

group member Robert Ito.

The committee — which is

sponsored by the African-Ameri-

can, Pacific-Islander, Asian-
American and American-Indian

student groups — has met only

once since the graduate student

assembly created it last April. The
group's initial recommendations
were unanimously approved by
graduate government at the same
time the task group recommenda-
tion was approved.

Today's meeting will serve

primarily to inform and update the

audience about UCLA's admis-

sion policies, Ito said.

The group also plans to deter-

mine its priorities and set an
agenda, said Michael Lichter, task

group member and graduate stu-

dent government external vice

president "Part of it is going to be

'

flnding out what people want to

do."

The committee was formed
because of the federal education

department's Office of Civil

Rights reported that the UCLA
graduate math department discri-

minated against five Asian-Ameri-
can students about four years ago,

Lichter said.

In addition, the federal bureau

See ADMISSIONS, page 13
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PHILIP
ASHAMALLAH

INTERNATIONAL
Paid For By: Phillip Ashamallah Democratic Candidate For President

PROUDLY PRESENTS
The \rv(vas)axkr(\s, Creotiom, and Wndnigs t/utt have been nomiriated for

Nobel Awards and Prizes by the Royd Swedish Academy of

Sciences in Stockholm,

LTHE SECRETS OF SUCCESS & THE SECRETS OF HAPPINESS:

This wonderful little booklet has reduced the incidents of teen-age suicide in the

U.S.A. and is available by sending five dollars, money order or cashier's check to:

PHILIP ASHAMALLAH
PRESIDENT OF "PAN PACIFIC PUBLICATIONS**
P.O. Box 36022

Los Angeles, CA 90036-0022

ILASHAMALLAH DESIGN OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE:

A NEW METHOD FOR THE DESIGN OF PRESTRESSED
CONCRETE RECOMMENDED TO ALL STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERS. ARCHITECTS AND CONTRACTORS.
For a copy, please send fifty dollars money order or cashier's check to:

PHILIP ASHAMALLAH
PRESIDENT OF INTERNATIONAL DESIGN PLUS
5478 Wilshire Blvd. #204

Los Angelesy CA 90036^218
^

IILMUSIC RECORD ALBUM:

This record contains four of the most beautiful American so

l.^'Beautiful California'*

2.**I Love California"

3."In The Lovely U.S.A."

4.**It's America for Me

s entitled:

.w

For your own copy, send fifteen dollars money order or

cashier's check to:
^^%-'.

PHILIP ASHAMALLAH
PRESIDENT OF
••SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RECORDS"
P.O. Box 36022

Los Angeles, CA 90036-0022

/

WE ARE SEEKING INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS FOR TAPES, RECORDS &
SHEET-MUSIC OF SONGS AND COMPOSITIONS OF

PHILIP ASHAMALLAH. COMPOSER OFTHE CENTURY
P.S. We are seeking nationat and intemational publicatbns to help us

convey and communicate our ideas and thoughts to the American

People at home and abroad. Interested publishers and editors, please

write to: Phillip Ashamallah. Democrat for President. P.O. Box 36022.

LA CA 90036-0022
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UCLA researchers, students unearth slave trade fort
By TonI Rivera

Dally Bruin Staff

After spending many eight-hour

days digging in the hot African sun
this summer, a group of UCLA
researchers and students cracked

some of the mysteries about
European settlement in west Afri-

ca by excavating a 200-year-old

slave trade fort.

The UCLA group and three

students from the National Univer-

sity of fienin uncovered whole
pieces of 18th- and 19th-century

pottery and bottles six feet below
the ground.

These artifacts shed insight

about the life of people who lived

more than two centuries ago, said

group leader and UCLA graduate

student Kenneth Kelley.

The UCLA group went as part

of a field study trip offered by the

University of California Research

Expeditions Program. The prog-

ram is open to the general public.

**No one*s ever done this kind of

an archeology dig in Ouidah (a city

in coastal Benin), so it was a total

mystery as to what we would find,"

he said.

Ouidah was once a major center

of trade between Africans, Euro-

peans and Brazilians. In exchange

for European goods, the native

Africans of Ouidah traded other

Africans they had conquered in

neighboring lands, Kelley said

STUDY ABROAD
THE SWEDISH PROGRAH

STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY
Study abroad in Stockholm,

S^veden with The S^vedish

Program at Stockholm

University.

I Instruction is in

English. I Course

offerings are diverse,

for example : women
and equality, environmental

studies, international

relations.

Scandinavian literature,

public policy, history of the

Vikings, politics, health

care I Live ^with a
"S^vedish family or in a

university dormitory.

I Witness the

dramatic changes

reshaping Europe on our

excursions to Berlin and
Budapest.

COME TO AH IHFORMflTIOHflL MEETING

tbruary 2sOO »rman Union

Ifyou are unable to attend this meeting, please contact your Study Abroad Advisor or

call The Swedish Program office at Hamilton College: (315) 859-4404
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ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A POTENTIAL
CAREER OPPORTUNITY BUT NOT READY

FOR A 9-TO-5 DESK JOB?
Would you like to live on a tropical island? Can you instnict Volleyball? Tennis?
Windsurfing? Snorkeling? SCUBA Diving? Archery? Can you speak Japanese? If not,

do you have the desire to learn? Or, are you an entertainer; Singer, Dancer, Musician
or Technician? If you have any of these qualifications, and if you are not afraid to

work hard and play hard, we may have the job for you.

PACinC ISLANDS CLUB...
has full-service beach resorts in the Pacific that cater to guests who want to be active,

entertained and have the time of their lives!! We have openings in our SPORTS,
ENTERTAINMENT AND ACTIVITIES DEPARTMENT FOR...

"CLUBMATES" -^ RECREATION
COORDINATORS AND ENTERTAINERS

Persons to organize and instruct water 6i land sports, initiate and direct games, arts &
crafts and to sing and dance in our nightly revues. Japanese language skills not essential,

but preferred. Willingness to work hard and learn Japanese is necessary. We provide a 6
month contract, housing, meals, and other fringe benefits, including round'trip airfare.

!!?!?!?!?!?!v5'?!??!!!!!!l^^

v.*.v.'.v.;,'.v.%v.v.v,',v.*.VAV.'.

kUriM*MMMMMMMMMMiMtiMMMMMMMM*IUMUMi^UM*MMMMUM

Pacific Islands Club is an equal opportunity employer and all U.S. laws

apply. Proofofeligibilty to work in the U.S. is required. VXTTIT
15UKDS
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lese slaves were sold to the

Dutch, French, Portuguese and
Brazilians, and resold to traders in

America and the Caribbean.

"When people watch a movie

like *Roots,* they see Africans

being captured by Europeans,**

Kelley said.

*That*s a major misconception

because oftentimes slaves would
be gathered and sold by their

fellow Africans. Many African

kingdoms were selling the inhabit-

ants of their conquered territories,''

he added.

Because written documents do
not tell the complete story about

the Ouidah people, the dig is

important, Kelley said.

While he used the two-week
expedition as a research project

toward his doctoral program in

anthropology, Kelley plans to take

a second group to Benin this

See PORT, page 19

DELI & GRILL

UCLA
Delicatessen • Pizza • Hamburgers

Food to Go • Full Service Catering

Private Parties • Full Salad Bar

\o\\ Open \o] RivakLisi \ Li (M^\]] I),

Lite

exp. 2/28/92

$5.00 Minimum purchase

100 UCLA Medical Plaza

Westwood Blvd.

^ phone(310)443-0437

FAX (310)443-0440

^^4HfMten^ Scute

CP286-12MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-25MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) $975

CP386DX-25MHZ (80MB Hard Drive) $1170

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive)....$1285

CP486-20MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1450

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drlve).$1790

""—1 All Systems Indude:

FREE SUPER MOUSE II

with purchase of svstem

•1 MB RAM Memory

•5.25" or 3.5" Floppy Drive

•HYUNDA1 14- Super VQA(.28) Color Monitor

•Super VGA(1024768) W/1 MB-256 Colors

•101 Enhanced Keyboard

•AT I/O Card (2 Serial. 1 Parallel & 1 Game)

•2FD/2HD IDE Controller

•100% IBM Compatible Systems

•One Yaar Parte and Labor Warranty

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE
Please CaU SCOTT for best deal at

^!^^^!^^^v^^^!^!.'•^^'.'.!.'.'.^^^w'.'.'.M.M.^«.^.l.^
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U [;^i Center's pasteral care proglfam expands
By RoMn Dong
Dally Bruin Staff

While most programs at the

UCLA Medical Center are cutting

their costs, the center's pastoral

care program has hired an assistant

director to expand residency train-

ing.

The program— which provides

religious services like commun-
ion, baptisms, patient visits and
family consultation — receives

more than halfof its fun^lrom the

hospital.

But despite the recent cuts in the

helicopter ambulance program and
the MediCal patient load, hospital

officials kept a promise made two
years ago by hirLng David Myler to

fill the position.

*They found the program to be a
worthwhile investment,** Myler
said. **It is something iqipreciated

by patients, their families and
administrators.**

Although volunteers served as

the backbone of UCLA pastoral

care for the past decade, today the

program is a full-fledged depart-

ment that trains clergy in hospital

ministry, said Rev. Janet Hum-
phreys, the program *s director.

'There are always people need-

ing to be trained as doctors, and the

same holds true for pastors,**

Humphreys said. *There need to

be centers for training all over the

country.**

UCLA*s pastoral care program
is the Hrst in Los Angeles County
to receive accreditation from the

Association of Clinical Pastoral

Education. The program is one of

18 offered in California.

By hiring Myler as a teacher, the

program can now accept more
residents, expanding from Hve
students to the current enrollment

of 12.

In class, the residents explore

pastoral identity, discuss theologi-

cal issues and hone their pastoral

and listening skills, he said.

—Mostly clergy and seminarians,"

the residents spend one-third of
their time in class and the rest of
the time providing pastoral care

services.
«<iTn a hospital, the chaplains are

there to listen, instead of to

preach,** said resident Noel Tiano.

*There comes a feeling of pri-

vilege of being with patients when
they need a spiritual companion
the most**

See PASTORAL, page 14

UCLA Rape Prevention Education Services present:

Men Talking
About Rape

Vlcliiil/ M()\ ics

presents a sneak prc\ icw

A Midnight Clear

t n ^
f I

Facilitated by Erik Skinner
Men's Educational Outreach Coordinator

2 Dodd Hall
Today, February 20
12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center
and the Department of Community Safety.

[A I^DELSEV
RWIS

FEATURING

Starring Kevin Dillon and Elhan Havvkc
dircclcd by Kcilh Ciordon

Friday, February 2 1

Melinl/ Theater 7:30 p.m.
Free 'Passes rec|iiired

In-person: Keith Gordon

^Passes are free to UCLA students. They can be obtained at CTO at 9:00 a.m. or at the Melnitz Box

Office at 10:30 p.m. on the day of the screening. Current registration and I.D. are required. Must be

present fifteen minutes before showtime to insure seating. For more information call 825-2345.

This program is co-sponsored by the Graduate Students Association.

^H

THIS MAY BE
THE PROGRAM
FOR YOU...

UCLA Masters/Credential Program or leaclier Credential Program

The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of

Education is pleased to offer a program during 1992-93 in which students

may simultaneously eam a Masters Degree and a Teaching Credential in

four quarters of study.

The Teacher Education Laboratory also offers a Teacher Credential Program
in which students may eam only a teaching-credential in three quarters.

The Teacher Education LatX)ratory is seeking a diverse group of applicants

from a variety of backgrourxJs and fields of study, interested senior and
graduate students are invited to sut)mit applications for either the Masters/

Credential Piogram or the Teacher Credential Program before the April 15.

1992 deadline. The Graduate School of Education also offers finanaal aid

packages -including the prestigious $6,000 Dean's Scholarships-for

TEL students.
i

For mdie informatk)n and to receive an applk:atk>n form please contact:

' ,'

^

TheOffice of Student Services

(310)825-832e

W¥m J
I »| ^1-^ WW" t —i.
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CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments macje 24 i^ours o day!

COMPUEYE CARE
<8) Vn.^ 3 19-9999«

1531 Wllshire Blvd. Santa Monica
(comer of I6th Street, riext to Crown Books)

PIZZA SAVINGS
CURRRENT SPECIAL

$10.99 SPECIAL
2 Medium w/ 1 Topping

(tax not included)

824-5000
Not valid with any other ofTer.

Valid at partidpatir^ locations only.

Coupon required. Spires 2/26/92.

by DOMINO'S

$$$$$$$$$

$9.99/13.99
MEDIUM PIZZA FEAST

«

Bacon Cheeseburger

Pepperoni Feast

Deluxe

Meatzza

824-5000
hiot valkj with any other offer.

VaNd at partidpatirig locations only.
Coupon required. Dcpires 2/26/92.

CHICKEN STICKS
•^Side Order
• Ail You Can Drink Soda

^ $3.99 + tax
(Regular Price $4.95)

ALL THE TIME, ANYTIME

I

I

I

Offer Good with Coupon Only

10923 Weyburn Ave.
208-1969

Expires 4/30/92

I

UCLA Provost Earle R. Hedrick requested exemption for students
from Executive Order 9066.

lETTERS
From page 1

trying to balance sympathy for

students with patriotism and
bureaucratic allegiance.

UCLA Provost Hedrick, along
with his colleagues throughout the

West Coast region, sent letters to

scores of colleges and universities

outside the restricted military

areas so that the evacuated stu-

dents could continue their educa-
tions outside concentration camps.
When Executive Order 9066

was signed by President Roosevelt
on Feb. 18, 1942, allowing military

commanders to give orders eva-

^ating "enemy aliens" from the

y^iffSf Coast, administrators at

UCLA and other universities were
unsure of their students* status.

In early March, Hedrick wrote a
letter to the Western Defense
Command asking for a general
exemption for students.

CapL E.T. Adler, curtly repUed
on march 18:

**No exemption will be granted
to students as a class, nor for all of
the students of a particular institu-

tion, nor for all of the affected

students in a particular graduating
class.*'

Hedrick responded in a letter on
March 24, "I may say that the
rulings which you give me are
precisely as I thought they would
be."

By April 29, the 175 students

were evacuated.

In the meantime, the Western
College Association, a group of
West Coast college administrators,

formed a special Committee on
Aliens and made UCLA*s Hedrick
the chairman.

In a March 28 meeting in

Pasadena, the association agreed
to the committee's plan to try to

contact as many universities out-
side the excluded areas in an
attempt to find those willing to

accept Japanese-American stu-

dents.

By early April, letters to and
from Hedrick begin to contain the

names of those universities
accepting or refusing Japanese-
American students from the West
Coast. Out of the 107 responses by
early May. 68 schools "responded
favorably." 26 schools were "gen-
erally unfavorable" and 13 schools

were "non-committal."

While Hedrick and his commit-
tee searched for schools to take

evacuated students. University of
California President Robert Gor-
doti Sproul lobbied the upper
echelons of the government to get

I some guarantees for the evacuated

students.

Sproul wrote to President

Roosevelt on April 24: "The
loyalty of the great majority, under
this program of evacuation, should

be safeguarded not merely by
providing reasonable living

regimes in evacuation centers, but

also by affording opportunities for

future leaders of this minority

group to complete their educa-
tions."

He continued: "No attempt
should be made to provide luxuries

or unprecedented opportunities,

but every effort should be
expended to see that those who
would normally have obtained

college . . . training are allowed to

do so in spite of evacuation . . .

."

Sproul seVit similar letters to the

vice president, congressmen, state

officials and Gen. John L. DeWitt,
who headed the Western Defense
Command and ordered the evacu-

ation after Roosevelt signed the

executive order.

No responses are coiitained in

the University Archives.

As the Japanese-American stu-

dents were removed from the West
Coast, they were refunded their

registration fees — $29. But they

were not allowed to collect any
aedit for classes only partially

completed because of the evacua-

tion.

Letters apparently continued to

pour into both SprouPs and Hed-
rick's offices. Sproul never
replied, but he sent copies regard-

ing the Los Angeles campus to

Hedrick. *

Hedrick's form letter to the

students never changed:

"In answer to your letter of." the

letter always began, leaving room
for the date, "I am enclosing a list

of institutions of higher learning

which have indicated a willingness

to take American-bom Japanese

students.

"In order to determine whether
or not arrangements can be made
for you to enter, it will be
necessary for you -to correspond
with the school of your choice. All

of these schools require that the

transferring students be able to

take care of all finances, be in good
standing in their former institu-

tions and be citizens of the United
States.

"At the present time, this is all

the information which we can send
to you. I regret that we cannot be of
more specific help.

"Very sincerely yoyrs. \

"E.R. Hedrick."
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loki spent the duration of Work!
War II. Only a few concrete and
stone reminders remain, and they

don't reveal much about the

camp's past.

Survivors like loki bring a sense

of reality to the present-day nibble

and desert of Manzanar. Through
their eyes it is possible to und^-
stand how people lived beneath the

dark, cold shadow of Mount
Whitney.

"It was not a time to be
reacting," said loki. 68. during an
interview nearly 50 years after his

internment "The minorities did

not actively protest the discrimi-

nation that was going on. Everyone
felt angry, but we did not protest it

as much as we should have."'

loki was a freshman floriculture

major in December 1941, when
Japan attacked Pearl Harbor. Sev-

eral months later, he was forced

out of Westwood and placed in the

Manzanar camp, surrounded by
barbed wire and armed guards. He
never returned to finish his degree.

"When we arrived there it was
early evening," loki recalled. "We
didn't know where we were going.

We didn't know until we got into

the barracks, which had a bare

minimum."
All seven family members lived

in the one-room barrack.

*The barracks themselves were
boarded on the outside with a sheet

of tar paper." loki recalled. *The
floors had cracks, and when the

windblew, the dust would come up
through the cracks in the floors."

Manzanar, located in the Owens
Valley east of the tallest peak in the

contiguous United States, was not

a hospitable location for any life

except the desert brush.

"It got cold at night, and in the

summer it was very hot and dry,"

he said. "When the wind would
blow the sand, you would have to

find the best place to stay.

"It's just like the area when you
travel to Vegas," he added.

The internees did not cook any
food for themselves at first At
mealtimes, they would queue up at

the mess hall, where they were
served army rations.

•They recruited volunteers to do
the cooking. Some weren't as good
as others," he said. "Just like when
you go to restaurants."

As the montiis passed, condi-

tions gradually improved at the

camp, loki recalled. Although the

U.S. government made a few
improvements, internees were left

responsible for improving the

barracks and surroundings.

**Later, (die officials) did put in

floor covering, something like

linoleum, and covered the inside

walls with Sheetrock," he said.

"Inside you could see all the studs

and bare walls. They covered that

with drywall.

"It tended to help, but there were
cracks. When the winds were
strong, the dust would come in."

Eventually internees were
allowed to shop for small electric

ovens through a Sears catalog.

**There was no real cooking.

Maybe enough for some snacks or

to boil water for tea Or something
like diat,*" he said.

And the improvements the inter-

nees made to their barracks also

helped keep out some of the dust
"People started planting little

gardens, to brighten up the imme-
diate areas around the barracks,"

he said. *That tended to keep the

dust down."
loki spent most of his time

working in the motcn* pool, driving

a tractor between the camp's
hospital and the medical ware-

house, located at Manzanar.

•There were jobs because the

camp had to be run by the people

there, although the management
and administraiion were Cauca^
sian," he said. "Many people had
jobs in the camp and kept busy that

way.

*There were also sports, and
classes like calligraphy, knitting

' and dress making.

"And som^ pec^e organized

dances or formed clubs. Usually

they were same people from a
certain area or age group getting

their friends together and putting

together clubs." he said.

In December 1942, riots broke

out over living conditions and
arrests, leading to the deaths of

several internees. loki lived at the

other end of camp, and he only

heard about the deaths through

word of mouth, he said.

People who were activists were
doing this (protesting)," he said.

"Because there were soldiers

around, most of the people who
were bystanders from a distance

didn't know what was going on."

The Yamazakis

In
Uie spring of 1942, Akio

Yamazaki— who was only 19

units short of graduating —
said goodbye to UCLA and her

friends.

Nearly three months after Japan
attacked Pearl Harbor. Yamazaki
and her family were ordered out of

their Los Angeles home and into

the Santa Anita Assembly Center

because of their Japanese ancestry.

The war against Japan cut open
a k>ng-festering sore of American
racism against the Japanese. Even
after the war. Yamazaki and her

husband. Jim. continued to experi-

ence some forms of discrimina-

tion. But the couple's friends

balanced the problems brought on
by society.

In the days following the sur-

prise attack by Japan. Yamazaki
did not believe she and other

American citizens would be
interned. She was not so certain

about her parents, who had emi-

grated fiom Japan.

"We were wondering what
would happen." Yamazaki said 50

years later. "Most felt we would
not be evacuated. Our parents

nevcur.were allowed to be citizens,

so w^ figured they would be.

"We were wondering how we
wouki keep going to school with--

out our parents support"

On Dec. 8. the FBI arrested

Yamazaki's father and interned

him at a temporary center in San
Pedro for donating money to

visiting Japanese cadets in 1940.

Her father did not have enough
time to bring clothes, so Yamazaki
decided to take some to him.

On her way to San Pedro, she

collided with a Red Line electric

trolley. Not only did she suffer a

concussion and break several ribs,

but all her class notes were
destroyed in the wreck.

She tried to re-register the

following semester, but by then it

was clear even Japanese-Ameri-

cans citizens would be excluded

from the West Coast, including

UCLA.
Yamazaki, a nutrition major,

never asked for assistance from
UCLA. But a professor and several

classmates compiled information

to help in her job as a camp
dietician.

•*One of my professors came to

the assembly center and brought

with her a notebook. The class

assembled what they thought I

would fmd useful." she said.

By October 1942, the Santa

See REMEMBER, page 10
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Germans anguish
over 'secret' files
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By Stephen KInze J

The New York Tlm^

BONN. Germany — The for-

mer East German secret police, the

Stasi, no longer exists, but last

weekend it nonetheless claimed

another life.

Gerhard Riege. a member of the

Bonn Parliament from eastern
^

Germany, hanged himself on
Saturday after it was reported that

he had been a Stasi informer in the

1950s.

"I don*t have the strength to live

and fight," Riege wrote in a suicide

note. "Pm afraid of the publicity,

the way it will be handled by the

media.**

Riege's suicide has led some
politicians to warn that Stasi files

are being opened too soon and too

fully. Others insist the country

continue to seek the full truth about

Stasi repression, no matter how
painful.

Under a law approved by Parlia-

ment late last year, any citizen may
have access to his or her complete

Stasi file. Most files contain

reports about the person's private

life and political views, submitted

by informers under code names.
Special librarians at the Stasi

archives can usually tell the infor-

mer's true identity.

"
See GERMANS, page 11
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Anita Assembly Center was shut

down after all of the evacuees were
relocated elsewhere. Yamazaki*s
family was sent to the Amache
Relocation Center in Colorado.

Yamazaki went to New York to

live with a Quaker family willing

to sponsor her.

She worked as a maid for the

family for several months before

being accqited tn rnliimhia IJni-

versity.

Before she graduated from
Columbia, a former classmate
from UCLA visited her in New
York. They married in 1944.

Her husband, Jim, who gra-

duated from UCLA ia, 1939,

managed to receive his army
commission a week before the

Pearl Harbor attack. Even so, he,

too, was limited by the military

exclusion orders.

**It was just disastrous.** he said.

**Even with my commission I

couldn*t leave Milwaukee because
I would have been passing through

a naval station. It was most
painful.**

Shortly after their marriage. Jim
Yamazaki was sent to Europe,

where he was captured by the

Germans during the Battle of the

Bulge in 1944.

But even after Germany and
Japan were defeated, the Yamaza-
kis continued to feel some racial

discrimination.

"When I got back we couldn't

iind a place to live because people

would turn us down — even
though I was in uniform.** he said.

'That kept on even after the

war.**

The Yamazakis finally settled in

the midwest, but in 1949 they

traveled to Japan to participate in a

study on how the atomic bomb
blasts affected children.

On their return to the United

States, they found renting a house

was easier, because Jim Yamazaki
was on staff at UCLA.

**I rented it from somebody who
registered a house with UCLA.
But before that, I had signed a lease

and they turned me down after-

ward.**

Any style
TUXE

RENTAL IN STOCK
OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH

UCLA STUDENT ID.

PRICES START AT

$42 w/ Discount

SHOES

Serving UCLA for over

37 [fears - At the Corrxer

of Ga\fle\f & LeConte
Offer Not Good on

SAME DAY SERVICE

10970 LeConte Avenue
Westwood Village

Los Angeles, California 90024

(310) 20fr«755 (310) 208^52751

Herbert Murayama
Herbert Murayama has

wimessed nations on a

collision course before,

but he doesn't see the United
States and Japan headed in that

direction today.

The 69-year-old Japanese-
American trade consultant does
not believe the nations* current

conflicts are a result of racism and
hau-ed. Instead, he blames politi-

cians and economic downturns for

the strained relationship.

"When times are not as good as

before, people tend to be down.
With that, you have a sort of
human reaction of taking it out on
someone else,** Murayama said.

While Murayama was a pre-

engineering student at UCLA, he
was ordered to leave the university

and relocate in a camp at Jerome,
Ark. Although Murayama never
returned to UCLA, he later con-
tinued school at the Illinois Insti-

tute of Technology.

But in 1944 Murayama was
drafted into the U.S. Army. He
served at Gen. Douglas MacAr-
thur*s headquarters during the

Allied occupation of Japan, where
he saw the re(|jfth of the Japanese
nation.

'

**A lot ofJapanese should and do
realize that their current success

was in a way because of the

government MacArthur set up.**

Murayama said. "He was the one
who created the constitution. He
saved the emperor and he overall

respected the smartness of the

average Japanese citizen.**

After the war. Murayama gave

up engineering and established

himself as a link in the commerce
between the once-warring nations.

He and his brother started a

furniture and home appliance

company called the Nissei Trading

Company.
After retiring from his business.

Murayama became a consultant to

a Japanese firm doing business in

the United States.

Recent trade tensions between
the United States and Japan.

Murayama believes, stem tom
"politicians being politicians.**

When the speaker of the Japan-

ese parliament criticized Ameri-

can workers for being illiterat&and

lazy. Murayama dismissed the

comments. "In a sense, he is a

country bumpkin kind of politi-

cian.** he said.

"When I was in Japan, the

people there . . . were quite indif-

ferent (to the pohticians.) The
average person in Japan realizx^s

they would not be successful

without the U.S.**

The Amoican people, too. have
developed since the war. he
believes. "I have faith in the fact

that the intelligent people— most
of the Americans — respect and
understand the Japanese Ameri-
cans.**

Even through the difficulties

over the past half-century. Mur-
ayama sees some positive signs in

the nations* relations.

"There is a mutual respect

between the people, although
maybe it*s lacking affection.** he
ttid.

Nannies need space
« " '*'——r-

they can call home
By Andrea Brooks
The New York Times

With its white clapboard siding

and black shutters, their Cape
Cod-style house on a small subur-

ban plot in Fairfield, Conn., evokes

the houses William J. Levitt

squeezed by the thousands into the

potato fields on Long Island after

World War II.

Robert and Taylor Veidenheim-
er bought the three-bedroom, one-

bathroom "starter** house three

years ago.

When it was built, in 1938. it

was considered ideal for raising a

family, but the Veidenheimers

soon found themselves with a need
that the planners of that era did not

anticipate in so modest a house, a

private room for a live-in narmy.

With two children under three

and both parents working and
struggling with unpredictable

schedules, the couple found they

could no longer rely just on the

local day-care center and daily

help for their youngsters.

They reasoned that by giving a

GERMANS

nanny a relatively low salary —
but also room and board — their

monthly cash outlay for child-care

would decrease.

Just before Christmas, the

Veidenheimers began turning one
side of the unfmished basement—
about 275 square feet — into an

additional bedroom and bath at a

cost of around $10,000.

*The looms in this house are

very small and we treasure our
privacy.** said Mrs. Veidenheimer,

a marketing specialist. "So we
needed to do something more than

put the person in one of the upstairs

bedroo**

Earlier this month, with the

room almost complete, they hired

Jamiee Redman. 21 years old,

from Rochester, Minn., to care for

their children, Ian, 2'y4, and
Andrew. 6 months.

Across the country, suburban

houses like this one in Fairfield are

increasingly being transformed,

and in some cases being designed

from the start, to meet the needs of

young families who need live-in

child care.
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Many Stasi victims who have
seen their files have discovered

that some of their friends, co-

workers and even relatives were
informers for the secret police.

These discoveries have led to

considerable private anguish and
the breakup of many friendships.

They have also left former Stasi

informers deeply embarrassed
and, in some cases, overwhelmed
with guilt.

The law opening Stasi files,

which went into effect Jan. 2, also

empowers government agencies to

request background checks on
their employees. These checks
have resulted in the dismissal of

thousands of judges, police offic-

ers, schoolteachers and other

public employees in eastern Ger-
many who once informed for the

Stasi.

Since the files were opened,

several politicians in eastern Ger-

many have been revealed as

longtime Stasi informers. Among
the most prominent was Josef

Duchac, who was ousted from his

post as premier of the state of
Thuringia last month after his

former Stasi ties were made
public.

The Premier of Brandenburg,

Manfred Stolpe, who according to

newly released files held hundreds

of meetings with Stasi officers

over a 27-year period, is facing

pressure to quit.

Stasi files have also shaken the

German sports world. A member
of the Olympic bobsledding team,

Harald Czudaj, admitted that he

furnished the Stasi with reports on
his coaches and teammates. So
many soccer players on the I>res-

den team have admitted to Stasi

contacts that the franchise may
collapse in the face of public

disgust

"Something is wrong with the

way we are looking into our past,**

complained Gregor Gysi, leader of

the Democratic Socialist party, in a

eulogy delivered at Riege*s Miner-

al.

Riege had been a member of

East Germany's Communist P^uty

since 1946. and in 1990. when it

renamed itself the Democratic

SociaUst party, he remained an

important member. Files found by

investigators suggest that he had

been an informer for the Stasi from

1954 to 1960.

Even before he was officially

identified as a Stasi collaborator,

Riege had been the target of many
rumors. When he tried to give a

speech in Parliament last year

urging an end to "cultural restric-

tions** in education, he was inter-

rupted by jeering colleagues.

"Who restricted people? You
did!** shouted one. "Stasi lackey!**

shouted another. "He*s a Stasi

brother!**

Like other political parties, the

Democratic Socialists recently

asked for background checks on all

13 of its Members of Parliament

Party leaders said Friday that three

of the 13 were found to have
worked for the Stasi.

The party gave all three deputies

a vote of confidence, but Riege
evidently feared what one friend

-called "unbearable social pres-

sure.**

Another of the three Democratic
Socialist deputies identified as

former Stasi informers, Jutta Bra-

band, announced today that she

would resign her seat in Parlia-

ment
According to investigators. Bra-

band not only provided reports to

the Stasi, but **participated actively

in arresting people.**

Riege*s suicide led one Member
of Parliament, Hermann Scheer, to

warn that "Stasi hysteria** was
spreading through Germany.
"We are living through a public

witch hi^t that is unworthy of a

democratic state,** Scheer said,

adding, in a reference to Hitler*

s

brown-shirted storm troopers, "A
country that allowed former SA
members and Hitler Youth gradu-

ates to rise to high government
positions has no right to condemn a

man like Gerhard Riege because
he had contact with the Stasi from
the ages of 24 to 30.**

Another Member of Parliament,

Wolfgang Thierse, who was a

leader in the campaign to open
Stasi files, urged Germans to be
tolerant of people revealed to have
been Stasi operatives. Life in East

Germany, he said, "meant a con-

stant struggle to defend your
individuality.**

"It is ineviuble that this

involves compromises, tactics,

diplomacy, and yes, mistakes,**.

Thierse said. "We should avoid the

impression that everyone was
somehow guilty.**
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Buy One Entree and get the Second (of equal or

lesser value) for 1/2 Price!

Free Delivery with Dinners served 'til 10pm.
minimum puichose of $ 101 Capuccino ft Dessert Bar until 1am.

1389 WESTWOOD BLVD.
Hours: Mon-Sot 1 1 :30am - 1 :00am

Sun 5:00pm- 10:00pm

»V1

-:^m ..mjui
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ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lavs/yer

Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

UGHT PEELS
SKIN REJUVENATION
• Sun Damaged Skin • Large Pores

• Wrinkles • Aging skin

FACE • NECK • HANDS • CHEST
Call ELENA • 208-7806 • 100 UCIA Medical Plaza

H NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style

Perm
Straightening

Tint & Style

By Appointnnent

477-2255
Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

J

JUST ONE BLOCK
S. OF WILSHIRE

:zxzzzz:

M

TANNING
5 Sessions For $25*
•CD Sound Systems
Air Conditioning

•lOWblffBeds
•Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824'2TAN

M-F: 9arTv8pm

Sat & Sun: llam-6pm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between l^nross & Undbrook)

•coupon expires ' 2/27/92

(lit time customen only/l per customer/must present cqvfxn)

MiataqtaiataiaiaaataaiaMi3taaiaaaaaiai»3taiaaiaaiaMt3MaaaaMauMa«MauMt3aaMaqtaaa

Mealticket. What's Their Trip9

m

Name: Mealticket

Act: Ska-Punk-Funk Band

One Word Description: Psychotic

Distastes: Those Afraid of Dancing

Object They're Looking at in the Photo: Nothing

Trip with them and other talented

FCLA performers at the 3rd Annual
—Student Talent Showcase

DELIVERING TALENT TO
92

INDUSTRY

e
e
e
e

Friday, February 28, 1992

Royce Hall Auditorium

8-lOpm
FREE • free • FrEe • fReE • EERF (get it?)

Hosted by Charles Fleischer
• voice of Roger Rabbit

• regular at The Improv on Melrose

• helluva host!!

Special Thanks to our buddies at

c
c

Tickets available at CTO beginning Wednesday, February 26

paid for by ASUGLA BOD, CPC, CAC, CEC, and GSA

Tsoiigas searches

for funds, votes

By Karen De Witt
The New York Times

BALTIMORE— Paul E. Tson-

gas, the Democratic winner of the

New Hampshire primary, began an

intense search Wednesday for the

money and votes he needs to take

his campaign beyond New Eng-
land.

The former senator from Massa-
chusetts had a private fund-raising

event and a rally here and three

fund-raising events in the Greek-

American community in New
York in the evening.

Tsongas. who for the first time

in his 10-month quest for the

Democratic presidential nomina-
tion had a campaign plane, told

reporters that it was critical for him
to do well in Maine, South Dakota
and here in Maryland.

PRIMARY
From page 2

paign organization. He is the one to

watch.-

Clinton weathered accusations

of infideUty and draft evasion from
Vietnam, and still, he finished

second. The scandal may have cost

him some votes, but Schwartz said

Clinton emerged out of the prim-
ary in a strong position to win the

nomination.

"TF Clinton doesn't shoot him-"^

self in the foot (again) . . . then he
will most likely win the nomina-
tion.- Schwartz added.

But Clinton's personal troubles

could become a secondary issue if

President Bush stumbles in the

Republican primaries against con-
servative challenger Pat Bucha-
nan, Schwartz said. The spotlight

will shift from a scandal-ridden

Clinton to a struggling incumbent
president

The Buchanan challenge will

have a major effect on Bush's
performance in the general elec-

tion, Iyengar said.

**One year ago, no sane person
would have suggested that George
Bush would be facing a significant

challenge in his own party. They
would have been dismissed as a
lunatic,** he said. **But Buchanan is

significantly weakening Bush.**

A former Reagan aide, Bucha-
nan has focused on the dismal state

of the U.S. economy. And that will

spell trouble for Bush in the

national presidential election if the

economy does not improve, Iyen-

gar said.

•The economy will be the

paramount issue in the general

election. The past few months
have been a string of media reports

on economic problems,** he said.

**People have forgotten everything

else and there has been a complete
transformation in Bush's image
and approval.**

If the economy continues to be
an issue. Bush will be on the

defensive and cannot talk about
issues he would like to — issues

that he is strong on, he added.

Bush wants to focus on the

success in the Persian Gulf War or
his tough talk on crime.

**Buchanan keeps talking abput
the economy and nothing else.

He*s forcing the Rq)ublicans to

address an issue that the Demo-
crats will have the advantage in,**

Iyengar said.

*The Democrats would love to

talk about the economy and
nothing else. With Buchanan, the

Republicans are doing their job for

them.**

The next major caucus will be
held in Maine on Sun^y. Then, on
March 3, there are the primaries

and caucuses in Colondo, Ocor-
gia. Idaho, Maiyliiiid, Minnesota,
Utah and Washington.
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Downed plane's

change of path

was deliberate,

navigator says

By Richard WItkIn
The New York Times

A retired airline navigator has

gathered evidence that in his view
shows that the South Korean
airliner shot down over Russia in

1983 was on a deliberate flight

path and did not stray accidentally

into Soviet territory.

A principal part of his analysis is

his refutation of what has been the

prevailing theory— that the plane

unintentionally flew off course

because ofa single-digit mistake in

keying flight coordinates into the

navigation system.

Leading aviation officials

accept the refutation as correct, but

still insist that the incursion was
accidental and not deliberate.

All 269 people on board the

Boeing 747 jumbo jet, Korean Air

Lines Flight 007 from Alaska to

Seoul, were killed.

The chief author of the report,

Robert W. AUardyce, has demon-
strated that the one-digit data entry

error, the most widely accepted of

several "innocent error" scenarios,

would have guided the plane on a

track markedly different from the

one that radar shows it followed.

Jerald M. Davis, a retired

"federal officIaT^eqpIy involved iiF

developing the one-digit error

theory, now agrees that it does not

hold up. But he and two other

aviation offlcials who make the

same concession contend that a

combination of such innocent

errors was almost certainly the

cause of the course deviation.

AUardyce says those more com-
plex explanations are equally

untenable.

ADMISSIONS
From page 5

placed eight other UCLA depart-

ments on a federal review because

department records were insuffi-

cient to disprove claims of discri-

mination.

The task group also plans to

focus on the situation of need- and

merit-based minority fellowships,

which the Department of Educa-

tion may now open to people of all

ethnicities and backgrounds,
defined as "broad diversity.**

According to Gary Morrison,

deputy general counsel of the

University of California, "broad

diversity** uses criteria such as

gender, race, ethnicity, experi-

ences, academic interests, nona-

cademic interests, talents,

perspectives, geography and dis-

advantaged social and economic
circumstances to determine fel-

lowship need.

The federal education depart-

ment is expected to approve the

policy on March 9, Lichter said. In

the meantime, the UC is currently

designing a policy to fit the

guidelines.

•Tederal policy is not likely to

change, therefore, the university

and other universities have
designed policies to fit,** Lichter

said.

According to Ito, the loss of

fellowships to minorities could

threaten the admission and reten-

tion of UCLA minority snjdents.

"All the relatively few scholar-

ships will be opened up to all

comers — possibly resulting in a

significant weakening in minority

recruitment and retention,** he

said.

The afternoon meeting is open

to everyone and will be held in 301

Kerckhoff from 4 to 6 p.m. I

ThinkingAbout
MBAor

GradSdiooi?
FREE 40-page

Graduate School Application
Primer. Call:

800-777-EXAM

tmbn
SOFT CONTACTS

EXTENDED. I>AI.Y ^^^^
(OLfAflCOtOfI $40 PR
DISPOSABLES (t.^ «i«iy).....$79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES......J156 PR
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED. J13t PR

Did you know that ... nothing a ivoman does obligates her to have sexual

contact against her xvill?

Everyone has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected.

",''_','
. 1 1

1

,
1 1 1 1 III trrrrr-rrrm 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n rrwrwrrfr^^^rr^^

When No Is Not Enough
SmualAggression ondMiiMtfgMelmH&mMtfs

^MA^k^fe^k^^M^M *************************

an educational workshop for students, staff, andfaculty

12.-00 - 1.-00 p.m. 2DoddHall 206-8240

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

A •

ADVERTISE.

^Muar 1116 flir

Recycle—and tell others

\ a/.

4c Set-up recyclng Uns

^ Buy recycled ppoducts

t Save papei*, glass, alumiiiuni

and plastic containers

Take your home recycled items
to a Recycling Center

j>-

ali^..<.>^#'^"^>-*i

• " . ";>••:;:•••.'.•"; "... •.;;"-;..'*•.

ecyciing Centers
4^ Use one of these centers or can

1-800-827-9886 or 1-800-558-2962

tor the one nearest you.

WESTUL
CaniMBlly Rtcydtai

Cwtir
lOSOIMtflBMlBM.

S1I*»1-7111

I

f
f

lit. • t >

Rtcycie

CENTE

24IIIPI. ^

CENTER

ClovtrfMd/Blvd

SiUirai MOMCJI
CmmHity Mcydm

1 iMcycli W^f
aiO*S61-7111

r\.

lirvicspiBas and departments. ^ ••^^

c:?>-::;>-'<:;s^<: };

;*?'n»!?>:

DRIVE UP, DROP OFF
(ASUCLA accepts home
recyclables ONLY during Sunday Mrinry 28

"Drive Up. Drop Off"
gupjgjj 1^^^ ,g

week-end drives)

jf^'^'wi-^wi

l^lgiMgiaigatMiiitoTtl

A i U C L A

. . • • \ . / •

tICYCLINO
F I OO I AM
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" AlW \NS

London p5^^
Rome ]\3^^^^^

DESIGN HAIR CUT
NO AP^X':>iN^MFN]S *::.:)8 AAA'^ "

.

HAIR COIOR $15
Hir,H.n{^ $25
FPfNC*- Ptk.v $15-2'^?

ZOIOS P^k^' $35-4^
SUPIRPU'A.'. $66

fOit vvf Av•'^'^ roMPit M $45
'.n lA $10
COLOk v\ $35
SHAM- $10
MArgu $8

SPECIAL FREF-

SPECIAL FREE

<'J':> < $".2 .

$45 $17.

Get a piece of tlie action

COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
iNCltOtS tV6 [XAV son VAU B

CO\'ACTl.t\SiS CAR[ w '& ro.iOW UP

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

(> f T M I T R I X

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE. O.D. Inc

Advertise in -

The Daily Bruin

€IEIAI^T IHI®HJSIE
CLASS SCIEIIEIIDIULIE

SUN; STUDYBREAK
MUD PIE & COFFEE DRINK $3.50

MONi PRIMITIVE CUSTOMS
JUNGLE JUICES—GET SAVAGE . $3.00

TUES ; AZTEC RITUALS
MARGARITAS & CERVEZAS $2.00

WRDi HLTMAN SQCIQLQGY
SEX SHOTS & LONG NECKS ...$2.00

THURS I WEEKEND WARMUP
DRAFTS AND SHOTS $1.50

irill CIHAIRT mousB

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
' SANTA BARBARA

Summer Sessions
JUNE 24 -JULY 31, 1992

Vocal Institute

....provides an sxcstlsnt

•nvlronmsnt in which
coll«g« and profssslonai

singsrs may furthar thair

artistic sliills.DssigiMdby
Eiizabsth Mannion, intsr-

nationally rsnownsd

Six-Week Summer Session

UC8B ensrs an anricMng acadamic and cuNural axparianea in a setting of
uniqus baauty. An ideal setting to malce new friends and tske challenging and
Intriguing courses In s wide variety of disciplines. Ths classes are smallsr snd
the campus la less crowded. Continuing students, high school grMJuates snd
students fl^om oChsr colleges and univeraHies are eligible to enroll.Them are fw>

QUtH>f«etata tuHlon fa—

A Masters Deareo In Three Summers

June 2g - AuQumt -^p

Summer Institute of
Oerman Language A Culture

An enriching opportunity of unusual quality and relevance, Ideal for teachers
who eaimol pursue ttieir atudiee during the academic year because of profes-
slortal obligations.

Summer institute of
Frsrtch Studies

MOTE: Pleaee ehecii vour oroarmm intf— Write:

^ -, ., .
Summer Sessions - Dept. LAQ

,

Vocal InsUtute University of California

,^yM Q Summer Setstont Santa Barbara, CA 93106-2010

Masteri In French (•05)893-2047

Q Masters in German *

^:^
X

.«

Nuw

Addnm

CMy Aatt Up

HSI9 Wilshire Blvd.* Suite 205 • LA. 90025 • 213-312-4900

Weil Make Sure You Make It.

LSAT»CMAT*GRE«MCAT

CSU students

protest hike
In annual fees
By Carmen Ramos Chandler
Los Angeles Daily News

Irate students dumped banana
peels and oUier garbage in front of
California State University trus-

tees to protest a nearly 40-percent

fee inarease proposed for next

year.

The demonstration came Wed-
nesday in Long Beach after the

eight members of the Finance
Conunittee recommended diat the

state Legislature raise the annual
fees from $939 to $1,308 at the 20
campuses in the CaUfomia State

University system. Students were
hit with a 20-perccnt hike in fees

last year.

"What they basically did was
tell incoming CSU students that

they are no longer welcome," Ron
Palacios, university affairs direc-

tor for the California State Student
Association, said after the com-
mittee meeting.

*The students basically threw it

(the garbage) in the middle of the

trustees table to let them know that

this is what we think of you,** he
said.

The students vowed to lobby
state lawmakers to block the plan,

and university officials said that

they hope the students succeed. -

**No oneon th^j^o^d was ha^y-
with today's vote, but it was taken
with a heavy heart and the under-

standing that there are very few
choices,*' CSU spokesman Max
Benavidez said. **It was a question
of quality and access. The board
was making sure students don't
need eight to nine years to gradu-

See page 18

PASTORAL
From page 7

Patients who have participated

in the program agree that pastoral

care improved their stay in the

hospital.

"You can talk to a minister

about things you can't talk to your
family and friends about — like

death," said Gercda Yeomans, a
heart transplant patient.

Although most major hospitals

across the nation have pastoral

care programs, many patients said

they were never exposed to this

type of care.

"I have never seen anything like

this at other hospitals, and you
need it when you're faced with
something like cancer," said Mars-
ha Parmentcr. "I felt so alone and
Chaplain (Brenda) Mitchell was
there to fill the loneliness and with
her help I felt peace."

Hospital officials say they too
have seen changes in the program
over the last four years, during
which about 68,000 patients parti-

cipated in the program.
**Now residents are more avail-

able, and some families find it

extremely helpful," said Paul
Bellamy, director of Intensive
Care Unit. "Actually I think it's

under-utilized because doctors and
nurses don't think to offer this

program."

The UCLA pastoral care depart-
ment provides various services for

these patients, including a 24-hour
on-call program, conferences on
spiritual issues and aid to patients'

families who want to find housing
in community homes.
The program's top priorities

now are to misc community-based
financial support for the training

programs, begin chapel renova-
tions and establish an endowment
fund and perhaps an undergraduate
program.

T r
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THEFTS

>

From page 1

reported, according to campus
police statistics. The figure, how-
ever, is deceivingly low because it

does not include unreported stolen

bikes, said campus police officer

Helen Citrano.

The thefts go unreported
because many students feel the
effort is futile, she said "Most
people feel that nothing can be
done. But nobody is going to do
anything if no trend is noticed."

Altiiough bicycle theft is still a
problem at UCLA, the 1990 figure

is low compared to the 186 bikes
reported stolen in 1986. The
dramatic decrease in numbers is

attributed to die installment of
Community Service Officers on
campus in the mid-1980s. Since
the program began, bike Uiefts on
campus have declined consider-
ably, Citrano said.

But despite the decrease in bike
thefts, more expensive bikes are
disappearing, Citrano said. One
reason is the sheer increase in the
number of cyclists. "It's healthier

to ride bicycles, so you see more
expensive bicycles on campus.
You don't see the Schwinns too
much," Citrano explained.

In addition to bicycles, back-
packs are also prime theft targets.

Within die last three months, 39
stolen backpacks were reported,

according to police statistics.

These backpacks were stolen from
fett Ubriuy, die Weeden Cen

ter cubby holes, the Ackerman
Union Treehouse and the four

undergraduate residence halls,

according to campus police
records.

*T)on't leave your backpack on
a table in die Treehouse, for

example, and then go to get food.
When you come back, it might not
be there," said Housing Security
Manager Carole Barb^.

Although annual backpack dieft

figures were unavailable, Citrano
said that a larger student popula-
tion leads to more backpacks and
thus more thefts. "Generally
speaking, they've gone up."

But whether Uie theft involves
bicycles or backpacks, almost 80
percent of all campus crimes are

committed by students against

. students, according to 1991 figures

released by the Maryland State

University Campus Violence Pre-

vention Center.

For example, students who steal

bikes will sell them to friends. A
typical sales pitch from student to

student is, "'I just got a new
moped, (so) I don't need a bike.

You want to buy it?'" Barber said.

And these days, when money is

tightand a few extra dollars make a
big difference, stealing a bike or a
backpack is a quick way to cope
with economic difficulties. Barber
said. A stolen bike can mean an
extra textbook or paying the rent

this montfi, she said. 'I^ople are

turning toward (thievery) as an
easy way to make money."

But campus crooks are not

always students. Many non-stu-

dents purporting to be Bruins

disguise themselves in college

attire and scout the campus for

expensive bicycles and unattended

backpacks, Citrano said.

And as crooks roam UCLA,
campus police said they can only

do so much. *The officers are

busy, they don't have time to patrol

as much as they would like to,"

CiU'ano said.

The police, in turn, are hoping
UCLA students, staff and faculty

members will be more cautious

about their belongings. Officers

cannot be on every comer, Citrano

said. "You can't watch everything

every time, but you have to be a

See THKPTSv paQe 19
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ADVERTISE

825-2161
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee#eeeee

WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We NowAccept

•HEALTH-NET • PCS • MEDi-CAL • BLUE CROSS •

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

iy-Friday m Saturn

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from .

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

208-3011
Monday SpedaL 20% off

All products and services

I
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

i**«>«»»«»xxin iiiiiii» ixiiiniiigittrTg»g»gggggggg«gg«ggg>g»»g»^^,>^,„,„„„y,

N

CARD CATALOGS
Now is your chance to own your very own card catalog.

You must act quickly, and you must supply your own
labor and transportation from the URL lobby.

Call library purchasing at 206-6761 for full details.

Available to all students, faculty, and staff at no
cost, though donations to the UCLA Library are welcome, l

WHEN:

WHERE

WHAT

r

A S U C L A

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

I

Sunday, February 23 1 1 :00 am-4:00 pm

Ackerman Union Loading Dock* (Drive or walk in from
the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without string, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and no

glossy magazines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams (most soft drinks),but please, no
tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

Ifyou have otheritems to recycle, please callouroffice

fora communityrecycling centerinyourarea.

^UPCOMING COLLECTIONS:
March 15 • April 12 • May 17 • June 14

For more information, about the ASUCLA Recycling Program call 206-7589.

SpecialRecycling Siteavailable forone day only.

Please Recycle this Newspaper

T
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The Marquis Florist

TERRY L. FOREMAN
Fltiist to the Stars

I

I

o>M«na c».o«

SPECIALIZING IN
CREATIVE DESIGNS

ALL Flowers PersonaUi^

Selected Fresh Dailif

824-0696
930 HILGARD AVE
WESTWOOD

Close to UCLA Campus & Hospital
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Est 1970

GIANT SUBMARINES
^^0968 Le Conte Av^
(Across New Medical Building) 208-7171

UNLESS YOUR UNCLE
OWNS THE PLACt, YOU COULDN'T
GET FOOD THIS GOOD, THIS CHEAP!

50 cents

OFF I

Any Small '

Sepi's I

w/cpn I

$1.00

OFF
Any Large

Sepi s

w/cpn

BUY
ANY
SEPIS
GET

ONE FREE
w cpn

(^. COORS LIGHT ON DRAFT
L-J^ 48 oz. Pitchers $2.95 (4-8 P.M.)

NUTS! free nuts during Happy Hour

^V////;///'

TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

CHICKEN SPECIAL
|

• Cliiclcen After 3:00pm to close |

: Wol°" $3 70 I
• Fried Rice >^<J»/ y \

"place" ORDrRS~BY~PHONE FOr'pTcKUp"
1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
WestwocxJ Village, CA 208-2002

ilJNCH \ DINNER Al THE SAML PKICl

t^-ic

•¥- -'fi

S^^A M«»

Prep
L S A T
G R E
G M A T

7 he fiisicst j^roniH}> course ni I (LA

Call todayand we'll tutoryoubeforeourcourse beginsand
help you with the application process at no extra charge.

Sin;i

am
«T (•la>> -\/A'> i\]](

( r (uin>, (iill SI AMIOKI) IMMM*:

810*(i52*f>fi()2 818*7()fM()(M)

:nv-;!S:-:.:S:: •

:.Xv x.x .;..:. »x-.;X>::;;:.:.-<...'8« :>.x:-b;S.;;;

;

;IUbli

The gosil of the CEdNbmia Ot^ctm
m to provide hi^h <^2ri{ty sp^rm for

t>--:-:

ag^ioH9 to 34 and a
9 to 12 month commitment.

AK0 VOl* EA*«4 0»»10 flOSflW^EKPiiiiMp-
..; ^ % % %

fc^';a:&a;aii&»aBS<:>i

2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF All

Hair Services
^ otif sgfvicgs include

Cut Manicure

Color Pedicure

Highlights Facial

Makeup

PARIS at SALON 1015
for an s^pointment

(310)824-5006

1015 GayleY Ave. # 105 in Westwood '^^Ilage

(Just halfa block south ofWtvbum)

*AVEDA GOLDWELL DPI*

From page t

(including one for best picture).

Among the other leaders were
"JFK** with eight nominations,

•The Prince of Tides** -and *The
Silence of the Lambs*' with seven

each and "Terminator 2: Judgment
Day** and *Thelma & Louise** with

six nods apiece.

Also receiving six nominations

was Disney's "Beauty and the

Beast,** which made history by
becoming the first full-length

animated feature film to receive a
best picture nomination. "Beauty**

earned the greatest amount of
applause from the press.

John Singleton*s "Boyz N the

Hood** also created a stir. Single-

ton received nominations for best

original screenplay and best direc-

tor. The latter makes the 23-year-

old Singleton the youngest director

to ever receive an Oscar nomina-
tion, replacing Orson Welles, who
was nominated at the age of 26 for

Xitizen Kane.**

More history was created when
Laura Dem and Dianne Ladd
became the first mother-daught^
team to be nominated for awards
the same year. Dem, a fint-time

nominee, received a nod for best

actress for her work in "Rambling
Rose,** and Ladd was among the

list of best supporting actresses for

her performance in the same film.

Controversy will surely follow

the announcements for a variety qL
reasons. While Barbra StreisandT'

•Tides'* was among the best

picture nominees, the Academy
once again showed its reluctance

to nominate a woman for best
director. The omission was espe-

cially shocking since Streisand is

up for the same award from the

Director*s Guild of America.
On the other side of the coin,

director Ridley Scott received a
nod for *Thelma & Louise.*' But
die female buddy picture, which
also brought Golden Globe-win-
ning screenwriter Gallic Khourie a
nomination, was overlooked for a
best picture nomination.

"Lambs,** obviously unaffected^

by its February release, and the

controversial "JFK** fiUed out the

Best Picture category.

The suiprise in the best actor

category was Robert Dc Niro's

nomination for "Cape Fear."

While a De Niro nomination is

never shocking, conventional wis-

dom predicted that the Academy
would instead nominate Kevin
Costner for "JFK."

However, De Niro, with his

sixth nomination (with two pievi-

ous wins), faces some formidable

competition. Warren Beatty
("Bugsy"), Anthony Hopkins
C*Lambs*0. Golden Globe winnw
Robin Williams ('The Fisher

King") and Golden Globe winner
Nick Nolte ('Tides") also received

nominations.

Dem also will find it difficult to

take home the award for best

actress. She is tip against Golden
Globe winners Jodie Foster
CUmbs**) and Bette Midler ("For
the Boys'O as well as 'Thelma &
Louise" co-stars Geena Davis and
Susan Sarandon.

One of the biggest shocks to the

audience came with the announce-
ment of the best supporting actor

nominations. As expected. Golden
Globe winner Jack Palance (Xity
suckers**) and Harvey Keitel and
Ben Kingsley for "Bugsy"
received nods. But the audience
fell silent with the first announced
nominee. Tommy Lee Jones, who
portrayed Clay Shaw in "JFK."
Rounding out the category was
Michael Lemer, who could be a
sleeper pick for "Barton Fink."

For best supporting actress.

See OSCARS, page 17
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Oscar Nominations
BeuDkectofr

Joha tlnglttti. Boyz N the Hood
lany UyImoi, Bugsy

OlhrtrttMM.JFK
JohnatlMa
DtiniM.The

Silence of the

Lamtn

RIAaytcttt
Thelma & Louise

singleton

Best Actor

Wamn Baatty.

Buosy

RaaartDaMra.
CsDO Fesr

Aatbaay Hopklaa. The Silence of the

Lambs

Rick lolta. The Prince of Tides

Robla Wniiaait. The Fisher King

Box Actress

Baaaa DaYla. Thelma & Louise

Laara Dara, Rambling Rose

Jadia Faatar, The Silence of the Lambs
RattaMitflar. For the Boys

Saaaa Saraadaa.

Thelma & Louise

BeuSippofrting

Actor

t.JFK

Nanray Raltal.

Bugsy

laa Klagtlay.

Bugsy

MIchaal Laraar.

Barton Fink

Jack Palaaca, CitySlidcers

Davis

Best Supporting Aioress

DIaaa Ladd. Rambling Rose

Jullatta Lavb. Cape Fear

KalaRaliigaa, The Price of rides

Marcadaa Raakl. The Fisher King

Jaaiica Taady, Fried Green Tomatoes

OSCARS
From page 16

Kate NeUigan C*Tides") and Jessi-

ca Tandy C*Fried Green Toma-
toes") joined Ladd. But the
audience favorites were definitely

first-time nominee Juliette Lewis
("Cape Fear**) and Golden Globe
winner Mercedes Ruehl ("The
Fisher King**).

Singleton also faces an uphill

battle in his attempt to become the

youngest director to win an Oscar.
He faces six-time nominee and
one-time winner Levinson ("Bug-
sy"), Jonathan Demme ("Lambs"),
Scott CThelma & Louise**) and
Golden Globe winner Stone
("JFK**).

For Stone, this nomination is his

10th and the third in this category.

He previously won the best direc-

tor award for •'Platoon" (1986) and
••Bom On the FourUi of July"

(1989). He also won an Oscar for

his 1978 screenplay ••Midnight
Express."

Singleton has a better chance at

winning the best original screenp-
lay award, but he will have to

compete with Khourie as well as

James Tobak C'Bugsy*'), Richard
LaGravenese C*The Fisher King")
and Lawrence and Meg Kasdan
("Grand Canyon").
The race for best screenplay

adapted from another medium will

be closer with Fannie Flagg and
Carol Sobieski (••Fried Green
Tomaioe^*^, Stone ana~7^chary
Sklar C*JFK"), Pat Conroy and
Becky Johnston C*Tides**) and Ted
Tally C*Lambs**) all competing for

the statuette.

The foreign film •*Europa, Euro-
pa" completes Uiis category. Con-
troversy has surrounded this film's

exclusion from the best foreign
film race because the German
govemment is unwilling to submit
the picture for consideration.

In fact, all of the nominations for

best foreign film came as a surprise

to the au(tience. Instead of popular
favorites such as •*La Femme
Nikita" and ••High Heels," the

academy nominated Iceland *s

••Children of Nature," Czechoslo-
vakia*s ••The Elementary School,"
Italy*s ••Mediterraneo," Sweden*s
"The Ox" and Hong Kong*s

See OSCARS, page 18

BIGfOiViY^S'
OPEN: S:aO am - 2:90 am Sun-Thurs

S:30 am - 3:30 am FHASat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 pm - 7:00 pm

Anytime Special
Chili Cheese Burger -i- Lrg. Fries ^^
-I- Med. Soda ^^*

Breakfast Special ^ ^
2 Eggs + Homemade Hashbrowns $1<
+ Toast & jelly for

I

I

I

I*

[310)824-7966
Bioi36

InWmwood

Chinese Chicken Salad
(oil free dressing)

Fresh Chicken Breast
Sandwich

$3.99

$2.99

I
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LEARNABOUT
LAW SCHOOL
INFORMATIONAL MEETING AND

ADMISSIONS FAIR

DATE: Thursday, February 20
LOCATION: UCLA

Graduate School of Management BIdg.

Room 2343
TIME: 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Participating ABA Approved Law Schools:

Reserve Our Private

Room Upstairs*

Its free to all groups*
FREE & FAST DELIVERY

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken
and mojo potatos Only $10.95
Large two topping pizza^^ ^^^
2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and ail

you can drink only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2am

824-4111

7

L ^ J
Shahey's

tm^
IfUaUttraiu

X^nfornia Western

Golden Gate

Gonzaga University

Lewis and Clark College

Pepperdine

University of San Dl^
University of San Francisco

Santa Clara

Southwestern

Whittier

••^y'yy^^W*^'^ '••• •-'•••''Ywww<>«'<'w«''^<w^'«><w'«wt^iiii^^ .
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JUNK STORE

sttKdieifiTl]^

BRUIN SPECIALS!

IS^^
^#^1

A
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>1

<3St

=* 1

$7.99 FR

Levi's

A^

•:y:: ••¥>••;..

.

anyour

$20.00

Denim
Jacket

•Open 7 Days
•Open Evenings
•Full service hair salon
•Across street from campus
•We validate parking

Corthxi Solon Marquis
Westwood Morquis Hotel

930HigardAve
Westvs/ood. CA 9CX324

208-4477

'<v>>;;-w*M>»»>>y-v-i

for cash or clothes

<ktails
:•;:::::; ^

|^S,^<^^:P0^.::j

COMPACT Billboard Top 30
DISC-COUNT

ifi:
TRADE

1000s Of Used CDs

Oor fir Grill

UCLA BasketbaU Games

SPECIALS
* Free Nachos During Game '

,S2.00 Mnrjrt.'u-ii.'Ui

SI.OO nruits
S2.25 .l»^cr SIh>Im

$10FF
pertitit ,

ANYUSEDCO i

SALES ITEMS EXaUOED>

R5.J S:¥

CASH?
WE BUY

USEPCO'a

:$i"OFF
I partite

I ANYUSEDCO

I SALES ITEMS EXaUDEO
.. ^Dft-J

UCLA «s
Cal(8pm Tues. 2 18 92)

Stanford (7:30pm Thurs. 2 20 92)
Notre Dame (llam Sat. 2 22 92)

use (6:30pm Thurs. 2 27 92)

Duke (3pm Sun. 3 1 92)

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-4122
*f0741 W. PICO BLVD.

WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSIDE PAVILLION)

SEE ALL GAMES LIVE
AT

10936 Lindbrook Dr.
Westwood, CA 90024

(310) 208-8727
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Be a Camp
Counselor in JAPAN !

Th« JAPAN-AMERICA SOOETY OF MIYAKONOJO is seeking
bright, •nergatic UCLA students to woric as summer camp

counseiors in Japa|^|[i|i^^:|<^^^^ to Japan (all

expenses paicj[^ topii^iip^ and High

and teaoJ^g;i|pi|f|::;||9llili^^^

cuitur^i^PiM^

S^SSi^SS;:i;

kK^iiiPiiiiiiii^^
>^.;.%\v.*-;.\v.*.".

&¥w::X:::<<:

•:•^^^i«W:::%:^V•^::S<:^::S^

^^m^r^muM^ 5 PM

Applicationt available at the EXPO Center, Attn: Dario Bravo x50831
Sponsored by the EXPO Center/Japan America Society

•.\\N*.%^^J^>\\v

Want a job this summer?

Consider being an

\ \ \

As part of the Orientation office staff, Orientation

Assistants help in organizing the program for all

incoming UCLA students. The duties include: academic
counseling for students, presenting workshops,

counseling parents, answering phones and performing

general office assignments.

It's a demanding, rewarding and fun job.

Job descriptions and applications are available at:

The Orientation Program Office

96 Kinsey Hall

(310)206-6685

Application deadline: February 28, 1992 at 4:00pm

From page 14

ate.**

Benavidez said the California

State University system is faced,

with a severe budget crisis and a

fee increase is needed to preserve

the quality of education.

Higher fees for the 1992-93
school year were included in

California Gov. Pete Wilson's
state-budget proposal. His spend-

ing plan allocated $1.66 billion for

the CSU system, even though
system officials had requested

more than $1.79 billion.

Wilson's proposal also gave the

system more flexibility in con-
trolling its budget and included

$17 million for enrollment growth.

But university officials said the

$17 million may be needed just to

maintain services for the system's

current 370,000 students, and an
additional $137 million is needed
so they can accommodate a grow-
ing student population.

Even with the proposed fee

increase, imiversity of^ials said

they have to fmd at least $50
million in additional funding not
provided by fees.

PalacK)s said students realize

the California State University

system is in a financial crisis, but
that trustees should cut their ovsoi

budget before raising fees.

OSCARS

**Raise the Red Lantern."

Although "Beauty" received six

nominations, three of them will

compete against each other for the

best original song category. Gol-
den Globe winner "Beauty and the

Beast," "Belle" and "Be Our
Guest" by Alan Menken and the

late Howard Ashman all hold the

edge over Bryan Adams'
"(Everything I Do) I Do It for

You" ftom **Robin Hood: Prince of
Thieves" and "When You're
Alone" from "Hook.-

Menken's original score for

"Beauty" is also probably the early

favorite for best original score, but
it faces formidable competition
from other works by Ennio Morri-
cone ("Bugsy"), Geoige Fenton
CThe Fisher King"), John Wil-
liams ("JFK") and James Newton
Howard CTides").

'Terminator 2" was also a big
winner with six nominations, but
all of them were in technical

categories.

The Oscar winners will be
announced in more than a month,
but among die studios diere is

already a clear winner. Sony
Studios, which houses both TriStar

and Columbia Pictures, dominated
with 36 nominations between the

two companies.

None of the other studios even
broke double digits. Warner Bros.,

powered by "JFK," and the finan-

cially troubled Orion Pictures,

boosted by "Lambs" and its subsi-
diary Orion Classics, each had
nine nominations. Universal Pic-

tures nabbed seven. Twentieth
Century Fox received six, as did
Disney's Buena Vista Pictures and
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (based
solely on "Beauty" and 'Thelma &
Louise." respectively).

The big toser was Paramount
Pictures, which fell from 16
nominations last year to only three— all technical — this year.

Completing Uie list were indepen-
dents Seven Arts with two and The,
Samuel Goldwyn Co. and Mira-

^

max with one apiece.

The awards will be broadcast
from die Dorothy Chandler Pavi-
lion at the Los Angeles Music
Center by ABC on March 30 at 6
p.m.

FORT
From page 6

summer to learn more.
"What we are interested in is

how the European influence had a

significant effect on (Ouidah)
culture," he added.

"It wiU be productive to do
additional work there. We tested

some areas to determine the nature

of the sight. This next time, we will

excavate more holes in concen-
trated areas, and will probably find

more of the same."
Last summer, die UCLA group

found European-imported beads
and metal, which was used for

wash basins.

r Although Kelley said archaeol-

ogy requires much hard work, he
finds his experiences rewarding
because he also interacts with

diverse cultures.

Former UCllA participant and
senior Josh Beeman echoed the

sentiment that archaeology is

rewarding. "It was always a
mixture of both work and play."

"You'd be exhausted at the end
of the day but you still would want
to write in your journal and use the

opportunity to talk politics with
African students in the group."

THEFTS
From page 15

litUe more aware," Barber added.

UCLA community members
^ shoidd also keep in mind that a

university does not guarantee a

crime-free environment. The cam-
pus is part of a large city, and
sometimes students, staff and
faculty members forget this, Citra-

no said.

"There is no moat around
UCLA. We are not some kind of
little paradise. And especially in

"There is no moat

around UCLA. . And
especially in today's day

and age, you can't rely

on the fact that people

will be totally honest."

Carole Barber
Housing Security Manager

today's day and age, you can't rely

on the fact that people will be
totally honest," Barber said.

But students sometimes forget

and are not as careful as they
should be. So, bicycles— ranging
in cost from hundreds to thousands
of dollars — disappear. Stolen

backpacks, containing anything

from a few dollars to a thousand-

dollar lap-top computer, vanish.

To deter student carelessness

and theft, signs have been posted in

dorm cafeterias, for example,
warning students about the possi-

bility of dieft "But students don't

seem to pay attention to the signs^
Bar1)er said.

For campus bike owners, police

officen have some suggestions

toward preventing theft Bicyclists

should use u-shaped Kryptonite

locks to secure the frame aiid tires

of the bike to the rack, Citrano

said.

But even diis medK)d of kKking
a bike is not perfect, and afa-eady,

criminals have discovered a way to

defeat die lock, she added.

For example, although La
Brache used a Kryptonite lock to

secure his frame to the rack, the

bike was still stolen. *'So what can

you do? Nothing," Citrano said.

And nothing is exacUy what La
Brache is doii\g about the dieft

Fearful of rising insurance costs,

he did not report his stolen bike to

his insurance company. "It sucks,"

he said.
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Any
Student Special

EFer Good At All Times!

-^<i Large Pizza
"^^^^^ With 2 toppings

+ 2 Free Soft Drinks

ONLY $7.99 plus taj

We Accept MasterCard and Visa

ALWAYS AVAILABLE!
2 Slices (pepp., mghnn., cheese, saus.)

•I- All You Can Drink

ONLY $2.9(S plus tax

Also: any 1 slice

any salad
med. drink

ONLY $3.74 plus tax

cm B208-4348
10925 Weybiim Ave. Westwood

%<-<"
^eV

Consicler aCargerin
Coniiniinications

^

A Master's in Communication Management from the Annenberg School
at use can take you into a management career in mass media,

teleconununications, public policy, corporate communications, and more.

Here's what some recent graduates of Annenberg's M.A. program are doing:

Paramount Pictures

Vice-President, TV Programming

Walt Disney Co.

Analyst, International TV Marketing

MGM/UA
Director, European Sales & Marketing
International Home Video

J. Walter Thompson
Senior Account Executive

Price Waterhouse

Senior Telecommunications Consultant

AbbeviDe Press

New Projects Editor

Warner Bros. Records

Coordinator, International Publicity

Black Entertainment Television

Director of Operations and
Business Development

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Senior Telecommunications Analyst

The Learning Channel

Vice President,

Affiliate Sales & Marketing

National Cable TV Association

Director, State & Local
Regulatory Issues

Tribune Broadcasting

Strategic Planning Analyst

Pacific Telesis

Director, Strategic Analysis

Federal Communications Commission
Analyst, Legal Affairs

Capital Cities/ABC _

Research Manager

American Diabetes Association

Public Affairs Director

Come to a talk and Q & A session with speakers
from the Annenberg School for Communication, USC, Los Angeles.

Date: Monday, February 24
Time: 4:00 P.M.

Place: Royce 164

ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME
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Beverages

Jubilaeum?We hardly knew 'em
By Nancy Albert

We read with interest The
Bruin*s attempt to explain the

message of our Sunset Boule-
vard^Biltboard for Jubilaeum
(Daily Bruin, "Through the

Looking Glass?" Feb. 3). It is

clear that the author saw onty^
one phase, indeed the final
phase, of the "evolving" board
and formed an opinion without

understanding how the image
of a New Guinea tribesman

fits into the entire campaign.
First, let*s set the record

straight regarding the author's

assumption of the billboard's

advocating racial superiority.

Nothing could be further from
the truth.

Since last October, the

Sunset Boulevard board has

gone through a number of
changes (more than 21 "evolu-

tions" starting with an image
of the "Mona Lisa") keeping

motorists guessing to the final

stage. "Keep evolving" encour-

ages the observer to keep
aiopg with ilie bill-

board.

image of a New Guinea tribes-

man as the final stage of the

board's evolution is our state-

ment on the importance diver-

sity plays in evolution in

today's society. The person
you refer to as a "primitive

idea of what is crude and
"undeveloped" is our concept of
someone who is at one with
his environment, his beliefs

and his culture.

The Sept. 23. 1991 cover
story of Time magazine, "Lost
Tribes, Lost Knowledge," elo-

quently relates the importance
of the vast and, unfortunately,

disappearing cultures of the

world's indigenous peoples.

Time's recognition of the

abundance of scientific, medi-
cal, agricultural, artistic and
cultural contributions of these

tribes is consistent with our
view of their importance in the

"evolution" of society. Evolu-
tion has come full circle as we
begin to recognize the impor-
tance of these contributions.

Jf^the writer had done addi-

advocate racial superiority.

Since its introduction last

April, Jubilaeum has played an
active role in assisting minori-

ties by supporting organizations

hke the United Negro College
Fund and helping to fund the

work of non-profit organiza-

tions like Project Angel Food,
AIDS Project Los Angeles, the

Los Angeles museum of Con-
temporary Art and Project

Open Hand in San Francisco.

To suggest that we would ever
advocate racial superiority is

an insult to the very essence
of our "Keep Evolving" mes-
sage.

We arc, however, deeply
troubled, in fiict appalled, that

our billboard has been so
grossly misinterpreted. That this

single image has been so
widely misunderstood and inter-

preted in a manner we find so
offensive has prompted us to

re-examine the use of that

particular image and to replace

it in the advertising campaign.

Our decision to use the

SINFEST
<S)

tional research, Tie or she
would have understood our
message. Clearly, we do not

** «)<CEPTloNAL*'
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Albert is the vice-president of
communications at Jubilaeum.
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Viewpoint

Mexico is cniciai to fonniiig

a North American economy
By Mark Howard Ward

With the coming of age of
the European Economic Com-
munity, the United States is

scrambling to create its own
economic cdlnmunity with
Canada and Mexico. The
objectives of the North Ameri-
can integrated economic market
would be similar to those of
the E.E.C.: mobility of capital

and labor across borders of
members, price and production
protection from non-E.E.C.
competition and the creation of
a large internal consumer
market

Today, Europe is only a
decade or two from a true

economic community. On the

other hand. North America is

20 to 50 years from imple-
menting a true ecorK)mic com-

munity due to the lack of
democracy in Mexico. Thus the

time frame for a North Ameri-
can integrated market is contin-

gent upon the time frame of f

the democratization of Mexico.
Since the revolution of 1917,

Mexico has had a one-party
system. In the election of

Europe is only a decade

or two from a true

economic community.

1988, PRI candidate Carlos

Salinas de Gortari won a
majority by only a few per-

centage points. The presidential

candidate from the dominant
party, the PRI, won with

lowest percentage in Mexico's
post-revolutionary period. Some

have speculated that without

election fraud, the PRI candi-

date would have lost The
1988 presidential election illus-

trated a lack of legitimacy and
consensus existing in Mexico's
political system.

Most political scientists agree
that the existence of such
conditions results in instability.

Economic integration will not
occur. In recent years, the PRI
has lost to opposition parties

the governorship of a few
states. The national elections of
1993 will show the fuUire of
Mexico's political system. Thus
hopes of a speedy North
American integrated economic
market rest on the upcoming
election as well.

Ward is a senior majoring in

development studies.

Letters

PriscHiPete
Editor:

On January 10. 1992 I

picked up the Los Angeles
Times and was relieved to

read the headline which stated

"Schools and Prisons to be
Fully Funded." Moments later,

I received the rude awakening
that these funds were to come
from my wallet.

It seems that Gov. Wilson
has an elaborate plan to pro-
duce an uneducated electorate.

Why else would he try to cut

the middle class out of the

higher education system? Thank
God Wilson plans to upgrade
the prison system! He will

need the extra space to house
the people who will be forced
to turn to crime as a means of
survival because California's

higher education system failed

them.

Then the UC Regents, still

stinging from last year's budget
cuts, approved the 24 percent

increase mandated by Wilson.
I think it is high time that

UCLA students band togedier

and let Wilson know we wotf
sit down for this increase like

the Regents did. We should
become a thorn in the side of
"good or Mr. Wilson" and
become a menace to him the

' likes of which he has yet to

experience. Please let him
know that the leaders of
tomorrow will not allow higher
education to suffer in this

manner.

I urge each UC suident to

send a letter today voicing his

or her opinion on the matter
and, come election time, vote
accordingly.

Michael Lynch
Junior

English

Ethnocentric
Editor:

I would like to address

Robert Kim's counterpoint arti-

cle on Clint Stalker's letter in

The Bruin C'Ethnocentric points

of view are results of sheer

ignorance," Ffeb. 12).

The article was an enlight-

ening work of literature —
not! He declares emphatically

that Stalker was ignorant, but I

propose to you that it is Kim
himself who is ignorant and
close-minded.

I believe that what Stalker

meant to say in his article,

after discussing it at som?
length with him, is that the

history major should be
expanded to cover more
diverse topics, just as the

political science major does.

The political science major
allows you to emphasize in

one of five areas of study, but
ensures a distribution in other

fields.

Now were this applied to

history, the history major
would end up with a more
diverse education, in that he or
she would be required to take

classes in other fields and not

just in Asian-American studies

or any one field.

The truth is that the propos-
al of an Asian-American or

any race-related major would
be ethnocentric. I say this

l)ecause no one is advocating
giving every culture its own
major. Indeed, that would be
ludicrous. The creation of other

majors centered on one culture

tsoriTtttx\7tt cu IIiv/UClitrlvr

Already, there is antagonism
toward almost every race on
campus by virtually every other

race. This is not to say that

every person is either a victim

or an instigator of this anta-

gonism, but simply that it

exists. In order to promote
racial unity through diversity,

we must allow each other to

try to understand the diverse

culture we live in.

Singling out any one group,
such as Asian Americans,

promotes a feeling of superior-

ity over others — "We have
our own major; you don't" It

is wrong to blame past injus-

tices on people living today
who are trying to correct them.
College should be a time of
growth and maturity where we
learn to tolerate and understand
each other's differences, and
instead it is turning into a

battleground for racial strife.

So before we go around
knocking other people and
labeling them as ignorant, may-
be, Kim, you should look in

your own baqkyard.

Craig Yoshihara
Senior

Psychology /

Political science
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A Mend's praise made him reconsider his values
Here's a novel thought

What if. just for argu-

ment's salce, I decided

to write a column that was
"substantive.** I know it*s a
stretch, but stick with me. Is

there anything that I could

possibly cover that hasn't been
beaten to death amidst these

hallowed pages?

Now I have to admit, that

community directory thing was
a pretty ingenious twist on an

old theme, but come on. Sex-
ism is so '80s. Racism so '91.

j\bortion so January *92. This

is Feb. 20. 1992. There has to

be something that hasn't been
done before (or at least not

done in the past couple of
weeks). How's about . .

.

I>eath.

Hey. this has potential, kids.

Granted, it's not my favorite

topic, but then again, maybe
I'm being presumptuous. I've

never been dead. It could be a
blast. But let's face it. Nobody
likes to talk about death,

except for those tormented few
at the Agony Cafe who get

some perverse pleasure out of
it. Conversations about death

tend to have this ethereal

quality to them, and they tend

to skirt the central issue, that

of death.

The way I ace-it; df-ath and:

He Said What?!

Damon
Dean
Death. Not very impressive,

which suits me just fine.

However, my good buddy
death hath dealt me a new
hand, and quite frankly, I don't

like my cards. O^ice imagery.)

You see, I have a friend,

Jeff, who has AIDS. That he
has AIDS is purely academic.

It could be anything: cancer,

leukemia, choose your favorite

terminal disease. That's not the

point. The point is that he's

dying, and me . . . well, what
the hell have I done to make
an impossible situation any
better?"

I had a pretty mutually beneH-
cial relationship going until this

past summer. Up until that

point, I h^d only experienced

death in its most innocuous
forms — death of the step-

relative and death of the fami-

ly pet So ends my Resume o'

Just before Christmas, Jeff

took me out to dinner. In the

course of the evening, the

topic of his HIV status came
up only once, but it's been
gnawing at me ever since. On
that night, Jeff explained to me
that one of the main reasons

he was continuing to fight his

ailment was because of the

friendship we had; that, in

effect, I had given him the

will to continue living. In

reu-ospect, it was easily the

most kind and compassionate

thing anybody has ever said to

me. In a sense, it was a

justification for everything that

I believe in, that if I can help

just one person with his or

Ufe, then I have been success-

ful on this planet

Ironically, though, as much
as that meant to me, I'm still

trying to comprehend how,
beneath the surface, I stood

out as such a hypocrite on that

evening. I've known Jeff for

two years now. He's my boss
at the publishing company
where I woik. But for the

longest time, we had no ties

outside of that environment
Once we became friends I

realized that I was, quite

simply, paranoid, not to men-
tion stupid. I was concerned
about what other people would
say about me having a friend

who was openly homosexual.
And this was before I knew
he was HIV positive. Once all

that came to light did I

change my attitude or my
behavior? No. Ironically, the

"more Jeff «tme to need my
support as a friend, the more
uneasy I became. Somewhere
between June (when I found
out) and this past Christmas, I

managed to enter a safe little

cave of denial so that I

wouldn't even really have to

think about it

How arrogant! How homo-
phobic does that sound? Me,
the person who has prided

himself on being both under-

standing and non-threatening

for all his hfe. And then,

bang, homophobic, just like

that! No warning. No guess
work. There it was, no holds

barred What kind of hypocrite
had I become?
So there I stood, in the

middle of his living room, my
jaw near the floor, wondering
how in the world I had ever
been an inspirational person to

anyone, let alone Jeff. Every-
thing I had come to believe

had been thrown back in my
face as if I had never even
seen it heard it or knew it

meant. If I had thought about
it I probably would have
taken a brief timeout to throw
up. Here I was, merely another

product of a society which can
breed hate, fear and oppres-

sion, and Jeff was thanking me
for being . . . me?
Now, I'm sure every pop

psychologist would love to pin

me as a repressed, mother-
dominated, anxiety-ridden, sex-

ually confused 21 -year-old

Well, I'm sorry to say and I'm
sad to report that it's not

anything like that Am I guilty

1^ blatant ignorancc ^«>d insec-

urity? Definitely, but that's a

character flaw, and we can
alter character flaws, usually

by recognizing their existence.

So here I am, abnost two
months later, wondering if I

really have become the person
I always thought I was. Three

days a week I go to work,
and I cherish every moment
not because the work is fun (it

is), but because I know that

I'm spending quality time with

a friend. In Jeff, I have found
a person who is no longer

afraid of dying, a person

who's decided that the future

is better left to psychics and
tarot cards. He lives for the

here and the now, cherishing

the value of his fHendships in

a way that I have always
envied.

It's funny. I've spent so
much time in college searching

for the answers to the ques-

tions of life that I may have
missed some of the most
important lessons of living.

From Jeff, I have learned that

how we live our lives is at

least as important as how we
face death. In four short

months, I graduate. I cannot
help but wonder what will

happen to all the friends I've

made here at UCLA. In that

same breath, I wonder why it

is that people and circum-

stances are fluid but time is so
constant and unforgiving?

Maybe questions like that

aren't served to be answered
in this type of forum. Maybe
these are the questions better

left for nm-down coffee shop^^^
talk at two o'clock in the

moming. Either way, my only
coqnsel is this: Don't ever take

for granted the time you spend
with your firiends.

Dean is a senior majoring in

political science.
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Dare you trust the

music of the night?
Darkness moves

in mysterious ways
te»i

'Tis now the very witching time

of night, when churchyards yawn
and hell itself breathes out con-

tagion to this world. Now could I

drink hot blood, and do such bitter

4 business as the day would quake to

look on."

**Hamler

'you will not fear the terror of

the night . . . nor the pestilence

that stalks in darkness."

91st Psalm

Under cover of the night

What is it about that time

*twixt dusk and dawn that

is so mystical, so compelling?

Why are horror movies set at

night? Why do we get drunk, have
"^iPT~aTirt n ih and k i lt each inher 2t

night? What is our obsession with

the heart of darkness?

Well, the obvious starting point

is the lack of light. The majority of

our sensory information comes
from sight; at night we see less and

are seen less. Therefore we uncon-

sciously let down our defenses and

allow our "darker** sides lo come
forth.

"Nighttime sharpens, heightens

each sensation I Darkness wakes

and stirs imagination . . . Dare
you trust the music of the night?"

'The Phantom of the Opera"

For me, the night is the real, the

essential, the truth. At night our

secret selves emerge from the

shells in which they remain

trapped during the bright, garish

daylight hours and wreak havoc on
our outwardly prim, proper perso-

nae.

Daylight is the time for produc-

tivity, the time forjobs and classes,

the time to prepare a face to meet

the faces that you meet But after

midnight Clapton tells us, "gonna

let it all hang out" After midnight

the beast within us stirs and rises.

II

,

1

"And oftentimes, to win us to

our harm, the instruments of
darkness tell us truths."

*«Macbeth"

Think of your blackest sins,

things you will wish for the rest of

your liife you could go back and
undo. When did you commit them?
Day or night? '

"

Now think of your greatest

personal achievements. Not in the

classroom or the workplace; in

your mind. The times when you

looked up at the heavens and for

one brief moment thought you just

might understand it all. Were you
facing the bright side of the sun, or

the dark side of the moon?

"Pain comesfrom the darkness

and we call it wisdom."
'''

Randall Jarrell

I write best at night. I feel alone,

but not lonely. A deeper, more
philosophical me takes over. On
vacations my biorhythms creep

slowly forward until Tm falliiTg

asleep at four in the morning and
getting up at one in the afternoon.

It happens naturally.

I gave myself an interesting test

once. One of William Blake's

**proverbs of hell" goes like this:

*Think in the morning. Act in the

noon. Eat in the evening. Sleep in

the night" I rearranged it to fit my
hfestyle, and it came out back-

ward: "^leep in the morning. Eat in

the noon. Act in the evening. Think

in the night"

Try this exercise. You may learn

a lot about yourself.

"When the night returnsjust like

afriend I When the evening comes

to set me free."

Neil Diamond

I've often maintained that the

artist is merely the medium
through which a work of art comes
into existence. Therefore any

interpretation of the art is as valid

as the artist's. With that in mind, I

grvc yott Dono ui xjzr. lou say /

One love / One life / When it's one

need / In the night"

Why do these lines from "One"

OOnyS 01 tXpBllenCe
g^j, ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ examines a clue In "The Adventures of the Great Mouse Detective.

Michael
Wolffe"
haunt me so? I'll tell you. The first

four lines are all spondaic; that is,

in singing the lines. Bono stresses

two syllables in a row: "'You say I

One love I One life I When it's one

need.*" The genius of the stanza

comes in the last line, "In the

night.'" Here there is only one

stress, on "night" so the emotional

weight of the whole stanza coifies

crashing down on that final word.

Once again, night is seen as an

implacable and inexorable force,

with more control over our lives

than we care to admit

Think I'm overrating the

thought process behind the stanza?

In theCD booklet on the page with

the lyrics to the song, the line "In

the night" is superimposed over

the other lyrics. Of the 50-plus

possible lines to choose from, U2
chose the one that I have come to

believe is the key to the entire

song.

"Ain*t it funny how the night

moves I When you just don't seem

to have as much to los€."

Bob Seger

Move over, Mickey
Disney's other mouse takes over

Matt Williams, creator of the TV show
"Roseanne," spoke recently at a UCtA
Extension course on playwrlghtlng.

Sitcom Idiig speaics

aft Extension series

By Joanne J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

•'

By Joanne J. Choi

Dally Bruin Staff

Mickey isn*t the only mouse in

mousedom. In Disney* s recent re-

release *The Adventures of the Great

Mouse Detective," another mouse,

Basil of Baker Street, proves he can

hold his own. Based on Eve Titus and

Paul Galdone*s children's book
series, the film demonstrates that

Disney is the defmitive animation and

storytelling studio.

Disney's 26th full-length feature

animated film is centered around

Basil, a Sherlock Holmes-style

mouse. Living in the basement of Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle's hero and as

Holmesian as a mouse can be, the film

traces the beginning of Basil and his

assistant Dr. Dawson's partnership.

The story opens when Basil's arch

enemy Professor Ratigan kidnaps

England's greatest toy maker. Rati-

gan, like Holmes' arch enemy Profes-

sor Moriarty, matches Basil in

cleverness, egocentricity and theatri-

cality. Ratigan forces the toy maker to

make a model of the mouse Queen in

an evil plan to take over the empire.

As delightful as its initial release in

1986, the film contains Disney's

signature humorous characters and

wild antics as mousedom is divided

between good and evil. Film and

theater legend Vincent Price leads the

cast as the egocentric and insecure

Ratigan, with Broadway and The

Royal Shakespeare Company star

Barrie Ingham as the voice of master

detective Basil. With a touch of Leslie

Howard's overbearing and insensi-

tive Pygmalion, Basil endears himself

to the audience with his dry humor.

Price proves his virtuosity as a

dramatic actor and musician in two of

the film's three songs. While the

Academy Award-winning team of

Howard Ashman and Alan Menken
have yet to enter the Disney auspices,

Henry Mancini's score ensures that

the songs are humorous and enjoy-

able.

In terms of animation, the climatic

scene inside Big Ben remains

impressive for its technical precision

and artful execution. The scene also

shows the earliest ghmmerings of

computer-generated imagery, which

came to fruition in the breathtaking

ballroom scene in 1991's **Beauty and

the BcasL"

More importantly, the film shows

the leaps and bounds the studio has

made with the tenure of Jeffrey

Katzenberg and Roy Disney. As a

film, *The Adventures of the Great

Mouse Detective" is not in the same

class with "Beauty and the Beast" or

**Little Mermaid." As the first fiUn

under the new regime, it shows that

Disney's commitment to emotion and

entertainment remains unchanged.

•••
FILM: The Adventures of the Great
Mouse Detective." Written and directed by
John Musker. Dave Michener, Ron Cle-

ments and Bumy Mattinson. Produced by
Bumy Mattinson. Based on the 'Basil of

Baker StreeT book series by Eve Titus and
Paul Galdone. A Walt Disney Pictures

presentation in a8sociatk>n with Sitver

Screen Partners II. Featuring the vokses of

Vincent Price, Barrie Ingham and Val Bettin

and the original musk; of Henry Mandni.
(Rated G: 7A min.)

He seems to know what America wants to watch.

He's Matt Williams, creator of the phenomenally

successful television series **Home Improvement" an(

**Roseanne." Williams spoke about his career prior to

his appearance at the UCLA Extension course,

**Playwrights on Playwrighting: A Six Evening

Series." --
"My woik captures behavior. It's not just jokes. I'm

not concerned with snappy one-liners. Writing should

capture characters' t)ehavior. When people watch it,

they should nod and say, *Yep, that's what my mom
does.' Or *Honey, he's just like you.'"

Even with the slapstick extremist comedy of his

half-hour comedy series "Home Improvement,"

Williams believes that part of the success ofa work lies

in its identifiability. Since its primetime premiere in

September 1991, the show, which stars comedian Tim
Allen, has consistently ranked in the top 10.

*There should be a nod of recognition, even if it's

extreme. People say that the show is so real. It's the

behavior of the characters that is real. The show makes
people recognize something in themselves."

llie human factor, which Williams credits for his

success, seems to be at odds with "the nature of the

beasL"

**People think that Hollywood is one big party,

where you occasionally stop and knock out a television

show. It's not. You work your tail off. You don't have a

minute to party or go to the movies."

As the president of Wind Dancer Productions,

Williams has seen the price of Hollywood's all-con-

suming self-involvement. "You start losing touch with

reality if you get so myopic. As a writer, my favorite

thing is to grab a cup of coffee and watch people

interact and draw from life. You need to bump elbows

See WILUAMS, page 28
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You may not agree with all this

hogwash. but I wrote it at night,

when I didn't seem to have as

much to lose. And now I leave you

with a quotation ofmy own devise:

"Prose is what you write during

the day. Poetry is what you write at

night."

Good night.
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Theatre 6470 presents "Don't Dick With Me,

an evenlngof one-act plays. startlngFeb. 12.

By Rachel Bartz

The new theater performance of"Don't Dick With

Me!" at Theatre 6470 is a little like an appetizer

sampler platter. The contrast of foods and flavors

make each appetizer more delicious, and the smaller

amounts of each item leave us hungry for more.

"Don't Dick With Me!" is a collection of four

one-act plays, each with a different set of actors and

storylines, and each enormously funny. As the title

implies, this is a brash and bawdy play. It has the evil

humor of "Married With Children." and more laughs

than an evening at the improv (even on a good night).

Subtitled "Football, Suicide, Tuppcrware and

God," this theatrical sampler platter takes a look at

the dark side of fame, friendship and love. The play

gets rolling a little like my 1974 Buick — it starts

slowly at first, but once that V8 engine kicks in

there's not a car on the road that can pass me. The
collection gets off to a shaky start with the flrst

sketch, "Women and Football," gains momentum
with *The Mamet Women," has us fully hooked after

"Domestic Violence" and is receiving cheers by the

end of "The God Game."
"Women and Football" takes a look at the

differences between men and women, through two

newlyweds, Vinnie and Rosaria. The young couple is

filled with strange habits — each of which the other

"You never screw up— ever! You're

never rude or vulgar! In our 10 years

of marriage youVe never farted in

front of me!"

Michael
Character in 'Domestic Violence"

can't understand. Rosaria (Janet Borrus) has intense

anxieties about sex, and Vinnie (Alexander Apple)

spends hours by himself throwing a football against

the side of the house.

The sketch is funny and well-acted, but leaves the

play-goer slightly unsatisfied — something like

dinner without dessert or pie without ice cream.

While Rosaria comes out of her shell and changes,

Vinnie remains disappointingly the same. The ending

effect has us thinking something like. "1 ordered this

a la mode!"
The second sketch, "The Mamet Women."

comically reveals the selfishness which hirks beneath

people's surfaces. Written by Fred Stroppel, the

characters arc scathing parodies of human pettiness.

When her regular babysitter cancels on her. Sally

asks her friend Polly to watch her daughter so she can

host a tupperware party. When the question of

compensation arises, we see the characters' true

natures emerge. They indulge in a relentless string of

insults, and are unabashedly bitchy, foul-mouthed,

and calculating.

Deborah Carlisle as Sally and Taylor Ashbrook as

Polly do an excellent job of bringing these two vixens

to life. While the dialogue borders on being

overwritten, the energy and enthusiasm of the play

make it irresistible.
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UCLA
Student

and

Faculty

Special

$5

Sunday, February 21

Robert Blocker

7 p.m., Royce Hall •UCLA STU-
DENTS AND FACULTY $5, other

Students $9, General $20, 17, 14«

825-9261

Recently appointed Dean of

the UCLA School of the Arts,

Robert Blocker opens himsett

up to UCLA student and faculty

and the local community in a

friendly evening of concert piano.

Blocker will perform Bach-Busoni:

Chaconne in d minor; Chopin: Two
Nocturnes, Op. 27 and Fantaisie in

f minor, Op. 49; Ravel: Valses nobles et

sentimentales; and Ginastera: Sonata para piano.

Blocker was recently appointed the first dean of the

newly organized UCLA School of the Arts and is a

full professor in the Department of Music. He is a

member of the prestigious Steinway & Company
Artist Roster and performs more than 20 solo or

symphony concerts throughout the United States,

Europe and the Pacific Basin. Proceeds for this recital win

be given to the non-profit, student run Student Committee for the

Arts organization who have co-sponsored this event artd who run

such reputable programs as the Jazz at the Wadsworth senes, and

wtK> sponsor many noon time concerts as well who provide subsi-

dized, student tickets to cultural performances for UCLA students

an on-campu

f

t^M/«^

Friday, February 21

"An Italian Straw Hat"
7 p.m. Royce Hall 'Students $9. General $13* 825-9261

Expenence movie-going of the 1920's with an opening live

musical revue, "All Singing, All DarKing' presented by UCLA
students under the direction of John Hall And then sit back and

enjoy this film tha". features music and sour>d effects without

dialogue

Thursday, February 20

One night only! Two shows only!

Sandra Bernhard!!
8 p m & 1 1 p m , Royce Hall -Students $15, General $24 22»

825-9261 _,_::

"A Consciousness Rais»r>g and Rap Session" features Bernhard

singing, acting, dancing and includes a question and answer

session with tf>e audierKe The actress/comed(enr>e may be

familiar to television audierx^es as she has appeared on "Arsenio",

"The Tonight Show " ar>d on "Late Night w'th David Letterman
"

Saturday, February 29

David Lanz
8 p m . Royce Hall -Students $9, General $18, 15, 12-825-9261

f^ew Age Keytx>ardist. David Lanz will perform music from his latest

release titled "Return to the Heart " Lanz gained national recognition

with his 1989 album, "Cristofon s Dream in honor of the piano s

overlooked inventor The album was ^4o 1 on Billboard magazines's

New Age recording of 1989.

•F I L M«
Sleeping Beauty

In person: Charles Solomon, Disney

animators Mark Davis, Frank Thomas,

OIlie Johnston

7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater -Students

$3, General $5 • 206-FILM
A Disney classic in animation techniques.

•M U S I C«
Red Cross (alternative)

Noon, Westwood Plaza 'Free* 825-

8170

(Thursday Feb.20 continued)

Jamie Findlay (jazz guitar)

9-11 p.m., Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

•Free* 825-6564

•SPECIAL EVENT*
Sandra Bernhard in "A conscious-

ness Raising and Rap Session"

8 p.m. & (just added) 1 1 p.m., Royce

Hall • Students $15, General $24, 22*

825-9261
Bernhard's performance features her singing, acting, dancing and

includes a question and answer session with the audience,

•FILM*
An Italian Straw Hat (aGoldencUMSKolS«lv«rscrMn)

f p.m., Moyce TT€ut 5*uoefnS^$i^,

>iA4^^^/ fW^M.*^^ 2>
•FILM*

The Return from Africa^ The
Middle of the World
7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Students

$3, General $5* 206-FILM
The Middle of the World refers to the line dividing rwrthem and

southern Europe that runs through the Swiss courttry town where the

film takes place. The story is atK)ut two lovers of both different class

and from different countries.

•M U S I €•

Robert Blocker, piano

7 p.m., Royce Hall •UCLA Student and

Faculty $5, General 20 17, 14^ 825-

9261
_^j

(See picture top toft) ^

General $9^ 825-9261
This fun-filled even recreates the movie expenence of tfie 1920's

featuring a live vaudeville musical revue before the feature show. In

the feature film. An Italian Straw Hat, a horse eats a young woman's

straw fiat in tf^ Bois de Bologne. and a complicated and rnerrK)rable

chase ensues, satinzirig bourgeois pretension and ownership.

Sneak Preview!

K2 (1992)

7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Free

passes required from CTO 825-2345
Michael Biehn (Tf>e Terminator. Aliens, the Abyss) plays a brash

attorney who coovir>ces hts best friend (Matt Craven), a mild-

mannered professor to )Oin him in an ascent up tf>e world's second-

highest mountain Based on the award-winning Broadway play

written by Patrick Meyers.

•MUSIO
UCLA Jazz Ensemble II

Gordon Henderson, director

Noon, Schoentferg Hall •Free^ 825-

4761 .
ft

•D A N C E^
UCLA Dance Department Concert

Features choreography by: Lan Lan

Wang, Ron Brown, Pat Catterson,

Sylvia Morales and Janis Brenner.

8 p.m., Schoenberg Hall •Students $6,

General $10* 825-9261
Faculty and gue^t choreographers will present seven original works

to be performed by student artists.

•Special Events

13th Annual Dance Ethnology

Forum (3 day event)

3 p.m. - 9 p.m. (Fri.) 9 g.m. - 8 p.m.

(Sat.) 10 a.m. 4:30 p.m. (Sun.), 208

Dance Building •Free^ Call for more
Information 825-3951
This academic confererx:e will irKlude papers by distinguished

scholars of workj dance and pays tribute to UCLA professor enr>enta

Allegra Fuller Snyder for a career dedicated to the study of non-

Western darx;e traditions.

SAwU^, Fe^4i*My 22
•F I L M^

Charles Dead or Alive

La Salamandre
7:30 p.m. Melnitz Theater •Students

$3, Gen. $5^ 206-FILM
Charles needs to gain a sense of himself ar>d so he moves to tf)e

countryside to rediscover his passion for life La Salamandr*

centers around tfie lives of the lives of three characters a journalist

out of work, a wnter working at a construction site, and a girl walking

on the wild side.

•D A N C E^

UCLA Dance Department Concert

8 p.m., Schoenberg Hall •Students $6,

Gen. $10^ To order tickets call 825-

9261
See Friday, February 21 under "•Oance*"

Eclipse |L» Ley de HIelo

8 p.m., The Cooperage •Free^ 825-

6564

j4Ai4^^, ftt/lAA^A^ 2S —
•F I L M^

Jean Painlev^ film series

8 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Free^ 206-

FILM
Jean Painlevd married scientifk; curiosity with cinema and created

fantastic btg-screen nature filrr^ heightened with tension and reso-

lutk)n. Seven films will be shown including "Tfie Seahiorse", The
Love Life of the Octopus", The Pigeons of the Square" and "Liquid

Crystals."

•FILM*
Sneak Preview

The Mambo Kings (1992)

8 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Free passes

required from CTO 825-2345
Two Cuban entertairiers, brothers, who worit tfieir way from Havana

to New York in tf^ late 50s dancing to popular Latin band musk: in

nightclubs. Stars Almodovar and Madonna and Antonio Bandras.

•D A N C £•

Merak
Noon, Acker'j^drand Ballroom

(UCLA T»-^^vel Fair) •Free^

•MUSIC*
Mighty Rhinos^ Whichiswhat

(underground)

8 p.m., The Cooperage 'Free* 825-6564

•POETRY*
Storytlme with Westwind Literary

Magazine
8 p.m., Kerckhoff Coffeehouse •Free^

825-6564

Now showing at the Wight Art Gallery the "Executive Order

9066: The Internment of 110, 000 Japanese Amerricans"

•ART*

ment of 110,000 Japanese Ameri-

cans
Wight Art Gallery •Free^ 825-9345
Two photographic exhibitions commemorate the 50th anniversary

of the internment of the Japanese Americans dunng WWII Over

25.000 archival photos comprise this exhibit.

Manzanar: A Selection of Photo-

graphs by Ansel Adams
Wight Art Gallery •Free^ 825-9345
This exhibit portrays life in the Manzanar internment camp as

chronicled by Ansel Adams.

Michelle Martinez

"El santo ritmo-the Rhythm"

Kerckhoff Art Gallery •Free^ 825-6564
Mixed-media collages celebrate the language and rhythm of ttie

Americas.

Undergraduate Exhibition in Art

Wight Art Gallery •Free^ 825-9345
This jurored exhibit displays the design and ail

done by UCLA students.

;
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Interested in art, music, dance,
literature, dining or theater? Qet
a behind-the-scenes look at the
entertainment world by writing
=f»JDaay DnilnArts^Bnteitoin-

5>

A

^

Martin Luther King, Jr.: 24 Years

Later, Renewing the Commitment to

the Dream
Powell Library •Free^

A Child's View of Columbus
URL •Free^
What do children learn about Columbus? This exhibit includes

numerous nineteenth-century textbooks plus three pop-up books of

which one of them was published in Moscow (in English) in 1984.

LECTURE: The Visual Matter of

Land in Guatemala
Anna Blume Departnnent of History of Art,

Yale University

6 p.m.. 2373 Dickson Ct. •Free* 206-6905

Get the best seats! $8 SCA TICKETS

Artist

For Bruin students only!

on Sale

'What's Art this Week' featured every Thursday, is compiled by the UCLA Student Committee for the Arts as part of the Arts and Entertoinment section of the Dally Bruin.

ment. (Previous reporting
experience or completion of CBD
117 course necessary.) For
more information, call 825-
2538.

The Thirteenth Annual

DANCE
ETHNOLOGY
FORUM

FEBRUARY 21-23, 1992
203 Dance Building, UCLA

r

A Tribute to

Allegra Fuller Snyder

Saturday. February 22

8:30

9:00

9:30

I''"

10:00

10:45

11:15

11:45

REGISTRATION
James R. Cowdery
"Aflfinity Group as Subculture: The

American Students of Balasaraswati**

Dorothea Hast

^'Performance, Transfonnation and

Conrnionity: Contra Dance in Southern

New England**

Irina Dosamantes

'"Ritual and Psychodynamic Spatial

Patterns in Dance/Movement Therapy

Groups**

Thomas F. Johnston

'*Dance as Ritual in Shangana-Tsonga

Initiation*'

Anthony Shay

''Iranian Play Party Games: An Indicator

of the Social Status and Psychological

Identity ofWomen**

Nora Amrani
''Interpreting the Navigo Kinaaida

Ceremony as Dance"

Sunday. Fehniarv l^
10:00 Robyn C. Friend

"Presenting Ethnic Dance on the Stage'

10:30 Robin Evanchuk

"Dramatized Santeria: Influences and

Consequences of Mass Media Presenta-

tions of Orisha Worship in the U.Sr
11:00 YsamnrFlores

"The Living Altar The Worship of Ori

in Santeria**

11:45

12:15

fodUi
3.-00

4:00

5:00

7:00

9K)0

PRE-CONFERENCE SESSION
DoaBoiidi

Wakan" from "TRIPTYCH: Ut My
People Be
A memory dance-drama that is

happening now**

Jiidj>4nZUe

'^'Liu Youlan: One Woman*s
Perspective*: A Case Study of

Dance and Video**

REGISTRATION
ROUNDTABLE:
"Allegra Snyder Webs of Influence**

Irene Borger, Mary Coros, Annette

MacDonald, Deidre Skkir, Jill Sweet,

Vicky Risner WulfT

RECEPTION

1:30 iOEYNOTE SPEECH:

Tast, Present and Fatare^

Allegra Fuller Snyder

3.-00 Nadine Doagan-Krstid

"Shamanism in die Okl and New
Worlds**

3:30 Chuks Iwotor

"Value Referents in Nigerian Ikwirikwo

Performance: An Approach to Origins

of Dance Themes and Performance

Behavior**

4KX) Yamuna Sangarasivam

"Signs and Symbols of Gender and

Sexuality in Odissi Dance: An Applica-

tion of Semiotic Analysis**

4:30 Tommy DeFrantz

"Rap Music and Dance**

8:00 CONCERT:
UCLA Dance Department

10:00 JOINT RECEPTION

12:45

2:30

4:30

Hallftt Osumare
•"An Aesthetic of the Cool* Revisited:

The Ancestral Dance Link in the

African Diaspora'*

Swcc-Lin Ang
"The Training of Fenude Court Dancers
in Yogyakarta: A Comparative Study of

Two Eras'*

Kathleen Fraser

"Dance and Performance: Aesthetic

Explorations of the Egyptian BaladT
WRAP-UP: OPEN DISCUSSION
FINIS

Sponsored by:

The UCLA Dance Department

Campus Program Committee

Graduate Students* Association

Fov Icr Mureum of Cultural Hisroiy
.•Br".-.*'

«
Mi
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UCLA RLM AND FOLKLORE ASSOaATION pr««nt.:

TELLING THEIR STORIES:
THE PORTRAYAL OF THE OTHER

IN ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM
^ one-day symposium focusing on intercultyral filmmaking.

*

Films Screened:

DANCING WITH THE INCAS
A film by John Cohen
screening at 1 lOO p.m.

RELEASING THE SPIRITS:
A VILLAGE CREMATION IN BALI EASTERN INDONESIA

A film by Patsy Asch. Unda Connor and Timothy Asch
screening at 3.00 p.m.

Participants will include:

TIM ASCH
PATSY ASCH
JOHN COHEN

DWrGHT CONQUERGOOD
JORGE PRELORAN
SHARON SHERMAN

MELNITZ AUDITORIUM
AA
COP

SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 22. 1992 1 :00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

AcJlvit« Boaid. UCLA Gradual* Studm^ AModation. tha Council on ProgramminQ at thailnlamattooai Stu<toot Cari«^.ramrrww
UCLA parWng avaMabto for $5.00 in Lot 3.
Furthar information, call (310) 825-4242.

AdniMion FREE

Scared of the

A

Relax with KAPLAN
In honor of the Grand Opening of our Downtown Los

Angeles center - ALL I(/\PLAN courses will be discounted

$75.00 through February 29, 19921

Call l-SOO-KAP-TEST for
information regarding the world's

#1 Preparatory Course.

Old kids on the Mock:
No, this is not Metallica's first

tour, and Fomm show proved it

By Michael Wolffo

A gaggle of what looked like

12-year-old girls but who were
probably ctoser to 15 marched past
my seat in all their prepubescent
filoQL.«t|he Fomm Iftsi ThtifsA^

radio-friendly "Metallica.** but
those songs were overshadowed
by generous helpings of old class-
ics like "Whiplash." "Seek and
Destroy" and *The Four Horse-
men."

They were there to see their
favoritest band ever Metallica.
At 22. I felt over the hill.

When Metallica released its

eponymous fifth album last
August, it was easy to write the
band off as sellouts. After all. the
songs were shorter, simpler,
catchier and (gasp!) slower than
the speed-metal kings' previous
efforts. But 12-year-old girls like

the aforementioned gaggle
deserted the New Kids on the
Block in droves to snap up the new
album, and it debuted at No. 1 on
the Billboard charts, selling mil-
lions within weeks.
For those of us who felt left

behind with the band's new style,
the Forum show went a long way
toward dispelling any myths of
mellowing out
To begin with, most bands,

including Metallica in the past,
open their live shows with a song
from their newest release. Com-
pletely ignoring this tradition.

Metallica opened with "Creeping
Death" and "For Whom the BeU
Tolls." both dating from that dark
backward and abysm of time,
1984. Then they went into "Sani-
tarium" from 1986's "Master of
Puppets." widely regarded as the
finest speed-metal album ever
recorded.

Needless to say. I was stoked.
The band did 'eventually get

around to playing material off the

in all fairness, the new songs did
seem more energetic when played
live and fit in well with the rest of
the set. Surprisingly. "Nothing
Else Matters." a ballad with lots of
sigh-potential among the new 12-
year-old fans, did not make an
appearance. But the band did do a
great acoustic-electric mix of its

most recent hit. "The Unforgiven."

With so much material to draw
on. the band resorted to doing a
medley of songs from 1988*s ".

.

.

And Justice for All." which saved
time and still got across the feel of
the songs. Clever.

The sound of choppers and
gunfire heralded "One." Metalli-
ca's breakthrough single from
"Justice." Flashbombs and strobe
lights made this the visual high-
light of the evening.

Tve never been a big fan of
guitar, bass and drum solos, and
this show didn't exactly change
my mind. But a friend I was with
was hanging on every note of
guitarist Kirk Hammett's rendition
of Jimi Hendrix's "Little Wing."
so I guess I shouldn't complain.

At the end of the exhausting
evening, drummer Lars Ulrich
promised the band would return
for outdoor shows in the summer.
Now if only they would team up
with Guns N' Roses . . . •••

CONCERT: Metallica at tfie Forum.
Thursday, Feb. 13.

IllAmerica, land of fast .ww«.,

eathig habits and faIsMIII

By Sara IHfnar

The New York Times

"Are you fat yet?-
That is the question Viviane

Mashamba's mother and her three
sisters, who are all thin, ask
whenever they telephone from
Kinshasa. Zaire. To them, it is

inevitable.

You move to America, the land
of Kentucky Fried Chicken.
McDonaW's and Pizza Hut, and
before you know it your waist has
disapp^red, and your stomach has
grown as round as a soccer ball.

*They think everyone in Ameri-
ca is fat and eats fast food,**

Mashamba said. She has been in

Brooklyn seven months, and she
stiU looks like a dancer, tall and
Uthe, even though she does enjoy
an occasional Big Mac, the origi-

nal high-fat variety.

Mashamba. who is 28 and is

here because she is engaged to

marry a New Yorker, said her
secret is that she walks a k)t And
she frets.

**I am the oklest girl," she said.

*T have to think about my family
back home. I have to think about
what they need."

Walking through her Park Slope
neighborhood, Mashamba, who
received university degrees in

See , page 27
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Weekly comedy siiow

brings mirth to O • II

Comedians
entertain in

campus series

By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

Two stand-up comedians had
the opportunity Tuesday ni^t to

prove the old adage *The show
must go on.**

Despite minor problems and
interruptions, comedians Dino
Londis and Gene Pompa shared
their material with a snmll but
appreciative crowd Tuesday night

as part of the weekly Xomcdy at

the Coop" series, sponsored by the

UCLA Cultural Affairs Commis-
sion.

Londis opened the act in front of
a group of about 35 people, after a

half-hour delay. "Don't you guys
like basketball?" the Brooklyn/
Orlando native commented of the

sparseness of the audience, which
he attributed to the UCLA-Cal
game at Pauley Pavilion.

The 27-year-old Londis tried to

liven up the audience by needling
people as they ate. He encouraged
the crowd to laugh in honor of his

birthda>^whtch he said was tfiat

day. During his routine, Londis
would stop and pose for the Daily
Bruin photographer who was on
hand to catch his act. *This is my
Greek pose," he joked, taking a

classical position.

Londis then introduced Pompa.
who was headlining for the even-
ing. The Latino comedian, who has
appeared on such shows as the

"MTV Comedy Hour" and
**Evening at the Improv," enter-

tained the audience v^th stories

about his parents and his giri-

friends.

Many of his jokes featured

shoes, including gags of how he
used to work as a shoe salesman
and how many customers in

department stores ask him for

service.

About halfway through his

show. Pompa had to compete with
a faulty nucrophone. whose static

hum was drowning out his voice.

Pompa kept his cool, dropping die

mike after a few attempts to work
witii it. He performed die rest of
his act without it

Botii Pompa and Londis rely on
real life experiences to provide
them with material for their acts.

Pompa. who debuted as a
stand-up comedian about six years
ago, says Uiat all of his material is

based either on things that have
happened to him or things that he
has seen.

Londis. who looks to comedians
like David Letterman for inspira-

tion, fictionalizes life events for

his act '"None of (my routine) is

really true, but the flavw of it is

ttiie," he says.

Neither performer felt shy with
using more raunchy language in

front of the UCLA crowd; howev-
er. Pompa claims he has a clean
version of all his routines, which
he uses for television. "I don't
worry about using the f-word on
stage anymore," Pompa says.

Pompa. whose ultimate goal is

to write for television and film,

offers insight into his goal as a
comedian. "(Comedy) offers me
an opportunity to show another
side of Hispanic culttire. (Not
about gangs) and stealing hubcaps
and any of that kind of negative
stereotyping that some Hispanic
comics like to do." Uie Los
Angeles native says.

Pompa was asked to perform at

UCLA by Cultural Affairs director

of comedy Christie Medrano. and
brought Londis to open for him.
The comics arc part of a weekly

presentation, which Cultural
Affairs has maintained during
about die last eight years. This
quarter, the stand-up performances
take place each Tuesday in die

Cooperage.

COMEDY: "Comedy at the Coop."
Sponsored by the UCLA Cultural Affairs

Committee. Tuesdays at 8 p.m. in the
Cooperage. Free.

FOOD
From page 26

sociology and management in

Belgium, has observed what is to
her an unusual custom: people
eating alone. She sees them
through the windows of coffee
shops as she passes by.

In her country* she said, eating is

not a solitary pleasure. Every pot
of chicken and vegetables, and
every bowl of the boiled manioc
staple called fufii, is meant to be
shared, with family and friends

and whoever else shows up at the
door.

In all of Zaire, the place that

Mashamba misses most is ^the
family kitchen.

"We discuss, we make jokes, we
laugh," she said "In Africa, to give
someone food is to give love, to

give welcome."
Food also means welcome in the

basement classroom in Crown
Heights where Mashamba spends
five mornings a week taking
English as a Second Language, a
course offered free by die New
York City Board of Education.
Welcome to Haiti. Ukraine.

Czechoslovakia, the Dominican
Republic. Somalia. Indonesia.
Pakistan and die 10 other countries
that are represented by Masham-
ba's 22 classmates. They speak
English with 23 different accents,

and at times they have difficulty

understanding one another— and
their Brooklyn-bom teacher. Don-

na Harkavy.

Food is a language diey all

share. They arc struggling with
English grammar and idio, but they
can all understand the cross-cultur-

al subtieties of cilantro, lemon
grass, chilies and garlic.

In a new country, where they

often feel alienated and alone, food
is a tie diat binds, to home and
family. They may be novices at

English, but they all know how to
cook, and diey brought dieir

national specialties with diem to

America.

New York City is renowned for
its international restaurants, but
Harkavy and her students sample
die cuisine of 17 different coun-
tries without leaving their class-

room.

They celebrated Thanksgiving
and Christmas widi international

poduck meals. Two weeks ago,

they were cooking again. This time
the occasion was a ^by shower in

class for Marie Monique Cemeus,
from Haiti.

Olga Hernandez, from the

Dominican Republic, prepared
chicken widi vegetables. Boris
Slavin. from Russia, couldn't get
enough of Mrs. Hernandez's
cooking. "This I like." he said,

heaping a second helping on his

paper plate. /

See FOOD, page 28

SISTERHOODbookstore
Books w Music

Videos "^ Jewelry

By And About Women
1351 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 477-7300 Open 7 days 10-8pm

PREsSENTS

9 Upmj)m ftb.ZO^, Ket^ckhofP Coffk ^ouse.

• Timberland

• Cole Haan
• Sperry Topsider

• Zodiac

• Kenneth Cole

• Guess'^

• Nocona Boots

• 9-West

Plus Many Others

10938 Weyburn Ave. Westwood Village

^^•'^m'mmm^tr'
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C O II PITER
swm

irorinv in:\t\i s

c a m p u s c m p u t e r s e r v i c e s

(310)477-2898 i539westwood

>1IUDIE'OTH C'QUC
The Best Collection...Lowest Pnces!" W. HOLLYWOOD

$1.39 RENTALS TUES & THURS ^^^S^^^^'
c B I- ' A»i .. 657^8800

^^>^ Free Parking in All Locations
<V^>>s^un-thursia-1- Fri-Sat 10-12

q^S. BEVERLY fflLI5 ^^^JaGe"^
^^^..^... ^^S^^^sJ^^^^Sik^' 1035 Gayiey Ave.MON&WEDi <J ^S^858-7600 824-QQ22
(with <ft>4<««/miffyfani»hy IDA tfik cotmon) ^ ^ff****

FIRST
RENTAL
::FR££S

R£NTAUt

PARI HAIR SALON
Halrstyling by a

Vidal Sosson Academy Graduate

Perm Special $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15

Fantastic Highlight $30

Hair Coloring $15

Manicure & Pedicure $15

Full Legs Waxing $20

479-9325
473-0066

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 W^stwood Bl.

No M.S.G

I^OrnndSa Chinese cuisine

12217 SANTA MONICA BLVD. W.LA
Across from Smart & Final Ono Block West of Bundy

207-5665

DINNER SPECIAL:

i

aiU*

$C54
^^^ Per person

Includes

Soup of the Day, Egg RoK, Desert, Fortune

Cookie, $team Rice and One Entree.

•No M.S.G. n ... « r^

•All Natural Ingredients "^"8^ ^ Receive Discount

•Open 6 Days. Closed Monday

ofan LSATStudent

^f^

Vcelcl ¥ee1c^ vfecic5 VeekG

and how The Princeton Review

helpsyou achieveyour highestform

You'll start by taking a proc-

tored LSAT — the first of five

duplicating the exact test

conditions.

Next you'll be placed in a

level-stratified class of 12 or

fewer students, thus receiv-

ing level-specific instruction

instead of typical generic

instruction.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

310»474»0909

In your class you'll receive a

computer feedback report

(the first of five) giving you

your score as well as dissect-

ing your test performance

into over fifty categories, so

you can see your relative

strengths and weakness and

your teacher can monitor

your progress.

From here you'll receive our

unparalleled compliment of

materials including a gener-

ous supply of authentic Law

Services books and tests to

supplement our own.

Finally you'll receive 7 hours

per week of instruction from

professional instructors who
have scored above the 95th

percentile on the test (they

must re-take it each year) and

are extensively trained in our

nationally renowned testing

strategies.

LSAT PReview
Come to an introductory session where

we will aquaint you with our revolu-

tionary strategies, talk extensively

on law school admissions, and even

let you talk to some of the top law-

yers in Los Angeles. Call for reser-

vations; seating is limited.

• • I

From page 27

Zoila SanChez, also from the

Dominican Republic, made flan.

Shigeko Kokubo, who is from
Japan, made dumplings, not really

a Japanese dish. "Today Tm
Chinese/* said Kokubo, an artist,

who is known for her excellent

sushi.

There were two different kinds

of rice: one made by Hawa Jibral.

from Somalia, with lamb, green
pepper, tomatoes and plain yogurt,

the other by Ruth Lopez, from
Puerto Rico, with special green
peas.

The English class meets from 9
a.m. to noon, five days a week.
Jibral, who works from afternoon

until evening selling shoes, had
started cooking at 6 a.m. **I was
rushing.*' she said. "I was afraid it

wasn't going to be good.** Both
rice dishes went quickly.

Harkavy, who is herself the

granddaughter of immigrants from
Eastern Europe, was transpcxted

back to her childhood in C^ney
Island by the Ukrainian apple-rai-

sin cake that was Sam Baraker's

contribution. **This reminds me of
the cakes my grandmother used to

bake,** she said.

Food helps her students learn

English. They recently put
together an illustrated internation-

al cookbook, **Recipes and Anec-
dotes From Around the World.**

The recipes include Masham-
t»'*S ChiClcefl with palm walnut
sauce, Kokubo's sushi, Cemeus*s
Haitian pumpkin soup, Hernan-
dez's Dominican sancocho, Irma
Gudino's Ecuadorian shrimp
cocktail (the ingredients include

Coca Cola), and Monika Olustko-
va's Czech apple stnidel.

In her anecdote, Rita Limanto,
from Indonesia, wrote that she did
not discover the joy of cooking
until she arrived in America. In her
country, she wrote: "I could buy
food whenever, wherever, whatev-
er, I wanted. Besides that I also had
a housekeeper who could cook.
But here I have to cook for my
family."

See FOOD, page 29

'WILiJAMS
From page 23

with real people; go bowling and
drink beer."

As a noted name in television,

Williams is frequently beset by
writers. He remembers an
encounter with an aspiring writer

who "had the perfect idea for a
show.** When Williams asked to

sec his script, the writer replied, *I

have to write a script?***

Williams advises writers to

"trust your instincts. Don*t follow

what's supposed to be hot, and
don*t ever expect anyone to hand
you anything. *Therc is no substi-

tute for putting your butt in the

chair and your fingers on the word
processor."

As many writers are more
interested in the business aspect of
writing and what to do after the

script is sold, Williams offers this

advice. "If you're a good writer,

you worry about how to be good at

your craft by studying and honing
it. The overall deal, agents— these

are all byproducts. The core is the

script itself. No t>ne works if you -

don't have a good script"

SPEAKER: Matt Williams, creator of
ABC's "Home Improvement." Appeared
at UCLA Extension's "Playwriahts on
Playwrighting: A Six-Evening Series."
Senes continues on Wednesdays from
Feb. 26 with Jane Anderson until March
1 1 . Moderated by Ellen Bryon at Moss
Auditorium from / to 10 p.m. Scheduled
guests indude Larry Gelbart and Ter-
rence McNally. For more information,
call (310) 825-9415.

r —
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From page 28

At first, however, Limanto was
in danger of being trapped in her

kitchen in Park Slope.

Starting with Indonesian soup

for breakfast, she was cooking
from morning until night for her

husband, their two small children,

and the other members of their

lai^e extended family who live in

their apartment building.

"My life was boring, boring,

boring," Limanto said. "My
mother-in-law told me, *Stop
cooking, go to school.*"

WCK'
From page 23

"Domestic Violence," also
written by Fred Stroppel, explores

the danger of losing one*s identity

in a powerful relationship. When
one partner becomes too al^orbed
in the other, disaster can soike.

The sketch introduces us to Sandy
and Michael, a **perfect" married
couple. Sandy (Miki Kim)
expresses her love to Michael
(Jonny Solomon) by spending her

life tiying to please him. As the

couple approaches their 10th
anniversary Sandy's selfless

devotion begins to become unbear-

able. Michael laments, "You never
screw up — ever! You*re never
rude or vulgar! In our 10 years of
mairiage you've never farted in

•front of mc!"

TRAFIIC ,'

SCHOOL f

I Ki;i; l'\KKI\(. 1 1 MIIOMI) Cll AIKS

SAT, SI \, cv^ i:vi:m\(,s
CLASSICS

C >I l» I T E It

Mm
irOl RLV IM: MATS
campus c ^1 p u t e r services

(310) 477*2898 1539 westwood

coma iMSEs
Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

208-3011
Monday SpeciaL 20% off

All products arKl services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

' BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

S35

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
$MEN& WOMEN

Bikini Wax $8^^ Up Wax $4
^^9 Eyebrow $5^^^ Full L«g &

Biitini Wax $20
Sculpture Nails $25

HILITE&
CUT & CONDITIONER CELLOPHANES.

CUTS 25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant Expires 3/20/92

••Domestic Violence** presents a
serious theme with great humor.
Nfichaers complaint to Sandy is

really a desperate plea for her to be
herself, to be honest, human. The
blend of tragedy and comedy is a

success— being swallowed up by
a relationship has never been such
fun.

Here we need to pause. "Don*t
Dick With Me!** could have been

^ enjoyable and successful if it had
only included the first three plays,

but with the addition of the fourth

play, 'The God Game,** it becomes
a classic. Stealing a metaphor from
the play, if the first three sketches

are "Ben Jonson,** then "The God
Game** is "Shakespeare.**

Written by Allison Bumea and
directed by B.W. Wiff, "The God
Game** chronicles the rise to fame
of Dick Green (Tom Virtue), a
struggling playwright trying to

bring back epic verse drama.
When a major producer decides to

pick up his play, Dick "suddenly

wakes up one day to find himself

famous.**

Will EHck leave his old friends

behind? Will he compromise his

artistic vision? Will he agree to go
on TV? Will his sequel be a flop?

*The God Game** takes us through

a roller coaster ride of Dick*s

successes (and failures), and like

Magic Mountain's Colossus, it is

one ride you won*t forget.

What makes this play such a

success is the combination of

superb writing and great acting.

The play is filled with twisted

Shakespeare quotes; Dick*s par-

ody of the "to be or not to be**

sohloquy from "Hamlet** as he
contemplates drowning himself is

especially well done.

With their production of "Don*t

Dick With Me!** Theater 6470 has

good reason to celebrate, for they

have a winner on their hands. It

may sound cliche, but if you only

see one play this season, let it l)e

••Don*t Dick With Me!**

*** (first three sketches)

•••• rThe God Game**)

STAGE: "Don't Dick With Me!" Co-pro-

duoed by Alex Apple, Taylor Ashbrook,

Deborah Carlisle, Jonny Solomon &
Bryan Stillman. Directed by Louis

Fantasia, Francesca Rollins, John
Short & B W. Wiff. Showing until March
21 at Theatre 6470, Thurs. through Sat.

at 8:00 pm. Tix: $12.50. For more info

caN (213) 466-1767.

Dental Floss??? Peat Moss??? WAKE UP!
It*s

REDD KROSS!
West^vood Plaza at Noon

Free!

irn ft be raining - festivities

will move to AGB!

flla i dMtloping courttty of

vinage photo

paid for by USAC

r
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nn
founded

1891

UNIVLKSITT=WF

"You Don't Need To
$i—^ Hiinlal Insutafw^^

To Have A Pretty Smile"

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

COLLEGEOFLAW
APPLY NOW

Dental Exam & Cleaning

Accredited-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

Accredited by the Cdlifomia

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Associatitfi of

Schools and Colleges.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevard

CaU:(818)98M529

La Vemc Campus
1950 Third Street

CaU:(714)596-1848

$39 (reg.$lM|

wihMe

dntal

(up to 4 X-rays)

475-5598

Service

Ask us about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home

Attention all agents! Security's been breached
All qualified personnel are currently being reached.
Your sole mission is to uphold the nation's honor
Find the infiltrators first, lest you become the gonner.
The enemy is more evil than Hussein
Your efibrts must not be in vain.

Wear a trench coat and shades or some other disguise

You must not reveal your identity, even to the fiiendliest of eyes
Look for the lighted arrow, gaining entrance may be tough
This is no mere exchange, this is Cloak and Dagger stuff.

Attack at 9:30 tonight at the house of Theta Xi
Remember to use the code word:

"y

Sid Soletmaniaa D.D^
1 620 Weslwood Blvd., VJtH Los Angeles
Open Evenings & Saturdays

e Pvfcing In Kear

Miscellaneous 9 Personal PersoTKri

This key
unlocks the door to

»l,000's of dollars in giants
^and^scholarship funds to
fhelpf \ pay for your college

education. $l,000's of
dollars are waiting for

Save This Ad,
It's Very Valuable

^you.\J All you have to do is

kCall our toll £ree number for
information or write to /eeic Wllshin BlvdL Salt* 449
our address bek>w. x Severier iiis, cA eesis

1
"

PRAYER TO THE HOLY SPIRIT You who made
me see everything & showed me the way to

reach my ideals, vou who gave me the divine
gift to forgive & forget the wrong that Is

dof>e to me & you who are in all instances of

my life with me, I thank you for everything &
confirm once more that I never want to be
separated from you, no matter how great the
material desires may be. I want to be with you
it my loved ones in your perpetual Elory.

Thank you for your love toward me & my loved
ones. Amen. Person must pray the prayer 3
consecutive days without asking the favor.

After the 3rd day the favor will be granted no
matter how difficult It may be. THANK YOU
HOLY SPIRIT.

Personal 10

INVITE ONLY

1.^^ 'Crtithrt Sax for tha '90t

mmamnd
^ Janet Bailey-MacKenzie ma, m
Registered Nurse/Psychotherapist

addresses personal intimacy and open

communication without fear.

Singles/Doubles • Men/Women
All Welcome

2001 S. Barrington. Rm 906, LA. CA 90025
Friday Febmary 21 • 7 pm to pm • $10 fBe

311 150 5564

Sports Tickets

$1 00 OiALLENCE. UCLA-0, me-1 2. Prove my
pollution solution unworkable, f II pay you
$100. 1-800-486-2489.

WESTWOOD PSYCHIC, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,
specializes in love, marriage, financial, and
any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.

1(800)559-NINA.

JelJofest
Watch It wiggle, watch it jiggle" -A Wade

Tonight® 9:30
1 992 Black t Q old Court and Little Sisters Requested to Attend

liivttc Only - V/CIA Id required - Chicstfan«r call £08-9885

PLEASE HELP f^^Efl I MUST GET A DUKE
STUDENT OR GUEST TICKET! ril do any-
thingH Dennis (310)206-6746.

Good Deals

AleohoNcs Anonymoua

Thur. BooMludy. Fri. 9k^i
12:16-1:18. Fit 1230O.1«)

WKlOiMUMkmNPI
C8638 12:16-1A)

orindMdiMli«»ho

Study. AU

Fof Hoohofln

INSURANa WAR!! We'll beat any price or
don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,
sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)673-3303 or (616)992-6966.

Miscellaneous 9

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. SIG^r.
Tom (619) 324-3600 or (619) 327-7447.

GET A TAN! 10 sessions, $49 with ad.
Le Beach Club. 1107 Gayley. 624-2626.

MODEL SCOUTS: California's most presti-

gious modelling agency seeks scouts to find the
next supermodel. Great nioney for students
who have an "eye' for beauty.
1-800^31-9992.

SoHappy

BiUes - Books
GWs.

M-Th 10 am - 9;30 prrv
Fr-Sc3t 10 am - 1 1 pm; Sun 2-* pr.i

10684 Weytxjm Ave. LA 90024
208^432

Dr. BliM "Om of tiM BMt BmmIs ki

•A-—Ut Weekly, Dec. 1991
Dr. Blue does everything from mellow
acoustic music to dar>ceable pop to

hard«dfiec: nock-rwoll.Call f^ow to bo6k
for your next party 244K>ur HotUne
(818)6004964, ASK FOR FRANCE

Festivities Begin at 9:30

ID Required Invite Only

DELTA SIGMA PHI
End of Double-Secret ProbafionT

5:00 Barbecue at ZAE
9:30 the hunt is on!

.

B.Y.O.B.

AZO
AN AMERICANLM

AEO

I

:

I

WeVe written our letters of apology.

WeVe done our community service.

We've served our jail time.

Only one thing left to do...

FRIDAY 9pm
INVITE ONLY

Amy K. (KA), ;
Happy

day;

LilSis!

Have a greit

day!

V and AOT,
Kristen

Research Subjects 12

DERMATOLOGY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
a red bumpy fash or acne around~lhr

mouth needed for placebo controlled study
using an approved topical gel.Participants will

be seen at the UCLA Dermatology center.The
study will last for 1 2 weeks.Participants will be
paid 51 00 upon completion of the study. Must
be over 1 8 years of age.For further information
call 206-1074.

ALL si:( ULT \(;i:ms

on

.u.\ KKr. ez lAi:

1 ou'll receive \our
assioiiiiu'iit at HE

t()ni<4hl...

cool) lA ( K!

HEALTHY, Athletic men, 1 8-20 Caucasian and
Hispanic for digestion study. Transportation
needed. $100. (213)662-5978.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS VSmTH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developnr>ental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages
.18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or
(310)471-3672.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WITH DEPRESSION
SOUGHT. FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAD OR
HOPELESS WITH INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS CONDUCTING
STUDY ON RAPID DEPRESSION TREAT-
MENT. CONTACT EVA AT UCLA
(310)825-5493

Research Subjects 12

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11
years needed for UCLA research project.

SubjecU will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

UCLA ANXOY DISORDERS PROGRAM if

conducting research projects to study mechan-
ism and treatments of Panic Attacks. These
studies include psychological and physiokigi-
cal assessment and treatment with ^iprived
medication. All asessment and treatment is ft—
of charge for people meeting admisslorw
criteria. Must be 1 8-65 ycM of ^. For mor«
infonnation please call UCLA Anxiety Ditor-
den Program at (213)206.5133.

r \'
•*r>*' mj^m>

*
; 'S....
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AXA
PRESENTS

REGGAE
NIGHT
FEVER

TONIGHT AT 9:30

CASUAL DRESS
TWO FLOOR PARTY

ONE REGGAE
ONE DISCO

INVITE ONLY BYOB

CONGRATULATIONS FROM THE BROTHERS OF

AZO
TO THE NEWLY ELECTED OFRCERS
BLAIR HUIZINGH
MKEYAK
SWEET LEW GIDRED
ADAM POCKET SWGER
WLUAMCHOW
BLUE RANGSUEBSM
DA\€ RAMEZ2AN0
MARKBENTHAN
ALEX HALL
SHAWN DONAHUE
CHRIS U\NE

MAHNK

TilRiLLER
DR.TUKE
MAD MARK ROGENSKI
DAVE SKEETER KALT
CHRIS ULBRICH
STEVE WOODS
JONATHAN MATES
JOSHUA NATE BAMMER
TODD HARRIS
WUISHEUSSER
VERNON RAGASA

ttndmucti tfianl^ toalCtfU outgoingguys.

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

pStop
hanging
around!
andde

m-im

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the gges of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoftsjw^ at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)8544951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

Itwas stupid, but contagious...

Here we are now. entertain us!

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, „
1 2-30, needed to participate in research study!
Under Dermatologist supervision. Vdunteert
will be paid. For more info, call
(310)828-8687.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Caucaslan and jT
panese male and female ages 25-35 to study
the effects of UV on human skin, 6 month
study. Volunlaers will be paid $1200. For
more information call (310) 828-8887.

JWOMEN, AGED 18-35, Needed for UCLA
Psychosocial Study. Subjects must have NO
History di Anorexia, Bulimia, Obesity, or
Chronic Dieting. $30 Compensation. If inter-

ested, please contact ELIZABETH At
206-5081. *

.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, NEEDED FOR UCLA
STUDY of psychosocial factors in bulimia
nervosa. Ifyou arc struggling with this problem
or have recovered from BN and are Interested

in particlpatir>g, please conUct Elizabeth at

(310)206-5081. $30 compensation upon
comptetion.

Wanted 15

Tonight

Invite Only

LOST: MAN'S WATCH in Westvvood Village,

Valentine's Eve, Near Fox Theater. Reward.
825-0556.

^M^A (iJt9ko4MUieU women tonUfUL • •

Nancy Cutler

Becky Parziale

Nancy Putnam

Jenifer Overiine

Megan Davenpoit

Sandra Lee

Gail Shirley

Emma Thornber

KathyAu
—Megan Randall -

Nina Radetich

Jennifer Rinella

Cindy Gayton

Stefanie Lingle

Alexis Smith

Janis Kunimitsu

Jennifer Price

Sam Bley

Jennifer Cooper

Shauna Finnic

Jen Healey

Erika Miller

Louisa Shipnuck

Sarah Barber

Jennifer Heimann
Elizabeth Green

Leslie Hewit

Sherry Rumokl

Sarah Daughters

Merideth Kovach

Dara Schulman

Bridget Moss

Maryann Barilich

Liz Major

Louisa Aguilar

Kelly Krause

Kim Siebert

Jennifer LaRocque

Wendy Frawley

Kristen Moerd
Sarah Newcomb

Clarissa Garmager

Sarah Adams
Tammy Tukloff

Lisa Pitts

Christine Davis

Kelly Ching

Loretta Yuan
Mary Kelly

Tina Magpayo
Diane Sullivan

Claudia Schiffer

Terri Young
Abby Nelson

Brooke Hoklerbaum

Lost and Found 16

FOUND DOC: Grey, fluffy, mix, female.
(2/10/92) Montana and Sepulveda.
(310)470-4067.

LOST WEDDING RING ON CAMPUS be-
tween Murphy & LuValle. BIG REWARD. Call
(310)473-6706.

PART-TIME Retail Sales, •$6.20 Starting Pay*,
Schedule around classes. Eve^tvknds avail-
able. Scholarships avi^arded quarterly. (310)
396-1479

Salons 21

(6:00PM— dmrni-lo^mal— uuhUohL^)

Fockit,

ComplolB European fxloi cleaning,

blemlshto, acne, lash tintinQ, and

woxlnQ, $25, locatod opposite

to Oentury Ctly Mai

- 785-0205
4ft

Health Services 22

THE NATURAL CHOICE FOR YOUR SKIN:
Pure Skin Care Line. Complenientary Euro-
pean facial. (213)575-1977.

,
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Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted

PRfXXCUPlED WITH RECURRENT OR
psRspusrr TBouGBTs?mmtmm

ACTIVrriES THAT INTERFERE WITH DAILY
W«cni^ js, mnm> for
lEDICAL RESEARCH STUDV: QUAUKED
IW REOiCWg^ll?^
TESTS AND MAY EARNUP TO $480. CALL

3I0^854hI95]
UMMM^kUiM iWMMUriiUi

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antiix)dies

needed for research and-

nostics. Plus, earn

$1 00/wk more

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

Egg/Sperm Donor 19 Egg/Sperm Donor 19

One of the nation's most respected sperm donor

program is now selecting

QUALIHED SPERM DONORS
Help Infertile Couples Monetary Compensation

Free extensive health testing,

including chromosomal analysis
<^

THE_U.S.C. SPERM BANK
Call (213)343-9967

Health Services

NON-SURCICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY—Individuals/couplei/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Could (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)57t-4092.

22 Help Wanted 30

ACNE
A NASTY FOim
LETTER WORD
Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
S&in Care Information

Line,

800-436-3533

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easyl No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2900 Copyright tCAIIKPH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major
corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Oept. 5117-8, P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.

$40,00(yyr. READ BOOKS and~TV Scripte. Fill

out simple •llke^don't like* form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
601-379-2925 Copyright tCAHKEB.

$6.63/HR. WORK ON CAMPUS. Schedule
around your classes. Upward mobility, meal at

nominal cost. UCLA students only. Apply
Sproul Hall Cafe, 350 De Neve Dr. 825-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR for a
busy, prestigious nrtedical office in Beveriy
Hills. Duties indlude: Sorting through daily
mail, correspondence, accounts payable. Must
be a highly organized and responsible indivi-

dual. FT^T. Excellent salary. (310) 273-4454.

CAMPUS AND AREA
DISTRIBUTORS

WANTED
for "DEAN'S UST' brain function
•nhancor and othar produeta for
maximum haalth and parformanca.

1(t00lt7«-4MED

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T for Beveriy
Hills store. Prefer Macintosh literate. Must
have car. Contact Cina. (213) 272-8000.

ADULT FITNESS INSTRUCTOR wanted for P/f
job. Ask for Shoshana (310)575-0206.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/T air, roonVboard provided! To
$5,0004/mo. Extensive fisheries report gets job
or call refunded. 1-900-226-ALASKA ($3/mln,
complete program four min.).

AMAZING SUMMER JOB! at BRUIN
WOODS. Spend the summer in a resort

atmosphere at Lake Arrowhead in the San
B^rnadino Mountains. Earn $2250 + room ¥
board + peri<s. Work with 47 other fun,

exciting students in one of a variety of posi-
tions. Pick up an application in the James West
Center or call us at (714)337-2478.

ARE YOU FUN, CREATIVE, an outgoing young
lady? If so then Network Amerika would like to

meet you. We do promotions for clubs, parties

arKi barnis. Make money while you socialize.

(213)934-6707.

ASSISTANT I: LXILA student wanted to work
for UCLA Medical Center Management Sci-

ences Department. Weekdays, 15-19 hours
per week (flexible). Duties include data collec-
tion and reduction, data entry, word process-
ing, messengering, library research, limited

computer programming and miscellaneous
clerical tasks. Must have ability to do neat and
accurate wodc. Will train in all duties. Call
825-0319 for appointment.

ATTENTON: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your home, doing various
jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, - commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST needed,
part-time, 5:30.9:30pm M-F, or
9:30am—8:30pm Sat and Sot^. AA required or
Junior status. S6.50^r. (213)296-1989.

CRUISaiNE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboarcVlandside
avatlcMa Year-round & summer positions.

(612)643-4333.
.

CULVER CITY Graphic design firm seeks
Madntosh Proficient Administrative Assistant.

Set own hours for 30 hfsA«veek at $a^r. Call
Tom or Seri at (310)202-0140.

CUSTOMER SERVK:E rep/data ENTRY: Ex-
perienced person needed to process telephone
orders. Must type minimum 45-55 wpm,
familiar with computer keyboard. Pleasant
telephone voice and good communication
skills. Janet, (310)443-5244, ext.12.

FASHIONABLE LADIES NEEDED to sell hair
extensions^t Westside Pavillion. Full and P/T.
Call (213)259-9991.

FILING CLERK NEEDED in private Dr. Office.
15-20 hrs/wk. Pay Is negotiable. Lis
(310)473-7639.

,

GETTY CONSERVATK)N INSTITUTE. Experi-

ence in laboratory, approx 20hrs/wk,
$8 50-S10.50/hr. Call Vinod Dahrel.
(310)822-2299.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

8 people needed now
Mmxm «p te i«/kr.

HouMfcleeni

Cen (213) 453-1817

SUMMER JOB
TRY A SUMMER CAMP

Kennolyn Campa for Boys and GIris

(Santa Cruz Mts.) interviews

Tuesday. Maich 3rd, Career Center.

Sigiupfor an interview tinne rww.

KARI MICHAELSEN
•Katie" from the NBC series

^GIMME A BREAK*
land former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious
individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or fulMlme.

(310)536^H96 (8 1 8)36CH)760

LAW FIRM
neo(Js motivated person to

cJo challenging legal and
Clerical tasks

Great Experience to field

Please send resume
w GPA. available times
for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
t925 Century Park East

20th iloor

Los AncjOios CA 90067

GREEN CORPS CAMPAIGN ORGANIZERS.
Field training and team organizing on critic^

environmental campaigns. Salaried positions
in 30 cities. For Into (303}355-1881 or the
Carrer Center.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS rwearch
and make $S P/T. Sell condoms. Perfect
Health (805) 655-5624.

MAKE MONEY EASY! )ust advertise 24hr
roadside assistance club memberships $39.95
annually. Much cheaper than comparable
services. Good anywhere any road US and
Canada. Membership covers member arni

spouse. Includes all cars up to 1 ton truck an
RVs. First year membership includes FREE 6
night, seven day 4 star hotel stay In Hawaii or
Mexico. Dealerships are available by calling

310-512-6021.
,

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 SO^r. or more, boyish
and/or athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playgirl
style magazlne^nudity required. No experi-
ence necessary. Internationally known photo-
grapher. Brad, (213)392-4248

MALES AND FEMALES, Ages 18-24 for nude
modeling for French and American Maga-
zines. Same day pay. Call Paul 31 0-278-91 62.

MANAGEMENT POSITK)!^ W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earn-
ings $6,000 to 16,000 «.

.

PT Spring, FT Summer. Interviews on campus
Info/App. (800) 400-9332.

MANAGERA^ANDY for Encino 1 7 Delux Un-
its from 2-bedroom, rent discount
(310)550-1228.

MANCEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earnings

$,6000 to 16,000 +. PT Spring, FT SurrwDer.

Interviews on campus, info/app. (800)
400-9332.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MEDK:aL RECEPTIONIST/FILE CLERK, PT/FT,
medical experience only, orthopedic experi-
ence prefen-ed, Beverly Hills, (310)472-7235.

MODELS fef \99i Switmu it t-aVmlj i^ ^
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NEEDED: PEDIATRKT BACK OFFKIE ASSIS-
TANT in Van Nuys. P/T Tuesdays, Thursdays,
some Saturdays 9-noon. Starting SMir. (negot-

iable). (818)782-7600.

NURSE FOR BEVERLY HILLS dermatology
office. Saturdays only. References required.
Ask for Diane. (310)273-0467.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large
family day care. Pacific Palisades, ECE units

and experience necessary. Call Leslie at

(310)573-1811.
,

PART-TIME: 15.25hrVwk., $1354/wk., start-

jng retail sales. Great for resume. No door to
door, etc. Call for info. (310)396-1479.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to best-selling author.

Research and tape transcriptions.
(213)387-5882.

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
Sophmore: Clinical Research Assistant-UCLA
Medical Center. Tue^Thurs for 2 years. 12-15
hr^eck. 825-4749.

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE, COMPETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions
available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a nnust.

(310)5360496 (818)3600760

NEED MONEY?
Last year over $100 million in

acholarahipa and financial aid
went UNCL/UMED. We can help

you find the money you
need for schooL..

GUARANTEED!
Excel College Financing
Call Now for free information

1-800-944-0066 z6500

P/T DRIVERS $7.0(yHR. F/T DRIVERS 40%
COMMISSION NEEDED FOR YOUNG
CROWING COURIER SERVICE. SHAWN
914-1449.

PT/FT RETAIL. S8.20 start. Scholarshi

Internships. Call fx>w (818)345-4479.

PT OFFICE ASSISTANT. 10-1 5 hrV««^. Flexible

hrs. $7.50-9/hr., depending on experience.

Call Tarah 476-9226.

P/T SECRETARY for synogogue school. Tues/
Thurs- pm, Sun-am. Word Perfect 5.1. Call

Ashley (310)829-0566.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes afeas. $1 5Air. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing com-
pany in Culver City is looking for some
energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, $6^rycommission. Great hours

7:00 AM- 1:30. No experierKe necessary.

%SO0t^. is very real, pl 0)83 7-0902.

EARN up to $150 par montli
BY HELPMQ OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATEL£T8 SAFBY
For information

Coil Anna

Canoar patlania throughout LA
banaf it from your participation

MSL^Mkc Af< f

4954 yfmn Nuya Blvd. Shanrnn Oalia J

Do you Like to Talk?

This is the perfect job for

you.Earn$7/hr. plus
bonus. Evening + weekend

^QUfs i^aiiabi6;=

Training provided.
Sharpen your

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

1083 Gayley Ave, - 4th Floor

MaaageBieBt
.lfe>dela needed, no ezperieace neeeaaary
for BM>delinf coaiBercial St maak vkleo.

Call today for appointoMBt
(313)247-«001

Beverly Hilk 90110

TELEMARKETER POSmON. Day and evening.
SMy bonus. (31C»277-5828, Sean.

US MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $14.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Ar«a. fsio Experierx^ Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 exL 0214.

Job Opportunities 32
AD AGENCY SEEKS MARKET RESEARCHER
for freelance projects. Experience necessary.
Send resume to: A|AX MEDIA COMPANY, Sle.

204. 137 N. Virgil Ave., Los Angeles, Ca
90024.

Th« Honvard HughM Modlcal kiaUlluCo

(NHMO hu an opening tor a laboraitofy

aide in the glaMwath facility for its

affiliated research program at the
University of Califonia at Lot Angelet.

I

The lab aide will work with a learn of
people doing autoclaving and washing
glassware for the HHMI investigators in

MRL The position is toll-time. 40 hours
per week. Kno¥vledge of laboratory

I

equipment, sterilizalton protocols and
tochnk)ues are an advamsgeL

I

HHMI offers competitive salaries, a
generous retirement plan and flexible

benefito. inctoding health insurance.
Ptoase send a tottor of intorsst to or cal:

1

Steven Berry. Qlasswash Manager.

I

Howaid Hughes Medtoii toaitoto. UCLA.
5-748 llM^Oonald Building. 10833 Le

BEVERLY HILLS REAL ESTATE DEVELOP-
MENT COMPANY seeking dynamic indivi-
dual for busy office. Multi-line telephone
system, WordPerfiect a must. $18,000^-. 8«)
A.M.-5:00 P.M., (flexible) M-F. Angela
(310)859-0222.

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a
job or summer internship? Receive an invalu-
able list of contact nanws, addresses and
phone r$ at awr yoo of Hollywood's top
production companies, talent agencies, and
studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INIO-
SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

NURSE PRACTITKDNER Pediatric Program
South Gate Women's Clinic contact Susan-
Stemmler. (213)567-6675.

REAL ESTATE TRUSTEE CO. Immediate open-
ing for organized and fast learner. Knovviedge
of real esUte and computer helpful. S165(Vmo
(31 0)390-7290, (31 0)203-6571

.

SECRETARY FOR ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS managenr>ent firm. Non-smoker
with neat appearance . Good office skills
required. Bookkeeping experience a plus.
$8-12/hr. Call for appointment.
(310)826^)600.

P10)2Q8-4Q21

90024-14

ACTIVISTS
Political Arm of

Environmental Movement
is Hiring Activists

• Electoral &
Management training

F/T, P/T - phones, call

M-F ll-4pm.

(310)441-4162

»-» • - -Wipi <— . I ^* «I«M iHH. III - •mall* laVMMinpnw " i^i» m •wn^^M.PWitni^^wr^i^^wiit" r***^ H«M.'
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SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
Interviews now Uking place. Gain valuable
experience managing all aspecU of a
successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call
Triple "A" Student painters for information
nam/, 1(600)394-6000.

Jobs Wanted 33

HOUSEaEANING. My grant ended and I

need to pay the rent! Call Keri (310)822-0516.

Internships

CHESTNUT HILL PRODUCTIONS Internship

Program. Opportunity to learn about motion
picture/ television development. Students who
are currently enrolled call (310)247-3900.

PAID INTERNSHIP

l>\ il«»iii-^ ill

I «. .11 II \\ ii.ii it i.ikt

lytjarnvi

>iiiniiu r

.lit luuN i.ikiii-^ pl.u t tor

»»liii)> .IS

w i(li

Iripk A Student l>aiiUcT>

I .ist <. h.iiu c for intir\ it\>s.

(all t()da\ Ibr inorc into.

1 «()()-3^> 4 (>()()()

KIIS 102.7 IS

LOOKING FOR INTERNS
Start your career in broadcasting at

LA'S «1 Hit Music Station.

Comact Brad at (213)466-8381

to set up an intefviBW

BABYSITTER NEEDED every third weekend
Sat. and Sun., All-day. Children, 3 & 6% . SM
(310)315-5499.

BABYSITTER, car preferred. 3-6:30pm. Tues—
Fri. $75. Next to campus. (310)475-9617.

EARLY MORNING CHILDCARE before your
9«) classes. Reliable car, references. Palms
area. (213)738-2671.

.

MOTHER'S HELPER inWL\ English speaking.

3 hrs/day, 4 aflcmooni^vk. References, car.

(310)396-9700.

REGULAR BABYSITTING NEEDED. Wed.
6;30-9;30pm. Thur 4:30-6;30pm. SanU Mo-'
nica. $7/hr. Must have transportation.
D1 0)393-7110.

SATURDAY NIGHTS 4-6 hours. Two boys,
ages 6 and 8. S7Air. Must have own trarwporta-

tion, references. (310)828-4982.

Apartments for Rent 49

^BEDR^^N^EN^I^n^ecways!
North of Sherman Way. Fireplace, DfW, stove

Roomy & comfortable upstairs. Security park-

ing Child and 1 pet okay. (818)997-6766.

2BED/1BATH. Nice area. Sminutes from
UCLA. Near Barrington and Pico. Only
$796/mo. 11580 Gateway Blvd.
(213)482 3858

424 LANDFAIR^ 2bed/1 bath, large apartment
with hardwood floors, large balcony, swim-
ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200

$740-5765, l-bed/1-bath, 1622 S. Beverly
Glen, apartments 4 & 10, stove, refridgerator,

new carpet, balcony, year lease
(310)459-3736.

$915, 2-BEDROOM, upper, lyjilt-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parking, near transportation (310)477-9955.

ADJ. Century City. 2be(V2bath. View, built-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blinds

$900-$1100. (213)441-9142/(213)470-9239.

ADORABLE 1 BED/1 BATH KELTON Apart-

nr>ent for rent. 10 minute walk-UCLA. Avail-

able mid-March. $750/month. Call
(310)824-4591.

APARTMENT IN WESTWOOD. Minutes from
town & UCLA. Security parking, 1 and 2
bedrooms available. Prices start at

$S)50.0G/mo. Lots ofstorage. Huge apartments,

lots of windows, front and rear entry (2 doors),

laundry facil. Call for special, Kelton Town
House (310)208-5456.

BACHELOR $45(VMO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 jasmine Palhis
(310)839-7227.

Westwood Village
ihd. Ihlh. :i\n\/2\)[h

Short term available
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[WANTED
The Want Ads Want You! The Daily Bruin Classified Advertising Department is

currently accepting applications for Account Executive Interns for the coming Spring

Quarter. If you are highly motivated and realize that hard work is the only thing that

really pays off, then this is be the internship for you.

Applications are available at the Daily Bruin office

112 Kerckhoff Hall, 9am''4pm.

Deadline for applications is February 28th, by NOON.
For more information contact Delia Deocampo at 206-0901

Apartments

n<EE REN 1

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP
FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN ^13-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOI iSSION Al I V MAN A(,i:i) in MOSS X ( ().

--SHORT-TERM
'Veryl^rge

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
1 ^ Super closets

All utilities, parking included

^ Pool & sundeck
$825/month (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

208-4394

BACHELOR $4.S(Vmo. Refridgerator and hot
plate. (310)e22-t4e7. Leave nr>essaKe.

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOD. Prime loca-
tion. 10-minute walk to UCLA. Unfurnished/
furnished. Modern 2-bedroonV 2-balh. Air,

2-parkinE, balconies, firepla ces."
11 075:S13S(ymo. 206-2655.

"

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
SryLE4-PLEX.V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (310)
8396294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADj. S775-875/MO. 2-BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275, COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NfW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCaLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471.1340.

•BRENTWOOD, $975, l-bedroorp, den,
2-bath; $1275 1 -bedroom, den, lofl, 2-bath,
high celing; $1250, 2-bedroonV2-bath, new
security building prince area, best deals, 508
Barrington (213)934-5000.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury
apartment, fireplace, intercom, bullt-ins, patio
and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.
11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1BTH; 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL. PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

GUESTHOUSE/SINGLE 1 bed/1 bath nice area,
no kitcherVmicrowave, Sminutes from UCLA
$575/mo includes utilities. (310)474-7481.

HUGE BEDROOM! Only $30tymo! Includes
utilities & breadfast M-F. Across street from
campus. Call Stacey. 624-4919.

JUNIOR ONE-BEDROOM. Across LICLA. Sec-
urity bidg. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.
535 Gayley. 206-3616. Sub-lease.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.
Close to beach. Quiet building.
3746 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)396-8579.

WALK TO UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath
Share Kitchen-$475/month

633 Gayley
208-5920

49 Apartments for Rent 49

MAR VIST\ from $920. 6 newer building.
2be(V2bath townhomes. Fireplace, balconies,

gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA $950. 2bed/2bath newer custom
townhome, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,
security alarm. 1 mo. free with lease. 1 2736
Caswell (31 0)391 1076.

PALMS $1695 4-bed + k>ft/3-bath. Newer
3-story custom townhome- Fireplace, gated
garage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670Midvale
Ave. (310)391-1076.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.
Vaulted ceilings, electronic access to building
and subtenanean parking. $990 up. 1 rtM). free

w/.year lease (213)842-9303. -

PALMS. $500, utilities included, huge bache-
lor, near bus. Available March 19 or sooner.
(310)838-6693.

PALMS, $800, 2-bed/l'A bath, large upper,
pool, new carpet, parking, laundry, no pets,

454-4754.

PAU^ $675 1 -bed/1 -bath upper. Bulh-lns,

A/C, security system, fireplace.
(213)937-0589. ^
PALMS. $750. Large 2-bedrDom, upper, new
carpet/paint, bui It-ins, refrigerator, patio,
2-car parking. 476-6532

PALMS $850 1-bed + den/1 -bath upper.
Built-ins, A/C, fireplace, security system, gar-
age parking (213)937-0569.

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.
#36. 2-bed/2-bath newer custom townhome.
Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. alarm.
3614 Far is Dr. (310)391-1076.

Northrfdoe $275 up. 500 furnished unit student

housing fadlify. Shared or prtvale units, ivllh or

wtlhout kllchens. Private tnlhs Rod, Jacuzzi,

recreation room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA. Open yey
round. Free tNochure. Northridge Campus

Residence, 9500 Zelzah, Northrkloe. CA. 91325

(f1i)MH717

$200 OFF 1ST
MONTH RENT

WLA
•2Bdnn—$995

—

1709 AVestgate
•IBdrm—$750

—

1709 Westgate
• 1Bdrm—$750

—

1025 Barrington
(310)479-1581

WESIWOODFIAZA
APARTMENTS

IHncdy across from

aUd^aunpus UCLA
Rn^shedSwLMuirished

Bacheloisfiom$550

angles fiom $600 to $750

1 Bdnms 6om $750 to $900

2Bciims/2Bthfiom$1200

Variable Length Leases

SOl-SOSGaykyA^
(310)208-8505

PALMS PRIME SINGLE, $495, full kitchen,

bright, large, cozy upper. GREAT VALUE.
1 -block Motor/National. No pets. 3351 Vinton
(213)558-3133.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2 BED with ARE PLACE,
$1 250; LARGE UPPER FRONT 1 -BEDROOM,
$750. ACROSS FROM UCLA. DISHWASHER,
REFRIGERATOR. NEW CARPET/BLINDS.
EXTRA LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING.
LAUNDRY FACILITIES. PRICED TO RENT
QUICKLY. CALL SOON
20641685.

SHERMAN OAKS, 2+2, $750. Gated, central

air and heat, dishwasher, garage, fireplace.

13406 Moorpark. (818)222-8298.

SPACIOUS 2-bed/2-bath. 2 fireplaces. In Mar-
VisU. $^,^50fmo. Call larDes, (310)398-3377.

VENICE $895. Spacious 3-bdrm. Refrigerator,

itovc, carpet, parking. Pets OK. Ed
(310H76-0503.~

VENICE, $925, Bright, l-bedroom townhouse,
% block beach. Large private sundeck, ocean
views. (310)397-8058

WEST LA. 1 -bedroom, $637, gated, quiet, free

utilities. $700 moves-u-in. 3611 Motor Av-
enue, near Venice Blvd. (310)828-2448,

WESTWOODS BEST DEALS: •$695 1-bed-
rooms, split level. •$125+ 2+2bedroom$.
Huge— large patios, A^, fireplaces, refrigera-

tors. Near Century City. 474-7565 (•after

discounted specials)-

WESTWOOD LARGE 1-bed S790/mo. Walk
to UCLM/illage, pool, security, view. 10966
Roebling Ave. (310)208-4253,
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOOD AREA: 2 singles with kitchens

and fiitl baths. Walking to canr>pus. $675 and
$550. 470-5952.

WESTWOOD ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-
ern kitchen, excellent condition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.
(310)474-8608.

WESTWOOD, $1 1 75/mo., 2-be<V2-bath, new

no pets, A^, 2 parking spaces, 1601 Veteran.
Matt (310)284-9044.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1 -bed-
room junior. $725/mo. Utilities & parking
included Dl 0)475-7533.

WESTWOOPWLA 1-bed $875-900. New
luxury condo, gated apartment, near campus.
WLAA*ALMS 1-bed $650, 2-bed $835-900.
Good location, quiet building.
(213)471-0833.

WESTWOOD large 1 -bedroom, $79eiATX>.,

walk to LXIA/Vlll^e, pool, security, view.
10966 Roebling Ave. (310)208-4253,
(310)824-2595.

Special Student
Discounts!

From $695*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Fumishad and unfurnished

ttudiotj8and2t

•PooL S|M. Htnasi Center. Sauna
•Jennie Courts & BasicettMll Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

(!Ub^

k

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Modtli Optn DaNy 9^. No Pits.

*0n SiltcM UnUs

WMtwood Vili^ $1600
2-bedroom/ 2-bath

Bay Windows, Hardwood Roots, Brick

Rreplace, Full Kitchen, Huge Rooms
2-blocks to campus

Roque & Mark Company
(310)453-1736 , . *r-

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,
saunas, JacuzTl, sun

deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, vAW allow

4 students per
apartment.

From.$1200-$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858
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ApcHlments

WALKTOIKIA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS

2 master suites • 2 bath

Students/Roommates Welcome

$950 thru Aug 1

$1100 thruJune 30

•refrig*di«hwasher*A/C•

•controlled entiy*

•p«rklng*elevator*

519 Glenrock 213-208-4835

WESTWOOD. $965-1 15 0/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW THE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. Furnished/

unfurnished. 667-669Levering Ave.
(310)206-3215

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in bonus. Fumishec^nfumished, ba-

chelora. singles. 1 & 2 bedroorrv walk to

LK-LA. /vC, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Mow 8, Co.

WLA. $900. 2Bd/2Bath. Builtins. Air, stove &
refrig. Gated parking near bus. 1 1 235 Rich-

land Ave near Sepulveda.
829-2244/395-1103.

WLA AREA. $585/^. Attractive furnished

single, klcal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 1525 Savvtelle Blvd. Dl 0)477-4832.

Large Newlv
Remodeled

1 & 2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLA Area
Receive Free
MicroMJoave

$575 $825
Call 657-8756

mx

iilMvale
Ut!lMMilMM4iMMMk^M MMMMMMMMMMM^

*French Doors *Sauna
*Jacuzzl ^Fireplace

*Gym * Heated Pool

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868

WLA AREA $585/mo. Beat the tuition hikesi

Live outside the hi£h rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, furnished singles. Two can
live as cheaply as one! 1525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)477-4832.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bcd with patio
- or balcony. MfnfWinds, ceiling fans, walk-in
closet, appliances, low move-in , 11527
Venice Blvd. »6. (310)390-5065.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-
blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, low move-in.
11527 Venice Blvd. »7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-
blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, utilities in-

cluded, low move-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

#6 (310)390-5065.

Fair Housing is Ybur Right

Federal, State and Local

lows protect you from
housing discrimination based

on: student status, race,

religion, sex< national origin,

children, physical handicap,

age, marital status and
sexual orientation. Call the

Wettside Fair Housing

CourK:U at 310-475-9671 in

^ Wed LA

51 Roommatet
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$1390. BUNDY/WILSHIRE. 3bd/2ba, remod-
eled, 1 246 S. Wellesley Ave. (310) 826-51 75.

$650 BRIGHT, QUIET WLA 1 -bedroom. Close
to shopping, bus, UCLA, Mlnl-Blinds, ap-
pliances, parking. Lease. (310)476-7116

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2be<Vl'/i bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, alr-

conditioning, parklng-2 cars. 837-0761.

WLA $950AND $975. 2-bed/2-bath. Security,

garage, stove, refrig, dishwasher, skylight,

balcony, tile, storage. Islcar bus & shops. 2607
South Sepulveda (310)313-2824.

BRENTWOOD-WILSHIRE CENTER.
$500-800. Single, 1 and 2 bedrooms. Unfum-
ished, large deluxe built-ins. (213)550-1228.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. I^ar Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

BRENTWOOD PRIME SINGLE. $675. Fire-

place, intercom, patio. Built-ins, sub-garage.
No peU. 1 1 661 Goshen, adjacent San Vicente,
North of Wilshire. (213)820-1717.

SANTA MONICA 2bed/l'A bath, den. In

fourplex, newly carpeted, painted, street park-
ing. Close to beach. $849. (310)452-2440.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quite. Bundy N. of
Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049.

WESTWOOD 3BED/2BATH Walk to UCLA,
no pets, oven & range. Carpets, blinds,

$1195/mo. (310)474-2896.

WLA. $700. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C
(310)837-0761.

Apartments to Stxire 52

1-MILE FROM IXTLA. Private room/bath in a
2-bed/2-bath apt. Partially furnished, security

building, parking. $600-$640/mo.
(310)575-3747.

BRENTWOOD. 0¥vn bed/bath, Jacuzzi, sec-

urity, parking, no lease. %XOlmo. •¥ deposit.

Open 3/1. Mary (310)447-0420.

FEMALE RCX>MMATE WANTED TO SHARE
one bedroom apt, in Westwood. $390 per

'—:a« 20»^3gS. ^=

WALK TO UCLA-enormous 2-bdrrTV2.bath. 2
females to share beautiful condo with 2 others.

$375 each. (310)824-4242.

WEST HOLLYWOOD $475.00. Female/Male
luxury apt. 2bed/2bath unfurnished, washer/
dryer, view, pool, gym, parking, security.

March 1. Lisa (213) 289-0102.

WESTWOOD. BIG, OPEN-AIRED two bed-
room apartment on Strathmore^evering. Easy-
going roomates. $385Ano. Ask for jon. (31 0)
824-5455. '^

WLA— aOSE TO Ua\ $450, large private
1 -bedroom/ private entrance, private bath,

E«!J<|n&_barandfir^lace. Lis (310)473-7639.

Room for Rent 54

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA

720HiigardAve

2 person room $525/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter <

Weekday meals included

(310)208-415^1

10 MINUTES TO UCLA. Master bedroom in

new townhouse; ensuite, wardrobe. Full sec-

urity. $445/mo. (310) 202-8717.

BEAUTIFUL HOLLYWOOD TOWNHOUSE
to share. Furnished, washer/dryer. $40(ymo.
Includes utilities. (213) 871-8035.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury
apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
mora. Own roonVbath, free HBO/Showtinf>e.
$525. (310)837-9509.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 2-bed/2-bath.
Furnished. Pool, gym, pool-tables.
$346.0Q^fH> negotiable. 1 5-min walk to cam-
pus. 206-4753.

LOOKING FOR CLEAN, QUIET, Friendly
female roommate. Own room, share bath with
female student. Must appreciate cats, Japanese
culture. 370/mo. + utilities.
(21 3)651 .4278A21 3)655-51 1 1

.

MDR. $575/mo. UTILITIES INaUDED. Non-
smoking female. 2bed/2bath. Furnished, pool,

Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)827-9596.

WLA - LARGE 3-bedroom wHh fireplace,

balcony, parking and storage. Own roonVbath,
non-smoker. $625 + 'A utilities.
(310)445-6522.

WLA own bedroom and bathroom, quiet,

security, parking, A/C. $52Q/mo. Santa
Monica/Barry. (310)445-5375.

WLA. $ 445^no. Wom»i to share large,

2-bed/l-bath, must like cats. Leslie
(310)207-5740.

WESTCHESTER, own room In 2-bed/1-bath
.duplex. Washer/dryer and storage. $45(ymo.
Call^largaret (310)410-0122.

Roommates 63

BRENTWOOD, 2-bed/2-bath. Close to UCLA.
Ask for Dan (310)476-8858.

FEMALE NON-SMOKER for 2-bedroom/
2-bath, $550 including utilities, great view,
gated security, spacious, covered pariting.

Heidi (213)936-8378.

FEMALE to share large single apartment close
to campus. Only $287/mo. Call
(310)477-2451.

HOUSING FOR SPRING QUARTER? Share
bedroom In 2-bed/2-bath new apartn>ent. 527
Midvale. Laundry, security, pool, spa, sauna,
weightroom. $39€^io. Anne, Jennifer, Debra,
Karen (310)208-0916.

IMMEDIATE MOVE-IN! Across street from
Bruin Walk. Female needed to share spacious

1-bd. w/ roommates. Underground parking &
security (714)673-2683, (714)871-8225. Jill.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER wanted to

share spacious 2 bedroom cottage. Close to

UCLA $497.5(ymo. negotiable. Call Tom
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 - id«

13039.

MALE ROOMMATE to share bedroom in large

2-bedroom Brentwood apartment, $284Ano,
(310)883-1544.

MALE WANTED to share new, bright, 2-bed/

2-bath condo. Washer, dryer, surxieck. Marina
Del Rey. $50G^tk>. Shauna, 828-7239 or

390-2305.

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED TO SHARE BRENTWOOD aprart-

ment. 2-bed/2bath. $550. (310)207-1625.

Non-smoker.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share beautiful

2-be(y2-bath Brentwood apt. Security parking.

Rooftop pool. S^SOAno. (310)476-8886.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large house.

$50(yrT)O. •»- utilities. Own room, WLA. Robert

or Jim. (310)441-9227. ^
ROOMMATE NEEDED to share executive

single with t¥VO glHs. $283.33/mo. ¥ utilities.

(310)208-0789.

SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH. Beautiful, brand new
apartment on Gayley. 1 -block from
campus. Available mid-March.
Lisa (310)206-5138.

"^ BEVERLY lilLLb furnished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen
privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.
Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD. Own large room, paHcing,

washer/dryer. Near Wilshire. Immediately
available. %AOQlmo. (3100575-9902.

BREN7WOOD-$550. Beautiful, quiet, roman-
tic, private. No alcohol, drugs. European,
respectable home. Kitchen privileges.
(310)476-6478.

ENCINO, large room with private bath, pool,

spa, paricing, $395/mo. Maria (818)784-531 5.

FREE GARDEN ROOM in beautiful Westood
honw in exchange for light cooking & house-
keeping, private entrance - bathroom. Near
UCLA (310)474-2335 or (310)476-5164.

FURNISHED ROOM, BATH Kitchen, other

privileges. Pleasant neighborhood, 5 minutes
UCLA. %A50/mo., % utilities. (310)479-8286.

MASTER BEDROOM. Great Brentwood loca-

tion. $445/mo. Month-to-month. Ready
March 1. Call Laurie (310)575-4151.

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bcdroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. BiarKa and
Richard (310)559-5170.

.

ROOM FOR RENT WITH PRIVATE BATH IN 2
STORY HOME. Kitchen priviledges. Near
UCLA. $450At>o. Non-smoker. Immediate oc-
cupancy (310)475-5125.

SANTA MONKTA $450. Room %vlth private
bath, kitchen privileges, ck»e to bus. Call
(310)453-6548.

SUNNY ROOM, private patio, 'A bath, SM
condo. Female, NS, no pets, quiet. $435
includes utilities. (310)452-0704.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old Worid
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199A<vk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WESTWOOD. Furnished Single, kitchen, full

bathroom, heater, parking private, close to
UCLA, walk to Westood Blvd, pavillion.

Utilities paid. $495/mo (310)474-17 49. ^

WESTWOOD $495. Beautiful, new, large

room, furnished, private bath, walk-in closet,

washer/dryer, cooking utilities. Near LCLA.
For Female. (213)470-3616.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced mate
student. Microwave, refrigerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportation. References.
(310)270-4387.

WLA. Nice neighborhood. Big house, yard,

jaccuzzl. Nice and clean. $46(ymo. plus $550
deposit. (310)391-0408.

WLA/PALMS AREA. $45(ymo, 'A of utilities.

Share with couple large furnished roonVbath.
Close to bus lines. 397-2640.

53 House for Rent 56 Guest House for Rent 70

Sublet 55

TEMPORARY SUBLET MAR.15-APR.30 OR
LESS, OWN FURNISHED ROOM IN SHARED
HOUSE, WALK TO UCLA, $35(VOBO,
CHEAPER THAN A HOTEL, STEVE, 474-6420.

House for Rent 56

MAR VISTA, $120(yMO. 2bed/1bath, big
backyard. Includes W/D, stove, fridge.

(310)280-3263.

VENKl. 2-BED/1-BATH. $1,00(VW>o. Utilities

paid, near beach, pets okay. 1-80a945-2759.

VENICE, cozy ambiance, 3-bed + den/2- bath,
gorgeous kitchen, pool, spa, security systems,
$195(yimo., (310)395-1988.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2-bed/1-bath. Living
and dining room, breakfast area, den, 2
fireplaces, new carpet and paint. After 7pm
(310)470-2029.

MV $65Q/mo. Nice single guest house, private,

refrigerator, parking, yard, storage, 15 mfn,
UCLA. (310)391-9583.

SM $65QAno. Single, ne%vly decorated, utilities

gjW^CaJ|^J^prM31247^679^^^

Vacation Rentals 71

BEALTTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED-
REASONABLE RATES. (81 8)785-1 028.

3-BEOl/l-BATH. 5 miles from IXTLA. Great
area. 2-car garage, large yard, fireplace, nice

patio, large kitchen. (310)3900065.

BRENTWOOD HILLS, $2,500 -f Security.

Spacious, 4-f2 house with view. Excellent

area. Newly decorated. Flexible nxyve-in

terms. 1 year lease. (818) 789-3076.

House to Shore 57 Misc. Sport Activities 78

HOUSEMATE, to share 3-bed/2-bath house in

WLA has all appliances, garden, yard. Pref,

male $533/mo. + 'A utilities, Maria
(310)479-8990.

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY, 4-bed/2-bath,
$300/mo., includes utilities, parking,
fireplace, huge yard, full kitchen, own room,
cable, (818)362-9210.

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Furniture for Rent 87

House for Sale 58

MATTRESS SET queen size $50. Solid wood
dining table with chairs $80. Two large desks
$40 and $50. Patricia (310)471-5705.

WESTWOOD-WALK TO UCL\ 1 727 Mid-
vale Ave., 3-bed/2'A bath, living room w/
fireplace, DR, den. Excellent move-in condi-
tion, $695,000, open house Sun. 2-5pm,
(310)479-6919, o»vner/broker Bill Wagner.

Housing Needed 60

TEMPORARY NOUSING/SUBLETS needed for

summer interns: May 1992 through Sept.

1 992. Please call Daniela Dedona at Latham &
Watkins (213)485-1234.

Room/Board for Help 62

ELDERLY GENTLEMAN NEEDS PERSON for

assistance driving & home-care. Return for

room & board. HarKock Park location.

461-7991.

GUESTHOUSE IN EXCHANGE for IS/hrs

babysitting/week. Santa Monica. Must have
transportation andfpfprences. (310)393-7110.

Insurance 91

Good Rates for

Motorcycles
with California-based

company. Also
available: Minimum
liability if licensed

under 3 yrs. in U.S.

(310)477-7051. or

(310)475-8355

MARRIED COUPLE WITH 8-YR OLD BOY;
Room & board in exchange for childcare. 5
min. from UCLA. Dl 0)271 -2950.

SANTA MONKZA. Room, board and car in

exchange for help with 9-year old twins.

(310)451-4537.

Townhouse for Rent 66

O^elveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time fit>m

May to August, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

PALMS, 2 bed/2bath. Townhouse Security

Building. Fireplace, central air, S105(Vmo. 24
hrs. caH-(21 3)204-4230.

HATE AUTO INSURANCE
iVe nil do bol niifo insurance is

rei|iiirec1 by Invv' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE IMSAGEfJCY

Movers/Storage '94

BEST MOVERS CALL (21 3)263- BEST. Insured
24ft truck FULLY Equipped for ALL moves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, pianos,
ok. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, u\d reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.
Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE

'

JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Condos for Sole 67 Personal Service 96

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwood.
1 bed/1 bath 109K, 2bed/2bath 188K. Call

agent (213)938-3129.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331

.

WESTV\A30D|/WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-

CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT/
FACULTY. PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDIO S95K.
CALL BOB/BROKER, (310)470-1781.

Condos for Rent 69

BRENTWOOD $950, 2+2, Furnished/
unfurnished. Hardwood floors, upper unit,

close to V.A7UCLA. (310) 826-7885.

CULVER CITY CONDO, $1700/obo,
furnishec^nfumished, 4bed/2'A -bath, sec-

urity, pools, Jacuzzi, gym, sauna, washer/dryer
and dishwasher, 1 min. to UCLA. Please call

Danna (310)836-3378. Available 3/1/92.

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,
Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.
(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

CAR DETAILING — wax, wash, armor all, the
works. Student prices, very reasonable. Call
Michael (310)208-3402.

CONSULTANT WITH M.A. available to assist

with English Problems. Includes editing. Exper-
ience, credentialed, trustworthy
(213)747-8424.

WESTWOOD, $1 650. 2bdrrYV2bth, view, sec-

urity, parking small complex. Sale optional.

(310)475-8310, (310)446-3000.

WESTWOOD. Chic, remodeled, 2-story unit

w/spiral staircase leading to loft, w/built-in

office and sleep area. Window/mirrors galore!

24 hr. guard, security parking, pool, spa,

beautiful ground. No pets. $1 lOC^no. Purch-
ase option $165,000. Broker, Susan Rose.
(310)391-4096.

WLA CONDO: U1, $825, furnished. Near
bus and g^m. No pets, no smoking. Nice. I

(310)447-1637. 1

EXPERIENCED EDITOR offers practical tech-
niques and exercises that will help you with
your academic writing. Send $10 to Com-
prehensive Editing Services, PO Box 3084,
Redondo Beach, CA 90277.

FRUS'^RAT^D developing/ editing graduate
school personal statenr^ents, other vital written
material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

BEAR
Pk^opoaala and Bodka.

Forel^ students welcome.
PARISNOT RHI SALE
Sharoo BMr, PhJ)
QlSH7a4S€2

Guest House for Rent 70

CHEVIOT HILLS. $750. 1 bedroooVI bath,
kitchen. (310)204-6363.

FURNISHED GARDEN-SIDE GUEST HOUSE.
Perfect for female PhD Student. $510.0(V
month. Utilities included. References.
(213)287-1024

Only one place in town'

FREE LASER PRINTOUTS at

Image Express
1824 Wustwood Bl (at S.inla Monici

(310)475-1994

MP - K
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Services Offered

Laser Color Copies
81/2"xir
irxir

Bubble Jet
24" X 36"

24"x18-

T-SHIRT PRINTING
COMPLETE PRINTING

SERVICE
Binding- Vek) & Spiral

Stationery - Fax - Passport Photo

1646 WesNvood
LA. CA 90024
(310)470-4778

FAXf (310)475-8811

11755Wil8hire
LA. CA 90025
(310)478-1131

FAXf (310)473-8192

EXPERT TAX PREPARATION AND
CONSULTATION

•Open ynr lound •Convenient Weitskle

•Qukk turn «ound

•ConMuteilttd, Imst
printadtnrebffm •10%offfc)rUaAaAiiaUom

Sorrel %Vil«rK>m (310) 836-7540

locition

•Home inlBvtewnvaiUbte

ANA Tax Services

1431 Hfemraod Blvd. LaAi«da, CA90a24

(213) 475-8455

!if€0Mi TAX

$1S and Up

RESEARCH, WRITING, odikUrg

All Levels-All Subjects

Foreign Students Welcome
Fast. Professional-Ojaity Guaranteed

Papers not lor sale

Call Research 310477-8226
M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

LEARN BASIC COMPUTER OPERATION IN 6
HOURS! Intro to DOS, file management,
installing and running programs. Weekly semi-
nars 9-12 T/Th, W/Frl. FUTUREKIDS.
(213)474-3034.

METICULOUS EDITING AND REWRITING
for medical papers, presentations, and grant

proposals. Papers not for sale. (310)397-8068

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertatior>s. Long UCLA ind
professional experience. Speak FrerKh. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION; Free Re-

corded Message Gives Details.
1(800)743-1455.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

UCLA GRAD STUDENT, MBA (INTERNA-

TIONAL BUSINESS) WORKING; CLEAN,
QUIET, HIGH DEGREE OP INTEGRITY. SEEKS

POSITION HOUSESITTINC. 310-829-0757.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH Phd gives

expert help. Fast, reasonable. (310)476-01 14.

Tutoring Offered 98

•CARING TUTOR***BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-CO FROM MIS-

ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(816)545-0960

'

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-ovefs. Call Christian. (310)826-7710.

LEARN RUSSIAN, one-on-one from Russian

teacher. $20/hr. Call Dmitry (310)275-5775.

MATH TUTOR. UaA math grad available. All

levels. High school calculus, probability, etc.

Gerry (310)274-4646.

MFA GRADUATE & TEACHING ASSISTANT

IN ENGLISIVTHEATRE AVAILABLE FOR PRI-

VATE TUTORING. $10PH. (213)933-7260.

96 Tuforing Offered

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently
present the material in a variety of ways
to becorrw confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

SPANISH TUTORING: grammar, conversa-

tion, business, traveling. For children & adults.

Ask for Cristina 575-1977. -

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; GMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4year5 experience. Mark, 852-1298.

UCLA STUDENT TUTOR AVAILABLE. High
School junior high general course work (math,

Spanish), jennifw (310)206-0677.

Tutoring Needed 99

TUTOR FOR 3 year old autistic needed. Days
and hours flexible. Experierxred preferred.

(310) 826-2661.

Typing 100

1 BLOCK FROM UCLA. Wordperfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dissertatior>s, manuscripts,

resumes, legal. (310)208-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7.DAY 6
A.M. -6 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATKDNS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0556.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near

campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-

TK)NS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 627-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast tum around, computer,

laser pnntmg, -papers, resumes, transc riptionr

M-F, 6-5pm. Call David (310)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thqsi^doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees r>egotiable, Westside.

(310)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

GLENDALE/WORD PROCESSING, LAZERjET

PRINTER. $2.0(Vpage double spaced. Debra
(818)243-7604.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs

service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? In Brentwood, desktop

publishing word processing. Resumes, legal/

medical transcription, manuscripts.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for papers, thesis, etc.

Mac, WA*, free campus pickup/ delivery.

Michael 477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, tramtcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

BEGINNING PIANO LESSONS, ages 4 and up.

Make your new year's resolution come true!

(310)820-3756.

CLASSICAL PIANO LESSONS. Laureate of

International Piano Competition. All levels.

Reasonable price. Phone: 390-5030.

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

$2(yhr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

KEYBOARD LESSONS: John Novel lo's Con-
temporary Keyboardist Course. There's no-

thing better! A'i levels welconr>e. Westside
Authorized Associate Doug Hanvey
(310)837-1818.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teachini; AssocVNate Lam, 25 yn.
experience. AJI levelVityles. Santa Monica.
(310)826-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All )eve\i/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

loooooeoeoooooeooooooi
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98 Resumes 104 Travel 105 Travel

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)476-1090

FEB. 25'

ACKERMAN
GRAND
BALLROOM

UCLA
TRAVEL FAIR

London
Hop on Over to the

UCLA Travel Fair . .

.

hop a fli^t for FR^!

Costa Rka
Paris

Tahiti

NcwYorit
Miami

SttS*

$M7*
$S85*
$149»

$179*
•Fares arc each way from Los Angeles based on a

roundtrippuchase. Restrictions apply. Fa<essub|ect

to change without notice and XaMS rot included.

Op«a Saturdays Itam • tpm

Cound Ikaud

Incredible Prizes Include:

• AUSTRALIA, Ivo Round-trip tickets on Northwest Airlines

•JAMAICA, Land Packaie for two at Singles/Neoril from FDR Holidays

LONDON, Iwo Round-trip tickets on American iiirtines

• MEXICO, One Round-trip ticket on Continental

• NEW YORK, Round-trip tickets for two on Delta Airiines

This year's Travel Riir also features:

ow
LONDON $225

AUSTRAUA $519

TOKYO $399

BAU $540

COSTARICA $235

NEW YORK $255

MAZATLAN SPRING
BREAK

'NCLUDES HOTEL/TRAM

'AlfVHOTaPMCMGE

RT
$429

$798

$910

$460

$298

$249*

$432"

• SUMMER FARES NOW AVAILABLE
• EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE SPOT

•0PEN-JANANy2CmES IN EUROPE
• WORLDS LARGEST ORGANIZATION

CATERING TO STUDENT/YOUTH TRAVEU
. SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

120 Offices worldwide

310-824-1574
914 WE^TWOOD BLVD. CT/ll
LOS ANGELES ^JU/I]
CA 90024 STATRAYELl

Autos 109 Autos 109

ROCKP
Ron

You'll think

the world

ofDaihatsu™

4X4 Wide Track

from Japan.

10,995
1ST TIME

BUYERS PROGRAM

TAX. Lie. & DOC.
SERIAL* 310091

AUTO TRENDS
(818) 985-9002 (310) 877.0702

4110 LANKERSHIM BLVD., NORTH HOLLYWOOD
3 bloclcs north of Universal Studios

Thursday. Feb. 20, 1992

ACROSS

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1 Coagulates
6 Unpaid
10 Mexican

sandvvich
14 Bolt's kin
15 Qoif cry
16 Middle

Easterner
17 Lend •

listen

18 Unrestricted
comnrterce

20 OetHissy's sea
21 Overwtteln)ed
23 Cruel people
24 Madrid title

26 Streaked
28 Senility

30 Unspoken
31 Gladden
32 Not dominant
36 Lustertess
37 Pools
38 Nothing
39 "Man — f"

42 Palm fruits

44 Wed secretly
45 Ebb
46 Some vehicles
49 At>ove: pref.

50 A.k.a.

51 Chinese: pref.

52 Head cover
55 — cream
58 ShortharKl
60 Journey: Lat.

61 African port

62 Wrapped up
63 Without
64 Bugle call

65 Worries

DOWN
1 Pack tightly

2 Glib talk

3 Exaggerate
4 Social event
5 Urtusual

6 Proposal
7 News
8 Before
9 Scottish

river

10 Objectives
11 Macaw
12 OTC n>ember
13 Overweight
19 Arden and

Tenniile '

22 Sorrow
25 Swallow
26 Added gin to

27 Refrigerates

T-r
28 Showroom car

29 Norse kir>g

30 — Haute. Ind.

32 Harvests
33 Step in

34 Competed
35 Further

37 Dock (a boat)
40 Garage work
41 Make holy
42 Ousts
43 Tennis point
45 Go fast

46 Quibble
47 Having vtnngs

48 Gold sources
49 lr>dicatiors

51 Easy )ob:

slarig

53 Another time
54 Pea hokJers
56 Summery
57 Writer Levin
59 An expkMive

ooooooooa^aoocoo—o^q——Of looooaoooi
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MEHL
From page 41

give Diehl his first start of the

Western Intercollegiate Volleyball

Association schedule last Friday

against UC Irvine. His strong

defensive efforts against the

Anteaters paved the way for

Saturday's performance against

the national club champions from
UC Berkeley.

Diehl dominated the Bears to

the tune of a team-leading 14 kills

(and a .500 average) and six digs

while also blocking three balls.

Diehl attributed his emergence to

his enjoyment of the new offensive

system and the constant competi-

tion from Swatik that has kept him
playing at such a high level.

"(Swatik) really makes me push
myself," Diehl said. "I have to

push harder every day and have to

keep learning the system. What we
didn't work on (at UCSB) is

(focused on) here.**

Diehl said that strained relations

with the UCSB coaching staff and
a difference in philosophies were
defmite contributions to his trans-

fer decision. UCLA is a totally

different story, he said. Although
his role in the offense is not nearly

what it was with the Gauchos (in

1992, he is averaging 3.21 kpg on
100 total attempts), Diehl said his

comfort level is beyond anything

he has ever experienced on the

collegiate level.

*My role is mainly to givs mois*(i

power on the outside and Tm
really comfortable with that,**

Diehl said. "I knew I wouldn't get

as many swings when I came here,

but I knew we were going to win,

and that's what I needed (after two
straight losing seasons at UCSB).
Even if I'm not getting the sets,

we*re winning, and that's all that

matters.**

And Diehl*s contributions to

those winning ways cannot be

underscored. With the Bruins (5-3,

3-2 WrVA) ranked No. 4 in the

nation and nipping at undefeated

Pq)perdine*s heels in the DeGroot
Division race, every player will be

expected to increase his level of

play as UCLA enters the meat of

its schedule in the next four weeks,

including a pair of games against

Diehl*s old courtmates.

"It's a great feeling here,

because all the guys are so confi-

dent,** Diehl said. "We feel like we
can win every game. I wanted to

start winning again. That*s what

UCLA does, and that*s what I

needed.

"Right now, I've got a lot of

room for improvement But come
April, ril be ready to go for it. And
like Sealy said, come April, we*ll

be the best team in the nation.**

Resumes

RESUMES FOK RESULTS. The interview get-

tersl Expert wrMing/laser printing.

Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual

appeal. Fran (81 8)999-3034.

WINNING RESUMES; 1 -hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 dayi. (213)287-2785.

Travel

lET TO EUROPE THIS SUf^4MER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or c/wl) AIRHITCH,
458-1006.

JEEP CLASSIC CJ7! '76. >Miite body. Blue toft

& half soft top & half door, new tires. Great

shape. $4200. (310)459-6660.

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/f airfve to any-

%vhere, $125 pfp. Limited quantity. CALL
nowtll 24 hrs. (404)349-9551

.

Travel Tickets 106

1-WAY, LAX-CHARLOTTE (V5AIR HUB),
MAR.24, $150^080, STEVE, 474-8420.

1 -WAY LAX to A^4VEUR. 3;/ll. Male $20(Vobo.

(310) 447-2360.

Pally Bniln

readeis spend

$4,068,180
on clothes

EVERY MONTH.

Couldnt your
business
fill a few
closets?

ADVERTISE
In the Pally Bfuln >|

825-2161

AUTO INSURANCE IS

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

.^
.s^^

><\K̂

^9' ŝP
iff"̂

'M̂

WE SPECIALIZE IN %.
*>.

• FAMILY DISCOUNTS •

• YOUNG DRIVERS •

• SUSPENDED LICENSES
MULTIPLE TICKETS OR ACCIDENTS

'^^y

<?

'^/>

"^O.

AUTO • HOMEOWNERS • RENTERS • COMMERCIALAUTO • COMMERCIAL LIABILITY

CALL FOR A QUOTE 310-451-4943
KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE. 1433 SANTA MONICA BL. SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

Introductory Offer

''NEWLY REMODELED'^;

Brentwood Only

Large Cheese Pizza

& Two Salads

$^95

Dine in and delivery

SOit
Draft Beers & Sodas

Dine in only

Toppings available at regular

price.This o^r is available at

Brentwood location only.Noc valid

with any other coupon or discount

Ex^Hm 3-15-92

^ Limited

delivery

area.

XP'^ 478-1650
11819 WUthire Blvd.

(WiUhire and Granville)

BRENTWOOD
FREE UNDERGROUND PARKING

SYRACUSE
ABROAD

^ ,,,a/^v>^^'---'?<'---"--.-...

v»
v^

The Division of International Programs Abroad offers academic programs in

Auttralki, Czechoslovakia, England, France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Holy,
Poland, and Spain

for a semester, a year, or a summer of study abroad^ •i t'V

T MH-'*"

for more information, please contact .^ / ' »

~
v ^

Syracuse University Division of Intemationcti rragrams ~^ '
'

1 19 Eodid Avenue, Syracuse, NY 132444170- 1-8002350472^

^END TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG!
Name

Address

City

Phone

State Zip

School

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD
1 19 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-4170 1-800-235-3472

CM

104 Travel Tickets 106 Autos for Sole 109 Autos 109 Scooters for Sole

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

$395^rson. VaUd 1 ynr. Limited offer.

(eOO)352-30p7.

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, Roundtrip for

tHO. SlSeVjsenon. Valid one year. Limited

offer. (600)352-3067.

LAX TO WASHINGTON DC. 1-way, 3/21^2.
STBOhho. Muft sell. (310) 206-0071.

105 Autos for Sole 109

1979 BMW 3201 SPORT. Original owner,

meticulously maintained (all records), superb

condition, 84 K miles. $4000. (213)
466-2042.

1989 WRANGLER. Dream Jeep. 2 Tops. 6
cylinder. $2500 lift-big tire package. $2000
CD Stereo, thumps! Alarm. $12,950.
(213)892-4620.

'81 VW JETTA, 5-speed, sunroof, 4-door,

excellent condition, repair records available,

103,400 miles. $2550. (818)901-1967.

CHRYSLER LASER '85. Good rvnning condi-

tion. Automatic, A^, AMA^M Cassette, 93,000
miles, $1980 (310)578-2281.

'88 ACURA INTEGRA LS Special Edition.

White, poM^r sunroof, A^^M cassette w/
equilizer. Excellent condition, $8900
(310)552-482$.

BMW 320i red, running-good, $2000; Jeep

Suzuki Samurai, black, '86, $3000. Call

Roberto (213)464-8848.

CHEVROLET CAVALIER, '84. 70,000 miles.

^K, pow^r locks -f brakes, tilt wheel, cruise

control, AM/FM. $200CVOBO. Call 471-4287.

CIVIC SI '89, red, pov^r survroof, stereo, air,

excellent condition, $8000/obo,
(213)464-8848.

DODGE COLT '84. 2dr/stick, A/C, 55,000

miles, excellent running condition. $2000obo.
(818)799-3156.

ESCORT HATCHBACK, '86. Excellent condi-

tion. Automatic. A^, cassette, new tires.

Original owner. 48,00 mttei. $2.400.
(818)986-2537.

115

VOLVO 1 22, '67. Excellent condition, 2-tone,

new brakes, Weber Carborator. $2500
(310)392-0555.

Bicycles for Sole 113

MOVING, MUST SELL '78 VW Rabbit. Fuel

injection, radio/stereo. Good corxiition. $900.

(310)842-9414.

PORCHE 944S '87. Silver, 35,000 miles,

5-speed, alarm, sun-roof, all-power, immacu-

late, pull-out stereo. $1 4,000. (21 3)852-0687.

RABBIT CONVERTIBLE, '83, whiteAvhite,

alarm, MT, stereo, new trans, top, and seats,

$4500, (310)306-2326.

SUBURU HATCHBACK 1985, 5-speed, AM/
FM cassette-4 speakers, ^C, original owner,

great condition, $2000, (310)575-3371.

RACING BK>CLE: Trek 2000. 56 cm alumi-
num frame. Movk: Rims, Look pedals, compu-
ter pump. Moving— must sell. $65(yobo.
Arthur (310)657-8074.

Motorcycles for Sole 1 14

KAWASAKI KZ 650 CRS CUSTOM, 1982,

black, rurw good, low mileage, good tires,

$S75A>bo. (310)828^402.

HONDA ELFFE 1 50. '87 white 3.3k, /ust tuned.
Runa great, clean. $1,10Q^BO. ConUd Sle-
phen 473-0424

HONDA aiTE 80. White, 1200m, 6 month
warranty left, quite new, great condition,
$1100.(616)789-8323.

Scooters for Sole 115

180 YAMAHA RIVA, rurtt great. Recently

tur>ed with many new parts. $100(Vobo.
JASON 206-2295.

ELFTE 80. White, 1986. Great condition. New
tires, tuned. $60CVobo. Call Scott 208-3509,
leave fT>cssage.

ELFFE ES-50, 1986. Great condition, with
helmet and lock. $400 or best offer. Call Tim at

(310)312-0631.

Furniture for Sole 126

5-PIECE SOLID OAK bedroom set. Must sell.

$400. Lamp, posters, etc. Best offers.

(213)271-7790, (213)282-2517.

BEDROOM SET, gorgeous, grey, platform bedj
full size, great condition, $150,
(310)552-4825.

^

LIKE NEW BLACK SOFA, 2-seMer, A-maiii^
old. Half price, $140. Nathalie
(310)559-5170.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Ddiverief, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Typewriter/Computer 134

NEW PC 386SX/25. 2 RAM, 40M HO, 5.25 &
3.5 floppy, keyboard, monitor, warranty.

$1100. Tim (310)478-3226.
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H TRAVELING ABROAD? I
^COMMISSION ¥m wim mis adi

France (franc) - .1857

British (pound) -1.817-^

Italian (lire) - .00084i2

(an currencies available)

• Foreign Currencies,

• Foreign & Domestic

Associated Foreign Exchange. Inc.

T^ kkkUk\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\N\\\NNNN\?^

WW

Japanese (yen) -.00811

Canadian (dollar)-.874

Australian (dollar)-.784

(rataa as of 2/18/02)

Payments & Drafts

Travelers Checks
433N. BevertyDr.
Beverly Hills. CA

1-800-346-AFEX
MaiUng Services Available

ioS$SS$$$SS$$$$$$SS$S$$$$S$$$/l

Bean Bag Factory
WHOLESALE PRICES TO BRUIN SHOPPERS

5)
DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS AWEEK
CONVENIENT LOCATION
1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399

1

Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse

OS

6)

DAVIS
From page 40

Sm., Med., & Lg.

Bean Bags

$9.95, $14.95,

& $24.95

Hours;
Mon.-Thur. 10-6

Fri. 10-4

Sat. closed

Sun. 11-4:30

Sink Into Your Favorite Chair

Bean Bags • Futons • Pillows
Bring Ad in for Special Discount

5011 West Pico Blvd. • Los Angeles • (213) 933-3971/72
(1 Block West off Lb BrM)

^.*^ggg8g88e888^!i^gggg8gggggggg88888gig'^ge?^gg8gg8ggs^s=^

ji Poppa Pete's
V Kcst.uii-inl

i 10759 PICO BLVD* LOS ANGELES
V

^
(213)475-6158

,^ More Selections Than Ever Before'
\\\

I . Al I ! I AUH INC
>J

^fuTii^^ 4^a€UUlUima m^ U ^tikM em. Us UMsJ a^a^U

Linguine Checka $4.50
Fresh Fish off Day $5.95
Fetrucine Carbonara $5.25

Sfir Fry Chinese Cffilcken $4.75
Fefffucine w/Chicken
garlic creme sauce $5.25

^unSanvSpm

Raymond of London II

Hair Design for Women and Men

gR;^»???3S8R!=?5?5H5i?«r!SS»5=5^^

Featuring

Joann (Davis
formerly of

CarltorvSabn Marquis

477-6665479-8089
1281 Westwood Boulevard (2 biks. So. of Wllshire)

Valet Parking

VALUABLE COUPON

CUT, BLOW &
CONDITION

"""^^Keg. $40 $O/\.00
SPECIAL PRICE 20

With coupon-New Clients Only

OFFER EXPIRES 4/30/92

VALUABLE COUPON

PERM & $40-00
HI-LITE Reg. $60

INCLUDING CONDITIONER
LONG HAIR ON CONSULTATION

With coupon-New Clients Only

OFFER EXPIRES 4/30/92

Offer Goocl Tuesday - Thursday Only

Aiivertlsfiit
^^:^-i t

825-2161

- FIRST
SZECHVAN
fii WOK

cH^j^ese, ^esTAi^RANT

i

tUNCH SPECIAL
Entree of your choice Served

w/ Rice, Egg RoU, Plain Salad,

& Soup, (soup only for cUne-ln)

$4.75 and up

DINNER COMBO
Entree of your cKoice

Seivcd w/ Rice, Fried

Shrimp, & Egg Roll

$6.95

10853 Lir\db»*ook Avenue Westwood Village

208-7785 206-7736

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY

PorMoM of fHmti ticm or cKom

aitp. 6/yof9a {mm* wotid w/ mpmctaku)

10% OT^ ^

Fo« UCUA •fwdMM

MMmMM si^ar SIO.OO
mmp. 6/30f9e. (,mm* ^^mM %m/

^—^ 26 Days 'til

ST. PAT'S DAY!
(TuM. March 17th)

J9^ JL JBiJBiiSiiSiiSiiSiiliiSiiSiJBtiSBi

*¥* itfcGci^E^iRiSH pub'^

615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICAT
7Daysa\MMk 1lam-2am (310)828-9839 ^T*

UCLA Sporli Info

Byron Davis

better as he goes along,** said coach

BaUatOfe. "You know he*s got it

inside of him.**

Davis said that he plans to

continue swimming after he gradu-

ates from UCLA. Like Ballatore,

he feels that he has not reached his

full potential yet But swimming
will not be everything in Davis*

life. It never has be^.
Away from the 50-yard free are

the spirited sounds that bounce off

the walls of the Baptist church

back home where Davis sings

gospel songs. "I was going to sing

the national anthem at our last

meet but the P.A. system was real

bad,** he said.

Davis is quite the woridly man.

Recently he worked for die Afri-

can-AmericaiL news magazin^
NOMMO here at UCLA, manag-

Comed Beef & Cabbage
All Day!

Live Entertainment from

the Afternoon On!

DAILY BEER SPECIALS
150 Imported &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

ENTERTAINMENT
• Sun-Thurt (Exdudina Mon) 8PM fo Midnight
• 5 Dan Boards anc Qamaroom
• Sports Chann«« TV. on All Opan Hours

ing advertising funds for the

publication.

In high school, an enterprising

Davis sold t-shirts to the tennis

team. He owned his own silk-

screen company called Sport

Design.

Davis has painted, tarred roofs,

worked in day-care camps, and

sold clothes at a local clothing

store in his hometown Cleveland,

Ohio.

Davis was raised in a single-

parent home. He knew little of his

father, who died when he was
young. "It*s hard for me to

distinguish between what I know
about him flrsthand and what

people have told me about him,** he

said.

"I attribute a lot of who I am to

my mom. She has given me a lot of

freedom. I had to fend for myself,

because she had to work, and she

entrusted me with a lot of responsi-

bility at an early age.**

Davis only has one obligation

left. It*s the one he made to himself

when he first came to the West-

wood campus. He wants to win an

NCAA title in one of his events.

The best fmish Davis has posted

at the NCAA*s was a tenth-place in

the 50-yard freestyle during his

sophomore year. But he*s confi-

dent that he will fulfill the obliga-

tion made to himself.

If Davis wins a title at the

NCAA meet, then he will have

played out the story of his favorite

hero — the underdog that comes
from behind to take the win.

*The most beautiful feeling is

when ridicule and scorn turn into

praise and victory,** Davis said

about the underdog.

P6r now, Davis has decided to

put his marquee event, the 50-yard

freestyle, on the back burner, as he

is enjoying success in the butterfly

and 100-yard freestyle. "Fm real

happy with the way my 100 free

has been coming along,** Davis

said shortly after going 44.00 in a

dual meet against Stanford.

Coach Ballatore also is happy
with how Davis had been coming
along.

"I hope he*ll go out in style,**

Ballatore said of his standout

senior, and paused for a few
seconds. *'rm confident that he

will.**

.k'^^s •«»«« te« »
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Baker inks

toD state
I ic

By Andre Kail
"

Daily Bruin Staff

With both hands, UCLA water

polo coach Guy Baker grabbed a

large stack of letters out of the

desk.

"You see these?** he said.

"These are just some of the kids

that are interested in coming here.*'

The UCLA head water polo

coach has plenty of recruits from

which to chose, despite heading a

program that came back from the

dead and has a limited budget
Baker, whose team lost in the

NCAA fmal against California last

November in his first year, has had

an equally successful recruiting

year, picking up three of the

nation*s top-six high-school water

polo prospects.

"It makes it a hell of a lot easier

to recruit good players at UCLA,
where the academic reputation

speaks for itself, and the athletic

program is one of the best in the

country,** Baker said.

The UCLA water-polo program

was reinstated last fall after budget

restraints caused the athletic

department to cancel the sport,

.Along with^cifiw. Only when
concerned alumni raised sufficient

money to support it was the

program reborn.

This year, however, the Bruins

can award just "close to one

scholarship,** according to Baker.

*This is an overused cliche, and
Tm probably a little biased, but

UCLA just has the greatest prog-

ram in the country,'* Baker said.

"(Having limited scholarship

money and still recruiting top

prospects) says a lot about the

program and the schooFs academ-

ic reputation.**

Because wat^ polo players

cannot make their sport a career

like basked)all and football, many
athletes choose schools that stress

academics.

*The only other school that

we*ve really lost out to has been

Stanford,** Baker said.

Because UCLA has lost four

starters, including Ail-Americans

Dan Hackett and Oliver Will,

Baker said the recruits could make
an immediate impact
"We lost nine guys and that's a

defmite plus for people who are

considering coming here,** Baker
said.

UCLA*s top recruits provide

Baker with a strong foundation for

future success.

Matt Swanson is considered the

nation's top goalie by many
experts. Swanson, at 6 feet 6

inches and 180 pounds, is a Junior

National Team member from
Poway High School near San

Diego and should fill the void left

by goaUe Dan Hackett.

"He secures our future. He has

the size and will get the experi-

ence,** Baker said.

At the two-meter position,

UCLA has acquired 6-4 190-

pound Mark Sutter. Also a Junior

National Team member, Sutter is

considered the top player in North-

em California.

Another impact field player is

6-2, 180-pound Brett Stem, who
Baker said can swim "a 46 in his

100 free and a 1:43 in his 200.**

Baker also picked up Corbin

Graham, the Ccntral-Coast-Sec-

tion Player of the Year and first-

team All-Northcm California

player.

Baker also said,**we have five or

sU potential walk-ons who have

given us verbal commitments.**

BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBiunv*
COUPON VALID ONLY

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Corner of Sawtelte & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SOB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE SUPERS EXTRA.

Expires 2/27/92 .

BUFFALO STYLe (ImCKOI WINGS
I dozen $ 4.22 25 S7.95
50 $1 5.49 I00.^S28.63

Sauces: Mild, HoU'Suicide', Barbeque, Hot Baibeque

i

Shu * Nomrafli Sfickt * Bfadtd NwliraQint
aod ZixUQi • Stnk rrin • ChidtfP Salid • Porato SaM • Cob SiM

UTTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
AllyoQcaDEat*S7.9S'

Cacft Ssturday II ain-9Pin
47«. WINGS sSSSnin^Pm 47t.94C4

oreftllAil-IAfI *AsfcforOetaUs. Frk IIAfl-2Ail

m

••''A

1 1923Santa MMiqt^^^^
^^•'.V.V^^*V*-^^^^.' ,^Vt'^m'^'^ynV^V<t»'V*^'*'*V»'4V^Vm-4mm-^*Vm'^^^^

ft**'

ness
^ing downhill?

Give your business the boost it needs.

Call a Daily Bruin account executive at

825-2161 to see how low our

advertising rates really are.

Go Bruins! Headlines is behind you all the way!

i»

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

1 0922 Kinross Ave 208-2424 Westwood Village

wm •^i "^
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CARLTON HAIR I

INTERNATIOIHAL •

UCLA Special •

Nust be presented to receptionist before sendees |
arc performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 cur fif BLOW I

$50 CUT & COLOR |

I

1 PROCESS

^ • :• I

In V
I

Valid Sunday - Thursday
Exp. 2/18/92

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

MUST snow UCLA STWCrfT LD. |
OR CMfWYEE ID. WTTtl COUFOti

ft mrnm Ac r^ to n^ mrnu U mtf I

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour

express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the

essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need.

Convenient parking, too! So, if it's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in

to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever

you need—whenever you need it.

Village
/^xpressmart
^^^^^^ • Always Open at the comer of Gayle) & Le Conte^^ FOODSTORE

• 1 0974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley (21 3) 209-91 11

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

Power in motkNi;

Byron Davis i

for title in 50 free
By Andre Kell

Daily Bruirt Staff

"Has men's speed skating been

on TV yet?" Byron Davis asks,

muscles still burning from swim«r

ming yet another dOOO-yard after-

noon workout **It*s so graceful. I

love watching those guys. Power
in motion,** the team captain

muses, rubbing his chlorine-dried

face.

Davis, one of the tt)[y sprinters of

the UCLA men's swim team,

thought about the similarities

between his sport and speed

skating, and then compared them
to another sport — tog racing.

"In .each sport you have to

control your vehicle. In swimming
and skating it's your body, in drag

racing it's the car," Davis said.

"Each vehicle is capable of great

speeds, but the person that wins

will be the one who's able to

control that speed. The key is to

know when to tease the throttle.

That's the fine line. That's the

beauty."

The 21 -year-old senior talked

vividly about the race he loves to

UCLA.
At a school famous for head

coach Ron Ballatore's sprinting

program, Davis felt the pressure to

live up to UCLA's reputation. A
record six swimmersji^ve gone

i

"The person that wins

will be the one who's

able to control the

speed." *

Byron Davis
UCLA swimmer

J

ultimate drag race for Davis,

where he, and no one else, can

fme-tune his gears to perfection.

The near-obsessive passion

Davis has for swimming the

shortest race in swimming (about

20 seconds) has driven him to be

among the country's best

In his three years as a Bruin

Davis has been to the NCAA
Championships every year. This

season he has again qualified for

NCAA's in the 50-yard freestyle,

as well as the 100-yard butterfly

and the 100-yard free.

But while Davis was recruited

for his quick 50 freestyle out of

Hawken High near Cleveland,

Ohio, where he still holds the state

record in the event, he has not

improved upon his personal best of

20.02 since his freshman year at

under the 20-second mark here,

including world 50-meter freestyle

champ Tom Jager.

"Everybody back home would
always ask *Did you break the 20-

barrier yet?' The word barrier

already presents an obstacle,

implying something you can't get

through easily," Davis said.

"Already unconsciously you're

telling yourself that you can't

break the barrier. I made that

mistake."

Someone could have all the

athletic ability to sprint the 50-yMff
freestyle, but lack the mental

toughness needed to win. Coach
Ballatoie gives his sprinters that

psychological edge, something

Davis has learned to use.

"When you have the confidence

to 'put )*our balls on the line,' like

Sticks (Ballatore) always says —
everything is exposed.

"I don't know if he ever sat

down and thought about how deep

that phrase is. When you get up on

the blocks exposed, so to spMsak,

you're vulnerable. You can find

out you're fast or thatyou couldn't

do it** Davis said.

*T)avis is on the verge of doing

some outstanding things for us. He
should keq} getting better and

See DAVIS, page 3a

I
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SUNNY SUNGVOaly Bruin

UCLA hitter Mike DIehi, who transferred from UC Santa Barbara,

had 455 total kills In 1991. 100 more than any returning UCLA
player, and his 5.11 kills per ganne avftrage was the ninth best In

the nation.

Dielii malces most
of starting diance

LEE SWAN

UCLA swimmer Byron Davit focuses his passion for $wimming
into speed in the 50 free.

By Eric BINIgmalor

It's an hour before game time,

but the competition on the men's
volleyball court has aheady begun.

Several Bruins take their

warm-up swings, bouncing balls

hard ofif the floor and propelling

them toward the suspends) blue

curtain at the west end of Pauley
Pavilion. Several hit the top of the

barrier, but refuse to fall on the

other side, similar to a near-miss

home run in baseball.

The near misses continue until a
6-foot-6-iiich rock inside uniforai

No. 5 steps up for his turn. He lei^
high, takes a huge swing at a
perfect M&e Sealy set and blasts

one imo the opposite court and
over the cwtain.

As sees as he hits the wood,
Mike DieU kx)k8 at his competi-

tors and flashes a grin. He k
declared dbamfkm. For now.

Pre-game exploits tike these are

one portioii of Diehl's wide reper-

toire that atrived at UCLA via a

transfer last faU from UC Santa

Barbara. But his gametime peito-
mances «e what really have tht

Bruin coaching staff smiling.

"Mike can really hit the batt

weU," said UCLA head coach Al
Scales wttti a bit of a smile. "He
gives us a big guy who can control

the net. When he blocks a ball, he
blocks it straight down (in Che

hitter's face). And that has an
adverse psychological effect on
the opponent**

Diehl's explosiveness at the net

and improved backcourt defensive

efforts would still be providing

problems for Scales and Co. were
it not for Sealy discovering Diehl's

intent to transfer.

Sealy relayed the message to the

Bruin coaching staff. Soon after

the release papers were official,

Diehl chose UCLA over Pepper-

dine thanks to Scates' financial aid

offer.

Scates thinks it was a pretty

good decision, likely because he

now enjoys working Diehl into his

own lineup instead of preparing a
defense against the big swing
hitter.

After aU, Diehl, a prep Ail-

American from Edison High in

Huntington Beach, had really hit a
groove in the UCSB offense in his

Hrst two seasons. His 455 total

kills in 1991 were 100 more than

any returning UCLA player, and
his 5. 1 1 kills pergame average was
ninth best in the nation.

''His transfer definitely meant a
kH more to us than it hurt Santa

Barbara," Sealy said. "We haven't

had a big banger here like Mike in

about Ave years, and he gives us
that extra option in the offense. He
was always the go-to guy up there.

Now he's just hitting over me in

practice instead of in games."
Due to paperwork delays, the

21-year-old junior was luuMe to

play in off-season toonuHnents in

Calgary, Canada and Stanfeid (in

the latter he |4ayed just one out of
four days).

Stuck behind names like David
Swadk, Erik SuUavan and Mike
Denver on the depth chart4 Diehl

seemed lost in the shuffle of

talented swing hitters at the b<^-
ning of 1992. However, in the

Stanford match Feb. 7, Diehl got

his chance to jimip up on the depth

chart

And he responded by bkxiung
die Cardinal's Bob Hillman out of

die match and converting on 19

kills. His strong performance

against Stanford was a bit too

much for Scates to ignore, and the

coach inserted him into the lineup

at swing hitter.

"Diehl is a better blocker than

Swatik, but Swatik's a better

digger," Scates said. "But we need

guys to stop predictable attackers

like (Stanford's Dave) Goss (who
had a Pauley Pavilion and Cardinal

record 55 kills). With Mike in

there, nobody'll get that many
again."

That net presence was enough to

See DIENL, page 37

EYEGLASSESI
Get the look
you want

quickly and
courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 GlendoQ

Westwood Village

208-3011

Monday SpedaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCL/V Alum.
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Learn to fly

• All Ratings Private

thru ATP

4

. i

(

4

<

i

<

• Free Simulator
' Demonstration

• Aircraft are

available for rental

Justice Aviation
Santa Mohlca Airport

(310) 313^792

*

Eaten Enough Cheesy
Cardboard Yet?

We serve imd deliver Pizza, Salads, & Italian Entrees at sensible prices,

using only the BEST INGREDIENTS!

Santa Monica
2222 Wilshire Bhrd
C213) 829-7829

PuUBv
Happy Hour

Monday Night PoocbaU

Westwood
1776 Westwood Blvd.

(213) 470-2499

17644 Vencurm BNd.
(818) 966^772

CHABAD Student Association

and C. A. I. R.
present

B"H

CAFE' MOSHE

n

y,

for

An Evening of
• Live Israeli music

Starring
PINI COHEN
•Guest Speaker
Tzuriel Raphael
Deputy Israeli Consul

• Buffet of Israeli

Cuisine:
Falafel, Houmos, Techina- The Works

SQUtliland students
When? Thursday, February 20th
Where? Chabad House 741 Gayley Ave, 3rd Floor
What lime? 7:30 pm until the place clears out

Hoi¥ mueh does It eost? All the above plus aU you can eat

for only $3*99

For more info, please call Toby @ 208-7511 or Halefa/Marjan @ 315-1922

mttm

Ji
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INVENTORY
PARKING LOT
TENT SALE!
20% TO 70% OFF!
4 DAYS ONLY- FEB. 20,21,22,24|

We've Condensed Our Stores and Emptied Our warehouse for This One!

SANTA IVIONICA STORE
9iO WILSHIRE BLA/D.

Savings In Every Department

SKIS
20% to 50% Off!
Selected Models!

^

SKI BOOTS
20% to 60% Off! ^^
Selected Models! ^^W

SNOWBOARDS
30% OffAll Models From:
Sims, Avalanche, Kemper

'Dress rehearsals' are over,

baseball schedule toughens

SKI CLOTHING from
OBERMIYERS

« ••*«««*«<«» mm Ci

^Columbia
Sfx) GwTfiany' ^r TYROLIA

SKI PARKAS
59.88-79.88 SELECTED MODELS

SKI PANTS
49.88-69.88 SELECTED MODELS

19.88-59.88 SELECTED MODELS

SKI SWEATERS
19.88-24.88 SELECTED MODELS

SUNGLASSES
Prices Starting at $2.88!

*Oakley Not Included.

SCOTT ORIG. 50.00 NOW 9.88
SAVE 80%

SELECTED MODELS: ORIG. 9.95 T0 19.95

NOW 4.88

By Zachary Aron __^
Daily Bruin Staff

After beating up on Division II

opponents its last four games, the

UCLA baseball team will reenter

the firay against Division I teams

Thursday and Friday when they

host Northwestern University.

The series will be the first two of
four consecutive games for the

Bruins. UCLA (6-2) will follow

with a home-and-home series

against UC Irvine Saturday and
Sunday.

The Bruins spent last weekend
feasting on inferior opposition,

winning four straight games by

impressive margins.

*Those games were good dress

rehearsals, since we are not allow-

ed to have any more scrimmage
games (under new NCAA regula-

tions,)" UCLA head coach Gary
Adams said. *Those games have

helped us get into a groove and
help our offense.**

The last victory, over Cal State

Los Angeles, was evidence that the

Bruins have found their rhythm.

Three huriers, led by Tim Kubins-

ki, twirled a two-hit shutout, and

the offense capped 1 1 hits for six

Outfielder David Roberts and the UCLA baseball teann host North-

western today at Jackie Robinson Stadium. Game time Is 2:30

p.m.

:!»»;

Heading the way for the Wild-

cats is all Big Ten shortstop Mark
Loretta. The junior hit .348 batting

average last season with one home
run and 27, RBI. In addition,

Loretta hit for a .412 average in the

INLINE SKATES
25% OffAll Rollerblade

50% OffAll Ultra Wheels
LIMITED SIZING

WATERSKIS
40% Off All Models

H.O., CONNELLY, KIDDER, & O'BRIEN!

And 50% Off All Demo Skies!

PLUS 25 % OFFALL ACCESSORIES

COMJeiY

ATHLETIC SHOES
PRICES STARTINGAT $9.88
SEL£CTED MODELSAT

9.88-39.88 FROM: NIKE, MITRE.
TURNTEC, TRETORN,
PRINCE. AVIA & L.A. GEAR

II
Shop Thurs/Fri 10-9, Sat. 10 to 6, Sun. 10 to 51

910 WILSHIRE BLVD (310) 3»4-27M

1 1S PALOS VCMXS BL. (213) 379^861

S332E 2NDST BELMONT (213)434-7461 (714f962-»3m

2235 N TUSTIN AVE (7 14) B34 1006

18306 BROCMWURST ST. (714) 963-4S06

imS S. CENTRE CITYPKf (919) 737-2900 <#

MOft
ThanJufll

ASkiStwp'

(CLAIREkK3NTSO) 3994 CLMREkK)NJ MESA BL (619) 490-9090

Not all items in all stores. All Items subiect to stock on
harKJ. Interim marlcdowns may have been taken. _

*'We came into those games
thinking that we should defmitely

win them all,** Kubinski said. **A

lot of those teams come in and

surprise people, but we knew that

we just needed to relax.**

UCLA will be challenged by
Northwestern. Although Wildcat

football and basketball teams are

notorious for their inability to win

games, the l)aseball team is more
than, capable of bringing home
victories.

Northwestern finished third in

the moderately tough Big Ten
conference last year and will be

looking to continue that momen-
tum in their first two games of the

season.

On the mound, the Wildcats will

throw Tom Sandt and Jason

Wallace at the Bruins. Sandt

started strong his freshman year,

but he had his problems as a

sophomore and posted only a 3-6

T5pe Cod Lca^gpc, a league coni'—record witlr u^ 7;63-^amcd rmr
average.posed of major league prospects.

Loretta will be making a home-
coming of sorts, having played

prep baseball at nearby Arcadia St
Francis High School. Also return-

ing to Los Angeles is catcher Josh

Chetwynd who played American

Legion ball at Jackie Robinson

Stadium while in high school.

Chetwynd had a solid .294

average his sophomore season and

is expected to be a catalyst this

season.

Other key hitters for Northwest-

em include outfielder Todd Vene-

zio (.309, six HR, 35 RBI), second

baseman Andy Riccioni (.303, 0,

13) and Dave McNally (.297. 2,

23).

Wallace, who will start on
Friday, was 5-3 with a 5.61 ERA
last season.

UCLA will counter with Gary
Adcock on Thursday and Adam
Schulhofer Friday. Adcock
struggled in his debut, but tossed a

complete game in his subsequent

start. Schulhofer has been
impressive in both of his starts; the

righthander is 2-0 with a 1.46

ERA.
"It's going to be fiin to play

them." Adams said. 'They arc a

good team and I have a good
relationship with their coach Q^ul

—

Stevens). They are one of the best

teams in their conference.**

Softball seeidiiggame experience

ftfom San Di^o State toumament
By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

The competition may not be

there, but the No. 1 UCLA softball

team will still go to compete in the

San Diego State toumament this

weekend.

The Bruins (8-0) will play

Minnesota and St. Maiy*s tOMJay,

and will then face Long Beach

State, Cal State Northridge and

San Diego State on Friday before

the championship round.

Indeed, the opposition will not

be as strong as it was in the

Arizona toumament, but UCLA
will be looking forward to getting

more game experience.

**We don't even talk about it

(weaker competition). We really

take it one step at a time, one game
at a time,** co-head coach Sue
Enquist said. *They are really still

trying to feel themselves out. It*s

not really a matter of who they are

playing so much that it is that they

are playing.*'

And game experience is some-

thing that this young Bruin squad

needs. UCLA has six freshmen

who are playing extensively at this

stage, and need to get as much time

as possible.

(Consequently, these players

will probably not be as concerned

with the level of competition.

"We don't have to deal with that

motivation thing until we get into

Inouye, who is coming off a

shoulder injury. Inouye has looked

Siio Enquist
UCLA Sporti kilo

the thick of the conference race, in

April or the end of March,**

Enquist said. "Right now, motiva-

tion is not a factor, lack of focus

isn't a factor. It's more getting

some games in. getting your feet

wet and gelling.**

Some of the young Bruins who
are playing well include outfiel-

ders Kathy Evans and Jennifer

Brundage, sophomore transfer

Janae Deffenbaugh, catcher/first

baseman Jo Alchin, and infielder

Jennifer Brewster.

"Jennifer Brundage' is really

starting to come into her own,**

Enquist said. "As we play each

game, she is starting to look more
confident. Kathy Evans, in the

leadoff position, also came
through for us.**

The Bruins are also pleased with

the progress of catcher Kelly

strong behind the plate, and gives

the Bruins a certain amount of

versatility.

With a stable Inouye present,

UCLA can use a rotation of

Inouye, Alchin, and DeDe Wei-

man for the catcher and Hrst base

spots.

'The nice thing Sharon and I are

seeing is that there will be versatil-

ity with Kelly Inoyue and that she

can perform for us behind the

plate,*' Enquist said. "We're start-

ing to see the rotation in- action.

We're comfortable with them here

at the beginning of the season with

Jo, Kelly, and DeDe.**

The Bruins will also use this

toumament to improve the pitch-

ing staff. Although Weiman, Lisa

Femandez, and Heather Compton
compose the best staff in the

nation, the toumament will give

them a chance to fine-tune their

styles before conference begins.

'"Our pitching is doing a good
job, but we do have to pick it up a

notch in the next few weeks. But,

overall, we were pretty pleased

with the pitching,** Enquist said.

After this weekend, the Bmins
will wait a week before going to

play Long Beach State at the end of

the month. Conference competi-

tion will begin in early March with

a doubleheadcr against Arizona

State.

Daily Bruin Sports
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Don MacLean
It should come as no surprise to

anybody why UCLA forward Don
MacLean is male athlete of the

week. :-
.

Thursday night, MacLean
scored 22 points in Corvallis to

become UCLA*s all-time leading

scorer and help the Bruins come
back to defeat Oregon State.

After being held to only six

points in the first half, MacLean
exploded for 16 points including a

free throw which broke Lew
Alcindor*s (Kareem Abdul-Jab-

bar) career mark of 2,325 points.

Furthermore, MacLean grabbed a
season-high 15 rebounds.

Then he threw in another 15

points against Oregon to help the

Bruins blow out the Ducks, 84-65.

Finally, MacLean took charge

against (jal Tuesday night. The
senior from Simi Valley poured in

25 points against the Bears to lead

UCLA to a 82-76 win. MacLean
scored 12 points in a row, includ-

ing a pair of three-point plays.

"Don is a horse,** Bruin head
coach Jim Harrick said after

MacLean broke the record in

Corvallis.

During the three games Mac-
Lean also broke two more marks.

In the Oregon win. MacLean
passed former Stanford Cardinal

stars Todd Lichti to become
second in career scoring among^
Pac-10 players in conference"

games.

For the season, the senior is

averaging 21.1 points and 7.8

rebounds to lead UCLA.
Zachary Aron

UCLA Spoilt Monnattoo

Don MacLean
Basketbal Senior

Broke Lew Alcindor's (Kareem

Abdul-Jabbar's) all-time UCLA scoring

record Saturday against Oregon.

Led the Bruins with 25 points in

Tuesday night's 82-76 victory over

Cal.

Needs 187 points to become Pac-10's

all time leading scorer.

UCLASporti MbmiaHofi

Iwalani McCalla

Tennis senior

Won four matches against Arizona and
Arizona State last weekend.

Beat the 11th-ranked player in the

nation, Arizona's Danielle Scott.

Teamed with Mamie Ceniza to beat

the 1 1th-ranked doubles team.

Iwalani MeCalla
All-American Iwalani McCalla

did not drop a set in four matches

as she led the fourth ranked Bruins

to victories over No.7 Arizona and

No.9 Arizona State this past

weekend.— : —
The senior from Cupertino,

California beat Kori Davidson of

ASU 6-4, 6-4, and then teamed
with Mamie Ceniza to defeat

Meredith Geiger and Pam Ciofifi

6-2, 6-0.

McCalla*s tennis prowess is

clearly dominating, but her well

rounded personal life is equally

impressive.

"Because I graduated from high

school early, I will have used up
my fourth year of eligibility this

season. I will play in some satellite

tournaments this summer and at

certain times during the school

year when I can, but I definitely

want to get my degree.**

McCalla also enjoys the finer

things in life.

"I am a gourmet of sorts, and I

love to go out to dinner with

special friends. My favorite is

Japanese food, especially sushi,

which I could easily live off of,**

McCalla said.

When asked who she admires

the most, there was little hesita-

tion.

"I admire my mother because

she is a straightforward and sincere

^person, wtsch is the way people-
should be. My favorite athlete is

probably Boris Becker, because he

is so strong on the court yet is

intellectual and thought-out off of
it,** McCalla said.

Michael Klein

See Your Future in

FLOOROPERM
Custom

Contact —
Lenses...

you're trying to decide between
glasses or contact lenses, you shoud
ask your doctor about Ruoroperm
contact lenses.

Look again. Eyeglasses often alter the image
size and reduce peripheral vision. When wearing

Ruoroperm oxygen permeable lenses, you won't

have the problems associated with wearing glasses.

And, you'll enjoy greater convenience and feel

nrK>re confident in p>rofessk>nal, social, or athleUc

situations.

If you have astigmatism or experience poor

vision with soft lenses, now there's a better

choice - Fluoroperm.

You wUlalso have crisp visk>n with comfort

approaching soft lenses. Your eyes won't be
deprived of the oxygen they need to stay

healthy.

Daily Wear Soft Lenses - 175.00 ^

Disposable Contact Lenses - 225.00

CONTACT OaR OFFICE TO SCHEDULE
AN APPOINTMENT

DR. QOACKENBaSH, O.D.
10955 Weyburn Ave.

Corner of Weyburn & Broxton

208-4748

W
Don't Forget The Beer as You Watch the

Bruins Chop Down Stanford.

Keystone
1 2 packs

+ CFIV + tax

12/12 oz. cans

The reat

rocery

iveaway continues...

Hundreds of Bruins have won thousands of
dollars in free groceries!

If you don't play, we can't pay!

In The Village!

FREE PARKING!
in rear

breadsti

Opentilllpm 1057 GayleyAve 209-1111

' i yA IJ><J r^lltiU t t'liltr l,v.>in
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5 to makeCardinal I

Maclean, UCLA see red
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Last month in Palo Alto, Stan-

ford gave the second-ranked

UCLA men's basketball team a

huge scare.

Tonight at Pauley Pavilion, the

Cardinal (14-6. 6^ in the Pac-10)

will take another shot at knocking

off the Brains (20-1, 11-1).

"I expect our effort to be a lot

better this time.** UCLA head

coach Jim Harrick said. "Don
MacLean was under the weather

last time we played them and he

didn*t contribute much until late in

the game.*'

MacLean was held in check for

most of the game against Stanford

last month, suffering from the flu.

He was held to 17 points, most

which came late in the game.

UCLA defeated the Cardinal

after taiimg iaof six pointr

X)HN CHUNG^aly Bruin

Shon Tarver and the second-ranked UCLA men's basketball team

face Stanford tonight in Pauley Pavilion at 7:30 p.m.

with eight minutes left in the game.

Stanford killed the Brains in the

paint, outrebounding UCLA. 39-

26, with 19 offensive boards.

•^Rebounding hurt us last time.**

Harrick said. "However, we will

have MacLean this time.*'

The Cardin?il is led by All-

American candidate Adam Keefe

at forward, who is averaging 24.5

points and 12.7 rebounds per

Tennis to play in nationals
By D.J. Harmeiing
Daily Bruin Staff

The NCAA Indoor Team
Championships begin today for the

No. 1 UCLA men's tennis team

"and 19 other top competitors.

The Brains, the top seed, have a

first-round bye and will compete in

the last match of the day. They will

play the winner of this morning's

anatch^ t)etwecJi No. 14 -South

Carolina and No. 16 Tennessee.

The tournament, held in Louis-

ville, Ky., features 18 of the

nation's 20 best teams. UCLA is

the returning champion, having

defeated USC 5-2 in the 199 1 fmal.

California schools have won the

last eight National Indoor Team
Championships, and once again

will be represented well. The

tournament's top three seeds, and

five overall, come from Clalifomia.

No. 1 UCLA is followed by No.

2 USp and No. 3 Stanford.

Seventh-ranked Pepperdine and

No. 14 California round out the

California contingent in Kentucky.

The NCAA Indoor Team
Championships is billed as the

indoor version of the NCAA Team
Championships in May. The
Brains hope their early season

injuries will heal by May.
At this point in the season, the

Brains (6-1 overall, 2-0 confer-

ence) are still without the services

UCLA Sporti Info

Jason Shar

of the injured David Nainkin,

ranked 16th in one preseason poll.

The sophomore from South

Africa is expected to be ready to

play next week, UCLA head coach

Glenn Bassea said. Nainkin is

recovering from a second surgery

on his injured wrist and did not

make the trip with the team.

Nainkin will be expected to play

near the top of the Brains* singles

ladder when he returns, Bassett

said.

Also recovering from a second

surgery is senior Bill Behrens who,

unlike Nainkin, made the trip to

Loinsville. Behrens' foot has

healed to the point that he is able to

compete in doubles play, but

repeated swelling still prevents

him from competing in singles

action.

Like Nainkin, Behrens will be

expected to fill one of the two

through four singles positions

when he returns, Bassett said.

Although the Brains will be

without two of their top singles

players, UCLA still boasts a deep

singles lineup.

UCLA is led by juniors Mark
Knowles ^md Jason Shcr,

undefeated to this point in dual

match play.

By the conclusion of the season,

Knowles and Sher will be anchor-

ing the top and bottom of UCLA's
singles lineup, according to Bas-

sett' s master plan.

Knowles, the Brains* top singles

player, is unaffected by the team*s

injuries. He is 4-0 in the No. 1

singles position, and has yet to lose

a set in dual match play.

Sher has bounced around the

singles Uneup this season, compil-

ing a 7-0 dual match record in the

three through six positions. Sher

was recently forced to play in the

number four position when fresh-

man Robert Janecek was sidelined

with a re-aggravated injury.

Janecek was held out of

UCLA's most recent matches with

Arizona and Arizona State, and his

status is still uncertain for this

weekend.

"Rebounding hurt us

last time (at Stanford).

However, we will have

(forward Don)

MacLean this time."

Jim Harrick

UCLA Basketball Coach

game. Keefe scored 24 points and

grabbed nine rebounds at Stanford

last month.

Harrick said forward Mitchell

Butler, guard Gerald Madkins and

centers Rodney Zimmerman and

Jiri Zidek would take turns guard-

ing Keefe.

Zidek, a T'O** center from

Czechoslovakia, saw his first

quality minutes of the season

TuMriay Bt^ ftgaffwt^^
(Zidek) has been playing very

well in practice,** Harrick said.

"He will get some playing time.**

Stanford center Paul Garrett had

a career game against UCLA last

month, as he scored 19 points and

12 rebounds, both of wl^ich were

career highs. Forward Brent Wil-

liams added 16 points for the

Cardinal.

Stanford is on the bubble for a

NCAA tournament berth. The
Cardinal has played well this year,

but they have yet to beat a ranked

opponent.

*They are a very good team,**

Harrick said, *They could certain-

ly win (at Pauley Pavilion).*'

Stanford has beaten the Brains

the last two years in Pauley

Pavilion, their first road wins over

UCLA since Pauley opened in

1965.

The Brains were able to shut

down Cardinal guard Peter Dukes

when the two teams played last

month. UCLA posted up guard

Shon Tarver on Dukes, causing

Dukes to get into early foul

trouble.

Dukes has made 49.5 percent of

his three-pointers (54 of 109), but

the Brains kept him from making a

single trey.

Meanwhile, UCLA forward

-Tracy Murray made four of five

three-pointers, as he finished with

a team-high 23 points. Murray

straggled Tuesday night against

Cal, making only three of 10 field

goal attempts, as he finished with

only 13 points.

Tonight*s game is not a com-

plete sellout, but all student tickets

have been sold. The game will be

televised by Prime Ticket at 8:30, a

delay of one hour.

Injured cheerieader
quickly

'^ By Reglna Ravetti

Daily Bruin Staff

A UCLA cheerleader was

taken to the emergency room
Tuesday night after she fell to

the ground while performing a

stunt at the UCLA men *s

basketball game.

After being treated for lim-

ited injuries to her left hand and

her left forearm, the unidenti-

fied sophomore was released

later that night, said Spirit

Squad advisor Annette Yu.

The incident happened at

approximately ten o*clock,

during a fourth-quarter time-

out of UCLA*s game with Cal.

Performing with a male

cheerleader in a paired stunt

called a throwback, the cheer-

leader fell to the ground head

and shoulder first, said a wit-

ness.

*They were doing a stunt that

they missed and so she fell from

about six to eight feet (in the

air),** Yu added.

The stunt had the cheerleader

standing in front of the male

cheerieader. When she jumps,

he helps by lifting her up by the

waist, then grabbing her ankles

so that she is standing on his

hands. -^—
"Between him bending and

her jumping, she ends up being

at his shoulder level, being

supported by his hands,** Yu

Yet, the male cheerleader

somehow missed grabbing her

right foot and she fell to the

ground, head and shoulder first,

the wimess said.

According to Yu, the action

happened too fast for her to

determine the cause of the fall.

"I couldn*t tell you. if she

didn*t jump and he didn*t catch

her because it happened to fast

for me to see,** Yu said.

Of the three pairs performing

this stunt, they were the only

ones who missed.

Though the male was unhurt,

the cheerleader was taken away

on a stretcher by the emergency

medical technicians and
brought to the medical center

for treatment.

The cheerleader is expected

to perform at the upcoming

men*s basketball game at Notre

Dame this Saturday, Yu said.

strike

The UCLA baseball team continues its home
stand today, hosting the Northwestern Wildcats.

Can the Brains tame those beasts of the

Midwest?

See page 42

Diehl of the year

Brain volleyball player Mike Diehl, a transfer

from UC Santa Barbara, has found a spot on the

UCLA squad.

See page 41

Need for speed
UCLA*s Byron Davis explains how, as a

swimmer, he isn't all that different from a drag

racer or a speed skater. But he also shows there's

more to him than meets the eye.

See page 40
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CHRISTO BRINGS YELLOW UMBRELLAS TO LEBEC

DR. OWEN HENINGER (WHITTiER,
CAh A TYPICAL WORKER, HUGGING
A "GENUINE OKIE." (Picture by Mrs.

Henincer)

.4^ UNKNOWN MAN SIMPLY
ENJOYING THE GIFT OP THE
UMBRELLAS. (Pkturf by Jolm Lowry,

Palmdak, CA)

October 1991 —
We did the only thing we could

do when we learned Christo was

g to put umbrellas jdl over our

hills — we developed a "wait and
see attitude." We didn'tinvite him,

we didn't understand him, and we
weren't even sure we liked yellow

umbrellas - so we waited.

He slowly slipped up on us.

Firsthe sent in the Project Manag-
ers, charismatic Tom Golden and
Augie Huber. We learned a little

bit about the umbrellas but didn't

become instant believers. It be-

came clear, however, that notwith-

standing our lack of appreciation

and understianding, IT WAS GO^
IHQ TO HAPPEN,

Hundreds of vibiwintly alive,

enersretic, wholesome people sud-
denly appeared on our mountain.
Theywere theworkers, theycame
toputupChhsto'sUmbrellas. They
wore funny little short-sleeved

sweat shirts and hard hats. They
called tents and^Vs home,
were from all walks oflife and each
one as interesting and unforget-

table as the next. Laughter, ca-

maraderie and sharing flowed
naturally. We huggedone another,
held hands, propose^l^asts, paid

tribute, rode a horse that didn't go
anywhere, hugged a 10-footrooster

and tookpictures withnew friends,

a grizzly bear or a genuine "Okie.

Itwas spontaneous exhilaration at
its best - an incredible time.

And then, IT HAPPENED!
Yellow Umbrellas sprouted from
the earth, coveringourmountains,
valleys, meadows and canyons.
And WE WERE GLAD IT HAP-
PENED. I wouldn't go so far as to

say thatwe fully understood (even
now), but WE DEFINITELY AP-
PRECIATED.

The workers left» not ae dra-

matically as they arrived, but

Lebec, California
slowly, each day we saw fewer and
fewer of them. It was the first

sadness associated with the prqjectr

I missed them.

But in their place came televi-

sion crews, reporters, photogra-

phers, editors, producers, art crit-

ics and other liigh energy intellec-

tuals." Minds were stinlulated,

expressions encouraged - no, so-

licited! It seemed mandatory that

you share your thoughts and ideas.

Everyone was involved.

Ultimately, the people came,

they picnicked or simplymeditated

under the umbrellas, took pictiu^s,
touched, bought souvenirs and
marveled. They seemed to enjoy

sharing their opinions and being
intimately involved with the

project. They were more than
spectators. One? Two? Three
milEon with a common bondy

and appreciation. High spirits and

good times were contagious. Ifyou
were here, you didn't leave unaf-

fected.

I was lucky enough to be at the

epicenter of all this exhilaration,

wondennent, and love. I shallnever

forget the good times I shared with

those who visited our mountain
and I look forward to their indi-

vidual return.

A freak storm and a tragic acci-

dentbrought the project to an early
close. Nomatter the anguish, God's-
work is not ours to question and,

WE SHALL NOT.

THE 'HEAL OKIE GIRLS'^

THB8 "REALOKIEGiRLS'^WHOCOMPLETEDTUEIRWORMASSIGNMENTAT
THE OKIE GIRL DURiNC THE UMBRELLA PROJECT. Ufl to right; Cbrkty
Chaace, Shawaa Braatlty, SlieiiiioB SmHh, Mtluito Bartoa^ Saik Carper^ Dawn
Saydtr^ Uaie Faclwtt, OrawHag) Lorri Rkcaito. Sittkit: tl»**Ori8iaalOkitGlrl,**
MnryLyaa. (Stt Sawry, Pagt 3.) B^kAmMPkmgmphy, BmktnfUld, CA.

658 Labec Road
Top of the Grapovino**

Lebec, CaUfornia 93243
Okie Girl
BREWERY • RESTAURANT
MUSEUM • PLAYGROUND

OPEN 7 DAYSA
6 A3L TO 10 PJtf.

(806)248-6461 • FAX 248-6468
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JusUn Mynk Amber Rose Johnson

OUR ROOTBEER CELEBRITIES ARE GROWING UP
Justin Mynk and Amber Rose are a year older now. They get better

Johnson, creators of the name and looking every day.
slogan for Okie Girl's Rootbeer (Old I wonder if it's all that root beer
Ridge Route Beer— It's Okie Dokie) they're drinking!

Bakenfield
Okie Girl lawsuit settled

Everything between a Lebec res-

taurant and Caltrans is okie dokie.

A lawsuit brought by Mary Lynn,
ownerofthe Okie GirlRestaurant,
against Caltrans over the state

agency's banning of a highway sign

has been settled for $32,500.

Caltrans denied Mary Lynn's ap-

word "Okie" and then to the logo fig-

ure, but after Maiy Lynn filed her
lawsuit in June last year, Caltrans

agreed to allow the sign which was
put up in August.

The lawsuit, however, also sought
money for lost business for the delay
in approving the sign.

Mary Lynn said she's happy with
plication in July 1990 for a highway '

the settlement, saying it was never a
informational sign featuring the money lawsuit but it was an attempt
name ofher restaurantand a shapely
woman wearing a straw hat, a
checked shirtand shortoveralls while
reclining against some bales ofhay

.

Caitranf initially objected to the

to assert her rights to advertise her
restaurant

Caltrans spokesman Jim Drago
said the settlement is "fair" and it

"gets this issue behind us."

CELEBRITIESAND DIGNITARIES KNOWN Tt) HAVE
VISITED THE OKIE GIRL DURING THE FIRST YEAR

HOWARDHESSMANAND THE OKIE GIRL

Howard Hessman
(Head ofClaaa & WKRP)

Ned Beatty
(You name it, he's done it)

John Snyder
(Duhee ofHazard)

BERNABDPOX
(Dr. Bombay)
(Bewitched)

ChnBijd (The Artist)

Bob Walk
(Pittsburg Pirate Pitcher)

Jay Thomas
(Cheers & Murphy Brown)

Senator Don Rogers

(Calif.'H)

Captain Jack Parker
- The Okie Educator

(Oklahoma City)

MYSTERY CHILDREN
No question about it— they're

absolutely adorable. The question
is: WHOARETHEY? This picture
was left at the cash register with-

out identification.

The Okie Girl is very pleased

that the children are enjoying
riding **OLD PAINT," not to men-
tion the adults. More than a few
adults have been seen riding him

and having their pictures taken
with him.

One lady swears she was
bucked off. Who knows? Maybe
Old Paint does buck when adults

get on him. ATTENTION CHIL-
DREN: It's okay to let your mom
and dad ride Old Paint ifyou hold
their hands.

OKLAHOMA CELEBRITY COOK BOOK
The editors of the Oklahoma

Celebrity (JookBook askedthe Okie
Girl to participate in the next edi-

tion due out in January, 1992. We
are very proud to have our recipes

published along side such greats
as Reba McEntire, Garth Brooks,

Tony Randall, Carol Channing,
Dale Robertson and Governor
David Walters — all Okies, of

course.

The cook book will be on sale

here at the Okie Girl as soon as it's

(^ the press.

I NEED YOUR HELPI

I worked 14 to 16 hour days
October 1990 to October 1991,
without a day off. Many of you
were concerned over my health
(sanity) and I appreciate it. You
were right, I can't keep it up
forever. Ifl do, "forever" will be
here sooner than I thought.

YOU CAN HELP. If I am to

take time off, I must count on you
to let me know how things are
being handled in my absence. A
locked Complaints-Suggestions-
CompUments box is near the cash-
ier stand for your input.

If you prefer a recorded mes-
sage, please call (805)248-4560.

FRAZIER PARK FACTORY OUTLET STORES
be PEFTY-PIVE great mall ten-
ants seUingat80% to 70% offlegu-
lar retail prices EVERYDAY.

Steve CraigofGinsburg Craig
assures us that the Frazier Park
Factory Stores will be located on
Lebec Road, 1/3 mile north ofthe
Okie Girl (across from the new
Hii^wayPatrol Station)andopen
fixrbu8iness,Falll992. There will

An Okie Girl Sandwich Shop
will be located in the Mall's Food
Court
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OKIE GIRLS
(See picture, page 1)

7

They look different (boy don't

they!) from our ancestors making
the trek to California for work in
the late 19d0s.

Otherthan that, theyVe exactly
thesame—the/re Okiesandproud
of it! With pride, dignity and de-

termination they accepted the
challenge towork atTheOkieGirl
during the biggest art exhibit in

the world.

I am proud to Say the 'X>kie

Work Ethic** is being passed from
imegeneration to the next without
weakening. Fourteen-hour work

days were not imusual and these
girls were lucky to get one day a
week off.

It took courage, patience and
endurance to share a small house
(unfurnished and under remodel)
with nine other women while
sleeping on army cots without
mattresses andworkingas hard as
they did.

Originally, 10 girls were se-

lected to be •Ileal Okie Girls." Two
didn't have what it takes

OKIE GIRL RECEIVES
HONORS

I am humbly appreciative of

the citations and honors received

during the first year ^

1.

Thankyou, McCurtain County,
Oklahoma, for 8 perfect girls!

Governor David Walters
(Letter of Support): "I do not
think you could have chosen a
better name than 'Okie Girl'.*

State of Oklahoma (House of

Representatives): Citation for

hringing''Authentic*Okie' friend-

liness and charm to the State of

Cafifixnia ... as an excellent

ambassador of goodwiU for the

great State ofOklahoma"

Oklahoma City, City Omndl:
"HoDorEuyCitizenshipanda(^ty
Council Commendation for

Meritorious Service."

Broken Bow,OKCityCoimdl:
* ... do hereby bestow upon
Mary Lynn, Broken Bow Citi-

zen of the Year, and benevo-
lent promoter of her 'Okie'

roots, and resolve that (XJTO-
BER, 1991 is proclaimed
'OKIE GIRL MONnr."

Congress ofTheUnited States:
^^rtificate of SpecfaT Con-"
gressional Recognition . .

.'•

6. VFWPOST 9791: Citation for

•Dedicated Patriotic Display
OfThe American Flag On A
Daily Basis."

OKIE GIRL INSPECTED
As oinr customers know. The

Okie Girl serves only Harris
Beef. A Harris Beef inspector
visited our premises (un-an«
nounced) and demanded proofof
that fact. Of course, he found
only Hams Beeiia our Idtxihen,

He informed me it was not un-
common for a restaurant to ad-
vertise that they served Harris
Beefwhen they actually did not.

Harris Beef is some of the finest
beef in iiie world, guaranteed to
be hormone and chemical free.

WHO IS SHE?
I9 the creator, say she is:

"A perfecUy proportioned Okie Girf^o stands tall and proud,
who trusts in God, believes in herselfand dares to dream. She's
a survivor and a winner."

CALTRANS says she is:

"Offensive to good taste and decency, not suitable for display on
California Highways."

THE WALL STJFiEETJOLUNAL says she is:

"An amusingly awful picture ofa comely straw-hatted Asian girl
in short shorts pouting into a landscape ..."

WeVeheardfrom the Bureaucrats and theJoumaliste— It's time they
heard fix>m the people.

PLEASE VOTE, Results will be published in:

-<y»-,^.-

ORDER BLANK
(See Back Cover, page ft forphotographs of listed iterns)

d-

ITEM

[a] umbrella t
I prefer the following caption:

a Olde Giri

D Okie Girt Brewery

The Wall Street Journal
The Los Angeles Times
The New York Times

The Tokyo TimSs
The Okie Girl Gazette
National Enquirer

S\ ORIGINAL T
•-^

I prefer the foltowing caption

D Okie Giri
Okie Giri Brewery

|C| HOMEBREW KIT

g ELEGANT T

[eJ PREPACKAC

COLOR QTY. TOTAL PRICE

Check On«

BALLOT
Who Is Right?

The Creator

Caltrans

Wall Street Journal

Name
Address

Telephone
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BREAKFAST
Ml breakfasts are served with Three Farm Fresh Eggs. Homemade Cottage Fries, and a Choice ofHome Baked Cinnamon Roll, Southern Style Biscuits, or Toast,

THREE EGGS ......•.•••.•^..^.,,„.,„

PARMER'S CUT BACON & EGGS
SMOKE-CURED HAM & EGGS .^.^~Z$i^
COUNTRY PATTY SAUSAGE & EGGS $4^0
GROUND BEEF PATTY & EGGS $4^5
CmCKEN-PRIED STEAK & EGGS $5^0
STEAK (cooked to order) & EGGS $6.75
OKIE GIRL CATFISH & EGGS $6.75

OKIE GIRLSCRAMBLES

»••——•*—•—•—•——•—«»«»—

1

Served with Fresh Homemade Cottage Fries and Toast

2 Eggs Scrambled with Onions and Green Bell Peppers $4.75
(Topped with Your Choice ofMelted Cheese)

2 Eggs Scrambled with Ham and Cheese $4.75
2 Eggs Scrambled with Sausage and Cheese $4.75
2 Eggs Scrambled with Bacon $4^75

FROM THE OmDDLE
Served with Real Butter and Maple Syrup

PANCAKES
Short Stack (2)

, #2J25
JEuU Stack (3) 'ftTitiiinip

Sausage ...

Beef Patty
Ham

,

Steak

With Bacon, Sausage, or Ham $3.95

FRENCH TOAST
3 Thick Slices

^ ^2.75
With Bacoh, Sausage, or Htoi , ..$3!95

SOUTHERNSTYLE BISCUITS : -—^
With Chunky Sausage Gravy $2.20

DARCrS SPECIAL $5^
Mushrooms, green peppers and onions, sauteed and added to a generous
portion of corned beef hash, scrambled eggs on top of toasted English
muffins, topped with melted cheese, homemade cottage fries with large
side ofsausage gravy to pour over everything.

Bacon $2,00

SIDES
$2.50 Eggs (2) $05
$2.50 • Muffin $L25
$2.50 Cinnamon Roll $1.25
<3-50 Biscuits (3) $m^

Farmers Coffee, Decaf Coffee, or Tea $ .75
Hot Chocolate, Hot Apple Cider, or Milk $1 00
•^^^

$1J25

CHILD'SBREAKFAST $199
Egg, Potatoes, Toast
Egg, Bacon, Potatoes, Toast
Short Stack

DINNER (The Noon Meal)
All sandwiches come with your choice ofone ofour homemade side dishes

BEER BAKED BEANS—CREAMY COLESLAW -or- CRISPY FRENCH FRIES
CLASSICHAMBURGER . ...$5.95
A full 1/3 lb -juicy and lean - cooked and garnished to your order.

CHICKENBREASTSANDWICH '.

.......__....$6.25
Skinless/boneless chicken marinated in our own special recipe.

SMOKED TURKEY SANDWICHT.^..... $SJ25
We slow smoke turkey in our own ovens.

ROASTBEEFSANDWICH _.$6.50
The real McCoy lean beef, roasted and served with its own juice.
BARB-QUE BEEF SANDWICH ., _$7.00
Our wonderful beefserved with ^Jncle Louis' Secret BBQ Sauce"— so
secret that it takes two people to make it— *cuz each one only knows
1/2 of the recipe.

BARBQUE PORKSANDWICH $6.00
Genuine hickory smoked, corn-fed pork.

APPETIZERS

«i I

B-B-Q & BREW $7.75
A skewered appetizer ofspicy chicken, BBQ shrimp, roast pork, Basque
sausage, and hearty beef wedged between red onion and green bell

peppers. Served with 2 oz. of each of the following beers:
• Cherokee Choice Gight lager) • Padres Mother Lode

(medium lager) • California Condor Ale (medium ale) • Black A Tan
(aie A 9iout) • River Bottom Stout (medium Mtout)

Theskeweredfoodsarearrangedforyourultimateappreciationinbeersampling.
We suggest eatingand drinkingfrom left to right: Spicy chicken wUh Cherokee
Choice, etc.

CHILD'SLUNCH $2.99
Hamburger -or- Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Served with French Fries

FROM THE GARDEN
At Okie Girl you'll find no soup or scUad bar. We appreciate the

opportunity to personally serve you!

CHUCHUPATE MUSHROOMS ., $3.95
Fresh slicedmushrooms in ourownmarinade . . . sauteed andsmothered
in Monterey Jack cheese. Dehdous!

-*^'^"^^*"* ^ oikMiJio ••«««««*...«....»9#.m.«............m.........mm.........*.mm...*m«$3J95

Deep-fried potato skins topped with Cheddar cheese, genuine bacon
crumbles, chunks ofonions and tomato. Served with sour cream.
BEER^ATTERED SHRIMP .^..$7.25
4 shrimp in our secret beer batter made with our own handcrafted
homestyle beers. Naturally? Naturally!
**'^" OMM.M%M.aiM^ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••^•••••...•.•..•.•.•..•...••.•.•..•..^...•.•..«.^0.95

6 shrimp marinated in our beer and charbroiled.

SOUP OF THE DAY
DINNER SALAD ....

.......a.Cup $2J25 Bowl $3i^5
m

COBB SALAD 1^75
A bed ofcrisp lettuce with ham, smoked turkey, bacon, egg, tomato and
dressing with miniloaf ofbread.
BAR'B-qUESALAD ;. |g^5
Fresh tossed salad heaped with cheeped BBQ beef, turkey or pork
covered with Cheddar cheese. Served with choice of dressing and
miniloafofbread.

BAR-S-QUESHRIMP SALAD
,. ^7^55

BBQ shrimp with tomato, chopped egg and Jack cheese, served with
miniloaf of bread.

'» t T'*»'

/ /
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SUPPER (The Evening Meal)
All Suppers Include Choice ofBaked Potato, Real Mashed Potatoes with Gravy or Beer-Baked Beans
Vegetable ofthe Day and Soup or Salad, with a LoafofFresh. Home-Baked Bread for Your Table.

'

'W!»TWrTW'»»» W^^WfW^II I . ll l !T>

FAMOUS HICKORY-SMOJiiD BARBEQUR
'

' ' 1 11 tri'llYiiiM^iuilMMMMMk^^

S™*^*^™^"* "^Side $9.45 JullSide $15.50OUR ORIGINAL RIBS :. Half Order $7JJ5 FuU Order tloSBARBEQUEPLATTER
r uu uraer ..... f10.25

BBQ Boston Pork Butt
BBQ Beef.

BARBBQVE CHICKEN
HalfChicken „...

Quarter Chicken
BARBECUE COMBO

^t^^'l*2j!?°?!^^iL'^°?.i'^^^"^^"^
Cfaic^ and our nriginal whg

.$7.25

$7.75

»*•—•••—•—••<•««>»«»».*—•••••••••••:•.......« n >»»nm «i»m j4 »»» imm im ,

..$7.75

..$6.25

.$10Ji5

»•••«»»« i»»« af mt. ....... tarn: t

Barbecue lover's delight! A platter of ribs, chicken, and BBQ beef
PASTURE A POND ^

»««»»»«>>m «f t»jaj

»****•••*•••*•*••••.*.•:....*•*••••••»•••••*••••—»<•»>—<

A pond-raised catfish filet teamed with our original ribs.

I>»«

FROM THE GRILL
»•••••••••—•»«»»»«—

NEWYORKSTEAK
Lean and juicy, grilled to your order.

BARBECUEPORK CHOP (10 oz.)
Center cut pork chop cut from USDA choice pork loins
CHOPPED STEAK
Pure groimd beef, cooked to your taste.

MARINATED CHICKENBREASTS

••••••••*...«.^...... ...... •••*»•••%*»f %»tu%»»n.t....t *•—....^X /•7d

••••••••••••«••••«•••< nmm iimm i,,,,.

*•••••••••—••»••»•>—«<

••••••••••••:—.^............^.^

2 lean chicken breasts prepared in our own marinade, charbroiled to perfection.

>••«»••••••^o«#o

.$7JH>**••——•••••»••———

FROM THE OCEAN
BEER BATTER FRIED SHRIMP
8 shrimp, beer battered in our own kitchen.
BARBECUE SHRIMP ..Tri:^;

I**—*•••»>••«»»«—»»««

8 skewered shrimp, marinated in our barbeque sauce and charbroiled.

FROM THE POND

>•«««•••««•••«•••««««««*«««4

.$12.50

$12.50

CATFISH
Hook (2 pieces

Line (3 pieces) ....

Sinker (4 pieces)

Select pond-raised boneless filets, golden pan fried.

.-.$9.00

.$11.00

$14.00

SIDES

Vegetable of the Day $ .95
French Fries $1.25
Onion Rings $1.75
Beer-Baked Beans .!...$1.25

Creamy Slaw $1.00
Baked Potato $1.25
Hot Baked Bread (ftiU loaf) ..$1JM)
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy ...$1.25

DRINKS
Old Ridge Route
(Root) Beer Float

$2.25/pt. .^^.^...........^....$^j^qt.

Coke, Diet Coke, Root Beer,
Sprite, Dr. Pepper, Orange

$ •iSrpt. .*»......>.. $ j95/qt.
Coffee or Tea ,...$ .75
Milk $1^
Lemonade $ S5
Hot Chocolate $1J80
Hot Apple Cider $lJi0

BRUNCH

DESSERTS

Bread Pudding with
Real Whipped Cream $2.25
Blackberry Cobbler $2.75
Blackberry Cobbler
A-la-Mode $3.75
My Sister's Blackberry
Cheesecake $2.75
Ice Cream (One Scoop) $1.00
Ice Cream (Two Scoops) . $2.00

Picnic Style— Saaday, l<heO aA« to 29M |uiu
Pndt Bar- Eggs Benedict - Scrambled Ejg8 - Bacon -fl«M^

Belgium Waffles witii WldppedOraam

CHAMPAGNE

PAGES

B-B-Q
Bar-B-Q
Barbeque
Barbecue

The first method of
cooking known to man re-

mains the favorite method
hundreds of years later.

The"meaning,-''8pelling,"

and "procedures" have
changed through the
years. BBQ, however, is

ceptei

ASKABOUTOffJRSaFECIALS
"

• PBIVAIIS PARTIES • INDIAN POW WOWS 1^ DANCES K^ GAIOUNG
• Sf^CIAL PARTIBS FOR CHELIMEN • PAMOBW UQT gWAP MCETH

mean the slow cooking of
meat with the ''heat and
smoke" from smoldering
wood or charcoal.

At Okie Girl, we use
only pure hickory wood to

smoke our meat, and we
neverrushtheprocess. All

of our meats are slow-
cooked in sealed smokers
formaximum retention of
natural juices and smoke
penetration. "^^-*^

Any BARBEQUE,
notwithstanding how
carefully the meat is

smoked, is only as good as
the SAUCE placed on it.

The recipe for our BBQ
sauce, TJnde Louis' Secret,"

is indeed asecretand sought
afterbythousands,Theredpe
was carefiilly guarded by its

creator during his hfetime.

Several weeks before his

death, he gave the recipe to

Unde Louis. Unde Louis
then passed the recipe along
to the Okie Girl with the

understanding that no "one"

person would ever assemble
the sauce orknow theredpe.
The Okie Girl personally

mixes one-halfof the secret

ingredients, whidi is then
oomfainedwiththeotherone-

half that is prepared by
kitdien peisonnd.

Although attempts to

copy the recipe continue,
no restaurant, other Ihan
The Okie Girl can ofier

3rou this sauce. Some reci-

pes simplycamiot be deci-
phered— if you don't be-
lieve us, ask Coca Cola!

j

*"<»i^ '"^"'m'
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CRITIQUES
DREW THEATTENnOffOFSEVERAL FOOD CRITICSDURING OUR FIRST YEAR

PETE TITTL - Food Critic -
''Bakenfield Califbrnian'': 1 don't
think Tve run across a folksier restau-
rant than the Okie CMrl in Lebec.

1 realize the name itselfmay be
ofTensive to some people, who may
remember when the word Okie was a
hateful label slapped on newcomers to
the San Joaquin Valley But ifyou
visit, it's hard to take offense, espe-
cially, since owner Mary Lynn bills

herself as The Okie Girl.'

"In reality, The Okie Girl Restau-
==rant and Brew«y is mtxittgedacation
and diplomatic fence-buildinginto the
food and beverage business And
the food and beer will go a long way in
the fig^t against prcrjudice.

The sauce, called Uncle Louis'
Secret, is made on the premises (it's

sold in bottles you can take home) and
ifspowerful stuff. In feet, itdoes more
than complementthe taste ofthemeat;
it's sointerestingby itselfthatitmakes
the flavor of the meat superfluous.

The Okie Girl uses Harris Ranch
beef, corn-fed pork and hormone-free
chickens.

"Other extras worth mentioning
are the small,fresh-baked loafofwhite
bread served with every dinner, the
real mashed potatoes and the best
baked beans I've had in ages."

stewed with bacon and beer, and ad-
mired the lumpy mashed potatoes.

^f you're tiying to stay sober for
the highway, Okie Girl brews its own
root beer. Second-graders' testimoni-
als to the product are posted on a wall.

"A lot ofrootbeercompanies would
give their eye teeth for that kind of
testimonial."

KAY PROPKOP - Food Critic -
••San Diego Tribune^• "OKIE-
DOKEY STEINBECK-COUNTRY
CAFE €«^AT STOP FOR RO/05^

JONATHANGOLD -Food Critic -
''Los Angeles Times'*: "In a big, red

.

bam at the top ofthe Grapevine ... the
Okie Girl B-B-Q Restaurant stands as
a self-styled monument to dustbowl
culture in Lebec. . . .

The specialities are Oklahoma-
style catfish and barbecue ribs: You
can get a combination plate called
•Pasture & Pond.' Okie Girl may be a
little hokey, but it's probably the best
place to eat on the Interstate between
Stockton and Mission Hills ....

The first thing you see of Okie
Girl is a little sign along side the
freeway, decorated with a sUcked
DaisyMae-type loungingagainstbales
ofhay .... Caltrans initially banned
Okie Girl's highway sign because of-
ficials felt the term 'Okie' was de-
rogatoiy to Oklahomans ... . The
restaurant is more famous forthe sign
than it is for its food.

"It's also more famous for its
homebrew, served in Mason jars,
ranging from a brisk lager to an inky
'River Bottom Stout.' The assertively
hoppy 'Condor Ale' is especially nice.

*I have my own ideas about the
food here

. . . catfish filleto are out-
standing, mild and juicy, encased in a
well-seasoned, sandybrown cniat

*She (my companion) liked the
loaves of fresh bread, brou^t to the
table hot and j^stening with butter
.

.
loved the ranch-style bakwi beans,

POOD." -We were in a bar crush with
what seemed to be about the whole
population ofLebec, a wide spot in the
road off Interstate 6 about 60 miles
north ofLos Angeles.

Itcouldhave been a million miles,
given the wailing country-western
music ... the array ofdenim jackets
that had faded from use rather than
fashionable stone-washing and the
smell ofbrew and barbecue

"Casual is an overstatement for
this devotedly rustic cafe. Friendly is

an understatement.

liain pounded outside and wind
blew, but it was cozy at Okie Girl . .

.

•But this was Saturday night in:.

Lebec and we were nomads in the
country made famous by John

|^inbeck in Grapes of Wrath.
There was a lot of talk at Okie

The restaurant serves breakfast,
barbeque, and beer, and in proper
Oklahoma style, they serve 'dinner"
for lunch and 'supper' for dinner.

"breakfast is only served in the
morning and they serve what you're
used to having for breakfast . . . veiy
good potatoes, and the best countiy-
style sausage-based gravy I've ever
had.

*I had the barbeque salad for din-
ner flunchX Yeah, right, barbeque

harbecpue
is a large plate offirm, fresh lettuce -

• . « ^% mm .

Girl about its name. Seems CalTrans
had objected to putting it on one ofthe
informational 1-6 signboards, fearing
it would anger citizens of the sur-
rounding area. Some citizens, many
of whose forebears came out from
Oklahoma during the Great Depres-
sion, said it offended them that
CalTrans thought they would be of-
fendedj

"Anyway, it's a great stop for road
food when you're on your way. ... In
addition to hickoiy-smoked barbecued
ribs, sliced pork, chicken and crispy
fried catfish, there are beer-baked
beans, homemade mashed potatoes,
hot bread and fresh mushrooms
smothered in Jack cheese. Not the
least of it all are the Okie Girl lagers,
ales and stouts served in Mason jars.''

•••««-««9«'A#«««**4 «•«•«•••*• ^ « « <*

ye Ed. - Pood Critic - ''Journal Of
The Southern California Tactical
Combat Plnogram'': The lady who
owns The Okie Girl has a running
fight with Caltrans .... Caltrans
objected to the name as demeaning,
and insulting to travelers from Okla-
homa. The restaurant owner is a fe-
maleOklahoman who says that"Okie"
is what Oklahomans call themselves,
that ihe is herself an Okie girl by
definition ... . After months of
argumentand a letterfh>m the Gover-
nor ofOklahoma, California accepted
the name.

with a full-size portion of barbequed
beef heaped in the middle, covered
with sauce and surrounded by shred-
ded Cheddar cheese.

"For supper (dinner) . . . pork meal
started with a crisp salad and was
accompanied by perfectly delicious,
real, coarsely mashed potatoes ... a
small loaf of in-house-baked bread,
served fresh and hot. It's good enou^i
to eat for dessert, if it weren't that
Okie Girl's desserts are too marvelous
to pass up . . . bread pudding and
blackberry cobbler.

"I think barbeque rises or falls on
the quality ofthe sauce. The Okie Girl
ranks rig^t up there with the finest
Saint Louis, Chicago, or Tyler, Texas
has to offer. Maybe better. It isn't
mild, but it isn't too hot either; not too
sweet, and nice and thick; and notjust
tomatoes and peppers and vinegar
Good stuff.

The meat is almost equally good.
Anybody can slow-cook beef to ten-
derness, but it takes special care to
make sure it retains its character as
meat The Okie Giri's beef is lean, it
tastes like b<^f .... The pork is
flavorful and tender, and was not
overcooked .... The smoked turkey is
almost absolutely perfect.

The slaw is crisp and freshly
made, very simple, and delicious. The
beans are equally good; mostly bean-
flavored, with a sKghtly smoky, bacony,
very thin and runny sauce - no sugar
added, I think, and probablyvery little
molasses as well. I didn't try the fiies,
but they're probably just as good as
the other food The Okie Giri serves.

The menu lists four different
beers, all made on the premises.
There's stout, ale, lager beer in the
European style, and American-style
beer. There's also an unlisted sea-
sonal variety, the current one being
'Summerfest'. If you are unsure
your pretty and helpfiil waitress wili
be happy to draw a sample of each of
all five varieties for you to taste
FREE!

The dark stout is as good as I
rememberfix>m a vacation in England.Tm a cheapdrunkanddon't really
Kke beer. The only beer I've ever
w^oyed, that I actually liked drinking

and that really quenched my thirst,
was real Pilsner beer, in Plzen,
Czechoslovakia.

"Well, The Okie Girl's 'Sum-
merfest' beer tasted almost exactly
like my memory of the beer I had in
Plzen.

"All drinks except coffee are served
in moonshine-style Mason jars. The
Okie Girl could easily salt-up the food
to makeyou thirsty, and getyou to buy
lots ofbeer, but she doesn't. The food
is honest and delicious, Soisthebeeic=
Great barbeque. Wonderful beer.

"Get off 1-6 at Frazier Park and
look to your right for the Okie Girl—
a red, bam-like building sporting a
huge American Flag."

JAMES D. ROBERTSON - BeerA
Pood Critic - ''American Beer
Magaaine^: TheAmerican Brew-
Pub" The first stop on this continen-
tal pub crawl is the Okie Giri Brewery
in Lebec, California. Lebec is on 1-5 a
couple of hours north of Los Angeles.
Okie Girl has very good food and beer.

The food is definitely home
cooked. Marvelous home beer baked
beans, terrific southern style biscuits,
homemade gravy and their own
smokedBBQ chicken and ribs sentmy
palate on a joy ride. Real home cook-
ing is somethingfrequently advertised
but rarely found. It is thriving at Okie
Girl.

"Fourbrews were availableforour
visit:

Padres Mother Lode: a pale
well-hopped lager with a longdry malt
aftertaste, agood tastingall-maltbrew;

Califbmia Condor Ale: an am-
ber ESB style ale that is both dry and
well-hopped;

River Bottom Stout: a dark
brown brew that is diy and almost
coffee-like, with light body and light
hops and a very dry malt aftertaste.

Winterfest: a deeply hued amber
beer with ahoparoma and a bigroasted
malt flavor preceding a long dry malt
aftertaste.

LARRY D. HATFIELD - Staff -
••San Francisco Ex:aminer^: ''She's
an Okie giri and she's proud of it."

•Almost any young man from
nearby Arkansas or Texas could have
advised (CALTRANS) California De-
partmentofTransportation nottomess
around with an Okie girl from
McCurtain County, Okla., unless they
wanted a real figjit.

*

"The Okie Giri is open and the
Mgnsareup. The ribs are good. So are
the beers."

25.^2^^*^^ cnrTKXJEs fromI
WHICH THE ABOVE QUOTES WERE]^N ARE POSTED IN THE LOBBY
OF THE OKIE GIRL RESTAURANT '*<f«*%*j*»
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THE OKIES' STORY
More than 50 years have passed since the Okies migrated to the San Joaquin Valley and John Steinbeck wrote The Grapes ofWrath. The Grapes ofWrathw«s labeled i;(.<gar.andbimned by the Board 0^ 1939 to 1941. It was a best seller in the rest of the nation. Steinbeckwas ultimately awarded the Pulitzer Prize for his work. Historians are still puzzled as to what really happened

^teinoecK

THE STORY CONTINUES TO UNFOLD IN 1991
MARYLYNN— 'THE OKIE GIRL"

My parents, Josie and Deward we got a gasoline lantern to replace
Jones; were dirt farmers in Broken the kerosene lamps.
Bow, Oklahoma. I wasbom on such a By this time Uncle Louis and his
farm, February 24, 1939. family also had moved to Myrtle Creek

Broken Bow is in the southeast- yid ^^ lived on the old homestead
em part ofOklahoma in the foothills site on top of the mountainri^iitrup
ofthe Ozarks. There was no drought
in that part of the couhtry nor were
farmers threatened by the invention
of the tractor. Farming was done
behind a horse and plow or with a hoe.

It was a tough living but if you were
luckyenough to gx^tybur crops in early,
you could work fW your neighbor as a
hired hand. The pieo^ was 90^ forva<12-

hour day of hoeing.

Daddy was ari-ested for adding to

his income from a distill down in the
bottom land and again for hopping a
freight train trying to get out west to

look for work.

Uncle Louis went to California to

get work in 1937. Fortunately, travel-
ing alone, he had choices. When he
arrived in Tulare and discovered the
plightoftheOkieswhohad'^ochoices"
(the ones who were driven from their

farms fay the invention ofthe tractor or
by the drought itself), he returned to

Broken Bow.

Daddy finally got work in Phoenix
as a painter and saved enough money
to move the whole family to Willow
Ranch, California, near the Oregon
border. I started the first grade in

Willow Ranch and it was there that I

learned I was an t>kie." Mother and
Daddy both worked in a sawmill We
didnt follow crop8» but I guobs you
could saywe followed the forest From
there we moved into a logging camp
out of Lakeview, Oregon, and from
there to Myrtle Creek, Oregon.

In much the same manner as

from our tent. The Umpqua River ran
rig^t below our tent with a great
swimmin' hole and I had the best big

brother in the world. It was an eight-

year-old tomboy's dream. Life was
perfect.

When school started I learned life

was not perfect and that I was 'the
Okie living in a tent over by the river."

Motherwas the best seamstress in the
world and made all my clothes. Yes,
from flour sacks and sugar sacks. A
fact other children wouldn't let me
forget. Mother's patches were so per-

fectly sUtehed aa to be coveted pieces
ofart in today's world, but back then,
patohes were worn l>y the poor— the
Okies.

Within a few years, tiuddy saved
enou^^ money to buy four loU just

over the creek from the city limite of
Mjnrtle Creek. The platmapmayhave
said Johnson Subdivision but the
towns' people simply called it "Okie
Flate."

Several tents still existed by
theUmewemoved there,butmosthad
been converted into frame houses.
Daddy builtus ahouse with a real roof
on it and we had electricity. Within a
couple ofyears we had indoor plumb-
ing. My Daddy did all this by himself
with only a third-grade education.
However, he relied heavily on Mother
for the mathematics of his building,
plumbing and electrical work. After
all^shejwas the educated one;i^
finiflKed the seventh grade. At 77

0£WAIU>,JERRY, AND MARY LYNN JONES,
BROKENBOW, OKLAHCiSA^ 1942.

SteinbedL describes in The Grapes of years old, she can still reciteher times"' ^
- tablaa all the way through the 12*8

faster than anyone Fve ever known.

Wrath, hundreds of Okie families

moved to Myrtle Creek at the same
time because there waswork tobehad
in the sawmills. Unlikethe '30s,work
really wac there but like the '308,

housiiig wai not.

For $5 a month. Daddy rented a
spot on the side of a mountain with
just enou|^ flat space to put up a
16x32 tent. Daddy built a floor and a
three-foot wall areund it with raftara

to hold up the tarp. The inside was
partitioned off into four rooms and
curtains were hung as doon. Dad4y
piped cold waterfVom ahiHside spring

to the kitdien. Of courie, we got hot

waterfrom a kettle on the wood stove.

We had an outdoor toilet and no elec-

tricity. I thoui^t we were rich when

Okie by Definition

Webstermay definethewordOkie
as ''A migrant Uxm worker displaced
by ...,* and CALTRANS may think it

is still a slanderous slur, but ask an
Okie and th^ will tell you it simply
means therjf came fVom OUahoma.

Without question, in those early
yeare (46-50 yeare ago), the word
"Okie" was not meant to be kind. We
knew it was used to be hatefiil and
mean. To us it meant: THEY
THOUGHT we were poor; we lived in
tenU; we were looking for work; we

were stupid;we came fh)mOUahoma;
we talked funny; and they didn't like

us because they thought they were
better than we were.

Being PROUD OKIES, we never
Nfhimperedandrunundertheporch."
(That's Okie talk but I thinkyouknow
what it means.) We stood toe to toe
with those who would criticize us and
challenged their truth. We never once
said: "NoFm not* ; we said "Yes, we're
from Oklahoma, we don't have much
money, we live in a tent right now and
we need a job; but give us a chance at
a job and youll see that we're not
stupid, well work harder and learn
faster than any other man you could
hire; weOIbehere earlyand•taykte^
and well learn to telk so you can
underetand us. WE CAN DO ANY-
THING—JUSTGIVEUSACHANCB
TO PROVE rr.'^

I personally asked for many jobs
hy offeringto work the firstweek with-
out pay ifthey would promise me ajob
at the end of the week (if they liked
me) and, ifthey didn't like me, I would
justgo away. INEVERLOSTAJOB.
Every Okie Tve ever known was al-

waye willing to PROVE HISWORTH;
no one had to take a chance on us.

I personally never knew an Okie
who was ashamed of being an Okie.

You doggone right, we got plenty mad
at our perpetrators but we turned our
anger into determination to survive,

to become better and to win.

The sage advice ofmy Dear Okie
Mother always was and still is today
"You stay in there honey until the last

dog is dead— don'tyou ever give up."
(That's more Okie talk.)

What Califbmians and Orego-
niana could not tell by simply looking
at a "Dust Bowl" Okie was that "WE
HONESH-YDIDNTKNOWHOWTO
SAY CALF ROPE (give up) OR TO
QUIT—WEHADTO FINISHWHAT
WESTARTED. It was in our blood

-

unrelenting tenacity.

The Dust Bowl Okies starteiT
put to find joba, homes and new
lives in California and Oregon. No
question about it, those were some
of the worst times in American
history, but *we didn't say calfrope
or quit; we stayed in there until
the last dog was dead," and it is

with pride, dignity and honor
that we look back on what w^'
ACCOMPUSHED.

In all fairness, we must say.
Thank you, CALTRANS, for chal-
lenginguson this issue andcausingus
to remember how very, very lucky we
are to have been bom "OKIESr

Attention OkiesI rue OkftQiniiiniefestedln your etones. If you're
wMMngto share your -Duet Bowr expertencee(1^
77iaowe G4r/Gezetf». please type, wfte orreoofdonca88ettet«)e In yourown
words and send with ptetures (H m»M%). AN pictures will be returned.
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Now You Can OWN the M(
CONTROVERSIAL LOGO in the UNITED

The OKIE GIRL!

•u' «\'::-'

^^^,

A. UMBRELLA T-SHIRTJLOGO $12.00
Photo by Bakersfield CaMomian Staff Photogn^)fier Alton Ferguson
WHITE ONLY WITH FULL-COLOR LOGO, FRONTAND BACK

S,MyL,XL

B. The ORIGINAL OKIE GIRL T-SHIRTLOGO $10.59

See Order Blank
onPege2

RED OR BLACK WITH WHITE LOGO
S,M,L,XL. XXL (ADD $1.00 FOR XXL)

C. HOMEBREWKIT
SIX WEEKS FROM TODAY YOU COULD BE
SAMPLING YOUROWN HOMEBREW!

axISREUSABLESiMPUrORDER
RECIPEREFILLBELOW.

KITINCLUDES:

• FERMENTATION BUCKET & LID
•AIRLOCK
•CAPFERftCAFS
•SIPHON HOSE
• BOOK ON "BREWING QUALITY BEERS"
•CLAMP
•HYDROBiETER
• THERMOMETER (FLOATING) -AND -
• THE RECIPE OF YOUR CHOICE

(1) CHEROKEE CHOICE (AJ^AIfXR/CA^STYLE
LAGBRJ

(2) PADRES MOTHER LODE (A SUMOPEAN
STYLE LAOSH)

(3) CALIFORNIA CONDOR PALE AI£ ^B-
(4) RIVER BOTTOM STOUT

YOU NEED ONLY A 3-5 GALLON BOILING
KETTLE AND 52 (12-OZ.) BEER BOTTLES
TO COMPLETE YOUR BREW.

D. #7;f/, GIRL ELEGANT T $49.00

$85.00

ELBQANT T» ARS THE FINEST QUAUTY VELVETY
SOFT SHIBT WrTH OLAMOHOUS GENUINE
AUSTRAUAN CRYSTALS SPELLING OUT 'OUE GIRL '

GUARANTEED. CRYSTALS WILL NOT COME OFF
DURING DRY CLEANING OR HAND LAUNDERING.
ELEGANTENOUGHTO WEARANYWHERE.

B. PREPACKAGEDRECIPES
Grains, Yeast, Hops, Midi Sugar, and Caps. Makes 5 Gallons.

(1) Cherokee Choice —
(2) Padres Mother Lode

(3) California Condor—

(4) River Bottom Stout

$25.00

$25.00

$30.00

$30.00

Printing faj Jagr Byrot, TIm Midway Driller

Tail. CA (sosnes-siTi

GUARANTEE

ail products ere unconditionally guaranteed, if at

any time, for any reason, you are dissatisfiad with

any item purchased from th* okle girl, return it

for an exchange or full refund.

TypntMng by Ann OtcI*
DEW PobiiMtiaiw 4 (M()34a-14884 FAX (806)a4S-84M

80th Year, No. 80
arcirtation: 22,000 Friday
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Tax deduction
for students

UCLA students or their
parents may receive a tax
deduction on registration fees
this year.

The portion of reg fees that is

used to support Student Health
Services may be tax deductible
because the Internal Revenue
Service considers it a type of
pre-paid health insurance.
A total of $74.51 may be

included in the calculations for
medical expenses for Schedule
A, line 1 for each quarter the
student was enrolled.

The deduction applies only to
individuals who itemize their

donations. People who file the
short 1090-A or 1090-EZ forms
are not eligible.

Interns and residents, off-
campus graduate students who
pay reduced fees. Executive
MBA students and Engineer-
ing Executive ftogram students
aieato ineli^iUfi^

Students seek UC piesident input
By Lorl Quiitton
Dally Bruin Staff

Student leaders vowed this
week to fight for a larger role in
selecting the new University of
California president, arguing that
they are shut out of the current
process.

The UC Student Advisory Com-
mittee is trying to persuade UC
Regent Chairwoman Meredith
Khachigian to allow a student
committee to have a say in picking
the replacement for retiring UC
President David Gardner.

While the UC student commit-
tee was alk)wed to contribute its

ideas about what qualities a new
UC president should have, it is not
allowed to evaluate the candidates
themselves.

Undergraduate committee
would evaluate candidates
Currently, a faculty advisory

committee helps to pick the new
president

But the Board of Regents said
increased student participation
could lead to public leaks and
endanger the confidentiality pro-
cess. Some candidates applying
for the post might lose their jobs if

people found out they were look-
ing for another position.

However, student leaders say
that students should have a greater
role, especially when the universi-
ty faces the possibility of con-
tinued registration fee increases.

changes

"Students are the ultimate pro-
duct of the university,** said David
Lee, UCLA graduate student
president. "(Students) are not
provided the access to the possible
candidates that they should have.*'

Although a student regent sits

on the UC selection committee,
student leaders said they hoped for
a larger role in the process of
replacing Gardner, who will leave
the university by September.
Gardner announced his decision

to leave the university in Novem-
ber because of personal problems
resulting from the death of his

Some candidates

applying for the post

might lose their jobs if

people found out they

were looking for

another position.

wife.

Students had requested to inter-^

view the final list of .possible
candidates to judge their compe-
tence and attitude about student
concerns.

But the regents ttimed down
their request, saying that confi-

See SELECTION, page 2

For more information, call

Gabriela Uro at 825-1952.

Cancellation of

night hours shifts

focus to family

MardiGias

of child suigery
For children who need bone

marrow transplants, surgery
may leave them with emotional
scars long after the operation is

over.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Sex education
for women
Guest columnist Rachael

King discovers sex advise from
a minister's wife in 1894 and
discusses its relevancy to
today's headlines.

See page 9

Arts & Entertainment

No heat
in 'Passion'
What can you do with a fihn

that fails at every attempt to be
stylish and sultry? Ask the
makers of "In the Heat of
Passion.-

See page 10

Sports

By Clirlstina Strobel
Dally Bruin Staff

The UCLA Mardi Gras com-
mittee has approved key changes
in the annual carnival which it

hopes wiU attract bigger family
crowds to make up for reduced
operating hours.

These changes were approved
after the committee, in conjunction
with Westwood merchants and the
Los Angeles Police Department,
decided in January to cancel the
carnival's nighttime hours.
The decision to reduce hours

was prompted by late night vio-
lence in Westwood following
Mardi Gras last year. New
weekend hours will be from 11
a.m. to 8:30 p.m. Saturday and 11
a.m. to 7 p.m. Sunday.
To make up for the extremely

profitable nighttime operating
hours, the Mardi Gras committee
decided to change the carnival's
format so as to attract a larger
family-oriented crowd— the most
likely group to attend a daytime
carnival.

*This is a transitional year for
us. so we'll be correcting and
improving for next year^ said
executive Mardi Gras director
David Olsen.

As part of these major changes,

Organizers of this year's Mardi Gras are focusing on a more famlly^rfented daytime ^^6^
SUNNY SUNQ/DaiV Bruin

the official UCLA charity event
has even been renamed this year to
"All-New Mardi Gras."
The new focus of the carnival is

exemplified by the new Mardi
Gras poster, which features a
family of bears standing in front of
Royce Hall, along with major
Mardi Gras attractions.

However, changes will not be
purely cosmetic. Olsen said.

L

GecMfge
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Jiri (George) Zidek and his

UCLA basketball teammates
took on the Stanford Cardinal

last night, and travel to South
Bend, Indiana, for a game
against Notre Dame Saturday.

See page 20

The physical layout of the event
will be altered to accommodate a
young audience.

Kiddie Land — the children's
area which mi past years has been
located at the less accessible north
wall — will now be moved closer
to the entrance. There will also be
clowns and balloons, a free petting
zoo. arts and crafts booths as well
as magic and puppet shows.

Discounts will even be available
for children during midday hours.
"We have a lot of confidence in

the changes we've made." Olsen
said. "We're going to come out
ahead this year."

Other changes include addition-
al seating areas.

Addressing complaints in the

_ See MARDI QRAS, page 7

Community control
)ver LAPD goal of ral

By Heesun Wee
Dally Bruin Staff

African Student Union political action coordinator IMarIc Peay
right, collects signatures at a police brutality rally held in Meyer-
hoff Park on Thursday.

More than 30 students and
faculty and community members
gathered on the damp grass of
Meyerhoff Park at noon Thursday
to call for more student participa-
tion in the grass-roots efforts to
revamp the Los Angeles Police
Department and place it in com-
munity hands.

"We need community control of
the police." said rally speaker
Mafundi Jitahadi.

Sponsored by the African Stu-
dent Union, the Radical Students
Alliance and La Gente, the Chica-

noA-atino newsmagazine, the rally
featured participants and speakers
who cited the mistreatment of Los
Angeles residents based on their
race. Those present also con-
demned the acts and called for an
end to them.

"It's enough. Don't hurt my
sister, my mother or neighbor
anymore." said speaker Adande
Washington.

Washington, a UCLA student
working toward a doctorate in
anthropology, described her
encounter with four West Los
Angeles Police officers at the Bank

See RALLY, page 7
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u
DO YOU SB! r^

BUUC?"
Sounds like Don Juan trying to buy

condoms or something. You're right.

Now go again. Introducing Crazy Talk.

The board game that pits teams against

each other and plays out what charac-

iers mi^t say in unexpected situations.

CHARACTER: Don Juan.

SITUATION: while buying condoms.

It's the rage on campus. Ifyou haven't

played already, get to your bookstore.

And get a copy. Then you'll see how

situations create raucous comedy.

From page 1

dentiality had to be secured. The
quality of candidates might be hurt

if the UC does not maintain its

reputation for confidentiality,

Khachigian said.

Well-qualified candidates,
already in other posts, might not

apply if they feared that their

present jobs would be endangered,

she said.

"I think that this way (confiden-

tiality) is the only way/* Khachi-

gian said. "But I hope students

have confidence in our ability to

represent their views.

"If (students) want to fax or send
me questions or concerns. Til be
happy to address them in the

selection process.*'

But student leaders dispute the

idea that their participation will

threaten confidentiality or under-

mine quality.

"Student representatives have

dealt with confidentiality before,**

said Elaine Yamaguchi, associate

director of the UC Student Associ-

ation.

"Let*s be honest Do you think

that students are going to go back
to their campuses, sit on the bus
and tell all of their ^ends *You
know so-and-so is applying for

president of the university.*

"Students know that this is an
important decision that must be
made slowly and carefully.

'They laiow the vahte of confic

"(Students) are not

provided the access to

the possible candidates

that they should have."

David Lee
Graduate Student President

student leaders deal with the

closed process of picking the

student regent each year.

Earlier this year, the regents told

students they could not interview

the candidates so students asked if

they could submit questions and
receive written responses from the

final list of candidates — where
names of these candidates would
be concealed.

But Khachigian said if any
student participation was allowed,

the regents would then have to

accomodate other university

groups.

And there is not enough time for

such an extensive consultation

process before the expected deci-

sion early this summer, she said.

In the coming weeks student

representatives hope that the

regents will agree to let them have
more input in the selection process.

"I think most of our requests are

extremely reasonable. Our input

may evfln help the fcgents4n^ome=
dentiality,** she said, adding that respects,** Yamaguchi said.

Correction
In Wednesday *s issue of The Bruin, the artist in a photograph
accompanying the **Extension catalog" was misidentified. The
graphic desinger is Louis Danzinger.

The Bruin regrets the error.

^
^tec^ ^£<te and ^6<uc

Monday, February 24: 10:00am Health Fair- "Alternative to Drug Use**. This Health fair

provides demonstrations for recreational sports available at UCLA through the Wooden Center
as an alternative to Drug Use-"A Different Kind of High.** Put on in coordination with the SWC
Health Awareness Project

Support Workshop-2:00-3:00pm Ackerman 3508-This workshop will explore ways of supporting
and helping a person with drug addiction through understanding the problem itself. Facilitated

by Leslie Bragg Daipski, M£.D.

Velum* CXXXI, NumlMr 80
FHdify, fttmtfvy 21. in2

Tuesda}^ February 25: 12:00pm- 1:00pm Westwood Plaza-Band: Rocket From the Crypt-
Sponsored by Campus Events. ACAAWorkshop-2:00-3:00pm Ackerman 3530- An interactive

woitshop focusing on the problems and concerns of adult children of drug abusive parents.

Facilitated by Jenny Francis RJM., C.C.DJM., nationally known speaker on Adult Children of
Alcoholics and Addicts.

^

Thui'sday, February 27: 12:00pm Westwood Plaza. Reggae Band: "Son Mayor**-Co-
sponsored by Culttiral Affairs. Workshop-"Underslanding the Origins of I>rug Abuse,** hosted
by Clive Kennedy-12:00-l:00pm Ackerman 3517.

Friday* February 28: 10:00am-2:00pm. Westwood Plaza Drug andAlcohol Information Fair.

Come relieve stress at our dunk tanks!

12:00-4:00pm-Wooden Center sponsors the "Shoot Hoops Not E^rugs** Basketball event Come
experience a different kind of high! ! Prizes will be given away.

4:00-6:00pm-Ackennan Grand Ballroom-Film: **Lcss Than Zero**-Co-sponsored by Campus
Events.
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UC, Stanford share resources, libraries

•vWl

By Christine Strobel

Dally Bruin Staff
. >,

Professors, researchers and gra-

duate students at both the Univer-
sity of California and Stanford
University will now be abft to use
each other*s libraries.

In an effort to compensate for

shrinking library budgets and
cutbacks in book purchases, the

UC and Stanford have started

sharing resources, giving eligible

users combined access to the

nationally renowned hbraries.

Under the exchange program
started last month, the UC library

will share its nine-campus, 24
illion volume collection with

Stanford, which has almost 6

million volumes at its Bay Area
campus.

The coordination of the two
library systems means that UC
faculty members, researchers and
graduate students are entitled to

tap into Stanford resources and
check out materials.

Likewise, the Stanford com-
munity now has access 'to the UC*s
databases MELVYL and MED-
LINE. They too are granted full

privileges to boitow materials.

The agreement between the

universities also allows the libra-

ries to provide each other with
priority loans.

**The money that we have for

collections hasn't gone as far as it

used to," said Beverlee French,

chairwoman of the UC Library
Heads of Public Services.
"A huge increase in inter-library

loan traffic across the country
shows

.
that the. recession has

affected many schools,** she said,
noting how figures on book bor-
rowing steadily increases each
year.

The idea of inter-library
arrangements has become com-
mon among dozens of universities
around the country seeking to
expand their resources.

Already, UCLA has library-use
agreements with nearby campuses,
such as use and Cal Tech. And
UCLA is a member of the Online
Computer Library Center, which
links faculty members up with

more than 70 campuses in the
United States and Canada.

But despite ties to dozens of
libraries, expanding the campus
library should always be a priority,

said Janice Koyama, assistant
librarian at the University
Research Library.

'This cooperative relationship
between universities is really
nothing new.*' she said. "It's
something that I think libraries

should do to expand.*'

While the UC-Stanford agree-
ment will benefit the UCLA
community, lending practices
could be complicated because
Stanford is on the other side of the
state, she added.

"A huge increase in

inter-library loan traffic,

across the country

shows that the

recession has affected

many schools."

Beverlee French
UC OfTicial

tJCLA faculty members,
researchers and graduate students
who are interested in using the
Stanford library must obtain a
"UC/Stanford Reciprocal Services
Card,** which are available at the
University Research Library cir-

culation desk.

EMetfy evaluate how
they're portrayed on TV
By RoMn Dong
Dally Bruin Staff

Shouldn't Blanche Devereaux of *The GoWen Girls" be concerned
about her waning sex appeal as she gets older? And how come Jessica
Fletcher never suffers from pangs of arthritis when typing her latest novel
on "Murder. She Wrote**?

These questions were asked by some elderiy people who recendy
responded to a UCLA medical school survey.
More than 1,500 members of the Academy of Television Arts and

Science — including^produccrs. wnteH.di»eters,^costume dcsignca^
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and hair stylists— evaluated the portrayal of older adults in the television
industry.

And more than 60 percent agreed that the industry fails to realistically
depict the lives of older adults. 5i

"We rarely see romance between older characters and their pursuit of
careers,** said Loreen Arbus, who owns a production company.
"Romance and work are all possible as people get older.**
Many producers and directors shy away from storylines that involve

older people because they feel their audience will lose interest in the
programs, she said.
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TV and the Elderl

A UCLA School of Medicine survey
revealed that the TV Industry poorly
depicts the elderly population. The
people surveyed are all members
of the Academy of Television Arts
and Science.

TV'S depiction Of the

elderly has improved in

recent years. 56%
Adults are portrayed

unrealistically. 50%
Industry poorly

characterizes concerns

of elderly. 64%
There should be more
television programs

featuring older

characters. 78%
Television Industry

discriminates against

the elderly because

of age. / ^ 47%

But older adults — who watch
an average of 36 hours of televi-

sionaweek— make up a large part
of that audience, said Elyse
Salend. a UCLA lecturer who
directed the survey. As baby
boomers grow older, the elderly

population is the fastest growing
segment of society. .

People over the age of 65 now
make up 12 percent of the popula-
tion, but they will total more than
21 percent by 2030, according to
the U.S. Administration on Aging.
These adults often become

discouraged by current television

programs because their lives are

far different from those of their

role models on screen, Salend said.

"If the shows were more realis-

tic and there were more of them,
then a society that depends on
television would be better
informed.** she said. "After
watching totally unrealistic epi-

sodes, older adults feel bad that

they are not doing what Angela
Lansbury*s character is doing.**

Other people surveyed said they
would like to see more realistic

portrayals of older women on T.V.
^ becausexmrenr elderly characters

are either senile or funny.

"The Golden Girls* deals with
sexual jokes,*' said television wri-
ter Hindi Brooks in a phone
interview with The Bruin. *The show doesn't treat them like senior
citizens, who have to deal with things like age discrimination in the work
place."

These inaccuracies can be attributed to the younger generation of
writers, who cannot identify with issues facing older adults, some people
said.

"*The Golden Girls' was created by a woman over the age of 40,"
Brooks said. "But (producers) don't like to hire writers over 40."
However, because society is diverse, there are plenty of opportunities

for young, middle-aged and older people in entertainment, said Mort
Thaw, a member of the Writer's Guild of America West.
About 85 percent of the people surveyed blamed advertisers for the

lack of programs featuring older characters.

By purchasing air time, advertisers can control what is shown on
television, said Salend, who added that the next step is to educate those
advertisers about the purchasing power of the elderly.

People over 50 own 77 percent of financial assets and purchase 80 per-
cent of luxury travel items, she said. "Advertisers are missing a market.
People over 50 have dollars to spend."

SOURCE: UCLA Multicampus
Olvision of Geriatric Medicine and
Gerontology.
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TeiANA SORGE
Two armed suspects were killed after attempting to rob a Santa Monica jewelry store. The
owner of The Watch Company and an employee shot and killed both suspects at approximate-
ly 4:20 p.m. Thursday. The store has been robbed five times In the last two years, and on all
occasions the would-be robbers have been killed by the owner.
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By Jim Tranquada
Los Angeles Dally News

One week after Adam Bis-

choffs tragic drowning led Mayor
Tom Bradley to warn people away
from the rain-swollen Los Angeles
River, the mayor told of plans to

turn the concrete channel into a
recreational mecca.

Three pilot projects recom-
mended by the Los Angeles River
Ta^ Force — including a nature

trail in the Sepulveda Basin, not far

from where 15-year-old Bis-

choffs body was found — are

important first steps "to make the

river a real part of the life and
recreational activities of the city,"

Bradley said Thursday.

for LA. River
The teen-ager was carried into

the Los Angeles River by flood
waters and drowned Feb. 12.

The mayor was moved to repeat
his earlier warning when two
bicyclists appeared behind him on
the steep sides of the river channel,
where the water level has now

See LJL mvERt page 6
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Briefs
World

Israeli troops Invade
Leiianese villages
NAQUORA, South Lebanon— Israeli

tanks and bulldozers, backed by helicop-

ter gunships, smashed their way pastUJ^.

peacekeqjers Thursday and seized Hez-
bollah villages in southern Lebanon as

they attempted to wipe out Shiite Muslim
guerrillas who have been rocketing the

Jewish state.

Israel said two of its soldiers were
killed and three wounded.
Two U.N. peacekeepers were also

wounded during a violent confrontation

with Israeli troops. The U.N. forces were
trying to block the Israeli advance, and
fistfights broke out before the Israeh

soldiers burst through and captured the

southern Lebanon villages of Yater and
Kafra.

Referendum to end
apartheid t6 be held
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa —

Reacting to his party's humiliating defeat

in a local parliamentary election. Presi-

dent F.W. de Klerk announced that he will

hold a referendum to ask whites whether
tfiey support his efforts to negotiate a

democratic future without apartheid.

If he loses the referendum, dc Klerk
said, he and his National Party, which has

^gpvejnoed South Africa since 1948. woukL.

Nation

resign, opening the way to new par-

liamentary elections among whites.

Dc Klerk spoke Thursday, a day after a

by-election for a white seat in Polchefs^

troom, a town in the western Transvaal,

dealt the National Party its severest

setback since he began dismantling
apartheid in South Africa more than two
years ago.

Gk>rbacliev to write

for N.Y. Times unit

NEW YORK— Mikhail S. Gorbachev
is to write a monthly newspaper column
for a unit of The New York Times Co..
with distribution beginning Monday, John
C. Brewer, president of The New York
Times Syndication Sales Corp., said

Thursday.

The first four of the former Soviet
president*s 1,000-word columns will

address the future of communism, the

Persian Gulf war, relations between the

Kremlin and the pope, and Gorbachev *s

relationship with Boris N. Yeltsin, presi-

dent of Russia.

Police stiliioolcii« for

motive in youth Idiliiig

CLIFTON, N.J.— Hundreds of people
turned out Thursday for the funeral of a

17-year-old who police say was strangled

with an electrical cord Sunday night by
supposed friends as they sat in his car

reciting the final words qf the '*Hail

Mary.**

At the same time, four of the five teen-

agers accused in the murder — two 14-

year-olds and two 17-year-olds —
appeared in Superior Court in Paterson,

where their lawyers waived a hearing on
whether there was probable cause to hold

ihem.
Investigators, still baffled about a

motive, said they were considering
charging the youths as adults in the

killing, which was apparently planned.

The victim, Robert Solimine Jr. of

North Haledon, was apparently regarded

as a tattletale, the authorities said, getting

one or more of the youths in trouble with
their parents on more than one occasion.

State

Beach owner
wants more tourists

The new owners of Pebble Beach
outlined plans to launch an aggressive

marketing campaign to lure golfers and
other tourists to the resort.

Masatsugu Takabayashi, the usually

taciturn president of Lone Cypress Co.,

die holding company set up to make the

purchase, spoke enthusiastically during

an interview in San Francisco about

starting a worldwide marketing campaign
for the famous landmark near Monterey,
Calif.

A key part of the strategy is to mend
fences with state and local public offi-

cials, who engaged in a long-running feud
with the former owner, real-estate deve-

loper Minoru Isutani. One of Takabay-
ashi*s first moves will be to meet with

Monterey County supervisors.

Court protects rights

of unwed fathers
SAN FRANCISCO — The California

Supreme Court gave unwed fathers more
influence over their children's future by
ruling that those willing to care and
support their offspring can stop the

mother from giving the child up for

adoption.

By a 6-to-l vote on Thursday, the high

court struck down part of a static 4aw:
requinng an unwed father to have his

child in his home before he can qualify as

a ''presumed father,** entitled to the same
parental rights as the unwed mother.

The law violates the constitutional

equal-protection rights of unwed fathers

who try to take full responsibility for the

child but cannot because of the motha''s

interference, the justices said.

SoCal storms cause
$86.6 million damage

Last week's rainstorms and flooding

caused at leased $86.6 million in damage
in Los Angeles and Ventura counties,

according to government officials, who
said that the total could rise higher as

damage assessments continue.

An estimated $53 million of that total

reflects the cost of removing approxi-

mately 6 million cubic yards of dirt, rocks

and other debris firom Los Angeles
Cpunty*s sprawling flood control system,

said Bob Garrott, assistant manager of the

county Office of Emergency Manage-
ment

Other costs include $17.8 million in

damage to public and private property in

Los Angeles County.

Top Ten

Top 10 reasons to watch hour after hour of
winter Olympic competition on TV:

10. To learn French (i.e., luge means
sled.)

9. Excitement of Norway vs. Unified

Team hockey action.

8. To see people you never heard of,

from countries you have never heard of,

who have spent their entire lives training

in sports you never heard of, finish 13th.

7. Nail biting competition in women*s
freestyle thogul skiing.

6. The Tyson and Dahmer trials are

over.

J^ To aa»gciate the ttwyteh the ILS>-

actually wins during the summer games.
4. Ice dancing. Ice dancing. Ice

dancing.

3. Previews of upcoming Wilfred
Brimley series.

2. CBS needs the money.
1. No synchronized swimming.

I Compiled from Bruin wire services

Westwood Facilities

1100 Glendon Ave. 11th Floor
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 20S-4240 / (213) 879-1533

Psychology

California Graduate Institute
Graduate School of Professional Psychology - Nonprofit, Nondiscriminatory

Est. 1968

— Winter, Spring, & Fall Trimesters —

—

-

-~^k Applications Accepted Throughout the Year

Oiange County Facilities

1122 E. Lincoln Avenue
Orange, CA 92665

(714)637.5404

Marriage, Family. & Child Tharapy

Theories of Personality

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

Psychological As6easment I: Intelligence

Psychological Assessment II: Personality

Psychological Assessment III: Neurology
Group Process and Technique

Child Psychopathology

Social Bases of Behavior

Anatomy and Physiology

Psychology of Religion

Profesftional Issues, Ethics and Laws
Human Sexuality

Advanced Human Sexuality

Case Consultation in Sexual Therapy
Developmental Psychology

Physiological Psychology

Psychopathology I, II

Hypnosis I, II

Advanced Hypnosis

Family Systems Therapy *

Transpersonal Psycjiology

Diagnosis and Direction: Mastering DSM-III-R

Qinical Practicum I-VI

Research Methods and Analysis I, II

Psychosomatic Disorders

Social Psychology

Industrial/Organizational Psychology

Learning and Cognition

History and Systems of Psychology

Psychotherapy with the Chemically Dependent
Sports Psychology

Applied Techniques of MFCT
Ethics and Laws for MFCT's
Theories of Human Communication
Psychological Assessment for MFCT's
Theories of MFCT
Psychopathology and Family Dynamics
Croos-Cultural Mores and Values

Child Psychopathology and Psychotherapy
Adolescent Psychopathology and Psychotherapy
Special Tactics of Qiange in Family Therapy
Eithnicity and Cross-Cultural Psychopathology
Family Psychopathology
Con^nt Therapy
Psychotherapeutic Issues of Marriage; Divorce; Mediation

6i Family Reconstruction

Child Abuse and Domestic Violence

MFCT-Practicum Mil
Assertiveness Training

Metabolism and the Mind
Varieties of Healing
Psychology of Aging

Bahavforat Medicine
».

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Behavioral Medidne and Health Psychology
Biofeedback Therapy
Qinical Consultation in Biofeedback

Psychoneuroimmunology
Acupressure for Psychotherapists

Psychosynthesis

Altered States of Consciousness
Guided Imagery
Psychopharmacology

Paychoanalyaia

Personality Development I, II, III

Introduction to Psychoanalysis

Theory of Psychoanalytic Technique
Theory and Technique of Dream Analysis

Applied Psychoanalytic Technique
Fieud I II

Theory of Self Psychology

Self Psychok)gy: Current Writings

Self Psychology: Qinical Concepts
Ego Psychology and Object Relations

Object Relations I, II

Current Psychoanalytic Literature

Child Psychoanalysis 1, 11

Myth and Fairytales in Child Therapy
Borderline States and Narcissism

Primitive States of Mind: Bulimia

Perverskxis and Somatic States

Personality Disorders

Anxiety and Affective Disocders

Psychoses ' "^

Melanie Klein

Resistance and Countertransference
Qinical Empathy
Shame: Its Importance in Treatment
Schizophrenia and Other Psychoses
Qinical Case Conference I-\^

Qinical Hypnosis I II

Chemical Dependency

Drug Use and Abuse
Chemical Dependency Counseling
The Family and Chemkal Dependency
Sodety and Chemical Dependency

CGI offers thefollowing degrees and certificate programs

:

MA inMFCTMA in Psychology

PhD inP^choiogy

P^iBClinicalPsydiology

CcftifiGiles inPtychiMiadyticPsychothenpy,

Behavioial Medicine,Chemiad Dependency

PhD inMFCT
PhD in Pfychoftnaiyiii

P»yD inPsychologywkh Ceitiflaite in Psychoanalysis

Ceitifkate in Psychoanalysis

Studcfrts learn In a fHnioal atmosphere from pcoftmon %vho are therapisU/teschers; Iherefoce, a graduate from the Institute
is always on the cutting edge c4 what is occurring in the modem world of psychothen^y.

Oasses are offered day$, nights & weekends; call

for a complete current schedule.

CGI is sjfproved by the American Psychological
Association to offer Category I Continuing
Education for Psychologists. The APA Appr&ved
Sponsor meintains responsmhility for the program.

CCl graduates meet the educatUmal requirements

for Psychology and MPT licensure in Celifomie.
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Mono Laice remains low despite rains
By Reshma Shamasunder
Dally Bruin Staff

Despite CalifOTnia's recent rain-

storms. Mono Laioe— a saltwater

basin at the edge of Yosemite
National Park — may still face

dangerously low water levels, said

a rqnesentative firom a committee
to save the lake.

Betsy Reifsneider, associate

director of the Mono Lake Com-
mittee, who spoke on campus

LA.*s water usage addressed by
committee to preserve the lake
Wednesday about the alleged

destruction of the lake by the

Department of Water and Power,
which defends at least limited

access to the lake's water.

*The lake is now at the second
lowest level it*s ever been at due to

the drought,** Reifsneider told

members of die UCLA Environ-
mental Coalition. "We may enter a
sixth year of drought, and it will be
inconvenient for people. But the

lake is in deeper trouble,* and we
need to preserve that"

Formerly one of Los Angeles*
best sources of high quality water,

the lake once provided one-fif-

teenth of the Los Angeles WatCT
supply. Starting in 1941, water was
diverted from freshwater streams
that run into the salty lake and
directed into the state aqueduct
system.

In 1978, however, die commit-
tee was formed to save the lake,

which had dropped 46 vertical feet

since water was first diverted from

See MONO LAKE, page 7
TIZIANA SORQE

Betsy IMfsMidor

HAior^f^fmw
rhrasfoii Express

Chinese Fast Food

Deiioeiy
($« on Min )

ited Area

COMBO PLATE $4.55 Xl^^^.l^^Z^ZST

iL..............

"""" '"' ^
^

lilHiiilK^B
Hours:

Monday-Sunday llam-llpm
1147 Westwood BhrcL
(AcroM ftom McDoaaldIi)

208-4828

GIVE YOUR TEETH
A REAL TREAT

SEE DR. FRIEDMAN
GENERAL AND

COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointmenp
"478-0363

• TCXDTH BO^a)ING
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)
• Please menaon this ad
• Credic Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Wettwood Blvd. (between IMlsbiie &, Sana Mooki)

UCLA RLMAND FOLXLORE ASSOCIATION pn>s«it>:

TELLING THEIR STORIES:
THE PORTRAYAL OF THE OTHER

IN ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM
A one-day symposium focusing on intorcuttural filmmaking.

Rims Screened:

DANCING WITH THE INCAS
A film by John Cohen
screening at 1 :00 p.m.

RELEASING THE SPIRR-S:
A VILLAGE CREMATION IN BALI EASTERN INDONESIA

AfifarrbyPattyAsch. Unda Connor andTTmofty Asch —
screening at 3:00 p.m.

Participants will include:

TIM ASCH
PATSY ASCH
JOHN COHEN

'V-'* - iS

COP

DWIGHT CONQUERGOOD
JORGE PRELORAN
SHARON SHERMAN

MELNITZ AUDITORIUM
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1992 1 :00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

AaMim Board. UCLA Gradual* Studwtta AMOdation. the Council on Programming at thailntemationiri Student Centi?^
UCLA parking available for $5.00 in Lot 3.

Further information, cail (310) 825-4242.
Admieaion FREE

vjeiAj

UlBtPSS^XJ^^Itsr'

HARRY KURNITZ

Short atories, no¥eb, poetry, dnmatic railing

and (eMutr atorim an accepted (or this

annual competkion

PRIZES:

$750, $450, $300

a//i

orAf

illglblllly:

UCLAttudanUonF'1
t M^ arc not nathe

oiii^lUh

CHOREOGRAPHY RY I \CA A FAPJ II TV»

ENTRY DEADLINE:

MARCH 6TH 1992

B^TRY FORMS AVAtAlU AT OSS, 10S MEN'S GYM.

OAWARDS©

LAN LAN WANG - RON BROWN - PAT CATTERSON
SYLVIA MORALES AND JANIS BRENNER. GUEST ARTIST

FEBRUARY 21 & 22, 1992
FRL ft SAT. 8:00 p.in.

SCHOENBERG HALL, UCLA
GENERALAOMISSION: $10.00 STUDENTS: $6.00
FOR TICKET INFO. CAU:
UCLA CENTRAL TICKETOFRCE
TEL (310) 825-0261
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DOES YOUR AD NEED A IITTLE CREATIVITY?

don't panic...
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CHICKEN STICKS
Side Order

• All You Can Drink Soda

$3.99 + tax
(Regular Price $4.95)

ALL THE TIME, ANYTIME
fSTXiood with Coupon Only

10923 Weyburn Ave
208-1969

Expires 4/30/92

r - SAVEAN EXTT^$l WITH THISAD-

SaveOn Grejiiound

This Sprii^Break
Please DoniMooch

OffThePeople- WhoDo.

L

Ifyou lake Greyhound for Spring Break, you'll save a k)t ofmoney. And the earlier you

buy your ticket, the more you'll save. Ifyou don't take Gre>^K)und, you may have to beg,

borrow or sponge offyour friends. Eventually, your friends may have to beg, borrow or

sp(Mige offothers Who may, in turn, have to beg, borrow or sponge offyou. The result? A
vicious cyckpf begging, borrowing and sponging. You don't want that on your con-

science. So save your nxMiey with an advance-purc^iase ticket on Greyhound. Then

bring in this ad foran additional dollar off, and have an affordable , guilt-free Spring Break

.

. ifGOGREYHOUim
1716 East 17th Street, 620-1200

Tickets must be purcfaMed by 4/30/92 for tnivd by 5/21/92.'* -

Limit one coupon per trip. Not vabd if reproduced. Some rettrictioiis apply. 01992 Greyhound Lines, Inc.

Transplants may have
traumatic effects on
children, study says
By MImi Nguyen
Daily Bruin Staff

Lx)ng after leaving the surgery

nx)in, children often suffer from
trauma after receiving bone mar-
row transplants, according to a

recent UCLA study.

Researchers learned that chil-

dren who come face to face with

death often suffer from intrusive

thoughts about dying, avoidance

and denial of their expexience.

They also fall prey to insomnia,

reduced expressions of joy, hyper-

vigilance and exaggerated
responses.

*The study is looking for a

model to understand what is

happening to children who have

had transplants,** said Margaret
Stuber, a UCLA psychiatry profes-

sor who headed the study. **Do

they respond to life-threatening

medical problems as other children

respond to other life threats, such

as a hurricane or a shooting?"

The study, which began in 1988,

followed six children through

three years of treatment at the

UCLA Medical Center.

The children, who were

Stress Symptoms
Children who have had bone
marrow transplants displayed

these symptoms of post

traumatic stress disorder:

Intrusive thoughts atx)ut

death, mutilation and

atandonment.

Avoiding or denying

reminders of

their experience.

Some irritability, jumpiness

or nervousness, bad

dreams and other sleep

disturbances.

Constricted or reduced

expressions of enjoyment or

loving feelings.

SOURCE: UCLA Dept. of Psychiatry
and Behavioral Sciences

between the ages of four to six, had
various illnesses that required

bone marrow transplants, includ-

ing leukemia and caiicer of the

nerve cells.

During interviews with these

children, researchers observed
their reactions as they played with

such toys as small dolls, medical

equipment and hospital furniture.

Like children who have endured
life-threatening experiences, many
of these patients had p^sistent

memories of their stay in the

hospital, Stuber said.

Like some Vietnam war veter-

ans who could not put the war
behind them and suffered from
post-traumatic stress disorder,

these children could not forget

what they went through in the

hospital.

They re-enacted scenes from
their medical experiences many
times and even attempted to

perform medical procedures on the

researchers.

"Some of the play times were
kind of scary." Stuber said. "It was
as if they were driven to do what
they were doing. It wasn't playing

anymore. It was like that was what
they had to do.**

The researchers also asked the

children to draw pictures of them-
selves from before and during their

ilbiesses.

For the most part, the children

depicted themselves positively,

said Stuber, who added that tbe

pictures of pre-illness times weie

more cheerful because they

included suns, happy faces, flow-

ers and houses. Pictures drawn
after their transplant surgeries

were more varied.

"We had asked them lo depict

what had been their hardest time in

the hospital,** Stuber said. "For one
child, it was that he had some
minor surgery. We knew that he

had gone through much worse. But
that had been hardest on him.

*This shows that children don*t
necessarily respond to the same
thing the same way that we do,**

she added.

Memories of their experiences

were also mixed with thoughts of
death because the children often

talked of people dying and of
monsters coming into thjp hospi-

tals, Stuber said.

The results of this study will

help researchers develop a more
specific plan to deal with children

suffering from the disorder, Stuber

said.

**Right now we are telling the

parents to go back to normal life

after the transplants,** she said.

"But if the model of stress disorder

is the same for children who have
gone through transplants, we
would have to give out different

advice.**

Ciurently, children and their

parents tend to avoid talking about

their experiences as a way of

coping with the trauma.

"It is perfectly natural that they

are feeling this way,** she said.

*They have gone through the

transplant and now want to forget

about it**

But avoiding the experience is

not going to make the symptoms
go away, said Stuber, who added
that researchers are now trying to

show that talking is perhaps the

best way to cope with the trauma.

J

From page 3

dropped to normal levels amid
uprooted willows and piles of

boulders.

;*We have to keep in mind safety

and stay away from the river at

high tide,** Bradley said. 'That is

one of the lessons all of us need to

learn.**

The three demonstration pro-

jects — the nature trail, a land-

scaped bike path in Griffith Park
snd a native plant garden in

Elysian Park — actually will help
improve public safety. Bradley
spokesman Bill Chandler said.

*The city could erect a 20-foot

fence around the whole river, but if

somebody really wanted to get

around the fence, they probably
could,** he said. "What we*re

trying to do is focus resources on

areas where we can safely steer

people, and hopefully keep them
away from other areas where they

shouldn*t be.**

Public safety and the mainte-

nance of the river's flood control

functions were major concerns of

the task force after it was
appointed by the mayor two years

ago, said I>enis Schure of the

Friends of the Los Angeles River.

"People are inevitably drawn to

rivers, and it*s practically impossi-

ble to keq) people away,** Schure

said. "So we will have to emphas-
ize education, to educate the publk:

to have an absolute respect for this

HK)ving water.**

^^
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MARDIGRAS
From page 1

past, the east section of the grounds
will be devoted this year to a stage
for the music bands and bleachers
where people can sit and listen.

Also, a food court will replace Uic
fun house:

Olsen said Westwood mer-
chants are enthusiastic about get-
ting involved in Mardi Gras and
are not harboring ill feelings after
last year's violence in the village.

UniCamp officials said they are
also excited about the changes.
*The energy of that committee

is to be applauded,** said Tony
Walker, executive director of
UCLA UniCamp.
"Most people would have seen

this problem and just buried their

heads in the sand, but they*ve
really turned it around.**

Because of the changes, Olsen
said that the Mardi Gras committee
4>redicts it will give $30,000 to

UniCamp, the student-operated

summer camp in the San Bernardi-
no Mountains for underprivileged

children. In 1989, another year
when nighttime hours of operation
were cancelled but no changes
made to facilitate the daytime
crowd, the carnival failed to turn a
profit.

Among the other changes. Pre-
view Night has been moved this

year from Thursday night to Friday
night.

RALLY
From page 1

of America on Westwood Blvd. in

October 1991.

While waiting inside the build-

ing, Washington was mistaken for

another African-American woman
by West L.A. police officers, she
said. She has since filed a lawsuit
alleging police mistreatment.

Hoping to end such misconduct,
rally organizers sought signatures

from students walking up and
down Bruin Walk. If enough
signatures are collected by March
Z an initiative woulda^^ear on
November Los Angeles City bal-

lot If passed, the initiative would
lead to the creation of a 15-mem-
tier civilian review board.

The committee, if formed,
would guarantee a community
voice in the police department and
would be the first step in ending
police brutality in Los Angeles,
"jiiahadi said. Each board member
would represent one of the 15
districts of Los Angeles.
The petition organizers must

collect 45^000 more signatures to

have the required 183,000 and

MONO LAKE
From page 5

its tributary streams.

"Mono Lake is a home to all

kinds of wildlife, from brine

shrimp to sea gulls, and it*s a
million-year-old ecosystem,**
Reifsneider said. "It*s sad to think

all this could crumble to dust**

In 1983, the state Supreme
Court ruled that the water needs of
the people of Los Angeles must be
balanced against the need to

preserve the lake.

Most recentiy, in 1989, the court

decided that the lake's water level

had dropped below the safety level

of 6.377 feet above sea level. The
court ordered a temporary halt in

diversions from the basin.

**That was just a preliminary

injunction hearing until the State

Water Control Board reviews the

case fully, which it is doing now^
said Mitch Kodama. a southern

district engineer for the Los
Angeles Department of Water and
Power. He added that the case is

currently scheduled to come
before the court in June 1993.

"Since the decision, nothing has

changed at the lake. It is now three

feet below the critical level and it

never seems to go up,** he said.

"That shows us Uiat 6,377 was
artificially chosen as a critical

level.**

Because of the 1989 decision,

water is no longer being taken

Campus news

appear on the November ballot.

In addition to seeking signa-

tures, rally organizers lu'ged stu-

dents to get involved in their

community. "Don*t forget your
community. Get more than a
degree,** said Kathy Guyton, a

classical civilization and Afro-
American Studies major who
spoke at the rally.

Both Guyton and Jitahadi said

they are fed up with the "accounts
of police terrorism,** such as the

-taped beating of motorist

Rodney King.

The Los Angeles Police Depart-

ment is not protecting its residents,

Guyton said. "Let*s get back to

community cond'ol. Who*s going
to protect us from (the police),**

Jitahadi asked.

The afternoon rally also
included a song by reggae artists

Hendy Foote and Amani Gbegnon
entiUed "Under Color Authority.**

The piece was inspired by the King
incident and narrates his arrest and
beating.

from the Mono Basin. According
to Kodama. however, this loss of
the basin as a source of water is

hurting the people of Los Angeles.
"By shutting off the 100 tiiou-

sand acre feet of water we get from
Mono Lake. we*re talking about
$32 million annually.** Kodama
said. "Someone has to come up
witii it, and that*s the people ofLos
Angeles.**

But members of the committee
say that water conservation would
solve part of the problem.
"By putting in low-flush toilets

and low-flow showerheads. people
can make up what the DWP has
lost through Mono Lake,** Reifs-

neider said. "We*re not saying
they can*t divert water from us, but
we have to make sure there*s

enough water for the people of
L.A. and for Mono Lake.**

But the policy of conservation is

a not the best solution, Kodama
said.

"It*s a matter of business,** he
said. "Ifwe conserve one acre-foot
of water through conservation, the
first place we*ll cut back on is

purchasing water from the Metro-
politan Water Supply because
that*s the most expensive. It*s too
simple to say that conserving water
will take care of the Mono Lake
problem.**
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to help end
sexual harassment
ByKarolDean
and Will Tong

In fall of 1991, the Graduate

Student Association formed a

task force on sexual harass-

ment to review the university's

policy and procedures with

particular attention to the spe-

cial needs of graduate students.

Where necessary, the force is

developing recommendations for

change.

Since graduate students may
encounter sexual harassment in

the course of their normal

activities in many different

roles, one potential problem
may be some confusion

regarding where to report these

experiences, or what the uni-

versity can do to assist some-
:^ne ^yii^ ie^ i^ssolve die=

problem with a formal or

informal procedure. Because of

the special relationship most
graduate students have with

faculty members, it may be

difficult for students to end

sexual harassment without con-

cerns about possible retribution.

In addition, graduate students

may be faced with allegations

of sexual harassment
In reviewing UCLA's proce-

dure, we have begun by com-
paring the current policy to

those of other University of

California campuses. We intend

to develop ideas that may
work to discourage sexual har-

assment at UCLA. ^

—

-
To better understand the

severity and prevalence of sex-

ual harassment on campus, we
would like to ask those gradu-

ate students who feel that they

have been sexually harassed on
campus to relate their experi-

ence to us. We are soliciting

this information anonymously;
it is not necessary to provide

name or department affiliation.

We would like a brief and
informal description of what

happened. It does not matter

whether the incident was
reported to UCLA. If you did

not report the incident, we
would like to know why not:

Were you discouraged from

doing so? Were you aware of

UCLA's procedures? If the

incident was reported to the

University, how well did the

system remedy was obtained?

Whether you reported the inci-

dent to the university or not,

how might UCLA's policies, as

you currently understand them,

be changed to better meet the

needs of graduate students who
have been sexually harassed?

Please send your written

comments to the Task Force

on Sexual Harassment, in care

of the GSA office, 301 Kerc-

office at 206-8512 and leave a

message requesting that a

member of the task force call

you back. One of us will

return yoiu* call to discuss your

experiences.

If you would like informa-

tion about UCLA's policy,

several information centers on
campus can provide copies of

the policy. These information

centers include the Women's
Resource Center, the Ombuds-
man's office, the Medical

Center Human Resources

Office, the Office of Interna-

tional Students and Scholars

and the Office of Residential

Life. In addition, we encourage

graduate student attendance at

activities planned for a Sexual

Harassment Awareness Day on
March 5. Graduate students

who would like to join the

task force are welcome to

attend our next meeting, Mon-
day, Feb. 24 at 6 p.m. in 301

Kerckhoff HaU.

Dean and Tong are members
of the GSA task force on
sexual harassment.

Feature

Editor:

What bugs me? I'll tell

ya what bugs me:

1) Yappy little dogs

2) "Home Alone" —
3) The tobacco industry

4) Fat people who wear
revealing clothes (You know
who you are!)

5) Novelty phones

6) People who don't

und^^tand satire (Geez!)

7) Monisscy

8) SL^ns

9) People who think too

much about PC
10) Beer can pyramids

11) That Cliffe guy (Just

where does he get off,

anyway?)

12) The PMRC
13) Seafoam green

14) The commercialization

of religious holidays

15) Lycanthropes

16) Bud Light

Phillip Esra
Freshman
Economics
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show siHiie social responsibility
By Diana Stralberg

Have the Regents managed
to iHSS off everyone yet?

Maybe not, considering they

just voted to raise reg fees

again by $550 a year and

UCLA hasn*t seen the sit-ins

and rallies that are taking

place on Berkeley and Davis

campuses. Some people may
be aware that our student

government leaders went on

hunger strikes to protest the^ .^ -_

latest fee increase; however,

lest you think the only uncons-

cionable thing the Regents do
is raise fees, here are some
things to consider:

The University of California

h one of the largest investment

corporations in the country.

Included in the UC*s $14
billion investment portfolio are

corporations like Exxon, GE,
Dow Chemical and Georgia

Pacific — corporations that

have given us oil spills,

nuclear weapons, napalm and
forest desertification. When I

first heard about UC's invest-

ments, I wondered how an

institution like the UC, which
was created to further higher

education, could invest in such
morally bankrupt corporations.

Clearly, the Regents do not

consider the social and envir-

onmental impacts of their

investment decisions. Do you
think the decision to divest

from South Africa was based -

on morality? Hardly. The
Regents had intended to vote

down that proposal until the

governor showed up and
recommended divestment The
fact is that the University of

California makes investments

based on what will yield the

highest rate of returns, without

regard to the social and envir-

onmental policies of those cor-

porations. The makeup of the

Board of Regents has been

criticized in the past for not

representing the diversity of

the UC. The Board consists

mostly of white men in the

top income bracket, appointed

to their 12-year positions by
the governor. These men sit on
corporate boards and have

large personal portfolios as

well. One Regent's wife sits

Included in the UC*s

$14 billion investment

portfolio are

corporations like

Exxon, GE, Dow
Chemical and Georgia

Pacific.

on the board of another

Regent's company. Could there

be a conflict of interest here

between personal and UC port-

folios?

Georgia Pacific (GP) has an
interesting, if disturbing, his-

tory. This corporation is the

largest lumber company in the

United States and the largest

landowner in the forest pro-

ducts industry. GP chairman T.

Marshall Hahn was hired by
the company after a brief

tenure as president of Virginia

Polytechnic Institute. At the

institute, Hahn had Viemam
War protestors arrested en
masse and expelled.

GP practices large-scale

clearcutting on 10 million acres

of land throughout the United

States. 195.000 acres of it in

Mendocino county. California.

Harvesting 40-year-old to 50-

year-old redwoods, which have

normal lifespans of over 1.000

years. GP is logging Mendoci-
no's forests at three times the

rate of regeneration, strip-min-

ing our country's forest resour-

ces without regard for future

productivity or community sta-

bility. Furthermore. GP contri-

butes to tropical deforestation

by importing tropical hard-

woods from Indonesia, Malay-
sia, the Philippines and Brazil.

GP also has a dismal envir-

onmental health and safety

record. Only two other U.S.
corporations have been fined

more frequently by the EPA.
To top it off. GP has a

horrible labor relations record. -

forcing workers to accept cuts

in pay and health care to

finance its expansion.

The University of California

needs a policy based on
socially and environmentally

responsible investing, similar to

the policy adopted by ASUC-
LA in which students can

petition for products to be
removed and companies
divested from.

Students at UC campuses
statewide have launched a

campaign for UC divestment in

GP. GP products to avoid

include MD and Angel Soft

toilet paper. Sparkle. Delta and

Mr. Big Paper towels. Coronet,

Hudson and Soft Ply paper

napkins and Cardigan & Hop-
per paper. Petitions for divest-

ment are circulating the

campus. Take a stand on this

issue and voice your concerns

to the UC Regents about

socially responsible investing.

They won't listen to a few
lone voices, but an organized

effort can result in change.

Stralberg is a senior majoring
in math/applied science.
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Sexism, Magic, Tyson and a minister's wife
hile sex is at best

revolting and at

worst painfiil, it

Jias to be endured and has
been by women since the

beginning of time.

"Most men are by nature
rather perverted, and if given
half a chance, would engage in

quite a variety of the most
revolting practices.

*These practices include

among others, performing the

normal act in abnormal posi-

tions; mouthing the female
body: and offering their own
vile bodies to be mouthed in

turn.

"Sex, when it cannot be
prevented should be practiced

only in total darkness.

"If he attempts to kiss the

forbidden territory, she should
quickly pull the gown back in

place, spring from the bed and
announce that nature calls her
to the toilet. This will general-

ly dampen his desire."

Mrs. L.D. Smythers, a
Methodist Reverend's wife,

gave this advise to young
brides in 1894. She wrote that

the wedding symboUzes the

bride's "triumph in securing a
male to provide for all her
needs for the rest of her life."

uwcvcr, snc atso saiQ mat xjti

Rachael
King

the wedding night, "the bride

must pay the piper, so to

speak by facing for the first

time the terrible experience of
sex."

Today, almost one hundred
years later, Smyther's advise
makes me cringe — kin to the

feeling I get when somebody

runs their fingernails down a
chalkboard. Her comments bear
the attitude feminists have
combatted for the last sixty

years.

But, how far have women
really come in achieving sexual

freedom? Certainly, the sexual

revolution changed many of
society's attitudes about

women's sexuality. No longer

are women expected not to

enjoy sex.

However, double sex stan-

dards still run rampant in

America today. For instance,

the word "slui*^ ts sHH usedTO

she said that if Magic Johnson
had been a woman, the press

would have called him a slut

and chastised him for not --

—

taking more responsibility.

The public and media treated

Magic's case much differently

than the alleged rape victim in

the William Kennedy Smith
trial, or even Aniu Hill. Mag-
ic's character was never ques-
tioned. In fact, little was
mentioned about his previous

sexual experiences. The public

immediately grieved for Magic
but they also immediately

questioned the characters of the

alleged rape victim and Hill.

The message is that it's OK
to be promiscuous — if you
are a famous male athlete.

Look at Mike Tyson. He has

had an alleged record of vio-

lence against women for years.

Ten years and many women
later, he was finally brought to

trial and found guilty.

In cases of rape or sexual

harassment, a woman's charac-

ter generally becomes the cen-
tral issue. What if this logic

was applied to all areas of the

law? What if, for example,
your house was robbed. Would
they then question you about
why you had expensive goods
so attractively arranged in your
.hving room? The logic at work
is clearly biased.

I once had a friend who
thought if you left your car

door unlocked, then you
deserved to have your car

*

stereo stolen. Similarly, society

tends to treat rape and sexual

harassment cases in the exact

same way. If a woman is

raped and prosecutes the rapist,

the public and media immedi-
ately look for reasons why the

rape occurred. She was drink-

ing. She had had sex with him
before. She was trying to

frame him so she could get

pubUc attention.

As my friend would say, she
left her car door unlocked -r
it's her "fault.

Mrs. Smythers viewed sex as

an exchange women endured
for security. Today, the game
is the same but th^ name is

different Many women endure
sexual harassment every day
because they need the job and
need the money the job brings.

Many women don't report rape
because they don't want to go
through additional persecution

by the public.

For many women, it is

simply easier to be silent. Like
another of Mrs. Smythers
recommendations, a woman
should "lie perfectly still and
never under any circumstances

grunt or groan while the act is

in progress."

King is a senior majoring in

English/American studies.

describe women. (There is no
male equivalent) The closest

way to describe a promiscuous
man is "male sluL

Similarly, it is more socially

acceptable for a man to have
multiple sex partners than it is

for a woman. Recently, one
tennis star stated it best when
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The Films ofAlain Tanner
Hit UCLA Rim ond Ttbvtsion

Archivt is presenting o retrospective on

SDrnTsh director Alom Tanner, beginning

with screening of 'Qiories Dead or Alive'

(1969), movie about o men who redis-

covers the beouty of fife when be moves to

the countryside.— Greg Srisavasdi

INFO: Saturday. Feb. 22. at 7:30 p.m.

TIX' $5, $3 for students and seniors.

Ticlcets available one tiour before

stiowtirTw.
:

—

—. =

Joe Henderson
Jon saxophonist Joe Henderson

continues his sa-aight run, ploying some

of the dossic oM stuiFf as well as tunes off

h's btest album 'Lush Life.' — Aaron

Dobbs

INFO: Catalina Bar and Grin, at 1640 N. Catiuenga Blvd.. Hollywood. Two shows
nightly through the weekend at 9 p.m. and 1 1i).m. TIX: $15 (Fri. and Sat 9 p.m.),

$12 (Fri. and Sat 11 p.m., Sun. both shows). There is also a food purchase or two-
drink minimum. For more information call (213)466-2210.

Prelude to a Kiss

Ihe Iroodwoy hit 'Prelude To •

Kiss' is Rnoly coming to Los Angeles. A

strange pby concerning a young man fol-

ing in kve with o young women only to

kiter leore thot at their weddina receptioi

an old man switched souk with her, 'Kiss'

wil be coming outas a movie this summer,

lut br now, see it on stoge, the woy it wus

meant to be. — karonDobk

INFO: La Ji^rada Playhouse. 14900 La

IMirada Blvd., La Mirada. Run. through

SaL at 8 p.m.. Sun. at 7:30 p.m. and

Sat. and Sun. at 2:30 p.m. through April

19. Tut $23 and $25 (Sun.-Thu.. SaL
and Sun. Matinees). $25 and $27 (Fri.

and Sat. Evenings). For more info can

(310) 944-9801

African-American Conference
Ihis program is in ralebration of Bkick H'story Month. It will indude on opening

ceremony, workshops concerning the Mack family, donee performances^ lunch and guest

speaker Bkir Underwood.

—

losnim Hunkr

INFO: The Sixth Annual African-American Conference (The Black Family Reunion),

Regina Caeli High School. 823 East Compton Btvd , Feb. 22 from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.,

sponsored l>y the Archdiocese of Los Angeles. For tickets and program information
call (213)251-3354.

An Evening with

the Stars
Flay biKords with Sam Kinison,

Mickey Kourke, Dovkl Foustino, cost mem-

bers frmn 'Beverly Hils, 902 1
0* and mony

others of the Ocean Qub th's Sunday.

Iherel be o complimentofy buffet, auto-

*^groph ond picture opportunitiesand raffles.

All proceeds benefit the Juvenile Diobetes

Foundation, Internotional. —^ Kelly

O'Donnell

INFO: Sunday. Feb. 23 from 6 to 10 p.m. at the Ocean Club, 2171 E. Rosecrans Ave.

in El Segundo. TIX $5 donation to enter, $20 per game of billiards with star of your
chok:e.

« III Jim
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"In the Heat of Passion" stars Nick Corri asXharlle, a mechanic and would-l>e actor who starts a torrid love affair with Lee, a married woman played
by Sally KIrkland.

There's no flame in this 'Passion'
By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

-^

Sometimes a filmmaker just tries

too liard. They get good ideas, but

tiave trouble executing them. They try

to create a film that fits into a certain

genre, but fail to discover the passage-

way which will lead them to their

goal.

In this case, the filmmaker —
another in a long line of Roger
Gorman proteges — is Rodman
Flender and the film is "In the Heat of
Passion.**

Acting as writer, director and
producer. Render seems to have tried

to wear too many hats at once. In an
attempt to make the picture a complex
mystery with a twist at the end, the

script is cluttered with too many
unnecessary scenes and plot points.

Trying to make the picture film noir.

Flender fails by adding too much of
the absurd and not enough gritty

realism.

The focus of the film is also a
problem. Throughout the majority of
the film, the audience believes it is

following Chariie*s (Nick Corri)

story. He is a mechanic trying to make
it as an actor who appears as a rapist

on an episode of *trimebusters,** a
fictional version of "America's Most
Wanted.*'

One day Charlie meets Lee (Sally

Kirkland), a married woman in her

mid-40s. Charlie senses an attraction

between the two of them, but Lee
rejects his advances. With one of the

most contrived plot sequences ima-
ginable, Lee writes Charlie a check
for the gas, Charlie checks out the

address and later that night disguises

himself as a cable repairman. He cuts

the cable outside Lee's house, gets

inside, has sex with Lee while her

husband is downstairs and then
miraculously escapes before her
husband discovers. And somehow he

manages to fix the cable he sliced in

two.

Charlie and Lee begin to have a
torrid affair. Charlie follows her
everywhere and they do it all over the

place. He will risk anything for her

and becomes obsessed with her,

wanting to learn more about her —
but Lee refuses.

One night, though, Lee tells Charlie

her husband is out of town. She asks

him to break into the house and
surprise her as if he was raping her.

That's when things start to get weird.

Giving away the film is not a major
concern because the picture is so
predictable anyway. Although the end
may surprise some people, the rest of
the movie doesn't hold up enough to

make the audience care one way or
the other. Lee not only becomes the

main character, but aJftcr reflection

upon the rest of the film, you realize

she was the central character all

along. But for more than half of the

film, the story is told through Char-

lie's eyes.

The performances aren't that bad,

especially Kirkland, a talented actress

who is completely wasted in a poorly
written role. But Corri doesn't match
up against Kirkland. The two seem
comfortable with each other, but
there's no chemistry, and Corri
simply isn't convincing.

"In the Heat of Passion" has a good
,j)remise, but Render's execution of
the script is abominable. It's amazing
that a film whk;h is less than 80
minutes long can feel like "Dances
With Wolves," although nowhere
near as good.^

FILM: -In the Heat of Passion." Written,
directed and produced by Rodman Flen-
der. A Concorde release with Sally Kirkland
and Nick Corri. (Rated NC-17: nudity,
sexual situatk)ns. violence and language;
80 minutes.) Opens today at the L.aemmle
Monica 4-Plex.

Robert Blocker

Arts dean to
give recital

By Maijory Weese

Pianist Robert Blocker, the dean of UCLA's
School of the Arts, wiU prove he can do more than
administrate this Sunday in a solo recital at Royce
HalL .:

The program will include Bach's Chaconne in d
minor transcribed for piano by Busoni, Ravel's
Valses nobles et sentimentales, Ginastera's Sonata
para piano and three Chopin compositions: two
Nocturnes, and Fantaisie in f minor.

Blocker chose the Ginastera because it was
premiered by a member of the piano faculty, Johana
Harris. Blocker will rehearse and discuss the piece
with Harris for the concert

"I'm an eternal student," he comments. "I want to

learn evoything from her that Ginastera told her
about the piece. That's the wonderful kind of
advantage of an academic and artistic community.
We can learn from each other and have these
wonderful resources to call on."

Blocker stresses the importance of an academic
interpretation of a work as well as an artistic one.
"Research is so important . . . One has to try and
understand what the composer intends and what the
score itself tells you. From that, one must try and
communicate to the listener what the work says to
me."

Blocker's interpretive ideals resound his objec-
tives as dean. Since his July appointment to the
newly formed School of the Arts, his main objective
has been to "create a professional performance
program that stands right alongside the research
entity ... I really believe the two go hand in hand."

Blocker plans to fill 40 new faculty positions
throughout the school and most of these will be in

performance areas. He feels that "some of die
improvements have ah-eady begun to take place, as
with the orchestra." This comment reflects the
orchestra's amazing improvement since its new
temporary conductor Alex Tregor, concertmaster
of the L.A. Philharmonic, won the hearts and
devotion of the once disheartened students.

Blocker wants UCLA's approach to the arts to be
"distinctive" in its approach towards engendering
both performance and research into its students. "I

See BLOCKER, page 12

Ephron's 'Life' fails to deiiver a puncii line

Gaby Hoffman, JuKe Kavner and Samantha Mathls appear In the
new comedy by writer/director Nora Ephron, "This Is my LWe."

By Michael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

Most stand-up comics have
some sort of personal signature

that distinguishes them from the

pack. Arsenio Hall's got the bark,

Dennis Miller has the hair and
Sandra Bemhard's the one with Uie

lips. Writer/director Nora
Ephron's protagonist in *This is

my Life" is neophyte Dottie Ingels

(Julie Kavner), and she's the gal

with the dots.

After this single mother-of-two
moves her troops from Queens to

Manhattan so she can pursue a

career in comedy, her clothes all

look like they were purchased at

some connect-the-dots theme

store. Unfortunately Dottie left

one thing back in Queens— good
jokes.

Back then she did semi-funny
schtick at the Macy's cosmetics
department. While her talents as a
comedienne were limited, the

ridiculous nature of selling
makeup by making people laugh
helped the humor seem funnier
Uian it actually was. •

In Manhattan, though, she po
It>nger has the cosmetic facade to
prop her up; she's just an obnoxi-
ous amateur working the club
circuit But Ephron would have the

audience believe tWat Dottie is a
hilarious original, a star on the rise

^ho quickly gets picked up by one
of the biggest agents in the

business, nicknamed *The Moss"
(Dan Ackroyd). For director
Ephron, it kills two birds with one
stone: it gets her protagonist
moving up the career ladder and
gives her a love interest (Moss) as

well.

But professional and personal

success do more harm than good in

"Life," causing problems between
Dottie and her daughters. Erica

(Samantha Mathis) and Opal
(Gaby Hoffmann). The mother-
daughter conflict heats up when
Dottie travels to California for

some gigs. It seems she has less

and less time for her kids, and they

resent her for it.

This batUe is what Ephron's
film wants to be abouit. But the plot

is built on such a flimsily executed

premise that audiences may have a

hard time taking the picture seri-

ously. Ephron's closeups of Erica

laughing hysterically at her

mother's dull jokes feel false.

Mathis seems to instinctively

know these one-liners aren't funny
and her struggle to make these

notes ring true fails.

Typical of the jokes viewers are

supposed to find funny is: **Eight

months ago I thought Tropicana

was a juice. Now I know it's a hotel

in Las Vegas." Co-screenwriting

sisters Nora and Delia Ephron
either were clueless to the lack of

humor in the material or were too

See 'UFE,' page 12
^———^ /
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Melnjtz hosts 'Stories'
Filmmakers to speak

at UCLA Folklore series

By Greg Srisavasdi

Dally Bruin Staff •

The UCLA Film and Folklore Associa-

tion will present a one-day symposium that

will focus on intercultural filmmaking. The
program, entitled *Telling Their Stories:

The Portrayal of the Other in Ethnographic

Film/* will be screened Saturday at the

Melnitz auditorium. The screening will

showcase two films that show the diversity

inherent in world cultures.

The first film. "Dancing With the Incas,"

is a documentary that captures the music of

the Andes. The film introduces the Huayno
music of Peru, a centuries-old artistic form

used by the Andeans as outlet for their

frustration over social problems. Huayno,

which is also appreciated in Bolivia,

Equador, Colombia and northern Chile,

shows that music can arouse the conscience

of people seeking answers within their own
hves.

"Dancing With the Incas** conveys how

The screening will showcase

two films that show the

diversity inherent in world

cultures.

the Andeans have used the radio and
phonogiapfa-togontinuc thc»^ long-stamling

BLOCKER

John Cohen's documentary "Dancing
With tlie Incas** will play Saturday at

the Melnitz auditorium.

the Spirits: A Village Cremation in Bali

Eastern Indonesia," deals with Balinese

Hindu ritual of cremation. The movie
focuses on several families as they perform
two stages of cremation, each symbolizing
distinct stages in the departure of the soul

from its physical life.

The film*s purpose is to show the

emotional aspects of the ritual, gathering

comments from local participants in the

cremation. Each person interviewed
expresses different attitudes about the

event, conveying their differing concerns

about the ritual.

Attending the screening will be the

director/producer of "Dancing With the

Incas," John Cohen, and the filmmakers of
"Releasing The Spirits," Patsy and Timothy
Asch, to discuss their films — both which

From page 11

think by establishing that kind of
academic/performance program in a

major university like (UCLA), that in

itself would be distinctive because I

don*t know of any other research

institution that has even attempted to do
(this)."

When asked if UCLA will attempt to

match USC*s strong emphasis on perfor-

mance. Blocker replies, "To be sure our
goal is not to be like USC. It's to have a

different measure of what we do. There
are a number of conservatory type

programs throughout the country and the

country needs those but I think ours has

the potential to be very distinctive in

what we do and how we do it

"What we are after is a studepl who is

academically gifted as well as an
artistically gifted student That makes
things a little different when your
playing with those rules."

Blocker's concert will give students a

chance to meet the new dean and to

experience his performance style. He
hopes that many students from the school

of arts will come. Interaction with

students has always been important to

Blocker. He has already set up a

committee for students in the Music
I>epartment so that they will have a voice

in the hiring of a new conductor for the

symphony.

MUSIC: Robert Blocker. Sunday, Feb. 23 in

Royce Hall at 7 p.m. Tix: $20. $17. $14. $9
(students). Available at CIO.

"iLAthe UCl
Sponsored by

Student Committee for the Arts.

'UFE'

traditions, centering the documentary on
three women who sing Huaynos. Each
person comes from different walks of life;

while one of them is a servant who leaves

her home in fear of guerrillas, another is a

popular singer who sings songs of social

protest

The second film being shown, '^Releasing

attempt to show cultural traditions that most
American audiences rarely gel to view.

FItM: "Dancing With the Incas." Directed by John
Cohen. 58 minutes. "Releasing The Spirits: A
Village Cremation in Bah Eastern Indonesia." A
film by Patsy Asch, Linda Conner and Timothv
Asch. Screening at Melnitz on Saturday, Feb. 22
from 1 to 6 p.m. Program presented by the UCLA
F\\^ and Folklore Association.

From page 11

close to the work to be objective about it.

It*s surprising because Nora Ephron has

penned a number of fiinny scripts in the

past, including "Heartburn** and "When
Harry Met Sally." But then, in the

domain of comedy writing, stand-up is a

world away from dialogue.

First-time director Ephron is more
successful at creating a sense of family

unity between the giris and their mom.
The adolescent/adulthood tension is (if

you can get beyond the film's faults)

believable and, at times, poignant When
Dottie returns home to find Erica

mocking her newfound fame, spouting

-eff about how her busy career is more=
important than helping her children grow
up, she listens quietly in the hallway to

her daughter's cries. Ephron and her

actors show the hurt felt by both parties

in a realistic fashion.

Likewise, their camaraderie during

lighter moments doesn't seem stagey or

manipulative. It's the playful silliness of

a family just being themselves, singing

spontaneous songs to each other in the

car to avoid boredom. The only possible

trace of sentimentality is Carly Simon's
muscial score.

But music's not enough to get in the

way of this talented triumvirate of
actresses. Aside ftxMn tlie forced acting

during the stand-up sketches, their

performances are mostly effective and
occasionally moving.

But the fairly decent acting isn't

enough to save the picture. The stand-up

act gives everyone fits and never really

goes away. Unfortunately, this stumble
is enough to prevent "Life" from
delivering the punchline. *V4

FILJI: "This is my Life." Directed by Nora
Ephron. Producea by Lynda Obst. A Fox
release with Julie Kavner. (Rated PG-13:
language; 100 min.)

Get The Word Out!

ADVERTISE!! 825-2161
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nUNATICS
A LOVE STORY

'if you can imagine 'DAVID AND
LISA' crossed with EVIL DEAD 2' by

way of ANNIE HALL,' one has a good

idea what LUNATICS: A LOVE
STORY' is like... It's undeniably enter-

taining for those who enjoy sick,

demented humor. ..Pic's a touching

love story."

— Daniel M. Kimmel,
VARIETY

"LUNATICS: A LOVE STORY is the

feel-good movie of the year — for

paranoid schizophrenics. This hilari-

ous little corker was written and direct-

ed by Josh Becker, a memt)er of that

Detroit lunatic fringe that gave us the

'EVIL DEAD' series...Ted Raimi is an
endearing combination of Harold
Lk>yd. Jerry Lewis and IMorman Bates

as Hank. Deborah Foreman (star of

VALLEY GIRL') has a punch-drunk
charm as Nancy. Bruce Campbell is

wonderfully scuzzy as the boyfriend

and maniacal as tf)e evil doctor."

— Betay Sherman,
THE BOSTON GLOBE

"Ted Raimi is hilarious as the ago-

raphobic. ..Deborah Foreman gives

her sweetest performance sirKe 'VAL-

LEY GIRL' as his cursed girlfriend."

— Paul Sherman^
THE BOSTON HERALD

L S A T
G R E
G M A T

The Jaslesl j^roiriti^^ course at LCLA

Call today eindwe II tutoryou before ourcourse beginsand
help you with the application process at no extra charge.

Smaller' cla.^s >\v.v^ and more in(li\i(hi;il .iltcnlKui th;i

an\ ()tfi( rcoursr (all STAAHOIM) VMVIV:

31()*652*6602 818*7()fM00()

Renaissance Pictures Ltd. II presents A Sam Raimi, Robert Tapert Production LUNATICS: A LOVE STORY
Theodore Raimi Deborah Foreman Bruce Campbell as Ray

Co-Producer David Goodman Production Design by Peter Gurski Edited by Kaye Davis Music by Joseph LoDuca
Director of Photography Jeffrey Dougherty Co-Executive Producers James Courtney and Brian Manoogian

Produced by Bruce Campbell Written and Directed by Josh Becker

OPENING MIDNIGHT FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21
at Laemmle's Royal Theatre 11523 Santa Monica Blvd. 310.478.1041

Fast and Free Delivery

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lowfat cheese availible upon request
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a

HEART STRINGS * THE AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT * AND YOU
a
a
a
a
a
a

a An Event InJ Acts

An
HEARTSTRINGS

m^loetdAWSi
' 22, 1992 * The Shrine Audiiorium * 8O0pm

PreMnt diis voucher u the Slwine Audttocium Bos Office on Saturday, Pebcuary 22nd
bcwycen KHXtem and 5:00pm and raceim a ticket lo diia rwem far $$ or redeem this -

vouchor at 'Hckeimaster oudett. Offer vakd far Scudena with vaKd Student ID.

One dcket per voucher-ticketa distribuaed on a firK come, firat mrmd baaia.

Gucat Pcffofmeri includes -.:-- 1-

Juiic Haaer^ * Chriiwopba Keevc - jod Grejr * Sandy Duncan * Sdt-N-Pepa * Manin Sheen
* abedlfa PeM -Judith Uflhi 'Jaaon Prkiady Paoi Uipone * Ndl Carter " Cetardo *

fliirUda laahMl - SaUjr IGddand * Madee Madin - Sara Gilbert

THB EVBOT WILL IBlAPED POa AN AaCTILEVBION SPBCUL
1993 PreMDliqg SpooMr ScbudaifS CLUB UNITE

•
a
a
a
a
•
a
a
a
a lOOAY'S IHE DAY

Stop .Smelling.

(fAmerican Heart Association

AleohoUca Anonymous

Moetlngs
Mon. diacuMkm. Thur. Boofcttudy. Fri. SHap

Study. AU S625 12:16-1:16. Fri. 12300-1300

TuM. OiMXiMion, Vtmd. OiMsuMion NPI
C8638 12:16-1:00

For ttoohoHtM or iTwftywhwitt who
haiM drifikina orafalwnB

Good Deals 7 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

lh4SURANCE WAR;I We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873.3303 or (818)992-6966.

Miscellaneous

"CrtativtSsxfortha'SOs'

matwrni
Janet Bailey-MacKenzie MA. RN

Registered Nurse/Psychotherapist

addresses personal intimacy and open

conimunication wittiout fear.

Singles/Doubles • Men/Women
All Welcome

2001 S. Barririgton. Rm 306. LA. CA 90025
Friday Febniary 21 • 7 pm to 9 pm • $10 fae

31 S SSQ 5564

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. $10^r.
Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

GET A TAN! 10 sessions, $49 with ad.
Le Beach Club. 1157 Cayley. 824-2826.

MODtil SCOUTS: California's most presti-

gious modelling agency seeks scouts to find the
next ^permodel. Great money for students
who have an "eye* for beauty.
1-800-831-9992.

Personal 10

Problems with food?

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
12 step program for

Anorexics. Bulimics A Ovenisiers.
Disctason MMtinas:

Mm., Wtd. •! noon - AU 3520
Thurt. noon - NPI C 1644

aNp8tud»: fri. noon -AU 3620

$1 00 CHALLENGE. UCLA-0, n»e-l 2. Prove my
pollution solution unworkable, I'll pay you
SI 00. f>800-488-2489.

WESTWOOD PSYCHIC, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problenf>s in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, financial, arxi

any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.l,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.

1(800)559-NINA.

The Brothers of Sigma Chi
would like to thank and congratulate the

ollowlng ladies for participating in our Annual
Hot Seat" at the Bell-Age Hotel in HoUywood.

Campus Recruitement 3

KIIS 102.7 IS

LOOKING FOR INTERNS
Start your carter in brotdcaatino !

LA'in Hit Muaic Station.

Cortad Brad« (213)4ae-B381

10 at up an Narvlaw

S|X>rts Tickets

DUKE STUDENT TICKET FOR SALE. Serious

offers only. 206-2639. Leave message for Josh.

PLEASE Hap MEM I MUST GET A DUKE
STUDENT OR GUEST TKIKETl X\\ do any-

thlnglt Dennis (310)206-6746.

AAn Philanthropy
Fraternity Basketball

Tournament
Sunday February 23

Proceeds to benefit the

Ronald McDonald House
?'s - Call Stefanie of Lisa

at 208-9108

Red, White & Blue
Party

at

Delta Sigma Phi
TONIGHT

*"!£you can't party with the big boys,
then don't show up."

The Dicenuui
620 Landfair
Invite Only

'

y-

pi*i* T KMHff"^^ mm mmm
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was amazing!
Thanks to 0H, ZAE,
and AAA - we had a

W 1 -!

killer" time!

,KKr

HEY ATS
HAUE A WONDERFUL
DISNEYLAND FORMAL

TONIGHT
GET EXITED!!

MOONSHINE

AAn New Initiates

Active Lock-Out
Tonight

No Actives allowed in the house
after 7pm!

Research Subjects 12 Health Services

COMING
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1992.

9:00 PM. INVITE ONLY. BYOB.
QUESTIONS? JIM 824-39Q2

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11
years receded for UCLA research project.
Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
rnental evaluation. 825-0392.

DERMATOLOGY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
with a red bumpy rash or acr>e around the
mouth r>eeded for placebo controlled study
using an approved topical gd .Participants will

- be ^een at the \K\A Bet tTiatutogy center.The
study wil Hast for 1 2 weeks.Participants will be
paid $1 00 upon completion of the study. Must
be over 1 8 years of age.For further information
call 206-1074.

HEALTHY, ACTIVE MEN, 18-20, Caucasian
and Hispanic for digestion related study, $1 00
(213)662-5978.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEM'S 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive 520 and a free

developmental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatnrwnt. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or
(310)471-3672.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
520 and have a scientific learning
experience .825-0392.

LJCLA ANXIETY DISORDERS PROGRAM is

conducting research projects to study rriechan-
ism and treatments of Panic Attacks. These
studies include psychological and physiologi-
cal assessment and treatment with apprived
medication. All asessment arxi treatment is free

of charge for people meeting admissions
criteria. Must be 18-65 years of agp. For more
information please call LXZLA Anxiety Dlsor-
ders Program at (213)206-5133.

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages
1 2-30, needed to participate in research study.
Urnier Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For more info, call
(310)828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Caucasian and Ja-
panese male and female ages 25-35 to study
the effects of UV on human skin, 6 month
study. Volunteers will be paid $1200. For
more information call (310) 828-8887.

PSYCHOTHERAPY—Individuals/couples/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem pcob-
lerm. LIx Could (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

THE NATURAL CHOICE FOR YOUR SKIN:
Pure Skin Care Line. Complementary Euro-
pean facial. (213)575-1977.

OpportuntffiR^ 26

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, Needed for UCLA
Psychosocial Study. Subjects must have NO
History of Anorexia, Bulimia, Obesity, or
Chronic Dieting. $30 Compensation. If inter-

ested, please contact ELIZABETH At
206-5081

GET RCH SLOWLY! Take time to make
$250,000! Experience capitalism at its best.

Write American Secrets, 2222 Sycamore Lane
#33, Davlf, CA 95616.

Help Wonted 30

$200-$500 WKKLY. Assemble products at
home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.
Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording
aoi -379-2900 Copyright iCAIIKDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major
corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:
USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117-B, P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.

$40,00ayr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple 'llke^don't like" form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guararv
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright iCAllKEB.

46.63/HR. WORK ON CAMPUS. Schedule
around your classes. Upward mobility, meal at
nominal cost. UCLA students only. Apply
Sproul Hall Cafe, 350 De Neve Dr. 825-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T for Beverly
Hills store. Prefer Macintosh literate. Must
have car. Contact Gina. (213) 27g-a000.

ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR for a
busy, prestigious medical office in Beverly
Hills. Duties indlude: Sorting through dally
mail, correspondence, accounts payable. Must
be a highly organized and responsible indivi-
dual. FT/PT. Excellent salary. (310) 273-4454.

ADULT FITNESS INSTRUCTOR wanted for P/T
job. Ask for Shoshana (310)575-0206.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/T air, room/board provided! To
$5,000+/mo. Extensive fisheries report gets job
or call refunded. 1-900-226-ALASKA ($3/min,
complete program four min.).

8 people needed now
Housecleeners

Wanted 15

LOST: MAN'S WATCH in Westwood Village,
Valentine's Eve, Near Fox Theater. Reward.
825-0556.

gjl (213) 453-1817

The UCLA Bruin BeUet
______present ^_
WINTER FORMAL 1992

------ I.. -II. — »

tBt the Castaway
February 22^ 1992
StOOpm ' liSO am

BELLES^ GET fUSADY TO
""SET THE NIGHT TO MUSICS

Lost ond Found 16

FOUND DOG: Grey, fluffy, mix, female.
(2/10/92) Montana and Sepulveda.
(310)470^4067.

PART-TIME Retail Sales, -$8 20 Starting Pay*,
Schedule around classes. Eve^wknds avail-

able. Scholarships awarded quarterly. (310)
396-1479

Sperm Donors 19

EGG DONOR WANTED. All info is confiden-
tial. (310)285-0333.

Health Sen^ices 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Croup. (213)786-0636.

LOSE WEIGHT AND KEEP IT OFF! Call
(310)393-4273. -

Th« Howard HughM ll«dic«l InstHiut*
|

(NHMf) hat an opening tor a laboratory
aid* in the glatswash facility for iia

'affiliated research program at the

I

University of California at Los Angeles.

The lab aide will work with a team of I

people doing autoclaving and washing
I
glassware for the HHMI investigators in

[

MRL. The position is full-lime. 40 hours
per week. Knowledge of laboratory

I

equipment, sterilization protocols and
technk^ues are an advantage.

HHMI offers competitive salaries, a
generous retirement plan and flexible

benefits, including health insurance.

I

Please send a letter of inlereat to or caH:
Steven Berry, Glasswash Manager,

I

Howard Hughes Medk:al InstiCite. UCLA
S-748 MacDonald Building. 10833 Le,
Conte Avenue. Los Angeles 90024-1662
(310)206-4024.

AMAZING SUMMER JOB! at BRUIN
WOODS. Spend the summer In a resort

atmosphere at Lake Arrowhead in the San
Bernadino Mountains. Earn $2250 -»- room •
board »• perks. Work %vlth 47 other fun,
exciting students in one of a variety of posi-
tions. Pick up an application in the James West
Center or call us at (714)337-2478.

ARE YOU FUN, CREATIVE, an outgoing young
ladyf If so then Network Amerika would like to
meet you. We do promotions for clubs, parties
ar>d bands. Make money while you socialize.

(213)934-6707. _^__^^_^
ASSISTANT I: UCLA student wanted to work
for UCLA Medical Center Management Sci-

ences Department. Weekdays, 15-19 hours
per week (flexible). Duties include data collec-
tion and reduction, data entry, word process-
ing, messcngering, library research, limited
computer programming and miscellaneous
clerical tasks. Must have ability to do neat and
accurate work. Will train in all duties. Call
825-0319 for appointment.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your home, doing various
jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

CASHIER/CLERK. PT/FT, days/evenings,
7am-3pm/3pm-11pm. Westside Market,
11031 Santa Monica Blvd. Karen
(310)477-3216.

22

CASTING IMMEDIATRY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.
Earn up to $200 per day! No experierKe
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

MODELS

Call (818)508-8680

ATHLETIC TYPE!
AGGRESfVE. COMPCTmvr
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions
available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(310)53frO496 (818)3600760

CHILD DEVaOPMENT SPECIALIST needed,
part-time, 5:30-9:30pm M-F, or
9:30am—8:30pm Sat and Sun. AA required or
junior status. $6.50/hr. (213)296-1989.

CREATIVE IN THE KITCHEN? The Venice
Beach House, Bed & Breakfast, Is looking. Call
Betty Lou (213)823-1966.

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/landside
available. Year-round & summer positi'sm.

(612)643-4333.

CULVER CITY Graphic design firm seeks
Madntosh Proficient Administrative Assistant.

Set own hours for 30 hrsAveek at $8^r. Call
Tom or Seri at (310)202-0140. .

FASHIONABLE LADIES NEEDED to sell hair
extensions at Westside Pavillion. Full and P/T.
Call (213)259-9991.

GETTY CONSERVATKDN INSTITUTE. Experl-
ence In laboratory, approx 20hrs/wk,
$8.50-$10.50/hr. Call VInod Daniel.
(310)822-2299.

GREEN CORPS CAMPAIGN ORGANIZERS.
Field training and team organizing on critical

environmental campaigns. Salaried positions
in 30 cities. For into (303)355-1881 or the
Can-er Center.

CAMPUS AND AREA
DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED

for -DEAN'S UST" brafn function
enhancer and othar products for
maximum haalth and parformanca.

1(800)876-4MED

KARI MICHAELSEN
•Katie' from the NBC series

*tilMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious
individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(310)536^496 (818)3600760
i

ENTRY lEVEL
The Roder InsHtat*
The notions hrgost providir of ooling

disordBTs treotmont seek studante fi^

entry level, marketimL soles.

(onwnunicotion position. Pysdiology

major o plus. Pbrt time, flexible hours,

potential counseling, clinical

opportunity. Solory DOL
Call4ft-«338MI.201.

-p^
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EARN up to 1150 per month
BY HELPMG OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFELY

For Informotlon
Call Anna

(818)eSS-3a83

Concor patlonto throughout LA
bonofH from your porticipotlo*'

EESa r "̂T

49M Vm Nuyo Blvd. Sherman Oate

SUMMER JOB
TRY A SUMMER CAMP

Kenndyn Camps for Boys and Girls

(Santa Cruz Mts.) Interviews

Tuesday, Maich 3rd, Career Center.

Sl0n up for an Interview time rK)w.

BABYSITTER, car preferred. 3-6:30pm. Tues-
Fri. $75. Next to campus. (310)475-9617.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research
and rDatce $$ P/T. Sell corxiorm. Perfect

Health. (805) 655-5624.

MAKE MONEY EASY! Just advertise 24hr
roadside assistance club rT>emberships $39.95
annually. Much cheaper than conrtparable

services. Oxxl anywhere any road US and
Canada. Membership covers member and
spouse. Includes all cars up to 1 ton truck an
RVs. First year membership includes FREE 6
night, seven day 4 sUr hotel sUy in Hawaii or
Mexico. Dealerships are available by calling

310-512-6021.

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 5(yhr. or more, boyish
anc^ athletic 1S-24. Clean shaven face,

little at no chest hair. Playgirl
style magazineVnudity required. No experi-

ence necessary. Internationally known photo-

grapher. Brad, (213)392-4248

MALES AND FEMALES, Ages 18-24 for nude
modeling for FrerKh v\d American Maga-
zines. Same day pay. Call Paul 31 0-276-9162.

MANAGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average eam-
ings $6,000 to 16,000 +.
PT Spring, FT Summer. Interviews on campus
InfcVApp. (800) 400-9332.

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person to

do challenging legal and
clerical tasks

Great Experience to tield

Please send resume
w GPA. available times
tor interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20lh floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic
people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $1S/hr. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing com-
pany in Culver City is looking for some
energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, SM^rycommission. Great hours
7:00 AM-1:30. No experierKe necessary.

$50QM<. is very real. (310)837-0902.

US MAIL JOBS $1 1 .77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 021 4.

MANGEMENT POSITKDNS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earnings

$,6000 to 16,000 +. PT Spring, FT Sumnr>er.

Interviews on <;ampus, info/app. (800)

400-9332.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MtDICAL RECEPnONIST/FILE CLERK, PT/FT,
medical experience only, orthopedic experl-
encc preferred, Beverly Hills, (310)472-7235.

MODaS for 1993 Swlnmiit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NEEDED: PEDIATRIC BACK OFFKI ASSIS-
TANT in Van Nuys. P/T, 9—noon,** Tuesdays,
Thursdays, and son>e Saturdays. Starting

$8/hr. (negotiable). (818)782-7600.

ORDER TAKERS, FT/PT, for bisy attorney

service. Energetic, well-spoken, positive per-

sonalities needed for this well-paying
positkm. Century City location. Please call

Fred (310)556-7777.

PART-TIME: 15-25hn^vk., $1354Avk., start-

ing retail sales. Great for resunw. No door to

door, etc. Call for info. (310)396-1479.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large

family day care. Pacific Palisades, ECE units

and experience nef«ssary. Call Leslie at

(310)573-1811.

PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSISTANTS LA MAR-
ATHON. 1 •800-247.3435 MARATHON
FOTO.

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
Sophnxxe: Clinical Research Assistant-LICLA
Medical Center. Tuc^Thurs for 2 years. 1 2-1

5

hrs^veek. 825-4749.

P/T DRIVERS $7.0(VHR. F/T DRIVERS 40%
COMMISSION NEEDED FOR YOUNG
GROWING COURIER SERVia. SHAWN
914-1449.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarship*—

Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/T SECRETARY for synogogue school. Tuo/
Thurs- pm, Sun-am. Wofd Perfect 5.1. Call

Ashley (310)829-0566.

RECEPTIONISTA^ODUCT SALES P/T. Up-
scale, Brentwood skin care salon. Flexible

hours. Wages negotiable. Meredith. (310)

207-2443.

SANTA MONICA GUEST QUARTERS SUFTE

HOTEL PRIVILEGE CLUB has several PT
openings, $8.S(Vhr, -^boruis and incentives.

Enthusiastic personality and neat« professiortal

appearance a plus. Training provided/

management potential. Intervieviifi Morxiay

only. To schedule appointment, call

91 7-91 79.

Job OpportunWes 32

BEVERLY HHIS REAL ESTATE DEVELOP-
MENT COMPANY seeking dynamic indivi-

dual for busy office. Multi-line telephone
system, WordPerfect a must. $18,00Of. 8«)
A.M.-5:00 P.M., (flexible) M-F. Angela
(310)859-0222.

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a
job or summer internship? Receive an invalu-

able list of contact names, addresses arKi

phone rs at over 100 of Hollywood's top
production companies, talent agerKies, and
studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-
SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

NURSE PRACTITK)NER Pediatric Program
South Gate Women's Clinic contact Susan
Stemmler. (213)567-6675.

REAL ESTATE TRUSTEE CO. Immediate open-
ing for or;ganized and fast lyarner K~*v*^j|^-
ofreal estate and computer helpful. $1^5(VVno.
D1 0)390-7290, (31 0)203-6571

.

SECRETARY FOR ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS managenr>ent firm. Non-soHjker
with neat appearance . Good office skills

required. Bookkeeping experience a plus.

$8-12/hr. Call for appointment.
(310)826-0800.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable
experience managing all aspects of a
successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call
Triple "A" Student painters for Infomrution
now, 1(800)394-6000.

SUMMER TEACHING POSmON, California's

most respected reading school is hiring reading
enrichnftent teachers. F/T summer work,
540O-$50(Vwk. + milage allotment, health
benefits, paid training, flexible hours, under-
grad degree required, need car, hone teaching
skills while helping icids learn to fovt books!
(310)428-5037.

EARLY MORNING CHILDCARE before your
9:00 classes. Reliable car, references. Palms
area. (213)73ft-2671.

MOTHER'S HELPER in WLA, English speaking.

3 hrs/day, 4 aftemoon^wk. References, car.

(310)396-9700.

REGULAR BABYSITTING NEEDED. Wed,
6:30-9:30pm. Thur 4:30-6:30pm. Santa Mo-
nica. $7/hr. Must have transportation.

(310)393-7110.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 548 VETERAN AVE. 2BED/1 BATH, fireplace,

washer/dryer. $1275/mo. (310)392-3301 or

(310)824-6707.

1 -BEDROOM AND DEN, close to freeways.

North of Sherman Way. Fireplace, D/W, stove.

Roomy & comfortable upstairs. Security park-

ing. Child and 1 pet okay. (818)997-6766.

2-BED/1-BATH, 1 -BED/1 -BATH luxury apart-

ments in renovated landmark building avail-

able. Great views. All appliances. Parking. 10
min to Westwood, Beverly Hills, Downtown,
Valley. Info (213)936-5154.

2BED/1BATH. Nice area. Sminutes from
UCLA. Near Barrington and Pico. Only
$796/mo. 11580 Gateway Blvd.
(213)482-3858.

3657 DUNN DR. #4. 3-BED APT. $1 lOCVmo.
Refrigerator, ^tove, 2-car parking. Sylvia

(310)826-3721.

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed/1bath, large apartment
with hardwood floors, large balcony, swim-
ming pool, garden setting. Next to LICLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.

$740-$765, 1 -bed/1 -bath, 1622 S. BeveHy
Glen, apartments 4 & 1 0, stove, refrJdgeralor,

new carpet, balcony, year lease
(310)459-3736.

$915, 2-BEDROOM, upper, built-lns, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

ADJ. Century City. 2bed/2bath. View, built-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blinds

$900-$n00. (213)441-9142/(213)470-9239.

ACTIVISTS
Political Arm of

Environmental Movement
is Hiring Activists

• Electoral &
Management training

F/r, P/T - phones, call

M-Fll-4pm.
(310)441-4162

U/ESIWOODPIAZA
APARIMEhTTS

Dbrecdy across from
rrUd-<ampus UCLA
Flmished 8w Unfumishecl

BachekxsfiomSSSO

Singles fiom $600 to $750
lBclnnn56om$750to$900

2Bclims/2Bttific3m$1200

Variable Length Leases

SOl-SOSGayleyA^
(310)208-8505*

Jobs Wanted 33

HOUSECLEANING. My grant ended and I

need to pay the rent! Call Keri (310)822-0516.

Intemships 34

CABLE SOCCER SHOW seeks field reporter

with soccer knowledge. Hours Flexible. Great
opportunity. Call (310)392-0640.

CHESTNUT HILL PRODUCTIONS Internship

Program. Opportunity to learn about motion
picture/ television development. Students who
are cun«ntly enrolled call (310)247-3900.

FAromSBSF

ADORABLE 1 BED/1 BATH KELTON Apart-
ment for rent. 10 minute walk-UCLA. Avail-

able mid-March. $750/month. Call
(310)824-4591.

APARTMENT IN WESTWOOD. Minutes from
town & UCLA. Security parking, 1 and 2
bedrooms available. Prices start at

$950.0Q/mo. Lots ofstorage. Huge apartments,
lots of windows, front and rear entry (2 doors),

laundry facil. Call for special, Kelton Town
House (310)208-5456.

BACHELOR $45fl^MO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(310)839-7227.

BACHELOR $45(ymo. Refridgerator and hot
plate. (310)822-6487. Leave message.

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOD. Prime loca-

tion. 10-minute walk to UCLA. Unfurnlshe<V
furnished. Modern 2-bedroonV 2-bath. Air,

2-parklng, balconies, fireplaces.
$1075-$135(ymo. 208-2655.

BEVERLY HILLS ADj. $775-875/MO. 2-BED^
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $660-765.
1 BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE4-PLEX.'A BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (310)
839-6294.
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BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PKTO BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXL^RY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471-1340.

(all l<>(la> lor inorv into.
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Child Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER NEEDED every third weekend
Sat. and Sun., Ail-day. Children, 3 A 6'A . SM
(3101315-5499.

WALK TO UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath
Share Kitchen-$47S/iiionth

633 Gaylej
208-5920

Apaitments

FREF REIVl

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 21-3-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PHOI 1 SSIOWI I V MANACID HV MOSS cK ( (),

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury
apartment, fireplace, intercom, buill-ins, patio

and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

•BRENTWOOD, $975/ 1 -bedroom, den,
2-bath; $1275 1 -bedroom, den, loft, 2-bath,
high celing; $1250, 2-bedroom/2-bath, new
security building, prime area, best deals, 508
Barrington (213) 934-5000.

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1 BTH; 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

2 Bedroom 2Bcith
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

"ttrof cilr & cen*rat=
heat, wet bar &

fireplace, fitness rooms,
saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow
4 students per
apartment.

From $1200- $1300

11 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

GUESTHOUSE/SINGLE 1 bec^ bath nice area,

no idtcher^nicrowave, Sminutes from UCLA
$575Ano Includes utilities. (310)474-7481.

JUNIOR ONE-BEDROOM. Across IXIA. Sec-
urity bidg. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.

535 Gayley. 208-3618. Sub-lej

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$: Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
BK^d. (310)398-8579. .

MAR VISTA $950. 2foed^bath newer custom
townhonrte, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

security alarm. 1 mo. free with lease. 1 2736
Caswell (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 newer buildings.

2be(V2bath townhomes. Fireplace, balconies,

gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

PALMS $1695 4-bed -t- loft/3-bath. Newer
3-slory custom townhome. Fireplace, gated

garage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 MIdvale
Ave (310)391-1076.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.

VauKed ceilings, electronic access to building

and subterranean padcing. $990 up. 1 nrw. free

w/ year lease (21 3)842-9303. ^_^
PALMS. $500, utilities included, huge bache-
lor, near bus. Available March 19 or sooner.

(310)838-6693.

PALMS, $800, 2-bed/1% bath, large upper,

pool, new carpet, parking, laurKiry, no pets,

454-475^.

PALMS $675 1-bed^-bath upper. Built-ins,

A/C, security system, fireplace.
(213)937-0589.

PALMS. $750. Large 2-bedroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patio,

2-car parking. 476-6532

PALMS, $995^fH>. beautiful 3-bed^-bath, un-
furnished large jnit« by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve 839-1026, Antoine 829-6727.

^^:^-:-v. -v,.. . . .
.. .:;.,.........,;.,.......-..............................,.....!!

irge 2 Beclrddiii Untf

$1450

527 Midvate

*French Doors *Sauna
*Jacuzzi * Fireplace

|*Gym * Heated Pool

-¥ Move-in Bonus

208-4868

1652 Veteran Ave

1BDRM
starting at $700

move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

TOUOA/WSTWD

2 master suites • 2 bath

Students/Roommates Welcome

$950 thru Aug 1

$1100 thruJune 30

>refrig*dishwasher

•controlled

•parking

•A/C«

enliy<

levator'

519 Glenrock 215-208-4835

WESTWOOD, $1 1 7Vnr>o., 2-bed/2-bath, new
carpets, floors, tiles, and fixtures, large unit,

no pets, NC, 2 parking spaces, 1601 Veteran.

Matt (310)284-9044.

WESTWOODS BEST DEALS: ^$695 1 -bed-
rooms, split level. "SI 25+ 2-»-2bedrooms.
Huge— large pAios, <VC, fireplaces, refrigera-

tors. Near Cttitury City. 474-7565 t*after

discounted specials).

WESTWOOD large 1 -bedroom, S79(Vrno.,

walk to DCLA/Village, pool, security, view.
10966 Roebling Ave. (310)208-4253,
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.-
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
nrH)ve-in borua. FumishecVunfurnished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to
UCLA. A^, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

Northridge )275 up. SOO himlshed unit student

housing tadttty. Stared or prtvale units, will or

without MIchens. Prtvite laths. Root, jxtszt.

racrailkMi room. 1/2 hour driM to UCLA. Open ynr
round. Free tirochure. Northrtdge Campus

r^dence, QSOOZeizah. Northridge. CA. 9132S

(•1I)MI-1717

Large Newlv
Remodelea

1 & 2Bedroom Units
Beverlywood-
WLA Area

Receive Free
Microwave

$575 • $825
Call 657 -8756
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, l-bed-
room junior. $72S;Atw. Uitities & parking
included (310)475-7533.

WESTWCXX) ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-
em kitchen, excellent condition, small build-
ing. CkiM to UCLA. Bus access. $575.
(310»474-a60e.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large sir^le, 1 or 2 people okay. Fumishe<V
unfurnished. 667-669Levering Ave.
(310)206-3215

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED with fWE PLACE,
$1 250; LARGE UPPER FRONT 1 -BEDROOM,
$750. ACROSS FROM LXTLA. DISHWASHER,
REFRIGERATOR. NEW CARPET/BLINDS.
EXTRA LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING.
LAUNDRY FACILmES. PRICED TO RENT
QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SHERMAN OAKS, 2+2, $750. Gated, central

air and heat, dishwasher, garage, fireplace.

13406 Moorpark. (818)222-8298.

VENICE $895. Spacious 3-bdmn. RefHgerator,

stove, carpet, parking. Pets OK. Ed
(310)476-0503.

SHORT-TERM
Very large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
Super closets

All utilities, parking included

Pool & sundeck
$825/month (max 3 people)

630 VeterarrAve

208-4394

$200 OFF 1ST
MONTH RENT

WLA
•2Bdrm—$985

—

1709Westgate
•IBdrm—$750

—

1709 Wes^ate
(310)479-1581

klA
Bruin Radio
~530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

I
hanging
around!
and deal with
your future.

/O

mk

Aportfnonts 53 Room for Rent 64

WESTWOOD LARGE 1-bed STSO^mo. Walk
to UCLA/Village, pool, security, view. 10966
Roebllng Ave. (310)208-4253,
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOOD AREA: 2 singles with kitchens

and full baths. Walkir>g to campus. $675 and
$550. 470-5952. .

WESTWOOD/WLA 1-bed $875-900. New
luxury condo, gated apartment, near campus.
WIA/PALMS 1-bed $650, 2-bed $835-900.
Good location, quiet building.
(2130471-0833.

PALMS $850 1-bed -f den^-bath upper.
Buih-ins, VC, fireplace, security system, gar-

age parking (213)937-0589.

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.

#36. 2-becV2-bath newer custom towmhome.
Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. alarm.

3614 Paris Dr. (310)391-1076.

PALMS PRIME- SINGLE, $495, full kitchen,

bright, lar;^, cory upper. GREAT VALUE.
1 -block Motoi/National. No pets. 3351 Vinton
(213)558-3133.

VENICE, $925, Bright, l-bedroom townhouse,
% block beach. Large private sundeck, ocean
views. (310)397-8058

WLA. $900. 2B<V2BMh. Built-ins. Air, stove &
refrlg. Gated parking, near bus. 1 1 235 Rlch-
land Ave near Sepulveda.
829-2244/395-1103.

WLA AREA $58SAno. Beat the tuition hikesi

Live outside the high rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attra^ive, hjmished singles. Tvvo can
live as cheaply as one! 1 525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)477-4832.

WLA AREA. $585Atk>. Attrapth« furnished
single. Meal (or students to share. Close to

UCLA. 1525 Sawtelle Bh/d. (310)477-4832.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio
or balcony. Miniblinds, ceiling fans, walk-in
closet, appliances, low move-in , 11527
Venice Blvd. #6. (310)390-5065.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-
blinds, ceilir^ fans, appliances, low move-in.
11527 Venice Blvd. »7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-
blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, utilities in-

cluded, low move-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

•6 (310)390-5065.

Apts. Unfurnished 5 1

$1390. BUNDY/WILSHIRE. 3bd/2ba, remod-
eled, 1 246 S. Wellesley Ave. (310) 826-51 75.

$650 BRIGHT, QUIETWLA 1 -bedroom. Close
to shopping, bus, LXTLA. Mini-Blinds, ap-
pliances, parking. Lease. (310)476-7116

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed/1'A bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, alr-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

WLA $950AND $975. 2-bed/2-bath. Security,

garage, stove, refrig, dishwasher, skylight,

balcony, tile, storage. Near bus & shops. 2607
South Sepulveda (310)313-2824.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedfoom, $750-5800. I^ar Wilshlre & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

BRENTWOOD-WILSHIRE CENTER.
$500-800. Single, 1 and 2 bedrooms. Unfum-
ished, large deluxe built-ins. (213)550-1228.

SANTA MONICA 2bed/1'A bath, den. In

k»a\}hi, t^tty-LJijjetBd^ painted, street park-
ing Close to beach. $849. (310)452-2440.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quiet. Bundy N. of
Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049.

WESTWOOD 3BED/2BATH Walk to UCLA,
no pets, oven & range. Carpets, blinds,

$1195Ano. (310)474-2896.

WLA. $700. 1426 Barrintflon Ave. Large
modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(310)837-076'..

BRENTWOOD, 2.bed/2-bath. Cktse to UCLA.
Ask for Dan PI 0)476-8858.

FEMALE NON-SMOKER for 2-bedroom/
2-bath, $550 including utilities, great view,
gated security, spacious, covered parkins.
Heidi (213)936-8378.

FEMALE share furnished 1 -bedroom in West-
wood. $365Ano., includes utilities, short-term
welcome. (310)824-0642.

FEMALE to share large single apartment close
to campus. Only $287/mo. Call
(310)477-2451.

HOUSING FOR SPRING QUARTER? Share
bedroom in 2-be(V2-bath new apartment. 527
Midvale. Laundry, security, pool, spa, sauna,
%»«ightroom. $39^no. Anne, Jennifer, Debra,
Karen (310)206-0916.

IMMEDIATE MOVE-IN! Across strwt fr^
Bruin Walk. Female needed to share spacious
1-bd. w/ roommates. Underground parking &
security. (714)673-2683, (714)871-8225. Jill.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER wanted to
share spacious 2 bedroom cottage. Close to
UCLA $497.5Q^mo. negotiable. Call Tom
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 - id#
13039.

MALE ROOMMATE to share bedroom in large
2-bedroom Brentwood apartn^ent, $284/mo,
(310)883-1544.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE, share nice
2-bedroom. 1 'A -miles to campus. ASAP. Only
S270/pno. Yvonne (310)479-1051.

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED TO SHARE BRENTWOOD aprart-

ment. 2.becV2-bath. $550. (310)207-1625.
Non-smoker.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large single
with female English major, $362.5(ymo. I have
a rabbit and a cat. I'm not overly neat and I'm
easy to get along with. (310)208-4717.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large house.
$50Q/mo. + utilities. Own room, WLA. Robert
or jim. (310)441-9227.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share executive
single with two girls. $283.33/mo. + utilities.

(310)208-0789.

ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet, clean student for

private bedroom and bathroom in 4-bedroom
house. WLA. Bus access. $450. Bianca and
Richard (310)559-5170. '

SANTA MONKIA $450. Room with prh^ate

bath, kitchen privileges, close to bus. Call
(310)453-6548.

SUNNY ROOM, private patfo, 'A bath, SM
condo. Female, NS, no pets, quiet. $435
includes utilities. (310)452-0704.

WESTW(X)D. Central Village. Old Worid
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.
and up. Sow with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WESTWOOD. Furnished Single, kitchen, full

bathroom, heater, parking, prhate, close to
UCLA, walk to Westood Blvd, pavillion.

Utilities paid. $495Ano (310)474-1749.

WESTWOOD $495. Beautiful, new, large

room, furnished, private bath, walk-in closed
washer/dryer, cooking utilities. Near UCLA.
For Fenmle. (213)470-3616.

WLA HOUSE. $325 Bedroom. Advanced male
student. Microwave, refi'lgerator, weekly
cleaning. Near transportation. References.
(310)270-4387.

WLA. Nice neighborhood. Big house, yard,

Jaccuzzi. Nice and clean. SAftSmo. plus $550
deposit. (310)391-0408.

WLA/PALMS AREA. $45(VkTK), VI of utilities.

Share with couple large furnished roonVbath.
Close to bus lines. 397-2640.

WLA SCIENCE ORIENTED INDIVIDUAL seek-
ing quiet, advanced male student for furnished
bedroom. Lease $325. (310)270-4387.

Sublet 55

TEMPORARY SUBLET MAR.15-APR.30 OR
LESS, OWN FLIRNISHED ROOM IN SHARED
HOUSE, WALK TO UCLA, $35Q/OBO,
CHEAPER THAN A HOTEL, STEVE, 47441420.

House for Rent 56

SHAK€ 2-»E€)!/2-§ATH. ficautiftjl, brand nar a BEtyi BATH. 5 mties frain ^jT'^ Oteat
apartment on Gayley. 1 -block from
campus. Available mid-March.
Lisa (310)208-5138.

Apartments to S

1-MILE FROM UCLA. Private room/bath in a
2-bed^-bath apt. Partially furnished, security

building, parking. $600-$640/mo.
(310)575-3747.

BRENTWOOD. Own bedAwth, Jacuzzi, sec-

urity, pariting, no lease. $50(ymo. + deposit.
Open 3^. Mary (310)447-0420.

BRENTWOOD, $400, available March 1.

Near UCLA on Sunset. Must see to appreciate.
For appointn>ent, (310)471-4732.

BRENTWOOD. Share Spacious 2-bed/2-bath.
Deck, pool, parking. Convenient area.
SSOCVmo. (310)8208765, evcnin|^

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 3-bedroom,
Spanish duplex, one bedroorrV own bMh,
laundry, fireplace, garage pariting, $eOO/mo.
Daytime messages (213)936-4091, evening
(213)852-2481.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 2-bed/2-bath.
Furnished. Pool, gym, pool-tables.
$346.0Q^mo negotiable. 1 5-min walk to cam-
pus. 208-4753.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
one bedroom apt. in Westwood. $390 per
rTX>nth. Call 208-6323.

LOOKING FOR CLEAN, QUIET, Friendly
female roommate. Own room, share bath with
female student. Must appreciate cats, Japanese
culture. 370/mo. + utilities
(213)651-4278/(213)655-5111.

MARINA DEL REY: Panoramic Ocean View,
all amenities. Luxury 2+2 plus your den/office,'
n/s, professional M^, available 3-1, $762-»- %
utilities. 822-0274.

MDR. $575/mo UTILITIES INaUDED Non-
smoking female. 2bed/2bath. Furnished, pool,
Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)827-9596.

WLA - LARGE 3-bedroom With fireplace,
balcony, parking and storage. Own roon^ath,
non-smoker. $625 -» 'A utilities.
(310)445-6522.

WLA own bedroom ar>d bathroom, quiet,
security, parking, A/C. $S20/mo. Santa
Monica/Barry. (310)445-5375.

WLA. $ 445/mo. Woman to share larae,

2-bed/1-bath, must like cats. Leslie
(310)207-5740.

WESTCHESTER, own room in 24>ei^.balh
duplex. Washer/dryer and stor^. $45G^no.
Cal^ar«ar^31241O0122.

terrifk: fully furnished apartment
TO SHARE FOR FEMALE ROOMATE for spring
quarter. Quick walk to UCLA. $38(ymo. o.b.o.
For more info call Elisa (310)208-7303.

WALK TO LXTLA-enormous 2-bdrrTV2-bath. 2
females to share beautiful condo with 2 others.

$375 each. (310)824-4242.

WEST HOLLYWOOD $475.00. Female/Male
luxury apt. 2bed/2bath unfurnished, washer/
dryer, view, pool, gym, parking, security.

March 1. Lisa (213) 289-0102.

WESTWOOD. Female roommates needed.
2bed/2bath, own roorn/bath. Fireplace, pool,
Jacuzzi, security, parking, A/C, Cable T.V.,

microwave, dishwasher. Walk to LXIA, 51

6

Glenrock Ave. $495/mo. Move in now. (310)
208-5782. Ask for Avi.

WESTWOOD. BIG, OPEN-AIRED tvw) bed-
room apartment on StrathmoreA-evering. Easy-
going roomates. $38S/mo. Ask for jon. (31 0)
824-5455.

,

WLA— CLOSE TO LKIA, $450, large private

1-bedroonV private entrance, private bath,
paritinfc bar and fir.eplace. Lis (310)473-7639.

Room for Rent 54

Roommates 53

1 -BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 mafe i, 1 female
needed to share 2-be(^-bath University apart-
ment. Quiet and clean Post-Doc or Grad
Student preferred. $3O0/mo. Including utilities

(310)208-8479.

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 1 BR
wHh 2 others, furnished, Ivgt apt., 10 min.
walk to campus, only $317Ano., available

3^1, (310)824-3645.

10565 OLYMPIC. Private room, bath, kitchen
priviliges, separate entrance. Utilises &
phone included. $375Ano. 474-9854.

10 MINUTES TO UCLA. Master bedroom in

new townhouse; ensuite, wardrobe. Full sec-
urity. $445Atk). (310) 202-8717.

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME: $475 . Minutes to
UCLA-fully furnished. Quiet luxury, kitchen,

private entrance. MALE. (310)473-5769.

BEAUTIFUL HOLLYWOOD TOWNHOUSE
to share. Furnished, washer/dryer. $400fyno.
Includes utilities. (213) 871-8033.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share fumished, luxury
apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
more. Own roonVbath, free HBO^howtime.
$525. (310)837-9509.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath. Separate
wing & entrance. Kitchen & laundry privileges

negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

BEVERLY HILLS fumished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen
privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.
Leave messagp, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD. O^vn larce room, parking,
washer/dryer. Near Wilshlre. Immediately
available. $40(ymo. (3100575-9902.

ENCINO, large room with private bath, pool,
spa, parking, $395^no. Marta (818)784-5315.

FREE GARDEN ROOM in beautiful Westood
home In exchange for light cooking & house-
keeping, prh^ate entrance - bathroom. Near
UCLA (310)474-2335 or (310)476-5164.

HOUSING AVAILABLE IN CLEAN FRATER-
NITY HOUSE. ALBERT 208-0984.

LarfB peaceful room in private home; fum-
ished, privMe bath, cookir^ area, washer/
dryer. Non-smoking, no pets, deposit and
cleaning fee required. Westchester. Five ml-
nute walk to bus, market. $500 monthly.
215-3123.

'

'-

MASTER BEDROOM. Great Brentwood foca-
tlon. $445/mo. Month-to-month. Ready
March 1. Call Laurie (310)575^151.

area. 2.car garage, large yard, fireplace, nice
patio, large kitchen. (310)390-0085.

BRENTWOOD HILLS, $2,500 + Security.

Spacious, 4+2 house with view. Excellent
area. Newly decorated. Flexible move-in
ternw. 1 year lease. (818) 789-3076.

MAR VISTA, $120(VMO. 2bed/1bath, big
backyard. Includes W/D, stove, fridge.

010)280-3263.

VAN NUYS 2-bedn-bath + guest unit and
'A -bath, 2-car garage, large fenced backyard,
equipped kitchen, easy access to LXTLA,
$925Ano., (310)479-0615.

VENKIE. 2-BED/1-BATH. $1,000^0. Utilities

paid, near beach, pets okay. 1-800-945-2759.

VENKTE, cozy ambiance, 3-bed + den/2-bath,
gorgeous kitchen, pool, spa, security systems,
$195(ymo., (310)395-1988.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2-bed/1 -bath. Living
and dining room, breakfast area, den, 2
fireplaces, new carpet and paint. After 7pm
(310)470-2029.

House to Shate 57

HOUSEMATE, to share 3-bed/2-bath house in

WLA has all appliances, garden, yard. Pref.

male $533/mo. + % utilities, Maria
(310)479-8990.

ROOM AVAILABLE in beautiful Mar VisU
home. $500 + utilities, non-smoker, no pets,

391-4800, leave message.

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY, 4-bed/2-bath,
$300/mo., includes utilities, parking,
fireplace, huge yard, full kitchen, own room,
cable, (818)362-9210.

House for Sale 58

WESTWOOD-WALK TO UCLA, 1727 Mid-
vale Ave., 3-bed^'A bath, living room w/
fireplace, DR, den. Excellent move-in condi-
tion, $695,000, open house Sun. 2-5pm,
Ol«47S^6919j^2er^roker Bill W

Housing Needed 60

TEMPORARY NOUSINQSUBLETS needed for

summer interns: May 1992 thrxxjgh Sept.
1 992. Please call Daniela Dedona at Latham &
Watkins (213)485-1234.

UCLA GRAD STUDENT, MBA (INTERNAr
TIONAL BUSINESS) WORKING; CLEAN,
QUIET, HIGH DEGREE OF INTEGRITY. SEEKS
POSITK3N HOUSESITTING. 310829-0757.

Room/Board for Help 62

ELDERLY GENTLEMAN NEEDS PERSON for
assistance driving & home-care. Return for
room & board. Hancock 1»ark location.
461-7991.

GUESTHOUSE IN EXCHANGE for 15/^rs
babysitting/week. Santa Monica. Must haw
transportation and references. (310)393-71 1 0.

MARRIED COUPLE WITH 8-YR OLD BOY;
Room & board in exchange for childcare. S
min. from UCLA. (310)271-2950.

SANTA MONKIA. Room, board and car in

exchange for help with 9-year old twins.
(310)451-4537.

Room for Help 63

PROFESSKJNAL COUPLE will exchange pri-

vate room, bath, low rent for ten houriMc
chores. Must have car^ove pets. 15-minutes
UCLA. References. (310)550-0552,
(213)9558805.

.
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PALMS, 2 bed/2bath. Townhouse Security

Building. Fireplace, central air, $105(Vmo. 24
hrs. call-(21 3)204-4230.

CyMelveny & Biyers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your fumished
apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

Condos for Sale 67

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwood.
Ibed^bath 109K, 2bed/2bath 188K. Call

agent (213)938-3129.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to uaA. Sec-
urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-
CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT/
FACULTY. PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDKD $95K.
CALL BOB/BROKER, (310)470-1781.

CorKlos for StKire 68

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Condo to share.

Large bright private bedroom and bath. Female
preferred. Non-smoker, no pets. $45(ymo.
(310)859-8228.

Condos for Rent 69

BRENTWOOD 2-BED/1V4 -BATH condo. Up-
per rear unit, security building, tandem park-

ing, sunny,.new carpet, wood floors, close to

VA, UCLA, bus. Security. $950/mo. Furnished/
unfurnished. (310)826-7885. .

BRENTWOOD $950, 2-I-2, Furnfshed/
unfurnished. Hardwood floors, upper unit,

close to V.AAX:LA. (310) 826-7885.

CULVER CITY CONDO, $1700/obo,
fumisheoUunfumished, 4-be<V2!A -bath, sec-

urity, pools, Jacuzzi, gym, sauna, washer/dryer

and dishwasher, 10 min. to UCLA. Please call

Danna (310)836-3378. Available 3/1^2.

WESTWOOD, $1 650. 2bdmV2bth, view, sec-

urity, parking, small complex. Sale optional.

(310)475-8310, (310)446-3000.

WLA CONDO: U1, $825, fumished. Near
bus and gym. No pets, no smoking. Nice.

(310)447-1637.

Guest House for Rent 70

FURNISHED GARDEN-SIDE GUEST HOUSE.
Perfect for female PhD Student. $510.00/
month. Utilities included. References.
(213)287-1024

MV $650/mo. Nice single guest house, private,

refrigerator, parking, yard, storage, 15 min.
UCLA. (310)391-9583.

SM $65(Vmo. Single, newly decorated, utilities

paid. Call after 6pm. (310)477-4679.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED -

REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving AdventuresI

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Furniture for Rent 87

MATTRESS SET queen size $50. Solid wood
dining table with chairs $80. Two large desks

$40 and $50. Patricia (310)471-5705.

Iruurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE

^

FMfF LOWER QUOTE ijll

?)M?,'V?7]n 1818)^4? I.SIO

BEST PRICE IDS AOEflCY

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CAU (21 3)263-BEST. Insured

24ft truck FUUY Equipped for ALL mom -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, pianos,

o.k. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ doliie«, small John, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(310285-8688. UCLA alumof

.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The cartfcil

movefi. Free esHmatn^ cxperierxxd, and reli-

able. jmr (213)391-5657.

THMRY TKtCKS. Professional, expcrianc«i.

ShorVlor^ distwwe. No job too snf«all. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOMS MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

•••CARING TLTTOR^^^BASK: math THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-
ERY TO MASTERYI
(818)5454)960

CALL RENEE

PersorKil Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

CAR DETAILING— wax, wash, annor all, the

works. Student prices, y^rf reasonable. Call

Michael (310)208-3402.

CONSULTANT WITH M.A. available to assist

with English Problems. Includes editing. Exper-

ience, credentlaled, trustworthy
(213)747-8424.

EXPERIENCED EDITOR offers practical tech-

niques arKi exercises that will help you with
your academic writing. Send $10 to Com-
prehensive Editing Services, PO Box 3084,
Redondo Beach, CA 90277.

FRUSTRATED developing editing graduate

school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

METKTULCXJS EDITING AND REWRITING
for medical papers, presentatiorv, and grant

proposals. Papers not for sale. (310)397-8068

PRqFESSK)NAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA arKi

professional experience. Speak Frerich. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PROFESSK3NAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

LEARN RUSSIAN, one-on-one finom Russian

teacher. $20^r. Call Dmitry (310)275-5775.

MATH TUTOR. UCLA math grad available. All

levels. High school calculus, probability, etc.

Gerry (310)274-4846.

MFA GRADUATE & TEACHING ASSISTANT
IN ENGLISH/THEATRE AVAILABLE FOR PRI-

VATE TtnrORING. $10PH. (213)933-7260.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who kno«vs the

subject well and who can patiently
present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

SPANISH TUTORING: grammar, conversa-

tion, business, traveling. For children & adults.

Ask for Cristina 575-1977. ,

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; GMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4years experiernx. Mark, 852-1298.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (3 1 0)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

Typing 100

BEGINNING PIANO LESSONS, ages 4 and up.

Make your new year's resolution come true!

(310)820-3756.

CLASSICAL PIANO LESSONS. Laureate of

International Piano Competition. All levels.

Reasonable price. Phone: 390-5030.

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

$20/hr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS. 2 yrs. exp. leaching begin-

ning students. $1(V30min. Will come to

house. Dennis Cox (310) 794-5665.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching Assoc/Nate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOKTE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theacs/DlsscrtatiaDs

Prapoaalsand Books.
Foetagh Itlldftntlf welcome.

PAIUBNUlRffttlE
Sharao Bear, PhJ>

1 BLOCK FROM UCLA. Wordperfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dissertations, manuscripts,

resumes, legal. (310)208-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7.DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)3120332.

=ACE TYPIST, ETC3«EO TYPtNC. WP,5Pat-

Resumes 104

Only one place in town'

FREE LASER PRINTOUTS at

Image Express
1824 Wor.r.vood Bl (nt Santn Monica;

(310)475-1994
MuM pr- >T.t St.^r).. ,t 1 D A. 1 ' ifji- tf.in 10 .1 '" t . 1 p -r, .)'

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKIAr
TKDNS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARAI^TEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

1

1
A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, trarwcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast tum around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

MP, a- 5pm. Call David (310)788-9885.

IXXITOR WORD. ThesiVdoctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(310)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

RESUMES FOR RESULTS The interview get-

ters? Expert Writing/laser printing."

Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual

appeal. Fran (818)999-3034.

Trovei 106

Travel 105 Travel 10

JET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or o/w!) AiRHITCH,
458-1006.

JEEP CLASSK: C|7! '76. White body. Blue soft

& half soft top & half door, new tires. Great
shape. $4200. (310)459-6660.

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL, R/T airfare to any-

where, $125 p/p. Limited quantity. CALL
nowl!! 24 hrs. (404)349-9551

.

FEB. 25"
ACKERiVIAN

GRAND
BALLROOM

UCLA
TRAVEL
FAIR

Hop on Over to the

UCLA Travel Fair . .

.

win

This year's Travel Fair on February 25^ in Ackerman Grand

Balhoom features a spectacular Grand Prize - Two

Round-trip tickets to Australia on Northwest Airlines!

This year's Iravel Fair also features:

TRAVEL SERVICE
A-Uvel Ackerman Union

Services Offered 96 Typing 100 Travel Tickeli 106

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CrTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(31OH73-41 93.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTM*ROFESSORS. Computer-vsisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. N> writk^. (81i>704-6460.

SCHOLARSHV* INFORMATKDN; Fr«« Re-

corded Message Gives Details.
1(8001743-145$.

-^

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RnUIN with our

new computerized taK tyMMm, call Phyllis at

(213l)6$3-3600. We alM» type term p^kM.
Student dhcounn.

^MITINC^ EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd glwt
mpmt help. Fast, raatonaMe. (310)476^1 14.

GLENOALE/WORD PROCESSING, LAZERJET
PRINTER. $2.0(Vpage double spaced. Debra
(818)243-7604.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/de livery. 24hrB
service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? Mac, posticHpt laMr.

Flyers, business cards, legaiAncdicai transcrip-

tion, dissertations. 7-days. Brentwood.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING AND FREE CAMPUS
PKXUP/DELIVERY FOR PAPERS, THESES,
ETC. Mac W/P. Michael D10M77-4735.

PERFECT SPaLING for papers, thesis, etc.

Mac, WA>, free campus pickufV delivery.

Michael 477-4735. ,

1-WAY, LAX-CHARLOTTE (VSAIR HUB),
MAR.24, $15(yOBO, STEVE, 474-8420.

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

$399^rMn. Valid 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3087.

HAWAN, MEXKXD, BAHAMAS, Roundtrip for

two. SISdfJDtieon. Valid one year. Limited

ofler. (MCi352-3087.

LAX TO WASHINGTON DC. 1 way, 3/21^2.
$20QMm. Murt lelL OIOI 208-0071.

AukMi for Sale 109

1979 MMW SaOi SPORT. Original

meticulously maintained (all recordO, superb
condition, 84 K miles. $4000. (213)
466-2042.

1989 WRANGLER. Dream jeep. 2 Tops. 6
cylinder. $2500 lift-big tire package. $2000
CD Stereo, thumps! Alarm. $12,950.
(213)892-4620.

81' Plymouth Reliant, runs excellent, automa-
tic, 4/dr., clean, power steering/brakes,

S75Q^obo. 432-6959.

'81 VW JETTA, 5-speed, sunroof, 4-door,

excellent condition, repair records available,

103,400 miles. $2550. (818)901-1967.

CHRYSLER LASER '85. Good running condi-
tion. Automatic, A/C, AM/FM Cassette, 93,000
miles, $1980 (310)578-2281.

'88 ACURA INTEGRA LS Special Edition.

White, power sunroof, AM/FM cassette w/
eqyilizer. Excellent condition, $8900
(310)552-4825.

'89 Cherokee Laredo, loaded, blue, grey

interior, 4x4, phone, towing package, new
tires, $12,200. (310)451-2069.

BMW 320i red, running-good, $2000; Jeep
Suzuki Samurai, black, '86, $3000. Call

Roberto (213)464-8848.

CHEVROLET CAVALIER, '84. 70,000 miles.

A/C, power locks + brakes, tilt wheel, cruise

control, AM/FM. $2000/080. Call 471-4287.

CIVIC SI '89, red, power sur^ijoof, stereo, air,

excellent condition,
|

$8000/obo,
(213)464-8848.

DODGE COLT '84. 2dr/stick, A/C, 55,000
miles, excellent running condition. $2000obo.
(818)799-3156.

ESCORT HATCHBACK, '86. Excellent condi-
tion. Automatic. A/C, cassette, new tires.

Original owner. 48,000 miles. $2,400.
(818)986-2537.

HONDA ACCORD '78. Runs well. $850/obo.
.(213)559-6253.
— ^

MOVING, MUST SELL '78 VW Rabbit. Fuel

injection, radio/stereo. Good condition. $900.
(310)842-9414.

MUST SELL '81 DATSUN 210, 5-speed,

91 ,000 miles, sunroof, great condition, $1 450.
Olivier (310)479-5912.

PORCHE 9445 '87. Silver, 35,000 miles,

;d, alarm, sunroof, att-powerrlmmacu-
late, pull-out stereo. $1 4,000. (21 3)852-0687.

RABBIT CONVERTIBLE. '83, white/white,
alarm, A/C, stereo, new trans, top, and seats,

$4500, (310)306-2326.

SUBURU HATCHBACK 1985, 5-speed, AM/
FM cassette-4 speakers, A/C, original owner,
great condition, $2000, (310)575-3371.

TOYOTA COROLLA, '81 HATCHBACK, auto-

matic, a/c, FM stereo/cassette. Exceptionally

well maintained. $1800. (310)390-2315.
Evenings.

VOLVO 1 22, '67. Excellent condition, 2-tone,

new brakes, Weber Carborator. $2500
(310)3920555.

VW BUG FOR SALE, 1974. Excellent running
condition. Light blue. $1 500/obo.
(310)206-6181 or (213)935-6102.

Bicycles for Sole 113

RACING BKIYCLE: Trek 2000. 56 cm alumi-
num frame. Movie Rims, Look pedals, compu-
ter pump. Moving— must sell. $650/obo.
Arthur (310)657-8074.

^4otorcycle$ for Sale 1 14

HONDA 250 REBEL '85. Great beginner bike.

Includes helmet $80G/obo. Leave message.
824-3607.

Scooters for Sale 115

'87 HONDA ELITE 1 50 DRUXE, helmet case,

digital dash, 4k mi., helmet. $1050. Glen
208-2640.

ELITE 80. White, 1 986. Great condition. New
tires, tuned. $80G/obo. Call Scott 208-3509,
leave message.

ELITE 80. White, 1986. Great condition,

includes Lelmet, and lock, $85G^obo. Steve
207-6306.

ELITE ES-50, 1988. Great condition, with
helmet and lock. $400 or best offer. Call Tim at

(310)312-0631.

HONDA ELFPE 80. White, 1 200m, 6 month
warranty left, quite new, great condition,

$1100. (818)789-8323.

HONDA ELITE 1 50. '87 white 3.3k, just tuned.
Runs great, clean. $1,100/080. ConUct Ste-

phen 473-0424

Furniture for Sale 126

BEDROOM SET, gorgeous, grey, platform bed,
full size, great condition, $150,
(310)552-4825.

BED WITH SIDE CABINETS—$1 SG^ibo, oA-
wood futon $15(Vobo, sofa, love seat
$30QMm, oakwood tables $35(yobo, painting
on mirrors, call "Go-Har" (310)477-4307.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Ddh^ict, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Typewriter/Computer 134

DEPENDAiLE, MAC PIUS. 1 meg- RAM, »
mqg, EXT HO, keybovd, cables, mouse, WP
to»w»e. $M5A»bo. CaH (310N78-4958.

mA COMPUTER 286, VGA MonAtr, 20 MS
hard drive, 3.S disk INi. gr«M oond^
$S0Qfo.b.O. (3101624^552.

NEW PC 3MSK/25. 2 RAM, 40M HO, 5.25 fr

3.5 floppy, keyboard, monitor, warranty.
$1100. Tim (310)478-3226.

>••-
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TRAFFIC
,

SCHOOL i

I Ki:i; l\\RKI.\(. Cl SIII()M;|) til AIRS

SAT, SIX, cs^ i:\ii\i.\(;s

CLASSICS

K/IRLY KIRII
Served from 5:30 t<» 7:30 |).iii.

Friday, Saturday 6i Siindiiy

WEEK DAY SPECIAI.S
Dinner Entrees - $9.50

Includes Snnomono
Miso Soitp, Rice and Ice Cream
Includes your choice of

• Chicken Tcriyaki pnd Shriiii|i Tciii|»uru
• Sulmon Teriyaki and Shrini|i Tempura
• Ginger Cliicken and California Roll Suslii

• Beef Yaki
• Siikiyaki (Beef or Chicken)

^ • Sushi: 3 Roll Conihinalion
FULL MENU TILL 1 A.M. Monday - Thursday till Midnight

^^^oo"ii.^?!"^^^y Sunday till 10 p.m.
2830 Wilshire Blvd. * Santa Monica • 828-8404

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(Cl£A»COLO*^ .t40 PR.
DISPOSABLES (^m wp^*^ $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES 4156 PR
ASTIGMATISM, EXTENDED 4138 PR

BaadtnLomblMiMt

EYE EXAMS15
FfM Bauach n Lomb Ranu Cars KM (w/lans)

IMSKAOt ailLUNIt
|HMifn«l:a»E.OMMWI

m NKtft MMVEME RMi
WMMMt UMKfUUEM

M«d. Mgrnl. Main.

213) 842-6094 (800) 812-6094

This week only.

HtLD OVtK !!

Apply to be showcased in

the BroDO Life Yearbook

SPOTLIGHT section.

Application deadline is this

Friday, February 21~~

Forms are at the

Bruin Life Trailer

I .*..

Oor fit Grill

DCLA vs. NOTRE DAME
BASKETBALL SPECIALS

X

Breakfast
3 X I

Lunch

Saturday Feb 22
lOani to 3pin

Game Starts at Ham
SEE ALL GAMES UVE

AT
I

^
10936 Lindbrook Dr.

Westwood, CA 90024
(310) 208-8727

'5.00 Off

On Any Size Cake!
(Not flood wlft any other coupom or

diaoountt. Expiies VTAfJD

We Now Dellverl
Mon-Sat: 2piii.5p]ii

baskin(^robbins
life's a whole loc sweeler with iL

208-8048 Westwood Vilbge

Advertise in \Y\e:

paily Bruin
. 825-2 16 il
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From page 20

"We gave him a lot of different
looks," Mitchell BuUer said. But-
ler was most responsible for
shutting Keefe down, but he had
some help. "We covered down
from the top of the key, we got
weakside help from Don (Mac-
Lean) and Tracy (Murray) and
with Tarver coming down. He
wasn't getting his shots off and
wasn't able to drive like he usually
does.**

"I thought Mitchell did a terrific

job on Keefe.** coach Jim Hairick
said.

Keefe did find a way to beat
U(XA*s defense in the second
half, but his 18 second-half points
were too little, loo late.

After the Bruins* less-than-

impressive six-point win Tuesday
night over California, Harrick was
most pleased with the effort his
team put forth on Thursday.

*Tt*s all about the effort you give
and we gave a great effort tonight,"
he said, "We played defense, we
rebounded, we shared the ball, we
shot the ball well and we ran our
break well. We played with great
enthusiasm.

"We give a good effort most of
the time. It*s good to do it for the
home fans. We havcn*t done it in

front of them for a while.**

Two Bruins had career-high
performances, Tracy Murray with
36 points aiMl Ed Q*fiafloon with
11 rebounds. The 21 minutes that
0*Bannon played were also a
career-high since coming back
from two knee surgeries. Each
game he plays he appears more
confident and more impressive.

0'Bannon*s 11 rebounds led the
team, but it was an offensive foul
on him that garnered the most
attention. Stanford's Jason Weav-
er stepped up and took a charge.

negating a monster dunk by
0*Bannon, who fouled out on the
play.

T picked up a loose ball and
when I got to halfcourt I knew that

I was going for the dunk,** 0*Ban-
non said. "There were two guys in
front of me. I went around the first

one and I went over the second
one. After the dunk I pointed to my
dad in the stands. He was pretty
excited, and I was pretty excited.**

The biggest difference between
this game and the Jan. 25th game in
Palo Alto, where the Bruins had to
come from behind to win, was
UCLA*s front line play. Don
MacLean had a stomach flu for
that matchup and was not very
effective, and Stanford center Paul
Garrett scored a career-high 19
points against the Bruins at Maples
Pavilion.

A month later at Pauley Pavi-
lion, he didn't score at all.

**Our firont line played well
ag^nsl them last time.*' Stanford
coach Mike Montgomery said.

**This time we got in foul trouble
and had to make adjustments.**
Even George Zidek got into it

for the Bruins. The 7-f6ot fresh-
man was fired-up and even swung
an elbow or two in his excitement
Zidek grabbed three rebounds but
committed four personal fouls.

"Fm pleased that I am playing
«»n^«5, tuiovK. saiQ. oOmcnmcs 1

am not happy with the (referees')
calls, but that happens."
Up next for the Bruins is a game

at Notre Dame on Saturday. The
Irish have already upset North
Carolina, Syracuse and USC this

year. Harrick said this win was a
good way to go into the Notre
Dame game. "We'd like to go in
there and win." he said. "They've
been giant iullers this year."

MURRAY
From page 20

Murray scored 25 points in the
first half, en route to his highest
point total since he was a star at

Glendora High School.

Prior to Thursday night, Mur-
ray's career-high as a collegian

was 31 points, which he scored
against DePaul on Dec. 15. 1990.
That game against DePaul was
also the only time that Murray had
eclipsed 30 points.

"My teammates got me the ball

in the right places," Murray* said.

"The Stanford defense seemed to

lose me a loL"

After a lackluster performance
against Cal Tuesday night. Murray
came out blazing against the
CardinaL

"I needed to get my game back
after Cal," Murray said after being
held to 13 points by the Bears. "I
didn't shoot that well last game,
but things were going well for me
tonighL"

Despite only playing 29
minutes, Murray made 10 of 14
field goal attempts, including three
of four three-pointers. He also took
advantage of being fouled
repeatedly, as he made 13 of 15
free throw attempts.

**The sky is the limit for Tracy,"
Bruin head coach Jim Harrick said
after the game. "He had a strong
effort tonight, and he will be a top
player next year if he works hard
over the summer and improves as
much as he did this past year."
UCLA forward Don MacLean

was not surprised by Murray's
performance.

"He got pissed off after Tuesday
night's game." MacLean said.
"When Tracy gets mad. he comes
out the next game and really jjoes
hard."

*

Munray was on fire from the
opening tip-off. He broke open a
2-2 tie with six consecutive points,
the last two coming on a slam
dunk.

Later in the half. Murray scored
10 of 11 Bruin points to give
UCLA a 27-12 lead. During that

two-minute stretch, Murray con-
nected on two three-pointers, a
slam dunk and a layup after

grabbing an offensive rebound.

After a brief rest on the bench.
Murray scored five consecutive
points, giving him 23. With more
than five minutes remaining in the
half, Murray had scored more than
half of UCLA's 36 points.

After intermission. Murray
picked up right where he left off.

He scored seven of the first eight
Bruin points in the second half.

Murray surpassed his career
high with a pair of free throws
coming with 16:52 left in the
game. Later in the game. Murray
came back and made a three-point-
er, as well as another free throw,
before leaving with 4:31 left

"Anybody on our team can hit

for 30 points on a given night."
Murray said. **That is how much
offensive firepower we have.
Tonight it was my turn. My
teammates knew that I was hot,

and they got me the ball.**

Murray played a complete game
Thursday, as he had five rebounds,
two assists, one blocked shot and
one steal to go with his 36 points.

Murray is averaging 21 points
per game, which leads the Bruins.
There had been some speculation
that Murray was considering turn-
ing professional after this season,
but he flatly denied that the
thought had ever crossed his mind.
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Bruin gymnasts head to Tempe for Southwest Cup
By Lucl Chavez

>
•

Travehng across the shifting

desert sands, the UCLA men's
gymnastics team heads to Tempe.
Arizona today to compete in the

1992 Southwest Cup.
Entering the second half of the

regular season, the Bruins (5-3)

will go head to head with seven
nationally ranked teams, facing

their biggest challenge to date.

Gymnasts from six top-20
teams, including No. 1 Nebraska.

will pull out all the stops as they
take to the floor in a sneak-preview
of the 1992 NCAA champion-
ships.

UCLA head coach Art Shuriock

is looking forward to the stiff

competition.

"We're going to be facing a

tou^ field, but this should help us.

not just for this part of the season

but also in preparation for (Pac- 10s

and NCAAs)." Shuriock said.

The similarity in format

between the Southwest Cup and
the upcoming UCLA Invitational

(both meets will feature fiiU fields

of men and women competitors)

will allow the Bruins to get a feel

for the level of competition and
make any necessary adjustments

for the post-season. .

For the UCLA seniors, this

year's Southwest Cup provides a
much-coveted opportunity to take

care of some unfinished business.

"Every year the scoring is pretty

bad. usually in favor of (defending

Southwest Cup champs) Arizona
State." said Bruin senior Jason

Carman. *That has really pissed us

off in the past. We're looking for

revenge."

Coach Shuriock can barely

contain his own excitement as he
will finally see more than two
gymnasts competing for UCLA in

the all-around this year with
Garman. Steve Diem and Scott

Keswick seeing action on all six

events.

After injuring his knee at the

1991 NCAA championships. Brad
Hayashi returns to the mat.
although under a watchful eye. as

he appears healthy enough to go
all-around this week for the first

time in 1992.

Vaulting into the top spots in the

all-around will be no easy feat as
UCLA must deal with team all-

around scoring leaders Marcus
Jordan from Oklahoma (57.00).

Lyle Scott from New Mexico
(55.90) and Cal'sf Marc Feingold
(55.40).

^

Volleyball to play
By Eric BIfllgmeler

Some teams in the Western
Intercollegiate Volleyball Associ-
ation are easy to figure out Cal
State Northridge. UCLA*s oppo-
nent tonight at 7:30 in the Wooden
Center, is not one of them.

In the first few polls produced
by the coaches and Volleyball

Monthly, the Matadors were
ranked in the bottom tier of the Top
20. Then came last weekend's
Asics Grand Prix tournament at

San Diego State.

CSUN tallied four wins over
top-10 opponents in reaching the

finals of the three-day event Their

sr^exploiLs Jaclttdedijittek-tQrback-

Al Scales
UCLA Sporte Info

victories over East Coast Final

Four candidate Rutgers-Newark
and an impressive effort in the

finals against top-ranked Long
Beach State (15-13. 15-9. 15-12).

'They're improving all the time

like we are." said UCLA coach AJ
Scates. *They got a lot of compeu-
tion last weekend, so they should

be real -slwop,^

CSUN's most unknown quanti-

ty is Axel Hagar, a 6-foot. 7-inch

player from Germany, whosejump
serve (team-high 15 aces), defense

(2.1 digs per game) and strong

swing (4.8 kpg. .352) all have
Scates wondering.

"Northridge is solid." Scates
said. 'They're a good all-around

team. They do everything fairly

well and really don't have any
weaknesses."

Scates said he hopes the Bruins

(5-3, 3-2 WrVA) can gore the

Matadors with a typically domi-
nating performance up front. The
rotations with Mike Sealy and Tim
Kelly working together in the front

row are the most effective. Scates
WtltL

Women's tennis feeing
soutliwestem ciiailenge

CSUN (5-5. 0-1 WrVA). now
ranked No. 6. got a late start this

season (no matches until February)

after finishing second behind
UCXA in the DeGroot Division

last year. Matching their finest

season ever is turning out to be a
difficult task without the services

of their top three kills leaders.

Kelly's teammate at quick hit-

ter, Jeff Nygaard. will also be
counted on for scoring points

through blocking and transition

hitting (after a Bruin dig). Nygaard
is the top blocker in the WIVA
(2.29 per game) and is ranked third

nationally in both blocking and
hitting percentage (.504).

By Michael Klein

Daily Bruin Staff

There will be a decidedly

Western flavor at the Los
Angeles Tennis Center this

wedcend as the fourth-ranked

UCLA women's tennis team
takes on the Gauchos of UCSB
today and the Texas Longhoms
Saturday.

The Bruins (7-0. 2-0 in

conference play) should have
no trouble in wrangling the

uruanked Gauchos, but roping
the No. 3 Longhoms is another
matter, especially when the^

ford and USC, as well as the

Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches
Association Team Indoor event
in the next month.

This weekend, the Bruins
will be led by their trio of

veterans Mamie Ceniza. Iwa-
lani McCalla and Cammie
Foley. Freshman Paige Yar-

oshuk. who has been strugghng
with arm injuries of her own.
has been given medical clear-

ance to play. The fifth and sixth

spots will be filled by either Lee
Ann Rostovksy, Jenny Baker or

Jenny HilL

lasso is a foot short.

Bruin freshman Anne Mall
has a stress fracture on the third

metatarsal of her left foot and
will be out for four weeks.
The injury comes at an

inopportune point, as the Bruins
have matches against Cal, Stan-

ine Longnorns come in^

undefeated on the season,
including an 8-1 drubbing of
13th-ranked Oklahoma Slate

last week.

The Longhoms are built

around ninth-ranked Susan Gil-

christ and 12th-ranked Vickie

Paynter.

wR
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1992 BSN
STUDENTS.

Enter the Air Force

immediately after gradua-

tion— without waiting for the

results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air

Force nurse officer. And if selected

during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship

at a major Air Force medical facili-

ty. To apply, you'll need an overall

2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOUFREE

1-800-423-USAF

1991-92 JACOB MARSCHAK MEMORIAL LECTURE
Friday, February 21 , 1992

1:00 to 3:00 P,M.

Room 2270, Anderson Graduate School of Management

INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS AS AN ALTERNATIVE
TO CONVENTIONAL ECONOMETRIC MODELS

BY
WASSDLYLEONTBEF

PtofessKH' of Economics and University Professor,

New York University, Nobel Laureate in Economics

The Communications Board is accepting
applications for the following positions

for the 1992-1993 academic year:

2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF AM
Hair Services

* our sgfvicgs incltidP

Cut Manicure

Color Pedicure

Highlights Fadal

Makeup

CaU PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310)824-5006

1015 Ga^ey Ave. # 105 In Westwood Village

• \

^\

AVEDA

dual hitfa block south ofWeybum)

' GOLDWELL OPI*

Daily Bruin
Editor-in-Chief

Daily Bruin
Business Manager

Applications are available in the
Publications Office, 112 Kerckhoff Hall

and are due February 26.
irace Liu at 825-2787 for further infomu
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UCLA flattens Stanford, 96-70
By Mark Brubaker
Dally Bruin Staff

With fivo^minutes to go in the

first half of the UCLA-Stanford
game Thursday night at Pauley
Pavilion, Josephine Bruin went
after the Stanford Tree mascot
with an axe.

But the Bruin basketball team
had already beaten her to it, cutting

down Stanford before it could even
get out of the blocks. The score
was 14-2 at that point, and the

bludgeoning continued all night
UCLA cruised to a 96-70

victory over the Cardinal, pushing
its record to 21-1 (12-1 in the

Pacific 10 conference) while Stan-
ford fell to 14-7 (6-5).

A 10-0 Bruin run in the opening
minutes of the game effectively

put away Stanford. Cardinal for-

ward Adam Keefe, who scored 24
points against UCLA in Palo Alto
last month, could not get anywhere
near the basket in the first half.

Keefe had only two baskets in the

first 20 niinutes of the game.

The Bruins did an excellent job
of denying Keefe the ball, ft-onting

him in the low post and not letting

him penetrate when he did get the

ball out high.

See NOOPS, page 18

Murray's 36
leads Bruins
in scoring

Tracy Murray delivers two of
night against Stanford.

SUNNY SUNQ^aly Bruin

his career-high 36 points Thursday

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Fortunately for the UCLA
men*s basketball team, junior
forward Tracy Murray will not
turn professional after this season.

Murray scored a career-high 36
points Thursday night against

Stanford at Pauley Pavilion, lead-

ing the second-ranked Bruins to a
96-70 victory.

After the game, Murray
emphatically confirmed a report in

Thursday*s Los Angeles Times
that he would not leave UCLA
after this season.

"I'm coming back next season,"

Murray said. "I never knew where
the rumor that I was going pro
came from. I have never even
considered turning pro."

However, the way Murray play-

ed Thursday night, he might want
to reconsider his decision.

See MURRAY, page 18

No. 2 Bruins wary
of luck of the Irish

W. hoops to face use

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Playing at Notre Dame has

not been pleasant for the UCLA
men's basketball team.

The second-ranked Bruins
(20-1 prior to Thursday night's

game against Stanford) will be
searching for their first victory

at the Joyce Center since 1984,
when they face the Fighting
Irish (10-11) on Saturday.

On three separate occasions,

Notre Dame has upset UCLA at

the Joyce Center when the

Bruins were ranked first or

second in the polls. The most
famous of these upsets came in

1974, when the Irish snapped
UCLA's NCAA record 88-

game winning streak, 71-70.

The Irish have been some-
what of a mystery this year,

beating several ranked teams,

including Syracuse, USC and
North Carolina, and losing to

weaker teams like Butler and

Boston College.

"We would have to play

virtually a perfect game to beat

UCLA," Notre Dame Head
Coach John MacLeod said.

"They are a tremendous team.

We will have to excel in every

area to have a chance to win."

MacLeod is in his first year
as the Irish coach, after a long

coaching career in the National

Basketball Association. It took
the Irish a while to adapt to

MacLeod, as they lost five of
their first six games.

*They had a really bad start,

but now they are playing well,"

UCLA Head Coach Jim Har-
rick said. "They have really

come together as a team."

The Irish are led by 6-foot-

8-inch senior forward LaPhon-
so Ellis. Ellis is averaging 17.5

points and 10.8 rebounds per

game, both of which are tops on
the team.

"I »un playing pretty well

right now," EUis said. "I still

have a lot of confidence in my
game. I have been pleased with

my season so far.

"UCLA is a very important
game for us," MacLeod said.

'They are really an impressive

team. UCLA and Duke are

superior teams to everyone
else."

. Saturday's game will be
televised live by NBC (Channel
4) at 11 a.m. in Los Angeles.

T»y ^

By Heather Dufiy
Daily Bruin Staff

The Pac-10 women's basketball

standings are beginning to resem-
ble a bottlenecked freeway, with
Stanford on top and four teams tied

for second. Two of tfiosc teams,
crosstown rivals UCLA and USC.
will spend Saturday night deciding
the course of the conference race
on the floor of Pauley Pavilion.

The Bruins split at home last

weekend, with a 92-69 loss to

Stanford and 101-87 victory over
Cal. UCLA's 7-4 conference
record is shared by Cal, Washing-
ton and USC— a situation which
promises some intensely competi-
tive contests as the Bruins meet the

Trojans and Cal faces Washington
Saturday night.

While there would seem to be a
lot of pressure to win this weekend,
the Bruins are not approaching this

game with a must-win mentality.

"We know what this conference
is about and we've been in a game
like this before. It's a home game,
so it's important for us. We are tied

for second place, and all we need to

stay in second is to win," UCLA
head coach Billie Moore said.

The Trojans last met the Bruins
on Jan. 24 in USC's Lyon Center,
winning, 62-60, off a jump shot

from forward Jualeah Woods in

the last five seconds. Over the

years, the competition between the

two teams has remained tight, with

"We know what this

conference is about and

we've been in a game
like this before. It's a

home game, so it's

important for us.

BlllTe Moore
Women's Basketball Coach

USC currently leading the series

18-17.

Led by sophomore center Lisa
Leslie and her average of 21 points

a game, the Trojans have two other

players regularly scoring in double
figures — junior guard Joni Eas-
teriy (13.4) and senior guard
Tammy Story (10.7). Moore said

the Bruins will step up their

defense to slow Leslie and her

supporting casL

The Bruins have an arsenal of
'their own, the powerful scoring
tandem of senior guard Rehema
Stephens (22.2 ppg) and sopho-
more center Natalie Williams
(20.0). Williams also leads the

team in rebounding, averaging
13.2 per game.
But UCLA could have problems

with USC, which possesses the
stingiest scoring defense in the
Pac-10 (61.8 ppg). In the teams'
last meeting, the Trojan zone
frustrated UCLA and held Wil-
liams to two points off free throws.

gives
up two HRs
but wins &^
By Zacffiary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

Several days ago. UCLA base-
ball head coach Gary Adams
described his team's offense as
baseball's version of the "run-
and-shoot".

Thursday afternoon against
Northwestern, the Bruins ran and
shot their way to a 6-5 squeaker at

Jackie Robinson Stadium. It was
UCLA's (7-2) sixth straight win,
with the Bruins handing the Wild-
cats a loss in their season opener.

*T thought we were solid all-

around today," Adams said. "We
had good pitching and defense, but
it was our hitting and running that

won the game."
The Bruins had trouble getting

out of the starting gate. Four
batters into the game, UCLA
starter Gary Adcock had been
rocked for two homers and three

Tumf
**I have trouble in the first

innings," Adcock said. "I threw
too many fastballs in the first

inning. But then I was able to mix
it up and keep people off balance."

After the rocky first inning,

Adcock was able to settle down
and control the Wildcats until the
eighth inning.

Meanwhile, UCLA began to

wear down Northwestern starter

Tom Sandt The offense started to

percolate in the fourth inning when
designated hitter Tim Kubinski
launched a two-run homer to right

field and cut the deficit to 3-2.

"I was telling people in the
dugout that we were going to score
soon," Kubinski said. "(Sandt) was
starting to get wild and behind in

the count."

The Bruins took advantage of
Sandt's lack of control and used
theirown team speed to scratch out
two runs in the fifth inning and
gain a 4-3 lead. The key blow was a
seeing-eye single to right by Adam
Melhuse that drove home two runs.

UCLA then scored single runs in

the sixth and seventh innings.

In the end. the Wildcats were
able to touch Adcock and Bruin
stopper Gabe SoUecito for runs in

the eighth and ninth innings, but
could not deliver the key hit.

stranding the potential tying and
winning runs on base.

Qary Adams
UCLA Sporti hfo

/
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Circulation: 22,000

Fkee assistance

on tax forms
Taxpayers needing help or

information on their state and
federal income lax forms can
receive free tax assistance today

and Thursday from 10 a.m. to

noon in North Campus room 20
or from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in

Sproul Hall's second floor north

lounge.

People should bring tax

forms and information booklets

received in the mail, records of
income and deductions and all

other pertinent records.

Additional sessions are
planned for March 2 and 3 at the

same times and in the same
locations. All sessions are

sponsored by Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance.

For more information, call

Mike at (310) 824-5316.

Inside

Help with the
state bar exam
UCLA Extension is offering

a class to help potential lawyers

pass the state bar exam.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Pumping Iron

Wooden Women
A student writes in saying

that the women who weight
train in the Wooden Center are

treated as less than equal.

See page 16

Arts & Entertainment

A woman's
point of view
Tonight's "Women At

Work" film series at Melnitz

Theater focuses on four women
directors from UCLA*s School

of Film and Television.

See page 18

Sports

Fridoy,2/21 M GYMNASTICS at S. West Cup Tempe.AZ

•—r ,*" - • »w»*

21-2
Tracy Murray couldn't find

his range from three-point land,

misfiring on ail five shots as the

Bruins were upset by unranked

Notre Dame.

See page 36

University of California, tos Angeles

Monday
February 24, 1992

UCLA internees honored at Royce Hall
Fifty Years Later

UCLA begins a year-long commemoration

of the evacuation and Internment of

Japanese Americans during World War II.

In this ttory, ceremonies open tfie year

of remembrance in Royce Ha^l on

Saturday. On pagn 3, a student receives

her UCLA degree— 50 years late.

By Saliy Kim
Dally Bruin Staff

Members of the Japanese-
American community gathered at

Royce Hall on Saturday to pay
tribute to the 175 UCLA students

who were interned during World
War n.

Because organizers could not
locate all of the students, only 36
attended the afcsmoon ceiBmoffy.

The ceremony kicked off
UCLA's year-long commemora-
tion of the 50th anniversary of
then-President Franklin D.
Roosevelt's signing of the execu-
tive order authorizing the intern-

ment of all people of Japanese
ancestry.

"(The students') college experi-

ence was abruptly halted," UCLA
Chancellor Charles Young told the

audience of about 1,500 people.
"Our wish is to pay tribute to their

sacrifice."

A special tribute was paid to

Akio "Aki" Yamazaki, who was
19 units short of graduating before

she was forced to leave UCLA 50
years ago. On Saturday, she finally

received her undergraduate degree
in home economics.

"I'm only sorry it took so long,"

Young said as he handed her the

diploma.

All of the six speakers —
including Young, Los Angeles

Mayor Tom Bradley and local

television anchorwoman Tritia

Toyota— stressed the importance

of recognizing that the internment

is an integral part of U.S. history.

*This is a poignant reminder

that something as precious as our

freedom is very fragile," Young
said. "By illuminating the lessons

of 1942, we hope to help ensure

that such a tragedy is never

repeated."

The civil rights that were
stripped from Japanese-Ameri-
cans 50 years ago must be main-

tained today in the face of

See CEREMONY, page 15

Top. UCLA Niklcei Student
Union Taiko Drum Piayers put
on a show at Royce Hall to
commemorate the 50th
anniversary of the Japanese
Internment and the UCLA stu-

dents who were sent to the
camps. Right, Los Angeles
Mayor Tom Bradley signs an
autograph for the son of UCLA
education professor Don Naka-
nishi.

Photos by
Laura Lee Swan

Fee4iike protest to continue as planned
Student leaders will lobby

for fee rollback at summit

By Lorl Quinton
Daily Bruin Staff

Student leaders engaged in a

heated debate with University of

California officials after they

asked students at a conference

Wednesday not to fight next year's

registration fee hike.

In anticipation of a major
student meeting with key state

legislators today, UC President

David Gardner pleaded with stu-

dents to accept the obviously

painful fee increase.

But student leaders said they are

determined to protest the hike in

Sacramento. Although the UC
Regents approved a $550 increase

in January as pan of a budget

proposal by Gov. Pete Wilson, the

legislature has the final say over

the matter.

*The university doesn't like the

fact that we don't like the fee

increase," said Neera Tanden,
undergraduate external vice presi-

dent. "(Gardner's) idea was to

change our minds. But we didn't

and we won't in the future."

UC officials had urged student

leaders to accept Wilson's propos-

al because they say the budget is

actually generous considering the

state's extremely serious fiscal

problems.

They did not want students to

protest the fee increase, saying a

unified front between students and
administrators was their best way

See DETERMINED, page 13

By Lori Quinton
Daily Bruin Staff

Even after University of Cali-

fornia officials asked them not to,

student leaders are hitting the halls

of the capitol building to persuade

state legislators to roll back the

proposed $550 fee hike.

The meeting with legislators is

part of a three-day summit spon-

sored annually by the UC student

association. It is designed to focus

state attention on all student issues,

but this year the focal point of the

A+'s set for spring transcript debut,
but procedural error may cause delay
By Marina DundJerskI
Daily Bruin Staff

Undergraduates will begin to

see their A+ grades on transcripts,

perhaps as early as spring quarter.

The University of California's

systemwide faculty senate
approved a proposal last month to

have A+*s appear on school

**

records, but this change will not

inflate grade-point averages and

the highest-possible GPA will

continue to be 4.0.

The motion will not retroac-

tively add A+ marks to transcripts.

However, the academic motion

is on hold because of a procedural

error made by the UC faculty

senate. The committee on rules

and jurisdiction argued that it was
inadequately consulted before the
vote.

This means the A-f motion may
be delayed, said Linda Bourque,
chairwoman of the committee. But
this delay does not constitute a
reversal, she said.

lobby effort will be next year's

24-percent fee increase.

Students fronii all of the UC
campuses, including 50 from
UCLA, will sit down with their

individual state legislators to give

the politicians a picture of how il

fee increases are affecting stu-

dents.

"I'm hoping when they sec this

show of force from the students, it

will open the eyes of the legislators

and have them think that students

See SUMMIT, page 13

So far, UCLA is one of

three UC campuses

that does not yet have

A+ grades on

transcripts. The other

two campuses are UC
San Francisco. . . and

UC Santa Cruz.

i.

^kmk i liii'hi jj.
See k*, page 12
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TODAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1992
8:00 RM

Cultural Affsdrs Conunission
Rock en Espanol Series: Ley de Hielo y Eclipse

Cooperage

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1992
10:00 AM

On Campus Housing
Housing Fair

Court of Sciences

12:00 NOON
Chancellor's Office

Adminisu^tive Resource Center & University Library

Departir^nt Approaches Toward Transformation

Royce 314/Humanities Conference Room

:00 PM
Business Economics Society ft Engineering Business Society

Management Consulting Night

AGSM 2343

8:00 PM

ri«w«wM
«MMWV*M

Campus Events

Sneak Preview-*The Mambo Kings"

Mann Westwood

WEDNESDAY.
8:00 PM

Cultural AfiEairs

Poetry Series presents:

Story Time with Westwind Literary Magazine

Kerckhoff Coffee House
Cultural Affairs

UCLA Underground Series presents:

Mighty Rhinos and Whichiswhat

Cooperage

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1992
12:00 NOON

mm
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9:00 P\l

GENERAL

Cultural Affairs

Jazz prelude concert series

VCfestwood Plaza

Cultural Affairs

Russian folk band-Lim Popo
Kerckhoff Coffee House

USAC
Vice-chair and staff applications are available at 304 Kerckhoff

Applications due February 28lh

Cultural Affairs CommissionAJSAC
"^ El Santo Ritmo-Michele Martinez ~ ~r:

~

Kerckhoff Art Gallery

Peer Health Counselors

Congratulations to all new Peer Health Counselors
' 9lh Week's MeeUng: 3/3/92

Honors ft Undergraduate Orientation

Application available for Orientation Assistant C
Due Feb.28 at 4:00pm

See ad for more info.

Commentary _^

Feminism hullli^ to

a neededsecond vniui
By Anna Quindlen
The New York Times

Desiree Washington says some-
body offered to pay her off. She
told this to Barbara Walters on
national television Friday night

Washington is sweet and ear-

nest, the kind of young woman
who would have shown up at a

train station with a small valise, big

eyes and high hopes in old-fash-

ioned movie musicals if old-fash-

ioned movie musicals ever cast

black people. She is the woman
who was raped by Mike Tyson.

She says she was offered a

million dollars to drop the charges,

which is an awfiil lot of money to

offer someone if you think they're

lying. The matter's under investi-

gation, so she wouldn't name
names. But she says the people

who offered her money also

offered her names to say, magic
words to explain to the public why
she was loath to go forward.

Patricia Bowman. Anita Hill.

She didn't budge.

It's been a great time for women
in America. I know that conclusion

seems contrary to fact The reason

many were shocked that Mike
Tyson was convicted was not

because they thought he was
innocent Quite the contrary. It was
that for the last year being female

in America seemed like a bad
country-western song: Can't Win
for Losing.

It wasn't only, for example, that

Dow Coming had manufactured a

product of questionable safety

after questionable research. It was
that the suits who run the company

were dismissive of women who
complained about their breast

implants.

In this way, they deftly turned

what might have b^n handled as a

public relations problem into the

national nightmare they richly

deserve. They were cold and
close-minded when openness and
compassion were called for. They
treated their consumers like cryba-

bies. They didn't take them seri-

ously.

That is why it's been a good year
— because we've taken ourselves

seriously. And personally. Any
good reporter knows that the best

way to illuminate an issue is to

write about the people who
embody it.

It's been more than two decades

since the world began to change so

dramatically for women, but this

revolution has been long on issues

and short on people to embody
them.

When Barnard College asked its

entering freshman class to list the

women they most admired, Elea-

nor Roosevelt led the pack. Among
the living, Margaret Thatcher was
the most popular choice. Madon-
na, Mother Teresa, Golda Meir—
the list revealed something obvi-

ous: There has been no Rosa ParB=
of women's rights in recent years,

no splendid average person whose
indignity summed up injustice.

Now thCTe are real women to

hang the issues and the anger on.

Mention Anita Hill and there is

still an adrenaline rush. *1 thought

I'd stop feeling angry when it was

See WOMEN, page 9
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About 40 men enter UCLA sorority,

ii^uring residents, steaiing property
By Regina Ravetti

Dally Bruin Staff

Ten male students from nearby

Loyola Marymount University

were arrested for burglarizing a

UCLA sorority late Thursday
night, according to university

police.

After they pushed and shoved
their way into Alpha Phi sorority

house, between 30 and 50 men
took property and caused minor
injuries to residents, said Sgt Phil

Baguiao of the UCLA police

department.

Clothing, compact discs and
camera equipment were some of

the items reported stolen, he
added.

Tiffany Wentzel, president of

Alpha Phi declined to comment.
Although only 10 suspects were

arrested, police are still searching

for the others. "If there are other

suspects involved they will also be

apprehended,** Baguiao said.

On Friday, UCLA officials were
briefing Loyola Marymount admi-

nistrators on the incident as infor-

mation became available, said

Allen Yamell, UCLA assistant

vice chancellor of student and
campus life.

Officials from the Westchester

campus had little to say. "I have
heard about the arrest but really

have no other facts except that 10

Loyola Marymount students were
arrested," said Leah Chester-

Davis, LMU*s media relations

director. The university has made
no other statements, she added.

At approximately 11:40 p.m.

Thursday, UCLA police received a

call about a burglary in progress at

714 Hilgard Ave., the sorority's

address.

When police arrived, one sus-

pect had been cornered in the

house and was apprehended. The
police caught the nine other sus-

pects soon after, using vehicle and
license information provided by
witnesses, Baguiao said.

Positively identified by victims

and witnesses, the 10 suspects

were booked on charges of resi-

dential burglary. By Friday after-

noon, the suspects were being held

"I have heard about the

. arrest but really have

no other facts except

that 1 Loyola

Marymount students

were arrested."

Leah Chester-Davis
LMU Media Relations

on $20,000 bail at the Los Angeles
Main County Jail, Baguiao said.

It was not yet known if all of the

suspects were fraternity members,
but a Loyola Marymount student

and fraternity member said he

See BURGLARY, page 12

4690: Year of the monkey

SUNNY SUNG/OaiV Bruin

The year of the monkey Is celebrated with a parade held in

Chinatown Saturday, after being postponed a week because
of the heavy rains. The Asian New Year parade included
ethnic communities such as Vietnannese, Latino and African

American. Upper left, this couple, in traditional costumes,
ride a float downtown. Upper right, a man portrays the
monkey in the two-hour parade. Above, children watch as
floats, bands and costumed people pass by during the
annual parade.

SUNNY SUNCMMy Biuin

Downtown LA.'s annual Golden Dragon Parade is part of the Asian New Year festivi-

ties which were held Saturday.

UCLA student forced out in 1942
receives badieior's in ceremony
By Matthew Fordahl

Dally Bruin Staff

Fifty-four years after enrolling

at UCLA, a smiling Akio "Aki"

Yamazaki walked out of Royce
Hall on Saturday with her bache-

lor's degree in hand.

Yamazaki, 70, originally

planned to graduate in June 1942,

but she was forced out ofUCLA ^-

19 units short of her degree— as a

result of Executive Order 9066 and

subsequent proclamations exclud-

ing Japanese Americans from the

West Coast.
* » * •

T-"^ Til

The graduation was part of the

opening ceremonies of a year-long

program commemorating the eva-

cuation.

UCLA Chancellor Charles
Young conferred the degree on
Yamazaki during his welcoming
address at the opening ceremonies.

"It gives me great pleasure to

award to you a UCLA degree," he

told Yamazaki. *Tm only sorry it

took so long."

Yamazaki, a social sorority

president, was studying to be a

See AKI, page 11

"I was determined to

get (the degree). That's

why I went to teachers'

college as soon as I

could afford it. I was

doing it on my own
since my parents were

still in camp."

Akio Yamakazi

Holy helmets;
UCLA police issue few citations

thanks to law abiding moped riders

By Birgit Rasmussen
Daily Bruin Staff

As the first month of helmet law
enforcement draws to a close,

university police officers exprcss-
*4 surprise about the low number
^f citations they have issued.

"People are complying with the

'aw," said university police motor
officer Joseph Daum. "We haven't

^ven out nearly as many (cita-

•ons) as anticipated."

The controversial California

rtelmet Law, which requires all

scooter, moped and motorcycle
riders to wear helmets, went into

effect Jan. 1 this year. University

police granted Westwood riders a
month's grace period befwe issu-

ing citations.

But since university police

began enforcing the helmet law
Feb. 1, Daum said he has issued

only two tickets and the bureau as a
whole has issued less than 20.

PatroUing the streets of West-
wood Village, Daum said he

See HELMET LAW, page 12
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Briefs

World

Warsaw, Moscow fight

withdrawalstil

LEGNICA. Poland— The Berlin Wall

has long since been pulverized and the

Soviet Union is history. But Warsaw and

Moscow are locked in a bitter quarrel over

the withdrawal of the estimated 35,000

Soviet army troops remaining in Poland.

Although Russia has promised to pull

out most of the soldiers by the end of this

year, the two sides have confronted each

other with astronomical bills for services

rendered and the Poles have added claims

for environmental damages. The impasse

has brought bitter resentments on the

Polish side and awkward feelings about

the end of the empire among the proud

Soviet army officers.

Many in Yugoslavia

fear U.N. feilure

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — As the

United Nations prepares to deploy a

14,400-member peacekeeping force

across battle-scarred regions of Croatia,

many here fear that the effort could

quickly bog down, or fail completely, in

the quagmire of ethnic hatreds that opened

up during Yugoslavia's seven-month civil

war.

Tha vote in tha U.N . Security Council-

on Friday that approved the force cleared

the way for the first deployment of U.N.

troops on European soil. In addition, if

lingering financing problems are resolved

so that the full 3 1 -nation force is deployed,

it will be, if only briefly, the largest

peacekeeping effort in numbers of troops,

police officers and observers that the

United Nations has undertaken.

Nation

Bush plans shakeup
of State Department

WASHINGTON — The Bush
adminisu-ation is planning a shakeup of

several key State Department posts,

including the reassignment of its chief

arms control expert, administration

officials said.

Reginald Bartholomew, who as under

secretary of state for international security

affairs was involved in negotiating the

Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty, will

become United States representative to

the North Atlantic Treaty Organization,

the officials said.

Bartholomew, who was also involved

in assisting former Soviet republics in

deciding how to store and ultimately

dismantle their nuclear weapons, is likely

to be replaced at the State Department by

Frank G. Wisner, the current U.S.

ambassador to the Philippines. Wisner has

little experience in arms control.

New York city may
quarantine TB patients

NEW YORK — A New York City

Health Department task force is

considering a "spectrum of strategies** to

deal with tuberculosis patients who refuse

i^ be treated, including the possibitil

forced quarantine. Health Commissioner
Margaret A. Hamburg said Friday.

A report by the department's
Tuberculosis Task Force for Non-
Compliant Patients is to be issued within

six weeks, but Hamburg acknowledged

yesterday that "at the end of the spectrum,

the issue of mandatory treatment does

emerge.**

State

Potential Mack juror

excused in King case

SIMl VALLEY— One of a handful of

blacks questioned as potential jurors in the

Rodney King beating case was quickly

excused after accusing the four Los

Angeles police officers on trial of being

motivated by racism.

Los Angeles Superior Court Judge

Stanley M. Wcisbcrg excused the

unidentified woman Friday when she said

that she "absolutely** could not dismiss the

strong feelings she expressed in a

questionnaire distributed earlier to

prospective jurors.

Of the 134 people that have gone

through the first round of Questioning on

pretrial publicity in the jury selection

process, 56 have been excused because of

potential hardships or **for cause** — a

determination they would not be capable

of reaching an impartial verdict

Bill would legalize

gluing in Califomia

SACRAMENTO— Saying Califomia

is losing too much money to Nevada, a

state assemblyman has introduced a

constitutional amendment that would
!^alize casino gunblmg m California

within 10 miles of the Nevada state line.

Assemblyman Tom Bane. D-Van
Nuys. said that the plan would keep

billions of Califomians* dollars, which

now flow into Nevada state coffers, in

Califomia and help close the stale*s

budget deficit, now estimated at around $7

billion. ^,

Local

LA. firafigPiters lack

waterfescu^ training

Los Angeles city firefighters receive no
formal training in conducting swift-water

rescue operations that may develop in the

rain-swollen storm channels that criss-

cross the city, officials and safety experts

said.

Unlike the Los Angeles County fire

department — which has a specialized

unit whose members have advanced
training and equipment for dealing with

dangerous river rescues — the city fire

department has no organized swift water

rescue team.

Number of cholera

victims jumps to 65
The number of people who had cholera

or reported cholera-like symptoms has

climbed to 65. leaving health and airlines

officials scrambling to find out how the

infection was spread among passengers on

a flight from South America to Los

Angeles.

A Peruvian caterer who provided meals

to Aerolineas Argentinas* Flight 386 on
Feb. 14 denied the food was tainted, but

airline officials said that they would cease

all stops in Lima. Peru, until the origin of

the infection was discovered. The flight

riginated in Buenos Aires.
.

Cholera is contracted by drinking water

contaminated with human waste, or by

eating food contaminated by dirty water,

human waste, soiled hands or flies. Raw or

undercooked seafoods from polluted

waters often cause outbreaks.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

Vice-chair and staff applications

are available at the Undergraduate

President's Office, 304 Kerckhoff.

All interested parties are encouraged to apply!

Applications due February 28th.
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Hop on Over to

The UCLA Travel Fair
. . . and win a trip to the Land Down Uuder on Northwest Airlines!

1^^

Consult with the experts tomorrow, February 25th in

Ackerman Grand Ballroom between 10am-3pm

This yearis Travel Fair features:

Enter a drawing for free travel:

if Grand Prize

Aiistra l i

2 Round trip ticJcets to

Mines
.a.JL

«» ••

I,

I

Also:
^ J0< *< «» w

I

Jainaica,lcln(jvPj^ckage,fo'r 2 at Singles/Negril from FDR Holidays

London, Round-tri^-tiCkets for 2 on American

Mexico, Round-trip ticket for 1 on Continental

New York, Round-trip tickets for 2 on Delta

Rail Europe, One first-class 15 Day Plexi-pass

Tucson, Round-trip tickets for 2 on Alaska

San Francisco, Round-trip for 2 on USAir

San Diego, Amtrak tickets for 2

t^^Stwood, Two-night week-end stay at the Holiday Inn Westwood Plaza

Bel-Ai^^Two•night week-end stay at tlie Radisson Bel-Air

Simi Valley, Iwo-nigjitweek^'-eMstay 3tlheiladisson Simi Valley

River Ridgelfwc-night week-end stay at the Radisaon River Ridge

Car rental, two-day week-end rental from Thrifty ''\ ^-'

Brunch for two at the Holiday Inn Brentwood
% ^

PLUS half-hourly drawings for Youth Hostel Kits, t-shirts,

travel bags, towels, caps and more!
(You must be present to win half-hourly drawings)

Drawing for Grand prize at 2:30pm.
You need not be present to win.

CoitlelQr lunch -choose from;

• Spicy Chicten Wings ^ ^ , - - -^ -^
-

• Lasagna with garlic ||Fe^

• Turkey and Italiio Submarine Sandwiches

• 1/4 lb. Kosher hot dogs

• Bagels with Cream Cheese

• Nachos with Cheese Sauce

• Ice Cream t Fresh Popcorn

• Churros ft Pretzels

1

«»

Enjoy Flamenco Dancers while

you browse and^eat: ' •

Lucia De La Ro(ha and Veronica Lena

Lupe del Rio Bancers with

Ana-Lucia /Rid Blanca Marta

^aitadist Pietro Barone

12;30-1pm

The UCLA

ASUCIA^^ EXPO
CENTERWncnn^H Kv TRAVEL SERVICE

J^ponsored by.
^.^eyei Ackerman Union

1992 Travel faJrParticipanIs

• Aerolineas Argentinas*V-
'

•AESU •

,

• Alaska Airlines

•American Airlines

•Anfierlcan Hawaii Cruises

•Anfitral(

Apple Vacations

Bahamas Tourist Office

Brentwood Suites Hotel

British Airways

'iontiki Holidays ^ -.
-*

Continental Aiilines ^ ^
"^

Delta Airlines r^ /
DER Tours \/
FDR Holidays/Singles N^

I

^

I

I

Heavenly Valley Ski Resort

Holiday Inn Brentwood/Bel-Air

Holiday Inn Westwood Plaza

Hotel Group of America

Iberia Airlines of Spain
^-

IGS/Virgin Atlantic - -

Israel Government Tourist Office

Jamaica Tourist Board

Jansport

Los Angeles Passport Agency

LTU International Airways

Martinair Holland

Northwest Airlines

Norwegian Cruise Line

Outdoor Products

Primetime Shuttle

Radisson Bel-Air, Simi Valley, River Ridge

Rail Europe
. .

.

• Safaricentre

• STI/Club Europa

**5unburst Travel ^ - ^ ^ -* ^^ ^

• Supecshuttje.^
^

• Swissair
^"^

•Thrifty Car Rental

• Travac Tours & Charters

•USAir

•VASP Brazilian Airlines

EXPO Participants

• AEON - Teaching English in Japan

•American lnstitu]eiorFor6ignStudy^ v

,

• American Youtft Hostels, Los Angeles

• Beaver College Center for Education Abroad

• Boston'University International Programs

'^riUsh Tourist Authority

• Committee for Programs in Israel

• Earthwatch

• Government of India Tourist Office

• International Studies Abroad

• London School of Economics

• Los Angeles Community Colleges
-

Institute for International Programs

"• Mexican Tourist Office

• National Registration Center for Study Abroad

• Semester at Sea

• Spanish Tourist Office

• Studio Arts Center

• United States Virgin Islands

'

• University of Guadalaiara

• Westwood Village Rotary Club

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Extension offers prep ¥• I rses for bar exam
By Julie Ann Silva

Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA Extension now offers

two preparatory courses to help

students pass the California Bar

Examination.

These courses are an eight-week

intensive review coitfse or a two-

day seminar which highlights key

aspects of taking the exam.

UCLA Extension's California

Bar Performance Test Review"

was designed to supplement

instruction received in private bar

review courses offered by major

companies, hke Bar Bri and Bar

Passers.

*The (extension review) is not

intended as a competitor to other

The eight-week, or two-day reviews

emphasize test's performance section

bar review courses,** said Lori

Williams, Extension program

assistant.

The extension courses emphas-

ize one of the three bar exam
sections, the performance section.

This section, incorporated into the

Cahfomia Bar Exam in 1983,

measures factual and legal analys-

is, problem solvirig, and profes-

sional ethics.

"(Some private courses) do a

pretty good job reviewing the law

but they don*t help too well with

the practical component,*' said

Sara Berman-Barrett, a UCLA law

graduate who developed the

UCLA program.

UCLA law professor Paul Berg-

man, one of the nation's leading

clinical education scholars, super-

vised the development of the

course.

*The program is a good idea (for

students), particularly if they

didn*t take clinical classes in law

school,*' said Bftgman, who is the

law school *s academic adviser to

UCLA Extension.

The curriculum of the eighl-

weelr extension course docs not

require long outlines or readings,

but instead focuses on in-class

analytical exercises, Berman-Bar-

rett said.

"It will be more like a seminar

than a lecture,** she added.

Another emphasis of the course

is placed on helping participants

budget their time during the three

hours of the actual test to raise their

performance. The course recreates

actual time pressures and condi-

tions for participants.

The eight-week review and

two-day seminars try to teach

students analytical and drafting

skills, which are not the focus of

other bar review coitfses, Ber-

man-Barrett said.

"The program is a good

idea (for students),

particularly if they .

^ didn't take clinical

classes in law school."

PaulBer^nan
LX^LA Law Professor

Daily Bruin News jyionday,FMNuaiy24,1992 7

*It was a long-time idea'lT

extension to break into the bar

review market. With this program

we are creating a brand new
niche,.** said Berman-Barrett, who
will teach in the program.

The fee for the eight-week

course is $595. The fee for the

condensed two-day seminars is

$395.

IcxfveJustBeenQeared

RjrTakeOfE
You can get a lot more out of life when you

set your sights a little higher. Which is >*4iat

applying for the American Expres^ Card

is all afcK)ut. When you get the Card, its

easier to do the things you want to do.

And with the student savings that come

along with it, you can do even more.

Fly roundtrip on
Continental for less than

$100 each way
Student Cardmembers receive four travel

certificates. They can be used to fly any-

where Continental Airlines flies in the

48 contiguous United States. Two for the

school year, and two for the summer.*

Depending on where you fly, each

school year travel certificate is good for

$129 or $189 roundtrip—and each sum-

mer travel certificate

is good for $149

or $199 roundtrip.

Savings that

upgrade your lifestyle.

As a student Cardmember you get more

than great travel savings. You also save

Airfare examples based on destination.

Roundtrip*
Your

School Year

Fmrc

Lowest
Available

Airfare^

Your
Savings

N.Y-L.A. $189

S.F.-Dcnver $129

Dallas-Seattle $129

$428

$308

$406

Get going, call 1'800'967-AMEX.
If you're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call.

'School year is considered Sept 1-June M.summerlune 15-Aug. 31 Complete terms and conditions ofthls travel offer will arrive with your certificates

Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer American Express assumes no liability for Continenul Airlines' performance.

lx>west Available Airi^res effective January 1992 Fares are compiled by the American Expreu Airfare Unit which monitors airfares between ma^r centers In the United States.

© 1992 American Express Travel Related Services Compan>i Inc

-""^

i
.L. —

)

money on everything from clothing

to long distance phone

calk All for a

$55 annual fee.

Obviously, savings like these

say a lot about the value of the Card.

And having the Card will say a lot about

you. For one thing it says you nave a handle

on what you spend, so you don't have to

carry over a balance. It also says youre smart

enough not to pay interest charges that can

really add up. So take a few minutes now to

call (have your bank address and account

number ready), and apply for the American
Express Card.

With all that the Card offers you, not

even the sky is the limit.
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Technical-writing »- • offered at Extension
By Julie Ann Sllva

Daily Bruin Staff

In today*s technological world,

people often use bulky, scientific

or bureaucratic jargon in the

workplace that is not understand-

able by the rest of society.

Even around UCLA, one hears

inflated phrases like **seismic

renovation" which means making

campus buildings earthquake-safe.

But students entering the work
force can supplement their degrees

with a UCLA Extension program

that teaches people how to trans-

late esoteric sentences into simple

language.

UCLA Extension will offer this

spring a coordinated sequence of

courses in technical communica-

tions, organized in part by the Los

Angeles Chapter of the Society for

Technical Communications.

People in the program learn

skills such as writing, editing,

management and desktop publish-

ing.

Technical writing is a growing

field in areas Uke the Silicon

Valley, where there is a concent-

ration of high-lech industry, said

Patricia Hunt, a continuing educa-

tion specialist at UCLA Extension.

"Students at Extension locate

jobs because their teachers are

working in the field," she said.

Technical writing jobs usually lead

to promotions to management
The UCLA program combines

together various fields, like com-
munications theory or cognitive

Accept the challenge

that never stops.

Information Session, Febmary 24th—
On Campus Interviews, February 25th

CS and CS&E degrees— -—

—

We're holding an information

session on Febcuaiy 24th and encourage

you to join us to leam more about

Tandem Computers. We develop on-line

transaction processing computer systems

for industries like manufacturing,

transportation, telecommunications,

retail, and banking.

Today, we're looking for Bachelors,

Masters and PhD grads with Computer

Science, and Computer Science and

Engineering degrees to help us keep the

competitive edge in this growing market.

Tell us where you want to go with your

software development ideas, and we'll

match you with a challenge. Operating

systems like UNIX*and our own

proprietary system. Guardian. Data

communk^itbns. RISC technok)gy.

Software QA. And there are many more

opportunities to choose from.

Ultimately, this is a chance to get

your career off to a great start with a

company known for technical excellence.

Join Tandem on campus. Our infonnation

session will be held on Febmary 24th,

from 12-2pm, at 8500 Boelter Hall,

The Penthouse. Sign-up now in the

Career Placement Office to schedule

an interview on Febmary 25th. EOE.

^TANDEM
C-.

L" ' UNIX b I legiaeied wdamik of UNDC Sjr«or Labortohw. Inc

psychology— subjects with which

a typical English major may not be

familiar, Hunt said.

**It*s a satisfying field if you

enjoy the humanities and technolo-

gy. Technical communications is

bridging those two areas of know-
ledge," said Mary Fran Buehler, a

nationally recognized scholar in

the field from the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory in Pasadena.

The program has recently

expanded to teach people how to

show complex ideas in visual

displays. Many extension classes

now emphasize graphic design

principles as well as strong lan-

guage skills.

The program also teaches prac-

tical skills, including how to spot

holes in an argument and how to

work under pressure, said Buehler,

who has taught courses for UCLA
Extension.

People can sign up for course

through the Spring 1992 UCLA
Extension catalog, which will be

available later this month.

J McOhiiri irkh pub *
A coo* *" ^ ^^ .•7 ALL YOU CAN EAT!*
vfii rr^^^ Monday and Tuesday .|l
i \WX^ are PASTA NIGHTS ^
^V^ lU'V N_J w«^ ^5 I ,99 (include* gallic bread!

Wednesday is

CHICKEN
CACCIATORE NIGHT

$3.99
DAILY BEER SPECIALS

m XOID wn-oninc dl-vi/., i»i-ii^ijn iwiwi^iwr^ ^iP^
t^ 7 Days a week I1am-2am (213) 828-9839 Pfi

150 Imported &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

ENTERTAINMENT
• SUN-THUf^EXCLUDING MON) IPM TO MIDNIGHT
• 5 Dart Boards, and Gameroom

SPORTS CHANNEL TV. ON ALL OPEN HOURS

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA

Ol^i
Self-Serve Copies
Macintosh & PC computers
Highest quality laser output

Full Color Copies
Offset Printing

Design

Full Service Bindery

Resum6 Packages
Color Presentation Slides

Reports & Proposals

Personalized Color Calendars

• UCIA Copy Special— 30

for Students, Faculty, and Staff

(with valid current UCLA ID)

OPEN TIL MIDNIGHTI
at

DiVOH m COPY PRINT

BiphayrephioG*
Printihops Of The Future

10910 Lindbrook Drive • Westwood Village •208-COPY (2679)

M-F 7 am - 12 midnight • Sat 9 am • 12 midnight • Sun 9 am - 8 pm
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over," one woman said of the

hearings, which Jay Leno likes to

say could have wiped out the

federal deficit if they had aired on
pay-per-view. "But Tm still mad.**

And why not? History repeats

herself. Many of the members of

the Senate treated Professor Hill's

accusations theway the officials at

Dov^ Coming treated the pain of

women whose implants had gone

haywuT. Hysterics. Complainers.

Crybabies.

Women who get beaten up by
their husbands can tell you about
this phenomenon. They know the

moments when their eye is slowly

turning indigo and their old man
says, "You made me do it** Why
did you stick around? people asked
Anita Hill. Why did you go there?

they asked Washington, who was

believed, and Patricia Bowman,
who was not.

The good guys of America
should be tired of this blame-the-

victim stuff, which assumes that

any woman with half a brain

knows that her male counterpart is

the functional equivalent of a

loaded gun.

People have been predicting the

death of feminism for years now.

but feminism isn*t dead. Like any
distance runner with a long way to

go, it was just getting a second
wind. Now there are more real

people to make the political per-

sonal, which is to make it real.

Rape victims have stepped
forward. Women who feel that

they've been maimed by big

business and big medicine are

speaking out. And Professor Hill

has come to stand in many minds,

not only for sexual harassment, but

for courage, dignity and a refusal

to move to the back of the gender

bus.

I bet she'll be near the top of the

Bamaid list come September. I

wonder how much her example
encouraged Desiree Washington,
not to back off, but to move
forward.

Shakey's Pizza

PEBB

MMHnai OiM Tspfrtn* PIna, aJjLi
S Hacas of CMckMi 4 Mojo PelatMS Pv&vB

Largo Ona TBppliif Hna
« Antlpasta Salad

Lana TWO Tapping Una

Only

Omy

824-4111
1114 Gayley, Westwood

Sun-Tliurs 1 1-1am; Sat A FrI 1 l-Zam
NhMtorCanl A Vlaa Aac*pt*4

J.F. QUACKENBUSH
optometrist

PRESENTS

•DAILY-WEAR

SOR CONTACTS

SPECIAL $175.00

Includes exam, lens,

' care kit & follow up
care

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
DISPOSABLE CONTACTS

$225.00

y\^ WCVAUHKl
All student, fcrcqtfy=^

nir
located for your conver^ierice: ®'"P'°y®f/J!iT''^'°''^WELCOME
10955 Weybum Ave.
(213) 208-4748

HEADLINES is the place to be when you just want to

relax with friends and have fun! {No books alfowed)^

DINER & PRESS CI UB
WESTWOOC

208-2424 10922 Kinross Westwood Village

. i f

& Grill

$4.99 Bruin Deal
Now you and a friend ocm eat a fun fledged dinner at Stzder for the oost of a plain ctieese pizza.

It's the Wastwood SUzzler's Bruin Deal tor or\Iy $4.99 with the coupon below or your UCLA LD.

For example, you get a clioios ol Shrimp Fry. Chlclcen or I^etlto Slrioin Stecdc plus

potato, tossed green salad. Tto& or vegetables plus your ctioloe of non-alooholk:

beverage with bottomless refill. Or for $4 99 you osn hove our Buffet Court which
Includes our All-You-Can-Eat fresh fruit arvi salad bar. Make-Your-Own-SundcB. >

—

y

muffins, tostadcx. l»t pcBta. dell, soup and Hot-Appetizer bar. . ^BU^-^t i COURT 8t GRILL J

Sizzler

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

THE WESTWOOD SIZZLER'S
$4.99 BRUIN DEAL

En)oy your choice of Shrimp Fry. Chicfcen or Petite Steak plus poloto. rice or vegetcdDles arKl a green
dinner salad plus your choice of non-alcoholic beverage with bottomless relills. Or choose our

Buffet Court which Irvcludes our All-You-Con-Eat fresh fruit arKi salad bar. Hot Appetizer bar. Make-
Youi-Own SuTKtB, hot pasta, deli, tostoda, soup and beverage.

Off^r explros

3/31/92
' CoffM, Tea. or Soft-Drink

Sizzler
(BMFFET COURT a grill)

Offer Valid Only At:

922 Gayley Ave.
WMtwood ViUage

"* <i

,^j ..

riiiiinmmnimin
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ALTO INSLRANCE .„„ ,„. NERD FACTOR

There is indeed a Top Rated Domestic Insurer right here in Westwood Village that has exceptionally

low rates for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good driving record and reasonable licensed

experience you will be pleasantly surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average, you will be

positively shocked.

You see, we truly appreciate nerds (or those with ncrdy tendencies). We applaud your commitment to do

well in school because this means that you will most likely do well in life. Let us show you first hand

that your pursuit of excellence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsurAkle Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548

OPEN HOUSE
t i

I

!-:y^:¥Ay:>:'!*:"

>:¥.:
i;

fills Tuesday. February 25
•N\%\\v;' MM MM

pjiporifrize

liiraWliiig!

v;::: 9f:

Administrative Resource Center

University Library

jointly present

WfM:M^fvM^y:V^iMiv!^^^

m

^ Depaitment ApproachesIbwardTVansfb^

12:00 noon-3:00 p.m.
Rpyce 314/Humanities Conference Room

12JO ^ J.00 •'UulalelWimlheAdhiinisti^vcManaKancntCoiiiidr
CmvlHamog,}4cePrw(MtcfLAS

1.00- JJO "AlS>bipn)MiicsT)v<n)itllVaiiarorinjitf^
Jada* ReynoUs. Mamger cfli^ormadcn Systems Support

inAtS

1J0 2:00 'nVMMToimatfanPHKfalci"
GaaSakmny.DiFtclar<:fA^humstraliwCampidngAi
inAB

200 2:30 nUeconmiinicalkiMApiiroMiMilVifiv^^
lr»Each^,Dimior<frdmxmwmmicafiom.•.--•.v/.'.v ••*•.•.

PREVIEW: Next week's Open House will focus on lYansfonnationai changes within
University Extension. Checlc next Monday's Bruin for the detailed agenda. Open houses are

held weekly, every Tuesday ftxMn noon until 3. For more information, please call Cathi Teeter

®''^*"^ We look forward to your visit!

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

Drum roll, please

JIM ANTONY

Drummer Brian Keltzell of "Redd Kross" beats the skins for

a large group of fans as well as for some students who just

wandered by Westwood Plaza on Thursday afternoon.

Senate votes 93^1 to
expand financial aid
By Cllfrord Krauss
The New York Times

WASHINGTON— The Senate

voted 93-1 Friday to boost federal

assistance to needy college stu-

dents by increasing maximum
annual grants from $2,400 to

$3,600, while expanding the eligi-

bility for such grants to more
middle-class families.

Democrats and Republicans
said the legislation would enable

more middle-class students to go
to college and increase the quality

and productivity of future workers.

They also expressed hope that

the measure would help cidm the

anger of both the working poor and
middle-class constituents, who say

they are being neglected by the

government
But the lawmakers put off the

most poHtically charged issue in

the legislation, for now dropping a

provision that would have made
these grants entitlements like

Social Security or Medicaid.

Senate Democrats hope that

provision will be revived in the

House version of the bill, while

Republicans and President Bush
oppose adding any new entitle-

ment program.

The legislation is aimed at

slowing the erosion in the value of

federal grants to college-bound

students in the wake of a 135

percent rise in college tuitions

since 1980.

The federal grants, Icnown as

Pell Grants, now cover less than 25
percent of the average college bill,

as against 41 percent in 1980.

The bill would also increase the

money available each year for

federally guaranteed student loans,

from the current $13.4 billion for

about 4 million students to an
estimated $18 billion for 5 million

students. It would also cut off loan

money for students at institutions

that have loan default rates higher

than 25 percent.

Created in 1972 and named for

Sen. Claiborne Pell, D-R.L, Pell

Grants are awarded directly to

students based on need and college

costs. The legislation would raise

the standard of eligibility to a
maximum family income of
$42,000 from the current maxi-
mum of $30,000.

Under the legislation, about
600,000 new students would be
eligible to join the 3.6 million

currently receiving Pell Grants.

Families would further benefit

from a provision that would
exclude primary homes or farms
from assets declared in applica-

tions for all federal education loans

and grants. A family's assets are

among several factors considered

in determining eligibility.

Pell cleared the way fcM* passage

Friday by removing a provision

that would have made the financ-

ing of the government's principal

grant program for college students

automatic, tike Social Security or

Medicaid.

Pell said he. Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D-Mass., and Sen.

George P. Mitchell of Maine, the

majority leader, decided to make a
strategic retreat in the belief that

the entitlement provision could be

put back in the bill when it reached
House and Senate negotiators.

**I look forward to the time it

will be an entitlement," Pell said in

an interview after the vote. "To
have it roll this way with momen-
tum was bettCT than having a hard-

fought battle that could have gone
the other way. This gives us

strength going into conference that

we might not have had othw^ise,**

Should Republican members
attempt to block the legislation, or

Bush veto the measure as his aides

have suggested he would if the

entitlement provision were
included, the I>&mocrats say they

would have another **faimess

issue** for the fall political cam-
paign.

Only Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C,
voted against the legislation, say-

ing it was too expensive at a time

of expanding budget deficits.

The measure would iiKrease

spending on Pell Grants from $6.4
biUion in 1991 to $8.4 billion in

1993. It would also streamline the

sometimes complex reapplication

process, estabUsh automatic eligi-

bility for the poorest students.

In a coordinated effort, hun-

dreds of college presidents called

senators to lobby in favor of the

entitlement provision. Charles B.

Saunders, senior vice president of

the American Council on Ediica-

tion, said educators were disap-

pointed that the provision was
dropped, but characterized the

legislation as "major progress"

anyway.

Judy Smith, a White House
spokeswoman, sai4, "We* re

pleased with the passage of the

higher education act. The bill

helped to advance the president*

s

goal, promoting access and excel-

lence in education.**

In an «-interview, Kennedy, a

leading sponsor of the legislation,

said the bill paid for the iricreases

in lending by cutting out the

schools whose students have high

default rates on student k)ans in

1995.
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LAURA LEE SWAN/Daly Bruin

Akio YamazakI accepts her UCLA diploma from Chancellor
Young, graduating 54 years after enrolling at UCLA. She was
unable to finish her education because she was forcibly relocated

during World War II.

AKI
From page 3

dietitian when the United States

entered World War II following

Japan *s attack on Peart Harbor on
Dec. 7, 1941. The day after the

attack, her father was arrested by
the FBI and sent to a detention

center in San Pedro.

'On the way thereia bring him
<(/

extra clothing, I got into an
accident with a Red Car (trolley),**

Yamazaki recalled. "I lost all my
term papers and everything. I don^'t

think I had any credits that

semester.**

Despite a concussion and a few
broken ribs, Yamazaki u*ied to re-

register the following semester.

"Most of us felt we would not be

evacuated,** she said. "Our parents

were never allowed to be citizens,

so we figured they would be
(relocated).**

"We were wondering how we
would keep going without our
parents* support.*'

On Dec. 10, Yamazaki cosigned

a statement submitted to.the Daily

Bruin, reaffirming the loyalty of
the Japanese-American students at

UCLA:
"None of us have known any

loyalty to any country other than

America and in the face of our

ancesd-al country *s unwarranted

attack upon the country of our

birth, we wholeheartedly desire to

renew our faith in the United

States.

"We stand ready with all Ameri-
cans to act in whatever capacity we
may be called upon to perform in

order to carry out the resolution of

our government.*'

But on Feb. 19, 1942, President

Franklin-Delano Roosevelt signed

Executive Order 9066, which
authorized army commanders to

declare military areas and exclude

"aliens and non-aliens** from those

zones.

By late spring, Yamazaki and
her family were living at the Santa

Anita Assembly Center, where
internees usually waited until they

could be shipped to more isolated

relocation centers.

Yamazaki worked as a dietician

at the Santa Anita center until its

closing in November 1942. In a

class project, a professor and
students had prepared for her a

notebook of information on prac-

ticing dietetics.

While her family was eventually

sent to the Amache Relocation

Center in Colorado, Yamazaki
managed to find a sponsor in New
York, where her sister was attend-

ing the Julliard School of Music.

"I was working for ihem (her

Quaker-family sponsors) and at

the international house in New

York. That way I was able to go to

college at Columbia Teachers*

College.**

'*I was determined to get (the

degree). That*s why I went to

teachers* college as soon as I could

afford it,** Yamazaki said. "I was
doing it on my own since my
parents were still in camp.**

In 1944, however, she quit

school after marrying a former

"Most of US felt we

would not be

evacuated. Our parents

were never allowed to

be citizens, so we

figured they would be

(relocated). We were

wondering how we

would keep going

without our parents'

support."

Akio Yamazaki

classmate— a pediatrician— who
visited her in New York.

After the war, "I followed my
husband around as he moved from
hospital to hospital and went
overseas,*' Yamazaki said, "All

thoughts of school went out of the

window."

That is until her husband started

talking to UCLA Professor Don
Nakanishi at a Bruin Nikkei club

meeting a few months ago.

"It just came up, and so they

decided they would try getting it

for me,*' she said.

"Don Nakanishi did it all for

me,'* Yamazaki said after her

graduation. "I talked to him once
and told him I went to teachers'

college and what year. So he had
the office type up a request for my
credits at teachers' college in

Columbia."

After Columbia sent Yamaza-
ki 's transcript to UCLA, College
of Letters & Science cOunsetors

reviewed her courses and the

academic rules— especially those

dealing with special cases during

wartime.

Two days before Saturday's

ceremonies. Vice Provost Carol
Hartzog called Nakanishi and told

him Yamazaki was eligible for the

bachelor's degree in home eco-

nomics.

"I was more moved by being a

small part of this process than any
other work 1 have done at UCLA,"
Hartzog said. "To be a pan of the

historical process ... to see this

acknowledgement of the work she

completed and the experiences she

had — it's just deeply moving."

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED, DAILY ^^^^ ,

(ci£AR(cajOB» „.t40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (iino w^^ $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES ^156 PR.

ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED $138 PR

ml

y^v^

\ «.

^SPECIAL
• Pcnn $30.00
• Hi Lite $30.00
• Hair Cut $8.00

New Customers Only
Hours: M-F 10-6

2322 Westwood Blvd: Free Parking

(310) 470-3452 Exp. May 1

MANAGEIVIENT
CONSULTING NIGHT

"m.
—

^ -

i

~~
1

1

PARTICIPATING COMPANIES:

ANDERSEN CONSULTING ^
ERNEST & YOUNG *

FREEMAN & MILLS

PETERSON CONSULTING

H PRICE WATERHOUSE

TUESDAY, FEB. 25
7to9P.IVI.

AGSM 2343
presented by f3"

BUSINESS-ECONOMICS SOCIETY, 1!

and
ENGINEERING BUSINESS SOCIETY

UCLA
BUSINESS
ECONOMICS
SOCIETY

I

Want a job this summer?

Consider being an

I

As part of the Orientation office staff, Orientation

Assistants help in organizing the program for all

incoming UCLA students. The duties include: academic

counseling for students, presenting workshops,

counseling parents, answering phones and performing

general office assignments.

It's a demanding, rewarding and fun job.

Job descriptions and applications are available at:

The Orientation Program Office

96 Kinsey Hall

(310)206-6685

Application deadline: February 28. 1992 at 4:00pm

T" 'Tr \
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r - SAVEAN EXTRA $1 WITH THISAD !i

HYouDorft
SaveOn Greyhound
Tliis Spring Breal^

Hease DontMooch
QflfThePbople

WhoDa

Ifyou take Greyhound for Spring Break, you*ll save a k>t of money. And the earlier you

buy your ticket, the more you'll save. Ifyou don't take Greyhound, you may have to beg,

borrow or sponge oflfyour friends. Eventually, your friends may have to beg, borrow or

sponge oflfotherswho may, in turn, have to beg, borrow or sponge oflfyou. The result?A
vicious cycle of begging, borrowing and sponging. You don't want that on your con-

science. So save your money with an advance-purchase ticket on Greyhound. Then

L

bringm this ad foran additional dollar oflf, and have an aflfordable, guilt-free Spring BreiFT

etOOGREYHOUND
1 71 6 East 1 7th Street, 620-1 200

.^—Z_

—

Tickets must be purchased by 4/30/92 for travel by 5/21/92.

Limit one coupon per trip. Not valid if reproduced. Some restrictions apply. ©1992 Greyhound Lines, Inc.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

Boston University

Explore die World

Through Study Abroad
Internship Prognmi

London, £rigiand

Pans, France

Sydney, Australia

Washing;(on, DC,

Uii|iiage/UI«ni Arts

FfOKraifis

Grenobt^, France

Haifa^iwael

Madrid, Spain

d« England,

ftdova, Italy

Grwcc, LgB9«|oo, MMrid, Mofwcp. Padova, Piai^s,

Sydney, USSR/EajtPm Eusooc, Washington, D.C.

For y^flf0m deta0i complete^ coupon M|||c and m00 it to:

Bmttm Unhwiity, iii^matlooal 9f«cr»niK

232 Bay bate Rcvid. BotJIk^mmom, M>%022I5 6 1 7/^53-9888

A rt^nwcnucivtt fhKn Sotton 4Mvcnlty wiH be on cttnpiw:

Study Abroad Fair

February 25, 1992

10:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Name

Address

City_ Scale .Zv.

Phone
( ).

Summer H Fall O
IfiUrrahip Proywns

G Lx>ndon

a Pans

O Sydney

G Washmgton

L

CoUege/Univcniry_
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BURGLARY
From page 3

heard that the suspects were

members of the university's Pi

Kappa Alpha fraternity. Three of

the suspects are members of this

fraternity.

^ Since the suspects do not attend

UCLA, the university cannot take

action, Yamell said. "When it*^ a

non-UCLA student, there's

nothing we can do."

Ranging in age from 18 to 20
years, the 10 suspects are Adrian

HELMET LAW

Harrison. Jeffrey Hunter, Anthony

Xombardo, Brian McVicar, Jeff

Norman, Michael Sullivan, Paul

Suppa, Louis Tripopes, Sean
Westgaie and Sander Zagzebski.

The suspects will attend an

arraignment hearing today and a

preliminary hearing in 14 to 30

days. The second hearing will

probably include evidence and

testimony from wimesses and

victims, Baguiao said.

From page 3

noticed a decrease in helmetless

drivers all last year. By mid-Janu-

ary close to 90 percent of all riders

were wearing helmets, he added.

One of those riders is UCLA
sophomore John Lowe, who
started wearing his helmet, not

because of the law, but because of

an ^accident which nearly killed

him.

"I was almost decapitated,"

Lowe said about the March 1991

accident which cost him $800 in

medical bills. "If I had worn my
helmet I would have walked away
with a bruised knee.'*

Although Lowe owned a helmet

at the time of the accident, he said

he was in a hurry and decided not

to bother going to his locker to get

it.

A frequent passenger onjhs
back of Lowe's moped, Connie

Wong said that it was the law, not

Lowe's accident, that made her

buy a helmet

And both Lowe and Wong
complained that the law has caused

helmet prices to skyrocket

While that may have been the

case. Scooter Tech in Westwood

said their profit margins had not

increased.

"Our distributor bumped the

pices once the helmet law went

into effect, so we had to raise

prices accordingly," said Eric

Scwartzkopf from Scooter Tech.

Although the store ordered extra

helmets because of the law, sales

did not increase dramatically, he

said. In fact, sales only went up at

the end of January when the

citation grace period neared its end

and during the first week after the

law went into effect, he added.

"I think most drivers had hel-

mets sitting ""at home, but just

weren't using them."

Average helmet prices at Scoo-

ter Tech are $60 for open face

helmets and $9 for full face

^Imets, he said.

Students who do not buy hel-

mets risk $104 fines as well as their

lives, according to officials at the

Los Angeles Municipal Court
They added that helmet law viola-

tions will appear on a driver's

permanent record but will not

affect insurance rates.

A+
From pagajl_„

"I thought the issue was all

done." said Mario Baur. one of the

UCLA faculty representatives,

referring to the possible delay. -

"In fact people from other

campuses were surprised that we
didn't already have A+'s," added

Baur. a chemistry professor.

UCLA representatives to the

systemwide council said Friday

that there was no spoken opposi-

tion to the motion at last month's

meeting.

So far, UCLA is one of threeUC
campuses that does not yet have

A+ grades on transcripts. The
other two campuses are UC San
Francisco, which has only spe-

cialized medical courses, and UC
Santa Criiz, which uses written

evaluations instead of grades.

UCLA graduate students now
receive transcript notation for

A+'s.

Other schools such as Cal Tech
already give a higher grade point

of 4.3 for an A+.
However, UCLA faculty mem-

bers continue to voice opposition

to the A+ motion, saying that it will

lead to grade inflation.

"(The council) was in the

middle of rubber stamping (the

niotion) and it's not sufficient

reason to approve a measure

"(Without the A+'s)

_\JCLA students are-

placed at a

disadvantage when

applying to graduate

schools."

"In fact, people from

other campuses were

surprised that we didn't

already have A+'s/'

Raymond Orbach
tetters & Science

Mario Baur
UCtA Chemistry Professor

because other campuses have it'*

said Nathaniel Grossman, a mathe-

matics professor who is also a

representative on the systemwide

council.

"I think having (A+'s) is a

mistake because they are merely a

vanity grade." Grossman said. "If I

think a student is good^ I'll tell

them."

This is just a way to inflate the

grade, scale, he said. "Why not

have an A++ or an F-?"

The motion, originally initiated

by UCLA senior Valerie Lettan.

was approved by the UCLA
faculty senate last year and then

went before systemwide senate.

Lettan. a theater major,

launched an A+ campaign because

she said she was frustrated when
these grades were not noted on her

transcript

If a professor gives a student an

A+. she argued that the student

deserves to be rewarded.

And several top UCLA officials

support the motion and favor

adding a higher grade point

•*UCLA students are placed at a

disadvantage when applying to

graduate schools," said Raymond
Ofbach. provost of the College of

Letters & Science, at a recent news
conference.

This is especially true when they

are trying to compete with students

who have grades above a 4.0, he

said, -
.
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DETERMINED
From page 1

to avoid even larger education

cutbacks.

"We need students to preserve

the budget we got'* said UC
Spokesman Rick Malaspina. They
are an important part of this fight

for funding, he said.

In preparation for the Sac-

ramento meeting, the UC Student

Association drafted a list of areas

whfere it argues the UC can trim

"fat" to avoid raising fees more
than 10 percent

University officials, on the other

hand, said offering the legislators a

handy place to cut will give them
an avenue to make deeper cuts.

Today, UCLA alumni are also

converging on Sacramento. They
plan to knock on the doors of their

favorite legislators to push for

Wilson's budget, despite the fee

hike.

With alumni going to the capitol

on the same day, Malaspina said

taking a single stance on the

budget would be the best defense

against further cuts.

"Students and alumni are the

best voices for the university. It

would be unfortunate if different

parts of the university looked

segmented or at odds with each

other," he said.

Student leaders agree the UC
should speak as a single voice, but

they said they should not have to

watch quietly as the university

impiementa the secead-Iai^^t feft=

increase in its 123-year history.

The fee increase would raise

annual in-state fees next year to

more than $3,000.

*The university wants us to

accept its plan, and its plan is not

acceptable to us," said Lee Butter-

See DETERMINED, page 14

SUMMIT
From page 1

are a pretty powerful group and a

group to be reckoned with," said

Grace Park, lobby director at

UCLA.
But the summit does more than

let students talk to state leaders in

Sacramento, said Salazar. It also

gives them the opportunity to talk

to each other.

In fact much of the summit was
devoted to student exchanges.

Representatives from all of the

nine UC campuses broke into

groups over the weekend to draft

strategies next quarter to fight the

fee increase next quarter.

Leaders from the various cam-
puses plan coordinated campus
events, ranging from student pro-

tests to letter-writing by parents.

*The summit allows students on
different campuses to share notes

to see what works and what
doesn't work on each campus,"
Salazar said. "It's an extremely

empowering experience.

"Students leave the summit
pumped up. They leave the summit
ready for change. And it's that high

level of student energy that will

make for any change in the future."

But the epitome of student

efforts to fight fees is the "Save the

Student Rally" today.

UC students will join represen-

tatives from different California

State University campuses at a

noon rally on the capitol steps. UC
student leaders hope to broaden the

scope of student dissatisfaction by
including the Cal State students

who this year are facing a 40-per-

cent fee hike.

The summit ends tonight with a

banquet applauding legislators

who advocate student concerns.

With reportsfrom the Los Angeles

Daily News.

CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's IStli Annual Career Fair

for Minority Students & Alumni
• Tues., Marth 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom

• 2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

TIP « ONI: IRING A RISUMI
Keep it short in length and long

in honesty 6l readability. Cover
the basics: education, work
experience and achievements.

Stress what makes you unique!

Don*t forget your name, address

and phone number. Typos are

taboo!

Use your education to make a real impact on the life

of ournation's young people...

Sponsors for Educational Opportunity

^o
v^sor?5 A

Q.

"^^JTo^^^

present...

Youth Counseling

If you are a college graduate

and want to experience the world of youth counseling

in New York,

the EXPO Center is holding an information meeting...

February 24, 1992.. .at 12:00pin to 1:00pm

in the EXPO Center

.•^/.' -^ -.•^,-

COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
INCLUDES EYE EXAM SOFT MATE B

CONTACT LENSES CARE KlT a fOUOWUP

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
3:5 : XA'."

'

' ".G 3. • J, . O .

3 VO\---s .i\SiS

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

U f T O M I 1 R I K

k' 0( • ' V" . Cf ff

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

C H P I r E It

SWffl
HOI in V uf:\T\rs
campus computer services

(310) 477-2898 1539 westwood

if Includes: Roundtrip cmise

for two adults aboard the

luxury ocean liner, M.V.

Pacific Star from San

Diego, Calif, to Mexico,

aJong with 4 days and 3

nights ocean view hotel

accommodations at the Hotd Paraiso Las

Palmas while in Ensenada, Mexico.

if Convenient port departure 6 times weekly, every week of year.

if Tickets valid for 1 year from date of purchase, transferable.

if $529 retail value. if DRimanG AGE 18 IN MEXICO.~ ORDER NOW!
Throosh H Sp«dal |l9r««fiMnt QUillfl Tkktls HloCtvd P«r Coli«9«.

1-800-444-5364
Grand Island Vacations

CALL
10-8

P.S.T.

G.I.V

Clitk tKSSSSr
rcXT DAY lUtlMnrMc Ikkct

Smkc nctelt 4dl«trai wtttta«f**^ 24 hamn via Pedcnl txfnm.Wl^^ Aucboriaei COJ>. Service.

Tntw Nrt'Pifli
I

Regetry: Bahamas. AfldaMarasutMcttoavaiiabity. SgnngBraaksnoiguaranleed. NogrouDS(6

or more people). Al travel dates are cxxitvmed m writng only, by tour operator. 7-day refund pokey:

shippffig, insurance, svc. dnq., aN taxes and meals addrtnnal.

DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUCQSS

1 Ah\avs Wanted To
Run Mv 0>vn Business. So

I Joined Enterprise.

Kristi Samples
BS, Political Science

UCLA 1988
Regional Insurance Supervisor, LA Metro

Enterprise only hires hard-working, entrepreneurial indi-

viduals. People who want to learn every aspect of running

a business, from customer service to personnel manage-

noent.

Enter our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee,

and well reward your dedicoHon and sales^ability with

raises, promoHons and the opporhjnity to go as far as

your tolent will tolce you.

Sales Management IVainee

$23,000
• A BS/BA degree V
• Sh-ong communication skills, enthusiasm and drive

• Retoil/soles experience a plus

If you want to learn all aspects of running a business

while enjoying lull pay arxJ benefits, join tfie Enterprise

learn. Please coll Jill at (310) 390-5595. An equal

opportunity employer.

/
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NURSING
OPPORTUNITIES
WITH A BONUS

We have $5000 for

nurses with BSNs who want

to be a part of our health

care team. We offer a

competitive salary and

benefits pacicage along

with the pride and respect

that come with being an

Army officer.

Check with your Army
Nurse Representative to see

if you qualify. Call:

1-800-USA-ARMY

ARMY NURIEfCORPS.
BE ALUY^UrCAN BE:

I
BRUIN SPECIALS!

CUT & BLOW ^ ^

a^#
.%

•Open 7 Days
•6pen Evenings

•Full service hair salon

•Across street from campus
•We validate parking

Cartton Salon Marquis
Westwood Marquis Hotel
930 Hilgard Ave
W©stwcxxJ,CA90024
208-4477

Tna;to:<0a:c^^X'wKsW0'^»K»^?JK'sinii

H.UCLA
OUSING
FAIR

We have what you need

Come by and learn about the wide variety of housing

options and services available to UCLA students.

Residence Halls, Residential Suites,

and the New Sunset Village

University Apartments

Off-Campus

View Room Models for

On-Campus Housing Options

• Applications Available for all University Housing

Married and Family Student

Housing

Employment Opportunities

• Free Refreshments • Free Gifts

SPONSOREDBY
• On-Campus Housing • University Apartments • Office of Residential Life

• Community Housing Office • UCLA Vending Services

Tuesday, February 25, 1992 • Qourt of Sciences

Wednesday, February 26, 1992 • Bruin Plaza

10 am- 2:00 pm

>>»X'>J«W*J*>*>>Ji"">>****~**^'"^^'''^

'Onion FleM'

flglire in Jail

By Keith Stone
Los Angeles Daily News

Jimmy Lee Smith, who was

paroled for the "Onion Field"

murder of a Los Angeles police

officer, says he paid for his 1963

Clime, but the police won't leave

him alone. ^

After bouncing in and out of

prison most of his life. Smith, 61, is

back in jail — this time awaiting

trial on charges of petty theft and

drug use.

**I paid the price — 20 years of

my hfe." he said, speaking from

behind a window at the Los

Angeles County Men*s Jail, "fm
so tired. Every time I see a black

and white (police cruiser), I get

pinched.**

The police, a parole officer and

a chaplain who befriended Smith

in prison see it differently. They
say the man who gained celebrity

in Joseph Wambaugh*s 1973 book
and 1979 movie, the "Onion

Field,** is a bumbling, heroin-

using, petty thief.

"Jimmy is a habitual criminal.

He*s a follower,** said the Rev. Rex
Bums, who met Smith in prison

about 16 years ago. "He makes
lousy decisions. He*s been doing

that since he was 14 years old.

"He*s an excellent convict He*s

1 lousy citizen,** Bums said

Frank Marino, a field parole

administrator, said that Smith is

not dangerous— just bitter that he

did not share in the profits from the

best-selling book and the success-

ful movie.

"He really has a little bit of a

persecution complex, and some of

it is justified because of the *Onion

Field,*** Marino said.

Whenever Smith tried to go
straight, "after a while he*d get

lonesome for an old girlfriend or

an old neighborhood, and he*d get

duped into some trivial stuff,**

Marino said. "I just don't sec him
as a dangerous person.**

According to the police. Smith

is to blame for his run-ins with the

law, and they are not harassing

him.

•There's no reason to. He's

living in his own little hell,** said

Los Angeles Police Department

Sgt. Roger Jackson, a watch

commander at the Hollywood
station. "He's a walking corpse.

He doesn't know he is dead yet

There is no reason for us to take

anything out on him.**

DEfERMINEP
From page 13

field, the executive director of the

UC Student Association.

"Sure, we think we should have

a united front But we think that the

university should be joining us in

opposing the governor's fee

increase," Butterfield said.

Student leaders said they will

tell legislators how the university

is increasingly forcing students to

bear the brunt of the budget cuts.

Students should not have to make
up for declining state funds, they

added.

While the budget may b^ the

lesser of all evils for theUC in light

of the state's recession, fee hikes

are not the answer, especially

when this hike follows last year*s

40-percent increase, said David
Lee, UCLA*s graduate student

president

^The university is nevertheless

shirking its obligation to provide a

low-cost education for Califor-

nians, Lee said. ^

"We*re moving ass-backwards

on tuition,** he said.
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CEREMONY
From page 1

increasing diversity, said Rep.
Norman Mineta, D-Calif.

"Wronged individuals must
stand up ifour nation is to be true to

its principles,** said Mineta, who
was the ceremony *s keynote
speaker. "We need to ensure that

these truths hold true for our

children and their children."

At the ceremony, the 36 former

students remembered their days at

UCLA and the time they spent at

the intemment camps.

Tets Sumida, now 68, had not

returned to UCLA since his fresh-

man year when he left for an

intemment camp.
He smiled broadly when recall-

ing how his UCLA tennis coach
sent a letterman's sweater with a

sewn "45** — the year of his

graduation — to his camp in

Arkansas.

"I'm glad I came. ... It brought

me back to those days,*' he said. "I

felt a little teary-eyed. It's some-
thing I wouldn't have missed for

the worid."

Harry Kitano remembered sit-

ting in his high school auditorium

when Roosevelt signed Executive

Order 9066.

"We felt ashamed We felt

that all the students were looking at

us," said Kitano, who is now a

UCLA professor of social welfare.

"We all recognize that war creates

suffering. But what still bothers

me today is that the suffering was
caused by our own government"

But changes in the United States

— such as recent government
actions to provide financial repa-

rations for the former internees—
instill hope that the camp experi-

ence wiU never happen again,

congressman Mineta said.

However, a feeling of sorrow
stiU lingers because the intemment
happened in the first place, he
added. "Our sadness is not for

ourselves, but for our parents and
grandparents who did not live to

see this day.

of the U.S. Army's
Ind regiment — a segregated

Japanese-American combat team
of volunteers from the intemment
camps— served as color guard for

the UCLA ceremony. The group
was one of the most decorated

~ during the war.

*They gave their blood. They
gave their lives to protect Ameri-

ca,** Mineta said. "Even though

America did not see fit to protect

their rights."

The Japanese-American sol-

diers fought not only theenemy but

prejudice as well, said 69-year-old

Hiroshi Takusagawa, who added

that he was among the first

volunteers to join the regiment

**They wanted proof of our
- loyalty. This was our chance of

showing it,** he said. "We fought

just like any other American."

To make sure that these soldiers

and other internees are not forgot-

ten, UCLA has created a fund for

grants, fellowships and programs

in the field of Japanese-American

history. And donors have akeady

given $40,000 during die past two

weeks.

And Feb. 19 — the date of

Roosevelt's signing of the execu-

tive order — will be a day of

remembrance in Los Angeles,

Mayor Bradley announced. "All of

us have an obligation to fight to

preserve the rich diversity that has

made this city great.'
»*

SUPPORT

CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15 th Annual Career Fair

for Minority Students & Alumni
Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom

• .2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

TIP # THREE: KIIP AN
OKN MIND
Explore all options! You'll miss

out on many opportunities if you

pass up employers just because

you "think" you know what jobs

they have, or what majors they

are looking for.

student Special
Offer Good at All Times

lARGE PIZZA
With 2 toppings

(1 meat, 1 vegetable)

iiiW

2 Free Soft Drinks

1 0925 Weyburn Ave. Westwood

ADVERTISE

Advocates would like to congratulate

-93 Student Health Advocates

Greek Houses

The 91-92 Student Health

our brand new 92

Residence Halls

Grace Asejo

Itai Cohen
Gabriel Rodino

Jon Erik Holty ,

Rosa Martinez

Alice Fang

Mirriam Bakcht

Shannon Supple

Anna Hseih

Nathalie Nguyen
Blanca Cervantes

Monisha Motwani

Kenji Morrow
Kenneth Yemat

Noah Grateh

Ellen Suen

Justina Lee

Julie Ohara

Martha Saucedo

Valente Ramos
Ryan Hecht

Miuk'iK MlmIiIi Advocak's die uaiiK'cl lo proiiioic \\\c health aiul wcIIikvs.s of I'C^LA. \\c

oik'i' h\ peik'nsion >n\'eiiii\<4s aiul eoiiiraceptiw intorination. pi()\ icic non-pivscripiini^

iiK'jKalioiis. c()uiisL*lii\L;. cokl care ivtenals, as well a.s fiiM-aicl .sell help teehi^ic|ues.

Ikvsl ol all...

David Bridgenian Ben
Michael Rendon in
Peter Balingit Triangle

Matthew Lopas ex
Clartie Filippi en
J.B. Price IX
Noah Grateh ZBT
Caroline Galaviz AAA
Jennifer LaRocque HBO
Kathleen Daigle AAn
Melissa DeSantis r<DB

Katie Mclntire Xil

Lisa Chiang AXQ
Gretchen Wactier KKT

Aoartments/Co-OOS
Steven Lee

Michael Piesman

Alternates A

Brooke Holderbaum

Leiana Polsgrove

SllA's sen iees are I'Rl'l' U) all iincler^raeluale i^racluale slucleiiLs

COME SEE US FOR FREE!
Sponsored by SHS

»"

9bi.iauiiUir_
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint

Female^lHter^
for some respect
By Corinne Sumpter

I have come to accept that

when I walk into the weight

room of the John Wooden
Center I will not find a 50-50

ratio of women to men weight

lifting, usually it* 3 more like

50 to 75 men to about 10

women! I also accept that,

being a woman, I am not built

to lift the same amount of

weight as most men (although

I do hold my own for my
size!) I will not, however,

accept the fact that I do not

receive the same respect and

consideration in the weight

room that men do.

First of all, it should not

automatically be assumed that

if a woman is headed over to

Wooden she is simply going

either to use the Stairmaster or

attend her aerobics class. There

are many women who work

out with weights regularly and

are, therefore, headed into the

weight room. And once a

women has actually entered the

weight room, there's a fairly

large chance that she does

have the intention of lifting.

Tve had guys ignore me in

line for a machine and try to

go ahead of me. What am I,

invisible? Qr Tve been asked

if Fm in line and when I say

yes, the guy says, "Really?**

Yes, really!

Tve also been asked when I

was waiting in line for the

free weight bench press, "Are

you really sure you want to do

this?** Thanks for your concern,

pal, but after training for three

years, Fm pretty sure I do!

Another thing: women don't

go in and lift to fish for

compliments, especially under-

handed ones. One day a guy

who had been watching me lift

came up to me after Fd
finished my set, stuck out his

hand and said to me. "Slap me
five — you*re really awe-

some!**

Now, how condescending

Counterpoint

can you be? Why didn't the

guy add the other half of the

sentence: "You*re really awe-

some, for a girl.** Essentially

that*s what he meant, right? I

highly doubt he would have

approached a male lifter and

said, "Slap me five — you*re

awesome!** That just doesn*t

happen.

The bottom line is: more
and more women have taken

up weight training, so a

woman in a weight room

Letters

should no longer be an unex-

pected or unusual sight When
we go in to lift, we expect

equal and fair treatment.

Everyone appreciates a little

encouragement, but condescen-

sion is a different story^

After all. we are not there

to be ogled, hit on or patron-

ized; we are there to lift.

Sumpter is an undeclared

freshman.

I kc

attack on an article
By Al-Tailb Staff

Human rights are not debatable. All people deserve not to be

tortured, massacred and oppressed. USAC Cultural Affairs

Commissioner Dev Wali (Daily Bruin, "Al-Talib article is wrong

with facts,** Feb. 18) seems to think otherwise when it comes to

the Muslims of Kashmir. He claims the article by Hamid Afridi

in Al-Talib ("Betrayed by the world,** Feb. 1992) describing the

Indian government's brutal occupation of Kashmir is full of

unsubstantiated facts.

It is Wali's article, however, that is based purely on myth and

emotions. Wah cannot see beyond the narrow-minded "India

versus Pakistan" explanation for fhe Kashmiri problem. In fact,

the- general Muslim community is alarmed by tITe Indian

government's brutal actions, including Indian Muslims.

Al-Talib is committed to speaking out against all forms of

oppression, including the oppression currently taking place in

Kashmir. It is for this reason that we chose to run Afridi* s arff^

cle. The problems and facts brought to light in Afridi 's article

arc beyond question. The Kashmiri people have been wronged

for decades and the plight of these people is not as controversial

as Wali would have us believe. Al-Talib will continue to be a

voice for oppressed peoples, in addition to correcting media

distortions about Islam, Muslims and events in the Mushm world.

The UCLA community deserves to hear the truth about these

subjects if it is to make informed judgements.

Wali's comments reveal his complete ignorance of the Kashmir

issue, not to mention Islamic politics and Muslims in general.

While Pakistan and Iran may call themselves Islamic states, they

are different historically, culttirally, politically, socially, religiously

and economically. To generalize so broadly atx)ut both states is

reductionist and nothing but a shabby attempt to play upon

irrational fears of so-called "Islamic fundamentalism.** Further-

more, in 1947 Pakistan was a secular government, not an

"orthodox Islamic state.** This is yet another error in Wali*s

**facts."

It is incredible that WaU, who is USAC Culttiral Affairs

commissioner at a diverse university such as UCLA, can consider

basic notions of human rights and the right to self-rule to be

controversial. Wali should not hope to use his student

government position to lend credibility to his distorted views. In

fact, his responsibility to the student body is to increase cultural

awareness, not to denigrate others.

We hope. Commissioner Wali, that in the future you will

educate yourself on the topic you choose to write about before

leveling false and utterly groundless accusations against anyone,

assuming that you are not attempting to deliberately mislead the

public.

the students of UCLA whom you supposedly represent deserve

at least that much from you.

Editor:

I can take it no longer.

Time and time again I have

been utterly amazed at how
many lost fools have fallen for

the biggest snow job of Holly-

wood this decade, namely

Kevin Cosmer. This would-be

actor of monumentally little

significance typifies how
naively the public and spineless

film critics alike flock to

conform to the beck and caU

of Hollywood.

Cosmer is the Dan Rather of

the big screen. He would not

be able to, if his life depended

on it, display any charming

characteristics — nay, any

emotion at all. If I have seen

Costner play one character in a

movie, I have seen every

character that he is capable of

acting. From movie to movie

he is the same exu*emely

boring, middle-of-the-road,

middle-class, half-ass, pseudo-

sensitive white guy.

Boring, boring, boring, bor-

ing\ If one could give him an^^

credit, it would be that he is

the best boring boob that

Hollywood has belched out.

Why does anyone think he*s

a good actor? I would propose

that women think he is cute

and cuddly and that everyone,

including the wanna-be film

critics are so starved for any-

thing good to come out of

Hollywood, that they lower

their standards and falsely hold

up as great that which is

really a great pain in the butt.

Wake up, America, and

smell the acrid staleness of

Costner* s breath!

Eric Black
Freshman

Art

Trash reporting

Editor:

I Was upset to see the News
Brief headline on page 4 of

Feb. 19th Daily Bruin which
read "Palestine gives mixed
signals on peace talks.**

-t-^was unaware that-Thfr

Bruin staff had solved the

Israeli-Palestinian dispute by

formally recognizing Palestine

as a nation! I wonder what the

staff considers this pseudo-

country *s borders to be? Do „

they include part of or all of

Israel?

Let me remind the so-called

"expert stafT that there is an

ongoing dispute over territories

between Israel and its Arab

neighbors and that negotiations

are currently taking place

between Israel and the Jorda-

nian-Palestinian Joint Delega-

tion as to possible solutions to

the dispute over the territories.

The job of The Bruin is to

report only the news that

occurs and not to interject in a

sneaky fashion its own opinion

as to the just solution to this

conflict Leave this kind of

trash reporting for your

Viewpoint section.

Nir Hoftman
Sophomore

Biology
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We shouldn 't back down from callingracism wttat it is

'I
think we are hammer-

ing in diversity too

much ... I don*t

understand why you just don*t

assimilate like those Asians
. ;. If 1 hear another minority

talk about affirmative action, I

am gonna puke ... I am sick

of this PC shit . . . no, you've
the facts all wrong, whites are

the minority on this campus!**

These comments are a
minuscule amount of the com-
ments made to me by white
people after they deemed me
safe to hear these comments. I

was safe because I kq)t my
mouth shut and smiled my
way out of the conversation. I

played the obedient Uncle Tom
minority to the hilt because I

was too shocked to reply to

the ignorance that I was sur-

rounded by. HowevCT, there

comes a time when even the

most apathetic will take a
stand against something that is

destroying their self. My time
has come. You think you are

seeing the beginnings of a

controversy, it gets better.

My name is Sahjay^iiot Bill.

BiU was a name given to me
by my peers because they

found my name to be too —
let*s just say — "foreign and
un-American.** I like to be
icalled by th& aame I choeseip

and if you respect me and are

my friend, you would call me
by my name.

Unfortunately, this is what is

called today's political correct-

ness. Well, that's what the

right-wing side of politics have

Sanjay
Sabarwal
succeeded in calling it. It's

amazing how people toss

around the word "PC" like it

is a curse word designed to

make so called "minorities**

cringe. It*s as bad as being

called a liberal. That's the way
it is, isn*t it? I have to make
a joke of it in order to avoid
making white people so

uncomfortable.

It*s all about skin color. Do
you know how it feels to be
black? Can you imagine? Do
you know what it feels like

when women cross the other

side of the street if they see

an African American? Ca& yeiir

feel the anguish my moth^
feels when white people joke

in front of her about the those

**Damn Arabs and 7-11 work-
ers," assuming that she can't

speak English? Do you under-

stand when I am called a

••nigger-lover?"

White people don't see the

racism around them because
they are white. They don't

have to worry about their skin
color. They don't have to

worry about passing a civil

rights bill every year just to

insure that our rights are pro-

tected. The one argument that

really kills me is that we
should work harder because
this is America, land of
opportunity. Where do people
get this crock of bullshit from?
Only the elite rule, and you
see that elite around here.

For all the talk about diver-

sity, where are the dirongs of
students of color? How many
minorities are in your classes?

Does diversity mean seeing a

black man down the aisle, or

does it mean friendship with

them? Does it mean having a

token minority in every group?
Does one black or Pilipino in

a fraternity mean diversity?

Even now I hear fraternity

brothers grumbling about this.

If it were not pressure from
minority groups, all fraternities

would be all whites and white

wanna-bees.

Harsh? That's the way I see

it, and that's the way I will

call it That's the way system

=i9=desigBed, isn't i^ We are:

supposed to be satisfied with

the crumbs that are thrown to

us and not complain like good
minorities. That's exactly what
affirmative action is — a

crumb that is supposed to quell

the angry voices that make up

present America.

What exactly is the Ameri-
can ideal? To me, you might
as well call it the white/Euro-

pean ideal. Why do I say that?

Because I am called un-Ameri-
can for wanting to express my
culture and myself Because I

am going against the norm by
writing this article. Because I

am being too sensitive. It

really bums me when people
actually say that
Have you wondered what it

feels like to be hungry? Do
you know what it feels like to

be followed around by a cop
because of your skin color?

Can you really comprehend
when someone asks me if I

am the janitor because I hap-

pen to look Latino/Chicano and
because I am wearing sweats?

I am brown, and I am now
proud of that fact because I

have been made to realize this

at every comer of my life.

Even my parents worried about
my future because I was too

"dark." Some say that I am
glad to be brown so I can use
their pity in order to get

where I want They say I look
into things in order to find

prejudice in them; in that way,
I am gloating over the sup-

posed racism of this world.

My mind always boggles
this statement Why would I

want to do that when all I get
from most white people is

resentment and the indignant

statement that I am making too

much of it Why woukl I want
that disbelief from the majori-.

ty? What satisfaction would I

get from it? What satisfaction

do I get from telling white

students that their forefathers

and their peers contribute to

the oppression that suffocates

all colors?

As for the recent "cereal"

jokes, I am not amused. What
you are doing is making fun
of the rights we are trying to

get What you are doing is

denying that we have a right

to fight for what we believe is

right What I believe is that

this is a racist institution that

lets in a trickle of students of
color, and expects us to say
nothing because it has satisfied

its guilt I refuse that assertion

and push for our rights.

Do I hate whites? No, I

hate their lack of trying to

understand the problems all

students of color go through. I

hate their reluctance to under-

stand why we want to assert

our culture and respect. I

especially despise their ridicul-

ous comment that they be
allowed to celebrate their skin

,

color, not realizing that we do
not do that

Think about the ghettos and
who makes them. Think about
the crime and wonder why
criminals do it? Ask yourself

you aiB a racisrcr
not? Because when you don't
you deny me my humanity and
others humanity, as well. Think
about it please.

Sabarwal is a sophomore
majoring in English. _^_
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Est. 1968
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1122 E. Lincoln Avenue
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Carlssa Channing's one-woman show, "I Can
Fit My Fist Into My Mouth' ts playing at Thea-
ter/Theater.

V

A one-woman show
that bites you back

By Sarah Hsieh

Carissa Channing can fit ho* fist into her mouth

and cackle lixe Woody Woodpecker. Either her gift

lies in slapstick humor — or she*s got an

extraordinarily large mouth. In any case, Channing *s

new one-woman show is meant to be a comedy, but it

ultimately reveals her larger talent for drama in a

surprising and pleasing way.

"I Can Fit My Fist Into My Mouth" is Channing*s

t)wn one-woman comedy parade of strange charac-

ters taken from her own experiences and a very vivid

imagination. In a style first introduced by Whoopi
Goldberg and Lily Tomlin. Channing presents a

steady stream of characters that include a lesbian

hbrarian, an aging, drunken British actress and an

innocent Madonna-obsessed teeny-bopper.

The giant mouth with legs that embellishes the

cover of her program may imply that Channing will

be loud, obnoxious and generally annoying. Surpris-

"I Can Fit My Fist Into My Mouth"

is Channing's own one-woman

comedy parade of strange characters

taken from her own experiences and

a very vivid imagination.

ingly, she is far from any of these. Channing displays

an amazing affinity for drama and this gift manifests

itself many times over in each of her 1 1 characters.

Three generations of women from Channing 's

own family make up the first half of the show. Ethel,

a Jewish grandmother, reminisces about the days

when she was young and in love. Phyllis, the know-

it-all mother, gives useless advice to her daughter, a

suiiggling actress.

The next three skits deal with Channing at the ages

of 17, 12 and fwe. Through these skits, Channing

gives audiences an exclusive peek into her past,

inu*oducing them to members of her family and to

herself.

In the second half, Channing portrays an even

more varied group of individuals ranging from a

spiteful fifth-grade teacher to three sisters on a

"Yuraldo" promo based on talk-show host Geraldo

Rivera's upcoming segment, "Supermodels of the

'90s."

Although each short skit has its humorous
moments, the tone throughout the show is serious.

Channing attempts to tackle delicate issues like

alcoholism, AIDS and suicide through a normally

lighthearted medium.
Many of her characters are fragile and seem easily

broken; Channing's portrayals exhibit every bit of

the joy and pain her characters experience. With a

small change in costume, exaggerated accents and

facial expressions that are unique to each character,

Channing transforms herself instantly into any of a

bevy of colorful people.

The humor in this "comedy parade*' is slight and

relies too much on Channing 's slapstick abilities. The
material isn't all that funny and it often seems like she

See nST, page 22
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UCLA filmmakers profiled in 'Women At Work'
Roberts' 'Jsick Falcon' Film series focuses on women directors

pays homage to film noir

By Greg Srisavasdi

Daily Bruin Staff

Kathleen Roberts loves

movies, especially those old

detective films that showed a

world where "men were men
and women were women."
That*s one of the reasons why
she made "Jack Falcon/' one of

the movies being shown tonight

at Melnitz as part of its

"Women at Work** program.

"Jack Falcon,** which
Roberts wrote, directed and

produced, is a movie that

humorously pays homage to

one of her favorite eras in

cinematic history, the days

when such actors as Humphrey
Bogart and Lauren Bacall

dominated the silver screen.

"1 can sit and watch one of

those movies 10 times over and

be very happy with that and not

have to go and see a new film.

There*s something new in them

every time . . . they*re so well

crafted,** says Roberts.

SUNNY SUNQ/DaNy Bruin

Kathleen Roberts

Roberts is a big admirer of

film noir, in which such cities as

Los Angeles served as the

backdrop to murder, corrup-

tion, romance and lonely yet

"strong as steel** private eyes.

To Roberts, film noir symbol-

See ROBERTS, page 21

By Greg Srisavasdi

Dally Bruin Staff ii

Women directors are beginning to

receive the respect they deserve. With
directors such as Penny Marshall C*Awa-
kenings**), Jodie Foster C'Little Man Tate**)

and Susan Siedelman ("Desperately Seek-

ing Susan**), Hollywood is beginning to

seriously recognize the importance of

women in film.

Tonight at Melnitz Theater, the New
Filmmakers Alliance will present a screen-

ing of short films that are directed by four

female directors from UCLA. Each director

has a distinct vision to her work, enabling

the audience to see the different themes that

each attempts to cover.

The first film, "Kaileen's (lift,** is

directed by Terri Farley-Teruel, who
recently graduated summa cum laude from

UCLA*s film school.

The film is a fairy tale complete with

goblins, enchanted forests and a beautiful

woman. The beautiful woman is Princess

Kaileen, whose vanity is only excee4ed by a

goblin *s (named Scratch) hatred toward the

world. Scratch envies Kaileen's charisma,

since his physical appearance isn*t too

appealing. What ensues is the battle for the

true meaning of what beauty really is.

FoUowing "Kaileen*s Gift** is "licho.** an

Marty Stevens-Heebner directed the film "Escaping Shadows'* which is part of

tonight's screening of short fllnns by female directors from UCLA.

evocative animated film that is a retelling of

the Echo and Narcissus myth. Here, Echo

tries to find love while accepting the past

and regaining her self-esteem. This five-

minute animated sequence is comple-

mented by a poignant score written by

composer Jake Heggie. "Echo** is an

original and visually poetic animated film

which is definitely worth watching.

The next film. "Jack Falcon,** is directed,

written and produced by Kathleen Roberts,

who is currently working on her graduate

See WOMEN, page 22
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Sick i TwiaM Faal of Animation

Oaly 9:30pm;Fri-Sat 9 3C-I2mfj

THX Odby Sivao JFK(n
12:304:30-8:30

SR THX Ool)y Friad (kmn Tnaialaii (PQia
1 15-4:10-7:00-950

THX Ddby Stereo of tM Brlda (PQ)
12:00-2:30-6.00-7:30-1000

Stereo Qrand Canyon (R|

1:15-420-7:20-1020

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West LA.
NUART Sbtgin' In Iw Ridn
11272 SanU Monica 5 00-7; 30-9:50 ;Sat-Sun 2:15
478-6379 Spirit of '76: Fri 12 mdnt

Rocky Horror Pfdura Show: Sat 12 mdnt

WESraOE PAVIUON
QOLDWYN
475-0202

Mlaalaa^ipi

11:25-2.00-4:40-7:15-950

Westwood
QOLDWYN
475-0202

Tha Qraat Mouae DalKtiva
11:00-1.00-300-5:00-700

UA Coronal

10689 Walwal)
475-9441

BuBoy W
Ddbf SiMao

,1:15-4:10-7:15-10:15

QOLOWYN
475-0202

aiffi Haiia (Rk

756-10:15

UA CORONET
10880 WeliwaV)
475-9441

(PQ)
TDmrn THX Doliy Stereo

1:00-400-7:00-10.00

QOLOWYN
475-0202

Baauly and tm BshI ftt
12:10-2:10-4:06-600"

QOLOWYN
475-0202

UA CORONET
10689 WeMwait
475-0441

Unll Sw End of Iw WorM
1200-3:10^:20-9:30

For Iha Boya
1250-3:46-6:50-050

QOLOWYN
475-0202 900

-^a*

^:

-S3EE-22S*r
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tsex:Let's talk
Student theater troupe entertains, educates
By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

She met him at Hef^nendT^dr^lfiMweeirdnd
had been lusting (tfter him ever since. Everything
was going right and she was sure that tonight

would be the night. But in the heat ofpassion, she
stopped him from going further. Neither of them
had condoms and she believed in safe sex.

This is one of many themes explored by
Kaleidoscope Theater, a performance/education
program designed for college students by UCLA
Student Health Services (SHS)i

During their presentation, the acting troupe
delves into issues such as abstinence, safe sex,

sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), homosexu-
ality and homophobia. Following the play, the

Kaleidoscope actors address the audience,
answering questions about sex and about the
group, including a demonstration — complete
with plastic banana — on how to use a condom.
So far, the three-year-old program, which starts

preparing each fall, has performed in the
Ackerman Grand Ballroom and the Cooperage.
Last Wednesday, Kaleidoscope performed at

Theta Delta Chi for fraternity members and dorm
dwellers.

Kaleidoscope Theater will also perform
throughout the residence halls and ^t other
colleges in the Southwest— for any organization
that wants to book them and is willing to pay their

travel expenses, they add.

Since their fall auditions, the actors have taken
in-depth courses about sex-related topics —
including the effects of drug and alcohol use on
judgement — as well as rehearsing for their"

performances.

The script undergoes numerous changes each
year, drawn from audience members* evaluations.

One such alteration, the actors say, is the addition
of a lesbian couple to the story to show that

homosexuality is not only about sex but about
k)ving relationships.

The theater format allows the group to educate

UCLA students about sexual issues in a way that

the students can relate to, say its members. It is

less formal than a straight lecture about STDs and_
condoms.
More than anything, the actors stress using safe

sex practices. Yet knowing which forms of
protection to use and how to use them properly arc
just as important as using protection, they say.

According to SHS, the safest fomi of protection

during intercourse against pregnancy, AIDS and
other STDs is latex condoms — not lambskin,
which is porous — with the spermicide nonoxy-
nol-9. which kills the AIDS vims as well as sperm.
The actors also discuss the use of contraceptive

foam, which should be administered 20 minutes to

half an hour before intercourse in accordance with
the instructions on the package. Demonstrating
how to put on a condom, the actors stress that all

air bubbles should be removed to prevent
breakage.

In addition to contraception, the SHS represen-
tatives focus on other ways to practice safe sex,

such as effective communication techniques
between partners. This includes being assertive in

expressing one's needs, they say.

However, even the use of preventive measures
during sex does not completely prevent contrac-
tion of an STD. In addition, even if someone has
an STD, he or she may not develop any symptoms— therefore, checkups are important. And even if

the symptoms seem to disappear, the STD may not
have, the representatives caution.

The actors explain the difference between viral
STDs like herpes and genital warts, whoic
symptoms can be treated but cannot be cured, and
those like chlamydia, which can be cured for
good.

The purpose of Kaleidoscope Theater, the

group says, is not to preach to college students

about whether they should have sex or how they

should do it Instead, their goal is to provide

information so that students can make informed
choices on their owri.

Mancini's style sets
the mood for action

toward new nuuiagement, and they

mustWe thought my style would
indicate a new direction.**

Whatever the thinking behind
the invitation, Mancini*s involve-

ment provided the right emphasis
on the tense basis of *Thc Great
Mouse I>etective.** The picture

deals, after all, with a criminal plot

that means business—just as **The

Pink Panther** (1964) and its

sequels do, under all the slapstick

and word play — and conveys as

much desperate urgency as wild
comedy.

With two songs for "Mouse
Detective,** written with lyricists

Larry Grossman and Ellen Fitz-

hugh, Mancini also delivered set

pieces that advance the story. The
more memorable of these. **The

World*s Greatest Criminal Mind,**

allows the evil Professor Ratigan
(Price) to demonstrate the extent of
his rottenness.

"Our Man in Hollywood,**
boasted the RCA Victor recording
company just as Mancini was
emerging as one of the labeKs
brighter stars 30 years ago.

An upstart who had grown out
of big-bandjazz and popular music
rather than through the classically

oriented channels of film scoring,

Mancini seemed a natural to bring-

By Michael H. Price
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

It*s an honor to be the bad guy
when Henry Mancini writes your
menacing musical accompani-
ment

It*s just as rewarding to play the

good guy or the comic relief with a
Mancini theme as a backdrop.
But Mancini, whose mastery of

movie music is distinguished by
mingled dead-seriousness and
playful audacity, has done his most
earnestly stirring wofk on themes
that establish an element of vil-

lainy, most notably for such
suspense champs as Orson Welles.
Vincent Price and long-standing
Mancini partner Blake Edwards.
A reminder of that value is on

view in a big-screen reissue of the

Disney Studios* "The Great
Mouse Detective** (1986). The
film is a cartoon that kids and
adults can enjoy on apjvopriately
different levels — a Sherlock
Holmes pastiche centered on an
evil character pcMtrayed in voice
by veteran bogeynian Price and in

music by Mancini.

If the Disney connection seems
an unusual entry on the Mancini
resume, the composer's long his-

tory offen a different perspective:

*01u I*d been writingcattoonigh
music pretty much all along.*

Mancini said the other day. allud-

ing to his well-known "Pink
Panther** music as well as to old-

fashioned jazzy frolics that occur
in many other scores.

"My participation was kind of a
departure for Disney, though.** he
added. **The Disney company was
between regimes at the time, going

popular recognition to the low-
profile movie-music community.
He conveyed a tweedy relaxation

and youthful tastes, and his music
was as suited to Top 40 radio as to

underscoring the shifting dramatic
moods of a motion picture.

More than a generation later.

Mancini's name has become virtu-

ally a household word.

UCLA Nikkei Student Union
proudly presents

The 6th Annual
Japanese American Cultural Celebration

=.,^ "^^^^.^ ^ ^
^?p*^ ^

w<-

I'. ... ..•..:.<.

^%^

^ 4?-^/ !^ ^<«# ^fiSS^

Saturday, Feiiliir^ 29^^^^^p

Wadsworth Theater, Los Angeles, 7K» p.m.

Freeadmission

As one of die activities in comihemoration of the 50th anniversary of the signing of Executive Order 9066, this year's show, which is written, directed, and performed
entirely by NSU members, chronicles the lives of four Japanese Americans during World War II. Set mostly in the Manzanar Relocation Center, the four young adults
realize the irony of finding themselves living in the •'land ofthe free and home of the brave," but behind repressive barbed wire surroundings. The Cultural Celebration
also features traditional Japanese odori, modem dancing, and NSU's own Kyodo Taiko. Come join us as we explore our heritage!

m
Funded by ASUCLA Board of Directors Programming Fund and the Campus Programs Committee of the Programs Activities Board. Presented In cooperation with the ^ A^UCLA Center of the Pertonning Arts and the Council on Programming at the International Student Center. Sponsored by the UCLA Asian American Studies Center. A ^
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ROBERTS
From page 18
ized an important change in people's lives.

"(Film noir) was fascinating because it

reflected all the fears we had during that

time period such as the shift away from rural

to urban life, the breakdown in the family

and society and the morals we traditionally

had . . . and people were very afraid and that

was what noir reatlly dealt with," Roberts

jays, _
"Jack Falcon," however, isn*t the typical

Sam "Spade-ish" murder/mystery film

since it contains significant roles for gays

and lesbians. By using the film noir genre.

Roberts attempts to comment on the sex
roles that people take in their Hves.

"What I wanted to do was to explore the

butch and the femme in both the homosexu-
al and the heterosexual communities and to

make a comment on that. (The characters in

my movie) are all dysfunctional because
they've taken these rigid sex roles but, in the

end, they're OK people," Roberts says.

"I think if we can just get past these roles

that we all play and take on, we're all OK. I

mean, we're almost always good people.

We kind of need to move to the middle

instead of adopting those extreme roles."

Roberts began studying film at the

University of Bridgeport at Connecticut and

received her B.A. in Motion Pictures and
Television at UCLA. Coming to UCLA as a

junior and continuing her graduate work
here (she's currently working on her M.F.A.

at UCLA's Graduate School of Film and
Television) wasn't a hard decision for

Roberts to make. She believes that the

UCLA film school enables students to

maintain control over their projects, giving

them a wider array of technical and creative

experiences.

Roberts also credits UCLA for bringing

rtiore women directors to the program.

Indeed, "Women At Work" features four of

UCLA's award-winning women directors

(including Roberts), each of whom preisenls

different themes in their work.

*They are all very different from each

other . . . and that's one of the things that

we're trying to get people to realize: that a

woman ... can direct anything."

Roberts contends that women can have a

substantial impact in the film industry if

given more chances to exhibit their talents.

Women directors, according to Roberts,

help contribute to the growing diversity

found in today's cinema.

I'd like to see more women directors get««T*.

jobs. I also have a belief that women have a

lot to offer in filmmaking with the visions

See ROBERTS, page 23

Pari Waxing Salon
Remove your unwanted hair

with 100% natural wax.

Full leg and Bikini $20
Underarm $ 8
Half legs $10
Bikini Wax . $ 8
Lip or Chin or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $10
Deep Facial Cleaning $30

1435 Westwood MvA, Westwood 473-0066 or 479^9325

Walk'in Welcome

mm

Wmi HIDDEN COSTSi
wmmmmmmmmftmmmm$mmmmmmmmm$mimmirmmmmmm

:.~,;MlV:;.KS/aW;.<^

CONTACT LENSES
(includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal weicome/Appointments mode 24 hours o day!

COMP CARE
® ii>-a3 19-9999B

1531 Wlbhlre Blvd. Santa Monica
(comer of 16th Street, next to Crown Books)

Ley de Hielo
u

Eclipse
8 pm shfirp, at the Cooperage

WEDNESDAY

1040 S
Departmeft4- of the Treasury--lntGrnar Revenue Service

.S. Individual lncx)me Tax Retum 91

Don i Leave Home to tiie lu

The Tax Professionals

1-800^37-7829

Tax Retum
Preparation By Phone

• Basic Federal Retum Begins At $25

• Call Now To File For Your Refund

Not Affiliated with the IRS Visa/MasterCard Accepted

( •]

H.-\STORY TINE
wifh

Wcstwind
Literary HagaziRc

8 pm, Kerckhoff Art Gallery

Another cool poetry/short fiction reading!

UCLfl Underground Series presents:

MIGHTY RHINOS
and

whichiswhat
8 pm, atthe Cooperage

Princeton

Review

BUT WAIT!
THERE'S MORE!

All events are FREE, presented by the UCLA
Cultural Affairs Cpmmission—funded by USAC.

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT
I he fastest j^rotriti}^ test-preparatioN lyri^^rams

in the nati(ni. bar mnie!

Could it be because of documented increases like these:

LSAT average increase: 12+ points

GMAT average increase: 110+ points

' GRE average increase: 230+ points

MCAT average increase: 4+ points

(on overall 15 pt. scale)

Or program inclusions which our competitors don't have:

"^ At least four proctored tests, each tvith computer analysis

"^ Two interactive clzss^s per week, each tvith an instructor

"^ Maximum class sizes of twelve, each stratified to ability

"^ Academic review plus revolutionary test-taking techniques

PKI\( ll()\

Kl Vll W

31()^ 474 • 0909

Let our unprecedented success

ensure your success.

Mil m^mmmm
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WOMEN
From page 19

degree at UCLA and also is the

president of the New Filmmakers

Alliance. "Jack Falcon" focuses on

a 1930s detective who attempts to

retrieve stolen art work,

"Jack Falcon** harkens back to

the film noir era of private eyes and

dangerous (yet suluy) women who
dominated the screen. The film,

however, plays with the genre by

giving gays and lesbians more

multi-dimensional roles to play.

Filmed in black and white. "Jack

Falcon" uses comedy to make a

comment on the rigid sex roles that

predominate today*s society.

The final film. "Escaping Sha-

dows,** is written and directed by

Marty Stevens-Heebner. who also

studied at UCLA*s Graduate

School of Film and Television.

"Escaping Shadows** deals with a

woman's struggles in finding

meaning in her life amidst times of

tragedy. It*s a touching film that

draws the viewer into the daily life

of the woman as she confronts

death, love and the importance of

friendship.

Each film (except *!Echo*0 lasts

for about half an hour. While some
of the acting may appear awkward
at times, the thematic elements of

the films are successfully deve-

loped.

RLM: "Women At Work: An Evenina of

UCLA Films." Presented by the New
Filmmakers Alliance. Screenina toniQht

at 7 p.m. at Melnitz Theater. Aamission
is free. Reservations available until 5
p.m. by calling (818) 508—6630. After

that, seats are available on a first-come,

first-serve basis. Reception to. follow

after each screening.

FIST
From page 18

is trying too hard for laughs.

The bottom line is that

Carissa Channing is funny, but

the success of her show relies

on her ability to transform

characters into living, breathing

individuals. She brings to life

peq)le that would otherwise be

stereotypical and bland. As
comedy. "I Can Fit My Fist Into

My Mouthy is mediocre at best,

but as lighthearted drama. it*s a

winner. **'/4

STAGE: "I Can Fit My Fist Into My
Mouth." By Carissa Channing.
Directed by Kathy Najimy. A
Freit)erger Management in associa-

tion wim Jeff MuH'ay for Theater/

Theater presentation with Carissa
Channing. Now piaying Thursdays
and Fridays through March 13 at 8
p.m. at Tneater/Tneater. Tix: $15,
$12 (for students and seniors). For
tickets, call (213) 464-8938.

EUROPE' CAR
"* RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
'«000 Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles, CA 90069

Phone (213) 272-0424

Mail this ad for Special
SliMtent/TcaclMr Tariff.

D RENTAL G LEAK Q PURCHASE

BRUIN cno) i7i-(i2(w

TRy\FFIC '

SCHOOL
FKi;i: p.\KKiN(. CI siii()m:i) cii aiks

SAT, SI X, & KVKMNCiS
:«mvBiara

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

et BLOW

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

cxp. 3/20/92

$50 CUT & COLOR
1 PROCESS

WESTWOOD
Wilthirp Wpst Plaza "^ST SHOW UCLA SmXlTT I.D.
Wilshire west Kiaza ^^ emfloycc id. wrm coupon
1234 Westwood Blvd. ,. ,^ *.^ .. r^ -«. » -,

475-3264 .iMwkmUtaMfmmmUlU.

ver

Z^ 'I' 1 1 \
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The Communications Board is accepting

applications for the following positions

for the 1992-1993 academic year:

Daily Bruin
Editor-in-Chief

Daily Bruin
Business Manager

Applications are available in the

Publications Office, 112 Kerckhoff Hall
and are due February 26.

;race Liu at 82S-2787 for further inform;

SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I HAPPY PLATE
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

,

I
•Fried Rice

_ •Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close
|

$3.40
I

with coupon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

I

—^1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

QUI Westwood Village. CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

SV?^«viB»C55?ri\c^XWR8L«

^M^

(l>A!)T

THURSDAY

jazz Prelude Concert Series presents

in conjunction witfi

Student Welfare Cofnmission:

SON
MAYOR

Noon , Westwood Plaza
Presented as part of

^'

Drug Abuse Awareness We«k.

Jazz, blciGs, faoK and sack)

5GriG5--

the Ru55i(ii\ folk banc!

Lin POPO
9-11 pm, Kerckhoff Coffee House

CONTINUING

KerthhdS Art (kilkry presents:

niCHELE HARlfNEZ:

El Santo RitmO"
The Rijlhrn

On exhibit now through March 6

All events are FREE, presented by the UCLA
Cultural Affairs Commission—funded by USAC
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Piano jury
announced
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

FORT WORTH. Texas — The
guppoiting cast for the 1993 Van
Clibum International Piano Com-
petition has been completed with

the release Friday of the names of

the five-member screening jury

and the 14-member jury for the

main competition.

Although the list of jurors is

dominated, as one might expect,

by pianists, it also includes one of

America's most prominent com-
posers, a record producer and one
of the acknowledged great teach-

ers of piano.

The composer on the jury, John
Corigliano, composed the com-
missioned work for the 1985
competition. At 53, he has consoli-

dated his position at the forefront

of American composers.

Application forms for the 1993

Clibum Competition now are

being mailed to teachers, schools

and potential applicants around the

world. Generally considered the

leading piano competition in the

world, the Clibum will be in Fort

Worth from May 22 through June i

6, 1993.

ROBERTS
From page 21

ssyr,

^There's a lot of tenderness and
caring that a lot of women film-

makers can bring to the screen.

And I think women do have a

tendency to center more on stories

about human relationships. I don't

think there has to be a difference

(between men and women direc-

tors), but there can be.**

Making a film is quite a hard and

painful process as far as Roberts is

concerned. It's a job that can be

filled with disappointment, paying

off if the film gets screened at a

festival or at an academic institu-

tion. Thus. "Women at Work" wiU
he^ the audience see works that

took a great deal ofperseverance to

complete.

"You put $25,000 and three

years of your life into a film and it

-sits on the shelf. It's really frus-

trating, (so) we try to put on

Monday night screenings to get the

students exposure, have their films

seen, and to show the kind of

quality films that come out of

UCLA," Roberts says.

"Jack Falcon" isn't one of the

films that will stay on the shelf for

a long period of time. After being

screened tonight at Melnitz, "Jack

Falcon" will be shown at the

"Women in the Director's Chair

Film Festival" in Chicago next

March. Getting an invitation to the

festival wasn't easy, since only 40
to 50 films get accepted fix)m

among the 350 submissions. Such

festivals can provide stepping

stones to the industry or further

participation in academic institu-

tions.

Roberts attests that seeing a

movie through its completion and

also getting support for it can be

arduous and discouraging. What
has kept Roberts going, however,

is her passion and devotion to her

craft.

"(The hardships of filmmaking

are) something you try to ignore,"

Roberts says. "They're all labors

of love. That's why films that

come out of UCLA are great

because they are straight from the

heart And that's what keeps you

going, having something to say,

something that's important to you.

The biggest lesson that everyone

learns is trusting yourself and your

vision and seeing that vision

through."

d(/ent6<ie

Why give
itaU
to Uncle^
Sam?
Dont use an ordinary Inconne

tax service when you can use a

Tax Attorney who Is an exper-

ienced CPA

AHORNEYK LAW
10866 WfUhire Bl.. 15th Floor

Comer of WUshire and Olendoa
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CUPAND SAVE

Exp. 3 2 92
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J-/%
PIZZA w

^y Free Liler

of Soda
8.50
TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.

Llmtt 3 pizzas pnr address
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^^ Free Liter
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Consider a Career in

CjnimiuniGations

A Master's in Communication Management from the Annenberg School

at use can take you into a management career in mass media,

telecommunications, public policy, corporate communications, and more.

Here's what some recent graduates of Annenberg's M. A. program are doing:

Paramount Pictures

Vice-President, TV Programming

Walt Disney Co.

Analyst, International TV Marketing

MGM/UA
Director, European Sales & Marketing
International Home Video

J. Walter Thompson
Senior Account Executive

Price Waterhouse

Senior Telecommunications Consultant

Abbeville Press

New Projects Editor

Warner Bros. Records

Coordinator, International Publicity

Black Entertainment Television

Director of Operations and
Business Development

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Senior Telecommunications Analyst

The Learning Channel

Vice President,

Affiliate Sales & Marketing

National Cable TV Association

Director, State & Local
.- Regulatory Issues^

Tribune Broadcasting

Strategic Planning Analyst

Pacific Telesis

Director, Strategic Analysis

Federal Communications Commission

Analyst, Legal Affairs

Capital Cities/ABC

Research Manager

American Diabetes Association

Public Affairs Director

Come to a talk and Q & A session with speakers

from the Annenberg School for Communication, USC, Los Angeles.

Date: Monday, February 24

Time: 4:00 P.M. —
Place: Royce 164 -7~

ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME

Mikl •»«i*» 9ifH¥mtmm»" ll<MI I J
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Come Discover a Career in Nxirsing at UCLA's 5th Annual

* A panel discussion will include professional nurses from
areas such as Nurse Midwifery, Critical Care, Public Health,
and Nurse Anesthetist.

* Other speakers include faculty, nursing students, and a
financial aid advisor. —

WHO: \j

WHEN:
TIME:

Pre-niu*sing students and

anyone interested in a career in

health care.

Wednesday, February 26, 1992

4:00 - 6:00 pm

WHERE: UCLA School ofNursing

Louise Factor Building

6th Floor, Room 5-638

Please RSVPhv Monday. Fehmarv 24. 1992 by calHng the
UCLA Nursing Student Affairs at (310) 825-7181.

Custom • Laminated
using your own photo w/ 92-Calendar

BOOKMARKERS
2" X 7" • $4M ea.

•VMvrmfvtVfVlpif li II/<tT1/U. JUII IflL IBB.

w/ Check to: JNJ EnttrprisM • P.O. loi 6010

.AMadwn. CA 91003 • Ph. 81S-70l-7e4f

Miscellaneous

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fir^e art. S^OA^r.
Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

DRUMMER SOUGHT BY GUITARIST/
VOCALIST and bassist for blues/alternative/

rock trio. Tony (310)836-2281.

GET A TAN! 10 sessions, $49 with ad.
Le Beach Club. 1107 Gayiey. 824-2826.

MODEL SCOUTS: California's most prcsti-

gious modelling agency seeks scouts to find the

next supermodel. Great money for students

who have an 'eye" for beauty.
1-800-831-9992.

Congratulations

Mike Comelison

(ex)

onyour beautiful

pinning!

^, The Sisters of
Alpha Delta Pi

Personal 10

$1 00 CHALLENGE. UCLA-0, me-1 2. Prove my
pollution solution unworkable, I'll pay you
$100. 1-800-488-2489.

WESTWOOD PSYCHIC, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, financial, and
any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,
no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.
1(800)559-NINA.

Foundcti
1891

UNIVERSITY OF

ASTRONOMY 4 will not be offered this Spring.

Astronomy 6 will be offered: ID 18612 Tu-
Thurs 2-3:15. Prof. Warner. For more Info,

contact Astro, dept. 825-4435.

Campus Recruitment 3

COLLEGEOFlAW
APPLY NOW

AccredUed-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examinen

and the Western Association of

Schools and Colleges.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevanl

Call:(818)98M529

La Verne Campus

1950 Third Street

Call:(7 14)596- 1848

KIIS 102.7 IS

LOOKING FOR INTERNS
Start your caroer In t)roadcastino at

LA'ft«1 Hit Music Statk)n.

Contact Brad at (213)466-8381

to set up an jrrterview

Congtatulations
Lorraine Gumpert (XQ)

and
Matt Cote (EOQ
on your beautiful

engagement. Best
wishes,

^ Chi Omega

Sports Tickets

Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Moo. di«cuMk>n, Thur. Bookdudy. Fri. Step
Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:16. Fri. 12«)-1«)
Turn. DitouMion, WkI. Dbouosion NPI

C8S38 12:16-1:00
For aiooholBs or individuali who

hay drinking probtonw

a Bibles - Books
Gifts.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Fr-Sat 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-^ pr.i

10884 Weylxjm Ave. LA 9(3024

208-5432

DUKE STUDENT TICKET FOR SALE. Serious
offers only. 208-2639. Leave message for josh.

PLEASE HELP ME!! I MUST GET A DUKE
STUDENT OR GUEST TICKET! I'll do any-
thing!! Dennis (310)208-6746.

Good Deals 7

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or
don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

!!!!!!!! I !! I !!!!!

I

!!!!!!!! I

f

!!!!!!!!!! !

TV/VCR Repair (Phone, VCR, etc...instalied) in

your home by a UCLA student (Bret).

(310)394-4399.

AEO
SCHOLARSHIP
DINNER
TONIGHT

5:30 PM,
©AEO),
632 Hilaard.

Researcti Subjects 12

ADULTS OVER 35 WITH tartar deposits on
teeth are needed for clinical study. Eligility

determined at screening examination. Free
tooth cleaning given at conclusion of study.
Contact Lynne, Clinical Research Center
(310)825-9792.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11
years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

DERMATOLOGY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
with a red bumpy rash or acne around the
mouth needed for placebo controlled study
using an approved topical gel.Participants will

be seen at the UCLA Dermatology center.The
study will last for 12 weeks.Participants will be
paid $1 00 upon completion of the study. Must
be over 1 8 years of age.For further information
call 206-1074.

FEMALES NEEDED: Paid participation for

20-35 year olds for sex difference and Bruin
Organization study. Reqires right-handed,
native English speakers with regular menstrual <^
cycles and no oral contraceptive use for at

least six months. Call Nicole at 206-8280.

HEALTHY MALES, ages 21-40, earns $30 in

research study at VA Hospital (SF Valley). 2
sessions includes blood withdrawal.
(816)891-7711 ext7665, leave message.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-1 1 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and , a free

developmental evaluation .

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (3>0)277-9422 or
(310)471-3672. .

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Caucaslan and |a-

parwse male and female ages 29^35 to study
the effects of UV on human skin, 6 month
study. Volunteers will be paid $1200. For

more information call (310) 828-8887.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, Needed for UCLA
Psychosocial Study. Subjects must have NO
History of Anorexia, Bulimia, Obesity, or

Chronic Dieting. $30 Compensation. If inter-

ested, please contact ELIZABETH At
206-5081.
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You dont need dental Insurance to have a pretty smile.

SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILY OOVriSTRV (2 1 3J475-5598

24 hour •morgency servic*

ComplGto Dental Exam, Check Up, & Cleaning

VJ.P.

(reg. $180)

ntw patients wittt this coupon only

ws also scoommodrts patisnls

wKh dsntal oowsrsQss

oftsf sxpirss 3-13-02

<^P ^°^^!^?y' SID SOLEII^^IANIAN. D.D.S.
included)

^ 520 Westwood Blvd.

*open eveninas & Saturdays*

Free parldng in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no

dental insurance.

'Vur Patients are Special'

TEO
The gentlemen of TAU EPSILON PHI would like to thank their

dates for attending the1992 Purple Iris Winter Formal on Saturday,

February 15, 1992. Also, we would like to congratulate the following:

1992 Purple Iris Court

Catherine Montford - Sweetheart
") Mary Shell

Vicki Irvine

Jen Grieco

Janet Balderas

1992-3 Executive Council

Chancellor: Jeff Grijalva
,

Vice-chancellor: Alex McElroy

Bursar: Eric Schier

Scribe: Chris Panpan
Member-at-large: Joes Piechowski

Ar OKI KKr QE
Research Sut^jects- "^

UCLA ANXIETY DISORDERS PROGRAM is

conducting research projects to study mecharv
and treatments of Panic Attacks. Theseism

studies include psychological vnd physiologi-

cal assessment aiid treatment with apprived

medication. All asessment und treatment is free

of charge for people meeting admissions

criteria. Must be 18-65 years of age. For more
information please call UCLA Aruciety Disor-

ders Program at (213)206-5133.

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages

1 2-30, needed to participate in research study.

Under Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For more info. --"

(310)828-8887.
call

Sperm Donors 19

Tonight after meeting @ Santo's
WRISTBANDS REQUIRED

ECC DONOR WANHO. All Info is conflden-

tlal. (310)285-0333.

Health Services 22

RAIP TONIGHT!
KA

Festivities begin at 9:30pm
Invite Only
BVOB

ID Required

Phi welco^i^s^ur
X.VV.-.-.-.-.-.-

ssors aii#TJ^ tn

p.m'flrf 14 Hiipfd^AVe.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

corvultation.Cail Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Croup. (213)786-0636.

LOSE 1 TO 20LBS. before spring break. For a

physician developed weight loss plan, featured

at United Weight Medical Clinic and a free

thirty day supply of our own non-caffeine

appetite suppressant. Call 1-900-407-2004.

$19.95 per call. Delivery in seven days.

LOSE WEIOHT AND KEEP IT OFF! Call

(310)393-4273.

PSYCHOTHERAPY—Individuals/couples/

families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

len^s. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

THE NATURAL CHOICE FOR YOUR SKIN:

Pure Skin Care Line. Complementary Euro-

pean facial. (213)575-1977.

Opportunities 26

GET RICH SLOWLY! Take time to make
$250,(XX)! Experience capitalism at its best.

Write American Secrets, 2222 Sycamore Lar^e

#33, Davis, CA 95616.

MODELS WANTED MALE/FEMALE all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-
over...Absolutely free. Color anchor cut by top

professionals. You could qualify. (IF INTER-
ESTED PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at:

Sheraton LAX airport hotel. 61 01 West Century

Blvd. LA 90045. Date: Sunday NAarch ), 1992.

Time: 3pm-7pm. Questions addressed at this

time. No hair done at model call. Bobby Kraus

(213)542-4974.

Research Subjech

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning

experieTKe.825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WITH DEPRESSKDN
SOUGHT. FEELING PERSISTENTLY SAD OR
HOPELESS WITH INSOMNIA, TROUBLE
CONCENTRATING OR LOW ENERGY?
UCLA RESEARCHERS CONDUCTING
STUDY ON RAPID DEPRESSKDN TREAT-

MENT. CONTACT EVA AT UCLA
(310)825-5493

ranted 4 Help Wanted 30

LOST: MAN'S WATCH in Westwood Village,

Valentine's Eve, Near Fox Theater. Reward.

825-0556.

SELL YOUR WRECK, not running, or well used

scooter. Repairs also available. Eric

(310)395-5858.

tost and Found 16

PART-TIME Retail Sales, •$8.20 Starting Pay*,

Schedule around classes. Eve^A^knds avail-

able. Scholarships awarded quarterly. (310)

396-1479

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright »CA11KDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major

corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117-B, P.O. Box

4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.

$6.63AHR. WORK ON CAMPUS. Schedule

around your classes. Upward mobility, meal at

nominal cost. UCLA students only. Apply

Sproul Hall Cafe, 350 De Neve Dr. 825-2074.

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibociies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to $1 00/wk or more.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
-Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

f?=SSI

BP

DISORHNIS— ADULT
pRE^ciiGui^ij WITH imcuiiiisrr or

AcrifiiliilAr n^ with daily

mmmmmmY. quauhed

TESTSANDMW EARN UF* T^ $480 {^AlJ.

310^54-^951
kMMMMAMMMMMMMMMMil

Health Services 22 Help Wanted \ 30

Ofereaters Anonymotis -

H.O.W.
Ibcsiay NooB

Ncuro PsftkUttic Instltiitt Inildlnt

oomtSt-lfll

8 people needed now
Bum «p to $8/kr.

Honsecleaners
•n

CmSi (213) 453-1817

LETTER WORD
If you had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago

you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

MODELS
Stiiflic tci ii; ] plhJlc .r.

Call (818)508-8680

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T for Beverly

Hills store. Prefer Macintosh literate. Must
have car. Cor^tact Gina. (213) 272-8000.

$40,00(yyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "like/don't like" fornn. EASYI Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guararv
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recordir>g.

801-379-2925 CopyriRht #CA11KEB.

ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR for a
busy, prestigious medical office in Beverly
Hills. Duties indlude: Sorting through daily
mail, correspondence, accounts payable. Must
be a highly organized and responsible indivi-

dual. FT/PT. Excellent salary. (310) 273-4454.
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SUMMER JOB
tmr A SUMMER CAMP

Kennolyn Camps for Boys and GIrfs

(Santa Cruz Mts.) Interviews

Tuesday, March 3rd, Career Center.

Signup for an interview time now.

CAMPUS AND AREA
DISTRIBUTORS

WANTED
for'OEAN's LIST- brain function
enhancer and other products for
maximum health and performance.

1(800)876-4MED

VisUv MMlel 4k Talent
ManageaieBt

Mo<iifeU needed, no experienee neceuary
for Bodeling commercial A muaic video.

Call today for appointment
(^13)347-6001

Beverly Hille 90210

CULVER CITY Graphic design firm teekt
Macintosh Proficient Administrative Assistant.

Set own hours for 30 hrsA^eek at $a^r. Call
Tom or Seri at (310)202-0140.

FASHK3NABLE LADIES NEEDED to sell hair

extensions at Westslde Pavillion. Full and P/T.

Call (213)259-9991.

GETTY CONSERVATION INSTITUTE. Experl-

_ence in laboratory, approx 20hrs/wlc,
$8.50-$10.50/hr. Call VInod Daniel.
(310)622-2299.

ILLUSTRATOR TO DRAW cute figures of
children for instruction booklet. Future book-
lets also planned. (310)643-8364.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research
and make $$ P/T. Sell condonru. Perfect

Health. (805) 655-5624.

MAKE MONEY EASY! just advertise 24hr
roadside assistance club memberships $39.95
annually. Much cheaper than comparable
services. Good anywhere any road US and
Canada. Membership covers member ar>d

spouse. Includes all cars up to 1 ton truck an
RVs. First year nf>embership includes FREE 6
night, se\)en day 4 star hotel stay in Hawaii or
Mexico. Dealerships are available by calling

310-512-6021.

ADULT FITNESS INSTRUCTOR wanted for PfT
job. Ask for Shoshana (310)575-0206.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/T* air, roomAxjard provided! To
$5,000+/mo. Extensive fisheries report gets job
or call refunded. 1-900- 226-ALASKA ($3/min,
complete program four min.).

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT —
fisheries. Earn 5,000-»-/mo. Free transportation!
Room + Board! over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call 1-206-545-4155
ext. 1483.

KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie" from the NBC series

^GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeicing: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who lilce to ha\/e fun to

woric part-time or fulklnne.

1310)536^496 (818)360^760

AMAZING SUMMER JOB! at BRUIN
WOODS. Spend the summer it) a resort

atmosphere at Lake Arrowhead in the San
Bernadino Mountains. Earn $2250 + room +
board -f perks. Work with 47 other fup,
exciting ^^udcnls in one at a vartfty of posi-
tions. Pick up an application in the James W«i
Center or call us at (714)317-2478.

ARE YOU FUN, CREATIVE, an outgoing young
lady? If so then Network Amerika would like to
meet you We do promotions for clubs, parties
and bands. Make money while you socialize
(213)934-6707. ^^^^^
ASSISTANT I: LJCLA student wanted to work
for UCLA Medical Center Management ScU-

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE, COMPETITIVE

HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.
P/T and F/T positions

available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a nnust.

(310)53frO496 (818)3600760

MEDKTAL RECEPTK)NIST/FILE CLERK, PT/FT,
medical experience only, orthopedic experl-
ence prefened, Beverly Hills, (310)472-7235.

MODELS for 1993 Swinmiit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NEEDED. PEDIATRIC BACK OFFKIE ASSIS-
TANT In Van Nuys. P/T, 9—noon, Tuesdays,
Thursdays, and some Saturdays. Starting
$8^r. (negotiable). (818)782-7600 ^
ORDER TAKERS, FT/PT, for busy attorney

service. Energetic, well-spoken, positive per-
sonalities needed for this well-paying
position. Century City location. Please call

Fred (310)556-7777.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large
family day care. Pacific Palisades, ECE units

and experience necessary. Call Leslie at

(310)573-1811.

PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSISTANTS LA MAR-
ATHON. 1-800-247-3435 MARATHON
FOTO. ^^
PHYSKTAL THERAPY assistant/aide, part-time,

Westwood. Excellent salary. Experience a
must. (310)208-3316.

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
Sophmore: Clinical Research Assistant-UCLA
Medical Center. Tuei/Thurs for 2 years. 12-15
hrs/week. 825-4749.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarshi

Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/T SECRETARY for synogogue school. Tu^
Thurs- pm. Sun-am. Word Perfect 5.1. Call

Ashley (310)829-0566

RECEPTIONIST/PRODUCT SALES P/T. Up-
scale, Brentwood skin care salon. Flexible

hours. Wages negotiable Meredith. (310)
207-2443.

RETAIL SALES. Futt-time, children's book
shop. Must have knowledge of children's

books and beavailable Saturdays. S7Air. WLA.
(310)559 2665.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic
people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $15A>r. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)021-4343.

ences f3epartment Weekdays, 15-19 hours
per week (flexible). Duties include data collec-
tion and reduction, data entry, word process-
ing, messengering, library research, limited
computer programming and miscellaneous
clerical tasks. Must have ability to do neat and
accurate work. Will train in all duties. Call
825-0319 for appointment.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your home, doing various
jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

BIG SISTER/PEER COUNSELOR about 8yrs/old
for a 6yr/old girl. Play games, read,
write, etc. Few hours per week.
(310)837-9784 .leave message.

.

CASHIER/CLERK. PT/FT, days/evenings,
7am-3pm/3pm-11pm. Westslde Market,
11031 Santa Monica Blvd. Karen

.010)477-3216. -^ .. .

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, comn>ercials, ar>d television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST needed,
part-time, 5:30-9:30pm M F, or
9:30am—8:30pm Sat and Sun. AA required or
junior status. S6.50/hr. (213)296-1989.

COFFEE SHOP adjacent to UCLA hiring PT/FT
person 30 hr^wk. Flexible hours, friendly

environment. (310)473-6569, after 6.

CREATIVE IN THE KITCHEN? The Venice
Beach House, Bed & Breakfast, is looking. Call
Betty Lou (213)823-1966

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/landside
available. Year-round & summer positions.

(612)643-4333.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing com-
pany In Culver Oty is looking for some
energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, $6/hrycommission. Great hours
7:00 AM- 1:30. No experience necessary.
$50QMt. is very real. (310)637-0902.

UCLA FOOTBALL NEEDS STUDENT VOL-
UNTEERS CALL 206^115, ask for Ion or
Kelly. ^
US MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.
Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

This is the perfect job for

you.Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. Evening + weekend

hours available.

Training provided.
Sharpen your

oommunlc^on skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the •

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

1083 Gaylev Ave. - 4th Floor

EARN up to 1150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFELY

For irrformation
Call Anna

(titmt mi
Canoar poUanta throughout LA
banafM from your participation

sim^CA K i

4964¥anNuya Blvd. ShamMn Oaka

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person to

do ehallenging legal and
clerical tasks

Great Experience to field

Please send resume
w GPA. available times
for interviews and other
pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
aantJiillUVSlilifw

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

Th« Howvd HughM Itodlcal kiatltlijls

(HHMI) has an opening tor a laboratory

aide in the glasswash facility for itt

affiliated research program at th«
University of California at Los Angeles.

The lab aide will work with a team of
people doing autoclaving and washing
glassware for the HHMI investigators in

MRL The positton is full-time, 40 hours
per week. Knowledge of laboratory

equipment, sterilizaion protocols and
techniques are an advantage.

HHMI offers competitive salaries, a
generous retirement plan and flexible

benefits, including health insurance.
Please send a lettor of imerest to or caN:

Steven Berry. Glasswash Manager.
Howard Hughes Medical Instiluto. UCLA.
5-748 MacDonald Building. 10833 Le
Conto Avenue. Los Angeles 90024-1862.

(310)206-4024.

NEED MONEY?
Last 3rear over $100 million in

Bcholarahipa and financial aid
went UNCLAIMED. We can help

3rou find the money you
need for school...

GUARANTEED!
Excel College Financing
Call Now for free information

1-800-944-0066 z6500

MALE MODELS. Earn $1 5(Vhr. or more, boyish
and/or athletic 18-24. Clean shaven face,

little or no chest hair. Playgirl
style magazine^nudity required. No experi-

ence necessary. Intemationally known photo-
grapher. Brad, (213)392-4248

MALES AND FEMALES, Ages 18-24 for nude
modeling for French an<a American Maga-
zines. Same day pay. Call Paul 31 0-278-9162.

MANAGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Averagp earn-

ings $6,000 to 16,000 -f

.

PT Spring, FT Sumn>er. Interviews on campus
Info/App. (800) 400-9332.

MANCEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earnings
$,6000 to 16,000 -»-. PT Sprine, FT Sumn>er.
Interviews on campus, in^/app. (800)
400-9332.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

Job Opportunities 32

BEVERLY HILLS REAL ESTATE DEVELOP-
MENT COMPANY seeking dynamic indivi-

dual for busy office. Multi-line telephor^e
system, WordPerfect a must. $18,000+. 8:00
A.M.-5:00 P.M., (flexible) M-F. Angela
(310)859-0222.

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a
job or summer interr^hip? Receive an invalu-
able list of contact names, addresses and
phone rs at over 100 of Hollywood's top
production companies, talent agencies, and
studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-
SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM— Fratemi-
ties, sororities, student clubs. Earn up to
$1 000 m one week. Plus receh^e $1000 bonus
yourself. And a FREE WATCH just for calling

1-800-932-0528, ext.65.

NURSE PRACTITIONER Pediatric Program
South Gate Wonwn's Clinic contact Susan
Stemmler. (213)567-6675.

REAL ESTATE TRUSTEE CO. Immediate open-
ing for organized ar>d fast learner. Knowledge
of real estate and computer helpful. $1 65(Vmo.
(31 0)390-7290, (31 0)203-6571

.

SECRETARY FOR ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS management firm. Non-smoker
with neat appearance . Good office skills

required. Bookkeeping experience a plus.

$8-12/hr. Call for appointment.
(310)8264)800.

Oeloitte&

louche

^ I Part-time
Positions

Joinone of the premier "B ig Six" accounting firms in a part-time position
assisting our tax professionals in the upcoming busy season. Youractivities
wUl range from general clerical duties to basic Tax Form 1040 preparation.
You will also be involved in:

• Dau entry, changes, and tax return printing for computer-based
tax processing

• Review of printed tax renims for verification of input
• Light tax workpaper and rettim preparation

• Filing of tax workpapera, correspondence, and billing files
• General clerical work
To qualify, you'll need basic clerical and dau entry skills. Accounting

and business majors are preferred, but we 11 consider all enthusiastic
candidates.

The pan-tmie positions are needed from February 1 , 1992 through April
15, 1992. Hours will be 20 or more per week, with flexible scheduling in
the evenings and weekends. Positions are at two locations: Downtown Los
Angeles in our Japanese Practice Unit (no requirement to speak Japanese)
and Woodland HiUs. A Valley resident is preferred for the Woodland Hills
position.

For consideration, please reply to John Bertcand, Director of Recruit-
ing, Deloitte & Touche, 1000 WUshire Blvd., Suite 1500, Los Angeles, CA
90017. Deloittc <fe Touche is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
iHttenrrowrrwy UHiiim m]m^^=rjair, valuable
experience managing all aspects of a
successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call
Triple 'A' Student painters for information
now, 1(800)394-6000.

SUf^lMER TEACHING POSITKDN, California's
nrwst respected reading school is hiring reading
enrichment teachers. F/T summer work,
$400.$S0(Vwk. milage allolnf>ent, health
benefits, paki training, flexible hours, under-
grad degree required, need car, hone teaching
skills while helping kids learn to love booksl
(310)428-5037.

BABYSITTER, car preferred. 3-6:30pm. Tue»—
I ri. 175. Ncid to ctw^i. DTW?5^96Tyr~

Intemstilps 34

CABLE SOCCER SHOW seeks Held reporter
with soccer knowledge. Hours Flexible. Great
opportunity. Call (310)392-0640.

CHESTNUT HILL PRODLICTKDNS Internship
Program. Opportunity to learn about motion
picture/ television development. Students who
are currently enrolled call (310)247-3900.

PAID INTERNSHIP

uoin^ it!

EARLY MORNING CHILIXARE before your

9:00 clasMi. Reliable car, references. Palms
area. (213)738-2671.

P/T. CHILDCARE FOR 2-YEAR-OLD. My
home 6-10 hour^ivk. Experience w/ young
children, references required. (310)450-4582.

REGULAR BABYSITTING NEEDED. Wed,
6:30-9:30pm. Thur 4:30-6:30pm. SanU Mo-
nica. $7/hr. Must have transportation.

(310)393-7110.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 2-bed/2-bath.

Furnished. Pool, gym, pool-tables.
$346.00^0 rwgotiabie. 1 5-min walk to cam-
pus. 208-4753.

MARINA Da REY: Panoramic Ocean View,
all arrwnities. Luxury l-t-l plus your den/office,

n/s, professional M/E, available 3-1, $762-f 'A

utilities. 822-0274.

iniaiiiHui

InJirx lew s iirt. iio>\ t.ikiii^^ pl.Ki-for
HUiiiim r iii.iii.iui iiK lit int( I llv|lip^ .is
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Iriplc .\' Student Painters

I .ist c li.iiu c- for inUr\ It \%s.
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PAID INTERNSHIPS!

(POSITIONS LIMITED)

Applications/Interviews

being taken now for

the best summer
business internship and
training you can find

Earn 6-1 2,0QQ-K while

managing your branch

of University Painting

Professionals during

Summer 1992 Call

1-800-KALL-UPP today

MDR. $575Atio. UTILITIES INaUDED. Non-^
snr>oking female. 2bed/2bath. Furnished, pool,

Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)827-9596.

SEX: FEMALE, 5-mln walk to UCLA, spring qtr.,

furnished, A/C, pool, elevator, security, park-

ing, $375. (310)208-7303, Valerie.

WEST LA. Beautiful, sunny 2bdrnV2Vi bath

'

townhouse share with professional 36yr.old
gay man. $750/mo. -»- *A utilities, including
maid. (310)207-8087. —
WESTWOOD. $425/mo. Huge 1 -bedroom/
1 -bath. Close to campus. Living room, formal
dining room, parking, laundry. (310)
206-6149. Leave message for Jasor^ohn.

WESTWOOD, female preferred to share*
bright, spacious, 2-bedroom with fireplace and
charm, $650/mo. (310)473-3489.

WLA - LARGE 3-bedroom with fireplace,

balcony, parking and storage. Own roonVbath,

non-smoker. $625 -f 'A utilities^v
(310)445-6522.

WLA own bedroom and bathroom, quiet,

security, parking, A/C $520/mo. Santa
Monica/Barry. (310)445-5375. '~_

WLA. $ 44S/nH>. Woman to share large,

2-bed/l-bath, must like cats. Leslie
(310)207-5740.

Ctilld Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER NEEDED every third weekend
Sat. and Sun., All-day. Children, 3 & 6% . SM
(310)315-5499.

BABYSITTER/HOUSEKEEPER. WLA. Z
afternoons/week, salary ne^oclable.
References required. English speaking.
(310)391-1722.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 548 VETERAN AVE. 2BED/1 BATH, fireplace,

washer/dryer. $1275/mo. (310)392-3301 or
(310)824.6707.

1 -BEDROOM AND DEN, close to freeways.
North of Sherman Way. Fireplace, D/W, stove.
Roomy & comfortable upsUirs. Security park-
ing. Child and 1 pet okay. (818)997-6766.

2BED/1BATH. Nice area. Sminutes from
UCLA. Near Barrington and Pico. Only
$796/mo.. 11580 Gateway Blvd.
(213)482 3858.

2-BE(Vl-BATH, l-BED/l-BATH luxury apart-
rT>ents in renovated landmark building avail-

able. Great views. All appliances. Parking. 10
min to Westwood, Beverly Hills, Downtown,
Valley. Info (213)936-5154.

3657 DUNN DR. #4. 3-BED APT. $1 lOtVmo.
Refrigerator, stove, 2-car parking. Sylvia
(310)826-3721.

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed/1bath, large apartment
with hardwood floors, large balcony, jwim-
ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.
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NorthrMge $275 up. 500 furnished unit student

housing tadllly. Shared or private units, with or

without Mlchens. Private baths. Pdo», lacuzzl,

lecreiVon room. 1/2 hour drive lo UCLA. Open yev
round. Free twochure. Northridge Can^xis

Residence, 9S00 Zeizah, Northridge. CA, 91 325

WALK TO UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath
Share Kitchen-$475/month

633 Gayle
208

jayiey
-5920

Fair Housing is YDur Right

Federal, State and Local

laws protect you from
housing discflmlnatton based

on: student status, race,

religion, sex, nattorxal origin,

children, physical harxjlcap,

age, rrxsrltol status and
sexual oflentatlon. Call the

WettskJe Fair Housing

Council at 310-475-9671 In

West LA

WAIXTOUOA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS

2 master suites • 2 bath

Students/Roommates Welcome

$950thniAi]gl

SllQOtiiniJuMilQ

•refrig*dlshwasher*A/C*
*controlled entiy*

*perking*elevator*

519 Glcnrock 213-209-4835

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 newer buildinp.

2becV2bath townhomes. Fireplace, balconies,

gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

NICE, QUIET: CC $830. 2 Biyi% BATH.
WLA $750 1 bd. (310)826-6907.

PAUVtS $1695 4-bed + loft/3-bath. Nevver

3-story custom towvnhome. Fireplace, gated

garage, security alamn, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. Dl 0)391 -1076.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $59(Vhio. New paint,

upper, patio, 2 parking spaces. Convenient

bus. After 6 P.M. (310)838-8723.

PALMS 2-BEO/ 2.BATH. Spacious apartment.

Vaulted ceilings, electronic access to building

arxl subterranean parking. $990 up. 1 mo. free

w/ year lease (213)842-9303.

PALMS. $500, utilities included, huge bache-

lor, rwar bus. Available March 19 or sooner.

(310)838-6693.

PALMS, $800, 2-bed/1% bath, large upper,

pool, new carpet, parking, laur>dry, no pets,

454-4754.
'
» -.—^^——.—i—^^^-»—^^—^-.^^^^—

PALMS. $750. Large 2-bedroom, upper, new
carpet/paint, built-ins, refrigerator, patio,

2-car parking. 476-6532

PALMS, $995/rTK>. beautiful 3-bed^-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve 839-1026, Antoine 829-6727.

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.

#36. 2-be(V2-bath r>ewer custom townhome.

Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. alarm.

3614 Faris Dr. (310)391-1076.

PALMS PRIME SINGLE, $495, full kitchen,

bright, large, cozy upper. GREAT VALUE.
1 -block Motor/National. No pets. 3351 Vinton

(213)558-3133.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2.BED with fIRE PLACE,

$1 250; LARGE UPPER FRONT 1 -BEDROOM,
$750. ACROSS FROM UCLA. DISHWASHER,
REFRIGERATOR. NEW CARPET/BLINDS.
EXTRA LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING.
LAUNDRY FACILITIES. PRICED TO RENT
QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SHERMAN OAKS, 2-t-2, $730. Gjited, central

air and heat, dishwasher, ^rage, fireplace.

13406 Moorpafk. (818)222-8298.

VENK:E $895. Spacious 3-bdmn. Refrigerator,

stove, carpet, parking. Pets OK. Ed

(310)476-0503.

Large Newlv
Remodeled

1 & 2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 • $825
Call 657-8756

652 Veteran Ave

1 BDRM
starting at $700

move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in bonus. FurnishecVunfurnished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss A Co.

WESTWOOD LARGE 1 -bed $79(ymo. Walk
to UCLA/Village, pool, security, view. 10966
Roebling Ave. (310)208-4253,
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOOD large 1 -bedroom, %7^r(\o.,

walk to LXTLA/Village, pool, security, view.

10966 Roebling Ave. (310)208-4253,
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOODS BEST DEALS: ^$695 1 -bed-

rooms, split level. *$125-f 2-t-2bedrooms.

Huge— large patios, NC, fireplaces, refrigera-

tors. Near Century City. 474-7565 (*after

discounted specials).

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1 -bed-

room junior. $725/mo. Utilities & parking

included (310)475-7533.

WESTWOOD, $695, Walk to school, extra

large single, 1 or 2 people okay. FumishecV
unfurnished. 667-669Levering Ave.
(310)206-3215

WESTWOOD AREA: 2 singles with kitchens

and fiill baths. Walking to campi's. $675 and
$550. 470-5952.

WBTWCX5D/WIA 1-bed $875-900. New
luxury cor>do, gated apartment, near campus.
WLA/PALMS 1-bed $650, 2-bed $835-900.

Good location, quiet building.
(213)471-0633.

VENKZE, $925, Bright, l-bedroom townhouse,
*A block beach. Large private sundeck, ocean
views. (310)397-8058

WEST LA. 1 -bedroom, $637, gated, quiet, free

utilities. $700 moves-u-in. 3611 Motor Av-
enue, near Venice Blvd. (310)826-2448,
«^^

Westwood Village

li lice re

Short term available
I-: I

Sen.

^. w /

DIv h.ili

c'l [i.ll klliu. p
\.c\ I III ii: Av I 1

WB

lifilBltfNMfWtl
$1450

Mllflldvale

French Doors ^Sauna
^Jacuzzi ^Fireplace

*Gym * Heated Pool

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868

Special Student
Discounts!

From $695^

**Minutes from UCLA**
•FurnisKed and unfurnished

Btudios, I8and28
•Pool. Spa. Fitness Center. Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Oohaooi
'Osnrrsns

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Modtis Optn Daly M. No Pets.

*0n SUtclMl Units

APARTMENTS
Dtredfy across from

mld^cjunpus UCLA

Punished &UrAimished

Bachelois fiom $550

Sr^gles fiom $600 to $750

lBclnnsfiom$750to$900

ZBdnns/ZBtfyfiom $1200

Variable Ler^gth Leases

SOl-SOSG^ieyAi^
(310)208-8505

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

buil€Ung2=
central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,
saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will alk>w

4 students per
apartment.

From $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0658

$740-$765, 1 -bed/1 -bath, 1622 S. Beverly

Glen, apartments'4 & 10, stove, refridgerator,

new carpet, balcony, year lease
(310)459-3736. .

$915, 2-BEDROOM, upper, built-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
pari^in^ near trar>sportatton. CPIO)477-9955.

ADj. Century City. 2bed/2balh. View, built-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blirvis

$900-$1100. (213)441-9142/ (213)470-9239.

APARTMENT IN WESTWOOD. Minutes from

town & UCLA. Security parking, 1 and 2

bedrooms available. Prices start at

%950.00/mo. Lots of storage. Huge apartments,

lots of windows, front arxJ rear entry (2 doors),

laundry facil. Call for special, Kelton Town
House (310)208-5456.

BACHELOR $450/MO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(310)839-7227.

BACHELOR $45G/nfM>. Refridgerator and hot

plate. (310)822-6487. Leave message.

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOD. Prin>e loca-

tion. 10-minu^e walk lo UCLA. Unfurnished/

furnished. Modem 2-b<;droonV 2-bath. Air,

2-parking, balconies, fireplaces.
S1075-$135Q/mo. 208-2655.

BRENT>A/OOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471-1340.

.

•BRENTWOOD, $975, l-bedroom^ den,

2-bath; $1275 l-bedroom, den, loft, 2-bath,

high ceting; $1250, 2-bedroorT\/2-bath, new
security building, prime area, best deals, 508
Barrington (213) 934-5000.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartnrient, fireplace, intercom, built-irH, patio

and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1BTH; 11651

GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,

PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

GUESTHOUSE/SINGLE 1 bed/1 bath nice area,

no kitchen/microwave, Sminutes from UCLA
$575/mo includes utilities. (310)474-7481.

JUNIOR ONE-BEDROOM. Across LCLA. Sec-

urity bidg. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.

535 Gaylev. 206-3618. Sub-hsase.

Apcvtinents 49

SHORT-TERM
Very large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
Super closets

All utilities, parking included

Pool & sundeck

$825/month (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

208-4394

mr.E RENT

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

IMU)I I SSION Al l^ MAN AdI I) n\ MOSS cK ( ().

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.

3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice

Blvd. (310)398-8579.

,
MAR VISTA $950. 2bed/2bath newer custom

townhome, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

security alarm. 1 mo. free with lease. 12736
Caswell (3 10)391 1076.

WESTWOOD, $1 1 75/mo., 2-bed/2 bath, new
carpets, floors, tiles, and flxtures, large unit,

no pets, ^C, 2 parking spaces, 1601 Veteran.

Matt (310)284-9044.

WESTVy«X)D ADJACENT. Sunny single, mod-
em kitchen, excellent corKlition, small build-

ing. Close to UCLA. Bus access. $575.
(310)474-8606.

WLA. $900. 2Bd/2Bath. Built-ins. Air, stove &
refrig. Gated parking, near htK. 11235 Rich-

land Ave near Sepulveda.
829-2244/395-1103.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 1525 Sawtelle Blvd. (310)477-4832.

WLA AREA $585/mo. Beat the tuition hikesl

Live outside the high rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, furnished singles. Tvm> can ,-.

live as cheaply as one! 1525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310K77-4832.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio

or balcony. Miniblirxis, ceiling fans, walk-in

closet, appliarKes, low rrnyve-in , 11527
Venice Blvd. #6. {310)390-5065.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1 -bed. Mini-

blirxis, ceiling fans, appliarxres, low move-in.

11527 Venice Blvd. »7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-

blirxis, ceiling fans, appliances, utilities in-

cluded, low move-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

»6 (310)390-5065.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

$1390. BUNDY/WILSHIRE. 3b(V2ba. remod-

eled, 1 246 S. Wellesley Ave. (310) 826-51 75.

$650 BRIGHT, QUIET WLA 1 bedroom. Close

to shopping, bus, UCLA. Mini-Blir>ds, ap-'

pliances, parking. Lease. (310)476-7116

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed/r/i bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

WLA $950 AND $975. 2-bed/2-bath. Security,

garage, stove, refrig, dishwasher, skylight,

balcony, tile, storage. Near bus & shops. 2607
South Sepulveda (310)313-2824.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $75O-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Sinf^le, $650. (310) 826-8461

BRENTWOOD-WILSHIRE CENTER.
$500-800. Single, 1 and 2 bedrooms. Unfum-
ished, large deluxe built-ins. (213)550-1228.

MAR VISTA Ibed^upper $585. 2bed-lower

$750. Excellent condition. Open house
Saturday-Sunday 10-6pm. 11728 Avon Way,
Apto. 3 A 4. (310)391-1513.

SANTA MONKIA 2bed/1'A bath, den. In

fourplex, newly carpeted, painted, street park-

ing. Close to beach. $649. (310)452-2440.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quiet. Bundy N. of

Olympic, exctllent manager. $665.
(310)62a7O49.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

WESTWOOD 3BED/2BATH Walk to UCLA,
no pets, oven & range. Carpets, blinds,

$1195At>o. (310)474-2896.

WLA. $700. 1426 Barringlton Ave. Large

modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C.
(310)8374)761.

Apartments to StKire 52

1 -MILE FROM LXTLA. Private roonVbath in a

2-bed/2-bath apt. Partially furnished, security

building, parking. $600-$640/mo.
(310)575-3747.

BRENTWOOD, $400, available March 1.*

Near UCLA on Sunset. Must see to appreciate.

Appointm€nt:(3 10)454-2628, (310)471-4732.

BRENTWOOD. Share Spacious 2-bed/2-bath.

Deck, pool, parking. Convenient area.

$50(ymo. (310)820-8765, evening.

BRENTWOOD. Own be<Vbath, Jacuzzi, sec-

urity, parking, no lease. $50QAno. -f deposit.

Open 3/1. Mary (310)447-0420.

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 3-bedroom,

Spanish duplex, one bedroorrV own bath,

^laundry, fireplace, garagie parking $600/mo.
Daytime messages (213)936-4091, evening*

(213)852-2481.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
one bedroom apt. in WestvMxxJ. $390 per

month. Call 208-6323.

Roommates 53

1 -BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 male & 1 female

needed to share 2-be<V2-bath University apart-

ment. Quiet and clean Post-Doc or Grad
Student preferred. $30Q/mo. irKluding utilities

(310)208-8479.

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 1 BR
with 2 others, furnished, large apt., 10 min.

walk to campus, only $317/mo., available

3/21, (310)824-3645.

BEVERLY HILLS, private room, bath, kitchen,

furnish for female, non-smoker only. $375.
(310)552-1004.

FEMALE NON-SMOKER for 2-bedroom/
2-bath, $550 irKJuding utilities, great view,

gated security, spacious, covered parking.

Heidi (213)936-8378.

FEMALE share furnished 1 -bedroom in West-
wood, $365/mo., includes utilities, short-term

welcome. (310)824-0842.

FEMALE to share large single apartment close

to campus. Only $287/mo. Call
(310)477-2451.

HOUSING FOR SPRING QUARTER? Share
bedroom in 2-bec^-bath new apartment. S27
Midvale. Laundry, security, pool, spa, sauna,
weightroom. $396^^o. Anne, Jennifer, Debra,
Karen (310)208-0916.

IMMEDIATE MOVE- IN! Across .street from
Bruin Walk. Female needed to share spacious

1 -bd. w/ roommates. Urxiergrourxi parking A
security. (714)673-2683, (714)671-6225. Jill.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER wanted to
share spackius 2 bedroom cottage. Close to

UCLA $497.5(Vmo. negotiable. Call Tom
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206-6477 - id«

13039.

r-»
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MALE ROOMMATE to share bedroom in large

2-bedroom Brentwood apartment, $284/mo,
(310)883-1544.

WESTCHESTER, wm room in 2-beci^-bath

duplex. Washer/dryer arKJ storage. $4S0^o.
Call Margaret (310)410-0122.

PUT YOURSELF
AHEAD OF THE RACE!

ADVERTISE
in the Daily Bruin

Classifieds

825-2221

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZtt

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

s C A R

1

S H E W

1

C L A S S
T B E w O V E R U T E
A c A T 1 R 1 D E S T E R
R A T 1 O N A L R E s R T
l^^l T A G S C A P E
S T A L K S I T A P E s T R Y
T O N E S N A D 1 R H E
U S E D l A M E£ c M A
N E AllR 1 V E T M E S A S
G A R D E N E D R O D E N T

H^Hi V E S |G 1 L A
s C O R E S

1

D 1 V E R T E D
L O V E R H 1 V E

1

N N E
E L E C T E D E R U R N S
D E N T S M N S T E A K
2-24-92

2 Give
sparingly

3 Sketched
4 Boxed In

—

5 On pension:
abbr
Hockey, e.

Animal skin

Beams
Part of play

10 Miller's "In

© 1992 United Feature Syndicate

30 Alarm
31 Containers
33 Hit hard __
35 Polish river

36 Minus
T— steakM Compass case

41 Interferes

(with)

42 Pro
44 Dress part

45 Actor Raymond
46 Soil

47 Lifter

48 Mongolian
50 Pinto —
51 Eight: pref.

53 Female name
54 Mix with

spoon
55 Court

official's

cry: var.

58 Fabrication

59 Charged atom

Apartments fa

NEED FEMALb KUUMMAlt, snare nice

2-bedroom. 1 'A -miles to campus. ASAP. Only
$27(ymo. Yvonne (310)479-1051.

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED TO SHARE BRENTWOOD aprart-

ment. 2-be(V2-bath. $550. (310)207-1625.

Non-smoker.

ROOMMATi WANTED to share large single

with female English major, $362.5(VnK>. I have

a rabbit arxi a cat. I'm not overly neat arxi I'm

easy to get along with. (310)208-4717.

ROOMMATE NEEDED: VENICE, A BLOCK
FROM BEACH! OWN ROOM. PARKING,
WASHER/DRYER, PATIO. UPPER 2bed/lba.
Responsible, non-smoker. $475 + Vt utilities -f

deposit. Call Andrew (310)305-7856, work
(310)552-0057.

SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH. Beautiful, brand new
apartment on Gayley. 1 -block from
campus. Available mid-March.
Lisa (310)|2O6-5138. •

terrifk: fully furnished apartment
TO SHARE FOR FEMALE ROOMATE for spring

quarter. Quick walk to LXTLA. $38(Vmo. o.b.o.

For more info call Elisa (310)208-7303.

WALK TO LKZLA-enormous 2-bdrm/2-bath. 2

females to share beautiful condo with 2 others.

$375 each. (310)824-4242.

WEST HOLLYWOOD $475.00. Female/Male

luxury apt. 2bed/2bath unfurnished, washer/
dryer, view, pool, gym, parking, security.

March 1. Lisa (213) 289-0102.

WESTWOOD. Own room, phone, parking.

NVF in 2-bedroom spacious safe. $63(Vmo.
March 1. Diane, 824-2785.

WESTWOOD. BIG, OPEN-AIRED two bed-
room apartnf>ent on StrathnwreA-Cvering. Easy-

going roomates. $385/mo. Ask for )on. (31 Ql
824-5455.

WESTWOOD. Female roommates needed.
2bed/2bath, own roon^ath. Fireplace, pool,

Jacuzzi, security, parking, A/C, Cable T.V.,

microwave, dishwasher. Walk to LICLA, 51

6

Clenrock Ave. $495/mo. Move in now. (31 0)

208-5782. Ask for Avi.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath, female pre-

ferred. 3-blocks to UCLA. Nice, new, luxurious

"apt, ftffttng. S6S(Vreo. tilt

Room for Rent 54

10565 OLYMPIC. Private room, bath, kitchen
priviliges, separate entrar>ce. Phone. Female
preferred. $375/nx). 474-9854.

10 MINUTES TO UCLA. Master bedroom in

new townhouse; ensuite, wardrobe. Full sec-
urity. $44Vnx). (310) 202-8717.

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes to

UCLA fully furnished. Quiet, luxury, kitchen,

private entrance. Male. (310)473-5769.

BEAUTIFUL HOLLYWOOD TOWNHOUSE
to share. Furnished, washer/dryer. $4O0^tio.
Includes utilities. (213) 871-8035.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury
apt. Two pools, two jacuzziv new gym,
fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
more. Own room/bath, free HBO^howtime.
$525. (310)837-9509.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath. Separate
wing & entrance. Kitchen & laurniry privileges

negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
"with grad stud#its, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen
privileges, need car. $450, utilities Included.
Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD. Own large room, parkFng,

washer/dryer. Near Wilshire. Immediately

available. %AOO/mo. (3100575-9902.

BRENTWOOD, furnished one-bedroom. In

quiet lovely home. Prefer male. No snr>oking.

References. (310)472-4419.

ENCINO, large room with private bath, pool,

spa, parking, $395/mo. Maria (818)784-5315.

FREE GARDEN ROOM in beautiful Westood
\\ome in exchange for light cooking & house-

keeping, private entrance - bathroom. Near
UCLA (310)474-2335 or (310)476-5164.

Large peaceful room in private home; furn-

ished, private bath, cooking area, washer/

dryer. Non-smoking, no pets, deposit and
cleaning fee required. Westchester. Five mi-

nute walk to bus, market. $500 nrKKithly

215-3123.

MASTER BEDROOM Great Brentwood loca-

tion. $445/mo. Month-to-monlh. Ready
March 1. Call Laurie (310)575-4151.

SANTA MONKIA $450. Room ¥vith private

bath, kitchen privileges, close to bus. Call

(310)453-6548.

SUNNY ROOM, private patio, % bath, SM
condo. Female, NS, no pets, quiet. $435
includes utilities. (310)452-0704.

WESTWOOD. Central Villagp. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.

and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

{<

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA

720 Hilgard Ave

2 person room $525/fno.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

WESTWOOD $495. Beautiful, new, large

room, furnished, private bath, walk-in closet,

washer/dryer, cooking utilities. Near UCLA.
For Female. (213)470-3616.

WESTWOOD. Furnished Single, kitchen, full

bathroom, heater, parking, private, close to

UCL\ walk to Westood Blvd, pavillion.

unities paid. $495^fH) (310)474-1749.

WLA. Nice neighborhood. Big house, yard,

jaccuzzi. Nice and clean. $46(VnfK>. plus $550
deposit. (310)391-0406.

WLA/PALMS AREA. $45(Vimo, % of utilities.

Share with couple large furnished roonVbath.

Close to bus lines. 397-2640.

WLA SCIENCE ORIENTED INDIVIDUAL seek-

ing quiet, advanced male student for furnished

bedroom. Lease $325. (310)270-4387.

Sublet 55

GOING out OFTOWN
TmS SUMMER?

WANTED!
SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS
WEST L.A. LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (6-10 WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE HOUSING FOR
SUMMER LAW CLERKS FROM
MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact Recruiting

(310)312-4187

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD MIUS, $2,500 -t- Security.

Spacious, 4-(-2 house with view. Excellent

area. Newly decorated. Flexible move-In
terms. 1 year lease. (818) 789-3076.

MAR VISTAr t%200/MO. lUd/Xbaih, Mg
backyard. Includes W/D, stove, fridge.

(310)280-3263.

VAN NUYS 2-bed/1-bath *• guest unit and
*A -bath, 2-car garage, large ferx:ed backyard,

equipped kitchen, easy access to LJCLA,

$925/nrK)., (310)479-0615.

VENICE. 2-BED/1-BATVI. $1,00(Vifno. Utilities

paid, near beach, pets okay. 1 -800-945-2759.

VENICE, cozy ambiance, 3-bed -f derV2-bath,

gorgeous kitchen, pool, spa, security systems,

V9S0/mo., (310)395-1988.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2-bed/1-bath. Living

and dining room, breakfast area, den, 2

fireplaces, new carpet and paint. After 7pnf^

(310)4^2029.

House to Stiare 57

ROOM AVAILABLE in beautiful Mar Vista

home. $500 - utilities, non-smoker, no pets,

391-4800, leave niessage.

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY, 4-bed/2-bath,

$300/mo., includes utilities, parking,

fireplace, huge yard, full kitchen, own room,
cable, (818)362-9210.

WLA. GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD, 1 -bed-
room, 2 female roommates, $23(Veach or
1 -bedroom, $460/mo. Parking, bus.
(213)841-0803

Housing Needed 60

TEMPORARY NOUSING/SUBLETS needed for

summer interns: May 1992 through Sept.

1 992. Please call Daniela Dedona at Latham &
Watkins (2^3)485-1234.

UCLA GRAD STUDENT, MBA (INTERNAr
TIONAL BUSINESS) WORKING; CLEAN,
QUIET, HIGH DEGREE OF INTEGRITY. SEEKS
POSITION HOUSESITTING. 310-829-0757.

54 Room for Help • 63

PROFESSIONAL COUPLE will exchange prl-

vate room, bath, low rent for ten hoursA^
chores. Must have car/love pets. 1 5-minutes
UCLA. References. (310)550-0552,
(213)9558805.

Towntiouse for Rent 66

PALMS, 2 bed/2bath. Townhouse Security

Building. Fireplace, central air, $105(VnrK>. 24
hrs. call-(21 3)204-4230.

Condos for Sole 67

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwood.
1 bed/1 bath 109K, 2bed/2bath 188K. Call
agent (310)473-0308.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to LICLA Sec-
urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-
CIALIST SERVING LXTLA STUDENT/
FACULTY. PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDIO $95K.
CALL BOBI/BROKER, (310)470-1 781

.

Condos for Stiore 68

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Condo to share.

Large bright private bedroom and bath. Female
prefierred. Non-snK>ker, no pets. $45(Vmo.
(310)859-8228.

CoTKios for Rent 69

BRENTWOOD 2-BED/1% -BATH condo. Up-
per rear unit, security building, tarviem park-

ing, sunny, new carpet, wood floors, close to

VA, UCLA, bus. Security. $95GAno. FumlshecV
unfurnished. (310)826-7885.

BRENTWOOD $950, 2-»-2, Furnished/
unfurnished. Hardwood floors, upper unit,

close to V.AAICLA DIO) 826-7885.

CULVER GITY CONDO, $1700/obo,
fumishe(VunKimished, 4-be<V!2'A -baih, sec-

urity, pools, Jacuzzi, gym, sauna, washer/dryer

and dishwasher, 10 min. to LXTLA. Please call

Danna (310)836-3378. Available 3/1/92.

WESTWOOD, $1 650. 2bdmV2bth, view, sec-

urity, parking, small complex. Sale optional.

(310)475-8310, (310)44^3000.

WLA CONDO: 1+1, $825, furnished. Near
bus and gym. No pets, no smoking. Nice.

(310)447-1637.

Guest House for Rent 70

MV $65Q^mo. Nice single guest house, private,

refrigerator, parking, yard, storage, 15 min.

UCLA (310)391-9583.

SM $65Q^nfx>. Single, newly decorated, utilities

paid^Call after 6pm. (310)477-4679.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHINC--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Insurance ^n

HATE AUTO INSURANCE
IVe iill do bill niito insurance is

reiiuirort by Iniv' So for n

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852 7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

Room/Board for Help 62 Movers/Storage 94
ELDERLY GENTLEMAN NEEDS PERSON for

assistarKe driving & home-care. Return for

room & board. Hancock Park location.

461-7991.

GUESTHOUSE IN EXCHANGE for 15/hfs

babysittingAveek. Santa Monica. Must have
transportation and references. (310)393-71 10.

MARRIED COUPLE WITH 8-YR OLD BOY;
Room & board in exchange for childcare. 5

min. from UCLA. (310)271-2950.

SANTA MONICA. Room, board and car in

exchange for help with 9-year old twins.

(310)451-4537.

Condos for Rent 69

BEST MOVERS. CALL (21 3)263-BEST. Insured
24ft truck FULLY Equipped for ALL moves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, pianos,
o.k. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. LXILA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, arKJ rell-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRLXTKS. Professional, experienced.
Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVKTE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

OlVIelveny ft Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished
apartment any time from
May to August, our^law
students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

CAR DETAILING — wax, wash, armor all, the
works. Student prices, very reasonable. Call

Michael (310)208-3402.

CONSULTANT WITH M.A. available to assist

with English Problems. Includes editing. Exper-
ience, credcnlialed, trustworthy
(213)747-8424. ,
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Tutoring Offered

•••CARING TUTOR^^^BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-
ERY TO MASTERYI CALL RENEE
(818)545-0960

FRENCH LESSONS by experience native

teacher. Call Celine (213)314-7383.

Services Offered 96

EXPERIENCED EDITOR offers practical tech-

niques and exercises that will help you with

your academic writing. Serxi $10 to Com-
prehensive Editing Services, PO Box 3084,
Redondo Beach, CA 90277.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

jchool personal statenf>ents^ other vital written

maiertatf Frofesstonat hetp Irom nattonatty-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

INCOME TAX PREPARATKDN by licensed

C.P.AAXTLA Law student. Professional senrice

at low rates. Mike (310)826-8515.

METICULOUS EDITING AND REWRITING
for nr^edical papers, presentations, and grant

proposals. Papers not for sale. (310)397-8068

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, revvrfte: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long LXXA and

professional experience. Speak FrerKh. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PROFESSKDNAL WRFRNG, ediUng, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRfTER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATK3NS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

r>ew computerized tax systenw, call Phyllis at

.(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

WRrnNG, EDfTING, RESEARCH. Phd gives

-mpMt halp. F»t, reasonable. (310)476-01 14.

RESEARCH, WRrnNG,
AILMli-AISubiBCli

Foreign Sludenli Waloome
Fart. Protowional Qiwlty GuararHood

PaperenollorMie
Cdi RsMMch 310477-0226

M-F10ajn.*5pin.

BEAR'S EDITING
All sufalecte. HiOKa/DlMertatkna

Ptopoaals and Books.

Ford^ atudenta wdcome.
PiUPmNOTRMllAU
Sharoo Bear, PliJ> ^

QiatH7l»4Si2

Laser Color Copies
8i/rxii"
ii'xir

Bubble Jet
24"x36"
24"x18"

T-SHIFTT PRINTING
COMPLETE PRINTING

SERVICE
Binding- Veto & Spiral

Stationery - Fax - Passport Photo

1646WMtMM)0d
LA. CA 00024
(310)4704778

FAXf (310)475-8811

11756 Wiiahlr*

LA. CA 00025
(310)478-1131

FAX» (310)473-8102

6)

6) $15

!»#(§)il
DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

• UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
• TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
CONVENIENT LOCATION
1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399

1

Westwood Village, atx)ve the Wherehouse

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Ejccellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

•«|P^^.^.| This advertising stuff really works!

98 Services Offered 96 Typing

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

MFA GRADUATE & TEACHING ASSISTANT
IN ENGLIShVTHEATRE AVAILABLE FOR PRI-

VATE TUTORING. $10PH. (213)933-7260.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work v^th a tutor who knows the

subject well and %vho can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

SPANISH TUTORING: grammar, conversa-

tion, business, traveling. For children & adults.

Ask for Cristina 575-1977.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; GMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad.

WRITING/ENGLISH TUTOR: Yale grad with

teaching experience helps with papers,

reading comp. $2(Vhr. (213)934-1278.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-Spm. Call David (310)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. ThesiVdoctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit hetp, fees negotiable, Westside.

(310)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

GLENDALE/WORD PROCESSING, LAZERJET

PRINTER. $2.0(V^e double spaced. Debra

(81^243-7604.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs

service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? Mac, postscript laser.

Flyers, business cards, legal/medical transcrip-

tion, dissertations. 7-days. Brentwood.

^TW72.0405. —

Typing 100

1 BLOCK FROM UCLA. Wordperfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dissertations, manuscripts,

resumes, legal. (310)206-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERSATHESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything Oncluding disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKIAr
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

PERFECT SPELLING AND FREE CAMPUS
PKIKUP/DELIVERY FOR PAPERS, THESES,
ETC. Mac W/P. Michael (310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

BEGINNING PIANO LESSONS, ages 4 and up.

Make your new year's resolution come true!

(310)820-3756.

CLASSKIAL PIANO LESSONS. Laureate of

International Piano Competition. All levels.

Reasonable price. Phone: 39O-5030.

Travel 105 Travel 105

TOMORROW
ACKERMAN
GRAND
BALLROOM

UCLA
TRAVEL FAIR

Hop on Over to the

UCLA Travel Fair . .

.

and liop a flig]it for FREE!!

Incredible Prizes Include:

AUSTRALIA, Ivo Round-trip tickets on Northwest Airlines

JAMAICA, Land Packape for two at Singles/Negril from FDR flolidays

LONDON, Round-trip tickets for two on American Airiines

MEXICO. One Round-trip ticket on Continental

NEW YORK, Round-trip tickets for two on Delta Airiines

This year's Travel Fair also features:

I

I

I

>ISUCL4^
TRAVEL SERVICE
A-LevelAckerman Union

I

100 Music Lessons 102 Autos 109

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

$20^r. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS. 2 yrs. exp. teaching begin-

ning students. $1(V30min. Will come to

house. Dennis Cox (310) 794-5665.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levelV styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)45a0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

RESUMES FOR RESULTS. The interview

getters! Expert writing/laser printing.

Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual

appeal. Fran (818)999-3034.

HONDA ACCORD '78. Runs well. S650/obo.
(213)559-6253.

MUST SELL '81 DATSUN 210, 5-speed,

91 ,000 miles, sunroof, great condition, $1 450.
Olivier (310)479-5912.

PORCHE 944S '87. Silver, 35,000 miles,

5-speed, alarm, sun-roof, all-power, immacu-
late, pull-out stereo. $1 4,000. (21 3)852-0687.

RABBIT CONVERTIBLE, '83, white/while,

alarm, A/C, stereo, new Iram, top, and seats,

$4500, (310)306-2326.

TOYOTA COROLLA, '81 HATCHBACK, auto-

matic, a/c, FM stereo/cassette. Exceptionally

well maintained. $1800. (310)390-2315.
Evenings.

ULTIMATE TANNING MACHINE. 1988 Vol-

kswagen Cabriolet, impeccable, re<Vblack,

automatic, 30,000 miles, A/C, pull-out. Alarm.

$ 11, 00. (a4.3)»S1>37 7a.

VOtVO 1 22, '67. Excellent condition, 2-tone,

new brakes, Weber Carborator. $2500
(3K))392-0555.

VW BUG FOR SALE, 1974. Excellent running
condition. Light blue. $1500/obo.
(310)206-6181 or (213)935-6102.

Bicycles for Sale 113

Travel 105

JET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or o/w!) AIRHITCH,
458-1006.

jEEP CLASSK: Cj7f '76. White body. Blue soft

& half soft top & half door, new tires. Great
shape. $4200. (310)459-6660.

R/»CINC BICYCLE: Trek 2000. 56 cm alumi-

num frame. Movie Rims, Look pedals, compu-
ter pump. Moving— must sell. $65(Vobo.
Arthur (310)657-8074.

RALEIGH PEAK MT. BIKE. Deore XT, Scott

handle bar, pump. Runs perfect. $40(Vobo.
Huan 825-8363.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

HONDA 250 REBEL '85. Great beginner bike.

Includes helmet $80(Vobo. Leave message.
824-3607.

Travel Tickets 106 Scooters for Scrie 115
EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

$395/person. Valid 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3087.

HAWAII, MEXKX), BAHAMAS, Roundtrip for

two. SlSO^rson. Valid one year. Limited
offer. (800)352-3067.

LAX TO WASHINGTON DC. 1-way, 3/21/92.

$20Cyobo. Must sell. (310) 208-0071.

1987 HONDA ELITE 50. Red. Runs great.

AlnfK>st new helnr>et and basket. $4O0/6bo.
Chris. (213) 655-6757.

Autos for Sale 109

1979 BMW 3201 SPORT. Original owner,
meticukxisly maintained (all records), superb
condition, 84 K miles. $4000. (213)
466-2042.

1989 WRANGLER. Dream |eep. 2 Tops. 6
cylinder. $2500 lift-big tire package. $2000
CD Stereo, thumps! Alarm. $12,950.
(21 3)892-4620.

81' Plymouth Reliant, runs excellent, automa-
tic, 4/dr., clean, power steerinj^rakes,

$75(yobo. 432-6959.

'81 VW lETTA, 5-speed, sunroof, 4-door,

excellent corxlition, repair records available,

103,400 miles. $2550. (818)901-1967.

CHRYSLER LASER '85. Good running condi-
:ion. Automatic, A/C, AM/FM Cassette, 93,000
miles, $1980 (310)578-2281.

'88 ACURA INTEGRA LS Special Edition.

White, power sunroof, AM/FM cassette w/
equilizer. Excellent condition, $8900
(310)552-4825.

'89 Cherokee Laredo, loaded, blue, grey
interior, 4x4, phor>e, towing package, new
tires, $12,200. (310)451-2069.

BMW 320i red, running-good, $2000; |eep
Suzuki Samurai, black, '86, $3000. Call

Roberto (213)464-8848.

CHEVROLET CAVALIER, '84. 70,000 miles.

A/C, power locks - brakes, tilt wheel, cruise

control, AM/FM. $200(VOBO. Call 471-4287.

CIVIC SI '89, red, power sun-roof, stereo, air,

excellent condition, $8000/obo,
(213)464-8848.

DODGE COLT '84. 2dr/stick. A^, 55,000
miles, excellent running cor>dition. $2000obo
(818)799-3156.

ESCORT HATCHBACK, '86. Excellent condl-
tion. Automatic. A/C, cassette, new tires.

Original owner. 48,000 miles. $2,400.
(818)986-2537.

'87 HONDA ELITi 1 SO DELUXE, helmet case,

digital dash, 4k mi., helmet. $1050. Glen
208-2640.

ELITE 50. Practically new, low mileage. Lock &
helmet included. $500/obo. Brad
(310M78-8785.

ELITE 80. White, 1986. Great condition,

includes helmet, and lock, $85G/obo. Steve

207-6306.

ELFTE 80. White, 1 986. Great condition. New
tires, tuned. S&OOhbo. Call Scott 206-3509,
leave message.

HONDA AKO 50, '86. Basket, helmet, kryp-

tonite included. Low miles. MUST SEE!

SSOCVobo. (310) 206-2086.

HONDA ELITE 1 SO. '87 white 3.3k, just tuned.

Runs great, clean. $1,10G/OBO. Contact Ste-

phen 473-0424

Furniture for Sale 126

APARTMENT SALE. Double bed -«- bedroom
set. Living room set with stylus and dining

set. All in good corwiition. Available February
29. Call after 7pm. Tel: (310)206-1650.

BEDROOM SET, gorgeous, grey, platform bed,
full size, great condition, $150,
(310)552-4825.

BED WITH SIDE CABINETS—$1 5(Vbbo, oak-

wood futon $1SQ/obo, sofa, love seat

$300A>bo, oakwood tables $35(Vobo, painting

on mirrors, call "Go-Har* (310)477-4307.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Typewriter/Computer 134

DEPENDABLE, MAC PLUS, 1 meg- RAM, 20
meg, EXT HD, keyboard, cables, nwuse, WP
software. $625/obo. Call (310)478-4958.

EVEREX 286-1 2MMZ, EGA, 40 M.b.H.D.,
1.2Mb 5.25% D.D., mouse, 24-Pin
Printer, all software Incl., $85(Vobo. Frank
825-8648.

IBM COMPUTER 286, VGA Monitor, 20 MB
hard drive, 3.5 disk INB, great cond.,

$50Q/o.b.o. (310)824-0552.
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(510) 477-2898 1539 westwood

FAST FREE OELIUERY!
•.:<>yA-:-y'\

J
>iPO minitnumi 4' ^

[cmodbi

rut

I dozen S 4.22 25.^7.95
SO SI5.49 I00-Jl2a.65

Mild. Hot.'Suicide'. Bvboque. Hot Bwboqiw

Drai^on Express
Chinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

CMchM Sated • Potato&iM • Cote MM)

UTTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
AO voa CM Cat- $T.ff*

^•* - Each Saturday 1 1 am - 9 Pm ^^
4Ti-WjjM ^^ Sunday 1 1 am • 5 pm 4Ta- tH«.

iM -AskforOttaiU. PM:iiaN-iaii

COMBO PLATE $4.55 jS^^gi^lircS^a^^

iiili

l'^- wv-:

:-:-i^

"^ ** 1147 Westwood Blvd.
(Across from McDonald'b)

i

Hours:

Monday-Sunday 11am-11pm

1 1923 SaMa nonica Blvd.
206-4928

^VW«>.V»AV*.'A't*.VA«.».V.<<"''>A<".'W*>A<'

UCLA CULTURAL AffAK COAAISSIOn
once again presents its

t I

This week featuring

Hield

and

ECLIPSE

TOMIGHT at 8
UCLA Cooperage

CULTURAL AFFAIRS is funded by USAC—your student government.

VOUEYBALL
From page 36

UCLA came out flat, making a lot

of mistakes. At that point, the

crowd kept them down and us up.*'

Whether or not the crowd

played a role in the decision, the

loss was a big one for U(XA (5-4,

3-3). The Bruins dropped three

matches behind undefeated Pep-

perdine in the DeGroot Division

and just about lost sight of division

crown.

"We're just not there yet," said

UCLA coach Al Scates. *The

potential is definitely there. But

when the game is on the line, we
have to be aggressive and positive.

We had many opportunities to win

it, but we just couldn't get it done."

Those opportunities would arise

in the crucial third ^nd fourth

games. But numerous scoring

chances for the Bruins went by the

wayside due to untimely unforced

hitting errors.

Game four was especially

excruciating for the Bruin faithful.

The hosts held leads of 7-3 and 8-4

before the Matadors staged a

comeback behind a bundle of

UCLA errors.

Behind the big swing of middle

blocker Ken Lynch (33 kills for the

match). CSUN outscored the

Bruins in one stretch, 7-1, to take a

13-10 lead. The Bruias growled

back to 13-13. but an Axel Hagar

block of Dan Landry and a David

Swatik hitting error sealed a most

imperfect night for the Bruins.

We showed son^ good thing5=

tonight, but we just had too many
unforced hitting errors," Scates

said. "(Setter Mike) Sealy played

great, but he can't hit the ball in for

the hitters."

As a team, the Bruins committed

32 attacking errors on 164 attempts

to bring down the team hitting

average to a season-low .299. Even

a combined 43 kills from Landry

(20, .341) and middle blocker Tim
Kelly (23, .348) was not shadow

enough to hide the Bruins' trou-

bles.

*The team is not playing with

any confidence right now," said

UCLA assistant coach Mike Whit-

comb. *Thcy have little energy as a

team, and they're just working as

individuals. We need to reach deep

and figure out what's wrong."

Serving as his own worst critic,

quick hitter Jeff Nygaard believed

he was the only Bruin at fault

"I was the lord of errors

tonight," said Nygaard, who tallied

15 kills and nine blocks, but also a

team-high eight attacking errors.

"I had a lot of problems siding-ouL

I came into the game pumped, but I

was just flailing. I couldn't hit the

ball in to save my life."

Were it not for Sealy's superb

play-calling in games two and

three, UCLA's fate may have been

even worse.

The smooth, 6-foot, 7-inch

junior captain distributed the

offense well, trading off sets

between the hot hands of Kelly

inside, third-game substitution

Erik Sullivan (11 kills, .563 hitting

average) outside, and Landry just

about everywhere.

UCLA has now lost three out of

four Western Intercollegiate Vol-

leyball Association matches,

including two of their last three in

Westwood. Scates said that it is not

time to panic, but that it is time for

his struggling Bruins to get the

kinks out and get it together for a

stretch run.

"We haven't learned to beat the

lough teams yet," Scates said.

"We've clearly got a long way to

go. All we can do is go back,

practice for (UC) Santa Barbara

(Wednesday), and beat them.

We'll come around. We've got the

talent, but we're just not there yet"

V

BASKEreALL
From page 36

to give the Irish the lead for good
with 4:52 left Point guard Elmer
Bennett made a jumper and Sweet
added a layup to finish the Notre
Dame run.

The Bruins still had a chance to

win the game, but another ques-

tionable call and poor shooting

thwarted any comeback attempt

Leading 73-68 with less than

three minutes remaining, Irish

forward LaPhonso Ellis inter-

cepted a UCLA pass and headed
for an easy slam dunk.

However, Ellis dunked the ball

so hard that it bounced back out of

the basket After huddling for

several minutes, the referees

decided to count the basket.

"In our judgment, the ball went
through the rim, hit Ellis on the

head and then rebounded back
through the net," referee Sid

Rodeheffer said after the game.

**The ball came out of the basket a

dead ball. In ourjudgment it was a

basket"

Although Ellis maintained that

the ball did hit him on the head,

television replays were inconclu-

sive.

Yet the Bruins had another

opportunity to get back in the

game. Trailing 75-70 with one

"This is a big win for

oiir program

,

»>

John MacLeod
Notre Dame Basketball Coach

minute left, Murray had a wide-

open trey to cut the Notre Dame
lead to two. Murray's shot rolled

off the rim, taking UCLA's hopes

for a victory with it

The Irish scored nine points in

the final 52 seconds. On free

throws and layups, making the

outcome appear worse than it

actually was.

"So many things went wrong
tonight" Bruin captain Gerald

Madkins said. "We had the open

shots, we just missed them. We
can't cry about it"

Notre Dame, which has a

history of defeating highly ranked

UCLA teams at the Joyce ACC.
recorded their fourth win of the

season over a ranked opponent

"We have been making an

improvement here, but our goal is

to be playing well at the end of the

season," MacLeod said. "It is a

coup when you can beat a team like

UCLA."
The Irish started off quickly

Saturday, as the Bruins appeared

to be suffering from a full day of

travel on Friday.

Notre Dame led 30-21 midway
through the first half, with many of

their baskets coming on easy

layups and slam dunks.

UCLA rallied to cut the lead to

one point before a late run put the

Irish up 40-33 at halftime.

The Bruins started out strongly

in the second half. After trading

baskets with Notre Dame, UCLA
went on a 17-6 run to take their

first lead of the game, 52-50.

Murray led the Bruins in scoring

and rebounding, as he finished

with 20 points and 10 rebounds.

Forward Don MacLean scored 16

points and grabbed nine rebounds

for UCLA.

Ellis had 22 points and 14

rebounds for the Irish, who won

their fourth straight game. Bennett

added 18 points and eight assists

for Notre Dame.

Things don't get any easier for

the Bruins this week as they face

No. 15 use on Thursday and top-

ranked Duke on Sunday.
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soccer

TBAMOUmTTER
CUSTOM T-SHiirra

QRECK JACKETS, HATS, LCTTBRirfQ.

OFFSIDE
11710 8uiU Nonka Hy<L MJLA.

(Qm* to UCLA)

(213)207-4226 820-6fl3l

•.!,>-.-.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.x.v

^|itpnn|ankile^

If

i

m ;iEpl(ltpi|ilim

m

^Mi
i • •

@: verb\rech\ 1: to sl»etch out, toudbi or attempt to

to touch. 2: to comiaiinicate with or disclose to.

iiiliicte^ Qood health between the

agssof i9to34anda
9 to 12 month commitment,

for more Information; 824^Pl

AND YOU E>^WUPlt3?$t«Pi«eifC

Ifyou represent an on cai^^ organization

you need to Publicize in order to

Reach c^l^r departmeniB «nd members.

To maximJie ^SsJienigr vs. cost Utilize

Daily Bruirt^jM^

For more information, please ccmtact the "Internal"

Department at 825-2161 or atop by 112 KerckhofTHall.

^ UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE 1992-93 PHC's

Juliet Almazan
Mirella Benitez
Caries Bohorquez
Annabel Castllk)

William Chaltrow
Minnie Chen
Jeannie Chow
Joyce Chow
Sandra Cobos
Tracy Davis
Lordelyn Del Rosario
Jennifer Fan
Robin Fey
Barbara Fomeret
Mia Fung

Julie Graham
Fiona Henderson
Laura Ho
Stephanie Ho
Raymond Hussain
Helen Hwana
Lori Kandel
Tigest Kebede
Ratty Kim
Davis Koh
Usha Krishnamurthy
Youn^ Kwak
Tahia Lameer
EricLecours
Jane Lee

June Lee
Mellnda Lee
Mary Ling

Jennifer Liu

Patricia Lopez
Alk:e Miyake
GerakJ Nakamura
Diane Oklnaga
Ruby Pak
Lareina Pedriquez
Parrish Sadeghi
Laurie Sato
Natasha Shah
Angela Shen
Debi Sykes

Kimi Tamura
Diana Tipayaosot
Chau Kim Tri

Daniel Tsao
Anne Tsuchiyama
Edmund Wlez
Shelly White
Nancy Win
Tony Wong
Donna Wu
Carol Yeuna
Suzanne Yoon
Wanda Yu
EliZiv

AND YOUR NEW CO-DIRECTORS:
Debi Klump

Summer Teruya

CONGRATULATIONS!
See you all at Ninth Week's meeting 3/3/92 Moss auditorium CHS A2-342

6:00 pm

Thanks to all who applied and special thanks to Ngozi and Nwosu (Recruitment Coordinator)

Sponsored by SHS

Tt mm
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7he fasicsi fipypirhiii c()in\sc at I CLA

Prep
Call todayand we'll tutoryou beforeourcourse beginsand
help you with the application process at no extra charge.

Snialjcr class size's and niort' iiirliN iciiial attiMUioii than
anvoihtrtourst (all STAMFORD PRKP:

310*652*66()2 818*7()(M0()()

NEED MONEY
FOR COLLEGE?

• Over 3 million students will qualify for college grants
and scholarships this year If you're planning to go to

college or are already attending, you should t)e one of
them.

• Learn the quickest and easiest ways to win financial

aid, allowing you to attend the school ofyour choice.

• Our database of scholarships, grants, and student
loan information is the most comprehensive availat>le,

and we tailor this infonmation to fit your individual

needs, qualifications, ar)d circumstances - guaranteed!

They say that knowledge Is power! Doni cheat
yourself. Get the knowledge you need to power your
college career

For free information call:

ACADEMIC RESOURCENETWORK

1-800-628-4817
24 HOUR HOTLINE

BE CREATfVE
LET US MAKE YOUR ADS

xixii^xi^SiiSiSJyi:?^-:''-*''''

^oc-

M*MMHU*riM

a VISUAL SENSATION!

J TANNING
5 Sessions For $25*
CD Sound Systems

Air Conditioning

lOVtolff Beds
Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824-2TAN

M-F: 9anfv8pm

Sat & Sun: llarrv6pm:

1107 Gayley Ave.

^
(BetMveen Kinross & Undbrook)

*ooupon expires 3/2/92

(1 St time custonien only/l per customer/must present coupon)

2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF AH
Hair Services

* our sgrvicgs includg

Cut Manicure

Color Pedicure

HigWights Fadal

Makeup

Can PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310)824-5006

1015 Ga^ey Ave. #105 in Westwood A^Dage
Oust halfa block south ofVfeybum)

*AVEDA GOLDWELL OW

CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA^s 15th Annual Career Fair

(or Minority Students & Alumni
• Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom

•

•2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

TIP # rOUR: DO
yOUR HOMIWORK
Profiles of participating

companies are available at the

Placement & Career Planning

Center. Take a few minutes to

familiarize yourself with these

employers so youH be able to

ask intelligent, well-thought-out

questions.

'^^^i

OAILY
BRUINCREATIVEDEPARTME

UCLA Sport* Info.

R^hema Stephens

w. • • s
From page 36

Mosman sank two more conse-

cutive three-point shots at the start

of the second period, and the

Bruins took the lead with 15:03 to

play. 48-47. UCLA fought to hold

onto its slight advantage, but 11

lead changes followed. Aggressive

play caught up to UCLA when
Williams fouled out with five

minutes remaining and center

Lynn Kamrath found foul trouble,

leaving the Bruins without two big

reboundcrs.

With 38 seconds left, Stephens

tied the game at 71-71. In back-to-

back timeouts, the Trojans decided

to get the ball to Easterly, despite

the fact that she had gone 1 for 13

m the floor all nigtL Things fell.

into place as Easterly sank a 12-

foot shot from the key, giving the

lead to the Trojans.

In a final timeout, Moore told

her team to get into the open floor

situation. As guard Nicole Ander-

son brought the ball downcourt,

she spotted an opening to the

basket and tried to bring it in

herself, but time expired and the
Trojans won, 73-71.
"We wanted to get into an open

floor situation and penetrate— we
had Stephens and Mosman spotted

up. Anderson saw the opening and
instinctively went for it, but it

didn*t go in,** Moore said. **It kind
of sums up the evening. We just

didn't execute.

"I don*t think we played well.

With Williams and Kanmith in

foul trouble, that hurt us a lot We
were not able to do things defen-

sively and offensively without

them. That's one thing down the

stretch — we need them on the

floor.** Moore said that the Bruins*

rebounding game was limited

without Williams and Kamrath.

"use got a lot of rebounds, we
need (Amy) Jalewalia, Stephens.

Williams and Kamrath on the

boards. We gave USC a lot of
second and third chances on their

shots, we just gave them lots of
chances. We were out of sync

offensively, we had a hard time
getting into our game. They took

advantage of our big mistakes. We
missed easy shots down the stretch

— some games you get away with

it, and some games you don*t,**

Moore said.

Stephens led the game in scor-

ing with 24 points, while Williams

contributed 19 points and pulled

down 14 boards before leaving the

game. Mosman had 16 points, and
with four three-pointers she tied

the Bruin high for three-point shots

made.

For the Trojans, sophomore
Lisa Leslie led her team with 21
points, 15 rebounds, six steals, two
assists and two blocks.

The Bruins, now 7-5 in confer-

ence games, will take to the road to

face the Washington schools this

weekend.

American Heart
Association^
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)aJly Bruin fib photo

Mark Knowles avenged an earlier loss to Texas Christian's Tony

BMian at this weekend's USTA/ITCA Indoors.

Men's tennis places
for fifth at I

By D.J. Harmailng
Daily Bruin Staff

A sprained ankle may have cost

the UCLA men*s tennis team its

position atop the national rankings.

The injury came midway
through UCLA*s quarterfinal

match with sixth-ranked Texas

Friday, the decisive match for the

Bruins in the USTA/ITCA Nation-

al Indoor Team Championship
held this weekend in Louisville,

Kent
The top-seed Bruins, with two

of their top singles players already

out due to injuries, lost No. 3

singles player Fritz Bissell in the

middle of his match with TCU*s
Luis Ruette.

After winning the first set, 6-3,

Bissell injured himself in the

second set, which Ruette won, 6-1.

Overcome by pain. Bissell was
unable to come out for the third set

The Homed Frogs capitalized

on Bisseirs injury, using it to

propel them in their 4-2 win over

UCLA, (8-2, 2-0 in the Pac-10).

While the top part of UCLA*s
lineup was holding the Homed
Frogs at bay, the bottom half was
unable keep up its part of the

bargain.

. Including BisselFs loss at the

No. 3 singles position, TCU
defeated the Bruins in the third

through sixth positions, supposed-

ly the strength of UCLA*s lineup.

The Bruins rebounded from the

loss with a 4-2 win over fourth-

seeded LSU, good enough for a

fifth-place finish in the tourna-

ment, but by that point the Bruins

armor had cracked.

UCLA entered the 1992 season

as the nation's top-ranked team

due in part to the depth of their

singles lineup.

While the absence of the injured

David Nainkin and Bill Behrens

certainly affected that lineup,

UCLA still boasted a tough squad

which TCU was able to overcome.

Inconsistent freshman Robert

Janecek and Davide Sanguinette

dropped their quarterfinal matches

in straight sets, while Jason Sher*s

^ % : %

undefeated mark in singles play

was blackened in a three-set loss.

Mark Tija defeated Janecek in

the No. 4 position. 6-2. 7-6 (7-2),

while Ricardo Rubio was downing

Sanguinette in the No. 5 position

7-6 (7-5), 6-3.

Sher had his opportunities

against TCU*s David Bowen,
winning the first set before his

eventual setback. The final tally

showed Bowen up 3-6, 6-0, 6-4.

Sher had won eight stt^ight

singles matches to kick off the

1992 campaign before his loss to

Bowen.
.

Still undefeated in 1992 for

UCLA is No. 1 singles player

Mark Knowles. He swept his three

matches over the weekend, and in

the process avenged an earlier loss

to TCU*s Tony Bujan.

In running his 1992 record to 7-

0, Knowles beat Bujan 6-4, 6-1. In

their previous match, the singles

final of the Palm Springs Invita-

tional in November, Butjan

demolished an erratic Knowles,

Knowles current season has

been a model of consistency, and

the weekend proved no different

On Thursday, he defeated Tennes-

see's Tim Jessup, 6-4, 6-4, and

Saturday he overcame LSU*s
Tamer El Sawy, 6-3, 6-3.

In addition to Knowles, only

No. 2 singles player Billy Barber

was able to escape the weekend
undefeated. He swept his matches

to run his 1992 record to 9-1, his

lone defeat coming at the hands of

UC Santa Bait)ara's David Decret,

one of the nation's top-10 singles

players.

Bmio Notes: Hie Bniins opened the

toumameitt Thunday with a 5-i win over

16th-ieeded Tennessee after a fint-round

bye. The match came easily for the Bruins

and set the stage for Friday's showdown
with TCU . . . Bill Behrens made his 1992

singles debut Saturday. He scored a

straight-set viaoiy in the No. 6 spot against

LSU'sMarceloAchondo,6-4.6-3. . .TSU
and Na 3 seed Stanford advanced to the

Sunday fmal, the results of which were

unavailable at press time. Eighteen of the

nation's To(>-20 teams participated in the

tournament, with new rankings due out

soon. The Bmins expect to be ranked fifth.

ANY
TUXE
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Women's tennis knocks off
UC Santa Baibara and Texas
By Michael Klein

Dally Bruin Staff

The UCLA women's tennis

team has never paid much atten-

tion to the rankings.

They have made it a point to

take each match one at a time, and
to let the rest take care of itself.

This weekend, it did.

The fourth-ranked Bruins once
again used the strong play of
Iwalani McCalla and key doubles

victories to come from behind and
defeat No. 3 Texas, 5-3. The
second doubles match was stopped

midway through the Hrst set by
Texas coach Jeff Mpore when the

Bruins got their fifth point.

Before the Longhoms, though,

there was the matter of dispatching

UC Santa Barbara. In a match
which turned out to be a lot closer

than expected, the Bruins turned

back the Gauchos, 6-3.

The Bruins may have been
looking ahead when they took the

court against the Gauchos.
Junior Cammie Foley walked

onto the court feeling under the

weather, and walked off having

lost her number-one singles match
to Debbie Goldberger, 6-1, 7-5.

"I wasn't feeling well at all. I

^ I

didn*4^ have -ftfty- f>nergy jor-getr

motivated, probably because I

9».1i

Trrrr';

lo Rentals ta545.00
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'~—^-—^""^ cummerbund. Studs and
^—^*"~

cuffCnks

(with sdhooH LD.. limited to garments in stock)
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r3I0J5594889
10546 W.Pico Blvd.

Los Aneeles. CA 90064
(WJA • 2 Blocks East of Westiide PawilooJ

-OPEN 7 DAYS-

CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15 th Annual Career Fair

for Minority Students & Alumni
• Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom*

•2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

TIP # TWO: FIRST

IMFRESSIONS COUNT '

Confidence rates high with

recruiters, cockiness doesn't!

Market yourself by emphasizing

the skills, strengths and

proficiencies that set you apart.

Be positive, enthusiastic and

courteous. Above all, show
interest!

probably

haven't been eating right. I don*t

think this was the flu, so I will

probably see a doctor this week
before we go to the Indoors," Foley
said.

In what turned out to be an easy
workout, three-time All-American

Mamie Ceniza dusted Laura Rut-

ledge 6-0, 6-2 in the second spot
Freshman Paige Yaroshuk, who
has been battling an arm injury,

lost to Lynn Coakley 6-4, 7-6, in

the third spot.

"(Coakley) was a good player,

but I just was not mentally into the

match the way I should have been.

It has been tough coming back
from my injury, because I play and
then I take time off in between,"
Yaroshuk said.

The fifth and sixth spots were an
omen of things to come, as

sophomore Jenny Hilt and fresh-

man Lee Ann Rostovsky both

posted straight set victories.

Not expecting the match to be
tied at three all heading into the

doubles competition, the Bruins

proceeded to sweep all three,

dropping only one set in the

process.

But the Texas match was the one
to be savored.

The Longhoms came in with

three players ranked in the Top 40
nationally, and the top-ranked
doubles team of Susan Gilchrist

and Vickie Paynter.

The Bruins surprisingly have no
players ranked in the Top 50. What
made it worse was that they were
without the services of standout

freshman Anne Mall, who is out

with a stress fracture of her left

foot

All that went out the window,
though, as the Bruins received

pivotal victories from the least

likely sources.

All-American Iwalani McCalla
continued her dominating play by
downing ninth-ranked Susan Gil-

christ 6-2, 6-4.

McCalla led 3-2 in the second
set when she had a slight lapse in

concentration and was broken.

Reboundflng quickly, she broke
Gilchrist right back behind two
rifled service return winners. Gil-

christ, a lanky lefthander with an
attacking game, did not help her

cause by double faulting on break
point.

=^Whcn we were exchanging

LAURA LEE SWAN/Daly Bruin

UCLA freshman Paige Yaroshuk lost to Lynn Coakley of Santa
Barbara, 6-4. 7-6 in Saturday's match between the Bruins and
the Gauchos.

"It's nice to win an

important match. I

have occasionally

choked in these

matches in the past, but

I really stayed focused.''

Jenny Hilt

UCLA Tennis Rayer

breaks, the only thing on my mind
was to bear down and hold serve.

She wasn't attacking as much as I

thought she would, and that gave
me the advantage from the base-

line," McCalla said.

After another pair of service

breaks, McCalla used a spectacu-

lar crosscourt |)assing shot and
some savvy net play to hold her

serve at 5-4 and take the match.
**Susan seemed a bit tentative

out there, but you can't take away
from the other girl (McCalla). She
just played great," Texas assistant

coach Lea Sauls said.

The Bruins lost in the next two
matches. Cammie Foley, still

suffering from the effects of her

lingering ailment, was no match
for freshman Kelly Pace in the

third spot as she was thumped 6-0,

6-1. —
"Foley was obviously not at her

best, but I really Hke this freshman

of ours. She is very versatile and
has tons of potential,** Texas head
coach Jeff Moore said.

In one of the marathon matches
of the day, Mamie Ceniza battled

Vickie Paynter in the second spot

for nearly three hours. Paynier*s

deceptive game of powder-puff
groundstrokes and powerful vol-

leys eventually wore the Bruin

down 3-6, 6-0, 6-4. Paige Yar-

oshuk also lost in the fourth spot

7-6, 6-4, to the Longhom*s Jackie

Moe.
With the Bruins already down

3-1, all attention was focused on
the back courts. In what was
perhaps some lineup stacking,"

Longhom Carta Cossa, who has

played number two for the Long-
homs the last three years, was
playing in the fifth spot against

Bruin Jenny Hilt In the most
entertaining match of the after-

noon. Hilt's power game was
enough for her to rally and win 4-6,

7-6, 6-3.

"It is nice to win an important

match. I have occasionally choked
in these in the past, but I really

stayed focused,** Hilt said.

Freshman Lee Ann Rostovsky
also come from behind in her

match to beat Jennifer Nassar 6-7,

6-2, 6-L

The match was now tied at

three, and the most anticipated

doubles match of the season began.

The team of Ceniza and McCalla

outlasted the top ranked team of

Gilchrist and Paynter 6-3, 3-6, 6-3.

"I have always thought that

Ceniza and McCalla would be a
tough team to beat, so I really

didn't care that they weren't

ranked," Bruin head coach Bill

_Zaima said.

In the third and deciding dou-
bles match, the duo of Foley and
Yaroshuk, both self-pronounced

singles players, continued their

improbable doubles winning
streak by defeating Moe and
Ashley Johnson 4-6, 6-2, 6-3.

"We really like playing
together. We stay back on a lot of
the close points which you*re not
supposed to do, but whatever
works," Yaroshuk said.

"
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Baseball slays Wildcats, but can't sti I I Anteaters
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

IRVINE — UCLA came into

Saturday's encounter against UC
Irvine with a six-game winning

streak and pretenses of a national

ranking in next week's Collegiate

Baseball poll. But it didn't seem to

impress Anteater pitcher David
Bladow.

Bladow put a quick end to the

Bruins winning string, throwing a

complete game to help Irvine

defeat UCLA, 5-2. The tall right-

hander struck out 12 Bruins while

yielding only seven hits to pick up
the victory and give UCLA its first

loss in two weeks.

**That was the best pitcher we
have faced all year," said UCLA
head coach Gary Adams, who
gave Bladow a congratulatory

handshake after the game.
Bladow had only one difficult

inning, the fifth, when he allowed
two runs to give UCLA a 2-0 lead.

First baseman Ryan McGuire
led off the fifth with a double into

the left-center field alley and took
third base on a single to left by Tim
Kubinski. One out later, catcher

Matt Schwenke grounded a single

past a diving Irvine shortstop Jon
Damush to drive in both runs.

But Bladow was dominating
afterwards, getting eight of his last

12 outs on strikeouts.

nZlANA SORQE/Daly Bruin

Pitcher Tim Kublhskl slides Into third base during Friday's game
with Northwestem. UCLA won, 10-9.

—
"Those guys played some good

defense behind me," Bladow said.

"I just tried to throw good pitches

and stay consistent. Playing
against a large school like UCLA
also gets me a httle more pumped
up."

Bruin pitcher Pete Janicki (1-2)

was unable to hold the lead. In the

"They say that good

teams can win ugly

games, and (the

Northwestem win) sure

was ugly."

Gary Adams
UCLA Baseball Coach

bottom of the fifth, Anteater Pete

Filson smoked a home run to dead

center field to begin the inning.

Then with two outs, Damush hit a

double into the right-field comer to

score the tying run.

Janicki retired the side in order

in the sixth but found late-inning

trouble for the third time in a row.

Irvine notched two runs in the

seventh to take the lead for good.

"Pete is going to have to

overcome that,** Adams said. "He
has to know that when things get

tough late in the game he needs to

step back, take a deep breath and
relax."

"I don't think I'm doing any^
thing different," Janicki said. "I

don't have anything against the

seventh inning."

It was not like the Anteaters

pounded Janicki, though. Irvine

gnawed away at Janicki to score

both of its runs using a walk, a hit-

and-nrn single.

The game between UCLA and
Northwestern at Jackie Robinson
Stadium Friday was not college

baseball at its finesL

'They say that good teams can
win ugly games, and this one sure

was ugly," Adams said after the

Bruins climbed back from two
four-run deficits to win 10-9.

A bases-loaded triple in the

bottom of the eighth inning by
McGuire capped a five-run rally

that gave UCLA the win. The
Bruins entered the inning, trailing

9-5.

"I was trying to get a base hit,**

McGuire said. "Luckily I got a

good pitch to hit I don*t know
sometimes you just get lucky."

And UCLA was very fortunate.

The Bruins committed four errors,

walked five batters and hit another

— all of which, combined with two
three-run shots by Mike Huff and

Todd Venezio, gave the Wildcats a

9-5 lead.

But thanks to leftfielder Dave
Roberts, UCLA was in position to

come back. Roberts, a redshirt

fi-eshman, went four-for-five on^

the day, including a home run to

lead off the first inning, three runs

scored, three runs batted in and a

stolen base.

"Even though it was getting late

in the innings, I thought that if we
could get some guys on base^

pitch, a someone on our team would cIutcfT

passed ball and a ground out.

But the last nail in the Bruins'

coffin was noticeable, as Anteater

Corey Parker lead off the eighth by
crushing a home run to right field.

With a 5-2 lead entering the ninth,

Bladow had more than enough
cushion to finish off the game.

up and drive them in," Roberts
said. "1*11 try to do anything to

spark the team."

Dave Stoll (I-l) picked up his

first win of the year, while reliever

Bill Craig received his first save.

Northwestem*s Brian Cummins
(0-1) took the loss.
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Luck of the Irish 'Sweet'
in 84-71 upset over UCLA
ND's Daimon Sweet leads

all scorers with 25 points
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

SOUTH BEND, Ind.— Maybe
it was the luck of the Irish, or
maybe they were just tired.

'^

Whatever the reason, the sec-

ond-ranked UCLA men's basket-
ball team was ambushed by
unranked Notre Dame, 84-71.
Saturday afternoon at the Joyce
Athletic and Convocation CeiHer.

Despite playing their fifth game
in nine days, the Bruins (21-2)
were not ready to offer any
excuses.

"Notre Dame just flat outplayed
us," UCLA head coach Jim Har-
rick said. "We have had a tough

W6Ck> but that's no excuse. We had-

JOHN CHUNG/DaRy Bruin

Even senior team captain Gerald Madklns could not rally the
Bruins in their loss to Notre Dame on Saturday.

our shots, we just missed them."

The Bruins struggled with their

shooting, making only 45 percent

of their field goal attempts (26-58).

UCLA also missed nine free

throws and made only three of 15

three-pointers.

Bruin forward Tracy Murray
had a particularly lough time

finding his shooting touch. Murray
missed all five of his three-point

attempts, as well as four free

throws.

"We have no excuses (for how
we played)," Murray said. "We
missed a lot of shots."

Conversely , the Fighting Irish

(11-11) were red-hot, as they made
57 pCTcent of their field goal

attempts (35 of 62).

"We had a great shooting night,

we had a lot of good shots," first-

year Notre Dame coach John

MacLeod said. *This is a big win
for our jMTOgram."

The final score was not indica-

tive of how close the game actually

was.

UCLA 4€»4 7̂ -6^ with \&^ thaftr

six minutes remaining, before the

Irish went on a 9-0 run to take the

lead for good.

That run started on a controver-

sial goaltending call against Bruin

forward Ed 0*Bannon. O'Bannon
had just made a layup to give

UCLA die lead at 67-63, the

largest lead of the game.

Notre Dame quickly pushed the

ball up the court, where Irish

forward Daimon Sweet took a 10-

foot jumper from the baseline.

Sweet's shot was so short that it

appeared it might not even hit the

rim.

Before it had a chance to,

O'Bannon leaped up and swatted

the ball away. The referees ruled it

was goaUending. cutting the Bruin
lead in half.

"I don't think it was goaltend-

ing," O'Bannon said. "I just went
up and blocked it."

"(The referees) called goal-

tending on a shot that had no
chance to go in," Harrick said.

'The rule is that you are only

supposed to call goaltending if the

ball has a chance to go in."

Regardless, the momentum had
shifted to Notre Dame. UCLA was
outscored 21-4 after 0'Bannon*s
layup gave them a four-point lead,

as that was thp final Bruin field

goal of the game.

"We had a four-point lead, and
that should have been enough,"

Harrick said. "We had our chances

to win."

Sweet, fmished with a game-
high 25 points, hit a three-pointer

See BASKETBALL, page 31

Volleyball

falls to CS
Northridge
By Eric Bllligmeier

' "Hey Bruins, can you
spel' U—P—S—E—T?"
Such were the words

cackled by one of several

hundred Cal State North-

ridge men's volleyball fans

during Friday's match at

UCLA.
And, oh, what a prophecy.

The No. 6 Matadors
strutted into the Wooden
Center with a raucous
road-tripping crowd as their

red cape, and walked away
with an emotional win, 15-

10. 6-15, 15-13, 15-13.

Nearly every scat in the

west bleachers was filled

with a Northridge road
voice, giving the Wooden
Center the feel of a home
away from home for the

Matadors (6-5, 1-1 confer-

ence).

"Wc have Uie best homc-
on-ihe-road crowd, I think,

in the conference," said

CSUN coach John F^ice.

"(Our fans) are like this

everywhere we go. I thought

See V.BALL, page 30

Women of Troy beat Bruins with :06 left
By Heather Duffy

Daily Bruin Staff

When a lone fan started yelling

"Storybook!" near the end of the

UCLA-USC women's basketball

game Saturday night, he probably

didn't mean it as a prophecy.

But that's what it became as the

Women of Troy designed their

very own storybook ending, com-
plete with a Cinderella guard
named Joni Easterly, who made
only one of her seven shots in the

second half. Easterly hit the

game-winning basket with six

seconds left on the clock. With that

shot, the Trojans won the battle,

73-71, and secured a third-place

standing in the Pac-10.

The pre-game atmosphere
resembled a three-ring circus, with
both schools' bands blasting

simultaneously. Bruin fans waving
oversized credit cards and an
unidentified man dancing beneath
the flag to the strains of the

national anthem. It was one of the

largest crowds all season, with a

large collcclion of USC fans. The
mobility of the fans adds to the

rivalry, according to UCLA Head
Coach Billie Moore.

"USC would be a big game if we
were playing for tenth place. USC
is comfortable playing here and we
arc comfortable playing there,

that's what makes it a natural

rivalry," Moore said. "Most teams
share the same state. We share the

same city."

"We wanted to get into

an open floor situation

and penetrate . . .

Anderson saw the

opening and

instinctively went for

it, but it didn't go in. It

kind of sums tip the

evening. We just didn't

execute." i

Billie Moore
UCLA Head Coach

Both teams showed up to play,

opening the game with aggressive

displays of man-to-man defense
that kept scoring to a minimum. It

was the Trojans who jumped ahead
to an eariy lead and were up by 14

points with 5:58 left in the half.

But then something clicked for

the UCLA offense and they went
on a 22-9 run to the buzzer, fueled

by the shooting of sophomore
Natalie Williams and senior DcDe
Mosman, who hit two consecutive

three-pointers. When senior Rehc-
ma Stephens was fouled at the

buz/cr, she hit three free throws to

bring the Bruins within one point

of USC. 39-38.

See W.HOOPS, page 32

MICHAEL LAN/Oaay Bruin

Point guard Nicole Anderson drives the lane during UCLA's last-

minute loss to USC on Saturday.

Wild weekend
Shawn Wills and the UCLA baseball team

scratched out a win Friday against Northwest-
em, but couldn't do it again Saturday against

Irvine.

See page 35
*T

Taking the fifth

Suffering through a streak of injuries, the

UCLA men's tennis team may have lost its

national ranking with this weekend's fifth-place

finish at the USTA/ITCA Indoors.

See page 33

Twa46rtwo
The Bruin women's tennis , team scored

victories over top-notch opponents this

weekend, putting away the University of Texas

and UC Santa Barbara.

See page 34

80th Year, No. 82
arculation: 22,000

Admiiiistration

has open house
An open house meeting will

be held today by the UCLA
administration entitled
"Department Approaches Tow-
ard Transformation."

Carol Hartzog, the vice pro-

vost of the College of Letters &
Science as well as other key
personnel will attend the meet-
ing, which is sponsored by the

Administrative Resource Cen-
ter.

Among the topics to be
discussed are the principles of

transformation of UCLA
academic departments and the

role of telecommunications in

this change.

The meeting will be held

trom noon until 3 p.m. in Royce
Hall 314, the Humanities Con-
ference room.

The UCLA community is

invited to attend.

Inside

Stanford drops
neurosuigeon
A Stanford neurosurgeon

accused of sexism by a female

colleague was removed as

acting chairman of the depart-

ment.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Controversial?

Take a guess
Columnist and Xhe man you

love to hate Pei-Chi Chang
takes on another topic sure to

stimulate: roligion.

^ See page 15

Arts & Entertainment

Give the
gUy a chance

Country crooner John Mel-
lencamp takes a stab at direct-

ing and acting with his new film

"Falling from Grace."

See page 16

Sports

What a relief
Jim Bonds and his bullpen

mates teamed up to give UCLA
a win over UC Irvine.

See page 32
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Professor admits emiiezzleinent, fraud
By Julie Ann Sllva

Dally Bruin Staff

A UCLA professor pleaded
guilty Monday to embezzlement
and fraud charges after bilking

$L7 million from research grants

as part of an 11-year scam.
Cavour Ych, an electrical engi-

neering professor, admitted in

federal court to stealing the money
by overstating actual costs and
expenses when receiving federal,

state and private contracts and
grants.

Yeh, 55, faces a prison sentence

of up to two years without the

Eleveri'year scam nets Cavour Yeh
$1.7 million, up to two years in jail

possibility of parole as part of a

sbc-count plea bargain, said Assis-

tant U.S. Attorney Nathan Hoch-
man. Yeh will have to pay back the

stolen money plus interest to

UCLA, the state of California and
the U.S. government, he said.

Under the plea agreement, Yeh
will also resign from UCLA,
suirendering his tenured position.

In exchange, prosecutors dropped
the remaining 17 felony counts.

Yeh's brother, Richard, 53, and
two sisters, Wei Li, 56, and
Victoria Hsia, 58, all pleaded

guilty to one count of conspiring to

conceal Yeh's false statements to

the governments. They will be put

on probation.

Yeh's attorney could not be
reached for comment.
A federal grand jury indicted

Yeh last August for putting his

brother and sisters on the UCLA

JIM ANTONY

Sensei James Field, left, an alunnnus In the UCLA Shotokan Karate Club demonstrates Karate
techniques with Massound Bahrein! in Westwood Plaza on Monday.

New fund to ensure continued study of
Japanese-American experience in WWII
By Sally Kim
Dally Bruin Staff

To ensure that students and
professors continue to study the

Japanese-American experience of
Worid War n. UCLA has created a
fund that will provide research

grants, graduate fellowships and
educational programs on die era.

The committee organizers want
to make sure that die more Uian

120,000 people of Japanese ance-
stry forcibly relocated during die

war will be remembered long after

diis year's 50th anniversary com-
memoration.

As a member of die organizing

committee, local television

anchorwoman Tritia Toyota
announced the start of die three-

year fund at a Saturday ceremony
kicking off UCLA's year-long

commemoration of the internment.

Because the fund will help to

educate people about the Japan-

^ ese-American experience, more
people will become aware of the

events of that time period, said

EkHi Nakanishi, director of the

Asian American Studies Center.

"It will provide opportunities to

understand the timeless signifi-

cance of their exp)erience for a

See FUND, page 12

Fifty Years Later

As part of a year-long commemoration of

the evacuation and Internment of Japanese

Americans during World War II, UCU has

created a three-year fund for research,

fellowships and education seminars about

the internment experience.

payroll of research projects for

which Uiey did no work. They
secretiy gave the money back to

him.

In the elaborate scam, Yeh
created a fake company, EMtec.
Engineering Inc., to sell equipment
to UCLA and the federal govern-

ment at highly inflated prices.

He ordered high-tech computer
equipment for UCLA and his

government research from his own
company, overbilling them for the

products.

He sold 11 interfaces at $1,100

See YEH page 13

Man accused
of attack on
student may
face two years

By Heesun Wee
Dally Bruin Staff

A 32-year-old man arrested last

month for pouring a cup of
scalding hot water on a UCLA
student employee may face two
years in state prison, said campus
police Sgt. Phil Baguiao.

Awaiting die continuation of his

hearing at Santa Monica Superior

Court on March 2, Mitchell G.
Ackers is still being held at die Los
Angeles County Jail on $100,000

Ackers is still being

held at the Los Angeles

County Jail.

bail. He was arrested and charged
Jan. 14 with one count of assault

with a deadly weapon.
The victim, a North Campus

Student Center employee, initially

encountered Ackers on Jan. 9, and
the two disputed over some
change, said campus police Ll Jim
Vandenberg.

During a second encounter
between the two individuals. Ack-
ers verbally harassed and
threatened the employee with

bodily harm, Vandenberg said.

And in a third encounter. Ackers
poured a cup of boiling water on
the student's upper arm.

The employee — whose name
was withheld by campus police—
was treated at die UCLA Medical
Center Emergency Room for sec-

ond degree bums to her upper left

arm and was later released, cam-
pus police DeL Chuck Bumham
said.

Ackers pleaded no contest to

one count of assault with a deadly
weapon at a Jan. 17 arraignment
Following the arraignment.

Ackers showed up for his Jan. 29
preliminary hearing at West Los
Angeles Municipal Court

At that hearing, the defense
entered a plea bargain of nine
months for die single count of
assault with a deadly weapon.

But the judge rejected the plea,

so Ackers appeared in court iiigain

on Feb. 7 for a new preliminary

hearing. The judge apparendy did

not feel nine months was a stiff

enough sentence for the hot water

assault, Baguiao said.
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•SR-22 RUNG
•MANY TICKETS/ACaOENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
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CALL: (213) 477-8455
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INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.
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Commentary

Benetton ad hits new
high in tasteiessness
You think you've seen and

heard it ail — then along

comes Luciano Benetton.

Luciano Benetton is founder

and managing director of the

Italian-based apparel maker whose
stores are a staple in shopping

malls around the world. Sales last

year ran close to $2 billion and
profits were $131 million, so this

isn*t just some little fashion bou-

tique.

Armed with all that money,
Benetton has decided to forgo

typical fashion ads. He wants to

make statements about society.

In particular, Benetton is setting

out to use AIDS as a motif in the

company's new marketing cam-
paign.

That's right, AIDS as an adver-

tising gimmick.

A two-page ad now running in

U.S. magazines shows a photo-

graph of a dying AIDS victim and
his grieving family.

The father is seen leaning over

his bedridden son. He is crying.

His arm is wrapped around his

son's head.

To his left is the mother who is

comforting her young daughter.

They're both looking at the father

and soft.

In the bottom right comer is the

nameplate: "United Colors of

Benetton."

Luciano Benetton not only

defends the ad, but during a press

conference last week, he brought

out the parents of the young man,
who died in 1990. They said that

the photograph, which first ran in

Life Magazine as a news feature.

Mark
Lacter

'*was an opportunity to reach

people." (They did not, however,
accept payment for use of the

picture.)

Through an interpreter, Bene-
tton concedes that the company
chooses "not to advertise the

product but to make these state-

ments. We are looking for new
ways to communicate that are not

traditional because people are no
longer interested in the old ways of

communicating."

It's unclear whether Luciano
Benetton is simply a misguided
fool or a publicity seeking oppor-

tunist. Whatever he is, his new ad
raises tasteiessness to all new
levels, which in 1992's gonzo
media environment is quite an
accomplishment.

Must I bother to detail the

reasons why a photograph of a

dying man might not be deemed
appropriate in an ad for a clothing

manufacturer? Have sensibilities

become that numbed? Ai^ thep&-

any boundaries of decorum in

Benetton's new way of communi-
cating, or should we expect to see
photographs of executions as part

of the next campaign?
Luciano Benetton can come off

as virtuous and soul-seeking as he
likes, but the fact is he used that

See BENETTON, page 10
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Recession spurs drop in rent,

Increases apartment availability
By Owen Goldbloom

Despite the obvious hardships

of a recession, students have
reaped one important advantage

from the economic chaos— lower
rent and increased availability of

apartments in Westwood.
While the recession of the past

year has bankrupted businesses,

diminished employment oppor-

tunities and caused country-wide

fmancial distress, it has also forced

many Westwood landlords and
managers to lower apartment
rental rates and offer extra incen-

tives to attract tenants.

**The recession has been a very

difficult story here," said apart-

ment manager Joseph Tanur, who
was forced to lower the rent for a

two-bedroom apartment at 433
Kelton Ave. from $1500 to $1250
in November.

Parents,

alumni to
visit UCUV
Parent's Day evolvj^

«<i

to Family Weekend

By Christine Strobel

Dally Bruin Staff

i Parents, students and alumni
'will descend upon the campus
Friday as the first UCLA Family
Weekend gets underway.
The program is an expansion of

Parent's Day, an event started in

1986 to let parents and alumni visit

UCLA and leam more about the

campus.

Parent's Day, which has tradi-

tionally been on Fridays, was
expanded into a weekend event so
that more people could participate.

The three-day event will include

a faculty lecture series, campus
tours and department open houses.

- "We changed it because people
liave to work on Fridays. This

gives people the opportunity to

come whenever they want," said

Keith Brant, director of the Stu-

dent Alumni Association and
student relations.

The major highlight of the

weekend is the distinguished lec-

ture series featuring more than 20
lectures on a spectrum of subjects

by UCLA professors and lecturers.

Brant said.

The speakers volunteer their

time for the program, he said.

The main objective of the event

is to educate and involve parents in

the UCLA experience, said Ralph
Ochoa, president of the Alumni
Association and a University of

California regent.

"For parents, it's tough to be
supportive when they don't know
about the university," Ochoa said.

"We value them, and we want
them to know that.

"It's really about an attitude, the

UCLA family attitude. We hope
that parents who aren't alumni will

join and feel a part of the family,"

he added.
.

Professors say they want to get

involved in the weekend event

because they play an important

influence in shaping the college

experience.

"I've been involved in UCLA as

a parent, a student and a supporter

for most of my life, and I want to

do whatever I can to help out," said

See WEEKEND, page 11

'Basically, it's a race," he
added. "If someone else lowers
their rent, we have to, too."

Many students were offered one
month free rent as an incentive to

renew their leases for the 1991-

1992 academic year.

"Last June we told our manager
that we were moving out," said

senior Dave Lynch. "But later they

called us back and informed us that

they would take $900, instead of

the usual $600, off the summer
months if we stayed."

Although the manager also

raised Lynch 's rent by $20 a

month, he said the $900 was a
sufficient incentive to renew his

lease.

"Although they raised our rent,

we made out in the end and we got

the better deal," Lynch said.

Many students alsQ noticed that

unlike previous years, many apart-

ments were still available in

September. So. the usual panic to

find an apartment early was
absent

"I knew that there were tons of
apartments out there," said junior

Carrie Shawber, who found an
apartment at 555 Glenrock Ave. in

late September. **There were tons

of apartments still listed in the

Daily Bruin."

In order to fill vacancies in

recent months, Shawber added,
students have been able to get

apartments for even lower rents

than in September.

"I paid $1,450 for my apartment
in September," Shawber said. "But
I just found out that someone also

rented a two-bedroom in my
building in December for $1,100
because (the managers) needed HHI5 RICH

See APARTMENTS, page 13
555 Glenrock is one of the many Westwood apartment buildings

with vacancies.

Concrete imagery
7

Left, a linesman from Peterson Brothers
Construction helps pour concrete for the
walkway between the Men's and Women's
gyms. Below, Peterson Brothers employee
Santos dumps a load of concrete from his

wheelbarrow.

Photos by Nelson Green

Stanford removes sui:geon after sexism diaiges
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By Jane Gross
The New York Times

SAN FRANCISCO—A neuro-

surgeon who was accused of
sexism by a female colleague at the

Stanford Medical School said

Monday that he had been removed
as acting chairman of the depart-

ment and that he would not be
considered for the permanent post

Dr. Gerald Silverberg said he
was told of his demotion at a
meeting last week with Donald
Kennedy, the president of Stanford
University, and Dr. David Kom,
the dean of the medical school,

after the two men had reviewed the

report of a committee assigned to

investigate the accusations of

V

sexism.

The investigation was prompted

by the resignation last year of a

prominent female neurosurgeon.

Frances K. Conley, who com-
plained of a quarter-century of

subtle sexism at the medical school

and cited Silverberg as the primary

offender.

Dr. Conley later rejoined the

faculty, saying she was encour-

aged by the medical school's

res]X)nse to her accusations, which

included the appointment of the

investigating committee.

The only woman in the five-

member department. Dr. Conley

praised the decision to demote
Silverberg.

"If indeed what we're hearing

from Dr. Silverberg is true, the

university can congratulate itself,"

she said. "They took on this issue,

handled it very seriously and the

decision they made is a brave one.

With a lot of academic institutions

fighting this tooth and nail, this

puts Stanford in a leadership

position."

Silverberg said Monday that the

committee's confidential report,

which he had seen, detailed "minor
insensitivities" on his part but no
"chargeable" offenses.

"I don't believe anything in the

report would hang anybody,"
Silverberg said. "I don't believe

I've done anything wrong or

different than any other chairman
at the medical school,"

He said he was nevertheless

^sked to step down" and he
agreed to the request. "I truly

understand where the school is

coming from," he said, citing the

continuing embarrassment over
Stanford's overbilling of research

expenses to the federal govern-
ment "They could no longer
endure the adverse publicity."

Silverberg added that he consid-

ered himself the victim of a tidal

wave of public opinion on the

matter of sexism in the workplace.
"Dr. Conley whipped up a sense of
hysteria and the university
responded to that call to arms, so to

speak." he said.

See STANFORD, page 10
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Haiti discussions
malce iireaictlirougli

WASHINGTON — Haiti's exiled
president, Jean-Bertrand Aristide, met
here for more than eight hours with his
Prime Minister-designate. Rene Theo-
dore, to put what aides described as
fmishing touches on a political plan to
restore an elected government to the
Caribbean nation.

The two leaders, once political rivals

and still virtual strangers thrown together
in a compromise coalition aimed at

garnering the widest public support, need
to discuss a wide range of policies to find
common ground, aides said on Monday. A
crucial disagreement may be arising,

however over the future of the Haitian
army chief, LieuL Gen. Raoul Cedras.

Russia, republics may
join monetary fund
WASHINGTON— Russia and at least

half a dozen other former Soviet republics
will most likely join the International

Monetary Fund at the group's spring
meeting in Washington on April 27,
executives at the fund and foreign
officials said.

The officials said Monday that the
Group ofSeven nations and the IMF's 156
members were still debating how large a
share of the bank's capital the republics
should supply.

Sicsc officials said that Russia, Anne=
nia, Belarus, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and
Moldova, plus the three Baltic states.

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, would
likely join the international lending
organization.

But they said it might take longer for
other republics to join.

.

Religious strife gftoY/s

worse in N. Ireland

BELFAST, Northern Ireland -- North-
em Ireland is experiencing its worst
violence between Roman Catholics and
Protestants in more than a decade,
prompting fears the province could spiral

into civil war.

Even the most hardened of residents
have been stunned by an outbreak of
particulariy horrific reprisal killings
between the two communities that has left

more than 30 civilians dead since the
beginning of the year.

"As much as I would like to think
otherwise, I am afraid to say there seems
to be no end to it," said the Rev. Michael
Dallat of St. Paul's Church in Belfast,
who has lived here most of his life.

Scientists recreate
Roosevelt's river tide

MANAUS. Brazil — With BraziUan
suspicions high over foreign designs on
the Amazon, 19 American and BraziUan
scientists and explorers embark Tuesday
on a re-creation of a historical high point
of binational cooperation: the perilous
1914 descent of the River of Doubt by
Theodore Roosevelt and Candido Ron-
don.

Almost forgotten today, the first des-
cent of the rapids-choked wilderness river
neariy killed the 56-year-old former
American president

names 12 plants
scheduled to close
DETROIT— General Motors Corp. on

Monday announced the first stage of its

plan to close 21 plants over the next
several years by naming 12 plants to be
closed in the United States and Canada^
affecting 16,300 workers over the next
three years.

It also detailed a sweeping reorganiza-
tion of its troubled North American
operations that will attempt to unscramble
a restructuring in the 1980s that sought
with mixed success to increase efficien-
cies and reduce costs.

to court

turtles

"Delirious from malaria and a leg
infection, he repeatedly begged to be left

behind to increase his companions*
chances for survival. Three men died
during the two-month ordeal. But Ron-
don, Brazil's premier Amazon explorer,
brought the "bull moose** to safety, albeit
50 pounds lighter.

,

. .

Group
to save
SAN FRANCISCO — An environ-

mental group has filed a suit in federal
district court here to force the State
Department to carry out a federal law
intended to preserve five species of sea
turtles from destruction by foreign shrimp
fishing fleets.

The group, the Earth Island Institute, a
not-for-profit environmental organization
of about 35.000 members, is seeking the
enforcement of a ban on importing shrimp
and shrimp products from dozens of
countries whose fishing fleets, it claims,
are responsible for killing more than
150,000 turUes a year.

The suit also asks that the ^State-

State

So whore are those
Prop. 103 rebates?
Where are those£]K)iX)«tioi¥4^^«bal

checks?

That was the $2.5 biUion question
posed by state Sen. Art Torres Monday at

-a Los Angeles hearing to determine why
the long-promised customer rebates have
not been delivered after nearly 3% years.

Despite some progress, Harvey Rosen-
field, author of Proposition 103, said that
rebates are still two years away due to a
barrage of lawsuits filed by the insurance
industry to challenge the 1988 initiative.

^^
"We haven't lost,** Rosenfield said.

"But we haven't won as quickly as we
wanted."

California Insurance Commissioner
John Garamendi has ordered insurance
companies to refund more than $2.5
billion to customers, but to date only
about $170 million has been returned.

Department be ordered to start treaty
negotiations with those countries immedi-
ately in an effort to have them use devices
used by many American fishing fleets that
allow the turtles to escape from nets. Such
special nets can reduce the mortality of
sea turtles fi-om fishing by more than 97
percent.

Top Ten

Top 10 criteria in selecting the new UC
president*

10. Note fix)m mother.
9. 500-word essay: "Why I want to be

the UC president.*'

8. Three years of a foreign language.
7. Large supply of red tape.

6. Able to say "I'm here for the
students" without laughing.
fcSwimsoit competilionF
4. Working knowledge of doublespeak.
3. Got high score on "Space Invaders."
2. Has been roasted in The Bruin at

least once.

1. Criteria? Ha ha ha ha . .

.

Compiled from Bruin wire services and^^ ingenuity

Now You Don't Have To Go To Von's Pavilion

To Get Supermarl(et Prices!
Grocery

breadstiks Von's

KeHoggs Raisin Bran 20 oz
KeNoggs Nut & Honey 1 6oz
KeHoaas Com Rakes 18oz
G.M. Wheatles, 18oz
Best Foods light mayo 16oz
KeHoggs Pop tarts 11 Oz
Carnation breakfast bars (6)
Jif ex. crunch peanut butter 18oz
Aunt Jemima pancake. 32oz
Prego spaghetti sauce 30 oz
Kraft Mac & Cheese 7.25 oz
Del Monte lite sllc. peaches 16oz
Del Monte green beans 1 6oz
Camp, chunky chicken noodle 19oz
Wishbone ranch lite dressing 8oz
Nabisco chips ahoy 1 2oz

Weight W. Chrc. Fettudni
Minute Maid O. J. 12oz
Sara Lee coffee cake 11.5oz
Sara Lee pound cake 10.75oz
Haagen Dazs ice aeam pints
Orelda hash browns 32 oz
Eggo waffles lloz
Ice. bagged, 7 lbs

Frozen

Non-food

3.23
3.79
1.95
3.69
1.49
1.69
2.39
2.89
1.57
2.19
.65

1.05
.89

1.63
1.39
2.59

2.99
1.93
3.07
2.29
2.79
1.79
1.55
1.39

Scot Tissue 4 pk
Conriet powder, lemon, 1 7oz
Cascade Ik), dishwash, 50oz
Downey fabric softner,33oz
Fancy Feast cat food, 3oz
Kal Kan pedigree dog, 14oz

3.39
4.09
1.86
3.95
1.59
1.79

2.39
2.95
1.59
2.29
.69

1.15
.95

1.65
1.49

2.59

3.05
2.09
3.19
2.45
2.89
1.79
1.85

1.49

2.39
1.09
2.89
1.89
.49

Produce
breadstiks VqdIs

These are

representative

everyday prices,

not selected

exceptions.

.69

Large naval oranges, lb
Carrots, 1 lb bag
Mangoes, ea
Red or Yelk>w Bell Peppers, lb
Wwl, each
Jumbo Brown onk>ns. lb

Salad bar. per lb

Dairy
Homogenized Milk 1 gal
Homogenized milk 1/2 gal
Homogenized milk quart
Skim milk 1 gal ^

Skim milk 1/2 gal
Skim milk quart
Eggs. AA ex Ig 1 doz
Imperial margarine 1 lb

Farmer John bacon 16oz
Oscar Mayer beef bok>gna 8oz
Farmer John beef franks 16oz
Contadina fresh fettucdni 9oz
Foster Farms Fresh chk:ken

boneless fillet breasts, lb

Drinks
Gatorade 32oz
Arrowhead Mt. Spring 1 gal
Martlnelli apple juice 1 .5 L
Ocean Spray Cranapple 48oz
Campbells V-8 juice 32oz
Miller Gen Draft 1 2pk
Budweiser 12pk
Coors light 6pk

3.69

1.25
1.09
2.44
2.49
1.69
8.29
8.29
4.49

3.98

1.39
1.09
2.69
2.59
1.79
8.49
8.49
4.55

FREE PARKING!

in rear
Open til 11pm

LE CONTE UCU

1057 Gayley Ave 209-1111
KINROSS
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Hop on Over to

The UCLA Travel Fair

Consult with the experts today in

Ackerman Grand Ballroom between 10am-3pm

This yearns Iravel Fair features:

Enter a drawing for free travel:

^ Grand Prize • 2 Round triptickets to

Australia on NortftwfsfAtrttites

I

Aisoi ^ ^
Jamalca,\3n(4)jckage^fdr 2 at Singles/Negril from FDR Holidays

London. Round-tri^^jiCkets for 2 on American

Mexico, Round-trip ticket for 1 on Continental

New York, Round-trip tickets for 2 on Delta

Rail Europe. One first-class 15 Day Flexi-pass

Tucson, Round-trip tickets for 2 on Alaska

San Francisco, Round-trip for 2 on USAir

San Diego. Amtrak tickets for 2

- ^^^Stwood, Two-night week-end stay at the Holiday Inn Westwood Plaza

Bel-Arri.Two-night week-end stay at the Radisson Bel-Air

Simi ValleyJwo-niflhtweek-end stay atthei^adisson Simi Valley

River Ridge'Twc-night week-end stay at the RaSis^on River Ridge

Car rental, two-day week-end rental from Thrifty ^^ , ^
-
'

'

Brunch for two at the Holiday Inn Brentwood \ '

'

PLUS half-hourly drawings for Youth Hostel Kits, t-shirts,

travel bags, towels, caps and more!
(You must be present to win half-hourly drawings)

Drawing for Grand prize at 2:30pm.
You need not be present to win.

1992 Travel fair Participant

;
• Aerolineas Argentina^ ^ -^ *" ""

•AESU
^

I •Alaska Airlines

• American Airlines

\

• American Hawaii Cruises

;

'Amtrak

i

• Apple Vacations

: • Bahamas Tourist Office

I

• Brentwood Suites Hotel

\ •British Airways

i
• British Virgin Islands Tourist Board

* 1 " •DonfikrHolldays ^ ^
^

\
• Continental Airlines

^^

\
• Delta Airlines ^% /

WILSHIRE

Cdifie Ipr lunch - choose from:

• Spicy Chlcksn Wings
^.-''^^^^

• Lasagna with'garlic tiresrll

• Turkey and Italifti Submarine Sandwiches
• 1/4 lb. Kosher hot dogs

• Bagels with Cream Cheese
• Nachos with Cheese Sauce
• Ice Cream & Fresh Popcorn

• Churros ft Pretzels

fnjoy Flamenco Dancers while

you browse and^eat.^ - -

Lucia De La Ro(ha and Veronica Lena

Lupe del Rio^Bancers with

Ana-Lucja^d Blanca Marta

^Oitar4:ist/ Pletro Barone

12:30-'lpm

- The UCLA

>1SUCL4^„d EXPO
CENTERSDonsoitdbr™VEL SERVICE

sponsored by.
^.l^^^, Ackerman Union

• FDR Holidays/Singles Negril

• Heavenly Valley Ski Resort

• Holiday Inn Brentwood/Bel-Air

• Holiday Inn Westwood Plaza

•
Hotel Group of America

•Iberia Airlines of Spain

» IGS/Virgin Atlantic

' Israel Government Tourist Office

' Jamaica Tourist Board

•Jansport

ios Angeles Passport Agency

LTU International Airways

Martinair Holland

Northwest Airlines

Norwegian Cruise Line

Outdoor Products

Primetime Shuttle

Radisson Bel-Air, Simi Valley, River Ridge

•
Rail Europe

•Safaricentre

•^•^STI/Club Europa ^ ^ ^
• sunburst Travel

^ ''

" ^ /* *

•
Supershuttte'

• Swissair

• Thrifty Car Rental

•Travac Tours & Charters

•USAir

• VASP Brazilian Airiines

EXPO Participants

• AEON - Teaching Englisd ia Japan ^

•American lnsti|utefoFForeign Study"
" ^ ^

• American Mjth Hostels, Los Angeles Counci
•
BeaverXfollege Center for Education Abroad

•
Bosto'n University International Programs

•"Bfjfish Tourist Authority

• Committee for Programs in Israel

•
Earthwatciv

• Government of India Tourist Office

•
International Studies Abroad

• London School of Economics

• Los Angeles Community Colleges -

Institute for International Programs

• Mexican Tourist Office

•
National Registration Center for Study Abroad

• Semester at Sea

• Spanish Tourist Office

Studio Arts Center

•

United States Virgin Islands

' University of Guadalajara

Westwood Village Rotary Club

VP
i

«***<*MI*Wa
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Cafbon dioxide restrictions
nsideied at state iiearing

California's 1988 CO? Emissions

•-. I

By Reshma Shamasunder
Daily Bruin Staff

Five members of the California
Energy Commission presided at

hearings at UCLA Thursday to

consider mandatory reductions in

the state's carbon dioxide emis-
sions. The commissioners, who
met at the request of Gov. Pete
Wilson, will eventually present
him their findings.

The hearings included testi-

mony from companies such as
California Edison, Chevron and
Arco. Each corporation voiced its

opinion as to whether the state

should set goals for carbon dioxide
reductions.

*The committee will call for

additional hearings because it is

not going to make any recommen-
dations until everyone is heaid,"
said Bob Aldrich, the commis-
sion's information officer. "Cali-
fornia is moving toward looking
for goals and perhaps setting goals
in the future."

After the hearings are con-
cluded, the commiuee will draft a
report to be sent to Wilson, who
will then decide whether or not the
state needs to reduce its release of
carbon dioxide.

Carbon dioxide is the most
abundant of the greenhouse gases— which prevent heat from escap-
ing the atmosphere. According to

many scientists, increases in car-
bon dioxide emissions will eventu-

ally result in global warming and
destruction of the earth's ozone
layer.

"Fifteen nations around the
world have already adopted goals
for reduction," Aldrich said. "Gov.
Wilson is so concerned he decided
to take steps on carbon dioxide
emissions."

But the report to the governor is

still a long way down the road, said
Commissioner Richard Bilas, one
of the five members to meet at
UCLA. "I have no idea what our
answer is going to be yet. We need
to conduct much much more in-

depth analysis."

According to the commission's
bi-annual report in 1991, the state

produces six and one-half percent

Biomass
Energy
Prod. Waste Disposal

Commercial

A"Jl4l'Sy^9?^'"i??i?Xl ''®P?rt In 1988 showed the breakdown
of cartx)n dioxide (002) emissions in California.

I
SOURCE: CA Energy Commission

The young and the unn^efsity

of the nation's total carbon dioxide
emissions and one and one-half
percents of the world's total
emissions.

"Actually, about 45 percent of
(state) emissions comes from

JUSTIN CONANT/Oirily Bruin

transportation in California," said
Bilas. "We're going to focus on the
transportation sector right now.
We will be looking at fuel alterna-

tives and electric vehicles, both of
which emit less carbon dioxide."

By Julie Ann Silva

Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA students are now able to
tap into the advice and expertise of
retired UCLA faculty members
through the new Emeriti Advisors
Program.

Students will have the chance to
discuss academic questions,
research trends in a field or ideas
about postgraduate opportunities^

'^vlth the professors in a one-on-one~~
setting, said Mariam Broome,
director of the Emeriti Center.
The professors emeriti can even

talk to students about their fields to
help them select a major. Broome
said.

Program aims to provide former

faculty mentors for students

The program provides the
opportunity for students to develop
mentor relationships with faculty
members, said Penny Hein Unruh,
Emeriti Advisors Program coordi-
nator.

Emeriti Advisors are faculty
members who have retired from
full time teaching and research or
have reduced their commitments
to participate in other campus
programs.

**I think students appreciate the

ability to speak candidly with
someone not in a decision-making
position," said Donald Hartsock,
UCLA Ombudsman Emeritus who
participates in the program.
Be:^tepaffl:ate^ relieves soiiie=

of the pressure from the other
counseling services that suffer
because of the budget crunch.
Hartsock said.

Students can meet for between
30 minutes and one hour to speak
about their questions and concerns.

I CLA Substance Abuse Prevention Proiiram & S.VV.C

presents

Jenny Francis, rn, ccdn
All Interactive Workshop

tor

Adult Children of Parents Who Abused Alcohol

and Other Drugs

TODAY 2:00 to 3:00 pm
Ackerman 3530

lfy0U or someone you know
has been raped • . •

*i aniin»j*j **... ......... ...., - * - :

Rape can be temfying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel
fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these
feelings alone.

We're here to help.

,
Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services
Consultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss opUons and alternatives, help identify
and assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer
any questions that may arise.

y^^^^^^t

more in
yyfy/fiyMyff^^

«, calMie WK^'nW'Resoufce
Center at206-821^ or
and askfor an RSC,

dmpm^Room 2, DoddHall,

v.o::•::t•^::lj::^^^^^^^:^^^^^^^^^^::•::^:v:^:^^:^:^::^:Y^::.:^:^;:;:.:.:.:^•:^
:.:.^s:..-:-::-::::v:::-:::;:^-:;-::-:/> :•:::;:.

The Women's Resource Center is a service ofthe Division ofStudent Developmentand Health.

While the program provides
students with a chance to probe
retired faculty*s wealth of know-
ledge in an informal setting, it does
not offer academic tutoring or
letters of recommendation, Unruh
said.

The program was developed last

summer and fall quarter by the

Counseling Service of the College
of Letters & Science in coopera-
tion with the Bmefitrxrcntcr.

"I think students

appreciate the ability to

speak candidly with

someone not in a

decision-making

position."

Donald Hartsock
UCLA Ombudsman Emeritus

**This program came on the

heels of the significant numbers of
faculty retiring, partly because of
early retirement incentives,"
Unruh said. 'There was a large
pool of faculty who were very
active and planned to remain so

after retirement**

"If we generate real student
interest, we intend to expand the

program." Unruh added.
Students can make appoint-

ments with a professor emeritus at
the Letters & Science counseling
reception desk in Murphy Hall
A316.

BRUIN WOODS
REMINDER:

600 people have picked up

applications, but only 1 00 of you

have sent yours in.

Do It Today!
Apps available at West Center or

call (714)337-2478.

HARRY KURNITZ

ErtMm:
Short ttoriet, novtk, poetry, dnmatic ¥i^Hing

and feMun Horim ^e Mccepted hrthb
annual competition

PRIZES:

$750, $450, $300

EHglbllHy:

all registered UCLA students on F-

1

ort-l visas who an not native

spe^BBTs o( English

ENTRY DEADLINE:
MARCH 6TH 1 992

ENTRY FORMSAVAIABUAT ass, 105 MEN'S GYM.

©AWARDS O
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A FREE SNEAK PREVIEW OF

SSMW'Xmm TSSHllUffl CSiMi«titSSMil
irapBiKSMisw,ram8-tarnjkhjcb^

IVESDAY, FEB. 25 8.-00 p.dl. HANn WESTWOOD

G IVEAWAY - VJ

PASSES AVAILABLE AT CTO MOMDAY, FEB. 24
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Vast burial site may hold builders of pyramids

^

By Chris Hedges
The New York Times

CAIRO — The ancient tombs
arc humble by Pharaonic stan-

dards, often smair mounds of
limestone and granite chunks.

The funerary statues are plain

when placed next to the glittering

treasures of the boy King Tutank-
hamen. And the names, scratched

hastily in hieroglyphics onto mud
vaults over the sepulchers, mean
nothing to historians.

But a vast cemetery under
excavation , at the edge of Cairo
may hold the remains of thousands
of artisans and laborers who
produced perhaps the greatest of

all ancient monuments: the pyra-
mids.

"What did King Tufs tomb add
to Egyptiafi history?" asked Zahi
Hawass, director of the Giza
Pyramid site for the Egyptian
Antiquities Organization.
"Nothing. This discovery gives us
an idea of how the people who
built the pyramids lived.**

The huge site, in the shadow of
the pyramids, is believed to hold
the remains of several thousand
people. Earlier excavations by the

Oriental Institute at Chicago Uni-
versity nearby have also uncovr
ered what appears to be a complex
containing industrial-size bakeries
and sprawling storehouses.

**The vast silent majority behind
the pyramids have been missing,**

said Mark Lehner, who is in charge
of the dig for the institute, "and our
excavations are starting to bring
them to light. Up to now the
pyramids have been sitting there

out of context**

The presence of a town, or city,

of several thousand people around
the pyramids would coincide with
the rise of urbanism in other parts

of the ancient Near East, including

the Mesopotamian city of Uruk in

modern-day Iraq.

*The pyramids were probably
on the edge of downtown Egypt,**

Lehner said, "not isolated monu-
ments in the desert**

^ The site was inhabited from
2608 B.C., when the Pharaoh
Khufu began work on the first

pyramid, until the disintegration of
the Old Kingdom some 500 years
later.

Before the plateau was aban-
doned two other pharaohs, Menk-
aure and Khafre, had erected
pyramids and a half-dozen or more
queens and some 4.000 Of the ehte
had built tombs around the three
imposing monuments.

Each pyramid took 20 to 40
years to build and involved tens of
thousands of laborers. The build-
ing of a pyramid usually saw the
formation of villages and farms
devoted to the collective construc-

tion effort.

A huge wall, separating the
complex from the pyramids, has
also been unearthed, including
what may turn out to be one of the
largest gates in the ancient worid.

The bakery, which may have
produced bread for the entire work"
force of thousands, has large 22-

pound bread baking pots. The 33-
foot-high pots were apparently

covered with coals in large vats.

The grains unearthed in the
bakery suggest that the bread was
made of barley, making the dark
loaves heavy and dense.

"We still don*t understand why

See PYRAIMIDS, page 12

1992 Chancellor's

Humanitarian Award
For UCLA Students

n

Px9x?3

PI

•^•!''"*'Srl

PM

Dear students:
"^^

f the educational
experience. The

encouraged to apply ^ receivedm my

Sincerely,

lf:-<><Vi

Charles -•
^ ^

rvtancellor
!^vT^v^^^^l•x•I•^^•'•*-'•*•'•*•'-'•*•'''•'••••**'^x•^x^^^^x^'^^^^x•x•*•'•*"^
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The African Student Union Presents

The historical, political, social, ideological and cultural aspects of PanAfricanism
as reflected in:

Speakers
featuring

Kwame Ture
(formerly Stol<ely

Charmjchael)

> "The Political Necessity

ot Pan-Africanism

"

Music
from Marley to Coltrane-
^ Makeba to Harmony

TODAY!

2nd Floor

Lounge

6:00 pm

Pick Up An Application at These Locations:

African food
by Cafe Afrique

•Office of the Assistant Vice Chancellor-

Student and Campus Life-

1 104 Murphy HaU
•Community Service Commission Officc-

408KerckhoffHaU

•UCLA Community Resource Center

203 Men's Gym
•Community Programs Office

102 Men's Gym
•AAP Information Desk

1209 Campbell HaU
•Center for Student Programming

161 Kcrckhoflf Hall

•Ackerman Union Infonnation I>esk-A Level
•Financial Aid Office-A129J Murphy Hall

•Residence Halls-Assistant Directors' Offices

•URL-Tumstiles

Dance:
Call Kathy or Yolanda at 825-8051 for further Info

West African

Samba
Ballet

&Jazz
Ensemble
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CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15 th Annual Career Fair
for Minority Students & Alumni

Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom'
• 2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

itn

TIP # SEVEN: CHECK YOUR-
SELF IN THE MIRROR
It's not mandatory that you wear
business attire. But, recruiters do
expect good grooming. Is there

anything about your appearance
that could distract an employer
from your qualifications?

CAREER CONNECnOKS
UCLA's 15 th Annual Career Fair

for Minority Students & Alumni
^ues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom*

•2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

TIP # FIVE: ASK KENTy
OF QUESTIONS
Use CAREER CONNECTIONS
to increase your knowledge! Find

out from recruiters what their

companies are like, what they're

looking for in entry- level em-
ployees and what kinds of cur-

rent and future opportunities

await UCLA graduates.

CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15 th Annual Career Fair

for Minority Students &. Alumni

Shakey's Pizza
Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom*

•2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

TIP ^jjCHT^ M KIAPY TO
YOURSELF ~

Pretend you're the employer -

why should they pick YOU?
Don't be afraid to talk about your

work experience, extracurricular

activities, special projects and

accomplishments, strengths,

skills and capabilities.

HBBB
*m»^m.^»^*tt

MMfiMM OiM topflnq Miia, aJjL,
S M«c«s of ChlchM 4 Itojo Potatoes m®JSS

STANFORD
From page 3

Both Kom and Kennedy, who
resigned his presidency effective

at the end of this academic year

because of the billing controversy,

refused to either confirm or deny
Silverberg*s account of the meet-
ing.

Both officials, through their

spokesmen, said they would make
no further comments until after a

meeting later this week between
university lawyers and Silver-

berg's lawyer.

University officials have been
circumspect throughout the
inquiry because of concerns that

Silverberg might sue Uiem. He said

Monday that he did not intend to do
so.

Silverberg's description of the

meeting was his first public com-
ment about the situation. Until

now. he said, he had remained
silent at the request of university

officials.

Some of the six neurosurgery

residents also broke their silence

on Monday. They had differing

opinions of Silverberg, but all

agreed that he should remain as

acting chairman and be one of
several candidates considered in a

^

national search to fill the perma-
nent post.

Some of the residents, like Allen
Efron, were unequivocal in their

praise of Silverberg. Efron said

that he chose Stanford because he
expected his "mentor" to be named-

Large One Ibpplng Miia
& Antlpaste Salad

Large IWo Tepplng Pliia

Only

Only

824-41 1

1

.

1114 Gayley, Westwood
Suii-Thurs 11 -lam; Sat & FrI ll-ZaiH

MastArCard A Visa Accaptad

COMPLETE EYE CARE

chairman and that he believed that

Silverberg had been "treated shab-
bily" after a **personal feud" wiih
Dr. Conley became a public event
The one female resident in the

neurosurgery program, Kimberly
Page, described Silverberg as
"chauvinist, like most of the

physicians here who are 50-plus.**

Dr. Page said Silverberg "comes
from a school that feels men are

somewhat superior." But, she
added, he is a good chairman and
an excellent teacher and had been
"supportive" to her during a recent

pregnancy.

"He does call women *Hon,"*
Dr. Page said. "But tiiat doesn't
offend me. It*s not in a diminutive
fashion. It*s just his word for

women."

BENEHON
From page 2

AIDS picture as an advertising

vehicle. This wasn't some public

service space he donated; this was
-Strictly a business deal, with cash

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
i\C.«Jt5 tVE cXAV ',A' O', tVEG>ASS

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
ITJCLUDES EYf tXAM SOFI MATE B

CONTACT LENSES CARE KIT & f OlLOWUP

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
'.(-;^Jtb lXA'.'

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

o..,o^,,H,, DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D Inc '

10930 WEYBURN
' WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

changing hands between advertis

er and publication.

Which brings up the rather

unsavory role a few U.S. maga-
zines are playing in this. At last

check, the ad appears in the March
issues of Vanity Fair, Vogue and
Interview magazines, and it will

run later in Details, Spin, Made-
moiselle and Us.

Needless to say, comment has
been limited. According to an
Associated Press account, the ad
was accepted by Vanity Fair
Publisher Ron Galotti at the last

minute, and Editor-in-Chief Tina
Brown opposed its running.

I suppose you can believe that

Galotti and those other publishers

felt they had a First Amendment
obligation to take Benetton*s
money and run the ad. But the

more cynical among us might
suspect that they were anxiously
eyeinjg the prospect of several full

pages of advertising at a time when
ad dollars are tight. Might they
possibly be trading principle for

bucks? Just a thought.

In Britain, by the way, the ad
was rejected by the major maga-
zines. "They have stepped out of
bounds of what is acceptable," said
Maggie Alderson, editor of Elle.

Four accepted iii

pool of potential

Rodney KingJurors

By Dawn Webber
Los Angeles Daily News

SIMI VALLEY — The mother
of a Lds Angeles Police Depart-
ment officer, a former peace
officer and two Ventura County
court clerks have been accepted
into a pool of 102 potential jurors

in the trial of four LAPD officers

charged in the Rodney King
beating.

The four potential panelists

were among 45 people questioned
Monday as jury selection in the
case entered its fourth day.

Nearly everyone had seen the
widely broadcast homemade vid-

eotape of the March 3 incident and
many said that they had formed
some sort of opinion.

A former peace officer who now
works for the U.S. Forestry Ser-

vice told Judge Stanley Weisberg
that King may have done some-
thing to justify the officers*

actions.

**The motorist tried to get back
up and there was some resistance,"

the man said, adding, however that

"It just looked like he was hit too

many times."

WEEKEND
From page 3

political science Professor Richard
Baum, who will be lecturing on the

. effects of the Chinese military

crackdown on political dissidents

in 1989.

"I think it's a good idea about
^giving prospective students and

parents knowledge about the
;

resources here." Baum said.

Another professor said that

reinforcing alumni relations is one
of tl^e great opportunities of this

event

'The alumni here are a very
faithful group and gestures of this

sort strengthen tiiat tie," said
Arnold Band, a professor of
comparative literature.

*T Uiink it*s important to get
involved. If you can do something
to diminish that impersonal feeling

at UCLA then it's all to the good,"
said Band, who will be lecturing on
the representation of tiie Holocaust
in the comic book, "Maus."

Other lecture subjects include

globalization of business, the
history of African-American Stu-

dies, chemistry and technology in

the age of computers and belief

differences between America and
Japan.

Thirteen campus tours have
been scheduled to accommodate
the several hundred people that the

Alumni Association expects will

attend.

Open houses and special pre-

sentations will be offered in 21

academic departments and centers.

Seminars for parents will cover
topics like parent-student relation-

ships in college and educational

finances.

UCLA students are also free to

attend any of the activities offered

by the program, Brant said.

The weekend concludes Sunday
with the student association's

presentation of the sold-out men's
baslcetball team vs. Duke Univer-
sity. The game will be shown on a

large-screen television in Acker-
man Grand Ballroom. A prc-game
buffet brunch at the Trechouse will

feature basketball coach Jim Har-
rick.

Interested fiarties can partici-

pate in the Family Weekend by
calling the Alumni Association at

206-0524. The association can
assist people by arranging for

discounted air fares, car rentals

and accommodations.
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Thinking
I I

lawSdiool?
FREE 34.pageUw School
Application Primer. Call:

800-777-EXAM

.

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(CLCAIICOIORJ ., MO PR
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or Graduate School

^trf Your Choice.
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Math Science 4000A UCLA

Our Graduate School Admissions Advisors Will Explain:
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•How to conquer the entrance exams
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Act: Dance
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*%
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UCLA performers at the 3rd Annual
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FREE

—Student Talent Showcase

SHOWCASE 92
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Royce Hall Auditorium
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Special Thanks to our buddies at
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• voice of Roger Rabbit
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RIND
From page 1

multi-ethnic and democratic soci-

ety."

The civil rights issues raised by
the government's move to relocate

Japanese Americans 50 years ago
are still timely today and deserve

more attention, he added.
And UCLA's many commemo-

ration activities — which are

unmatched by any other university

in the country — and the recent

nationwide focus on the intern-

ment will attract many donations,

said Tom lino, co-chairman of the

fund.

"UCLA is a major institutional

player to help bridge the gap
between the United States and the

Pacific Rim." said lino, who
graduated from UCLA in 1965.

Within the past two weeks,
donors have contributed $40,000
to the fund. And committee mem-
bers expect to reach a $500,000
goal by soliciting donations from
Japanese-American alumni, cor-

porations and community mem-
bers, lino said.

Second and third-generation

Japanese-Americans in Southern
California are most aware of the

internment experience and should
show the most interest in the fund,

he added.

And because UCLA's Asian
American Studies Center is nation-

ally recognized. Japanese Ameri-
cans across the country are
eacpectedio contribute to the fen^
said Marjorie Lee, a College tof

Letters & Science development
director who helped Nakanishi
start the fund's committee.

*This is one of the first times an
ethnic group will embark on such
an ambitious campaign in terms of
a university setting."

PYRAIVIIPS
From page 8

they made pot-baked bread, espe-
cially for the woik force." Lehner
said, **when they could have made
flat pita-type bread much easier.**

Bread and beer were the com-
mon staples of ancient Egyptian
laborers.

Archaeologists suspect the

cemetery, the bakery and storer-

ooms may sit on the edge of the

ancient village inhabited by the

artisans and laborers.

"Part of what has intrigued us is

the question of where this missing
village is," said Lehner. "You
don't have some 30,000 people in

the ancient world disappear with-

out a trace."

But the present village of Nazlet
al-Simaan, with 70,000 people,
many of them squatters, and its

gaudy tourist shops, has made
widespread excavation beyond the

current site impossible.

A sewer project in the village,

however, has unearthed founda-
tions and pottery shards offering

tantalizing evidence that the area

was heavily inhabited in ancient
times.

"We may be uncovering right

now not so much a village, as an
industrial and storage area on the

flanks of the whole town," Lehner
said.

The cemetery, clearly that of
tomb builders, could also hold the

remains of those who built the

sepulchers of the elite after the rise

of the pyramids. Many of the

tombs in the cemetery are copies of
the grander designs used for nobles
and officials.

They include tombs with
1 vaulted ceilings and miniature
replicas of the pyramids. The
limestone and granite pieces the

commoners used appear to be
scraps from the pyramids.
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YEN
From page 1

to $8,500 each when they really

cost about $150, Hochman said.

Yeh, a specialist in fiber-oplics

communications, received about
$1.7 million in grants between

J980 and 1989. Some of the

funding sources were the U.S.
Army, the National Science
Foundation and the U.S. Environ-

mental Protection Agency.
The Yeh family began the

scheme as eariy as 1978, Hochman
said.

From March 1981 to October
1987, Yeh paid Richard almost
$160,000, Wei Li more than

$220,000 and Victoria Hsia more
than $77,000.

The original indictment was
issued after investigation by the

FBI, the Los Angeles District

Attorney's Office and the UCLA
Internal Audit Division.

APARTMENTS
From page 3

someone to move in so badly."

However not every apartment
complex in Westwood had the

same difficulty with renting apart-

ments at their original prices.

Many newer buildings exper-
ienced no problems reaching full

capacity last July and August
"We didn't have any problems,"

said Century West leasing agcnt-
Gisele Pastemack, who oversees

the management of the new apart-

ment building at the comer of
Kelton and Gayley.

*That building went really fast,**

she added. "It was completely full

in about a month."

The Gayley apartment building,

which opened last July, has 15
units, with rents ranging from
one-bedrooms for $1,150 to

three-bedrooms for $2,100. The
apartment building has 100 per-

cent student occupancy.

At 527 Midvale Ave., apaitment
manager John Ward said that his

building was not severely affected

by the economic downturn. The
fact that many students did not feel

pressure to secure an apaitment
before August or September did

affect apartment rentals.

"What hurt us the most was that

there wasn*t the need to come back
at an earlier time," Ward said.

*ThCTe was a longer waiting time
before the building was filled."

According to Ward, the market
has now stabilized and he is

optimistic that the coming year

will be better. "I hear by the

summer, things will start to

improve."

University apartments have also

not been as affected by the

economic recession as much as

some apartment complexes in the

private sector.

"We are running at 98 percent

annualized average occupancy,"
said UCLA housing director Mike
Forakcr. "And it's hard to run

much higher than 98 percent."

By offering students month-to-
month leases and two-bedrooms
between $275 and $350 per per-

son, Foraker added, university

apartments have been able to

maintain as close to full capacity as

possible.

"We offer a bit more than
private sector landlords," he said.

"I think that a month-to-month
lease is a tremendous advantage
for student clientele."
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint

Different

can't be ranked in

order of tlieir pain
By Jeffrey Shore

Misery abounds these days.

Anguished, hurl people are

crawling out of society's

woodwork like ants after a
rainstorm. This isn*t so bad,

really; for too many years, all

concerned just kept their

nriouths shut and smiled. Now,
however, this potentially posi-

tive renaissance of understand-
ing has turned into an
egotistical mass.

What," you may well ask,

"is this guy talking about?" I

refer to the current trend in

our nation for historically rep-

ressed people to air their

grievances in a semi-arrogant

manner. Instead of different

and disadva

umbus' discovery of/encounter

with the Americas. One
hundred million Native Ameri-
cans were killed in the few
decades following Christopher

Columbus' arrival in "the New
World." Time and lime again

in these discussions 1 heard a

similar idea: that this makes
what Hitler did pale in com-
parison.

Every lime I heard this my
mind was disturbed more than

the last; it bothered me in a

very profound way. At first, I

was quite suspicious of my
reacuon. "Oh Jeff," I won-
dered, "aren't you just trying

to own the Holocaust for

yourself? You just can't ignore

thai someone might have gone
ntagocl peppier, flym through mofo pain than ynur

argument, are, in effect, con-
fusing apples and oranges. No
matter how cold-hearted the

conquering Spaniards who
slaughtered the indigenous peo-
ples of the Americas were.

pathizing and aiding one
another, a national game of
"Top this, sucker" is going on.

Little more than a mutation of
a playground basketball game,
where kids did Complicated
reverse lay-ups with the idea

of being No. I, various races

and ethnicities arc now trying

to be No. 1 in the game of

"Miserable History."

That this is such a real

crisis occurred to me only
recently, while discussing Col-

people." After I gave this issue

a good deal of thought, I

realized that I was not, in fact,

attempting to take possession

of the Holocaust. To try to

place one as worse than the

other for more sympathy belit-

tles them both. On this scale,

after all, the Armenian holo-

caust (one million-plus dead) is

basically insignificant — so

then I guess they don't deserve
much empathy.

People who choose this

their pr ime motivation was
greed; pure and simple eco-

nomic lust. They may have
had to kill millions to do it,

but iheir object was gold, not

the whole scale extermination

of brown-skinned peoples.

By comparison. Hitler's con-
centration camps were not

devised to enhance economic
gain — to lake the highest-

producing segment of your
population and essentially

throw them away is not, on
the whole, good business sense.

He, and his Aryan friends,

wished, and nearly succeeded,
to eliminate entire races

because he saw them as infer-

ior and unfit to live.

To say that these two are

:gqirai, or worse, itiar^w:

of caring and hated people
merely because of their color

or religious beliefs. Neither of
these events should ever be
repeated; only by understanding
them for their intricacies can

Native American tragedy was
greater, is to eliminate one of
the two separate evils that

caused the two separate trage-

dies. The Native Americans
were the tragic victims of
human greed. They died for

imperialism and colonialism,

their tombstones paving the

way for the problems of capi-

talism. The Jews, blacks,

homosexuals, gypsies and other

general "undesirables" fell prey
to a man who was incapable

j

we prevent it.

Hopefully, in the future we
will appreciate people for their

individual traits and share in

their celebration of their indivi-

dual Diaspora; sympathize in

their tragedies; empathize in

their successes; and hope for

their futures. In the mean time,

at least we can not rate each
other according to the "objec-
tive scale of pain."

Shore is an undeclared fresh-
man.

Letters

Accuracy
Editor:

While it is important and""^
beneficial that The Bruin
devote some of its resources to

covering research occurring on
campus, and offer publicity

regarding research opportffiities,

such as my project in Benin
(Daily Bruin, "UCLA research-

ers, students unearth slave

trade fort," Feb.20). it is

equally important that the

coverage be accurate. In this

light I would like to address
"^ several of the errors that seem

to have crept into last Thurj-
day's article.

First, the focus of the pro-

ject was not correctly empha-
sized. The project was not

correctly emphasized. The pro-~
ject, a joint effort coordinated
by UCLA's James Coleman
African Studies Center and
involving the Department
d'Histoire et Archeologie of
the Universite National du
Benin, focuses on understand-
ing the transformations in West
African coastal societies during
the 17th through 19th centu-

ries. the period of the slave

Crade. The project does not
focus on Europeans or the

slave 4radc at all, but rather is

directed at learning about

sociocultural transformation that

occurred in southern Benin
during a period of significant

change brought about by the

economics of the slave u^ade.

The lives of these African

townspeople were not discussed

in eyewitness accounts of the

time; it is through archaeology
in these ancient towns that we
can all learn about the social,

cultural, political and economic
dynamics of their lives and
limes.

The "major misconception**

alluded to in the article that

may be addressed is to under-

stand how the slave trade was
variable through space and
time. The specific historical

manifestation

depended on a great number of
local variables; however, the

one variable that cannot be
denied was the primary role of

European u^ading in creating

nanifestation of the trade

SINtt^T
®
Ct

the vast scope and brutality of
the slave trade. Yet I must
make clear that the slave trade

is not the focus of this project,

the hves of Africans in coastal

towns is.

An additional clarification

that must be made is that the

project was not funded by
UREP last year; last year*s

research was funded by ISOP,
the Fowler Museum of Culture
History, the UCLA department
of Anthropology and the

UCLA Friends of Archaeology.
I regret any distress that the

misinterpretation of this pro-

ject's goals may have caused

to the UCLA community at

large and to the African com-
munity in particular.

Kenneth G. Kelly
Graduate student

Anthropology

Slave trade
Editor:

UCLA researchers and stu-

dents may have cracked some
mysteries abou( European set-

dements in West Africa this

summer (Daily Bruin, "UCLA
researchers, students unearth
slave trade- fort,** Feb. 20), but
-Kenneth Kelly*s claim that it

is a misconception to think
that Africans were captured by
Europeans when in fact they

THC ANnHfiROlS VILLAIN -

TATSUYA ISHIDA

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898

were sold by other Africans is

a perverse rendering of the

history of the slave trade that

outrages as well as mystifies.

Just what is Kelly trying to

say? That Africans, and thus

Afro-Americans, are responsible

for slavery? Lest the issue

remain confused, it was the

Europeans, raised in societies

that had already institutional-

ized indentured servitude —
slavery by another name —
who sought to "capture** and
exploit foreign lands and peo-
ples for their own profit and
growing economies. They were
not the first nor the only slave

traders in the region, but more
to the point is that there were
economic and political rewards
to be had in enslaving other

people.

What should be made clear

is that the sarhe driving forces

of profit and expansion that

gave us slavery operate today
to perpetuate racism, unemploy-
ment, inequality and poverty
both in the "first** world eco-
nomies of Europe and the

United States as well as in

such "third** world regions as

Africa.

Amy Sapowith
Graduate student
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Roger (Mahoney) & me: Pel's sMick on religioii
here are two topics

one should never dis-

cuss: politics and
religion.** I don't know who
uttered these wise words, but
she obviously has a great deal

both of intelligence and
friends. Seeing that I have
neither, I decided that it was
time for me to write another
viewpoint that will probably be
misquoted by half of the cam-
pus.

Since I do not have enough
political material to cover 30
column inches, I decided that I

would espouse my theories

about religion to a campus that

really couldn't care less. See-
ing that I am about to piss off

at least a third of the campus
no matter what I say, I

thought that I would tiy to

espouse the virtues of religion.

Hmmmm, it gives you some- '^^

thing to do on weekends . . .

and it gives the poor and
oppressed something to look
forward to.

Just kidding. Honestly, I

think that religion is very

useful because it helps clarify

morality for people who are

seeking spiritual guidance. It

also answers the question of
whether there is life after ,

death. After all, it's either

.religion or Shirley Maclainp T__

Out on Campus

"don't know about you, but I

have no problem deciding.

It seems to me that most
religions worldwide can be
condensed into a few basic

rules. "Do onto others as you
would have them do onto you
and "Love one another." I

sincerely believe this to be the

case.

The irony about almost all

religions is that they cannot
follow these simple rules with
respect to one another. Most
religions are extremely intoler-

ant, even hostile. It does not

seem that any of them take

any time out to behave in the

brotherly manner which they

espouse so freely. Can't they

slop feuding for a second and
just listen to what the other

side has to say? Wny is it that

all religions feel so insecure

that they must try to destroy

everyone else's religion?

If all of these religions are

the "one true" religion, then

they should not have to worry.

After all, the "correct" one
will automatically come out on
top. (At this point, the reader

may believe that I am a
religion-hating militant

homosexual ... but they'd be
mistaken.)

The theory has also been
proposed that even if God/gods
did not exist, that humankind
would have needed to create

one. It may have been started

centuries ago when our ances-
tors needed to explain how the
world worked. It is interesting

to note that faith in science
has grown into its own religion

. . . Scientology. (Just kidding,

again.) I'm not saying thatc4his

is true, because I personally I

fmd it hard to believe that we
all came from a big bang.
(OK, sick joke number two.)

Generally speaking, religions

can be a very positive influ-

ence on an individual's life.

However, they often overstep
their bounds and start trying to

force their morality on mem-
bers who are not part of their

congregation.

(Editor's note: At this point, the
reader should be overjoyed because
Pei has stopped spouting and actu-
ally has a focus for his column.)

From my view, the major
problem with religions is that

they try to muscle their way
into political arena. I fully

support the individual's right to
L' i believe in a

ion's right to organize. Howev-
er, I do not support a
religion's obstinate demands to

dictate "morality" to those who
do not belong to its congrega-
tion.

I base this belief on two
factors. First off, religious

organizations are tax-exempt.

Second of all, religious organi-

zations are allowed to discrimi-

nate at will, due to a

deliberate separation of church _

and state division. If religious

organizations have the right to

be political, then they should

not enjoy a tax-exempt status

and the freedom to discrimi-

nate.

When Cardinal Roger Nfaho-

ney tries to enforce a set of
"morality guidelines" to the

television and movie industry,

he has overstepped his bounds.
The Catholic church has

insulted everyone by coming to

the conclusion that people can-

not make rational choices for

themselves. Their congregation

has ab-eady decided what is

acceptable for them, and now

It seems to me that

most religions

worldwide can be

condensed into a few

basic rules.

(I think that if this doesn't

send reach the pinnacle of

controversy for the column,
nothing will.)

Religious organizations^

they are going to "teach" (read

censor) what is acceptable for

the rest of society.

Religion and state are two
Aat should be muluaHy=

should not have the right to

tell people who are not of
their congregation whether or
not they should have the right

to an abortion. When religion

starts promoting the blocking
off of clinics so that won^n

, seeking counseling cannot get
in, they are overstepping their

bounds. When they start plac-
ing pressure on the politicians

to outlaw a woman's right to

choose, they have clearly,

clearly stepped beyond their

boundaries.

Unfortunately, the fine line

between religion and state is

rapidly beginning to blur. Peo-
ple should stop and think

about any policy that religious

organizations push. When reli-

gious organizations such as the
Catholic church start trying to
censor what you see and hear,
and when they attempt to
block a woman's right to

choose, it is time to wake up
and smell the coffee (and see
a bad cliche for a bad cliche).

Just because they are a reli-

gious organization does not_

exclusive. I strongly believe in

a separation of church and
stale. However, in this day and
age it is hard to delineate

where religion starts getting

political. Another of where the

line is getting more and more
fuzzy is the issue of abortion,^

mean that they should get to"
dictate morality to the rest of
society. What is morally cor-
rect for them may not be
morally correct for the rest of
society.

Chang is a senior majoring in

sociology and psychology. —
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VICKI RAPAPORT/Darfly Bruin

Sally Kirkland stars In "In the Heat of Pas-
sion."

Kirkland reveals
her 'Passion'

By Aaron Dobte— Datty Bruin Staff

The actress walked into the reception area of
the publicity firm with another journalist in tow.
She thanked him for his time, then turned to me.
"Hi," she said. "Are you ready?** As I introduced
myself and said, "Yes," she grabbed me by the
arm and led me to the conference room where the
interview was to take place. "Did you see the
movie?" she asked. "How did you like me?**

Simply put, that's Sally Kirkland— a strong,
detemiined woman who is always sure of
herself. But there's much more within this
actress (currently starring in the new film "In the
Heat of Passion") than just the extrovert you may
see on talk shows or read about in newspapCTs.
She's been a working actress for over 20 years,
but only really made her mark in Hollywood a
few years ago with the movie "Anna," fgr which
she won a Golden Globe and was nominated for
an Oscar.

I didn't even have to ask a question before she
^3s off and running, answering virtually
everything I had prepared, and then some. With
that in mind, there's really nothing more to do
than just let her talk.

On "In the Heat of Passion"

The deal was risky for me . . . It's not a typical
. role for me to do. I don't gravitate towards (sex)

and violence. I got intrigued with this project
because this kid (writer/director^roducer Rod-
man Flender) was so persistent.
When I met (Hender)— he looks about 17—

he told me he had produced 30 films between his
time at Harvard at 2 1 and now at 27. and then that
he had directed Brooke Adams in **The Unborn."
I thought it was the best I had ever seen of _

-Brooke Adams. So I thought, "Well, he knows
what to do with women, he's to be watched as a
young filmmaker and although you only have
three weeks and way under $1 mUlion on a
(Roger) Gorman film, he seemed to be intrigued
with women's stories and wanted to just get in
there with actors that are complicated.
So I said 10 (Flender), "If I can cast my lover

and my husband and tell you what I can and
cannot handle with the erotic scenes and the
violent scenes, then I'll do it." I told Gorman I
would do the film with those condiUons if I could
also direct a film. So it became an exciting
moment in the history of my relationship with
Roger and my new relationship with Rodman. I

was always at (Gorman's) old company— New
Worid Pictures — either as an actress, casting
director or apprentice producer, and. he was
grooming me to direct. A lot of people, I'm
happy to say, think C'Passion") is one of the best
Gorman films they've ever seen.

On Landing a Role in "JFK"

Ironically, (while I was doing "Passion**), I

See KIRKLAND, page 18
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Catch two 'Falling' stars
n

Film is Mellencamp's saving 'Grace'
By Greg Srisavasdl
Dally Bruin Staff

John Mellencamp was never a favorite singer of
mine. Except for "Jack and Diane." none of his rock
songs from the heartland really appealed to my
musical tastes. That's why I thought "Falling from
Grace," his acting and directorial debut, would be a
complete bomb.

Surprisingly^ "Grace- is a tender and moving tale
bolstered by great writing (Larry McMurtry)
competent directing (Mellencamp) and inspired
performances by all.

In the film. Mellencamp plays Bud Paiks. a
famous country singer who returns to his hometown
of Seymour. Indiana to celebrate his grandfather's
(Dub Taylor) 80th birthday. Unfortunately. Bud's
days m Galifomia with his beautifiil wife Alice
(Manel Hemingway) have clouded his perceptions of
the family he left behind. Indeed, his family is far
from being emotionally healthy; his dad (Glaude
Atkins) is a male chauvinist pig. while the rest of the
family feels slighUy alienated from Bud's financial
success.

That's just the tip of the iceberg. Bud's old high
school sweetheart. PJ. (Kay Lenz). is married to his
brother and sleepingwith his father. Bud eventually
solves" all these problems by sleeping with P.J..

lying to his wife and getting beaten up by his father
(he should've called Oprah).
From the storyline. "Grace" may pass for a

Midwestern soap opera. The intelligent writing,
however, saves it from being a one-dimensional film.
Larry McMurtry, who co-wrote the screenplay of
The Last Picture Show," gives the main characters

John IMellencamp makes a successful acting
and directorial debut In "Falling from Grace."

great lines to work with, making their problems seem
universal and not contrived. Most significanUy

_McMurtry wrote great parts for the female charactersm the movie, especially the roles of PJ. and Bud's
sister, Sally (Deidre O' Gonnell).
As a director, Mellencamp paints his hometown in

a reaUstic manner, gradually letting the viewer grasp
the true essence of Seymour. He doesn't give a
romanticized picture of small-town life; instead he
reveals the beauty and warts that come with living in
the open country. It's a successful debut; Mellen-
camp should definitely consider directing other films

See 'GRACE,' page 21

Marlef Hemingway portrays Alice, the
wife of famous country singer Bud
Parks (John Mellencamp) In "Falling
from Qrace."

Grace'-ful work
fits Hemingway
ByGregSrItavasdl
Dally Bruin Staff

One glance at Maricl Hemingway brings
to muid her precocious performance in
Manhattan." Playing Woody Allen's giri-

fiiend (emphasis on 'girl'), she exuded the
right combination of intelligence and
charm, along with a litUe naivet6. Heming-
way has starred in many films since then,
most notably "Star 80" and **Personal Best

"

Her newest film. **Falling From Grace."
proves that she is in the right direction

In "Falling fix)m Grace." Hemingway
portrays Alice, the wife of famous country
smger Bud Parks (John MeUencamp). Even
though it was Mellencamp's acting and
directing debut, Hemingway had no reser-
vations about working with him.

"I just knew that it would work because of
John's vision about the film. He was always
clear about what he wanted and everybody
just gave a really special performance," she
says.

^^J^^f^'^gway recalls the early stages of
Grace with a smile. "Somehow I got in

touch with him myself and I said, *If you
ever make (this movie) I want to be part of
It, and four years later he called up and we
started making this movie. I was shocked
when he called. I was so excited because
that just doesn't happen, most people just
don I do that," claims Hemingway

In the film, Bud Parks (Mellencamp) has
an affair with his former flame, leaving his
wife Alice (Hemingway) confused and
frustrated. But Hemingway is a litUe more
understanding.

"I think that happens in Hfe. People get
confronted with things even when they
think they're totally okay. We're tested in
our lives and I think that (Bud) was testedpe movie is about him making a choice
(between the two women)," says Heming-

See HEMINOWAY, page 21
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By Kevin Strlcke

If the world ever witnesses a true punk
revival. Rocket from the Crypt will become a
very popular band. For now they're content to
entertain themselves.

Hailing from San Diego, the five-piece act
which performs today at noon in Westwood
Plaza is not trying to win many critical awards.
"We're looking to give today's music a kick in

the ass," explained Speedo, the 22-year-old
smger/guitarisl. "We just bang away at our
instruments and hope our energy makes it sound
good."

The band's name itself is a nod to the early
'70s proto-punk band. Rocket from the Tomb.
And the names of the members are also a
throwback to rock music's less pretentious days.
Joining Speedo (who says even his parents
cannot remember his real name) are Paulo
Peetie, Atom and Andy.

^
Together, the group filters yesterday's rock

'n* roll through a modem music stiBiner. What
they admire about punk music is that all of the
creative and aggressive spirit goes direcUy into
the songs, not into seeking commercial or
critical success^

'(Commercial hits) are not really in the game
plan," Speedo said. "We just have a blast playing
music."

As far as the goals of the band? "One more
record and one more tour and I'll be happy."

But calhng the Crypt just a punk band is like
calhng Bugs Bunny just a rabbit. For they are

"By putting the heavy sound
within the melody we give our
music a newness and a freshness

which gives a new coat to

something old."

Speedo
Singer/Guitarist

much more — a punk band with a saxophone.

^
According to Speedo, the 22-year-old Paulo

"fills out the sound of the aggressive guitars" by
wailing on a sax.

The unique side of Rocket from the Crypt is
the combination of aggression, melody and
harmony. Speedo cites the Beades as one of the
band's big influences and their songwriting
reflects it As hard as the band plays (which is
pretty hard) they still have an appreciation for
the fluidity of a well-structured pop tune.
The group describes the ten songs on their

debut, "Paint as a Fragrance" LP as "loud and
catchy."

"We have our roots in the rock and roll that
makes people feel happy," Speedo said. "By
putting the heavy sound within the melody we
give our music a newness and a freshness which
gives a new coat to something old." They call
their style "heavy pop."
Rocket from the Crypt in its present form has

been together for about a year, but the guys have
been jamming with one another for neariy a
decade. Even still, I hear no tales of debauchery.

"Well, we try to lead rock and roll lifestyles,"
confessed Speedo, "but nothing exciting ever
happens to us.." Instead, their craziness is

unleashed on stage.

And they do go nuts on stage. The band has
played all across the country, opening for groups
such as Hole and The Band of Susans, but this is

their first appearance at UCLA. Since they gig
mostly at clubs and concert halls, I wondered
how they would feel about playing Westwood
Plaza. The revolving door of sober students
listening to a few songs between classes is a far
cry from the Whiskey-A-Go-Go.

"I'm looking forward to it," Speedo said
eagerly. "We'll get some people who would
never hear us any other way."

There's your engraved invitation. Check them
out.

MUSIC: Rocket from the Crypt. Performing in West-
wood Plaza today at noon. Sponsored by UCLA
Campus Events.
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was shooting "JFK,'' so I was commuting
from Dallas to Venice, Calif. I wanted to do
"JFK** very much, even if it was just

carrying a spear because I believe so much
in getting that information out and in Oliver

Stone's work.

It was pretty much a last minute thing;

(my character) wasn't in the original script

I know Ohver so I called him up and said

I've got to be in his film. We went through a

bunch of characters and at different times I

was going to play all these different women
who were killed. But I was definitely going

to play someone who knew too much and

who was going to be murdered and it ended

up that he wanted it to be Rose Chirami.

So I (went to) Dallas and I was doing a lot

of research. ... I was getting facts and facts

and rpore facts and I was scared that the

maids were reading my information. We
had all signed contracts saying that we
weren't allowed to talk to anybody about the

film. I really didn't break that silence until

maybe three weeks or a month before it

came out I didn't even mention the name of

my character. Maybe that was dumb, but I

mean I had really signed a contract, and I

guess maybe I wasn't in touch with finding

out that had changed.

On Women's Roles

To me it was a real challenge to play a

woman so completely unpredictable (in

"Passion**). Not that I play predictable

women— I don*t ButTm really happy that

I was given the opportunity to do transitions

where the audience doesn*t necessarily

know what*s going on with my character.

4 mean, first of alt, there aren't that

^aily Bruin A & E

roles around for women. And it gets worse

because now we're all wanting the same

roles but there are so few roles and so many
good actors. Huge long spaces go by where

you don't get to sink your teeth into

anything. So I don't take everything offered

to me. I turned down $2 million since the

beginning of the year for women that I

couldn't find any humanity in. •

I try to look for (a script) that has a

beginning, a middle and an end plus

psychological character development It's

rare when you can get a role or a script that

allows you that kind of gut feeling. Most
male filmmakers and most male writers

have a way of putting himself into (the

story). They don't mean to, but if it's a

young guy and an older woman (as in

"Passion"), the filmmakers arc going to see

it through their own twenty-whatever eyes.

For me, there has been a problem with my
height and my strength. I mean, I don't think

I'm crazy, but I'm iwt your little door-

mouse. I know what I want and generally I

go after it, and that translates into the roles I

play, (into) my career, my life and what I

might say on a talk show.

On Women in Hollywood

If I was to do it all over again, if I was in

my 20s, I would be in film school now.

There's ik) question in my mind. One out of

every 20 parts is a woman's role, and

(maybe only) six percent of the Screen

Actors Guild are women my age working at

all whether they're an extra or a star. Maybe
200 women get the money I get, work as

much as I do or get the name above the tide.

It's ridiculous for women. So if I knew that,

then I would have become a female Woody
Allen very young. I would have gotten

behind the camera and put myself in my
movies.

Maybe you start real small, just long

enough to get your craft going. Maybe you

do limited runs and you develop a small cult

following. And then you get bigger and

bigger. I think it's going to happen anyway

this decade. I think this is the decade of

women, and I've waited too long for this

10 happen.

I've seen too many miracles happen

recently not to know that the feminine

consciousness is coming over the planet

There's no stopping it and finally women
are just going to support each other into it if

the men aren't going to. What's happening

now is men are being really loving, at least

more loving, about it, but the statistics are

still disastrous.

On the New Image of Women

I wish I had had all the shots of 25-year

olds. I mean, I'm five-foot-ten and when I

was a kid you could not be taller than the

leading man, and you couldn't even be taller

than the director. Nowadays you've got

Geena (Davis), Daryl (Hannah), Sigomey
(Weaver)— oh God, there's so many more
not to mention Julia (Roberts). I mean, who
isn't tall now?

But when I was a kid, it was like, "Well,

Sally, you understand you're going to be a

character actress. There's no way you can

be the romantic lead. Therc's no way. It's

over, done, finished."

But then again, I was in class at The
Actor's Studio with Al (Pacino), Dustin

(Hoffman) and Bobby (De Niro). If that was

the way the industry was going to go— and

I was aU for it — I was pushing them out

therc saying, "Listen, you go be a star and

then help me get in the back door." You
know, whatever it takes.

On Campaigning for the Oscars

I think' I opened up the door to Daniel-

Day Lewis C*My Left Foot") and Kathy

Bates and all those people. I don't think the

Academy members', minds would go

towards artists had I not (campaigned for

"Anna"). I mean, maybe I'm sounding my
own hom, but I did win the L.A. Film Critics

Award, I did win the Golden Globe ... and

I did get nominated (for an Oscar). Nothing

against Cher (who won for "Moonstruck"),

but therc's no way I could begin to compete

with her popularity.

G don't think) my campaigning hurt my
chances with the voters. I've talked to

hundreds of them by now who all say I

=^hould have gotten iL Diaane Ladd^— ¥rfie

whoever didn't see the film. It wasn't even
playing in a theater when the two-week
votings were happening after the nomina-

tions. I offered, with an investor, to fourwall

it — to pay all the costs, take out ads and
send out videos so that the voters could see

(the film). But Vestron Pictures (the

distributor) said no.

Since that time all my litUe marketing

ideas (have been) happening. So did all of
that hurt me? Maybe it hurt me because I

broke some crystallizations and everyone

was saying, "Oh my God, what's she

doing?" But you better believe everyone's

doing it now, and suddenly (the Oscars)

started shifting to small film and to the artist

rather than to the big commercial produc-

tion.

On Helping Out Young Artists

I'm a Ghandi pacifist-type. I'm on the

Institute For Individual and World Peace, an

Ordained Minister with the Church of

Individual Spirituality and Awareness and a

Yoga teacher at the Integral Yoga Institute.

If your direction in life is basically New
Age, which is basically networking j^nd

supporting one another and not being

selfish, (teaching) is your operatus.

I don't want to be an old-time movie star.

I want to be a New Age person who chooses

acting as a voice and then gets to be (heard)

by people because of my celebrity status.

Being in show business isn't fiin when it

gets to be repetitive andjudgmental.

I'm particularly interested in helping

young people not have to go through what I

did. Maybe that's a large part of why
Rodman Flendcr intrigued me, particularly

when he said I was his favorite actress. I'm

always intrigued with people in their 20s

who apply themselves. I teach insight

-training, where it's all about going out and.

has gotten two nominations in the past two

years— came to my house for a seminar on

how to 0?ublicize). Now Laura (Dem) is

doing it. I mean, women have to do it if they

don't have a studio behind them.

What happened with "Anna" was very

simple. The actors nominated me, and the

cinematographers, directors, producers or

doing your dream— not getting into victim

consciousness and not getting into living

other people's opinions of you, (but) just

knowing exactly who you are and what you

want and then just going for it. What I want

is for there to be one huge global family

where we all get our shot and we all get to

support each other toward excellence.

Get
9 San Luis Obispo

A Pismo Beach

Santa Marin

Simi Valley

Chatsworth

Van Nuys

Glendale

\sMe the getting
back's good!

*Return fare— any day
on any of2 daily roundtrips

between Los Angeles and
Santa Barbara, and8 daily

roundtrips between Los
Angeles andSan Diego, aboard

Amtrak's ''San Diegans"service.

Relieffrom driving stress & relief

from budget stress— this is as

goodasitgets!

i'SanDiegans" DelMarl

•••• Bus feeders

San Diego (

Now take Amtraks "San Diegans U) your de*itination for

the regular fare, and your return trip is only $7. IVavel roundtrip

between Van Nuys and San Diego for just $31. or Ix^tween (jlendale

and Santa Barbara for just S'if).

'$7 return fare rs good any day aboard Amtrak, including

special Amtrak bus connections serving such cities as Santa Maria

and San Luis Obispo. See your travel agent or call Amtrak at

IHOO-USA-RAIL for details.

Amtrak Stations : Ix)S Angeles : Union Station , 800 N.

Alameda; Glendale: Cerritos & Railroad Avenueji; Van Nuys. 7724

Van Nuys Blvd. : Chatsworth : 9300 De SoU) Avenue: Simi Valley:

Ijos Angeles Avenue & Surveyor Street.

Get in onAmtrak's OneWay Pli^!7 Return Fare.
^^ k . m A . . .^...* . n/4 a /•} . I« /OJ 11 /iiA.' ..M.,4 tt /ou /\« W** •«.«• »;«*» i#«m« maw Mnnlv

ABOARD
AMTRAK

•»7 rt't urn Ian- v»)iti (f»r Imv,.|,hruu«hlU/l7/W.«W«pt..n .. IT .•/lM.V22:V^V.Fri!IaysSaturd«y.-ndSund»v.mJ.m^JulvAAu«u.t:9/«9/7;I./24.n/2^
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Jazz isn't just standard fare for Cole

Holly Cole, vocalist for the Holly Cole
Trio, has recently made the move from
Canada to America with the release of
"Blame It on My Youth."

By Amira Shabazz

With a penchant for little black dresses,
satin gloves and red lipstick, Holly Cole,
vocalist for the Holly Cole Trio, is a
glamorous, sultry breeze in the often cold
world of modem music.

Bassist David Piltch and pianist Aaron
Davis round out the jazz group from
Toronto. Canada. They have been together
for six years. "Blame It on My Youth," their
second album, was released by Blue Note/
Manhattan Records in January. '/'

"It's like a dream come true to me," says
Holly about being signed to the company—
a label known for their enriphas is on quality
rather than on maintaining a set formula for
jazz. The u-io's first album, "Girl Talk," sold
40,000 copies in Canada and led to the Blue
Note deal.

The group specializes in standards done
in new and uncomfnon ways. They have an
incredible flair for discovering underlying
themes in songs and transforming them into
something completely different. "Trust In
Me," from "The Jungle Book," is suipped of
its theme of innocent trickery and exposed
as a steamy, seductive and very adult song.

In this respect, the lyrics of a song arc its

most important element to the group. "If I

can't wrap my brain around the lyrics,"

explains Holly, "we don't do the song."
Holly spends time visiting the library to

look through old musical scores in order to
find songs for the trio to perform. "In the
'30s and '40s, musicals were the thing," she
says, "and there are gems of songs in them."
She stresses, though, that they aren't limited
to just jazz or show tunes.

Their actual sound, sans drummer, is

surprisingly smooth and tight. "We've
never fell the need to add to the trio, to bring
in drunts or anything," states^ Holly, who
prefers the solid sound of bands who have
been together for a long lime.

Sliding along the melanchqly trail of
"Calling You" or jumping about the peppy
"If I Were a Bell," the Holly Cole Trio
captures the essence of many styles and
would indeed seem crowded with added
percussion.

Their lyrical contortions and their sound
are, however, only sections of their continu-
ous evolvemeni as a group. "I think the band
is only beginning to realize their potential,"
says Holly, noting that what .they're
currcnily doing "developed over time." The
trio began by just wanting to play but now

See TRIO, page 20

» GETS YOUR BUnCHEEKS A' BOPPIN

wmom SFEOAimusiqhGvma d^k

"i"^

TODAY.NOON.WWP.FREE
YOUAREMOST CORDIALLYINVITED
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Trao
From page 19

are much more focused and "motivated by
the music first and foremost."
They played Cafe Largo in January and

have done a couple of club dates in Buffalo
and New York, including an appearance at

the New Music Seminar, all in preparation
for an upcoming tour. Scheduled to begin in
April or May, the tour will take the band to
mostly major cities across the country.

Although the tour and record release are
American firsts for the trio, they have
previously loured Canada and Europe.
'^Canadian and European audiences are so

different," Holly emphasizes. "I mean,
people consider Canadians apathetic, but in

London, they don't even move!"

In France however, the group was met
with a slightly different response. Being the

second home of jazz music, "it*s almost
religious with them." she says. "(The
French) love the music, but their viewpoint

(of what constitutes good jazz) is very

conservative and traditional. We kinda mess
with the tradition a lot."

Messing with tradition is nothing new to

Holly, though. At 16, she was living with a
hippie boyfriend 10 years her senior. "It was
a good way to grow up fast," she says,

"hitchhiking 60 miles a day."

Holly's first love was horses. She confesses
to spending seven "obsessive" years riding
and competing in equestrian competitions.
At 13, she threw herself even more into the
riding due to her parents* separation. "I was
completely horse-focused," she admits,
"which I think was my way of going *big

dear when it really was a big deal."

Her older brother, however, was studying
jazz at the Berklee College of Music in

Boston. After visiting him there when she
was 17, Holly also began to study jazz.

Starting out as a saxophone player, she
decided to become a vocalist after hearing
Sarah Vaughn. "I guess it was a female
thing."

It was while she was singing with a big

Despite growing up in a musical family,

band in Toronto "booze cans" (the Canadian
equivalent of after-hours clubs) that she was
spotted by Aaron Davis. Already an
accomplished jazz pianist and composer,
Davis "said he would b^ interested in our
getting together," she recalls. **He said he
knew the bass player for us. That bass player
was David Piltch, himself a well-known
artist

Six years, two albums and many tours
later. Holly Cole is a happy girt. She's
looking forward to performing for Ameri-
can audiences and continuing to release
albums on Manhattan/Blue Note records.
Summing things up. she says, "I just hope
people like the music.**

MELNITZ MOVIES
A UCLA STUDENT FILM PROGRAM

Presents a sneak preview

THE LAWNMOWER MAN
Directed by Brett Leonard

With Jeff Fahey, Pierce Brosnan, &.Jenny

Wright

Based on a Stephen King's Story

Tap in to the market.

The UCLA population

spends an average of

$8,578,680
per nwnth on groceries.

Data: Market Opinion Research,

June 1989.

Advertise
in the

UCLA Daily Bruin.

825-2161

^ f

TOMORROW, Wednesday
February 26, 8:00 pm

Melnitz Theater FREE Passes Required
*Passes are FREE to UCLA Students and can be obtained at 9:00 a.m. at
CTO (Central Ticket Office) and at Melnitz Theater Box Office at 1 0:30
a.m. Please, be present 1 5 minutes before shov\4ime to ensure seating.

For more information call 825-2345.

This program is sponsored by the Graduate Students Association

—The Ucla Center For Afro-american Studies Proudut Celebrates

AFRICAN-AMERICAN HISTORY MONTH 1992

CHANGING NOTIONS OF BLACK

IDENTITY

Pewrmiit 25th

4:00 mi

158

HainuHau

In SiARCN OF Our Fatncrs (70 mm.)

A OOCUMENTiMIV RLM BY llUflOO WuJAMt. M.F.A. STUO0IT. FiLM AND

Television; M^. STUoerr, Afvo-Amcrican Studies, UCLA. The film

EXAMMES the SIHfcWQIMS AND RESUENCE. CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES. OF

THE FEMALE-HEADED BlACK FAMILY. _

A r^nmnfinv you'reyoung, ener-
^^ V^VllipailJ geticjast-growing,

T il^p Vmi^ ^^d confident you

ence. You're headedfor the top ofyourfield.
^^

So are we.

At Pacific Communication Sciences, Inc. (PCSI) we're pio-

neering some of the hottest new technologies in telecommunica-

tions. Right now we're working on advanced VLSI solutions for

digital cellular, digital cordless (PCN), and wide-area wireless data

systems. In the field of inter-networking, PCSI's DSP-based sys-

tems for transmission of compressed voice, fax, and data are

bringing clear, low-cost communication to companies around the

world.

Starting from our founding group of five, we've grown in less

than five years to a staff of 1 30, with sales growth averaging 100%
per year. More than half of PCSI's employees are degreed

engineers and computer scientists, and over half of them have

advanced degrees; ten have Ph.D's.

We're looking for EE's and CS's at all degree levels who share

our vision of a great professional future. We're especially

interested in people with education, experience and interest in:

• Communication Theory

• Voice compression and
speech recognition

algoritlims

• Communication networks:

modeling, simulation,

design

Color AojutTMOfT (87 mm.)

FomiAIIY 25711 A 0OCUMBfTAf?Y VIDEO BY Marlon RnOt THAT REVBrrS SOME OF THE MOST

4:00m POPULAR AND PERVASIVE RACIAL AIAQES OF THE LAST FORTY YEARS THROUGH

158 THE LENS OF PRME TllE TELEVISION.

HammHau.

~FiiiiUAiiv 27tm

AiOOm

158

HAINitHAU

Raci, Qansi, t RvRODfixnoN m Black Dooumwimv f^Mmnam
Lecture pRESBfTED BY VALRRHSMmi,Associate ProfessorOF Enqusr

FeATURMQ 0ISCU88ON OF FLM KWORKS BY CaMILLE BlLX)P8 AND JaMES V.

Hatch, Marlon Rioqs, anv Marco Wkjliams.

All events and times are subject to change. Up-to-date information regarding any

scheduling change is available by contacting the center for african-american studies at

(31 0) 825-7403. campus parking is available at any of the ucla information booths at a

cost of $5.00 per vehicle

• VLSI ASIC design

• Digital signal processing for

communication and audio

processing

• Active noise cancellation

• Software design for real-time,

embedded systems

What can we offer? Lots of challenge and opportunity, expo-

sure to the newest tools ancHechniques for analysis and product

development, and a chance to become one of an elite group of pro-

fessionals who are sharing, teaching, learning and growing to-

getljer. Oh, and one more thing: San Diego, California, with its

storied climate, its face to the Pacific Rim, one foot in Mexico, and

abounding opportunities to recreate and reinvent the mind, body

and spirit.

Want to find out more? A visiting PCSI representative will be

on campus in a few days. Check with your career services office

now to make an appointment.

We'll be at UCLA on Friday, Feb. 28

PCSI
PA(IH(
(OMMINK AIION
S( IHN( fcS. IN( ,

»
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HEMINGWAY
From page 17

way.

Along with "Falling From
Grace," Hemingway is cur-
rently involved in the criti-

cally acclaimed television

series "Civil Wars."
Hemingway believes that
her character, a divorce
lawyer, gives an accurate
portrayal of a female
lawyer's life.

"^o many lawyers are
portrayed now as . . . men
dressed up as women,
because they have to be
strong and that's not what a
career woman is about. We
do our job, but we're women
so we do it differently. We
can have a sensitivity, we
can be (feminine) and there-

's nothing wrong with that,"

she explains.

Hemingway hopes that

viewers will see her in a
jnore mature light than in

past years, when people
associated her youthful face
with roles that she has since
outgrown.

"I would like to be seen as
an adult, finally. I was
perpetually 17 in
"Manhattan". . . That's all

well and good, but you can't
live off that forever and I

can't be naive anymore. I

#«t don't ptay it well any-
more," says Hemingway.

'GRACE'
From page 16

dealing with Americana.
As an actor, Mellencamp gives a

subdued yet effective perfor-
mance. Bud is not at all like

Mellencamp the rock singer; he's
much more passive. He's a man
whose life is dominated by
women, especially his wife and his

first love, and he spends the entire

film trying to resolve his problems.
While Mellencamp does make
Bud's character come to life, one
annoying habit detracts from his

performance— he tends to run his

hands through his hair too much.
Although this may be ni^icking,
it's still quite irritating.

While Mellencamp, Heming-
way, Atkins and all the other

members of the ensemble signific-

antly add the right touches tp the
movie, it is Kay Lenz as Bud's
former flame who delivers the
most effective performance. Lenz,
a two-time Emmy winner, has the
right mixture of sensuality, intelli-

gence and wisdom that makes PJ.

the most interesting character in

the film.

PJ., a true survivor, is the

backbone of the Parks' family.

After Bud leaves, she courageous-
ly moves on with her life and

^accepts the loss of her dreams. In

the most heart-rending scene of the
movie, PJ. tells Bud her true

feelings toward him: "Bud, I

would've married you, but you
never asked."

"Falling From Grace** is neither

an action movie nor a film jam-
packed with gratuitous sex. It's

about real people with real prob-
lems that touch everyone. After
watching this film, I actually had
more respect for Mellencamp. As I

left the theater, 1 couldn't help
humming, "Oh yeah, life goes on,
long after the thrill of living is gone
. . ." •••'/2

I007.*i Barnes Canyon Rd . San Diego. CA 92121 • 619/535-9500

FILM: "Falling From Grace." Written by
Larry McMurtry. Directed by John
Mellencamp. Produced by Harry Sand-
ler. A Columbia Pictures release with
Mellencamp, Mariel Hemingway and
Kay Lenz. (Rated PG-13: adult situa-

tions and language; 100 min.)
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Learn to fly

• All Ratings Private

thru ATP

• Free Simulator

Demonstration

• Aircraft are

available for rental

Justice Aviation
Santa Monica Airport

(310) 313-6792

The Communications Board is accepting
applications for the following positions

for the 1992-1993 academic year:

Daily Bruin
Editor-in-Chief

Daily Bruin
Business Manager

Applications are available in the
Publications Office, 112 Kerckhoff Hall_

and are due February 26. [

Call Grace Liu at 825-2787 for further information.

,-/-

UCLA

FAIR
We have what you need

Come by and learn about the wide variety of housing~ ''^options and services available to UCLA students.

Residence Halls, Residential Suites, •University Apartments
and the New Sunset Village Off-Campus

View Room Models for •Married and Family Student
On-Campus Housing Options Housing

• Applications Available for all University Housing

• Employment Opportunities

• Freg Refreshiftents • Free Gifts^

SPONSORED BY
• On-Campus Housing • University Apartments • Office of Residential Life

• Coimnunity Housing Office • UCLA Vending Services

Tuesday, February 25, 1992 • Court of ScfeiTces

Wednesday, February 26, 1 992 • Bruin Plaza

10 am -2:00 pm
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DAILY BRUIN Classified
112 KtfcKhon Man. 308 Wesiwood Pla/«. Los Ang«t«s. CA 90024
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COLLEGE OFLAW
APPLY NOW

The "Bratfurs cfrLhetaXi cordialCy invite

tfufoCUmmigCadies to tlu^Cue

iRfception CDinner at 6:30 an rRusday,

tBruary ZStfi. This culinary CTCfravaganzi

ivUlbt prtudecCBy cocf^taUs at Go'docfi

AccredUedSmaU Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Association of

Schools and CoUeses.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino (Zampus—
5445 Balboa Boulevard

CaU:(8 18)981-4529

La Verne Campos

1950 Thiid Street

CalL(714)596-1848

KristenReitz

ij Mindi Barkoff

Sarah Hadl
Courtney Jones

Amy Kasarda

Nina Radelich

Mahala Snyder

Jen Foumal Carolyn Miller

Kriten Keller Heather Helm
Holly Teal

Jade Chan
Melanie Griffith

Yvette Wanless

Kristen Rounce

Claire Lane
Sarah Tamai
Lindy Wolf
Jen Laroque

Sharon Kayfetz

Alcohollce Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. ditcuMion, Thor. Bookstudy, Fri. Stap
Study, AU 3625 12:15-1:16. Fri. 12300-1 300
Ixtm. OwouMbn, WM. DsouMion NPI

C8638 12:16-1 «)
For alooholios or indtviduak who

^ n«<^ uiHwwiy propwrni

Good Deals

Diane Sullivan

Radha Nierburg
Laurie Schaffer

Alise Spinella

Kathleen Nelson
Tara HoltzmeuUer
Heather Sandleman
Michelle Thibault

Problems with food?
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS

12 step program for

Anorexics, Bulimics & Ovemaiers.
Dncusson Meetings

Mon., Wed at noon - AU 3520
Thurt noon - NP1 C 8644

Step Study Fri noon • AU 3520

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

!!!m!!!H!!!!fffffff!f!!!!fff!ffff!ff
TVA^CR Repair (Phone, VCR, etc.. .installed) in

your home by a UCLA student (Bret).

(310)394-4399.

Sind of course our 1991-92 "Blue Iris Court...

Stacy Van Gessell Queen Nicole Genova Devon Alexander
JanePeckler Kim Henningsen

Inviu Only_— "PUaseContact Cfiris at 208 4881 for tmsHans I'D ^uirtd

ASTRONOMY 4 will not be offered this Spring.

Astronomy 6 will be offered: ID 18612 Tu-

Thurs 2-3:15. Prof. Warner. For more info.

contact Astro, dept. 825-4435.

Campus Recruitment 3

KIIS 102.7 IS

LOOKING FOR INTERNS
Stan your career in broadcasting at

LA'S «1 Hit Music Station.

Contact Brad al (213)466-8381

10 set up an interview

Sports Tickets

ARCMTSCniRi, ART AND
DESIGN SrUDOITS

PHOTOGRAPH
YOUR WORK

For comptfMons, Kholarshlpf, granli,
job opportunities, or insuronco
purposes. Invost in Vour futuroi

WM Wefm Ml toCOTMn*

No work feo lor^* or mimIL

• Work photographed on 4'x5'

i1id« film.

• Amounted in block viewing fromes.

• 35ni>m duplicates con be made for

slide shows.

• 35mm 'Clo»e4Jp' slides done to show
TFitrlcafe detail oreosr*

* S'xlO' color prints available.
• We will work with your budget.

2 FINAL FOUR TICKETS. Upper deck Metro-
r'^mc. $20CVea. Kirt. (512) 595-2769 or (512)

595-7830.

DUKE STUDENT TICKET FOR SALE. Serious

offers only. 208-2639. Leave message for Josh

DeCostei^" Photography
David (714)597-6736

OKI KKr 05
THANKS FOR
THE MONDAY
NIGHT RAID -

WE HAD A BLAST!

V, DELTA GAMMA

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

FEMALES NEEDED: Paid participation for

20-35 year olds for sex difference and Bruin

Organization study. Rcqires right-handed,

native English speakers with regular menstrual

cycles and no oral contraceptive use for at

least six months. Call Nicole at 206-8280.

WFSTWOOD PSYCHIC, reader and advisor,

HEALTHY MALES, ages 21-40, earns $30 in

research study at VA Hospital (SF Valley). 2
sessions includes blood withdrawal.
(818)891-7711 ext7665, leave message.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
rcscarh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

VOLUNTEER^ NEEDED-Caucasian and Ja-

panese male and female ages 25-35 to study
the effects of UV on human skin, 6 month
study. Volunteers will be paid $1200. For
more information call (310) 828-8887.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, Needed for UCLA
Psychosocial Study. Subjects must have NO
History of Anorexia, Bulimia, Obesity, or
Chronic Dieting. $30 Compensation. If inter-

ested, please contact ELIZABETH At
206-5081

.

Wonted 15

LOST: MAN'S WATCH in Westwood Village,

Valentine's Eve, Near Fox Theater. Reward.
825-0556.

""KuafaT^ee lo solve any problems in 3 days,
specializes in love, marriage, financial, and
any other problems. $5. 801 Lcvcnng, Apt.T,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.
1(800)559-NINA.

Research Subjects 12

LAKERS-KNICKS TICKETS^ 2 great seals avai

able, Wed.- 2/26. 472-7465; leave rncssagc.

-Student ticket for OUKE GAME available at

- Miscellaneous

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works o/ fine <irt. $10/hfv

6est offer. Call ASAP (310)208-7422.

UCLA V. DUKE. 8 floor tickets, $450 each.
f7M)960-6073, after 8 P.M., bc'ore 11 P.M.

NEED 1-4 UCLA-DUKE
BASKETBALL TIX

Either Student or

Student/Cuest OK WILL PAY $$$$
Please call Ron 271-6724

(or leave message)

Tpm (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447

ORUMMER' SOUGHT BY GUITARIST/
VOCALIST and ba.ssisl for blues/alternative/

rock (Vio Tony (310)836-2281.

GET .A TAN! 10 sessions, $49 with ad.
Le Beach Club. 1107 Cayley. 824-2826.

MOr^L SCOUTS: California's most presti-

gious modelling agency seeks scouts to find the

next supermodel. Great money for students

who have kn "eye* for beauty.
1-800-831-9992.

ADULTS OVEK 35 WITH tartar deposits on
teeth are needed for clinical study. Eligility

determined at screening examination. Free
tooth cleaning given al conclusion of study.

Contact Lynnc, Clinical Research Center
-(310m25-9792.

.

'—
dED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjer.ls will receive $20 and a free dcvelop-
mcnial evaluation. 825-0392. v

nPRMATOLOCY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
with a red bumpy rash or acne around the

mouth needed for placebo controlled study
using an approved topical gel.Participants will

be seen at the UCLA Dermatology center.The
study will last for 12 weeks.Participantswill be
paid $100 upon completion of the study. Must
be over 18 years of age.For further information
call 206^1074.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or
(310)471-3672.

MOTHER'S OF BOYS, between the ages of 6
and 11 years of age, without behavioral or
learning problems. Mothers must be fluent In

English. Research conducted by Fred Frankcl,
Ph.D., UCLA Department of Pychiatry, to
develop a Video tape design to assist parenting
practices. Study consists of filling out form
to access if you Qualify, watching a video tape
for 25 minutes, being video taped with your
child for 30 minutes and bcfng interviewed on
the telephone in five 5-minute interviews over
a 5 day period. Earn $5 or $20 (plus travel

expense) for participation. (310)825-0776 .

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 ^nd have a scientific learning
experierice.825-0392

.

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages
1 2-30, needed lo participate in research study.

Under Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For more info, call
(310)8'>«-8887.

NEEDED: One American fxpress travcf
voucher. Females please call Sarah at

794-5488 by 2/28.

SELL YOUR WRECK, not running, or well used
scooter. Repairs also available. Eric
(310)395-5858.

Sperm Donors 19

EGG [XDNOR WANTED. All info is confiden-
tial. (310)285-0333.

Health Services 22
NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
dene, scars and sunspot.^. Low Cost. Free

consullation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Group. (213)766-0636.

LOSE 10 TO 20LHS. before spring break. For a

physician developed weight loss plan, featured

at United Weight Medical Clinic and a free

thirty day supply of our own non-caffeine

appetite suppressant. Call 1-^00-407-2004.

519.95 per call. Delivery in sevep days.

LOSE WEIGHT AND KEEP IT OFF! Call

(^10)393-4273.
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KAPPA DELTA
would like to thank our

awesome 1991 council...

and congratulate our

incredible 1992 council!

Kelly Krause

Dede Cardona

Kate Whitmore

Heather Cohenour
Leslie Manuel

Jenny Kaplan

Sandra Fonseca

Hilary Sorensen

Lora Cowan ^

Deanna Herson

Christina Howard
Carrie Sayre

President

V.P. Pledge Education
V.P. Membership

V.P. Public Relations

V.P. Standards

Secretary

Treasurer

Assistant Treasurer

Panhellenic

Efficiency

House Manager
Social Chairman

^ & AOT, Your Sisters

Jenny Kaplan

April Verlato

Shelley Knowles

Michelle Ramos
Andy Kushner

Susan Drake

Hilary Sorensen

Allison May
Sandra Krivosic

Dalia Catterjee

Lora Cowan
Jenn Gillon

AXA would like to invite the

following ladies to our^^^^^e
festhrities tonight, Tuesday, tl

at 9:00pm.

Egg/Sperm Donor 19. Egg/Sperm Donor 19

Vfendy Raymond

JuKe Smock

Vanessa Jamian

Tammy Hoffman

Sandy Margules

Jennifer Bates

Carry Calloway

Jennifer Barendrech

Amy Rush

Tracy Ledbetter

Lori Jadon

parry Donahue

Monica Creel

Veronica GuUo

LisaO'Lea

Jill Heatherly

Kim Getty

SeanLockey

Marlies Mendoza

Tara Belt

Catherine Saey

Alexa GuUiford

Wendy Gottlieb

Nicki Minor

Kristin Elo

Ubbyjaynes

Jenn Bank

Gretchen Kaufman

Trad Hunting

Anne Blunden

Molly Boaidman

Paula Nicholas

Meg Boardman

AlliTakida

MoUy Martin

Holly Snow

Daisy Torme

Stacy Escalante

Keri Haddock

Lori Jones

Jolie Klein

Michelle Oaks

Mia Lambert

Leana Creel

respected sperrrr

program is now selecting

UAUFIED SPERM DONOR:
lelp Infertile Couples Monetary Compensatioi

Free extensive health testing,

including chromosomal analysis

ITHE U.S.C. SPERM BAN
Call (213)343-9967

Help Wanted

If you have any questions call Ross 208-5694,
Aaron 824-7914, or Tom 824-3044.

Health Services 22 Help Wanted 30

PSYCHOTHERAPY—Individuals/couples/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

THE NATURAL CHOICE FOR YOUR SKIN:

Pure Skin Care Line. Complenrwntary Euro-

pean facial. (213)575-1977.

Opportunities .26

GET RICH SLOWLY! Take time lo make
$250,000! Experience capitalism at its best.

Write American Secrets, 2222 Sycamore Lane

#33, Davis, CA 95616.

MODELS WANTED MALE/FEMALE all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-
over. ..Absolutely free. Color and/or cut by top

professionals. You could qualify. (If INTER-

ESTED PLfASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at:

Sheraton LAX airport hotel. 61 01 West Century

Blvd. LA 90045. Date: Sunday March 1 , 1 992.

Time: 3pm- 7pm. Questions addressed at this

time. No hair done at model call. Bobby Kraus

(213)542-4974.

25HRS/WK SECY. ADMIN. ASST. for Exec. In

home office. High energy, fast paced, good
communication skills. Honesty -*- discretion a
must. Experienced, Busir>ess orier^ed person
only. Joseph (213)205-0247.

$40,00(yyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "likc^don't like" form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at honrie, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright fCAIIKEB.

Help Wanted 30

$20O-$500 WEEKLY. AMcmble prtiducts at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

601-379-2900 Copyright »CA11KDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major

corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117-B, P.O. Box

4203, Bryan, Texa|^ 77805.

$6.63/HR. WORK ON CAMPUS. Schedule
around your classes. Upward mobility, nr^eal at

nominal cost. UCLA students only. Apply
Sproul Hall Cafe, 350 De Neve Dr. 825-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T for BeveHy
Hills store. Prefer Macintosh literate. Must
have car. Contact Gina. (213) 272-8000.

ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR for a

busy, prestigious medical office in Beverly

Hills. Duties indlude: Sorting through daily

mail, corresponderKe, accounts payable. Must
be a highly organized and responsible indivl-

dual. FT/PT. Excellent salary. (310) 273-4454.

ADULT FITNESS INSTRUCTOR wanted for P/T

job. Ask for Shoshana (310)575-0206.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/T air, room/board provided! To
$5,0004/rTX>. Extensive fisheries report gets job
or call refunded. 1-900- 226-ALASKA ($3/min,

complete program four min.).

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT —
fisheries. Earn 5,000+/mo. Free transportation!

Room + Board! over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For

jemployment program call 1-206-545-4155
ext. 1483.

AMAZING SUMMER JOB! at BRUIN
WOODS. Spend the summer In a resort

atmosphere at Lake Arrowhead in the San
Bernadino Mountains. Earn $22.50 + room +
board + perks. Work with 47 other fun,

exciting students In one of a variety of posi-
tions. Pick up an application in the James West
Center or call us at (714)337-2478.

ARE YOU FUN, CREATIVE, an outgoing young
lady? If so then Network Amerika would like to
meet you. We do promotions for clubs, parties

and bands. Make money while you socialize.

(213)934-6707.

ASSISTANT I: UCLA student wanted lo work
for UCLA Medical Cenler Management Sci-

ences Department. Weekdays, 15-19 hours
per week (flexible). Duties include data collec-

tion and reduction, data entry, word process-
ing, messengering, library research, limited

computer programming and miscellaneous
clerical tasks. Muit have ability to do neat and
accurate work. Will train in all duties. Call

625-0319 for appointment.

ASSISTANT FOR MARKETING' RESEARCH
FIRM. FT^T. Excellent organizational, phone
M people skUU required. Mteresting work.
Flexible hours. Growth potential. Rost
(310)391-7232.

30 Help Wanted 30

ATTRACTIVE SPANISH VOICES wanted to

record short stories. Call 392-0277 for re-

corded info.

BIG SISTER/PEER COUNSELOR about Syrs/old

for a 6yr/old girl. Play games, read,

write, etc. Few hours per week.
(310)837-9784, leave message. ^
CASHIER/CLERK. PT/FT, days/evenings,
7am-3pm/3pm-11pm. Westslde Market,
11031 Santa Monica ^Wd. Karen
(310)477-3216.

SUMMER JOB
TRY A SUMMER CAMP

Kennolyn Camps for Boys and Girls

(Santa Cruz Mts.) Interviews

Tuesday, March 3rd, Career Center.

Sign up for an interview time new.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your home, doing various
jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

Model* needed, no experience nqrneaery
for modeling commercial A miuk video.

Cell today for appointment
(;tl3)247-6001

Beverly Hilk 90310

EARN up to $150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOO PLATELETS SAFELY

For information
Call Anna

(Il8)9ee-388S

Canoar patlanta throughout LA
banafH from your participation

htMA»
4064 ¥in Nuya Blvd. Sherman Oaka

CAMPUS AND AREA
DISTRIBUTORS

WANTED
for "DEAN't UST- brain function
•nhanc«r and other products for
maximum hsalth and performance.

1(800)87Q-4MED

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR Full time-

Must be er>ergetic arvi love kids. ExperierKe

teaching Infants/young children required. Ter-

rific opportunity. (310)288-0258

COFFEE SHOP adjacent to UCLA hiring PT/FT
person 30 hr^wk. Flexible hours, friendly

environfDent. (310)473-6569, after 6.

CREATIVE IN THE KITCHEN? The Venice
Beach House, Bed & Breakfast, is looking. Call

Betty Lou (213)823-1966.

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/Iandside
available. Year-round & sumnf>er positions.

(612)643-4333.

CULVER CITY Graphic design fimx seeks
Macintosh Proficient Administrative Assistant.

Set own hours for 30 hr^veek at $Mv. Call

Tom or Seri at (310)202-0140.

The Howard HughM llMllcaJ Instttlute

(NHMI) hat an opening for a laboratory

aide in the glasswash facility for its

affiliated research program at the
University of Califomia at Los Angeles.

The lab aide will work with a team of
people doing autoclaving and washing

I

glassware for the HHMI investigators in

MRL. The position Is full-time, 40 hours

I

per week. Knowledge of lakMratory

equipment, sterilization protocols and
technk^ues are an advarttage.

JHHMJ offers competitive salaries, a
'generous retirement plan and flexible

benefits, including health insurance.

I

Please send a letter of interest to or call:

Steven Berry. Glasswash Manager.
Howard hlughes Medk»l Institute. UCLA.
5-748 MacDonald Building. 10833 Le
Conte Avenue. Los Angeles 90024-1682.

(310)206-4024.

DRIVER, $1Q/hr to take child home from
school, 2-3 days/wk at 2:45pm. Brentwood—
BH commute. Need good refererx:es and
driver record, vehicle in excellent condition.
Call (310)278-4220.

FASHIONABLE LADIES NEEDED to sell hair
extensions at Westside Pavillion. Full and P/T.

Call (213)2599991.

ILLUSTRATOR TO DRAW cute figures of
children for instruction booklet. Future book-
lets also planned. (310)643-8364.

LIGHT OFFICE WORK, PT, hours flexible,

must know WordPerfect ar>d typing, in Beverly
Hills. (310)271-4836.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research
and make $$ P/T. Sell condoms. Perfect
Health. (805) 655-5624.

MAKE MONEY EASY! just advertise 24hr
roadside assistance club memberships $39.95
annually. Much cheaper than comparable
services. Good anywhere any road US and

covers member and
spouse. Includes all cars up to 1 ton truck an
RVs. First year membership includes FREE 6
night, seven day 4 star hotel stay in Hawaii or
Mexico. Dealerships are available by calling
310-512-6021.

MALES AND FEMALES, Ages 18-24 for nude
modeling for French and American Maga-
zines. Same day pay. Call Paul 31 0-27fc-91 62.

MANAGEMENT POSITKDNS W/ CALIFOR-
NIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earn-
ings $6,000 to 16,000 »-.

PT Spring, FT Summer, Interviews on campus
Infc/App. (800) 400-9332.

MANGEMENT POSITIONS W/ CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS. Average earnings
$,6000 to 16,000 -»-. PT Spring, FT Summer.
Interviews on campus, info/app. (800)
400-9332.

MARKETING INTERN-Domino's Pizza Inc. in

El Segundo. 10-20 hrs/wk. CALL Michelle
Clark 64a3100.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

LAW FIRM
needs motivate<d person to

(Jo challenging legal ancJ

clerical tasks
Great Experience to fieici

Please senci resume
w GPA. available times
for interviews antj other

pertinent information to;

Rick E<dwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

MEDICAL RECEPTION IST/FILE CLERK, PT/FT,
rncdical experience oinTy, orthopedic ^perP
ence preferred, Beverly Hills, (310)472-7235.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NEEDED: PEDIATRKT BACK OFFICE ASSIS-
TANT in Van Nuys. P/f, 9—noon, Tuesdays,
Thursdays, and some Saturdays. Starting

$8^r. (negotiable). (818)782-7600.

ORDER TAKERS, FT/PT, for busy attorney

service. Energetic, well-spoken, positive per-

sonalities needed for this well-paying
position. Century City location. Please call

Prcd (310)556-7777.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large

family day care. Pacific Palisades, ECE units

and experience necessary. Call Leslie at

(310)573-1811.

PART-TIME Retail Sales, '$6.20 Starting Pay*,
Schedule around classes. EvesAyknds avail-

able. Scholarships awarded quarterly, (310)
396-1479

PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSISTANTS LA MAR-
ATHON. 1-800-247-3435 MARATHON
FOTO.

PHYSKTAL THERAPY assistant/aide, part-time,

Westwood. Excellent salary. Experience a
must. (310)208-3316.

-i—i-
• 4.
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FULL TIME PAY
For Part Time VStork

Avg. Wage $20/hr. Flexible Hours

CALL (310) 8236524
VISIONS OF CA.

$1150. Modem 2-bdr., 2-bath on Cayley.
Furniture optional. Start April 1st. Call
824-0788.

people needed nowm« «p to $S/kr.
Honsecleaners

Call (213) 45a-1817

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
Sophmore: Clinical Research Assistant-UCLA
Medical Center. Tue*^hurs for 2 years. 12-15
hr^eek. 825-4749.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 sUrt. Scholarships—
Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/r SECRETARY for synogogue school. Tucs/
Thurs- pm. Sun-am. Word Perfect 5.1. Call

Ashley (310)629-0566.
'

RECEPTIONIST/PRODUCT SALES P/T. Up-
scale, Brentwood skin care salon. Flexible
hours. Wages negotiable. Meredith. (310)
207-2443.

RETAIL SALES. Full-tinr>e, children's book
shop, ^f1ust have knowledge of children's
books and be available Saturdays. $7/hr. WLA.
(310)559-2665.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic
people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San-Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $1S/hr. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(31 0)821 -4343.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing com-
pany in Culver City is looking for some
energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, $6/hrycomml$sion. Great hours
7:00 AM-1:30. No experience necessary.
S500/wk. is very real. (310)837-0902.

UCLA FOOTBALL NEEDS STUDENT VOL-
-UNJFFR S CAN 206.611 5, a<k for jon or

1 548 VETERAN AVE. 2BED/1 BATH, fireplace,

washer/dryer. $1275/mo. (310)392-3301 or
(310)824-6707.

1 -BEDROOM AND DEN, close to freeways.
North of Sherman Way. Fireplace, D/W, stove.
Roomy & comfortable upstairs. Security park-
ing. Child and 1 pet okay. (818)997-6766.

2BED/1BATH. Nice area. Sminutes from
UCLA. Near Barrington and Pico. Only
$796/mo. 11580 Gateway Blvd
(213)482-3858.

2-BED/l-BATH, 1 -BED/1 -BATH luxury apart-
ments in renovated landmark building avail-
able. Great views. All appliances. Parking. 10
min to Westwood, Beverly Hills, Downtown,
Valley. Info (213)936-5154.

3657 DUNN DR. #4. 3-BED APT. $1 lOtVmo.
1 -month free. Refrigerator, stove, 2-car
parking. Sylvia (310)826-3721.

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed/lbath, large apartment
with hardwood floors, large balcony, swim-
ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.

$740-$765, 1 -bed/1 -bath, 1622 S. Beverly
Glen, apartments 4 & 10, stove, refridgerator,

new carpet, balcony, year lease
(310)459-3736.

JUNIOR ONE-BEDROOM. Across UCLA. Sec-
urity bidg. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, sauna, parking.
535 Gayley. 208-3818. Sub-lease.

MAR VISTA. $1,650. 3bed/3balh + loft. 3 story
custom townhome. Fireplace, sundeck, gated
garage. 3954 Beethoven. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.
Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

MAR VISTA $950. 2bed/2bath newer custom
townhome, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,
security alarm. 1 mo. free with lease. 1 2736
Caswell (310)391-1076.

•>»<araar*-i ••,

i'Z-J^'^9

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 newer building.
2bed/2bath townhomes. Fireplace, balconies,
gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076!

MAR VISTA from $925. 1 month free.
2bed/2bath, 2 story custom townhome. Gated
garage, fireplace, balcony, central air. 11913
Abon Way. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA. From $950. 1 month free.

2bed/2bath, 2 story custom townhome. Bal-
cony, central air, gated garage, fireplace.
12741 Mitchell (310)391-1076.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, •2-bedroom unit avall-
able now. •Roommate situations available
now. 'Waiting list for Summer and Fall.

Heated pool, sauna, jacurzl, fitness center.
Please call 208-4868.

niEE RENl

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

TeTIyr

Job Opportunities 32

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a
job or sumnrjer internship? Receive an invalu-

able list of contact nanr>es, addresses and
phone #'s at over 100 of Hollywood's lop
production companies, talent agencies, and

- studios. Send $12.95 check payable to INFO-
SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048. .,,

NURSE PRACTITIONER Pediatric Program
South Gate Women's Clinic contact Susan
Stemmler. (213)567-6675.

REAL ESTATE TRUSTEE CO. Immediate open-
ing for organized and last learner. Knowledge
of real estate and computer helpful . $ 1 65Q/mo.
(310)390-7290, (310)203-6571.

SECRETARY FOR ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS management firm. Non-smoker
with neat appearance . Good office skills

required. Bookkeeping experience a plus.

$8-12/hr. Call for appointment.
(310)826-0800.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

^experience managing all aspects oi a
successful busir^ess. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call
Triple "A" Student painters for information
now, 1(800)394.6000.

SUMMFR TEACHING POSITION, California's

most respected reading school is hiring reading
enrichment teachers. F/T summer work,
$400-$500/wk. + milage allotment, health
benefits, paid training, flexible hours, under-
grad degree required, need car, hone teaching
skills while helping kids leam to love books!
(310)428-5037.

WORD PROCESSOR NEEDED. Busy workers
comp office. Full-time. Experience preferred.

Call Caria MWF ONLY (213)387-3737.

550 VETCRAN 213-208-763^
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

I'KOI I SSIONAI l> MWAC.ll) BV MOSS X ( ().

Internships 34

CABLE SOCCER SHOW seeks field reporter
with soccer knowledge. Hours Flexible. Great
opportunity. Call (310).392-0640.

DTTERNSHIP
I.e.nil \\ li.if it I.I

•oiunsstiil IxisiiK'Hs |>> tloiii^ it!

. $915, 2-BEDROOM, upper, built-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

ADJ. Century City. 2bed/2bath. View, built-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blinds

$900-$1100. (213)441-9142/(213)470-9239.

BACHELOR iA50/mo. Refridgerator and hot
plate. (310)822-6487. Leave message.

BACHELOR $45(yMO. Carpels, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(310)839-7227.

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOD. Prime loca-
tion. 10-minule walk to UCLA. Unfurnished/
furnished, Moderl^ 2-bedroonV 2-bath. Air,

2-parking, balconies, fireplaces.
$1 075-51 35Q/mo. 208-2655.

•BRENTWOOD, $975, 1 -bedroom, den,
2.balh; $1275 1 -bedroom, den, loft, 2-bath,
high celing; $1250, 2-bedroom/2-bath, new
security building, prime area, best deals, 508
Barrington (213) 934-5000.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury
apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, patio
and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicenle.

11661 Goshen. No Pels. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1 BTH; 11651
CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

GUESTHOUSE/SINGLE, 1 bed/1 bath, nice
area, no kitchen, microwave, 5 minutes from
UCLA' •55757mo includes utilities.
(310)474-7481.

Palms $925 2-bed/2-bath,

A/C, 4-years new, 9
minutes to UCLA by bus.

10737 Palms
(213)838-5039

Large 2

$1450
"

527 Mldvale
MMMMMMMl

*French Doors *Sauna
*Jacuzzi ^Fireplace

*Gym * Heated Pool

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868
J

Inu r\ itws ;iit in>\\ t.ikiii;; pi.hi lor
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Triple X Student Painters

•rV\ir;im' j^rovN profit SI 1. 28"

Last ch.iiHc U>r iiitt-fx ii-ws.

Call today (or more into.

1-S()() 394 6()()()

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER NEEDED every third weekend
Sal. and Sun., All-day. Children, 3 & 6Vi . SM
(310)315-5499.

P/T. CHILDCARE FOR 2-YEAR-OLD. My
honr>e 6-10 hour^k. ExperierKe w/ young
children, references required. (310)450-4582.

REGULAR BABYSITTING NEEDED. Wed,
6:30-9:30pm. Thur 4:30-6:30pm. Santa Mo-
nica. $7/hr. Must have transportation.

(310)393-7110.

Northridoe $275 up. 500 tumlshed unit student

housing tadllly. Shared or prtvale units, with or

without WIchens. f»rtvale iHlhs. Pool. Jacuzzi.

recreation room, 1/2 hour drive to UCLA. Open year

round Free t)rKhure. Northrtdge Campus

Residence. 9500 Zelzah. Northrldge. CA 91 325

(•ii)aai-i7i7

NICE, QUIETyCC $830 2 BD/l'A BATH.
WLA $750 f bd. (310)826-6907.

PALMS $1695 4-bed + loft/3-bath. Newer
3-story custom townhome. Fireplace, gated
garage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. (310)391-1076.

PALMS 2-BED/ 2-BATH. Spacious apartment.
Vaulted ceilings, electronic access to building
and subten^anean parking. $990 up. 1 mo. free

w/ year lease (213)842-9303.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $59Q^mo. New paint,

upper, patio, 2 parking spaces. Convenient
bus. After 6 P.M. (310)838-8723.

PALMS, $800, 2-bed/lV, bath, large upper,

pool, new carpet, parking laundry, no pels,

454-4754.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve 839-1026, Anloine 829-6727.

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.

#36. 2-bed/2-balh newer custom townhome.
Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. alamn.
3614 Faris Dr. (310)391-1076.

652 Veteran Avel

1BDRM
starting at $700

move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

PALMS PRIME SINGLE, $495, full kitchen,
bright, large, cozy upper. GREAT VALUE.
1 -block Motor/National. No pels. 3351 Vinton
(213)558-3133.

PALMS. Single, redecorated, sunny side yard.

Pet? Quiet. Bus, off street parking. $529 +
utilities. (310)474-3111.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED with fIRE PLACE,
$1 250; LARGE UPPER FRONT 1 -BEDROOM,
$750. ACROSS FROM LXZLA. DISHWASHER,
REFRIGERATOR. NEW CARPET/BLINDS.
EXTRA LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING.
LAUNDRY FACILITIES. PRICED TO RENT
QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

;.-;;-^!:;S T^:-^:^^:^^i^y.:

VENICE $895. Spacious 3-bdrm. Refrigerator,,

stove, carpet, parking. Pets OK. Ed'
(310)476-0503.

VENICE, $925, Bright, l-bedroom townhouse,
Vi block beach. Large private sundeck* ocean
^lews. UlQ)397-«"'^«

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in bonus. Furnished/unfurnished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering
208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD LARGE 1 -bed $79(Vmo. Walk
to LXILAA^iJJage, pool, security, view. 10966
Roebling Ave. (310)208-4 253,
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOOD, $1 1 75/mo., 2-bed/2-bath, new
carpels, floors, tiles, and fixtures, large unit,

no pels, A/C, 2 parking spaces, 1601 Veteran.
Matt (310)284-9044.

"

WESTWOOD large l-bedroom, $790/mo.,
walk to UCLA/Village, pool, security, view.
10966 Roebling Ave. (310)208-4253,
(310)824-2595.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, l-bed-
room junior. $725/mo. Utilities & parking
included (310)475-7533.

WLA. $670-680. l-bedroom. Pool, laundry,

BBQ, appliances. 1621 Westgate Ave. No
pels. (310)820-1121.

WLA AREA $585/mo. Beat the tuition hikes!

Live outside the high rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, furnished singles. Two can
live as cheaply as one! 1525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)477-4832.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished
single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 1525 Sawtelle Blvd. (310)477-4832.

TOUOA/WSTWD
SPAQOOS

.-.J

2 master suites • 2 Eath

Students/Roommates Welcome

$950tfaniAugl

$1100 thruJune 30

•refirig*difthwasher*A/C*
•controlled entiy*

•parking•elevator*

519 Glenrock 215-208-4835

$200 OFF 1ST
MONTH RENT

WLA
•2Bdrm—$985

—

1709 Westgate

•IBdrm—$750

—

1709 Westgate

(310)479-1581
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Fair Housing is YDur Right
Federal, State and Local
laws protect you from

housing discrimination based
on: student status, race,

religion, sex, rxatlonal origin,

children, physical handicap,
age, marital status and

sexual orientation. Call the
Wetfslde Fair Housing

Council at 310-475-9671 in

WettLA

Apts. Unfurnistied 51

$1390. BUNDY/WILSHIRE. 3bd/2ba, reinod-
eled, 1 246 S. Wellesley Ave. (310) 826-51 75.

$650 BRIGHT, QUIET WLA 1 -bedroom. Close
to shopping, bus, UCLA. Mlni-Blinds, ap-
pliances, parking. Lease. (310)476-7116

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed/1'/» bath.
Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-
conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

WLA $950 AND $975. 2-bed/2-bath. Security,

garage, stove, refrig, dishwasher, skylight,

balcony, tile, storage. Near bus & shops. 2607
South Sepulveda (310)313-2824.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-
bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-6461

BRENTWOOD-WILSHIRE CENTER.
$500 800. 5ingle, 1 and 2 bedrooms. UnfurR- ^

ished, large deluxe built-ins. (213)550-1228.

MAR VISTA 1 bed-upper $585. 2bed-lower
$750. Excellent condition. Open house
Saturday-Sunday 10-6pm. 11728 Avon Way,
Apts. 3 & 4. (310)391-1513.

PAC PAL, $850-875, 2 Sharp, 1 Brs, Choose
upper or lower. Gated, cat O.K.
(310)315-9412.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio
or balcony. Minlblinds, ceiling fans, walk-in
closet, appliances, low nH)ve-in , 11527
Venice Blvd. »6 . (310)390-5065.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-
blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, low move-In.
11527 Venice Blvd. #7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-
blinds, celling fans, appliances, utilities in-

cluded, low move-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd
«6 (310)390-5065.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quiet. Bundy N. of
Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049. *

WESTWOOD 3BED/2BATH Walk to UCLA,
no pets, oven & range. Carpets, blinds,'

$1195/mo. (310)474-2896.

WLA. $700. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
modern 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, A/C,
(310)837-0761.

Apartments to Stiare 52

1-MILE FROM LX:LA. Private rqonVbalh in a
2-bed/2-bath apt. Partially furnished, security
building, parking. $600-$640/mo.
(310)575-3747.

BEL AIR — Female for huge own bedroom
fantastic apt. Pool, storage, A/C. $575/mo.
Judy (310)471-3560.

Daily Bruin aassfflecr
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Apartments to StKve 62 Roommates 53

BRENTWOOD. Own bed^ath, Jacuzzi, sec
urity, parking, no lease. $500/mo. -»- deposit.

Open 3/1. Mary (310)447-0420.

BRENTWOOD, $400, available March 1.

Near UCLA on Sunset. Must see to appreciate.

Appointment:(3 10)454-2628, (310)471-4732.

BRENTWOOD. Share Spacious 2-bed/2-bath.

Deck, pool, parking. Convenient area.
$50Cymo. (310)820-6765, evening.

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 3-bedroom,
Spanish duplex, one bedroonV own bath,

laundry, fireplace, garage parking, $60Q/mo.
Daytime messages (213)936-4091, evenings
(213)852-2481.

FEMALE have own room, bath and security

parking In 2bed/2balh Westwood condo. 1

1/2 miles to UCLA. $550/mo. Joyce
(310)446-1806.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 2-bed/2-bath.
Furnished. Pool, gym, pool-tables.
$346.0Q/mo negotiable. 1 5-min walk to cam-
pus. 206-4753.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
one bedroom apt. in Westwood. $390 per
month. Call 206-6323.

MARINA DEL REY: Panoramic Ocean View,
all amenities. Luxury 2+2 plus your den/office,

n^, professional j^/F, available 3-1, $762+ 'A

utilities. 622-0274.

MDR. $575/mo. UTILITIES INCLUDED. Non-
smoking female. 2bed/2bath. Furnished, pool,

Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)827^9596.

SEX: FEMALE, 5-min walk to UCLA* spring qtr.,

furnished, A/C, pool, elevator, security, park-
ing, $375. (310)206-7303, Valerie.

WEST LA. Beautiful, sunny 2bdrm/2*h bath
townhouse share with profeMional 36yr.old

gay man. $75Q^fno. + *A utilities, including

maid. (310)207-6067.

WESTWOOD, female preferred to share

bright, spacious, 2-bedroom with fireplace and
charm, $6S0/Wk). (310)473-3469.

WESTWOOD. U25/mo. Huge 1 -bedroom/
1-bath. Close to campus. Living room, formal

dining room, parking, laundry. (310)
206-6149. Leave nr>essage for |asorV)ohn

TERRIFIC FULLY FURNISHED APARTMENT
TO SHARE FOR FEMALE ROOMATE for spring

quarter. Quick walk to UCLA. S380/mo. o.b.o.

For more info call Elisa (310)206-7303.

WALK TO UCLA-enonnous 2-bdrm/2-bath. 2
females to share beautiful condo with 2 others.

$375 each. (310)624-4242.

WEST HOLLYWOOD $475.00. Female/M^le
luxury apt. 2bed/2balh unfurnished, washer/
dryer, view, pool, gym, parking, security.

March 1. Lisa (213) 289-0102.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-balh, female pre-
ferred. 3-blocks to UCLA. Nice, new, luxurious

apt. Parking. $650/mo. (310)824-2576.

WESTWOOD, MALE ROOMMATE, $350,
Share bedroom, furnished. Spring quarter

sublet. Cable, spacious, bright, quiet bIdg.

Dan (310)206-6255.

WESTWOOD. BIG, OPEN-AIRED two bed-
room apartment on StrathmoreA-evering. Easy-
going roomates. $385/mo. Ask for Jon. (310)
824-5455.

WESTWOOD. Own room, phone, parking.

M^ in 2-bedroom spacious safe. $63(ymo.
March 1. Diane, 624-2785.

Room for Rent 54

10 MINUTES TO UCLA. Master bedroom in

new townhouse; ensuite, wardrobe. Full sec-

urity. $445/mo. (310) 202-6717.

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes to

LICLA fully furnished. Quiet, luxury, kitchen,

private entrance. Male. (310)473-5769.

BEAUTIFUL HOLLYWOOD TOWNHOUSE
to share. Furnished, washer/dryer. $AO0/nyo.

Includes utilities. (213) 671-6035.

BEST OF THE WEST-Share furnished, luxury

apt. Two pools, two Jacuzzis, new gym,
fireplace, study-lounge and much, much
more. Own room/bath, free HBO/Showtime.
$525. (310)837-9509.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath. Separate
wing & entrarx:e. Kitchen & laundry privileges

negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

WLA own bedroom wwl bathroom, quiet,
BEVERLY HtLLSfeinilitgdroom tn largehouM

security, parking, A/C. $520/mo. SanU
Monica/Barry. (310)445-5375.

WLA. $ 44SAno. Woman to share laroe,

2-bed/1 -bath, must like cats. Leslie
(310)207-5740.

WESTCHESTER, own room in 2-bed/1-bath

duplex. Washer/dryer and storage. $45(Vmo.
Call Margaret (310)410-0122.

Roommates 53

1 -BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 male & 1 female

needed to share 2-be(V2-bath University apart-

n>ent. Quiet arxi clean Post-Doc or Grad
Student preferred. $30(Vmo. including utilities

(310)206-6479.

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 1 BR
with 2 others, furnished, large apt., 10 min.

walk to campus, only $317/mo., available

3/21, (310)624-3645.

2-BED/2-BATH duplex. Huge rooms, fire-

place, yard, central to bus rte. and UCLA. $650
+ 'A utilities. Lisa (310)765-9543.

WESTWOOD. Femafe roommates needed.
2bed/2bath, own roonVbath, Fireplace, pool,

jacurzl, security, parking, A^, Cabfe T.V.,

microwave, dishwasher. Walk to LICLA, 516
Glenrock Ave. $495/Wh). Move In now. (310)
206-5762. Ask for Avi.

BEVERLY HILLS, private room, balh, kitchen,

furnish for female, rKMVsmoker only. $375.
(310)552-1004.

aNTURY CFTY, $31(VW»., Female to shaw
room in spacious 2 bedroom apt., parking,

laundry. Roselie (310)475-7031.

FEMALE share furnished 1 -bedroom in West-
wood, $365/mo., includes utilities, short-term
welcome. (310)624-0842.

IMMEDIATE MOVE-INt AcroH street fr^
Bruin Walk. Female needed to share spacious
1 -bd. w/ roommutes. Underground parking &
security. (714)673-2683, (71 4)671 -6225. .Jill.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER wanted to
share spacious 2 bedroom cottage. Close to
UCLA $497.5Q^mo. negotiabfe. Call Tom
(310)476-7565 or beep (310)206-6477 - id*
13039.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, tookir^ for a femafe
roomnnie, please call |uli« 206-4216.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE, share nice
2-bedroom. 1% -mifes to campus. ASAP. Only
$27Q^wo. Yvonne (31QM79-1051.

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED TO SHARE BRENTWOOD aprart-

ment. 2-bed/2-bath. $550. (310)207-1625.
Non-smoker.

ROOMMATE NEEDED: VENICE, A BLOCK
FROM BEACHI OWN ROOM. PARKING,
WASHER/DRYER, PATK5. UPPER 2bed/1ba.
Responsible, non-smoker. $475 + % utilities +
deposit. Call Andrew (310)305-7656, work
(310)552-0057.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large single

with female English major, $362.5(VrTK). I have
a rabbit and a cat. I'm not overly neat and I'm

easy to get along with. (310)208-4717.

SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH. Beautiful, brand new
apartment on Gayley. 1 -block from
campus. Available mid-March.
Lisa (310)206-5136. '

SHARE ROOM, SPACKXJS WLA DUPLEX,
$2i3.75. 3.MILES CAMPUS. B.BUS #1 , PARK-
ING. RESPONSIBLE PERSON WANTED.
(310)207-6454.

with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.

Leave message, Abby (816)763-5151.

ENCINO, large room with private bath, pool,

spa, parking, $395Ano. Marta (818)764-531 5.

FREE GARDEN ROOM in beautiful Westood
home in exchange for light cooking & house-
keeping, private entrance - bathroom. Near
UCLA 010)474-2335 or (310M76-5164.

HOUSING AVAILABLE IN CLEAN FRATER-
NiTY HOUSE. ALBERT 206-0984.

Large peaceful room in private home; furn-

ished!, private bath, cooking area, washer/
dryer. Non-smoking, no pets, deposit and
cfeaning fee required. Westchester. FK^ mi-
nute walk to bus, market $500 monthly.
215-3123.

LOVELY REDECORATED UPSTAIRS ROOM
WrfH PRIVATE BATH. Shared kitchen and
large living room. Includes cable TV, utilities,

free parking. Near UCLA. Good security.

WithAvlthout meals. $820-$1000. 470-7122
evenings or 662-5807 (pager) anytime.

MASTER BEDROOM. Great Brentwood loca-

tion. $445/mo. Month-to-month. Ready
March 1. Call Laurie (310)575-4151.

ROOM FOR RENT, $300; 1/4 utilities, 4
bedroom house, WilshireA^airfax. Commute
to UCLA. (213)931-3649.

SANTA MONKIA $450. Room with private

bath, kitchen privileges, close to bus. Call

(310)453-6548.

SHARE NICE 2-BDRM. FURNISHED APT.
Close to campus. 6-unit building. Hardwood
floors. Share facilities, furniture can be pro-

vkfed. Parking space. Uilities paid. $550. Call

(310)624-7043.

SUNNY ROOM, private patio, % bath, SM
condo. Female, NS, no pets, quiet. $435
includes utilities. (310)452-0704.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charmi Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)206-2241.

WESTWOOD. Furnished Single, kitchen, full

bathroom, heater, parking, private, close to

UCLA, walk to Westood Blvd, pavillion.

UttHtfes paid. $495Ano-(310>474-1 74».

WLA. Nice r>eighborhood. Big house, yard,

jacscuzzi. Nice and clean. $46(ymo. plus $550
depoait. (310)3914)408.

WLA SCIENCE ORIENTED INDIVIDUAL seek-

ing quiet, advanced male student for furnished

bedroom. Lease $325. (310)270-4367.

Sublet 55

GOING OUT OFTOWN
TmS SUMMER?

WANTED!
SUMMER SUBLETS;/RENTALS
WEST L.A. LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (6-10 WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE HOUSING FOR
SUMMER LAW CLERKS FROM
MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Pkaie contact Recniiting

(310)312-4187
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PI J77IF

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

ACROSS

1 Afterward
6 Al or Andy —
10 Carson's

predecessor
14 Make happy
15 Chinese river

16 — avis
17 Inquired
18 Fast nnessage
19 Leif's father
20 Rained hard
22 Tell about
24 Handy
26 Seafarer
27 Economized
31 Adhesive
32 Catcalls
33 Paint base
35 Panhandle
38 Bohemian
39 Was concerned
40 To¥verlng
41 Miniature
42 Anteroom
43 Expensive fur

44 Flipper's kin
45 Remove spots

from
47 Band section
51 Toronto, once
52 Dallied

54 Better-kept
58 'I smell

f"

59 Fencing
impionf>gnr

2-25-92 ^ 1992 United FMrture Syndicate

2 Too
3 — Glacier.

Alaska
4 Endless time
5 Gets back
6 Bird sound
7 Ringed by
8 Jewish

holiday

9 Was a sign of
10 Introductory:

slang
11 Compoj^ftf

61 Existent
62 Snack spread
63 Room: Sp.
64 Stopping

place
65 Fish

66 Opening
67 Hard

DOWN
1 Bound

"Copland
12 Turn up
13 Speedster
21 Fish in a

certain way
23 Deciding

point

25 Electric

devk;e
27 George

Bernard —
28 Nucleus

29 Repetition

30 Took chances
34 Type of cloth

35 Lovw's word
36 — Fitzgerald

37 Valley

39 DC. group
40 Be chatty
42 Excellent

43 Yells

44 Tailored

46 There
_47 Punishes
-48s)ewtsh

'literature

49 Cow catcher
50 Flower part

53 Food store
55 Former Yugo-

slav leader
56 Level
57 Count (on)

60 Devour

<lbur
<«rthd^

F«b. 25, 1982

You might try something as a hobby in
the year ahead that may have greater
potential than you initially realize. It

could turn out to be the tail that wags
the dog.

PISCES (F«b. 20-March 20) A well-in-
tentioned friend may turn out to be
more of a hindrance than a help in your
social involvements today. Don't let this
individual intercede on your behalf with
other pals. Know where to look for ro-
mance and you'll find it. The Astro-
Graph Matchmaker instantly reveals
which signs are romantically perfect for
yot^. Mail $2 plus a long, self-ad-
dressed, stamped envelope to Match-
maker, c/o this newspaper. P.O. Box
91428. Cleveland. OH 44101-3428.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) You might
be inclined to view situations from both
an idealistic and a logical perspective
today. You're on the right track, even if

some associate^ might not agree.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) You might
receive an invitation to join an affiliation

at this time which could be an ego-
booster. However, it would be wise to
find out whether the members think as
you do.

GEUim (May 21-Juna 20) Major
changes should not be made impulsive-
ly today. Give yourself time to sleep on
them, because, upon review, you may
discover your decisions were unwise.

_ CANCER (Juna 21-July 22) An aoree=-
ment you may enter into today mu^T"
serve the best interests of all parties in-

volved. If there is not parity, you're the
one who may suffer the most.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) In a business ar-
rangement today, focus on long-term
goals rather than immediate results.
You might put something together
that's a quick fix but a poor survivor.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sapt. 22) There's a
possibility your priorities might be out
of kilter today. You're apt to accomplish
a lot of little things but fail to get what is

big and important off dead center.
LIBRA (Sapt. 23-Ocl. 23) Several im-
portant objectives can t>e achieved to
your satisfaction today. Yet, if you had
studied matters more carefully, you
could have done even t>etter.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) You'll deal
with things quite effectively today within
your own sphere of operation, but you
could run into a pr6blem if you try to
function in an area where you have no
control.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dac. 21) There
might not be any linkage today between
praise and profit. You're likely to do
quite well in your material endeavors,
but don't expect any pats on the back.
CAPRICORN (Dae. 22-Jan. 19) Con-
tacts cannot be depended upon today
to help you do things you can do for

. yourself. In truth, you don't need them,
but you might have convinced yourself
that you do.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fali. 19) Financial
matters could t>e rather tricky today.
You must be careful that you don't get
Into something that has strings at-
tached where you'll end up giving back
more than you get.

The Want Ads Want You! The Daily Bruin Classified Advertising Department is

currently accepting applications for Account Executive Interns for the coming Spring
Quarter. If you are highly motivated and realize that haid work is the only thing that

really pays off, then this is be the internship for you.

X

^
Applications are available at the Daily Bruin office

1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall. 9am'4pm.
Deadline for applications is February 28th, by NOON.

For more information contact Delia Deocampo at 206-0901
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825-2221

House forlfenr 56-

BRENTWOOD HILLS, $2,500 + Security.

Spacious, 4-f2 House with view. Excellent

area. Newly decorated. Flexible n\ove-k\

terms. 1 year jease. (818) 789-3076.

MAR VISTA, $120(yMO. 2bed/lbath, big

backyard. IrKludes WA^, stove, fridge.

(310)280-3263.

VAN NUYS 2-bed/1-bath -»- guest unit and

^ -bath, 2-car garage, large (enced backyard,

equipped kitchen, easy access to LJCLA,

$925/mo., (310)479-0615.

VENk:E. 2-BED/1-BATH. $1,000/mo. Utilities

paid, near beach, pets okay. (310)475-2438.

VENICE, cbzy ambiance, 3-bed + der^2-bath,

gorgeous kitchen, pool, spa, security systenns,

$195Q^mo., (310)395-1988.

House to Shore

ROOM AVAILABLE in beautiful Mar Vista

home. $500 + utilities, r>on-snK>ker, no pets,

391-4800, leave nr>essage.

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY, 4-bed/2-bath,

$300/mo., includes utilities, parking,

fireplace, huge yard, full kitchen, own room,

cable, (818)362-9210.

WLA. GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD. 1 -bed-

room, 2 female roommates, $23(Veach or

1 -bedroom, $460/mo. Parking, bus.

(213)844-0803.

Housing Needed 60

TEMPORARY NOUSINC/SUBLETS needed for

summer interns: May 1992 through Sept.

1 992. Please call Daniela Dedona at Latham &
Watl<ins (213)485-1234.

UCLA GRAD STUDENT, MBA (INTERNA-
TIONAL BUSINESS) WORKING; CLEAN,
QUIET, HIGH DEGREE OF INTECRITV. SEEKS
POSITION HOUSESITTING. 310-829-0757.

Room/Board for Help 62

GUESTHOUSE IN EXCHANGE for 1 S/hrs

babysitting/week. Santa Monica. Must have

transportation and references. (31 0)393-71 1 0.

SANTA MONICA. Room, board and car in

pyrhangp for help with 9-ycaf old twins.

(310)451-4537.

Condos for Shore

BEAUTIFUL FURNISHED LUXURY condo on

Wilshire, in Westwood valet- private bed &
bath, female please. $550. (310)475-3049.

BEVERLY HILLS AD|ACENT. Condo to share.

Large bright private bedroom and bath. Female

preferred. Non-snwker, no petS; $45(ymo.

(310)859-8228.

Condos for Rent 69

BRENTWOOD 2-BED/r/« -BATH condo. Up-

per rear unit, security building, tandem park-

ing, sunny, rww carpet, wood floors, close to

VA, UCLA, bus. Security. $95(Vmo. Furnished/

unfurnished. (310)826-7885.

CMelveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from

May to August, our law
students will be needing

housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

BRENTWOOD $950, 2+2, Furnished/
unfurnished. Hardwood floors, upper unit,

close to V.AAX:LA. (310) 826-7885.

CULVER CITY CONDO, $1700/obo,
furnished/unfurnished, 4-betV2Vi -bath, sec-

urity, pools, Jacuzzi; gym, sauna, washer/dryer
and dishwasher, 10 min. to UCLA. Please call

Danna (310)836-3378. Available 3/1/92.

WLA CONDO: 1+1, $825, furnished. Near
bus ar>d gym. No pets, no smoking. Nice.

(310)447-1637.

Guest House for Rent 70

FURNISHED GARDEN-SIDE GUEST HOUSE.
Perfect for female PhD Student. $510.00/

TTTOnth, tJtititiet

—

inrinri^ f?f»farmr>i-

(213)870-5668

MV Sb50/mo. Nice single guest house, private,

refrigerator, parking, yard, storage, 1 5 min.

UCLA. (310)391-9583.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (618)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and

AFF. Call for a free brochure ^nd price list

and reservation. 800-526-9662.

57 Insurance 91

HATS AUTO INSURANCE
We all do but .into insiirnnce is

reiiiiireri by Inw' So lor a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CALL (21 3)263-BEST. Insured

24ft truck FULLY Equipped for ALL moves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, pianos,

ok. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(310)285-8688. LICLA alumnus.

JERRY'S nnoving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierH^d, and reli-

able. Jen-y (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HR5.
(213)301-0137.

-^_ -v.

,

Personal Service .95

Room for Help 63

PROFESSIONAL COUPLE will exchange pri-

vate room, bath, low rent for ten hours/wk

chores: Must have car/love pets. 1 5-minutes

UCLA. References. (310)550-0552,
(213)9558805.

Towntiouse for Rent 66

PALMS, 2 bcd/2bath. Townhouse Security

Building. Fireplace, central air, SlOSO/mo. 24
hm. call-(21 3)204-4230

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1690.

Services Offered 96

Condos for Sole 67

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwodd.
1 bed/1 bath 109K, 2bed/2bath 188K. Call

agent (310)473-0306.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-

CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT/
FACULTY. PURCHASEAEASE. STUDKD $95K.

CALL BOe/BKOKER, (310)470-1761.

CAR DETAILING — wax, wash, armor all, the

works. Student prices, very reasonable. Call

Michael (310)208-3402.

CONSULTANT WITH MA. available to assist

.with Fnglish Problems. Includes editing. Exper-

iencc, credentialed, trustworthy
(213)747-8424.

EXPERIENCED EDITOR offers practical tech-

niques and exercises that will help you with

your academic writing. Send $10 to Com-
prehensive Editing Services, PO Box 3084,

Redondo Beach, CA 90277.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)626-4445.

INCOME TAX PREPARATION by licensed

C.P.^JCLA Law student. Professional service

at low rates. Mike (310)626-8515.

68 Services Offered 96

METICULOUS EDITING AND REWRITING
for medical papers, presentatior^, and grant

proposals. Papers not for sale. (310)397-8068

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and

professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)620-0150

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)671-1333.

Typing 100 Resumes 104

BEAR*S EDITING
All subjects. Thcacs/Dlsscrtations

Proposals and Books.

Foreign students welcome.
PAPESS NOT FOI SALE
SharoD Bear, PhJ)
(213)47MS62

RESEARCH, WRmNG, editing

All Levels-All Subjects

Foreign Students Welcome
Fast, Professional-Quality Guaranteed

Papers tiot for sale

Call Research 31(M77-8226
M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(31 (!))4 73-41 93>

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (816)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

A-l BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557.0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocescing-anything (irKtuding disserta-

tions, mailings, resun>es, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser prints. Near

campus.9am-9pm An! (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-

TKDNS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2629.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 627-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)788.9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(310)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

CLENDALE/WORD PROCESSING, LAZERjET
PRINTER. $2.0(Vpage double spaced. Debra
(818)243-7604.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs

service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? Mac, postscript laser.

Flyers, business cards, legal/medical transcrip-

tion, dissertations. 7-days, Brentwood.

(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING AND FREE CAMPUS
PICKUP/DELIVERY FOR PAPERS, THESES,

ETC. Mac W/P. Michael (310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)664-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.
Lee. (310)478-1090

RESUMES FOR RESULTS. The Interview
getters! Expert writing/laser printing.
Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual
appeal. Fran (616)999-3034.

Travel 105

JET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or o/w!) AIRHITCH,
458-1006.

London

Travel 105 Trove! 105

Costa Rica

Paris

Tahiti

NewYork
Miami
•Fares are each way from Los Angeles based on a
roundtrip purchase. Restrictioris apply. Fares subject
to change without notice and ta^es rot included.

Open Saturdays Itam • fpm

Cound Ikaud
1093 Broxton Ave #520
Los Angeles, CA 90024

310-208-3551

rcD. at
ACKERMAN
GRAND
BALLROOM

UCLA
TRAVEL
FAIR

Hop on Over to the

UCLA Travel Fair . .

.

. . . and enjoy International Food and

Entertainment!

Come for lunch > choose from:

Spicy Chicken Winos

Turkey & Italian Submarine Sandwiches

• Lasagna w/ larlic bread

• Kosher hot doos

• Ice Cream, Popcorn & Churros

Enjoy Flamenco Dancers from 1 2:30-1pm

This year's Travel Fair also features:

>isuclV
TRAVEL SERVICE
A-L0velAck«rman Union

Services Offered 96 Music Lessons 102 Travel Tickets 106

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd gives

expert help. Fast, reasonable. (310)476-0114.

Tutoring Offered 98

•••CARING TUTOR^^'BASIC MATH THRU

BEGINNING PIANO LESSONS, ages 4 and up.

Make your new year's resolution come true!

(310)820-3756.

CLASSICAL PIANO LESSONS. Laureate of

International Piano Competition. All levels.

Reasonable price. Phone: 390-5030.

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

$395/person. Valid 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3087.

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, Roundtrip for

two. SISCVperson. Valid one year. Limited

offer. (800)352-3087.

CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-

ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(818)545-0960

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

FRENCH LESSONS by experience native

teacher. Call Celine (213)314-7383.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading study

skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

SPANISH TUTORING: grammar, conversa-

tion, business, traveling. For children & adults.

Ask for Cristina 575-1977.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; GMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4year5 experience. Mark, 852-1298.

WRITING/ENGLISH TUTOR: Yale grad with

teaching experience helps with papers,

reading comp. $2G/hr. (213)934-1278.

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

S2Q/hr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS. 2 yrs. exp. leaching begin-

ning students. $10/30min. Will come to

house. Dennis Cox (310) 794-5665.

SING! Vocal Technique • Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.

(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Autos for Sole 109

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

1979 BMW 3201 SPORT. Original owner,

meticulously maintained (all records), superb

condition, 84 K miles. $4000. (213)

466-2042.

1986 TOYOTA CELICA ST., air, stereo, mint

condition, original owner. $4,900. (805)

255-9317.

1989 WRANGLER. Dream Jeep. 2 Tops. 6
cylinder. $2500 lift-big lire package. $2000
CD Stereo, thumpsi Alarm. $12,950.
(21 3)892-4620.

1990 TOYOTA 4-RUNNER, V-6. Immaculate,

^C, ful I power •» tow package, stereo, cassette,

CD, cruise control, deluxe interior, sunroof,

mag wheels, new, $2S,000, $1 7,995, firm.

(310)457-2451.

81' Plymouth Reliant, runs excellent, automa-

tic, 4/dr., clean, power steering/brakes,

$750/obo. 432-6959.

'81 VW JETTA, S-fpeed, sunroof, 4-door,

excellent corvJition, service records available.

$2550. (818)901 1967.

CHRYSLER LASER '85. Good running condi-

tion. Automatic, A/C, AM/FM Cassette, 93,000

miles, $1980 (310)578-2281. ^

__t i
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"Jim Bonds (pictured),

Michael Caravelli and

Gabe Sollecito came in

and did a great job."

Gary Adams
UCLA Baseball Coach

BASEBALL
From page 32

Michael Moore thiee-nin homer in

the first inning and a RBI infield

single by second-baseman Robert
Hinds in the second.

Inheriting runners on fu-st and
third with two outs. Bonds walked
the next batter to load the bases but

then retired Anteater catcher
David Dieter on a grounder to

Hinds to end the threat

Bonds then allowed two hits in

the fourth but was able to work his

way out of thejam and then cruised

untouched into the seventh inning.

"I felt' good out there; I wasn't

throwing as hard as I thought I

could because my shoulder was a

little tender/* Bonds said. **I was
having a little trouble at fu-st, but I

did adjust. I was able to mix up my
pilches well.*'

After Bonds walked leadoff

bailer iDe_£mukawa in the

seventh, Adams replaced him with

reliever Mike Caravelli. In his first

appearance of the season, the

southpaw promptly picked off

Furukawa and then retired the next

two batters, including one on a

strikeout.

"I was nervous, but I just wanted
^ do what the coaches told me to

do," Caravelli said. "It felt good to

get that strikeout too, I was down
3-0 in the count and was able to

throw three fastballs by him.

"On the pickoff play, the coach-

es told me to go over to first a

couple of times, to hold him
(Furukawa) on base. I gave him my
fu*st move and then my good move.
Then I saw he was going and threw

over there to get him."

Caravelli *s performance in the

top of the seventh earned him the

•win as the Bruins were handed a

gift run in the bottom half of the

inning.

Leftfieldcr Dave Roberts lead

off the seventh with a single and
stole second base, his second theft

of the day. Then with Hinds at the

plate, Anteater pitcher Jon Van
Sandt attempted to pick off

Roberts but hurled the ball into

center field.

As Roberts went to third. Irvine

centerfielder Chris Facione
decided to emulate Van Sandt*

s

"I felt good out there; I

wasn't throwing as hard

as I thought I could

because my shoulder

was a little tender. I was

having a little trouble

at first, but I did

adjust."

Jim Bonds
Baseball Player

throwing ability by heaving the

ball into the Bruin dugout Facion-

e*s error allowed Roberts to score

-with the go-ahead run, S-4 .

"When we are on base, it makes
other teams concerned about our

speed,** said Hinds who also had
three hits on the day. "It gives them
a chance for error.**

With the lead. UCLA was able

to cruise home with the win. thanks

to stopper Gabe Sollecito, who still

hasn't found a save he didn*t like.

Sollecito converted his fifth save

in as many opportunities by hurl-

ing two innings and striking out

two batters.

"Gabe has been pulling offsome
great saves,** Caravelli said. "He
did a tremendous job as usual.**

Today, the Bruins host the

University of San Diego in a 2:30

p.m. contest at Jackie Robinson
Stadium. The Toreros boast a 4-4

record (Monday night* s game
against UC Riverside not

included) and are lead by the bats

of Tony Moeder (.533 batting

average, 10 RBI) and catcher

Kevin Herde (.310, two home runs,

nine RBI).

Mike Saipe (1-0, 1.27 earned

run average) or Pat Crema (1-1,

3.63) figure to start for USD.

The Bruins will counter with

Gary Adcock on the mound.
Adcock picked up his second win

of the season last Thursday against

Northwestern.
^>

Autos 109 Autos

'88 ACURA INTEGRA IS Special Edition.

White, power sunroof, AA^M cassette w/
-equilirer. ExceHent corwittton, $8900
{310)552-4825.

MUST SELL '81 DATSUN 210, 5-speed,

91 ,000 miles, sunroof, great condition, $1 450.

Olivifif 010)479-5912. : ,—_—

-

'69 Cherokee Laredo, loaded, blue, grey

interior, 4x4, phone, towing package, new
tires, $12,200. (310)451-2069.

BMW 3201 red, running-good, $2000; Jeep

Suzuki Samurai, black, '86, $3000. Call

Roberto (213)464-6848.

CADILLAC C.D.V. '78, 76M original, nice

smooth car, excellent condition. Will go fast.

$2800, (310)206-5682.

CIVIC SI '89, red, power sun-roof, stereo, air,

excellent condition, $6000/obo,
(213)464-8848.

DODGE COLT '84. 2dr/stick, A/C, 55,000

miles, excellent running condition. $2000obo.

(016)799-3156.

ESCORT HATCHBACK, '86. Excellent condi-

tion. Automatic. A/C, cassette, new tires.

Original owner. 48,000 miles. $2,400.

(616)966-2537.

HONDA ACCORD '78. Runs well. $65Q/obo.

(213)559-6253.

MITSUBISHI PRECIS, '90, 10000 miles, (man-

ual stick), excellent running condition. $3700.

Day (310)825-8541, Even. (310)312-0719.

PORCHE 944S '67. Silver, 35,000 miles,

5-speed, alym, sun-roof, all-power, immacu-
late, pull-out stereo. $1 4,000. (21 3)852-0687.

RABBIT CONVERTIBLE, '83, while/white,

alarm, ^C, stereo, new trans, top, and seats,

$4500, (310)306-2326.

SENTRA, '67. 57,000 miles. Auto, A/C, AM/
FM. Excellent condition. $S900-negotiable.

(213)930-2596.

TOYOTA COROLLA, '61 HATCHBACK, auto-

matic, 4/c, FM stereo/cassette. Exceptionally

well maintained. $1800. (310)390-2315.

Evenings.

TOYOTA TERCEL Wagon, 4WD, '65. A/C,

ANVFM cassette stereo, excellent condition.

$4250. (310)820-7777.

ULTIMATE TANNING MACHINE. 1966 Vol-

kswagon Cabriolet, impeccable, red/black,

automatic, 30,000 miles, A/C, pull-out, Alarm.

$11,000. (213)651-3772.

VOLVO 1 22, '67. Excellent condition, 2-tone,

new brakes, Weber Carborator. $2500
(310)392-0555.

VW BUG FOR SALE, 1974. Excellent running

condition. Light blue. $1500/obo.
(310)106-6181 or (213)935-6102.

With 22,000
indrculatjon
you could
even sell

theocliest
ofItems!

CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15th Annual Career Fair

for Minority Students & Alumni
• Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom

•

•2 P.M. until 7 P.M.* .

TIP « SDb LtARN AS
MUCH AS you CAN
Don*t just pick up literature.

Talk to the recruiters - that's

what they're there for! This is

your opportunity to make valu-

able professional contacts in a

comfortable, non-threatening

environment.

frighten you?
RELAX WITH KAPLAN
Find out \vhy we are #1

in test prep!

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Kducational Center Ltd.

109 Bicycles for Sole 113 Scooters for Sale 115 Misc. For Sole 128

RALEIGH PEAK MT. BIKE. Deore XT, Scott

handle bar, pump. Runs perfect. $40(Vobo.

-Huan A7';-«v.v

HONDA AERO 50, '86. Basket, helmet, kryp-

tonite included. Low miles. fytUST SEE!

SSOCVobo. (310) 7nft-7n«fe

MOTOROLA PORTABLE CELLULAR.PHONE.
$350. Call Anthony, (310)624-3329. r^

PERSONAL PROTECTION FOR THE 90*5^

Motorcycles for Sole 114 Bargain Box 125

HONDA 250 REBEL '85. Great beginner bike.

Includes helmet SSOQ/obo. Leave message.

824-3607.

ENCYCLOPEDIAS 1 99 1 , cost $ 1 600, sacrafice

$300. Sofa/love $595. Dinette, desk, wall

units, bunk-beds $150 each. Recliner $195,
bedroom set $495, mattresVsprings $150,
dining room set $1200. Unusedl
(310)393-2338.

Scooters for Sole 115

1987 HONDA ELITE 50. Red. Runs great.

Almost new helmet and basket. $40(Vobo.

Chris. (213) 655-6751.

'87 HONDA ELITE 1 50 DELUXE, helmet case,

digital dash, 4k mi., helmet. $1050. Glen

208-3640.

ELITE 1 50 '87 with helmet & lock. 2000 miles.

Runs great. $1700/obo. Call Travis

(310)208-1865.

ELITE 50. Practically new, low mileage. Lock &
helmet included. $500/obo. Brad
(310)478-8785.

ELITE 80. White, 1986. Great condition,

includes heln^et, and lock, $85(Vobo. Steve

207-6306.

Furniture for Sole 126

Stun-guns $39.39 + 3.50 shipping. Money
back guarantee. InterWorld Trading Company,
Dept C, 8949 Herrick, Sun Valley, CA 91 352.

Musical Instruments 129

NATIONAL GUITAR. Steel body DOBRO.
Vintage '30s, tropical scene, metal etching,

some discoloration. $1,700/obo.
(310)392-1679.

APARTMENT SALE. Double bed + bedroom
set. Living room set with stylus and dining

set. All in good condition. Available February

29. Call after 7pm. Tel: (310)208-1650.

BEDROOM SET, gorgeous, grey, platform bed,

full size, great condition, $150,
(310)552>4825.

BED WITH SIDE CABINETS—$15(yobo, oak-
wood futon $1 50/obo, sofa, love seat

$300/obo, oakwood tables $35(yobo, painting

on mirrors, call "Go-Har" (310)477-4307.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372*2337

Typewriter/Computer 134

DEPENDABLE, MAC PLUS, 1 meg- RAM, 20
meg, EXT HD, keyboard, cables, mouse, WP
software. $625/obo. Call (310)478-4958.

EVEREX 286-12MMZ, EGA, 40 M.b.H.D.,

1.2Mb 5.25" D.D., mouse, 24-Pin
Printer, all software Incl., $85(Vobo. Frank
825-8648.

IBM COMPUTER 286, VGA Monitor, 20 MB
hard drive, 3.5 disk INB, great cond.,

$50(Vo.b.o. (310)824-0552.
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CHEAP
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
$14.99

(with this ad)

213) 463-2222 or (310) 271-45271
•INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE
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Don't be left in the dark about
student government!!
Enlighten yourself with the. . .

UNDiRORADUATE STUDINTS ASSOCIATION COUNCIL

Chronicle
the official newsletter of the

Undergraduate Students

Association Council, ybur student

government.

Leam about issues that directly affect you and
various programs that benefit youl

Pick up .\uui coin lODAM! Ncuskldis will he distrihutod on Hruin
Walk troin 2pin to 5pm and Wed. thru I ri. from Mam to 4pm and hi

other hications on campus.
|)iii(ir(»r In I SAC

April Brown
Computer Analyst

J. Paul Getty Art History
Infomnation Program

D. Lewis Mingori
Professor

UCLA School of Engineering

Victor Melinda
Researcher

Univ. of So. California

For more information, caU 825-UCLA.

SAA is a student group sponsored
by the UCLA Alumni Association.

Additionalfunding for the Career Network
is provided by the UCLA Foundation

'to help you get the mostfrom your UCLA experience.

AT UCLA, YOU LEARN WITH THE BEsf

UClAlMmnl

SOFTBALL
From page 32

all, we come out and play at the top

of our game."
Indeed, the pitching staff was on

top of their game. Starting pitchers

Fernandez, Heather Compton and

DeDe Weiman all pitched extre-

mely well.

Fernandez had four wins
(including the final against Long
Beach State), struck out 41 and
only gave up 10 hits over the

weekend. Weiman won two
games, including a perfect game
against St. Mary*s, and struck out

20 in her two performances.

Compton pitched well in the

pool game against Long Beach
State and in the semifinal match
versus Minnesota. She struck out

17, and only gave up eight hits in

14 innings of work.

In addition, UCLA was assisted

by the freshmen, namely Evans
and Alchin, who were both named
to the all-toumament team.

Evans belted 12 hits and scored

seven runs for UCLA, while
Alchin had seven hits on the

weekend.

In particular, the coaching staff

was happy with how the freshmen
responded to the challenge of

being behind in the Long Beach
State game.

**It*s nice to see some of the

younger ones respond. They didn't

know how to respond at first, to be

honest,*' Walker said. "Some of the

returners took charge and told

them what they needed to do. Once
they felt like they knew what they

were supposed to do, they were
right there ready to win.**

Gutierrez and Fernandez, who
each had 13 hits for the weekend,
were^lso named to the all-touma-

ment team.

UCLA's next match will be a
doubleheader against a still-angry

Long Beach State squad on Satur-

day.

TRACK
From page 32

54-10 to back up her winning
throw.

"At this point last year, Dawn
was throwing 51-11 outdoors and
51-1 indoors," Venegas said.

On the men's side, UCLA's top
performance was turned in -iy-

sprinter Tony Miller, who missed
qualifying automatically for the

NCAA 55-meters by .01 of a

second. Miller fmished second in

6:19 to winner James Trapp of
Clemson, who ran a 6:16. Miller
needed a 6: 18 to earn an automatic
berth.

"We have a sprinter going for

nationals. Trapp's mark was a
heck of a time, and he left Miller in

the starting blocks," Venegas said.

Miller's time could be the
fastest ever for a Bruin in the

event. Prior to the late '70s, the

NCAA held its events in English
unit distances, rather than the

metric distances used today. The
55-meters is closest to the old 60-

yard dash in distance for compara-
tive purposes.

jas said Warren Edmund-
son had run a 6.0 in the 60-yards,

which equates to a 6.24 after

conversion and is .05 of a second
slower than Miller's mark. How-
ever, to give justice to UCLA's
strong sprinting tradition during
the 1980s, only recently has the

Bruin track program concentrated

on the indoor track season.

Although Miller missed the

automatic time, UCLA triple jum-
per Charles Rodgers leaped 53-0/2

at Reno to clinch an automatic

berth in the national indoor meet.
w

"Charles jumped 52-9, a provi-

sional qualifying mark last week,

but he is definitely going to

Indianapolis now,"sVenegas said.

One UCLA athlete who locked

up a certain school record is high

jumper Avery Anderson, who
doubles on the Bruin football team.

Anderson, the top prep jumper in

the country last year with a

personal best of 7-3, leaped 7-1 for

second place.

Anderson bettered Rick Fletch-

er's previous indoor school record
of 7-0'/4, set in 1973.

Venegas' throwers on the men's
side also notched impressive
results.

John Godina, who will compete
in indoor nationals, threw 63-114.

"John (Godina) had a massfVe
throw for a freshman. He's defi-

nitely on of the top contenders for

the crown," Venegas said. "When
(former Bruin thrower Eric) Berg-

recn won nationals last year, he

Dawn Dumble

threw 62- lO'/. John just threw

63-l'/2."

Redshirt freshman Greg Hodel
missed automatic qualification in

the shot put by two inches,

throwing 60-10, which also
exceeds his lifetime best by four

feet. Hodel needs a 61-0 to qualify

automatically.

Eric Johnson also raised his

lifetime best, increasing his shot

put record two feet to 56-1, and
Matt Wiley threw 57-9, down from
his 58-ir/2 at Lincoln, Neb., two
weeks ago.

Joe Bailey also threw in the

high-fifties, reaching a best of 59-

OVj.

Venegas was also impressed by
the performance of the men's mile
relay team, which raced at the

Long Beach Relays. The quartet of
Steve DeBeny, Michael Williams,

Marty Beck and Mike Stephenson
won its heat in 3:11.

Baker also competed in the long

jump, finishing fourth at 23-7/2.

"The men's team has some
serious talent, and it's starting to

show already/' Venegas said_
"(Tony) Miller will probably take

DeBerry's place when he's ready.

We also have two javelin throwers
in Dave Bunevacz and Erik Smith
who both have a shot to win but

didn't compete this weekend. And
(long jumper) MacArthur Ander-
son stayed home, we still had a
great meet."

Also on the UCLA women's
team, shotputter Melisa Weis
threw 52-8, off her mark of 53-2/2

at the Comhusker Invitational two
weeks ago, to take second place.

Jenni Whelchel threw 48-7, but
Venegas said she need to hit 50-0
to make nationals.

Althea Moses also leaped 39-1

in the U"iple jump.

The Bruins will compete at the

Cerritos (Calif) Invitational next
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'Voice' of Pauley
back on 2S-year career
By Jay Ross
Dally Bruin Staff

"John Wooden used to sit with
the game program rolled up, and he
shouted at the official through it to

convey his message when he
disagreed. He never wandered
around and stayed in his seat,"

remembers Don Sawyer, the
UCLA public address announcer.

"But in one AAWU game in the

early 1960s, (referee) Ernie Fil-

liberti made a questionable call,

and Wooden jumped up and
shouted, 'Goodness gracious,
sakes alive! ' and FiUiberti called a
technical on him. That was the

worst thing (Wooden) ever said."

Sawyer, now in his 28th year as

the UCLA public address
announcer at Pauley Pavilion, has
been there for many of the memor-
able events in UCLA basketball

history— be it a rare technical foul

called on the Wizard or each of the

almost-too-frequent 10 NCAA
titles won during the '60s and '70s.

Sawyer, who enrolled at UCLA
in 1953 after graduating from Los
Angeles Dorsey High School, has
lived Bruin basketball. He has

announced every UCLA game
since the 1964-65 season— before

Pauley Pavilion had opened —
when the Bruins played home

=gameSiK^5e^^o§^Angeles Sports

Arena, Santa Monica College,

Long Beach City College and
Venice High School, and he has

watched all 10 national titles in

person.

Sawyer succeeded his own
Wally Pipp at the Bruin announce-
rs table, and, like the Iron Horse,

Sawyer has never missed a game
since.

*The job of my predecessor.

Doug Moore, was transferred to

San Diego, and he couldn't make
all the games," Sawyer says. "In

1963-64, he wasn't at the start of a
couple of games in time, and I did

the opening."

"At the end of the season,

(then-Athletic Director) J.D.
(Morgan) asked me if I would do it

full-time starting in 1964-65, and
I've never missed a home game."
Sawyer still referees high school

basketball and used to officiate

collegiate women's games, which
aids the processing of game infor-

mation.

"I have been a basketball referee

for 33 years, so I don't get

confused with what's happening

on the floor," Sawyer says. "In the

Sports Arena, if the ball hit the

guidewire, it was out of bounds to

the other team, and I knew those

rules. When there's a double foul, I

know how to administrate the fouls

and shots."

In his decades behind the micro-

phone. Sawyer has had a front-row

seat at seeing the collegiate game
_fivolve from ^low-and-go mar-
athons to the run-and-gun high

intensity streamlined version it is

today.

He says the two most important

changes have been the addition of
the 45-second shot clock and the

three-point shot.

"A team can't get a 10-point

lead and feel safe anymore. Teams
used to try and hold on to the ball to

try to shorten the game," Sawyer
says. "Washington (then 9-9) tried

to sit on the ball but lost to USC
(15-3) by three (59-56 on Feb. 8),

and they were not out of it with

three minutes to go."

Sawyer says the most exciting

game he has seen was the semifinal

of the Los Angeles Basketball

Classic at the Sports Arena during

1963-64 season. The Bruins faced

Michigan, then led by Cazzie

Russell and a big frontline.

THEO N

Don Sawyer
*That was the first 30-0 team.

UCLA just ran them off the floor,"

Sawyer remembers. *The Bruins
were ahead 4-0 in 14 seconds, and
Michigan hadn't even had posses-

sion of the ball yet. UCLA opened
a 14-point lead in the first half and
won by 18 (98-80)."

Another great Bruin moment
was the 1968 Sports Arena
rematch between UCLA in then

No. 1 Houston. The Cougars, with
Elvin Hayes, had upset the Bruins,

7 1 -69. earlier in the season to end a

47-game winning streak before ^

record 52,693 fans in the Houston
Astrodome.

But in the second contest— an
NCAA semifinal match — Lew
Alcindor, Lucius Allen and Mike
Lynn each scored 19, and UCLA
used a box-and-one defense on

-Hayes to roar to a 53-31 halftime

lead and a 101-69 victory.

"UCLA had a 45-point lead with
five minutes to go, and then John
(Wooden) put in everybody,"
Sawyer says. "You don't normally
see a number one team get blown
out so badly."

Sawyer also remembers the

influence those games had on
media coverage of collegiate

basketball. In the late 1960s,
television was an infant, or rather a
sleeping giant, and UCLA basket-

ball was only broadcast on the

local stations. Today, the national

networks and cable companies
pour millions of dollars into the

NCAA's coffers.

"UCLA and Houston put col-

lege basketball on television."

Sawyer says of the two battles

between Alcindor and Hayes.
"J.D. (Morgan) sold the game to

Eddie Einhom (now part-owner of
the Chicago White Sox), and he
built a network. Then he sold it to

NBC and made a lot of money."
As to why Wooden had so much

success, especially an unthinkable

10 national titles, no one may ever
have an exact written equation for

his magic. Sawyer says all the

players had specific roles and
excelled at defense. On the 1964
team, Wooden's first champion,
everyone did the right thing.

The greatest individual perfor-

mance Sawyer has seen was not

the clutch performance of center

Bill Walton against Memphis State

(21 of 22 shooting, 44 points), but
Gail Goodrich dissecting Michi-
gan in the 1965 NCAA title game.

"(Goodrich) scored 42 points

and fouled out their front line."

Sawyer says. "He also made 18

consecutive free throws, missing
just his first and last

Plenty of shooters have passed
through Westwood, from Reggie
Miller to Tracy Murray, but

Sawyer points to two shooting

experts from the early 1960s as

especially adept.

. "Against Cincinnati in 1962 (in

the NCAA semifinals). UCLA was
down 18 in the first half, but Gary
Cunningham shot us into a half-

Ume Ue. (UCLA lost. 72-70)."

Sawyer recalls. "Then there was
Lynn Shackleford. With Lew
(Alcindor) in the middle as a

threat, Lynn could plant shots ih

what is now three-point country."

UCIA Women's Water Polo
Practice Tuesdays and Thursdays 8-10 pm "

Westwood Pool • 1350 Sepulveda

will compete in collegiate tournaments

For more information,

contact Dave 478-7019

Beginners welcome!

U
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REMOVING THESE

HKionRoiiniir
NEQCCANIIiOOKIS
YEARSYOUNGER?"

It's not gibberish. It's Crazy Talk. The new game
some say is more fiin than Pictionary. The game
that pits teams against each other and plays out

what charaaers would say in unexpected situa-

tions. It makes for hilarity. An^ it's sweeping

CHARACTER: Frankenstein.

SITUATION: to a plastic surgeon.

across campus, you'll find it atyour bookstore.

Pick up a copy. Then decide What Sigmund
Freud would say while at a bachelor party.

-^CRA^UIH"
^i^

You Design - We Build!
Advanced Manufacturing Laboratory on campus

In this era of high-tech research you may have thought you need to go

off campus to meet your fabrication needs - not anymore. The School of

Engineering and Applied Science has a complete hi-tech machine shop to

handle every kind of fabrication and at competitive rates. SEAS technicians

can mill, drill or bore metal and other materials into gears, flywheels or

precision parts, and offer one-stop computer-aided design and manufacture

of components or complete devices that meet the most stringent specifica-

tionsr—

^

'-
•———— ^

CAD/CAM design - complete drawings
Exotic materials - ceramics, composites
Four-axis CNC machining
Space-qualified components
Custom surgical tools ^>^t^ r

MIUSPEC precision

Located in Engineering I

Room 1012

Contact: Steve Grubwieser

825-2186

*
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Zimmennaii
Jarvis scores two goals to lead

the Bruin comeback attempt

at 6:31 to tie Stanford. S3

By Heather Dufiy

""Daily Bruin Staffs

—A good-sized crowd of insom-
niac hockey fans made the mid-
night trek to the Culver City Ice

Rink Friday to watch the UCLA
ice hockey team meet the Stanford
Cardinal. The game concluded in a
tie, 3-3.

The Bruins skated in step with

the Cardinal at the start of the

game, holding a fast pace. But the

game*s tempo seemed to catch up
with UCLA near the end of the

period, when Stanford slipped two
consecutive goals past the Bruin
defense within a minute of play.

The Stanford defense held UCLA
scoreless to the end of the first

period, 2-0.

Defense allowed the Bruins to

get back into their game in the
second period, showering the
Stanford goaliender ' with shots.

UCLA's Bob Jarvis brought the
puck down the ice on a breakaway
and shot it in to put the Bruins on
the scoreboard. UCLA goaltender
Ken Shaw and Ron Baerwitz were
both credited with assists.

Stanford opened the final period
with a quick goal to add to its lead,
3-1. But the Bruins would not be
outdone and injected their offense
with a little aggression. Bruin
Dave Lippmann got the puck to
Jarvis, who took the breakaway
shot for his second goal of the

game. With 6:31 left to play,
UCLA's Kurt Zimmermann found
a pass from David Sarraf and
brought it around to the front of the
Stanford net for a goal to tie the
game at 3-3.

The remaining minutes were
punctuated with various scuffles
on the ice, one of which found
UCLA's Scott Davis shot into the
Stanford net. The game ended in a
tie.

"I thought we played well,"
Zimmermann said. "We could
have played better, but Bob Jarvis
played well. Stanford looked a
little better up north."

"We could have played

better, but Bob Jarvis

played well. Stanford

looked a little better up

north."

Kurt Zimmerman
UCU Hocl(;ey Player

The Bruins, now 8-9-1 in league
games, meet CalTech this Friday
in Culver City for their final game
of the regular season.

Counseling Psychology
Master's Degree

Now Accepting AppucAnoNs for Fall 1992 in:
AREAS OF SPECIAUZATION:

Q MuTiagr, Family, and Child CounseUng (M.F.C.C. Ucense)
Psycholoey (Preparatory for EKvctoral Studies)
ChenucalDependcncv rCAJLDJi-r. r^^fi^^^^f

13

Name. Phone

Address

Return to: LOYOLA MA^YMOTTNT
U N I V E R "s i f Y

Graduate Division • Loyola Boulcvud at West fNkh Street
Loa Angeles, CA 9004S • Phone GlO) 338-7547

Utivmily latii prafrm wunimt fef tii Wfaton Anociatloa d Ickooli iM CoI|||m

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour
express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the
essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need-
Convenient parking, too! So, if it's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in
to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever
you need—whenever you need it.

Village I

rixpressmart
^^^^ Always Open at the corner of Gayley & Le ConteFOOD TORE

10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111
Open 24 hours » 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

%

Billiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

i

.^Jlc]

UCLA Undergraduate Business Society

presents

tote

/rss

#: ^

'.^-

TONIGHT! '»]

Tuesday, February 25, 1992

7-9pm

Guests include:

•Wells Fargo

•Lasalle Partners

__»Member Appraisal Institute

•Irvine Company

Sponsored by AGSM and UCLA Alumni Association ^M[
Funded by the CPC of the PAB

STARVING STUDENT
NIGHT!
$1.99

Cheeseburger, Fries & Soft Drink

or

Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread & Soft Drink

990 Draft Beer & Soft Drinks

Dally Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1

1

835 Wllshire Blvd.
West of E^rringtoJUSJ >n
477-7550

MINIMUM AGii 2 1

f^y

8
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Bruin gymnasts place third in Soutliwest Cup
By Luci Chavez

Just when it looked like it was
down for the count, the UCLA
men's gymnastics squad picked

themselves up off the mat and put

out a solid performance against

stiff competition at the Southwest

Open in Tempe, Ariz.

With sophomore all-arounder

Steve Diem sitting on the sidelines

after tearing cartilage in his knee
during warm-ups» the rest of the

Bruins rallied together Friday

night against seven Top 20 teams

to place third overall with a 275.95

score behind nationally ranked No.
1 Nebraska (281.50) and No. 3

Oklahoma (276.00).

"Considering what happened
(with Diem) I thought the meet
went pretty well/' said UCLA
head coach Art Shurlock, "We had

to juggle the lineup a little to make
up for that but I was very happy

with the substitutes. They all did a

great job.

"We would have liked to beat

Oklahoma. We just missed beating

them by five-hundredths of a point,

but I am pleased with the meet
overall," Shurlock.said.

UCLA senior Scott Keswick
agreed with Shurlock's assess-

ment "Even though the score

didn't reflect it, (the meet) was
definitely an improved perfor-

mance," Keswick said. "Being that

close to Oklahoma white not
performing as well as we can, was
a big boost because we consider

them one of the top teams in the

nation."

Keswick dominated the all-

around competition, winning by a

margin of nearly two points with a

57.65 score. Richard Grace, sec-

ond at 55.80, and Rick Kicffer.

fourth at 55.00, represented South-

west Cup champ Nebraska in the

all-around standings with Tom
Meadows (55.65) of Oklahoma
placing third.

"I definitely have things to work

on," said Keswick, "but it was my
first all-around of the season and it

was nice to start with a win."

Based on his consistent perfor-

mance, Keswick won three events,

rings, vault and high bar, he looks

ready to come home with the rest

of the Bruins to compete in the

UCLA Invitation next weekend.

Brad Hayashi, making his 1992

all-around debut, proved that there

is life after major knee surgery

with his Top 10 all-around finish

with a solid score of 54.10.

Shurlock, initially concerned

about the strain on Hayashi's knee,

was hesitant to let him fmish the

all-around rotation.

"There was a lot of pressure on
Brad to come through," said

Shurlock. "I told him not to do his

tough dismount, ; but we still

questioned whether or not we
needed to see him out there (on the

final rotation)."

"It turned out OK because now
he's gone all-around and finished

his floor exercise in competition. It

will definitely help his confidence

for future meets," Shurlock said.

Some of the substitutes Shur-

lock spoke of, like freshman Mike
Denucci and sophomore Greg
Umphrey, experienced baptism by

fiic:^whfe trying to pick up the

slack left after Dicm's injury.

Originally penciled in for only

two events, E)enucci ended up
competing in four, and scoring a

personal best (9.60) on high bar.

Umphrby, also looking at limited

action, came through in a big way
for the Bruins scoring a career-

high 9.55 on the pommel horse,

tying for fifth place.

Not to be outdone by his

Daly Bruin flo photouafly uruin tm pnoio

UCLA gymnast Scott Keswick won the all-around connpetition by a large margin In the Southwest

Cup.

younger teammates, UCLAjuntor highest team total uf Uw ygai>" "We need a higher average

Isidro Ibarrondo, originally sche-

duled for four events, competed

all-arou|)d for the first time this

season landing a 9.45 score in the

vault good enough for fourth place.

"It's a big plus to have Garman,
Hayashi, Ibarrondo and Keswick
back in the lineup. Those four were
instrumental to our success last

year so as a result, we had our

Shurlock said.

As crunch-time approaches,

UCLA is using this meet as a

barometer of its potential success

for future meets. While Shurlock is

confident of qualifying for the

NCAA Western Regional in Palo

Alto next month, he would like to

see his team break the 278 point

barrier soon.

score of one home and two away
meets to improve our ranking. The
better our ranking, the better

position we will be in to pick our

team's best event to start off a

(post-season) meet," Shurlock

said. .

•The UCLA Invitational will be

a great opportunity to improve our

position, especially being at

home."
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7 Nights Stay In tiie Don Polayo Hotol
S Winners Receive Great Priies Every W
Next Contest Date : TONIGHT!

How Do You Win?
Drawings take place every "niesday night. 5 nightly
^nners receive prises plus the chance to go to - -

—

Masatlan. Last week the first five made It to the Finals^
TONIGHT could be you! Final Drawing: IMarch 11.
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Bullpen strength provicles relief for Adams
By Zachary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

This season, the UCLA baseball

team has won games with speed

and good starting pitching. Sunday
against UC Irvine, the Bruins*

victory came from another, more
unlikely source.

Its bullpen.

An often maligned area of the

team last year, the UCLA relief

corps were instrumental in its 5-4

defeat of the Anteaters at Jackie

Robinson Stadium. With the win,

the Bruins raised their record to 9-

3 on the season, while Irvine

dropped to 7-4.

•The most satisfying part of this

game was that the bullpen can win
us some games." UCLA head
coach Gary Adams said, "Jim

Bonds, Michael Caravelli and
Gabe SoUecito came in and did a

great job."

The three relievers, starting with

Bonds, combined to hold Irvine

scoreless over the last five innings,

allowing only two hits in the

process

^^

Bonds relieved Bruin signer'

Tim Kubinski in the third inning,

after Kubmski had been levelled

for four runs to tie the game.

UCLA had a 4-0 advantage going

into the third, on the strength of a

* *•

.^

TIZIANA SORGE

-See BASEBALL, page 27
UCLA second baseman Robert Hinds attempts to tag a UC Irvine baserunner during Sunday's game at Jackie Robinson Stadium. The

Bruins won, 5-4, to raise their season record to 9-3, and the Anteaters dropped to 7-4 overall.

Bniins win in nintii on Aldiin's single
By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

Last Sunday afternoon in San

Diego, the No. 1 UCLA softball

team faced an unfamiliar situation.

It was behind.

In fact, it was in danger. The
Bruins were down 3-1 in the

bottom of the last inning to a

motivated Long Beach State team

in the fmals of the San Diego State

tournament

However, UCLA reverted to its

traditional winning ways and used

a three-hit inning to score three

runs, win the tourney and preserve

its perfect record (16-0).

"Coming back and scoring three

runs in the final game showed a lot

of character," assistant coach Kirk

Walker said. "It was definitely a

success, we won the tournament,

got seven wins, and it*s always

nice to do that."

The Bruins started off the inning

with a hit from catcher Cindy
Valero, who moved to second after

Kathy Evans got on base on an

error.

With one out, Lisa Fernandez

walked to load the bases, which

brought up senior power-hitler

Yvonne Gutierrez. Gutierrez

promptly singled to left, bringing

in Valero and Evans.

Then, with two outs, Jo Alchin

hit a single to left, bringing a

sliding Fernandez home to win the

game and the tournament Howev-

er, the Long Beach State team and
coaching staff contested the call of

the plate umpire, who had delayed

before signaling safe.

"To be honest, I didn't think it

was that controversial," Walker
said. "She was definitely safe. I

think that the play was closer than

it should have been (due to the

delay)."

The win over Long Beach State

culminated a successful weekend
for the Bruins. UCLA went unde-

feated in pool play, beating Minne-
sota 1-0, St Mary's 9-0, Long
Beach Slate 4-3, Cal State North-

ridgc 3-0, San Diego State 9-0 and
South Florida 6-0.

The Bruins then got the top seed

ir5 the seven-team tournament
which enabled them to have a bye.

UCLA dismantled Minnesota 5-0

to get to the final against Long
Beach Slate.

Although the competition was
not loo strong, the Bruins
responded well and didn't look

past anybody.

"We had already faced Minne-
sota, Long Beach and Cal Slate

Northridge," Walker said. "It was
something that we were afraid of,

because our team has the capabili-

ty of sizing teams up once they

have beaten them.

"They aren't overconfident
they just aren't fearful. If we have

any doubt about any opponent at

See SOFTBALL, page 28

UCLA pitcher Lisa Fernandez scored the winning run in the bot-

tom of the ninth on Jo Alchln's two-out single, lifting Bruins over

tong Beach State, 4-3, at the San Diego State tournament. UCLA
remains undefeated at 160. [

.
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Bruin sets
new marie

in shot put
By Ja^ Ross
Daily Bruin Staff

Dawn Dumble set a new UCLA
record en route to winning the shot

put this weekend at the Reno
(Nev.) Invitational.

Dumble, last year's conference

champion and the junior national

record holder in the outdoor event,

threw 55 feetTVi inches indoors on
Saturday, breaking the record of
former Bruin Tracie Millett who
threw 54-3/4 last year.

Dumble, a sophomore from
Bakersfield, has also qualified

automatically for the NCAA
Indoor Track and Field Champion-
ships, to be held March 15 in

Indianapolis. Dumble*s season

best is already more than 16 inches

beyond the winning throw at last

year*s indoor meet.

"Dawn exploded with a throw of
55-71/2. That's a big-time perfor-

mance," UCLA weight coach Art

Venegas said. "To put it in

perspective, Tracie (Millett) won
last year's indoor finals with a

throw of 54-314."

All six of Dumble *s throws

exceeded 53-9. wilh four flying

past 54-0. Dumble also threw a

4 See TRACK, page 28

Desert duel
The UCLA men's gymnastics team traveled

to Arizona State this weekend, coming home
with a third-place finish but without the services

of all-arounder Steve Diem.

See p^ge 31

Athletes of the Month
Men's basketbaU forward Don MacLean and

women's basketball guard Rehema Stephens

were honored as the Crescent JewelersAJCLA
Athlete of the Month. Freshman Judith Sanchez
won a Seiko Olympic Watch as part of the

award.

Icecapades
The UCLA hockey team faced off with the

Stanford Cardinal Friday at the Culver Ice Rink.

The two teams produced a tie.

See page 30
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Conference on
women, poverty
An international conference

examining the effects of long-

term poverty and the role

women play in coping with it

will take place at UCLA this

week.

Scholars from Latin America
and the United States will

discuss how Latin American
women have handled prolonged
economic crisis and poverty in

politically and p^^jfchologically

empowering ways.

The conference, titled

**Leaming from Latin America:
Women's Struggles for Liveli-

hood," will take place from
Thursday through Saturday in

314 Royce HaU.
For more information, con-

lad Teri Bond Michael at (310)
206-8788.

Wednesday
February 26, 1992

Japanese firm to stop using UCIA name

Inside

scholarships
A U.S. Department of Edu-

cation's proposal to prohibit

scholarships based on race will

hurt UCLA underrepresenled

-students, a graduate student

task force said.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Hey, it's i>etter

than a midtenn
Assistant Viewpoint editor

and curmudgeon Dan Saffer

passes out the annual
Viewpoint Quiz. Hope you've
been studying!

See page 15

Arts & Entertainment

'Radio IHyer'

never talies off
When mainstream appeal

and social relevance collide in

"Radio Flyer," the result is

more like oil and water than

peanut butter and chocolate.

See page 16

Sports

A dialienge
before Duice
As Head Coach Jim Harrick

and the UCLA men's basket-

ball team know all too well, the

road to Duke travels through the

Sports Arena, where the Bruins

will face USC Thursday.—

^

See page 32

By BIrgIt Rasmussen
Dally Bruin Staff

After years of litigation and
thousands of dollars in legal fees,

the University of California reach-

ed a tentative agreement with a

Japanese fum which was using the

UCLA name without authoriza-

tion.

Representatives from both par-

ties are'ciurentiy negotiating a
final setUement, which is sche-

duled to be signed today. As part of
the agreement, the Japan-based
UCLA Foreign Language Institute

is expected to remove the "UCLA"
from its name, officials said.

While the university is unlikely

to collect any damages, the victory

means UCLA succeeded in ending
the name misappropriation faster

Company settles out of court;

agreement to be signed today.

than if the case had run its legal

course, according to the UCLA
student association's internal

report.

Because Japanese trademark
laws do not protect services such
as education, the university was
never sure it would win the case in

the first place, the report slated.

"The laws are quite a bit

different in Japan," said Jason
Reed, executive director of the

UCLA student association, which
administers the university trade-

mark. *They don't have trademark
registration in the service category

Walking the plank

NELSON QREEN/Dally Bruin

Architect student Christian Langmuir makes her way across
a bridge built to the specifications of students from the Uni-

versity Bementary School. See story, page 3.

Bush attempts to pep up
popularity in California
By Rick Orlov

Los Angeles DaHy News

Warned that his support in

California is eroding. President

Bush made his second visit to the

state in three weeks, raising

money, promising federal help for

flood victims and paying a cour-

tesy call on his former boss.

The president and first lady

Baibara Bush visited Ronald and
Nancy Reagan Tuesday at their

Bel-Air home in a private session

that lasted about 20 minutes.

Although officials would not say

what was discussed, the meeting

followed reports that the former

president has been privately criti-

cal of Bush.

The Washington Post reppfied

that Reagan had told friends l^ush

was in political trouble "because

he doesnH stand for anything."

A Reagan spokeswoman said

that the former president did not

make the slalemenis and Bush was
reported to have said he didn*t

See BUSH, page 13

and under Japanese law if you
want to protect a name in an
enterprise you have to be doing
business there."

It was Reed who discovered the

unauthorized company name,
during a business trip to Tokyo.

"I was using the phonebook in a
hotel room in Japan to look up a

number," he said. "I idly flipped to

the U pages looking for universi-

ties, and my eye caught the UCLA
entry."

Confident that the company did

not have permission to use the

name. Reed brought the telephone

"I was using the

phonebook in a hotel

room in Japan to look

up a number. I idly

flipped to the U pages

looking for universities,

and my eye caught the

UCLA entry."

Jason Reed
ASUCLA Director

book entry back to the United
Slates. After the Japanese com-
pany ignored cease and desist

See TRADEMARK, page 1
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UCLA, UC officials

call for increase in

undersracf *-

1

By Marina DundJerskI
Dally Bruin Staff

UCLA and University of Cali-

fornia officials are calling for an
increase in the numb^ of under-
graduate courses offered to help

students get their diplomas in four
years.

UC President David Gardner
sent a letter Feb. 7 to all UC
chancellors telling campus leaders

they must find ways to accomplish
this goal.

Gardner called for a major
revamping of undergraduate edu-
cation in efforts to eliminate the

fifth-year senior pattern and
improve the overall college experi-

ence.

Gardner*s letter echoed the call

of UCLA Chancellor Charles
Young last month when he told the

faculty senate to take dramatic

steps to increase the number of

classes available to undergradu-

ates.
—

Gardner also said UC campuses
should offer more freshman and
sophomore seminars as well as

reduce class size and improve
undergraduate research opportun-

ities.

Each campus must submit a plan

of action to the UC President's

office by July 1 . Changes will lake

effect in the next three years, and
they must be made within the UC*s
existing budget

*The numbers of courses that

See INCREASE, page 13

FHth-year senior pattern

giradually decreasing
By Marina DundJerskI
Dally Bruin Staff

The number ofUCLA undergra-

duates graduating in five years has

decreased for the first time since

1982 — marking a slight drop in

the fifth-year-senior pattern.

Students from the class of 1991

earned their diplomas at a quicker

pace than previous classes,

according to a draft report from the

Office of Academic Planning and
Budget
The average time spent earning

a bachelor* s degree has dropped
about five percent, the report

stated.
"^

"It*s hard to say what exactly

accounts for the change," said

Carol Harizog, vice provost of the

College of Letters & Science. "It's

See GRADUATION, page 12

Bruins Graduating in Fewer Quarters
Qnrtm la ScNtl
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See the Entertainment Industry

From A Business Perspective.

Fox Inc.. a leader in the entertainment industry, whose subsidiaries include Twentieth

Century Fox, Twentieth Television, FoxVideo, and Fox Broadcasting Company has an

excellent opportunity available for a Jr. Financial Analyst.

We are seeking an ambitious self-starter with a BA/BS degree in Business,

Economics or a related discipline to perform cash flow analysis in areas encompass-

ing film production, television, broadcasting and their associated business functions.

This will include assisting in analyzing the financial performance of the company and

its subsidiaries and presenting management with monthly reports, forecasts arnJ

statements.

The qualified candidate will have excellent quantitative and computer spreadsheet

skills, especially Lotus 1 -2-3 2.2 and WordPerfect 5.0 to aid in the development of

formulas and models for forecasting and analysis. Excellent written and oral commu-

nication skills and the ability to work in a challenging and unstructured environment

are also important.

To find out more about this position, please fax or forward your resume with salary

history to 310/203-2443. Fox Inc., Attn: Ben Feder, P.O. Box 900, Beveriy Hills, CA

90213. We are an equal opportunity employer.

FOX INC

Deadline for mubmltting remutnee l» Thuredmy, ifarch 5, f992.
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UCLA Houtingnur
Bniin PUa

Heakfa

Hedih Careen Pofum Part 11
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Cultural Affalra

Concert. Whichiawhat A The Mighty Rhiitoa

Cooperage
UCLA DcpartoMnt of Muilc and die Center for the Ferfonnlng Ana
A Cortocrt of Vocal Muiic by Arrtcncan Compoacr ^4cd Rorem
Schoenbcrg flail

Cukural Aflalri

i oeiry Series: Weatwirtd Literary Magazine
K.Tckhorr Art Gallery

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1992
\j n >\

Women'a Vbcwaurtx Ccnier
When NO is Not Ertough

2DoddHaO
Cultural AfTalra

Son Mayor
Weatwood Plaza

Korean Tutorial Pra^i
3 on 3 Baskediall Tournament
Pauley Pavilion

liillel

•Yiddir with a Fiddle»

lliUcl 900 Iklgard

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1992

iinid
Kneuet Konrtecdons
The Who's Who ot Israeli PoUtica*

Hillel 900 lliigard

Student Talent Networii
3rd Annual Student Talent Netwoik
Royce Hall Auditorium

GENERAL
UCLA Subatanoc Abuse Prcnenllon :

The program is lookir>g (or voiunieen

Please sec ad for details

Graduate Stiidmta AaaiKlatlon

Graduate A Professiorud Students:

We waru you to run for office.

Please see ad for details.

Chanoellor't Humanliarlan Award
See ad for locations to pick up applications

Applications due March 6, 1992

Aluoanl Aaaocladcn
'Arts Inc Internahip
Multicultural Arts Management Internship Program
See ad for details

Feer llralth Counadors
Stress MansgemerH
See ad for details

v ..m^ma^ta iMMMM

UCLA Nikkei Student Union

proudly presents

The 6th Annual

Japanese American Cultural

Celebration

^orth

As one of the activrties In commemocation of the 50th anniversary of Japanese

American Internment, this year's show, which is written, directed, and per-

formed entirely by MSU memt)ers, chronicles the lives of four Japanese

Americans during World War II . The Cultural Celebration also features traditional

Japanese odori, modern dancing, and NSU's own Kyodo Taiko. Come join us as

we explore our heritage!

Funded by ASUCLA Board of DifSciDrt Proorammina Fund and the Campus Programs

Committaa of the Programs Activities Board >

Presented in cooperation with the UCLA Center of the Perfbrming Arts and the Council

on ProgramminQ at the International Student Center

Co-sponsored bf the UCLA Asian American Studies Cenisr and

theDaiyBnjin

correction
In Friday's issue of The Bruin, the headline "Undergraduate

committee would evaluate candidates** was incorrecL It should have

read "Student committee (comprised of both undergraduate and

graduate students) would evaluate candidates.**

The Bruin regrets the eiroTr
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students take action against soaring reg fees
19 fee protesters

arrested in sit-in

at Wilson's office
» !» I I I ,

H. - » -*T r'— . ' '

By Lorl Quinton
Daily Bruin Staff

Police arrested 19 students in

front of Gov. Pete Wilson's office

Monday, as a large student group
held a sit-in to protest the gover-

nor's proposed education budget
that sharply raises registration

fees.

The sit-in, which lasted for

about 30 minutes, resulted in the

closure of the capitol building in

Sacramento for about 90 minutes,

wimesses said.

The protest — in response to

Wilson's recent /rqxjsal to raise

the University of California's

annual reg fees by $550 —
occurred on the final day of a

three-day student summit in Sac-

ramento.

As part of the UC Student

Association-sponsored summit,
students met Monday at a noon-

time rally and legislator-lobbying

events, said Andy Shaw, a legisla-

tive liaison for the student associa-

tion. The sit-in was not part of the

scheduled events for the summit,
he said.

'

_—A spontaneous sit-in began after

about 65 students left the noon-
time rally on the capitol steps to

See SIT-IN, page 1

1

Legislators hear

personal stories

of financial woe

Above: UC Student Associa-
tion President IViarlsela IMar-

quez speaks at a conference
in Sacramento last weekend
to oppose the rising cost of

student fees. Right: Siamalt
IVIaIek, external vice presi-

dent at UCSD, is escorted
away by police at the Sac-
ramento Capitol Building.
Students held a sit-in in front

of Governor Wilson's office

protesting fee hikes.

PiKrtos by Jason Eriich

By Lori Quinton
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA graduate student Beth
Au was fed up with the latest

registration fee hike, so she
decided to doing something about

it by taking her case to the state

legislature this past weekend.
Au is one of 50 UCLA students

who met with legislators in Sac-

ramento to voice her outrage over
the proposed $550 fee increase

which makes annual reg fees top

$3,000.

. About 300 students from vari-

ous University of California cam-
puses gathered at the capital at a
three-day, UC Student Associa-

tion-sponsored summit to coordi-

nate strategies to fight the reg hike

and lobby legislators.

Throughout the weekend, stu-

dents also talked about various

issues related to education.

Many students at the summit did

not necessarily have political

aspirations. Many were first-time

activists who became involved

once they heard about the 24-per-

ccnt fee increase,

"Depending on financial aid, I

may have to drop out for a year and
work," said Laura Barrett, a

See SUMiMiT, page 1

1

UCLA elementaiy and gkfaduate

students build bridges togetlier
By Birgit Rasmussen
Daily Bruin Staff

Shrill voices resounded among
the rolling hills of the university

elementary school campus Thurs-

day as a horde of fifth graders

stormed across five newly erect

bridges to test structural integrity

andlfun potential.
~ Distributed along a winding
gulley, the bridges were part of a
month-long project involving gra-

duate architecture students from
UCLA and fifth graders from the

Seeds University Elementary
School.

For the architecture students it

was a chance to realize a theoreti-

cal project and do hands-on con-

struction according to
specifications from real clients: 30
elementary school kids whose
unorthodox ideas challenged crea-

tive and practical abilities.

"At first they all wanted to be
catapulted to the other side," said

first-year architecture student
David Bomstein.

But instead of a catapult,

Bomstein and six teammates built

a battering ram-like bridge where
travelers ran across on a swinging
log.

Another bridge was built to

challenge the children's ingenuity.

Extending only halfway across the

gulley, the bridge ended at a large

door.

Leaning up against the door, one
of the creators of the bridge

suggested that the children come
up with ways to get across, like

jumping the rest of the way.

And then the door suddenly

began to fall forward because it

was actually attached to the bridge

by rolling hinges. So to get across,

people had walk on the door.

Afterwards, the door flipped back

up to its original position.

But while graduate students

revelled in the audience surprise,

the fifth graders quickly brought

them back to reality. "How do you
get back?" cried the fifth graders.

The graduate students had no
answer.

As another part of the project,

the elementary school students

built their own miniature bridges,

using creativity which matched
that of the graduate students.

Ljned up on a lawn above the

gulley, the elementary students

proudly displayed their model
bridges which included elements

such as swinging ropes and tram-

polines.

"It's the world's first suspension

tube bridge," said Lam Considine,

about his bridge which included a
long tube suspended above a

model creek.

And another model allowed
imaginary bridge-passers the

choice of walking across a con-
ventional bridge or pulling them-
selves across in a small cart

suspended below it.

"We both have very imaginative

ideas," said Kelly Ross who
created the bridge with partner

See BRIDGES, page 12

Above: Fifth-grader Nicole
Brown of Seeds University
Elementary School tests the
"door drawbridge" created by

UCLA graduate architecture

students. Below: Morgan Hew-
itt sits with graduate student
Rocky Shen and the miniature

bridge she made herself.

Photos by
Nelson Green

HI!Saga of a
After theft, student feels

victimized by 'the system'
By Christine Strobel

Dally Bruin Staff r-

My scooter was parked where it always was — about 100 feet

from my bedroom window in plain view among others like it. That
was Jan. 21.

The next morning, it was gone.

I was one of the lucky ones, however. The police caught the five

teenagers responsible for the theft, and 1 got my scooter back.

But the recovery of my scooter only set off a chain of events that

victimized me again as I dealt with the justice system.

The experience of having my scooter stolen taught me that the

only way I can fight the injustice of this system— which made me
pay for the costs incurred from the theft — is to tell my story.

Attention scooter owners: this could happen to you.

I didn't do anything extraordinary with my scooter. I drove it I

parked it. 1 slept contently that night thinking nothing would
happen to it.

And it was during that ordinary night that five teenagers tore into

the front panel of my scooter to steal it.

I didn't hear them break the steering lock. I didn't see them yank
the ignition out of place. And I couldn't stop them from wheeling it

down Glenrock Avenue in the shadows of night.

But the police did. They arrested the five teens without incident

and without disturbing the quiet neighborhood.

. See TNEFT, page 10

X3HN CHUNQ/D«iiy Bruin

If one of these scooters were to be stolen, its owner may
have a hard time getting it back.

t»j
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Briefs
World

Haiti's leaders commit

to country's unity

WASHINGTON — Nearly five

months after he was ousted in a coup, the

exiled Haitian president, the Rev. Jean-

Bertrand Aristide, has signed an agree-

ment with a former political rival who is

now his prime minister, pledging to form

a "government of national unity" and to

begin a timetable for the president's

return to Haiti. .

With a formal accord in place, diplo-

mats say Aristide, who was deposed by

the military under Lt. Gen. Raoul Cedras,

may also be more willing to compromise

on the army chiefs future.

In an interview on the ABC News
program "Nighlline" on Monday night,

Aristide spoke of removing Cedras,

whom he calls a common 'criminal

unqualified for amnesty, by constitutional

means as part of an army reorganization.

U.S. considers selling

jets to Saudi Arabia

WASHINGTON — Eager to keep
American defense workers employed in

an election year, the Bush administration

is considering going ahead with a sale of

72 advanced F-15 fighter planes to Saudi

Arabia.

The. Saudi reiqucs! is-not new^ but the.

administration had shelved it rather than

risk a fight with members of Congress

who view sales of advanced weaponry to

Arab countries as a threat to the security

of Israel. The administration contends

that Saudi Arabia needs the planes chiefly

to bolster its defenses in light of a threat

posed by Iraq.

Nation

Senate attacks Bush's

Israel loan condition

WASHINGTON— A number of pro-

Israeli senators attacked the Bush admi-

nistration for demanding that the govern-

ment of Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir

halt settlement building as a condition for

$10 billion in loan guarantees, but the

policy did not seem to be endangered by

congressional opposition.

Tuesday President Bush vowed not to

soften his terms. "We spelled out our

policy," Bush told reporters on Air Force

One on the way to a campaign trip through

California. *There it is. It*s a proper

policy. It's been the policy of the U.S.

government for a long, long time.**

Financial aid plan OKd
at Columbia Univeisity

NEW YORK — Faculty members at

Columbia University unanimously
approved a plan on Tuesday that would
raise the money needed to continue for at

least one year the long-standing practice

of providing scholarship aid to all

entering students who need it.

Under the plan, currently enrolled

students will give up some of their

financial aid, more than $425,000 in

donations will be sought from alumni and

rhe. tenured facttky oC-Cohtmbia Orfte^fl;:

the major undergraduate component of

the university, will be asked to give up a

portion of their scheduled salary

increases.

Columbia is trying to balance its budget

for the 1992-1993 academic year, which

at one point had a deficit of $50 million.

Beating of prisoners

ruled unconstitutional

WASHINGTON — In an important

decision on prisoners* rights, the Supreme
Court has ruled that a beating or other use

of excessive force by a prison guard may
violate the Constitution, even if it does not

result in a serious injury to the prisoner.

The vote on Tuesday was seven to two,

with a majority opinion by Justice Sandra

Day 0*Connor and a dissenting opinion

by Justice Clarence Thomas, who said

that the Eighth Amendment's prohibition

against cruel and unusual punishment "is

not, and should not be turned into, a

national code of prison regulation."

Fines may be levied

on nuclear reactors

The staff of the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission proposed a fme of $285,000

for the Philadelphia Electric Co. for

maintenance errors and management
lapses at the Peach Bottom 2 and 3 nuclear

reactors in Delta, Pa.

The staff said Tuesday that workers had

improperly installed thermal insulation on
a valve at Peach Bottom 3, and that as a

result, the electrical parts that would open

and close the valve in an emergency had

been damaged by heat. The valve was part

of a back-up system to prevent radiation

from escaping in an accident

The insulation was installed incorrectly

in December 1989» and the reartnr wa«

run until October 1990, when It was shut

for maintenance, the commission ^naff

said.

At that point, <he valve was replaced

but the insulation on the control equip-

ment was installed incorrectly a second

time despite questions from a mainte-

nance worker at the time, the staff said.

State

Lawyers seeic access

to private police files

SIMI VALLEY — Prosecutors in the-

case of four Los Angeles Police Depart-

ment officers charged in the Rodney King
beating asked for access to the officers*

personnel files to review their past

performance and other personal informa-

tion.

Deputy District Attorney Alan Yochel-

son told Judge Stanley Weisberg Tuesday

the Los Angeles Police Department has

not responded to his months-old request

for the files, which was renewed four

weeks ago.

Outside court, Yochelson said that the

prosecution wanted the files to complete

its investigation of the officers* perfor-

mance history with the Los Angeles

Police Department.

Top Ten

Top 10 reasons to go to Bruin Bowl before

it closes:

10. Your balls come back weL
9. It*s easy to score.

8. Striking out is a good thing.

7. Fashionable footwear.

6. At a buck a game, it*s a cheap date.

5. Less exercise than sex, but safer.

4. Panoramic photo opportunities.

3. You can pretend Ihe pins are your

ex-significant others.

2. Look, it*s been here three decaacT

and it*s going to be gone in less than two

weeks and it*s a UCLA institution so just

go aheady OK?
1. The Bruin copy desk did.

Compiled from Bruin wire services and

staff ingenuity
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STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

GRE
MCAT

We are the ONLY individualized test prep

program in the country

!

y Small classroom settings with

dynamic teachers

y A flexible approach where you can

review material and listen to

- instructors as many times as you need

Live Classes • Private Tutoring

Computerized Diagnostics

Test-Taking Strategies

Solid Skill Review • Extra Resources

Permanent Centers• Convenient Hours

NCLEX FIND OUTWHY KAPLAN IS #1 IN TEST PREP!

and many more!
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Intestine/liver transplant helps patient eat normally
By Robin Dong
Daily Bruin Staff

After three years of not eating,

TJ. Martinez enjoyed a meal of

steak and potatoes on Tuesday.

Twenty-year-old Martinez had

been unable to eat solid foods until

he received a small intestine/liver

transplant at the UCLA Medical
Center in November.
UCLA surgeons were the first in

the western United States and the

14th in the world to successfully

perform this type of transplant,

which may be needed by about

15,000 people in the nation.

The operation is risky because

UCLA first in western U.S., 14th

in world to perform the surgery
the small intestine contains large

amounts of bacteria and lymphoid

cells, increasing the chances of

infection and rejection during

surgery.

Candidates for small intestine/

liver b-ansplants have either lost

part or all of their small intestine to

disease or accidents.

And when they lack the small

intestines, which are responsible

for digestion and providing the

body with water and nutrients, they

are fed intravenously.

In 1989. Martinez was acciden-

tally stabbed in the abdomen and
had to rely on inu^venous feedings

for survival. Because the intraven-

ous feeding strained his liver, the

condition of the organ began to

deteriorate.

'*It was hard at Hrst because I

missed going out to restaurants and
eating in front of the TV," he said.

"Now. it feels like I never stopped

eating.*'

Martinez's operation lasted \2
hours without any major compli-

cations. A month later when his

body began rejecting the new
organs, physicians changed his

immunosuppressive drug, which is

Supposed to prevent rejection.
"

But "the last several months,
there's been progressive improve-
ment," said Ronald Busuttil, who
headed the transplant team. "I have
to be very optimistic he's gone this

far."

UCLA physicians had nfever

performed this type of surgery in

the past although the university has

the nation's second largest liver

transplant program. More than 50

specialists helped with the trans-

plant

*The success has to be attributed

to the technical expertise and
UCLA's tremendous experience

in transplants." said Douglas Far-

Tner. a surgical resident on the

transplant team.

The University of Pittsburgh is

the only other U.S. center that has

performed the small intestine/liver

transplant.

Because of the success of the

transplant, UCLA plans to perform
more small intestine and intes-

tine/liver transplants, Busuttil said.

"We hope to really get the program
going."

SPECIALIZING IN
BLACK

HAIR CARE
"Ask for Lyn or Jimi"

SIhsiiiii|p<D(D & DBQdDwqQrj ««<»a«<»<»«««<]t«««<»i»<k««« $2S.(D<D*

1007 Braxton Ave. (Above Mario's Restaurant) Westwood

•i^^^wod «iy ^ ^213^ 208-2057^ ^ ^_
je»».^^

[Oj7£. The Hair Salon

Bikini Wax $8
Eyelash Tint $10
Up/Chln, Eyebrows Wax... $5

Underarms $8

Half Legs $10

I
Arms $12

1007 BROxrON AVE Upper Legs & Bikini $15
WESrwOOa^LLAGE

Full Legs & Bikini....;..... $20

Summer
Housing
in

New
Yoric

City

Housing available

May24-August 15

For more information

and an application,

call toll free

1-800-282-4NYU
Ext. 776

New York University is an affirmative

acnon/gqmi apfxwtumljr employer.

Will you be working, doing an internship, or

enjoying a summer in New York? You can

live in the heart of Greenwich Village as an

NYU Associate or take a course in our exciting

summer sessions if you wish.

• Minutes from New York's business and

cultural centers

• Apartment-style and traditional relsidences;

single and double occupancy

• Outstanding sports-recreation facility

• Includes the New York Experience, an

enjoyable noncredit program exploring

careers and culture in New York City

• Over 1,000 undergraduate, graduate, and

professional

courses offered ^^
day and evening dl

New
YoA
University
NYU Summer Housing
3-5 Washington Place

NewYork,N.Y. 10003

NYU¥'92
13

•

Don't be left out in the cold!

Advertise in the

Daily Brain

825-2161

AS ASPECIAL MARKETING TESTA MAJOR TRAVEL BROKER IS OFFERING
EVERYONE WHO RESPONDS WITHIN 72 HOURS OF THIS PUBLICATION DATE.

A DREAM VACATION TO HAWAII
As a special marketing test. «ve will send
to each person a free vacation certificate

vaNd for a fabulous vacation to Honolulu.

Hawaii. TNs certificate entities the user to

receive 8 days and 7 nights lodging for two
people • and one free airline ticket,

transfers, baggage hartdiing and all taxes.

You need pay for only one airline ticket at

the regular coach prk:e.

There is no other product to purchase and
there is no charge for this special certificate.

We will however limit the number of

certifk:ates to be issued in this market to those

that respond Mrithin 72 hours of the publicatkyi

date of this ad. The reason for this special

offer is that we wish to test the drawing power
of this type of advertising arxl inform you of

our special travel programs.

call:NOW!
(510)820-3733

8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

UCLA Department of Music

and the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts

oresent

A Concert of Uocal Music by American Composer

Ned Rorem
UCLA Regents' Lecturer

Donn Weiss, Conducting

UCLA Concert Choir

UCLA Madrigal Sinfiers

UCLA Men's Glee Club

Thomas Harmon. University Organist

vocal students from the masterclass

of William B. Lumpkin

and members of the

UCLA University Symphony Orchestra

Alexander Treger. Director

Program:

Two Psalms and a Proverb

From an Unknown Past: A Series of Madrigals

Arise. Shine

Three Motets:

Oeus. Ego Amo Te
Oratorio Patris Condren: Jesu Uivens in Maria
Thee. God . .

.

Love Alone ______
Sermon on Miracles

and selected songs from Rorem 's vast repertoire

Wednesday, February 26. 1 992
8:00 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall

$5 general admission, $3 students and senior atizens with

Information; UCLA Central Ticket Office, (310) 825-2953

.0.
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Grad students flgM to keep scholarships
By Regina Ravetti

Dally Bruin Staff

A graduate student task group is

currently preparing to fight a U.S.

Department of Education proposal

which would eliminate race-based

scholarships.

Although campus officials say

the proposal's impact at UCLA
would be minimal, a university

graduate admissions task group

says the new policy could affect

future minority admissions here.

Created in December by the

education department's Office of

Civil Rights, the "Proposed Policy

Guidance** states that scholarships

based on a student's ethnicity are

illegal and that scholarships should

Task group disputes proposal that

would eliminate race-based awards

be awarded on a variety of criteria.

The department is expected to

adopt the proposal sometime in

April, said task group member
Robert Ito.

Yet the proposal is expected to

have a minimal impact at UCLA,
said Claudia Mitchell-Kernan,

graduate division vice chancellor.

Since UCLA offers no scholar-

ships with race as the sole criteria,

the proposal will only affect a

small percentage of students with

scholarships, she said.

"We have nothing based strictly

on race," Mitchell-Keman said.

"Most of the scholarships UCLA
offers are open to all applicants,

with only a small number directed

toward a targeted audience."

According to Mitchell-Keman,

approximately 95 percent of

UCLA scholarships are based on
merit and are open to all applic-

ants. Only about 4 percent are

targeted to others including under-

represented groups. "It*s a very

small percentage.'*

But members of the task group

say the impact of the proposal will

be much greater.

"I think it will affect the number

of. students who get accepted here

at UCLA because the number of

fellowships will be dramatically

decreased," said Harriet Moss,

task group member and coordina-

tor of the Graduate Affirmative

Affairs Office.

The proposal will most affect

underrepresented students who
must work and receive bank loans

to complete their education, Moss
said.

The task group is currently

organizing an all-campus forum in

April to inform and organize the

UCLA community against the

proposal.

The group is also considering

inviting other campus organiza-

tions to sponsor the event With

more sponsors, task group mem-
bers hope to obtain a larger

audience, said task group member
Dean Toji.

"My feeling is that the more co-

sponsors you have, the more clout

you have in getting people to

come," he said. "That part is

important."

Potential speakers may include

representatives from the U.S.

Department of Education, Univer-

sity of California legal counsel and

the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People,

which opposes the proposal, Ito

said. The various speakers will

provide a range of perspectives on

the issue, he added.

The task force also plans to

See SCHOLARSHIPS, page 11
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Doctors Ought to Care' fumes at cigarette ads

1992 Chancellor's

Humanitarian Award
For UCLA Students

>ty"'^^

"'<y
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Dear-students:
^^

f ,he educational
experience-^

Th«

'•X'tvI'I*

W^

2147 Murpby
Hall, nov ^^^ ^^^ations iisw .

Sincerely,

Charles E. Vbjrni

Chancellor

By MimI Nguyen
Dally Bruin Staff

E)octQrs should not have to beat

peq}le over the head with medical

terms about the dangers of smok-
ing, according to the chairman of a

national organization of medical

professionals against tobacco use.

People should realize on their

own that *'the Marlboro man is a

drug pusher,** Alan Blum told a

crowd ofabout 60 people atUCLA

on Monday.
To educate the UCLA com-

munity about the prevalence of

tobacco advertising, Blum pre-

sented numerous ads that appear

on the covers of popular maga-
zines.

Even an issue of U.S. News &
World Report that featured a cover

story on tobacco's role as the

leading cause of heart disease

included an ad for Marlboro
cigarettes.

People are drawn into thinking

that smoking is glamourous, beau-

tiful and chic but forget about the

oral, heart, lung and other types of
cancer that result from it, he added.

Tobacco consumption and use

has usually risen steadily. The U.S.

market is just beginning to level

off now. but the rest of the world
— especially Eastern Europe— is

becoming a "gold mine** for

tobacco, which Blum calls a

parasite.

As a medical professional,

Blum said that doctors have a

responsibility to use their standing

in the community to educate and
warn people against the dangers of

tobacco use and tobacco ads. --^

He and a group of medical

residents started the organization

in 1977 after witnessing a number
of deaths associated with tobacco

use, while ads for cigarettes filled

the magazines on the waiting-

room tables.

Fifteen years and more than

8,000 members later, the organi-

zation continues to promote health

rather than anti-smoking cam-
pa'igns by taking a more social and
activist approach, said Jim Smith,

project manager of the San Fran-
cisco headquarters of the organi-

zation.

The organization plans to spon-
sor a teaching course for UCLA
medical students this August
which will allow them to partici-

pate in anti-tobacco use programs
and receive university credits for

their efforts.

_*-

Pick Up An Application at These Locations:

•Office of the Assistant Vice Chancellor-

Student and Campus Life-

1 104 Murphy Hall

•Community Service Commission Office-

408 Kerckhoff Hall

•UCLA Community Resource Center

203 Men's Gym
•Community Programs Office

102 Men's Gym
•AAP Information Desk

1209 Campbell Hall

^Center for Student Programming

161 Kerckhoff Hall

•Ackerman Union Information Desk-A Level

•Financial Aid Office-A129J Murphy Hall

•Residence Halls-Assistant Directors* Offices

•URL-Turnstiles

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Paid for by: PHILIP ASHAMALLAH Democratic Candidate for President

QUOTES BY ASHAMALLAH, DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR
PRESIDENT IN 1992

1 To maintain your sanity in this modern world you have

to be ready always to expect the unexpected and ac-

cept the unacceptable.—Ashamallah

2 The perfect marriage in some ways resembles the per-

fect crime. The>ig idea is never to get suspected or

caught.—Ashamallah

3 The worst faults and defects in the American system

are campaign donations. Ifgiven in expectation ofcom-
pensation, they're outright bribery, and if not, they arc

a mere handout. Either way, they are a disgrace to hu-

man decency and may be the reason why the best peo-
ple shun politics, and assholes become world leaders.

—Ashamallah

4 The greatest thefts and robberies in the historyof man-
kind are committed on a daily basis around the clock in

the nannie ofchaftty, organtzed refigion. and the slarv^^
ing Ethiopians. —Ashamallah

5 Do not be confused when you get to Heaven and hear

more than twenty thousand different languages spo-

ken simultaneously. Ask them to redirect you to hell

where only one language is used. ENGLISH.
—Ashamallah

6 The true meaning of life « to work and to love, bo if you
—^ are working and loving you are alive and if not you are a

dead duck. —Ashamallah

7 In the name of religion and male supremacy, men all

over the world enslaved women for thousands and
thousands of years. Abraham Lincoln's emancipation is

incomplete and the world needs now a new humanitar-
ian to ewomancipate the women and save them from
the tyranny ofmen.—Ashamallah

8 There is a simple and easy way to wipe out the federal

deficit in two weeks, without hardship to anyone, if the
Ameriran people unite and decide to do so. Confiscate
50% of all holdings of billionaires and millionaires

whose net worth exceeds ten million dollars. This way
we get nd of the deficit and in the saftie tinne get rid of a
little social injustice.-Ashamallah

9 Ten years after the war in Vietnam some ofour leaders
have not learned anything from that humiliating defeat.

The dire lesson of Vietnam is that physical and brutal

strength will not make a world leader of any nation or
individual. To be a world leader a nation has to excel
and be exemplary in high morale, education, science,

culture, human rights, fine arts, and social justice.— Ashamallah

10 Love IS an artistic dance of the divine ballet staged in a
cozy bed with the fancy costume of NIL. —Ashamallah

11 Any ordinary crook can rob the rich and give to the
poor, but It takes an influential and glorified crook to
rob the poor and give to the rich. —Ashamallah

12
1
never met a woman who I did not like except for those
older than seventy and younger than seven.

—Ashamallah

13 In order to teach and show people how to be \Airy

modest and humble. I ne>/er brag about being the
greatest genius in America. —Ashamallah

14 Behind every great man there are two great women.
The first carries him around before he is born and the
second bosses him around after he is grown.
—Ashamallah

15 Compromises and sacrifices preserve marriages. Soon
my wedding night I decided to sacrifice my happiness
for the rest ofmy life. —Ashamallah

16 Slow justice is filthy justice and filthy justice is worse
than injustice —Ashamallah

17 It used to be the rich get richer and the poor poorer,

but nowadays it became the rich became super rich

and the poor starve todeath.—Ashamallah

18 Look for the person who is most responsible for all

your troubles and keep kicking him in the rear. You will

end up with a sore end . —Ashamallah

19 The root of all political setbacks lies in the fact the dem-
agogues, the clowns, the charlatans and the actors fas-

cinate the general public more than the scientists, the

wise and the sage. —Ashamallah

20 Ask not what good your country can do for you.

rather ask what harm the lousy turkeys you vote for

quadrennially can do for you. —Ashamallah

21 The greatest unsung heroes are the civil service em-

p loy^gs ami very ffcquemfy we refer to them as the=

champions of hibernation.—Ashamallah

22 Humanity has yet to achieve its greatest and most im-

portant freedoms. Freedom from ignorance, freedom
from superstition and freedom from religion.

—Ashamallah

23 Most people do not know why the British call a beauti-

ful girl a lass. Women in England have the most fasci-

nating behinds the world over. So a lass is the imagina-

tive abbreviation of the two words, "lovely ass.'

—Ashamallah

24 Calling government workers civil service empk>yees is

a misnomer for they are seldom civil and they seldom
render service. We suggest they appropriately be
called the barbaric disservice employees.

—Ashamallah

25 Honesty is not our best policy: it is our ONE AND
ONLY policy. It is also our belief, our creed and our
deity. —Ashamallah

26 Music is the language of Heaven, and if a prayer is the

attempt of man to communicate with his creator, then

music IS the heartiest prayer, the warmest meditation,

and the finest means ofworship.—Ashamallah

38 Campaign donations have transformed some politi-

cians into extortionists, expert panhandlers and

professional beggars. They do not work for America

any more since their fund-raising practices force them
to serve only the very rich.—Ashamallah

42 Those who cannot do, teach. However those who can

neither teach nor do become politicians and run for

president. —Ashamallah

43 I have always been a member of the most persecuted

minority in the history of mankind. Thcminorityof in-

telligent people.—Ashamallah

44 My wife IS my guiding light and without her. I would

never be able to find the perfect spot for absolute mis-

ery.—Ashamallah

47 If you are a sensible honest person and a bum asks you

27 The gods create beauty, but they create ugliness too;

an artist only creates beauty. —Ashamallah

28 Innovation and originality are the secrets of progress.

—Ashamallah

29 It never pays to be a cheapskate. Spend as much
money as you can make and make even more.
—Ashamallah

30 A genius is one who has the ability to recognize the

boundary between being original and being a screw-
ball.—Ashamallah

31 Without the engineer this world would be but bare
wilderness; while God is the Greater Engineer, the en-

gineer IS the small god.—Ashamallah

32 No woman has any important differences from man,
but the unimportant differences are so adorable and I

love c^ry bit ofthem. —Ashamallah

34 It seems that God was a Structural Engineer but not an
exceptionally good one. His structural design of hu-

mans mistakingly requires them to walk on four limbs,

and if they walk on two. they get all kinds of hernias,

varicose veins, and terrible backaches.—Ashamallah

36 Never say never, sometimes say sometimes and always
say maybe.—Ashamallah

37 If you want to be as wise as Confucius and say only the
right thing in the right place at the right time, then
shut-up all the time.—Ashamallah

to spare a dime for coffee, you might give him a dinfie

or tell him to get lost. Consequently if a politician asks

you to spare one thousand dollars to help him run for

office, you would think the nerd is out of his cotton-

picking mind. However, the same politician can find

three thousand bastard crooks who would give him

three million dollars and help him cheat the people and
look like a great hero.—Ashamallah

__|2 Ifwe want the whole world to follow our example and

,

adopt our own system of government, then the least

we could do is improve that system and try to perfect

it. A method of government where expert panhan-

dlers and professional beggars become the d<Dminant

politicians and world leaders is hardly an attractive al-

ternative to socialism and communism.—Ashamallah

125 If you want to encourage political corruption, then give

your money and vote for the greatest crook of all.

However, if you want to encourage political honesty,

do not give money to anybody and give your vote to

the most sensible person.—Ashamallah

126 Your own single vote is ^^ry precious to our country.

Cast It for the yery best person in order to keep Amer-
ica great.—Ashamallah

127 If the very best person is running for president or gov-
ernor and you vote for the second best, because otpo-
litical affiliation or for any other reason whatsoever,

then you are acting as a traitor to your country and to
your state. —Ashamallah

132 Our political system has a built in mechanism by which
the top elected officials are either corrupted crooks or
bastard quacks. This mechanism is knovyn as
"Campaign Donations." If the elected official fulfills the
purpose of his big donors then he is a corrupted crook.
On the other hand, if he ignores them, then he is a bas-
tard quack. —Ashamallah

136 The same outstanding great genius that can put a man
on the moon, can put a dumb rock in a fancy box and
sell It to the people as a y^ry adorable pet. It can also

put a dumb dummy in the White House and sell it to
the people as a \/try popular president. —Ashamallah

137 It IS most alarming and horrifying that our citizens and
voters are unaware and unable to detect the direct re-
lation between political corruption and the terrible dis-

asters that happen frequently. The explosions of the
Challenger and the Titan for instance are due to cor-
ruption among defense contractors. Those in turn are
hand picked for their jobs by exquisitely corrupted
politicians. —Ashamallah

138 You can be the top rocket designer in this country by a
very simple process. Go to Washington, meet Mike
Deaver and pay him his legal fees. Of course your
rocket might explode in midair, but that is OK since

everything is legal. —Ashamallah

A very successful organization, specialized in "STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING. ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT," is

interested in expansion by mergers or by the acquisition of other similar firms with great potential for development and growth. Submit all requests for

consideration to:

INTERNATIONAL. DESIGN PLUS
5478 Wilshlro Blvd. Suite #204, Los Angeles, la 90036

P.S. We are seeking national and lnternatk>nai publk^ations to help us convey and communk^ate our ideas and thoughts to the Amercan People at home and abroad.

Interested publishers and editors, please write to: Philip Ashamallah, Democrat for Preskient. P.O. Box 36022. L.A. Ca 90036-0022
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Bush declares five L.A. nties disaster areas
By Beth Laskl

Los Angeles Daily News

President Bush has declared a

state of disaster in Los Angeles and

four other storm-ravaged counties

to aid the municipalities in repair-

ing roads, highways, bridges,

utilities and other public proper-

ties, officials said.

Bush made the declaration

Tuesday.

While the federal government

will provide $77.5 million in

disaster relief to state, local and
some nonprofit agencies, none of

the money was allocated to help

homeowners, whose property was
damaged by heavy storms that hit

Southern California Feb. 10-18.

The state sustained an estimated

$125 million in damage from rain,

snow, flooding and mudslides,

most of it to public property,

including water treatment facili-

ties and flood control basins, said

James Lee, a spokesman for Gov.
Pete Wilson.

In Los Angeles County, the

flooding caused more than $60
million in damage to the Sepulve-

da Basin, the Los Angeles River

and public roadways. The rain also

forced many county employees to

work overtime digging out roads

and clearing drains, said Ben
Nottingham with Los Angeles
County *s Office of Emergency
Management.

Money also will be allocated to

Ventura County, which sustained

more than $12 million in damage,
as well as Kern, San Bernardino

and Orange counties, officials

said.

The series of Pacific storms

dropped some of the heaviest rain

the area has seen in a half-century.

The federal funds allocated by
the president would cover 75

percent of the damage to public

facilities, while state and public

funds would pay for the remaining

25 percent of repairs, said Wallace

Stickney, national director of the

Federal Emergency Management
Agency.

"What this nieans is that the

federal government can pick up the

cost of debris removal from drain-

age and flood systems, from road

systems and also (pay for) damage
to water pollution control facilities

and public utilities,** Stickney said.

%o PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS OFFER:
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•TIME MANAGEMENT

GUIDED IMAGERY
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401 Kerckhoff Hall 825-8462 M-F 9-5

sponsored by SHS
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f-ARTS Inc. I N T E R N S H I PS
Multicultural Arts

Management
Internship Program

Summer 1992
Through the Multicultural Arts Management Internship Program, you
can experience what it's like to work m an arts organization: to feel the

excitement of bringing a performance to life, or snaring an artist's

vision. You can learn about Los Angeles' burgeoning arts community,

its funding, the people behind the scenes, the trials and the

successes.

The Multicultural Arts Management Internship Program provides the

opportunity for college seniors and graduate students of African

American, latino, Asian. Pacific Islander or Native American descent

to work for twelve weeks during the summer in a Los Angeles-based
arts organization. These management internships are fufl-time,

hands-on experiences. Interns also participate in weekly seminars at

ARTS Inc., learning specific skills and sharing experiences with peers

and other arts managers.

Each Intern will be awarded a $3,000 fellowship.

THE APPUCATiON DEADUNE IS MARCH 27, 1992.

For more information and an application, contact the Placement and

Career Planning Center on campus or the ARTS Inc. at 213 627-9276.

The program was developed through a generous grant from the W.M Keck Foundation.

Additional support for the Multicultural Arts Management Internship Program has been

provided by AT &T Foundation, the Flintridge Foundation, the Weingart Foundation, Mervyn's.

the California Arts Council and the National Endowment for the Arts.
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Secret cables explain Mao's wareirtering gamble
By Seth Falson Jr.

The New York Times

The publication of a secret cable

from Mao to Stalin in 1950 has

provided the first documentary
evidence of the Chinese leader's

intentions in his risky decision to

enter the Korean War and engage
U.S. forces in combat, answering
questions that have haunted scho-

lars for decades.

The telegram and other docu-
ments that have recently been
made public in the West have also

persuaded historians that Stalin

agreed to, and then abruptly
canceled, a Chinese request for

Soviet air cover during the attack.

"If we allow the United States to

occupy all of Korea," Mao wrote
in the Oct 2, 1950. cable, "Korean
revolutionary power will suffer a
fundamental defeat and the Ameri-
cans will run more rampant and
have negative effects for the entire

Far East."

The cable explicitly recognized
that the United States might bomb
Chinese cities in retaliation for its
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entry into the war, but asserted that

the desu-uction of the U.S. forces in

Korea was a goal worth the risks.

Two weeks after that summary
of Chinese strategic thinking was
sent to Stalin, Chinese soldiers

invaded North Korea, where they

surprised the U.S. troops who were
spearheading the United Nations

military effort to protect the South
Korean government of Syngman
Rhee.

The cable is among hundreds of
documents that were published in

Beijing in 1987 and 1990 as a

collection of Mao*s 1949-1951
papers. Although they were
intended only for the eyes of senior

Chinese officials and historians,

several copies have been smuggled
out of China and obtained by
scholars in the United States.

The documents also offer a
glimpse at diplomacy between the

communist giants.

Scholars now assert that after

Stalin reneged on air cover and
army supplies for the Chinese
invasion, originally set for Oct.'^15,

Mao froze preparations and

reassessed China's position, but

decided with his Politburo by Oct
13 to go ahead with the advance
anyway. It began on Oct. 19.

The invasion by 260,000 Chin-
ese troops horrified U.S. comman-
ders in Korea and forced them into

the greatest retreat in U.S. military

history. The deadlock that fol-

lowed, after three years of bitter

and inconclusive fighting, left the

Korean Peninsula divided, as it has
remained ever since.

The Americans also ignored

warning signals sent by Beijing •

A.M.
RUN
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Cornell students arrested for

spreading computer virus

By Lee A. Daniels

The New York Times

Two Cornell University under-

graduates were arrested Monday
night and charged with developing

and spreading a computer virus

that disrupted computers as far

away as California and Japan,

Cornell officials said.

M. Stewart Lynn, vice president

for information technologies at the

university in Ithaca, N.Y., identi-

fied the students as David Blu-

menthal and Mark Pilgrim.

Lynn said that both Blumenthal,

who is in the engineering program,

and Pilgrim, in the college of arts

and sciences, were 19-year-old

sophomores.

Lynn said authorities believed

that the two were responsible for a

computer virus planted in three

Macimosh games on Feb. 14.

He identified the games as

Obnoxious Tetris, Tetricycle and

Ten Tile Puzzle.

Lynn said he did not yet know
how much damage the virus had

caused.

THER
From page 3

The ease with which they caught

the teens, however, beUed the

frustrating events to come. Getting

my scooter back was nothing short

of chaotic.

1 found out that police recovered

my scooter when I went to the

UCLA station to report it stolen.

After a standard license check, the

officer told that I was in luck— the

scooter was in the Los Angeles
Police Department Detectives*

office.

That evening the detective

assigned to my case called me to

get information about the theft. He
sounded bored and disinterested,

if the incident was just like other

cases that came in basketfuls to his

desk.

He got the statistics and said he

would contact me before the court

dale for the five teens.

But I wanted answers about the

incident— how the teens stole my
scooter, how they got caught and
whether they had done this before.

The detective was reluctant to

say anything. He did tell me that

the kids were caught stealing their

fourth scooter early that morning.

Apparently, he said, they

needed enough scooters to ride

home.
Further probing only got me the

detective's sigh and his statement

about the juvenile clause in the

law. Their records are not open to

the public, he said.

With some of my questions

answered, I felt vaguely more
satisfied than before knowing that

I had at least done all I could.

The teens were in custody, and
the detective said, "We're gonna
get them."

But my ire was aroused again

when I found out the cost of getting
my scooter back.

My mom and 1 waited for

several hours the next day to pick

up my scooter after police told me
they would dust it for fmgerprints

early in the morning.

I knew as I itepped up to the

payment counter that I would have

to pay for the impound costs. The
detective told me that although the

police didn't agree with the policy

of charging the victims for these

fees, that was just the way the

system worked.

Besides, he assured me that the

cost would be minimal for a

scooter. It cost $70 to get my
scooter released.

I was buzzed into the security

holding area where a maze of

jalopies greeted me.

My scooter was near the end ofa
row of motorcycles and scooters

that met similar fates to my
vehicle.

As I walked over to my scooter,

it looked normal, except for the

metallic fingerprinting dust that

coated it and the curious hole

where the ignition switch used to

be.

However, the frontside told a

different tale. The gouge on the left

side looked big enough for two
large hands to reach in and pull the

ignition out. Tho^ five teenagers

may have done just that — the

ignition was shoved violently to

one side.

I couldn't get the key in to see if

the scooter still worked, and
honestly I didn't want lo try.

"Zippy," as my roommates
affectionately called it, looked

Hnished.

I wheeled the scooter to the van

that my mom borrowed from work
just in case it was one screw away
from the grave. We took it to the

Honda dealership to find out what
it would cost to rqiair my scooter.

The mechanics weren't sur-

prised to see a scooter in that

condition. Pretty common sight,

they said. Scooters are easy to get

into.

The estimate for parts and labor

to get Zippy zipping again was
$400.

Informing my father, who pays

for my college expenses, of the

$470 bill that was soon coming his

way couldn't have come at a worse

time. Two days earlier, I called to

tell him about the $550 fee hike for

next year.

He coi|ldn't afford Zippy's

hospital bill, but somehow he

would manage. I told him I would
sell the scooter after it was
repaired so I could give him his

money back. He agreed to the idea.

But he wasn't as interested in

getting the money as he was in

knowing why the criminals

weren't paying for anything.

Another conversation with the

detective about what damages the

teens would pay yielded depress-

ing information.

The detective said that in cases

like mine, when the criminals

come from families on welfare,

they are often unable to pay.

And he outlined the likely

scenario for me: I press charges

and the teens are brought to trial,

the district attorney asks me if any
damage was done and my state-

ment goes on the record.

The judge convicts the kids, but

might rule the five families don't

have to pay for damages because

of their financial circumstances,
~~

the detective said.

So, I absorbed the shock of the

crime with my pocketbook. I

thought^to myself, "Nice system.'
f»

A month after the incident, I

have now joined many of my
fellow student pedestrians in the

daily trek to campus.

And somewhere in the future a

trial looms, as I decided to press

charges.

While I don't know what will

happen to the five Idds or whether

I'll ever get my bills paid, I do
know that I won't be compensated

for all my frustration.

After all this, I think it's easier

to walk.

>
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TRADEMARK
From page 1

notices from the university, the UC
governing board authorized a suit

which was filed in 1989.

Because Japanese law did not

protect service names, the case

was filed under unfair business

competition acts, on the basis that

the company's use of the UCLA
name was unfair business, accord-

ing to Mary McDonald from UC
General Counsel.

The case was about to include

testimony from witnesses when
the Japanese firm approached the

university with a settlement,

according to the report.

After a tentative agreement was
reached October 1991, lawyers

SIT4N
From page 3

enter the building and Wilson's

office at 1:00 p.m., police said.

Fifteen minutes later, California

State Police told the group, which

was made up of both University of

California and California State

University students, to disperse

after they began to block the

corridor leading up to Wilson's

office.

While many students left, the

police arrested the remaining 19.

=^Sevemeen of those 19 people

were cited with "disruption of

capitol business," police said.

They were all released.

Another student was charged

with battery of an officer and
resisting arrest, and one was cited

with interfering with the work of

an officer, police said.

Because state police only lets

people with capitol identification

cards enter during the building's

temporary closure, other student

lobbyists who had scheduled
meetings with state legislators had
difficulty getting in for their

appointments to protest the fee

increase as part of the summit,
Shaw said.

Students met for several hours

with legislators to lobby them not

to appfove the governor's educa-
tion budget, he said.

Wilson, who proposed the edu-

cation budget in January, has

defended the recommended 24
percent increase. He said the

increase is needed to help reduce

the state's multi-billion dollar tax

shortfall.

SUMMIT
From page 3

UCLA graduate student who
attended the annual summit for the

first time. "I usually hate politics

but this is too important of an issue

to let stand by.

"When I came to the summit I

found out (teg fee increases) don't

have to happen. When students

come together like that, they can

accomplish something," she said.

Students who went on the trip to

Sacramento said the main satis-

faction they got from the summit
was the enjoyment of getting

involved and trying to make a

difference.

"The meetings made you more
aware of what we were supposed
to lobby for," said Rockwell
Griffen, a UCLA undergraduate

student, referring to lobbying
strategies.

"(Summit leaders) prepared you
for questions that legislators might

have about the issues. After the

meetings you could give legisla-

tors background on different bills

SCHOLARSHIPS

and different issues," he said.

After attending meetings on
Saturday and Sunday, students

visited the Capitol building Mon-
day to persuade the legislators to

oppose reg fee hikes.

Students met with individual

legislators to engage in one-on-one
conversation — lo paint a picture

of student suffering. Most of the

legislators seemed willing to talk

to students.

*The legislators I talked to

seemed to understand," said Au.
**They were in our position 10 to 20
years ago. Some of them were
alumni and others had children our

age.

"(The lobby effort) was a

positive experience," Au added. "I

talked to the assembly member
who rejjresents me. I told him:

Tm part of your constituency. I

vote. I'm concerned that if you cut

the education budget, you cut

investment in the future.'"

From page 6

write letters of opposition to the

education department and the

office of the UC president

While the task group prepares

for action, UC officials will wait

for the education department to

reach a final decision, said UC
spokesperson Mike Alva.

"I think at this point we need to

wait and see what exactly is going

to be spelled out," he said. The UC
system has until March 9 to submit

its opinion of the proposal to the

education department

But the task group says it will

fight the proposal even before the

UC makes its official comment
known, said Michael Lichter, task

group member and graduate slu-

mean.

According to Mitchell-Keman,

race will still be a contributing

factor even if scholarship criteria

are broadened.

The task group will meet again

March 5 to further discuss its

opposition to the proposal.

from both sides began drafting a

legal settlement. Once a formal

agreement is signed, the university

will be able to claim damages
should the Japanese company
violate the agreement and begin

using the UCLA name again.

According to the Japanese

directory, the foreign language

institute is no longer listed widi

UCLA in its name. .

While trademark violations are i

a continuing problem, they are
'

most often resolved without legal

actions. Reed said. UCLA is

currently involved in another inter-

national trademark litigation case

in France.

dent external vice-president.

"It's important for us to sent

them some kind of message before

they send a message in," he said.

Once the final policy is created,

Alva said the revised policy will

closely be reviewed by UC offi-

cials. "Even after the ruling is

made, we are going to take time
and review it, and see what it does
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GRADUATION
From page 1

not a single answer and not a

simple answer." But rising

registration fees have some impact

upon students, she said.

*There are a lot of external

pressures on students — an

increase in reg fees, housing and a

reduction in fmancial aid — that

are making it desirable to get out

faster," said Jane Crawford, direc-

tor of Letters & Science counsel-

ing.

The college has also taken steps

to help students graduate more

quickly, Hartzog said.

UCLA counselors are paying

greater attention to issues affecting

students while the administration

is supporting students more by

improving access to courses, she

said.

The university is also taking

measures to speed up the gradua-

tion rale. University of California

President David Gardner has

called for campus officials to come
up with proposals to increase

course and section offerings by

July L
UCLA is stepping up its efforts

as well.

The university should offer

more course sections for its under-

graduates, said Chancellor Charles

Young at a recent news confer-

ence.

Administrators are taking steps

to make sure they remove all

barriers to achieve this goal.

:Studcnts' enrollment pattern*:

depict they are in a hurry to

graduate, Crawford said. The
number of students requesting to

take excess units has been increas-

ing, and more students aite coming •-

to the counseling services and

planning their courses for the year, i

"I think there are some really

healthy signs of students wanting

to get out faster, but there's also the

flip side of the enormous pressures

on students," Crawford said.

These pressures may work
against students trying to graduate

in four years, Hartzog said. If

students need to work more hours,

they may have to lake fewer

classes and the rate may climb

again.

The university must take pre-

cautions to ensure that the Hve-

year graduation rale continues to

decline. Young said. *Thatls one

of the things we're trying to

accomplish. I want to see that

number go down."

x^

BRIDGES
From page 3

Emma Alaugh.

The elementary students who
participated in the project received

extra credit for their efforts. More
importantly, they used the skills

they learn in school in the "real"

world, teachers said.

**We believe here that every-

thing the kids do should have real

meaning," said school teacher

Faith E>ennis. *This type of project

sets them thinking about what they

might want to do."

And some of the elementary

students said they may become
architects.

"Yes, maybe," said Katie Hen-
derson.

For the graduate students who
have already decided on their

careers, the bridge building project

was part of a first-year class on

basic design construction.

"It*s their first experience with

client need," said Professor

Richard Schoen.

During the past month, graduate

and elementary students met to

discuss bridge requirements. The
elementary students also visited

the architecture school's con-

struction workshop, Schoen said.
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INCREASE
From page 1

we are providing is not currently

sufficient," Young told professors

in a raised voice at the meeting.

"We ought to be, and should be in

the future, very responsive to

student concerns."

UCLA hopes to make the

changes much earlier than the UC
time limits. Young said at a recent

news conference.

He said the proposals could be

finalized and put into effect as

early as fall 1992.

The changes may include pro-

fessors from graduate and profes-

sional schools teaching some
undergraduate courses and "moves
to generate more faculty partici-

pation," he said.

Young did not elaborate on the

specifics about the proposed
changes, but he did say that

feedback from the professors was
positive.

However, some faculty mem-
bers have voiced concerns about

leaching more classes.

5pme professors fear that the

administration will use a

"mechanical formula to enforce

the teaching of one more course,"

said Michael Granfield, vice

chancellor for academic planning

and budget.

An across-the-board increase in

the leaching load may produce an

additional number of classes in the

wrong areas — such as in the

physical TOcnccs whwe students

II hmw^ i

enrollment is declining, said Sey-

mour F^sbbach, UCLA faculty

senate chair.

Some professors suggested that

QffiGials also teyh classes.

"Every; administrator who still

retains a professorial appointment,

a title, should go into the classroom

and teach," said mathematics
Professor Nathaniel Grossman.
The state legislature is also

putting the pressure on the Univer-

sity of California and is looking for

measurable improvement within

the university, Granfield said.

Young said this added pressure

will not influence UCLA's
changes. *This is something that

ought to be done because it ought

to be done — not because the

legislature is concerned about it"

BUSH
From page 1

believe the comments were Rea-

gan's.

Tuesday's meeting with the

Reagan's highlighted concern
among Bush supporters about

strong showings by Pat Buchanan
in New Hampshire last week and

on Tuesday, when a substantial

number of South Dakota Republi-

cans decided to remain uncom-
mitted in a Slate where Bush ran

unopposed.

Bush was accompanied to the

fund-raisers in San Francisco and
Los Angeles by California Gov.

Pete Wilson, who has warned Bush
campaign officials that the presi-

dent faces problems in the state.

Aides estimated that Bush
raised $750,000 at his San Francis-

co fund-raiser and $1.25 million at

the Los Angeles event at the

Century Plaza Hotel.

The president also mixed in

some policy work Tuesday affect-

ing California, releasing a $241

million plan to provide environ-

mental cleanup along the U.S.-

Mexican border,
j

The plan is part of an admi-

nistration effort to gel approval for

a free trade pact with Mexico.

"Environmental destruction

knows no borders," Bush said at

the U.S.-Mcxico Environmental

Border Plan meeting shortly after

arriving in Los Angeles.

WANTED!!!
junior: $39,144-$47,952*

.strong Rt'cf»(l.s o/ Accorn/j/rs/irMDit C^
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Assistant: $44,880'$55,320*

EBMUD
*We Can Hire Within This Range Depending On Qualifications. Increase Expected 5/1/92.

East Bay Municipal Utility District is the West's largest independently operated water and wastewater utility, providirtg water

service 6i wastewater treatment for the communities on the East Shore of San Francisco Bay. Under the guidatKe of registered

engineers, you will have the stimulation and challenge of working on a variety of projects in planning, design, construction and/

or operations, depending on your career interest. The District has implemented state-of-the-art projects in computerized treatment

& distribution systems, ozonation, methane co-generation, and water reclamation among others. -
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•Job security... no layoffs in 40 years

•No threat of being relocated to Arkansas or Saudi Arabia
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•Tuition reimbursement ' up to $1500 per year

•Opportunities for career enhancement through
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Call (510) 287-0735 for an application OR send resume to: David Klein, EBMUD,
P.O. Box 24055, Oakland, CA 94623-1055. We are an equal opportunity employer.
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annual cost of living review
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•On the job training which helps prepare you for registration

I
AND
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint

UCLA has a powerful

need for the 1

1

of

more Asian langbi^es
By TookTook Thongthlri||

I remember when I was four

and a half years old, staying

home under the protective, but

stem eyes of my grandmother
while the rest of my family

journeyed off to work and
school. Koon Yai, as we called

her, and I would sit and watch

American game shows, soap

operas, and sitcoms, under-

standing them very little ^-

Koon Yai because of the

language barrier, myself

because of the senselessness of

it aU.

Yet there were moments
when we understood each other

and the microcosm of home
surrounding us. With the tele-

vision silenced, we would sit

xomfortably on her favorit

sofa placed directly next to the

window that gazed into the

outside world. As we con-

versed in Thai, the cultural

richness of her native tongue

(an inherited language for me
since English was my first

language) filled the room's

silence.

When I entered school, these

extended conversations in Thai

with Koon Yai dwindled. Now
I am not saying that Western

education is worthless. To the

contrary, such an education has

taught me to critically analyze

what I read, see, hear and
think. However, as a Thai

individual, person of color and
a woman, the educational sys-

tem has failed to provide me
with those very courses — the

language and culture courses in

South and Southeast Asia that

APLCC (Asian Pacific Lan-

guages and Cultures Commit-
tee) is addressing, for example.

-CC is a student-led organi-

zation at UCLA aiming to

integrate such courses into

UCLA's curriculum.

Yet at he same time, my
vision for courses on South
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and Southeast Asian languages

and cultures goes beyond

self-interest. As a Thai student

community here at UCLA, we
must not divorce ourselves

from our ethnic community
composed of over 110,000

Thais in Southern California,

whose voices, needs and inter-

ested must be addressed in our

educational experience. We
x\Qc6 the aforementioned^=
courses and the collective

efforts of Thai and Non-Thai

students at UCLA to reconnect

with our community — to

assure the Thai community that

we are here to address and

fight their marginalization

within a world that has tradi-

tionally delegated us to the

*Thiixl World" status.

We need these courses so

that when we explore the

untold histories of our people,

we not only rely on "secon-

dary sources,** but the actual

words and experiences of our

=peop}6. We need to break Uw
invisibility of ourselves and our

people. And to do that, we
need to speak to the Thai

community in Jie language it

knows best

Since my primary research

here at UCLA is on women
and other oppressed groups in

Thailand, I have foimd that

research information is limited.

But potential interviewees are

there — if I could only speak

and understand Thai fully.

Lastly, we need to unite the

power of our voices with those

_of our pecple, our ancestors, __
"and our allies — a responsi-

bility long overdue.

Thongthiraj is a junior major'

ing in women's studies.

Letters

Buffed
Editor

I would like to thank Corin-

ne Sumpter for a well written

article (Daily Bruin, **Female

lifter calls for some respect,**

Feb. 24) which clearly gives

examples of the problems

which women experience in

the weight room.

_ I, too, have had many such

experiences in atmospheres

where males hold the majority.

I did, however, think she took

it a little too far when she

made the comment about the

"condescending** compliment

she received fropi a male
lifter. It is possible that he

was simply impressed with her

ability? If Corinne had seen a

guy lifting an extraordinary

amount of weight "for a guy,"

wouldn*t she, too, tell him she

was impressed? Next time, J

suggest she does not attempt to

make men more chauvinistic

than they already are.

I congratulate her! She must
be pretty buffed for him to

even have the guts to comment
at all!

, Jane Suzanne Norris
Freshman

Biochemistry

Huh?
Editor:

"" "^

*There*s one in every class.*'

This is the classification of a

new animal discovered at

UCLA. They can be found in

almost any class, but prefer the

more liberal environment of

the north side of campus. You
can spot them quite easily

after only a few lectures.

Research has determined that

class size is irrelevant to these

creatures.

The first telltale sign of
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"there's one in every class" is

its inability to raise its hand.

In general, whenever a ques-

tion is asked, especially a

rhetorical one, it will spout out
an answer, usually die obvious.

The beast has a decided lack

of consideration for its fellow

inhabitants of the educational

jungle, believing that the edu-
cator is speaking only to iL It

often seems these creatures

regard their teacher as their

best friend. (Not to be con-

fused with the species "profes-

sor groupies*' who are noted

for their dogged walking of the

professor to office hours, sit-

ting in the front row, laughing

uproariously at any stupid

jokes the professor tells and
nodding at every word spoken
as if it were gospel.)

The greatest danger of

"there's one in every class" is

its ability to hog class time for

minutes on end going over

each little aspect of their ideas

as if when they keep talking

they'll stumble upon some pro-

found revelation. The species,

although solitary, is prolific.

So, if you are about to

describe how you think "2001:

A Space Odyssey** relates to

evolution, think twice about the

other denizens of the classroom

habitat Save it for office hours

when only one person has to

ignore you.

Aaron Vanek
Senior

Creative writing

Stereotypes
Editor:

In response to Sanjay Sabar-

wal*s article of February 24
(Daily Bruin, "We shouldn*t

back down from calling racism

what it is**). I see in Sabar-

waPs words a hint of self-

oppression and lack of self-

esteem induced by societal

stereotypes. No one can deny

that these problems of racism

and prejudice exist, but here in

California we live in one of

the most liberal environments

on the planet

In our present setting, socie-

ty is better served by racial

awareness activities more than

by mudslinging newspaper col-

umns. There are ways to "fit

in** with out compromising
one*s principles. Universally,

people of strong will and
charisma are looked highly

upon regardless of their color

or religion. In the real world

there will always be prejudice

because people are inherently

afraid of the unfamiliar.

Take advantage of the

opportunity at hand, become
secure with your own diversity

while you*re at UCLA, because

some day you may experience

real oppression.

David Levitt

Senior
Aerospace engineering

Daily Bruin
112 Kerclchoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898
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Been reading? Then take the annual Viewpoint Quiz
7'^.

This is it This is what
you've been waiting for

all these long months.

Oh, I know it hasn*t been

easy sometimes: slogging

through articles that are poorly

written at best; reading car-

toons that were, well, less than

funny; grimacing at counter-

points that missed the point;

reading columnists who rant

and rave or simply shuffle

around in 30 column inches

and digesting editorials that

were half-bsJced. But don't

worry, all your hard work has

finally paid off because . .

.

it's time.

That's right, it's that time

again. Time for the annual

middle-of-the-year Viewpoint

Quiz!

That's right! All those long

months reading this section are

finally going to do something

for you other than give you a

headache, groan or chuckle.

We're giving away prizes —
real prizes — for the first ten

people to present this com-
pleted Viewpoint Quiz to The
Bruin's receptionist. We guar-

antee that you won't be disap-

pointed.

Answer this practice question

just to prove how easy it'll be.

Practice question: You see

jhe gratuitous use of the phrase
"^'^y boyfriend Steve" in a

column. Is it:

A) Angela Beeley

B) Susan Rinderle

C) Pei-Chi Chang
D) Kennedy Cosgrove
The obvious choice is C)

Pei-Chi Chang. How did we

Photo Not Available

know this? Simple — just start

eliminating answers. D) Ken-

nedy Cosgrove is obviously

wrong because he writes for

the sports department and

sporty in this quiz, as in life,

is meaningless. A) Angela

Beeley is also a major misstep.

Although she writes for

Viewpoint, the only reason

she'd put the name of her

boyfriend would be to show
how much of a chump he is.

B) Susan Rinderle is a bit

tougher. She has mentioned a

_boyfriend before, but only in

"passing. But, as this tt

So sit back, relax and take

this quiz. You'll be impressed

with how much you really

know — unlike your last

midterm.

Annual Viewpoint Quiz
Question one: You're read-

ing along and realize that a

columnist is shamefully whin-

ing for sympathy. Who could

it be:

A) Me
B) Ben Wexler

C) Damon Dean
D) Impossible to tell as it

could be any and all of the

above.

Question two: The leading

character in Sinfest is;,

A) Slap

B) Stick

C) Slick

D) Schwing
Question three: This year's

main controversy was:

A) Christianity-bashing

B) The Community Directory

cpver

C) Asian women with white

men
D) Elvis: Dead or Ahve?
E) Aaron Dobbs: For real?

Question four: This year's

brivial controversy was:
I A) Christianity-bashipg

B) The Community Directory

cover

d) Asian women with white

Viewpoint and we espouse a

variety of lifestyles, plus the

fact ,that the phrase is worked

into almost every one of his

columns, the clear choice is C)

Pei-Chi Chang.

See how easy it is?

-men
E) Elvis: Dead
F) Aaron Dobbs: Why?
Question five: How many of

our readers misunderstand

satire?

A) Two
B) Three

C) More than three

Question six: Analogy.

Damon is to Dave (Damon:
Dave) as:

A) Marcus: bald !

B) Susan: Mexico
'

C) Angela: feminism

D) Pei: straight white guy

Question seven: Rhetorical.

If Viewpoint were a tree, what

kind of tree would it t)e?

Question eight: The one
person who has been offended

more than anyone else from

these pages is:

A) Any member of a fanati-

cal Christian group

upchuck Young:

Question nine: The best rea-

son for reading Viewpoint is:

.

A) The well-thought out,

well-researched columns by our

columnists

B) The unbiased, open opin-

ions expressed by our readers

C) Daily dose of Sinfest

D) Insert your own sick,

pathetic reason here

And the final question: The
best part about this column is:

A) Looking for subliminal

messages in the margins

B) Seeing who I piss off

this time

C) Being the person I piss

C) Just about everyone

D) Danette Martin

E) Any officer of the UCPD
F) Dave Gatzke

G) Any homophobic, eur-

oceniric, prejudiced, white

fraternity man

Off this tinw

D) Getting to the end of the

damn thing

Saffer, a senior majoring in

theater and dramatic literature,

is the Assistant Viewpoint edi-
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Mathis discovers there*s more to life* than acting

r—

By Michael Mordler

Daily Bruin Staff

When Samantha Mathis auditioned for

Nora Ephron*s "This is my life" she was
surrounded by a female producer, female

director, female everything. Knowing how
rare a sight this was, the actress bUnked.

And when she opened her eyes, she knew
"life" was a project that interested her.

Mathis, 21, plays a confused, rebellious

teenager in the picture; it*s a role she*s

familiar with, having starred opposite

Christian Slater in the adolescent angst hit

"Pump Up the Volume." But don't think the

actress is repeating herself. Confused and

rebellious are the only adjectives these roles

have in common. Think of her perfor-

mances as variations on a theme.

Like the talented Martha Plimpton before

her, Mathis has shown an ability to turn the

cliched into something original. It's fair to

say that her willingness to mask physical

beauty is rare among young Hollywood
actresses. Heck, if her characters in "Vol-

ume" and "life" went to the same school and

^mp^^mo^fte smother in Che haHwayr

Samantha Mathis plays Erica Ingels In

the new comedy "This is nfiy life."

Up the Volume.** It turned out to be her big

break.

they wouldn't even recognize each other.

Perhaps acting is just in Mathis' blood;

her mother and grandmother were actresses.

"I kind of toyed with the idea as I was
growing up. Going to the theater and

auditions (with mom) was my life. So when
A was 12 and did a play in school, I knew
acting was what I wanted to do. My mother,

of course, was horrified."

But the art of good mother-daughter

relations is compromise. So Mathis set aside

her desire to immediately turn professional

and mama agreed to let her baby give it a

shot. The result: she enrolled in acting

classes.

By the age of 16, though, it was time to

receive her diploma. She got an agent

Series television and cabl^ movies soon

followed. And at 19. Mathis scored "Pump

^Aftef mat mings changed n llttlglrttr^

Mathis says. "Not a lot of people knew who
I was and then all of the sudden people

started to be aware of me. And I got some
offers on some things. It was wild."

"But it's not like I got recognized all the

time. Mostly what 1 got from people was,

'Didn't }0u go to my high school? Weren't

you in my psychology class?'"

Mathis did spend time clubbing with her

peers, though, doing the "Young Holly-

wood Thing," as she calls it "It's fun. but

it's not for me," she says. "I just really

learned that your life has to be about more
than this business. And if it's the business

that's your life, you go insane."

She's made an effort in the last year to

find things outside the business that make

See MATHIS, page 19

For Nora Ephron, it's just a matter of writing it down

»

rt

By Michael Mordler

Daily Bruin Staff

It's no surprise when a successful

screenwriter makes her directorial debut

The natural progression up the ladder gives

the writer more control over the material,

more insight into how a movie is made
Nora Ephron. who wrote "Heartburn.

"Silkwood" and "When Harry Met Sally,

is the latest inductee.

*This is My Life,** which she co-wrote

with her sister, is a project she planned to

direct from the beginning. "I just knew I

should do this movie or else someone was
really going to screw it up." explains

Ephron. 'They wouldn't know what this

movie is about. I really was desperate to

make it"

What usually detracts writers from

wanting to direct a second time is the on-set

experience. But Ephron didn't fmd the

day-to-day grind to be a problem. "Every-

body told me it was going to be horrible, but

I didn't have to work with difficult people.

So that made it a breeze. Because Julie

Kavner (the movie's star) was so untemper-

amental. no one else felt they were entitled."

Instead, it was casting the movie that

gave the first-timer headaches. "Finding the"

little girl was a nightmare," Ephron says. "A
lot of the actresses who have experience

have Worked in television, and they're used

to delivering all their lines in closeups

where they get to say these really .cute

p)sby-kid lines. They don't (know how) to

*play a scene with other actors. And, of

course, all the scenes in this movie are

written as ensemble scenes.

"It was very hard. I had almost given up

on it My casting director kept saying, 'It's a

Screenwriter Nora Ephron nnoves into

the director's chair In her new movie
"This Is my life."

real shame Gaby Hoffmann is in retirement

because she's perfect.* Gaby had retired

from show business at the age of eight after

doing Tield of Dreams' and *Uncle Buck. ' I

think she had wanted to go back to school
and be a normal third-grader. And fortu-

nately, by a miracle, she took herself out of
retirement in the fourth grade."

Although "This is My Life" was already

in development when the production of her

"My Blue Heaven" script, directed by
Herbert Ross, turned into a debacle, Ephron
says it furthered her impetus to direct. "In a
way. I owe the director of that movie a debt
because if anything can turn you into a
director, it's woiking with him."

At some point in the future Ephron wants
to direct again, but for now, it*s back to

writing screenplays. Strangely enough, she

seems to regard herself as a journalist —
"At the age of 13 1 was a person who knew I

Mike (Elijah Wood) and his younger brother Bobby (Joseph Mazzello) find strength in each other and their Invaginations in Columbia Pictures' ''Radio Ryer."

Film blurs line between fantasy and reality
By Jason Ste%vart

Dally Bruin Staff

It no doubt sounded like a great idea on
paper a touching film about child abuse

that makes the sensitive subject accessible

to children and families by packaging it in

an •*E.T.*'-Iike feel-good fantasy story.

What studio exec could ask for more— to

have all the mainstream appeal of "Home
Alone** and social relevance of "Dances
With Wolves** in one movie?

But in typical Hollywood fashion, it

seems as though no one stopped to ask if

thl^; combination works. Some $30-40-

milUon later, the result is more like oil and
water than peanut butter and chocolate.

Columbia Pictures* **Radio Flyer** has

weathered some of the most stormy
production problems in recent Hollywood
history. Originally purchasing the script

for $1.25 million (an unprecedented

amount for an untested screenwriter).

Michael Doiiglas* Stonebridge Entertain-

ment wanted the project so badly they

threw in the director's chair for 27-year-

old writer David Mickey Evans as well.

But within 10 days of Hlming. the

production was shut down and revamped
with a new cast and crew at an additional

cost of $10 million.

Even the replacement, veteran director

Richard Donner ("Supennan.** both **Let-

hal Weapons**), could not avoid problems.

Test audiences rejected his ending, forcing

him to break from shooting "Lethal

Weapon 3** to rush an alternative.

Unfortunately, the new ending is too

little too late on a project that is confused
on just about every level. It*s a serious

story about child abuse that is too subtle

for kids and inaccessible to adults. Then
again, it's a fantasy that can*t decide

where to draw the line between imagina-

tion and reality. The writer and director

claim it is "ambiguous.** but it seems more
like they just couldn't make up their

minds.

When Mike and his younger brother

Bobby *s (Elijah Wood and Joseph Maz-
zello) father walks out on them, their

mother (Lorraine Bracco) moves them to

California in search ofa new life. She soon

remarries, but *The King," as the boys

refer to their stepfather, quickly turns out

to be terribly different from what they

expected. With Mom always gone work-
ing double-shifts as a waitress, the

alcoholic King takes out his aggression on
the defenseless Bobby, who is too scared

to tell his mother. Bobby also makes his

brother Mike promise not to tell.

Feeling responsible for his helpless

brother. Mike does his best to protect him
from The King by engaging him in playful

games and fantasies that keep him away

from home all day. But the abipse

continues until The King goes too far and
is jailed when he hospitalizes Bobby.

Sensing his stepfather's absence is not

permanent, Mike devises a plan that only a

child— with that special knowledge lost

in puberty — could conceive.

In reminding adults what it was like to

be a kid— when reality and imagination

intertwined— "Radio Flyer" works well.

Remember when you really thought

people could fly? When monsters did exist

under the bed or in the ck)set? When
spinach, no matter how gross, could grant

superhuman strength? Whatever it was for

you. we all once experienced the wonder-

ful privilege of perceiving the world

through eyes that were not limited by our

knowledge of what we now conceive as

fact.

See 'FLYER/ page 20

Opera is the answer for former UCLA faculty member

See EPHRON, page 21.

By Peilin Chou

While many of today*s music
majors seek positions in perfor-

mance, composition or education,

UCLA alumnus Dr. David Dichi-

era found his niche in the music

world by helping to create and
manage opera companies.

As General Director and a

founding member of two major
American Opera Companies.
Opera Pacific and Michigan Opera
Theatre. Dichiera has been run-

ning opera companies for almost

22 years and expresses a great

fondness for his work.
"Running an opera company

allows me to put together every-

thing that I love — theater, music

(and) working with people, as well

as being responsible for a produc-

tion.** explains Dichiera. "Since I

love the art form, it is always

challenging and fun to make it

come to life.**

Although Dichiera' s music

career has taken him all over the

world, he is anything but a stranger

to UCLA. In fact, his connections

with the school are quite long and

varied. The former UCLA faculty

member received his bachelor's

degree in music, his master's

degree in composition and his

doctorate in musicology all from

the school. In addition to that, his

daughter is also a recent UCLA
graduate.

Dichiera says he has always had

a great interest and love for the

opera, but when he was attending

UCLA he had no idea that he

would one day pursue a career

managing opera companies.

"I started my career wanting to

be a concert pianist." explains

"Since I love the art

form, it is always

challenging and fun to

make it come to life.**

David Dichiera

Opera General Director

Dichiera. "And then I decided I

wanted to focus more on composi-

tion. I kind of went through an

evolution before I stumbled upon

what I'm doing today. I didn*iplan

to be running opera companies, but

there I was in south Michigan

where there was no opera company
(and) I began to build one.**

The company Dichiera began to

build at that time was Michigan

Opera Theatre. Founded in 1971.

Michigan Opera Theatre was the

first opera company Dichiera ever

ran and he still continues to

manage it today.

Since then he has held several

prestigious positions in the world

of music, including president of

OPERA America, Artistic director

of Dayton Opera Association,

panel member for the National

Endowment for the Arts, chairman

of the Opera/Musical Theatre

Panel and his most recent venture.

General Director of Opera Pacific.

The company is currentiy doing

extremely well in its sixth season.

Opera Pacific* s most recent

production. Camille Saint-Saens'

"Samson et Dalila.** opens this

evening at the Orange County
Performing Arts Center in Costa

Mesa. Dichiera is responsible for

selecting all the operas put on by
Opera Pacific. He explains that

what attracted him most to "Sam-
son et Dalila ** was "the wonderful

music." noting that "its beautiful,

sensous melodies put the opera in a

special category.**

Opera Pacific is the first com-
pany in about 30 years time to put

on a production of "Samson et

See DICHIERA, page 19
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Gnu Iheater's 'Acts' is

as strange as real life

ViCKI RAPPAPORT/Diily Bruin

The only thing really worth cheering about at last week's LA. Music Awards was
N.W.A.'s attitude. '

LA. gets its own rewaids
By Vickl Rapaport

The 1st annual Los Angeles Music
Awards held last Wednesday night at the

Santa Monica Civic Auditorium was a
virtual mixture of sleek suits and thrashed

jeans, crew cuts and long curls, good sound
and bad lighting.

At one moment the crowd would applaud
Jackson Browne for capturing the Pro Set

Image Award for his work on social causes
or be mesmerized by Dramarama*s live

performance and the next moment the

judignce^yottldmage as {H^eseniers sucha^
Nina Blackwood (of MTV fame) would
make a painfully bad joke or the winner of a
big award would not be present to receive it

(which happened about half the time).

The evening, put on by the directors of the
prestigious New York, Boston and Chicago
Music Awards, was dulled by the fact that

the big winners — Toni Petty and the

Heartbreakers ("Best Group,*' "Best Male
Rock Vocalist," and "Best Album*') and
Guns N* Roses ("Best Rock Band** and
"Best Hard Rock Band**) — were not even
interested enough to show up.

Needless to say, the show left a lot to be
desired. A disappointed Tom Petty fan, 26-

year-old Jill Springs, put it bluntly by
saying, "If the bands aren't even here, why
the hell are we? I didn*t spend $35 on a
ticket to see Barbara Eden ("I Dream of
Jeannie") present an award to no one. What
a major bust this is, it*s like namedropping!**
fi^ im»ic fans^^scerocd less ilisap^

pointed. N.W.A. showed up with an attitude

and left with the "Best Rap Group" award.
And although he was just a presenter,

Tone-LxK was at the festivities dressed in a
stylish silk suit to receive his roar of
applause.

See AWARDS, page 21

By Kevin Strlclce

To the average UCLA student bored to

tears with Westwood and looking for new
and unusual ways to spend an evening, I

suggest three words — The Gnu Theater.

Located in North Hollywood, the cozy
playhouse features comedic examinations
of the phenomenon we call "life.**

The current play is caUed "Three Acts of
One Acts," and quite simply, if you sec it

before the final night on April 26, you will

be a hap|Her person. Happier because you
will discover that the rest of the world has it

no easier than you do.

The show consists of three short one-act
plays with separate plots but related themes.
From the bizarre twist on the hitchhiker/

murderer story to the yuppie love-on-the-

rocks scenario, each of the three plays
ponders the meaning of words. How much,
you will ask yourself as you leave the

theater, does w(iat we say really reflect what
we think? , i

The plays arc so much fun because the

stories arc so modem. The language, the

props, the music — it all takes place in

February 1992. Jokes about sex and booze
are interrupted by Marvin Gaye's "Sexual
Healing.** "That could be me up therc,** you
think as you watch the characters argue,

make up and then argue again.

At times the intimate audience laughs so
hard the actors have to wait to continue.

Q&m limes you warn to grab a pen and joL:
down a phrase that animates one of hfe*s

contemplations. But you always smile.

The first play is called "Specter** and is

written by Don Nigra. Starring Jeff Sey-
mour and Jane Rogers, the scene sticks two
complete strangers into a car together and
lets them discover a balance between trust

and suspicion. .

With only a minor set and a few visual

effects, the actors must use their own talent

to personify the playwright*s words. They
do, and the audience feels their emotional
spectrum sway between fear and joy.

"Patients** by Matthew Nelson is the

second play and possibly the funniest. The
playwright himself stars as David, forced to

share a hospital room with Chet, played by
Tom Dahlgrcn. Chet lives to talk and in a
hilarious exchange nearly drives David over
the edge.

The final play is Michael Weller*s
examination of the modem relationship,

entided "At Home.** Seymour and Rogers
return to star but seem like two different

actors. At eaih other*s throats one second
and in each other*s arms the next, "At
Home** hits so close to Home even a celibate

could relate.

As the stage never features more than two
people at the same time, the audience
becomes emotionally close with the char-
acters. The Gnu Theater holds only 49
people, creating a warm and personal
environment, and so the audience is

physically close to the characters as well.

*Three Acts of One Acts** demonstrates
that reality is rarely one-dimensional —
what people say is rarely what they actually

think. College students, take note: Plays
such as these accomplish what only the best
movies can — entertaining while still

forcing you to think. •••*/4

STAGE: "Three Acts of One Acts." Written by Don
Nigro ("Specter). Matthew Nelson ("Patients")
and Michael Welter ("At Home"). Produced by
Daniel Rojo and Jane Rogers. Directed by Daniel
Rojo. With Jane Rogers, Jeff Seymour. Matthew
Nelson. Tom Daihgren and Kajon Cermak. Runs
at the Gnu Theatre (10426 Magnolia Blvd.) until

April 26 from Thursday through Sunday at 8 p.m.
TIX: $15-$20. For more info., call (818) 508-5344.

Did you know that.,, nothing a woman does obligates her to have sexual

contact against herwill?

Everyorie has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected.

^^^WT5'!'I'!^*f'''*^'W^Tf'T^W'!'T'!'!'''''''''''''''»''''

When No Is NotEnough
SexualAggression and Dating Relationships

A****««MA**« ft*********-*^^

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
12.00 - 1.00 p.m. ZDoddHall 206-8240

Co-sponsorGd by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Saf^fy.

;

2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF AW
Hair Services

* our sgrvicgs inrltirf^

Cut Manicure

Color Pedicure

Highfights Facial

Make up

PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310)824-5006

1015 Gayley Ave. #105 in V/estwood Village
Oust half a bkxk south ofV/e^xim)

AVEDA GOLDWELL OH

D2V1S INTERNATIONAL (:()MPUTER»(;()MBC)«MENU

( <)\U!<) Nt\ '..'.s

•306-2SSX MOTHERBOARD WITH 2 MB RAM
•TEAC 1 JtS.lSn & 1 .44(3.5') FLOPPY
•MAXTOR 1 30 MB HARD CNSK DRIVE

•SUPER IDE CONTROLLER WITH \K>

•MINI TOWER CASE

•101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD
•INTERLACED SVCAMONPTOR .28/1024x768

•TRIDENT 1 MB SVGA CONTROLLER
•PANASONIC 9 PIN DOT MATRIX PRINTER

•SOCKET FOR OPTIONAL MATH COPROCESSOR MOUSE!!
•REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR
•COMPREHENSIVE 72-HR BURN-IN TESTING ^1 31 0.00

( OMIIO \1\-ii',

•386-33 DX MOTHERBOARD W/b4K CACHE AND 2 MB RAM
•TEAC 1 .2(5.25') & 1 .44(3.S') FLOPPY
•MAXTOR 1 30MB HARD DISK DRIVE

•SUPER IDE CONTROLLER WITH [K>

•MINI TOWER CASE

•101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD
•INTERLACED SVGA MONITOR .28/1 024x768

•TRIDENT 1 MB SVGA CONTROLLER FMEK
MOUSE!!

•PANASONIC 9 PIN DOT MATRIX PRINTER

•SOCKET FOR OPTIONAL MATH COPROCESSOR
•REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR
•COMPREHENSIVE 72-HR BURN-IN TESTING.... $1 440.00

CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15 th Annual Career Fair
for Minority Students & Alumni

Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom*
• 2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

(OWHi)W\-AM
•486-33 DX MOTHERBOARD W/2S6K

CACHE AND 2 MB RAM
•TEAC 1 .2(5.25") & 1 .44(3.5") FLOPPY

•MAXTOR 1 30 MB HARD DISK DRIVE

•SUPER IDE CONTROLLER WITH W3
•MINI TOWER CASE

•101 ENHANaD KEYBOARD
•INTERLACED SVGA MONITOR .28/1024x768

•TRIDENT 1 MB SVGA CONTROLLER
•PANASONIC 9 PIN DOT MATRIX PRINTER

•REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR

•COMPREHENSIVE 72-HR BURN-IN TESTING..

MOUSE!!

$1 775.00

(^M fLll VfAK PAKTS/IAHOK VVAKKANTYIKOM PbK( HASE DATt
(All fOKDITAUs: TEL: »ia- {()»-! n(> FAX: »!»-{()»- J»44

(>^H< fc HOI KS;

M F M.im-H|)m

S\\ lO.im- {()ni

TIP # riVb ASK PUNTV
OF QUISTIONS
Use CAREER CONNECTIONS
to increase your knowledge! Find
out from recruiters what their

companies are like, what theyVe
looking for in entry-level em-
ployees and what kinds of cur-

rent and future opportunities

await UCLA graduates.
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MATHIS
From page 16

her happy. Among her new extra-

curricular activities are learning to

play the piano and taking a class at

UCLA.
**I want to keep taking classes,

but things are going well and I

don*t want to break the momentum
of the work. It takes a while to get

established and all that. Jodie

Foster can do it, but she*s Jodie

Foster. Jodie Foster I am not."

But a hot young actress, she is.

PiCHIERA
From page 17

Dalila.** Dichiera iittributes the

rarity of the opera's perfor-

mance to the £act that it is such a

challenging opera to do.

**It needs great singing all

around,** he explains. '*It needs

a great dramatic tenor to play

Samson and there just aren't

that many in the world today.

The other challenge is that you

need to find a Dalila with a rich

contralto voice who is also very

glamorous. If Dalila is klutzy,

she's just not going to be

believable."

Opera Pacific's production

of the opera features alternating

casu of Bolshoi Opera star-

Vladimir Atlantov and leading

American tenor John Absalom

as the hero Samson. Metropoli-

tan Opera star Ludmila
Schemtchisk and the exciting

young American mezzo sopra-

no Jennifer Jones share the role

of Dalila. The opera will be

performed in the original

French with English surtitles.

E>ichiera approaches opening

night with confidence and
"excitement. The factlity^-!r^

particularly nice for a large-

scale opera production like

*Samson et Dalila,^" he
explains. "The opera has

everything that grand scale

opera should have— wonderful

music, exciting scenic effects

and astoundingly good artists. It

is really quite a good produc-

tion."

MUSIC: -Samson et Dalila." Per-
formed by Opera Pacific. Opens
tonight at 8 p.m. at the Oranqe
County Perfonning Arts Center in

Costa Mesa. Other performartces:
Feb. 26. March 5, 6 at 8 p.m. and
March 1 at 2 p.m. Tix: $76-20. For
tickets or more information call

TicKetmaster at (213) 480-3232.

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON ABILITY TO PAY

(213)839-9340

13274 FIJI WAY, MARINA DEL REY

Fast and Free Delivery

207-59 • II

11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lovvfat cheese availible upon request

What is PCH7

Filipinos for Community Health is committed
to improvir^ the health education and care

provided to the Filipino community arKi

ifKreasing the number of Filipino

culturally-sensitive health care professionais^

"FCH services Filipino communities in the

Come to our Gonoral
Mooting to find out about
our prograuisi

Health screening dates

Training for blood pressure screenings

Community internships

Piilpino Undergraduate Mentership Progranf

'greater Los Angeles area by offering ttiem

health screenings, health education
programs and health fairs. In doir^ so, FCH
attempts to bridge the gap between students

arxl the Filipino community. Currently, FCH
is working with the Filipino American Service

Group, IrK., the Filipirw Community of

Xarson Center, and the Search to Involve

^ Various pra-heaWi workshops

Hoaith Caroors Wowum
A pMMl iHscMsslofli ky stiMtonts

Physical TlMr«p]|t
HMlth

Filipino Americans. In addition, FCH acts as

a support organization for pre-health |

students and provides preiiealth infomtation

for Its volunteers. Come by and check it out.

^ISO PM TODAY
Pobruary 2ft, 1 992
Aciforniaii Unioii SSOS
Kvoryono Woicoaio

For more information, contact Annabel and Claire (310) 208-7268,
Herb |310) 479-5157, or Leander (818) 990-9947.

Funded l>y the Community Activilies Committee of the i^ogrem Activities BoenI

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•UABIUTY
•COMPREHENSIVE & COLUSION
•SR-22 HUNG
•MANY TICKETS/ACaOENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS.

BUSINESS. AND AUTOS.

CALL: (213) 477-8455

ALLIANCE NETWORK
INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.

(formerly Mervat Insurance Agency)

11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD #203, WEST LA
(AT COLBYABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)

V>•xjL«JL•Jt\«

I.A.C. & VJF
Present

Knesset Konnections

Ihe ^dio's \(1io of Israeli

Politics."

Moderated by ReL Lt. Colonel Oded Neuman.

An authentic Israeli Shabbat that brings the flavors of

Israel to you!

Friday. February 28

6:30 pm.

UCLA Hillel

(900 Hilgard Ave., corner of Hilgard & Le Conle.)

Cost is $6.00 payable in advance at Hillel.

You must RSVP!

Please call Hillel at 208-3081.

Tiddle
with a Fiddle
A mysical tale of a wandering Jew

A film and discussion exploring

our Jewish identity.

Dinner included.

Free

^TFttffsday. February 27
6:20 - 9:20 p.m.

IJilleL 2rd floor lounge

900 I^ilgard

For more info 20S-2081

Sponsored by the Jewish Student Union with Hfllel

'XT r'
*tm mtm
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CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15th Annual Career Fair

for Minority Students & Alumni
Tues., March 3 • Aclcerman Grand Ballroom

•2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

TIP # SIX: UARN AS
MUCH AS you CAN
Don't just pick up literature.

Talk to the recruiters - that's

what they're there for! This is

your opportunity to make valu

able professional contacts in a

comfortable, non-threatening

environment.
Tirade in your oldl^vfs for cash or cloffie^ j

2M9M^

ADVERTISE '*^-5 ife--«$j

Name: Eshon Allen

Act: Soloist

. ' '^

Styles: Jazz R&B, Broadway, Classical,

Country, Gospel, and Soul

Comparisons: Anita Baker and Phyllis Hyman
/

See her and other talented UCLA
performers at the 3rd Annual Student

Talent Showcase

DELIVERING TALENT TO L ^A .*S INDUSTRY
I

Friday, February 28, 1992
Royce Hall Auditorium

8-10 pm
FREE»free»FrEe»fReE»EERF (get it?)

Hosted by Charles Fleischer
•voice of Roger Rabbit

•regular at The Improv on Melrose

•helluva host!!

Special Thanks to our buddies at

I

Tickets available at CTO beginning Wednesday, February 26
paid for by ASUCLA BOD, CPC, CAC. CEC, GSA & USAC, your Student Government

Lorraine Bracco stars In

"Radio Flyer."

'FLYER'
From page 17

The filmmakers, however,
couldn't seem to totally shake their

adult limitations. They committed
to the idea of telling a story from a
child's point of view, but
approached it much too cautiously,

constantly undercutting the result

One of the ways they did this was
by presenting the story as a

flashback told by Mike as an adult

(in an unbilled appearance by Tom
Hanks). The adult Mike frequently

contradicts the child's perspective.

For example, after witnessing

an exchange between young Mike
and a huge talking buffalo, narra-

tor Mike calls it a dream. Similar-

ly, when Mike recalls seven things

that all kids know to be tnie^ butaie.

7orgotlen by adults, the

camera seems to go along, then

gives it away in the end. Bigfoot

exists, until we see it was really

just the dog. Throughout the film,

the approach suggests: This is how
children are — isn't it cute— but

we now know better.

The fact that this is done so

regularly makes the ending com-
pletely baffling. After going to

such lengths to establish a formula
of showing fantasy first and then

showing reality, the climax of the

film ends on an unresolved
moment of apparent fantasy that is

not only not contradicted, but

actually reinforced after the fact I

wish I could be less vague, but why
spoil the movie's one major
gimmick?

In the final scene the adult Mike
subtlety indicates his ending to the

story might be the way he would
like to remember it But besides

being understated, it confuses
matters more by leaving the

plausibility of the more tragic

reality completely indecipherable.

The film fails even more pro-

foundly in addressing its major
theme There is little doubt "Radio
Flyer" is being presented as an
accessible film about child abuse— "for the family to watch and
discuss." Yet, because of creative

choices associated with its kid

point of view, it fails to shed much,
if any, light on the issue. Sure, it

will disuul) people who would
rather not have to think about the

existence of the problem. But it

doesn't provide any observations

or ideas on either the cause or the

solution to the problem.

The abuser, in fact, is intention-

ally made a non-person. He is

never given a name and is always
shot in such a way that we never
get a clear look at his face. This is

undoubtedly done for us to see him
as the kids might, as an imposing
figure who is always reaching for a
beer or approaching with a fist. But
this decision does an injustice to

the character and the theme. How
can we understand why abuse
occurs if we cannot conceive of the
abuser as a real person? As long as

we think of child abusers as
animals, we will never accept the

fact that these people are a product

See 'FLYER/ page 21

j^->"i^^

t

'FLYER'
From page 20

of our society.

Similarly, the movie's ending

almost suggests to a young child

that Che answer to the problem is to

escape it, not to seek help, but to

literally escape. This ending mes-

sage hardly aids parents in

thoughtful discussions of the issue

with their families.

"Radio Flyer" was a worthy
idea. The problem of child abuse is

a serious one, but it is so disturbing

that conventional dramatic stories

<ju'e difficult to produce and repel-

; lent to viewers. The concept was to

create a way of attracting a large

audience and addressing the issue

without turning them away.
It was a noble sentiment that

simply failed in the execution. HH

FILJI: -Radio Flyer.- Written by David
Mickey Evans. Directed by Richard
Donner. Produced by Lauren Shuler-
Donner for Stonebridge Entertainment.
A Columbia Pictures release with
Lorraine Bracco. Elijah Wood, Joseph
Mazzelk) and Tom Hanks. (Rated PQ-
13: implications of child abuse; 120
mins.) Now playing dtywkie.

EPHRON
From page 16

wanted to be a journalist, and I've

never deviated from that"

And when young writers ask for

her opinion, she tells them to "go
into joumal-ism and live some life;

learn how to write a plain^

isiraight-forward English para^
graph. I just think it's the best

training you can have for anything.

It teaches you how to write on
deadline. You never have writer's

block if you've trained as a

journalist because you know you'll

get fired for it ,

"^Sitting in her suite High atop the

Four Season Hotel in Beverly

Hills, Ephron reveals her key to

writing. It's simple, really. "Just

write it. Just get something on
paper. That's what counts." Obvi-

ously, the journalist inside has

never stopped kicking. It's where
her passion lies.

AWARDS
From page 18

_- The alternative rock bands who
stole the limelight (although there

was no light in which to see them

walk up to the stage) were Mary's

Danish ("Best Indie Rock
Album"). L-7 ("Best Indie Rock
Band") and Hole, who won
"Breakthrough Artist of the Year."

The winners were decided by
both music critics and the general

population through ballots distri-

buted in record stores and clubs in

L.A. There was, however, critic-

ism that the evening did not justly

honor musicians who truly repre-

sented L.A. since there were no
nominations for bands such as

Jane's Addiction or Ice Cube.

When asked by a television

crew how they felt after receiving

their award for best debut group of

the year. School of Fish said, "We
are excited to win this award but

we don't really know who the

votes came from."

Other big winners of the even-

ing were Natalie Cole ("Best

Artist"), Megadeth ("Best Metal

Band"), Frank Zappa and Brian

Wilson, each of whom won a

"Lifetime Achievement Award,"

and Michael Jackson who was
granted "Best Pop Vocalist" and

"Best Video of the Year" for

"Black or White."

As the evening came to a close,

Los Angelenos could be proud of

the wealth of musical talent repre-

sented in their city. Even if it was

like namedropping, the names that

were dropped were surely the top

stars, and L.A. houses them all.
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UCLA PRE-MEDICAL
SOCIETY i

presents

"UCLA MEDICAL
STUDENTS PANEL"

Wednesday, February 26
5:00 p.m. • Young Hall 2224

IQEIC: UCLA medical students (years 1-4) will

elaborate on their experiences and the "do's and don'ts"

of applying to UCLA. They will also be available for any
questions you have about the application process and
medical school in general.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The last meeting will be on Thursday. Febniarv 27 at

5:00 p.m. in MS 4000A Dr. Richard WeUs will be
speaking on behalf of the BARBRI PREPARATORY
COURSES regarding the MCAT and GMAT.
••••••••••••••••••^•••••••••••*

Shakey's Pizza

HBBB

(SCD

EmtrHZEEB

MadiuM OiM TBppIng Pliia, .^ ^f^!^
S Meets of ChlckMi 4 Mojo Potatoas @Yi®>9f9

Only

Only

@&§0

Larg* On* Itopplng Hna
ft Antipasto Salad

Large IWo Topping Miia

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley, Westwood
Sun-Thurs 1 1-1am; Sat & Fri 1 l-Zam

MaatorCatrf C Visa Accaptad

^^ \3CLA Jaz^

SCOTT
HENDERSON

GARY
WILUS

"Light years from

structured fusion, the

tunes are inspired, free,

and often astonishing

in their ability to

surprise the listener

without being

disorienting.**

-Matt Resnikoff

. Guitar World

"Fusion's latest keepers

of the flame."

•Jazztimes

"TRffiAL TECH will

satisfy any audience

who loves monster

players."

-The Gavin Report

'(4 1/2 stars)...*

-Downbeat

paid for by USAC
-UCLA student

govemment-

When: Saturday, February 29th, 1992 at 8:00 p.m.

Where: Schoenberg Auditorium: UCLA

Admission: Frec!!!
*Due to the nature of this event, seating will be handled on a first

come first served basis onlv*

Come to the UCLA Jazz and Reggae Festival on May 24^ & 25*^

*For more information call (310) 825-6564*

Produced in cooperation with the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts

t I !> IMMi*lll 1 |- T
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Campus Happenings 1 Sports Tickets 5 Personal 10 PersoTKri 10 PersoTKri 10

ASTRONOMY 4 will not be pffered this Spring.

Aitfonomy 6 will be offered: 10 18612 Tu-

Thurs 2-3:15. Prof. Warner. For more Info.

contact Artro. dept 825-4435.

NEED STUDENT OR GUEST TICKET for Duke
game. Top dollar paid. Call (213) 559-5433.

Student tidtet for DUKE CAME available at

best offer. Call ASAP (310)208-7422.

lU66hoiie« AMnymour

study. AU
Tuaa.

Thur. Bookaludy. Fri. 8l^>

12:15-1 :1 6. Ffl12jOO-ia)
id. Dtoouaakm NPI

0863812:15-1 A)
or IndMdudi who

Campus Recruitment 3

KIIS 103.7 IS

LOOKING FOR INTERNS
Start your career in broadcasting at

LA'S 91 Hit Musk: Stetion.

Contact Brad at (213)48641381

to sat up an Irtannaw

VCXA V, DUKE. 8 ftoor tickets, $43 cjcfi.

(714)960-6073, after 8 PM^ before 11 PM,

WANTED 4 tickets UCLA v. pUKE Basketball.

Willpay$$|^alM4^471^^^^^^

Good Deals 7

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

TV/VCR Repair (Phone, VCR, etc.installed) in

your home by a UCLA student (Bret).

(310)394-4399.

Campus Recruitment 3

ALL GREEK WOMEN'S
ISSUE FORUM—

sponsored by Bruin N.O.W.
~~' Males Only Please

Wednesday, February 26
6:30pm

at Theta Xi - 629 Gayley Ave.

t

Univcrsilv of 6a n Diceo

29th Year
Guadalajara Summer Session

June 26 -July 31, 1992

Courses fully accredited by the Western Associa-

tion of Schools and Colleges (WASC). Spanish

language at all levels, Bilingual and Special Edu-

cation including ESLand Reading Education, Art,

Economics,Hispanrc Studies, History, Folk Dance.

Literature, Guitar. Political Science. Cross-Cultural

Studies. Tuition: $600 for 1 -8 undergraduate units,

$640 for 1 -6 graduate units. Four credit Mini Ses-

sions: $400. Room and board in a Mexican Host

Home: $650. Apartment and Hotel accommoda-
tions available.

For information: Guadalajara Summer Session,

University of San Diego. Alcala Park, San Diego.

CA 92110-2492, (619) 260-4598.

^l
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Hey KKG Actives'
P/A is finally here!!!

^ PC '91 proudly presents

Kappa masKrade Galla^
bring your masks and be at the house by 7:45pni.

Get psyched for an awesome party!

n
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Reseorch Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

ADULTS OVER 35 WITH tartar deposits on
tef^th are r>eeded for clinical study. Eligility

determined at screening examination. Free

toofh cleaning given at corKJusion of study.

Coi{i9Bct Lynne, Clinical Research Center
(316)825-9792.

Sports Tickets 5 Miscellaneous

2 FINAL FOUR TiOCETS. Upper deck Metro^

dome. $20(Vea. Kirt. (512) 595-2769 or (51 2)

595-7830.

$30 CASH, for your DUKE-LXLA STUDENT
TICKET. Tom 206-8116.

DUKE AND ARIZONA STUDENT AND
GUEST TICKETS FOR SALE. Let's Make A Deal.

818-783-8911.

DUKE STUDENT TICKET FOR SALE. Serious

offers only. 208-2639. Leave message for Josh.

LAK£RS-KNK:K5 TKIKETS. 2 great seats avail-

able. Wed. 2/26. 472-7465; leave message.

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. $1Q/hr.

Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

DRUMMER SOUGHT BY GUITARIST/
VOCALIST and bassist for blues/alternative/

rock trio. Tony (310)836-2281.

MODEL SCOUTS- California's most presti-

gious modelling agency seeks scouts to find the

next supermodel. Great money for students

who have an "eye" for beauty.
1-800-831-9992.

$100 CHALLENGE. UCLA-0, Plan 15. Prove

my pollution solution unworkable and get

$100. Support this sound ecological policy or

take the $100 challenge. 1-800-486-2489.

WtSTWOOD PSYCHIC, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, finarKial, and

any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.

1(800)559-NINA.

Research Subjects 12

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatnient. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or

(310)471-3672.

©^ESSIVE COMPULSIVE

^^vm
.•^.•••.•.•.w.

ACnvmES THAT INTERRERE W!T|i DAILY

MiabllCM*MSEAHCB STUDY. QMAUHED
MAY RECEIVE EREE PHYSICAL EXAM, LAB
TESTS AND MAY EARN UP TO $480. CALL

310-854-4951
J(i^^lU£;iUwl!UsUiM^^MhUUMMMit lii II I nil I ijit<itatt;t<iii.j;i;iaM*iaai<a UUiuiil
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Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and

65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1

month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

DERMATOLOGY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
with a red bunwy rash or acne arour>d the

mouth needed for placebo controlled study

using an approved topical gel.Participants w\\\

be seen at the UCLA Derrnatology center.The

study will last for 1 2 weeksPartidpants will be
paid $1 00 upon completion of the study. Must
be CNV 18 years of ag^.For further information

call 206-1074.
4::

FEMALES NEEDED: Paid p«ticipation for

20-35 year olds for Sex Difference and Brain

Organization study. Reqires right-handed,

native English speakers with regular menstrual

cycles and no oral contraceptive use for at

least six months. Call Nicole at 206-8280.

HEALTHY MALES, ages 21-40, earns $30 in

research study at VA HospiUl (SF Valley). 2

sessions includes blood withdrawal.
(616)891-7711 ext7665, leave message.

HYPERACTIViE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UaA
=«Mearh profect. Receive (20 »nd • free

developmental evaluation.

MOTHER'S OF BOYS, between the ages of 6
ar>d 11 years of age, without behavioral or

learning problems. Mothers must be fluent in

English. Research conducted by Fred Frankel,

Ph.D., UCLA Department of Pychiatry, to

develop a video tape design to assist parenting

practices. Study consists of filling out form

to access if you qualify, watching a video tape

for 25 minutes, being video taped with your

child for 30 minutes and being interviewed on
the telephone in five 5-minute interviews over

a 5 day period. Earn $5 or $20 (plus travel

expense) for participation. (310)825-0776.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience .625-0392.

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages

1 2-30, needed to participate in research study.

Under Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For more info, call

(310)828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Caucasian and Ja-

panese male and female ages 25-35 to study

the effects of UV on human skin, 6 month
study. Volunteers will be paid $1200. For

more information call (31 (^ 828-8887.

WOMEN, ACID 18-35, Needed for UCLA
Psychosocial Study. Subjects must have NO
History of Anorexia, Bulimia, Obesity, or

Chronic Dieting. $30 Compensation. If inter-

ested, please contact ELIZABETH At
206-5061

.

Wanted 15

LOST: MAN'S WATCH in Westwood Village,

Valentine's Eve, Near Fox Theater. Reward.

625-0556.

NEEDED: One American Express travel

voucher. Females please call Sarah at

794-5488 by 2/26.

SELL YOUR WRECK, not mnning, or well used

scooter. Repairs also available. Eric

(310)395-5658.

Sperm Donors 19

EGG DONOR WANTED. All info is confiden-

tial. (310)265-0333.

Health Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and rerr>oval of

acne, scars ar>d sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)766-0636.

LOSE 10 TO 20LBS. before spring break. For a

physician developed weight loss plan, featured

at United Weight Medical Clinic and a free

thirty day supply of our own norvcaffeine

appetite suppressant. Call 1-900-407-2004.

$19.95 per call. Delivery in seven days.

LOSE WEIGHT AND KEEP IT OFFI Call

(310)393-4273.

PSYCHOTHERAPY—Individuals/couples/

families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz CouW D 10)578-5957, sIMIng scale.

P^er (310>572-4092.

THE NATURAL CHCMCE FOR YOUR SKIN:

Pure SkJn Care Line. Complementary Euro-

pMn facial. (213)575-1977.

Opportunities 26

GET RtCH SLOWLY! Take time to make
$250,0001 Experience capiUlism at its best.

Write American Secrets, 2222 Sycamore Lane

#33, Davis, CA 95616.

MODELS WANTED MALE/FEMALE all typ«.
Your chance to have $200 make-
over...Absolutely free. Cofor anchor cut by top

professionals. You couki qualify. (IF INTER-

ESTED PLEASE ATTEND MODa CALL) at:

Sheraton LAX aiq^ort hotel. 61 01 West Century

Blvd. LA 90045. Date: Sunday March 1 , 1 992.
Time: 3pm-7pm. Questfons addressed at this

time. No hair done at model call. Bobby Kraus

(213)542-4974.

Help Wanted 30

i20O-$5Od WEEKLY. V^Mmble products tf

home. Easy! No seffft^. Vet/ie paid <iireg|=

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright »CA11KDH.
^^

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major

corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117-B, P.O. Box

4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.

25HRS/WK SECY. ADMIN. ASST. for Exec, in

honrte office. High energy, fast paced, good
communication skills. Honesty -f discretion a

must. Experienced, Business oriented person

only. Joseph (213)205-0247.

LAW FIRM
nee(js motivated person to

do challenging legal and
clerical tasks

Great Experience to field

Please send resume
w GPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

8 people needfod now
Bun W9 to iS/kr.
Honsedeaners

j^jCjn^lgMgajlSl?

$40,00(Vyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "like^don't like' form. EASYI Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacatiorw. Guaran-

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

601-379-2925 Copyright iCAIIKEB.

$6 63AHR. WORK ON CAMPUS. Schedule

around your classes. Upward mobility, meal at

nominal cost. UCLA students only. Apply

Sproul Hall Cafe, 350 De Neve Dr. 825-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T for Beverly

Hills store. Prefer Macintosh literate. Must

have car. Contact Gina. (213) 272-8000.

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOW! R/T air, roomAward provided! To

$5,000f/mo. Extensive fisiieries report gets job

or call refunded. l-900-226-ALASKA($3/min,

complete program four mln.).

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT —
fisheries. Eam 5,0004-/mo. Free transportation!

Room + Board! over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For

employment program call 1-206-545-4155

ext. 1483.

ASSISTANT FOR MARKETING RESEARCH
FIRM. FTA'T. Excellent organizational, phone

& people skills required. Interesting work.

Flexible hours. Growth potential. Rost

(310)391-7232.

Assemble Products at Home. EASY WORK!
TOP PAY! GUAR! 1-800-881-6000, ex 4150.

Open 7 days.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs

help. Work from your honte, doing various

jobs. Cair (213)964-2943.

AHRACTIVE SPANISH VOICES wanted to

record short stories. Call 392-0277 for re-

corded info.

AUTHOR SEEKS INTEL. PERSON (w/coed) for

help with docunncntation, typing and/or light

household work. Offers in return German,

French, or Math and Science coaching. Con-

tact Herbert at {310)476-2011.

BIG SISTER/PEER COUNSELOR about 8yrs/old

for a 6yr/old gtrl. Play games, read,

write, etc. Few hours per week.
(310)837-9784, leave message.

CASHIER/CLERK. ^ PT/FT, days/evenings,

7am-3pm/3pm-1 1pm. Westside Market,

11031 Santa Monica Blvd. Karen
(310)477-3216.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Eam up to $2(X) per day! No experience

needed. Call today (616)563-2021.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR Full time-

Must be energetic and love kids. Experience

teaching infants/young children required. Ter-

rific opportunity. (310)288-0256

CREATIVE IN THE KITCHEN? The Venice

Beach House, Bed & Breakfast, is looking. Call

Betty Lou (213)623-1966.

EARN up to fiSO per momh
BY NELPMQ OTHERS

DONATE HjOOO PLATELETB SAFELY

f9f NIIOCinMNII
CaMAnna

tthrouolieuiLA
oeiMf It ifWfi yvur pwc^viion

4084 wtKt NuyS BIIM« SlWfmMI UMW

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE. COMPETmVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO

^4ELP RUN NEW COMPANY,
P/T and F/T

available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(310)53M496 (818)3S(H)7S0

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/I andside

available. Year-round & summer positions.

(612)643-4333.

DRIVER, $1(Vhr to take child home from

school, 2-3 days/wk at 2:45pm. Brentwood

—

BH commute. Need good references and

driver record, vehicle in excellent condition.

Call (310)278-4220.

FASHONABLE LADIES NEEDED to self hair

extensiorts'ttt Westside Pavillion. Full and P/T.

Call (213)259-9991.

ILLUSTRATOR TO DRAW cute figures of

children for instruction booklet. Future tx>ok-

lets also planned. (310)643-8364.

INSURAI^E OFFKIE needs PT secretary.

MWF, 1 0-5. Salary accordir^ to experierKe.

(213)937-1770.

LIGHT OFFICE WORK, PT, hours flexible,

must know WordPerfect and typing, in Beverly

Hills. (310)271-4836.

LOOKING FOR PT, Morning or alter, 4

hours/day. Light computer work and phone

skills. Must be a self-starter. (310)828-4757.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research

and make $$ P/T. Sell condoms. Perfect

Health. (805) 655-5624.

MAKE MONEY EASY! just advertise 24hr

roadside assistance club memberships $39.95

annually. Much cheaper than comparable

services. Good anywhere any road US ar>d

Canada. Membership covers member and

spouse. Includes all cars up to 1 ton truck an

RVs. First year membership includes FREE 6
night, seven day 4 star hotel stay in Hawaii or

Mexico. Dealerships are available by calling

310-512-6021.

MALE MODELS EARN $1 5Q^R. OR MORE,
SAME DAY PAY. BOYISH ANDA3R ATHLETK:
(SURFER/STUDENT/GYMNAST TYPES)
1 8-24. CLEAN SHAVEN FACE, LITTLE OR NO
CHEST HAIR. PLAYGIRL STYLE MAGAZINE

V

NUDITY. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
BRAD (310)392-4248.

MALES AND FEMALES, Ages 18-24 for nude

modeling for French ar^ American Maga-
zines. Same day pay. Call Paul 31 0-278-91 62.

CAMPUS AND AREA
OlSTRIBUrORS

WANTED
for "DEAN'S LIST' brain function
•nhancsr and othar products for
maximum haalth and parformanca.

1(800)876-4MED

KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie" from the NBC series

*GIMME A BREAK*
(and fomier Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health consclcxjs

individuals who like to have fun to

wortc part-time or fuK-time.

(310)536^H96 (81 8)3600760

30 Help Wanted

MARKETING INTERN-Domino's Pizza Inc. in

El Segundo. 10-20 hrsAvk. CALL Michelle

Clark 640-3100.^—^-^^-» ^—^^—

Male Models under 26, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

ORDER TAKERS, FT/PT, for busy attorney

service. Energetic, well-spoken, positive per-

sonalities needed for this well-paying

position. Century City location. Please call

Fred (310)556-7777.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large

family day care, Pacific Palisades, ECE units

and experience r>ecessary. Call Leslie at

(310)573-1811.

PART-TIME Retail Sales, •$8.20 Starting Pay*,

Schedule around classes. EvesAvtrnds avail-

able. Scholarships awarded quarterly. (310)

396-1479

PHYSICAL THERAPY assistant/aide, part-time,

Westwood. Excellent salary. ExperierKe a

must. (310)208-3316.
;

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
Sophmore w/ strong academics: Clinical Re-

search Assistant-UCILA Medical Center. Tue^
Thurs for 2 years. 12-15hr5Aveek. 825-4749.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—

Internships. Call now (618)345-4479.

P/T RECEPTKDNIST. Answer phones, light

typing, Sat.& Sun 9-5 PM. $5.S0/hr.

(213)851-6070 ext.204.

RECEPTONIST/PRODUCT SALES P/T. Up-
scale, Brentwood skin care salon. Flexible

hours. Wages negotiable. Meredith. (310)

207-2443.

RETAIL SALES. Full-time, children's book
shop. Must have krnjwledge of children's

books and be available Saturdays. $7/hr. WLA.
(310)559-2665.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-

cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $15A»r. Flexible hours. Training

^ovlded. Cir needed. Cal4^ M«fisa
010)821.4343.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school. TVfr
schl. W.L.A. Elem. gr. 8AM-12:15PM. M-F.

(310)476-2868.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing conv
pany in Culver City is looking for some
energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, $M>r/commission. Great hours

71X) AM-1:30. No experierKe necessary.

S50(Vwk. is very real. 010)837-0902.

UCLA FOOTBALL NEEDS STUDENT VOL-
UNTEERS. CALL 206-6115, ask for |on or

Kelly.

WLA HI-TECH, MULTIMEDIA COMPANY
looking for temporary full and part time

Product Testers to view our titles and write up
bug reports. Person(s) should be very visual,

detail oriented and have good analytical,

written communication skills. Minimum
24hr^eek irKluding evenings, Sat.& Sun.

Call Andrea for orientation date(s) at

(310)444-6543.

WORKSTUDY ONLY. One evening clerk

position. 10 hrsAvk. Spring Quarter. Good
Communication Skills. Spanish Speaker Pre-

fened. $6.3(Vhr. 206-6156.

Job Opportunities 32

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a

job or summer internship? Receive an invalu-

able list of contact names, addresses and

phone fs at over 100 of Hollywood's top

production companies, talent agerKies, arxi

studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-
SEARCH; 861 4 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90046.

FASHIONABLE BEAUTY INDUSTRY COM-
PANY in Agoura Hills seeking PT person Friday

with n>arketing Strom G computer skills.

Public relations & some sales ability.

(818)707-2243.

NURSE PRACTITIONER Pediatric Program

South Gate Women's Clinic contact Susan

Stemmler. (213)567-6675.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews rK>w taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful business. Average gross profit

$11,267. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple 'A' Student painters for information

now, 1(600)394-6000.

SUMMER TEACHING POSITION, California's;

most respected reading school is hiring reading

enrichment teachers. F/T summer work,

$400-$50(Vwk. -f milage allotment, health

benefits, paid training, flexible hours, under-

grad degree required, need car, hone teaching

skills while helping kids learn to love books!

(310)428-5037.

. WORD PROCESSOR NEEDED. Busy workers

comp office. Full-time. ExperierKe preferred.

Call Caria MWF ONLY (213)387-3737.

30 Internships 34

CABLE SOCCER SHOW seeks field reporter

with soccer knowledge. Hours Flexible. Great

opportunity. Call (310)392-0640.

PAID INTERNSHIP
1 1 .1(11 \\ li.ii it r.iki •« {' >
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Child Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER/HOUSEKEEPER: WLA -

2afternoonVweek. Salary negotiable. Refer-

ence required. English speaking
(310)391-1722

BUSY PROFESSIONAL COUPLE seeks person

for daily house cleanings & child care for 2

ischool aged children. Car a must. Can be

live-in or out. Flexible hours. VAL
(818)707-3016.

P/T. CHILDCARE FOR 2-YEAR.OLD. My
home 6-10 hour^wk. Experience w/ young

children, references required. (310)450-4582.

REGULAR BABYSITTING NEEDED. Wed,
6:30-9:30pm. Thur 4:30-6:30pm. SanU Mo-
nica. $7/hr. Must have transportation.

(310)393-7110.
-

RESPONSIBLE, RELIABLE PERSON wanted to

drive kids to after school activities. M-TH
approximately 3-6pm. Mornings are optioruil.

Excellent pay. Must have car. (310)390-1 761

.

WESTWOOD. Female roommates needed.

2be<V2bath, own roon^ath. Fireplace, pool,

Jacuzzi, security, parking, A/C, Cable T.V.,

microwave, dishwasher. Walk to UCLA, 516

<a«wock Ave. $49S/mo. Move in now. (31 0)^

2 6-5762 . Ask fior Awt.
~

Apartments for Rent 49

$1150. Modem 2.bdr., 2-bath on Gaytcy.

Furniture optional. Start April IsL Call

(310)824-0768.

1 548 VETERAN AVE. 2BECV1 BATH, flreplj

washer/dryer. $127SAno. D10)392-3301 or

010)824-6707.

1 -BEDROOM AND DEN, close to freeways.

North of Shemnan Way. Fireplace, CVW, stove.

Roomy & comfortable upstairs. Security park-

ing. Child and 1 pet okay. (818)997-6766.

WAIKTOUOA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS

2 master suites • 2 bath

Students/Roommates Welcome

$950 dim Aug 1

$1100 thruJune 30

• refrig*dishwasher*A/C*
•controtled enuy*
•p«rlcing»elevator«

519 Glenrock 215-208-4835

2BED/1BATH. Nice area. Sminutes from

UCLA. Near Barrington and Vico. Only
$796/mo. 11580 Gateway Blvd.
(213)462-3656.

2-BED/1-BATH, 1 -BED/1 -BATH luxury apart-

ments in rerK>vated lar>dmark building avail-

able. Great views. All appliarKes. Parking. 10
min to Westwood, Beverly Hills, Downtown,
Valley. Info (21 3)936-51 54.

3657 DUNN DR. #4. 3-BED APT. $1 lOtVhio.

1 -month free. Refrigerator, stove, 2-car park-

ing. (310)826-3721.

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed/1 bath, large apartnr>ent

with hardwood floors, large balcony, swim-
ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.

$535-$1 200 BRENTWOOD & WLA. Close to

IXTLA, singles, 1 & 2 bedrooms nicely kept

buildings call (310)476-1205 10-6pm.

$740-$765, 1 -bed/1 -bath, 1622 S. Beveriy

Glen, apartments 4 & 10, stove, refiridgerator,

new carpet, balcony, year lease
(310)459-3736.

$915, 2-BEDROOM, upper, built-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCt^,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

"*T-
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The Want Ads Want You! The Daily Bruin Classified Advertising Department is

currently acc^ting applications for Account Executive Interns for the coming Spring

Quarter. If you are highly motivated and realize that hard work is the only thing that

really pays off, then this is be the internship for you.

.•s^

Applications are available at the Daily Bruin office

1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall, 9am'4pm.
Deadline for applications is February 28th, by NOON.

For more information contact Delia Deocampo at 206-0901

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 1525 Sawtelle Blvd. (310)477-4832.

WLA AREA $585/mo. Beat the tuition hikes!

Live outside the high rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, ^rnished singles. Tvw can
live as cheaply as one! 1525 Savvtetle Blvd.

(310)477-4632.

WLA Giant (bargain at $800) 2-bed with patio

or balcony. Miniblinds, ceiling fans, walk-in

JlflMt Bppiimcea, tow move-in^ ^ U^TT"

ApGvtmsnts

"

Venice Blvd. »6. (310)390-5065.

WLA, giant (bargain at $800), 2-bedroom
w^lo or balcony, mini-blinds, celing fans,

appliances, %valk-in closet, move-In $1,450,
1 1 519 Venice Blvd Apt 2 A Apt 4, 39O-5065.

WLA, SPACKXJS (bargain at $675), l-bed-
room, mini-blinds, ceiling fans, appliances,

quiet building, move-in $1 225, 1 1527 Venice
Blvd »7. (310)390-5065.

WLA Spacious (bargain at $725) 1-bed. Mini-

blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, low move-in.
11527 Venice BK^d. #7. (310)390-5065.

WLA, SUPER (bargain at $635), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, parking,

utilities included, move-in $1210. 3637Se-
pulveda Blvd. Apt. 6 (310)390-5065.

WLA Super (bargain at $645) 1-bed. Mini-
blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, utilities in-

cluded, low move-in. 3637 Sepulveda Blvd.

»6 (310)390-5065.

WLA, spacious (bargain at $605), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blinds, celing fans, appliances, parking,

move-in $1180, 3637 Sepulvada Blvd #5,

390-5065.

^^ A A .^ A A A A A A A A .» A .^ ^ ^ A A A A
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* French Doors *Sauna
*
Jacuzzi _*Rrflplac fl

*Gym * Heated Pool

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868

Large Newly
Remodeled

1 & 2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 ' $825
Call 657 -8756

MAR VISTA from $925. 1 nrwnth free.

2be(V2bath, 2 stor^ custom townhome. Gated

garage, fireplace, balcony, central air. 11913
Abon Way. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, from $895, l-OKJOth free, 2-bed/

2-bath custom 2-story townhome. Central air,

balcony, gated garage, fireplace. 1 1931 Avon
Way. (310)391-1076.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, *2-bedroom unit avail-

able now. *Roommate situations available

now. *Waiting list for Summer and Fall.

Heated pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, fitness center.

Please call 206-4868.

NICE, QUIET: CC $830. 2 BD/TA BATH.
WLA $750 1 bd. (310)826-6907.

PALMS $1695 4-bed ¥ loft/3-bath. Newer
3-story custom townhon>e. Fireplace, gated

garage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. (310)391-1076.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $59(VnK). New paint,

upper, patio, 2 parking spaces. Convenient

bus. After 6 ?M. (310)838-8723.

PALMS, $800, 2-bed/1'A bath, large upper,

pool, r>ew carpet, parking, laundry, rx> pets,

454-4754.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve 839-1026, Antoine 829-6727.

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.

#36. 2-bed/2-bath newer custom townhome.
Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. alarm.

3614 Faris Dr. (310)391-1076.

PALMS PRIME SINGLE, $495, full kitchen,

bright, large, cozy upper. GREAT VALUE.
1 -block Motor/National. No pets. 3351 Vinton

(213)558-3133.

PALMS. Single, redecorated, sunny side yard.

Pet? Quiet. Bus, off street parkiri^. $529 t
utilities. (310)474-3111.

'

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED with fIRE PLACE,

$1 250; LARGE UPPER FRONT 1 -BEDROOM,
$750. ACROSS FROM UCLA. DISHWASHER,
REFRIGERATOR. NEW CARPET/BLINDS.
EXTRA LARGE CLOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING.
LAUNDRY FACILITIES. PRICED TO RENT
QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SANTA MONICA $550 1-bed. apartment,

extra large. Pool, laundry, quiet, safe area.

Students welcome. (21 3)502-8990

VENKIE $895. Spacious 3-bdmi. Refrigerator,

stove, carpet, parking. Pets OK. Ed
(310)476-0503.

VENICE, $925, Bright, l-bedroom townhouse,

Vj block beach. Large private sundeck, ocean
views. (310)397-8058

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in bonus. Furnished/unfurnished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd., 1 single. 3 parking

spaces, hardwood floor. (213)444-1478,
858-6650.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 1 -bed-

room junior. $725/mo. Utilities & parking

included (310)475-7533.

WESTWOOD, $1 1 75/mo., 2-bed/2-bath, new
carpets, floors, tiles, and fixtures, large unit,

no pets, ^C, 2 parking spaces, 1601 Veteran.

Matt (310)284-9044.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

$550 (utilites ir>cludcd), large unfurnished 1

bedroom $850, unfurnished 2 bedrooms
$1095 (310)395-2903.

WLA - 3516 Jasmioe. 2-bcd/2-bath. $975/mo.

AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security building,

patio.(310)836-5311. (310)837-0761.

WLA-3516 jasmir>e. 1 -bedroom with loft.

$9 75/mo. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security

building, sundeck, patio. (310)836-5311.
(310)837-0761.

WLA. $670-680. 1 -bedroom. Pool, laundry,

BBQ, appliances. 1621 Westgate Ave. No
pets. (310)820-1121.

49

WLA, $795. Quiet triplex. Attractive 1 -bed-

room. Refrid, stove, garage. Pets O.K. Private

yard. Greta location. Apply to Flo or Nore at

John Douglas (310)837-5111.

ADJ. Century City. 2be<V2bath. View, built-

ins, garden patio, hardwood floors, blinds

$900- $1 1 00. (21 3)441 -91 42/ (21 3)470-9239.

BACHELOR $450/MO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micrp. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(310)839-7227. \

BEST DEAL ER IN WLS IWUUU. Hrim^ loca-

tion. 10-minute walk to UCLA. Unfurnished/

furnished. Modern 2-bedroonV 2-bath. Air,

2-parking, balconies, fireplaces.
$1075 $135Q/mo. 208-2655.

652 Veteran Ave

1BDRM
Starting at $700

move-in allowanee

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

Nofthridge $275 up. 500 iumished unit student

housing tadNiy. Shared or prt^le units, wilh or

without Idlchens. Privaie baths F^, Jacuzzi.

recieation fDom, 1^ hour drl¥B k) UCLA. Optfl year

round. Free brochure. Northridge Campus

Residence. 9500 Zelzah. Northridge, CA. 91325

(ff1t)UI-1717

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, patio

and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471-1340.

fJRENTWOOD, $820, 2BED/1BTH; 11651
CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

Palms $925 2-bec)/2-bath,

A/C, 4-years new, 9
minutes to UCLA by bus.

10737 Palms
(213)838-5039

34 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49
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BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOI I SSION Al.l.V M.W.U.Il) in MOSS X ( ().

GUESTHOUSE/SINGLE, 1 bed/1 bath, nice

area, no kitchen, mlaowave, 5 minutes from

UCtA $575/mo includes utilities.

(310)474-7481.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglcwood Blvd . just north of Venice

Blvd. (310)398-6579.

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 newer buildings.

2bcd/2bath townhomes. Fireplace, balconies,

gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA $950. 2bed/2balh newer custom
townhome, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

security alarm. 1 mo. free with lease. 1 2736
Caswell (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $1 ,650. 3bed/3bath + lofl. 3 story

custom townhome. Fireplace, sundeck, gated

garage. 3954 Beethoven. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA. From $950. 1 month free.

2bed/2bath, 2 story custom townhome. Bal-

cony, central air, gated garage, fireplace.

12741 Mitchell (310)391-1076.

$200 OFF 1ST
MONTH RENT

WLA
•2Bdrm—$985—

1 709 Westgate
•lBdrm^$750—

1709 Westgate

(310)479-1581

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROaS^ PREYKHia PUZZLE aOLVEP

1 "— Le Moko"
5 Overseas
message

10 Type size

14 Holy image
15 Lover: poet.

16 Flower
17 A sport
18 Linen item
20 Smeller
22 Spanish king
23 Sweet stuff

24 Studies
26 Touch gently
27 Method
30 People
34 Feel regret

about
35 — ads
36 Slower: mus.

abbr.
37 Made cold
38 Unpaid
40 Brussels assn.
41 Spoil
42 Wipe out
43 Joins
45 Placing at

intervals

47 Light eaters
48 Annex
49 More sensible
50 French river

53 Receptacle
54 Part of

inherited

property
" 58 Golfer's

posture
61 Strong wind
62 Swelling
63 Rage
64 — Lanchester
65 Commotions
66 Actor Wallace

67 Turnip

DOWN
1 Farm animals

L A T E R

1

CiA P^ P

1
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A R T Y C A R E D T A L L
W E E f O Y E R 8 A B L E
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L O 1 T E R E D N E A T E R
A R A T

1

E P E

1

A L 1 V E
P A T E 8 A L A M T E L

8 H A ^ 8 L 1 T 8 T N Y
2-26-ft2 © 1902 United Feature Syndicate

2 Univ. subj.

3 Marco —
4 Compelled
obedience to

5 P8T plus 2
hrs.

6 Tony and
Emmy

7 "— in

Toyland"
8 Actress —
Tomlln

9 Chemical
suffix

10 Aviators
1

1

Fairway club
12 Refer to

13 Pale
19 Graph,

perhaps
21 Numerical

suffix

25 Surprise
greatly

26 Polar bird

27 Assumes a
demure

. expression
28 News summary

29 — house
30 Cooking

utensil

31 Sermonize
32 Saltpeter

33 Facing a
glacier

35 Achieve
39 Hairpiece
40 A gas
42 Carnival

attractions

44 Requisite

46 Film-festl\>al

city

47 Northern or
Native —

49 Scorch
50 — Lisa

51 Footless
52 Make over
53 Cause of

distress^

55 Ridge
56 Other
57 Harvest
59 Pick up the -

60 Noun ending
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62

65
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Daily Bruin Classified

1^

Apts. Unfurnished 61

$1390. BUNDY/WILSHIRE. 3b(V2ba, remod-

eled, 1 246 S. Wellesley Ave. (310) 826-51 75.

$650 BRIGHT, QUIET WLA 1 -bedroom. Close

to shopping, bus, UCLA. Mini-Blinds, ap-

pliances, parking. Lease. (3; 10)4 76- 711

6

$900, 1426 Barrington Av«. 2bed/r/i bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

corMJItloning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-^

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

BRENTWOOD-WILSHIRE CENTER.
$500-800. Single, 1 and 2 bedrooms. Unfum-
ishcd, large deluxe built-ir«. (213)550-1228.

MAR VISTA Ibed-j^pper $585. 2bed-lower

$750. Excellent condition. Open house

Saturday«Sunday 10-6pm. 11728 Avon Way,
Apts. 3 & 4. (310)391-1513.

PAC PAL, $850-875, 2 Sharp, 1 Brs, Choose
upper or lower. Gated, cat O.K.
(310)315-9412.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quiet. Bundy N. of

Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049.

WESTWOOD 3BED/2BATH Walk to UaA,
rK> pets, oven & range. Carpets, blinds,

$1 1 95/nrH). (31 0)474-2896.

WLA 1 BEDROOM $720; upstairs, bright,

walk td marketAxjs. Close to UCLA. 1242
Barry. (310)395-2903.

WLA. $950. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large

rTKxiem 2-be(Vl 'A bath, stove, refrid, dw, SJC.

010)837-0761.

Apartments to Stiare 52

1-MILE FROM UCLA. Private roorrVbalh in a

2-bed/2-bath apt. Partially furnished, security

building, parking. $600-$640/mo.
(310)575-3747.

I

'V

BEL AIR — Female for huge own bedroom
fantastic apt. Pool, storage, A/C. $5 75/mo.

Judy (310)471-3560.

Roommates v 53 Room for Rent

2-BED/2-BATH duplex. Huge roonrw, fire-

place, yard, central to bus rte. u\d UCLA. $650
-t- V* utilities. Lisi (310)785-9543.

BEVERLY HILLS, privaie room, bath, kitchen,

furnish for female, non-snr>oker only. $375.

(310)552-1004.

CENTURY CITY, $31(ymo.. Female to share

room in spacious 2 bedroom apt., parking,

laundry. Roselie (310)475-7031. -

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share

2-becVl -bath, UCLA, w/ recent college grads,

$325/nfH> (310)826-3248.

FEMALE, Spring quarter or longer, furnished

University Apartment. 2-bed/ 2-bath. Pool.

Jennifer, Tracy, Melanie. (310)824-1528.

FEMALE share furnished 1 -bedroom in West-
wood, $36S/mo., includes utilities, short-term

welcome. (310)824-0842.

IMMEDIATE MOVE- IN! Across street from

Bruin Walk. Female needed to share spacious

1-bd. w/ roommates. Underground parking &
security. (714)673-2683, (714)871-8225. Jill.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER wanted to

Share spacious 2 bedroom cottage. Close to

UCLA $497.50/mo. negotiable. Call Tom
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 - id#

13039.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, looking for a female

roommate, please call Julie 208-4216.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE, share nice

2-bedroom. 1 *A -miles to campus. ASAP. Only
$27(ymo. Yvonne (310)479-1051.

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED TO SHARE BRENTWOOD aprart^

mcnt. 2-bed/2-balh. $550. (310)207-1625.

Non-smoker.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large single

with female English major, $362.50/mo. i have

a rabbit and a cat. I'm not overly neat and I'm

easy to get along with. (310)208-4717.

ROOMMATE NEEDED: VENICE, A BLOCK
FROM BEACH! OWN ROOM. PARKING,
WASHER/DRYER, PATKD. UPPER 2bed/1ba.

Responsible, non-smoker. $475 + 'A utilities +
deposit. Call Andrew (310)305-7856, work
(310)552-0057.

Bi^NTVVOOD,^ 5400, available M arrii 1 . WQOMMATE WANTED toshafe Uge 2-bed.

"room wUh 3 girts. % -block from cannpus.

Available 3/20. $403.75/mo. 824-1 774.

"^ear UCLA on Sunset. Must see to appreciate

Appointment:(3 10)454-2628, (310)471-4732.

BRENTWCX>D. Own bedA)ath, Jacuzzi, sec-

urity, parking, no lease. $50(Vhio. -»- deposit.

Open 3/1. Mary (310)447-0420.

BRENTWOOD. Share Spacious 2-bed/2-bath.

Deck, pool, parking. Convenient area.

$50(]^o. (310)820-8765, evening.

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 3-bedfoom,

Spanish duplex, one bedroonV own bath,

laurxJry, fireplace, garage parking, $60QAno.
Daytime messages (213)936-4091, eveningjt

(213)852-2481.

FEMALE have own room, bath arxJ security

parking in 2be(V2bath Westwood corxio. 1

1/2 miles to UCLA. $55(Vmo. Joyce

(310)446-1808.
'

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
one bedroom apt. in Westwood. $390 per

month. Call 208-6323.

FRIENDLY FEMALE needed to share room.

2-bed/2-bath. Close to campus. Parking.

$375/mo. (310)824-5722.

MARINA DEL REY: Panoramic Ocean View,

all amenities. Luxury 2-f2 plus your derVoffice,

n/s, professional M/F, available 3-1, $762-t- %
'
utilities. 822-0274.

MDR. %S7Sfyno. UTILITIES INCLUDED. Non-

smoking female. 2be(V2bath. Furnished, pool,

Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)827-9596.

SANTA MONICA N of Wilshire. 2-bed/1Vt

bath apartment to share, must be clean, quiet,

rHMVsrrioker, $440/mo. Includes utilities. Call

(310)458-9264.

SEX: FEMALE, 5-min walk to UCLA, spring qtr.,

furnished, ^C, pool, elevator, security, park-

ing, $375. (310)208-7303, Valerie.

WEST LA. Beautiful, mtyny 2bdmfV2V» bath

townhouse share with professional 36yr.old

gay man. $750/mo. -f *A utilities, including

maid. (310)207-8087.

WESTWOOD, female preferred to share

bright, spacious, 2-bedroom with fireplace and

charm, $650/nrK). (310)473-3489.

WESTWOOD. $425/bH>. Huge 1 -bedroom/

1-bath. Close to campus. Living room, formal

dining room, parking, laundry. (310)

208-6149. Leave message for JasorVJohn.

WESTWOOD. Own bedroom/bath. Security

building, parking. 2-ml from UCLA. Quiet

building. Available NOW. $637.50/hno.

(310)470-8501, leave nr>essage.

WLA own bedroom arxi bathroom, quiet«

security, parking, A/C. $52(Vmo. Santa

Monica/Barry. (310)445-5375.

WLA. $ 44SAno. Woman to share large,

2-bed/1 -bath, must like cats. Leslie

(310)207-5740.

WESTCHESTER, own room In 2-b«Vl-bath

duplex. Washer/dryer arxJ storage. $45Q/irno.

Call Margaret (310)410-0122.

SANTA MONICA ROMMATE needed March 1

to share furnished 3-bed with pool. Great

neighborhood. $565/mo Near beach.

(310)399-5502.

SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH. Beautiful, brand new
apartment on Gayley. 1 -block from
campus. Available mid-March.
Lisa (310)206-5138.

SHARE ROOM, SPACIOUS WLA DUPLEX,
$223.75. 3-MILES CAMPUS. B.BUS #1 , PARK-
INC. RESPONSIBLE PERSON WANTED.
(310)207-8454.

TERRIFIC FULLY FURNISHED APARTMENT
TO SHARE FOR FEMALE ROOMATE for spring

quarter. Quick walk to UCLA. $38(Vmo. o.b.o.

For more info call Elisa (310)208-7303.

V^ALK TO UCLA^enormous 2-bdmV2-bath. 2

females to share beautiful corxio with 2 others.

$375 each. (310)961-6695.

WEST HOLLYWOOD $475.00. Femal«/Male

luxury apt. 2bed/2bath unfurnished, washer/

dryer, view, pool, gym, parking, security.

March 1. Lisa (213) 289-0102.

WESTWOOD. 2-be<i/2-bath, female pre-

ferred. 3-blocks to UCLA. Nice, new, luxurious

apt. Parking. $65(yWK). (310)824-2576.

WESTWOOD. Own room, phor>e, parking.

M^ in 2-bedroom spacious safe. %b3lQ/mo.

March 1 . Diane, 824-2785.

WESTWOOD, MALE ROOMMATE, $350,

Share bedroom, furnished. Spring Quarter

sublet. Cable, spacious, bright, quiet bldg.

Dan (310)208-8255.

Room for Rent 54

Roommates 53

1 -BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 male & 1 female

needed to share 2-bed/2-bath University apart-

ment. Quiet and clean Poct-Ooc or Crad

Student prefencd. $30(ymo. including utilities

(310)206-6479.

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 1 BR

with 2 others, furnished, large apt., 10 min.

walk to campus, only $317/mo., available

3/21, (310)824-3645.

10 MINUTES TO UCLA. Master bedroom in

new townhouse; ensuite, wardrobe. Full sec-

urity. $44S/mo. (310) 202-8717.

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes to

UCLA fully furnished. Quiet, luxury, kitchen,

private entrance. Male. (310)473-5769.

BEAUTIFUL HOLLYWOOD TOWNHOUSE
to share. Furnished, washer/dryer. $40(Vmo.

Includes utilities. (213) 871-8035.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath. Separate

wing & entrance. Kitchen & laundry privileges

negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house

with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, r^ecd car. $450, utilities included.

Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.

Large peaceful room tn private home; furn-

ished, private bath, cooking area, washer/

dryer. Non-srTK>king, no pets, deposit arxl

cleaning fee required. Westchester. Five mi-

nute walk to bus, market. $500 monthly.

215-3123.

LOVELY REDECORATED UPSTAIRS ROOM
WITH PRIVATE BATH. Shared kitchen and

large living room. Ir>cludes cable TV, utilities,

free parking. Near UCLA. Good security.

WithAvithout meals. $820-$1000. 470-7122

evenings or 882-5807 (pager) anytinr>e.

MASTER BEDROOM. Oeat Brentwood loca-

tion. $445/mo. Month-to-month. Ready
March 1. Call Laurie (310)575-4151.

SH/VRE NICE 2-BDRM. FURNISHED APT.

Close to campus. 6-unit building. Hardwood

floors. Share facilities, furniture can be pro-

vided. Parking space. Uilities paid. $550. Call

(310)824-7043.

PACIFIC PALISADES. Private room and bath.

Quiet. Ideal for faculty. $375/mo.
(310)454-6757.

SUNNY ROOM, private patio, % bath, SM
condo. Female, NS, no pets, quiet. $435
includes utilities. (310)452-0704. -

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.

Tnd up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WLA. Nice neighborhood. Big house, yard,

jaccuzzi. Nice and clean. $46(Vmo. plus $550>-

deposit. (310)391-0408.

WLA SCIENCE ORIENTED INDIVIDUAL seek-

ing quiet, advanced male student for furnished

bedroom. Lease $325. (310)270-4387.

Sublet 55

GOING OUT OFTOWN
THIS SUMMER?

WANTED!
SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS
WEST L.A. LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (6-10 WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE HOUSING FOR
SUMMER LAW CLERKS FROM
MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact Recruiting

(310)312-4187

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD HILLS, $2,500 > Security.

SfMcious, 4-f2 house with view. Excellent

area. Newly decorated. Flexible move-in

terms. 1 year lease. (818) 789-3076.

MAR VISTA, $120G/MO. 2bed/1bath, big

backyard. includes W/D, stove, fridge.

(310)280-3263.

VAN NUYS 2-bed/1-bath -i- guestjunlLJBd.
*A -bath, 2-car garage, large ferx:ed backyard,

equipped kitchen, easy access to UCLA,
$925/Wio., (310)4794)615.

VENICE. 2-BED/1-BATH. $1,00CAno. Utilities

pald^>ea^e2h^et^ka^31247W43^

House to Stiare *57

ROOM AVAILABLE in beautiful Mar Vista

home. $500 -f utilities, rnnvsmoker, rK> pets,

391-4800, leave message.

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY, 4-bed/2-bath,

$300/mo., includes utilities, parking,

fireplace, huge yard, full kitchen, own room,

cable, (818)362-9210.

WLA. GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD. 1 -bed-

room, 2 female roommates, $23(Veach or

1 -bedroom, $460/mo. Parking, bus.
(310)841-0603.

Housing Needed 60

MARRIED COUPLE needs house to share,

sublet, house-sit, of room to rent. Spring

Quarter. (213)484-1921.

TEMPORARY NOUSING/SUBLETS needed for

summer interns: May 1992 through Sept.

1 992. Please call Oaniela Dedona at Latham A
Watkins (213)485-1234.

UCLA CRAD STUDENT, MBA (INTERNA-

TIONAL BUSINESS) WORKING; CLEAN,
QUIET, HIGH DECREE OF INTEOHTV. SEEKS
POSITION HOUSESITTING. 310829-0757.

Room/Board for Help 62

(GUESTHOUSE IN EXCHANGE for 15/hrs

babysitting^^eek. Santa Monica. Must have

transportation and references. (310)393-71 10.

SANTA MONKIA. Room, board and car in

exchange for help with 9-year old twins.

(310)451-4537.

Room for Help 63

PROFESSIOMAL COUPLE will exchange pri-

vate room, bath, low rent for ten hours/Wk

chores. Must have car/love pets. 15-minutes

UCLA. References. (310)550-0552,
(21 3)9558805.

Townhouse for Rent 66

OnMelveny ft Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from

May to August, our law
students will be needing

housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

DELUXE TOWNHOUSE. 2-bed/2-bath. Pool,

spa, security, bullt-lr«. 15 minuteVschool.

S1,20(^mo. Da)«: (310)836-7000 ext.1040;

Eves: (310)391 '

Townhouse SecurKy

alair, SlOSCVmo. 24

PALMS, 2

Building. Firepl|

hn. call-(21 3)204-42
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54 Condos for Sale

10787 WILSHIRE #1003, 3-bed/3-bath,

mountain view, security building, for sale

$310,000, for lease $220(Vmo. 10751 Wil-

shire penthouse, l-becVl'A bath NE view,

security building, pool, $235,000 Call Lennie

Marant2 for appointment. )an Douglas Co.

(310)278-9410.

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwood.

1 bed/1 bath 109K, 2bed/2bath 188K. Call

agent (310)473-0306.

CHEAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

urfty butlding. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,

276^6331.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-

CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT/
FACULTY. PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDIO $95K.

CALL BOB/BROKER, (310)470-1781.

WESTWOOD. 2 bdmV2 bath, front corner

condo. New paint/carpets. $195.
(310)471-7922.

CorKlos for Share 68

BEAUTIFUL FURNISHED LUXURY condo on

Wilshire, in Westwood valet private bed &
bath, female please. $550. (310)475-3049.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Condo to share.

Large bright private bedroom arni bath. Female

preferred. NorvsnK>ker, no pets. $45CVmo.

(310)859-8228.

CorKlos for Rent 69

BRENTWOOD $950, 2+2, Furnished/

unfurnished. Hardwood floors, upper unit,

close to V.AAX:LA. PIO) 8267885.

BRENTWOOD 2-BED/1% -BATH condo. Up-

per rear unit, security building, tandem park-

ing, sunny, r>ew carpet, wood floors, close to

VA, UCLA, bus. Security. $950/mo. Furnished/

unfurnished. (31 0)82&-7885.

WLA CONDO: 1+1, $825, furnished. Near

bus arxi gym. No pets, no smoking. Nice.

(310)447-1637.

Gueit Home for Rant 7Q

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHINC--FULLY EQUIPPED -

REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and

AFF. Call for a free brochure arvi price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Insurance 91

HATE AUTO INSURANCE
Vi/e ill I do but onto insiirnnce ib

requirefl by I.t.v' So lor :\

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

2131852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE irJSAGEMCY

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CALL (213)263-BEST. Insured

24ft truck FULLY Equipped for ALL nrtoves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, piarxM,

ok. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(310)285-8688. LCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S nrH>ving arxi delivery. The careful

movers. Free estinnates, experierKed, arni reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

Short^ong distarx:e. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

CONSULTANT WITH M.A. available to assist

with English Problentt. IrKludes editing. Exper-

ience, credentialed, trustworthy
(213)747-8424.

BEAR*S EDITING
All sufafecta. llicaea/DlaaertatlQns

lYopoaals and Books.

Ford^ atudents wdoome.
PiimiNOTPMIIALE
Sharao Bear, PhJ)

(2ia»47ft4HS2

67 Services Offered 96

EXPERIENCED EDFTOR offers practical tech-

niques v\d exercises that will help you with

your academic writing. SctkI $10 to Conv
prehensive Editing Services, PO Box 3084,

Redondo Beach, CA 90277.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

school personal statenr>ents, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationaily-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

INCOME TAX PREPARATION by licensed

C.P.MJCLA Law student. Professional service

at low rates. Mike (31 Q)826>851 5.

RESEARCH. WRTTING, edftiiig

AN Levete-AN Stjbiects

Foreign Students Welcome
Fast, Professional-Quafty Guaranteed

Papers not for sale

Call Research 310477-8226
M-F 10 a.m.- 5 pin.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA arxl

professional ^perience. Speak Frerx:h. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirenr>ent. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTVPROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

r>ew computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd gives

expert help. Fast, reasonable. (310)476-0114.

Tutoring Offered 98

FURNISHED GARDEN-SIDE GUEST HOUSE.
Perfect for female PhD Student. $510.00/

month. Utilities included. References.

(213)870-5668

MV $65(ymo. Nice single guest house, private,

refrigerator, parking, yard, storage, 15 min.

UCLA. (310)391-9583.

•••CARING TUTOR^^^BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCtENCES-CO FROM MIS-

ERY TO MASTERY!
(818)545-0960

CALL RENEE

FRENCH LESSONS by experience native

teacher. Call Celine (213)314-7383.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

FRENCH TUTOR. MA, Columbia. Call Rhoney
(310)474-3577.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently

preserH the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

SPANISH TUTORING: grammar, conversa-

tion, business, traveling. For children it adults.

Ask for Cristina 575-1977.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; GMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4years experience. Mark, 852-1298.

WRITING/ENGLISH TUTOR: Yale grad with

teaching experience helps with papers,

reading comp. S2Q/hr. (213)934-1278.

Typing 100

1 BLOCK FROM UCLA. Wordperfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dissertations, manuscripts,

resumes, legal. (310)206-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
OISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (irKluding disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser prirHer. Near

campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPttL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKIAr

TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(310)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

GLENDALE/WORD PROCESSING, LAZERJET
PRINTER. $2.0(Vpage double spaced. Debra
(818)243-7604.

Modern Secreterial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delh/ery. 24hrs

service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? Mac, postscript U
Flyers, business cards, legal/medical transcrip-

tion, dissertations. 7-days. BrentV^ood.
(310)472-0405.

perfect spelling and free campus
pk:kup/delivery for papers, theses,
ETC. Mac W/P. Michael (310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

WORDPROCESSING specializing In theses,

dissertatiora, transcription, marHJScripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (31 0)828-6939, Holly-

wo6d (213)466-2888.

I-
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Real Estate
Analyst
Program
CHOOSE YOUR TRACK^

"
TO AN MBA!
Want some rock-solid commercial real estate experience?
Then consider one of two great opportunities with THE
PRUDENTIAL, the nation's largest real estate investor

We're looking for energetic, ambitious BAs and BSs for the
following Real Estate Analyst positions;

• Valuations Analyst - individuals seeking two years of work
experience before applying to jlop business schools in 1994
and,

• Operations Analyst - individuals planning a fu

while pursuing their MBA on an evening/ part

full-time career

time basis.

To qualify you need a B+ or better undergraduate GPA and a
strong mathematical aptitude. An intensive training program
will help prepare you for real estate modeling and financial

evaluation assignments.

Both programs provide outstanding on-the-job training,

experience, and exposure to real estate markets and top
investment professionals. The Prudential offers attractive

starting salaries with comprehensive benefits.

To apply, send your resume and a copy of your college
transcript by March 6. 1992 to:

^

THE PRUDENTIAL REALTY GROUP
Los Angeles Group Office
2029 Century Park East - Suite 3600
Los Angeles, CA 90067
ATTN: VALUATIONS ANALYST or

OPERATIONS ANALYST
(PLEASE SPECIFY)
ATTN: Sharon Reid

An Equal Opp)ortunity Employer

. I he^rudentiat-
Realty Group

ThePrudential

Music Lessons 102 Travel

CLASSICAL PIANO LESSONS. Laureate of

International Piano Competition. All levels.

Reasonable price. Phone: 39O-5030.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS. 2 yrs. exp. teaching begin-

ning students. SlO/SOmin. Will come to

house. Dennis Cox (310) 794-5665.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

JET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or o/w!) AIRHITCH,
458-1006.

London
VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experierKed CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

RESUMES FOR RESULTS. The interview

getters! Expert writing/laser printing.

Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual

appeal. Fran (818)999-3034.

Travel 105

Costa Rica

Paris

Tahiti

NewYoric
Miami
•Faro arc each way from Ux Anseles based on a

roundtrippuchasc. Restrictions apply. Fsressubtect

to change without notice and taxes not inclucied.

Open Saturrfafs 10am • tpm

Goundlkaiid
1093Broxton
Los Anselcs, (

310-208-3551

I

I

Mazatlan
Spring Break!
Make a breai( for Sun and Fun in

Mazatlan-March 22-28, 1992!

Trip includes: ' - _ —^^

• 6 nights at Costa dc Oro resort

• Air transportation-Alaska Airlines

• Transfers

• Prices Reduced! ^^.-^ ^^
• Starting at: $318.00

' - Travel Service, A-Lcvel Ackennan Union
ASUCLA/^ M-F 8:30-6, Sat 12-4 CaU UCLA-FLY

I

I

I

Why give
it all
to Uncle ^

Dont use an ordlnarY Income
tax service when you can use a

Tax Attorney who Is an exper-

ienced GPA
JONN R. RONCH

AHORNEY AT LAW
10866 Wflshlie BL. IStli floor
Cromer of WlUhlie and Glendon

•FrMYoflMVorbockfOM
*Au<9 R^srsMnlolluii

•VokJotwiPaildrv

«l«galA<n oairtano* to

kxMdudiandbiMkwaM
•Lat rm r«Mlo«r your SifAvporad
Ratunaralowcotf

(a00)273-379a

IVf WaktOur JiEm StraightI

Dr. Nadar Dasranl

VICKI RAPAPORT/Daly Bruin

Centerfielder Michael Moore went three-for-four with three RBI In

the Bruins' win over USD.

BASEBALL
From page 32

home John Myrow with the win-

ning run.

With the 10-9 lead, Craig was
able to quickly finish off the

^uieius in the nin th for his second"

win of the season.

Before UCLA opens conference

play Friday against California, the

Bruins will entertain UC Santa

Barbara tonight at 7:00 at Jackie

:AQbinsoiL>Stedttfm. The two teams

"Winning this game will allow

us to enter the conference season

on a high note,** said Ravitz, who
also had two hits. "We still haven't

lost at home, which is also good.**

were scheduled to play earlier this

season in Santa Barbara, but were
rained out.

Adam Schulhofer (2-0) will get

the start for UCLA and figures to

be challenged by Gaucho ace
Travis Rodgers.

105 Travel Tickets 106 Autos for Sole 109 Bargain Box 125

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

$395/person. Valid 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3067.

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, Rourvftrip for

t«M>. $15(V^rson. Valid or>e year. Limited

offer. (800)352-3067.

Autos for Sole 109

1979 BMW 3201 SPORT. Origirul amyer,
meticulously maintained (all records), superb

condition, 84 K miles. S4000. (213)
466-2042.

1986 TOYOTA CaiCA ST., air, stereo, mint

condition, original owner. $4,900. (805)

255-9317.

1989 WRANGLER. Dream )eep. 2 Tops. 6
cylinder. $2500 lift-big tire package. $2000
CD Stereo, thumps! Alarm. $12,950.
(213)892-4620.

1990 TOYOTA 4-RUNNER, V-6. Immaculate,

AK, full power + tow package, stereo, cassette,

CD, cruise control, deluxe interior, sunroof,

mag wtieels, new, $25,000, $17,995, firm.

(310)457-2451.

81' Plymouth Reliant, runs excellent, automa-
tic, 4/dr., clean, power steerin^rakes,
$750/obo. 432-6959.

'81 VW jETTA, 5-speed, sunroof, 4-door,

e/cellent condition, service records available.

$2550. (818)901-1967.

CHRYSLER LASER '85. Good running condi-

tion. Automatic, A/C, AM/fM Cassette, 93,000
miles, $1980 (310)578-2281.

'88 ACURA INTEGRA LS Special Edition.

White, power sunroof, AM/fM cassette w/
equiiizer. Excellent condition, $8900
(310)552-4825.

'89 Cherokee Laredo, loaded, blue, grey

interior, 4x4, phone, towing package, new
tires, $12,200. (310)451-2069.

CADILLAC C.D.V. '78, 76M original, nice

smooth car, excellent condition. Will go fast.

$2800, (310)208-5682.

MUST SELL '81 DATSUN 210, S-speed,

91 ,000 miles, sunroof, great cor>dition, $1 450.
Olivier (310)479-5912.

PORCHE 944S '87. Silver, 35,000 miles,

5-speed, alarm, sun-roof, all-power, immacu-
late, pull-out stereo. $1 4,000. (21 3)852-0687.

SENTRA, '87. 57,000 miles. Auto, A/C, AM/
FM. Excellent condition. $5900-negptiabte.

(213)930-2598.

TOYOTA COROLLA, '81 HATCHBACK, auto-

matic, a/c, FM stereo/cassette. Exceptionally

well maintained. $1800. (310)390-2315.
Evenings.

TOYOTA MR2 1985: Sspecd, sunroof, air,

AM/FM cassette, excellent condition, $4,600
obo. Call Kelly (213)398-4510.

TOYOTA TERCEL Wagon, 4WD, '85. A/C,

AM/FM cassette stereo, excellent condition.

$4250. (310)820-7777.

ULTIMATE TANNING MACHINE. 1988 Vol-

kswagen Cabriolet, impeccable, redA>lack,

automatic, 30,000 miles, A/C, pull-out. Alarm.

$11,000. (213)851-3772.

VOLVO 1 22, '67. Excellent condition, 2-tone,

new brakes, Weber Carborator. $2500
(310)392-0555.

VOLVO SEDAN 1982, Standard four-door,

$3000 o.b.o. Eve (310)546-2801.

VW BUG FOR SALE, 1974. Excellent running

condition. Light blue. $1500/obo.
(310)206-6181 or (213)935-6102.

ENCYCLOPEDIAS 1 99 1 , cost $ 1 600, sacrafice

$300. Sofa/love $595. Dinette, desk, wall
units, bunk-beds $150 each. Recliner $195,
bedroom set $495, mattre«/iprings $150,
dining room set $1200. Unused!
D 10)393-2338.

Furniture for Sale 126

Bicycles for Sale 113

RALEIGH PEAK MT. BIKE. Deore XT, Scott

handle bar, pump. Runs perfect. $40(Vobo.
Huan 825-8363.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

HONDA 250 REBEL '85. Great beginner bike.

Includes helmet $80(Vobo. Leave message.
824-3607.

KAWASAKI NINIA 250. Excellent condition,

6K miles, like new accessories, $200(Vobo.
Femando (310)276-0372.

Scooters fbr Sale 115

1987 HONDA ELnE 50. Red. Runs great.

Almost new helmet and basket $40CVobo.
Chris. (21 3) 655-6751

.

'67 HONDA ELITE 1 50 DELUXE, helmet case,

digital dash, 4k mi., helmet $1050. Glen
206-3640.

ELPFE 1 50 '67 with helmet & lock. 2000 miles.

Runs great. $1300/obo. Call Travis
(310)206-1665.

ELITE 50. Practically new, low mileage. Lock &
helmet included. $SOO/obo. Brad
(310)478-8785.

ELITE 80. White, 1986. Great condition,

includes helmet, and lock, $85(Vobo. Steve

207-6306.

HONDA AERO 50, '86. Basket, helmet, kryp-

tonite included. Low miles. MUST SEE!

SSOO/obo. (310) 206-2086.

HONDA ELnE '66, 150 Deluxe. Excellent

condition. Less than 1500 miles. $975
(213)936-4065.

HONDA ELITE 150. White, one year old, 2K
mi., helmet and lock, great shape, $1 299/obo.
Chris (310)824-7607.

HONDA ELITE 60. '87, just tuned. New
brakes. Runs great. Must sell immediately!
$65Q/obo. (213)506-0976 pgr.

HONDA PASSPORT (70), '81. Runs great.

SeSO/obo. Call 824-0868.

APARTMENT SALE. Double bed -» bedroom
set. Living room set with stylus and dining
set. All in good condition. Available February
29. Call after 7pm. Tel: (310)208-1650.

BEDROOM SET, gorgeous, grey, platform bed,
full size, great condition, $150,
(310)552-4825. _^
BED WITH SIDE CABINETS—$1^obo, oak-
wood futon $150/obo, sofa, love seat
$30G/obo, oakwood tables $35Q/obo, painting
on mirrors, call 'Go-Har* (310)477-4307.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

MICROWAVE, like new, $100; COUCHES, 2
matching $80 for both (310)477-0869.

Misc. For Sale 128

MOTOROLA PORTABLE CELLULAR PHONE.
$350. Call Anthony, (310)824-3329.

PERSONAL PROTECTION FOR THE 90*5,

Stun-guns $39.39 »- 3.50 shipping. Money
back guarantee. interWorld Trading Company,
Dept C, 8949 Herrick, Sun Valley, CA 91 352.-

Musicol Instruments 129

NATIONAL GUITAR. Steel body DOBRO.
Vintage '30s, tropical scene, metal etching,

some discoloration. $1,700/obo.
(310)392-1679.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

2 NON-STUDENT DUKE tickets for sale.

Serious offers only. Call (818)546-1711.

Typewriter/Computer 134

DEPENDABLE, MAC PLUS, 1 meg- RAM, 20
meg, EXT HD, keyboard, cables, mouse, WP
software. $625/obo. Call (310)478-4956.

EVEREX 286-1 2MMZ. EGA, 40 M.b.H.D.,

1.2Mb 5.25' D.D., mouse, 24-Pin
Printer, all software Incl., $65(Vobo. Frank

825-6646.
^

IBM COMPUTER 286, VGA Monitor, 20 MB
hard drive, 3.5 disk INB, great cond.,

$50G/o.b.o. (310)624-0552.

^-it-
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LACROSSE
From page 29

team offense is better as a result. I

think we're just getting better and
better as a team.**

The Bruins will learn a lot about

their team in a key showdown
against the Arizona schools this

weekend. They play Arizona State

Saturday at 1:00 and Arizona

Sunday at 12:00. on the North

Athletic Field.

• • S
From page 32

college basketball/* Harrick said.

**It will have the same intensity as

an NCAA Tournament game."
A win over Duke would help the

perception of^UCLA nationally,

something which has suffered after

the Bruins* weekend loss to Notre

Dame on national television. The
loss to the Irish dropped UCLA
two places in the national rankings.

The Duke game has been a

sellout since the day that tickets

Hrst went on sale. Getting a dcket

will be very cosdy, as a spokesman
for Murray's Ticket Agency said

that a dcket for the game would
cost anywhere from $200 to $700,
depending on the seat locadon.

use sold out Thursday night's

game against the Bruins at the Los
Angeles Sports Arena. This will be

the Hrst time since 1979 that the

Trojans have sold out a home game
at the Spuns Aieiia.

The playing status of Blue Devil

point guard Bobby Hurley is

questionable for Sunday's game.
Hurley sufficed a stress fracture in

his foot in a game against North
Carolina three weeks ago, and he
hasn't played since.

Duke head coach Mike
Krzyzewski said that Hurley
would be undergoing more x-rays

today, to determine how well his

foot is healing.

In a teleconference on Tuesday,

Krzyzewski indicated that it was
doubtful that Hurley would play

this week, and even if he did, he
would only see limited action.

"I don't anticipate Hurley's

return for a while," Krzyzewski
said. "We need Bobby to come
back real soon. When he does, it

will be a gradual process."

With Hurley doubtful, sopho-

more Grant Hill will probably

make his seventh start for the Blue
Devils at point guard.

**Duke has missed having a

complete fast break without Hur-

ley," Hanick said. "I really hope
that Hurley plays against us."

The Blue Devils have suffered

without Hurley, as their lack of
depth has hurt them greatly. Duke
lost to Wake Forest on Sunday, as

the Blue Devil reserves were
virtually nonexistent.

Duke used three substitutes in

the game, and they combined for

zero points and two rebounds.

Reserve center Cherokee Parks

played 14 minutes, yet he failed to

score a single point or grab a

rebound.

OBSERVE THE

WARNING SIGNS.

If you have chest pain lasting two

minutes or more, see a doctor
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(310)477-2898 i539westwood
'A

COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
iMCiUDES tVt '.XAV SOFi r/ATE B

CONTAC LENSES CARi '</ 4 fOllOWUP

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

* *

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

U f T M t 1 H I i

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE. O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

DELI & GRILL
at

UCLA
• Delicatessen • Pizza • Hamburgers •

• Food to Go • Full Service Catering •

• Private Parties • Full Salad Bar •

\(>\\ Open lor BivakLiM \ I :ini-Opni l)ail\

off
exp. 2/28/92

$5.00 Minimum purchase

{I K«*€il'
>laa
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100 UCLA Medical Plazai

Westwood Blvd.

IrtrcsJ. phone(310)443-0437

FAX (310)443-0440

Copeland's Sports
A

FEB 27TH
1 0AM - 9PM*

CURRENT RRICES
*Mall Hours Will Vary

EVERYTHING
JMCTOCKL
EXCEPT GOLD MEDAL ITEMS
QUANTITY PRICING NOT IN EFFECT
20% OFF CURRENT PRICES MAY
BE OFFERED IN FUTURE ADS.

JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
ATHLETIC SHOES

ATHLETIC EOUIPIVIEIMT

CURRENT »0^i
PRICE PWICC

Special Group Kid's «
Baseball Shoes Sins ie 19.99 I O
Special Group ^
Athletic Shoes 19.99 I O
Special Group ^%^%
Women's Shoe's 29.99 ^O
Special Group ^%^
Athletic Shoes 39.99 O I

Baseball Shoes 20^"0FF
I

CURRENT PRICES

Track Spike. 20*^0FF
CURRENT PRICES

Rl

Exercise Equipment cIU OFF
(Quantity pU\9 prictng not in •ff*ct.) CURRENT PRICES

Baseball Gloves 20*^*0FF
CURRENT PRICES

Tennis Racquets mm%M OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Golf Equipment ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

CURRENT sov.orr
PRICE PRICK

Ray Ban ^^ ^
Wayfarer I Sunglasses 39.99 O I

Nylon Jackets ZC'^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Sweatshirts & Sweatpants ZO "OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Lycra Workout Apparel ZO'^^OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Jersey Workout Apparel ^U OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Athletic Socks ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

GOLD
MfDAL ITEMS
NOT INCLUOfO

QtuintilMt A uj«s kmiUd lo tlock on haiwl. Ad\imrU%m4 i»mfch»ndi%m Hwy ba avaitoW* al »»im prtcm* km

u^oming %«!• awant* Rrqul.ir. onqmAl and currant prkai ara oHarinf pricat only and may or may not
h^vc ratuHad m tAla\ 70 di«counl aipiraa al cloaa of bu%ina«i FCBNUANV 27. 1992

COLO MfOAL SCRVICC ITEMS WILL NOT BE DISCOUNTED DUntNC THIS SALE.

Copeland's Sports
1 001 WESTWOOD BLVD
UUESmVOOD

HOURS: MON THURS 10-9. FRI-SAT 10-10. SUN 10-7

L,
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DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

• UCLA & ALL STUDENT CHSCOUr4T
• TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS AWEEK
CONVENIENT LOCATION
1 093 Broxton Ave. »2 1 8 824-399

1

'estwood Village, above the Wherehouse

6)

S)

LONDON
Westwood's Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Ceaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood

208-7722
I his coupon is qood for

S4 Off a Minimum
$12 Dry Cleaning Order

8th week films

on the edge.

or^LEALITY?

A m \i phantasmagoria:
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THURSDAY 9:15pm
FRIDAY 7pm

$1.50/NITEINAGB

THURSDAY 7pm
g

FRIDAY 10pm "^

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26th

BiUiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

Tonight!

o

Night!
$3 Yards

of Budweiser

$2 Half-Yards

of Budweiser

$1 Jello Shots

'*><

i»

Daily Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1 1 835 Wllshire Blvd.
Just West of Barrington

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 2

1

>>j
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THE
MIGHTY
RHINOS

8:00 PM AT THE COOPERAGE
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CAC isfunded by USS^C- Qfour Student Qovemmmt

FOUR
From page 31

will be competing in the Olympics
rq)resent their collegiate teams in

this exciting tournament,** Bradley

said.

What could the City of Hype
and Hoopla do for the Final Four
Tbumament? After hosting the

1984 Summer Olympics and the

Olympic Festival in 1991. the idea

of an opening ceremony was
mentioned, a celebration of the

athletes and the spirit of the game.
**We wanted to make it more

than basketball, we wanted to

make it an event,** Holland said.

"In L.A., an opening ceremony
seemed appropriate. The show will

spotlight youth and center on the

introduction of the Final Four
teams.** *

The one-hour show, entitled "A
Salute to Future Champions,** will

feature kids doing a variety of
things from gymnastics routines to

a slam-dunk contest. The cere-

mony has been sponsored by John
Paul Mitchell Hair Care Products,

so admission will be free to game
ticket holders.

Besides the kids on the floor,

there will be kids in the stands, as

many tickets are being distributed

to youth groups and underpri-

vileged children through the

•Team Up For Youth** Program.

With this program, donors can
make a contribution of $500, $700
or $1,000 for tickets that will go to

underprivileged chiidren in the

name of the donor. Tickets wilL
also go to children in UCLA*s
Youth Education through Sports

(YES) chnics.

"We want to fill that place with

kids,** HoUand said. "What*s been
missing from the Final Four the

last few years is the energy level;

it*s been flat With kids, the energy

level could be very high. They are

seeing things they haven *t seen

before, and they*re seeing women
doing it.**

Bringing in younger audiences

is one way the committee is trying

to sell an event that has historically

been difficult to sell. Low attei

dance figures have followed the

tournament from site to site over
the years. With the packed menu of
sporting events Los Angeles
offers, there is the possibility of
apathy hurting attendance,
according to Holland.

X.A. has all sorts of sporting

events, and they*re all good. The
demand on the entertainment dol-

lar is crunched right now. We are

not trying to mass-market this —
we are targeting groups like season

ticket holders, youth groups, high

schools, UCLA and USC people.

But college students have not

embraced women's basketball

because the season competes with

men*s basketball.**

A tremendous boost in ticket

sales could come with the possi-

bility of a local team being in the

Final Four. Holland said that

although the event is being
planned as if a local team was not

playing, people should not count

UCLA or USC out
*They arc tough teams, and they

play in a tough conference, so

they*ve taken some losses. If either

can get into the championship, it

will be up for grabs — whoever*

s

playing well. If one team gets

there, it will be a hugely successful

event,** Holland said.

Before then, there are tickets to"

sell, there are teams to be chosen.

The 48 teams who will participate

in the tournament will be
announced on Marc^i 15.

"It*s nervous time now," Hol-
land said. "We have our detractors,

some people think this is not going

to be successful. But I have
confidence, because I know how
hard we*ve been working on this.**

Sports Wednesday,

New priority rales

set for Duke game
By Andre Kelt

Daily Bruin Staff

^ March Madness kicks off at

Pauley Pavilion this Sunday, when
UCLA faces top-ranked Duke.

But the madness will start a httle

earlier for Bruin fans wanting

tickets for the game.

To avoid any problems or

confusion, UCLA Rally Commit-
tee Chairman Kevin Schraven

wants students to know some
important information about how
to get tickets for Sunday*s game.
The Priority Number System

that has been used throughout the

season will again be used for the

Duke game.
Only current UCLA students

with a valid UCLA photo I.D. and
registration card will be issued a

priority number and allowed to

enter with student tickets. No other

form of identification will be

honored.

The priority numbers will be

issued at Pauley Pavilion, gates 10

and 15, on Sunday, March 1, at

7:00 a.m.

Students may receive two prior-

ity numbers Sunday morning pro-

vided that they present two student

tickets and two valid UCLA photo

IJ>.*s with registration cards.

For middles and upper-level
seating only, students may present

one student ticket, a valid UCLA
I.D. with registration card and one
student guest ticket in order to

receive two priority numbers.

Students must be at Pauley

Pavilion no later than 11:15 a.m.

on Sunday to line up for entrance.

For this game, the gates will open

at 11:30 a.m.

Because of health and safety

concerns, a sleepover for the

student line-up is planned to begin

at Pauley Pavilion at 9:00 a.m. on
Saturday, Feb. 29.

Students are strongly discour-

aged to arrive at Pauley Pavilion

before this time.

The Rally Committee will begin

the overnight sign-up at 9:00 a.m.

on Saturday. The initial sign-up

sheet will be started by a randoift"

drawing of all students present at

that time.

Students arriving after 9:00 a.m.

will be added to the list on a first-

come-fu*st-served basis.

Note that arriving earlier than

9:00 a.m. on Saturday does not

provide you with any advantage

for position on the overnight list or

for priority number distribution.

No other lists or systems will be

recognized for the distribution of

priority numbers.

Students signing up for the

overnight sleepover must stay at

Pauley Pavilion at all times until

the priority numbers have been
distributed. Students that leave

will be removed from the li«t and^
will lose their place in line.—Students that have any questions

shouldn*t hesitate to call the Rally

Committee Office at (310) 206-

8522.

ExtensicNi offering class

on sports and the
By Zach Dominltz
Daily Bruin Staff

Front row seats, free food,

x|)ehind the scen^Jnformation and
sb much more.

Once again, UCLA Extension is

offering the chance of a big-time

career in sports media. * Sports and
the Media* will be a three-day

seminar looking at the world of

sports journalism for broadcasters

and writers.

Leading the class will be veteran

sportscaster Ed Arnold of KTLA-
TV and Los Angeles Times associ-

ate sports editor John Cherwa.
Arnold and Cherwa will dissect the

complicated aspects of sports

media, addressing the quality and

future direction of sports report-

ing.

Among the topics to be dis-

cussed are:

— Ethical issues for writers and
broadcasters who have developed

a close relationship with the teams

and players they cover. Is the

reporting biased; are criticisms

watered down?
— Investigative sports journal-

ism, and how to get in touch with

sources.

The three-session program will

not be on successive days, howev-
er. The ftfst session begins on

Saturday, March 14 from 9 a.m. to

5 p.m. at 1260 Franz Hall.

The second session is on Tues-

day, March 17 from 7-10 p.m. at

the Los Angeles Times, Times
Mirror Bldg., 202 W. First St., Los
Angeles.

The third and final session will

be March 24, 7-11:30 p.m. at

KTLA, 5800 Sunset Blvd., Holly-

wood.
The cost is $105 for one unit of

credit in journalism, $70 for no

credit, and $30 for students with

full time ID*s. For more informa-

tion, a free catalog or to enroll, call

UCLA Extension*s journalism

program at (310) 825-0641.

Lacrosse seeking piayoffs

By Alan Shipnuck

At the midway point of the

season, the UCLA lacrosse team

has a 4-3 record and is ready to

claim a possible playoff spot For

that to happen diough, UCLA must

improve its team defense, accord-

ing to coach Paul Kunzel.

When UCLA plays against top-

notch teams the Bniin defense

struggles to match up well for an

entire game.

''Our weakness is that unfortu-

nately some of the other teams in

the league have more depth than

us,** said Kunzel about his defense.

That lack of depth showed up in

recent losses to powerful Whittier

and Berkeley teams.

•Teams like Whittier and Berk-

eley are on a different level, but we
showed them that we are compet-

ing with them. We showed we are

definitely a Division I team.

Teams are showing respect for us,*'

said middle Ross Mayfield. "It's

good to play a strong team like

Whittier. We know we can play on

their level. We just have to rise to

the occasion.**

If the Bruins are to earn a

playoff berth, it will take a total

team effort.

"Right now our best three

ballplayers are attackmen,** said

Kunzel. "But I think our strength is

our positive attitude. We are

working out harder(than in the

pasO and trying harder. Our whole

See LACROSSE, page 27
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VISION CASE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood \lllage

208-3011
Monday SpeciaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA'$ 15 th Annual Career Fair

for Minority Students & Alumni
Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom'

• 2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

TIP # SEVEN: CHECK VOUR-
SEir IN THE MIRROR
It's not mandatory that you wear

business attire. But, recruiters do

expect good grooming. Is there

anything about your appearance

that could distract an employer

from your qualifications?

r/f

V \

v
B̂UY ONE, GET ONE 507o OFF!

Buy One Entree and get the Second (of equal or
lesser value) for 1 /2 Pricel

Free Delivery with Dinners sensed 'til 10pm.
minimum purchase of $ 1 01 Capuccino ft Dessert Bar until 1am.

1 389 WESTWOOD BLVD.
Hours: Mon-Sat 1 1 :30am - 1 :00am

Sun 5:00pm -10:00pm

r

Poetry Series^
Presents

Qtory^timcf

Wednesday, February 26tK

Another Cool
Poetry/Short Fiction Reading

8:00 PM at the

Kerckhoff Art Gallery
Brought to you by the

Cultural Affairs Commissiuon Funded by USAC - Your Student Government

^1^ ifcMadbi mm

*^^- •*-
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Invitational gives swimmers diance to qualify
By Andre Kail

Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA men's swimmo^ will get

their final chance to qualify for the

NCAA Championship meet this

weekend when they compete at the

Bruin-Trojan Invitational this

Thursday through Saturday at

Belmont Plaza Pool in Long
Beach.

Only four Bruin swimmers

qualified for the NCAA's at last

November's Pac-10 Champion-
ships, leaving this as the last

chance to qualify for most of
UCLA head coach Ron Ballatore's

team.

Qualifying times are unusually
difficult this year because the

NCAA decided to bring the num-
ber of participants at the meet
down from 340 to 270 swimmers.
The system now used is called

"filling the field," according to

Swimming and Diving Committee
member Peter Daland. This means
that only a few swimmers will

make the qualifying standard,

while most will fill the empty
spots.

However, it is to a swimmer's
advantage lo make the NCAA
standards, guaranteeing him a
place at the swim meet early on.

The Bruin-Trojan meet will

feature swimmers from teams
across the Pac-10. including Cali-

fornia, Stanford and USC. It will

be held in the same format as the

three-day Pac-10 conference meet,
with swims in the morning and in

the afternoon.

If Ballatore's swimmers fail to

make the time cutoffs for the

NCAA meet this weekend, they
will have to match their times with
the rest of the country's college

swimmers to see if they have
earned a spot at the NCAA's.
"Most other people will have

their final qualifying meet around
March 7 or 8. We should have an
idea by then who is going to the
(NCAA) meet from our team."
Ballatore said.

However, Ballatore hopes most
of his swimmers will guarantee
themselves a spot by going below
the NCAA standards.

:-x3
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, Ronkin's New
LSAT Premium Program:

The Best Way To Prepare For The LSAT
If you're one of the nation's 95,000 ap-

plicants determined to get into an accred-

ited law school, you know the competition

is tough. Since there are

only 44,000 openings, a

high score on the LSAT is

crucial.

That's why Ronkin cre-

ated the LSAT Premium

Program which offers a

choice of three varied

levels of assistance.

• LSAT Preparation

Course
Using the most recently up-

dated curriculum, our 40-

Jiour course stresses cntical

• LSAT Gold Package
In addition to the 40-hour LSAT course,

Ronkin 's LSAT Gold Package includes

our two-day LSAT Inten-

sive-Study Clinics offered

immediately prior to LSAT
examination dates. These

clinics concentrate on Logi-

cal Reasoning and Logic

Games. The Gold Package

also includes our Law
School Success Program
which covers law school

exam preparation, legal

writing, legal research, and

career planning.

InSAT Plafimim
thinking, argument analy- —
sis and logical reasoning. Besides class-

room time, our comprehensive LSAT
course provides live tutorials, three diag-

nostic exams, three practice exams, a com-
puter-based tutorial program, homework
materials that include releasedLSATs, and
a toll-free Dial-A-Teacher line. Two-day
chnics, which are included in Ronkin 's

LSAT Gold and Platinum Pxkages, are

also available for an additional fee.

—

—

Package
This plan provides everything you'll need

to get into law school and to be a success.

Enroll and you'll receive our LSAT Pre-

paration Course, LSAT Intensive-Study

Clinics, Law School Success Program,

plus ourLaw School Selection and Appli-

cation Assistance Programs.

So if you're looking for the best in LSAT
and law school preparation programs, call

The Ronkin Educational Group.

I

WeSl -L./\. We'll Make Sure You Make It!

2 1 9-4900 LSAT<iMAT<iRE.MCAT IVA
iicnioiii 6I0II
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MICRO KNOWLEDGE
^86 33MHz 256K

4MB RAM up to 32MB on Board
-80486 Processor

Built in 487 Math
•1 .2 & 1 .44 HO Floppy Drives

-212MB Hard Drive

16ms Built in 64K Cache
-IDE vifith K> (2S/P/G)

-FuN Size Tower Case
Super VGA Card w/1MB
-NON-INTERFACED 14"

Super VGA Monitor 1 024/768
1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Er)har)ced Keyboard

.SX ?5f.

-1MB RAM
-1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Drives

-40MB IDE Hard Drive

-17nis Built in 32K Cache
-IDE FD/HD Controller

A! I/O: 2Seriai/ParallelA3ame

-8 Expansion Slots

-Real Time Clock & Calendar
-Math Co-Processor Socket
-Mini ToKver Case
-16 Bit Super VGA Card W/512K
-14' Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keytx>ard

386 33r.1H7 64K

-4MB RAM up to 32MB
-80387 Co- Processor Socket
-1.2 A 1.44 Fk)ppy Drives

-12SM6 Hard Drive

1 7ms Built in 64K Cache
-IDE &I/0 (2S/P/G)

-Msdium Towwr Case
-Super VGA Card w/1M
-Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

'86 nsMf^/
-1MB RAM
-1.2 & 1 .44 Floppy Drives

-40MB IDE Hard Drive

17ms Built in 32K Cache
-IDE FI>HD Controller

Al I/O: 2Serial/Parallel/Game

-8 Expansion Slots

-Real Time Clock & Calendar

-Math Co-Processor Socket
-Mini Tower Case
-16 Bit Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

3Rfi P^f.'1H7

-1MB RAM up to 16MB
-1.2 & 1.44 Fk)ppy Drives

-65MB KDE Hard Drive

17MS BuHt in 32K Cache
-IDE & I/O (2S/P/G)
-8 Expansion SkMs
-Mhi Tower Case
-Super VGA Card W/512K
-Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28

-101 Enhanced Keyboard
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COMPLETE SVGA SYSTEM
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The Marquis Florist

TERRY L. FOREMAN
Y«ttr Horist to the Sfitfs I

»••*••• cvu«

SPECIALIZING IN
CREATIVE DESIGNS

ALL Flowers Personalli>

Selected Fresh Daily

930 HILGARD AVE
WESTWOOD

Close to UCLA Campus & Hospital

•-'—I—«—I—I—»—I—I—y—1—»—»—»—T-»I—»-»T—T»,«-.I»fT—
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Postgraduate Study.

• COSMO Style!

Sale
NOW
DON'T; MISS OUT!

Pick upyour copy wherever COSMOPOUTAN is sold.
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Hawaiitiot
too friendly

to golf team
By Zach Dofffilnitz

Dally Bruin Staff

A vacation may not have been
what they had in mind, but the
Hawaiian sun will probably be the
only thing the men*s golf team
savors from last weekend's tourna-
ment

The young Bruins were over-
powered in the 18-tcam John
Bums Intercollegiate Golf Classic
at the Kaneohe Klipper Golf
Course, finishing 14th overall.

Individually, the Bruins were
led by junior Patrick Brownfield,
who finished in 25th place overall

with a three round total of 216.
Fellow junior Dave Solomon was
the Bruins* next highest finisher,

ending up in a tie for 48th with a
score of 221.

Rounding out the top five for

UCLA were sophomore Kevin
Clabom in a tie for 56th (223),
junior Ted Gleason in a tie for 61st

(223) and sophomore Michael
Cress, whose score of 234 was
good enough for a share of 82nd,

The Bruins* team score of 882
was just six strokes behind host

Hawaii, but stilt a fair way from
the leaders.

And far in front ofeveryone was
Pac-10 rival Arizona. The Wild-
cats team score was 827, an
amazing 22 shots in front of
second place Fresno State. USC,
UNLV, and BYU rounded out the

top five.

use, UCLA bringing
women's final to LA.

MCHAEL LAN/Daly Bruin

Will Natalie Williams and the rest of the Bruins make It to the
final four they are co-hostIng In April?

By Heather Dufiy
Daily Bruin Staff

The Final Four? In Los
Angeles?

That's right. City rivals UCLA
and USC will transform their

competition into cooperation in

time 10 serve as co-hosts, along
with the Los Angeles Sports
Council and the Los Angeles
Memorial Sports Arena, of the
pinnacle event in women's basket-
ball.

April 4 and 5, the 1992 NCAA
Women's Basketball Final Four
Tournament will showcase the
finest talents in the game on the
floor of the Sports Arena.
The women's tournament last

visited Los Angeles in 1984, when
Trojan standout Cheryl Miller led

USC over Tennessee in the
championship game at Pauley
Pavilion.

Talk of bringing the champior^-
ship back to Los Angeles for a
return engagement began with a
conversation between Barbara
Hedges, use's women's athletics

director, and Dr. Judith Holland,
UCLA's senior associate athletics

director and chair of the NCAA
Division I Women's Basketball
Committee.Holland asked Hedj
if she would be interested m
joining forces and trying to bring
the Final Four here.

**I don't believe any one school
would have the resources to do it

alone. There is too much involved,
particularly financially," Holland
said, explaining the partnership.

Holland went to athletic director

Pete Dalis, who suggested solicit-

ing the help of the Los Angeles
Sports Council, a community-
based organization that serves as a
bidding agent in bringing sporting
events to the Los Angeles area.

When the summer of 1989
rolled around, a delegation from
Los Angeles went to present its bid
to the NCAA Committee in

Traverse City, Mich. They brought
a video narrated by former Bruin
Ann Meyers that showed the
positive aspects of Los Angeles—
the Sports Arena, the hotels and the
downtown area. Georgia Tech also
submitted a bid.

Holland, who was serving on the
committee, left the room during
the vote. When she returned, Los
Angeles had been awarded the

1992 tournament. In 1993. the site

will be Georgia Tech.

Once the idea became the
announcement, the preparations
followed. A community-based
host committee was formed, and it

designed a corporate plan for
support. Mayor Tom Bradley
declared the week prior to the
tournament "College Basketball
Week,"

"I am happy that Los Angeles
will once more play host to the

"prestigious women's collegia

ate event in the nation, the NCAA
Women's Basketball Final Four
Tournament. As America prepares
to send its best athletes to the 1992
Olympics in Barcelona, Spain, I

think it is an opportune time to see
many of our young women who
''

See FOUR, page 28

CAUSAL MODEUNG seminar

CONDITIONS FOR
PROBABILISTIC CAUSALITY

GRBGRAY
Department of Philosophy

University of California. Berkeley

Date: Wednesday. February 26, 1992
Time: 12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Place: Room 5422 Boelter Hall

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

ll

UCLA Women's Water Polo
Practice Tuesdays and Thursdays 8-10 pm

WestwoodTool • 1350 Sepulveda

wiU compete in collegiate tournaments

For more information,

contact Dave 478-7019

Beginners welcome!

CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15 th Annual Career Fair

for Minority Students & Alumni
Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom

•2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*
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TIP « II6HT: Bl READY TO
SILL yOURSILr
Pretend you're the employer -

why should they pick YOU?
Don't be afraid to talk about your

work experience, extracurricular

activities, special projects and

accomplishments, strengths,

skills and capabilities.

MATADOR PARTY SERVICE
'Okc e^ T>9eA ^Att

Beach Party
Western Days
Mysten( Night
Mardi Gras

PARTY THEMES
Hawaii Luau Lobsters & Libations
Casabjanca Casino Night
Snow Party Clam Bake
Gangbangers Valentine's Day

^^^'-
WE HAVE IT ALL, FROM: Locations, music/entertainnf)ent, transportation, food and

beverages, pictures and video. FROM 50 TO 5.000. WE
TAKE CARE OF IT ALL FOR YOUl

PLUS: We carry liability insurance for any location...and we
require NO advance deposits to be refunded laterl

AND: We can work with your budget...even saving you money.
MORE: We can arrange away trips to P.S.. Mountains. Las Vega$

and more!

PHONE 310-375-1331 FAX 310-375-2870

'Dncci^MC^ api<^ ThuUH^i "DtXH 't 'THcx
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Bruins look forwai^to USC, Duke
USCs Raveling downplays

importance ofUCLA game
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

With showdowns against top-
ranked Duke and No. 13 USC. this
is a crucial week for the fourth-
ranked UCLA men's basketball
team.

The question is, which game is

more important for the Bruins?
"If I was UCLA, I wouldn't

worry about (the USC game),"
Trojan head coach George Ravel-
ing said. "Duke is a hell of a lot
more important for them.

"If I was (Bruin head coach Jim)
Harrick, I would be looking to beat
Duke. The Duke game wiU be on
national television, and it might be
the college basketball game of the
year. There is no pressure on
UCLA to win (the USC game),"
Raveling added.

AT^iis^ wcciciy media luncheorr
Tuesday, Harrick elaborated on
the importance of this week's
games.

"George (Raveling) could be
right (about the Duke game being
more important)," Harriclr said.
"We would like to stay home and
play in the West Regional. (A win

ourover Duke) would help
chances a lot

*The USC game is very impor-
tant for us. It could make a great

statement for us if we win. I really

believe that USC is a Top 10
team," Harrick added.
The Bruins would like to receive

the top seed in the West Regional
of the NCAA tournament, but
Harrick said that wouldn't be an
easy task.

"We need to win the conference
championship and stay in the top
four (in the national rankings),"
Harrick said.

UCLA currently has a one-game
lead over the Trojans for the
conference title. A Bruin win on
Thursday would give them a
stranglehold on the conference
championship, but a loss would
jiyc use the inside track for thp.

Tlimr

The Duke game is receiving
national attention from the media,
while the USC game is primarily
receiving attention from West
Coast reporting corps.

"Sunday's game is good for

See HOOPS, page 27

RICHARD KIMADaly Bruin

Bruin forward Ed O'Bannon will probably continue to Increase his
playing time against the Trojans and Blue Devils.

Bruins take on Gauchos in ing matdi

SUNNY SUNQ/Daly Bruin

Quick hitter Chris Pllha will need sonie kills If UCU wants to beat
UC Santa Barbara.

By Eric Billigmeier

There might be some concern
right now among UCLA men's
volleyball fans. They may be
thinking that the Bruins are in dire
need of a win, let alone a winning
streak, and that, with a few more
losses, the squad could miss the
playoffs altogether.

^^- —
But there is one factor that the

worry-warts should keep in mind:
It's still February.

Granted, the Bruins (5-4, 3-3
conference, tied for second in the
DeGroot Division) have lost three
of their last four matches in

Western Intercollegiate Volleyball
Association action. And true, their

play of late has been of less than
national championship quality.

But all one needs to remember
are the early-season suiiggles of
the national champion UCLA
women's volleyball team in order
to realize that a Bruin resurgence
ending in glory is in no way out of
the question.

*The reason we're not winning
the close matches is that we're
waiting for the other team to lose,"

said UCLA coach Al Scates.
"We're not taking chances. We're
playing not to make mistakes
instead of being aggressive. And
when teams come in here to play
us, they're real fired up. And that

just makes (the situation worse)."
Victories are of the essence, and

the Bruins need one badly tonight

against UC Santa Barbara. The No.
14 Gauchos (2-3 WIVA. tied for

fourth in the DeGroot Division)

"We really have to beat

Santa Barbara/*

Al Scates
-nJCLA Volleyball Coach

invade Pauley Pavilion at 7:30 in a
make-up match for the flood-post-
poned version scheduled original-
ly for Feb. 12.

UCSB boasts two of the tallest

middle blockers in the WIVA, 6-

foot, 10-inch Jason Mount and 6-7
Rob Heidger. This creates what
Scates called "a very important
match-up in the middle" with
Bruin quick hiuers Jeff Nygaard
and Tim Kelly.

But beyond on-court problems,
Scates believed the main reason
the Bruins find themselves in a
funk is mental. He hopes a long
week (four practices, two matches)
this week will help them bounce
back on the winning track.

"Only three teams make the
playoffs (from each division),"

Scales said- "So we really have to

beat Santa Barbara twice (they
play again at UCSB Saturday)
because, we're still capable of
winning (the national title), but we
can't make the NCAA's without
making our own conference play-
offs."

Brains

five rans in

eiglrtii to win
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

You have to wonder if UCLA
baseball head coach, Gary Adams,
has any more luck left in his magic
lamp.

Coming back from the dead, the
Bruins won yet another one-run
game, 10-9, over the University of
San Diego, Tuesday, at Jackie
Robinson Stadium. The second
straight win for UCLA raised their

record to 10-3, and dropped USD
to 5-5.

It marked the Bruins' sbtth one-
run win this season. UCLA had
exactly the same amount of one-
run victories last year.

But Adams was not exactly too
thrilled over the win.

"It's another one-run win,^
Adams said. "But it was ugly. I

was very disappointed in the way
we slacked off.** —~
The Bruins used the first of two

Ryan McGuire two-run homers to

scor^ four runs in the first inning
and erase an early 2-0 deficit

Adam Melhuse and Michael
Moore each delivered run-scoring
hits in the first

But from there, UCLA seemed
too content to rest on the lead, and
played awfully. Bruin hitters

sleepwalked through the next five

innings, only managing two hits.

UCLA starter Gary Adcock
suiiggled with his control the
entire afternoon. Adcock walked
six bauers in a little more than six
innings and allowed the leadoff
batter in every inning but the fifth

to reach base.

The wheels seemed to fall off
the Bruin wagon in the seventh
inning. With the Toreros up 5-4,

leadoff batter Larry Williams
parked an Adcock pitch over the
fence. What followed was an
unsightly display by UCLA.
Adcock and reliever Bill Craig

yielded four hits, while Bruin
fielders made three errors, as USD
scored three more runs in the
inning to lead, 9-4.

"Once we went up in the first we
got too secure and let ourselves get
surprised," UCLA third baseman
David Ravitz said. "We were not
motivated. Nobody was standing
up in the dugout"
A talk by Adams to the team

after the top of the seventh did get
the Bruins inspired, though.
UCLA notcfhed a single run in the
bottom of the seventh, then
exploded for five runs in the eighth
inning to pull out the game.
With two runs already in and

Moore at second base, McGuire
launched his second homer, a
line-drive shot over the right field

fence. Two batters later, a single
by Matt Schwenke off losing USD-
pitcher Chris Collins (0-3), drove

See BASEBALL, page 26
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Briefly

AMcan-Ameffican

documentaries
UCLA will present a lecture

today on race, gender and
representation in African-
American documentary
filmmaking.

Valerie Smith, an associate

professor of English, will

discuss the documentaries of

Camille Billops, James V.
Hatch, Marlon Riggs and
Marco Williams.

The free lecture is the last of

UCLA's African-American
history month activities that

address the changing notions of

Afirican-Amencan identity.

The lecture will take place in

158 Haines Hall at 4 p.m.

For more information, call

the Center. for Afro-American
Studies at (310) 825-7403.

Inside

need this stufn
After paying the monthly

bills, the average college
student spends ahnost $150 on
movie tickets, compact discs,

taco chips and other impulse

purchases.

See page 13

Vievvnoint

Running in the
LA. MaratiMHi
Columnist Angela Beeley

discusses her rise from mall
crawler to marathon runner.

See page 23

Arts & Entertainment

Showtime
atRoyce

This year's Showcase '92

features the best that UCLA's
performance students have to

offer.

See page 24

Sports

Biggame in tlie

Sports Arena
The Bruins travel across

town tonight to take on George
Raveling's Trojans on ESPN.

See page 48
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UniCamp board cuts program spending
By Christfno Strobel

Dally Bruin Staff

With UniCamp facing financial

problems this year, the Board of
Directors of the UCLA charity

approved a new budget that

slashed summer camp program
spending by almost 10 percent

Board members debated at a
recent meeting about whether cuts

made to the UniCamp budget
should also include a trimming of
the administrative budget —
which includes salaries, ofHce

Financially troubled charity will

keep administrative budget intact
supplies, postage costs and rent

After a tense 30-minute discus-

sion, a majority of members
approved a proposal to make cuts

only to the camp budget and to

keep the administrative budget
intact

But other members argued that

cuts in the camp*s funds were
unmerited when money could be

taken from bureaucratic expenses.

The proposal that passed by a

margin of 8-4 with one abstention

reduces funding for supplies and
the orientation program, while

slashing all money for camper T-

shirts. The cuts will save about

$17,000.

"We did everything we could to

find out that these cuts were

absolutely non-essential items,**

said John Ramljak, chairman of the

UniCamp finance committee.

This proposal was especially

difficult to approve after the

elimination last month of one of

the nine summer ^sions of the

camp for underprivileged children,

he said.

UniCamp officials explained

^^hat deep cuts to the administrative

budget could cripple the organiza-

tion.

See UNICAMP, page 21

Glory days? Study finds Japanese
firms in California do
iMisiness tlie U.S. way
By Julia Ann Sllva

Dally Bruin Staff

Japanese management p>actices=

ALEX OE ROeERTIS/DaUy Bruin

Mario Estrada, who works for the UCLA Special Services

department, fixes a flag he found hanging upside down out-

side Pauley Pavilion on Wednesday.

are renowned for encouraging high

productivity and worker retention.

But in California, many Japan-

ese-owned factories are now fol-

lowing the examples of American
companies by abandoning the

successful practices used across

the Pacific Rim, according to a

recent UCLA study.

"When (the Japanese) come to

the U.S., they adapt to our manage-
ment practices and this has real

consequences for the welfare of
the coiuitry*s economy,** said Ruth
Nfilkman, UCLA sociology pro-

"When (the Japanese)

come to the U.S., they

adapt to our

management practices

and this has real

consequences for the

welfare of the country's

economy."

Ruth Milkman
UCLA Sociology Professor

fessor and author of the study.

Some UCLA experts doubt the

study*s findings, noting that it is

virtually impossible to determine

if these companies are conforming

"I'm very dubious about

a study that trics-ta

explain globally what

the Japanese are doing

in one country."

Mark Fruin

UCLA Visiting Professor

to U.S. manufacturing practices.

However, Milkman said her

research shows that Japanese-

owned firms in California do not

use common practices (like work-

er-input groups, job rotation and
calisthenics programs) used back

in Japan.

We don*t think of sweatshops

when we think of Japanese man-
agement, but that*s what many of

Japan's California factories are,**

Milkman said. _
Apart from the auto industry,

Japanese companies in California

may be contributing to the decline

of the U.S. economy because many
of thejobs they provide do not pay
well enough for workers to support

themselves and their families, she

added.

**Instead of rescuing the U.S.

economy, Japanese investment

may be contributing to its decline

because so many of the jobs at

Japanese factories are routine,

low-skilled and low-wage posi-

tions in which workers caimot

See JAPANESE, page 20

ASU speaker emphasizes AMcan pride, heritage
By Letlsia Marquez
Daily Bruin Staff

Civil rights leader Kwame Ture
called on African-American stu-

dents Tuesday night to take pride

in their heritage and to fight

q>pression more actively.

Ture, formerly known as
Stokely Carmichael, spoke at a

UCLA event devoted to die cultur-

al and poUti^l unity of African

people worldwide.

Other speakers, dancers and
singers also performed for about
150 pebple at the African Student
Union*s Pan-African night.

**Pan-Africanism is the total

liberation and unification of Afri-

ca,** said Ture, who changed his

name after the civil rights move-

ment to reaffirm his African

identity.

Ture*s long-standing political

activism, which dates back to the

*60s, is widely admired. He was an

active member of the Student

Non-violent Coordinating Com-
mittee and the militant Black

Panthers group.

"You cannot speak for your

people*s struggle unless you are

involved in your people*s
struggle,** said Ture, who is cur-

rently a member of the All-African

Revolutionary Party. "All people

must have their own ideas coming
from their home country.**

And t^e ideology of people of

African descent must emanate

See APmCAN, page 19

SUNQ/Ddly Bruin

Civil rights leader Kwame Ture addresses the audience during
the African Student Union's ParvAfrican night on Tuesday.
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UCLA Nikkei Student Union

proudly presents

The 6th Annual

Japanese American Cultural

Celebration

TODAY, February 27, 1992
! _»:()() \()()\

Student Wcl&re Commission ft

Band "Son Mayor
V^twood Plaza

larY. y^K /r-vx >*

rorth

:()() IV\|

Campus Events
Film; "Prospero's Books"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Cultural Afi&UrB

Lim Popo
Jazz, Blues, and FUnk Band
KerckhofT Coffee House

As one of the activities in commemoration of the 50th snnlvereary of Japanese
American Internment, this year's show, which is written, directed, and per-

formed entirely by NSU members, chronicles the lives of four Japanese

AmericansduringWork!W^ll.The Cultural Celebrationalsofeatures traditional

Japanese odori, modem dancing, and NSU'sown Kyodo Talko. Come jok) us as
we explore our heritage!

Funded by ASUCLA Bo«d of DlrMlori ProQfinwning Fund and tftf Campus Prooramt
wUfiNiima Of WW riuyiaina mcmidm WMro

Pfaaanlad in oooparaten wfth tfMiUCLA CaniKofeia Padbnnino Aftt and tha Cound
Pkogranvnino at tfw Inmnaioiial Otudant Cantac
orad by tw UCLA Allan Amadoan Sludtoa CaniBr i

tiaOalyBnjin

on

:l^'.,J

V):()() !>\l

^):l^ f»\I

Correction ~"
"

In the Fteb. 21 issue ofThe Bniin, the article "Key changes approved
for Maidi Gras** incorrectly stated the year of the last revenue
shortfall for the carnival. It was in 1988.

The Bruin regrets the caor.

Campus Events
Film: "The Last Tempution of Christ"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Friday, February
1():()() AM

Student Wel£ue Commission
Dnjg and Alcohol Abuse Information Fair

Westwood Plaza .

»:()() P\l

Student Welfare Commission
Film: "Less Than Zero* Free!

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

()() l>\l

Campus Events
Film: "The Last Temptation of Christ"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

SO l»\I

Melnitz Movies
Sneak Preview: "Where Angels Fear to Tread*

Melnitz Theater

I():()() I>M

Campus Events

Film: "Prospero's Books"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Daily
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SCA*s Ja2z at the Wadsvvorth Concert Series

John Beasley

Wadsworth Theater-FREE tostudenis

M) PM
Association of Chinese Americans
Cultural Show
Schoenberg Hall
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Prominent Mexican poiitician

criticizes freetiade treaty
By TonI Rivera
Dally Bruin Staff

A former Mexican presidential

candidate criticized his govern-
ment's approval of a major trade

agreement with the United States

when he spoke at UCLA Wednes-
day.

Cuahtemoc Cardenas said he is

upset that Mexican leaders ratified

the North American Free Trade
Agreement — signed in 1991

between the United States, Canada
and Mexico— because the agree-

ment could allow U.S. companies
to go into Mexico and build

factories without paying expert

tariffs. „. ^_
While the current Mexican

president has defended the agree-

ment by explain^g that it curbs

emigration to other countries by
providing more employment in

Mexico, Cardenas said the effects

are harmful in the long-term
because the agreement will lead to

new construction of more U.S.-
owned factories.

**This program will not be
beneficial^** he said.

Mexico should negotiate a trade

agreement that not only develops
its trade, but improves the standard

of living, said Cardenas, who
fmished second in the 1988 Mexi-
can presidential election.

The nation should concentrate

on domestic concerns, and tht

leadership nuist reduce the coun-
try's economic dependence on
other nations, he said.

*Thc challenge for Mexico is to

reach national sovereignty,** said

Cardenas, noting that he supports a
market economy. "We need to

(^pen up trade gradually.**

He said he supports legislation

allowing Mexican citizens cur-
rently living in other nations to
vote in presidential elections.

"Many of these people have
been displaced by the present
government's economic situa-

tion.** When they look for better

job opportunities, they unfairly

lose their political power, he said.

Cardenas of the leftist Demo-
cratic Revolution Party ran in the

1988 election against Salinas de
Gotari of the rightist Institutional

Revolutionary Party.

When Cardenas lost, many
international observers, including

United Nations officials, accused
the incumbent government of
rigging the election.

Observers said that when votes
were tabulated and Cardenas
appeared to be gaining a lead on
Salinas, the rightist party delib-

erately tampered with computer-

SUMNY SUNGM)aily Bruin Stai

1988 Mexican presidential candidate Cuahtemoc Cardenas cri-

ticizes the North American Free Trade Agreement in a speech at
UCLA on Wednesday.

ized vote-counter, causing it to

break down. Because ballots then

had to be counted by hand, the

process was opened to electoral

tampering.

In the end, Salinas earned more

Apartments see more nonHtraditioiial students
By Miml Nguyen
Dally Bruin Staff

An increasing number of mar-

ried students are moving into

university-owned apartments,
ending the discrepancy in rental

rates between single and married

students.

More older and non-traditional

students are opting to live ia

university apartments when they

return to UCLA for their college

Trend ends rent fee discrepancy

between single, married residents

diplomas.

And as a result, the university

apartments/south program —
which consists of five buildings

located about five miles south of

campus — has seen a rise in non-
traditional residents for a number
of years, said assistant manager

Michel McLaughlin.

Sixty percent of the 1,500

people living in Barrington Manor,

Rose Avenue, Keystone/Menth-

one, Sawtelle/Sepulveda and
Venice Barry are married and/or

have children, McLaughlin said.

But in Venice Barry, which

houses a large population of single

students, the combination of single

and married students has resulted

in a difference in the rental rates.

Married students pay $13 to

$200 less for their apartments than

single students, said Barbara Mel-
nyck, manager of university apart-

ments/south.

A one-bedroom apartment costs

$610 per month for single students

See IMARRIED, page 17

Community safety dept. to hold • I house
By Heesun Wee
Daily Bruin Staff

' With its flashing buttons, blink-

ing lights and bright computer
screens, the campus police com-
munications room looks like

something out of a "Star Trek"
episode.

And soon, anyone interested

will be able to visit the university

police department and see the

communications center, as well as

a holding and booking cell where
suspiects are fingerprinted and
temporarily detained.

As part of the upcoming UCLA
Family Weekend — Feb. 28 to

March 1— the campus department
of community safety will open its

doors to the public. All weekend
events, including those offered by
community safety, are open to

everyone and sponsored by the

UCLA Alumni Association.

Community Safety members

will be on hand — at the UCLA
police building on Westwood
Boulevard — to answer questions

and give information on every-

thing from earthquake prepared-

ness to crime prevention, said

Officer Helen Citrano. "We're not
a money-making machine like

parking services, so it's nice to

give something back to the com-
munity.**

Other officers said open house is

about showing the other side of

police officers. **The point is to

show that there is a human side to

us, too," campus police Det. Jack

^Shepherd said.

Officers do more than just arrest

suspects, Citrano said.

Besides information on earth-

quake preparedness and crime

prevention, officials will talk

about the emergency medical
technician training program, the

than 50 percent of the vote
compared to Cardenas*s 30 per-

cent

Cardenas said he is undecided
about whether to run again for

president in 1994.

Davis team
for

AIDS cure
In piantlif

e

By TonI Rivera

Dally Bruin Staff

While many scientists around
the world conducting AIDS
research would choose to use the

most advanced medical technolo-

gy available, one UC Davis gradu-

ate student is looking toward
ancient herbal remedies to combat
the virus.

Graduate student Moses Otsyu-
la and a group of volunteers are

Dying to find out if there are

pharmaceutt(:al uses for Kenyan
plantlife in AIDS treatments.

In July, he will spend four weeks
in the central African countryside

collecting the herbs and inter-

viewing healers in a program
sponsored by the University
Research Expedition Program,
headquartered on the UC Berkeley
campus.

"Kenyan healers have claimed

to provide treatment for diseases,"

he said. "Nobody has taken them
seriously. We are curious to see if

(their remedies) have some kind of
value.**

UCLA AIDS researchers said it

is unlikely that an herbal remedy

"But since some

traditional healers have

used these (herbal)

properties to cure some

illnesses, it's not an

unreasonable thing to

look at."

Roger Bohman
UCLA AIDS Researcher

could cure the disease, but they say
herbal treaunents have resulted in

breakthroughs for other diseases.

Otsyula said he is curious to

examine the properties of fiora as a

treaunent for AIDS, noting how
less than five percent of the"

world's plant life has been studied

for their medicinal qualities.

Later this year, Otsyula will

conduct experiments to determine

if the properties in some herbs can

- rJ
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Briefs
Nation

Pipe bomb explodes

outside U.N. mission

NEW YORK — A bomb exploded
outside a Manhattan building that houses

missions to the United Nations early

Wednesday morning, and a passerby
spotted a second, identical bomb in a

cardboard box inside a telephone booth on
Manhattan's Upper West Side a few hours

later, police said.

A note found near the second bomb said

**Free Syrian Jews,** and the remnants of
what appeared to be another note were
found near the first bomb, said Sgt. Peter

Sweeney, a police spokesman. The Syrian

mission is in the building where the bomb
exploded.

**We*re operating under the assumption
that they are related at this point, given the

similarities between the devices,** said

Joseph Valiquetle. an FBI spokesman.
Each bomb was composed of a portable

propane fuel lank attached to a length of
pipe and to an M-80, an extremely
powerful firecracker, said Valiquettc.

N.Y. abortion doctor
loses his license
NEW YORK — New Yoiic State has

revoked the medical license of a doctor

who is accused of severing the arm of a

fetus during a botched abortion last

November. :

The maiming of the baby girl, who was
bom alive the day after the incomplete
abortion, was one of several charges

against the doctor, Abu Hayat He has also

been accused of perforating the uterus ofa
woman who died shortly afterward at a

hospital and with stopping an abortion

midway through because the patient could

not give him an extra $500.

Study dtes failures

in FDA drag mglilation

WASHINGTON— Deficiencies in the

Food and Drug Administration* s system
of approving and monitoring over-the-

counter drugs have left it with little data

on the number and types of adverse

reactions and virtually no system of
obtaining any, according to a General

Accounting Office study.

The report, to be released Thursday by
a subcommittee of the House Small

Business Committee, noted that some
over-the-counter drugs were known to

cause serious problems under some
conditions. For example, aspirin can

cause internal bleeding.

the report said these known effects

suggest that there may be others that are

unknown, especially if two or more drugs

are taken.

Non-prescription drugs include any-

thing that has a biological effect on the

body including, for example, deodorants

with ingredients that act on the sweat

glands.

African Americans
assail U.S. Haiti poiiey

WASHINGTON — A group of Afri-

can Americans charged Wednesday that

the Bush administration*s policy of
foficibly returning Haitian exiles was **in

violation of boch the letter ai America']

immigration laws and the spirit of our

tradition of safe haven for the oppressed.**

The African-american spokesmen
urged quick approval of a bill being

debated in the House that would grant

Haitian refugees temporary haven until

the president could certify that it was safe

U) return or until democracy was restored.

A similar bill is pending in the Senate.

Bush summit visit

seen as political

SAN ANTONIO— Thirteen days shy

of the Texas primary election. President

Bush returned to his home state Wednes-
day for a second drug war summit with

leaders of six Latin American nations.

Despite predictions the summit would
do little to enhance Bush's political

image. Bush said that the two-day
gathering would paint a favorable **big

picture** about his resolve to end domestic
drug abuse.

**We*rc going to build on the first

meeting, the Cartagena meeting. We*re
going to get maximum cooperation.

We*re gonna redouble our efforts on the

demand side and on the supply side,**

Bush said.

U.S. to send liigMevei

delegation to Vietnam

WASHINGTON — The Bush admi-
nistration is preparing to send the high-

est-level official delegation to Viemam
since the end of the war, led by Assistant

Secretary of State Richard H. Solomon,
diplomats and congressional aides say.

The State Department declined on
Wednesday to comment on the reports,

but an announcement of the mission is

expected this week. The administration

team, which is to leave on Saturday, is

apparently planning to visit Laos and
as well as Wicamap

There is speculation in Congress that

the United States may be moving toward a

new phase in relations with Hanoi. Under
a **road map** presented to the Vietnamese
a year ago, faster progress on solving

cases of missing Americans would lead to

a partial relaxation in an American
embargo that has fjozen Vietnam out of
trade.

LA. council votes
to renmve bairicade

The City Council has voted to remove
the concrete barricades installed five

years ago at Blythe Street in suburban

Van Nuys, saying that their value in

fighting drug dealers is outweighed by
their nuisance and peril to motorists.

Wednesday's council action was wel-

comed by some property owners on the

street, which has been dominated by a
street gang that openly sells drugs on the

block.

"I think it's going to be great for the

street It's going to remove the perception

that it is a war zone," said Roger Nelson,
who heads a development firm that is

building housing on the street

Los Angeles Councilman Emani Ber-

nardi said the Police Department asked
for the removal of the barricades so that

officers would have better access to the

block. He said a more visible police

presence will be more effective than the

unsightly concrete blocks that make
Blythe Street a dead-end at Willis

Avenue.

Top Ten

Top 10 pairings we'd like to see:

10. Vanilla Tyson.

9. Dear Abby Hoffman.

8. Mel and Debbie Gibson.

7. Phil andTeiTy DOfii^Hie=

6. John Smith.

5. Axl Roseanne.

4. Kenny Roger Rabbit.

3. Mary Tyler Morrison.

2. Pope John Paul George and Ringo.

1. Tyne Daily Bruin.

Compiled from Bruin wire services and
staff ingenuity

ATTENTION:
Undergraduate Student Programmers

ASUCLA Board of Directors Student Interaction Fund
Announces Spring Quarter Hearing Dates ior Programming Funding Proposals

USAC/Board Programming Hearings

Application Que Date

March 5

April 9

Hearings

March 9 & 11

AprU 13 & 15

Mandatory Training Session

March 12

April 16

USAC/Community Service Mini-Fund Hearings

Application Ehie Date Hearings

April 9

April 23

May 7

AprU 15

April 29

May 13

Mandatory Training Session

April 16

April 30

May 14

To assist student programmers, a workshop will be held on Thursday, April 23, 5:30 pm. Second Floor Lounge,
Ackerman Union. Some of the topics covered will include:

• How to reserve rooms and equipment
How to obtain Facilities Waiver Pool

How to complete necessary paperwork
• How to arrange for catering

For further information call extension 62422

ASUCLA Student Support Services
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Movie screening to fund Viiiqge renovation
By Gwen Goldbloom

A Russian film, smuggled out of

the former Soviet Union just

before the unsuccessful coup
attempt in August 1991, has

arrived in Westwood.
Although the film, "Lost in

Siberia,** may never be scheduled

for national or even city-wide

release, the Westwood Village

Association has organized the only

screening of the film to the general

public. The screening is to raise

money to revitalize Westwood
Village. The film, which was
nominated for a Golden Globe
award, will premiere Feb. 27 at the

Mann National Theatre.

The film is based on the true

story of a British archaeologist in

the 1940s who is captured by the

Soviet army while working in Iran

near the Soviet border. He is

falsely accused of spying and sent

to a Siberian labor camp where he

discovers the survival tactics and

spirit of the Russian people.

The association will use the

proceeds from the event to re-

establish the grandeur and social

atmosphere that once attracted

people to Westwood, said Hilary

Gibson, president of the associa-

tion. Such projects include putting

more benches on the sidewalks and

planting trees in the median of

Westwood Boulevard.

"Westwood is like a grand old

lady that hasn't been taken care of

recently,** she said. "We need to

revitalize her.**

The plans to improve Westwood
Village are also aimed at estab-

lishing a new relationship between

UCLA and the village.

The enthusiastic support of

Mann Theatres, Intercontinental

Releasing Corporation, West-
wood-Holmby Historical Society

and the new Andersen Gallery in

providing the film and theater and

selling tickets, contributed to the

realization of this fundraiser, she

said.

The Andersen Gallery, which

opened in Westwood just more
than a month ago, plans to host an

open house both before and after

the screening in order to further

introduce moviegoers to Russian

culture. "We are devoted to Rus-
sian contemporary art,** said Jeff

Phillips, gallery curator.

For more information about the

event or to purchase tickets, call

(310) 208-2484.

Get a great summer job at Bruin W^^j
III

We're taking applications now for fantastic summer jobs at the UCLA

Alumni Association's Family Resort-BRUIN WOODS. Picture this.

You spend your summer in the mountains at Lake Arrowhead. You and

47 other students live together in the Cedar Lodge, eat with our Alumni

guests and run a super family camping program for 66 UCLA Alumni

families each week all summer.

There are many different jobs-Arts & Crafts staff, Pool staff, Boat

Drivers, Housekeeping, Grill, Outdoor Adventure, Piano Player, Reld Trip

Leaders, (ounselors--even a f-ishing Guide, an Athletic Director and

Program Director. Besides your basic job you help put on the opening and

closing musical shows, as well as lots of other entertainment.

Best of all you'll really get to know the other UCLA students-

chances are you'll become life-long friends. You'll spend most of your

time outdoors in a healthy and vigorous environment, you'll eat well and

the pay is great. Figure on $2200 to $3000 besides room and board!

Get an application at tlie West Center and mail it to

tfriveiiy Mordi 1 1tb or coB us at (714) 337-21 78t =

Nearly 300 high-spirited UCLA students have worked at BRUIN WOODS—- over the past 7 years. Here's what they say...
-i-iL

nhe friendsNps mode lost summer at BRUIN WOODS hove

already mode such an impact in this school year! We've

gotten together with the staff almost every week so lor, and

thelevdofhjnhosbeenashighasever. I hovesomonyfond

memories captured in photos...This post summer was one of

the best I've experienced/'

Stephanie YuJ991 Kodiak Counselor

"Thank you again for a friendship t'l never forget."

Marci Mek, Engineer

"I pkin to join the Peace Corps. If I win the Nobel Peace Prize

or write a bestseller ofter oil this, I still promise to mention

BRUIN WOODS at the Press Conference. Seriously, it really

helped me learn who I am."

BiU Murray, Teacher in Africa

1 discovered whiJe^working at BRUIN WOODS that I renlly

enjoyed being with chiUren. It was the hjnnest summer I

hove ever had.''

Thanks for two wonderful summers."

Jane Umkay, Med School in Penasylyania

"I realy don't think 111 ever hove another job that will be

jpte so perfect as BRUIN WOODS-it fitmy personality, the

campers were fun and interesting, but the people I worked

with-UCU staff-will remain my friends forever."

Jed Swick, Xerox Corporation

"Ifs pkxe where the more you put into it, the more you get

out of it. It's so gratifying you are making someone's

vocotwn so special while growing yourself."

Mandi Smith, Engkh/ Business Mt^or

This experience connnot be repkxed or matched. I hod the

best summer of my life."

Gndy Hardt, 1991 Grizzly Counselor

"I'm singing the role of Belcore for Monteverde Opera in

New York. Friday and Soturdoy nights I think of the staff

shows at BRUIN WOODS."

Barry Corbett, OH Broadway in Hew York

Kristen Horberg, 3rd Grade Teacher

"I wouM bve to come bock OS counsek)r next summer-dl

those kids meont so much to me. i still get letters from some

of them."

Sue kkfarlin, TV & FUm Production Company

"h was so great to come bock here...seeing this pkxe, how

it hod improved, and to see how our successors were doing."

Pioneer Year Staff, Eric DeWarren, Veterinarian School, and Hick

Simmons, Rain forest Scientist

'Til never forget the beautiful nights Molly and I spenton the

docks amazed by the stors-they seemed to represent dl

that is possible in a lifetime. It's hard to put into words the

feelings I have from kist summer, but the lessons I learned

hove helped me through this year at school."

Cheryl Hansehnan, Masters of Journalism, Horlhwestem

"I thought rd drop youoEne and tellyou againhow specki!

this post summer has been for me. My friends and frimily

have aH noticed how more confident and secure I am about

myself-now ifs much easier it is to meet new people."

Mben Schnaider, Med Sdiool at UCSD

"kK (the rifeguard) and I got married!...That BRUIN

WOODS summer is still the happiest summer I've ever hod.

I mode great friends, learned so much about myself, and

feh really great physically and mentally."

Tracy Ayers, India Juvenile Hall Counsekx

'Thanks for inviting metofil!inasanArts& Crafts

Counsek)r. The thought of returning to BRUIN WOODS

.
brought bock many nostalgic memories of bst summer's

unh)rgettable experience: staff shows, s'mores by the

campfire, evening boot cruises around the kike, and of

course, Saturday househoM chorewnode much less poin-

hjl because of my newly ocquired cohorts."

Jeff dark, Law student

t I I fcii I n •
'!" /

-J. ^

BRUIN WOODS
UCLA Alumni Associatibn's Family Resort

P.O. Box 16(), I.ake Arrowhead, CA 92352 • (714) 337-2478
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Drug program ditches 'Just Say No' approach
By Justin Chan

Thct Student Welfare Commis-
sion launched its Drug Use and
Abuse Awareness Week program
this week in an attempt to refocus

student attention on the dangers of
drug use.

"People are less drug con-
scious.** said Sajid Ahmed, direc-

tor for the drug awareness week
program. "The emphasis now is

mostly on AIDS and recycling. But

drugs still affect people.**

The program has also taken a

new approach to drug issues,

ditching the "Just Say No** theme
for a more active approach which
stresses alternatives to drugs,

Ahmed said.

*The *Just Say No* approach is

too simplistic and too negative,**

said Leslie Bragg Damski, director

for the Substance Abuse Preven-

tion Prograni. which helped
organize the ,week*s events.

•There's a need for a more
positive, upbeat approach to

changing lifestyle.**

A workshop today will focus on
the origins of drug abuse, and
Friday's events include basketball

contests and an exhibition game
with UCLA players Don Mac-
Lean, Gerald Madkins and Tracy
Murray in the Wooden Center

between noon and 4 p.n).

People can pre-register for the

basketball events Friday morning

from 10 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. in

Westwood Plaza at the Drug
Awareness Information Fair,

which offers information on drugs
and alcohol.

The commission has also
planned a screening of the movie
about substance abuse "Less Than
Zero** in the Ackerman Grand
Ballroom Friday at 4 p.m.
For more information about the

events, contact the Student Wel-
fare Commission at 825-7586.

"People are less drug

conscious. The
emphasis now is mostly

on AIDS and recycling.

But drugs still affect

people."

S^ild Ahmed

n^
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It carit do laundryor findyou a date,

but it can help you find more time forboth.

The new Apple* Macintosh* Classic* II

computer makes it easier for you to juggle

classes, activities, projects, and term papers—

and still find time for what makes college

life real life.

It's a complete and affordable Macintosh

Classic system that's ready to help you get

your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro-

processor, which means you can run even

the most sophisticated applications with ease.

And its internal Apple SuperDrive~ disk

drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and

MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to

exchange information easily with r^.^Jk^Juk^k.^\.,s, y ^ j j

'
'

.
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almost any other kind of computer /
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In addition to its built-in capabilities, the

Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to

run several applications at once and work

with large amounts of data.

If you already own a Macintosh Classic^

and want die speed and flexibility of a

Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an

upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes

and it's affordable.

To put more time on your side, consider

putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.

See us for a demonstration today, and while

you're in, be sure to ask us for details

about the Apple Computer Loan.

It'll be time well spent.

Inirocliiiini; the Macintosh (lissii I .

lljObssfcn 4/#Now Only $1129 (cash price)

Ask about Great New Prices for Many Macintosh Models
RwtrictlMK Available to full-time UCl^ Studerts. Faculty. Staff and Departments only Purctiase must t)e lor the personal academic, educational, oc research use of the eligible person Students must show a current Registration Card and Photo ID.;

Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and photo ID No more than one desktop and one notebook unit may be purchased every other year Other restrictions may apply Piywwt ASUCLA Cash Price requires payment by currency cashier s check
University Credit Union Withdrawal Check. AppieCredit or personal check (up to $300) made payable to ASUCLA Money orders are NOT accepted FrieM wn sahitct to chMft wItlMMt Mtlc«. All sain ar« flMl. v

4
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ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Compiittr $tof«/B-i»wiMmimmmmHasm-nfmtm; rtm^ S«t10^ Sun 12-S
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Protesters rally against Riverside laiidfill

By Reshma Shamasunder
Daily Bruin Staff

About 200 protesters gathered at

Indio, a small town in Riverside

County's Coachella Valley, to

rally against the largest landfill

proposal in history.

Several UCLA students
attended the protest this past

weekend to voice concern about

plans to transport 20,000 tons of

waste per day to nearby Eagle

Student group wants better

waste management for LA,
Mountain, which lies 60 miles east

of Indio in the Chuckwalla Valley.

"We want to recommit the

UCLA community to the issue of

waste management,** said Scott

McVarish, the environmental

coordinator for Two-Thirds World

Community, an on-campus envir-

onmental organization. "We also

want engineers, professors and
scientists here at UCLA to say

enough is enough. Let's not do this

expensive, horribly disastrous

project.*'

The landfill, proposed by the

Mine Reclamation Corporation, is

a 1 IS-year project that would clear

out hundreds of thousands of tons

of waste from Los Angeles Coun-

ty. The corporation was formed

solely to develop the Eagle Moun-
tain landfill, said David Novak,

director of public affairs for the

company.

''Operating a landfill is just like

any business,** Novak said. "It's

far away from the population

center, and it will pump lots of

income into the Riverside eco-

nomy."

In addition, he said the dumpsite

poses no danger to the Joshua Tree

National Monument, which lies

adjacent to the mountain.

•There are no towns close to the

landfill, and it*s not a toxic waste

site,** Novak said. "Plus, the

garbage will go through sorting

facilities before it gets there."

But many residents in the area

said the proposed dumpsite will

See TRASH, page 10

Ronkin's New
LSAT Premium Program:

The Best Way To Prepare For The LSAT
If you're one of the nation's 95,000 ap-

plicants determined to get into an accred-

ited law school, you know the competition

is tough. Since there are

only 44,000 openings, a

high score on the LSAT is

crucial.

That's whv Ronkin ere-

ated the LSAT Premium

Program which offers a

choice of three varied

levels of assistance.

• LSAT Preparation

Course
Using the most recently up-

dated cumculum. our 40-
~

hour course stresses cntical

thinking, argument analy-

sis and logical reasoning. Besides class-

room time, our comprehensive LSAT
course provides live tutorials, three diag-

nostic exams, three practice exams, a com-

puter-based tutorial program, homework

materials that include released LSATs, and

a toll-free Dial-A-Teacher line. Two-day

cUnics, which are included in Ronkin's

LSAT Gold and Platinum Packages, are

also.available for an additional fee.

• LSAT Gold Package
In addition to the 40-hour LSAT course,

Ronkin's LSAT Gold Package includes

our two-day LSAT Inten-

sive-Study Clinics offered

immediately prior to LSAT
examination dates. These

clinics concentrate on Logi-

cal Reasoning and Logic

Games. The Gold Package

also includes our Law
School Success Program

which covers law school

exam preparation, legal

writing, legal research, and

career planning^
• LSAT Platinum

Package
This plan provides everything you'll need

to get into law school and to be a success.

Enroll and you'll receive our LSAT Pre-

paration Course. LSAT Intensive-Study

Clinics, Law School Success Program,

plus ourLaw School Selection and Appli-

cation Assistance Programs.

So if you're kx)king for the best inLSAT
and law school preparation programs, call

The Ronkin Educational Group.

West L.A.

312-4900
We'll Make Sure You N4ake It!

LSAT»GMAT-GRE.MCAT .'.I lM
iicnioMi sioi)

Melnitz Movies
presents a sneak preview

WHERE ANGELS FEAR TO TREAD

Directed by Charles Sturridge

Based on a novel by E.M. Foster

^^Starring Helena Bonham Carter •
,

.' .-. —

Tomorrow, Friday February 28, 7:30 p.m.
Melnitz Theater FREE Passes required

Passes are FREE to UCLA students and can be obtained at CTO at 9:00 a.m. and at Melnitz Box OfTicc at 10:30a.m.

on the day of the screening. Current registration and l.D. required. Must be present 15 minutes before showtime to

ensure seating. For more information call 825-2345.

This program is sponsored by the Graduate Students Association.

No M.S.G

T^OrnnO^a Chinese cuisine

12217 SANTA MONICA BLVD. W.LA
, . f^ ..t% r- _!»-»._ nil l\A/. .4_in.

207-5665

{3 tt jii:§^

DINNER SPECIAL: maudB. $
Soup of the Day, Egg RoU, Desert, Fortune

Cookie, Steam Rice and One Entree.

^AH Naai'rai Ingredients "^"0 *** ^ f«"'^« °^^^'*

Open 6 Days, Closed Monday

54
Per person

t^i^,mikA%'t%
^iliiiP* •

i<.'s

*c f r ' ' r'" - me--

THURSDAir
S:15Pll .1

*p'

S1.50FE]

%:,

THURSDAY
7 PM

FRIDAY
10PM

'-^^
.^ijiiiu. '^y-

STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION-
PRESENTS

LESS THAN ZERO
FREE •FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28 •4 PM eAGB

PAID FOR BY USAG VILLAGE PHOtO
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Supreme Court says harassed student can sue school
By Bob Dart

Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — The
Supreme Court ruled today that a

former Georgia student who says

f she was sexually harassed by a

teacher can sue Gwinnett County
schools and officials for monetary

damages.

A unanimous court said Con-

gress implied that victims could

sue for money when it passed a

1972 law prohibiting gender dis-

crimination.

The case, Christine Franklin v.

Gwinnett County Public Schools,

''supports a claim for monetary
damages^** wrote Justice Byron
White for the court

In a concurring opinion. Justice

Antonin Scalia said that "it is too

late in the day to address whether a
judicially implied exclusion of

damages under Tide DC would be

appropriate.**

Tide DC of the Educational

Amendments of 1972 outlaws

sex-based discrimination in public

schools.

The justices reversed lower

court rulings that had dismissed

Franklin's suit against the school

system. The case will now return

to federal court

The case centers on Franklin,

who was a student at North
Gwinnett High School firom 1985
to 1989. Beginning in the tenth

grade, Franklin said she was
sexually harassed by Andrew Hill,

an economics teacher and football

coach at her school.

Franklin said that Hill engaged
her in sexually oriented conversa-

tions, phoned her at home, got her

out of other classes, and on several

occasions ''subjected her to coer-

• •

cive intercourse,** according to

court documents.

Franklin alleged that students,

teachers and administrators
became aware of the improper

activity, but no action was taken to

halt it and she was discouraged

from pressing charges.

Eventually, on April 14, 1988,

Hill resigned on the condition that

all matters pending against him be

dropped, the ruling said.

ALL AMERICAN SHUTTLE - SPECIAL OFFER
UCLA to LAX SPECIAL
•$14 one way •Refervatk>ni 24hn

in advaner
•$22 round trip •DaUy 24hr service

1'800.985'2LAX (213)641.4090

NATIONAL
COLLEGIATE
TALENT
SEARCH

WITH NATIONAL
TELEVISION EXPOSURE

If you have a special talent or
look ... Even a different voice
... or you want to be an actor,

model, or dancer!

We give you the opportunity!

CALL
THE TALENT LINE
1 -^00-420-8887

Information fee of only $25.00
will appear on your phone bill.

Brought to you by S.P.I.

P.O. Box 32088, Bait., MD 21208

DELI & GRILL
at

UCLA
• Delicatessen • Pizza • Hamburgers •

• Food to Go • Full Service Catering •

• Private Parties • Full Salad Bar •

Now Open lor Bivjklas! vV Lunch '^ani-Opm l)ail\

c

exp. 2/28/92

$5.00 Minimum purchase

100 UCLA Medical Plaza
I

Westwood Blvd.

' phone(3 10)443-0437

FAX (310)443-0440
LlfW Jk tto^«l*

CRESCENT JEWELERS
Westwood's oldest and most
jeweler, is proud to honor .

respeced
I^f (g Jt,^AthlCteS

of the Month

I MflB* •• '•

OFFIOAL TIMER

36 use 380

w IFM Hi for your favorite male and female
athletes each month. The athletes receiving the
most votes will be honored by Credent Jewelers

at a UCLA athletio event.

WIM a SEIKO U.S. OLYMPit
COLLECTION watch. Each month a

random drawing will be held from the
ballots received. The selected winner
will receive a Seiko U.S.Olympic Team
Collection watch and four tickets to an

upcoming UCLA athletio event

THE FUTURE OF TIME

My selections for the February Crescent Jewelers UuLA Athletes of the Month are:

(Male athlete). .and (Fennale athlete)
Tobe counted, and entefed in thecta^ng, your ballot must be received by feb. 25, 1992

Bnng in or rnail your entry to: Please enter my name in your dtawng.

(nJS^\^

(M£JU^Njt^
Name.

Address-

103S w*srwood blvd.
w*srwood villog*
los or>Q»l#s 90024

ers.inc.
Phone Payl. (Eve).

(310)206-3131

Ihe a^erds fa the February Athletes of the Month wll bepresented
at the UCLA Gynnnastics Invitational on f=ebus^29. 1992.

FLIGHT TRAINING
DiscoverA Career As A

HelicopterPilot
Lowest Rates Anywhere ! First Lesson $50!

We provide the highest level of training, customer service.equipment, and maintenance.

Job Placement Available Upon ccanpletion

Complete Career Training!
For more infonnation call: (310) 325-9565

BUMMOW HCLICOrTtiHS
Torrance Airport * 2929 Airport Drive 'Torrance. CA 90505

\
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C >l P I T E It

awm
HOI rn V Ki:\T\LS
C A M P U S C :v i P U T E R S E R V I C E S

(310)477-2898 i539westwood

^'

CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15 th Annual Career Fair

for Minority Students & Alumix^
Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom •

• 2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

TIP # ONb MINO A RESUMI
Keep it short in length and long

in honesty & readability. Cover
the basics: education, work

experience and achievements.

Stress what makes you unique!

Don't forget your name, address

and phone number. Typos are

taboo!

GOLDEN ¥EiNMONAL HONOR SOCIETY
I

^ presents:_^

Come find out more about
Golden Key, membership, and

what we can olBFer youl

Where: •

'

Kinsey Honors
Common
3MjynseyHaU

When:
Today! I

Thurs., Feb 27,

5:00 PM

WE ARE OPEN!
AND IT IS OUR Plf^5URF

TO SER

JOHNNY
PANAC

fey Ave • Westwood Village

208-1956

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
(1) Piece of Crispy Fried FIsli,

Fries, and a Smali Drinlt.

$2.99 + tax

CBS proves it's possible not to
lose money on Winter Olympics
By Melissa Turner

Cox News Service
!

CBS*s pre-taped and slickly jpackaged Albertville

Winter Olympics apparently were just what the

viewer ordered: The network says that it broke even
on the Winter Games.
CBS*s final tally would appear to defy industry-

wide predictions of losses in the millions.

"When all the Nielsen numbers are in, it is

expected that three-quarters of all Americans will

have watched Olympic coverage," David Poltrack,

CBS senior vice president for planning and research,

told a news conference Tuesday.

That*s a dramatic turnaround from the $65 million

ABC lost on the Winter Games in Calgary, Alberta,

in 1988 and a shot in the arm for CBS, which has lost

$600 million on high-profile live action sports in the

last two years.

Because of its solid ratings, the network didn't

have to pay "makegoods" — free commercial time

during other prime time programming. NBC had to

give $70 million in free air time to its 1988 Summer
Games sponsors when it failed to reach its promised
audience.

A network spokesman said CBS had set aside time

for "makegoods," but has since sold that time,

accounting for "additional income we hadn*t

budgeted."

Generally, advertisers and media buyers had
projected an average 16 rating for the Games; a

competing network executive reportedly looked for

CBS to score 13.5 on the Games.
And some are still skeptical about CBS's

bookkeeping. The network would not provide a

breakdown of the Olympic finances.

**Nonc ofthe doomsaycrs know uui Ijusiness," said

George Schweitzer, senior vice president of market-

ing and communications. "Not one analyst or

advertiser has any idea of our budget and sales

situation."

CBS paid $243 million for rights to the Albertville

Games and said it spent about $70 million more on
production. But it didn't factor in promotional

advertising costs because it would have been pitching

its new fall programming during the February sweeps
anyway, according to Schweitzer.

Despite an ailing advertising market. CBS
managed to sell all of its Olympics commercials to

some60 advertisers at rates ranging from $225,000 to

$250,000 per 30 seconds in prime time.

Turner Broadcasting System Inc. also paid CBS
$20 million to air 45 hours of daytime coverage on
Turner Network Television.

It was crucial for CBS to score strong ratings so it

could negotiate big increases for the commercials it

has left to sell in its next Olympic venture, the 1994
Winter Games from Lillehammer. Norway.
CBS has sold about 45 percent of its commercial

inventory for the Lillehammer Games, and has about

$200 miUion left to sell.

CBS paid $300 miUion for the LiUehammer
Games^. but its production expenses will be sharply

curtailed. "We went into our technological situation

knowing we were going to take a lot (to Norway),"
Schweitzer said. "It's all being shipped out next
month. Clearly we built it with two Olympics in

mind."

Media buyers, however, were skeptical. They
noted that discount rates on other programming sold

in packages with Olympics ad time would squeeze
overall quarterly revenues.

But many acknowledged that CBS's ratings were
"better than anyone expected.

—

FCC staff uiges easing of radio rule
By Edmund L Andre%vs
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — In a move likely to raise

hackles in Congress, a staff report by the Federal

Communications Commission recommended that a
single company be allowed to acquire as many radio

stations in a city as it wanted until it had 25 percent of
the audience.

In a highly fragmented market likeNew York City,

for example, a company could own four of the largest

stations, or many more smaller stations, without

exceeding the 25 percent limit

In small markets with fewer than eight radio

stations, the proposal specifies that a company could
acquire as many as four of the licenses.

Under current law. one owner is limited to an AM
station and an FM station in a single market.

Under the proposal, if the company subsequently

increased its audience share to more than 25 percent,

it would not have to sell any stations.

The commission's staff report, prepared by Roy J.

Stewart, chief of the commission's mass-media
bureau, also calls for raising the limit on the number"
of radio stations one owner can have to as many as

,
200 stations from the current 12 AM and 12 FM.

The commission's chairman. Alfred C. Sikes,

supports the proposals, but it is uncertain whether he

can persuade his fellow commissioners to go along.

The proposals, particularly the one on multiple

ownership in a single market, are certain to provoke
anger on Capitol Hill and may well be amended by
the commission itself.

In effect, the staff report sides with the bigger-is-

better camp in the troubled radio industry, which

argues that companies holding many stations have

the best chance of remaining profitable and serving

the public.

The other camp believes that such an approach
seriously jeopardizes diversity of ownership, forcing

out smaller broadcasters, including family compa-
nies and those owned by members of minorities, who
cannot compete with the broadcasting giants.

"Diversity isn't necessarily served by how many
separately owned voices there are." Sikes said

Wednesday. "Frequently, diversity is served by
people who have the assets. To have rules that cause

radio stations to go bankrupt isn't in the public

interest."

Rep. John D. Dingell. chairman of the House
Energy and Commerce Committee, which oversees

the PCC's budget, said. *There is the outside chance
that these things could do some good, but there is an
enormous opportunity here to create mischief and a
major threat to diversity."

The proposals are expected to come up for a

commission vote on March 12, but are likely to be
discussed before then. The Senate Commerce
subcommittee with jurisdiction over the FCC has

scheduled a hearing for next week on the state of the

radio industry.

Owners are currently limited to 12 television

stations as well, and that ceilii^ would be retained

under the proposal. Nor do the proposals seek any
change in rules that bar newspapers from owning
broadcast stations in the city where they publish or

broadcasters from owning local newspapers. That
rule, adopted in 1975, left intact more than 100
existing ownership arrangements.

The proposal is likely to be of greatest benefit to

large broadcasters that are bumping into the current

limits. Among these are CBS Inc., Group W-Wes-
tinghouse Broadcasting. Capital Cities/ABC and
Infinity Broadcasdng Corp. Each owns AM and FM
stations in 10 top markets, including New York City,

and is eager for the chance to pick up an additional

station in some of those cities.

"We would love to have another station in New
York, Los Angeles and Chicago," said Mel Karma-
zin, president and chief executive of Infinity. "A
change in the ownership rules would be very

favorable to us. It would certainly give us many
opportunities."

Market share is generally measured in ratings

compiled by the Arbitron Company in New YoiiL

The staff proposal did not specify how audience

share would be measured.

To shore up support for the proposal, the FCC
released a repeat Wednesday that argues that the

commercial radio industry is in deep financial trouble.

TRASH
Ffom page 8

their community.
"We want to educate the resi-

de^ of the Coachella Valley

aboufsthe negative impact of a

proposcS^^-^ndfill," said Dan
Roman, an Indio native who
organized the rally. "We want to

do this for the Joshua Tree Monu-
ment I'm just a concerned citizen.

and we shouldn't have to deal with

Los Angeles' failure to take care of

its solid waste."

The landfill proposal went
before the Riverside Planning

Commission — an advisory com-
mittee — Wednesday for initial

consideration.

"It's a class three non-hazardous

landfill." said Robert Nelson,

director of waste management in

Riverside County. "It is not toxic.

We don't believe there's any

specific health hazards associated

with the landfill, but I think people

have an obligation to protest

against whatever they feel is

wrong. And who can blame them?'
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Professional Russian women
hit liardest by unemployment
By T. Elaine Carey
Cox News Sen/Ice

MOSCOW— Nina Persidskaya is a 50-year-old,

university-educated professional woman. As such,

she pretty much fits the profile of the typical

unemployed worker in Moscow.
The city has only 9.000 registered unemployed,

but 80 percent of them are educated, professional

women between 40 and 55 years of age.

That number is skyrocketing now that fi-ee market
reforms have resulted in thousands of jobs being

eliminated. By the end ofsummer, the total registered

jobless is expected to be as high as 50.000.

The trend is expected to hold — and it will be
women who make up the bulk of the unemployed.

That projected 50.000 figure, a mere 1 ,5 percent of
Moscow's population, would be considered extraor-

dinarily low in American cities. Indeed, it masks a

much larger number of Russians who are technically

employed, but only because they are "working" on
street comers hawking personal affects or food that

they had squirreled away.
Regardless, the growing number of unemployed

here is shocking to a citizenry that has grown up in a

system where everyone is guaranteed a lifetime job— even if it was a nonproductive one.

There is little hope that the increasing ranks of
unemployed women will find jobs approximating
what they had. After 6 million male soldiers lost their

lives in World War II. women were called upon to fill

the employment vacuum in the former Soviet Union.
Igor Zaslavski. the director of Moscow's Depart-

ment of Labor and Employment, advises them to

lower their ambitions, but admits they are not
4i5tenii^

"I took a group to a textile factory where
Vietnamese used to work." he said, recalling that he
warned them: *Think ahead. In six months, even
these jobs won't be here."

One reason that educated women are being hit first

is that they typically held middle management jobs

dealing with social services or cultural affairs in the

bloated Soviet bureaucracy— all entirely funded by

the Soviet government. With the demise of the Soviet
Union, the replacement Russian government has said

it can fund a bureaucracy that deals only with the new
nation's most urgent needs such as pensions, health

care and energy. That means women in other parts of
the bureaucracy are off the payroll.

Persidskaya was a workaholic documentary film

editor for "33 years. 4 months and 6 days." she said

proudly. Ironically, she will get paid more in

unemployment benefits than she would if she still had
herjob at the Central Documentary Film Studio. This
is a result of Russia's arcane unemployment
compensation formulas and the fact that jobless

benefits are tax free.

When she registered with the unemployment
bureau, the clerk stressed that they could never find

her an equivalent job. She is hoping her wide circle of
fiiends in the arts and media will turn up something
for her before her benefits run out in the coming
months.

"But I know that in these hard times, people aren't

spending money on documentaries," she said. *The
employment office suggested I become an accoun-
tant I just laughed and tpld her I hadn't learned to

count in 33 years and wasn't likely to do it now."
Her age also counts against her in the job market

She is 50 and Russian women are expected to retire at

55. She said she has no intention of retiring "so
early."

Persidskaya supports her parents, who receive

pensions that are no more than loose change
compared to their soaring monthly costs now that

government price supports have been lifted as a result

of free-market reforms. They have enough food

jtored in their apartment to see them through until

They can grow more in their summer cottage garden.

"We can make it until the end of the year with what
we have," she said, proffering a jar of homemade
jam. '^But I hope to be working much sooner than

tfiat-

Zaslavski shakes his head at such optimism. The
situation for women like Persidskaya will get much
worse before it gets better, he says.

Russian McDonald's will lower
prices by buying domestic food
By Louis Uchltelle

The New York Times

MOSCOW — Middle-aged women in white

smocks and yellow rubber gloves sat in a room at the

McDonald's food-processing plant last month,
peeling onions and dropping them into buckets.

They are reassigned now. and the onions are gone.

So is the machine that sliced them into slabs for

hamburgers.

The pickle operation has also disappeared fix)m the

plant on the outskirts of Moscow, turned over like the

onions to a Russian supplier. In this case, a farm that

grew and sold cucumbers to McE)onald's now also

pickles them, then cuts and delivers the pickles in

Russian-made plastic bags.

As quickly as possible. McDonald's, which
q)ened its first restaurant in what was then the Soviet

Union two years ago. is making the transition from
preparing all its own foods to buying them, at less

cost from Russian companies.
The changeover is not simply a vote of confidence

in Russia but an essential step. McE>onald's officials

say. if the restaurants are to keep their food
affordable and also make a profit.

•This country offers many sources of supply." said

Marc A. Winer, general director of Moscow
McDonald's, whose centerpiece is a big. shiny,

spotless restaurant near the Kremlin that has become
a landmark.

"You just have to find them, and that takes a lot of

legwork."

With its white tables, murals of summer beach
scenes and young counter help hustling orders,

McDonald's is clearly a rarity among Moscow's
9,000 cafeterias — the norm being slow service,

run-down decor and sometimes stale food.

It is also a star among fast-food restaurants.

McDonald's largest restaurant in the world, its

biggest purveyor of hamburgers (nearly 30.000 a
day) and best staffed.

The 1.200 young people work two to a register and
half a dozen constantly mop the fioor. to make the

point that the service is fast and the restaurant is

clean.

But among cafeterias, McDonald's prices are also

far and away the highest a drawback for a restaurant

whose mission. Winer said, is to help feed Russia.

A basic hamburger on a bun with pickle and

ketchup, a bag of french fries and tea cost 44 rubles

the other day. or more than 45 cents in United States

currency.

That is a princely sum in a city where the average
income is 800 to 1.000 rubles a month. By
comparison, a meal at a cafeteria nearby— cabbage
salad, beef goulash, mashed potatoes, fruit and tea—^was 20 rubles.

After price ceilings were lifted in Russia on Jan. 2.

cafeteria prices, including those at McDonald's, rose

sharply. A Big Mac. for example, rose to 59 rubles,

from 28 in late December.
And while the restaurant is still crowded, the

much-photographed line of people waiting to get

inside has disappeared.

Still, people keep coming, more than enough to

keep the tables filled. Some 10 percent are foreign

tourists, "looking for a bit of home," said Karen
Bishop, a McDonald's executive.

Perhaps more important roughly 40 percent of the

Russian customers are also visiting from other cities,

among them Nikolai and Yuliya Valenchenko of

Krasnoyarsk in Siberia.

Like half a dozen others interviewed, they said the

rapid service and good food drew them. "We are

visiting for a week, and we are eating only here." said

Valenchenko, 34, the manager of privately owned
video stores, who had just spent 400 rubles for a

midmoming meal with his wife of apple pie. ice

cream and two Big Macs.
Like most patrons, the Valenchenkos are young,

well-dressed and eam above average wages.

But Dumila Riashchentseva. 65. a low-income
pensioner fi-om Tambov who was visidng her

daughtera. sdll comes to McDonald's.
"It's pleasant here." she said, referring to the

decor, which stirs thoughts of vacation with

miniatures of the Eiffel Tower. Big Ben. Chinese

arches and shiny aluminum palm trees.

"I don't spend on clothes any more, just on food,

and when I come here. I buy a litUe less." she said.

Her meal was a cheeseburger and tea, for 60 rubles.

The McDonald's effort to operate as a popular-

priced restaurant proceeds on several fronts. Most
publicly, the management announced at a news
conference on Jan. 31 that as a gesture to loyal

customers, it would reduce prices by 28 percent for

the rest of the winter, in effect absorbing a new
Russian sales tax.

Chinese Fast Food

Free
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CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15th Annual Career Fair

(or Minority Students & Alumni
• Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom
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IMMISSIONS COUNT
Confidence rates high with

recruiters, cockiness doesn't!

Market yourself by emphasizing

the skills, strengths and

proficiencies that set you apart.
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You are invited to a FREE Seminar:

Get into the Law

or Graduate School

of Your Choice.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27

4-5 PM
Math Science 4000A UCLA

Our Graduate School Admissions Advisors Will Explain:

•Where and when to apply

•How to make letters of recommendation count — —,—

'

. .

•The academic criteria for the top schools

•How to write an effective personal statement

^•How to conquer the entrance exams

PREP COURSE SCHOLARSHIP DRAWINGS:
To he eligible, call our 800 number today.

1*800«777*EXAM
Where winners prepare.

LSAT-GMAT'OtE
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frighten you?
RELAX WITH KAPLAN
Find out why we are #1

in test prep!

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Kducational Center Ltd.

&GriU.
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$4.99 Bruin Deal
Now you and a Mend can eat a fun fledged dinner at Slzzler tor the cost ot a plain ctieese paaa.

Its the WBStwood SUzztor's Bmln Daol tor only $4.99 with the cx>upan below or your UdA ID.

For example, you get a ctioioe of Shrimp Fty. Chicken or Petite Sirloin Steak plus
potato, tossed green scdcxl rioe or vegetables plus your dioloe of non<doohoUc
bevmage with bottomless reflU. Or tor $4 99 you oan hove our Buliet Court whkih
Includes our AIl-You-Can-Eat tresh truit and sakxl bar. Malce-Your-Own-SurKlc», / s
muffins, tostoda hot pasta, dalt soup arKl Hot-Appetizer bar. [BUH-fc! COURT A GRILL J

-AI.D.

Sizzler

I

. THE WESTWOOD SIZZLER'S
$4.99 BRUIN DEAL

Qijoy your choloe of Shzlmp Fty. Chicken or Petite Sbsak plus potato. rk» or vegetables and a gieen
dinner sokxi plus your choloe of rK3n<ikx)holk: beverage with bottomless refills. Or choose our
Buffet Court whlcii Indudas our All-You-Oan-Eot fresh fruit and sokxi bar. Hot Appitlaer bar, Moke-
Your-Own Sundae, hot pcsta deU. tostccla. soup and beverage.

Ofl«r«zp4rM
3/31/92
* CoffM. Tm. or Soft-Diink

Sizzler
(KWPET COURTS QWU.)

Offor Valid Only At:

922 Gaytoy Av9.
WMtwood Vilkv*

Ireland rt allows
rape victim to go to
England for
By Matthew Vita

Cox News Service

LONDON — Ireland's
Supreme Court on Wednesday
cleared the way for a 14-year-old

rape victim to fly to England for an
abortion. It overturned a lower
court ruling that the girl could not

travel abroad because she would
be violating the "right-to-life"

amendment in the Irish constitu-

tion.

Irish women's groups and other

abortion supporters reacted jubil-

antly to the news and said they

would use the case as a spring-

board for a campaign to repeal

Ireland's tough anti-abortion law.

Irish Prime Minister Albert

Reynolds, arriving in London for

talks with British leaders, also

welcomed the court's action. *The
girl is free to go. The injunction is

lifted,** Reynolds said.

But he said he wanted to see the

court's full decision, warning "it

may have other implications" for

the Irish constitution.

TTie Supreme Court gave no
immediate reasons for its decision.

"The court is satisfied that this

appeal should be allowed and that

the High Court decision should be

set aside," Chief Justice Thomas
Findlay said. The court said it

would publish its full opinion at a

later date.

The giri's parents had appealed
the High Court's Feb. 17 injunc-

tiijn against her traveling abroad to

ttie Supreme Couit, Ireland's high-

est constitutional body. The court

issued its decision on the third day
of the case.

The girl, whose identity has
been kept firom the public, claims

she was raped in December by a
family friend who had been sex-

ually abusing her for more than a
year. Friends said she had become
suicidal after the court ban.

The case reignited a bitter

debate over the abortion issue that

raged nine years ago when voters

by a two-to-one margin approved a

The case reignited a

bitter debate over the

abortion issue that

raged nine years ago

when voters by a two-

tO'One margin approved

. . . the most restrictive

abortion law in Europe.

constitutional amendment out-

lawing abortion except when the

mother's life is in danger. It is the

most restrictive abortion law in

Europe.

The travel ban was believed to

have been the flrst attempt to

prevent an Irish woman from
going abroad to have an abortion.

More than 4,000 Irish women
come to England for abortions

each year.

While the Supreme Court's
decision eased the immediate
crisis, a potential constitutional

crisis continued to hang over
Ireland that may not be settled until

after the text of the ruling is

published.

Legal experts said the legality of
the anti-abortion amendment
could be called into question if the

court ruled that the travel injunc-

tion against die girl was in viola-

tion of European Community law.

EC law provides for the free travel

of all European citizens within the

12-nation community.
But if the Supreme Court lifted

the injunction on srounds that the
lower court had misinterpreted the

law, or that the girl's health was in

danger, the immediate constitu-

tional crisis would be over, they

said.

Whatever the constitutional

implications, the highly publicized

case has returned the sensitive

abortion issue to the forefront of

"We think the manner

in which this H-year^

old girl has been used

by those seeking to

,

promote abortion is

appalling."

Phyllis Bowman
Anti-Abortion Activist ^

the' political agenda in Ireland. A
large number of women represen-

tatives to the Irish pariiament and
senate have started saying publicly

the law should be changed^
Mary Harney, Ireland*s junior

environment minister, said abor-

tion in this case was **the lesser of

two evils" and hinted the law
should be softened.

Legal bans and threats of prose-

cution against women who consid-

er traveling outside Ireland to

secure an abortion was "something
we never realized would be the

repercussion of the (anti-abortion)

amendment," she told the BBC.
Patricia Penderville, an official

with the Women's Infbrmation

Network, said in a telephone
interview from Dublin there was
"enormous momentum" now to

rq;)eal the anti-abortion law.

"This case has got peq)le
talking and thinking about abor-

tion in a way that they haven't in a

long, long time," she said.

Women's groups said they
would be opposing ratification in

Ireland this June of a Eun^)ean
Community treaty on politk:al and
economic union adopted by EC
leaders in Maastricht, Nether-
lands, last December.
A protocol to the treaty excludes

Ireland from any EC legislation

that would contradict its anti-

abortion laws.

Women's groups claim the

protocol would potentially deny
women die right to legal recourse

through the European courts if

others are prevented from leaving

the country for an abortion.

The Roman Catholic Church
and the country's leading anti-

abortion group said they would
fight to preserve the country's

anti-abortion law.

Des Crian, assistant director of
information at the church's Dublin
office, said he was happy the case
was solved "witii Uie minimum of
delay," but added in an interview

witii the BBC: "It remains the

concern of die Catiiolic church
that, whatever the circumstances,

innocent human life should not be
made to ])ay the penalty for the

crime of anotfier."

PhyUis Bowman, director of the

Society for Uie Protection of the

Unborn Child, said the girl had
been used by people seeking to

promote abortion.

"We think die manner in which
this 14-year-old girl has been used
by those seeking to promote
abortion is appalling," she said.

i.

Ad specialists target
H • H I

By Eben Shapiro
The New York Times

NEW YORK — After paying
for essentials, the average college

student spends $135 a month on
movie tickets, compact discs, taco

chips and other impulse purchases.

That makes the campus an attrac-

tive target for many corporations.

"It's a market that doesn't

save," said Glenn Yago, vice

president of corporate develop-

ment for American Passage Media
Corp., a Seattie marketing com-
pany.

So now a handful of nimble
marketing firms have sprung up to

help large corporations maneuver
on college campuses, following in

the footsteps of unsuccessful
efforts by Business Week and
Newsweek, whose special campus
editions failed.

In {he 1990-91 school year,

companies spent a combined $140
million advertising on college

campuses, according to Strategic

Marketing Communications, a

firm in Ridgewood, NJ. The
advertisers included American
Express, Citibank, Apple Compu-
ter and local pizza shops.

About 7 million students attend

four-year colleges and 5 million

-more attend other colleges. The^
students* combined spending pow-
er is $30 billion, according to

American Passage Media. The
average student spends $135 a

month on discretionary items.

There is a dual rationale for

punuing students. Many students

are good consumers in Uieir school

years; they are much more likely to

own compact disc players than the

general population and buy tv^ce

as many recordings as other
consumers.

Unencumbered by mortgages
arui children, many Students spend
freely on clothes, movies and
potato chips.

Then there is the "leaders of
tomorrow" argument Students
will grow up and be rich and
powerful and someday write

memos ordering their corporation

to buy only Apple Computers.
Numerous marketing studies

show that people tend to stick with

the brands they begin using when
they leave home and become
independent for the first time.

Winning over a consumer in

college "is a lot better tiian trying

to convert them five years down
the road when somebody else has

their brand toyalty," said Stuart

Hinunelfarb, a vice president of
the Roper Organization, a New
York research company.

In certain categories, students

are big players. Credit card compa-
nies are currenUy the biggest

marketers on campus. Virtually aU
creditworthy adults have at least

one credit card, leaving college

students as "one of the few
demographics left where you can
pu^ a new card in someone's

wallet," said Carl Bryant, vice

president of marketing for Ameri-
can Passage. The company esti-

mates that about half of all credit

cards issued each year go to

college students.

The recession has been felt on
campuses, however. A study
released earlier this month by
Rq)er found that 54 percent of
students have credit cards, down
from 65 percent a year earlier.

Still, the card companies have
replaced Anheuser-Busch and
Miller Brewing as the top spenders

on campus.

"Beer marketers have largely

abandoned the college demo-
graphic," Bryant said. "It has
become politk:ally incorrect"

Phone companies, recruiters —
including the military— and local

pizza restaurants are other big
college advertisers.

Students, however, are harder to

reach than those who trudge along
in the broad grooves of the

mainstream because they don't
watch as much television and far

less prime-time television.

So companies like WhitUe
Communications in Knoxville,
Tenn., and American Passage have
devised numerous ways to get the

attention of students. Whittle,

which is tyroadcasting news and
commercials in elementary
schools, got its start publishing

guides for bewildered freshman,
new to die campus of the Univer-
sity of Tennessee.

Now, each fall, die company
distributes 1J2 million boxes, filled

with shampoo, shaving cream and
other personal-care products, to

incoming freshman. WhitUe is

paid a fee from packaged good
companies to include their pro-

ducts.

On a stroll through campus, a
student will unknowingly come
upon advertising arranged by
American Passage up to a dozen
times. The company publishes the

directory of classes for about 80
colleges. Corporations like Micro-
soft, the software giant, can
arrange to have recruiting adver-

tisements appear next to the listing

of computer courses.

American Passage also arranges

to have advertising placed in

college newspapers and supplies

stands for distributing die news-
papers. Each stand carries an
advertisement from American
Express or another marketer.

Students at the University of
Pennsylvania were recently
treated to a screening of die movie
"The Prince of Tides" sponsored

by the apparel company Liz
Gaiborne, which was seeking to

get its name before an important

audience. American Passage
arranged for the screening and
distributed the free tickets.

"You go to college, and we are

all around you," said Bryant of
American F^sage.

President of University

of Houston dead at 49
.By Anthony DePalma
The New York Times

Marguerite Ross Bamett, who
as president of die University of
Houston was die first African
American woman to lead a major
American university, died Wed-
nesday at Maui Memorial Hospital

in Wailuku, Hawaii. She was 49.

She had a blood disorder
involving hypoglycemia with
metastatic cancer, said Timodiy

Maloney, the hospital administra-

tor. Barnett was on medical leave

from the University of Houston,
where she had been president since

1990. Her trip to Hawaii widi her

husband, Walter E. King, was a
return to where they had spent their

honeymoon.
Before becoming president at

Houston, Bamett had been an
administrator at other major uni-

versities, including die City Uni-
versity of New Yoik.
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DECIDE TODAY IN FAVOR OF A FALL SEMESTER IN
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSmr DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD
119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 1 3244-41 70 l-80a235-3472
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
12:00 P.M., Friday, February 28, 1992
2408 Ackerman Union

FEBRUARY MEETING

ON THE AGENDA LAST MONTH

The February agenda irx:ludes the
followir>g action and Information Items
and reports:

• Westwood Student Federal Credit

Union Update

• Food Service Business Plan

• Establishment of a New Branch of

the Students' Store In Westwood
Village

• Change In Hours for the Kerckhoff

Hall 24 Hour "Study" Lounges

• Report on the Ackerman Union
Southwest Expansion

• Proposed A-Level Budget for

Bowling Alley Demolition and
Renovation

• Revision to the KLA Development
Plan

• Proposed Additional Computers for

the ASUCLA Newsmagazines

At the January 31 , 1992 regular meeting,

the Board of Directors took the foltowing

actk)ns In addltton to receiving reports on
a number of matters:

• Approved the Revisk)n of the

Assoclatbn's 1991-1992 Servrces and
Enterprises Budget Incorporating

Final Results for 1990-1991

• Approved Banking Relationship with

.Santa Monica Bank

• Approved the Budget Assumptions for

1992-1993 Services and Enterprises

Budget

• Approved Conversion of the Bowling
Alley Space

The Board ofDirectors is thestudent-majorityboard thatsetspolicy

tor the Services and Enterprises ofASUCtA, including the Students

'

StoreandFood Sen/ice. AllBoardofDirectors meetings are open to

thepublic, andmembers ofthecampuscommunityare inyntedtoattend.
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OUTDO YOURSELF
YouVe acxomplished a lot to graduate.
But you can't rest on your laurels. It's

time lo put your education to the test, to

outdo yourself. At 1^1 Logic, we've got
the projects, resources, and talent for

you to do just that.

You see, while youVe been in college
we've been outdoing ourselves, too.

We're the only company in the world to

develop both RISC microprocessor and
ASie technology. And our products
dominate the market. Not just at home,
but around the world. In addition, we're
major players in digital signal processing
(DSP) chips, and our involvemenUn this

area is growing every day. ^

To make certain that you're outdoing
others in your field, you'll have the
change to confer with our design centers
worldwide. So you'll know that you're on
the cutting edge on an international

scale. A whole new world of challenge
awaits yoq at LSI Logic. Shouldn't you be
contacting us today?

• Test Engineer
• Process Engineer

ON-CAMPl IS INTERVIEWS
March 3

For irr>mediate consideration, please
-send your resume to:

Cynthia Sakuma,
College Relations
Program Manager.

LSI Logic Corporation.
1 55 1 McCarthy Blvd. , M/S A- 1 66.

Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 433-4300

An Equal Opportunity Employer

IGNORE THE BOUNDARIES

ISl uk;\(:
• product Engineer
• Design Engineer
• Softw^are Engineer

Come ride taith us.

ALL MODELS IN STOCK
• Down Financing (O.A.C.)

• Low Monthly Payments

• Cash Paid for Used Scooters

• Trades Welcome
• Friendly/Experienced Staff

• UCLA Discounts on Accessories

• FREE LxkIc with Purchase of any

Bike or Scooter

• FREE Local Pickup or Delivery

for Service or Sales

SALES•SERVICE

Bush calls S. Dakota
H • iita

By Michael Wines
The New York Times

SAN ANTONIO. Texas —
President Bush, his White House
aides and his re-election strategists

are all agreed: the President's

showing in Tuesday's South

Dakota primary, in which he

captured 69 percent of the vote on

a ballot that included no opposi-

tion, was a triumph.

"It was a good victory," Bush
told reporters as he arrived in San
Antonio, Texas, for a seven-nation

drug summit meeting. "Sixty-nine

percent. Good victory."

**Great victory." said his press

spokesman. Marlin Fitzwater.

"Seventy percent We're three for

three. We're on a roll."

The comments were echoed
with even greater emphasis by
Bush's campaign office in

Washington, where a spokeswo-

man said that she *Vould keep on

saying it until you guys get it

right."

Bush's re-election camp has

insisted ever since Bush's disap-

pointing showing in the New
Hampshire primary that the press

is portraying his campaign victo-

ries too negatively. Bush received

53 percent of the votes in New
Hampshire while. Patrick J. Bucha^^

nan won 37 percent.

Wednesday's comments
seemed to reflect a decision to

plunge ahead into what all agree is

Bush's inevitable nomination, and
to ignore any comparatively minor

setbacks along the way.

"We'll win all the primaries,"

Fitzwater said. "We're going to

win the election. The dance with

the press is just the way the game is

played."

By conventional measures, the

voters in South Dakota gave Bush
an embarrassingly tepid show of

vlctoiy*^
support Thirty-one percent of

Republican voters rejected candi-

dates who were running on Bush's

slate of delegates to the Republi-

can National Convention in

August, voting for uncommitted
candidates instead.

On the other hand, the voters in

South Dakota have been unkind to

incumbent presidents in recent

years.

In 1976. President Gerald R.

Ford lost to Ronald Reagan. 51

percent td 44 percent In 1980.

President Jimmy Carter was edged
out by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
49 percent to 45 percent

Fitzwater briefly conceded
Wednesday that the sagging eco-

nomy has made voters angrier than

usual these days. But he rejected

suggestions that South Dakotan
voters were dissatisfied with Bush
or his policies.

"Media mischief." he said.

And Bush's campaign spokes-

woman in Washington. Victoria

Clarke, noted that the president

now has one-fifth of the delegates

he needs to be renominated.

"History aside." she said, **what's

important is who wins, and we're
winning."

In California, where Bush raised

$2 million for his campaign on

Tuesday, Conner President Ronald
Reagan on Wednesday issued a

statement supporting Bush.

The Washington Post quoted

unidentified associates of Reagan
as saying that the former President

had told them that Bush "doesn't

seem to stand for anything" and is

thus losing his base of political

suppoit

Reagan said Wednesday in a

written statement that the quote

was "incorrect" and added, "Any-
one close to me knows that I would
not say that and have never made
any such statement"

White House may back
renewed elephant hunting
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By Keith Schneider
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — A week
before the United States and 111

other nations are to meet in Japan

to consider protections for endan-

gered animals and plants, the Bush
administration said Wednesday
that it was sympathetic to a

proposal by South Africa and other

African nations to relax protec-

tions and open international trad-

ing in elephant hides and meat.

John F. Turner, director of the

federal Fish and Wildlife Service,

said the United States was await-

ing the report of an international

panel of scientists studying ele-

phant populations in Africa before

a final decision would be made
about allowing what he called

'limited" hunting of one of the

world's most admired and endan-
gered animals.

Turner, the head of the U.S.

delegation to the international

conference in Japan, said that

killing, adult elephants in the

**healthy" elephant herds in south-

em Africa for their hides and meat
would give the animals both an
economic value and a larger

political constituency for manag-
ing herds that are now competing
with impoverished people for

habitat, water, and other resources.

The administration's view was
attacked on Wednesday by 30
senators and wildlife groups as an
embarrassing weakening of
America's leadership in world
conservation efforts.

They said the African elephant

herd, which has declined from 2.5

million animals in 1970 to roughly

350,000, was going the way of the

American bison unless a total ban
on international trade in elephant

parts, including ivory, was pre-

served.

In a letter to President Bush diat

was signed by 25 Democrats and
five Republicans, senators said

any relaxation of restrictions on
trading elephant parts would again

make thousands of elephants

targets of poachers seeking ivory

instead oi hides.

Steven Goldstein, the spokes-

man for the Department of the

Interior, said on Wednesday that

allowing hunting in southern Afri-

ca would not affect the admi-

nistration's ban on importing ivory

into the United States. *The
president and the secretary strong-

ly support the continuation of a ban

on all ivory trade," Goldstein said.

The dispute over preserving

African elephants is likely to be the

most contentious that the 112

nations that are signatories to the

Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species oif Wild
Fauna and Flora will grapple with

next week.

The treaty sets protections for

roughly 3,000 species of animals

and 30,000 species of plants and

the 11-day conference that begins

on Tuesday in Kyoto, Japan, is the

eighth since the treaty was signed

in 1973.

Tax debate may
House

III

;^- K • plans
By Ron Hutcheson
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

WASHINGTON— The House
on Wednesday opened debate on
competing plans to jump-start the

nation's economy with an out-

pouring of partisan rancor that

fueled expectations of political

gridlock.

Less than a month after Presi-

dent Bush issued his economic call

to acdon, some lawmakers openly
acknowledged that the anti-reces-

sion effort appears doomed to

failure.

The bitter tone of the opening-
round debate seemed to buttress

predictions that attempts to fashion

an economic growth package will

end in a presidential veto and an
unbreakable deadlock between
Congress and the White House.

"While hard-wcxking men and
women fear for their future

employment prospects or desp-
erately seek new jobs, we are

mired in a pathetic election-year

debate," said Rep. Ray McGrath,
R-N.Y.
As part of a strategy to embar-

rass Bush, House leaders forced a
vote Wednesday on a package that

incorporated many of the propos-
als the president outlined in his

=?Bfl. estate of the Union speech;

But angry Rq}ublicans accused
Democrats of grossly distoiting

Bush's views in a cynical attempt
tp score ]x>litical points.

The package, which was spon-
sored in Bush's name by House
Majority Leader Richard
Gephardt, D-Mo., did not include

spending cuts reconmiended by
the president and would have
increased the federal deHcit by

more than $57 billion. Lawmakers
rejected it by a lopsided 1-427

vote. '

This is not a derate, a serious

debate, about public policy," com-
plained Rep. Dick Armey, R-Tex-
as. "This is an insidious,

intellectually shallow and morally

corrupted debate."

The House is scheduled to vote

Thursday on two other plans — a

Republican ^package backed by
Bush and a Democratic proposal

that includes a middle-class tax

break.

Conceding that their package
has no hope of passage in the

Democrat-controlled chamber.
Republicans warned that Bush is

certain to veto the Democratic
alternative. The bill would pay for

short-term middle-class tax relief

by boosting taxes for wealthy

individuals making more than

$85,000 a year and couples making
more than $145,000 a year.

The Democratic proposal also

calls for a 10 percent surtax on
millionaires.

Middle-income taxpayers
would get a niaximum tax credit of
$200 for individuals and $400 for

couples for each of the next two tax

yean.

"In attempting to be all things to

all people, the majority created^
nK)nster they know the president

has to veto," said Rep. Bill Archer,

R-Texas, the top-ranking Rq;)ubli-

can on the House Ways and Means
Conunittee. "It will never become
law."

House leaders characterized the

showdown as a chance for law-

makers to show whether they side

with middle-class voters or the

rich.

U.S. parties take big

gifts ffom irig iMisiness
By Andrew Molllson

Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — Federal

laws passed after the Watergate

scandal to lessen the influence of

rich people and businesses in

politics don't work, says a new
report by the Center for Respon-
sive Politics.

The report on $17 million

collected by the national Republi-

can Party and $10 million col-

lected by the Democratic party in

unrestricted "non-federal" contri-

butions during 1991 shows that

well over 70 percent of the money
came from businesses and
businessmen.

The top 36 contributors gave

between $100,000 and $493,700
each. They included 20 businesses

and trade associations and eight

male executives, as well as four

labor unions, three women philan-

thropists and the campaign com-
mittee of California Gov. Pete

Wilson.

At the top, RJR Nabisco gave

$262,500 to the Republican Party

and $231,200 to the Democrats.

The Republican party received

$482,000 and the Democratic

party $76,500 from the Illinois-

based agribusiness, Archer-
Daniel-Midland Inc., and its board

chairman, Dwayne O. Andreas.

The biggest set of gifts from one

family was $450,000 for die

Democrats from three Rockefell-

ers.

"Raising big bucks from big

donors who have big agendas

skews our politics," Ellen Miller,

director of the bipartisan, founda-

tion-funded center, said Wednes-

day. "When you have the same

vested interests supporting both

parties, they're buying comprom-
ises from both parties. The vast

majority of the people in this

country— who don't contribute to

political parties — they're left

out."

The press secretaries of the

national Democratic and Republi-

can parties didn't dispute the

report's figures and facts, but

vigorously denounced Miller's

analysis.

"I have never seen where the

Republican National Committee
has a vote in Congress, in either the

Senate or the House, or has ever

been responsible for passage of a

law," said Gary Koops, the com-
mittee's press secretary.

"She is just wrong," said Ginny
Terzano, press secretary for the

Democratic National Committee.

"As long as people give us money
within the federal election laws,

there's nothing illegal, nothing

dirty about it, nothing 'sewer'

about it at all."

Efforts to get the Democratic-
controlled Congress and the Repu-
blican-controlled White House to

agree on a law restricting large

gifts have stalled.

The center's analysis of the Hrst

reports ever required on **non-fed-

eial" or "soft money" gifts to party

committees in the nation's capital

uncovered more than 4,400 contri-

butions of $200 or more given in

1991.

Unlike "hard" money spent

direcUy by federal candidates, soft

money is exempt from federal laws

passed in the 1970s to limit the size

of gifts and to ban any gifts from

corporate and union treasuries.
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HYouDorft
SaveOn Gie54iound

This Spring Break,

Please IX)ntMooch
OffThePbople
WhoDo.

Ifyou take Greyhound for Spring Break , youH save a lot ofmoney. And the earlier you

buyyour ticket, the more you'll save. Ifyou don^ take Greyhound, you may have to beg,

borrow or sponge offyour friends. Eventually, your friends may have to beg, borrow or

sponge offotherswho may, in turn, have to beg, borrow or sponge offyou. The resy^?A
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science. So save your money with an advance-purchase ticket on Greyhound. Then

bring in thisad foran additional dollar off, andhave an affordable, guih-free Spring Break

.

ifGOGREYHOUND
1 716 East 1 7th Street, 620-1200

Tickets must be purchased by 4/30/92 for travel by 5/21/92.
Limit one coupon per trip. Not valid if reproduced. Some restrictions apply. 01992 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
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sHErnst&YOUNG

Congraiulaies.And Welcomes
The 30 New Bruins Who Hove Joined Our

Professional Services Team:

Ryan Randall
Jeff Smith
Julie Turoeviife

Karma Wono

1

1

3 /

Son Jose

Dan Coleman
re.rr:/e Jones

Charles Lee
Rosa L.

John Marshall

John McMahon
Barry Oh

Qr^ng^ QQ^njy

Century Cifw

-.": Bocksfahter
4mw fujimofo
Alison Knepshield
Stephanie Son

San Diego

Matt feiner

s!lErnst&YOUNG is The Leader's Choice
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Did you know that ... nothing a woman does obligates her to have sexual

contact against her will?

Everyone has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected.
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No Is Not Enou
SexttalA^^ssion and Dating Kti|^Milp$

S. % % S- . «.

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

«****MM****«««*MM«« •**MMA*M***AA**I

12.-00 - l.-OO p^m. IDoddHall 206-8240

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

End of Probation Fiesta!

Daily after 3pm
59c Tacos • $1 .50 Bean Nachos

$1 .00 Fish Tacos • $1 .50JDheese Quesadilla

FREE Chips & Salsa!

Students: $1 .00 off any plate! FREE DELIVERY

fiflikePffiy pel, We now tiaVI 2 talifesi

1084 Glendon Ave. Westwood 208-2038

vj'ding Great Care

ForAll Women

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
•Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

Affordable Birth Control

ifh^ C;'jJ)^:j3 Line

824-1449
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Israel gives selfnile

plan to Palestinians
By Hiomas L. Friedman
The New York Tinnes

WASHINGTON — Israel has

offered the Palestinians an outline

for self-rule in the West Bank and

Gaza Strip that would give Palesti-

nians control over many aspects of

their daily lives, but would main-

tain Israel's control over security

affairs and prevent the Palestinians

from establishing any framework
for an independent state.

The Israelis presented their draft

proposals on Monday to Palesti-

nian negotiators at the Washington

peace talks, and disclosed some of

the contents Wednesday. The
Palestinians presented their plan

for self-rule during the previous

round of talks last month.

While a comparison of the two
proposals shows them to be widely

divergent in philosophy and sub-

stance, the fact is that for the Hrst

time ever, Israelis and Palestinians

have presented each other with

concrete proposals for Palestinian

self-rule in the occupied territo-

ries.

But the Palestinian autonomy
proposal, titled **Model of the

Palestinian Interim Self-Govern-

ment Authority,** appears to be

basically a plan for creating an
independeni Palestinian suue In

the occupied territories because it

calls for the virtual total withdraw-

al of Israeli forces from those

areas, to be replaced by an elected

Palestinian government, legisla-

ture and judiciary.

The Israeli plan, titled *Tdeas for

Peaceful Coexistence During the

Interim Period,** appears to be

basically a proposal for giving

Palestinians in the occupied terri-

tories greater control over regulat-

ory agencies and civil services

while depriving them of any ability

to lay the foundations for an
independent state and avoiding

any transfer of control over land,

water and security from Israel to

the Arabs.

The Israeli plan makes no
mention of elections for Palesti-

nians.

The gap between the two prq>-

osals was so wide that Palestinian

negotiators on Wednesday called

on the assistant secretary of state

for Near Eastern affairs, Edward P.

Djerejian, to say that the Israeli

proposal did not treat them as

"human beings** with national

rights.

The Israelis, for their part,

asserted publicly that the Palesti-

nians were just interested in

scoring propaganda points and
trying to draw the Americans into

the negotiations, instead of talking

about the substance of the Israeli

RESEARCH

proposal.

For all their complaining,

though, both sides resumed negoti-

ations Wednesday.
According to the terms of

reference of the Madrid peace

conference, Israelis and Palesti-

nians are supposed to negotiate a

plan for autonomy fol* the Palesti-

nians living in the West Bank and

Gaza Strip, under continued Israeli

rule.

Two years after that plan goes

into effect, they are supposed to

negotiate the final status of those

territories, which would bf put ipto

effect three years later.

The Israeli proposal specifies

about a dozen areas where Israel is

ready to transfer control to Palesti-

nians living in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip: agriculture, education

and culture, budget and taxation,

health, industry, commerce and
tourism, labor and social welfare,

local police, courts and prisons for

purely non-political criminal mat-

ters, local transportation and com-
munication, municipal affairs and
religious affairs.

The Palestinians could take over

those areas from the Israeli mili-

tary government and run them, but

they would not have jurisdiction

_over the Jewish inhabitants of the_

"territories, who would continue xxr

be governed by their own munici-

palities.

For instance, the Israeli propos-

al states that Palestinians be
granted "management of hospitals

and clinics and other services

related to public health.**

On legal matters, it says that

Palestinians be given "supervision

of the administrative system of
local courts in the areas dealing

with prosecutions and the registra-

tion of companies and parmer-

ships.**

Conspicuously absent from the

Israeli proposals is the creation ofa
single, overall Palestinian admini-

strative body that would integrate

and supervise all of those areas,

and serve as the effective Palesti-

niai^ government

Israeli officials said that they

had not necessarily ruled out an
overall Palestinian authority, but

with Israel now in the grip of an
election campaign. Prime Minister

Yitzhak Shamir felt that it would
be too explosive to even hint at

such an idea.

For the same political reason,

the Israeli proposal also avoids
mentioning elections among the

Palestinians to select the admini-

strators of the various proposed
public service and regulatory

bodies — even though Shamir
advocated such elections in his

May 1989 peace plan.
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protect cells from the HIV virus

which causes AIDS.
The Kenyan press has reported

local healers who claim they found
treatments that inhibited the spread

of HIV in cells. Otsyula said he

wishes to verify these claims.

Recently, a movement by her-

balists in the West African country
of Ghana has attempted to create

an association of herbalists, bring-

ing them together under one
banner to discount the western
notion that herbalists are simply

**witch doctors,** said a student of

the Graduate School of Education.

Organizations like these will

arrest the problem of "fake**

herbalists, who are not really

trained in the correct methods,

Prospero Godonoo said.

The acceptance of different

ancient modes of healing like

Chinese acupuncture has fostered

a trend among some western
scientists to believe that uncon-
ventional methods may result in

treatments or cures, he said.

*The probability of it changing
the state of the epidemic and
fmding a cure (for AIDS) is not
very high, but it*s worth a shot,**

said Roger Bohman, a UCLA
biology professor and AIDS
researcher.

"I'm not familiar with the

Kenyan healers and the medicinal

properties and use of herbs,**

Bohman said. "But since some
traditional healers have used these

(herbal) properties to cure some
illnesses, it*s not an unreasonable
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Two teens klUed in

N.Y.
By AHson Mitchell

The New York Times

NEW YORK— Two teenagers

were shot dead at point-blank

range in the hallway of a Brooklyn
high school Wednesday morning,
little more than an hour before

Mayor David N. Dinkins was to

visit the troubled school to tell

snidents they had the power to

break free of the world of violence

and drugs.

The brazen killing at Thomas
Jefferson High School took place
just 15 feet away from two police

officers who are part of the

school's normal security detail,

according to the police. Thirteen
security guards were also in the

school, and 10 additional police

officers were assigned outside for

the mayor's visit.

A Jefferson student pulled out a

.38-caliber pistol and without a

word shot 17-year-old Ian Moore
once in the chest and 16-year-old

Tyrone Sinkler once in the back of
the head, on the second floor of the

high school, the police said.

He ran out a back door, with
school security guards in pursuit,

and was caught two blocks away.
The police identified the suspect as

15-year-old Khalil Sumpter. ^

^•m stEm^g there. I had mf=
head down. I heard shots and I

ran,** said Lewis Tanner, 19, who
was in the hallway near the

shooting and described students as

running and crying. "I didn't see

what happened because I ran.** he
said. "Thank God I got away. They
weren't looking foe me.**

The two victims were, dead on
arrival at Brookdale Hospital in

Brooklyn, the police said.

Hours after the slayings, a third

teenager, who had been a friend of
the slain youths, was found in his

East New York home with a
gunshot wound to the head. A .32-

caliber revolver was found nearby,

and the police said the shooting

appeared to be a suicide attempt
The friend, Marlin Smith, 16,

was rushed to the hospital after his

mother found him wounded in her

bedroom, said SgL Ed Bums, a
police spokesman. He said she had
been called at work by school

officials, who told her that her son
was distraught. The youth was
listed in critical condition.

Detectives investigating the

case said the shooting at the high
school was a result of a long-fes-

tering feud that began after Sump-
ter and Sinkler were both arrested

for a robbery in 1990.

Only one of the youths served
time, which bred distrust and

MARRIED
From page 3

and $597 for family and married

students. Likewise, single students

pay $1,084 for a two-bedroom unit

while married and family students

pay only $875, she said.

Today, only about three out of

139 apartments still have such a

big (hfference in rental rates,

Melnyck said.

And as more married students

and families move into Venice
Barry, there will be fewer singles

who will have to pay the higher

rates.

"Single students tend to pack
more students into the apart-

ments,** Melnyck said. "As a

result, there are more people

occupying the same space.**

Single students also use more of

the services provided by the

apartment management
•There is a Venice Barry shuttle

bus which runs from the apartment

diepening conflict, said Detective
Sgt. Michael Race of the 75th
Precinct Sumpter was charged as
an adult with two counts of
second-degree murder, two counts
of criminal possession of a deadly
weapon and two counts of criminal
use of a deadly weapon.
The shootings — at one of the

city*s most violent high schools—
dramatized the volatile mix of
children and guns and gave new
urgency to a rising debate over
safety in the schools.

"You have got to learn from this.

You must learn from this,** Dink-
ins, his voice tense, implored

several hundred students who were
packed into the two-tiered audi-

torium, when he arrived to speak
about 70 minutes after die 8:40
ajn. shooting. "So please help me.
Help your principal. Help
yourselves.** The youths sat sha-

ken, many holding their heads
down in their hands.

Crowds of neighborhood resi-

dents had been held back by police,

when the mayor*s car arrived

under police escort, lights flashing.

Dinkins quickly moved through a

crowd of reporters into the school,

as angry and teary youths passed

him on their way out
The killings came just three

^months after another student was
cut down by gunfire and a teacher

critically wounded in the same
East New York high school, a

brick structure whose immaculate,

pink halls contrast with the near-

desolate landscape of project

housing and empty, litter-strewn

lots.

The November shooting was
only the second killing of a student

in a New York City school in more
than a decade.

Since then, students have been

screened with metal detectors

about once a week in spot security

checks designed to weed out the

hidden knives and guns that the

youths say they carry to protect

themselves from street violence—
and now violence in the school.

Their grim neighborhood, which
they described as a terrifying turf

of night gun fue and drug deals,

had the second-highest homicide

rate in the city in 1990.

There were no metal detectors in

use Wednesday, despite the may-
or*s impending arrival. The detec-

tors were to have been used
Tuesday, the original date for tiie

mayor's appearance. But the prin-

cipal, Carol A. Beck, had asked

that the security check be post-

poned because it would set the

wrong mood, school officials said.

wm

to UCLA, paid for by apartment

revenues,** Mebiyck said. "Since

there are more singles, they use the

service more.**

Single students also pay a

surcharge because they often want
furniture in their apaitments, said

Melnyck, who added that families

usually do not want furnished

apartments.

Despite the discrepancy, single

students have not complained

about rental rates, said UCLA
graduate student Sharon Audelo,

who has lived in Venice Barry

since 1990.

"The students know that we
have to keep the rent rate up
because of the services and the

higher density of singles living in

the apartments,** Melnyck said.

*They are pretty understanding

also because we haven't had an

increase in rent since 1990.**
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CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

COMPUEYE
9 i^.-'.i3 1 9-9999

1531 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
(oorrwr of 16ih Street, next lo Ciown Books)
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ANY STYLE
TUXEDO

RENTAL IN STOCK
OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH

UCLA STUDENT ID.

PRICES START AT
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SISTERHOOD

Books Music

Videos Jewelry

By And About Women

1351 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213)477-7300 Open 7days 10-8pm

UGHT PEELS
SKIN REJUVENATION
• Sun Damaged Skin • Large Pores

• Wrinkles • Aging skin

FACE • NECK • HANDS • CHEST
Call ELENA • 208-7806 • 100 UCLA Medical Plaza

FINALLY.
CONTACT
LENSES FOR
PEOPLE WHO
CAN'T SEE

EYE TO EYE

WITH SOFT
LENSES!

TintroufWouf

FLUOROPERM
Gas Permeable Daily

or Extended Wear
Custom Contact Lenses.

Daily Wear Soft Lenses-$1 75.00

Disposable Contact Lenses-$225.00

Just Call:

DR. QUACKENBUSH,
10955 Weyburn Ave.
Corner of Weyburn & BroAton—• 208-474a^—

O.D

WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD

And when you feel good you look good,

lat IS our belief. It's why we employ stylists

$900 instead of haircutters. And

why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments necessary*.

Men, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(BaMMfl Soma Atonka & WiUiira Blvd.)

470-1558
M-F 8-9 SatS-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY

SUPBfOJJS
®
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UCLAStudent Committee for the Arts proudly presents

Jazz at the Wadsworth Concert Series
featuring

funky retrobop-fusion gone wild!

WindMm Hill Jazz Recording Artist

John B easle y
former keyboardist with Miles Davis ^

7pm Sunday March 1, 1992

Wadsworth Theater

(just off Wilshire, west of 405)

FREEH
Mr. Beasley 's new release, Cauldron .

is available now at all Tower Records,

Produced for UCLA Students by UCLA Students ...

Jazz at the Wadsworth is a concert series presented on thefirst Sunday ofevery month at 7pm. The second hour of
each performance is recorded and broadcasted on 89.3 KPCC-FM later in the month. ^Though seating is on first-

come basis, UCLA students with ID may enter through the priority student door.
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Town battles

collector over
Civil War relic

By Ron Sonenshlne
San Francisco Chronicle

GLEN ELLEN— The owner of
a Civil War-era cannon that has

l)een part of the rural scenery for

more than a century has stirred up a

storm of resentment in the quiets

Sonoma County town by selling

the antique to a collector in New
Jersey.

Linda Richards, owner of the

historic Jack London Saloon, sold

the 2,500-pound howitzer recently

for $6,000, but some petition-

pacldng residents say they will

never allow it to be moved.
The cannon, which has been the

spot for first kisses, rendezvous

and photos, was supposed to be

trucked away Wednesday. But a

local driver refused to move it

because of the strong feelings

among the residents to move the

cannon to the town square.

*That cannon belongs to the

people of Glen Ellen,'* said Bill

Gemini, whose family has lived in

Glen Ellen for about 90 years.

••Everybody's kid had their picture

taken with the cannon.**

Some residents of this unincor-

porated community of 800 are so

angry that they chained the barrel

io its mount, and several people

camped next to it overnight

According to local historians,

the cannon was used by the Union
Army at Fort Pitt, Pennsylvania, in

1862, and was given to the

community in the summer of 1888

by Army General John Wame
Gates.

Somehow, it ended up in private

hands and its latest owner,
Richards, decided to sell it to a

Civil War buff who plans to spend

about $15,000 to restore it and
eventually use it in pageants and
re-enactments.

Richards said the cannon was
being abused by local residents

who used the barrel as a trash

receptacle.

Sonoma County officials ack-

nowledged that much of Glen
Ellen is zoned as a historical^

district, including the lot where the~
cannon rests, and that there is little

that can be done to block the sale

because it is on private property.

But that is not good enough for

the feisty residents of Glen Ellen.

**A11 we*re saying is that this

cannon was donated to the town,**

said Roxanne Romall, who along

with others has gathered about 150
signatures on a petition that she

wants to present to county supervi-

sors. "It's ours, and it should stay

here."

OPEN HOUSE
From page 3

community service officer prog-

ram and the evening van services,

Citrano said.

But what the visitors, mostly

young children, really like are the

ambulances, the police cars and
motorcycles and the big red fire

truck, she said.

People are also curious about

the booking and holding rooms,

she added. In the booking room,
individuals are arrested and finger-

printed. And all 10 fingers are

stamped onto three separate cards.

One goes with the suspect to jail,

another is sent to the Los Angeles
County Sheriff's office and
another is kept for campus police

records.

Visitors may also take a peek at

the holding cell. Excerpts of the

penal code are stenciled along the

walls in paint and a fair portion of
the walls are covered with graffiti.
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South African

referendum
paradoxical
By Christopher S. Wren
The New York TlnDGS

SOWETO, South Aftica —
Pumlani Mhlungu wiped a rag

across his gleaming white minibus
taxi as he talked about what was
troubling his passengers.

They had been debating the

referendum that President F.W. c|e

Klerk called for March 17 to let

whites decide whether they want
his policies of political change to

continue. Mhlungu and his passen-

gers cannot vote because they are

black.

Conversations in Soweto, the

country's largest black township,

confirm the painful paradox of the

referendum: To get a fresh man-
date to negotiate power-sharing

with the black majority, de Klerk

has turned to the white minority

that elected him in 1989. If he
loses, he has promised to resign

and do battle in another whites-

only election.

Although blacks have no voice

in de Kleik's showdown with the

right-wing Conservative Party,

which opposes his policies but will

j)articipate in the referendum, they

would be the first affected if the

Conservatives gain power and try

to resuscitate apartheid.

a
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IBM PC Compatible
Complete 386 VGA System

W/Printer Only $1,235

•This will bring war, because

we are a new generation and we
won't stand for it," said Mhlungu,
29.

AFRICAN

386SX/25 Mhz
• 2MB of RAM
• 40 MB Hard Drive

• VGA Cobr MonKor
•1.2MB Floppy Drive

•1.44MB Floppy Drive

• Enhanced 101 Keyboard
• Floppy/ Hard Disk Controllor

• i6 Bit VGA Card
•ATI/OCard(2S, IP, 1G)
• Minitower or Desktop Case
W/ 230W Power Supply

• MS DOS 5.0 W/Manual
• Panasonic 1180 Printer

386/ 40 Mhz 64K Cache
• 4Mb of RAM
• ipS MB Hard Drive

• Super VGA Cokx Monitor

•1.2 MB Fbppy Drive

• 1.44mb Fk>ppy Drive

• Enhanced 101 Keyboard
• Fbppy/ Hard Disk Controlk>r

•16 Bit 1MB SVGA Card
•ATI/OCard(2S. IP, 1G)
• Minitower or Desktop Case
W/ 230 Power Supply

• MS DOS 5.0 W/Manual
• Panasonk: 1123 Printer

$ 1.235^';'^^^ $ 1,690

800-888-3013
STR Computers
10002 Ptoneer Blvd. Suite 106
Santa Fe Spririgs, CA 90670

TEL:(31 0)948-2018

Call for 286 & 486

Warranty
•Full One Year Parts & Labor
• Lifetime Technbal Support

Shakey's Pizza

HBBB

Medhin One Tapping Miia, aa/g.'Lia
S Meces of Chicken « Mojo Potatoes @i!eh^

Large One Tapping Plua i»j?^
ft Antlpasfo Salad @9o90

OnlyLarge IWo Topping Piiia

824-4111
1114 Gavley, Westwood

Sun-Thurs 1 1-1am; Sat & Fri 1 l-Zam
llast«rC«vtf A Visa Accepteil
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from Africa, he added.

Many Africans -^ such as

Martin Luther King Jr. (who is the

youngest Nobel Peace Prize win-

ner) — have made significant

contributions to worid history, he
said.

But all Africans must be politi-

cally active if they want to

eliminate social and economic
oppression, Ture said. **Our people

are determined, courageous peo-

ple.**

He recalled the courage of 7-

year-old girls who were attacked

by police dogs during the civil

rights marches.

"Your mission is'^to come to

organize the masses of your
people." said Ture, who received

widespread applause throughout

his 4S-minute speech.

He also encouraged students to

read more about Afiican culture

and history l)ecause this awareness

produces unity of thought and
action.

**We need to go and look for

(African) knowledge,** he said. "It

will not be handed to us on a silver

platter.**

Other speakers agreed that the

Afiican community is diverse and
that Africans worldwide need to

start learning more about each

other.

"You need to open your mind,

unite and fight oppression so that

we can get along with all Afri-

cans,** said Farah Shakour, a

coordinator for UCLA*s African

Education Program. "We want to

stress the similarities among Afri-

can people.**

After the speeches, the group

sang the Afirican national anthem

and ate African food such as rice

and black beans.

"I was impressed by tonight*s

events,** said Shelby Maisha Stew-

art, a memt)er of the African

Student Union. "It sent the mes-

sage that your education doesn*t

mean anything unless you take it

back to your community."

Colorwatch
^system J
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15
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EXP.

2.99
3.99
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"^ ^Gct 2 sets of standard size 3" prints made from your 35mm, disc, 1 1 or 1 26 color print film (C-41 process only).
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We Will Beat Any Price and Quality!

Student Special

Offer Good At All Times!

.<* Large Pizza
*^t<«=^^ With 2 toppings

+ 2 Free Soft Drinks

ONLY $7.99 plus tax!

We Accept MasterCard and Visa

ALWAYS AVAILABLE!
2 Slices (pepp., msluiiLy cheese, saus.)

-I- All You Can Drink

ONLY $2.96 plus tax

Also: any 1 slice

any salad
med. drink

ONLY $3.74 plus tax

M ' t.-'iCid

^ J m 208-4348
ce

10925 Weybum Ave. Westwood
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DRUG ABUSE AWARENESS WEEK!

Presen ts

IT'

MAYO
Thursday, February 27th

NOON!
Westwood Plaza

in^the event of rain, the concert will be moved to the

Ackerman Grand Ballroom *

STUOENV iVULFAfit'
COMMISSION

(Brou^Ht to you By tht

CULTURAL AFFAIRS
COMMISSION

in conjunction with the

STUDENT WELFARE COMMISION Fundtd by USAC - Your Student Government

Surgeon wants
docttor removed

from gel implant

safety decision

By Felicity Bsrrlnger

The New York Times

WASHINGTON — The presi-

dent of the leading association of

plastic surgeons has sent a letter

urging more than 5,000 surgeons

to ask that Dr. David A. Kessler,

the commissioner of food and
drugs, be removed from deciding

whether silicone-gel breast
implants are safe.

The letter was sent by I>r.

Norman Cole of the American
Society of Plastic and Reconstruc-

tive Surgeons on Feb. 13, Xxfoit an
expert panel convened by the FDA
recommended that the implants be
used only on an experimental

basis.

JAPANESE
From page 1

support themselves and their fam-
iUcs."

The two-year study, published

by UCLA's Institute of Industrial

Rebtions, looked at 50 Japanese-

owned plants in California that

(each) had more than 100 employ-
ees.

The study was also based on site

=¥iaits and ini^^iews with maiub
gers at 20 of these California-

based plants as well as Ave with

factories in Japan.

•The hopes that many Ameri-
cans have placed in Japanese
investment appear to be ill-found-

ed," she said.

California is more significantly

affected by Japanese investment in

the United States because the state

has more Japanese factories than

all others. Milkman said. About 20
percent of all Japanese-created

U.S. jobs are in California.

State governments encourage
foreign companies to invest in the

state by offering tax incentives

with the belief that Japanese
investment will help the U.S.

economy, she said.

•This practice is naive because
investors come (to the U.S.) for

reasons of their own — such as

labor supply, labor climate and

transportation — not because of
the breaks they receive from state

governments.**

But other UCLA^cxperts criti-

cized Milkman's study.

•*I'm very dubious about a study

that tries to explain globally what
the Japanese are doing in one
country." said Mark Fruin, a

visiting professor at the Anderson
Graduate School of Management
who is an expert on Japanese

manufacturing.

•'Because there are very few
people in the U.S. that understand

the sophistication and complexity

of manufacturing in Japan, we
have no . . . yardstick to gauge
what's happening in the U.S. as

compared to Japan," he said.

'•We can't determine if Japan

does not intend to use these

practices in the U.S. or if they

haven't gotten around to it yet," he
said.

*The practices that (Milkman)
mentions in her study have a long

history in Japan. It took decades to

fit (them) into the Japanese factory

systems. We can't expect tiiem to

be automatically transferred over-

seas," he added.

But Milkman responded by
explaining that her purpose was
not to bash Japan.

Tlie study. Milkman said, was
not intended to criticize only

Japanese companies, but to high-

light their similarities with Ameri-
can companies.
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UNICAMP
From page 1

"If you don't keep your core

organization in place, your busi-

ness will go up and down like a

yo-yo," said UniCamp Executive

Director Tony Walker, referring to

problems posed by cuts to the

administrative budget.

••And my personal perspective

on salary reductions is that even
though they are a part of many
organizations today, they can be

very damaging to the staff,"

Walker said.

Administrative cuts could hurt

the morale of the organization, he

said. UniCamp has six full-time

employees who earn a total of

more Uian $260,000.

But other board members disap-

proved of the budget proposal and
argued that cuts should have been

made to UniCaihp's administra-

tive expenses, preserving the camp
budget for the kids.

•The sta^ and Uie board could

have identified additional cuts in

"We did everything we
could to find out that

these cuts were

absolutely non-essential

Items.
)f

John Ramljak
Un iCamfi]

the central office, but neither the

board nor the staff was willing to

do that," said Steve Sann, an 11-

year member of the board and
former UniCamp president

••I had hoped some central costs

could be cut so that we could have

an amazing program, but the only

thing that's really flexible in

budget cutting is the camp prog-

ram," said Karen Hallerman, who
is a non-student, non-paid member
of the board.

••The biggest problem in central

costs is that th^ are things that

you can't change — like rent,

salaries, phones. You need these

things to operate," said Hallerman,

who is also executive director of a
major Los Angeles charity that

serves homeless people on Skid
Row.
UniCamp has faced hard times

in recent n^onths. The campsite's

"The only thing that's

really flexible in budget

cutting is the camp

program."

Karen Hallerman
Board Member

water shortage is increasing costs.

And recently, the Mardi Gras
committee decided to end night

operations for the three-day carni-

val— reducing a major source of

funding for UniCamp.
But despite these setbacks,

board members are optimistic that

the program will be successful this

sunmier.

••The campers in the end are not

going to feel the result of any
further budgetary cutbacks," said

Camp Director Vince Omelas.
••The cuts mean we'll be running

a tighter program, but the board

has made a commitment to the

campers and the students to keep it

going," he said.

While board members were
divided over approving the budget

proposal, they unanimously voted

down a cost-cutting measure that

called for the elimination of a

second summer session, which
would have left UniCamp with

seven of its original nine camp
sessions.

PLAIN • EGG . BIALY • GARLIC • SALT • SESAME • POPPY • ONION • PUMP • RYE • RAISIN

WATCH

BAKE

OPEN
EVERY
DAY
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1636 WESTWOOD BLVD. (31 0| 474-9001
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With coupon
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ASUCLA Students* Store presents

AMPLJ;
FEST '92

Free Food and Beverages!

"Test Drive" IBM Personal

Computers!

Product Demonstrations,

Free Samples, Games &
Entertainment

heaturing: IBM • KCJOISTK • MCI • HKRSHKY'S

MILK (:H(XX)LA TK • KIT KA

I
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A-Level Patio

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
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Viewpoint
Counterpoint

Mexican democracy and economics

Letters

Sabarwal u ^

H I

Editor:

mes under fire

By Felix Cortes^Scholer

True, the birth process for the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) has

been a hard and complicated one. and there are

no signs that that will change in the immediate
future. True also, the EEC, whose principles

are also the principles of NAFTA, is on the

brink of becoming an integrated economic
market, not in a decade or two, but actually in

five to eight years.

NAFTA, it seems to me, is the right way
for the economic future of the North American
continent, but it is still years away from
becoming a reality, as Mark Howard Ward
indicated in his Viewpoint article (Daily Bruin,

"Mexico is crucial in forming a North Ameri-
can economy,** Feb. 20).

However, NAFTA 's problems have less to do
with the "lack of democracy in Mexico** than

with the resistance of some groups inside the

United States.

I was raised in Mexico City and I am
registered to vote in Mexico, so I have
followed closely the political changes of the

last few years in the country. Ward's descrip-

tion of Mexico's electoral system would have
been accurate, had it been published six years

agor1ff^l^^ihg~eteca(ms tor governor in tfig~~

(another first in Mexican politics), and their

numbers reflected with fair accuracy the official

result, with Salinas de Gortari attaining 54

percent of the votes. Yes. the lowest result for

a PRI candidate ever, but also the most honest

win in the party's history. Opposition parties

accused the government of fraud, but they had
absolutely no evidence in this case. The 1988

elections were fought fairly.

Ever since then, the democratization process

in Mexico has progressed with a speed no
Mexican would have believed six years ago.

Another poll made recently showed that Sali-

nas* approval rating among Mexicans is far

higher than Bush's approval rating among U.S.

citizens. And the government, which has widely

opened up to opposition forces, has actually

gained stability: the new governors in Baja

California Norte and San Luis Potosi, both

from opposition parties, are proof of a regained

ix)litical confidence in the country.;

No, Ward, what makes NAFTA negotiations

stall is not the Mexican politicians, which h^ve
for years now tried to cement the foundation

of this economic community, NAFTA is being

braked by powerful groups in the United States

(e.g. unions) that are against the very principles

of the trade agreement whiclv you state in i<owr-

At the end of Sanjay Sabar-

wal's column, he beseeches

everyone to "ask yourself

whether you are a racist or

not."

Sabarwal, I challenge you to

take your own test You make
the statement that you hate

whites' "lack of trying to

understand the problems all

students of color go through. I

hate their reluctance to under-

stand why we want to assert

our culture and respect." Is

this a blatant generalization? Is

this generalization based solely

on skin color? Is such a

Editor:

I would like to respond to

Sanjay Sabarwal 's article about

racism (£)aily Bruin, "We
shouldn't back down from
calling racism what it is." Feb.

24). I am a white woman who
is disturbed by the anger of

Sabarwal 's comments.
No, I do not know what it

is like to be black. I cannot
imagine. But I do know what
it is like to be put in a

generalization inherently racist?

Yes, yes, and yes.

1 hale to say it, Sabarwal,

but you're being just as intel-

lectually lazy as those stupid

white people you heard joke

about those "damn Arabs and
7-11 workers." I've never met
you, but I will tell you now
that I'm Caucasian. Is this all

the information you need to

come to the conclusion that I,

my family, and my white
friends don't try to understand

minorities, don't want to

understand them, and that we
all want to "celebrate our skin

color?" If so, then you are an

incredible bigot. It's that

simple.

As for the request you
intimate in your column, why
should I even bother asking

myself if I'm racist? You
make it pretty clear what your
opinion is: If I'm white, I'm
racist Period. Personally, I

think that sucks.

category because of my color,

for that is what Sabarwal has

just done to me. I am hurt

that he would not give me the

"^chance to show him who I am
only because I am white. I try

very hard to understand people
of color, to empathize with

their concerns.

Sabarwal, you claim that

"White people don't see the

racism around them because

they are white." This blanket

statement is wrong. It may be
applicable to some people; I

won't deny that And in no
way do I want to belittle the

racist experiences which you
have encountered. Instead, I

hope to point out that what
you have said about white

people is no better than what
all those white people have
said about you.

Everyone has their own pre-

judices and everyone has

encountered people prejudiced

against them. What must be
encouraged is harmony between
all peoples. Telling the UCLA
community what you hate

about while people is only
reinforcing and perpetuating the

disharmony around us.

states of Chihuahua and Oaxaca provided what
many regard as indisputable proof of electoral

fraud, proof which was not accepted by the

ruling PRI party, which then officially won
both states.

But a lot has changed since then. In fact,

.
the political scandals concerning the then new
governor Baeza of Chihuahua, caused a major
wave of protest within the ranks of the PRI,

and in lieu of that, in the presidential elections

of 1988, for the first time in the party's J
history, the candidate was elected by party

members instead of being handpicked by the

. incumbent president (re-election is illegal in

Mexico). This is how Carlos Salinas de Gortari

became PRI's presidential candidate.

As for the elections themselves, on July 4,

1988, the New Jersey based Gallup organization

conducted Extensive pre-election and exit polls

article: mobility of capital and labor across the

borders. These groups fear a rising unemploy-
ment rate if U.S. companies are allowed to

relocate to Mexico because of cheaper labor.

When the EEC was formed in the 1950s.

Great Britain was reluctant to accept the terms
of the treaty for the same reasons: they feared

that British capital would go to cheaper
countries, like France or Italy. Germany, on the

other hand, has always been a promoter of

EEC politics and economics. To see which one
was right, you just have to compare the

economies of the United Kingdom and the

United Germany. Here is a lesson the United
States can learn: Do not close your doors to

the world and do not blame others for your

recessions.

CorteS'Scholer is a sophomore in theater.

Letters

Sony

Editor:

The Daily Bruin seems to

have neglected rqx)rting on the

recent linguistics conference

here at UCLA. The past

weekend we hosted the

eleventh annual West Coast

Conference in formal Linguis-

tics (WCCFL).
The conference, which soli-

t>QWN AT THE DeSTijJY ^\NE^...

mmm^^^^'^

Patrick C. I^ighan
Sophomore
Undeclared

Allison Wedemeyer
Sophomore

WAC

IMI t^t. 5o(v.c soccers, <K^\^^ ^f

qits papers worldwide, and
whose selection committee is

composed of some of the

world's foremost linguists, saw
UCLA well represented: three

UCLA students, Mike Dukes,
Tetsuya Sano, and Andi Wu,
gave talks, and a fourth, Dani
Byrd, was selected as an
alternate.

In a conference which
receives over 250 abstracts for

only 37 slots, this figure of
four is impressive indeed.

Perhaps if the Bruin con-

centrated a tad more on
academic events here at

UCLA, the writing of this

letter would not have been
necessary. But given the cur-

rent editorial policies of the

paper, which emphasize Show
Biz and ball games, we felt

obliged to remind the Bruin

readership that some of us

here at UCLA are involved in

academic pursuits as well.

Daniel Silverman
Graduate student

Linguistics

fx^^

Editor's nott — This tetter was
accompanied by 10 additional sig-

natures.
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Critics agree: It's tlw feelgood column ofthe year
Warning: This could

tum into one of

those

gushing, sugaiy

pieces of writing that cele-

brates the human spirit and
oozes that Oh-God-isn*t-it-

great-to-be-alive attitude. If you
gag slightly as you read this,

please discontinue use. If you
are prone to projectile vomit-

ing, either warn the innocent,

unwitting stranger across from
you or throw this paper as far

away from you as you can.

Because yes, ifs true. I

actually want to discuss some-
thing GOOD today. Hold on.

Steady yourself. I know you
aren't used to reading some-
thing like this in the pages of
Viewpoint But we can work
through this together.

What I want to ask you is

this: What have you done for

yourself lately? Forget waiting

around for someone else to do
something for you. It may
never happen.

What have you done to

remind yourself that you are a
good, strong, wonderful,

deserving person? V\\ tell you
what Tve done. (I know you
didn*t ask.) I've been running.

I can already hear you
oaning and mocking. "Since

running aH my p«yiF~
lems have disappeared. I get

an A+ on every test I take;

Murphy Hall called to tell me
.

that an anonymous donor has

paid for my entire education,

leaving me a hefty sum in a
trust fund, and small birds and
animals flock to me, sitting on

my shoulders, singing songs

about how wonderful I am.**

I don*t think so.

I know how many people
hate even the idea of running,

because I was one of them.

"Ugh! Those people are

crazy!** was my invariable

response when I saw people

running, sweat bleeding from
their temples. They looked to

me like they were only endur-

ing an extremely painful situa-

tion which they had no idea

how they had gotten them-
selves into. But then, I was
probably one of the laziest _
people in ihe world. Not that

those of you who don*t enjoy

running are lazy. Different

sports do different things for

(Afferent people.

However, I can only speak

for myself and attempt to

explain to you how lazy I

was. We are talking about a

girl who drove from a

Baskin-Robbins to a McDo-
nald*s in the same shopping
center. We are talking about a
girl who wore high heels so
often that she forgot how to

tie shoelaces. We are talking

about a girl whose lips formed
f'the sentence, "You have to

walk all around Disneyland?**

You get the idea. Four years

ago, I couldn't even run a
quarter of a mile without

gasping for air. This Sunday, I

am running the L.A. Marathon.

I got into running sk>wly.

First I bet myself that I

couldn*t run a mile without

stopping. Of course I had to

prove myself wrong, so I did

it. Then it became two, four,

six, eight, ten. Certain things

helped along the way. I never

could have or would have
done it without my friend and
running partner, Paula.

I never would have thought

I had it in me if I hadn*t

watched both my dads run

marathons and listened to them

SINFEST
®

when they told me I coukl.

And I never could have run

the extra mile without Van
Halen singing "Dreams** to me.
When Paula ran the marathon
last year, she said,"You're
going to do it with me next

year." 1 can*t resist a chal-

lenge, so here I am.
But running has become so

much more than just a chal-

lenge for me to overcome.
(Here comes the barfy part!) It

is something that I do just for

me and nobody else. How
many things in life can you
say this about?

Running is about seeing

what you can do. It is about
closing your eyes and shutting

your ears to all the negative

signals you receive, constantly

telling you what you cannot do
and what your limitations are.

It is about you, the good you,

the great you, setting a simple

goal for yourself and knowing
that you can reach it. It is

about feeling confident, strong

and proud of yourself. And

CiPAP^

those feelings can help you in

a lot of surprising ways.

It helps when you are hav-

ing one of those crappy days

when you think nothing worse
could possibly happen to you,

and then it does. Running
means that you have done at

least one concrete thing and
achieved one goal you set out

to accomplish. It helps remind

you that you are strong, you
have power, you have yourself.

It helps when you are sad,

angry or totally elated.

Of course running won*t
solve all the world's problems,

or even yours. I don*t promise
that it will. What I do promise
is that it will remind you of
something about yourself that

you might have forgotten; that

your everyday pressures sup-

press you. It will remind you
of who you know you are and
who you want to be.

Beeley is a senior majoring in

English.
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Oscar blows it again,

but that's no surprise
Please try to get

it right someday

Let the games begin.

1991 is over and now we
find ourselves immersed in

awards season. On March 30,

every other major award will have

been announced, but this night is

reserved for the granddaddy of

them all — the Oscars.

The countdown for the Oscars

began soon after nominations were

announced on Feb. 19. If you

haven't yet seen "Bugsy/' "JFK,"

*The Silence of the Lambs/' *The

Prince Of Tides" or "Beauty and

the Beast," now's probably the

time.

Wait a sec. Something's not

right here. Oh yeah, we're talking

about the Academy. Somehow,
they always manage to screw

things up.

The awards never survive with-

ifiiii €OB&ovefsy» &B^

Where's *Taris Is Burning?"

Two years ago, the Academy
forgot about Errol Morris' 'The
Thin Blue Line." Last year they

forgot about Michael Moore's

**Rogcr & Me." They were criti-

cally acclaimed and popular films

— movies people actually went to

see in the theater. **Hearts of

Darkness" was my No. 3 pick of

the year (and Gene Siskel's best).

**Paris is Burning" was No. 11.

Why aren't these pictures in the

Oscars?

How about Best Musical Score?

Why do they consistently leave out

the best scores of the year? Ennio
Morricone is one of the best

composers in the film business, but

his score for "Bugsy" is practically

Out of Focus

nominations for the best of 1991

are better choices than the

Academy has made in a long time,

there are still some categories and

specific nominations which, year

after year, the Academy still

manages to screw up.

Let's start at the top. "Now at

bat — Barbra Streisand!

So Babs didn't get the Best

Director nomination for **Prince of

Tides" and Hollywood is up in

arms. The Academy is sexist. She

was obviously good enough for the

DGA. But was she really one of the

top five directors of 1991? No.

I don't think you can even call

her omission sexism. Martha Coo-
lidge did better work with **Ram-

bling Rose." So did Jodie Foster

with^'LitUe Man Tate." All five of

the nominees for Best Director—
especially John Singleton — did

better work with their respective

films.

That brings us to Best Picture.

Now I don't want to seem like I'm

jumping on Streisand's film — I

liked it quite a bit, but it's not one

of the best five films of the year.

"Boyz N the Hood," "Thelma &
Louise" (which received Best

The nominations are

out, mistakes and all—
and there's nothing we

can do about it.

Director and Screenplay nods) and
•*Cape Fear" were better pictures.

And not only was •*Grand Canyon"
a much better film, it was over-

kx)ked in every category except

best screenplay.

To be honest, though, the

categories of Best Picture and Best

Director do not present the most
offensive mistakes and omissions

in terms of the nominations. Each
year the Academy manages to

make a nKx:kery of a few other,

less prestigious categories.

The worst field usually comes
from the best documentaiy categ-

ory. To be fair, I haven't seen

"Death On the Job," "Doing Time:
Life Inside the Big House" or any
of the others. Maybe these are

fabulous documentaries, but
wheie's "Hearts of Daikness: A
Filmmaker's Apocalypse?"

the same as his one' for *The
Untouchables." Within the past

few years the Academy has left out

scores for "Glory," "Last Exit to

Brooklyn," "Batman" and "Ham-
let" (another Morricone piece).

And this year the forgotten offer-

ing is James Newton Howard's

score for "Grand Canyon.''
"

Finally, there's Best Fbreign

Film. What happened to this

category this yeaf? I mean, has

anyone heard of **Children of

Nature" or *The Ox?" There's

even an ad in Daily Variety saying

that Academy members must see

all five pictures in order to vote—
giving the impression that not even

the Academy has seen these

pictures.

Oscar didn't forget "Europa

Euiopa," the Golden Globe win-

ner. But the film was Lieligible due

to Academy policy on foreign film

submissions; the producing coun-

try must submit the film for

consideration, and it's obvious that

Germany has had its fill of Nazi-

period stones. But why is this

restriction in place anyway? None
of the other major awards bother

with that

And even with "Europa" out of

the running, "La Femme Nikita"

and 'Xa Belle Noiseuse" missed

the nominations list (Apparently,

the Academy will only nominate

one picture per country, and both

of these are French.) But both were

also on numerous top 10 lists. In

fact, not one film nominated for a

Golden Globe was nominated for

an Oscar. Something is definitely

wrong here.

But at this point, the nomina-

tions are out, mistakes and all —
and there's nothing we can do
about it The race is on. Maybe
next year they'll get it right

Nah, of course not

Dailflaruin

'Showcase' puts UCLA talent in the spcrtlight
Student singers, gospel

choir top vocal program

The local rock band Tax is one of the dozen or so acts that will take the stage In Royce Hall Friday night at the Student Talent

Network Showcase '92.

Network mines raw Bruin talent
By Kevin Strlcke

Out of 35,000 students,

UCLA is undoubtedly home to

a few potential rock stars. The
Student Talent Network (STN)
is trying to discover which of

the wandering sets of eyes that

scuttle up and down Bruin Walk
are tomorrow's hitmakers.

Friday night at Royce Hall

anyone and everyone is cor-

dially invited to see STN*s
fmdings perform at Showcase
'92. Best of all, it doesn't cost a

dime.

Showcase '92 features sin-

gers, dancers, rappers and
comics in one big "smorgas-

bord" of entertainment And not

only are the performers
talented, but they could be in

your atmospheric sciences

class.

**Showcase '92 is an oppor-

tunity for the performing artists

at UCLA to be exposed to the

L.A. entertainment industry,"

explains Krish Shanna, talent

coordinator for the musical

bands and groups. **We want

the industry to be aware of the

resources here."

This is the other purpose of

the Student Talent Network,
which includes the aspiring

agents, promoters and technical

staff who are behind the scenes.

From the hotshots who contact

the record companies, to the

wizards who mix the sound, to

the artists who perform on
stage. Showcase *92 is designed

to provide hands-on experience

to all students who (fream of

working m show biz.

The basis of the organization

is to let students develop their

skills by working with one
another in the performing arts

field. Like a well-oiled
machine, all the members of

STN learn the responsibilities

of their careers of choice by
working together on one big

production. Showcase '92 is the

result of all the hard woik.

Of the dozen or so acts that

will take the stage on Friday are

local rock bands Tax and
Mealticket and the rap group

Knowledge Is Power.

*The groups were selected

based on two tryouts at the

Cooperage, and the decisions

were made by the entire STN
coordinating crew," Sharma
says. **Although demo tapes

were considered, we wanted

groups with a good live show
too." The only other criteria

was that some or all of the

See SHOWCASE, page 30

The four-man rap band Knowledge is Power will represent
the hip-hop contingent of Showcase '92.

Mealticket will be performing its ska-style music at Show-
case '92.

By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

The strong vocal perfor-

mances of several UCLA stu-

dents promise to highlight the

Student Talent Network's
Showcase '92. Soloists Eshon J.

Allen, Julio Hanson and Jon W.
Augustine will bring their spe-

cial brand of vocal and musical

talents to the Royce Hall audi-

ence on Friday. In addition,

there will be group perfor-

mances by Image and the

Afirican Gospel Choir.

Since the inception of Show-
case '92, which connects stu-

dents with the entertainment

industry, the Student Talent

Network has proved thatUCLA
students can t)e th^ stara of

Tomorrow.
James Roberts, artistic

director of the African Gospel
Choir, hopes that Showcase *92

will be an opportunity to edu-

cate students and the entertain-

ment industry about UCLA's
diversity. As artistic director of

the 40-member choir, Roberts

believes that gospel music is

universal because it encompas-
ses the entire musical spectrum

from classical to contemporary
music.

From spirituals to hymns,
Roberts believes that gospel,

which is a 400-year-old musical

art form, resonates with histori-

cal and religious overtones. In

addition, R^rts cites the clas-

Jon W. Augustine

sical orientation of anthems and

flMtemporary gcwpd. which i«

influenced by current musical
trends such as jazz and rap, as

evidence of gospel music's
range.

Classically trained in music
at the Grove School of Music,
Roberts notes that the choir,

which is affiliated with the

Ecumenical Black Campus
Ministries, is proof of**how rare

it is for a choir to do such a large

diversity of music."

Pointing to fellow Showcase
'92 performers Image and sol-

oist Julio Hanson, who are also

members of the choir, Roberts
believes that the choir **encour-

ages musical excellence. Image

See VOCAUSTS, page^

Play, stBnd-up acts join —
evening's entertainment
By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

When Showcase '92,

UCLA's ultimate talent show,
struts its stuff this Saturday

night at Royce Hall, audiences

will get to see the university's

best of the best in dilncing,

singing and acting.

Yet, when people think of the

talent show, which introduces

UCLA student performers to

the entertainment industry, two
prominent areas of the sliow-

case are sometimes overiooked
— the fields of acting and
stand-up comedy.

This year. Showcase '92

features two stand-up comics
— Fied Tatasciore and Chris

Allen — and one one-act play

— a segment from Anton
Chekov's slapstick comedy,
*Thc Good Doctor," directed

by Paul Tamasy.
The purpose of the showcase,

say its organizers, is to provide

UCLA students with exposure

to the entertainment industry.

"(The Showcase offers a way)
for the industry to see the

wealth of talent in (its) own
back yard," says Teressa

McKilk>p, talent coordinator

for theatricals.

Fired Tatasciore

McKillop explains that

agents and producers often

forget about UCLA when
searching for talented perfor-

mers. Also important, she says, _

is that the actors have fun and
get the chance to perform.

Christy L. Medrano, talent •

coordinator for comedy, further

explains the show's purpose.

*TTie exposure is not (one oO
glitzy glamor, but of getting

started, which is the most
difficult part," she says.

Junior David A. Salper, who
is starring in 'The Good Doc-

See fTAOe, page 28
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Saturday, Febaiary 29
David Lanz
8 p.m., Royce Hall •Students $9,

General $18, 15i, 12-825-9261

/'<

C^^fh^^px^ M^O^ 7 .

.

.

John Beasley-former Miles Davis'

pianist

7 p.m., Wadsworth Theater •Free*

825-3253 (see Sunday listing, under •Music«|

for more information).

Ethiopian vocalist Aster Aweke-the
Aretha Franklin of the Ethiopians!

8 p.m., Wadswofih Theater •Students
$10. General $23, 19 • 825-9261
Perlorming songs from her latest album "Kabu", Aweke's mosicl
IS an exotic btend of tradtional Ethiopian music arxJ Amencanl
)azz. funK and R4B Popular amor>g Ehjoptan communities ol the)

U S . Aweke has been stimng up America's more mamstreaml
audiences Though she sings only in her native tongue ofj

Amharic her ambitions tell of her style tfiat transcends her words
"When (Billie Holiday] sings about having a dnnk in a bar. you s««
how she drank it. how she got drunk, all the smoke Thafs what]
I call a sir^ger. not having a great voice only, but also teUing aj
story

1^'

%ack Performers on Fiim, 1930-

1947^ Stormy Weather
7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Students

$3, General $5 • 206-FILM
kifsoognlHonof Black History Month, iheas films honor ihetalerrts

ofMaeliAmsricansteatunngBill'BotanglM't^ipirtg. Lar>aHome
singing Fats Waller. Cab Cakxway. Harold Fayard Nicholas

Prospero's Books^
The Last Temptation of Christ

7/9:15, Ackerman Grand Ballroom

•S1.50* 825-1070

•MUSIC*
Son Mayor (jazz)

Noon, Westwood Plaza •Free* 825-

170

r^ew A9e^eyt)oardist. David Lanz
wi|i perfomi music from his latest

release titled l^tum to the IHeart."

Lanz gained national recognitk>n

with his 1989 alt>um, "Gristorori*s

Dream** in honor of the piarK>'s

overlooked inventor. The alburh

remained at No. 1 on Billboard

magazines's New Age sales chart

for more than six months in 1989.

Lanz's new alk>um features seven
new sok) piano interpretations of

popular selectkxis from Lanz's past

recordings. The album also irK:lude$

seven imporvisations and three new
tracks.

•FILM*
Sneak Previewrl

Where Angels Fear to Tread
7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Free

passes required fromCTO 825-2345
Oiroclad by Charles Sturndge. this film fealurae Helena Bof^wn
Carierase tfevelingoompeniohwifcw^enlywWeiitjedBditaeww
(The Cook. The Thief .'s HeienMrmn). The Mm « yel another
ctnamatic adaptation of anCM Foieier novel

HMUStC*
UCLA Graduate Cofnposors
8 p,m., Schoent^eiig «Frae« 825-4761
Hear the new ewTtpoeefs fo ten^iow

:dO p.m. Melnitz Theater «QlikfiBnts

I. Gen. $5* 206-FILM
proiagoniets dream of irMiiiiwn*m the world, but they

led en^iMMifl|ta9#«airowi Hmm. Joneh repreeenitai onoe
wiyM«nde|piiMl»«NM>fiM:4liM#Mm...-ie«4to»iteui

I boy «^. Jones ««« meals en eU men IMng in gMMyaid It

lee e aeriee of lesis. it* eki man pramieee to

tofMeilseJr.

the

•FIL
the White City^ Messklor

^30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Students

I, General $5* 206-FILM
there was Thelma end Louiee there wss^jeeeidoi T«m}

> travel through Switzeharxt. run out ol mortey. use a ««eapon
which faMs into their hands by chance and commit one or two

Filese
crimes. A television show denounces t^em ae jewpfteia

It is while standing el the heights of gledei lekee. they eee how
ythmg chsngis in significance

•MUSIC*
John Beasley (jazz)

7 p.m., Wadsworth Theater •Free* 825-

end band win play music from his new rnlsess album.
His music is a mix of grooving rhythms of Loustana RA6

and Mro-Cuban music amwugh it m far removed from the bebcv>.

traditionalist vem. aeasiey caRs what in eflert la an original musical
style witti a ftinky iazz aactiebc. which he eels -heavy sinvfielKs

-

He hes played with Chiok Cores. Stanley Clark.lulchaai Franks and
Jvan Tons as wsN as traveied wtth Hubert Laws. Botiby Hutchinson

I Joe Hendersort

•FILM*
Preview'

Gladiator

p.m.. Ackerman Grand Ballroom

ree^ 825-1070

^Special Event*
Marty FarreH

8 p.m., 2nd Fir. Lounge, Ackennan
•Free^ 825-1070
farraN has done special. Nke 'Funny Gtri to Funny Lady with Barbra
Streialand. and "June end Carpi at Unooln Center" wtth Jui»e

Andrews and Carol Bumett He is an Emn^-award winning wnter
who IS here to answer audience questtons

•FILM*
Journey into Life: World of the

Unborn fJLt

Abortion Denied: Shattering Young
Women's Lives fjU^

Pediatric AIDS: A Time of Crisis

8 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Free^ 206-

FILM
(Can't neicl column)
•7.1 iir I ~7-^tfi fi' '"

""^

I

an on-campu

(Toedday Match 3 con1)

7:30 p.m.. Melnitz Theater •Free

passes req*d from CTO 925-2345
TNa fMfiKli ODfNMa notre. stars OBMMIqMa M>on. (the waftman-

. whobeeowaa the newest!

^Mtangely a
-—I bortly afler or»e-

I whan ttif biHohar'sA
WW It be enough

Now showing at the Wight Art Gallery I March 1 ,1992,"Ex-
ecuthre Order 9066: The Internment of 1 10, 000 Japanese
Amerricans"

•ART*
Lmi. hUul 1!

HeroouMnis'

Wiitaiie Uary^ Qifiee
7/d:3d p.m., Aekermahmind Ballrooi

•$1.50* 825-1070

•MUSIC*
UCLA Jen Eneemlile w/ special guesT
Conte Candoli (trumpeler)

8 p.m., Schoenberg Auditorium •$

dents $3, General $5* 825-9261
Candoi,haafdi|iadwMiSlanKenlon.BennyGoodm«i.Te)(l

.

and has KsoofdMlwMh Franh Sinatra. BIng Cioehy andSammy Oevis
among many others. The Jazz Ensemble is conducted l)y Gordon
Hervlerson

Norman Kennedy & hie Gaelic Songs
1 1a.m., The Ganielan Room, 1659
Schoent)erg •Free^ 206-3033
Jamas Porter^Celtic Folk Musiccoursew« feetureNoramn Kennedy

•THEATER*
February 28 - March 7*

The Doctor in Sf>lte of Himself
Two Predoue Maidens Ridiculed

8 p.m. and 2 p.m.** . Ralph Freud

Playhouse «dtudents $5. Faculty/

staff $7.50, Ge|[ieny $10* 825-9261
Two hlidn itattilii fay UtimmwW .<B»|Wiair<sd One to

"htffi' sodely In sfl Its trendy affectations

•March 1 curtain cal is al 7 ao p.m.
•• Sunday Miwoh 1st features a 2 p.m matinee

xecutive Order 9066: The Intern-

ment of 110,000 Japanese Ameri-
cans
Wight Art Gallery •Free^ 825-9345
f wo photographic exhibitions commemorate the 50th anniversary
of the internment of the Japanese Americans during WWII. Over
25.000 archival photos compose this exhit)it.

Manzanar: A Selection of Photo-
graphs by Ansel Adams
Wight Art Gallery •Free^ 825-9345
This exhibit portrays life in the Manzartar internment camp as
chronicled by Ansel Adams.

Undergraduate Exhibition in Art

Wight Art Gallery •Free^ 825-9345
This jurored exhibit displays the design and art

done by UCLA students.
••••••••••••••••••••••

Martin Luther King, Jr.: 24 Years
Later, Renewing the Commitment to

the Dream
Powell Library •Free^

Raza Artistes Del Pueblo
Powell Library, Rotunda •Free^
"Raza" is a UCLA affiliated service organization that will showcase
a variety of paintings, drawings and other art works preaented in

various mediums t)y Its own "Raza" memtMrs.

LECTURErMarch 3

Consuming identities: Curiosity,

Souvenir, and Images of Indianness
in 19th Century North America
Ruth Phillips, Carleton University. Ottowa
6 p.m.. 2373 Dickson Ct •Free* 206-6905

rWhqfs Art this Week" featured every Thursday. Is compiled bv the UCLA Student Committee for the Arts qs Dort of the Arts and Entertainment section of the Doilv Brum
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How Sweet it is:
The pop resurgence gets a new lift with 'Girlfriend'

.l-V ••«> >«•*<•<« «*MI

By Nick RotMTts
Dally Bruin Staff .^r

"I think I write simple lyrics. Sometimes they're
sort of stupid, but they say what they mean/* says
guitarist/songwriter Matthew Sweet atwut the unde-
niably honest collection of love songs found on his

latest solo album. "Girlfriend.**

A throwback to the lush, guitar-drenched melodies
of the *60s and '70s. ^Xjirlfriend" is a record that

demands to be listened to again and again. With its

Neil Young buzz and its Beadesesque hooks, Sweet's
album proves that classic pop really isn't dead. For
the 28-year-old musician, currcndy the opening act
on Robyn Hitchcock's North American tour, the
album is a positive sign that he seems to have finally

found his niche in the alternative-pop scene.

"I guess I've always liked some of those things like

Big Star— big pc^ things, like die Beatles, of course.
who are the grandfathers of that whole style." says
Sweet. "In a way (the pop style) has a bad name . .

.

but I think Uiere are people who've been changing
that and proving that it's not true. If it's not my
record, it's (groups) like Teenage Fanclub and even
Nirvana. Or R£.M. for that matter. All those people
are really doing the same kind of thing in a way— an
organk:, guitar-oriented kind of thing that has a
melody."

•Xjirlfriend'' may be Sweet's strongest and most
successful effort to date, but he's no stranger to the
down-to-earth mix of honesty and cynicism which
threads its way through its songs. BoUi of his

previous records. 1986's "Inside" and 1989's
••Earth," received cntk:al praise for tiieir deeply
personal lyrics, recorded against a backdrop of
syntiiesized drum tracks and deceptively simple
mdodicJinM.

Bravo!
Arts school Dean Blocker

takes piano to a new level

Sweet has a special gift for the powerful, guitar-

driven hooks which resonate throughout the album's
15 tracks, giving ••Girlfriend" a distinctively poppy
sound whkh is augmented by the record's backing
musk:ians. The brazen lead guitar attacks by Richard
Lloyd and Robert Qainc, as well as Lloyd Cole's
rumbling rhythm guitar, all add a counterpunch to
Sweet's vocals. If the album sounds remarkably live

Matthew Sweet's latest album "Girlfriend" is a
throwback to the classic pop sound.

for a studio recording. Sweet says it's because of the
way in which he chose to record his songs this time
around— withouta drum machine, and with as many
first takes as possible.

-With •Giiifiriend,* I felt like I had finally found
the best way forme to (make an album)." says Sweet
•T mean, I've alway^ written,the same kind of tongs,
but this time we just recorded it really fast and
qxmtaneously with very litde technology or time
spent on (it), so it yielded more exciting resules.

To record (ita alMm) 'with ll^e drums just

qihances ihe Jnsman fcetisg of any son^** he
continues. •*! think a lot of people who use live drums
on their records these days still want the drummers to

sound like a drum machine, with click tmcks and all

of tiiat It changes the feel of the music . . . There's
nothing as good as the human element Otherwise, it

won't be fiicked up enough to be cool."

See SWEET, page 31

By Maijory Weese

With his solo piano concert
on Sunday. School of the Arts

Dean Robert Blocker assured

the faculty and patrons in

attendance that he is an extre-

mely talented and sensitive

musician.

Blocker's technical agility

was so reliable that he cpuld
take the music one step beyond
and give it life. The •*Chac6nne
in D minor." arranged by
Busoni. breathed, sighed,
paused and climaxed all in

appropriate gestures. The sen-

sitivity in his musical phrasing

showed how connected he was
with his feelings for the music.

He mastered the piece's most
difficult aspect by bringing out
the nnelodic line that often gets

lost amongst the rolling chords.

Blocker's sensitive style was
highly suitable to the works by
Chopin. The 'Two Nocturnes
op.27" are naturally very sensu-
al but his relaxed tempo and

• CCW^gii pianissinfK) gave the

piece a magical, dreamlike
quality. The colorful disso-

nances and slow hypnotic
phrasing clung in the air like

French perfume. The only flaw
was one man's early applause,

which snapped the spell of the

last note before it could appro-

priately die away.

Ravel's •*Valses nobles et

sentimentales" provided
another opportunity for Blocker
to display his ability to hold a

controlled pianissimo.

Blocker finished the concert

with Ginastera's "Sonata Panr
Piano." This piece required

virtuosK skill because of its fast

jazzy rhythms and complex
melodic line. He had the

advantage of l)eing coached by
faculty meml)er Johana Harris,

who originally premiered the

work. Ginastera implanted a
motif based on the open strings

of the guitar, and Blocker
seemed to smi|e more brighUy
as he brought it out
He displayed incredible

agility in the last movement; the

rhythmically complex theme
covers the piano's entire range
and is played with parallel

octaves in botii hands.

The concert served as an
important opportunity to leam
more atx)ut Dean Blocker,

whose playing proved that he is

sensitive, intelligent and very

organized, having kept up liis

pisnstic sidlte whSe t)etog~r
fiill-time administrator. Most of
all, Uiough, he showed the

audience how important music
really is to him. ^^^'/4

CONCERT: Robert Blocker. Sun-
day. Feb. 23 at Royce HaU.

MEXICANAND DELI FOOD WITH BiC PORTIONSANDA LOW PRICE...

jjjj
"••::*5iai

2 soft tacos

(beef or chicken)

Rice

Beans
Chips

AU-You Can Drink!

only $2.99 + tax

m>iv.

ALL SPCCIALS:
NOCOUPON,
ALLTHE TIME,
ANYTIME!

Any Deli Sandwich
Potato Salad, Fries or

Coleslaw
Pickle

All-You-Can-Drink

only $4.59 + tax

Beefor Chicken,
Beans and Rice

Beans
Rice ,

Chips

All-You Can Drink

CMily $3.69 + tax

S:OME VISITTHE
2-HEADED
MIKE&ltOB
MONSTER!

935 BROXTON AVENUE, WESTWOOD VILLAGE (Atross Irom Diddy Riese) (310) 208-4992

I .^—L.".*"! ' til aS~ MTiaWtllH "••••
<"%'

mmm
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tf^ffriie "Oidv one' in WMtwood!

dlMffariiBiHjB^
IA.i.

Why give
itaU
to Uncle ^
Sam?
Dont use an ordinary Incxxne

tax sen^ice when you can use a

Tax Attorney who is an exper-

ienced CPA
JONN R. ROINIH

AHORNEY AI LAW
lOeee WlUhlre BL. IStli Floor
Comer of WUshire aad Qleadoa

•RMSonobi* RQtw
•Ftm YouMfofbocktawt
•Audi BtpfwntoWon
•Voldotad fNvHnQ

•IM^oMjiIVmIi

•LagolAaK oaWono* to

kKMductiand bmlnMMt
•Lat tm rawloir your SiV-^^apoMd

Rstunotalowcotf

(100)273-3791

K • 1$6,00 tntoimumJ ^>-^M^/t^"^
I

^ ^^^ • at ^. ^. • ;-:^:-.-._^-:m>-''<i^'^ ^;-;- ^^^'

BUFFALO STYLe (SUCKen WHIGS
1 dozen % 4.22 25 $7.95
50 $1 5.49 1 00...S28.63

Sauces: Mild, HoU*Suicide\ Barbeque, Hot Barbeque

• Hifflburtv • Oridin SaodMidi • PMato SMds • MozareSi Sticta •Br^^
aod Zucclwii • Stctk Fries • OMdMi SaM • Potato Sabd • Cok Sbw

UTTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
An yoQ can Eat* $7.95 *

«»« .....^^ Each Saturday 1 1 am - 9 pm
47t-WING6 Sunday 11 amSPm 47t-9464

0»6ftlIMI-IMI * Ask for Details. Ttbllfm-Ztm

1 1923 Santa Monica Blvd.

coMAamm
Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood \^ll^e
208-3011

Monday SpedaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15 th Annual Career Fair

for Minority Students & Alumni
• Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom*

•2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

TIP # THREE: KEEP AN
OKN MIND
Explore all options! You1l miss

out on many opportunities if you

pass up employers just because

you "think" you know what jobs

they have, or what majors they

are looking for. —

(VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Gleiidon

Westwood Village

208-3011
Monday SpedlaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

The Transformers, an improv comedy group, are now appearing
Saturdays at the Upfront Comedy Showcase on the 3rd Street-

Promenade.

Comics in disguise:
Improv troupe Transformers

are more than meets the eye
By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

Opposite one of the movie
theater on the 3rd St Promenade is

a theater of a different sort— The
Upfront Comedy Showcase. Here,

comedians and improvisational

actors display their talents seven

nights a week.

One of these groups is The
Transformers, a manic entourage

wnosc ^j-nunuxc jaiuroay zx^nt

scenes going at full speed while

coming up with new ideas in the

middle of an existing scene.

For the most part, the actors are

skillful at completing this task,

with very few lags in the action.

Occasionally, the skits run out of

steam before the actors have come
up with a replacement, but they

handle these situations well. With
comments like. "Uh oh, I can feel

us transforming," they keep the

audience tttaed m ta thfraction.

Introductory Offer

"NEWLY REMODELED^
Brentwood Only

Large Cheese Pizza

& Two Salads

$^95

Dine in and delivery

50«;
Draft Beers & Sodas

Dine in only

Toppings available at regular

phce.This ofifer is available at

Brentwood location only.Not valid

with any other coupon or discount.

Expires 3^15-92

#;.
Limited

delivery

area.

478-1650
1 1819 WUthifc Blvd.

(Wilshire and Granville)

BRENTWOOD
FREE UNDERGROUND PARKING

antics provide the audience with

nonstop entenainment and laught-

er.

The four-member troupe takes

the audience on an improvisation

marathon with energy and wit that

don*t fail. The Transformers rely

on physical comedy, parody and
sharp-tongued, off-the-wall humor
to produce a show that is well

worth attending.

Unlike other improv groups,

who elicit suggestions from the

audience to fuel their skits. The
Transformers start with an audi-

ence suggestion and then, as their

name suggests, transform from
scene to scene, dq)ending on the

action at hand. A skit about a man
in a window leads into two dogs
fighting, which leads into a com-
petition between drive-thru chiro-

practors.

One of the most impressive

aspects of The Transformers is the

adeptness of its actors. Last week's
show featured Rob Campisi, Mike
Castagnola, John Frink and Stan

Wells. These talented thespians

have many things to think about

and perform at once; they must
keep the pace and energy of the

The transitions themselves are

done smoothly and seamlessly.

Only one actor starts a new scene

at a time and the others immedi-
ately become part of this new
scene. These potentially awkward
moments are done with finesse and
suavity.

The actors themselves arc all

enjoyable to watch. Their offbeat

remarks and slapstick humor keeps
the audience, mainly a young
crowd, chuckling in their seats.

The Transformers is one of
many acts that take place on
Saturday nights. Last week, the

other improv groups and come-
dians included The Postmoder-
naires. Bill Bixby (the grotip— not

the Elvis guy), and a "Show-Act-
ing-Guy." While most of the other

acts are funny. The Transformers
is reason enough to attend.

STAGE: "The Transformers." Improvi-
sational comedy with Rob Camoisi.
Mike Castagnola. John Frink and Stan
Wells. Playing at the Upfront Comedy
Showcase, k>cated on the 3rd St.

Promenade in Santa Monica. Satur-
days at 10:30 p.m. TIX: $10. For more
info, call (310) 319-3477.

STAGE
From page 25

tor^ with Kay Gile and Aaron
Mendelsohn, agrees with this

assessment. **I hope to get

attention, but also to learn how
to perform in front of a large

audience,** he says. The 25-

year-old theater major adds that

performing for the showcase is

a way of making contacts

without having to go out of his

way to find them. To Salper,

Showcase *92 nicely compli-

ments Spring Sing— UCLA's
other talent show.

For some of the participants,

like Mendelsohn, 25, who gra-

duated from UCLA in 1988, the

experience of performing in a

showcase is reason enough for

participating. '*! already have an
agent, but (Showcase *92) is a

way for me to make more
(contacts),- he says.

All the performers in Show-

case *92 are experienced in

their trade, the organizers say.

Auditions weie held in the

beginning of winter quarter for

both the comedy and theatrical

fields. In the case of the one-act,

15 to 25 people auditioned for

three roles, say Salper and
Mendlesohn.

Rehearsals, which have been
running for about a month, have
been coordinated to fit the

actors* schedules, as they are all

involved in other campus pro-

ductions. Salper says.

Like McKillop, Medrano
held tryouts for stand-ups,

whose routine will encompass a

seven to 10-minute time limit,

but can follow any format Of
those who auditioned, she cast

Allen, who has performed

See 8TAQE, page 29
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By Greg Srisavasdl

Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA Film and Television

Archive is presenting *The Films
of Alain Tanner** through March 8

at Melnitz Theater. The series

contains films by Tannef that daifir

from 1969 to 1989. Tanner is

Switzerland's most famous direc-

tor, known for his cinematic

accessibility and originality.

The films which are showcased
in this retrospective explore Tan-
ner*s concerns with the clash

between city and country life, and
illustrate the interconnected rela-

tionship between the individual

and society. The series includes

performances by Eurq)e*s more
distinguished actors such as Bruno
Ganz, Juliet Berto, and Jean-Luc

Bideau.

On Saturday, Feb. 29. the

Archive will screen "Jonah Who
Will Be 25 In The Year 2000**

(1976). The movie, a collaboration

between Tanner and British author

John Berger, delves into the hves

of eight radicals as they realize the

"death of the *60s.*'

Los Angeles Times movie critic

Michael Wilmington believes that

"Jonah** may have been a major

influence in John Sayles* "Return

of the Secaucus Seven,'* which

later influenced Lawrence Kas-

dan's *The Big Chill.** Wilming-

ton later says that "Jonah** gives us

"an infinitely knowing, inside look

at styles of radical will and

-aillfullnes s: it's hip , funny,

sophisticated and coolly affection-

ate.

Also screening that night is

"Light Years Away** (1981),
which tells the story of a 17-year-

old boy named Jonas, who lives

alone in a city in the year 2000.

One day he meets an old man in a

graveyard, who promises to teach

him the secret of life if Jonas

passes a series of tests.

On Sunday, March 1. the Arc-
hive will screen "In the White
City" (1983) and "Messidor**

(1978). Commenting on "White
City." critic Leonard Maltin says it

is "the work of a filmmaker in

complete command of his art."

FILM: "The Films of Alain Tanner."
Presented by the UCLA Film and
Television Archive. Showina through
March 8 at Melnitz Theater, fix: $5, $3
(students). Tickets are available one
hour before showtime at the Melnitz
Box Office. Screenings begin at 7:30
p.m. For more info, call (310) 206-FILM.

STAGE
From page 28

throughout the Los Angeles
area at The Laugh Factory, The
Comedy Store and The Improv
and founded the troupe Take 4.

Tatasciore, a first-year gra-

duate student in Theater focus-

ing on acting, did not audition

for Medrano; however she was
familiar with his work through

her own experiences as a comic
and as UCLA (Cultural Affairs

comedy director.

Medrano describes Tatas-

ciore, who majored in Theater

Arts at UCLA and has studied

improvisation with such noted

groups as the Groundlings and
Second City, as avant-garde

and off-the-wall. According to

Showcase '92 performance
information, Tatasciore's act

incorporates experimental film

with voice-overs and visual art

Using her connections
through Cultural Affairs, Med-
rano has invited agents to the

showcase whom she thinks

would be interested in what the

comk:s have to offer. Medrano
notes that she has a responsibil-

ity to present the agents with

David AndTGw Salper

only the best performers.

Mainuining her credibility

with these professionals insures

that "the talent I represent is

worthy of representation,"

Medrano says.

McKillop's goal for the

showcase is sli^tly different.

"I hope next year there will be

more one-acts. Theatricals

hasn't been picked up on much
(in the three yean that the

showcase has been around),"

she says. **We're just shooting

for bigger and better!"

"A Flame In My Heart" is part of the UCLA Film and Television

series ''The Films of Alain Tanner."

Archive action:
Screening will spotlight

renowned Swiss director

W^W^ww
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^ADVERTISE!
825-2^1^1

EYEGUSSESI
Get the look
you want

quickly and
courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

20a-3011
Monday SpedaL 20% off

All products and services

since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Carl Zeiss,lnc.

Research Microscope and
Instrument Show

«• CARL ZEISS MICROSCOPES

';^W SfEREO MICROSCOPES,' 1:11 ZOOM RATIO

» CAMERA SYSTEMS

«• CCTVA/IDEO IMAGING SYSTEMS

«• MICROINJECTION SYSTEMS

«• LSM Confocal/Laser Scanning System

» attdFluor Calcium ratioing system

CENTER FOR THE HEALTH SCIENCES
ROOM 73-240 .

MARCH 2, 1 992
QUESTIONS: 1.800.832.3800

Randy Ito
Carl Zeiss. Inc. Technical Sales Representative

Refreshments

flBRUAKY Zl, 1^91 ^-H
Kercichoff
Coffee House

a/UTOHAl AFFMRS. (S fi^NpfP dY USAC
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Prep
L S A T
G R E
G M A T

The fasicst firoirifiii course ni I CLA

Call todayand we'll tutoryou beforeourcoursebeginsand
help you with the application process at no extra chai*ge.

t h;iti

31()«652»(>6()2 818»71)(M()()()

IVe HKiuvrOur T^ETN Straight/

Dr. Natfar Diijraiil

^iDVBU4-Sl&

Smalk'i- class >izt> aiul inoj'c nuliNulual allfiil

anv Mth( 1 (.HUM Call STAMFOKI) IM^KP:

m^m
aAii¥

luiLm

-ms^'Ui

PARI HAIR SALON
Hairstyllng by a

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Perm Special $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
HairCobring $15
Manicure & Pedicure $15
Full Legs Waxing $20

OPEN SUNDAY 479-9325
1435 Wastwood Bl. 473-0066

GIVE YOUR TEETH
I

A REAL TREAT
SEE DR. FRIEDMAN
GENERAL AND

COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478 O'ifi'5

• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones (bnng your own tape)
• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larn' Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between WTilshire & Santa Monica)

f^

§'.a

"Hixedo Rentals fron. $45.00
Includes: Coat. pant, shirt, tie

cummerbund, studs and
cufflinks

—— fwitb school to.. Omited to tfarments In stodO -
Please contact for more ioformatioa oo wroup dscouots

r3I0J5594889
_ 10546 W.Pico Blvd. _-
Los Anseies. CA 90064

nviA - 2 Blocks East of Westaide ParikoJ

- OPEN 7 DAVS -

FIRSri.^-'-\

SZKHV/AN
fii WOK

CH1A)ese KBSTAWRA/^T
LUNCH SPECIAL

Entree of your choice Served

w/ Rice, Egg RoU, Plain Salad,

& Soup, (soup only for dlne-ln)

$4.75 and up

DINNER COMBO
Entree of your choice

Served w/ Rice, Fried

Shrimp, 8c Egg Roll

$6.95

Est 1970

GIANT SUBMARINES
1 0968 Le Conte Ave.

(Across New Medical Building) 208-71 71

10855 LindbrooU Avenue Westwood Village

208-7785 208-7786

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY

FRe^
IPoHtoM of fHmtl Hem or cKoM

mmim vmHK 4m pi«i«Kaa« of Nmo -
•nam ehu^u I

Ml p. 6/30/99. {ma* Mjid w/ •pmckal^*)

10%C^FF
For uci^ •«ua..a«

MiniMKMM ordar SiO.OO
•Mp. 6/30/99. (no* voiki «!«/ .pMciols)

1

50 cents ^

OFF '

Any Small '

Sepi's I

w/cpn I

$1.00

OFF
Any Large

Sepi s

w cpn

BUY
ANY
SEPIS
GET

ONE FREE
w cpn

i/vr.-:i

a
HAPPY HOUR PITCHERS

.<i. -J^48 oz. Pitchers $1 .95 (4-8 P.M.)

NUTS! free nuts during Happy Hour

SHOWCASE
From page 25

members must be Bruins.

Tax could well be the best

known act on the program.
Having gigged around West
L.A. for the last five years, they

may be familiar to many UCLA
students. Simply a cool band.

Tax is a group you will want to

see before they get big so you
can brag to your friends on the

East Coast
The recent switch of lead

singo* David Baker from drums
to guitar and the addition of
drummer Rob Saslow has only
made this locking outfit more
versatile. With Robert Shaw
and Keith Ash on lead and bass
guitars respectively, Tax drives

straight ahead with frequent

creative detours. They will be
closing the show tonight so do
not miss them if you have never
seen tiiem, and catch them
again if you have.

Anybody who has never seen
all of Royce Hall dancing at

once had better not miss Meal-
ticket's set The horn section of
Derrick Conyers, Alphie Lar-
rieu and Richard Ferreria
throws in the liink. The guitar/

basVdrunMkeys combo of Bill

Meadows, David Ferreria,
Chris Taylor, and Pat Phelan
lays down the punk. And along
with vocalist Winnie Lee tiiey

all rub-dub the ska.

lassf H*s rfiymmg time wiffi^

Knowledge Is Power. The
four-man rap crew consists of
Braniac and Intrigue on the

mikes with DJ Voodoo and DJ
Mikey handling tiie cuts. Com-
bining a love of the fimky with a
desire to educate, KIP rq)ie-

sents Uie hip-hop contingent of
Showcase •92.

Tomorrow is Friday, which
means that you and your friends

will be trying to decide what die

hell to do. First you'll be
complaining about not having
transpoftation and then you'll

start whining about having no
money. Instead of sounding like

a Sizzler commercial, get on
over to Royce and pay nothing
to see your classmates perform.

VOCAUSTS
From page 25

and Hanson are indicative of
talent in (die) choir."

Soloist and pianist Jon W.
Augustine is also in die

punuit of musical excel-

lence. A junior majoring in

voice, Augustine brings an
impressive musical back-
ground to his jjerformances.

Augustine, a Star Search
semifmalist and winner of
the solo category and the

Sweepstakes Award for best

Overall Performance in the

1991 UCLA Spring Sing
Competition, as well as a
member of Uie UCLA Mad-
rigal Singers, says he can't

wait to perform in Royce
Hall. "I have wanted to

perform in Royce since I've

been here," he says.

Currently a company
member of the Santa Monica
Civic Light Opera, Augus-
tine looks forward to per-

forming in front of peers and
figures in the entertainment

industry. "It's going to be a

light-hearted performance. I

think it's a good thing for the

students to know about die

talent on campus."

American Heart
Association

itet
r

^f^
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SWEET
From page 27

Sweet agrees tiiat die instru-

mental richness of "Girlfriend"

seems to compliment die lyrical

content of the album well. And
although he's quick to dismiss the

songs on the album as purely

autobiographical. Sweet admits
that the honest quality of die music
encouraged him to find the right

words to describe die confusion
Uiat he was feeling at the time die

album was being recorded — a
period when he was struggling to

deal with the end of one relation-

ship and the beginning of another.

"I wrote (die material) at a time
when I was really unhappy, but I

didn't feel unloved," explains

Sweet "It wasn't diat simple of a
tiling. It wasn't like anodier person
didn't love me anymore. It was
almost like I was projecting the

way I felt into anodier situation.

**People think this is my great

breakup record, like a heartbreak

thing where there's only sad songs,

songs about deadi," he adds. "But
die thing is I've always had really

personal songs — it's just diat

when you have no reverb on the

voice and it's just sitting right

there, really k>ud, you can't help

but notice how lyrical the song is."

After reading a recent Rolling

Stone interview with Nirvana
frontman Kurt Cobain— in which
die guitarist revealed that Abba
was one of the tapes the band
=^5teiied tomost fireqaemty on thefr

tour bus—one gets the feeling that

the pop sound of decades past

really is coming back in style.

•That's fiinny," replies Sweet,

"because I got asked just a couple

of days ago to do an Abba song for

a Relativity (Records) compila-

tion. After seeing that interview in

RollingStone, I thought to myself,

'Well, Nirvana think Abba's cool,

so . . . why not?'"

MUSIC: Matthew Sweet wtN perform
wHh Robyn Hitchcock on Friday. Feb.
28 at the Palace in Hollywood. Show
begins at 8 p.m. TicketB are available

through aM Ticketmaster outtets.

'Star Trek'

exhibit opei

In Washfilgton

By Mike Chrlstensen

Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — "Please

don't go away thinking that this

event was the enshrinement of

*Star Trek' at die Smidisonian."

said Walter Koenig, late of the

starship Enterprise. 'The hopes,

die aspirations, the philosq)hy,

diat's the important thing." ,

Aye, aye, Mr. Chekov.

The moral messages, social

allegories and optimism of the

1960s "Star Trek" television series

went on display in its own gallery

at the Smithsonian's National Air

and Space Museum on Wednes-
day, along with enough nifty

photographs, props, costumes and

scripts to warm any trekkie's heart

They even have the original

furry Tribbles from *The Trouble

widi Tribbles," glass cases of

phasers, tricorders, communica-

tors and die navigation console of

the Enterprise.

The Smithsonian takes itself

quite seriously, of course, and

considers "Star Trek" an "impor-

tant cultural artifact." William

Shamer, a.k.a. Capt James T.

Kirk, squirmed a little at that,

sitting with his other six original

crew members beneath the shim-

mering bulk of a lunar lander in the

museum's main hall.

"I expect a statue in die park

next" Shatner said widi a wry grin.

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED OR DAILY $40 PR

DISPOSABLES (6 mo. supply) $79 SET

CHANGE LIGHT EYES (ext) JGO PR
CHANGE BKm EYEi.. i1S5m
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENOGD J$\» PR

rnrnm^

ThinkingAbout
MBAor

Gmd School?
FREE 40-page

Graduate School Application
Primer. Call:

800-777-EXAM

Paris

London
Rome

C n PITER
Slim

II 1 1\ I \ w i: \ T A I s

campus computer services

(510) 477-2898 1539 westwood ri

AlW ANS

DESIGN HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS '208 4447 *NO GIMMICKS

HAIR COLOR $15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE $45
HIGHLITFS $25 EYE LASH TINT $10
FRENCH PERM $15-25 COLOR CORRECTION $35
ZOTOSPERM $35-45 SHAMPOO SET $10
SUPER PERM $66 MANICURE $8

SPECIAL FREE- haircut s^y^f w $3 5p»'fm $ 1 2 value fiep'

SPECIAL FREE- haircut moussp w $45 D«>r'n $ 1 7 value free,

•'FIJI. -.
1

f' ill ^I'.'.E '' ..^.rjTEL.

1078 GAVlEV •WESIWOOD VILLAGE 'NEX^ TO PtNNV |_anE

IIAMAN

Aws
RhSTAL'RAM

Antiy & Tony
invite you

to join them in

Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

(213) 474-0102

SPECIAL DINNERS MON. THRU THURS.

LUNCH • DINNER • CCXiaAJLS • FREE PARKING

10929 W. PICO BLVD., WEST LOS ANGELES

CRUNCH IHE
The Frinceton Review
• Claee e\ze ie a maximum of 12 etudente

etratlfied by ability to insure level

epeclfic lectures and maximum ecore

increaeee.

• 4 proctored tests and computer anahjele

which dleeects performance in c^er 50
categories.

• Instruction with highly (Qualified

Instructors ( all have scored in the top

957o on the GMAT) who have also been

trained with Frinceton Review's nationally

renowned testing strategies.

• Independent documentation reports

Increases of over 110 points.

• Over 1 million dollars a year on test-

breaking R&D.

Other Coureee
• Class size of 15 to AG
students with no

stratification.

• 1 to 3 tests with only 1 analysis,

if any!

-*.»-

• Teachers may be (Qualified but lacic

specific instruction crucial to excel on

the GMAT. They ane not trained in

effective test strategies.

• No documentation, no verification, no

guarantees. As for average score

improvements, your answers may vary

depending on what day you call.

• Over 1 million dollars year on glitzy ad

campaigns.

Conclusion

Obviously, my time and career are too Important

to truet to anyone but The Frinceton Review.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

Call us at 310/474-0900.
Spring torm starts Fsb. 1.

'1

.

»

. I
'

'ii Jifnr
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INFO: (310) 825-2221 FAX: (310) ^06-0528
Thrnnnogernertrnen^ntheay^riaingrl^toctiange/TClasstry/^
rejectarYClassinedaa^^mism«ntnotrne«lngtnest*iJanfcofmrt)a«^&^

CLASSinSP RATES
Daily. 1 5 words or lass $ 5.05

Daily, each additional \word $ .35

WMkly . 1 5 words or less $1 7.60

Weakly. Mch additiortal word $1.20
Display ads - student raiwcoi. inch $ 8.96

Display ads - local rata/ool ir>ch $10.70

Clasalflad LIna Ada:
1 working day In advanca by noon

Claaalflad DIaplay Ada:
2 working days in advanca by noon
Ma(vcri«a(««yoi«tov«ua>«iiV»\jin

I pi«Mnl fNTMRs tt any «(pn. tmm, laffian. mb •

trmHmMm§

ANNOUNCEMEIITS
Campus Happenings 1

Carnpus Services 2
Campus Recruitment 3
Study Corner 4
Sports Tickets 5
CoTKert Tickets 6
Good Deals 7
fre9 6
Miscellaneous 9
Personal 10
Research Subjects 1

2

Rides Offered 13
Rkies Wanted 14
Wanted 15
Lost & Found 16

HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVIpES
Sperm Dorx>rs 19

PregnarKy
Salons
Health Services

20
21

22

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
C)pportur>ities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted 30
Temporary Agencies 3

1

Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted 33
Internships 34
Child care wanted 35

MOUSING
Apartments for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50

Apartments Unfurnished 5

1

Apartments to Share 52
Roommates 53
Room for Rent 54
Sublet 55
House for Rent 56
House to Share 57
House for Sale 58
House Exchange 59
Housir>g Needed 60
Real Estate 61
Room A Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Housing Service 64
Townhouse for, Sale 65
Townhouse f6r Help 66
Cor>dos for Sale 67
Condos for Share 68
Condos to Rent 69
Guesthouse for Rent 70

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITES
Health Clubs 75
Dar>ce / Physical Fitness 76
Sporting Events 77
Miscellaneous Activities 78

RENTALS
Sporting Equipment 85
Electronk: Equipment 86
Furniture 87
Misc. Rentals 88

SERVICES
Video Eating 89
CNIdCare 90
lnsurarx;e 91
Legal Advice 92
Loans 93
Movers / Storage 94

Personal Servk:e 95
Services Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutorir)g Offered 98
Tutoring Needed 99
Typing 100
For Rent 101

Music Lessons 102
Graduate Exam Prep 103
Resumes 104

TRAVEL
Travel 105
Travel Tickets for Sale 106
Resorts / Hotels 107

TRANSPORTATION
Aulos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 1 10

Bk:ycles for Sale 113
Motorcycles for Sale 1 1

4

Scooters for Sale 1 1

5

Scooter / Cycle Repair 1 16

PARKING
Off-Campus ParKir>g 1 20

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 125
Furniture 126
Garage Sales 127
Miscellar>eous 128
Musical Instruments 1 29
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 1 3

1

Sports Equipment 1 32
OfficeEquipment 133
Typewriters / Computers 1 34
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Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

Foundcii
1891

US'n'ERSITY OF

"You Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile"

COLLEGE OFLAW
APPLY NOW

Dental Exam & Cleaning
(up to 4 x-rays)

475-5598

Ask us about the

latest technique to

whiten your teetR

easily & affordably

at home

AccredUed-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

Accredited by the Califofnia

' Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Association of

Schools and GjUeges.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevard

CaU:(818)98M529

La Veme Campus
1950 Hiiid Street

CalL(714J596-1848

tmti paiany %v«h M» ooupon an¥f
yim »\m •c cK iwmuiila paiaim w«h
danui oowarafla*

13^2

2 4-Hour Emrri^cncy
Service

Sid Soleimaniaa D.D.S.

1 620 Westwood Blvd., WM Los Angeles

Open Evenings & Saturdays

Free Rvfcing In Rear

Miscellaneous 9 PersoTKri 10 Personal 10

Alcoholice Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. dwcuMbn. Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. Stap
Study. AU 3525 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12«)-1 «)
TuM. DwouMion. WkI. Oiacuasion NPI

C8538 12:15-1300

For alcoholics or individuata who
hay drinkif>g problama

Sports Tickets

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. $1(Vhr.

Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

DRUMMER SOUGHT BY GUITARIST/
VOCALIST and bassist for blueValternative/

rock trio. Tony 010)836-2281.

Problems with food?
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS

12 step program for

Anorexics, Bulimics A Overeaiers.
OiKUMion Maalinot:

Mon., Wad it noon - AU 3520
Thurs. noon - NPI C 8544

Step Study: Fri noon - AU 3520

NEED 1-a UCLA-DUKE
BASKETBALL TIX

Either Student or

Student/Guest OK WILL PAY SSSS
Please call Ron 271-6724

(or leave message)

Personal 10

$100 CHALLENGE. UCLA-0, Plan 15. Prove
my pollution solution unworkable and get

$100. Support this sound ecological policy or
take the $100 challenge. 1-800-488-2489.

pm KM>Ph imnkA
PREfENTI

Jeilo

'I
Bibles - Books

GWs.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Fr-Sdt 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pr,»

10684 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
206-6432

$30 CASH, for your DUKE-UCLA STUDENT
TICKET. Tom 206-8116.

4 LX:LA-DUKE TKIKETS. 4-rows from floor.

Best seats In house. CALL for Info
(818)772-6606.

DUKE STUDENT TKTKET FOR SALE. Serious
offers only. 206-2639. Leave message fof losh.

DUKE STUDENT TKTKET available. Leave
name, number & best offer on machine. Will
call highest bidder and deliver ticket on
2/26/92. Katie 206-5723.

DUKE STUDENT TICKET FOR SALE
Call 206-8226.

BRAD- ZETA BETA TAU. Mirage was a blast.

Champagne ^nd strawberries soon? Toni. ZTA
University of Utah.

STUDS. SEE THE HOTTEST T.V. SHOW. Free
tickets! Groups welcome. (310)414-0557. Be-
tween 10 and 8.

TONKiHT!
AT 9:IO B^B

x>.„

II PlIllPII llllil nil • MltllllsT MlHIE
WESTWOOD PSYCHK:, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,
specializes in love, marriagp, financial, and
any other problems. 55. 801 Levering, Apt.1,
no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.

1(800)559.NINA.

ASTRONOMY 4 will not be offered this Spring.

Astronomy 6 will be offered: ID 18612 Tu-

Thurs 2-3:15. Prof. Warrwr. For more info.

conUct Astro, dc^t. 825-4435.

Campus Recruitment 3

KIIS 102.7 IS

LCX)KING FOR INTERNS
Stan your career in broadcastirg at

LA't«1 Hit Music Station.

Contact Brad al (213)486-6381

to at! up an imerview

I CAN'T GO TO THE CAME! DUKE STUDENT
AND GUEST TIX AVAILABLE. CALL PAUL
794-4282.

NEED STUDENT OR GUEST TICKET for Duke
game. Top dollar paid. Call (213) 559-5433.

Student ticket for DUKE GAME available at

best offer. Call ASAP (310)208-7422.

UCLA V. DUKE. 8 floor tickets, $450 each.

(714)960-6073, after 8 P.M., before 11 P.M.

Sports Tickets

2 FINAL FOUR TKDCETS. Upper deck Metro-

dome. $20(yea. Kirt. (51 2) 595-2769 or (51 2)

595-7630.

2 STUDENT DUKE TKIKETS FOR SALE AT
BEST OFFER. Call either 208-5460 of

653-7824, ASAP.

WANTED 4 tickets UCLA v. DUKE Basketball.
Will pay $$'$. Call 441-0471.

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

fllfffffimmif!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
TVA^CR Repair (Phor^e, VCR, etc... Installed) in

your home by a UCLA student (Bret).

(310)394-4399.

Qjonqraiaiaiions
Stephianie
Hammond
(AXQ)
&

Gregg
Knutson

onyour Onyayemeni

We Love You!
^ Alpha Chi

kappI^
DELTA'S

CASINO
NIGHT

SHAMROCK PROJECT 1991

COME ROLL THE DICE AND SUPPORT
THE PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE!

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
THE FRONT DOOR AND

FROM MEMBERS
ATKASORORITTO J^RPH^^I^M
?'S 208-9141 ^ ' - MARCH 4. 7-1 PM,

mmm »-#

f

S^GiMhA PI
PRESENTS . . .

M NS H N ' 9
OUR 14TH ANI^JUAL CELEBRATIOI^

THIS FRIDAY. TNVTTF. ONLY
BYOB, TOO! 612 LANDFAIR.

9:00 P.M. TO SUNRISE.
?'s CALL JIM 824-3902

M^»i
. fOn ALL OCCASIONS
C213) 47S-7667

Kappa masKarade Gala
v\/as an incredible PA!

Thanks for all of your hard
work and creativity— you

couldn't have done
a better job I

The Actives

Pre-Rush BBQ
5:30 pm

All Prospective Rushees \\ elconie
Dry Event

pi

3
2]

51

51

3
3
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

AINI6^yAI!.

IPfijARAOiHI

No shirts arid
Dancing on Tables permitted

BYOB invite Only

Alpha Delta Pi

in honor of our Seniors!
Seniors & Dates: The ^enwt CraauX

wTXi htfsin at 7pm at AAU

ADPi's & Dates: Busses

leave Qayley at 8:30pm

!!SJ'-'«P . 11 mi l l I Mjj^nm^^f^r'fvtm^tm "^^ ^^w wtmrnn^mmi^ ^m^mm

ma* JZZ^
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ALPHA PHI
coHanaiuiaie4'

Kelly Studer

and

Tracy Gibbs

Most Inspirational

Pledge

and

Active

r<i>Br4)Br<i>Br<i>BroBr<tBr«i>B

^ To My Uttle Sister |
% Joanne 5

I
and My Redge "

^3 Daughter Myla §

g ^You're The Best g" Love, 3
Lorl F. ?

a*ja*jaoja4>ja4»ja*ja*j

4z^^angersr-N€Qfi=Tomatoes^
Blitzkrieg

Come
See thucircua

WH^--<::•:;,. :::-:-;-X-:-;x-; :;;•:»:

mon
Buse^teave
This is piur brpn o

erp

centrifii|e

t 9:

animation

Any Questions?

Buses shuttle to and fro every 10 minutes

invite only Call Matt 208-2461 ID Required

^ZfeSi of^tfit ta dlii 'fraurnitff

coniiaQy invite thtjotiouuing Codies to tfie

24th annuaCfDirty (Dozen party tonight at

O^es in ^Brentwood:

Megan D
Nanc

ember
Ann Barilich

InviuOniy

^Limos vHdteavt tfie fumse at 7pmfar ajourney into tfie

netfunooHd

"ipiiiiiiiiiit'iiiiYiiii
' ''

itv

A destiny which

^facedbyan

onslaughtof

emotJonaJabsurdity

hasnowhere to turn

e unknownmJnd

PartyStartsat loioOp.

miiM^iiiiiiJijjijjjlji

Reality XXX
Rendezvous

SmashAlley

InyiteO
MiMMMiiiMiiMiiMW

Q's Jason: 205

Be dressed in black

Cause we'll be in white

To meet you at the altar

At 9:30 tonight!

Can't wait for our exchange

^ KAe
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presents

"I'm too sexy for my. p."

PARTY YOU'VE lEEN PMGTICING FOR!

eaturing Live Music by HAD TEA PARTY!

(Former members of Tom Foolery)

649 Gayley

UCLA ID Required 9:30pm INVITE ONLY

InhijCappa Sterna J^roudfu (Announces Our 1992 !Sfac£anJSoMGouH

Zfop Oiom (fh rj: ^iffO\rry^ SXaraa S^ratman, ^ma Scn^km^ Smy 7{Mr£ar

OSothmtXomfflor): 'Diana ^lo6mH»on^ SauraUiaa^ *Darrtn !JKoJfm/, tXo£m Sou, C9n^ica OSrkfyms, ^uuty^uJdns

00t/9io/ur^: Baa T^ts atHfJQm9iadai0

ANNULMENTS, DIVORCES, AND MARRIAGES ALLOWED

PLEASE REFRAIN FROM POLYGOMY

•yrMiciUf^ to ^fy/« ut 9-26:04 '"'
c.xff SCic^ux at 20fi 0S03

II ) I\C^|U1IV( (
)
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'

HAPPY, HAPPY HAPPY JOY JOY JOY ! ! !

\W ( )ll \

N .^»(,r .J

COME WATCH BRUIN HOOPS

ON THAT BIG SCREEN UPSTAIRS AT SHAKEVS
Thursday, 7-1 0pm

1114 Gayley

AU. PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS WELCOME

JOHNDOWO

DRYEVEfir
rs

824-5052 LANCE RAU5

ZBT
PRESENTS

THE AFFAIR
TO BENEFIT CHILDRiEN OF THE NIGHT

BROUGHT TO YOU BY
RONKIN EDUCATIONAL GROUP

SUNDAY MARCH 8
AT

FREE TRANSPORTATION PROVIDED
FROM 8:30-2:30

INVITE ONLY
SPONSORS: STRATTON'S

O'DOUL'S

ZBT
LriTLE SISTER

PARTY
TONIGHT AT.

9:30
Little Sisters Come By

Early For "Refreshments*'
At 8:30

Tom Rector Will Be Giving
Pljring Lessons

At 10:30

Invite Only

Make
SALES
Grow!

ADVERTISE
825-2161

Ladies of

AAA
would like to

welcome our
professors to dinner

March 2 at

AAA at 5:15pm

IONIC. II I !

IXnur*U4>4/,

rm^mm^' ^rvm •••*•*^i» ••^l*.'* -

.-MiH«i«^MM«^^«^^ mm
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 PersoTKri 10 Research Subjects 12

4w
Tonight 9:30 PM at ATQ Invite Only

ADULTS OVER 35 WITH tartar deposits on
teeth are needed for clinical study. Eligility

determined at screening examination. Free

tooth cleaning given at conclusion of study.

Contact Lynne, Clinical Research Center
(310)825-9792.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years receded for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free dievelof>-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

DERMATOLOGY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
with a red bumpy rash or acne around the

mouth needed for placebo controlled study

using an approved topical gel.Participants will

be seen at the UCLA Dermatology cenler.The

study will last for 1 2 weeks.Participants will be
paid $1 00 upon completion of the study. Must
be over 1 8 years of age.For further information

call 206-1074.

FEMALES NEEDED: Paid participation for

20-35 year olds for Sex Difference and Brain

Organization study. Reqires right-handed,

native English speakers with regMlar menstrual

cycles af>d no oral contraceptive use for at

least six months. Call Nicole at 206-8280.

HEALTHY MALES, ages 21-40, earns $30 in

research study at VA Hospital (SF Valley). 2
sessions includes blood withdrawal.
(818)891-7711 ext7665, leave message.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for LX:LA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD It-

search study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)2779422 or

(310)471-3672.

MOTHER'S OF BOYS, between the ages of 6
and 1 1 years of age, without behavioral or
learning problenm. Miothers must be fluent in

English. Research conducted by Fred Frankel,

Ph.D., UCLA Department of Pychiatry, to

devetop-a vi(^ tape design to assist parenting

practices. Study consists of filling out form
to access if you qualify, watching a video tape
fef ib mwtjies^ betftg video taped writh foar-
child for 30 minutes and being interviewed on
the telephone in five 5-mtnute interviews over
a 5 day period. Earn $5 or $20 (plus travel

expense) for participation. (310)825-0776.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for LXILA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Caucasian and Ja-

panese male arvJ female ages 25-35 to study
the effects of UV on human skin, 6 month
study. Volunteers will be paid $1200. For

more infomnation call (310) 828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages
1 2-30, needed to participate in research study.

Urvier Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For more info, call
"

(310)828-8887. -

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, Needed for LXILA
Psychosocial Study. Subjects must have NO
History of Anorexia, Bulimia, Obesity, or

Chronic Dieting. $30 Compensation. If Inter-

ested, please contact ELIZABETH At
206-5081.

To th« flw«som« Chi
Omega New Initiates-
Thanks for a terrific

Piedge Active. We
had a great timel
^ The Chi Omega Actives

Wanted 16

SELL YOUR WRECKED, not running, or well

used scooter. Repairs also available. Eric

D 10)397-5858.

Sperm Donors 19

EGG DONOR WANTED. All info is confiden-

tial. (310)285-0333.

Scdons 21

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

* y.

?moccmmwith kecurrent or

ACnVIIIgS THAT INTERFEREWITH DAILY

FlMTilQ?^?rERSONS 18+ NEEDED fOR
tmmJsL RESEARCH STUDY. (^AUFIED
MAYmwm |5REE>HVSICAL EXAM, lAB
TESTS AND MAY EARN UP TO $480. CALL

310-854-4951
miiiiiHi IMMMMAMMMWl

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Clilamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antilDodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to $1 00/wk or more.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

Facid,

Complele European fxlol cleantng,

blemishes^ acne, lash tinting, and

woxina $25, body mossoQe, $40,
located opposite Id Century Qty Mall

785-0205

Health Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars arxi sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Croup. (213)786-0636.

LOSE 10 TO 20LBS. before spring break. For a
physician developed weight loss plan, featured

at United Weight Medical Clinic and a free

thirty day supply of our own non-caffeine

appetite suppressant. Call 1-900-407-2004.
$19.95 per call. Delivery in seven days.

LOSE WEIGHT AND KEEP IT OFF! Call

(310)393-4273.

PAUL DREW, Athletic Masseur. IXTLA dis-

count. (310)839-8544.

PSYCHOTHERAPY—Individuals/couples/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-
lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.-

Opportunities 26

GET RICH SLOWLY! Take time to make
$250,000! Experience capitalism at its best.

Wrrte American Secrets, 2222 Sycamore Lane
#33, Davis, CA 95616.

T""^ •^^
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Research Subjects 12 Research Suk^ects 12 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the 9ges of 18 and

65 experiencing ti-^ese symptoms for at least 1

month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

EOO/Sperm Donor 19 Egg/Sperm Donor 19

One of the nation's most respected sperm donor

program is now selecting

QUALIHED SPERM DONORS
Help Infertile Couples Monetary Compensation

Free extensive health testing,

including chromosomal analysis

THE U.S.C. SPERM BANK
Call (213)343-9967

Opportunities 26 Help Wanted 30

MODELS WANTED MALE/FEMALE all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-
over...Absolutely free. Color and/or cut by top

professionals. You could qualify. (IF INTER-
ESTED PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) tf:

Sheraton LAX airport hotel. 61 01 West Century
Blvd. LA 90045. Date: Sunday March 1 , 1 992.

Time: 3pm-7pm. Questions addressed at this

time. No hair done at model call. Bobby Kraus
(213)542-4974.

Help Wanted 30

S20D-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easyl No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

JBOI -379-2900 Copyright tfCAIIKDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major

corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB MarkeUng, Dept. 5117-B, P.O. Box
4203, Bryary Tex« 77805.

25HRS^WK SECY. AOMIN. ASST. for Exec, in

home office. High energy, fast paced, good
communication skills. Honesty •¥ discretion a

must. Experienced, Busirwss oriented perMn
only. Joseph (213)205-0247.

$40,00G/yr. READ BOOKS and TV ScripU. Fill

out simple 'like/don't like' form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at honw, beach vacatiorw. Guaran-

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright »CA11KEB.

$6.63/HR. WORK ON CAMPUS. Schedule

around your classes. Up«vard mobility, meal at

nominal cost. UCLA students only. Apply

Sproul Hall Cafe, 350 De Neve Dr. 825-2074.

6 men, 3 women, athletic/photogenic, to

model jackets and tees for sports catalog,

experience helpful but nai necessary. Call

(310)416-1142, ask for Mytdy.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T for Beveriy

Hills store. Prefer Macintosh literate. Must
have car. Contact Cina. (213) 272-8000.

LAW FIRM
ncecds motivatocd person to

cio challenging legal and
clerical tasks

Great Experience to tield

Please send resume
w GPA. available times

tor interviews and other

pertinent intormation to

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20lh floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

ALASKA FISHERIES' EMPLOYERS HIRING
NOWl R/T air, roomAx>ard providedl To
$5,00O+/mo. Extensive fisheries report gets job

or call refunded. 1 -900-226-ALASKA ($3/m\n,

complete program four min.).

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT —
fisheries. Earn 5,000Wmo. Free trar^sportationi

Room -t- Board! o>/er 8,000 openings. No
experier>ce r>ecessary. Male or Female. For

employment program call 1-206-545-4155

ext. 1483.

ASSISTANT FOR MARKETING RESEARCH
FIRM. FTAT. Excellent organizational, phone

& people skills required. IrHeresting >moH(.

Flexible hours. Growth potential. Rost

(310)391-7232.

Assemble Products at Home. EASY WORKI
TOP PAY! GUAR! 1-800-881-6000, ex 4150.

Open 7 days.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs

help. WoHc from your horrw, doing various

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

ATTRACTIVE SPANISH VOICES wanted to

record short stories. Call 392-C277 for re-

corded Info.

AUTHOR SEEKS INTEL. PERSON (w/coed) for

help with documentation, typing and/or light

household work. Offers in return German,

French, or Math and Scier>ce coaching. Corv

tact Herbert at (310)476-2011.

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY needs full-time

bilingual (Spanish) legal assistant. Ask for

Vivian (310)855-1861.

¥!•!• M«iiel * TmUmt

Modak Beaded, no •zperianea umtmmry
for wdoHof eoaaiaretel St muaic video.

Call today for appokntoMiit
(X13)S47-M01

Bavarly HUk 90110

CAfVlPUS AND AREA
DISTRIBUTORS

WANTED
for "DEAN'S LIST" brain function
•nhancer and other products for
maximum haalth and parformanca.

1(800)876-4MED

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE. COMPETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions

available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(310)5360496 (818)3660760

BIG SISTER/PEER COUNSELOR about ByrVold

for a 6yr/old girl. Play games, read,

wrtte, etc. Few hours per week.
(310)837-9764, leave message.

CAMP COUNSELOR: Roughing K Day Camp
in SF & East Bay is hiring for Summer 1992!

(510)283-3878. Send resume to P.O. BOX
1266 ORINDA, CA 94563. __
CAMPUS DEPARTMENT seel<s senior clerk.

1 5-20 hoursAvk. $9.08/hr. Interpersonal, orga-

nizational, arxi computer skills required. (310)

206-8552.

CASHIER/CLERK. PT/FT, days/evenings,

7am-3pm/3pm-1 1pm. Westside Market,

11031 Santa Monica Blvd. Karen
(310)477-3216.

_^

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR Full time-

Must be energetic and love kids. Experience

teaching infants/young children required. Ter-

rific opportunity. (310)288-0256

CREATIVE IN THE KITCHEN? The Venice

Beach House, Bed & Breakfast, is looking. Call

Betty Lou (213)823-1966.

Do you Like to Talk?

This is the perfect job for

you.Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. Evening + weekend

hours available.

Training provided.
Sharpen your

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050=

8 de needed nowpemie n

Houseclceaners

CaU (213) 453-1817

MAKE MONEY EASY! Just advertise 24hr
roadside assistance club memberships $39.95
annually. Much cheaper than comparable
services. Good anywhere any road US and
Canada. Membership covers member and
spouse. Includes all cars up to 1 ton truck an
RVs. First year membership includes FREE 6
night, seven day 4 star hotel stay in Hawaii or

Mexico. Dealerships arc available by calling

310-512-6021.

MALE MODELS EARN $150/HR. OR MORE,
SAME DAY PAY. BOYISH AND/OR ATHLETIC
(SURFER/STUDENT/CYMNAST TYPES)
1 8-24. CLEAN SHAVEN FACE, LITTLE OR NO
CHEST HAIR. PLAYCIRL STYLE MAGAZINES/
NUDITY. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
BRAD (310)392-4248.

MALES AND FEMALES, Ages 18-24 for nude
modeling for French and American Maga-
zines. Same day pay. Call Paul 310-278-91 62.

MARKETING INTERN-Domino's Pizza Inc. in

El Segundo. 10-20 hrs/wk. CALL Michelle
Clark 640-3100.

Male Models urKJer 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

ORDER TAKERS, FT/PT, for busy attorney

service. Energetic, well-spoken, positive per-

sonalities needed for this well-paying
position. Century City location. Please call

Fred (310)556-7777.

PART.TIME ReUii Sales, *$8.20 Starting Pay*,

Schedule around classes. Eve^vknds avail-

able. Scholarships awarded quarterly. (310)

a96 1 4.T9

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large

family day care. Pacific Palisades, ECE units

and experience necessary. Call Leslie at

(310)573-1811.

PART-TIME POSITION to start up entrepre-

neurial business ventures working with merx-

tally ill adults. Marlene 395-8886.

PART-TIME WRITING POSITION available at

a non-profit agency. JlO^r. Contact Marlene

395-8886.

PHYSICAL THERAPY assistant/aide, part-lime,

Westwood. Excellent salary. Experience a

must. (310)208-3316.

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
Sophmore w/ strong academics: Clinical Re-

search Assistant-UCLA Medical Center. TueV
Thurs for 2 years. 12-1 Shrs/week. 825-4749.

PT, ACCOUNTING EXPERIENCE w/corHputer

knowledge, must be accurate, 3-7pm, M-F,

$7^r (310)965-1320.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—

Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/T RECEPTIONIST. Answer phones, light

typing, Sat.A Sun 9-5 PM. $5.50/hr.

(213)851-8070 ext.204.

EARN up to $150 p»r month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFELY

For infortnation
Call Anna

(10)086-3883

Cancor patianta throughout LA
banafH from your parUclpatton

HEMAWyrA~RT

4854 Van Nuya BNd. Shanmn Oaks

MODELS

Call (818)508-8680

RECEPTIONISTyPRODUCT SALES P/T. Up-
scale, Brentwood skin care salon. Flexible

hours. Wa^et negotiable. Meredith. (310)

207-2443.

RETAft. SALES. FuU-time, children's book
shop. Must have knowledge of children's

books and be available Saturdays. $7/hr. WLA.
(310)559-2665.

SANTA MONICA GUEST QUARTERS SUITE

HOia PRIVILEGE CLUB has several PT
opef>ingi, $8.50^, -fboruA and IrKentives.

Enthusiastic personality and neat, professional

appearance a plus. Training provided/

nMnaKcment potential. To schedule appoint-

ment, call 917-9179.

*SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with hig^ SAT scores to tutor, espe-

cially in San Femarxio Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $1 S^. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)621-4343.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school. W.L.A.

Elem. gr. 8AM-1 2:1 5PM. M-F. (31 0)476-2868.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing conv
pany in Culver Qty is looking for some
energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, $M^rycommission. Great hours

7XtO AM'1:30. No experierKe necessary.

SSOtVwk. is very real. (310)837-0902.

FULL TIME PAY
For Part Time Work

Avg. Wage $20^r. Flexible Hours

If you are SPORTS ORIENTED,
CALL (310) 823-^524
VISIONS OF CA.

American Heart
Association

FINANCIAL HELP
AVAILABLE

Last year over $100 million in
acholarahipa and financial aid

went UNCLAIMED. We can help
3rou find the money you

need for achooL..

NO GPA REQUIREMENT
Excel College Pinancing

CALL24HRS.
1-800-944-0066 z6500

KARI MICHAELSEN
•Katie" from the NBC series

*GIMME A BREAK""
(and former Bruin)

seeidr^: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(310)536^496 (818)3600760

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboanVlaf¥kide

available. Year-round & summer portions.

(612)643-4333.

DISTRIBUTOR: Student security products, part

time, cm big $$$ (310)574-1365

DRIVER, SKVhr to take child home from

school, 2-3 dayiA(vl( at 2:45pm. Brentwood

—

BH commute. Need good refererKes and

driver record, vehicle in excellent corKlition.

Call (310)278-4220.

FRONTRUNNERS LCK>KINC FOR SELF-

MOTIVATED, energetic, goal oriented, men
and women for sales positiorw. Apply in

person. FRONTRUNNERS Brentwood, 11640
San Vicente Blvd.

_^

INSURANCE OFFICE needs PT secretary.

MWF, 1 0-5. Salary according to experience.

(213)937-1770.

INTERN-ASSISTANT. Sports and Entertain-

ment events marketing-public relations.

$5Air. (310)829.1111.

LIGHT OFFICE WORK, PT, hours flexible,

must know WordPerfect and typing. In Beverly

Hills. (310)271-4836.

LOOKING FOR PT, Morning or after, 4
hours/day. Light computer work and phor>e

skills. Must be a self-starter. (310)628-4757.

MAKE A DIFFERENCEI Support AIDS research

and make $$ PfT. Sell condoms. Perfect

Health. (805) 655-5624.

-fbm. ip" "ii"

nail
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Help Wanted

TYPING, OFFICE ARRANGEMENT, LIGHT
CLEANING, 10-15 hn/wk, pay negotiable,

hours to be arranged. (312)473-9352.

UCLA FOOTBALL NEEDS STUDENT VOL-
UNTEERS. CALL 206-6115, ask for |on or

Kelly.

WLA HI-TECH, MULTIMEDIA COMPANY
looking for temporary full and part tinr>c

Product Testers to view our titles arxi write up
bug reports. Person(s) should be very visual,

detail oriented and have good analytical,

,
written communication skills. Minimum

/ 24hrVweek including evenings, Sat.A Sun.

Call Andrea for orientation date(s) at

(310)444-6543.

Job Opportunities 32

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a

job or summer internship? Receive an invalu-

able list of contact names, addresses and

phor>e fs at over 100 of Hollywood's top

production companies, talent agencies', and

studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-

SEARCH; 861 4 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

FASHIONABLE BEAUTY INDUSTRY COM-
PANY in Agoura Hills seeking PT person Friday

with marketing Strom G computer skills.

Public relations & some sales ability.

(818)707-2243.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing all aspects of a

successful busirwss. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call

Triple 'A" Student painters for information

now, 1(800)394-6000.

SUMMER TEACHING POSITION, California's

most respected reading school is hiring reading

enrichnnent teachers. F/T summer work,

$400-S50(Vwk. -t- milage allotment, health

benefits, paid training, flexible hours, under-

grad degree required, need car, hone teaching

skills while helping kids learn to love books!

(310)428-5037.

WORD PROCESSOR NEEDED. Busy workers

comp ^ffiee. FtiU-t «me. Expefiewce

Call Caria MWF ONLY (213)387-3737.

Intemstilps 34

CABLE SOCCER SHOW seeks field reporter

with soccer knowledge. Hours Flexible. Great

opportunity. Call (310)392-0640

Child Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER/HOUSEKEEPER: WLA -

2afternoonVweek. Salary negotiable. Refer-

ence required. English speaking
(310)391-1722

BUSY PROFESSIONAL COUPLE seeks person

for daily house cleanings & child care for 2

school aged children. Car a must. Can be

live-in or out. Flexible hours. VAL
(818)707-3016.

PA. CHILDCARE FOR 2-YEAR-OLD. My
home 6-10 hour^*vk. Experierxx w/ young

children, refererH:es required. (310)450-4582.

RESPONSIBLE, RELIABLE PERSON wanted to

drive kids to after school activities. M-TH
approximately 3-6pm. Mornings are optional.

Excellent pay. Must have car. (310)390-1 761

.

WESTWOOD. Female roommates r>eeded.

2bed/2bath, own room/bath. Fireplace, pool,

Jacuzzi, security, parking, AK, Cable T.V.,

microwave, dishwasher. Walk to UCLA, 51

6

Glenrock Ave. S49S/mo. Move in now. (31 0)

208-5782. Ask for Avi.

Apartments for Rent 49

$1150. Modem 2-bdr., 2-bath on Gayley.

Furniture optional. Start April 1st. Call

(310)824-0788.

1 548 VETERAN AVE. 2BED/1 BATH, fireplace,

washer/dryer. S\275/mo. (310)392-3301 or

(310)824-6707.

l-BEf^OOM AND DEN, close to free%vays.

North of Sherman Way. Fireplace, D/W, stove.

Roomy & comfortable upstairs. Security park-

ing. Child and 1 pet okay. (818)997-6766.

2-BED/1-BATH, 1 -BED/1 -BATH luxury apart-

ments in renovated landmark building avail-

able. Great views. All appliarxxs. Parking. 1

min to WestwDod, Beverly Hills, Downtown,
Valley. Info (213)936-5154.

3657 DUNN DR. #4. 3-BED APT. $1 100/mo.

1 -month free. Refrigerator, stove, 2-car park-

ing. (310)826-3721. ,__

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed/1bath, large apartment

with hardwood floors, large balcony, swim-

ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.

$535-$1 200 BRENTWOOD & WLA. Close to

UCLA, singles, 1 & 2 bedroonw nicely kept

buildings call (310)476-1205 1Q-6pm.

$915, 2-BEDROOM, upper, built-ins, bal-

cof^y, pool, garden-like, quiet, r>ear UCLA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

BACHELOR $450/MO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms

(310)839-7227.

30 Apartments

Palms $925 2-bed/2-batti,

^K, 4-years new, 9
minutes to UCLA l>y bus.

10737 Palms
(213)838-5039

652 Veteran Ave

1 BDRM
Starting at $700

movo-!n allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

$200 OFF 1ST
MONTH RENT

WLA
•2Bdrm—$985

—

1709Westgate

•IBdrm—$750—
1709 Westgate

(310)479-1581

WALKTOUOA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS

2 master suites • 2 bath

Students/Roommates Welcome

$950 thru Aug 1

$1100 thruJune 50

^controlled entty*
•parking^elevator•

519 Glenrock 215-208-4835

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOD. Prime loca-

tion. 10-minule walk to UCLA. Unfurni$he<V

furnished. Modern 2-bedroorTV 2-bath. Air,

2-parking, balconies, fireplaces.
$1075-$13S(ynr>o. 208-2655.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
SI 275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471-1340.

MAR VISTA. From $950. 1 month free.

2bed/2bath, 2 story custom townhome. Bal-

cony, central air, gated garage, fireplace.

12741 Mitchell (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 newer buildings.

2bed/2bath townhomes. Fireplace, balconies,

gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA $950. 2bed/2bath newer custom

townhome, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

security alarm. 1 mo. free with lease. 12736
Caswell (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $1 ,650. 3bed/3bath -f loft. 3 story

custom townhome. Fireplace, sundeck, gated

garage. 3954 Beethoven. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA from $925. 1 month free.

2bed/2bath, 2 story custom townhome. Gated

garage, fireplace, balcony, central air. 11913
Abon Way. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, from $895, 1 -month free, 2-bed/

2-bath custom 2-story townhon>e. Central air,

balcony, gated garage, fireplace. 1 1931 Avon
Way. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Qui^et bu tding.

3748 Inglewood Blvd , Just north of Venice

Blvd. (310)398-8579.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, •2-bedroom unit avail-

able now. 'Roommate situations available

now. 'Waiting list for Summer and Fall.

Heated pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, fitness center.

Please call 206-4868.

NICE, QUIET: CC $830. 2 BD/IVi BATH.
WLA $750 1 bd. (310)826-6907.

PACIFIC PALISADES, near beach. Charming,

sunny 2 bdrm. apt., unfurnished, $1250.

PACIFIC PALISADES, beach apt. near beach

and bus, util. included, $595. Call 454-341 5.

PALMS $1695 4.bed * loft/3-bath. Newer
3-story custom townhome. Fireplace, gated

garage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale

Ave. (310)391-1076.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $59(ynr>o. New paint,

upper, patio, 2 parking spaces. Convenient

bus. After 6 P.M. (310)838-8723.

PALMS, $800, 2-bed/1Vi bath, large upper,

pool, new carpet, parking, laundry, no pets,

454-4754.

PALMS $675 1-be(Vl-bath upper. Built-irH,

A/C, security system, fireplace.
(213)9370589.

PALMS, $99S/nf>o. beautiful 3-be(i/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve 839-1026, Antoine 829-6727.

PALMS $850 1-bed + derVl-bath upper.

Buiit-ins, ^C, fireplace, security system, gar-

age parking (213)937-0589.

49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments 49

Tnr !"^«!-

2Bedroom

$1450

52IMt(lvate

* French Doors *Sauna
*Jacuzzi * Fireplace

*6ym * Heated Pool

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868

Large Newlv
Remodeled

1 &2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 $825
Call 657-8756

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,

stove, balcony, fireplace, air corviitioning,

pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100-1300.

(310)824-0833

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

$550 (utilites included), large unfurnished 1

bedroom $850, unfurnished 2 bedrooms
$1095 (310)395-2903.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Ger>erous

move-in bonus. FurntshecVunfurnished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

WILSHIRE+WESTWOOD: two, three, and

three plus loft. New building, view, alarm, w/d

(310)470-1048/ (310)768-6056.

WLA - 3516 Jasmine. 2-bed/2-bath. $975/mo.

AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security building,

patio.(3 10)83^-5311. (310)837-0761.

WLA-3516 Jasmine. 1 -bedroom with loft.

$975/mo. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security

building, sundeck, patio. (310)836-5311.

(310)837-0761.

NortlNldge $275 up. 500 lumtshei] unR Student

housing txiiity. Stared or prtvalB units, wllti or

without Hfchens. Prtvaie baths. Pool. Jacuzzi.

recreation room. 1^ hour drive to UCLA. Open year

round. Free brochure. Noithridoe Campus

Residence. 9500 Zeizah. Noithridoe. CA. 91325

(t1t)liH717

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.

#36. 2-be(^2-bath newer custom townhome.
Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. alarm.

3614 Paris Dr. (310)391-1076.

PALMS. Single, redecorated, sunny side yard.

Pet? Quiet. Bus, off street parking. $529 -f

utilities. (310)474-3111.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2.BED with fIRE PLACE,

$1 250; LARGE UPPER FRONT 1 -BEDROOM,
$750. ACROSS FROM LXTLA. DISHWASHER,
REfRlCERATOR- f^W CAREEI/BUNDS.
EXTRA LARGE aOSETS. TNTtRCOM ENTRY.

UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING.
LAUNDRY FACILITIES. PRICED TO RENT
QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SANTA MONICA $550 1-bed. apartment,

extra large. Pool, laurviry, quiet, safe area.

Students welcon>e. (21 3)502-8990

VENICE $895. Spacious 3-bdrm. Refrigerator,

stove, carpet, parking. Pets OK. 'id

(310)476-0503.

WESTCHESTER, new luxury 2-bed/ 2-balh,

fireplace, garage, dishwasher, laurxiry, inter-

com, track lighting. (310)215-9310,
546-3187.

WEST LA. 1 -bedroom, $637, gated, quiet, free

utilities. $700 moves-u-in. 361 1 Motor Av-

enue, near Venice Blvd. (310)828-2448,

X.344.

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd., 1 single. 3 paH(ing

spaces, hardwood floor. (213)444-1478,

858-6650.

WEStWOOD, $1 1 75/rTK)., 2-bed/2-bath, new
carpets, floors, tiles, ar>d fixtures, large unit,

r\o pets, ^C, 2 parkir^ spaces, 1601 Veteran.

Matt (310)284-9044.

WESIWOODFIAZA
APARTMENTS

MrecOy acmss from

mtd-<ampus UCLA

Finished SwUnflimishecl

Bachekxs fiom $550

ar>^ fiom $600 to $750

fiom $7501d $900

2Bclims/2B(h6om $1200

VariableLengtii Leases

SOl-SOSGiQleyAi^
(310)208-8505

Westwood Village

"re It

Short term available

Scp.iiMli 1 )lv, I ).il( oi iirs

I. n ( u >.

1^
. W . 1/

SHORT-TERM
Very large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
Super closets

All utilities/parl^ing included

Pool & sundeck

$825/month (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

208-4394
^

n<EE REINTI

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP^

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD,

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOI I SSIONAI 1^ MAN A(,l I) 1^ MOSS cK ( ().

WLA. $625 and up. Bachelors ar>d singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi

with ocean view. (310)826-5528.
^

WLA. $670-680. 1-bedroonn. Pool, laundry,

BBQ, appliances. 1621 Westgate Ave. No
pets. (310)820-1121.

WLA, $795. Quiet triplex. Attractive l-bed-

room. Refrid, stove, garage. Pets O.K. Private

yard. Greta location. Apply to Flo or Nk>re at

John Douglas (310)837-5111.

WLA AREA. $58S/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 1525 Sawtelle Blvd. (310)477-4832.

WLA AREA $585/hfH>. Beat the tuition hikes!

Live outside the hish rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, furnished singles. Two can
live as cheaply as one! 1525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)477-4832.

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,
saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow

4 students per
apartment.

From $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

Special Stwdent
Discounts!

From $695*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios. Is and 2s

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center. Sauna

•Tennis Courts & BaslcetbaJI Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Oolf^
r-oarwnerB

1

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open DaNy 9-6. No Pets.

'On Selected Unlis

J
WLA, giant (bargain at $800), 2-bedroom
w/patio or balcor>y, mini-blinds, eel ing fans,

appliarK:es, walk-in closet, move-in $1,450,

1 1 519 Venice Blvd Apt 2 A Apt 4, 390-5065.

WLA, SPACIOUS (bargain at $675), l-bed-

room, mini-blirKis, ceiling fans, appliarKXS,

quiet building, move-in $1 225, 1 1 527 Venice

Blvd »7. (310)390-5065.

WLA, SUPER (bargain at $635), 1 -bedroom,

minl-blirwis, ceiling fans, appliances, parking,

utilities included, move-in $1210. 3637Se-

ptilveda Blvd. Apt. 6 (310)390-5065.

WLA, spacious (bargain at $605), 1 -bedroom,

mini-btinds, celing fans, appllarKes, parking,

HfKyve-in $1180, 3637 Sepulvada Blvd «5,

390-5065.

WLA, unfurnished 1-bedroonV 1-bath. Quiet,

newly decorated, well-managed, convenient

location. $675/mo. (213)445-0644 or

(213)660-5588.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed/r/i bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

MAR VISTA 1 bed-upper $585. 2bed-iower

$750. Excellent condition. Open house
Saturday-Sunday 10-6pm. 11728 Avon Way,
Apts. 3 & 4. (310)391-1513.

OHIO-SAWTELLE. $650. Month to month.

1-Bedrm, stove & fridge, carpets, IVa miles

from UCLA. Call (310)477-5758.

PAC PAL, $850-875, 2 Sharp, 1 Brs, Choose
upper or lower. Gated, cat O.K.
(310)315-9412.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quiet. Bundy N. of

Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049.

WLA 1 BEDROOM $720; upstairs, bright,

walk to marke(A>us. Close to UCLA. 1242
Barry. (310)395-2903.

WLA. $950. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large

rrKxiem 2-becUl Va bath, stove, refrid, dw, A^.
(310)837-0761.

Apartments to Stiore 52

1-MILE FROM UCLA. Private roorrVbalh in a

2-be<V2-bath apt. Partially furnished, security

building, parking. $600-$640/mo.
(310)575-3747.

•I

f'
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Apartments to Share 52 Roommates

$425, NEAR UCLA. Large 1 -bedroom, share

utilities, parking. Liz (310)473-7639.

BEL AIR — Female for huge own bedroom
fantastic apt. Pool, storage, S/C- $575/mo.

Judy (310)471-3560.

BEST DEAL IN WESTWOODI Large bedroom,

bath, phone, garage in modern, luxurious

2-bed apartment. Jacuzzi, Nautilus, & sauna.

Move in now! $60C/mo. (310)575-4501.

BRENTWOOD. Share Spacious 2-bed/2-balh.

Deck, pool, parking. Convenient area.

$500/mo. (310)820-8765, evening.

BRENTWOOD, $400, available March 1.

Near UCLA on Sunset. Must see to appreciate.

Appointment:(31 0)454-2628, (310)471-4732.

CHARMING, NEWLY PAINTED, 3-bedroom,

Spanish duplex, one bedroonV own bath,

laurviry, fireplace, garage parking, $60(Vmo.

Daytime messages (213)936-4091, evenings

(213)852-2481.

FEMALE have own room, bath and security

parking in 2bed/2bath Westwood condo. 1

1/2 miles to UCLA. $550/mo. Joyce

(310)446-1808.

FRIENDLY FEMALE needed to share room.

2-be<V2-bath. Close to campus. Parking.

$375Ano. (310)824-5722.

MARINA DEL REY: ParxKamic Ocean View,

all amenities. Luxury 2-*-2 plus your derVoffice,

r^, professional M/^, available 3-1, $762-t- 'A

utilities. 822-0274.

MDR. $575/mo. UTILITIES INCLUDED. Non-

smoking female. 2be(V2bath. Furnished, pool,

Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)827-9596.

SANTA MONICA, 2BED/2BATH. 2 blocks to

beach. Non-smoker. Security building, park-

ing. $612/mo. (310)451-4834.

SEX: FEMALE, 5-min walk to UCLA, spring qtr.,

furnished, ^C, pool, elevator, security, park-

ing, $375. (310)208-7303, Valerie.

SPRING QUARTER: Female roommate to

share 2-I-2 apt w/3 others. Near Sepulveda and

Santa Monica. #1 Bluebus to UCLA. $348.75.

Call Claudia (310)575-3390.

WEST LA. Beautiful, sunny 2bdmV2*A bath

townhouse share with professiorvii 36yr.old

gay man. $75Q^mo. 4- 'A utilities, including

.

maid. (310)207-8087.

WESTWOOD. Own bedroomA>ath. Security

building, parking. 2-mi from UCLA. Quiet

building. Available NOW. $637.50/mo.

(310)470-8501, leave message.

WESTWOOD, female preferred to share

bright, spacious, 2-bedroom with fireplace and
chami, $650/mo. (310)473-3489.

WESTWOOD. $425/mo. Huge l-bedroorrV

1-bath. Close to campus. Living room, formal

dining room, parking, laundry. (310)

208-6149. Leave message for Jason/)ohn.

WESTCHESTER, own room in 2-betVl-bath

duplex. Washer/dryer and storage. $45Q^mo.

CallMaigaretJJI^Jia^l^^^^^^^

Roommates 53

1 -BLOCK FROM UCLA. 1 male & 1 female

needed to share 2-be(V2-bath University apart-

mevK. Quiet xnA clean Post-Doc or Grad

Student preferred. $30(VrTK>. including utilities

(310)208-8479.

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 1 BR
with 2 others, furnished, large apt., 10 min.

walk to campus, only $317/mo., availabk

3/21, (310)824-3645.

2-BEO/2-BATH duplex. Huge rooms, fire-

place, yard, central to bus rte. and UCLA. $650
>• Vi utilities. Lisa (310)785-9543.

BEVERLY HILLS, private room, bath, kitchen,

furnish for female, non-snwker only. $375.

(310)552-1004.

BUSINESS GRAD looking for clean, responsi-

ble male to share 2 bdrm/2 bath. Nice area.

$300-400. (818)373-5770; 7:30-1 1 :30pm,

M-Th.

CENTURY CITY, $31(ymo.. Female to share

room in spacious 2 bedroom apt., parking,

laundry. Roselie (310)475-7031.

FEMALE NEEDED to share bedroom in 2-bed/

2-bath furnished apartment. 1 0-mlnute walk to

UCLA. $35G/mo. Available 3/23 to end of

Spring quarter. (310)208-5460.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share

2-bed/1 -bath, UCLA, w/ recent college grads,

$325At>o (310)826-3248.

FEMALE, Spring quarter or longer, furnished

University Apartment. 2-be(V 2-bath. Pool.

Jennifer, Tracy, Melanie. (310)624-1528.

FEMALE share furnished 1 -bedroom in West-

wood, $365/mo., includes utilities, short-term

welcome. (310)824-0842.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, female roommate
wanted. Heated pool, sauna, fitness room,

$375/mo., Julie, 208-4216.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE, share nice

2-bedroom. 1 Vi -miles to campus. ASAP. Only

$27(ymo. Yvonne (310)479-1051.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large 2-bed-

room with 3 girls. 'A -block from campus.

Available 3/20. $403.75/mo. 824-1774.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large single

with female English major, $362.50/mo. I have

a rabbit arvl a cat. I'm not overly neat and I'm

easy to get along with. (310)208-4717.

ROOMMATE NEEDED: VENICE, A BLOCK
FROM BEACHI OWN ROOM. PARKING,
WASHER/DRYER, PATIO. UPPER 2bed/1ba.

Responsible, non-smoker. $475 -f *A utilities ¥

deposit. Call Andrew (310)305-7856, work

(310)552-0057.

SANTA MONICA ROMMATE needed March 1

to share furnished 3>bed with pool. Great

neighborhood. $565/mo Near beach.

(310)399-5502.

wummmimim

SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH. Beautiful, brand new
apartment on Gayley. 1 -block from campus.
'Available mid-March. Lisa (310)206-5138.

SHARE ROOM, SPACIOUS WLA DUPLEX,
$223.75. 3-MILES CAMPUS. B.BUS #1 , PARK-
ING. RESPONSIBLE PERSON WANTED.
(310)207-8454.

TERRIFIC FULLY FURNISHED APARTMENT
TO SHARE FOR FEMALE ROOMATE for spring

quarter. Quick walk to UCLA. $380/mo. o.b.o.

For more info call Elisa (310)208-7303.

WALK TO UCLA-enormous 2-bdrrTV2-bath. 2

females to share beautiful condo with 2 others.

$375 each. (310)961-6695.

WESTWOOD, MALE ROOMMATE, $350,
Share bedroom, furnished. Spring quarter

sublet. Cable, spacious, bright, quiet bidg.

Dan (310)208-8255.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath, female pre-

ferred. 3-blocks to UCLA. Nice, r>ew, luxurious

apt. Parking. $650/mo. (310)824-2576.

WESTWOOD. Own room, phone, parking.

WF in 2-bedroom spacious safe. $63(Vmo.
March 1. Diane, 824-2785.

Room for Rent 54

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes to

UCLA fully furnished. Quiet, luxury, kitchen,

private entrance. Male. (310)473-5769.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath. Separate

wing & entrance. Kitchen & laurxiry privileges

negotiable. $550. (310)274-7122.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house

with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.

Leave nr>essage, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD, SPACIOUS ROOM, HOME,
NEAR UCLA- North Sunset Private entrance.

Pool garden. Ideal study environment.

Heavenly parking, share bath, 3-way micro-

wave $425.00. Available March 1st.

(310)476-1786.

Large peaceful room in prh^ate home; fiinv

ished, private bath, cooking area, washei/

dryer. Norvsmoking, no pets, deposit and

cleaning fee required. Westchester. Five mi-

nute walk to bus, maHcet. $500 monthly.

:;art 3-31 23 .

LOVELY REDECORATED UPSTAIRS ROOM
WITH PRIVATE BATH. Shared kitchen and

large living room. Includes cable TV, utilities,

free parking. Near UCLA. Good security.

With/without nr>eals. $82O-$1000. 470-7122

evenings or 882-5807 (pager) anytinr>e.

PACIFK: PALISADES. Private room and bath.

Quiet. Ideal for faculty. $375/mo.
(310)454-6757. —
SHARE NKIE 2-BDRM. FURNISHED APT.

Close to campus. 6-unit building. Hardwood
floors. Share facilities, furniture can be pro-

vided. Parking space. Utilities paid. $550. Call

(310)824-7043.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World

charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.

and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WLA SCIENCE ORIENTED INDIVIDUAL seek-

ing quiet, advanced male student for furnished

bedroom. Lease $325. (310)270-4387.

WOMEN'S ROOM AND BOARD
Alpha Chi Housing, 824 Hilgard, $38S/mo.,

double, including 3 meals 5 days. Apply in

person. T.V., VCR, phones available in every

room. Quiet, beautiful home. Dinner meal

plan for $1 70/qtr. available for rwn-residents.

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA

720 Hilgard Ave

2 person rooin $525/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

Sublet 55

GOING OUT OFTOWN
TmS SUMMER?

WANTEDI
SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS
WEST L.A. LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (6-10 WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE HOUSING FOR
SUMMER LAW CLERKS FROM
MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact Recruiting

(310)312-4187

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD HILLS, $2,500 + Security.

Spacious, 4+2 house with view. Excellent

area. Newly decorated. Flexible move-in

terrm. 1 year lease. (818) 789-3076.

VAN NUYS 2-bed/1-bath + ^jest unit and

•A -bath, 2-car garage, large fenced backyard,

equipped kitchen, easy access to UCLA,

$925Ath)., (310)479-0615.

VENia. 2-BED/l-BATH. $1.00(ymo. Utilities

paid, near beach, pets okay. (310)475-2438.

53 House to Shore

HOUSE: OWN ROOM/BATH. Garden, pool,

Jacuzzi, maid. $650 > 'A utilities. 476-3679.

RCXDM AVAILABLE in beautiful Mar Vista

home. $500 •» utilities, non-smoker, no pets,

391-4800, leave message.

WLA. GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD. 1 -bed-

room, 2 female roommates, $23(Veach or

1 -bedroom, $460/mo. Parking, bus.

(310)841-0803.

Housing Needed 60

MARRIED COUPLE needs house to share,

sublet, house-sit, or room to rent. Spring

Quarter. (213)464-1921.

TEMPORARY MOUSING/SUBLETS needed for

summer interns: May 1992 through Sept.

1 992. Please call Daniela Dedona at Latham &
Watkins (213)465-1234.

LJCLA GRAD STUDENT, MBA (INTERNA-

TIONAL BUSINESS) WORKING; CLEAN,
QUIET, HIGH DEGREE OF INTEGRITY. SEEKS

POSITK)N HOUSESITTING. 310829-0757.

Room for Help 63

PROFESSIONAL COUPLE will exchange pri-

vate room, bath, low rent for ten hoursAvk

chores. Must have car/love pets. 15-minutes

UCLA. References. (310)550-0552,
(213)9556605.

Townhouse for Rent 66

DELUXE TOWNHOUSE. 2.bed/2-bath. Pool,

spa, security, built-ins^ 15 minuteVschool.

$1,20Q/mo. Days: (310)836-7000 ext.1040;

Eves: (310)391-0205.

PALMS, 2 bed/2bath. Townhouse Security

Building. Fireplace, central air, $1Q5(Vn>o. 24
hrs. call"(21 3)204-4230.

OnVIelveny & Bfyers

Law Firm
Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your fiimishi

apartment any time from

May to August, our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

Condos for Saie 67

10787 WILSHIRE #1003, 3-bed/3-bath,

mountain view, security building, for sale

$310,000, for lease $2200/mo. 10751 Wil-

shire penlhouse, 1-bed/rA bath NE view,

security building, pool, $235,000 Call Lennie

Marantz for appointment. Jon Douglas Co.

(310)276-9410.

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwood.
1 bed/1 bath 109K, 2bed/2bath 188K. Call

agent (310)473-0306.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to IXLA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,

276-6331

.

WESTWOOOAVILSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-

CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT/
FACULTY. PURCHASEAEASE. STUDIO $95K.

CALL BOB/BROKER, (310)470-1781.

WESTWOOD. 2 bdrnrV2 bath, front corner

condo. New paint/carpets. $195.
(310)471-7922.

Condos for Shore 68

BEAUTIFUL FURNISHED LUXURY condo on

Wilshire, in Westwood valet private bed &
bath, female please. $550. (310)475-3049.

Condos for Rent 69

BRENTWOOD 2-BED/1V4 -BATH condo. Up-

per rear unit, security building, tandem park-

ing, sunny, new carpet, wood floors, close to

VA, UCLA, bus. Security. $950/mo. Furnished/

unfurnished. (310)826-7865.

Guest House for Rent 70

FURNISHED GARDEN-SIDE GUEST HOUSE.
Perfect for female PhD Student. $510.00/

month. Utilities included. References.

(213)870-5668

MV $65(ymo. Nice single guest house, private,

refrigerator, parking, yard, storage, 15 min.

UCL/V. 131 0)391 -9583.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHINC-FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

insurance 9\

HATE AUTO INSURANCE

'.',' So lor .1

FREE LOWER QUOTE Coll

213)8527175 (818)342 1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

57 Misc. Sport Activities 78 Services Offered 96

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving AdventuresI

Student discount. Static Line, Tar>dem arvi

AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CALL (213)263-BEST. Insured

24ft truck FULLY Equipped for ALL nr>oves •

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, pianos,

ok. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(310)285-6688. LXTLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving ar>d delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, arxi reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVKIE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personoi Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

CAN'T PAY FOR REG FEES? WE CAN HaP!
CALL CH/VRLES AT UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE, 310-398-7786.

CALL NOW!
FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

school personal staten^nts, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationaily-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

INCOME TAX PREPARATION by licensed

C.P.^UCLA Law student. Professional service

at low rates. Mike (310)626-6515.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertatior>s. Long UCLA and

professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)620-0150

WRflHl-EDfTOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193. _^
RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

aryJ library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

Income Tax Preparation and

Accounting by

Certified Public Accountant

Call Alan

(310)473-0458

BEAR*S EDITING
All subjects. Thcscs/Dissertatlons

Proposals and Books.

Foreign students welcome.
PAPOB NOT FOI SAI£
Sliaroo Bear, PhJ)
(213)47a46S2

RESEARCH. WRmNG. edUiDg

All Levels-All Subjects

Foreign Students Wekxxne
Fast. Professional-Quaity Guaranteed

Papers not for sale

Can Research 31(M77-8226
M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

ANA Tax Services

1431 WaMood Blvd. LaAi«M« CA9ai24

(213) 475-8455

INCOME TAX

$1 Sand up

Laser Color Copies
ei/rxiv
irxir

Bubble Jet
24"x36'
24* X 18"

T-SHIRT PRINTING
COMPLETE PRINTING

SERVICE
Binding- Veto & Spiral

Stationery - Fax - Passport Photo

ie46WMlMvood
O. CA 00024
(310)470-4778

FAX» (310)475-8811

117S5Wilahir«
UV.CA 90025
(310)478-1131

FAX» (310)473-8102

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type temi papers.

Student discounts.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. Phd gives

expert help. Fast, reasonable. (310)476-0114.

Tutoring Offered 98

—CARING TUTOR***BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-

ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(816)545-0960

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

FRENCH LESSONS by experience native

teacher. Call Celine (213)314-7383.

FRENCH TUTOR. MA, Columbia. Call Rhor>ey

(310)474-3577.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; GMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4years experience. Mark, 852-1298.

WRITING/ENGLISH TUTOR: Yale grad with

teaching experience helps with papers,

reading comp. $2(Vhr. (213)934-1278.

Typing 100

1 BLOCK FROM UCLA. Wordperfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dissertations, manuscripts,

resunries, legal. (310)208-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (irxrluding disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near

9pm Ant mflfcat2-3332. —
A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)788-9865.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(310)470-0597, fax 470-1064. ^
Modern Secrelerial Services: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/delivery. 24hrs

service. No papers for
sale. Angelica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? Mac, postscript laser.

Flyers, business cards, legal/medical transcrip-

tion, dissertations. 7-days. Brentwood.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING AND FREE CAMPUS
PICKUP/DELIVERY FOR PAPERS, THESES,
ETC. Mac W/P. Michael (310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING in my
home. High quality laser printer. Weekends
and evenings. OK. Dee (310)398-1217.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,"

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (310)828-6939, hk>lly-

wood (213)466-2868.

Travel 105

STA TRAVEL

OW RT
LONDON $225 $429

SYDNEY $550

PARIS $295 $569

UMA $360 $710

NEW YORK $255 $318

FRANKFURT $339 $472

TOKYO $399 $523

* NCLIAGS HOTH/TTUUN

'AifVHOTamCKABE

• SUMMER FARES NOW AVAILABLE

• EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE SPOT
•0PEN-JANANY2CmES IN EUROPE
• WORLDS LARGEST ORGANIZATION

CATERING TO STUDENT/YOUTH TRAVEL
• SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

120 offices worldwide

310-824-1574
914 WESTWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES
CA900M

i
STAmAVELl

f^

-"Md ¥^X.
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George Raveling
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From page 48

points, five below his season
average.

*This team is very unpredict-

able,** Raveling said about his own
squad. "Every night someone
different steps up and gets it done.**

The Trojans will need someone
besides Miner to have a good night
if they hope to win. Miner has

traditionally struggled against the

Bruins, who have been able to limit

his scoring productivity.

"We didn*t defend them really

well last time,** UCLA forward
Don MacLean said. "We will be
more aware of their other players

this time. V/c have to win this

game to win the conference.**

use will see a different Bruin
team than the one they faced last

month. UCLA now starts Mitchell

Butler in place ofRodney Zimmer-
man, and reserves Ed Q*Bannon

r

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sun-Thurs

6:30 am - 3:30 am Fri & Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am • 7:00 pm

Anytime Special

Chili Cheese Burger + Fries

+ Med. Soda $3.19

Breakfast Special

2 Eggs + Homemade Hashbrowns
-»- Toast & jelly for

Chinese Chicken Salad
(oil free dressing)

(310)824-7966 ^ , ^, ,

936 Broxton Ave Fresh Chicken Breast

1^ In Westwood Sandwich

$1.99

$3.99

$2.99

HArATA
E/%RLY »IR»

Served from 5:3Q to 7:30 p. in.

Frulay« Saliirduy & Sniuiay

WEEK DAY SPECIALS
Dinner Entrees^- $9.50

Includei Sunotnono
Miso Soup, Rice arid Ice Cream
Includes your choice of

* Chicken Teriyaki and Shrini|> Tcmpura
* Salmon Teriyaki and Shrimp Tem{>ura
* Ginger Cliicken and Culifornia Roll Sushi

• BeelYaki
* Siikiyaki (Beef or Chicken)
* Sushi: 3 Roll Coinhination

FULL MENU TILL 1 A.M. Monday - Thursday till Midnight
Friday and Saturday Sunday till 10 p.m.

2830 Wilshire Blvd. • Santa Monica • 828-8404

^Sd Tyus Edney now see more
playing time for the Bruins.

**Edney is playing a far more
significant role for them, and Ed
0*Bannon is also playing signific-

antly better,** Raveling said. "It

will be much more difficult for us
to win this game."

HAIR, NAILS, & SKIN
at

Haircut $7.00
Perm
Highlight

Color
Full Set
Fill

$25.00
$35.00
$15.00
$18.00
$11.00

1514 Westwood Blvd. Manicure & Pedicure $11.00

A^M ^#\#«#^ Facial $25.00
474-1 9i£U Waxing $5.00 up

«/$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$?>

i TRAVELING ABROAD? i

^COMMISSION FIUM WITH THIS AD!

France (franc) - .1857 Japanese (yen) -.00811

British (pound) - 1 .81 7 Canadian (dollar)-.874

Italian (lire) - .000842 Australian (dollar)-.784

(all currencies available) (rates as of 2/18/d2)

• Foreign Currencies, Payments & Drafts

• Foreign & Domestic Travelers Checks
433 N. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills, CA

1-800-346-AFEX
Mailing ServicBS Available

«^$$ss$$$s$$$ssssssssss$s;<^5;<;;

Ih^ IT
Associated Foreign Exchange. Inc.

Music Lessons 102 Travel 105 Travel 105 Autos for Sole
GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS. 2 yrs. exp. teaching begin-

ning students. SlO/JOmin. Will conne to

house. Dennis Cox (310) 794-5665.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tinglejeaching Assoc/Nate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years leaching. All levels' styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

109 Scooters for -Sole

London

JET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or o/vv!) AIRHITCH,
458-1006.

Travel Tickets 106

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

$395/persen. Valid 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3067.

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, Roundtrip for

two. $15(Vperson. Valid one year. Limited
offer. (800)352.3087.

115

TOYOTA TERCEL Wagon, 4WD, '85. A^,
AM/FM cassette stereo, excellent condition.

S4250. (310)820-7777.

ULTIMATE TANNING MACHINE. 1988 Vol-
kswagon Cabriolet, impeccable, redA)lacJ<,

automatic, 30,000 miles, A/C, pull-out, Alarm.
$11,000. (213)851-3772.

VOLVO SEDAN 1982, StarvJard four-door,

$3000 o.b.o. Eve (310)546-2801.

VW BUG FOR SALE, 1974. Excellent running
condition. Light blue. $1500/obo.
(310)206-6161 or (213)935-6102.

HONDA ELITE 80. '87, just tuned. New
brakes. Runs great. Must sell immediatelyl
$65Q/obo. (213)506-0976 pgr.

HONDA PASSPORT (70), '81. Runs great.

$650/obo. Call 824-0868.

Bargain Box 125

Resumes 104

ACTION RESUMES. Writing, editing, desktop
publishing. Professional quality, laser fonts.

Santa Monica. Donna (310)453-4807.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

RESUMES FOR RESULTS. The interview

getters! Expert writing/laser printing.

Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual

appeal. Fran (818)999-3034.

Costa Rica

Paris

Tahiti

Ncwyoric
Miami
•Fflfo o't each way from Los Angeles based on a

foundlfippLTchese RestrictKXTS apply Fa^essubject
to change without notice and taxes not included.

Opca Saturdays 10am • tpm

Goundlkaud
I

1093 Broxton Ave #220
Los Anseles, CA 90024

310-208-3551

Autos for Sale 109 Bicycles for Sole

ENCYCLOPEDIAS 1 99 1 , cost $ 1 600, sacrafice

$300. Sofa/love $595. Dinette, desk, wall unit,

bunk-beds $150 each. Recllner $195, bed-
room set $495, maUress/springs $1 50, dinjng
room set $1200. Unused! (310)393-2338.

113

1986 TOYOTA CELICA ST., air, stereo, mint
condition, original owner. $4,900. (805)
255-9317.

Travel 105

Make a break for Sun and Fun in

Mazatlan-March 22-28, 1992!

I

I

Trip includes:

• 6 nights at Costa dc Oro resort

• Air transportation-Alaska Airiines

• Transfers

• Prices Reduced!

• Starting at: $318.00
- ..^^ ' m Travel Service. A-Lcvel Ackcmian Union
ASUCLA/^ r M-F 8:30-6. Sal 12-4 Pall 1 irr .A-R Y

1990 TOYOTA 4-RUNNER, V.6. Immaculate,
Mr, full power + tow package, stereo, cassette,

CD, cruise control, deluxe interior, sunroof,
mag wheels, new, $25,000, $17,995, firm.

(310)457-2451.

81' Plymouth Reliant, runs excellent, automa-
tic, 4/dr., clean, power steering/brakes,

$750/obo. 432-6959.

'81 VW JETTA, 5-speed, sunroof, 4-door,
excellent condition, service records available.

$2550. (818)901-1967.

'89 Cherokee Laredo, loaded, blue, grey
interior, 4x4, phone, towing package, new
tires, $12,200. (310)451-2069.

BMW 3181 1984, Red, 5-speed, great shape,
sunroof, tape deck, etc., $5700 o.b.o.

(310)279-2790.

CADILLAC C.D.V. '78, 76M original, nice
smooth car, excellent condition. Will go fast.

$2800, (310)208-5682.

DATSUN 210, '81, 4spd, smog certified, new
battery, runs well, 11 IK miles, $1,10(Vobo,
(310)372-1998.

MITSUBISHI PRECIS, '90, 10000 miles, (man-
ual stick), excellent running condition. $3000.
Day (310)825-8541, Even. (310)312-0719.

MUST SELL '81 DATSUN 210, 5-speed,
91 ,000 miles, sunroof, great condition, $1 450.
Olivier (310)479-5912.

PEUGEOT 505s TURBO DIESEL, '81 , Automa-
tic, power sunroof/windows, centr. lock, A/C,
stereo, new tires, $2300-, call Bo day:
(310)825-3114 night: (310)826-5073.

SENTRA, '87. 57,000 miles. Auto, A/C, AM/
FM. Excellent condition. $5900-negotiable.
(213)930-2598.

TOYOTA COROLLA '81 HATCHBACK, auto-

malic, a/c, FM stereo/cassette. Exceptionally
well maintained. $1800. (310)390-2315.
Evenings.

TOYOTA MR2 1985: Sspeed, sunroof, air,

AM/FM cassette, excellent corwJition, $4,600
obo. Call Kelly (213)398-4510.

RALEIGH PEAK MT. BIKE. Deore XT, Scott

handle bar, pump. Runs perfect. $4oi(Vobo.
Huan 825-8363.

Motorcycles for Sole 1 14

HONDA 250 REBEL '85. Great beginner bike.

Includes helmet $80(Vobo. Leave message.
824-3607.

Furniture for Sale 126

KAWASAKI CSR 650, 1981, $575/obo.
HONDA CB 750, 1981, $55C/obo. Both run
good. (310)828-6402.

KAWASAKI NINjA 250. Excellent condition,

6K miles, like new accessories, $2000/obo.
Fernando (310)276-0372.

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 1971, restored to

perfection. 1,300 miles. Golden white classic

for. only $2,850/obo. (310)828-6402.

APARTMENT SALE. Double bed ¥ bedroom
set. Living room set with stylus and dining
set. All in good condition. Available February
29. Call after 7pm. Tel: (310)208-1650.

BED WITH SIDE CABINETS—SlSQ/obo, oak-
wood futon $150/obo, sofa, love seat
$300/obo, oakwood tables $35(Vobo, painting

on mirrors, call 'Go-Har* (310)477-4307.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

MICROWAVE, like new, $100; COUCHES, 2
matching $80 for both (310)477-0869.

Misc. For Sale 128

Scooters for Sale 115

1987 HONDA ELITE 50. Red. Runs great.

Almost new helmet and basket. $40G/obo.
Chris. (213) 655-6751.

'87 HONDA ELITE 1 50 DELUXE, helmet case,

digital dash, 4k mi., helmet. $1050. Glen
208-3640.

ELITE 1 50 '87 with helmet & lock. 2000 miles.

Runs great. $1300/obo. Call Travis
(310)208-1865.

ELITE 80. 1987 White, vtry tow miles. Gfcat
Condition. $650. Must sell. (310)473-3068.

ELITE 80. White, 1986. Great condition.

Includes helmet, and lock, $85(Vobo. Steve
207-6306.

HONDA AERO 50, '86. Basket, helmet, kryp-
tonlte Included. Low miles. MUST SEEI
$50(yobo. (310) 208-2086.

HONDA ELITE '86, 150 Deluxe. Excellent

condition. Less than 1500 miles. $975
(213)938-4065.

HONDA ELITE 150. White, one year old, 2K
ml., helmet and lock, great shape, $1 299/obo.
Chris (310)824-7607.

MOTOROLA PORTABLE CELLULAR PHONE.
$350. Call Anthony, (310)824-3329.

PERSONAL PROTECTION FOR THE 90*5,

Stun-guns $39.39 •• 3.50 shipping. Money
back guarantee. InterWorld Trading Company,
Dept C, 8949 Herrick, Sun Valley, CA 91 352.

Musical Instruments 129

NATIONAL GUITAR. Steel body DOBRO.
Vintage '30s, tropical scene, metal etching,

some discoloration. $1,700/obo.
(310)392-1679.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

2 NON-STUDENT DUKE tickets for sale.

Serious offers only. Call (81 8)546- 1711.

Typewriter/Computer 134

DEPENDABLE, MAC PLUS, 1 meg- RAM, 20
meg, EXT HD, keyboard, cables, mouse, WP
software. $625/obo. Call (310)478-4958.

EVEREX 286-12MMZ, EGA 40 M.b.H.D.,
1.2Mb S.2S' D.D., mouse, 24-Pin
Printer, all software Incl., $85(yobo. Frank
825-8648.

IBM COMPUTER 286, VGA Monitor, 20 MB
hard drive, 3.5 disk INB, great cond.,
$50(Vo.b.o. (310)824-0552.
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have lost nine of their last 11

games. Sophomore center Camille

Thompson leads Washington State

in scoring with 14.2 points per

game and has the best field goal

percentage in the conference

(60.4).

The last meeting between these

teams came earlier this month,

with UCLA playing without

injured point guard Nicole Ander-

son and center Lynn Kamrath. The
Bruins prevailed in the close game,

80-75. UCLA Head Coach BiUie

Moore said she considers the

Cougars to be a dangerous team.

*They have experience, they arc

a well-coached, well-disciplined

team. They like to stretch you —
good three-point shooting always

stretches you defensively. That is

an adjustment we have to deal

with,** Moore said.

The Huskies are presently in

unfamiliar surroundings — the

bottom half of the conference.

After being swept for the first time

ever by tihe Bay Area schools,

Washington now has its most
losses since its 1984 season.

Difficulties for the Huskies

include scoring— the team is last

in Pac-10 scoring with an average

of only 67.9 points a game. On the

flipside, Washington does not

alk)w many points, with the sec-

ond-best scoring defense in the

jHjnference ^ivin^ only 68, 1 points
Ik game.

*They arc young but talented.

They like to dictate the tempo and
try to take you out of what you
want to do,** Moore said.

W.TENNIS
From page 46

red-hot Iwalani McCalla will

battle Collantes.

•1 have never played her, but I

have heard she is just a consistent

baseliner who doesn't look like she

is trying. I thifik the* rest of their

team is beatable,** McCalla said.

McCalla was unranked in the

preseason poll, but she has

defeated ninth-ranked Susan Gil-

christ of Texas and llth-ranked

Danielle Scott of Arizona in the

last two weeks.

*'It will be a match between one

of the top-five-ranked players in

the nation and someone who is

playing like one of the top-five

players in the nation,** Bruin head

coach Bill 2^ma said.

Mamie Ceniza will play in the

second spot for UCLA, foltowed

by Cammie Foley at number three.

Foley, who has been battling an

undetermined illness, is looking

forward to competing in this

tournament

**Cammie was distracted last

year by a variety of things, so she is

very eager to redeem herself,**

Zaima said.

With freshman Anne Mall still

out with a stress fracture, the rest

of the lineup will be composed of

Paige Yaroshuk, Jenny Hilt and

Lee Ann Rostovsky.

If the Bruins get through to the

second round, they will likely have

a rematch with Pepperdine. The
Bruins beat the Waves 6-3 earlier

this season, but Zaima is still

worried.

**Peppenline has not yet played

to their potential yet I think that

they are a lot better than they have

shown, and that could be danger-

ous,** 2^ma said.

With Stanford and Georgia on
the other side of the draw, the

Bruins are in line for a semifinal

showdown with Florida.

AriHKicanH^cirt
Assodcrtion

J TANNING
5 Sessions For $25*

^^^i^^>»0»Si!S:^!%^ess^!!«Si-

CD Sound Systems

Air Conditioning

10 Wolff Beds
Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! C^\ 824-2TAN

M^: QanrvSpm

Sat & Sun: llam-6pm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undt)rook)

'coupon expires 3/5/92

(Itt time cuitomen only/l per cuitamer/must present cqupon;^

C?^^'%

\ Poppa Pete'v
^ Uc-sl;iiii';int

^ 10759 PICO BLVD* LOS ANGELES

S ;cross fT'n rrie v.estside PaviiiiOfi

I
(213)475-6158

\ More Selections Than Ever Before'

.....
I

t '. .).\

Come ana fry the New hresh Pasta & Fish Spec ials

Linguino ChecKa $4.50
Fresh Fish of Day $5.95
Fettucine Carbonara $5.25

M-Sat 6am-9pm

Stir Fry Chinese Chicken $4.75
^

Felfijcine w/Chlcken ij

garlic creme sauce $5.25 a

?««5?>5=!8??8!=?5r5»5?5=5?J?5r

Sun Bam-apm

According to Market Opinion Research, June 1989

,

82% of58,200 people said that newspapers are

the most useful source for entertainment information.

Advertise in the UCLA Daily Bruin
825-2161

Drug Use and Abuse

Awareness
February 2lfth'28th/8th Week

TODAY!!
Thursday, February 27:

-

'

>

12:00pm-1:00pm Westwood Plaza-Band: "Son Mai^or"

-co-sponsored by Cultural Affairs

12:00pm-l:00pm Kerckhoff 400: "Understanding the

Origins of Drug Abuse"

Facilitated by Dr. Clive Kennedy

Friday, February 28:

10ain-2pm Westwood Plaza-Drug and Alcohol Information Fair. Come
visit the many booths and learn about drug and alcohol awareness. Relieve

your stress from midterms at the Dunk Tank! '

lliWipm-A'Mpm^ood&nCtrAtr "Shoot Hoops Not bruifs"

Come experience a different kind of high! I
-

.

4:00pm-6:00pm ACkerman Grand Ballroom-Film: "Less Than Zero".

SWC
STUOtHT WgLfAitt

comitistiON

sponsored b^ USAC

1.

1

<

••> -

>
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4 AilA Department of the Treasury--lnternal Revenue Service

I vrrU U.S. Individual Incxsme Tax Return 91

Don 't Leave Home td File It.

^he^tsa^ Professionals

1-8M7-7829

Professional Tax Return
Preparation By Phone

Basic Federal Return Begins At $25

Call Now To FUe For Your Refund

Not Affiliated with the IRS Visa/MasterCard Accepted

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

BODY WAVE &

CUT & CONDITIONER

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
MEN & WOMEN

Bikini Wax

$^% Up Wax
^^9 Eyebrow^^^ Full Leg &

Bikini Wax $20
Sculpture Nails $25

$8
$4
$5

HILITE&
CUT & CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANES.
CUT $25

*

-1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE208-1468
Expires 3/24/91above Mario's Restaurant

#••••

-!

The Three Best Restaurants
In Los Angeles__„

Earth Wind & Flour
Santa Monica
2222 Wilshire Blvd

010)829-7829

Earth Wind & Flour
Westwood

1776 Westwood Blvd

OlO) 470-2499

Earth Wind & Flour

Encino
17644 Ventura Blvd.

(818) 986-0772

u
DO YOU SEU

PROPHYUiaiCS

BULKT
Sounds like Don Juan trying to buy

condoms or something. You're right.

Now go again. Introducing Crazy Talk.

The board game that pits teams against

each other and plays out what charac-

ters might say in unexpeaed situations.

CHARACTER: Don Juan.

SITUATION: while buying condoms"

It's the rage on campus. Ifyou haven't

played already, get to your bookstore.

And get a copy. Then you'll see how

situations create raucous comedy.

CRAXyiAlU

k A

V.BALL
From page 48

since we've won (a big game). It's

a nice feeling."

Besides their superb passing in

games three and four, Sullivan and
Wong led a balanced UCLA
offense to a team 320 attack

average. Sealy brilliantly' spread

the wealth across the floor between
Sullivan (18 kiUs, .433 average),

Wong (17. .367). quick hitter Jeff

Nygaard (16) and technique hitter

Rich Bland (16. .353).

With their attack offense click-

ing and tallying side-outs, the

Bruins took advantage of an
explosive block in the third and
fourth games to pull away from a

scrappy, hard-swinging band of

Gauchos.

Middle blocker Tim Kelly led

the block parade with 1 1 (includ-

ing six in game four), while

position mate Nygaard chipi)ed in

10. Before the match. UCLA
coach Al Scates spotlighted the

niatch-ups in the middle as a key to

victory, and the Bruin blocking

corps (24 total blocks plus held

UCSB to .240 attack percentage)

ended up fulfllling his prophecy.

"Our block was probably the

best thing we did tonight.** Scates

said. *That was our best blocking

line-up. with Wong (five) and
Bland (four) in there. You won*t

see a better block fix)m us than

that.**

As Sealy mentioned, the Bruins

Al Scales
UCLA Sporti Info

tended to break down in frustration

at critical points when unable to

score after siding out
But last night was a different

story, as Sealy cabnly led the

Bruins on a lO-of-12 run from 1-7

to 1 1-9. punctuating the comeback
with a slam dink for point number
11.

The Gauchos tried to lasso the

Bruins back into their grasp, tying

it at 11-11. but the blocking and
hitting of Wong provided the

exclamation point on a game that

seemed to be a psychological

turning point for the team.

*The way we were down in

game three, it was great to see us

come back.** Scates said. "We
would get side out after side out

after side out and stayed leal

^goc 0ff «j ff fHfhtf^lly slow suae paHent We knew the btoek^vtselff

They dropped behind. 6-0. in game come through.*

one and never recovered. UCSB
spikers Eric Foinoimoana (24 kills

overall) and Stace Lougeay (25)

led the Gauchos to an eye-opening

.519 attack average in the opener.

A fired-up Bruins squad
emerged from the break (with

Bland and Wong replacing Dan
Landry and Mike Diehl. respec-

tively) to win game two. That set

up the most crucial game of the

season, the third, for the Bruins.

After dropping behind by scores

of 4-0 and 1-7. Bland (eight kills)

and Sullivan (seven) led the Bruin

charge back to victory in the swing
game.

The difference was clearly

patience on the part of UCLA.
While stuck in their rut of the past

couple weeks, the Bruins have

BASEBALL

The players agreed.

"I think this coukl very well be a
turning point for us.** Bland said.

*Tonight. instead of finding a way
to lose, we made it happen and we
found a way to win.**

The seemin^y upstart Bruins

will encounter an even larger test

of their mettle Saturday night

when they visit the C3auchos in

Santa Barbara. A win would give

the Bruins some much-needed
momentum entering the upcoming
meat-grinder (USC, Pepperdinci

and Long Beach State in a row).

"We really needed a win tonight

and we*re going to need one
Saturday nig^t too,** Scates said.

**This was encouraging. On nights

when not everything is worldng.

it*s nice to come away with a win.**

From page 48

then followed with another single

to score two more runs and give the

Bruins a 3-1 lead.

McGuire then struck in a big

way in the Ofth inning. The
sophomore crushed his sixth home
run of the year to dead center field,

to drive in three more runs. The
blast was the highlight of a five-

run uprising that saw UCLA
extend its advanttge to 8-2.

"When Ryan doesn*t try to

muscle up, and just gives that

sweet stroke, he*s going to be all

right.** Adams said about
McGuire. who was named Pac-10

Player of the Week earlier in the

day.

McGuire had five RBI in the

game to add to his team-leading

total of 19. E>avid Ravitz chipped

in three runs batted in. while four

other Bruins each had two RBL
By that time the Bruin offense

was in high gear, and it seemed that

the Gauchos threw in the towel.

*They*re a better team than they

showed tonight,** Adams said.

"But I think they started to give up
once they saw that none of their

pitchers was going to stop us

tonight**

After netting two more runs in

the seventh inning. UCLA put the

icing on the cake with a seven-run

uprising in the eighth.

Highlights of the eighth inning

"(This win is a) good

thing. What can I tell

you, it's better to win

some more games Uke

this, rather than going

into the conference

season on a losing

streak."

Gary Adams
UCLA Baseball Coach

scoring binge, included back-to-

back RBI doubles by Robert Hinds

and backup shortstop Gar Vallone.

In all. eleven Bruins got to bat in

the inning.

'This was a real fun game to

play.** outfielder John Myrow said.

*This win showed we can play

well against tough competition.**

Overlooked in the scoring glut

was the solid work of the Bruin

pitching staff. Adams used four

pitchers in the game, starting with ^

winner Adam Schulhofer (3-0).

Dan Kramer. Jeffrey Hale and
Michael Caravelli all followed and
combined to limit the Gauchos to

only two earned runs and six hits.
.J. -^
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Men's tennis hesting
San Jose State at LATC
By D.J. Harmeling
Dally Bruin Staff

With David Nainkin set to make
his return, one would think the

UCLA men*s tennis team is once
again al full strength and ready to

wreak havoc on the competition.

One would think wrong.

Although Nainkin will make his

season debut Saturday against

unranked San Jose State, injuries

and illnesses are again hampering
the Bruins* effort.

Junior Fritz Bissell suffered a

sprained ankle last weekend in

Kentucky at the NCAA Indoors,

and will not be available this

weekend.

Additionally, senior Bill Beh-
rens brought the flu back from
Kentucky, and missed practice

early this week.

Behrens is anxious to play, but

his status is uncertain, said UCLA
Head Coach Glenn Bassett

Not only will Bissell and pos-

Qlen Bassett
UCLA Sports Info

sibly Behrens be unavailable this

weekend, but Mark Knowles. the

Bruins* tqp singles player, will be

in Palm Springs attempting to

qualify for a j^ofessional tourna-

ment
On the bright side. UCLA boasts

one of the deepest singles lineups

:iiitfae nation. Tnc wetfJcenu should

afford some of UCLA*s less

heralded players the opportunity to

compete.

Leading the way for the Bruins

will be senior captain BiU Barber

(see related story), who will play

No. 1 singles in Knowles* absence.

Bassett looks forward to seeing

Nainkin on the courts for the

Bruins.

"Nainkin *s pH^obably in the best

shape of anyone on the team.**

Bassett said. "I expect that he*ll be

nervous beginning match play, but

he*s got a tremendous amount of

talent and should do just fine.**

The Bruins (8-2. 2-0 Pac-10) as

a whole hope their high level of

talent will propel them to a win
against the unnmked Spartans (3=:

3).

BARBER
From page 46

After playing well over the

summer. Barber says he actually

looked forward to returning to

UCLA to practice.

His enthusiasm was noticeable,

according to UCLA head coach
Glenn Bassett

"Barber definitely came up a

level in fall practice.** Bassett said.

Barber achieved marginal suc-

cess playing singles tournaments

in the fall, but his true success has

come during dual match play

which began in January.

His success can be measured by
his position on the team.

As a freshman. Barber was 6-4

in singles play while competing
mainly in the five and six singles

positions. He made a name for

himself in his freshman year by
winning the Pac-10 doubles title

with partner Matt Quinney.

During his sophomore season

Barber compiled a 21-5 dual-

match singles record, playing

primarily in the number-four spot

where he was 13-3.

Then came the trying junior

season. Barber compiled an 11-5

record in dual-match singles play.

He was demoted into the four-

through-six positions, and suffered

through an abysmal season.

Thus far in his senior season.

Barber is 9-1 in dual-match singles

play, including 7-0 at the num-
ber-two position. He is 1-1 in the

top spot, his only loss coming in a

three-set heartbreaker to UCSB*s
I>ecret. his roommate over the

summer.

While Barber* s play has been

outstanding, he offers more to the

UCLA team than just tennis. He is

in his third year as team captain,

and has been a positive role model
to some of the team's younger

players.

Barber*s attitude on the court is

refreshing, and his leadership role

quickly becomes evident,

The day after suffering his

defeat at the hands 6f Decret

Barber was dropped to the num-
ber-two spot in favor of Fritz

Bissell. Instead of sulking at the

demotion. Barber not only demol-

^F^

ished his opponent, but yelled

encouragement to Bissell and
fieshman Robert Janecek. who
were playing on either side of him.

Barba'*s attitude has always

endeared him to opposing coaches,

even as he beat some of their top

athletes.

"Barber*s a hell of a player.**

UCSB*s Don Lowery said.

"I have tremendous respect for

him not only as a player but also as

an individual.** he added
Stanford*s Dick Gould offers a

perfect summary of the new.
improved Billy Barber.

"rve always been impressed

with Barber.** Gould said. "He*s
definitely improving as a player.

"And,** Gould added, "he*s a

nice kid.**

Barber's easygoing demeanor
endears him to most everyone,

although his laid back attitude has

often been mistaken for laziness.

Barber says all this is changing.

His junior year was one of many
decisions, as he was forced to

assess not only his tennis game but

also his scholastic career.

A kinesiology major. Barber

was forced to buckle down during

his junior year, realizing that life

goes on after tennis.

"I got real serious about school

last year.** Qarber said.

Although Barber says he would
love to play professionally when
his career at UCLA is over, he just

as quickly adds that it is a longshot

"I don*t know if it*s realistic.**

Barber said.

Still. Barber*s career at UCLA
has a way to go.

The NCAA Championships
don*t take place until May. at

which point Barber hopes he will

be able to achieve his crowning

glory.

*The main thing for this team

right now is winning NCAA's.**

Barber said.

And the main thing for himself?

'To get a (championship) ring,*'

Barber says, smiling while consid-

ering that glittering symbol of

victory. . ^

:i

•••.THE DAIIY BRUIN CREATIVE STAfF

IS HERE TO HELP
AT NO EXTRA COST TO YOU, THE ADVERTISER!!

mH 825-2161

1) ^

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT & BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS

MM. • :• I

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

exp. 3/20/92

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

MUST snow UCLA STUDEtfT I.D.

OR EMFLOYEE ID. WTTti COUFOTi
V< rmwm iu ti^ t» nfim mviu t» mj

PIZZA SAVINGS
CURRRENT SPECIAL

One Medium Two Medium

$8.99 $ 1 3.99
I InlimitPri Tnppinr) Special

- - 1 _ «*

1 <

DOM PIZZ

(tax not included)

824-5000
Not valid with any other offer.

Valid at participating locations only.

Coupon required. Expires 3/ 1 /92 .

by DOMINO'S

$$$$$$$$$

$2.00 OFF
Any Pizza

824-5000
Not valid with any other offer.

Valid at participating locations only.

Coupon required. Expires 3/ 1 /9z.

UOA Women's Water Polo

Practice Tuesdays and Thursdays 8-10 pm
Westwood Pool • 1350 Sepulveda

will compete in collegiate tournaments

For more information,

contact Dave 478-7019

Beginners welcome!

FACMlPlAme tC

STEVEN BURRES M.D.
DIPLOMATE OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF

OTOLARYNGOLOGY/FELLOW. AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY
CUNICAL FACULTY - UCLA

FREE COSMETIC CONSULTATION
LASER SURGERY
COMPUTER IMAGING

Surgery of the

• NOSE & SINUS • LIPOSUCTION
• FACELIFT / EYELID • FOREHEAD
• COLLAGEN / 'LIP ENHANCEMENT
CHEMICAL PEELS • ALSO EAR. NOSE &

• CHIN / CHEEK THROAT
IMPLANTS

WESTWOOD
MANHATTAN BEACH
BELLFLOWER

100 UCLA MED. PLAZA 522

509 N. SEPULVEDA
10230 E. ARTESIABL. 307

213 208-7806
^.
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TR\FFIC
SCHOOL
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CLASSKS
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CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15 th Annual Career Fair

— for Minority Students & Alumni
Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom

• 2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

TIP # FOUR: DO
yOUR HOMEWORK
Profiles of participating

companies are available at the

Placement & Career Planning

Center. Take a few minutes to

familiarize yourself with these
"

employers so you'll be able to

ask intelligent, well-thought-out

questions:

BRUIN SPECIALS!

Open 7 Days
Open Evenings

Full service hair sabn^

Across street from campus
We validate parking

Carlton Salon Marquis
Westwood Marquis Hotel
930 Hllgard Ave
Westwood,CA90C]24
.208-4477

Twr r&

Gymnasts ready for Bruin Invite
By LucI Chavez

Tlic Duke vs. UCLA basketlwll

game is not the only blocklxistcr

event gracing Pauley Pavilion this

weekend. On Saturday, the UCLA
gymnastics teams host their big-

gest meet of the season, the 1992

Paul MitchellAJCLA Invitational.

A charity event sponsored by

UCLA and the Los Angeles

Times, the meet will feature both

men*s and women's gymnastics

squads from around the country

with the men's docket including

Minnesota, Illinois, Arizona State,

Santa Barbara and New Mexico.

UCLA senior Scott Keswick, a

veteran of three invitationals, is

looking forward to the spectacle.

*Thc Invite is typically a good

meet for us. Usually the competi-

tion is great so that's very inspir-

ing," Keswick said.

Coming off a solid performance

at the Southwest Cup in Arizona,

fmishing third to No. 1 Nebraska

and No. 3 Oklahoma, UCLA looks

ready for the heat of prime-time

competition in their next-to-last

meet before the Pac- 10 Champion-
ships. After a flrst half marred by
injuries, UCLA has rebounded to

post a 9-5 record.

The Bruins won last year's

UCLA Invitational with a runaway
score of284. 15. This year they will

go into Pauley with their guns
blazing as Keswick, Jason Gar-

man, Brad Hayashi and Isidro

IbaiTondo will compete in the all-

around in the hopes of shattering

their 1992 team total of 275.95.

"We are definitely better off this

week than last week because we
have less kx>se ends," said UCLA
head coach Art Shurlock. **We are

not up in the air about (Isidio or

Brad's) physical status and they

feel confident about handling the

extra load of competing all-

around."

'X)ur goal is to come out strong

and hit all of our routines. This is

our biggest meet of the year so

we're really focusing on it,"

Keswick said.

Competition begins at 7 p.m.

Saturday in Pauley Pavilion. The
meet will also be shown on a

delayed basis on March 1 at 4:30

p.m. on PrimeTicket.

Offensive firepower iieips Evans
succeed in first year as a Bruin
By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

In Softball, when the outfield

moves in to play shallow, a weak
hitter is usually at the plate.

However, when opposing teams

move in to defend UCLA leadoff

hitter Kathy Evans, it's a sign of

respect.

Evans utilizes ^le InfteKMiltror

"slap," so well that outfielders will

play on the infield dirt to try to stop

her from getting on base. Most of

the time, they are unsuccessful.

"Kathy is so good and so quick

with the slap," UCLA assistant

coach Kirk Walker said. "We've
never really had anylxxly with that

kind of ability, and she's really

only going to get better."

Evans, a member of the large

Bruin freshman class, has been a

pleasant surprise for the Bruins

this year. UCLA needs production

from its youth in order to win on a

consistent basis, and has gotten a

great deal of it from Evans.

The Covina native is currently

hitting .426, has scored 15 runs at

this early stage in the season, and
has started every game in the

outfield.

" "«?

desperately need after losing pre-

vious leadoff hitter Shanna Flynn

to graduation last year. However,

the Bruins took their time in

contacting Evans last year during

the recruiting period.

"Actually, UCLA waited a

while to contact me, and my best

friend did get a letter from

un .A." Evans said "I figured that

UCLA Sporti

Kathy Evans

As a result of her strong play,

Evans was named to the all-tourna-

ment teams of both the Arizona

and San Diego State tournaments,

a rare feat for a freshman.

These individual accomplish-

ments are even harder to attain for

someone who doesn't attract as

much attention as a power hitler or

strikeout artist Indeed, Evans'

hitting style may not look

threatening at first, but for those

who have seen her play, she is a

hitter to be feared.

*Tve been more of a *slap' hitter

for four years now," Evans said.

"After playing in travel ball for a

few years, (knowledge oO my
style got around, and people have

always played up on the grass

against me. But it doesn't bother

me."

Certainly, the statistics show
that Evans is unfazed by having to

deal with seven infielders going up

against her. Her 23 hits is second

on the squad, trailing only senior

AU-American Yvonne Gutierrez

for the lead.

Evans' success comes primarily

from her ability to place the ball

well on short hits and then to use

her unrivaled speed to fly on the

basepaths.

"Kathy has been phenomenal,"

Walker said. "She constantly puts

pressure on the defense. She is so

good at killing the ball on a bunt,

that even with the comers in, she is

going to be safe a lot of the time."

Evans is a kH more nKXlest

about her success than the coach-

ing staff, but definitely knows
what it takes to get on base.

"You never know if I am going

to get on base, but if I do place it

well, there is a good chance that I

am going to get there," Evans said.

Evans' ability to get on l>ase and

score is something that the Bruins

since there's no *slap* hitters on

the team, that they may not want
me."

But the Bruins did, and once

they talked to Evans, they had the

opportunity to get a first-rate

leadoff hitter.

Evans' first recruiting trip was

to Westwood, and even though she

visited Arizona, Cal State Fuller-

ton, and Iowa, UCLA was always

destined to be her stopping point

"I kind of always wanted to

come here," Evans said. "It was
my first trip, and everything felt

right I went on other trips to make
sure, though."

Fortunately for UCLA, Evans

stuck with her first gut feeling, and

came to play at Sunset Field. In

addition, Evans brought along

summer ball teammates Jennifer

Brewster and Jennifer Brundage to

compose pan of an impressive

freshman class.

These freshmen form a close

bond, and will be a strong founda-

tion for UCLA to build upon for

the future. But Evans also respects

the team's more established play-

ers.

"We (the freshmen) do group
together, but our team is so close to

begin with," Evans said. "I think

that the more knowledge you can

get, the better you can become, so I

talk to players like Lisa (Fernan-

dez) or Yvonne (Gutierrez)."

Ruggers fail out of playoff contention
By Alan Shlpnuck

The UCLA rugby team traveled

to Arizona this pa$t weekend and,

after two tough losses, saw its

playoff hopes vanish like a mirage.

The Bruins fell to the Arizona

Wildcats, 13-7. Friday and to

Arizona State on Sunday, 6-3,»

The losses dropped UCLA's
record in the Southern California

Rugby Union to 2-4. with three

league games remaining. Bruin

Head Coach Wayne Young
summed up his team's situation in

four words — "We're out of it"

"It was the same problem we've
had all year," ^d junior forward

Greg Brett. "We basically domi-
nated play in both i^ames, but .we

just weren't able to put points on

the board."

Friday's game added another

chapter to what's quickly becom-
ing a heated rivalry with Arizona.

Both teams came out playing

intense rugby, and a defense-

dominated first half ended with

UCLA holding a slim 3-0 lead.

The Wildcats struck for a try

early in the second half, grabbing a

4-3 lead, and added nine more

points in the next ten minutes to put

away UCLA.

The loss appeared to end any

hopes the Bruins had of reaching

the playoffs, as three k)sses have

almost always eliminated a team in

the past. However, Saturday

brought news of two key upsets in

the league, and UCLA had been

given a second life. "We knew we
still had a chance," Young said.

The ASU game began badly, as

the Sun I>evils scored a try and

conversion just minutes after the

kickoff and lead 6-0. UCLA
responded by pounding the ball

upfield, but true to character, the

Bruins were unable to score. The
Bruins spent the majority of the

rest of the game inside Sun Devil

territory, but they managed just

one penalty kick.

"If you're knocking on the door

that much, and the other team

stuffs you over and over, it really

gives that team a lift," Young said

of Arizona State.

•v
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Gymnasts ready for UCLA invite
By Zach Domlnltz
Daily Bruin Staff

Magical.

That's the consensus descrip-

tion of the Paul MitchellAJCLA
Gymnastics Invitational this Satur-

day night at Pauley Pavilion.

"It's a big difference for us to

compete there with everything

that's happened — Mary Lou
Retton and all the Bruin gym-
nasts," junior Carol Ulrich said.

"And even though they let IM
basketball play there, we only get

one meet a year, so it makes us

appreciate it more."

Besides looking forward to an

expected crowd of more than

7,(XX), the Bruins have an added
incentive this year that hasn't been
present in the recent past

"We've always done well there,

and we k>st last year (fbr the first

time since 1985, to Oregon State),

and we want to prove that it's our

meet," Rhonda Faehn said.

And they should.

UCLA could possibly sport it's

strongest line-up of the year.

Faehn is back to competing in all

events except floor, and Ulrich and
freshman Megan Fenton have
recovered from minor injuries

suffered two weeks ago in Fuller-

ton.
_

In addition, Saturday will prob-

ably mark the season debut of

-balance beam specialist Michelle

Hunt The junior from Los Gatos
has been out of action for one and a

half years due to knee surgery, but

has made a successful climb back.

"I feel good, and as soon as I

know for sure I'll feel great," Hunt
said Tuesday at practice. "At the

beginning of the year my goal was
to be back for the invite, and I'm
really excited."

The only question mark for the

Bruins will be junior Karen Nel-

son, who broke her left pointer

finger Friday in practice. Nelson
has been a consistent bright spot on
vault, UCLA's weakest event and
it could hurt the Bruins if she isn't

ready. But UCLA is confident

"We're definitely the favorite,"

co-head coach Scott Bull said.

"We have every confidence that

we will win, and we will win it

with the highest team score of the

year."

Bull and the rest of the team are

shooting for a 192.0 combined

Htf IAN

Karen Nelson, who has a broken finger on her left hand, may par-

ticipate In this weekend's UCLA Gymnastics Invitational.

score, and the talent at the invite

could bring out the best in the

Bruins. Schools from Cal State

Fullerton, UCSB, Minnesota, New
Mexico, and Washington will join

UCLA in a combined meet with

seven men's squads.

And although UCLA is the

highest-ranked team (eighth)

among the women coming, all the

schools are among the top 25 in the

nation. Fullerton will be led by
Celeste Delia and Wendy Minch,

who finished in the top two spots

overall in their dual meet with the

Bruins earlier in the year.

Washington's Shylo Milner
received Pac-10 gymnast of the

week honors last week.
"Each team has at least one

strong gymnast to contend for

individual honors," Bull said. "But

Pauley Pavilion can be very

overwhelming for other teams."

"It's going to be wonderful, (the

team) always competes well in

Pauley," co-head coach Valerie

Kondos added.

The meet starts at 7:(X) p.m.

Saturday. Tickets are $7 for adults

and $5 for students, children under

16 and senior citizens.

Men swimmers seeic Olympic spots
By Andre Keil

Dally Bruin Staff

A group of UCLA swimmers
will go where lifelong dreams are

played out in full fashion.

Eight UCLA men's swimmers
will go to Indianapolis. Indiana to

try and earn a spot on the U.S.

Olympk team.

Seniors Dan Kutler, Mark
Thompson and Byron Davis,

juniors Brian Kivza and Greg
Schaffer, and sophomores Scott

Hubbard, Eric Schnittger and Dan
O'Keefe will swim alongside the

country's finest swinmiers with

hopes to compete this summer in

Barcelona, Spain.

The Olympic trials will take

place from Sunday, March 1 to

Friday, March 6. There will be 26

roster spots available — two per

event
The top two places in each event

will automatically make the team.

Additionally, the top four men
in 100-meter and 2(X)-meter frees-

tyle will make the team.

The Bruin swimmers have a

legitimate shot of making at least

the relay teams, According to

UCLA head coach Ron Ballatore.

"Six guys in the final heat of the

"If the guys happen to

be *on' on that

particular day, then

they could get into that

final heat."

Ron Ballatore
Men's Swimming Head Coach

1(X) freestyle are going to make the

team. There's only eight guys in a

final, so if any of (the UCLA
swimmers) get into the final heat

they have a good shot of making

the team," Ballatore said.

It is just a matter of being at the

right place at the right time,

according to Ballatore, who will

accompany his swimmers to India-

napolis.

"If the guys happen to be *on' on

that particular day, then they could

get into that final heat," Ballatore

said.

Ballatore has no shbrtage of

sprinters, and they will have the

best odds for making the team.

Davis, a 1991 five-time NCAA
AU-American who went to the

1988 trials, has a personal best in

the 100-yard freestyle of 43.95.

Kuiza, who redshined last year,

was a member of the 1987 U.S.

National team. His time in the 50-

yard freestyle (19.82) ranks third

on UCLA's top times list behind

Olympians Tom Jager and Robin
Leamy.

Kutler was a member of the

gold-winning 400-meter medley
relay at this summer's World
University Games in England.

Like Davis. Kutler went to the

Olympic ttials in 1988. His time in

the ICO-yard freestyle is 44.50. and
the time in his specialty event the

100-yard butterfly, is 48.09.

In other specialty events,

Thompson will try his skill in the

100-meter backstroke. The only

other Bruin to have competed at

the 1988 Olympic trials, Thomp-
son faces toughcompetition from a
pair of Stanford backstrokers.

Doug Weatherfort and Jeff Rouse
are considered the top two backs-

ttx)ken in the nation.

"I was in the lane next to

(Rouse) at last year's NCAA meet
for the 4(X) medley relay. He set the

American record in the 1(X) back

during that race. When I touched
he was already out of the pool."
Thompson joked.
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Barber rebounding from
1991 disappointments

SUNNY SUNG/Daily Bruin

Mamie Ceniza will play In the number-two spot for UCLA at the Women's Indoors.

Women's tennis toumey4KMind
By Michael Klein

Dally Bruin Staff

ISA team with momentum
lough to contend with.

If that is the case, the No. 4

UCLA women's tennis team will

nft fliiTicuit to siofi^&H jge^w&puty;

in the Women's Indoor National

Championship today.

The event, held at the University

of Wisconsin-Madison, is the last

team competition before the

NCAA Championships, and
includes 14 of the lop 16 teams in

the country.

The tq}-ranked Florida Gators

are favored to defend their title, but

they will receive serious competi-

tion from No. 2 Georgia, No. 5

Stanford and UCLA.
The Gators arc led by freshman

sensation Lisa Raymond, who has

won two Collegiate Grand Slam

singles titles this year . Ttiidtjators

will be. slightly undermanned,

though, as their number-two play-

er. lOth-ranked Andrea Farley, is

oat with a torn anterior cruciate

ligament

The Bruins (9-0, 2-0 in the

conference) will take on 16th-

ranked Mississippi in the Arst

round. Jerry Montgomery's

Rebels finished 16-8 last year and

lost in the second round of the

NCAA tournament to the Bruins.

They arc 4-2 so far this season.

The Rebels are led by Paloma

Collantes. The sophomore from

Lima, Peru, is the second-ranked

playef in the tiation. Other top season would not repeat itself

By D.J. Harmeling
Dally Bruin Staff

With his outstanding play,

UCLA's Billy Barber has been

overshadowing the efforts of many
of his more-heralded teammates.

Of course, at 6 feet 8 inches.

Barber casts a shadow over almost

everybody.

The senior from Brandywine,

Maryland, has rebounded from a

disappointing junior season to

compile a 9-1 dual-match record

this season.

More importantly, he has ele-

vated his level of play a notch, now
bolstering the top half of the

UCLA lineup instead of struggling

in the bottom half.

Barber says he bottomed out at

the end of last season. He has made
a conscious desision to make
himself a better player for his final

season.

"Last year I didn't feel like I

played well at all. Last year wa?
just a bad year,"^ Barber said.

So 1991 was a low point for

him?
"Very, very low,** he said.

It was at the end of last year

when Barber realized that he

would have to work hard in order

that the debacle that was his junior

^^^^^^m^

H|
^^^^A |%H
^r / ^^

<s^. 1

U6U Sporb Inio

players for the Rebels include

Alison Hill, Pascale Piquemol and

Nina Topper.

The Bruins will go with the

same lineup they used in a 5-3

victory over third-ranked Texas

last weekend. That means that the

See W.TENNI8, page 41

I realized it was my last

coming up and I knew with all the

guys coming back we would have

one of the best teams, and probably

our best chance to win it since my
freshman year," Barber said.

It. of course, is the NCAA
championship. The 1992 Bruins

lost only one player from a team

Billy Barber

that was ranked number one for

much of the 1991 season, and

entered this campaign at the top of

the preseason polls.

While the team boasts such

talents as Mark Knowles. Fritz

Bissell and David Nainkin, all of

whom were ranked in the Top 20 in

one preseason poll, it has been

Barber who has been truly out-

standing.

Barber says he started to prac-

tice well towards the end of the

1991 season, then carried that over

into the summer.
"Over the summer I played

some of the best tennis I've ever

played, consistently for a couple of

months," he said.

Btf^ pldy^ ^ France for twa

\i

months over the summer, rooming

for much of the time with David

Decret from UC Santa Barbara.

Decret entered the 1992 season as

the sixth-ranked player in the

Volvo/rrCA nation^ rankings.

See BARBER, page 43
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8 Brain women swimmers tiy out for Oiympics
By Christian Schreiber

Eight members of UCLA*s
Pac-10 runner-up swimming team
will travel to Indianapolis March
1-6 to compete for a spot on the

1992 Olympic team.

The swimmers, senior Kristin

Stoudt. junior Becca Shelton,

sophomores Becky Bnich. Suzi
Burt and Kristy Heydanek, and
freshmen Mary Petry, Natalie
Norberg and Megan Oesting will

be competing in a total of fifteen

individual events in the hope that

their times will earn them a place

for the games in Barcelona in July.

Each of the swimmers has been
training specifically for the meet
since the beginning of the year, and
none has eased up on their training

until just recently.

But while they will be members
of the same team before they leave

and after they get back, there is no
mistaking their individuality while
they are there.

**It*s almost a cut-throat situa-

tion because it's so individuai,**

Bruin head coach Cyndi Gallagher
said

Bruch, who will swim the 100
and 200 breaststioke in Indiana-

polis, agrees.

••Everybody is out for them-
selves." she said. '•There are a lot

of emotions during the meet -—
disappointment and happiness, to

name two. It^s just the opposite of
the team attitude at the NCAA
championships.**

Bruch should know, having seen
it four years ago as a 16-year old

sophomore in high school when
she swam four events in the trials

for the Olympics in Seoul, South
Korea.

SUNNY SUNQ4}aJly Bruin

Freshman Natalie Norlierg will try to qualify for the summer Olympics In the 200-, 400- and 800-
nfieter freestyles.

•<i
•It*s just a really special time,

and Tm really excited,** Bruch
said. 'Tm going to have a lot of fiin

and I will be cheering for my
teammates.**

HerUCLA teammates wiU need
it, as they should face a stiff

challenge in each of their events,

as well as the obstacle of over-

coming new distances to swim.
All races are swum in a long-

course meters pool, alien to all

NCAA swimmers who sv^dm in

slK)rt-course yards pools year
round.

The new distances should have a

subtle impact on most swimmers
because they have trained in 50
meter pools in conjunction with

tiie 25 yard pools, but for others

Uke Norbeig, the change could be

felt a bit more severely.

Norberg enters the NCAA
championships in three weeks as

the number one seed in the 500
yard freestyle. At the meet in

Indianapolis, however, she wi|l

swim the 200, 400 and 800 m^
freestyle, events that fall either

short or long of the yard distances.

Against other^ college competi-
tion it wouldn't be as large an
issue, but Norberg* s competition
In 0)e distance freestyle events will

likely come from 1988 triple gold
medalist Janet Evans, formerly of

Stanford.

Evans dropped out of Stanford

to train for the Olympics, and her

training has been solely on long-

coarse pools.

Other Bruins win feel the heat

mainly from the other swimmers in

the pool.

Shelton, Heydanek and Burt are

all entered in the 200 back^ a hotly

contested event that may include a

preview of a world record at the

trials themselves.

•'Whoever makes the team will

probably set an American or world
record,** Heydanek said.

Heydanek and Petry are also

entered in the lOQ hack, whidt

best time at Pac-lOs,** she said. ••I

don*t see why I couldn't do that

again. Tm not putting any pressure

on myself and Tm going into the

meet looking at it as a learning

experience.**

The swimmers with perhaps the

best shot at making the team are

the Bruins' Oesting and Stoudt,

who will swim both the 50 and 100
freestyle.

Only the top two swimmers in

each event qualify for the t^m, but

in the 100 freestyle, the top six

swimmers make the cut, a big

advantage to Oesting, for one.

"I'm really lucky because the

100 free is my best event and it's

the one where they take the most
people," she said.

Interestingly, none of the swim-
mers seem at all fazed by the

pressure of making the team.

••Everybody's confident,**

Oesting said.

That opinion is a common one.

••I get more confident as the days

go by," Norberg said. '•We all have
confidence in Cyndi (Gallagher),

and we*re all prepared.**

Gallagher just seems anxious to

get it over with.

•Trials are a crapshoot,** she

said. ••It all dq)ends on who
happens to be hot on that particular

day.**

According to Bruch, the kind of

premge that theisjsJn the trials^

should prove equally as cl0|se a

race. ^

The two fmished 3-4 in the Pac-

10 championships on Fd). SHi,

behind Ixa Loveless and Mary
Edwards of Stanford.

Petry remains confident despite

that showing.
•1 dropped a second off of my

needs to be blocked out in order to

succeed.

••You have to be completely
focused on yourself, on your goals,

and what you want to do," she said.

••You can't get caught up with the

fact that you might have a world
record holder in the next lane.

That's the kind of focus you need."
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Bruins
pay back USC
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

According to ESPN, tonight is

Payback Thursday for the fourth-

ranked UCLA men*s basketball

team.

The Bruins (21-2, 12-1 in the

Pac-10) will be looking to avenge

their lone conference loss when
they face No. 13 USC tonight in a

nationally televised game (6:30 on
ESPN).
The Trojans (19-4, 11-2) upset

UCLA, 86-82, Jan. 29 in a game
that saw the Bruins fall behind by

22 points in the first half.

**Wc were just awful last time

we played them,** UCLA Head
Coach Jim Harrick said. "They
were terrific and they outhustled

us.-

The winner of tonight's game
-will take ovei^ first place in 4he

Pac-10, which is the same scenario

that faced the two teams prior to

their last meeting.

**USC is a very important game
for us.** Harrick said. "I really

believe that they are a top- 10 team.

(A win over USQ could make a

great statement for us.**

If the Bruins beat the Trojans,

they will take a commanding two-

"Lady Luck was housed

in our jerseys last time."

George Raveling
use Head Basketball Coach

game lead in the conference race,

with only four games remaining.

However, ifUSC prevails, the two

teams will have the skme confer-

ence record, but the Trojans would

have the advantage because they

would have won both head-to-

head meetings.

'Ijidy Luck was housed in our

jerseys last time." USC head coach

George Raveling said. "I have

been trying all week to get her

phone number for Thursday's

game."

The Trojans used career nights

from forward Yamcn Sanders and
guard Duane Cooper to beat

UCLA last month. Sanders scored

a career-high 20 points, while

Cooper scored a career-high 23

points against the Bruins.

The UCLA players were able to

slow down USC star Harold Miner

last time, as they held him to 22

See USC, page 40

BURT HERMAN

Senior guard Darrick Martlii and his teammates will try to avenge

last month's 86-82 loss to USC before a national TV audience.

McGuire has five RBI in 17-4 baseliaii win
Gauchos walk 1 1 ; UCLA hits

a season high in mns scored

By Zachary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff, .. ^_

RCHARO KIM/Daay Bruin

Ryan McGuIre went two-for-five with five RBI against DC Santa

Barbara on Wednesday. ' :

The runs just kq)t coming and
coming and coming and coming.

In fiact, UCLA scored a season-

high 17 of them Wednesday night

at Jackie ^Robinson Stadium
against UC Santa Barbara. In what
can only be described as a laugher,

the Bruins pummelled the Gauch-
os, 17-4.

UCLA's third straight victory

ran its record to 1 1-3. UCSB fell to

IM.
After UCLA won its last four

games by just one run and with the

conference season opener only two
days away, a big win was just what
the doctor ordered for the Bruins.

**It's a good thing. It's about

time we had a laugher like this,**

UCLA Head Coach Gary Adams
said. "What can I tell you, it's

better to win some more games
like this, rather than going into the

conference season on a losing

streak."

The win was not expected to

come easy for the Bruins, as the

Gauchos had been very impressive

in compiling their 11-3 record.

But, as it turned out, the margin
was not representative enough of

how badly UCSB played.

Apart from two home runs by
Gaucho Orst baseman Jeff Antoon,

UCSB was horrible in nearly every

facet of the game. On the pitching

side, the Gauchos were particular-

ly dreadful. UCSB Head Coach Al

Ferrer used six pitchers to stop the

bleeding, but none had any sort of

reasonable success.

Gaucho hurlers were shelled for

13 hits and doled out an unsightly

11 walks, as all 17 runs were

earned.

*'It was just a total breakdown,"

Ferrer said. *They always said

there would be days like this.

Again, our defense fields errors,

but you can't field walks. I don't

want to make any excuses."

UCSB actually held a 1-0 lead

after two innings, but then the

Bruin offense started rolling. And
it never stopped.

UCLA picked up three runs in

the third inning, driving in all of its

runs, after two were out With
nuiners at the comers, centerfiel-

der Michael Moore lined a double

to left off Gaucho starter Steve

Lane (3-1) to drive in one run.

First baseman Ryan McGuiie

See BASEBALL, page 42

• IIW.
facing ijw
andWazzu
By Heather Dufiy

Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA women's basketball

team will try to answer the call of

the Great Northwest this weekend
as the Bruins hit the road to face

Washington State tonight and
Washington Saturday night

After losing in the final seconds

to USC last weekend, the Bruins

dropped into a tie for fourth place

in the conference with a 7-5

record. i

UCLA is led by senior Rehema
Stephens, the Pac-lO's leading

scorer with a 22.3-point average.

She also possesses the best free

throw percentage in the confer-

ence, 83.3 percent

Neither Washington school

found fortune on the road lasf

weekend, as both teams were
swept by Stanford and Cat
Wiashington is currently in sficBF

place in the Pac-10 with a 7-6

record and is nationally ranked at

No. 23. Washington State has gone
4-9 in conference games this

season and is eighth in the Pac-10.

The Cougars are in the clutches

of a three-game losing streak and

See W-HOOPS, page 41

Volleyball

knocks off

'SB In four
By Eric Bllllgmeler

The UCLA men's volley-

ball team hardly played a

perfect match last night

against UC Santa Barbara in

Pauley Pavilion. The players

started slow and looked

sluggish at points, but in the

end, the UCLA sideline was
all smiles.

And that, after all, is what
really counts.

The fired-up No. 5 Bruins

came back to beat the No. 14

Gauchos, 6-15, 15-10, 15-

12, 15-5, in an emotional,

mentally uplifting perfor-

mance in front of a sparse

Pauley Pavilion crowd.

**Wc haven't popped out

of our slump yet, but we'll

take the win," said UCLA
setter Mike Sealy. "We
started shaky, but when it

really counted, the passing

was unreal. They (swing

hitters Erik Sullivan and
Kevin Wong) were basically

perfect It's been so long

See V.BALL, page 42

More Olympics?
Eight members of the UCLA women's

swimming team are trying to qualify for the

Olympics in Barcelona.

Se$ page 47

^___^„._.: L

No sunshine tennis

The Women's National Indoor Tennis

Championships are going on this weekend, and

the UCLA team kicks it off with a match against

Ole Miss.

See page 24

Invite only
/^

Head women's Coach Valerie Kondo$ and the

UCLA gymnastics teams are hosting the Paul

Mitchell/UCLA Invitational Saturday night in

Pauley Pavilion.

See page 44
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1992
dealing the future

Beat the recession: Enroll In graduate school
Many graduating seniors wonder if diey can

escape sour job market by extending education

By Michele Keller

Career Guide Staff

With the economy in recession

and the unemployment rate at its

highest level in seven years,

college seniors are facing a tough

job market
As potential employers offer

fewer job openings, students about

to graduate must confront the

dilemma of either entering the

ultra-competitive job market or

delaying entrance by going to

graduate school.

*The economy is certainly col-

oring the way students think about

the job market,** said Cindy Cher-

now, career adviser at the Place-

ment and Career Planning Center.

One of the most commonly asked

questions from students, according

to Chemow, is whether they

should go to graduate school or

directly into the job market.

The recession has prompted an

influx of students, many of them

worried about struggling with the

job market, who are applying to

graduate school in the largest

numbers in years.

In a July 24 article in the Los
Angeles Times, it was reported

that according to the Council of

Graduate Schools, nearly a million

students applied to graduate school

in the United States in 1991, up
more than 10 percent from 830,000

in 1990.

"It*s a decision I had to make,**

said senior world arts and cultures

major Tina Baldwin, who is going

to graduate school. **It*s safer,

because I get to stay in school

longer. It*s not as scary as going

out and getting a job.**

But whether they choose to job-

hung or send out graduate school

applications, the current state of

the economy is causing anxiety.

Students are realizing that their

future transition into the working

world may not be as easy as they

might have originally thought.

"Even with graduate school, Tm
still worried about if 1*11 have a job,

with the economy,** said senior

philosophy major Ronald Floren-

do.

According to senior econom-

ics/international studies major

Vicky Chen, the job market today

makes graduate school almost a

necessity. "I don*t think the job

market is that great,** she said.

"With the recession, it*s hard to

find a job. It will be easier to find a

job with higher education.'*

While graduate school may be a

Haven for some from the instability

of the job market, ironically, rising

tuition costs may make extra

schooling impractical for many.
Especially with the UC system's

planned 24 percent fee hike, some
students may not be able to afford

avoiding the job market.

"On one hand, you have stu-

dents that are scared, that don*t

want to go out into the real world,

and instead opt for graduate

school,** said Chemow. "And on
the other, you have the economy
that*s saying, *wait, I really can*t

afford to do that.***

While the economy is in a

downturn, the job market may not

necessarily be as scary as some
students are making it out to be.

"I doti*t think the job market is

impacting students right out of

college as much as it is middle-

management The people that have

been out there making $40-50,000

a year seen) to be the ones being

impacted, more so than recent

graduates,** said Chemow.

One study by the College

Placement Council says that while

many employers are still cautious

about the economy, many plan to

hire as many as 8.5 percent more
new graduates in the 1991-92 year

than in 1990-91. This is because it

is cheaper for employers to pay the

entry-level salary of a recent

graduate (which for a liberal arts

major in 1991 was an average of

See GRAD SCHOOL, page 6

'Coor tools for handypeople
By Sam Whiting
San Francisco Chronicle

It is a new handyperson's rile of

passage — the arrival of the

dreaded tool box.

Whether it comes as a gag gift or

you begrudgingly purchase it

yourself, a fiilly stocked tool box
means one thing only — the next

time a pipe bursts or a circuit

blows, you will be expected to^b
that trusty kit, attack the problem

and not give up until it is con-

quered.

Tnn IS alwsys entertaining tor

smart-alecky friends and neigh-

bors who drop by to watch the fun.

Hell hath no fury as a new
handyperson— a UCLA graduate

— who gets everything ripped

apart and then must call a real

professional to put it all back

together.

*Those who have a mechanical

aptitude do OK. Those that don*t

call us,"* says Leigh Marymor,
owner of an Oakland, Calif.,

piumbifig eefieecaafafti beacs^ :his

name.

Marymor has seen enough of it

to develop a litmus test of sorts. "A
[)erson*s aptitude should deter-

mine the complexity of the task^**

he says. "If you don't like tools,

you might want to replace a faucet

washer, but you won*t want to

remodel the bathroom.**

Basic skills are required for

cost-effectiveness, whether there

is an aptitude or not After a child

has dropped a toy soldier in the

toilet several times, even a book-

worm parent becomes very inter-

ested in the workings of a plunger

and closet augW^

So where do you start? When it

comes to a tool kit, the word
"overkill** springs inunediately to

mind.

Many new handypeople do not

feel adequately prepared for even a

minor task, unless they strap on
too!-laden twin carpenter* s hol-

sters, like a gunslinger buckling up

for a shootout

Here are some guidelines for

basic tools from hardware experts.

Prices may vary.

The first purchase should be a

^screwdriver, preferably a 4-in-Qiifi^

($8.50) with large and snialT

Phillips and slotted heads. A small

hammer with a screwdriver hidden

in the handle ($7.98) is also handy.

After the screwdriver comes a

16-ounce claw hammer, wood
handle for the classic look, fiberg-

lass for durability, ($6.69).

See HANDYPEOPLE, page 6

paranoia (par'e-noi'e) n. more
than just a feeling, it's an LSAT,

GMATrMCATroFGRE test

Now We're Here To Ease the Fear
»

The Ronkin Education Group is opening

a UCLA center in March, 1992 with:

•small, individualized classes (8 students)

•flexible classes to fit your schedule

•40 hours instruction and tutorials

•diagnostic exams and evaluations

•11 years national experience

•Graduate School counseling

CALL NOW FOR A FREE EVALUATION!!

(310)312-4900
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INSTRUCTORS!
The Sports Club/Sports Connection is looking

for qualified, success-minded people to staff a

fitness environment second to none.

PROGRAM DESIGN

FITNESS TESTING
I -ii

EQUIPMENT INSTRUCTION

MEMBER FOLLOW-UP

o^-Advancement Opportunities

If you'd like to be a part of the finest

staff at the finest sports and fitness

complexes in the country, we'd like to

hear from you today.

' Santa Monica 213/4504464 • West Los Angeles 213/473-1447

West Hollywood 213/652-7440_» Manhattan Beach 213/643-6878

Torrance 213/316-0173 • Long Beach 213/430-1444

Costa Mesa 714/650-3600 • Irvine 714/975-8400

Sports Club Sports Connection Spectrum Equal Oppotunlty Employer
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Future shock
By Kevin Stricke

Career Guide Columnist

As a youngster I never

fear the future and

always prepared for it

But with only a year left at

UCLA, my approaching gradu-

ation is looming on the hori-

zon like an ominous black

cloud. Sooner rather than later,

I now realize, the day will

arrive when a familiar voice

whispers. **Now what are you

going to do?**

-i Many of my friends already

have graduated. People I used

to take classes with and go to

basketball games with are now
out in the "real" world.

Several have accepted full-

time job offers. Two are

employed at real estate firms;

another works in a bank. All

three have a toe in the door of

their chosen professions, or at

l^ast a toenail.

L^; They have to wear business
*
clothes to work everyday.

Last week one visited me and

I thought he had come from

church.

"How was your break?** I

asked him. He just laughed.

"It wasn*t a break for me
dude, I work nine to five

Monday through Friday.** Ouch.

But that does not really

scare me. I am used to hard

work. I have always main-

tained good grades while also

holding a part-time job.

The privilege I truly fear

losing is the structure of col-

lege life. Study this for a test

on such and such a date and

then you may take a small

vacation. Accumulation of a

specific number of units prom-

otes you to the next level.

People who work for a living

lack this simple fonnula. They

cannot just miss a few days

and then buy the lecture notes.

In order to remain in this

fantasyland some of my friends

have decided to stay in school.

Forget vacations, the best part

of being a student is that it

shields you from the "real

worid.**
^

Society values its scholars.

They avoid needing proof of

specific accomplishments by

attending a top university.

Even at the undergraduate

level, many a Bruin has seen

complete strangers change their

opinion once they learn they*re

talking to a UCLA student

Imagine what this slave to

societal norms thinks when you

pompously respond "oh, well I

attend law school.**

The worid is fiill of these

types. Sometimes they can do

favors for you. Sometimes you

need their help. Sometimes

they are your parents. Sinc6

.

they judge anyway, why not

let them be impressed?

Graduate school allows a

person to retain the appearance

of preparing for the future,

whether it is true or not.

Careers in car sales

may I promising

See SHOCK, page 11

By Adam Bryant
The New York Times

DETROIT— Sales of cars and

light trucks built in North America

rose 4 percent in mid-February, the

automakers reported Tuesday.

Analysts said the figures provided

additional evidence that the slug-

gish auto industry was slowly

gaining strength.

"We*re seeing a semblance of

recovery,** said Jack V. Kiman, a

Kidder, Peabody analyst in New
York. He said the foundation was

in place for consistent improve-

ment in sales, noting that more

shoppers were visiting showrooms

and more deals were being com-

pleted.

Kiman added that car compa-

nies were selling fewer vehicles to

fleets, suggesting better demand

from retail customers.

Tom Webb, chief economist of

the National Automobile Dealers

Association, added, "Real con-

sumers are buying cars.**

Although the uptick in sales

flies in the face ofTuesday *s report

of a drop in the consumer confi-

dence index for January, analysts

said the sales figures better

reflected the state of the economy.

"It*s more important to see what

consumers are doing than what

they are saying." said Harvey

Heinbach, an automotive analyst

with Merrill Lynch in New York.

He noted that the selling rate for

the last 30 days was slightly higher

than in January and in the fourth

quarter of 1991.

*The glimmer of improvement

is continuing, but it*s nothing

dramatic,** he said.

Cars considered to be domesti-

cally built include those assembled

in Canada and Mexico, as well as

those built in North American

plants by Japanese companies.

Cars made in North America

See CARS, page 7

BeforcYou Start GUmbingThe Ladder OfSuccess

Yoi^ve GotAn ImportantWalkTo Take.

Congratulations Class of 1992! You've studied

coundess hours, completed hundreds of exams

and made it through all ofthe stru^

that face a student. You should be

proud of your acromplishments

and we know you 11 be happy to

learn thatorderingyoucapandgown

for graduation has never been easier!

At Graduation Et Cetera, lo-

cated across fromToutDe Suiteon the

First Floor of^Ackerman Union, you

can order your cap and gown, gradua-

donannouncements,andpernu-plaque

for your diploma all in one place at one rime.

We'd like to invite all students graduat-

ing this year to stop by and find out about

Graduarion Packages and we encourage

you to order your cap and gown early

before the rush hits.

So come get acquainted with

your "One-Stop Graduation

Shop" and get a head start

on planning one ofthe

most important

days of your

life.

GRADUATION ET CETERA
Rrst
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EARN EXTRA
MONEY!

TEACHINGASSISTANTS NEEI
to tutor students by phone,

write & grade examinations in

Computer IScieiice

Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Environmental Engineering

For More Information,

Please Contact Carena del Uno
' Kennedy-Western University

28310 Roadside Drive

Agoura HiUs, CA 91301

818-889-8443

State gives helping hand

to new 'career' parents

Prepared by Professionals for Profession

RESUMES
for RESULTS

• Resumes expertly written and designed

• Cover letters created especially for you

• Counseling in job pursuit and interview

techniques

• Laser Jet printing; stored on disk for

easy revision

• Days, evenings, weekends, by

;app)ointment

free initial consultation

(81 8) 999-3034
' Ask for Fran

boSOl Vtentura Boulevard/Suite 112AVbodlancl Hills, CA91364

$^
V/

Like Networking?

Make friends, extra cash distributing

hair care, skin care and nail care

products to student community

(10hrs/wk).

Contacts in Hong Kong a plus,

but not necessary to profit here.

$.

Will train .

Small investment required.

Call todaj for interview:

(310)859-2284

Do it for Pure Adventure!

By Brett Pauley

Los Angeles Dally News

Shauna and Gregory Puth of

Tarzana wanted a family, but they

were unprepared when it happened

so quickly.

Married in November, Shauna

became pregnant on their honey-

moon.
"It was a big surprise,** said

Shauna, 21, who has two children

from a previous marriage. **Wc

weren't sure how we were going to

afford a baby."

Greg, 22, a life-insurance sales-

man, had a policy that covered

Shauna*s general health but not

pregnancy costs. They applied for

Medi-Cal but didn't qualify

because their household income

was too high.

"California is always saying it

wants healthy babies, but there

was no program to cover my
pregnancy," Shauna said. "We
were feeling hopeless, but we
decided to have the baby no matter

what."

Hopelessness turned to desper-

ation, Shauna said, until the couple

learned in January of a new^ state

program designed to cover unin-

sured or underinsured pregnant

women. They turned to Access for

Infants and Mothers (AIM) for

help.

Launched Jan. 21 by Gov. Pete

Wilson, AIM assists women and

families who do not qualify for

Medi-Cal, can't afford private

insurance or have insurance that

doesn't cover maternity benefits.

A marriage between public and

private agencies, the $158 million

program will be fueled by state

tobacco tax revenues through June

1994.

•TThis is the fint California

program to have the government

share the risk with a private

entity," said Dierdre Kennedy,

vice president of Pasadena's JP.

Kennedy and Co., an employee

benefit administrator contracte^JO

determine eligibility and enroll_

applicants in AIM.
"And as our government gets

closer to mandated insurance and

socialized medicine, this is the

wave of the future. It is an

experiment; the information and

data collected will be used in

future programs."

The program costs the enrollee 2

percent of the annual household

income, which covers the mother

through childbirth and for two

months afterward and covers the

baby for two years.

A $100 fee is required on the

child's first birthday. It does not

cover other members of the family.

A single mother making

$20,000 a year would have to pay

$400 for AIM. A family of three

with another child on the way

earning $30,000 would be assessed

$600.

An uninsured woman can

expect to pay $3,000 to $10,000 in

hospital charges for a delivery, not

including prenatal and follow-up

visits^ Kennedy said.
.
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From page 2

$21,655) than it is for a middle-

management employee with sever-

al years' seniority.

Also, many of the major cuts in

business are occurring in the blue-

collar industry, which doesn't

affect recent college graduates as

strongly.

But despite this somewhat

promising news, students are anxi-

ous.

Senior electrical engineering

major Sushant Rao said the stress

of job-hunting started last quarter.

HANPYPEOPI£
From page 2

"So far. . .I've had seven or eight

interviews and every time you

don't get it, you say, *Oh God, am I

ever going to get a job?'"

As companies are now more

tentative about hiring, this year's

college graduates may have to wait

longer and spend more time

searching for their first job.

Rao, who was looking fot

interview possibilities at the Place-

ment and Career Planning Center,

said that with the economy in its

current situation, "You just have to

work a little harder than the next

person. One counselor said some-

thing like it takes twice the amount

of time to get a job now than it did

before."

Chemow recommends students

start thinking about their futures

eariy. Students need to know their

priorities and be aware of their

options: "It's important that stu-

dents go through the career

counseling process, to get in touch

with their values and what's

important to them."

$,

Other standard tools include: a

10-inch adjustable crescent

wrench ($10.89), good for putting

together Christmas bikes; a nine-

inch tongue-in-groove pliers

($9.65), which squeezes just as

light as normal pliers but can also

turn pipes; a Stanley Short Cut

Tool Box Saw ($21.98) also good

for pruning; a 16-foot Stanley

Powerblock tape measure
($18.98); a caulking gun ($4.09);

and a standard 1 1/2-inch putty

knife ($2.49).

A crucial apartment item is a

window opener ($6.15), for those

painted shut. "If it was more well

known," says San Francisco

remodeler Dave Herring, "they'd

sell a lot more of these."

A three-inch nylon house-paint

brush touches up windows forced

open without an opener. And don't

forget to get a pry bar and nail

puller ($14.69). "With one of these

and a hammer," says Herring, "you

could tear down a house," which

many will want to do, once they

start in on home repair. A Stanley

No. 99 uUlity knife ($5.25) wiU

also prove handy to this end.

To get into the heavier artillery,

a small Yankee electric drill and

screwdriver combo ($26.90) will

work, or a Black & Decker

variable speed power drill

($48.98). These tools are power-

ful, but don't go far without a 25-

foot orange extension cord

($9.25).

To get cocky and expand into

woodworking requires a Pocket

Plane ($7.71); a four-piece chisel

set ($26.38); a combination square

($6.53); and a Jobmaster Level

($13.71), all by Stanley.

Among your inventory of odds

and ends, you should also have a

tube of DAP Kwik Seal Tub and

Tile Caulk ($2.96); a pint of DAP
Fast n' Final Spackling ($3.89) for

filling in holes; and Elmer's

Carpenter's Glue, for putting bro-

ken things back together.

Duct tape ($6.98 for 60 yards)

works on everything, as does

WD^O ($4.65 for 12 ounces).

At this point, "Renovation— A
Complete Guide," by Michael

Litchfield (Prentice Hall) will

probably also be required. This

hardbound tome is $32.95 and

covers all trades.

What most handypeople soon

learn is that there are no regulation

sizes for nuts, bolts and pipe

fittings. For certain fittings, only

one tool works, so it comes down

to whether the cost of the tool, plus

the aggravation, is more than

calling for true professional help.

One way to tell, says Marymor,

is ">yhen you need a power tool,

it's a good time to call the

plumber."

These days, plumbers, both pro

and amateur, start with a five-gal-

lon plastic bucket and attach an

Alta Tool Holder ($17.95) around

thp outside. The big equipment

goes inside the bucket and the

technical stuff and parts in the

pouches around it.

The basic pipe-moving motion,

which is the crux of most home

plumbing, requires two wrenches

— one to clamp on the fixed end

and hold it in place, and the other to

turn the working end.

Two 12-inch channel locks

($11.50 each) are required for

galvanized pipes; also needed are

two six- or eight-inch adjustable

crescent wrenches ($12.95); and

two Hea^ Duty 12-mch pipe

wrenches ($17.50).

Other crucial implements are

six-inch neeale nose pliers

($11.95); a nine-key hex wrench

($6.80); a Turner propane canister

($17.50) for soldering copper pipe;

a spark lighter ($3.50); and a

tubecutter ($7.70).

Anytime gas or flame is

involved, it is a good idea to keep a

first aid kit handy.

Plumbing is all about getting

into dark, damp nooks and cran-

nies, necessitating a large flash-

light ($22.95) by Mag Lite. Also

needed is a Tiny Tim hacksaw

($2.20).

"A lot of times the difference

between success and failure in

plumbing," says Marymor, "is

having the tool to work at close

quarters." For this, a basin wrench

($21.75) is required.

A Stanley Torpedo Level

($9.95) is crucial, because waste

systems operate on gravity and

must fall one-quarter inch per foot

On the waste disposal end, the

aforementioned plunger ($6.98) or

closet auger ($6.99) may save the

household. When they fail, a

hydraulic drain fiusher ($25.70)

attaches to a hose and create3 water

pressure for blocked drains.
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Providing extra lieip for woriters

By Elizabeth M. Fowler

The New York Times

With the needs of employees

becoming increasingly complex,

more companies are hiring so-

called work-family managers to

help workers cope with their

problems, according to a recent

study.

The job generally involves

helping with the growing diversity

of workers* needs. For example,

assistance might be provided for

working mothers who need child-

care or who have elderly parents at

home who need care; fathers who
want paternity leave to raise

children; those who want shorter

work weeks, or those who want to

share jobs, dividing their work-

week in half.

A study by the Conference

Board, a private research organi-

zation, entitled *The Emerging

Role of the Work-Family Mana-

ger," found that most work-family

managers were promoted from

within companies, usually from

human resources departments.

The smdy was done by Arlene

_A. Johnson, a work force research-

er at the Conference Board, and

_jcarel L. Rose, who handles work

and family programs for Time

Warner Inc. Among the 68 compa-

nies surveyed were the Bank-

America Corp.. John Hancock and

the Xerox Corp.

Johnson said she noticed

increased interest among compa-

nies for work-family managers

about two years ago. It was then,

she said, that she began receiving

telephone calls from companies

wanting information about writing

job specifications for work-family

managers. At the same time, she

said, she began receiving calls

from middle managers interested

in such jobs.

Johnson estimates that more

than 300 companies now have

work-family managers and that the

number continues to grow.

The need for such a person on

corporate staffs comes at a time

when two important trends are

converging that affect American

workers.

One trend is that the average

manager will probably change jobs

at least five times during a career.

Few people will remain with their

companies for 20. 25 or 35 years,

as was typical until a decade ago.

That means that workers need to

do more of their own retirement

planning because they have less

chance to build substantial benefits

with one company over a period of

years.

The other trend is that compa-

nies, in^eeking to cut costs, have

reduced their contributions to

pension funds and healfii i

ance. Johnson said work-family

managers can help workers plan

for retirement and health insurance

coverage.

People interested in becoming

•work-family managers need good

communications skills and inter-

personal skills like empathy, pati-

ence and diplomacy, she said.

They also need to be able to plan

and think strategically about their

jobs, have a good knowledge of a

company's culture and the ability

to be a self starter.

One company official reported

difficulty filling the position

because half of 150 resumes

received for the job did not meet

his company's criteria; half the

respondents had social work back-

grounds and half had business

backgrounds.
•1 think you have to have a kind

of Renaissance person: pragmatic

and clear-minded and knowledge-

able about the people side of

work-famUy." said the official,

who insisted on anonymity.

About 71 percent of the work-

family managers who responded to

the Conference Board sttidy had at

least bachelors' degrees. Among
those with higher degrees, 51

percent had master of business

administration degrees.

The average siary among 32

work-family managers who
attended a meeting sponsored by

Johnson last April was about

$56,000 a year. About half of those

said they were eligible

^\fmFR mniwwpm oppoRrmmES
Spend your summer conducting research at the

MaUonal Center for Atmospheric Research, a private,

non-profit corporaUon sponsored by the national

Science Foundation. MCAR's Summer Employment

Program (SEP) is offered to minority undergradute

students Interested in the sciences and engineering.

Relevant areas of interest and fields of study include

physics, math, computer science, meteorology,

electrical engineering, chemistry, technical writing, andj

other physical sciences.

MCAR is located at the foot of the Rockies in Boulder,

Colorado, home of the University of Colorado. Boulder

is unparalleled In Its recreational opport:unlties.

CompensaUon for the program consists of round trip

air fare to and from Boulder, housing, and a monthly

stipend.

The 1992 program dates will be approximately June

8 to August 14. To be considered for the program,

complete application packets must be receivsU no

later than Narcli 6, 1992.

For more informatloii on an application paclcet,

contact Anna Rcyna-Arco», Human Resources

Administrator. P.O. Box 3000, Boulder CO 80307.

or phone (303) 497-8706.

MCAR Is an affirmative action/equal opportunity

employer.

for bonuses ranging from 6 percent

to 10 percent of their salaries.

These managers indicated that

ihey felt positive about their jobs

but "uncertain about the long-

range career implications."

CARS
From page 4

sold at a seasonally adjusted

annual rate of 6.2 million units, flat

from a year earlier.

The nation's domestic automak-

ers posted sales of 174,024 cars in

the Feb. 1 1-20 period, an increase

of 2.5 percent over the period in

1991.

Light-truck sales rose by 6.6

percent, to 97.529 units. There

were nine selling days in each

period.

Sales of General Motors Corp.'s

North American-built cars rose 3.1

percent in mid-February, to 75, 166

units. The company's light-truck

sales declined 1.3 percent, to

34,267 units.

The best-performing GM units

were Saturn and the Cadillac

division, which posted a 62 percent

sales gain in the period, largely

because of the popularity of its

deVille models and its redesigned

Seville. The only other GM divi-

sion to report an increase was

Pontiac, which reported strong

sales of its restyled Bonneville and

Grand Am models.

Ford Motor Co. posted an

increase in car sales of 0.2 percent,

to 50,881 vehicles. Sales of its

trucks rose 10.9 percent, to 34,893

units.

Chrysler Corp. sold 17,250 cars

in mid-February, a 15.9 percent

drop, according to estimates by

Ward's Automotive Reports, an

industry publication. Chrysler

does not report 10-day sales

figures. Ward's estimated that

Chrysler's truck sales, which

include minivans, pickup trucks

and four-wheel-drive vehicles,

rose 7.1 percent, to 22,750.

Toyota Motor Corp. reported

strong gains for its domestically

built Corolla models and its rede-

signed Canu7, which has won

wide praise in the trade press.

Sales of Toyota cars jumped 79.6

percent, to 10,516.

Honda Motor Co. said sales of

its American-made cars rose 26.1

percent, to 12,407, and the Nissan

Motor Company's car sales

jumped 23.8 percent, to 3,239.

Many dealers who were opti-

mistic last month about a quick

recovery in auto sales were less

cheerful after the latest sales

period.

*The pace is a little slower than

at the end of January, but it's a

heck of a lot better than Decem-

ber," said Fred Sredl, general

manager of Ackerman Chevrolet

in St Louis. He added that while

showroom traffic was strong,

many consumers said they were

just looking and planned to buy in

the spring.

At Andean Motor Co., another

Chevrolet fianchise near Atlanta,

James Otwell, the owner, said

more shoppers were visiting his

showroom, but too many of them

had bad credit and were unable to

secure financing.

"It's still on the slow side, but I

feel better about this year than last

year," Otwell said. "At^ least

they're beginning to look."

Mark Herrmann, who sells

Buicks, GMC trucks and Subarus

in Yonkers, N.Y., said his business

had been inconsistent of late.

Showroom traffic is up, he said,

but consumers make several trips

to his dealership and price-shop

elsewhere before they commit to

buying. Even so, he sees general

improvement in the market

*The peaks are now higher," he

said.
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Scholar sees 10 more years of nomic I I Idrums
By Bill Hendrick

Cox News Service

CONCORD, Mass. — Imagine

Paul Revere with laryngitis and

you know how Jay Forrester feels.

Nearly 217 years after the famed

patriot's midnight ride. Forrester, a

famed scientist and professor, is

yelling out his own dire warning:

Depression is coming!
Depression is coming!

. But Concord might be under

London's rule had Revere's warn-

ing met with half as much skeptic-

ism as his.

Forrester. 73, doesn't literally

shouL He is a soft-spoken, meti-

culous scholar at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology

whose inventions in the computer

field have literally changed the

world.

Now. he and his MIT proteges in

the evolving field of system

dynamics, which he also invented,

insist that the world is changing in

a way no one wants.

Today's hard times are diffe-

rent, they warn, and not only

compared with the other eight

recessions since World War II, but

with mo&l of the 50 dpwnUims the.

nation has endured since the

French and Indian War.

Forrester sees this downturn as

similar to only a few others:

notably the depressions of 1836-

43. 1893-97 and 1929-39. And
such episodes, which he and his

disciples say occur in "long

waves" every 45 to 60 years, make
normal recessions look trivial.

These waves aren't caused by

the planets or sunspots, as Wall

Street mystics claim, but by readi-

ly understandable, explainable and

even predictable management ten-

dencies, he says.

For example, technology

evolves, but the decision-making

processes of managers stay pretty

much the same through the ages.

The speculators responsible for the

1980s real estate bust, he notes,

made the same kinds of bone-

headed errors their predecessors

did when Grover Cleveland was in

the White House a century earlier.

Forrester thinks capital spend-,

ing patterns generate the long

waves, which are driven by over-

building of physical capital invest-

ments — things like factories,

machinery and offices.

At some point, supply exceeds

demand, but construction con-

tinues full tilt as investors keep

trying to capitalize on a boom they

don't notice is ending. The latest

high point, Forrester says, came

around 1980, when farmland

prices began to fall.

What was already a building

boom turned into a frenzy over the

next eight years. The wave theory,

he says, explains why the average

office vacancy rate in U.S. cities is

20 percent; why bad real estate

investments caused savings and

loans to fail; and why home values

are flat or faUing.

It takes three or four decades for

the economy to reach such peaks,

he says, but less than two for

"capital plant" — factories and

technologies — to be worn out or

rendered obsolete, laying the

groundwork for new booms.

*There*s a long way to go before

all of this gets unraveled," Forres-

ter said one evening in his Concord

home. 15 miles northwest of

MIT's Cambridge campus. "But it

doesn't mean that this has to play

out like the 1930s. Not all down-

turns are alike. But if we had not

had the guarantee of bank deposits,

we would already be in the kind of

crisis we saw in '31 and '32."

Because of such safety nets, this

downturn may feel like "a lon-

ger-term malaise." he hopes. **But

as I see it. the trend for the next 10

years is basically downward,"

Although he holds the patent for

creating random access memory
(RAM), the brain of modem
computers, he gets little respect

from economists. Most wonder

why he has spent 20 years on a new

kind of computer model that may
be no better than standard brands.

But Forrester's latest invention

— the System Dynamics National

Model — generates recessions,

just like the real economy, every

three years or so; it produces

periods of inflation, stagflation

and deflation; and every 45 to 60

computer years, it creates major

depressions.

The very nature of capitalism

causes such periods, he says, not

Saddam Husseins or oil embar-

goes, which are blamed in hind-

sight

The long wave "is an observed

phenomenon, but n6 one has an

explanation for why it exists," says

Georgia State University eco-

DonaW Ratajezak, who ^^m;

•*Latcr this decade, we ought to

get a new spurt of growth,

Goldstein says. "We'll be restruc-

turing the economy to put money
into more productive sectors than

the militaiy."

Economists agree with Forres-

ter about one thing: that the current

tough times aren't going away

soon.

Generally, economists fret that

the United States may be in for the

most prolonged period of eco-

nomic sluggishness since the

1930s, and they cite how this

slump is different:

Unlike the other slumps since

World War II. this one wasn't

caused by excess inventories

(which cause businesses to cut

production) or by high inflation

(which makes the Federal Reserve

turn of( the easy flow of money).

Every few decades, a spending

binge like the one in the 1980s

builds up too much debt, which

takes years to pay down.

Since George Bush was inau-

gurated, the economy has grown at

an average pace of 0.7 percent a

year. It hasn't performed that

badly since the 1930s, when the

annual growth rate was 0.5 per-

° How the MIT economic model was assembled

By Bill Hendrick

C^x News Service

CAMBRIDGE. Mass. —
Remember the model planes your

neighbor's brother built as a kid?

With a little glue, time and

patience, he transformed dozens of

tiny pieces of plastic into a work of

art

Talk about patience. Jay For-,

rester of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology has spent 20

years working on another kind of

model: Gluing tens of thousands of

pieces of information together

with 2.200 mathematical equa-

tions that he feeds into a powerful

computer.

Just as model planes simulate

real ones, the 73-year-old scien-

tist's model is designed to simulate

the real U.S. economy.

He thinks it works better than

models used by commercial eco-

nomic forecasters, mainly because

in building it. he relied more on

engineering principles than eco-

nomic theories.

Forrester, who developed one of

-the first genetal-pttfpoae compit

behaviors. -

So instead of programming his

computer to look for specific

correlations between things such

as interest rates and car buying

plans— which is what economists

do— Forrester decided it would be

better to study decisions and try to

leam how decisions by thousands

of different people ricochet off one

another.

He devised equations linking

Ukely decisions of managers in

banks, factories, retail stores,

government agencies and house-

holds.

Economic relationships, he

says, are not automatic and often

defy logic. Just because interest

Economic theory holds

that recessions are

caused by government

policy enrors or

"random shocks".

cream in summer, and there tend to

be more murders in summer. But

banning the sale of ice cream

wouldn't have any effect on the

murder rate."

that's not much different from

economists' practice of correlating

factory orders and interest rates.

There's another difference

between die MIT models and

others. Economic theory holds that

recessions are caused by govern-

ment policy ehors or **random

shocks,** — such as wars or oil

embargoes.

The MIT model is built on the

principle that the very nature of an

economy — its intertwining rela-

tionships - - pushes prices and

production up and down.

The computer showed Forrester

that normal interactions among
players generate periods of infla-

tion, deflation, recession and

depression. One day, to his sur-

prise, he discovered that his com-

puter generated not only

recessions, but deep depressions at

^miregular intervals.

He didn't know it at the time, but

jhe long wave had been espoused

earned his Ph.D. at MIJ. "You

only have about four or five of

these waves, so you don't have

enough history to have a statisti-

cally valid test In two or three

centuries, we'll know."

John A. Menge. chairman of

economics at Dartmouth College,

who also earned his Ph.D. at MIT,

dismisses the tiieory with a wink,

adding, "Forrester's been saying

the same thing for years."

But doubters don't botiier For-

rester, who thinks his model — a

complex simulation, with 2,200

equations — proves his theory as

much as any social tiieory can be

proved.

*The assumptions in the model

align witii tiie structures and tiie

policies of real life," he said. "If

the behavior of the model tiien

"Later this decade, we

ought to get a new spurt

of growth. We'll be

restructuring the

economy to put money

into more productive

sectors than the

military." ^

Jay Forrester

simulates real life, tiien you do

have support for what happens in

the real world."

Much of his support comes from

outside the economics profession.

Political scientist Joshua S.

Goldstein of tiie University of

Soutiiem California spent years

researching tiie theory and con-

cluded not only tiiat waves exist,

but tiiat they have washed over the

worid since Uie 1300s.

His 1988 book. "Long Cycles.

Prosperity and War in die Modem
Age," contains 12 pages of tables

listing such arcane data as German

wheat prices from 1531 tiu-ough

1786, 18tii-century English textile

prices and the number of U.S.

patents issued since 1790.

Goldstein contends that long

waves are caused by complex

interactions among price fluctua-

tions, wars and inventions such as

tfie steam engine and the computer.

Over the past 19 years, spending

power hasn't improved much.

Since 1973, tiie inflation-adjusted

median income of families has

edged up to $25,830 from $24,345.

Yet consumer debt has more tiian

doubled since 1980. This supports

claims tiiat consumers are too

tapped out to spend.

Speculation got out of hand —
in real estate, stocks, corporate

mergers — much more than in

most slumps. The same thing

happened in tiie 1920s, tiie 1870s-

90s and tiie late 1830s.

For such reasons, even general-

ly upbeat experts predict slow

growth for most of the decade— in

the range of only 2 percent a year.

Two percent growth beats a

depression, but it doesn't point to

chappy days, says St Louis eco-

nomist Laurence H. Meyer.

*The economy has to grow 2

percent just to Iceep the unemploy-

ment rate constant," he says.

The 7.1 percent jobless rate will

keep rising for at least several

more montiis. he said. *The story

is. tills is a broad period of

stagnation. It reflects a correction

of a series of imbalances."

Paul Getman of Regional Finan-
*

cial Associates says tiiat even

though some experts call this

slump mild, it's really "severe."

witii unemployment really closer

to 10 percent. *This is the first

recession (since World War II)

where tiie labor force has actually

fallen." he says.

Roger E. Brinner of DRI/

McGraw Hill Inc. says other post-

war slumps were V-shaped —
steep declines followed by sharp

recoveries. This one is U-shaped,

he says, but die economy may stay

at tiie bottom of tiie "U" for a long

time.

Economist Larry Kimbell of the

WEFA Group says "sometiiing has

produced a very negative view of

tiie world." but he's not sure what

Forrester says he knows: too

much federal debt; too many office

buildings, factories, retail stores;

in the '80s boom, too many jobs

created for efficient business oper-

ation; too many businesses, con-

sumers,and local governments in

the red.

"It took a long time to get where

we are." he says. *There will be

upturns, but things are going to be

difficult for years.**

ters. set out in the early 1950s to

discover why some businesses

succeed and others fail.

After studying inventory control

problems at General Electric Co..

he deduced tiiat tiie company's

internal decision-making practices

— not outside influences —

^

governed its success.

He soon founded the field of

"system dynamics." which is

based on the notion that the

suiicture of a company, or an

economy, leads to success or

failure.

In short, people respond predic-

tably to circumstances that are

dictated by the structures around

them. For example, every com-

pany has a chain of command, and

a middle manager's decisions

often are influenced by what he or

she thinks tfie boss wants. In the

same way, the structure of the

economy also leads to predictable

rates fall doesn't necessarily mean since at least 1925, when Nikolai

masses of people will rush out to

buy cars. Such decisions also are

based on other factors, such as job

security, whiclf is affected by

corporate management policy,

which is influenced by govern-

ment policy.

Standard economic models "are

essentially based on correlations

and not underlying causal relation-

ships," says John Sterman, who
succeeded the recenUy retired

orrester as head of MIT's System

Dynamics Group.

In a sense, Mr. Sterman says,

standard models are built on the

wrong principles.

"Suppose ice cream cone sales

and the murder rate in a city are

correlated, and that when ice

cream sales are high, murders are

high," Mr. Sterman says. *That's

probably because you sell ice

Kondratieff, director of Moscow's
Institute of Economic Research,

published a scholarly paper con-

cluding that capitalist economies

are doomed to go through big

booms and busts every 40 to 60

years. - . •

KondratiefTs thesis was based

on a detailed statistical analysis of

data of major industrial countries

going back to the mid- 1700s.

The most predicuble thing

about tiie economy is the tendency

of people to repeat mistakes. Since

tiie "Dutch tulip mania" of 1637.

speculative price bubbles have

been built on the notion that good

times will roll forever.

In short, when everybody is

making money building new office

towers, no one tiiinks his building

won't make money, too.

The nation is full of believers

tiiese days.

Ways to cope with economic downturn
By Bill Hendrick
Cox News Service

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — Sure,

die chart looks scary.

The waves are supposed to

represent major up and down
movements in the economy ovct

die past 200 years, and tiie chart

hints tiiat harder times are coming.

But don't panic — it's only a

tiieory. '-*

The Massachusetts Institute of

Technology may be one of the

world's best schools, but even its

theories aren't facts.

Fact is, few experts read the

economy's brainwave as direly as

Jay Forrester and otiiers atMIT do.

Unfortunately, many economists

do foresee the economy limping

along at a weak growth rate for at

least the next couple of years, and

possibly for tile rest of the century.

For the sake of argument,

assume they're right What would
it mean for you?

If you're unemployed, stiff

competition for jobs. Unemploy-
ment lines will get longer before

they get shorter. That always

happens after recessions. It took

tiiree years after tiie 1981-82

recession for unemployment to fall

to pre-slump levels. And you may
have to settie for less— 45 percent

of people who lost jobs in 1991

found new ones paying less.

The outiook is similar if you are

among the 6 million people work-

ing part time because you can't

find full-time work. You'll need

patience.

If you have a job. don't count

too heavily on it being secure,

especially if you're in middle

management And as long as the

economy remains weak, don't

expect any big pay raises, bonuses

or better perks. Companies will

keep pinching pennies until profits

perk up, which won't happen until

long after the economy does.

If you're close to graduating

from college, tone down dreams of

living like your 1980s predeces-

sors in a swanky condo; stay

friendly witii your parents.

If you haven't saved much for

your kids' education — and most

people haven't— you may have to

forget about MFT, where annual

tuition nins more than $20,000.

Home values have tumbled, so

you could lose equity by selling.

Consider a new paint job.

Inflation will remain low, so

your dollars will stretch further.

But inflation is low only because

demand is weak. Until demand

picks up, your standard of living

won't

Interest rates will stay low, too,

if the economy stays weak.

Of course, such assumptions are

also based on tiieories. There have

been 50 economic slumps since the

1760s, and neariy as many tiieories

about what caused tiiem. But here

are some facts, not theories, that

support tiie pessimists' claims:

The economy's growth rate in

tiie fourth quarter of 1991 was 0.3

percent In tiie 1930s, tiie average

growtii rate was 0.5 percent.

The last quarter in which the

economy grew faster than 2 per-

cent was tiie first quarter of 1989.

It takes 2 percent growtii to keep

unemployment from rising. Geor-

gia State University's Donald

Ratajczak thinks the worst of the

slump is over, but he still predicts

that unemployment will rise to 7.5

percent this year from 7.1 percent

Nine million people are jobless,

and more tiian 20 percent of all

households were hit by job loss in

1991. That's one reason consumer

confidence is low.

Though confident in their

tiieory, MIT experts have tiieir

fingers crossed tiiat government

programs such as Social Security

will halt the economy's decline.

One more fact Though eco-

nomists work hard to foretell tiie

future, tiiey're often wrong.
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Don^ tiy Flint, Mich,
By Don Terry

The New York Times

FLINT, Mich. — In its glory

days, not so very long ago, when
jobs were almost as plentiful as

autumn leaves, this town proudly
called itself "Vehicle City,"
because of all the cars and trucks

its workers pioduced for General
Motors Corp.

But the American Dream has
been fading into bitter memory
here for years now as job after job
has been lost to layoffs and plant

closings. Vehicle City is running
out of gas.

So the announcement Monday
thatGM will close an engine plant

here, eliminating 4,036 jobs by
1995, hit Flint hard — but not as

hard, perhaps, as it might have
when the city and the nation were
younger.

"Unfortunately, this is a town
that has been bombarded within

the last decade with this kind of
bad news,** said Ben Hamper, who
worked on GM assembly lines for

la years ^fore writing '•Rivet-

head," (Warner Books, 1991), a
book about the plant "It*s sad, but
Flint is sort ofan old hand at this by
now."

In a written statement to the

engine plant employees, 0PM offi-

cials said closing the plant, which
opened in 1954, was a difficult

decision, **particularly because of
the impact on the people
Involved.**

,

But the letter said the plant's

age, GM*s belief that more than

half the work force would be of
retirement age in 1995 and that

many others would be reassigned

to other plants played major roles

in the decision.

That GM planned to close

several plants and lay off thou-

sands of workers had been well
known since December. In parti-

cular, there was a fight to the death
between a plant in Arlington,

Texas, and one near Ypsilanti,

Mich. Texas won.
But few here, from the Mayor to

a repairman inside the doomed
plant to a union official, said they

had any idea until Monday that the

V-8 engine plant in Flint would be
among the casualties. Of the 12
plant closings announced for the

United States and Canada, Flint

will lose the most jobs.

"Everybody is still in a state of
shock,** Roger Cunningham, a
machine repairman at the plant,

said today. "We weren't warned at

all.**

Jim Davis, a 50-year-old
machine operator in the plant*s

connecting-rod department, said:

"GM has stuck it to Flint a lot the

last few years. They are building

cars nobody wants.

*They*re the ones who tell us
what to build. They didn*t com-
plain about how we worked back
in the *60s and *70s when we were
makikng them a lot of money.**

Across the street from the

yellow brick plant, Jim Stroud, an

official with the United Automo-
bile Workers Union local 659, sat

in his office before going into the
factory.

"Willow Run had time to think

about what was going to happen,**

Stroud said, referring to the

doomed plant in Ypsilanti. "But
here, it was boom, you*re going to

close. You always hear about plant

closings, but it never sinks in until

it*s yours. It*s like a death in the

family.**

For many here, J .1 was part of
the family for generations. The
company was bom in Flint in 1908,
and tens of thousands of young
men and women marched straight

from a graduation line to an
assembly line in aGM plant. Many
stayed until retirement and some
even worked alongside their

grandchildren.

•These aren't people who have
had five or six jobs,** said Joe
Plummer, a 47-year-old toolmak-
er. 'They've only worked one job
all their lives, at GM."

It wasn't as if Flint families

were obltgaied to keep sending""
generation after generation to the

plants. For many, the wages were
good enough to send chUdren to

college. And soon these clans of
blue-collar workers had a doctor or
a lawyer in the family.

The last decade or so, however;

—

has been hard on Flint and its

mainstay employer. In 1982, GM
employed about 65,740 workers at

its Flint plants, according to Edwin
Custer, the city's planning and
housing manager.

In 1989, the work force was
down to about 46,660. Fhnt's

population in 1980 was 159,61 1, In

1990, it was 140,761.

Surprisingly, and despite
instances of Americans* paying
money at staged events to smash
Japanese cars, several workers
here said their fight was not with-

the Far East
««Y*.Tm not mad at the Japanese,"

said Plummer. "I'm mad at our
government They let the Japanese
dump their minivans on our mark-
et"

A few miles away, in the heart

of Flint's downtown, Diane Pend-
leton, a waitress and manager at

the Verdict restaurant across the

street from the Genesee County
Courthouse, said the city grew to

rely too heavily on the paychecks
from the GM plants.

"Now, all of a sudden it's falling

apart," she said. *The town has a
downbeat attitude. We're all hop-
ing for the best but expec^ting the
worst.**

~

She said ahnost every family in

town has a relative or friend

working in one of the plants, and
almost every family in town has
been hurt during the hard times.

"We help each other buy groce-
ries, pay the rent, whatever," she
said. "It's like the blind leading the
blind. The poor helping the poor.
But we've been through bad times
before. I guess we'll survive."
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By Marian Burros
The New York Times

Last November, California sued

10 of the leading manufacturers of
ceramic dinnerwaie for unaccept-

able levels of lead in their dishes.

For many people, the immedi-
ate, unanswered question was
whether the china they use every

day was safe or not.

Tuesday, the California attorney

general, Daniel E. Lungren, and
the Environmental Defense Fund,
a nonprofit group in New York,
tried to answer that question by
releasing the names of hundreds of
patterns of china that, according to

manufacturers* tests, meet the

state's standards, the strictest in

the United States.

The attorney general refused to

release the names of the patterns

that do not meet the standards. **It

is more fair to put out information

about companies that we know are

below the warning level," Edward
Weil, a deputy attorney general,

said Tuesday.

The ceramics manufacturers
who were sued for yiolating^ the_

plate's antitoxics law, ProposiOon"

65, include some of the best-

known: Lenox, Minton, Royal
Doullon, Wedgwood, Royal Wor-
cester, Villeroy & Boch and Fitz &
Tloyd.

The list released by Lungren
-includes patterns from all these

companies. Patterns not on Lun-
gren's list either did not meet the

state's standards or were not

included in the information sup-,

plied by the conipanies.

But china that does not appear

on the list is not necessarily a

safety risk, Lungren said in a news
release.

**Califomia's level is a level of
concern," said David Roe, the

senior lawyer for the Environ-

mental Defense Fund, which filed

a similar suit against the ceramic-

-ware manufacturers. *'It is not one
at which you ban the product."

Lead is a highly toxic material

that builds up in the body over a

lifetime and can cause chronic

illnesses of the nervous system, the

reproductive and cardiovascular

systems and the kidneys. Children

and fetuses are at particular risk.

The California level, set by the

state's Department of Health Ser-

vices, is based on the amount of

lead that would be ingested if as

little as 0. 1 parts per million of lead

leached from a dish.

It is 5 to 10 times lower than the

federal guideline for lead.

**It is a health-based number,"
said Dr. Ellen Silbergeld, the

senior toxicologist for the Envir-

onmental Defense Fund. **It is

tempered by technical feasibility

and measurability, but it certainly

is not too low. This is a comprom-
ise."

The patterns that do not meet
California lead standards general-

ly meet the federal guidelines. As
the state did previously with
gasoline emissions, this is an effort

to enforce stricter standards than

those adopted by the federal

government
In November, the Federal Food

and Drug Administration pub-
lished nonbinding guidelines for

acceptable levels of lead in cera-

micware, significantly reducing
the previous levels.

Elizabeth Campbell, the chiefof
regulations and industry activities

in the FDA's Center for Food
Safety and Applied Nutrition, said,

**The federal guidelines are suffi-

cient for safety." The new federal

levels, she said, are in response to

lower levels set by the federal

government for acceptable levels

of lead in the blood.

According to California's law,

businesses are required to giYfi_

warnings when they expose people
to certain toxic chemicals, includ-

ing lead.

"The warning sounds reason-

able," said Dr. Kate Mahaffey, an
environmental health scientist for

the National Institutes of Environ-
mental Health Sciences who works
at the University of Cincinnati

Medical Center. "People have a

right to know. I see nothing the

matter with the need to warn
people."

* *I know if something had a little

lead in it, I might still buy it, but I

wouldn't store salsa in it," she

added. "I have a set of Chinese
dinnerware that probably has huge
amounts of lead in it. We use it

probably once a year, and I

certainly don't store things in it

"Companies would do them-
selves a favor if they would
provide quantitative data. The
amount of lead a dish could have
above the California level could be
6 pans per million, or it could be 60
parts per million."

For years it has been assumed
that only cheaply made ceramic-

ware from abroad — Mexico,
Portugal, Spain, Italy, Taiwan and
Japan — leached unsafe levels of

lead, but the Environmental
Defense Fund learned otherwise

when it tested 230 pieces of china.

Roe said that the tests uncovered
* *spikes in every price range, every

style." He continued: "There is no
simple *white is fine, everything

translucent is fine, everything over

$10 is fine.'

SHOCK
From page 4

ttT*.Tm sure she will be suc-

cessful," certain people will

always say, "she's enrolled at

a fine business school."

But not all i)eople are will-

ing to spend another four years

studying for tests. I have a

friend who wants to act. I

worked in a restaurant in Los
Angeles for several months and
two-thirds of the staff were
aspiring thespians. But Jimmy
is convinced he will make it.

He woiks very hard although

he has no way to prove it

with numbers. Performance

experience is somewhat akin to

a grade point average but

everyone knows success as an^

actor requires more than talent

and dedication.

Jimmy has no alternative

plan. He does not mind living

in financial uncertainty until

the big contracts start rolling

in. I do. I want to live in

comfort. I do not want to

worry about having to pay my
bills. 1 enjoy security.

But when I look at my
friends, no occupation appeals

to me. Sure they all have

alluring characteristics, but can

1 picture myself doing any of

them for the next five years?

Then there is my friend Tracy,

all she does is travel. . .

.

Careers in potteiy:
Is it really wordi the danger?

MAKE A
LIFE SAVING DECIS1

ABOUT YOUR CAREER

At Beckman Instruments, Inc, you can team up iwith a health care legend and put your education

t^work saving lives. Our Oiagnostic Systems Group is an industry leader and a technological in-

novator in the production of dmical chemistry systems. Our breakthroughs provide vital resources

to the world's hnest hospital dinical laboratories and medical centers.

We are constantly seeking talented graduates in Chemistry and Engineering to join our critical ef-

forts. If you (want to make contributions to improving Hves, consider Beckman.

For more information on career opportunities, please send your resume or contact us at

Beckman Instruwentv inc. Diagnoslic Systems Gniup. Attn: Celege ftecnatment 200

South Kraemer Blvd., Brea, CA 92621, (714) 993^8584.

Beckman will be recruiting on March 4 in the Placement and Career Planning Center

BECKMAN
M\ Affiffnative Action EmptoyK

Finding the rightjob
after graduation
doesn't have to be a
desperate last

minute hunt. With
the UCLA Career -
Network program,
you've got more
than 1 ,500 reasons
to start exploring
your options right

now.

The Career Network
includes alumni
from, almost every
conceivable career
field. Select a few
alumni in your field_

of interest from the
Career Network
catalog. Spend a
few minutes on the
phone, or a
day-on-the-job with
your alumni
contacts. They'll

give you the inside

scoop about what
they like best about
their field and
sometimes more
importandy what
they dislike. They'll

give you a few hints

on breaking into the
industry, and maybe
even give you a few
other names of
people to contact.

Take the time to

investi^te a
possiblity or two.

^top by the SAA
office on the second
floor of theJames
West Alumni Center
and ask to see the
alumni catalogs. Or
call 825-UCLA for

more information.

Explore

Your
Career
Interests

The SAA Career Network program
is sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Association

and funded by a grant from the UCLA Foundation.
Created to help you get the nrx)st

from your UCLA experience.

AT UCLA. YOU LEARN WITH THE BEST.
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Hie long haul:
S.F.'s commuting careers -

LASER EXPRESSl^UMiSERVICE
Phone orKx us your resume information for a

beautiful professional resume that will get you results.

Call now for a FREE personal consultation.

Next day service.

Phone (213) 935-4007

Fax (21 3) 653-3840

$25 Complete

Well Help You

ake A Great Impresstoa t

>"Resumes- Fine selection of paper and

matching envelopes in a variety of colors,

weights and textures. ;

Full-Service

Black & White Copies

^Desktop Publishing Seli-serme
-

SE/30 and IICX Macintosh computers with

software and laser printouts

> Canon Color Laser Copies

>Black & White Copies

Oversized Copies- For engineering,

art and architectural drawings

4
I 2J* each

Full-service black and white copies for 2 1/2c each (8 1/2 x

1 1 . 20# white bond paper, each side counts as one copy.
machine-fed copies only.) One coupon per person. Cannot
be combined with other offers Present coupon with order

Coupon good through March 23, 1992.

923 Westwood Blvd.

824-5276

copiimai
The Professional Leader In Copy Centers
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ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A POTENTIAL
OPPORTUlNqXP^MT
FOR A 9.^5:5

Would you like to live on a tropfpl i$|^^
Windsurfing? Snorkeling? SCU^pving? Archery? Cany^^do you have the desire to leam?*Or, are you an entertaine/;^dgeiv
or Technician? If you have any of these qualifications, aiijTpfyou '^

work hard and play hard, we may have the job for you. \/ :*

lis?

)aneMlfnot,
ir, Misician
afraia to

PACin iiNDS
y-i

has full-service beach resorts i|^4iei^iftciliJ*t eater to guest^Mvfio "ii^^^^ active,
entertained and have the xmMii^Mm&iM have opening^ in Ji^ii^RTS.
ENTERTAINMENTAND AifrnTtESDEm^ FCMl... p -^

•OiW&prEJ
^^ORPINn^rORS ENTERKINERS

i ;cj^i^.,!|^:,A,^j^^ instruct water& land sportSi iniim^ and d\x^^

biliiiiiilipW^^ mi team Japanese Is nece$99||lii'^,

> rncsJ^, and odier fringe benefits, including||)||^^

PACIFIC ISLANDS Club has opportunities for 6 month contracts f\'cry „^„

year. Ifyou are seeking a career in the hotel or recreational field, or If you at^
to jump into a 9 to 5 position, this may be the fob for you!

m

For more information, RI.C. packets are available in the Career P|y((5fipyaf
For immediate consideration, call Heidi or Marcy, collect, after ^ *^-^^^^^^^=^=^^==^^

(415)586-0724.
iSJi:^

Pacific Islands Club \s an equal opportunity employer and all

U.S. laws apply. Proofof eligibilty to work in the U.S. is

required.
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By Tim Schrelner

San Francisco Chronicle

SONOMA. Calif. — While
millions of San Francisco Bay
Area residents bemoan the grid-

lock and stress of urban life in

America's fourth-largest metro-
politan area. Cliff Putnam and a

few thousand others haven't much
noticed.

Pumam lives in the woods in

northwestern Sonoma County, in

the Bay Area's outback, far fh)m
the freeways and the neon strip

malls, where he is untouched by
urban graffiti, meter maids and
political correctness.

"People don't like the pressure

of the city, so they live out here,"

the former owner of a Union Street

singles bar in San Francisco says.

**This is a place to hide.**

Pumam is among the 218.000
residents of the nine-county Bay
Area who quietly hide in the vast

stretches of unplatted land that the

U.S. Census Bureau officially

classifies as rural.

JIhe self-reliant loners who live

out m the land of pickups and pine

U"ees disagree over whether living

so close to a world-renowned
metropolitan area is a blessing or a

curse, but they agree on one thing:

Rural life is good for the soul,

beneficial for the family and
relatively stress-free.

**lt*s like having a cabin year-

round,** says Gretchen Koch of her

home tucked in the oak-covered
eastern foothills of the Santa Cruz
Mountains in southern Santa Clara

County.

Rural dwellers represent 3.6

percent of the Bay Area popula-
tion, but they are spread thinly

across the 5.428 square miles of
rural land — 78.4 percent of the

Bay Area's land mass.

By contrast, the nine-county
Bay Area's 6 million urbanites are.

of course, relatively crowded.
Their numbers have been multi-

plying for decades while the rural

population has remained fairly

steady.

Poll results consistently show
that most people, regardless of
where they live, want to live in a

small town or rural area. And for

good reason.

People living in the rural patch-

es of statistically defined metro-
politan areas do well compared to

their neighbors in the city and are

much better off than their counter-

parts in rural zones far from any
cities.

The people who live in rural

portions of the Bay Area are

younger, more likely to live in

families and have higher incomes
than their urban neighbors. They
also have longer commutes.

"It makes sense that these

people have high incomes," says

Calvin Beale. a federal govern-
ment official and expert on rural

America, "because if you're going
to commute a long distance it can't

be for a poorly paid job, or it

wouldn't be worth it,*! ;

—

The homes in Putnam's Anna-
polis "neighborhood" — some at

the end of seven-mile driveways
— are at least two hours from
Santa Rosa and more than three
hours from San Francisco.

It is as difficult to characterize
the residents of the Bay Area's
sparsely settled Shangri-las as it is

to describe the landscape, which
runs from desert-like conditions

near Livermore ai)d French-style

vineyards in Napa to the redwood

forests of the lonely Sonoma and
Marin coasts. "We could be in

Alaska." Pumam says.

Jeanne McCormack describes

her Solano County ranch as look-

ing like western South Dakota's
brown rolling grasslands.

"We don't consider ourselves

part of the Bay Area," says the

young woman who, with her

husband, grows safflower and
herds sheep on 1.800 acres. "Peo-
ple speak of ^traveling to' the Bay
Area. We consider ourselves part

of the delta fu-st and secondly part

of the Sacramento River Valley.**

The people, McCormack says,

are roughly divided along the lines

of the relatively recent arrivals,

who often consider the proximity

of Davies Symphony Hall a bless-

ing, and the old-timers, who
generally loathe the city and its

encroachment on their lives.

"We used to not lock the doors,

and a handshake was your word."
says a bitter-sounding Dave
Pedotti. whose home near the

mouth of the Russian River gives

fajm unclear view^of Piacific^Qccaii-^

waves crashing on a huge reef.

*The world is catching up with

us."

Pedotti has a sense of humor
about the dwindling viability of his

2.000-acre ranch of Herefords and
cross-bred ewes. "I used to see

people I knew in Santa Rosa." the

46-year-old says, "now I see

people I don*t want to know. I

haven*t been in San Francisco in

years. Hell, why should I go to San
Francisco? I can go to Santa Rosa
now and get mugged."

Gretchen Koch moved to her

two-and-a-half acre retreat near

San Martin from San Jose a couple

of years ago. It gives her and her

commuter-banker husband "the

best of both worlds." she says. "I

have a rural lifestyle with neigh-

bors and friends who care, and I

can go to the city for concerts and
that sort of thing."

McCormack is the exception to

the grumbling-natives rule.

Although bom in isolated eastern

Solano County, she and husband
Al Medvitz "go to Berkeley as

often as we can. Movies. Book-
stores. We would die if we
couldn't immerse ourselves in the

city."

The beauty of sleeping near the

bam and being able to lunch near

the opera house, says Ernest
Goitein. who lives on Mount
Hamilton in the South Bay, is:

"rm in charge ofmy own time and
Hfe."

Indeed, these rural residents

whose fashion tends toward feed

company caps, cowboy boots and
flannel shirts often live where they

do because they use their time for

what they consider a higher call-

ing.

Pumam is nursing abused red-

woods. Goitein stopped grazing

cattle on his 160 acres in 1986 to

bring back native cover. Koch is

nurturing a former pear orchard

back to its natural state with bay
laureL trees and native grasses,

which arc green four months
longer than the man-introduced
countryside around it

The constant work that nature

demands makes rural acres "great

places to raise a family." Pedotti

says. 'There is no idle time."

McCormack agrees, saying that

when you live in isolation "your
family is often your social life."

And such closeness transfers to the

community of neighbors.

^
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Tipsfora
subsistence
existence
By Anna Raver
The New York TInies

I've recently received a few
letters like this: **The vegetable
garden is rototilled and I've been
reading flower books, but please,

please write a column soon for

completely terrified amateurs who
don*t even know what tools to buy.
Even the 'basic* books assume
you*ve been secretly gardening all

your life.**

The writer goes on to say that

she planted bulbs this fall **not

quite sure which was right side

up." (Remember the time you
tried to grow carrots without
adding anything to the hard clay

and they grew only an inch?)'

Dear Reader Everything is

going to be fine. The great thing

about gardening is it doesn't break.

So what if you planted a few bulbs
upside down? They'll grow shoots

that move away from the source of
gravity. They'll figure it out.

Absolute beginners make won-
iierfiil mistakes, most of them
Unavoidable. Like planting garish

orange something-or-others next
to pink ones. (Who knows? A real

artist might get away with it.)

Or insisting that tomatoes will

grow in the shade. Or attacking a
major pruning job with hedge
clippers. (**I thought they were
loppers."

That*s how a gardener learns.

It*s not like making a mistake with

the baby that the psychotherapist
will trace directly back to you 20
years later. Plants don*t point a
fmger.

If they live, they don*t carry

grudges. If they die. unless you've
killed an entire species or a rain

forest, you feel only momentary
guilt, which is quickly replaced by
a philosophical, smug feeling:

Failure is enriching your compost
pile. _

So stop worrying about what
you don't know, which is every-

thing, and go forth into the garden.

Eton't read a lot of books before-

hand. It's like using Michelin
guides.

It*s great to note, when standing

in the Place de la Concorde, that it

was here, at a fu-eworks display

celebrating the marriage of the

Dauphin and Marie Antoinette,

that the crowd panicked and 133
people were crushed in the moat
But before that, it's gibberish.

No. it*s best to walk outside fu-st

and survey the terrain. Do you
have light or shade? (Be honest
Don't condemn sun-lovers to the

dungeon.)

Ek) you want to renovate the

hedge and shrubs and flowering

trees? Arc you fascinated by old-

fashioned roses or Asiatic lilies ?

Arc you a farmer at heart, wanting
to grow only what you can eat?

Want to screen out a noisy street or

focus on a beautiful view?

What are the basic realities? Do
you have clay or sandy soil? Is

water scarce? A thriving vegetable

garden does best with a drip

irrigation system, or at least

regular deep watering. So don't

start one too far from your water
supply.

Have your soil tested by the

county extension service no matter

what Don*t just ask for a pH test,

which indicates whether your soil

is acidic or alkaline. (A slightly

acid pH of 6.0 is fine for most

See PARMiNQv page 15
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buM a better tormrrow

Tcxiay's professionals must be prepared to

work effectively with a variety of people in

a variety of settings. At Pepperdine, students

are taught the skills required for professional

competence in a culturally diverse and

challenging environrnent.

Pepperdine's master's degree programs are

Iw-^uks planning le4^turiHe-the=

work force, enter new careers, or advance in

their present professions.

MASTER IN EDl]C\TKW.

Pepperdine's Master of Arts in Education

and Master of Science in Administration

programs offer teaching and administrative

credentials as well as concentrations in

educational technology, early childhood

education, and psychology. These programs

are designed to prepare educators and

administrators for California's public and

private schools. For an education brochure

and application, call (800) 347-4849.

MASTER IN PSVCHOLQCA:

Pepperdine's Master of Arts in Psychology

and Master of Arts in Clinical Psychology

with an Emphasis in Marriage and Family

Therapy programs are designed to prepare

professionals for careers in psychology

and in marriage, family, and child counseUng.

For a psychology brochure and application,

call (800) 888-4849.

Pepperdine University invites you to

consider its master's degree programs by

calling for further information.

Pepperdine University Graduate

School ofEducation and Psychology

San Fernando Valley Center

16830 Ventura Boulevard

Encino. CA 91436

Malibu Campus

24255 Pacific Coast Hm.
Malibu. CA 90263

Orange Count\ Center

2151 Michelsm Drive

Irvine, CA 92715

Peppeidine University Plaza

4W Corporate Pointe

Culver Cit\.CA 90230
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A Get the job you want!

Use this form to order your Joblines' Custom List today! ~i

ChPOTo LiBting by Catogory (One Par Order Form):

D Architecture/ D Business/FiruvKe/

Pianning/LarKJscape Law

D Engineering D Computers

SVVleek

Chooae Region:

D San Francisco Bay Area

D LA/Orange County Area

D Al California

n n|iiiinj Af»r»Pfl<»tt ni«rfw in»-

25.00

26.00

40.00

School

Choose Delivery Method;

a Mai it! $

a FAXit! SS.OOAveek X 3 = $

•i )
-

D FED EX it! $11.50AMeekx3> $.

SPECIAL f.,

Winter/Spring
GRADS
Congratulations St welcome to

the job mffccif, Let im lieip you

with your job aearch by

ofTerbg you 20% dsCOUlt
to joblines. Yom will receive 3

listings (1 each week) of

Caiiforaia jobs especially

£ttr Winter^Spring

2.00

(Federal Express-Next Business Day)

8.25% Sales Tax (CA defiveries)

TOTAL $.

D Check or Money Order to JOBUNES
D VISA D MasterCard Caid#

Exp. Date ^____ Signature.

GradS. Joblines' staffers

research all nuvjor

California neuspapeis
(Sl other sources as well), to

provide you with Current,

timely info on available job

opportunities in your chosen

field. Our listing is sorted by

job category, region, St level

of experience making it essy

to read& ISe. Order

JOBUNES today & get a

jimp on your
competition!

Name Ptt

Address.

Cly

\Z d
Mail Your Order Form To:

Joblines
1678 Shattuck Ave. #326
Berkeley, CA 94709
Or FAX It to: (510)845-5300
(Ads via FAX require prepayment with VISA or Mastercard)

D8lome&
Ibudie

^ Systems
Analyst

The Computer AMuranoe S«rvic«« (CAS) Group, a division of
Management Consulting, speciaUzes in systems consulting and
performing data processing reviews in ooi^unction with financial

audits.

As a sjrstems Analjrst, you will be a key member of our consulting
team. Our projects include security consulting, rapid appUcation
development, computer crisis situations, and assessing the business
functionality of computer systems. Additionally, you will evaluate
qrstems control environments as part of the firm's financial audits.

We seek individuals from any migor, and who have the desire to

work 2-4 years and then pursue their MBA full-time at a top business
school. Tlie systems analyst position is designed to provide incentives
to return to the firm upon completion of the MBA. Additionallj; the
opportunity to gain sufllcient experience for CPk cerUfication is

avaUable to qualified individuals.

Candidates should possess the following credentials:
• Intermediate accounting coursowork.
• Tliree computing courses, and/or a strong familiarity with
computers.

• Minimum overall GP\ of 3.2 preferred.

• Excellent interpersonal skills, and the ability to work at a team
player.

Tb be considered for the position of systems analyst, submit a
resume by Bfarch IS, 199j^ to: Deloitte & Ibuche, Mr. Clay Young,
1000 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1400, Los Angeles, CA 90017. No telephone
calls, please.

Deloitte Jk Touche is an equal opportunity employee

,v

vt,
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Ptepanng and Ptesentms
Yotuselfto the EtDspectea

Employfer!
"The Interview"

College Graduates are faced with the hard reality of
conducting their job search during this recession.

This seminar is committed to

assisting individuals with all aspects involving the

interviewing process

TOPICS TO BE DISCUSSED: ^

* Filling out the application correctly.
* What to say, what not to say during the
interview.

* Questions to ask, and questions not to

ask.
* How to negotiate salary.

* Wrapping up the interview.
* How to dress during the interview..
* and more...

You will feel more confident and in control when
presenting yourself to that prospected employer.

This seminar is conducted by
B.G.A. & Associates specialists in career guidance
seminars and client recruiting for Fortime 500

compames.

COURSE FEE: $49.00
(A $5.00 discount will be applied to any
student showing school I.D.) ^-^

Classes are limited to 10 participants.

MARCH SEMINAR SCHEDULE:
(Wed.) March 4th, 9:30-ll:30am

(Wed.) March 4th, l:00-3:00pm

(Fri.) March 6th, l:00-3:00pm

(Wed.) March 11th, 9:30-ll:30am

(Wed.) March 11th, l:00-3:00pm

(Fri.) March 13th, l:00-3:00pm

Service/ Career
Opportunities

Enrollment is accepted at the office of
B.G.A. 6t Associates located in Culver City

or through mail. >

For further information calk m
, ,

„•

B.G^ & Associates

13101 Washiiv^on Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90066
(310)827-80^
FAX: (310)306-2477

(Minorities and
Spanish/Cambodian speakers

are encouraged to apply)

Elementary and Secondary
Teaching

Minimum Annual Salary $26,610

(182 workdays per year)
- r

Full Benefits Package

Minimum Requirements:

B.A. plus CBEST

For application, contact:
Personnel Services

Long Beach Unified
School District

701 Locust Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90813

Phone: (310) 436-9931, EXT. 1208

Fax: (310) 435-4056

•California Basic Education Skills Test must be
taken on or before April 4, 1992. Contact your

university placement office to determine when
the test is given in your area.

Keep Pace With A Changing World
As a risk management consultant, you will work with executives in global
enterprises to develop financial and insurance solutions to ever changing

risk management problems.
Economics/Business majors, check out these high reward careers vy^hen

Alexander & Alexander representatives are on campus Monday, March 2.
(For more information, visit the placement and Career Planning Center
to review our Binder, Brochures and Video and for interview sign-ups.)

^<
xander
exander

'-*i

Gardening
questions

ByUndaYang
The New York Times

QJ've seen expensive topiary

lollipops at florist shops and
would like to try making these

plants myself. Is this so hard?—
Patricia B. Sinclair, St Louis.

A. No, it is not so hard, but it

does take time and patience to

devek>p the single-stemmed lolli-

pop shape known as a standard.

Standard topiaries can be made
from various woody-stemmed
plants, said Patricia Riley Ham-
mer, topiary specialist at Long-
wood Gardens in Kennett Square,

Pa. They include azalea, camellia,

fiichsia, rosemary, myitle, sweet
bay and scented geranium.

Start with a plant with a strong

vertical stem, although you can use

a stake and ties to support a weak
one. Prune the lower branches

first, leaving only the topmost
twigs.

When the stem reaches the

desired height, clip it off and snip

the twigs all around to starL

shaping a rounded head. Confiniije~

clipping through the growing
season to encourage multiple

branching of the ^nds.

If you also want to create

multiple heads, Ms. Hammer said,

allow the central stem to continue

growing. She also advocates
rotating windowsill plants regu-

larly to assure even exposure to

sun. In about 18 months you should

have a respectable-looking topiary

standard.

Ms. Hanuner explains the many
topiary techniques used at Long-
wood Gardens in her recent book,

**The New Topiary** (Garden Art
Press). It is available by mail from
the Longwood Garden Museum
Shop, P.O. Box 501, Kennett
Square, Pa. 19348; telephone:

(215) 388-6741. extension 470.
The price is $49.50, plus $5 for -

shipping.

Q. Docs a 5-1-1 label on a
fertilizer bag mean that the

product contahis only 7 percent
nntrient content and that the

remaining 93 percent is hiert? I

notice that cow manure is some-
Unies marked 1-1-1. Does this

make cow manure a poor choice
if one is looking strictly for a
plant food? — Howard Purcell,

Amagansett, N.Y.

A. The three major nutrients

needed by plants — nitrogen (N),

phosphorus (P), and potash (K)—
are listed in that order on the

fertilizer package (N-P-K).

Numbers like 5-1-1 indicate

how many pounds of each nutrient

are present in a l(X)-pound bag. For
example, a 100-pound bag labeled

10-2(>-10 holds the same amount
of nutrients as two 50-pound bags
of 5-10-5. And yes, the remaining
contents are indeed inert

But different products cannot
easily be compared. Seemingly
identical organic fertilizers like

guano or Hsh meal, for instance, -

may have different N-P-K ratios,

depending on the actual source.

And the percentages in natural

products do tend to be lower than

those of their chemical counter-

parts. But while, technically

speaking, you could say that cow
manure, with its low N-P-K, is a
•*poor choice** if you are looking
only for plant food, its benefits as

an organic fertilizer cannot be
calculated. Even the **inert** por-

tion may be useful.

V
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FARMING
From page 13

flowers and vegetables).

Get a reading on basic nutrients

like nitrogen, phophonis and
potassium, as well as zinc and

boron. The extension agent can tell

you how to remedy any defkien-

cies or imbalances. Vegetable

gardeners should check for lead,

which can enter the soil from

flaking lead-based paint

As for the big picture, draw up a

site plan or get a deed that depicts

the location and dimensions of

property lines: the house, walls,

paths, driveway, major plantings

and so on. Find out where the

utility lines are. All the artistry in

the worid won*t mend a broken

sewer line.

Once you decide where to plant

trees and shrubs and set a wall or

path, the rest will fall into place.

Perhaps you want a winding

path that leads to a little garden

bench or fountain. Recirculating

water systems aren*t that compli-

cated and they don*t waste water.

If your backyard is shady, forget

vegetable gardens and sketch a

phui for ferns and shade-loving

perennials like astilbe and foam-

flower and woodland ground cov-

ers like epimedium and lady*s

mantle.

If you have sun, maybe
want to shock the neighbors by

ripping up the lawn and planting

native grasses and wildflowers.

Until you decide what you want,

you can't do any meaningful

research. But once you have a

vision, even if you know nothing,

you know what you*re looking for.

That*s the time to hit the

hbraries. If the public Ubrary isn*t

satisfactory, call the local botani-

cal garden or artx>retum and ask

about its research facilities.

Membership in a garden library

is often worth the privilege of

perusing not only books that are

often out of print, but also the

vertical files and newsletters full

of references and ideas.

Diit gardeners, by the way,

should dig into *'The Practical

Gardener'* by Roger B. Swahi

(Holt, 1989) for everything from

tools to fencing out the deer.

The county extension service's

staff is usually well versed in the

local climate, hydrology, soil

conditions and which varieties of

plants do best in the area. Plant

societies are also sources if you are

focused on something specific like

roses or ferns or daylilies or rock

gardens.

Pore over the seductive color

photos in the garden catalogues.

Browse through local nurseries for

the kmd of plants best suited to

your site. Devek)p an adventurous

mind.

It*s surprising how subtle and

varied shade plants can be. And for

sunny, dry spots, there are count-

less others that thrive with very

little water. Again, it's a matter of

knowing what you want.

Visiting other gardens is of

course invaluable. It's like being

around good music or food: With

enough exposure, quality just

seeps in.

Jot down a list of plants that

strike your eye, interesting combi-

nations of color and texture, or

how a big tree or wall looked.

It may be worth hiring a

landscape architect whose taste

reflects yours, if for only a few

hours to discuss general concepts.

Then you can decide whether

you're up to the work yourself.

Above all remember that a garden

is an expression of yourself, not the

outside designer.

I oundcti
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UNIVERSITY OF

COLLEGE OFLAW
APPLY NOW

Accredited-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992

Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Westem Association of

Schools and Colleges.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus

5445 Balboa Boulevard

Call:(818)98 1-4529

La Verne Campus

1950 Third Street

Call:(714)596-1848

V@UR@y!EEI^
Getting to the Right Destination

Ac the Placement & Career Plaiming Center, you'll discover a wide range of services to help you niake

smart career decisions and compete successfully in the world of work. Stop by soon and get acquainted.

Our services are free to currently registered UCLA undergraduate and graduate students.

WORKSHOPS. SEMINARS
& GROUP MEETINGS
G Career Exploration

Major & Career Planning

Resume Writing

Interviewing Skills 6t Practice

Job Search Strategy

Survival Skills on the New Job

Q Networking

The Job Seekers Club

CAREER INFORMATION
& EXPLORATION

Internships & Cooperative Work Programs

Q Career Resources Library

Q Career Consulting Partnership

Panels, Programs & Special Events

CAREER ADVISING & COUNSELING
Guidance in choosing a major

Interest assessments

Job outlook and employment trends

Resume critique

GRADUATE SCHOOL PLANNING
Q Fellowships, grants and post-doctoral

opportunities

Entrance exam study guides

University and college catalogs

Assistance in the application process

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Q Part-time, temporary 6i seasonal jobs

Full-time entry-level career positions

Campus Interview Program

Jobs For Bruins & Career Connections

job fairs

Education Placement File Service

PIACJMEWT • CARE8II
PLANWINO CENTER
U • C • L • A

(310)825-2981

Monday - Friday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Tuesday: Career advising, full-time job listings

6l library available until 7 p.m.
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LSAT GMAT 1 MCAT

V

I

Thefastest growing test-preparation programs

in the nation, bar none!

Could it be because of documented increases like these:

LSAT average increase: 12+ points

GMAT average increase: 110+ points

GRE average increase: 230+ points

MCAT average increas^: 4+ points

(on overall 15 pt. scale)

t^
i> I" « Oit.

Or program inclusions which our competitors don't have:

At least four proctored tests, each with computer analysis

Two interactive chisses per week, each with an instructor

Maximum class sizes of twelve, each stratifi§d to ability

Academic review plus revolutionary test-taking techniques

I HE
PRINCE ION
REVIEW

Let our unprecedented success

insure your success

f.'*,,

80th Year, No. 85
Circulation: 22,000

Play exploros

Guttural identity

As part of its third annual

cultural show, the UCLA Asso-

ciation ofChinese Americans is

staging a play which explores

the identity of Chinese Ameri-
cans.

Entitled "Chinese American
101,** the play takes place in a

UCLA classroom, where stu-'

dents learn about themselves

and their dual cultural identity.

Besides the play, the show
features martial arts perfor-

mances and traditional dances.

The show begins at 7:30 p.m.

on March 1 in Schoenbeig Hall.

Admission is free, but park-

ing on campus costs $5.

Inside

ProMems fadng
students of color
A tense racial climate and

lack of financial aid are jusF
some of the obstacles students

of color face in trying to obtain

a degree at UCLA.
See page 3

Viewpoint

A page chock
full o' letters
A grab bag of letters is

hereby presented for your
enjoyment, including a special

section on 'Cuddly* Kevin
Costner.

See page 8

Arts & Entertainment

Where are
you, Chevy?

Invisible Man** stars Chevy
Chase as a man who knows the.

meaning of keeping a low
profile.

See page 10

Sports

}

Payback time?
The men's basketball team

travelled to the L.A. Sports

Arena Thursday to avenge an

earlier k)ss to USC. ^^
See page 20

Friday

Februaiy 28, 1992

Faculty say administrators
need 'attitude' adjustment

"The problem has to do

with the fundamental-

attitude (oO

By Marina Dundjerski

Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA administration has

an "attitude.**

This was the finding of a faculty

senate survey completed last

month in whkh professors said

they found that many officials lack

civility, courtesy and respect tow-

ard faculty members.
"The problem has to do with the

fundamental attitude (oO admini-

strators who see faculty as employ-

ees of the administration,** said

Seymour Feshbach, the faculty

senate chairman.

UCLA officials must realize

that students and professors are not

here to serve them, but that *1he

administration is here to help serve

students and faculty in achieving

their educational goals,** he added.

The faculty senate survey was
based on the responses of 778
professors. Questionnaires cov-

ered broad issues ranging from

professors* attitudes about univer-

sity research to administration-

faculty relations.

In addition to answering a few
multiple-choice responses, profes-

sors could offer open-ended
remarks. These written remarks

often detailed the frustrations of

professors with administrators,

Feshbach said.

A summary of the survey
showed that professors said the

administration was not communi-
cating enough with them, he said.

These critical views have drawn

administrators who see

faculty as employees of

the administration."

Seymour Feshbach
Faculty Senate Chairman

the attention of.Chancellor Charles

Young, who intends to create a
task force comprised of officials,

professors and students to examine
these tensions.

See 'ATTmiDE,' page 2

'You liltedo
^.^^ffill

Hypnotist Mark Bacharach directs several students during his demonstrarion of the

power of hypnotism In Dykstra Hall on Wednesday.

UCLA students

askCongk^ess
formoreaid
Lobbyists focus on
Pell Grant^fond^fc
By BIrgIt Rasmussen
Daily Bruin Staff

As university costs continue to soar,

UCLA student lobbyists are redoubling

their efforts to ensure that all eligible

students get sufficient federal financial aid.

The UCLA student lobbyists have joined

forces with the Washington D.C.-based

United States Student Association to fix

problems in the Pell Grant program —
which distributes federal grants to low
income undergraduates.

This program was intended to l)e a

cornerstone of the federal financial aid

system, but Congress has consistentiy

underfunded the grants so that no one gets

the maximum amount allowed and many
qualified students never get a penny.

Although many students are eligible for

the grants, the government does not have
enough funds for everyone, said Mikael

Dannenberg, an aide to Sen. Claiborne Pell,

D-Rhode Island, who sits on the Senate

subcommittee on education.

**Of those who do receive Pell Grants,

two-thirds are below the poverty line,**

Dannenberg said.

To improve this situation, students across

the nation are lobbying Congress to ensure

that students qualifying for the grants get the

money they deserve, said Karla Zombro,
UCLA's national lobby director.

Student lobbyists are also asking Con-
gress to raise the maximum amount of the

grant ^d to expand the pool of eligible

students. '^Basically, we're asking Congress

See PELL GRANT, page 2

Play recreates WWII Japanese iiitemmeirt
By Sally Kim
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA's Japanese-American
students will step in the shoes of

their ancestors Saturday as they

perform a play about the World
War II internment of 120,000

people of Japanese descent.

The play — along with tradi-

tional and modem Japanese music,

dance and taiko drumming — is

part of Uie Nikkei Student Union's

sixth annual cultural celebration.

For the college-age generation

of Japanese Americans, the night

represents an attempt to under-

stand the internment of their

parents and grandparents, said

Claire Kohatsu, president of the

student group.

"We understand it historically,

but we will never know what it felt

like," she said. "It's hard for me to

believe it really happened.**

But many of the former inter-

nees are reluctant to speak about

their experience, and this widens

the generation gap between
parents and chifdren, said Gann
Matsuda, coordinator of UCLA*s
50th anniversary commemoration

events.

"Some of the older generation

feel, *! was in camp, you wercn*t,

so what the hell do you know?*** he

said.

However, many younger Japan-

ese Americans are now trying to

explpre and understand the history

of their ancestors in the United

States, Kohatsu said.

*The Japanese-American com-
munity is at a crossroads," she

said. "If we don't ease that gap,

we're going to lose that genera-

tion."

The students in this weekend's

play will offer their view of life at

the Manzanar internment camp in

Central California, bringing them

a step closer to their anceslon.

"Because we had to do the

research, we the actors had to put

ourselves in these roles," said

See PLAY, page 7

Fifty Years Later

In this story. UCLA's Japanese

American students explore the history

and culture of the internment experience

through a play and traditional Japanese

perfonnances this weekend.
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SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED OR DAILY $40 PR

DISPOSABLES (6 mo. supply) $79 SET

Change ught eyes (ext) $69 pr
CHANGE BROWN EYESl |1S5 PR

AST1GIIA118II. EXTWOB).. J13BPR

EYE EXAM $15
I

Free Bausch n Lomb Renu Care KM (vw^ns)

N«m0Mi:niWI«BN

FUUflOatMlLCNMIM

M.MA

l« «MElft MHVEWE KM.

Bausch n Lomb lenses

213) 842-6094 (800)842-6094

EUROPE ^v CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Suns«t Boulevard

Los Angelas, CA 90069
Phone (213) 272-0424

Mail ttito ad for Spacial
SliNlant/Taachar TarHf.

D RENTAL O LEASE PURCHASE
f9 ONPIpfMBS

•.:\^^

Drug Awareness Week
ss

h©@t HOOP a a a ot Dma
S9

BASKETBALL EVENT!
When:
Where

TODAY, 12-4pm

Wooden Center, Collins' Courts

STUOettT WCLfAftS
coitmssiOM

Cultural ami Rencutional Affairs

PrIzE§!! FuN!! ExCITIEMENT!!

Pre-registration at the Drug Awareness Info Faire 10-ll:45am
Limited Walk-in Spaces available! Walk-in registration: 11:45am
Events: FreethrowA'liree Point Contests, Exhibition match

(come play with celebrities and UCLA basketball players

Don MacLean/ Gerald Madkins and others!!

DRUG AWARENESS INFORMATION FAIR 10-2PM WWP

Ifs time to see
all thethings youVe

only read
about.
Until now, a lot of what youVe seen has

been on paper. Diagrams. Descriptions of

procedures. Now that youVe graduating,

it*s time to explore all the areas youVe only imagined. Join

the team at CIGNA Healthplan of California, and you'll be entering the world

of high-level professionals.

Come see us at the Job Fair Tuesday, March 3rd, in the Ackerman Grand

Ball Room between 2pm and 7pm. As one of the largest Managed Care Organiza*

tions in the nation, CIGNA can offer you rewarding work at one of our Southern

California Ambulatory Care Centers. We are looking for Financial Analysts,

Nursing Professionals, Accountants and Marketing Reps. So look into the

benefits of joining CIGNA. We're certain your career will be everthing youVe

read it would be.

_^ If you are unable to stop by our booth and are interested in a career with

CIGNA, please send your resume and cover letter, stating your area of interest,

to: CIGNA Healthplan of California. 505 N. Brand Blvd., Suite 600, Glendale,

CA 91203. We are an equal opportunity employer.

QGNA Healthplan

Team with results!
CIGNA

Correction
An article in Thursday's Daily Bruin. "Play, stand-up acts join

evening's entertainment,** mistakenly stated the performance date of

Showcase *92. The performance is tonight, Feb. 28.

The Bruin regrets the error.

'ATmilDE
from page 1

•*i*Wc Clearly want to increase

communication at all levels,**

Young said at a cBcent news
conference. "I don*t know of any
organization . . . that wouldn*t be

helped by . . . positive, open
communications.**

The UCLA administration

makes constant attempts to

improve communication with

faculty members and has made
good progress, he said.

The administration has a good
communication system, he said.

UCLA does not follow other

universities* patterns of conceal-

ing information from the campus
community.

"Any survey of that kind is

going to say there needs to be
improvements in communication
and that would be right,** Young
said.

But professors want to see an
improvement in communications.

Officials must be more civil and
courteous in efforts to correct the

"attitude** problem before it

becomes a lajger issue, professors

said.

^ always^ find (the
"

Chariest Berst

"I hate to sec good conscien-

tious members turned off by

administrators who do not take

"Lalways find (the lack

of communication) very

sad, because I think

that faculty

involvement is very

important in university

affairs."
^"^

Charles Berst
English Professor

faculty views seriously.**

For example, deans of the

colleges and schools set up faculty

task forces to solicit the opinions

of professors. Berst said. But these

deans often turn around and make
decisions without ever using

faculty member input, he added.

*Taculty believe you are serious

when you ask for their recommen-
Berst said. —--—

—

communication) very sad, because

I think that faculty involvement is

very important in university

affairs.** said English Professor

Pell Grant

"But this top-down manage-
ment is frustrating. As a consequ-

ence, many faculty become bitter

or dissolutioned.**

4000

3500

3000

2500

^ Sinoe 1976, there has been an increasing disparity iMtween

how much money the government has authorized for Pel

Grants and ho^ much it actualy allocated.

Maximum Pel Grant Authorized

Maximum Pel Grant Actually funded
I

76 78 '80 '82 '84
SOURCE: United States Student Association

•86 '88 '90 '92

OLIVER CHAN/IMy Bniln

PELL GRANT
from page 1
to put their money where their

mouths are,** Zombro said.

Congress could make these

changes by authorizing a more
generous Higher Education Act,

she said. Drawn up in 1965, the

original act became a blueprint for

These changes could be

worthless if Congress

does not attach

guaranteed funding.

the federal funding system, which
includes fmancial assistance prog-
rams like Pell Grants.

The act must be re-authorized

by Congress every five years.

It is currently before the House
of Representatives. The Senate has

already approved some changes,

including raising the maximum
payable amount of Pell Grants
from $3,100 to $3,600.

But these changes could be
worthless if Congress does not
attach guaranteed funding, Dan-
nenberg said.

Because the House has yet to

vote, students should call their

representatives and voice their

opinions, Zombro said.

If the education act is passed in

its current form, 600,000 more
students will be eligible for Pell

Grants by faU 1993. And this

would significantly affect UCLA
students, said UCLA Financial

Aid Director Lawrence Burt.

**Pell Grants are a very impor-
tant form of financial aid for us and
for students,** Burt said. About
5,200 UCLA undergraduates
receive the grants, according to the
Financial Aid Office.

While Pell Grants officially are
authorized to pay $3,100 per year,

no student ever receives nune than
$2,400.

This amount is not enough to

cover the costs of college fees and
most undergraduates still need to

take out kians, according to the
national lobby association.

"It*s likely that both the Senate
and the House will agree to loosen
restrictions,** Burt said. "I expect
to see more students qualify for the
program and get bigger awards."
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When graduating takes more than grades
The lack of financial aid and a tense

racial atmosphere force nnany UCLA
students of color to drop out.

Some turn to retention groups to help

them cope. And some accuse the

UCLA administration of playing

games with their lives. In this

case, the students are the ones who

stand to lose.

American Indians face culture shock at UCLA
By Robin Dong
Daily Bruin Staff

After growing up on an American-Indian reserva-

tion in New Mexico, Tim Sanchez said he experienced

^o much cuhural and academic upheaval at UCLA that

he considered dropping out after his first year.

His grade point average was just above 2.0, and he

had not found many good friends on campus.

"It was a cultural shock moving to an urban commu-
nity," said Sanchez, a senior history major. "I didn't

feel like I fit in."

Sanchez is not alone. His sentiment echoes that of

many other American-Indian students on campus.

These students cite cultural, economic and aca-

demic difficulties as the reasons for both their low

numbers and their 70 percent dropout rate — the

highest among people of color.

American Indians make up less than one percent of

all UCLA students. And one-third of them come from

reservations, where the atmosphere is very commu-
nity-oriented.

As a result, attending UCLA can be a culture shock

because the university's educational system is much
different from that of the reservations, where education

is a collective effort.

All students, regardless of age and ability, were

lumped together in one classroom, Sanchez said.

Coming from these reservations, many American-

Indian students are not academically prepared for col-

lege, and they often lack strong English skills.
"

"Here, we are forced to be part of the greater white

society and our culture is not reinforced," said Helen

See INDIAN, page 4
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By Letisia Marquez
Daily Bruin Staff

While many Chicano and Latino students must

cope with the burgeoning costs of a UCLA educa-

tion, they must also overcome administrative tie-

ups when it comes to retention issues.

Although UCLA officials froze funding

for all four retention groups last quarter, the

Chicano and Latino retention program was
the hardest hit because it lost the most staff

members.

Members of Samahang Pilipino hold a i
rally outside Murphy Hall this quarter <

The lack of funds resulted in the trimming of the

Chicano student group MEChA's special student ser-

vices — such as an evening van service after study

sessions— and prompted seven staffmembers to leave

their jobs this quarter.

But group members said more student services will

See CHICANO, page 4

to show support for student retention

programs.
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Family, school pressures taxing for Filipinos

By Letisia IVIarquez

Daily Bruin Staff

With the lack ofgeneral education courses

about the Pilipino community and the paren-

tal pressure to succeed academically, 60 per-

cent of Pilipino students drop out of UCLA
each year.

UCLA junior Lurie Johnson felt this

crunch the quarter she was on subject to

dismissal. When her grade point average

sunk below 1 .5, the university informed her

that she must raise hei grades or drop out of

college.

And even her parents demanded better

academic performance from her.

"My parents want me to succeed," she

t said. "I am the first of 22 grandchildren to

attend a university."

Although her parents have these high ex-

pectations of her, they also want her to pay

her way through college.

"It's a constant struggle to stay in school

as a woman of color," she said. "You have to

be a superwoman." ^ _
Although Johnson said she feels burdened

with obligations, she decided to become a

counselor at the Samahang Pilipino Educa-

tion and Retention group.

"It helps keep me on top of things such as

the requirements for my major," she said.

The Pilipino program is especially crucial

because UCLA's Academic Advancement

See PIUPINO, page 6
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Racial tension discourages African Americans

By Letisia IVIarquez

Daily Bruin Staff

When UCLA student Rachawn Baker's

father died during her freshman year, she not

only had to cope with his death but also her

soaring academic and financial difficulties.

Because her father was her sole source of

financial support. Baker did not know if she

would be able to afford college after his death

two years ago.

But when she turned to the African Student

Union's retention program, the counselors

guided her through the process ofapplying for

financial aid and helped her study for finals.

Baker's grades improved, jumping from a

C average to a B average.

"They are like a second family to me,"

said Baker, whois now a counselor for the

group's Academic Supports Program.

In recent years, African-American stu-

dents like Baker have taken charge of help-

ing others who face obstacles that may pre-

vent them from graduating.

Forty-five percent of African-American

students graduate in five years, making the

dropout rate of 55 percent among the highest

for freshman class of 1 986.

Although many students continue to use

the counseling and tutoring services pro-

vided by UCLA's Academic Advancement
Program (AAP), about 500 students also

turn to the student-run retention programs.

See AFRICAN, page 4
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from page 3
Chacon, director of Retention of

American Indians Now! (RAIN!)

"If you don*t feel like you belong,

that's problematic.'*

"We're the only group that

could look out in Royce Quad and

not sec somelxxly like us," she

added.

According to university esti-

mates, about 300 UCLA students

are American Indians because they

marked that box on their admis-

sions applications.

But this figure seems too high,

Chacon said. "Many people are

taking advantage of the system

because there is no verification

method. They mark the boxes

because they want the benefits,

including scholarships and grants

set aside for Native-American

students."

In additioti to competing for

limited resources with students

who may not actually be American

Indians, these students are receiv-

ing less financial aid from the

federal government.

Only three students from
Sanchez's tribe received federal

assistance, compared to eight

students who received aid 10 years

ago.

"American Indians are on the

bottom of the economic ladder so

all the monies would help," Cha:

con added.

Although it is unable to provide

economic support, UCLA's
American Indians Students Asso-

ciation offers both academic help

and cultural activities through its

RAIN! program.

Since its inception a year ago,

RAIN! now regulariy helps 15

students per week. And none of the

students who use the program have

dropped out of college, Chacon
said

RAIN! offers weekly study halls

to ensure that students have a quiet

place to study. The program also

sponsors workshops on effective

study habits and time manage-

ment
"I wasn't used to the quarter

system and didn't know what
classes to take," said Jessica

Rodriquez, a junior majoring in

political science and Chicano
studies. *The people in the reten-

tion program showed me all the

resources available here."

RAIN! also provides a cultural

njche for the small American-
Indian community on campus. The
group shows films, invites speak-

ers to UCLA and sponsors trips to

reservations.

Sanchez, whose grade point

average is now 2.8, said he feels

like a part of the American-Indian

community on campus.

"Since I got involved with the

group, I've become more
extroverted," Sanchez said. He
added that the American Indian

Students Association and RAIN!
have helped him gain access to the

(Campus conmiunity.

CHICANO
from page 3
be provided next quarter because

the administration has resumed

funding.

"It's disappointing that these

things have to happen," said

Freshman Carlos Perez, who uses

the group's counseling services.

"Students are the ones who suffer

from these problems."

=^n£^ G&fsr rctem!OR=^roap5=

AFRICAN
from page 3

\ .

that have fuU-time employees to

help members through difficult

times, MEChA's retention group

has hired only student employees.

said Norma Rojas, a coordinator

for the Calmecac retention group.

"Our staff members need to get

paid," she said. *They have rent

and other expenses."

At the beginning of this year, the

retention program changed its

name from the Chicano Latino

Academic Suppx^rts System to

:^lmccac, an Latin-American
word that reaffirms the group's

American-Indian roots, Rojas said.

Calmecac — which was a

Mexican educational institution—

has been criticized by some Latino

students for gearing its service

only toward Chicano students.

"We are working to dispel this

notion," said Rojas, who added

that the group will reach out to

more Latinos at Raza Charla, an

organized forum for Latino

groups.

Although "Cahnccac did^ not^

establish a study hall this quarter,

the Latin American Student Asso-

See CHICANO, page 7

"The people at AAP don't

always have time to sit and talk to

you," said freshman Niarobia

Francis. "But at the retention

program, I talk to my counselor

almost everyday and on a

friend-to-friend nature."

Although Francis has success-

fully grasped the academic ropes,

her adjustment to UCLA's social

atmosphere has been more of a

challenge.

Her family felt that she may
have an easier time adjusting to the

cultural and social environment of

an African-Anlerican college, she

said^

"But coming to the retention

program, I haven't gotten lost in

the mix."

However, when she saw the

word "nigger" sprawled on an
elevator in her residence hall, she
said it was blatant racism and
discussed it with her Academic
Supports Program counselor.

"As Africans, there is so much
wt have to go through and worry
about," Francis said. "On top of
financial aid and other difficulties,

we have to deal with acts of

racism."

Other students have also felt the

racist atmosphere at UCLA — so

much that they have left the

university to enter the job market
Although Nyaniso RaHotep was

doing well as a physics major at

UCLA for two years, there did

come a time when his grades

azzppCu UvuXttaC uC ^"**** IzC

no longer tolerate the treatment by
his university peers and profes-

sors.

"In one of my physics classes

once, no or ' wanted me as a

partner been ise they thought I

lacked intelligence," said
RaHotep, who added that his peers

thought he could not succeed in the

class.

"But when I got an A on the lab,

everyone wanted to be my lab

partner then."

When RaHotep returned to

school two years later, his activi-

ties in the African Student Union
kept him motivated.

*The university does not want
me here, but I am using it as a tool

to do what I want to do," said

RaHotep, who is now studying

applied math and Afro-American
studies.

To motivate students like

RaHotep whose grade point aver-

age dropped below 1.5, the campus
retention groups have also coordi-

nated a summer retention program
with the summer sessions office

and the College -^f Letters &
Science.

"I've experienced a lot of things

so I can relate to the problems that

students have," said Kim Green,
who attended the summer program
and is now a counselor for the

Academic Supports Program.

Upon arriving at UCLA, she
said she felt overwhelmed by the

large number of students at UCLA.
"I had bad study habits too," she
said.

But the retention program
helped her manage her time and

as on her classes. "I nm
counselor now because I don't
want them to go through the

struggles that I went through," she
said.

THE ASSOCIATION OF CHINESE AMERICANS

PRESENTS

THE 3RD ANNUAL CULTURAL SHOW

AMERT
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UCLA FAMILY WE EKE
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Associated Students UCLA (ASUCLA)

salutes Bruin Families and Alumni and'

welcomes them to campus today.

ASUCLA takes pride in improving the

quality of on-campus life for UCLA

students by employing approximately

2,500 students in a variety of jobs and

lem with a wl3e rangeW

services and facilities. We provide study

lounges, healthy hot meals, an

extensive bookstore, challenging

speakers and community^ervice

outreach programs—just about

everything to make students feel right

at home—even though they're at

school. We hope you'll enjoy your

day at school and that you'll feel

at home here, too.

UCLA Family Weekend is hosted by the Student Alumni Association

ASUCLA:

Students Helping Students

*.
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piunNO
from page 3
Program, which was designed to

retain students of color, has no
full-time academic counselors

who are Filipino, said UCLA
senior Jim Santa Maria.

*The counselors who arc there

do not have the capability to meet
the needs of all students,** he said.

Filipino parents* high educa-

tional expectations of their chil-

dren can also create problems

which may take some student

counselors by surprise.

**In the Philippines, there are

very limited opportunities for

people who are not in the medical

and science fields,** said Kristl

Buluran, the director of the Sama-
hang retention group.

**Farents see America as the land

of opportunity for their children,'*

said Buluran, who added that many
parents may force their students to

major in a science or engineering

field.

Students may be doing poorly in

a major, but they stick with it

because their parents want them to

obtain that degree, Buluran said.

"Many Filipino students may be in

a major they do not want to be in.**

"We encourage them to talk to

their parents and help them figurc

out what they want to study,** she

added.

Besides opening lines of com-
munication with their parents,

Filipino students must also reaf-

firm their cultural identity at a

T'f

univdi^tty that has very few Filipi-

no cqUfses.

"When you come into a predo-

minantly white community, you
have to see where you fit in,** said

Rufino Bautista, president of the

Samahang Filipino student group.

But the university does not offer

any general education courses

about Filipino history and culture

Courses in these subjeots would

give students an incentive to stay

in school because they would learn

about themselves, he added.

Although Filipinos identify with

their own culture, many people

may still want to treat them as

Asian Americans, Johnson said.

But that perception creates a

problem in the classroom because

professors may wrongly think

Filipino and Asian-American stu-

dents are smart and do not need

extra help, she said. "I get frus-

trated because professors go over

everything quickly.**

What's Fred Been Up To Lately?
Name: Fred Tatasciore \

h-P
Act: Comedy

^i

Honors: International Staring Contest Champion

Status: Hilarious, besides, would we tell you otherwise?
^. t

Find out about him and other talented

JJCLA performers at the 3rd Annual

Student Talent Showcase

DELIVERING TALENT TO L ^A S INDUSTRY ' I

:

—

TONIGHT! ——^ —
r

_: Royce Hall Auditorium

8-lOpm

FREE • free • FrEe • fReE • EERF (ya' dig?)

Hosted by Charles Fleischer
• voice of Roger Rabbit

regular at The Improv on Melrose

• helluva host

r-. ^^l

Shout Outs to our buddies at
BAP A omn^ .V:;

Tickets available NOW at CTO . Do(^i| open at 7pm!
paid for by ASUCLA BOD, CPC, CAC. CEC. GSA, and USAC your Student'Govemment

special thanks to Mortar Board and SAA
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from page 4
ciation did.

**We are not doing it in opposi-

tion to Calmecac, but as an
addition to what they are doing,**

said Richard Morales, educational

coordinator for the Latin-Ameri-

can group.

Whei^ Calmecac its held study

hall last quarter, transportation

was available for students who live

in cheaper apartments outside of

Westwood.
The transportation and study

hall will return next quarter and
Calmecac members will also intro-

duce a new women's unit called

Centro CoaUicue.
i

"Women have specific retention

issues that need to be addressed,**

said Carta Salazar, who will

coordinate the program. **They

face extra family pressures such as

parents who may want them to go
home on weekends even when
they have to study.**

In addition to providing
counseling about how to deal with

these problems, the program will

also help student parents make
child care arrangements as well as

give workshops on parental care

and single parenting.

Peer counselors in the program
will also be trained to provide

bilingual assistance to students

who need it

The establishment of a Chicano
studies department is also an issue

that Calmecac members consider

important in their efforts to help

more students graduate from
UCLA.

"It becomes difficult to con-

stantly be fighting battles for

something thatwe know is going to

beneOt our community,** Rojas
said. "We are interested in a

department because it wiU make
more university coursework relev-

ant and interesting to us.**

PLAY
from page 1

Howard Chang, one of the play*s

directors and writers. "We can
develop some sort of feeling as to

what our grandparents faced 50
years ago.**

Because the play focuses on
coUege-age students who were
interned during the war, today *s

students can better understand the

effects of the internment, Kohatsu
said.

"That could have been me 50
years ago,** she said. "I would have
had to go.**

Learning about the internment

has allowed Kohatsu to appreciate

the struggles of the 120,000 Japan-

ese Americans who put behind
barbed wires after President
Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the

executive order authorizing the

internment

"It makes me really cherish

being able to do the things I do,**

she said. "I can never repay what
my parents and grandparents went
through. I don't think I can ever

express my gratitude.**

But it was inevitable that Japan-

ese Americans would lose some
aspects of their culture because of

the internment experience, she

said.

"They were forced to be as

American as possible,** said Mat-

suda, who added that many Japan-

ese Americans were even afraid to

speak Japanese in public. "For

many of them, this meant being

white.**

SUPPORT

Campus news IK^ GET YOURS NOW
^..c.\U

CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15th Annual Career Fair

for Minority Students & Alumni
Tues., March 3 • Aclcerman Grand Ballroom

.
'2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

r

TIP # ONIt IRINO A RISUMI
Keep it short in length and long

in honesty Sl readability. Cover
the basics: education, work
experience and achievements.

Stress what makes you unique!

Don't forget your name, address

and phone number. Typos are

taboo!

CALIFORNIA

UCLA
o UCLA BRUINS o

^

Be among the first to have UCLA license plates.

With these plates on your car you can show off

your Bruin pride every time you get behind the

wheel. The plates will also help provide need-

based scholarships for UCLA students. Order

forms are available in today's Basketball

Supplement, at the James West Alumni Center, or

by calling 206-4977.

UClAlumni
4 » ft I* I- I « r 1 tt s

^l

Midb

THE 228 EVENT - HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES
OF HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES IN TAIWAN

On February 28, 1947, shortly after Taiwan was liberated from the Japanese
occupation, a police abuse accident in Taiwan initiated a massacre. It is estimated that
twenty thousand Taiwanese were killed by the Chinese Nationalist Army within a month.
This incident is referred to as the "228 Event". Most of the post-war Taiwanese political

elites were exterminated in this event and the Chinese Nationalists became the new
colonialists to rule Taiwan.

The "228 Event" represents a historical turning point of the Taiwanese political

ecology and a casting of the Taiwanese people under the shadow of oppression. This
event characterizes the anxiety and pain of the Taiwanese defending their dignity, and
portrays the courage and perseverance of the Taiwanese rebuilding their confidence.

^•*-

February 28 /PM12:30, Ackerman Union 2408 - tsa weekly meeting
Memorial Ceremony, The 228 Event Slide Presentation

March 6 /PM7:30^ Bunche Hall 1209B
- the 228 Event Panel Discussion —— —

.

FUNDED BY GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS

UCLA TAIWANESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
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Vjewpont
Letters

We toM you all that letter writing would pay <rff

Costner
Editor:

I can take it no longer.

Time and time again I am
utteriy amazed at how petty

some people can be. Is Eric

Black serious? I don't under-

stand why he is writing such a

pointless letter criticizing Kevin

Costner*s acting ability and the

judgment of American film

critics and movie goers. Why
does he care that all of

America is in love with Kevin

Costnei?

It seems that he*s raising an

issue out of nothing. He tells

us to wake up and **smell the

acrid staleness of Costner*s

breath.** I think he should

wake up and realize how
jealous he is of Kevin Cost-

ner*s good looks, fame and

fortune.

Who is Eric Black to say

that Kevin Cosmer is the

*same extremely boring.

More Costner
EMor.

After reading Eric Black*s

letter regarding Kevin Cosmer

(Mon.. Fteb. 24). I must agree

with his sentiments. He is

absolutely right If you have

"middle-of-the-road, mitSllc-classr

half-ass, pseudo-sensitive white

guy?** Sounds like a wanna-be

fdm critic to me.

Raeleen Endo
Sophomore

-^Anthropology

Kevin Costner: Is it true that

this man has no chin?

seen one Cosmer role, you

have seen them all. What are

people thinking? Hollywood
certainly does not need another

baseball-catching, stadium-

building, bicycle-riding, arrow-

shooting, lakota-speaking, airp-

lane-flyingTT^apone
-cliasiBg, =

Soviet-spy who moonlights as

a cowboy and practices law on

the side. Talk about one-

dimensional. OK, maybe he is

somewhat overrated, but so

what? Give the guy a break.

Black. Aside from what over-

paid critics say, some people

actually enjoy his movies for

what they are, a few hours of

expensive, clean, and whole-

some entertainment **No Way
Out,** "Field of Dreams,**

*T)ances With Wolves,** '"Robin

Hood,** -JFK,** *Thc Untouch-

ables**, **Revenge- and "Ameri-

can Flyers;** not all Oscar

winners, but nonedieless good

movies. OK, maybe not

"Revenge,** but even Michael

Jordan misses a dunk every

once in a while. And the part

where you propose women
"think he is cute and cuddly**

— nice subtle insinuation that

women are so shallow, simply

good looks v^ll sweep them

off their feet Lighten up.

Black.

Albert Liu

Junior
Political science

Last Costner

STOheNT LoAU ]lGc/P/AKir

War zones Dukewear

Hey! Rrmemhfif wlieo Ifae^ JW4 are quite incensed at the.

You forgot milquetoast,

wooden and chinless.

Jaclcie Thornton
Staff

CASO

SINFEST
^!y

Th<^^hts TATSUYA ISHIDA

I

I'M OPeMfVM
OPBNU'MWIDB
OPEN!

Heriti^e
Editor:

Feb. 25 was very positive

for the African community at

UCLA; Our cultural heritage

was uplifted and celebrated at

the Pan-Afirican Nite Reunion

of All African Peoples. Then,

to top it all off, Kwame Ture

(formerly known as Stokely

Carmichael) was the keynote

speaker. Yes, in the midst of

so much negativity and turmoil

that seems to surround the

portrayal of our community in

the local and national media,

here was a positive statement

of unity and purpose.

I commend the African Stu-

dent Union, who were the

organizers of this event I

especially commend them for

bringing someone with such

historical and* ongoing impor-

tance in our struggle as

Kwame Ture, to the UCLA
campus.

While attending this event, I

found that not only was Ture

a major attraction, but also the

composition of the audience:

those who were bom and

raised on the Continent,

together with those from Latin

America and the Caribbean,

together with those of us who
were bom and raised here, all

of African descent Such diver-

sity, joining to form such a

wonder unity!

Yes indeed, this was a most ^

positive event which took place

on our campus; conceived and
carried out totally by students

of African descent And since

I know that other elennents

within the media establishment

will not highlight these kinds

of positive and powerful

endeavors, I feel I better seize

upon this opportunity myself

and showcase our victories and

triumphs. O Sifuni Mungu!

Eileen Hocker
-Graduate student

African area studies

Bottom Kne
Editor:

An entry under the "Beefs"

of the Feb. 21 Daily Bruin by

Philip Esra states that one of

his beefs is "fat people who
wear revealing clothes.*'

Esra*s "beer probably is

most revealing oif his own
ignorance. Jokes and other

disparaging statements about

persons who are overweight,

however, should be added to

the list of "-isms'* about which
people should become more
sensitive. Bashing the over-

weight is one of the few

bastions left of the media
(commercials), comedians and

others like Esra.

The bottom line? Think

about who you are going to

hurt before making such a

statement.

Alva Moore Stevenson
Staff

history

UC Regents told us they put

in a new tile fkxir in Murphy
to attract new students? What
the hell are they doing, then,

destroying the campus?
Areas between Kerckhoff,

Frznz and Math Sciences are

war zones due to the new
cooling system they are putting

in. Smait move guys! Just a

little bit of contradiction there.

Do you really think that those

tiles are a bigger attraction to

incoming students than the

trucks, noise, dust, dirt and

potential danger are a tumoff?

I realize that freshmen are

naive, but that's ridiculous.

Give us some credit I'm glad

I'm outta here in three weelcs

because I couldn't stand the

three years of construction that

this campus has to look for-

ward to.

Jon A Barker
Senior

Psyctiology

deplorable actions of the Asso-

ciated Students UCLA promi-

nently displaying at the westan

entrance of the store in the

menswear department a host of

t-shirts and sweat shirts embla-

zoned with "Duke University."
_

We enthusiastically support

ASUCLA's entrepreneurial

spirit However, we find this

blatant disregard of Bruin loy-

alty in exchange for a few

dollars as outrageous, appalling

and embarrassing.

Since when did the Student's

Store begin supporting the

"rival team?" What's next:

use shirts and sweats?

We certainly hope tiiat

ASUCLA wUl quickly remove

these disgraceful items from

the sales racks and return them

to their manufacturers. ~

—

Heatlier Boyle
Junior

Civil engineering

Editor't not*: This letter was
acxx)mpanied by 16 signatures.
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Commentary

Let's elect anyone but a politician to the presidency
As Tve tried to follow

the nascent presidential

campaign these past

few weeks, Tve been struck

with a horrible foreboding that

another lame politician is going

to get himself elected.

With the exception of guys
like George Washington. U.S.

Grant and Dwight D. Eisen-

hower, former generals who
parlayed their battlefield skill

into the highest Office job, just

about every president has been
a career politician.

I don*t want to give the

wrong impression — Fm glad

the election's here, because it*s

our chance to stop the political

legerdemain of the Reagan/
Bush regime.

Bush made money in the oil

business before segueing into

the politics business, and all

that experience with slick,

slimy substances has obviously
helped him in his second
vocation. But with the Tehran
hostage controversy, the Iran-

Contra scandal, the alleged

Noriega connection, a record

national deficit and now, new
disclosures of his alliance with

Iraq prior to the Persian Gulf
War, Bush has stuck his oily

fmgers into one too many pies,

leaving a bitter taste in the

country's mouth.

So who's giving him a run

Notes from the Outside

Marcus
Hennessy
Bill Clinton, afflicted with the

same spastic libido that har-

pooned Gary Hart; Paul Tson-
gas, a real-life Elmer Fudd
with a weird last name; self-.

proclaimed longshots Tom
Harkin and Bob Kerry; and
that light-headed guru in a
three-piece, Jerry Brown.
With the exception of Jerry

Brown, whom I fmd interesting

only because he scares me, I

listen to these political mouth-
pieces espousing their vaguely

contrasted dogma in cliched,

hackneyed sound bites, and I

get angry. Are these guys

tor his money this year? WelC really the best America has lo~
there's Pat Buchanan, a former offer? Are they the only
Reagan speechvriter with about

as much finesse and compas-
sion as a guillotine, and in the

Democratic ring, ah . . . wait,

it'll come to me ... oh yeah.

potential candidates for what is

arguably the most powerful and
influential job in the country?

Must we always accede to a

political process that winnows

the eccentricity firom the ambi-
tious hordes, and leaves us

with dull, mundane, homogen-
ized pragmatists with a knack
for oratory, glad-handing and
double-dealing?

To date, yes.

But we don't have to play

this game any more. Americans
have it within their constitu-

tional power to elect any 35-

and-over native citizen with no
. felony convictions to the high-

est office in the land, and I

think it's about time we
q)ened our eyes to the vast

pool of candidates just waiting

for a mandate to bring vision,

wit, creativity and excitement

to the presidency.

Inspired by my own crazed
rallying cry, I spent several

minutes putting together a list

of possible alternative candi-

dates who would best represent

the interests of a vital new
America on the brink of the

21st century. So, without wast-

ing any more precious column
inches, here are a few sugges-

tions for Am^ca's next great

president (in no specific order).

Johnny Carson — The guy's
free after June 1, just in time
for the California primary, and
he's finally learned to talk

with a mouthful of dentures.

He's got better writers than

Bush, his monologues always
have a political slant and he's

got three solid running mates
to choose from — Ed McMa-
hon. Doc Severcnson and Tom-
my Newsome — all of whom
can drink Dan Quayle under

the table.

BUI Cosby — We'U call

him *The Jello President-

He's an African-American, nice

and wholesome, who called

Eddie Murphy and told him to

clean up his profane live act.

AikI he's so popular and
wealthy already, he wouldn't
have to campaign. He'd simply
inject the election theme into

his Coke commercials and
announce on *The Cosby
Show" that he plans to run.

Oprah Winfrey — After

more than five years with her

own talk show, the woman
knows more about human
nature than any mere politician.

She's bright, cheery, affable

and doesn't really loiow what
the hell she's talking about —
perfect for those Presidential^

press conferences where truth

and accuracy can actually pose
a threat to national security.

Tommy Lasorda — You
can't get more American than

baseball, and Tommy's been
hanging around the game for

over 40 years. The guy's a
natural pitch-man and he looks

so good since dropping that

weight in the Ultra-Slimfast

campaign. He'd have to do
something about those racoon

eyes, though.

Jimmy Carter — Hey, the

guy pulled this country out of

a nosedive back in '76» maybe
lie can do it again. He*s been
out of politics for years, has

been doing lots of charity

work, has still got that won-
derful Andy-of-Mayberry smile

and he's managed to lose his

biggest liability, Billy, to that

big peanut farm in the sicy.

Paul Newman and Joanne
Woodward — What a team for

an image-conscious America!
Paul still kx)ks great at sixty-

something and Joanne looks

good enough. Reagan showed
us that actors make great

Presidents because they're so

adroit at masking their inepti-

tude, which is not to say that

Paul and Joanne would be
ihq)t; hell, Paul races cars and
makes salad dressing, two
things Reagan could never do,

and Joanne's a damn fine

actress, something Nancy only

thought she was.

Garison Keillor — The
country's preeminent radio

humorist has his fingers on the

pulse of rural America and
knows how to spin a good
yam, a definite prerequisite for

any president. Bush could have
taken a few lessons from Mr.
Keillor during his State of the

Union address last month; after

the opening anecdotes, much of
his viewing audience changed
channels to a "Cheers" rerun.

Obviously, this is only a
meager sampling of the poten-

tially viable candidates just

waiting for your write-in vote.

Spend a few hours putting

together your own list and
share it with friends. Throw a

party^ drink like Vikings^ and .

toast the Constitution of the

United States. Then try to

figure out how we can use it

to elect a decent president

Hennessy is a staff member at

Extension.

CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15 th Annual Career Fair

for Minority Students & Alumni
VTues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom

•2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

TIP # TWO: FIRST

IMMISSIONS COUNT —
Confidence rates high with

recruiters, cockiness doesn't!

Market yourself by emphasizing

the skills, strengths and

proficiencies that set you apart.

Be positive, enthusiastic and

courteous. Above all, show

interest!
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Get Ready for
Graduation!
Graduate with style...don't forget to order your portraits and
graduation announcements. Also available is the UCLA Medallion
Watch from Buloya, a 14k gold-plated dial featuring a rich

three-dimensional rendering of the UCLA seal. Order them soon!

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
150 Kerckhoff Hall'* (310) 206-8433 • M-F 8:30-5:30
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Kevin McCarthy, left, and James Sikking star in **Flnal
Approach." ——'--—

^

-^—

^

Failed 'Approach'
By Jason Stewart
Dally Bruin Staff

**Final Approach*' is an experi-

ment, in more ways than one.
On an technical level, it is the

first feature film to be completely
recorded in digital sound, and it

sounds great. On a narrative level,

it is a bold challenge of many
tenets of screenwriting and film-

^making that ultimately fails miser-
ably. Thc^Tiarrative experimenf
is fiirther dragged down by unin-
spired directing, bad acting and an
ending that both rips off the

audience and blatantly copies
Douglas Adam's popular novel
•The Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy."

While the sound is impressive, it

almost seems like the concept was
sacrificed in the name of science.

There appears to be more use of
sound than is justified, as if the

filmmakers were testing a new
product— which they undoubted-
ly were.

James Sikking ("Hill Street

Blues,** "Doogie Howser, MD**)
stars as Col. Jason Halsey, a pilot

who apparently crashes in a top-

secret Stealth jet. He finds himself
in a doctor*s office — with no

_memory of how he got there or
who he is — with Dr. Gottlieb

(Hector Elizondo), a man who
seems to be a psychiatrist

In a series of flashbacks, Halsey
remembers both childhood acci-

dents and elements of his adult life.

But his most baffling memory —
his top-secret flight — remains
elusive. Meanwhile, Halsey is

highly suspicious of the mysteri-

ous doctor. Is he part of a dream or
some spy trying to brainwash him
or learn his secrets?

The action never leaves the

doctor's office and only momen-
tarily includes any characters other
than Halsey and Gottlieb. The
audience is intentionally forced to

suffer Halsey's uncertainty,
claustrophobia and frustration. But
while the film*s structure might
have made for an interesting stage
play, it proves difficult to execute

on the screen.

The acting fails to compensate
for Stahl's deviation from film-

making tenets. Sikking, while
great as the soft-spoken father on
"I>oogie Howser,** just doesn't
seem to fit as the tough-talking

daredevil in this film. While
Elizondo somehow manages to

make the flawed dialogue sound
good, Sikking's delivery of the
unnecessary inner monologues in

almost
embarrassing. Elizondo proves the
only watchable contributor here

—

his performance is subtle, yet
commanding, and always inter-

esting.

Much of the blame for the

shortcomings must rest in the lap

of writer/director/producer Eric

Steven Stahl, whose script is

mediocre and whose direction

adds little. The flashbacks, which
at first come across as abstract

expressionism, quickly become
irritating as they lose their novelty.

The claustrophobia, bad acting

and repetition make the movie
tediously painful. But one sticks it

out hoping that the film's end will

somehow justify its stultifying

means — to no avail. The director

at one point flashes a copy of *The
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy"
and then has the nerve to totally lift

his "thought-provoking*' conclu-
sion from that much more worthy
book. If you've read it, let's just

say that I>r. Gottlieb has a lot in

common with mice.

.

The superb sound does not merit
the 100-minute length or the cost
of the ticket. If you're really into

the moviegoing experience, you
might catch this film on a matinee
just to listen to it Otherwise. I have
little doubt it will .Se approaching
video stores soon. *

nLMi-Flnal Approach." Written by Erfc
Steven Stahl and Gerald Laurence.
Directed and produced by Eric Steven
Stahl for Filnr)quest Pictures. A Trimark
Pictures release with James B. Sikking
and Hector Elizondo. (Rated R: brief
nudity and language; 100 mins.) Opens
Friday.

"FInar Approach" Includes a view from the cockpit of Col. Jason
Halsey's (Sikking) SR-71 Jet.

Tech hits the
funl^ ftision
By Ryan Eglash

Though the ashes of classification may have
settled, some musicians still get highly indignant
over having their stuff classified: "It smells like

fusion, it tastes like fusion — but I can't tell.-

Tribal Tech have little problem, however, with
the term **fusion.*' The critically acclaimed jazz-
rock band, who will appear at UCLA's Schoen-
berg H^ll this Saturday (kicking off a six-week
tour of the United States), has three albums under
its belt. The latest, simply titled "Tribal Tech,"
should show up its three previous albums.

Tribal Tech member Scott Henderson takes
care of electric guitar, and Gary Willis handles the
bass. Both of them -compose.. Kirk Covington
works the drums and on keyboards is Scott
Kinsey; they also help to create an early fusion

sound. CurrenUy, the group is charted on
Billboard's Top 25 Contemporary Jazz Albums
list

So, what makes these guys different firom the
other 8.2 million jazz-rock artists? Their influ-

ences.

Influenced by Jimmy Hendrix and Miles Davis,
Henderson and Willis help create a heavy metal
Weather Report sound. The influence of '60s rock
and a free form, improvisational jazz style comes

.

through iood and clear.

There's a little Jaco Pastorias and sqpfie Richie
Blackmore in their eclecticism as well. "We look

Currently, (Tribal Tech) is

charted on Billboard's Top 25

Contemporary Jazz Albums list.

at music as an art form," says Henderson, "and we
don't object to being called a fusion band, but
there is just so much bad fusion out there" that it

can be burdensome to be characterized that way.
Willis seems convinced that classification is

just a record label process and no big deal. "When
you have a distorted guitar, that excludes you from
a jazz format on radio," he says. "I'm a rock
player, and I think that anyonewho is into rock can
come and enjoy our sound.**

Their history is typical: Two guys sharing the

same tastes meet at a nightclub after a set and the

next thing you know, they*rc making music
together for eight years standing.

Henderson and Willis attribute their long
musical relationship to the fact that diey "both like

the same things and hate the same things." Also,
they feel some "good karma" when relating it to

the record labels. With Mesa Blue Moon Records,
they have always been lucky enough to have
found creative freedom. Yet they do not share any
passion about the recording industry.

As artists, both agree that success is governed
by radio play but neither subscribe to that notion
with their own stuff. "You can pretty much assure
yourself that if you play a certain style of music,
you will get airplay or sell toothpaste," quips
WilUs. "It's a formula."

Maybe that's why Henderson tries not to pay
attention to the current music trends and feels that

**the modem jazz scene is shiL" Willis agrees,

saying, "I think (the jazz scene) is progressing in a
bad, degenerative way."
When asked about their backgrounds, Hender-

son replies, "Does it really matter which school I

went too?" Willis, who came from North Texas
State University, a school well-known for its jazz
department, says that his days as a sideman were
all part of a larger learning experience.

Smarting out with the likes of Wayne Shorter,

jean-Luc Ponty and Chick Corea isn't too bad for

a couple of recording musicians just starting out.

"After a while (playing) with Shorter, I wasn't
feeling challenged, so I quit and started writing
my own stuff," says Willis. As for Henderson, he
says he prefers to forget about those days.

Their advice to any struggling musician waiting
for that big break is: "Keep an open mind, let

yourself be influenced by different kinds of music
and trust your own instincts."

Daily Bruin

An Invisible Nick Holloway (Chevy Chase) hangs fronfi a railing as he tries to elude his pur-
suers In "Memoirs of an Invisible Man."

Ikanspareirt 'Memoirs' woifcs
By Jason Stewart
Dally Bruin Staff

Based on the movie's first trailer and TV spots,

I expected Chevy Chase's new film "Memoirs of
an Invisible Man" to be a thinly veiled "Fletch
Turns Transparent" But while "Memoirs" is not
destined for greatness, it works rather well for

what it is— an action-adventure with a comedic
edge.

Although the film remains fairly predictable,

contrived and mostly one-dimensional, it man-
ages to avoid getting caught up in the invisibility

ginunick.

Chase plays Nick Halloway, an intuitive stock
analyst who spends more time af the local club
than in his cfRce. Forced to fill in for a colleague
at a seminar in a high-tech laboratory, a hung-over
Nick falls asleep just prior to> an accident that

renders much of the building invisible —
including its one remaining occupant.
A CIA unit, headed by ruthless assassin David

Jenkins (Sam Neill), is called in to secure the area.

When Jenkins discovers Nick, the agent makes his

capture— at any cost— his team's No. 1 priority.

Realizing Jenkins' less-than-altruistic motives,
Nick begins a cat-and-mouse game of escape
before he even fully understands what has
happened to him.

Eventually. Nick seeks the help of a woman he
had begun dating just prior to his accident.

Although he doesn't want to endanger Alice
(Daryl Hannah), the two fall in love and make
plans to flee the country. However, Jenkins and
his men soon catch up with them and the chase
begins again.

"Memoirs" contains some incredibly stupid and
simplistic moments. Perhaps the worst example of

this is the accident that causes Nick's invisibility— the audience is expected to believe that coffee
spilt on a computer keyboard could spark the
transformation. The scheme sounds like a parody,
but it's taken very seriously here.

Nearly as bad is the relationship between Nick
and Alice. While she's intended to be intelligent,

it's hard to believe that a woman with any sense
could be charmed by his sarcastic one-liners. And
although the two met only briefly before Nick's
accident, Alice still abandons her career and risks

her life to follow him.

Despite its shortcomings, "Memoirs" basically
works because the script, the directing and the
acting all function to keep the story moving at a
rapid and unpredictable pace. No time is wasted
on stupid cinematic hat-tricks that otherwise
detract from the story.

The chase scenes are the best part of the movie
and the writers and director deserve credit for
having had the wisdom^to make them the central
component of the story, ft is this game of hide and
seek that makes or breaks the movie, and
"Memoirs" makes it believable —- through a
combination of the CIA's vast high-tech resour-
ces, Jenkins' cool calculation and Nick's despera-
tion.

I wouldn't go out of my way to sec it, but if it

sounds like your kind of film, you probably won't
be disappointed. ••J^

RUI: -Memoirs of an Invisible Man." Screenplay by
Robert Collector. Dana Olsen and William Goldman.
Based on the book by H.F. Hart. Directed by John
Carpenter. Produced by Bruce Bodner and Dan Kolsrud.
A Warner Bros, release with Chevy Chase, Daryl Hannah
and Sam Neill. (Rated PG-13: language; 95 min.) Opens
atywide today.

Musician David Lanz will perform at Royce
Hall on Saturday.

New-Agerset
to 'relax' Royce
By Amira Shabazz

Although David Lanz's solo piano music has
been categorized as New Age, crvstals and
incense he is not Well, not really^

TTOwever, Lanz — who will perform this

Saturday at Royce Hall -- docs meditate before
going onstage. One of the best-known New Age
artists, he practices a type of Western meditation/
visualization which helps him to relax. From
talking to him, one gathers that relaxation is a high
priority.

"I try to get people to laugh and relax, to enjoy
the evening," he says. *There is a real need for

people to let down from stress. When you relax
you get a lot more clarity."

Lanz sees his New Age label as a mere

(Lanz's) most recent release,

"Return to the Heart," was

recorded in a number of

inspirational European locations,

including a Outch church, a

Spanish palace, a German recital

hall and an Italian opera house.

marketing strategy "because there's no traditional

slot for (his work)." His most recent release,

**Retum To The Heart," was recorded in a number
of inspirational European locations, including a
Dutch church, a Spanish palace, a German recital

hall and an Italian opera house. He is also
currently on his first general U.S. tour, having
previously toured Europe, Japan and Korea.

Lanz's work has been criticized for its

simplicity, but he prefers to view it as concise.

"It's a lot harder than it seems," he says. "You're
using the least number of notes (to get across the

same message as a more technically complex
piece). It takes a conscious effort"

Directing invigorates existential iove stoiy

MliSIC: Tribal Tech. Saturday, Feb. 20 in Schoenberg
Hall at 8 p.m. Admission is free. For more info, call (310)
825-6664. Sponsored by^UCLA Cultural Affairs.

By Michael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

A number of filmmakers have
attempted to translate Max Frisch's

classic 1959 novel "Homo Faber" to

the screen, but the process of turning

such esoteric literary material into

movie magic has been notoriously
difficult It took acclaimed German
director Volker Schlondorff to bring
the existential story to life. And truth

be told, it probably couldn't have been
done any better.

If Schlondorffs movie, retitled^

"Voyager," is any indication, 1992
promises to be a good year in the world
of cinema. It's that fine, that excep-
tional. The picture will likely show up
on many critics' lop 10 lists.

Both an epic road movie and a
personal love story, the movie centers
around the pragmatic Walter Faber
(Sam Shepard), a top American
engineer who travels around the world
giving seminars and the like, but never
takes time to explore his inner self.

He's one of the many men who have
lost touch with their emotions.

Faber is haunted by a past he has
been trying to forget. When he runs
into the brother of an old friend,

however, the chance meeting triggers

thoughts of the friend and, more
importantly, the girl Faber was seeing
at the time.

Schlondorff uses flashbacks to

when the relationship was in full swing
to show a softer, more gentle Faber. In
his 20s then, a side of him is revealed

that indicates an ability to feel and be
moved. But the girl, Hannah (Bart)ara

Sukowa), gets pregnant, and his

indifferent behavior allows movie-

goers to get a sense of the off-putting

qualities that come to shape Faber's

present personality. Of course, it was
impossible for the young Faber to

know what only time would tell— that

Hannah is the only girl he ever really

loved.

After a quick stop in New York,

Faber, spurred on by the painful

thoughts of yesteryear, flees to Paris

on a ship.

But on the boat he meets the

independent and beautiful young
Sabeth (Julie Delpy). She's the first

girl since Hannah to touch his soul.

'\

Something inside him is drawn to her
like a magnet, although he resists this

feeling at first And while their

relationship is only friendly for a
while, they eventually fall in love.

As they drive through the Italian

countryside on their way to Athens,
where Sabeth's mother lives, a screen
romance develops that is spiritual in its

innocence, poetic in its naturahiess.

The vibrant Van Gogh yellow flowers
that they pass on the road symbolize
the beauty of their relationship.

Shepard and the much younger
Delpy are a nice match onscreen,
which couldn't have been easy to

accomplish considering he's twice her
age. Schlondorffs unUkely choice of

See VOYAGER, page 12
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Sex and scandal in 'Moliere'
By Danya Joseph
Dally Bruin Staff

King Louis IV, in all his glory

and magnificence, adoms a huge
wall, his eyes peering out into the

great hall. Across the room, myr-
iads of sparkling chandeliers from
different eras shimmer in the light

Welcome to the set of *The
Moliere Project/*

This UCLA production, which
opens tonight, includes three of
Moliere*s classic one-act plays —
"Rehearsal at Versailles," *Two
Precious Maidens" and 'The Doc-
tor in Spite of Himself." The
program is presented by second
year graduate students as part of
Mel Shapiro's MFA acting class.

Guest artist Robert Goldsby, who
conceived the project, directs.

According to Goldsby,
Moliere *s works demonstrate the

bond between people then and
now. People of all times enjoy and
appreciate the French dramatist's

universal humor, he says, indicat-

ing that the interest in Moliere 's

work makes him one of the most
popular period playwrights today.

"It*s still a labor of love," says the

theater veteran, whose career has

spanned the last 40 years.

The format of the production

allows numerous roles to be
assigned to the five men and five

women in Shapiro's class; most of

Moliere's long pieces only have
roles for three woman, says Golds-

by.

With these goals in mind,
Goldsby went to work to show an
acting troupe, similar to Moliere's*

Moliere's works

demonstrate the bond

between people then

and now.

getting ready to perform for the

audience. Accordingly, the audi-

ence is invited to the backstage

area of the theater.

In "Rehearsal at Versailles,"

based on Moliere 's "Impromptu de

Versailles," the actors revolt

because they haven't had time to

learn their lines. All ends happily

when gracious King Louis agrees

to let them do an old play. The
actors sit around in their under-

wear arguing about which plays to

perform.

The first play they choose is

"Precious Maidens." According to

Goldsby, the term "precious" in

17th century France referred to

young women who were always
trying to show off how sophisti-

cated they were. "It's a play about

pretentiousness," he says.

In contrast, Goldsby describes

*The Etoctor." which he says is

Moliere's funniest and most
popular one-act, as "A knockdown
raunchy farce about sex and
money."

In keeping with an atmosphere
of farce, Goldsby says that the sets

and costumes in "The Moliere

Project" arc much more elaborate

than those used 400 years ago.

Goldsby explains that because

of the timelessness of the material,

the play doesn't need to be
updated. "We're not setting (it) in

the White House, but we're not

purist about it. We're using pieces

from different periods," he says.

•*The result," he says, "is a show ;:?^

full of theater magic."
-s

STAGE: "The Moliere Project." Con-
ceived and directed by Robert Goldsby.
Presented by The UCLA Department of

Theater. Playing at the Freud Play-

house Feb. 28-29 and March 4-7 at 8
p.m.; with a 2 p.m. matinee and a 7:30
performance on Sunday, March 1. TIX:

$10 general, $7.50 staff/faculty. $5
students with valid ID.

VOYAGER
from page 11

Shepard works well, even
though the famous playwright*

s

dialogue sounds a bit rough. It's

the kind of flaw that isn't a

problem. In an industry filled

with well-trained actors, a

natural style from someone as

artistically experienced as She-

pard is a nice change of pace.

But the real star of the film is

Delpy. She radiates the screen

with a cool presence that cannot
be taught in acting school— it's

a gift she was bom with. Her
aura is more than just that of a

Botticelli painting, though,
because her emotions and grit

as an actress are what make the

character an intelligent,

charming young woman.
There's a sweet poignancy in

.^watching these multi-genera-

^oml characters connect For
although she's young enough to

be his daughter, it is Sabeth's

angelic beauty that stirs Faber's

retransformation into a sensi-

tive human being. His rebirth is

short-lived, however, because
Schlondorff isn't aiming for a

*love conquers all' story. It's

Greek tragedy that he's after.

Luckily, the catastrophes that

ensue in the capital of Greece

only make the audience more

interested and the story more
complex. Schlondorff s fine

use of symbolism adds a time-

less quality to the contemporary

tale. In his sure hands, the

movie's coda never gets out of

control.

While Sabeth and Faber's

fate may not be what they

envisioned, it's only because

Schlondorffs eye is in focus

with the always unpredictable

nature of the human condition.

And he kiK)ws how to film good
drama in a way that mirrors

reality. He doesn't cheat the

audience with cheap melodra-

matics. This director plays fair

and, as they seldom say in

Hollywood, honesty is the best

policy. ****
RLM: "Voyager.' Written by Volker

Schlondorff and Rudy Wuriitzer.

Directed by Volker Schtondotff.

Produced by Eberhard Junkersdorf.

A Castle Hill release with Sam
Shepard and Julie Delpy. (Rated R:

serious themes; 117 minutes).
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"Light years from

structured fusion, the

tunes are inspired, free,

and often astonishing

in their ability to

surprise the listener

without being

disorienting."

-Matt Resnikoff

_ Guitar World

"Fusion's latest keepers

of the flame."

-Jazztimes

•^TRIBAL TECH will

satisfy any audience

who loves monster

players."

-The Gavin Report

"(4 1/2 stars)..."

-Downbeat

paid for by USAC
-UCLA student

govemment-

When: Saturday, February 29th, 1992 at 8:00 p.m.

Where: Schoenberg Auditorium: UCLA

'=^ Admission: FrCe!!!
*Due to the nature of this event, seating will be handled on a first

. come first served basis only*

Come to the UCLA Jazz and Reggae Festival on May 24** & 25**

*For more information call (310) 825-6564*

Produced in cooperation with the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts

4 PM FREE

LESS THAN
ZERO

compliments of the

STUDENT WELFARE
CX)MMISSION

THE LAST

TEMPTATION

7 PM

OF CHRIST
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10 VM

$1.50 for the

evening
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ASTRONOMY 4 will not be offered this Spring.

Astronomy 6 will be offered: ID 18612 Tu-
Tbun 2-3:15. Prof. Warner. For more info.

cartact Aatro. deoL 825-4435.

Alcoholics Anonymous «^

Heelings
Mon. dtoouaaion. Tbur. Bookdudy. Fri Slip
Study. AU 362S 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12:00-1 £0
Tims. CNaouaaion. WmL OiMuaaion NPI

C8638 12:16-1A)
For alooholoa or IndMduris who

Campus Recruitment 3

KIIS 102.7 IS

LOOKING FOR INTERNS
SMrt your caraar in broadoBiino ai

LAtk«l Hit Music Station.

Conact Brad al (213)486-6381

10 ast up an iman^laiir

N

AftCHnriKrruRc, Aitr and

PHOTOGRAPH
—-^^^%NN^^ -^A#^%^Mf=
For u)iii|)allliuiiif ichoMrthipSf granti,

job opporfunMei, or Infuronce

puipMss. Inveil Jm your fciturai

PIS wont too Mraa 9t Miioa>

• Work photogrofilwd on 4'x5'

tlida Mm.
• Mounlod in black viewing frames.^

• 35mm dupTicoios con be moda Dor

»lide (hows.

• 35mm 'Cios»Up' slides done lo show
inlrkxrte detail areas.

• 8'x1 0' color prints available.

• We will work with your budget.

PeCosfei^ Photography
PavM (714)597-6736

STUDS. SEE THE HOTTEST T.V. SHOW. Free

ticketsi Croups vvelcome. (310)414-0557. Be-

tv^een 10 arid 8.

Sports Tickets

107H ROWUOA vs. DUKE TIOCETS. Serious

offers only. Please call 824-5119.

2 FINAL FOUR TIOCETS. Upper deck Metro-

dome. $2O0^a. Kirt. (512) 595-2769 or (51 2)

595-7830.

2 STUDENT DUKE TKXET5 FOR SALE AT
BEST OFFER. Call either 208-5460 or

653-7824, ASAP.

Miscellaneous

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. $1G^.
Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

DRUMMER SOUGHT BY GUITARIST/
VOCALIST and bassist for blues/alternative/

rock trio. Tony (310)836-2281.

Congratulations

LaurelHoffman

Drew Chocholek

on your
beautiful

Promise!!

We love you!

Alpha Chi

Classifieds

825-2221

WESTWOOD PSYCHIC, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, financial, and

any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnlght.

1(aQ0)559-NINA.

PAULA
RASMUSSEN (XQ)

Good luck in

Saturday's

Invitational

^Your
Chi Omega

Sisters

• <^

MCCOY
DOMINATION

MOONSHINER '92

invite only

'%

4 UOA-DUKE TKXETS.
Best seats in house
(818)772-6606.

4-raws from floor.

CALL for info Personal 10

W^AU^HA THCTA woitlef nice to soy

CONGRAWlATlOm

I?-

k

DUKE BASKETBAU. 1 UCLA student ticket for

Duke, game. Best offer. Call Mike
(818)243-1573.

NEED 1-4 UCLA-DUKE
BASKETBALL TIX

Either Student or

Student/Guest OK WILL PAY $$$$
Plense coll Ron 271-6724

(or lenve messnge)

CNJKE STUDENT TK3CET available. Leave

name, rHjmber & best offer on machine. Will

call highest bidder and deliver ticket on
md/92. Katie 208-5723.

> DUKE TKTKET FOR SALE! Best offer. Leave

message. 010)470-3426.

ICANTCOTO THE GAME! DUKE STUDENT
AND GUEST TIX AVAILABLE. CALL PAUL
794-4284.

NEED STUDENT OR (3UEST TICKET for Duke
game. Top dollar paid. Call (213) 559-5433.

UCLA V. DUKE. 8 floor tickeU, $450 each.

(714)960-6073, after 8 P.M., before 11 ?M.

WANTED 4 tickeU UCLA v. DUKE Basketball.

Will pay SS's. Call 441-0471.

$100 CHALLENGE. UCLAA P>an 15. Prove
my pollution solution unvM>rkable and get

$1(X). Support this sourxl ecological policy or

take the $100 challenge. 1-800-488-2489.

BRAD- ZETA BETA TAU. Mirage was a blast.

Champagne and $trawl>erries soon? Toni. ZTA
University of Utah.

to

iif$ !92wMte ioi» (luaan

My
ond court nn^nnbeis

^MmMm^ NicQle Oonohiie^ ond Wendy HiiiK^n^
\lVVrvwifV^>,*','wrP**V)^i>)ft^*»^)t¥¥¥¥)f»*i^tH^»^»¥¥]^Pi'*^t»i¥^¥V)f¥i*)^i>VtHVV¥if¥>^^^^^

Good Deals

N^SURANCE WARIt We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

iport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

Free 8

FREE CONDOMS, 12 FREE CONDOMS from
ma^ brands: Trojan, Ria w/ rwMWxynol —^9,

LifeityleB. Send $2.50 for S^ to: LINE ONE
LABS, 16161 V^tura B^d. Suite 888, Endno,
C\ 91436.

ALPHA CHI OIVIEGA
1991-1992
Jennifer Petree

Heidi Winer

Kelly Slater

StaceyLasko

TriciaJacobsen

Christie Henricks

Emily Morgan^^^^

Lissa Lingo

President

1st V.R Fraternity Relations

V.RCRSB
VP Finance

VR Pledge

Membership Development

Panhellenic

Rush —

r

Laurel Hoffman
Kara Madsen

Communications

Scholarship

1992-1993
Julie Cryan
Jerda Sibbet

Kara ^adsen
Nicola Kean

Jill Hoo£iendyk

Emily Morgan
TriciaJacobsen

Danelie Larsen

Amy Wood
Cathy Schecter

Con£iratulations to the new 1992-1993 Executive Board and thanksfor all the

hard work and dedication ofthe 1991-1992 Board!!

Md mm •*>iiti*«i

T
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BBQ this Sunday
4 P.M.-??

after UCLA crushes duke

All prospective rushees invited to attend

525/533 Landfair All rush events^re dry

*if
v:

y*

r

v:

«' « >f if. ^-: %.

CHI OMEGA
announces

FAMILYDAY
Feb. 29, 1992. 12:00-3:00pm

All prospective rushees
are invited to bring

their parents by.

^'^

M̂
*i»
v:

§if

oignna ii^appa

w^omM like to imivife

sisters amcl tlkeir dates to ih

1992 (/iotet Baft

i^atuircllay, JrelDFiiaaFy ^j
7 to 1

e

PolM
J

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

ADULTS OVER 35 WITH tartar deposits on
teeth are r>eeded for clinical study. Eligility

determined at screening examination. Free
tooth cleaning given at conclusion of stixiy.

Contact Lynne, Clinical Research Center
(310)e25~9792.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

DERMATOLOGY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
with a red bumpy rash or acne around the

mouth r>eeded for placebo controlled study

using an approved topical gel.Participants will

be seen at the LXIA Dermatology center.The

study will last for 12 weeks.Participantswill be
paid $100 upon completion of the study. Must
be over 18 years of age.For further information

call 206-1074.

FEMALES NEEDED: Paid participation for

20-35 year olds for Sex DiffererKe and Brain

Organization study. Reqires right-handed,

native English speakers v^th regular menstrual

cycles and no oral contraceptive use for at

least six months. Call Nicole at 206^280.

HEALTHY MALES, ages 21-40, earns $30 in

research study at VA HospiUl iSF Valley). 2
sessions includes blood withdrawal.
(818)891-7711 ext7665, leave message.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTKDNAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for LXTLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatnr>ent. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call. Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or

(310)471-3672.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning
experierK:e.825-0392.

MOTHER'S OF BOYS, between the ages of 6
and 1 1 years of age, without behavioral or
learning problems. Mothers must be fluent in

English. Research conducted by Fred Frankel,
Ph.D., UCLA Department of Pychiatry, to
develop a video tape design to assist parenting
practices. Study consists of filling out fonm
to access if you qualify, watching a video tape
for 25 minutes, being video liped with your
child for 30 minutes and being interviewed on
the telephone in five 5-minute interviews over
a 5 day period. Earn $5 or $20 (plus travel

expense) for participation. (310)825-0776.

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, T^w
1 2-30, needed to participate in research study.

Under Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For more info, call
(310)828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Caucasian and Ja-

panese male and female ages 25-35 to study
the effects of UV on human skin, 6 month
study. Volunteers will be paid $1200. For
more information call (310) 828-8887.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, Needed for LXTLA
Psychosocial Study. Subjects must have NO
History of Arwrexia, Bulimia, Obesity, or
Chronic Dieting. $30 Compensation. If Inter-

ested, please contact ELIZABETH At
206-5081.

Wanted 15

sat YOUR WRECKED, not running, or well
uMd scooter. Repairs also available. Eric

(310)397-5858.

nCURE MODELS
Female photo models

Age 18+. No exp. required.

TOP PAY. (213)256-8700

10 PregrKincy 20 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30
ORIENTAL FEMALE wanted for donation of
eggs to Chlnes^Amerlcan woman. If Inter-

eslsd^ please call Dr. Friedman (Associate
Clynical Professor OBA3YN) (310)277.2393.

Healtti Services 22

FREE DENTISTRY. Do you need fillings,

crofwns, or gum work? Doctor needs patients
for State Board Exam. (215)270-9154.

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help infertile couple
have baby by becoming egg donor. Compen-
sation available. Call Barbara (818)35a5243.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for paln-
leu facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars ar>d sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Group. (213)786-0636.

LOSE 1 TO 20LBS. before spring break. For a
physician developed weight loss plan, featured
at United Weight Medical Clinic and a free

thirty day supply of our own non-caffeine
appetite V4)pr«ssant. Call 1-900-407-2004.
$19.95 per call. Delivery in seven days.

PAUL DREW, Athletic Masseur. IXIA dis-

count. (310)839-8544.

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/couples/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-
lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

Opportunities 26

EXPLODING NEW COMPANY founded by
DR. PAT ROBERTSON seeking MONEY-
MOTIVATED ENTREPRENEURS! GROUND-
FLOOR OPPORTUNITY! UNLIMITED PO-
TENTIAL! (310)838-5371.

MODELS WANTED MALE/FEMALE all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-
over...Absolutely free. Color and/or cut by top
professionals. You could qualify. (IF INTER-
ESTED PLEASE ATTEND MODa CALL) at:

Sheraton LAX airport hotel. 61 01 West Century
Blvd. LA 90045. Date: Sunday March 1 , 1 992.
Tin^e: 3pm. 7pm. Questions addressed at this

tinr>e. No hair done at model call. Bobby Kraus
(213)542-4974.

Help Wanted 30

$200-$SOO WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paM direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright fCAllKDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major
corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117-B^ P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.

25HRS/WK SECY. ADMIN. ASST. for Exec, in

home office. High energy, fast paced, good
communication skills. Honesty + discretion i

must. Experienced, Business oriented person
only Joseph (213)205-0247.

$40,00(Vyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple 'like/don't like* form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright iCAIIKEB.

FULL TIME PAY
For Part Time Work

Avg. Wage $20^r. Flexible Hours

If you are SPORTS ORIENTED,
CALL (310) 823-6524
VISIONS OF CA.

i6.63A^ft. W<iftk 6N CAMPUS. Schedule
around your classes. Upward nx>bility, n^al at

nominal cost. UCLA students only. Apply
Sproul Hall Cafe, 350 De Neve Dr. 825-2074.

6 men, 3 women, athletic/photogenic, to
model jackets and tees for sports catalog,

experience helpful but not necessary. Call

(310)416-1142, ask for Maody.

MALES AND FEMALES, Ages 18-24 for nude
modeling for French and American Maga-
zlnes. Same day pay. Call Paul 310-278-9162.

MARKETING INTERN -Domino's Pizza Inc. In

El Segundo. 10-20 hn/wk. CALL Michelle
Clari< 640-3100.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NOON-AID NEEDED for Brentwood school
2/mi. from LXTLA. $7/hr. 1 2-1 :30 5-daysA«vk.

Call Dan (310)476-9633 x160.

ORDER TAKERS, FT/PT, for busy attorney

service. Energetic, well-spoken, positive per-

sonalities needed for this well-paying
position. Century City location. Please call

Fred (310)556-7777.

PART-TIME WRITING POSITION available at

a non-profit agency. $1CVhr. Contact Marlene
395-6886.

,

PART-TIME POSITION to start up entrepre-

neurial business ventures working with mcn-
tally ill adults. Marlene 395-8886.

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY needs full-time

bilingual (Spanish) legal assistant. Ask for

Vivian (310)855-1861.

8 people needed now
|

Earm «p to $S/kr.
Housedeaners

C>M (213) 453-1817

CAMPUS DEPARTMENT seeks senior clerk.

1 5-20 hour^*^. $9.0M>r. Interpersonal, orga-

nizational, and computer skills required. (31 0)
206-8552.

CAMPUS POSITIONS: Flexible part-time

hours, will wotk arour^ classes/ immediate
openings. Sunset Village dining services

$6.63A>r 206-7688. Contact Walt Anderson.
Also accepting applications for summer
enyloyment.

CASTING IMMEDIATRY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per dayi No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

EARN up to tl50 per month
BY HELPINQ OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFELY

For Information
Call Anna

(tl«)0M.3a8S

Canoor patlonta throughout LA
bonof it from your participation

exMA^TKEl
49S4 Van Nuya Blvd. Sherman Oaka

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large

family day care; Pacific Palisades, ECE uniU
and experience necessary. Call Leslie M
(310)573-1811.

PART-TIME Retail Sales, ^$8.20 Starting Pay*,

Schedule around classes. Eve^vknds avail-

able. Scholarships awarded quirterly. (310)
396-1479

PHYSICAL THERAPY assistant/aide, part-time,

Wcstwood. Excellent salary. Experience a
must. (310)206-3316.

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY FreshmarV
Sophmort w/ strong academics: Clinical Re-
search Assistant-UCLA Medical Center. Tuo/
Thufi for 2 years. 12-15hrs/week. 825-4749.

PT, ACCOUNTING EXPERIENCE w/computer
knowledge, must be accurate, 3-7pm, M-F,
%7Ay. (213)965-1320. '

PT^ RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarshi

Internships. Call now (818)345-4479

CHILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR Full tlme-
Must be energetic and love kids. Experience
teaching infants^young children required. Ter-
rific opportunity. (310)288-0258

CRUISaiNE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboaoVlandside
available. Year-round & summer positions.
(612)643-4333. __^
DISTRIBUTOR: Student security producto, part
time, em big $$$ (310)574^1365

DRIVER, $10^ to take child home from
school, 2-3 daysAvk at 2:45pm. Brcntwood-
BH commute. Need good references and
driver record, vehicle in excellent condition.
Call (310)278-4220.

ENTERTAINMENT MAMAGMENT
COMPANY seeks P/f student receptionist.
Great experience and conUcU. Must know
WP5.1 5-10hrs/wk. $5/hr.
Call (310)470-5970.

FRONTRUNNERS LOOKING FOR SELF-
MOTIVATED, energetic, goal oriented, men
and women for sales positions. Apply in
person. F&ONTRLHg»4tRS Bf«itwtMM], l.ifi40_
San Vicente Blvd.

LAW FIRM
neecJs motivateci person to

do challenging legal ancd

clerical tasks
Great Experience to fleici

Please sencj resume
w GPA. available times
for interviews ancJ other
pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

AUTHOR SEEKS INTEL. KH^N (w/coed) for

help with documentation, typing anchor light

household work. Offers in rdUtm Curman,
French, or Math and Science coaching. Con-
tact Herbert at (310)476-2011.

BIG SISTER/PEER COUNSELOR about 8yn/old
for a 6yr/old girl. Play games, read,

write, etc. Few hours per week.
(310)837-9784, leave nr>essage.

INSURANCE 0FFK:E needs PT secretary.

MWF, 10-5. Salary according to experierKe.

(213)937-1770.

INTERN-ASSISTANT. Sports and Entertain-

ment events marketing--public relations.

$5/hr. (310)829-1111. '^

LIGHT OFFICE WORK, PT, hours flexible,

must know WordPerfect and typing, in Beverly

Hills. (310)271-4836.

LOOKING FOR PT, Morning or after, 4
hours/day. Light computer work and phone
skills. Must be a self-starter. (310)828-4757.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research

and make $$ P/T. Sell condoms. Perfect

Health. (805) 655-5624.
_^

MAKE MONEY EASY! just advertise 24hr
roadside assistance club rT>emberships $39.95
annually. Much cheaper than comparable
services. Good anywhere any road US and
Canada. Membership covers nr>ember and
spouse. Includes all cars up to 1 ton truck an
RVs. First year membership includes FREE 6
night, seven day 4 star hotel stay in Hawaii or

Mexico. Dealerships are available by calling

310-512-6021.

P/T RECEPTIONIST. Answer phones, light

typing, Sat.& Sun 9-5 PM. $5.50/hr.
(213)651-8070 ext.204.

RETAIL SALES. Full-time, children's book
shop. Must have knowlrHge of children's

books and be available S? /s. $7/hr. WLA.
(310)559-2665.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energptic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
ciallv in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $^5A^r. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

SRAII part tinr>e, F/T sumnr>er. Position includes
electronic & nf>echanical assembly, some prog-
rawwning. Dr. Denrwr (310)825.5931. EEOC.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMfeNT —
fisheries. Earn 5,000+/mo. Free transportation!

Room -f BoardI over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Femade. For

employnwnt program call 1.206-545-4155
ext. 1483.

ASSISTANT FOR MARKETING RESEARCH
FIRM. FT/PT. Excellent organizational, phone
& people skills required. Interesting work.
Flexible hours. Growth potential. Rost
(310)391-7232.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your home, doing various

jobs. Call 4213)964.2941.

ATTRACTIVE SPANISH VOICES wanled to

record short stories. Call 392-0277 for re-

corded info.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school. W.LA
Elem. gr. 8AM-1 2:1 5PM. M-F. (31 0)476-2868.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing com-
pany in Culver City is looking for some
energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, SCAirVcommission. Great hours

7:00 AM.1:30. No experience necessary.

$50QAvk. is very real. (310)837-0902.

TYPING, OFFKTE ARRANGEMENT, LIGHT
CLEANING, 10-15 hrsAvk, pay negotiable,

hours to be arranged. (312)473-9352.

UCLA FOOTBALL NEEDS STUDENT VOL-
UNTEERS. CALL 206-6115, ask for jon or

Kelly.

WLA HI-TECH, MULTIMEDIA COMPANY
looking for temporary full and part tin^e

Product Testers to view our titles md write up
bug reports. Person(s) should be very visual,

detail oriented and have good analytical,

written communication skills. Minimum
24hr^eek including evenings, Sat.& Sun.
Call' Andrea for orientation date(s) at

(310)444-6543.

WORK YOUR WAY AROUND THE WORLD
with the new 1 992-1 993 500 page addition of
the Whole World Handbook compiled by the

council on international education exchange.
Lists dozens of paid arVi volunteer jobs In

countries all over the worid — from picking
grapes in France to helping to build a school
in Ghana. Send check or M.O. for $1 6.95 plus

$1.50 S & H payable to Gfobal Ventures,
1 3601 Ventura Blvd suite«228, Sherman Oak,
CA, 91423.

Job Opportunities 32

MALE MODELS EARN $15(VHR. OR MORE
SAME DAY PAY. BOYISH AND/OR ATHLETIC
(SURFER/STUDENT/GYMNAST TYPES)
18-24. aEAN SHAVEN FACE, LITTLE OR NO
CHEST HAIR. PLAYGIRL STYLE MAGAZINEV
.NUDITY. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
BRAD (310)392-4248.

CAMPUS AND AREA
DISTRIBUTORS

WANTED
lot -DEAN'S LIST- brain function
•nhancer and othar products for
maximum haalth and parformanca.

1(800)876-4MED

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a
job or sumnr>er internship? Receive an invalu-

able list of contact names, addresses ar>d

phone rs at over 100 of Hollywood's top
production companies, talent agerKies, and
studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-
SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

FASHIONABLE BEAUTY INDUSTRY COM-
PANY in Agoura Hills seeking PT person Friday

w({h marketing Strom C computer skills.

Public relations & some sales ability.

(818)7072243.

LOOKING FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIS-
TANT with computer experience and good
organizational skills. Bachelor's degree or
perspective graduate desired. Call
(310)443-5244 ext. 24.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Cain valuable
experience managing all aspects of a
successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call
Triple 'A' Student painters for information
now, 1(800)394-6000.

SUMMER TEACHING POSITK^N, California's

nr>ost respected reading school is hiring reading
enrichn^nt teachers. FfT summer work,
$40O-$50Cywk. -f milajK allotment, health
benefits, paid training, flexible hours, under-
grad degree required, need car, hone teaching
skills while helping kids learn to love books!
(310)428-5037.

WORD PROCESSOR NEEDED. Busy worker*
comp office. Full-tinte. Experience preferred.

Call Caria MWF ONLY (213)387-3737.

"K
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WANTED
The Want Ads Want You! The Daily Bruin Classified Advertising Department is

Cunnently accepting applications for Account Executive Interns for the coming Spring
Quarter. If you are highly motivated and realize that hard work is the only thing that

really pays off, then this is the internship for you.

Applications are available at the Daily Bruin office

112 Kerckhoff Hall, 9am'4pm.
—

—

Deadline for applications is February 28th, by NOON.
For more iriformation contact Delia Deocampo at 206-0901

PAID INTERNSHIP I Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49
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Ctilid Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER/HOUSEKEEPER: WLA -

2altemoon^week. Salary negotiable. Refer-
ence required. Engjith ipealtini
(310)391-1722

BUSY PROFESSIONAL COUPLE teeks per^
for daily house cleanings & child care for 2
school aged children. Car a nrujst. Can be
live-in or out. Flexible hours. VAL
(818)707-3016.

P/T. CHILDCARE FOR 2-YEAR-OLD. My
home 6-10 hour%/wk. Experience w/ young
children, references required. (310)450-4582.

RESPONSIBLE, RELIABLE PERSON wanted to
drive kids to after school activities. M-TH
appfoxinnately 3-6pm. Mornings are optional.
Excellent pay. Must have car. (310)390-1 761

.

Apartments for Rent 49

$1150. Modem 2-bdr., 2-bath on Cayley.
Furniture optional. Start April 1st. Call
(310)824-0788.

M/ESIWOODFLAZA
APARTMENTS

DIrecdy jujtoss frbm
MDld^campus UCLA
Furnished& Uriumlstied

—Badieiofs fiGRT$550

Sr^gles iiom $600 to $750

1 Bclnnnsfiom$750tD$900

2Bdmn^/2Bthfiom $1200
Variable Ler\g(h Leases

501-505Gi9leyA^
(310)208-8505

MAR VISTA from $925. 1 month free.

2bed/2bath, 2 story custom townhome. Gated
garagp, fireplace, balcony, central air. 11913
Abon Way. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $1 ,650. 3be<V3bath + loft. 3 story
custom townhome. Fireplace, sundeck, gated
garage. 3954 Beethoven. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 newer building.
2bed/2balh lownhomes. Fireplace, balconies,
gated [parage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

Palms $925 2-bed/2-batti,

A/C, 4-years new, 9
minutes to UCLA l>y bus.

10737 Palms
(213)838-5039

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury
apartment, fireplace, intercom, buih-ins, patio
and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.
11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

CULVER CITY: 3bdmV2bath with miniblinds,

dishwasher, stove, washer/dryer in apt. 2 car
parking. $11S(yrwonth (213)936-2406.

MAR VISTA, from $895, 1 -month fr«e, 2-bed/
2-bath custom 2-story townhome. Central air,

balcony, gated garage, fireplace. 1 1931 Avon
Way. (310)391-1076.

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOD. Prime loca-

tion. 10-minute walk to UCLA. Unfumishe<V
furnished. Modem 2-bedroonV 2-bath. Air,

2-parking, balconies, fireplaces.
$107S-$135(yhf>o. 206-2655.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINaE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BEO/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WITH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCELLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
CXOUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471-1340.

1 -BEDROOM AND DEN, close to freeways.
North of Sherman Way. Fireplace, DW, stove.
Roomy & comfortable upsUirs. Security park-
ing. Child and 1 pet ojqy. (818)997-6766.

3657 DUNN DR. #4. 3-BED APT. $1 lOtVmo.
1 -month free. Refrigerator, stove, 2-car park-
Ing. (310)826-3721.

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed/1bath, large apartment
with hardwood floors, large bakony, swim-
ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.

$535-$1 200 BRENTWOOD & WLA. Close to

UCLA, singles, 1 & 2 bedroonrw nicdy kept
buildings call (310)476-1205 10-6pm.

$915, 2-BEDROOM, upper, built-lns, bal-
cony, pool, garden-llke, quiet, near UCLA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

BACHaOR $45(VMO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(310)839-7227.

n<FF REM
BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS

BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD,

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

l»K()l rssiO.N Ai 1^ MA\A(,I 1) MV MOSS cK CO.

[

SHORT-TERM
Very large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
Super closets

All utilities, parking included

Pool & sundeck
$825/month (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

208-4394

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building.

central air 8t central
heat, wet bar &

fireplace, fitness rooms,
saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow
4 students per
apartment.

I

From $1200 -$1300

1 11 701 Texas Avenue
I 477-0658

WALK TO IKIA/WSTWD
SPAQGUS

2 master suites • 2 bath

Students/Roommates Welcome

$950 thni Aug 1

$1100 thruJune 30

• refrig•dishwasher*AA^ •

•controlled entiy*

•parking•elevator•

519 Glcnrock 215-208-4835

$200 OFF 1ST .

MONTH RENT
WLA

•2Bdrm—$985

—

1709 Westgate

•IBdrm—$750—^

1709 Westgate

(310)479-1581

MAR VISTA. From $950. 1 month free.

2beci/2balh, 2 story custom to%w>home. BaU
cany, central air, gated garage, fireplace.

12741 Mitchell (310)391.1076.

MAR VISTA, 1-BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.
Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)396-8579.

MAR VISTA $950 2be<V2bath newer cuA^
townhonr>e, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,
security alarm. 1 mo. free with lease. 12736
Caswell (310)391-1076.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, •2-bedroom unit avail-

able now. ^Roommate situations available
rxiw. •Waiting list for Summer and Fall.

Heated pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, fitness center.
Please call 208-4868.

NICE, QUIET: CC $830. 2 BD/I'A BATH.
WLA $750 1 bd. (310)826-6907.

PACIFIC PALISACXS, near beach. Charming,
sunny 2 bdrm. apt., unfurnished, $1250.
PACIFIC PALISADES, beach apt. near beach
and bus, util. included, $595. Call 454-341 5.

652 Veteran Ave

1 BDRM
starling at $700

movc-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

PALMS, $800, 2-bed/1% bath, large upper,
pool, new carpet, parking, laundry, i\o pels,

454-4754.

PALA4S, $625, large 1 -bedroom. 2-week$ free.

1st -^security. New paint, drapes, carpet.

Appliances and parking included.
(310)372-1253.

PALMS $675 1 -bed/1 -bath upper. Built-ins,

A/C, security system, fireplace.
(213)937-0589.

PALA4S, $995/rT>o. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve 839-1026, Antoine 629-6727.

PALMS $850 1-b^^+ den/1-bath upper.
BuiH-ins, VC, fireplace, security system, gar-
age parking (213)937-0589.

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.
#36. 2-bed/2-bath newer custom townhome.
Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. alarm.
3614 Faris Dr. (310)391-1076.

PALMS. Single, redecorated, sunny side yard.
Pet? Quiet. Bus, off street parking. $529
utilities. (310)474-3111.

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LU)(URY 2-BED with flRE PLACE,
$1 250; LARGE UPPER FRONT 1 -BEDROOM,
$750. ACROSS FROM LXTLA. DISHWASHER,
REFRIGERATOR. NEW CARPET/BLINDS.
EXTRA LARGE aOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING.
LAUNDRY FACILITIES. PRICED TO RENT
QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SANTA MONKZA $550 1-bed. apartment,
extra large. Pool, laundry, quiet, safe area.
Students welcome. (213)502-8990

Northrtdge $275 up. 500 lumlsfwd unit student

housino ladllty. Shared or private units, with or

wUhoul idlchens. Prtvile iaihs. Ptnl. Jacuzzi.

recraadon room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA. Open ye«
round. Free t)rochure. Northrtdge Campus

Residence. 9500 Zelzah. Northridge. CA, 9132S

(«18)iai-1717
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VENICE $895. Spacious 3-bdnn. Refrigerator,

stove, carpet, parking. Pets OK. Ed
(310)476-0503.

WESTCHESTER, new luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath,

fireplace, garage, dishwasher, laundry, inter-

com, track lighting. (310)215-9310,
546-3187.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor
$550 (utilites included), large unfurnished 1

bedroom $850, unfurnished 2 bedrooms
$1095 (310)395-2903.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
movc-in bonus. Furnishe(Vunfurnished, ba-
chebrs, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA A^ pool, elevator, 555 Levering
208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD, $1 1 75/mo., 2-bed/2-bath, new
carpeu, floors, tiles, and fixtures, large unit,

no pets, Mr, 2 parking spaces, 1 601 Veteran.
Matt (310)284-9044.

PALMS $1695 4-bed -f loft/3-bath. Newer
3-story custom townhonr>e. Fireplace, gated
garage, security alarni, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. (310)391-1076.

Urge Z t^tmnm Unft

$1450
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*French Doors *Sauna
*Jacuz2i ^Fireplace

*Gym * Heated Pool

+ Move-In Bonus

208-4868
Fall waiting list has started.

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-
ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,
stove, balcony, fireplace, air corxiitioning,

pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100-1300.
(310)824-0833

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd., 1 single. 3 parking
spaces, hardwood floor. (213)444-1478,
858^650.

WILSHIRE-^WESTWOOD: two, three, and
three plus lofl. New building, view, alarm, w/d
(310)47O.1O4fl/ (310)768-6056.

WLA -3516 Jasmine. 2-bed/2-bath. $975Ath>.
AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security building,
patio.(31 0)836-531 1 . (310)837-0761

.

WLA.3516 jasmine. 1 -bedroom with loft.

$975Ano. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security
building, sundeck, patio. (310)836-5311.
(310)837-0761.

WLA. $625 and up. Bachelors and singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi
with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA $670-680. 1 -bedroom. Pool, llundry,
BBQ, appliances. 1621 Westgate Ave. No
pets. (310)8201 121.

WLA, $795. Quiet triplex. Attractive 1 -bed-
room. Refrid, stove, garage. Pets O.K. Private
yard. Greta location. Apply to Flo or Nore at

John Douglas (310)637-5111.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished
single, kieal for students to share. Close to
UCLA. 1525 Sawtelle Blvd. (310)477-4837.

WLA AREA $585/mo. Beat the tuition hikesi
Live outside the high rent district! CLOSE TO
LXXA. Attractive, furnished singles. Two can
live as cheaply as one! 1525 Sawtelle Blvd.
(310)477-4832.

WLA/CENTURY CITY TWO BLOCKS. 1 Bed-
room $750. Bright, carpets, drapes, stove,
refrigerator, laundry facilities. Quiet buildinc
(310)474-1172. *

WLA. giant (bargain at $800), 2-bedroom
w/patio or balcony, mini-blinds, celing fans,
appliances, walk-ln closet, move-in $1,450,
11519 Venice Blvd Apt 2 A Apt 4, 390-5065.
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Apartments kx Rent 49 Roommates 53 Sublet 55 House to Stiare
WLA, SPACIOUS (bargain at $675), l-bed-
room, mini-blinds, celling fans, appliances,
quiet building, move-in $1 225, 1 1 527 Venice
Blvd «7. (310)390-5065.

WLA, SUPER (bargain at $635), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, parking,

utilities included, nwve-in $1210. 3637Se-
pulveda Blvd. Apt. 6 (310)390-5065.

WLA, spacious (bargain at $605), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blinds, celing fans, appliances, parking,

nx)ve-in $11 dO, 3637 Sepulvada Blvd #5,
390-5065.

WLA, unfurnished 1 -bedroom/ 1-bath. Quiet,
newly decorated, well-managed, convenient
location. $675/mo. (213)445-0644 or
(21 3)660-5588.

Apts. Unfurnistied 51

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. Ibed/Vh bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 637-0761.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

MAR VISTA 1 bed-upper $585. 2bed-lower
$750. Excellent condition. Open house
Saturday-Sunday 10-6pm. 11728 Avon Way,
Apts. 3 & 4. (310)391-1513.

OHIO-SAWTELLE. $650. Month to month.
1-Bedrm, stove & fridge, carpets, 1'A miles
from UCLA. Call (310)477-5758.

PAC PAL, $850-875, 2 Sharp, 1 Brs, Choose
upper or lower. Gated, cat O.K.
(310)315-9412.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quiet. Bundy N. of
Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049.

TOPANCA, unfurnished single attached to

private honr>e. Stove, refrigerator. Private e»v
trance & deck. Quiet. $750/mo.
(310)455-1155, leave message.

WLA 1 BEDROOM $720; upstairs, bright,

walk to market^us. Close to UCLA. 1242
Barry. (310)395-2903.

WLA. $950. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
modem 2-bed/1 'A bath, stove, refrid, dw, A/C.
(310)837-0761.

Apartments to Stiare > 5?

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 1 BR
with 2 others, furnished, large apt., 10 min.
walk to campus, only $317/mo., available

3/21, (310)824-3645.

2-BED/2-BATH duplex. Huge rooms, fire-

place, yard, central to bus rte. and UCLA. $650
'A utilities. Lisa (310)785-9543.

527 MIDVALE. MALE roommate wanted.
Heated pool, sauna, fitness room.
(310)824-0230.

BEVERLY HILLS, private room, bath, kitchen,

furnish for female, rxin-snnoker only. $375.
(310)552-1004.

BUSINESS CRAD looking for clean, responsi-

ble male to share 2 bdwn/2 bath. Nice area.

$300-400. (818)373-5770; 7:30-1 1 :30pm,
M-Th.

aNTURY CITY, $31(ymo.. Female to share
room in spacious 2 bedroom apt., parking,

laundry. Roselie (310)475-7031.

FEMALE NEEDED to share bedroom in 2-bed/
2-bath furnished apartment. 1 0-minute walk to

UCLA. $35(Vn>o. Available 3/23 to end of

Spring quarter. (310)208-5460.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
2-be<Vl-bath, UCLA, w/ recent college grads,

$325/mo (310)826-3248.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for next year
who wants OWN ROOM, like I do.
(310)794-3212.

CLENROCK: Female wanted to share 2-Bed/
2-Bath. Pool. Jacuzzi. Parking. Security.

$375/mo. Available Mid-March.
(310)824-2636.

MIDVALE PLA2A 2, female roommate
wanted. Heated pool, sauna, fitness room,
$375/nr>o., lulie, 208-4216. ^
ROOMMATE NEEDED: VENICE, A BLOCK
FROM BEACH! OWN ROOM. PARKING,
WASHER/DRYER, PATIO. UPPER 2bed/1ba.
Responsible, non-snrH>ker. $475 -f Vi utilities -f

deposit. Call Andrew (310)305-7856, work
(310)552-0057.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large 2-bed-
room with 3 girls. 'A -block from campus.
Available 3/20. $403.75/mo. 824-1774.

SANTAMON KIA ROMMATE needed March 1

to share furnished 3-bed with pool. Great
neighborhood. $565/mo Near beach.
<310)300.S 'in? —

1-MILE FROM UCLA. Private room/bath in a
2-bed/2-bath apt. Partially furnished, security

building, parking. $600-$640/mo.
(310)575-3747.

$42S, NEAR UCLA. Large 1 -bedroom, share
utilities, parking. Liz (310)473-7639.

BEL AIR — Female for huge own bedroom
fantastic apt. Pool, storage, A^. S575/mo."
Judy (310)471-3560.

BEST DEAL IN WESTWOOD! Large bedroom,
bath, phone, garage in modern, luxurious

2-bed apartment. Jacuzzi, Nautilus, & sauna.
Move in now! S6O0/mo. (310)575-4501.

BRENTWOOD. Private room -»• bath In exUa
large 3-bedroom apartment with patio and
fireplace. $435/mo. (310)826-8616.

FEMALE have own room, bath and security

parking in 2bed/2bath Westwood condo. 1

1/2 miles to UCLA. $550/mo. Joyce
(310)446-1808.

FRIENDLY FEMALE needed to share room.
2-bed/2-bath. Close to campus. Parking.
$375/mo. (310)824-5722.

MDR. $575/mo. UTILITIES INCLUDED. Non-
smoking female. 2bed/2bath. Furnlsl^ed, pool,

Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)827-9596.

SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH. Beautiful, brand new
apartment on Gayley. 1 -block from campus.
Available mid-March. Lisa (310)208-5138.

SHARE ROOM, SPACIOUS WLA DUPLEX,
$223.75. 3.MILES CAMPUS. B.BUS #1 , PARK-
ING. RESPONSIBLE PERSON WANTED.
(310)207-8454.

WALK TOlJCLA-enormous 2-bdrm/2-bath. 2
females to ^are beautiful condo with 2 others.

$375 each. (310)961-6695.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath, female pre-

ferred. 3-blocks to UCLA. Nice, new, luxurious

apt. Parking. $65(ynr>o. (310)824-2576.

WESTWOOD. Own room, phone, parking.

M/F in 2-bedroom spacious safe. $63(Vmo.
March 1. Diane, 824-2785.

WESTWOOD, MALE ROOMMATE, $350,
Share bedroom, furnished. Spring quarter
sublet. Cable, spacious, bright, quiet bidg.

Dan (310)208-8255.

Room for Rent 54

%

M-

ROOMMATE NEEDED for beautiful apartment
in the West L.A. area. Completely indepen-
dent, own parking, dishwasher $690 a month.
Please call (818)507-4403 from 6pm-10pm.

ROOM/^TE WANTED TO SHARE very large,

very njc^ one bedroom apt. on Levering. $450
824-5894. Possible own room. Tim.

SANTA M0NK:\ 2BED/2BATH. 2 blocks to

beach. Non-smoker. Security building, park-

ing. $612/mo. (310)451-4834.

SEX: FEMALE, 5-min walk to LXIA,.spring qtr.,

furnished, A/C, pool, elevator, security, park-
ing, $375. (310)208-7303, Valerie.

SPRING QUARTER: Female roommate to

share 2-f2 apt w/3 others. Near Sepulveda and
Santa Monica. #1 Bluebus to UCLA. $348.75.
Call Claudia (310)575-3390.

WALK To UCLA male/female. Responsible,

non-snK>ker to share 2-»-2 corxjo. Secured bIdg.

w/ parking. Fireplace, /VC, dishwasher. $585
•Hitilities Annette (310)824-0229.

WEST LA. Beautiful, sunny 2bdrnV2Vi bath
townhouse share with professional 36yr.old

gay man. S750/mo. + 'A utilities, including

maid. (310)207-8087,

WESTWOOD. 0¥^ bedrbonVbath. Security

building, parking. 2-mi from UCLA. Quiet
building. Available NOW. $637.50/mo.
(310)470-8501, leave message.

WESTWOOD, female preferred to share
bright^ spacious, 2-bedroom with fireplace and
charm, SeSO/mo. (310)473-3489.

WESTWOOD. $425/n>o. Huge 1-bedroonV
1-bath. Close to campus. Living room, formal

dining room, parking, laundry. (310)
208-6149. Leave message for JasorVJohn.

WLA. Beautiful, spacious, tunny apartment-
own room. Parking available. No smoking.
$385/mo. (310)473-7620.

YOUROWN ROOM FOR $320/month, spring
quarter. Corwiderate female wanted to share
Kelton act. (310)824-0764.

10565 OLYMPIC. Private room, bath, kitchen
priviliges, separate entrarKe. Phone. Female
preferred. $375/mo. 474-9854.

ASAP? WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes to
UCLA fully furnished. Quiet, luxury, kitchen,
private entrance. Male. (310)473-5769.

BRENTWOOD, SPACIOUS ROOM, HOME,
NEAR UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrance.
Pool garden. Ideal study environa>ent.
Heavenly parking, share bath, 3-way micro-
wave $425.00. Available March 1st
(310)476-1786.

FURNISHED ROOM with private bath in

home. Close to UCLA. Available immediately.

Kitchen privileges. $45CVmo. (310)475-5125.

LOVELY REDECORATED UPSTAIRS ROOM
WITH PRIVATE BATH. Shared kitchen and
large living room. Includes cable TV, utilities,

free parking. Near UCLA. Good security.

With/wilhout meals. $820-$! 000. 470-7122
evenings or 882-5807 (pager) anytime.

SHARE NK:E 2-BDRM. FURNISHED A»*T.

Close to campus. 6-unit building. Hardwood
floors. Shar» facilities, furniture can be pro-

vided. Parking space. Utilities paid. $550. Call

(310)824-7043.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old Worid
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241

.

WOMEN'S ROOM AND BOARD
Alpha Chi Housing, 824 Hilgard, $385/nfK).,

double, including 3 meals 5 days. Apply in

person. T.V., VCR, phones available in every

room. Quiet, beautiful home. Dinner meal
plan for $1 7(Vqtr. available for r>on- residents.

GOING OUT OFTOWN
THIS SUMMER?

WANTEDI
SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS
WEST L.A. LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (6-10 WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE HOUSING FOR
SUMMER LAW CLERKS FROM
MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact Recruiting

(310)312-4187

WLA. GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD. 1 -bed-
room, 2 female roommates, $23(Veach or
1 -bedroom, $460/mo. Parking, bus.
(310)841-0603.

57 Townhouse for Rent 66

Housing Needed 60

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD HILLS, $2,500 + Security.

Spacious, 4<»-2 house with view. Excellent
area. Newly decorated. Flexible move-In
terms. 1 year lease. (818) 789-3076.

CULVER CITY. $975. Front house: 2-bed.
Carpet, blinds, stove, washer, dryer, parking.

(310)477-0681.

VENia. 2-BED/1-BATH. $1,00(ymo. Utilities

paid^jyar beach, pets okay. (310)475-2438.

House to Stiare 57

HOUSE: OWN ROOM/BATH. Garden, pool,

Jacuzzi, maid. $650 + 'A utilities. 476-3679.

MARRIED COUPLE needs house to share,

sublet, house-sit« or room to rent. Spring
Quarter. (213)484-1921.

TEMPORARY NOUSING/SUBLETS needed for

summer interns: May 1992 through Sept.

1992. Please call Daniela Dedona at Latham &
Watkins- (21 3)485-1 234.

Townhouse for Rent 66

OTMelveny& Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

|§Piggppggppigpig|gigpig,lg|gjgM|

Sublet 55
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Roommates 53

FEMALE, Spring quarter or longer, furnished

University Apartment. 2-bed/ 2-bath. Pool.

Jennifer, Tracy, Melanie. (310)824-1528.

SPRING QUARTER SUBLET. Furnished single

apartment on Hilgard, across from campus.

Security building, pool. Available 3/22—6/20.

$795/mo. Parking available. Leave rr>essage,

Tom (310)397 6193.

Stop smoking.
Your heart, lungs and

friends will thank you.

Friday, Feb. 28, 1992

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Coffee:

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Slang

9 Talent
14 Hebrew

measure
15 — tar

16 Type of

weapon
17 Weight unit r

18 Without aid*^

20 Esau
21 Fiber knot
22 Signs up
23 Art transfer
25 Thin wood

piece
27 "Under-

stood!"
29 Rodent
30 Money
34 Hit hard;

slang
36 Rich person
38 Windshield —
39 Charged in a

certain way
42 News medium
43 Made a

mistake
44 Command to a

dog
45 Was in debt

to

46 One more than
bi

47 — stick

49 Arizona hills

51 Broader
54 Reconnais-

sance group
58 '•— of thee"
60 Repugnant
61 Registrar's

concern
63 Coll. subj.

64 Not fresh

65 Seaweed
66 Fury

2-28-92

67 Bindings
68 Russian

negative
69 Did in

DOWN
1 Quipped
2 Ammonia
compound

3 Early bicycle

4 Odors
5 Twirled

6 Fishing gear
7 Unsuitably
8 — Moines
9 Lighter part
10 Ultimate
1

1

Initial bet
12 Froster

13 Scarlet and
crimson

19 County —
24 Slow: music
26 Drudgery
28 Sense organ
30 Hole

© 1992 United Feature Syndicate

31 Divided into

separate
incidents

32 Leah's son
33 Worry
34 degrees
35 "There ought

to be "

37 Some South
Africans

38 Grass or ^
'

black —
40 Spanish hero

El —
41 Next to Oct.
,46 Notify

48 Donors
49 Birthmarks
50 Char
52 Eulogy
53 Update
54 Nuisance
55 Architectural

column
56 Snare
57 Guise
59 Law: abbr.
62 Can. prov.
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DELUXE TOWNHOUSE. 2-bed/2-bath. Pool,
spa, Mcurity, bullt-lns. 15 minute^sch6ol.
$1,20G|^nrK>. Dayi: (310)836-7000 «xt.1040;
Ev«: (310)391-0205.

PALMS, 2 be(V2bath. Townhouse Security

Building. Fireplace, central air, $105(Vrno. 24
hfvcall..(21 3)204-4230.

Condos for Sale 67

10787 WILSHIRE #1003, 3.bed/3.bath,
mounUIn view, security building, for sale

$310,000, for lease $2200/mo. 10751 Wil-
shire penthouse, l-bed/l'A bath NE view,
security building, pool, $235,000 Call Lennie
Marantz for appointment. Jon CX)uglas Co.
(310)278-9410.

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwood.
1 bed/1 bath 109K, 2bed/2bath 188K. Call
agent (310)473-0306.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-
urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331.

WESTWOOD. 2 bdmV2 bath, front comer
condo. New paint/carpets. $195.
(310)471-7922.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORR»X)R/ SPE-
CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT/
FACULTY. PURCHASE/LEASE. STUDIO $95IC.
CALL BOB/BROKER, (310)470- 1 781

.

Condos for Share 68

BEAUTIFUL FURNISHED LUXURY condo on
Wilshire, in Westwpod valet private bed &
bath, female please. $550. (310)475-3049.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Condo to share.

Lar«e bright private bedroom and bath. Female
preferred. Non-smoker, no peU. $45G^th>.

(310)828:4555 ext.230 or (310)859-8220.

Guest House for Rent 70

CULVER CITY. $565. Single guesthouse. Car-
pet, blinds, stove, refrigerator, parking.
(310)477-0681.

FURNISHED GARDEN-SIDE GUEST HOUSE.
Perfect for female PhD Stiident. $510.0(V
month. Utilities included. References.
(213)870-5668

MV$65Q/Vno. Nice single guesihousCj
refrigerator, parking, yardT storage, 1

UCLA. (310)391-9583.

House, privlKT
5 min.

WILSHIRE/ LA CIENECA, Guesthouse/ studio
for rent. $515/mo. 931-7628.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING-.FULLY EQUIPPED-
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 76

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Ctiild Care 90

MATURE, PLEASANT grandmother can take
care of your baby overnight at your home.
References. (818)781-8087.

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
IVe .ill do but auto insiironie is

reijiiired by Inw' So lor .t

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852 7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CALL (21 3)263-BEST. Insured
24ft truck FULLY Equipped for ALL moves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, pianos,
o.k. Call 263- BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.
Short^ong distance. No job loo small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
)OBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHO(X)LOGIST, 20 years ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,
Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.
(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

BEARDS EDITINC
All subjects. Thcaca/Dlsaertadons

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPOB NOT FOI SALE
Sharoo Bear, PhJ)
(21SH7a4—2
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STRUGGLE
from page 18

Ithc NCAA tournament
"We need to regroup and get a

couple of wins.- UCLA forward
Don MacLean said. "We need to

worry about ourselves, not the

other team."

Two controversial second-half

calls by the referees helped to

thwart a possible Bruin comeback.
Trailing 64-58 with a little more

than nine minutes remaining.

UCLA was whistled for a three-

second violation, a call which
surprised Bruin Head Coach Jim
Harrick.

"I haven't seen a three-second

call in years.** Harrick said.

But the call that really hurt

UCLA occurred when referee

^ Charles Range called Madkins for

blocking USC guard Harold Min-
er, with 7:00 left. The foul was
Madkins* fifth, meaning he had
fouled out of the game.

After the game. Madkins was
incensed by the call, which
appeared to involve minimal body
contact

"I purposely tried to avoid the

foul but G^ge) called a foul**

Madkins said.

"I was running away from
(Miner) because it crossed my
mind that I might get called for a
fouL He kind of hooked me. and
when I heard the whistle I thought
for once that maybe I might have a
call go my way.**

Madkins was asked if he
:$ought the USC gune wouMteye

Why give
it all
to Dncla%
Sam?
Oont use an ordinary Inconne

tax service when you can use a

Tax Attorney who Is an exper-

ienced CPA

] sS^ Bean Bag Factory
WHOLESALE PRICES TO BRUIN SHOPPERSat Kaskin Kobbinv

AHORNEY AJ LAW
10866 Wflshii* m.. IBtli Floor
Comer of WlUhire and Glendoa

•RMionabi* Rotw
•ffM YouMtfoTbocktcDM
•Audit RipfVMntaticn

•VdUoMPortdng
•LMigtiuUVVMli

•l«galAax oaMono* to

kK*Mucbandbu*wMC
•l«t ma riM«M your SiV-r¥ap(Md

IMunatolowcotf

(800)273-3798
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Fresb-brewed
Jamoca*Blend coffee,

hot tea and hot cb€}coiate.

Free Coffee with
Any Purchasel

(Not good with any other coupons or
iii^oounts. Expires 1/(^92)

Baskin(J/)Robbins
Ice Cream & Yogurt

208-8048 Westwood Vill^e
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Sm., Med., & Lg.

Bean Bags

$9.95, $14.95.

& $24.95

Hours;
Mon.-Thur. 10-61

Frj. 10-4

Sat. closed
Sun. 11-4:30

Sink Into Your Favorite Chair

Bean Bags • Futons • Pillows
Bring Adin for Special Discount

5011 West Pico Blvd. • Los Angeles • (213) 933-3971/72
(1 Block West of U Brea)

2 for 1 Haircuts
or

$10.00 OFF All

Hair Services
* our services includg

Ctxt Manicure

Color Pedicure

HigWights Facial

Meikeup

CAREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15 th Annual Career Fair
for Minority Students & Alumni

Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom*
• 2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

any effect on how the Bruins will

play in the NCAA toumament
"No, because we will have

neutral referees in the tourna-

ment, ** Madkins responded.

Can PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310) 824-5006

1Q15 Ga^ey Ave. #105 in Westwood VJUagc
(fust halfa block south ofWrvbum)

* AVEDA GOLDWELL DPI *

TIP # THREE: KEEP AN
OPEN MIND
Explore all options! You'll miss

out on many opportunities if you
pass up employers just because

you "think" you know what jobs

they have, or what majors they

are looking for.

Services Offered 96 Tutoring Offered 98 Music Lessons 102 Autos
CAN'T PAY FOR REG FEES? WE CAN HELP!
CALL CHARLES AT UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE, 310-3987786.
CALL NOW!

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal statements, other vital written
material? Professional help from national ly-

kfwwn author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

INCOME TAX PREPARATION by licensed

C.P.AAJCLA Law student. Professional service
at low rates. Mike (310)826-8515.

•••CARING TUTOR**^BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-
ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(818)545-0960

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native
teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

109 Scooters for Sole 116
GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
jean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tlnglejeachlng Assoc/Nate Lam, 25 yr».

experience. All levels/rtyfes. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

RESEARCH, WRTIMG, edititig

Al Uvels-AM SubiBcIs
ForaiQn Students Welcome

Faal. Protetsional-Quaily Guaranteed
Papers nol lor sale

Can Research 310477-8226
M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; GMAT,
LSAT, CRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,
4years experience. Mark, 852-1298.

WRITING/ENGLISH TUTOR; Yale grad with
teaching experience helps with papers,
reading comp. $2(yhr. (213)934-1278.

VOICE. 40 years leaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

Typing 100

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgl-

nla. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
arid library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

1 BLOCK FROM UCLA. Wordperfect, Laser,

term papers, theses, dissertations, manuscripts,
resumes, legal. (310)208-7353.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7.DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

Income Tax Preparation and
Accounting by

Certified Public Accountant

Call Alan

(310)473-0458

FRENCH LESSONS by experience native
teacher. Call Celine (213)314-7383.

FRENCH TUTOR. M\ Columbia. Call Rhoney
(310)474-3577.

.PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thm
Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
starKiardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently
present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident arid self-reliant. For
FREE Info, call jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TROUBLE WITH MATH? RETIRED MATH
PROFESSOR OFFERS FREE TUTORING FOR
NEEDY STUDENTS; ALL LEVELS.
(310)474-3681.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TAPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-
TONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast tum around, computer,
laser printing P*P^n, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8- 5pm. Call David (310)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(310)470-0597, fax 470-1064. _^
Modern Secreterlal Sen/ices: IBM & MAC.
Student discounts. Pick up/de livery. 24hr»
service. No papers for
sale. Angglica (310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? Mac, postscript laser.

Flyers, business cards, legalAnedical transcrip-

tion, dissertations. 7-days. Brentwood.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for papersAheses etc. Mac
WA*, free campus pickufVdelivery Michael
(310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

PROFESSKDNAL WOiRD PROCESSING In my
home. High quality laser printer. Weekerxis
and evenings. OK. Dee (310)398-1217.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resunr>es. Santa Monica (31 0)828-6939, Holly-

%MOod (213)466-2888.

ACTION RESUMES. Writing, editing, desktop
publishing. Professional quality, laser fonU.
Santa Monica. Donna (310)453-4807.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional
service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

suits. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.
Lee. (310)478-1090

RESUMES FOR RESULTS. The interview
getters! Expert writing/laser printing.
Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual
appeal. Fran (818)999-3034.

CADILLAC C.D.V. '78, 76M original, nice
snxwth car, excellent condition. Will go fast.

S2800, (310)208-5682.

DATSUN 210, '81, 4spd, snrwg certified, new
battery, runs well, 11 IK miles, $l,10(yobo,
(310)372-1998.

PEUGEOT 505s TURBO DIESEL, '81 , Automa-
tic, power sunroo^'ndows, centr. lock, A/C,
stereo, new tires, $2300-, call Bo day:
(310)825-3114 night: (310)826-5073.

SENTRA, '87. 57,000 miles. Auto, A/C, AM/
FM. Excellent condition. S5900-r>eB0tiable.

(213)930-2598.

TOYOTA MR2 1985: Sspeed, sunroof, air,

AMA^M cassette, excellent condition, $4,600
obo. Call Kelly (213)398-4510.

TOYOTA TERCEL Wagon, 4WD, '85. A/C,
AM^M cassette stereo, excellent condition.

$4250. (310)820-7777.

ULTIMATE TANNING MACHINE. 1988 Vol
kswagon Cabriolet, impeccable, red/black,

automatic, 30,000 miles, A/C, pull-out. Alarm.
$11,000. (213)851-3772.

VOLVO SEDAN 1982, Standard four-door,

$3000 o.b.o. Eve (310)546-2801.

VW CTI, '83, siker, sunroof, AM/FM cassette

included. $210(Vobo. Call days 744-9637 or
eves 820-3695.

1 986 HONDA ELITE 80 Red . Good condition.

$500/OBO. Barry (310)479-4831.

ELITE 80. 1987 White, very low miles. Great
Condition. $650. Must sell. (310)473-3068.

HONDA AERO 50, '86. Basket, helrT>et, kryp-
tonite included. Low miles. MUST SEE!
SSOCVobo. (310) 208-2086.

HONDA ELITE '86, 150 Deluxe. Excellent

condition. Less than 1500 miles. $975
(213)938-4065.

HONDA ELITE 150. White, one year old, 2K
mi., helmet and lock, great shape, $1 299/obo.
Chris (310)824-7607.

HONDA ELITE 80. '87, just tuned. New
brakes. Runs great. Must sell immediately!
$65(yobo. (213)506-0976

pgr.

HONDA PASSPORT (70), '81. Runs great.

$650/obo. Call 824-0868.

Borgoin Box 125

ENCYCLOPEDIAS 1 991 , cost $1 600, sacrafice

$300. Sofa/love $595. Dinette, desk, wall unit,

bunk-beds $150 each. Recliner $195, bed-
room set $495, mattress/springs $1 50, dining
room set $1200. Unused! (310)393-2338.

-^J

Travel 105 Bteyclesfor Sole

Furniture for Sale 126

113

8 DAYS/7 NIGHTS COMPLETE Orlando/
Bahamas vacation for 2 adults. IrKludes air-

fare. Call 645-2002.

|ET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or c^l) AIRHITCH,
458-1006.

Travel Tickets 106

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

$395/person. Valid 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3087.

HAWAII, MEXKTO, BAHAMAS, Roundtrip for

two. $15(Vperson. Valid one year. Limited
offer. (800)352-3087.

RALEIGH PEAK MT. BIKE. Deore XT, Scott

handle bar, pump. Runs perfect. $40(Vobo.
Huan 825-8363.

Motorcycles for Sole 1

1

4

KAWASAKI CSR 650, 1981, $575/obo.
HONDA CB 750, 1981, $55(yobo. Both run
good. (310)828-6402.

KAWASAKI NINIA 250. Excellent condition,
6K miles, like new accessories, $200(Vobo.
Fernando (310)276-0372.

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 1971, restored to
perfection. 1,300 miles. Golden white classic

for onlv $2.85(Vobo. (310)828-6402.

APARTMENT SALE. Double bed + bedroom
set. Living room set with stylus and dining
set. All in good coryJition. Available February
29. Call after 7pm. Tel: (310)208-1650.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Misc. For Sole 128

Autos for Sole 109 Scooters for Sole 115

1986 TOYOTA CELK> ST., air, stereo, mint
condition, original owner. $4,900. (805)
255-9317.

1990 TOYOTA 4-RUNNER, V-6. Immaculate,
A/C, full power -»tow package, stereo, cassette,

CD, cruise control, deluxe interior, sunroof,
mag wheels, new, $25,000, $1 7,995, firm.

(310)457-2451.

'81 VW iETT\ 5-speed, sunroof, 4-door,
excellent condition, service records available.

$2550. (818)901-1967.

BMW 3181 1984, Red, 5-speed, gr«a( shape,
sunroof, tape deck, etc., $5700 o.b.o.
(310)279-2790.

1987 HONDA ELITE 50. Red. Runs great.

Almost new helmwt and basket. $40(Vobo.
Chris. (213) 655-6751.

'87 HONDA ELITE 1 50 DELUXE, helmet case,
digital dash, 4k mi., helmet. $1050. Glen
208-3640.

87 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue with kryptonite

kxk. $650. 475-0929.

ELITE 1 50 '87 with helmet & k)ck. 2000 miles.

Runs great. $1300/obo. Call Travis
(310)208-1865.

aiTE 50. Practically new, low mileage. Lock &
helmet included. $500/obo. Brad
(310)478-8785.

MOTOROLA PORTABLE aLLULAR PHONE.
$350. Call Anthony, (310)824-3329.

PERSONAL PROTECTION FOR THE 90*5,

Stun-guns $39.39 + 3.50 shipping. Money
back guarantee. InterWorid Trading Company,
Dept C, 8949 Herrick, Sun Valley, CA 91 352.

Musical Instruments 1 29

NATK3NAL GUITAR. Steel body DOBRO.
Vintage '30s, Uopical scene, metal etching,

some discoloration. $1,700/obo.
(310)392-1679.

Sport Equip, for Sole 132

2 NON-STUDENT DUKE tickets for sale.

Sglgjaoffers^nly. Call (818)546-1711.

Typewriter/Computer 134

EVEREX 286-1 2MM?, EGA, 40 M.b.H.D.,
1.2Mb 5.25- D.D., mouse, 24.Pln ^
Printer, all software Incl., $85(Vobo. Frank
825-8648.

f~
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The most exciting new dance club in
Beverly Hills,..

GSSQ

OVREER CONNECTIONS
UCLA's 15th Annual Career Fair

for Minority Students & Alumni
Tues., March 3 • Ackerman Grand Ballroom

• 2 P.M. until 7 P.M.*

Featuring

Wednesday: Livejazz 10-2
Thursday: Motown & 70's 10-2
Friday DJ Derrick 11-3

HAPPY HOUR
2 for 1 Drinks 5-7 (bar only)

^2 Well Drinks - Thursday

CAFE NOA NOA
at the crossing of Little Santa Monica Blvd.& N.Bedford Dr.

(310) 278-1904

FREE ADMISSION WITH AD

TIP«rOUIbDO
yOUR HOMIWORK
Profiles of participating

companies are available at the

Placement & Career Planning

Center. Take a few minutes to

familiarize yourself with these

employers so you*ll be able to

ask intelligent, well-thought-out

questions.

STRUGGLE
from page 20
into a first-place tie with the

Trojans (20-4. 12-2) for the Pac-10
lead. Each teann has load ganies

left with Washington and
Washington State, as well as home
games with Arizona and Arizona
State.

"Ifwe go out and beat Duke, that

will be a stq>ping stone to winning
the conference**' Bruin point guard
Darrick Martin said.

A win over Duke would also

help UCLA's perception nation-

ally, which has suffered after two
consecutive losses on national

television. A loss to the Blue
Devils would gieaUy hurt die

Bruins' chances of receiving the

No. 1 seed in die West Region of

>

See STRUQQUE, page 17

• •

Fast and Free Delivery

207-5900_
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lowfat cheese availible upon request

•A SPECTACLE THAT LEAVES
THEATERGOERS GASPING!"

-People Magazine

SPECIAL STUDENT RUSH DISCOUNT
1 2 PRICE AT DOOR

^^

Mi EXCLUSIVE LOS ANGELES ENGAGEMENT
STARTS TODAY!

Nightly: 5:35. 7:40, 9:45; Sat & Sun Mats: 1:25. 3:30

NuWILSHIRE

"BRILLIANT! AN EVENING NO THEATER
LOVER SHOULD MISS!" upi

VV' > ' John KnzHiie Difctor Richard Rose F^' rut « PrDriu .; r Moses
Znaimor A '< P^odu'' '^^ Lawrence Dykun iriri Barrje Wexler

IL VITTORALE 2035 North Highland. Hollywood

TAMARA HOTLINE (213) 851-9999
Group Sales: Rosalie (818) 986-2908

Fickcls AlsoAvdiIjbl.- it
""• ^'.^"' MAY COMPAfJY AND MUSIC PLUS

BUFFET INTERMEZZO

from page 20

husUed us and played a very
physical game, got a lot of second
shots and had good husUe. They
also have great, great quickness.**

More Uian anything it was the
long rebounds, balls that bounced
out past the three point line, diat

found their way into the Trojans*
hands.

**It was die long ones and die

ones diat they tipped out that killed

us.** Tracy Murray, who led the
Bruins with 28 points, said after

die game. *They husUed and
M,'ta|ipuu ttictf way lo a win.
From being down by nine early

on. use swung the game around
and led 48-38 just before halftime.

UCLA cut die lead to two in die

second half, but it was deja vu. Just
like die last time diey playedUSQ
the Bruins could not manage to

come all die way back and take the
lead.

One diing different from die last

meeting was die play of Harok!
Miner. Miner had a game-high 13
rebounds to go along widi his

game-high 29 points. The last time
diese teams met. Miner wasn*t a
factor until late in die game.

Thursday night he made his

presence felt, impressing even his

coach, who is used to Miner*s
Jordan-like performances.

*'I couldn*t love this guy any
more if his name was Mark

«

Raveling.- USC Coach George

Raveling said, in reference to his

son. *'He was die difference in diis

game if not for scoring but for

rebounding. But now he has
exposed himself. I know he can do
it so now Tm going to expect it**

Trojan Guard Duane Cooper
was one of the players who wore a
"Beat UCLA** T-shirt under his

uniform. After the game his relief

was obvious.

"(The quote) told us (MacLean)
didn't respect us. We kept diat in

the back of our minds all night.** he
said. "I*ve been waiting for diis for

a long, long time.**

MacLean flnished with 18
points, but was only six of 17 from
die floor. The senior, who has
always struggled at die Sports
Arena, even missed a layup in the
first half.

The Bniins had a shoot-around
Wednesday at the Sports Arena,
but even that didn*t seem to help
MacLean.
"A lot of my shots seem to

bounce in and out for me here.** he
said.

One shot that didn't bounce^odT
was a clutch three-point basket diat

pulled the Bruins to widiin two
points of USC widi less dian two
minutes to go.

But a Rodney Chapnrum offen-
sive rebound and basket sealed the
victory for die Trojans on die very
next possession.

• y.^

-^
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Baseball nsup
Pactfio-lO season

ti

By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

So far. this year's UCLA base-
ball team has been vastly different

dian the one diat took die field last

season.

Relying on speed, die 1992
Bniins have compiled an impress-
ive 11-3 record. In addition.

UCLA has a perfect 9-0 record at

home and has won six one-run
games.

By contrast, last year*s Bruins
were only 7-7 after 14 games, widi
only a 2-3 mark at home. UCLA
won only six one-run games all

year.

"In die past we had been a big-
hitting team,** second baseman
Robert Hinds said. "We waited a
lot for the big home run. Now we
scratch and claw out runs and try to
make things happen,**

"We do a lot more things, we are

much more of a team." catcher
Matt Schwenke said. '^Everybody
is real close. It*s a different Bruin
team. It*s a lot more fun.**

Hopefully for die Bruins, die
reversals will continue this

weekend at Jackie Robinson Sta-
dium. UCLA hosts California in a
three-game series to open Six-Pac
conference play.

Last season the Bears had the
Bruins number, taking five out of
m, games from UCLA, including^,
dtfec-game sweep at JRS.
The Bruins, though, enter the

series on an upswing, having won
three consecutive games. Inclusive

in the string was an impressive
17-4 shelling ofUC Sanu Barbara.

UCLA first baseman Ryan
McGuire has posted eye-popping
numbers so far. McGuire currendy
has a .408 batting average (20-

for-49) and leads die team with 14
runs scored, six home runs and 19
runs batted in.

Leadoff hitter Dave Roberts
(.404, 13 runs scored, 12 steals).

Hinds (.340, 10 RBI, 1 1 steals) and
diird baseman David Ravitz (.375,

nine runs, nine RBI) have also
been tearing die cover off die ball.

"We have some really good
hitters on our team this year,**

rightfielder Shawn Wills said.

**Every game someone is able to

step up and get the big hits.**

Of concern to UCLA is die
slumps diat have affected Wills,

Michael Moore and Adam Melh-
use. Wills is hitting .207 on die
season but has shown signs of
recovering in die last duw games,
batting .400 (four-for-10).

Moore (.288, 1 home run, 13
RBI) and Melhuse (.255, 2 HR.
nine RBO are hitting lower dian
their standards. But Adams is

confident that dieir slumps will go
away in time for conference play.

Eighteendi-ranked Cal (11-4) is

led by an explosive offense. As a
team, die Bears are batting .307,
with 16 home runs. Most of the
hitting has been done by second
baseman Chris Clapinski (.400,
-two home nms) srad standouts

2:uber and Matt Luke.
The Bruins will counter widi

Pete Janicki (1-2, 4.30 ERA)
Friday, Adam Schulhofer Satur-

day (3-0, 3.24 ERA) and Gary
Adcock (2-0, 5.88 ERA) Sunday.

Softball traveling to
Long Beach Saturday
By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

The top-ranked U(XA soft-

ball team will take to die road
once again this weekend, head-
ing to Long Beach State on
Saturday to take on a talented

and angry 49er squad.

The Bruins (16-0) have
defeated Long Beach State

three times this year, but each
game was a bit of a struggle.

"We've really only beaten
diem once diis year,** UCLA
head coach Sharron Backus
said. "We escaped die odier two
times that we played them."
The most recent "escape**

came last weekend when the

Bruins scored three runs in the

last inning to emerge victori-

ous. 4-3. In that game, Lisa
Fernandez scored die winning
run on a play that was loudly

contested by die Long Beach
State coaching staff.

Consequendy. die 49ers are

angry about the loss and are

looking forward to meeting up
widi the No. 1 Bruins once
again.

*They will be ready,** Backus
said. "It may be the last shot that

they will have at us before we
sec them in the regionals (of die

lottipament).*^

The other two UCLA wins
came in pool play of the
Arizona and San Diego State

tournaments. In Tucson. UCLA
won 3-1 behind die pitching of

"We've really only

beaten (Long Beach

State) once this year.

We escaped the other

two times we played

them."

Sharron Backus
UCLA Softball Coach

Fernandez and hitting of Yvon-
ne Gutierrez (one hit, one run),

Jo Alchin (2 hits, one double)
and Kelly Inouye (2 hits).

The first rematch came in

pool play of die San Diego
tournament, and once again
featured Gutierrez, who went
two-for-four with a double.
Shortstop Kristy Howard also

contributed with a two-for-
Ihree performance, which
included a triple and one run
scored.

The two then met up two
days later in the final game of
the San Diego tournament, and
were led by Fernandez (3-3,

two runs scored) and Gutierrez

(1-3, 2 RBI).

In each game. Long Beach
State surprised many by hitting

theUC^A pitching. Indie diree^

DUKE
from page 20

' depth than Duke, which concerns

Kiiyzewski.

"UCLA has tremendous depth,

and they give you many different

looks,** Krzyzewski said. *They
can give you a big guard look widi

Gerald Madkins and Shon Tarver,

or they can give you a small guard
look with Darrick Martin and Tyus
Edney.

*The key for us is to concentrate
on our own game and not get
caught up in trying to match up
widi them. Don MacLean and
Tracy Murray are two of tfie better

scorers in the coimtry.

"Murray takes you further away
from the basket than anyone we
have played against this year, but
he can also post you up down low,**

'

Kizyzewski added.

With a sellout crowd eagerly

anticipating diis game, die Bruins
could receive a much-needed
boost from a raucous crowd.
"We have to make sure that we

don*t get caught up in all of die

emotion,** Krzyzewski said. "We
need to make sure that we don*t
turn the ball over. If we play well,

we have a chance to win.'
»»

games. Long Beach State
scored seven runs, which is

70% of all die runs scored
against die Bruin pitching staff

this season.

If die Blue Devils don*t play
wcl), UCLA may beat die No. 1

tedm in the nation for the first time

since 1986, when they upset top-

ranked North Carolina at Pauley
Pavilion.

Sunday's game starts at 1:00
wt» be televised Itvc byABC

(Channel 7 in Los Angeles).

American Heart
Association^

"TWO THUMBS UP!"
48SXELkfStXi

44**•*
A remaitaUe movie romance. Julie Delpy is pore, piquant, perfect.

The fifan is a success."

4fichMl WOmin^, NEW YORK NEWSOAT

'*Sam Shepaid has never ghren a

more complez or hnpressive

performance than he does here.**

-Cnyn James, NEW YORK TDIES

"Deeply hypnotic. SamShepaid

gives his finest screen

performance"

-fttcr l^ifcn, ROLLOIG STONE

"Sexy and compelling. Ahiunting

mixture of myitoy and ronunce."

-aa Meed, NEW TOiaL OBSERVER

"**•*.
Sam Shepsrd is perfectly cast.

An exceedingly poignant and

intrigutag drama."

-XitUeea CoraO. NEW TORE DALT NEWS

Sa/vi Smepard
A VOLKKR SCMLONDOR r F riLJ

pc-i3jc3aioD(segiii]CAPEii^
R.a4 IkrVwik HOMO (Aim bv M.< »riKk. jvjiUMr <% < H.n.«l/Ha| p.pfcbKk

EXUJSIVE ENGAGEMENTS START TODAY
*€MTURVCITY
AMCCMtuiyU
0101553^

Man- Thn:2:tS«&00« 7.40

wSmLm

*BMM.VMUJ
Laimmle's

Fine Arts

Biir^rjovioflo

tCOITA MUA
Edivanti South Coast Village Laemmie'slsquira

"14)540-0594 (81«)7?M149
Y4J)*740>ft30 (Mr S.'00>7:JO* 10:00

ISHt11:«^*4:30'7«>M0 SMI Sin 2:30 • 5:00 • 7:30 • IftOO

SORRY. NO PASSES ACC9TH) FOR TNB ENQAQEiefT

*PriMnMin miootPrwiET

•Josh B«dc«r's funny and baguiing 'LUNATICS: A
LOVE STORY'...fit* the midntaht movis idaaJ: tmwl
and outrageous...with conskTerabia ingenuity and
much oonmc pathos...Becker sustains beautifully ail
that happens.. .a hiah degree of intelligence. se«-
awareness artd goofy charm.*

•K0¥ki Thottmm
THE LOS ANGELES TIMES

-LUNATICS: A LOVE STORY' is unquestionably
the year's most originai romance. ..It's a crazy,
charming, surreal fantasy, filled vwith surprisas.'

wicc/amerk:an movie classI^

"...A successful, if unHtaly. cross between 'ANNC
HALL' and 'REPULSIONL'LUNATICS' is a Stable
bt of madness.'

THE LOS ANQELEs'r&OER

-...A 10 to fHrTwnakar Josh Badier...-

THE HOLLYWOOD REPoSflK

n.UNATICS: A LOVE STORY* is undanidbly
entertaining for tlwsa who enjoy siok. demented
humar...a touching knf story.

VARIETY

n.UNATICS: A LOVE STORY' m the faal-good

~

movie of tfte year-for panMxiid sdHzophfWMoa...
hiarious.'

^Bscair Snafmaii
THE BOSTON GLOBE

Tad Raimi is hilarious as the i^)or^)hobic..
Deborah Foreman gives her swaalast
parformanoa sinoa VALLEY QIRL'.*

THE BOSTON HERALD

RenaissaiKtt Pictures Ltd. N presents A Sam Raimi. RoiMrt Tapart Production LUNATICS: A LOVE STORY
Thaodora Raimi Oaborah Foraman Bruca Campball as Ray

Co-Producer David Goodman Production Design by Pater Gursiii Edited by Kaya Davis Music by Joseph LoDuca
Director of Photography Jeffrey Dougherty Co-Executh/e Producers James Courtney and Brian Manoogian

- Produced by Bruce CamptMll Written and Directed by Josh Becltar

IVIIDNIGHT FRIDAYS
at Laemmle's Royal Theatre 11523 Santa Monica Blvd. 310.478.1041

/\
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It's a clean sweep by USC
By Mark Bnibaker
Daily Bruin Staff

When the USC men*s basketball

team beat UCLA last month in

Pauley Pavilion, the Trojans

thought they had earned some
respect USC felt that the Bruins,

especially Don MacLean, did not

give credit where it was due.

In Thursday night's rematch,

USC proved beyond a shadow of a

doubt that it deserves respect

The 13th-ranked Trojans upset

fourth-ranked UCLA 83-79 in

front of 15,517 at the Sports Arena

in a near repeat of their Jan. 29
meeting. USC, which set a new
home attendance record, took the

lead in the first half and wouldn't

relinquish it

"The game was decided

on rebounding. They
" out-hustled us and

played a very physical

game."

Jim Harrick
- UCLA Head Basketball Coach

The win propelled the Trojans

into a first place lead with UCLA
in the Pac-10 just as the previous

meeting did. The Bruins fell to 21-

3, (12-2 in the Pac-10), while USC
improved to 20-4 (12-2). ^

Just as a reminder, some USC
players wore T-shirts under their

jerseys with a quotation taken from
MacLean after last months game
which said, "On their best day they

(the Trojans) shouldn't beat us.**

On the back of the shirts it said

"Beat UCLA.-
USC did just that, in every way.

The Bruins shot out to a 19-10

lead in the first five minutes of the

game but it was all downhill from
there.

USC grabbed 11 offensive

rebounds in the first halfand made
the most of its second chances.

According to Bruin Coach Jim
Harrick, that was the difference in

the game.
*The game was decided on

rebounding," he said, *They out-

See HOOPS, page 18

Bruins drop second straight, with no relief in sight

X3HN CHUNGa)a8y Bruin

use's Harold Miner defends UCLA forward Ed O'Bannon during

Thursday night's ganne at the Sports Arena.

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

In the wake of Thursday night's

83-79 loss to No. 13 USC. the

fourth-ranked UCLA men*s
basketball team has reached a

critical jttflctiire in its

The Bruins (21-3. 12-2 in the

Pac-10) have lost two consecutive

games for the first time since last

season, and they must now face

top-ranked Duke on Sunday. A
loss to the Blue Devils would give

UCLA its first three-game losing

streak in more than two years.

''Sunday will say a lot about our

team.** Bruin Captain Gerald
Madkins said, referring to the

game. **We need to perform

well (against Duke)."

UCLA forward Tracy Murray,

who led the Bruins with 28 points

against the Trojans, also empha-

sized the importance of the Duke
game.

"We have got to get a win

(Sunday).** Murray said. "We
desperately have to get a win. We
are going to be up for Duke. We
have to stay together (as a team)

and we can*i aflbrd to sell eactr

other out**

The loss to USC droH)edUCLA

See STRUQQICv page 18

Wait is finally over

—

UCLA iiosts Duice Sunday
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Sunday is what college basket-

ball is all about.

Defending national champion
and top-ranked Duke will face

fourth-ranked UCLA at Pauley

Pavilion in a possible preview of a

Final Four match-up.

The Blue Devils (22-2) have

been the top-ranked team through-

out the season, while the Bruins

(21-2 prior to Thursday night's

game against USQ have spent

most of the season in the second

spot of the rankings.

*This game is good for all of

college basketball.** UCLA Head
Coach Jim Harrick said. **Duke

presents a great chaUenge. as it

will have the same intensity as a

tournament game.**

Harrick *s good friend. Blue
Devil Head Coach Mike
Krzyzewski. is excited about Sun-

day's showdown.
**I am really looking forward to

the UCLA game.** Krzyzewski

said in a teleconference Thursday

afternoon. "UCLA is an outstand-

ing team, and this will give us a

chance to see where we stand.**

Duke will not be at full strength

Sunday, as a pair of recent injuries

have hurt the team.

Blue Devil forward Grant Hill,

who Harrick said is the best

sophomore in the country, will

miss the UCLA game because of a

sprained ankle.

Brim
Hill sprained his ankle in prac-

tice Tuesday, when center Chero-

kee Parks fell on him. Krzyzewski

said that Hill would be sidelined

anywhere from 2-4 weeks.

Duke point guard Bobby Hurley

will play against the Bruins, as he

has recovered from a broken foot

suffered three weeks ago. Hurley,

who college l)asketball analyst

Dick Vitale says is the best point

guard in the nation, will not be at

full strength on Sunday.

E>espite not starting. Hurley

played 26 minutes against Virginia

Wednesday night, which was the

Hrst time he has played since

breaking his foot However, how
much playing time he sees against

UCLA is not yet known.

"Bobby will play Sunday, but

we won't determine how much he

will play until later.** Krzyzewski

said. "He will probably play a

comparable amount of minutes to

the Virginia game, but it will

depend on how his foot responds to

practice and the trip (to Los
Angeles).**

Redshirt freshman Kenny
Blakeney started in place of

Hurley Wednesday night, and he

may well start again on Sunday.

"We want to win this game.**

Krzyzewski said. "But this isn*t

make-or-break time for us. Bobby
is very important to us and we have

to be careKil that he doesn*t get too

tired against UCLA.**
Hill had started in place of

Hurley at guard, while Antonio

Lang started at forward in place of

HUL WiUi Hill out of the Uneup.

Lang will continue to start at

forward for Duke.
The Blue Devils will have to

rely on star center Christian Laet-

mer to compensate for the loss of

Hill. Laetmer. who had his jersey

retired Wednesday night, leads

Duke in both scoring and
rebounding.

UCLA will need to slow down
Laettner. who is 6 feet 1 inch, if

they hope to win. The Bruins will

likely use Mitchell BuUer. Rodney
Zinunerman and Ed 0*Bannon to

guard Laettner.

Guard Thomas Hill, who is

averaging 15 points per ganne, is

the second leading scocjer for the

Blue Devils. Hill is an excellent

three-point shooter, as well as a

solid defender.

UCLA has a lot more bench

See DUKE, page 19

Ouk* Sports Info

Duke head coach Mike Krzyzewski brings his national champion
Blue Devil squad into Pauley Pavilion Sunday.

Sports Schedule

1:00 Djn.

Solunioy, 2/29 SOFTBALL otCSUlfi long Beodi 1 :00 p.m.

Bottom Sports Schedule

/^4i/-v, V^ '-V '•vy- •

O' the Page
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Pao-lO race all boils down to Big Three
By Qreg Jones
Sports Extra Staff

With the Pac-10 regular season

winding down, it is time for the top

half of the conference to get down
to business.

While UCLA, USC. and Arizo-

na are shoo-ins for the NCAA
tournament, Stanford, Arizona

State, and Washington State all

need to finish the season strong in

order to get berths. «

Meanwhile, the top three teams

in the Pac-10 hope to end the year

on winning notes, which will give

them advantageous seeds for the

tournament

use, in second place in the

conference, played well last week
afler being tc^led from the top

spot The Trojans defeated Cali-

fornia 94-81 and Stanford 73-72 in

overtime to vault back into second

place in the Pac-10.

As usual, Harold Miner led the

way for the Trojans with 68 points

and 13 rebounds over the weekend.

Miner paved the way against

Stanford, as he was the only Trojan

to score in double figures.

Miner, who is now third in The

zSft&r4uig News* "Player of the

Jim Jackson and Duke*s Christian

Laettner, continues to lead the

conference with a 27.5 point per

game average.

use, only one game behind the

Bruins at press time, is certainly in

a postion to contest for the confer-

ence lead. However, Arizona, in

Year Walch" behind Ohio State's

third place in the conference, is

also a team to watch.

Arizona, who had looked strong

with a nine-game winning streak

after a January loss to Washington,

fell back into third place behind

UCLA and USC after an embar-

assing defeat to Arizona State. The
Wildcats rebounded with a win
over Temple, which Matt Othick

sank all seven of his three-point

shots.

On the other hand, the Sun
Devils are on the bubble to be

selected for the NCAA tourna-

ment Last week*s victory at home
over Arizona was their most
impressive and most important one

of the year.

ASU is currently 15-10 overall

and 6-6 in the conference, and

probably only needs to win three of

its final games to make the

tournament The Sun Devils will

play in Oregon this weekend, host

the Bay Area schools next week,

and will finish with a grueling trip

to Los Angeles.

Despite the travel, Arizona State

still has a good chance to accom-

plish its goal. Sun Devil freshman

forward Mario Bennett has been

one player who has played very

well recently.

Bennett was named the confer-

ence player of the week last week
after totaling 50 points, 22
rebounds, six blocks, and four

steals against Arizona and Louis-

ville. Ilis impressive performance

include a massive six-dunk show
against the Wildcats.

Stangml is the other Pac-10

team whose post-season plans are

still in doubt The Cardinal, after

being swept last weekend in Los
Angeles, was hurt in the standings

and is H-8 overall and 6-6 in Pac-

10 pla^.^

Tlie remaining schedule is kin-

Pac-10 Standings AP Top-25

See PAC-loTpage TS^
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UCLA
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24. Connecticut

25. Nebraska
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By Kennedy Cosgrove
Sports Extra Editor

One of the problems in life is that you can'r write your

own script.

UCLA senior guard Darrick Martin has found that out

this year.

After starting and excelling for the Bruin basketball team

for his first three years, this 1 99 1 -92 season was to have been

his best. Like any college student, he wanted his last year to

be perfect: the capper to^ fine, career, in which UCLA as a

team and he as an individual performed equally well.

But his final campaign has been, by his own admission,

^^frustrating." It began when Bruin head coach Jim Harrick

SOrprtsod many people, including Martin hinvselt, by naming
sophomore Shon Tarver as a starter moments before UCLA's
opening game.

He has had to come off the bench, a role to which he is

unaccustomed, and his playing time has t>een diminished and

uncertain, especially of late.

Yet through it all, Martin has comported himself admira-

bly, never publicly complaining and always keeping a posi-

tive attitude.

"I'm sure he'd like to be playing more, but he's not letting

that show," UCLA assistant coach Tony Ful ler said. "He' s put

his personal goals aside and concentrated on our team; he's

being positive, trying to be a leader, he talks a lot, tries to get

guys focused. As a coach, you can't ask for anything more."

Adds teammate Gerald Madkins: "It's hard to know that

something you work hard for is taken away from you, but he's

handled that pretty well. I don't know if I would have been a

big enough man to do it. He definitely has been."

Martin himself shrugs his shoulders and says matter-of-

faclly : "It's been frustrating, because the last three years when
it gets down to the end of crunch time, most of the time I was
in there. Now, sometimes I'm in there and sometimes I'm

-II0It!1- ~ :

:

When he has b>een in there, in three of UCLA's biggest

wins, he has come through. He made the game-winning shot

versus Arizona to end the Wildcats' 7 1 -game home court

winning-streak. He had 10 assists in the victory at Louisville

and had 10 points and five assists against Indiana.

Which doesn't surprise him.

"I've always been able to show up for very big games,"

he said.

That was evident in UCLA's NCAA tournament win

over Kansas his sophomore year, as his 1 8 points, six assi.sts

and five steals will attest.

That game had a true Hollywood ending, with the Bruins

winning 7 1 -70. The following year, the script turned sour for

UCLA in their first-round loss to Penn State, and for Martin

in particular.

"It was a horrible effort— probably the worst game I've

ever played," Martin said. "I missed a lot of easy layups, my
jump shots were way off, and I had more turnovers than

assists."

But what was particularly disturbing for Martin was the

fact that he lost his confidence during the game.

"Right then I knew there was something wrong with me,

because you can ask anyone around me, I've never been one

to lack confidence, but sometime during that game I didn't

think I could do things I normally could do on instinct."

He says he did a lot of soul searching over the course of

the summer and was reassured by his family, and by friends

Pooh Richardson (former Bruin and NBA player) and Magic

Johnson.

."Pooh just laughed and said, 'Man, you ain't never

lacked confidence. When you came in as a freshman trying to

bust my ass, you didn't lack any confidence, so why change

now?'" Martin said.

"Magic kind of reiterated that and said, 'when you play

(with m?), you talk just as much trash as I do, and you're just

a college guy, playing with NBA players. There's no reason

not to have confidence in yourself; you're a gcxxl player.'"

This helped considerably, Martin said. But not everyone

was so reassuring.

An article in The National that appeared immediately

following the Bruins' loss was openly critical of Martin,

Darrick Martin is leading the Bruins in assists for the third straight

year, despite conning off the bench this season.

.lORM SCHINDLER/ASUCLA

intimating that he was a selfish player who favored certain

teammates over others.

C' "A lot of that stuff was untrue, that I was jealous of Don
and wanted to pass to Tracy every time. Stuff like that was out

of line, that I wanted to shoot every time," Martin said.

His teammates are eager to defend him.

MacLean, who played with Martin in high school on

"He's a UCLA Bruin at heart," she said.

Two days after he signed with the Bruins, his father

Jessie, who works for IBM, received a transfer offer to

Charlotte, North Carolina.

"If that had come a little earlier, I might have been at

Duke," Martin said.

That spring, Hazzard was fired and Martin was left in the_

Nike all-star summer teams, says, "I've always loved playing

with Darrick Martin. I've never been upset with him or not

wanted to play with him. There was never anything between

me and Darrick."

When the two first played together, Martin was an all-

everything guard from St. Anthony High in Long Beach, and

he grew up in Compton.
"You say that (Compton) and a lot of people are scared,"

"It's been frustrating, because the last

three years when it got down to the end

of the game, in crunch time, most of the

time I was in there. Now, sometimes I'm

in there, sometimes I'm not."

Darricit IVIartin

Martin said. "But I think ifyou look around the country it's the

kids who come out ofNew York City or Compton or that type

of environment are usually the kids that hard to break. If this

situation happened to a kid who didn't grow up in that type of

environment, I don't know if he could handle it. You're used

to everything not t)eing so rosy and having to fight for what

you want, so from that standpoint I'm glad I did grow up in

Compton.

"

By the lime he was a high schcx)l senior, Martin was

averaging over 33 points and eight assists per game, and was

named a tlrst-team All-American by Parade magazine and

McDonald's.

He was recruited by then-head coach Walt Hazzard and

signed a letter of intent in the early signing period in the fall,

choosing UCLA despite heavy recruitment by Duke, Arizona

and UNLV.
He had wanted to come to UCLA since he was ab)out

seven years old, according- to his mother, Pamela.

dark as to what was happening in Westwood. Finally, after the

Bruins hired Harrick, his doubts were assuaged when Harrick

promised him stability and a chance to play his own game.

"I needed to hear that," Martin said.

So he arrived on campus, unshaken in the conviction that

he was already the best guard on the team.

"When I first came I was like, 'I'm so much better than

Pooh.'" he said with a laugh. "I just t>elieved that in my heart,

after watching him his junior year, watching him struggle. As
a freshman out of high school, when you're all-everything,

you kind of walk around with your head up. I think that first

couple of weeks he kind of welcomed me to college basket-

ball. He literally kicked my ass. I'm kind of glad he did, he

caught me at such an early age and said, 'look this is how you
have to do it.'"

He taught Martin well, as the precocious freshman moved
into the starting lineup ten games into the season, and was a

fan favorite, known for his bursts ofenthusiasm and emotion.

He l)ecame a fixture in the starting lineup those first three

years, and played well over 30 minutes a game. His scoring

and assists gradually increased over that time, with highs of

31 points against Washington State and 15 assists against

Pittsburgh, txjth last year.

But though he was successful, he was never a superstar.

MacLean says that Martin has had "a good career" at UCLA.
But he thinks that the type of game he played in high school

has hampered him a bit in college.

"He was counted on to score 35 points a game so that his

team could win," MacLean said. "I think that mentality,

playing like that all through high school, hurt him once he got

to college. Obviously, he's got a point guard body, but his

mind I don't think ever really adjusted to being a true point

guard. He's never l)een selfish, but he was always counted on

to score and he never really set guys up like he was counted

on to do here.

"

Madkins said: "It may have taken a little bit away from

his college game, but he led the conference in assists (last year

with 2 1 7, second on the all-time UCLA list), so what more can
you ask?"

See MARTIN, page 11
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DUKE SPORTS INFO

Blue Devil Junior Thomas Hill is coming into his own this year.

By Michael Klein

Sports Extra Staff

To most people, the words Thomas and Hill

represent a landmark sexual discrimination hearing.

To the Duke Blue Devils, Thomas rtill represents

consistency on the basketball court

Hill leads his team in steals, shoots 44.8% from
three-point land, and averages 15.3 points per game,

second only to Christian Laettner. This is ^1 done in

relative silence, thckigh, as Laettner, Bobby Hurley,

and another Hill receive most of the media attention.

Indeed, while Grant Hill has grabbed national

acclaim with tremendous dunks and spectacular play,

Thomas Hill quietly puts up equally impressive

numbers. He is by no means a glory hound, but Hill

would like to get some respect in addition to that

given him by opposing coaches.

"I try not to think about it, but it does bother me
somewhat I would like to get some recognition,

because that is part of college basketball. I want to let

the nation know that I am a great player,** Hill said.

The nation is slowly finding out and Hill should

have even more of the spotlight on him due to the

recent ankle injury to Duke*s other Hill, Grant.

A junior from Lancaster, Texas, Thomas Hill has

lived in relative anonymity since his arrival in

Durham three years ago. He was one of three

freshmen along with Hurley and Billy McCaffrey on

the 1989-90 squad that included the senior trio oC

A|aa Abdelnaby, Robert Brickey, and Phil Hender-

son.

**Our system begins with defeats^ so I concen-

trated on defense in my Hrst yejur. Wkh afl the

shooters we had, my offense wasn't itaQy needed,**

HUl said.

As a sophomore, the left-handed shooter becsUne

the team*s third-leading scorer at 11.5 points per

game, including 21 three-point baskets. He became a

starter halfway through the season, and his improve-

ment was instrumental in the Blue I>evils run to the

national title.

See THOMAS HILL, page 10
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208-8671
I

Offer good only with this

I

ooupon. one coupon per

pizza
*

Limit 3 pizzas pnr address

^<^kfJ^
8.50

LARGE
PIZZA w
Free Liter

of Soda

*Not v^id on Sicrt'ana or with any olhar oNor. MimI momion ad.

lUO l()l'IM\(iS

208-8671
Offer good onty with tt:is

I

ooupon, one coupon per

pizza. *
.

I

I

I TAX INCLUDED Urnit 3 pizzas per address

I

LOWEST PAYMENT PLANS
SAMPLE

AUTO INSURANCE QUOTES:

32 Years Old
Westslde Residence

Basic Uablllty

- $T78.60 DOWN PAYMENT

23 Years Old
Westslde Residence

Basic Uablllty

$208.80 DOWN PAYMENT

•CAUFORNIA ADMITTED COMPANY
•FAMILY DISCOUNTS
•YOUNG DRIVERS

•MULTIPLE TICKETS AND/OR
ACCIDENTS
•LOWEST PAYMENT PLANS

CALL FOR A QUOTATION 3 1 «45 1 ^4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE AGENCY
1433 Santo Monica Blvd.

Sonto Monico, CA
: (comer of 15th St. and Santo Monica Blvd.)

MOOSE PREDiaS

DUKE'S DOWNFALL
Dancing Seven Nights a Week

Happy Hour 4pn9-8pm. Monday-Saturday

Large Heated Outdoor Patio

Fri and Sat. $3 Cover after 8pm
fcover refunded witfi dinner PurchaseJ

Starting March 1 1 th & Every

Wednesday

*The Shelter** at Moosrr

The Newest (n Alternative Music

All Drinks $1 After 8pm

574-3932 1 3535 Mindanao Way
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Duke freshmen Cherokee Parks and Erik Meek return to Southern California.

By Mark Brubaker
Sports Extra Staff

Imagine the situation. You're
one of the top high school centers

in America and you're from
Southern California. You decide to

go 3,000 miles away to a private

college in the South to play

basketball.

You get to school and who is

your roommate? A Southern Cali-

fornia kidwho also is one of the top

high school centers in America.

That's exactly what happened
for Duke freshmen Cherokee
Parks and Erik Meek.
Sunday they make their return to

California when their school of
choice, Duke, plays against

UCIA, a school they both consid-

ered attending.

Both players are expecting a

large group of family and friends

to attend the game. While Parks'

mother has gone to Duke for a

couple of games this year, it will be

the first look at the two freshnnen in

college uniforms for most of their

friends and family.

Since Parks is from nearby

Huntington Beach, many people

automatically assumed he would
sign with the Bruins. He was still

considering UCLA, until he vis-

ited Duke, which is in Durham,
North Carolina.

*There was just something there

at Duke," Parks said. Tou can't

describe it, but I just knew I wanted
to go to Duke. After my trip there I

cancelled the rest of my trips.

*XJCLA was right up there. The
question is, *what don*t they

DOMINO'S PIZZA

YOU ARE OUR #1
TEAM!

1371 III Blvd.

UNLIMITED TOPPING SPECIAL!

ONE PDZA TWO PIZZAS

$9.99 $13.99
(Not valid Witti Any Other Offer - Tax Not Included)

824^000

have?' They have academics, a

good program, everything, and its

in California.

*The one thing I definitely miss
about Califonia is the sun.**

The UCLA-Duke game will

mark Parks ' debut in front of Bruin
fans, but not his Pauley Pavilion

debuL He played in the U.S.
Olympic Festival basketball tour-

nament in Pauley last summer.
What kind of reception is he

expecting from the fans?

••They'll probably hate me,"
Parks said. •'But that happens
everywhere you go. I'm sure

they'll get on Christian (Laetmer)

and everyone else too."

The reception for Meek prob-

ably won't be as chilly. Meek is

See FRESHMENv page 12 Cherokee Parks jams it for the Blue Devils.

DUKE SPORTS INFO

viding Great Care

torAll Women ...

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
•Pregnancy Termlnstion

General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

Call lyBBDJI^ Line

824-1449

lATES
r'yUr-W \'j

BRUIN BASH

Two for One Combo Deal
Buy any combination of a Baja, Sonora,

or Durango and the 2nd is FREE!

(Coupon good one per discount/not valid with other offers/offer ends 3/1 5/92)

...and stay for Acapuico late night...

Best Late Night H Hour in the Village

9 pm - Closing

1 109 Glendon • Westwood Village • 208-3884

^»—"^^^^ •iW^Mv^.^^ "IH*- ^m m̂awm^K'^i^^.^W^tm ^pvMwmma^ww T-^P-

'^^' ">
.
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By Jay Ross
Sports Extra Staff

As first impressions go, it left

much to be desired.

UCLA guard Tyus Edney had
just accepted his UCLA \scholar-

ship, and head coach Jim Harrick

went to the Long Beach Poly-Lyn-

nwopd CIF playoffgame to see his

future player for the first time.

He may have wished he stayed

home.

**Edney had something like six

turnovers and only made a couple
of layups to score. Lynnwood was
jxessing, and he never attacked it.**

Harrick said. **You go to see a kid

you jiist gave a UCLA scholarship

to, and you hope he dominates the

game.

Was he a litde worried?

"More than a litUe.**

But the 5-foot- 10. 145-pound
freshman calmed Harrick *s fears

by unexpectedly developing into a

valued asset for the Bruin basket-

ball team.

"(Edney *s progress) has been

very encouraging,** Harrick says.

*Tyus was not an All-American.

He did not go to the Nike Camp or

play in the McDonald*s AU-Star

game. He*s a very innocent kid

who just wants to play ball.**

Edney has quickly slid into the

Bruin backcourt and is making an

impact that not even he expected.

He has garnered significant

minutes as a reserve and against

Stanford and Notre Dame was the

first guard off the bench, ahead of

three-year starter Darrick Martin.

He got off to a start that v^
almost as quick as he is. playmg
surprisingly well his first collegi-

ate game, versus Indiana in the

Tip-Off Classic.

"Indiana was my first big game
on national television.** Edney
recalls. "Coach Harrick put me in.

and at first I was nervous and

seemed overwhelmed. But I was
more hyped and my adrenaline got

going, and the nervousness went
away.**

He scored only two points, but

had four assists and three steals in

See EDNEY, page 14
NORM 8CHIN0LER

your way ..

night away

CRUSH DUKE
If the Bruins score over 100 points at any
home basketball game, the first 500 people

w/ticket stubs will get a FREE WHOPPER.

WE DELIVER
($10 min. purchase-$1 charge)

WWW»WW"W»W*W*WWWWWWWW»WP¥WWWW* wm^m^mmmmmrrmrr^inm

Chicken Sandwich, Medium Fries, &
Medium Drink

$2.99
After 4pm w/UCLA student 10

900 Westwood Blvd.

wwwwwwwwwww

Whopper, Medium Fries, &
Medium Drink

$2.49
After 4pm wAJCL> student ID

900 West¥vood Blvd. 9

900 Westwood Blvd.
208-6781

Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention this ad
when making reservations

AU-^uite hotel forBiTuns and fitiends.

Just minutes from the UCLA campus, an all-suite hotel with full kitchens, free parking, pool & spa.

Rates from $85 - $105 per night.

Mojo-Diink Deal
If the Bruins

beat Duke get a
FREE order of

MOJO POTATOES
with your ticket stub.

•dine-In only

cxp 3/2/92

Don't forget our other specials...

Medium one topping pizza, five pieces ^^J)
of chicken and mojo potatoes Only $10.95

Large two topping pizza Only $8.90

1114 Gayley, Westwood
Sun-Thurs. 11- lam, Frt & Sat. 11-2am

824-4111 CBD^ ^ ^

For reservations call:

(310)476-6255

•/// 199 North Church Lane
1 block W. of San I>iego Freeway

Brentwood Suites^ u-««-l^^;^»^
C—uiu wiiinrinnt pptyi.HOTEL

Basketball Selections

Daily Picks of your
favorite teams

I WINNINGtDGE
1-800-435-LOCK

(Tape Recorded Message) CAMPUS REP. RANDY BOYSEN 208-2639
Anheuser-Busch, Inc.
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By Aaron Lowenberg

Sports Extra Staff

Duke vs. UCLA. ,

The day that tickets were put on sale for this game, it was sold out.

A national television audience and hordes of national media will also be
watching this showdown between two of the top teams in college

basketball.

The Blue Devils will be without sophomore sensation Grant Hill,

who sprained his right ankle during praaice Tuesday, when center
Cherokee Parks fell on him.

Hill, who played point guard for Duke while Bobby Hurley was out
with a broken foot, will be sidelined from two to four weeks. Hill was
averaging 1 5 points per game prior to his injury.

The defending national champion Blue Devils are the top-ranked
team in the nation, yet they have struggled since point guard Hurley
broke his foot three weeks ago.

Wednesday, Hurley returned to the Duke lineup against Virginia.

Although he did not start against the Cavaliers, Hurley finished with nine
assists and four points in 26 minutes.

Hurley appeared out of shape and was a step slow on defense, as a
result of his layoff.

*We needed Bobby to come back real soon," Blue Devil head coach
Mike Krzyzewski said. "I have always understood Bobby's value to us.

especially on defense. Everything we do is based on pressuring the ball,

and Bobby does that better than anyone."

"Duke has missed having a complete fast break without Hurley/
UCLA head coach Jim Harrick said. "But Hill is probably the best

sophomore in the country, and he may become the best player ever at

Duke." «

Reserve guard Kenny Blakeney got the starting nod versus Virginia,

though Hurley started the second half. Itwas notknown at press timewho
would start versus the Bruins.

Regardless, the Blue Devils' bench is thin. Former reserve Antonio
Lang will continue to start at forward in place of Hill.

Duke's bench now consists of freshman center Cherokee Parks who
has struggled lately, seldom-used freshman center Erik Meek, and
reserve guards Marty Clark and Blakeney or Hurley.

"It's a natural reaction to be disappointed when sonr^ething like

(injuries to star players occur)," Duke Assistant Coach Tommy Amaker
said. *But we have got to handle it and deal with it and concentrate on
what we're doing now.

That has always been a trademark of Coach K, to say 'this is what
happened, so now we have to adjust.' We did it with Bobby's injury, and
now there's a new wrinkle we have to deal with."

However, the Duke starters rank amongthe best in the nation. Center
Christian Laetiner is one ofthe finest players In the nation, and a defmite
NBA lottery pick in June.

Prior to the Virginia game, Laettnef was averaging 20.6 points and

sev^n rebounds per game. After having his jersey retired prior to

widnesda/s game, Laettner scored 32 points and grabbed 1 3 rebounds
against the Cavaliers.

i|

At 6'11'', Laettner will create matchup problems for the Bruins,

because he is an excel lent outside shooter as well as a bull on the inside.

1 1
Junior guard Thomas Hill is the second-leading scorer for the Blue

Devils, averaging 1 5.3 points per ganie. Hill is hitting almost 45 percent

ofh|sthfee-point shots, and possesses surprising inside power at six-foot-

fiv<inches tall.
,j

Duke is arguably the finest defensive team in the nation, yet they

haVjB not yet faced a team with the offensive firepower of UCLA. While
theiblue Devils have survived a tough schedule, they have yet to defeat

a team currently ranked in the top 1 0.

Moreover, the Bruins have an extremely deep squad, with four

reserves who see considerable action. The key defensive matchup for

\jC^\A will be how they match up against Laettner. Harrick will likely

em^toy several players to defend Laettner. Mitchell Butler, Ed O'Bannon
and! Rodney Zimmerman will all probably guard Laettner at some point

during the game.

*Thls will be a great game against UCLA,' Krzyzewski said. 'We
se€|ijn to get the best shots of other teams.''

rtrhis game) is good for college basketball,' Han-ick said. 'It wlli

havfe the same intensity as a tournament game.'

j|lj Hill \s^ healthy when the NCAA tournament starts, the next time

thejse two teams meet might well be in the Final Four.

Injuries at point guard
have bedeviled Duke, and
lineup questions abound.
By Eric Billigmeier

Sports Extra Staff -

'

When Kenny Blakeney accepted a scholarship toDuke toplay basketball,
he knew that his chances for immediate playing time were slim.

After all. the point guard listed ahead of him on the depth chart, Bobby
iHurley, had just led the Blue Devils to the Final Four. Blakeney's hopes were
further diminished during his redshirt year as Duke followed Hurley all the
way to the national title.

**The coaches didn ' i giveme any promises, and nothing was guaranteed,-
Blakeney said aboutcoming to Duke. **Ijustreally wanted to go toDuke. They
told me if I came and worked hard, Td play."

They probably didn't anticipate what's happening now.
Hurley broke his foot against North Carolina three weeks ago and was

replaced by sophomore swing-man Grant Hill at llie point Hill filled in
admirably until spraining his right ankle at Tuesday's practice, suddenly

shoving Blakeney straight into the

spodigjit.

"It's a natural reaction to be
disappointed when something like

(injuries to star players occur),"

Duke assistant coach Tommy
Amaker said. *'But we have got to

handle it and deal with it and con-
centrate on what we're doing now.

**That has always been a trade-

mark of (Duke Head Coach Mike
Krzyzewski), to say 'this is what
happened, so now we have to ad-
just' We did it with Bobby's in-

jury,andnow there's anew wrinkle
wc have to deal with."

Blakeneyknew beforeWednes-
day night's game against Virginia

that his time had come.
^Tuesday night, we had a team

Kenny Blakeney !J!!fl"«r'*'^' tf" ^"f^' "^i' drove Grant home afterward,^
Blakeney said. "Grant told me to get ready, because he couldn't even put
pressure on (his ankle). At diat point, I knew I would be starting.-

Krzyzewski gave the official word the next day at the pre-game team
meeting. Blakeney, a redshirt freshman just 18 nKMiths out of high school,
would make his first collegiate start for the top-ranked team in the nation that
night against the Cavaliers. '

"I really didn't feel that much pressure, because I've been doing this all

my life,- Blakeney said. "It's^like going to a party. There no pressure when
you're going to a party. I just looked at it as a challenge. Bat I was real excited
to get an opportunity to prove myself.-

If he wasn't nervous, it showed in his performance, as he made three of
four shots from the field, had two assists and two steals, and committed only
one turnover in approximately 15 minutes of playing time.

"Kenny did a real good job for us last night,- Krzyzewski said iti a
teleconference Thursday. "He really went after it in a productive way.-

So the youngster played a great game, can handle the starting job Sunday,
and everything is back to normal at Duke, right?

Not exactly.

In fact, the most exciting part of the game last night for Uie Duke fans was
the return ofHurley, who dished out nine assists in 26 minutes ofplaying time.

First. Bobby Hurley (above) went down with a

broken bone in his foot. Then Grant Hill (left)

sprained his ankle. Now Hurtey appears to be
back but little-known reserve Kenny Blakeney

could start for the Blue Devils (far left).

zn
O

The **Cameron Crazies," Duke's renowned student section at Cameron
Indoor Stadium, spent much of the second halfbowing and chanting Hurley's
name.

Despite his triumphant return, Huriey was clearly a bit winded and was
favoring his right foot slightly.

"Bobby was cleared (Wednesday), but to what extent he'd play I didn't

know,- Blakeney said. "Basically his foot responded well when he got in

there. Itwas an amazing performance for a personwho hadn' t had any contact
for over three weeks. He was real gutsy out there. But I still won ' tknow about
the starting lineup until practice Friday.-

Krzyzewski said Thursday that Blakeney may or may not start, depend-
ing on how Hurley responds to both the travel and to Friday and Saturday
workouts. But, as the coach said, just having Hurley in uniform is an uplifting

sight for die Devils.

"Anytime someone you like has been gone a long time, you are happy to

see them,- Krzyzewski said. "Bobby is very, very important to us. He's
having an All-American year.-

Whether or not Hurley starts, or even plays a
significant number of minutes, the situation seems a
little clearer now wiUi one starter back from the injured

list. Hill remains shelved for two to four weeks, accord-
ing to preliminary results.

The man who a few weeks ago was as low as he's

ever been on the depth chart now finds himself in a
u possible starting role against the fourth-ranked Bruins

Sunday. Whether he starts or not, Blakeney said the Blue Devilshave partially

recovered from the black hole situation at point guard.
'1 tiiink I could play five minutes or 25, depending on what's going on in

die gime.- Blakeney said about the UCLA game. "I just do my best to fill in

the v|K:ant spots and take the opportunities when they come. (The Virginia

gamejlj was a great opportunity for me to prove to the coaches that I can fill

Grani^s and Bobby's shoes if they need me to.-

Orant's shoes definitely need filling Sunday, and Hurley's could use at

least ilitUe assistance. Blakeney sounded ready and willing toanswer the call

at any time.

Ijlt'sall aboutbeingateam here,- Blakeney said. "IfIdon'tsee thatmuch
playing time, I'm not going to sit back and bitch, I'm going to keep working
hard aind waiting for my opportunity. If the opportunity's not there, I'm not
going to mope. I'm going to keep cheering for the team and do ev^thing I

can to help us win.-

'|he way things are going at Duke these days, that includes getting into

the ga^ie a littie earlier than expected.

UCU
Tracy Murray

• Averaging 20.9 points and

6.7 rebounds per ganie.

• Shooting 51 .4% from 3-

polnt land.

• Career-high 36 points

against Stanford.

Don Maclean
• Averaging 20.5 points and

7.9 rebounds per game.
• Shooting 91 .4% from the

line.

Mitchell Butler

• Averaging 9.4 points and

4.2 rebounds per game.

Gerald MadUas
• Averayjing 5.9 points and

2.1 retXMinds per g»ne.

SlionTarver

• Averaging 12.3 points and

3.4 retXHjnds per game.

Ed O'Bannon

• Averaging 4.1 points and

37 ret)ounds per game.

• Played 17 minutes against

Notre Dame.

Derrick Martin •

• Averaging 5.8 points per

game.

•Sh5otlng8i:S%trDmthe

line.

• Averaging 4.9 assists per

game.

TyusEdney
• Averaging 5.6 points per

game.

• Shooting 79.1% from the

line.

• Shooting 40% from three

point land.

Antoniotang
• Averaging 5.6 points and

3.6 ret)ounds per game.

Brian Davia

• Averaging 9.9 points and

4.1 retK>unds per game.
i

Cliristian Laettner

• Averaging 20.6 points and

7.0 ret)ounds per game.

• Shooting 51.1% from 3-

pointland.

• Shooting 80.8% from the

line.

Thomaa Hill

• Averaging 15.3 pointe and

3.1 rebounds per game.

Erik Meek
• Averaging 2.9 points per

game.

Cherokee Perks

• Averaging 6.3 points per

game.

•Shooting 51.3% from 3-

point land.

Bobby Hurley

• Averaging 13.2% and 7.6

assists per game.

>
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Let SuperShuttle give you i

»

a break! 1

.. Convenient... Economical...
transportation to and from

all Southern California airports

UCLA Express

For Reservations

(310)338-11]

$1 OFF
Fares $10.00'$19.99

$2 OFF
Fares $20.00'$28.99

$3 OFF
Fares $29.00 or higher

Just presentthis ad
to tine SuperShuttle
driverand SAVE on
UCLA's low fares.
Lknit one discount ad per person This discount

dW TOtBIKJOfliDmW wiin 8ny otner discount of

offer Offer expires 6/1/92.

S^

Sup— mAirport Ground Transportation System

Beforethe Bniins BeDevil Dul(e,

BuyYour BeerAt Breadsdks!

DUKE SPORTS INFO

Hill Is Duke's second-leading scorer this year, averaging 15.3
points per ganne.

THOMAS HILL
From pageA

~ KEYSTONE
Keystone
1 2 packs

+ CRV + tax

12/12 oz. cans

The reat

rocery

iveaway continues

{Hundreds of Bruins have won thiousands of
dollars in free groceries!

If you don't play, we can't pay!

In The Village!

FREE PARKING!
in rear

breadsti

Opentilllpm 1057 GayleyAve 209-1111

*'In Texas. I reaUy didn't think

that I had been exposed to big time

basketball. The oily high profile

players to come out of there were
Lany Johnson and LaBradford

Smith, so I wasn*t sure of where I

stood until my sc^omore year,**

HiU said.

Hiirs rise to prominence can be
attributed in part to his father.

Thomas Hill, Sr., won the bronze

medal in the 1972 Olympics in the

110-meter high hurdles. When his

father was coaching track, young
Thomas would set up his own
hurdles at home by stacking

pillows on the living room couch.

By the time Hill was in junior

high school, he had grown tired of
track and picked up basketball.

**My dad taught me to be
competitive and to have a confi-

dent attitude. There were times

early on when I didn't think I

would stick with basketball, but

my dad was always there to

encourage me,** Hill said.

Hiirs improved play was ack-

nowledged this past summer as he
was selected as a member of the

U.S. team that competed in the Pan
Am games.

*That was a great experience

and I had lots of fun. I was
disappointed that we only won the

bronze medal, but just being
around guys like (Michigan
State's) Mike Peplowski, (Mary-
land's) Walt Williams, (Ohio
State's) Jim Jackson, and Tracy
(Murray) was the besL Those guys
are all great, and playing with them
gave me even more confidence,*'

HUl said.

That confidence has especially

shown this season, as Hill has

started all but two games and has

made nearly 60% of his shots.

**My teammates have a lot of
confidence in me, and they know
that I am a go-to guy in the

crunch," Hill said.
'

Perhaps his greatest attribute is

his understanding of his role in the

Duke system.

*'In our system, there is no such

thing as positions, so I don't really

call myself a guard. We just have

our motion and passing game, and

my part is to play good defense and
come up with the big play at the

right time,** Hill said.

Hill is looking forward to

showcasing his talents in West-

wood.

*This is going to be a great

setting for a college basketball

game, because we are both
talented teams. (Don) MacLean is

so versatile and can hurt us in so

many ways. With him and Laet-

tner. that should be a great match-
up,** Hill said.

Hill is also anxious to spend
time with his old friend, Tracy

Thomas Hill

DUKE SPORTS INFO

Murray.

•Tracy is the purest shooter

around, and when we were at the

Pan Am games I enjoyed talking to

him about shooting. He is a great

guy, and I can't wait to get in touch
with him,** Hill said.

Murray is quick to return the

compliment
*Thomas is a great player and a

tremendous athlete. He's got a real

solid jump shot, plus off the court,

he is a real nice guy.**

•*Off the court," HiU said. "I like

to relax and hang out with my
friends. We talk about basketball,

about campus events, and we
bask:ally gossip."

Although it is obviously too

early for him to think about next
season, he gets excited when
looking ahead.

"My numbers aren't that specta-

cular this year. I mean, I'm not
averaging 20 points a game," Hill

said.

"Our system is based on buiM-
ing a continuous progression, so
next year should be great for me. I

am looking forward to becoming
one of the best players on our
team."

That, he has already done.

^"* "577
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MARTIN
From page 3

Martin himself doesn'y think

his high school game has had an
adverse effect on his college game,
pointing out that "I like to pass just

as much as I like to score," and that

"being a point guard doesn't

necessarily mean you pass every

time down."
Still, it was assumed that he

would start all four years, which
has made this season so hard for

him. And yet though he has been
disappointed and angry, he has not

let it get in the way of the team.
•*! remember when it first

happened that I wasn*t going to

start," said Martin. "Shon Tarver,

he didn't know how to approach
me. He didn't know whether to say
I'm sorry or what— he just didn't

know. I just looked at him and
smiled and said, *Shon, this

DAILY BRUIN FILE

Darrick MarUn

doesn't change anything between

you and me. We'll always be

friends. Just go out there and play

your game, man. I'm going to

cheer for you.'"

By aU accounts, he has done
that, handling a difficult situation

with maturity and poise. And
Martin says he has accq)ted the

situation.

"It's not going to change. We*rc
winning, so I'm happy with that

I'm just going to go out there and
try to have fun."

_ When asked if he has any
regrets, he is honest and matter of

fact

"Sometimes," he says softly.

"You kind of sit back and look at

different guys that Tve played

with, like (Denver Nugget) Chris

Jackson, he akeady in the NBA.
(New Jersey Net) Kenny Ander-

son, he*s already in the NBA.
((Connecticut's) Chris Smith and
(Georgia's) Litterial Green, you
look at their type of situation,

where they're kind of the go-to guy
on their team, they have a lot of

fiieedom, and I kind of envy that

kind of situation. At times, I've

outplayed them all, so it's espe-

cially frustrating when you turn on
the TV and watch them play."

But by the same token, one of

my goals was to win an NBA
cluimpionship and this U(XA
team has an excellent chance of

doing that So I have mixed
emotions about that," he said.

It has been an interesting career

for Darrick Martin — one that

certainly has taken some interest-

ing twists and turns. It would be
very easy for him to be bitter and
sulky on the sidelines this year. But
those who know him say he hasn't

"Darrick Martin is as fine a

young man as Tve ever had in any

program," Harrick said. "I have a

k>t of respect for his great integri-

ty.'*

And his mother feeb that "he

was 1 top kid coming into UCLA
and I think he's a top kid when he

leaves UCLA."
In that sense, the script ends

happily.

GET YOURS NOW
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UCLA
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* Orcien pJaced byAhimni Asaodation members

will be the first processed. ^

* If you're not a member, and want priori^

pmrrsMT^ofyourorder, please inciucieaseparate

check fer$40 formembeniiip, payable to UCLA
Alumni.

r 1

• OrderswiUbeprooeaedfirst<xxne, first-served.

• Ifyouareorderinffaequendal(numberec^ plates,

check "ORIGINAL - $50*.

• For new personalized plates, check "ORIGI-

NAL- $90*.

• Ifyouare ocmvertingyDur current personalized

plates(uptosixcharsctenonly), check"DUPLI-

CATE -$66".

• All plates ocme in sets oftwo.

• Photocopiesofthisarderfermmaybesubnutted

but each Form must have an original s^;[hature.

• ITyou are orderii^ new personalized plates,

please keep in mind that most popular combina-

tions are already taken. You can check with the

DMVtoseeiFtheplatesyDuwantarestillavaiable.

• You may order gift plates fix* someone else.

• Ifthe plateyou request is not available, you will

be notifiedbjrthe DMVandgiventheopportunity

to select different plates.

•Yourordermustbe senttotheaddress indicated

on the form. Please make your check payable to

the UCLA Ahimni Association.

• Scndingyour order to the DMVwiD onlydelay

prooessii^ of3Maur plates.

• Ifyou're orderingpersonalized plates,you must

indicate their meanii^ or DMV won't process

youraraer*

• Refunds will be iMied by the DMV only ifthe

plateyou request ii not available.

• Plates will be issued bysaHythis summer.
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APPUCATION FOR COLLEGIATE PLATES
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Complete Sections A and B to order Collegiate Plates for the university/college

campus pnnted in the box at the top of this form.

For Personalized Collegiate Plates position the characters m the boxes as you

wish them to appear on the license plates. Clarify letters and numt>ers by
writing the numt>er one as 1; write the letter "i" as I. The numt>er zero is not

acceptable and may not be used. Indicate full or half space as:

*gfull space / (fl«»h) » % space

SECTION A
I hereby make application for:

LJ Sequential ^niy/n^ered)

U Conversion of existing ELP to Collegiate ELP

LJ Personalized Collegiate Plates
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1$T

CHOICE

MEANING

2N0
CHOICE

MEANING

T

Th» plaf are for; D Auto/Truck D Trailer D A gift (see over)

SECTION B
TRUE FULL NAME OF PLATE OWNER (IF GIFT. SEE REVERSE) (LAST. FIRST. MIDDLE)

STREH ADDRESS APT. NO.

CITY STATE ZIP
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Sale
Best Quality

Best Service

386SX-16MHz $650.00
* 1MB RAM
* 1 .2MB & 1 .44MB FDD
* 8QMB Hard Disk Drive
* HD & FD Controller

* 24QQ Baud Modem
* VGA Card
* ATI/0(2S/1P/1G)
* Mouse & 101 Keyboard
* One Year Warranty
* Made in Korea (UL approved )

I
Upgrade to 486-33

* 486DX-33 W/64K Cache
$650.00

* 486DX-33 W/256K Cache

$690.00

Upgrade to 386-33

386DX-33 W/64K Cache

$350.00

\p7

Hyun<lal 286-1 2Mhz...$320

* 640KB RAM
* 1.2MB FDD
* HD ^i FD Controller

* I/O (IS/IP)
* 101 Keyboard
* 18 Month Warranty
* MS-DOS 4.01
* GW-BASIC
* Made in Korea (UL approved)

Monitors and Video Cards
12" Mono w/MGP Card $90
14" Color VGA wA/GA Card $245
14" Color SVGA w/SVGA Card...$335

Upgrades

1MB RAM. ....$45

1.2or1.44FDD....$55

TOP COMPUTER SYSTEMS (213)384-6601

401 S. yermont Av«. Suites 5&6, Umi Apfljlw, CA 9M20 Call James Cho

CET YOURS NOW^

Be among the first to have official UCLA license plates. With these plates on your car, you can show

offyour Bruin pride eveiy time you get behind the wheel. The plates will also help provide need-

based scholarships for UCLA students. (See other side for details on ordering plates.)

r -1

The department has the right to refuse any combination of letters only

or letters and numbers that may carry connotations offensive to good

taste and decency, or which would be misleading, or in conflict with any

license plate series now issued.

You may use your Commemorative Collegiate License Plates subject

to: (a) payment of $40 ($65 for ELP) for each renewal of registration;

(b) payment of an additional $15 fee each time the plates are trans-

ferred to another vehicle, regardless of whether they are Environmental

or Sequential plates.

If the Commemorative Collegiate Environmental License Plates are to

be used on a leased vehicle, company vehicle, or are intended as a gift,

a Statement of Facts may be required at the time the plates are

issued.

NOTE: If the configuration is not avaiiabie at the time of pro-

cessing by the department, a refund will be made in the name of

the person whose name appears on the front of this application.

J GIFT STATEMENT
This Commemorative Collegiate License Plate(s) is being purchased

as a gift for:

RECIPIENT'S NAME (PRINT)*

PURCHASER'S NAME (PRINT)

PURCHASER'S SIGNATURE

*This name should be printed on the face of the application as

the name of the plate owner.
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FRESHMEN
From page 05

from suburban San Diego (Escon-

dido) and was never considered the

hometown choice to go to UCLA
that Parks was.

For Meek, it was the need to get

away firom lK)me that pushed him
all the way to Durham.

**I narrowed it down to seven

schools and UCLA was one of

them.- Meek said. "But Tvc lived

in California my whole life and I

felt the need to go away and get a

fresh start Here I can focus on

basketball and school.**

The first year of college, as it is

for many people, has turned out to

be difficult for both Parks and

Meek.
For Meek, the trouble started

before he even graduated from

high school. While jogging home
one day last spring. Meek was hit

IlillllllO I

dMD)
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"There was just

something there at

EXike. You can't

describe it, but I just

knew that I wanted to

go to Duke."

Cherokee Parks

by a drunk driver. He lx)unced off

the windshield and tore up his left

leg.

Meek had to attend his high

school graduation in a wheelchair,

and was on so many painkillen

that he can barely remember the

ceremonies.

Obviously, the injury set him
back immensely in a l)asketball

sense.

"After the accident my leg was

so swoUen that I couldn*t even

walk,** Meek said. "I couldn't

really do anything in the way of

staying in shape, just a little biking

or swimming. It wasn't until alx)ut

a month or two after I got to Duke
that I stalled to play in some
pickup games with some of the

players on the team.

"I've made a lot of progress

since then, but as far as my body
goes, the doctor said it will be a

year l)efore my leg will be fiilly

healed.**

Because of the injury, the Duke
coaching staff has brought Meek
along slowly, but according to his

coach at San Pasqual High School,

Tom Buck, Meek should be able to

recover and be a contributor for the

Blue Devils.

"It's a tribute to him that he's

even playing," Buck said. "He has

put on 25-30 pounds of muscle

mass and is stronger than he ever

has been."

For Meek's roommate, the

problem has l)een inconsistent

play, rather than injuries.

Parks has struggled lately. He
hasn't scored in double figures

since the Clemson game a month
ago, and had no points and no
retxxmds in the Blue Devils' loss

See FRESHMEN, page 13

•
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From page 12

to Wake Forest last Sunday,
despite playing 14 minutes.

Parks says the problem is that he
is **trying to be what other people
want me to t)e."

"I've been thinking too much
and not playing by instinct. I've

never been that way before and it's

been screwing me up." Parks said.

Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski
says it may just be freshman

DUKE SPORTS INFO

Erik Meek
nerves.

*1 think he can play better than

he is now," Krzyzewski said.

"Sometimes freshman go through
that . He '8 devetoping really well. I-

just don't think he has contributed

as much as he can."

With three more years to deve-

lop though, both of these freshmen
will have the opportunity to learn

from some of the best teachers in

the game. Krzyzewski's teaching

skills are well noted, and Duke's
big man coach, Pete Gaudet,
spends a lot of time with the

forwards and centers.

"Coach Gaudet has really

helped my game," Meek said. "I

know he's really going to continue

to help my game in the future."

Parks agrees with Meek about

the impact of Gaudet
"He's really helped me tre-

mendously," Parks said. "(Gaudet)

teaches not just post moves, but

how to get open without the balL"

But what has helped the most
has been playing with All

—

American Duke center Christian

Laettner.

"It has been a great learning

situation, playing with Cherokee

and Christian," Meek said. "Play-

ing against (Laettner) is how I

learn the most, guarding him in

practice and seeing the things he

docs.-

And even though Paiks likes to

play more of an inside, banging

style than Laettner plays, he

admits that working against the

senior co-captain has helped him
greatiy.

"I guard Christian in practice

everyday and I learn from that,"

Parks said. ''Christian is more ofan

outside player, but most of all he is

really intense and I learn what I

need to do from him."

Though Laettner will graduate

this year, Paiks and Meek have

their whole college careers ahead

of them. If they continue to learn

and improve, the next time they

come back to Southern California

they might each bring a national

championship ring with them.

recycled paper

MELA ^"^^^'^'^ of California/Los Angeles
With over 36,000 students, UCLA is one of the biggest and most prestigious schools in the country.

Infinity is proud to have computers in ten dififerent departments on campus.

City & County of San Francisco

Known for its magnificient bridges, its temperate weather and its rolling hills, San Francisco is one of]

the most beautiful cities in the world. And at the heart ofthe city is over forty Infinity computers spread

out over six departments includmg the mayor's oflBce.

Infinity's customers include:

Over 50 Fortune 1000 Corporations • Over 35 Schools & Universities • Over 25 Government Agencies

Thousands of Small to Medium-sized Businesses, Professional Offices, Homes & Students

INFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
1122 Westwood Boulevard Tel: (310)208-7822 • Fax: (310)208-4388

In Westvwxjd Village, next to McDonald's • Open 7 Days Mon-Thurs 10-7 Fri-Sat 10-10 Sun 12-6

Infinity
OADVANCED TteHNOLOGIESO
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Copeland's Sports

AIR MICS SIAM

(^

Featurss Air sole cushioning system and
3 color bi-levei cleat pattern. Sizes
9 to 13 only. Discontinued style.

A PAIR

LINE DRIVE III
Av.iilaibie in Black

& Whit*.

e 1/3
13

'A PR.

RRIZUMO
KID'S GJUMER

Durabt* synlh«ttc
uap*r.
Kid's
siiam

, 1 «.

'a ph.

MINE
MfOMEM'S

'APR.

NEXALITE
MOMD
SynMMlk:

iMMr
Si***

13.

'APR.

MIZUMO 1220

GLOVE
No iO i Am*rtcan

•l**H«M*,13 inch sia*.

ilouM* ~T" opaw «w«b.
custom loi'w d

••chat.

BASEBALL GLOVES
MIZUMO 1300

Tripl* "T* ftaan «w*to,

wtd*. round poch*t,
bi9 13ineh*ic*.
North Aiwartcan

CLOVE

Nolan Ryan'* SOOth
wictory. AN loathar

AtEOULL
CLOVE

12 1/2 aba, palm pad,
wMi Hol*l*r

doalen
•h^tTl

EXERCISE
JIPOLLO APOLLO

Intamational W>*lfht
S*nch AdiustaM*

99< EA. 149 EA.

JIPOLLO 300

4Slb. chrom*

collar*.

139 EA.

WEICNT PLATES
ANY COMMIMATtON

100 LBS.

$30

Spoctal Croup

LYCRA SHORTS

ATHLETIC APPAREL
Spocial
100%

=^

BASKETBALL
AYiA914

RUNNING
SAUCOMY

HIKING
NI-TEC

SIERRA LITE
DwrRbl«

*— »-^ ' --.

Mker with
stwsl shanli

for
•taMIHy.

DOORBUSTERS
HI-TEC

SHASTA HIKER
Dwrabi*,

lightweight
hiker with

carbon
rubber

outsold

WOMEN'S

MINE

YOUR CHOICE

A PAIR

AViA477
AEROBIC HI

Leather upper
aerobic shoe

with carttilever

outsole.

REEBON LADY N-SMTISS
PRIMCESS LAOYCSTAAO

Soft laathar Laattt*r

A PAIR

CONTINUES ON
SKIS, ROOTS,
BINDINGS &
SKIWEAR!

Qu«ntilt«« t tii«« limit*^ lo ftlocli on hand Advvrtift*^ m«fcK«ndt»« m*y br 4v*ii

m1*> •»*nls Tk* p>ic*« <m Mtn »4 r*>»*Mii1 our cwraiM. ctwryday pr>c**

Prtcatatay chwtf* •H*' }/1/S>.

teM* «4 Ml* pnc*i i* MBCo

Copeland's Sports
1 001 1MES1WOOD BtWD
WESTWOOD

HOURS MON-THURS 109 FRI^SAT lO^IO SUN ia7
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THEMILLER AUTOMOTIVE GROUP
SUPPORTS THE

# 1 UCLA BRUINS

MILLER MITSUBISHI

3000CT

J

MILLER INHNITI
Q4S

m 545S V^n Nuys Blvd

Van Nuy*

818-782-1000

4r-

$ 100 OFF ANY NEW GAR
Just present your LKILA Student I.D. at time of purchasel

MILLER AUTOMOTIVE GROUP
Toyota Nissan Mitsubishi Infiniti
In Our 3rd Qeneratlon of Satisfying Your Automotive Heeds
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EDNEY
From page 6

ten minutes of play.

After the game, his teammate
Martin said, **He did not play like a

freshman tonight. I think that after

Vm gone, there won*t be a letdown

at aU for UCLA."
He has impressed many

observers since then, including

use head coach George Raveling.

*'Edney is playing a far more
significant role for UCLA right

now. He makes them that much
better than when we played them
last time (Jan. 29),** Raveling said

edney has also given his team-

mates a good lau^ this year he

stole the ball in the backcourt

against Oregon in gart)age time

and tried to dunk on an uncontested

layup.

He missed.

**I was up there and my forearm

hit the rim,** says Edney. **Coach

Harrick said jokingly that I cost

"I like to get Steals. I

just try to let the guard

go to sleep . . . and

then surprise him."

I Tyu8 Edney
,

myself two points. But Til get one.

If wc*re up by a lot of points. 1*11

try it again.**

His quickness has been no
laughing matter, and he is second
on the Bruins with 34 thefts. ,

*1 like to get steals. I just try to

let the guard go to sleep and bring

the ball up with light pressure. I try

to keep him off-balance and then

surprise him.**

His high school coach Ron
Palmer remembers when Edney
would thoroughly frustrate Poly*s
high school opponents.

*There were times last year that

Tyus would steal the ball not on
one but on three or four consecu-
tive possessions,** Palmer said.

**rve seen him score eight points

from not allowing the opponent tQ_

inbound the ball.

•*rve coached (former Los
Angeles Laker) Michael Cooper,
(Major League Baseball players)

Tony and Chris Gwynn and (NBA
player) Morion Wiley. Tve seen a

lot of great players, and Tyus is

equal to them and surpassed
some.**

•Tyus understands the game. He
knows who to get the ball to and
how to pass and keep the big guys
happy. He*s rarely going tom^e a

mistake and hurt you, and he
brings something to the game to

push you over the edge,** Palmer
said.

Coach Harrick would agree.

Now.

m BRUIN Sports Extra
C
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PAC-10
From page 2

der for the Cardinal than the Sun
Devils, however. Stanford hosts

the flailing Washington schools

this weekend, travels to Arizona,

and then returns to Palo Alto to

take on conference lackeys Oregon
State and Oregon.
The Cardinal*s Adam Keefe has

led the way for Mike Montgom-
ery's squad, but is showing signs

of strain.

Keefe has carried the load for

Stanford by averaging 24.6 points

and 12.9 rebounds a game. In

contrast, no other Stanford player
is among the conference top ten in

either of these categories.

Washington State is the only
other conference team with any
chance to be in the NCAA tourna-

ment
However, their chances are

slimmer, as they have a conference
record that is under .500 (6-7), and
a rough schedule that includes

games against the Los Angeles
schools and road matches in the

Bay Area.

In addition, while the Cougars*
record may look good at 1 8-8, they
have not faced worthy competi-
tion. To be sure, wins over Idaho,

Eastern Washington, and AIcchu
State will not be ones that touma-
mcnt officials will be--impres«
with.

The remainder of the confer-

ence can only look to be in theNIT.
Oregon State (13-13, 5-8),

Washington (11-13, 4-9), CaUfor-
nia (8-15, 2-1 1), and Oregon (6-16,

2-1 1) are all trying to get any type

of win.

Despite the futility, a few
players have risen on these teams
to be considered among the best in

the conference.

Oregon*s Antoine Stoudamire
(20.4 points a game), OSU*s Scott

Haskin (17.6 points a game), and
Washington Rich Manning (16.2

points a game) have all emerged
from the shadows.

NOTES

Twoonhenlded big men - Scott Hukin
nd RIdi Manning - have made tfaeir

pietence feh in the Pacific Northweit
Oregon Sute'i Hackin flat avenged 25.3
poinu and 12.3 rebounds in the last four

games, while Maiming has been in double
figures in every conference game this year,

and is averaging 16.2 potnu and 5.9

rdxNmds a game this season.

When the Cougars of Washington State

decide to go on a streak, they do it right

WSU started off with 12 straight wins,

followed fay four straight losses, then had
four straight wins and four straight losses,

• and is currendy riding a two game win
streak.

If use can get one more win - a very
likely occurrence - they will have their first

20-win season since 1978-79.

In Tht Sporting Ntws* "Player of the

Year Watch**, two other Pac-10 stan traU

USC*s Harold Miner, who is in third.

UCLA*s Don MacLean. with a 20.5 point

and 7.9 rebound average, and Stanford's

Adam KecTe, second in the conference in

scoring in first in rebounding, is in fifth.

DAILV BRUIN FILE PHOTO

Adam Kaefa
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IRISH PUB*^

HUGE Selection ^
of PUB GRUB -f

^ ^^ fVJV* Including:

fooo
S' ^

IrxJian Cuisine, British Specialties.

Pizza & Annerican Favorites

DAILY BEER SPECIALS ^
jm opm 10 rnionigni • 16 Draught Jh
Wf9 5 Dart Boards and Gameroom ^

^^ Sports channel on T.V. all open hours ^b£ 2615 VmSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA (310) 828-98397
*?" 7 Days a Week llan>-2am ^

• ENTERTAINMENT
f* Sun-Thurs (ewKxJlng Men)

8pni to midnight

• 150 Imported &
Domestic Beers

• 16 Draught

FREE Lunch or Dinner Entree
when you purchase a Lunch or Dinner Entree

(equal or lesser vakje) expires 3/8/92

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SAIYTA NOraCA
(310) 828-9839
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Westvvood's Full Sei-vice Computer Center

We't'e right underyour nose!

Next to McDonald's

Factory-Direct Computers

Computer Software (ffiM & Mac)

Computer Supplies & Accessories

Computer Training & Support

Computer Repairs & Upgrades

Computer Rentals

See backpageforgreat computer deals!

INFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
1122Westwood Boulevard - Tel: (310)2(^7822 • Fax: (310)208^88
In Weslwood Village, next ito McDonald's • Open 7 Days Mo-Th 10-7 Fr-Sa 10-10 Su 12-6

PLAIN . EGG . BIALY • GARLIC • SALT • SESAME POPPY • ONION • PUMP • RYE • RAISIN

WATCH

BAKE

OPEN
EVERY
DAY

6AM - 6PM

WESTWOOD BLVD

FREE LARGE SODA
w/purchase of

S BAGELS
ft small

CREAM CHEESE
with coupon

3 FREE BAGELS I
!bagil

BUYA DOZEN
GET 3 FREE

::s:^ ='1.80BAGEL
CRIAM CHBISE
LARGISOOA

with coupon with coupon |

NISIVU • 3Aa • dlMOd • NOINO • AddOci • 3WVS3S • 1"1VS • OlldVO • AlVia • 003 • NlVId
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University of California, Los Angeles

Infinity's Leap Year Computer Super JSale
Prices so low, it liappciAs onli) once evcrii 4 Years!

^~~

^

UCLA Starter
Gnatpacktgefor OtasewlxfwmtilosUnicompuHngri^ away,

Infiniiy

hid 80386SX.16 CPU • Chips ft Technologies Chipsd

2 Iffi BAM • 8$ MB Hartl Disk

TcK 5M- 1.2 MB or SM- 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced lOl-key Keybovd

$899 w/MoHO Super VGA Displuy/Cmr4
$1,049 w/Color Super VGA JHsplny/Curd

While UCLA leaps to #/,
you can leap to Infinityforgreat computer deals!

$1,399*
Save $100

UCLA Performance Package
P^frfiKtforihe mattikmamUngMter, yet ajgbrdahke^ »i

Inld a0486OX.33 • 128ECKhe * Chips ft Technotogies Chipset

4 MB SAM • 120 MB Haid Disk

Tctc 5MM.2 MB or 3M" 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced lOl-key leyboaid

$1,749 w/Color Super VGA IHspUty/Card
$1,899 w/Nan Merlaced SVGA DispUyXmrd

UCLA Bruin Package
At umkrSl,(M>,tbistepo/fUUm396 is Ueat/ortU borne or small buHmest,

Infinity 333C Mini Tower System
Inld80386DX-33CPU64K Cache drips ft Technologies Chipset

2 MB KAM 85 MB Hard Disk

, TeacSM" 1.2 MB or 3V<' 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Enhanced 101-key Keyboard

$1,099 m/Mano Super VGA Display/Card
$1,249 w/Color Super VGA JHspUy/Cari
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Briefly

laUn-American
women exhibit
UCLA's 1992 Women's

Awareness Week kicks off

today with an exhibit titled

"Women's Political Struggles

in Latin America" in 288
Kinsey Hall.

The week's other events

include presentations, work-
shops and films that explore a

variety of women's issues

ranging from sexual harass-

ment to financial support
All activities are free and

open to everyone.

For more information, call

the UCLA Women's Studies

Program at 206-8101.

Inside

WMther thou
goestyCuba?
_ Now that the Soviet Union is

no more, political scientists and
researchers discuss the future of

Cuba and its increasingly iso-

lated leader Fidel Castro.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Dueiing

coiumnists
Ron Kagan and Blake Wu

square off on an i&sue that will

play a major role in this year's

elections: National Health
Care.

See page 14

Arts & Entertainment

'Mamiw' ain't

no 'Lamtiada'

Unfortunately. **The Mambo
Kings" isn't as spicy as the

film's colorful soundtrack.^

See page 16

Sports

Marrow wins
alkvound
UCLA gymnast Kareema

Marrow won the ail-around at

the L.A. Times Invitational at

Pauley Pavilion. As a team, the

Bruins finished first, ahead of

Minnesota.

See page 29
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Duice iMfoves too mudi for UCLA
Blue Devils

l^e home
75-65 win
By Scott Bloom
Dally Bruin Staff

For a moment Sunday after-

noon, it seemed like old time? for

the UCLA basketball program.
Pauley Pavilion was packed to

the rafters, an NCAA champion
was in the house and the national

media was out in force. Even
legendary UCLA coach John
Wooden was there.

But this is 1992. not 1972. and
the national champion wasn't
UCLA, but top-ranked Duke.
Against the Bruins (21-4). the Blue
Devils (23-2) proved why they
hold that No. 1 ranking with a 75-

65 win over fourth-ranked UCLA
in front of a record crowd of

Trailing for the entire first half,

Duke mounted a second-half com-
eback sparked by three-pointers

from Blue Devil guard Bobby
Hurley and forward Christian
Laettner. The loss was UCLA's
third straight, the first time since

the 1989-90 season that the Bruins
have lost that many consecutive
games.

"You have to hand it to Duke."
UCLA bead coach Jim Hanick
said 'They arc a fine basketball

team, as we knew they were. They
played a great game in the last

three minutes. They stepped up
and hit some big-time shots.

*They are the No. 1 team in the

country. Laettner is terrific. Duke
is better than anyone we have
faced in a long time."

NELSON GREEN/Daily Bruin

UCLA guard Gerald Madklns moves down the court as Duke forward Christian Laettner looks on.
See DUKEv page 10 Duke defeated the Bruins. 75^5. Sunday afternoon at Pauley Pavilion.

""

Reg fee hike decried in Meyerfioff Paric
By Lori Quinton
Dally Bruin Staff

About 200 students gathered in

Meyerhoff Park Friday to voice

their discontent with a recently-

proposed registration fee hike for

the University of California sys-

tem.

Students signed petitions and
listened to a series of speakers

including state Assemblyman Tom
Hayden. D-Santa Monica, who is

considered a staunch supporter of
low reg fees.

The noon rally was sponsored

by UCLA's student government to

warn students that continued fee

increases could harm the future

state of education in California.

The event was scheduled to coin-

cide with the spring quarter dead-

Assemblyman tells students

the state ^owes a debt to you'
line for reg fees.

"We've got to get across here

that students are in trouble."

Hayden said. "Students today

stand in education lines the way
that their grandparents were in

bread lines during the Great
Depression of the 1930s.

"If we're going to have jobs

tomorrow, we need more college

graduates, not less. (The state)

owes a det)t to you. you shouldn't

owe a debt to us." he said,

receiving loud rounds of applause.

Gov. Pete Wilson has proposed

a scaled-back UC education

budget that includes a $550 fee

hike this year. The governor has

defended the unpopular fee

increase, arguing that it is neces-

sary U) help California reduce its

massive multibillion-dollar defi-

cit

Student leaders at the rally

encouraged students to fight for

their education in the streets and at

the ballot box.

**UCLA students recycle every-

thing. We recycle newspapers. We
recycle aluminum cans. Let's start

See FEES, page 13

BURT HERMANl_.

State AsserDblyman Ton™ Hay-
den speaks to a large crowd of

students Friday afternoon
against the latest registration

fee Increase.

Straggles of Latino women discussed at fbram
By Letlsia Marquez
Dally Bruin Staff

When Aida Moreno began orga-

nizing unions for Chilean domestic

workers more than 29 years ago.

she never imagined that she would
tour the United States to talk about

her mobilization efforts. ^

But Moreno's speech about the

labor movements helped bridge

the gap between the United States

and Latin America at a UCLA
conference Friday, organizers

said.

The conference, which is the

first of its kind in California,

featured discussions on Latin

American women's struggles for

livelihood in such countries as

Chile, Peru and Mexico.

"Women's movements in Latin

America are for survival," said

June Nash, who is a professor of

anthropology at the City Universi-

ty of New York. "Women arc

taking over their lives by making
their roles more public."

Although most of UCLA's
academic conferences feature only

scholars, several Latino commun-
ity activists and leaders partici-

pated in the three-day conference.

"Bringing together these two
groups will make this conference

useful for the Los Angeles com-

munity, especially since we have a
3.5 million Latino population,"

said John Friedmann, a professor
in the UCLA's Graduate School of
Urt)an Planning. "We can learn a
lot about Latin American women's
struggle to make ends meet"
Moreno's speech about her

organization, the confederation of
Latin American and Caribbean

See FORUM, page 11
"m
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Today, March 2, 1992
I ():()() AM

Financial Support
Free tax help

North Campus Room #20
:()() FM

Financial Support
Free tax help

Sproul Hall 2nd Floor (North) Lounge

Mclnitz Movies
"Delicatessen"

Melnitz Theater

Canq>us Events
Speaker: Marty Farrell

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge

8:00 RM

Tuesday^March 3, 1992

Financial Support
Free tax help
North Campus Room #20

10:00 AM

12:00 PM
Chancellor's Office
Administrative Resource Center & University Extension
Transformation and University Extensk)n

Dean Robert Lapiner sp>eaking

Faculty Center/California Room
I 2: IS PM

Opthamology
Seminar with Dr. Maloney
Jules Stein Eye Institute-RPB Auditorium

2:00 l>M

PCPC
UCLA's 15th Annual Career Fair for minority students and alumni
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

:00 I'M
SAA
Career Network Workshop #15
Career Options in Government and Politics

James West Alumni Center
Financial Support
Free tax help

Sproul Hall 2nd Floor (North) Lounge

Wednesday, March 4, 1992
12:00 l>M

URC
Ash Wednesday
Westwood Plaza

WRC
"Maria's Story"

2408 Ackerman Union

m^

1:00 PM
WRC
"Maria's Story"

2408 Ackerman Union
3:00 PM

Center for A£ro-American Studies

A Graduate Student Funding Seminar

158 Haines Hall

'V I-' t ti

Thiirsday, March 5, 1992
9:00 P\l

Cultural Affairs

Rk:k Zunigar-Guitar

Kerckhoff Coffee House

General
Cultural ACEairs

Mkiiele Martinez: "El Santo Ritmo"
Kerckhoff Coffee House
Now through March 7

The Rhythm

mmm*

MIA piiotos sfiown

on LA. billboards
By Stephanie Brommer
Los Angeles Daily News

When Albro Lynn Lundy III

.passes by a new 12-by-24-foot

billboard on Santa Monica Boule-

vard, his hopes are raised that

public outcry will help find his

father, an Air Force officer miss-

ing in action in Vietnam for 21

years.

**Every time I drive by it now, I

drive by with an eye of hope," said

Lundy, a 32-year-old lawyer.

**I hope this works. I hope the

community responds . . . The
billboards will remind the Ameri-
can i)eople that this issue is alive

and our government has done

nothing to bring our men home
yet," he said.

The billboards depict a copy ofa
grainy photograph released last

July of three men — purported to

be Lundy*s father and two other

American POWs in Southeast Asia
— who are holding a sign dated

1990. In place of the sign held by
the men in the photograph, the

billboard sports the plea, "Ameri-
ca, we are alive! Don't forget us!*'

The families of the three men
have erected the billboards nation-

wide to enlist public's support for

efforts to pressure the Bush admi-
nistration and presidential candi-

dates to determine the fate ofr

American MIAs.
i.'.U.'ii.'.".".'
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Conference questions
Experts wonder how long communism
and Castro can last without sunnorr

future <yf Cuba

By TonI Rivera
Dally Bruin Staff

With many countries around the

world rejecting their communist
governments, political scientists

and researchers meeting this

weekend at UCLA wonder how
long it may be before Cuba— one
of the last bastions of communism
—'falls.

Thirty-four years after Fidel

Castro's revolution against the

corrupt U.S.-supported Batista

regime, Cuba finds itself isolated

because its strongest ally, the

Soviet Union, has disintegrated

and no longer provides massive
aid, said experts at the two-day
conference on Cuba.
The secret to Castro*s success

has been that his staunch anti-

reform position has ensured the

stability of his government, they
said. Fifteen scholars and profes-

sors participated in **Nfarti, Castro
and the Future of Cuba,** a discus-

sion held in the J.D. McH-gan
Center on Friday and Saturday.

*To talk about reform is to

criticize (Castro) and his works,**

said Carmelo Mesa-Lago, a Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh professor. "I

don't see any possibility of a
peaceful transition in Cuba while
Fidel is alive.**

The Cuban revolution could £all

apart after the 64-year-old leader

dies, they said. But so far, Casfro
has been unwilling to permit the

kind of reforms that other com-
munist nations tolerated, and that

has maintained Castro's authority.

Castro will probably not give in

A strike against drinking

to reforms any time soon, most
experts agreed.

Xuba is quite different from
Eastern Europe,** said Edward
Gonzalez, a UCLA political sci-

ence professor. "Cuba*s govern-
ment still has legitimacy and a
strong figure (in power).**

Today, Cuba*s closest allies are
other staunch communist countries

like North Korea and Vietnam —
which arc also both internationally

isolated by their firm adherence to

anti-reform policies.

David Ronfeldt of the Santa
Monica-based RAND Corporation
compared Castro to Captain Ahab,
the main character of "Moby
Dick,** whose passionate and
uncompromising vision to hunt a
whale destroys everything and
everyone around him. Ronfeldt

JEN HENDRICKS

Jonathon Ruiz, a junior economics major, launches a softball toward the dunking booth oper-
ated by the Student Welfare Commission In Westwood Plaza on Friday as part of their Alcohol
Awareness Program. ^-^

said Castro*s "white whale** is the

United States.

Castro would not relinquish his

authority, said Luis Aguilar, a
history professor at Georgetown
University.

"I have had a glimpse of Castro.

He is in love with power and will

do-anything to keep power except
endanger his own,** he said.

••Lately, he has lost contact with
reality and listens more and more
to himself. He is not a pragmatic
man.**

Mesa-Lago said he couldn't

conceive of a semi-retired Fidel

Castro. *The dream of a peaceful

transition has been tried by other
Latin American leaders and has

not wielded any results.**

Some professors said slow
change is possible.

Reform could also be possible if

more power is given to the

educators, who are knowledgeable
about dealing with outside eco-

nomic forces, said Jonathan
Rosenburg, a UCLA political

science graduate student

While Castro-initiated reforms

are highly unlikely, some said they

"To talk about reform is

to criticize (Castro) and
his works. I don't see

any possibility of a

peaceful transition in

Cuba while Fidel is

alive."

Carmelo Mesalago
Professor

thought that the Cuban elite could

effect small changes.

"When Tve been to Cuba lately

I see a willingness to discuss
different economic alternatives,**

said Raul Hinojosa, a professor at

the UCLA Graduate School of
Architecture and Urban Planning.

Rfatemity holds forum
with male feminists
^Justin Chan

Theta Xi firatemity members
held a forum last week with male
feminists from a national women's
group after the fratemity*s viola-

tion of campus policies on sexism.

The forum was the result of the

feterFratemity Council's ruling in

January that Theta Xi had violated

fraternity policy by painting dero-

gatory and sexist messages on their

Winnebagos.

About 60 fraternity members
met with representatives from the

National Organization of Women
Wednesday as part of the council's
ruling.

"It was better than we
expected," said Theta XI President

Marc Buckhantz. "It showed us a
perspective we might not have
seen.**

Some of the fraternity members
at the meeting were resentful that

the Winnebago incident misrepre-
sented their true attitudes about
women, said T Saniora. one of the

three speakers and administrative

vice-president of the Los Angeles
chapter of the National Organiza-

tion of Women.—^^A-vast amoui
to feminist principles, though they
wouldn*t call themselves femin-
ists," Santora said. "(The incident)

was a bad judgment call on their

part"

The forum was beneficial to the
fraternity members, Buckhantz
said, "It helped us see things from a

"Men and women are

sometimes raised like

they're from whole

different cultures.

Communication helps

bridge that."

Cooper Zaie
National Organization ofWomen

woman's point of view."
The speakers also said that

members of the Theta Xi fraterni-

ty, which is serving a five-week

See THETA XI, page 12

Greek councils convene to

increase communication
By Heather Skinazl

To fight racial insensitivity and miscommunication among UCLA's
four Greek organizations, group leaders met last week in an effort to form
an all-Greek forum.

Fifteen representatives from die Interfratemity Council, the National
I^hellenic Council and the Asian Greek Council vowed to work on
dispelling myths, learning more about one another's councils and joinUy
sponsoring future events.

The Panhellenic Council — which is the sorority counterpart to the
Interfratemity Council— was not in attendance, but was represented at
the meeting by the fi^tcmity group.

'There are misconceptions and disrespect for our different organiza-

tions and races due to ignorance," said Holly Jackson, president of Sigma
Gamma Rho, a National Panhellenic sorority. The National Panhellenic
Council represents the eight African-American fraternities and sororities

on campus.
^

Concern about the tensions among the Greek groups spurred members
of the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity to organize Wednesday's meeting.

Tensions erupted last year when a sorority member sent a memo to

another member telling her where to place invitations for a Greek softball

game during the annual philanthropic "Greek Weekender."
The memo stated, "Put in all NATIONAL greek boxes, i.e. make sure

you don't put them in Asian or Black Frats."

Members of the Interfratemity Council explained that the memo was
not intended to be exclusionary or degrading because the author thought
that neither National Panhellenic nor the Asian Greek Council had
chosen to participate in the game.

See MEETINQ, page 12
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Briefs

Killings shadow vote
in Yugoslav republic

SARAJEVO. Yugoslavia— Overnight
bombings and two shooting deaths raised

tensions Saturday in the ethnically mixed
Yugoslav republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina as voters began casting

ballots in a two-day referendum on
independence. .

A Muslim Slav and a Serb were
reportedly shot dead at a roadblock run by
Serbs near the central Bosnian town of
Travnik on Friday night. Bombings were
reported in Maglaj and Banja Luka. and
gangs of armed Serbs and Croats jammed
traffic by blocking roads in several areas.

Despite the reported violence, a large

turnout of Muslim Slav aiid Croat voters

was reported at polling stations

throughout the republic. Most Serbs

appear to have heeded their leadership's

appeal that they boycott the referendum.

U.N. pushed to send
refugee envoy to liaq

UNITED NATIONS — In a new
attempt to increase international pressure

on President Saddam Hussein, Britain and
France are pushing for the United Nations
Security Council to send a special envoy
jp Iraq to report on the situation of the _

"Kurds and other groups who have accused
the Saddam government of oppressing
them, diplomats said Saturday.

Among the goals would be ending an
economic blockade that Iraq has imposed
on the Kurds, which has left them
critically short of food and fuel during the

winter, and ending the military pressure

on Shiite Muslim groups in southern Iraq.

Saudi King announces
oonstitirtion, rights iNll

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia — In a series

of decrees speeding modernization. King
Fahd announced a new constitution on
Sunday that begins to decentralize power
in the kingdom and establishes a bill of
rights for the first time.

The centerpiece of the new program, as

expected, was the creation of a

Consultative Council that is to confer with

and advise the Cabinet and propose and
review laws. The 60 members of the new
Council are to be chosen by the king
within six months from among Saudi
citizens who will advise the Cabinet,

which passes laws and in which members
of the Saudi royal family hold the most
important positions.

Gennany to mediate
dispute:^:' I

BONN. Germany — Germany has

agreed to mediate between Japan and
Russia on a longstanding territorial

dispute that has until now blocked large-

scale Japanese aid for Russia and other

former Soviet republics.

According to German and Japanese

diplomats, the German offer was
conveyed by Foreign Minister Hans-
:Dieaicb Genscher during talks m Tokyi
in February, as part of Borm*s effort to

build a new and closer relationship with

Japan as Germany emerges as a dominant
political and economic power in Europe.

The diplomats said Genscher had
agreed to urge President Boris N. Yeltsin

of Russia to surrender the disputed Kurile

islands, which were seized by the Soviet

army at the end of World War n.

Nation

Bush fails to get
CaKf. endorsement
WASHINGTON — President Bush's

re-election campaign, already worried

about his prospect in the California

primary on June 2, ran afoul on Saturday
of that state's muddled political situation

and abandoned an effort to win a formal

endorsement from the California
Republican Party.

The chaotic series of events that led to

the collapse of the endorsement effort

provided another embarrassment for

Bush's campaign and another opportunity
for Patrick J. Buchanan, the Republican
challenger, to portray Bush as confused
and wcik.

Output of cocaine
and heroin is rising

WASHB^GTON — Two days after

President Bush declared that the United
States was making "significant progress**

in the war against drugs, the State

Department has rqxxted sharp increases

in worldwide production of the raw
materials for cocaine and heroin.

While acreage under cultivation for

cocaine has declined slightly, the State

Department estimated in a report released

late Friday that the volume of coca leaf,

from which cocaine is extracted, actually

8.2 percent in 1991r
The iqxvt also estimated a rise of

nearly 6 percent in the production of

opium, the basis for heroin, as formers in

Asia and Latin America continued to

expand opium poppy fields.

''Victory in the drug war is still a long

way away,** said Melvyn Levitsky, the

assistant secretary of state for

International Narcotics Matters.

Local

Teachers rarely axed
for lousy teacMiig
The Los Angeles Unified School

District does little to hold teachers

accountable for the quality of their lessons

and teachers are rarely if ever flred for

being ineffective educators, records and
interviews show.

With the annoimcing last week of
reform proposals by the broad-based Los
Angeles Educational Alliance for

Restructuring Now (LEARN) coalition,

district administrators and the head of the

teachers* union agreed that the system for

evaluating teachers and disciplining those
who perform poorly is inadequate.

Snow couM ease,

end water rationing

After surveying the eastern Sierra

Nevada snowpack, Los Angeles officials

said that heavy snowfall in March could

ease— or evetwend— mandatory water

rationing for city residents.

Although residents have ad^ted to 15

percent water cutbacks imposed last May,
ofHcials with the Los Angeles Department

of Water and Power (DWP) said

restrictions could be scaled back if snow
accMmulatcg^at4moiiBal rate in March,

*V we get the normal snowfall in

March, we are prq)ared to recommend to

the board of Water and Power
Commissioners that we reduce the

conservation program to 10 percent,** said

Jerry Gewe, director of water resources

planning for the DWP.

Compiledfrom Bruin wire services

Now You Don't Have To Go To Von's Pavilion

To Get Supermarket Prices!

KeHoggs Raisin Bran 20 oz
Kelloggs Nut & Honey 16oz
KeHoags Com Flakes 18oz
G.M. Wheaties. 18oz
Best Foods light mayo 1 6oz
Kelk>ggs Pop tarts 1 lOz
Camation breakfast bars (6)
Jif ex. crunoh peanut butter 18oz
Aunt Jemima pancake. 32oz
Preao spaahettj sauce 30 oz
Kraft Mac & Cheese 7.25 oz
Del Monte lite slic. peaches 16oz
Del Monte green beans 1 6oz
Camp, chunky chicken noodle 1 9oz
Wishbone ranch lite dressing 8oz
Nabisco chips ahoy 1 2oz

Frozen
Weight W. Chte. Fettudni
Minute MakJ O. J. 12oz
Sara Lee coffee cake 1 1 .5oz
Sara Lee pound cake 10.75oz
Haagen Dazs ice cream pints
Orelda hash t>rowns 32 oz
Eggo waffles lloz
Ice. bagged. 7 lbs

Grocery
• breadstiks Von's

Non-food

3.23
3.79
1.95
3.69
1.49
1.69
2.39
2.89
1.57
2.19
.65

1.05
.89

1.63
1.39

2.59

2.99
1.93
3.07
2.29
2.79
1.79
1.55
1.39

3.39
4.09
1.86
3.95
1.59
1.79
2.39
2.95
1.59
2.29
.69

1.15
.95

1.65
1.49
2.59

3.05
2.09
3.19
2.45
2.89
1.79
1.85
1.49

COMPARE

Produce
breadstiks

wr%w Ell

Scot Tissue 4 pk
Conrtet powder, lemon.17oz
Cascade liq. dishwash, 50oz
Downey fabric softner,33oz
Fancy Feast cat food, 3oz
Kal Kan pedigree dog, 1 4oz

2.39 2.39
1.05 1.09
2.89 2.89
1.81 1.89
.49 .48
.69 .69

these are

representative

everyday prices,

*fMlC^

Large naval oranges, lb

Carrots, 1 lb bag
Mangoes, ea
Red or Yellow Bell Peppers, lb

Kiwi, each
Jumbo Brown onions, lb

Salad bar, per lb

Dairy
HonrK>genized Milk 1 gal
Homogenized milk 1/2 gal
Homogenized milk quart
Skim miJk 1 gal

Skim milk 1/2 gal
Skim milk quart
Eggs, AA ex ig 1 doz
Imperial margarine 1 lb

Farmer John bacon 16oz
Oscar Mayer beef bobgna 8oz
Farmer John beef franks 16oz
Contadina fresh fettucdni 9oz
Foster Farms Fresh chk:ken

boneless fillet breasts, lb

Drinks
Gatorade 32oz
Arrowhead Mt. Spring 1 gal
Martinelli apple Juice 1 .5 L
Ocean Spray Cranapple 48oz
Campbells V-8 juice 32oz
Miller Gen Draft 12pk
Budweiser 12pk
Coors light 6 pk

Von's

3.v9

1.25
1.09
2.44
2.49
1.69
8.29
8.29
4.49

3.98

1.39
1.09
2.69
2.59
1.79
8.49
8.49
4.55

FREE PARKING!

in rear
Open til 11pm

LE CONTE UCLA

1057 Gayley Ave 209-1111
KINROSS

WILSHIRE

Psychiatry
By TonI Rivera
Daily Bruin Staff

The mental health care profes-

sion has tried to develop more
culturally responsive treatments

and foster greater awareness about
ethnic diversity among therapists,

according to a UCLA survey.

This trend reflects the findings

of a recent survey indicating tlmt

ethnic communities often react

•- • I :^ with diversity, study says
better to care provided by a

therapist who is of a similar

cultural background.

The findings showed benefits

for the Asian-American and Chi-

cano communities.

"A required part of residency

training for psychiatry students are

transcultural issues,** said Linda
Roll, the interim of minority and
international affairs for the Ameri-

can Psychiatrists Association.

'•Future therapists have to know
about other cultures as part their

training. This factor has become
more and more of a role in the
psychological treatment of a
patient,** she said.

The UCLA study examined
several criteria — services
received, length of treatrhcnt and
outcomes of treatment The survey
looked at outpatient services
offered 1991 in the Los Angeles

County health system to African
Anoericans, Anglos, Asian Ameri-
cans and Chicanos.

From 600,000 patients
observed, researchers compiled
samples of 4,000 individuals from
each ethnic group for further

examination. Success rates were
indicated by how long an individu-

al stayed in therapy, said UCLA
researcher Stanley Sue.

The study also indicated that

Asian Americans and Chicanos are
less likely to use mental health care
services. Many of these individu-

als are foreign bom, and tend to be
less familiar with the American
social service system so they do
not always use available services.

Sue said.

Less than 3 percent of the

nation's psychiatrists and psycho-
logists are Asians or Latinos,

according to the American Psy-
chologists and American Psychiat-

rists Associations.
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uei a gretiT sumnier|OD

at Bruin Woods.
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"/// never^r^etihe^^of
jk^ Wind on niij face.

"

IMhata ^€i^t

1 caritmit
'HU next

"T^fcUfit^ ^\Ue^ri(iey,M4indi.
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Crafts OJH
summer^ Vfciu

it^ ea<if!

1^ ' ^
We're taking applications now for fantastic summer jobs at the UCLA Alumni

Association's Family Resort-BRUIN WOODS. Picture this. You spend your summer
in the mountains at Lake Arrowhead. You and 47 other students Kve together in

the Cedar Lodge, eat with our Alumni guests and run a super family camping program for

66 UCLA Alumni families each week all summer.

There are many different jok-Arts & Crafts staff, Pool staff, Boot Drivers,

Housekeeping, Grill, Outdoor Adventure, Piano Player, Field Trip Leaders, Counselors-«ven

a Fishing Guide, an Athletic Director and Program Director. Besides your bosic job you help

put on the opening and closing musical shows, as well as lots of other entertainment.

Best of all you'll really get to know the other UCLA students-chances are you'll

become life-long friends. You'll spend most of your time outdoors in a healthy and vigorous

environment, you'll eat well and the pay is great. Figure on $2200 to $3000 besides room
and board!

Get an application at the West Center and mail it to
arrive by March 11th or call us at (714) 337-2478.

BRUIN WOODS
UCLA Alumni Association's Family Resort

P.O. Box 160, Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352 • (714) 337-2478

% I *i i»ii mm^mmimm^mmmm^i^^ i F I TUT—w—P^^M J&
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Pfofessor speaks on Jew-'niric relationship
By Reshma Shamasunder
Daily Bruin Staff

A UCLA professor spoke Tues-

day about the long-standing rela-

tionship between the Jews and the

Turks at a program sponsored by
groups from the Los Angeles
Jewish Federation.

Stanford Shaw, professor of

Turkish and Middle East history,

discussed the historic connection

before about 60 people in a speech

titled *Turkey—Land of Refuge."

"During World War H. Turks
risked their lives to help the Jews
escape,** said Shaw in an interview

Wednesday. *The Jews and the

Turks have gotten along very well

as far back as the 13th century.**

Some Jewish students said they

rjow have greater appreciation of

the relationship between the two
groups.

"I know from class with Dr.

Shaw that Turks kept their door

open to the Jews when everyone

else closed their doors/* said Julie

Gruenbaum, editor of the Jewish

newsmagazine Ha*Am.
**America sent Jews back on

boats, Qermany killed them; it

makes me wonder where moral

responsibility lies. If the Turks

opened their doors, it says some-

thing to me about the morality of

the country,** Gnienbaum said.

The lecture was part of a two-

month program that runs until

Jhe Daily Bruin is the primary source of
entertainment information for 82% of its readers.

Advertise. 825-2161

FANTASTIC 2 DAY SALE
FRI. AND SAT. - MARCH 6TH AND 7THm I

EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE

NEW: "KIDS' ART DEPT. - PLUS, EVERYTHING IN THE STORE

1518 N. HIGHLAND (CORNER OF SUNSET) (213) 466-5295 FREE PARKING

FRI.: 8:30 - 7:00, SAT. 9 - 6 - CASH, CHECK, VISA, M.C., & AM. EX. ONLY

& Grill. r SI
!!,'

.«.--»•

$4.99 Bruin Deal
Now you coKd a litend cxm eat a full fledgsd cdnnar at Slzzler lor the oost of a pkiln ctweaa pizza

Its tha Wdstwood Stzzler's Bruin Deal lor only $4.99 with the coupon below or your UCLA LD.

For example, you get a choloe of Shrimp Fry. Chicken or Petite Sirloin Steak: plus
potato. to638d green salad, rloe or vegeicdoles plus your ctioloe of r¥on-aloohollc
beverage with bottomlass refill. Or lor $4.99 you o^n hove our Bullet Court whk:h
Includes our All-You-Can-Eat fresh fruit and sakad bar, Mdke-YourOwn-SurKlcB. / y

muffins, tostoda hot pcsta. cleli. soup ar^d Hot-Appetizer bar. (BUH-bl COUfTTAGRILLj

JVl.D.

Sizzler

THE WESTWOOD SIZZLER'S
$4.99 BRUIN DEAL

Enjoy your choloe of Shrimp Fty. Chicken or Petite Steak plus potato, rtoe or vegetables and a green
dinner salcid plus your choioe of r^n-akx)holic beverage with bottomless refills Or choose our
Bullet Court which Includes our AU-You-Gan-Eat fresh fruit end sakad bar. Hot Appitlzer bar. Moke-
Youi-Own SundcB. hot pasta deH tostoda, soup anO. bevercge.

OUm •Kpiros

3/31/92
* CoffM. Tea. or Solt-Drlnk

Sizzler
(UFTgTOOUWOWLL)

OffMTVcdldOnlyAt:
922 Gaytay Ay.
WMrtwood Vma0«

April called "Echos of Safarad."

The event— which consists of art

exhibits and lectures on Jewish
history — coincides the 500th

anniversary of the expulsion of
Jews from Spain in 1492.

In the 15th century, many Jews
entered the Ottoman Empire after

being thrown out of Spain, begin-

ning a long friendship between the

Jews and Turks.

"After the Nazis invaded
France, many Jews living in

France were sent to concentration

camps, but Turkish diplomats

intervened to save the Jews who
were Turk citizens,** Shaw said.

*'Also, with the help of Istanbul,

Jewish agencies in Turkey rescued

100,000 people from Eastern Eur-

ope.**

The relationship between the

Jews and the Turks shows that

Islam and Judaism can peacefully

coexist, Shaw said.

*'It shows that Jews and
Muslims can get along,** he said.

See LECTURE, page 7

CUiMEII
mM June 29-August 21 II^^ Main Session

Tuition is $200

plus $65 per unit.

Tuition is the

same for

residents and

non-residents of

the State of

California.

Some courses

have special fees.

Nam*

AJdrcM

School

June 15-August 21
Language Workshops

Wriu for cautoi:

Srnnmer Session

22WheeltTHcM

UCBerkilty

BfrWe>. CA 94720

(5lO)642-5dil

Berkeley 1992
Uni\'ersitv of California

DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUCCESS

1 Ahvavs Wanted To
Run Mv Own Business. So

I Joined Enterprise.

,

Kristi Sanples
BS, PolUical Science

UCLA 1988
Regional Insurance Supervisor, LA Metro

Enterprise only hires hard-working, entrepreneurial indi-

viduals. People who want to learn every aspect of running

a business, from customer service to personnel manage-
ment.

Enter our last-pooed business as a Management Trainee,

and well reward your dedicoKon and soles ability with

raises, promoHons and the opportunity to go as for as

your talent will take you.

Sales Management TVainee

$23,000
• A BS/BA degree

• Strong communication skills, enthusiasm and drive

• Retail/soles experience a plus

If you wont to learn all aspects of running a business

while enjoying lull pay and benefits, join the Enterprise

team. Please coll Jill at (310) 390-5595. An equal

opportunity employer.
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Duke University president wiil resign
TTie New York Times

Tlie president of Duke Univer-
sity. H. Keitti H. Brodie, tias

announced that he will resign at the
end of the next academic year to
return to teaching.

Brodie, a psychiatrist, has been
president of the university in

Durham, N.G., since 1985. When
he completed his first five-year

term in 1990 he was reappointed to

another, but he said at the time that
he did not intend to remain for the
full temi. He announced his resig-
nation Friday.

Duke has started a national
search for a replacement

Bnxlie joined the Duke faculty
in 1974, seizing as chairman of the

deparlmentfof psychiatry. In 1981
he was ajipointed the James B.
Duke professor of psychiatry and
law, the position to which he will

ewrER
'•• •
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A DocuMENili«i>«jRrRarr
OF LOVElip BiitVlML IN
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USD

Maria Serrano^
39pan old,

W^Moran, mUt,
mother,...ana

gn0rriUaJi»d$f:

fi.i*M

MARCH 4 •»
2408 AckendMiiii llnion
12:00-1:00 P.M. & 1:00 - 2:00 RM.

''Maria's Story" is an intimate
documentary about Maria Serraoo
m»4M^ context of Central American

p<|i^ which has
8ha|>ed1i#l^:^the film dramaticaUy
chronicles Maria's daify life tn thewar
through her ^^yipntid with her voice,
weaving a vivi^ ilpj$try ofMaria^
family life and her life as a leader iii

llfl^lJl^f^ movement

Real Estate
Analyst
Program
CHOOSE YOUR TRACK
TO AN MBA!
Want some rock-solid commercial real estate experience?
Then consider one of two great opportunities with THE
PRUDENTIAL, the nation's largest real estate investor

We're looking for energetic, ambitious BAs and BSs for the
following Real Estate Analyst positions:

• Valuations Analyst individuals seeking two years of work
experience before applying to top business schools in 1994
and.

• Operations Analyst - individuals planning a full-time career
while pursuing their MBA on an evening/part time basis.

To qualify, you need a B+ or better undergraduate GPA and a
strong mathematical aptitude An intensive training program
will help prepare you for real estate modeling and financial
evaluation assignments.

Both programs provide outstanding on-the-job training,

experience, and exposure to real estate markets and top
investment professionals. The Prudential offers attractive
starting salaries with comprehensive benefits.

To apply, send your resume and a copy of your college
transcript by March 6, 1992 to:

THE PRUDENTIAL REALTY GROUP '

Lot Angeles Group Office

2Q29 Century Park East • Suite 3600
Los Angeles, CA 90067
ATTN: VALUATIONS ANALYST or

OPERATIONS ANALYST
(PLEASE SPECIFY)
ATTN: Sharon Raid

An Equal Opportunity Employer

The Prudential
Realty Gfx>up

ThePrudential

return. He later became acting

provost, chancellor and then presi-

denL

After he leaved as president in

Duke has started a

national search for a

replacement.

July 1993, Brodie plans to take a

one-year sabbatical to revise a
textbook he wrote on psychiatry

and to write about the college

presidency. He will return to

teaching in 1994.

During Brodie's tenure, Duke
grew substantially, to more than

10,000 students. Its endowment
doubled, and its humanities prog-
rams, especially those in Enghsh
literature, became a Ughtning rod
for much-disputed new theories of
literary criticism.

l£CrURE
From page 6

'Today. Tuikey^is the only
Muslim counto^ that main-
tains diplomatic relations

with Israel."

Shaw, who will soon
publish his book 'Turkey
and die Holocaust," found
much of this previously
unknown information in

Turkish and French arc-
hives.

ForAH Women

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
•Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

Affordable Birth Control

Line

CIATES

JE
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Kducational Center Ltd.
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Cuttate carpaiirting piotieer Earl Scheib dies
Stephanie Brommer
Los Angeles Daily News

BEVERLY HILLS — Earl A.

Scheib, who built a car-paindng

empire with his cut-rate "1*11 paint

any car** pitch, died in his sleep on
his 85th birthday.

Scheib seized on the power of

advertising to attract customers,

expanding his business from a

single shop in Los Angeles that he

opened in 1937 to roughly 330
stores today across 40 states and
Canada, said Irwin R. Buchalter,

Scheib *s lawyer and longtime

business associate.

**He opened, and the police

showed up because so many
people wanted their cars painted,**

Buchalter said. "He was certainly a

pioneer in the auto-painting busi-

ness, and we*rc going to miss
him.** --

Over more than 50 years, the

shops have painted 50 million cars,

said Buchalter, who credited

Scheib**s signature television com-
mercials for part of the success of

the enterprise.

"He sounded very truthful about

what he was selling,** he said. "He
never stopped advertising, and last

made a commercial last week.**

Scheib, who died on his birthday

Saturday, had suffered from

emphysema for several years and
appeared weak Friday night,'

friends and associates said.

Scheib started in business with

his Hrst Earl Scheib Auto Painting

shop at Fairfax Avenue and Whit-

worth Drive, just southeast of

Beverly Hills, recalled Buchalter,

81. who knew Scheib for 55 years.

At the time, Scheib charged

$19.95 for a paint job, said

Buchalter, 8 1 , secretary of Beverly

Hills-based Earl Scheib Inc. and a

member of the company*s board.

"He predicted his (auto-paint-

ihg) success and had a mind for

business,** Buchalter said.

Scheib's primary interest out-

side business was horse breeding

and racing, and he owned more
than 175 horses.

Scheib is survived by three sons,

Philip, Donald and Albeit Scheib,

and several grandchildren.
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DoorPlipe
Administrative Resource Center

University Extension

jointly present

TVansformation and University Extensaon

12:00 noon-3:00 p.m.
Faculty Center / California Room

.• ••.v.-.s-:

'.•^••••••.y.-y.v.-.:
12:30 - Dean Robert Lapiner, guest speaker

• Transformation Concepts Applied to UNEX
• UNEX Courses I Programs supporting transformation

PREVIEW: Next week's Open House will focus on Medical School Issues.
Cne^k next Monday s Bruin for the location and detailed agenda. Open houses
arc held weekly, every Tiiesday from noon until 3. For more information, please
call Cathi Teeter @x6l243.

We look forward to vour visit!

A SERVICE OF ASHES

ASH
WEDNESDAY

MARCH 4

at noon

WESTWOOD PLAZA

sponsored by

UNIVERSITY RELIGIOUS CONFERENCE
208-5055

N>-^

^^^r^

soccer

TBAMOUrmTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

QRECK JACKETS, HATS, LCTTCRIUQ.
OFFSIDE

1 1710 SuiU Nonica BlYd. HXJI.

(213) 207-4226^20-663

1

ruflby

DRIVINC & TRAPPIC SCHOOL W
UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUrJT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS AWEEK
CONVENIENT LOCATION
1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399 1 ,#{;
Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse lyUI

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

M
m

Hie goal of the Califomi^Cryobank

Is to provide high quality sperm for

ai^€^ th^mJnation. Requirements

irtciyde ^ood health between the

agesof i9to34anda
9 to t2 montii c5ommrtrnarrt.

Ml for more informatbnr024*9941
v.-y.

ilMpiiiiiiiiiiii iliiBi^

r-7
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uxedoRentals from $45.00
Includes: Coat, pant, shirt, tie

cummerbund, studs and

cufflinks

furitfi school La. lUnlted to varments In stockJ

Please contact tor more iotormatioo on tt-oup dscouots

r3IOJ5594889
10S46W.PicoBKML

Los Anfieles. CA 90064
(WXA - a Blocks EMt ol WHfMe PaMllooJ

•OPEN 7 DAYS-
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Outrage expressed over student's Hitler speedi
By Jim Tranquada
Los Angeles Daily News

Last Monday, Etta Goldstein
was in such a rush to get ho* son
Asher to Hebrew school after

classes let out at suburban West-
lake Elementary School that she
didn't have time to ask him how his

day went
But as soon as she got home, the

phone started ringing with calls

from other Westlake parents who
asked if she had heard — a fifth-

grader who had dressed up as
Adolf Hitler for a public speaking

contest gave a speech that made
the Nazi dictator sound like a

sympathetic and misunderstood
figure.

Worse, the 11 -year-old won
second place in the schoolwide
speech contest

"I was in a state of shock,**

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED OR DAILY. $40 PR
DISPOSABLES (6 mo. supply) $79 SET

CHANGE LIGHT EYES (ext) 169 PR
CHANGE nOWN EYtt |iss PR
|«ns*wnan exteiiob). »mm

EYE EXAMS15
Frw Bau8ch n Lomb Ronu C«« Kk (w/lwis)

KSSir.
aiiLmtfi

213) 042-6094

laMKifftMawHiaMi
mwvft wwiEniKn

Bausch n Lomb linsts

;000) 842-6094

EUROPE CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Boutavard
Los Angsiss, CA 90069
Phons (213) 272-0424

MaU «ito ad for SpMial
8liidMt/TMcli«r Tariff.

D RENTAL D LEASE D PUaCHAtE

BRUIN (-'^lO) l"l-(i2()7

TRvIFlC ,'

SCHOOL V

I Ui;i; l*\KKI\(> CIMIIOMI) CMMKS

SAT, SI \, c^^ i:\i:m\(,s
CLASSKS

THE NEW WEST LA
COFFEEHOUSE

Hot Drinks

Cold Drinks

Eats

Cappuccinos

CoHees
Herbal Teas

halionSockn

\cgA Cappuccinos

Goumnet Sakid

Desserts

Evenings and
Weekday
Mornings

WEST L.A. COFFEE 1 1 796 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90025 1310)473-6135

2 Blocks west of Barrlngton Plenty of Parking

VUDCoir ti E-Cuc
<Q

FIRST
HENTAI*
VMSM
ft£NTAL8
MON & WED!

m^e Best CoUection,..Lowest Prices!" W. HOLLYWOOD
• $1.39 RENTALS TUES & THURS ^^^g^^^^^*

Free Parking in All Locations
o^5SwSun-thurs10-1- Fri-Sat 10-12 „^,^,,___^C>Nw WESTWOODVSS^ BEVERLY fflLLS VILIAGE

;, fS,..
330 N. Bwerhr Dr. 1035 Gayley Ave.^ ^S. 858-7600 824-99^2

(with «tu<lQn(/lUl{/r«Duliy EDA thk oottpon) _

Pari Waxing Salon
Remove your unwanted hair

with 100% natural wax.

Full leg and Bikini
Underarm
Half legs

Bikini Wax
Lip or Chin or eyebrow
Eyelash tint

Deep Facial Cleaning

1435 Westwood BIvA, Westwood 473^66 or 479-9325

Walk'in Welcome

Goldstein said "I really can't

remember what I was thinking

then. AU I remember is when I told

my husband and saw his face —
there was total disgust. He
couldn't believe such a thing could
happen."

For families like the Golds-
tein's, disenchanted by urban ills

and attracted to the suburban
Conejo Valley by its comfortable
homes, safe streets, and above all,

its highly rated schools, such an
incident was staggering.

Like most Jews, they had grown
up knowing that ugly incidents

could happen anywhere — a
soiTowful knowledge reinforced
by the repeated vandalism of the

Temple Adat ^lohim in nearby
Thousand Oaks last year.

But still it came as a shock that

such a portrayal of Hider could
win an award in the schools they

told their chUdren they were so

fortunate to be able to attend,

judged by the teachers they had so
often praised.

Westlake Principal Linda Spell-

man said she and the three teachers

who judged the 22 speeches made
that day were concentrating pri-

marily on how well the children

made their presentations, not on
the content.

The UCLA Center for Afro-American Studies

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE UCLA GRADUATE DIVISION

Present

A ...<

vSvy-V:"::':::-:-!*:*;-:?

RADUATE Student
FunDING
Seminar

5:00 PM

Wednesday, March 4, 1992

„Jl58 Haines Hall

Featured Speakers:

Jim Turner, Director. AcIdgmic Support S IMformation services, Graduate DnnsioN

Harriet Moss, Coordinator, Graduate Affrmative Affairs

Mary earl, Cooromtor, Graduate Studbut Support

Sandra Sealy, Staff Research Associate, Ceivter for Afro-American Studes

Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention tliis ad
when making reservations

Allrfiuite hotidforBiTuns and friends

Just minutes from the UCLA campus, an all-suite hotel with full kitchens, free parking, pool & spa.

Rates from $85 - $105 per night For reservations call:~"
(310) 476-6255

^

Brentwood Suites
^ HOTEL
199 North Church Lane, 1 block W. of San Diego Freeway, 1 block N. of Sunset

Limited rooms are available at the Bruin rate. Certain restrictions apply.
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Get Ready for
Graduation!
GradMate with style...don't tbrj^ct to order your portraits and
graduation announeenients. Also available is the UCLA Medallion
Watch from Bulova; a 14k gold-plated dial featuring a rich
three-dimensional rendering of the LJCLA seal. Order them soon!

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
150 Kcrckhoff UaH • (310) 206-8433 • M-F 8:30-5:30

!

Career Network Workshop #15 (Schmooze 101)

Career Options in -

.Government and Politics
Tuesday, March 3 at 7p.m,
James West Alumni Center

Scheduled Speakers:

Lindsay Conner
Community College Board of Trustees

Audrey Noda
Political Consultant V

Imada Wong Communications Group

Jack Newman
Judge, LA Superior Court

Rose Ochi
Director,

Criminal Justice Planning Office

Brad Sherman
State Board of Equalization

Enrique Valenzuela
Public Affairs

Rail Construction Corp.

Tom Soto
Political Consultant

Rita Walters
Councilwoman

City of Los Angeles

For more information, call 825'VCLA,
I'mm I.

SAA is a student group sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Association.

Additional funding for the Career Network is provided by the UCLA Foundation
to help you get pie most from your UCLA experience.

AT UCLA, YOU LEARN WITH THE BEST

AtlOCIATI*!!

JOHN CHUNQ/Daly Bruin

Duke head coach Mike Krzyzewski watches the action from the
Blue [)evil bench.

From page 1

Using a combination of solid

defense and poor Bniin shooting,

Duke was able to hold UCLA to

just 34.8 percent from the field,

including a shutout from three-

point range. Until Sunday, UCLA
had sunk three-point shots in 34
straight games and 58 of 59
contests.

"(Duke's) defense is very
good," Harrick said. "We had a lot

of shots in the first half, but we just

didn't make them. That was a
significant factor."

Although the Bruins shot just

26.8 percent in the first half, they
still managed to build up an early

lead. UCLA was up 16-10 before
Duke answered with five straight

points during a scoreless five

minutes for the Bruins, closing the

gap to 16-15.

But UCLA pulled away again,

leading 27-19 with 1:31 remaining
in the first half. Duke's Brian
Davis brought the Blue Devils
back^ however, sinking a layup and
a foul shot to end the half with
Duke trailing 29-24.

UCLA first relinquished the

lead with 18:00 left in the game,
when Laettner sunk a hook shot to

put the Blue Devils up 34-33. A
Hurley field goal, a free throw by
Davis and a Hurley trey gave Duke
a 59-56 lead with 5:12 left

The Bruins battled back howev-
er, and held a 61-59 lead when
Laettner sunk two firee throws and
a three-pointer to put Duke up for

good. The Blue Devils put the

game away with a 16-4 run to end
the game.

"We were excellent in the last
three to four minutes," Hurley
said. "We have to be. Against
Wake Forest (a 72-68 Duke loss)

they outscored us 15-1 in the last

three minutes. Today, we made
sure we got the defensive stops

when we needed them and we
executed offensively."

— Duke's^ second-half execution
was a vast improvement from a
fu^t half that saw the Blue Devils
turn the ball over 14 times.

Laettner, who had nine points after

the fu-st half, added another 20 in

the second to become the game's
leading scorer. Hurley, who had
one point in the first half, came on
strong in the second to finish widi
11.

For UCLA, forward Tracy

Murray led in scoring with 22
points. Don MacLean followed
him with 20, including 10
rebounds for his 34th career

double-double.

But MacLean and Murray were
the only Bruins in double figures in

scoring. And while UCLA
improved its shooting from 26.8

percent in the opening half to

finish with 46.4 percent, the

Bruins' 65 points was a season
low.

While the loss does not hurt

UCLA in the Pac-10. it can't help
the Bruins' national prestige. After
losing to Notre Dame one week
ago and USC Wednesday— both
games were nationally televised

—

UCLA will probably see its nation-

al ranking drop.

According to Bruin guard Ger-
ald Madkins, however, UCLA's
effort in the Duke game should be
enough to wipe away the sting of
dropping three games.

"You just play hard and hope-
fully things will fall together,"

Madkins said. "I said if we played
hard and lost it would make us feel

a lot better. We did that We put
together a good effort, it just fell

short."

Playing wiUiout guard Grant
Hill, who suffered a sprained ankle
in practice last week, and with
Hurley having just returned from a
three-week layoff due to a broken
foot, the Blue Devils appeared
vulnerable coming into Sunday's
game.

The prospea of traveling 3000
miles to play in a sold-out Pauley
Pavilion probably did not help die-
defending natioifll champions,
either.

Despite a rocky start, however,
Duke came back to play at the level

that took them to the Final Four for

two straight years.

"We had a very good attitude

today," Laettner said. "We Uiought
of it as an NCAA tournament
game. We're stiU wy hungry for

another championship."

But UCLA wasn't completely
disheartened by the loss.

"We've got a lot more guts than

people give us credit for," Madkins
said. "We did a pretty goodJob, but

some shoes didn't go down. We
just didn't shoot the ball particu-

lariy well.*'

Daily Bmin News
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household woricers, described how
these women try to improve their

social and economic plight.

"Many people in our countries

_ do not recognize that our work in

the home enables other people to

produce the goods and services

that our society needs to function,"

Moreno told an audience of about
75 Spanish-speaking people.

"Our work conditions are a type
oi modem slavery," said Moreno,
who noted how household
employees work more than 14
hours a day for minimum wage.

But the number of labor unions
for domestic workers in South
American countries like Chile,

Argentina and Brazil is growing,
she said.

The women's labor groups help
workers in fmding housing, health

services and child care.

Other speakers at the confer-

ence discussed the increasing
number of rural Mexican women
who work in packing plants.

Since many Mexican men have
emigrated to the United States,

more women are taking jobs in

Mexico, said Gail Mummert, who
has a research fellowship at the

University of California, San
Diego and die College of Michoa-
can, a college in western Mexico.
Women's emergence in the

work force was met widi resis-

iance in the early 1960s because it

attacked the traditional patriarchal

structure, in which men provide
the family's income.

But women broke those bar-
riers, and their wages have helped
increase the standard of living for

"The Peruvian

government is

incapable of

establishing peace and

security in the

population."

Cecilia Blondet
Institute of Peruvian Studies

peasants in the small Mexican
town of Quiringuicharo, Michoa-
can, she said.

Beside the conference's focus
on the increasing number of Latin

AmenbalT women, panelists also

spoke about die difficulty of
establishing women's groups in

countries plagued with political

upheaval.

*The Peruvian government is

incapable of establishing peace
and security in the population,"

said Cecilia Blondet, a scholar at

the Institute of Peruvian Studies.

Since Peru's government has

been attacked by revolutionary

groups recently, Uie political cli-

mate makes it extremely difficult

for women's groups to gain more
control, she said.

These groups do not support the

women's organizations because
they take away their members,
Blondet said.

Since women's groups help
needy families, tiieir humanitarian
efforts make people lose interest in

the groups who claim their revolu-

tion will improve economic con-
ditions, she said.

Currently, women's groups in

Lima's banios provide their com-
munities with such services as the

distribution of milk to poor fami-

lies and die prevention of cholera

and other diseases, she said.

But the women in the barrios

live among members of such
revolutionary groups as Shining
Path, who believe in paramilitary

tactics to achieve revolution, she

said. "Women react to die situation

with fear and terror."
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Buy One Entree and ge> the Second (of equal or lesser voIuSTfreei

Take Out Eat in or Delivery!

Free Delivery with Dinners served til 10pm.
minimum purchase of $ 1 0! Capuccino ft Dessert Bar until 1am.

1389 WESTWOOD BLVD.
Hours: Mon-Sat 1 1 :30ann - 1 :00am

Sun 5:00pm- 10:00pm

'l//CH^

BARYSHNIKOV
B A

4- i

D Y W E A OFF
WOMENSWEAR DEPARTMENT

MARCH 2-13

Free gift with every

Baryshnikov purchase.

WHILKSIJPPLIKSI.AST.

MARKDOWN A'l' RKCIS'l'KR

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Womtntwtir/ B-Uvtl Ackarmin Union/ 20e-0«11/ M-Tfi 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sit 10-5; Sun 12-5
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A Round Way
To have A

Square Meal.
FREE & FAST DELIVERY

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken
and mojo potatos Only $10.95
Large two topping pizza . .FF 5F Only $8.99
2 slices of pizza, 1/2 order of
mojos & all you can drink

Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470 ^

IcHJUB
Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2am pizzA

v^i 824-4111
L ^ J

Kesunrani

CRUNCH THE NUMBERS!
The Frinceton Kev\ew
• C\aee e\ze \e a maximum of 12 students

stratified by ability to insure level

epeclfic lectures and maximum ecore

Increaeee.

• 4 proctored tests and computer analysis

which dissects performance In over 50
categories. ———— '—

Instruction with highly (Qualified

instructors ( all have scored in the top

957o on the GMATj who have also been

trained with Princeton Kevlewe nationally

renowned testing strategies.

• Independent documentation reports

Increaeee of over 110 points.

• Class size of 15 to 40
students with no

stratification.

• 1 to 3 tests with only 1 analysis.

if anyi

t>

• Over 1 million dollars a year on test-

breaking R&D.

• Teachers may be cjualified but lacK

specific instruction crucial to excel on

the GMAT. They are not trained In

effective test strategies.

• No documentation, no verification, no

guarantees. As for average scone

Improvemerrte, your anewere may vary

depending on what day you call.

• Over 1 million dollars year on glitzy ad
campalqne.

Conclueion

Obviously, my time and career are too Important—

to trust to anyone but The Fhnceton Review.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

Call us at 310/474-0909.
Spring tomn starts Fsb. 1.

From page 3

Organizers say they hope this

forum will prevent future incidents

like that from happening again.

Although the proposed forum
will not be a governing body, it

will serve as an arena for groups to

discuss events and issues, said

Chris Holbert, a member of Pi

Kappa Alpha.

While most of the representa-

tives expressed optimism about
participating in dialogues, mem-
ben of each council must still vote

on whether they will create the

forum, which would meet twice a

quarter.

The forum should focus on
being pro-active rather than a
problem-solving group, said Joan
Brown, assistant director of the

Center for Student Programming
(CSP).

"It's OK to be different, but
Greeks should pull together on one
common bond — sisterhood and/
or brotherhood,** she added.

Greek organizations had tried to

create a similar forum last year, but

the meeting **didn*t get off the

ground,** Holbert said.

In the last meeting, Pi Kappa
Alpha members, who had recently

joined the Interfratemity Council,

introduced themselves only to the

National Panhellenic and the

Asian Greek Council. Other frater-

nity groups from the Interfratemity

Council did not attend.

—Bttt lfac meeting didjesttit in tfic^

Greeks pulling together in fall

quarter's "Chapter of Chapters,**

which is a large chapter meeting of
every Greek organization on cam-
pus.

THETAXI
From page 3

probation, were receptive to the

forum.

*i felt it was really positive,**

said Ed Yusco, a boardmember of
the Los Angeles chapter of the

women's organization. "I felt there

was genuine interest They seemed
to be getting something out of it**

*They got a sensitivity about

^

women's j)erspectives on a variety

of subjects — fear of violence,

discrimination and relationships,**

Santora added.

During the meeting, each spoak-

er introduced himself and
explained his relationship with and
involvement in feminism. The
speakers then divided the fraterni-

ty members into three groups,

focusing on questions about the

meaning of feminism and the

myths surrounding it, as well as

what feminism means to men and
women on an individual relation-

ship level.

"Feminism is not just a political

movement,** said Yusco, when he
introduced himself to the fraternity

members. "It*s not just a defini-

tion. It*s about treating women
with respect and treating them as

your equals.**

The word has a lot negative

connotations, Yusco said. 'There-

's a lot more to it than what the

media portrays.**

"There were a lot of questions

about how to make feminism and
traditional roles work. Who pays?
Who opens the door? There are a

lot of old habits left,** he said

"A lot of it lies in this whole idea

of social convention and courting,**

said Cooper Zale, one of the

chapter's boardmembers. "Many
of the guys said they were raised a

certain way and women expect
that"

"Men and women are some-
times raised like they*re from
whole different cultures,** Zale

said. "Communication helps
bridge that**

Battles sUII

rage a year

alter beating
By Patrick McGreevy
Los Angeles Daily News

LOS ANGELES — The one-
year anniversary of the Rodney
King beating wiU find the city

Tuesday on the brink of Apolitical

battle over the future of policing,

one that could revive ths heated
emotions stirred by the videotape
of officers clubbing King.
The impact of the March 3. 1991

beating in suburban Lake View
Terrace still is being measured as
far away as London, where
Amnesty International is preparing
a human rights report on police
brutality in Los Angeles city and
county.

In Southern California, opening
statements could begin as soon as
this week in the trial of four Los
Angeles Police Department offic-

ers accused of assault in the King
beating.

At the same time, city officials

are nearing a decision on naming a
new police chief and opposing
political forces are revving up
campaigns on a City Charter
amendment that has been placed
on the June 2 ballot

"We*re going through a historic

period in the city of Los Angeles
during Oiese next few months;;*"

said Urban League president John
Mack. *There is a great deal at

stake in the outcome of all three of
these significant events.**

The election, trial and leader-

ship change are all occurring
because of what happened a year
ago, when King was pulled over on
suspicion of speeding.

An amateur cameraman video-
taped three Los Angeles Police
Department officers hitting and
kicking King during the late-night

traffic stop.

The officers claimed King
resisted arrest and was acting in a
threatening manner. However, all

three officers, as well as a sergeant
who watched the beating, were
later charged with later charged
with assault and excessive force.

— On Friday, Los Angeles Super-
ior Court Judge Stanley Weisberg
continued to question 141 people
from whom 12 jurors will be
selected to decide the fate of Sgt
Stacey Koon and officers Theo-
dore Briseno, Laurence Powell
and Timothy Wind.

Attorneys said a jury may be
impaneled Monday.

From page 1

recycling legislators who are not
supporting us by voting them out
of office,** said Grace Park, UCLA
k>bby director.

Under a hot midday sun, stu-

dents also signed petitions, regis-

tered to vote and scribbled down
comments about the fee hike on a
banner that will be sent to Sac-
ramento.

Hayden praised students for

letting their voices be heard on
Feb. 24 at the state capitol where
they lobbied legislators and held a
sit-in in the Capitol building,

forcing it to be closed for more
than an hour.

"What you*re fighting for now
is not just your right to stay in

school, but your right to keep the

doors of your future open,** Hay-
den said. **They*re closing those

doors today. Only you can keep
them open now.
"Keq) your bodies and your

souls in the doorways to keep them
from being shut on you,** he said.
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DIRECTOR
THE JAMES S. COLEMAN

AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,

LOS ANGELES (UCLA)

The University of California at Los Angeles is seeking a new
Director of its African Studies Center. Qualified applicants
should possess: (1) a strong scholarly research and
publication record with an emphasis in African Studies; (2)
demonstrated concern for the devek)pment of interdisciplinary
research and teachina; (3) the ability to administer budgetary,
personnel and related processed: and (4) the ability to obtain
and manage external support forihe Center. Administrative
experience is desirable. Above all. we are looking for a
dynamic individual to provide intellectual and programmatic
leadership for the African Studies Center. The new Director
must currently be a tenured member of the faculty at UCLA.
The position is available July 1^ 1992.

The James S. Coleman African Studies Center was
established as an Organized Research Unit in 1958 to
generate and coordinate research programs that cover a
road range of African affairs and disciplines, with special

strength in the teaching of African languages.

Please direct inquiries, nominations and applications by March
20. 1992. to the African Studies Center Search Committee, c/o
Ms. Nancy Duggan, Office of the Chancellor. 140501. UCLA
is an Affirmative Actton/Equal Opportunity Employer.

Fast and Free Delivery

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lowfat cheese availible upon request

Tuesday

UCLA*s 15th Annual Career Fair for
Minority Students & Alumni

March 3*2 P.M. until 7 P.M. • Ackerman Grand Ballroom

REPRESENTATIVES FROM
CORPORATIONS, —'—

GOVERNMENT OFFICES,
SCHOOLS ft COLLEGES, AND
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZA-
TIONS WILL RECRUIT FOR
FULL-TIME JOBS, INHRN-
SHIPS AND CAREER-RELATCD
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT.

GET NEW IDEAS FOR YOUR
FUTURE IN THE "REAL
WORLD," MAKE VALUABLE
PROFESSIONAL CONTACTS,
AND FIND OUT WHAT FUTURE
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
AWAIT UCLA GRADUATES!

All UCU students be there!

Sponsored by

PLACEMENT i CAREER
PLANNING CENTER

^

THE BEST WAy TO GET INFORMATION
IS TO ASK PLENTY OF QUESTIONS

The more you know about different kinds of

jobs, employers and work environments, the

more likely you'll make a career decision that's

right for you. Here are some questions to ask

recruiters:

What entry-level positions are available in

your company, and what kinds of people do

you hire to fill them?

What skills, work experience and educa-

tional background are you looking for?

Q Why is your company a good company

to work for?

Does your company have formal

training programs?

What are typical first-year assignments
r

How would you describe your company's

personality and management style?

What are your expectations for new hires?

'A

.\\

V

J.

^m m^
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Viewpoint
National health care Is

an American necessity

Imagine 36 million health

fanatics, each living in

morbid fear of coming
down with any illness that

might require a visit to the

doctor, or worse, becoming one
Of me eight percent of Ai

cans who are hospitalized

yearly. Has there been a mass
outbreak of a new psychologi-

cal disorder called "doctor

anxiety** or "hospital phobia?**

Nope, Tm merely referring to

the one in seven of us who
has no medical insurance.

For a nation which prides

itself on being the most medi-
cally advanced society in the

world, there is something very

wrong going on when it can*t

even take adequate care of
millions of its sick. To most
policy-makers, however, an

even bigger problem in our

health care crisis is the skyr-

ocketing costs.

The problem: If you think

we*re spending too much on
defense, imagine topping our

annual defense budget by some
$440 billion, and you'll have
our yearly health expenditure

($738 billion). This rising fig-

ure constitutes about 13 percent

of our gross national jjroduct,

far greater than the amounts
spent by other major indust-

rialized nations — Great Bri-

tain and Japan, around 6

percent; Germany and Canada,

about eight percent — and
they have universal health

coverage. We*re spending more
and apparently getting less.

Some solutions:

(1) Get rid of the health

insurance companies. Big sav-

ings will result from eliminat-

ing the middleman who serves

no vital function except self-

enrichment and the denial of
care to people who need it the

most Insurance companies and
investment groups are increas-

ing their profit margins and
business volume, which are

precisely the problems we need

to eradicate. ^

(2) Spread the fmancial bur-

den of health care more equi-

tably across the classes. As it

is, five percent of the popula-

tion is consuming half of our

health spending, whereas some
23 million of the uninsured

live below the poverty hne. In

terms of percentage of income
spent on health care the very

poor (making less than $5,000)
actually pay a lot more than

the average American — 25
percent to five. This regressive

system is stupid and unfair.

The rich and more well-to-do

among us should pay more
(via progressive tax, for exam-
ple) because they get more out
of the system, pay less than

-their share, and most impor-
tantly, can afford to pay more
than the rest of us, let alone

the poor.

(3) Help people become
more aware and active particip-

ants in the health care process.

By making consumers more

health care, the system will

become more efficient. There's

proof for this: a Rand Corpo-
ration experiment involving

patients who paid for some of
their care resulted in the

reduction of their incidence of
hospitalization by as much as

25 percent and medical

expenses by up to 31 percent.

(4) Reduce unnecessary

medical procedures. Because
doctors arc paid on a fee-for-

service basis, the morc proce-

dures they perform, the more
money they earn. In Canada,
wherc fees are fixed by gov-

ernment, every time fees have
been cut or fh)zen the doctors

have simply responded by see-

ing more patients and doing

morc procedures to match or

exceed the amount of rcduc-

tion. Coincidence? Or are doc-

tors also relying on morc than

patients' health needs (the sta-

tus of doctors' bank accounts,

for example) to determine

whether a medical service

should be performed?

Take the case of caesarian

sections. The United States

leads the world in performing
this procedure at over 25
percent of births. Yet a World
Health Organization expert

commiaee has this diagnosis:

"Countries with some of the

lowest perinatal mortality rates

in the world, and this doesn't
include us, have caesarian-sec-

tion rates of less than 10
percent. There is no justifica-

tion for any region to have a

rate higher than 10 or 15
percent.*'

What all of this will lead to,

I hope, is enough resources to

provide adequate and universal

health coverage for everyone.

Wu is a senior majorir\2 in

psychology and political sci-

ence.

Dueling Columnists
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a prescription for

The 1992 presidential can-

didates are proposing a

variety of socialized

medicine — excuse me —
national health care plans for

controlling medical costs. They
don't realize that government
funding and regulation of
health care is not the solution

to the problem. It is the

problem.

How does government fund-

ing drive up the cost of

medical care? As explained in

a recent article in The Free-

man, there is no limit to the

demand for a product if those

who use it do not pay for it

This, in effect, is what
occurred in 1965 with the

introduction of Medicare.

Doctors and a substantial

number of patients no longer

had to consider the cost of

treatment since the government
was footing the bill As a

9 i im

procedures in Newfoundland
hospitals, and a 20 week wait

for orthopedic procedures in

Manitoba. One American doc-

tor wrote to the Los Angeles
Times to assure us that the—

^

result, demand for medical care

greatly increased. At the same
time prices skyrocketed,

because there was virtually no
limit to how much patients

could spend on treatment and
thus no incentive for either

care providers or patients to

economize.

As government spending

went from 22 percent of the

cost of care in 1952 to over

40 percent of the cost in 1982.
medical expenses increased

from 4.3 percent of the gross

national product to more than

10 percent of the gross nation-

al product
The introduction of price

controls in the form of Diag-
nostic Related Groups only

made matters worse. Hospitals

were then paid a fixed sum
per patient for a given diagno-

sis irrespective of the amount
of care provided. This created

a direct conflict between the

fmancial interests of the hospi-

tals and the interests of their

patients.

The maze of regulations

enacted to supervise the care

of Medicare patients further

increased the cost of providing

medical care. In spite of these

measures, medical costs are —
still rising uncontrollably. If so,

how would complete govem-
ment funding of medical care

under a national health care

system solve these problems?
Advocates of national health

care like to point to the

Canadian health care system as
an example of a successfiil

program. In Canada the provin-

cial governments control the

total cost of health care by
setting a fixed budget and
paying each hospital accord-
ingly.

The hospitals meet their

budgets by rationing health

care. For example, there is a
42 week wait for cardiological

Canadian system isn't all that

bad: if Canadian patients need
treatment unavailable in Canada
they are referred to U.S. hos-

pitals. The doctor didn't tell

us, however, where he would
send U.S. patients once many
treatments become unavailable

here.

Today's advocates of social-

ized medicine are the

brothers-in-spirit of those who
advocated socialized everything— until their victims in East-

em Europe and Russia deposed
them. For example, national

health care advocate Nancy
Watzman condemns the **lais-

sez-faire approach to medical

care" because it is **based not

on need but on ability to pay.**

Watzman probably would
approve of the Canadian sys-

tem, which actually forbids

patients from paying a doctor

more than the government rate

to avoid a 42 week wait for

heart surgery. Such an

approach blatantly violates the

rights of doctors. Medical
care is a product of human
thought and effort As such, its

producers have the absolute

right to provide it to whomev-
er they choose at whatever

price a patient is willing to

pay.

Patients, in turn, have no
**right*' to medical care which
they did not pay for, either

directly or through voluntary

private insurance.

If we wish to have afford-

able medical care for all

Americans, then government
funding of medicine must be
phased out, not expanded, and
the labyrinth of regulations

hobbling medical care must be
repealed.

Kagan is a graduate student in

biochemistry.
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Counterpoints

Sabarwai controversy SINFEST
continues to r^ge on

®
Vo MUCH L^EfC^, S« /itttS

AftSHOU Of eNO(UM0U6 PRofwnoM

ISHIOA

Editor:

Dear Sanjay Sabarwai,
Before you decide to be my

savior, please check with me
first

Roger Dacanay
Junior

Astrophysics

Editor:

I was rather disappointed to

see in Viewpoint on Monday,
Feb. 24, that I was no longer
an individual. No longer was I

Tom Linhorst, I was now a
white, and therefore according
to Sanjay Sabarwai (Daily

Bruin, "We shouldn't back
down froin calling racism what
it is**), he knows all about me.
He also knows that I am
**resentful" of him, that is if

Tm like "most white people.*'

Not to mention the fact that

because I am a member of a
fiaiemity. I hope to keep the

whole house white, except for

**token minorities.*'

Sabarwai does a g6od job at

demonstrating how simple life

can be when you form rigid

Stereotypes about people based terial of humanity that yoir

though I am white, I have
seen racism. I have had to

worry about my color. I have
been called **whitc boy** and
"gringo,** among other things
as I have walked by groups of
people. I have had names
yelled at me and my friends in

other languages. I can only
guess what they said, but the
tone was clearly derogatory.

After one of the incidents, a
bottle was thrown at me,
landing a few inches from me.
There are parts of my home
town where being white can
be hazardous to my health.

Hey Sabarwai, do you know
what it is like to fill out an
application to a school when
you know that if you check
the box that says you are

white, your chances of getting

in are diminished? Ever wished
that you could apply for some
of the $138 million worth of
financial aid that is reserved

evCTy year for minorities only;

whiles, no matter what their

economic situation is, need not
apply? It is times like these

that sometimes make me wish
I wasn't white.

Isn*t that similar to the
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MO^r ^ifmm>\ thank
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one of the world's most presti-

gious educational institutions?

With your education at UCLA,
aren't you taking full advan-
tage of the kind of opportuni-
ties you sneer at?

Here at UCLA, we have
made reasonable strides toward
diversity, with minority enroll-

ment at around 60 to 70
percent I once heard that

UCLA was the most ethnically

diverse university in the nation.

Is that the racism, or "token"
minority enrollment you were
referring to? Do those many
students of color really only
constitute a 'Hrickle?" Your
rhetoric isn*t supported by the

facts.

The bottom line is that

UCLA and America have a
long way to go before they

on their color. He claims to

know quite a bit about me
based on my ethnicity, even as
he denounces others for their

stereotypes.

Sorry to raid on your tirade,

but life isn't that simple. Even

talk about?

America isn't perfect, Sabar-
wai, but don't you fmd it a
bit hypocritical to call the

opportunity America offers a
"crock of bullshit," when you
are receiving an education at

can really say that they offer

an equal opportunity to all

citizens. But there are a lot of
people of all colors who are

calling for cooperation. Let*s
work together, let*s understand
each other.

The stereotypes that Sabar-

wai attaches to whites in his

article, with his "most whites**

do this, or •*they** do that

attitude, are as harmful to

cooperation as the minority

Stereotypes he decries. Let*s
break down the stereotypes on
both sides. Only then can we
start to understand each other,

which is the fint step towards
diversity.

Tom Linthorst
Senior
History

Editor:

I would love to respond to

Sanjay SabarwaPs well-struc-

tured article in the Feb. 24
Daily Bruin entiUed "We
thouldn't back down from ^----~-

calling racism what it is.**

Immediately after reading his

rhetoric, I picked up my Funk
and Wagnalls Standard Desk
Dictionary to look up a couple
of words. Racist* one who
advocates an irrational belief of
the superiority of one*s group

usually at the expense of
another. Hypocrite: one who
advocates the pretense of hav-
ing feelings one does not

possess.

Essentially what Sabarwai is

saying is that whites cannot
understand racism because they
are white. No white person has
ever experienced racism.

Whites don*t try hard enough
to understand racism. Whites
have no culture — only peoj^e
of color. Whites have never
experienced stereotypes. Hey,
Sabarwai, can you say "hypo-
critical racist?** because lhat*s

what you are.

"White people don*t see the

racism around them because
they are white.** I wish I were
superior like you and could see
the racism. Reread your article^

and please tell me that you're
not a racist Mr. Funk and Mr.
Wagnalls could have used you
for a reference.

Clint Stalicer

^ Freshman
Political science
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Marty Farrell. the veteran TV-special writer, will appear In Acker-
man Grand Ballroom tonight.

to speak in Ackerman
By Joanne J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

Nfarty Fairell has seen it all

before. The veteran TV-special
writer will speak tonight in Acker-
man Grand Ballroom for the days
when star-studded variety shows
were standard evening fare.

The late '60s and 70s were the

golden age of television specials,

Farrell remembers. "I came along
in a very special area where people
were willing to take chances.
That's not here anymore. (It) let

the writer feel free to say what he
wanted to say,** he said.

- Among his credits are **Funny

Girl to Funny Lady,** starring

Baitra Streisand, *7ulie and Carol

at Lincoln Center,** featuring Julie

Andrews and Carol Burnett and
•The Bell Telephone Jubilee.**

with Bing Crosby and Liza Minel-
11.

Having worked with Hollywood
legends like John Wayne, Farrell

believes that the attitudes of
today's celebrities have changed.

"(Before), the stars were willing to

do specials. Now, there aren*t the

stars to do it The big stars want to

do a one-nighter in a big stadium
for 100,000. The networks are

afraid they aren*t going to get the

ratings.**

The result is an alarmingly low
number of specials. In 1968,
Farrell notes there were 16 one-
hour variety shows on the air each
week. A year later, there were only
six. When asked about the decline

of the variety show/special, Farrell

says, "I don*t know what causes it

But you don*t see the same quality

of material that was on television

in 1970s.**

Viewers expect less from the

entert^nment industry these days,

Farrell says. Intense competition

from other industries such as film

and the increased hours of prime-

time programming have suifted the

emphasis from quality to quantity.

"I don*t think that viewers or the

people in the industry care. It*s like

a machine that has to kept fed. I

don*t see quality or the same care

taken.**

While the Oscars and late-night

talk shows like *The Tonight
Show** come to mind when
describing variety television, Far-

rell believes that the shows of that

era were different *They were
specials because they weren*t
series. You worked with someone
different, and you had a different

concq)t and theme each time. It

wasn*t a star saying, 'Now, my
next guest is . .

.* It had a theme

"(Before), the stars

were willing to do

specials.* Now, there

aren't the stars to do it.

The big stars want to do

a one-nighter in a big

stadium for 100,000.

The networks are afraid

they aren't going to get

the ratings."

Marty Farrell

Telexision Writer

and storyline that you didn*t have
to sell. Tm still proud of them, this

is what I came from. This is what
you*re missing. I don*t think

anything like this will happen
again— incredible stars all on one
show at the height of theil- power.**

Farrell, who wrote nightclub
acts for Streisand years ago,
chuckles at the rise of her strato-

spheric film career— her •'Prince

of Tides- received a nod for Best
Picture. When she recorded her
Hrst album in 1962, Facrell was
there to hear the master tape. He
remembers hearing her legendary

voice and telling Streisand,
"Someday you are going to go to

Hollywood and win ai? Academy
Award for a movie.**

SPEAKER: Marty Farrell. Appearing in

Ackerman Union Second Fk>or Lounge
at 8 p.m. Sponsored by Campus
Eventi. For more info. caK (310)825-

Slow pacing, Uand directing trip up 'Mambo
inspired acting, vibrant

Latin
By Aaron Dobbs
Dally Bruin Staff

Music, romance, drama, com-
edy and a Pulitzer Prize-winning

novel — what else could an
audience ask for?

*The Mambo Kings** has all

these elements, and should be a
fantastic picnire. It*s entertain-

ing, but the story is incomplete
and the direction is less than

intriguing at times.

It*s 1952, and brothers Cesar
and Nestor Castillo (Armand
Assante and Antonio Banderas)
are forced to leave their native

Cuba for New York. Nestor is in

love with Maria (Talisa Soto),

but she marries the owner of the

club where the brothers play —
in order to save his life. She
_wams Cesar that NestorJsdlLhe
"laned if he doesn't IeaveT!uba7

From their arrival in New
York, the brothers begin to take
off as revolutionaries of the

mambo. Nestor writes the songs
and plays the trumpet, while
Cesar sings, plays piano and
percussion and acts as a cooler-

than-thou froTitman.

But things start to get in the
way. Cesar meets Lanna Lake
(Cathy Moriarty), a cigarette girl

at the Palladium and a model. She
falls for him, but he*s more of a
playboy. Nestor, on the other
hand, falls in love with the quiet
and beautiful Delores Fuentes
(Maruschka Detmers). The two
get married, but some sort of
romantic tension also exists

between Cesar and I>elores from
the first time they meet

Cynthia Cidre*s C*In Coun-
try**) feeling for the Cuban
personality comes directly from
her own experience. Her
screenplay, based on Oscar
Hijuelos novel *Thc Mambo
Kings Play Songs of Love.**

works on many levels but fails on
the most important one — near

the end of the picture, the

audience doesn*t have a clue

where the film is going. Up until

that point, the story movies along

at a swift pace without sacrificing

necessary information — a
refreshing change from most of

The film moves so

quickly up until the last

10 minutes that the

ending, which

somehow manages to be

both slow and abrupt,

detracts from

enjoyment of the entire:

film.

today*s scripts.

But after watching the up-
and-down lives of these two
brothers for a while, there

doesn*t seem to be much of a

point anymore. Even the film*s

''surprising climax** is predict-

able. Director Ame Glimcher
(making his directorial debut)

handles Cidre*s material well,

but he allows the end to become
predictable. The film moves so
quickly up until the last ten
minutes that the ending, which
somehow manages to be both
slow and abrupt, detracts from
enjoyment of the entire film.

Glimcher overuses the music-
video montage technique. That's
too bad. because the magnificent
mambo music and Latin jazz are
the best parts of the movie.
Supervised by Robert Kraft, who
also wrote the picture's main
theme song, the music — more
than anything else — moves the

Antonio Banderas. left. Desi Amai, Jr.. center, and Armand Assante, right, star In "The Mambo Kings.

story along. The film is also

graced with the talents of Tito

Puente and Cells Cruz, who bring

an authenticity to their roles that

other scenes lack.

One such sequence is when
Desi Amaz. Jr.. playing his

famous father, comes to see the

Castillo brothers perform and
invites them to play on "I Love
Lucy.** Amaz looks just like his

dad. but his attempt at a Cuban

accent is so bad it takes the
audience out of the film.

The rest of the acting is

magnificent, though. Assante
steals the whole show and never
lets go. He is perfect as the

confident and talented Cesar.

Although all eyes are on
Assante. Banderos gives a mas-
terful performance as the quieter

and simpler Nestor. He success-

fully brings out the variety of

emotions the character goes
through.

But Detmers is the best of the
crowd. Already a star in Europe,
her performance as Delores is

proof of her talent

Unfortunately, 'The Mambo
Kings** is a little like many of the
other movies coming out these
days— it has all the elements to

become best picture of the year,

but isn*t able to bring them all

together coherendy. ••VS

RLII: "The Mambo Kings." Written
by Cynthia Cidre. Based upon the
novefThe Mambo Kings Play Songs
of Love- by Oscar Hijuelos. Direcled
by Ame Glimcher. Produced by Amon
Jjilchan and Ame Glimcher. A Wamer
Bros, release with Armand Assante,
Antonte Banderas. Cathy Moriarty
and Manjschka Detmers. (Rated R:
violence, lanauage. nudiN and sexual
situations; 102 minutes) Now playing
atywide.

film that's 'Under Suspidon' of being incredibly boring

Llam Nelson plays a private detective Involved In a dangerous
love affair with a suspect, iaura San Glacomo.

By Aaron Dobbs
Dally Bruin Staff

"What*s it like to be under

suspicion?** the commercial asks.

Not a lot of fun. It isn't

surprising that the commercial is a

trailer for 'IJnder Suspicion,** a

film that*s also, simply put, not a

lot Of fun.

British writer/director Simon
Moore is obviously a student of

film noir, and it is evident that he

was attempting to make a picture

which could be placed on the level

of BiUy WUder*s "Double Inde-ji

mnity,** Lawrence Kasdan's'
"Body Heat** and Roman Polans- i

ki*s "Chinatown.** But in a valiant

effort to make his film different

from the rest, he fails to create the

suspense needed to make a thrill-

ing film noir and instead ends up
with a predictable mess.
Liam Neeson stars as former

policeman Tony Aaron, who was
asked to resign from the force

because he couldn*t keep his pants

on and caused a fellow officer's

death. Now he *s a private detective

who sets up fake adultery cases

with his wife*s help. (Apparently,

1959 England had very strict laws
concerning what was grounds f^
divorce.) But one night the opera-
tion goes wrong and Tony*s client

and wife are brutally murdered.
The client, as it is later discov-

ered, is a famous artist who was

both the screenplay and the film*s

direction. While trying to build the

movie*s suspense, he ends up
giving too much away. The end of

"Suspicion**— with its supposedly

shocking twist — is so totally

predictable that instead of surpris-

ing the audience it turns out to be a
major letdown.

Moore's mistakes are made with both the

screenplay and the film's direction. While trying

to build the movie's suspense, he ends up giving

too much away.

trying to divorce his wife Selina

(Alphonsia Emmanuel) so he
could marry his mistress Angeline
(Laura San Giacomo). Suspicion
of Uie murder instantiy falls on
Tony, who attempts to find the real

criminal. In the process, he finds

himself involved in a dangerous
love affair with Angeline, the

person whom he suspects com-
mitted the crime.

Moore's mistakes are made with

It*s unfortunate that the conclu-

sion of the film is such a disap-

pointment. Moore does an
excellent job of setting the audi-

ence up, and although the suspense

is noticeably missing two-thirds of
the way tiirough the film, it*s

present tiiroughout Uie exposition.

But by die end, you simply just

don*t care what happens to any of
the characters.

Moore's dialogue is also terribly

flawed. Moore tries to make
Giacomo so mysterious that none
of her lines sound the least bit

natural. It*s too bad, because
Giacomo is a talented actress.

Neeson proves, as he did in

"Darkman,** that he can carry an
entire film on his shoulders, but
again he suffers from a poor script

Although Tony is the fibn*s best-

defined character, he frequenUy
appean inconsistent in boUi his

thoughts and his actions.

Moore obviously set his sights

for Uie stars, but "Under Suspi-

cion** is simply anoUier case of a
young filmmaker trying to do too
much. You have to wonder about a
film in which every element that

should have made it an edge-of-

your-seats attraction causes abso-
lute boredom. ^'/4

RLM: "Under Suspidon." Written and
directed by SinfK>n Moore. Produced by
Brian Eastman in association with Rank
Film Distributors and LWT. A Columbia
Pictures release of a Carnival Film with
Uam Neeson and Laura San Giacomo
(Rated R: violence, lanouage. nudity
and sexual situations* 105 min.) Now
playing at the AMC Century 14.
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2:10450-7204:

2204 1^756-10:30

Tho Mnbo Kkna M
156-450-7»t020

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

UA
1

4754441 1:15-4:10-7:15-10:15

10060 WMworfi
4754441

TOnun THX Ooliy SImoo
1M-4M-7M-10M

1

4754441
12:464:004:16-

l
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Giant steps:
'Black or White' video introduces

Jackson fans to multiculturalism~

By Devi Bricker

Eurocentrism is out —^ if you
want to be hip today, youWe got to

be multiculturally aware.

We're seeing this plea for

equality everywhere, even dfT
MTV. Michael Jackson has joined

the band of educators, politicians

and artists in sending out the

multiculturalism message:
Beneath our colors and cultures we
are "all the same.**

The difficulty in spreading the

word about multiculturalism
through any medium, however, is

accurately representing the indivi-

dual cultures while demonstrating

the similarities. This fragile issue

was one that the production crew
and cast of Jackson's "Black and
While** video were acutely aware
of.

According to director John
Landis, in putting together a video

with a multicultural message it was
important to realize that MTV
wasn*t a high school textbook.

"MTV is (one) solid commercial,**

he said.

Before he thought about the

moral message the video would
convey, the director aimed for

rwhat wouldIfiekbbest visuallymA
what was available in terms of
costumes and dancers. Landis
(who was the director of Jackson*s
"Thriller** video) wanted cultural

representation to be authentic, but

he also knew what would make an
effective video. He didn't want to

make a National Geographic
documentary. The costumes, cho-
reography and environments were
"based in reality.** he said, "but a

heightened reality.**

In trying to achieve the balance

of entertainment with education,

Jackson and his crew felt they had
to do more than superficially

represent different cultures
together in a music video.

According to choreographer Vin-
cent Paterson, just having com-
mercial dancers from Los Angeles
put on the identities of Native
Americans or Thailanders would
have cheapened the effect, making
the video look like "It*s A SmaU
WOTld.*!

Instead, the auditions called for

real ethnic dancers to bring in their

culture's traditional dance form. In

reviewing the audition tapes,

Paterson says he looked for dance
forms that worked both with
Jackson*s style of movement and
with one another.

The Indian, African, Thai,

Native American and Russian
cultures Paterson chose work well

together, he says, because they all

reflect the dance of the masses.

The dances he selected were not

^Iftflces for the uppa class, but for

"the common folk.** He also

looked for relationships in the

cultural dance forms to Jackson's

style of moving. "I chose dancing
that somehow reflected American
street dance in its vocabulary or

presentation,** he said.

Yamuna Sangaraslvam, a UCLA dance ethnology graduate, was the solo Indian dancer in Michael
lacfeon's vfdeo, 'Black and White." —^ :

According to Paterson, ele-

ments of street dance can be found
in ethnic dance, especially in the

Native American dance form.
Within the Native American dance
vocabulary, he sees allusions to

popping and breaking in the

movement; the dance is often

rhythmic, and involves isolation of
the head, ribs, Angers and feet

"It's fascinating that movement
hundreds of years old had steps

that kids make up in the streets of
New York or L.A.," he said.

However, Paterson also realized

the need for elements of fantasy

See VIDEO, page 20
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CARLTON HAIR I

INTERNATIONAL I

UCLA Special I

Must be presented to receptionist before services |

I

I

I

I
MUST snow VGA SWDim ID. I
OR EMFLOYEE ID. WTTh COUFOtl '
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are performed. (Certain restrictions apply),

CUT St BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS

$20

WESTWOOD
Wiishire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

Sale
Best Quality

Best Service

386SX-16MHz $650.00
• 1MB RAM
• 1 .2MB & 1 .44MB FDD
V 8QMB Hard Disk DrivP
' HD & FD Controller
*

24QQ Baud MQCtem
* VGA Card
* ATI/0(2S/1P/1G)
" Mouse & 101 Keyboard
* One Year Warranty
Made m Korea (UL approved

Upgrade to 486-33
|

• 486DX-33 W/64K Cache
$650.00

* 486DX-33 W/256K Cachel

$690.00

Upgrade to 386-33

• 386DX-33 W/64K Cache
$350.00

Hyundai 286-1 2Mhz...$320

* 640KB RAM
* 1.2MB FDD
* HD & FD Controller
* I/O (IS/IP)
* 101 Keyboard
* 18 Month Warranty
* MS-DOS 4.01
* GW-BASIC
Made in Korea (UL approved)

Monitors and Video Cards
12" Monow/MGP Card $90
14- Color VGA wA/GA Card-....a$245
14- Color SVGA w/SVGA Card.;$335

Upgrades

1MB RAM $45
1.2 or 1.44 FDD....$55

Think...

TOP COMPUTER SYSTEMS (21 3)384-6601
401 S> Vermont Ave> Suites S<t6, Los Angeles, CA9<Wa«) Call James Cho

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOC

20a-2424 10922 Kinross Westwood Vill«Ke

Daily Bruin A & E

Get The Word Out!

ADVERTISE! 825-2161
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HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
$MEN& WOMEN

Bikini Wax^^ Lip Wax
^^^S Eyebrow -^^^ Full Leg &

Bikini Wax $20
Sculpture Nails $25

$8
$4
$5

BODY WAVE &
CUT & COfNiDITIOMER

S35

HILITE &
CUT & CONDITIONER CELLOPHANE &

CUTS 25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
abov« Mario's Restaurant Expires 4/2/92

Tuck Mulligan, left, Charles Hallachan, standing, and Ronald
HIppe, right, perform In "The Kentucky Cycle," which runs at the
Mark Taper Forum.

Play takes a sharp
at Americana

LOWEST PAYIVIENT PLANS

By^amh Mfllnlr 4md the vixtuat enstavement of the

The proud frontiersman, his

humble homestead, the tightest

family and Mom's apple pie: these

are images of the American fron-

tier, of man's defiant struggle to

tame a savage land.

But when the curtain lifts and
••Kentucky Cycle" begins, each of
these great ideals is stripped and
left exposed to careful scrutiny. As
the play progresses, the truth is

made painfully obvious. Our his-

tory is not a pure and glorious thing

— instead it is the product of bad
and good, greed and altruism, love

and hate. And many times along
the way, people got hurt

Kentucky, America's first fron-

tier, and its sad history is the focus
of Robert Schenkkan's latest play.

Presented in two parts of nine short

plays, "Kentucky Cycle" is the

story of three families that spans

200 yean of American history

from 1775 to 1975.

The stori^ of the Rowen, Biggs
and Talbert families are intert-

wined within the fabric of history:

in part one, audiences share in their

struggle to conquer the new wil-

derness, establish a homestead,
cultivate the land and retain their

pride during the depression of the

early 19th century and survive the

Civil War.

It lays bare the injustices of that

age: the ruthless acquisition of
land by early pioneers, their

intolerable remedy for the "Indian

problem" and the terrible **peculiar

institution" of slavery that ulti-

mately resulted in the Civil War.
Amidst this turbulent back-

ground lies the smaller story of a

multi-generational feud between
the Rowens and the Talberts in

which the family with the most
land wins, regardless of the lives

uselessly given and taken for the

cause. Greed and revenge prevail,

and the focus in part one shifts

increasingly toward the resolution

of this feud.

Yet surprisingly, the feud that

dominates part one of "Kentucky
Cycle" plays little or no part in the

second half of the production.

Beginning in 1890, it instead

explores the effects of the large

timber and coal corporations that

exploit the mineral wealth of the

land. The ensuing result is the

disappearance of the small farmer

population in mining camps. The
Rowens live in bitter poverty,

barely surviving from day to day.

The establishment of labor

unions steadily improved living

conditions for those working in the

mines. The Rowens (who presu-

mably won the feud) lead the union

movement and become a promi-
nent family once again. The
private fight of the Rowens repre-

sents the larger fight of labor, and
the poisonous effects of the indust-

rial age is highlighted in their

struggle.

While **Kentucky Cycle" is not

the most glamorous or spectacular

production to come to the Mark
Taper Forum, it is a work ofltrt

The sets are simple but sufficient

and the changes between acts

actually add a touch ofgrace to the

production. The costumes are

plain, consistent with the plays

well-cultivated austere atmo-
sphere. Each play is complete in

itself, but all are tied carefully

together in the q)ic story of these

three families.

The first half begins too slowly
— as the foundation for the feud
between the Rowens and the

Talberts is set up— but when the

feud actually begins, time fiies as

the pace turns fast and furious.

While the first half climbs to a
tense climax, the second half

remains at a steady, comfortable

speed to the very end.

The ensemble cast plays multi-

ple roles throughout the play.

Although audiences see the same
faces play several different char-

acters, the performances are
excellent

"Kentucky Cycle" examines the

ups and down that make up
America's history. Although the

material is bleak, the play never
gets boring, for the lively music
and culture of the Kentucky cycle

keep the show from turning into a

snore. ***

STAGE: "Kentucky Cycle.' By Robert
Schenkkan. Directed by Warner Shook.
A Intiman Theater Company and Mark
Taper Forum presentation. Plays until

March 29 at the Mark Taper Forum.
Tickets to part one and two come in a
$75 package and cannot l>e purchased
individually. Available at the Mark
Taper Forum and the James A. Doolittle

Theater box offices. For more info, call

(213) 072-7373.

SAMPLE
AUTO INSURANCE QUOTES:

32 Years Old
Westslde Residence

Basic Uability

$178.60 DOWN PAYMENT

23 Years Old
Westside Residence

Basic Uability

$208.80 DOWN PAYMENT

CAUFORNIA ADMITTED COMPANY
FAMILY DISCOUNTS
YOUNG DRIVERS

•MULTIPLE TICKETS AND/OR
ACCIDENTS
•LOWEST PAYMENT PLANS

CALL FOR A QUOTATION 310^451 «4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE AGENCY
1433 Santo Monica Blvd.

Sonto Monico, CA
(corner of 15thi St. and Santa Monica Blvd.)

Meliiitz Movies
presents

a sneak preview

DELICATESSEN
r'i'ti

:'^'

'^1 \i\

Directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunet & Marc Caro

Today, Monday March 2, 7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Theater FREE *Passes required
Passes are FREE to UCLA students. They can be obtained on the day of the screening at CTO. at 9:00 a.m..

and at Melnitz Theater Box Office at 10:30 a,m. Current UCLA ID required. A limited amount of passes are
available at the Box Office one hour before showtime. In order to be seated, please be present in theatre 15

minutes before showtime. For more information call 825-2345.

This program is sponsored by the Graduate Students Association.
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TERRY L. FOREMAN
Ymt Florist to the Stafc

!

I

SPECIALIZING IN
CREATIVE DESIGNS

ALL Flowers Personally

Selected Fresh Daily

824-0696

!

o<Mansct.un

930 HILGARD AVE.
WESTWOOD

Close to UCLA Campus & Hospital
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Guitar

9-11 pm, Kerckhoff Coffee House

ONGOING

Kerckhoff Art Gallery pre5ent5:

MICHELE
MARTINEZ:
•EI Santo Ritmo"

The Rhythm
On exhibit now through March 7

iriIlRIEIEI®SlE

All events are FREE, presented by the UCLA
Cultural Affairs Commission—funded by USAC.

J TANNINO
5 Sessions For $25*
•CD Sound Systems "•10 Wblff Beds ~
•Air Conditioning •Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UOA! Call 824-2TAN
M+: 9am-8pm
Sat & Sun: llam-6pm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)

*coupon expires 3/9/92

(1st tims customers onlyA pw customer/must present coupon)

1^

mmS & NEW CLIENT

SPECIAL
2 Fori Haircuts & $10.00

OFF an Hair Services

*Receivc Stress Relief

Scalp Massage or

Cut is Free

GUARANTEED!

PARIS at SALON
for an appointment

1015 Gayley Ave. #105 in Westwood Village

Oust half a block' south ofWevbum)

*AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI *

Student Special
offer Good at All limes

lARGE PIZZA
With 2 toppings

(1 meat, 1 vegetable)

2 Free Soft Drinks

1 0925 Weyburn Ave. Westwcxxl

>y^-
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VIDEO
From page 18

and special effects in Jackson's

video and his choreography had to

reflect this as well.

*'I wanted a l)alance of the

visually exciting, (the) eclectic and
(the) authentic,** he said. In order

to achieve this effect, Paterson

manipulated the choreographic

structure by keq;)ing the move-
ments authentic and piecing
together only what he felt were the

most effective phrases and move-
ments.

Patersgn says that he sees the

video as a successful multicultural

project Although a variety of
cultures are individually repre-

sented, he sees Jackson as the

"politically correct American
relating to all of them.**

The- dancers in the video had a

different perspective and responsi-

bility than Landis and Paterson.

Because most of the performers
were really from the culture they

represented, they had to do more
than just dance— they also had to

adjust to transplanting their

authentic dance into a music video
context

Yamuna Sangarasivam, a

UCLA dance ethnology graduate,

was the solo Indian dancer in the

video. As a dancer, she saw a clear

multiculturalist message being
conveyed in the video through

Jackson. People should "interact

(in order) to have a dialogue with
these different cuUuivs, not ncces-=
sarily on (Jackson*s) terms or ours,

but as a meeting ground,** she said.

In order to achieve this relation-

ship, both Jackson's movement
and the ethnic dance had to be
altered. Odissi, the form of Indian

dance Sangarasivam specializes

in, is traditionally a sacred spiritual

dance performed in a formal
theater setting. However, because
of changes in environment, music
and movement sequence, Sangara-
sivam does not describe her danc-
ing in the video as authentic

Odissi, although the essence is

accurately retained.

The main ethical issue the

dancer faced was not about sac-

rilege but about '^maintaining the

integrity (of the dance) to the best

of my abilities,** she said. Recon-
textualizing was difflcult at flrst "I

thought, 'How is this going to fit?

How am I going to.make sense of
this?*-

One of the most challenging

elements in the proceSs was work-
ing with a diQerent accompani-
ment She was dealing with a new
set of rhythms and sounds. "I had
to think of my own ihythms,** she
said, "despite the overlay of
Michaers rhythm.**

As she became more comfort-
able with the differences, espe-

cially within the music,
Sangarasivam discovered how her

dance could relate to other move-
ment and environments. "Some-
times I would melt into it,** she
said.

The experience was enlighten-
ing, said Sangarasivam. "It was a
radicaUy different experience, but
it was extremely exciting to be
dancing in that context,** she said.

She also said that the video gave
the MTV audience a positive

educational influence.

"I think it worked very well to

take a dance form that is thought of
as classic and take it out into the
street,** said Sangarasivam. "All
these peoples melt into one human
experience. (Through the video)
we can all attempt to understand
and respect each other.'

<» '^-
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ART HISTORY STUDENT/PROFESSOR
wanted to research works of fine art. $1(Vt>r.

Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

10 Personal/* 10

luundcd
1891

IINIVFJSITY OF Personal 10

COLLEGEOFLAW
APPLYNOW

$100 CHALLENGE. UOAA PUn 15. Prove
my pollution solution unworkable and get

$100. Support this sound ecological policy or
take the $100 challenge. 1-800-488-2489.

KA would like to thank all our guests for

attending the 1 992 Dagger Court selection

dinner and invite the following gentlemen fo

return tonight.

AccredUedSmaU Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming^

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examincn

and the Western Association of

^Schoob and CoUeges.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevafd

CaU:(818)981-4529

La Veme Campus
1950Hmd Street

CalLai4)596>1848

DISOIEET CONDOM CARRIER FOR WO-
MEN. Glossy black plastic, no identifying

marks or logos. Please send $4.95, check or
money order to Progressive Design, 1001 4lh
Ave. Plaza, Suite 3200, Dept. C, Seattle, WA
98154.

STUDS. SEE THE HOTTEST T.V. SHOW. Free
tkkeUf Croupi wekome. (310)414-0557. Be-
tween 10 and 8. ^
WESTWOOD PSYCHIC, reader and advisor,

^jarantee to solve any problems in 3 dayi,
spedalizes In bve, marriage, financial, and
any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.l,

no appointmenU needed, open 9-midnight.

1(800)5S9-NINA.

David Lawrence
Eric Mosh
Joe Novak
Dan Rapheal

Dan SaHr
Peter Speakman

Nick Baldwin

J. P. Curzan
Kevin Dickey
Jason Harley

Kyle LaBrache
Chris Lane

& the gentlemen of 0X (you know who you are!)

Questions? Call Emily 208-2122

Alcohollce Anonymous ""

MeeUngs
Men. diacuMion, Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. Slip
Study. AU 3625 12:15-1 :15. Fri. 12A)-1 300

Tuea. OtoouMbn. Wad. DiMuaaion NPI
C8538 12:16-1iX)

For atoohdtoa or \ndM6umk who
hawa onnkir>B prooiarna

Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

You dont need dental Insurance to have a pretty smile

Problems with food?

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
12 stop program for

Anorexics, Bulimics A Ovaroaiors.
DiactMion Mattinga:

Moa.Wsd. 110000-/013620
Thurt. noon - NPI C 1644

Stap Study: Fii. noon -AU 3620

SPkBT
Bibles - Books

GWs.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Fr-Sat 10 cfYi ' n prfi; Sun 2-6 pru

10684 Weytxjm Ave. LA 90024
208-6432

SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILY DENTISTRV r2l3J475-5598

24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam. Chock Up. & Cleaning

V.I.P.

(reg. $180)

V patMt with this coupon only

we ano accommodrit pwirtt
with dantil cowingit

oftar npifM 3-13^

'^^nH-fn^T^ SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.
included)

^ 520 Wostwood Blvd.
*opon evoninas & Saturdays'

Free parKing in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no

dental insurance.

X)ur Patients am Special'

I he i hri,'l-LLjiLuri'(i imlcrnitxf

jllpfui Cfmnmd Ouhuta

Inlorniatlon \l«ilu

.") IS 1 andfitji \\ o.

a^k lor N\ikc'

Research Subjects 12

Sports Tickets

2 FINAL FOUR TIOCETS. Upper deck Metro-

dome. $20(Vea. Kirt (51 2) 595-2769 or (51 2)

595-7830.

DUKE STUDENT TKXET available. Leave
name, number & best offer on machine. Will

call highest bidder and deliver ticket on
2/211^2. Katie 206-5723.

I CAN'TGO TO THE CAMEI DUKE STUDENT
AND GUEST TIX AVAILABLE. CALL PAUL
794-4284.

UCLA V. DUKE. 8 floor tickeU, $450 each.

(TMg^WJjJe^^^^ef^^^^

Good Deals

RUBBER STAMPART CLASSES
JOINTHE FUN

AND DISCOVERYOUR CREATIVITY!

MARCH 7, 1992

Learn about this creative art fbrai, uSinfnibbcr

stamp ima|p|b make unique per$Bnft{j|^^c^
and gifts fbri|^iy an4 friends. Lots of stifii^s to

choose from'lpsuj^ provided. Call Judi

(213) 655iSJi2 forclasS listings and information.

Qin;ent |||i|p Techniques, Gigantic

Postcards; Pop-up cards, Handmade Boxes. ^

INSURANCE WARf! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accider^ts,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

E, ART AND

PHOTOORAPH
YOUR WORK
puq^oMt. IwviiMii your fcitwl

• Work phologrc^ed on 4'x5'

slide fUm.

• Mounted in block vi«fwir>g frames.

• 35mm duplicdes con be nruxie for

slide •h«3fws.

• 35mm 'Clos«4Jp' slides done lo show
intrkote detail areas.

• 8'xlO" cok>r prints ovadabie.
• We will work with your budget.

DeCostei^" Photography
i>avkl (714)597-6736

Free 8

FREE CONDOMS, 12 FREE CONIX)MS from

major brands: Trojan, Ria w/ norM>xyr>ol —9,
Lifestyles. Send $2.50 for S/h to: LINE ONE
LABS, 16161 Ventura B^d, Suite 888, Encino,

C\ 91436. 82S-2221

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mcntal evaluation. 825-0392.

DERMATOLOGY STUDY- INDIVIDUALS
with a red bumpy rash or acne arourxi the

mouth needed for placebo controlled study
using an approved topical gel .Participants will

be seen at the tICLA Dermatology center.The

study will last for 1 2 weeks.Participants will be
paid $1 00 upon completion of the study. Must
be okftf 1 8 years of age.For further inforrnation

call 206-1074.

FEMALES NEEDED: Paid participation for

20-35 year olds for Sex DiffererKC and Brain

Organization study. Reqires rig^t-handed,
native English speakers with regular menstrual
cycles arid no oral contraceptive use for at

least six months. Call Nicole at 206-8280.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback and stresa

reduction treatnr^ent. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or
(310)471-3672.

SUDDEN RUSH OF INTENSE FEAR for no
reason? Earn $. Call 206-9191 Heart Rate
Study.

VOLUNTEERS WIFH FACIAL ACNE, ages
1 2-30, r>eeded to participate in research study.

Under Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For more info, call
(310)828-8887.

iii""iii*i
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AEO ^
' to- OK

NATIVE ARABIC speaker to help me itudy
Koran, alto conversation; saudiA>edouin
dialects preferred Nina (310)271-3647.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392.

Wanted 15

• • •

ncURE MODELS
Female photo models

Age 18+. No exp. required.

TOP PAY. (213)256-8700

at AEO -

Pregnancy 20

ORIENTAL FEMALE wanted for donation of

eggs to Chines^American woman. If inter-

ested, please call Dr. Friedman (Associate

ClynicaL Professor OB/CYN) (310)277-2393.

Health Sen^lces ^
FREE DENTISTRY. Do you need fJlllngs,

crowns, or gum work? Doctor needs patients

for State Board Exam. 1215)270-9154.

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help infertile couple
have baby by becoming egg donor. Compen-
sation available. Call Barbara (818)350-5243.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and renrK>val of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Group. (213)786-0636.

PAUL DREW, Athletic Masseur. LJCLA dis-

count. (310)839-8544.

KA wants to congratulate
gradnai

PSYCHOTHERAPY—Individuals/couples/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-
lems. Liz GouM (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Paiser (310)572-4092.

The Races
AT STRATTONS

TONIGHT
at 8:30

BROUGHTTOYOU BY
RONKIN EDUCATIONAL GROUP
OTKDULS STRATTONS

QUESnONS-BRENDAN 824-3452

INVITE ONLY

Jen Dauer^ Angela Januszka,
Christine Davis^ Jennifer Weiler,

Sandra Fonseca
We'll miss you!

& AOT, your sisters

Opportunities 26

EXPLODING NEW COMPANY founded by
DR. PAT ROBERTSON seeking MONEY-
MOTIVATED ENTREPRENEURS! GROUND-
FLOOR OPPORTUNITY! UNLIMITED PO-
TENTIAL! (310)838-5371.

fef GAMMA PHI BETA
WELCOMES OUR PROFESSORS

ANDT.A.'STOOUR
SCHOLARSHIP DINNER
TONIGHT AT 5:00 PM

616HILGARD

fTCANPAyiNMI
,CII«Mi MKVIMnON IS A MUin-MUiON

•UMMOt OUR UMI MCLUMS
n« MST MoncnoN <miav oivkis,

OUNI. aOUNO ALAJIMt,
A4AJIMSAMOMI
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Help Wanted 30

ro B
Western IKnter Party was

a rip-roarinn time!

7WPWWKWWPP!" n^^)«JW

'«•

class line 825-2221
ass display 206-30<

$200-$500 WEEKtY. Anemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2900 Copyright iCMIKDH.
$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major
corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117-B, P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.

25HR$/WK SECY. ADMIN. ASST. for Exec, in

hon»e office. High energy, fast paced, gpod
communication skills. Honesty + discretion a
must. Experienced, Business oriented person
only. Joseph (213)205-0247.

$40,000^. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple 'like/don't like" form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright »CA11KEB.

$6.63/HR. WORK ON CAMPUS. Schedule
around your classes. Upward nf>obility, meal at

nominal cost. UCLA students only. Apply
Sproul Hall Cafe, 350 De Neve Dr. 825-2074.

6 nf>en, 3 women, athletic/photogenic, to
nrxxlel jackets and tees for sports catalog,

experience helpful but not necessary. Call
(310)416-1142, ask for Mandy.

CAMPUS AND AREA
DISTRIBUTORS

WANTED
toy 'DEAN'S LIST" brain function
•nhancar and other products for
maximum health and performance.

1(800)876-4MED

—V-

Delta Gamma
mly welcomes all professors and T.A.S
our scholarship dinner tbnighte

652Hilgard
5:15pni

Research Subjects 12

MOTHER'S OF BOYS, between the ages of 6
and 1 1 years of age, without behavioral or

leaming problems. Mothers must be fluent in

English. Research conducted by Fred Frankel,

Ph.D., UCLA Departnr>ent of rPychlatry, to

develop a video tape design to assist parenting

practices. Study consists of filling out form

to acccM if you, qualify, watching a video tape

for 25 minutes, being video taped with your
child for 30 minutes and being interviewed on
the telephorw in five 5-minute interviews over

a 5 day period. Earn $5 or $20 (plus travel

•xperuc) for participation. (310)825-0776.

LAW FIRI\/I

needs motivated person to

do challenging legal and
clerical tasks

Great Experience to field

Please send resume
w GPA, available times
for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

LOS Angeles, CA 90067
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^—^ ALPHA CHI Imclie

BEACH BLAST
^

I
Systems
Analyst

April 4 & 5 at Will Rogers state Beach
Southern California Fraternity Volleyball Tournament

The Final Deadline Is Coming Soon
Contact: Shannon Jue by March 14, 1992 to enter

208-3986.(20
FXVU V6:uxvuxvuxvuxvaxvuxvu^mjxvuxvdxv^xvtjxvuxvuxvpxvuxv
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O^KSIW COMPULSIVE
DISORDERS-- ADULT
PRE^JCCUf^D WITH KECUR^^^T<M
msmm^m-fHOIIGHTS? REl^ETmvE

ACnvmES THAT INTERFEREWTTH0AILY
F'PiCTIONS? tWESOPiS 18+ f^B^ FOR
MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY. (^MIJ«D

lAB
%%«AN«JvC0000000^6COOOOtf*vyvvwvwvvvsrtrt^*%WA

.V.\«.-.N'A'

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT sought for In-

ternational Fine Art Expotition Conr>pany in

Brentwcxxl. Requires Spanish arK^or other

foreign languages, ger>eral office experience

and computer skills. Company offers travel

opportunities and excellent advancement in

international business. Fax resume arxi cover
to (310)820-5426.

ASSISTANT FOR MARKETING RESEARCH
FIRM. FT^. Excellent organizational, phof>e

& people skills required. Interesting work.
Flexible hours. Growth potential. Rost
(310)391-7232.

J
ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your home, doing various

jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

ATTRACTIVE SPANISH VOICES wanted to

record short stories. Call 392-0277 for re-

• corded info.

The CoBq>ut«r AMuraae* 8«rvie«« (CAS) Group, a division of

Management Consulting, specializes in systems eonsulting and
performing data processing reviews in coi\|unction with financial

audits.

As a S3rBtems Analyst, you will be a key member of our consulting

team. Our projects include security consulting, rapid application

development, computer crisis situations, and assessing the business

functionality of computer systems. Additionally, you will evaluate

qrstems control environments as part of the firm's financial audits.

We seek individuals from any migor, and who have the desire to

work 2-4 y^fi% and then pursue their MBA fuU-time at a top business

school. Tlie systems anal3rBt position is designed to provide incentives

to return to the firm upon completion of the MBA. AdditionaUji; the

opportunity to gain suflident experience for CPK certification is

available to qualified individuals.

Candidates should possess the following credentials:

• Intermediate accounting coursework.
• Three computing courses, andAur a strong familiarity %rith

computers.
• Minimum overall GP\ of 8u2 preferred.

• Eaoellcnt interpersonal skills, and the ability to work as a team
plajrer.

lb be considered for the position of systems analjfst, eabmil m
resume by March IS, IW% to: Debitte k Tmiche, Mr. Clay Young,
1000 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1400, Los Angeles, CA 90017. No telephone

calls, please.

Deloitie 4 Touche is an equal opportunity employer

3ld^854«<llii1
MMtMMMMttliUMMtMMUM^

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing ti-^ese symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854^951
California Clinical TrI&ls Medical Group.

iiwsswrwwHmBw JWIWIH
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Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diaanostics. Pfus, earn up

to $1 00/wk or more.

AUTHOR SEEKS INTEL. PERSON (w/coed) for

help with documentation, typing anchor light

household work. Offers in return German,
French, or Math ar>d Science coaching. Corv
tact Herbert at (310)476-2011.

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY needs full-time

bilingual (Spanish) legal assistant. Ask for

Vivian (310)855-1861.

CAMPUS DEPARTMENT seeks senior clerk.

1 5-20 hour^^. $9.0Mir. Interpersonal, orga-

nizational, and computer skills required. (31 0)

206-8552.

CAMPUS POSITIONS: Flexible part-time

hours, will work around classes/ immediate
openinp. Sunset Village dining services

$6.63Air 206-7688. ConUct Walt Arwierson.

Also accepting applicatiorv for summer
employment.

CASTING IMMEDIATRYI Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

OIILDRENS GYM INSTRUCTOR Full time-

Must be energetic and love kids. Experience
teaching infant^young children required. Ter-

rific opportunity. (310)288-0258

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/landside

available. Year-rourxi & sumnf>er positions.

(612)643-4333.

DAY CAMP Serving Canejo and San Fernando
Valleys seeks caring, energetic people for

summer staff. General counselors ar>d special

instructors for horseback riding, music, crafts,

swimming, nature, gymnastics arui more.
Great place! (818)706-8255.

DERMATOLOGY office assistant with medical
or scientific interests. (310) 555-7661.

DISTRIBUTOR: Student security products, part

time, em big $$$ (310)574-1365

Peace opportunities Workshop

COPRSi = T^esdy, March 3

7 p.m. - 9 pjn.

It's a Smart Federal BIdg., 11000 Wilshire Blvd.

Career Move! ^^ y®""* ^^g'*«« to work...inake a world of
difTerence! Find out how you can be
competitive for overseas positions and how
to gain personal and professional experience

of a life time.

^^^

For info: (310)575-7444, cxt 112

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE, COMPETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions

available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(310)53fr0496 (818)3600760

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

EARN up to tiSO per month
•YHELPMQ OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFELY

For Information
Call Anna

Cancer patlonta throughoMt LA
banof it from your participation

EXSa S.AJLl

4SS4 Vlui Nuya Blvd. Sharman Oaka

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

8 people needed no^
bn ap to M/Mr.

Honsecle

I.*

Can (213) 459-1817

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT —
Hsheries. Earn S,(XXH/mo. Free tr«>sportationi

Room -f Boardt over 8,000 openings. No
experience neceiMry. Male or Female. For

employment program call 1-206-545-4155
ent. 1463.

ASSEMBLERS: Excalient income to asMmble
products from your home. Info.
504-644-1700. DEPT. P695.

DRIVER, $1(Vhr to take child home from

school, 2-3 daysAvk at 2:4Spm. Brentwood—
BH commute. Need good refererKes and
driver record, vehicle in excellent condition.

Call (310)278-4220. ^_^
ENTERTAINMEhiT MANACMENT
COMPANY seeks P/T student receptionist.

Great experience and corUacts. Must know
WP5.1 5— lOhrs/wk. $5/hr.
Call (310M7O.5970.

EXTRAS NEEDED for country artist

performance/video. Please call
(310)823-3106 for forther inl^Mion.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. Fraterni-

ties, sororities, student clubs. Earn up to

$1000 in one week. Plus receive a $1000
bonus yourself. And a FREE WATCH just for

calling 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 65.

FRONTRUNNERS LOOKING FOR SELF-
MOTIVATED, energetic, goal oriented, men
and women for sales positions. Apply in

person. FRONTRUNNERS Brentv«M}od, 1 1640
San Vicente Blvd.

INSURANCE OFFKIE needs PT ofHce help

MWF, 10-5. Salary according to experience.

(213)937-1770.

INTERN-ASSISTANT. Sports and Enlertain-

ment events marketing-public relations.

$5^r. (310)829-1111.

LIGHT OFFICE WORK, PT, hours flexible,

must krww WordPerfect and typing, in Beverly

Hills. (310)271-4836.

LOOKING FOR PT, Morning or after, 4
hour^day. Light computer work, and phone
skills. Must be a self-starter. (310)828-4757.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research

and make S$ P/T. Sell condonr>s. Perfect

Health. (805) 655-5624.

MAKE MOf^EY EASY! Just advertise 24hr
roadside assistance club memberships $39.95
ar>nually. Much cheaper than comparable
services. Good anywhere any road US and

Canada. Membership covers member and
spouse. Includes all cars up to 1 ton truck an

RVs. First year membership includes FREE 6
night, seven day 4 star hotel stay in Hawaii or

Mexico. Dealerships are available by calling

310-512-6021.

MAKE MONEY, just working around. Sell Built

in America and anti-incumbent political but-

tons. Must be over 1 8. Send SSAE to: BUTTON
WITH MEANING, Box 1643. St. Paul, MN
55101-0643.

MALE MOOaS EARN $1S(VHR. OR MORE,
SAME DAY PAY. BOYISH AN0A3R ATHLETK!
(SURFER/STUDENT/GYMNAST TYPES)
1 8-24. aEAN SHAVEN FACE, LITTLE OR NO
CHEST HAIR. PLAYGIRL STYLE MAGAZINEV
NUDITY. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
BRAD (310)392^248.

MALES AND FEMALES, Ages 18-24 for nude
modeling for French and American Maga-
zincs.Sanrwdaypay.Call Paul 310-278-9162.

MARKETING INTERN-Domino's Pizza Inc. In

El Segundo. 10-20 hrs/wk. CALL Michelle
Clark 640-3100.

Male Models under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. QUICK CASH!
(213)664-2999.

MESSENGER: Westside law firm needs mes-
senger. Must have reliable car & suitable
insurance, hours negotiable. Call Cindy at

207-8228. '

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NOON-AID NEEDED for Brentwood school
2/mi from UCLA. $7Air. 12-1:30 5-daysA«vk.
Call Dan (310)476-9633 x160.

ORDER TAKERS, FT/PT, for busy attorney
service. Energtlic, well-spoken, positive per-
sonalities needed for this well-paying
position. Century City location. Please call

Fred (310)556-7777.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large
family day care. Pacific Palisades, ECE units
and experience necessary. Call Leslie at

(310)573-1811.

PART-TIME WRITING POSITK3N available at

a non-profit agency. $10^. Contact Marlcrw
395-8886.

PART-TIME POSITION to start up entrepre>

neurial business ventures working with men-
Ully ill adults. Marlene 395-8886.

PART-TIME Retail Sales, -$8.20 Starting Pay*,
Schedule around classes. EveiAvknds avail-

able. Scholarships awarded quarterly. (31(9
396-1479

KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie- from the NBC series

*GIMME A BREAK*
(arxl former Bruin)

,
seeking: 5-10 health conscious

Individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or fuU-time.

(310)536^H96 (818)3600760

The Ultiinate Campus Job!!

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
Paid Training.

Flexible day & evening
hours available.

Sharpen your
comnrujnication skills &
strengthen your resunie.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050/51

NEED xMONEY?
Last year over $100 million in

scholarships and financial aid
went UNCLAIMED. We can help

3rou find the money you
need for school...

GUARANTEED!
Excel College Finandug
Call Now for free information

1-800-9444)066x6500

im
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PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
Sophmore w/ slrong academics: Clinical Re-
search Assistant-UCLA Medical Center. TueV
Thurs for 2 years. 12-15hrsAveel(. 825-4749 .

PT. ACCOUNTING EXPERIENCE w/computer
knowledge, must be accurate, 3-7pm, M-Fi
$7/hr. (21 3)965- 1320.

PT^T RETAIL. $8.20 sUrt. Schdarshlp*-
Intemships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/r - LAB HELPER, need dependable person to
wash, sterilize glassware, operate autoclaves,
pipette machines, automatic dishvvasher and
distillation apparatus. Receive, verify and de-
liver supplies and equipment. Operate projec-
tor and other audio visual equipment for class
and scientific research presentations, as
needed. Ability to lift up to at least 50 lbs.

required, non-smoking environment.
$8.03/hr. Contact Margaret Lacey
(310)825-9369.

P/r REaPTIONIST. Answer phones, light

typing, Sat.A Sun 9-5 PM. $5.50/hr.
(213)851-8070 ext.204.

RN WANTED for dermatology office. (310)
550-7661. ^
•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic
people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. $1S/hr. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa
(310)821-4343.

SRAII part time, F/T summer. Position includes
electronic & mechanical assembly, son^ prog-
ramming. Dr. Demer (310)825-5931. EEOC.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school. W.LA
Elem. gr. 8AM-1 2:1 5PM. M-F. (31 0)476-2868.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing com-
.
pany in Culver City is looking for sorr>e

energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training SMirTcommission. Great hours
7:00 AM-1:30. No experience necessary.
SSOQAvk. is very real. (310)83^^0902.

TAPING, OFFICE ARRANGEMENT, LIGHT
aEANING, 10-15 hrs/wk, pay negotiable,
hours to be arranged. (312)473-9352.

US MAIL JOBS $1 1 .77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

fU.

""WLA HI-TECH, MULTIMEDIA COMPANY
looking for temporary full and part time
Product Testers to view our titles and write up
bug reports. Person($) should be very visual,
detail oriented and have good analytical,
written communication skills. Minimum
24hrsAveek including evenings, Sat.& Sun.
Call Andrea for orientation date(s) at
(310)444-6543.

WORK YOUR WAY AROUND THE WORLD
with the new 1 992-1 993 500 page addition of
the Whole World Handbook compiled by the
courKil on international education exchange.
Lists dazeni of paid and volunteer jobs In

countries all over the worid — from picking
grapes in France to helping to buiM a school
in Ghana. Send check or MO. for $1 6.95 plus
$1.50 S & H payable to Global Ventures,
1 3601 VentOra Blvd suite«228, Sherman Oak,
CA, 91423.

WORK STUDY/INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 1992

fjSa/io/fa f/(^M'c\ a division of the Gap, Inc., is looking for candidates
to become involved in our innovative work study/internship program. Ifyou

are in your junior year, this is your chance to experience retail

management while you're still in school.

We V/fnii\ i^oa in store management skills, overseeing customer service,

operations and merchandising in a part-time position while you continue your
Studies. The program lasts approximately 15 months, and you'U have the chance

to earn a store management position soon after graduation. As part of a store

management team, you'U run a multi-million dollar business and learn the

skills required to be succesrful in general management.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT TOIS UNIpJE OPPORTUNQT,
pfcase attend an informational meeting on the program to be held

this Thursdays March 5, 1992 frjn 7-9 pm at:

Ma Maison Hotel Soiitei

8555 Beverly Blvd. - Los Angeles

(across the street from the Beverly Center)

To learn more about this opportunity and to confirm your attendance

please call Stacey Brown (310) 433-8723

or Tammy Simpfenderfer (213) 858-8643.

Please feel free to attend and bring a friend! We look forward to

meeting you this Thursday, March S. from 7-.9pmI

Bainain;\Repubuc
EOE/M/F/H

^^"^
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Job Opportunities

HEALTH CARE-SEEKING ADMINISTRATIVE
A S S I s .

TANT with computer experience and good
ofganizationaJ skills. Bachelor's degree or
prospective graduate desired.
(310H43.S244 ext 24.

RESPONSIBLE, RaiABLE PERSON wanted to
drive kids to alter school activities. M-TH
approximately 3-6pm. Mornings are optional.
Excellent pay. Must have car. 5l 0)390-1 761

.

BABYSITTER/HOUSEKEEPER: WLA -

2afternoon^A^eek. Salary negotiable. Refer-

ence required. English speaking
(310)391-1722

32

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a
job or summer internship? Receive an invalu-

able list of contact names, addresses and
phone rs at w^x 100 of Holly«vood's top
production companies, talent j^encies, arvl

studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-
SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
9004g.

FASHIONABLE BEAUTY INDUSTRY COM-
PANY in Agoura Hills seeking PT person Friday
with marketing Strom C computer skills.

Public relations & some sales ability.

(818)707-2243.

STUDENT FaLOW OBAT^TN, reproductive
medicine, pt afternoons. %7h(. Assist research,
coordinate appts, screen candkiates. Student
health sciences, excellent confwnunication
skills. Cedar-Sinai Medical Center. Randy
Spickhl D10) 855-5523.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP,
interviews now taking place. Gain valuable
experience managing all aspects of a
successful business. Average gross profit

$11,287. Last chance for interviews. Call
Triple 'A* Student painters for information
now, 1(800)394-6000.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PI 1771

F

SUMMER TEACHING POSITION, California's

most respected reading school is hiring reading
enrichment teachers. F/T summer work,
S400-$50QM(. + milace allotnr>ent, health
benefits, paid training, flexible hours, under-
grad degree required, need car, hone teaching
skills while helping kids learn to love books!
(310)428-5037.

NVORD PROCESSOR NEEDED. Busy workers
comp office. Full-time. Experience preferred.

Call Caria MWF ONLY (213)387-3717

NEEDED; ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR to teach in

Japan. One year contract. For n<ore informa-
tion call (818)568-7829.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER WANTED, afternoons to care for

3 children, ages 1 -6. Must have car and enjoy
interacting with children. Call (310)473-61 1 7,
after 7pm.

BUSY PROFESSIONAL COUPLE seeks person
for daily house cleanings & ch'kJ care for 2
school aged children. Car a mast. Can be
live-in or out. Flexible hours. VAL
(818)707-3016.

Intemstiips 34 Internships 34

JAMES CAMERON'S BURBANK
PRODUCTION COMPANY

is looking for a (development intern to start 6/92.
Responsibilities include: reading scripts and

newspapers, typing, filing, research, and checking
book rights. This non-paying position requires a

junior or senior who nnust arrange to receive school
credit for the internship, has taken several cinema
classes and is interested in persuing a career in

producing or development. Send resumes with cover
letter to Lightstorm Entertainment, Internship

Program, 3100 Damon Way, Burbank, CA, 91505.
Interviews will be held in April. Deadline March 31.

ACROSS

1 Sorrowful
exclamation

5 Skillful

9 Hoglike
mammal

14 Transmitted
15 Cut
16 Make happy
17 Bye-bye
18 Drama group
19 Of birth

20 Kin of Blvd.
21 Hopelessly
23 Not worth a

25 Cake
decorator

26 Deserter:
slang

27 Cover the
surface of

29 Tuck's
partner

32 Lubricated
35 Wise one
36 Beach resort
37 Burns, for

one
38 Skyscraper
39 Power source
40 — of voice
41 Worker
42 Fashion
43 Widely-spoken

lang
44 Bottle tops
45 Bishop's —

district

46 Spanish
artist

48 Auto part
52 Ironic: var.

56 Turkish room
57 Leaves out
58 Completed
59 Self-

satisfied
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il#W/^f^i>/%^iMe
$1150. Modern 2bdr., 2-bath on Cayley.
Furniture optional. Start April 1st. Call

(310)624-0766.

1 -BEDROOM AND DEN, close to freeways.
North of Sherman Way. Fireplace, D/W, stove.

Roomy & comfortable upstairs. Security park-
ing. Child and 1 pet okay. (61 8)99 7-6766.

PREVIOUS SOLVED
60 Cheap saloons
61 Great —
62 Tempo
63 Down-at-heel
64 Greenbacks
65 Aardvark's

diet

DOWN
1

"
Is

Born"
2 L of AWOL
3 Paid (one's
share)

4 Depot: abbr.
5 Climb
6 Explosion
7 Speech flaw
8 Substitute:

suff.

9 Bridge
holding

10 Having wings
11 Fatherhood
12 Cit. of

Genoa
13 Trust
21 -Sea
22 Slave or

Snake —

-

24 Mediterranean
island

21 Chess pieces
28 Old
30 Adored one

_3 1 Quince or
pear

32 Bone: pref.

33 Sacred image
34 Super golf

shot
35 Cleanser
36 Afterward
38 Some Asians
42 Fur source
44 Elegant:

slang

45 Long looks
47 Feigned
48 Locale
49 "... inhuman-

ity make
countless ..."

50 Inference
from data

51 Is furious
52 Covers with

turf

53 French
girlfriend

54 Hoopla
55 Russian czar
59 Health resort
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tlpfBeHrbbin Unit

$1450

French Doors *Sauna
*Jacuzzi * Fireplace

*Gym * Heated Pool

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868
Fall waiting list has started.

of all UCLA
students live in an

off-campus

apartment, house,

or co-op.

59%
of ail UCLA

faculty live in a

rented home or

apartment.

fmd your

ideal tenant,,

DAILY
BRUIN

Classifieds

825-2221

Apartments 49

Palms $925 2-bed/2.batti,

A/C, 4-years new, 9
minutes to UCLA by bus.

10737 Palms
(213)838-5039

1 -BEDROOM, LARGE CONDOMINIUM-
Pool, jaoazl, gym, 24-hoiir, security, 2-paric-

ing spaces, excelJerit location. SlOOO/month.
Maureen 838-1372.

3657 DUNN DR. #4. 3-BED APT. $1 lOVho.
1 -month free. Refrigerator, stove, 2-car park-
Ing. (310)826.3721.

424 LANDFAIR. 2bec(/1bath, large apartment
with hardwood floors, large bafcony, swim-
ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310U59-1200.

FKTJ- REN I

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD,

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

l>IU>l I SSIONAI 1^ MAN A(,l 1) UY MOSS X ( ().

SHORT-TERM
Veiy large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
Super closets

All utilities, parking included

Pool & sundeck

$825/month (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

20i3-4394

(^.
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You migttt dolik>eratoly salect a course
m th« year aruiad Idai won't bo an easy
one. but you'll know kiettar tttan ottters

its true wortti. In ttiis case, your iudg-
ment will be better trian tt>eirs

Pisces (Feb. aO-March 20) If you allow
your emotions to o^/errkle your com-
mon sense and logic today, you could
make life more complicated ttian it need
l>e. Use your tiead. not your heart. Ma-
(or changes are at>ead for Pisces in the
coming year. Send for Pisces' Astro-
Graph predictions today. Mail $125
plu« a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Astro Graph, c/o this

newspaper, P O. Box 91428. Cleveland.
OH 44101-3428. Be sure to state your
zodiac sign

AMES (March 21-April 19) Be ex-
tremely aeluctive regardir>g tliose you
associate with today. Don't get involved

with an acquaintarice wtK> is always stir-

ring up trout>ie ar>d p>lacir>g the t>iame

on others.

TAURUS (AprM 2(^May 20) Usually,

you're rather good at isoialing signifi-

cant targets, t>ut today you might dele-

gate this procedure to someone «vho is

much leas effective than you The re-

sults will k>ear this out.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Instead of

belittling co-workers who are trying to

k>e productive today, step in and show
them how to t>e more efficient — if you
tftink you know how. Talk is cf>eap: ac-
tions have value.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Using pres-
sure tactics in trying to get someone
who IS indebted to you to ante up could
prove fruitless at this time. Soften your
approach with tolerance and
compassion.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Placating your
mate might require extra tact today
Your otfMMT choice is direct confronta-
tion, and this could produce extremely
negative reactions.

VMQO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22) You have a
very discerning eye today for spotting
Olivers' mistakes. Unfortunately, If your
contments are critk:al instead of con-
structive, they'll only arouse
resentment.

UBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 21) In order to
gratify an extravagant whim today, you
might make an unwise investment or
purchase. You'll realize your mistake.
but it might be after the fact.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) You pride
yourself on your seif-reiiar>ce. but today
you might do thir>gs in a manner that
causes you to k>e overly dependent on
oti>ers. Be careful

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 2»-Dec. 21) Don't
make \he mistake of doir>g something
today )ust to even up an old score It

might provide you with momentary sat-
isfaction, but it will expose you to a
counterattack
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jen. 19) On oc-
casion, you are overly generous to ttte

undeserving and ignorant of the de-
serving. This might be one of those
days, ao strive to keep priorities in

perspective.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2fr-Feb. IS) An objec-
tive you've been striving for could turn
out to tM a goal of nominal worth. Be-
fore experKting additional efforts today.
reaaaesa its true value.

652 Veteran Ave

1BDRM
starting at $700

movo-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

$535-$! 200 BRENTWOOD & WLA. Cloie to

UCIA »ingle$, 1 & 2 bedrooms nicely kept
buiidiny cail (310)476-1205 10-6pm.

$915, 2-BEDROOM, upper, buiitins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like^ quiet, near UCIA,
parking, near transporti|kTon. (310)477-9955.

BACHELOR $45(yMO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(310)839-7227.

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOD. Prime loca-

tlon. 10-mlnute walk to UCLA. Unfurnished/
furnished. Modem 2-bedroofTV 2-bath. Air,

2-parking, balconies, fireplaces.
SI 07S-$1 350^0. 206-2655.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $760.85(yiV1O. 2-BED-
ROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS, FRONT
BALCONY.1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1195. 2-BED + DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVia
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $650-735.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. % BLOCK TO PKTO BUS. (310)
839-6294.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, *2-bedroom unit avail-

able na^. *Roommate situations available

now. *Waiting list for Summer and Fall.

Heated pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, fitr>ess center.

Please call 206-4868.

NK:E, QUIET: CC $830. 2 BD/1'A BATH.
WLA $750 1 bd. (310)826-6907.

PACIFIC PALISADES, near beach. Charming,
sunny 2 bdrm. apt., unfurnished, $1250.
PACIFK: palisades, beach apt. near beach
and bus, utii. included, $595. Call 454-3415.

PALMS $1695 4-bed -t- ioft/3-bath. Newer
3-story custom townhome. Fireplace, gated

garage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. (310)391-1076.

PALMS, $800, 2-bed/1% bath, large upper,

pool, new carpet, parking, laurvJry, no pets,

454-4754.

PALMS, $625, large 1 -bedroom. 2-weela free.

1st +$ecurity. New paint, drapes, carpet.

Appliances and parking included.
(310)372-1253. '

PALMS $675 1 -bed/1 -bath upper. Built-lns,

A/C, security system, fireplace.
(213)937-0589.

PALMS, $675. Upstairs 1 -bedroom, parking,

large private patio. Front unit on quiet

street. (310)917-1147.

PALMS, $99S/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by BeveriyvvDod. Good
rei. Steve 839-1026, Antoine 829-6727.

PALMS $850 1-bed -t- den/1 -bath upper.
Built-ins, AK, fireplace, security system, gar-

age parking (213)937-0589.

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.

#36. 2-be(V!2-bath newer custom townhome.
Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. alami.

3614 Faris Dr. (310)391-1076.

PALMS: Larn 2-becV2-bath, den, fireplace,

private double garage, wet bar. $1 295. Randy,
Agt. 470-1781.

PALMS. Single, redecorated, sunny side yard.

Petr Quiet. Bus, off street parking. $529 -^

utilities. (310)474-3111.

BRENTWOOD PRIMT. $675. Single luxury
apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, patio

and more. N. Wllshire adj. San Vicente.
11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

Westwood Village

=J
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BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
LUXURY TOP FLOOR APARTMENTS.
SINGLE, $695; 1-BED, $975. 2BED/2BATH,
$1275; COMPLETELY REMODELED WPTH
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, NEW CARPET/
BLINDS. EXCaLENT LUXURY BUILDING.
POOL, CONTROLLED ENTRY, UNDER-
GROUND GATED PARKING. 11611 CHE-
NAULT ST. ONE MONTH FREE.
(213)471-1340.

CULVER CITY: 3bdrm/2bath with miniblinds,

dishwasher, stove, washer/dryer in apt. 2 cv
parking. SllSC^nonth (213)936-2406.

MAR VISTA $950. 2bec(/2bath newer custom
townhome, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

security alarm. 1 mo. free with lease. 1 2736
Caswell (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $1 ,650. 3bect/3bath > loft. 3 story

custom towr>home. Fireplace, sundeck, gated

garage. 3954 Beethoven. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA from $925. 1 month firee.

2bed/2bath, 2 story custom townhome. Gated
garage, fireplace, balcony, central air. 11913
Abon Way. (310)391-1076.

hAM VISTA, from $920. 6 newer buildings.

2beol/2bath to%vnhomes. Fireplace, balconies,

gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, from $895, 1 -month free, 2-bed/

2-bath custom 2-story townhome. Central air,

balcony, gated garage, fireplace. 1 1931 Avon
Way. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a lew
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Bkd. 010)398-8579.

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rcx>ms,

saunas, Jacuzzi, sun
deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow

4 students per
apartment.

From $1200- $1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

PRIME WESTWOOD LOCATION. HUGE
BRIGHT LUXURY 2-BED with URE PLACE,
$1 250; LARGE UPPER FRONT 1 -BEDROOM,
$750. ACROSS FROM UCLA. DISHWASHER,
REFRIGERATOR. NEW CARPET/BLINDS.
EXTRA LARGE aOSETS. INTERCOM ENTRY.
UNDERGROUND GATED PARKING.
LAUNDRY FACILITIES. PRICED TO RENT
QUICKLY. CALL SOON
208-8685.

SANTA MONKIA $550 1-bed. apartmel^
extra large. Pod, laundry, quiet, safe area.

Students welcome. (21 3)502-8990

VENKIE $895. Spacious 3-bdrm. Refrigerator,

stove, carpet, parking. Pets OK. Ed
(310)4764)503. ^^^
WESTCHESTER, new luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath,

fireplace, gar^g^ dishwasher, laundry, inter-

com, track lighting. (310)215-9310,
546-3187.

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd., 1 single. 3 parking
spaces, hardwood floor. (213)444-1478,
858^50.

|sr\( loi s i-ni)kM
I

;
Dishwasher/ AC/

[

J Microwave I

\ Walk-in closets. I

] 12 blk from I

J
campus. Kelton

f

: 430 Kelton

WESTWOOD, $1 1 75Ano., 2-bed/2-bath, new
carpets, floors, tiles, and fixtures, large unit,

no pels, VC, 2 parking spaces, 1601 Veteran.
Matt 010)284-9044.

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, parfc-

ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,
stove, balcony, fireplace, air conditioning,
pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100-1300.
(310)824-0633

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor
$550 (utilitei included), large unfurnished 1

bedroom $850, unfurnished 2 bedrooms
$1095 (310)395-2903.

i
«S24-74()9 :

MAR VISTA. From $950. 1 month free.

2be(V2bath, 2 story custom townhome. Bal-

cony, central air, gated garage, fireplace.

12741 Mitchell 010)391-1076.

$200 OFF 1ST
MONTH RENT

WLA
•2Bdrm—$985

—

1709 Westgate

•IBdrm—$750—
1709 Westgate
(310)479-1581*

mm mm
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments to Share 52 Room tor Rent
WESTWOOO PRIME LOCATION: Quiet, spa
clous, 2 bcV2 bMh, parking, gated entry.
SITOQ^no. Ruth (310)395-7272.

WESTWOOO, GREAT LOCATKDN; spacious
2b<yi bath, bachelor, parking, immediate
occupancy, $600.$1 37S/mo. Ruth
(310)395-7272.

tMrge Newly
Remodeled

1&2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLAAna
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 . $825
Call 657 '8756

J

WESIWOODFIAZA
APARTMENTS

Dliecdy across from
mld^campus UCLA
Rirnished& Urifinrished

Badieloisfiom$550

angles ftbm $600 to $750
IBdfmsfiomSTSOtoSSpO

2B<±ms/2Bth fiom $12X)
Variable Length Leases

SOI-SOSG^kyAve.
(310)208-8505

54 Condos tor Sale 67

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -BEDROOM UPPER
FRONT. EXCELLENT VIEW, DINING ROOM
PARKING. RENT BONUS. MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. (310) 839-6294.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move- in bonus. Fumishecl/unfumished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to
UCLA. A^, pool, elevator, 555 Levering
208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co .

WESTWOOD. $9 65.n50/MO
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WILSHIRE+WESTWOOD: two, three, and
three plus loft. New building, view, alarm, w/d
(310)470-1048/ (310)768-6056.

WLA - 3516 Jasmine. 2-bed/2-bath. S975/mo.
AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security buildinjr
patio.(3 10)836-531 1 . (310)837-0761

.

WLA-3516 jasmine. 1 -bedroom with loft.

$975/mo. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security
building, sundeck, patio. (310)836-5311
(310)837-0761.

WLA, SPACIOUS (bargain at $675), 1 -bed-
room, mini-blinds, ceiling fans, appliances,
quiet building, nrK)ve-in $1 225, 1 1 527 Venice
Blvd #7. (310)390-5065.

VVLA, SUPER (bargain at $635), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, parking,
utilities included, owve-in $1210. 3637Se-
pulveda Blvd. Apt. 6 (310)390-5065.

WLA, spacious (bargain at $605), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blinds, celing fans, appliances, parking,
move-in $1180, 3637 Sepulvada Blvd #5
390-5065.

WLA, unfurnished 1-bedroonV 1-bath. Quiet,
newly decorated, well-managed, convenient
location. $675/mo. (213)445-0644 or
(213)660-5588.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

$700 WLA, 1426 Barrington Ave. Large Mod-
ern l-bed. Stove, frig, dw, a/c. (310)83/10761

.

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed^'A bath.
Stove, re/rigerator, dish-washer, alr-
conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. L

WESTWOOD. Own bedroorrVbath. Security
building, parking. 2-ml from LXIA. Quiet
building. Available NOW. $637.50Ano
(310)470-8501, leave message.

WLA. Beautiful, spacious, sunny apartment-
own room. Parking available. No smoklnR.
$38SAno. (310)473-7620.

YOUR OWN ROOM FOR $220/mon\h. spring
quarter. Considerate female wanted to share
Kehon apt. (310)824^764.

Roommates 53

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 1 BR
with 2 others, furnished, large apt., 10 min.
walk to campus, only $31 7/mo., available
3/21, (310)824-3645.

2-BECy2.BATH duplex. Huge rooms, fire-

place, yard, central to bus rte. and UCLA. $650
•>• % utilities. Lisa (310)785-9543.

527 MIDVALE. MALE roommate wanted.
Heated pool, sauna, fitness room.
(310)824-0230.

SHARE NCE 2.BDRM. FURNISHED APT.
Cloae to campus. 6-unit building. Hardwood
floon. Share facilities, furniture can be pro-
vided. Parkir^ space. Ulilitiet paid. $550. Call
(310)824.7043.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.
and up. Sonr^e with kitchens. (310)20^-2241.

SEEKING SERIOUS, STUDIOUS, QUIET
MALE for furnished bedroom, WLA house.
Microwave, refrigerator. References. $325.
(310)27a4387.

WOMEN'S ROOM AND BOARD
Alpha Chi Housing, 824 Hilgard, $38S/mo.,
double, including 3 rT>eals 5 days. Apply In

person. T.V., VCR, phones available In every
room. Quiet, beautiful home. Dinner meal
£l«lfor$17Q^gtrjyailable for non-residents.

WLA 3-BECV2-BATH, balcony, security build-
ir>^ vyd unit, good location, lowest price.
$199,000. (310M54-g356.

Condos tof Shore 68

BEAUTIFUL FURNISHED LUXURY condo on
Wilshire, in West¥M)od valet private bed &
bath, female please. $550. (310)475»3049.

Sublet 55

AMAZING APARTMENT w/ balcony needs
female roommate for Spring Quarter.
$36(yhrH)nth. Call Paula (810)824-2120

BUSINESS GRAD looking for clean, responsi-
ble male to share 2 bdmV2 bath. Nice krea
$300-400. (818)373-5770; 7:30-1 1:30pm
M-Th. ^ '

aNTURY CITY, $31(VhfH>., Female to share
room in spacious 2 bedroom apt., parking,
laundry. Roselie (310)475-7031.

FEMALE NEEDED to share huge, bright, one
bedroom apt. Furnished, parking. $367/mo.
Please call 208-4076.

FEMALE NEEDED to share bedroom in 2-bed/
2-balh furnished apartment. 1 0-minute walk to
UCLA. $35(ymo. Available 3/23 to end of
Spring quarter. (310)208-5460.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
2-bed^ -bath, UCLA, w/ recent college jtrads,

$325Ano (310)826-3246.
^

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for next year
who wants OWN ROOM, like I do
(310)794-3212.

Northhdge $275 up. 500 furnished unit student
housing tadlily. Shared or private unils. with or

wllhout Wtehens. Privale balhs. Pool. jacuzzI

recreaWon room. 1/2 hour drive lo UCLA. Open year
round. Free brochure. Northridge Campus

Residence. 9600 Zelzah. Northridge, CA 91325

(1»)8<S-1717

Fair Housing is Ybur Right
Federal, State and Local
laws protect you from

hoLJsing dlscrimlnatton based
on: student status, race,

religion, sex, rxatiorxal origin,

children, physical haiKllcap,
age, rrKirttal status arKJ

sexual orientation. Call the

Wedsid« Fair Housing

Council at 310-475-9671 In

West LA

Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

BRENTWOOD $950. Huge sunny 2-bed/
IV. -bath. New. Vertical blinds, refrigerator,

d/w, parking, free rent w/lease.
(310)556-3158.

OHIO-SAWTELLE. $650. Month to month.
1-Bedrm, stove & fridge, carpets, Vh miles
from UCLA. Call (310)477-5758.

PAC PAL, $850-875, 2 Sharp, 1 Brs, Choose
upper or lower. Gated, cat O.K.
(310)315-9412.

PALMS $695-$795, large 1 and 2.bedroom
units. New security building. A^, d^v, quiet
street, utilities included w/some units. 1

bus to UCLA. (310)838-3960.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quiet. Bundy N. of
Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049.

WLA. $625 and up. Bachelors and singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi
with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA. $670-680. 1 -bedroom. Pool, laundry,
BBQ, appliances. 1621 Westgate Ave. No
pets. (310)820-1121.

WLA, $795. Quiet triplex. Attractive 1 -bed-
room. Refrid, stove, garage. Pets O.K. Private

yard. Greta location. Apply to Flo or Nore at

lohn Douglas (310)837-5111.

WLA AREA $585/mo. Beat the tuition hikes!

Live outside the high rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, furnished singles. Two can
live as cheaply as one! 1525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)477-4832.

Special Student
Discounts!

From $695*
** Minutes from UCU\**
•Furnished and unturnjshed

studios, Is and 28

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center, Sauna
•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts
•Controlled Access Gates

dZiW
"Osnrrens

L
Models Open Dally 9-6. No Pets.

*0n Selected Units

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

J
WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished
single, kieal for students to share. Close to
UCLA. 1525 Sawtelle Blvd. (310)477-4832.

WLA/CENTURY CITY TWO BLOCKS. 1 Bed-
room $750. Bright, carpets, drapes, stove,
refricerator, laundry facilities. Quiet buildinc
(310)474-1172. •

WLA, giant (bargain at $800), 2-bedroom
w/patlo^ balcony, minl-blinds, celing fans,

appliances, walk-in doset, ntovc-in $1,450,
1 1 519 Venice Blvd Apt 2 & Apt 4. 390-5065.

TOPANCA, unfurnished single attached lo
private home. Stove, refi^igerator. Private en-
trance & deck. Quiet. $750/mo.
(310)455-1155, leave messa);e.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS AVAILABLE for

faculty/ staff, 1 & 2 bedrooms, unfurnished,
short walk to UCLA. Call 206-1947, Mon-Eri,
8anv5pm.

WLA 1 BEDROOM $720; upstairs, bright,

walk to market/bus. Close to LKTLA. 1242
Barry. (310)395-2903.

WLA. $950. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
modeth 2-bedn'A bath, stove, refrid, dw, A^.
(310)837-0761.

Apartments to Share 52

1-MILE FROM UCLA. Private room^ath in a
2-bed/2-bath apt. Partially furnished, security
building, parking. $600-$640/mo.
(310)575-3747.

$425, NEAR UCLA. Large 1 -bedroom, share
utilities, parking. Liz (310)473-7639.

BEL AIR — Female for huge own bedroom
fantastic apt. Pool, storage, A/C. $57Vmo.
Judy (310)471-3560.

BEST DEAL IN WESTWOOD! Large bedroom,
bath, phone, garage in modem, luxurious
2-bed apartment. Jacuzzi, NautHus, & sauna.
Move in now! $600/mo. (310)575-4501.

BRENTWOOD. Private room -t- bath in extra
large 3-bedroom apartment with patio and
fireplace. $44}.S0/mo. (310)826-8616.

FEMALE have own room, bath arxi security
parking in 2beGU2bath Westwood condo. 1

1/2 miles to UCLA. S550/mo. Joyce
(310)446-1808.

FRIENDLY FEMALE needed to share room.
2-be<V2-bath. Close to campus. Parking.
$37S/mo. (310)824-5722.

MDR. $57S/mo. UTILITIES INaUDED. Non-
smoking female. 2bed/2bath. Furnished, pool,
Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)827-9596.

ROOMMATE WANTED TOSHARE very large,
very nice one bedroom apt. on Levering. $450
824-5894. Possible own room Tim.

ROOMMATE NEEDED for beautiful apartrT>ent
in the West LA area. Completely indepen-
dent, own parking, dishwasher $690 a month.
Please call (818)507-4403 from 6pm-10pm.

SANTA M0NK:\ 2BED/2BATH. 2 blocks to
beach. Non-smoker. Security building, park-
ing. $612/mo. (310)451-4834.

WALK To UaA maMemale. Responsible,
non-smoker to share 2+2 condo. Secured bidg.
w/ pvklng. Fireplace, A^, dishwasher. $585
Hitilities Annette (310)824-0229.

ATE NEEOCa $39q(HSe^^
'A utilities. Share master bedroom in a 3-bed-
foom townhouse. 479-7186.

FEMALE, Spring quarter or longer, furnished
University Apartment. 2-bed/ 2-bath. Pool.
Jennifer, Tracy, Melanie. (310)824-1528.

CLENROCK: Female wanted to share 2-Be<V
2-Bath. Pool. Jacuzzi. Parking. Security.
$375/mo. Available Mid-March,
(310)824-2636.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, female .oommate
wanted. Heated pool, sauna, fitness room,
$375/nrH)., Julie, 208-4216.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large 2-bed-
room with 3 girls. % -block from campus.
Available 3/20. $403.7Vmo. 824-1774.

SantaMONICA ROMMATE needed March 1

to share fumished 3-bed with pool. Great
neighborhood. $565/mo Near beach
(310)399-5502.

SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH. Beautiful, brand new
apartment on Cayley. 1 -block from campus.
Available mid-March. Lisa (310)208-5138.

SHARE ROOM, SPACKXJS WLA DUPLEX
$223.75. 3-MILES CAMPUS. B BUS #1 , PARK-'
INC. RESPONSIBLE PERSON WANTED
(310)207-8454.

SPRING QUARTER SUBLET. Furnished single
apartment on Hilgard, across from campus.
Security building, pool. Available 3/22—6/20.
$795/mo. Parking available. Leave message,
Tom (310)397-6193.

GOING OUT OFTOWN
THIS SUMMER?

WANTED!
SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS
WEST LA. LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (6-10 WEEKS)

,

FURNISHED. REASONABLY
I

PRICED WESTSIDE HOUSING FOR
SUMMER LAW CLERKS FROM
MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact Recniiting

(310)31Z^187

CMelveny & Myers

Condos for Rent 69

WLA CONDO: 1+1, $825, fumished. Near
bus and gym. No pets, no snf>oking. Nice.
(31^447-1637.

*

Guest House for Rent 70

CULVER CITY. $565. Sinele guesthouse. Car-
pet, blinds, stove, refrigerator, parking.
(310)477-0681.

f B

FURNISHED GARDEN-SIDE GUEST HOUSE.
Perfect for fiemale PhD Student. $510.0(V
month. Utilities included. References
(213)870-5668

MV $65Q/mo. Nice single gpest house, prhrate,
refrigerator, parking, yard, storage, 15 min.
UCLV 010)391-9583.

WILSHIRE/ lA CIENECA, Guesthouse/ studio
for rent. $51S/hr». 931-7628.

Vocation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING-FULLY EQUIPPED-
£E^SONABLE_RATES^ (81 6)765-1 028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. SUtic Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

gj^esgfvatiori. 800-526-9682.

Ctilld Care

SUPER BARC^AIN. Share spectacular WLA
house, female roommate $460 or 2 room-
mates, $230/each. Parking and bus
(310)841-0803.

WALK TO UCLAenormous 2-bdrm/2-bath. 2
females to share beautiful condo with 2 others
$375 each. (310)961-6695.

WESTWOOD, MALE ROOMMATE, $350,
Share bedroom, furnished. Spring quarter
sublet. Cable, spacious, bright, quiet bide
Dan (310)208-8255.

Needs Summer Sublets.
Ifyou are interested in

subletting your fumished
apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Kecruiting Office

(310)246-6717

House for Rent 56
BRENTWOOD HILL, 4-BEDROOMS/
3-BATHS, family room, den. View, spacious
and prKrate. Nice backyard. S2,9O0/mo. (310)
454-0356.

BRENTWOOD HIUS, $2,500 + Security.
Spacious, 4+2 house with view. Excellent
irea. Newly decorated. Flexible move-in
terrm. 1 year lease. (818) 789-3076.

CULVER CITY. $975. Front house: 2-bed.
Carpet, blinds, stove, washer, dryer, parkins.
(310)477-0681.

^

VENta. 2-BED/l-BATH. S^,000/^)o. Utilities
iid, near beach, pets okay. (310)475-2438.

IjKANUMOTHER, mature, pleasant, cari take
care of your baby overnight at your home.
References. (818)781-8087.

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We .til do bii! jiito insurance is

rt'iiuired by I>t.'.' ,St5 lor j

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852 7175 1818)342-1510
BEST PRICE INS AGEtJCY

House to Stiore 57

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CAU (21 3)263-BEST. Insured
24fl truck FULLY Equipped for ALL moves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. SUIrs, pianos,
ok. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, vtd rell-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.
ShortA-ong distance. No Job too small. CaJI for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENaD REASOI^BLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

HOUSE: OWN ROOM/BATH. Garden, pool POrSOrKll SOrViCe
Jacuzzi, maid. $650 'A utilities. 476-3679.

ROOM W/ BATH, 1 'A -mi les South of campus.
All privileges. Available lmnr>ediately. $450
(310)470-2208.

95

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.
(310)559-1890.

Room (or Rent 54 Housing Needed 60 Services Offered 96
BRENTWOOD, SPACIOUS ROOM, HOME,
NEAR UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrance.
Pool garden. Ideal study environment.
Heavenly parking, share bath, 3-way micro-
wave $425.00. Available March 1st.
(310)476-1786.

FURNISHED ROOM with private bath in
home. Close to IXIA. Available immediately.
Kitchen privileges. $450/mo. (310)475-5125.

LOVELY REDECORATED UPSTAIRS ROOM
WITH PRIVATE BATH. Shared kitchen and
large living room. Includes cable TV, utilities,

free parking. Near UCLA. Good security.

With/without meals. $82a$1000. 470-7122
evenings or 882-5807 (pager) anytime.

ROOM IN NO WEST L.A. HOME. Kitchen
and laundry facilities. Utilities paid. $25Q/mo
plus ten hours a week work assisting man in

wheelchair. (310) 450-8719.

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
—Across from UCLA

720 Hilgard Ave

2 person room $525/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weel(day meals included

(310)208-4151

MARRIED COUPLE needs house to share,
sublet, house-sit, or room to rent, Sprine
Quarter. (213)484-1921.

TEMPORARY NOUSING/SUBLETS needed for
sunvner Interns: May 1992 through Sept.
1 992. Please call Daniela Dedona at Latham &
Watkifgj213)485-1234.

TowntKHise for Rent 66

DELU)CE TOWNHOUSE. 2-bed/2-bath. Pool,
spa, security, built-lns. 15 mlnute^^school!
$l,20(ymo. Days: (3 10)836- 7000 ^ext. 1040;
Eves: (310)391-0205. ^v
PALMS, 2 be<V2bath. Townhouse Security
Building. Fireplace, central air, SlOSC/mo. 24
hrv^an..(21 3)204-4230.

Condos for Sole 67
10787 WILSHIRE #1003, 3-bed/3.bath,
n^ounUin view, security building, for sale
$310,000, for lease $2200/mo. 10751 Wil-
shire penthouse, 1 -bed/1 'A bath NE view,
lecurity building, pool, $235,000 Call Lennie
Marantz for appointment. )on Douglas Co
(310)278-9410.

CRIAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-
urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR^LOSE t6
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1 BR/1 BA
$109IC,2BR/2BA $188k. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781. ^
WESTWOOO. 2 bdrnV2 bath, front comer

mHi^i^^V Pilnl/carpets. $195.
(310)471-7922.

Income Tax Preparation and
Accounting by

Ceilified Public Accountant

Call Alan

(310)473-0458

CAN'T PAY FOR REG FEESf WE CAN HELP!
CALL CHARLES AT UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE, 310-398-7786
CAU NOWl
FRUSTRATED developing/ editing eraduate
school personal statemenU, other vital written
material? Professional help from nationally-
known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

BEAR'S EDrriNC
All 8ub|ects. Thcscs/Dtaaertatlons

Pkopoaals and Booka.
Foreign studentB welcome.

PAPOi PIOT roi SALE
Sharon Bmt, nux^
(2ia[H7a46S2

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,
term papers, disccrtationt. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgl-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820^150

PUBLISHED WRITER.EDrrOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DiSSERTATIOf4S; RESUMES:
aiON73-4193.
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DEFENSE
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"Wc had a lot of shots in the first

half, but wc just didn't make
them,- Harrick said. "They get
their hands on the ball and they are
very impressive.-

UCLA had made at least one
three-pointer in 34 consecutive
games and 58 of their last 59. The
last time that the Bruins failed to

make a trey was against Arizona
State on Feb. 7, 1991.

"(Missing all 14 three-pointers)

was a significant factor (in deter-

n)ining the outcome of the game),**

Harrick said. "We have shot the

ball well from the outside all year,

but their defense is very good.**

The Bruins had several chances
to win the game in the final

minutes, but they scored only four

points in the last three minutes.
"We were excellent in the last

three to four minutes,** Duke point

guard Bobby Hurley said. "Today,
we made sure that we got the

defensive stops when we needed
them.-

Laetmer, who led the Blue
Devils with 29 points and 13
rebounds, knew that Duke's
defense would come through in the

clutch.

"I felt veiy confident in our
defense late in die game,** Laettner

said. "We hit some big shots and
we were able to stop them in the

last three minutes.**

UCLA captain Gerald Madkins
was impressed with the Blue Devil-
defense.

"They make you spread out so
wide, they are really aggressive

and they like to overplay you on
defense,** Madkins said. "You
have to have an abundance of
back-door stuff to beat them.**

«
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SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Fcx)d

I HAPPY PLATE

I
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I •Fried Rice
•Green Salad

Alter 3:00 pm to close
|

$3.40

;

with coupon

PUCE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

II
-^ [I 1151 Glendon Avenue , (213)

Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

UNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

1992 BSN
STUDENTS.

Enter the Air Force
immediately after gradua-

tion— without waiting for the

results of your State Boards. You
can earn great l>enefits as an Air

Force nurse officer. And if selected

during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship

at a major Air Fbrce medical facili-

ty. To apply, you'll need an overall

2.50 GPA. Serve your country
iwtitte you serve your g&i'e^r. ^

Raymond of London II

Hair Design for Women and Men
Featuring

Joann (Davis
formerly of

Carlton-Salon Marquis

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

Services Offered 96 Tutoring Offered

479-8089 477-6665
1281 Westwood Boulevard (2 biks. So. of Wllshjre)

Valet Parking

:¥AtUABtE COUPON-

CUT, BLOW &
CONDITION

SOQ.OOReg. $40
SPECIAL PRICE

With couporKo all Clients

OFFER EXPIRES 4/30/92

-VALUABLi

PERIVI&$ii/\.00
HI-LITE 40 Reg. $60

INCLUDING CONDITIGNER
LONG HAIR ON CONSULTATION

With coupon-to all Clients

OFFER EXPIRES 4/30/92

Offer Good any day

Laser Color Copies
81/2"xir
ii"xir

Bubble Jet
24"x36"
24-X18-

T-SHIFTT PRINTING
COMPLETE PRINTING

SERVICE
Binding- Velo & Spiral

Stationery - Fax - Passport Photo

1646 WMtMVOOd
U, CA 90024
(310)470^778

FAX> (310)476-8811

1175SWilihir«
LA. CA 00025
(310)478-1131

FAXf (310)473-8192

—CARING TUTC)R***BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-CO FROM MIS-
ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(818)545-0960

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-oven. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

FRENCH TUTOR. MA, Columbia. Call Rhoney
(310)474-3577.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the
subject well and who can patiently
present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For
FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TROUBLE WITH MATH? RETIRED MATH
PROFESSOR OFFERS FREE TUTORING FOR
NEEDY STUDENTS; ALL LEVELS.
(310)474-3681.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRFTING; CMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4year5 experience. Mark, 852-1298.

WRITING^NGLISH TUTOR: Yale grad with

teaching experience helps with papers,

reading comp. S2(Vhr. (213)934-1278.

98 Typing 100 Autos for Sale

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivefy Available.

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING in my
home. High quality laser printer. Weekends
and evenings. OK. Dee (310)398-1217.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. SanU Monica Dl 0)828-6939, Holly^

wood (213)466-2888.

109 Scooters for Sale 115

Music Lessons 102

GUFTAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tlngle;Teachin« Assoc/Nate Um, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels^es. Santa Monica.
(310)826-3100.

VOCE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. Oty Opera; musicals; top supper clubc.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7^12

RESEARCH, WRfTMG, •dftino

Al Uvelfi-Al Subfodi
Fbraign Smdenu Welcome

, ProfeMional-Ouafly Guaranteed
PS|>eis not lor sale

Cell Reeeerdi 31(M77-8226
M-Fl0a.fii.-5p.m.

Typing 100
Resumes 104

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS^>ROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

ANA Tax Services

1431 WntTCod Blvd. LaAiyM CA90CM

(213) 475-8455

INCOME TAX

$1 Sand up

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
OISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9am-9pm AnI (310)31 23332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHEOC. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-
TONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, trar>scription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside

(310)470-0597. fax 470-1064.

ANGELICA'S SECRETARIAL SERVICES: IBM &
MAC. Laser printing. Student discounU. Pick

up/delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY^ Mac, postscript laser.

Flyers, busineu cards, legalAnedical transcrip-

tion, dissertationi. 7-days. Brentwood.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for papenAheMS etc. Mac
W^, free campus pickup/delivery Michael

(310)477-4735.

ACTION RESUMES. Writing, editing, desktop
publishing. Professional quality, laser fonts.

Santa Monica. Donna (310)453-4807.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

suits. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

lervkie. (310)450-0133

RESUMES t, COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSaOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

RESUMES FOR RESULTS. The Interview
gettersi Expert writing/laser printing.

Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual

appeal. Fran (818)999-3034.

Travel 106

8 DAYy7 NIGHTS COMPLETE Orlando/
Bahamas vacation for 2 adulu. Includes air-

fare. Call 645-2002.

JET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR MJST $269 each way (or cVWf) AIRHITCH,
458-1006.

1986 TOYOTA CaiCA ST., air, stereo, mint
conditfon, original owner. $4,900. (805)
255-9317.

1990 TOYOTA 4-RUNNER, V-6. Immaculate,
A/C, full power -^ tow package, stereo, cassette,

CD, cruise cof>trol, deluxe interior, sunroof,

mag wheels, new, $25,000, $1 7,995, firm.

(310)457-2451.

'61 VW lETTA, 5-speed, sunroof, 4-door,
excellent condition, service records available.

$2550. (818)901-1967.

CHRYSLER LASER '85. Good running condi-
tion. Automatic, A/C, AM/FM Cassette, 93,000
miles, $1960obo (310)578-2281.

BMW 3181 1984, Red, 5-$peed, great shape,
sunroof, tape deck, etc., $5700 o.b.o.

(310)279-2790.

CADILLAC C.D.V. '78, 76M original, nice
snxMth car, excellent cor>dition. Will go fast.

$2800, (310)208-5662.

DATSUN 210, '61, 4spd, smog certified, new
battery, runt well, 11 IK miles, S1,10(Vobo,
(310)372-1996.

HONDA ACCORD LXi, 4-door, 1986, blue,

117k miles, automatic, excellent corxiition,

sunroof. $6500. Mollic (310)699-7500.

PEUGEOT 505s TURBO DIESEL, '61 , Automa-
tic, power sunrooCMndows, centr. lock, A^,
stereo, new tires, $2300-, call Bo day:
(310)825-3114 night: (310)826-5073.

SENTRA. '87. 57,000 miles. Auto, A/C, AM/
FM. Excellent conditfon. $5900-negotiable.

(213)930-2596.

TOYOTA COROUA, '81 HATCHBACK, aulo-

malk, 9/c, FM stereo/cassettc . Exceptionally
well maintained. $1600obo. (310)390-2315.
Evenings.

TOYOTA MR2 1965: Sspeed, sunroof, ilr,

AM/fM cassette, excellent condition, $4,600
obo. Call Kelly (213)396-4510.

TOYOTA TERCa Wagon, 4WD, '65. A/C,
AMA^M cassette stereo, excellent condition.

$4250. (310)620-7777.

VOLVO SEDAN 1962, Standard four-door,

$3000 o.b.o. Eve (310)546-2801.

VW GTI, '63, silver, sunroof, AM/FM cassette

included. $210(Vobo. Call days 744-9637 or
eves 820-3695.

1986HONDA ELITE 80. Red. Good condition.

$50(VOBO. Barry (310)479-4831.

87 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue with kryptonite

lock. $650. 475-0929.

aiTE 1 50 '87 with helmet & lock. 2000 miles.

Runs great. $1300/obo. Call Travis
D1 0)206-1 865.

ELITE 50. Practically new, low mileage. Lock &
helmet included. $500/obo. Brad
(310)478-8785.

aiTE 80. 1987 White, very low miles. Great
Condition. $650. Must sell. (310)473-3066.

HONDA ELITE 1 50. White, one year old, 2K
mi., helmet and lock, great shape, $1 299/obo.
Chris (310)624-7607.

HONDA ELITE 80. '87, just tuned. New
brakes. Runs great. Must sell Immediately!
$65Q/obo. (213)506-0976 py .

HONDA ELITE '86, 150 Deluxe. Excellent
condition. Less than 1500 miles. $975
(213)936-4065.

Bargain Box 125

ENCYCLOPEDIAS 1 99 1 , cost $ 1 600, sacrafice

$300. SofVlove $595. Dinette, desk, wall unit,

bunk-beds $150 each. Recliner $195, bed-
room set $495, mattress/^Kings $1 50, dining
room set $1200. Unused! (310)393-2338.

Furniture for Sale 126

BRAND NEW SOFA AND LOVESEAT. Still

wrapped in plastic. Unbelievable price. Sacri-

fice at $295. 010)695-6432.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$65, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliverie*, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337 —

Travel Tickets 106

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

$39S/jperson. VaJM 1 year. Limited offer.

(600)352-3067.

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, Roundtrip for

two. $15Q^)er8on. Valid one year. Limited

offor. (800)352-3067.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

KAWASAKI NINjA 250. Excellent condition,
6K miles, like new, accessories, %2O0Q/6bo.
Fernando (310)276-0372.

KAWASAKI CSR 650, 1981, $575/obo.
HONDA CB 750, 1961, $55(yobo. Both run
good. (310)626-6402. ^ -

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 1971, restored to
perfoctfon. 1,300 miles. Gokien white daisic
far only S2«65(Vbbo. (310)626-6402.

Misc. For Sale 128

MOTOROLA PORTABLE CELLULAR PHONE.
$350. Call Anthony, (310)824-3329.

PERSONAL PROTECTION FOR THE 90*5,

Sturvguns $39.39 -»• 3.50 shipping. Money
back guarantee. InterWorid Trading Company,
Dept C, 8949 Herrick, Sun Valley, CA 91 352.

Musical Instruments 129

NATIONAL GUITAR. Steel body DOBRO.
Vintage '30s, tropical scene, metal etching,

some discoloration. $1,700/obo.
(310)392-1679.

Typewriter/Computer 134

366 IBM COMP. 8QMB HO, 1MB RAH
software. EPSON LQ printer, Hercules mono-
gfaphlct monHoft. Best offer. (213)931-4226.

S
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BRUIN SPECIAIS!
CUT & BLOW

$20

HERBERTS

gjTuaedo 8siiD|i

•Open 7 Days
•Open Evenings
•Full service hair salon
•Across street from campus
•We validate parking

Carlton Salon Marquis
Westwood Marqiis Hotel
930 Hllgard Ave
Westv^ood. CA 90024
208-4477

Pierre

Cardin

Headquarters

Over
25 Years In

West L.A.

RENTALS & SALES
FORMAL WEAR

15%0FF''W??,tf
11919 Wilshire Blvd.

West Los Angeles
Between Barrington and Bundy

Must Present Student ID For Discount

Offer Not Good On Same Day Orders

477-0588

-T'

H.UCLA
OUSING

Jui^'X^

-^

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
NORTH

— Short Walk to Campus

•-C

First come first served basis.

ON CAMPUS HOUSING

— Get better grades!

Residence Hall tutors

Computer labs

Study and review

, ; _::^ Sessions . ..,,.^

Optional meal plan

Month to Month Rental

FuUy Furnished

Roommate Matching Service

Available

^.

Walk or bike to:

Cultural and Sporting

activities

Classes and libraries

Choose dining options!

Three different meal

plans

Deli snack bar, cafe

grille and pizzeria

Sack lunches/ASUCLA
food coupons

University Apartments/North

625 Landfair Avenue #1

Los Angeles, CA. 90024-2461

PHONE: (310) 825-2293

FALL QUARTER 1992

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
APPLICATION DEADLINE:

MARCH 3K 1992

For application and information

—^——_ contact: —

-

On Campus Housing

270 De neve Drive

Los Angeles, CA. 90024

PHONE: (310) 825-4271

HEAVEN
From page 32
said. '*I mean, that's how (the

lefs) are going to let us play
in the tourney, and that's how
we should expect it to be
called. I don't have any prob-
lems if they let bodi sides play
equally as rough. No problems.
That was a great officiated

game. There were some calls

that we didn't agree with, but
I'm sure Coach K (Duke head
coach Mike Krzyzewski) would
say the same thing on their

side."

No, it was not the refs. The
Blue Devils won the game the

way they win most games —
they simply stick with you
until you crack. Once you do,
it's over. That's a mark of a
battle-tested team.

•They've been in a lot of
games like that," Harrick said.

And the Bruins have not
It's that simple. UQ-A's effort

was not lacking. If anything,
UCLA was too pumped up.

"With the crowd being here,

and it being such a big event,

MacLean said, "You can't help
yourself getting too excited.

It's good on one hand, but on
the other hand you've got to

calm yourself and play your
game."

What was lacking was

»»

1 cyiecution.

A the first half, UCLA
played exccUent^defense^and.
rebounded with a^ndon7
allowing Duke only one offen-
sive board. They also shot 27
percent fix)m the field. During
one stretch they went five

minutes without scoring a
point

And when it came to good
play down the stretch, at the

end of each half, the Bruins'

main weakness, inconsistent

execution and decision-making
in crunch time, was exposed.
As the first half came to a

close, the Bruins found them-
selves with an eight-point lead
and the ball. Instead of taking
the last shot, Ed O'Bannon put
one up with seven seconds
left, missed, and Duke' Brian
Davis got a fast break layup
and a foul. What could have
been a 10-point bulge was cut^
in half to five.

And in crunch time near the

end, the two aforementioned
turnovers and two Duke
baskets told the story.

So, what had been looking
like a dream season for UCLA
has soured just a bit of late,

with three consecutive losses.

MacLean and Murray, who
scored 20 and 22 points,

respectively, have had to carry

the Bruins too much lately. In

these past three losses, only
one player besides the M&M
boys has hit for double figures— Butler, who had 12 against

Notre Dame.
"Lot of teams focus on

MacLean and Murray," Butler

said. "They did that early in

the season, and other people
were able to step up and
perform. We need that kind of
effort; they can't carry us.

"Some players have been
coming in and playing excep-
tionally well, other players

haven't been getting the job
done."

Now, with three consecutive

disappointments and only four
games remaining on the regular

season schedule, the Bruins are

finding diemselves questioned.

"I don't think that we're any
less of a team than we were
two weeks ago,** Madkins said.

"I just think the ball hasn't

bounced our way the last two
weeks. It'll turn around for

us."
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Manow leads Bruins at LA. Times iiivitatioiial
By Zach DomlnltE
Dally Bruin Staff

Feb. 29 comes only once every
four years, but the UCLA
women's gymnastics team may
want to niake it an annual event

Taking advantage of their only
meet in Pauley Pavilion this year,

the Bruins were leaps and bounds
ahead of their competition, handily

winning the Paul MitchellA-os

Angeles Times Gymnastics Invi-

tational Saturday night
UCLA recorded a combined

189.95, well ahead of Minnesota

(185.45), Washington (185,4),
New Mexico (185.35X FuUerton

(183.15) and UCSB (179.65).

UCLA was led by its one-two
punch of freshman Kareema Mar-
row and junior Amy Thome.
Marrow won the overall competi-
tion with a score of 38.15, as well
as floor (9.8). Thome placed
second overall (38.1) and also Ued

teammate Rhonda Faehn for first

on the uneven bars (9.75).

However, the sweet victory was
soured by a low overall score, and
UCLA co-head coach Valorie

Kondos filed five complaints on
three different events.

"I really felt that the girls

performed well, and it's unfortu-

nate that the scores didn't reflect

it," Kondos said

Kondos was not alone in her
feelings.

"We anticipated lower scores

than usual, because it's away from
our home arena," Washington
head coach Bob Levesque said.

"But they were even lower than we
were expecting. It was consistent

all around, but it's a problem for

everyone in nationals."

Minnesota's Zsuzsanna Csisztu
took third overall (37.65), while
Bruin Paula Rasmussen won the

beam for the second straight meet
(9.75). Washington's Shylo Mil-

ner was tops in vault (9.5).

The crowd of almost 5000 was.
given a treat midway through the

competition as they rose to wel-
come back Bruin gymnast
Michelle Hunt

Hunt, who hadn't competed in

almost two years due to knee
surgery, completed her comeback
successfully by scoring an emo-
tion-packed 9.60 gn the balance
beam.

•

IWb WahtOur nEmSwAiml

Dr. Natfar Dtsraiil
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Why give
it aU
to Uncle ^
Sam?
Dont use an ordinary Income
tax service when you can use a
Tax Attorney who is an exper-

ienced CPA

AHORNEY AI LAW
10866 wnshire Bl.. 15th Floor
Comer of inishir* aad Gleadoa

•flMionabI* Ratal

•frw YouMVofbockioiM
•AudT RapraMntaNon

•VoMotadPttUno

•(••Ool/laR oaManovk)
kKMduGliandtNjAwMt

•Ur m* r««(Mr your Sif-A«pand
IMunaralowofar

«00)273-379l

.li ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET Si .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBUUflV'
COUPON VALID ONLY AT

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Comer of Sawtelle & Santa Momca

1 Bkxk West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE SUPERS EXTRA.

Expir»«3/gi/g2

Includes! Roundtrip cruise

for two adults aboard the

luxury ocean liner, N.V.

Padfic Star from San

Diego, Calif, to Mexico,

along with 4 days and 3

nights ocean view hotel

accommodations at the tloCd Paraiso Las

Palmas while in Cnsenada, Mexico.

it Convenient port departure 6 times weekly, every week of year.

-k Tickets valid for 1 year from date of purchase, transferable.

if $529 retail value • DRnOIQ AGE 18 n MEXICO.

ORDER NOWl

1-800-444-5364
CALL

P.S.T.

Grand Island Vacations

cu^ wMMb
PCXTDAY

Scrvtaa. nckite

24 bo—m HAmn
AuUMMiaad COJD. Scrvte*.

O.I.V

ITrSVM fHffWMV

J

Reg«try: BahMTW. AlldatssartsuOMCtioavaMbilv. Scnnq Bruit » not guinnwtd Nogrouoi(6

cf morf peopttt. Nk travti dam are oonnrmed w wnong onry. &y tour oporaior. 7-day fiuna poicy;

ihippfi9,«uinoi.t¥Cchg.. ail taxes and mtaisaodrtonai. -^—:—

m
"^m^^m^l^^K^

m
WiXtti

-*DR. j^mmsitmmmmwtviAmlt^^

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months folk}w-up care
• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medl-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a dayf

COMPUEYE CARE
• ;iZ'-93 19-9999M

1631 Wllshire Blvd. Santa f^orjlca
(oorrwr of 16th Street, next lo Crown Books)

p^i^^Sil^^^^^^SS^Pi^^^^^^^^^^^^B

Do you have an upcoming
event? meeting? lecture?
reach the greater UCLA c

,,;SK-¥®J

Ks time tp see
all thethings youVe

onlyread
about
Until now, a lot ofwhat you've seen has

been on paper. Diagrams. Descriptions of

procedures. Now that you're graduating,

it's time to explore all the areas you've only imagined. Join
the team at CIGNA Healthplan of California, and you'll be entering the world
of high'level professionals.

Come see us at the Job Fair Tuesday,^arch 3rd, in the Ackerman Grand
Ball Room between 2pm and 7pm. As one of the largest Managed Care Organiza-
tions in the nation, CIGNA can offer you rewarding work at one of our Southern
California Ambulatory Care Centers. We are looking for Financial Analysts,
Nursing Professionals, Accountants and Marketing Reps. So look into the
benefits ofjoining CIGNA. We're certain your career will be evenhing you've
read it would be.

If you are unable to stop by our booth and are interested in a career with
CIGNA, please send your resume and cover letter, stating your area of interest,

to: CIGNA Healthplan of California, 505 N. Brand Blvd., Suite 600, Glendale,
CA 91 203. We are an equal opportunity employer.

-r-

QGNA Healthplan

Tfeam with restdtsT
CIGNA

"TT
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Brain netters craise to &•! win over San State
By DJ. Hanneling
Dally Bruin Staff

When San Jose State makes its

annual swing through the South-
land, the Spartans come looking
not for victories but for match
experience against some of the

nation's elite collegiate tennis

teams.

The Spartans face three Top 10
schools in a three day span, with
minimal hopes of beating any of

them.

San Jose State encountered No.
2 use on Friday, losing 9-0 to the
men of Troy. -—

Saturday, the Spartans (3-5)
came to Westwood to face the
top-ranked Bruins (9-2 overall, 2-0
Pac-10). UCLA posted an easy 8-1

victory.

SJSU concluded its Southland
series Sunday agaiim No. 7 Pep-
perdine. The results were not
available.

On Saturday, the Spartans' lone
bright spot in an otherwise dismal
match was the play of sophomore
Brandon Coupe.
Coupe had previously beaten

Stanford's Alex O'Brien and UC
Santa Bfirbara's David Decret,
both of whom are top five players.
He added Billy Bsabcr to his list of
victims, taking a 6-4, 7-5 victory in
No. 1 singles.

Whereas Barber was never able
to muster a rally in his match.

Jason Sher lost the first set before
biking a 1-6, 6-2» 6-1 victory over
the Spartans* Derek Del Rosario.

Playing in the No. 2 singles

position, Sher held his confidence
throughout

"I knew I could win," he said. "I

got off to a slow start, then I got

better and better as the match went
on.-

The Bruins did not lose a set in

the three through six positions.

Senior Bill Behrens made his

1992 home singles debut, and
earned a 6-2, 6-0 victory over the

Spartans' Jimmy Yamanaka in the

No. 3 position.

David Nainkin started slow in

his season debut, before rallying

for a 6-4, 6-1 victory over SJSU's
Ryan Edwards in the No. 4
position.

In the bottom two positions,

freshmen Davide Sanguinetti and
Robert Janecek both earned 6-1,

6-0 victories.

COMPLETE EYE CARE

^®'^/^y:
^%y/

EYEGLASS PACKAGE

MAR. 2 (MONDAY) &
MAR. 3 fTUESDAVy

NORTH CAMPUS ROOM #20
10 A.M.-12:30 P.M.

SPROUL HALL
2ND FLOOR (NORTH) LOUNGE

7 P.M,-9P.M,

Bring this year's tax package and al otiMr pertinent racords.

If you need tax forms, pick them up at tlie FSC Office (312A
Kerckhoff Hail). Call 825-7608 to find out the offtee hours.

To find out the schedule for SPRING QUARTER, caH after
IMarch 10. The recorded message will provMe you with

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
U^JClUDfS fcVf FXAM SOM MA't B

COMTAC^ LENSES CAP^[ .'' * FOllOW UP,

For more information call:

FINANCIAL SUPPORTS COMMISSION
TAE (473-5562) or MIKE (824-5316)

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

^^wliffraiillfl^

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

^J

^5]

O P T U M I 1 H I X

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE. O D Inc

.^
VOLUNTEER INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE

SpoMorad by Um FImmW Supports Commlwloii

If you are nearsighted, a brief outpatient

surgical procedure now offers

an alternative to dependency on
eyeglasses or contact lenses.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD

Robert K. Maloncy, M.D.. ophthalmologist at UCLA's Jules Stein Eye Institute, discusses Radial
Keratotomy and other refractive procedures to correct nearsightedness and astigmatism.

This seminar is free and open to the public. No reservations arc needed: You'll find oath w Radial
Keratotomy and the other techniques work, the expected results. costs...and if you're a cf Jidate for
these procedures.

''w^^vn^vvvvvwtinwvf*.**.***

.........•^r.'.-y.y.-.-.-.r.-.^^^^^^^^^

Minrmmmmmmmmmmmrm

>x'.'.'.'.'.'X-.M.-.'.i -xx::: s iiiiiiigR^
' '''MMM*MMMtM*MMM*MMiMuililiklMM

<^^^W»*«***f«******V<«*

Joinns at tfiefo[Cotinn£ time:

Ibesday, March 3rd 12:15-1:00 pm
Jules Stein Eye Institutc-RPB Auditorium

100 Stein Plaza, UCLA (near the comer of Westwood and LeContc)
For further information, call (3 10) 206-7692

^Kpfresfiments uHiCbt pwvidtd.

SiiHm, s^ andplay tennis unthoui tuorrying oBout eyeglasses or contact Unses,.. ^ ^^
O^ou fiave a choice! i \j

Sponsored by the JSEI Affilimiei

And when you feel good you look good.

That is our behef. It's why we employ stylists

instead of haircutters. .And

why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

diemselves. No appointments necessarv'.

Men, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(B«N«*«n Santa Monica & Wiyiir« Bkd

)

470*1558
M-F 8-9

HAiR BY
Sot 8-7 Sun 10-5

SUPB^OJIS
®
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Baseball splits first two games with CalHbmia
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

A wrench named Jon Zuber was
thrown into the UCLA baseball
machine Saturday, causing a com-
plete and total shutdown.
Zuber used both his bat and his

arm to thwart the Bruins attempt at

a record-tying 11th straight home
victory, helping California to a
10-6 win.

"He's just a great competitor,"
head coach Gary Adams said of
Zuber. "He's one of the best
players in the league, a good hitter

and pitcher."

The AU-Pac-lO Southern Divi-
sion senior had three hits in five

at-bats, with a run scored and a run
batted in at the plate. In addition.

Zuber pitched seven and two-
thirds innings to pick up his second
win.

Zuber was instrumental in the,

Bears five-mn fifth inning upris-

ing, a rally which gave Cal the lead
for good.

Cal was able to muster an
explosive two-out rally in the fifth.

After Bruin starter Adam Schul-
hofer (3-1) retired the first two
batters. Bears Chris Clapinski.

Zuber and Matt Luke all followed
with singles to score one run and
place runners at the comers.

Cal first baseman Troy Penix
jhen sent a Schulhof^ f^icb wMI \^

up a little."

The wind appeared to have
come out of the Bruins' sails after

the fifth. UCLA combined
untimely execution at the plate

with faulty relief pitching to allow
Cal to take command of the game.

After Schulhofer walked Cla-
pinski to lead off the seventh,

Adams sent southpaw Dave Stoll

in the game to face four straight

Bear left-handed batters. But after

Stoll retired Zuber, the reliever

walked both Luke and Penix to

load the bases.

Neumann responded by
unloading the bases with a ringing
double to the centerfield wall. Two
batters later, and with Bill Craig as
the new pitcher, Neumann scored,

and the Bears had a commanding
9-2 lead.

"We didn't stop them when we
needed to," Adams said.

Meanwhile, UCLA hitters

stranded eight runners on base,

five of them in scoring position, to

help out 2Uiber on the mound. The
left-handed Zuber was effective

enough in gaining the win, allow-
ing 1 1 hits but getting the crucial

outs.

Roberts, though, seemed to

make the most of his chances. The
leftfielder went three-for-four,

including a three-run homer in the

eighth inning to close the margin to

TiZIANA SORGE
UCLA leftfielder David Roberts' three-run homer Saturday against the Golden Bears wasn't enough
to give the Bruins a win. *

into the parking lot beyond right

field for a three-run homer. Reid
Neumann followed Penix's blast

with a solo shot of his own, and the

Bears had a 5-2 lead.

"After they hit those home runs,

we uncharacteristically let down,"
said UCLA leftfielder Dave
Roberts. "It seemed like we gave

Friday's game was more to

UCLA's liking. The Bruins started

out conference play on a high-note,

beating Cal 5-0.

Pete Janicki (2-2) pitched a
complete game shutout to get his

second win of the season. The
righthander silenced the Bears on a
mere six hits, while striking out

seven batters.

^Vvi yuuii|^ WttSr vTvnuttK itTttx

good tonight," Janicki said. "I was
throwing my fastball and split-fin-

ger for strikes and I was able to mix
in a change for the first time. It

went well tonight"

'Tete threw the best game I have
ever seen him pitch," Adams said.

"19 of his outs were on ground
balls, and only two were in the air.

That shows that he was keepingthe
ball down and his split-finger^itcli

was working."

Janicki was never threatened

throughout The Bears never got
more than one mnner on t)ase at a

time, and no ruiuiers made it as far

as second base.

UCLA shortstop Adam Melh-
use gave Janicki all the support he
needed. Melhuse, who had been

mired in a slump the last two
weeks, uncorked a two run homer
in the first inning off Cal loser

Brad Brown (2-2). Roberts had
doubled to lead off the inning.

"I was just looking to put a ball

in play and I got a fastball up and
in," said Melhuse who also had
two runs scored. *T didn't give it a

big swing, but I got it on the right

part of the bat"

GIVE YOUR TEETHI
A REAL TREAT

SEE DR. FRIEDMAN
GENERAL AND

COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

Sales
Accessories

SCOOTER TECH
HONDA & YAMAHA REPAIR SPECIALIST

Service
Parts

* TOOTH BONDING
* Nitrous Oxide
* Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)
* Please mention this ad
* Credit Cards. Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman^ D.D.S. (UCLA Gra
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between ^^llshiit A Santa Monica)

I

80 CC-250 CC
|lUi|i::i8E
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m
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r
f 50 CC
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2.75x10Tire
I

ilube tr^statled i
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|$19.

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY OR DROP OFF AT WESTWOOD LOCATION
(WITHIN 3 MILES OF CAMPUS) lA/C |U|0\/F^m

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

We Also Repair All Makes & Models of Motorcycles

Westwood Monday - Friday W. Los Angeles
10967B Weybum U 10422 Santa Monica Blvd.

[(behind Mayhem Records) NOW OPEN SAT (less than 2 miles from Campus)
(213)824^2040 i<m (213)470^745

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

£ McOi IRISH PUB

SLl you can EAT!*
Monday and Tuesday .«.
are PASTA NIGHTS •f

Wednesday Is
^^

CHICKEN
CACCIATORE NIGHT

$3.99
DAILY BEER SPECIALS

ANY STYLE
TUXEDO

RENTAL IN STOCK

*

150 Imported &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

ENTERTAINMENT
• SUN-THURS(EXCLUOING MON) 8PM TO MIDNIGHT
• 5 Dart Boards, and Gameroom

SPORTS CHANNEL TV. ON ALL OPEN HOURS

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
7 Days a week 11am-2am (213) 829-9839

OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH
UCLA STUDENT ID.

PRICES START AT

$42GO
w/ Discount

SHOES
$g50

Serving UCLA for over

37 i/ears - At the Comer
of Gayley & LeConte
Offer Not Good on „

SAME DAY SERVICE

10970 LeConte Avenue
Westwood Village

Los Angeles, California 90024

(310) 208-8755 (310) 208-5275
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Duke's defense silences
Bruin offensive firepower
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

Defense wins championships,
and the K^-ranked Duke basket-
ball team showed UCLA why that

adage is tnie.

The Bruins had their worst
shooting game of the season
Sunday afternoon at Pauley Pavi-
lion, as the Bhje Devils used a
stifling defense to beat UCLA,
75-65.

For the first time since last

season, the Bruins failed to make a
three-pointer, as they missed all 14
of their attempts.

**We had enough chances (to

make a three-pointer)," UCLA
head coach Jim Harrick said. "We
took some good looks, but we just

didn*t make any. Their defense is

very good.**

Duke head coach Mike
Krzyzewski was not abouL_lQ_
disagree with Harrick.

**We were very good on defense
throughout the game,** Krzyzews-
ki said. "We didn*t give them
transition baskets, although they
did miss some good shots.**

Blue Devil forward Antonio
Lang was particularly effective

defensively, as he held Bruin
forward Don MacLean to 20

"We were very good on

defense throughout the

game. We didn't give

(UCLA) transition

baskets, although they

did miss some good

shots."

fVIIke Krzyzewikl
Duke Head Coach

points.

**I tried to use my quickness on
(MacLean),- Lang said. "It was a
very physical game, and (Mac-
Lean) missed a lot of shots.**

MacLean made only six of 17
field goal attempts, with three of
his baskets coming in the final four

minutes.^

"(Lang) is a good defensive

player, because he is so long,**

MacLean said. "I thought he did a

good job, but on the other hand, I

missed a lot of shots I usually

make.**

Lang, who started in place of
injured forward Grant Hill, was the

unsung hero of the game for Duke.
Lang scored five points and

grabbed nine rebounds, five on the

offensive end of the court
Lang also made a key play late

in the second half to give the Blue
Devils control of the game.

With the score tied, 6 1 -6 1 . Duke
center Christian Laetmer hit a trey

with 2:33 left to give the Blue
Devils the lead. On the ensuing
possession, Lang stole a pass
intended for MacLean and drove
the length of the court for a layup.

"What actually happened, was
that I stepped on (MacLean *s) foot

and he fell down." Lang said. "I

don*t think (Mitchell Butler) saw
him fall down, so he passed the

ball. I just took the ball down the

court and scored.**

UCLA was never able to get

untracked on offense, as they made
only 34.8 percent of their field goal
attempts (24 of 69). In the first

half, the Bruins were abysmal
=/n)mtheiFfiekl shooting only26fc
percent of their shots (11 of 41).

At one point in the first half,

UCLA missed 21 of 23 shots, as
they scored only four points during
an eight-minute stretch. Many of
the shots missed by the Bruins
were from within 10 feet of the

basket, including several layups.

See DEFENSE, page 27

NELSON GREEN/Daiiy Bruin

Duke guard Bobby Hurley tries to defend UCU forward Don Mac-
Lean during Sunday's ganrie. MacLean scored 20 points.

Devils from Durham show why they're champs

NELSON GREEN/Daly Bruin

Duke's Christian Laettner delivered 29 points to lead all scorers.

Westwood went to war
with the Duke Boys
on Sunday and

emerged with a case of the

blues — those devils. Final

score: 75-65, Blue DevUs.
From the get-go. UCLA and

its fans had pointed to this

game. Here was where they
were going to show the coun-
try — they were going to

out-Duke Duke. From the mas-
sive student slumber party out-
side Pauley Pavilion the night

before, to the Bruin players

and coaches coming out Satur-
day night and passing out
donuls (symbolic of our team,
I would think) to the hardy
students, to those same stu-

dents yukking it up with ABC
analyst Dick Vitale before the

game, it was a hoops happen-
ing.

"IWe seen it (the fan sup-
port) like that before,** UCLA
head coach Jim Harrick said.

"But it's been a long time.*'

But on the court, those bulls

from Durham, N.C. out-Duked
the Bruins, pulling away, as

they so often do, in the final

minutes of a frenzied game.
"We played hard.** said Ger-

ald Madkins. 'The most you
can ask from anybody is maxi-
mum effort, and we defmitely

gave that today. I hope nobody
can claim that we have no

Kennedy
Cosgrove
heart, no guts. We fought them
tooth and nail.**

Coming into the ganne. No.
1 Duke was already facing an
uphill battle sans a Hill —
Grant, that is, out with an
ankle injury, and Bobby Hur-
ley, recently returned from a
broken bone in his foot
They sought to make things

a bit more even and give tl^
healthy Bruins some casualties

of their own. First, Shon
Tarver went down with a
sprained ankle. Then, Mitchell
Butler bit through his upper
and lower lip and had to grab
some pine until the bleeding

stopped. Finally. Tyus Edney
hurt his back after making a

layup on which he was fouled

hard by Duke*s less-famous

Hill — Thomas.
Alhough all three players

eventually returned to the

game, Harrick said. "Wc
weren't as aggressive after we
got banged up.**

But after all the skirmishing

and trench warfare that com-
posed this campaign, it came
down one to last battle. With
under three minutes to play.

the score was 61-61. Each
team's big stud. Duke*s
Christian Laetmer and UCLA's
Don MacLean. had four fouls.

UCLA ball: Tracy Murray
passes to MacLean in the

middle of the key. MacLean
said he was a bit surprised by
the pass. He fumbles the ball,

shuffles his feet and is called

for traveling. Duke ball: Laet-

tner scorches cotton from the

left wing, nailing a three-point-

er.

On his way back down
court, he exults, yelling

**Money time!*' to teammate
Hurley.

UCLA ball: Butler tries to

pass to MacLean. who falls

down when defensive demon
Antonio Lang (nine rebounds,
three steals) steps on his foot
Lang steals it and lays it ia
The battle report: Two

UCLA possessions, two turnov-
ers. Two Duke possessions:

two buckets.

66-61, Bluc^ Devils. Game
overr^

—
And though at least a couple

of UCLA students hurled
obscenities at the referees in a
classless attempt to pin the
"L" on the zebras, the referees
did not lose this game for

UCLA, or win it for Duke.
'That*s NCAA!*' Madkins

see HEAVEN, page 21

Keswick wins aii^around

UCLA gymnast Scott Keswick won the all-

around in this weekend's L.A. Times Invitation-

al, posting a personal best score of 58.45 and
winning or tying for first in five of the six events.

As a team, the Bruins finished second to

Minnesota. For complete coverage, see Tues-
day's Bruin.

f.

Women's
After downing Washington State Thursday

night. 76-68. in PuUman. Wash., the UCLA
women's basketball team defeated No. 23
Washington for the second time this year. 65-62.
The Bruins can now make a run for an NCAA
tournament bid. Sec Tuesday's Bruin for full

details.

Tennis falls to Florida

The fourth-ranked UCLA women's tennis

team lost Saturday to No. 1 Florida, 5-4, in the
semifinals of the USTA National Indoor
Championships at the University of Wisconsin.
Sec Tuesday's Bruin for complete coverage.
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Foram to focus
on extension
The UCLA Administrative

Resource Center and Universi-

ty Extension will be hosting a
forum on transformation of the

extension program today.

The forum, which is part of a
weekly series on change at

UCLA, will meet from noon to

3 p.m. in the Faculty Center's
California Room.
Robert Lapiner, dean of

UCLA Extension will be a
guest speaker. He will be
discussing transformation con-
cepts applied to the extension
program and extension courses.

The UCLA community is

welcome to attend and offer its

input. A door prize will be
awarded.

Inside

f • L'k' I manad
by man's muider

Police shot and killed a man
who attacked two officers near
the finish line of the City of Los
Angeles Marathon.

See page 8

Viewpoint

Confosskms
<»f a racist

Columnist Susan Rinderle
attends a meeting populated by
recovering racists.

See page 17

Arts & Entertainment

It's the
SimpsonsI

Matt Groening, the creator of
TV's most innovative animated
program, comes to campus
Tuesday night.

See page 18

Sports

•4- M

Brains sweep
Long Beach St.
UCLA pitcher Heather Com-

pton earned a victory in soft-

ball's two-game sweep of the

49ers.

See page 32

New bill would prevent further fee hikes
By Michael Lavvrence
Daily Bruin Staff

With University of California
registration fees rising more than
60 percent in the past two years, a
smte legislator has introduced a
bill to prevent such massive fee
hikes in the future.

State Sen. Art Torres, D-Los
Angeles, has proposed legislation

that would prohibit both UC and
California State University ofQ-

Sen. Torres wants increase limited

to maximum of 10 percent per year
cials from raising in-state fees
more than 10 percent in a single
year.

The goal is to provide students
and their families with moderate,
gradual and predictable increases,
Torres said in a statement

"Last year, students stood aside

and swallowed a huge fee
increase," he said. *This year,
students are saying *enough is

enough."*

To discourage the UC from
raising fees above the 10 percent
cap, Torres' bill proposes trim-
ming the UC budget by the exact

It's baaadc Rain returns to LA.
ByHaesunWee
Dally Bruin Staff

Reminiscent of last month's
onslaught of rainstorms and
floods, campus community mem-
bers again broke out their umbrel-
las and braced themselves for more

slick pavement and congested
Westwood streets during Mon-
day's downpour.
As of 4 p.m. Monday, UCLA

received about an inch of rain, said

campus meteorologist James Mur-
akami. The storm, which began
Sunday night, is expected to end

early Tuesday morning and push
the campus' total annual rainfall to
more than 17 inches. UCLA's
average rainfall is 17.5 inches.

But despite such optimistic
campus figures, the state's drought

See RAIN, page 14

amount of money raised by the
hike, alleviating the burden on
students.

Torres' bill has drawn the
support of legislators angered by
recent fee increases, but it has
created ire among UC ofHcials.

While a university spokesman
was not specific about why UC
officials oppose the proposed cap,
he said, "Sen. Torres' bill has

See TORRES, page 15

A second storm is also

expected to hit the

Southland by late

Wednesday night and

continue into

Thursday.

Reach for the bars Patient

suesUC
I • ^- •

surgery

A local high school pole-vaulter practices with his track club against a stormy sky Sunday at
Drake Stadium.

By Robin Dong
Dally Bruin Staff

Three years after her knet
surgery at the UCLA Medical
Center, Christy Dimmig is taking
the University of California to
court Wednesday.
Dimmig came to the hospital

after rupturing a ligament in a ski
accident. During the operation, a
itzjT^ of orthopedic surgeons
punctured a major artery behind
her left knee, her attorney said.

And although blood vessel
specialists patched the hole, Dim-
mig is suing the UC governing
board for $400,000 to compensate
for her pain, suffering and medical
expenses.

*Tt*s a fairly standard case," said
Arvind Shankar, Dimmig's attor-

ney. *Tt is a little surprising that the
(UC Board of Regents) are not
willing to acknowledge they were
negligent.**

The UC attorney representing
the regents refused to conunent
before Wednesday's court date.

'The defense is basically saying
(the puncturing of the knee) was

See COURT CASE, page 12

Workers b^n to erect
tent that will temporarily

replace Powell Library
By Brigltte Brady

Last week workers began erect-

ing the tent that will temporarily

house the undeigraduate library

while the Powell building under-
goes earthquake and other safety

renovations.

For two years, the $2.9-million
aluminum and fiberglass tensile

structure will house all library

contents in the quad between the
Men's Gym and the Dance build-

ing.

"It*s going to be quite a lovely,

convenient location,** said Sarah
Jensen, associate director of
UCLA capital programs. "It will

become a place where people want
to go and study and want to go and
check out a book.**

The pale yellow, off-white,
beige and clear tent was originally

scheduled to go up during winter
quarter, but a contract-bidding
dispute delayed the project for

See TENT, page 13

VICKI RAPAPORT/Daly Bruin

The undergraduate library will be housed temporarily In a tent,
shown here In a nriodel.
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USAC
Financial Support-Free Tax Help
North Campus Room 20

2:00 P.M
Placement and Career Planning Center
TJCLA's 15th AnnuatCareer Fair for Minority Students and Alumni
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

4:00 I'M
HlUcl

Committee for American/Israeli Relations

Middle East Peace?

Speaker-Dan Avidan

Knudsen 1200B

:00 I*M

Student Alumni Association
Career Network Workshop #15:

Career Options in Government arni Politk:s

James West Alumni Center

8:SO IVM
Campus Events
Speakers Program-Behind the Scenes with the Simpsons
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

9:00 I*M
Student Alumni Association
Senior Night Out
Santo's

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 1992
12:00 PM

University Religious CenterAJnivcrsity Catholic Center
Ash Wednesday
Westwood Plaza

Women's Resource Center
"Maria's Story"

2408 Ackerman Union

5:00 PM
CSP/ Graduate Art Lecture Series

Presenution and lecture of artist's work-Jeff Wall
Dkrkson Art Center

THURSDAY, MARCH 5, 1992
i2<(>0 NOON

USAC
Concert-Mud Honey
Westwood Plaza

GENERAL
Chancellor's Humanitarian Award
See ad for locations to pick up application.

Deadline: Frklay, March 6, 1992.

Placement and Career Planning Center ^
Be a Hollywood Success Story

Visit the Paramount Booth at Career Connectwns '92

Women's Resource Center
UCLA Rape Services ConsuiUnts
See ad for more information

Graduate Students Association
Graduate and Professional Students:

Run For Office!

See ad for more information

Deadline: March 6

Honors Programs
1992 Summer Research Stip>end

ApF>lications arie due Wednesday, April 1

Please see ad for details

Commentary ^_

So he has long hair;

what's the big deai?
One of my favorite memo-

ries of high school, a
period of time I generally

like to forget, is the day I was
confronted by the principal.

"You there/' he said, as I was
casually strolling down a hallway.

"Are you growing a moustache?"
At the time, I was about 16 years

old and as unfamiliar with a razor

blade then as I am now (for

different reasons, of course).

Coming from the principal, this

was a high compliment He actu-

ally thought I could grow a
moustache, when all I could see in

the mirror was peach fiizz.

Before I left high school I

fought many battles over the issue

of hair.

The band director threatened to

kick me out of band eight or nine
times because he thought my hair

was too long. Td get it cut, maybe

Jim Hall
about a sixteenth of an inch,

thinking a symbolic gesture would
appease him. It seldom did.

My dad, ever the Army sergeant
(which he had been), would also

harass me about my hair length.

In college, I was able to let it all

hang out. Or, in this case, hang
down. By my sophomore year in

college, it was shoulder-length and
still growing.

I once asked a middle-aged
baseball card collector why he
spent hundreds of dollars to buy
tiny pieces of cardboard. "Because
I like *em,- he said. I grew my hair

long for the same reason, because I

liked it k>ng.

See LONG HAIR, page 11

Corrections
In Monday's issue of the Bruin, the article "Giant steps: *Black or
White* video introduces Jackson fans to multiculturalism**

incorrecdy identified the form of a "street dance." The form is

actually Indian.

Also in Monday's issue, the article "Greek councils convene to
increase communication*' mistakenly named the Greek councils
which met last week. The Pan-Hellenic Council, which is comprised
of 4 African-American fraternities and 4 sororities, did attend the
meeting. The Panhellenic Council— made up of 13 Greek sororities— did not attend but was represented by the Interfratcmity Council.
And at a similar meeting last year, both the Interfraiemity Council
and Panhellenic were present.

The Bruin regrets the errors.
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Japanese Americans celebrate their cultuie
Japanese Atnericans of all ages

gathered in the Wadsworth Theat-
re Saturday night as UCLA*s
Nikkei Student Union celebrated

their sixth annual cultural night
The taiko group began the

night's performances when they
led the tempo with the large
traditional drums. A Koto player
followed by plucking her 13-str-

inged wooden instrument, known
for its classical Japanese sound.

And students performed a vari-

ety of dances which reflected the
experiences of the Japanese-
American community. Traditional
odori dances showed how the early
Japanese immigrants brought their

culture with them when they
crossed the Pacific. And American
dances of the 1940s and 1990s
demonstrated the community's
assimilation into mainstream
America.

Photos by Sunny Sung

r
FT

Above: One of the students from the UCLA
Nikkei Student Union performs In the Odorl
dances. Odorl, the Japanese word for dance, Is

often used to refer to Japanese dancing.

'1 ^

But the main focus of the night
was the student group's play
depicting how four American-bom
Japanese students dealt with
World War Il-era racism and their

forced relocation to Manzanar, a
camp in the California desert
The night's theme. "Walking

Against the Wind." illustrated the

characters' frustration with the
dusty wind which often blew in

their faces. This wind came to

symbolize their inability to wholly
accq)t their approximately two-
year internment

For two of the men characters,

they also had to struggle with
another problem. Many Japanese
Americans wanted to enlist in the
armed forces to show their loyalty
to the United States, and others felt

cheated by a nation which did not
recognize them as citizens.

The night ended with a song
urging people to unite as one
community and a slide show
depicting the totality of the Japan-
ese-American experience from the
internment days to the present
activities of the 10-year-old stu-

dent group.

The crowd responded to the

evening's activities with a stand-
ing ovation.

The cultural night was part of
UCLA's year-long commemora-
tion of the 50th anniversary of the
tntPTttiiiPJit' nTivtri^n/^A

Right: In *Walkl/ig Against the
Wind." Kay Mlhara (Jodl Yama-
mura) waits to be taken to
Manzanar. a relocation camp In

the California desert. Left:
Frances (Emi Guisukuma). left,

comforts her mother (Elisa
Suetake) when they find out
their brother and son has died
fighting for Anrierlcan forces.

,vi1

Left: Ellsa Suetake plays the 13-stringed Koto"
during a performance before the play. Below:
Darren Kameya, left. Ron Sugano and Russeii
Sakamoto portray a group of elderly men
interned at the Manzanar relocation camp in
the California desert.

;
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Briefs
World

Libyan terrorist offer

caiied 'deiaying tactic'

WASHINGTON— The State Depart-
ment said on Monday that a Libyan offer

to turn over to a neutral country for trial

the two suspects in the 1988 bombing of a
Pan Am jet was nothing more than a

delaying tactic.

But the department spokesman, Mar-
garet D. Tutwiler, said the offer, made on
Sunday in Cairo by Libya's foreign

minister, did appear to be an admission
that Libya '"recognizes that it does have
mechanisms for surrendering Libyan
nationals." The foreign minister, Ibrahim
Bishari, was quoted as saying that his

government was ready to have the two
men tried "in front of a neutral court in

any neutral country.** Egypt has been
anxiously looking for ways to avert an
American-Libyan confrontation on this

issue. .

Nation

Europe prepared to aid

deveiopiiig countries

UNITED NATIONS — European
nations said on Monday that they were
prepared to offer more money to help
developing countries comply with prop-

osed new treaties on the environment, and
they urged the United Stales to do the

suae
The Europeans called attention to

another major difference between the

United States and others in the industrial

world by reaffirming their commitment to

hold emissions of gases that warm the

atmosphere in the year 2000, to 1990
levels — a pledge that the Bush admi-
nistration has so far refused to make.

Busii aides lasli out
at rival Buchanan
WASHINGTON — President Bush

campaigned from the safety of the Oval
Office Monday, while his aides unleashed
a barrage of criticism at cha lenger Pat
Buchanan on the eve of Georgia *s pivotal

Republican presidential primary.

But as Buchanan continued to flay the

president in a primary eve march across

Geoi^gia, the five Democratic presidential

candidates hopscotched the "Junior Tues-
day** states in a last-minute effort to shore
up support.

For the I>emocrats. there are two key
questions Tuesday. Can Gov. Bill Clinton
of Arkansas finally score a big victory in

Georgia, easing doubts about his marital

and draft history? And can former Sen.
Paul Tsongas of Massachusetts win in

Maryland or Colorado, proving his appeal

outside his native New England?

Homeless man settles

his second lawsuit

NEWARK, N.J.— Richard R. Kreim-
er, the most noteworthy and litigious

homeless citizen of Morristown, N.J., has
reached a financial settlement in the
second of his two lawsuits that have
brought him a measure of fame and
fortune.

=y6ttf monfts after accepting 5f50,00Q-
finom the town government to drop a civil

rights harassment suit against the police
department and several government offi-

cials and police officers, Kreimer and his

lawyer disclosed on Monday that they had
agreed to a payment to settle his claim for

compensatory damages against his other
major legal target, the town library.

Gay Irisii gNMip sues
to mardi in parade
NEWYORK—The gay group that has

been barred from marching in the SL
Palrick*s Day Parade under its own
banner filed suit in federal court Monday
to compel the organizers to allow it to

march.

This spurred a lawyer for the parade
sponsors, the Ancient Order of Hiber-
nians, to accuse the Irish Lesbian and Gay
Organization of trying to prevent the

parade from taking place.

Patrick Gatins said: "It*s aa attempt to

destroy the parade. There is sentiment on
our side just to turn the permit back in.

Maybe New York City is not the place for

a St Patrick*s Day Parade anymore."

LBJ cowix>y liat seiis

for $10,000 at auction

WASHINGTON -- There's almost no
limit to what a displaced Texan will spend
fx) own a little piece of Texas.
Lynda Johnson Robb, daughter of

Lyndon B. Johnson, auctioned off one of
her famous father's hats at a dinner

Monday night in Washington to celebrate

Texas Independence Day and raise

scholarship money.
About 400 University of Texas gradu-

ates packed the dining room of the Ritz-

Carlton Hotel for the auction. Money
fiom the annual event goes into a

State

Rodney tOiig triai wiii

lie void of liiacicJurors

SIMI VALLEY — A jury with no
black members was chosen in the trial of
four white police officers charged with
assaulting Rodney King, a black man
whose videotaped beating triggered a
sweeping investigation of the Los
Angeles Police Department
The seven-man, five-woman jury

selected Monday includes one Hispanic
woman and one Filipino woman. Six
alternates — five women and one man,
none black — also were selected.

The lead prosecutor in the case said the

panel's racial makeup was not an issue.

**We believe they are going to be fair

and impartial,** said Deputy District

Attorney Teny White, who is black, "I

don*t think fair and impartial knows any
race, background or ethnic group.'

n

-scholarstiiir Ainded by die WisftiA^^
Texas Exes for Washington area high
school students attending UT.

Bidding on LBJ's formal gray felt

cowboy hat, inscribed with a satin silk-

screen Texas flag and label from the LBJ
ranch, started Monday night at $800 with
a call-in from a UT graduate in Richmond.
Vt.

Top Ten

Top 10 things that happen about as often
as the bissextus (Feb. 29):

10. Donald Trump eats at Okie Dog.
9. Elizabeth Taylor gets married.

8. Axl Rose thinks a happy thought
7. Jim Morrison is reported to be alive.

6. Elvis is reported to be dead.
5. Bruce Springsteen releases an

album.

4. Bob Dylan releases a good album.
3. A Rq)ublican becomes president
2. Reg fees go up ... oh sorry, that

happens every year.

1. The Daily Bruin gets the recognition
it deserves.

Compiled from Bruin wire services and
staff ingenuity

GMAT

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

GRE

DAT

_We are the ONLY individualized test prep
program in the country

!

y Small classroom settings with
dynamic teachers

y A flexible approach where you can
review material and listen to

instructors as many times as you need

Live Classes • Private Tutoring

Computerized Diagnostics—Test-Taking Strategies
~

Solid Skill Review • Extra Resources
Permanent Centers• Convenient Hours

NCLEX FIND OUTWHY KAPLAN IS #1 IN TEST PREP!

and many more!
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Board names Brain ad manager
munity directoiy hesKland

By Sally Kim
Daily Bailn Staff

The student publications board
appointed on Monday the Daily
Bruin business manager and the

community directory coordinator
for the 1992-93 year.

After 30 minutes of delibera-

tion, the board chose junior Kim-
berlyn Drew, an assistant sales

manager for off-campus advertis-
ing, to head the newspaper* s

advertising department
"My excitement and my enthu-

siasm —
} guess that*s what I

conveyed to the board members,*'
Drew said after her interview.

Drew edged out junior Mark
Evans, also an assistant sales

manager. But board members
praised both candidates for their

dedication to The Bruin.

**It*s always a difficult process
when both people are very profes-

sional and very motivated,** said

Terence Hsiao, publications
director for the student media.
The board also chose junior Joel

Berman, an account executive for

off-campus advertising, to head
the community directory. Berman

ran unopposed.

Drew, who has been working
with the advertising department
for the past 18 months, ^d she
hopes to improve relations
between the editorial and adver-

tising sections of the newspaper.
But in the meantime, "I'm going

to be doing as much learning as I

can,** said the social psychology
major.

Working at the department
gives students valuable work
experience, said Staci Leuschner,
The Bruin*s business manager for

the past two yeais.'

Kimberlyn Drew

"You cannot get a better busi-

ness experience than what we have
here," said Leuschner, who has
been offered a job with Proctor &

SUZANNE STATES/Daly Bruin

Joel Berman

Gamble. "The Bruin gives you so
much true marketing experience.**

The board will choose next
year*s editor in chief Wednesday.

1992 Chancellor's

Humanitarian Award
For UCLA Students

Pear Students:

fffyifi

:Xxm

p«,jec.s .hat
^^^^^^.^«»r"nSoving the

^^o^!|S;foXs^^^-°^^^°"- ..ed in n.y office

Encouraged to m^y^^
_ ^^ ^^^,«-V*",Sf:W pm-

, ,.A at)oUcations for the IV^^ f« j, 5^ 1992
Completed aPP"^
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Applications areav:
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Charles E. Yojin]

Chancellor
o
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Owner wcm't reimburse city demolition H I

By Suzanne Esplnosa
San Francisco Chronicle

"

The owner of a demolished
Telegraph Hill apartment building
said Monday that he refuses to
reimburse the city for its wrecking
costs.

He also threatened to file a
lawsuit of as much as $4 million
against the city and a private
partnership that eight years ago
altered the hillside below the
property.

"I will not pay one dime.** said
Benjamin Chavez, an Alamo resi-

dent who obtained the former
five-level Art Deco building from
a friend 12 years ago. "Why?
Because the city partially contri-

buted to my loss.'

The building at 20-30 Alta
Street began slipping last month
after a landslide undermined its

foundation. Emergency demoli-
tion crews hired by the city began
tearing the building down last

week.

Chavez blamed the city for his

building*s slippage, saying heavy
reconstruction work by the city on
Alta Street last month weakened
the hillside, causing landslides

during a rainstorm.

But Chavez leveled much of the
blame for the unstable hillside on
G. Bakar Partnership, which eight
years ago obtained a city permit—
despite protests from Telegraph
Hill residents — to excavate the

base of the 100-foot taU hillside to

make room for Filbert Landing, a
seven-story office complex.
The city is prepared to place a

lien on Chavez*s hillside property
if he does not pay the demolition
bill, estimated at more than
$100,000. In a telephone interview

Monday, Chavez claimed that the

lien would be an exercise in

futility.

"As far as I'm concerned,
there*s no value on that property
anymore,** he said.

Chavez said he used the proper-
ty as security for a Home Savings
loan he made in December and
now plans not to pay back. The
first payment was due last month.
"Why would I pay it?** Chavez

c

y f • ^:
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Pick Up An Application at These Locations:

•Oflficc of the Assistant Vice Chancellor-

Student and Campus Life-

1 104 Murphy HaU
•Community Service Commission Office-

408 Kerckhoff Hall

•UCLA Community Resource Cfcntcf

203 Men's Gym
•Community Programs Office

102 Men's Gym
•AAP Information Desk

1209 Campbell Hall

•Center for Student Programming

161 Kerckhoff Hall

•Ackerman Union Information Desk-A Level
•Financial Aid Office-A129J Murphy Hall

•Residence HaUs-Assistant Directors' Offices

•URL-Turnstiles

said. *Thcrc*s no more property.

What's there? All I know is

somebody's going to pay me for

my total loss of property, and that

includes debt service.**

Meanwhile Monday, city offi-

cials decided to leave an
unwrecked two-story section of
the 1937 building on the property

because it is stable.

Laurence Komfield,* city and
county chief building inspector,

maintained that the property —
even if it becomes a steep hillside

— can be rebuilt.

Although the former apartment
building was never on the market,

Chavez estimated its value at about
$2 million but added, **It*s going to

be a $4 million piece of property

by the time my lawyers get throtfgh

with it

Landslides and rock slides on
the hillside below Chavez's prc^
erty were reported as early as
1988, when debris and soil began
piling up against Filbert Landing,
spurring G. Bakar Partnership to
file a civil suit against several

Telegraph Hill property owners,
including Chavez.

.
In the suit, G. Bakar claims that

the Telegraph Hill property own-
ers were negligent in their property
care, causing landslides and rock
slides.

Filbert Landing owners have
refused comment, and an attorney
for G. Bakar Parmership did not
return telephone calls Monday.

UCLA's 15th ANNUAL CAREER FAIR FOR
MINORITY STUDENTS AND ALUMNI

PARTICIPATING EMPLOYERS

Alhambra School District

Amgen Incorporated :.-—
Angeles Girl Scout Council
Associated Students UCLA
AT&T Management Recruftment
Becker CPA Review Course
The Broadway
California Department of Social Services
DisABn-mr Evaluation Division

California Department of Transportation
CALTRANS

CBS Inc.

Chubb
CIGNA Healthplans of California
communfty development commission
County of Los Angeles
Management Trainee Program

County of Los Angeles
Department of Public Social Services

The Disney Stores, Inc.

The Environmental Careers Organization
Farmers Insurance Group
Federal Bureau of Investigation
First Financial Federal Credit Union
HELLMUTH, ObaTA & KASSABAU>i, Inc.

Hughes Aircraft Company
Hyatt Hotels & Resorts
IDS Financial Services/American Express
KTLA Channel 5
Long Beach Unified School District

Los Angeles County Museum of Art

Los Angeles Superior Court
Lynwood Unified School District
May Department Stores Company
McNeil Consumer Products Company
Metropolitan State Hospftal
Mobil Corporation
Nestle' USA
New York Life

Pacific Lodge Boys Home
Paramount Pictures

Paramount Unified School District
Reebok International
The Scripps Research Institute

- Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center
—

"

Staples: The Office Superstore
State Compensation Insurance Fund
State Farm Insurance
State Water Resources Control Board
Sumitomo Bank of California
Theatre LA
TransAMERICA Fin^ce Group, Inc.

UCLA Campus Human Resources
U.S. Department of Health & Human

Services - Social Securfty Administration
U.S. Marine Corps Office Selection
U.S. Peace Corps
U.S. Secret Service

Warner Bros, Inc.

Western Financial Planning Corporation
WnnTiER Union High School District
William M. Mercer, Incorporated
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Fatal shooting mars victories,

YOU MI6HT LOSE YOUR HEAD

HAIR SALON
62 YEARS IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

SPECIALTIES FOR MEN 6. WOMEN STARTING AT $10.00

WE RE THE BEST
1061 GAYLEY AVENUE CALL FOR AN APPT.
WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-6559
NEXTTOBREADSTICKS 8am TO LATE NIGHTS

Iding party at UV MaratiKMi

The Cedars-Sinai Research Institute is currentlv seekine professionals to join the

neurogenetics laboratory Cedars-Sinai Medical Center-is a maior affiliate of the UCLA
School of Medicine. TKe research institute has established programs in moiecuiar and

cdlular biology and human genehcs. Jhe following positions are available:

RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
These two Postdoctoral Fellow/ Research Assoaate positKws will be involved in the

mplecular-eenetic study of neurodegenerative disoiden and the molecular analysis of

familial CNS tumors. Applicants must possess a PhD or MD degree and a strong

bttigraundiniMriKularbiobfvandfl^^ IV posHim if« fun£d for a mmimum
oftwoyean. The salary is is^ to 30^ per annum depending on experience.

Please send curricuhim vitae with names/addresses of 3 references to Dr. Stefan M. Pulst.

UB RESEARCH TECHNICIANS
Ihese positions are responsible for organizing and performing linkage study of Familiar

Alzheimer DX, blotting and pdymaase tSm mcfm tadnuqucft. A K Dem is

required. One position requires moleciilar. biology laboratory experience andDNA
XmiUMIl^ onu uic .KlUIKi IHJUllP Sua cxpersnoK^

Hease contact Dr. StefanM Pnk, CEDARS^NAI MEDKIAL CENTER Beder Bide.,

8700 Beferi? Blvd., Los AngeK.CA 90048. Telephone: (310) 855-51M. Fax: (3101

967-0119. {AAjEOE) ®CEDARS-SINAI
MEDICAL CENTER

By Stephanie Brommer
Los Angeles Daily News

A man was shot and killed by police after attacking

two officers and lunging for their guns in a crowded
concession area near the finish line of the seventh
City of Los Angeles Marathon as runners were
completing the 26.2-mile race, according to officials.

Although marred by the tragedy, the marathon
Sunday was also the scene of a wedding, record-
breaking victories and the spirit of a record 10,843
runners tackling the demanding loop from the Los
Angeles Memorial Coliseum through Hollywcxxl,
Hancock Park and Koreatown.

**I think (the shooting death) was an isolated

incident The guy had a mental problem and attacked
the officers.** said marathon president and founder
William Burke. "It's obviously something we wish
hadn*t happened, and for 20,000 people, this event is

the highlight of their lives and lhey*ll remember it

that way.**

Madina Biktagirova, a marathoner from Belarus,
formerly the Soviet republic known as Byelorussia,
shattered the course record for women by coming in

at 2:26:23, three minutes and 15 seconds under the
previous recOTd set in 1991 by Cathy 0*Brien ofNew
Hampshire.

John Treacy of Ireland captured the men's first-

place spot, logging, a winning time of 2:1^:29 as he
crossed the finish line in the shadow of the Memorial
Coliseum where he won a silver medal in the 1984
Olympic Games.

••L.A. was my first marathon, at the Olympic
Games, and I really don't know why I stayed away so
long," said Treacy, resting on a curb at the finish line

immfldifttftly ttBet ias victory^

QM Cut(Mo
Our contribution topur

economic recovery. •i

^"aucut

(Mo

Wheelchair marathon winners Jim Knaub of Long
Beach and Connie Hansen of Denmark both broke
marathon records and scored their i)ersonal bests.

Festivity prevailed over most of the course, as
more than 1 million spectators lined the route of the
world's* third largest marathon.
The sole disturbance reported by the Los Angeles

Police Department was the 11:10 a.m. shooting,
which closed the family reunion area near the finish

line for more than three houn.
Police said Daryl Montgomery, 30, of suburban

Inglewood attacked two police officers without
provocation near the Sports Arena.
Montgomery hit Officer Floro Pinzon, 36, in the

face and knocked him to the ground and then hit

Officer Rafael Acosta, 27, said Los Angeles Police
Dq)artment Lt. John Dunkin.
"(Montgomery) was with his cousin, and— in his

cousin*s words — the man 'flipped out,'" Dunkin
said

Montgomery tried to remove Pinzon *s bolstered
weapon, and Acosta drew his 9mm gun, which
Montgomery then tried to grab, said Officer Robin
Brown of the police.Detective Headquarters Divi-

sion.

A lug of war ensued, and Pinzon— fearing Acosta
would be disarmed — drew his 9mm gun. Brown
said. Each officer fired one shot, striking Montgom-
ery in the chest, killing him. Brown said.

No one else was injured, and Montgomery's
motive was unknown, police said. . ,

Wimesscs verified the police account of the
shooting, saying there was no verbal exchange and
that the man assaulted the officers.

**The man came up from behind and hit the officers
and tried to grab their guns," said Juan Pedroza. a
14-year-old youth who was looking at a nearby
exhibit when the attack occurred. "I just took a quick
look and then I just ducked. I was too scared," said
Pedroza. of nearby Pico Rivera.

Outside the yellow police line, passers-by express-
ed their shock and dismay.

"It's tragic, and to have something like this mars a
wonderful, wonderful event," said Sandra Chafe of
North Inglewood. who was to meet her husband after
he finished the race.

Tens of thousands of people, however, were
unaware of the deadly confrontation and reveled in
the day's competition.

At the finish line waiting for her sister, Edith
Rabadan. 22, of East Los Angeles, cheered on the
finishers.

**Everyone's a winner when they cross the finish
line," she said.

Taking their marriage vows and running, Lorin
Johnson. 30, and Peter EUdn. 35. of Irvine completed
the marathon as husband and wife.

"It was the greatest race ofmy life." said Johnson,
greeting friends and family at her reception tent in
fixposition P»fe^*There's no comparison. But I

wouldn't look at our times, because we took 45
minutes out for the wedding."
The couple, who ran with their bridal attendants,

wed at the 1 3th mile at theMann 's Chinese Theater in
Hollywood.

They wore the traditional white gown and black
tux. albeit modified to accommodate a 26.2-mile run.
The two met at the finish line of the marathon two
years ago.

With Mayor Tom Bradley and former world
heavyweight champ Muhammad Ali cheering the
neon-clad runners at the 9:05 a.m. start, the marathon
got under way Sunday in cool weather — a good
condition for running.

The 87 wheelchair marathoners started a half-hour
before the runners.

Men's victor, Knaub, came across the finish line at
1:33:47. beating his course record set last year by
seven minutes and six seconds.

"I just wheeled as hard as I could,** said Knaub, 36,
who was an Olympic-caliber pole-vaulter before his
1978 paralyzing motorcycle accident "It's a celeb-
ration of life because I dig down to push myself as far
as I can."

Califomia Federal Bank demands
compensation from govemment

YOUR ONLY BRUIN

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
WESTWOOD BLVD. at LINDBROOK

By Cyndia Zwahlen
Los Angeles Daily News

California Federal Bank, which is struggling to

meet federal requirements concerning its net worth,
has sued the U.S. govemment over how it calculates

its financial situation.

In the suit filed Friday in U.S. Claims Court in

Washington. D.C. California Federal, a unit of Los
Angeles-based CalFed Inc., is demanding damages
and compensation for assets known as supervisory
goodwill that are being disallowed under the savings
and loan bailout law.

California Federal seeks to recover the value of up
to $600 million in intangible assets that regulators say
the thrift can no longer count as capital— its cushion
against losses. The thrift acquired those assets when
it bought six ailing saving and loans from the
govemment in the early 1980s.
The suit follows similar actions by other thrifts,

including Glendale Federal Bank, which have seen
their capital levels slashed by the accounting change.

Bolstering capital levels are especially critical for
many struggling thrifts. Without the value of those
intangible assets, California Federal has fallen below
the level of capital regulators require it to maintain as
a cushion against losses on its riskiest loans.

As part of the 1989 S&L baUout biU, thrifts were
required to phase out the use of supervisory goodwill
as part of their capital on Jan. 1. Critics argued that

such goodwill was "hot air" and should not be
counted as capital.

In the^y^ars before, many thrifts had been

encouraged by the govemment to acquire ailing
thrifts with the promise that they would be able to
count the resulting goodwill assets as capital.

California Federal contends that its purchase
contracts with the govemment specifically allow it to
count the goodwill as capital.

The thrift was encouraged to file its suit after a
U.S. Claims Court judge last week agreed with
Winstar Corp.. a thift holding company, that thrifts

should be compensated for losses from the change.
A final ruling, due out this month, is expected to be

appealed by the Justice Department
Meanwhile, analysts predict the Winstar ruling

will encourage even more thrifts to sue the
govemment

"If it's upheld there's a flock of thrifts that would
go after them. The govemment played a dirty trick on
these institutions," said Gerry Findley, of Findley &
Associates, a bank consulting firm in Brea. Calif.

Losses on real estate venttires and souring loans
have been a drain on critical capital levels at the 183-
branch Califomia Federal As of Dec. 31. the thrift

just met the three capital ratios regulators require.
Late last year, the Office of Thrift Supervision, the

thrift's chief regulator, proposed that the thrift come
up with $365 mUUon in capital by June 30. If it can't,
the regulators want its parent. CalFed. to come up
with the money.
CalFed has vigorously denied the need for such

action in a letter to the regulators. As required by
regulatory procedures, the thrift said Monday that it

has proposed a plan which would bring it back into
capital compUance.
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Computer firm hires
Russian deslgkier
By John Markoff
The New York Times

.
MOUNTAIN VIEW— A Sili-

con Valley company has hired the
Russian scientist who created the

supercomputers used by the Soviet
space program and by its military

to design nuclear weapons.
The contt^ct is one of the first

examples of an American business
tapping the wealth of scientific

talent that until recently was
dedicated to the Soviet Union's
vast military program.
Russian scientist Boris A.

Babayan will set up a laboratory in

Moscow for Sun Microsystems
Inc. that will employ his team of
about 50 software and hardware
designers.

The team's ftill-time efforts will
come at an astoundingly low price
for Sun: Its members will be paid a
little more than their current
salaries of a few Jiundred dollars a
year in American dollars.

Top American computer desig-
ners sell their services for
$100,000 a year or more, but both
Sun officials and Babayan said the
Russians on the new team could
not be paid that handsomely
without engendering bitter feel-

ings among their colleagues or
fusing inflation in the Russian,
economy.

Other high-technology compa-
nies are searching for similar

scientific windfalls. But while the
U.S. government supports efforts

to keq) Russian scientists away
from hostile countries, it has been
wary of projects hke Sun's for fear

that vital American technology
will be shared with scientists in a
nation that someday could again
become an enemy.

Babayan, 59, said that Russian
computer scientists have been
laigely isolated from the rest of the
world during the last three decades
and, as a result, have pursued some
innovative approaches new to the
West
"There are two distinct comput-

ing cultures; we have new ideas for
thinking about high-speed com-
puting hardware," he said in an
interview at Sun's research labor-

atory in Mountain View on Thurs-
day.

Babayan 's role in what was the
Soviet Union closely parallels that

of Seymour R. Gray, the legendary
American computer designer who
for almost three decades has
designed the world's fastest com-
puters.

"'Cray's supercomputers, built by
Control Data Corp. and later by
Cray Research Inc., were used first

by bomb designers to model
nuclear explosions and later by
other scientists for weather fore-

casting, aeronautical design and
other research.

Babayan is now completing his
latest supercomputer, called the
Elbrus III. While it is based on
relatively primitive hardware tech-
nology made in Russian semicon-
ductor factories. Sun and other
American computer scientists said
they believed the machine would
match the fastest supercomputers
from companies like Cray
Research.

Because of the end of the Cold
War and declining military spend-
ing, however, neither Babayan nor
Cray at his newly founded com-
pany. Cray Computer Corp.. have
found customers for their newest
models.

The speed of the Elbrus comes
from its innovative design and its

advanced software, at which Rus-
sian scientists excel, said David R.
Ditzel, Sun Microsystems' direc-

tor of advanced systems.

"Mr. Babayan has a very clever

computer architecture and a spec-
taculariy smart research team," he
said.

Executives at Microsoft Corp.,
the nation's largest software com-
pany, and at Apple Computer Inc.

said they too were in talks with a
number of Russian computer
-fiSDCdS

O

.^
^̂

^

re's not a lot of manage-
ment experience there, but there

are a lot of bright programmers,"
said Nathan Myhrvold, Micro-
soft's vice president of advanced
technology and business develop-
ment "I'm kx)king to hife some
serious people. It's a very interest-

ing opportunity."

David C. Nagel. director of
Apple's advanced technology
group, said his company was
exploring hiring teams of Russian
researchers to work in that country
for 'Apple.

Despite — some experts say
because of — Russia's relatively

outmoded computer hardware.
Russian software designers are
highly regarded because they are
forced to produce more efficient

programs.

Executives at Sun, which is

based in Mountain View, said they
are impressed by the design skills

of the Institute of Precision
Mechanics and Computer Tech-
nology of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, where Babayan works.
They said the Russian scientists

had a great deal of fr^h insight,

particularly in the area of effi-

ciently coupling software with
hardware.

"Babayan is a very capable
designer." said Peter Wolcott. an
expert on the Soviet computer
industry at the University of
Arizona in Tucson

O)
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The Cedars-Sinai RcMarch btstitule is currently seeking professionals to join the
noiTOfenehcs laboratory. CedarvSinai Medial Center is a major affiliate of the UCU
School of Kledidne. The rcsevch institute has established pfoframs in moie^ilar and
ceOular biology and human genetics. The fbllowir^ positioitf are availal^r

RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
These two Postdoctoral Fellow/Research Associate positions will be involved in the

mplecular-ienetic study of neurodegenerative disorders and the molecular analysis of
bmihal CNS tumors. Applicants must possess a PhD or MD degree and a strong
background in molecular biology and ipetics. The positions ire funcfed for a minimum
of two years. The salary is is C5 to SOW per annum depending on experience.

Please send curricuhim vitx with names/addresses of 3 references to Dr. Stefan M. Pulst.

LAB RESEARCH TECHNIQANS
These positions are responsible fc)r organizing and performing linkage study of Familiar
Alzheimer DX, bk)tting and polymerase chain reaction techniques. A BS Degree is

required. One oosition requires molecular biology laboratory experience and DNA
sequencing, and the second requires situ hybridization experience.

Please contact Dr. StefanH PdH, CEDAIS-SINAI MEDICAL aNTER, leder Wdg,
mo Beverly Blvd., lot Angeles, CA 90048. Telephone: (310) SSS-SIM. Far (310)

®CEDARS-SINAI
MEDICAL CENTER

COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
.A'.': -i -^--^C* =' O". 'W-^

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
ITJCLUDES EVE EXAM SOFI ^/ATE B

CONTACT LENSES CARE Ki^ & FOLLOW-UP

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

J 'v'O'.-S _:\SFS

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

O P T M t T ff I X

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

1992 promises to b« an exerting year for the Editorial

Aft and Design staff, involvino greater use of
electronic art and design as wes as traditional

illustrations and cartoons. We are now seelcing

qualified artists and desianers for intemship positions.

Applications are avaUli^ at Kerckfioff 1 12, or call

levin 83Jlijffg825T information^

CUPAND SAVE

Lad J '0 yi£

v^

8.50
LARGE
PIZZA w
Free Liter

of Soda

rvvo TornNds

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good onty with this

coupon. on« coupon per

pizza
*

Limit 3 pizzas pnr address

— p^CUPANDSAVe

Eap 3 10 92

8.50
LARGE
PIZZA w
Free Liter

of Soda

TWO I()i»PIN(,S

208-8671
I

Offer good oniy with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza *
'

TAX INCLUDED ^^,^„„^— P^CUPANDSAVB ^...

{nuV 7 t\D 3 10 92

8.50
LARGE
PIZZA w
Free Liter

of Soda

iv\() i()»'n\(,s

208-8671
Offer good only with this

[coupon, one coupon per
pizza '

MMiiMHiMiMiMW i^MMMMU

I
*Not vaM on Sibrana or with any othar olfar. Muat mmamion adi

' ^^ INCLUDED Umit 3 pizzas per address

T"^
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iMEastM
DAN AVIDAN

World renowned correspondent from the Israeli newspaper
DAVAR speaks about his experiences covering the Madrid
peace talks, as well as his predictions for the future of the
region. All are welcome to participate. Leftist, rightist,

fundamentaHst or just curious.

Tbesday, March 3, at 4:00 P.M.
KNUDSEN 1200B

U.C.L.A.

Sponsored by

Committee for American/Israeli Relations

rmmm

Wyou or someone you Icnow

fias been raped . .

.
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Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these
feelings alone.

We're here to help.

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services
Consultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify
and assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer
any questions that may arise.

»l^»» •9*W9*VWW *»W

moretrtformation, call the Women 's Resource
€enter at206-8240 ord^p by Room 2, Dodd Hall,

Widaskfor anRSC.

The Women's Resource Center is a service ofthe Division ofStudent Development and Health.

"DO YOU SELL

PROPHYUKIKS
BUIIC?"

CHARACTER: Don Juan.

SITUATION; while buying condoms.

Sounds like Don Juan trying to buy

condoms or something. You're right.

Now go again. Introducing Crazy Talk.

The board game that pits teams against

each other and plays out what charac-

ters might say in umpeaed situations.

It's the rage on campus. Ifyou haven't

played already, get to your bookstore.

And get a copy. Then you'll see how
situations create raucous comedy.

German policies

sliift toward east
By John Tagllabue
The New York Times

BERLIN — Among the fragile

myths that have crumbled in the

two years since the Germanys
unified is the assumption that after

West Germany had absorbed the

prostrate East, the resulting colos-

sus would lumber along on much
its accustomed course.

As it turns out, the addition of
the East has caused a distinctly

German. distincUy eastward look
to become visible to everyone— a
look that is making itself felt in

policy choices and in the choice of
leaders.

As in any major power, it turns

out, there are strong links between
domestic and foreign policy in the

new united Germany. When Ger-
many dragged its European Com-
munity allies into recognizing
Croatia and Slovenia last Decem-
ber, for instance, domestic sym-
pathy for the embatUed separatist

Yugoslav republics was an impor-
tant factor.

So an unanswered question that /

has broad implications for the

future of foreign policy is how
Germany's new eastern burghers— 17 million in a population of 80
million — will view security

matters in the future^ and how this

will affect Germany's complex
economic and security alliances.

One factor that is sure to play a
role is support for the former
Soviet rq)ublics, if only because
large chunks of eastern Germany's
wounded economy — unemploy-
ment there is 17 percent — still

depend on contracts from furUier

east

In addition, control of Soviet
military and civilian nuclear prog-
rams is a matter high on Chancel-
lor Helmut Kohrs agenda; any
nuclear policies are a sensitive

Recent surveys of

eastern Germans have

shown a far more

negative view of the

United States, the

NATO alliance and the

presence ofAmerican

forces than in the west.

issue in Germany, where environ-
mental Green politics plays a large

role, and the question of nuclear
safety in the East is especially
important because Germans arc

geographically so close to the

potentially dangerous Soviet-
designed reactors of Eastern Eur-
ope.

F6r the time being. Kohl can
bask in the results of 1990*s
national elections, in which his

conservative Christian Democra-
tic Party parlayed vigorous support
for reunification into victories in

four of the five new eastern
German states.

New elections are not mandated
until 1994. But with unemploy-
ment soaring. Kohl's popularity
has waned in the eastern states, and
this month a government crisis in

one of them. Thuringia. forced
Kohl to install a veteran politician

and political crony from the West,
Bemhard Vogcl, as the local leader
rather than risk fresh elections.

So far. the Germans in the east

have not had much time to reflect

on broad issues of security policy.

When not caught up in the imiNmi
of ttietr pait and the web of

complicity drawn by the old Stasi

secret police, they have mostly

been busy absorbing blows to their

collective self-confidence— as in

the recent disclosure that the

idolized East German star sprinter

Katrin Krabbe probably cheated
on doping tests, or that Manfred
Stolpe, the popular prime minister

in the state of Brandenburg, may
have been a Stasi informer.

But such preoccupations are

sure to fade at some point. And
recent surveys of eastern Germans
have shown a far more negative

view of the United States, the

NATO alliance and the presence
of American forces than in the

west.

In a survey in December, 64
percent of western Germans
answered affirmatively when
asked whether they believed
NATO to be essential to German
security, against only 35 percent in

the east Asked whether all United
States troops should be withdrawn
from Germany, 49 percent of
western Germans answered affir-

matively, while 84 percent of
eastern Germans said yes.

*Tor the east Germans, foreign

troops are occupying troops,** said

Richard Hilmer, director of Infrat-

est Burke, the polling agency that

conducted the survey of 2,000=
persons, divided equally in east

and west
What troubles some analysts is

that the eastern German views are

coming to bear in Germany at a
time when traditional attitudes

among western Germans toward
the Western alliance and the
American engagement in Ger-
many are in flux.

Taking eastern and western
Germans together, the number
opposed to even a limited United
States troop presence in the future

has risen to 57 percent.

The issue has broad implica-

tions for the future ofUnited States

I foreign policy. Even before the fall

Of the Berlin Wall and reunifica-

tion, the Bush administration dec-
lared the Washington-Bonn link to

be the piUar of American policy _
toward Europe.

"If that piUar falls,- said Ronald
D. Asmus, an expert on Germany
at Rand Corp., which «commis-
sioned the Infratest survey, *1hen
the entire structure collapses like a
house of cards."

Bush administration officials

have sought to put a good face on
affairs, and in public statements in

Germany they have stressed the
efforts being made to acquaint
eastern Germans with American
ways.

Funding for educational
exchange programs has been
increased dramatically, for exam-
ple, and entire libraries from
disused American army bases have
gone to libraries in eastern Ger-
many. Consulates with commer-
cial offices and an America House
cultural center have opened in

cities like Leipzig and Berlin.

Meanwhile, the official line of
the German Government is that,

given time. Bonn will westernize
the east Germans and draw them to

the views that have made western
Germans loyal members of the
West for neariy half a century. But
with the Cold War over and the

American role in Europe increas-

ingly uncertain. Germany is bound
to develop in unpredictable ways.
The new uncertainty in the

world, which has become even
more pronounced since the Ger-
manys united, is somethiQg Kohl,
$m Oermani and their alliei may
wei have lo kam lo get used to.
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Co-discoverer
of AIDS viras

reinvestigated

By Philip J. Hilts

The New York Times

WASHINGTON — Dr. Robert
Gallo. the American co-discoverer
of the virus that causes AIDS and
the subject of a federal inquiry in

connection with that discovery, is.

being investigated once again,
federal officials say, this time on
charges of perjury and patent
fraud.

At issue is the patent covering
the test for detecting the virus, as
well as the scientific glory for the
remarkable research effort by
which the virus was discovered
and the detection test created.

The United States and France
now share the royalties from the
test and have arbitrarily split credit
for the discoveries 50-50 under a
1987 agreement In light of new
accusations against Gallo and his

colleagues, lawyers for the Pasteur
Institute in France, where
researchers also claim to be dis-

covers of the virus, are now
seeking to reverse that agreement
and recover from Washington
payments of $20 miUion plus
future royalties.

LONG HAIR
From page 2
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During one of our frequent
animated discussions on the length
ofmy hair, my dad made what was
then, in my estimation, a pretty

ridiculous prediction.

"Some day,- he said. "Some
day, people will be wearing crew
cuts and flat tops again! I guaran-
tee you! You*n live to see it!**

My reaction to that statement
was to laugh so hard I almost split a
seam in my Levis. Imagine. People
actually wearing crew cuts and
shaving their heads like they did in

the 'SOs?

Well, as both you know and I

taiow, my dad's prediction was
right on the money. A few years
ago, teen-aged boys began wear-
ing hyper-short haircuts. Why, Til

~ never know. But they did and they
do.

About the same time, profes-

sional basketball players began
shaving their heads. Why, ril

never know. They all look like 7-

foot-tall Buddhist monks to me.

In recent weeks, Tve noticed
that some grown men in town have
started wearing hyper-short hair-

cuts and shaving their heads.

These men have every right to

wear their hair as short as they
want, no matter what any of the

rest of us think of how they look.

Even if some of us think they look
like dorks. Or even ifwe think they

look like Gomer Pyle, USMC.
They have every right It's in the

Constitution under Article III: the

right to keep and bear hair.

But I guarantee you. as long as I

have anything resembling what is

an admittedly deteriorating mind
left, I will never cut my hair to the
quick. Unless it all decides to leave
on its own— joining the ranks of
the hairs that left during the Great
Receding Hairline Rebellion of
1986 — my remaining hair folli-

cles will remain firmly in place.

No, Mr. Bigshot Principal, I am
not growing a moustache. I have
grown a moustache and a beard,
and ril keep it long past the next
time the Indianapolis Colts win a
football game.

And if you ever catch me with a
shaved head. Til voluntarily spend
the next three years of my life in

detention.

CaU todayandwe'Ututoryoubeforeourcourse begins and
help you with the application procjess at no extra charge.

SriKillcr cla-. M/rs and niorr (iuli\ idiial attention- than
anv ()l})( r ((Mir>. (all STAMFORD V\U\V:

310.(>52»(>(>()2 818»70(>-1()00

IBM PC Compatible
Complete 386 VGA System
W/Printer Only $1^35

386SX/25 Mhz
• 2MB of RAM
• 40 MB Hard Drive

•VGA Color Monitor
• 1 .2MB Floppy Drive
• 1.44MB Floppy Drive
• Enhanced 101 Keyboard
• Floppy/ Hard Disk Controllor
•16 Bit VGA Card
• AT I/O Card (2$, I P. 1G) _
' Minitowor or Desktop Case"
W/ 230W Power Supply

• MS DOS 5.0 W/Manual
• Panasonic 1180 Printer

386/ 40 Mhz 64K Cache
• 4MB of RAM
•105 MB Kard Drive
• Super VGA Color Monitor
•1.2 MB Fk>ppy Drive
• 1.44mb Fk)ppy Drive
• Enhanced 101 Keyboard
• Floppy/ Hard Disk Controltor

•16 Bit 1MB SVGA Card
—^AT |yO Card (2S^tP^ta)-

$ 1.235 '^^co^

Minitower or Desktop Case
W/ 230 Power Supply

• MS DOS 5.0 W/Manual
• Panasonic 1123 Printer

^i $ 1.690

STR Computers
10002 Pioneer Blvd. Suite 106
Santa Fe Springs. CA 90670

TEL:(31 0)948-2018

800-888-3013
Call for 286 & 486

Warranty
•Full One Year Parts & Labor
Lifetime Technk^al Support

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•UABIUTY
COMPREHENSIVE & COLUSION
Sfl-22 riUNQ:

•MANY TICKETS/ACaDENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS,

BUSINESS. AND AUTOS.

CALL: (213) 477-8455

ALLIANCE NETWORK
INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.

(formerly Mervat Insurance Agency)

11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD #203, WEST LA
(AT COLBYABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)

'f^//c

Includes: Roundtrip caiise

for two adults aboard the

luxury ocean liner, M.V.

Pacific Star from San

Diego, Calif, to Mexico.

ajong with 4 days and 3

nights ocean view hotel

accommodations at the Hold Paraiso Las

Palmas while in Ensenada. Mexico.

Convenient port depanure 6 times weel^ly, every week or year.

Tickets valid for 1 year from date of purchase, transferable.

$529 retail value. if DRmViQ AGE 18 IN liEXlCO.

ORDER NOW!
TTiroogh H Spcdol HgrtwiMiit flOLXlfl Tklnti Hlottt^ Pm Coltoft.

if

if

1-800-444-5364
Grand Island Vacations

CALL

P.S.T.

CL^

R«q«lry; BahamM. Ail dates ara suopm to avaiabMy. Spnng BrtM • not

zf mort oaooit). AH trav« oaiaa are oonnrmM n iwiing oniy. oy iou
s^vpng. AsuMoe. svc cng.. aiOMs ana rmm

G.I.V.

[Trifii ^wfwww

^k)qrouD•|6

/-day fKuna poMcy:
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Reg $1.45

Good Only At:

1001 Cayley Ave.
westwood Village

(213) 208-4766

:^

Xyf-SR'C'NAL GOURMET
CINNAMON ROLL
BuyOne Get One

|

Exp.

3/30/92

T.J.Ciniidmons
vBdkory

Iff

THE WOMEN'S RESdURCE CEMl]
PRESENTS

A DOCUMENTARY PORTRATT
k'lhkii-irii:'

•rrmmmm

39y€an old,

Sahadoran, wWf
motker,...and

guerrilla leaden

MARCH 4
2408 Ackerman Union
12:00 -JE:06PM.& 1:00 - 2:00FM.

andWMlMmf^^m^^An^
poverfy and dvfl war which has
^tmm^tm^Smhemm drantlp^
chjx)giii;)ii|ft»
througji her eyes and widi hei* iiipj;
weajonga vivid t^i^
fenuJy lie and her life as a I^^der^^m

the guerrilla movement

TONIGHT
STARVING STUDENT

NIGHT! ^^
$1.99 ^

Cheeseburger, Fries & Soft Drink
OR

Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread &. Soft Drink
99<t, Draft Beer & Soft Drinks

. ..::.> g^^^^m?g=affffl=gft-ft=ft¥^^

Daily Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1 1835 Wilshire Blvd.
Just West of Barrington

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 21

xi
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STANFORD
SUMMER SESSION

Stanford is a unique experience, one that is open to

everyone only once a year. Summer is also the best time of
year to be at Stanford. With concerts and fairs and
exhibitions, the San Francisco Bay Area is so alive in the
summer even the locals have trouble keeping up. And then
there is the beauty of Stanford Itself, its cloisters and
Intimate courtyards perfect for outdoor classes. In 1892; a
student wro^te to his family: The late afternoon sun
deepened the sandstone arches into gold that summer and
made the tiled roofs rosier against the blue California skies.
It was a dazzling dream come true."

In 1 992 you can choose from over 250 Stanford classes In

world renowned areas such as intensive languages, pre-
med, international relatk)ns, literature, media production,
computer science, engineering, and nr^ny more. For more
information and a Stanford Summer Bulletin call or write:

Stanford Summer Session
Building 590, Room 104
Stanford, CA 94305
(415)723-3109

FAX

EHminated LAPD
candidate plans
bias claim

By Patrick McQreevy
Los Angeles Daily News

Leroy Baca, a Sheriffs Depart-

ment division chief who was
knocked out of the running to be
Los Angeles police chief, said that

he plans to file an appeal claiming
bias by the city panel that last week
picked the six fmalists.

Assistant Los Angeles Police

Chief Robert Vernon, also reacting

Monday to being left off the list of
fmalists, said that he seriously was
considering retiring although he
was not yet ready to commit to a

date.

"With 38 years (of service),

that's an awful lot of time. I don't
think retirement is in the far

distance, but I have an awful lot to

think about,** said Vemon. the Los
Angeles Police Department's sec-

ond in command.
"Frankly, fm going to sit down

and just think for a few days, and
maybe a week or two, about the

future and then fU make my
decision on retirement, if and
when.** he said.

When asked if he is considering

retiring in June, when Chief Daryl
F. Gates has planned to leave

office. Vemon said **that could be
one option.**

seven-member panel head6d-
by former California Attorney
General John Van de Kamp
announced six finalists last week
to succeed Gates, with Philadel-

phia Police Commissioner Willie
L. Williams topping the list

Vemon and two other Los
Angeles Police Dq)artment offi-

cials eliminated from the competi-
tion said that they had no plans to

appeal.

Baca, who is Hispanic, said that

he decided to appeal the decision

after learning that three of the
selection panel members gave him
scores of 98 out of 100, while two
panelists gave him scores of 88 and
89. The other two panelists gave
him scores of93 and 92, Baca said.

"Under prevailing testing stan-

dards a range from 98 to 88 is too
disparate. It shows prejudicial

bias.** Baca said. **The message to

me is that the two flow) raters were
making very specific attempts to

knock me out of the running.**

COURT CASE
From page 1

something that was unavoidable
and that*s plainly incorrect,**

Shankar said.

Although the specialist patched
the puncture, Dimmig is still at risk

for another rupture at that spot,

said Shankar, who added that his

client may need additional surgery
in the future.

If Dimmig has to undergo
another surgery, she may have to
quit her job as a production
assistant, he added.
Dimmig can now walk on her

left leg. but she still experiences
pain and cramps from an artery
clot caused by the puncture,
.Shankar said.

The UCLA Medical Center
regularly performs this kind of
anterior cruciate ligament surgery,
said Matthew Shapiro, an assistant

team physician for the UCLA
athletic department
More than 10 UCLA athletes

have had a similar procedure and
are now competing again, he
added.

"Although it's a technically
difficult procedure, it is safe and
complications are far and few
between.** Shapiro said. "This is

the only time Tve heard of this

type of case."

spur

antMolence
crusade in N.Y.

By Alison Mitchell
The New York Times

NEW YORK— Spurred by the
shooting deaths of two students in
Thomas Jefferson High School last

week. Mayor David N. Dinkins, a
coalition of black ministers and
Bill Cosby went to the school
Monday and invoked the imagery
of the civil rights movement in a
call for East New York residents to
begin an "anti-violence** crusade.
As neariy 800 students, parents

and residents of the desolate,
drug-plagued Brooklyn neighbor-
hood stood listening in the street
outside the school. Dinkins told the
crowd that the Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. had once led a
"non-violence movement.**

TENT
From page 1
three months.

However, the library staff will
move furniture, equipment and
book collections into the tent this

summer, when renovations are
scheduled to begin in the Powell
building.

The 63-year-old Powell build-
ing will be closed for two and a
_^lf years as workers strengthen
waUs and ceilings, remove harm-
ful asbestos, improve handicapped
access and bring the building up to
fu-e-safety standards.

In the meantime, the tent will
serve as the undergraduate library,

consisting of four pavilions with
40-foot high ceilings.

The main pavilion will contain
the circulation desk, periodicals
collection, reference computers,
part of the book collection, a
classroom and a mezzanine with
reader stations and book stacks.
Two of the pavilions are desig-

nated as reading rooms. The fourth
will have bathrooms and admini-
strative offices.

"I think it will be an interesting
and neat place to work," said
Thomas Fry. the college librarian.

"Students will see such an
- incredible improvement in space,**

he said. "There will be two very
attractive reading pods on the east
and west sides. People will be able
to sit outside to study and talk.*'

Planners will use the narrowest
corridors allowed by building
codes to maximize the study space
in the tent, which will have 475
reader stations inside and 90 to 100
reading stations outside.

Because a number of reading
stations wUl be lost in the smaller
library, planners have decided to
use at least one room in Royce Hall
to accommodate 125 more reading
desks.

Despite the reduction of study
space, the tent will be both
accessible to people with disabili-
ties and earthquake safe.

"The key thing in an earthquake
is to have a flexible building,**

Jensen said. *The point with the
tent is that it is a very ductile
structure in the sense of almost
being in a boat It will really move
but it will ride it out.**

However, a high noise level may
pose a problem for occupants of
the tent

The sound of rain pounding
against the aluminum and noise
from the surrounding area will be
noticeable. Librarians and plan-
ners are also working to tackle the

problem of noise from band
practice on the nearby Intramural

Field and Mardi Gras, the annual
May carnival to raise funds for

UCLA*s officials charity Uni-
Camp. jj .i_*jj
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RS PROGRAMS SCHOLARSHIPS
$58,650 in awards available!

(S*!)*. W • w it

Students participating in the following programs are eiigibi

- College Honors - Honors Status

1992 SUMMER RESEARCH STIPENDS
Stipends of $1200 per student will be awarded to undergraduate
Letters and Science students for full-time research during the

Summer of 1 992.

Students participating in the following programs are eiigibie

- College Honors - Departmental Honors
- Honors Status - Departmental Scholars

DEADLINE: Wednesday, April 1, 1992

Applications are available in HONORS PROGRAMS, A311 Muipfay HalL

k. ti...
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Sunday, March 15 1 1 :00 am-4:00 pm

Ackerman Union Loading Dock* (Drive or walk in from
the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without string, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and no
fl'ossyjpagazines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams (most soft drinks),but please, no
tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

Ifyou have otheritems to recycle, please callour office

^fora communityrecyclingcenterinyourarea. -—

—

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

UPCOMING COLLECTIONS:
April12*May17*June14

For more information about the ASUCLA Recycling Program call 206-7589.

SpecialRecyclingSiteavailableloronedayonly

Please Recycle this Newspapei

POT
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BEAHOLLYWOOD
SUCCESS STORY

lobal leadership in the competitive entertain-

nnent industry is just one of n>e benefits you'll find

wh>en you join Paramount Pictures. Our talented and

innovative employees are wtiat keep us

on the forefront of the entertain- j

rrent nnarket.

As an industry leader in the pro-

duction and distribution of

motion pictures, television pro-

gramming, videocassettes, and

***>f

ijhminotmt

cable television, our track record allows us to i^ovide

unique arxj exciting opportunities in ttie areas of

Data Processing. Finance. Legal and general

Secretarial, as v^ll as Student Internships in

Rrxarx^e and Advertising.

We invite you to stop by our booth

at Career Connectk>ns '92 to

explore the possibilities, or submit

your resurre to our Hurrjon Re-

sources DepartrDent.

(S)

A Paramount Communications Company

5565 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90038
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ome
% Set-up recycling bins

* Buy recycled products

^ Save paper, glass, aluminum

and plastic containers
r-r—f- -

Take your home recycled

items to a Recycling Center

ecyciing Centers
^ Use one of these centers or call

1-800-327-9886 or 1-800-553-2962

for the one nearest you.

WEST L.A.

Conmujiity RtcycMog

10308 teUMUinvd.
S10«551-7111

o
3
o
00

Racycia Wa

CENTE

I

SAN1X NIOMCA
Community Recycing

CMttP
1 Racycit Way
810*551-7111

ampus
^ Particvuite n ASUCUs |U*ogi*»n iv using recyi

iiins In all food service areas and departments^

:-.«•:

DRIVE UP. DROP OFF

m.

(ASUCLA accepts home
recyclables ONLY during

"Drive Up. Drop Off"

week-end drives)

These Sundays:

MarchlS* AppU12

May 17 • Juno 14

A S U C L A

RECYCLING
P R O O a A M

RAIN
From page 1

condition is not over yet, Mura-
kami warned. Most storms that

reach UCLA simply filter into the
Pacific Ocean and do not reach
northern California *s reservoirs,

he explained.

A second storm is also expected
to hit the Southland by late

Wednesday night and continue
into Thursday, Murakami said. He
also anticipates a third storm by
Friday or Saturday.

The second and third rainstorms
may make a dent in the state's on-
going drought condition, he said.

"But the drought is still on."
Although last month's storms

caused mass flooding and closures

on state freeways, highways and
local streets, Monday's rainfall did
little roadway damage. Most free-

ways, for example, were slower
but remained open, said one Los
Angeles California Highway Pat-
rol officer.

But for some students, traffic

was noticeably slower.

•Traffic was a bitch.-' said
English major Bryan Wilkinson.
The senior commuter from Grana-
da Hills spent an extra 45 minutes
Monday morning on the slippery,

sardine-packed freeways.

Westwood streets were also
clogged. Getting from Wilshirc
Boulevard to campus was incre-

dibly slow, said senior English
major David Overos.

Although the rain slowed com-
muters, campus vanpools and
buspools remained unaffected by
the storm. "All vanpools and
buspools are running according to

schedule,** said Charles Carter, a
spokesman for the campus Com-
muter Assistance Ridesharing
Department
The Campus Express buses,

which wisk people around UCLA,
also maintained their schedules
Monday, said BUI Churchill, a
spokesman for the canipus* Transit

Operations. Compared to Febru-
ary's rainfall, this storm was a
piece of cake. Churchill said. "It's

such a minor storm compared to

the last one. People are consider-
ing it a cake walk."

Westwood's power and electri-

cal lines also remained intact

throughout the storm, said Lucia
Alvelai. a spokeswoman for the
Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power.
Although students grumbled

about the wetness, they were
prepared for Monday's weather.
Leaning against the base of the
Bruin Bear, kinesiology major
Donte Henry waited for a friend

under his black, $10 umbrella.
"In a mad rush. I bought this

umbrella during the last rain-

storm." Henry said.

English major Michele Getzel-
nian — whose English literature

' notes were soaked and destroyed
in February's downpour — also
came to campus prepared for the
rain. Besides wearing a long coat
and blue duck shoes. Getzehnan
toted an umbrella and a trash bag-
covered backpack.

As students like Getzelma
roamed the campus in winter coats
and rain-proof shoes, other stu-

dents sought refuge from the rain
in the Kerckhoff Coffee House and
Alt Gallery.

Unable to find a table in the
coffeehouse, two psychology
department research assistants ate
their bread-bowl soup on a bench
in the art gallery. The coffeehouse
was full, they said.

SUPPORT

J-

TORRES
From page 1

another set of priorities that we
completely disagree with."

The UC Board of Regents
adopted a budget plan that main-
tains the quality and the access of
the university, said UC spokesman
Mike Alva.

"We did not want to raise fees,"
he said. "We did not have a
choice."

UC officials support the idea of
controlled reg fee hikes under
normal budget circumstances, said
Alva. But he added that **these are
not normal circumstances. The
econonuc situation must be con-
sidered."

Currently, California faces a
$6.6 billion deficit

Last year's large deficit
prompted legislators to cut the

education budget and raise reg
fees, ignoring the state's seven-
year-old Long Term Student Fee
Policy.

If passed, Torres' bill would
reinstate that policy — a statute

that prohibits increases of more

"Last year, students

stood aside and

swallowed a huge fee

increase. This year,

students are saying

^enough is €nou|^H^^^=

Art Torres
State Legislator

than 10 percent in a year.

But the regents did not take the

statute into account in January
when they approved Gov. Pete
Wilson's education budget which
includes a 24-percent fee hike for

next year.

This increase — the second
largest in the UC's 123-year
history — raises fees $550. In-

state fees will total $3,036.
While the governor's proposal

gives the UC much less money
than the regents originally
requested, it was approved
because regents considered it

generous in this tough financial

climate.

The CSU Trustees also recently

approved a 40-percent hike this

year, raising fees to $1,308.
These new student fees will

raise about $230 million for both
the UC and CSU systems.

But student leaders said their

peers are bearing an unfair brunt of
the budget problems. As an alter-

native to raising reg fees, students
are ^king UC officials to cut
expenses and continue the freeze
on pay raises.

"(The bill) declares in no uncer-
tain terms that we are serious about
curbing these fee increases," said
Lee Butterfield, director of the UC
Student Association.

Students have marched on Sac-
ramento as part of a campaign to

lobby legislators to reject the 24-

percent UC fee increase and 40-
percent CSU increase. At one rally

at the Capitol two weeks ago,
sUident demonstrators temporarily
shut down the building. Pohce
arrested 19 students.

"Students are now launching a
major *counter-offensive' by
challenging the UC Regents and
CSU Trustees to honor the care-
fully crafted long-term fee policy."

Toires said. "As author of (this

bill), I support these efforts and
intend to relay the student's mes-
sage to the legislature."

Arnerican Heart ^^
lAssociatlon ^^
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Viewpoint
Counterpoint

\-

Readers defend Sabarwal's column on radsm
Edrtor:

I am writing in regard to

the attacks made by Patrick

Meighan and Allison Wede-
meyer (Daily Bruin, "Sabarwal
column comes under fire/'

Feb.27) on Sanjay SabarwaKs
column (Daily Bruin, "We
shouldn't back down from
calling racism what it is." Feb.
24).

I hope they feel better now
that they have proved them-
selves innocent pf racism. But
I would like to point out that

their cries have no relevance
to Sabarwal's article. In fact,

their letters only divide the
few who fight in the arduous
struggle against racism, which
I assume they support.

I do not think it is 'tieces-

sary to point out to UCLA
students that racism is preva-
lent throughout America's his-

tory. Many, though, may doubt
that racism occurs today. You
do not need to look much

What's the difference between
being racist and supporting a
racist institution? We arc all

racist whether we admit it or
not!

The struggle, or *The
Dream" as our parents called it

in the '60s, has been passed to

our generation and we should
not fight individually by
absolving our sins with insig-

nificant and self-serving asser-

tions. Instead, we must unite
and begin with the premise
that America is a racist insti-

tution of which we all are a
part. Then we can work dili-

gently to reverse the bloody
ideal by studying history and
learning from America's mis-
lakes that have led us down
this harmful path.

As Jimmy Stewart states in

"Mr. Smith Goes to Washing-
ton," the only thing that mat-
ters in life is to "love thy
neighbor."

L

Sabarwal's contentions accurate
by reacting to the column
exactly as its author predicted

white students, being **reluctant

to understand why we want to

assert our culture and respect,"

would react Levitt's defensive
attack is triggered by guilt, is

simpleton and misses the point
Sabarwal speaks to a wide

audience. He mentions issues

and situations faced by a

variety of ethnic groups: Arabs,

further than at the misrcpre-
sentation of almost every ethn-
ic minority group in America's
institutions to realize that

equality and diversity are not a
jMimary concern.

Are they misrepresented

because America believes they
are genetically inferior and not
capable of competing or have
they been systematically

weeded out? Either way, the

chapter on racism in America's
history is yet to be completed.

Therefore, the righteous

claim, "I'm not a racist," is a
moot point We accept and
support this racist machine and
rarely question its ideals.

Narb^rto C ian^ro^
Senior

Psychology

Editor:

I wish to respond to David
Levitt's criticism (Daily Bruin,
"Stereotypes," Feb. 26) of
Sanjay Sabarwal's Viewpoint

'

column (Daily Bruin, "We
shouldn't back down from
calling racism what it is." Feb.
24).

- Before I begin, I must thank
Sabarwal for being the first

regular columnist this year to

discuss anything of true sub-
stance. I must also thank
Levitt for proving every one of

false rationality like Levitt's

that has for so long kept

oppressed people from unifying
into a only potent, all-encom-
passing liberation movement.

Sabarwal's concern with
regaining the human dignity of
people of color, destroyed by
racist systems of oppression, is

at its root opposed to the

divide and conquer logic Leviu
would have us internalize.

Sabarwal's fight for regain-

ing his own humanity comes
through the assertion of his

self identity and culture. He
explains "I am brown, and I

am now proud of that fact"

But again Levitt misses the

point and claims "I see in

Sabarwal's words a hint of self

oppression and lack of self

esteem induced by societal

stereotypes.**

Levitt, are you blind or just

really imaginative? What does
"self oppression" mean?
Doesn't '*lQck of self-esteenfc=

Filipinos. African Americans
and ChicanoA-atinos. The driv-

ing theme is that of solidarity

with all oppressed people in

their struggle to end racism
and oppression.

Though Sabarwal is adding
his voice to the cause of
diverse groups, Levitt blindly

asserts that "In the real worid
there will always be prejudice

because people arc inherently

afraid of the unfamiliar." It is

induced by societal stereotypes"

imply oppression of one group
by another? How would you
have racially and culturally

oppressed people "fit in with-

out compromise (their) princi-

jpals?"

You advise they should
**take advantage of the oppor-
tunity at hand . . . while
you're at UCLA, because some
day you may experience real

oppression." Thanks for the

wisdom! If you had read the
article you are opposing, you
would have recognized the tone
of fnistration with which
Sabarwal describes the oppres-
sion he has already lived

through.

Levitt, I suggest you reread

Sabarwal's column and honest-

ly attempt to answer the ques-
tions he has posed. Can you
reconcile the answers you find

with the argument that there is

• plenty of opportunity for every-

one? That "minorities" are

simply hypersensitive? That
racism, prejudice and oppres-

sion will always exist so it is

really no use resisting?

You claim California is the

most liberal environment on ,

the planet (obviously you
haven't tt^veled much), but did
you see the Rodney King
footage? Have you considered
the conditions of the inner

cities? Or seen the headlines

regarding education and social

welfare? When was the last

time you didn't see a homeless
person as you walked through
Westwood?

The answer to these social

probieiiit, 4fae^ solution i& 19F=
ism and prejudice, the antidote

to oppression is something
none of us will find at UCLA:
education! It is time we
learned to look beyond the

narrow ideology taught to us
by the dominant culttirc that

we must fear the unfamiliar.

We must now open our minds
to see ourselves as a part of a
global struggle against oppres-
sion, in solidarity, as Sabarwal
has displayed, with all libera-

tion movements.

Belizad TabatatMi
Senior

English (Anierican studies)/

Political science

Letters

Religion

Editor:

I'm writing in response to

Pei-Chi Chang's recent column
regarding Roger Mahoney's
moraUty codes for the motion
picture industry (Daily Bruin,

**RQger (Mahoney) & me: Pei's

shtick on religion," Feb. 25).

While I generally agreed with
Chang's view regarding the

censorship code. I think he fell

short in both his general

assessment of religion and his

understanding of the legal

aspects of religions' tax

exempt status.

Given Chang's often-cited

sexual orientation, I'm sur-

prised to see him callously

-ignore a significant minority.
I'm speaking in reference to

his statement that, in terms of
rehgious orientation, "It's either

religion or Shiriey Maclaine."
implying, of course, that

according to the Gallup Poll,

about 13 percent of the U.S.
ixjpulation is atheist, with
another 20-25 percent is

agnostic. Statements like

Chang's serve to reinforce the
beliefs of the religious majori-
ty, while ignoring the existence
of the nonreligious minority.

The second problem I had
with the first half of the
column was its superficial

analysis of religion, concluding
masterfully. "Generally speak-
ing, religions can be a very
positive influence on an indivi-

dual's life." I disagree. I think
the "savage" Native Americans
who were wiped out by the
missionary zeal of the Euro-
peans would also disagree. The
milhons of slaves who were
sttipped of their humanity
while their Christian masters
justified slavery with the Bible
would also take exception to
that statement

Moreover, the harm religion

causes isn't just in the past,

and it isn't limited to a few
censorship codes and anti-

choice rallies. To use a con-
temporary example, think of
how nice it must be to be
bom a Protestant in Ireland,

and automatically be hated by
many of your fellow Irish. The
same could be said for the
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Middle East, or (gasp!) here in
the good ole' US of A.
Religion creates boundaries and
differences, and because reli-

gious beliefs are so strongly
held, it also creates conflict
When Chang ai^gues against

_Mahoney's codes, he fails to
mention that IRS guidelines
prohibit tax-exempt organiza-
tions from being involved in

political activity such as lob-
bying. The interesting question
is, since the Catholic church is

so thoroughly involved in legi-

slating morality, why doesn't it

lose its tax-exempt status?

Granted, Mahoney proposed the
codes as voluntaiy standards.

112 Kerclchoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 825-9898
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but no one could argue (suc-

cessfully) that the Catholic

church (and other denomina-
tions) doesn't lobby on such
issues as abortion.

As it stands now. when a
congregation uses church
resources to organize an anti-

choice rally, each and every
taxpayer is subsidizing that

rally because each and every
taxpayer is paying taxes that

the church doesn't have to.

What that boils down to is

that whether or not a person

believes in church doesn't have
to. What that borls down to is

that whether or not a person
believes in church causes, he
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or she pays for them every
week. Of course, they'd have
snow-cone machines in hell

before they changed this poli-
cy, and that leaves people lUce
me frustrated. Don't feel bad
though, ease that frustration by
taking a nice brisk walk over
the heads (and arms and legs)

of anti-choice zealots who
block abortion clinics. Oh, by
the way, I'd recommend it to
anyone — and don't forget
your golf spikes!
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Senior
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A recovering racist at long last speaks hermind
Hi. My name is Susan

Rinderle, and I'm a
recovering racist

"Hi, Susan!" The voices
greeted me warmly as I looked
at the white faces they
belonged to. We were seated
in a circle, and I felt every-
one's eyes upon me, waiting.

There had been so many
stories told that evening, I

wasn't sure where to begin. I

thought about what David had
shared.

"I used to think that when
people of color talked about
how oppressive whites were,
they were oppressing them-
selves and suffering from an
inferiority complex," he had
said, as other group members
nodded in understanding. "I
used to tell them that they
should try to fit in and excel
in a society that recognizes
excellence of any color. I

would tell them to gel a grip
while at the university, because
they might experience real

oppression some day."

I remember that tongues
clicked in sympathy as Allison
chimed in. "Yeah, recovering
from racism is hard. I used to
be offended when people of
color talked about how evil

wliiit_4?eQpte were. I wottld tdl

Susan
Rinderle

them that they were being
prejudiced too, and that such
prejudice was just as bad as
blanket statements made about
people of color." More nods.
"I used to be so hurt that they
didn't sec how open minded I
was, and how I and my .

friends empathized with their

concerns."

At that point a newcomer
had spoken up. "Hi, my name
is Patrick, and I'm a recover-
ing racist."

"Hi. Patrick!"

"Hi. Well, anyway I agree
with Allison. I was in a* pretty
bad state myself. I even wrote
a letter to the UCLA Daily
Bruin about a column written
by a person of color, teUing
him he was being racist."

(Gasps whispered through the
room.) "I know, I'm ashaiped
to think of it now. but he had=
written about whites' racist

attitudes. I called him *intel-

lectually lazy* and 'an incredi-
ble bigoL' I was so blind!"

I thought about these peo-
ple's courage in confronting
the truth, and their strength to
change. I took a deep breath

and began.

"I'm Susan, and I want Vd
—

start off by saying that I feel

the pain in this room tonight.

I. too, was blind," I said. "I

used to be so proud to tell

people about the type of neigh
borhood I went to elementary
school in. I still am proud, but
I was hoping that this fact

somehow made me immune to

the poison of prejudice. I was
thinking that the multiracial

friendships and relationships I'd

had all my life prevented me
from being racist Sometimes I

still use my past and my
friends to absolve me, but I'm
getting better.

"However, I was a racist I

still am. By recognizing this

fact, I am slowly on my way
to recovery.

"When I say that I am
racist, I am using the vocabul-
ary of people of cotor. I

recently discovered that, as
Troy Duster writes, whites and
people of color frequently talk

past each other with regards to
race. To a white person, a
racist is a prejudiced person
that makes generalizations and
adverse judgements of people
based on their color, whatever
U IS.

TO many people of color,

however, a racist is a person
that benefits from, and there-
fore perpetuates, a system that

systematically disadvantages
them. This is a more sociologi-
cal definition of racism,
according to which only whites
can be racist

**This is not to say that

people of all colors cannot be
prejudiced — they can, and
are. But because I am white, I

am continually given an
advantage over people of color,

whether I realize it or not;

whether I want it or not I and
my family are favored, even
over people of color of the
same social class, when it

comes to access to employ-
ment, education, bank loans,

political power, medical care
and certain residential areas.

'Turthermore. as a white
woman in a racist society. I

have not had to<deal with the

quantity, or negative quality, of
prejudice that people of color
must deal with. I cannot fiilly

understand the impact a con-
stant barrage of societal exclu-
sion, negative stereotypes and
centuries of oppression have on
a people, and on individuals."

The murmurs of approval
and vigorous head bobbing
from around the circle encour-
aged me to continue my con-
fession.

"I used to get angry, like

Allison and Patrick did. that

people of color made generali-

zations about white people. I

_used to be npsftr that they
seemed to hate me. and didn't
want me to join their organi-
zations. As recent as six

months ago. I believed in

*rcverse discrimination' and the
injustice of affirmative action.

"I was desperate to under-
stand these problems that had
confronted me since I arrived

-:-^ UCLA to find myself
engulfed by more white people
than I was used to. I read,

discussed, attended seminars
and classes on race relations,

wrote to the Daily Bruin, did
community service in commun-
ities of color and studied in

Mexico where I completed a
research project on racial pre-
judice and discrimination.

"I'm still desperate to under-
stand, but I'm making head-
way. I started to improve when
I began to entertain the idea
that I might be the problem,
not people of color. I started
to advance when I began to
listen better, and let myself be
educated.

"It's frightening to realize
that you are a large part of a
problem you hate. It was
frightening for me to realize I

was unwittingly promoting a
social system that I abhorred.
But, like I said, the first step_i
to recovery is realizing you
have a problem."

Applause broke out from my
peers, and I felt a wave of
relief wash over me. It had
been such a struggle for me
up to that point, and I knew I

had a long way to g^ ht^ y

was ready.

My name is Susan Rinderie,
and I am a recovering racist
See you at the next meeting.

Rinderle is a senior majoring
in sociology with a concentra-
tion in social stratification,

race and ethnicity.

Westwood Facilities

1100 Glendon Ave. 11th Fkx)r
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 208-4240 / (213) 879-1533

Psychology

Theories of Personality

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

Psychological Assessment I: Intelligence

Psychological Assessment II: Personality
Psychological Assessment III: Neurology
Group Process and Technique
Child Psychc^athology

Social BaMs of Behavior
Anatomy and Physiology

Psychology of Religion

Professional Issues, Ethics and Laws
Human Sexuality

Advanced Human Sexuality

Case Consultation in Sexual Therapy
Developmental Psychology

Physiological Psychology
Psychopathology I, II

Hypnosis \, II

Advanced Hypnosis
Fam ily Systems Therapy
Transpcrsonal Psychology
Diagnosis and Direction: Mastering DSM-III-R
Qinical Practicum IVI
Research Methods and Analysis I, II

Psychosomatic Disorders

Social Psychology

Industrial /Organizational Psychology
Learning and Cognition

History and Systems of Psychology
Psychotherapy with the Chemically Dependent
Sports Psychology

California Graduate Institute
Graduate School of Professional Psychology - Nonprofit, Nondiscriminatory

Est 1968

Winter, Spring, & Fall Trimesters
Applications Accepted Throughout the Year

Marriage, Family, & Child Therapy

Oiange County Facilities

1122 E. Lincoln Avenue
Orange, CA 92665

(714) 637-5404

Applied Techniques of MFCT
Ethics and Laws for MFCTs
Theories of Human Communication
Psychological Assessmen I for MFCT's
Theories of MFCT
Psychopathology and Family Dynamics
Cros^Cultural Mores and Values
Oiild Psychopathology and Psychotherapy
Adolescent Psychopathology and Psychotherapy
Special Tactics of Change in Family Therapy
Ethnicity and Cross-Cultural Psychopathology
Family Psychopathology
Conjoint Therapy
Psychotherapeutic Issues of Marriage; Divoix:^ Mediation

& Family Reconstruction •

Child Abuse and E)omestic Violence
MFCT-Practicum I-III

Assertiveness Training
Metabolism and the Mind
Varieties of Healing
Psychology of Aging

Behavioral Medicine

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Behavioral Medicine and Health Psychology
Biofeedback Therapy
Qinical Consultation in Biofeedback
Psychoneu roimm unology
Acupressure for Psychotherapists
Psychosynthesis
Altered States of Consciousness
Guided Imagery
Psychopharmacology

^— Psychoanalysis

Personality Development I, II, III

Introduction to Psychoanalysis
Theory of Psychoanalytic Technique
Theory and Technique of Dream Analysis
Applied Psychoanalytic Technique
Freud I, II .

Theory of Self Psychology
Self Psychology: Current Writings
Self Psychology: Qinical Concepts
Ego Psychology and Object Relations
Object Relations I, II

Current Psychoanalytic Literature
Child Psychoanalysis I, II

Myth aiKi Fairytales in Chijd Therapy
Borderline States and Nardi^ism
Primitive Staterof^ind: Bulimia
Perversions aM Somatic Stales

Personality Disorders
Anxiety and Affective Disocdera
Psychoses

Melanie Klein

Resistani^ and Countertransference
Qinical Empathy
Shame: Its Importance in Treatment
Schizophrenia and Other Psychoses
Qinical Case Conference I-VI

Qinical Hypnosis I, II

Chemical Dependency

I>ug Use and Abuse
Chemical De{:»endency Counseling
The Family and Chemkal Dependency
Society and Chemical Dependency

CCl offers thefollowing degrees and certificate programs

:

• MA inMFCTMA in Psychology

PhD in Psychology

PsyD in Clinital Psychology

Certificates inPsychoanalytlcPsychotherapy;

Behavioral Medicine, Chemical Dependency

PhD inMFCT
PhD in Psychoanalysis

PtiyD in Psychology with Certiacate in Psychoanalysis

Certificate in Psychoanalysis
Students learn in a clinical atmosphere from professors who are Iherapists/teachere; therefore, a graduate frt>m the Institute
IS always on the cutting edge of what is occurring in the modem worid of psychotherapy.

\ i^

Classes are offered days, nights & weekends; call

for a complete current schedule.

CCl is approved by the American Psychological
Association to offer Category I Continuing
Education for Psychologists. The APA Approved
Sponsor maintains responsability for the program.

CGI graduates meet the educational requirements
for Psychology and MFT licensure in California.
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Don H Iw, man
Bart of 'The Simpsons'

r, knowledge in Ackemian

Jorma Hynninen, left, and Jorma Silvastl star in the opera "Kul-
lervo."

Death songs:
Finnish Opera's *Kullervo'

fails to harmonize its message

By Joanna J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

•The Simpsons** arc coming to UCLA.
Creator and executive producer Matt Greening,

executive producer Sam Simon, Nancy Cartwright
(the voice of Bait) and several producers and other
members of the crew of the highly successful
television show and pop culture icon will be
"assuming the position** tonight after a screening of
"Itchy, Scratchy & Marge.**

*Thc Simpsons** are arguably the most recogniz-
able family today with the exception of the
Kennedys. Compared to television*s other families
-t- the Bradys. the Cleavers and the Huxtables —
**The Simpsons** are a parody of the ideal American
clan. The banana-colored family with the protruding
eyeballs and the asparagus hairstyles includes
patriarch Homer Simpson, who slaves in a nuclear
factory while wife and mother Marge Simpson
guards the domestic front firom the escapades of
children Bart. Lisa and Maggie.

By Pellln Chou

Finnish composer Aulis Alli-

nen*s "Kullervo,** an opera
depicting a tale ofarson, incest and
murder, received its world pre-
miere at the Dorothy Chandler
Pavilion in Los Angeles last week.
Although featuring a wide array of
fine performers, the opera as a
whole had other weaknesses that it

was not able to overcome.
Playing the title role, world

renowned baritone Jorma Hynni-
nen delivered a powerful and
exciting performance of his char-
acter. Performing regularly at the
Metropolitan Opera in New York,
as well as most of the great
operatic capitals of Europe,
Hynninen*s rich and beautiful
baritone singing easily made the
role of the desolate and somber
Kullervo come to life.

Also quite enjoyable to hear was
the tenor voice of Jorma Silvasti as
Kullervo*s close friend Kimmo. A
member of the Finnish National
Opera, Silvasti shared with us a
character who was strong yet
tender, and filled the Pavilion with
warm and exuberant deliverance
of his melodic lines.

The performance of the Finnish
National Chorus was quite
impressive as well. Delivering a
penetrating sound that was never
forced, the chorus was quite
effective both in setting the mood
of scenes as well as reflecting the

mood of the title performers.

Although exhibiting many
strengths, "Kullervo** on the whole
is a very difficult opera to watch.
Its main problem lies at the heart of
the woik — with the composer.
Although filled with many inno-
vative musical ideas taking the
form of exciting and exotic melo^*^

dies, the opera leaves much to be
desired dramatically. The storyline

Thursday primetime mountain tc^ and banished then
long standing monarchs, "The Cosby Show,**-with
unprecedented ratings for the Fox Network.

Like other Fox shows "Married . . . With
Children** and "In Living Color.** "The Simpsons**
caters to the target audience of 18 to 35 years old. The
show*s success also seems to have encouraged other
animated programs. This season other networks
including CBS* "Fish Police** and ABC*s "Capitol
Critters^ have jumped on the animation band wagon.

Despite its enormous impact in the entertainment
industry and as icons ofpop culture, 'The Simpsons**
were having a cow at last year*s Emmy awards.
While Bart and family introduced the televised

portion of the Emmy Awards, which included awards
for Best Actor, Best Actress and Best Comedy, *The
Simpsons" crew felt they were playing second fiddle.

The Academy of Television, Arts and Sciences,
which awards the Emmys, considers the show as a
contender for the Best Animated Program and not
Best Comedy Program Emmy.

At last ycar*s Creative Awards, which includd'
awards for Best Makeup. Best Costuming and Best
Aniinated Program, the producers of *The Simp^]
sons** voiced their anger over what was perceived a$e
the Academy's discrimination and snubbing.
Wearing tennis shoes to the formal event, Harry

Shearer, the voice of Homer*s tyrannical boss and
UCLA alumnus, explained the lapse of formality.
•*0h. the shoes . . . It's not the real Emmys. For the
real Enmiys. Td wear real shoes.** Producer Larinai

The banana-colored family with the^

protruding eyeballs and the

asparagus hairstyles includes

patriarch Homer Simpson, who
slaves in a nuclear factory while wife

and mother Marge Simpson guards

the domestic front.

goes from sad to depressing to

completely suicidal.

Kullervo, the opera's main
character, begins the story as a
orphaned slave so discontented
that out of rage and frustration, he
tries to kill his best friend. After
the attempted murder. Kullervo
progresses further when he acci-

dentally kills the wife of his

master. From there, Kullervo*s
morale is lessened even further

Although filled with

many innovative

musical ideas taking the

form of exciting and

Exotic melodies, the

opera leaves much to be

desired dramatically.

when he learns his parents are
indeed alive. He reunites with
them, only to be rejected because
of the murder he has committed. In

the end, Kullervo takes his own life

by jumping into a pit of fire. It is as
if the story takes us into a deep,

dark tunnel, plunging forth end-
lessly withTio end in sight.

Sallinen*s problem is that he
takes us somberly along without
any sort of relief. With such a long
period of intense griefand sadness,

thoughts drift from trying to enjoy
the music to trying to overcome the
emotional burden of watching the
production.

The one brief moment of light

the audience gets — a song that

seems completely incompatible
with the musical style of the rest of
the opera — does not come until

after intermission, but by then it is

See 'KULLERVO/ page 21 Michael Woods plays a successful rock star In "Scar.-

Adamson said. "HopefiiUy that the Academy will
wisen up and see the error of their ways. Let us
compete where we deserve to compete."
At last month's Board of Governor's meeting, the

Academy resolved the issue with **Tht Simpsons"
remaining in the Best Animated Program category.

Despite the controversy, executive producer and
creator Matt Groening expressed his plans for the
future of the show. "We*re full steam ahead unless
we keel over in exhaustion. We have done some
strange areas. I can*t imagine a subject we won*t tarn
our cynical eyes toward."

SPEAKERS: The Simpsons'" executive producers Matt
Groeriing and Sam Simon, Nancy Cartwright (voice of B»t)
oo-executive producers Al Jean and Mike Reiss. supervising
producers Jay Kogen and Wallace Wolodarsky, producers
G«>r90 Meyer, co-producer Jon Vitti and animation director
David SiKrerman. Scheduled to appear in Ackerman Union
Second Ftoor Lounge at 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday, after a 30-
rmnute video screening of the episode "Itchy, Scratchy and

Courtoay of TtMsntieth Century Fox Flm CorporolkNi
Hey man! Executive producers Matt Groening and Sam Simon, Nancy Cartwright (Barfs vo(ce)
and other crew members of "The Simpsons*' will speak tonight at 8:30 In Ackerman Grand Ball-
room.

.j^

Scar' wounds its audience with woids
One man's monologue isn't enough
to save this Met Theater production
By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

When an audience cares so

deeply about what happens to a

play's characters that they leave
the theater embracing the play*s

message as if it were the Bible,

that's the sign of excellent drama.
Unfortunately. "Scar," now

playing at the Met theater in

Hollywood, shoves the theme and
tone down the audience's throat

from the first note of mood-setting
music to the last drum beat at the

end of the play. The characters are

of secondary importance. So is the

plot. All that matters is the

significance of it all.

"Scar" focuses on five charac-
ters. Stevie (Michael Woods) is a

successful rock star whose easy-
going manner does not prevent
him from winning or achieving
everything he sets out to do. He is

perfectly matched by his actress

wife, Molly (Deborra-Lee Fur-
ness), who is down-to-earth anth

nurturing but can be lough as nails

when need be.

Steve and Molly are vacationing
in their new self-builtNew Mexico
home with their show-biz friend

Ralph (Rene Assa) when they arc

awakened at 2 a.in. by Matt (Ed
Harris),'Stevie's fiiend from his

early days in New York when he
was first starting out.

After singing a Native Ameri-
can death chant. Matt tells Stevie
that he's on a mission to obtain
Stevie's prize horses for his friend

Scar. Stevie, of course, refuses to

grant Matt's request and doesn't
appreciate threats that he has until

morning to give up the horses or
the mysterious Scar will take
action.

Over the course of the next two
hours, we learn that Scar is a white
Vietnam veteran whose inability to
live among people has forced him
to escape into the mountains. Scar
has adopted many Native Ameri-
can customs and lives like a
"warrior," barricaded into his

secret fortress, with Matt serving
as his only link to the outside

world.

The rest of the play is a series of
monologues by Matt detailing

Scar's suffering. We never actual-

ly meet Scar. By the end of the

play, we arc not even sure if Scar is

real or simply an imaginary figure

created by Matt to protect him
from his fears.

Matt's triads are interrupted

only by questions like "But why
does Scar want Stevie's horses?"
to propel him into his next set of
philosophies about what a sad
world this is.

Director Darnell Larson orches-

trates gaps at the end of all of
Matt's ramblings to give the

audience time to let the impact of
Matt's words sink in. The dialogue

goes more like:

Matt Scar needs these horses.

(Pause . . . pause)

Molly: But what will he do with

them?

Matt's theory is that because
Stevie is successful, he has a duty

to give Scar the horses because
Scar is in pain and wants them.

This leads Stevie into a series of
speeches about how hard he's

wOTked to get to the top, which has
led to Matt's jealousy. Stevie calls

Matt a thief and a scavenger

because Matt thinks he deserves

what others have earned.

Murray Mednick's script takes

this theme no farther. Although his

intention may have been to show
that Matt and Scar have discovered

a deeper truth than Stevie's mater-

ialistic winner-take-all approach
tb life, this is not the way the play

turns out Matt is too pathetic.

We could believe in Matt if he
had walked away from $how-biz to

escape the phoniness of his life

instead of leaving because he was
afraid of success. Or when on the
road, if he had built some kind of
productive, self-reliant existence.

Instead, Matt just moans about
how much Stevie has and how
little he has. His thoughts aren't

even his own, but simply a
reflection of Scar's.

Harris has the very challenging
job of presenting Scar's message
in monologue after monologue.
Though a talented and respected
actor, his portrayal of Matt is

clicfied and stale. Matt appears
awkward and uncomfortable, not
at peace with himself due to his

new-found approach to life. This
insecurity leaves the audience ill-

at-ease in Matt's presence. Assa's
performance also exudes this type
of negative tension.

In comparison. Woods and
Fumess exhibit total ease and
self-confidence. Consequently,
their performances are much more
enjoyable to watch.

Fumess 's Molly is sensitive and
caring, though she only speaks in

one-sentence questions of Matt
and a has rare statement here and
there. Woods, on the other hand,
gives a performance filled with
positive energy and self assurance— so much so that Stevie com-

See 'SCAR/ page 24
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Kay Lenz plays P.J., country music star Bud Parks' (John Mellencamp) gfrlfrlend In "Falling from
Grace.''

'Grace' flows through Lenz
By Greg Srisavasdi
Dally Bruin Staff

Kay Lenz is a survivor. She*s
seen all that Hollywood has to

offer. At 19, she made her film

debut starring opposite William
Holden in "From Here to Eterni-

ty,** a movie that was described as
"breezy.** Surprisingly, Lenz*s
name isnVay familiar as lodie
Foster*s or Julia Roberts*. With
her inspired performance in "Fall-

ing from Grace.** however, people
may start noticing what a talented
actress she really is.

In "Grace,** Lenz plays P.J., the
former girlfriend of country singer

«t

Bud Parks (John Mellencamp).
Getting used to the small-town
setting of the film wasn*t a hard
task for Lenz, even though she*s

been an L.A. woman all her life.

"Well, as for as a small town, I

know that Tm from Los Angeles
and I know it's one of the biggest
cities in the entire world. But I

don*t think of myself as a big-city

0rt*" says tiaz. **I was bom uT
Hollywood and raised in Van
Nuys. I rode horses my whole life

and always hung out in the stable.

So it*s (small-town environment)
not that far removed from my life.**

Playing P.J. was a unique
experience for Lenz, since she was

able to work with first-time direc-

tor John Mellencamp. Lenz had no
hesitation about working with him
on the project, even though some
singers have had disastrous efforts

in directing (most notably Prince*s
**Graffiti Bridge**).

"I thought (Mellencamp) was a
great director. Being creative is

_very natural for John. He*s been
-successful in music, movies andon"
canvas (he*s also a painter),** Lenz
says. "He*s very generous as a
director and had a lot ofconfidence
in me.**

"Falling from Grace** also

See LENZ, page 24

Ifs time tD see
afl ttethings youVe

only read
about.
Until now, a lot ofwhat youVe seen has

been on paper. Diagrams. Descriptions of

procedures. Now that you're graduating,

it's time to explore all the areas you've only imagined. Join
the team at CIGNA Healthplan of California, and you'll be entering the world
of high-level professionals.

Come see us at the Job Fair Tuesday, March 3rd, in the Ackennan Grand
Ball Room between 2pm and 7pm. As one of ihe largest Managed C:are Organiza-
tions in the nation, CIGNA can offer you rewarding work at one of our Southern
California Ambulatory Clare Centers. We are looking for Financial Analysts,
Nursing Professionals, Accountants and Marketing Reps. So look into the
benefits of joining CIGNA. We're certain your career will be everthing you've
read it would be.

If you are unable to stop by our booth and are interested in a career with
CIGNA, please send your resume and cover letter, stating your area of interest,

to: CIGNA Healthplan of California, 505 N. Brand Blvd., Suite 600, Glendale,
CA 91203. We are an equal opportunity employer.

CIGNAaCNA Healthplan

Team with results!

A wann 'Thank You'
By Oscar Valdet

When you have your heart in

the right place, ypu*re bound to

make an impact— even if you
make some mistakes along the
way. That*s the case with Jan
Oxenberg*s "Thank You and
Goodnight^- a documentary
and drama about the illness and
death of her crusty grand-
mother, Mae Joffe.

Guided by the sense that her
grandmother had played an
important role in her life,

Oxenberg began to tape conver-
sations between them. Soon, the
richness of the woman*s spirit

beckoned and the project
became an obsession that would
take 12 years to complete.

Gradually, the audience is

pulled into Joffe*s world to
discover the dignity, strength
and generosity that filled her.

Oxenberg moves boldly to
capture the depth of feeling and
perceptions in her firiends and
family, but she is less success-
ful when she attempts to create
a character representing herself

as a child by using cutouts. It*s

not the artifice that compels
attention; it*s the realism.

Gripping are the grand-
mother*s expressions, the way
she pulls herself together in the
face of death in spite of the pain
she is suffering and the way she
tnanages to carry on witn irrB

until the end, never giving the
slightest indication of surren-
der. It just wasn*t in her.

Even as Joffe was dying she
was willing to put up with the
impudence and intrusiveness of

the camera. And one suspects

that she agreed to it having one
thing in mind— one last gift to

her granddaughter's career.

Maybe this gift is the greater

level of personal integration

that the director seems to attain

by the end of the film. But
perhaps Joffe got a gift from her
grandmother loo, namely see-

ing in the director an extension
of herself, one that gave wings
to dreams she wasn*t allowed to

fulfill when the society of the
times in which she lived all but
choked the roles of women.

In the end, you can say the

film is technically flawed and
too long, but you won*t say it*s

not honest You won't say it

didn't come trom your heart.

Joffe leaps out of the screen into

your soul and when it's all over
you take her home with you.
And if you're lucky to have
your parents alive you will

reflect on your relationship

with them, on the ever-chang-
ing perceptions of the role they
have had in our lives and will

continue to have even after their

deaths.

You would have to be pretty

dense to resist calling them up
to sec how they are. And if you
do, I assure you. Joffe's spirit

will be there. It better be. And if

she is, I hope she never leaves
you^

Thank you, Mae Joffe, and
goodnight **•

RLII: "Thank You and Goodnight"
Written, directed and produced by
Jan Oxenberg. An I.R.S. Media
release. (Rated PG: 77 minutes).
Now playing citywide.

&
SUMMER SCHOOL

1992

eorgetown
UNIVERSITY
MAY 18.JUNK 12 PRK-SKSSION
JUNEHJULY 10 FIRSTSKSSION
JIJNK8-JULY31 HKIHT-WKKKCROSSSKSSION
JULY 13.AUGUST 14 SKCONDSKSSION

During the summer months (Georgetown Univer-
sity's School for Summer and Continuing Kducation
offers more than .^00 regular graduate and under-
graduate courses for all students. Visiting students
from other colleges and universities can earn credits
which are ordinarily transferrable to their own degree
programs. Summer courses are taught by members of
(ieorgetow n's distinguished faculty and other visiting

scholars.

Knrollment is open to all students in good standing
at Cicorgetown and all other colleges and universities,

foreign students with a TOKFL score of .S50 or above
(6()() for linguistics courses) and individuals whose
educational background and experience qualifv them
for the courses they wish to take.

( Catalogues along w ith the application form are avail-

able h\ phone re<|uest 202-687-5942, fax recjucst 202-
687-89,S4 or mail re(fuest to: (ieorgctown i'rriversirv',

SS(:K/.^06 ICC, Washington, D.C. 20()57-l07-S.

Information for a '/'Af F.nglish as a Foreign hinguage
Program or High School Programs is available through
separate brochures. Please check the appropriate Ik)x

to receive information.

WMi:
VDDKK.SS.
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'KULLERVO'
From page 18

long overdue. This piece occurs
during Kullervo*s dream and is

performed by the "Blind Singer."
What is strange about it is that it

seems to come out ofnowhere with
no rhyme or reason. Immersed in a
surrounding pool of contemporary
classical music, it suddenly cries

forth with a melody that is all too
closely reminiscent of something
one might expect oriiear at a rock
concert.

Although innovative, Sallinen
does not set the scene up in a way
that is comprehensible to the
audience, taking the rule of "any-
thing goes in a dream sequence*'
just a couple of steps too far.

Tliere is much that is niusically

pleasing about "Kullervo,"
including moments of bold and
interesting orchestration and col-

orful and daring vocal melodic
lines. But much of diis is buried

within the rest of the score, most of
which is not only melodically

repetitive but rhythmically mono-
tonous as well

Overall. "KuIIervo" displays
some fine performers doing their
best with what they have to work
with. But not even what seems
their most earnest and fervent
efforts at pulling the production
together are able to make up for the
musical shortcomings. In the end.
the opera elicits a lukewarm
response from those still left in the
audience at the curtain's close.
• '/2

MUSIC: -Kullervo- by Auli^ Sallinen
Production by the Finnish National
Opera. Directed by Kalle Holmber.
Running Feb. 25-March 2 at the Dor-
othy Chandler Pavilion.

Film indlana' whips TV version
By Phil Rosenthal
Los Angeles Daily News

George Lucas' new ABC ven-
ture. **The Young Indiana Jones
Chronicles" — the season's most
ambitious new series— is the kind
of sprawling, high-minded, worl-
dwide story only the small screen

could hold.

Those expecting the thrills of
the Indiana Jones movies will be
disappointed.

The transition from the swash-

buckling movie archaeologist
played by Harrison Ford to the

more subduedTV youths played as
a 10-year-old by Corey Carrier and
as a teen by Sean Patrick Flanery is

negotiated in the two-hour episode
at 8 p.m. Wednesday (then 9 p.m.
Wednesdays) with only partial

success.

You have to applaud its educa-
tional aims. But for all its laudable
production values and attention to

detail, its premiere is a little too
talky for its own good.

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin. Esq.

Criminal Law/er
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

viding Great Care

ForAll Women

Shakey's Pizza

HBBB

EI3MR5[liS7°uaL

J^=HM=I>!J!€B

MadluM Dim TBppliM niia,
S nacas of CMckm ft Mojo Potatoos @fl®B^

Largo Ono Tapping Miia ^'V
ft Antlpasto Salad @®a%

OnlyLargo IWo Topping Mna

Sun-Tliurs

824-4111
1114 Gayley, Westwood

11-1am; Sat« Fri ll-Zam
A ViM

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
•Pregnancy Termrnation

General or Local Anesthesia

Affordable Birth Control

CIATES

CHALLENGE
The awaid winning Eteily Bruin

Advertising IDfepartment hasopened

positions fornew interns in the Creative

Department for the SpringQuartcr

199Z Ccnoeptualizeadcampaignsy

design supplement covers and create

artwork forads.

HE EXPERIENCE

The internship oflfers students a chance to

devebp skills in creative advertising and

in letunv studentscomeaway with an

expanded portfolio and experience in the

advertisir^ industry

PPUCAnONS
Applications are available at the Daily

Bruin offioe, 112 Kerckhoflf HalL

Applications are due 12pm March 10.

For further information pleasr* contact

Sulynn Cheeor Elizabeth Myrow at

206-2296.
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tvery pair ot eyes is unique, too.

of this (act
advanced r,g,d ga<, permeable conlaci lens materials, we never lose sight

FluoroPerm
'eTf<>rniance Lens

Daily Wear Soft Lenses
$175.oa

disposable Contact Lenses
$225.00

• Greater Initial arxJ long term comfort
• Easy maintenance, longer lens life

• Optimum corneal health
• Dally or overnight wear
• Superior vision

• Corrects astigmatism
• Resists deposits

.:

• Outperforms soft lenses

DR. J.R QUACKENBUSH, O.D.

10955 Wcyburn Ave.

Corner of Weyburn & Broxton

208-4748

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Kducational Center Ltd.

1 y- ^-

Doijg and Kate, played by O.B. Sweeney and Moira Kelly await

I?f<iSng ""^ *"*""* "*•'" '^^'''' "^^ '"^aCbS

Breaking the ice:
^Cutting Edge' tells shallow,

stale story with some success

By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

Winter Olympic fans can still

enjoy the competition and ele-
gance of figure skating in 'The
Cutting Edge." The film, starring
D.B. Sweeney and Moira Kelly,
tells the story of an injured hockey
player who joins forces with a
temperamental skater to strive for
Olympic gold in the pairs figure-
skating competition.

Set against the l)ackdrop of the
*88 Olympic games, the oppo-
sites-atlract love story centers
around Kate, whose reputation as
an "ice bitch" tarnishes her perfor-
mance as an athlete and artist
After her long-persecuted partner
drops her. her opportunity for a
medal in the *88 Olympics is lost,

and she goes home to her tycoon
daddy. At home, she takes out her
rage and frustration on other
figure-skating partners and coach-
es !)efore finally being forced to
accept Doug (Sweeney) as her

partner.

After his injury, EkHig is forced
to give up his dreams of a
professional hockey career, but he
continues to nurse his dreams by
playing at the local hockey rink
while working at an inner Milwau-
kee factory. He initially accepts an
offer to become Kale's partner,
motivated by the money. When he
meets her, however, he is immedi-
ately attracted for some reason by
her haughtiness.

Humiliated by Kate's taunts and
fuming from her insults, Doug
challenges himself to become
Olympic caliber in pairs figure
skating as he was in amateur
hockey. The rest of the film
follows the clashes and mutual
attraction between Doug and Kate
as they strive for the gold in the
1992 Winter Olympics.
The film's strength is its sym-

metry— an easily followable plot
which successfully tells the story

See 'EDGE,' page 24

+

Doug, an Injured hockey player, and Kate, a spoiled ice Drincess
heat up the ice in ^'Tho Cutting Edge.''

^t^.Mnncess,

'^'m

>y
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Treldcers beam to
'Star Treic' exiiibit
TV show paraphernalia goes

in display in Smithsonian
Tlie New York Times

WASHINGTON — The
National Air and Space Museum
of the Smithsonian Institution has
often been the last hope of parents
desperate to interest their children
in something besides television.

Now, television wins.

"*Star Trek': The Exhibition"
opened on Friday at the museum
with more than 80 original props,
costumes and models from Uie
1960s television series.

The exhibition includes Captain
Kirk's uniform, Mr. Spock's
pointed ears, two models of the
Starship Enterprise, a Klingon
battle cruiser, communicators,
phasers and even a few Tribbles,
the furry little creatures that
overran the Enterprise during *The
Trouble With Tribbles," the all-

time favorite episode cited by fans
in a nationwide poll conducted by
Paramount Pictures in July.

On the second day of the
exhibition, thousands trekked
through the galleries, crowding
into the transporter iDom and.
spilling out of the tiny shop. There
were more adults here than in the
rest of the museum, but there were
also a lot of 10- and 11 -year-old
boys.

But what is a tribute to a pop-
culture phenomenon, the
museum's first, doing in a place
that honors real-life conquests of
air and space?

Martin Harwit. the director of
the museum, noted that "Star
Trek" inspired many people in the
field of space exploration, ••people
who believed in a dream."

And the exhibit's curator, Mary
Henderson, added: •*There is no
other fantasy more pervasive in the
conceptualization of space flight

than •Star Trek.'"

Eight of the show's stars turned
out on Wednesday for a preview of
the exhibition, including William

its current cult status, ••Star Trek"
made its debut in the mid-1960s.

The phasers and stun guns are
crudely fashioned of painted wood
or plastic; the control buuons on
the ship's bridge are simply col-

ored pieces of plastic. And the
actors would be hard pressed to

squeeze back into those spiffy,

polyester uniforms.

After posing in the captain's

chair. Bob Krausc, a ••Star Trek"
fan from Columbus, Ohio, said,

••Kirk's chair is plywood. I'm a
little disheartened."

His wife, Kim, agreed, ••!! aU
looks a lot cheaper in person."
Although visitors may first run

The phasers and stun

guns are cnidely

fashioned of painted

wood or plastic; the

control buttons on the

ship's bridgfe are simply

colored pieces of

plastic.

Th^ exhibition includes

Captain Kirk's uniform,

Mr. Spock's pointed

ears, two models of the

St^arship Enterprise, a

Klingon battle cruiser,

communicators, phasers

-

and even a few

Tribbles.

Shatner and Leonard Nimoy, who
have been identified for more than
a quarter century with their Enter-

prise alter egos, the passionate and
just CapL James T. Kiilc and the

ever-logical half-Vulcan Mr.
Spock.

Majel Barrett, who played
Nurse Chapel on the original series

and who is the widow of Gene
Roddenberry, the creator of ••Star

Trek," said she saw the leap from
science to fantasy as being rather

small.

Both the museum and the show
arc ••testaments to the fact that

dreams can come true." she said,

adding that ••the only difference is

that the Enterprise is here before

it's been built."

Many of the artifacts are jarring

reminders of the fact that despite

to the captain's chair, the exhibi-

tion addresses ••Star Trek" not as
just entertainment but^ also as a
morality play.

The dozens of photographs and
props arc arranged under quota-
tions from such philosophers as
Nietzsche in categories including
civil rights and urban rcbellion, the
specter of Viemam, the resident
alien, the balance of power within
and even sexuality and wives, in
which viewers discover that Kirk,
Spock and Leonard ••Bones"
McCoy, played by DeForcst Kel-
ley. werc all married during the
series (usually under duress)
before they realized that they were
truly married to their ship.

After an original pilot was
rejected in 1965 as being ••too

cerebral," ••Star Trek" had its

premiere on Sept. 8. 1966. on
NBC.

Just three seasons and 79 epi-

sodes long, it ended on June 3.

1969, a month before Neil Arms-
trong set foot on the moon.
The series has since been extre-

mely successful in reruns, has
spawned six feature films and a
second television series. ••Star

Trek: The Next Generation," now
in its fifth season in first-run

syndication.

Turnout and security at the
exhibition are unprecedented, said

Ken Isbell, a museum staff mem-
ber, poinUng to the alarm display
cases and two full-time guards on
hand to protect the memorabilia
from overzealous fans.

Isbell, who lectures at ••Star

Trek" fconventions, said he "felt

obligated" to volunteer at the

exhibition, but after a second day
of maximum-capacity crowds,
with 2,500 people going through,

he began to question that decision.

••Beam me out of hercl" he
cried.

•••Star Trek': The Exhibition"
will run until Sept. 7 at the

National Air and Space Museum.
Free passes, which are available at

the museum, are required for

viewings on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday until June 15 and every day
after June 15.

Don't be left out in the cold!

Advertise in the

Daily Brain

825-2161

In a tough job market,
your first impression

could make all the difference!

r^.T.

Career Network Workshop #14

Interviewing to Impress

Tomorrow - Wednesday at 7 p.m.
James West Alumni Center

For more information, call 825-UCLA.

SAA is a student group sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Association.
Additional funding for the Career Network is provided by the UCLA Foundation

-to help you get the most from your UCLA experience.

AT UCLA, YOU LEARN WITH THE BEST
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MAR. 2 (MONDAY) &
MAR. 3 (TUESpAYl

NORTH CAMPUS ROOM #20
10 A.M.-12:30 P.M.

SPROUL HALL
2ND FLOOR (NORTH) LOUNGE

7P.M.-9P.M.

Bring thte yMrs tax package and al othM* pertinent records.

If you i«eed tax forme, pick them up at the FSC Offffce (312A
Kerckhoff Hall). Call 825^7608 to find out the offk^e hour*.

To And out the schedule for SPRING QUARTER, call after
March 10. The recorded message will provMe you with
dates, times, and k>cations of tax assistance.

For more information call:

FINANCIAL SUPPORTS COMMISSION
TAE (473-5562) or MIKE (824-5316)
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DMS INTERNATIONAL C0MPUTER»C0M[3{)»MENU
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•386-25SX MOTHERBOARD WITH 2 MB RAM
•TtAC 1 .2(5.25") & 1 .44<3.5') FLOPPY

•MAXTOR 1 30 MB HARD DISK DRIVE

•SUPER IDE CONTROLLER WITH \/0

•MINI TOWER CASE

•101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD
•INTERLACED SVGA MONITOR .28/1024x768

•TRIDENT 1 MB SVGA CONTROLLER
•PANASONIC 9 PIN DOT MATRIX PRINTER

•SOCKET FOR OPTIONAL MATH COPROCESSOR
•REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR

COMBO \i\-n?

•386-33 DX MOTHERBOARD W/64K CACHE AND 2 MB RAM
•TEAC 1 .2(5.25") & 1 .44(3 .5") FLOPPY

•MAXTOR 130MB HARD DISK DRIVE

•SUPER IDE CONTROLLER WITH |^
•MINI TOWER CASE

•101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD
•INTERLACED SVGA MONITOR .28/1024x768

•TRIDENT 1 MB SVGA CONTROLLER r

MOUSE!!

•COMPREHENSIVE 72-HR BURN-IN TESTING $1 31 0.00

MOUSE!!
•PANASONK: 9 PIN DOT MATRIX PRINTER

•SOCKET FOR OPTIONAL MATH COPROCESSOR
•REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR

•COMPREHENSIVE 72-HR BURN-IN TESTING S^ 440.00
( OMBO MX-4J J

•486-33 DX MOTHERBOARD W/256K

CACHE AND 2 MBIT/

•TEAC 1 .2(5.25") & 1 .44(3.5") FLOPPY

•MAXTOR 1 30 MB HARD DISK DRIVE

•SUPER IDE CONTROLLER WITH [Ki

•MINI TOWER CASE

^101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD

ACED SVGA MONITOR .2B/1024x768

•TRIDENT 1 MB SVGA CONTROLLER
•PANASONIC 9 PIN DOT MATRIX PRINTER

•REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR

•COMPREHENSIVE 72-HR BL^N-IN TESTING $1 775.00

MOUSE!!

ONE FULL YEAR PARTS/LABOR WARRANTY FROM PURCHASE DATE
CAll FOR DFTAILSI TEL: «18-?()»-1 n(> FAX: 81H. 508-5844

OKFK fc HOI Ks:

M-F 9am-»pm

LIBREX, through

Lynch , Marks & Associates,

is pleased to introduce the LIBREX
Scholastic Discount Program.

Students, faculty and staff members of

qualifying schools and universities can

purchase powerful and lightweight LIBREX
notebook computers directly from Lynch,

Marks & Associates at tremendous savings.

Litre/- 386SX/20 $1299
20 MB Hard Drive

^
4 MB RAM ^

1.44 MB Floppy
9.5" diagonal VGA Screen

Carrying Case

MSDOS 5.0

Weight: 6 lbs

CANON BUBBLEJET - $249
wrrii ri'RriiAse. while supplies last

lAnrlhMarkkS

iK \«»HMijil<>. Iiir

2180 DWICHT WAY
BERKELFY
CALIFORNIA 94704

A COPY OF YOUR SCHOOL ID IS

REQUIRED WITH EACH ORDER.

TO ORDLR OR FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL:

1-800-766-2948
FAX 1-510^44-3278

From page 22

of the competition in athletics and
love. And the characters of Kate
and Doug couldnH be more clearly

drawn. Doug is a downtown boy
from a woridng class family who
nins the local bar, while Kate is the

spoiled only child of a single

tycoon. Privileged with an over-

indulgent daddy who readily sup-

plies money, coaches and facili-

ties, she is the epitome of an ice-

skating princess. The contrast

between the characters allows the

audience to easily understand their

motivations.

On the other hand, the film

borders on oversimplicity. The
figures of Doug and Karen as

opposites are almost athletic cari-

catures of Sam and Diane from
Xheers" or Maddie and David
from "Moonlighting.- The char-

acters' simplicity undermines the

nim's conscious attempts to be
clear and simple. When Doug
collides with Kate in the opening
moments of the film, there is no
doubt that Doug will get Kate.

The film seems worn, especially

with the sexual tension that under-

lies the plot. Doug's romps with

women, including a rival skater,

show off his sexual prowess and
this blows any chance for the

sexual tension to succeed as an

element of the film.

The nim's simplicity is also

marked by an over-ieliance

alcohol to contrive the key
moments. Alcohol, the uncredited

third star of the film, is the catalyst

to bring Kate and Doug together.

Kate first realizes her attraction to

Doug when she sees him at her

father's Christmas party, where
Doug is knee-deep in women and
alcohol. In a later scene, which
lasts as long as the film's climatic

finale, Kate drinks herself to

oblivion in order to get the courage
to proposition Doug. Doug refuses

to take advantage of her inebriated

condition, but he later succumbs to

the wiles of another skater after

consuming a large amount of
vodka.

The acting of Sweeney C*Mem-
phis BeUe'O and Kelly ("BUly

Bathgate'O is better than passing.

*The Cutting Edge" marks a
needed move in his career toward
becoming a romantic leading man,
and Sweeney delivers an admir-
able portrayal of an unlikeable

character. Kelly also makes a
decisive career move in this film,

and she brings out her character's

"drq) dead" attitude and snobbery,

making her plausible as both an
evil temptress and a lover.

Despite the film's weaknesses
**The Cutting Edge" does succeed
in telling a story, even if it is a story

that seems like it's been told one
too many times already, -kif^

RLM: -The Cutting Edge" Written by
Tony Gilroy. Directed by Paul M.
Glaser. Produced by Ted Field, Karen

and Robeft W ^dd^ Melro^
wyn-M^yer presents an Interscope

Communications production starring
D.B. Sweeney. Moira Kelly and Terry
O'Quinn. Now playing citywide.

LENZ
From page 20

enabled Lenz to play a character

whose moral code was different

than the actress's.

^It's very similar to a film I did

called *Fast Walking* (with James
Woods). Although I was very

different from the character, she

certainly (allowed me to explore) a

fantasy of mine. And although I

don't believe in extra-marital

relationships, everylxxiy fantas-

izes," Lenz says.

*That's the great thing about

acting — we can be things that

maybe morally in our lives we're

opposed to doing . . . (And) not

only do we play these roles, but we
get paid to do it," laughs Lenz.

The actress has always been

exposed to the television and film

industry. Her father, a television

announcer and producer, got Lenz
her first gig as an **actress."

*The first time I ever did

anything theatrically was when I

was 6 weeks old. My father was
producing a TV show and Betty

White C'Golden Girls") was hold-

ing me in her arms singing. I was
screaming and she was singing,"

Lenz says.

Lenz started her real acting

career at the age of 13, participat-

ing at the Pasadena Playhouse
while appearing in a brief stint on
•The Andy Griffith Show."
Working professionally at an early

age had its share of memories for

Lenz, especially her involvement
with the television series.

**(Ron Howard's character

Opie) was a musician. He had
gotten a band together and I was a
groupie. My chairacter's name was
Phoebe and I remember that —
God knows why," Lenz recalls. "I

think my one line was, *Oh, Opie,

you were just wonderful,***

"That's the great thing

about acting— we can

be things that maybe

morally in our lives

we're opposed to doing

. . . (And) not only do

we play these roles, but

we get paid to do it."

KayLeiu

Lenz is a two-dmeEmmy award
winner, one of them for her role as

a heterosexual afflicted with AIDS
in the former NBC series "Mid-
night Caller." Lenz also can be
seen in a recurring role in NBC's
'•Reasonable Doubts," which stars

Marlee Matlin and Mark Harmon.

Lenz may not have the marquis
name that will draw millions of
tickets to the movie theater, but she
does have what many actors today
in Hollywood don't have— talent
If you don't believe me, see
••Falling from Grace." You can
thank me later.

'SCAR'
From page 18

mands the stage.

Nina Ruscio's intricate set is

another high point of the produc-
tion. Every detail of the house is

beautifully designed.

But solid acting and a nice

looking stage aren't enough to

save tills production. Witii all its

attempts at profundity. *'Scar"

ends up saying very littie. *•

STAGE: "Scar." Written by Murray
Mednick. Directed by Darrell Larson.
Produced by Tom Bower, Jane Also-
brook and William W. Fletcher. A MET
Theater presentation, with Ed Harris,
Rene Assa. Deborra-Lee Furness and
Michael Woods. Now running at the Met
Theater until March 15. Playing Thurs-
days— Sundays at 8 p.m. TIX:Jl 5. For
more info, call (213) 660-TKTS.
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BARYSHNIKOV BASICS

OFF
WQMENSWEAR DEPARTMENT

M A R C H ^2^^ 3
»*^ / Markdown at register. Free gift wiifi every

r^iir^ I Baryshnikov purchase wfiile supplies last.

ASUCU STUDENTS' STORE
B-level Ackerman Union/M-Th 7:45-7:30;
F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5: Sun 12-5

Presents

NANCY RAMSAYER,
Dean of Admissions at Cal Western School of Law

^The topic will be : Writing your Personal-
Statement

Tonight 8pm AU 2408

Mr C/»r/,./-( ;•/

Ifll UMIVLRSITY OF.

Found cii

1891

COLLEGEOFlAW
APPLY NOW

AccredUedSmaU Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

AocredUfid by the California

I

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Wettem Association of

LSchools and CoUetea.

Two Conyenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 BaUna Boulevaiti

Can:(818)981-4529

La Veme Campus
I9S0 Third Street

CalL(714)596^1S48

The ladies of ~~

Gamma Phi Beta

would like to thank the

^

I

gentlemen ofPhi Psi

r ^ forjoining us at dinner. ^ ^

Alcohollca Anonymous

Mootings
Mon. diMUMkm. Thur. BookMudy. Fri. Slip
ShKV. AU 3826 12:15-1 :1ft. Fri. 12D0-1 A)
Tmm. DiMUMion. WW. OiMMMion NPI

12:16-1A>
For aloohottn or indMdunli who

tMw>odr<nkinoprobtofm

lOE presents
Personcd 10

Good Deals

INSURANa WAR!! We'll beat any price or
don't want your butincsf. Tickets, accidents,
sport cart, student discounU. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

Free 8

$100 CHALLENC£. UCLA-O, Plan 15. Prove
my pollUion solution unvvorkable and get
$100. Support this sound ecological policy or
take the $100 challenge. 1-800-488-2489.

DISCREET CONDOM CARRIER FOR WO-
men: Oossy black plastic, no identifying

marks or logos. Please send $4.95, check or
money order to Progressive Design, 1001 4th
Ave. Plaza, Suite 3200, Dept. C, Seattle. WA
98154.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY DIDI - 27 ALWAYS.
LOVE COCO.

""v^

FREE CONDOMS, 1 2 FREE CONDOMS from
major brands: Trojan, Ria w/ nonoxynol —9,
Lifestyles. Send $2.50 for S/H to: LINE ONE
LABS, 16161 Ventura Blvd, Suite 888, Encino,
CA, 91436.

Miscellaneous
r-

ART HISTORY STUDENT/PRQFESSOR
warHed to research works of fine art. $1G^.
Tom (619) 324-3800 or (619) 327-7447.

STUDS. SEE THE HOTTEST TV. SHOW. Free

tickcUl Croups welcome. (310)414-0557. Be-
tween 10 and 8.

Date Party

Busses leave 9:30
WESTWOOD PSYCHIC, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,
specializes in love, marriage, financial, and
any other problems. $5. 801 Levering Apt.l,
no appointmenu needed, open 9-mtdnight
1(800)559-NINA.

?*s: Jason
824-3956

In\'ilc

Only

:l(pfhi Oamnui OuiCija

Iiiloi ination Ni^lit

.March H,I992 . h P.M

avfx for >\iixi

Research Subjects 12

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIQ BOYS 7-11
years needed for UCLA research project.
Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTKDNAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free
developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

INDIVIDUALS DIACNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-
««arch study. Free biofeedback and strew
»«duction treatnf>ent. Dissertation study. Ages"
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or
(310)471-3672.

NATIVE ARABIC speaker to help me study
Koran, also conversation; saudi/bedouin
dialects preferred Nina (310)271-3647.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
"deeded for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learninc
experience .825-0392.

SUDDEN RUSH OF INTENSE FEAR fdr no
reason? Earn $. Call 206-9191 Heart Rate
Study.

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages
1 2-30, needed to participate In research study.
Under Demiatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For more info, call
(310)828-8887.

Pregnancy

T , . m *ii».
- •

20

eggs to ChincsVAmcrican woman. If inter-
•ited, pfease call Dr. Friedman (Associate
Oynical Professor OB/CYN) (310)277-2393
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TA Beta Ta
Presents

Laboratory Assistant
Scdcing dependable, energetic person to
work in 1 Ub environment. Experience in
«tenlmng/wi«hing gluiware. openuon of
autoclave*, pipette machine*, automatic
dishwaihen, distillation apparatus and
dispoMl of radioisotope materials. Receive.
vcnfy, deliver suppUcs/oquipment. Ability to
Uft S0» lbs. Reqd Nonsmoking woA ai^.

The Vre-Jiffair
/^

Little Sister Dinner

5:30 pm
tonight

Chinese Chicken Salad
Feast by Chez Kathy

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

iRonkin Educational Group-

O'douls Strattons

Invite Only
BYOB

ADVERTISING
Chiaki,

XAA
4 years and a lifetime to go...

Happy 4th Anniversary

Baby!

Love,

Keith niT
Wanted

^ ^ Opportunities 26

nCURE MODELS
Female photo models

Age 18+. No exp. required.

TOP PAY. (213)256-8700

EXPLODING NEW COMPANY founded by
DR. PAT ROBERTSON seeking MONEY-
.VIOTIVATED ENTREPRENEURS! GROUND-
FLOOR OPPORTUNITY! UNLIMITED PO-
TENT1AL! (310)836-5371.

SST" ^ITCAMFAyNMIMOmS!~**^ J V/^«Mi MWVIMTIOM IS A HMHTI-MXION
/L NKXIAN mntHUS OU* UNC IMCLUntk

Healtti Services 22

FREE DENTISTRY. Do you need fillings,

crowns, or gum work? Doctor need* patients

(or State Board Exam. (215)270-9154.

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help infertile couple
have baby by becoming egg donor. Compen-
salion available Call Barbara (81 8)350-5243.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acr>e, scars ind sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Croup. (213)786-0636.

PAUL DREW, Athletic Masseur. LXTLA dis-

count. (310)839-8544.

PSYCHOTHERAPY—Individuals/couples/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-
lems. Liz Could (310)578-5957, sliding scalp.

PMtf^ (310)572-4092.

THi M(T MIOnCTKX IMIAy DCVKIS
tTUM OUM>. lOUNO MA»H*.

m
MMOLMI *klAMttt ft MOM'

%. CAll TOOAy M* S7» 1797

sai

VAMMM. WA
tAM SO* $7} 117 J

Salary. $1,766 - $1,921 (mid-point),
benefits pkg.

Send resume. B. Sears, Microbiology A
Immunology. School of Medicine, 43-247

CHS, Los Angeles. CA 90024
Aff. Act Erap.

EARN up to 1150 pf month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOO PLATELETS SAFELY

For Information
Coll Anna

(18)8M-388S

Canoor pationta throughout LA
bonofit from your participation

U^LfAAn rAj<_t

49S4 Wn Nuya Blvd. Sharman Oalia

HELP! New concept restaurant in WLA — Fun,
fast-paced atmosphere — Needs to fill the
following positions Immediately: Part-llrDe

cookj/general kitchen help. No experience
necessary. Flexible hours between 5am-3pm.
$6^r. Part-time delivery people. Must have
own vehicle (scooter a plus), liability

insurance and good DMV record. Flexible
hours between 6am-2pm. Minimum wage *^
All tips! Positions begin first week
of March. Call (310)445-3366 for details
EOE.

MODELS

6 men, 3 women, athletic/photogenic, to
rryodel jackets and tees for sports catalog,
experience helpful but not necessary Call
(310)416-1142, ask fbr Mandy.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT sought for In-
ternational Fine Art Exposition Company in
Brentwood. Requires Spanish and/or other
foreign languages, general office experience
and computer skills. Company offers travel
opportunities and excellent advancement In
international business. Fax resunrMJ and cover
to (310)820-5426.

AGENTS WANTED TO PROCESS phone
orders. People call you. Will train
1-800-727-9716 ext.348A 24hrs.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT —
fisheries. Earn 5,00(WKno. Free transportation!
Room - Board! over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call 1-206-545-4155
ext. 1483.~^
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products from your home. Info
504-646-1700. DEPT. P695.

ATTENTION: MAIL ORDER company needs
help. Work from your hon'>e, doing various
jobs. Call (213)964-2943.

AUTHOR SEEKS INTEL. PERSON (w/cocd) for
help with docurT>entation, typing and/or light
household work Offers in return German,
French, or Math ^nd Sciooco

HOUSEKEEPING/CHILDCARE wanted. 8hi/
day, M-F, Own transportation. WLA. English
speaking non-smoker. (310)391-8784.

INSURANCE OFFICE needs PT office help
MWF, 1 0-5. Salary according to experience
(213)937-1770.

Call (818)508-8680

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY needs full-tirr^e

bilingual (Spanish) legal assistant. Ask for
Vivian (310)855-1861.

CAMPUS POSITIONS: Flexible part-time
hours, will %vork around classes/ imr^edlate
openings. Sunset Village dining services
$6.63Air 206-7686. Contact Walt Anderson.
Also accepting applications for summer
employnrwnt.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for
feature films, commercials, and television.
Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

aUB HOUSE ATTENDANT. M-F, 7-1 1am,
$6^r. Duties include taking reservations, en-
forcing rules, and some malntainance.
(310)475-7812. ^^^
CRUISELINE. ENTKY-LEVEL onboardlandside
available. Year-round & summer positions
(612)643-4333.

for -DEAN't LIST" brain functfon
enhanctr and other products for
maximum health and performance.

1(800)876-4MED

lact Herlxn at (310)476-2011.

DAY CAMP Serving Canejo and San Fernando
Valleys seeks caring, energetic people for

summer staff. Ger>eral counselors and special
instructors for horseback riding, music, crafts,

-n»rimmin^ naUw, gymnas t ics and more .

Great place! (818)706-8255.

INTERN-ASSISTANT. Sports and Entertain-
ment events marketing-public relations.
$5/hr. (310)829-1111.

LOOKING FOR PT, Morning or after, 4
hours/day. Light computer work and phone
skills. Must be a self-starter. (310)628-4757.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research
and make $$ P/T. Sell condoms. Perfect
Health. (805) 655-5624.

MAKE MONEY EASY! lust adv^rti.P OAhr

LAW FIRM
neecis motivated person to
do Challenging legal and

clerical tasks
Great Experience tjb tield

Please send resume
wGPA, available times
for interviews and other
pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

LOS Angeles, CA 90067

DERMATOLOGY office assistant with medical
or scientific interests. (310) 555-7661.

DISTRIBUTOR: Student security products, part
tirTH», ern big $$$ (310)574-1365

Driver for two children, late afternoons, must
have experience w/children and references.

(310)278-0458.

ENTERTAINMENT MANAGMENT
COMPANY seeks P/T student receptionist.

Great experience and contacts. Must know
WP5.1 5-10hrs/wk. $5/hr.
Call (310)470-5970.

EXTRAS NEEDED for country artist

performance/video. Please call
(310)823-3106 for further information.

FRONTRUNNERS LOOKING FOR SELF-
MOTIVATED, energetic, goal oriented, nr>en

and women for sales positions. Apply in

person. FRONTRUNNERS Brentwood, 1 1640
San Vicente BKrd.

^l^yqMrthday
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$20a-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

honr>e. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2900 Copyright #CA11KDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major
corporation Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117-B, P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, Texas 77805. _^^
$40,00(yyr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple "lik^don'l like" form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at homt, beach vacatiorn. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright #CA11KEB.

March 3. 19B2

A number of splendid opportunities
authored by friends and associates
could t>e in the offing In the year ahoad.
The ones sponsored by those who have
been lucky (or you in the past are likely

to t>e the best.

PI8CE8 (Feb. 20-March 20) Verbal
agreenr>ents have their place, but if

you're negotiating something of real im-
portartce today, insist on havir>g it done
legally and properly Know vvhere to
look for romance and you'll find it. The
Astro-Graph Matchmaker instantly re-
veals which signs are romantically per-
fect for you. Mail $2 pkjs a k>og. self-ad-
dressed, stamped envelope to
Matchmaker, c/o this newspaper. P.O.
Box 91428. Cleveland. OH 44101-3428.
ARIES (March 21-April t9) Your judg-
nr>ent regardirig practical issues might
not be up to par today. Instead of trying
to reason things out for yourself, dis-
cuss tr>em with someone whose wisdom
you respect.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Try to avoid
a group today that contains individuals
you always feel you must compete
against You're not apt to be in a mood
for playirtg games of one-upmanship.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) That domes-
tic rumble you initiated at honf>e recently
is still unresolved. Be careful today you
don't Inadvertently pour fuel onto a
smoldering fire.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Don't put
anything in Mrritir>g today that alters
conditions agreed upon in the past. In-
stead of improving your position, it

might do otherwise. Let sleeping dogs

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Commercial in-
volvements must be handled with con-
siderable care today, especially a situa-
tion that was initially trk;ky. Your profit
margin might not be as secure as you
think

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Partnerships
could be more of a liability than an asset
today. partk:ularly if you're attempting
something new. Don't take others on
board — unless you have no chok^e.
UBRA (Sept. 2a-Oct. 23) If you expect
someone else to take care of a matter
you're capable of handling for yourself
today, disappointment is likely. Be self-
sufficient

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Be optimis-
tic regarding your present involve-
ments, but temper your enthusiasm
with reality There's a thin line between
wishful thinking and positive expectan-
cy today
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 2S-Oec. 21) Con-
ditions in general look rather favorable
today. kMJt things might not conte out
exactly as you anticipate. Nevertheless,
the results should still be gratifying
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22.Jan. If) Think
before you speak today; your com-
ments could later t>e blown out of pro-
portion by a detractor and cause you
unnecessary anguish
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-feb. 10) Probabili-
ties for personal acquisition look very
good today. As lor>g as you earn your
rewards hor>estly, don't feel obligated
to give up Mrhat you gain.

roadside assistance crutThembersHIps $3^.45
annually. Much cheaper than comparable
services. Good anywhere any road US and
Canada. Membership covers member and
spouse. Includes all cars up to 1 ton truck an
RVs. First year membership includes FREE 6
night, seven day 4 star hotel stay in Hawaii or
Mexico. Dealerships are available by callinc
310-512-6021. *

MALE MODELS EARN $15(VHR. OR MORE,
SAME DAY PAY. BOYISH AND/OR ATHLETIC
(SURFER/STUDENT/GYMNAST TYPES)
18-?4. CLEAN SHAVEN FACE, LITTLE OR NO
CHEST HAIR. PLAYGIRL SVflE MAGAZINES
NUDIW. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
BRAD (310)392-4248.

MALES AND FEMALES, A^es 18-24 fbr nude
modeling for French and American Maga-
zines. Same day pay. Call Paul 310-278-91 62.

MESSEN(3ER: Westside law firm needs me^
scnger. Must have reliable car & suitable
insurance, hours negotiable. Call Cindy at
207-8228.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuil calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NANNY/ BABYSITTER. 6-yr-old boy, WLA. 3
afternoons a week. Car/ insurance, English
speaking. References a must. (310)477-2879.—

NOON-AID NEEDED for Brentwood school
2/mi. from IXTLA. S7/^r. 12-1:30 5-days/wk
Call Dan (310)476-9633 x160.

ORDER TAKERS, FT/PT, for busy attorney
service. Energetic, well-spoken, positive per-
sonalities needed for this well-paying
position. Century City location. Please call
Fred (310)556-7777.

PART-TIME POSITION to start up entrepre-
neurial business ventures working with men-
tally ill adults. Marlene 395-8886.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large
family day care. Pacific Palisades, Ea units
and experience necessary. Call Leslie at
(310)573-1811.

I

PART-TIME WRITING POSITION available at
a non-profit agency. $1(Vhr. Contact Marlene

I 395-8886.

,
PART-TIME Retail Sales, '$8.20 Starting Pay*,

I Schedule around classes. Eve^Avknds avail-
able. Scholarships awarded quarterly. (310)

1

396-1479

|PRE-MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
J

Sophnwe w/ strong academics: Clinical Re-
I
search Assistant-UCLA Medical Center. Tues/

i Thun fof 2 years. 12-15hrsA>»eek. 825-4749.

|PT, ACCOUNTING EXPERIENCE w/computer
I knowledge, must be accurate, 3-7pm, M-F.
\

S7Ayr. (213)965-1320.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships-
Internships. Call now (818)345-4479 .

P/T - LAB HELPER, need dependable person to
wash, sterilize glassware, operate autoclaves,

,

pipette machines, automatic dishwasher and
distillation apparatus. Receive, verify and de-
liver supplies and equipmcru. Operate projeo
tor and other audio visual equipn>ent for class
and scientific research presentations, as
needed. Ability to lift up to at least 50 lbs.

required, non-smoking environment.
$8.03/hr. Contact Margaret Lacev
(310)825-9369.

^

P/T RECEPTIONIST. Answer phones, light
typing. Sat.A Sun 9-5 PM. $S.50/hr.
(213)851-8070 ext.204.

RN WANTED for' dermatology office. (310)
55a 7661.

^
m-S

J
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DeloittBft

liiiche

Systems
Analysis

The CompuUr AaaunuiM ServioM (CAS) Group, a diviaion of
Management Consulting, apecializea in ayatems conaulting and
performing data prooeaaing reviewa in ooi\|unction with financial
audita.

Aa a ayatema Analjrat, you will be a key member of our conaulting
team. Our projecta include aecurity consulting, rapid application
developnaent, computer criaia aituationa, and aMoaaing the buaineaa
functionality of computer ayatems. AdditionaUy, you will evaluate
ayatema control environmenta aa part ofthe firm'a financial audita.
We aeek individuala from mxxy vmior, and who have the deairo to

work 3-4 yean and then puraue theirMBA AiU-time at a top buaineaa
acfaool. Hie ayatema analyat poaition ia deaigned to provide inoentivea
to return to the firm upon oompletion of the MBA. Additk>nall|; the
opportunity to gain auincient experience fbr CR\ oarUfication ia
available to qualified indivi&ala.
Candidatea ahould poaaeaa the fbUowing crodeatiala:

• Intermediate aooounting couraowork.
• Three computing oouraea, andAir a atrong familiarity with
eomputera.

• Mininmm overall GR^ of 8.2 pivferred.
• EaceDeBt interperaonal akilla, and the ability to work m a team
pbyer.

lb be oonaidered for the poeition of ayatema analyat, aubmit a
raaiUM by Mareh IS, ItM; to: Dektitte k Toucfae, Mr. Clay Young,
1000 Wilahiro Blvd.. Suite 1400, Loa Angelea, CA 90017. No telephone
valla, pleaae. r

Deloitte k Toucbe ia an equal opportunity empbyet

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic
people with high SAT scores to tutor, espe-
cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos
Verdes areas. SI Vhr. Flexible hours. Training
provided. Car needed. Call Marisa

Job Opportunities 32

SRAII part time, F/T summer. Position Includes
electronic & mechanical assembly, some prog-
ramming. Dr. Demer (310)825-5931. EEOC.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school. W.LA
Elem. gr. 8AM-1 2:1 5PM. M-F. (31 0)476-2868.

TELEMARKETING. Large telemarketing com-
pany in Culver City is looking fbr some
energetic dialers with good voices. We offer

paid training, SM^rycommlssion. Great hours
7.-00 AM-1:30. I^Jo experience necessary.
$5O0^¥k. is very real. (310)837-0902

TAPING, OFFICE ARRANGEMENT, LIGHT
aEANING, 10-15 hr^Mc pay negotiable,
hours to be arranged. (312)473-9352.

US MAIL JOBS $1

1

77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WLA HI-TECH, MULTIMEDIA COMPANY
looking for temporary full and part tlnr^e

Product Testers to view our titles and write up
bug reports. Person(s) should be very visual,

deUII oriented and have good analytical,

written communication skills. Minimum
24hr^eek including evenings, Sat.& Sun.
Call Andrea for orientation date(s) at

(310)444-6543.

- WORK YOUR WAY AROUND THE WORLD
with the new 1 992-1 993 500 page addition of
the Whole World Handbook compiled by the
council on international education exchange.
Lists dozers of paid and volunteer jobs in

countries all over the worid — from picking
grapes In France to helping to build a school
in Ghana. Send check or M.O. for $1 6.95 plus
$1.50 S & H payable to Global Ventures,
1 3601 Ventura Blvd suite«228, Sherman Oak,
CA. 91423.

SUMMER TEACHING POSITK5N, California's
_most respected reading school is hiring reading
enrichment teachers. f/T summer work,
$400-$S0(ywk. - milajBe allotment, health
benefits, paid training, flexible hours, under-
grad degree required, need car, hone teaching
skills while helping kids learn to love books!
(310)428-5037.

Intemstiips 34

LOOKING FOR INTERNS to read & cover
scripts for class credit. Please send resunrte to

Tracy, 10202 West Washin^^ Blvd, Culver
City, Ca., 90232.

ChUd Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER/HOUSEKEEPER: WLA -

2aftemoon^Mreek. Salary negotiabl«. Refer-

ence required. English speaking
(310)391-1722

[

BABYSriTER WANTED, afternoons to care for

3 children, ages 1 -6. Must have car arxi enjoy
interacting with children. Call (310)473-61 1 7,
after 7pm.

BUSY PROFESSIONAL COUPLE seeks person
for daily house cleanings & child care for 2
school aged children. Car a must. Can be
live-In or out. Flexible hours. VAL
(818)707-3016.

RESPOI^IBLE, RaiABLE PERSON wanted to
drive kids to after school activities. M-TH
approximately 3-6pm. Mornings are optional.
Excellent pay. Must have car. (310)390-1 761

.

Job Opportunities 32

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested In a
job or sumnr>er internship? Receive an Invalu-

able list of contact nanf>es, addresses and
phor>e fs at over 100 of Hollywood's top
production companies, talent agencies, and
studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-
SEARCH; 861 4 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

FASHIONABLE BEAUTY INDUSTRY CO/^
PANY in Agoura Hills seeking PT person Friday

with marketing Strom C computer skills.

Public relations & some sales ability.

(818)707-2243.

HEALTH CARE-SEEKING ADMINISTRATIVE
A S S I S •

TANT with computer experiervre and good
organizational skills. Bachelor's degree or

prospective graduate desired.
(310)443-5244 ext. 24.

NEEDED; ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR to teach in

Japan. One year contract. For more informa-

Uon call (818)568-7829.

OFFKIE ASSISTANT for Physical Therapy
Clinic. Front & back office, part-tln>e, good
communication skills. Call (818)885-6160.

STUDENT FELLOW OB/CYN, reproductive

medicine, pt afternoons. S7/^r. Assist research,

coordinate appts, screen carxJidates. Student

Anialth scierKes, exceller^t communication
skills. CmJv- Sinai Medical Center. Randy
Spldchl (310) 855-5523.

SUBSCRIPTION SALESPEOPLE FOR T&E-
MAIIKE11NC. Salary -f oommitsion. Moo-Syn
d^ indevanlf^. OpuI Km. (3ia)45a-4427,

0101393-3162.

Apartments for Rent 49
1 -BEDROOM, LARGE CONDOMINIUM-
Pool, Jacuzzi, gym, 24-hour, security, 2-park-
ir>g spaces, excellent location. $1000/month.
Maureen 838-1372.

1 -BEDROOM AND DEN, close to freeways.
North of Shennan Way. Fireplace, CVW, stove.
Roomy & comfortable upsUlre. Security park-
ing. Child and 1 pet okay. (818)997-6766.

3657 DUNN DR. #4. 3-BED APT. $1 1 0tVmo.
1 -month free. Refrigerator, stove, 2-car parit-

ing. (310)826-3721.

424 LANDFAIR. 2bed/1bath, targe apartment
with hardwood floors, large balcony, swim-
ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.

$535-$1 200 BRENTWOOD A WLA. Close to
UCL\ singles, 1 & 2 bedrooms nicely kept
buikJings call (310)476-1205 10-6pm.

BACHaOR $45(yMO. CarpeU, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(310)839-7227.

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOO. Prime loca-
lion. 10-minute walk to UCLA. UnfumishecV
furnished. Modem 2-bedfoonV 2-bath. Air,

2-parking, balconies, fireplaces.
$1075-$135(yhr)O. 208-2655.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1195. 2-BED ^ DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVKIE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $650-735.
1 -BC3RM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. 'A BLOCKTO PICO BUS. (310)
•39-6294.

iCVERLY HHXS AOf. $845/^40. 2-t€D-
tOOM. UPffR,fllONLVICW^AI.CONY
WOMIW IT., 1/2 LOCK TOTTO lUS.
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WORK STUDY/INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 199^

^Ai/Ui/m f/}f^i/>/ic, a division of the Gap, Inc., is looking for candidates

-—TO Become involved in our innovative work study/internship program. Ifyou
are in your junior year, this is your chance to experience retail

management while you're still in school.

WeV/trai\i/oi4 in store management skills, overseeing customer service,

operations and merchandising in a part-time position while you continue your
Studies. The program lasts approximately 15 months, a;id you'll have the chance

to earn a store management position soon after graduation. As part of a store

management team, you'll run a multi-million dollar business and learn the

skills required to be successful in general management.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THIS UNIQUE OPPX)RTUNITY,
please attend an informational meeting on the program to be held

thk/Thursdaji; March 5, 1992 from 7-9 pm at:

MaMaison Hotel Sofitel

8555 Beverly Blvd. - Los Angeles

(across the street from the Beverly Center)

To learn more about this opportunity and to confirm your attendance

please call Stacey Brown (310) 433-8723

or Tammy Simpfenderfer (213) 858-8643.

Please feel free to attend and bring a friend! We look forward to

^ liieeting you this Thursday, Maivli j), liuin 7-9 pm! =^

BananaRepubuc
EOE/M/F/H

JAMES CAMERON'S BURBANK
PRODUCTION COMPANY

is looking for a development intern to start 6/92.
Responsibilities include: reading scripts and

newspapers, typing, filing, research, and checking
book rights. This non-paying position requires a

junior or senior who must arrange to receive school
credit for the internship, has taken several cinema
classes and is interested in persuing a career in

producing or development. Send resumes with cover
letter to Lightstorm Entertainment, Internship

Program, 3100 Damon Way, Burbank, CA, 91505.
Interviews will be held in April. Deadline March 31.

PAID INTERNSHIP
l\ .irn u li.K II (.11

slKtcsstuI hiiHi'iuss In ciniiis; if

hUcrxicws ;irt lu.w Liking pl.uc t«tr
NiiiniiKr iii.m.i^ciiK III iuumsJnpN ,i>

i>r;iiKli iM.iii.iv:! rs with

Triple W Sliidtiu PainUTN
.\\tiM}4«. j^ross piofit M I.JS

—l.ist chanci for iiiiin icws.

('all today lor more info.

1 8()().V) »()()()()

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

BEVERLY HILLS AOJACEI^ $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.
(310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury
apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, patio
and more. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD. $945, 2.be<V 2-bath, balcony,
lease, by appointment only. 1 1 728 Mayfield
#5. (310)271-6811.

BRENTWOOD, $545/$56S, unfurnished/
furnished, new decor, lease, by appointment
only. 11728 Mayfield #4. (310)271-6811.

CULVER CITY: 3bdrnV2bath with minibiinds,

dishwasher, stove, washer/dryer in apt. 2 car
parking. SIISCVifTHwth (213)936-2406.

LUXURY APARTMENTS. 2-be«V 2-bath and
1-bed. In Hollywood. 30-minutes from UCLA.
Starting from $795 and ^. CALL anytin^e at

(213)957-0697.
,

MAR VISTA $950. 2bed/2bath neww cuit^
townhome, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,
security alarm. 1 rrw. free with lease. 12736
Caswell (310)391-1076. •

MAR VISTA. $1 ,650. 3bed^bath ^ loft. 3 story

custom townhome. Fireplace, sundeck, gated
garage. 3954 Beethoven. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 1 BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3746 hglewood Blvd . )ust north of Venice
Bkd. (310)398-8579.

MAR VISTA fram 1925. 1 mOTth N«.
2 itary custom townhwni. Cilitf

Abon W^f. aia|B9M0r^

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 newer building.
2bed/2bath lownhomes. Fireplace, balconies,
gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, from $895, 1 month free, 2-be<V
2-bath custom 2-story townhome. Central air,

*>*lcony, gated garage, fireplace. 1 1931 Avon
Way. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA. From $950. 1 month free.

2bed/2bath^ 2 story custom townhome. Bal-

cony, cedtral air, gated garage, fireplace.

12741 Mitchell (310)391-1076.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, •2-bedroom unit aviiU
able now. "Roommate situations available
now. "Waiting list far Summer and Fall.

Heated pool, sauna, jacuai, fitr>ess center.
Please call 206-4868.

NICE, QUIET: CC $830. 2 BD/1'A BATH.
WLA $750 1 bd. (310)826-6907.

$200 OFF 1ST
MONTH RENT

WLA
•2Bdrm—$985

—

1709Westgate
•IBdrm—$750

—

1709 Westgate

(310)479-1581

Apartments for Rent 49

PALMS $1695 4-bed + loft/3-balh. Newer
3-story custom townhome. Fireplace, gated
garage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. (310)391-1076.

PALMS, $800, 2-bed/1'A bath, large upper,
pool, new carpet, parking, laundry, no pets,
454-4754.

PALMS, $625, large 1 -bedroom. 2-weeks free.

1st -^security. New paint, drapes, carpet.
Appliances and parking included.
(310)372-1253.

PALMS, $675. Upstairs 1 -bedroom, parilrTsf
large private patio. Front unit on quiel
street. (310)917-1147.

PALMS $675 1 -bed/1 -balh upper. Built-ins,
A/C, security syitem, fireplace.
(213)937-0589.

PALMS, $995/nx). beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve 839-1026, Antoine 829-672 7.

PALAtS $850 1-bed + der>/1-bath uppir.
Built-ins, A^, fireplace, security system, gar-
age parking (213)937-0589.

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.
#36. 2-bed/2-bath new^r custom townhome.
Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. ai^o..
3614 Faris Dr. (310)391-1076.

PALMS: Large 2.bed/2.bath, den, firepiace,
private double garage. w«t bar. $1 295. Randy,
Agt. 470-1781.

SANTA MONICA $550 1-bad. apartment,
extra large. Pool, laundry, quiet, safe area.
StudenU welcome. (213)502-8990

WESTCHESTER, new luxury 2-bed/ 2-balh,
fireplace, garage, dishwasher, laundry. Inter-
com, track lighting. (310)215-9310,
546-3187.

ii» V>-f

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2 BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (3I0I639.6294.

VWfSTWOOOt M 175^^ IMAtl^tal^ new

w Ml, AC 2 poking ipMM^ 1«61^||r4
Malt mo)MMM4.

^>
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FREE REM
BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS

BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

WLA AREA $58SAno. Beat the tuition hikesi
Live outside the high rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, furnished singles. Two can
live as cheaply as one! 1 525 SawteHe Blvd.
(310)477-4632.

WLA/CENTURY CITV TWO BLOCKS. 1 Bed-
room $750. Bright, carpets, drapes, stove,
refrigerator, laundry facilities. Quiet buildinc
(310)474-1172. *

WLA, giant (bargain at $800), 2-bedroom
w/patio or balcony, mini-blinds, celing fans,
appliances, walk-in closet, move-in $1,450,
1 1519 Venice Blvd Apt 2 & Apt 4, 39a5065.

WLA, SPACIOUS (bargain at $675), l-bed-
room, mini-blinds, ceiling fans, appliances,
quiet building, move- in $1 225, ir527 Venice
Blvd #7. (310)390-5065.

WLA, SUPER (bargain at $635), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blinds, celling fans, appliances, parking,
utilities Included, nwve-in $1210. 3637Se-
pulveda Blvd. Apt. 6 (310)390-5065.

WLA, spacious (bargain at $605), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blinds, celing fans, appliances, parking,
move-In $1180, 3637 Sepulvada Blvd #5
390^5065.

WLA, unfurnished 1-bedroooV 1-bath. Quiet,
newly decorated, well-managed, convenient
location. $675/mo. (213)445-0644 or
(213)660-5588.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

$595, spacious 1 -bedroom, privacy, garden-
type building like a home, front and back
entry, wjndeck, nice valley location In Sher-
man Oaks. One year lease required.
(310)475-9561.

$700 WLA, 1 426 Barrington Ave. Large Mod-
ern 1 -bed. Stove, frig, dw, a/c. (310)837-0761

.

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed/1'A bath.
Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, alr-
conditionlng, parkinj^.2 cars. 837-0761.

BRENTWOOD. 2 Bedroom, $895. 1-
bedroom, $750.$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

BRENTWOOD $950. Huge sunny 2-bed/
VA -bath. New. Vertical blinds, refrigerator,
d/w, parking, free rent w/Tea$e!
(310)556-3158

WALK To UaA mil^male. Responsible,
non-smoker to share 2+2 condo. Secured bidgW parklr^. Fireplace, AK, dishwasher. $585
•KJtlllties Annette (310)824-0229.

WESTWOOD. Own bedroonr^Mth. Security
building, parking. 2-mi from UCLA. Quiet
biilldkig. Available NOW. $637.50/mo
(310)470-8501, leave message.

WLA. Beautiful, spacious, sunny apartment-
own room. Parking available. No smoking.
$385At>o. (310)473-7620.

WLA. SPACKHJS. Own
^ bedA)ath/phone

Security/Marking. A/C. Very clean, quiet.
UCLA $520. (310)445-5375.

YOUROWNROOMFOR $32(ymonth, spring
quarter. Considerate female wanted to share
Kelton art. (310)824-0764.

Roommates

ROOM IN NICE WEST LA. HOME. Kitchen
and laundry facilities. Ullitles paid. $25(Vmo
plus ten hours a week work assisting man In
wheelchair. (310) 450-8719.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old Worid
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

SEEKING SERIOUS, STUDIOUS, QUIET
MALE for furnished bedroom, WLA house.
Microwave, refrigerator. References. $325
(310)270-4387.

WOMEN'S ROOM AND BOARD
Alpha Chi Housing, 824 Hilgard, $385/mo.,
double, including 3 meals 5 days. Apply In-
person. T.V., VtR, phones available in every
room. Quiet, beautiful honr^e. Dinner meal
^lan^r $1 7iyqtr. available for non-residents.

53 Sublet

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

TURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

I'KOI I SSIONAI I V M \\A(,M) HV M()SS cK ( ().

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor
$550 (utilites included), large unfurnished 1

bedroom $850, unfurnished 2 bedrooms
$1095 (310)395-2903.

WESTVN^DOD: Huge 1-bd., 1 single. 3 pz.'K.r.f.

spaces, hardwood floor. (213)444-1475
858-6650.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION Cen^?^
move-In bonus. FurnishecVunfurnished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to
UCLA A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering
208-7634. Managed by Moss 8, Co.

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-
ing,refrigerates, microwave, dishwasher,
stove, balcony, fireplace, air conditioning,
pool, jacuzii, laundry room. $1100-1300
(310)824-0833

WESTWOOD. Furnished bachelor. Utilities

included. Walk to UCLA. B.an and shower,
refrigerator. Hardwood floor. $475
(310)208-6265.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATKDN. Quiet, spa
clous, 2 bd/2 bath, parking, gated entry.

$170(ymo. Ruth (310)395-7272.

WESTWOOD, GREAT LOCATION; spacious
2bd/l bath, bachelor, parking. Immediate
occupancy, $600-$l 375/mo. Ruth
(310)395-7272.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -BEDROOM UPPER
FRONT. EXCELLENT VIEW, DINING ROOM
PARKING. RENT BONUS. MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. (310) 839-6294.

WILSHIRE^-WESTWOOD: two, three, and
three plus loft. New building, vjeyv, alarm, w/d
(310)470-1046/ (310)768-6056.

WLA - 3516 jasmine. 2-bed/2-bath. $975/mo.
AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security building,'*
patio.(3 10)836-5311. (310)837-0761.

WLA3516 Jasmine. 1 -bedroom with loft.

$975/mo. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security
building, sundeck, patio. (310)836-5311
(310)837-0761.

WLA $625 and up. Bachelors and singles.
Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi
with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

1652 Veteran Avel

BDRM
[starting

move-in allowance

I

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

OHIO-SAWTELLE. $650. Month to month.
1-Bedrm, stove & fridge, carpets, Vh miles
from UCLA. Call (310)477-5758.

PAC PAL, $850-875, 2 Sharp, 1 Brs, Choose
upper or lower. Gated, cat O.K.
(310)315-9412.

PALMS $695-$795, large 1 and 2-bedroom
units. New security building. A/C, d/w, quiet
street, utilKles included w/iome units. 1

bus to UCLA. (310)838-3960.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quiet. Bundy N. of
Olympic, excellent manager. $685
(310)820-7049.

TOPANCA, unfurnished single attached to
private home. Stove, refrigerator. Private en-
trance & deck. Quiet. $750/mo.
(310)455-1155, leave message.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS AVAILABLE for
faculty/ staff, 1 & 2 bedrooms, unfurnished,
short walk to UCLA. Call 206-1947, Mon-Frl,
8am-5pm.

WEST L.A 1 -bedroom. $597. Free utilities.

$700 moves you in. 361 1 Motor near Venice
Blvd. (310)828-2448x344.

WEST LA Studio. $697 and 1 -bedroom, $867.
Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool
and spa. Quiet and friendly. V\SA/MC. Sedona
Village. (310)280-0692.

WLA 1 BEDROOM $720; upstairs, bright,
walk to market/bus. Close "to UCLA. 1 242
Bar^. (310)395-2903.

WLA. $950. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
modem 2-be<Vl 'A bath, stove, refrld, dw, A/C
(310)837-0761.

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 1 BR
with 2 others, furnished, large apt., 10 min.
walk to campus, only $317/mo., available
31/21, (310)824-3645.

527 MIDVALE. MALE roommate wanted.
Heated pool, sauna, fitness room.
(310)824-0230.

AMAZING APARTMENT w/ balcony needs
female roommate for Spring Quarter
$36(yiTK)nth. Call Paula (310)824-2120

BUSINESS CRAD looking for clean, responsl-
ble male to share 2 bdmV2 bath. Nice area
$300-400. (818)373-5770; 7:30-1 1:30pm,
M-Th. ^ '

FEMALE NEEDED to share huge, bright, one
bedroom apt. Furnished, parking. $367Ano.
Please call 208-4076.

FEMALE NEEDED to share bedroom in 2-bec(/
2-bath furnished apartment. 1 0-mlnute walk to
UCLA. S350/mo. Available 3/23 to end of
Spring quarter. (310)208-5460.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for next year
who wants OWN ROOM, like I do
(310)794-3212.

FEMALE ROOMMATE. 2+2 LARGE apt
$325/Wh> 1/4 utilities + deposit. Security,
garage. Walk to campus. (310)208-1949.

^EMAL€ ROOMMATE nead^d (o ^Kere-

SPRING Quarter sublet. Furnished single
apartment on Hilgard, across from campus.
Security building, pool. Available 3/22—6/20.
$695/mo. Parking available. Leave mcssafe
Tom (310)397-6193.

OlMelveny 4b Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.
Ifyou are interested in

subletting your fiimished
apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

24)«Vl.bath, UCLA, w/ recent collese ftrads
$32S/imo 010)826^3246.

'

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. S290/mo. ^
•A utilities. Share master bedroom In a 3-bed-
room townhouse. 479-7186.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share bed-
room in 2-bed apartment. Furnished. Cool
roomies. Available mid-March—August.
$37VW». Stephanie 824-0014 or 652-1 S1

1

(ff^essage).

FEA.i\LE, Spring quarter or longer, furnished
University Apartment. 2-bed/ 2-bath. Pool.
Jennifer, Tracy, Melanie. (310)624-1528.

GLENROaC: Female wanted to share 2-Be<V
2-Bath.^ Pool. Jacuzzi. Parking. Security
$37S/'mo. Available Mld-March
(310)824-2636.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, female roommate
wanted. Heated pool, sauna, fltness room.

GOING OUT OFTOWN
THIS SUMMER?

WANTED!
SUMMERSUBLETS/RJ

WEST L.A. LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (6-10 WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE HOUSING FOR
SUMMER LAW CLERKS FROM
MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact Recniidng

(310)312-4187

Northhdge $275 up 500 lumlshed unit student

housing ladllty Shared or privale units, wttfi or

without Ulchens Privale taths. Pool, jactczl,

recreation room, 1/2 hour drive lo UCLA Open yev
round Free brochure Nodhridge Campus

Residence. 9500 Zelah. Northridge. CA. 91325

(t18)ii6-1717

$1450

527 Midvale

JSI'\( lOl S |.|{|)K\lt

J
Dishwasher/ AC/

J Microwave
|

4 Walk-in closets.

]
1/2 blk from t

< campus. Kelton
f

430 Kelton
f

i
S24-7409 i

* French Doors *Sauna
*JacuzzJ ^Fireplace

*Gym * Heated Pool

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868
Fall waiting list has started.

Apartments to Share 52

1-MILE FROM UaA. Private roorrVbath in a
2-b«V2-bath apt. Partially fumiihed, secuflly
building, parking. $600-$640/mo.
(310)575-3747.

$425, NEAR UaA. Large 1 -bedroom, share
utilities, parking. Liz (310)473-7639.

APARTMEhfr TO SHARE, own bedroom, pool,
•undedi, good area, off National, M/F, imok-
ir^ ok. Call after 5pm. (310)636-9686.

BEST DEAL IN WESTWOOD! Large bedroom,
batfi, phone, garage In modem, luxurious
2-bed apaftn»ent. Jacuzzi, Nautilus, & sauna.
Move in r\ow\ S6O0/mo. (310)575-4501.

BRENTWOOD. Privale room + bath in extra
large 3-bedroom apartment with patio and
fireplace. S44\.50/mo. (310)826-6616.

FRIENDLY FEMALE needed to share room.
2-bed/2-bath. Close to campus. Parkin*
$375/mo. (310)624-5722. ^

MDR. S575/mo. UTILITIES INCLUDED. Non-
smoking female. 2be<y2bath. Furnished, pool,
Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)627-9596.

PALMS. 2-be<Vl -bath. In nice area, $375/mo -¥

utilities. Call Elizabeth, (310)282-7742 or
(310)636-3539.

S375iAT>o., )ulie, 206-4216.

ROOMMAH, M/F, to share 2-bed/2-bath
apartment. Venice, $475/mo + % -utilities.
Security, parking, near beach. (310)621-4289.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large 2-bed-
room with 3 girls. 'A .block from campus
Available 3/20. $403.75/mo. 624-1774.

SANTAMONICA ROMMATE needed March 1

to share furnished 3-bed with pool. Great
neighborhood. $565/mo Near beach
(310)399-5502.

SHARE 2-BED/5-BATH. Beautiful, brand new
apartment on Cayley. 1 -block from campus.
Available mid-March . Lisa (310)206-5138.

SUPER BARGAIN. Share spectacular WLA
house, female roommate $460 or 2 room-
mates, $230/each. Parking and bus
(310)841-0603.

VENICE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 1 block from
beach! 2-bed/1-bath. LARGE UPPER W/
PATIO. Parking included. Own Room. $475 +
% utilites -k- deposit. Available IMMEDIATELY
Call (310)305-7656.

WALK TO UaA^enormous 2-bdnT>/2-bath. 2
females to share beautiful condo with 2 others
$375 each. (310)961-6695.

WESTWOOD, FEMALE ROOMMATE, mod-
em 2-bed/2-bath, gym, Jacuzzi, gated parking,
on campus. $325/mo. Call 624^7577.

WESTWOOD, MALE ROOMMATE, $350,
Share bedroom, furnished. Spring quarter
sublet. Cable, spacious, bright, quiet bide
Dan (310)208-6255.

WLA. FEMALE to share large 2-bc(Vl-bath
Must like cats. $445 + 'A -util. Leslie
(310)207-5740.

House for Rent

BRENTWOOD HILL, 4.BEDROOMS/
3-BATHS, family room, den. View, spacious
and private. Nice backyard. S2,9O0fyno. (310)
454-0356.

BRENTWOOD HILLS, $2,500 ^ Security.
Spacious, 4+2 house with view. Excellent
area. Newly decorated. Flexible mow-in
terms. 1 year lease. (816) 769-3076.

CULVER CITY. $975. Front house: 2-bed.
Carpet, blinds, stove, washer, dryer, parking.
(310)477-0661. *

NEAR CENTURY CITY. Elegant, spacious,
large. For Imsc $2,90(VW»o. Contact Loretta, -

Fred Sands (310)638-1600 ext.6441.

WLA, NEAR UCLA, 1 -bedroonVl -bath, den
hardwood floors, stove, dishwasher, fenced
grounds, laundry. $1100/mo. Call (310)
477-6124 between 9am.- 12pm. and

yVLA. (Male to) share 2-bedroom- 2bath. Furn-
ished, vaulted ceilings. 1-mlle to canipus.
$34(ynrKj. Available 3/19. (310)470-2776.

Room for Rent

WLA. $670-680. 1 -bedroom. Pool, laundry,
BBQ, appliances. 1621 Westgate Ave No
pcis. (310)620-1121.

WLA, $795. Quiet triplex. Attractive 1 -bed-
room Refrid, stove, garage. Pets O.K. Private
yard Greta location. Apply to Flo or Norf at
John Douglas (310)637-5111.

WLA AREA. SSSS/rho. Attractive furnished
single, kieal for students to share. Close to
UCLA. 1525 Sawtelle Blvd. (310)477-4632.

ROOMMATE NEEDED for beautiful apartment
in the West L.A. area. Completely indepen-
dent, own parking, dishwasher $690 a month.
Please call (616)507-4403 from 6pm-10pm.

ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE very large,

very nice one bedroom apt. on Levering. $450
624-5694. Possibly own room. Tim.

SANTA MONICA, 2|ED/2BATH. 2 blocks to
beach. Non-smoker. Security building, park-
ing. S612Atm>. (310)451-4834.

BRENTWOOD, SPACIOUS ROOM, HOME
NEAR UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrance!
Pool garden. Ideal study environment.
Heavenly parking, share bath, 3-way micro^
wave $425.00. Available March 1st
(310)476-1766.

FURNISHED ROOM with private bath in
home. Close to UCLA. Available immediately
Kitchen privileges. $45C/mo. (310)475-5125.

MALE FOR FURNISHED ROOM. Private bath
enuance t, garage. Westwood area, reference
required, (310)476-3459.

House to Stiare

HOUSE: OWN ROOWBATH. Garden, pool
Jacuzzi, maid. $650 > 'A utilities. 476-3679^

ROOM W/BATH, 1% -ml lei South ofcampus.
All privileges. Available immediately. $450
(31^470-2208.

Housing Needed 60
MARRIED COUPLE needs house to share,
•ubiet, house-sit, or room to rent, Sprine
Quarter. (213)464-1921. __*
TEMPORARY HOUSINQ5UBLETS needed for
•wnfvner Interns: May 1992 through Sept
1 992. Please call Daniela Dedona at LathamI,
Watkiris (213)465-1234.

TowntK>use for Rent 66

D«55»TOWNHOUS^S^SSrT5X
spa, security, bulh-ins. 15 minutes/school
$1,20Q/mo. Days: (310)636-7000 ext.1040-
Eves: (310)391-0205.

PALMS, 2 bed/2bath. Townhouse Security
Building. Fireplace, central air, %}050/mo. 24
hrv_can-(21 3)204-4230.

Condos for Sale

10787 WILSHIRE #1003, 3-bed/3-bath
mountain view, security building, for sale
$310,000, for lease $2200/mo. 10751 Wil-
shire penthouse, l-bed/l'A bath NE view
security building, pool, $235,000 Call Lennle
Marantz for appointment, jon Douelas Co
(310)278-9410. *

FABULOUS VIEW-ALL WINDOWS 8th
floof, Westwood village, 2-bedn -bath, free
valet parking, pool, spa, $279,000. K.C.
(310)445-7778.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-
urity building. $180,000. Gall 445-7778
276^331.

M..-
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Holy city

_ 6 Defeat

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

10 Risks money
14 Smells
15 — Johnson
16 Give off

17 US poet
18 Distort

19 "Arrivederci
ft

20 Scoffs
22 Radius x 2
24 "The — Piper

of Hamelin"
26 Declare
27 Animal

raisers

31 Pertinent
32 Tidal wave
33 Hop driers

35 Curve down
38 "What a

pity!"

39 Region: poet.
40 Garment
41 Carmine, e.g.

42 Room: Fr.

43 Allude
44 In favor of
45 Tropical tree
47 Further *

51 A Kennedy
52 Canceled
54 Called
58 Greek god
59 And others
61 Chopin work
62 River dirt

flS Confidenl

ALA SHA B L E
S^ N TMS L I T
TAT
AVE
R E

O I L E
SCO TBT OWE R
TON
E N Q

R A

TAPIR
ELATE

CAS THN A T A L

S P E R A T E L Y

P A V EHN IP
SAGE

S A R C A S
OMIT SHO V E R

A L

V E S

HAND

C E

P S

DAN
SEED YHO N E SBA NTS

C A LHO D A
TAR

Y L E

MUG
PACE

3-3-92

DOWN
® 1992 Unltad FmIut* Syndlcat*

64 Finch
65 record
66 Barracuda
67 Evergreens,

perhaps

1 Crime groups
2 Actress
Barbara —

3 Ice cream —
4 Climbing

plants

5 Extending
over

6 Regulation
7 Mouthward
8 Dismantle
9 Divide
10 Deprive?
1

1

Ham it up
12 Newspaper

name
-4a-T¥w>kl

objects
21 Glimpse
23 Swabs
25 Comical
27 Suffer
28 Chest sound

29 Old-fashioned
expletive

30 Navigates
34 Daub
35 Couch
^6 Cain's

brother
37 Bacterium,

e.g.

39 Slapdash
40 Type of

firearm

42 Club —
43 Brightest

44 Celebration
46 Deity
47 Common alloy

48 Strange

50 Fixed fight

53 Defy
55 Attract

56 Ms. Adams
57 Lairs

60 Permit to

1

14

17

M
24

32

38

41

22

8 10 11 12 13

lie

IW

133

52

w
w
65

48 49

m
163

166

^1

164

167

MAKE
OPPORTUNITY
KNOCK MOPE
THAN ONCE...

LaDVEPTISE wiTtP

T^DAILY BPUIlS^

CL/SSlFIEDs
(213)825-2221

DISPLAYi
(213)206-3060
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classifieds

825-2221

Tutoring Offered 98

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmellc thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well »nd who can patiently
present the material in a variety of ways
to beconrw confident and self-reliant. For
FREE info, call jim Madia (213)6^2-0599.

TROUBLE WITH MATH? RETIRED MATH
PROFESSOR OFFERS FREE TUTORING FOR
NEEDY STUDENTS; ALL LEVELS.
(310)474-3681. _
TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; <3MAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,
4ye^ar5 experience. Mark, 852-1298.

WRITINCVENGLISH TUTOR: Yale grad with
teaching experience helps with papers,
reading comp. S2(yhr. (213)934-1278.

Tutoring Needed 99

ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTOR for
Foreign Professional. Currently fluent in Engl-
ish, desired emphasis on correct grammer and
essay^usine$s letter writing. Call Mark
(310)451-1018.

Typing TOO

Condos for Sole 67

LIVE TO
UCLA. STUDIO S95K. 1 BR/1 BA
$109K,2BR/2BA $188k. Call BolVAjrent
(213)470-1781.

^
WESTWOOD. 2 bdrTTV2 bath, front comer
condo. New paint/carpets. $195.
D10M71.7922.

WLA 3-BED/2BATH, balcony, security build-
In^ end unit, good location, lowest price
$199,000. (310) 454-0356.

Movers/Storage

movers. Free estimates, expcrierKed, and reli-

able. lerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

best, quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENaD REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(2 1 3)301 -01 37.

-"

A.1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (31 0)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
w^ordprocessing-anything (including dlsserta-

llons, mailings, resuntes, transcriptions).

Cditin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campui.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

Aa TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPaL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,
scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell
check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast tum around^ compytf. -

Condos for Rent 69 Personal Sen^ice 95
WLA CONDO: Ul, $825, furnished. Near
bus and gym. No pets, no smoking. Nice.
(310)447-1637.

Guest House for Rent 70

CULVER CITY. $565. Single guesthouse. Car-
pet, blinds, stove, refrigerator, parking.
(310)477-0681.

*

EXaLLENT AREA in cheviot hills, close to

campus. 1 -bedroom. Beautiful backyard. Fruit

trees. STSO/mo. (310)204-6363.

WILSHIRE/ LA CIENEC^A, Guesthouse/ studio
for rent $51Vmo. 931-7628.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,
Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.
(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

RESEARCH, WRriMG. ediUiig

Al L0v«l5-AI Subisds
ForaiOn Studeols Welcome

Fast. Pmlinional-OuaHy Quaiwileed
Papers not lor sale

Call noaoarch 31(M77-8226
M-Fl0am.-5p.m.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING-.FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

BEAR'S EDITINC
All subfecta. Theacs/Dtsaertadons

Pkxipoaala and Booka.
Foreign atudcnta wekome.

PAPOB NOT FDK SAIE
Sharoo Bear, PhJ)
(213)4704—2

laser printing papers, resumes, transcription.
M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(310)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

ANGELICA'S SECRETARIAL SERVICES: IBM &
MAC. Laser printing. Student discounU. Pick
up/delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? Mac, postscript laser.

Flyers, business cards, legal/medical transcrip-
tion, dissertations. 7-days. Brentwood.
Dl 0)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for papersAheses etc. Mac
W^, free campus pickufVdelivery Michael
(310)477-4735.

'

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted
Pickup-Delivery Available.

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING in my
home. High quality laser printer. Weekends
and evenings. OK. Dee (310)398-1217.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. SanU Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

CUFTAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

S2(yhr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

-GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
lean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingle;Teaching AssocyNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/styles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

CAN'T PAY FOR REG FEES? WE CAN HaPf
CALL CHARLES AT UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE, 310-398-7786.
CALL NOW!

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.
N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Ctiild Core 90

GRANDMOTHER, mature, pleasant, can take
care of your baby overnight at your home.
References. (818)781-8087.

Iruuronce 91

HATE AUTO INSURANCE
V.'V .111 (lo bill Jiilo inMir.)ni.e is

reiiuirtMl by l.i'.v' So tor .i

FREE LOWER QUOTE rjll

213IS52 7175 (818)342-1510
BEST PRICE ins AGENCY

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal stalen^nts, other viuTwritten
material? Professional help from nationally.
known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,
term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-
nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type tem> papers.
Student discounts.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. PHD gives
expert help. Fast, reasonable. (310) 476-01 14.

Travel

London

Tutoring Offered 98

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CALL (213)263-BEST. Insured
24ft truck FULLY Equipped for ALL moves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, pianos,
ok. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. LXTLA alumnus.

•-CARING TUTOR—BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-
ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(818)545-0960

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native
teacher. Also: Interpreter, translator, actor,
voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

FRENCH TUTOR. MA, Columbia. Call Rhonev
(310)474-3577.

^

Costa Rica

Paris

Tahiti

NcwYoric
Miami
*F«rcs are each way from Los Angeles bated en a
roundtrippi#chaic. Restnctioni apply Faressub)cct
to chanse without notice and tmes not included.

Op«a Satyrdays l^ani • tpm

Cound Traud
1093 Broxton Ave #220
Los Angeles, CA 90024

310-208-3551

\
V -TT MOW ««

-:?
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Senior Class Cabinet 1 992
for more Info

call 206-0524 UCUUunmi
.4_ g S e^ C I AT I O N

Resumes 104 Travel Tickets
ACTION RESUMES. Writing, editing, desktop
publrshing. Professional quality, laser fonts.
Santa Monica. Donna (310)453-4607.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-
sults. Expert writing, editing. Compute*-
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional
service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-
suits. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays
Lee. (310)478-1090

106 Autos
EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2
$39Vpcr»on. Valid 1 year. Limited offer'
(600)352-3087.

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, Roundtrip for
two. $15(ypef»on. Valid one year. Limited
offer. (800)352-3087.

Autos for Sale 109

RESUMES FOR RESULTS. The interview
getters! Expert writing/laser printing.
Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual
appeal. Fran (61 6)999-3034.

WINNING RESUMES; 1 -hr service. Our clienU
Ret results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

1990 TOYOTA 4-RUNNER, V-6. Immaculate,
A^, full power + tow package, stereo, cassette,'

CD, cruise corHrol, deluxe Interior, sunroof,
mag wheels, new, $25,000, SI 7,995, firm.

(310)457-2451.

CHRYSLER LASER '85. Good ru^srs^ condi-
tion. Automatic, A^, AM/FM Cassette, 93,000
miles, $1980obo (310)578-2281.

Travel

8 pAYS/7 NIGHTS COMPLETE Orlando/
Bahamas vacation for 2 adulu. Includes air-
fare. Call 645-2002.

BMW 3181 1984, Red, 5-speed, great shape,
sunroof, tape deck, etc., S5700 o.b.o.
(310)279-2790.

DATSUN 210, '81, 4spd, smog certified, new
battery, funs well, 11 IK miles, $1,10(yobo,
(310)372-1998.

JET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or <*Wf ) AIRHITCH,
458-1006.

HONDA ACCORD LXI, 4-door, 1986, blue,
117k miles, automatic, excellent condition'
sunroof. $6500. Mollie (310)699-7500.

PEUGEOT 505s TURBO DIESEL. '81 , Automa-
tic, power sunrooC^vindows, centr. lock, A^,
stereo, new tires, $2300-, call Bo day
(310)825-3114 night: (310)826-5073.

RABBIT CONVERTIBLE, green/ white, 74k
miles. 6-month warranty. A/C, cassette, excel-
lent condition. Broken hearted, 2nd owner
$369(yobo. (310)474-4506/ ext. 226.

TOYOTA MR2 1985. Sspeed, sunroof, air,

AM^M cassette, excellent condition, $4,600
obo. Call Kelly (213)398-4510.

VOLVO SEDAN 1982, SUndard four-door
$3000 o.b.o. Eve (310)546-2601. '

VW GTI, '83, silver, sunroof, AM/FM cassette
included. $210(yobo. Call days 744-9637 or
eves 82a3695.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

KAWASAKI NINjA 250. Excellent condition,
6K miles, like new, accessories, $200(yobo'
Femando (310)276-0372.

KAWASAKI CSR 650, 1981, $575/obo
HONDA CB 750, 1981, SSSCVobo. Both run
good. (310)828^402.

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 1971, restored to
perfection. 1,300 miles. Golden white classic
for only $2,85(Vobo. (310)628-6402.

From page 35

successful as freshmen Paige
Yaroshuk and Lee Ann Rostovsky
and sophomore Jenny Hilt all

posted convincing victories.

The quarterfinal match against
No.ll Pepperdine on Friday
promised to be hotly contested.
The Bruins had defeated the
Waves earlier this season at home.
6-3. but this time they would be
without freshman Anne Mall, who
is recovering from a stress fracture
in her left foot.

The Bruins also had to contend
with a little gamesmanship by
Pepperdine coach Gualberto
Escudero.

*They came out for each match
at least 15 minutes late. We are
supposed to start promptly, but our
players were just sitting there on
the courts waiting," Keane said.

The Bruins overcame the antics
and beat the Waves in a six hour
marathon. 5-4. Because of limited
court space, each round was given
only three courts, so it took three
rotations instead of the normal two
to finish.

Smith and Wallenfels 2-6, 6-4, 6-3.

"We started off slowly, but we
knew that we could beat them. I
think that since we have been in
this position before, we were better
able to deal with the pressure,"
Foley said.

'"
~

A semifinal matchup against
Florida is nothing new for the
Bruins, as the two have met in this
position at the NCAA tournament
each of the past four years.
The Gators came in with the top

ranking and boasted six of the top
45 players in the nation. Non^ of
the Bruins were ranked in the top
fifty, but that will change quickly.

Iwalani McCalla made a case
for a high ranking as she beat Lisa
Raymond, the number-one player
in the nation. 4-6. 6-4, 6-3.

**Raymond is a fine player and a
class act At only 5-foot, 3-inches
tall. Raymond was serving and
volleying, but Iwalani was driving
the ball and coming in at the right
times." Bruin head coach Bill
Zaima said.

In the second spot, Mamie..
Pepperdine senior NoeUe Porter l^^'i^^^^^t^once again proved to be a Bruin- nOi-ranked Holly Lloyd. 1-6 6-3

kiUcr, beating Iwalani McCalla. 6-3.
6-2 6-3 in the top spot. Porter had "^hc was a baselincr and she
beaten Mamie Ceniza in the same started offweU. After the first set I
spot in the previous match. became mwe offensive and began

Ceniza avenged Pepperdine in to hit deeper, and that was the
the second spot, blasting Kirstin difference." Ceniza said

^^tVJ- t^J'ti IP^=^?»«. ^^ Pnwei-ai^^Cammie Foley played her best over hcf illness and played 43rd-

!!?f^K"'^u^i'"?'^''^*'^ ranked ErikaCutUer even but lost,
Natasha Pospich. 6-1. 6-1. 2-6, 6-2, 6-4

"It felt^t to finaUy play a -i was down 5-2 in the third set

w^ T^\ f^ groundstrokes and I saved three match points and

m^ntf^H^"*
consistent, and I got it back to 5-4. but I wasn't ablemamtamed my concentraUon to get even." Foley said

throughout tfie match." Foley said. Paige Yaroshuk lost to 19th-Brums Paige Yaroshuk and ranked Kay Louthian. 7-5, 6-4
Jenny Hilt each lost in straight sets -i started out playing wcU but
to Nina Encksson and Merete she picked up her game. I wasStockman m the fo^ and sixth hitting too Imy fC \X}
spots, respectively. Freshman Lee Yaroshuk said
Aim R^tovtoy beat Pam Wallen- ttm; Bniins fared no better in the

-fw •
Ju u T u

Vil^^ sixth spots, as Rostovksy

T J^^T ^ ^^ ^^""^ "^^ ^^ ™^ ^^ to Kristin Osmond
Lee Ann play this year. She stayed and Jill Brenner, respectively
OT her game m both sets." Keane The Bruins were now trailing

With .iw. «. . u ' ^
4-2 and would need the same

fh.^^h.^r, iT"^
^"^ "^^ *^"^>«^ "^^ic ^ey had used less

three, the Brums would once again than a day before

H^rh.^S^""'^ ^^^— P"" ^^^"^ *"d McCalla toppled

^P^?.. ^\>r^ II .
Lloyd and Louthian 6-3, 6-2 The

litt?. hW fn H-
"^"^ .^^^ ^™^ ^"^ ^ undefeated on the

htt^e time in disposing of Porter season, and should be in the top

^onM P''Vf' ^'h 7^^ ^""^ ^^^^ ^^^ *« "ew rankings come
duo ofJenny Baker and Jenny Hilt, out this week
who had been playing well lately. in the second spot. Baker and
lost to Encksson and Stockman 2- Hilt beat KutUer aild Raymond. 6-
0. 6-3. 6-1. 4 2-6 6-3

th™!!^'
three times this season. '

^Th^y played superbly. Jenny

f^L^fp
would now rest on the (Hilt) was a walk-on and here she

teamofFoeyandY^oshukinthe is beating the top player in the
third doubles spot Rismg to the nation in doubl<i; that is just
occasion, the Brums rallied to beat ^eat." Zaima said

j^ S mooters fof Sale lis Bargain Box 125
1 986HONDA ELITE 80. Red. Good condition.
S50QOBO. Barry (310)479-4831

87 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue with kryptonitc
lock. $650. 475-0929.

ELITE 50. Praaically new, low mileage. Lock Ir

helmet included. $500/obo. Brad
(310)478-8785.

aiTE 80. 1987 White, very low miles. Great
Condition. $650. Muit tell. (310)473-1068.

HONDA ELITE 1 50, excellent condition, blue.
300 miles. AM/FM stereo. New battery hel-
met. $1600. (310)824-2676.

HONDA ELITE 1 50. White, one year old, 2IC
ml., helmet and lock, great shape, $1 299/obo.
Chris (310)824-7607.

HONDA ELITE 80. '87, just tuned. New
brakes. Runs great. Must sell Immediatelyf
$65(yobo. (213)506-0976

pi
^r.

HONDA ELITE '86, 150 Deluxe. Excellent
condition. Less than 1500 miles. $975
(213)938-4061.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1400m, 6-months used,
f>^t\y new, UaA visiting professor. Must sell

$95(yobo. (818)789-8323.

INCiraOPEDIAS 1991, cost $1 600, sacrafice
$300. Sofa/lovc $595. Dinette, desk, wall unit,
bunk-beds $150 each. Recliner $195, bed-
room set $495, mattiess^pringi $150, dining
room set $1200. Unused! (310)3932338.

Furniture for Sale 126

BRAND NEW SOFA AND LOVESEAT. Still

wrapped in plastic. Unbelievable price. Sacrl-
fice at $295. (310)695-8432.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Musical Instruments 129

'72 AMERICAN STANDARD FENDER STRA-
TOCASTER -Blackie" Maple Neck, Great
Shape Sacrifice $40(Vobo (310)399-9240.

Typewriter/Computer 134

386 IBM COMP. BOMB HD, 1MB RAM
software. EPSON LQ printer, Hercules mono^
graphics monitors. Best offer. (213)931-4228.
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nailed two free throws with
five seconds left to secure
the victory for the Bruins.

65-6Z
The Bruin effort was led

by Williams, whose game-
high 19 points and five

rebounds came in only 26
minutes of play. Anderson
contributed 13 points, four
rebounds, three assists and
six steals in an impressive

performance.

The Bruins will host the

Arizona schools this
weekend in two key confer-

ence games.

40 % orr
(riDST Vl&IT ONLY)

DEVEDLY
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ACNE^KIN
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V.BALL

My dun uaod to break out. I thouffal my skin
would never clear up. I tried B. H. Acne Skin
Care aa a laal leaort Since then, my akin
cleared up in a month, which I didn't expect.
Noi^ my skin kioki and feels so much more
cleaner and fresher thai It even makes mc
feel healthier!

I highly recommend any one who has problem
kin to try B. H. Acne Skin Care. You'll see
tkin improwBmeot in a nuath for suie.

-Elane Reed (actresa)

Acne -A Treatable
• Deep Pore Cleaning
• Dcjuvihation
• Non-fiurgical facelift.

• Qiemical peel
• We carry Mured, the moftt eflfecUve

prcxiuct for problem skin

Drematic ncAjlts in 2 woniha Guaranteed

Xy.,^^,^\:,j^.-j

iiysax.
m^^

.>f'"S'

WWoow

M4MM MM mmmUmmm!

Excess build-up of dead
cells on the surface leads
to many skin problems.

'iiimiiiiiiiMiiiiuiiii^^^^

Deep pote cleaning removes the
build-up of dead cells, allowing
the oils to drain naturally, which
otherwise leads to blackiieads,

whiteheads and acne break -outs.

•.•M:s.-...>.v*fe-j
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and digging. Everything that could
go wrong did. It was like a reverse
of Wednesday night We played
like they did Wednesday."

"The Gauchos did return the
favor, beating the Bruins in every
facet of the game. Beyond the
strong efforts of seuer Mike Sealy
and quick hitter Jeff Nygaard (18
kills. .371 attack average, 10
blocks), Scates struggled to
remember anything positive about
UCLA's trip up fhft rnasr.

Attention Graduate Students
If you wish to become a Graduate Assistant in Mira Hershey Residence Hall

Please attend an information session:
Lu Valle Commons-Courtyard Room

Weds. March 4, lOam-lpm
Mira Hershey Hall-Main Lounge

Weds. M.arch 4, 8-9pm
Applications can be picked up at information sessions-or Hershey Hall

ORL office.

Questions-call 825-239t
Application Deadline April 2, 1992

**\ think Santa Barbara played
great They had a lot of support
from a good crowd. They were
getting good calls from the lines-

men. And they just outplayed us.

We just didn't answer the call.**

_ Led by 30 kills from Stace

^ 4-

Lougeay, the Gauchos outhit
UCLA, .366 to .220. Even the

vaunted UCLA blocking corps
was overshadowed, as UCSB
recorded 18 total blocks to the
Bniins* 13.

Indicative of UCLA's struggles
was Scates' inability to fmd an
effective lineup during the match.
In normal situations, if one Bruin
isn't on his game, the coach can
find a solid replacement on the

usually-potent UCLA bench.
The opposite was the case at

UCSB's Robertson Gym Satur-

day.

At left swing hitter, Kevin
Wong started and hit .227. Scates
replaced him with Mike Diehl,
who had no kills and two errors in

four attempts, for a negative .500
average. Scates even tried tonsilli-

tis-stricken Dave Swatik, who
could only muster two kills in 1

1

attempts.

"Wc had a terrible time at that

position," Scates said. **Plus, both
technique hitters, (Rich) Bland and
(Dan) Landry were offon the same
night Wc tried five different

people at those two spots and
nothing worked. The only guy who
had a really good night was
Nygaard. Nygaard and Sealy
(three kills, five blocks) were the

only guys who blocked well. They
were sharp and we weren't"

Despite such a thorough defeat,

Scates hopes that Saturday night

was just an anomaly sandwiched in

the middle of a momentous run
toward the playoffs.

**I pushed all the buttons and
nothing worked," Scates said.

**The immediate response to

imething like that is just to bench
everybody and start from scratch,

but of course you can't do that

There will be matches like that

We're not going to dwell on it So
much went wrong for us. I just

don't think we'll see a match like

that again."

Considering their hellish sche-

dule in the next two weeks, the

Bniins would be well served to

fulfill Scates' wishes.

UCLA's 15th Annual Career Fair for
Minority Students & Alumni

Tuesday • March 3*2 RM. until 7 P.M. • Ackerman Grand Ballroom

DONORS

Special recognition and appreciation to these

Career Connection Donors who by their

generous financial support contributed to the

success of this annual event. We acknowledge

their commitment to the goals of Affirmative

Action and the recruitment of minorities for

professional, technical, and managerial

positions.

MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY

Sponsored by.

PLACEMENT i CAWEER
PLANNING CENTER

PARAMOUNT PICTURES

REEBOK INTERNATIONAL

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER, LTD.

STATE COMPENSATION
INSURANCE FUND

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
Social Security Administration
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GRADUATE AFH" LECTURE SERIES PRESENTS IN MARCH

INTERNATIONALLY REKNOWN
CANADIAN ARTIST JEFF WALL.

THE ARTIST WILL PRESENT A LECTURE
WITH SLIDES OF HIS WORK, INCLUDING HIS

RECENT PHOTO INSTALLATION AT THE SAN DIEGO
MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARYART

: THE LECTURE WILL BEGIN SHORTLY AFTER 5:00 PM
IN ROOM 7209 OF DICKSON ART CENTER THIS

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4TH.

vSJ'iSa&rfc^*;-

Jeff Wall, Milk, 1984. Cibachrome transparency: fluorescent light, display case, 73 1/2" x 90".
Collection FRAG Champagne-Ardennes, Reims.

FUNDED BY THE CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMITTEE OF THE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES BOARD.

Graduate & Professional Students;

FED UP?
We Want You To Run for Office!

mmm:
^

#;

' st^H^'>

Pick up your application for President, Vice President-

Internal, Vice President-External, Ballot Referendum,
or Constitutional Amendment

(filing deadline March 6)

at the GSA Office, 301 Kerckhoff Hall, 206-8512

Sponsored by the Graduate Students Association

UCLA'S Weis wins
two times at NAU
By Jay Ross
Dally Bruin Staff

Last week was UCLA shoQ)ut-
ter Dawn Dumble*s turn to shine,

but this weekend, her teammate
Melisa Weis showed off her
ability.

Weis, a sophomore from
Bakersfield, won both the shot put
and the discus at the Northern
Arizona Invitational Saturday,
following up Dumble's indoor
school record and shot put victory
at the Reno (Nev.) Invitational.

Weis threw the shot put 52 feet 4
inches and notched a personal best
throw of 181-4 in the discus.

**Melisa had been hot all week in

practice," UCLA weight coach Art
Venegas said. "Her form has come
along, especially in the little

details, and this year she is more
mature about her training.-

Dumble and Weis came last

year to UCLA as teammates from
Bakersfield High School and two
of the most acclaimed prq) athletes
in the country. Weis won the
Gatorade Award as the best female
high school track and field athlete

and finished second in the Pac-10
discus as a freshman with a throw
of 170-0.

Dumble set a junior national

:d with athrow of 56-7 at tfie

conference meet as a freshman,
and Weis was fourth in the event at

52-IK
Dumble did not compete this

weekend in the shot put because
Venegas wanted her to rest, but she
did throw the discus, finishing

second to Weis at 165-4.

Weis experienced back prob-
lems most of last year, and
Venegas was impressed with her
early-season performance. Weis*
throw of 181 feet is the country's
longest discus mark thus far in

1992, although the women in the
open divisions have yet to throw
seriously.

"Melisa is real strong right now,
and her lifts are better than last

year." Venegas said. "This was a

big breakthrough in the (discus),

but 181 feet is still not near her
peak. She has a lot in her."

UCLA throwers Joe Bailey and
Matt Wiley took first and second in

the men's shot put with marks of
57-9J4 and 56-11 respectively.

Bailey threw 59-0!4 at last week's
Reno (Nev.) Invitational, which is

not far enough to qualify for the

NCAA meet
"57-9'>4 was short of what

(Bailey) needed, but it was still a
good throw," Venegas said.

The men also competed well in

the discus, winning the top three

spots.

UCLA's John Godina, who will

throw the shot put in the NCAA
indoor meet, won the discus in

182-11, followed by Bruins Jamie
Presscr (176-3) and Erik Smith
(170-8).

Greg Hodel also won the ham-
mer throw with 188-11.

In the short hurdles, UCLA also

swq)t the top three positions. Ross
Flowers edged teammate Marty
Beck by .01, winning the event
14.51 to 14.52. Bruin Othello
Henderson rounded out the trio,

taking third place in 14.68.

Bruin sprinter Tony Miller^as
not able to notch an automatic
qualifying time in the 55-mcter^
toh. After racing 6.19 last week.
Miller ran a 6.26. He needed a 6. 1

8

to assure himselfan automatic spot
in the NCAA finals, but Venegas
expects his provisional time of
6.19 to qualify.

Avery Anderson, competing in

the high jump, leaped 6-9'>4, down
from his 7-1 last week.

Jenni Whelchel competed in the
shot put at the Cerriios Invitation-
al, winning with a throw of 48-354.
The maik is a provisional qualifier
for the NCAA indoor meet (auto-
matic is 52-0), but Venegas said
Whelchel needed a throw of 50-0
to be taken.

U(XA will compete at the San
Diego St. Aztec Invitational next
weekend.

All-Americans face
off in tennis matcii
By D.J. Harmeling
Daily Bruin Staff

Jose Luis Noriega and the
unranked Toreros from the Uni-
versity of San Diego arrive today
for a 1:30 p.m. match against the

top-ranked UCLA men's tennis

team.

All eyes will be focused on the
No. 1 singles match when the

Toreros' Nwiega takes on the
Bruins' Maik Knowles.

Both players are All-Americans
and undefeated thus far in the 1992
season. Each was ranked in the tpp
five in one preseason poll, with
Noriega third and Knowles fifth.

Noriega, a three time Ail-
American, boasts a 13-0 record in

1992. He recently won the ITCA
Rolex Indoors in Minneapolis.
MN. defeating Steve Campbell of
Rice in straight sets.

Knowles was a dual All-Ameri-
can in 1991 in both singles and
doubles, and is 7-0 in dual match
play this season.

While the attention will be
focused on the number one singles
match, the other matches should be
equally competitive.

USD poses a threat against the
top-ranked Bruins, as they have
beat No. 14 California. 5-2. and

narrowly lost to No. 3 Stanford. 5-

4.

The Toreros have earned a 6-1

dual match record on the strength
of the top half of their lineup.

Sophomore Fredrik Axsater is

10-2 in the No. 2 position, while
freshman Ignacio Martinez is 10-0
in the No. 3 spot for the Toreros.

The Bruins possess a lineup
nine-deep in talent and have
almost reached full strength after
being plagued with injury and
ilhiess during the first month of the
season.

With the exception of Fritz

Bissell. who injured his foot at the

NCAA Indoors in Kentucky nine
days ago, the Bruins are a healthy

team. Bissell should be available

by the end of the week.

The Bruins have two players on
the squad returning after being
injured. Sq)homore David Naink-
in, ranked 16th in one preseason
poll, has returned from wrist

surgery, and made his season debut
Saturday with a straight set win in

the No. 4 position.

Senior Bill Behrens is at full

strength after foot surgery, but has
only played two singles matches in

1992. He is 2-0, with straight-set

victories in each match.
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I>rairoii Express
Chinese Fast Food

COMBO PLATE $4,55 X^^^lT^^ZSr""

Hours: 1147 Westwood Blvd.
Monday-Sunday llam-llDm (Acpobs from McDonald's)

208-4928

MCHAEL LANADaly Bruin

Scott Keswick won the all-around competition at the UCLA Invita-
tional Saturday with a score of 58.45.

vnwi gymnasts fiitishi

at Bruin invite:r-: H I

By Lud Chavez

With a whole lot of enthusiasm.
the UCLA men's gymnastics
squad rode a wave of energy
exuding from a partisan Pauley
Pavilion crowd to a strong sec-

ond-place finish at the 1992 Paul
MitchellAJCLA Invitational last

Saturday night.

Scoring its highest team total of
the season (280.40), UCLA util-

ized career-high all-around perfor-

mances from its seniors and solid

routines across the board to sur-

pass its previous team high score
of 275.95 by close to four and a
half points. ^——^^

**We finally put some consistent

performances together, perhaps
the most of the year. It was a very
positive competition for us."

UCLA head coach Art Shurlock
said.

Minnesota grabbed the lead
early and held on tightly until

coming through with a great series

of high bar routines. Five of their

six men scored a 9.55 or above as

opposed to UCLA with only one
high-bar score above 9.4. during

the fourth rotation to pull ahead by
almost three points.

Minnesota head coach Fred
Roethlisberger had nothing but
good things tosay about theUCLA
Invitational.

"It was our first time winning
this meet and anytime you beat

UCLA, it's always a big accom-
plishment,** Roethlisberger said.

*The crowd was wonderful, the

attendance could actually end up
being higher than nationals. It was
exciting because it really got our
guys going."

Roethlisberger is thankful that

his team will leave Los Angeles
with an easier win than expected.

"Wc knew that UCLA was
without Chainey GJmphrey) but
you have to count on them to be
strong at nationals," Roethlisber-

ger said.

UCLA's Scott Keswick per-

formed at a level that everyone has

been looking forward to in posting

a personal best all-around score of

58.45 out of a possible 60.

*ScoU really did a tremendous
M4

job for us tonight. I was very
pleased with his performance,"
Shurkx:k said.

Keswick dominated a talented
field by winning or tying for first in

five of six events and improving on
his season-high scores on the
parallel bars and the high bar.

"My workouts have been going
very well lately, and when I

compete I can tell that the hard
work is paying off." Keswick said.

Confidence is a very important
factor in this sport If you can think

positive things, you will perform
weU."

Minnesota's John Roethlisber-
ger finished a close second at 58. 10
with Mark Brodman of UC Santa
Barbara in third at 57.05.

Fellow seniors Keswick and
Jason Carman, participating in

their fourth and final UCLA
Invitational, were looking forward
to a successful meet.

"We knew it was our last time in

Pauley Pavilion so Jason and I

decided that we'd just go all out
and have a lot of fun," Keswick
said.

Oarman was equally as enthu-
siastic. "It was a really great

feeling competing at home (for the

last time) and I'd like to say that I

have the greatest respect for

Scott," Carman said.

Brad Hayashi and Carman
joined forces with Keswick to nab
three of the top seven spots in the

all-around competition. Hayashi
(56.10) placed fifih and Carman,
with a personal best score of 55.90
placed seventh, a fact that has

(3oach Shurlock looking to the

future with a positive twinkle in his

eye.

"You have to be strong on all of

your events to be competitive. It's

starting to look like we have a

pretty substantial team and once
we get more routines under our
belt we'll beOK for (regionals and
NCAA's)," Shurlock said.

Hayashi echoed the coach's
sentiments. *This big competition
was really good for us because we
probably did as well as could be
expected. Once we clear up some
of the little mistakes, we hope to

show what we are made of." I

University Catlioiic Center

ASH WEDNESDAY SCHEDULE
March 4, 1992

12 NOON: ECUMENICAL SERVICE ON CAMPUS
WESTWOOD PLAZA

5:15 RM.: MASS
LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY CHAPEL
(STRATHMORE AND GAYLEY)

7:30 RM.: MASS*
I JNiVFR-gJiTV r.ATHni m. rcMTpR

9:30 RM.: MASS*
UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC CENTER

840 HILGARD AVE.
208-5015

Member of University Religious Conference

•Parking available for these events only at the Mormon Lot next door.

CHICKEN STICKS or

TERIYAKI CHICKEN BREAST SANDWICH or
BBQ CHICKEN BREAST SANDWICH

• One Side Order
All you can drink soda

.99 + tax ^~
IE TIME, ANYTIME
Offer Good Anytime

23 Weyburn Ave,
208-1969

Expires 4/30/92

Help Wanted for Night Time Delivery

I
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Bminswimmefs get oonsideration for NCAAs
By Andre Kell

Dally Bruin Staff

The same place, the same
people and the same thing?
Swimmers from the Pac-10

Conference gathered at Belmont
Plaza pool in Long Beach last

weekend with hopes to qualify for
the NCAA Championship meet in
late March.

_ Last November Pac-10 swim-
mers were at the same site for the
same reason.

But it just wasn't the same.
November's Pac-10 Champion-

ships were a stark contrast to last

weekend's Bruin-Trojan Invita-

tional. Last weekend was a last-

ditch NCAA qualifying effort for
the swimmers who didn't make the
standards in November, but it was
without the glamour and competi-
tion usually featured at the Pac-10
Conference meet.

**The guys swam extremely well
under the circumstances. This
meet doesn't have the same inten-
sity as Pac-lO's. which makes it a
little more difficult to swim fast

at," UCLA head coacih Ron Balla-
tore said.

The lack of intensity did not stop

UCU breaststroker Andrea CecchI qualified for the NCAAs last weekend In Long Beach.
LAURA LEE SWAN

UCLA's Andrea Cecchi from
swimming^tfic 100-yard breasts-
troke in 55.05 On Friday, fast

enough to go under the NCAA
qualifying standard of 55.24.

^

"Cecchi did an outstanding job
today. He's right where he wants
to be.- Ballatore said of last year's
NCAA 100 breaststroke champ.

**That's the best time he has swam
unshaved here at UCLA.-

Although no one else qualified,
.many Bruin swimmers made
NCAA consideration times that
should be fast enough to guarantee
them a spot at the NCAA's.

This year the NCAA Swimming
and Diving Committee decided on

higher qualifying standards,
allowing fewer swimmers to qual-
ify but more to fill the remaining
open spots. Coaches across the
country will submit their swim-
mers' best times to compare who
will be fast enough to go the
NCAA meet

In the 50 freestyle Chris Nfann

swam a 20.30. while Jay Behr
swam a 20.59. Also making
consideration times were Sean
Easton and Dan O'Keefe. Easton
swam a life-time best of 3:55.48 in

the 400-yard individual medley,
while O'Keefe swam the event in

3:57.42.

Others making the considera-
tion times were Mike Picotte and
Greg Schaffcr. Picotte. who
already qualified for the NCAA's
in the 50 freestyle, swam the 100-
yard butterfiy in 49.57. while
Schaffer swam the 200 individual
medley in 1.48.65.

Along with Eric Schnitger.
Schaffer also made the considera-
tion time in the 100 breaststroke.
Schnitgerswam the event in 55.70.
Schaffer in 55.48.

Meanwhile. Mark Thompson
made the consideration time in the
lOO-yard backstroke with a time of
49.16.

Thompson, who was recruited
as a butterfly specialist, tried his
skill at the 200-yard butterfly as
well. It was only the third time this
year that the senior swam the
butterfly. He missed the qualifying
mark by only .21 of a second.

^
awf-^v SOMETHING TASTY:

Thmkiiig
Aboul

UiwSdiool?
FREE d4-pa8eUw School
Application Primer. Call:

800-777-EXAM

(bmbn
SOFT CONTACTS

EXTENDED OR DAILY $40 PR
DISPOSABLES (6 mo. supply) _.$79 SET|
CHANGE LIGHT EYES (ext) $69 PR
CHAMGE BROWN EVE& Stt6 PR
lASTlGMATlSII. BCTEMOED HJOPR

EYE EXAM S15
Free Bauach n Lomb Renu Care Kit (w/lens)

HWnNOMirniWI
.UtKiCH TIE. WHIT.
iHMiimWMIEOMnMi

M.MA

213) 842-6094

mmirt %mtmam,

Bausch n Lomb lenses

(800) 842-6094

Why give
it all
to Uncle "t

NOON • WWP

Don't use an ordinary Income
tax sen/lce when you can use a
Tax Attorney who Is an exper-
ienced CPA
JOHN R. RONOH

AHORNEY AT LAW
10666 Wllshire BL. IStk Floor
Comer of Wllelilre and Glendoa

•RMiorrabie RotM
•free YomaVofbocktaMi
•Audi R^)r»Mn»ollon

•ValdatwJPaMrv

4«ga|/raxa«War)c«fo

kKMductiar>dbu*wMi
•Ut rm r««4M your M-fkapoMd
Munoratowcof

(aOQ)273-379l

'NTHE EVENT OF RAIN, THE CONCERT WILL BE HELD IN ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

S>U>B
V^S, FOLKS: THEY'RE EttOM SEMITLE

GIVE AWAYS!
SIGN UP TO WINA TRIPTO N.Y.C.!

VOTE3tREGISTRATION!

YOUR

r^ ssi

ADVERTISE!
825^2^1 61
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UCLAbeateUW
behind Williams
By Heather Duffy
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA women *s basket-
ball team returned home from a
successful road trip with two
big victories over Washington
State and Washington, behind
the play of center Natalie
Williams.

^
Williams scored 26 points

and grabbed 18 rebounds
against the Cougars and scored
a game-high 19 points against
the Huskies.

With the Pac-10 race heating
up and the NCAA Tournament
selection ?ipproaching, UCLA
rose to the challenge and raised
its conference record to 9-5 to

remain tied for fourth place
with Arizona State.

The Bruins traveled to Pull-

nian. Wash., Thursday night to

face the Cougars before a
sparse crowd. Washington
State was ready for UCLA and
impressive shooting put the
Cougars on top at the half. 38-

36.

Washington State came out
stipng and opened the second
halfwith a 10-1 run to stretch its

lead to eight points. While
UCLA shot pooriy (32.4 per-
cent) in the second half, the

Bruins dominated the l^oards

and pulled down 29 rebounds to

Washington State's 15. The
Cougars also had problems with
turnovers, surrendering the ball

12 times in the second half

alone.

The Bruins capitalized
Washington State's mistakes
and checked back into the

game, tying the score, 59-59, on
center Lynn Kamrath's layup
with 8; 11 left to play. The
Bruins did not let their guard
down for the remainder of the

game and won, 76-68.

Williams had 26 points, 18

rebounds and five steals for the

Bruins. Senior Rehema Ste-

phens added 18 points to the

UCLA effort, while senior
DeDe Mosman had five assists

and two steals.

A 4,000-plus crowd greeted
the Bruins Saturday night at

Washington, and after the No.
23-ranked Huskies dropped
their last game to UCLA in

February, revenge was on the

agenda.

The Hrst half was an aggres-

sive battle between the two
teams, who were both exper-
iencing shooting troubles. After

her strong performance Thurs-
day night, Williams picked up
three early fouls and was held
scoreless in the first half. A
boost for Washington came
under the boards, where the

Huskies outrebounded the
Bruin team. 23-16. At halftime,

WashingtoB was ahead by two,
29-27.

The Huskies returned for the

second half and maintained its

lead for the next 16 minutes.
But the Bruins refused to rest,

and Williams returned to the

game to score 19 points in the

second half.

With 3:47 left, Williams*
basket tied the score at 58-58.
Point guard Nicole Anderson

ll^l A'» i...^!. I >« ^ .. ^ , LAURA LEE SWAN

mX.,
^ '^*'*"' McCalla defeated the No. 1 player In the nation. Florida's Lisa Raymond, at the

National Indoor Channplonshlps.

W<Mnen netters fall to norida

See W.HOOPS, page 31

By IMIchael Klein

Dally Bruin Staff ;

The problem with living on the

itdge is once in a wfa^yoQ fall <^.
After relying on wins from the

third doubles spot in four victories

this season, the No. 4 ranked
UCLA women's tennis team found
themselves in this precarious posi-

tion once again, and they could not
win it a fifth time.

The Bruins were dealt their first

loss of the season, 5-4, to the top-

ranked Florida Gators in the
semifinals of the USTA Women's
National Indoor Championships
on Saturday. Florida went on to

beat Stanford, 5-3, in the final.

The 16-team event, held at the

Nielsen Tennis Stadium at the

University of Wisconsin at Madi-
son, is generally regarded as the

best teomeier for the NCAA
Championships in May.

Thursday's opening round
against No. 16 Mississippi was
little more than a practice session,

as the Bruins demolished the

Rebels, 5-1.

The Rebels were without the

services of Paloma Collantes ol

Peru, the nation's second-ranke<J

player, who was out with tendinitis

in her shoulder.

Bruin Iwalani McCalla began
what would be a very successful

weekend by downing Alison Hill,

7-5, 6-0, in the number-one singles

spot. In the second spot, Mamie
Ceniza beat Pascale Piquermal. 6-

3, 6-4.

The lone Bruin to lose was
junior Cammie Foley in the third

spot. Foley, who has been plagued
by fatigue of late, rallied briefly

before succumbing to Nina Top-
per, 6-0, 2-6, 6-2.

**Cammie got off to a slow start

Her confidence was still a little bit

shaken because she has lost some
matches recently,** Bruin assistant

coach Susie Keane said.

The rest of the Bruins were all

See W.TENNIS, page 30
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We Want to
Send

flTou and a Friend to

Mazatlan!
Round TMp Air Faro from LAX
7 Nights Stay In tlio Don Polayo Hotoi
5 Winners Rocolve Graat Priios Every Week!
Next Contest Date i TONIGHT!

How Do You Win?
Drawings take place every "niesday night, s nightly winners
receive priies plus the chance to go to Maiatlan. 1 winners
have made It to the Finals, 5 more will be picked TONIGHT.
Dont miss your chance! Final Drawing: March 11.
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2806 Mom St.

(213)309-4491
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Softball clowns Long Beach

' UCLA pitcher Heather Compton tossed a no-hitter for the Bruins'

win in the first game of a twin bill with Long Beach.

By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

LONG BEACH— In their three

previous meetings with UCLA, the

Long Beach State softball team
was able to score more runs against

Bruin pitching than any other

team.

But on Saturday afternoon, the

49en became yet another faceless

victim to arguably the best pitch-

ing staff in the nation.

UCLA pitchers Heather Com-
pton and Lisa Fernandez held

Long Beach State to two total hits

for the doubleheader, and the

Bruins cruised to a 2-0, 4-0 sweep.

Compton tossed a no-hitter in

game one, while Fernandez held

the 49ers hitless until the sixth

inning, when Long Beach State

managed to get two hits.

**The pitching today was excel-

lent,** said UCLA co-head coach
Sue Enquist. **It*s too bad when
you don*t get the record like the

perfect game or no-hitter, but we
can't get hung up on the stats,**

Along with the .solid pitching

and defense, UCLA (18-0) used
timely hitting to score all the runs

they would need at Lakewood
Mayfair Park.

"Defensively, we were sound
across the board, but it is nice to

see (a strong) offense, because that

is where their mental preparation

came through,** Enquist said. **It

was nice to see them mentally

focused right of the bat.**

The Bruins came out hitting

immediately in game one against

CSULB ace Stacy Van Essen. In

the first inning, leadoff hitter

Kathy Evans hit a single to center,

and the rally was on.

A sacrifice bunt and sacrifice fly

sent Evans to third, and brought
.511 hitter Yvonne Gutierrez to the

plate. Gutierrez promptly smashed
a ball into the left-center alley,

which scored Evans.

When the 49cr defense threw
the ball over the third baseman *s

head, Gutierrez nished home and
slid under the tag to give the Bruins
a 2-0 lead, all that UCLA needed,

Compton, who struck out seven,

never allowed a 49er to hit the ball

well and Hnished with her first no-
hitter of the season.

Game two showed more of the

traditional Bruin dominance,
although there was some concern
from the coaching staff before the

game.

"Sometimes when you win that

first game , you have a tendency to

sit back during the second game,**

Enquist said. 'They did a good job
coming through.**

Indeed, UCLA knew of the

potential strength of Long Beach
State and did not allow for a
letdown. -

"We wanted to show them why
we are the number one team in the

nation,** Fernandez said. "We
knew that they were going to be
Hred up and ready to beat us, so we
wanted to be ready.**

Fernandez continued to baffle

the CSULB hitters, who remained

hitless for five innings, extending

its hitting drought to 12-innings.

TheUCLA bats came through in

the third inning. With Jennifer

Brewster on first. Janae Deffen-
baugh doubled to left-center,

which put two runners in scoring

position.

Evans then hit a high bouncer to

the 49er pitcher, who was {^tc in

trying to get Brewster out at the

plate, giving UCLA a 1-0 lead.

Kilsty Howard's bunt provided for

a 2-0 lead and set the table for

Gutieirez.

Gutierrez responded with
another hit. this time to right-cen-

ter, which brought two more runs
in and put UCLA ahead. 4-0.

Long Beach State threatened in

the sixth by loading the bases up,

but fell victim to a Fernandez to

Kelly Inouye to DeDe Wciman
don^ pl^-»bi£h efided the=
inning.

"I think that mentally, the team
came .out ready to play,** Enquist
said. "In the games played before,

we really only squeeked them out,

so (the coaching stafQ sat down
with them during the beginning
and told them not to take this one
lighUy.**

Volleyball

loses to
Gauchos
By Eric Bllllgmeler

Following a four-game
demolition last Wednesday
of UC Santa Barbara at

home, the UCLA men*s
volleyball team appeared

ready to jump back into

league title contention.

The Bruins knew upcom-
ing matches against USC,
Pepperdine, Long Beach
State and BYU would give

them that very opportunity.

But someone forgot to tell

UCSB.
The Gauchos (5-9, 3-4

conference) proved to be

very rude hosts Saturday

night, dismantling the

Bruins (6-5, 4-4) and their

momentum, 15-12, 12-15,

15-9, 15-10.

*This was a match to

forget,** said UCLA coach

Al Scates. "I don't think we
were particularly fired up.

But then, it's difficult to be

fired up when you're not

hitting, passing, blocking

Wilis and
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA baseball team went
to the missing persons list Sun4^y
to get an important win over

California. '

Michael Moore, Shawn Wills,

Tim Kubinski and Gabe Sollecito

— all of whom have been lost in

the shuffie lately— reappeared to

lead the Bruins (13-4, 2-1 in Six-

Pac play) to a 10-8 win over the

Bears (12-7, 1-2) at Jackie Robin-

son Stadium.

The victory moved UCLA into

an early three-way tie for first

place in the conference with

Stanford and Arizona. The Bruins

travel to Tucson to take on the

Wildcats next weekend.

But most importantly, UCLA's
win gave it a series win over Cal
and a truckload of confidence.

"I told them that this is the

biggest game we have played all

year," Bruin head coach Gary
Adams said. "It will decide who is

the best team. I told them that they

had to play hard the whole game
and not give in to the score. This is

so much better medicine, no way
would a loss have been good."

"Our goal is to win every

scries," leftfielckr Dave Roberts

said. "We wanted to go out there

and play as hard as we could to win
this series."

And that meant significant con-

Icey victoiy for siu^ers
tributions from everyone.

Moore and Wills, who had been
slumping until this series, con-
tinued their resurgence by taking

out their previous frustrations on
Cal pitching. Moore went four-

for-five and Wills a perfect three-

for-three to key the UCLA come-
back win. ^—
The Bruins had trailed 5-2 and

6-3, but rallied with a Moore solo

homer in the third and a six-run

fifth inning, that allowed them to

assume a 9-6 advantage. Wills and
Moore each scored in that inning.

Wills then drove in Moore with
a run-scoring single in the sixth to

give UCLA an important insur-

ance run. Wills had two RBI for the

afternoon.

"Shawn Wills has been coming
up big for us lately,** Adams said.

"He just keeps coming through
with getting hits with men on base
and two outs. If he doesn 't get a hit,

then the whole inning is dead."
Wills was a steriing 6-10 for the

series and has raised his average to

.286.

Moore caused just as much
damage, hitting 8-14 (.571) in the

three games, including his second
home run. The centerfielder is now
hitting a sizzling .348 after toiling

al the .250 mark.

"I felt good this weekend,"
Moore said. "I got a couple of
seeing-eye hits and was able to hit

the ball well. On the home run, I

"Shawn Wills

(pictured) has been

coming up big for us

lately. He just keeps

coming through with

getting hits with men
on base and two outs."

Gary Adams

got a pitch a litde bit outside, but I

was able to extend my arms and it

happened to go out."

Kubinski and Sollecito had been
literally missing from the Bruins*
lineup. Kubinski had been shelved
for the last five games, due to dizzy
spells. But after UCLA starter

Gary Adcock ran into difficulty in

the third, Kubinski was summoned
in by Adams.
The left-handed reliever (2-0)

held the Bears down for four

innings, before tiring in the

seventh when he gave up a two-run

homer to Cal menace Chris Cla-

pinski. Kubinski, though, was able

to get out of the seventh alive and
hand the torch over to Sollecito.

Since the Bruins have not had
any save opportunities lately,

Sollecito had been inactive for a

week. But the UCLA stopper

showed no rustiness from his

inactivity by hurling one and
two-thirds scoreless innings for his

sixth save.

"You never forget how to

pitch,** Sollecito said. "I wasn't too

worried that it (the layoff) would
affect me. Actually, my arm was
pretty fresh.**

Sollecito did throw in a minor
scare in the end. With Clapinski at

first. Bear Jon Zuber sent a
Sollecito changeup to the center-

field wall. However, Moore was
able to haul it iii to end the game.

'*Zuber hit a ball that got caught
in the jet stream," Sollecito said.

"But I knew Mike had it all the

way."

With the catch the Bruins were
able to capture their fifth win in six

games and kick off the conference
season on a high note.

Pac-10 Field Goal Percentage Leaders ^
Bottom

Scott Hoskin (OSU) 27 198' 320 61.9

Alfred Grigsby (CAD W 85 139 .61.2

Ken Crifton (WSU) 27 106 175 60.6

U Manning (WASH)

Adam Keefe (STAN)

25

23

175

214

307 57.0

385 55.6
O' the Page

Pac-10 Field Goal Percentage Leaders

G I^G FGA PCT

Mario Bennett (ASU) 26 113 207 54.6

Seon Rooks (ARIZ)' 2S 139 257 54.1

Tfocy Murray (UCIA) 24 170 322 52.8

ShanTafver(UCIA) 24 111 212 52.4

Chris Mills (ARIZ) 25 165 319 51.7
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Briefly

Be a cat owner
Pet lovers are needed to

provide k)ving homes for cats.

The National Cat Protection

Society is looking for animal

lovers who will care for cats

housed at the society's many
shelters in Los Angeles and
Orange counties.

The shelters keep a cat up
for adoption as long as it

remains healthy or as long as

they have room.

Besides serving as a tempor-

ary home for cats, the shelters

also offer human education

programs, educational litera-

ture and low-cost spay/neuter

referrals.

To adopt a cat, call (310)

436-316Z

inside

Ivy LeagMe faces

economic cranch
California's universities are

not the only ones forced to deal

with recent budget cuts. Even
the prestigious Ivy League
schools in the East are strug-

gling with decreased funds.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Latter fioiii

the editor
Viewpoint editor Ben Wex-

ler rehashes a frantically

scribbled letter to a friend for

his column this week.

See page 17

Arts & Entertainment

A taste
ofRio
The Brazilian musical extra-

vaganza **Oba Oba** is dazzling

Los Angeles audiences.

See page 18

Sports

A new lowdown
Following' UCLA's loss to

Duke Sunday, men's basketball

Coach Jim Harrick had some

words about his team and a

possible change in the starting

rotation.
^^' Seepage 36
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Young claims NOMMO article

Is 'Inflammatoiy, offensive'
By Heesun Wee
Daily Bruin Staff

Chancellor Charles Young
sharply criticized UCLA's African

student newsmagazine for an
opinion article defining Zionism as

a form of white colonialism.

The commentary, which
appeared in NOMMO's February

issue, was ''inflammatory and

offensive to me and othermembers
of the UCLA community," Young
wrote in a statement released

Friday.

Zionism is the effort of the Jews
to regain and retain their Biblical

homeland.

But in the wake of Young's
statement, members of the Jewish

and African-American communi-
ties are reluctant to comment on
the opinion piece, saying they do
not want to endanger current

efforts to improve relations

between the two groups.

"Looking at the article and
saying how offensive it is is not

going to get us anywhere. They get

defensive, we get defensive, and it

snowt)alls into something ugly,"

said Julie Gruenbaum, editor of

Ha'Am, the campus' Jewish news-
magazine.

In his statement. Young wrote

that he feared the opinion piece

would further damage the relation-

ship between the two groups. *Tt

will contribute to already strained

relations between the African-

1

American and Jewish communi-
ties," he wrote.

The NOMMO article was
accompanied by a headline,
''Zionism is Colonialism," and an
illustration depicting a Western
hand grasping the star of David.

The star is piercing the center of
Africa, causing it to bleed.

"Although this article appears
on an opinion page and discusses

political issues, the style in which
it is cast . . . converts it, in my
view, into an anti-Semitic piece,"

Young wrote.

NOMMO's editor refused to

comment about the chancellor's

statement or elaborate on the

purpose of the article. However, he
did defend his decision to print the

"The style in which

(the NOMMO article)

is cast . . . converts it,

in my view, into an

anti-Semitic piece."

Charles Young
UCLA Chancellor

opinion piece. "I handled myself
and my newspaper responsibly,"

editor Igbodike Obioha said.

Members of both the African-

American and Jewish campus
communities were reluctant to

comment on either the aiticle or
Young's statement because they
say they want to avoid fuither

complicating an already tense

relationship between the two stu-

dent groups.

See NOMMO, page 10

Bye Bye, Bruin Bowl

NELSON OREEMMly Bruin

Mitchell Tsal, a second-year computer science graduate student, attennpts a strike

for his bowling league team the Krazy Krankers, who went on to win first place. Bruin

Bowl will close after today to make room for more video games, pool tables, air hock-

ey and ping-pong tables.

Community
1

J I

fraternity's

song lyrics
Sexually explicit

songbook given

to Phi Psi pledges

By Heather SklnazI

Members of the campus conununity have

criticized fraternities and sororities for

reinforcing sexist stereotypes by singing

sexually explicit songs that denigrate

women. -

—

~
A Phi Kappa Psi fraternity songbook was

left anonymously in the office of UCLA*s
feminist newsmagazine last week, raising

questions about the Greek system's com-
mitment to rape awareness.

While fraternity members say these

songs are harmless because they are not

See reprint of songbook
lyncs, pag0 11.

meant to be taken seriously, campus
feminists and rfipe prevention coordinators

say the lyrics demean women and may
contribute to rape.

"If a socially disadvantaged member of

our society talked about grating up women's
tits and eating up the bits or fucking a

woman repeatedly who had died from

sucking his cock, we*d unanimously agree

that this man was problematic and some sort

of disciplinary action should be taken to

'

help him," said Sheila Moieland, co-editor

of Together.

See LYRICSt page 14

TenPerceiit editor quits, cites budlget troubles
ByToniRWvni
Daily Bruin Staff

After criticizing the student

publications board for misleading

her, the editor in chief of TenPer-

cent resigned last week.

As editor of the campus publi-

cation — which recently changed

its title from gay and lesbian

newsmagazine to UCLA's queer

newsmagazine — Wendy Dale

said the board was slow in report-

ing a deficit in the last issue's

budget, making it impossible for

her to pay staff members.

"I really didn't want to quit," she

said. "It was just one thing after the

other."

The editors of the seven campus
newsmagazines can pay their staff

members if editors have money
left over after collecting advertis-

ing revenue and paying production

expenses.

This policy allowed Dale to pay

staff members only if she had the

proper funding, board members
said.

"She knows how much adver-

tising she sold and she knows her

budget," said Terence Hsiao, the

publications director. "It is within

her ability to make a fairly good
estimate of what is involved."

Earlier this quarter. Ten Percent

tost its business manager because

Dale could not offer her a salary.

The position was later filled, but

the new manager had other time

commitments. So Dale was forced

to take on !Tiuch of the burden of

finding advertisers.

"This was the toughest aspeCi

because I ended up having to do a

lot," said the newsmagazine's

See TENPERCEHT, page 14
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Today, March 4, 1992

I 2 Noon
Women's Resource Center

"Maria's Story"

2408 Ackcrman Union

University Religious Conference

Ash Wrdnftsday \

Westwood Plaza

Indigineous Survival Program
The Linking of Two Continents

PoweU 200E

Campus Events

"West Side Story*
^

Ackcrman Grand Ballroom

(>:()() PM

:()() I>M S5S

8:00 I»\I

Department of Music/Center For the Performing Arts

UCLA Jazz Ensembles I&II

Winter Concert

Schocnbcrg Auditorium

9:.M) I»M

Campus Events

"Grease"

Ackcrman Grand Ballroom '

Thursday, March 5, 1992

\ 1 .\<)t)n

Women's Resource Center

"When No Is Not Enough"

2 Dodd Hall

Campus Events

Concert - Mudhoney
Westwood Plaza

Campus Events

"Grease"

Ackcrman Grand Ballroom

Campus Events

"West Side Story"

Ackcrman Grand Ballroom

... I

-:()() IVM

9:^0 1V\1

Frid;:y, March 6, 1992

(>:^() PM
HiUd
Shabbat at Rabbi Chaims

The American Jewish Future"

10933 WcUworth #7

Wednesday, March 11, 1992

IJ Noini

Cultural Affairs

Concert - Firchouse

Westwood Plaza

General
UCLA Sexual Harassment Awareness Day
N4arch 5th, 12noon-5pm

Please sec ad for programs and times

Chancellor's Humanitarian Award

MM I M I

vm
•'.:•'',;''.<»

Wm

See ad for locations to pick up applications

Deadline: Friday, March 6, 1992

On Campus Housing ^

Fall Quarter 1992 Application

Deadline is March 31. 1992
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Commentary

NewspaperJustified In

accusation ofAdams
All our lives are filled with

"everyone knows** stories.

"Everyone knows** the

man down the street is having an

affair with his wife's bridge

partner. "Everyone knows** the

head of purchasing takes kick-

backs from suppliers.

"Everyone knows** the boss is a

lech. If you*ve seen him in action,

you may warn the new receptionist

not to stay late and alone. And if

you*ve comforted a friend who
says he tried to rape her, you may
even go to the boiss's boss. It*8 a

balancing act, depending on the

behavior, the evidence, on what
the stakes might be.

In the newspaper business,

"everyone knows** is nowhere near

enough. What everyone knows
someone must attest to. Sometimes
what everyone knows is simply not

true; part of reporting is fielding

intriguing tips that go nowhere.

Sometimes what everyone
knows cannot be confirmed. If a

politician and his mistress both

deny the aftair, you have no story^

only rumor.

There are people who will tell

you that everyone knew about Sen.

Brock Adams, at least within

certain circles in Seattle and
' Wash ington, '

••

—

"We referred to it as Brock*s

problem,** sai4 a secretary who
says she agreed to work on his

1986 Senate campaign only after

aides told her the senator had been

warned "to keep his hands off the

young girls.-

In 1988 the problem became
public when a young congression-

Anna
Quindlen

al aide, the daughter of old friends

of the senator, accused him of

drugging and molesting her. The
U.S. attorney said the charges weie

baseless, but a number of other

women not only believed but

recognized them. And they talked

to The Seattle Times.

The end result was a package of

stories in that paper last Sunday

that accused the senator of actions

ranging from the lecherous to the

criminal. ^
A young secretary says that

Adams slipped his hand inside her

dress and fondled her breast A
Democratic party worker says he

drugged her, raped her and left

$200 on her hall table as he left her

apartment

In all, eight women said that

Brock Adams had sexually

harassed them but that they

couldn*t afford to let a newspaper

publish their names.

The Seattle Times did with this

information pretty much what I

-wottM havedonft They lookedatibr

and looked at it and looked at it

again. They tried unsuccessfully to

persuade the women to shed their

anonymity. They talked to friends

and fomily the women had told of

the incidents. They argued among
themselves about whether the

See SENATOR, page 12
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Steps For Preventing Skin Cancer

1. Protective clothing, such as hats and

long sleeves, can blockjut the sun^
harnafy) rays i i

2. Lotions containing sunscreens,

higher the Sun Protection Factqgli/hich ranges |

from 2 to 1 5, the greater the piitection a |pnscri|9n

provides. M
^».v

3. Avoid sunlamf)§;|||d tanning booths!

4. If you muft t^ke in some sun, avgH the hou(i|

between idol' M. and 3 P.M. ,^ M
5. jil JSIational Institute of Healtlp looking intQ..

sifniiilting cytokine, a natural sylpance in the iidy
that may prevent some skin cai||irs from formilH

SOURCE: National Cancer Institute ^MMmM

Resiearchers seek inventive

ways to tieat sicin cancer

JOHN T. GILDReO.JOHN TWOMEY/OaHy Bruin

By TonI Rivera

Daily Bruin Staff

With the number of skin-cancer

cases estimated to climb 15 p^-
cent in this decade abne, UCLA
researchers are looking for new
methods to treat the disease.

Doctors are examining the use

of medication and injections,

rather than resorting to surgery, to

combat the ailment.

"We are examining different

techniques to see what will be the

most effective in each particular

case of skin cancer,** said Ronald

Moy, a UCLA professor of medi-

cine and dermatology.

Using either injections or reti-

noid tablets — a derivative of

vitamin A— researchers said they

And about an 80 percent cure rate

for basal cell carcinoma, the most
common form of skin cancer. This

carcinoma accounts for about 90
percent of skin-cancer cases.

Traditionally, doctors have per-

formed surgery on patients who
have contracted the more common
types of skin cancer. But research-

ers are now advocating a multi-

faceted approach to treatment

This new approach will be
discussed, along with other topics

about treatment of skin cancer, at a

one-day UCLA Extension seminar

for doctors next month.

"We are going to talk about a

three-prong approach to skin

cancer using dermatology, surgery

and radiation treatment, weighing

which one is better in each

"We are going to talk

about a three-prong

approach to skin

cancer.
>»

•h

Ronald Moy
UCLA Professor

particular case to provide accurate

care,** Moy said.

Without early detection, skin

cancers like malignant melanoma
become fatal, spreading from the

skin to different organs in the

body, he said.

*This is caused when the cells

See CANCER* page 12

venaConference to
on employee relations
Issues to include sexual harassment,

job satisfaction in tough economic times

By Christina Strobal

i^ii^ Bruin Staff

gives several annual conferences about

-Jssues in the work foicc.

With California's current fiscal crisis, the

issue of maintaining employee satisfaction

has become increasingly important among
personnel managers, according to a top

member of the UCLA Center for Manage-
ment Research and Education.

"One of the challenges for human
resource management is how to best

maintain the organization in severe eco-

nomic problems,** said Rosalind Schwartz,

head of the management center.

A discussion on the future of manager-

employee relations in tough economic times

will be the focus of the 31st UCLA
Employee Relations Conference next week.

"We have a difficult economic situation

and yet we want to reward the employees

that we have, so we will be discussing what

the future trends will be in compensation

benefits,** Schwartz said.

The purpose of this conference is to bring

information and developments in the field

of personnel management to public and

private sector organizations in Los Angeles.

The management center is part of the

UCLA Institute of Industrial Relations, and

About 200 union representatives, lawyers

and managers will attend the two-day event,

held on March 9 and 10 at the Hyatt Hotel

near the Los Angeles International Airport

One topic to be discussed is sexual

harassment A workshop will use role

playing to dramatize possible scenarios

involving sexual harassment and how to

prevent it

The keynote address will also be about

sexual harassment. Abby Leibman, manag-

ing director of the California Women's Lay

Center, will deliver a speech on "Is

Advertising a Sexual Harassment Issue?**

"There arc estimates that anywhere from

40 to 80 percent of women have been

harassed at their job,** Leibman said.

Xlearly, that's a huge number, so it*s

important to talk about prevention.

"I will be talking about what creates a

hostile environment, specifically how the

mass culturc influences what may be

perpetuated in the work place," she said.

The speech will focus on the advertising

campaign of Stroh's brewing company.

See CONFERENCE, pageH

Protest over Harvard Law hiring

practices; tenure never gtfanted

to African-American woman prof

Tlie New York Times

BOSTON — Pursuing a new avenue in

his quest to get Harvard Law School to grant

tenure to a African-American woman
professor, a Harvard law professor has filed

a complaint with the federal Education

Department's Office of Civil Rights, asking

the office to investigate the school's hiring

practices.

Prof. Derrick Bell, Harvard's fu^t Afri-

can American tenured law professor, filed

the discrimination complaint on Monday,

after announcing last week that he would
not return to the law school even though his

two-year leave of absence has expired

because the school still had not granted

tenurc to a African-American woman.
Although Harvard has a two-year limit on

leave of absences. Bell has refused to

resign, saying the rules should not apply to

those who leave for reasons of conscience.

"My aim is to bring Harvard Law
School's hiring and p^'omotions up to the

level of quality that most of the country

holds Harvard to," Bell said in a telephone

interview.

In a statement released Tuesday, the dean

of Harvard Law School, Robert Clark, said:

"It is our belief that we are not in violation

of any state or federal law prohibiting

discrimination. We would be happy to

cooperate in any investigation that the

Department of Education might undertake

in response to this letter."

In a separate challenge to the law

school's hiring practices, students argued

before Massachusetts* highest court Tues-

day that they have the right to bring suit. The
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court

agreed to hear the case, allowing students to

bypass the Massachusetts Appellate Court,

despite a lower court's ruling that students

have no legal standing to bring suit

Last Friday, the law school faculty voted

to recommend four white men to tenured

professorships, a recommendation that now
goes to the schod's board of governors.

After that vote, the faculty passed a

resolution calling on the Appointments

committee to produce a list of "several

promising candidates who are not white

males" by the fall.

On Wednesday, students, joined by Bell,

plan a rally to protest the recommendation

of the four white males for tenure.

Wailcing oti wati^r

STEVE MACAULEY/Daily Bruin

Students trundle up Bruin Walk with umbrellas held high during the rain-

storm on Monday. Another storm is expected today.

Hard times at Ivy Leagbe;
Prestigious eastern universities financially

crippled by nation's economic hardships
i .

By Anthony DePalma p

The New York Times

With their accumulated power and

privilege, the eight institutions of the Ivy

League have long stood apart from most

other colleges and universities in the United

Stales. But in these economically troubling

times, the Ivies find themselves under the

same sort of financial pressures as the

smallest community college or state-run

university.

The University of Pennsylvania is scram-

bling to stop the state government from

cutting nearly $40 million in state aid.

Yale University is saddled with an $8.8

million budget shortfall, Columbia Univer-

sity is looking at a deficit of at least $15

million for next year, and Harvard Univer-

sity, which usually does not release budget

figures undl months after its fiscal year

ends, disclosed that it fmished the last

academic year with a deficit of $41.9

million, its fu^t shortfall since 1974.

The remaining members of the Ivy

League — Brown, Cornell, Princeton and

Dartmouth — expect to end this year with

their budgets balanced, but to do so they

have had to change the way they do

business.

*This is a rather difficult time for

universities," said Robert H. Scott, vice

president for fmance at Harvard University.

"We're going to have to fmd ways to be

See IVY LEAGUE, page 13

^
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Briefs

Fkozen liaqi funds
sougM by U.N. for aid

UNITED NATIONS — The United

States and the other four permanent

members of the Security Council are

considering using Iraqi assets frozen

abroad to pay for humanitarian supplies

and the destruction of Baghdad's most
dangerous weapons, and to start compen-

sating victims of its invasion of Kuwait,

diplomats said Tuesday.

Iraq's assets abroad are thought to total

about $5 billion.

The council has already asked Iraq to

resume selling oil, its major export, under

the terms of the cease-fue that ended the

Persian Gulf war. The terms require that

the money be handed over to the United

Nations, which would then spend it on

food and medicine, the elimination of

Iraqi weapons and reparations to Kuwait.

Envoy sees no famine
in Russia this year
WASHINGTON — Russia's new

ambassadoe- to Washington said Tuesday
that the former Soviet republics would
most likely get through this winter

without any famine, but that disruptions in

planting this spring could lead to serious

shortages next year.

**I don't think that this year famine is

"ciciitti incnace, ssid Vuidifnir N. I.ukjii, -

Nation

during an interview in a sitting room of the

former Soviet embassy, now the Russian

embassy, on 16th Street **Of course, in

some parts the situation in foodstuffs will

be difficult, but I am sure that we will

survive until the new harvest"

Lukin said he is much more concerned

about next winter.

Republicans push
antt-crime measure
WASHINGTON — Tiying to intro-

duce the issue of crime into the presiden-

tial campaign. Senate Republican leaders

said they would attach anticrime mea-
sures already rejected by the I>emocratic

majority to unrelated legislation at least

once a week from now on.

While their chance of passing an
anticrime bill to their liking is highly

improbable, the Republicans are trying to

reopen the question of which party is

tougher on crime.

Losing weigM good
for blood pressure

Losing weight is the best non-drug

treatment for reducing blood pressure in

people with pressures on the high side of

normal, according to a new study of more
than 2,100 men and women.

The collaborative study, published in

Wednesday's issue of The Journal of the

American Medical Association, found

that cutting back on dietary salt was also

helpful, though less effective than weight

loss, in reducing blood pressure in people

whose pressures were not high enough to

warrant drug treatment

However, despite the widespread belief

that emotional stress can elevate blood=

pressure, no benefit was found from
participating in a stress management
program. The study also found no
significant benefits to blood pressure

from taking supplements like calcium,

magnesium, potassium or fish oil, all of

which have previously been linked to

lower pressures.

Oompanies Join forces

in eiedriccar venture

Chrysler Corp. and Westinghouse

Electric Corp. have announced a joint

venture to improve the performance of

electric vehicles and make them more
attractive to car buyers.

The Detroit automaker and Pittsbui^gh-

based electronics Arm hope to boost the

range of electric passenger cars from

about 120 miles per recharge to 200 miles

by the late 1990s and nearly h^ve
acceleration time to60 mph in 15 seconds.

Car makers have a big stake in their

electric vehicle offerings. By 1998,

California will require that 2 percent of all

the cars sold here emit zero pollution.

Electric vehicles are the only alternative

fuel cars that qualify.

Anglry woman's wail

intemipts Qotti trial

NEW YORK — Salvatore Gravano
had just begun his toneless account of

Paul Castellano's slaying when a

woman's wail soimded tluough the door

in the Brooklyn courtroom.

There was a moment of confusion

Tuesday morning as rqxirters and a group
of federal guards ran for the hallway.

Even some of the dark-suited friends of

the defendant, reputed members of the

Gambino crime family who generally

affea a calm air of knowing everything,

dHOe asking: ^'Who is sbe2:

The answer came quickly and injected

further grunness into a trial in which there

has been no shortage of chilling detail.

The wailing woman, Anna C^rini, 68,

had come to spit on the face ofGravano

—

the man whom she believes killed her two
sons, reputed Columbo soldiers who were
found shot to death in June 1987.

Local

LA. school super
suspends self, oUiers

Los Angeles schools Superintendent

Bill Anton has suspended himself and

other top school officials without pay for

their miscalculations leading to the

district's $130-mUlion budget shortfall,

the Los Angeles Daily News has learned.

Anton has sent letters to the admini-

strators notifying them of their suspen-

sion, according to two school district

officials wiOi direct knowledge of the

disciplinary actions.

Several other administrators, including

Deputy Superintendent Sid Thompson,

have received letters ofrqirimand

.
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Top Ten

Top 10 reasons Bruin Walk still isn*t

finished:

10. Because dammit, we deserve the

best concrete money can buy.

9. Workers being paid by the hour.

8. Previous expenditures weren't

enough to justify massive reg fee hikes.

7. Plans for Chuckland still being

considered.

6. Last-minute addition of pay-to-stray

system.

5. Hand-sculpted railings to detail

history of Westwood.
4. New curves to thwart would-be

bicyclists.

• \..uiiipicuon tiaie ficia.you.iu cotiicitic

with announcement that the drought is

over.

2. It's all a plot so The Bruin will have
someUiing to write about

1. Hey, you want perfection or not?

Compiled from Bruin wire services and
staff ingenuity

JL/l3-rV JL

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

DAT
CBEST
NCLEX

We are the ONLY individualized test prep

program in the country

!

y Small classroom settings W4th

dynamic teachers

/ A flexible approach where you can

review material and listen to

instructors as many times as you need

Live Classes • Private Tutoring

Computerized Diagnostics

Test-Taking Strategies

Solid Skill Review • Extra Resources
Permanent Centers• Convenient Hours

RND OUTWHY KAPLAN IS #1 IN TEST PREP!

and many more!

Bush sweeps GOP; Clinton and Tsongas strong
By Ron Hutcheton
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

ATLANTA — President Bush
claimed primary election victories

in Georgia, Nfaryland and Color-

ado on Tuesday night, but could

not shake off a damaging chal-

lenge from Republican rival Pat

Buchanan.

Results in the multi-state Demo-
cratic contest appeared to narrow

the five-candidate field to two
leading contenders. Arkansas Gov.
Bill Clinton won decisively in

Georgia, while former Massa-

chusetts Sen. Paul Tsongas took

Maryland.

Clinton and Tsongas were bat-

tling former California Gov. Jerry

Brown for first place in Colorado,

and results were still being tabu-

lated in Utah, Minnesota, Idaho

and Washington.

Brown, who surprised his rivals

with a strong showing in Colorado,

led the second-tier candidates in

most states. Brown's success

boosted his grassroots campaign
and raised new doubts about the

survival prospects for Sen. Bob
Kerrey of Nebraska and Sen. Tom
Harkin of Iowa.

Bush*s string of victories was
tarnished by his rival's strong

second-place showings in Georgia

and Maryland.

Atlanta-based CNN projected

that Buchanan would end up with

38 percent of the Georgia vote.

slightly better than his surprising

37 percent share in the Nov. 18

New Hampshire primary.

Stung by Buchanan's showing
in New Hampshire, Bush came to

Georgia with hopes of crushing the

insurgent campaign by holding the

challenger to less than 30 percenij^

of the vote.

The Republican rivals went
head-to-head in a bruising and
bitter primary campaign that both

camps considered a preview of
next week's Super Tuesday elec-

tions in Texas, Florida and nine

other states.

Bush seemed to have next week
on his mind even as he cheered the

results Tuesday night In a state-

ment issued by the White House,

\

the president reached out to voters

who have become disillusioned

with him.

•*To those who have been with

me in the past, but did not vote for

me today, I hear your concerns and
understand your frustration with

Washington," he said.

Bush's next test comes Saturday

in South Carolina, where he faces

both Buchanan and former Ku
Klux Klansman David Duke for

the fu^t time.

Buchanan, who benefitted from
bitter voter resentment in reces-

sion-whipped New Hampshire,
borrowed some of Duke's strategy

in Georgia by linking economic

themes with incendiary issues of

race and family values.

In a campaign that critics

denounced as a throwback to an
earlier era, Buchanan invoked

icons of the Confederacy, called

for repealing the Voting Rights

Act and accused Bush of favoring

racial quotas. He also tried to tie

Bush to federal funding for sex-

ually explicit art

Buchanan's economic issues

seemed to hit home in Georgia

even though the state is prosperous

in comparison to New Hampshire.

The unemployment rate in Georgia

is only 3.9 percent, well below the

national average of 7.1 percent

Many Georgia Republicans

agreed with Buchanan that Bush
broke his promise not to raise

taxes.
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Pick Up An Application at These Locations:

•Office of the Assistant Vice Chancellor-

Student and Campus Life-

1104 Murphy Hall

•Community Service Commission OfFice-

408 Kcrckhoff Hall

•UCLA Community Resource Center

203 Men's Gym
•Community Programs Office

102 Men's Gym
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^
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•URL-Turnstiles
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Latinos uige delay chief vote
By Rick Orlov

and Jaxon Van Derbeken
Los Angeles Daily News

A group of Latino leaders has

charged that three Los Angeles

Police Department officers who
are finalists to succeed Daryl F.

Gates as chief are under investiga-

tion for wrongdoing and urged that

the Police Commission to delay a

decision on selecting the chief.

Police Commission president

Stanley Sheinbaum said that the

accusations would be investigated

as part of background checks on all

the candidates, but the commission
made no commitment to delay the

selection process.

Xavier Hermosillo, chairman'of

a coalition of Latino community
groups called NEWS for America,

supplied the Police Commission
Tuesday with a two-page state-

ment involving accusations
against three Los Angeles Police

Department officials who are

finalists for police chief. The
statement did not identify the

officers.

Hermosillo, whose group was
angered because no Latino quali-

fied as a finalist, said that the

screening panel that selected the

finalists was not told that the three

are under investigation by the

Internal Affairs Division.

Hermosillo presented summa-
ries of police reports and other

information that he said described

the actions of the officers

involved.

Three of the other four Los
Angeles Police Dq)artment offi-

cials under consideration for the

chiefs job — Deputy Chief
Matthew Hunt, Deputy Chief
Mark Kroeker and Deputy Chief
Glenn Levant — said that they
were not aware of any inquiry

involving them.

The final Los Angeles Police

Department candidate. Deputy
Chief Bernard Parks, did not return

telephone calls. One of the cases

cited by Hermosillo involves
Parks' daughter, according to

records obtained by the Los
Angeles Daily News.

In the first case, Hermosillo said

that one of the finalists *1s under

internal investigation for allega-

tions that he violated LAPD
procedures against improper on-

duty relationships with a subordi-

nate under his conunand who is

married to an LAPD officer.**
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PROUDLY PRESENTS
T/ie \'rmo^)a^ikms, Creations ^ and Writings that have been nominated for

Nobel Awards and Prizes by the Royal Swedish Academy of

Sciences in Stockholm.

LTHE SECRETS OF SUCCESS & THE SECRETS OF HAPPINESS:

This wonderful little booklet has reduced the incidents of teen-age suicide in the

U.S.A. and is available by sending five dollars, money order or cashier's check to:

PHILIP ASHAMALLAH '
'^

PRESIDENT OF "PAN PACIRC PUBLICATIONS"
P.O. Box 36022
Los Angeles, CA 90036-0022

ILASHAMALLAH DESIGN OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE^

A NEW METHOD FOR THE DESIGN OF PRESTRESSED —
CONCRETE RECOMMENDED TO ALL STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS AND CONTEIACTORS.

For a copy, please send fifty dollars money order or cashier's check to:

PHILIP ASHAMALLAH
PRESIDENT OF INTERNATIONAL DESIGN PLUS
5478 Wilshire Blvd. #204
Los Angeles, CA 90036-42 18

IILMUSIC RECORD ALBUM:

This record contains four of the most beautiful American songs entitled:

l.^Beautiful California"

2."I Love California"

3."In The Lovely U.S.A."

4."It's America for Me"

For your own copy, send fifteen dollars money order 6r

cashier's check to:

PHILIP ASHAMALLAH
PRESIDENT OF
"SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RECORDS"
P.O. Bo3f 36022
Los Angeles, CA 90036-0022

WE ARE SEEKING INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS FOR TAPES, RECORDS &
SHEET-MUSIC OF SONGS AND COMPOSITIONS OF

PHILIP ASHAMALLAH, COMPOSER OFTHE CENTURY
PS. We are seeking natk)nal and international publications to help us

convey and communicate our ideas and thoughts to the American
People at home and abroad. Interested publishers and editors, please
write to: Philip Ashamallah, Demoaat for President, P.O. Box 36022,
LA CA 90036-0022
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Premature breastfed babies found smarter
By TeroM L Walte
The New York TInnes

LONDON — Children fed

breast milk as premature infants

scored significantly higher on
intelligence tests than premature

children who had not received

their mothers' milk, a study has

found.

The results, reported recently in

The Lancet, a British medical

journal, were called significant.

even after taking into account

other possible explanations, for

example that mothers who pro-

vided breast milk tended to be

better educated and from higher-

income families.

The study adds weight to grow-
ing evidence that breast milk may
be superior to formula. But the

researchers said they could not rule

out the possibility that their find-

ings might be explained by differ-

ences in parenting skills or genetic

potential.

"We haven't proved beyond a

doubt that human milk increases

intelligence, but our evidence

strongly suggests that human milk

might have factors important to

brain development," said Dr. Alan

Lucas, who conducted tl^e study

with four colleagues.

Lucas, who is head of infant and
child nutrition at the Medical

Research Council's Dunn Nutri-

tion Unit in Cambridge, said it was

biotogically plausible that breast

milk could influence intelligence,

since it contains essential long-

chain fats and hormones that are

not found in formula and that are

important to the the developing

brain's structure.

The scientists studied 300 pre-

mature infants, 210 of whom
received milk from their mothers

and 90 who did not
The scientists found that when

they were eight years old the

children who had received their

mothers' milk scored an average of

eight points higher on a range of

intelligence tests than did chiMren

who had not received their

mothers' milk.

The intellectual benefit found in

the current study is larger than that

observed in previous studies of

children bom full term, he said,

suggesting that premature babies

may be especially sensitive to

early nutrition.
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
SANTA BARBARA

Summer Sessions
JUNE 24 -JULY 31, 1992

Y9tf I inttltutff

....provld«s an •xc«ll«nt

•nvlronmcnt in which
coll«g« and profMslonal

•IngMV may hirthar thair

artlatic akilla.Daalgnad by

Elizabath Mannlon, Intar-

nationally ranownad
inazzo*«oprano.

Six-Week Summer Saaalon

UCSB offara an anrichino acadamlc and cuHurai axparianca In a aaltlng of

unlqua baauty. An Ideal aatting to make new frienda and take challenging and
Intriguing couraea In a wide variety of diaclpllnea. The claaeea are amallar and
the campua la leea crowded. Continuing atudenta, high achool graduatea and
atudenta from othereollegee end unlveraltiee are eUgllile to enroll. There ate no

8ut-flf-itilt tuition ftltl.

A Maafera Dearw In Thr— Summw

Summer inetHute of
French Studlea

June 26 - Auguet 10

Summer InatKuta of
German Language A CuNura

An enriching opportunity of unuaual quality and relevance, Meel for teacliera

who cannot puraue their etudiee during the ecademic year becauae of profee-

alonai obligatlona.

NOTE: Plaaae^heck vour areyram Intare^t

Q Vocallnstitutc >

Q Summer Sesslonfl

Q Mastcn In French

Q Mastcrt in German

Writer

Summer Seaaiona • Dept.

Unhreralty of California

Santa Barbara, CA 93106^010
(805) •93-2047

Name

LA "CF ISie' -w

Pasta-bilities

Continue
5th Anniversary

UCU SPECIAL!
any pasta dish up to $12.95 now only

^

WITHIHB
A0OM.Y

PIUS UNUMTTED SAIAD BAR AND HOMEMADE SOUPS

CUissic Northern Italian Cuisine

ldi4^

• 15 DIFFERENT

PASTAS

•40DIFFERB4T

SAUCES

• 25VEGETAR1AN
==SAUGB=

OF SANTA MONICA
2301 Sofila MniMa Bkd. Sonia Moeioa

Lundi nom-3pmMon-fn«Oinnar5pm-1(]|3eilMi-Sun

AnfJa Fraa f>bH>ng«Al Moiar Oedt Cordi

• 13 DAIRY-FREE

DISHES

All items preparedfresh

with no salt, sugar or

preseruattves. Large

sdection of entrees,

prepared with no oU.

>.v^.'C*X•.•X»^-^.• .V.V.v".<^.•C^.•^^.".Vw»^*.
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MICRO KNOWLEDGE
• 86 33Mhi- ^':>n|

-4i^ RAK4 up to 32MB on Board
-60486 Processor

Built in 467 Math
-12 & 1 .44 HD Floppy Drives

-212MB Hard Drive

16ms Built in 64K Cache
-IDE with I/O (2S/P/G)

-FuN Size Tower Case
•Super VGA Card w/ 11^
-NCN-irfTERFACED 14*

Super VGA Monitor 1 024/768

1024x768 0^8 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keyt)oard

-4MB RAM up to 32MB
-80387 Co-Processor Socket
-1.2 A 1.44 Floppy Drives

-125MB Hard Oive
17ms Built in 64K Cache
-IDE &IO (2S/P/G)

-Medium Tower Case
-Super VGA Card w/1M
-Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keytx>ard

^86 25r.

-1MB RAM up to 16MB
-1.2 A 1.44 Floppy Drives

-8SMB IDE Hard Drive

17MS Built in 32K Cache
•CE & MO (2S/P/G)

-8 Expension Slots

-mini Tower Caae
-Super VGA Card W/512K
-Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28

-101 Enhanced Keyt>oard

-1MB RAM
-1.2 a 1.44 Floppy Drives

-401^ IDE Hard Drive

-17ms Built in 32K Cache ___
-IDE FD4^ Controller

Al I/O: 2Serial/ParallelX3ame

-8 Expansion Slots

-Real Time Clock A Calendar

-Math Co-Processor Socket

-Mini Tower Case
-16 Bit Super VGA Card w/51 2K
•14' Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

-1MB RAM
-1.2 A 1.44 Fk>ppy Drives

-40MB IDE Hard Drive

17ms Built in 32K Cache
-IDE FD40 Controller

Al I/O: 2Serial/ParalleiXSame

-8 Expansion Stots

-Real Time Clock & Calendar

-Math Co-Processor Socket

-Mini Tower Case
•16 Bit Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.26 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

k.-i-
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COMPLETE SVGA SYSTEM
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Women on Adams' staff shoc^ked by accusations
By Robert Relnhold
The New York Times

SEATTLE— The central para-

dox of the Brock Adams episode is

that the I>emocratic senator who
terminated his re-election cam-

paign in the wake of accusations

that he sexually abused women has

long been a leading advocate of

feminist causes.

As such, he attracted many
women to his staff, and they

remain loyal to him, incredulous of

the accusations brought anonym-
ously by eight women.

"I've worked with him in many
capacities— Tve ridden in the car

with him, seen him interact,** Cindi

A. Laws, state field director for the

Adams campaign, said Tuesday as

employees began dismantling the

senator's campaign headquarters

in downtown Seattle.

**rve never seen anything like

what the paper said about him. I

really liked him. Td work for him

again.** Like many of Adams*
female employees, Ms. Laws said

she admired his stands on feminist

issues, including abortion rights,

and his strong environmental

record.

A good majority of his staff,

both in his Senate offices and in the

campaign, are women. They
include his chief of staff, legisla-

tive director, press secretary, cam-

paign manager, national and state

fund raisers and field director.

' They described the 65-year-old

senator as ebullient, gregarious

and unpretentious and said he did

not resemble the portrait painted

by eight women who told of being

harassed, molested and, in one
case, raped by Adams. The accu-

sations were printed on Sunday in

the Seattle Times.
In some respects, it was difficult

to judge if the views expressed by
the women interviewed on Tues-

day reflected the fiiU scope of

Brock's behavior with women.
The last episode described in The
Seattle Times occurred five years

ago, before the women inter-

viewed were associated with him.

Their responses recalled how
female employees of Clarence

Thomas, now a Supreme Court

justice, defended their boss against

accusations that he had sexually

harassed another employee, Anita

F. HilL
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University Catholic Center

ASH WEDNESDAY SCHEDULE
March 4, 1992

12 NOON: ECUMENICAL SERVICE ON CAMPUS
WESTWOOD PLAZA

5:15 PM.: MASS
LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY CHAPEL
(STRATHMORE AND GAYLEY)

7:30 PM.: MASS*
UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC CENTER

UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC CENTER

1

840 HILGARD AVE.
208-5015

Member of University Religious Conference

*Parl<ing available for these ^vents only ^t the Mormon Lot next door.

3
DRIVINC & TRAPPIC SCHOOL

UCIA & /VLL STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS AWEEK
CONVENIENT LOCATION
1 093 Broxton Ave. #21 8 8^4-3991
Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse

®
@
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Fast and Free Delivery

207-59
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lowfat cheese availible upon request

• •

THIS MAY BE

THE PROGRAM
FOR YOU...

UCLA Masters/Credential Program or Ikacher Credential Prognnn

The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of

Education is pleased to offer a program dunng 1992-93 in which students

may simultaneously earn a Masters Degree and a Teaching Credential in

four quarters of study.

The Teacher Education Latx>ratory also offers a Teacher Credential Prograrp

in which students may earn only a teaching-credential in three quarters,

The Teacher Education Laboratory is seeking a diverse group of applicants

from a vanety of backgrounds and fields of study. Interested senior and

graduate students are invited to sut}mit applications for either the Masters/

Credential Program or the Teacher Credential Program before the Apnl 15,

1992 deadline. The Graduate School of Education also offers financial aid

packages-including the prestigious $6,000 Dean's Scholarships-for

TEL students.

For more information and to receive an application form please contact:

The Office of Student Services

(310) 825-832e

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•UABIUTY
•COMPREHENSIVE & COLUSION
•SR-22 RUNG
•MANY TICKETS/ACaDENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS...^

•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
—^•SINCERE SERVICE ^^ —

•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMI^ERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS,

BUSINESS, AND AUTOS.

CALL (213) 477-8455

ALLIANCE NETWORK
INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.

(formerly Mervat Insurance Agency)

11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD #203, WEST LA
(AT COLBYABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)

Aimed students underiine
By Joseph Berger
The New York TInnes

NEW YORK — As officials

wrestled with how they might

stanch the flow of weapons into

New York City's schools, three

students were arrested Tuesday for

carrying semiautomatic guns, two

of them students at a pair of the

city's more respected high

schools.

For many school officials, the

confluence of incidents seemed to

underscore the difficulty of stop-

ping teen-agers from carrying guns

even as the Board of Education

fashions plans to start daily wea-

pons screenings at 20 high schools

and more occasional screenings at

an additional 20 high schools by
next September. The high schools

involved in Tuesday's incidents

are not currently in the weapons-

detection program.

*'If it can happen here, it can

happen anywhere," said William

Sigelakis, the principal of John
Dewey High School in Brooklyn.

At Dewey, one of Brooklyn's

most selective schools, a 14-year-

old girl dropped a .25-caIiber

semiautomatic out of her book bag
and was spotted by a school

security guard. In the Bronx, a 16-

year-old student was stopped three

blocks from Herbert Lehman High
School by a police officer and
found to be carrying a .22-caliber

semiautomatic with 19 rounds of
ammunition. And in Queens, a

13-year-old student at Junior High
School 72 in Jamaica was seen by a

security guard passing an unloaded
.25-caliber semiautomatic to a

friend inside the school.

Schools Chancellor Joseph Al

Fernandez said Tuesday that much
of the responsibility for the three

fatal shootings this school year at

Thomas Jefferson High School in

Brooklyn should Call on the cut-

bfktks that the school system has

suffered.

*'If we look beyond the issue of

weapons per se and we look at

what builds discontent among our

youth that can become disastrous

in our schools, we see that it is the

result of overcrowded schools,

classes that are too large and

schools with too few adults in

them. More children and fewer

adults at any level are a prescrip-

tion for trouble."

TRAFFIC '

SCHOOL
I Rli: l'\KKI\(. CIMIIOMI) CHAIRS

SAT, SI A, cV i:\i:m\(,s

CLASSKS

Shaker's.
Reserve Our Private

Koom Upstairs*

Its free to all groups*
FREE & FAST DEUVEBY

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken

and mojo potatos Only $10.95

Large two topping pizza^^
$8.99

2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all

you can drink Only $2.99
1114 Gaytey Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2ai

824-4111
L ^ J

^f^i^

IjShakey'

pttiM
Ri^Uuranl

EYEGLASS PACKAGE CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
kfJCLUObS fcVf FXAV SOf' VA^tS

CONTAC^.tNSES CARt ; it s f Ol lO'.Vu?

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

o r } O M I 1 H I M

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE O D Inc

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

COMPLETE EYE CARE

UCLA DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
UCLA CE^r^ER for the performing arts

UCLA JAZZ ENSEMBLES I & II

Winter Concert
Wednesday, March 4, 1992

Schoenberg Auditorium • 8:00 p.m.

Gordon Henderson, Director ^vxr^

We regret that guest trumpeter Conte Candoli will not

perform on this concert due to illness.

His appearance will be rescheduled in May.

Alexander's Ragtime Band
In A Sentimental Mood
Time After Time
Spain
"ODOvc Merchant
Afrique

A Matter of Seconds **

Program
Les Hooper
Bill Hohnan

Don Schamber
Chick Corca (Arr. Alf Qausen)

Jerome Richardson (Arr. Thad Jones;

Oliver Nelson
BiU Dobbins

World Premiere- Commissioned by the UCLA Jazz Ensembles^^
Dobbins is Director of Jazz Studies at the Eastman School of Music.

La Fiesta

Wave
Joyspring

Fingers

Chick Corea (Arr. Tony Klatka)

Arr. John La Barbera

Clifford Brown (Arr. Jack Montrose)

Thad Jones

Tickets: $5 general; $3 students ancl senior citizens

For information, please call (213) 825-2953.

CHALLENGE
Hie awaid winning Daily Bruin

Advertising Department hasopened

positions fornew interns in die Cieative

Department for the Spring Quarter

1992. Conceptualize ad campaigns^

design supplement covers and cieate

artwork forad&

The experiencb

The internship ofiiers students a chance to

devdop skills in creative advertising cind

in return, studentscomeaway wid\ an

expanded portfolio and experience in the

advertisii^g industry.

EPUCATIONS
Applications are available at die DEuly

Bruin office, 112 Kerckhoff HalL

AfTplications are due 12pmMarch 10.

For further information please contact

Sulynn Cheeor Elizabeth Myrow at

206-2296.

daHM^MMfa wifmmmmmm
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Get Ready for
Graduation!

'7,

Graduate with style...don't forget to order your portraits and
graduation announcements. Also available is theUCLA Medallion
Watch from Bulova, a I4k gold-plated dial featuring a rich

three-dimensional rendering of the UCLA seal. Order them soon!

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
150 Kerckhoff Hull • (310) 206-8433 • M-F 8:30-5:30

EVERYONE SAW THIS AS
A PROBLEM ONCE.

o,ccasionally the pieces all fit, but you didn't know why. Eventually,
it became obvious.

Today, you have a new set of problems and again you may find yourself
getting the solutions, but not knowing exactly why.

Working with Schaum's Outlines takes the guesswork out of problem
solving. The Outlines provide you with the questions and the
solutions in order to show you how to solve problems. The more you
work with Schaums, the more obvious the solutions become.

Available in engineering, math, science, economics and computer
science. Look for them in your college bookstore.

Schaum's

Outlines

/ -

Some members of the Jewish community have criticized this

drawing which ran in the February issue of NOMMO.

NOMMO
From page 1

**Instead of reacting to the

article, we are trying to concen-

trate on what brought about this

circumstance,** Gruenbaum said.

**Something deep and complex is

wrong here.**

Ha*Am*s edlmrial boanl inein-

bers, however, did respond to the

article in their March issue through

an unsigned editorial which stated,

•*the February issue of NOMMO
contains an article and graphic

which directly attacks Zionists and

indirectly attacks Jews.**

**We support the African com-
munity*s struggle for liberation.

But when one of the most vital

compond^tt of our identity is

attacked, we will respond,** the

editorial concluded.

Young*s response to the NOM-
MO article was a surprise, said

Gruenbaum, who added that the

chancellor*s statement was not

solicited by the Jewish conmiuni-

ty.

Unlike Gruenbaum, a few local

Jewish community members
attacked the NOMMO article and

its purpose.

*?40MM0 chose to print the

piece and consciously or uncon-

sciously say, *We don*t care if we
offend the Jewish community,*

and *Let us focus on Israel in a

denigrating way,*** said Chaim
Seidler-Feller, director 6f the

Jewish organization HiUel at

UCLA.
*X)ne has to wonder what the

motive was behind the editorial

Does NOMMO have a Jewish

problem?** Seidler-Feller asked.

While both African-American

and Jewish students are cautious

about adding fuel to the fire, there

is a small-scale dialogue between

Jheawo gxx>ups li^ now, GrueOfc.

baum said. **It needs to be dealt

with sensibly.**

The opinion article was written

by NOMMO contributing writer

Stan Smith. **The Zionist concep-

tion of creating a Jewish homeland
meant in practice establishing a

Jevmh state by expelling the

native Palestinian people from

dieir land.**

This practice is *'very similar to

a white colonialist movement, like

that of the Afrikaners in South
Africa,** Smith wrote> adding that

''Zionism is a form of white

nationalism.**

And although such claims about

Zionism offended Gruenbaum and

other Jewish people, the Ha*Am
editor hopes to do more than react

to the opinion piece by continuing

dialogues with African-American

students.
**! hope someday we*U be able to

casually talk to each other and
really try to understand each other,

rathor than thinking we understand

each odier.

*'We*re far from a breakthrough,

but that doesn't mean we have to

stop trying,** she added.

Board
I I

ves fire-sprinkler

issue for June ballot

By Tom Chomeau
Los Angeles Daily News

The Los Angeles County Board
of Supervisors agreed 5-0 to place

a $1(X) million bond issue on the

June 2 balkH for fire sprinklers, but

delayed plans to put a property-tax

assessment before voters that

would raise $520 million for parks.

The bonds would be used to

install fire sprinklers at high-risk

county buildings such as the

central administration building for

the I>q)artment of Health Ser-

vices, damaged by a $3 million fire

last month.

If approved, taxpayers would
pay $179.3 million to retire the

bonds over 20 years, according to

Richard B. Dixon, the county's

chief administrative officer.

Under the plan approved for the

ballot on Tu^day, a typical home-
owner woukl pay $2.56 more a

year in property taxes the Hrst

year, and $1.32 over the next 19
years to retire the debt

Citing a recent voter poll, the

supervisors also decided to hold

o^ placing the park improvement
tax measure until the Nov. 3

general election.

Setting back the ballot date also

gives the board time to settle a

dispute over allocation of the bond
proceeds with the city of Los
Angeles.

Los Angeles City Council presi-

dent John Ferraro appeared before

the supervisors on Tuesday to

complain about alkx:ations. He
noted that the Los Angeles Zoo
would get no money at all.

'*! don*t think the city is getting

its fair share,** Ferraro said. **We

have 39 percent of the population

and we're only getting $92 million

out of over $500 million. And to

leave the zoo completely out, I

See SPmNKLERSt pageli

Flatemity
These songs arefrom a 1989 Phi

Kappa Psi songbook, which was
recently distributed to the frater-

nity's pledge class.

S&MMAN (Sung to the melody of
"Candy Man")

Who can take his organ

Dip it in Vaseline

Ram it up inside you till it tickles

your spleen

'I

Chorus:

The S ^d M man, the S and M
man
The S and M man *cause he

mixes it with love

And makes the hurtin' feel good
The hurtin* feel good

Who can take your right wrist

Cuff it to a stool

Spin you around and whip you
with his tool

(Chorus)

Who can take a dildo

Boil it *til it's hot

Cover it with oil and ram it up
you twat

(Chorus)

Who can take a chain saw .

Shove it up your hole

Turn the fucker on and make a

=eeo casserole

—

=

Mi:»:» lyrics

fuckin* about

Yo-ho, yo-ho, yo-ho

I placed my cock inside her

mouth ^
Yo-ho, yo-ho

(repeat)

I placed my cock inside her

mouth
She said "Phi Psi AGH-

AAAAAIir
Shove it in shove it out quit

fuckin* about

Yo-ho, yo-ho, yo-ho

We laid her out in a pine wood
box

Yo-ho, yo-ho

(repeat)

We laid her out in a pine wood
box

She died firom sucking a Phi Psi

cock

,Shove it in shove it out quit

fuckin about

Yo-ho, yo-ho, yo-ho

We dig her up every now and

then

Yo-ho, yo-ho

(repeat)

We dig her up every now and

then

We fucked her once we'll fuck

her again

Shove it in shove it out quit

fuckin* about

Yo-ho, yo-ho, yo-ho

JDffPJt^ONg^

(Chorus)

Who can take a cheese grater

Rub it on your tits

Collect 'em all together and eat

the little bits

YO-HO V
I placed my hand upon her toe

Yo-ho, yo-ho

(repeat)

I place my hand upon her toe

She said "Phi Psi you're way too

low**

Shove it in shove it out quit

fuckin* about

Yo-ho, yo-ho, yo-ho

I placed my hand upon her thigh

Yo-ho, yo-ho

(repeat)

I place my hand upon her thigh

She said *Thi Psi you're way too

sly**

Shove it in shove it out quit

fuckin* about

Yo-ho, yo-ho, yo-ho

, I placed my hand upon her tit

Yo-ho, yo-ho

(rqpeat)

I place my hand upon her tit

She said "Phi Psi go for the cUt**

Shove it in shove it out quit

fuckin' about

Yo-ho, yo-ho, yo-ho

I placed my hand upon her

snatch

Yo-ho. yo-ho

(repeat)

I place my hand upon her snatch

She said "Phi Psi go for the

hatch**

Shove it in shove it out quit

SPRINKLERS

Oh Kappa, Kappa, Kappa Gam-
ma
Oh what a bitch I am
Sit on my face tastes like

Strawberry Jam
Nobody knows how homy I am

Oh ril fuck a Signia, suck a Beta

There's a Phi Psi I just ate-a

Oh my God, just gotta get laid

Nobody knows how homy I am

Oh Kappa, Kappa, Kappa Gam-
ma

Give me six inches that I can

cram

Stick your face in my bearded

clam

Nobody knows how homy I am

Oh ru suck your dick Fll beat

your meat
Oh your cum it tastes so sweet

I'm a Kappa that's in heat

Nobody knows how homy I am

CHI-O (Sung to the melody of "Hi

Ho")

Chi-0, Chi-O, it*s off to bed we
go

With any luck we*ll get a fuck

Chi-O, Chi-O, Chi-O

Chi-O, Chi-O, it*s off to bed we
go

With whips and chains and

choo-choo trains

Chi-O. Chi-O, Chi-O

Chi-O, Chi-O, it*s off to bed we
go
With plastic sheets and assorted

meats

Chi-O, Chi-O

From page 10

can't understand it**

The park assessment, which

would increase the typical home-

owner's property tax bill by $12

per year, would fund more than

ICX) projects throughout the coun-

ty, including $31 million in beach

improvements.

Although only a portion of the

funds are earmarked for cUy

projects, Supervisor Edmund
Edelman pointed out that about

$2(X) million worth of improve-

ments go to county projects that

are inside city limits.

"Look at the money that's going

to the beaches and to the Holly-

wood Bowl — those are in the

city," said Edelman. "The city is

getting a lot more than $92

million.**
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GRE Exam
June 6

-i

GRE Seminar:

April 1,5:00

Call Now For Information

(310)312-4900
11819 Wilshire Blvd. #205, West L.A
*Near Barrington ^Validated Parking

GMAT Exam
June 15

GMAT Seminar:

April 1,6:00

Call Now For Information

(310)312-4900
11819 Wilshire Blvd. #205, West L.A

*Near Barrington 'Validated Parking

LSAT Exam
June 15

LSAT Seminar:

April 1,7:00

Call Now For Information

(310)312-4900
11819 Wilshire Blvd. #205, West L.A

'Near Barrington 'Validated Parking
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Singing Gangs, Drag Racing,

and Good Girls Gone Bad!!!
s ^ ^ ^ TONIGHT! WEST SIDE STORr • 7:0apm

GREASE • 9:30pm

TOMORROW^ MARCH 5
GREASE • 7:00pm
WEST SIDE STORF • 9:30pm

AGB $1.50

i

PaidforhyUSAC

*

1
*

*

. 1

A S U C L A

Sunday, March 15 11 :00 am-4:00 pm

Ackerman Union Loading Dock* (Drive or walk in from

the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without string, wire, rubber bands .t)r sacks, and no

glossy magazines, please.

Aluminum Cans —

-

—
Without side seams (most soft drinks), but please, no

tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

Ifyou have otheritems to recycle, please call our officii

fora communityrecycling centerinyourarea. i.-

X- -*^

UPCOMING COLLECTIONS:

April 12* May 17* June 14

For more information about the ASUCU\ Recycling Program call 206-7589.

SpecialRecyclingSiteavailableloronedayonly.

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

I Please Recycle this Newspaper

r

SENATOR
From page 2 ,

seriousness of the allegations

outweighed the problems of attri-

bution. And they tried for a kind of

middle ground.

When Adams called a press

conference Sunday to announce he

was withdrawing from| the Senate

race, he called the accusations

"hypothetical comments^ by hypo-

thetical people.**

This was disingenuous. Surely

the senator can identify the secret-

ary who says she worked for him
from the time he was a congress-

man until his campaign in 1986
and who says she finally quit with

a letter that read in part, "I am sick

and tired of women coming to me
upset because you've put your
hands on their bodies without

being invited.**

CANCER
From page 3

go haywire and they break loose in

the blood stream, circulating to all

areas of the body,** he added.

The number of skin-cancer

cases has increased dramatically in

this century. In 1935, statistics

showed that about one in 1,500

people developed the cancer. But

today, one in 105 people will

develop skin cancer.

About 15 percent of all Ameri-

can can expect to develop skin

cancer, Moy said.

Although skin cancers are cur-

able in 95 percent of all cases, this

cure rate could improve to 100

percent if patients brought their

conditions to a doctor's attention

before their diseases had a chance

to spread, according to the Nation-

al Institute of Health, based in

Washington, D.C.

Doctors from the institute

advise patients to regularly exa-

mine all areas of the skin to prevent

skin cancer firom going unde-

tected.

The warning signs that a person

may have a malignancy are

changes in color, shape or consis-

tency of the skin, h^th officials

warn.

CONFteRENCE
From page 3

which some women employees

say is blatantly sexist

Other economic issues to be

addressed include how to maintain

an effective business in fierce

competition and in an era of

personnel cuts.

"We'll be discussing the crea-

tion of the best possible workforce
with a very diverse group of
people, in terms of race, education,

age and nationality," Schwartz
said.

The premier speaker will be
Phillip Williams, vice chairman of
The Times Mirror Company. He
will speak about the future of^
work force.

'The basic question is how do
we prepare men and women from
their eariiest levels to fulfill their

potential in higher education and
beyond,** Williams said.

"My feeling is that the process

of that continuum is brcken in

several places, and there are

various ways of fixing that conti-

nuum in a sustained way by getting

the people that are concerned (with

the health of the work force)

involved."

Other topics at the conference

will include federal legislation

about civil rights, work-family

issues and health care coverage,

and judicial action on employee
rights, discrimination and wrong-
ful termination law. .

IVYIEAQUE
From page 3

smarter, and we're going to have to

try to do a little bit more with a

little bit less."

The same hardships are squeez-

ing all the elite institutions, though

some have been hurt nnore than

others. The federal government

has cut back its support of univer-

sity research. And the recession

has lowered returns on university

endowments.
Employee health-care beneHts

have increased substantially, uni-

versities must spend more on
student financial aid and many
aging buildings on campuses are

showing their age and must be
repaired.

To keep this all in perspective,

the Ivy League is not in the fire-

sale position of the nearly bankrupt

University of Bridgeport in Con-
necticut Each of the eight enjoys

the comfort of a substantial

endowment — a pile of invested

money that can throw off enough
unearned income to tide over a

school in most budget problems.

For instance, Harvard*s
announced shortfall of $41.9 mil-

lion amounts to only 3.5 percent of

its $1.2 billion overall operating

budget The gap comes in part

because the university has changed

"WeVe going to have to

find ways to be smartei^-

and we're going to have

to try to do a little bit

more with a little bit

less."

Robert H. Scott
VP of Rnance, Harvard University

its accounting methods and now
includes its anticipated building-

maintenance costs— $50 million a

year — in its overall budget

instead of in a separate account

But costs have risen for most
items, and income has not kept

pace.

Scott said the university has

been trying for six years to control

administrative costs. But the great-

est help will come from Harvard*s

$4.7 billion endowment He said

the endowment brought Harvard

$208 million last year.

A sense is growing among the

Ivy institutions that, after decades

of expansion and freewheeling

growth, they may have grown too

large to support themselves. To
complicate matters, the limited

assistance that private universities

get from ^tate governments is

threatened.

New York and Pennsylvania

have traditionally supported pri-

vate universities because those

institutions once provided practi-

cally all higher education oppor-

tunities.

But in the last few years. New
York has been whittling away at

that assistance, called Bundy Aid.

Columbia has already lost $7
million of the $12 million a year it

used to receive.

And in Pennsylvania, Gov.
Robert P. Casey wants to cut $38
million in support firom the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania *s 1992-

1993 operating budget
Clearly, we cannot take ' $38

million out of the budget of this

university in one fell swoop and
maintain the quality of the

academic program," said Mama C.

Whittington, executive vice presi-

dent of the University of Pennsyl-

vania.

The state money supports

Penn's veterinary school, the only

one in Pennsylvania, as well as the

medical and dental schools and

student aid. I
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BEAT THE CLOCK!

2 FOR 1 FROM 5:00pm to 5:30pm EVERY DAY

((Mlili^'^tliMitil
Buy One Meal-Get One Meal Free

Valid through Month of March •

Drinks not included •

Not Valid with any other offer •

1360 Westwood Blvd. (310) 441^8840
FREE VALroATED PARKING ON ROCHESTER AVE.

UCLA Sexual Harassment Awareness Dav

Thursday, March 5, 2nd Floor Ackerman Union

Sponsored by:

The Chancellor's

Coordinating Council on

the Status of Wpmen

The Center for the Study

of Women

Women's Resource

Center

Office of the Dean of

Students

Staff Affirmative Action

Office

Association of Academic

Women

Graduate Students

Association

Women's Studies

Program

Letters and Science

Counseling

Interfraternity Council

Panhellenic Council
'v

Asian Greek Council

.

National Pan-Hellenic

Council

Student Welfare

Commission

12:00 - 1:30 p.m. —^—
What is Sexual Harassment and Who Cares?
opening remarks by Andrea Rich, Executive Vice Chancellor; Helen Astin,

Professor; and Seymour Feshbach, Professor and Chair, UCLA Academic Senate

Screening of 'The Strange Case of Clarence and Anita": An Episode of

Designing Women followed by discussion

1:30 - 2:30 p.m. ~^^
What's the Latest Research onWho Harasses, Who'^
Being Harassed, and What's Being Done About It?

Presented by Nancy Lynn Baker. Clinical Psychologist

Who Else Cares About it? Filing an External

Complaint
Presented by George Apkarian, Compliance Manager, EEOC and Jose De
Jesus Herrera, Jr., Consultant, DFEH

2:30 - 3:30 p.m.

Sexuality vs. Sexual Harassment
Presented by Mark Stevens. Director of Counseling, USC. and member of

National Organization for Men Against Sexism; and Rob Kadota. Residential

Life. UCLA, and member of National Organization for Men Against Sexism

Environmental Harassment: Laws and Relationships
Presented by Sheila Kuehl. Managing Director, California Women's Law Center

3:30 - 5:00 p.m.

How UCLA Respondsf: An Open Forum
Presented by Raymond Goldstone. Dean of Students; Norman Abrams, Vice

Chancellor, Academic Personnel and James Lake, Jr., Staff Affirmative Action

Officer; Moderated by Howard Gadlin, Campus Ombudsperson
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•••.THE DAIIY BRUIN CREATIVE STAFF

IS HERE TO HELP
AT NO EXTRA COST TO YOU, THE ADVERTISER!!

call 825-2161

1) ^

Did you know that ... nothing a woman does obligates her to have sexual

contact against her will?

Everyone has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected.
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EUROPE ^v CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHfcRS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 8uns«t Boutovard
Lot Ang«lM, CA 90069
Phon« (213) 272-0424

Mail ttilt ad for SpM^ial
Sludant/Taachar Tariff.

a RENTAL a LEASE Q PURCHASE

No Is Not Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationship

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
12.00 -1:00 p.m. IDoddHall 206-8240

I
Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

EYEGLASSESI
Get the look
you want

quickly and
courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glcndon

Westwood Village

208-3011

Monday SpeclaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCL/V Alum.
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ome
* Set-up recycling bins

^ Buy recycled products

t Save paper, glass, aluminum

and plastic containers

Take your home recycled

items to a Recycling Center

ecycling Centers
t Use one of these centers or call

1-800-327-9886 or 1-800-553-2982

for die one nearest you.

WES1 L.A.

Cammunity Rtcycing

IIMiliatUNMliivd.
S10*5S1-7ill

o
3

o"

Racycit Wa

CENTE

24lh PL ^^^

Ciovarfi0ld/Bivd

SANIK MONICA
Community Recyclnf

Caottr

IRecycliWay^—810*551-7111

ampus
4 Participate fai AaiCLffs lU'OBran by using recycUng

bins lo all foodjervice arias and departments.
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DRIVE UP, DROP OFF
(AsucLA accepts home Thoso Sundays:
recyclables ONLY during .. ..---.„ -.

"Drive up. Drop orr
March 15 • AprU 12

week-end drives) May 17 • June 14
l^^^^m. . n .1.. I
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From page 1

"Yet when placed within a

fraternity system, it becomes
amusing,** she added.

The songbooks were distributed

to the 1992 Phi Psi pledge class,

according to fraternity president

Chris Lee.

*The lyrics are a joke." he said.

*They are so exaggerated that it is

fairly ridiculous to say these songs

promote violence against women.**

While the Interfratemity Coun-
cil president says such songs are

not widespread, others in the

Greek system say the songs are

prevalent at many UCLA fraterni-

ties and sororities.

**In the past, many fraternities

have had dirty generic songs with

interchangeable fraternity names,**

said Rob McCormick, the new Phi

Psi pledge trainer, who added that

this is a "gender issues problem on
both sides, since sororities have

had similar songs.**

But regardless of which Greek
houses have these songs, the lyrics

can create an environment where
people are desensitized to rape,

which happens to one in six

college women, said critics of the

songs.

"When these kinds of state-

ments about women become
accq}table> it creates a climatib in

which they are objectified, dehu-

manized and degraded, and it

becomes acceptable for violence to

^ecBT,** said Kathy Rose-Mockryr
the director of the Women *s

Resource Center.

And others say rape prevention

measures become almost insignif-

icant as a result

"It is very depressing and sad to

me that we put so much effort into

spreading rape preventive educa-

tion and materials, and these songs

are sung,** said Vicky Luce, the

undergraduate student welfare

commissioner.

Currendy, the Interfratemity

Council and the Panhellenic Coun-
cil — which oversee campus
fraternities and sororities —
require each Greek pledge class to

attend a one-hour rape education

program coordinated by the

Women's Resource Center.

But some question whether the

progranis are hitting home. -<

"(The fraternity members) don't

make the connection between the

See LYRICSv page 18

TENPERCEWT
From page 1

fourth editor in chief since last

winter.

Editors do not always anticipate

these burdens, but overseeing a
publication takes a lot of work,

Hsiao said.

"(Editors) need to solicit adver-

tising, develop and produce an
edited product,** he added. "These
are tremendous burdens that fall

very heavily on the editor, and
sometimes (the burdens) are

unreasonable.**

But E>ale said she felt the board

does not offer sufficient support to

campus newsmagazines like Ten-
Percent.

Although a computer was stolen

from the TenPercent office last

fall, the board did not authorize a

replacement until February.

*They took an inexplainable

length of time to replace the

computer,** Dale said. "And it*s

very difficult to run a magazine
without a computer to store files.**

The latest issue of TenPercent,

which was scheduled to appear

today, was canceled after Dale's

resignation. Staff members are

meeting this afternoon to discuss

the future of the newsmagazine.

\

'
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From page 14
content of these songs and the

programs because we as men have

been brought up to think these

songs are legitimate,** said an ex-

fratemity member from the cam-

pus student group Men Can Stop

Rape.

However, several fraternity and

sorority members contend that the

songs are merely harmless drink-

ing tunes.

"A song is not going to cause me
to rape anyone,** said a fraternity

member, who asked to remain

anonymous.
Fraternity members say sorority

women ask them to sing such

songs on their beer buses, and in

turn the women sing their own
songs to them.

"The misconception is that if

women are a part of this, it is OK,**

Rose-Mockry said. "Often when
people are objectified and
degraded, the hostility is internal-

ized.

*Tt is important not to blame

those women who, often to frt in

. with men, will go along with these

i negative stereotypes without rec-

S[)gnizing the harm,** she said.

Some sorority members say that

their pledge classes create a "dir-

ty** song. Some of these songs have

been compiled in the Phi Psi

songbook, according to some
sources within the Greek system.

The presidents of Kappa Kappa
CTamma and Alpha Phi refused to

comment, while the president of

Chi Omega said she never heard

the song about her sorority.

The anonymous fraternity mem-
ber said, 'These songs are kept

secret, so as not to give them to

people who will take them the

wrong way.**

But senior Erin Mclntire said

she recently heard Sigma Pi

fraternity members singing varia-

tions of songs which glorify rape,

including "S&M Man** and "Yo-
Ho,** at the Irish Rover bar in Santa

Monica.

The Sigma Pi president said he

was not familiar with the songs.

However, *the fact that (the

songs do) exist is a serious

problem, and you will see serious

effort on our part to do away with

these kind of things,** said Dan La
France, the president of the Inter-

fratemity Council.

Greek members are currently

creating a task fofx:e to address

f

gender issues because these song-

books are a symptom of a larger

problem, said Joan Brown, assis-

tant director of the C^enter for

Student Programming.

More specifrcally, the Phi Psi

fraternity plans to form a Gender
Related Issues Committee and

eliminate from the songbook any

of the songs which are construed as

offensive, fraternity president Lee

said.

While Lee initially said that the

songbooks had not been circulated

since 1989, he said on Monday that

they were distributed to the 1992

pledge class.

As a result, the pledge trainers

have been suspended, he said.

Phi Psi, which was disaffiliated

from UCLA last year, is still

seeking reaffiliation and has yet to

receive a recommendation from

one of its alumni advisers.

'This is one example that even

though they have come a k)ng way
from when they were disaffiliated,

they still have a k>ng way to go,**

said Terry Thompson, one of two

alumni advisers.

In the meantime, no one has

formally filed a complaint.

"What they do in their own
houses should be their own busi-

ness,** Brown from the Center for

Student Programming said "We
have to assume g(xxl faith until we
fmd otherwise.**

Why give
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to Uncle ^
Sam?
Dont use an ordinary Inconne

tax service when you can use a

Tax Attorney who Is an exper-

ienced CPA

AnORNEY />J LAW
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The way some
women treat

muggers is

shocking.

The 50,000-votr,
non-lethal NOVA XR-6000 can
immobilize an attacker for up to 20
minute*. Ihe compact 'stun gun"
slip! into pocket or purse and
weighs less ttxin an Soz fkishHghit.

Protect
voufself
for only 49.

(800) 822-3986

VSA
MC

U.S. MAILOPOER CHECK OR

4139Vk3 Marina, #309 MONEY
Mariro dd Pey, CA 90292 ORDER

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DKVOGBL
1082 Glendon

Westwood \lllage

208-3011
Monday SpedaL 20% off

AU products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Unprecedented Price.

$2,449
* N«XTsfaffioii Color with 16MB RAM and 105MB Hard Disk. Roquiros purchaso off

17'' Color Monitor, Soond Box, Starting Point Kit, NoXT LasorPrintor & Tonor.

21" Color Monitor conffiguration is also availablo.

vJo ahead. Be impulsive. We promise, youMl save over a thousand dollars in

the process. Because if you make your purchase by March 31st, you'll get the

NeXTstation Color^ computer with 17-inch Color Display - for over 40% off

the list price. Of course, you'll get everything that makes the NeXTstation

Color"™ such a tremendous buy in the first place:

• 15 MIPS Motorola 68040 microprocessor., . .

• Motorola 56001 DSP chip

• 16 bit (near photographic quality) Color System -

• 17" Megapixel Color Display

• 105MB Hard Disk Drive

• 16MB RAM - Expandable to 128MB
• 400DPI - 8 Pages Per Minute NeXT LaserPrinter

• 7 Built-in Ports: 2 Ethernet, 2 Serial, SCSI, DSP, & Printer

" • CD Quality Sound - Mic & Headphone Jacks Built-in

• 3.5" 2.88MB Floppy Disk Drive, DOS Compatible

• Software Release 2.1 - Free Upgrade to 3.0

• 30 Bundled Applications including Mathematica 2.0 and T^X

So if your first impulse is to come in and buy a NeXTstation^*^ for yourself,

don't fight it. You're just genetically inclined to recognize an incredible offer.

—
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-Soo tho NeXTstation Color at the

ASUCLA Computer Store
«

10am - 3pm Wednesday March 4
,1
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint

The Insensitivity of a
researcher in Africa
By Deanna Cherry

I am writing in response to the article written Feb. 20 in

which Ken Kelly states "When people watch a movie like

"Roots.** they see Africans being captured by Europeans . . .

that's a major misconception because often times slaves would be

gathered and sold by their fellow Africans.** While this statement

outrages me, it is not surprising. Given my experience as a

member of Kelly*s research team in Benin. West Africa, I feel

Kelly *s racist and ethnocentric remarks are indicative of his -

insensitivity.

Cnicial to any research is the ability to communicate in the

language of the people. Kelly was unable to communicate in

either the colonial language of French or a native African

language. This lack of preparation draws into question the

accuracy of his results, his investment in the project and his

respect for the African people.

The four African students who were recruited from the

University of Benin to work with us on the project agreed to

provide insight into the Beninois culture, in return for a modest

stipend, room and board. They were told they would each be

[)aired with an American student, assisting us in our various

research projects.

Daily work hours were set by Kelly without any respect for

local custom. This meant that the African students worked much
kmgftf hours than they were accustomed l£>. I^ were alS(L

asked to work on Sunday. Due to the long hours, the African

students, susceptible to malaria and other diseases, became sick.

When the African students were sick, Kelly implied that they

were "invoking** illness as an excuse to get out of work. On
days when they were too sick to dig, they were instructed to

wash artifacts because the project leader felt that "no one gets

better lying "in bed.** To make matters worse, the Americans had

access to medication while the African students did not ^ .

Kelly showed further disrespect for African culture by not

informing traditional leaders about our research there. On one

occasion, an African student and 1 were approached by Benin *s

Chief of Voodoo. He is an extremely important person whose
position is analogous to the Fope*s. Even Africans who follow

Judo-Christian and Islamic religions maintain tremendous respect

for traditional religious systems. The Chief asked the African

student to explain our presence there. This scenario placed the

student in an extremely awkward and frightening position. When
I discussed the situation with Ken Kelly's undergraduate assistant

he responded, "I know the chief of Voodoo means a lof to the

people here but he doesn*t mean shit to me or the work I'm

doing.**

As a result of this insensitivity, the town's people became
suspicious that we were "treasures hunters** and it is no wonder"
since Kelly repeatedly referred to archaeological finds as "loot.**

At the archaeological sites, African people were often seen as

getting in the way of the **production" of artifacts. An "explore

now, explain later" approach was taken to research which

delegitimized the African people's right to know what was being

done in their own neighborhood. In one instance when the team

was dig^ng in a school yard, Kelly remarked that he wanted to

finish the dig early because the children were "getting in our

hair.** This inability to see the connection between people and

their land extended to the distinguished leaders of the University

of Benin. When the research team was invited to meet the

Chancellor of the University of Benin, Kelly stated, *This

protocol bullshit really gets in the way.**

Some may ask why the African students did not protest the

project It must be understood that for those living in

impoverished countries, opportunities to do research with Ameri-

cans are one in a million. Projects such as this provide a price-

less link to American universities no matter what the cost is

personally.

However, there was one student who expressed to me his

anger and disappointment in how he had been treated. He
described those who disrespected his customs as "naive.** We
cannot afford to assign such a benign adjective to these

violations. Images of the "Ugly American** are pervasive.

I encourage any undergraduate interested in doing research

abroad to first educate themselves on the ethics of fields studies,

and second, investigate your research opportunities carefully.

Choose your role models wisely, and select projects which not

only benefit you, but the community which has opened itself to

you as weU. ;
—

< =r, r

Cherry is a senior double majoring in development studies and

intergroup relations and discrimination.
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Viewpoint

Financial aid may lie jeopardized
By Karia Zombro and
Sean Cartwrigtit

You may have read in the

newspapers lately that Congress

has voted to improve financial

aid for students through a

process called the Reauthoriza-

tion of the Higher Education

Act The Higher Education

Act, passed in 1965, is the

blueprint for all federal funding

for financial aid and it goes

under reautliorization every five

years.

This is not the allocation of

funds to financial aid but the

actual structure of financial aid

programs. 1992 is a reauthori-

zation year and Congress will

be deciding what changes will

be made to improve federal

financial aid accessibility for

students. Reauthorization is on

its way to the House of

Representatives this week.

For the last year, the

National Lobby Office and the

U.S. Students Association have

been lobbying and organizing

on behalf of students in order

to ensure that students* voices

are heard by Congress during

the reauthorization process. We
have made several recommen-
dations, most of which have
been incorporated into congres-

sional reauthorization proposals.

Among those that have so far

been approved: Increasing the

maximum Pell Grant to $3,600
(up from $2,400), taking home
equity out of eligibility for

financial aid and simplifying

the application process and

disseminating information about

financial aid better.

The most impxxlant part of

reauthorization, and the one
that is at risk now, is Pell

Grant Entitlement. When Pell

Grants were created, they were
intended to form the basis of

all federal financial aid. But
Pell Grants are a discretionary

program. This means that not

everyone who qualifies for a

Pell grant necessarily gets one.

Also, Congress does not have
to fund up to the maximum
allowed by _the Higher Educ^-
tion Act '

The maximum Pell has not

been funded since the mid-70s.

Even though the Senate raised

the maximum Pell Grant to

$3,600, there's still no guaran-

tee students will ever receive a

$3,600 Pell Grant If students

want to ensure access to high-

er education then we need to

not only fight the fee increase,

we need to go after financial

aid. Until college is free,

students will need financial *aid

to get through school.

Let us share some statistics

SINFEST
(F>

''AStocure KoNseiSK*^

with you ... in 1979-1980, 80
percent of all federal financial

aid was in the fonn of grants

while 16 percent was loans.

Today (1990-91). 48 percent is

grants and 48 percent is loans

— loans make up more of the

money given to students than

grants do now. The average

student graduates with $6,CX)0

in loans — this means that

many of them graduate with

no loans and many graduate

with a hell of a lot more than

$6,000 in loan debts. In

today's dismal economic con-

ditions, how many students do
you think graduate with a job

that pays them well enough

that they can afford to pay

back kans of $20-30,000?

(3all your Representative's

office in D.C. at (202) 224-

3121. Tell them to vote "yes"

on Pell Entitlements or else.

Call today. This is an election

year, isn't it? If Congress lets

us down, then we*re just going

to have to hire someone else

in November who will do the

job better and fight for access

to higher education.

Education is a right noc a

privilege.

Zombro is UCLA's National

Lobby Director. Cartwright is

the co-director.
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Getting to the core ofa columnist by openinghis mall
At times, writing a col-

umn is simply out of

the question. Unfortu-

nately, that almost always coin-

cides with my deadline. So ^
this week, I thought Td do "

«

something different Since the

letter I was frantically writing

a half hour ago to my friend

Tim as a way to stay awake
in class was, in my estimation,

more entertaining than the col-

umn I'd been working on
earlier, here's the letter.

March 3. 1992

12:30 p.m.

Dear Tim:
Whether or not I want to

write this letter simply isn't an
issue at this particular time.

No, I believe that at this very

moment there is no other

viable way for me to keep my
sanity, on the off chance that

the last remnants of that

weren't destroyed within me
long ago.

I'm in class right now. That

explains the handwritten nature

of the letter. It also goes a

ways toward explaining my
current state of utter chaos.

Moments ago, I opened the

door to the lecture hall to find

that the professor had already

begun class.

fiuigs of indflcisinn hrgan

—aBBKT"
fl^''.<'ifrC\ ^

fW
'^^
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Ben
Wexler

rifling through my body.

Should I stay or should I go?
This lecture would unquestion-

ably do me no good — of all

the possible outcomes that

could occur as a result of me
walking into the classroom and
taking a seat, actually paying

attention and taking notes was
of the lowest probability.

At best, I'd be able to

quiedy space out without actu-

ally losing motor function in

my neck muscles, my eyes

propped open by the ricticulous

amounts of caffeine I'd pur-

chased just before class solely

for that very purpose. At
worst, I'd fall asleep, only to

wake up having a noisy nerv-

ous breakdown right in the

middle of lecture, causing class

to be postponed for at least

five minutes while somebody
^deaned something_mL_

So there I am, at the door,

and I start acting out this

crazy pantomimed struggle

symbolic of the conflia within:

One arm is bracing itself

against the door, trying to get

in to make an heroic, if

inevitably futile, attempt at

academics, while my other arm
is grabbing frantically at my

''throat, pulling me back outside

in hopes of being mediocre in

the real world as opposed to

just the classroom.

The professor can't see any
of this, as I'm obscured by a

wall, but I've got the two
people in the back row laugh-

ing, as well as another person

outside the entrance. I realize

that this insane, overplayed act

I'm putting on solely for the

amusement of myself and three

other people is probably the

best thing I've done all day.

Having a crappy day, which
lately has been quite com-
monplace for me, can make
you lose sight of how much
fiui it is to get a laugh, and
how easy.

And so, despite the fact that

I left my other class a. half

hour early today (after waking
up in a cold sweat and realiz-

ing my time wasn't well spent

there) a broken man, despite

the fact that everything in my
life at some point today

seemed to be yet another area

in which I was letting myself,

or everyone else down, despite

the fact that everything was
either confusing or depressing

-me^ all of a sudden lomething

made sense, something tiny

and stupid and right at the

beginning of a class that just

sitting tluough would be tough,

but something. That little tiny

rush I get when I make
somebody smile . . . cheesey as

I know that sounds.

So then I sat down in the

nearest chair, and it became
clear that the only thing that I

could logically do to remain

somewhat lucid, and certainly

the most productive way to

stay conscious, would be to

write a letter. I guess I

thought about things that are

just too ridiculous not to make
me feel comfortable, and you
came to mind.

It's wacky, because the end
of your last letter to me really

seemed relevant in a non-

sequitur sort of way. At one
point you say something like,

**Your writing is as strong as

ever ... I miss you, man."
Somehow that statement really

> plays into today, as I have a

column due in about an hour.

A quote somebody gave me
the other day reads: **Writing

is easy. All you have to do is

stare at a blank sheet of paper

until blood forms on your

forehead." That's almost exact-

ly how I feel about writing

columns, especially nowadays. I

may as well just hammer a

nail into my forehead every

two weeks and save myself the

time it takes me to achieve

that pain writing. The crazy

thing about it is, I want lo do
it more often. I want to do it

forever, in some ways.

Meanwhile, I have half a

mind to kill the piece of shit

I've been working on today for

tomorrow's paper, and type

this letter up. Anriazingly, I

consider this relatively cohe-

rent This is a lot easier for

me; in fact, writing letters is a

lot easier than most of the

things I do day to day. Oh
well.

As for current events, the

main thing I've got going now
is the humor magazine that

I'm in charge of. Next week is

the debut of said project, and
it should be way good, but

thinking about it right now,
it's unbelievable how behind I

am. So, considering I suddenly

don't want to think about it

right now, suffice it to say

you'll get a copy of it if it

ever gets done.

Other than that, it's still all

quiet on the women front As
always. I picked up this theory

yesterday that men and women
are actually from different

planets. Works for me ...

Wow. Good call. I just got

up to take a leak. There are

15 more minutes left in lec-

ture, and I wasn't going to

make it When I came back, I

walked into the wrong class-

room. That was weird What
else do I have to say? I think

the caffeine is starting to wear
off. My hair looks much better

than it normally does at this

time of day. Maybe I will

makr. rtrii my coJiimn^-You
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mind? Hey — he*s letting us

out early! What's up with

that?

Love» Ben

Wexler, the Viewpoint editor, is

a senior majoring in communi-
cation studies.~ T^ ~^^

'^^ iww; liP'
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!AJHffficent World" is one of the shows featured in the "Ninth

Tiinnual Television PestivaT.^

On the ain
A series of special screenings and

events celebrates television history

By Peilln Chou

Continuing a tradition which

began almost a decade ago, the

Museum of Television and Radio

opens its **Ninlh Annual Televi-

sion Festivar tonight at the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art in

downtown Los Angeles.

The thrce-weelc-long festival,

featuring- 14 events and three

special screenings, is a celebration

-of television shows of the past and

present.

•The festival has two purposes

really: to create an environment

where we celebrate the work of the

people in the television industry,

and to let the public get a sense of

the creative process of television,"

explains Robert M. Batscha, Presi-

dent of the Museum of Television

and Radio.

In the past, the festival has

featured such premiere comedians

as Carol Burnett, Bob Hope, Jack

Paar and Lucille Ball. The festival

has tried following as a theme the

careers of different producers or

directors of the industry, including

Gary David Goldberg and Steven

Bochco, both of whom are again a

part of this yearns festival.

Bochco will actually be there to

kick off this year*s festival with a

show he co<reated and co-pro-

duced with Michael Kozoll of

"Hill Street Blues." Tonight's

event consists of a screening of an

episode of the show followed by a

discussion with the members of the

cast and creative team. Among
those participating in the discus-

sion segment of the program will

be Steven Bochco and Michael

Kozoll, director Gregory Hoblit,

actresses Barbara Bosson and

Veronica Hamel, actors Charles

Haid and Michael Warren and

former NBC Executive Brandon
Tanikoff.

The festival's other events,

which run from March 4-21, will

take the form of a screening

followed by a discussion with in

program's cast and creative team

as well as the director and produc-

ers of the show. Shows being

featured this year will be **BroQk-

1^ Bridge," "A Different World,"

"Beverly Hills 90210," "I'll Fly

Away," "Police Story," "KTLA at

45." "A Salute to Garry Mar-

shall," "Maude," "Star Trek:

The Next Generation."
"Roots." "Seinfeld." "Civil

Wars" and *The Mary Tyler

Moore Show."

See TELEVISION, page 23

Ct^M CNiM/ABC. Inc.; Wam«r Bra*.

The upcoming festival at the
Museum of Television and
Radio will feature "Roots,"
-above, and ••CMI Wars," right.

Carnival in! Los Angeles

What a long, strange 'Night' it's been
For Lome Michaels,

creator of *SNL/ the

fun times never end

By Aaron Dobbs
Dally Bruin Staff

IfLome Michaels accomplishes

nothing else, he will always be
remembered for "Saturday Night
Live." his original contribution to

late-night television.
"^

Michaels has been producer of

"Saturday Night Live" for 1 1 years

out of the NBC program's 16-year

existence. His contributions have
been noticeable— the show was a

hit from 1975-1980. after which
Michaels left and it started to drop
in the ratings. But ever since he

returned as producer in 1985. it*s

been the king of Saturday night

Although Michaels loves work-
ing on "SNL" and says it*s "still

going to be 90 percent of my life."

he*s not Umiting himself to televi-

sion, and currently he has the

number one film in the country

with "Wayne's World," starring

"SNL" cast members Mike Myers
and Dana Carvey.

"I had done a couple pictures

before." Michaels says. "I had just

gone to work for Paramount
(Studios) two years ago. but I said I

could only woik summers. They
asked me what picture I would like

to do. so I talked to Mike (Myers)
and we prepared for the film most
of last year. We Hnished the last

("SNL") show on May 20. so we
were writing and rewriting up to

July."

Michaels says he used the same
approach in making "Wayne's
World" as he did producing
"SNL," and that for the most part.

Paramount gave Michaels freedom
to do his own thing with the film.

To direct it, he needed a person

who was in touch with today's

youth, but one also able to shoot a

well-made film and tell a story. For
that he went further back into his

"SNL" history and chose Penelope
Spheeris, the woman responsible

for the rock documentaries. *Thc
Decline of Western Civilization"

and "The Decline of Western
Civilization Part II: The Metal

years."

•Tenelopc worked with me the

first year of 'Saturday Night

Live.'" Michaels says. "She pro-

duced the short Albert Brooks

films. We thought that because of

her work with heavy metal muse,

"I think we just wanted

to make a really fiinny

movie in a way that was

not pretentious or

grand."

Lome Michaels
"Wayne's World" Producer

she'd be the right (director) for it."

At the same time, Michaels

admits he and the film's cast never

had the idea of making "Wayne's
World" a grand. Academy
Award-winning picture. "I think

we just wanted to make a really

funny movie in a way that was not

pretentious or grand. Just stuff we
thought was really funny."

Michaels doesn't seem to have

much to say about the success

"Wayne's World" has had so far.

(The film has grossed over $40
million in its first three weeks.) In

fact, he has a simple outlook on the

audience's response to the film.

••People seem to like it," he says.

"It's a very pleasant surprise."

Now that the movie is in theaters

and "SNL" is still in production,

Michaels spends all his time

working on the show. But he

doesn't attribute himself with the

revitalization of the long-running

show.

"(It's successful) because it

continually invents itself and rein-

vents itseiif," says Michaels. "It's

never the same show, and every

year there are new cast members. It

has a good writing staff and a good
cast It's hard to writers who are

good."
But the summer isn't very far

away and within three months,

"SNL" will have once again

finished production. Does that

mean that in the near future, work
wUl begin on a "Wayne's World"

sequel? That's a question that

Michaels simply won't answer.

*Oba Oba' carries

Ahgelenos away

to Rio, but only

for a limite(J time

By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

Each year. Carnival inundates

the streets of Rio De Janeiro with

party goers in fiaming costumes

sin^^ing, dancing and rejoicing in

hohor'of the Catholic holiday of

Lent The celebration is consid-

ered by many to be the greatest

festival in the world.

Luckily, Los Angeles audiences

don't have to travel all the way to

South America to catch the excite-

ment Franco Fontana's interna-

tional Brazilian production "Oba
Oba '92" captures the artistic

wonders of Brazil in an electrify-

ing song and dance production.

wfth a cast of more than ^T
performers and musicians, "Oba
Oba" hits the Pantages theater with

show-stopping numbers from start

to finish. The result is a breathtak-

ing presentation filled with bright

costumes, lively music, energetic

dancing and awe-inspiring acro-

batics.

The purpose of "Oba Oba" is to

give America the flavor of Brazil

— from the mournful laments of
the Afro-Brazilian ex-slaves, to

the Samba and the Lambada, to

martial arts dances and voodoo
rituals. The show also pays tribute

to Brazilian contributions like the

Bossa Nova, Carmen Miranda and
the Carnival celebration.

"Oba Oba '92" is the latest

adaptation of Fontana's produc-

tion, which originally was formed
in 1984. Each year, Fontana
returns to Brazil to recast and
reformulate the show to get the

finest performers in the country.

His eiKleavors appear to be suc-

cessful.

Each song and dance number is

spectacular as the performers

.enrapture the audience with their_

great joy and energyrEvai the"

See 'OBA OBA,* page 24

Above: Oba Oba '92 stars a company of nearly 75 dancers, sin-

gers and nnusiclans. Left: The musical extravaganza includes a tri-

bute to Carmen Miranda, the 'Brazilian'Bombshell."

.erne Michaels moves from TV to film as producer of Para-

nrx)unt's new connedy "Wayne's World." —

^
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real 'Lunatic' could like this movie
lcx5Dv main character

saves it trom being a total loss

*The Lunatic'' stars Paul Campbell as Aloysius, a vagabond whose best friend Is a magical tree.

By Greg Srisavasdi

Dally Bruin Staff

The Jamaican language is defi-

nitely refreshing to hear. It*s like

listening to the soft swell of an

ocean breeze which draws you into

an exotic world of tranquility. But

Jamaica is one of the only ppsitive

aspects in **The Lunatic,** a com-

edy that goes nowhere with its

storyline.

Labeled a Caribbean fantasy,

the film is more like a cinematic

mess. Most of the characters in

*The Lunatic- try to be zany and

interesting yet fail miserably. Even

the sights and sounds of Jamaica

can*t conceal the film's weaknes-

Aloysius (Paul Campbell) is a

madman who lives on the outskirts

of his village. He*s not a mean-

spirited killer, he*s kind, naive and

extremely lazy. He spends his days

talking to his best friend — who,

incidentally, is a tree. Mother

Nature never found a closer com-

panion than Aloysius; he also

converses with cows, bushes and

any other non-human object Life

loysius U: one big happy

playground where the grass and

the open sky are his friends.

Enter Inga (Julie T. Wallace), a

rather large German tourist who
introduces Aloysius to sex. Thanks

to her, Aloysius* priorities arc

thrown out of whack. Instead of

finding comfort in nature, he now
lives for Inga*s "pum-pum,**

excessively thinking with his

"hood** (you figure this one out).

When Inga takes en another

lover, a butcher (Carl Bradshaw),

Aloysius becomes jealous. Now
both have to compete for Inga*s

attention. Under this premise,

•The Lunatic** tries to make their

adventures seem fresh and funny.

AU the jokes, however, fall flat,

making the film boring to watch.

The character development is

exceptionally weak — one really

can*t relate or even be slighUy

The most irritating part

of the film is Julie T.

Wallace as Inga. Her

role is a blatant

stereotype of German

women.

intrigued by their actions. Even
Aloysius' innocent and engaging

personality wears thin by the end

of the movie.

The most irritating part of the

film is Julie T. Wallace as Inga.

Her role is a blatant stereotype of

German women. Are all German
women overweight, abrasive, and

abusive? Are most Germsik
women named Inga? Please.

If the script had more original

dialogue for Aloysius and Inga,

See 'LUNATIC/ page 22

Raza Women SOLES ProMo Familia LGL
MEChA La Gente CCM Latino Pre-Law LASA

BAYA MEChA'Calmecac PIRLA
d other Raza organizations and community project^

are invited to....
^

RAZA CHARLA
Tonight!

March 4, 1992from 6:00 - 9:00pm
Tutorial Lab)

ILa Raza unidajamas sera vencida!
Paidfar by ASUCLA BOD Programming Fund

' r
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Twin ' actor trades Harley for 'Gladiator' gioves
By Greg Srisavasdi

Daily Bruin Staff

Ks surprising to see James
Marshall look so relaxed at his

interview. He doesn't resemble the

brooding, introspective teenager

he played in 'Twin Peaks" and,

more recently, the film "Gladia-

tor.** From rebel motorcyclist to

[Higilistic boxer, Marshall lends his

roles a warmth and sensitivity that

characterizes his work.

Tommy Riley (James Marshall)

is a teenager trying to survive in

Chicago*s poverty-stricken South

Side. While many of the characters

in **Gladiator** are arrogant, Riley

is soft-spoken, a quality Marshall

feels was needed in the film.

*The character is a teenager . .

.

Even the cockiest teenagers in

their private moments are shy and

half of this movie was a private

moment,** explains Marshall. **So

you*re going to see his shyness . .

.

(Riley) is not a (real) boxer and

that's the whole thing, he wants to

be a writer and go to college.**

Acting, for Marshall, wasn't

really an unexpected move. After

all, his father is a film producer

C'Da**) while his mother was a

former Radio City Music Hall

Rockette.

His first big role was on a CBS
Schoolbreak Special about date

rape, which eventually led him to a

iCw guest spots oil OiifUiScacn.

"He says we will (work together),"

says Marshall. "He tells me, *0h

James, don*t worry about it
'**

Working on "Gladiator** placed

more physical demands from Mar-

shall than 'Twin Peaks.** In the

film, Marshall is Tommy Riley, a

down-on-his-luck youth who must

box to erase his father*s financial

debts.

Even before he had the lead role

in **Gladiator,** Marehall trained at

a martial arts school in Hawthorne.

When he got the part, Marshall

worked with fight choreographer

Jimmy Nickerson, who also cho-

reographed the first two "Rocky**

films and ^'Raging Bull.**

Nickerson forewarned Marshall

that the training and working

conditions for "Gladiator** would
eventually take its toll on the

young actor. "I was involved in

wori±ig on this movie for a solid

year. /Old Jimmy Nickerson said

that *This will be the hardest movie
you*ll ever do, unless you do
another boxing movie in Alaska or

Chicago,*** says Marshall.

When asked if he received any

boxing bruises, Marshall points

fit)m the top of his chest down to

his knees. "The fighters (that he

trained with) knew not to hit in the

Cace, but when they came into the

body it was really hard for them to

pull their punche$,'* remembers
Marshall '. ^^

It was his role as moody rebel

James Hurley in *Twin Pealcs** that

placed him in the spotlight

Working with *Twin Peaks**

director David Lynch was a weird

yet rewarding experience for Mar-

shall, who welcomes the oppor-

tunity to work again with Lynch.

Bruises weren't the only thing

that came with filming the boxing

sequences in "Gladiator.** Mar-

shall also had to box in adverse

weather conditions, something

that still draws chills from the

actor. "(Our bodies) were sprayed

down in 10 degrees. (We were)

James Marshall plays Tommy Riley, who Is forced Into the worWof illegal Doxing to pay his fatnersr

gambling debts in "Gladiator."

naked. The warehouse (where the

boxing scenes were filmed) was
unheated . . . half the acting was
trying to look warm,** says Mar-

shaU.

Along with "Gladiator.** Mar-

shall will star in "A Few Good
Men,** which stars Tom Cruise and

Jack Nicholson. With these pro-

jects behind him, Marshall may
shed the James Dean label that the

media has unjustly placed upon

him. If he hits the big time with

**Gladiator,** "A Few Good Men**

and "Twin Peaks: The Movie,**

Marshall may become a major

fixuire in the Hollywood film

scene. We'll wait and see.

Bruins Score Big!
You get supermarket prices and the Great Grocery Giveaway,

so everyone wins at Breadstiksl

Learn a foreign

language m Beijing,

Paris, Salamanca or

Guadalajara. Intern

at a London TV station or

ad agency while studying at Richmond

College. Paint a landscape in Florence. See for

yourself why Berlin is becoming the most exciting

city in Europe. Check out the changes in Russia.

Or choose a four-week traveling program. Visit several coun-

tries and learn about Europeans, history and politics. Air fare,

accommodations and meals are included. Transcripts providefl.

The summer ofyour life is about to happen!
Contact Dario Bravo • Expo Center • Ackerman Union

Lara
First Time Shopper!

won $83.82

or send in this coupon —

O .I'd like to know more about summer stiJdy in

Name

Street

City

<« •M'MKflat^p^ « • .»t»^.».«* <

^^^ aL. ^^E •-., a ^ \

Marilyn
UCLA Graduate Student

won $71 .48

pi^-* t ^
r

Darcy
UCLA Undeclared

won $60.76

Julie
UCLA English

won $24.02

Plione

State ZIP

Z

Colleoe/Univenlty.

'is Return to: AmencsnInstiWte For Foreign Stu<fy» College D,y,i,on

T^ Dept CN. 102 GreenwKh Avenue, Greenwich. CT 06830 or call (a00)-727-2437

These people entered and won our Great Grocery Giveaway. You could, tool

Just write your name and phone number on your Breadstiks receipt, drop it in the jar,

and you could find yourself on this page, alsol No purchase necessary.

Remember. If you don*t play, we can*t pay!

FREE PARKING!

in rear

Open til 11pm

t

breadsti
1057 Gayley Ave 209-1111

-I
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GIVE YOUR TEETH
A REAL TREAT

SEE DR. FRIEDMAN
GENERAL AND

COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

• TOOTH BO^a)ING
• NicxDus Oxide
• Stereo Headphones tbring your own rape)

• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman. D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between ^Mlstuit & Santa Monica)

Bikini Wax $8
Eyelash Tint $10

Up/Cl^in. Eyebrows Wax. ..$5

h Underarms $8

__ Half Legs $10

f
Arms $12

1007 BROxrON AVE Upper Legs & Bikini $15
WESTWOOD VILLAGE p^„ ^egs & Bikini $20

f^

3».1i

^rrrr^.

Tuxedo Rentals \m $45.00
Includes: Coat, pant, shirt, tie

cummertxjnd, studs and

cufflinks

fwitb school LD.. limited to fiarments in stock) «

Please contact for more information on firoup discounts

^ ^f310J5594889
10546 W.Pico Blvd.

Los Anseies. CA 90064
nVJA - 2 Blocks East of UlkstsMe PavlloaJ

- OPEN 7 DAYS -

HAIRCUTTING-WESTWGGD

jfj^

First Time Clients Only $18

MON-SAT 9-7

824-2711 • 1001 Gayley Ave.

Judy Collins credits her spiritual

focus In r^^nlng life's balance
By Betty Webb
Cox News Service

;

Judy Collins* unmatchable
voice energized protest marches
throughout the •60s and *70s. but it

was the clarity of her startling eyes

that captured Stephen Stills* atten-

tion in his song **Suite: Judy Blue
Eyes.-

Collins dismisses all this as

irrelevant Her life, the singer

insists, is about her works — not

her looks.

This fumness is to be expected

from someone with Collins* classi-

cal education. Always a hard
worker, she began playing piano at

the age of 5 and made her
professional debut at the age of 13,

playing Mozart. She discovered

the world of folk music two years

later.

**My father, a musician himself,

was my Hrst major influence,** she

said in a recent telephone inter-

view. **Hc inspired me tremend-

ously, and so much ofwhat I am all

about came directly from him.** In

fact, one of Collins* most poignant

songs, "My Father,** is about her

relationship with Chuck Collins.

But that relationship was as turbu-

lent as it was inspiring.

Chuck Collins, a Seattle radio

personality, was blind and over-

came his handicap with a will of
iron.

In her autobiography, *Tmst
Your Heart,** Collins says one of

her earliest memories was of him
crawling along the bathroom floor,

kx)king for pieces of his glasses

which had fallen and shattered.

*! know that he cannot see me,
with or without glasses,** she

writes. 'T often felt not that he was
blind, but that I was invisible.**

His uncompromising strength

helped push his daughter into

stardom. But with the singer*

s

stardom came great pain.

Collins is frank in her autobio-

graphy, chronicling serious illness

— polio and tuberculosis — drug

use, alcoholism, bulimia, and the

loss of her son, Clark, in a bitter

custody flght with her ex-husband,

Peter Taylor.

But Collins— like her father—
managed to overcome every obsta-

cle put in her way. She cleaned up
her act, regained her health and got

her son back.

"I've always had a y^ strong

spiritual center in my life, which is

reflected in my music choices,**

she says. *That*s why I recorded

'Amazing Grace,* the center point

of the Bill Moyers movie forPBS."
And because of that spiritual core,

Collins remains involved in human
rights and environmental issues.

Through sales ofher most recent

recording, "Fires of Eden," she is

sponsoring reforestation efforts in

Colorado and other states.

"Whenever you can plant a tree,

either in your yard or in a forest or

park, the air is sweetened and the

cycle of regeneration begins.**

Inga (Julie T. Wallace) Introduces Aioyslus (Paul Campbell) to the finer points of sex in

"The Lunatic."

LUNATIC'
From page 20

their relationship may have clicked; but it*s hard

to care for these people. Even when Aloysius, Inga

and the butcher are placed on trial for criminal

conduct, one doesn't sympathize with their plight.

The actors are caught up in one-dimensional roles

hampered by a poorly written script. With such

lines as "I'm so hungry, my belly is on fire" as the

main punchlines, Tm surprised I even finished

this film.

But having an innocent and friendly madman
mingle with natiire was a brilliant idea for a story.

Paul Campbell adds just the right touches to make
the wide-eyed Aloysius come alive. His scenes

with the tree are the main strength of **The

Lunatic.** But when he interacts with Inga and the

butcher, the film loses its momentum.
In the end, Aloysius wasn*t the one who was

crazy; nor was it Inga or the butcher. The real

lunatic is anyone who actually pays to see this

movie.* 14

RLM: "The Lunatic." Screenplay by Anthony 0. Winkler,
based on his novel "The Lunatic." Produced by Paul
Heller and John Pringle. Directed by Lol Creme. Starring
Julie T. Wallace. Paul Campbell, Reggie Carter and Gad
Bradshaw. Rated R: sexual situations.language. A Triton
Pictures Release in association with Island Pictures Now
playing at the NuWilshire.

mmm ¥

'Wayne's Woild'
parties on top
of boxoffloe
By DavM Kronke
Los Angeles Dally News

J

In the clash between "Saturday

Night Live** stars at the nation's

movie theaters, the upstarts

trounced the veteran.

Audiences for the new Chevy
Chase movie "Memoirs of an

Invisible Man** were scarcely in

sight its opening weekend, while

"Wayne* s World** partied on at the

top of the box office pack for the

third consecutive week.

"Wayne*s World,** the "SNL**

spinoff starring Mike Myers and

Dana Carvey, grossed $9.6 million

over the weekend, registering a

still-strong $5,134 per-screen

average. The $14 million comedy
has returned $46.1 million on its

investment to date.

"Memoirs,** meanwhile, opened
in second place but to disappoint-

ing business — $4.6 million,

averaging $2,625 per screen.

Audiences seemed to stop see-

ing "Stop! Or My Mom WiU
Shoot** as the film*s receipts

dropped nearly 40 percent from its

opening weekend to $4.5 million,

for a feeble $2,280 per screen

average.

"Fried Green Tomatoes** con-

tinued its impressive run, taking in

$4.35 million— good enough fey

lobrth place— over the wedko^
It has grossed $47 million to date.

Fifth-place "Medicine Man**

See BOX OFFICE, page 24
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TELEVISION
From page 18
In addition to these 14

events, there will also be
three special screenings con-

sisting of 'Together Sinatra

and Presley,** "Together:

Garland and Streisand** and
"Nat King Cole at the Holly-

wood Palace.-

One would seem to think

diat getting such a distin-

guished panel of people

from such a wide array of

shows to participate in a

festival would be an extre-

mely difficult task, but

Batscha disagrees.

"The most gratifying part

of the festival is that the

people involved in the shows
are actually very excited

about being a part of the

festival,** he explains.

Xhudk Champlin (formerly

of the Los Angeles Times)

described it as *an honor to

be chosen.* Industry people

are quite responsive and
enthusiastic in being a part

of (the festival).**

AlthoughBatscha expects

many induslry people not

involved in the festival to

attend its events, he defi-

nitely encourages the public

to attend the festival as well.

"I will be happy to see lots

of directors, producers or

artists coming to the festi-

val,** he says, "but I hope that

kind of notion won't distract

the public from coming to

enjoy the festival as well.

After all, the festival is

clearly intended for the

public.**

TELEVISION: "Ninth Annual
Television Festival.' Presented
at the Loe Angeles Museunfi of

Art by The Museum of Television

and Radio. Events running
everyday from March 4 to March
21. For program info call (213)
857-6110. Tickets available

through all Ticketmaster outlets.
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Westwood^s Only
Drive-Through Service

Dry Ceaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood

208-7722
I his coupon is good for

$4 Off a Minimum
?>12 Dry Cleaning Order

USE PROTECTION!
Electronic Stun Gun

Kandheld •Non-lethal

Safe •Legal
65000 volts • $49.95

75000 volts • $59.95

1 90000 volts -$69.95
^ Frat Campus OoKvtiy & Instruction

Ottwr safety products available

Call 453-2604

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED OR DAILY $40 PR

DISPOSABliS (6 mo. supply) $79 SET

CHANGE UGHT EYES (ext) i60 PR
CHANGE BROWN EYE& i1S5 PR

A8T16IM718II. BOENOED ilSIPR

EYE EXAM S15
I

Free Bauach n Lomb Rartu Cars KH (M/tons)

N«rTHOni:t««IVSCIMa l« MBflf» MBwaci KM.
IMS KiCit alienor. vwM/vt imimucM
RiuinMaaf.CHMMM

213)842-6094

Bausch n Lomb lanses

(800) 842-6094

NEED?
a little action jCaction
ADVERTISE 825-2161

lENTS & NEW CLENT

SPECIAL

.

For 1 Haircuts & $10.00

OFF all Hair Services

*Receive Stress Relief

Scalp Massage or

Cut is Free

GUARANTEED!

=CalLEftMS at

for an appointment

(310) 824-5006
1015 Gayley Ave. #105 in Westwood Village

Qust half a block south ofWeybum)

* AVEDA GOLDWELL DPI *

CHEAP
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
$14.99

(with this ad) ^
213) 463-2222 or (310) 271-4527^

•INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

ARRESTED?
iucHtfrfiochtt

Criminal Law/er
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

. • ' .^yy*A<*ew|i#MyMyM!WM|wyywywy^^ •

THE STORE
y

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON ABILITY TO PAY

(2 h3^ 839-9340

13274 FIJI WAY, MARINA DEL REY
:"?:

Prices Gut iipi to 70%
3-4^92;^ihnifc

Student? It5 fteqiiretJ

m

'Tra)SBm ybut^td IsevififbiP c^^^
Cdl 479-74;:3^r detaiil

|lli^^stwo<il^i:^ifLoi^^ 90064
iWHWlMMW u:m

5^°>^

v<v^

DELI & GRILL
at

UCLA
• Delicatessen • Pizza • Hamburgers •

• Food to Go • Full Service Catering •

• Private Parties • Full Salad Bar •

Now ()|KMi I'D! Bicaklasi cV: IahicIi 7ani 6pin Dail\

exp. 3/28/92

$5.00 Mln. purchase

100 UCLA Medical Plaza

Westwood Blvd.

t-TBsi. phone(3 10)443-0437

FAX (310)443-0440

mmmh
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UCLA CULTURAL AFFAII15 COMMI55ION
PIIE5ENT5 ^

FREE, one week from today,

in Westwood Plaza at noon.

Don't miss out!

CULTURAL AFFAIRS is funded by USAC—your student government

The Indigenous Survival Program

Presents

THE LINKING OF TWO
CONTINENTS

suTJwaSSto -c^^AMc Wednesday
Present —r\ ^EsC-^March 4th

UCLA

6:00pm

Powell

200E

Alliance of Native Americans ^?S8SS
P.O. BoK M99S lot AnotlM. CA MOaO-OSM Phom 4 FAX

(310)828-9514

Australian

Aboriginal

FUNDED BY THE CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMITTEE OF THE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES BOARD

BOXomcE
From page 23

and sixth-place *The Hand That

Rocks the Cradle** each took in

$3.5 million, separated from one

another by a mere $5,000 in

receipts nationwide. ''Medicine

Man** has made $30.8 million in

four weeks, while the surprise hit

*X:h:adle** is coddling $69.7 mil-

lion.

**Final Analysis** came in

seventh with $2.3 million. The
independent hit "Mississippi

Masala,** in its fouith week of

release, came in ninth with $1.5

million at 325 theaters.

High-profile Oscar nominees

roun^ out the rest of the top 10.

**Beauty and the Beast** took in

$2.1 million for eighth place; its

total receipts stand at $1 16 million,

making it the top grosser of the

Christmas releases. **The Prince of

Tides** took in $1.45 million for a

total box office of $66.3 million.

In 11th place was **Bugsy,**

^hose 10 Oscar nominations

helped rekindle interest — it

grossed $1.5 million, for a total of

$44.4 miUion.

OBA OBA'

From page 19

most somber pieces have an upbeat

flare. The amazing talent of the

dancers is truly fantastic.

More than this^ **Oba Oba** is a
beautiful sight to behold. The stage

is decorated with vines and drape-

ries depicting Brazil*s exotic jun-

gles. Each scene has its own
backdrop showing the climate of

the region the dance is represent-

ing. The pieces have bright, decor-

ative costumes that are
magnificently elaborate, appropri-

ately setting the mood of the

numl)er.

**Oba Oba** also impresses with

its musical talents. Lead vocalist

Eliana Estevao seduces the audi-

ence with her warm, rich voice.

Equally entertaining are acts fea-

turing ukuleles and drums. Musi-

cal Directors Wilson Mauro and
Jose Roberto Branco do a wonder-

ful job integrating the music with

the dancing.

One of the most outstanding

aspects of the production is

Roberto Abrahao*s choreography.

The dancing is both interesting and
nicely staged. The acrobatics that

dominate the second half of the

show (especially in the numbers
featuring the martial arts of

Capoeira, Maculele and Capoeira)

are done with such ease and skill

that they make Olympic gymnas-
tics look like kindeigarten tum-
bling.

**Oba Oba** has few flaws, but is

not perfect Some of the numbers
are too bng, especially the purely

vocal tribute to the Bossa Nova.
And the dancers, while talented as

lead performers, are not syn-

chronized well enough in the

chorus numbers.

But these infr^tions are minor.

The huge scale of the production is

more than enough to keep the

audience entertained throughout

the production.

In its grand finale, 'X)ba Oba**

copies the festivities of Carnival.

The staged celebration goes all

out, incorporating the audience

into the party. It may not be

Carnival in Rio, but Fontana*s

•*Oba Oba *92** is here to enthraU

Los Angeles audiences during its

five-week run. ****

STAGE: "Oba Oba '02.' Musically
Directed by Wilson Muaro and Jose
Roberto Biranco. Choreographed by
Roberto Abrahao. Produced w Franco
Fontana. Now playing at the Pantages
Theater until March 22. Showtimes:
Tuesdays through Saturdays at 8 p.m.;

Saturdays at 2 p.m.; Sundays at 3 p m.
and7pm. Tix:$36. $18. For more info,

call (213) 480-3232.

.'*-
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Campus Happenings 1

Campus Services 2
Campus Recruitment 3
Study Corner 4
Sports Tickets 5
CorKert Tickets 6
Good Deals 7
Free 8
Miscellaneous 9
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TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 1 10

Bicycles for Sale 1 1

3

Motorcycles tor Sale 114

Scooters for Sale 1 15

Scooter / Cycle Repair 1 16

PARKING
Off Campus Parkirig 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 1 25
Furniture 1 26
Garage Sales 1 27
Miscellaneous^ 1 28
Musical Instruments 1 29
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 1 3

1

Sports Equipment 1 32
OfficeEquipment 1 33
Typewriters / Computers 1 34

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Personal 10 Personal 10 Persorxsl 10

BRUIN DEMOCRATS
Tonight 7pm at Powell 121

Talk to representatives from the

Clinton Campaign
For more info: John 794-3507

DISCREET CONDOM CARRIER FOR WO-
MEN. Clouy black ptvtic, no tdentifying

mvVs or iogoi. Please send $4.95, check or

nrnxiey order to Progressive Design, 1001 4th

Ave. Plaza, Suite 3200, Dept. C, Seattle, WA
981 54.

STUDS. SEE THE HOTTEST T.V. SHOW. Free

tickets! Croups welcome. (310)414-0557. Be-

tween 10 and 6.

WESTWOOD PSYCHIC, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, financial, and

any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.

1(800)559-NINA.

Fred
Congratulation:

on a Great
Race Sunday!

I he ( hri.-t-L \nLcrt(^ I riiUrmhf

jllpfhi Cramma Omcyia

lnloriu,ltlor> .Nliilu
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Aleoholics Anonymous

Mostings
Mon. diacuMkm. Thur. Bookttudy, Fri. Sttp
Study, AU 362S 12:15-1:16. Fri. 12a>-1 300

TuM. OisouMton. Wbd. DiMXiMkm NPi
0853812:15-1:00

For aloohoNn or individuali wfho

rW¥> onnkinQ problnTw

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR! I We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cart, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

WANT WHITER TEETH?
Try Rembrandt Whitening
Toothpaste. Send $9.95 Check or

M.O. to Unique Products 1900 S.

Sepulveda, 2nd Floor, L.A, CA
90025. Free Sample, send #10
S.A.S.E. CA Res. Ad Sales Tax.

Free

Reseorch Subjects 12

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 arxl a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 arvJ a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback and stress

reduction treatment. Dissertation ttudy. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or

(310)471-3672.

NATIVE ARABIC speaker to help me study

Koran, also conversation; saudi/bedouin

dialects preferred Nina (310)271-3647.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning

experience.825-0392.

SUDDEN RUSH OF INTENSE FEAR for no
reason? Earn $. Call 206-9191 Heart Rate

8 Study.

FREE CONDOMS, 1 2 FREE CONDOMS from

major brands: Trojan, Ria w/ norwxyrwl —9,

Lifestyles. Send $2.50 for S/H to: LINE ONE
LABS, 16161 Ventura Blvd, Suite 888, Encino,

CA. 91436.

Personal 10

$200 CHALLENGE. Prove nry pollution solu-

tion unworkable and gpt $200. Support this

sound ecological policy or take the $200

challenge. 1-800-488-2489.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Korean and Japanese

male and female ages 25-35 to study the effects

of UV on human skin, 6 month study.

Volunteers will be paid $1200. For mon
information call (310) 828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages

1 2«30, needed to participate in research study.

UfHler Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For more info, call

(310)828-8887.

PersoTKil 10

KD Sorority Presents

Shamrock Project Fundraiser

CASINO NIGHT
Tonight, March, 4th

800 Hilgard Ave. 7-llpm
;5 at the door includes $10() in chipsi

Blackjack • Craps * Roulette

Proceeds will go to the National Committee

for Prevention of Child Abuse

Support

The UCLA Sexual
Harrassment Awareness

Conference

Sponsored by
AGC, IFC, NPHC, and Panhellenic

I 1 11^

-h
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Personal 10 Personal

*

*

CONGRATULATIONS

OlSJ THE JROU/

*

jpk would like to invite the

following ladies to our house for

a semi-formal dinner at 6:00,

with festivities to follow -

Tonight, March 4th

Paula Nicholas Carrie Donahue
Wendy Raymond Nicki Minor

Traci Ledbetter Molly Boardman
Vanessa Jarman
Jolie Klein

Amy Rush

Jill Heatherly

Alii Takido

Lori Jadon

Mia Lambert

Sandy Hargules

Karen Gerke

Libby Jaynes

Meg Boardman
Shawn Lockey^
Carrie Calloway

Julie Lipps

Tanya Cohen

If you have any questions, please call Ross 208-5694

Pregnancy 20 Help Wanted 30

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help infertile couple

have baby by becoming egg donor. Compen-
sation available. Call Barfaara (818)350-5243.

ORIENTAL FEMALE wanted (or donation of

eggi to Chinesc^American woman. If inter-

ested, please call Dr. Friedman (Associate

Clynica^rof«$o^B/2^NM310)27^39y

Health Services 22

FREE DENTISTRY. Do you need fillings,

crowns, or gum workJ Doctor r^eeds patients

for State Board Exam. (215)270-9154.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars and survpots. Low G>st. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

PAUL DREW, Athletic Masseur. DCLA dis-

count. (310)839-8544.

PSYCHOTHERAPY—Individuals/couples/

families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-

lems. Liz Gould (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

PaeeM310)57^09^^^^^^^^^^

$200-5500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright tCAUKDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for ma'ior

corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117.B, P.O. Box

4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.

$40,00G/yr. READ BOOICS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple 'like/don't like' form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacatior>s. Guararv

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright iCAIIKEB.

Opportunities 26

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE, COMPETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions

available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(310)53&0496 (818)3600760

EXPLODING NEW COMPANY founded by

DR. PAT ROBERTSON seeking MONEY-
MOTIVATED ENTREPRENEURS! GROUND-
FLOOR OPPORTUNITY! UNLIMITED PO-
TENTIAL! (310)838-5371

eommsEra
2^TfiT?HrH7i5iipioSis!
OMD /jL nOUAII MJUMUS OUR UNt MCUtrHk

TM( ant MoncnoM smiav ocvkcs.
STUN OUMl. SOUND ALAIIXa.

ALANMSAMOM'

VAKMfM. WA tkMt- 1 1

M

V CAU. TOOAy »0«S7»17»7 rAX S09 STS 1S2S

AGENTS WANTED TO PROCESS phone
orders. People call you. Will train.

1-800-727-9716 CX1.348A 24hn.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT —
fisheries. Earn 5,000Wn>o. Free transportation!

Room ¥ Board! over' 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For

employment program call 1-206-545-4155

ext. 1483.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble

products from your home. Info.

504-646-1700. DEPT. P695.

Assemble Products at Home. EASY WORK!
TOP PAYI GUAR! 1-800-881-6000, ex 4150.

Help Wanted 30
Open 7 days.

6 men, 3 women, athletic/pbotogenic, to

model jackets and tees for sports catalog,

experience helpful but not necessary. Call

(310)416-1142, ask for Mandy.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT sought for In-

ternational Fir>e Art Exposition Company in

Brentwood. Requires Spanish and/or other

foreign languages, general office experierKe

and computer skills. Company offers travel

opportunities and excellent advarK:enrM>nt in

irHernationaJ busincu . Fax resume and cover

to (310)820-5426.

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY needs full-time

bilingual (Spanish) legal assistant. Ask for

Vivian (310)855-1861.

CAMP COUNSELOR. Roughing ft Day Camp
in SF & East Bay is hiring for Summer 1992!

(510)283-3878. Send resunr>e to P.O. BOX
1266 ORINDA, CA 94563.

CAMPUS POSITIONS: Flexible part-time

hours, will work arour>d classes/ imnf>ediate

openings. Sunset Village dining services

$6.63Aw 206-7688. Contact Walt Anderson.

Also accepting applicatiorw for summer
en>ployn>ent.

Daily Bruin Classified \^

10 Help Wanted

KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie" from ttie NBC series

""GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or fulMime.

1310)5360496 (818)3600760

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, arxi television.

Eam up to $200 per day I No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

aUB HOUSE ATTENDANT. M-F, 7-1 1am,

$€^r. Duties IrKlude talcing reservations, en-

forcing rules, and some maintainance.

(310)475-7812.

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/landside

available. Year-rourKJ & summer positions.

(612)643-4333.
I

DAY CAMP Serving Car>ejo and San Fernando

Valleys seeks caring, energetic people for

summer staff. General counselors and special

instructors for horseback riding, music, crafts,

swimming, nature, gymnastics and more.

Great place! (818)706-8255.

DERMATOLOGY office assistant with nf>edical

or scientific interests. (310) 555-7661.

DISABLED STUDENT needs help doing laun-

dry aryi cleaning apartment. Responsible per-

son sought. 3-4 hoursAveek. Flexible hours.

Leave message for Troy at 208-5040.

DISTRIBUTOR: Student security products, part

time, em big $$$ (310)574-1365

DRIVER, $1(Vhr to take child honr>c from

school, 2-3 daysAvk at 2:45pm. Brentwood

—

BH commute. Need good references and

driver record, vehicle in excellent cor>dition.

Call (310)278-4220.

Driver for two children, late afterr>oons, must

have experience w/children and refererxres.

(310)278-0458.

COMPANY seeks P/T student receptionist.

Great experier>ce and contacts. Must know
WP5.1 5 — lOhrs/wk. $5/hr.
Call (310)470-5970.

EXTRAS NEEDED for country artist

performance/video. Please call

(310)823-3106 for further information.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. Fraterni-

ties, sororities, student clubs. Eam up to

$1000 in Of^ week. Plus receive a $1000

bonus yourself. Arni a FREE WATCH just for

calling 1-800-S32-0528 Ext. 65.

FRONTRUNNERS LOOKING FOR SELF-

MOTIVATED, energetic, goal oriented, men
and women for sales positions. Apply in

person. FRONTRUNNERS Brentwood, 11640

San Vicente Blvd.

Laboratory Assistant

Seeking dependable, eneigetic person to

woik in a lab environment. Experience in

sterilizing/washing glassware, operation of

autoclaves, pipette machines, automatic

dishwashers, distillation apparatus and
disposal of radioisotope matenals. Receive,

veafy, deliver supplies/equipment Ability to

lift S(>f Ibc. Reqd. Non-Smoking woik am.

Saury. $1 ,766 • $1,921 (mid-point),

benefits pkg.

Send resume: B. Sear5, Microbioloey A
Immunology. School of Medicine, 43-247

CHS; Los Angeles. CA 90024
AfT. Act Emp.

HELP! New concept restaurant in WLA— Fun,

fast-paced atmosphere — Needs to fill the

following positions immediately: Part-time

cookVgeneral kitchen help. No experierKe

necessary. Flexible hours between Sam-3pm.

$6Air. Part-time delivery people. Must have

own vehicle (scooter a plus), liability

insurarxre arxJ good DMV record. Flexible

hours between 6anv2pm. Minimum wage 4-

ALL tips! Positions begin first week
of March. Call (310)445-3366 for details.

EOE.

HOUSEKEEPINQCHILDCARE wanted. 8hr/

day, M-F, Own transportation. WLA. English

speaking non-smoker. (310)391-8784.

INTERN-ASSISTANT. Sports and Entertain-

ment events marketing--public relations.

$5^r. (310)829-1111.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research

and make $$ P/T. Sell condoms. Perfect

Health. (805) 655-5624.

LAW FIRM
nee(ds motivated person to

do challenging legal and
clerical tasks.

Great Experience to field

Please send resume
w GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent infonriation to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th Floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

30 Help Wanted

MAKE MONEY EASY! )ust advertise 24hr

roadside assistance club memberships $39.95

annually. Much cheaper than comparable

services. Good anywhere any road US and

Canada. Membership covers member arxi

spouse. Includes all cars up to 1 ton truck an

RVs. First year membership includes FREE 6
night, seven day 4 star hotel stav in Hawaii or

Mexico. Dealerships are available by calling

310-512-6021.

MALES AND FEMALES, Ages 18-24 for nude

modeling for FrerKh and American Maga-
zines. Same day pay. Call Paul 31 0-278-91 62.

MESSENGER: Weslside law firm needs mes-

senger. Must have reliable car & suitable

insurarK:e, hours negotiable. Call Cirniy at

207-8228.
[

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NANNY/ BABYSITTER. 6-yr-old boy, WLA. 3

aftemoorw a week. Car/ insurance, English

speaking. References a must. (310)477-2879.

NOON-AID NEEDED for Brentwood school

2/mi. from LXTLA. $7/hr. 12-1:30 5-days/wk.

Call Dan (310)476-9633 x160.

ORDER TAKERS, FT/PT, for busy attorney

service. Energetic, well-spoken, positive per-

sonalities needed for this well-paying

position. Century City location. Please call

Fred (310)556-7777.

8 people needed now
Man 19 to ^/lur.

Houftedeanert

CeM (213) 45a-1817

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large

family day care. Pacific Palisades, ECE units

and experience necessary. Call Leslie at

D10)573-1811.

PART-TIME office assistant needed by Brent-

wdad Law-firm for filing, mail, etc. Knowledge
of word-perfect helpful. Flexible hours, great

Cicpcrtwxee, fTper^HXif . CALL PT0i)2O7"S4OD
ext. 85 (24 hrs.)

'

PART-TIME ReUil Sales, *$8.20 Starting Pay*,

Schedule arourxi classes. Eve^wkrxis avail-

able. Scholarships awarded quarterly. (310)

396-1479

PART-TIME EXPERIENCED SALESPERSON.
Women's clothes on Rodeo Drive. To start

immediately. (310)558-3646.

PART-TIME VyndTINC POSITON available at

a rKXvprofit agency. $1(Vhr. Contact Marler>e

395-8886.

PART-TIME POSITION to start up entrepre-

neurial busir>ess ventures working with men-
Ully ill adults. Marlene 395-8886.

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
Sophmore w/ strong academics: Clinical Re-

search Assistant-UCLA Medical Center. Tue^
Thurs for 2 years. 12-15hr5/week. 825-4749.

PT, ACCOUNTING EXPERIENCE w/computer
krnywledge, must be accurate, 3-7pm, M-F,

$7/hr. (213)965-1320.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 sUrt. Scholarships—

Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/T - LAB HELPER, need dependable person to

wash, sterilize glassware, operate autoclaves,

pipette machines, automatic dishwasher and

distillation apparatus. Receive, verify and de-

liver supplies and equipment. Operate projec-

tor ar>d other audio visual equipment for class

and scientific research presentations, as

needed. Ability to lift up to at least 50 lbs.

required, non-smoking environment.
$8.03/hr. Contact Margaret Lacey
(310)825-9369.

RETAIL SALES P/T. Experienced sales person

for children's store. Westside Pavilllon.

10-3:30 (M-F) Call for Interviews
(310)441-1896.

RN WANTED for dermatology office. (310)

550-7661.
I

TYPING, OFFICE ARRANGEMENT, LIGHT
CLEANING, 10-15 hr«Mc, pay negotiable,

hours to be arranged. (312)473-9352.

EARN up to $150 per month
BY HELPINQ OTHERS

DONATE BLOOO PLATELETS SAFELY

For InformatkM
Can Anna

(S1t)88e-3aS3

Cancer patlanta throughout LA
banalH from your participationmfclL/ilA OjO

49M ¥mi Nuys Bhfd. Sherman Oaka
- ^-

i-:«

i

F

SANTA MONICA House Keeper wanted,

14(boy) & 9(girl). Must have car,& valid CA
license. Driving, cooking, cleaning, laundry.

Hours approximately Tu-Fr(3-7), M&Sat. (9-6).

Hours must be flexible. $6/hr Helen

(310)479-8830.

•SAT TUTORS WANTED. Need energetic

people with high SAT scores to tutor, espa-

cially in San Fernando Valley, Pasadena, Palos

Verdes areas. $1SAir. Flexible hours. Training

provided. Car needed. Call Marisa

(310)821-4343.

SRAII part time, F/T summer. Position includes

electronic & mechanical assembly, some prog-

ramming. Dr. Demer (310)825-5931. EEOC.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- the Big Bear Tennis

Ranch is hiring counselors to work as TENNIS,

WATERSKIING, )ET SKI, and RECREATION
INSTRUCTORS. Call Bob at (714)585-3133,

for more Info.

TELEMARKETER POSITION. Evening. $6A\r -f

bonus. (310)277-5828, Sean.

30 Help Wanted 30

us MAIL JOBS $1

1

.77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Nece»-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WANTED— free-style wrestling coach/ trainer

twcAhree times a week. Intermediate experi-

ence o.k. (310)457-8042.

WLA HI-TECH, MULTIMEDIA COMPANY
looking for temporary full and part time
Product Testers to view our titles and write up
bug reports. Person(s) should be very visual,

detail oriented and have good analytical,

written communication skills. Minimum
24hn^A^eek IrKludIng evenings, Sat.& Sun.

Call Andrea for orientation date(s) at

(310)444-6543.

WORK YOUR WAY AROUND THE WORLD
with the new 1992-1993 500 page addition of

the Whole World Handbook compiled by the

council on international education exchange.
Lists dozens of paid and volunteer jobs in

countries all over the world — from picking

grapes in France to helping to build a school
In Ghana. Send check or M.O. for $1 6.95 plus

$1.50 S & H payable to Global Ventures,

1 3601 Ventura Blvd suite«228, Sherman Oak,
CA, 91423.

Job Opportunities 32

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested In a

job or summer internship? Receive an invalu-

able list of contact names, addresses and

phoTYe fs at over 100 of Hollywood's top

production companies,, talent agerKies,. arxi

studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-
SEARCH; 861 4 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

HEALTH CARE-SEEKING ADMINISTRATIVE
A S S I S .

TANT with computer experierKe and good
organizational skills. Bachelor's degree or

prospective graduate desired.
(310)443-5244 ext. 24.

NEEDED; ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR to teach In

Japan. One year contract. For more Infornrui-

tion call (818)568-7829.

STUDENT FELLOW OB/CYN, reproductive

medicir^e, pt afternoons. $7Av. Assist research,

coofcltiuto yntc scTAon mvUdztuf. fimJiHl

/health scierKies, excellent communication
skills. Cedar-Sinai Medical Center. Randy
Spicichi (310) 655-5523.

SUBSCRIPTKDN SALESPEOPLE FOR TELE-

MARKETING. Salary • commission. MorvSun
days and eveningi. Great fun. (310)458-4427,

(310)393-3162.

SUMMER TEACHING POSITK)N, California's

most respected reading school it hiring reading

enrichment teachers. F/T sumnrter work,

$40O-$50(Vwk. •»- milue allotment, health

benefits, paid training, flexible hours, urnier-

grad degree required, need car, hone teaching

skills while helping kids learn to love booksl

(310)428-5037.

TEACHER'S AIDS for handicapped children

after school program. Must have 12 child

development units. Jeffrey Foundation
(213)965-7531.

Intemstiips 34

LOOKING FOR INTERNS to read & cover

saipts for class credit. Please send resume to

Tracy, 10202 West Washington Blvd, Culver

City, Ca., 90232.

Gray Goodman Inc.

Talent & Literary Agency

Is locking for intenu to do general

o£fice support and script coverage.

Must be some type of film major

with journalism background.

CaU (310)276-7070

PAID nVTERNSHIP
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ChBd Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER WANTED, afternoons to care for •

3 children, ages 1 -6. Must have car and enjoy

Interacting %^th children. Call (310)473-61

1

7,

after 7pm.

LICLA PROFESSOR seeks experienced, re-

sponsible, upbeat babysitter for 7-yr-old twin

boys, 3-9:30pm Thursdays, 3-6pm Fridays.

Good pay. Must have reliable car.

(816)964-1606, (310)625-3240.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM, LARGE CONDOMINIUM-
Pool, Jacuzzi, gym, 24-hour, security, 2-park-

ing spaces, excellent location. SIOOOAvKMith.

Maureen 836-1372.

3657 DUNN DR. #4. 3-BED APT. $1 lOO/mo.

iHTiofHh free. Refrigerator, stove, 2-car park-

ing. 010)826-3721.

$695, 2-BEDROOM, upper, builtlns, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parldng, near transportation. (310)477-9955.
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Internships 34 Internstiips 34 Intemstiips

WORK STUDY/INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 1992

fjoa/iii/m f/ieA>44MiCy a division of the Gap, Inc., is looking for candidates

to become involved in our innovative work study/internship program. Ifyou

are in your junior year, this is your chance to experience retail

management while youVe still in school.

*^We^7/tnaw lyoa in store management skills, overseeing customer service,

operations and merchandising in a part-time position while you continue your

studies. The program lasts approximately 15 months, and you'll have the ciiance

to earn a store management position soon after graduation. As part of a store

management team, you'll run a multi-million dollar business and learn the

skills required to te succes$lul in general manaeement.

TOLEARNflORE AjlOUT TfllS UNliUE OPlpRTUNITY,
<- -::;;::: :.- -:;^':

|||

please attend an informational meeting on the program to be held

this Thursdigs^ March |j 1992 fr|pm 7-9 pm at:

aMaisonHoteiSofitel - ^ ^

Beverly BIkI. - Los Angeles

the street ftom the Beverly Center)

To learn more aoWt this opportunity and to confliiR your attendance

please call Stacey Brown (310) 433-8723

or Tammy Simpfenderfer (213) 858-8643.

Please feel free to attend and bring a friend! We look forward to

^meeting you this Thursday, March S^^from 7-^ pint ===

BanaiwRepubuC
EOE/M/F/H

JAMES CAMERON'S BURBANK
PRODUCTION COMPANY

is looldng for a development intern to start 6/92.

Responsibilities include: reading scripts and

newspapers, typing, filing, research^nd checldng

bool< rights. This non-paying position requires a

junior or senior who must arrange to receive school

credit for the internship, has taken several cinema

classes and is interested in persuing a career in

producing or development. Send resumes with cover

letter to Lightstorm Entertainment, Internship

Program. 3100 Damon Way, Burbank, CA, 91505.

Interviews will be hekl in April. Deadline March 31.

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

424 LANDFAIR. 2b«VlbatH, large apartmeot

with hardwood floors, large bak»ny, iwim-

mir^ pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
D10H59-1200.

Northrtdoe $275 up. 500 furnished unH studerrt

housing iKilliy. Shared or private units, with or

without Ulchens. Prtvale baths. Root, jacuzzt,

reciBiiion room, 1/2 hour drive lo UCLA. Open year

round. Free l)rochure. Northridge Campus

Residence. 9500 Zeizah. Northridge. CA. 91325

(tii)iai-i7i7

BACHaOR $45(VMO. CarpcU, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 354S Jasmine Palms
(310)8397227.

BEAUTIFUL, NEW, 2br/2ba with view, A/C,

IVW. Quiet, secured paricing. Only $1150.

475 Caytey. Call Ted 824-0788.

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOO. Prime loca-

tion. 10-minute walk to UCLA. Unfurnished/

furnished. Modern 2-bedroorV 2-bath. Air,

2-parking, balconies, fireplaces.
$107S-$135€^o. 208-2655.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $845/MO. 2-BED-

ROOM. UPPER,FRONT,VIEW,BALCONY.
WORSTER ST., 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-

BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1195. 2-BEO + DEN.

1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.

FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD aOORS, SERVICE

PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. 010)839-6294.

MAR VISTA $950. 2bed/2bath newer custom

townhome, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

security alarm. 1 mo. free with lease. 12736

Caswell (310)391-1076.

MAR VIST\ from $895, 1 -month free, 2-bed/

2-bath custom 2-story towr>home. Central air,

balcor^, gated gvage, fireplace. 1 1931 Avon
Way. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 newer buildings.

2bed/2bath townhomes. Fireplace, balconies,

gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $650-735.

1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. 'A BLOCK TOPCO BUS. (3 1 0)

839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, $545/$565, unfurnished/

Kimished, new decor, lease, by appo!ntnr>ent

only. 11728 Mayfield »4. (310)271-6811.

BRENTWOOD. $945, 2-bed/ 2-bath, balcony,

lease, by appointment only. 1 1 728 Mayfield

#5. (310)271-6811.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single luxury

apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, patio

and more. N. Wllshire adj. San Vicente.

11661 Goshen. No Pets. (310)820-1717

Apartments for Rent 49

CULVER CITY: 3bdrvTV2bath with miniblinds,

dishwasher, stove, waoher/dryer in apt. 2 car

parking. $115C^nonth (213)936-2406.

HUGE SINGLE. Big bath & kitchen. Balcony.

Parking. 10 minute walk to campus. $625Ano
oJ>.o. (310)208-8362.

LUXURY APARTMENTS. 2-be(V 2-bath and
1 -bed. In Hollywood. 30-minutes from UCLA.
Starting fromS795 arwi up. CALL anytime at

(213)957-0697.

MAR VISTA from $925. 1 ntonth free.

2bed/2bath, 2 story custom townhome. Gated
garap, fireplace, balcorry, central air. 11913
Abon Way. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $1 ,650. 3bed/3bath -t- bit. 3 story

custom townhome. Rreplace, surxkck, gated

garage. 3954 Beethoven. (310)391-1076.

$995/mo-$200OFFlSr

MONTH RENT - WLA

I

Blight, front apt. w/ gas FR
D/W, A/C, lots of closet

space, Ig. balcony,

gated parking, key
access entry.

1709Westgate
(310)479-1581

large 2 Bedroom Unit

$1450

MMMMM*MM*M

French Doors *Sauna

*Jacuzzi ^Fireplace

*Gym * Heated Pool

-I- Move*in Bonus

208-4868
Fall waiting list has started.

•]l

ACROSS

1 Hit hard:
slang

5 More modern
10 Puts on

lightly

14 Wine bucket
15 Business
16 Silkworm
17 Skin problem
18 Generously
20 Type of car
22 Pigpen
23 Rose holders
24 Bargain

events
26 — name
27 Yelled

30 Solid ground
34 Repeat
35 Citadel

36 Chemical
ending

37 Coarse
38 Melts
40 Blend
41 Belonger:

suff.

42 Reduce food
intake

43 — about:
spread on the
grapevine

45 Bonn natives
47 Ashes
48 Assoc.
49 Made do
50 Playing

marble
53 Transgress
54 Cuts
58 Oppose
61 — the Red

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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62 Ax^orsaw-
63 Small change
64 Pro —
65 Singer —

Murray
66 Vigilant

67 Fit of

3-4-02 €

annoyance

DOWN
1 Prejudk;e
2 Behold!: Lat.

3 Impart
4 Value highly

5 — degree
6 Deleted
7 Covets
8 Whirlpool
9 Thing: law
10 Call for

1

1

Greek god
12 Liver fluid

13 "Simon —

"

19 Patent
21 Brussels-

based assn.
25 Authorizing

to

=26 Vegetable

1092 Unit«d FMtur* Syndicat*

31 Brief stop
32 Goose genus
33 Requisites
35 Blubber, e.g.

39 "For — a
jolly good
fellow"

40 "He called
for his
— three"

42 Adventurer
44 Change for a

five

46 Blotch
47 Nook
49 Liqueur
50 — Sanctorum
51 Hoodlum
52 Unsigned:

abbr.
53 Loathsome
55 Asian land

4fe:SmeH nwnkey:

27 Bit of holly,

perhaps
28 Terre —
29 Command
30 In wtiat way

57 "Shoo!"
59 Dentists'

org.

60 Part of

"i.e."
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M«ch4, ion

Captivating n«w interests will conrtmand
your attention as old habits are relin-

quished or altered in the year ahead.
You M also be aeemg teas of okJ friends
and more of new ones.
PISCES (Feb. 20 March 20) An obiec-
tive you ve placed great significance on
could soon lose its appeal today. Your
time and effort will be diverted to a
more \Morthwhile target. Pisces, treat
yourself to a birthday gift. Send for Pi-

sces Astro-Graph predictions for the
year ahead by mailing $1.25 plus a long.
sMt-addressed. stamped envetope to
Astro-Graph, c/o this newspaper. P O
Box 91428. Cleveland. OH 44101-3428.
Be sure to state your zodiac sign.

AMIt (March M-Aprtt 10) There is

someone wt>o is sincerely corKerned
about your material weM-being. Starting
today, this individual may take con-
structive steps on your behalf to help
you reach your obtectives.

TAUmiS (AprM a0-M«y 20) If things >n

the romance department haven t lived
up to your expectations recently, don't
get depressed. Cuptd may start stirring

up the ambers today.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) There are
strong indications of improvement in

conditions that affect your career Be
alert today, because you could begm to
benefit from unusual developments.
CANCCM (June 21-July 22) Partner-
ships you enter into at this time have ex-
cellent charKes for success. They are
likely to be durable, too.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) In this cycle.
Lady Luck will t>e working on your be-
half, especially wttere collective en-
d««vors are concerned. You might be
eased into a positive arrangement al-
ready initiated by arK>ther
ViflGO (Aug. 23-8ept. 22) Oevelop-
fwents are movir>g in a favorable direc-
tion wttere your personal relationships
are concerned. Several exciting new
friends may soon enter your life.

Vmmh (Sept 2»-Oet 23) Make every
effort to follow through on bright ideas
you get at this tinrie regarding ways to
increase your productivity Compensa-
tion will be commenaurate to your im-
proved performance.
SCOMPIO (Oct M-Mov. 22) Interest in

a social group you're preaently involved
In might t>egin to war>e. Fortunately,
however, you're on the verge of exciting
changes that will increase your
popularity

SAQITTAmuS (Nov. 23-Oec. 21) Lady
Luck may start doing all she can to help
improve your finacKial lot \it\ life. Howev-
er, she will expect you to do your part as
weN. so don t take her for granted.
CAPfMCOHN (Dec 22-Jmi. It) An old.
unproductive perspective you've been
clinging to appears to be on its last legs.
It will be replaced by ingenioua. poailive
new thoughts that will enhartce your
chances for success.
AOUAIMUS (Jan. 20-Feb. It) Carefully
aruMyze your economic position at this
time: it coukl help you discover new
ways to generate income you failed to
recognize previoualy.

.L

Mrhh
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BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
Dtbl Wtbl WOOD DrAiJ

t

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

- 550 VKi'EKAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYTEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PIU)I 1 SSION Al lA M \\ \(,1 I) m MOSS cK ( ().

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.

3748 Inglewood Blvd . )ust rx>rth of Venice

Blvd. (310)398-8579.

MAR VISTA. From $950. 1 month free.

2bed/2bath, 2 stor/ custom townhome. Bal-

cony, central air, gated garage, fireplace.

12741 Mitchell (310)391-1076.

MIDVAL€ PLAZA 2, •2-bedroom unit avail-

able rxjw. 'Roommate situations available

noKM. 'Waiting list for Sumnier and Fall.

Heated pool, sauna, jacuazi, fitr>ess center.

Please call 208-4868.

NICE, QUIET: CC $830. 2 BD/l'A BATH.
WLA $750 1 bd. (310)826-6907.

ONE-BEDRM GUESTHOUSE Furnished, w/d,

microwave, nice area, one person only.

$585/mo Utilities included. (310)475-2132.

PALMS $1695 4-bed + loft/3-bath. Newer
3-story custom townhome. Fireplace, gated

garage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale

Ave. (310)391-1076.

PALMS, $800, 2-bed/l% bath, large upper,

pool, r>ew carpet, parking laurniry, r>o pets,

454-4754.

PALMS, $625, large 1 -bedroom. 2-weeks free.

1st -fsecurity. New paint, drapes, carpet.

Appliances and parking included.
(310)372-1253.

PALMS $675 1 -bed/1 -bath upper. BuiK-ins,

A/C, security system, fireplace.
(213)937-0589.

PALMS, $675. Upstairs 1 -bedroom, parking,

large private patio. Front unit on quiet

street. (310)917-1147.

PALMS, $99Vmo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

fumished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve 839-1026, Antoine 829-6727.

PALMS $850 1-bed -f den/1 -bath upper.

Built-ins, hfC, Hreplace, security system, gar-

age parking (213)937^589.

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.

#36. 2-be(V2-bath newer custom townhonw.

Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. alarm.

3614 Faris Dr. (310)391-1076.

PALMS: Large 2-bed/2-bath, den, fireplace,

private double garage, wet bar^$l 295. Rar>dy,

Agt. 470-1781.

PALMS. Single. $395. Stove & refrigerator.

(213)837-9616

RANCHO PARK studio rear private residence.

Quiet. Near bus. Available 3/15. Lease

$50Cynr>o. (818)752-9040.

WESTCHESTER, new luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath,

Fireplace, garage, dishwasher, laurHiry, inter-

com, track lighting. (310)215-9310,
546-3187.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294. ,

WESTWOOD 2 bed/ 2 bath, security, park-

ing,refrigeratos, microwave, dishwasher,

stove, balcony, fireplace, air conditioning,

pool, Jacuzzi, laundry room. $1100-1300.

(310)824-0833

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous

move-in bonus. FurnishecUunfurnished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

$550 (utilites included), large unfurnished 1-

bedroom $650, unfurnished 2-bedrooms

$1095 (310)395-2903.

WESTWOOD. Furnished bachelor. Uiiities

included. Walk to UCLA Bath and shower,

refrigerator. Hardwood floor. $475.

(310)208-6265.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION: Quiet, spa-

cious, 2 b(V2 bath, parking, gated entry.

$170(ymo. Ruth (310)395-7272.

JSI'\( lOl S MU)K\I \

\ Dishwasher/ AC/
\ Microwave

\\
Microwave

\

\ Walk-in closets. \

\

1/2 blk from
\

\
campus. Kelton

\

\ 430 Kelton \

liu
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^w^

WIS1YKX)D 2-bed/2-bath. Walking distance

Of shuttle to campus. Move in end of MarcV
April 1. Security parking, new building.

$1250/mo. Call Irene or Melanie
(310)470-9391.

WESTWOOD, GREAT LOCATION, spacious

2bc^1 bath, bachelor, parking. Immediate
occupancy, $600-$1 375/mo. Ruth
(310)395-7272.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -BEDROOM UPPER
FRONT. EXCELLENT VIEW, DINING ROOM,
PARKING. RENT BONUS. MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. (310) 839^294.

WILSHIRE-^WESTWOOD: two, three, and
three plus loft. New building, view, alarm, w/d
(310)470-1048/ (310)768-6056.

WLA-3516 jasmine. 1 -bedroom with loft.

$975/mo. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security

building, sundeck, patio. (310)836-5311.
(310)837-0761.

WLA - 3516 Jasmine. 2-bed/2-bath. $975/mo.
AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security building,

patio (310)836-5311. (310)837-0761.

WLA. $625 and up. Bachelors and singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi
with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA. $670-680. 1 -bedroom. Pool, laundry,

BBQ, appliances. 1621 Weslgale Ave. No
pets. (310)820-1121.

WLA AREA $58S/mo. Beat the tuition hikes!

Live outside the high rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, njrnished singles. Two can
live as cheaply as one! 1525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)477-4832.

WLA, beautiful, newer, gated building, from
$795, call manager (213)287-2261.

WLA/CENTURY CITY TWO BLOCKS. 1 Bed-
room $750. Bright, carpets, drapes, stove,

refrigerator, laundry facilities. Quiet building

(310)474-1172.

WLA, giant (bargain at $800), 2-bedroom
w/patio or balcony, mini-blinds, celing fans,

appliances, walk-in closet, move-in $1,450,
1 1519 Venice Blvd Apt 2 & Apt 4, 390-5065.

WLA, SPACIOUS (bargain at $675), 1 -bed-

room, mini-blir>ds, ceiling fans, appliarKes,

quiet building, move-in $1 225, 1 1 527 Venice
Blvd #7. (310)^390-5065.

WLA, SUPER (bargain at $635), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blinds, ceiling fans, appliarnres, parking,

utilities included, move-in $1210. 3637Se-
pulveda Blvd. Apt. 6 (310)390-5065.

WLA, spacious (bargain at $605), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blinds, celing fans, appliances, parking,

move-in $1180, 3637 Sepulvada Blvd #5,
390-5065.

WLA, unfurnished 1-bedroonV 1-bath. Quiet,

newly decorated, well-managed, convenient
location. $675/mo. (213)445-0644 or
(213)660-5588.

WEST LA Studio. $697 and 1 bedroom, $867.
Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool
and spa. Quiet and friendly. VISA/MC. Sedona
Village. (310)280-0692.

WLA 1 BEDROOM $695, upctairt, bright,

vyilk to market/bus. rimr tn liCLA. 1242
Barry. (310)395-2903. '

WLA. $950. 1426 Barrlngton Ave. Large

modem 2-bed/1 'A bath, stove, refrid, dw, A/C.
(310)837-0761.

Apartments to Shore 52

$425, NEAR LCLA. Large Kbedroom, share

utilities, parking. Liz (310)473-7639.

APARTMENT TO SHARE, 0¥vn bedroom, pool,

sundeck, good area, off National, M/F, smok-
ing ok. Call after 5pm. (310)836-9688.

BEL AIR — Female for huge own bedroom
fantastic apt. Pool, storage, A/C. $575/mo.
ludy (310)471-3560.

BEST DEAL IN WESTWOOD! Large bedroom,
bath, phone, garage in modem, luxurious

2-bed apartment. Jacuzzi, Nautilus, & sauna.
Move In nowl $60(ynrK». (310)575-4501.

BRENTWOOD. Private room -t- bath in extra

large 3-bedroom apartment with patio and
fireplace. $441.50^tk>. (310)826-8616.

BRENTWOOD-CRAD STUDENT & DOG to

share lovely 2-bed/2-bath w/male or female,

available april, $49C^no. (310)447-2235.

FEMALE UNDERGRADUATE to share 2 bed/2
bath beautiful apartment. BrarMi-new building,

high ceilings, balcony, security parking. Prime
Westwood location! $377/nf>onth. Stephanie
208-5138.

I^AR VETERAN AND SM. 1 -bed/1 -bath.

Roommate needed Spring quarter. Possible

own room. $375. Steve, 473-2012.

PALMS. 2-bed/1 -bath, in nice area, S375/tno+
utilities. Call Elizabeth, (310)282-7742 or

(310)836-3539.

PALMS, RESPONSIBLE MALE to share w/
professionals, quiet, clean. $3921/mo, leave

m^tiige (213)292-6926.

ROOMMATE NEEDED for beautiful apartment
In the West L^ area. Completely '"dtpft- -

1BDRM
jstarting at $700

movo-!n allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

Apartments Fumistied 50

SANTA MONICA, 1 -bed/1 -bath, $220Q/nr>o.,

at ocean, dining room, kitchen, large terrace,

Dorothy Hecht (310)395-4643,
(310)393-2761.

Apts. Unfurnistied* 51

$595, spacious 1 -bedroom, prh/acy, garderv

type building like a home, front arvi back

entry, surxieck, nice valley location in Sher-

man Oaks. One year lease required.

(310)475-9561.

$700 WLA, 1426 Barrington Ave. Large Mod-
ern 1 -bed. Stove, frig, dw, a/c. (31 0)837-0761

.

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed/1% bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

BRENTV\^OOD. Super clean. 1 -bedroom. No
pets. $700/mo. Low move-in fee.

(310)826-3638.
. ^

BRENTWOOD $950. Huge •unny 2-bed/

1%-bath. New. Vertical blinds, refrigerator,

d/w, parking, free rent w/lease.
(310)556-3158.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$80e. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. PIO) 826-8461

Large & Small Bachelor's available. Walking
distance of campus. Utilities irKluded. Call

Paul at (310)824-9754.

MAR VISTA. $760. 2-bed/1-bath upper and
lower. Newly decorated. Available r>ow. Short

commute to UCLA, close to freeway. 1 2225
Pacific Ave., apt.#3,7. (310)828-3887.

OHKD-SAWTELLE. $650. Month to month.
1-Bedrm, stove & fridge, carpets, IVi miles

from UCLA. Call (310)477-5758.

PAC PAL, $850-875, 2 Sharp, 1 Brs, Choose
upper or lower. Gated, cat O.K.
(310)315-9412.

PALMS $695-$795, large 1 and 2bedroom
units. New security building. VC, d^^, quiet

street, utilities irKluded w/tome units. 1

bus to UCLA. (310)838-3960.

SPACKXJS ONE BED. Quiet. Bundy N. of

Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049.

TOPANGA, unfurnished single attached to

private home. Stove, refrigerator. Private en-

trance Ir deck. Quiet. $750/mo.
(310)455-1155, leave message.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS AVAILABLE for

faculty/ staff, 1 & 2 bedrooms, unfurnished,

short walk to UCLA. Call 206-1947, Mon-Fri,

Sam-5pm.

WEST lA 1 -bedroom. $597. Fret utilities.

$700 moves you In. 361 1 Motor near Venice
Blvd. (310)828-2448x344.

dent, own parking, dishwasher $690 a nxMith.

Please call (818)507-4403 from 6pm-10pm.

ROOMMATEWANTED TOSHARE very large,

very nice one bedroom apt. on Levering. $450
824-5894. Possible own room. Tim.

SANTA MONICA, 2BED/2BATH. 2 blodcs to

beach. lsk>n-smoker. Security building, park-

ing. $612/mo. (310)451-4834.

SEX: FEMALE, 5-min walk to IXXA, spring qtr.,

furnished, MT, pool, elevator, security, park-

Ing, $375. (310)208-7303, Valerie.

WALK To UCLA mal^emale. Responsible,

rKKVsmoker to share 2-»-2 coryio. Secured bidg.

W parking. Fireplace, MT, dishwasher. $575
•Kitilities Annette (310)824-0229.

WLA. Beautiful, spacious, surmy apaitment-

<Mm room. Parking available. No smoking.
$38S/imo. (310)473-7620.

WLA. SPACIOUS. Own bed/bath/^hone.
Security/parkir^. ^C. Very clean, quiet.

UCLA $520. (310)445-5375.

WLA, spacious 2-bed/2-bath, $475/mo. +
*A -utilities, parking, 2-miles to UCLA. Call

evenings 010)479-7316.

YOUROWN ROOM FOR $32(yifnoolh, spring

quarter. Considerate female wanted to share

Kehon yt. (310)824-0764.

Roommates 53

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 1 BR
with 2 others, furnished, large apt., 10 min.
walk to campus, only $317/mo., available

31/21, (310)824-3645.

527 MIDVALE. MALE roommate wanted.
Heated pool, sauna, fitness room.
(310)824-0230.

AMAZING APARTMENT w/ balcony needs
female roommate for Spring Quarter.
$36fl/month. Call Paula (310)824-2120

APARTMENT TO SHARE, own bed, own bath,

BH adjacent, $525^TW. (310)657-9523.

BUSINESS CRAD k>oking for clean, responsi-

ble male to share 2 bdrrrV2 bath. Nice area.

$300-400. (818)373-5770; 7:30-1 1 .30pm,
M-Th.

FEMALE NEEDED to share huge, bright, one
bedroom apt. Furnished, parking. $367/mo.
Please call 208-4076.

FEMALE NEEDED to share bedroom in 2-bed/
2-bath furnished apaitmertt. 1 0-minute walk to

UCLA $35(Vhio. Available 3/23 to end of

Spring quarter. 010)208-5460.

FEMALE ROOMMATE. 2-f2 LARGE apt.

$325/Wio 4 1/4 utilities 4 depoaH. Security,

garage. Walk to campus. (310)208-1949.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for next year

who wants OWN ROOM, like I do.
(310)794-3212. __^
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share bed-
room in 2-bed apartment. Furnished. Cool
roomies. Available mid-March—August.
%375/mo. Stephanie 824-0014 or 652-1511
(message).

FEMAU ROOMMATE NEEDED. $29(ymo. »•
,

*A utilities. Share master bedroom in a 3-bed-
room townhouse. 479-7186.

GLENROCK: Female wanted to share 2-Be(V
2-Bath. Pool. Jacuzzi. PaHcing. Security.

$375/mo. Available Mid-March.
(310)824-2636.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER wanted to

share spacious 2 bedroom cottage. Close to

UCLA $497.5(Vmo. negotiable. Call Tom
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 - id*

13039.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, female roommate
wanted. Heated pool, sauna, fitness room,
$375/mo., Julie, 208-6216.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large 2-bed-
room with 3 girls. 'A -block from campus.

>4Mrailafafe 3/20. S403.75Ayw. 824-1774.

ROOMMATE, M/F, to share 2-bed/2-balh

apartment. Venice, $475/mo 'A -utilities.

Security, parking, near beach. (310)821-4289.

ROOMMATE WANTED to sublet and/or take
aver rent for 1 RM in 2 story apartnrwnt in SanU
Monica starting 6^2 CALL 207-5895.

ROOMMATE: own roonVbath in 2-»-2 Palms
apartment, uncovered parking, $412/mo.
Available immediately (310)202-0454.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 2-bed/
2-bath apartment in quiet building, 2-blocks

south of Wilshire. Parking, laundry, cable,

Jacuzzi. 5-minute walk to campus shuttle.

$330^. (310)478-5328, leave message.

SHARE 2-BEOI/2-BATH. Beautiful, brand new
apartnr>ent on Gayley. 1 -block from campus.
Available mid-March. Lisa (310)208-5138.

SUPER BARCAII^. Share spectacular WLA
house, female roommate $460 or 2 roonv
mates, $230/each. Parking and bus.
(310)841-0803.

VENICE ROOMMATEiNEEDED. 1 block from
beachi 2-bed/1 -bath. LARGE UPPER W/
PATK5. Parking included. Own Room. $475 +
% utilites -»- deposit. Available IMMEDIATELY
Call (310)305-7856.

WESTWOOD, FEMALE ROOMMATE, mod-
em 2-bed/2-bath, gym, Jacuzzi, gated parking,

on campus. $325/mo. Call 824-7577.

WESTWOOD, MALE ROOMMATE, $350,
Share bedroom, furnished. Spring quarter
sublet. Cable, spacious, bright, quiet bIdg.

Dan (310)208-8255>

WLA FEMALE to share large 2-bed/l-bath.

Must like cats. $445 + % -util. Leslie

(310)207-5740.
'

WLA (Male to) share 2-bedroom-2bath. Furrv

ished, vaulted ceilings. 1-mile to campus.
$340^7H>. Available 3/19. (310)470-2776.

Room for Rent SS:

BRENTWOOD, SPACOUS ROOM, HOME,
NEAR UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrance.

Pool garden. Ideal study environment.
Heavenly parking, share bath, 3-way micro-
wave $425.00. Available March 1st.

(310)476-1786
.

BRENTWOOD. $550, new, spacious, private

roonr>/bath. Separate entrance, skylight,

French doors, Italian tile, pool, garden view,

may be furnished. (310) 472-7068.

FURNISHED ROOM with private bath in

home. CkMc to LXIA Available immediately.

Kitchen privileges. $45(ymo. (310)475-5125.

MALE FOR FURNISHED ROOM. Private bath,

entrarK:e & garage. Westwood area, reference

required, (310)478-3459.

ROOM IN NICE WEST L.A HOME. Kitchen

and laundry facilities. Utilities paid. $25(Vnx>
plus ten hours a week work assisting man in

wheelchair. (310) 450-8719.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old Worid
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199A*»^
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

SEEKING SERIOUS, STUDJOUS, QUIET
MALE for furnished bedroom, WLA house.
Microwave, refrigerator. References. $325.
010)270-4387.

WOMEN'S ROOM AND BOARD
Alpha Chi Housing, 824 Hilgard, $385Ano.,
double, in€iudir>g 3 meals 5 days. Apply in

person. T.V., VCR, phones available in every
room. Quiet, beautiful home. Dinner meal
plan for $1 7Q^. available for non-residents.

Sublet 65

SPRING QUARTER SUBLET. Furnished single

apartment on Hilgard, across from campus.
Security building pool. Available 3/22—V20.
$695Ano. Parking available. Leave message,
Tom 010)397-6193.

CXMelveny ft Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing

housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

GOING OUT OFTOWN
TraS SUMMER?

WANTEDI
SUMMER SUBLfiTS/RENTALS
WEST L.A. LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (6-10 WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE HOUSD^G FOR
SUMMER LAWJCLERKS FROM
MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact Recniiting

(310)312-4187

. i'
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was larger than life in her first

meet, becoming the first woman in

collegiate history to perform a pike

full-in on floor. And she hasn't

stopped, leading UCLA in scoring

in every meet this year.

And right along with her has

been junior Amy Thome.
Expected to back up Pesce, Faehn,

MiUTOw and Paula Rasmussen on
the all-around this year, Thome
has finished second to Marrow in

all but the first meet
*Tm surprised,** Thome admits.

**At flrst actually I was, because I

was wondering if it was a fluke.

But as more and mere meets come,
Fm gaining confidence, and if you
believe in yourself, it'll happen.**

That confidence is something

that Bull and Kondos try to focus

on, and Thome's development was
something they saw coming.

**It hasn*t surprised me at all.

Ever since she was a young kid,

she*s been one of the best gym-
nasts in the country,** Bull said. **It

was a matter of her trusting

herself.**

**She*s extremely talented and

has been for years,** Kondos said.

And most recently, the Bruins

were sparked by Michelle Hunt*s

amazing performance in Saturday

night*s Paul Mitchell Invitational

in Pauley Pavilion.

Hunt, who had been out of

action for nearly two years due to

knee surgery, brought the raucous

crowd to its feet with her 9.6 on
balance beam.

'*It was incredible,** Hunt said

smiling. *'Once I got started, it all

came back. It had been the longest

day, but right after I felt greaL**

"I think that Michelle*s perfor-

mance indicates the type of person

that she is,** Bull said. ''She never

settles for less than her best, and it

just proves that good things come
to good people.**

*'I couldn't have asked more of

her,** Kondos added. **That (her

performance) made the evening.**

It should be those type of

performances that characterize the

rest of the year for the Bruins.
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Call today and we'll tutor you before our course begins and

help you with the application process at no extra charge.
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House for Rent 56 Vocation Rentals 71 Services Offered 96 Music Lessons

BRENTWOOD HILLS, $2,500 -• Security.

Spadouf, 4+2 boufc with view. Excellent

area. Newly decorated. Flexible move-in
tenm. 1 year leaie. (818) 789-3076.

BRENTWOOD HILL, 4-BEDROOMS/
3-BATHS, family room, den. View, spacious

and private. Nice backyard. $2,90G^no. (31 0)

454-0356.

CULVER Cmr. $975. Front house: 2-bed.

Carpet, blinds, stove, washer, dryer, parking.

(310)477.0681.

NEAR CENTURY CITY. Elegant, spacious,

large. For lease $2,90Q^no. Contact Loretta,

Fred Sands (310)838-1600 ext.6441.

PALMS, 3-bedroonV 1-bath. Private garage,

nice view, backyard. $1400/mo.
(310)820-4806.

WLA, NEAR UCLA, 1 -bedroonVI -bath, den,

t^y^f^yff^ iLwi—^ Stove, tUstuothtx^ ftncT^

SOUTH LAKE TAHOE. 2-bed/ 2-bath condo
(on lake). Ski, casino, Jacuzzi. Available

3/21-3/28. $60/night (or $350/week).
(702)677-0102.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

student discount. Static Lir^, Tandem and

AFF. Call for a firee brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

grounds, laundry. SIlOO/mo.^CalT T3lO)
477-8124 between 9am.-12pm. arKi 4-6pm.

House to Share 67

HOUSE: OWN ROOM/BATH. Garden, pool,

Jacuzzi, maid. $650 'A utilities. 476-3679.

ROOMW/ BATH, 1% -miles South of campus.

All privileges. Available imnrwdiately. $450.

D1 0)470-2206.

WESTWOOD. Master bedroom w/bath in

house for rent. Walk to UCLA. $50G^m>. plus

utilities. (310)476-5715.

Housing Needed 60

TEMPORARY HOUSINCVSUBLETS needed for

summer Interns: May 1992 through Sept.

1992. Please call Oaniela Odona at Latham &
Watklns (213)485-1234.

Room/Board for Help 62

ROOM&BOARD in exchange for afterschool

chiUcare. Walk lo UCLA. Start now or later.

(310)475-1297.

Townhouse for Rent 66

PALMS, 2 bed/2bath. Townhouse Security

BuiWing. Fireplace, central air, $1 05(Vmo. 24
hrs. call-(21 3)204-4230.

Condos for Sale 67

FABULOUS VIEW-ALL WINDOWS, 8th
*'

floor, Westwood village, 2-bed/1 -bath, free

valet parking, pool, spa, $279,000. K.C.

D1 0)445-7778.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,

276-6331.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRICX)R/CLOSE TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1 BR/1 BA
$109K,2BR/2BA $188k. Call Bob/Agent

(213)470-1781.
.

WLA 3-BED/2-BATH, balcony, security build-

ing, end unit, good kKation, lowest price.

$199,000. (310) 454-0356.

Condos for Rent 69

WLA CONDO: Ul, $825, fomlshed. Near

bus ar>d gym. No pets, no smoking. Nice.

(310)447-1637.

Guest House fof Rent 70

CULVER CITY. $565. Single guesthouse. Car-

pet, blinds, stove, refrigerator, parking.

(310)477-0681. ^__
EXCELLENT AREA in cheviot hills, close to

campus. 1 -bedroom. Beautiful backyard. Fruit

trees. $75(VWh>. (310)204-6363.

WILSHIRE/ LA CIENEGA, Guesthouse/ studio

for rant SSISAno. 931-7628.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHINC--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

ChHd Care 90

GRANDMOTHER, mature, pleasant, can take

care of your baby overnight at your home.
References. (818)781-8087.

Insurance <>1

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

arKi library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

TO C;ET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(21 3)653-36(X). We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

WORDPROCESSINC: resunrtes, termpapers,

APA format. Reasonable rates. Pick-up and

delivery available. Marianne (310)390-2298.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. PHD gives

txpcrt help. Fast, reasonable. (310) 476-01 1 4.

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

$2(Vhr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

)ean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Ting|e;Teaching AssocVNate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All levels/Uyles. Santa Monica.
(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. Cty Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

HATE AUTO INSURANCE
;.L .III no [Jill .ii;!(; iiisiir.ini r is

roiiuirt'tl t)v 1.1 '.' So lor .i

FREE LOWER QUOTE cjll

213)85? 7175 (818)34?-1510

BEST PRICE ins AGENCY

ilitoring Offered^ :$&:

AgTION RESUMES. Writing, editing, desktop
publishing. Professional quality, laser fonts.

Sirti Irtnnicj, Qonni (3 10)43$-4807.

•••CARING TUTOR—BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-

ERY TO MASTERY!
(818)545-0960

CALL RENEE

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CALL (21 3)263-BEST. Insured

24ft truck FULLY Equipped for ALL niKyves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, pianos,

o.k. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok Student discount. Friernily

(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S nfwving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rell-

able. lerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

Short^ong distarx:e. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
sUndardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways

to become confident and self-rellanL For

FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TROUBLE WITH MATH? RETIRED MATH
PROFESSOR OFFERS FREE TUTORING FOR
NEEDY STUDENTS; ALL LEVELS.
(310)474-3681.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; GMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4years experience. Mark, 852-1298.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSaOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-10^

RESUMES FOR RESULTS. The interview

getters! Expert writing/laser printing.

Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual

appeal. Fran (818)999-3034.

WINNING RESUMES; 1 -hr service. Our clients

get^resuhs. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

8 Ays/7 NIGHTS COMPLETE Orlando/
Bahamas vacation for 2 adults. IrKludes air-

fare. Call 645-2002.

JET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or <vW!) AIRHITCH,
458-1006.

Tutoring Needed 99

ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTOR for

Foreign Professional. Currently fluent in Engl-

ish, desired emphasis on correct grammer and
essay/business letter writing. Call Mark
(310)451-1018.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

Typing 100
London

Services Offered 96

CAN'T PAY FOR REG FEES? WE CAN HELP!

CALL CHARLES AT UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE, 310-398-7786.

CALL NOWl

BEAR'S EDITING
All aubjecta. Thcaea/Dteaeriatlans

Propoaala and Books.

Foreign stiidenta welcome.

PAPOB NOT FOB SALE
Sharoo Bear, PhJ>
(213)4704—2

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

RESEARCH, WRTTWIG, ediiiig

Al Uvefe-AN Subieds
Foraign Studems Weloofne

Fan, ProlsMnnal-Oualhr Guaranteed
Papers not lor sale

Can RatMMch 310477 8226
M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

LEARN BASIC COMPUTER OPERATION IN 6

HOURS I Intro to DOS, file management,

installing and running progranu. Weekly semi-

nars 9-12 TAh, W/Fri. FUTUREKIDS.
(213)474-3034.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and

profescional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

A-l BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-OAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES

.

EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocesaing-anything (irKluding disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editinf^graphics available. Laser printer. Near

campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TAPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-

TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM LXIA 310-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 827-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser prirvting, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(310)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

ANGELICA'S SECRETARIAL SERVICES: IBM &
MAC. Laser printing. Student discounts. Pick

up/delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? Mac, postscript later.

Flyers, business cards, legal/medical transcrip-

tion, dissertations. 7-days. Brentwood.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for papersAheses etc. Mac
W^, free campus pickup^delivery Michael

(310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPINC> (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING in my
honw. High quality laser printer. Weekerwis

U^ evenings. OK. Dee (310)398-1217.

WORDPROCESSING specialixing in theses,

dissertatiorts, trar^scription, manuscripts,

resumes. SanU Monica (31 0)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

Costa Rka $M5*
Paris $W7*
Tahiti $t85*
Ncwyprk $149*

Miami $179*
'Fwes are each way from U» Angeles based on a

roundtrippiichasc. RestrictKxv apply. Faressubtect

to charge without notice and taxes not included.

Op«a Satiirdays Itani • tpm

Cound Traud
1093 Broxton Ave #220
Los Ans€lcs,CA 90024

310-208-3551

Travel Tickets 106

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

S39S/person. Valid 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3087.

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, Roundtrip for

two. $15CVperson. Valid or\e year. Limited

offer. (800)352-3087.

Autos for Sole 109

1987 HYUNDAI EXCa GLS 5-door hatch-

back, 5-speed, white, with sunroof, rur>s great.

$2200. (310)390-2298.

1990 TOYOTA 4-RUNNER, V-6. Immaculate,

VC, full power -ftow package, stereo, cassette,

CD, cruise corHrol, deluxe interior, sunroof,

mag wheels, new, $25,000, $1 7,995, firm.

(310)457-2451.

102 Autos for Sole 109

CHRYSLER LASER '85. Good running condi-

tion. Automatic, A/C, AM/FM Cassette, 93,000
miles, S1980obo (310)578-2281.

BMW 3181 1984, Red, 5-speed, great shape,

sunroof, tape deck, etc., $5700 o.b.o.

(310)279-2790.

DATSUN 210, '81, 4spd, smog certified, new
battery, runs well, 11 IK miles, $1,10(Vobo,

(310)372-1998.

HONDA ACCORD LXi, 4-door, 1986, blue,

1 1 7k miles, automatic, excellent corxiition,

sunroof. $6500. Mollie (310)699-7500.

PEUGEOT 505s TLIRBO DIESEL, '81 , Automa-
tic, power sunrooC^virHk)Ws, centr. lock, ^C,
stereo, new tires, $23(X)-, call Bo day:

(310)825-3114 night: (310)826-5073.

RABBIT CONVERTIBLE, green/ white, 74k
miles. 6-month warranty. A/C, cassette, excel-

^Ut cor^drtion. Broken hearted. 2n6 owqg..
$389(yobo. (310)474-4506/ ext. 226.

VW GTI, '83, silver, sunroof, AM/FM cassette

inckjded. $210Q/obo. Call days 744-9637 or

eves 820-3695.

VW JETTA 1 980, RUNS WELL, GOOD BODY,
AUTOMATA. $220(VOBO (213)292-2045
MIKE OR ANGIE.

Motorcycles for Sole 114

KAWASAKI NINIA 250. Excellent condition,

6K miles, like new, accessories, $200(Vobo.

Fernando (310)276-0372.

KAWASAKI CSR 650, 1981, $575/obo.
HONDA CB 750, 1981, $55CMx>. Both run

good. (310)828-6402

MOTORCYCLE: '83 Yamaha 550 SECA (new
in '87). 22k miles. New tires, chain and
battery. Excellent condition. $1100.
Includes lock and helmet. Call Pietro

477-5398.

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 1971, restored to

perfection. 1,300 miles. Golden white classic

for only $2,85(yobo. (310)828-6402.

Scooters for Sole 115

1986HONDA ELITE 80. Red. Good condition.

$50(VOBO. Barry (310)479-4831.

87 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue with kryptonite

lock. $650. 475-0929.

ELITE 80. 1987 White, very low miles. Great

Condition. $650. Must sell. (310)473-3068.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1400m, 6-months used,

neaHy new, UCLA visiting professor. Must sell,

S950/obo, (818)789-8323.

HONDA ELITE 1 50, excellent condition, blue.

300 ntiles. AM/FM stereo. New battery, hd-
met. $1600. (310)824-2676.

TWO HONDA SCOOTERS. '85HONDA,
'80RED, Very clean, low miles, runs great.

$800. '85Honda 150. Red, runs vvell. $750.

(310)204-0918

YAMAHA 180 SCOOTER, 1984, 17,345
miles. New battery, tires and brakes. Runs
great. $50(Vobo. Paul 3910285.

Bargain Box 125

ENCYaOPEDIAS 1 991 , cost $1 600, sacrafice

$300. Sofa/love $595. Dinette, desk, wall unit,

bunk-beds $150 each. Recliner $195, bed-

room set $495, mattres^pring^ $1 50, dining

room set $1200. Unused! (310)393-2338.

Furniture for Sole 126

BRAND NEW SOFA AND LOVESEAT. Still

wrapped in plastic. Unbelievable price. Sacri-

fice at $295. (310)695-8432.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Musical instruments 129

'72 AMERICAN STANDARD FENDER STRA-

TOCASTER -Blackie- Maple Neck, Great

Shape Sacrifice $40Q/obo (310)399-9240.lape

Typewriter/Computer 134

386 IBM COMP. BOMB HD, 1MB RAM,
software. EPSON LQ printer, Hercules mono-
graphics monitors. Best offer. (213)931-4228.
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A SERVICE OF ASHES «r .

ASH
WEDNESDAY

MARCH 4
at noon

WESTWOOD PLAZA

sponsored by
UNIVERSITY RELIGIOUS CONFERENCE

208-5055

TENNIS
From page 36

1, 7-5, in the No. 3 singles match.
The Toreros* Ignacio Martinez

brought a 10-0 record into his No.
4 singles match with UCLA senior

Bill Behrens, who proceeded to

give the freshman his first collegi-

ate defeat

Behrens showed that his foot is

fully recovered alter two surgeries

by punmieling Martinez, 6-0, 6-2.

Behrens ran his record to 3-0 with
the victory.

David Nainkin struggled a bit in

his match in the No. 5 position

before earning a 6-3, 7-6, victory

over USD's Philippe Hofmann.
UCLA freshman Robert

Janecek easily captured his second
straight victory in the No. 6
position with a 6-1, 6-1, victory

over Rob Seward.
Then came the rains, leaving the

Bruins with a 5-0 victory and
Knowles and Noriega with a no
decision.

V0I1£Y
From page 36

of a challenge to get the troops
fired up to play the No. 4 Trojans
(4-4 and in fourth place in the

Wilson Division of the WIVA).
We're both struggling to.just

make the playoffs." said Scales,

whose Bruins are tied for the last

guaranteed playoff spot from the

Dtvfsion. 'They alwayT"
bring their band and cheerleaders

and make a general nuisance out of
things. It makes for an interesting

match to say the least It's a big
match for both teams, in fact

probably the biggest of the season
so far."

Making tonight's event doubly
special is the pre-match retirement
of former UCLA AU-American
and Athletic Hall of Famer Sinjin

Smith's No. 22. He will join feUow
UCLA Hall ofFamer Kirk Kilgour
as the only Bruins to have their

jerseys retired.

Smith was a two-time All-

American setter, leading UCLA to

two national titles and an 85-9
record from 1976-79, including the

first undefeated season (30-0) in

school history in 1979. He cur-
rendy is the leading tournament
and money wirmer on the pro
beach tour with 128 victories and
over $1 million in winnings.

Scales hopes the attendance of a
former Bruin great at tonight's

game will inspire his players to a
better performance than they put
forth last Saturday at UC Santa
Barbara.

UCLA will need a match to

remember against the Trojans and
their imposing spikers. Among the
Trojans' biggest swings this sea-

son have been taken by technique
hitter Dave Derocher, sophomore
quick hitter Chris Underwood (the

nation's leader in hitting percen-
tage at .552) and swing hitter Jason
Mulholland (5.36 kills, 2.39 digs
per game).

Scates said Mulholland, a 6-

foot-7-inch freshman from Ontar-
io, Canada, receives most of the

sets from Aaron Boone. Scates
also emphasized that the Bruins
must serve tough in order to keep
the ball away from the potent USC
middle attack of Underwood and
the lone returner from 1991, Jason
Perkins.

The Trojans clearly are not what
they were in '91, as a loss of five

starters including national Player
of the Year Bryan Ivie has reduced
their high yet unfulfilled hopes of
last season. But, as Scates made
clear. UCLA's cross-town rival is

never to be counted out of any
championship run, let atone the

always intense regular season
match-up.

i» I i« i^M^
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Shon Tarvsr
UCLA Sport* Info

BASKEreALL
From page 36

when I am in."

Tarver is averaging 11.6 points

per game, putting him4hird (mtbe
squad.

Despite UCLA being in the

midst of its longest losing streak in

two years, Harrick said that he is

not ready to panic.

^'I thought that our effort against

Duke was outstanding," Harrick
said. '*It was no disgrace to lose to

Notre Dame and USC on the road,

the way those teams are playing."

Poor shooting may have cost the

Bnrina a vic^iry ov^ the Bl
Devils.

*^e had the opportunity to be
up by 12 or 14 points at halftime,"

Harrick said, as UCLA led Duke
by only five points at intermission.

*t)ur shots just didn't fall against

Duke. We can't afford to have
breakdowns like that against
Duke.

"I was disappointed with our

play at the end of the first half. We
took some ill-advised shots," Har-
rick said.

In particular, Harrick referred to

a shot by forward Ed O'Bannon
with 10 seconds left before inter-

mission. The Bruins led by eight

points, and were holding the ball

for the final shot of the half.

However, O'Bannon shot too

early, giving Duke time to get offa
final shot Blue Devil forward
Brian Davis converted a three-

point play with three seconds left,

when he was fouled by Edney. So
instead of leading by eight, or
possibly 10 points, UCLA led by
only five points at halftime.

Three consecutive losses on
national television may have cost

the Bruins a shot at a No. 1 seed in

the NCAA Tournament In this

week's Associated Press rankings,

UCLA dropped from fourth to

ninth, which is the towest the

Bruins have been ranked since

pre-season.

However, with fourth-ranked

Arizona and eighth-ranked USC
moving up in this week's poll, the

Pac-10 is die only conference in

the nation to have three teams
ranked in the top 10.

*'(The Pac-10) has a chance to

get 1-2-2 seeds," Harrick said,

meaning that the conference win-
ner would get a No. 1 seed, while

the other two teams would get No.
2 seeds.

*'I would prefer to stay in the

West region, rather than be a
higher seed in another region,"

Harrick said.

Sunday's crowd of 13,023 set a

Pauley Pavilion single-game atten-

dance record for UCLA basket-

ball. Harrick was extremely
pleased with the fan support

*'I woukl like to publicly thank

the student body, they were fan-

tastic. All that support (they gave

us) was great," Harrick said.

Cmon. .

.
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ADVERTISE

825-2161
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\IT() INSLRANCE .„„ „h. NERD FACTOR
There is indeed a Top Rated Domestic Insurer right here in Westwood Village that has exceptionally
low rates for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good driving record and reasonable licensed
experience you will be pleasantly surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average, you will be
positively shocked.

You see. we truly appreciate nerds (or those with ncrdy tendencies). We iq)plaud your commitment to do
well in school because this means that you wiU most likely do well in life. Let us show you first hand
that your pursuit of excellence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsurAidc Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548

coma iMSES
Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

.^Westwood Village

208-3011
Monday SpeciaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

o UCLA REPORT CARD

Selection A

o
Service A

Location A

o
Price A

4.0

This year make the
Grade with l\AILLER

MILLER INFINITI, v^ Nuys

{FILLER MITSUBISHI, Van Nuys

MILLER NISSAN, van Nuys

MILLER TOYOTA. Culver City

818-782-1000

818-780-7799

818-787-8400

213-559-37>7

**TAKE $100 OFFANYCAR. with valid UCU\ Student ID presented on date of
purchase**

"
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H.UCLA

OUSING

UNIVERSITYAPARTMENTS
NORTH

— Short Walk to Campus

First come first served basis.

ON CAMPUS HOUSING

— Get better grades

!

Residence Hall tutors

Computer labs

Study and review

— Sessions -.

- Optional meal plan

- Month to Month Rental

- Fully Furnished

- Roommate Matching Service

Available

- Walk or bike to:

Cultural and Sporting

activities

Classes and libraries

-* Choose dining options!

Three different meal

plans

Deli snack bar, cafe

grill, and pizzeria

Sack lunches/ASUCLA
food coupons

University Apartments/North

625 Landfair Avenue #1

Los Angeles, CA. 90024-2461

PHONE: (310) 825-2293

FALL QUARTER 1992

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
APPLICATION DEADLINE:

MARCH 3L 1992

For application and information

— contact:

—

J. i

On Campus Housing

270 De neve Drive

Los Angeles, CA. 90024

PHONE: (310) 825-4271
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DIRECTOR
THE JAMES S.COLEMAN

AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.

LOS ANGELES (UCLA)

The University of California at Los Angeles is seeking a new
Director of its African Studies Center. Qualified applicants
should possess: (1) a strong scholarly research and
publication record with an emphasis in African Studies; (2)
demonstrated concern for the development of interdisciplinary

research and teaching; (3) the ability to administer budgetary,
personnel and related processes; and (4) the ability to obtain
and manage external support for the Center. Administrative
experience is desirable. Above all, we are looking for a
dynamic individual to provide intellectual and programmatic
leadership for the African Studies Center. The new Director
must currently be a tenured member of the faculty at UCLA.
The position is available July 1. 1992.

The James S. Coleman African Studies Center was
established as an Organized Research Unit in 1958 to
generate and coordinate research programs that cover a
road range of African affairs and disciplines, with special

strength in the teaching of African languages.

Please direct inquiries, nominations and applk:ations by March
20, 1 992, to th^ African Studies Center Search Committee, c/o
Ms. Nancy Duggan, Offk:e of the Chancelbr, 140501. UCLA
is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Billiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

Tonight! •<

S>U>B a nice group from Seattle.

Tomorrow • Noon
WWP • FREE!

IN THE EVENT OF RAIN. THE CONCERT WILL BE HELD
IN ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM AT 11:00 AM

Night!
$3 Yards

of Budweiser

$2 Half-Yards

of Budweiser

$lJeUo Shots
v^

F^
Ut

_ <

- 3

b

Get Out The vote!
-» giveaways

sign up to win a froB
to MOW VOttft

trip

'egistratii

l_l.lS/f

Daily Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1 1 835 Wilshire Blvd.
Just West of Barrington

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 2

1
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SIX-PAC
From page 35

ball coach Bobby Knight look like

a saint, must not have been too

pleased at his team's performance

last season. A preseason No. 1

choice, the Sun Devils slumped to

a fifth place fmish in the Six-Pac

and did not make the toumamenL
ASU suffered from weak pitch-

ing. Sun Devil hurlers posted an

unsightly 5.S4 ERA last season,

and averaged approximately nine

hits and six walks each game.

So Brock went out and lecruited

himself a fine pitching staff,

bringing in transfers Jeff Matran-

ga, Kevin Rawitzer and Sean
Lowe. Combined with Doug
Newstrom, No. 14 ASU should

have no more problems holding

tk>wn the opposition.

Todd Steverson, Scott Samuels

and Brett Weinberger compose
one of the top hitting outHelds in

the country. Freshman Antone
Williamson is projected to be an

instant sensation at third base,

while KurtEhmann is a pre-season

AU-American at second.

ASU*s only weakness is a lack

ofpower. Top home run hitters Jim

Austin and Mike Kelly were
drafted last year. Other than that,

though, the Sun Devils are a

legitimate College World Series

team.

''We have a k>t of new faces, but

they are very experienced. We are

banking on immediate contribu-

itiQBS tern a kH of the players w€b

have brought in. The staff expects

this team to win right now and all

signs indicate they will,** said

Brock who's team is 1-2 in the

conference and 11-5 overall.

Arizona

The Wildcats were picked in the

conference coaches pre-season

poll to win the Six-Pac, and it only

takes one look at their hitting to see

why.

Kindairs Wildcats have easily

the best hitting in the conference.

Led by first baseman Billy Owens
and leflfielder Robbie Moen, No.

24 Arizona is currently hitting .35

1

as a team and averages over eight

runs scored a game.
Junior transfers Chris Gump at

second base and Jason Bates at

shortstop give the Wildcats a tough

up the middle combination.

On the mound, Arizona will

depend on the pitching of sopho-

mores Tim Schweitzer and Mike
Schiefelbein. So far, the two h^ve

combined for an 8-1 fecord, tod
each picked up the win in the series

victory over USC.
But the duo will have to pitch

well throughout the entire season,

as the Wildcats are not blessed

with the strongest of buUpens.
Currently, Arizona stands at 2-1

in the ilix-Pac, and 14-8 overall.

USC

Last season's conference
champions were ranked No. 1 in

the country for most of the year,

before falling in the semifinals of

the West regional.

However, many of last season's

stars were drafted by professional

teams, leaving the Trojans weak at

the plate. As a result. Southern

Cal's hitting has struggled, which
was evident in 1 -0 and 2- 1 losses to

Arizona this weekend.
However, Mike Gillespie's

Trojans (8-9, 1-2) wUl be saved by
a strong pitching staff, paced by
Six-Pac pitcher of the year Jackie

Nickell.

"Having lost so much offensive

talent, it appears we won't be
expected to finish among the Top 3
in the conference," Gillespie said.

**But we anticipate having out-

standing pitching and I think we'll

make a much stronger run at the

conference championship than

most people think."

Hockey makes playoffs
By Heather Dufiy

Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA ice hockey team skated onto the ice Friday morning for its

finJ game of the regular season, and skated off with a 3-1 win over Cal-

Tech that clinched a playoff berth for the Bruins.

Coming out strong and maintaining momentum throughout the game,
the Bruins scored in all three periods. The first goal of the game belonged

to UCLA, coming with 19 seconds left in the first period. With the Bruins

shorthanded, UCLA's Kurt Zimmermann brought the puck down the ice

for an unassisted goal.

**I picked it up in our zone, skated around their defenseman and
scored," Zimmermann said.

CalTech found its first goal in the second period, coming with 10:13

left, but UCLA closed the period with another Zimmermann goal, off a

pass from Bob Jarvis in the final two seconds. The Bruins led after two
periods, 2-1.

During the third period, CalTech was held scoreless. Jarvis added one
more goal to the Bruins* scoreboard with nine minutes remaining in the

game, assisted by Scoa Davis and Chris Carrington. At the final buzzer,

UCLA was on top, 3-1.

*'I thought we played a very good game," Zimmermann said. *Their

one goal came when the puck bounced off one of our skates."

Ending the season with a 10-9-1 league record, the third-place Bruins

will advance to the playoffs, along with USC, Stanford, and Cal. The
playoffs will be a round-robin tournament this coming weekend in

Fresno. Zimmermann is optimistic about the Bruins* shot at the

championship.

"We have a very good shot at it. We haven't played Berkeley since

November, but we beat USC in the last game, we beat CalTech, and we
tied Stanford the last time we played them. We*ve been much better in the

second half of the season." Zimmermann said.

The Bruins will head to Fresno with a smaller roster, playing without

Duffy Cutler, Scott Birdsall, and Alan Kapen, who is sidelined with a

l»x)ken wrist

Lacrosse splits Arizonas

The UCLA lacrosse team found
itself in two 17-8 games last

weekend. Unfoctunately for the

Bruins (5-4), only one of those

games was a win.

UCLA came out strong Satur-

day against Arizona State, jumped
out to an 8-0 lead, and never

looked back on the way to a 17-8

victory. UCLA capitalized on
Arizona State's zone defense early

and often, forcing the Sun Devils

to go to the more conventional

man-to-man defense used by
UCLA.

"It was a well rounded effort,"

said middle Kurt Kilgore. "It was
one of the first games where the

attackmen, middies, and defense-

men all played well."

Middie Paul Johnston displayed

his offensive talents by notching a

team-high 5 goals.

"He's a lefty, which is a big

advantage in our offense. He.

executed perfectly and showed
incredible hustle," said teammate

Ross Mayfield.

Forward Jeff Elkun's five goals

matched Johnston's total, while

attackman Andrew Washburn
scored 8 points (3 goals, 5 assists),

and Nick Heldfond scored 7 points

(3 goals, 4 assists).

The score on Sunday against

Arizona was also 17-8 but this time

it was the Bruins on the k)sing end.

UCLA came out flat after the game
was delayed, while both teams

waited for the referees to arrive.

"We were tired from the game
before, and then with the delay, we
became stagnant There was no
momentum. Wejust didn't get into

it," said middie Alex Butkus.

"Arizona was a good team. We
could have given them a run, but

somehow it didn't come together,"

said Mayfield.

Women's gymnastics
team coming together
By Zach Domlnltz
Daily Bruin Staff

"According to schedule"

would be about the worst way
possible to describe this year

for the women's gymnastics

team.

First, UCLA lost senior Gina
Pesce to knee surgery, and then

lost its fu*st two meets of the

season, to Oregon State and
Georgia.

Along the way, junior Rhon-
da Faehn, sophomore I>enise

Stott, and freshman Megan
Fenton were all bothered by
petty injuries.

And the team*s scores

reflected it

Usually one of the top six

teams in the nation, the Bruins

dropped in the polls to No. 9,

and they failed to break the

190.0 combined score until the

fourth meet of the year.

But things have been turning

around in Westwood. The
Bruins have won four straight

meets, and they know that their

scores haven*t been indicative

of their abilities.

"It all hasn*t come together

in one evening yet,** co-head

coach Valorie Kondos said.

"It's been a matter of circum-

stance."

Co-head coach Scott Bull

agrees.

"In meets where we had an

opportunity to score high, we
didn't take advantage of it, and

on occasions where we did

well, the judges haven't been

cooperating," he said. "It's just

a matter of timing."

It's r true. When Bull and

Kondos added up the team 's top

scores this year, it came out to

193.9, more than two points

higher than their best meet total.

'To say that we're that caliber

of team (193.9) isn't specula-

tion, it's fact," Kondos said.

Leading the charge from the

get-go has been freshman sen-

sation Kareema Marrow. An
inch shy of five feet. Marrow

Se^ W.QYM, page 29

MATADOR PARTY SERVICE
'CHce^T>»€A^/4a''

Beach Party
Western Days
Mysteiy Nigrit

MardI uras

PARTY THEMES
Hawaii Luau Lobsters & Libations
Casablanca Casino Night
Snow Party Clam Bake
Gangbangers Valentine's Day ^ov^^'-

WE HAVE IT ALL, FROM: Locations, music/entertainment, transportation, food and
beverages, pictures and video. FROM 50 TO 5,000, WE
TAKE CARE OF IT ALL FOR YOU!

PLUS: We carry liability insurance for any location...and we
require NO advance deposits to be refunded later!

AND: We can work with your budget...even saving you money.

MORE: We can arrange away trips to P.S.. Mountains, Las Vegas
and morel

PHONE 31 0-375-1 331 FAX 31 0-375-2870

T^cH/^ui^ a^d 7^ciUh<:^ 'DfXH t ^?Hix

BRUIN BASH

Two for One Combo Deal
Buy any combination of a Baja, Sonora,

or Durango and the 2nd is FREE!

(Coupon good one per discount/not valid with other offers/offer ends 3/1 5/92)

...and stay for Acapuico late night...

Best Late Night Happy Hour in the Village

9 pm - Closing

1 109 Glendon • Westwood Village • 208-3884^

u' \

viding Great Care

ForAll Women

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
•Pregifiancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

^^CIATES

/
iAta
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Copeland's Sports

AIR FLIGHT Hi
BASKETBALL

Full grain Ivather uppwr basketball
•ho« with visible Air sole
unit in heel. Sold in 1991

for $95. Disc, style.

49
NIKE BASKETBALL

KID'S NIKE
QUANTUM

FORCE HIGH

NIKE AIR
ULTRA FORCE

3/4
Full grain

leather
upper.
Disc.
style.

A PAIR

NIKE AIR
FLIGHT LITE

LOW
Sold in

19«1 for
$120.
Disc.
style.

DOORBUSTERS
TUmiTEC
QUIXOTE
SUPREME

nylon
upper

NI-TEC
SNASTA NIKER

BrealHabI*
nylon
suede
upper

NIKEMVLOM
CORTEZ
Liftitwetflit

RIODELL
MEXICO 3/4

Leather
upper.

LbeshettMll
•hoe.

BASEBALL GLOVES
MIZUNO 1220

GLOVE
Morth Anterican

steerhMle.1? inch uie*.

i<ouM« ~T" open web.
custom formed

pocket. Super Hea

MIZUMO 1 300

GLOVE
Tnpte -T" ope
wMe. round pocket,
Mg 1 3 inch 4ize.
North Amencan

RAMfLIMGS
NOUUMRVJUi
RASERALL
GLOVE

Limited collectors
edition commemorating
Nolan Hyan's 300th
victory All leather

shell

RAMfLIMGS
RRG36

RASERALL
GLOVE

12 1/2 si«e. paXm pad
fastback wMh Holster
deai(«i. all leattier
shell, basket web

BASEBALL SHOES

LIME DRIVE III
Available in Black

A White.
Sl«<

\>i
13

Special Croup

KID'S MSEIAU
Shoes front
Miiuno &

Mitre
Suei

_ 1 6

MINE
WfOMEM'S AIR SLAM

jfnalite upper.
. stylo.

Sices
t 13

ATHLETIC APPAREL

^ CLEARANCE
COMTINUES %i^f^ SKIS.
BOOTS* BINDINGS &

SKIWEARI
EXERCISE

INTIRNATIOMAL
MfllQHT PLATES
ANY COMBINATION

100 LBS.

Bf»»rt«*l yrwwii of 9
IntrrnAVtion**! pleit** muai

•n 100 III tnc r»fn«*nlte «l
i*f*f»rasim>il*- prtnlvrf

HDCNIAO

Hammer tens Nnlah
steel handles

Available In asserted

p%n LB
Based on

approilmats printed
^^^poundaee^^^

WEIGHT pmrEs
roR

$
Special group of standard 1 inch hole plates must be purchased

in 100 lb increments of ^ppronimiite printed poundage. AwMilable in
25. 10. 7 12.5 and 2 1 '2 pound pl.ile*

QM.ln«lllr^ I turv limiird to viotk an h.tn4l Advrtliwrf mrrcli.ind<«r m.%, br .•.iil.ibl* »\ \A* pr«»» in u^onimq
Mtet r«n«l>. Rrful.i' iKi91n.1l ,ind currrr! pric»« rtrr oHrnnf pnrrt only .md may or m^y no* h.«»e rrtulird

in otUv^ PrKvt mrfy ch-ingr *H»r 3 9 9?

Copeland's Sports
1001 IMESTWOOD BLVD
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Softball road trip neariy over
By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA Softball team's long

road is finally about to come to an

end.

The top-ranked Bniins (18-0),

who have played their last sixteen

games on the road, play their fmal

non-league doubleheader this

afternoon at Cal Poly Pomona.
UCLA starts the Pac-10 season

this Saturday against Arizona State

but will fu^t get a tune-up against

the Broncos (11-4).

**It*s always difficult to be on the

road so much at the beginning of

the season," UCLA coach Kirk

Walker said. **Bot, the team has

done a really good job in not

allowing it to show up on the

field."

The Bruins did defeat the

Broncos in all four games last year

but do not expect Cal Poly Pomona
to roll over on their home field.

*Thcy haven*t been a strong

team in the past three or four years,

but they always give us a run every

time they play us," Walker said.

**It*s different on the road, and
hopefully, we'll be mentally pre-

pared to play them."

Still, UCLA should not have

DoDe Wolman
UCLA Sporti Info

many problems against the inde-

pendent Broncos. Recently, the

Bruin pitching staff has been

extremely strong in shutting down
opposing offenses.

The pitching staff, considered

the best in the country, has a 0.29

team ERA. Honda Award winner

Lisa Fernandez leads the Bruins

with a perfect 8-0 record and 65
strikeouts and has a 0.13 ERA.

Heather Compton, who threw a

no-hitter in her last outing against

Long Beach State, has also been

impressive so far this year. Com-
pton is 6-0 with a 0.67 ERA.

The third pitcher in the Bruin

stable is DeDe Weiman, who has

been untouchable. Along with

throwing two no-hitters and one
two-hitter, Weiman has tallied a

4-0 record and 0.00 ERA.
UCLA batting averages will

also be likely to improve after

today's games. The Bruin bats

were loud at Long Beach last

weekend and have been hitting at a

strong .322 team clip.

Yvonne Gutierrez has been
hitting the ball at a blistering pace
lately and leads the team with a

.491 batting average. Gutierrez

also leads the team in extra-base

hits (four homenins, six doubles,

and three triples) and RBI (25).

Gutierrez isn't the only one
hitting the ball, though. Fernandez
has been as effective at the plate as

she has been on the mound, hitting

.407 with 10 RBL
Leadofif batter Kathy Evans is

yet another Bruin hitter that has

compiled excellenj; statistics. The
^^hman center fielder is current-

ly hitting .400 and leads the team in

runs scored with 17.

Other Bruin standouts include

KcUy Inouyc (.333), Kristy How-
ard (.296), and Jennifer Brundage

(.280, 7 RBD.

UCLA baseball travels to Loyola
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA baseball team got

a pleasant reward for its efforts

last weekend against California

— a national ranking.

By virtue of iis 13-4 season

record and winning two of three

against the Bears, Baseball

America placed the Bruins at

No. 23 in its weekly poll.

**I wouldn't be surprised if

they did rank us," leftfielder

Dave Roberts said. **I kiK)w we
can play with any team, we just

have to prove it out on the field."

UCLA head coach Gary
Adams hasn't been very con-

cerned with a national ranking

thus far.

'The rankings only matter at

the end, (and) I would rather be

number one at the end of the

season," he said

But still, the ranking is a sign

the Bruins are starting to earn

national respect, something
entirely unexpected at the begin-

ning of the season.

On Wednesday, UCXA will

look to continue their rise when
they travel to Loyola Mary-
mount (6-8) to take on the Lions

in a 2 p.m. game.
LMU, traditionally a strong

team, has struggled since the

departure of 1991 head coach
Chris Smith. Since Smith left,

several of the Lions top players

have transferred.

The Lions, now under the

leadership of head coach Jody
Robinson, possess several
noteworthy players. Catcher
Gerardo Perez leads the team in

batting with a .356 average and
10 runs scored, while infielder

LMU, traditionally a

strong team, has

struggled since the

departure of 1991

head coach Chris

Smith.

Darren Sugiyama (.340, two
home runs, 14 runs batted in) and
designated hitter Chad Nichols

(.333, eight runs scored) are also

solid.

But the Lion pitching has

taken its lumps. Loyola has a

team-eamed run average of 5.95,

although staff ace Shawn Ham-
mett (2-2, 3.56 ERA) is expected

to get the start

r

Men's and women's swimming
shooting for Barcelona games
By Andre Keil

and Christian Schrelber
Daily Bruin Staff

The results of Bruin swimmers
so far at the U.S. Olympic Trials in

Indianapolis, Indiana have been

far below the expectations the

swimmers set for tliemselves when
they left UCLA last Sunday.

In three days of competition,

UCLA head men*s coach Ron
Ballatore's swimmers have not

placed in the final heats of any
events, nor have they swum their

best times.

Eric Schnittger swam his 1(X)-

meter breaststroke in 1:05.9, Dan
Kutler went 56.6 in the 100-meter
butterfiy, and Scott Hubbard swam
the 200-meter freestyle in 1:54.5

Byron Davis, who iwam the

100-meter freestyle with Brian

Kurza Tuesday, touched his 1(X)-

meter butterfly in at 65.4.

According to UCLA assistant

coach Greg Holland, all the Bruin

swimmers at the trials did not

improve on any personal -best

times.

One reason the UCLA swim-

mers may be struggling is because

of the pressure present at the trials.

Competing against the country's

finest for two spots in each

individual event could put tre-

mendous stress on the athletes.

Full results of Tuesday's and

Wednesday's results will appear

in Thursday's Bruin. Tuesday
night featured the l(X)-meter free,

which included the performance of

One reason the UCLA
swimmers may be

Struggling is because of

the pressure present at

the trials.

former Bruin Tom Jager.

UCLA's women swimmers
finished their third day of compet-

ition at the U.S. Olympic Trials in

Indianapolis without qualifying in

any of the six events in which they

competed.

In the opening day of competi-
tion Sunday, the Bruins' Megan
Oesting and Kristin Stoudt fin-

ished 21st and 24th, respectively,

in the l(X)-meter freestyle.

Oesting's 57.55 in preliminaries

was good enough to move her into

that night's consolation finals. Her

58.36 in finals, however, was well

behind Stanford Cardinal Jenny

Thompson's new world record

54.48.

In Sunday's only other event,

UCLA's Natalie Norberg placed

24th in the 200-meter freestyle in

2:05.29. Horida's Nicole HaisleU

won the event in a 1:58.65, the

fastest time by a U.S. woman this

year.

In Monday's events, Becky
Bruch took 22nd place with a time

of 2:39.86 in preliminaries and
improved on that with a 2:37.62 in

the 200 breaststroke. Bruch was
witness to a world record, watch-

ing 15-year-old Anita Nail touch in

2:25.92, her second world record

in the event that day.

Norberg ended the day's events

with a 15th-place finish in the 400
free in 4:21.22.

Yesterday, sophomore Kristy

Heydanek touched 17th in 1:04.19,

and freshman Mary Petry finished

22nd in 1:04.57, but their status in

consolation finals w^s not deter-

mined by press time.

^>
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Stanford, Arizona and ASU
favored in conference race
UCLA's Moore candidate

for player of year honors
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

In the world of the Pacific-10

Southern Division baseball confer-

ence, a little sanity goes a long
way.

Known for its high-scoring

games and unexpected finishes,

the Pac-10 Soudi — commonly
referred to as the Six-Pac — has

produced the craziest, and arguab-
ly the best, baseball in the country.

While generating the most
NCAA championship teams of any
conference and prominent major
league players, the Six-Pac has had
its fun in the process.

One-run games are followed by
19-15 shootouts. As Arizona head
coach Jerry Kindall said last year

after his Wildcats scored nine runs

in the ninth inning to beat UCXA,
15-14, "You never know what can
happen. It's the Six-Pac, anything

goes."

Last year, though, was consid-

-fimLrJown year for the confe^
encc. While three teams made the

tournament, none of them reached

the College Worid Series, the first

time that has happened in recent

memory.
However, the Six-Pac has once

again emerged to take its place as

one of the toughest leagues in all of

Six-Pac Standings

Period

Team Conf . Overall

Stanford 2-1 13-6

'^^^^^^^^^^
Arizona St. 1-2 11-5

use 1-2 8-9

SOURCE: Pacific 10
X)HN T. GlOREODaily Bruin

college baseball, rivalled only by
the Southeast Conference. All of
the six teams have been ranked at

one point or another this season,

and it is quite possible that every

team could make the tournament
The parity was no more evident

than last weekend. Stanford,

Arizona and UCLA entered in

their series as underdogs, yet each
were able to win two of three

games against favored opponents.

The following is a look at^

UQ-A's rivals for the conference

crown.

California

Last season, the Bears were the

surprise team of the Six-Pac.

Picked to finish near the bottom,

Cal instead finished 34-25, good

for third in the conference, and
came within one game of making it

to the (Allege World Series.

Head coach Bob Milano's Bears

are strong at the plate with second
baseman Chris Clapinski, first

baseman/designated hitter Jon
Zuber, leftfielder Reid Neumann
and rightfielder Mau Luke.

Pitching is not Cal's strength,

though. The Bears finished with

the worst earned run average in the

conference. Brad Brown, Mike
(father, Zuber and Matt Toomey
need to post strong seasons for (Zal

to make a run at the title.

So far, Cal is 1-2 in the

conference and 12-7 overall, hav-

ing dropped two out of three to

UCLA last weekend.

Stanford

The (Cardinal had a disappoint-

ing season for their standards,

finishing second in the conference

and losing in a West regional

semifinal to Fresno State.

A perennial College World
Series entrant. No. 7 Stanford

should be back this year behind

their always strong pitching and
the hitting of centerfielder Jeffrey

Hammonds.
Hammnnds^amcmbcrofthcUS

Olympk baseball team and picked

to be the first pick in the upcoming
baseball draft, bats leadoff for the

Cardinal and possesses an excel-

lent blend of power and speed.

The pitching is again superb.

Stanford has one of tlie strongest

starting rotations in the country

MCHAEL LAN/Daly Bruin

UCLA first baseman Ryan McGuIre forces California's Geoff Blum
out at first during the Bear's 10-6 win on Saturday.

with Brian Sackinsky, Rick ifell« The Cardinai aic 2*1 ia the
ing, Jamie Sq)eda and a top-notch

stopper in Aaron Dorlarque.

**Our strength will be in our

pitching, specifically our pitching

depth,** head coach Mark Mar-

quess said. "We have more experi-

ence this year. The question will be

with the position players.**

conference, having beaten Arizona

State, and 14-6 overall.

Arizona State

Head coach Jim Brock, a man
who could make Indiana basket-

See SIX-PAC, page S2

UCLA
RECREATION

Intrannural and Clubs

ElVCmiMlll SHIP

INTRAMURAL SPORTS CHAMPIONSHIP NIGHT SPRING QUARTER PROGRAMS

This issue of the SPORTS CORNER is

brought to you by THE RONKIN
EDUCATIONAL GROUP. Sponsor of the IM

BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP NIGHT.

WINTER INTRAMURAL RESULTS
MMMMMMMMMMMMMM*

• Coed Softball - Public Health

• Racxjuetball - "Open" Divisbn, Rick

Cavicchloli and Pete Dye .

.

(Co-Champs)

-'A'Divlston, DavkJ Carmany
-'B' Division, Ian Myers
- "Open" Division, Barry

Graham
- 'A' Division, Rk)k Cavk:chloli

'B' Division, Stephan Le Dizes

Handball
>

Squash

Congratulations to all our Intramural

Champions.

SOCCER

It's finally here. The best of the best will be playing

Thursday, March 5 in Pauley Pavilion, for the IM
Basketball Championships.

The game schedules will be as follows:

7:15 pm Wonrien's and Men's 5'10'

8:00 pm Men's "A"

9:45 pm Men's AA and B
Throughout the evening we have special activrtles for

our fans. Here is a schedule of the fun:

*8:00 pm Slam Dunk Prelims and 3-Point

Contest Prelims

8:45 pm Creative Athletics Denr)onstratk)n

(Fan participation)

9:00 pm 3-Polnt Finals

9:15 pm Slam Dunk Finals

*lt's not too late to sign-up for the Slam-Dunk
and the 3-Point Contest. Go to the second fk>or of the
John Wooden Center and get signed up.

Watch for the "special raffle" during Champk)nship Night

thanks to THE RONKIN EDUCATIONAL GROUP

CLUB SPORTS
mmmmmm tMMMMMMMMM*M

VWVWMHK^Wt

With the season almost complete, thanks to

the rain, our Soccer Championships will be

scheduled for March 11 , beginning at 3pm.

The Final teams will not be available until

Friday, so you have a few days to come out

and watch your favorite team.

The Winter Quarter isn1 over yet, so come out and

cheer our teams. Here's a schedule of the upcoming

games:

Women's Rugby- __.^._^_____
Sat., March 7th Surfer 11A.M.- NAF
Sun., March 29th Coast 11A.M. NAF

Men's Rugby-

Wed.. March 4th CaL State Long Beach 3 P.M. NAF

Men's Lacrosse-

Sun.. March 8th Univ. San Diego 1PM. HOME NAF
Fri.. March 13th Univ. Cal. Davis 3 PM. NAF

This quarter we will t)e offering a new program

for Coed Teams. The Spring Sports Festival will

consist of team competition throughout the

quarter in:

• Team Volleyball

• Team Softball

• Team Innertube Water Polo

• Doubles Volleyball

• Doubles Tennis

•Golf

•Track Relays

• Swim Relays

Get your team ready for Spring. A team

meeting will be hekj on Thursday, April 2, 1992

at 6pm in the John Wooden Center.

«

Our Super Sports Weekend. May 1 -3

will include:

•Golf

• 3-on-3 Basketball

• Swim Meet

• Over-The-Line

• Track and Field

May 1 , 8am
May 1-2, 7pm-11pm

May 2, 12noon-5pm

May 1-2, 3pm-7pm

May3. 10am-3pm

Sign-ups for the Super Sports Weekend fill fast,

so be ready.
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Harrick may change lineup
Edney could be starting

if injured back improves

Guard Tyut Edney is suffering from a back injury and is question-

able for the Wasliington State ganne Thursday.

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Two days after his squad lost its

third consecutive game, UCLA
men's basketball head coach Jim

Harrick was contemplating
changing his starting lineup.

At his weekly media luncheon

Tuesday* Harrick hinted that fresh-

man point guard Tyus Edney may
start in place of Shon Tarver when
the ninth-ranked Bruins face

Washington State on Thursday.

"I have played (with the notion)

of starting iVus,** Harrick said.
**Against Duke, I thought that Tyus
was the one guy who stepped up
and played.

*Tyus gave us a new dimension

when he was on the court He was
the quickest guy on the floor,**

Harrick added.

But Edney injured his back in

the second half of the Duke game,

and his playing status forThursday
night has not yet been determined.

**(My back) is getting better,**

Edney said after not practicing

Tuesday. "I bruised my lower back

"I have played (with

the notion) of starting

Tyus Edney. Against

Duke, I thought that

Tyus was the one guy

who stepped up and
• played."

Jim Harrick
UCLA Basketball Coach

and I have been getting treatment. I

haven *t tried to run on it yet, and
whether or not I play depends on
how I feel Wednesday.**

With UCLA leading the top-

ranked Blue Devils. 37-36, eariy in

ihe second half, Edney was fouled

while driving for a lay-up. He
made the lay-up, but landed on his

back, injuring his tailbone.

**If Tyus stays in the game,
wc*ve got a chance to win,**

Harrick said. **I really liked him in

the game."

**! wanted to play the best I could

against (Duke point guard Bobby)
Hurley,** Edney said. "I fell like I

could stay with Huriey.

**I was off-balance when I fell,

and I didn't want to move because

I thought (the injury) might be
serious,** Edney said. '*It wasn*t a

dirty play."

Tarver has started every game of
the season, but lately he has

struggled offensively. Against

Duke, Tarver missed all six of his

field goal attempts, including

several firom close range.

•Tarver has given us good play

all year long," Harrick said.

"(Even if he docsn*t start) he will

see a tot ofplaying time. He would
give us moie scoring off the bench.

**(With Edney in the lineup) we
would be able to push the ball up
the court more. Tyus also puts

great pressure on the ball," Harrick

added.

Edney scored seven points in 14

minutes of action of the Blue
Devils, including a driving lay-up

past Duke center Christian Laet-

mer. For the season, Edney IT
averaging 5.6 points and is second
on the team in steals.

**I think that I am ready to start,"

Edney said. *'I think that our
intensity goes up a bit on defense

See BASKETBALL, page31

Tennis clinches win liefore rain falis
By D.J. Harmeling
Daily Bruin Staff

The rain came about two hours

too late for Mark Knowles.
Although it got him off the hook

in his match with the University of

San Diego* s Jose Luis Noriega, it

did not save Knowles from embar-

rassing himself.

> The rain came during the third

set of the match, with Noriega
ahead 6-3, 3-6, 4-1
By that juncture. UCLA (10-2

overall, 2-0 Pac-10) had earned a
5-0 victory over the Toreros (6-2

overall).

The rain interrupted the match
before Noriega could hand Know-
les his first defeat of the 1992
season, but not before Knowles
showed that on-court behavior is

still not his strong suit.

In contrast to the quiet, three

time All-American ffom Peru.

Knowles was loud and obnoxious
and, at times, outright vulgar.

Early in the match it appeared

that the pressure of playing one of

the nation's top three singles

players affected Knowles.

Knowles was tight during the

first set, missing many routine

shots while Noriega pelted win-

ners with a baseline barrage.

Noriega dominated in the first set,

winning 6-3.

Noriega started to miss in the

second set. and Knowles seemed to

find his rhythm, winning 6-3.

The match had a fitting conclu-

sion, as Knowles double-faulted at

30-40 to hand Noriega a break. At
that point, down 4-2 in the third set.

the rain forced the cancellation of

the match.

Knowles* frustration was pain-

fully evident during the match, as

he slapped the ground with his

racquet and cursed anyone and
everyone in the general vicinity.

Knowles* difficulties did not

carry over to the rest of the singles

lineup, as it was straight set

victories in the two through five

positions for the Bruins.

UCLA head coach Glenn Bas-

sett was pleased with the overall

performance of his team.

**I think this was our best match
overall.** Bassett said.

It was certainly one of Billy

Barber* s best. Barber ran his

record to 8-0 in the No. 2 singles

position with a 6-1, 6-2, victory

over the Toreros* Fredrik Axsater.

Axsater had carried a 10-2 record

into the match.

Barber was impressive in

rebounding from a disappointing

loss Saturday, and he felt that

taking a day off Sunday made a

world of difference.

**C)n Saturday it kept going

through my mind that I want a day
off,** Barber said. He got just that

when he skipped an optional

workout Sunday.

Jason Sher proved once again

that hard work and determination

are his two best assets, as he

defeated USD*s Kevin Bradley 6-

See TENNIS, page 30

MCHAEL LANA)aly Bruin

UCLA tennis player Billy Barber ran his record to B-0 in the No. 2
singles position with a 6-1, 6-2, victory over the San Diego's Fred-

rik Axsater. Axsater had carried a 10-2 record into the match.

Bruins

to face
Ttojans
By Eric BiUlgmeler

The Western Intercollegi-

ate Volleyball Association is

obviously divided into two
levels — those teams that

have a clear shot at the

national championship and
those which do not.

Starting with tonight's

match at 8:00 againstUSC at

Pauley Pavilion, the UCLA
men*s volleyball team will

learn which echelon they

belong in.

Beginning with the annual

blood-war with the Trojans,

the fifth-ranked Bruins (6-5,

4-4 WIVA) embark on a

three-match stretch against

three of the top four teams in

the nation, including Friday

against No. 3 Pepperdine

and Tuesday at undefeated

and top-ranked Long Beach
State.

But overlooking USC has

not even crossed UCLA
coach Al Scates* mind. He
said it*s normally not much

See VOLLEYp page 30

Feels ike the first time
Becky Rogoff of the UCLA cross-country team ran in

the L.A. Marathon last weekend. Rogoff finished 13th

among U.S. women and 43rd overall in her first-ever

marathon.

CongMs
Rochelle Brown won a Seiko Olympic watch from

Crescent Jewelers for correctly guessing February's

UCLA Athletes of the Month, basketball player Mitchell

Butler and swimmer Julie Vogt

Grab me a sixiiacic

The Pac-10 Southern Division— the infamous Six-Pac
— began play over the weekend. As the Daily Bruin*s

season preview will show, it*s wild out here in the West
See page 35
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80th Year, No. 89
arcuiation: 22,000

Briefly

Be aware of
sex liarassment
Today is Sexual Harassment

Awareness Day, and UCLA
will feature forums and discus-

sions throughout the afternoon,

including a workshop on how to

file formal complaints regard-

ing workplace incidents.

The panels, which are being

held on the second floor of

Ackerman Union, include pre-

sentations from administrators,

campus arbitrators and rep-

resentatives from several gov-

ernment agencies that deal with

affirmative action and equal

opportunity.

The panels begin at noon and
continue through 5 pjn.

Inside

Experiences at

Renowned Israeli journalist

Dan Avidan spoke at UCLA on
Tuesday about his experiences

covering the Arab-Israeli peace
talks in Madrid.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Rename tiiat

tune
The Bruin Editorial Board

tries its hand at writing new
lyrics for old tunes.

See page 18

Arts & Entertainment

Upfbr
the count

"Gladiator.** the new fiUn

starring James Marshall, throws

its weight around and comes out

with a win.

See page 21

Sports

Value of Bonds
sicyrockets
Jim Bonds picked up the win

for the UCLA baseball team

yesterday down at Loyola

Marymount

i^kHii^i^^. jtHajte^ Afe- See page 40
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LA. architect donates $250,
Gift will be used to raise

value of teaching awards

III

By Christine Strobel

Daily Bruin Staff

A renowned Los Angeles
architect and his wife have donated
more than $250,000 to the UCLA
Distinguished Teaching Awards
program, raising the value of cash
awards for the next five years.

The gift from Charles and
H^et Luckman will increase the

awards to professors from $2,500
to $6,000, lecturers from $1,500 to

$3,000 and teaching assistants

from $1,000 to $2,500. The annual
award recognizes the outstanding

work of faculty and staff members.
"I think (the gift) will be

wonderful in terms of the award's
recognition, but they have been

largely symbolic in the past,** said

English Professor Charles Berst,

an award recipient in 1988. *The
gift will make the symbol some-
what stronger.**

The Distinguished Teaching
Awards program was established

in 1961 to honor professors for

their contributions to UCLA.
Prizes for lecturers were added in

4975; prizes for teaching assistants

were added in 1985.

The committee chairwoman
who administers the awards. Ali-

son Anderson, said the gift is an
important conuibution in recog-

nizing teaching excellence.

*The reaction on our committee
has been extremely positive

because there has been little or no

"We were delighted to

learn that UCLA
already had ... a

longstanding program

of acknowledging fine

teachers.

Charles Luckman
Architect and Donor

material recognition of teaching,**

Anderson said. "I anticipate that

departments will make a greater

effort to nominate more people so
their department gets more recog-

nition.**

The Luckmans have supported
similar teaching recognition prog-
rams at Pepperdine University in

Malibu and University of Illinois.

Charles Luckman said in a

statement thatUCLA*s tradition of
recognizing top educators is one of
the things that attracted him to

donate to the university.

**We were delighted to learn that

UCLA already had ... a tongs-

tanding program of acknowledg-
ing fine teachers,** he said. "It*s

great to know that someone is

See GIFT, page 16
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JASON ERLICH

Students adjusted quickly when Bruin Walk reopened Wednesday. The r:ew construction
Includes a wide handicap access rannp. and was scheduled to be finished last December.
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to Improve
KLA quality
By Julie Ann Sllva

Dally Bruin Staff

The Board of Directors of the

Associated Students approved a
plan that allows the UCLA campus
radio station to spend its five-year

budget funds in four years to make
improvements in broadcast quality

and raise advertising income.
Last week's approval has

pleased KLA employees who
complain of faulty reception, but

they also said the financial boost
will not solve all the station's

difficulties.

**We came up with this (new)
plan to achieve the long-term goals
set for the station by the board,**

said Glen Gritzner. the station's

general manager.

Under the new plan, the board
hopes the station will raise

revenues, provide a quality educa-
tional experience for students
interested in broadcasting and
provide the UCLA community
with an alternative programming
to professional stations.

The budget change was neces-
sary because the original five-year

plan was based on a consultant's

report that misjudged KLA's audi-

ence size and sales potential,

Gritzner said.

**Even with all the changes

See KLA, page !•

Conferonce to focus on civil riglits issues
Fifty Years Later Speakers to discuss aspects ranging

from hate criines to harassment

This sttiy, a civil rights conference

Saturday will focus on the Japanese-

American situation during and after World

War II. On paft S. a class will be offered

next quarter dealing with contemporary

issues affecting Ja^nese AmQric9n\^^^ • •*

By Sally Kim
Daily Bruin Staff

Campus and community groups

trying to build support for a new
civil rights movement will sponsor
several panels and workshops on
issues ranging from racial ste-

reotypes to sexual harassment
Saturday at UCLA.
More than a dozen organiza-

tions and some 40 ^speakers win—

T

discuss such problems as hate

crimes and speech, negative media
images and harassment in the

woricplace.

"With all of the civil rights

decisions that the Supreme Court

has overturned, it's time for people

to start speaking out,** said co-

organizer Trisha Murakawa,
assistant director of UCLA's gov-

ernment relations program.

Although this - confMence t»

considered one of UCLA*s major
events commemorating the 50th

anniversary of the Japanese-
American internment, the topics

will not be limited to the Japan-

ese-American community, said

Gann Matsuda, coordinator of the

on-campus anniversary events.

*The significance of the intern-

ment goes well beyond the Japan-

ese-American community,**
Kfatsuda said. **Civil rights viola-

tions coukl happen to anyone.**

*Things like sexual harassment

and voting rights cut across all

j^
See CONntmnn, page it --^^
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12:00 Noon
Women's Resource Center
"When No Is Not Enough"

2 Dodd Hall

"Campus Events—

'

Mudhoney Concert

Westwood Plaza

Jewish Student Union
Julius Lester

Black/Jewish relations

Faculty Center-Playa Room

Campus Events

"Grease"
' ~'

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

5:00 PM

7:00 PM

-I

^ 9:00 PM
Cultural Affairs

Rick Zunigar
^

Kerckhoff Coffee House
A

Campus Events

"Westside Story"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

9:30 PxM

Monday, March 10, 1992

8:00 PM
Student Committee for the Arts

Chicago Blues Legend

Lefty Dizz

Cooperage

Industries would buy permits to pollute

By Tony Knight

Los Angeles Daily News

Regional air quality officials

today are scheduled to consider a

radically new approach to com-
bating smog, by creating a market

that lets industries buy and sell

permits to pollute.

The conceptual program will

come before the South Coast Air

Quality Management District

board for a decision on whether to

proceed to formulate the new
rules, which would affect 2,700

firms beginning in 1994. *"

The idea is to let industrial

polluters determine the cost and

method of cleanup as long as all

emissions are reduced year by year

until federal air quality standards

are met, said Jack Broadbent,

AQMD planning and rules mana-
ger.

WHii

In 1942, over 120,000 Japanese Ameri-
cans were interned in concentration
camps. Their story has already been

told. But the

voices of the younger generations,

the Sansei and Yonsei,

have yet to be heard. Until now.

Asian American Studies 197C

Post World War II

Japanese American History

MW4-6
Rolfe Hail 3126
Enrollment: 50

Course ID# 18086

This dass, which is being offered for the first time at any ooHege or

university, can be used as one of the classes necessary to fulfill the

Asian American Studies emphasis. It will be comprised of films and
lectures by various speakers from the JapaneseAmerican community.
The faculty sponsor is Prof. Don Nakanishi. For more information,

please contact the Asian American Studies Center, kx;ated in 3230
Campbell Hall or call (310) 825-2974.
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Pedaling for dollars: Spring break on the road
UC cyclists bike up PCH to

symbolize upbill fee^hike battle

By Lori Quinton
Dally Bruin Staff

Two dozen UC students are

gambling their spring break that a

SOO-mile bike ride will bring their

fellows a $550 savings if their

unusual fee-hike protest is suc-

cessful.

Student protests throughout the

nine-campus UC system appear to

have fallen on deaf ears since UC
Regents approved a 24-percent fee

hike in January.

But organizers of the 5-day ride,

which will draw riders and support

teams from all UC campuses, arc

hoping that their unique approach

will catch the attention of legisla-

tors who will be voting on the state

imdget and the fee-hike proposal in

July.

As of today, the search for

representatives from UCLA had
yielded five students committed to

pedaling up Pacific Coast High-

way March 21. A small support

group of students in cars has

undertaken to accompany them.

The ••Great Fee Ride," may
sound like something out of Dr.

Seuss but planners say the serious-

ness of the fee increase speaks for

itself.

••The theme (of the bike ride) is

pedaling for higher education,**

said Grace Park, coordinator of the

project at UCLA. ••Pacific Coast

Highway is an uphill climb. And
right now, fighting for higher

education is also an uphill battle.**

Under the organization gf

Irvine-based Students for Accessi-

ble and Affordable Education,

students from UC San Diego, UC
Riverside and UC Irvine will

gather at UCLA for the trip up the

coast Cyclists from other UC
campuses will join up along the

route to UC Davis where riders

will abandon their bikes to march
the 15 miles to the state Capitol.

After holding a rally against the fee

hike, the Cyclists plan to meet with

state legislators.

Student leaders hope to show
the state and the UC Regents that

students are conmiitted to educa-

tion.

••Students are willing to spend

their spring break doing something

they feel is a worthy cause,** Park

said. ''We want to show the state

that we are not just a group of

students who admire the *60s, but

that we are concerned about the

future of higher education in this

state.-

The march on the Capitol and

the meetings with state Legislators

are a part of a system-wide effort to

persuade lawmakers to oppose a

fee increase. The legislature will

vote on the state budget, including

any fee increase, by July 1.

•The constant contact with

legislators will change the percep-

tions in the Capitol that students

are apathetic,** Park said.

Recent student protests through-

out the UC system, the dedication

of the students and the unusual

nature of the protest will help

express student fhistration, said

Fred Tabatabai, external vice-

president at UC Irvine.

••Anytime the students are put-

ting on something on such a large

scale, it makes a statement on how
important the issue is,** Tabatabai

said. ••It*s a week-long thing and

any chance that students have to

make their voices heard must be

taken.**

The Great Bike Ride
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Durbig Spring

break, students

wilt bike to UC Davis

to protest the S550

tee liike.

SOURCE: UCSA
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When cultures clash

SUZANNE STATES/DaJly Bruin

Two students perform an enrx)tlonal scene depleting their struggles with opposing cultures and their parents' views on

their relationships at the Association of Chinese Americans cultural show on Sunday. The show told about the lives of

13 Chlnese-AnDerican students and of struggles they face everyday.

Students form
Asian-American

Studies H •

By Sally Kim
Oaily Bruin Sta#-

Students can now enroll in an upper-divi-

sion Asian-American Studies class deve-

loped by 18 UCLA undergraduate students.

The new course, which is being offered

on a trial basis spring quarter, will focus on
the postwar Japanese-American experience

and the issues affecting Japanese Ameri-

cans today, said junior Traci Endo. Endo
came up with the idea for Asian-American

Studies 197C last spring as part of a project

for a leadership class.

••The class is not just about immigration

and internment,** said Endo, Nikkei Student

Union second vice president. •*We wanted

to go beyond that. What we are (doing) now
is still the Japanese-American experience.**

Usually, the department only offers

courses on the prewar experiences of

Japanese Americans. But this new class is

part of UCLA*s year-long commemoration
of the 50th anniversary of the internment of

more than 120,000 Japanese Americans.-

••The fact that the course is structured by
students, we*re able to identify things that

we feel are important,** said senior Holly

Baba, who is one of the student organizers.

••It*s based on experiences that we*ve all

gone through . . . These are things that

influence our lives.**

Class topics will include how recent

Japan-bashing and hate crimes affect

Japanese Americans, as well as how these

members fall under the current •*model

See CLASS, page 17

Media
Leila Ansari t^kes over in summer,

plans more editorials, in-deptli stories

points Daily Brain editor in diief

By BIrgIt Rasmussen
Dally Bruin Staff

After 25 minutes of delibera-

tion, the UCLA student media

board Wednesday appointed Leila

Ansari as next year*s Daily Bruin

editor in chief.

••I think it*s one of the most

exciting things ever to happen to

me,** Ansari said. ••! think Tve
worked hard for it, and 1 think Tm
the best person to take on this job.**

The publication's board appa-

rently agreed.

•*The board was impressed with

Leila*s qualifications and contri-

butions to The Bruin,** said board

Chairman David Lipsey.

Ansari, a junior majoring in

English and Iranian studies, will

begih her term as the new editor in

chief of UCLA*s daily student

paper with the production of the

Summer Bruin in late June.

While Ansari will maintain the

general format of the paper, she

wants to make the Daily Bruin a

sU'onger voice on campus by
running more editorials, she said.

She also will encourage reporters

to write more in-depth stories and
explore issues relevant to the

campus, she added.

Nfatthew Fordahl. **She is very

mature and she has had a lot of

experience at The Bruin.**

Ansari began working at The
Bruin in spring 1990. As a staff

writer, Ansari reported on campus
facilities and housing issues. Since

June 1991, she has worked as an

assistant news editor.

««i

•«<
•She works well with people,**

said current Editor-In-Chief

•I think she*s hard-working and
deeply committed to The Bruin

and its readers,** said Media
Adviser Frances Femandes.

Ansari will assume full respon-

sibility of the paper by summer. In

addition to the traditional roles of

editor, she will lead The Bruin to a

new location in Kerckhoff Hall.

Because of seismic renovations,

the first floor of the building,

where the paper is currently

located, will be vacated around

"I think I've worked

hard for it, and I think

Fm the best person to

take on this job."

Leila Ansari
1992-93 Editor in Chief

June.

Ansari said she is ready for the

additional burdens.

••I think the relocation is going

to be a rough transition, because

there will be less space,** Ansari

.said. ••But I think we can view that

time as a new start and an exciting

change.**

Ansari ran against one oppo-
nent, Nfarina Dundjerski, who has

worked as assistant senior copy
editor, staff writer and night editor

since summer 1991. Both candi-

dates went through a lengthy

selection process which included a

written application, written test

and interview by the media board.

zur
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World

More than 200 TUridsh

miners die in blast

ANKARA, Turkey ~ More than 200
miners were believed dead after a

methane gas explosion deep underground
at a state-run Turkish coal mine, and
rescue workers said that they had aban-

doned hope for those still trapped by the

country's worst recorded mining disaster.

Officials at Kozlu, in the Black Sea
coal-mining area of Zonguldak 170 miles

northwest of Ank2ua, said Wednesday
evening that 82 bodies had been recov-

ered and that there was no prospect of
rescuing 150 to 200 men still unaccounted
fcM" after the explosion Tuesday night

Unrest continues
in Kenyan capital

NAIROBI, Kenya — Violence con-

tinued in the Kenyan capital when the

police Hred tear gas canisters and clubbed

demonstrators protesting the forceful

eviction of women on a hunger strike

from a city park.

The unrest on Wednesday came as the

United States warned that Kenya's new
era of multiparty politics was being

threatened by official violence and intimi-

dation.

In a statement in Washington on
Tuesday, the State Department said it was
'deeply concerned^ by ftc violence and-

'l'Vl><^1 o^^fvtm ofM%fVflic^ iirl g%ssik§n %%ii«^
nets

Nation

by the forcible removal of the hunger

strikers, who were calling for the release

of political prisoners.

The State Department said the violence

was jeopardizing Kenya's ne>v multiparty

political system, especially since opposi-

tion parties also faced growing obstacles

to organizing and holding rallies.

Sdiwarzicoirf praises

Busii, doesn't endorse

MIAMI — Stung by Patrick Bucha-
nan's showing in the Georgia primary but

hoping to stop the bleeding from his right

flank with his contrition on taxes.

President Bush swept back into the South
with Gen. Norman H. Schwarzkopf at his

side. But the hero of the Persian Gulf war
came to praise Bush, not to endorse him,

exacUy.

Introducing the president at a fund-

raising luncheon at a Tampa hotel, one of

two such events on Wednesday at which
Bush raised $1.3 million, Schwarzkopf
portrayed the president as a courageous
commander who withstood political pres-

sure and did **the right thing" against Iraq.

Richest Americans
reap the most gains

Populist politicians, economists and
ordinary citizens have long suspected that

the rich have been getting richer. What is

making people sit up now is recent

evidence that the richest 1 percent of
American families appears to have reaped
most of the gains from the prosperity of
the last decade and a half.

An outsized two-thirds of the growth in

pre-tax income of all American families

between 1977 and 1989 went to the

wcaitnies t (iOU,UUU families, each ^oF
which had an annual income of at least

$310,000 a year, for a household of four.

While total income for all 60 million

American families expanded by about
$740 billion in inflation-adjusted dollars

during the Carter-Reagan years, the slice

belonging to the top 1 percent grew by
nearly $550 billion.

Panel seelcs to malce
U.S. more competitive

WASHINGTON — Saying that
America's leadership role in the world is

bound to decline unless its compedtive-
ness improves, a panel appointed by
President Bush and Congress criticized

both the White House and lawmakers for

doing far too little to help the nation vie in

the world economy.
"America's competitiveness problem

reflects slow erosion rather than sudden
crisis,- said the report from the panel,

which includes corporate chairmen, union
presidents, government officials and
economists.

LL Bean products
to be sold in Japan
TOKYO — The United States has a

new weapon in its batde to reduce its

yawning trade deficit with Japan: L.L.

Bean's Maine Hunting Shoe. After years

of primarily relying on its catalog, a big

store in Freeport, Maine, and three factory

outlets to sell its products, LI.. Bean Inc.

signed a distribution agreement to sell its

products in a new chain of retail shops—
in Japan.

Besides the hunting shoe. Bean plans to

bring to Japan the company's Double-
Seated Cotton Canvas Trail Shorts,

Alpine Trekking Jacket, Superior Stretch

Wool Ragg Socks, and other outdoor
"products Americans have used for gener-~

ations.

Bean will not actually own or operate

the stores in Japan. The shops will be built

and owned by Seiyu Ltd., a major
supermarket and retail chain, and die

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., the

world's largest producer of consumer
electronic goods.

Computer users buy
up anti-virus software

Worried personal computer owners are

swamping area software stores with calls

for help to make sure the Michelangelo
computer virus doesn't destroy valuable

data, retailers said.

The virus is set to activate Friday, the

517th anniversary of the birth of Miche-
langelo Buonarroti, the Italian Renais-
sance sculptor and painter.

Karen Kelley, manager of the Software
Etc. store in the Los Angeles area of
Northridge, said that her store was getting

another shipment of the $99 Norton
Antivirus Special Edition software prog-
ram, one of the few anti-virus programs
on the market that can detect and destroy
the Michelangelo virus.

•The phones have been ringing off the

hook," Kelley said.

Top Ten

Top 10 rejected seminars for spring

quarter

10. Safe Sex: It's All in die Wrist
9. RJ. Reynolds Brings You the Truth.

8. Suggestion and Nuance in Beer
Commercials.

7. Weekly Affirmation With Stuart

Smalley.

6. Get Rich Quick WiUi Michael
Milken.

5. Heroes of me world WresUmg
Federation.

4. Poetry of die Illiterate.

3. History of Dick Clark.

2. Music Theory WiUi Vanilla Ice.

1. Daily Bruin: 80 Years of Glory.

Compiled from Bruin wire services and
staff ingenuity

It can't do laundry or findyou a date,

but it can help.you find more time forboth

The new Apple' Macintosh* Classic' 11 ~
computer makes it easier for you to juggle

classes, activities, projects, and term papers—

and still find time for what makes college

life real life.

It's a complete and affordable Macintosh

Classic system that's ready to help you get

your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up

and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro-

processor, which means you can run even

the most sophisticated applications with ease.

And its internal AppleSuperDri^e''* disk

drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and

MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to

exchange information easily with

almost any other kind of computer.

IMnhOMMcB
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In addition to its built-in capabilities, the"

Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up

to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to

run several applications at once and work .

with large amounts of data.

If you already own a Macintosh Classic,

and want the speed and flexibility of a

Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an

upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes

and it's affordable.

To put more time on your side, consider

putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.

See us for a demonstration today, and while

you're in, be sure to ask us for details

about the Apple Computer Loan.

It'll be time well spent.

Introducing the Macintosh (Jassic II

Classic n 4/40 Now Only $1129 (cash pnce)

Ask about Great New Prices for Many Macintosh Models
RwtrictitiiK Available lo tull-time UCL^ Students, Faculty Staff and Departments only Purchase must be lor the personal academic, educational, or research use of the eligible person Students must show a current Registration Card and Photo I

D

Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and photo I D No more than one desktop and one notebook unit may be purchased every other year Other restrictions may apply PiymMt ASUCLA Cash Price requires payment by currency, cashier's check.

University Credit Union Withdrawal Check, AppleCredit or personal check (up to $300) made payable to ASUCLA Money orders are NOT accepted PhCM art tubiact ta ehaiiga withaiit attin. All talas art fiaal.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
m^imsmiB:^ SUR 12-S
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Drag useTiigh among pmle^AMHis
By Robin Dong
Daily Bruin Staff

Physicians and other profes-

sionals are more likely to be

dependent on drugs than the

average person, according to a

UCLA psychiatry professor.

•They have easier access to the

drugs," said professor Robert

Coombs. "And they often believe

there is a chemical solution to

every problem.**

Job stress, the feeling that one is

immune to addictions and dys-

functional family histories all

contribute to chemical dependen-

cy, he added.

About 14 percent of lay people

in America are dependent on

alcohol, and 6 percent are drug

abusers.

But professional workers have

higher numbers. Coombs con-

cluded after interviewing 60

chemically dependent profession-

als from the Los Angeles area and

conducting a national survey, of

medical and law schools.

Often the professionals using

drugs are not identified until their

chemical dependency causes their

work to suffer, he said.

*The personal life goes sooner

than the career,** Coombs said.

"The career is the last thing to go

because many are on their best

behavior at work.**

In recent years, the state medical

licensing board has disciplined

many physicians for chemical

dependency, he said.

Hospitals, whicn are considered

responsible for their physicians,

have set up committees to identify

doctors who are abusing alcohol

and drugs.

The state requires these physi-

cians to receive treatment and

monitors them for five years.

Seventy-five percent of the physi-

cians who have gone through

treatment are successfully recov-

ering. Coombs said.

However, "little is done in

primary prevention — to prevent

these people from getting

addicted,** said Coombs, who also

chairs the UCLA School of Medi-

cine weu-Bemg uommiuee.
The committee organizes stress

management and health enhance-

ment classes, support groups and

dinner seminars, where physicians

tell medical students about poten-

tial problems at different career

stages.

The programs are designed to

prevent medical professionals and

students from turning to chemical

drugs, he said.

UCLA also offers secondary

prevention such as counseling

services for drug-using profession-

als who are not yet chemically

dependent

ENJOY:

Coffee

Cappuccino
Latte

Tea

Fine Baked Goods

CURRENT OFFERINGS INCLUDE:

Sulawesi Kalossi

Kona Estate

Mocha Java

Costa RIcan Terrazu

Decafs & flavors

INDOOR/OUTDOOR SEATING or GRAB & GO

10911 Lindbrook Drive

One Block North of Wilthlra at Woslwood Blvd.

(310)208-0108

vj'ding Great Care

ForAll Women

.

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
•Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

Call

ANN!
iCAL
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WE'VE CORNEREDn
THE MARKET
ON CREATIVE

SUMMER COURSES.
Pratt offers^summer courses that do a little more than

you'd expecf. That's because our students, the most

talented and creative people in the country, set high

standards. During our two summer sessions from

May 26-My 2 and July 6 -August 14* we're offering

hundreds of undergraduate, graduate and professional

courses designed for creative people.

Choose from programs in architecture, advertising,

art education, book arts, city and regional planning,

computer graphics, construction management, creative

arts therapy, drawing, engineering, facilities manage-

ment, fashion, film, fine arts, graphic design, illustration,

industrial and interior design, jewelry, information and

library science, painting, photography, printmaking,

sculpture, urban design, video telecommunication, and

visual studies. Summer internships are also available.

TRAVEL/STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS TO ITALY,

JAPAN, DENMARK AND SPAIN.

SUMMER MASTER'S PROGRAMS IN COMPUTER
GRAPHICS, FINE ARTS. GRAPHIC DESIGN, AND IN-

FORMATION AND LIBRARY SCIENCE. To find out

more, return the coupon or call: (718) 636-3453,

ext. 713. 'Numerous shoner sessions are oKered also.

Pratt Institute School of Professional Studies

200 WilloughbyAue. Broo/ciyn. NY 11205 •(718) 636-3453, ext. 713

Please send me information on: D Summer Courses

J Summer Masters Programs TYavel/Study Programs

SAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY. iTATE. j:ip.

I'HONE COLLEGE/OCCUPATION .

SYRACUSE
ABROAD

^
.m<:.>^

^>

at

^'c^df^
•.'.%«.v.y>*-*.'.v •

€^fe

The Division of International Programs Abroad offers academic programs in

Australia, Czechoslovakia, England, France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Haly,

. ^^ . Poland, and Spain .
.

•

for a semester, a year, or a summer of study a^roa^.

for more information, please contact

Syracuse University Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, NY 1 3244-4 1 70 - 1 -80a235-3472

SEND TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG!

Name

Address

City State Zip

Pfione

School

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD
1 19 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 1 3244-4170 1-800-235-3472
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Israeli journalist
Says he no longer has to

write bv 'remote control'

on peace

By MIml Nguyeii

Dally Bruin Staff'

A prominent Israeli newspaper

correspondent spoke at UCLA on

Tuesday about his experiences

covering the Madrid peace talks

between Arab and Israeli leaders.

Dan Avidan. a renowned jour-

nalist from the Israeli newspaper

Davar, stressed the importance of

these "historical events*' to both

Israel and the Arab nations.

**For years, Israeli journalists

had to write about Jordan and the

rest of the Arab world in a remote-

control way/* said Avidan, who
has been covering the Arab gov-

ernments for years by listening to

broadcasts and reading reports.

"But the peace process has

changed the rules of the game,**

Avidan said. "For the first time, an

Israeli journalist can talk to a

Jordanian or any (Palestine Liber-

ation Organization) leaders.**

This new attitude for peace and

openness in the Middle East is a

direct result of the new **pragmat-

pflESENTS

RICK ZtJNIGAR

9-11 p.m.
^

1...

Kerckhoff Coffee House
Cultural Affairs is funded by USAC —your student government

CRESCENT JEWELERS
Westwood's oldest and most respected TTi?!?^!? A ax-i^i^x^^
jeweler, is proud to honor ^ ^ lk>^ AtllleteS

of the Month

^ I

^.-lAi

'i.f*^

-i'^^
^3^

iv-y,

J

OFFCJALTIMEP
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\%Wk Wj for your favorite male and female

athletes each month. The athletes receiving the

most votes will be honored by Crescent Jewelers
at a UCLA athletic event.

WITV a SEIKO U.S. OLYMPIC
COLLECTION watch. Each month a

random drawing will be held from the

ballots received. The selected winner
will receive a Seiko U.S.Olympio Team
Collection watch and four tickets to an

upcoming UCLA athletic event

V _

THE FUTURE OF TIME
36 use 380

My selections for the March Crescent Jewelers UCLA Athletes of the Month are:

(Male athlete). .and (Female athlete)

To be counted, and entered in thectav^ng, your ballot must be received by April 6. 1992.

Bring in or mail your entry to: Please enter my name in your drawng.

Name

Address

1055 wesfwood blvd.

wesrwood villQg(:>

los ong»l*s 90024

eiueiers.inc.

slnc^ 1946

f 3lO)20fl-3l3l

Phone (Dayi. (Eve).

The a^Mirds for the March Athletes of the l^onth \mII be presentedat

the UCLA Mens Volleyball Tournament on April 1 1. 1992.

ism of the Arab leaders/* he said.

Since the 1970s, Egypt has been

the only country to establish a

peace treaty with Israel. After

decades of conflict, other Arab

nations are now ready to negotiate

with the Jewish state.

But Syria still remains the most

reluctant Arab country to negotiate

with Israel, Avidan said.

He added that he has exper-

ienced difficulty while interview-

ing a Syrian d^lomat

At a press conference, Avidan

had identified himself as an Israeli

journalist when posing a question

to a Syrian diplomat, but the

diplomat completely ignored him,

he said.

**The Syrians won't even answer

if you are an Israeli correspon-

dent,** he added.

But during the Middle East

peace conference which began last

See JOURNAUST, p9ge 14
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pected to drop his presidential bid
By Scott Shepard

Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — Sen. Bob

Kerrey of Nebraska, who went 0-

for-Tuesday in the latest round of

Democratic primaries and cau-

cuses, is widely expected to end his

candidacy Thursday.

With little chance of a "Super

Tuesday** comeback next week,

Kerrey cancelled campaign
appearances and returned Wed-

nesday to Washington for a meet-

ing with staff and Senate allies to

weigh the future of his first

presidential bid.

Arriving at National Airport,

Kerrey told reporters he had not

yet made "a final decision** to end

his campaign, but he planned a

news conference Thursday.

Kerrey acknowledged being

short of campaign funds — some

news accounts said he was $1

million in debt — and money for

'

Learn a foreign

language in Beijing,j

Paris, Salamanca orj

Guadalajara. Intern

at a London TV station or

ad agency while studying at Richmond
College. Paint a landscape in Florence. See for

yourself why Berlin is becoming the most exciting

city in Europe. Check out the changes in Russia.

Or choose a four-week traveling program. Visit several coun-

tries and learn about Europeans, history and politics. Air fare,

accommodations and meals are included. Transcripts provided.

The summer ofyour life is about to happen!
Contact Dario Bravo • Expo Center • Ackerman Union

M
— or send in this coupon —

LJ I'd like to know more ak)Out sunfimer study in

Name
:

Street

City ,

Phone

Slate ZIP

College/University.

Return to: American Institute for foreign Study*. College Division

Dept. QN. 102 Qreenwich Avenue. Gret^nwict). CT 06830 or call(800)-7272437

Spring Quarter 1992

"Neuroscience for Physicists,

Mathematicians, and Engineers''

This course is intended for students

. in physics, mathematics, and engineering

who would like to learn about contemporary

neuroscience, but do not have formal

training in the biology and physiology

usually required for this subject. Topics

include the modeling of neurons, neural

networks, neural control systems, and

mathematical and engineering approaches to

reflexes, perception, and movement.

Dr. Alan Garnnkel

Tuesday/Thursday 10:00 AM- 12:00 Noon

Geology 4645

Course II># 56184

IQIUIRRICQRQSI^MQ

THE FIRST!
Combat tliose who are demanding
censorsliip of your music & lyrics!

2/3'8 Of all profits from "Rock The First" sales will go to a

special fund to encourage voter registration & education!

Your vote is your voice... ?

let it be heard-register & vote

COMPACT DISCS

^7h^9^7 each

5.99 each

!LJ 6 VOLUMES
FEATURING THE GREATEST HITS FROM THESE ARTISTS!

VOLUME ONE: The Power Station. Robert Palmer, Run-DMC, Fine Young

Cannibals. Bananarama. Bobby Brown. Belinda Carlisle. Crowded House.

Robbie Nevil & David Lee Roth.

VOLUME TWO: Bon Jovi, Jon Bon Jovi. Billy Squler. Great White. The Fabulous

Thunderbirds. Stevie Ray Vaughn And Double Trouble, Glenn Frey, Duran

Duran, Steve Winwood & REM.
VOLUME THREE: Paula Abdul. Technotronic. Jody Watley. Men Without^Hats.

Devo, The Escape Club. Young M.C., Roxette. Laura Branigan & Expose.

VOLUME FOUR: Red Hot Chili Peppers. Vixen, The Who, The Tubes, Wall Of

Voodoo. The Clash. Concrete Blonde. Scandal. Stray Cats & Blondie.

VOLUME FIVE: Tina Turner. John Waite. Arcadia. Sheriff. Berlin, The Dream

Acadenny. Poison, Richard Marx. The Motels & Dan Hartman.

VOLUJyiE SIX: Taylor Dayne. ABC, Aretha Franklin. Roxette, The Bangles,

Kim Wilde, The Fixx, Men At Work, Tone-Loc & Bobby McFerrin.

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY! sale ends 3/10/92

IQUKARlCOmWIMQ
WIST HOLLYWOOD • WCSTWOOD • TORRANCE

THOUSAND OAKS • WOODLAND HILLS • NORTHRIDOI
PANORAMA CITY • SHERMAN OAKS • WEST COVINA • BREA^^

LAKEWOOD . ANAHEIM • TUSTIN • EL TORO ^*-

advertising is crucial to compete in

the Southern-dominated voting in

11 states next week.

Sen. Tom Harkin of Iowa also

has little hope for a victory next

week, his campaign manager, Tim

Raftis, acknowledged. But after a

meeting with Harkin*s labor sup-

porters, Raftis indicated the sena-

tor will try to resurrect his

campaign in heavily unionized

Michigan and Illinois on March

17.

Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas

and former Sen. Paul Tsongas of

Massachusetts, the big winners

Tuesday, intensified their efforts

Wednesday with aggressive ad

campaigns in Texas and Florida,

the key Super Tuesday states.

Clinton, coming off an impress-

ive primary victory in Georgia, the

Hrst of his campaign, took his

criticism of Tsongas* pro-business

economic policies to the heart of

Miami's black community.

I call my program a *people

first* economic program, not a

*money first* economic program,**

he said.

Clinton said the Democratic

campaign is now a two-man race

between him and Tsongas. whom
he criticized as "a traditional

Democratic liberal on social poli-

cy** whose economic policies were

a continuation of those put forth by

Republican Presidents Reagan and

Bush.

TOUGH GUYS CANT DANCE

BUT THEY SURE CAN SINGI

TONIGHT!
GREASE at 7:00 pm
WESTSIDE STORY at 9:30 pm

AGB $1.50

paid for by USAC village photo

LICLA CULTURAL AFFAIRS COriNLSSION PRESENTS

K:

CHICAGO BLUES LEGEND

Lefti
y-

"Lefty hit the spotlight like a man
possessed launching into a steamy,

provocative stage persona and stinging,

high energy guitar work.
"

- Blues & Rhythm Magazine

I

I

Tuesday, Harch 10, 5-11 pm

FREE at UCLA's Cooperage

mm^ pHii

W "TV •- • - ~l -V
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FITTING
CONTACT
LENSES IS NOT
CHILD'S PLAY
Why do some ili^ oiintcrs ;u t

like it is?

They sell ctMitnet lenses ;is if thev

were an everydny cotninoJity.

When lens snles depend upon

volume alone, how much time

ean be devoted to the individual

patient? How much proper tit-

{\n^ can there he?

"^'ou knmv. So do we.

DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $175.00
includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up care

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES $225.00

ALL STUDENT & EMPLOYEE VISION CARE PLANS ACCEPTED

DR, J,F, QUACKENBUSH, O.D. r^-B
10955 Weyburn Ave. • Corner of Weyburn &. Broxton • 208-4748

End of Probation Fiesta!

$1.99 PITCHERS
Daily after 3pm

590 Tacos • $1 .50 Bean Nachos

$1 .00 Fish Tacos • $1 .50 Cheese Quesadilla

FREE Chips & Salsa!

Students: $1 .00 off any plate! FREE DELIVERY

1084 Glendon Ave. Westwood 208-2038

LOWEST PAYMENT PIANS
SAMPLE

AUTO INSURANCE QUOTES:

32 Years Old
Westside Residence

Basic Liability

$178.60 DOWN PAYMENT

23 Years Old
Westside Residence

Basic Liability

$208.80 DOWN PAYMENT

•CALIFORNIA ADMITTED COMPANY
•FAMILY DISCOUNTS ~ '—
•YOUNG DRIVERS

•MULTIPLE TICKETS AND/OR
^ ACCIDENTS '

•LOWEST PAYMENT PLANS

CALL FOR A QUOTATION 310*45N4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE AGENCY
1a33 Santo Monica Blvd.

Santa Monica, CA
(corner of 15th St. and Santo Monica Blvd.)

F^U^tlQiycbiHViGts'

infertility

fraud, peijury counts

The New York Times

ALEXANDRIA. Va. — A
federal jury Wednesday convicted

an infertility specialist on 52

counts of fraud and peijury for

artificially inseminating unwitting

patients with his own sperm and

for telling them they were pregnant

when they were not.

The doctor, Cecil B. Jacobson,

who could be sentenced to up to

280 years in prison and fmed up to

$500,000, sat impassively with his

arms crossed when the jury fore-

man read the guilty verdicts.

Sentencing is set for May 8.

After the trial, jurors said that

DNA tests indicating that the

doctor had fathered 15 children for

his patients convinced them that he

had lied about the source of the

sperm. The prosecutors charged

that Jacobson may have fathered as

many as 75 children.

**He was like a conductor on a

train,- said the jury foreman,

Daniel Richard. **Some of his

patients got off, ecstatic that they

had a baby, but others felt he lied to

keep them on the train.**

=The SS-year-otd doctor, who48-

Defense lawyers tried to portray

Jacobson, whose office is in

nearby Vienna, as a physician so

concerned with his patients that he

went to extraordinary lengths to

help them.

His lawyer, James B. Tate, said,

**IfCecil made any mistakes, it was

in losing his objectivity and trying

so hard to get patients pregnant**

Tate said an appeal was likely,

but no fmal decision had been

made.

The case thrust the private issue

of childbearing into the glare of

media and public scrutiny for

many couples already emotionally

devastated by infertility. And it

drew attention to the fact that there

are few laws governing a doctor's

role in the rapidly changing field of

fertility medicine. Last November,

Jacobson was indicted by a federal

grand jury for nuul and wire fraud,

travel fraud and perjury after seven

couples who went to him for

fertility treatments in the 1970s

and *80s learned that DNA tests

indicate he is the biological father

of their children.

ThftDNA I6SI& were accepted as

married and has eight children by

his wife, treated hundreds of

infertile women referred to him by

other doctors who l)elieved that he

was the best in his field.

He was credited in court testi-

mony with being the first in the

United States to introduce

amniocentesis, a test in which fluid

is extracted from the womb to

detect birth defects.

evidence in the trial, although

defense lawyers questioned the

accuracy of the results.

Jacobson has admitted fathering

only one child. Prosecutors said 17

children were tested and fmdings

indicated that 15 were fathered by

Jacobson. They charged that the

doctor might have fathered dozens

more children whose parents did

*not come forward for testing.

Nazi 'Degenerate Art' show
leopens to praise in Berlin

By Stephen KInzer

The New York Times

BERLIN — More than half a

century after Nazi leaders

assembled their exhibition
"Degenerate Art,** a sweeping

condemnation of the work of the

avant-garde, it has reopened here

to high praise.

The exhibition, which was re-

created by the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art last year, returns to

Germany as Germans are begin-

ning to confront long-repressed

truths about the Nazi era.

Several weeks ago, the lakeside

villa in the Wannsee section of

Berlin where Nazi leaders planned

the elimination of European Jews
was opened as a museum. Some
Berlin officials are also hoping to

build a memorial to Nazi victims in

the underground bunker complex
from which Hitler directed World
War n.

Hundreds of journalists, artists,

museum curators and dignitaries

attended the invitation-only open-

ing of the show on Tuesday at the

Altes Museum, where it will

remain until May 31.

**The opening was a tremend-

ously positive event,** said Ina

Albowitz, a member of the par-

hamentary finance committee who
found $2.5 million in the federal

budget to pay for transporting and
mounting the artworks.

*This is the most important

exhibition ever shown in Berlin,**

said Wolf Vostell, a prominent

German sculptor.

"Of course there are some
Germans who will view it in a

negative way and say ihat this^trt

really is degenerate. But there are

many open and tolerant people in

this country, and they are going to

be deeply impressed by the true

meaning of what is being shown
here.-

The original exhibition was
assembled at the direction of Adolf

Hitler and his propaganda minis-

ter, Josef Goebbels, in an attempt

to show Germans that modernism
was pornographic, subversive and

fundamentally anti-German.

To find examples of artnhey
considered degenerate, a commis-
sion named by Goebbels visited 32
German museums and confiscated

16,000 paintings, drawings, prints

and sculptures.

Of these, 650 works were
selected to illustrate the supposed

decadence into which German art

had fallen.

Among the artists whose works

were selected are many now
ranked among the fmest of the 20th

century. They included the

Expressionists Otto Dix, Max
Beckmann, George Grosz and

Emil Nolde, the Bauhaus painters

Paul Klee and Lyonel Feininger,

and several foreign-bom artists

working in Germany, among them

Wassily Kandinsky and Marc
Chagall.

Nazi organizers crammed the

650 condemned works into a

small, poorly lit series of rooms
and grouped them into categories

like "Insults to German Woman-
hood** and "Nature as Seen by Sick

Minds.** Many of the works were
accompanied by red stickers

asserting that they had been '"paid

for by the taxes of German
working people^** ^
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IstafeH Aralislfelcl In
-

Jewish soldier Idilings
By Clyde Habemnan
The New York Times

JERUSALEM — Israeli police

said Wednesday that they had

arrested four Israeli Arabs and

charged them with hacking and

stabbing three Jewish soldiers to

death at an isolated army ouqx)st in

mid-February.

The four suspects were said by

the police to belong to Islamic

Holy War, which is one of the most

militant Palestinian groups but

which is not believed to have

well -planted roots among the

700,000 Muslim Arabs living in

Israel.

The arrests shocked many
Israelis, Jews and Arabs alike, both

because such brutal violence by

Israeli Arabs against Jews is

almost unheard of, and because the

men were supposedly involved

with Islamic Holy War.

Immediately after the deaths,

senior officials blamed the main-

stream Al Fatah faction of the

Palestine Liberation Organization,

and said the killings were the work

of Palestinian Arabs from the

occupied West Bank.

*There has never been an attack

of this sort by Israeli Arabs,** said

Dr. liana Kauffman, a specialist on

Israeli-Arab affairs at Tel AviV

ziJnivcrsitjfc

Apparently worried about possi-

ble Jewish reprisals against Arabs,

Inspector General Yaacov Temer
of the IsraeU police warned, "We
should not harm our Arab citizens.

We are talking about a hard gang

that founded an Islamic Holy War
cell; we should be very wary about

making generalizations about the

Arabs of Israel.**

His comments may have been a

reaction to harsh anti-Arab

remarks made earlier this week by

a prominent member ofParliament

from a small far-right party, who
along with another right-wing

politician had clearly received

advance word that Israeli Arabs

were suspects in the murders.

"The Arabs in the land of Israel

are the enemy,** said Rafael Eitan,

a former armed forces chief of

staff and leader of the Tsomet

Party.

"If they could,** he told a group

ofhigh school students, •*t[he Arabs

would choose to have the state of

Israel wiped out at this very

moment**
Another Arab affairs specialist.

Prof. Elic Rekhess, said Wednes-

day night that while he did not

"expect lynchings,** tensions

would rise and there would be "a

very negative effect on Jewish-

Arab relations.**—Rftkhftffl. who teaches at the

e

As a sign of the concern, an

Israeli Muslim leader. Sheik

Abdallah Nimer Darwish, con-

demned the killings after the

arrests were disclosed. According

to Israel radio, he said of the

suspects, "It doesn't matter if they

are believers. Murder is murder.**

Dayan Center for Middle Eastern

Studies at Tel Aviv University,

said the episode seemed to be

isolated. Nonetheless, he said,

there has been a growing militancy

among Israeli Arabs, who have

long protested that they are treated

as second-class citizens.

Eritrea asics nomads to

give up wandering ways
By Jane Perlez

The New York Times

SHEEB, Ethiopia — In the

sands of the Red Sea coast,

Hamida Mohammed, who is 18,

displayed all the regalia of her

recent marriage: elaborate gold

bracelets on each wrist, a heavy

steel watch and an ornate, metallic

threaded mask that revealed only

her eyes during the three days of

her wedding feast.

Like all the women gathered in

her tent of woven goat hair,

Hamida has worn a veil that covers

her mouth since she was 5. She was

circumcised at the ^ge of 7, and as

the first wife of her 22-year-old

husband she takes it for granted he

will take one or two more.

Hamida is a member of the

nomadic Rashaida tribe, strict

practitioners of Islam, who sailed

to the African side of the Red Sea

from Saudi Arabia about 200 years

ago.

There are perhaps 50,000 mem-
bers of the tribe in Eritrea, the

^province of Ethiopia that is seek-

ing formal independence. The

Rashaida have remained a piece of

untouched Bedouin Arabia in

Africa.

Like their Rashaida relatives

and other Bedouin tribes who
stayed in Saudi Arabia, the Rashai-

_da in Eritrea clung to their Muslim

faith, kept their Arabic language

and thrived from their wanderings,

using camels to transport contra-

band.

But now the nomadic life is

coming to an end, as the Rashaida,

like so many other nomads in

Africa, succumb to pressure to

settle in permanent places.

Across the stretch of desert

south of the Sahara, governments.

trying to relieve the effects of

cyclical drought, are insisting that

nomads become integrated into

sedentary life.

The new government in Eritrea,

which won a 30-year war of

independence against Ethiopia last

year, is also asking the Rashaida to

transform themselves.

A slab of land has been set aside

near Sheeb (pronounced sheb), a

village more than 35 miles north-

west of Massawa, for the Rashaida

people of the region to settle. The

idea is to provide schools and

health chnics for a people who
have never known such things.

In the face of this change, the

Rashaida, with varying degrees of

success, are trying to retain their

distinctive ways.

"We are as strict with our

culture as before,** said Said Saleh,

a 50-year-oId chief, his head

swathed in a white turban and his

body garbed in sand-flecked

white.

This is particularly true as it

applies to women, who perhaps

more than among many other

peoples in Africa are coveted by

Rashaida men as symbols of

beauty and possession.

When the Rashaida arrived in

Eritrea, the women wore the

traditional ankle-length red skirts

appliqued in patterns of yellow and

green of Saudi Arabia.

Their veils, even for everyday

chores like goat and sheep herding

in the desert, were finely embroid-

ered with metallic thread.

The dress code is still adhered to

— the elaborate styles are sewn at

Port Sudan and Kassala in the

Sudan, where the Rashaida who
fffst came to Eritrea have spread.

Said said.

«ik«j

"MY HOBBIES INCLUDE

DECAPtWING MY
WIVE& amm and

RUUNG ENGLANDl

WHAT ARE YOURSr
They sound like the utterings of a madman. But

stop laughing and concentrate. You're playing

Crazy Talk. The game that pits teams against

each other and plays out what characters might

say in unexpected situations. It's sweeping

aaoss campus. Get to the countiy store section

CHARACTER: Henry VII.

SITUATION: While makinq chit

chat at a cocktail party.

ofyour bookstore and get a copy, or call us at

(310) 207-4240. Then guess who in the world

would declare the above silliness, and why.

CRAXriAIH

Sale 386SX-1 6Mhz....$750.

I * 1MB RAM I

I
* 1 .2MB & 1 44MD FD |

' ' BOMB Hard Drive

I * 2400 Baud Modem |

We'll beat any ac^s ,
• ati wonder vga card

In the Dally Bruin! ^* Mouse
_ _ _ _

'

286-1 2Mhz

$495.
1MB RAM & 40MB HD

386SX-16Mhz

$635.
1MBRAM&8SMBHD

386SX-25Mhz

$670.
1MB RAM & 85MB HD

386DX-25Mhz

$750.
1MB RAM & 85MB HD

System includes

* 1.2 or 1.44MB FDD
^2HD/2FDCQi)!rQlier:

*ATK)(2S/1P/tii:
* tot Keyboard
* Clock & Calendar
^ Free Mouse
> 72-HR Burn-in Test
* One Year Warranty

386DX-33Mhz
(W/64K Cache)

$835.

386DX-40Mhz
(W/64K Cache)

$885.
2MB RAM A 85MB HD

486DX-33Mhz
(W/128K Cache)

$1 265.
2MB ilAM &. 85MB HD|4MB RAM & 85MB HD

486DX-33Mhz
(\M/256K Cache)

$1 295.
4MB RAM A 85MB HPJ

y^nitnr^ and Video Cards $y$tem Upgrgd?
H??^f!f t^s

12- Mono w/MGP Card $95 386-33Mhz/64K Cache $350 y^°™^p^^^^
14- Color VGA wA/GA Card $245 486-33Mhz/64K Cache $650 ^ 2 or \'^^/'^}^^^

14- Color SVGA w/SVGA Card.. .$330 486-33Mh2/256K Cache. .$695 ^ogitech Mouse....$bD

Microsoft Mouse.. .$65

liiliilifili^^

TOP IDMPUTER SYSTEMS
401 S. liiiil Ave. Suites 5&6, Los Angeles. CA 90020 Call James Ct^

GRE Exam
June 6

GRE Seminar:

April 1,5:00

Call Now For Information

(310)312-4900

11819 Wilshire Blvd. #205, West L.A

*Near Barrington ^Validated Parking

/
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frighten you?
RELAX WITH KAPLAN
Find out why we are #1

in test prep!

CALL 1 - -KAP-TEST
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Kducational Center Ltd.

ANY SCOOTER
$50 OFF ANY
HELMET

with bike purchase

Come yidewith us.

t ALL MODELS IN STOCK
Down Financing (O.A.C.)

Low Monthly Payments

Cash Paid for Used Scooters

Trades Welcome
Friendly/Experienced Staff

• UCLA Discounts on Accessories

• FREE Lock with Purchase of any

Bike or Scooter"

• FREE Local Pickup or Delivery

for Service or Sales

SALES •^SERVICE FARTS•ACCESSORIES

1804 Lincoln BlvcL Santa Monica
Open 6 Days

Mon^Fri 9-7 Sat 9-5

(310)450^4643
See our kd in the UCLA DlRECJrORY
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make ghiesome find
By Evelyn NIeves

The New York Times

PLAINFIELD. NJ. — An 18-

hour standoff between the police

and a tnan who had l)arricaded

himself inside a mansion with the

body of his mother-in-law ended

Wednesday when the man shot and

wounded himself. Union County
officials said.

The body of the man's 74-year-

old mother-in-law was found in the

house, her hands severed and an ax

nearby, the officials said.

The gunman, Mark Masters, 29,

had fu-ed about 17 shots at the

police and set off two smoke
bombs during the siege, the offi-

cials said, before shooting himself

in the chest at 7:43 a.m. He was
listed in stable condition Wednes-
day afternoon at Robert Wood
Johnson University Hospital in

New Brunswick after surgery, said

a hospital spokeswoman, Cheryl

EmsL
Masters has been charged with

seven counts of aggravated assault

for shooting at the officers and two
counts ofweapons possession, said

the Union Count Prosecutor,

Andrew K. Ruotolo Jr.

Ruotolo said officials are still

not sure whether Masters killed his

mother-in-law, Mary Mason, with

whom he sharedlftc^mansion along

with his wife, Minka, 41, and her

daughter, Dominique, 14. '*She

was apparently dead before the

stand-off began,** Ruotolo said.

In the basement, the police

found a sawed-off shotgun, a

semiautomatic pistol, two gre-

nades and several axes and knives.

Ruotolo said that more charges

could be filed after the investiga-

tion is completed.

The house is set back from the

road behind a grove of trees and

sits on a half-acre lawn, with a

carriage house in back. It was
previously the headquarters of the

Monday Afternoon Club, a tea-

and-luncheon group of prominent

local women, and was used as ttie

setting for a horror movie,
"Basketcase H.**

The prosecutor said the incident

started at about noon Tuesday

when Masters awoke to find her

husband brandishing a gun. He
told her that her mother had died

and that he would probably be

blamed. Masters, fearing for her

life, fled the house and picked up
her daughter from school before

calling the police.

The police arrived to find

Masters barricaded in the base-

ment of the three-story house.

While negotiating with the

Plainfield police, the state police

and the prosecutor's office. Mas-

ters mentioned repeatedly that he

had often been blamed for acci-

dents suffered by his mother-in-

law, who had Alzheimer's disease,

Ruotolo said.

After a night of negotiations—
during which a SWAT team

almost stormed the house but was
deterred by gunshots— the police

moved to within a few feet of the

gunman at a basement door. At that

point, Ruotolo said. Masters

panicked, retreated and fu-ed two

shots at the police outside before

shooting himself. He then shouted

to the police to help him, Ruotolo

sai^
But Ruotolo said he did not

believe that Masters intended to

kill himself.

Neighbors said Masters and his

wife had domestic troubles and

were planning to divorce.

**She told me that he couldn't get

along with her mother," said a

neighbor who asked not to be

identified. 'They would have lots

of fights about her.**

The couple married soon after

Masters was hired to fix up the

mansion, which Masters had pur-

chased with an inheritance fiom

her father, a jeweler in Wood-
bridge.

A look at Bush's Houston
home, home on the range
By Susan Yoachum
San Francisco Chronicle

HOUSTON — The book-

shelves are lined with Reader's

Digest Condensed Books. The
king-size bedspread is done in

fioral pinks and greens. The,

bathrooms are stocked with mini-

ature containers of mouthwash and

shampoo.

This is George Bush's home-
away-fiom-the-Whiie House, the

$800-a-night hotel suite that gives

him bragging rights to being a

Texan— and the chance to escape

paying state income tax in one of

the few states that does not have it

President Bush's "home" and

legal residence, which he visits a

handful of times a year, is at the

Houstonian Hotel, a curious cross

between Asilomar's scenic setting

on the outside and a Holiday Inn on

the inside.

And, in what some see as a

metaphor for Bush's presidential

campaign woes, the hotel is facing

uiugh economic times. Its owner,

Houston Properties Ltd., has filed

for bankruptcy protection under

Chapter 1 1 at a critical time when
the hotel hopes to undergo some
renovations before the Republican

National Convention in August
From upholstery that doesn't

quite coyer all of the sofas near the

elevators to the scuffed- up
orange-and-white ice machines on

the way to the Presidential Suite,

the hotel has suffered from benign

neglect, employees say.

It has also suffered from an

occasional lack of crowds —
except when the president is in

residence.

**When Bush is here, it's a mess,

with dogs sniffing everybody, and
everything else," confided one
hotel worker. "It's a disaster.**

Other hotel employees say they

seldom glimpse Bush, who is

brought in and out the back way to

his second-floor "home" — a

living room and a bedroom.

The living room, which looks

out over the hotel swimming pool,

has a wet bar, a dining room table

and chairs, loveseats, chairs, otto-

mans and a television — but no
kitchen area.

That would be unusual in most
homes, but at the Houstonian, all

Bush has to do is pick up the phone
and order chili con queso by the

quart or a rib eye steak by the

ounce.

Although the suite has about as

much warmth as a glacier, hotel

employees were quick to note that

they put family pictures in place

before Bush arrives.

The hotel suite became a cause

celebre after its owners filed 1^
bankruptcy protection and
"Doonesbury" cartoonist Garry

Trudeau penned a strip urging his

readers to do "like the prez" and

declare legal residency in Texas—
arid avoid taxes.
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attack for lyric content
By Alan Riding

The New York Tinnes

PARIS — Exactly 200 years

after France's stirringly revolu-

tionary national anthem was com-

posed, "les enfants de la patrie" are

once again being called to arms—
this time to defend La Marseillaise

against an attack by political

correctness.

The offensive has taken the

form of a campaign to replace the

anthem's most bloodthirsty lyrics

with more brotherly phrases to

demonstrate that French patriots

no longer dream of spilling the

"impure blood" of foreigners.

But while more than 100 promi-

nent citizens, including France's

first lady, Danielle Mitterrand,

have endorsed the campaign, the

response of traditionalists has been

swift This week, a Committee for

the Defense of the Marseillaise

was formed to the cry of "Hands

off our national anthem!"

"We should not touch it,"

Georges Suffert wrote in a signed

ediuxial in Le Figaro on Tuesday.

"It is part ofour history. We should

not meddle with the past It was a

Soviet speciality to change the

accounts of former times accord-

ing to their mood. The Marseillaise

is what it is."

JThe idea of softening the lyrics

was fu^t raised three years ago by

Abbott Pierre, a much-admired

defender of human rights, but it

only gathered momentum after a

10-year-old girl, Severine Dupel-

loux, sang the anthem at the

opening ceremony of the Winter

Olympics in AlbertvUle on Feb. 8.

JSuddenly, the contrast between

the innocence of her unaccompan-

ied voice and the ferocity of the

words — subtitled for the benefit

of foreign television viewers —
seemed too much. "How can one

call out To Arms!* in an Olympic

Stadium?" Charles Ferauge, a

retired fure department general,

asked.

In an article in Le Figaro,

Ferauge described the research by

a former fu-eman, Armand Thuair,

who had studied 175 national

anthems and had reached the

conclusion that "France today is

the only country in the world to

have adopted and preserved a

bellicose anthem."

He also quoted an alternative

text written by Thuair in which

*To Arms, Citizens" becomes

•Together, Citizens" and the

anthem's aim goes from mobiliz-

ing the nation to fight a treacherous

enemy intent on "Slaughtering

sons, wives and kin" to celebrating

freedom and silencing the canons.

The Committee for a Marseil-

laise of Fraternity, which counts

singers, industrialists and politi-

cians as well as. the first lady

among its sponsors, has in turn

proposed a competition to come up
with "a text in harmony with the

republican spirit of liberty, equali-

ty and fraternity and with the

universaLjfesire for peace.^
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The "committee particularly"

wants the reference to **impure

blood** removed because, with

xenophobic sentiments on the rise

in France, it seems to play into the

hands of the National Front, the

ultra-rightist party that has called

for the expulsion of Third World

immigrants.

Did you know that ... nothing a woman does obligates her to have sexual

contact against her will?

Everyone has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected.

Olympic medalists reap

few endorsement deals
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By Deborah Yu
Los Angeles Daily News

When figure skater Kristi

Yamaguchi placed first in the

Albertville Olympics recently, she

earned more than a gold medal.

Within hours, Kellogg Co.

began stamping out a limited

edition of Special K cereal boxes

with her picture on them. Yamagu-

chi, one of four Americans to win

gold medals at the Olympics, had

signed with Battle Creek, Mich.-

based Kellogg last fall.

But she's one of the very, very

few lucky ones. *

Sports marketing experts say

that while interest is high, corpo-

rations aren*t exactly pushing to

have athletes sign.
' "If (endorsements) are not run-

ning now, it*s my assessment that

no major deals are being done,**

said Nova Lanktree, director at

Bums Sports Celebrity Service in

Chicago.

Experts say the recession, cuts

in advertising budgets, and the

nature of the Winter Olympics

itself are to blame. Not helping

matters is a rash of negative

publicity concerning several

superstars.

*There*s a lot of conservatism

out there. Il*s very real** Lanktree

said. **We*ve even been setting up

auditions for celebrities, which is

almost unheard of.**

Michael Rosenberg, one of the

counUy*s biggest figure skating

agents, agrees that companies are

cutting back.

"Deals will not be made at levels

of past Olympics because of the

recession,** he said. Rosenberg,

who is the agent for gold medal

figure skater Viktor Petrenko of

the Unified Team, as well as U.S.

figure skating champion Christo-

pher Bowman of the Los Angeles

area of Van Nuys, expects fewer

and less lucrative deals to be made

this year.

Part of the problem is the overall

economic climate.

Ad spending fell from $29.6

billion from January to September

1990 to $27.2 billion in the Uke

period in 1991, according to

Leading National Advertisers, a

New York research fum.

Ahnost half of the 200 biggest

name brands dropped their ad

spending in 1991, according to

Advertising Age. More than a

quarter cut expenditures by double

digits.

This corporate caution comes

despite the fact that the Albertville

games turned out to be a ratings

success. CBS exceeded its own
projection of a 17 average rating

by 1.7 points during the two-week

games, according to Nielsen

Media Research in New York.— That translates to 17.2 millioii

average households tuned in.

In the 1988 Calgary Winter

Olympics. 17.1 million house-

holds watched. And in 1984 in

Sarajevo, Yugoslavia, it was just

15.2 million.

This year*s high ratings have

made household names of some

athletes, said Bob Dorfman, senior

copywriter at Foote, Cone &
Belding in San Francisco who
came out with a report on Winter

Olympians* endorsement poten-

tial.

John Nicks, a U.S. Winter

Olympics coach for 24 years who
trains Bowman, said the games

have been getting more interest

from the public and media.
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Alpha Lambda Delta and Phi Eta Sigma Honor

announce 2 $300 scholarships for each Chapter

-current Alpha Lambda Delta or Phi Eta Sigma member
in good standing

-initiated before April 5, 1992
-will not be graduating before Winter 1 993
-Applications are available at 1206 Murphy Hall

-Deadline is March 30, 1992

T

Alpha Lambda Delta Honor Society announces the $100

Trow Award for Sophomore Members

-must have 45 to 89.9 quarter units

-minimum 3.5 gpa

-current Alpha Lambda Delta Member in good standing

-Applications available at 1 206 Murphy

-Deadline is March 20, 1 992
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Anti-crime bill revived'

in Senate— for now
By Clifford Krauss
The New York Times

WASHINGTON— Countering

a Republican effort to portray them

as soft on crime, Democratic

senators on Wednesday resur-

rected an anti-crime bill killed last

year that would expand the death

penalty to 50 federal crimes.

There is little likelihood that the

Democrats will have more success

this year than last, but they hope to

gain political advantage from the

dispute.

The new congressional fight

over crime began on Tuesday

when Republicans said they would

attach President Bush's crime bill

as an amendment to legislation at

least once a week for the foresee-

able future.

The Republican crime bill dif-

fers from the Democrats* by
including tougher restrictions on

criminal appeals in federal courts

and looser restrictions against

police searches and seizures of
evidence.

Arguing that the Democratic bill

faces a certain veto by President

Bush, Republican senators Wed-
nesday signaled that they would
filibuster, as they did last year, to

prevent a vote on the bill. The
threat set the stage for a vote to

"^hut off debate on Fricfay or next 27.

willing to become police officers

on jgraduation.

Sen. Joseph R. Biden Jr., D-
Del., chairman of the Judiciary

Committee, said that if the Repu-
blicans would not allow a vote on
the measure, the chances of pas-

sage of any anti-crime measure

this year "could be nonexistent"

Then, he said, *Tt just becomes a

pure political game.**

Biden said the Republican man-
euver was at least partly inspired

by the gun lobby, which opposes

the biirs limits on handguns.

Sen. Strom Thurmond of South

Carolina, the ranking Republican

on the Judiciary Committee,
countered: **I will not accept a bill

that expands the rights of crimi-

nals. It is not an anti-crime bill; it is

a pro-criminal bill.**

Most troubling in the confer-

ence bill, Thurmond said, was a

provision that too easily allowed

death-row inmates to challenge

their convictions or sentences

through petitions for writs of

habeas corpus.

The Democratic bill, which was
approved by a conference com-
mittee last November and then

passed the House, was killed in the

Senate when Democrats failed to

muster a 60-vote majority to avert

a Republican filibuster last Nov.

week.

The Democratic bill, in addition

to expanding the crime bill, would

create a five-day waiting period

for the purchase of a handgun. It

would also establish a program

similar to the Reserve Officer

Training Corps aimed at providing

college scholarships for students

A lobbyist with close contacts to

Congressional Democrats says

Senate Democrats will probably be

forced to persuade their House

colleagues to agree to a stricter

version of the conference bill,

including more limits on death row
appeals, in order to gain final

passage before the end of the year.

nrms search nature for

cures for cancer and aids
By Andrew Pollack

The New York Times

Skin of frog, venom of spider

and saliva of leech.

Ingredients for the witch's brew

at the beginning of "Macbeth'*?

No, they are potential sources of

drugs.

The pharmaceutical industry is

going back to nature, scouring the

oceans for algae, the soil for fungi

and the jungles for plants, insects

and beasts that might provide

chemicals to fight ciincer, AIDS
^d other diseases.

Such chemical prospecting

could also provide an economic

incentive for preserving rain fore-

sts and endangered species, con-

servationists and drug company
officials say.

The resurgence of interest in

such natural sources is surprising

because biotechnology was sup-

posed to have ushered in the age of

'^rational drug design,** in which

drugs would be formulated using

scientific principles, doing away
with the need to rely on Mother

Nature.

Instead, biotechnology has pro-

duced techniques Ihat ailow drug

companies to screen tens of thou-

sands of substances a year in an

attempt to find just one that will

fight disease.

*The testing procedures have

become like factories,** said Dr.

John H. Fried, vice chairman of the

Syntex Corporation and president

of its research division. **You can

run a lot of products through.**

Syntex signed an agreement last

year under which science acade-

mies in China will supply it with up
to 10,000 plant extracts a year for

testing. SmithKline Beecham has

hired Biotics Ltd., a young British

company, to supply it with hun-

dreds of plant extracts each year

from the jungles of Ghana and

Costa Rica.

The National Cancer Institute,

which dropped its natural-drug

screening program in the early

1980's, resurrected it a few years

ago. It collects nearly 4,000 plant

samples each year from around the

world, plus thousands more sam-

ples of marine organisms and

microorganisms.

Biotechnology ' companies are

also working with natural-drug

sources. Natural Product Sciences

Inc. of Salt Lake City and Cam-
bridge Neurosciencc Inc. of Cam-
bridge, Mass., hope that spider

venom, which can paralyze the

spider's prey, will yield drugs for

human brain and nervous system

disorders.

Xenova Ltd., a new British

company, has assembled a library

of more than 20,000 fungi and
microorganisms that it screens and

allows other drug companies to

use.

Some promising drugs isolated

from natural sources are already in

development Cor Therapeutics, a

South San Francisco biotechnolo-

gy company, is testing a drug to

prevent unwanted blood clots.

Other companies, including

Biogen and Ciba-Geigy, are deve-

loping anti-clotting compounds
modeled on agents used by leech-

es, which are known for their

bloodsucking ability. t

Magainin Pharmaceuticals of

Plymouth Meeting, Pa., is deve-

loping anti-infection agents mod-
eled after naturally occurring

molecules found in thcj skin of

frogs.
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Treafmeiiffor muscle'

disease is reported

«*i

By GIna Kolata

The New York Times

A maverick researcher says he

has developed the first effective

treatment for Duchenne muscular

dystrophy. But other researchers

say that although his results are

promising, he has not yet proved

that the treatment works.

The researcher. Dr. Peter Law,

director of the Cell Therapy

Research Foundation in Memphis,

said that when he injected healthy

muscle cells into the legs of boys

with fhichenne muscular dystro-

phy, the boys* legs grew stronger.

Although the boys are by no means

cured. Law said, '*it is quite

spectacular.**

The disease, a genetic defect

that causes muscles to waste,

occurs in about 1 in every 4,000

births in the United States and

affects boys almost exclusively.

Law injected 5 billion healthy

muscles cells into each of 22 major

muscles in the legs of 24 children

with muscular dystrophy. Thirteen

of those children had their injec-

tions at least three months ago, and

they are the subjects of the new
report Law found that 81 percent

of the injected muscles got stron-

ger. His paper describing his

-Jesu its will he puhlished in the

May issue of the journal Cell

Transplantation. ^„

Law used a short videotape to

document the children's progress.

One boy could stand and walk in

water after the cell therapy, but not

before. Another could push the

pedals of a bicycle while he sat in

his wheelchair. Still another could

slowly make his way up a flight of

stairs while hanging onto a banis-

ter.

Other investigators who read

Law's paper said, however, that

his study design made it impossi-

ble to say whether the treatment

was beneficial because the study

did not include a comparison

group of boys who would have

sham injections. This confuses the

data because the boys in the study

received a drug, cyclosporine, to

suppress their immune systems so

they would not rejectthe foreign

muscle cells.

•There is no way of knowing
whether the transplant or the

immunosuppression caused the

improvement,** said Dr. Theodore

Munsat of the Tufts University

School of Medicine.

Dr. Robert Brown of the Har-

vard University School of Medi-

cine agreed. "My major concern is

that it is not clear from this

potentially exciting paper whether

the apparent improvement in

strength is due to immunosuppres-

sion or to the growth of trans-

planted cells,** he said.

Law began his study last year

amid a debate over how quickly

cell-therapy research should prog-

ress. The idea was to inject healthy

muscle cells into diseased muscles

in the hope that the healthy cells

would fuse with the diseased ones

and that the healthy cells* normal

genes would take over for the

defective genes in the diseased

cells.
'—

There's a vital art to living

witli ills (or iier) tastes

/

By Suzanne Slesin

The New York Times

NEW YORK — Some people

want to call the whole thing off

when they don*t see eye to eye.

Others stick together in spite of

their differences: When she says

Victoriana, he says hard-edge

metal; she likes ruffles, he*s into

plaid; she buys modem, he cher-

ishes grandma's table; she*s Sports

'Channel, he*s Coltrane.

Never mind.

In the eternal dance of accep-

tance and assertion, some stylisti-

cally mismatched couples have

made it through the hoihe furnish-

ing wars.

Elizabeth Herz, a Manhattan

real-estate broker, summed up the

design differences she has with her

husband this way: "I picked out the

piano for the way it looks, he chose

it for the music. Ralph is practical,

Tm the aesthetic one.**

When they were married 20

years ago, Herz brought "all' my
modem stuflT to the union. Her

husband, I>r. Ralph Herz, the

medical director of American

Group Practice, health care man-

agement consultants, had "lots of

his grandmother* s stuff from

Cleveland and some pieces from

an ex-girlfriend,** she said.

Herz might have guessed there

would be changes when he discov-

ered his wife had traded in the

1949 Rolls-Royce he gave her as a

wedding gift for two Le Corbusier

sofas.

These days, their Upper East

Side apartment is a captivating

mix: In the living room, a Rietveld

chair is paired with an early 18th-

century Windsor chair and an

absuact painting of Mount Fuji by

Saito above a 19th-century ancest-

_ja! portrait. i

The carved wood table in the

living room is dear to Herz. "It was

my grandmother*s,*' he said. On it

stand two big globes, one atop the

other, this is what the Herzes call

their "Gone with the Wind** lamp,

which could have been in Tara.

The dining room is another

matter. It is furnished with Herz*s

marble-topped, chrome-base table

by Gae Aulenti, the Italian

architect, withJThonet cane and

chrome chairs.""

On the wall is a small painting

by Adriaen van Ostade, a pupil of

Rembrandt's. *The subject is nit-

picking, maybetiot the best subject

to look at during dinner,** Heiz

said. "But I've grown to love it**

The Herzes* design truce was

not reached overnight Many of the

things Herz was not fond of

progressively made their way out

the back door to the thrift shop.

"They started out as far away as

the bedroom,** Herz said. "It takes

a few years for a piece to move,

say, to the dining room. But when

it gets close to the kitchen, I know

it's headed straight to the service

elevator.

"My couch made the journey in

stages. The pillows stayed around

for a few years; then they went,

loo,** Herz said.

Herz has remained philcisophi-

cal. "When it*s gone, it*s gone,** he

said. "I don*t really miss any of it.**

When Barbara Griff (white silk

blouse, pearls) met Bob Winshell

(jeans, checked shirt) nine years

ago, she was living on the Upper

East side in a one-bedroom apart-

ment
"It was done in a very Victorian

way,** Griff said, a television

producer and public relations

consultant who spent the fu-st 11

years of her life in Los Angeles.

ThinkingAbout
MBAor

Grad Sdiool?
FREE 40-page

Graduate School Application

Primer. Call:

800-777-EXAM

vbn

CONTAQ LENSES
Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

208-3011
Monday SpeciaL 20% o£f

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

We Waht Our T^th SwAiGHTl

Dr. Nadar Dayanl
MmOOONTOT MNCS IfM

SpKiiiang kt bracM kr adwte • cM*OT

t-.urof*»t*tt
' n*>rttoi'abt^
> TratHtiottnt

Porrelattt

Orttufdtfn'

18124 Cdver Dr.
J164SmhnBhii902

HEADLINES is the place to be when you just want to

tax with friends and have funi (No books aliowed>=

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTVVOOC

208-2424 10922 Kinross Westwood Village

WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We NowAccept

•HEALTH-NET • PCS • MEDI-CAL • BLUE CROSS •

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

LSAT Exam
June 15

LSAT Seminar:

April1,7:00

Call Now For Information

(310)312-4900
11819 Wilshire Blvd. #205, West L.A

*Near Barrington 'Validated Parking
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TANNING
5 Sessions For $25*
•CD Sound Systems •lO Wolff Beds

•Air Conditioning •Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824^2TAN

M-F: 9am-8pm
Sat & Sun: llam-6pm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)

•coupon expires 3/1 2/92

(1st tlrrie customers only/1 per customer/must present coupon)
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Pre
L S A T

, G R E
G M A T

The fastest ^roiviu^ course at UCLA

Call today and we'll tutor you before our course begins and

help you with the application process at no extra chaise.

vSinalk'i" cLiss M/<.'s and ni(>a' iiuli\nlual aiu-nii()ii

Ihan atn oiIkt course'. Call STAMFORD V\U\\

310*652*6602 818*706*1000

AN IMPORTANT NOTICE FROM

THE UCLA FINANCIAL AID OFRCE
In it^spcmse Co t|i!Cinx>pc«ed 24% fee increase UC Piei^ictem Offrcteer has i»ci3wsc4, si^iKwt f<ar i$ie Jli»v«r»ly

Fee Gram. Thete ia stUl tiii^e lo i^iy for iieed babied gt^ Tbelolb^^gctileiiapertaiti^
thegrani: - . -^

\ ^

. ^ Complete and mail a S^iilemAidAppik^cm tot CsMtxam ($AAC) by March 16^ 1992.

• Have financial aid eliglWlity for 1992-93*
"^

. ..

University Fee Grants range ftxMti $250 to $1200. Applicant3 will also be evaluated for other tj^s of

financial aid ^ ^ .

SAAC forms are available at the Financial Aid Office, A- 129J Mtnphy Hall,

Office hours are 9:00ani to 5:00ptn, Monday tilRimgh Friday,

•o/v^-s^;

UCR Extension
^—Summer '92

On-Site
Total

Immersion
Asian

Language
Studies

For:

students whose interests or career plans

draw them to Japan or Korea

those wanting a unique and meaningful

summer learning experience

INTENSIVE
JAPANESE,
FUKUYAMA
UNIVERSITY

FOUR-WEEK PROGRAM

INTENSIVE
KOREAN,
SEOUL' NATIONAL
UNIVERSITY

SIX-WEEK PROGRAM

Learn to speak, read and write Japanese or Korean In these Intensivie

"total immersion" programs. In each program twelve units of

undergraduate degree credit or postgraduate credit can be earned, the

equivalent of the first year of college-level language study.

Participants will be housed with

Japanese families to gain greater

understanding of the culture as well as

the language. Cost includes airfare,

meals, accommodations, books,

supplies, and some local transportation.

Tentative dates: June 26-July 29

Tuition: approximately $3000

For further information, call Marion, (714) 787-4102.

University Extension • University of California • Rh/erside

Cost includes airfare, meals,

accommodations, books, supplies,

two local tours, and some local

transportation.

Tentative dates: June 24-August 8

Tuition: approximately $31 00

Witness tells ot^""

Gotti's take from
construction firm

By Arnold H. Lubasch
The New York Times

NEW YORK— TesUfying that

he had controlled the Gambino
crime family's business interests

in the construcUon industry, Sal-

vatorc Gravano said Wednesday
that he gave $100,000 a month to

John Gotti, portrayed as the fami-

ly's boss.

Gravano, one of the highest-

ranking Mafia figures ever to turn

informer, testified in Gotti*s mur-
der-racketeering trial that he
handled its interest in the con-

struction industry, while various

Gambino captains controlled parts

of the garbage, garment and
shipping industries in the New
York area.

"Generally speaking,** a prose-

cutor asked. **what percentage of ,

what you earned through the

Gambino family interest in con-

struction was shared with the

boss?"

"What I was handling for the

family, the unions and deals, I kept

20 percent and I sent 80 percent up
to the boss,** Gravano answered.

He said he sent an "average

$100,000 a month, about a mil-

lion-two a year.**

In addition. Gravano said, he .

collcclcd $3,000 from each captain

We Will Beat Any Price and Quality!

Student Special

Offer GoodAt All Timeal

^ Large Pizza
^'^ v\'t'^^ With 2 toppings

" + 2 Free Soft Drinks^

ONLY $7.99 plus tax!

ALWAYS AVAILABLE!
2 Slices (pepp., mshniL^ cheese, saus.)

-I- AU You Can Drink

ONLY $2.96 plus tax

Also: any 1 slice
'—— any salad

med. drink '

ONLY $3.74 plus tax

Wc Accept MaslcrCard and Visa

208-4348
10925 Weybum Ave. Westwood

Ce

e>
•A^ I

I

to give Christmas and birthday

gifts to Gotti.

Gravano*s testimony made it

seem as if murder was his main
business. He coldly recalled taking

part in 19 slayings and said Gotti

was involved in 10 of them.

Gravano completed his third

day of testifying against Gotti, who

See QOTTI, page 15

JOURNAUST
From page 6

October in Madrid, Avidan had an

opportunity to speak to King
Hussein of Jordan via satellite.

"I had been walking through one

of the halls in the hotel in Madrid

when I spotted a room full of

journalists talking to King Hussein

via satellite on a giant television

screen," Avidan recalled.

He said he seized "the lifetime

opportunity** to conduct an inter-

view with the leader.

"It was very thrilling for me to

be standing in Madrid and talking

to King Hussein,** he said. "For

years^ we have been covering

Jordan just from broadcasts and

reports. Here I was talking to the

king himself directly.**

Although the Arab leaders are

becoming "more pragmatic** about

signing a peace treaty with Israel,

the masses are still very radical,

Avidan said.

But "just because there has been

little progress, we shouldn*t

minimize the importance of these

talks,** he said.

People must realize that the

changes toward peace will take a

long time, said Nir Hoftman, a

member of the UCLA Committee
for American/Israeli Relations,

which had invited Avidan to speak

on campus. **The Arab people will

still have the fundamental views

against Israel."

The committee, which has about

200 Jewish and non-Jewish mem-
bers, tries to promote better rela-

tions between the Jewish state and
the campus, said Ted Miroe. the

committee* s president ^

"Wc have invited Dan Avidan
because he has covered both sides

of the peace talks and has a non-

biased view," Miroe said. "With
E>an, we have a better understand-

ing from both sides.**

mtmmm^

\ Gorn
From page 14

is charged with becoming the boss

of the Gambino crime ^mily by

killing his reputed predecessor,

Paul Castellano, in 1985. Gravano,

the admitted underboss to Gotti

was pale and impassive, with a

perpetual frown on his face.

His cross-examination is to

begin on Thursday.

When the prosecutor, John

Gleeson, showed him a list of the

19 murders to which he had

admitted, Gravano put on a pair of

steel-rimmed reading glasses to

examine it. Of the first 10 names

on the list, the prosecutor asked,

"How many of those involved

John Gotti?"

"All of them," said Gravano,

who has testified that he helped

carry out the Castellano slaying.

Gleeson, the prosecutor con-

ducting most of the case against

Gotti in federal district court in

Brooklyn, asked what roles Grava-

no played in the long list of

slayings.

Joilge I. Leo Glasser, presiding

over the trial, has excused two

jurors, one on Monday and one on

Wednesday, replacing them with

two of the six alternate jurors on

the panel. The judge sealed the

record on why he removed the

jurors, but said no one was

involved in any "impropriety."

t.^im vtv.au ywii'«»<»<
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CONFERENCE
From page 1

America.is and all groups," said

Don Nakanishi, director of the

Asian American Studies Center.

Recent controversies such as the

anti-Arab sentiments during the

Persian Gulf war, the arguments

against affirmative action and

Gov. Pete Wilson*s veto of the gay

rights bill have made it important

to reaffirm civil rights, Murakawa
said.

"It*s a perfect time to bring

people together to talk about civil

rights issues," Murakawa said.

But the recent focus on the

Japanese-American internment

during World War II will serve as a

catalyst for discussion of civil

rights violations, organizers said.

*The reason that I got involved

is because I wanted to see the

internment experience in a wider

scope," said UCLA junior Paul

Tsutagawa, a student organizer.

*The civil rights conference is a

good way of showing the broader

implications of the things that

happened,"

And the Japanese-American

community's successful actions in

1988 to receive financiaf repara-

tions for their World War II

internment is important to serve as

a model for other minority groups

who seek redress actions.

"We*re talking about basic

fundamental rights — that is the

lesson of the internment," Naka-

nishi said. "Such a thing potential-

ly can happen to others as well."

Even though the conference

lands at the end of ninth week and

right before finals, every student

would benefit by attending, said

Ken Wada, an organizer of com-

munity anniversary events.

*The social climate the way it is,

you*d think this would be on the

top of everyone's agenda," said

Wada, who graduated from UCLA
in 1990. *This is one event that is

coming to their house."

Rodolfo Acuna, a noted com-
munity activist and a Chicago

Studies professor at Cal State

Northridge, will deliver the day*s

keynote speech. Undergraduate

external vice president Neera

Tanden also will speak about the

recent registration fee hikes.

General admission is $30 at the

door, $10 for students.

i
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DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
CONVENIENT LOCATION

1 093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse

-SISSSSSIS @QQQj^ TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

Paris

London
Rome

ALWAYS

DESIGN HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS *208-4447 *NO GIMMICKS

SrniSTS HAVE OVER 3 YEARS EXPERIENCE

HAIR COLOR $15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE $45
HIGHLITES $25 EYE LASH TINT $10
FRENCH PERM $15-25 COLOR CORRECTION $35
ZOTOSPERM $35-45 SHAMPOO SET $10
SUPER PERM $66 MANICURE $8

SPECIAL FREE- haircut style w/ $35 perm 1$ 1 2 value free!

SPECIAL FREE- haircut mousse w/ $45 perm ($ 1 7 value free)

• -FULL TIME MANICURIST & 4 FULL TIME HAIRSTYLISTS WANTED

1078 GAYLEY 'WESTWOOD VILLAGE 'NEXT TO PENNY LANE

$3.70

CHICKEN SPECIAL
• Chicken After 3:00pm to close

• Eggl^oll

• Gyoza
• Fried Rice - .

.

• Green Salad w/ 1 free drink ^' coupe

^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^B ^^ ^H ^M ^m ^M ^M MB iH> ^B ^^ * ^* " "" ^* "*" ^* '^ ^

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

lUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

t^-lU

UCLA Sexual Harassment Awareness Dav

Thursday, March 5, 2nd Floor Ackerman Union

-J

Sponsored by:

The Chancellor's

Coordinating Council on

the Status of Women

The Center for the Study

of Women

Women's Resource

Center

Office of the Dean of

Students -

-Staff Affirmative Action

Office

Association of Academic

Women

Graduate Students

Association

Women's Studies

Program

Letters and Science^

Counseling

12:00 - 1:30 p.m.

What is Sexual Harassment and Who Cares?
opening remarks by Andrea Rich, Executive Vice Chancellor; Helen Astin.

Professor; and Seymour Feshbach, Professor and Chair, UCLA Academic Senate

Screening of 'The Strange Case of Clarence and Anita**: An Episode of

Designing Women followed by discussion

1:30 - 2:30 p.m.

Interfraternity Council

Panhellenic Council

-Asian Greek Council

National Pan-Hellenic

Council

Student Welfare

Commission

What's the Latest Research onWho Harasses, Who's
Being Harassed, and What's Being Done About it?

Presented by Nancy Lynn Baker, Clinical Psychologist

Who Else Cares About It? Filing an External

Complaint
Presented by deorge Apkariai^, Compfiance Manager, EEOC and Jose De
Jesus Herrera, Jr., Consultant. DFEH

2:30 - 3:30 p.m.
Sexuality vs. Sexual Harassment
Presented by Mark Stevens, Director of Counseling, USC, and member of

National Organization for Men Against Sexism; and Rob Kadota, Residential

Life, UCLA, and member of National Organization for Men Against Sexism

Environmental Harassment: Laws and Relationships
Presented by Sheila Kuehl, Managing Director, California Women's Law Center

-

3:30 - 5:00 p.m.

How UCLA Responds: An Open Forum
Presented by Raymond Goldstone, Dean of Students; Norman Abrams, Vice

Chancellor, Academic Personnel and James Lake, Jr., Staff Affirmative Action

Officer; Moderated by Howard Gad^in, Campus OmbudSperson

TO THE
COMIViUNITY
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^ IRISH PUB "f

12 Days 'til

St. Pat's Day!!

^ r.^t FUN
FOOD & *^"

(Tues. March 17th)

0>rned 6«el & Cabbage
All Day

•Live Entertainment From

the Afternoon On

/'

DAILY BEER SPECIALS
• 150 Imported &

^ Sun-Thurs (excluding Mon) DomeStiC BeerS

•f» 8pm to Midnight -16 Draught
' 5 Dart Boards and Gameroom " ^ °"^

^Jfm sports channel on TV. all open hours

^ 2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA (213)828-9839

7 Days a Week 11am-2am

^
^
^
^
•f
A
Jb

^

WE ARE OPEN!
AND IT IS OUR PLEASURE

^ TO SERVE YOU

JOHNNY HOLLYWOOD'S
PANACHE KI

FISH
tp\

BRING IN THIS COUPON FOR YOUR

FREE ST PATRICK'S DAY PASSU

WILSHUIE BLVD., SM
(213) 828-9839

<•:•:•:•:•;%•.•.•.•.:•:•:•:•:•.'••••

208-

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
Crispy Fried Fish,

Fries, and a Small Drinl(.

$2.99+ tax

Black Jewish Professor of Judaic studies from the University of

. Massachusetts in Amhq,rst. Author of more than 1 00 essays and 1 9 books.

Most recently, How Many Spots Does a Leopard Have? - a retelling of 1

2

African and Jewish folktales.

speaking on:

Black/Jewish
— Relations-—

^

Finding Common Ground

/f
• y« /.

.

^

Time: Thursday, March 5, 5:00 p.m. __
Location: Faculty Center - Playa Room

FREE
For More info call 825-8533 or stop by the JSU office 3 1 2F Kerckhoff

=^

^
Funded by ASUCLA BOD Programming Fund

GIFT
From page 1

aware of the importance of teach-

ing.''

Luckman, who has had a

lengthy career in business and

architecture, is a founding partner

. of the architecture fum the Luck-

man Partnership, Inc. and chair-

man of a real estate management
company.

His more noted architectural

projects include the U.S. Air and

Naval Bases in Spain, CBS Televi-

sion City and the Great Western

Forum in Los Angeles, Cape
Canaveral Space Center in Florida

and Madison Square Garden in

New York City.

The recipients of the Distin-

guished Teaching Award are

nominated by their academic
departments and selected by the

Academic Senate Committee on
Teaching. More than 250 educa-

tors have been honored to date.

KLA
From page 1

implemented since KLA received

the board's support (for the origi-

nal plan), we still wouldn't have

been able to come close to what the

consulting firm wanted from us,

he said.

The new plan will enable the

>*

station to broadcast to me dorms

on a cable-FM stereo signal,

providing a measurable audience

for the station.

"We can survey the dorm
audience and take those surveys to

advertisers. This gives (KLA)

solid numbers to present to the

advertisers and will make us more

attractive to them," Griuner

added.

KLA's signal could be heard by

dorm residents as early as this

summer When the buildings are

hooked up to cable, said Eric

Lawrence, the station's music

director.

The money KLA has received,

under the first budget was used to

establish a five-week training

"Before the (board's

support) we were really

rag tag. We are now a

much more professional

radio station."

GlenGrltzner
KLA General Manager

program for KLA deejays and has

enabled the station to develop a

uniform format
*There is now an identifiable

KLA sound," Gritzner said.

"Before the (board's support) we
were really rag tag. We are now a
much more professional radio

station."

—The plan as was presented
requires no additional funding, but

board member David Cast is

skeptical.

"I have no reason to suspect that

(KLA) will not come back in the

future for additional funding," said

Gast, who voted against the prop-

osal.

No financial estimateJ were
provided to show how tliis new
plan would correct KLA's prob-

lems, he said. The motion is "a

public relations piece," he added.

KLA staff members sa^ it is

unfair to expect the station to be
self-supporting. "There is no way
we can be making money, but that

is consistent with every other
college radio station across the

country," Lawrence said. —

Russo-Ukiaine

tensions grow
over military

By Serge Schmeniann
The New York Times

KIEV, Ukraine — Depending

on who's talking, Ukraine's tussle

with Russia over the former Soviet

armed forces is either the front line

in the fight for independent state-

hood or a dangerous folly.

Either way, Ukraine's insis-

tence on forming its own armed
forces — with its claims to the

Black Sea Fleet and the oath of

allegiance asked of the 7(X),000

military men stationed on Ukrai-

nian soil — has become the main

source of growing friction with

Russia.

CLASS
From page 3

minority myth" as perfectly assi-

milated members of society, Baba

said.

Since fall quarter, these students

— as part of an independent

studies program — have been

working to individually develop

different parts of the course. By
going through microfilm of Japan-

ese-American newspapers,
attending community conferences

-skI talking to community leaden,

students have been learning

.through their projects, said Mary
Okino, who researched the redress

and reparation movement for the

internment experience.

"Everyone picked something

that they wanted to learn about,"

said Okino, Nikkei Student Union

first vice president "I've learned a

lot It's the students' efforts pass-

ing on what our grandfathers and

aunts and uncles went through."

And by using Japanese-Ameri-

can leaders as a main source of

information, the students are able

to develop relationships with the

community.
•This information is hard to

fmd," Okino said. *They (the

community members) are our

resources."

The class will consist of films,

debates and speakers from the

community, Endo said. And
assignments such as organizing a

public forum will take the place of

traditional midterms and final

examinations.

"It's not just lecture and notes,"

said Endo, who hopes to work in

the Japanese-American commun-
ity after graduation. "We didn't

watnt people to take the class and

just spit it back out on the fmal."

Organizers said they hope stu-

dents will leave the class with a

feeling of commitment to their

community so they can become

community leaders themselves.

.. *They arc very much interested

in the current situations of the

Japanese-American community,"

said Don Nakanishi, director of the

Asian American Studies Center.

•Their general mission is to some-

day become leaders of the com-

munity by understanding the

issues that are affecting their

group."

Depending upon student interest

and the course's success next

. quarter, the class may become a

permanent part of the center, said

'Nakanishi. who is currently spon-

soring the students.

By talking about the communi-

ty's experiences during the last 50

years, students will then be able to

look toward their future, Baba

said, ••We're not only talking about

the past, but focusing on solutions

to make sure that the Japanese-

American community gets stron-

gcr."
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LUNCH SPECIAL
Entree of your choice Served

w/ Rice, Egg Roll, Plain Salad,

& Soup, (soup only for dlne-ln)

$4.75 and up

DINNER COMBO
Entree of your choice

Served w/ Rk:c, Fried

Shrimp, h. Egg Roll

$6.95

10855 Ltndbrook Avenue \^e.s\y^oo^ Village

208-7785 208^7786

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY

PoH<oM of fried Wc« ot ckc

Ajip. 6/30/90. {'^ voJid w/ pMiols)

I

I

10% OFF
For lACLj\ mKuimm*m

vMi«K voJid DV
MiximMm or€i»r S10.00

•jtp. 6/30/92 (no* volid w/ •paciala)

1

Reserve Our Private

Room Upstairs*

Its free to all groups.
FREE & FAST DEUVEKY

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken

and mojo potatos Only $10.95

Large two topping piz^a^ ,
$8.99

2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and ail

you can drink Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2am

824-4111
L^ J PfllA

SOMETHING TASTY;

TODAY!
IN THE EVENT OF RAIN, THE CONCERT WILL BE HELD IN ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM AT 11:00 AM

YES, IPOLKS: THEY'RE PROM SEATTLE

GIVE AWAYS!
SIGN UPTO WINA TRIP TO N.Y.C.!

VOTEB RECaSTRATION!
I a u
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Viewpoint
Editorial

Hie Bruin sings bade
Fraternities Can

(Sung to the tune of "Candy Man'")

Who can take a topic

As beautiful as sex

Twist it all around and turn it into ugliness

Fraternities can, fraternities can

Who can take a subject

As hideous as rape

Twist it all around and turn it into something great

Fraternities tan, fraternities can "

Chorus:

Fraternities can

'Cause they don't have any plan

For treating everybody good

Who can take a treasure

As pretty as a song

SINFEST
®

^fc)^0feRe -fc soil
THE lASl CUBSCOUr

TATSUYA ISHIDA

Viewpoint

Fill it full of filth and turn it into something wrong

Fraternities can, fraternities can

Who can be the heroes

And change their evil ways

Asking for forgiveness and receiving lots of praise

Fraternities can, fraternities can

Threats to the New Worid Order

Chorus:

Fraternities are strange

But they're capablp of change

And treating everybody good

Viewpoint

Disgusting lyrics

By DInandrea Vega

I read the article about the Phi

Kappa Psi songbook (Daily Bruin,

"Community criticizes fraternity's

song lyrics,** March 4) and my
initial thoughts were those of the

usual — feeling insulted and a

little pissed off.

I had the feeling this kind of

garbage happens so much that

rather than let myself become
unglued, I should try to forget it

and realize there always will be
those who are ignorant of respect-

ing wonfen.

But When I proceeded to read

thQ, actual lyrics, it made me want
to vomit I felt myself actually

beginning to shake and feel nause-

ous. I became so angry, I could not

get past the fourth chorus in "S&M
Man.**

Phi Psi president Chris Lee's

defense and justification of this

crap— that the lyrics would never

be taken seriously because of their

obvious exaggeration — is abso-

lutely moronic.

I view women as any other

minority. They are a group whose

oppression is perpetuated by
unsubstantiated, stereotypical and

derogatory garbage such as Phi

Kappa Psi*s songbook.

I cannot believe the Interfrater-

nity and Panhellenic councils'

remedy to this abomination is to

merely send these pretty boys to a

token oi>e-hour rape education

session. This matter is more than

about rajje prevention. It is about

respect. One thing is a boyish

prank that could lead to perpetuat-

ing date rape and such as OK, and

another thing is learning that

women are more than walkings

clits.

As far as I am concerned, this

time I won't look the other way.

Phi Kappa Psi's tune will change!

Vega is a Spanish major.

''letters POLICY: For letters, viewpoints or counterpoint^ to be con-
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home/work phone number, and registration number

By Hassan el Nouty

The real power in the western countries does

not lie in the hands of the people but in those

of local bourgeois oligarchies topped by trans-

national capitalism (whose regional managers

are President Bush and the "Ivy League

Globalists** as Pal Buchanan names them). They

are associated with World Zionism (a colonial-

ist movement and ideology supported by many
Jews but not all of them) in a close

partnership. Hence, the Zionist lobby *s decisive

influence (Pat Buchanan has labeled Congress

an "Israeli-occupied territory**).

Democracy western-style boils down to a

system which has proven to be full proof

guaranteed against the emergence of a voting

majority that might challenge the oligarchies'

domination. How could that system be set up?

By implementing the Roman emperors* old

recipe for "taming" their people: "Panem et

circenses" (give them bread and circus games).

The imperialist plunder of the Third World

provides enough "bread** (or rather crumbs if

compared to what is pocketed by the oligar-

chies) to make the people immune to the

•^revolutionary disease.** The film industry and

TV provide the "circus games** which dull the

minds. The brainwashing by the media (a new
ingredient added to the old recipe) does the

rest The result is there. A majority of voters •

,

regularly and freely give their votes to one or

another of two mainstream parties — Republi-

cans and Democrats in the United States —
which serve the people only in words but the

interests of competing factions within the

oligarchies.

Of course the ^deep and unending crisis faced

by capitalism (the amount of crumbs available

is shrinking) may act as a jolt and awaken the

masses* political consciousness. But, believe

me, the moment when the electoral process will

fail to fulfill its function — which is to

legitimize the status quo — the ruling oligar-

chies will not recoil from crushing the will of

the people in the same manner as their

henchmen in the Third World.

A few weeks ago, national elections were

held in. Algeria. The FIS (Islamic Salvation

Front) got an overwhelming majority in spite of

the "legal** tricks resorted to by the corrupt

compradorian regime in power to deny it

victory (gerrymandering, creation of other so-

called "Islamic** opposition parties in the hope

of fragmenting the voices of the people). The

FIS is dedicated to the establishment of an

Islamic state which would mean an end to

western hegemony, social justice and increased

support for people*s armed struggle against

Zionist colonization in Palestine. The regime

brushed aside the will of the people and

conniving with the army organized a coup (a

repeat of what happened in Chile some 20

years ago). The RS was dissolved and its

leaders arrested. To this day 50 FIS followers

have been killed and, by official admission,

more than 6000 have been sent to detention

camps in the desert of Southern Algeria.

Western officialdom has reacted by hush-

hushing the issue or looking the other way. Far

from condemning the authors of the coup the

western media have spilled their venom on the

FIS and trotted up their old bogeys such as the

FIS* alleged threat to women*s rights. Clearly,

the coup has the blessings of the "democratic**

West whose main fear today is not "commun-

ism** anymore but the revival wave sweeping

the Islamic world. It constitutes the major

threat to the New World Order planned by

Bush and the "capitalist vultures** (to quote Pat

Buchanan again). An Islamic Algeria would

give to that revival a tremendous boost. ^

Now that the Army has unmasked its true

role as overseer for the western masters, the

strategy advocated by the hardliners in the FIS

has more chances to prevail. They had warned

against relying on the electoral process to

estabhsh an Islamic state. An Islamic Revolu-

tion, which would defeat the Army by means
of the street-power of the masses, as happened

» in kan, is a prerequisite.

el Nouty is a professor in the French

department.
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Never agtfn
Editor:

As Jewish students at

UCLA, we would like to

commend the Daily Bruin for

their frequent articles concern-

ing Jewish issues. However,

recently you printed an article

from the L.A. Times about an

elementary school student who
gave a speech in his class that

made Adolf Hitler **sound like

a sympathetic and misunder-

stood figure" O^aily Bruin.

**Outrage expressed over stu-

dent's Hitler speech." March

2).

While the threat of Holo-

caust denial and revisionism is

becoming increasingly serious

and developments like this one

are definitely news, they are

just as definitely not Jewish

news. Told firom the point of

view of a Jewish mother in

the class, the story implies that

the Holocaust was a Jewish

tragedy and that the 6 million

Jews who were martyred are

to be remembered oiily by

those who survive them. All

too often, the other 5 million

humans who were murdered by

Adolf Hitler and the Nazis are

forgotten.

Beyond that, no one takes

the time to think about who
would be targets of a similar

campaign hat kt the United

itself to see people disassociate

themselves from one of the

worst crimes ever committed

on this planet

Warren Z. Mazer
Sophomore

Econ / business

Matthew Goodman
Freshman

Undeclared

^

Disturbing

Editor:

We are writing in response

to **When graduating takes

more than grades" (Daily

Bruin, Feb. 28). As successful

UCLA students, one Filipino

and one Caucasian, we find

this collection of articles on

the problems that **student of

color" face extremely disturb-

ing.

First, rather than addressing

this issue constructively, writers

Robin Dong and Letisia Mar-

quez instead engage in perpe-

tuating a destructive stereotype:

that minority students are

academically and socially

unprepared for college life and

are incapable of thriving at

UCLA without significant

intervention.

jgcond, in support of their

States. Nazi criminals were

tried for ''crimes against

humanity" not against any spe-

cific group. Tragedies arc uni-

versal, and it is a tragedy in

tenuous argument, the writers

offer very little convincing

evidence.

For example, in discussing a

Filipino student's 1.5 grade

point average, Nfarquez writes,

'*Even her parents demanded
better academic performance

firom her." Is this parental

demand exclusive to the Filipi-

no community? We think not

Quoting an American Indian

student, Dong writes, "I wasn't

used to the quarter system and

didn't know what classes to

take." Is this problem sympto-

matic of the person's race?

No. Uncertainty and discomfort

are felt by almost all students

upon entering UCLA.
Of the sptdfic problems

faced by Chicano women, Mar-

qucz's article states. **They

sures such as parents who may
want them to go home on
weekends even when they have

to study." Is this pressure

specific to Chicanos? To
women? Of course not

Dong writes that "Only three

students from (Tim) Sanchez's

(American Indian) tribe

received federal assistance,

compared to eight students who
received aid ten years ago."

The question not addressed

here is **why?" Arc these,

minority students not receiving

federal monies because of

some form of discrimination?

Or because they do not qualify

for aid?

We agree that many persons,

because of their cultural and/or

_ socio-economic background,

may face significant and

unique problems as students at

UCLA. However, comments

such as those above do not

productively address or foster

S^fET^^

understanding of these prob-

lems. Instead, they promote
stereotypes and foster adver-

sarial relationships.

Tersons of color" may feel

automatically disadvantaged and

intellectually inferior. •'Non-per-

sons of color" may feel that

minority students, regardless of

circumstance, simply do not

have what it takes to succeed.

This is a sad outcome from

what we assume was an honest

attempt to educate readers.

Renee A. Sabshin
Senior

^Cbmmunl

Stephanie A. Bennett
Junior

Poiiticai science

BEYOND JAPANESE AMERICAN REDRESS

CIVIL RIGHTS IN THE 1990's

Panels include:

• Summary of the Redress Movement:

Historical and Theoretical Perspectives

• The Broader Implications of Redress:.

~
Defining Civil Rights in Diverse Communities

• Successful Strategies for Civil Rights

Workshops include:

• Investing Dollars and Sense Back Into Public Education

• National Security and Civil Rights

• Media Images

• The Glass Ceiling in the Workplace

• Political Empowerment and Voting Rights

• Free Speech. Hate Speech and Hate Crimes

• Sexual Harassment

Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom

University of California, Los Angeles

-— Saturday, March 7, 1992—

-

8:30 AM - 6:00 PM
Pre-Registration Fees (Includes Lunch and Evening Reception):

$25.00 Genera! ($30 00 at the door)

$10.00 Seniors, Students. Low Income. Slat! ol community organizations

(MCLE Credit lor attorneys pending)

Checks payable to: 50 Year Remembrance, 244 So. San Pe^ro St.. Los Angeles, CA 90012

FOR MORE INFO : 310.206.2169 OR 310.626.4471

Featured Speakers:

Rudy Acuna

Salani Al-Mauyali

Julie Eule

Dolly Gee

Isabelle Guiininy

Oenois Hayabhi

"Uoe HickS"

Huanani Kay Trask

Sheila Kuehl

Charles Lawrence

Michael LmlieUI

Ruben Li/ardo

Man Malsuda

Steven Mih

Bert Nakano

Dick Osumi

Ramona Ripslon

Neera Tanden -

Bobm Toma

Gerald Tones

Hala Yahya

Richard Yaiies

Laila Al-Marayati

Bill Davis

Richard Faiardo

Neil Golanda

Juan Jose Gutierrez

Aiko Herzig

Yiin tchioka
—

Minio Keaton

Stewail Kwoh

Abt)y I lebnun

Cliiis hltleton

Kalliy Masaoka

Congressman Robert T Matsui

Dale Minanii

Phihp Okamoto

Keith Parker

Dan Sloriner

John Tateishi

CasHiiiio Tolentino

Antonio Villaraigosa

Eric Yaniamoto

^
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Lookii^back on four

years of Bruin bliss
The music industry is reeling

from yet another lawsuit, this one

filed against heavy-metal group

AC/DC.
The suit, filed by a 29-year-old

Swedish woman, alleges that the

lyrics to the group's 1980 song

"You Shook Me All Night Long"
are based on an encounter

between her and singer Brian

Johnson in a Stockholm hotel

room, and that they are not true.

"He definitely did not last all

night," the unidentified woman
said in a prephred statement. "It

was more like 20 seconds."

AC/DCs manager refiised to

comment.

As my penultimate quarter

at UCLA comes to a close,

I look back fondly on my
four years here, and the many
friends I have gathered together on

this thin raft .. . NOT!
Freshman year I lived in B-28,

Hitch Suites. (Sorry 10 anyone

living there now.) Five room-

mates, and would you believe not

one Metallica fan? I remedied that

by giving each of them the "One**

single as a farewell present

Robin Wise, whom I got to

know the best, spent most of the

year telling us how low he could

score on his 400-question **purity

test** I remember asking him what

he liked, musically speaking, and

being astounded by his variegated

tastes. Not only did he like Genesis

and the Police, but Phil Collins and

Sting too!

Toward the end of the year I

began dreaming about Tetris

blocks falling from the ceiling. I

also applied to be a Daily Bruin

Viewpoint columnist and was
soundly rejected. (I guess I had

nothing to say.)

Sophomore year I moved, with

Robin, to A-35 in Hitch. (Again,

sorry to any current residents.) I

think I got drunk a lot. At least,

that's what Robin tells me.

One night some co-workers

from The Bruin and I went

exploring in the utility tunnels

under the campus and broke into

Roycc and Murphy halls. You
know, the tunnels you aren't

supposed to know about, with the

entrance . right near . . . never

mind.

In June I got arrested at 555

Gleinrock for throwing a lawn chair

off the roof, and spent the night in

jail. (Thanks for bailing me out,

Caryn.)

Junior year I lived in Holly-

wood. In retrospect, the best I can

say about this descent into moral

turpitude is that, a sadder and a

wiser man I rose the morrow mom.
And now I'm in the midst of my

senior year, living quietly in

Brentwood. You probably haven't

memorized the staff box on page 2,

so I'll tell you that I'm also The
Bruin's senior copy editor. (Insert

appjause here.)*:,

My assistant, Marina Dundjers-

ki, is going to hit me for revealing

this, but she had never heard of Jim

Morrison or the Doors before

Oliver Stone's movie came out last

year. She really thought Echo and

the Bunnymen were talented

enough to write "People Are

Strange."

As for my copy editors, we have

grown together to the point where

we function as a single organic

unit I have formed deep personal

friendships with them all, and the

moments we share transcend mere

bonding.

There's Lcura Easter and Kim
McDougle, who in all likelihood

will remember me more for the

chorus of Guns N' Roses' "Dead
Horse" than anything else. (That

and my refusal to tell them how I

proposed to my fiancee.) Also

Matt, Winnie, Trish, Jen. Kim,

David, Megan, Christy . . . you

guys really are the greatest. No, I

mean it

Moving on to Viewpoint . . .

nah, they talk about themselves

enough in their own section.

Arts & Entertainment, the sec-

tion in which this column appears,

is run by the biggest bunch of . . .

Songs of Experience

Michael
Wolffe
wonderful, caring people I know.

Co-editor Kell^ O'Donnell's eyes

light up whenever you mention

Nirvana. Rob Winfield won't

interview you unless your last

album sold less than 10,000 copies.

And Aaron Dobbs has this incom-

prehensible penchant for men-
tioning me in his "Out of Focus"

columns.

In backshop, Mike O'Connor
relies on me to recognize who it is

on the radio covering Jethro Tull

songs. Brandon McKinney was the

only guy cool enough to want to

see Metallica with me. And
Moises (no last name needed) is

always sure to tell me how much
the fringe element haled my latest

column.

Zach Aron in Sports likes my
columns as long as I mention

Queensryche. (Or Iron Maiden.

Either one.) Regina Ravetti in

News and I often commiserate

over James Taylor's "Fire and

Rain." And I can't forget Matt

Fordahl, the editor in chief. He^is^

widely regarded as my exact

opposite when it comes tp jx^rson-

ality. dress, music, hair length . . .

When I recall that two years ago he

liad my job, I fear for my future.

I also know the staff of

Together, the feminist newsmaga-
zine. Things got ugly one night

when I admitted 1 liked Guns N*

Roses, but 1 think we've patched

things up.

All of them, my roonMnates,

friends and co-workers, are

embedded in my memory. The
Bruin office especially has become
my home, its employees my
family. And come June, when that

last issue is put to bed, you can bet

I'll cry.

'Gladiator' st into the ring
Film starring Teaks* protege

pulls all the right punches
ByGregSrIsavasdl
Daily Bruin Staff

**Nobody owns Tommy Riley.

Nobody."
This overly dramatic line is

from "Gladiator," the new boxing

film from director Rowdy Her-

rington C*Road House," "Jack's

Back"). The trailer of "Gladiator"

stresses the friendship between

Riley (James Marshall) and Lin-

coln (Cuba Gooding, Jr.), two

fighters struggling to survive in the

streets of Chicago's South Side.

"Gladiator" also attempts to show

that boxing really isn't a pretty

sport— it's filled with blood, guts

and gore.

While **Gladiator" incorporates

the importance of friendship and

the horrors of violence into its

screenplay, u shouldn't be con-

fused with "Rocky." It's an action

picture complete with a good guy

and a bad guy. It's predictable, it's

manipulative, but it's also quite

fun to watch.

Tommy Riley (Marshall) is

really in bad shape. His dad (John

Heard) has gambling debts that he

can't afford to pay. Both now live

in Chicago's South Side, an area in

which street fighting is as common
as a walk in the park. Enter Pappy
Jack (Robert Loggia), a seedy,

slimy underground manager who
draws Riley into the world of

illegal boxing. Fighting is Riley's

only way out — he's a shy,

sensitive teenager who wants to go
to college. Riley's not your aver-

age pugilist; his teacher says that

he has a talent for writing. Unfor-

tunately, Riley spends most of his

time pummeling people in the ring

instead of reading Dostoevsky.

When he enters the ring, Riley's

problems escalate. There he meets

Jimmy Horn (Brian Dennehy), a

viciously evil promoter who treats

his fighters like animals. Money is

the only thing that matters to Horn;

he salivates over every single dime
he makes. In one unintentionally

funny (yet twisted) sequence,

Horn explains the attraction of

boxing: "Do you know why people

get excited at fights? It's the

excitement of death." When Riley

befriends a fellow classmate and

boxer (Gooding), Horn has them
square off together in the ring.

What a jerk.

See ^GLADIATOR/ page 25

Cuba Gooding, Jr., above left, and James Marshall, above right,

star in "Gladiator." Gooding's character Lincoln is the prize of

illegal fight promoter Horn (Nan Dennehy, left and above). Cor-

ner nnan Noah (Ossle Davis, right) gives Marshall's character

Tomnny sonne boxing pointers.

Where there's dirt and grunge, there's bound to be Mudhoney

The nnembers of the sub-pop group Mudhoney will perform today at noon in Westwpod Plaza (or AGB

in case of rain). /j.

By Amira Shabazz

Somewhere between intelligence and giving a

damn lies . . . Mudhoney, the group that will be

gracing the stage today at noon in Westwood Plaza

(or AGB in case of rain).

Created in 1988, Mudhoney is composed of

vocalist and guitarist Mark Arm, lead bassist Steve

Turner, bassist Matt Lukin an(J drummer Dan Peters,

all of whom are from Seattle.

They're now out of a semi-permanent retirement

caused by, of all things, Turner's returning to college

to study anthropology. Money, though, enticed them

to dust off their equipment. **It seems to be a primary

thing now." Turner says about the band. "Before it

wasn't so definite (one way or the other) ... but it

enables ^^ne not to have a shitty job.**

Mudhoney has been placed in that dirty, grungy,

underground, relendess-guitar-attack category of

music known as "sub-pop.** The term springs from

the record label of the same name which is home to

other Seattle-bom bands like Tad, Blood Circus,

Soundgarden and The Fluid. "I think it*s great,*'

Turner says regarding the recent explosion of Seattle

onto the musical map with the enormous success of

bands like fellow Sub-Poppers Nirvana.

Even though Lukin was once quoted as saying, **I

don't think any major label would want us,"

Mudhoney recently signed with Warner Bros.

records. Despite this, the group may continue to

release vinyl singles on Sub-Pop, tiie label that

released "Boiled Beef and Rotting Teeth" in 1990.

"Right now we're just writing songs for the new
album (due out next year)," says Turner.

They're not currently on tour, but will do another

show tomorrow night at the Palace. As for the UCLA
show, it's in connection with "IN" fashion magazine,

B.U.M. Equipment and UCLA Campus Events.

People will have the opportunity to vote at today's

show, so Turner theorizes, "I guess this is the second

benefit we've ever done" (the first being a recent gig

the group did in Seattle to benefit the Chicken Soup
Brigade, an crganization that helps people with

AIDS). "(The UCLA show) seemed like a good way
to get free tickets down there (in L.A.)," he adds.

Even though Arm is an English major. Turner is

studying anthropology and Lukin is apparently good
with his hands (he has carpentry skills), this is not a

band that wants to impose its views on you. In fact

they don't even seem to want to talk about them (their

views). "Mark writes all the songs," says Turner,

"and I don't think there are any overt messages in

them."

*Such a reluctance to drown you in heavy meanings

and messages provides a needed relief from such

cause-laden groups like R.E.M. and U2. *Those

See MUDHONEY, page 25
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1313 3rd St Promanada 4:45-7:50-10:15

396-1599

NUART Btacfc Liard

11272 Santa Mor^ 5:30-7:30-9:30

4784379 Sal-Sui 1:30-3:30

Spirit of '76: FrI 12 mdnl
Rocky Horror Picturo Sttow: Sat 12 mdM

NUWILSHIRE
1314 Whhira Bivd

3944099

CRTTERnN
1313 3rd St Promanada
396-1599

11 (A
5:45-8:10-1020

5:10-7:15-920

Sat Sun, Wad mat 1:00-3^)5

MiWILSHIRE
1314 WhhM BM
3944099

Tho LunMic
5:36-7:40-9:45

Sat Sun. Wad mat 1 26-3:30

WEST8I0E PAVIUON
OaOWYN
475-0202

Miaaiaaippi Maaida
11 25-200440-7:15-950

QOLOWYN
47S4202

Tho Qroat Mouao OolKllva
11:15-1:00^:46

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Cinlury CKy 14

10250 Santa Monica BM.
Camury C% Shofiplnf Cantor

Fraa PartdnQ:

4 Houre Fraa VaHdaHon

\Mh FViTdtaaa o( Thaatoa TkkalB

UUi 5634900

QOLOWYN
475-0202

HIgfl Hoalo (n
7:56-1020

Wayno'a World (PQ13)

3:004:3&4:10-10:35

QOLDWVN
4754202

Boauty and •» BoMt (Q)

12:10-2:1<M:064O0

Sat^un aarly 10:15

Tha Hanbo Kkigo (FB

2:50-620410-10:35

2:154.1

VoyMor (PQia
6.-0^46-10:16

QOLDWVN
4764202

Una •» End of Ho WorM
12:30-3:46-7:10 TNo lo My Ufa (P013)

2:354:00-720460

QOLOWYN
4764202 4:30-725-10»!»

1:464:46-7:-73P[o:40

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beveriy Hills

Gnnd Cuiym (FB

1:20435-7:4M035

JFK (IB

1:1S4:46426

Hand Ihot Rockscks « Cradto (FB

1:404:40-7i0-1025

ROYAL
11523 S.M. Bvd.

4774581

Europo Europa
4:45-7:15-9:45

Sal-Sun mat 2.O0

WNIa Trooh
Sat 12 nMrisfH

Or My Mom «• Shoot (PQ)

1:15-3:26450410-10:30

MUSIC HALL
9036 WItNra

2744869

Haar My Song
4:45-7:10-920

. Sal-Sun mat 2:15

RNE ARTS
8666 Wlahira

662-1330

VoyMor
5«O-7:3O-10.O0

Sal-Sun mat 2:30

Santa
MOMCA
1332 2rKl SL
3944741
C > 1 . Ciia

Monica
Hoar My Song

7:15^.30

ki Bia Shadoar of •» Slara
1 1 10 am9 a 1* 9 urt

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
3044741

Tho End Of OM Tknoo
7:304:45
MlfMtM^k

Sat-Sun only IMSpm

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
3944741.

Uto It fvool
7:304:40

Staiti Fri:

ThMk You and QooMgN

Friod Qnm Tomatooo (PQ13)
1:50450-7:40-1025

TMa 10 My Ufa (PQiat
2«04.-30-7:004:30

Faling Ron Qroco (PQ13)

2:10450-7:204:45

Rm»o Flyor (PQ13)

2:204:10-756-10^0

Tho Manbo Khgo (Rl

1564^0-7:31^1020

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

OA Ooronat
10680 Walworth

47S4441

Bugajr (IB

Ooliy Slmo
1:164:10-7:16-10:15

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
3944741
dully

Tho DouMo LNo of Vlaffnninna

7:15 daly

no naai oi i^aawn
t:30pffl

UA CORONET
10689 WaNworti

4754441

UA CORONET
10889 Waiwatt
4764441

(PQ)

70mm THX Dolly SIMM)
1KX>4:00-7:0O-10O0

Boda^
12:46-3.-004:15-7:30445

«««m • ak» *-*<&'A<«<.«J
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•FILM*

Ihm Woman In the Window fJU*

other shorts

7:30 p.m.. Melnitz Theater •Students

$3. General $6 • 206-FILM
Asll slMiino apag* from Rod StefUng'sTwNigrH

Zone,' Th* Woman in Mw WMtow' twists and
turns and uKimatatysuipHaas you in the and A
protaaaor tmoamm iinmersed in a plot of murder
and deoeM whan ha maalB the modal of a portrait

ha has been admirino

Gfsase^ West Side Story

7/9:30. Ackemrian Grand Ballroom

•$1.50» 825-1070

•MUSIC*
Mudhoney (rock the vote concert)

Noon, Westwood Raza •Free* 825-

8170

Rick Zumigar, ^iiMw
9 p.m. - 11 p.m Kerckhoff Coffee-

house

•FILM*
Johanna D'Arc of Mongolia
7:30 p.m.. ^4elnitz Theater •Students

$3. General $5* 206-FiLM
Dimdad t>y one of Eutope's moat dllincthoa Mm-
mtl(0f«.UIrtkaOttinger.lhis1ilmisanepica<Kanlur»

o( aavien uMBtam woman wtK> l>aooma abduotad
toy a aand of Monpol lioraawoman who take Iham
imo the pWns ol Irmer Mongolia.

5 p.m.. Melnitz Theater 'Free* 825-

2345
Thia ARiad HMclMsock dwaolad Mm praaaniB a
haunHngadiplBlionofDaphneduMauriar'sgolhic

Joan Fontaina as the "aacond Mrs. daWimar" and
JuMh ArKiarson as Mrs Dan^aim.

•DANCE*
Portraits of Spain

8 p.m., UCLA Dance Theater rm
206, Dance Bklg •Students $8.

il$10^ 825-9261
a fevmar danoar wMh tlw Mans Oanitaz

Danea Company and performer with the Los An-

gelee Mueic Gamer Opera, win be ioined t>y Na-

menco guitariat Antorwo Duran. gypsy stnger An-

tonio da Jamz and piar«ist David KaragMnis

•MUSIC*
UCLA University Chorus
Stephanie Henry, director

Noon. Schoenberg Hal! •Free* 825-

4761

Woodwind Chamber IMusic

Festival /Concert

Coached by Gary Gray
8 p.m., Jan Popper Theater •Free*
Music of Tovey. Debussy. Arnold Saint-Saens

and Beethoven will be performed

•F I L M«
No Man's Land^ A Flame in IMy

Heart (Une Flamme dans Mon
Coeur)

7:30 p.m. Melnitz Theater •Students

$3. Gen $5- 206-FILM
Mo Man s l^rxj taites place on the Franco-Swiss

border or what serves for director Alain Tanner as
a metaphor for wanting, tor longing to be some-
wt>ere. but realty being nowhere Four characters

living on this border discuss their fate if ttiey leave

against if thay stay

•DANCE^
Portraits of Spain
w/ Sylvia Morales

8 p.m.. UCLA Darx;e Theater rm

208. Dance Bklg •Students $8.

general $10^ 625-9261
(see Fttdays lating) "

•FILM^
Aiam Tanner Mms
Tfie Phantom Valley fJU^ The .

Woman from Rose Hill (La ^wnmm
de Rose Hill)

7:30 p.m.. Melnitz Theater •Students

$3. General $5* 206-FILM
The Woman from Roae HiN is a Uagtc story alxxit

a black, woman chosen as a wife for Marcel, a
peasant kving in the Swias canton of Vaud She
leaves Marcel ar>d gets pragnent from another

man who loves her. but wrho leaves her with his

aunt F^usir>g to let this man see his dvld reeuNs

in tragedy.

The Woman in the Window
Thursday, March 5 <sae listing tor more info.)

7:30 p.m., Royce Hall

•F I L M-
Melnitz CelekiratM inlsnwtiofuil

Women's Day
In person: Freddy Drake Paine
7 p.m./ 9:15 p.m. *, Melnitz Theater
A collection of contemporary women's Wtms in docu-
mentary, expenmentai or narrative form that address

personal, social and Natorioal iaauas of woman's
experianoaa. Two apaoial faatumaMms inokjds The
Women of Summar*. a documentary of ttte famous
aducaiorpl aaipanment at Bryn Mawr and 'Ooftna:

Wmmr In Hawoir- a documentary of the history of

italan feminism, Local and UCLA student fttmmokars

are also faatufsd. Spacia^guest Include Freddy Drake
Paine, alumnt fromBryn Mawr aswaR asWm diraMors

Monica Gazzo, Christina Rasmusaen arn] 8laRa

MMMbaoh .* This everti consMs ol two aafiarate film

•DANCE*
"Works in Progress" series

7:30 p.m., UCLA Dance BIdg., Rm
208 •Free* 825-8537
A monthly forum for aNpanmamai works by choraog-

rapheis, danoaa. rrHMdans. frrwnakars ar>d perfor-

marK» aitials form the tocal ooirvnunity

•FILM*
A Powerful Humg ^Lar>d Where
My Fathers Died

8 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Free* 206-

FILM
"ISax la a powerful Siono." a the saga advk^ glwan

by-frier>ds ar>d family members to an African Ameri-

can couple nsaching the turning point in their reMtort-

ahip. A woman latuma to her MicMeslem hometown
only to enoounler emoliuiial oonfNct with haf aa-

tranged father in 'lumd Wfters My Fetfiers Dta."

•MUSIC^

Lefty

Dizz

(Chicago

"Breaking the Rules: Audrey Flack,

a Retrospective 1950-1990"

Opens March 24, 1992

Vl/^'*

an on-campus

it^^°
igt,.,!/^ HMdlZ

David Owen Norris. piano

Thursday, March 13

8 p.m., Royce Hall

(see listing for more info.)

First Comes Love^ Age 12: Love
with a Little L^aifW..
30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Students

. General $5* 206-FiLM
I comae Love portrays tf>e tradittoruU wedding
an ironic voice to make the poirtt tfart many are

iduded from this oeramony of tove and hortor. Age
traoee one woman's lesbian identity with vivid

memoriea of adelascant girl dk^ues. cruel games and
a stash of Piaytx>ys

^
•MUSIC*

avid Owen Norris, piano

8 p.m.. Royce Hall •Students $9,

General $25. 20, 14^ 825-9261
BrWah mustoian DavkJ Owen ftoms waa aalactod

after a two-year search to be the first In/ing S. Qilmore

ArfictaiMwd ladpianl. TonijintwwS play music from

DaaS>o»an: "Mpuiei^r Sonataand "Path^ttoue' So-

nata and Schubart-Ustz: Wintenreise.

_-_»fJi.M«

(FUmsconl)

$3. General $5^ 206-FILM
Night Crtee... podrays an Aboriginal woman grijdg-

irtgly caring for her dyir>g whits mother. In i\w

daughter's eyes. Two Liaa is symbolic for a Chinese
American woman wfK> gats plastw surgery to make
her eyes rounder.

•M U S I C^
Carlo Barone, Italian guitarist

7 p.m., Schoenberg, rm.1343^Free^
Barjna is an intemattonally recognized concert artist

and an authority on 19th-century guitars and their

repertoire. 'A sensitive performer and virtuoso wfw
can calmly confront any program or compoeer."

The Parsons Dance Company
8 p.m.. Royce Hall •Students $9.

General $30, 24. 19^ 825-9261
This West Coast premiere program featmaa one of

the wodd's nxiet vital and gifted yourtg American

dance compartiaa aawan as or>e oftfw most versatito

muaicgroupa. tfiejazz-biuegrass-rook'n'roNingTurtto

•F I L l«*

Sneak Pmvi0w!

Zentropa

8 p.m., Melnitz Theater •free passes

required from CTO 825-2345
This now film is a darit comedy in the r>ew vein of

Kafkaesgue thnlters (Barton Fink. Naked Lunch etc.)

Jeer>-Marc Barr stars as an American who scales

opportunity tn poet^Morid War II occupted Gern>any.

The Parsons Dance Company
March 20 & 21 (Fri. & Sat.)

8 p.m., Royce Hall

•M U S I C^
Fire Hose
Noon, Westwood Plaza •Free*

UCLA Men's Glee Club *

Donn Weiss, director

Noon.. Schoentjerg Auditorium •Free^

825-4761
Candoli. has played with Stan Kenton, Benny
Goodman. Tex Berieke. ar>d has recorded with Frank

Sinatra, Bing Crosby arxlSammy Davis among ntany

others The Jazz Ensemble is corKlucled by Gordon
HerxJerson

UCLA Wind Ensemble
Dr. Thomas Lee, conductor

^ 8 p.m., Schoenberg Hall •Students $3,
"
General $5^ 825-9261
'Tlie WiTMl Ensemble's winter concert features

Bemstem's Slave
"

•ART-
ClOMS March 61

"El aanto rttmo-^he Rhythm"
Kerckhoff Art QaMary •Free' 825-6664

MlaadflMfa cotagai caiebralB tie language arxJ

rtiyttmi of the Americas

Opens March 3-20
The Tiling with Two Heede
Kerckhoff Art GeNery -Free*

Rasa Artiatas Del PueMo
Powell Library, Ftoturxla •Free*

Art woriis presented m venous mediums by this ser-

vwe organizalions "Raza" members

"A ChMd's View of Columbus"
URL Lobby •Free*

Descnptk)ns of Cokimbus in chikjren's booksin nine-

teertth to preeent day chiMren's books

•T H E A T E R-
Two days left!!! Closes March 7!

The Doctor in Spite of HinteeH

Two Precloue Maidene Ridiculed

8pm .Relph Freud Pleyhouse •Students $5. Feculty/

staff $7.50. Generic $10* 825-9261

Opens Friday! March 6-14

The Blind Goddeea
6 p m A 2 p m *. Maogowan Hall Little Theater •Stu-

dents $5, Faculty/staff $7 50. General $10* 825-9261

Set in 1932 Qerrrtany, this based on a true story

foretells the heuntir^g tale of a your>g doctor and his

k>ver who were uniustly imprisoned for a cnme they

dkJ not commit

•Surtday March8 has 9 matir>ee pertornnarice at 2 p .m

.

and an evening performarK:e at 7:30 p m

A Ftoo« of Rage^ Khush
7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Students

$3, General $5^
A Place of Rage documents the experience of Black

ieminiem. Khueh met^ft ecatatk; pleasure in Urdu.

For South Asian iaebiarw and gay men in Britain.

NorthAmarwa. arxl India tftaterm captures the blissful

intricaUaa of being
'
queer* aiK< of cotor. The weaves

lntanriawa,lrKlan art, filmand architacturr.^anoeand
t with a aenaERXia sound track.

Cleo Laine and The John Danl<worth

Quartet

Saturday, March 14

8 p.m., Royce Hall

Ellis Marsalis

& Marcus

Roberts

Saturday,

March 28

8 p.m.,

Wadsworth
Theater (see

listing for

more info.)

The Bugs Bunny/Roadrunner Movie^ Heathers

7 p.m./ 9 p.m., AGB ^Free^ 825-1070

•M U S I €•
Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra

Neal Stulberg. conductorand Gary
Gray, clarinet

8 p.m., Royce Hall •Students $9,

General $32, 28, 25^ 825-9261
Tonight's concert features music from Hayden:
Sympi>or>y No 96. Copland: Clannet Cor^certo; Ravel:

Pavane arKJ Ginastera Variciones Coru:ertanles. Op.
23

•F I L M^
Shoot for the Contents
7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Students

$3, General $5^ 206-FILM -^
This film coneklers the isauea of power and change,

'

poMiCS and culture as portrayed by the Tiananmen .

Feld Ballets/NY

April 2-4 (Thursday-Saturday)

8 p.m., Royce Hall -Students $9,

General $31. 25. 20- 825-9261

•MUSIC*
Cleo Laine and The John
Dankworth Quartet

8 p.m., Royce Hall •Students $9,

General $25, 22, 16^ 825-9261
A combination of great voioe and great jazz. Laine and
Qankworth are quile a team.

The Body Beautiful^ The
Audition fJU Night Cries: A Rural

Tragedy **J. Two Lies

7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Students

(Con'l next column) --

Kings A Queens of Silent Comedy
Featuring organist: Stan Kann
3 p.m., Royce Hall •Students $9,

General $13 (Children under 16 half-

price)^ 825-9261
A selbction of hilarious short Alms from the Golden
Age of Comedy featurirtg Charlie ChapHn, Fatty

Arbudde. Harold Lloyd. Mat)el f4ormand. Buster

Keaton. Laurel and Hardy..among otfiers Music and
effectson the Skinner Organ t>y master organist Stan

Kann.

•MUSI C«
Ellis Marsalis & Marcus Roberts

8 p.m., Wadsworth Theater •Students

$9, General $18, 15^ 825-9261
Two extraordinary master jazz pHanists ofW a spar-

kling and rhapsodk: evening of sok) ar>d duo jazz

Improvisation.

•MUSIC*
Gay Men's Chorus of Los Angeles
Jon Bailey, artistic director

CenterStage 3-3X pm. Roger Bouiiand. Prof..

Johr\ HaM. diractor of the Musical Theater and Opera
Workshop; UCLA Music Dept

4 p.m., Royce Hall •Students $9,

General $20, 17, 14^ 825-9261
This 160-vok:e ensemtjie has performed its vast

repertoire of serious and popular musk: to sold-out

houaee tfvoughout the United States. Eastern and
Weetam Europe. Features the work) premiere of

Hid0an Lagadaa-a commisak>r)ed wor1( on the per-

sonal arKi social impact of AIDS.

Kings and Queen's of Silent Comedy
Surxiay. March 22 (see listirtg for mora info.)

9 p<m„ floyce HaB

What s Art this Week" featured every Thursdoy. is compiled by the UCLA Student Committee for the Arts as part of the Arts end Entertainment section of the Dolly Bruin
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III : New Springsteen singles out
I. I ^•^ 1

By Fred Shuster

Los Angeles Daily News

Bruce Springsteen's two new
cassette singles go on sale today to

high expectations and consumer

interest, but not every local rock

station plans on playing the songs.

The ballad "Human Touch** and

the more up-tempo "Better Days"

were first played Wednesday on

several Los Angeles area radio

stations.

Some New York stations broke

Oie Columbia Records embargo

and began playing the songs days

early. The record company quickly

obtained cease-and-desist orders

Requiring them to stop.

' The songs represent the first

new music from Springsteen in 4i4

years, since the release of the

•Tunnel of Love" album in 1987.

Two new discs, "Human Touch"

and "Lucky Town," arc due in

stores March 3L Springsteen will

begin a national tour soon after.

A video of"Human Touch" was

filmed in New Orleans by Meiert

Avis, who directed past Springs-

teen and U2 videos. Avis is also

working on a video for "Better

Days." The first of the two videos

will be unveiled on MTV Monday
at 9 p.m. PST and will then be

played at the top of every hour

until 4 p.m. Tuesday.

"I think the 'Human Touch*

album will be the bigger hit and

•JLucI^ Town* will be the mpre

critic^ acclaimed of the two,"

said Jonathan B. Pont, associate

edkor of Seattle-based Backs-

treets, an independently published

Springsteen quarterly.

Rita Wilde> music director at

album-rock KLOS-FM (95.5),

reflected the high degree of inter-

est the songs have stirred. A self-

described "major Springsteen

fan," Wilde said the songs would

be added at the station for regular

play instantly.

"I've seen him about 45 times.

He's one of my favorite artists.

•Human Touch* is going to be a

smash. It combines elements of

•Tunnel of Love* and (the song)

•Brilliant Disguise.* 'Better Days'

is a little more rocking. The two

songs, lyrically, are some of the

best stuff Bruce has written," she

said.

"It*s been a long time since

we've heard from him and I can*t

wait," Wilde said Tuesday, adding

that her excitement is shared by the

rest of the station staff.

Warren Williams, assistant

program director and music direc-

tor at classic-rock KLSX-FM
(97.1), is also a fan. He said

listeners were calling the station

earlier this week asking when the

songs would be played for the first

time.

••Springsteen is one of the few

artists in the world that a classic

rock station can play right out of

the box," he said.

But at album-rocker KQLZ-FM
(1(X).3), Pirate Radio music direc-

tor Marcia Longo said the station

had no plans to play either of the

two new songs.

••We're not sure we*re going to

play it," she said. ••We don*t play

anything by Springsteen. We*rc
hard-edged over here. We play a

lot of Metallica, Scorpions, Van
Halen. We*re waiting to see what

happens with the songs, but we
don*t get any requests for Springs-

teen, as it is."

She added that Pirate isn't

playing anything by U2 either, for

that matter.

Alternative rock station

KROQ-FM (106.7) also has no
plans to play the songs. Although

music director Lewis Largent is a

fan, "I don*t think it would be quite

appropriate if we play him, even

though I think he*s a great artist,"

he said

Soft-ix)ck KBIG-FM (104.3)

music director Dan McKay said

his station would play ''Human

Touch" during the evenings only.

"It really doesn*t fit our format

during the day," he said.

Since ••Tunnel of Love,"

Springsteen, 42, has been
divorced, remarried, become a

father twice and moved from New
Jersey to California.

He split with the E Street Band,

the seven-piece group which spent

most of the past two decades

touring^with him. The only E Street

Band members who perform on

the new albums are his wife, Patti

Scialfa, and pianist Roy Bittan.

Springsteen, and not Bittan, hand-

les the keyboards on "Better

Days."

Local ticket brokers are taking

deposits on local Springsteen

dates, but none could say when the

tour would come to Los Angeles.

Make
SALES
Grow!

EYEGLASSESI
Get the look
you want

quickly and
courteously

from

DR.VO
<*A/^-'

The way some
women treat

muggers is

shocking.

1082 Glendoii
Westwood Village

208-3011

Monday SpedaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCL/V Alum.

The 50.000-volt.

non-lethal NOVA XR-5000 can
ImmobJIzo an attacker for up to 20

rrvSndfm. T?« compact 'ttuagan^
slips into pocket or purse and
weighs less ttKin an 8 oz. fksshHght.

95
(plus$5s/h)

m

Scholastic Discount Program
The Librex 386SX/20 Notebook with 20 Mb Hard Disk,

4 Mb RAM, MSDOS, 6.2 lbs. is now available to schools,

students, faculty and educational staff at an incredible price

a9^

younelf
tofofuy

(800) 822-3986
U.S. MAILORDER CHECK OH

4139 Via Mai\ra. #309 MONEY

MCTtnpd»>R»y. CA 90292 OBOER

Lywll,ll«riu 2180 Owitlit Way

a /uCSITir BeriKley. CA 94704

fior More Information

Call 1 (800) 766-2948
PrioM and CanfiKura*><"i* Mifc>)ect to change wiihoul nolio*

M>

HAPPY HOURS
\j

Tip Beers

Miller Lite,
Genuine Draft

Molson, Fosters,

Lowenbrau Dark

Bass, Hafewlasen

Well & Wine

Bottle Beers
$1.50

Import Bottles

$2.S0

Catch
UCLA vs.

Washington Stai

&
use vs.

Washington
TONIGHT!

nvoroDiJCiMG "super happy hour If

-*."!

-— Plus -^

FREE Hot
Food Buffet

& Buffalo

Wings!

Premium llquers at ridlcuious prices<
7piii to 9piii Thursday NI9M Only

Stollchnaya Vodica Jacic Daniels Whislcey

Bacardi Silver Rum Johnny Wallcer Red Scotch

T^nqueray Gin Cuervo Gold Tequilla

Mike & Rob Thank You! Mixed Drinks

-J
—

'., ;
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Alt show looks at underside of Los Angeles

t»

By Bernard Welnraub
The New York Times

On the opening night of "Hel-

ter-Skelten L.A. Art in the 1990sr

the most provocative art show in

Los Angeles in years, 10,000

people showed up and there was a

near-riot at the entrance.

Since then, the exhibition, a

showcase of 16 Los Angeles artists

at the Museum of Contemporary

Art*s'warchouse-style annex, has

not only lured big crowds, but also

stirred anger, applause and aston-

ishment

It is a perverse, ambitious and

often bleakly funny show by artists

ranging in age from their early 20s

to late 50s. What is especially

startling about the show is. its

attempt to explore the unique

culture of Los Angeles and address

what Paul Schimmel, the

museum's chief curator, calls •*the

darker angst-ridden side of con-

temporary life" here. That life has

little to do with the stereotypes of

the city as a cultural wasteland or a

sunny, hedonistic playground.

He said the show, which opened

in late January and will run until

Aj^l 26. "has succeeded beyond

our wildest expectations."

He added, "It has hit a nerve

within the community that has

surprised me."

Schimmel, 37. said the museum

**wanted to focus on a certain kind

of narrative, a certain kind of

creative energy and a certain kind

of iconoclastic art." The show's

art. he said, was loud and raucous,

with many of the artists drawing

their inspiration from cartoons,

rock-and-roll, extremist politics

and pulp literature.

The splashy show occupies

45,000 square feet of gallery space

near Little Tokyo in downtown

Los Angeles in the museum's

Temporary Contemporary annex

designed by Frank Gehry. It is

sev^ blocks from the elegant

museum on California Plaza, and

some critics have chided Schim-

mel as not having wanted to defile

the classy nuiin museum, designed

by Arata Isozaki. with some sordid

and bleak works of art

COMPLETE EYE CARE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
NCL03FS EVE FXAV \A' OM EVEG.ASS

E«AVE & o^ESC? OTiOM lENSES

CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
INCLUDES EYE EXAM SOFT MATE B

CONTACT LENSES CARE KIT & FOLLOW-UP

SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

MEN & WOMEN
Jjp'jJa^®''

$^^ Eyebrow%^ Full Leg &
g J Bikini Wax

Sculpture Nails

$8
$5
$5

$20
$25

BODY WAVE & _^-

$35

HILITE & CELLOPHANE &
CUTS 25

Exp. 4/5/92

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
Maro's Restaurant

The Three Best Restaurants^
In ZOs Angeles

Earth Wind & Flour

Santa Monica
2222 Wilshire Blvd—
(310)829-7829

Earth Wind &l^lour
Westwood

1776 Westwood Blvd
"

(310) 470-2499

Earth Wind & Flour

Encino
17644 Ventura Blvd.

(818) 986-0772 '

'"j^ CUPAND SAVE

I

I

I ^^t:M'
Exp. 3 12 92

LARGE
f-^ PIZZA w

3lJ Free Liter^
of Soda

8.50
TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
•

TAX INaUDED
^imit 3 pizzas por address
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LARGE
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j

TAX INCLUDED ^^^ 3 pj^g, p^ address
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I
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pizza.
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LARGE
f-/\ PIZZA w
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IVVO lOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED Urmt 3 pizzas per address

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
•\Ci^3ESEXAM ^ir^,\G & 'OL.O// uO

3 MOMMS lE^4SFS

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

O P T M € TRIM
Ar Oc'.'''«"'cCe If

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

HARVARI)
Summer School

since 1871

Open enrollment In hundreds of day and evening counei that

fulfill college degree requlremenU or contribute to personal

or professional development.

International student body has access to Harvard's

outstanding libraries, museums, laboratories, and cultural

activities.

Options Include college-level program for secondary school

juniors and seniors,* a Dance Center, and special programs

In Drama, Writing, Ulcralnian Studies, many Foreign

Languages, English as a Second Language, and theRadclHfe

Summer Program In Science for Hiah School

women

For more information,

return the coupon below

or cull (61 7) 405 0519 (24

hours). Allow 2-3 weeks

for delivery

'admission required

^^^^^j—, June 29-

Wyl^^W^ " August 21,

'
' '. 1992

fHiin4<ir.

PtoafMndl»2Hafvaid Secondary School Program ^Ukrainian SkxiM _l____i__
Summ«rS<*»olWo»maion. D»H»C<nlw ^ R«ddW» Sumww Rograw In S<i«r>o

Al» MfKllnbrmalof) aba* __En^#tm « S«5or>d Languag*

Name

Harvard University Summer School

Dept. 713 , 61 Brattle Street, Cambridge, MA 02138 J
I
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'GIAPIATOR'
From page 21

Despite a weakly contrived love

affair between Riley and Dawn
(Cara Buono), what works is the

interaction between Gooding and

Marshall. Working with what little

lines he has, Gooding steals the

film from Marshall. As Lincoln,

Gooding has a screen piesence that

overshadows any other character

in the film.

Marshall has the right amount of
silent intensity to make Riley

believable. Riley hardly talks in

the movie; he*s a modest youth

who lets his fists do the talking

instead of his mouth.

Dennehy has played villains

with irresistible fervor during his

career C'Silverado^ "Presumed

lnnocent*0 and is a welcomed
addition to •Hjladiator." He brings

an inspired demonic glee to Horn.

When he was beating Marshall's

face to a bloody pulp, there was no

one in the world I hated more at

that instant than Dennehy. He*s the

best part in the film.

DirectpcRowdy Herrington and

stunt coordinator Jimmy Nicker-

son (who was stunt coordinator for

••Raging Bull*0 should be credited

for effectively capturing the brut-

ality of street life and boxing. The

action sequences in the ring are

riveting and brilliantly choreo-

graphed. Be warned: **Gladiator"

gets quite bloody and gruesome.

Still, the violence in "Gladiator'' is

not exploitative and serves as an

=india«icnt of the type of sport

turns participants into human
vegetables.

For all its flaws. "Gladiator"

still manages to be an enjoyable

action film, one that throws all the

right punches in the ring but fails to

deliver a cohesive story line. But if

action's your thing, then "Gladia-

tor" will surely knock you out

nUUI: -Gladiator." Screenplay by Lyie

Kessler and Robert K4arl( Kamen.
Directed by Rowdy Herrington. Pro-

duced by Frank Price and Steve Roth. A
Columbia Pictures Release with James
Marshall, Cuba Gooding, Jr.. Robert

Loggia, Ossie Davis and Brian Den-

nehy. (Rated R: Violence, language; 98

minutes). Opens Friday citywide.

MUDHONEY
From page 21

would be the last people I would

listen to (as far as messages are

concerned) ... but they would

also be the first (as far as music and

musicianship are concerned).

The members of Mudhoney
don't care much for rock critics,

either. "I think they're a strange

breed," says Turner. The music

itself, though, fs something that the

members of Mudhoney do seem to

give a damn about "We practice

nine days out of the week, unless

there's anything better to do.

We're trying to perfect the grunge.

We're trying to organize the

grunge," he emphasizes.

The group recently toured (and

have collaborated in the past with

Sonic Youth) and Arm is planning

to do something with Alice in

Chains. Of The Cult, though. Arm
xmce stated, 'They'll be sucking

our cocks next" Turner, on the

other hand, hopes they won't be

sucking his cock, and says they'd

enjoy touring with them about as

much as they'd enjoy ^QJinng with

Spinal Tap for a week^ so.

"I'm speaking for the band

when I say no," explains Turner

when asked if Mudhoney has any

big Rolling Stones twenty-

years-in-your-face plans, although

Ami once said, "I want it to be

known right now that we ARE
worth a shit'

MUSIC: Mudhoney will perform today

at noon in Westwood Plaza. Sponsored

by UCLA Campus Events. 'IN maga-

zine and B.U.M. Equipment.

Poppa Pete^^;

10759 PICO BLVD • LOS ANGELES

(213)475-6158
More Selections Than Ever Before

.r

m
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BREAKFAST SPECIALS
steak and Egga-$3.75, Pork Chopa and Egga-$3.9S, Ranch Omaien*-

$3.95, Machaca and agga- $3.9S...«arv«rf w/tfi Hash Brown* and Joait

OUR SPECIALS CHANGE DAILY

Chlckan Enchilada Frash Salmon

Spaclal $4.45 Catflah, Halibut $5.95

1/2 Roastad Chlckan, BBQ Baaf RIba $4.65

vagglaa, aoup, aalad.....$4.65 Fattuclna Carbonara...$5.25

Monday-Saturday 6 a.m.-9p.m. • Sunday 8 a.m.-3 p.m.

COMPACT Billboard Top 30
DISC-COUNT

ifl:i: ' a scs

TRADE
1000's Of Used CD's

$1 OFF;
per tide ,

ANYUSEDCD i

SALES ITEMS EXaUOED>
OB '

iiiSH?
BUY'

$1 OFF
pertitto

ANYUSEDCD

SALES ITEMS EXaUDED
06

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AJ\/I-10PM PARK IN REAR
~^~

475-4122
10741 W. PICO BLVD.

WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSIDE PAVILLION)

vcv^
:<^^

SL^
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i(e£rRentals^froi145.00
Includes: Coat, pant, shirt, tie

cummerbund, studs and

cufflinks

Cwitb school LD.. limited to garments in stockJ

Please contact tor more Intormation on tfroup discounts

f310J5594889
10546 W.Pico Blvd.

Los Angeles. CA 90064
(W.UI 2 Bkxks East o( Westslde PavlloaJ

- OPEN 7 DAYS -

^^^iiN)»f>NlMi«mui^ ^%5

^$$$$s$$$$$ss$$ss$$$$$$$s$ss^

I TRAVELING ABROAD? I

^COMMISSION FRff WITH THIS AD!

France (franc) -.1857

British (pound) -1.817

Italian (lire) - .000842

(an currendes availalsle)

• Foraign Curranclas,

• Foraign & Domastic

^^ ,^^

^$$$$$$$$S$$$$S$$$$$$S$$$$$$A

Japanese (yen) -.00811

Canadian (dollar)-.874

Australian (dollar)-.784

(rates as of 2/1 8/02)

Paymants & Drafta

Travalars Chacks

433 N. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills, CA

1-800-346-AFEX
Maifing Services Available

• • • •••••••••••• • • •

Planning to be in New York City I

this summer? •

Barnard College offers summer housing at moderate rates to •

those who plan to study or wofk in New York City. J

Housing is available from May 31-August 15. •

•

Located on Broadway at ll6th Street, Barnard is across the •

street from Columbia University and accessible to all the •

cultural resources of New York City. •

•
The dorms offer a variety of living arrangements — «

singles, doubles, or suites. •

For additional information Office of Summer Programs •

and application contact: Barnard College ^

3009 Broadway

BARNARD
New York, NY 10027-6598

(212) 854-8212; or

(212) 854-8021

•> .• */^
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FAST FREE DELIUERYl

||^«^^^^^:i^

•^78-9464^
11923 Monica Blvd.

HI

I

I

•

I

L

BUFFALO STYLE CHICKEN WINC8
Served w/ Blue Cheese & Celery Sticks

1 dozcn..$4.22 25 $ 7.95

50 $15.49 100....$ 28.63

SAUCES: MUd, Hot, Suicide. Barbeque. Hoi Barbeque

ALSO TRY OUR: ^, „^_
• Hamburger* Chicken Sandwich • Potato Sktm • Mozzarella Sucks •

Bipaded Mushrooms A Zuchini • Steak Fries • Chicken Salad •

Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

STUOeriT PARTY SPECIAL ( Wings Only):

100@ $23.10 ( no coupons)

SAT- SON : ALLYOU CAN EAT $ 7.95— -----------« ^-----------j
I One Coupon per Order i i One Coupon per Order

i

I S UOO OrFMV ORDCR i l S8.00 off when you buy I

I ($6.00 minimum) I i 50 or 100 wings i

I I I -
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\
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CLASSIRED RATES
Daily. 15 words or less $ 5.05

Daily, each additional word $ .35

Weekly. 15 words or less $17.60

Weekly, lach additional word $1.20
Display ads - student raieircoi. inch $ 6.96

Display ads • local rata/col. inch $10.70

DEADUNE SCHEDULE
ClasslflMl LIna Ada:

1 worHing day In advance by noon
Clatalflad DIaplay Ada:

2 working days In advance by noon
M*f<j»o<spa^l»totfi«CIQ>0»ltyer\jln
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HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
Sp)erm Dorx)rs 19

PregnarKy 20
Salons 21
Health Services 22

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Heljj Wanted 30
Temporary Agencies 31
Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted 33
Internships 34
CNId care wanted 35

HOUSING

.

^

Apartments for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50

Apartments Unfurnished
Apartments to Share
Roommates
Room for Rent
Sublet

House for Rent
House to Share
House for Sale

House .Exchange
Housing Needed
Real Estate

Room A Board for Help
Room for Help
Housing Service

Townhouse for Sale
Townhouse for Help
Condos for Sale
'Gondos for Share
Condos to Rent
Guesthouse for Rent

51

52
53
54

55
56
57
58

59
60
61

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITES
Health Clubs 75
Dance / Physical Fitness 76
Sporting Events " 77
Miscellaneous Activities 78

RENTALS
Sporting Equipment 85
Electronic Equipment 86
Furniture 87
Misc Rentals 88

SERVICES
Video Editing 89
Child Care 90
Insurance 91
Legal Advice . 92
Loans 93
Movers / Storage 94

Personal Service 95
Servkes Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutoring Offered 98
Tutoring Needed 99
Typing 100
For Rent 101
Music Lessons 102
Graduate Exam Prep 103
Resumes 104

TRAVEL
Travel 105
Travel Tickets for Sale 106
Resorts / Hotels 107

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 1 09
Auto Repair 1 10

Bkycles for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Scooters for Sale
Scooter / Cycle Repair

PARKING
Off Campus Parking

FOR SALE
Bargain Box
Furniture

Garage Sales
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments

Pets

Stereos / TVs / Radios
Sports Equipment
OffioeEquipment
Typewriters / Computers

120

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Good Deals 7 Good Deals
INFORMAL SPANISH CONVERSATION
GROUP led by Estella Herrera, Managing
Editor for La Opinion and former UCLA
instructor. Friday 5:3O-6:30PM. Snacks, dis-

cussion, literature reading. Fluency r>ot re-

quired. Meetings in Santa Monica. Call Laura
Hart McKinny. (310)450-9548

7 Good Deals

Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. discossion. Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. Step
Study. AU 3525 12:15-1:15. Fn. 12.00v1«)
Toae. DiscuMion, WM. DJecussion NPI

08538 12:15-100
For alcoholics or individuak «vho

hay drir)king probtorm

FOREIGN
STUDENTS

Need to Improve TOEFL
scores? Want To Pass the

TSE, TWE, GRE?
We Can Help!

The ESL TUTORING
CENTER

(818)999-5384

"You Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance
To Have A Pretty Smile*

itdl Exam & Cleaning

$39 (i«g.S180|

} ntw DMitnit wM) Ihh coupon antf
I

M* ano acoonwnodM* paoanb wth
dwul ao^nm

(up to 4 X-rays)

475-5598
24-|Hoiir EnuTi»c*ncv

Service

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home

\iuIiIMSi

Sid Soleinnaniaa D.D.S.

1 620 Weslwood Blvd., NAfesl Los Angeles
Open Evenings & Saturdays

Free Parking in Rear

UXIVERSITY OF
Personal 1 Personal 10 Personal 10

COLLEGE OFLAW
APPLY NOW
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AccredUed-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Association of

Schools and CoUeees.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevard

Call:(8 18)98 1-4529

La Verne Campus

1950 Third Street

Call:(7 14)596- 1848

Do you have an upcoming
- event? meeting? lecture?

SCHOLARSHIP
ANNOUNCEMENT

Tlie Sociely of Women Engineers Los

Anqeles Section is seekir>g quolifiecl

femole engineering students for our Fall

) 992 scholarship program. Awards
are based on academic ability, technical!

society participation and financial need.

Deadline: APRIL 1, 1992.

For application/requirementj contact:

Cindi Powers

4001 Via Oro Ave , Suite 1 00

Long Beach, CA 908 1 0- U94
(3101-434 7781

UCLA

Free

FREE CONDOMS, 12 FREE CONDOMS from
major brands: Trojan, Ria w/ nonoxynol —9,
Lifestyles. Send $2.50 for SM to: LINE ONE
LABS, 16161 Ven ura Blvd, Suite 888, Encino,
CA, 91436.

Personal 10

Personal 10

Bibles - Books
Gifts.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Fr-Sat 10 am --11 prfi; Sun 2-* pr.

10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
208-5432

Good Deals

INSURANCE WARI! We'll beat any price^or

don't want yout< business. Ticket?, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Reqi^est Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

WANT WHITER TEETH?
Try Rembrandt Whitening
Toothpaste. Send $9.95 Check or

M.O. to Unique Products 1900 S.

Sepulvcda, 2nd Floor, L.A, CA
90025. Free Sample, send #10
S.A.S.F. CA Res. Ad Sales Tax.

Curiously Seeking

JOE
You're from Michigan,

going to med'School,

- and recently called

Debbie out of the blue.

rm Confused - but
'

curious, and interested in

talking again. I don't

know your last name and
erased your phone

number,. .so ifyou want

to talk, call Debbie,

$200 CHALLENGE. Prove my pollution solu-

tion unworkable and get $200. Support this

sound ecological policy or take tt>e $200
challenge. 1-800-488-2489.

DISCREET CONDOM CARRIER FOR WO-
MEN. Glossy black plastic, no identifying

marks or logos. Please send $4.95^ check or

money order to Progressive Design, 1001 4lh

Ave. Plaza, Suite 3200, Dept. C, Seattle, WA
98154.

WESTWOOD PSYCH K:, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problems in 3 days,
specializes in love, marriage, financial, and
any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.
l(Rnn)ssq.NiNA

^

Words cannot doscribe the

weekend at Clark's Bar and
Grill/Massage Parlor.^ '-

But it would be "hot-rl-bU"

not to try:

Bug juice and the Gazebo
from helb Submerge in the

Blue Light Special; You're

too sexy, and we ain't lyin!

When's the next swim meet?

^ Meg alid D

*

*

^ -XL -w"^ •
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WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
OUR NEW OFFICERS! .

i
PRESIDENT: SHANNON MclNTEE W
Via PRESIDENT: CHRISTY HAYES •PUBUC RELATIONS: JENNY SHELTON
MEMBERSHIP EDUCAJION VICE PRESIDENT: ALSSA PERLSTEIN •PANHELLENIC: JUUE CHIU
MEMBERSHIP: ASHIEY AYRES •ASST MEA^ERSHIP: VAIERIE GOO
TREASURER: ADORIALIM •ASST. TREASURER: DEBBIE SHEgAGA
PIJQGE DIRECTOR: CRISTY YESZIN •ASST PIEDGE DfRECTOR: MYLAAVILA
SECRETARY: AYA YAAAAURA •SCHOtARSHIP- juir 1 1^ <^ A rv^c A ilitic

STANDARDS:
mLUOoA UWAINIIo
KERRIE FREEBORN ifRITUALS: "" NGOZI NWOSU

ifPERSGNAl. AND CHAPTER ENRICHMENT: LORI FRJEDLANDER
HOUSE MANAGER: USA AGAJANAN •SOCIAL ON-CAMPUS: DARQ ERNST
SOCIAL OFF-CAMPUS: MELANIE DOOSON •HISTORIAN: KARILYN HOUSE
SISTERHOOD/ KROP: JACKIE CARLSON •PHILANTHROPY: PEARL BAR2AGA
AcnvmES: CAROLYN LUNDQUIST
IM SPORTS: BECKY SCHLAPTER

«^

^
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AZO proudly announces
our 64* Annual Carnation

Ball to be held at

_ The ,^^\frage
resort and casino

on Saturday,

March 7^ 1992

Jutt Mf/ien / thought w'd
Be sfucilr with our Roth

And our yacht and
Collection of antique

Ming bowl$,l remembered
Classifieds sold in diverse

Ways
Since thafs how I got

All the stuH in the
First place.

M
^m^

DAJLY BRUIN CLASSIFIED
825-2221

Attention

UGtA reeks
the UCLA

Greek Leadership Conference
Saturday March 7, 1992

_ registration 9:30 am (Young Hall 2250)——
round tables and workshops to follow

^**Tlinch nrovided

Sponsored by IFG, PHC, OFSR and CSP
Questions contact Christie 824-3^01

-I

paid for by USAC

*„
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Personal 1 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

Presents

'JTonight

at 9:30 ^^ benefit Children of the Night
Brought to Yoii By

The Pre-Affair

Little Sister Party
ln\ iic ()nl\

Sunday
March 8

T H

10 Personal 10 PersoTKil

k's Wron
Tonig

Figh\ Ti

10 Research Subjects 12

SUDDEN RUSH OF INTENSE FEAR for no
reason? Earn $. Call 206-9191 Heart Rate
Study. _^
VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, aget
1 2-30, needed to participate in research study.
Under Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For more info, call
(310)628-6867.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Korean and Japanese
male and female ages 25-35 to study the effects
of UV on human skin, 6 month study.
Volunteers will be paid $1200. For more
information call (310) 828-8887.

Wanted
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PregrKincy 20

EOUCNTION II 1 G ROUP

$15 per couple donation
Buses leave the corner of Strathniore

and Gayley at 8:30pm and Run Continuously
to and from the Palace until 2:30am

Invite Only
;For infonuation Call Hrendan 82^-3^52

Josh 8241095

O'OOULS STRATTOIVS
THE GENTLEMENOF THETA CHI

FRATERNITYPROUDLYPRESENT THE
LOVELYLADIES OF OUR GOLDEN

ANNIVERSARYRED CARNATION COURl

EMMA THORNBER MEGAN DAVENPORT
TERRI YOUNG SARAH BARBER

NANCY CUTLER

THE 1992 RED CARNATIONFORMAL WILL BE
HELD SATURDAYMARCH 7AT THE RED LIONINN

INSANTA BARBARA

The men ofS^ma Phi EpsUon
Jnvite ailprospective rushees to

join usfor dinner on Thursday,

March 5,from 5:30-7pm.

This is a%y event.

Attire is casuai.

Atffha Chi Omega
Sisters ofthe Month

Kara Madsen Kristen Walls

Tricia Westhoff Stacey Lasko
Amy Wood Laura Webb

Cindy Valadez TriciaJacobsen
Michelle Gilman

Atf^ha Chi

For forty days theyjourneyed westward across the desert,
without sign ofwater. Then onefateful evening they spotted
a reflection on the horizon. But alas, it was

*

TOEmum eoLE of oEinfli
Who would dare to drinkfrom its water? Who would survive^
Only time tvotddtell...
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"And now for some drink... and now for some
music with a good beat." —Horacew *•- :Ft1
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Brothers ofpSaAfc$w
journey up

JRED

1/

tg&jg^

o;r*aii e

afe^ff their feet and
er ffie stars, by the sea.
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Research Subjects 12

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIO BOYS 7-11
yean needed for UCLA research pioject.
SubjecU will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTKDNAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

jearch study. Free hirt£»<>r<^ar*' and
treatment. Dissertation ttudy. fm

18-45. Call Linda Levee 010)277-9422 or
(310)471-3672.

NATIVE ARABIC speaker to help me study
Koran, also conversation; saudi/bedouin
dialedi preferred Nina (310)271-3647.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392.

CaVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help infertile couple
have baby by becoming egg donor. Compen-
sation available. Call Barbara (818)3Sa5243.

ORIENTAL FEMALE wanted for donation of
eggi to Chinesi^American wornvi. If inter-

ested, please call Or. Friedman (Associate
Clynical Professor OB/GYN) (310)277-2393.

Salons 21

Fatal,

Compieto European Ibctat cleaning,

blemishes, acne, tasli tinting, and

waxing, $25, body massage, $40,
localed opposite to Century Qty Moll

785-0205

I

Health Services 22

FREE DENTISTRY. Do you ne^ fillings,

crowns, or gum work? Doctor r>eeds patients
for SUte Board Exam. (215)270-9154.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars arxi sunspots. Low CosL Free
consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Group. (213)786-0636.

Kappa Delta Sorority Proudly Announces... \

i992 White Rose Format

\ for KA^s and their dates

Saturday, March 7th

\ Universal City Hilton

Buses leave at 6:00fnn

III! 1^

LITTLE SISTERS
Meet ot Santo's to Wotch Bruin Roops toke onother

EASY VICTORY
Thursday 7:30- 10:00pm

? s

Kevin 824-1963 Lance 824-5052

It's Here...

Tonight...

The Biggest Party of the Year

9:30 at iA I invite only

Ben
RUSH BBQ
COME MEET THE BROTHERS OF BETA

THETA PI BEGINNING AT 5:30 THURSDAY.
HOOPS AND JAI AUI TO FOLLOW.

FOR INFO: GALL DEREK AT 208 1 246 OR
TIM AT 208 1 407

"

—

"BECAUSE NOW THAT THE OLYMPICS ARE
OVER... WHAT ELSE DO YOU HAVE TO DO!"

581 GAYLEY A DRY RUSH EVENT

Hmmmmmm^mm,*^,^

• * * TT—TTT7
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30 7lHirsday> M8Kl»«, t092 DaHy drain ClassUlecl

Personal ^^ Personal 10 Personal 10 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

The Brothers
Of

Delta Tau Delta
Fraternity

Present

^de 66tfi SlnnuaC

Fess Parker's Red Lion Resort

Santa Barbara^ California

Saturday the 7th of March,! 992

'
p

Kira^^lrafl
The brothers of Lamda Chi Alpha invite all prospective rushees

to the house for a casual dinner tonight^ at 6;00
Thi!=^ I?, fl dry •-. "nt

Health Services 22 Help Wanted

LOOKING FOR DENTAL BOARD PATIENTS.

Will provide free ^x^m -t- x-rays. If interested

call VanKie. (818)573-5692.

Opportunities 26

EXPLODING NEW COMPANY founded by
DR. PAT ROBERTSON seeking MONEY-
MOTIVATED ENTREPRENEURS! GROUND-
FLOOR OPPORTUNITY! UNLIMITED PO-
TENTIAL! (310)838-5371.

9>9» /tlfCANMyNMIMOnn!My I

pwvtwnow It A M^n-MujOM
sm*««i ouauMt iNCiuntk
MKynmoM *muv ofVKtt,

nMVMMA. HM

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person to

do challenging legal and
clerical tasks.

Groat Experience to field

Please send resume
w GPA. available tunes

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th Floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

30 Help Wanted 30

Si !%;»%>' •yy^'y^^lo>wr*!

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

borne. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyrigbt »CA11KDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major
corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to!

USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117-B, P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.

$4O,00G/yr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out sinr>ple 'lik^don't like' form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright »CA11KEB.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT sought for In-

temational Fine Art Exposition Company in

Brentwood. Requires Spanish arxVor other

foreign languagies, gier^eral office experierKC

arwj computer skills. Compar^ offers travel

opportunities ar>d exccllerH advarKcment in

inlernationaJ busir^ess. Fax resume and cover

lo (310)82aS426.

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to $1 00/wk or more.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

Egg/Sperm Donor 19 Egg/Sperm Donor 19

One of the nation's most respected sperm donor

program is now selecting

QUAURED SPERM DONORS
Help Infertile Couples Monetary Compensation

Free extensive health testing,

including chromosomal analysis

THE U.S.C. SPERM BANK
Call (213)343-9967

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

NEED MONEY?
Last year over $100 million in

scholarships and financial aid

went UNCLAIMED. We can help

you find the money you
need for school...

GUARANTEED!
Excel College Financing
Call Now for free information

1-800-944-0066 x6500

KARI MICHAELSEN
•Katie" from the NBC series

""GIMME A BREAK*
(and fornDer Bmln)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

incttviduals \a^o like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(310)5360496 (818)3600760

AGENTS WANTED TO PROCESS phone
orders. People call you. Will train.

1-800-727-9716 ext.348A 24hn.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT —
fisheries. Earn S.OOOWmo. Free transportation!

Room -f Boardt over 8,000 openines. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For

employment program call 1 -206-545-41 5S
ext. 1483.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent inconf>e to assemble

products from your home. Info.
504-646-1700. DEPT. P695.

Assemble ProducU at Honw. EASY WORK!
TOP PAY! GUAR! 1 -800-881 -6000, ex 41 50.

Open 7 days.

PART-TIME BILINGUAL (SPANISH) LEGAL
ASSISTANT needed by Beverly Hills Attorney.

Ask for Vivian (310)855-1861.

CAMPUS POSITIONS: Flexible part-time

hours, will work arourxi classes/ immediate
opening^. Sunset Village dining services

$6.63^r 206-7688. Contact Walt Anderson.

Also accepting applicatiorw for summer
employment.

CASTING IMMEDIATaYI Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, ar>d television.

Earn up to $20O per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CLUB HOUSE ATTENDANT. M-F, 7-1 la^),

%^^. Duties irKlude taking reservations, erv

forcing rules, arvi some maintainance.

(310)475-7812.

CRUISELINE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/)andside
available. Year-round A summer positions.

(612)643-4333.

DAY CAMP Serving Canejo and San Fernando

Valleys seeks caring, energetic people for

ummntf staff. General counsekMs and special

imtructors for horseback riding, music, crafts,

fwimmir^ nature, gymnastics and more.

Oeat place! (818)706-8255.

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE. COf^^PETITIVE

INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions

available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(310)53ftO496 (818)3600760

DERMATOLOGY ofRce assistant with medical
or scientific interests. (310) 555-7661.

DISABLED STUDENT needs help doing laun-

dry and cleaning apartment. Resporwible per-

son sought 3-4 hounAvcek. Flexible hours.

Leave message for Troy at 208-5040.

DRIVER, $10^ to take chiM home from

school, 2-3 day^«^ at 2:45pm. Brentwood—
BH commute. Need good references and
driver record, vehicle in excellent condition.

Call D1 0)278-4220.

Driver for tvM> children, late afternoons, must
have experience w/children and refererKes.

(310)278-0458.

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT: Biomedical Journal.

Word Processor, excellerH spelling arxJ typing

skills. English/journalism majors. Ruth:
825-6521

.

ENTERTAINMENT MANAGMENT
COMPANY seeks P/T student receptionist.

Great experience ar>d contacts. Must know
WP5.1 5 — lOhrs/wk. |5/hr.
Call (310)470-5970.

EXTRAS NEEDED for country artist

performance/video. Please call
(310)823-3106 for further information.

FRONTRUNNERS LOOKING FOR SELF-
MOTIVATED, energetic, goal oriented, men
and women for sales positions. Apply in

person. FRONTRUNNERS Brentwood, 1 1640
San Vicente Blvd.

I
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Help Wanted

Do you Like to Talk?

This is the perfect job for

you.Earn$7/hr. plus
bonus. Evening + weekend

hours available.
Training provided.
Sharpen your

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

1083 Gayfev Ave. 4th Floor

30 Help Wanted

8 people needed now|
Bans «p to $a/hr.

Houftecleaiiers

CeM (aia) 4S3-1817

HELP! New concept restaurant In WLA— Fun,
fast-paced atmosphere — Needs to fill the
following positions immediately: Part-time
cooks/gpneral kitchen help. No experience
necessary. Flexible hours between Sanrv3pm.
$6A>r. Part-time delivery people. Must have
own vehicle (scooter a plus), liability

insurance and good DMV record. Flexible

hours between 6am-2pm. Minimum wage +
ALL tips! Positions begin first week
of March. Call (310)445-3366 for details.

EOE.
'

HOUSEKEEPINCTCHILDCARE wanted. 8hr/
day, M-F, Own transportation. WLA. English

speaking non-smoker. (310)391-8784.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research
and make $$ P/T. Sell condoms. Perfect

Health. (805) '655-5624.

MAKE MONEY EASY! Just advertise 24hr
roadside assistance club memberships $39.95
annually. Much cheaper than comparable
services. Good anywhere any road US and
Canada. Membership covers member ar>d

spouse. Includes all cars up to 1 ton truck an
RVs. First year membership includes FREE 6

PART-TIME office assistant needed by Brent-
wood Law-firm for filing,* mail, etc. Knowledge
of word-perfect helpful. Flexible hours, great
experience, $7 per hour. CALL (31 0)207-5400
ext. 85 (24 hrs.)

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshrn'an/
Sophmore w/ strong academics: Clinical Re-
search Assistant-UCLA Medical Center. Tues/
Thurs for 2 years. U-IShrs/wvcek. 825-4749.

PT, ACCOUNTING EXPERIENCE w/computer
knowledge, must be accurate, 3-7pm, M-F,
S7/hr. (213)965-1320.

PT^ RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarship^-
Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/T - LAB HELPER, need dependable person to
wash, sterilize glassware, operate autoclaves,
pipette machines, automatic dishwasher and
distillation apparatus. Receive, verify and de-
liver supplies and equipment. Operate projec-
tor and other audio visual equipment for class
and scientific research presentations, as
needed. Ability to lift up to at least 50 lbs.

required, nOn-smoking environment.
$8.03/hr. Contact Margaret Lacey
(310)8259369.

hniff% levei i day 4 star hotel stjiy In Mawamy
Mexico. Dealerships are available by calling

310-512-6021.

RETAIL SALES P/T. Experienced sales person
for children's store. Westslde Pavillion.
10-3:30 (M-F) Call for interviews
(310)441-1896.

RN WANTED for demnatology office. (310)
550-7661.

SANTA MONK> House Keeper wanted,
14(boy) & 9(girl). Must have car,& valid CA
license. Driving, cooking, cleaning, laundry.
Hours approximately Tu-Fr(3-7), M&Sat. (9-6).

Hours must be flexible. $6/hr Helen
<31 0)479-8830. =

Laboratory Assistant
Seeking dependable, energetic person to
work in a lab environment. Expciience in
steiilizing/washing glassware, operation of
autoclaves, pipette machines, automatic
dishwashers, distillation apparatui and
disposal of radioisotope matenali . Receive,
venfy, deliver supplie^uipment Ability to
lift SOf Ibc. Reqd. Non-Smoking woik ansa.

Salary. $1,766 - $1,921 (mid-point),

benefits pkg.

Send resume: B. Sears, Microbiology ft
Insnunolccy, School of Medicine, 43-247

CHSTLos Angclci. CA 90024
Aff. Act. Emp.

SRAII part time, F/T summer. Position includes
electronic & mechanical assembly, some prog-
ramming. Dr. Demer (310)825-5931. EEOC.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- the Bie Bear Tennis
Ranch is hiring counselors to woric as TENNIS,
WATERSKIING, JET SKI, and RECREATION
INSTRUCTORS. Call Bob at (714)585-3133,
for more info.

»r-

MALES AND FEMALES, Ages 18-24 for nude
modeling for French and American Maga-
zines.Samedaypay.Call Paul 310-278-9162.

MESSENGER: Westside law firm needs mes-
senger. Must have reliable car & suitable

_ insurance, hours negotiable. Call Cndy at

207-8228. '

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NANNY/ BABYSITTER. 6-yr-old boy, WLA. 3
afternoons a week. Car/ insurance, English
speaking. References a must. (310)477-2879.

NEED CASHfEARN $50-$1 00 or more per day
(comm) + incentives. Positive, energetic solici-

tors wanted for Valley Funding Drive. $5per hr.

during TRAINING PERK5D. Need CAR. No
Exp. Full/Part Time. (818J907-4967.

NOON-AID NEEDED for Brentwood school
2/ml. from UCLA. $7Av . 1 2-1 :30 5-day^.
Call Dan (310)476-9633 x160.

ORDER TAKERS, FT/PT, for busy attorney
MTvice. Energietic, well-spoken, positive per-
sonalities needed for this well-paying
posftion. Century City location. Pie«e call

Fred 010)556-7777.

CPA FIRM NEEDS COMPUTER OPERATOR
MWF, 9am -5pm. ASK FOR AL. (310)
4704500. ^
PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED (br large

family day care. Pacific Palisades, ECE units

•nd experierKe necessary. Call Leslie M
(310)573-1811.

PART-TIME EXPERIENCED SALESPERSON.
Women's cfothet on Rodeo Drh«. To start

immediately. (310)558-3646.

PART-TIME ReUII Salo, •$8.20 Starting Pay*,
Schedule around clataet. Evc^ivknds avail-

able. Scholarships awarded quarterly. (310)
396-1479

PART-TIME MAM. CLERK, afternoon hours
only. 010)572-7272, Charlie. ^
PART-TIME FILE CURK, flexible hours, apply
within. (310)572-7272, Charlie.

Part-time bookkeeper
needed for busy Westwoodj

travel agency.

Light bookkeeping skills & a

pleasant, personality required.

Shifts available: 10-2 or 11-3

Pay: $7hr.

All interested please call Steve at

(310)824-7083

EARN up to $180 per month
YHELPMQ OTHERS

DONATE BLOOO PLATELETS SAFELY

For Infer

m

rtioi i

Cell Anna

mk

Cancer peUenla Ihi

benefit from

EI

Ihrougfiout LA
in rrom weur pertlclpetion

4M4 Wn Nuye BNd. Sherman Oeke

TELEMARKETER POSITION. Evening. $€^r +
bonus. (310)277-5828, Scan.

US MAIL JOBS $1 1 .77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 foe.

Now Hiring, Your Area. Ho Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WAITRESS NEEDED. Brentwood resUurant.
Experience preferred. Apply in person M-F
3-5pm. 11714 Barrington Q.

WANTED— free-style wrestling coach/ trainer

IwoAhree times a week. Intermediate experi-
ence o.k. (310)457-8042.

WEEKEND COOK, HOUSEKEEPER. Also,
chiW and pet care. Sat. and Sun., 7anv7pm;
English, car, references required. Non-smoker.
Pay-negotiable. (310)829-6500.

WLA HI-TECH, MULTIMEDIA COMPANY
fooking for tentporvy ftjil and part time
Product Testers to view our titles and write up
bug reports. PtefMn(s) should be very visual,

detail oriented and have good analytical,

written communication skills. Minimum
24hnf^Mtttk Includif^ eveninp, Sat.lr Sun.
Call Andrea for orientation date(s) at

(310)444-6543.

WORK YOUR WAY AROUND THE WORLD
with the new 1 992-1 993 500 page addition of
the Whole World Handbook compiled by the
council on international education exchange.
Lists dozens of paid and volunteer Jobs in

countries aJI cnv the woHd — finom picking
y^apes in France to helping to buiki a wdnoSi
in Ghana. Smd check or M.O. for $16.95 plus
$1.50 S It H payable to Global Ventures,
1 3601 Ventura Blvd suitei228, Sherman Oak,
CA, 91423.

Job Opportunities 32

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a

Job or summer internship? Receive an invalu-

able list of contact names, addresses and
phone rs at over 100 of Hollywood's top
production companies, talent agencies, arKi

studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-
SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

HEALTH CARE-SEEKING ADMINISTRATIVE
A S S I S -

TANT with computer experierxx and good
organizational skills. Bachefor's degree or

prospective graduate desired.
(310)443-5244 ext. 24.

israPfuKcAUfVU » fPirfllP'^fWli Jh^r^%.mrftkS^^9a^ n

Opportunities 32 Internships 34 Internstiips 34

NEEDED; ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR to teach in

Japan. One year contract. For more informa-
tion call (818)568-7829.

STUDENT FELLOW OB/t^N, reproductive
nr>edicine, pt afternoons. %7/\nT. Assist research,

coordinate appts, screen candidates. Student
^ealth sciences, excellent communication
skills. Cedar-Sinai Medical Center. Randy
Spidchi (310) 855-5523.

SUBSCRIPTION SALESPEOPLE FOR TELE-
MARKETING. Salary -- commissidh. Mon-Sun
days and evenings. Great fun. (310)458-4427,
(310)393-3162.

SUMMER TEACHING POSITION, California's

most respected reading school is hiring reading
enrichnf>ent teachers. F/T summer work,
$40O.$50QMc. + milaee allotment, health
benefits, paid training flexible hours, under-
grad degree required, need car, hone teaching
skills while helping kids learn to love booksl
(310)428-5037.

TEACHER'S AIDS for handicapped children
after school program. Must have 12 child
developnwnt units. Jeffrey Foundation
(213)965-7531.

JAMES CAMERON'S BURBANK
PRODUCTION COMPANY

is looking for a development intern to start 6/92.
Responsibilities include: reading scripts and

newspapers, typing, filing, research, and checking
book rights. This non-paying position requires a

junior or senior who must arrange to receive school
credit for the internship, has taken several cinema
classes and is interested in persuing a career in

producing or development. Send resumes with cover
letter to Lightstorm Entertainment, Internship

Program, 3100 Damon Way, Burbank, CA, 91505.
Interviews will be held in April. Deadline March 31.

Internships 34

CABLE SOCCER SHOW seeks field reporter
with soccer knowledge Hours Flexible. Great
opportunity. Call (310)392-0640.

LOOKING FOR INTERNS to read & cover
scripts for class credit. Please send resume to
Tracy, 10202 West Washington Blvd, Culver
City, Ca., 90232.

RESTLESS RECORDS SEEKING INTERNS.
GREAT WAY TO LEARN HOW A RECORD
COMPANY OPERATES. AREAS OPEN IN-
aUDE RADKD PROMOTION, PUBLKIITY
PRODUCTION, AND MARKETING. FOR IN-
FORMATION PLEASE CALL KEITH MORAN
AT 213-9SMT?7LA23i

PAID INTERNSHIP
I (. .1111 \\ ll.ll it (.live s It) lUW .1

Child Core Wanted 35 Apartments (br Rent 49

A LOVING PERSON NEEDED TO CARE FOR
MY 2-YR-OLD DAUOITER. 3 daysM. Ex-
perience it references reOtiired. Near UCLA
(310)476-2079.

BABYSITTER WANTED, afternoons to care ior
3 children, ages 1 -6. Must have car and enjoy
interacting with children. Call (310)473-61 1 7,
after 7pm.

FT BABYSITTER wanted. 7mo/old. My house/
WLA. Call Josephine, (310)843-0508.

UCLA PROFESSOR seeks experienced, re-
sponsible, upbeat babysitter for 7-yr-old twin
boys, 3-9:30pm Thur^Jays, 3-6pm Fridays.
Good pay. Must have reliable car
(818)984-1606, (310)825-3240.
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Fair Housing is Your Right
Federal. State and Local
laws protect you from

housing dIscrlmlnatkDn based
on: student status, race,

religion, sex, national orlglr

chlkjren. physical hondteop.
age, nnarital status arvd

sexual orientation. Calf the
Westside Fair Housing

Council at 310-475-9671 in

West LA
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Gray Goodman Inc.

Talent & Literary Agency
Is looking for interns to do general

ofiTice support and script coverage.

Must be seme type of film major

with journalism background.

CaU (310)276-7070

Apartrrients for Rent 49
1 -BEDROOM, LARGE CONDOMINIUM-
Pool, jacuMi, gym, 24-hour, security, 2-park-
ing spaces, excellent location. SlOOCVmonth.
Maureen 838-1372.

2.BEiyi.BATH, 1-BEO^-BATH luxury apart-
mer>ts in renovated landmark building avail-
able. Great views. All appliances. Pariting. 10
min to Westwood, Beveriy Hills, Downtown,
Valley. Info (213)936-5145.

3657 DUNN DR. #4. 3.BED APT. $1 yOQ/mo.
1 -month free. Refrigerator, stove, 2-car parit-
ing. (310)826-3721.

$895, 2-BEDROOM, upper, buih-ins, bal-
cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parking near transportation. (310)477-9955.

BACHaOR. Near SM and Bundy. Refrigera-
tor, hot plate, carpet, drapes, laundry
facilities. (310)822-6487.

BACHaOR $45(VMO. Carpets, drapes, re-
frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(310)839-7227.

BEAUTIFUL, NEW, 2br/2ba with view, A/C
QW. Quiet, secured pariting. Only $11 5o'
475 Gayley. Call Ted 824-0788.

Internships 34 Internstiips 34

WORK STUDY/INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 1992

__^anana fTl^frifMc, a division of the Gap, Inc., is looking for candidates -

to become involved in our innovative work study/internship program. Ifyou

are in your junior year, this is your chance to experience retail

management while you're still in school.

"Weutmui^i^ou in store management skills, overseeing customer service,

operations and merchandising in a part-time position while you continue your

studies. The program lasts approximately 15 months, and you'll have the chance

to earn a store management position soon after graduation. As part of a store

management team, you'll run a multi-million dollar business and learn the

skills required to be successful in general management.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THIS UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY,
pfcase attend an informational meeting on the program to be heki

this Thursdajr, March 5, 1992 fr<«tn 7-9 pm at:
m

a Maison Hotel Sofitei

55 Beverly Blvd. - Lo$ Angel

street ftom the Beverly Center)

To learn more abouHBWdpportunity and to coofirtn your attendance

please call Stacey Brown (310) 433-8723
,

or Tammy Simpfenderfer (213) 858-8643.

V Please feel free to attend and bring a friend! We fook forward to

meeting you this Thursday, March 5, from 7-9 pm!

BANANAREPUBUC
EOE/M/F.H
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I Very large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
Super closets

All utilities, parking included

Pool & sundeck
$825/month (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

208-4394

FREE RFJVr

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PROriSSIONAI I Y MAN.U.II) BY MOSS & ( ().

Large Newly
Remodeled

1&2 Bedroom Units
- BeverlyuxHHl '

—
WLAArea

Receive Free
Microwave

$575 - $825
j Call 657 -8756

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ $845/MO. 2-BED-
ROOM. UPPER,FRONT,VIEW,BALCONY.
WORSTER ST., 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADjAaNT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839.6294.

BEVERLY HILLS AD|. Spacious upper 14>d.
Bright. Stovc/refrig. Ample closets. High ceil-

ing with moldings. 5 miles to campus. $71

5

(310)273-9476.

BRENTWOOD. $945, 2-be<i/2-bath, balcony,
lease, by appointment only. 1 1 728 Mayfield
•5. (310)271-6811.

BEST DEALER IN Vy/ESTWOQD Prime loca
tion. 10-minute walk to UCLA. UnfurnishecU
furnished. Modem 2-bedroonV 2-bath. Air,

2-parking, balconies, fireplaces.
$107S-$135(ynrK). 208-2655.

BEST DEAL IN WESTWOOD. PRIME LOCAr
TION. MODERN, FUNRISHED/
UNFURNISHED, 2-BDRAV2-BATH. AIR, 2
PARKING SPOTS, BALCONIES, FIREPLACES.
$1000-$1350. (310)208-2655.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $650,735.
I-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-aEX.'A BLOCK TOPCQ BUS. (310)
839.6294.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. $675. Single^uxury
apartment, fireplace, intercom, built-ins, patio
and nwe. N. Wilshire adj. San Vicente.
11661 Goshen. No PeU. (310)820-1717

BRENTWOOD, $545/$565, unfurnished/
furnished, new decor, lease, by appointment
only. 11728 Mayfield #4. (310)271-6811.

CULVER CITY: 3bdrnV2bath with miniblinds,
dishwasher, stove, washer/dryer In apt. 2 car
parking. $1 ISO/month (213)936-2406.

HUGE SINGLE. Big bath & kitchen. Balcony.
Parking. 10 minute walk to campus. $62S/mo
o.b.0. 010)208.8362.

Westwood Village
ii)(i/ 1. .>i)(i/.>i)iii

1 lire W\\\

Short term available

^. w /
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LUXURY APARTMENTS. 24)e<V 2-bath and
14)ed. In Hollywood. 30.mlnute« from UCLA.
SUrtIng from $795 and up. CALL anytinr>e at

(213)957-0697.

MAR VISTA from $925. 1 month free.

2bed/2bath, 2 story custom townhome. Gated
garage, fireplace, balcony, central air. 1 191

3

Abon Way. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA $950. 2be<V2bath newer custom
townhome, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,
security alarm. 1 mo. free with leaie. 1 2736
Caswell (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA. From $950. 1 month free.

2bed/2bath, 2 story cuftom to%vnhoni>e. Bal-

cony, central air, gated garage, fireplace.

12741 Mitchell (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, from $895, 1 -month free, 2-be<V
24>ath custom 2-storytownhonf)e. Central air,

kwlcony, gated garage, fireplace. 1 1931 Avon
Way. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 1.BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Ingiewood Blvd . lust north of Venice
Bhd. (310)398.8579.

$995/mo-$200OFFlSr

t»ONTH RENT - WOT"
I

Bright, front apt. w/ gas FP,

D/W, A/C, lots of closet

space, Ig. balcony,
gate<d parking, key

access entry.

1 709 Westgate
(310)479-1581

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 newer buildings.

2becV2bath townhomes. Fireplace, balconies,

gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $1 ,650. 3be<V3bath + loft. 3 story

custom townhome. Fireplace, sundeck, gated
garage. 3954 Beethoven. (310)391-1076.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, •2-bcdroom unit avail-

able now. *Roommate situations available

now. ^Waiting list for Summer and Fall.

Heated pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, Titness center.

Please call 208-4868.

NICE, QUIET: CC $830. 2 BD/l'A BATH.
WLA $750 1 bd. (310)826-6907.

ONE-BEDRM GUESTHOUSE Furnished, w/d,

microwave, nice area, one person only.

$585/mo Lltilitics included. (310)475-2132.

PALMS $1695 4-bed -»- tofl/3-bath. Newer
3-story custom townhome. Fireplace, gated
garage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. {310)391-1076.

PALMS, $625, large 1 -bedroom. 2-weeks free.

1st +security. New paint, drapes, carpet.

App.liances and parking included.
(310)372-1253.

VSPAC lOl S l-HDRM

Microwave
Walk-in closets.

1/2 blk from

430 Kelton

inx
^^^^^^^^^w^^^^www^w^w-^

PALMS, $675. Upstairs 1 -bedroom, parking,
large private patio. Front unit on quiet
street. (310)917-1147.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve 639-1026, Antolne 629-6727.

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.
#36. 2-bGd/2-bath newer custom townhome.
Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. alarm.
3614 Faris Dr. (310)391-1076.

PALMS: Largp 2-bed/2-bath, den, fireplace,

private double garage, wet bar. $1 295. Randy,
Agt. 470-1781.

PALMS. Single. $395. Stove & refrigerator.

(213)637-9616.

RANCHO PARK studio rear private residence.

Quiet Near bus. Available 3/15. Lease
SSOCVmo. (818)752-9040.

WESTCHESTER, new luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath,

fireplace, garage, dishwasher, laundry, Inter-

com, track lighting. (310)215-9310,
546-3187.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-In bonus. Furnishec^nfurnished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering
208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

Apartments 49

WESTWOOD $800, UPPER, bright, 1-bed,

carpet, drapes, stove , refrig, closed garage.
1676 morning #4. (310) 275-1335.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATIQN: Quiet, spa-
cious, 2 hd/2 bath) parking, gated entry.

$170(ynH). Ruth (310)395-7272.

652 Veteran Ave!

1 BDRM
Starting at $700

movo-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,

saunas, Jacuzzi sun

deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow

4 students per
apartment.

From $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

:.-:::;:::::;:;:::-i^-:f;gjg!;y.:.:.:.:^'.:.x:>:::;;^^^^^^

Northridoe $275 up. SCO furnished unit studeni

housino tadUly. Shared or private units, wilfi or

wfthout Ulchens. Privale balhs. Pool, jacuzzt.

recreatkNi room. M2 hour drive to UCLA. Open year

rotNKJ. Free brochure. Northrldge Campus

Residence. 9500 Zeizah, Northridoe. CA. 91325

{9\9vm-\m

* French Doors *Sauna
*Jacuzzi *Fireplace

*Gym * Heated Pool

+ Move-In Bonus

208-4868
Fall waiting list has started.

•II

ACROSS

1 Scorch
5 Norse god
9 Razor ^

sharper>er
14 Fiction

15 Swiss river

16 Establish
17 The way
18 Stumble
19 Avon, e.g.

20 Snow fields

22 Glee
24 — coat
26 B.C. or

Detroit team
27 Body of Jev^sh

literature

29 Witticism
30 Bistro, e.g.

33 Tiger or

tabby
37 — china
38 Actress .

Dunne
39 Vehicle
40 Tiny amount
41 Type of cod
42 Softened

(meat)
44 Mouse site

45 Heir, maybe
46 Pornography
47 UK natives
49 Metal workers
53 Incessant
57 Mild oath
58 Aloe product
59 Asian coin
61 Golf unit

62 Writing

tablet

63 Within: pref.

64 This: Sp.
65 Subdues
66 Worry
67 Leftovers

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

BELT
I C E R
A C N
S E D A

EWE RHD A B S
RAD

S HO U
PARROT
R U D
I T E

S T

E R I A
A N D S OM E L Y

V A S

G E R M A N 8
ORG

A G A T
C O N T R A V E N

H AWSHF USE
I E T

N
PAN
A N E

TOO LHD I M E
ANN EHA L E R

R R

O I S
I N D E R S
P E D

ERIC
I T S

RATA
S N I T

3-5-92

DOWN
1 Bit of work
2 Meal consumer
3 In existence
4 Being annoyed

at

5 Do handwork
6 Impair

7 Type of

window
8 Admonishes
9 Race
10 Shaves
1 \ Stray
12 Range part

13 Mildly

audacious
21 Breadth
23 — for: cheer
,25 Charlemagne's

realm: abbr.
28 Exciting

experiences

1992 UnH«d FMtur* Syndicat*

30 Ruth's spouse
31 Noun ending
32 Marsh plant

" 33 Threshold
34 Musto group
35 Housing cost
36 Container
37 English

person
40 Donald —
42 Spree: slang
43 German river

45 Opera parts
47 Malevolence
48 Elmo or Luke
50 The farther

ones
51 Arrests
52 Result of

toil

53 Yesterday
54 — Fitzgerald

55 Get around
56 Delayed
60 High and —

1

14

vr

20

24

15

pie

6

W

3r

41

22
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Daily Bmln Classified Thursday,

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments Fumlstied 50 Apartments to Stiare 62 Room fcx Rent 54 House to Sliare 57

\MESIWOODnAZA
APARTMENTS

Dlrtcdy across trom
mld'<ampus UCLA
Furnished 8w UnfuiT^stied

Badielofsfiom$550

angles fiom $600 to $750
1 Bdmns from $750 to $900

2Bdims/2Btfi ftom $1200
Variable Lengtfi Leases

SOl-SOSGaykyAve
(310)208-8505

SANTA MONICA, 1 -k)e4/1 -bath, $2200/mo.,
at ocean, dining room, kitchen, large terrace,

Dorothy Hecht (310)395.4643,
Dl0)393r2761.

Apts. Unfumlstied 51

WESTWOOD VH.LACE. Furnished bachelor

$550 (utilltes Included), larce unfurnished 1-

bedroom $850, unfurnished 2-bedrooms
$1095 (310)395-2903.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -BEDROOM UPPER
FROhfr. EXCELLENT VIEW, DINING ROOM,
PARKING. RENT BONUS. MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. (310) 839-6294.

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd. 3 parking spaces,

hardvvood floor. (213)444-1478, 858-6650.

WESTWOOD. $965-n50/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD 2-bed^-bath. Wailting distance

or shuttle to campus. Move in end of MardV
April 1. Security parking new building.

$1250/mo. Call Irene or Melanie
(310)470-9391. ;

WESTWOOOAJCLA. SlngleVl -bd/2-bd. From
$350 per person. Roommates available. 515
=Kelten Ave. 20ft.1976. =

$59i, spacious l-t>edroom, privacy, garden-

type building like a home, front and back
entry, sundeck, nice valley locatkm in Sher-

man Oalcs. One year lease required.

(310)475-9561.

$700 WLA, 1426 Barrington Ave. Large Mod-
trt\ 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, a/c. (310)837-0761

.

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed^*A bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

condltloning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

BRENTWOOD 2-BECVl% BATH, sunny and
bright upperjaundry, parking. $69Vmo. (310)

550-6755.

BRENTWDOD. Super clean. 1 -bedroom. No
pets. $700/mo. Low move-Jn fee.
(310)826-3638.

'

BRENTWOOD $950. Huge sunny 2-bed/

VA-bath. New. Vertical blinds, refriurator,

d/w, parking, free rent w/Tease.
(310)556-3158.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bedroom, $750-$800. Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-6461

Largr & Small Bachelor's available. Walking
distance of campus. Utilities irKluded. Can
Paul at (310)824-9754.

MAR VISTA. $760. 2-b«i/l-bath upper and
lower. Newly decorated. Available now. Short

comnujte to UCLA, clpse to freeway. 1 2225
Pacific Ave., apt.i3,7. (310)828-3887.

PAC PAL, $850-875, 2 Sharp, 1 Bn, Choose
upper or lower. Gated, cat O.K.
(310)315-9412.

PALMS $695-5795, large 1 and 2-bedroom
units. New security building. A/C, d^^, quiet

street, utilities included w/K)mc units. I

h» \»\JC\.A. (310)838-3960 .

WESTWOOD. Furnished bachelor. Uilitiei

included. Walk to UCLA. Bath and shower,

refrigerator. Hardwood floor. $475.
(310)208-6265.

WESTWOOD, GREAT LOCATKDN; spacious

2b<^ bath, bachelor, parking. Immediate
occupancy, $600-$l 375/mo. Ruth
(310)395-7272. '__

WLA 1 -BEDROOM $675, 2-BED $850. Near
campus. (310) 477-0725.

WLA-3516 Jasmine. 1 -bedroom with bft.

$97S/mo. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security

building, sundeck, patio. (310)836-5311.

D 10)837-0761.

Special Student
Discounts!

** ,**

From $695*

Minutes from UGLA^
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios, Is and 28

•Pool, Spa. Rtness Center. Sauna
•Tennis Courti & EkisketbalJ Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

Ook^
''Oanrrens

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

'On Selected Units"

WLA - 3516 lasmine. 2-bed/2-bath. $975/mo.
AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security building,

patio.(31 0)836-531 1 . (310)837-0761

.

WLA. $625 ar>d up. Bachelors and singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi

with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA. $670-680. 1 -bedroom. Pool, laundry,

BBQ, appliances. 1621 Westgate Ave. No
pets. 010)820-1121.

WLA AREA $585/mo. Beat the tuition hikes!

Live outside the hi£h rent districti CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, furnished singles. Two can
live as cheaply as onel 1 525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)477-4832.

WLA, beautiful, newer, gated building, from

$795, call manager (21 3)287-2261

.

WLA/CENTURY CITY TWO BLOCKS. 1 Bed-

room $750. Bright, carpets, drapes, stove,

refrigerator, laundry facilities. Quiet building

(310)474-1172.

WLA, giant (bargain at $800), 2-bedroom
w/patio or balcony, mini-blinds, celing fans,

applijoces, walk-in closet, move-in $1,450,

1 1 519 Venice Blvd Apt 2 & Apt 4, 390-5065.

WLA. SPACIOUS (baruin at $675), 1 -bed-

room, mini-blinds, ceiling faru, appliances,

quiet building, move-in $1 225, 1 1 527 Venice

Blvd #7. Dl 0)390-5065. ;_
WLA. SUPER (bargain M $635), 1 -bedroom,

mini-blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, parking,

utilities included. nr>ove-in $1210. 3637Se-

pulveda Blvd. Apt. 6 (310)390-5065.

WLA, spacious (bargain at $605), 1 -bedroom,

mini-blinds, celing fans, appliances, parking,

move-in $1180, 3637 Sepulvada Bkd #5,

39a5065. - .

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quiet. Bundy N. of

Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049.

TOPANGA. unfurnished single attached to

private home. Stove, refrigerator. Private en-

trance & deck. Quiet. $750/mo.
(310)455-1155, leave message.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS AVAILABLE for

faculty/ staff, 1 & 2 bedrooms, unfurnished,

short walk to UCLA. Call 206-1947, Mon-Fri,

8am-5pm.

WEST L.A 1 -bedroom. $597. Free utilities.

$700 moves you in. 361 1 Motor near Venice
Blvd. (310)828-2448x344.

WEST LA Studk>. $697 and 1 -bedroom, $867.

Luxury, gated living. Qty views, rooftop pool

and spa. Quiet and friendly. VtS^MC. Sedona
Village. (310)280-0692.

^

WLA 1 BEDROOM $695; upstairs, bright,

walk to market/bus. Ck»e to UCLA. 1242
Barry. (310)395-2903.

WLA. $950. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large

modem 2-be<^ *A bath, stove, refrki, dw, MI.
Dl 0)837-0761.

Apartments to StKire 52

APARTMENT TO SHARE, own bedroom, pool,
sundeck, good area, off Nattonal, M^, sorwk-
ing ok. Call after 5pm. (310)836-9688.

BEL AIR — Female for huge own bedroom
fantastk apt. Pool, storage, A^. $575/mo.
My (310)471-3560.

BRENTWOOD. Private room -t- bath in extra

Ivge 3-bedroom apartment with patio and
fireplace. $441 .SCVhrK). (310)826-8616.

BRENTWOOD-GRAD STUDENT & DOG to

share bvely 2-bed/2-bath w/male or female,

available april, U90lrno. (310)447-2235.

aOSEST APARTMENT TO CAMPUS PARK-
ING, 2BE(V2BATM. GIH wanted, share with 3
girls. 601 Westholff>e, (310)208-8611.

FEMALE NEEDED ASAP TO SHARE LARGE
2-BEiy2-BATH. JACUZZI, WALK TO CAM-
PUS. $40(VMO. 010)206-5595.

FEMALE: SHARE LARGE 2 BEDROOM, 2
BATH APT. Secured parking dose to UCLA.
$525/mo.,*A. Available March 22.
(310)474-4077.

FEMALE UNDERGRADUATE to share 2 bed/2
bath beautiful apartment. Brar^d-new building,

high ceilings, balcony, security parking. Prime
Westwood locationi $377/nrK)nth. Stephanie
208-5138.

NEAR VETERAN AND SM. l-be<Vl-bath.

Roommate needed Spring quarter. Pouible
own room. $375. Steve, 473-2012.

PALMS. 2-bed/l -bath, in nice area, $37S/mo -»-

uUlities. Call Elizabeth, (310)282-7742 or

(310)836-3539.

PALMS, RESPONSIBLE MALE to share w/
professionals, quiet, clean. $3921Ano, leave

message (213)292-6926.

ROOMMATE NEEDED for beautiful apartment

in the Weft LA area. Completely indepen-

dent, own parking dishwasher $690 a month.
Please call (818)507-4403 from 6pm-10pm.

ROOMMATE WANTED TOSHARE very large,

very nkx orw bedroom apt. on Lcverir>g. $450
824-SW4. Pouible cwn room. Tim.

SEX: FEMALE, 5-min walk to \XXK, spring qtr.,

furnished, NC, pool, elevator, security, park-

ing, $375. (310)206-7303, Valerie.

WALK To UCLA mal^emale. Responsible,

norwsmoker to share 2-f2 corKk>. Secured bidg.

W parking. Fireplace, NC, dishwasher. $575
-KUllities Annette (310)824-0229.

WESTWOODAXIA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
bath. $30(Vmo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room. 515
Kelton Ave. 010)206-1976.

"^

WESTWOOD GREAT PLACE $630 own room-
phone- parking- secorKb from LICLA available

3/1 Diane (310)824-2785.

WLA. Beautiful, spackMJS, sunny apartnwnt-

own room. PaHcing available. No smoking.

$385Ano. (310)473-7620.

WLA. SPACIOUS. Own bed/bath/^hone.
Security^arking. fnK. Very clean, quiet.

UCLA. $520. (310)445-5375.

WLA, spacious 2-be(V2-bath, $475/mo. 4
'A -utilities, paridng, 2-miles to UCLA. Call

evenings (310)479-7316.

Roommates 53

1 -BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. Female needed.
1-bdrm to share. $31 Vmonth. Available 3/20.

(310)624-7983.

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 1 BR
with 2 others, furnished, large apt., 10 min.

walk to campus, only $317/mo., available

3/21. 010)824-3645.

527 MIDVALE. MALE roommate wanted.

Heated pool, sauna, fitness room.
(310)624-0230.

AMAZING APARTMENT w/ balcony needs
female roommate for Spring Quarter.
$36(:^TK)nth. Call Paula (310)824-2120

APARTMENT TO SHARE, own bed, own bath,

BH adjacent, $52SAth). (310)657-9523.

EASY GOING FEMALE TO SHARE CHEAP,
SPACIOUS 2BED/2BATH. Kelton. A.S.A.P.

Wet bar, fireplace, security. Through June.

(310)206-4764.

FEMALE, furnished 24>e<V 2-bath. Paricing.

$33(VWk>. 679 Gayley/Landfair, #205. Maria,

(310)206-0212. (310)834-8420, weeicends.

FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE HUGE.
^^WGHT.ONEBff

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath &
f;arage. Separate wing & entrance. Kitchen &
aundry privileges negotiable. $550.
(310)274-7122.

BRENTWOOD. $550, new, spacious, private

roomA>ath. Separate entrance, sicylighi.

French doors, kalian tile, pool, garden view,
may be furnished. (310) 472-7068.

ENCINO. Room & private bath. Paricing, pool,

spa. Quiet. Close to bus. $385 (81 8)784-531

5

MALE FOR FURNISHED ROOM. Private bath,

entrance & garage. Westwood area, reference

required, (310)478-3459.

PRIVATE ROOM & BATHROOM $375 per
month. Non Smoker, No Pets. Near Pico & La
Cienega (213)931-4866.

ROOM IN Nia WEST L.A. HOME. Kitchen
and laundry facilities. Utilities paid. $25(Vmo
plus ten hours a week work assisting man in

wheelchair. (310) 450-8719.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old Worid
chamni Cable TV. fully furnished. $199A^.
and up. Sonr>e with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WLA. 5-BEDROOM HOUSE. 1 -bedroom
available April IsL Female only. $40(Vmo.
Washer/dryer, storage, parking.
(805)640-0816.

,

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA

720HilgardAve

2 person room $52S/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

PARKING. $367/mo. NEAR CAMPUS.
010)206-4076.

FEMALE ROOMMATE need^ to share bed-

room in 2-bed apartment. Furnished. Cool
roomies. Available mid-March—August.
$375^no. Stephanie 624-0014 or 6521 511

(message).

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for next year

%vho wanU OWN ROOM, like I do.

010)794-3212.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. $29(ymo. +
% utilities. Share master bedroom in a 3-bed-

room townhouse. 479-7186.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED. $400 -¥ utili-

ties. CkMe to UCLA, near Wilshire. Own room.
share bathroom. (310)473-1905.

FEMALE ROOMMATE. 2+2 LARGE apt.

$325/nrK) + 1/4 utiiiUes -f deposit/ Security,

garage. Walk to campus. (310)206-1949.

GLENROCK: Female wanted to share 2-Bed/
2-Bath. Pool. Jacuzzi. Parking. Security.

$375/mo. Available Mid-March.
(310)624-2636.

LOOKING FOR REPLACEMENT IN sunny.

2-bed, 2-bath apt. w/ beautiful view on
Glenrock. Furnished, walk-in closet.
824-1976.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER wanted to

share spacious 2 bedroom cottage. Close to

UCLA $497.5(ymo. negotiable. Call Tom
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 - kJ«

13039.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, female roommate
wanted. Heated pool, sauna, fitnesc room,
$375/nf>o., Julie, 206-6216.

ROOMMATE WANTED to sublet and/or take

QNtf rent for 1 RM in 2 story apartment in Santa
Monica starting 6/92 CALL 207-5895.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large 2-bed-
room with 3 girls. % -block from campus.
Available 3/20. $403.75/mo. 824-1774.

ROOMMATE: own roonVbath in 2+2 Palms
apartment, uncovered parking, $412/mo.
Available immediately (310)202-0454.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 2-bed/
2-bath apartment in quiet building, 2-blocks

south of Wilshire. Parking, laundry, cable,

Jacuzzi. 5-minute walk to campus shuttle.

' $33(VhfK). (310)478-5328, leave message.

ROOMMATE, M/F, to share 2-bed/2-bath

apartment. Venice, $47Vmo + 'A -utilities.

Security, parking, near beach. (310)821-4289.

SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH. Beautiful, brand new
apartment on Gayley. 1 -block from campus.
Available mid-March. Lisa (310)208-5138.

SUPER BARGAIN. Share spectacular WLA
house, female roommate $460 or 2 room-
mates. $230/each. Parking and bus.
(310)841-0803.

VENKI ROOMMATE NEEDED. 1 block from
beachi 2-bed/l -bath. LARGE UPPER W/
PATO. Paricing included. Own Room. $475 +
% utiiitet 4 deposit. Available IMMEDIATELY
Call (310)305-7856. a ^-

WESTWOOD, FEMALE ROOMMATE, mod-
ern 2-be<V2-bath, gym, Jacuzzi, gated paricing,

on campus. $325/mo. Call 824-7577.

WESTWOOD, MALE ROOMMATE, $350.
Share bedroom, furnished. Spring ouarier

sublet. Cable, spackxjs, bright, quiet bIdg.

Dan (310)206^255.

WLA. FEMALE to share large 2-bed/l -bath.

Must like cau. $445 + 'A -utii. Leslie

(310)207-5740.

WLA. (Male to) share 2-bedroonv-2balh. Furn-

ished, vaulted ceilings. 1-mile to campus.
$34QAno. Available 3/19. (310)470-2776.

SEEKING SERIOUS, STUDIOUS, QUIET
MALE for fumished bedroom, WLA house.
Microwave, refrigerator. References. $325.
(310)270-4387.

Sublet 55

1. 2 & 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APART-
MENTS needed for 2-3 nrwnths, on the West-
side. Approximately S/20-mi^end August.

Please contact Elaine Golan (310)449-6000.

SPRING QUARTER SUBLET. Furnished single

apartment on Hilgard. across from campus.
Security building, pool. Available 3/22—V20.
$69S/mo. Parking available. Leave message,
Tom (310)397-6193.

GOING OUT OFTOWN
TfflS SUMMER?

WANTED!
SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS
WEST L.A. LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (6-10WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE HOUSING FOR
SUMMER LAW CLERKS FROM
MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact Recruiting

(310)312-4187

OTMelveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your fumished
apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Recruiting Oflfice

(310)246-6717

ROOM W/ BATH, 1 'A -mi les South of campus.
All privilege. Available imn^ediately. $450.
(310)470-2208.

WESTWOOD. Master bedroom w/bath in

house for rent. Walk to UCLA. SSOtVW. plus

utilities. (310)476-5715.

Housing Needed 60

TEMPORARY HOUSINQSUBLETS needed for

suomier interns: May 1992 through Sept.

1 992. Please call Daniela Oedona at Latham Ir

Watkins_(21 3)465-1 234.

Room/Board for Help 62

ROOM&BOARD in exchange for afterschool

childcare. Walk to UCLA. SUrt now or later.

(310)47^-1297.

Townhouse for Rent 66

PALMS. $1 195. Towmhouse. 2 •»- den •»• 2% .

Fireplace, dishwasher, pool, skylights, security

building. (310)473-7860.

PALMS, 2 be<V2bath. Townhouse Security
Building. Fireplace, central air, $105(^no. 24
hrs. call-(21 3)204-4230.

VAN NUYS. Beautiful townhouse, pdvate
garage, A^, 3 stories, roomi-$42S. $375, and
$350. (818)786^4414. '

Condos for Sale 67

FABULOUS VIEW-ALL WINDOWS, 8th
floor, Westwood village, 2-be<^-bath, free

valet parking, pool, spa, $279,000. K.C.
(310)445-7778.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-
urity building. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276-6331

.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/CLOSE TO
UCLA. STUDIO 595K. 1 BR/1 BA
$109K,2BR/2BA $188k. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781.

WLA 3-BED/2-BATH, balcony, security build-

=tn^ md unU, good tecatlen, toweeC prTceT
$199,000. (310) 454-0356.

Condos for Rent 69

CONDO FOR LEASE, option to buy. 6-min.
bus to UCLA, $750, 1 -bedroom. $895,
2-bedroom/ 2-Dath. Call 213-471-2703,
Frank.

WLA CONDO: U1, $825, fumished. Near
bus and gym. No pets, no snx>king. Nice.

(310)447-1637.

Guest House for Rent 70

CULVER CITY. $565. Single guesthouse. Car-
pet, blinds, stove, refrigerator, parking.

(310)477-0681.

EXaLLENT AREA in cheviot hills, close to

campus. 1 -bedroom. Beautiful backyard. Fruit

trees. $75Q^mo. (310)204-6363.

WILSHIRE/ LA CIENEC\ Guesthouse/ studio

for rent. $515/n>o. 931-7628.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHINC--FULLY EQUIPPED-
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

SOUTH LAKE TAHOE. 2-bed/ 2-bath condo
(on lake). Ski, casino, Jacuzzi. Available

3/21-3/28. $60/nlght (or $350/week).
(702)677-0102.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving AdventuresI

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem ii\d

AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Child Core 90

GRANDMOTHER, mature, pleasant, can take

care of your baby overnight at your home.
References. (81 8)781 -8087. _^
NANNY (Female or Male) for toddler;Reliable,

affectionate, stimulating. 2 days^veek. Echo
Park area. (213)660-1040

Insurance 91

^ \\ HATE AUTO INSURANCE

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD HILL, 4-BEDROOMS/
3-BATHS, family room, den. View, spacious

and private. Nice backyard. $2,90(Vmo. (310)

454-0356.

CULVER CITY. $975. Front house: 2-bed.

Carpet, Minds, stove, washer, dryer, parking.

D1 0)477-0681.

CULVER CITY, $140(VVno, 3-bed/ 1-bath,

large kitchen. 5-miles UCLA. Great area.

(310)390-0085.

NEAR CENTURY CITY. Elegant, spacious,

largi. For lease $2,90(ymo. Contact LoretU,
Fred Sands (310)836-1600 ext.6441.

PALMS, 3-bcdroonV 1-bath. Private garage,

nice view, backyard. $1400/mo.
(310)820-4806.

WLA. NEAR UCLA, 1 -bedroonVI -bath, den,

hardwood floors, stove, dishwasher, fenced
grounds, laundry. $110Q/mo. Call (310)
477-6124 between 9am.-12pm. and 4-6pm.

'.Ve .ill do bill .info msiir.incf is

retiDirert by l.iw' So for .)

FREE tOWFR QUOTE call

213)852 7175 (818)342 1510
BEST PRICE INS AOEfJCY

<-r

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CALL (21 3)263-BEST. Insured
24ft truck FULLY Equipped for ALL movei -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, pianoc,
o.k. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobt, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. UCLA tlumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rell-

able. lerry (213)391-5657.

THRIFTY TRLXTKS. Professional, experienced.
Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for
best quote. (310)453-0828 —

-k^
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SISTERHOOD

Books Music

Videos Jewelry

By And About Women

1351 Westwood Blvd.. Los Angeles. CA 90024
(213) 477-7300 Open 7 days 10-8pm

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED OR DAILY $40 PR

DISPOSABLES (6 mo. supply) $79 SET|

CHANGE LIGHT EYES (ext) ...$69 PR
CHA»I6E BROWW EYE8...'...i. |1S5 PR

ASTlGMATlSli EXTfNOG) _.._JIM PR

EYEEXAIVI$15
I

Free Bausch n Lomb Renu Care KH (w^ns)

HMTTHOIME: l«M WKWMI
iJMCKWH mtf.mv.
Htiifmn: sat.cHAnMM

MMA

UK MKlft rai VEICr IIML
WHMfVI: IIWHPUUIEM

213)842-6094

Bausch n Lomb lensas

(800) 842-6094

•11 1>w«pMilcr ina*K

USE PROTECTION!
Electronic Stun Gun

Handheld •Non-lethal

Safe •Legal
65000 volts • $49.95

75000 volts - $59.95

90000 volts - $69.95 9
^ Frw Campus Oeliwry & instruction

other safety products available

Call 453-2604

VOLLEY

in conjunction with THE DAILY BRUIN TU Will Roger's Scholarship (UCLA)
1 091 1 Undbrook Drive

announces that all grand opening "^^ ^^f T. Pollock Memorial Sdiolarship Fund (Col Poly) On« block north of V/lUhir* at

sales made on March 9, 1 992 will be J* ^"^ ^^l^y ^^}
(Westv^od) Wests^ood Blvd.

J 4 J* c^ J c L _x-
The Remedial Readmg & Leammg Center (310)208-0108

donated to tour education charties. /u«^^:k, -.^w«.:^«» xa/ l j l^ tTjJ V/n o/n(Inner-city extension) Weekdays from 7:00am to 10:30pm

Movers/Storage 94 Services Offered 96 Typing

TOM'S MOVI.NC SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

Income Tax Preparation and

Accounting by

Certified Public Accountant

Call Alan

(310)473-0458

RESEARCH, WRTTING. ediliiig

AtH,evete-Alt Sut)yBOte
r oreign 3tiiiiwteWatoome

Fast. Prcfeesional- Ouaity Guaranteed
Papers not for sale

Call Researdi 31(M77-8226
M-F 10 a.m.- 5p.m.

CAN'T PAY FOR REG FEES? WE CAN HELP!
CALL CHARLES AT UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE, 310-398-7786.
CALL NOW!

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

LEARN BASIC COMPUTER OPERATION IN 6
HOURS! Intro to DOS, file management,
installing arxi running programs. Weekly semi-

nars 9-12 TAh, W/Fri. FUTUREKIDS.
(213)474-3034.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA ar>d

professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

ANA Tax Services

1431 ^^btwood Blvd. La Ai^ckt, CA9X24

(21j) 475 " 455

INCOME TAX

$1 and up

ANGELICA'S SECRETARIAL SERVICES: IBM &
MAC. Laser printing. Student discounts. Pick

up/delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? Mac, postscript laser.

Flyers, Ixjsiness cards, legal/medical transcrip-

tion, dissertations. 7-days. Brentwood.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPELLING for papersAheses etc. Mac
Vif/P, free campus pickup/delivery Michael
(310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)664-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup-Delivery Available.

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING in my
honw. High quality laser printer. Weekends
and evenings. OK. Dee (310)396-1217.

WOROPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. SanU Monica (310)826-6939, Holiy-

wood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

Tutoring Offered 98

•••CARING TUTOR'^^BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-

ERY TO MASTERY!
(818)545-09610

CALL RENEE

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/DlsscTtatlons

Proposals and Books.

Foreign students welcome.
PAPfXS NOT FOR SALE

Sharoo Bear, PhJ>
(213>47M662

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WI.M: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES, DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

arxJ library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts. ^
WORDPROCESSING: resumes, termpapers,

APA format. Reasonable rates. Pick-up and
delivery available. Marianne (310)390-2298.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. PHD gives

expert help. Fast, reasonable. (310) 476-01 1 4.

EFFECTIVE TUTORING. Italian English ling-

uistics ESL. Highly knowledgeable, exper-

ienced teacher. UCLA Linguistics Grad. Luigi

(310)208-2931.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, trar^slator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who krK>ws the

subject well and who can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TROUBLE WITH MATH? RETIRED MATH
PROFESSOR OFFERS FREE TUTORING FOR
NEEDY STUDENTS; ALL LEVELS.
(310)474-3681.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; GMAT,
LSAT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4year5 experience. Mark, 852-1298.

WRITING/ENGLISH TUTOR: Yale grad with

teaching experience helps with papers,

reading comp. S20/hr. (213)934-1278.

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

S2(yhr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.
ii

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near uaA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
rmgle;Teaching Assoc/Nate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All level^yles. Santa Monica.
(310)626-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. Ail levelV styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONOON
(310)277-7012

Resumes 104

ACTION RESUMES. Writing, editing, desktop

publishing. Professional quality, laser fonts.

Santa Monica. Donna (310)453-4807.

(XSKTOP RESUMES. The look that geU re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

RESUMES FOR RESULTS. The interview

gettersi Expert writing/laser printing.

Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual

appeal. Fran (618)999-3034.

WINNING RESUMES; 1-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785;

Tutoring Needed 99

ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTOR for

Foreign Professional. Currently fluent in Engl-

ish, desired emphasis on correct grammer and
essay/business letter writing. Call Mark
(310)451-1018.

Trove! 105

Typing 100

COPY X-PRESS
on^ c. --p

'O Location

.
' 1^ ->

f.,
. J ' till

A tuCl'.Tit?.

•. •. • iM no
,

jfl

Laser Color Copies

Bubble Jet

^g^fcT^gj

8i/rxii'
•x17"

x36"
24- X IB-

T-SHIRT PRINTING
COMPLETE PRINTING

SERVICE
Binding- Velo & Spiral

Stationery - Fax - Passport Photo

1646 WMtMVOOd
U.CA 00024
(310)47CM778

FAX» (310)475-8811

11755Wiishire
LA.CA0002S
(310)478-1131

FAX» (310)473-8192

A-l BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M.-8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERSAHESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (irx:luding disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphics available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9am-9pm AnI (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKIA.
TKDNS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, trarwcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (310) 627-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser prirHing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 6-Spm. Call David (310)786-9865.

DOCTOfl WORD. Thesii/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(310)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

FAST AND ACCURATE TYPING $2.50 a pace.

Call Phyllis at D1 0)266-0926. Paper not for

salt.

London

Costa Rica

Paris

Tahiti

NcwYorit
Miami
•Fwes me each way from loj Anselcs beied on a

roundt/ippi#chase Restrictions apply Faressubtcct

to change without notice and taxes not included.

Open Saturdays Itam • tpm

GoundlTraiid
1093 Bfoxton Ave #220
Los Anscles, O 90024

310-208-3551

From page 40

game to the home team.

In the finale, the Bruins fought

back from a 5-0 deficit to tie for the

Hrst time at 10-10.

That's when Sealy took over.

UCLA scored its 11th point on a

Kelly kill, assisted by a 180-degree

spinning set.

The Ail-American court general

assisted Sullivan at 12-11, then

fought off bad passes with one-

handed sets for kills by Kelly and
Nygaard for Nos. 13 and 14.

Finally, Sealy, left all alone on the

right side of the front row, poig-

nantly capped off another great

night at the office with a solo block

on match point

100 Travel 105 Autos 109

6 DAYS/7 NIGHTS COMPLETE Orlando/

Bahamas vacation for 2 adults. Includes air-

fare. Call 645-2002.

jET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or o/w!) AIRHITCH,
458-1006.

STA TRAVEL
\\c \ c )c'cn I \v\x\

-6W-—RT-
LONDON $225 $42d

SYDNEY $550

PARIS $295 $569

LIMA $360 $710

NEW YORK $255 $318

FRANKFURT $339 $472

TOKYO $399 $523

' MCLUDE3 HOTEL/TRAM
'AlfVHOTR PACKAGE

• SUMMER FARES NOW AVAILABLE
• EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE SPOT
•OPEN -JAN ANY 2 CITIES IN EUROPE
• WORLDS LARGEST ORGANIZATION
CATERING TO STUDENT/YOUTH TRAVEL
•SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

120 Off ices* worldwide

310-824-1574
914 WESTWOOD BLVD. C^/l
LOS ANGELES «^£/|
CA 90024 STA TRAVEL

CHRYSLER LASER '65. Cood running condi-

tion. Automatic, A^ AM/FM Cassette, 93,000
miles, $1960obo (310)578-2281.

BMW 1966 3251, 6-speed, fully automatic,

excellent condition, 4-door, sunroof. Must
Sell, $9500 (310)276-6727, (213)614-9113.

HONDA ACCORD LXi, 4-door, 1986, blue,

117k miles, automatic, excellent condition,

sunroof. $6500. Mollie (310)699-7500.

RABBIT CONVERTIBLE, greerV white, 74k
miles. 6-nK)nth warranty. A/C, cassette, excel-

lent condition. Broken hearted, 2nd owner.
$369(yobo. (310)474-4506/ ext. 226.

TOYOTA TERCa '63. SILVER, EXCELLENT
SHAPE, RUNS PERFECTLY. 4SPD, AAVFM
CASSETTE. $1800. CALL (310)478-2671.

-VW CTL '83, silver, sunroof, AM/FM cassette-
Included. $]2lO(Vobo. Call days 744-9637 or

eves 620-3695.

VWjETTA 1 960, RUNS WELL, COOD BODY,
AUTOMATIC. $220(VDBO (213)292-2045
MIKE OR ANCIE.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

MOTORCYaE: '63 Yamaha 550 SECA (new
In '67). 22k miles. New tires, chain and
battery. Excellent condition. $1100.
Includes lock in4 helmet. Call Pietro
477-5396.

Scooters for Sole 115

67 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue with kryptonite

lock. $650. 475-0929.

HONDA ELITE 80 1967. White, lock and
helmet, great condition, $650, must sell,

(310)475-1301.

HONDA ELITE 1 50, excellent condition, blue.

3000 miles. AM/fM stereo. New battery,

helmet. $1300. (310)824-2676.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1400m, 6-months used,

nearly new, UCLA visiting professor. Must sell,

$95(yobo, (816)769-8323.

TWO HONDA SCOOTERS. '85HONDA,
'60RED, Very clean, low miles, runs great.

$800. '65Honda 150. Red, runs well. $750.
(310)204-0916

YAMAHA 180 SCOOTER, 1984, 17,345
miles. New battery, tires and brakes. Runs
great. $500/obo. Paul 391 -0285.

^Why Pay Full Price?^

3-4 day Mexico from $277

7 day Mexico from $495

We are an Agency that

Specializes in GKiisesat

LowPriiCts :^:::;5..

:•: : W'.'X'

cmm Values tliii

W

J-800-748-559U

Bargain Box 125

ENCYaOPEDIAS 1 991 , cost $1 600, sacraHce

$300. Sofa/love $595. Dinette, desk, wall unit,

bunk-beds $150 each. Recliner $195, bed-
room set $495, mattres^pringi $1 50, dining

room set $1200. Unused! (310)393-2336.

Furniture for Sale 126

APARTMENT SIZE USED REFRIG. 5' high & 3'

wide. White, not frost free, $10Q/obo.
(213)930-0963.

BRAND NEW SOFA AND LOVESEAT. Still

wrapped in plastic. Unbelievable price. Sacri-

fice at $295. (310)695-6432.

FULL-SIZED WHITE FORMICA PLATFORM
BED FOR SALE. $175. (310)552-4625.

Travel Tickets 106

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

$39Vperson. Valid 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3067.

HAWAII, MEXICO, B|^HAMAS, Roundtrip for

two. $15Q/JMrBon. Valid or>e year. Limited

offer. (600)352-3067. _^^__

ONE-WAY TKnCET LATO NEW YORK, MUST
BE FEMALE, leaving March 11. $250 obo.

(310) 636-3042 InykJ.

Autos for Sale 109

• •••**«•

1987 HYUNDAI EXCEL CLS 5-door hatch-

back, 5-spe«d, white, %vith sunroof, rurw great.

$2200. (310)390-2296.

1990 TOYOTA 4-RUNNER, V-6. Immaculate,

VC, full power -ftow package, stereo, cassette,

CD, cruise control, deluxe irtterior, surwoof,

mag wheels, new, $25,000, $17,995, firm.

(310)457-2451.

*Mhi

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)172-2337

MINT CONDITION SOFABED. Southwest
style. Sacrifice at $215. (213)851-9095.

REFRIGERATOR % size, new. Must sell,

$1 50/obo. Day bed, porcelain. Never used,
$2g^gboM3ip)626-61 43.

Musical Instruments 129

'72 AMERICAN STANDARD FENDER STRA-
TOCASTER -Blackie" Maple Neck, Great
ShageJ^rifice $AO0/obo (310)399-9240.

Typewriter/Computer 134

366 IBM COMP. BOMB HD, 1MB RAM,
sofhA^are. EPSON LQ printer, Hercules mono-
graphics monitors. Best offer. (213)931-4226.

AMIGA 500 w/1 MB, 2 3'A DD, color monitor,
LoUa software $1000.00, Call (310)626-6143.

Dailv Bruin gports

Golf team
places 14th

at Arizona

thiirscfay. Mdrch 6ri992 35

By Alan Shlpnuck

The UCLA men*s golf team
concluded a disappointing two
days in the desert Tuesday, finish-

ing a distant 14th at the Ping
Arizona Intercollegiate golf tour-

nament The Bruins were a collec-

tive 25 strokes over par and
fmished 35 shots behind Hrst-place

Arizona State.

Brian Bock was the lone bright

spot for the Bruins, as he rebound-
ed from an opening round 75 to

post a one-under-par 71 on Tues-
day. Bock finished seven strokes

behind individual champion
Jonathon Kaye of Colorado Uni-
versity.

Both rounds were played at the

Tucson Country Club, and the

nigged desert course proved ill-

suited for the Bruins. Todd Glea-
son scored a two-day total of 149,
while Dave Solomon posted a 1 5 1

.

Patrick Brownfield and David
Cress finished with scores of 155
and 158, respectively.

The tournament provided
UCLA with an early peek at just

how tough the Pac-10 may be this

year. In addition to champion
ASU, Arizona placed fourth over
all with a team total of 578, and
Stanford fmished eleventh with a
score of 584.

SOFTOALL
From page 40
used timely hitting and solid

defense to get the sweep.
"What's nice to see is us come

out strong and not sit on our lead,"

Enquist said. "We had the proper
intensity for the seven innings.**

Neither game was in doubt, as
UCLA scored in the first inning
both times to take leads that were
never contested.

In game one, UCLA used a
two-out rally to take the lead.

Fernandez started the rally with a

;^
single to left Pomona ace Bonnie

l1_ Ebenkamp then pitched around
UCLA power-hitter Yvonne

"What's nice to see is us

come out strong and

not sit on our lead."

Sua Enquist
Softball Co-Head Coach

Gutierrez, who took her free pass
to first. Freshman outfielder Jen-

nifer Brundage then hit a shot to

left field that brought Fernandez
home.

UCLA wailed until the fourth

inning to strike again. Freshman Jo
Alchin beat out a grounder to short

to Stan off the inning.

Kelly Inouye bunted, which put
runners on first and second when
-Ihe throw to force Alchin out was

L

late. After a Janae Deffenbaugh
grounder put the two runners in

scoring position, Nichole Victoria

hit a sacrifice fly that brought
Alchin home.

Cal Poly never threatened at all,

as Weiman struck out seven en
route to a one-hit victory.

The Bniin bulldozer continued
in the second game. Once again,

the Bruins scored in the first and
never looked back. Brundage led

the way with three RBI, while

Outtierez had two RBI. Fernandez
tossed a four-hitter and struck out

eight

Other strong UCLA perfor-

mances came from Fernandez's
bat (five hits) and Kathy Evans,
who scored two runs.

« •»^*'

VJUDE^TmCOUE
The Best CollecHon,.,Lowest Prices!" .

W.HOLLYWOOD
$1.39 RENTALS TUES & THURS ^ly^goo^^*

^^^^ ^ o-w Free Pai1<ing in All Locations

•JIm i
"^^ BEVERLY fflLLS

tkmtKlS ^^ rN^ 330 N. Beverly Dn
MON*WEDi ^^ ^<. 858-7600
(with MVKltMtt^tJtfCrebliitty ID* thk oottpon) ^^W

WESTWOOD
VnJAGE

1035 Gayley Ave.
824-9922

UGHT PEELS
SKIN REJUVENATION
• Sun Damaged Skin • Large Pores
• Wrinkles • Aging skin

FACE • NECK • HANDS • CHEST
Call ELENA • 208-7806 • 100 UCLA Medical Plaza

HArATA
K/iRLY »IR»

Served from 5:30 t<» 7:30 |>.iii.

Friday, Saliirduy 6i Sunday

WEEK »/%¥ SPECIALS
Dinner Entrees - $9.50

Includes Sunoinono
Miso Soup, Rice and Ice Cream
Inclucles your choice of

* Chicken Teriyaki and Shrimp Teiiipuru

* Salmon Teriyaki and Shrimp Tempura
* Ginger Chicken and California Roll Sushi

• Beef Yaki
• Sukiyaki (Beef or Chicken)
* Sushi: 3 Roll Comhination

FULL MENU TILL 1 A.M. Monday - Thursday till Midnight
Friday and Saturday Sunday till 10 p.m.

2830 Wilshire Blvd. • Santa Monica • 828-8404

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sun-Thurs

6:30 am • 3:30 am Fri & Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7:00 pm

Anytime Special

Chili Cheese Burger + Fries <fe 1 1 O
+ Med. Soda ^J.l"^

Breakfast Special d>
| qq

2 Eggs -¥ Homemade Hashbrowns ^ ^ •^^
+ Toast & jelly for

Chinese Chicken Salad

(oil free dressing)

{310} 824-7966
936 Broxton Ave Fresh Chicken Breast
pin Westwood Sandwich

$3.99

$2.99
I

Evolution

ofan LSATrStudent

=¥^

^^j\£ro

VTeekl JT^k^^^^Wc^J—M-^^kii^— yk^k5- VeekG

andhow The Princeton Review
*

helps^you achieveyour highestform

You'll start by taking a proc-

tored LSAT - the first of five

duplicating the exact test

conditions.

Next you 11 be placed in a

level-stratified class of 12 or

fewer students, thus receiv-

—

ing level-specific instruction

instead of typical generic

instruction.

In your class you'll receive a

computer feedback report

(the first of five) giving you

your score as well as dissect-

ing your test performance

into over fifty categories, so

you can see your relative

strengths and weakness and

your teacher can monitor

your progress.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

310»474»0909

From here you 11 rfeceive our

unparalleled compliment of

materials including a gener-

ous supply of authentic Law
Services books and tests to

supplement our own.

Finally you'll receive 7 hours

per week of instruction from

professional instructors who
have scored above the 95th

percentile on the test (they

must re-take it each year) and

_are extensively trained in our

nationally renowned testing

strategies.

LSAT PReview
Come to an introductory session where

we will aquaint you with our revolu-

tionary strategies, talk extensively

on law school admissions, and even

let you talk to some of the top law-

yers in Los Angeles. Call for reser-

vations; seating is limited.

-JL.
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Copeland's Sports

AIR FLIGHT HI
BASKETBALL

Full grain, leather upp«r basketball
•ho* with visible Air sole
unit in heel. Sold in 1991

for $95. Disc, style.

as

^\ iBe "Only one" in WestwiMidl f ^ ^ ^ <

nUBKBEUVEIIY \tQ ^

NIKE BASKETBALL
KID'S NIKE
QUANTUM

FORCE HIGH

NIKE AIR
ULTRA FORCE

3/4
Full grain

leather
upper.
Disc.
style.

A PAIR

NIKE AIR
FLIGHT LTTE

LOW
Sold in

1991 for
$120
Disc.
style.

/'^"JSAV®:^'

^^S^Sff^ """^m

:.\-.

(H0)47»41Tt • (110) 47t^Mi

' •.^ ». ^"Bii^ e .......... •..^

DOORBUSTERS
TURMTEC
QUIXOTE
SUPREME

Lightweight
nylon
upper

NI-TEC
SNASTA HIKER

Breathable
nylon
muede
upper.

MIKE NYLON
CORTEZ
Lightweight

nylon
upper
Disc
color.

APR.

RIDDEU
IMEXICO 3/4

Leather
upper

basketball
•hoe.

BRUIN (-^lO) l7 1-()2(>7

TRAFFIC
,

SCHOOL y

I RI;K r\RKI\(, Cl SIIIO.MM) CHAIRS

SAT, SI X, cV i:\i:M\(is
CLASSICS

BASEBALL GLOVES
MIZUNO 1220
RASERALL
GLOVE

North Anterican
sleerhide . 1 2 inch •i>r.

double "T" open web.
custom foimed

pocket. Super flei

MIZUNO 1300

GLOVE
Triple "T" open web,
wide, round pocket,
big 13 inch si«e.
North American

steerttide.

RA1WLINGS
NOLAN RYAN

GLOVE
Limited collectors

editi<»n commemoratirtg
Nolan Ryan'* 300th
victory. All leather

•hoH.

RAMfLINGS
RRG 36

RASERALL
GLOVE

1? 1'2 sixe. palm pad,
fastback with Holster
design, all leather
sheir basket web.

MAKE YOUR WILDEST DREAMS
COME TRUE

BASEBALL SHOES

UNE DRIVE III
Available in Black

A White
Sues

6 12
13

Special Croup

KID'S lASEIALL
Shoes from
Mixuno «

Mitre
Sites

_ 1 e.

NIKE
WOMEN'S

APR.

ATHLETIC APPAREL
Sp«ct«l Group
Nylon Lycra

CYCLING

NIKE MCS
AIRSUUW
Dynallte upper

>isc. style
Sixes
9 13.

•" ' .•*<»''y«y*y'*'

•poetal Grevp
Larea

NIKE
PORCI GEAR

' CLEARANCE
COMTINUES ON SKIS*
BOOTS, BINDINGS &

SKIWEARl

s X-::: -M:!

•i^i'fe

I •::>>>:'

iip to 70%
(

liiiiFf^ilM 3-p[-92
'^y"^

EXERCISE

Special group of standard 1 inch hole plates must be purchased
in 100 lb. increments of approaimete printed poundage. Available in

25. 10. 7 1/2. 5 and 2 1/2 pound plates
4-

il«:M^^J^tlilBiID Eeduired
'••;•:•:•:•:•::•:•::•:•';•:•:•!•. <;•:•;^•^•••>::^::::^x•x•.•:•:v:^iij -^ t ^ '' jf

Trade in your old Levi^ for cash or clothes
Call 479-74>^:for details

/

•» *» ••*

I 2349J^^^vood Bjycf^Lo&Afigei^^^^^
'

r'' i^*'"''"''':rtli'j, -j^^. « :.';
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BUY ONE

Qoaelilw* t tifet liaiiled to tlocli ok itt4 Advertised merchsndi** may te svailaMt •« wik pncet in vpcoflMif
»»!»» eventt (Ufvio. erifMnl and currtitl ^ncei art oHcnnq ^ice* only and mair er may net have reseMed

in sale* ^ricvt may chanft after 3 t tJ
I

Copeland's Sports
1 001 WESTWOOD BLVD

iniEsnniooD
HOURS MON-THURS 10 9, FRI SAT 10-10, SUN 10-7

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBUJRV*

/I

COUPON VALID ONLY AT
11278 SANTA MONICA PLVD.

Corner of Sawtelle & Santa Monica
1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE SUPERS EXTRA.

Expires 3/12/92

W. tennis

hittingthe

Pao-lOroad
By Michael Klein

Dally Bruin Staff

So far, the 1992 season has cost

the No.4-ranked UCLA women's
tennis team an arm and a leg.

Paige Yaroshuk*s arm and Anne
Mall*s leg, to be exact.

The two freshmen, who had
been playing third and fourth

singles for most of the year, will be
noticeably absent from the lineup

as the Bruins head up to the Bay
Area to take on No.5-ranked
Stanford on Friday, and No.8-
ranked California on Saturday.

Mairs injury, a stress fracture to

her left foot, is no surprise to the

Bruins as she has been out of

action for the past two weeks and
will not return for another three.

Yaroshuk, though, has been play-

ing through the pain in her right

arm, missing only one match. She
had elbow surgery last year to

correct a nerve impingement, but

is unsure if this pain is related.

**It has been frustrating because
after I play a dual match, I have to

take time off. I am having a bunch
of tests this week and hopefully we
will figure out what the problem
is," Yaroshuk said.

The loss of Yaroshukmeans thai_

fellow freshman Jenny Baker, a"

doubles specialist, will be thrust

into the singles lineup.

*T am excited because I have a

chance to prove myself in singles. I

haven't been upset about not

playing a lot of singles this year

because I really haven't yet played
up to my capabilities. There is

more pressure in college tennis

than in the juniors, and it takes

some time to get used to," Baker
said.

None of the current Bruins,

including seniors Iwalani McCalla
and Mamie Ceniza, have ever
beaten Stanford. The last UCLA
victory was in April, 1988. The
Cardinal has won the last six

NCAA Championships and has

lost only two of their last 104 dual

matches.

Stanford has lost only once this-

season, falling 5-3 to the Florida

Gators in the final of last week's
National Indoor tournament. The
Bruins lost to the Gators 5-4 in the

semifinals.

The Cardinal boasts four of the

top 40 players in the nation,

including fifth-ranked Heather
Willens and 18th-ranked Laxmi
Poruri. The two also form the

third-ranked doubles team in the

nation.

If the match comes down to the

doubles, a likely occurrence, it is

unclear who will be the third

doubles team for the Bruins, a spot

which has thus far been occupied

by Yaroshuk and junior Cammie
Foley. The duo has come through

with four clutch wins this season

that gave the Bruins the match.

Some combination ofFoley, fresh- _

man Lee Ann Rostovsky, and
junior Helen Tu will play third

doubles.

Saturday's match against the

Cal Bears will not be much easier.

Although their record is only 7-

4, they have several talented

players, including 14th-ranked
Lisa Albano. The surprW, though
has been two freshmen sisters from
Boston.

Jennifer Poulos, 11 -4 on the

season in the second singles spot,

has beaten three nationally-ranked

players this season. Her sister,

Valerie, teams with Lisa Parks to

fonn the 21st-ranked doubles team
in the nation.

^A _iif < r

out at Pauley?
light to nu

At UCLA, it's often said

that students are just a
number. This past

weekend hundreds of students

proved that notion to some
extent, camping outside of
Pauley Pavilion for nearly 24
hours in an attempt to insure

that, if they had to be a
number, they'd be the lowest
one possible.

Priority number, that is. A
UCLA basketball fan may be
the only species in the world
that instantly understands what
the term ••jiiority number"
means, so if you're not one,
allow me to explain. Since

student tickets for basketball

games at Pauley are general

admission, the actual seat you
get is determined by how early

you are allowed into the arena,

which in turn is determinbd by
the priority number you hold,

and the number you hold is

based on your line number,
which is based on how bng
you've waited in line to get

the priority number. Only for

Duke, an line numbers were
given out randomly Saturday
moming at 9 a.m.

Confusing? Heck, I'm con-
fused fust writing it, and I was
there. When the system was
explained, along with all its

oAer infficacies, my roommate- one COiiiifig^tti^md supporting

Personally Foul

Ben
Wexler
award-winning bubble of the

Parekh crowd dropped, the

anxious fans settled into their

nighttime mode. Frisbee games
subsided, if only slightly. The
been began to flow . . . well,

"began" isn't the right word
. . . and a Downey-esque mel-
k)wness set in.

However, the mellowness
didn't even get a foothold. At
about 11 pjn., the guests of
honor made an early appear-

ance. The basketball team,

bearing the gift of donuts for

the hoop-hungry fans, made
their triumphant way through
the adoring crowd. And from
all indications, the crowd had
the effect they intended to

have on the players.

*This gets me pumped," said

senior forward Don NfacLean.
Although some may have
thought the team would be
better served resting up in

their hotel room at that hour,

MacLean said that he'd rather

show appreciation for every-

Jon and I made a pact to

understand as little of it as

possible so as to focus on
such matters as heckling Duke
when they walked to Wooden
for their Saturday afternoon

practice, and actually cheering

in our close-to-the-action,

priority-induced seats once the

game got underway. That was
why we were there, right?

The bottom line on the

system created by the rally

committee was that the result

would be a big crowd of
students more than willing to

blow a weekend on a basket-

ball game. I believe we can all

admit to blowing a weekend
on less important things.

And if you're going to blow
a weekend, you may as well

be creative. Looking around
the crowd, many tents could
be seen, and lamps, stereos

and televisions abounded;
many, including my roommate
Mike's, with video games
thrown in.

After an extensive survey of
the crowd, however, my per-

sonal award for ^est Set-up

went to senior Sachin Parekh
and his friends, whose hearth

included a Sega game system,

a Nintendo, two TV's, two
cots (army surplus), a VCR
which was playing "King of

New York" when I happened
by, and a space heater. "We're
tiying to maintain a living

room temperature of 75
degrees here. I guess we like

it,** Parekh said.—As Saturday night fell and
the temperature outside the

us. This hasn't happened in a
bng time, and it's great to see

everybody so pumped about
UCLA hoops."

Ih many ways, it was a
great game. I'd say that most
people who blew their

weekend enjoyed the campout,
if not the outcome. Sure, the

Bruins couldn't quite make it

the full 40 with a Blue Devil
team that was simply better.

Sure, the Rally Committee
could have been more organ-
ized. Yet despite all this, the

team showed they had a seri-

ous case of heart, and no
student got screwed any worse
than on your average trip to

Murphy.
And although hoop guru

Dick Vitale summed up the""""
game by saying that UCLA
"didn't play well at the end"— thanks for the insight,

Dickie V. — the Duke
weekend was better summed
up by sophomore Pat Meighan.
Meighan came to the game
dressed as the Pope. And late

in the game, when I had an
audience with him as to what
had transpired, he said, "Say
what you will about competi-
tive nature, say what you will

about the state of America, but
there's a lot of love in this

room. And I can feel it"

I'm not sure what Pat

meant, but I think I know.
He'd spent 22 hours blowing a

weekend with a few hundred
of his closest March-mad
friends. And he wasn't tired.'

He was pumped.

MARNI UNGERMAN

Columnist Ben Wexler, left, gives a single-digit UCLA salute to

Duke fonvard Christian Laettner.
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The Daily Bruin is

printed on 100%
recycled paper.

ALL AMERICAN SHUTTLE - SPECLVL OFFER
UCLA to LAX SPECL^L
•$14 one way •Reservudont 24hn

in advance
•922 round trip •Daily 24hr lervice

(213)641^4090l-800*585-2LAX

Why give
it aril

to Uncle^
Saun?
Dont use an ordinary Income
tax service when you can use a

Tax Attorney who is an exper-

ienced CPA
JOHN R. RONCH

AHORNEY fii LAW
10666 WlUhire St.. 15th Floor
Comer of IHIahire and Olendoa

•RMHonobt* Rot«i

•ffM YoumVorbockfaiM
•Au<9 R«pr»MntaNcn

•VoUatwJPaUng

•lagol/rax oaWonc* to

bMflwidUGliondbu*WM«

•M rm rawlotr your SiV-Avporad

IMunorolowoot

(S00)273379«

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

DELI & GRILL
at

UCLA
• Delicatessen • Pizza • Hamburgers •

• Food to Go • Full Service Catering •

• Private Parties • Full Salad Bar •

Now Open Vox Bivaktasl lSc IaiucIi 7ani-6pin I)ail\

Westwood \lllage

208-3011
Monday SpeciaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

exp. 3/28/92

$5.00 Min. purchase

*y PtevikU*
100 UCLA MedicalTlaza

Westwood Blvd.

|f|...^a.«^L phone(3 10)443-0437

:zz:is^isrL)=~=::=r=L FAX (310)443-0440

Before You Get Buried in the Books,

Buy Some Beer From Breadstiks!

emuE
KEYSTONE

- Keystone -

SUITCASES

?5*il!£OT

+ CRV + tax

24/1 2 02. cans

The reat

rocery

iveaway continues..

Hundreds of Bruins have won thousands of
dollars in free groceries!

If you don't play we can't pay!

In The Village!

FREE PARKING!
in rear

OpentilUpm 1057 GayleyAve 209-1111

^^ rr
———>*«^'iii^»i
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Women's gymnastics team heads to Aiizona
By Zadi Domlnltz
Daily Bruin Staff

Although most people wonH
tackle final exams for another two
weeks, the women's gymnastics
team faces its biggest to date

tomorrow.

The ninth-ranked Bruins travel

to Tucson to take on the seventh-

ranked Arizona Wildcats, who are

red hot The Wildcats (11-0) are

one of only two undefeated teams

in the nation (2nd-ranked Georgia
is the other).

*This should be a very impor-

tant and telling meet for us because
it is the first time this year that

we*ve had competition that is

about our level,** co-head coach

Valorie Kondos said. **We've had
meets against teams like Georgia
that just have superwomen, and
then we've had meets where we
have had much more talent, but

.this should be fairly even.**

And fortunately for UCLA,
most of its talent is healthy. Only
vaulter Karen Nelson, who has a
broken left index finger, will miss
the meet And with Michelle Hunt
back in the beam lineup, the Bruins
are poised and ready for their

highest score of the year.

•*I expect the performances to be
as good or better than the invite

(Paul Mitchell Invitational), and I

expect the scores to be much
higher,** co-head coach ScoU Bull

said. *The University of Arizona
judges have proven to be very

supportive of collegiate gymnas-
tics.-

Coming off of their Invitational

victory, the Bruins are, as always,

confident and looking forward to

Arizona.

••We arc ready, we are hungry,

we are going to kick some major
butt,** Kondos said Tuesday at

practice. •'Competing in Arizona is

great because it*s big-time gym-

nastics and its exciting, but it*s not
intimidating.**

••Personally I love competing
there because it*s my home town,**

Bull, who was a member of the

Arizona men*s team in his com-
petition days, said. ••McKale Cen-
ter is similar to Pauley Pavilion in

atmosphere, but our team responds
to that well.**

That, then, is the test that is laid

out for the women -as they had to

the desert for Friday*s meet
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Scott Keswick
UCLA gymnast Scott Keswick

sure knows how to play in front of
a home crowd. Keswick topped his

career high all-around total at

58.45 at the UCLA Invitational

this past Saturday.

*That was the most fun I have
ever had in a competition,** Kes-
wick said. **The Invitational is

always a big meet in general so any
time you are at home you want to

perform well.**

A five-time Ail-American in

1991, Keswick pulled* out all the

stops in scoring a 9.90 on the high

bar in the final rotation of the meet
to top his previous career high by a

mere .25 points.

**I had hit my first five events so
I wasn*t really trying to do
anything special on high bar

except to continue being consis-

tent,** Keswick said.

Nothing special? You never

would have known based on the

crowd's reaction. After Keswick
stuck his triple somersault dis-

mount (landing perfectly on his

feet with nary a wobble), the pro-^

Bruin crowd roared with approvaL

**I felt really good going into the

meet and I guess everything just

fell into place," Keswick said.

During an interview before the

competition, Keswick jokingly

predicted his all-around score at

58.5.

*1 guess you can say that I knew
=l=ftas goiBg to heal (my eaieer:

^^Hm

UCLA Sports information

Scott Keswick
Gymnastics Senior

high) beforehand,** Keswick said.

*1 was kidding around but I also

wanted tp (say) that I was ready.**

Lucl Chavez

Won all-around competition in last two

months.

Topped career high with 58.45 points at

UCLA Invitational last weekend.

Is a five-time Ail-American honoree.

UCLA Sports tnfonrwllon

Natalie Williams

Basketball Sophomore

Scored 26 points and grabbed 18

rebounds against WSU Thursday.

Had a game-high 19 points with five

rebounds in 26 minutes against no. 23

Washington Saturday.

Has 1 1 "double-doubles'

4cloy&ie-ligyres \n scormg a^^
rebounds) this season.

Natalie Williams

Ho hum. Just another outstand-

ing weekend for Natalie Williams,

sophomore center on the UCLA
women's basketball team.

Williams* performances helped

the Bruins sweep on the road this

past weekend in Washington.
Against the Cougars, Williams had
26 points, 18 rebounds and five

steals. Two nights later, Williams

picked up three quick fouls and
spent most of the Hrst period

watching from the side, but found
19 second-half points and five

rebounds to lead the Bruins over

the nationally-ranked Huskies.

*At Washington State I had 18

boards and I played really well.

Against Washington, I was frus-

trated because of foul trouble, but I

was able to come back in the

second half. Most important was
what we did at the end, with the

scoreboard,** Williams said.

Her exceptional jumping ability

has served her well in both
basketball and volleyball (the

other spoil plays at UCLA) and she

sets a goal fur herself of 15

rebounds per basketball game.
Williams has met or surpassed that

goal in eight games this season.

Looking ahead past graduation,

the two-sport standout plans to

play volleyball with the U.S.
National Team in preparation for

the 1996 Olympics.
Until then, she*ll spend any free

time with her cat Shamu, leafing

mrough a pile of Stephen King"
novels, or wandering along the

beach. Or peiiiaps just being one of
the premier athletes in the nation.

Heather Duffy
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Basketball looks to break out of slump
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

Unfortunately for the ninth-

ranked UCLA men's basketball

team, each of its past three games
has been nationally televised.

Tonight, the Bruins (21-4, 12-2

in the Pac-10) look to snap their

three-game losing streak as they

make their fourth' consecutive

national television appearance,

against Washington State (19-9,

7-8) in Pullman, Wash.

While the Cougars have an
impressive record, they have yet to

defeat a ranked team. Four of their

wins have come against Division II

teams, which the selection com-
mittee for the NCAA tournament
will not recognize when consider-

ing Washington State for the

tournament

Therefore, the Cougars most
likely need a win over a highly-

ranked team, such as UCLA, to

help them make theNCAA tourna-

ment That will make the Bruins*

task much more difficuU.

"Washington State will be a

terrific game.** UCLA head coach
Jim Harrick said. *That is a tough
place to play, and it will be a tough
game.**

Last month at Pauley Pavilion,

the Bruins had no problems
defeating Washington State, 82-

61. The Cougars utilized a zone
defense to slow down UCLA, but

nine three-pointers by the Bruins

forced Washington State out of the

zone. That game also marked the

last time that UCLA made more
than 50 percent of its Held goal

attempts.

The Bruins match up extremely

well with the Cougars, who start

three guards. Washington State

lives and dies with its three-point

shooting, which has not been very

productive lately.

UCLA freshman point guard

Tyus Edney will probably play

Thursday night, but he is still

recovering from a bruised back

suffered against Duke last Sunday.

After practice Wednesday,
Edney said that his; back was
improving, although he skipped

the contact portions of practice.

Harrick said Tuesday that there

was a possibility that Edney could
start in place of Shon Tarver.

However, with Edney*s playing
status still undecided, Tarver will

probably get the start

Tonight's game will be tele-

vised live by ESPN at 9:00 p.m.

University of California, Los Angeles

Baseball escapes Lions^ den
By Jay Ross
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA outfielder Michael
Moore went two-for-five, smashed
a two-run homer and drove in three

runs in the Bruins* 9-3 pasting of

Loyola Marymount (6-9) on Wed-
nesday. Relief pitcher Jimmy
Bonds earned the victory, giving

up just one earned run in four

a^ work.iimfflgf

Moore also tied the game, 3-3,

with a single in the seventh inning,

driving in second baseman Robert
Hinds from second base, and his

ninth inning home run sealed the

victory for No. 23 UCLA (14-4).

"We were not productive at the

beginning, but we started hitting.

(LMU) walked way too many
batters (15) to stay in the game,**

Adams said.

The Bruins* four-run seventh

broke open what had been a close

game. Following Moore*s single,

UCLA first baseman Ryan
McGuire chopped a single
between first and second base to

score shortstop Adam Melhuse
and take a 4-3 lead.

Fitzgerald then intentionally

walked Bruin outfielder Shawn
Wills to load the bases, and catcher

Matt Schwenke followed with a
single to score Moore and
McGuire.

UCLA pitcher Bill Craig was
shaky in his first start, surrender-

ing two runs and four hits in three

innings. But Bonds entered the

game in the top of the fourth and
tranquilized the Lions, who had
^ttyone tet in tiie final six innings.-

time singling in catcher Rob Ickes,

to go up, 2-0.

UCLA's first run came in the

fourth inning on a Shawn Wills

solo home run off Lion starting

pitcher RJ. Kirkland. In the fifth,

the Bruins tied the game, 2-2,

when Kirkland walked his fourth

batter in the inning, first baseman
McGuire, to bring home outfielder

Dave Roberts.

McGuire and Dave Stoll pitched

the eighth and ninth innings,

respectively, shutting out the

Lions.

"Jimmy Bonds entering the

game was a critical point He came
in and stopped them cold,** UCLA
head coach Gary Adams said.

"(Bonds) was mixing his fastball

and curveball and keeping (LMU)
off-balance.**

Bonds struck out three, walked
two and gave up no earned runs in

four innings.

LMU drew blood in the first

inning when first baseman
Anthony Napolitano scored out-

fielder Matt Marks from third on a
fielder's choice. The Lions scored
again in the third, Napolitano this

LMU regained the lead in the

sixth inning. With one out and
Lion third baseman Jeff Ciccarella

on third and shortstop Chris
Intlekofer on first, Ickes hit a

grounder to McGuire at first

McGuire threw Ciccarella out at

second, but Ickes beat the return

throw and Intlekofer scored the

go-ahead run.

UCLA then responded with its

four-run seventh inning to set up
victory. The Bruins also added two
insurance runs in the top of the

ninth when Moore hit his two-run
homer.

"It was a 3-0 pitch, and (LMU
pitcher Brian Eitzgerald) was just

trying to get a strike. I hit it solid

and found the fence,** Moore said.

TIZIANA SORQE

Matt Schwenke had two RBI for the UCLA baseball team against
Loyola Marymount Wednesday.

Softball rop
for victory on the road

Swatik leads volleyball over USC

By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

POMONA — Throughout
the season, the UCLA softball

team has scored over 25 percent

of its runs in the first inning, and
with the strength of its pitching

one early strike is usually

enough.

' Such a situation occurred in

Pomona Wednesday, where
No. 1 UCLA (20-0) scored

early in both games in a sweep
over Cal Poly Pomona, 2-0 and

—As usual, the Bruins* pitch-

ing overwhelmed the opposi-

tion, with DeDe Weiman
tossing a one-hitter in game
one, while Lisa Fernandez
threw a four-hitter in the second
game.
•The pitchers are right on

Sue Enquist
UCLA Sporti Info

track now,- UCLA co-head

coach Sue Enquist said. *-It was
a good effort today from every-

one because we didn*t overlook

Pomona."

In essence, the Broncos nev-

er threatened, while the Bruins

See SOFTBALL, page 35

By Eric Billlgmeier

The UCLA men's voUeybaU
team started slowly but recovered
to stomp cross-town nemesis USC
last night in Pauley Pavilion, 4-15,

15-4, 16-14, 15-11.

But with a world-class athlete

like Sinjin Smith in attendance,

who could expect anything less?

Before the match, UCLA Coach
Al Scales proudly retired the

nimber of his former All-Ameri-
can setter. Smith led the Bruins to a
pair of national titles in 1976 and
•79, as well as the school's first

undefeated campaign (30-0), also
in 79.

Smidi, now the "King of the

Beach,** as Scales said during the

ceremony, stuck around to view a
pretty good performance by the

Bruins on the floor he used to

control.

'This was a good match for us,**

Scales said. "(USC is) 4-5, but
they*re not a bad team. From the

second game on we served real

tough, and that's the key to beating
"wr

USC: keeping the ball away from
their middle hitters.**

Overcoming a slow start and 39
combined kills from Pat Ivie and
Jason Mulholland, the Bruins
soundly defeated the men from
Troy through strong serving, typi-

cally excellent blocking and a
resuigent digging effort

Sophomore swing hitter Dave
Swatik provided the whole spec-
trum after replacing starter Kevin
Wong midway through game one.

He played out the match, convert-

ing on 14 of 26 kill attempts (.308,

second in kills to Tim Kelly with

22), digging eight balls and serving

two aces with his screaming jump
serve.

*'I came in because we needed
steadier passing,** Swatik said.

"We seemed to come out flat in

game one. I don*t know if it was
nerves or what, but it didn't seem
like we had any fire."

The Bruins needed Swatik's
spark after trudging through
another opening game loss. UCLA
k)oked a little lethargic, passed

poorly and was outhil .679 to .222
in the game one wipeout The
opening defeat was the fourth

straight game-one loss for the

Bruins.

But the team came back out
fired up and passed a great deal

better in game two. It payed off as
six kills by Erik Sullivan and five

by Tim Kelly led the Bruin charge.

The Bruins bolted to leads of 8-3

and 13-10 in the pivotal third game
behind strong jump serving from
Swatik and Jeff Nygaard. Those
leads were erased with kills from
Chris Underwood (eight for the

match) and Jason Perkins (11).

The Trojans had apparently won
the game on a Dave Derocher stuff

block at 14-13, but the referee

ruled Denx:her was illegally over
the net
The Bruins had new life, and a

block from Nygaard (five for the

match), a kill from Dan Landry (17
for the match) and a mishandled
set by USC delivered the swing

See VOLLEY, page 34

And the winner is . . .

It's baaaccckkk. The Daily Bruin Athlete of

the Week has returned after a two-week hiatus in

the Bahamas. Tanned, rested and ready, the story

awaits your perusal.

I.

See page 39

Pauley slumber
Guest columnist Ben Wexler, on loan from the

Viewpoint section, remembers the night he slept

with several hundred people.

See page 37

Zoomiiig to 'Zona
The women *s gymnastic team has packed its

bag for a trip to the desert, where the Bruins will

compete in a tournament in Tuscon.

See page 38
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Civil riglrts

(sonforence
UCLA wiU hold an all-day

conference titled "Beyond
Japanese American Redress:
Civil Rights in the 1990s- on
Saturday.

The panels and workshops
include a summary of the

redress movement, successful

strategies for civil rights,

investing dollars and sense back
into public education, media
images and political empower-
ment and voting rights.

The conference will be held
from 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. in

Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

The fee is $25 for those who
register early and $30 at the

door. UCLA students, senior

citizens, staff of community
organizations and people with

low incomes can pay only $10.

For more information, call

(310) 206-2169 or 626-4471.

Inside

In favor of the
revohiUom

Latin American experts
Heriberto Ocasio and Jack
Gardener spoke at UCLA in

suppoit of the revolutionary

farces in El Salvador and Peru.

See page 6

Viewpoint

It's not all Mtts
and i^.^uj I

Former columnist Jim Coop-
er, current columnist Damon
Dean and bts of letters about
fraternity songbook lyrics.

See pages 8 and 9

Arts & Entertainment

pressure
Melnitz continues its look at

women filmmakers this month
with the"Women Make Movies
at 20** fikn series.

See page 10

Sports

Still slumping?
Did Mitchell Butler and the

rest of the UCLA men*s basket-

ball team break a three-game

losirtg streak with Thursday's

game against Washington
State?

See page 20
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Lyrics controversy engulfs UCLA
Chancellor calls for probe

into Phi Psi fraternity songs
By Heather SklnazI

Administrators and student
activists continued to condemn Phi

Kappa Psi fraternity Thursday for

distribyting a sexually explicit

songbook to its 1992 pledge class,

but no punitive actions were taken
against the organization.

Chancellor Charles Young
called for an investigation to

determine whether he should dis-

cipline the fraternity, which was
disaffiliated from the university

last spring.

In a statement. Young described

the songbook as "sexist, homo-
phobic and violent** as well as

"deplorable and an embarrassment
to the university."

However, officials in charge of
the investigation said they have not

yet scheduled a meeting to discuss

any possible disciplinary measures

against Phi Psi for the lyrics.

The controversy exploded Wed-
nesday after UCLA's feminist

newsmagazine Together (ninted

an editorial condemning the songs
and questioning both the universi-

ty's and Greek system's commit-
ment to rape awareness. Together
had received the songbook
anonymously last week.

Fraternity leaders said the song-
books are few in number and were
meant only as a joke. On Monday,
representatives from all campus
Greek organizations will meet to

See REACT, page 3

"I don^t think (the

songs) promote abuse

against women at all.

The problem is that

people don't understand

the spirit in which

they're sung."

Manny Lopez
General Representative

Sweeter than mud Gardner attacks
state proi I • sal
By Marina Dundjerskl
Daily Bruin Staff

The president of the University

of California denounced on Mon-
day a state proposal calling on
professors to teach more classes as

KRS RICH

Bass player Matt Lukin, left, and vocalist/guitarist Mark
Arm of Mudhoney stir up a frenzied crowd in Westwood Pla-

za on Thursday.

a money-saving measure for the

state.
"^^

David Gardner blasted 'a plan
requiring professors to teach a

minimum of six classes each year
— rather than the current five— to

save about $55 million over the

next six years.

Such a plan would radically

diminish the quality and character

of the UC and place it below other

major universities, he said.

Gardner attacked the proposal at

a Senate budget subcommittee
meeting, describing it as an
attempt to massively increase

student enrollment without giving

the university additional funds to

hire more faculty.

The plan, devised by Legislative

Analyst Elizabeth Hill, could bring

between 15.000 and 20,000 new
students into the UC by 1998. This
represents an 1 1-percent increase.

The proposal is absolutely

unacceptable." said UC spokes-

maniMike Alva. *'It would lead to a
fundamental change in the charac-

ter of a university committed to

academic quality and improving
undergraduate education.**

If enacted, the proposal could
drive away many valuable faculty

members because they would have
to sacrifice some valuable research

time, Alva said.

Hiirs proposal would raise the

system-wide student-faculty ratio

from about 17.6 to 1 to about 21 to

1.

But many legislators, including

som& who have traditioRally beee:
sympathetic to the university, are
voicing support for the proposal.

They say it is a reasonable way to

cut costs from a tight budget when
huge cuts have already^been made
to state programs.

Currently, California faces a
massive $6.6-billion deficit

The plan comes at a time when
the university is initiating its own
effort to revamp undergraduate

education by reducing class sizes.

Last month, Gardner sent letters

to all UC chancellors asking them
for recommendations on how they

could raise the number of classes

offered while reducing the stu-

dent-faculty ratio.

Gardner's vocal opposition to

the legislative plan brought a sigh

of relief to university officials,

who view an across-the-board

increase as an oversimplified

api)roach to tackling the budget

crisis.

For example, the move could

create an excess of classes in areas

not needed— such as the physical

sciences where enrollments are

decreasing, officials said.

Gardner said the proposal is one
of the most destructive plans he

has ever seen since taking office in

1983.

UniCamp moves to new temporary summer site
By Christine Strobel

Daily Bruin Staff

The UniCamp Board of Direc-

tors voted Wednesday to tempor-

arily move its summer program to

a nearby campsite after a newly
drilled well failed to produce
useable water on the old grounds.

As a result of the move and
another decision to retain all eight

program sessions, the UCLA camp
for underprivileged children will

operate with a $47,000 deficit this

year. The new site will cost

$90,000 to lease.

"The decision basically stated

that we would fund (the move)
from reserve (money),** said Tony
Walker, executive director of
UniCamp. The camp's current

reserves are about $600,000.

A sense of urgency to finalize

plans for the summer character-

ized the nighttime meeting as

board members hurried through

other agenda matters to decide on
where to hold this year's UniCamp
program.

For months, counselors and
student volunteers waited for word
on the well-drilling project — a

$30,000 effort to find a fresh water

source on the original camp.
Earlier this year, the camp's water

supply failed to meet strict stan-

dards recently set by the federal

government
Board members were visibly

relieved that they reached a deci-

sion and erupted into applause

after they unanimously approved

See UNICAMP, page 2

Daly Bruin fito pholo

UniCamp is temporarily abandoning the above site because of
the failure of a newly drilled well.
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Ches» pain • Stomach pain • Brokan bone • Sprained onlde • Ear ache • Bums • Eye infaclion •

When vou need to see a doctor now —

The UCLA
Urgent Care Center

located in the Family Health Center at 200 UCLA Medical Plaza, one
block north of the corner of Le Conte Avenue and Westwood Boulevard. t

I INo appointment needed.

Open noon to 9 p.m. weekdays

9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday

Oiir UCLA Family Physicians arc experts in caring for most common urgent

health problems in people of all ages. You don't need a physician referral or

mftrnhfifship in. a spe-dfir. health plan tr althougl

i

3*

I

BruinCare, Health Net and several ether plans. And if you need more
specialized care, your Ui^gent Care physician will refer you to one of UCLA's
highly qualified specialists.

r

Walk-ins welcome,

or call (310) 825-8941
^n

• Slofnoch poin • Brokan bone • Sproined ankle • Eor oche • Cuts or scropei • Spods injury*

.
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CHICKEN STICKS or

TERIYAKI CHICKEN BREAST SANDWICH
BBQ CHICKEN BREAST SANDWICH

• One Side Order
• All you can drink soda

$3.99 + tax

[E TIME, ANYTIME
Offer Good Anytime

23 Weyburn Ave*
208-1969^

Expires 4/30/92

Help Wanted for Night Time Delivery
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UNICAMP
From page 1
the move.

*Thcrc really is a sense of relief

It's been a very difficult decision

because it involves so many people

who have a bond with the camp-
site,** Walker said.

Board members rejected a prop-

osal to install a $77,000 water-

purificadon system to keep the

program at the original site

because the equipment was con-

sidered too cosUy and would have

taken at least six months to install.

**It's unfortunate that we're

getting this information so late,"

said co-chair of the facilities

committee. Dwight Merriman,
noting that Nonis Camp owners
needed the board's decision by
Thursday if UniCamp wanted to

make the move.

The San Bernardino camp prog-

ram— UCLA's ofticial charity—
will be temporarily moved to

Norris Camp, which is only a few
miles away from its original site of

57 years.

In 1942, over 120,000 Japanese Ameri
cans were interned in concentration
camps. Their story has already been

told. But the
voices of the younger generations,

the Sansei and Yonsei,
have yet to be heard. Until now.

Asian American Studies 197C

Post World War II

Japanese American History

MW4-6
Rolfe Hall 3126
Enrollment: 50

Course ID# 18086

This class, which is being offered for the first time at any college or
university, can be used as one of the classes necessary to fulfill the
Asian American Studies emphasis. It will be comprised of films and
lectures by various speakers from the JapaneseAmerican community.
The faculty sponsor is Prof. Don Nakanishl. For more information,
please contact the Asian American Studies CentSirfocated In 3230
Campbell Hall or call (310) 825-2974.
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Grad forum asks of Daily Bruin
By Reglna RavettI

Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA graduate student

forum approved a motion Wednes-
day evening asking the universi-

ty's student media board to

investigate and review the journa-

listic ethics of the Daily Bruin.

The Bruin has recently come
under fire for publishing an
allegedly inaccurate letter in its

Nfarch 4 Viewpoint section.

According to anthropology gra-

duate student Laura Barrett, the

letter dtled, 'The insensitivity of a
researcher in Africa,** is riddled

with statements the paper should

have verified.

Written by undergraduate stu-

dent Deanna Cherry, the letter

describes graduate student Ken
Kelly as insensitive toward his

suiToimding African environment
while on an archaeological dig

there last summer.
Kelly declined to comment
In the proposal submitted to the

media board, Barrett labeled Cher-

ry's letter as '^nothing short of a

vindictive personal attack" on
Kelly and added that the letter's

^'libelous" content could perma-
nenUy tarnish Kelly's credibility

and reputation. ^
The Bruin needs to recognize

the damaging effects letters such

as this one may have, said graduate

student President David Lee.

*'I think it's important for The

Bruin to understand its role on
campus and the seriousness of the

charges made in the Viewpoint and
how they may consider ways of
evaluating the seriousness of any
charges made against any specific

individual."

Although the Viewpoint section

failed to do so, it is Uie paper's

policy to verify all facts, said

Matthew Fordahl, The Bruin's

editor in chief.

•We're responsible for every-

thing that appears in the paper," he
said. '*We do not have to support

what the people are sayings but we
are responsible for every fact,

which should be checked —
especially if it is defaming some-

one.

Cherry, a senior majoring in

development studies and inter-

group relations and discrimina-

tion, said the letter was not

personally directed at Kelly, but

served as a chance to bring issues

to light that had previously been

ignored.

**My intent was not to damage
Ken's professional life, or his

ability to conduct professional

work, but to call into question the

means by which people achieve

their professional goals," she said.

The graduate forum is request-

ing its four representatives on the

publications board to introduce the

issue at the next board meeting.

Lee said.

According to the proposal,

should The Bruin continue to print

such viewpoints, the forum will

recommend that the paper be
required to print same-day rebut-

tals.

Cherry said she supports her

evidence and welcomes any prob-

ing of the issue by the board.

**I support an investigation. The
more people involved in this issue,

the better, because I stand by what
I said. It's true."

According to Fordahl, however,

neither the media board nor the

undergraduate or graduate student

governments have any control

over The Bruin's editorial content

Workshop seeks to imiwove
sexual harassment policy
By Letlsia Marquez
Dally Bruin Staff

UCLA administrators and other

campus leaders criticized the uni-

versity's policies on sexual harass-

ment Thursday, saying that victims

of harassment often face more
scrutiny than support.

As part of Sexual Harassment
Awareness Day, the university

featured workshops about such

topics as sexual harassment in the

workplace and at the univataity-

level

"We want to encourage more
people to come forward (with

sexual harassment problems),"

said Raymund Paredes. UCLA's
associate vice chancellor of
academic development "We have
not made it clear to students and
faculty what the procedures are to

register a complaint," he said.

Many participants in the day's

events agreed that UCLA officials

need to do more than just talk about

women's issues.

•They need to take an aggres-

sive stand and implement more
policies," said Katrina Foley,

editor of Together, UCLA's
feminist newsmagazine.

Foley and others also criticized

the current UCLA policy that

requires people who have exper-

ienced sexual harassment to report

the^ action within 30
"It may take longer than that for

a women to realize that she is being

sexually harassed," she said.

Victims must also appear before

a committee to prove that they

have been harassed, and that can be
an intimidating experience, Foley

said.

People must realize that sexual

harassment is more than just a

direct sexual advance, said Nancy
Lynn Baker, a local psychologist

A woman may hear many
comments throughout the day that

refer to her sexuality, such as a

derogatory joke, a touch on the

shoulder or stares at her body, she
said. ''Many little incidents add up
in the long run."

Women who have jobs that are

traditionally dominated by males
are more likely to be sexually

harassed than other working
she said.

"We want to encourage

more people to come
forward (with sexual

harassment problems)."

Raymund Paredes
Associate Vice Chancellor

••Sexual harassment is a very

traumatic experience," she said.

•*The trauma shows up because
many women feel powerless to do
something about it"

Baker also urged faculty and
students to conduct research about
sexual harassment, especially

about the consequences of report-

ing such incidents and the frequen-

cy of sexual harassment at the

university level

The number of women who
report sexual harassment at the

umvccsity is stxli very low. Last:

year, only three complaints were
filed by faculty members.

But a California law does allow

victims of sexual harassment to

report a number of incidents by a

group ofpeople, said Sheila Kuehl
a director of the California

Women's Law Center.

Any verbal expression or pic-

torial display that makes it difficult

for people to succeed at the

university can be punished
according to the law, she said. ••But

there hasn't been a case about a
university incident vetJ

These cases of indirect sexual

harassment, such as a woman who
is constantly disturbed by a

group's songs or slogans, should

be reported because they affect the

woman's academic performance

and well-being, Kuehl said. •There
is a greater burden, in general, on
women attempting to gain an
education."

REACT
From page 1

discuss how to combat the charges

against them.

University officials concede
that it will be difficult to determine
the prevalence of the songs with-

out engaging in a McCarthy era-

like witch hunt
••If tiiese kinds of songs are

prevalent throughout the system,

(the Interfratemity Council and the

Panhellenic Council) need to clean

up their act" said Allen Yamell,
who leads the university's investi-

gation.

••I don't know how to get them,

e^)ecial]y if they are part ofan oral

tradition," added Yamell, who is

vice chancellor of student and
campus life.

Yamell said he plans to meet
with fratemity advisers, the dean
of students and campus attorneys.

••We must determine whether
(Phi Psi) has violated their suspen-

sion agreement with the universi-

ty," said Yamell, referring to the

fraternity's suspension last spring.

••Even though it may be constitu-

tionally protected for them to

circulate the songbook, this whole
incident clearly calls for a re-

examination of their suspension."

Missing the point

Campus feminists said the uni-

versity has missed the point by

concentrating only on Phi Psi's

songbook.

"The administration isn't taking

us seriously," said Sheila More-

land, co-editor of Together,

UCXA's feminist newsmagazine.

••This is not just an isolated

incident

"I am revolted that a

fratemity songbook

exists at UCLA that

contains lyrics that are

sexist, homophobic and

violent."

Charles Young
UCLA Chancellor

••This is a problem which per-

vades society but is especially

perpetuated in the Greek system

and needs to be addressed," she

added.

Moreland and co-editor Katrina

Foley accuse the administration of
being apathetic and only respond-
ing to the songbooks after a flood

of local media interest.

••If Chancellor Young were
being raped, he'd be whisU^ng a
different tune," Moreland said.

**He never explicitly refers to

violence against women.'

"We must get reform

and understanding from

within. It's easier to get

compliance when it is

voluntary rather than

mandated."

Berky Nelson
Center for Student Programming

"If these kinds of songs

are prevalent . . . (the

IFC and the

Panhellenic Council)

need to clean up their

act.
»

Allen Yamell
Vice Charu^ellor

•«

Songs defended

But some members of Phi Psi

fratemity continued to defend their

songs.

"I don't think they promote
abuse against women at all" said

Manny Lopez, an undergraduate

general representative who is also

a member ofPhi Psi. ••The problem
is that people don't understand the

spirit in which they're sung.

••The songs are only sung within

the physical structure of Phi Psi"
he added.

••I feel like the fratemity system

as a whole should not take the

blame for the actions of one
fratemity which isn't even affil-

iated," said Frank Kang, a member
of Lambda Chi Alpha and a justice

for the Interfratemity (Council.

Student government action

But regardless of how many
fratemity members actually sing

these songs, student government
members say they will issue a

resolution condemning the songs

on Tuesday.

••This is a free-speech issue, but

the songs are still demeaning to

women," said Steve Daetz, another

general representative and Pi Kap-
pa Alpha member.

••It may sound moralistic, but we
as student leaders feel these words
can have a detrimental effect"

Moreland explained she does
not advocate censorship but will

seek legal action against the

"It may sound

moralistic but we as

student leaders feel

these words can have a

detrimental affect."

Steve Daetz
General Representative

fratemity.

"We're talking about men who
sexually frintasize about sticking

chainsaws up women's vaginas,"

Moreland said.

But othen say voluntary change
within the Greek system is the

most productive solution.

"We must get reform and
understanding from within," said

Berky Nelson, director of the

Ceiji^ for Student Programrhing.

••It's easier to get compliance when
it is voluntary rather than man-
dated."

CurrenUy. die Interfratemity

Council and Panhellenic require

each pledge class to attend a one-

hour rape education program.
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Briefs
World

Nuclear fuskm project

to employ Russians
The federal government is hiring more

than a hundred scientists from Russia to

help America harness the vast energy of
nuclear fusion. Russia pioneered the field,

in which powerful magnetic fields are

used to try to tame for constructive use the

kind of thermonuclear fire that lights the

sun.

The deal is the first known case in

which the government has tapped Rus-
sia's scientific talent, although private

industry has already done so.

Nation

Russian scientists, desperate amid a
crumbling economy, can now be hired for

a pittance by Western standards. In a one-
year $90,000 contract, the United States

will buy the services of 116 Russian
scientists.

U.N. dies 22 nations

for ^iglrts abuses
UNITED NATIONS — A record 22

countries Were criticized for human rights

abuses during the last year and many
others were placed under surveillance by
the United Nations Human Rights Com-
mission, which ended its annual session in

Geneva on Thursday.

The results of the session dispelled

fears expressed by some Western nations

that the addition of 10 Third Worid
countries to the conunission a year ago,
raising its membership to 53 nations,

would weaken the organ i7iirinn ^ rfipln-

mats sai(L

Among governments singled out for

criticism and subjected to stricter supervi-

sion were Myanmar, formerly known as

Burma, Cuba, Equatorial Guinea, Haiti,

Sudan, and Indonesia.

Students seek to fight

Harvard over diversity

BOSTON — Two third-year Harvard
law students. Caroline Wittcoffand Laura
Hankins, have asked the state's highest

' court to allow them to bring charges of
employment discrimination against the
law school, though they arc not employ-
ees of Harvard.

If

The setting was unusual for students,

who customarily present their cases in

classrooms or moot courts. In this

instance, their presentation was before the

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court

The suit was rejected by a lower court,

which ruled that the students had no
standing to sue Harvard over an issue of
employment discrimination.

After Colorado, Brown
is a big attraction

AUSTIN, Texas— What a difference a
Colorado primary makes.
Former California Governor Jerry

Brown has shed his turtlenecks and
lumberjack shirts in favor of a dark blue
suit and tie as he moves from fringe

candidate to bona fide primary winner,
predicting that he will win the Califcsnia

primary in June.

After his victory in Tuesday's Color-
ado primary. Brown's maverick message
that the political system is comipt and that

only radical reform of the money rules can
change it has caught fire and is repeated

-likc_A mantra at his campaign ^tops.

U.S. pact loosens
controls on exports
WASHINGTON— The United States

reached tentative agreement Thursday
with Europe and Japan to loosen interna-

tional controls on exports of advanced
telecommunications equipment, admi-
nistration officials said.

The pact represents a basic shift in

American policy toward the former
Soviet republics.

The officials said the products covered
by the agreement included high-quality

fiber-optic cables, which can used for

long-distance calls and computer data

transmissions. The Pentagon and Ameri-.
can intelligence agencies have long
opposed such sales.

But the United States has decided to

strengthen the economies of the republics

and lay a strong base for American
business activity there, an official said.

Because of the tension between eco-
nomic concerns and military security,

telecommunications exports are among
the most bitterly fought export-control

issues within the Bush administration and
within Western industrialized countries.

Viigiiiia holds cif on
paying krtteiyjackpot

State

This time it is not Jerry Brown who has
changed — it is the reaction of those
around him. He drew large, enthusiastic

student-dominated crowds Thursday at

college campus rallies in San Antonio,
Austin and Dallas.

RICHMOND, Va. — An Australian

syndicate that tried to comer a $27 million

Virginia Lottery game handed over a pink
ticket bearing the winning numbers
Thursday. But state officials here said

they would not pay the prize until they
investigate the ticket's validity.

JhcLottery Department said ThuiSday:
night that it would rule on the matter by
the end of next week. Kenneth W.
Thorson, the Lottery director, said that if

the prize were not paid to the investment
group, the money would go toward a
future jackpot.

Callfomia to get
more U.S. water
SAN FRANCISCO — Three weeks

after the federal government started

reducing water supplies to California

farmers, a move that would have left some
farmers without any water from a huge
federal irrigation project, the government
said on TmuSQay that all farmers will get

at least some water.

On Feb. 14, the government said the

system that normally supplies 7 million

acre-feet of water to farm, urban and
recreational users would provide only 2
million acre-feet unless there were unusu-
ally high levels of precipitation.

Aimisemont paries

cut admission prices

With tourism dampened by winter rains

and a sluggish economy. Southern Cali-

fornia amusement parks are cutting ticket

prices for area residents to bolster off-

season attendance.

Knott's Berry Farm and Universal

Studios-Hollywood announced spring

admission discounts this week. Disney-
land said Thursday that it would extend a

current promotion.

''People don't like to go to amusement
parks when it's raining,** said Stuart A.
Zanville, a spokesman at Knoa*s Berry
Farm, where bad weather has lowered
attendance on 13 of the first 65 days of the

year compared with a year ago. The park

Js in the Orange County city of Buena_
Taik.

The attraction has cut ticket prices for

Southern California adults from $22.95 to

$16.95 through March 31.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

CHALLENGE
The av^rard wanning Daily Bruin

Advertising Department has opened

positions for vew interns in the Cneative

Etepartnnentforthe %>ringQuarter

1992. Concephialize ad campaigns^

design SLyplement ooversand create

artwork for ads.

J[HE EXPERIENCE

The internship offers students a chance to

devdop skills in oBative advertising and

in retunv stiKienls come away vdlh an

expanded portfolioand exp^erience in tfie

advertising industry.

PPUCATIONS
Applications arc available at the Daily

Bniin office, 112 KerckhoffHalL

Applkations aiedue 12pm March 10.

For further informatkxi please contact

Sulynn Ghee or Hizabeth Myrow at

20^2296.

Learn a foreign

language in Beijing.

Paris, Salamanca or)

Guadalajara. Intern

at a London TV station or

ad agency while studying at Richmond
College. Paint a landscape in Florence. See for

yourself why Berlin is becoming the most exciting
city in Europe. Check out the changes in Russia.

Or choose a four-week traveling program. Visit several coun-
tries and learn about Europeans, history and politics. Air fare,

accommodations and meals are included. Transcripts provided.

The summer ofyour life is about to happen!
Contact Dario Bravo • Expo Center • Ackerman Union

— —^ or send in this coupon ——.—.————
LJ I'd like to know more about summer study in ,

Nami
•

. Stretl

Clly _

1^
suit

Phont

ZIP

CollegeAJnIvtrslty.

QlS Return to: American Institute For Foreign Study College Division

:' I'li ^''^ ^^' ^^ Greenwich Avenue, Greenwich, CT 06830 or call <B00)-727-2437
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Fhe Alrican VVonien's Collective presents
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Saturday, March 7, 1992
at the

University of California, Los Angeles

sui\s!:t canyoiX recreation center
111 i)e Neve Drive

TREE!!
10:00 AM-S.'OOPM .M
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Speakers want U.S. out of 'i
I :- • I ws wars •v.

By Mlml Nguyen
Daily Bruin Staff

Latin American revolutionary

movements should rely on the

adage "political power flows from
the barrel of a gun,** according to

speakers at a UCLA forum Wed-
nesday.

Comparing the Jan. 16 peace
treaty in El Salvador with the war
in Peru, experts Heriberto Ocasio
and Jack Gardener criticized the

agreement between the El Salva-

dor government and a guerrilla

group.

In the treaty, the guerrillas

agreed to end their opposition to

the government in exchange for a

voice in the national election.

•The (guerrilla group) has used
the military power to pursue their

own share of power in El Salva-

dor,** said Gardener, who is a

reporter for the Revolutionary

Worker, a newspaper supporting

the revolutionary movement in

Latin America. *This is no victory

for the oppressed people of El

Salvador.**

The guerrilla group joined for-

ces with the government because
of the recent collapse of the Soviet

Union, Gardener told the audience
of about 80 people.

Without the necessary backing
from the former Soviet Union, the

guerrilla group had to turn to the El

Salvadoran government, which
receives support from the United

States.

**A11 this talk of liberation is

meaningless until Latin America is

able to break away from foreign

investment,** said Gardener, who
added that Latin America has

become dependent upon foreign

aid.

But imperialist nations such as

the United States are the only ones

that beneflt from sending foreign

aid to these nations, he added.

•The imperialists are exploiting

the people and the land, tying the

peasants to them,** he said. *The
sending of foreign aid is an.answer

to the heart beats of Wall Street It

will not help the people of El

Salvador.**

The U.S. intervention in Peru is

also unnecessary because the

**people*s war** should be left up to

the Peruvian people, the speakers

said.

"Every single time the U.S. has
intervened in a 'people's war,*

they have lost.** Gardener said. "It

won*l be any different this tinic.**

Since war broke out in 1980,The
guerrilla armies in Peru have been
fighting govermnent forces.

The reyolution began as a result

of the extreme poverty and oppres-

sion of the Peruvian people living

in the "shanty towns** around the

cities, said Heriberto Ocasio,

spokesman for the Committee to

Support the Revolution in Peru.

"The only way to end an
oppression is through a revolu-

tion,** Gardener said. "And vio-

lence is very much a part of a
revolution.**

Giving their predictions about

the future of revolutionary move-
ments in Latin America, both

speakers advocated the withdraw-
al of U.S. forces and the need for

the people of Latin America to

stand in solidarity against imper-
ialist powers.

"All the other countries in Latin

America are looking toward what
is happening in Peru,** Gardener
said.

1992 Chancellor's

Humanitarian Award
For UCLA Students

LASTDA^t

'^
Dear Studems; ""^^^

thP educational
expene^

p«,3ects that address so

^^,,,„,3Hutn^^-j^^ S^^

underway. U y° ^ or the ^^° .jio„.

* SSSated« Sply t- *'^ '"^"'^ '"
"^ „„3,^ r^^eived in my office

- Tied applications for the ^92 award mn^^^^^
,, 5..00 pm.

Completed appuc
t later than

Fn^y.^^ j^lo^. _.. _

1 \ in Murphy Ha"'
".; ui. m the locations i»i^

- AOTlicatiotts are available at the

„he avaUabiUty of these

li
applications ana

,„t:o„ in this matter.

» Thank you for yo« cooperationm

Sincerely,

% ChSte"!. ""^^^o
Chancellor

Pick Up An Application at These Locations

•Office of the Assistant Vice Chancellor-

Student and Campus Life- —

>

1 104 Murphy Hall

•Community Service Commission Office-

408KcrckhoffHaU

•UCLA Community Resource Center

203 Men's Gym
•Community Programs Office

102 Men's Gym
•AAP Information Desk

1209 Campbell Hall

Center for Student Programming

161 Kerckhoff Hall

•Ackerman Union InfonjiationDesk-A Level
•Financial Aid Office-A129J Murphy Hall

•Residence Halls-Assistant Directors' Offices

»URL-Tumstiles
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Suspension of nighttime iMardi Gras uplieki
By Justin Chan

Undergraduate student govern-

ment upheld recommendations
Tuesday by a Mardi Gras review
committee to cancel nighttime

operations for the annual UCLA
carnival.

While some council members
initially said they were reluctant to

approve a plan curbing ^^vpoing

hours, they decided the changes

were necessary in order to pre-

serve the three-day event

"Either we didn't have Nfardi

Gras or we didn't have Saturday

night,** said Neera Tanden, exter-

nal vice president

The plan to eliminate Mardi

Gras night operations was first

approved in January by a UCLA
review committee, which made the

decision together with campus
officials, Westwood merchants

and the Los Angeles Police
Dq>artment
The change, spurred by late-

night violence in Westwood Vil-

lage following Mardi Gras last

year, could have significant fman-
cial consequences for UniCamp,
the official UCLA charity.

UniCamp, a sunmier camp for

undeqnivileged children, receives

one-third of its income from Mardi
Gras — with a substantial portion

of the carnival *s income coming
from the highly profitable evening
hours.

Already, UniCamp is suffering

from a $47,000 deficit caused by a

steep drop in donations and addi-

tional expenses to relocate the

campsite.

Although no violence occurred

on carnival grounds, local com-
munity leaders said they worried

that if changes were not made in

the program, Mardi Gras officials

might have to consider even more
drastic action, said Nina Roy,
Campus AfCEiirs Commissioner,
who served on the Mardi Gras
committee.

"No part of the city is immune to

violence,- said David Lowenstein,

Mardi Gras*s event manager.
*There was a lot of concern

following the violence in the

village last year.**

ALL AMERICAN SHUTTLE ^ SPECIAL Ot¥EBL
UCLA to LAX SPECIAL
•$14 one way •RocrvuCftont 24hrt

in advance
•$22 round trip •Dally 24hr service

(213)641>40901'800'585'2LAX
«-*—pi

IN SANTA MONICA & TORRANCE

moby diic

j

Can't Afford the new Social D?
Need Cash?

Trade In unwanted CD's, Cassettes, or LP's lor

cash or credit towards anything In ttie store.

ALL USED LP'S & CASSETTES
iO. ^

ALL USED COMPACT DISCS

$3.SS AND UP - $2.00 OFF
WITH THIS COUPON

VALID THROUGH MARCH 8, 1992 ONLY!

mAMTA MONICA
7 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
2114 WILSHIRE BLVO.-SANTA MONICA-(213) 828-2887
19800 HAMTTHORNE BIVD*T0RRANCEW310) 542-14S2
14410 VENTURA BLVO.*SHERMAM OAKMSIS) 990-2970
6553 TOPANGACANYOiyKANOGAf^iwinn 883-2113
3731 L COLORAOO BLVD.*PASA0ENAK«4 793-3475
15255 BEACH BLV0.*WESTMINSTER4714) 897-2799
1835 NEWPORT BLVD. #A104^:0STJk ME&IK714) 631-4711

;;;;^.w>sa«.soona»ed
10 EdueaUon.

You BuV< Cir» BtAH Don"»«

ENJOY: CURRENT OFFERINGS INCLUDE:

Coffee Sulawesi Kalossi

Cappuccino Kona Estate

Latte Mocha Java

. ' 'Tea Costa RIcan Terrazu

Fine Baked Goods Decafs li fisvors

INDOOR/OUTDOOR SEATING or GRAB & GO

10911 Lindbrook Drive

On* Block Nortk of Wlltkira at Wtttwood Blvd.

(310)208-0108

DOES YOUR AP NEED A LinLE CREATIVITY?

don't panic***

Get Ready for
Cxraduation!
Graduate with style...don't forget to order your portraits and
graduation announcements. Also available is the UCLA Medallion
Watch from Bulova, a 14k gold-plated dial featuring a rich
three-dimensional rendering of the UCLA seal. Order them soon!

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO -
150 Kerckhoff Hall • (310) 206-8433 • M-F 8:30-5:30

UCLA Faculty & Staff!

You are cordially invited to our

i St%arAniwersary

OPEN
\Kw*\;;\'.\:

HOUSE
.f

When
Thursday, March 26th

Time
$= >« ^'^^^l 1 :30 am - 1 :00 pm ^ >^

Where
Thomas CooK Travel, 937 Westwood Blvd.

Why
•Qet info on • One Stop Travel Program*

• Refreshments
• Door Prizes

Name

Dept*
I

Phone*

I I
Please send me an infomiation packet onj

I
the "One Stop Travel Program."

j

%i.v^.'j

(t
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Viewpoint
•w^>ff.w/.^" BfgireingttiiMi

Guest Columnist

Scotland^ves
f ofoppression

Letters

Fkatemity songbook lyrics

draw students' ra
Editor:

I write to express my dis-

gust at the Phi Kappa Psi

songs, particularly "S&M
Man," you printed on Wednes-
day G)aily Bruin, "Fraternity

songbook lyrics/* March 4).

The insensitivity of fraternity

members who defend these

floags M *^ joker" » mind-bog-
gling. If these songs were
directed at any other social

group they would surely be
denounced as totally unaccept-
able. Somehow when women
are the subject, hate and vio-

lence-ridden lyrics are funny.
Ha ha.

Paula Scott
Graduate student

History

Editor

Anyone who was surprised

by the Phi Psi songbook lyrics

reprinted in Together and the

Daily Bruin obviously knows
nothing about the Greek system
and what it stands for.

singing sexually explicit songs
that denigrate women,*' then it

ironically fails.

As a womanist, I strongly
disagree with the objectification

of women. But I believe The
Bruin, by printing the song
lyric filler, plays upon the
inflammatory issue of sexism
to incite a large response and
ID InCTBflg^ fcadcrshtp. Such

"in good fun** to make light of
violence against women?
As a sorority woman, I will

not apologize for the fraternity

men (and they aren*t just Phi
Psi*s) who sing these songs.
As a feminist I cannot keep
silent while women arc trashed.

And as a woman I refuse to

be referred to as a "hole or

Like many wandering
souls, after graduating I

embarked upon seeing
the world. Being an English
major and a product of Scot-
tish loins, I thought it proper
to explore the British Isles as

\xsi I could, so I settled in

Edinburgh for a good six

months and tried to become
part of their society.

Luckily, oi? the overnight
bus from London, I met a
young Scotsman who was
heading home. With sympathy
for a lad like myself, he
introduced me to his room-
mates and let me sleq) on
their floor until I found a job
and a place to live. Six
months later, I moved out
My Scottish friends bled

tartan, always ready to spit out
some Gaelic witticism in their

thick Scottish brogues. My
assimilation into Edinburgh was
extremely thorough, having
virtually no American friends

sensationalist tactics are

unworthy of our university and
its newspaper.

Sharon Kayfetz
Senior

.__ English

Snatch.** If women don't hold ^^ o^ one fiiend from

Steven SirtHJ

Senior
Political science

Editor:

I would like to comment on
Heather Skinazi*s article "Com-
munity criticizes fraternity song
lyrics** (Daily Bruin, March 4).

I know that such songs exist,

and do not by any means
endorse their existence. Howev-
CT. I find The Bruin*s print-up
of actual lyrics pertaining to

specific sororities in a paper
with a circulation of 22,(XX) to

be one hundred times more
exploitative of and derogatory
to women than their existence
in a private songbook.
""Personally, I find The
Bruin *s methodology and "log-

ic** to be sensationalist and
flawed. If The Bruin *s goal
was to publicize the existence

of sexist songs, it succeeded.
But if The Bruin was also

trying to criticize the "rein-

forcing of sexist stereotypes by

Editor:

Phi Kappa Psi*s song lyrics

reminded the UCLA communi-
ty of the shameful pervasive-
ness of sexism on campus. Far
more disappointing, however,
were the casual reactions of
women and men who down-
played the song*s meaning and
defended the' fraternities. We
have such a dang^ous toler-

ance of misogyny.

When will women learn that

we don't have to accept this

treatment? When an obscene
phone caller whispers these

same words in our ears, we
hang up — we don't protect

his freedom of speech. When
will men realize that it isn't

men resjxxisible for their sexist

attitudes, they will continue to
take a bit of our dignity with
every so-called "joke" they
make about us. It's time to

stop making excuses and to
start making changes.

Justine L. Witt

Senior
Political science

Editor:

Who gives into pressure
Will not take a stand

Gives up his own person to

prove that he's a man
Chorus

The Phi Psi man. the Phi Psi

man does
The Phi Psi man does it while
surrounded by his clan

That must make him a man
That must make him a man?

Tracy Glass
Senior

Econ-business

WWA1& VIETMAM/

England. From mom to dusk I

was surrounded by Scotland.

When I first stepped foot on
Scottish soil, I knew I was the
first Cooper to sec the rolling
hills since my great-grandpa-
rents said goodbye to Glasgow
almost a hundred years ago. I

expected to feel Scottish since,

after all, I am Scottish. I

expected a sort of homecom-
ing.

And in some strange sense,
I became Scottish.

Roddy MacMinn and I hiked
the Highlands wearing our
kilts. Wc sang 'Tlower of
Scotland** upon the peninsula
of Loch nan Uannh. I spent
several nights huddled around
the fires in old al)andoned
shapard's crofts listening to
various Scotsmen*s tales of
k)cal hauntings. I downed some
whiskey and McEwan's Special
then danced with a lassie at a
ceildh.

More than anything, what
made me a Scot beyond all

the sur&ce things which can
be bought or sold on the

tourist market was the feeling
the country instilled in me:

Absolute hate for England.
I don't see how anyone can

live in Scotland for an
extended period of time and
not hate the EngUsh. When
one looks at the various ways
that England has treated the
Scots, it reads like a how-to
list on oppression. Forcing
people from their lands;

destroying the Scottish culture
by outlawing the Gaelic lan-

guage, kilts, tartan, and Scot-
tish music; and the butchering
of "disobedient- Scots were all

a part of their repression.

These events weren't some-
thing I read about in bocks;
these were stories I heard from

Scots I met and lived with.

Their pain at the hands of
Englaitd is very much alive

today. You cannot travel the

country without feeling that

something terrible has occurred,
that a people have been hurt

j>y their own countrymeo^
This oppression, this pain
was not discovered with Col-
umbus when he saw the native
peoples of this land. This pain
was not discovered when the
first slave ship came upon
these shores. The oppression of
which I speak is universal.

Shared by itil-aQd accountable
to all.

While the English butchered
the clans, the clans also butch-
efed one another. While Euro-
peans oppressed people of
color, they also oppress6d their

own race. As Africans
oppressed other Africans, so
did Native Americans tribes

oppress other tribes. Through-
out history we, the collective

human race, have been
oppressed by our greatest

oppressors — ourselves.

Many times those of us
from European descent are
clumped together as "whites'*

and seen as a conmion group
who have no differences hom
each other, only with those
whose skin is a different hue.
I hq)e we can some day move
beyond this stereotype.

Just before I left Edinburgh,
I received a letter from my
grandmother, telling me that a
few of my ancestors had come
fiom a town not too far away
... in England.

I was the English. In my
veins coursed the blood of the
oppressed and his oppressor.
The history of my blood is

the history of the human race.

We are all the oppressed and
the oppressors. Until we realize
that we are all suscq)tible to
this inclination, we wiU never
put an end to it.

Cooper is an alumnus of
UCLA and was a 1990-91
columnist.
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Close your eyes andpick: your CalHomia primary quiz
With appreciation to

my good friend Alex
and deference to the

substantive nature of Cosmopo-
litan Magazine . .

.

You've sat through the

debates, been there for all the

media hype, and now the

decision is finally up to you.

You're confused, helpless^

unable to realize your tnie"
feelings. Well, you're in luck.

Take this liberating quiz and
discover who you really should
be voting for in the California

Primary.

Part One: Read each state-

ment below and mark it with a
T for true or an F for false. If

you are unsure of the answer,

just joc down?.
1. I think Vm going to huil

when I look at any of the

candidates.

2. Making love is more fun
with a picture of a candidate
on the ceiling.

3. I like a candidate who
can talk for three hours and
say nothing at all.

4. I don't really give a
danrn about politics, I'm in it

for the sex coverage.

5. I like my candidates to

be truthful and honest (yeah,

right).

6. When things go amiss, I

look for a president who'll

deny it for six months and
then blame it on the opposi-

Damon
Dean

Hm-.
7. I really wish primary

elections included a swimsuit
competition and a two minute
question and answer session

with Bob Baiker.

8. Sometimes I feel that the

candidates are utterly worthless

(sorry, that's not funny, just

9. I grow tense and worry a

lot when candidates start say-
ing things like "I care" and
**No new huge taxes."

10. I think Hillary Cinton
will do anything to become
first lady, including put up
with her sex-craved sleeze-ball

husband.

11. I don't think ''Moon-
beam" is such a bad name for

a president

IZ My kieal candidate is

faithful, monogamous, plays

tennis and helps to better the

world, just like John F. Ken-
nedy.

13. I like a president who
isn't afraid to stand up and
flip ofif world leaders at the

United Nations, just because.

14; Any candidate who^s ^^~

willing to stand up for his

sexual prowess, or lack thereof,

has got my vote.

15. I think it's kinda sexy
for a candidate to have a
wimpy posture and a lispy

voice.

Part Two: Choose one
answer for each of the follow-

ing situations.

1. At a party, a drunken
candidate is maldng a spectacle
of himself, and some of the

others are snickering behind his

back. You:

a) Are amused by his lack

of style and wish you could be
more like him.

b) Ask your good friend Ted
Kennedy to give the candidate
some pointers on how to be
drunk ^cefiilly.

c) Wish he was hitting on
you, not the reporter from the

Washington Post.

d) Take pictures, airbrush

them togethier with pictures of
your sister naked, and then
hurry over to The Enquirer to

make the next issue.

2. On a steaming afternoon
at the lake, the candidates are
about to go skinny-dipping.

You:

a) Dive in with them-
nobody's going to call you a
prude.

b) Are the first in the

water- you figure you can get
some better insights on their

domestic health care policy this

way.

c) refuse — you're saving
yourself for the general elec-

tion in November.
d) are nowhere near the

lake, as being there would
immediately implicate you as

somebody's lover, and nobody
jvants that, especially you.

"""SrSupposc a candidateIT" "

planning to spend a couple of
days with a woman other than
his wife. He asks you to cover
for him by saying that you're
the one joining him on a ski-

trip. You would:

a) Agree to back up his

story, figuring you'll get one
hell of an appointment once
November rolls around.

b) TeU him you'U do it, but
only if he agrees to set you
up with some hot intern of
your choice on capital hill

once he's elected.

c) Say you're morally
against this type of thing (at

which point he says "Yeah, so.

will you do it?")

4. You and a candidate are

having dinner when he says

"I'm having the most horrend-

ous campaign!" You reply:

a) Gee Senator Harkin, that's

just terrible. What can I do 4o
help?

—^-
b) Gee Governor Brown, did

you actually think you were
going to win?

c) Gee Mr. Buchanan, didn't

you think that being a racist

was going to be a stumbling
block in your campaign?

d) Gee Senator Kerrey, uh
... uh ... you're running for

president?

5. Complete the following

sentence. I want a president

who is . .

.

a) a liar, a thief and who is

down right inunoral.

b) handsome, well built and
has a really attractive wife.

c) well-informed and sup-

portive, but ignorant (blissfully

so).

d) not like any of these

guys, that's for damn sure.

Scoring: Here's how ya
score. For each true stjitpment^

Well, you're probably a neo-

leftist socialist conservationist

from Oregon. Your type makes
up 98 percent of his voter

base.

21-22 points: You get to

vote for Tom Harkin. Why?
Well, somebody has to.

23 points: You're voting for

Bob Kerrey, as fate would
have it Why 23, you ask?
Figure that's about how many
hours he has left before he
drops out of the race.

-24-31 points: According to

give yourself one point For
every false statement, give

yourself two points. For the

multiple choice questions: A's
get 1 point B's 2 points, C's
3 points and D's 4 points. ?'s

get zero points.

1-20 points: Congratulations,

you'll pix)bably end up voting
for Jerry Brown, the eco-freak
choice for president Why?

n^ figuring, this could be the

most popular scoring range. On
the other hand, this is also the
wimp range. Therefore, you're
voting for Paul Tsongas.

32-45 points: This is likely

to be where most everybody
scores, if I've designed this

thing right (which is a big if).

In this range are the Bill

Clinton and George Bush vot-

ers. Included in this group are
the moderates of both parties

and those people who really

don't give a damn but figure

they should vote anyway. Con-
gressmen and civil service

workers tend to score in this

category.

47-49 points: 49 points is

the highest score you can
have. If you scored that high,

you really ought to seek help
soon, please. Either that or

-3^ov're th& most conservative^

person this side of Pat Bucha-
nan, whom you will no doubt
vote for in the primaries.

One last note, for those of
you who thought this a con-
Dived idea all the way around:
Thanks. Sec ya next quarter.

Dean is a senior majoring in

political science.

BEYOND JAPANESE AMERICAN REDRESS:

CIVIL RIGHTS IN THE 1990's
<^^

Panels include:
• Summary of the Redress Movement:

Historical and Theoretical Perspectives

• The Broader Implications of Redress:

Defining Civil Rights in Diverse Communities

• Successful Strategies for Civil Rights

Workshops include:
• Investing Dolfarsjind Sense Back Into Public Education

• National Security aod Civil Rights

• Media Images

• The Glass Ceiling in the Workplace

• Political Empowerment and Voting Rights

• Free Speech. Hate Speech and Hate Crimes

• Sexual Harassment

Ackerman Union Grand BallrooflT

University of California, Los Angeles

Saturday, March 7, 1992

- 8:30 AM - 6:00 PM ^

Featured Speakers:

Pre-Registration Fees (Includes Lunch and Evening Reception):

$25.00
"

General ($30.00 at the door)

$10 00 Seniors, Students. Low Income. Staff of community organizations

(MCLE Credit lor attorneys pending)

Checks payable to: 50 Year Remembrance, 244 So. San Pe^^o St,. Los Angeles. CA 90012

FOR MORE INFO : 310.206.2169 OR 310.626.4471
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Isabelle GunniDg

Dennis Hayashi
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Sheila Kuehl i;^
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Steven Mih
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D'ck Osumi
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Robin Toma

Gerald Turtes

Hala Yahya

Ricli.ud Yaiies
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John Tatersl)!
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Antuiiio Villaraigosa

Eric Yaniamoto
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'Reflections of

Spain'
Donee ethnology groduote student Sytvio

Morales presents her thesis Flamenco con-

cert this weekend. Featuring singer Anto-

nio Juarez, musicions lenilo Nocios ond

Antonio Duron ond doncers Cynthio Mo-

rales ond Puraimo Shoh, the performonce

spolfights Moroles' original choreography.

INFO: Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Dance Building Theatre (room 208). TIX:

.llQjene ral, $8 students at tf>e CTO Fof mofe into. caU ^0)825-^061.

Primal Scream

Englond*s Primol Screom perbrm tonigbt

ot the Polodium in Hollywood. DJ Andy

Weatheral wil be moking o guest oppear-

once.

INFO: Show t)egins Saturday at 8 p.m. Primal Scream will take the stage at 1 1 p.m.

*•".
ii^

Choral Concert
The UCU Unhfeisily Chonis wll be led by

conductor Stephonie Henry.

INFO: Friday at noon in Schoenberg

Halt. TIX: Free. For more info, call

(310)825-4761.

Max Roach
Quartet ^

Jazz greot Mox Roach brings his skins and quartet to the Catatna Bar and Gril lor the

bst three nights of six-night run. Now'syour chance to see one of the greotest drummers

in jazz history pkiy the music the woy it's supposed to be pkiyed.

INFO: Two shows nightly at 9 and 11 p.m.Friday through Sunday. There's a two-

drink minimun ortood purchase requirement in addition to a cover charge. TIX:

$12-18. For more info, call (213)466-2210.

'No Man's Land'

Ibe School of Theater, Fikn and Telovisien

issaeening'"NoMan'sLond*aspor1olthe

Abin Tanner Rkn Series.

INFO: Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Melnitz

1409.

'Good Woman of

Bangkok' j^^

World-fMowned Austrabon director Dennis 0' Rouiie lolbws the Me of Aoi, o

TboihMd. His docunmrtory/Rdion examines the economic and sociol forces

ntutoM

INFO: apens Friday irt the NiMTt

c^ (213)478-6370.

1 1272 Santa Monici BMI. For more info.

SUNNY SUNQ/D««y BrulTT

Matt Groening, creator and executive producer of *Tlie

Simpsons," speaks in Ackerman Grand Ballroom on Tues-

day night.

Ay, carumba!
(3roenin^d
Cartwright give

students a IcxdIc

behind the scenes

By Joanne J. Choi

Daily Bruin Staff

A near-capacity crowd of

over 900 fians of the popular

television show **The Simp-
sons** filled Ackerman Grand
Ballnx)m Tuesday night After

a showing of the episode **Itchy

,

Scratchy and Marge,** the

executive producers and mem-
bers of the cast and crew
answered questions alxMit the

highly successful TV program

the creation of the voice.

**When I walked in, there was a

drawing of Bart and a descrip-

tion of him. I thought that was
the only possible voice for that

character.** Cartwright, who
also does voice-overs, display-

ed her v(x:al arsenal, and even
included Maggie Simpson *s

engulfing burp to the hoots and
cheers of the audience.

The discussion also provided

the audience with **Simpsons**

trivia, including its high-profile

guest star list While Danny
DeVito, Aerosmith and Sting

lent their vcx:al talents and
personas as guest stars on the

show, cult Hgures William

Shatner and Bruce Springsteen

rejected the opportunity.

When questioned about

"I made these little doodles. Now they are

alive. It's like being God."

Matt Groaning
Executive Producer of "The Simpsons"

and pop culture icon.

*T thought it would be a hit if

we could get it on the air,**

confessed creator and Execu-
tive Producer Matt Groening.

Hoping for the success of other

animated shows like ''Rocky

and Bullwinkle** and **The

Jetsons,** which appealed to

adults as well as children, **The

Simpsons** represented a risk

for television executives.

Groening, a cartoonist for

other well-known cartoon strips

including •'Life in Hell,**

admitted his pleasure at the

show's phenomenal success. *T

made these little doodles. Now
they are alive. It's like being

God," he Slid.

NancyCartwright, who lends

her vocal talent to die obnoxi-

OM aaderachieving character

of Baft Simpson, ipokc about

whether Michael Jackson actu-

ally worked on the show,
Groening responded, **We are

legally obligated not to say

whether it was Michael Jack-

son. So read between the lines."

He also informed audiences

that Springfield, which serves

as the name of the town that

houses *The Simpsons,** is the

most conmion name for a town
in the United States. *Tt*s such a

pretty name for a town that has a
nuclear factory and toxic

wastes,** added Groening.

While animation disting-

uishes the show, the medium
also reinforces its inherent

aitificiality and entertainment

value, (koening noted that

desiMCe the nie(fium*s sliort-

oominii, 'X"n»e Simpsons*) is

Sea page U

Im^es from the heart
A new collection of

films screening this month

promises to be a welcome

sign for women in movies

By Greg Srisavasdl

Dally Bruin Staff

The UCLA Film and Television Archive is

showcasing "Women Make Movies at 20.** a

collection of films that originate from the New
York-based foundation Women MAe Movies,

an organization dedicated to women *s partici-

pation in varied aspects of the media.

The screenings, which run until March IS,

are separated into thematic elements. The
March 10 screening is titled "Straight from the

Heart,** and features the fihns "A Powerful

Thang** (1992) and **Land Where My Fathers

Died** (1991). "A Powerful Thang,- directed

by Zeinabu Irene Davis, focuses on an African

American couple in Ohio. They reach a certain

juncture in their relationship when their family

reminds them that "sex is a powerful thang.**

The March 12 screening is titled "Girl Meets
Girl,** and features shorts t^ center on
relationships between women.^ne of, these

films, *Transportations** (1990), shows two
lovers who experience the ecstasy of lesbian

k)vc while another film. "Age 1 2: Love With a

Little L** delves into the adolescent memories
of a girl's MMan fantasies.

**A Place of Rage** (1991) which screens

March 13, discusses the loles of Angela Davis,

The UCU Rim and Televi-

sion Archive presents the

series "Women Make
Movies at 20." The films In

the series Include "Night

Criaa: A Rural Tragedy,"

above, "Transportations,''

left and "A Powerful

Thang," below.

June Jordan and Alice Walker in the civil rights

movement It*s essentially a study of Black

feminism, directed by Pratibha Parmar, whose
other film "Khush** (1991) wUl also be shown.

The final screening is titled "Double Bind,**

which shows film that explore mother-daught-

er relationships. One of these films. "Night

Cries: A Rural Tragedy** (1990), focuses on an

Aboriginal woman who takes care of her dying

Caucasian mother. Though she nurses her

mother, she holds much hostility within her.

FUjM: 'Women Make Momim At 20.' PrmaUrf by
tfw UCLA Fflm and Television ArdNtm. Fl^iV •<

MelnilE Theater tfirouah March 15. ANproanms start

m 7:30 p.m. Tix: 15. $3 for amdents. For further inro.

oal (3t0) 206-flLM.
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Carefully restored, Welles' 'Othello' returns
By Vincent Canby
The New York Times

Orson Welles* screen adapta-
tion of "Othello** shared the top
prize at the 1952 Cannes Film
Festival with Renato Castellani's

sentimental Italian comedy 'Two
Cents Worth of Hope,** approxi-
mately four years, three lagos and
a halSf-dozen Desdemonas after

Welles began production in Italy in

the summer of 1948.

The Castellani film went on to

please crowds in Europe and the
United States. •*Othello.** which
had been listed as having Moroc-
can nationality at Cannes, enjoyed
some success in Europe but
pleased very few critics in this

country when it opened in 1955. It

came and quickly went
Forme and, I suspeq^ others, the

Welles "Othello** existed for many
years only as a cherished, eccentric

but dimly recalled memory.
Specific images remained vivid,

as did the conviction that it ranked
somewhere up there near Welles *s

Xitizen Kane** and "Magnificent
Ambersons.** though why, exactly,

was unclear. With time, •*OtheUo**

became a memory of a memory.
Friday, nearly 40 years after

Welles*s prize at Cannes, **Othel-

lo** reopens in Manhattan, at the

Cinema 2, in an expertly restored

print that should help to rewrite

cinema history.

At 91 minutes, this black-and-
white film is Shakespeare stripped

down to his skivvies, without
apology and with no apology
needed. His majesty remains
intact

More important: though it was
shot in bits and pieces on two
continents (sometimes with pickup
crews and sometimes even without
its principal actors), the film may
now be seen as one of the screen*s

sublime achievements.

•*OtheUo- doesn*t rank below
Xitizen Kane** and 'The Magnifi-
cent Ambersons,** but alongside
them. Which film comes first,

second or third is irrelevant. A case
can be nuide for each.

The good news is that the

Welles **Othello** is no musty old
classic in need of gentle handling
and explication. Like Welles, his

"OtheUo** roars for itself. It*s a
great, scrappy, pugnacious enter-

tainment that mesmerizes with its

beauty and makes one laugh out
loud with its audacity.

Tallulah Bankhead once said in

the pre-tape era that doing a live

television show was, for l^r, like

being shot out of a cannon. The
minute the show had begun, there

was no turning back. The tension

was great, but so was the lunatic

lENTS & NEW CLIENT

SPECIAL
2 Fori Haircuts & $10.00

OFF an Hair Services

*Receive Stress Relief

Scalp Massage oi

Cut is Free

GUARANTEED!

PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310) 824-5006
1015 Gayley Ave. #105 in West^ood Wlage

(just half a block south ofWeybum)

* AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI *

Fast and Free Delivery

207-5900 ^
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lowfat cheese availible upon request

excitement

Watching "Othello- is like

taking off on a rocket from Cape
Canaveral, but for the audience
instead of the actors. (The actors

spent much of their time on the
film sitting around hotel lobbies in

Europe and Africa, waiting for
Welles to raise additional funds.)

It*s one of the curiosities about
**Othello- that a film that took so
long to make, and that was shot in

such financially precarious cir-

cumstances in so many kx:ations,

should play with the headlong
speed of an Alpine schuss.

After the grandly deliberate,

Eisenstein-like images of the pre-

credit sequence, the film quickly
gathers such momentum that

there's no stopping it until i( comes
back to the beginning.

**Othello** is one tong flashback,

mournfully framed by the funeral

processions of Othello and Desde-
mona, and by the images of a
furious, demonic lago as he is

squeezed into a small wooden cage
and hauled aloft over the ramparts
of Cyprus, eventually to become
food for vultures.

There's no nonsense in this

production about what happens
next The film is a single, seamless
recollection of sexual obsession,

astonishment and despair.

In terms of running time, Wel-

les's •^Othello" is a tab show
compared with Laurence Olivier's

166-minute 1966 screen adapta-
tion of his National Theater pro-
duction.

01ivier*s "Othello*' is an adven-
turous recital accompanied by
pore-tight close-ups of the theater

performance.

The text, though served up, is

frequently upstaged. The Welles
film is something else.

Welles tossed out language by
the yard, rearranged scenes and
added new sequences (though not
new dialogue). Purists will object
now as they did when the film was
initially released. Yet objections
are academic.

In his usual disarming^ay of
calling attention to his genius by
denying it, Welles once told Andre
Bazin, the ftench critic, that with
"Othello- he had to choose
between filming a play and freely
adapting Shakespeare to the cine-

ma.

"Without presuming to compare
myself to Verdi,- he said, "I think
he gives me my best justification.-

TTiough Verdi's "Otelk)- could not
have been written without Shalo^-
peare, Welles said, it was 'Tirst and
foremost an opera.-

•••Othello' the movie, I hope, is

fint and foremost a motion pic-
ture,- he added.

'SIMPSONS
From page 10
a show that is very ambitious. It

makes people forget it's a
cartoon because it speaks of
reality.-

Animation director and
UCLA alumnus David Silver-

man believes that the show's
individuality is due also **to the
show's reputation as a sort of
anti-family show.*

"But,- he added, "it has a
strong moral sense. If Homer
steals cable television, he has to

pay a horrible price for iL-

Groening also took the
opportunity- to address Presi-

dent Bush's criticism of the
show. With Cartwright supply-
ing Bart's voice, Groening
presented his platform, saying,

"(Bush) said, 'The Simpsons'
should be more like 'The
Waltons.' And Bart said,

'We're just like the Waltons.
We're praying for an end to the

deprcssion.'-

SPEAKER: An Evenina With the
Cast and Crew of The Simpeons."
With "Simpsons' Executive Produo-
ers Matt Crooning and Sam Simon.
Co-Executive Producers Al Jean
and Mike Reiss. producer George
Meyer, Co-Producer Jon Vitti, Ani-
mation Director David Silverman
and Nancy Cartmight Sponsored
by UCLA Campus Events.

20% DISCOUNT w/ad

208-7155
1 0889 Weyburn Ave.

rhrac^on Express
Chinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
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Limited Area
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Monday-Sunday llam-llpm (AcroMjVom McDonald'b)
208-4028

1

DIRECTOR
THE JAMES S. COLEMAN

AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.

LOS ANGELES (UCLA)
e

The University of California at Los Angeles is seeking a new
Director of its African Studies Center. Qualified applicants
should possess: (1) a strong scholarly research and
publication record with an emphasis in African Studies; (2)
^demonstrated concern for the development of InterdisdpHnary
research and teaching; (3) the ability to administer budgetary,
personnel and related processes; and {A) the ability to obtain
and manage external support for the center. Administrative
experience is desirable. Above all, we are looking for a
dynamic individual to provWe intellectual and programmatfc
leadership for the African Studies Center. The new Director
must currently be a tenured member of the faculty at UCL.A.
The position is available July 1, 1992.

The James S. Coleman African Studies Center was
established as an Organized Research Unit in 1958 to
generate and coordinate research programs that cover a
road range of African affairs and disciplines, with special

strength in the teaching of African languages.

Please direct inquiries, nominations and applk:ations by March
20. 1 992. to the African Studies Center Search Committee, c/o
Ms. Nancy Duggan, Office of the Chanceltor, 140501. UCIJV
is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Emptoyer.
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$200 CHALLENGE. Prove my pollution solu-

tion unworkable and get $200. Support this

•ound ecological policy or take the $200
challenge. 1-800-486-2489.

DISCREET CONDOM CARRIER FOR WO-
MEN. Glossy black plastic, no Identifying

marks or logos. Please send $4.95, check or
money order to Progressive Design, 1001 4th
Ave. Plaza, Suite 3200, Dept. C, Seattle, WA
98154.

BED-NA/ETTINC (ENEURETIO BOYS 7-11
years needed for UCLA research project.
Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free
d€velopnf>ental evaluation. 825-0392 .

INDIVIDUALS DIAGNOSED WITH
CROHN'S OR COLITIS needed for IBD re-

search study. Free biofeedback ar>d stress
reduction treatment. Dissertation study. Ages
18-45. Call Linda Levee (310)277-9422 or
(310)471-3672.

NATIVE ARABIC speaker to help me study
Koran, also conversation; saudi^>edouin
dialects preferred Nina (310)271-3647.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392.

STUDENTS NEEDED FOR LXILA RESEARCH.
Watch job interview, answer questionairec.
ApproK. Ihr $10. 476-0868.

SUDDEN RUSH OF INTENSE FEAR for no
reasonr Earn $. Call 206-9191 Heart Rate

ftStudy.

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages
1 2-30, needed to participate in research study.
Under Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For more Info, call
(310)828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Korean and Japanese
male and female ages 25-35 to study the effects
of UV on human skin, 6 month study.
Vdunteers will be paid $1200. For more
Information call (310) 828-8887.
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^ Alpha Chi OmegiA congratulates if

7 Kristin Watts t
if for PAC-10 Diving ChampionshipsI {
if 1st place in 1 meter if

J 3rd place in 3 meter ^
if We're so proud of you!! J
• ^ Your Alpha Chi Sisters •

>t

Wanted 15

Pregnancy 20

aVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help infertile couple

have baby by becon>ing egg donor. Comperv
sation available. Call Barbara (818)350-5243.

Salons 21

Facial, i

Complele European Ibcial cleaning,

blenilshes, xne, lash tinting, and

waxing, $25, body mossage, $40,
localed opposite to Century City Moll

785-0205

Health Sendees 22

NONSURGICAL LASER THERAPY fbr pain-

less facial skin rejuver>ation arxi renr>oval of

acne, scirs and survpots. Low Cost. Free

consultJtion.Cali Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

LCXDKING FOR DENTAL BOARD PATIENTS.
Will provide free exam + x-rays. If interested

call Vvigie. (818)573-5692.

Opportunities 26
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Help Wanted 30

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright JCAIIKDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major

corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117-B, P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.

$40,000^. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple 'like/don't like' form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright »CA11KEB.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT sought for In-

ternational Fine Art Exposition Company in

Brentwood. Requires Spanish arxVor oiher

foreign languages, general office experierx:e

ar>d computer skills. Compare offers travel

opportunities and excellent advancenr>ent in

international business. Fax resume and cover

to (310)820-5426.

AGENTS WANTED TO PROCESS phone
orders. People call you. Will train.

1-800-727-9716 ext.348A 24hn.

LAW FIRIVI

needs motivated person to

do challenging legal and
clerical tasks.

Great Experience to field

Please send resume
w GPA. available times

for interviews and otiier

pertinent intorfTiation to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT —
fisheries. Earn S,00O+/mo. Free transportation!

Room + Board! over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For

employment program call 1-206-545-4155
ext. 1483.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products from your home. Info.
504-646-1700. DEPT. P695.

ASSEMBLE ARTS, CRAFTS, TOY & JEWELgY
ITEMS FROM YOUR HOME. Earn up to

S52SA>vk. F/T Of P/T. Call (21 3)964-2943.

PART-TIME BILINGUAL (SPANISH) LEGAL
ASSISTANT needed by Beverly Hills Attorney.

Ask for Vivian (310)855-1861.

CAMPUS POSITIONS: Flexible part-time
hours, will work around classes/ immediate
openings. Sunset Village dining services

$6.63/hr 206-7688. Contact Walt Anderson.
Also accepting applications for summer
employment.

MODELS

Call (818)508-8680

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED fbr large

family day care, Pacific Palisades, ECE units

^ino expericrvcc necessary, v-att uestie

(310)573-1811.

PART-TIME EXPERIENCED SALESPERSON.
Wonr>en's clothes on Rodeo Drive. To start

immediately. (310)558-3646.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT for woman. 10-20

hr^wk. Transportation required. S8/hr.

negotiable. Type? (310)829-1521.

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Fre$hmar>/
SophrTMxe w/ strong academics: Clinical Re-

search Assistant-UCLA Medical Center. Tue^
Thurs for 2 years. 1 2-1 Shrs/week. 825-4749.

Part-time tK>okkeeper

needed for busy Westwood
travel agency.

Light bookkeeping skills & a

pleasant personality required.

Shifts available: 10-2 or 11-3

Pay: $7hr.

Ail interested please call Steve at

(31 0)824-7083

CASTING IMMEDIATaY! Extras needed for

feature films, comnr>ercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

aUB HOUSE ATTENDANT. M-F, 7- 11 am,
$6^. Duties include takir^g reservations, en-

forcing rules, and sonrte maintainanct.
(310)475-7812.

CRUISaiNE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard^andside
available. Year-rourtd & summer positions.

(612)643-4333.

DAY CAMP Sending Canejo and San Fernando
Valleys seeks caring, erwrgetic people ior

sunvner staff. General courwelors ar>d special

instructors for horseback riding, music, crafts,

swimming nature, gymnastics and more.
Great placet (818)706-8255.

DELIVERY DRIVERS/PHONE PERSONEL
NEEDED days anchor evenings. Must have
proof of insurarKe and good driving record.

Knowledge of area helpful. Applicatiorw ac-

cepted between 9-1 1 Ir 2-5. ROSIE'S inside the

West Side Towers. 1 1845 W. Olympic Blvd.

% -block East of Bundy.

DERMATOLOGY office assistant with medical
or scientific interests. (310) 555-7661.

DISABLED STUDENT needs help doing laun-

dry and cleaning apartment. Responsible per-

son sought 3-4 hoursAveek. Flexible hours.

Leave nr>essage for Troy at 208-5040.

DISTRIBUTOR: Student security producU, part

time, ern big $$S (310)574-1365

DRIVER, PERSON-FRIDAY FOR PROFES-
SIONAL COUPLE. Responsible, excellent

driving record, drive late model luxury car

Monday AM round trip LA-San Diego and
Friday PM RT San Diego-LA. Car LA based.
Must be available for errands during the week.
Good Salary. References. Beverly at 206-3191.

DRIV£R WANTED, Own car, hours variable.

(310)559-6882.

Driver for two children, late afternoons, must
have experience w/children aryi rcfererKes.

(310)278-0456.

30 Help Wanted

PART-TIME ReUil Salei, •$8.20 Starting Pay*,

Schedule around classes. Eve^vknds avail-

able. Scholarships a%vardcd quarterly. (310)

396-1479

PART-TIME MAN. CLERK, afternoon hours

only. (310)572-7272, Charlie.

PART-TIME FILE aERK. flexible hours, apply
within. (310)572-7272, Charlie.

PART-TIME Psych office. Light bookkeeping
billing, wordprocessing, transcriptions.

(310)278-0064.

PT COUNSaOR at adolescent psychiatric

residential program in Malibu to work Friday

and Saturday overnight. Expcrierxre r>ecessary.

Pat (310)457-7960.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 sUrt. Scholarshi

Internships. CafI now (818)345-4479.

8 people needed now
ani«pto$8/kr.

Hoascfcieeners

gjl (213) 453-1817

MALES AND FEMALES, Ages 18-24 for nude
modeling for French and American Maga-
2ines. Same day pay. Call Paul 31 0-278-9162.

MESSENGER: Westside law fimn needs mes-
senger. Must have reliable car & suitable

insurarK:e, hours negotiable. Call Cindy at

207-8226.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NANNY/ BABYSITTER. 6-yf-old boy, WLA. 3
afierrKx>ns a week. Car/ insurance, English

speaking. Refererxres a must. (310)477-2879.

EARN up to tIM per month
BY

up to 911
HELPMQ \

DONATE BLOOO PLATELETS SAFELY

For Informetiofi
Call Anna

Cancer patients throughout LA
barwfH from your participation

ffrsHeMAy«grART
4«94VtaNuyiBtaLI

P/r - LAB naPER, need dependable person to
wash, sterilize glassware, operate autoclaves,

pipette machines, automatic dishwasher and
distillation apparatus. Receive, verify and de-
liver supplies and equipment. Operate projec-

tor and other audio visual equipment for class

and scientific research presentations, as
ntedf^. Ability td lift up to at least 50 lbs.

required, non-smoking environment.
$8.03/hr. Contact Margaret Lacey
(310)625-9369.

NEED CASH? EARN $S0.$1 00 or nwrc par day
(comm) •»- IncerHlves. Positive, er>ergetic solici-

tors wanted for Val ley Funding Drive. $5per hr.

during TRAINING PERIOD. Need CAR. No
Exp. Fuil/Part Tinw. (816)907-4967.

CPA FIRM NEEDS COMPUTER OPERATOR
MWF, 9am.-5pm. ASK FOR AL. (310)

470-4500.

PART-TIME office assistant rieadad by Brent-

wood Law-flrm for filing, mail, etc. Krxiwladge

of word-perfect helpfuL Flexible hours, great

experience, $7 per hour. CALL (310)207-5400
ext. 65 (24 hrs.)

P/T OR F/T CASHIER WANTED. JAPANESE Ir

ENGLISH SPEAKING. HANDBAGS PLUS.
1037 WESTWOOD BLVD. (310)624-0700.

RETAIL SALES P/T. Experienced sales person
for children's store. WesUide Pavllllon.

10-3:30 (M-F) Call for Interviews
(310)441-1696.

RN WANTED fbr dermatoloiy office (310)

550-7661. J^^ ^
SANTA MONICA House Keeper wanted,
14(boy) & 9(girl). Must have car,& valid CA
licertse. Driving, cooking, cleaning, laundry.

Hours approximately Tu-Fr(3-7), M&SaL (9-6).

Hours must be flexible. $6/hr Helen
(310)479-6830.

SRAII part time, F/T summer. Position includes

electronic & mechanical assembly, some prog-

ramming. Dr. Demer (310)825-5931. EEOC
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, the Bie Bear Tennis
Ranch is hiring counselors to %voii: as TENNIS,
WATERSKIING, JET SKI, and RECREATION
INSTRUCTORS. Call Bob at (714)58S-3133,
for more info.

TELEMARKETER POSITON. Evening. $6/hr •!•

bonus. (310)277-5626, Sean.

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $14.90. $12.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Necaa-
sary. 1 .90O-6ea4454 ext. 0214.

WAITRESS NEEDED. Brent«vood resUurant.

Gxperierxx preferred. Apply in person M-F
i-5pm. 11714 Barrington Q.

WANTE(3— free-style wrestling coadV trainer

two^ree tinrtes a week. Intermediate experi-

ence oJc. (310)457-6042.

WEEKEND COOK, HOUSEKEEPER. Also,

chiki and pet care. Sat. and Sun., 7vn-7pm;
Ehgfish, car, references required. Norvsmokar.
Pay-negotiable. (310)629-^500.

^^~^A«A HL^TECH, MUTIf«EDlA COMPANY
looking for temporary full and part thna
Product Testers to view our titles and write up
bug reports. Person(s) shouki be very visual,

detail oriented arxi have good ar>alytical,

written communication skills. Minimum
24hr^veek including evenings, SaL* Sun.
Call Andrea for orientation date(s) at

(310)444-6543.

Job Opportunities 32

Laboratory Assistant
Seeking dependable, eneifdic person to
work in a Ub environment. Experience in

sterilizing/washing glasiware, operation of
autoclives. pipette machines, automatic
dishwashers, distillation apparatus and
disposal of radioisocope matcnals. Receive,
venfy, deliver fupplies/equipmenL Atnlityto
lift SOf lbs. Reqd. Non-Smoking woik area.

Salary. $1,766 - $1,921 (mid-point),

benefits pkg.

Send lesume: B. Sears, Microbioloey A
Immunology, School of Medicine, 43-247

CHSTLos Angdci. CA 90024
AfT. Act En^.

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT: Biomedical Journal.

Word Processor, excellent spelling and typing
skills. English/journalism majors. Ruth:
825-6521.

ENJOY FREE LONG DISTANCE PHONE
CALLS AND SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME!
CALL Dl 0)575-5046 ANYTIME. (CONTROL
NUMBER—523—OOP).
EXTRAS NEEDED for country artist

performance/video. Please call
(310)823-3106 for further information.

FRONTRUNNERS LOOKING FOR SELF-
MOTIVATED, energetic, goal oriented, men
and women for sales positiorw. Apply in

person FRONTRUNNERS Brentwood, 11640
San Vicente Blvd.

HaP! New corH:ept restaurant in WLA— Fun,

fast-paced atntosphere — Needs to fill the
following positions imnr>ediately: Part-time

cook-general kitchen help. No experierKe

necessary. Flexible houn between 5anv3pm.
$6^r. Part-time delivery people. Must have
own vehicle (scooter a plus), liability

insurance and good DMV record. Flexible

hours between 6aniv2pm. Mininr>um wage -f

.ALL tips! Positions begin first week
of March. Call (310)445-3366 for details.

EOE.

HOUSEKEEPING^HILDCARE wanted. 6hr/

day, M-F, Own transportation, WLA. English

speaking non-smoker. (310)391-8784.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research

and make $$ P/T. Sell condoms. Perfect

Health. (605) 655-5624.

MAKE MONEY EASY! Just advertise 24hr
roadside assistance club memberships $39.95
annually. Much cheaper than comparable
services. Good anywhere any road US and
Canada. Membership covers member and
spouse, k^cludes all cars up to 1 ton truck an
RVs. First year men>bership irKludes FREE 6
night, seven day 4 star hotel stay In Hawaii or

Mexico. Dealerships arc available by calling

310-512-6021.

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a
job or summer internship? Receive an invalu-

able list of contact names, addresses and
phone fs at over 100 of Hollywood's top

production companies, talent agencicf, and
studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFO-
SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Lot Angeles, CA
90046.

NEEDED;^NC3.ISH INSTRUCTOR to teach In

Japan. One year contract. For more informa-

tion call (816)568-7629.

STUDENT FELLOW OBA^N, reproductive

medicirw, pt afternoons. $7Ayf. Assist research,

coordinate appts, screen carKiidates. Student
Awalth scierK:es, excellent communicatton
skills. Cedar-Sinai Medical Center. Randy
Spidchi (310) 855-5523.

SUBSCRIPTKDN SALESPEOPLE FOR TRE-
MARKETINC. Salvy •»- commission. Mon^Sun
days and evenings. Great hm. (310)393-3162.

SUMMER TEACHING POSmON, California's

most respected reading school is hiring reading

enrichnr>ent teachers. F/T sumnrter work,

$400-$50QM(. > milaae alk)tment, health

benefits, paid training, flexible hours, under-

grad degree lequired, need car, horw teaching

skills wf\\\e helping kids learn to bve books!

(310)426-5037.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS TO CHILDREN in

Japan fbr l-ycar. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

required. Japanese not required. Makiko.
(310)337-7006 ext.214.

TEACHER'S AIDS for handicapped children

after school program. Must have 12 child

developnwnt units. Jeffrey Foundation
(213)965-7531.

Internships

30 internships 34

CABLE SOCCER SHOW seeks flekj reporter

with soccer knowladgB. Hours Flexible. Great

opportunity. Call (310)392-0640.

LOOKING FOR INTERNS to read A cover

scripts for claM credit Please serxi resume to

Tracy, 10202 West Wvhington Bivd, Cuhrer

aty, Ca., 90232.

RESTLESS RECORDS SEEKING INTERNS.
GREAT WAY TO LEARN HOW A RECORD
COMPANY OPERATES. AREAS OPEN IN-

aUOE RADO PROMOTION, PUBLK:ITY,

PRO0UCTK>N, AND MARKETING. FOR IN-

FORMATION PLEASE CAU KEPTH MORAN
AT 213-957-4357 X233

PAID INTERNSHIP
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Gray Goodman Inc.

Tklent & Literary Agency

Is looking for interns to do general

ofiTice support and script coverage.

Must be some type of film major

with journalism background.

CaU (310)276-7070

Child Care WcMited 35

A LOVING PERSON NEEDED TO CARE FOR
MY 2-YR.OLD DAUGHTER. 3 daysAwk. Ex-

perierKx Ir refererKes required. Near LKTLA.

(310)476-2079.

BABYSFTTER wanted, afternoons to care for

3 children, ages 1 -6. Must have car and enjoy

interacting with children. Call (31 0)473-61

1

7,

after 7pm.

WLA. Call Josephine, 010)643-0506.

LIVE-h Babysitter^ousekeeper. 15 months
oM baby. Sday^wk. References. Shemtan
Oaks. Cail Mona (818)990-5654.

NANNY (Female or Male) for toddler;Reliable,

affectior^ate, stimulating. 2 dayi^veek. Echo
Park area. (213)660-1040

TODDLER NEEDS BABYSFTTER. Tucs. mom-
Ings, walk to campus (310)624-3963.

UCLA PROFESSOR sks experierKxd, re-

sponsible, upbeat babysitter for 7-yr-old twin
boys, 3-9:30pm Thursdays, 3-6pm FrkJays.

Good pay. Must have reliable car.
(616)964-1606, 010)625-3240.

Apartments tor Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM, LARGE CONDOMINIUM-
Pool, Jacuzzi, gym, 24-hour, security, 2-park-
ing spaces, excellent location. SlOOtVmonth.
Maureen 636-1372.

$695, 2-BEDROOM, upper, buih-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

BACHELOR $45(VMO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(31(»639-7227.

BACHaOR. Near SM and Bundy. ReklgtrZ
tor, hot plate, carpet, drapes, laundry
facilities. (310>622-6467.

BEAUTIFUU NEW, 2br/2ba wRh view, A/C,
CVW. Quiet, secured paricing. Only $1150.
475 Gayley. Call Tad 624-0766.

BEST DEAia IN WESTWOOD. Prime foca-
tion. 10-minuta walk to LKXA. Unfurnished/
furnished. Modem 2-bedroonV 2-bath. Air,

2-parking, balconies, fireplaces.
$1075-$135(Vmo. 206-2655.

MAR VISTA from $925. 1 numth free.

2bad/2bath, 2 storv custom townhome. Gated
garage, fireplace, balcony, central air. 11913
Abon Way. 010)391-1076.

.

MAR VISTA. $1 ,650. 3bed/3bath > lolL 3 story

custom townhome. Fireplace, sur>deck, gated

garage. 3954 Beethoven. 010)391-1076.

34 Intemstilps 34

JAMES CAMERON'S BURBANK
PRODUCTION COMPANY

is looking for a development intern to start 6/92.
Responsibilities include: reading scripts and

newspapers, typing, filing, research, and checking

book rights. This non-paying position requires a
junior or senior who must arrange to receive school
credit for the internship, has taken several cinema
classes and is interested in persuing a career in

producing or development. Send resumes with cover
letter to Lightstorm Entertainment, Internship

Program, 3100 Damon Way. Burbank. CA, 91505.
Interviews will be heW in April. Deadline March 31.
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments

MAR VISTA. From $950. 1 month free.

2bed/2bath, 2 story custom townhome. Bal-
cony, central air, gated garage. Fireplace.

12741 Mitchell 010)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles II save $$$. Large pool & patio area.
Closer to beach. Quiet building.
3746 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (310)396-6579.

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 newer buildinn.
2bed/2bath townhonrm. Fireplace, balconies,
gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA $950. 2bed^bath newer custom
townhonr^e, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,
security alarm. 1 mo. free with lease. 12736
Caiwell 010)391-1076.

MAR VIST\ from $695, 1 -month free, 2-bed/
2-bath custom 2-story townhome. Central air,

balcony, gated garage, fireplace. 1 1931 Avon
Way. 010)391-1076.

652 Veteran Ave!

1BDRM
Starting at $700

movo-in allowance

I

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -BEDROOM UPPER
FRONT. EXCaLENT VIEW, DINING ROOM,
PARKING. RENT BONUS. MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. 010) 639-6294.

WESTWOOD: Huge l-bd. 3 parking spaces,

hardwood floor. (213)444-1476, 656-6650 .

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor
$550 (utilitcs included), laroe unfurnished 1-

bedroom $850, unfurnished 2-bedrooms
$1095 (310)395-2903.

WESTWOOD AREA. Urge single wAitchen.
New carpet, quiet, older building w^rown
moldings. $650. (310)470-5952.

WEST>A«OCAXXA. Singles/1 -bd/2-bd. From
$350 per peraon. Roommates available. 515
Kehon Ave. 206-1976.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2.BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. ^.^/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. 010)639-6294.

WESTWOOD. Furnished bachelor. Uilities

included. Walk to UCLA. Bath and shower,
refrigerator. Hardwood floor. $475.
Ol0)2niU>?6S

WESIWCX)DnAZA
APARTMENTS

DbecdyMcmss from
mld'^ampus UCLA
Rn^shed &. Unfurnished

Bacheioisfiom$550

Singles fiom $600 to $750

1 Bdmns 6om $750 to $900

ZBdmns/ZBtti fiom $1200

Variable Lei^gtti Leases

501 -505 GalleyAi^
(310)208-8505 <:n^i.?i:»2 o,}! - j{ 2 oiv or 2 0'};r- (. 7 •>: I

WALKTOUOA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS

2 master suites • 2 bath

Students/Roommates Welcome

$950 thfii Aug 1

$1100 thruJune 30
Special Break whh Fall Renewal

• refrig•dishwasher•A/C •

•controlled enlry«
•parking• elevator•

519 Glenrock 213-208-4835

WESTWCX5D PRIME LOCATION. Generous
mo¥e-ln bonus. Fumishec^infumished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to
UCLA. A^ pool, elevator, 555 Levering
206-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD 2-bec^-bath. Walking distance

or shuttle to campus. Move in end of MardV
April T. Security parking, new buikiing.

$J2S0/rwo. Call Irene or Melanie
OIOMTO-Wgr. =

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, *2-bedroom unit avail-

able now. "Roommate situatktns available

now. "Waiting list fbr Summer »id Fail.

Heated pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, fitness center.

Please call 206-4666.

Nia, QUIET: CC $630. 2 BOTTA BATH.
WLA $750 1 bd. 010)626-6907.

ONE-BEDRM GUESTHOUSE Furnished, w^,
microwave, nice area, one person only.

^565^no UfiHtles Indoded. t3tO>475-rt 32.

M > f^vmt^^^m^a^^^i^mfmwmmm w mmmm

i^arge 2 Bedroom Unit

527 MldvMe
A~-^MMMMfaMri

French Doors *Sauna
•Jacuzzi *Fireplace

*Gym * Heated Pool

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868
Fan waiting list has started.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION: Quiet, spa-
cious, 2 bd/2 bath, parking, gated entry.

$1700/mo. 601 Westholme. Ruth
(31 0)395-7272.

WESTWOOD, GREAT LOCATION; spacious
2b<Vl bath, bachelor, parking. Immediate
occupancy, $600-$1 37S/mo. 609 Kelton.

Ruth (310)395-7272.

WESTWOOD $800, UPPER, bright, 1-bed,

carpet, drapes, stove , refrig, closed garage.
1676 morning §4. (310) 275-1335.

WLA, $1075, 2-bed/2-bath. Fireplace, new
vertical blinds, W/D, near UCLA bus. 1 556 S.

Brockton. (310)475-2944.

WLA 1 -BEDROOM $675, 2-BED $650. Near
campus. (310) 477-0725.

WLA - 3516 Jasmine. 2-bed/2-bath. $975/mo.
AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security building,

patio.(310)636-5311. (310)837-0761.

PALAIS $1695 4.bed ••• loft/3-bath. Newer
3-story custom townhome. Fireplace, gated
garage, security alann, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. 010)391-1076.

PALMS, $600, 2-bed/1% bath, large upper,
pool, new carpet, parking, laundry, no pets,

454-4754.

PALMS, $675. Upstairs 1 -bedroom, parking
large private patio. Front unit on quiet
street. (310)917-1147.

PALMS firom $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.

#36. 2-be(V2-bath newer custom townhome.
Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. alarm.
3614 Faris Dr. (310)391-1076.

PALMS: Large 2-bed/2-bath, den, fireplace,

private double garage, wet bar. $1 295. Randy,
Agt. 470-1761.

PALMS. Single. $395. Stove & refrigerator.

(213)637-9616.

|si»\( lOl S l-i;i)KM t

J
Dishwasher/ AC/

[

; Microwave
j;

4 Walk-in closets. I

]
12 blk from

|

; campus. Kelton
; 430 Kelton I

\
S24-74()9

I

SHORT-TERM
Very large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
Super closets

All utilities, parking included

Pool & sundeck
$825/month (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

208-4394
J

i2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security buiWIng,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,

saunasJacuzzi, sun

(deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow

4 students per

apartment.
From $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

f Kii: ki:n I

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

l»K()l I SSIONAI 1^ MAN U, I I) in MOSS cK ( ().

WLA-3516 )asnf>ine. 1 -bedroom with ioft.

$97S^rK>. AC, firepiace, dishwasher, security

building, sundeck, patio. (310)636-5311.
(310)637-0761.

WLA. $625 and up. Bachelors and singles.

Security paricing rooftop sundeck ft Jacuzzi
with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA. $670-660. 1 -bedroom. Pool, laundry,

BBQ, appliance 1fe31 W>«^g^ A^
ptti. 070)820-1121.

^

WLA AREA S565Ano. Beat the tuition hikes!

Live outside the high rent districti CLOSE TO
UCtA. Attractive, furnished singles. Two can
live as cheaply as one! 1525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)477-4632.

WLA, beautiful, newer, gated building, from
$795, call manager (213)267-2261.

WLA^NTURY CITY TWO BLOCKS. 1 Bed-
room $750. Bright, carpets, drapes, stove,

refrigerator, laundry facilities. Quiet building

(310)474-1172.

WLA, giant (bargain at $800), 2-bedroom
w/patio or balcony, mini-blinds, celing fans,

appliances, wallt-in closet, move-in $1,450,
11519 Venice Blvd Apt 2 A Apt 4, 390-5065.

WLA, SPACIOUS (bargain at $675), 1 -bed-
room, mini-blirvis, ceiling fans, appliar>ces,

quiet building, move-in $1 225, 1 1 527 Venice
Blvd «7. (310)390-5065.

WLA, SUPER (bargain at $635), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, parking,

utilities included, move- in $1210. 363 7Se-
pulveda Blvd. Apt. 6 (310)390 5065.

WLA, spacious (bargain at $605), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blinds, celing fans, appliances, parking,

move-in $1160, 3637 Sepukada Blvd #5,
390-5065.

Apartments

MANHATTAN, N.Y. APARTMENT, fully funv
ished, 1 bedroom, large and sunr^, ideal

location. 24-hour security, $1300/mo.
(212)243-6734.

SANTA MONICA, l-bed^-balh, $220aAno.,
at ocean, dining room, kitchen, large terrace,

Dorothy Hecht (310)395-4643,
(310)393-2761.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$52S^o. LAilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocj^orT^ampi^213^2^181^^^

Apts. Unfurnished 51

$595, spacious 1 -bedroom, prhracy, garden-
type buiMing like a home, front and back
entry, sundeck, nice valley location in Sher-
man Oaks. One year lease required.
(31D475-9561.

$700 WLA, 1426 Bamngton Ave. Large Mod-
em 1-bed. Stove, frig, dw, a/c. (310)637-0761

.

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed^% bath.
Sieve, refrigerator, dish-washer, alr-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 637-0761

.

WLA $95Q/mo. 2.bed/2-bath. Gated garage,
stove, refrigerator, dishwi&her, tile, storage.

FJear LXILA bus & shops. 2607 South Se-

pulveda (310)313-2624.

BRENTWOOD $950. Huge sunny 2-bed/
Vh -bath. New. Vertical blinds, refrieerator,

d/w, parking, free rent w/Ttase.
(310)556-3156. . .

BRENTWOOD 2-BED/1% BATH, tunny and
bright upper, laundry, parking. $89Vmo. (310)
550-6755. ^^
BRENTWOOD. Super clean, l-bedroom. No
pets. $700/mo. Low move-in fee.
(310)826-3638.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $695. 1-

bedroom, $750-$600. I^ar Wilshire Ir UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 626-6461

61

Large & Small Bachelor's available. Walking
distance of campus. Utilities included. CaU
Paul at (310)624-9754.

MAR VISTA. 5760. 2-bed/1-bath upper and
lower. Newly decorated. Available now. Short
commute to UCLA, close to freeway. 1 2225
Pacific Ave., apt.»3,7. (310)628-3667.

PAC PAL, $6SiO-875, 2 Sharp, 1 Brs, Choose
upper or fower. Gated, cat O.K.
(310)315-9412.

PALMS $695-$795, large 1 and 2-bedroom
uniU. I^ew security building. AK, dfw, quiet
street, Uilities included w/some units. 1

bus to UCLA. D1 0)636-3960.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quiet. Bundy N. of
Olympic, excellent manager. $665.
(310)620-7049.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS AVAILABLE fbr

faculty/ sUff, 1 ft 2 bedrooms, unfurnished,
short walk to LXILA. Call 206-1947, Mon^rl,

" 8anv5pm.

WEST L.A 1 -bedroom. $597. Free utilities.

$700 moves you in. 361 1 Motor near Venice
Blvd. (310)626-2446x344.

WEST LA Studio. $697 and 1 -bedroom, $867.
Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pod
and spa. Quiet and friendly. VISA/MC. Sedona
Village. (310)280-0692.

WLA 1 BEDROOM $695; upstairs, bright,
walk to marfcetA>us. Oote to LXTLA. 1242
Barry. (310)395-2903.

WLA. $950. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large
modem 2-bed/1 'A bath, stove, refrid, dw, A^.
(310)637-0761

.

—^^^^^^^""^^^^"^
Apartments to StKare 52

APARTMENT TO SHARE, own bedroom, pool,
sundeck, good area, off National, M/F, smok-
ing ok. Call after 5pm. (310)636-9686.

BEL AIR — Fenfule for huge own bedroom
fantastic apt Pbol, storage, A^. $575M>o.
iudy (310H71-3560.

BRENTWOOO-GRAO STUDENT ft DOG lo
share bvely 2-bed/2-bath w/hfiale or female,
available april, U90fmo. (310)447-2235.

aOSEST APARTMENT TO CAMPUS PARK-
ING, 2BECV2BATH. GIri wanted, share with 3
girls. 601 Westholme, 010)206-6611.

FEMALE NEEDED ASAP TO SHARE LARGE.
-»-BEfV2-6ATM. lACUZZI, WALK TO OWIT
PUS. %AO0fMO. (310)208-5595.

FEMALE: SHARE LARGE 2 BEDROOM. 2
BATH APT. Secured parking close to UCLA.
$525/mo.,'A. Available March 22.
010)474-4077.

FEMALE UNDERGRADUATE to share 2 bed/2
bath beautiful apartment. Brand-rww building,
high ceilings, balcony, security parking. Prime
Westwood location! $377/month. Stephanie
208-5138.

MALE ROOMMATE. Private bedroorT\/bath,

2+2, brand new, luxurious cor\do. 2-mile$
from campus. %&0Oimo. (310)473-3405.

MOR. $575/mo. UTILITIES INCLUDED. Non-
smoking female. 2bcd/2bath. Furnished, pool,
Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)827-9596.

NEAR VETERAN AND SM. 1 -bed/1 -bath.
Roommate needed Spring quarter. Possible
own room. $375. Steve, 473-2012.

PALMS. 2-bed/1 -bath, in nice area, $375/mo »-

utilities. Call Elizabeth, (310)282-7742 or
010)836-3539.

PALMS. RESPOf^lBLE MALE to share w/
professionals, quiet, clean. $3921/mo, leave
message (213)292-6926.

SEX: FEMALE, 5-min walk to UCLA, spring qtr^
furnished, /VC, pool, elevator, security, park-
ing, $375. (310)206-7303, Valerie.

WESTWOODAXIA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
bath. S30Q/mo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room. 515
Kelton Ave. 010)206-1976.

WESTWOOD GREAT PLACE $630 own room-
phone- parking- seconds from LXILA available

3/1 Diane 010)624-2785.

WLA. SPACIOUS. Own bedA>ath/phone.
Security/parking. A/C. Very clean, quiet.
\XXK. $520. 010)445-5375.

WLA. spacious 2-be<V2-bath, $475/mo. +
'A -utilities, parking, 2-miles to UCLA. Call
evenings (310)479-7316.

Roommates 53
1 -BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. Female needed.
1-bdnn to share. $31 VW>onth. Available 3/20.
010)824-7963.

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 1 BR
with 2 others, furnished, large apt., 10 mln.
walk to campus, only $317Ano., available
3/16, (310)824-3645.

527 MIDVALE. MALE roommate wanted.
Heated pool, sauna, fitnen room.
(310)824-0230.

ACROSS THE STREET FROM UCLA. Female to
share 1 room in large 2-bedroom apartment.
Quiet roomies. Security ft parking. $425Atk>.
010)206-7636, 010)206-7992.

AMAZING APARTMENT w/ balcony n^
female roommate for Spring Quarter.
$36Q^nonth. Call Paula (310)624-2120

APARTMENT TO SHARE, own bed, own bath,
BH adjacent, $525/mo. (310)657-9523.

BEVE^RLV HILLS, private room, bath, kitchen,
no pk, for female, non-$n>oker only. $375.
010)552-1004. _^
EASY <X>ING FEMALE TO SHARE CHEAP,
SPACKXJS 2BED/2BATH. Kelton, A.S.A.P.
Wet bar, fireplace, security. Through June.
010)206-4764.

FEMALE, furnished 2-bed/ 2-bath. Parking.
$33Q/mo. 679 Gayley/ Landfair, #205. Maria,
010)208-0212. 010)634-6420. weekends.

. !< .
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RANCHO PARK studio rear private residerxre.

Quiet. Near bus. Available VI 5. Lease

SSOO^no. (816)752-9040.

VENICE- Single upper unit. Quiet, lots of light,

view, parking. Close to beach. $S9S/rTK>.

(310)395-3681.

WESTCHESTER, new luxury 2-bed/ 2-balh,

fireplace, garage, dishwasher, laundry, inter-

com, track lighting. (310)215-9310,
546-3187.

BEVERLY HILLS ADjAaNT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3.CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
SPRING QTR SUBLEASE $450

LAST OF 17!

Priv. Room. Prlv. Bath,

Shared Kitchen. 633 Gayley Av«.

208-5920

r NorthridQe $275 up. 500 furnished unll sludent

houslfig ladHly. Shared or private units, wtth or

wUhout Mlchens. Private baths. PidoI. Jacuzzi.

recfMlon room. 1/2 hour drtve lo UCLA. Open year

round. Free brochure. Northrtdoe Carnpus

Mdenoe. 9500 Zeizah. Norlhridoe. CA. 91325

(tiMM-in?

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $84VMO. 2-BED.
ROOM. UPPER,FRONT.VIEW,BALCONY.
WORSTER ST., 1/2 BLOCK TO PKIO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $650-735.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE4-PLEX.'A BLOCK TO PKZO BUS. (310)
839-6294.

t

L

Large Newly
Remodeled

1 &2 Bedroom Units
BeverlywDOod -

WLAArea
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 $825
Call 657 -8756

BEST DEAL IN WESTWOOD. PRIME LOCA-
TION. MODERN, FUNRISHED/
UNFURNISHED, 2-BDRM^2-BATH. AIR, 2
PARKING SPOTS, BALCONIES, FIREPLACES.
$1000-51350. (310)208-2655.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. Spacious upper 14>d.
Bright. Stov^A«frlg. Ample closets. High cell-

ing with nrwldings. 5 miles to campus. $71 5.

(310)273-9476.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1195. 2.BED ^ DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLEX.
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVO
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD. $945, 2.be<i/ 2-bath, balcony,
lease, by appointment only. 1 1 728 Mayfleld
#5. (310)271-6811. ^
«RENTWOO0 $S75-$900 SINGLE, 1 & 2
bedroom unfurnished deluxe (310)550-1228.

BRENTWOOD, $545/$565, unfurnished/
furnished, new decor, lease, by appointnwnt
only. 11728 Mayficid »4. (310)271-6811.

HUGE SINGLE. Big bath & kitchen. Balcony.
Parking. 10 minute walk to campus. $b25/mo
ob.o. (310)206-8362.

LARGE BACHELOR UNIT, w/ln 4-blocks of
beach, utilities included, $650 -f security,

(213)396-2115.

LUXURY APARTMENTS. 2-bed/ 2-bath and
1 -bed. In Hollywood. 30-minutes from IXIA.
Starting from $795 and up. CALL anytime at

(213)957-0697.
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Munich mister
5 Festive
9 Raze

14 Fort — . Ont.
15 Above: Ger.
16 Spring
17 Arrar>ges
18 Miami natives
20 Discomfort
21 Swamp
22 Future and

past
23 Spud
25 Wild talker

27 Gulf of —
29 Male animal
30 Soda flavor

34 Have title to

36 Shapes
38 Singer
39 Flashy dude
42 Water body
43 An Astaire
44 Those that

do: suff.

45 Noticed
46 Youth org.

47 Planet
49 Pet —
51 Get rid of

54 Entertained
58 Dock union:

abbr.
60 — monster
61 SS of SST
63 "Step !"

64 Farm
implements

65 Sourr>es8
66 Good review
67 Perceive
68 Flying toy
69 Dog follower

DOWN
1 Afghan city

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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2 Author Jong
3 90 degrees
4 Plant again
5 Nonsense:

— slar>g -—

r

6 More
competent

7 Italian

artist

8 Airline abbr.
9 Cargo packer
10 Ireland: poet.
11 Passages
12 Feudal slave
13 Without:

sufT.

19 Article

24 Pardon
26 Quebec

scenic area
28 — de plume
30 Meadow
31 — fortitude

32 A Northwest

African

33 Bungles
34 Sashes
35 Beverage

r
37 Charter —
38 Set foot on
40 "Count to —
41 Tree
46 Some

furniture

48 Hardships
49 In itself

50 Author Georg*

52 — of India

53 Detested
54 Snakes
55 Pack animal
56 Versed in

57 Darns,
perhaps

59 Israeli port

62 Hard wood
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FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE HUGE,
WIGHT, ONE BEDROOM APT. FURNISHED,
PARKING. $367/mo. NEAR CAMPUS.
(310)206-4076.

FEMALE NEEDED to share room acrau from
campui. $30(VWk>. includes breakfvt. Call
jerrelyn (213)624-9749.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. S29(yhio. +
% utilities. Share master bedroom In a 3-bed-
room townhouse. 479-7166.

FEMALE ROOMMATE. 2+2 LARGE apt.

$32S^TN> + 1/4 utiliticf + deposit. Security,

garage. Walk to campus. (310)206-1949.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share bed-
room In 2-bed apannwrH. Furnished. Cool
roomies. Available mid-March—August.
$375Atk>. Stephanie 824-0014 or 652-1511
(rrmsage).

54 TownhouM for Rent 66

VENICE BEACH. Great Location, norvsmoker
to share 2bdmV2bath house. SSOVA utilities.

Justin (310)827-7964.

WALK TO IXTLA. $50(Vmo. including utilities,

hardwood floors, lovely, airy, quiet, 2-bed-
room apt., female, (310)824-1157.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)206-2241.

WLA. 5-BEDROOM HOUSE. 1 -bedroom
available April 1st. Female only. $40(ymo.
Washer/dryer, storage, parking.
(805)640-0616.

SEEKING SERIOUS, STUDIOUS, QUIET
MALE for furnished bedroom, WLA house.
Microwave, refrigerator. Refermces. $325.
(310)27^4387.

PALMS. $1195. Townhouse. 2 4 den + 2*A .

Fireplace, dishwasher, pool, skylights, security

building. (310)473-7860.

PALMS, 2 be<V2bath. Townhouse Security

Buildinc. Fireplace, central lir, $10S(VWk>. 24
his. can-(21 3)204.4230.

VAN NUYS. Beautiful townhouse, private

garage, A^, 3 stories, rooms-$42S, $375, and
$350. (818)786-4414.

Condos for Sale 67

60

13

m
W

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED. $400 + utili

ties. Close to UCLA near Wilshire. Own room,
share bathroom. (310)473-1905.

LOOKING FOR REPLACEMENT IN sunny,
2-bed, 2-bath apt. w/ beautiful view on
Glenrock. Furnished, walk-in closet.
624-1976.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER wanted to

share spacious 2 bedroom cottage. Close to

UCLA $497.5Q/mo. negotiable. Call Tom
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 - id«
13039.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, female roommate
wanted. Healed pool,, sauna, fitness room,
$375/mo., Julie, 206-6216.

NEED 1 OR 2 GIRLS. Own room or share
room. S590 or $295. AvI. now. 476-4131.

ONE MONTH FREE! 1 female roommate
needed to share 2bed/2bath. 5 minute walk to

UCLA. (Alessia) 208-7423.

ROOMMATE WANTED to sublet anti^or take
over rent for 1 RM In 2 story apartment In Santa
Monica starting 6/92 CALL 207-5695.

ROOMMATE, M/F, to share 2-bed/2-balh
apartment. Venice, $475/mo + 'A -utilities.

Security, parking, near beach. (310)821-4289.

ROOMMATE: own roonr\A>ath in 2+2 Palms
apartment, uncovered parldng, $412/mo.
Available immediately (310)202-0454.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 2-bed/
2-bath apartn>ent in quiet building, 2-blocks
south of Wilshire. Parking, laundry, cable,

jacu22i. 5-minute walk to campus shuttle.

^M6/m^. O^^T^-^HB, leave rrfeg^e.

ROOMMATE WANTED lo share large 2-bed-
room with 3 girls. 'A -block from campus.
Available 3/20. $403.75/mo. 624-1774.

SHARE 2-BEO/2.BATH. Beautiful, brand new
apartnxjnl on C^yley. 1 -block from campus.
Available mid-Marcii. Lisa. (3 10)206-5 136.

SUPER BARGAIN. Share spectacular WLA
hous: . female roommate $460 or 2 room-
mates, $230/each. Parking and bus.
(310)841-0803.

VENKI ROOMMATE NEEDED. 1 block from
beach! 2.bed/1-balh. LARGE UPPER W/
PATK). Paricing included. Own Room. $475 +
'A utilites -t- deposit. Available IMMEDIATELY
Call (310)305-7856.

WESTWOOD, FEMALE ROOMMATE, mod-
em 2-be(V2-bath, gym, Jacuzzi, gated parking,

on campus. $32S/nrK). Call 824-7577.

WESTWOOD, MALE ROOMMATE, $350,
Share bedroom, furnished. Spring quarter
sublet. Cable, spacious, bright, quiet bidg.

Dan (310)206-6255.

WLA. FEMALE to share large 2-bed/1 -bath.

Must like caU. $445 + *A -util. Leslie

(310)207-5740.

WLA. (Male to) share 2-bedroonrv2bath. Furrv
ished, vaulted ceilingi. 1-mile to campus.
$34C^no. Availabfe 3/19. (310)470-2776.

Room for Rent 54

HIT Sublet

GOING OUT OFTOWN
THIS SUMMER?

WANTED!
SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS
WEST L.A. LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (6-10 WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE HOUSING FOR
SUMMER LAW CLERKS FROM
MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact Recruiting

(310)312-4187

1, 3 & 3 BEDKUOM FURN ISHED APART-

MENJS needed for 2-3 months, on the West-
side. Approximately 5/20-mi<^end August.
Please contact Elaine Golan (310)449-6000.

SPRING QUARTER SUBLET. Furnished single

apartment on Hilgard, across from campus.
Security building, pool. Available 3/22—6/20.
$695Ano. Parking available. Leave message,
Tom (310)397-6193.

SPRING QUARTER SUBLET, furnished bache-
lor on Gayley across from UCLA $550
includes utilities, private bath, cooking utili-

ties. Available 3/22-6/30 or longer, leave

nr>essage (310)206-7620.

TEMPORARY SUBLET MAR.15-APR.30 OR
ESS,OWNftJRNISHEOROOM INSHARED
HOUSE, WALK TO UCLA. $350/OBO,
CHEAPER THAN A HOTa. STEVE, 474-8420.

Omelveny ft Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

House for Rent 56

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes
UCLA fully furnished. Quiet, luxury, kitchen,

private entrance. Male. (310)473-5769.

BEVERLY HILLS MANSION. Private suite for

female. Tennis court, pool, gym. House facili-

ties. SSOO/mo. (310)278-6972.

BEVERLY HIUS. Private room & bath Ir

f;arage. Separate wing & entrance. Kitchen &
aundry privileges negotiable. $550.
(310)274-7122.

BEV. HILLS ADJACENT, FEMALE ONLY
$350.0Q/MONTH, (213)247-8523,8721 AIR-
DROME ST. LA. CA 90035.

BRENTWOOD. $550, new, spacious, private

roon\A>ath. Separate entrance, skylight,

French doors. Kalian tile, pool, garden view,
may be furnished. (310) 472-7068.

BRENTWOOD, SPACIOUS ROOM, HOME,
NEAR LCLA- North Sunset. Private entrance.
Pool garden. Ideal study environment.
Heavenly parking, share bath, 3-way micro-
wave $425.00. Available March 1st.

(310)476-1786.

ENCINO. Room & private bath. Parking, pod,
spa. Quiet. Close to bus. $385 (81 8)784-531

5

MALE FOR FURNISHED ROOM. Private bath,

entrance & garage. Westwood area, reference
required, (310)478-3459.

PRIVATE ROOM & BATHROOM $375 per

nrKNith. Non Smoker, No Pets. Near Pico it La
Cienega (213)931-4866. . r

PRIVATE ROOM, share bathroom with 1 girl,

use of kitchen, washer/dryer. Across from
UCLA on Hilgard. U5Q/mo. (310)279-1436
after 10 a.m.

ROOM IN NICE WEST L.A. HOME. Kitchen
and laundry facilities. Utilities paid. $25(Vmo
plus ten hours a week work aMi sting man in

%vheelchair. DlO) 450-8719.

BRENTWOOD HILL, 4-BEDROOMS/
i-8ATHS, family room, den. View, spacious
ar»d private. Nice backyard $2,90(Vimo. (310)
454-0356.

CULVER CITY. $975. Front house: 2-bed.
Carpet, blinds, Move, washer, dryer, parking.

(310M77.0681.

CULVER CITY, $}4O0/mo, 3-bed/ 1-balh,
large kitchen. 5-miles UCLA. Great area.

(310)390-0085.

NEAR CENTURY CITY. Elegant, spacious,
large. For lease $2,900/mo. Contact LoretU,
Fred Sands (310)838-1600 ext.6441.

PALMS, 3-bedroooV 1-bath. Private garage,
nice view, backyard. $1400/mo.
010)820-4806.

WLA, NEAR LXIA. Small house. l-bedroorrV
1-bath, den, hardwood floors, laundry. No
peU. $1100Ano. Call D10)477-«124 between
9am.«12pm, 4-6pm.

House to Shore 57

WESTWOOD. Master bedroom w^ath in

house for rent. Walk to UCLA. SSOtVmo. plus
utilities. (310)476-5715.

Housing Needed j 60

TEMPORARY HOUSINCVSUBLETS needed for

summer interns: May 1992 through Sept.
1 992. Please call Daniela Dedona at Latham 1
yyatkins (213)485-1234.

Room/Board for Help 62

BEVERLY HILLS. Live in B.H. estate in ex-
change for light house work. HousehoM
facilities. (310)27<^^972.

aOERLY GENTLEMAN NEEDS live- in gentle-
man help. Hancock Park area - Mr. Martin,
(213)461-7991.

ROOMIrBOARD in exchange for afterschool
childcare. Walk to UCLA. Start now or later.

(310)475.1297.

Room for Help 63

BEVERLY HILLS. Responsible female person to
watch 2 children after school. Weekday A

(310)273-9976.

FABULOUS VIEW-ALL WINDOWS, Sth
floor, Wtstwood village, 2-be<in-batK free
valet parking, pool, spa, $279,000. K.C.
(310H4$-777e.

GREAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to IXTLA. Sec-
urity buikilng. $180,000. Call 445-7778,
276-6331.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR^LOSE TO
UCLA. STUDIO $9SK. 1 BR/1 BA
$1O9K,2BR/20A $188k. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470.1781.

WLA 3.BED/2-BATH, balcony, security buiM-
\f^ end unit, good bcation, lowest price.

$199,000. (310) 454^356.

Condos for Rent 69

CONDO FOR LEASE, option to buy. 6.mln.
bus to UCLA, $750, 1 -bedroom. $895,
2-bedroofT\/ 2-bath. Call 213-471-2703,
Frank. ^
WLA CONDO: 1+1, $825, furnished. Near
bus and gym. No pets, no smoking. Nice.
(310)447-1637.

Guest House for Rent 70

CULVER CITY. $565. Single guesthouse. Car-
pet, blinds, stove, refrigerator, parking.
(310)477-0681.

EXCELLENT AREA in cheviot hills, close to

campus. 1 -bedroom. Beautiful backyard. Fruit

trees. $75QAtio. (310)204-6363.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKDUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO

REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

SOUTH LAKE TAHOE. 2-bed/ 2-balh condo
(on lake). Ski, casino, \acuzzl Available
3/21-3/28. $60/night (or $350/week).
(702)677-0102.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
IVt' >ill flo but niilo insiirnnce i\

reiiDire;) by In.v' So lor .1

FREE LOIVER QUOTE call

213)852 7175 (818)342 1510
BEST PRICE INS AfiEfJCY

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CALL (21 3)263- BEST. Insured
24(t truck FULLY Equipped for ALL moves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, pianos,
o.k. Call 263- BEST.

.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. LiCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S nfKjving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli.

able. Jerry (213)391.5i657.

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.
Short/Long distance. No job too snull. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVKI. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENaD REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Sen^ice 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,.

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.
(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

RESEARCH, WRflMG, ediliiM

AC L«veis-AI Subieds
Foraign Sludanls WBloome

Fait. ProfaMionai-Oually Guaranteed
Papers nd lor lale

Cell flMOMch 31(M77-e226
M-f 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Income Tax Preparation and
Accounting by

Certified Public Accountant

Call Alan

(310)473-0458
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Trojans take
a win from
Washington
By Tom TImmarmann
Los Angeles Daily News

SEATTLE — The highlight of
eighth-ranked USC's 75-63 win
over Washington Thursday night
came more than an hour before the
game at Hec Edmundson Pavilion.

At about 6:20 p.m.. USC fresh-

man forward Lorenzo On* went up
for a windmill dunk in practice and
tore the rim off the backboard,
sending glass scattering over him-
self and the arena floor. Orr spent
the rest of the pregame in the
locker room, where he received six

stitches above his right eye. »

Orr also had a cut on his arm and
there was blood all over, but he
showed no signs of discomfort
after that, scoring 10 points in 19
minutes.

Orr may have been fine after his

run-in with the rim — "I was
amazed,** he said, "I never thought
I had that much strength** — but
the rest of the Trojaifis looked
shell-shocked the rest of the
evening. Harold Miner had 21
points, USC was outrebounded by
nine and was severely challenged

by the Pac-lOs eighth-place team.
"I was just glad to get out of here

with a win,** USC coach George
Ravelilig said. "We didn*t play
with anywhere near the emotion
and intensity we did (in the last

wm) agamgt tXXA. 11iat*s to be
expected. We played well enough
to stay ahead and win but not to

justify being ranked number eight

or being in first place in the

conference.**
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EUROPE' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 SunMl Boulsvard
Los AngslM, CA 90069
PhofM (213) 272-0424

The way some
women treat

muggers is

shocking.

SludMil/TMclMr
KNTAL a LIASE Q rURCNAM

The 50.000-volt.
non-lethal NOVA XI-6000 can
Immoblize an attacker for up to 20
mlrujtef. The compact "stun gun"
slips into pocl(et or purse arKt
weighs less than an 8 oz. flashlioht.

iAf% 95
(plui$5i/h)

FrolMt
VOMMf
RMOmf ^49.

VBA
MC

(800) 822-3986
us. MAILOPOER CHECK OR

4139 Via Marina. #309 IKMEY
Morlro del Pey. CA 90292 OBOtR

Why give
itaU
to Uncle^
Sam?
Dont use an ordinary Inconne

tax sen^ice when you can use a

Tax Attorney who Is an exper-

ienced CPA

AHORNEY AI LAW
10666 WlUkife M.. IStli Floor
Comer of WOshlio aad Gleadoa

•CtooiorMlito Itolw

•fTM YourMVofbocktoMS
•Audi RspiMantation

4MigliurfWSiili

•UgaVtax (Hriilanc* to

feKMdudiandbuAwMs
•Ut im rairfaw your SdM^spoMd
IMunolokwcarf

(I00)273-379l

5.00 Off

^ J-

On Any Size Cake!
(Not good witn any other coupons or

discounts. Expires V15/S^)

We Now Deliver!
Mon-Sat: Ipm-Sptn

BASKIN ROBBINS

Uft's a whole loc sweeter wkh tL

208-8048 Westwood Vilb^

Cycle Products West
P (31 0) 477-0997 since 1 969 (31 0) 473-7996

*FREE Picl<-up

or delivery for

service or repairs

witliin 5 miles of UCLA.

TREE /-outr& repair

estimates "While U Waif

'490 steel K & N Handlebars.

Many styles while supplies last.

*Ask about our motorcycle

Clean & Detail Service

.

We can malte your Bil^e Shine!

* FREE Mount &
Balance!

Install any tire we sell.

* FREE Installation of

any chain or battery

We sell

"While U Wait"

I

OPEN: TUES-FRI 9-6pm
SAT10-5pm

1 1 900 W. Pico

WLA CA 90064
B/W Barrington & Bundy

Services Offered 96 Tutoring Offered 98 Typing 100 Travel
CANT PAY R3R REG FEES? WE CAN HaPI
CALL CHARLES AT UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE, 310-396-7786.
CALL NOW!

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate
school personal statements, other viuu written

material^ Professional help from nationally-

knowm author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

LEARN BASIC COMPUTER OPERATION \Nh
HOURSI Intro to DOS, file management,
installing and running programs. Weekly semi-
nars 9-12 TAh, W/Fri. FUTUREKIDS.
(213)474-3034.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, re%vrite: thesM^
term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820^150

^^^^^^PBiM
•••CARING TUTOR^^*BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-CO FROM MIS-

105 Scoofers for Sole

ERY TO MASTERY!
(818)5454)960

CALL RENEE

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/DisserUtions

Pkxjpoaals and Books.
Fovieign students welcome.

PAPEXS NOTFOB SALE
Sharoo Bear, PhJ)
P10)470^g2

EFFECTIVE TUTORING. Italian English ling-

uistics ESL. Highly knowledgeable, exper-

ienced teacher. UCLA Linguistics Grad. Luigi

(310)208-2931.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)826-7710.

Tutorir>g Needed 99

ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTOR for

Foreign Professional. Currently fluent in Engl-

ish, desired emphasis on correct grammer and
essayA>usiness letter writing. Call Mark
(310)451-1018.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. S«iUMonka D1 0)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

$20^. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

CUFTAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
jean' (21 3)476-41 54.

SINCI Vocal Technique - Carol
Tlngle;Teachlns AssocTNate Lam, 25 yi».

experience. All tevelsAtyles. SanU Monica.
D10)828-3100.

115

8 DAYS/7 NIGHTS COMPLETE Orlando/
Bahamas vacation for 2 adults. Includes air-

fare. Call 645-2002.

JET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR iUST $269 each,way (or <^!) AIRHITCH.
458-1006.

Travel TIclcets 106

Typing 100

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
D1 0)277- 701

2

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

l395^rson. Valid 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3087.

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, Roundtrip for

t>*o. $15Q^perK>n. Valid one year. Limited
offer. (800)352-3087.

ONE-WAY TICKET LATO NEW YORK, MUST
BE FEMALE, leaving March 11. $250 obo.
(310) 838-3042 Intrid.

HONDA ELFTE 80 1987. While, lock and
helmet, great condition, $650, must sell,

010)475-1301.

HONDA ELITE 1 50, excellent condition, blue.
3000 miles. AM^M stereo. New battery,

helmet. $1300. (310)824-2676.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1400m, 6-months used,
neaHy new, UCLA visiting professor. Must sell,

$95(yobo, (818)789-8323.

HONDA SPREE, '85, $250. (310)208-0339.

TWO HONDA SCOOTERS. 'TSHONDA,
'80RED, Very clean, low miles, runs great.

$800. '85Honda 150. Red, runs vvell. $750.
(310)204-0918

YAMAHA 180 SCOOTER, 1984, 17,345
miles. New battery, tires and brakes. Runs
treat. SSOtVobo. Paul 391-0285.

Autos for Sole ^09 Bargain Box 125

PUBLISHED WRfTER-EDrrOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPT5; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

WORDPROCESSING: resumes, termpapers,

APA format. Reasonable rates. Pick-up and
delivery available. Marianne (310)390-2298.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. PHD gives

experthelp^aj^eKonabM310)47

Tutoring Offered 98

GERMAN TUTORING. Native speaker. M.A
degree. Experienced and flexible. Call Alex:

208-2804.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
•kills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliint. For

FREE info, call |im Madia (213)662-0599.

TUTORING: ENGLISH, WRITING; GMAT,
L$AT, GRE preparation specialist. Yale grad,

4yean experience. Mark, 852-1298.

WRITINQ^NGLISH TUTOR: Yale grad with

teaching experience helps with papers,

reading comp. $2(VHr. (213)934-1278.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DiSSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDFRNG. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocsssing-anything (including disserta-

tions, mailings, resunfws, transcriptions).

Editingi^raphics available. Laser printer. Nev
campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHEOC. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLKIA-
TONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

ARCHETYPE. Fast tum around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)788-9885.

ARTISTIC FORMER ASST. EDITOR, Legal
sec.- WPA.aser printer: papers, transcription,

special price for scripU, negotiable, low rates.

PAJ available. Westwood location.
Papers not for sale. (310)444-9209.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, foes negotiable, Westside.

(310)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

FASTAND ACCURATE TYPING $2.50 a pace.

Call Phyllis at D1 0)288-0926. Paper not for

sale.

ANGELICA'S SECRETARIAL SERVICES: IBM &
MAC. Laser printing. Student discounts. Pick

up/delivery. 24hrs se vice. Angelica
(310)446-8899.

NEED ^SECRHARYtMac, postscript laser.

Flyers, business cards, legalAnedical transaip-

tlon, dissertations. 7-days. Brentwood.
(310)472-0405.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Ptckup-Dellvery Available.

PROFESSONAL WORD PROCESSING In my
home. High quality laser printer. Weekends
and tvmlngi. OK. Dee (310)39S-12J7^

Resumes 104

ACTKDN RESUMES. Writing, editing, desktop
publishing. Professional quality, laser fonU.
SanU Monica. Donna (310)453-4807.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The fook that gets re-

suits. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES ti COVER LETTERS thst bring re-

suits. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also col ege admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

RESUMES FOR RESULTS. The intenriew
getters! Expert writing/laser printing.
Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual

appeal. Fran (818)999-3034. .

WINNING RESUMES; 1 -hr service. Our cliento

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel

^Why Pay Full Price?

3-4 day Mexico from $277
7 day Mexico from $495
We are an Agency that

Specializes in Ghiises at

LowMcb
: >^":-: .•Xn<-\

V.'.^'A^-'.^^'-v-.s ,

Unlimited

1-800-748-559U

1987 HYUNDAI EXCa GLS 5-door hatch-
back, 5-specd, ¥vhite, with sunroof, runs great.

$2200. 010)390-2298.

1990 TOYOTA 4-RUNNER, V-6. Immaculate,
A^ full power tow package, stereo, cassette,

CD, cnjisc control, deluxe interior, sunroof,
mag wheels, new, $25,000. $1 7,995, firm.

D10M57-2451.

CHRYSLER LASER '85. Good running condl-
tfon. AUonutic, A/C, AM/FM Cassette, 93,000
miles, $1980obo (310)578-2281.

BMW 1986 3251, 6-speed, folly automatic,
excellent condition, 4.door, sunroof. Must
Sell, $9500 (310)276-6727, (213)614-9113.

HONDA ACCORD LXi, 4-door, 1986, blue,
117k miles, automatic, excellent condition,
sunroof. $6500. Mollie (310)699-7500.

HONDA PRELUDE 83'. $3950, red, A/C,
itereo, sunroof. Excellent condition, great
looking. (818)355-2164.

NISSAN SENTRA, 1984, Auto, A/C, 4-door,
stereo. $}250hbo. (310)391-9667.

RABBIT CONVERTIBLE, green/ white, 74k
miles. 6-month warranty. aJc, cassette, excel-
lent condition. Broken hearted, 2nd owner.
S3&90hbo. (310)474-4506/ ext. 226.

RABBIT en '81, BLACK. S-speed, new ex-
haust, 70k, runs great, special rims. $2200.
Kelly 478-6155.

TOYOTA TERCa '83. SILVER, EXCELLENT
SHAPE, RUNS PERFECTLY. 4SPD, AM/FM
CASSETTE. $1800. CALL (310)478-2671.

VW lETTA 1 980, RUNS WELL, GOOD BODY,
I

AUTOMATIC. $220(VOBO (213)292-2045
I Mng OR ANGIE.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

MOTORCYCLE: '83 Yamaha 5Sn vta j-^
^ '•'! 221; Ti^m. New tlrci,' chain *'and

Excellent condition.

ENCYaOPEDIAS 1 991 , cost $1 600, sacrafice

$300. Sofa/fove $595. Dinette, desk, wall unit,

bunk-beds $150 each. Recliner $195, bed-
room set $495, mattress/springs $1 50, dining
room set $1200. Unused! (310)393-2338.

Furniture for Sale 126

BRAND NEW SOFA AND LOVESEAT. Still

MW^apped in plastic. Unbelievable price. Sacri-
fice at $295. 010)695-8432.

FULL-SIZED WHITE FORMKJ\ PLATFORM
BED FOR SALE. $175. (310)552-4825.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, foil $55. queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

REFRIGERATOR % size, new. Must sell,

$1 SQfobo. Day bed, porcelain. Never used,
S200/6bo. (310)828-6143.

Musical instruments 129

'72 AMERKIAN STANDARD FENDER STRA-
TOCASTER 'Blackie- Maple Neck, Great
Shagcjacrifioe $40(Vbbo D 10)399-9240.

Typewriter/Computer 134

386 IBM COMP. BOMB HD, 1MB RAM,
software. EPSON LQ printer, Hercules mono-
graphlcs monitors. Best offer. (213)931-4228.

AMICA500w/1MB,2 3'A DD, cofor monitor,
Lotsa software $1000.00, Call (310)628-6143.

battery.

Includes lock and helntet.

477-5398.

$1100.
Call Pietro

•»o*MS!««*Hi -mimr-mmti nBf'—<wp—w m»»ir»»»T*" I ' < ' »^» " wt>»mn>>^m0 i ii^»»win ' •^m'mmm im! i w^ n iBwr'^^wiw^wi <**«« *' ' >m
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Shaker's.
Reserve Our Private

Room Upstairs*

Its free to all groups*
FREE & FAST DELIVERY

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken
and mojo potatos Only $10.95
Large two topping pizza^,^ ^^^
2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all

you can drink Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat n-2am

824-4111

r - -y

PftM
RifUurani

BRUIN SPECIALS!
CUT & BLOW

$20

% i

iHr
^ ;

•Open 7 Days
•Open Evenings
•Full service hair salon

•Across street from campus
We validBte parking

Cartton Salon Marquis
Westwood Marqiis Hotel
930 Hllgard Ave
Westv^ood, CA 90024
208-4477

'A SPECTACLE THAT LEAVES
THEATERGOERS GASPING!"

-People Magazine

SPECIAL STUDENT RUSH DISCOUNT
1 2 PRICE AT DOOR

"4

Diving team
impresses
atPao-lOs
UCLA diver Kristen

Walls won the one-meter
diving event and finished

third in the three-meter event
at the Pac-10 diving champ-
ionships recently held at

Tuscon, Ariz.

Walls turned in a 405.00
in the one meter and a 449.05
in the three meter. Meghan
Fairchild finished sixth in

the platform event with a

score of 258.25.

On the men*s side, the

Bruins* Kort Borg beat Pac-
10 rival Arsen Djavadian of
use to take a second-place

fmish in the three-meter

event (493.55). Borg also

fmished second, behind Dja-
vadian, in the one meter.

Borg came in third in the

platform event.

Marc Roggenkamp fin-

ished fourth in the platform

event and 1 1th in the one and
three-meter events.

Although the men were 80
points behind Cal and in

third place going into the

diving events, UCLA gained

73 points and nearly caught
Cal for second.

Cars women's team
brought six divers in the

hope of overcoming UCLA,
which finished second after

Swimmers unhappy
with Olympic trials

Walls' victories kept UCLA
in second.

The divers leave Wednes-
day for the NCAA Zones,

the qualifying round for the

NCAA championships.

Scott Bloom

By Andre Kell

and Christian Schrelber
Dally Bruin Staff

After four days and 10 events at
the U.S. Olympic Trials in India-

napolis, UCLA's women swim-
mers took Thursday off to prepare
for their Hnal Ove races today.

Becky Shelton, Suzi Bun and
Kristin Heydanek will swim the

200 meter backstroke, and Megan
Oesting and Kristin Stoudt will

compete in the 50 meter freestyle

to cap what has been a disappoint-
ing showing for the Bruins thus far.

Head Coach Cyndi Gallagher
points to the pressure of the meet
as the reason for her team's poor
performance.

•The pressure is amazing,** she
said. "It so intense that it's scary."

The effect has shown. The
Bruins' highest finisher in prelimi-

naries so far has been freshman
Natalie Norberg. who took 15di in

the 400 freestyle Tuesday.

Nort)erg, however, has decided
to bow out from another event she

qualified for, the 800 meter frees-

tyle.

Gallagher said Norberg is anxi-

ous to get back to training for the

NCAA championship on the more
familiar short course yards courses
used there.

One bright spot for the Bruins
ty was the perfbrmsice of--

Becky Bruch, who finished 20th in

the 200 breast preliminaries, but
with a lifetime best of 1:13.13.

In Wednesday's other event,

Stoudt touched 29th in the 100
metCT butterfly in 1 :03.27, almost a
full four seconds behind the

winning time of 59.46.

Tuesday late results also
included Heydanek's fourth place
fmish in the consolation fmals of
the 100 meter backstroke in

1:04.56.

*Tt's been hard so far," Gallagh-
er said of the meet "All year long
you swim for the team, and when
you get here you swim for yourself
alone."

While current Bruins have not

fared too well at the U.S. Olympic
swimming trials, former UCLA
standout Tom Jager was guaran-

teed a trip to Barcelona when he
placed fourth in the 100-meter
freestyle Tuesday night

For Jager, 27, it is the third

Olympic games he will participate

in smce 1984. The sprinter's time

of 49.97 was good enough to give

him a spot on the 400-meter
freestyle relay.

The 50 freestyle, along with the

200 butterfly and the 100 backs-

troke, was held Thursday. A
number of current and former
Bruins will swim that day, includ-

ing backstroker Mark Thompson,
freestyle sprinters Byron Davis
and Brian Kurza, and former
Bruins Jager and Mark Dean.

Jager will be going after rival

Matt Biondi, who won the gold in

the 50 at Seoul. Biondi has already

won the 100 freestyle at the trials.

Davis and Ktffza wili try to jo&F=
Jager in swimming the 50 freestyle

in the fmal heat Both have not

performed well in the 100 frees-

tyle, but should be stronger in the

50.

Davis placed 36th in the 100
freestyle (52.75), while Kurza
placed 17th (51.15.).

Rugby falls to Long Beach State
By Alan Shipnuck

A popular T-shirt among the

UCLA rugby team players reads,

"Blood makes the grass grow
greener." After Wednesday's 26-9
loss to Long Beach State — the

Bruins sixth straight defeat —
perhaps the shirt should be
changed to, 'The grass seems to

always grow greener on the other

side of the field."

For UCLA head coach Wayne
Young, the Bruins' hard luck is

easily explained. *The game is all

about grinding 'em down," said

Young. "Right now, (the other

teams) are just better at it than we

are.

C^ase in point late in the fu^t

half, the Bruins trailed by a 12-9

count and looked as if they were
capable of upsetting the peren-

nially powerful 49ers. But Long
Beach State outhustled the Bruins

for a loose ball, quickly turned it

into a try, and took a deflating 18-9

advantage into intermission.
UCLA played a lifeless second-
half and never threatened the lead

again.

Young remained upbeat after

the loss, preferring to focus on his

team's bright future, rather than

the grim present **Right now,
we're playing for next year," he

said. "We have more freshman and
sophomores on our roster than any
other team in the conference.
These guys are just beginning to

realize how big an effort and
commitment is needed to be
successful."

The loss dropped UCLA's
league record to 2-5, and set up
next Wednesday's game at Fuller-

ton State as the seniors' last And
even with the Bruins' losing
streak, the team is keeping their

season in perspective.

"We had a great week of
practice," Young said 'The only
reason the guys are still out there is

because they love the game."

Cycling gears up for weekend action
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By Chris Schneider

The UCLA cycling team, cur-

rently riding in the middle of the

conference pack, is hoping to

break out this weekend at San Luis
Obispo. It is the first conference

race this year to include teams
from both Northern and Southern
California.

The club team, involving male
and female cyclists, has improved
steadily this year. Eric K^stko-
wiak, theC team captain, owes that

to the fact that many top racers

returned, moving from the B team
to the A team. Another reason is

the improvement of the women's
team,

*This year we tripled the size of
our women's team," Krystkowiak
said in an interview Wednesday.

Joy Dunn, who placed third in a
race earlier this year at Pomona,
leads the team into this weekend's

UCLA is comp^tinS ^^r the

fourth or fifth spots in the confer-

ence, behind perennial frontrun-

liers California and San Luis
Obispo. San Diego State and
Stanford pose threats as well. The
top five schools from each confer-

ence participate in nationals, held

this year in Atlanta, Georgia.

Xal wins the conference about
evCTy year, and they've been to

nationals before," Krysdcowiak
said. 'The strongest team in the

nation is probably Colorado, but
Cal, 'Bispo, and SDSU tradition-

ally have a grip on the confer-
ence."

The Bruins race in the Western
Collegiate Cycling Conference, or
the WCCC. 'The Western Collegi-
ate is probably the biggest and
most organized conference in the
country," Krystkowiak said,
adding that there are no intercolle-

giate cycling teams. All the teams
are club teams, like UCLA. The
WCCC could be considered one of
the deepest with six or seven

strong teams competing for nation-
als.

"UCLA, UCSB, and Stanford
usually compete for the fourth and
fifth spot" Krystkowiak said.

*This weekend the whole state will

be there for the first time. It will be
the first time we get to sec Cal,
Stanford or (UQ Davis."

UCLA, off to a good start,

despite having two races cancelled
this year because of weather and a
scheduling problem, are led by A
team captain Chris Moura and
Scott Evans, who raced for Stan-
ford as an undergrad, and B team
captain. Rob Charton.

In UCLA's earlier matches,
they have performed well with two
fourth place finishes at San Diego
and Pomona.

This weekend's events include
team time trials Saturday morning,
and a road race Saturday after-

noon. Lap races, known as criter-

iums, conclude the weekend on
Sunday.
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Bniln Softball team hosts ASU
By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

Saturday will mark a new
beginning for the UCLA softball

team.

The No. 1 Bruins (20-0) will

begin the always-competitive
Pac-10 season tomorrow afternoon

when they host No. 14 Arizona
State at Sunset Field.

'This game is the biggest game
of the year so far in the sense Uiat it

is the first conference match," co-

head coach Sue Enquist said.

"(Coach) Sharron (Backus) and I

hope that the team will have the

mental and physical focus to take

charge right off the bat"
Arizona State has a traditionally

strong program that is always a
power in the Pac-10. Last year, the

Bruins took three out of four

games from the Sun Devils.

"Arizona State is very much
improved this season," Enquist

said. *They have beaten some
good teams this year, and we're

just going to have to respect what

they have done and just take

charge."

In order to take control, the

Bruins have been at their best

when they score early. UCLA has

scored in the first inning in three of
their past four games, and has

consequently won with ease.

"We want the team to think

offensively right off the bat"
Enquist said. *The team does

realize the importance of doing
that and the importance of confer-

ence games. The Pac-10 is too

competitive to afford one set of
bad games in any doubleheader."

However, the Bruins have
showed in recent games that they

are up to the challenge of scoring

early and often. With a team
batting average of .321, UCLA has

always produced more than

enough for their unhittable pitch-

ing staff.

Cleanup hitter Yvonne Gutier-

rez has led the team in almost

every offensive category. The
senior is hitting at a strong .4^3

clip, and leads the teams in home
runs (4) and RBI (27).

Other fi^hmen Bruins have

also provided needed offensive

punch in the fu^t twenty games of

this season. Right fielder Jennifer

Brundage, who had fourRBI in the

doubleheader against Pomona, is

hitting a solid .281 and is^«econd

on the team in RBI production.

Tennis lieads teutli to
Uirow net on Anteaters

Volleyball looks to catch Waves
By Eric Bllllemeler

With two victories in its past three conference
matches, the UCLA men's volleyball team has
recovered the lost momentum and confidence that

had carried them to eariy-season success.

Tonight in the Wooden Center, its recovery will

receive its most serious test so far.

The DeGroot Division-leading No. 3 Pepperdine
Waves (16-1, 8-1 conference) crash into town at 7:30
in as crucial a regular season match as No. 5 UCLA
(7-5, 5-4) will play all season.

"Every game gets bigger and bigger as we go
along," said UCLA coach Al Scales. "We haven't

bcatcji ateam ratedaheadof tts yet, and Pepperdineir
No. 3. We've got a lot of matches left and ifwe could
beat them, we could overtake them by the end of the

season."

In their last meeting Feb. 4 in Malibu, the Waves
and Bruins performed up to prior billing, producing

one of the most entertaining matches of the year.

Pepperdine opposite hitter Tom Sorenson proved in

the end to be too much to handle, leading the Waves
to a 3-2 win.

Sorenson will again be Pq^perdine's main gun, as

he leads the team with 7.58 kills per game in

conference action. Sorenson (0.64 aces per confer-

ence game) also combines with Alon Grinberg (0.61

aces) to form one of the bestjump-serving tandems in

the country.

Scales said the Bruins need a strong-passing,

balanced-hitting effort in order to win tonight and get

back into title contention.

*The key is definitely (containing) Sorenson,"

"Scates ssDd.^^e can't let Sorenson get 40 kiUs aftd"

expect to win. We took Pepperdine to five (games) at

their place, so as far as I'm concerned, we're pretty

equal. We just have different strengths. If we can get

by Pq}perdine, we can build on our momentum and
get after Long Beach (next Tuesday)."

By D.J. Harmeling
Dally Bruin Staff

The top-ranked UCLA
men's tennis team will travel

down the 405 freeway tomor-

row for a 1:30 match with UC
Irvine.

The Anteaters are ranked

21st nationally and sport a 4-3

record, though all three of their

losses have come at the hands of

Top- 10 teams.

UC Irvine boasts a Uneup
consisting primarily of fresh-

man and sophomores, and head

coach Greg P^tton says their

youthful exuberance is an asset

rather than a detriment to the

team.
,

"We're so young they bring

high chairs to the dinner table

for us when we're on the road,"

he said.

All joking aside, the Antea-

ters are a team to be reckoned
with.

They are led at the top of their

singles lineup by sophomore
Bret Hansen-Dent who has

earned an 8-3 record in the No.
1 singles position for UCI.
Included in his victory total are

two wins over Top-20 oppo-
nents.

Although (Toach Patton is

pleased with his Anteater
squad, he fears the mighty

w 416^ likened ^&ftiig
UCLA to going to battle with

modem superheroes.

"It's like fighting Rambo.
then encountering Predator.

then you've gotta fight the

Terminator, then when you're

through with those guys Rocky
is waiting for you," Patton said.

While Stallone and Schwarz-
negger will not be competing
for UCLA, the lineup is still one
of the nation's best

Mark Knowles sports a 7-0

record in the No. 1 spot for

UCLA, setting the tone for the

rest of the lineup.

Seni6r Billy Ba]1)er is 8-0 in

the No. 2 position for the

Bruins, while junior Jason Sher
has been virtually unbeatable at

any position in the lineup. Sher
is 16-1 this season, with victo-

ries in each of the second
through sixth positions.

Healthy at last for UCLA is

senior Bill Behrens, who looks

to be getting better with each
match. He is 3-0 in limited

action, but expects to play both
singles and doubles the rest of
the season.

David Nainkin has yet to be
challenged after coming back
from a second wrist surgery. He
is 2-0, with victories in the four

and five positions, but he is

expected to play higher in the

liiieup as the season progresses,

UCLA head coach Glenn Bas-
sett said.

While Nainkin and Behrens
have yer to be challenged tiF=

their limited action, the UCLA
team can expect a strong perfor-

mance from a tough Anteater

squad.

It's plain and simple
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Gerald Madklns' 13 points against Washington State was a sea-
son high.

Baseball
heads to
Arizona
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

The No. 23 UCLA base-

ball team (14-4, 2-1 in the

conference) has been on a

mission to prove that they

can play with anyone on the

field. This weekend, they

will get their biggest test of

the season when they travel

to Tuscon to face the Arizo-

na Wildcats (14-8. 2-1).

Arizona (No. 16 in the

Baseball America poll. No.
24 in Collegiate Baseball) is

favored to win the Six-Pac

this season, and has started

off the season strong, taking

two out of three from USC.
The Wildcats have the

best hitting team in the

conference with a .339 bat-

ting average and an average

of over seven runs scored per

game.

First baseman Billy

Owens leads Arizona. The
junior is hitting .374. with

Jive home runs (which leads

the team) and 21 runs batted

in.

Women's
By Heather Dufiy

Daily Bruin Staff

The Pac-10 conference stand-

ings will start to shift and settle this

weekend when the UCLA
women's basketball team hosts the

Arizona schools at home. Arizona

will step into Pauley Pavilion

tonight, and Arizona State will

meet the Bf^ins on Sunday after-

noon in the John Wooden Center.

The Bruins (16-8, 9-5 in Pac-10)

are currently tied for fourth place

in the conference with Arizona
State. Two wins this weekend
would ensure that the Bruins

would remain in the top half of the

conference and could provide a

boost to their standings with the

NCAA Tournament Selection

Committee.

**It*s good practice to be playing

at this level of intensity. That's

why we're playing, for a post-sea-

son bid," UCLA head coach Billie

Moore said. "It's a great motiva-

tion to still have post-season hopes
alive at this point**

The last meeting between the

Bruins and the Wildcats ended in a

UCLA win, 97-63. the largest

Bruin margin ever. For that game.
UCXA was without the strengths

of Point Guard Nicole Anderson
and Center Lynn Kamrath, who
were both on the injury list

The big question for UCLA this

weekend will be senior Rehema

Bruins maul Cougars, 8935
Martin, Madkins, Murray shine;

win halts three-game losing streak

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

PULLMAN, Wash. — After

two weeks of frustration, the

UCLA men's basketball team
finally won a game.

Thursday night at Friel Court,

the ninth-ranked Bruins (22-4,

13-2 in the Pac-10) beat Washing-
ton State, 89-85, snapping a three-

game losing streak. The loss put a
crimp in the (Sugars hopes of
making the NCAA tournament, as
their record fell to 19- 10 (7-9 in the
Pac-10).

"We played basketball correctly

tonight," UCLA head coach Jim
Harrick said. "We.withstood every
run they had.**

The Bruins led for virtually the

entire game, as the only WSU lead

was 2-0 at the beginning of the

game. UCLA made 56.6 percent of
its field goal attempts (30 of 53),

which marked the first time in

more than a month that the Bruins
have shot better than 50 percent

**We worfaed hard at executing^

our offense.** Harrick said. "I

especially liked our patience on
offense. There is nothing that a win
won't cure."

"There is nothing that a

win won't cure/^

Jim Harrick

Senior guards Gerald Madkins
and Darrick Martin each scored 13
points to spaik the UCLA attack.

For Madkins. the point total was a
season high. Forward Tracy Mur-
ray led all scorers with 23 points, to

go with his 1 1 rebounds. F^srward

Ekxi MacLean finished with 21
points and 11 rebounds.

The Bruins broke open a four-

point halftime lead with six conse-

cutive points to start the second
half. From that point on. WSU was
unable to close within five points

until the end of the game.
The Cougars struggled with

their shooting, missing nine free

throws and shot only 42.3 percent

(30 of 71) from the field.

At the start of the game. UCLA
appeared poised for a blowout

18-6 lead, as WSU struggled with
its perimeter shooting.

UCXA appeared to have the

Cougars on the run, butWSU went

on a 21-9 run to even the score with

nearly six minutes left in the first

half.

With the score tied at 27.

UCLA*s Martin scored the next
five Bniin points, to give UCLA
the lead for good.

*'Darrick (Martin) is very, very

good at running our offense,**

Harrick said.

Offensive rebounding kept
WSU close until halftime. as the

Cougars had 13 offensive
rebounds in the first half.

"At halftime I told (the team) we
had to woik on our rebounding,

especially on the defensive end,**

Harrick said. '*! especially liked

our defense in the second half.**

Redshirt freshman forward Ed
O'Bannon was extremely effec-

tive for the Bruins off the bench. In

only 1 1 minutes of playing time,

0*Bannon scored six points.

"I thought Ed did a really nice

job for us," Harrick said. "He
keq)s getting better and better."

The victory keeps UCXA in a tie

for the conference lead with USC,
which defeated Washington
Thursday night in Seattle. The
Bruins face the Huskies Sunday
itflEMneoii (3!00pjn . ^nCfi&fiii^

2).

Washington (12-15. 5-11 in the

Pac-10) are the conference's

eight-place team.

still seeking NCAA bid
Stephens, the Bruins' leading

scorer, whose sore foot may keq)
her out of the starting lineup.

Moore said her status is "day to

day", but Stephens said she plans

to play in both games.

Tlie.Wildcats, despite their 2-12

conference record, are what Moore
calls a "dangerous team."

"They're not playing for any-

thing, they are not going to be able

"It's good practice to be

playing at this level of

intensity."

Blllle Moore

to be a contending team," Moore
said. "We don't take them lightly,

we don't want to let the young
players get on a roll and get their

confidence up. They can put the

ball in the basket and they play

with an intensity on defense."

Arizona State is red-hot right

now, coming off a weekend sweep
of conference strengths Stanford

and Cal which extended the Sun
Devils' win streak to six games.
The Bruins were the last team to

beat Arizona State, with an 88-72
win last month.

The Sun Devils are led by Point

Guard Ryneldi Becenti with 13.5

points and seven assists a game.
Center Lisa Salsman scores 12.1

points and grabs 4.4 rebounds on
an average night.

SUNNY SUNQ/Dsly Bruin

Center Lynn Kamrath will play against the Arizona schools for the

first time this season.
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Seminar to be
held on cancer
A firee seminar titled **CancCT

Increases in Industrial
Countries: Real or Artifact" will

take place at UCLA this week.
Devra Lee Davis, a resident

scholar at the National
Academy of Sciences and the

National Research Council will

address such questions as why
African-American males have a
30 percent higher death rate

than white males and why
women living in Japan have
lower rates of breast cancer than

women in Western
industrialized nations.

The seminar will take place

in room 13-105 ofthe Centerfor
Health Sciences at noon
Wednesday.

For more information, call

(310) 206-4702.

Inside

Alms for

tuifion?
The rising costs of a college

education, coupled with the

nation's current recession, are

farcing many parents to take

drastic measures to meet high
tuition rates.

See page 8

Viewpoint

More columnists

foryourmoney
Three guest columnists

(Kevin Daly, Ned Raggett and
Anthony Rodriguez) triple your
colunm reading pleasure.

See pages 16 and 17

Arts & Entertainment

Women behind

the c&mera
Melnitz Movies trains its lens

on women directors in its film

presentation.

See page 18

Sports
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Whewl
Don MacLean led the Bruins

in scoring and rebounding in

their alarmingly close win over

Washington yesterday.

See page 36
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Committee passes fee4imiting iiill

Campus lobbyists say bill

protects incoming students

By Lorl Qulnton
Dally Bruin Staff

A state education committee has

passed a bill that would prohibit

the University of California from
tacking on additional fees to make
up for state budget cuts.

The additional fees— known as

campus-based fees — are often

used to fund extracurricular activ-

ities like student government,
student organizations and student

unions.

At UCLA, undergraduates pay
$58.50 in fees for the operations of
the John Wooden Center, Acker-
man Student Unioa and student

government Graduate students

pay $633 for the same programs
plus mandatoiy medical insurance.

But with the UC system facing

budget cuts, some university offi-

cials have soiight to use campus-
based fees to pay for the construc-

tion of campus buildings and to

fund non-extracurricular prog-

rams, said Andy Shaw, a top UC
Student Association lobbyist

It is easier for officials to raise

money by adding charges to

registration fees rather than getting

state bond initiatives on the Cali-

fornia ballot for voters to approve.

See FEES, page 14

By Lorl Qulnton
Daily Bruin Staff

At UC Santa Barbara, students

pay $100 a year for the construc-

tion of a campus child-care center

in addition to their registration

fees.

F6ur years ago, the majority of

students decided the center was a

good idea and voted to assess

themselves a fee— knowing they

woukl not bear the burden for its

costs.

Today, many UCSB students

resent that decision because they

are paying fees for a center they do
not want and for which they did not

vote.

This scenario is common
throughout the University of Cali-

fornia, said Andy Shaw, a top UC

See INCREASES, page 13

Talking drums Greeks meet
with Together
over
By Heather SklnazI

^•TiTi

leaders and feminist edi tors met

)a8y Bruin

Omowele OrithayomI, a dancer from Nigeria, performs with the Nigeria Talking Drums
Ensemble In Westwood Plaza on Friday afternoon. It was a part of the National Society

of Black Engineers' "African Showcase." a presentation meant to Increase awareness
of African culture.

Friday to discuss possible reforms within

the Greek system and the university after

the circulation of^a sexually explicit

fiatemity songbook.

Editors of UCLA*s feminist newsmaga-
zine Together suggested that Greek houses

offer mandatory gender and cultural work-
shops each week to their pledge classes,

plan national Greek rape prevention and
internship programs, solicit male mentors to

discuss rape within the fiatemiti^ and
provide on-campus SCTvices for rapc^urvi-

vors.

^Since the Greek system claims to

represent brotherhood and sisterhood, it*s

their responsibility to intelligently explore

what it means to be men and women,** said

Sheila Moreland, co-editor of Together.

The presidents of the Interfratemity and
Panhellenic Councils — which govern the

fraternities and sororities on campus —
welcomed the suggestions to combat the

sexually demeaning stereotypes, saying

many Greek members were **shocked and
scared- by the lyrics of the Phi Kappa Psi

songbook.

Campus controversy exploded Wednes-
day after Together printed an editorial

condemning the songbook and questioning

both the university's and Greek system's

commitment to rape awareness. Together

had received the songbook anonymously
two weeks ago.

However, the Greek leaders said they

doubted whether some of their members
would follow the reforms.

**My council will be skeptical,** said Dan
La France, president of the Intrafraiemity

Council.

Saying he feels somewhat "helpless,** La
France emphasized that some fraternity

members are afraid of too much change too

quickly, especially if the reforms seem
forced.

""Change cair oidy be brou^t if it is

desired,** he said. **I don't know how long it

will take, but I wiU work to achieve the

desire to change and understand the issue

See SONQBOOK, page 15

Conference explores civil-rights violations
By Sally Kim
Daily Bruin Staff

About 400 people of various

backgrounds and ethnicities

gathmd at a UCLA conference

Saturday to discuss civil rights and

each person's role in securing

them.

Members of several traditional-

ly under-represented communities
participated in panels and work-
shops to explore how the civil

rights of all Americans are very
fragile even today.

As part of a major UCLA event

commemorating the intenunent of

120,000 Japanese Americans dur-

ing Workl War II, speakers dis-

cussed how discriininatioii in the

workplace, hate speech and laws
that favor national security over

personal liberties all violate peo-
ple*s civil rights.

But they cited the 1980s Japan-

ese-American redress movement
as an example of one group's

success in addressing the violation

of its rights.

As part of this movement.

former internees worked years

after their forced relocation to

receive both a formal apology arul

financial reparations from the U.S.
gOvemmenL

**It became an empowering
process for our community," said

Alan Nishio, chairman of the

^1
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See page 12
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Inanity
OAdvanced TechnologiesO

77)6 perplexities and
linguistics of 'Not!'

•This usage occurs more often

in spoken than in written commu-
nications/* writes Franklin L.

Noel, magistrate judge of Federal

District Court in St. Paul. "Rather

than using the ordinary syntax, the

speaker will express a negative by

making an affirmative statement,

followed by a brief pause punc-

tuated by the word **nof*

As a good judge should, he

includes a citation: On a recent

*Today" show, Jane Pauley, the

former co-anchor, made an

appearance to plug a new program

that will not be called "Real Life

With Jane Pauley,** the title of her

most recent show.

"In describing the as-yet-

untitled new show,** writes the

William
Safire

judge, "Pauley said that her

daughter had suggested it be called

*Real Life With Jane Pauley . . .

Not,* My law clerks often use this

mode of expression, and I fear that

my ignorance may be generation-

al.** (Noel is 40 years old.)

I have been keeping a "Not!**

file ever since the pundit George F.

Will, writing about pork-barrel

legislation (now simply called

pork) in the House Appropriations

See NOTI, page 14

-^.

1992 promises to be an exciting year for the Editorial

Art and Design staff , involving Greater use of

el^cionic art and design as well as traditional

I

tllustri^ons and cartoons. We are now seeking

tolified artists and dcisigners for Internship positions.

'7^^^^ are avaflaWe at KerdWtoff 112, or call

KeviftBailuff at 825-9898 for more infornrmtion>
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study lounges will

end 244iour service
ASUCLA board decides to close

close KerckhofF rooms at 1 a.m.

By BIrgIt Rasmussen
Daily Bruin Staff

For the last two years, Anna
Nguyen and other night owls have
found all-night study space in the

Kerckhoff Hall Study Lounges.

But come spring quarter, these

students will have to find a

different late-night nest.

Citing security concerns and
decreased student use of the

lounges after midnight, the UCLA

"We were concerned

about the security of

students studying in the

space."

Noel Valet
Board Facilities Chairman

student association's board of

directors has decided to close the

lounges at 1 a.m. starting spring

quarter. The only exception will be

10th and finals week, when the

lounges will be open 24 hours a

day.

*'Having someplace open to study

at night is really important**

Nguyen agreed "I sometimes
stay here till two or three in the

morning. Now I'm not sure where
I will go."

However, according to a survey
of the study lounges, few UCLA
students actually study during the

late hours, said board Facilities

Chairman Noel Vales.

*Trom the study we found that

there was a drop from last year's

usage of the study lounges," he
said. *'And for the most part, the

people who were actually there jen hendricks

were asleep." Steve Machado, a senior psychology nnajor. sleeps on a sofa In the study lounge of Kerckhoff Hall.

On average, 12 to 20 people "The study lounge will no longer be open 24 hours starting spring quarter.

occupied the lounges during the

hours from 2 a.m. to 6 a.m., the

study showed. And out of those

occupants, a noticeable fraction

were not UCLA students, accord-

ing to the study.

A mixed late-hour lounge
population, which included home-
less people, caused the student

association to worry about student

safety. Vales said.

**Wc were concerned about the

security of students stud)ing in the

the lounges, and must instead rely

on Campus Security Officers to

check the lounges periodically,

Vales said. Because the Campus
Security Program closes at 1 a.m.

the student association decided to

close the lounges at the same time,

he said.

'^Ultimately, we're looking to

the university to provide 24-hour

study space."

A 24-hour study lounge is

Students Studying After Midnight

The decreased hours could rxn—ypapg*" he said. "^^ had «»»—scheduled to open in Pbwcft

real problem for people who study

late, said graduate student David

Oast, the only board member who
voted against limiting lounge

hours.

"Students fought for years to get

24-hour lounge," Oast said.

incident where a vagrant started a

ruckus. Although nothing major

has happened yet, you want to

worry about this before anything

happens."

The student association cannot

afford to post security personnel in

Library after seismic renovations

are completed in fall 1994. Until

then, students can go to libraries or

reading rooms such as the one in

Powell Library. The Powell
Litxary Reading Room closes at

midnight every day of the week.

Average

hunfiber of

students

studying

SOURCE:
Asscx;iated ^
Students of

UCl^ Survey

The average number

of people actually

studying in the

Kerckhoff Hall study

lounges in 1991

sharply decreases

after midnight.

1.-00 2:00 3.-00 4:00 5XX)

Time of the nrK)rning

6:00
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Grad candidates b^n campaigns for next year's offices
By Reglna Ravetti
Dally Bruin Staff

Eight candidates begin cam-
paigning today for seats in next

year's graduate student govern-
ment

The candidates are vying for the

1992-93 positions of president,

internal vice-president and exter-

nal vice-president of the Graduate

Student Association, which repre-

sents more than 10,000 UCLA
graduate students.

Although election results will

not be known until April 30, six of

the candidates attended a mandat-
ory meeting Friday evening to

become better acquainted with the

campaign and the election process.

Each was given an infcnmation-

al packet containing a schedule of

upcoming campaign events and
the council's election codes.

The duties of the different

officers were discussed at the

meeting. According to Lee Miller,

commissioner of elections and

appointments, next year's officers

should expect to work a minimum
of 15 to 20 hours per week.

Working such hours will help

the graduate government achieve

its goals, he said. "We're hoping

that someone who gets elected

does at least 20 hours a week,

otherwise the Graduate Student

Association won't be very effec-

tive."

In addition to being registered

UCLA graduate students, the

candidates had to submit an appli-

cation with at least 50 graduate

signatures. Miller said. No one was
denied candidacy, he added.

The three positions of the

graduate student government over-

see different areas within UCLA

as well as the University of

California system.

The president of the graduate

student government serves as the

students' official representative at

all committees and special events.

In addition, the president heads the

graduate student cabinet, chairs

the process of appointments and
drafis the association's budget

The three presidential hopefuls

are computer science major David
Gungner, law/business major
James Li and law student Hao-
Nhien Vu.

Law students Jonna Hoffman

and Bill Godwin are seeking the

office of internal vice president

whose duties include overseeing

internal activities of the graduate

association and sitting on a number
of campus and administrative

committees.

Education major Peary Brug,

political science major Bob Carri-

co and law student Kelly Schramm
will contend for the position of

external vice president who serves

as the graduate representative to

the University of California Stu-

dent Association, the official lob-

bying organization for UC
students.

Head of Jewisli Defense Ljeagbe
arrested for murder H •

SUNNY SUf

Irv Rubin, far left, pictured here last March when he came to

UCLA to protest an article In the student newsmagazine
NOMMO, was arrested Friday on friurder conspiracy

charges. Rubin Is chairman of the Jewish Defense League.

By Heesun Wee
Daily Bruin Staff

Jewish Defense League Chair-

man Irv Rubin was arrested Friday

in the parking lot of a suburban
Sherman Oaks restaurant on suspi-

cion of conspiring to commit
murder, Los Angeles Police
Department officials said.

The 41 -year-old leader of the

militant Jewish organization is

being held without bail at the

Police Department's Harbor Divi-

sion Jail in San Pedro. The
ahaignment will probably be on
March 10, police Sgt. Steve Wynn
said.

Although police provided few
details on the case because the

investigation is continuing,
Rubin's attorney, Steven Gold-
berg, told United Press Interna-

tional that his client is innocent
The Century City-based attorney

represents both Rubin and the

Jewish Defense League (JDL).

The investigation concerning

Rubin's alleged involvement in a

San Pedro murder-plot ring has

been ongoing for the past four

months, Wynn said.

He added that he did not know
whether the charges of murder
conspiracy are related to his JDL
activities. The JDL organization is

known for its radical slant and has

responded violentiy in the past to

anti-Semetic incidents.

Authorities also said that Rubin
has been moonlighting for a

private detective and applying his

aggressive political tactics to such

tasks as collecting money for

creditors, the Los Angeles Times
reported.

The Monrovia resident is

accused of hiring an associate to

terrorize an unidentified San Pedro

man, who purportedly owed
money to one of Rubin's business

clients. Police officials said

Rubin's associate has admitted to

firing bullets through the San

spiracy
Pedro man's windows, hitting him
on the head and threatening to kill

him. Authorities contend that had
they not stepped in Friday, the man
could have been murdered,
according to The Times.

"Mr. Rubin is angry at the

charges and is completely mysti^;

fied as to why he is being held,"

Goldberg told UPI.
In addition to Rubin's lawyer,

the militant chairman's wife is also

protesting her husband's arrest and
says he is innocent "I know they

have no case," Rubin's wife,

Shelley, told UPI. "My husband
would never be involved in such a

nefarious activity. I'm sure he is

innocent of whatever they are

charging him with.**

Rubin, who joined the JDL in

1971 as a student became national

chairman seven years ago when he
replaced Rabbi Meir Kahane, the

group's founder.

See RUBIN, page 18
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Briefs

World

Armenian and Azeri

blood feud worsens
MOSCOW — The latest communal

atrocities in the former Soviet Union have

again thrown the spotlight on the conflict

in Nagorno-Karabakh, a feud as bloody as

it seems insoluble.

Last week, it was Armenians
slaughtering Azeris in Khodzhaly, one of

the last villages in the enclave in which
Azeris still lived. Annenia said the

operation was needed to halt the shelling

of Stepanakert, the enclave's capital.

Azerbaijan was enraged over images of
dead infants and mutilated civilians, and
in the tumult President Ayaz Mutalibov

resigned.

U>S. may ccMifront

North Korean vessel
WASHINGTON— A North Korean

freighter believed to be carrying Scud
missiles to Iran and Syria is still well

outside the area where Ainerican warships

are prepared to intercept the vessel, and
any confrontation over the shq)ment is not

likely to occur for days, administration

officials said Sunday.

The officials, who insisted on
anonymity, said the United States is

prepared to board the ship as an
intimidating gesture and a show of
strength that Washington hopes will

register its strong objections to any
delivery of Scud missiles.

The Washington Post reported Sunday
Ihallhe a^mihlstration had decidedTo"

board the vessel if it nears the Persian

Gulf, but a senior administration official

said Sunday that the political issues were
still being debated and that no orders had
been issued to stop the ship.

Nation

Senators want halt to

Paidstan arms sales

WASHINGTON — Senators of both

parties said on Saturday that they were
pressing the Bush administration to stop

all private arms sales to the Pakistani

government, arguing that the practice

violates a law barring American military

aid there because of Pakistan's nuclear

weapons program.

Aid has been suspended since the

autumn of 1990 under the arms cutoff law,

which says that if the administration

cannot certify to Congress that Pakistan's

nuclear program is for peaceful uses, all

military assistance must be halted and no
new economic help sent beyond what is on
the way.

JiKlge says castration

OK for punishment
A Houston man charged with sexually

assaulting a 13-year-old girl won judicial

approval Friday for his request that he be
allowed to undergo surgical castration to

avoid a prison sentence.

The date of the castration was not

announced at a hearing Friday in Harris

County District Court in Houston.

If the castration takes place, Steve Allen

Butler, 28, who has a previous conviction

on a charge of child molesting, would be

the first sex offender in recent years to be
-punished by surgical castration;

Doctors involved in the treatment ofsex
offenders and advocates of victims* rights

Friday criticized the castration of sex

offenders as a simplistic and questionable
solution to% complicated problem.

ofThomas
nomination queried

WASHINGTON — The special

counsel heading the Senate investigation

into the disclosure of accusations of

sexual harassment against Judge Clarence

Thomas last fall has recently questioned

officials ofsome of the interest groups that

opposed the nomination.

People involved in the investigation

said that in the last two weeks the special

counsel, Peter E. Fleming, had questioned

officials ofgroups involved with lobbying

for civil rights and abortion rights and a

lawyer for the woman who made the

accusation. Professor Anita F. Hill of the

University of Oklahoma Law School.

•J -APlKNie tedinol
tlwows FBI wiretaps

The Department of Justice says that

advanced telephone equipment in wide
use around the nation is making it difficult

for law-enforcement agencies to wiretap

the phone calls of suspected criminals.

The government proposed legislation

Friday requiring the nation's telephone

companies to give law-enforcement
agencies technical help with their

eavesdropping. Privacy advocates
criticized the proposal as unclearand open
to abuse.

In the past, the Federal Bureau of

Investigation and other agencies could

simply attach alligator clips and a wiretap

device to the line carrying analog,

~&ansmissions hanging from alelejplibn^

pole. But such telephone lines are being

steadily replaced by high-speed, high-

capacity lines using digital signals. On a

digital line, FBI agents would hear only

computer code or perhaps nothing at all.

Ill

Local

Alloged iMinic

iHiild weapons cache
Two men arrested on suspicion of

robbing nine suburban San Fernando

Valley banks apparently have used money
from the holdups to build a concrete

bunker beneath a home.

About 119 military-style
semiautomatic rifles, shotguns, revolvers

and pistols were discovered in the bunker,

along with 27,400 rounds of ammunition,

including thousands of .50-caliber rounds,

officials said.

Survivalist literature and a volume of

books entitled "How to Kill** were found
among the $200,000 weapons collection,

which FBI agents and Los Angeles Police

Chief Daryl Gates put on display Saturday

at a downtown news conference.

Laughing gas gaining

puiarity at partiesIII

The three young men found dead after

inhaling laughing gas are among an

alarming number of people using the

dentist-office anesthetic at underground

parties in Las Angeles, authorities say.

The gas is sold at parties called **raves,**

which have no permanent location, and

are often held in empty warehouses, said

Los Angeles police SgL Thomas Page,

officer in charge of the drug recognition

expert unit

_ On Fridayi a 54oot cylinder of futrou^

oxide, known as laughing gas, was found

across the laps of three men who police

said suffocated inside the pickup truck

after inhaling the gas.

Compiled from Bruin wire services
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Campus foram 1

1

gender, ethnicity in woriqilace
By Chrlttlne Strobel

Daily Bruin Staff

Students from UCLA and sur-

rounding high schools met Satur-

day on campus to attend a forum on
gender and ethnicity issues in the

workplace.

More than 40 students of color

gathered in Hedrick Hall for a
workshop led by a panel of four

UCXA graduates as part of a

community relations program.

The TriMENTOR program
matches up a high school student, a
UCLA student and a UCLA
graduate according to their career

interests. For three years, the

groups of three meet to talk about
their interests, with the graduate

acting as a mentor for the two
students.

**As mentors and graduates, we
understand some of the unique
challenges that face students when
they enter the workplace," said

Maria Velasquez-Marshall, the

coordinator of the workshop and a

panel member.
**We want to pass some of our

insight along to the mentees,** said

Velasquez-Marshall, who also

manages the UCLA Housing
Assignment Office.

The program was sponsored by
the Alumni Association and the

housing office.

"Considering our budgetary
restraints, it's great that we've

been able to pool our resources to

give these kids a chance to learn a

concrete, work-based skill," said

Loralee Olaes, the TriMENTOR
program manager.

At Saturday's forum, UCLA
graduates discussed how their

career experiences have been
affected by their gender and
ethnicity.

"I've been told that my tenure

would come much more easily

because I am a wonuin and a

minority, •• said Joy Asamen, a

psychology professor at Pepper-

dine University.

*That can be a devastating thing

to hear, but I know I'm making a

contribution and I can't waste my
time trying to fight that ignor-

ance," she said.

OneUCLA student said she also

felt these attitudes at the college

level.

See TriMENTOR^page 11

PAID POLITIQAL ADVERTISEMENT
Paid for by: PHILIP ASHAMALLAH Democratic Candidate for President

QUOTES BY ASHAMALLAH, DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR
PRESIDENT IN 1992

33 Undoubtedly the Democratic Party is the

most intelligent political party In the history

of the U.SA While a dumb Republican

would steal from the poor and give to the

rich, a smart Democrat would steal from

everybody and give to himself. Then, as

soon as he Is rich enough, he would
defea from the Democratic Party and join

the Republicans. Check It out with the ex-

governor of Louisiana and with an ex-

governor of California a.k.a. the great

communicator of wealth, from the
American People to his own wife and his

own friends.

35 The difference between other people and
myself Is that most other people eat to live

and live to eat. In my case, I love to live

and live to love.

39 If a human-being has one lota of self-

respea, dignity, pride, honor, grace and
decency, he would never accept to pass

the hat or extend his hand begging for

money and campaign donations. It

follows that by our acceptance of the

legality of campaign donations, we have
also accepted to limit our choice of leaders

to corrupted politicians, expert

panhandlers and professional beggars.

We have also forced our Intelligent voters

to choose and selea the least harmfrjl

animals finom among a bunch of worthless

nincompoops who bx^ devoid of any self-

respect, dignity, pride, honor, grace or

decency.

40 If and when our unscrupulous leaders are

caught, they cause us eternal shame &
disgrace. Spiro Agnew, Richard Nixon,

Jim Wright and Joseph McCarthy are but

a few drops In our stinking swamp of

corrupted politicians and low-life scums.

41 Apparently the Republican Party has its

own definition of a patriot and a traitor A
traitor is one who sells his country for a

few bucks. A patriot, however, will never

ever sell his country for less than two
million dollars In cash, ten million dollars in

real estate with a residential palace In

Beverly Hills and a free fun-filled seven day
trip to Japan.

45 It Is a crying shame that we are what we
are, when If given just a little bit of good
luck, we could be what we really want to

be.

46 There Is only one single thing members of

our Democratic Party ever learn from

history. They learn that they never ever

learn from history.

48 Mr Charles H. Keating Jr. collaborating In

concert with some of our top leaders and
best-known politicians was able to steal

more than three BILLION dollars from the

/Mneitcan rebpfeTff that isnot organized"

crime at Its very best, I will eat my hat.

49 Prostitution of pretty members of the

gentlesex is legally acceptable In only one
single State of the Union. By sharp

contrast, corruption and prostitution of

politicians of both sexes is legally

acceptable In every single State including

Nevada.

50 I pledge to do the best I can in 1 992 to

have General H. Norman Schwartzkopf as

the next Vice President of the U.S.A. This

great hero made only one single mistake

during the conflict In the Gulf. He
obeyed the orders of his Incompetent

superiors and let Saddam Hussein literally

get away with murder This single error

did as much harm and damage to

humanity as that caused by the Nazi

Henchmen when they obeyed the stupid

orders of their mad leader.

51 The most notorious crImlrTal In America Is

the Criminal Justice System itself. In the

name of protecting the rights of the

Individual, It was really designed by

judges and lawyers to enrich judges and
lawyers and make them millionaires

overnight. An Illustrative example is one
Criminal Defense Attorney "Raymond
Newman" of Pasadena who Is just a

Criminal Attorney In partnership with a

few judges, he was able to steal half a

million dollars every year from the County

of Los Angeles Tax-Payers.
^

128 The most miserable fact of life throughout
the history of mankind is that In any given

country, at any given period of time, the

animals & criminals employed by the

government could very easily outnumber
the populations of jails and prisons in the

same country.

129 Definitely the best service any patriot can
ever give to his community, is to improve

the quality of government, weed out the

criminal elements and protect the people

from the harm and harassment of inept^ civil service employees and corrupted

pofiflcians.

130 There d^x^ great affinities between fine

music and Intelligent Structural

Engineering. Fine music is the aesthetic

struaure of sounds and intelligent

structural engineering Is the sound
harmony of building materials.

131 In the middle of election year, some
politicians are trying to convince us that

the cause of the present depression and
economic decline is the fierce

competition from Japan and Germany.
They are trying to hide the fact that the

true cause is the explosion of graft,

corruption, dishonesty immorality
plundering and ripoff of our wealth and
natural resources by crooks and
scoundrels Inside and outside the

government. Within the last two
decades, our great country has become
the third most corrupted nation in the

whole world.

133 Politicians are the only group of people

who ^xe given a license to steal and
collea advance bribery In the name of

' campaign contributions. The federal

government encourages them to steal

even more by granting them matching
funds dollar for dollar These matching

frjnds are taxes extraaed from the pockets

of honest people like you and me.

A very successful organization, specialized in "STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT," is

interested in expansion by mergers or by the acquisition of other similar firms with great potential for development and growth. Submit all requests for
consideration x^\ ^^^

INTERNATIONAL. 5eSIGN PLUS
5478 Wllshire Blvd. Suite #204, Los Angeles, California 90036

P.S. We are seeking national and Internattonal publications to help us cxjnvey and communicate our ideas and thoughts to the Amerrcan People at home and abroad.
Interested publishers and editors, please write to: Philip Ashamailah, Democrat for President, P.O. Box 36022, L.A. Ca 90036-0022
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speak to on drought
By Reshma Shamasunder
Dally Bruin Staff

Moie than a dozen engineers,

journalists and politicians familiar

with California's continuing

drought spoke to about 40 journal-

ists Friday at a UCLA water

conference.

The conference, entitled

**Reporting on Water in California

— Quality and Quantity,** featured

more than a dozen speakers who

discussed topics ranging from
groundwater use to water manage-
ment

**There*s a lot of misinformation

about climate and climate control,

which affect the water supply,**

said John Dracup, a UCLA profes-

sor of Engineering and Applied

Sciences. *Td think journalists

would want to know as much about

it as possible.**

And people need to know that

the recent rains do not mean the

drought is over, said Douglas
Wheeler, resource secretary of the

Resources Agency of California.

••*We*re at 70 percent of normal

water level,** he said. **We*re only

half of where we ought to be, and I

don*t see the drought ending this

year.**

**It*s our sixth year of drought

now,** said Maria Cones, a Los
Angeles Times writer who moder-

ated the lectures. **This is just to

help reporters understand.**

Charles Warren, from the Cali-

fornia State Lands Commission,
and Lloyd Carter, an award-win-
ning freelance journalist, also

spoke Friday.

The day-long conference was
organized by the UCLA Extension

journalism program and was spon-

sored by the California Statewide

Extension Development fund and
the University of California Toxic

Substances Research and Teach-
ing Programs.
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Expo shows oartMriondly home and garden piochictsw—

ALEX DE ROBERTE8

Douglas Whoolor

THE UCLA CENTER FOR OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

PRESENTS

CANCER INCREASES IN INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES:
REAL OR ARTIFACT

A SEMINAR BY
I-

DEVRA LEE DAVIS, PhD, MPH

Scholar in Residence,

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences

DATE: Wednesday, March 1 1 , 1992
TIME: 12 noon - 1 pm
PLACE: Room 13-105, CHS

Dr. Davis is the former founding Director of the Board on Environmental

Studies and Toxicology, National Research Council. She has written more than

90 articles and directed the production of over 30 books and reports for the

National Research Council, including the recent Environmental Epidemiology,

Volume I: Public Health and Hazardous Waste (National Academy Press, 1991)

and Safe Drinking Watery Volumes 5-10, Dr. Davis is Fellow of American

College of Epidemiology and American College of Toxicology.

For more information on the above seminar: contact Mary Lui (3 10) 206-4702

In,

inmiifmiifim^iJm^ Jvaau,ammifi^m^mm

The Irving Stone Memorlail Symposium
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF HUMANS AND HUMANNBSS

When: 9am to 5pm. Friday. March 13. 1992
Where: UCLA Schoenberg Hall 1 100

Admission: Free. Open to the Public

InformaUon: CSEOL. 5687 Geology Bldg. (825-1769)

9:00 am: Modeling Human Origins: Are We Sexy Because
We*re Smart, or Smart Because We*re Sexy?
C. OWEN LOVEJOY. Kent State University

10:00 am: The Origin of the Genus Homo
ALAN C. WALKER, Johns Hopkins University

11:10 am: Archaeological Interpretations of Early

Hominid Behavior and Ecology ,

RICHARD POTFS. Smithsonian InsUtuUon
1:30 pm: New Views on Modem Human Origins

CHRIS B. STRINGER British Museum, London
2:20 pm: Humans aA Symbolists and Materialists:

Image-Making in the Upper Paleolithic

MARGARET W. CONKEY. Univ. Calif.. Berkeley

3:30 pm: Culture and Hiunan Evolution
ROBERT BOYD, Univ. Calif.. Los Angeles. v

4:20 pm: Panel Discussion: Origin and Evolution of
Humans and Humanness
TAB RASMUSSEN, Washington Univ.. St. Louis

5:00 pm: Close ofSymposium

.

BRUIN
ADVERTISING

825-2161

By Reshma Shamasunder
Daily Bruin Staff

Recycled compact discs,

organic burritos and an array of

other environmentally safe pro-

ducts pacl^ed the Los Angeles

Convention Center this weekend
as part of the Second Annual Eco
Expo.

Throughout the three-day affair,

an estimated 40,000 people drifted

from booth to booth tasting natural

wines and foods and gathering

information on everything from
pollution-free transportation to

conservation techniques in the

home and garden.

More than 300 companies and
environmental groups, including

the UCLA Environmental Coali-

tion and the UCLA Heal the Bay
chapter, ran booths to entertain and
educate those who attended.

"We want to make people
environmentally aware in a spe-

cific way,** said Marc Merson,

president of Eco Expo. "We want

them to be aware of things they can

use practically in their everyday

lives— lighting, clothing, garden,

water. We just present it in an

entertaining way.**

And there certainly was plenty

of entertainment for both children

and adults. A section set up by the

Los Angeles Children's Museum
allowed youngsters to draw on

more than 20 yards of recycled

paper, while adults could watch

women from the Coalition to

Preserve the Pierce College Farm

spin natural threads of wool.

But not everyone was interested

only in entertainment The UCLA
environmental groups at the event

sponsored booths to teach people

about the environment

"We want people to know that

students on the UCLA campus are

concerned about educating people

on environmental issues,** said

Andy Gutierrez, a member of the

UCLA Rainforest Action Group.

"And a lot of people are interested

in what we*re doing here. We*re

• I

getting a lot of support"
Students from the Heal the Bay

booth were also selling sweatshirts

and T-shirts to raise money for

environmental causes.

"We*re selling merchandise and
giving out free information to get

the message out that UCLA is

environmentally aware," said

Amy Kaplan, a member of the

organization*s UCLA chapter.

"UCLA students will get the

message, too, just because we*re
here. That*s what's important**

DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUCCESS

1 /Mwavs Wanted lb

Run Mv Own Business. So
I Joined [Enterprise, n^

f

Kristi Samples
BS, PolUical Science

UCLA 1988
Regional Insurance Supervisor, lA Metro

Enterprise only hires hard-working, entrepreneurial indi-

viduals. People who want lo learn every aspect of running

a business, from customer service to personnel manage-

ment.

Enter our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee,

and well reward your dedicoKon and sales ability with

raises, promorions and the opportunity to go as far as

your talent will talce you.— Sales Management IVainee

$23,000
• A BS/BA degree

• Sh-ong communicoKon skills, enthusiasm and drive

• Retail/sales experience a plus

iFyou wont to learn all aspects of running a business

while enjoying lull pay and benefits, join tfie Enterprise

team . Please coll Jill at (3 1 0) 390-5595. An equal

opportunity employer.

ALL AMERICAN SHUTTLE - SPECIAL OFFER
UCLA to LAX SPECIAL
•$14 one way •Rttervudoni 24hn

in advance
•$22 round trip •Daily 24hr icrvlce

1.800.585.2LAX (213)641.4090

E E P YOU RS
®PEN DURINC

A $ U C L A
EXTENDED

\ ^

A Iready?!? Finals again?!? Time for some

serious studying... To help you, ASUCLA is

keeping the doors of Ackerman Union and

Kerckhoff Hall open for extended study hours.

The following lounges will be open for

extended study hours:

° Kerckhoff 2nd & 3rd Floor Lounges
Optn Mar. i5-i9i 24 hours

° Kerchoff Alumni Lounge
Open Mar. i5-i9i sam-iam ^

° Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Open Mar. i5, iinoon-iam AND Mari6'i9,

Ham-iam
° Ackerman Union 3rd Floor Lounge
Open Mar. i5-i9, Sam-iam

FREE COFFEE available duringEiods Week

only at the following locations:

North Campus (Mon-Thurs)8PM-CLOSINC

Jimmy's at Lu Valle 9PM'CLO$INC
Kerckhoff Coffee House 10PM-CL0$INC
The Cooperage 8:30PM-CLO$INC

f^i^'

mfd THE HAIR SALON

OPEN 7 DAYS ftEVENINGS

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
$8
$5
$5

$20
$25

MEN & WOMEN P."*'"'^"

$
_ Lip Wax

^^^ Eyebrow
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax
Sculpture Nails

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

S35

HILtTE&
CUT & CONDITIONER

S35

CELLOPHANES.
CUTS 25

Exp. 4/9/92

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

Get Ready for
Graduation!
Graduate with style...don't forget to order your portraits and
graduation announcements. Also available is the UCLA Medallion

Watch from Bulova, a 14k gold-plated dial featuring a rich

three-dimensional rendering of the UCLA seal. Order them soon!

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
150 Kerckhoff Hall • (310) 206-8433 • M-F 8:30-5:30

DEPARTMENT OF SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

SPRING QUARTER 1992

Russian 193: Seminar in Russian Literature

Literature and Cinema
Instructor; Prof. Vyacheslav V. Ivanov

The seminar will study Russian literature in its relation to cinema —
focusing on two different sign systems. The aesthetic and semiotic

similarities and differences between literary texts and their

cinematographic projections will be discussed. The main notions of

the Russian Formalisms — story vs. plot, defamiliarization — and their

development in the work of S. Eisenstein will be discussed in

connection with the semiotic description of movies. The
cinematographic theories of the^Russian Formalists will be compared

with their own work in cinema. Non-Russian versions of classical

Russian literary works will be studied from the point ofview of

cultural typology.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL 825-2676 OR 825-3856.

^

t
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Looking For The Key To Success'

^Try Advertising in the Daily Bruin.

' 825-2161

Advertising Opens A Lot Of Doors.

Families straggle with

rising collie costs and

catlonal decisions

M ^^^^--JSWHWH^i^HJ: . . . . . . ..." •.-.-.•..v.-.v.!^.-.-.-.--.-. . • •jj

.............,....._ i:::.<:-,:mmm9^^

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit >

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like Insurance)

vIsiorTplans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

COMPl^YE CARE
«) li>^.l3 1 9-9999

1531 Wllshire Blvd. Santa Monica
(comer of 16th Street, next to Crown Books)

r ~ 'y

^^CUPAND SAVE

t^M'
Exp 3 1692

LARGE

tf-^
PIZZA w

of Soda

TWO TOlMMNCiS

208-8671
Offer good onty with this

ooupon. one coupon per

pizza.
*

TAX INaUDED ^^ 3 ^^„ ^ ,,«^

Lxp 3 16 92

8.50
LARGE
PIZZA w
free Liter

of Soda

208-86^

TWO lOPi'lNCiS

Offer good only with this

[coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
'

TAX INCLUDED ymit 3 pizzas pnr address

— ^CUPAMDSAVE ————————
Exp 3 ^6 92

LARGE
f-/% PIZZA wjM Free Liter

of Soda
8.50
iwo !()i'ris(.s

208-8671
Offer good only with this

[coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

•Not vdid on Siol'snt or with any o«h« olfsr. MimI nMMnn ad.|

I

TAX INCLUDED Urni* 3 pizzas per address j

'. *f'"'^^''^z*iyKSii for a -
Board

II!
<«s<^

• 3 $500 scholarships avaljble

students who have

excellence In scholarship/

community service.
i

• Must be a full-time student

than 155 unlts^f^^Hj:) did not apply

Mortar Board for the academic
'

1992-1993. —

^

K'^«i^^..

less

:.-.*^

;
•

• Applications may be picked up at the

Dean of Students office and are due

Friday. March 13th at 4:00 p.m.

By Carmdn Ramos Chandler

Los Angeles Dally News

Abbye Atkinson spread the college brochures on the floor,

contemplating which univCTsity she wants to attend in the fall.

"I think rd go." if accepted, to prestigious Yale University, said

Atkinson, a 16-year-old high school senior who aheady has been

accepted at the Berkeley and Los Angeles campuses of the University of
^

California.

But her mother just smiled and shook her head.

"It's easy for her to say she*d go," Beverly Atkinson said. "But where

are we going to get the money?**

The Atkinsons are among the thousands of families struggUng to

reconcile spiraling tuitions and recession-pinched wallets with their

desire for a college education they have worked so hard to attain.

"It used to be considered outrageous to suggest that someone take out a

second mortgage or borrow against their life insurance or retirement

benefits just so their chUd could go to college," said Nancy Coohdge,

coordinator for governmental relations and student financial support with

the University of California. "Not any more. We're doing it more often

every day.**
. ^ .

According to figures compiled by the California Postsecondary

Education Commission. 258.949 students graduated from high school in

Cahfomia in 1990. about 53 percent of whom went on to attend an instate

collese.

Commission spokesman Mark Irish said that the figures should be

similar this year.

The Los Angeles Unified School district last year graduated about

23.500 students— 65 percent of whom are now attending college— and

the figures are expected to be the same this year, said Charles Espalin.

director of senior high school and college counsding for the district

But each graduating class finds it harder financially to attend coUege.

Xollege used to be the dream for the middle class and also a way for

working-class people to move into the middle class,** Espalin said.

Xollegc has become a difficult goal to attain. It*s just becoming too
.

-expensi!gft
"

The UC Board of Regents voted this year to raise annual student fees

ftom $2,486 to $3,036, a 22 percent increase. At the same time, Califor-

nia State University trustees voted to raise their annual fees fi-om $939 to

$1,308. about a 40 percent jump.

The increases still have to be approved by the state Legislature and the

governor. But even without the fee increases, it is expensive to go to a

four-year state university.

University of California officials estimate it will cost about $11,000

during the 1992-93 school year— including room and board, books and

other expenses — for a student to attend one of its nine campuses.

With tuition and expenses, students will pay about $9,000 this year to

attend one of 20 CSU campuses.

Private universities cost even more.

University of Southern California officials estimate it costs about

$20,000 a year, including room and board, to attend their schooL Stanford

University students paid $21,262 this year, including room and board, a

cost that is expected to rise to $22,850 during the 1992-93 year.

"It*8 frightening. Tm sure, for a lot of parents these days.** CSU

spokeswoman Colleen Bentley-Adler said.

Today. Espalin said, it*s not uncommon for a student to graduate ftom

coUege with bachelor's degree and $20,000 or more in outstanding loans.

•*And if they went on to a professional school they could easily come

out owing $100,000, $150,000 or more,** he said.

Yale University, the Ivy League school that is Abbye Atkinson s

dream, is expected to cost $23,700 a year.

Her father, Patrick, is a lawyer with a firm under contract with Los

Angeles County to represent defendants when the PubUc Defenders*

Office cannot Her mother is a nurse with Kaiser Pcrmanente. They said

they have a combined income of about $150,000 a year.

The Atkinsons also have two older daughters, one who just earned her

mastcr*s degree in journalism from UC Berkeley and another who is a

second year medical student at UC San Francisco.

The Atkinsons, who bought their simple two-story home in the Los

Angeles area ofWoodland Hills about six years ago. have so far been able

to avoid taking out any k)ans. Instead, they stick to a strict monthly

budget to ensure they have enough money to send their three daughters to

college. ^ .,.

Coolidge said that it is particularly hard for middle-mcome famines

who cannot qualify for financial aid.

••One of the first things we advise them to think about is taking out a

second mortgage on their home.** she said.

She said students should look at "the bottom line** as they decide on

which school to attend.

USC*s dean of admissions and financial aid. Cliff Sjogren, said that

many private schools have policies that hmit the amount of money

parents and students are expected to take out in loans, and make up the

rest with institutional grants and scholarships.

"Money shouldn't be the only thing you chose your college on."

Sjogren said. *The education you are going to get is going to be with you

all your life.**

For high school senior Jaime Gonzalez. 19, a private university wasn*t

even an option he and his family could consider.^

"I just hope I can afford to go to a UC school,** he said. "I really want to

go to UCLA. But I applied to CSUN — just in case.**

CSUN is California State University, Norlhridge — not far from the

high school Gonzalez is attending.

Gonzalez, the middle of five children, is the first one in his family to

graduate from high school and plans to be the first one to go on to college.

His parents Aureiio and Raquel immigrated from Zacatecas, Mexico.

Neither one made it to high school.

V
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New version ofjob

anti-discrimination

bili in l^slature
By Heesun Wee
Dally Bruin Staff

Five months after California

Governor Pete Wilson vetoed a

gay-right*s bill which would have
banned job discrimination on the

t)asis of sexual orientation, a new
version of Assembly Bill 101 has

been introduced to state legisla-

tors. —
The new bill, entided AB 2601,

was introduced to the state legisla-

ture last month by Assemblyman
Terry Friedman, D-Los Angeles. It

is expected to reach the govemor*s
desk by September.

Both the old bill and the new bill

were designed to create an agency
to resix)nd to complaints of discri-

mination based on sexual orienta-

tion. But the new bill, entitled AB
2601, would set up a state agency
under the state Labor Commis-
sioner instead of the Fair Employ-
ment and Housing office, said

Friedman aide Rand Martin.

"When the governor vetoed 101,

he thought it was appropriate

policy for the Labor Commission-
er to handle those complaints,** he
explained. Current state law does
not protect lesbians and gays from
discrimination in the workplace.

Following the governor*s
advice and an October 1991 state

court case prohibiting job discri-

mination on the basis of sexual

orientation, the Labor Commis-
sioner's office began accepting

such complaints. The labor com-
missioner's office is currently

working on more than 30 active

cases, Martin said.

But some Los Angeles com-
munity members are skeptical that

Wilson will approve the new bill.

"I find it difficult to believe that

he would change his mind and
support it,** said Rae Lee Siporin,

co-chair of the UCLA Lesbian and
Gay Faculty Staff Network.

Some attributed Wilson's possi-

ble veto to party politics.

. *The reason I don't think the

governor will sign it is that he will

still want to continue catering to

the conservatives within the Repu-
blican Party. I don't see him
supporting the bill.** said Albert
Aubin. a member of the UCLA
Lesbian and Gay Faculty Staff
Network.

Students also voiced skepticism
about Wilson's approval.

'There's no reason for him to
change his mind. He*s given into

the more conservative lobbying
factions.** said Santiago Bemal. a
member of UCLA's Gay and
Lesbian Association.

Since Wilson vetoed the bill in

October, statewide members of the
gay and lesbian community have
been gathering signatures to place
a gay-right*s initiative qq the

November state ballot.

However, only 75.000 signa-

tures have been collected, falling

short of the 487.000 needed by
April 10 to qualify the measure for
the November ballot.

Because the efforts to collect

signatures were ineffective, some
gay and lesbian community mem-
bers hope to focus their attention

on September and make it clear to

Wilson and state legislators that

vetoing the bill would mean themm - k 1— » t 1

loss of many votes, Aubin said.

And sending this message to the

state capitol means seeking the

support of other non-gay and
non-lesbian communities, Aubin

said. "It is necessary to develop

allies with other communities. It is

not enough to work within the gay
and lesbian community.** he

added.

Those allies include members of

any oppressed group, such as the

African-American and Asian-

American communities, he said.

Gay and lesbian community
members said they hope Wilson

wUl think about his political future

when the gay-right's bill comes to

his desk. "For him to say no would
be an absolute blow to the gay and

lesbian community," said Velasco

Alamillo, a member of the cam-
pus' Gay and Lesbian Association.

Wilson should be wary of losing a

lot of potential voters, he added.

Records reveal injury

to women, infants due
to inadequate care
By Cheryl W. Thompson
Los Angeles Daily News

Los Angeles County officials

refused to allow the Los Angeles

Daily News access to any of the

county's maternity wards to talk to

patients, doctors, nurses or staff

members. Officials cited a written

policy barring the media from the

wards.

But records from more than

1,900 claims against county hos-

pitals from 1988 through 1991

contain many examples of death or

injury to women and babies caused

by inadequate care.

Some of the mosls^ioiisririct-

dents are detailed in ca^es in which

the county has agreed to settle

malpractice claims.

There were at least 21 such

settlements involving maternity

cases in 1991, 40 in 1990, 42 in

1989 and 22 in 1988. Examples

from those and other malpractice

cases against the county include:

The death of Diane Varela

during deUvbry of her fint child in

May 1987 at Los Angeles Coun-
ty-University of Southern Califor-

nia Medical Center's Women's
Hospital. Records show that in

preparation for a Caesarean sec-

tion, a tube was improperly

extended into Varela 's esophagus,

causing irreversible brain damage
and death. ,.

Her daughter was bom healthy.

The county agreed in 1989 to pay

nearly $1.2 million to Varela's

daughter in payments that will

begin on her 18th birthday in 2005

and continue through the year

2022.

The death of Maria Mendcz in

June 1986 at Coufity-USC
Women's Hospital, after her uter-

us ruptured during a prolonged

vaginal delivery. A Caesarean

section would have avoided the

rupture to her uterus, records

show.

A malpractice case was setUed

for $323,263 payable to her estate

by the county.

GRE Exam
June 6

GRE Seminar:

April 1, 5:00

Call Now For Information

(310)312-4900
11819 Wilshire Blvd. #205, West L.A
'Near Barrington 'Validated Parking

GMAT Exam
June 15

GMAT Seminar:

April 1,6:00

Call Now ForHflformation

(310)312-4900
11819 Wilshire Blvd. #205, West L.A
*Near Barrington 'Validated Parking

LSAT Exam
June 15

LSAT Seminar: ^^
"^pril 1,7:00"*

Call Now For Information

(310)312-4900
11819 Wilshire Blvd. #205, West L.A
*Near Barrington 'Validated Parking

Ml ^*"
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Oxygen Permeable
Contact Lenses

also Daily Wear Soft Lenses $175.00

i^ Disposable Contact Lenses $225.00

The Best Are Getting
Even Better!

Call our office today

to schedule an
appointment.

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, CD.
10955 Weyburn Ave.

Corner of Weyburn & Broxton

208-4748

Dr. Dennis Ogawa
Professor of American Studies

University of Hawaii, Manoa
UCLA Alumni

speaking on

"Asian Pacific Americans in

Hawaii"
and

—- Media Images for Japanese
Americans"

Monday, March % 1992

3:00 PM /

Asian American Studies Center Conference Rooni
3232 Campbell Hall /

Dr. Ogawa is the author of several books funded

by the Rockefeller Foundation, including the

commemorative biography of Challenger

astronaut, Ellison Onizuka. Dr. Ogawa is also the

UHM faculty sponsor of the 1992 Hawaii Summer
program focusing on multiculturalism in Hawaii.

students interested in the 1992 Hawaii Summer
Program are invited to attend this event. Faculty,

stair, and studentsarc also welcome.

For more inforrhation,

contact;

Dr. Jane Takahashi at (31 0) 825-2974

Animal riglits raiders

maul years of woik
The New York Times

EAST LANSING. Mich. —
Animal rights advocates entered

two research areas at Michigan

Slate University on Feb. 28, set fire

to one and destroyed 32 years*

worth of animal science research,

the university administration said.

The vandals also inadvertently

destroyed fertility research that

could have helped both humans
and endangered species.

The raid was directed against

Richard Aulerich, an animal sci-

ence professor, the university said.

The raid destroyed equipment and

property worth $75,000 to

$125,000. said Maynard Hogberg.

the chairman of the Animal Sci-

ence Department at MSU.
Of the 32 yean of data lost, two

to three years* worth had not been

published, he said.

Karen Chou. an associate pro-

fessor of animal science, said she

lost 10 years' worth of data on the

effects of chemicals in animal

reproduction. Her research was

aimed at testing the viability of

sperm before fertilization and at

studying the effects of chemicals

on reproduction.

Chou said her fertility research

could have helped solve reproduc-

tive problems in endangered spe-

cies. It could also have uncovered

the effects chemicals have on

human reproduction, she said.

The Animal Liberation Front,

which conducted similar raids at

Oregon State University one and

one-half years ago and at

Washington State University six

months ago. claimed responsibility

for the acts in a press release.

The group says it seeks to end all

animal experimentation and in

particular calls experimentation on
minks, such as Professor Aulerich

was dbing. cruel and worthless.

Aulerich had been conducting

research on toxins and their effect

on animals. Hogberg said. The
research involves feeding minks,

which are especially susceptible to

toxics, food containing toxic

chemicals or other contaminants.

The research was intended to be

used to benefit humans and other

animals, he said.

Hogberg said that he did not

know how many of the 350 minks

kept at the lab were euthanized

each year, but said that the number

was 'Very low." He said the

animals were not maimed during

the research.

According to Bill Wardwell. a

lieutenant with the Michigan State

University Department of Public

Safety, members of the Animal

Liberation Front broke into

Anthony Hall on campus about 5

a.m. and entered Aulerich*s office.

Files and papers were strewn

around the office and a fire was
started, he said.

The fire gutted Aulerich's office

and smoke extensively damaged

two other offices, a conference

room and a recq)tion area. Ward-

well said Similar devices were useiF

in the break-ins at both Washing-

ton State and Oregon State. At the

Poultry Research Facility, where

Aulerich conducts his research,

vandals destroyed research docu-

ments and poured sulfuric acid into

laboratory equipment, including

devices used to feed the minks.

Lieutenant Wardwell said. They

also opened the minks' cages, but

the animals remained inside.

Tattered Yugoslavia

aft vital crossroads
By John F. Bums
The New York Times

BELGRADE. Yugoslavia — It

has been said of the Balkans that

they have too much history, mean-

ing that grievances from the past

have been allowed to overwhelm

the present, that atavistic passions

have too frequently triumphed

over sober calculations of self-

interest

It is an axiom that comes to mind

at every turn amid the wreckage of

Yugoslavia, where in the last nine

months as many as 10.000 people

have been mutilated and mur-

^toc^ untold property has been

destfoy^d and the economic pros-

pects of 23.5 million people, the

population of the six Yugoslav

republics, has been ruined in an

explosion of bitterness and anger

that has defied every standard of

humanity, reason and common
sense.

Now. the south Slavs — the

Serbs and the Croats, the Macedo-
nians and the Montenegrins, the

Bosnians and the Slovenes —
stand once again at a crucial

juncture, at a point where they

must choose between renewed
immolation or the recognition that

the history that cast them together

a millennium ago offers no sus-

tainable alternative to working out

a future in peace.

The choices that are made here

in the weeks ahead may be crucial,

not only for the hopes that some-
thing can be retrieved from the

ruins of the old Yugoslav federa-

tion, but for the demonstration

effect elsewhere in the old Com-

munist world, not least among the

jigsaw of peoples who are locked

together, with unresolved enmities

and territorial disputes of their

own. across the republics that

formed Uie old Soviet Union.

For the moment, at least, the

worst of tiie killing here has halted.

The United Nations-brokered

cease-fire in Croatia has entered its

third monUi. after 14 previous

truces that lasted only hours or

days, and Ll Gen. Satish Nambiar.

the Indian officer appointed to

command Uie 14.400-member

peacekeeping force approved by

the Security Council last month,

arrives here on Sunday to prepare

for the first United Nations deploy-

ments into Serb-held areas of

Croatia.

Cyrus R. Vance, tiie former

secretary of state who is the special

envoy of Boutros Ghali. the United

Nations secretary general, com-

pleted his latest trip here on Friday

anxious about the potential for

further warfare, above all in the

powderkeg of Bosnia and Herze-

govina, the republic that is Croa-

tia's southern neighbor.

But Vance remained convinced

that Uie risks of injecting United

Nations troops for the first time on

tihe European mainland out-

weighed the dangers of holding

back.

^ The best news for Vance, who
has become a folk hero here for his

five months of tireless peacemak-

ing, was that Bosnia did not

explode in the wake of the popular

vote for independence last

weekend, despite tense days of

bomb explosions and barricades.

I
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The final spares

SUZANNE STATESA^ally Bruin

Ruth Cortado, a Junior chemical engineering major, and for-

mer Bruin bowling alley employee displays the last remain-
ing ball and pin following the equipment auction. The
bowling alley was torn apart this past weekend.

\LT() INSIRANCE .

Helicopter newsman
tangles with officials
w
By Jim Tranquada
Los Angeles Dally News

LOS ANGELES— Last montii.

newsman Robert Tur and the other

members of his helicopter crew
were honored by Los Angeles City

Councilwoman Joy Picus for their^

"dramatic rescue of a motortsr
trapped by flash flooding in the

Sepulveda Basin.

Today, Tur's pilot is one of five

under investigation by the Federal

Aviation Administration for

allegedly violating aviation rules

and interfering with official rescue

efforts— a charge leveled by some
Los Angeles Fire Department
personnel.

Tur. owner of a suburban Santa

Monica-based news service
known for going to greS lengths to

get pictures, claims the investiga-

tion is the latest blow in a

campaign firefighters and the FAA
have waged against him for abnost

five years.

**This is ridiculous — I don't

know why this is happening." Tur
said. **My pilot is being investi-

gated l)ecause we rescued a guy
where the Fire Department hadn't

been around for two hours. Isn't

that terrible?"

The 31-year-old newsman is

now suing the Fire Department in

federal court, claiming false com-
plaints filed by two firefighters led

to the revocation of his pilot's

-flicense last September and to the

Tiling of criminal charges against

him — charges dismissed last

month for lack of evidence.

Although the lawsuit seeking

$47.5 million in damages deals

solely with Tur's case, his attorney

sees his case as a worrisome

example of government officials'

efforts to restrict aerial access to

news events.

**I think it's a symptom of a

larger problem." said Matthew
Fairshter of suburban Van Nuys.

filing criminal charges seems to

^ a new tactic being used against

pilots — we're now handling

another case like that"

Deputy City Attorney Byron
Boeckman declined to comment
on Tur's lawsuit — filed in Los
Angeles district court — because

the city has not yet been served.

However. Fire Department
community liaison officer Dean
Cathey vehementiy denied that the

department is trying to discourage

helicopter news crews from cov-

ering fires, fioods or other news
stories.

**That is totally unfounded."

Cathey said. "We go out of our

way to allow media access to

incidents so they can get their

stories.

FAA spokeswoman Elly Brekke
also dismissed Tur's charges as

groundless.

*There is absolutely no vendetta

against Mr. Tur." she said. **We
have an individual who disre-

garded federal regulations, and we
took appropriate actions to revoke

his certificate. We're doing what
we're supposed to do."

Brekke declined to identify the

five pilots under investigation, but

said that the inquiries were based

on the observations of FAA air

traffic controllers ^t Van Nuys
Airport, backed »y additional

information obtained from fire-

fighters.

There is indeed a Top Rated Domestic Insurer right here in Westwood Village that has exceptionally

low rates for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good driving record and reasonable licensed

experience you will be pleasantiy surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average, you will be

positively shocked.

You see, we truly appreciate nerds (or those with nerdy tendencies). We ^yplaud yoiv commitment to do
well in school because this means that you will most likely do well in life. Let us show you first hand
that your pursuit of excellence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood BWd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548

UCLA Department of Music

UCLA Wind Ensemble
Thomas Lee, conductor

Winter Concert
Wednesday, March 11, 1992

8:00 p.m.

Sclioenberg Hall

Music of George Crumb, Saint-Saens,

• •

•• • •

• •

• • • .*A^**

J>chwantner, and wine glasses.

$5 general, $3 students and

senior citizens with I.D.

Information: UCLA Central Ticket Office,

(310) 825-9261.
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From page 5

"People tell me thatTm going to

get into graduate school much
easier because Tm female and Tm
black,** said Jodi Brockington, a

senior majoring in political sci-

ence.

"It's very bad for your self-

esteem to be told that*** she said. "I

constantly feel like I have to have a

card that lists my qualifications on
it." ^ i

Members of the panel described

for students the atmosphere of the

workplace.

"Once you leave here you will

still be graded/* said Daryl
Thompson, an aerospace contrac-

tor. "Pex)ple will always be eva-

luating you, right up until the time

you retire.**

Panel members also emphasized

the need for people to their

remember cultural backgrounds
instead of downplaying their ethn-

icity to fit into the workplace or the

university.

"I don*t want you leaving this

room with you having this feeling

that you should forget who you

are,** Velasquez-Marshall said.

Historically underrepresented

community members have a

unique perspective that business

leaders look for, Asamen noted.

"It*s not a matter of giving up who
you are, but adding to your
repertoire of knowledge.**

In addition to the discussion, the

students and mentors met for a 90-

minute computer lab session,

where the sifudents were taught

basic computer skills.

literally wrote
the book on it!

We are the enly 6MAT course that also
publishes a nationally best-selling
GMAT self-help book. Off course, we
also run the country's ffastest growing

graduate school test prep course.
It

«

So, iff the press and the public trust us,

who else would you want to entrust
with your GIMIAT preparation?

For information or to inquire about
one of our free PReview sessions

please call us at

&']

11
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ISAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT
(310) 474-0909
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MONDAY
MADNESS

EVERY MONDAY 2 For 1

Buy One Entree and get the Second (of equal or lesser value) FREE!
Take Out, Eat in or Delivery!

Free Delivery with Dinners served 'til 1Dpm.
minimum purctiase of $101 Capuccino & Dessert Bar until 1am.

1 389 WESTWOOD BLVD.
Hours: Mon-Sat 1 1 :30am - 1 :00am

Sun 5:00pm- 10:00pm
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UCLA CULTURAL AFFA IRS COnniSSION PRKCNT5

CHICAGO BLUES LEGEND

Lefty Diz z

"Lefty hit the spotlight like a man
possessed launching into a steamy,

provocative stage persona and stinging,

high energy guitar work,

"

" Blues & Rhythm Magazine

Tuesday, Harch 10, 5-11 pm

FREE at tlCLA^s Cooperage
Pr©5©ntc^d If) coo-par otibf) vxiith Stadant CoMMfti"©Q for \\)Q. Arts.

Caltaral ArToiTs 15 Vundad bu) (J5Ar--u)oar stadaot- gou©roM©nt.
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CONFERENCE
From page 1

National Coalition for Redress and

Reparations.

**(The internees) shared from

their hearts, and it was clear that an

injustice occurred,** he said.

A nudn goal of the redress

movement was to educate the

public— not just Japanese Ameri-
cans— about the ways to fight the

violation of basic civil rights,

speakers said.

"We're doing a disservice to the

people who worked so hard with

the movement if people consider it

just a Japanese-American issue,**

said Mari Matsuda, a law professor

and a conference coordinator.

And financial reparations

should not be the only reason

communities try to obtain official

recognition for their struggles,

other speakers said.

**A check and an apology are not

enough,** said Charles Lawrence, a

Stanford University law professor.

*True redress is to work everyday

and combat the racism of everyday

Ufe.**

Politicians often overlook a

group*s civil rights, said speakers

who cited Gov. Pete Wilson*s

October veto of a gay-rights bill as

a recent example.

And a community cannot work

"We're doing a

disservice to the people

who worked so hard

with the movement if

people consider it just a

Japanese'American
»

issue.

Mari Matsuda
Law Professor

alone to secure its civil rights, said

Torie Osbom, a leader within the

gay and lesbian community.

"It can*t be the African-Ameri-

can and the Asian-Pacific com-
munities fighting for a piece of the

pie,** she said. "It has to be about

re-cooking the pie and making a

vision we can all own.**

The college-age generation is

also taking part in creating that

vision.

A few students from Pomona
College discussed a recent incident

of racism where a painted message

of "Asian-American Studies

Now** on a wall was changed to

"Asian-Americans die Now.**

All students are trying to mobil-

ize, said junior Wendy Yan, a

member of UCLA'g Asian Pacific

Coalition. 'There's so many issues

out there. We need to find a

unifying force to rally around.**

OBSERVE THE

WARNING SIGNS.

If you have chest pain lasting two

nfiinutes or more, see a doctor.
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Gun sales fall

By Erik Eckholm
The New York Times

n Improbable as it may seem at a

ivtim6 of escalating drug wars and
senseless schoolyard shootouts,

^,the American gun industry is

3( staggering.

i This is not to say that guns are
'r about to become scarce. In each of
the last several years, 4 million to 5
million firearms were added to a
vast civilian gun supply believed

to total close to 200 million.

And through the industry's

recession, a few companies have
thrived by selling hundreds of
thousands of $70, pocket-sized
pistols each year.

But total sales of rifles, shot-

guns, pistols and revolvers peaked
back in 1975, at more than 6
million. And so the gun compa-
nies, in the best corporate manner,

now seek to entice more people to

buy guns.

This is an ordinary corporate

goal— and one that irreconcilably

collides with the growing sense

among many Americans of a

nation bleeding from an over-

supply of firepower.

INCREASES
From page 1

Student Association lobbyist

"The bottom line issue is that

students have no investment in the

vote if they're not sharing some of

the burden,** he said.

A campus-based fee bill in the

Legislature may fix the problem. It

will provide protection for future

students who have to pay for

decisions made by others.

The bill would make students

less likely to vote for increases by

forcing them to start paying a

portion of the fee immediately.

For example, if students voted

for a $100 fee increase to pay for a

child center, they would be
required by this bill to be charged

$25 of the increase right away.

"If the only impact on you
personally is that some facility will

be built in the future there's

nothing stopping you from voting

yes,** Shaw said. "Paying some-

thing out of your pocketbook will

make you take it seriously and

think more about the impact of the

fee-
Undergraduates at UCLA pay

$58.50 in fees for the operations of

the John Wooden Center, Acker-

man Student Union and student

government while graduate stu-

dents pay $633 for the same
programs and an additional man-
datory medical insurance charge.

This bill offers protection to

future students, but its proponents

admit it has its shortcomings.

For example, Shaw said some
^'graduating students who voted for

a fee increase to build a new child

center would pay for it without
' ever getting to use it.

Despite this drawback, student

lobbyists argue that the protection

^of incoming students is more
"^ important

New students should have a

right to decide if they should

absorb the costs of a fee approved

before they even started college,

. Shaw said.

I
The "vote now, pay later**

\ dilemma is becoming increasingly

f important as UQ^p^uses start

using campus-basw fees to build

projects that should be funded by

the state, said Alfonso Salazar, the

UC Student Association represen-

tative from UCLA.
"Students need to make sure that

the fee is going to be exclusively

for students and not for the

f educational backbone of the uni-

Iversity,- he said. *That is the

I
responsibility of the state.'

I

HONORS PROGRAMS SCHOLARSHIPS
$58,650 in awards available!

Students participating in the following programs are eligible:

- College Honors • Honors Status

1992 SUMMER RESEARCH STIPENDS
Stipends of $1 200 per student will be awarded to undergraduate

Letters and Science students for full-time research during the

Summer of 1 992.

Students participating In the following programs are eiigible:

- College Honors - Departmental Honors

- Honors Status - Departmental Scholars

DEADLINE: Wednesday, April 1, 1992

Applications are available in HONORS PROGRAMS, A311 Murphy HalL

The Women of Summer & Donna: Women In Revolt

plus shorts by Cohen, Foster, Gazzo, Greenhalgh, Kelly, Mittelbach, Rasmussen, & l\ixidra

In Person Freddy Drake Paine & Nika Cavat ijhe Women ofSummer)

Today Monday March 9, 7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m., Melnitz Theater FREE
No passes required

Sneak Preview

directed by Lars Von Trier

with Barbara Sukowa, Jean Marc Barr & Lawrence Hartmann

Wednesday March 11, 8:00 p.in. Melnitz Theater FREE
Passes required

Passes are free to UCLA students and can be obtained at CTO (near James E. West Center) at 9:00 a.m. and at

10:30 a.m. at the Melnitz Box Office the day of the screening. A limited number of tickets will be distributed at the

Melnitz Box Office one hour before showtime. For more information, call 825-2345.

This program is sponsored by the Graduate Students Association, in cooperation with

UCLA Film and Television Archive and the Women's Resource Center.
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From page 1

he sdid.

Throughout the UC system,

Shaw noted how students are

paying for things like a child-care

center, a financial-aid office and a

campus-sports facility.

*These things are the universi-

ty's responsibility,** said Lee But-

"If we let the

administration have

their way, we would be

paying for building

libraries and classrooms.

There would be no end

to it. We are trying to

put a lid on it."

Lee Butterfield

UC student Association

terfield, director of theUC Student

Association.

**If we let the administration

have their way, we would be

paying for building libraries and

classrooms. There would be no end

to it We are trying to put a lid on

it,** Butterfield said.

But university officials oppose

the state Senate bill because they

say it could penalize students by
hindering the development of new
programs.

If passed, the bill would stop

students from approving new fees

to fund facilities or programs

unless they have a precedent at

another UC campus.

Under the current system, stu-

dents may vote in campus elec-

tions to assess themselves new
charges.

However, student lobbyists said

the election process is often mani-

pulated by UC officials who try to

convince students to approve an

increase that the university wants.

In one noted case, UCSA*s
Shaw said the UC San Diego
administration printed 10,000 bro-

chures about a proposed plan for a

sports complex and then distri-

buted 8,000 of the leaflets to the

sports department — thereby

targeting students who would be

most likely to vote for the recrea-

tional facility.

This bill bans campus admi-

nistrations from spending money
to persuade students to approve fee

increases, he said.

But UC spokesman Mike Alva

said that the university should be

allowed to publicize its views on

Average Campus-Based Fees at the UC

$250t

$200--

$150--

A new bill would prevent the University of California

from raising campus-based fees to fund projects

that are falling victim to budget cuts.

$100--

$50--

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

SOURCE: University of California Student Association
SETON KIM/Daily Bruin

fee proposals. The current process

allows for free and open debate

about the use of the campus fees,

but this bill would unfairly limit

the voice of UC officials, Alva

said.

Under the bill, students would

be able to decide what they are

willing to pay for while also giving

students greater say in deciding

how money is spent, Shaw said.

Certain provisions of the bill are

modeled after the agreement

between the Associated Students

of UCLA and UCLA Chancellor

Charles Young — letting the

student association act with rela-

tive autonomy from the university.

On most of the nine UC cam-

puses, student participation is

restricted because the officials

have control over student associa-

tions, Shaw said. The bill would

require campus chancellors to

adopt an agreement making stu-

dent associations more indepen-

dent, he added.

The state Senate must now
approve the bill before it can

become law.
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Make the Smart Move

HUCLA
OUSING

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
NORTH

- Short Walk to Campus

First come first served basis.

Optional meal plan

Month to Month Rental

FuUy Furnished

Roommate Matching Service

Available

\

ON CAMPUS HOUSING

- Get better grades!

Residence Hall tutors

Computer labs
~ " Study and review

Sessions

- Walk or bike to:

Cultural and Sporting

activities

Classes and libraries

-r Choose dining options!

Three different meal

plans

Deli snack bar<» cafe

grill, and pizzeria

Sack lunches/ASUCLA

food coupons

FALL QUARTER 1992

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
APPLICATION DEADLINE:

MARCH 3L 1992

For application and information

contact:

University Apartments/North

625 Landfair Avenue #1

Los Angeles, CA. 90024-2461

PHONE: (310) 825-2293

On Campus Housing

270 De neve Drive

Los Angeles, CA. 90024

PHONE: (310) 825-4271

Non
From page 2

Committee, commented: "Bush

will kill that program. Not."

(George handled it in a declarative

rather than exclamatory fashion,

but hc*s a conservative.)

This reversing addendum, or

pseudo-Gallic negative, is a syn-

tactical device popularized by

Mike Myers and Dana Carvey. the

comedians who play the cable-TV

talk-show characters Wayne
Campbell and Garth Algar on

"Saturday Night Live." It has

exploded into the language in

connection with the promotion of

the Paramount movie "Wayne's

World'* and is likely to be with us

through the summer, when it will

disappear into Hula-Hoop land.

A non-book of the same title,

published to ride the movie's

popularity, offers a helpful glos-

sary of exclamations used by the

comedians usually referred to, like

Olsen and Johnson of "Hellzapq>-

;

pin." as "the zany pair."

"Not!" is defined therein as

'"used at the end of a statement of

fact, expressing denial, negation or

refusal." Parenthedcally, the

popularizers explain, "Similar to

how a negative symbol at the

beginning of a mathematical sub-

set renders that subset negative

regardless of any possible positive

integer within said subset"

This glossary also defines "H®__

"shoots! He scdresr as "He t5~"

victorious. He is successful." That

nonce acclamation is taken from a

sportscaster's excited rqxxt of a \

successful shot in basketball, pat-

terned after the baseball announcer

Mel Allen's "How 'bout thati"

after a home run, a generation or so

ago. The glossary adds the regur-

gitory "hurl," which was included

here recently in a general roundup

of barfrnanship without reference

to the source of its popularization.

Stories about the comedians

invariably use their lingo."We told

friends they had impeccable taste

— NOT!" writes Linda Shrieves

of The Orlando Sentinel. "We told

the boss that he was a stupendous

manager and a real motivator —
NOT!" She concludes (using the

device about the zany pair, as TV
critics do about the movie), "Way-

ne and Garth— experts in the field

of logics NOT!" ^
I write "popularize" rather than

"coin" about **NotI" because NBC,
faithful to etymological standards,

rcbioadcastcd a 1978 "Saturday

Night Live" episode in which the

comedian Steve Martin uttered the

word in the belated-negation con-

text used today. Playing Chaz the

Spaz, Martin told Gilda Radner,

playing Lisa Lupner, who had

developed a dial-a-toastcr, 'That's

a fabulous science fair project" He
paused and sneered, "Not!"

Perhaps the usage is rooted in

the Frenchm ... pas, which forms a

negative around a verb; je sais, "I

know," becomes je ne sais pas, "I

know not" The heavy emphasis on

the pas could be the source of the

American nonce term. Or not

Relatedly, consider this head-

line over an Associated Press

dispatch in The New York Times,

sent in by William G. Clotworthy

of Westport, Conn.: "Blacks are

urged not to buy Japanese cars."

He wonders if this should not be

corrected to read "Blacks are

urged to not buy Japanese cars."

Not to buy or to not buy? Hardly

a knotty problem. 'To not buy"
may be rhetorically preferable, as

it is more urgent an urge than "not

to buy," but that usage is not the

practice of the native speaker.

The reader expects this item to

conclude with some outrageous

statement followed by an arch use

of "Not!" Refraining from its use is

a double reversal.
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From page 1

positively."

And while both Greek leaders

agreed that more education is

necessary, each house allows for

only a certain number of mandat-

ory programming hours, they said

llie councils already require

pledges to attend a one-hour rape

awareness program. Also, sorori-

ties offer compulsory program

nights, which explore issues such

as rape and sexual harassment

said Abby Nelson, president of

Panhellenic Council.

The Greek leaders will present

the suggestions tonight at a meet-

ing between leaders friom all Greek
organizations.

"The presidents' meeting will

be a time to get honest" Nelson

said. "If songs are circulating

(within sororities), it will stop."

But the newsmagazine editors

continued to raise doubts about

Greek members who defend the

sexually degrading songs as

harmless drinking times, pointing

out that 90 percent of rapes involve

alcohol.

La France agreed, saying "I

think it's pathetic that people think

this is a joke."

From page 3
Rubin is well known for his

-attention-gainmg politicad tactics^

In 1981, for example, he was
acquitted on a charge of solicita-

tion of murder in a 1978 offer of

$5(X) to anyone who killed a

member of the American Nazi

Party "in defense of the Jewish

community."
In 1972, Rubin was arrested for

attempted murder after someone

fired three shots at an American

Nazi in El Monte. A few months

later, he was arrested again in

connection with a pipe bomb
explosion outside the Southern

California home of a Palestinian.

Although he has been arrested

many times, Goldberg told The

In March 1991, Rubin

set foot on the UCLA
campus when

controversy was

brewing over an

allegedly anti'Semetic

article, which appeared

in the Febmary 1991

is$ue ofNOMMO, the

campus* African

Student Newsmagazine.

Times that Rubin was never
convicted of any serious charges.

Three years ago, Rubin himself

was the target of violence. Morde^
chai Levy, a long-time Rubin rival,

i^as found guilty of first-degree

assault after shots were fired at

Rubin and three others standing

outside Levy's New York home.
In March 1991, Rubin set foot

on the UCLA campus when
controversy was brewing over an

allegedly anti-Semetic article,

which appeared in the February

1991 issue of NOMMO, the

campus' African Student News-
magazine. ^

He delivered the letter to the

NOMMO office on Thursday,

March 7, 1991. "So. Jew-haters,

you have been warned. We're not

making threats; we're making
promises. Whatever hate you dish

out, we'll throw back in your faces.

And it won't be a pretty jxrson,"

the letter stated.

With wire reports.

"Since the Greek

system claims to

represent brotherhood

and sisterhood, it's their

responsibility to

intelligently explore

what it means to be

men and women."

Sheila Moreland
Co-editor of Together

And while Nelson was more
optimistic that sorority members
would accept the recommended
changes, she said she too wants to

assure members that reforms are

not being made only to appease the

public.

"I want the women to see

change is necessary for their own
self-preservation and for the men
because they're hurting individu-

als," Nelson said. "I think already

the women who sing these songs

are probably second guessing

i1

KWAT WANSON/Daily Bruin

Dan LaFranca, president of the Interfraternity Council (IFC), speal<s with the editors of Together,

UCLA's feminist newsmagazine. IFC. the Panhellenic Council and the Center for Student Progranrv

mlng about the Phi Kappa Psi songbook.

themselves."

However, the focus of education

needs to shift from the victim to the

perpetrator, Moreland said.

"We need to raise the conscious-

ness of men as well," she said.

*The women in the sororities are

not raping other women."
Stressing that the problem is not

limited only to the Greek system,

Moreland and co-editor Katrina

Foley also called for the immediate

implementation of a gender-stu-

dies requirement into the general-

education program.

"Everybody should be required

to take a gender-studies course

before they graduate," Moreland
said. **The genders must learn to

communicate and cooperate rather

than oppress and compromise."
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Education is the key to haltingracbm
UCLA has a stated goal

that, as part of the UC
system, it will attempt

to reflect in its student body

the diversity of the whole

state. The idea is to create on

campus a microcosm of the

variety and divereity of the

people of California.

This admirable policy has

managed at the same time to

highlight on campus the woeful

way in which minorities are

treated in California and the

rest of the United States, and

the anger that results from this

mistreatment. Observe the

emotional responses to Sanjay

Sabarwal*s angry article about

living in a culture that treats

him as a second-class person;

then on the other side witness

the collection of songs of a

fraternity that glorifies violence

and domination over women.
The issues which these exam-

ples typify are certainly not

isolated within our campus —
they happen every day, all

over America. Considering

these issues, UCLA is a sym-

"bol for the whole of the

country.

It's possible that as a model

of the conflicts involving

minorities, UCLA can likewise

be a model of these conflicts

resolved. The reason I say this

is because Tm fairly certain

that the best way to resolve

many of these problems is

through the one thing for

which most of us are here —
education.

If there is going to be any

"great equalizer** in the world,

education is going to be it

Newsweek magazine just

recently declared the American

Dream dead, stating that the

idea that prosperity could buy

equality has finally become
bankrupt. A dedication to edu-

cation, however, should resur-

rect that dream.

To begin at the workplace,

the best way to combat discri-

mination is to force people to

accept the presence of minori-

ties in every level of a variety

of careers. This sort of situa-

tion is best achieved by creat-

ing a constant supply of highly

qualified workers from all

groups. In turn, this leads to

the need for adequate educa-

tion for all, especially for

inner-city and underprivileged

areas, where such education

and the hope to succeed is

Chi oh no
Editor: ^

Chi Omega is an organiza-

tion built on service, scholas-

tics and sisterhood. We
constantly strive to achieve

excellence in these three areas,

and do so in positive ways. As

a group, we hold an annual

Tug-of-War benefiting the Chil-

dren's Free Care Fund, partici-

pate in the Miracle Mile

benefiting the Make-a-Wish

Foundation, and are annually

involved in Mardi Gras. Indivi-

dually, our members are

Letters

.involved in a myriad of .

groups: AIDS Project LA,
Alternative Spring Break and

Daily Bruin staff, to name just

a few. Scholastics are a high

priority as well, and our chap-

ter boasts a 3.119 grade-point

average, which is well above

the UCLA Women's GPA of

3.001.

The point I am trying to

make clear is that we are an

intelligent and contributing

organization of women. The —
fact that a songbook appeared-

with our sorority's name in it,

should not detract from that in

any way. We are a sisterhood
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currently lacking.

I- can*t argue against the

existence of oppression in these

areas, that minorities have less

of a chance simply because

those in power wish to main-

tain their status. This evil,

however, can equally be eradi-

ted by attention to education.

If a white, male manager can

be convinced that the quality

of a worker isn*t tied to

gender or skin color and that

no culture, no race, no gender

is naturally superior to others,

fairness in the workplace

should be the result.

Here are some ways to

support education and its

results today in California:

Fight the "Parents for Edu-

cational Choice" bill. A tax

credit given to those who can

afford private school? It*s liter-

ally taking money away from

the schools that need it

Contest the fee increase

somehow. This is a public

university, and to price an

education beyond the reach of

anyone is a crime.

Don't vote for Pete Wilson,

or, for that matter, for George
Bush. Both so-called **educa-

tion** leaders have let us down
terribly.

Education is the most
important asset we have to

offer ourselves and the next

generation. We must protect it

^as the greatest hope of our

planet

Daly is a senior majoring in

classical civilizations.

that strives to encourage and

develop women to their highest

potential, not stereotype or

degrade them through songs

such s the ones that were

printed.

We do not write, or sing

songs that are degrading to

ourselves, to other sororities or

to women in general. It would

be breaking down everything

that we are trying to achieve.

'10

Natalie Sywak
President

Chi Omega Sorority

The time has come, I

feel, to speak plainly

about my true nature

and beliefs. Now I shall come
forward and tell the world

what has been kept secret for

far too long. I know I shall

face the wrath of many faiths

by stating firmly that I am a

believer in the Alpha and the

Omega, He Who Is Every-

where — Peter Murphy.
The Murphy cult has been

in existence for almost a year

now, having been first pieced

together from utterances given

by certain members of the

KLA staff. To provide back-

ground: Beginning with his

singing role in the group

Bauhaus, then continuing to the

present day with his solo

career, numerous observers had

noticed striking similarities

between his singing style and
~

that of David Bowie.

However, only at this time

was the formerly heretical

thought spoken aloud that Mur-

phy and Bowie were in fact

the same person. For some
months, the members of the

incipient cult lived upon this

knowledge, waiting for further

signs as to the nature of

Murphy.
With the encouragement of

Pope Pat and Brother Steve,

the newly proclaimed heads of

the cult, I let a divine pre-

sence fill me and speak many
revelations concerning Mur-
phy's true role in history.

Much was lost in the ensuing

days, but my channelled words,

combined with earlier conclu-

sions by Brother Steve, pro-

duced this holy text: In the

beginning, there was no British

rock music. Then a man
known as Pete Best felt the

power of song enter him, and

he formed a band called the

Beatles, acting as drummer
while the team of Lennon and
McCartney (in reality, Pete's

puppets) kept his secret safe.

He tired of this musical form

and chose to create mod mus-

ic, incarnating himself as Peter

Townshend and forming The
Who for this puipose.

Eventually growing disen-

chanted with this (and getting

irritated by the false nose he

had to wear), he abandoned

this guise, assumed the identity

of Peter Gabriel, formed the

group Genesis, and created

art-rock. After some years of

success, he abandoned this

vehicle and laid low, complet-

ing his final researches into

musical predominance. At long

last convinced of his divine

powers, he shed mortal form

entirely, recruited three equally

divine beings, formed Bauhaus

and revealed his true self —
Peter Murphy, the Great and

Terrible.

Ned
Raaaett
Having done this, Murphy

proceeded to use his newly-

acquired power to travel in

time to all comers of the

globe, making himself a mem-
TO" oip every band ever in

existence, the better to spread

his musical message of rede-

mption. David Bowie was only

the most obvious fonn —
appearances were discovered

everywhere.

It is only £air at this point

to delineate our goals for our

religion. Nothing less than

world domination is our aim,

as we seek to prove to every-

one that Murphy is behind

every note of music we hear,

whether we speak of the

synth-pop ditties of the so-

called Paula Abdul or the

grindcore assaults of Carcass

(Murphy is believed to be the

bassist).

Once orthodox belief has

been established, we shall

enforce it in the finest Judeo:„
Christian tradition — that is,

with persecution, torture and

destruction of all heretics and
the enclaves where they seek «

to hide themselves. BiUy Joel, ^
Vanilla Ice and Jon Bon Jovi

shall be shot as musical

deviants, while the communities-

of Bakersfield and Nashville

shall be razed and the ground ^
sown with salt. Separate Euro-

pean wings shall mete out the

same treatment to Eric Clapton,

EMF and the Scorpions.

Murphy will then be

enthroned in glory in London,

while Los Angeles shall be the

center of his American wor-

ship. Please understand that

only by accepting Murphy into

your lUfe are you assured of

musical salvation.

You have been warned; look

for spokespeople on Bruin

Walk shortly.

Raggett is a senior majoring in

English who has far too much
time on his hands.

6o against die grain.

Cut down on sait.
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Racism
White people of the

world, I forgive you

for being white. By
the way, you don*t need my
forgiveness.

How to respond to the

recent letters and columns
wherein all white people were

deemed to be racists? As a

person capable of thinking for

himself, I resent those who see

it as their appointed power to

proclaim masses of people as

racists, asserting that they and
they alone know "the truth*'

about what a racist is. After

nearly seven years at UCLA, I

have had enough of certain

**people of color^ repeating the

same litany of mostly imagined

grievances, and I have had
enough of people vomiting

onto me the guilt they feel

because their skin is white.

These siUy, self-righteous par-

oxysms of guilt and misplaced

anger would be amusing if

they were not so harmful.

Maybe I part from the

Sanjay Sabarwals and Susan
Rinderles of this world by
accepting that not every bad
thing in the world is rooted in

racism. That grants have been

replaced largely by loans is

very inconvenient, but it is not

-raci&tr^Ar^geg-fee^

it of all evil Ih the world

Anthony
Rodriquez
tell he how I am oppressed. I

think it is interesting that a

major reason my maternal

great-grandparents left Mexico
was because other **people of

color*" were shooting at them.

When my great-grandparents

came to this country, they had
nothing. It took the better part

of forty years, but my family

has become solidly middle

class. Like my dad says, if

this is oppression, oppress me
some more.

I long have felt that if

certain **people of color" would
skt fifffyriniT TAoX phgnf^at UlvvtutK *"*1* "*i'"<**1|gy

huge pain in the butt, but it is

not racist. And if Chancellor

Charles Young proposes

requiring Academic Advance-

ment Program peer counselors

to be students, that is not

racist

Somebody, anybody, please

as vigorously as they spout the

same rhetoric about being

oppressed which I have heard

since my freshman year in

1985, then they would be more

likely to contribute more to

their cause than a letter to the

Viewpoint section or a rally on

the steps of Campbell. And
perhaps real gains could be

posted, or at least something

more substantial than the

development of a corps of

career bellyachers. I fear that

what was once a movement to

aid others has become an

immobile beast which is con-

cerned primarily with its own
institutional perpetuation.

The notion that self-empow-

erment through self-definition

(i.e., it is important to decide

whether I am to be termed a

Chicano, Mexicano, Latino or

Hispanic) is the first imfxxtant

step in lifting one's people is

useless to the babies in South
Texas and the Mississippi

Delta who will die because of

poor health care. I doubt

whether the Mexican migrant

workers who endure illegal

working conditions in the San

Joaquin Valley really care what
politically correct label you
affix to them. While some
people waste energy pining

away for the return of Aztlan,

kids in inner-city schools go
without role models.

Why can't I swallow the

rhetoric about the racist and

ethnocentric undergraduate

UCLA curriculum? Perhaps it

is. because Itcatd my Hngti

80 (major American authors)

course, where we spent a great

deal of time on the writings of

Adrienne Rich and Amiri Bara-

ka, or because I remember my
History 148C (U.S. history

post-1945) course, where we
read books by Anne Moody,

David Harris and Richard Rod-

riguez.

Who am I to argue when
these all-knowing people use

flimsy reasoning to tag friends

of mine as racists? In her mea
culpa column last week, Rin-

derle stated that a white person

who accepts that he is a racist

confronts "the truth." But Rin-

derle failed to convince me
why we must all pay homage
to Troy Duster's ^'sociological

defmition of racism," according

to which only whites can be

racist"

Is it because such a defini-

tion is true? I doubt very

much that such an assertion

can be proven empirically, so

must I take it as the truth

because it was postulated by a

nonwhite? I don't want to rain

on anyone's parade, but for-

feiting one's intellectual inte-

grity is a high price to pay for

accepting the far-out concept

that only whites can be racist

And doing violence to the

obvious definition of **racist" is

only to cheat logic and ration-

ality of their due.

Please understand, the anger

powering this essay has little

to do with the circle jerk that

is a mainstay of politically

thinkings and-more t^

hear of a young minority being

admitted with very weak num-

bers, only to hear some
months later that a large per-

centage of such admittees were

aheady on their way out of

UCLA. It is sinful that these

people had to lose a year of

their lives and suffer financial

and psychological harm so that

others might be appeased and

assuaged.

This society and its people

have come a long way toward

eliminating racism. Yes, racism

exists in this country, but I

believe most people do not

believe this country and its

people are racist That certain

bank loan officers are racist is

not enough for me to brand all

whites as racist

If **racist" is a proper label

for everyday white people, then

I wonder if a person who
bums a cross on my front

lawn is a super-duper racist

The word "racist" has a more
important purpose that acting

as an all-purpose salve for

professional victims and the

needlessly guilt-ridden.

Nobody should tolerate pre-

sent-day racism. Whites should

not forget the harms which

systematic racism inflicted on

many pe<^>le. But if you afc-

do with the harm I have seen

come to people who have been

sacrificed on the altar of Mis-

placed Anger and Collective

Guilt When I was an under-

grad, I worked in the under-

graduate admissions office.

From time to time, I would

white, that does not mean you
have to kiss my ass while you

engage in self-flagellation. And
don't let anyone tell you diffe-

rently.

Rodriguez is a third-year law

student.
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'Your body is a battleground/ by Barbara Kruger.

Krager stands behind
image and wordplay
By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

Angelenos and visitors to the

Museum of Contemporary Art

know New York artist/photogra-

pher Barbara Kruger Hrsthand for

the monumental red, blue and

white flag mural on the south

exterior of the MOCA Temporary
Contemporary building. Kruger

will be addressing questions about

her provocative and individualistic

postmodernist art on Tuesday
during an UCLA Extension class.

The mural, •'Untitled (Ques-

tions).** carries Kruger's distinc-

tive trademark of dramatic tension

between text and space. In

"Untitled (Questions).** questions

such as "Who is beyond law? and

Who is bought and sold?** com-

prise the stripes of the American
flag. The power of the art comes
from her exploration of the effect

of words, images and space upon
the individual *s sense of self and
consciousness.

Instead of the domination of a

single medium, a combination of
images and written texts create a

composite and powerful work.

Kruger combines different media
of art to present a highly conscious

and hybridized expression. In

**Untided,** the result of embed-
ding text into a symbol as powerful

as the American flag is striking. It

integrates the relevancy and intel-

lectualism of postmodernism
while questioning the influence of

culture on the psyche.

See KRUGER, page 23

fflREHOSE set to iHimp

and thump tills week
By Lisa Rebuck

Alternative rockers flRE-

HOSE will be playing a free

noontime concert Wednesday.

March 11 in Westwood Plaza.

Sponsored by Cultural Affairs,

the show promises a high-ener-

gy atmosphere and lots of

groovy tunes, as does any
performance by the band.

Two members of The
Minutemen, drummer George

Hurley and bassist/singer Mike
Watt, joined with guitarist Ed
"fROMOHIO** Crawford to

form fIREHOSE Ave yei«g?

ago. After three independent

album releases. fIREHOSE
signed with Columbia Records

and released "Flyin* the Flan-

nel** last year, garnering wide-

spread critical acclaim.

. The band members describe

their sound as "ccono-core.**

Elements of hardcore and punk
mixed with alternative rock

sounds provide a versatile

background for the 'ierocious

talking/shouting blues** that

spurt from Waa*s mouth.

*Taking three instruments

and turning and churning and

honing the sound is demanding

on your creativity and physical

strength.** Hurley comments.

"But to tak^ those three guys

and make it sound like more is a

pretty gratifying feeling.**

CurrenUy. flREHOSE is

promoting their most recent

release. "Live Totem Pole EP.**

a Uve recording which features

the band covering songs from

Blue Oyster Cult. Public

Enemy, the Butthole Surfers

and Wire. So check them out

Wednesday at noon, because

this band will surely take you to

some faraway places.

MUSIC: fIREHOSE wiN perform

Wednesday. March 1 1 at noon in

Westwood Plaza. Sponsored t>y

UCIA Campus Events.
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"The Lemon Tree." below, is

an offbeat short film by Clare

Foster, and 'Donna: Women In

Revolt * by Yvonne Scholter.

right, Is a documentary about

woman and politics in Italy.

Her side of the story

Above, Lisa Kelly in "Base-

ment Dance," and right.

Monica Gazzo, Melnitz

Movies publicity director, will

attend a reception following

the Melnitz screening of

their films.

Women filmmakers tell their

tales through the camera's eye

By Greg Srisavasdi

Daily Bruin Staff

In
commemoration of women's history month.

Melnitz Movies presents a screening of short

nims and documentaries made by women.
Entitled "International Women's Day Celebration,*'

the feature focuses on the different styles and
attitudes that women bring to cinema.

The screening is divided into two programs of
incisive and riveting documentaries that depict

women's struggles against the world's patriarchal

system.

The one-day festival was organized by Monica
Gazzo. the publicity director for Melnitz Movies. She
sees a gradual improvement in female participation

in film, which slowly gives them a chance to express

their own unique vision.

•There has been an evolution of the (film)

language to which women have had access. This

event is an attempt to do^ some research on the

language that women use today, showing different

viewpoints and ways of exposing female author-

ship," Gazzo says.

While some believe that women filmmakers solely

tackle feminist issues. Gazzo disagrees with this

assessment. "A lot of people assume that if a woman
is making a movie then she's a feminist filmmaker,"

Gazzo says. **And that's not always the case.

Feminist awareness is just one aspect of women
filmmakers."

Headlining the first program is "Doll ^hop"
(1991), a short by UCLA film school graduate

Christine Rasmussen. An experiment in stop-motion

photography. **£X)11 Shop" focuses on a woman's
realization of her true sexual orientation.

Another short, "Heaven's Portal" (1991), is an

off-beat comedy that centers on a woman's attempt to

lose her virginity. There's some really great jokes in

this piece; it*s reminiscent of Woody Allen's earlier

films. Made by recent UCLA film sc1k)o1 graduate

Stella Mittelbach, "Heaven's Portal" is one of the

-"^rmrmmmmr'
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most amusing student films Tve seen.

Also being shown is "The Women of Summer"
(1985), the standout documentary of the screening.

The documentary chronicles the 17-year (1921-

38) existence of The Bryn Mawr Summer School of
Women Workers. Seventeen hundred women parti-

cipated in this experiment, most of whom were blue-

collar woikers. It efifectively juxtaposes the menial

tasks these women undertook and the valuable

lessons they learned at Bryn Mawr. The documentary
is told through the eyes of some of **the women of
summer,- who banded together for a 50-year

reunion.

Called **a Hrst-rate documentary** by the New
York Times, **The Women of Summer** is an
insightful, intelligent and evocative look at the

profound effects women can have on society. These
women, along with the women in the other

documentary, are truly heroic; their struggle to voice

their opinions amidst a narrow-minded world is truly

inspiring. A must-see documentary.

At the screening will be Freddy Paine, one of the

women of summer, and Nika Cavat, a crew member
of the project Hiey will be at the event to discuss the

making of the documentary.

The second program, which starts at 9 p.m.

features the document^ **Donna: Women In

Revolt** (1980), which discusses the effects of

politics on women in Italy. It focuses on their fight

against fascism, women who joined left-wing parties

and the state of feminism today.

The most harrowing section of the fihn is the

shooting of five women who worked at a radio station

by a right-wing group. Their radio programs
discussed their discontent with their daily struggles

as common housewives in Italy. As a result of their

outspokenness, these women became the target of

machine-gun fire.

A suitable companion piece to "Donna** is **A

Florentine Diary,** a surreal visual poem made by
Monica Gazzo that explores time and memory. It*s

essentially Gazzo*s vision of Florence, the city where
she lived before moving ip Los Angeles. The rilm*s

See WOMEN, page 23
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'Fugitive':
Reader flees from stereotypes in

Wambaugh's disappointing novel

By Sarah Hsieh

Question: Why does a migrant worker

have a nose?

Answer: So he has something to pick off-

season.

Intended to be funny, this joke succeeds

only in being shocking, derogatory and

highly offensive. Unfortunately, Joseph

Wambaugh's latest novel **Fugitive Nights"

is filled with similar gags and annoying

stereotypes.

Protagonist Breda Burrows is a tough and

hardened retired police officer with more

than 20 years experience on the force. Now
a Palms Springs private investigator, she

accepts a curious assignment from an

extremely rich woman who wants her

impotent husband followed.

With a billing from the Beveriy Hills

Fertility Institute as her only material lead.

Burrows enlists the aid of Lynn Cutter,

cynic and alcoholic extraordinary.

The simple sperm-bank case turns nasty

when Cutter and Burrows run headlong into

Nelson "Dirty** Hareem, a clutzy, over-

eager policeman with a long history of

disastrous blunders. Hareem hopes to win a

transfer into the Palm Springs police force,

where, according to Cutter, "he already

thinks everyone he meets in Palms Springs

is Mafia if their name ends with a vowel.**

burrows and Cutter join Hareem in His

search of bits of truth. The story does have

occasional twists — but on the whole

they're predictable and not that interesting.

Burrows and Cutter*s cynical, sarcastic

"cop humor** manages to offset the effects

of the weak plot. Hareem *s mindless antics

and classic mistakes are funny by them-

selves. Unfortunately, the humor gets old

after a while and Wambaugh*s relentless

use of cliches and metaphors really begin to

grate on the nerves: **The Nelson Hareems

of this world were as predictable as August

heat rash.**

Stereotypes and subtle allusions to race

are the novel's true downfall. Are all

gardeners Mexican and all maids black?

These stereotypes are irritating — and

whether intentionally so or not, they can be

offensive: "Rhonda Devon had said that the

live-in maid's name was Blanca. Like all

Mexican maids she had no family name
until Breda asked for one.**

The stereotypes that typify "Fugitive

Nights** lead to^its doom. Burrow's hard

strength, Cutter*s sarcasm, Hareem*s inept-

ness and the mystery of the fugitive are not

enough to counteract their damaging

effects.

The final confrontation between the good

guys— who really aren*t that good— and

the bad guy is short and uninteresting.

-instead ofa definite end to a tale already tog

pursuit of the fugitive, a man known to be

dangerous and recognized by his accent,

baldness and red flight bag.

Where the plot goes from this point is

anybody's guess. The sperm-bank case and

their search for the fugitive may or may not

be connected to one another, and the three

haphazardly stumble from lead to lead in

long for its own good, "Fugitive Nights^

concludes in a way that leaves room for a

sequel or maybe even a series. Ultimately, it

leaves the reader disappointed and
unsatisfied.^!4

BOOK: "Fugitive Nights." By Joseph Wambaugh.
Published by William Morrow and Company, Inc.

Hardcover. 336 pages. $22:
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TV'S 1ndy' is a vision of

action and academics
By Jason Stewart
Daily Bruin Staff

For producer George Lucas,

'The Young Indiana Jones Chroni-

cles** is a labor of love. But to many
critics it*s a noble idea lost in

uncompromising execution.

They agree it*s educational, but

complain it is too much so; that it

sacrifices the cliffhanger excite-

ment that marked the three mega-

successful feature films that

inspired it.

True. "Young Indy** is not a TV
adaptation of the Harrison Ford

movies. But in many ways it is

much, much more. Led by the

incredibly influential and powerful

leadership of Lucas (who has

personally penned every story for

this season and the next already),

"Young Indy** managed to deliver

in its two-hour premiere prece-

dents that promise to expand the

legitimacy of network series prog-

ramming.

In fact, the weakest element of

the show is its connection to the

Indiana Jones legacy. Lucas obvi-

ously saw the name recognition of

his character as a way to attract

network and audience interest and

not as the most significant point of

the venture. Unfortunately, this

will probably generate the same

£slse cxpectatfona thai ftkeady

seem to have tumed-off critics.

This series is more aptly thought

of as the ultimate high-budget

version of "Voyagers** or **Quan-

tum Leap** (a blatant copy of the

fonner), only replacing the science

fiction backbone with a coming-

of-age story. The series is narrated

by 92-year-old Indy (George Hall)

recalling his worldwide adven-

tures between 1908 and 1918 (ages

nine- 19). The show will alternate

between two Indys: A 10-ish

Henry Jones, Jr. (Corey Carrier) on

a world tour with his family and a

late-teens Indy (Sean Patrick Flan-

nery) traveling the world on his

own during World War I.

Shot on location in over 15

countries, Indy will see it all, along

the way running into just about

every historical figure alive during

the period. Often these true perso-

nas will meet up with Indy either

before or after their fame, such as

in the premiere when Indy

encounters a 19-year-old T.E.

Lawrence and a Lt. George Patton.

The treatment of Patton is one

example of what makes the show
so bold. Patton is still considered a

great American hero to many —
especially those who were around

during Worid War II. But Patton is

represented here as a racist extre-

mist who killed a room full of

Mexicans just for showing resent-

ment of his defamation of Pancho
Villa.

Moreover, Villa and his revolu-

tionary cause is shown in an

untypically even light The United

States is witnessed as the manifest

destiny, land-hungry invaders,

giving Villa a valid purpose. But

Villa and his men — even those

who become protagonists — kill

innocent victims without a second

thought and steal from the Mexi-

can peasants just as callously as the

oppressors they are fighting.

Amazingly, much of the action

in Mexico is spoken in Spanish

with English subtitles— not just a

line or two, but entire scenes. This

is unprecedented for network TV.
And while the show stays true to

the form of the films in displaying

Indy himself as unbelievably

lucky, esca^iag death at every

turn, it is otherwise quite realistic

in its portrayal of violence. People

who are shot die, and sometimes

not bravely (when Indy*s firiend is

shot during a raid, he begs Indy not

to leave him alone, despite the

action still at hand).

In spite of all this, "Young,

Indy***s prospect for network suc-

cess is limited at best, unless

viewers and Lucas can come to a

compromise over the action and

the academics. However optimisti-

cally, Tm rooting for Lucas*

vision.

TELEVISION: The Young Indiana

Jones Chronicles." Createaand pro-

duced by Qeoroe Lucas. With Corey
Canier, Sean Patrick Rannery and
George Hail. Two-hour premiere aired

Wednesday, March 4 and Saturday,

March 7, at 6 p.m. on ABC (channel 7).

Reoularly airs Wednesdays at 9 p.m. on

Youtli ordiestra lieips

musicians start out
BySuzanBlblsl
Los Angeles Daily News

Since Mehli Mehta founded the

American Youth Symphony 27

years ago, the number of group

members has doubled, a dozen

graduates have gone on to play for

the Los Angeles Philharmonic,

and another 80 have landed jobs in

symphony orchestras all over the

world
•The orchestra is a training

ground for future symphonic play-

ers,** Mehu said.

For 27 years, Mehta, the 83-

year-old father of conductor Zubin

Mehta, has been raising money to

pay the cost of producing six

annual concerts (which are free to

the public). The funds pay for

renting UCLA*s Roycc Hall, and

compensating trainers and musi-

cians. The lattef-range in age from

16 to 25 and come from high

schools and colleges in the Los

Angeles area.

Sunday night, Mehta is at it

again. His friends Werner Klem-

perer and Gary Graffman will

perform in a benefit concert at the

Dorothy Chandler Pavilion with

the youth symphony. The profes-

sionals and young musicians will

donate their services.

Klemperer will recite Dante*s

Canto Five (from the "Inferno**)

and the 110-member youth

orchestra will perform Tchaikovs-

ky*s "Francesca da Rimini**

between pauses.

Graffman, a pianist known for

his work with his left hand (he

damaged an already-injured right

hand while playing a piano that

was not fmely tuned), will play

Ravers Concerto for the Left

Hand.

Several composers, including

Ravel, Prokofiev and Britten,

wrote piano concertos for the left

hand after pianist Paul Wittgens-

tein lost his right arm in World

War I.

Graffman will perform as a

soloist with the youth orchestra.

In addition, Mehta will conduct

the orchestra in Berlioz*s "Camav-
al Romain Overture.**

Mehta said he hopes to net about

$160,000 to $170,000 from the

concert, which will keep the

orchestra going for the next year.

"Music is very much neglected

today in schools and colleges,**

Mehta said. *That makes our work

that much more important.**
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'VvSL «^r^^. ^r wwww w ^ WESTWOODC;^Ss^ BEVERLY fflLLS VILLAGE

,^
c>s^^330 N. Beverhr Dr. 1035 Gayley Ave.^ ^S^ 858-7600 ROAMoo

^.

(with Mudont/iUflEyraouhy ID A ihk ootmoiO

N>^^

soccer

TBAMOinriTTBR
CUSTOM T^HIRTS

QRCCK JACKETS, HATS, LCTmRHIQ.
OFFSIDE

1 1710 SanU Nonka Blvd. WXJi.
(OoM toUCUV

(213) 207-4226 820-6631

LONDON

r

Westwood's Only
Drive-Through Service

Dry Ceaning • Laundry

^ Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood

208-7722
r

I

I

Ihis coupon is yood for

$4 Off a Minimum
$12 Dry Cleaning Order
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R. LAB
RESEARCH TECHi

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center is a major teachine facility for the UCLA
School of Medicine. We're currently seeking a br. Lab Research Tech.

The selected candidate will possess a BS or MS (Biology) with lab

experience including a background in plasnud DNA propagation,

DNA extraction, electrophoresis, sequencing and probe preparation.

Prior management and nands-on experience with automated DNA
synthesizer or sequencer are highly desirable. Must possess excellent

communication, interpersonal and organizational skills to effectively

manage the day to day functions of tne molecular biology lab.

As a progressive health care leader, we can offer you a comprehen-

sive benefits package and a competitive salary. For confidential

consideration, please contact: Dr. Diane Prager, CEDARS-SINAI
MEDICAL CENTER, 8700 Beverly Blvd., Becker Building,

Los Angeles, CA 90048. (310) 855^91. (AA/EOE)

® GEDARS-SINAI
MEDICAL CENTER

OTDENTS & NEW CLIENT

SPECIAL

"Ktrckhoff u\rt QalUrjf presents:

THW THWC W»TH
TWO WEAOS

An art show, on exhibft now
through March 20

2 For 1 Haircuts & $10.00

OFF all Hair Services

•Receive Stress Relief

Scalp Massage or

Cut is Free

GUARANTEED!.

CaU PAiaS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310) 824-5006
1015 Gayley Ave. #105 in Westwood Village

(just half a block south ofWeylnim)

* AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI *

TUESDAY

Spcciaf (Evcntlf

Chicago Blues Legend

LEFTY DIZZ
8-11 pm, Cooperage

Presented in cooperation with

Student Committee for the Arts.

WEDNESDAY
NOON CONCCRTS SCRieS PReSGNTS:

flREHOSE
NOON, Westwood Plaza

All events are FREE, presented by the UCLA
Cultural Affairs Commission—funded by USAC.

STANFORD
SUMMER SESSION ^

Stanford is a unique experience, one that is open to

everyone only once a year. Summer is also the best time of

year to be at Stanford. With concerts and fairs and
exhibitions, the San Francisco Bay Area is so alive in the

summer even the locals have trouble keeping up. And then

there is the beauty of Stanford itself, its cloisters and
intimate courtyards perfect for outdoor classes. In 1892, a
student wrote to his family: 'The late aftemoon sun

deepened the sandstone arches into gold that summer and
made the tiled roofs rosier against the blue California skies.

It was a dazzling dream come true."

In 1992 you can choose from over 250 Stanford classes in

world renowned areas such as intensive languages, pre-

med, international relations, literature, media production,

computer science, engineering, and many more. For more
information and a Stanford Summer Bulletin call or write:

Stanford Summer Session
Building 590, Room 104

Stanford, CA 94305

(415)723-3109

FAX: (415) 725-4248

«» «*«^«^«•^, ^. Jf% ^ K -. - « A h'lnmnrwwtr

Redefining
art's lieauty
By Meg Sullivan

Los Angeles Daily News

Growing up in Rome, contem-
porary artist Cario Maria Mariani

covered the walls of his bedroom
with images he had admired in the

cathedrals, chapels and museums
of his hometown.
Now 60 years old and a part-

time New York resident, Mariani

is still appropriating classical

images, but his paintings are no
longer the doodlings of a child or

the result of a passing infatuation.

Technically proficient and sar-

donic, they brim with neoclassical

imagery — mythical figures,

angels and madonnas — in com-
ment on the state of contemporary

art, which causes the artist no end
of dismay.

"Art today is failing in general,"

Mariani said in a recent interview

at the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art.

The problem appears to be what
he views in contemporary art as a
lack of "something that improves
life.- he said.

By contrast, Mariani said he

sees his work — 50 examples of
which went on view last week at

LACMA— as optimistic and life-

affirming.

"I think of myself.** Mariani
flncc said, "as a modem ar^wh^
is anti-modem at the same time.

While popular with a public that

fmds^ his images more palatable

than less pretty work, he has been
dismissed as regressive, a view

that also dismays him.

*T don't see anything ancient

about my work,** he said through a

translator. "I live in the *90s. I live

in the future."

**Carlo Maria Mariani,** which
began a two-month nm last week,

makes an apt if apparently acci-

dental companion to "Archipittu-

ra,** by German artist and architect

Gerhard Merz.

The exhibit, which nils a

8,000-square foot gallery with

white walls, a large piece of glass,

two 80-foot-long black rectangles

and a smaller rust rectangle, began

a two-month run the previous

week in an adjoining gallery at

LACMA.
Another comment on contem-

porary art by one of its critics

("Most is childish,** Merz recently

told the Daily News), the site-spe-

cific work actually attempts to

retum participants to the sort of art

that upset Mariani so— "white or

black canvas which was reduced to

no image at all,** as he once said.

Someone who traces his lineage

from Kasmir Malevich, the father

of abstract art, and Ad Reinhardt,

the heir to Malevich*s canvases,

Merz advocates a retum to these

principles.

And his "Archipittura," which is

subtitled "What should the painter

paint if he wants to create the effect

of a white, transparent glass,**

brims with nearly as many refer-

ences to Merz*s artistic pantheon
— Malevich, Reinhardt, Bamett
Newman and their architectural

counterpart, Mies van der Rohe.

The result is a sort of highbrow
hip hop, with a call and response

between two views on the validity

of modernism. From Mariani *s

quarter comes the call, "It doesn*t

have anything left to offer.** "Does
too,** the Gerz installation

responds.

Whether all this will be apparent

to people who visit the museum
without 'The Oxford Dictionary of

Art** under their arm is doubtful,

but, at least visually, the two,

unrelenting views serve as each
other's antidote.

««« :z::rr
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From page 18

In "Untided,** the result of the

constantly changing forces of

tension and consciousness in her

work make the viewer unable to

categorize or feel totally sure of a

definitive impression or judge-

ment The artwork* s self-subver-

sive equivocation addresses larger

questions about the defmitions of

selfhood and the ramifications of a

culture dominated and self-defined

by the media.

Kruger*s other works have been

exhibited at internationally presti-

gious art institutes and galleries,

including London's Institute of

Contemporary Art, Tokyo's Seta-

gaya ArtMuseum and New York's

wfiimey Museum of American Art

Downtown at the Federal Reserve

Plaza. The longevity of Kruger's

career and her international pre-

stige are testament to her artistry

and ability to tap into the con-

sciousness and unconsciousness of

a postmodernist culture.

With the feminist and psycho-

logipal influence inherent in her

socially and culturally relevant

work, Kruger's works have
become imbedded into the post-

modernist culture.

SPEAKER: -Q & A with Barbara
Kruaer." Presented by UCLA Extension
in Dickson Art Center Auditorium on
Tuesday. March 10 at 8 p.m. Free to

students and faculty with valid ID.
"
Tiukwts are $10. Admission is avaifaibie

at the door on a first-come, first-served

basis. For more kifo. call (310)206-
1423.

WOMEN
From page 19

narrative is in Italian, the

language in which her "dreams

and inner life are articulated.

"Donna says something

about the Italian feminist move-

ment, while "Diary" gives the

kind of atmosphere that Donna
originates from,** Gazzo
explains.

Also worth viewing is *The
Lemon Tree,** a film by Clare

^oster, who attended Uie pro-

duction program at UCLA. The

itory revolves around an alco-

holic husband's unexpected

visit to his wife (honey, I'm

home!). It's a short that leaves

much to interpretation; the last

scene is rather weird (it has

something to do with detergent

soap).

Gazzo believes that making

independent films is an arduous

process which should be sup-

ported by the community. "I

want to support the work done

by women that is not easily

distributed because of the for-

mat,** Gazzo says. *There aren*t

many venues that can show
independent film. The more

opportunities that exist, the

better."

RLM: -International Women's Day
Celebration.- Presented by Melnitz

Movies. Tonight at 7 pm (Program

A) and 9:15 p.m. (Program B).

Program A features "Doll Shop" by

Chnstine Rasmussen, "Heaven's

Portal" by Stella Mittelbach, -Geo-

graphy." DV Cindy Greenhaigh "Ple-

gana- by Teresa Anzillotti and "The

Women of Summer" by Susan
Bauman and Rita Heller. Program B
features "A Ftorentine Diary" by

Monica Gazzo, "Basement Dance-

by Lisa Kelly and Melissa Cohen,

-Lemon Tree- by Clare Foster and

'Donna: Women In Revolt" by

Yvowe Scholten. Admission is free.

Following the screening will be a
reception featuring filmmakers Fos-

ter. Gazzo. Mittelbach. Rasmussen
and Kelly. Also attending is Freddy

Paine and Nika Cavat (both of -The

Women of Summer").

American IJeort
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DRIVING & TRAPPIC SCHOOL
UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS AWEEK
CONVENIENT LOCATION

1 093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse

A PERSONALIZED LETTER FROM
IRELAND FOR YOU OR FOR A FRIEND,

Hurry! Your only opportunity to send a collector's item

letter with an insert from Saint Patricks Church in Down
Patrick, Ireland, site of Saint Patrick's burial and shrine.

You have a choice of a children's letter from a leprechaun

or an adult's letter with little known-facts about Saint

Patrick. The letters can be postmarked March 17, 1992,

with an Irish stamp on Saint Patrick's Church envelope
with Saint Patrick's crest. Or you can choose to have the

letter mailed from the U.S. for a more economical fee.

ST A M F O R X>i

Pre
L S A T
G R E
G M A T

Thefdslesl ^^roiviu^ coitrsc al UCLA

Call today and we'll tutor you before our course begins and

help you with the application process at no extra chaige.

•f ( Ll^s sl/r^ < ) U •

:
• U 1 1 \ :u-;M!< »n

Please Check Desires:

( ) Non-Personalized Letter (mailed in U.S. only)

( ) Children's Letter from leprechaun.

( ) Adult's Letter of little-know facts about St. Patrick.

( ) Letter mailed in U.S. 0*crs<>halized; no inserO

( ) Letter mailed from Down Patrkrk. Ireland

With March 17 postmaukcd and Irish Sump-mail quickly

( ) Mailed after March 17

( ) Irish Events Videos

( ) Irish Family Names Map:
LarKls & Arms of Ireisuid of Old

% 5.00

$ 8.00

$ 16.00

$ 1300
$ 30.00

$ 1300

Total -^

\\\A\\ JIl \ ir ( :
s, ( all SlAMIOKl) PKl P:

3 10 •652* 6602 8 18* 706* 1000 1

Send me informatk)n on:

( ) Five Day Jet Trip to Ireland to

Celebrate March 17, 1993
( ) Extended Cruise Trip to Ireland

Make check to: McCarron's Irish Dreams & Wishes
42 East Walnut St.

Pasadena, CA 91106
(818) 449-2673

Coming Soon:

APRIL FOOL'S LETTER $5
"

EASTER LETTER FROM HOLY LAND $15/ FROM EASTER BUNNY $5

- PARTLVL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY -

BRUIN SPECIALS!

•Open 7 Days
•Open Evenings
•Full service hair sak>n

Across street from campus
•We validate parking

Carlton Sdl8n Marquis
Westwood N/k3rquis Hotel
930 Hllgard Ave
\A^twood,CA90024
208-4477

Fast and Free Delivery

207-59 II
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lowfat dieese availibie upon request

^OH vn

rvuf- '•'•ts

wV»V*® .V.OS

S T

Available at campus and local bookstores

MARTINS PRES

In conjunction with

THE DAILY BRUIN announce that all grand

opening sales made today March 9. 1 992
will be donated to four education charities.

The Will Roger's Scholarship (UCLA)
The Mary T. Pollock Memorial

Scholarship Fund (Cal Poly)

The Park Century School (Westwood)
The Remedial Reading & Learning

Center (inner-city extension)

10911 Lindbrook Drive

One block north of Wilshire at Westwood Blvd.

GIO) 208-0108

Weekdays from 7:00am to 10:30pm
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•STUDENTS*
TERM PAPERS DUE? NSD A RESUME?

C^PCOME SEE US!

HOIRLY RENTALS
* APPLE / IBM COMPUTERS
* DESICTOP PUBUSHING
* WORD PROCESSING
* TYPEWRITERS
* LASER PRINTS r^
* TEXT ft IMAGE SCANNING^
* TRAINING 9^0/ OEE* SALES.SERVICE ft REPAIRS -Jy/OYT I"

(WITH VALID UOA ID.)

CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES

(310) 477-2898 1539 westwood
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Yet another program by UCLA Cultural Affairs Commission Noon Concerts Series!

Cultural Affairs is funded by USAC-your student government.
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Peny
pre-90210
ByBobStrauts
Los Angeles Dally News

*Tenninal Bliss** is intenninab-

ly blah. Even a pre-sidebumed,

pre-"Beverly Hills. 90210** Luke
Peny fails to inject any life into

this tale of pill-popping rich kids

racing— well, more like crawling— toward oblivion.

Perry's John Hunter is the sexy
one. Timothy Owen's Alex Gor-
don is the smart one— every word
out of his mouth is a would-be
epigram, except that the accom-
panying snot reduces his every

statement to a nursery whine.

They've been best friends since

childhood, but befofe graduating

high school they fall out over a girl,

Esiec Chandler's Stevie Bradley.

Why remains a mystery; she's no
knockout and always acts like

she's about to pass out
But in this crowd, that's prob-

ably considered attractive. Every-

body does every kind of drug and
indulges every brand of unfaithful-

ness.

They've all got fast cars and
endless supplies of Daddy's
money. With all of this going on,

writer-director Jordan Alan's
debut film should be able to

generate a smidgen of interest

Yet the whole thing adds up to

even less than "Less Than Zero,**

affiiiew tfie na^ of rich-tccn-

movies. Perry has more or less

disowned 'Terminal Bliss," which
was made several years ago, as a
youthful indiscretion. Even those

of us who have zero tolerance for

teeny-bopper fad boys have to

sympathize with his embarrass-

ment; Perry looks even sillier in

this mbvie than he does in those

sideburns.

Cosby tapes
farewell show
By Bruce Weber
The New York Times

NEW YORK— Theo Huxtable

was graduated from NYU on
Friday, albeit on videotape, and
like a lot of graduations it was a

bittersweet occasion.

His father. Cliff, a doctor with a

pride in his family that even his

family Onds a little excessive at

times, was particularly miffed at

the impersonal nature of the

ceremony, in which 8,000 gradu-

ates merely stood up, flipped their

tassels and sat down.
This is the final episode of *The

Cosby Show," which finished

taping last night at the Kaufman-
Astoria Studios in Queens, where

it has become an institution, and on
April 30 the episode will be

brought into the living rooms of

America, where it is an institution

as well.

All the more rare for being about
a black family, "The Cosby
Show," with its college-bound
children and professional parents— Cliffs wife, Claire, played by
Phylicia Rashad is a lawyer —
became an important symbol for

the black community and a loud
message about the black commun-
ity that would not be drowned out
by the prevailing downbeat drone
of popular culture.

!>Since its premiere on Sept. 20,

1984, the show has been watched
by more people than any other

situation comedy in the history of
television and in the process
propelled NBC to 69 consecutive
weeks at the top of the Neilsen

ratings.

The show is ending because
Cosby has decided to move on to

other interests.
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'£ The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha

proudly announce their acquisition

of a house on 10919 Strathmore.

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings l Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

*(iYou Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile"

Fuundi'ii

1891

COLLEGEOFLAW
APPLY NOW

AccredUedSmaU Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

Accrediifid by the Califomim

CommittBe ofBsr Exnninen

and the Western Associatioiiof

School! and CoUckcs.

Two Convenient Locations

Endno Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevard

Can:(818)98M529

La Verne Campus

1950 Third Street

Can:(714)596-lS48

Dental Exam & Cleaning
(up to 4 x-rays)

475-5598

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home
\im^%\mk

J4-Hnur hinrri^eru

V

Scr\i( c

Sid Sdeimaniaa O.D.S.

1620 WesM^ood Blvd., V>4e<t Los Angeles
Open Evenings & Saturdays'

Free Parking In Rear

Personal 10 Personal 10 Research Subjects 12

FOREIGN
STUDENTS

Need to Improve TOEFL
scores? Want To Pass the

TSE, TWE, ORE?
We Can Help!

The ESL TUTORING
CENTER

(818)999-5384

Good Deals

Rush Information
Meeting

TV/VCR REPAIR
Your Home (Day or Night)In

SPRING BREAK DISCOUNTS
UCLA Discounts FfM Estimates By Phon*

[

MAMMtnHOLECmONKS
CALLI (310)824-2374

Personal 10

sssr
Bibles - Books

Gifts.

M-Th 10 am - 9:M pm*
Fr-Sot 10 cm - 11 prfi; Sun 2-6 prri

10684 W«ytxjm Ave. LA 90024
20d-5432

AlcohoNes Anonymous

MMtlngs
Mon. diMUMbn. Tbur. Bookstudy. Fii. Sl^>

Study. AU 3626 12:16-1:16. Fri. 12300-1 A)
TuM. OiMUwion. >N»6. DbouMion NPI

- C869S 12:16-1300

For doohoHn or individiMib tNho

hmm drinking probbrm

$200 CHALLENGE. Prove my pollution solu-

tion unworkable and get $200. Support this

sourvi ecological policy or take the $200
challenge. 1-600-486-2489.

BLUE-EYED SCOTT AT MEDICAL SCHOOL:
YOU MET A DARK-EYED CATERER-
MCONTY'S THURS. FEB. 27. CALL HER.
(21 3)650-4466.

WESTWOOD PSYCHIC, reader and advisor,

guarantee to solve any problenw in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, finarKial, and
arty other problen>s. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

rw appointmertts needed, open 9-mtdnight.

1(800)5S9-NII^.

All Prospective Rushees
Welcome

Date: March 10, 1992

Time: 7:30-8:30

Ackerman 3530

ASTRONOMY 4 will not be offered this Spring.

Astronomy 6 will be offered: ID 18612 Tu-

Thurs 2-3:15. Prof. Werner. For more info.

contact Astro, dept. 825-4435.

INFORMAL SPANISH CONVERSATION
GROUP led by Estella Herrera, Managing

Editor for La Opinion and fonner UCLA
instnidor. Friday 5:3O^:30PM. Snacks, dis-

cussion, literature reading. Fluency not re-

quired. Meetings in SanU Monica. Call Laura

Hart MdClnny. (310)450-9546

Sports Tickets

RUSH AAX!
The Christ-Centered Sorority proudly presents

Spring RUSH 19Q2

]|jtt]0a; Isl tMoek of Spring Quarter

JlllttllUL SI Qienrodi Avenue
Contaol QiaoDft for more inio at (310)824-4005

The Brothers ofPhi Kappa Psi

wish to thank the ladies of

Gaffiffla Phi Beta for a great

dinner on Monday night.

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIO BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free dievelop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

DIABETICS (NOf4.|NSULIN USING, ACES
45-60). Evn $50 in pain study at VA Hospital

(S.F. Valle^. 2 sessions, 3 hours ea. Irtcludes

blood withdrawal. Call 818-891-7711, ext.

7606.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTKDNAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 arvJ a free

dcvelopfrtental evaluation. 825-0392.

NATIVE ARABIC speaker to help me study

Koran, also conversation; saudiA>edoti«
dialects preferred Nina (310)271-3647.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for tXlA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392.

STUDENTS NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH.
Watch job interview, answer questionaires.

Approx. Ihr $10. 476-0666.

SUDDEN RUSH OF INTENSE FEAR for no
reason? Earn $. Call 206-9191 He»t Rate

Study. _K
VOLUNTEERS NEECXD-Korean and Japanese

male arxi female ages 25-35 to study the effects

of UV on human skin, 6 morMh study.

Volunteers will be paid $1200. For more
information call (310) 626-6667.

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages

1 2-30, needed to participate in research study.

Urwier Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers

will be paid. For more Info, call

(310)828-6867.

Pregnancy 20

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help infertile couple
have baby by becoming egg dor>or. Comperv
sation available. Call Barbara (818)350-5243.

a

NEED ONE GUEST TICKET for Ariaona game.

Will pay. DoutL (616)904-0886.

Good Deals

INSURANCE WARM We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidenU,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

Uncle Wlggly-
So Bushmills and FIngerpalnts don't mix.

Can VM be pals anyway?

-A Hippie Chick from

BHS ('87)

m
Congratulations!

New Rho ChVs
Lieba Faier

Monica Varsanyi
Stacey Sussman

Julia Mates

y Your Sisters

Congratulatio

-v^ Michele
Weakley (AA

and

A^ your sisters^

Health'^Sen^ces 22

FREE DENTISTRY. Do you need fillings,

crowns* or gum workf Doctor needs patiem^
for State Board Exam. (215)270-9154.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY lor pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
aaie, scars ar>d sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Croup. (213)786-0636.

LOOKING FOR DENTAL BOARD PATIENTS.
Will provide free exam ¥ x-rays. If interested

call Vangie. (61 8)573-5692.
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Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to $1 00/wk or more.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

Egg/Sperm Donor 19 Egg/Sperm Donor 19

One of the nation's most respected sperm donor

program is now selecting

QUALIFIED SPERM DONORS
He lp Infertile CoMpies Monetan ^iQ&

Free extensive health testing,

including chromosomal analysis

THE U.S.C. SPERM BANK
Call (213)343-9967

Opportunities 26 Help Wanted 30

4ft IT CAN MY MMI MOrm*
Zy-^iant. MCVCNTiOM it a m4iiti-mux>m

/l^ JDOUAM MfUMtSS Oun LlNf IMCLUOtS
TMt MSI rmoncnon smiav ocvkis.
STUM OUMS. tOUMO ALAMnS.
•UWM Ml AlANMft ft MOM •

VAKMA. WA MM* 1 1

M

»09 47»1T97 rAX 509 ST} 1S7S

Help Wanted 30

$200- $500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

^^futly Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright iCAIIKDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major

corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Oept. 5117-B, P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, Texas 77605.

$40,00G/yr. READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill

out simple 'like/don't like' form. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright »CA11KEB.

'ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T F/T for

Beverly Hills store. Prefer Macintosh literate.

Must have car. Contact Mike. (21 3) 272-8000.

AGENTS WANTED TO PROCESS phone
orders. People call you. Will train.

1-600-727-9716 ext.346A 24hrs.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT —
fisheries. Earn 5,(XX>4ymo. Free trarwportationi

Room •¥ Board! over 8,000 openings. No
experier>ce necessary. Male or Female. For

*n)ploynf>ent program call 1-206-545-41 55
cxt. 1483.

^__

ASSEMBLE ARTS, CRAFTS, TOY & JEWELRY
ITEMS FROM YOUR HOME. Earn up to

$525Avk. F/T or P/T. Call (213)964-2943.

BEACH LIFEGUARD: salary S9.74/hr. Must be

1 7 yrs. by 6/6^2 (EXEMPT i1 8932) & a strong

swimmer. Call 24-hr. recording for

info:(61 9)236-6463. San Diego.

PART-TIME BILINGUAL (SPANISH) LEGAL
ASSISTANT needed by Beverly Hills Attorney.

Ask for Vivian (310)855-1861.

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person to

do challenging legal and
clerical tasks.

Great Experience to field

Please send resunne

w GPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

BIG SISTER to teach Nintendo & soccer to

5-year-old giH. (310)839-5370.

CAMPUS POSITIONS: Flexible part-tinf>e

hours, will work arour>d classes/ invmediate

openings. Surwet Village dining services

$6.63/hr 206-7688. Contact Walt Anderson.

Also accepting applications for summer
employ.Tient.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, corrvnercials, arKi television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experierKe

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

aUB HOUSE ATTENDANT. M-F, 7-1 1am,

$M>r. Duties irKlude taking reservatiorw, en-

forcing rules, and some maintainance.

(310)475-7812.

EARN up to $150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOO PLATkiLETS SAFELY

For Information
Cell Anna

(818)086-3883

Canoar patlartta throughout LA
benefit from your participation

BTETa mrm^ AJLl

4054 Vkn Nuya Blvd. Sherman Oaka

This is the perlect job for

you. Earn $7/hr. plus

bonus. Evening + weekend
hours available.

Training provided.
Sharpen your

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

1083 Gayley Ave. 4th Floor

FITNESS INSTRUCTORS!
The Sports Club/Sports Connection is looking for qualified, success-minded

people to staff a fitness environment second to none.

• PROGRAM DESIGN

• HTNESS TESTING

• EQUIPMENT INSTRUCTION

• MEMBER FOLLOW-UP

Advancement Opportunities
If you'd like to be a part of the finest staff at the

finest sports and fitness complexes in the country,

we'd like to hear from you today.

> Santa-l^4onica 213/4504464 • West Los Ar>geles 213/473rl44Z.
West Hollywood 213/652-7440 • Manhattan Beach 213/643-6878

• Torrance 213/3160173 • Long Beach 213/4301444
• Costa Mesa 714/6503600 • Irvine 714/975-8400

Sports Club Sports Connection Spectrum Equal Oppotunlty Employer

CRUISaiNE. ENTRY-LEVEL onboard/landsidc

available. Year-round & sumrT>er positions.

(612)643-4333.

DELIVERY DRIVERS/PHONE PERSONEL
NEEDED days anc^ evenings. Must have

proof of irHurar>ce and good driving record.

Knowledge of area helpful. Applications ac-

cepted between 9-1 1 & 2-5. ROSIE'S inside the

West Side Towers. 1 1845 W. Olympic Blvd.

% -block East of Bundy.

DISABLED STUDENT needs help doing laun-

dry and cleaning apartmerrt. Respomible per-

son sought. 3-4 hounAi^eek. Flexible hours.

Leave rnessage fbf Troy at 208-5040.

DISTRIBUTOR: Student security products, part

l\me, em big $$S (310)574-1365

DRIVER, PERSON-FRIDAY FOR PROFES-
SIONAL COUPLE. Responsible, excellent

d'^iving record, drive late model luxury car

.... Monday AM rour^i trip LA-San Diego and

[:| Friday PM RT San Diego-LA. Car LA based.

Must be available for errar>ds during the week.

Ck)od Salary. References. Beverly at 206-31 91

.

DRIVER WANTED, Own car, hours variable.

(310)559-6882.

Driver for two children, late alternoons, must

have experierx:e w/children and referer>ces.

(310)278-0458.

EASY WORK! E)(CELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL TOU FREE

1-800-467-5566 EXT.8737.

EDFTORIAL ASSISTANT: Biorr^edical Journal.

Word Processor, excellent spelling ar>d typing

skills. English/journalism majors. Ruth:

825-6521

.

ENGLISH-MANDARIN TRANSLATOR, know-

ledgeable of classical Chinese literature &
poetry, especially erotic literature.

(310)837-9784, leave message.

ENJOY FREE LONG DISTANCE PHONE
CALLS AND SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOMEI
CALL (310)575-5046 ANYTIME. (CONTROL
NUMBER—523—000).
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. Fraterni-

ties, sororities, student clubs. 2am up to

$1000 Sn or>e week. Plus receive a $1000
bonus yourself. And a FREE WATCH just for

calling 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 65.

FRONTRUNNERS LOOKING FOR SELF-

MOTIVATED, energetic, goal oriented, men
»nd women for sales positions. Apply in

person. FRONTRUNNERS Brentwood, 11640
San Vicente Blvd.

NEED MONEY?
Last year over $100 million in

scholarships and financial aid

went UNCLAIMED. We can help
you find the money you

need for school...

GUARANTEED!
Excel College Financing
Call Now for free information

1-800-944-0066 x6500

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE, COMPETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions

available. Positive attitude

and neat appearance a must.

(310)53M496 (818)3600760

HELP! Newcor>cept restaurarH »n WLA— Fun,

fast-paced atmosphere — Needs to fill the

following positions immediately: Part-tinr>e

cook^ger^eral kitchen help. No experience

necessary. Flexible hours between 5am-3pm.
$6A>r. Part-time delivery people. Must have
own vehicle (scooter a plus), liability

insurarKe and good OMV record. Flexible

hours between 6am-2pm. Minimum wage -f

ALL tips! Positions begin first week
of March. Call (310)445-3366 for deUlls.

EOE.

HOUSEKEEPINCVCHILOCARE wanted. 8hr/

day, M-F, Own transportation. WLA. English

speaking non-smoker. (310)391-8784.

MAKEAOIFFERENCEI Support AIDS research

and make $S P/T. Sell condoms. Perfect

Health. (805) 655-5624.
,

MAKE MONEY EASYI Just advertise 24hr
roadside aMtstancc club memberships $39.95
annually. Much cheaper than comparable
services. Good anywhere any road US and
Canada. Membership covers member and
spouse. Includes all can up to 1 ton truck an

RVs. First year nr>errtbership irxrludes FREE 6
night« seven day 4 star hotel stay in Hawaii or

Mexico. Dealerships are available by catling

310-512-6021.

MALES AND FEMALES, Ages 18-24 for nude
modeling for French and American Maga-
zines.Sameday pay. Call Paul 310-278-9162.

MATH/CALCULUS SPECIALIST NEEDED.
Make big mortey with little hours. Call

(213)748-4477.

MEDICAL BILLINaCOLLECTION PERSON
FOR PRIVATE CARDIOLOGY OFFICE. AM-
part time, 18 hrs/wk, $7.00/hr. No previous

experience neccesary. Communicalior^yping
skills required. Resume: Dr.KlmchI — P.O.

Box 35064 — Los Angeles, CA 90034.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

NANNY/ BABYSITTER. 6-yT-old boy, WLA. 3

afternoons a week. Car/ insurance, English

speaking. References a must. (310)477-2879.

NEED CASH? EARN $50-51 00 or more per day
(comm) -f incentives. Positive, energetic solici-

tors wanted for Valley Funding Drive. $5per hr.

during TRAINING PERIOD. Need CAR. No
Exp. Full/Part Time. (818)907-4967.

Part-time bookkeeper

needed for busy Westwood|

travel agency.

Light bookkeeping skills & a

pleasant personality required.

Shifts availablei 10-2 or 11-3

Pay: $7hr.

All interested please call Steve at

(310)824-7083

NEED STUDENTS with some cwattve working

skill to make basic math word problems.

WP51. Home/office call (213)365-8008.

CPA FIRM NEEDS COMPUTER OPERATOR
MWF, 9am.-5pm. ASK FOR AL. (310)

470-4500.

PART-TIME ReUll Sales, *$8.20 Starting Pay*,

Schedule around classes. Evej/wknds avail-

able. Scholarships awarded quarterly. (310)

396-1479

PART-TIME office assistant needed by Brent-

wood Law-firm for filing, mail, etc. Kr>owledge

of word-perfect helpfuL Flexible hours, great

experience, $7 per hour. CALL (310)207-5400

ext. 85 (24 hrs.)

-^PART-TIME EXPERIENCED SALESPERSON.
Women's clothes on Rodeo Drive. To start

imnriediately. (310)558-3646.

PART-TIME Psych office. Light bookkeeping,

billing, wordprocessing, transcriptions.

(310)278-0064.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large

family day care. Pacific Palisades, ECE units

and experience necessary. Call Leslie at

(310)573-1811.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT for woman. 10-20

hr^wk. Transportation required. $8/hr.

negotiable. Type? (310)829-1521.

PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT/AID. Part-

llme. Excellent salary. Needed for private

practice near UCLA. (310)206-3316.

ENTRY LEVEL
Th« Rad«r Institute
The nations largest providar of eating

dhorders treatment seeks students for

entry level, marketincL sales.

communication position. Pyschology

major a plus. Port time, flexible hours,

potential counseling, clinical

opportunity. Salary DOL
CoH47S-8238Mt.201.

^
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Help Wanted

Laboratory Assistant
Seeking dependable, eneigetic person to
wodc in lab environmenl. Experience in

iterilizing/wuhing glutware, operation of
autoclaves, pipette machines, autonutic
dishwsshen. distillation apparatus and
disposal of radioisotope matenals. Receive,

venfy, deliver supplies/equipment Ability to

lift SCk lbs. ReqJ. Non-SmoJdng wodc area.

Salazy. $1,766 - $1,921 (pud-point),

benefits pkg.

Send resume: B. Sean, Microbioloey A
Immunology, School of Medicine, 43-247

CHS; Los Angeles, CA 90024
Air. Act. Emp.

MODELS

Call (818)508-8680

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
SopHmore w/ strong academics: Clinical Re-

search Assistant-UCLA Medical Center. Tue^
Thurs for 2 years. 12-15hrsAveel<. 825-4749.

PT COUNSELOR at adolescent psychiatric

residential program in Malibu to work Friday

and Saturday overnight. Experience necessary.

Pat (310)457-7980.

PT/FT RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—

Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/T ORm CASHIER WANTED. JAPANESE &
ENGLISH SPEAKING. HANDBAGS PLUS.
1037 VS^TWOOD BLVD. (310)824-0700.

RETAIL SALES P/T. ExperierKed sales person

for children's store. Westside Pavillion.

10-3:30 (M-F) Call for interviews
(310)441-1896.

SANTA MONICA House Keeper wanted,

14(boy) & 9(girl). Must have car,& valid CA
licerve. Driving, cooking, cleaning, laundry.

Hours approximately Tu-Fr(3-7), M&Sat. (9-^.

=H<Hif« mitik be flew tble . >6/hr Hetew
(310)479-8830.

SECRETARIAL P/T position. WLA Law firm is

looking for a secretary with outstanding skill

with krK>wledge of word processing using

WordPerfect 5.1, typing 55 wpm, other gen-

eral office duties. Must be reliable,

fast-paced, fTicient. Veronica (310)207-2(366

(9-6pm).

SRAIt part time, F/T summer. Position Includes

electronic & mechanical assembly, some prog-

ramming. Dr. Denver (310)825-5931. EEOC.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- the Big Bear Tennis

Ranch is hiring counselors to work as TENNIS,

WATERSKIING, JET SKI, and RECREATION
INSTRLXTTORS. Call Bob at (714)585-3133,

for nx>re info.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS to children in

Japan for 1-year. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

r^uired. Japanese not required. Makiko
(310)337-7006 ext.214

TELEMARKETER POSITION. Evening. $6^r +
bonus. (310)277-5828, Sean.

US MAIL JOBS $1 1 .77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WAITRESS NEEDED. Brentwood restaurant.

Experience preferred. Apply in person M-F
3-5pm. 11714 Barrington Q.

WANTED— free-style wrestling coadV trainer

twcAhree times a week, intermediate experi-

ence o.k. (310)457-8042.

WEEKEND COOK, HOUSEKEEPER. Also,

child and pet care. Sat. and Sun., 7am-7pm;
English, car, refererxres required. Norvsmoker.

Pay-negotiable. (310)829-6500.

WLA HI-TECH, MULTIMEDIA COMPANY
looking for temporary full and part time

Product Testers to view our titles and write up
bug reports. Person(s) should be very visual,

detail oriented ar>d have good analytical,

written communication skills. Minimum
24hr^veek irniluding evenings, Sat.& Sun.

Call Andrea for orientation date(s) at

010)444-6543.
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KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie" from the NBC series

*GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or fuH-time.

(310)5360496 (816)3600760

8 people needed now
tfa ap to $%/hr,

Houseclemnert

CaU (213) 453-1817

Job Opportunities 32

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY- Interested in a

job or tummer internship? Receive an invalu-

able list of contact names, addresses and

phone §'i at over 100 of Hollywood's top

production companies, talent agencies, and

studios. Send $1 2.95 check payable to INFa

SEARCH; 8614 Burton Way, Los Angeles, CA
90048.

SUBSCRIPTION SALESPEOPLE FOR TaE-
MARKETINC. Salary -f commission. Mon~Sun
days and evenings. Great fun. (310)393-3162.

SUMMER TEACHING POSITION, California's

most respected reading school is hiring reading

enrichnr>ent teachers. F/T summer work,

$400-$50G/wk. -¥ milajBe allo(nr>ent, health

benefits, paid training, flexible hours, under-

grad degree required, need car, hone teaching

skills while helping kids learn to love booksl

(310)428-5037.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS TO CHILDREN In

Japan for 1-year. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

required. Japanese not required. Makiko.
(310)337.7006 ext.214.

TEACHER'S AIDS for handicapped children

after school program. Must have 12 child

development units. Jeffrey Foundation
(213)965-7531.

InterhsMps 34

CABLE SOCCER SHOW seeks field reporter

with soccer knowledge. Hours Flexible. Great

opportunity. Call (310)392-0640.

CREATIVE/ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS
available Spring quarter at FORTE FILMS.

Flexible hours. Steven, after 3pm,
(818)545-7931.

LOOKING FOR INTERNS to read & cover

scripts for class credit. Please send resume to

Tracy, 10202 West Washing^ BMi, Cuh^er

aty, Ca., 90232.

RESTLESS RECORDS SEEKING INTERNS.
GREAT WAY TO LEARN HOW A RECORD
COMPANY OPERATES. AREAS OPEN IN-

aUDE RADO PROMOTON, PUBLICITY,
PROOUCnON, AND MARKETING. FOR IN-

FORMATION PLEASE CALL KEITH MORAN
AT 213-957-4357 X233

PAID INTERNSHIP
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Gray Goodman Inc.

Talent & Literary Agency

Is looking for interns to do general

ofiTice suppoit and script coverage.

Must be seme type of film major

with journalism background.

CaU (310)276-7070

Child Car% Wanted 35

A LOVING PERSON NEEDED TO CARE FOR
MY 2-YR.OLD DAUGHTER. 3 dayiAvk. Ex-

perience & references required. Near UCLA.
(310)476-2079.

LIVE-ln BabysitterAiousekeeper. 15 months

old baby. 5day^^. References. Sherman

Oaks. Call Mona (818)990-5854.

NANNY (Female or Male) for toddler;Reliable,

affectionate, stimulating. 2 day^eek. Echo

Park area. (213)660-1040

TOD(XER NEEDS BABYSITTER, Tucs. nfKxn-

ings, walk to campus (310)824-3963.

LICLA PROFESSOR seeks experienced, re-

sponsible, upbeat babysitter for 7-yr-old twin

boys, 3-9:30pm Thursdays, 3-6pm Fridays.

Good pay. Must have reliable car.

(818)984-1606, (310)825-3240.

Apartments for Rent 49

$895, 2-BEDROOM, upper, built-ins, bal-

cony, pool, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parking, near transportation. (310)477-9955.

BACHELOR $45(VMO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(310)839-7227.

BACnaOR. Near SM and Bundy. Refrigera-

tor, hot plate, carpet, drapes, lauruiry

facilities. (310)822-6487.

BEAUTIFUL, NEW, 2br/2ba with view, A^,
CVW. Quiet, secured parking. Only $1150.
475 Cayley. Call Ted 824-0788.

BEST DEAL IN WESTWOOD. PRIME LOCA-
TION. MODERN, FUNRISHED/
UNFURNISHED, 2-BDRM^.BATH. AIR, 2

PARKING SPOTS, BALCONIES, FIREPLACES.
$1000.$1350. (310)208-2655.

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOD. Prirr^e loca-

tion. 10-minute walk to UCLA. Unfurnishec^

furnished. Modem 2-bedroorTV 2-bath. Air,

2-parking, balconies, fireplaces.
$1075-$135(ymo. 208-2655.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1 195. 2-BED + OEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PLCX.

FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, SERVICE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. (310)839-6294.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
SPRING QTR SUBLEASE $450

LAST OF 17!

Prtv. Room. Priv. Bath.

Shared Kitchen. 633 Gayley Ave.

208-5920

I KFF RFN I

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOI I SSION Al l\ MAN \(,i:i) U\ MOSS \ ( ().

Special Student
Discounts!

From $895*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios, Is and 28

•Pool. Spa. Fitness Center. Sauna

•Tennis Courti & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

(SlokifBod
-oanrrens

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Oai^ 9-6.MoPeti.

"On Selected Units

$995/mo-$200OFFlST

MONTH RENT - WLA
Bright, front apt. w/ gas FR
D/W, A/C, lots of closet

space, Ig. balcony,

gated parking, key

access entry.

1709Westgate
(310)479-1581

MAR VISTA, UBEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $%$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglc^vood Blvd . Just north 6f WenUx
Blvd. (310)398-8579.

MAR VISTA. $1 ,650. 3bedObath •»- loll. 3 story

custom tovvr>homc. Fireplace, sundeck, gated

garage. 3954 Beethoven. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA. From $950. 1 month free.

2bed/2bath, 2 story custom townhomc. Bal-

.cony, central air, gated garage, fireplace.

12741 Mitchell (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, from $895, 1 -month free, 2.bed/

2-bath custom 2-story towmhonte. Certtr^ air,

balcony, gated garage, fireplace. 1 1931 Avon
Way. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA $950. 2bed/2bath ncvver custom
townhome, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

security alarm. 1 mo. free with lease. 1 2736
Caswell (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA from $925. 1 month free.

2bed/2bath, 2 story custom townhonrw. Gated

garage, fireplace, balcony, central air. 1 1913
Abon Way. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 newer buildings.

2bed/2bath townhomes. Fireplace, balconies,

gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

|SP\( lOl S IHDRM t

I
Dishwasher/ AC/

J
Microwave I

J Walk-in closets. I

J 1/2 blk from
[

I
campus. Kelton

;

: 430 Kelton ;

i 824-7409 |
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BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $650-735.

1-BDRM, HAROWOOO FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE4-PLEX.'A BLOCKTO PICO BUS. (310)

839-6294. .

BEVERLY HILLS AOj. $845/MO. 2-BEO-
ROOM. UPPER, FRONT, VIEW, BALCONY.
WOOSTER ST., 'A -BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
010)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. Spacious upper Ibd.
Bright. Stove/refrig. Ample closets. High ceil-

ing with ntoldings. 5 miles to campus. $71 5.

(310)273-9476.

Westwood Village
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652 Vetgran Ave

^French Doors *Sauna

*Jacuzzi ^Fireplace

*Gym * Heated Pool

+ Move-in Bonus

208-4868
Fall waiting list has started.

Short term available

N. w /

Scp.iiMir 1 )I\. IkiI( oinrs,

1 BDRM
I

Starting at $700

movo-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (318) 709-4284

I

Large Newly
Remodeled

1&2 Bedroom Units
Becerlyw€H>d -

WLA Area
Receive Free
MicrouHive

$575 $825
CaU 657-8756

(
'i. (U'd p.irkiiiu. pool
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BRENTWOOD $575-$900 SINGLE, 1 & 2

bedroom unfurnished deluxe (310)550-1228.

BRENTWOOD, $545/$565, unfurnished/

furnished, r>ew decor, lease, by appointment

only. 11728 Mayfield #4. (310)271-6811.

BRENTWOOD. $945, 2-bed/ 2-bath, balcony,

lease, by appointment only. 1 1 728 Mayfield

§5. (310)271-6811.

CXILVER CITY: 3bdrnV2bath with miniblinds,

dishwasher, stove, washer/dryer in apt. 2 car

parking. $115(ymonth (213)936-2406.

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.

#36. 2-be<V2-bath newer custom townhome.

Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. alarm.

3614 Paris Dr. (310)391-1076.

PALMS. Single. $395. Stove & refrigerator.

(213)837-9616.

RANCHO PARK studio rear private residence.

Quiet. Near bus. Available 3/15. Lease

$50(ymo. (818)752-9040.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, *2-bedroom unit avail-

able now. *Roommate situatiorv available

now. "Waiting list for ^mmer and Fall.

Heated pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, fitness center.

Please call 208-4868.

NICE, QUIET: CC $830. 2 BID/I 'A BATH.
WLA $750 1 bd. (310)826-6907.

ONE-BEDRM GUESTHOUSE Furnished, w/d,

microwave, nice area, one person only.

$585/mo Uiiities included. (310)475-2132.

PALMS $1695 4.bed ^ loft/3-bath. Newer
3-story custom townhome. Fireplace, gated

garage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. (310)391-1076.

PALMS, $800, 2-bed/1Vi bath, large upper,

pool, new carpet, parking laundry, no pets,

454-4754.

PALMS, $625, large 1 -bedroom. 2-weeks free.

1st & s<>curity. 10433 Irene St. Open Sat 1-4

(310)372-1253.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve 839-1026, Antoine 829-6727.

I htorthrUoe $275 up. 500 furnished unit student

' housing fadHiy. Shared or prtvaie units, with or

without Mlchens. Prtvate taths. Ptm. Jacuzzi.

recreation room, 1/2 hour drive to UCLA. Open year

round. Free l)rochure. Nofthrldge (Campus

Residence, 9500 Zetzah, Northrldge. CA. 91325

(t1l)MB-1717

MAKE
OPPOT^TUNITY
KNOCK MOPE
THAN ONCE...

HUGE SINGLE. Big bath & kitchen. Balcony.

Parking. 10 minute walk to campus. $62SAno
o.b.o. (310)208-8362.

LARGE BACHELOR UNIT, w/in 4-blocks of

beach, utilities included, $650 -»- security,

(213)396-2115.

LUXURY APARTMENTS. 2-be(V 2-bath and
1-bed. In Hollywood. 30-minutes from UC^A.
Starting from $795 and up. CALL anytime at

(213)957-0697.

ADVERTISE wiTfP

Palms $875 2-bed/2-bath
A/C, 4-years new, 9

minutes to UCLA by bus.

1 0737 Palms
(310)838-5039
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. Unfurnished 51 Roommates

SHORT-TERM
Very large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
Super closets

All utilities, parking included

Pool & sundeck
$825/month (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

208-4394

U/ESIWOODFLAZA
APARTMENTS

Dinctfy across from

nUd-aaupus UCLA
fl III V I * ^ I I I

Badieloisficm$550

angles iian $600 to $750

lB(lni5fiDm$75OtD$90O

2Bdims/2B(h fiom $1200

Variable Length Leases

501 ' 505 GdQiky Ave.
(310)208-8505

WLA-3516 Jasmine. 1 -bedroom with loft.

$975/mo. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security

building, sundeck, patio. (310)836-5311.

(310)837-0761.

WLA. $625 and up. Bachelors and singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & jacuz2i

with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA. $670-680. 1 -bedroom. Pool, laurviry,

BBQ, appliances. 1621 Westgate Ave. Nk>

pets. (310)820-1121.

WLA AREA $58S/mo. Beat the tuition hikes!

Live outside the high rent district! CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, furnished singles. Two can
live as cheaply as one! 1 525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)477-4832.

WLA, beautiful, newer, gated building, from

$795, call manager (213)287-2261.

WLA/CENTURY CITY TWO BLOCKS. 1 Bed-

room $750. Bright, carpets, drapes, stove,

refrigerator, laundry facilities. Quiet building

(310)474-1172.

VENICE- Single upper unit. Quiet, lots of light,

view, parking. Close to beach. $595/nrH).

(310)395-3681.

WESTCHESTER, new luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath,

fireplace, garage, dishwasher, laundry, inter-

com, track lighting. (310)215-9310,
546-3187.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. 5inglcs/1-bd/2-hd. From
$350 per person. Roommates available. 515
Kelton Ave. 208-1976.

WESTWOOD, GREAT LOCATION; spacious

2bd/1 bath, bachelor, parking. Imr^ediate

occupancy, $600-$1375/mo. 609 Kelton.

Ruth (310)395-7272.

WESTWOOD AREA. L.:rge single wAitchen.
New carpet, quiet, older building w/crown
moldings. $650. (310)470-5952.

WESTWOpO PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in boAus. Furnished/unfurnished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 & 2 bedroom, walk to

UCLA. A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss A Co.

WESTWOOD. Furnished bachelor. Uilities

included. Walk to UCLA. Bath and shower,
refrigerator. Hardwood floor. $475.
(310)208-6265.

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd. 3 parking spaces,

hardwood floor. (213)444-1478, 858-6650.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

$550 (utilites included), large unfurnished 1-

bedroom $850, unfurnished 2-bedrooms
$1095 (310)395-2903.

WESTWOOD 2-bed/2-bath. Walking distance

or shuttle to campus. Move in end of MardV
April 1 . Security parking, new building.

$1250/mo. Call Irene or Melanie
(310)470-9391.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION: Quiet, spa-

cious, 2 bd/2 bath, parking, gated entry.

$1700/mo. 601 Westholme. Ruth
(310)395-7272.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. I-V, MILE TO CAMPUS.
UNUSUAL CHARM. (310)839-6294.

WLA 1 -BEDROOM $675, 2-BED $850. Near
campus. (310) 477-0725.

WLA- 3516 jasmine. 2-bed/2-bath. $975/mo.
AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security building,

patio.(31 0)836-5311. (310)837-0761.

WLA, g i art t (bargain at $800), 2-betifiHiTn
w/patio or balcony, mini-blinds, celing fans,

appliarnies, walk-in closet, move-in $1,450,

11519 Venice Blvd Apt 2 & Apt 4, 390-5065.

WLA, SPACIOUS (bargain at $675), 1 -bed-

room, mini-blinds, ceiling fans, appliances,

quiet building, move-in $1 225, 1 1 527 Venice
Blvd »7. (310)390-5065.

WLA, SLlKR (bargain at $635), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, parking,

utilities included, move-in $1210. 3637Se-
pulveda Blvd. Apt. 6 (310)390-5065.

WLA, spacious (bargain at $605), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blrnds, celing fans, appliances, parking,

nx>ve-in $1180, 3637 Sepulvada Blvd #5,

390-5065.

Apartments Furnished 50

MANHATTAN, N.Y. APARTMENT, fully furn-

ished, 1 bedroom, large and sunny, ideal

location. 24-hour security, $1 300/mo.
(212)243-6734.

SANTA MONICA, 1 -bed/1 -bath, $2200/mo.,
at ocean, dining room, kitchen, large terrace,

Dorothy Hecht (310)395-4643,
(310)393-2761.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

WEST LA Studio. $697 and 1-bedrx>om, $867.
Luxury, gated living. City views, rooftop pool

and spa. Quiet and friendly. VISA/MC. Sedona
Village. (310)280-0692.

WLA 1 BEDROOM $695; upstairs, bright,

walk to marketA>us. Close to UCLA. 1242
Barry. (310)395-2903.

WLA. $950. 1426 Barrington Ave. Large

modem 2-be(^ % bath, stove, refrid, dw, ^.
(310)837-0761.

Apartments to Share 52

APARTMENT TO SHARE, own bedroom, pool,

sundeck, good area, off National, hAtP, wtok-
ing ok. Call after 5pm. (310)836-9688.

BEL AIR — Female for huge own bedroom
fantastic apt. Pool, storage, A^. $575/mo.
judy (310)471-3560.

BRENTWOOD-CRAD STUDENT & DOG to

share lovely 2-be(V2-bath w/male or female,

available april, $490/nrH). (310)447-2235.

CLOSEST APARTMENT TO CAMPUS PARK-
ING, 2BED/2BATH. Girl wanted, share with 3
girls. 601 Westholni>e, (310)208-8611.

COME SHARE 2BO/2BATH W/3 OUTGO-
ING, FRIENDLY ROOMATES. Ucxxtzi, park-

ing, fireplace. 512 Veteran. $331. Raquel
824-4032.

DESPERATELY SEEKING SPRING QUARTER
ROOMMATE. $35(ynrK)nth. Two stories, 2
bedroom. 528 Landfair, Westwood.
(310)208-0093.

FEMALE: SHARE LARGE 2 BEDROOM, 2
BATH APT. Secured^ parking, close to UCLA.
$525/mo.,'A . Available March 22.
(310)474-4077.

MALE ROOMMATE. Private bedroom/bath,
2-(-2, brand new, luxurious corxio. 2-miles

from campus. $600/mo. (310)473-3405.

MDR. $575/mo. UTILITIES INCLUDED. Non-
snx>king female. 2bed/2bath. Furnished, pool,

Jacuzzi, exercise room. (310)827-9596.

NEAR VETERAN AND SM. 1 -bed/1 -bath.

Roommate needed Spring quarter. Possible

room. $375. Steve, 473-2012.i_0JjJ1

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED. $400 -f utili-

ties. Close to UCLA, near Wllshire. Own room,
share bathroom. (310)473-1905.

FEMALE UNDERGRADUATE to share 2 bed/2
bath beautiful apartment. Brand-new building,

high ceilings, balcony, security parking. Prime

Westwood locationi $377/nH}nth. Stephanie

208-5138.

LOOKING FOR REPLACEMENT IN sunny,

2-bed, 2-bath apt. w/ beautiful view on
Glenrock. Furnished, walk-in closet.

824-1976.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER wanted to

share spacious 2 bedroom cottage. Close to

UCLA $497.50/mo. negotiable. Call Tom
(310)478-7565 or beep (310)206-8477 - id«

13039.

M/F ROOMMATE WANTED. Spacious
2-be<Vl -bath, large windows, hardwood fioor

, caring roommates. 8-minutes walk to cam-
pus. $400/mo. 208-3768.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, female roommate
wanted. Heated pool, sauna, fitrwss room,

$37S/mo., Julie, 208-6216.

NEED 1 OR 2 GIRLS. Own room or share

room. $590 or $295. AvI. now. 478-4131.

ONE MONTH FREE! 1 female roommate
needed to share 2bed/2bath. 5 minute walk to

UCLA. (Alessia) 208-7423.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large 2-bed-

room with 3 girls. 'A -block from campus.
Available 3/20. $403.75/nr>o. 824-1774.

ROOMMATE, M/F, to share 2-bed/2-bath

apartment. Venice, $475/mo + 'A -utilities.

Security, parking, near beach. (310)821-4289.

ROOMMATE: own roonybath in 2+2 Palms
apartnnent, ur^overed parking, $412/mo.
Available immediately (310)202-0454.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 2-bed/

2-bath apartment in quiet building, 2-blocks

south of Wilshire. Parking, laurxiry, cable,

Jacuzzi. 5-minute walk to campus shuttle.

$330/mo. (310)478-5328, leave message.

ROOMMATE WANTED to sublet and/or take

over rent for 1 RM in 2 story apartment in Santa

Monica starting 6/92 CALL 207-5895.

SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH.

PALMS. 2-be<^1 -bath, in nice area, $375/nfX) +
utilities. Call Elizabeth, (310)282-7742 or

(310)836-3539. ^.

PALMS, RESPONSIBLE MALE to share w/
professionals, quiet, clean. $3921 /mo, leave

message (213)292-6926.

SEX: FEMALE, 5-min walk to UCLA, spring qtr.,

furnished, MC, pool, elevator, security, park-

ing, $375. (310)208-7303, Valerie.

SUNSF.T-BARRINGTON $450. Parking, own
roorri and bath. Pool, security building.

(310)472-5000.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
balh. $300/nr»o. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room. 51

5

Kelton Ave. (310)208-1976.

WESTWOOD GREAT PLACE $630 own room-
phone- parking- secorxis from LXTLA available

3/1 Diane (310)824-2785.

WLA. SPACIOUS. Own bed/bath/phone.
Security/parking. VC. Very clean, quiet.

UCLA. $520. (310)445-5375.

WLA, spacious 2-be<i/2-bath, $475/mo. +
'A -utilities, parking, 2-mile» to UCLA. Call

evenings (310)479- 7316.

apartment on Cayley. 1 -block from campus.
Available mid-March. Lisa (310)208-5138.

VENICE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 1 block from
beach! 2-bed/1 -bath. LARGE UPPER W/
PATIO. Parking included. Own Room. $475 +
'A utilites -f deposit. Available IMMEDIATaY
Call (310)305-7856.

WALK UCLA. Male roommate needed. Heated
pool, fitness room, sauna. $402/mo. Gary or

Kit (310)824-3752.

WESTWOOD, FEMALE ROOMMATE, mod-
ern 2-bed/2-bath, gym, Jacuzzi, gated parking,

on campus. $325/mo. Call 824-7577.

WESTWOOD, MALE ROOMMATE, $350,
Share bedroom, furnished. Spring quarter

sublet. Cable, spacious, bright, quiet bidg.

Dan (310)208-8255.

WLA. FEMALE to share large 2-bed/1-balh.

Must like cats. $445 + <A -util. Leslie

(310)207-5740.

WLA. (Male to) share 2-bedroom- 2bath. Furn-

ished, vaulted ceilings. 1-mile to campus.
$340/nrK). Available 3/19. (310)470-2776.

Roommates

Apts. Unfurnished 51

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

AIL security building,

central air & central '

heat, wet bar &

.

: ^'^epiace. fitness roonns,

saunas, jacuzzi, sun
aeck, 2 car parking in

secure garage, will allow

4 students per

apartnnent,

From $1200 -$1300

1 1701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

$595, spacious 1 -bedroom, privacy, garden-

type building like a honr>e, front and back
entry, sundeck, nice valley location in Sher-

man Oaks. One year lease required.

(310)475-9561.

$700 WLA, 1426 Barrington Ave. Large Mod-
ern l-bed. Stove, frig, dw, a/c. (310)837-0761

.

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed/l'A bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

WLA $95(VnrH). 2-bed/2-bath. Gated garage,

Siove, refrigerator, dishwasher, tile, storage.

Near LXTLA bus & shops. 2607 South Se-

puiveda (310)313-2824.

BRENTWOOD. Super clean. 1 -bedroom. Nc
pets. $700/mo. Low move-in fee.

(310)826-3638.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $895. 1-

bcdroom. $750-$800 Near Wilshire & UCLA.
Lease to 2. Single, $650. (310) 826-8461

BRENTWOOD 2-BED/1V, BATH, sunny and
bright upper, laundry, parking. $895/mo. (310)

550-6755.

Large & Small Bachelor's available. Walking
distance of campus. Utilities included. Call

Paul at (310)824-9754.

MAK VISTA. $760. 2-bed/1-balh upper and
ower Newly decorated. Available now. Short

commute to UCLA, close to freeway. ' 2225
_RaQfic Ave.. aoLi3,7. (310)828-3882. . :.

PAC PAL, $850-875, 2 Sharp, 1 Brs, Choose
upper or lower. Gated, cat O.K.
(310)315-9412.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quiet. Bundy N. oi

Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS AVAILABLE for

faculty/ staff, 1 & 2 bedrooms, unfurnished,

short walk to UCLA. Call 206-1947, Mon-Fri,

6am-5pm.

WEST L.A 1 -bedroom. $597. Free utilities.

$700 moves you in. 361 1 Motor near Venice

Blvd. (310)828-2448x344.

1 -BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. FemJie needed.
1 -bdrm to share. $31 3/nr>onth. Available 3/20.

(310)824-7983.

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 1 BR
with 2 others, furnished, large apt., 10 min.
walk to campus, only $317/mo., available

3/18, (310)824-3645.

527 MIDVALE. MALE roommate wanted.
Heated pool, sauna, fitness room.
(310)824-0230.

ACROSS THE STREET FROM UCLA. Female to

share 1 room in large 2-bedroom apartnnent.

Quiet roomies. Security & parking. $425/mo.
(310)208-7636, (310)208-7992.

AMAZING APARTMENT w/ balcony needs
female roommate for Spring Quarter.
$36Q^nrH)nth. Call Paula (310)824-2120

APARTMENT TO SHARE, own bed, own bath,

BH adjacent, $525/mo. (310)657-9523.

BEVERLY HILLS, private room, bath, kitchen,

no pet, for female, non-smoker only. $375.
(310)552-1004.

CULVER CITY. 2-bed condo. Own bedroom
and bath. $525/mo, or 2 share for $300/each. 1

months deposit. (310)836-4089.

EASY GOING FEMALE TO SHARE CHEAP,
SPACIOUS 2BED/2BATH. Kelton, ASAP.
Wet bar, fireplace, security. Through June.

(310)208-4764.

FEMALE, furnished 2-bed/ 2-bath. Parking"

S330/mo. 679 Gayley/ Landfa»f, #205. Maria,

^310)2080212, (310)834-8420, weekends.

I EMALE NEEDED to share room across from
campus. $300/mo. includes breakfast. Call

ierreiyn (213)824-9749.

fEMALE NEEDED ASAP TO SHARE LARGE
2-BED/2-8ATH. JACUZZI, WALK TO CAM-
PUS. $400/MO (310)208-5595.

FEMALE ROOMMATE. 2-f2 LARGE apt.

$32S/mo -f 1/4 utilities -f deposit. Security,

garage. Walk to campus. (310)208-1949.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Private

room in 3-bd. WLA house. %AOO/tno. Call

Beth: days-470.11 75, evens. 477-0356.'

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share bed-
'

room in 2-bed apartment. Furnished. Cool
roomies. Available ry>id-March—August.
$375/mo. Stephanie 824-0014 or 652-1511
(message).

^ Room for Rent 54

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes

UCLA fully furnished. Quiet, luxury, kitchen,

private entrance. Male. (310)473-5769.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room & bath &
garage. Separate wing & entrance. Kitchen &
laundry privileges negotiable. $550.
(310)274-7122.

BEVERLY HILLS MANSION. Private suite for

female. Tennis court, pool, gym. House facili-

ties. $500/nrH). (310)278-6972.

BEV. HILLS ADJACENT, FEMALE ONLY
$350.00/MONTH, (213)247-8523, 8721 AIR-

DROME ST. LA, CA 90035.

BRENTWOOD, SPACKDUS ROOM, HOME,
NEAR UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrance.

Pool garden. Ideal study environment.
Heavenly parking, share bath, 3-way micro-

wave $425.00. Available March 1st.

(310)476-1786.

BRENTWOOD. $550, new, spacious, private

room/bath. Separate entrance, skylight,

French doors, Italian tile, pool, garden view,

may be furnished. (310) 472-7068.

ENCINO. Room & private bath. Parking, pool,

spa. Quiet. Close to bus $385 (81 8)784-531

5

MALE FOR FURNISHED ROOM. Private bath,

entrance & garage. Westwood area, reference

required. (310)478-3459. _^
PRIVATE FURNISHED ROOM, female, sepa-

rate entrance, kitchen priviledges, bath utili-

ties, use of phone. $375/mo. 474-9854.

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA

720HilgardAve

2 person room $525/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meais included

(310)208-4151

53 Room for Rent 54

PRIVATE R^bOM & BATHROOM $375 per
month. Non Smoker, No Pets. Near Pico & La
Cienega (213)931-4866.

PRIVATE ROOM, share bathroom with 1 girl,

use of kitchen, washer/dryer. Across from
UCLA on Hilgard. $45(ymo. (310)279-1436
after 10 a.m.

ROOM IN NK:E WEST L.A. HOME. Kitchen
and laundry facilities. Utilities paid. $25C/mo
plus ten hours a week work assisting man in

wheelchair. (310) 450-8719.

VENKZE BEACH. Great Location, non-smoker
to share 2bdrnV2bath house. $50(y/» utilities.

Justin (310)827-7964.

WALK TO UCLA. $500/mo. including utilities^

hardwood floors, lovely, airy, quiet, 2-bed-
room apt., female, (310)824-1157.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charmi Cable TV, fully furnished. $199/wk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WLA. 5-BEDROOM HOUSE. 1 -bedroom
available April 1st. Female only. $40(Vmo.
Washer/dryer, storage, parking.
(805)640-0816.

Sublet 55

1, 2 & 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APART-
MENTS needed for 2-3 months, on the West-

side. Approximately 5/20-mid/end August.

Please contact Elaine Golan (310)449-6000.

SPRING QUARTER SUBLET. Furnished single

apartment on Hilgard, across from campus.
Security building, pool. Available 3/22—6/20.

$695/mo. Parking available. Leave message,
Tom (310)397-6193.

SPRING QUARTER SUBLET, furnished bache-
lor on Gayley across from UCLA $550
includes utilities, private bath, cooking utili-

ties. Available 3/22-6/30 or longer, leave

message (310)208-7620.

OTWelveny & Myers
Law Firm

Tweeds Summer SuHetBr
Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing
housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

House for Rent 56

CULVER CITY, $1400/mo, 3-bed/ 1-bath,

large kitchen. 5-miles UCLA. Great area.

(310)390-0085.

MAR VISTA, $120(yMO. 2bed/1batK big

backyard. Includes W/D, stbve, fridge.

(310)280-3263.

NEAR CENTURY CITY. Elegant, spacious,

large. For lease S2,900/mo. Contact Loretta,

Fred Sands (310)838-1600 ext.6441

.

PALMS, 3-bedroorTV 1-bath. Private garage,

nice view, backyard. $1400/mo.
(310)820-4806.

WESTWOOD, CUTE 2bed/1bath near UCLA,
fenced yard, gardener, $950. (310)477-4445
or (310)828-1925.

WLA, NEAR UCLA. Small house. 1-bedroonV
1-bath, den, hardwood floors, laundry. No
pets. $1 lOQ/imo. Call (310)477-81 24 between
9am.-12pm, 4-6pm.

House to Stiore 57

WESTWOOD. Master bedroom w^ath in

house for rent. Walk to UCLA. SSOO/mo. plus

utilities. (310)476-5715.

WLA. Share home w/self-sufficient male senior

citiien. Own room -f bath. $200/mo.
(310)476-5469, (310)476-9279.

House for Sale 58

UCLA ALUMNI'S HOME for sale. 2bed/2bath,

$649,000. Call 454-9392, or Temple at John
tJoglas Co. 454-1111.

Housing Needed 60

^

TEMPORARY HOUSINC/SUBLETS needed for

summer interns: May 1992 through Sept.

1 992. Please call Daniela Dedona at Latham &
Watkins (213)485-1234.

Room/Board for Help 62

BEVERLY HILLS. Live in B.H. estate in ex-

change for light house work. Household
facilities. (310)278-6972.

ELDERLY GENTLEMAN NEEDS live-in gentle-

man help. Hancock Park, area - Mr. Martin.
(213)461-7991.

: O
FREE ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for 2
evenings/wk Night Supervision at residential

mental health facility. Health insurance. Fe-

male preferred. Call Beth at (213)839-7630.

ROOM*BOARD in exchange for afterschool

childcare. Walk to UCLA. Start now or later.

(310)475-129 7.

Room for Help 63

BEVERLY HILLS. Responsible fert>ale person to

watch 2 children after school. Weekday &
weekends. (310)273-9976.
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From page 36
bid, Arizona State (19-7).

During the first half, efficient

passing allowed the Bruins to

execute in their half-court setup,

and UCLA jumped out to an 11-

point lead. The Sun Devils found

some offensive fu^power, and the

halftime score was 49-47, UCLA.
Stephens started the second

half, but was troubled by her foot

and played only 12 minutes. The
Bruins battled, managing to tie

Arizona State on four different

occasions, but a series of free

throws in the last minute gave the

Sun Devils a 99-91 advantage at

the fuial buzzer.

Why give
it

to Uncle
Sam?
Dent use an ondlnarv Income

tax service when you can use a

Tax Attorney who Is an exper-

ienced CPA

AHORNEY AJ LAW
lOSea Wllsliire m.. ISth Floor

Comer of Wllshire aad Oleadoa
•Rtoionable Rotw
•free YourMtfafbocktoMM

•Au<ft RapreMntaNon

•vcMiaraa ronno

•UpolAaK awktancm to

hd¥k>jotiond bu*n—

i

•let m* tm^mn your SaV-fVeporad

MumotakMrcoit

(a00)273-379a

Townhouse for Rent 66 Personal Service

PALMS. $1195. Townhouse. 2 + den -f 2Vl .

Fireplace, dishwasher, pool, skylights, security

building. (310)473-7860.

PALMS, 2 be<V2bath. Townhouse Security

Building. Fireplace, central air, $105(Vmo. 24
hrs. call-(21 3)204-4230.

VAN NUYS. Beautiful townhouse, private

garage, MI, 3 stories, roomft-$42S, $375, and
$350. (818)786-4414.

RESEARCH METHODOLCXIIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

Condos fbr Sale 67

FABUI.OUS VIEW -ALL WINDOWS, 8th

floor, Westwood village, 2-bed/1 -bath, free

valet parking, pool, spa, $279,000. K.C.

(310)445-7778. ,_

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live In Westwood.
Ibef^bath 109IC, 2bed/2bath 188K. Call

agent (310)473-0306.

CXEAT STARTER UNFT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-

urity buildinR. $180,000. Call 445-7778.
27^-6331

WESTWOODWILSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-

CIALIST SERVING UaA STUDENT/ FA-

CULTY. PURCHASE/ LEASE. STUDIO, $95K.

CALL BOB/ BROKER, (310)470-1781.

CAN'T PAY FOR REC FEES? WE CAN HaPI
CALL CHARLES AT UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE, 310-398-7786.

CALL NOW!

DENTIST, graduate of UCLA, is offering dental

treatnnent at reduced fees. Ir>quire with Dr.

Isaacson at (310)278-1633. Leave message.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing graduate

school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nalionally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

LEARN BASIC COMPUTER OPERATION IN 6

HOURS! Intro to DOS, file management,

Ai^Hng andmnfttngprografTB . Weeklyxnfe
FUTUREKIDS.nars 9-12 TAh, W/Fri.

(213)474-3034.

CorKlos for Rent 69

CONDO FOR LEASE, option to buy. 6-mIn.

bus to Ua\ $750, 1 -bedroom. $895,

2-bedroom/ 2-bath. Call 213-471-2703,

Frank.

Guest House for Rent 70

EXCaLENT AREA in cheviot hills, ckxe to

campus. 1 -bedroom. Beautiful backyard. Fruit

trees. $75C^mo. (310)204-6363.

SMALL GUESTHOUSE. Quiet area, ckwc to

UCLA. $55(Vmo, includes uUlities. Private

entrance. No kitchen. (310)474-7481.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and

professional experierxre. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTS/PROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

arMi library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (818)704-6460.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMFTi HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING-FULLY EQUIPPED-
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

SOUTH LAKE TAHOE. 2-bed/ 2-bath condo

(on lake). Ski, casino, Jacuzzi. Available

3/21-3/28. $60/night (or $350/week).

(702)677-0102.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Line, Tandem and

AFF. Call fbr a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

ANA Tax Services

1431 WMDiri HviLaAqric^ CA9aS4

(213) 475-8455

INCOME TAX

$1S and'p

Insurance 91

RESEARCH, WRTIWIG, ediliiig

AC LtfvelB^AI Suliiscli

Foraign Slud8f«s VVWoome
Fait. Prol8Mionai-Oually Guaranteed

PapeiB not lor sale

Cal Raaaaich 310477-8226
M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Sales
Accessories

Service
Parts

SCOOTER TECH
HONDA & YAMAHA REPAIR SPECIALIST

! 80 cc-250 cc
i

::J!^.P*^^

CC

•ilPP^iSl:

L..-*.-..J ».-.-:..ffl

1

I

I

"I

211^10 Tire

Tube installed I
I

ife Come To Ybu

!

t

IFLATS REPAIRED^

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY OR DROP OFF AT WESTWOOD LOCATION
(WITHIN 3 MILES OF CAMPUS)

\/\f^ MOVED! ^

We Also Repair All Makes & Models of Motorcydes
Hours

^^^^sl^^)^ Monday - Friday ^ ^-^ Angeles

10967BWeybum U 10422 Santa Monica Blvd.

(behind Mayhem Records) NOW OPEN SAT. (less than 2 miles from Campus)
(213) 624-2040 iq^ (213) 4704745

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

95 Services Offered

HATE AUTO INSURANCE

retiiiirt'O liy Uv.k' >o lor ,i

FREE LOWER QUOTE c.ill

213)S5? 7175 (818l34?-1[)10

BEST PRICE IfJSAGEflCY

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CALL (21 3)263-BEST. Insured

24lt truck FULLY Equipped for ALL rrwves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, pianos,

o.k. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

ablc. jerry (213)391-5657. ..^y

ROBERTS MOVllP4Cir'*2'WjcV'$izes. You can

help. Licensed, insured. Cal-T 138430.

826-MOVE(6683)

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,

EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE

JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)304-0137.

Laser Color Copies
81/2'xll"
irx'ir

Bubble Jet
24" X 36"

24"X18'

T-SHIRT PRINTING
COMPLETE PRINTING

SERVICE
Binding- Velo & Spiral

StationervL- Fax - Passport Photo
v^

1646 Westwood
LA, CA 00024
(310)470-4778

FAX» (31 0)475-8811

11755 Wilshire

LA. CA 90025
(310)478-1131

FAX» (310)473-8192

TO GET MAXIMUM S TAX RETURN with our

new computerized t^ systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

- d -

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Dissertations

Proposals and Books.

Foreign students welcome.
PAPERS NOT fXX SALE
Sharoo Bear, Ph.D
(310)47a4>662

WORDPROCESSING: resumes, termpapers,

APA format. Reasonable rates. Pick-up and

delivery available. Marianne (310)390-2298.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH. PHD gives

experthelp^Fa^jTcasonablMJIO

Tutoring Offered

EFFECTIVE TUTORING. Italian English ling-

uistics ESL. Highly kr>owledgeable, exper-

\enced teacher. UCIA Linguistics Crad. Luigi

(310)208-2931.

,ER£NCH LESSONS by- experienced nathte-

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian. (310)828-7710.

GERMAN TUTORING. Native speaker. MX
degree. Experierxxd and flexible. Call Alex:

206-2804.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways
lo become confident and self-reliant. For

FREE info, call jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALIST: CMAT,
LSAT, CRE; English, Writing. Yale grad, 4 years

experience. Mark 852-1298.

WRITING/ENGLISH TUTOR: Yale grad with

teaching expericrHzc helps with papers,

readin^^n^WjrJJUjJJ^JTS^^

Tutoring Needed 99

ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTOR for

Foreign Professional. Currently fluent in Engl-

ish, desired emphasis on correct gramnter and

essayA>usiness letter writing. Call Mark
(310)451-1018.

Typing 100

A-l BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DtSSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES

.

EDITINC. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
«M)rdprocescing-ar>ything (irKludir>g disserta-

tions, mailings, resumes, transcriptions).

Editlng^graphio available. Laser printer. Near

caiwpus.9anv9pnf> An! (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPaL-
CHECX. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICA-

TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, trarwcriptidn.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call Davki (310)788-9885.

ARTISTIC FORMER ASST. EOFfOR, Legal

sec.- WPAaser printer: papers, transcription,

special price for scripts, negotiable, kiw rates.

P/U available. Westwood location.

Papers not fbr sale. D1 0)444-9209.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesi^doctoral, resunf>es,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(310)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

FAST AND ACCURATE TYPING $2.50 a page.

Call Phyllis at (310)288-0926. Paper not for

sale.

ANGELICA'S SECRETARIAL SERViaS: IBM &
MAC. Laser printing. Student discounU. Pick

up/delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? Mac, postscript laser.

Flyers, business cards, legal/medical transcrip-

tion, dissertations. 7-days. Brentwood.
(310)472-0405.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pickup- Delivery Available.

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING in my
home. High quality laser printer. Weekends
and evenings. OK. Dee (310)398-1217.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (310)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

96 Music Lessons 102 Autos 109

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

S2(yhr. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UaA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

SINGI Vocal Technique . Carol
TIngle;Teaching Assoc/Nate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All ievels/rtyles. Santa Monica.

(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 yean teaching. Ail leveli/ styles.

N.Y. Gty Opera; musicals; top supper dubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(310)277-7012

95 Resumes 104

ACTION RESUMES. Writing, editing, desktop

publishing. Professional quality, laser fonts.

SanU Monica. Donna (310)453-4807.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The fook that gets re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser pritHrng. Fast, professiofwt-

HONDA PRELUDE 83'. $3950, nd, AK,
stereo, survoof. Excellent condition, great

looking. (818)355-2164.

HYUNDAI EXCEL 90. 19,950 miles. HB man-
ual. $4500, negotiable. (310)287-1807.

NISSAN SENTRA, 1984, Auto, A/C, 4-door,

stereo. $125<yobo. (310)391-9667.

RABBIT CONVERTIBLE, green/ white, 74k

miles. 6-month warranty. A/C, cassette, excel-

lent condition. Broken hearted, 2nd owner.

$389(yobo. (310)474-4506/ ext. 226.

RABBIT CTI, '81, BLACK, 5-speed, new ex-

haust, 70k, nun great, special rims. $2200.

Kelly 478-61 55.

TOYOTA COROaA TERCEL 1981, 5 speed

hatchback. Excellent cornJition. Stereo, A/C,

$1500obo. Gidi: 825-5428(w), 842-e768(h).

TOYOTA TERCa '83. SILVER, EXaUENT
SHAPE, RUNS PERFECTLY. 4SPD, AM/FM
CASSETTE. $1800. CALL (310)478-2671.

VW jETTA 1 980, RUNS VV/ELL, GOOD BODY,
AUTOMAT IC .^|220CgDga Cn3^2-aD<5=

service. (310)450-0133 MIKE OR ANGIE.

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS that bring re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSELOR. Also college admission essays.

Lee. (310)478-1090

RESUMES FOR RESULTS. The interview

getters! Expert writing/laser printing.

Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual

ypeal. Fran (818)999-3034.

WINNING RESUMES; 1 -hr service. Our clients

Ret resulU. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Bicycles for Sole 113

Travel 105

8 DAYS/7 NIGHTS COMPLETE Orlando/

Bahamas vacation for 2 adults. kKludes air-

fare. Call 645-2002.

JET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (orc^) AMHrTCH,
458-1006.

^Why Pay Full Price?^

MOUNTAIN BIKE 4 SALE. Gary Fisher/Super

Caliber 20in. Must sell to pay bills.

(310)836-2281.

Motorcycles fbr Scde 1 14

MOTORCYCLE: '83 Yamaha 550 SECA (new

in '87). 22k miles. New tires, chain and
battery. Excellent condition. $1100.
Includes lock and helmet. Call Pietro

477-5398.

Scooters fbr Scde 115

3-4 day Mexico from $277

7 day Mexico from $495

We are an Agency thar

Specializes in Qiruises at

Lo>y..Priciii^-^--^?r%,.
* '^ ••• ... ...... ••!•!•;! ;<»;v>

'

1^800^748^5591

Travel Tickets 106

2 TCKETS TO STOCKHOLM via N.Y. (TWA)
March 18; $275 each. Dan & Vicki

(310H77-4442 or (310)477-9328.

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

$39S/person. Valid 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3087.

HAWAII, MEXKIO, BAHAMAS, Roundtrip fbr

two. $15C^rson. Valid one year. Limited

offer. (800)352-3067.

ONE-WAY TK3CET LA TO NEW YORK, MUST
BE FEMALE, leaving March 1 1 . $250 obo.

(310) 838-3042 Ingrid.

1 986HONDA ELITE 80. Red . Good addition.

$500DBO. Barry pi 0)479-4831.

HONDA am ISO '89. 2,200miles. well

maintained, runs great, $900. Mark
(310)824-7118.

HONDA ELITE 1 50, excellent condition, blue.

3000 miles. AM/fM stereo. New battery,

helmet. $1300. (310)824-2676.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1400m, 6.mon(hs used,

neaHy new, UCLA visiting professor. Must sell,

$95(yobo, (818)789-8323.

HONDA ELITE 80 1987. White, fock and
helmet, great cor^dition, $650, must sell,

D10)475-1301.

HONDA SPREE, '85, $250. (310)208-0339.

TWO HONDA SCOOTERS. '85HONDA,
'80RED, Very clean, fow miles, runt great.

$800. '85Honda 150. Red, runs well. $750.

(310)204-0918

YAMAHA 180 SCOOTER, 1984, 17,345

miles. New battery, tires and brakes. Runs

£rea^50^ob^au^9^285^^^^^

Bargain Box 125

ENCYCLOPEDIAS 1 99 1 , cost $ 1 600, sacrafice

$300. SofVlove $595. Dinette, desk, wall unit,

bunk-beds $150 each. Recliner $195, bed-

room set $495, mattres^prings $150, dining

room set $1200. Unused! (310)39>-2338.

Furniture fbr Sale 126

Autos for Sale 109

1987 HYUNDAI EXCEL GLS 5-door hatch-

back, 5-speed, white, with sunroof, rur« great.

$2200. (310)390-2298.

1990 TOYOTA 4-RUNNER, V-6. Immaculate,

AK, full power >tow package, stereo, cassette,

CD, cruise corUrol, deluxe interior, sunroof,

mag wheels, new, $25,000, $17,995, firm.

(310)457-2451.

BMW 1986 325i, 6-speed, fully automatic,

excellent condition, 4-door, sunroof. Must

Sell, $9500 (310)276-6727, (213)614-9113.

hlONDA ACCORD LXi, 4-door, 1986, blue,

11 7k miles, automatic, excellent corniition

sunroof. $6500. Mollie (310)699-7500.

HONDA ACCORD 1980, 4.door, rebuilt en-

gine, 60K miles, AK, cassette, good condiliori,

$175Cyo.b.o. (310) 824-4000

FULL-SIZED WHITE FORMKIA PLATFORM
BED FOR SALE. $175. (310)552-4825.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

REFRIGERATOR % size, new. Must sell,

$15(Vobo. Day bed, porcelain. Never used,

S20(Vobo. (310)828-6143.

TWO Futons/Sols. 1 Queen, IFull: set $200
(310)312-6654.

Musical Instruments 129

'72 AMERICAN STANDARD FEN(5ER STRA-
TOCASTER 'Blackie' Maple Neck, Great

Shape Sacrifice $40Q/obo (310)399-9240.

Typewriter/Computer 134

AMIGA 500 w/1 MB, 2 3Vi DD, color monitor,

Lotsa software SI 00000, Call (31 0)628-61 43.

k-*-
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J TANNING
5 Sessions For $25*
•CD Sound Systems •lO Wolff Beds

•Air Conditioning •Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824^2TAN

M-F: 9arTv8pm

Sat & Sun: llam-epm:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & UndbrooK)

'coupon expires 3/16/92

(itt time customers only/X per customer/must present coupon)

We WamtOw TiBiH StwuchtI

^.5

Dr. Nadar Dajraal

The way some
women treat

muggers is

shocking.

The 50.000-volt,
non-lethal NOVA XR-6000 can
immobiize an attacker for up to 20
minutes. The compact 'stun gun'
slips Into pocket or purse and
weighs less ttxin on 8 oz. flashlight.

(plui$5«/h)

Protect
younetf
lor only '49.

VISA

MC

(800) 822-3986
U.S. MAILORDER CHECK OH

4139Vla Marina. #309 MONEY
Mcyiro del Rey. CA 90292 ORDER

x»

Pari Waxing Salon
Remove your unwanted hair

with 100% natural wax.

Full leg and Bikini $20
Underarai $ 8
Half legs $10
Bikini Wax $ 8
Lip or Chin or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $10
Deep Facial Cleaning $30

1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473^0066 or 479^9325

Walk-in Welcome

r

1^78-9464^
fl|l 1923 Suiu Moiuo* BJW.

BUFFALO STVUL WitMtH mhCS
Served w/ Bhie Cheese A Celery Sticks

1 doMn .$4.22 25 $ 7.95

SO $15.49 100....$ 28.63

SAUCES: Mild, Hot. Suicide, Baibeque, Ilot Batbeque

ULSOTIIV MM:
• Hunburtw Chidun Sandwich • Potato Skkm • MaaareUa Sticks

Breaded MuafarocaiMi A Zuchini • Stoak Friaa • Chickca Salad •

Potato Sakd • Cob Slaw

STOMNT FVMtry ireCML (WingsOnly):
100® $23.10 ( no coupons)

SUfY- SOM : ALLYOU CAN EAT $ 7.95

r
— — - — — - — — -1 p — — — — — — — — t
Om Coupon wr Ordv ' Om Coupon pmOr^m' .

I f IMtfPMirOKDai lftM«ftwh«yaub«y
I

C$SJO0 minimum) ' | so or 100 wfay '

UiWiaWitt'iii iililiiiiii'a'lBiii^

a
a

$w*\ »a*i

IEuropcam Natural haHher Bag Store

RE-OPENEVG SALE
o^

HOURS:
TUES. - FRI. 11 -6

SAT 11-4

^^ Come see our new
store at 12265 Ventura

Blvd. Suite #204

Studio City

(818) 752-2790

Direct Import

250 Different Bags &
Backpacks • Shoulder

Bags • Purses

Briefcases • Bookk>ags

Travel Bags
Accessories

17301/4 WMtwood Blvd. Canvas Bags
(In Courtyard across from Ross) Organizers

Wsstwood
(213)475-8118

(ons Mock N. of Santa Monk:a Blvd.)

GIVE YOUR THHTH
A REAL TREAT

SEE DR. FRIEDMAN
GENERAL AND

COSMETIC DENTISTRY
^ For Appointment:

478-0363
• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)

• Please mennon this ad
• Credit Cards, Checics. and Insurance Forms welcome

Larn*^ Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

/i«)>7i»»l f 'iiiirrsily is

Mfn'iliUti hy ill,- Sfw

liiifilaiid Assoiuiltoii of

Schooh and ColU'iU's

An equal opfH^rlunilY,

ajfiniiainv adioii

imuhiitou.

Boston University

Overseas Graduate Programs in

Brussels, London, Paris, Rome,

Israel, Spain

Master's Degree Programs in

Management, Computer Information Systems,

International Relations

For information call:

Brussels, Belgium, 32-2-478-7973

London, England, 44-71-835-1835

Pans, France 33- 1-42561864

Rome, Italy, 39-6-683-3262

Beer-Sheva, Israel. 972-57-31 144

Zaragoza, Spain, 34-76-201979

Boston, MA, 617-353-2982

Or write, specifying program and site, to:

Boston University Overseas Programs

1 43 Bay State Road
Boston, MA 0221.5-1783

MONTEREY
INSTITUTE ot INTEtNATIQNAl STUDItS

SUMMER
INTENSIVE

LANGUAGE
PIOCRAM

June 24-August 19, 1992

\rabk. French, German, Italian, Korean, Portuguese

and Spanish

June 17-August 19, 1992

Chinese, lapanese and Russian

MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
425 Vmi Buren Street, Monterey Caiifomu 93940

(408) 647-4113 Summer Inlenww l^nftuMie frotr«n FAX <408) M7-3S19

Th* VVmHwev in^iiiule pnnKtei ofoiMwonal vxiuiie educaiion itx iniwnaliofMl carew* Fof further mtofnuiKjn about

m.isi«>r ^ proitrams in tnit>rnaiionai buMnrss inipfnalional polKv studies iniernational public admifmiradon. Ungiuge

l«-.K hioK. Of ifanMditon ,in(i .merofeMtioo i atl rhe AdmiMton* ( )UKf M •4081 647 4)2J

40 % OFF
(riQAT VIAIT ONLY)

BEVEDLY HILLS ACNE^KIN CADE CLINIC

My ikin used to break out. I dtouch* ntf'akm

would never dear up. I tried B. H. Acne Skin

Cue u « Uit iciort Since then, my ikin

deaied up in a nioath, which I didn't expect.

Now, my tkin looks and feels ao much more
cleaner and fresher that It even makes mt
feel healthier!

I highly reconunend any one who has proUetn

skin to try B. H. Acne Skin Care. You'll sec

skin improvement in a month for sure.

-Eiane Reed (actress)

Acne -A Treatable-
• Deep Pore Cleaning

• Qejuvination

• Non-fiurgical facehfl

• Chemical peel

• Wc carry Mured, the most efTcclivc

product for problem skin

Dremalic nc«ulte in 2 monthft xuaranbeed.

%.

U^^^MMMMMM MMM*:

Excess build-up of dead
cells on the suitace leads

to many skin problems.

fe

299^

Deep poie cleaning removed the

build-up of dc4id cells, allowing

the oils to drain naturally, which
otherwise leads lo blackheads,

whiteheads and acne break-outs.

SOnBALL
From page 35

teams could only manage five hits

in seven innings. Still, the Bruins

scored once, which was all that

Fernandez needed.

**It*s freezing out here,** Backus

said. *'Right after that first ball

game, it got bad. If it rained, it

would have snowed.**

But in game one, UCLA was on

fire at the plate. The Bruins struck

Hrst in the third inning, when a

Fernandez hit up . the middle

brought home Nichole Victoria,

giving UCLA a 1-0 lead.

The Bruins didn*t quit there,

though. In the fourth inning, rising

star Jennifer Bnindage led off with

a double to the right-center field

wall, and later scored on a Kelly

Inouye single.

Thanks to a Jo Alchin bunt on a

squeeze play and another Victoria

hit, UCLA was able to add two

more in the fifth. Then, additional

insurance runs came in the sixth on
RBI hits from Alchin and Inouye.

ASU did manage to score in two

runs in the top of the sixth inning,

but Compton (7-0) dug in and held

the Sun Devils to only two hits

while striking out eight

The second game brought mis-

erable wind, which led some

"WeVe been distracted

all week. The weather

and the fact that we^Tc"

had to be inside (have

both been

distractions)."

Sharron Backus
UCLA Softball Coach

sensible fans to leave. However,

UCLA knew what they had to do,

and came out on top.

'The wind and cold was a little

tough because it does chill your

arm up,** Fernandez said. "But I

think I did well enough consider-

ing the situations and how I was

feeling.**

To be sure, Fernandez (10-0)

owned the majority of the Sun

Devil batters. Only one ASU
hitter, AU-Pac 10 standout Rachel

Brown, managed to hit the ball

against Fernandez.

UCLA scored in the ftfst, which

was all that was necessary. A
Bnindage single to left brought

home Kathy Evans, who had

walked to lead off the inning.

Arizona State never threatened

until the fuial inning, when a

Brown double down the line put

the tying run in scoring position

with only one out

However, Fernandez struck out

the next batter, and when Brown
was called out for interference on

the next play, the Bruins had

preserved their perfect record.

"I knew that I was going up
against the meat pf the lineup, the

number three and four hitters,**

Fernandez said. "It put a little

pressure on me, and when I gave

up the hit (to Brown), I knew that I

had to make up for it**

For now, the Bruins will take

two weeks off for fuials, and wait

before continuing Pac-10 play on

March 22 and 23 against the

Oregon schools.

*They*ve got to get back to the

books now, and do well in the

classroom,** Backus said. **We*re

going to nunimize the pressure

here (on the softball field) and then

kick it up toward the end of finals

week and get back into it again.
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SCHWENKE
From page 32

Matt Schwenke
UCLA Sporii Info

starting to get that confidence. Tve
been very pleased with Matt*s total

game. He has become a good
clutch hitter.**

Schwenke started off the season

hot. In an early season series

against Hawaii, Schwenke
uncorked two homers and had five

RBI. He has been in a small slump
lately, but is still hitting .262 with

two homers and nine RBI.
The progress showed has defi-

nitely pleased Adams and showed
him that his catcher can make even

more of a jump.
**Vm not completely satisfied

with Matt*s hitting yet,** Adams
said. "I think he is going to be a

better hitter. He just has to be
patient and know that he is capable

of being much better. I think he is

two-thirds of the way there.

"But he has made a big improve-

~inent defensively. He has done a
goodjob ofmixing up the pitches. I

can*t think of any time all year

long where I felt that I should have

been calling the pitches.**

Schwenke*s main focus with the

pitchers has been to mix in off-

speed pitches and to keep opposing
hitters off-balance. As a result, the

"Everything is starting

to fall into place the

way I like.Pm hitting

pretty good, and Tm
really happy with my

defense."

Matt Schwenke

UCLA team ERA is an impressive

3.89. He also has nailed 55 percent

of all would-be base stealers.

**Using changeups helps us a lot

If our pitchers just throw fastballs,

then people can start to time it and

hit it A changeup helps us keep the

other hitters off balance,**

Schwenke said.

Schwenke*s progress from the

baptism by fuie of freshman year

has started to make people think

that he can be the next greatUCLA
catcher. But both he and Adams
realize that the accolade is far

away from becoming a reality.

''Everything is starting to fall

into place the way I like,**

Schwenke said, "rm hitting pretty

good, and Tm really happy with

my defense.

"But Tm never going to be

satisfied with what I have done.

You never can be satisfied and sit

on your laurels, or else you*ll fall

behind.**

»»

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Fcx)d

I HAPPY PLATE

I
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice

' •Green Salad

Alter 3:00 pm to close I

with coupon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

|^LssbJ|==11 21 Glendon Avenue (213)

nil QlljWestwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

Draifon Expre
Chinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

CO IIY ATnB* ^A K.K. Includes fned nee or chow m
MrMuiAlMSd ij^mOO plus any two a la cvte itonw

^^^•2«^a^^^*.',^^^* j^^^^ ^^^ ^^W ^^W "^^^ ^^W ^^^ ^^^ -^^^ ^^^

Hours:

Monday-Sunday 11am-11pm
U47 Westwood Bhrct
(Acroas Trotn McDonald's)

208-4928

Paris

London
Rome

.«"^.

AIVVA\S

DESIGN HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS *208 4447 *NO GIMMICKS

SrYllSTS HAVt OVtP '^ YFAPShXPEPIFNa

HAIR COLOR $15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE $45
HIGHLITES $25 EYE LASH TINT $10
FRENCH PERM $15-25 COLOR CORRECTION $35
ZOTOS PERM $35-45 SHAMPOO SET $10
SUPER PERM $66 MANICURE $8

SPECIAL FREE- haircut style w/ $35 perm ,$12 value free,

SPECIAL FREE- haircut mousse w/ $45 perm ;$ 1 7 value free)

"'FULLTl.\^E MANICURIST & A FULL TIME HAlPSTYLlSTS o/ANTEO

1078 GAYLEY 'WESTWOOD VILLAGE 'NEXT TO PENNY LANE

4ICLA
J*

presents

Father Jean-Bertrand Aristide
President of Haiti, in Exile

^^

to give a major public address

on

''Democracy in Haiti"

Thursday, (March 12, 1992

2:00 p.m.
»>-

UCLA
James West Alumni Center

325 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles

(Parking In Lot 6)

R.S.V.P. (31 0)206-9832

„4

Funding for this program has been provided by University Relations.

Additional support provided by International Studies & Overseas Programs, Latin American Cemer,
James S^leman African Studies Center, Center for Afro-American Studies, University Catholic

Center, Student Association for Latin American Studies, Ecumenical Black Ministry, serving UCLA,
and Campus Evems.

-t*-»i I II I III n

*
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EUROPE CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sun««t Boutovard
Los Ang«lM, CA 90069
Phon* (213) 272-0424

MaH ttiis ad for 8pM:ial
StudMM/TMchar Tariff.

a RENTAL a LEASE O PURCHASE

USE PROTECTION!
Electronic Stun Gun

Handheld •Non-lethal

Safe •Legal
65000 volts - $49.95

75000 volts - $59.95

90000 volts - $69.95
*« Fiw Campus Oelivtry & Instruction

Ottwr safety products avaial)le

Call 453-2604

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED OR DAILY $40 PR

DISPOSABLES (6 mo. supply) $79 SET

CHANGE UGHT EYES (exl) ^ $60 PR
CHANGE BROWN EYE& ^155 PR

I
ASTIGMATISM, EXTENDED tlSSPR

EYE EXAMS15
Froe Bausch n Lomb Renu Can Kk (Wtens)

{HMm««E:SMWmKIIMI Ul iMKlB; mVBMEHM
L0KKilCHS11E.7TNr. tMHW ITMKnUfEOI

|fUU£Rni:SeE.CHMyMi

M.M>. BauKh n Lomb ttnits

213)842-6094 (800)842-6094

OPEN HOUSE
I I

.v•vs%\•w^.^^^
>ifc 1

1 m
.-•••%>•••-•%•••

.^
:

:SS;:

:;

11'

%¥:::\-ftW:-:-;y>M->^:

ft^SSii

WftpJiP

This Tiies(.lav, Marcii 10
'ItiiiinM^^

Administrative R^ Center

School of Medicine
«:•:

ii.yfcMi<^bi^wMifcM«NMMjl

jointly present

School ofMedidne
Approadi to lY'aiisfomiation

lilies Stein Eye Institute Auditorium

I; —12:0Qiioon-3:0Qpju. i

::->»:> ::¥^:::: «¥•>::;-

'VA-ww. x-JX-:-:-:-:-::-:-:-;-:

12:30 ' School ofMedidne lYansfomiation Commhtee Status R(
Presenuuion and Open Discussion

• Staff& Academic Posonnel Issues

• Technology Issues

• Faculty Involvement Issues

Committee members: Joyce Fried (Chair), Sindee BriU, Tom Foerstel,

Albert Glider, Marsha Noble,Ann PoUack, and Elaine Reber

PREVI£#W: Next week's Open Houae will focus on Staff Development. Check next Monday's Bruin
for ttie location and detailed agenda. Open houses are held weekly, every Tuesday from noon until 3. For more
information , please call Cathi Teeter@x6 1243

.

We look forward to your visit!

UCLA MORTAR BOARD PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS ANNUAL

"FACULTY EXCELLENCE AWARD"
•Nominate the faculty who has motivated you both inside

and outside of class for our faculty excellence award.

•Deadline for nominations is Friday, Mar. 20 at 4:00

•Fill out the nomination form below and turn it in to the

Dean of Students offfice at 1206 Murphy HalL

Mortar Board is an active national

senior honor society which recognizes

scholarship, leadership and service to

the campus community. For more
Information, contact the Dean of

Students office at 825-3871

.

Thank You!

NAME OF PROFESSOR:
DEPARTMENT:
EXPLANATION DF NOMINATION:

cm
SPONSORED BY MORTAR BOARD

CO-SPONSORED BY
STUDErfT UNION DIRECTOR

YOUR NAME: YOUR PHONE #:

Schwenke takes it

all In behind plate
Sophomore catcher has come
into his own as a hitter as well

By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

If you thought you had problems
your freshman year, just be glad

you weren't Matt Schwenke.
While adjusting to college life is

hard enough, trying to handle all of
Schwenke*s responsibilities would
have been impossible.

Straight out of Poway high

school in San Diego, Schwenke
was handed the starting catching

job on the UCLA baseball team
and all the responsibilities that

come along with it.

As a catcher, Schwenke plays

perhaps one of the most difficult

and crucial positions in baseball.

Pitching is everything, and the

cornerstone of a good pitching

staff is a catcher who knows how
to handle each pitcher.

Beyond just catching the ball

behind the plate, Schwenke has to

call every pitch of the game, throw
out runners attempting to steal,

block the plate against runners

trying to score and have an in depth

knowledge of both his pitcher's

and the opposing hitter's tenden-

cies, as well as be successful at the

plate.

If thM wasn't cnough«_

His average was not too large a

concern for the coaches, who were
more interested in his defensive

development But to Schwenke, a

self-admitted perfectionist, a low
batting average was unacceptable.

**When I came in, they told me
not to worry about hitting, but

instead work on catching,**

Schwenke said. *They wanted me
to just catch and make sure the

pitchere were comfortable with

me. They just kept telling me to

work on my defense.

**But it was frustrating. I wanted
to hit, too. And if I wasn't hitting

well, I would worry about what I

was doing wrong and then I would
pile it on and make it worse. I've

always wanted to hit well.**

But while Schwenke had his

woes at the plate, he became very

comfortable behind it With a

veteran pitching staff, including

two seniors who started and a
junior stopper, it appeared that a

true freshman would have trouble

getting a necessary good working
relationship with them.

It didn't take long, though, to

prove he was capable.

*Toward the beginning, I don't
think they (the pitchers) had too

Schv^renke had to Ibllow in the

footsteps of some of the most
talented players in the history of
UCLA baseball. Current major
leaguere Don Slaught and Todd
Zeile both were former Bruin

backstops.

Furthermore, the catcher before

Schwenke, Paul Ellis, was the

1990 American Baseball Coaches
Association Division I College
Baseball Player of the Year and
also lead the NCAA in home runs

that year.

In other words, Schwenke
walked into one difficult situation.

**I think it's tough for any
freshman catcher,** Bruin head
coach Gary Adams said. *The
ability to throw runners out, call a
good game and be a good receiver

is very hard. In all my years of
coaching, I've never had a fresh-

man catcher able to do all of it Not
Zeile. or Slaught or anybody else."

Schwenke had his struggles that

year. The UCLA pitching staff

wound up with a 5.13 team earned
run average— good for third in the

conference and over 50 percent of
would be base stealers were
thrown out At the plate, Schwenke
batted .237 with two home runs

and 12 runs batted in.

To Schwenke those numbers
were merely passable. Although
pleased with his performance
defensively, he was not proud of
his offensive statistics.

"Other people say I had a bad
year,** Schwenke said. "As far as

hitting goes, I think I can improve
in that area. It was a growing year,

it wasn't as bad as everybody else

thought But it wasn't a good year
either.

"I had very high expectations. I

thought I could come in and tear

things up. I wanted to fend for

myself and I wanted to hit very
well, with a respectable average."

Schwenke*s hopes were obvi-
ously given a boost after his fu^t

ever collegiate at-bat, when he hit

a home run against UC Irvine. The
catcher went three-for-four that

day.

The outing was not a harbinger
of things to come, though, as

Schwenke struggled offensively

throughout the year.

"I've been very pleased

with Matt's total

ganie."

Gary Adams
UCLA Baseball Coach

much Ceuth in me behind the plate,**

Schwenke said. *They were used
to being on the same wavelength as

Paul But they began to respect

me. I think they were behind me in

the pitches I called.

"It's hard. You need to know
each pitcher and what they like to

throw in each situation. I think I

gained some good experience by
catching them in the bullpen and
going over what to do with Robin
(Dreizler. UCLA pitching
coach).'

The defensive confidence
gained in his freshman year carried

over to his work during the off-

season. Determined to jump to the

next level, Schwenke went
through a tough off-season prog-

ram.

Schwenke practiced his block-

ing at the plate and most of all his

hitting; he took extensive batting

practice and focused on making
contact and getting his feet and
weight in a proper alignment A
visit to the optometrist also paid
off. It was diagnosed that

Schwenke had- bad depth percep-

tion.

With a hard offseason and one
year of experience, Schwenke has

come into his sophomore season
more determined and assertive.

"Slaught, ZeUe, EUis, (Kansas
City product) Billy Haselman,
were all only OK players during

their freshman years,** Adams said.

**They all batted eighth or ninth in

the order. But then one year it

started to come to them. They
started to get it, the feel**

"It has to do with confidence,**

Adams, continued. "You just have
to know what pitches to call, what
the pitchers like to do and how to

react at that plate.

"I think Matt has shown
improvement in these areas. He's

See SCHWENKE, page 31

• ,•
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Spikers
By Eric Bllll^eler

The 405 Freeway at rush hour is

not a real pleasant site for Los
Angeles-area motorists.

And it won*t be a pleasant site

for the UCLA men*s volleyball

team tomorrow night But it*s

likely that traffic will be the last

thing on their mind.

That*s because the buses stuck

in traffic will be headed toward

University Gym at Cal State Long
Beach, where at 7:30 Tuesday the

goM against to|Hfanked 49ers
No. 5 Bruins (7-5, 6-4 conference)

will match up with the top-ranked

49ers and their All-American

opposite hitter Brent Hilliard.

"HiUiard is the offense,** said

UCLA coach Al Scates. "He's

surrounded by five guys who dig

and pass extremely well. They're

probably the best team in the

country in terms of working
together. They're aggressive and
they all scream for the ball. They
do everything fairly well. Of
course, their success depends on

208-7155
1_0889 Weybum Av_e . ,,^;^

i

YOU MICHT LOSE YOUR HEAD

H A. ! R S A L O M
62 YEARS IN WESTWOOP VILLAGE

SPECIALTIES FOR MEN S. WOMEN STARTING AT $10.00

WE RE THE BEST
1061 CAYLEY AVENUE <:ALL FOR AN APPT.
4VESTW00D VILLACE 208-6559
NEXT TO BREADSTICKS 8am TO LATE NIGHTS

Student Special
Offer Good at Ail Times

LARGE PIZZA
With 2 toppings

(1 meat^ 1 vegetable)

2 Free Soft Drinks

onVl .

1 0925 Weyburn Ave. Westwood

m to provide high quality sperm lor

lae^dal insemination. Requirements

InciudG good heai,th between the

ages of 1 9 to 34 and a

9tb 12 month c^

0all for more information: 824-9i41

COMPLETE MEDICAL SCf^EENlNG (ALL COSTS PAID)

AMDYOU EARN UP TO $105/WEEK IF QUALIFIED.

HUliard."

The 6-foot 5-inch junior, who
sacrificed a starting position on the

national team to come back and

play for Long Beach State, leads

the 49ers in virtually every offen-

sive statistical category. In

CSULB's four-game victory over

UCLA in the Kilgour Cup Jan. 17,

Hilliard took apart the Bruin

defense late in the match, convert-

ing on 42 kills and hitting for a .493

average.

"Wc just want to slow him

"They're probably the

best team in the

country in terms of

working together."

Al Scates
UCLA Volleyball Coach

down,** Scates said. **Obviously

we have to pay him the most
attention, because he gets twice as

many sets as anyone else. When
the game is on the line, we'd better

recognize where he is, no matter

where on the court-

While crunch time is invariably

Hilliard's to handle, Scates said

the rest of the match should also be

dictated by the overshadowed play

of 49ers like middle blocker Alan

Knipe, outside hitter Matt Lyles

and setter Jason Stimpfig, as well

as a traditionally raucous and
obnoxious crowd.

(BeCSiir J^Corist i

20% DISCOUNT w/ad I

Ail-Campus All-Day (9am-5pm) Symposium on Human Origins

Schoenberg Hail 1100

Friday March 13

Admission Free!

Where did we come from? When and how did humans first evolve?

Are we sexy because we're smart . . . .or smart because we're sexy?

Why did the Neanderthals die out.. ..or are they still among us?
When and why did art begin? And culture? What will be our future?

Hear world-class experts reveal the answers THIS FRIDAY at
Schoenberg Hall at a free all-campus all-day symposium on:

THE

ORIGIN

AND

EVOLUTION

FELLOW-CREATURES
EARTHLINGS

HUMANITY
MANKIND

PERSONS
MORTALS

PEOPLE
FOLK

QF HUMANS A&

- AND HUMANNESS !!!!!

Who should attend: Anyone eager to learn about the more than

. five million year-long history of humans and
humanness - undergraduates, graduates,

faculty: artists, humanists, and physical, life,

and social scientists; the UCLA community!

When: 9am to 5pm, Friday, March 13. 1992

Where: UCLA Schoenberg Hall 1 1 00
Admission: Free!

Sponsored by the UCLA Center for the Study of Evolution and the

Origin of Life (CSEOL); Geology Building 5687; (310) 825-1769

- CHICKEN STICKS or

- TERIYAKI CHICKEN BREAST SANDWICH or
- BBQ CHICKEN BREAST SANDWICH

• One Side Order
• All you can drink soda

$3.99 + tax

ALL THE TIME, ANYTIME
Offer Good Anytime

10923 Weyburn Ave.
208-1969

Expires 4/30/92

Help Wanted for Night Time Delivery

Wi..
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Volleyball sends Waves rolling back to Mallbu
By Randy SattertMirg

The Pepperdine Waves came
into the Wooden Center Friday

night ranked No. 3 in the nation,

with hopes ofdefeatingUCLA and
strengthening their hold on first

place in the DeGroot Division.

The Bruins had other ideas.

UCLA came out roaring on its

way to a 15-9. 15-10, 15-11

victory, which gave Pq^perdine

(16-2, 8-2 in the conference) only

their second loss of the year and
improved the playoff chances of
UCLA (8-5, 6-4).

.Redshirt freshman Erik Sulli-

van's enthusiasm and trash-talking

lit a Hre under the Bruins in the

first game, as they outhit Pepper-

dine .400 to .209.

**I liked the intensity. We were
intense all three games,** said

UCLA Coach Al Scates. "We had
a double pregame meeting today.

We had been losing our first games

so much that I took them into the

locker room just before the game
to talk things over.

The key for UCLA throughout
the matth was attempting to slow
down Pepperdine swing-hitter

Todd Sorcnson. The 6-foot. 6-inch

junior devastated the Bniins in

their previous matchup.

Sorenson still managed to get a

game-high 35 kills on .369 hitting,

but he also committed 1 1 hitting

errors, a tribute to the blocking of

Tim Kelly, Jeff Nygaard and the

other Bruins.

Offensively the Bruins* .440

hitting percentage was their third

highest total of the year. Tim Kelly

led the way with a remarkable 18

kills and no errors performance,

good for a .581 hitting percentage.

UCLA trailed at one point 7-3 in

game three, then rallied to even the

score at 8-8. The lead then changed
hands back and forth until UCLA
took the lead for good when

sophomore Ross Pier made a

spectacular dig on a Sorenson
blast David Swatik then blocked

Sorenson on the very next attack to

win the point and putUCLA on the

way to victory.

"It wasn't easy. Those were
long games, and they were tight,**

said Scates. **This means we can

go into the Long Beach State game
(see related story page 33) with a

lot of confidence. We could still

win the league.**

viding Great Care

ForAll Women

I

REE PREGNANCY TFSTIMG
•Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

Affordable Birth Control

t-^—»—I—I—I—I—I"'—»—«—»—T—

T
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n

THE ORIGINAL GOURMET
CINNAMON ROLL
Buy One Get One

f

i

I

Exp.

3/30/92
H

Reg $1.45

Good Only At:

1001 cayleyAve.
westwood Village

(213) 208-4766 __
'-I—I—I—I^I*^—I—I—I*-!—I—I—I—1—T̂ T—T—I—I—T—TJg

T.|. Cinnamons
. B.ikery,

BUY ONE

CIATES

f

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET S1.00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBuunv*
COUPON VALID ONLY

11 278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Corner of Sawtelie & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE SUPERS EXTRA.

Expires 3/16/92

1 0938 Weyburn Ave. Westwood Village

it Includes: Roundtiip cruise

for two adults aboard the

luxury ocean liner, N.V.

Pacific Star from San
^

Diego, Calif, to Mfexico?

along with 4 days and 3
nights ocean view hotel

accommodations at the Hotel Paraiso Las

Palmas while in Cnsenada, Mexico.

* Convenient port departure 6 times weekly, every week of year.

* Tickets valid for I year from date of purchase, transferable.

^ $529 retaO value. M DRITiKiriG AQE 18 IN MEXICO.

ORDER NOW!
filllXlfl Tldcfts HlotM P«r CoMtgt. Mokti fl Qr«at ¥Vf«k«fid Tripi

1-800-444-5364
Grand Isuind Vachtions

ep^*K^

CAa
10-8

P.S.T.

PCXT DAY IMkMwMc Ticket

Scrvkc IkkcU dcUvcicd wHkia
24 bom «! Pctfcral EiprcM.
AMtkodnd COJ>. Service.

G.I.V.
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Softball

defeats
Arizona
By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

The conditions may have
l)een far from ideal at Sunset
Field, but the UCLA softball

team braved the elements

and swept No. 14 Arizona
State 6-2. 1-0 in their confer-

ence opener on Saturday
afternoon.

The top-ranked Bruins
(22-0, 2-0) got strong pitch-

ing efforts from Heather
Compton and Lisa Fernan-

dez, who led the way to two
relatively easy victories in

the face of poor weather that

had been plaguing UCLA
for the past couple of days.

"We've been distracted

all week,- UCLA head
coach Sharron Backus said.

*The weather and the fact

that we*ve had to be inside

(have bodi been distrac-

tions), and under those cir-

cumstances, the kids did

okay."

Indeed, the windy sur-

roundings did take their toll

on both squads. In game one,

the Bruins pounded out 10
hits and seemed to be scor-

ia at wilL

Baseball takes nmnI split with Arizona

However, in the second

game, the bitter wind and
cold kicked in, and the two

See SOFTBALL, page 30

By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

In a series resembling more of a

late-season playoff struggle, than

an early-season battle for Hrst

place, the UCLA and Arizona

baseball teams have each taken

one game of the three-game series

in Tuscon at Sancet Field.

No. 23 UCLA (15-5. 3-2 in the

Six-Pac) came out on top Friday

5-1. whUe the No. 24 WUdcats
(15-9, 3-2) letumed the favor

Saturday, 4-3. The results of

Sunday's rubber game, pitting

Arizona's Mike Schiefelbein

against Tim Kubinski, were
unavailable at press time.

The Bruins Pete Janicki got

UCLA off to a good stait in the

opening game. Janicki hurled

seven innings of one-run ball to

lead the Bruins to a 5-1 victory.

Janicki (3-2) outdueled heralded

Wildcat starter Tim Schweitzer.

The Arizona sophomore came into

the game with a sparkling 4-1

record and 1.24 earned run aver-

age, but was treated rudely by
UCLA.
The Bruins touched Schweitzer

for four runs on eight hits in his

seven-plus innings of work.
UCLA never trailed in the game.

Robert Hinds and Michael
Moore led the way for the Bruins at

the plate. Hinds played the role of

nemesis against the Wildcats all

day; the second baseman was on

Jiase three times, had two hits, one
and three runs scored.

a two-RBI single in the sixth that

gave UCLA a 3-0 lead.

Bruin reliever Gabe Sollecito

hurled two perfect innings to

register his seventh save.

Saturday, the Wildcats returned

the favor, clawing their way l)ack

for a 4-3 win. Arizona leftfielder

Robbie Moen blasted a two-run
homer in the seventh inning off

Adam Schulhofer to give the

Wildcats the victory. UCLA had
lead 3-2 going into the bottom half

of the seventh.

The Bruins were unable to

capitalize on Arizona starter Chad
Holm's wildness. Holm walked
four batters in less than three

innings, but UCLA was only able

to score one run in the process.

Kin Kishita relieved Holm and
allowed single runs in both the

fourth and fifth innings, including

a home run by Moore, but recov-

ered to shut the Bruins down until

the ninth. For the game, UCLA left

nine runners on base.

Schulhofer had pitched well

throughout the game, but was
constantly plagued by Moen and
second baseman Jason Gump.
Moen went ihree-for-three on the

afternoon, with three RBI and two
runs scored Gump had two hits

and a run scored for Arizona.

In the ninth, the Bruins
threatened and had runners on
base, but Wildcat stopper Carlos

Rico came on to put away the fmal

two batters and shore up his second
save of the seasoiL

Moore drove in Hinds once with

a single, and had two hits, a stolen

base and a run scored in addition.

Designated hitter John Myrow had

Schulhofer picked up the loss to

drop to 3-2 for the season, while

Kishita ran his record to 2-4. The
home run by Moore was his fourth

of the season.

TIZIANA SORGEyOaly Bruin

UCLA outfielder David Roberts went l-for-3 and scored a run
against Arizona on Saturday.
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SPRING BREAK
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Valid Sunday - Thursday
exp. 3/20/92

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT & BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS
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1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-5264
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CABO
SAN LUCAS
Let the party begin...

Special Departure: Mar 23-27

LOWEST PAYMENT PLANS

r"

r"
365.00

per person

double occupancy

Package Includes: Rounduip airfare from LAX, 5 days/4

nights hotel accomodations at PLAZA LAS GLORIAS, 10% hotel

tax, CockUil Party with FREE DRINKS, and unlimited fun in the

sun in beautiful CABO SAN LUCAS. Other hotels also available,

triple occupancy on request,

•does not include departure taxes or Uansfers
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SAMPLE
AUTO INSURANCE QUOTES:

32 Years Old
Westslde Residence

Basic Uability

$178.60 DOWN PAYMENT

23 Years Old
Westside Residence

Basic Uability

$208.80 DOWN PAYMENT

CAUFORNIA ADMITTED COMPANY
FAMILY DISCOUNTS
YOUNG DRIVERS

•MULTIPLE TICKETS AND/OR
ACCIDENTS
•LOWEST PAYMENT PLANS
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CALL FOR A QUOTATION 310*451 •4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE AGENCY
1433 Santa Monica Blvd. •

Santa Monica. CA
(comer of 15tti St. and Santa Monica Blvd.)
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UCLA squeaks out win, 80-79

.^>

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

SEATTLE— With a flick of his

wrist Mitchell Butler catapulted

the UCLA men's basketball team

into sole possession of first place

in the Pac-10.

Butler stripped the ball from

Washington's point guard James

French with :06 left to give the

ninth-ranked Bruins (23-4. 14-2)

an 80-79 victory over the Huskies

at Hec Edmunson Pavilion Sunday

afternoon.

"I just didn't want to let him get

the shot off." Butler said, "I was

either going to foul him or strip

(the ball). I didn't want to lose this

game. I just stuck my hand out and

stripped the ball."

"(The coaches) said make them

make a basket Don't foul them,"

Harrick said. "It was a reaction

play. You just hope they don't call

a foul."

Washington (12-16. 5-12) was

holding the ball for a flnal game-

winning shot, when French drove

the baseline. Just as French left his

feet for a shot Butler reached out

his left hand and knocked the ball

loose. Butler then picked it up and

threw it downcourt ensuring the

UCLA win.

-He definitely fouled me."

French said afterward, shaking his

head in disbelief.

-Mitchell Butler represents

Tracy Murray's 25 points helped lift UCU over Washington Sun-

day.

everything UCLA stands for,"

Bruin head coach Jim Harrick said.

-He's a winner and he made the

big stop at the end. We were

fortunate to win."

UCLA thrcc-poini

plays by the Huskies in the final six

minutes. Widi the Bruins leading

78-76 Washington forward
Chandler Nairn scored on a layup

and was fouled by Butler. Nairn

converted the finec throw giving the

Huskies a one-point lead with 1:51

left.

On the ensuing possession

Bruin forward Tracy Murray was

fouled by Nairn away from the

ball. Murray converted two free

(hfowswM 1:41 vBinasffliglogive

the Bruins the lead for good.

French was called for traveling

on Washington's next possession,

but Murray turned the ball over

with :40 left setting up the

Huskies' final possession.

-If you're going to win the Pac-

10 you have to win these type of

games," Harrick said. *They play-

ed well and made some tough shots

but we had a good stop at the end."

Forv^^ard Don MacLean led the

Bruins in scoring and rebounding

with 26 points and nine boards.

Murray finished with 25 points

including three treys despite play-

ing with four fouls for much of the

second half.

The Bruins received a break

when Washington center Rich

Manning fouled out with just

under five minutes remaining.

Manning led the Huskies with 17

points.

During prc-game warmups the

Bruins found out that Pac-10 co-

leaderuse had lost to Washington

State, giving UCLA sole posses-

sion of first place in the conference

with two games remaining.

-Ifwe win the Pac-10 we should

get the No. 1 seed in the West."

Harrick said. -We knew before the

game that USC tost but we still

needed to concentrate on this

game."

Both teams shot the ball extre-

mely well from the field. UCLA
hit 28-51 (54^ Jieicent) «hilfc

Washington was 34-62 (54.8 pcr-

cent).

Thursday night the Bruins will

host fourth-ranked Arizona in a

nationally televised game that will

go a long way to determining the

conference champion.

Women's
goes onefoHiwo

I

h^

By Heather Dufly

Dally Bruin Staff

The UCLA women's basketball

ti^am split its final homestand of

the season with the Arizona

schools last weekend, leaving its

hopes for an NCAA Tournament

bid hanging in the balance. The

Bruins beat Arizona Friday night,

83-67. but fell in a close contest to

No. 25 Arizona State. 99-91.

The Bruins (17-9. 10-6 in Pac-

10 games) will need to win both

their games in Oregon next

weekend in order to remain in

contention for the NCAA Tourna-

ment, according to UCLA head

coach Billie Moore.

-If we had won both this

weekend, we could've affordeil to

split next weekend, but this forces

us to win our two games on the

road," Moore said.

Against Arizona, the Bruins

compensated for the absence of

their leading scorer, senior Rehe-

ma Stephens, who was sidelined

with a sore foot

Arizona (2-14 in conference

games) came out with a tough zone

defense that held the Bruins at bay

early, but the Wiklcats fortune did

nol last long, as Bruin senior DeDe
Mosman stretched the Arizona

defense by hitting three three-

pointers to send the Bruins on a

14-6 scoring run. UCLA took a

39-34 lead into the kxka room at ^

halfUme.

During the second half, the

Bruins continued lo build on their

lead. Strong shooting ftx)m all

areas helped the Bruins finish the

game on top. 83-67.

-It took us awhile to get going,

but in the second half, we played

much more aggressively," Moore

said. -When you lose someone like

Stephens, you need to step up and

recover, and we did a nice job on

that At this stage of the season,

everyone's banged up, but these

kids want to play."

Sophomore Natalie Williams

was the key player forUCLA, with

26 points, 16 rebounds, six blocks,

four steals and three assists.

Mosman had 19 points total, and

established a new school record by

making five three-point shots.

Sunday marked the last home

game in the careers of senior

staiters Mosman, Stephens and

center Lynn Kamrath. After the

emotional presentation of the

seniors, the UCLA team met its

main competition for a tournament

See WJIOOPS, pag^ 29

TIZIANA SORQE

Sophomore Natalie Williams scored a total of 53 points in the

t^MO UCLA wonr)en's basketball gannes over the weekend.

UCLA tennis

snuffs out
Anteaters
By DJ. Harmellng
Dally Bmin Staff

The bad news seems to come in

bunches for the 1992UCLA men's

teimis team.

The good news is that wins are

also coming in bunches for the

injury-plagi^ Bruins (1 1 -2, 2-0 in

the Pac-10).

Head coach Glenn Bassett's

team defeated No. 21 UC Irvine,

7-2, Saturday, despite the absence

of junior Fritz Bissell and fresh-

man Robert Janecek.

And to top it off — without

Bassett

While Bissell and Janecek were

sidelined with foot and ankle

injuries, respectively. Bassett was

forced to miss the match after

injuring his back Friday,

Though Bassett looked upon the

match as a tuneup for Wednes-

day's contest with USC, the

Anteaters had upseton their minds.

But with no seniors and only two

juniors on their roster, Irvine (5-4)

codd orfy' manage two stngl«F=

victories before being swept in

doubles play.

Mark Knowles and Bill Barber

continued their winning ways,

pacing the Bruin victory.

Knowles ran his record to 8-0

with a victory over UCI's Brett

Hansen-Dent, 7-5. 6-2.

Barber has accumulated a 9-0

record in the second spot, and

added to that total with a 6-4. 6-3

victory over the Anteaters' Brett

Stem.

The outcome wasn't so positive

for the Bruins' Jason Sher, who
k)st a tough three-set match to

Irvine's Charles Wheeler in the

No. 3 position, 3-6. 6-3, 7-6 C7-4).

Of the two UCLA athletes

returning from injuries, only

senior Bill Behrens was able to

emerge with a win — a 6-2, 6-2

victory over the Anteaters' Fred

Bach. Sophomore David Nainkin,

who returned to the court for the

Bruins last week, k>st to UCI's

Neel Grover in the fifth spot The

6-4. 5-7, 6-4 loss left Nainkin with

a 2-1 record on the season.

"He's definitely struggling right

now," Bassett said, "But, Naink-

in's working extra hard, probably

harder than anyone on the team."

Freshman Davide Sanguinetti

filled in for Janecek in the No. 6

position and picked up valuable

experience with a 6-4, 6-3 win

over Irvine's Aaron Stolpman.

In doubles action, the top two

teams were sharp in acquiring

straight set victories, while the No.

3 team of Sanguinetti and Matt

Quinlan needed three sets earn a

win.

The No. 1 UCLA team of

Knowles and Behrens easily blew

past Hansen-Dent and Stolpman,

while Barber and Nainkin quickly

dispatched their Irvine opix)nents

in the second position.

CrashiiigWaves
The UCLA men's volleyball team followed up

^ Wednesday's win over USC with a victory over

the Pepperdine Waves Saturday night at Pauley

Pavilion.

See page 34

Women's tennis falls

The fourth-ranked UCLA women's tennis team

fell to Cal Saturday. 5-4, at Berkeley. The

eighth-ranked Bears and die Bruins were tied at

3-3 going into the doubles action, but k)st in the

No. 2 and No. 3 doubles spots. UCLA is now

11-2 overall.

Desert duel

Pete Janicki (pictured) pitched his way to a 5-1

win in the UCLA baseball team's first game at

Arizona Friday, but the Bruins weren't so

foftunate Saturday.

See page 35
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Jurist to speak
on Thomas
A federal jurist will give a

lecture at UCLA next week in

the format of an open letter to

Justice Clarence 'nK)mas.

Judge A. Leon Higgin-
botham, Jr. of the U.S. 3rd

Circuit Court of Appeals will

discuss what the nation's first

African-American federal

judge, William Henry Hastie.

may have told Thomas about
his responsibilities on the

nation's highest court
In an open letter published

last month in the Pennsylvania
Law Review, Higginbotham
told Thomas that he owes a
great debt to his predecessors

and implored him to uphold die

rights of disadvantaged mem-
bers of society.

The lecture will take place

Thursday at 7 p.m. in Schoen-
berg Auditorium.

Inside

Nudear ftiskHi

power plants
UCLA scientists and engi-

neers are trying to build nuclear

fusion power plants that pro-

duce as much or more energy
than atomic reactions in the sun.

See page 11

Viewpoint

In defense of
student's woric

Colleagues defend the work
of Ken Kelly, die African

researcher who came under fire

last week.

See page 20

Arts & Entertainment

Angst in iost
generation'

•*Us and Them," a new play

starring Dana Ashbrook CTwin
Peaks") and Donovan Leitch

CThe Doors"), examines die

life and times of four young
roommates.

See page 22

Sports

Home stietdi
Senior Gerald Madkins will

play his final games at Pauley
Pavilion this weekend, as the

Bruins host Arizona and Arizo-

na State in a battle for die

league tide.

See page 44
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Young announces parking fee freeze
By Justin Chan

UCLA parking permit fees will

not rise next year despite earlier

increase proposals by parking
officials.

Following the recommenda-
tions of various faculty commit-
tees. Chancellor Charles Young
decided to maintain parking fees at

their current levels because the

increase would have come at a
time of higher student registration

fees and a two-year faculty and

Permit costs will not rise

until 1993-94 school year
staff member salary freeze.

The announcement was made in

a notice issued by Young last

week.

Parking permit fees will remain

at their current levels of $1 17 per

quarter for a Yellow permit, $147
for a Blue permit and $159 for a

Blue X permit
However, fees for die 1993-94

school year will increase, die

notice said.

The chancellor's decision com-
es in the midst of an ongoing
debate between parking officials

and various faculty committees

over die use of parking permit

revenues for various construction

projects and transportation ser-

vices.

'"Many aspects of parking costs

do not seem to be appropriate,**

said English professor Charles
Berst, chair of the Capital Prog-

rams committee, which is review-
ing parking revenue expenditures.

**It may be diis factor that played a
significant role in the decision to

See PARKING, page 17

Hose me down New president

of UC likely to

be an insider
By Lorl Quinton
Daily Bruin Staff

As a selection committee continues its

search for the 16th president of the

University of California, officials are

predicting that the new president will come
=ftom widiln die UC system.^

Because of the state's recent financial

woes, officials appear unwilling to choose
someone unfamiliar with UC system, said

Elaine Yamaguchi, a student leader on a

selection advisory committee.

Experience within the university is

ejLpected to be a key factor in the selection

of die next UC president due to the

complexity of issues facing a large public

university.

During the past two years, the UC has

endured deep budgets cuts and more are

expected if state fiscal problems continue.

Ak>ng with UCLA Chancellor Charles

Young, chancellors from the campuses of

San Diego, Davis and Santa Cruz are

considered front-runners for the top post
The last five UC presidents— from 1958

until the present — all had significant UC
experience before diey assumed die posi-

tion.

/This is not a good time to take a risk,'

KRIS RICH

Ed Crawford, guitarist for 1IREH0SE, heats up Westwood Plaza on Wednesday.

said Diana Darnell, the UC student regent

**It would be hard to pick someone who
hadn't proven himself."

*The new president will have to be
experienced enough to deal with the present

(budget) crisis and at the same time try to

protect the future," she said.

The new president, who is expected to be

named early this summer, will replace

retiring President David Gardner when he

steps down Oct 1.

When faced with future state budget cuts,

the UC president must know how to make
tough budget decisions, university officials

said.

"We need someone who realizes that you
can't attack the budget with a meat-cutter to

make a 20 percent cut,** said UC regent

Ralph Ochoa, a member of the presidential

See PRESIDENT, page 17

Tempers flare at Young's meeUng with campus medbi
By Latitia MarqiMz
Daily Bruin Staff

A routine press conference
between Chancellor Charles
Young and UCLA's student media
Monday turned into a clash of
ideok>gies between Young and
four campus ncivsmagazine edi-

tors.

The chancellor duieatened to

walk out of the hour-k>ng confer-

ence, whkh turned into a heated

debate about Young's public letter

criticizing an allegedly anti-Semi-

tic article in tiie African student

newsmagazine as well as his

position on university gender
issues.

Several newsmagazines criti-

cized Young's recent statement, in

which he wrote diat a NOMMO
article was anti-Semitic and said it

was likely to increase the rift

between the African-American
and Jewish communities.
Young appeared eager to walk

out of die Murphy Hall conference
room when Stan Smidi, the author

of die NOMMO article, asked die

chancellor to substantiate his

charges against the article widi

direct quotes from the piece.

•I'm sorry but I'll just have to

leave," he said.

*The kind of issue diat (die

article) dealt widi can be dealt widi
in a way which is not destructive,"

said Young, who noted diat many
members of die UCLA community
told him the article was offensive

to Jewish people.

If die UCLA administration did
not challenge die NOMMO arti-

cle's content, it could seem as if the

university supported it, he added.
When a reporter from Al-Talib,

die Muslim student newsmaga-

zine, asked Young if he was a

Zionist— someone who believes

that Jews have a biblical right to

die land of Israel— Young refused

to answer. 'That is my business,"

he said.
'' Ypung defended the rights of
stu<&nts and administrators to

criticize any issue as long as they

do not offend members of the

university community.
*^ have the same rights all ofyou

do," Young said. *^ven though I

am the chancellor, I have the

See MEDlAv page 17
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TODAY, MARCH 12, 1992
12:00 NOON

Women's Resource Center
When No Is Not Enough
2 Dodd Hall

2:00 P\l

University Relations

President Father Jean-Bertrand Aristide speaks on Democracy in Haiti'

James West Alumni Center

FRIDAY, MARCH 13, 1992

9:00 AM
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics

Symposium on Human Origins

Schoenbeig Hall 1100

r

1:00 I>M

Mortar Board
Scholarship applications due
Dean of Students Office

TUESDAY, MARCH 17, 1992

12:00 NOON
Chancellor's Office

"Directions in Staff Development"

Morgan Center Press Room
i:00 V\\

Musicology Graduate Student Association

Rutgers University Professor Ellen Rosand:

"The Authors of Monteverdi's Late Operas"

Schoenbeig Hall 1439

THURSDAY, MARCH 19, 1992

"^:00 r.M

School of Law
. . V. u T

A Regents' Lecture: The Honorable A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr.

Schoenberg Auditorium ^ru\^
SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 1992

"rOO PM

Iranian Student Group
Noruz at UCLA
Schoenberg Hall

GENERAL
Samahang Filipino

Pilipino Night '92: March 27, 1992 at 6:30pm

See ad for details

Project 1000
.

Friday, April 3: Free Graduate Record Examination Workshop for Life and

Physical Science Majors

Math Science Building 5200

To register, call Stephanie Stern at 206-2182

Honors and Undergraduate Programs
Applications for student speakers at commencement available

See ad for details

Honors and Undergraduate Programs
Apply for a 1992 Chancellor's Service Award

See ad for details

Mortar Board
"Faculty Excellence Award"

Nominations due Friday, March 20, 1992 at 4:00pm

See ad for details

graduate School of Education ^ >

Applications for either the Masters/Credential Program or the Teacher

Credential Program due by April 15

See ad for details

On Campus Housing
Fall Quarter 1992 On Campus Housing application deadline-March 31, 1992

\ ,

Commentary

Nixon finds fault with

cunent Russian policy

All the political munchldns
had persuaded their princi-

pals that, in a recession,

foreign policy was a no-no. Fore-

ign aid? ICiss of death.

Along came Rkhaid Nixon this

week to give all the candidates and
their lockstep pollsters a swift kick

in the teeth.

He reminded a foolishly intimi-

dated Establishment what leader-

ship was about: "Not simply to

support what is popular but to

make what is unpopular popular i|

that serves America's interest"

To wake up a worid traumatized

by conventional wisdom, our only

blinking ex-pitsident used a new
medium and an old device.

He rejected the mass media,

who tend to paint their tails white

and run with the antelopes. He
chose not to go the op-ed route,

overused by purveyors of opinion.

Instead, drawing on the Lazars-

feld Theory of Two-Stq) Commu-
nication, Nixon wrote a

memorandimi and sent it, with a

personal cover note, to the 50
people interested in foreign affairs

that he believed most capable of

affecting public policy.

It is the most inrestigious list to

William
Satire
be on since the "enemies list** of20
years ago. A former national

security adviser called me to say

"Did you see what Nixon is

saying?** In the steam room of the

Army-Navy Club, a longtime

policy-maker wondered whether

Nixon's tight-circulation blast at

the West*s "pathetk:ally inadequ-

ate** response to the needs of

Russian reformers would get

through.

James Baker, whose phony
photo-op Russian-aid conference

was sccxned in the Nixon memo, is

not on the list But Brent Scowcroft

at the White House is, and brought

it to the attention of President

Bush, who discussed it with ex-

President Nixon early this week.

The non-secret memo made its

way into the hands of Daniel

Schorr, writing an Op-Ed piece for

The New York Times, and Times
news editon immediately saw its

See POUCY, page 19

Correction
In the tiatch 6 issue ofThe Bruin, the ajticle *TJniCamp movesisr
new temp(»ary summer site" incorrectly stated the size of

UniCamp*s budget deficit The story should have said the deficit

was $55,000.

The Bruin regrets the error.
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Grad student sues UCIA, says
LuValle ramp caused ii^uiy

Barbara Waxman is suing UCLA because she claims that this

ramp at the LuValla Commons Students' Store is not up to stan-

dard.

UniCamp's directors

consider new iocation

Water supply crisis makes
campus future questionable

ByBlrgltRa
Daily Bruin Staff

For the second time in the past

five yean, a UCLA student is

suing the university, accusing it of

failing to provide safe wheelchair

access to the LuValle Commons.
Frustrated tyy the university's

refusal to modify the ramp and
campus officials* attempts to get

the case dismissed in court fol-

lowing the suicide of the woman
who filed the first lawsuit, a

graduate student and wheelchair

user is suing UCLA for the

Conunons ramp, which she said

violates handicap access stan-

dards.

"I am suing because I personally

have been injured by the ramp, but

also to show that the whole class of
disabled people are being injured

by the existence of an unsafe and

illegal ramp,** said Barbara Wax-
man, who has attended the UCLA
School of Urban Planning since

1986.
**! use the LuValle Conunons a

lot and I can't even go downstairs

safely to buy books,** she said.

UCLA officials declined to

conunent on the lawsuit or the

ramp, but they did release a

statement Feb. 26 saying that the

university is strongly committed to

ensuring handicap access on cam-
pus.

Waxman*s lawyer contends that

the LuValle ramp is too long, lacks

reststops (where wheelchair users

can temporarily stop) and is too

steep and uneven that wheelchair

users risk loosing control on the

stope.

The ramp was built too steep

and it tilts to one side,** said Paid

Steven Nfiller, director of litigation

at the Western Law Center for the

Handicapped. *X3oing down, you
pick up speed and you crash into

the wall.**

That is what a graduate student,

Brigitte Rosenkrantz, alleged

when she sued UCLA in May
1987. She claimed she was injured

while using the ramp. Rosenkrantz

recently committed suicide. Her

case will still come before a court

March 18.

In a preliminary court decision

last August, a judge luled the ramp
violated state and federal require-

ments. The university has not
altered the ramp.

*^e are hoping for a court order

to fix the ramp,** Miller said. Even
if the university subsequently fixes

the ramp, Waxman could still be
entitled to a minimum of $250 in

damages.

Daily Bruin Staff

Weathering a water supply

crisis, UCLA*s official charity

UniCamp is attempting to lay a
course for the summer camp's
future.

A tainted water well and a foiled

$30,000-dollar effort to locate a
new water source on the camp site

has fraced the camp's board of

directors to reconsider where the

camp will be located in the future.

After a month-long drilling

effort failed to locate a new water

source on the camp site, the board
of directors last week decided to

temporarily move the camp to an
alternate site to secure this sum-
mer's program.

The UniCamp program, a char-

ity sununer camp for underpri-

vileged chikben, has been located

in the same location in the San
Bernardino Mountains since the

program's inception in 1935.

Earlier this year inspectors

discovered that the camp's water

supply failed to meet strict stan-

dards recently set by the federal

government, prompting camp offi-

cials to search for useable water.

*The immediate crisis is now
past us because we've made the

decision to move," said Tony
Walker, executive director of
UniCamp.

However, while the program
has been secured for this summer,
UniCamp's future remains unre-

^^ved. The board of direc

must still decide whether to relo-

cate permanently or attempt to fix

the current camp site. Walker said.

The board has not given up on
the original campsite yet During
the next few months, the board will

research the viability of complete-

ly overhauling the infrastructure at

the current site.

Such an overhaul could include

installation of a water treatment

system, which could supply the

camp with fresh water.

However, installing a water

treatment system would require

major renovation around the site.

Such renovation could run into

thousands of dollars. And subse-

quent approval from the U.S.

Forest Servk:e could take months.

Walker said in an rqxxt to the

board.

The UniCamp board will now
weigh these costs against the price

of purchasing a different site

altogether, a process which will

take several months. Walker said.

••We're going to have to consid-

er what the costs are before we
decide where to permanently have
the camp," Walker said. ••It may
not be worth it to fix the old site if

we can buy another facility for the

same price."

Because of the move, UniCamp
will be operating with a $55,000
deficit this year. That deficit will

be funded from reserve money.

See UNICAMP, page 16

8pike-22

CHUNG/DaJly Bruin

Before the USC volleyball game last week, coach Al Scates presents UCLA graduate and pro

volleyball player Sli?|in Smith with Jersey #22. which was retired In honor of Smith's achieve-

ments during his college years.

Grad student government to use maiHn ballot ^stem in spring
By Reglna RavettI

Daily Bruin Staff

After last year's disiq>pointing

votef turnout, the graduate student

government is hc^ng to use the

U.S. Postal Service as part of a

plan to increase student participa-

tion in spring elections.

Instead of using the traditional

polling booths on campus, the

graduate student government —
for the fint time — will send

ballots to graduate students

through the mail.

The ballots, which will be
mailed to the students March 20,

must be postmarked by April 25

and received by the graduate

student government by April 30.

The ballot costs nothing to mail

because it is pre-paid. But as an

incentive to vote, two $50 Stu-

dents' Store gift certificates will be

awarded to randomly selected

voters.

Last year, only 8.5 percent of the

association's 10,000 members vot-

ed at campus polls over a two-day

period, said Graduate Student

Association President David Lee.

Because voter turnout was less

than 10 percent, pn^posed consti-

tutional amendments coukl not be

considered.

This year's turnout is expected

to be considerably higher, Lee
said. ••At the very least, we're

expecting 20 percent of the people

to vote," he said. ••Potentially, 40
percent or more could vote."

The commissioner of elections

and appointments is less optimis-

tic. -I don't tiunk we*ll get that

much," said Lee Miller. ''We're

budgeting for 40 percent but we
are expecting 20 percent"

According to history graduate

student Barbara Wallace, the

mail-in process may inspire her to

vote for the firat time in three

yean.

A mail ballot would be more
convenient for graduate students

who are not on campus every day,

she said. ''A mail-in ballot would
make voting easier."

••I'm very excited about the

prospects ;hat this woukl have for

gradluate students becoming more
aware of the Graduate Student

Association and becoming more
involved in its activities."

But business student Guy Far-
row said tower voter turnout is not
an issue of convenience. Instead, it

is a matter of lack of interest in tiie

issues and the candidates. Farrow
laid.

**! wouldn't vote at tiie polling

booths or at home because I have

no feeling of involvement," he

said. 'Tlie fact that you're a

graduate student does not immedi-

ately involve you in graduate

, affairs."

The nutil ballot — complete
witii an electronically scored card
and an election edition of die

graduate newsletter — will be
mailed to every graduate and
professional student

The newsletter will contain

candidates' statements and photos^

as well as infonnation about two
proposed constitutional amend-
ments and a 50-question survey on
a number of tqrics. Miller said.
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Briefs

World

North Korean ship

cargo in iranI '-. I

WASHINGTON— The North Korean

cargo ship that apparently evaded U.S.

naval forces and entered the Iranian port

of Bandar Abbas on Monday has been

unloading large containers whose con-

tents could not be observed by U.S.

intelligence, officials said Wednesday.

The officials said they suspected that

the containers coming off the ship, the

Dae Hung Ho, were loaded with Scud-C
ballistic missiles or related equipment

destined for Syria. An administration

official indicated that intelligence agen-

cies would continue to monitor the cargo.

The official said Washington's suspi-

cions amount to **an educated guess** at

this point

Sertiian president

urged to step down
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — Several

thousand demonstrators blocked Bel-

grade's central square Wednesday in a

student-led protest that centered on
demands for the resignation of the Serbian

president, Slobodan Milosevic, and of the

government of former Communists which
he heads.

The protest began on Tuesday with an

all-night vigil at Terazjie Square, then

grew in numbers and headed into a second

night with about 5,000 people gathered to

neai a parade xtf opposition spealcers

interspersed between bursts of rock

music.

A few miles from the protest, riot

policemen sealed off the area around

Milosevic's home in the hilltop residen-

tial district of Dedinje.

Nation

Exit poils reveal
problems for Bush
MIAMI — Despite President Bush's

decisive victory over Patrick J. Buchanan
in Tuesday's primaries, surveys of voters

in eight states reveal several potential

problems that could work against him in

the fall.

Interviews with voters leaving the polls

indicated that Bush's ratings were tied to

the health of the economy; that his

approval ratings fell in the states outside

the South or with fewer voters bom in the

South, and that there was a continuing

gulf in the voting choices of women and

men.

Bush seeks to shift

political strate^
WASHINGTON — Convinced at last

that he has quelled the renegade candida-

cy of Patrick J. Buchanan, President Bush
has begun to shift his political energy

away from a revolt by his conservative

supporters and toward the more formid-

able job of rebuilding his standing among
voters of all stripes.

The president signalled the move
Wednesday at a news conference where
he declared that he has '"responsibilities

that no other candidate has for leading this

country and for being the president," and

that he will pare his political travel in

ID tend ID the na^on's problems

Bush also implicitly invited Buchanan
to end his candidacy, asserting that most
Buchanan supporters will vote for him in

November and that Buchanan himself

would be welcomed should he decide to

rejoin the ranks of the president's backers.

Report lists Congtiess'

bacMieck writers

WASHINGTON— The House Ethics

Committee released a report that details

how scores of congressmen wrote hun-

dreds of bad checks, but it labored to

define what moral qualities divided the 24

members it wants to rebuke from dozens

of others.

The committee defined the most
egregious overdrafters as those who wrote

checks exceeding their next month's net

salary eight times over a 39-month period.

One current member overdrew his

account 35 out of the 39 months, and the

24 averaged overdrawing their accounts

beyond their salaries 16 times.

Bush names new
NASA administrator

President Bush has named a new
NASA Administrator, Daniel S. Goldin,

an industry pioneer in making civil

spacecraft and spy satellites. Little-

loiown outside military and industry

circles, he is expected to be more
receptive to White House views than the

previous administrator, a former astro-

naut who was forced to resign last month
after zealously promoting the space

agency's agenda.

Federal officials and private analysts

said Goldin 's nomination, which must be

approved by the Senate, signalled a shift

in which the troubled National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration might lose

Kich of 4i5 liisturiG monopoly as t}i6=

driving force in the nation's space

program.

Goldin, they said, has a mandate for

change involving closer ties to industry

and other federal agencies, including the

Energy and Defense Dq)artments.

Campus

Cause of Hedrick fire

under invesUg^ion
A small fire on the third floor of

Hedrick Hall led to the evacuation of all

residents from the campus building eariy

Wednesday, fire officials said.

The Los Angeles Fire Department

responded to an alarm and arrived on

campus at 5:40 a.m. to discover the fire

already burned out

Two Hedrick residents discovered the

fire and informed a resident assistant, who
then called the fire department by an

automatic alarm.

Top Ten

Top 10 rationalizations with which to

console yourself after blowing a final:

10. AAAAAAAAHH!
9. There's another one tomorrow.

8. Who gives a (bleep)? I'm going to

Mexico!

7. Last night was incredible.

6. It wasn't cheating. It was coven
information dissemination.

S. I didn't want an A anyway. Only
nerds get A's.

4. What u an A, after all?

3. Maybe the final is being graded on a

curve and everyone else went out and got

drunk last night, too.

2. 1 never have to see that #%&*! prof

again.

1. 1 was really stressed because there

aren't any Daily Bruins during finals

week.

Gud luckfrom the Brooin kopy desk! See

ewe next korter!

Compiled from Bruin wire services and

staff ingenuity

pilipino cultural night • 1992

celebratin

twenty

m

^

Kaplan makes test prep convenient.
With 150 centers and thousands of class schedules, the odds are

well be ready to teach when and where you need us.

Kaplan helps you manage your time.
Diagnostic tests and personalized counseling help you recognize
stumbling blocks early on, before they hurt your performance.

Kaplan offers the best value.
Courses are competitively priced and offer the complete
preparation that has helped more students get into the school of
their choice than anyone else.

Kaplan is the industry leader.
53 years of experience and 2 million graduates prove we've got
the experience and resources it takes to help students succeed.

CALL 1 -8 • • KAP-TEST

student

activism

friday, march 27, 1992

ucla royce hall

pre-show at 6:30 pm
• • •

admission is free to the public

limited tickets available at cto starting march 26
or by calling 825-2101

back basics

Kaplan Test Prep
W^The Ans \A/ei'

'•'
^^

Back to Basics...is sponsored by UCLA

Samahang Pilipino and is funded in part by

the Campus Programs Committee of PAR,

ASUCLA Board of Control, and USAC

Cultural Affairs

Paid for by USAC
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Esteemed tutor succumbs to cancer at 72
By Letlsia Marquez
Daily Bruin Staff

Known by many students and

staff as a "spiritual father^ UCLA
tutor Rajab Shariff died last week
of pancreatic cancer. He was 72.

Since 1979, Shariff tutored

students in more than five subjects

through UCLA*s Academic
Advancement Program, wl)ich

provides counseling services for

minority and low-income students.

Colleagues said Shariff, who
was always the first to arrive at

work everyday, helped students

overcome more than just academic

challenges.

They remember him as a friend,

a confidante and a devoted educa-

tor.

*'He wasn't just a tutor but a

counselor." said Todd Bradley, a

staff member of the program. "He
was honest, always listened to

what you had to say and held your

hand when you talked to him.**

Throughout his 14 years of

employment at UCLA, Shariff

touched the hearts and souls of

many people, said Donald Was-
son, the director of the program's

tutorial services.

"He had a genuine interest in

education about humanity and
spirituality,** Wasson said. "He
was always reading, even during

meetings sometimes.**

Many students and colleagues

flocked to his home to visit him

when they found out he was iU. A
student also accompanied him

during his last hours.

•*He could barely speak and he

asked me *how were your mid-

terms?,*** said Mayda Tchakmak-

jian, a student who knew him for

more than seven years. "He was so

happy to hear that I had done

good.**

"His last words were about

education and this shows he leally

cared about his students,** said

Tchakmakjian, who held Shariffs

hand until he died at his home.

Shariff, who was also a tutorial

supervisor at the program, is

revered for inspiring many stu-

dents to pursue their UCLA edu-

cation.

"He was my second father,** said

Carlos Iriarte, a program tutor and

student who turned to Shariff

whenever he had academic and

personal problems. "I wouldn't be

at UCLA if it wasn*t for him.**

See SHARIFF, page 1$

ADREAM AND A PRAYER

Wordi and Music by

PHILIP A8HAMALLAH
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A * DREAM AND A PRAY- ER make a won- der- ful
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p»ir, As long as you have them you win nev- er des-
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pair. There Is no m411- Ion- aire who has treas- ures
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PRAY- ER. dream paints a rain- bow on skies that are so
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gray, A blesfl- lag from heav- en will come dur- ing your

^ ^^ J I J ^ ^
pray'r, Your mis- chief your care riU

•o soon fade way. Just keep In your

%
k

J I J J J I

heart A sweet DREAM AND A PRAT- ER.

©1967 by Southern California Records

Paid For By: Philip Ashamallah Democratic Candidate For President

PHILIP
ASHAMALLAH

PROUDLY PRESENTS

PhUip Ashamallah

flnjattie TKi*wy«1l»

Rftverle

l#%iy.ffl^j»jj^

(£)1967 by Southern California Records

PhUip Ashamallah TflsteSSe

.JT^Miyi HiiJtPi
• e
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^m^m^,^3
(2)1967 by Southern California Records

T/ie Innovations, Creations, and Writings tkat have been nominated for

Nobel Awards and Prizes by the Royal Swedish Academy of

Sciences in Stockholm.

LTHE SECRETS OF SUCCESS & THE SECRETS OF HAPPINESS:

This wonderful little booklet has reduced the incidents of teen-age suicide in the

^ U.S.A. and is available by sending five dollars, money order or cashier's check to:

<

PHILIP ASHAMALLAH
PRESIDENT OF "PAN PACIFIC PUBLICATIONS"
P.O. Box 36022

Los Angeles, CA 90036-0022

ILASHAMALLAH DESIGN OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE:

A NEW METHOD FOR THE DESIGN OF PRESTRESSED
CONCRETE RECOMMENDED TO ALL STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS AND CONTRACTORS.
For a copy, please send fifty dollars money order or cashier's check to:

PHILIP ASHAMALLAH
PRESIDENT OF INTERNATIONAL DESIGN PLUS
5478 Wilshire Blvd. #204

Los Angeles, CA 90036-4218

I1I.MUSTC RECORD ALBUM;

This record contains four of the most beautiful American songs entitled:

l."Beautiful California"

2."I Love California"

3."In The Lovely U.S.A."

4."lt's America for Me"

For your own copy, send fifteen dollars money order or

cashier's check to:

PHILIP ASHAMALLAH
PRESIDENT OF
"SOUTHERN CALIFORNL\ RECORDS"
RO. Box 36022
Los Angeles, CA 90036-0022

^ ARE SEEKING INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS FOR TAPES, RECORDS &
SHEET-MUSIC OF SONGS AND COMPOSITIONS OF

PHILIP ASHAMALLAH, COMPOSER OFTHE CENTURY
P.S. We are seeking national and international publications to help us

convey and communicate our ideas and thoughts to the American
People at home and abroad, interested publishers and editors, please

write to: Philip Ashamallah, Demoaat for President, P.O. Box 36022.
LA CA 90036-0022
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In 1942, over 120,000 Japanese Ameri-

cans were interned in concentration

camps. Their story has already been
told. But the

voices of the younger generations,

the Sansei and Yonsei,

have yet to be heard.

Until now.

Asian American Studies 197C

Post World War II

Japanese American History

MW4-6
Rolfe Hall 3126
Enrollment: 50

Course ID# 18086

This class, which is being offered for the first time
at any college or university, can be used as one of the
classes necessary to fulfill the Asian American Stud-
ies emphasis. It will be comprised of films and
lectures by various speakers from the Japanese
American community. The faculty sponsor is Prof.

Don Nakanishi. For more information, please con-
tact the Asian American Studies Center, located in

3230 Campbell Hall or call (31 0) 825-2974.

Part of the year-long activities commemorating ttie
50th Anniversary ofJapanese American Internment
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USAC plans for office in residence liaiis disputed

By MIml Nguyen
Daily Baiin Staff

Undergraduate government
members plan to establish closer

ties with students living on campus
by opening an office in the

residence halls, but housing lead-

ers fear the move will invade their

jurisdiction.

In a meeting earlier this quarter,

undergraduate President Danette

Martin said student government

must *Tigure out a way to reach**

the more than 5,000 students who
will be living in the residence halls

next year. ^
The best way to reach the

residents, she said, is to allocate

500 square feet of space for

government offices and activities

in Griffm Commons, the new
building under construction in the

Sunset Village residential com-
plex.

However, members of the On-

Campus Housing Council, which

consists of external vice presidents

from all the residence halls, said

the undergraduate government is

**making an unfair move** into the

on-campus housing program.

**Student government is not

really involved in the business of

the On-Campus Housing Council

since student government gets

their budget from portions of the

registration fee, and on-campus

council receives their budget firom

housing revenues,** said Mark
Adams, a campus relations rep-

resentative for the council.

Also, undergraduate govern-

ment has only taken an interest in

on-campus housing because of the

increasing number of undergradu-

ates living in the halls, he said.

More students will be living on
campus next year because of

additional space in Sunset Village.

**Since we will house about 20 to

25 percent of all the undergradu-

ates here next year, they are

becoming very conscious of the

fact thatwe will be a big part of the

campus population,** Adams said.

Because the greater number of

students will now entail more
coordination between the two
councils, the two groups need to

address problems of communica-
tion, said Steve Daetz, undergra-

duate general representative.

••We*rc not looking to step on

anyone*s toes,** he said. "But on-

campus council is mostly con-

cerned with the student*s need

within the housing structure.**

THIS MAY BE

THE PROGRAM
FOR YOU...

UCLA Masters/Credeatial Pragiain or Teach«ja«HBlllLProgram

The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of

Education is pleased to offer a program during 1992-93 In which students

may simultaneously eam a Masters Degree and a Teaching Credential In

four quarters of study.

The Teacher Education Laboratory also offers a Teacher Credential Program

In which students may eam only a teaching-credential in three quarters.

The Teacher Education Laboratory Is seeking a diverse group of applicants

from a vanety of backgrounds and fieWs of study. Interested senior and

graduate students are invited to submit applications for either the Masters/

Credential Program or the Teacher Credential Program before the Apnl 15,

1992 deadline. The Graduate School of Education also offers financial aid

packages- including the prestigious $6,000 Dean's Scholarships-for

TEL students.

For more infomiation and to receive an application form please contact:

The Office of Student Services

(310)825-8326
^^

Project 1000 Presents a

FREE
' Graduate Record Examination (GRE)

Workshop
who else offers FREE GRE Test Preporohon??!!!

Life and Physical Science Majors Only

Project 1000, a national initiative to assist U.S. Hispanic students in gaining admission

into graduate school, will conduct a FREE Graduate Record Examination/Graduate

School InfornKition Workshop for Hispanic and other underrepresented minority students.

(You can pay a lot of money for other test preparation courses OR You can attend this

FREE Project 1000 workshop!!!!)

DATE: Friday, April 3, 1992

11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Math and Science Bldg. , >..

Room 5200

UCLA
Important Issues to be Discussed: r

A How to Prepare for ttie Graduate Record Examination (GRE): Test-taking Tips and ^rategies

A How to Select ^ Graduate SchooJ-Establistiing Program Compatibility

A Tackling the Graduate Application and Getting Through the Application Process

A Apply to Up to Ten Graduate Schools via Project 1000 aiid Save Time and Moneyll

A Financing a Graduate Education

To registe** call Stephanie Stem at the Center for Academic & Research

Excellence: (310)206-2182 '

for more info about Project 1 000: 1 -(800) 327-4893

LOS PONCHOS
BAR & GRILL

presents

UCLA vs. Arizona

March 12 *Game time at 8:30 RM.

* Pitchers of Draft (60 oz) $5.00
* Pitchers ofMargaritas (60 oz) $7.50
* Free Nachos & Munchies

Pre-Dinner Party (6 to 8 PM)
2 for 1 Dinners

$1.00 Well Drinks

$ 1 .00 Margaritas

Spin of the Roulette Wheel for halftime specials

Watch ali NCAA Tournament Games at

Los Ponchos Bar & Grill

10936 Lindbrook Dr.

Westwood Ca 90024
(310)208-8727 ,^ .

Dunng game only

See Your Future in

FLOOROPERM
Custom

Contact
Lenses...

you're trying to decide between
glasses or contact lenses, you shoud
ask your doctor about Ruoroperm
contact lenses.

Lxx>k again. Eyeglasses often alter the image
size and reduce peripheral vision. When wearing

Ruoroperm oxygen permeable lenses, you won't

have the problems associated with wearing glasses.

And, you'll enjoy greater convenience and feel

more confident in professional, social, or athletic

situations.

If you have astigmatism or experience poor
vision with soft lenses, now there's a better

choice - Fluoroperm.

You will also have crisp vision with comfort
approaching soft lenses. Your eyes won't be,

deprived of the oxygen they need to stay

healthy.

Daily Wear Soft Lenses - 175.00
Disposable Contact Lenses - 225.00

CONTACT OUR OFFICE TO SCHEDULE
AN APPOINTMENT

DR. QQACKENBaSH, O.D.
10955 Weyburn Ave.

Corner of Weyburn & Broxton

208-4748

J*

Riiob Sims got jw down?

Need somethiag to longh ol?

Iken Mday the 13th is yow hchy dayt

In addition to the great deals advertisers in The
Bargain Bruin have traditionally offered to

students, Friday's issue has a great big

surprise inside. Ben Wexler and a merry
band of chuckle-seekers have conspired

to produce UCLA's first humor maga-
zine in years. They're calling it

''Rubber Nose." It may not have
taken nine months to squeeze out,

but we think you'll like it OK.

So pick up the Bargain Bruin tomo-
rrow. We guarantee you've never seen

anything like it ... at least, not in The Bruin.
Of course, this page alone should be proof
enough of that.

The Bargain Bruin with Rubber
Nose. It may not make your
finals go away, but at least

it won't give you mor-
ning sickness.

^.< j^^'^ ..
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Sdentlsts wortc to buiM fusion reactor
By Reshma Shamatunder
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA scientists and engineers

want to make sunshine on earth.

More precisely, they want to

build nuclear fusion power plants

that produce as much or more
energy than the atomic reactions in

the sun.

Although scientists have been

working on the technology for

yean, such energy— produced by

combining atomic nuclei— is still

in the developmental stages. Fis-

sion, today's source of nuclear

energy, is generated by splitting

nuclei.

''Fusion reactions are what
happens on the stars,** said UCLA
engineering professor Robert
Conn, director of the Institute of

Plasma and Fusion Research.

**We*re trying to capture that in a

nuu:hine.**

Scientists from the United

States, Europe, the former Soviet

Union and Japan have been work-

ing together to design ah experi-

mental fusion reactor.

Last week, the project's future

director spoke atUCLA to explain

the plans for the International

Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor.

Conn said he expects the fusion

plant to be completed by 1997,

although he said the location of the

plant has not yet been determined.

Several UCLA scientists are

actively involved in the research of

fusion and one of its primary

components, plasma— a very hot

ionized gas which, when raised to

high temperatures, will allow

atomic nuclei to fuse.

In fusion reactions, scientists

use powerful magnets to combine

lightweight atoms such as hydro-

gen to produce heat. Conn said.

This heat is used to boil water

and the resulting steam drives a

turbogenerator, he added.

But if'fiision energy is to work,

scientists must flrst create a dense,

ultra-hot plasma— which is hotter

than the sun — and confine it

inside a vessel long enough to

reach the necessary temperature

for fusion.

Fusion has many safety and

environmental advantages com-
pared to current sources of energy,

Conn said. Fusion creates less

radioactivity than fission and is

superior to fossil fuels because it

generates no carbon dioxide — a

gas linked to global warming.

OPEN HOUSE COMPLETE EYE CARE

t I
I

. A%%-.%V.V.SV» "^

^I EYEGLASS PACKAGE CONTACT LENS PACKAGE
U.CloOto !:Vt f XAV SOM VAit R

CONIACMtNSfS CAWi a J 8. f OUOWUP

•.SHS'.SSV.

li%ywww'yyw'yy^.v.v

xc-x-::-: ::::•;

IhisFucsUay, March 17
M«M MMMWIMMMIMMM KM

DOOR

tlRAWlNG
^ i

Adniinistrativc Resource Center
iiiiiliiii .' j^d ...............:....-.......-......-.-.-.:....-...-....i .

School of Social Welfare

Graduate School of Library & Information Science

School of Nursing

Jointly present

: : Directions in Stdii Ddvdopnieiit SJ

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

Morgan Center Press Room
12:00 noon-3i00 pan.

12:30 Succession Planning
presentation by Gwen McCurry

I' T ti M I T yi ) 1

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O D Inc

WSft¥:WA:S

l.*dO - Compensation Directions and Staff& Faculty Service Center Directions

presentation by Assistant Vice Chancellor Stan McKnight
^

1:30- Financial Management IVaining Directions

presentation by iSrectcr Rosemary Smith

Followed byQ&A to the three presenters

PREVIEW: Next week's Open House will focus on Facaity/StafT Relations and be held in

the Faculty Center/California Room. For more information, please call Cathi Teeter @x6r

iii:^ifii^itiiimiiiJfUAf J'udaipinma^if^imiifi^^

The living Stone Memoiial Symposium
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF HUMANS AND HUMANNESS

When: 9am to 5pm. Friday. March 13. 1992
Where: UCLA Schoenberg Hall 1 100

Admission: Free. Open to the Public

Information: CSEOL, 5687 Geology Bldg. (825-1769)

9:00 am: Modeling Human Ori^ns: Are We Sexy Because
We're Smart, or Smart Because We're Sexy?
C. OWEN LOVEJOY. Kent State University

10:00 am: The Origin of the Genus Homo
ALAN C. WALKER Johns Hopkins University

1 1:10 am: Archaeological Interpretations of Early

Hominid Behavior and Ecology
RICHARD POTTS. Smithsonian InsUtuUon

1:30 pm: New Views on Modem Human Origins

CHRIS B. STRINGER BriUsh Museum. London
2:20 pm: Humans as Symbolists and Materialists:

Image-Making in the Upper Paleolithic

MARGARET W. CONKEY. Univ. Calif.. Berkeley

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD

And when you feel good you look good.

That is our belief. It*s why we employ stylists

iQA instead of haircutters. And

$9

3:30 pm: Culture and Human Evolution
ROBERT BOYD. Univ. Calif.. Los Angeles

4:20 pm: Panel Discussion: Origin and Evolution of

Humans and Humanness
TAB RASMUSSEN. Washington Univ.. St. Louis

5:00 pm: Close ofSymposium

necessarv

why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments

Men, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(6ttMMn Santa AAonka & WilsKini Blvd.)

470-1558
M-F 8-9 * Sot 8-7

HAIR BY
Sun 10-5

SUPEROJIS
®

.

Jurors hear of laughing officer in ICing triai
By Barbara Murphy
and Dawn Webber
Los Angeles Daily News

SIMI VALLEY — A ia(fio

communicatiofi of a laughing Los
Angeles police officer rqxnting

the beating of motorist Rodney
King was played for jurors despite

a series of objections by defense

attorneys.

Los Angeles Superior Court

Judge Stanley M. Weisberg ruled

Wednesday in a hearing outside

the presence of the jury that there

was ''strong circumstantial evi-

dence** that defendant Laurence
Powell was the one who told a

police dispatcher about a beating

victim with numerous head
wounds.

In the transmission, a voice

prosecutors identified as Powell*s

asks for a rescue ambulance for a

**victim of a,** at which point he

pauses and another voice in the

background says, ''beating.**

The voice identified as Powell's

then answers, "Yeah,** laughs, and
says, "numerous head wounds.**

The transmission was made
moments after King was beaten

with metal police batons and
kicked while being placed under

arrest after a March 3, 1991, high-

speed chase.

Powell and Sgt Stacey Koon
and Officers Timothy Wind and

Theodore Briseno are charged

with assault and excessive force in

the incident The officers have

pleaded innocent

Several defense attorneys

objected to providing jurors with a

prosecution uanscript of the audio

transmissions to help them follow

the tape.

The attorneys said that while the

transcript refers to "numerous
head wounds,** they could not hear

those words on the tape. But after

having it replayed several times

outside the jury's presence, Weis-
berg said that he could make out

the words and allowed use of tpc

transcript

There also was an objection to

inclusion in the transcript of the

word "beating** because there was
no proof that it was spoken by any
of the defendants.

Weisberg ruled, however, that

Powell adopted that characteriza-

tion of what happened when he
answered "yeah.**

^ bidudes! Roundtiip cruise

for two adults aboard the

luxury ocean liner N.V.

Pacific SUr from San

Diego, Calif, to Mexico,

along with 4 days and 3
nights ocean view hotel

accommodations at the Hold Paraiso Las

Palmas while in Ensenada, Mexico.

Convenient port departure 6 times weekly, every week of year.

i Tkkets valid for I year from date of purchase, transferable.

• $529 retail value. it DmrKTIQ AQE 18 W\ MEXICO.

ORDER NOWl
ilHlJUfi TMrats IIMIffd FW CDMtgt. Makti H Qrtal1¥Mk«fid Tripl

CAa
tiLSL

QRfiND ISLdND Vacations
PKXT DAY tMioHwMc llckcC

Servkc IkftcU ddhfcrcd wHhta
24 hours vta rcdcril ExprcM.
AirtlMiini COJ>. Scrvke.

G.I.V
wbnlrsale

Travel Nctwait

'Ragistry Bahamas Al dates art subisct to avaiabity. Spiing Break is not guarwlaad. NogrouptieormofapMpie) AlkSMi
dalaa areconfimwd in mdipq only, by tour operator Al daims. deacnpltorv are contained herein, as actvedised No otwr
f«|vaaanialtons. oraly orolieni^. apply 7<lay refund poicy from purchase <teto. AdditK^
on ship meals (30 00), porMeparture charge, hotel tax 3&<lay advance maraion noiKe required Void where prohibrted

PANTYRAID!

W: ':

From $1 .99 each
6 for $10.75 12 for $19.1

5

The more you buy the more you save!

PANTY RAID STARTS SATURDAY, MARCH 14TH
We've raided the rnanufacturers for a COMPLETE NEW

ASSORTMENT of styles In cotton, stretch lace, lycra, satin, and
more 250,000 new arrivals this week alone!

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
NEW PANTYHOSE $3.49 EACH • 6 FOR $18.90
*The best lingerie value in Southern California

*Save up to 70% off department store prices every day
*From basic to the nriost sensuous styles

*New arrivals every day

LINGERIE-FOR*LESS
West Los Angeles, (310) 477S605* Los Angeles, (213) 937-6593
Sherman Oaks, (818) 783-6126 • Torrance, (310) 542-6395

For the LFL store nearest you call 1 -800-755-4LFL (1 -800-755-4535)

Panty Raid special prices good through April 5, 1992.

BE THE STUDEJVT SPEAKER AT
YOUR COMMEIVCEMEMT!

THE COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE IS

SEEKING ELIGIBLE STUDENTS TO SPEAK AT THE
1992 GRADUATION CEREMONIES .

Apply now to speak at the ceremonyfor your division! You must be

a Letters and Science graduate with a B.A. or B.S. degree received

at the end of Fall Quarter, 1991 or Winter Quarter, 1992 or expect

to complete requirements by the end of Spring or Summer 1992.

IF YOU ARE AN INTERESTED SENIOR:

1. Pick up an application package in the Letters and Science

i^ounselrag^officeV A-3l6 Murphy Hall.

2.Submit the completed application documents to Julie Ashby,

Honors and Undergraduate Programs, A-316 Murphy Hall by

5:00 p.m., Wednesday, April 29, 1992.

One student will be selected to speak at each divisional ceremony
after a process of preliminary screening and tryouts.

Any questions should be directed to Julie Ashby at (310) 206-3535

•>4
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Apply for a
Mortar Board

III

\.

• 3 $500 scholarships ava^ble to

students who havf d^raon^trat^ct*^
excellence In schdlarshl^i

community servfce. f

• Must be a full-time stuclent with less

ttealiSjUPte^di did nbt app^for
Mortar Board for the academlcy^iff
1992-1993.

t:

•rUT'.'^fry-.'r-
'?^S'^VS!^^,*'

• Applications may be picked up at the
Dean of Students office and are due
Friday, March I3th at 4:00 p.m.
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The way some
women treat

muggers is

shocking.

The 50,000-volt,

non-lethal NOVA XR-SOOO can
Irrrnobillze an attockef tor up to 20

rr^lnutes. The corr^xict "stun gun"

slips into pocket or purse and
weighs less ttian an 8 oz. fkashlight

%Aa 95
(piut$5sA>)

vouiself '49.

VSA
MC

only

(800) 822-3986
U.S. KMILOPDER CHECK OR

4139 Via Marina #309 MONEY

Mcymo del Pey. CA 90292 OMXR

Why give
It aU
to Uncle

Dont use an ordinary income
tax service when you can use a

Tax Attorney who Is an exper-

ienced CPA

AHORNEY AT LAW
lOSae WlUkiic m.. IStk Floor
Comer of WOsldre aad Oleadoa

•AMionable Rotw
•free YourMtfofbocktoMM

•AudtRsprsMntoNcn

•VdUotwlPdiUrv
•IMigtnfltiMi

•U0al/tax oaWonoe to

iKMdudiandbuineMt
•Ul im r«Nl«w your Salf-(¥sp(Md

IMunotolowcat

«00)273-379l

UCLA chemists find new method
to make heaUesistant materials

Poppa Pete's
10759 PICO BLVD • LOS ANGELES

across from th-; VV- -=-1^ id-' P.ivittion

(213)475-6158
More Selections Than Ever Before

^r^iri^

m

K

BREAKFAST SPECIALS
Steak and Egga-$3.75, Pork Chops and Eggs-$3.95, Ranch Omelatte-

$3.95, Machaca and a(|ga- $3.9S...sarvad ¥irilh Hash Browns and Toast

OUR SPECIALS CHANGE DAILY

Chickon Enchilada Frash Salmon

Spaclal ....$4.45 Catfiah, Halibut $5.95

1/2 Roasted Chicken, BBQ Beef RIba $4.65

veggies, soup, salad.....$4.65 Fattudne Carbonara...$5.25

Monday-Saturday 6 a.m.-9p.m. • Sunday 8 a.m.-3 p.m.

HArATA
Sin veil from 5:3il to 7:30 pm.
Fritlay. SaliirHuy 6i Smul.iy

WEEK n\\ l^PECIALS
Dinner Entrees - $9.50

Includes Sunotnono
Miso Soup, Rice and Ice Cream
Includes your choice of

• Chicken Tcriyaki and Shrimp Teiiipuru

• Salmon Teriyaki and Shrimp Tempura
• Ginger Chicken and California Roll Suslii

• Beel Yaki
* Sukiyaki (Beef or Chicken)
* Su^hi: 3 Roll Comhination

FULL MENU TILL 1 A.M. Monday - Thursday till Mi'dnight

Friday and Saturday Sunday till 10 p.m.

2830 Wiishire Blvd. • Santa Monica • 828-8404

By Rashma Shamaaunder
Dally Bruin Staff

Chemists at UCLA recently discovered a new way
of combining elements together to make materials

resistant to high temperatures.

The development could lead to new products such

as ceramic car engines and semiconductors that

withstand heat better than metals currently used.

"We will be able to use these ceramics in car

engines because they won*t crack/' said Richard

Kaner', a professor of inorganic chemistry who
developed the new technique. *They will take much
higher temperatures than metal and Avill bum fuel

more efficiently.**

In the old method of making materials, element A
and element B were heated together to form

compound AB, but this process is often arduous and
time-consuming, Kaner said.

Scientists using the new method mix compound
AC with compound BD at room temperature to start a

reaction. That reaction produces CD, a salt that raises

the reaction temperature high enough to form AB, the

desired material.

According to Kaner, the production of sodium

chloride, which is a table salt, and the semiconductor

material gallium arsenide is a good example of the

new procedure. A sodium form of arsenic and a

chlorine form of gallium are mixed together. They

spontaneously react, forming salt and the desired

gallium arsenide.

*The formation of salt in the reaction is so

favorable that it can drive the reaction,** Kaner said.

**There*s no need to heat it up.**

Once the two compounds are mUed, a reaction

begins immediately. It reaches a temperature of more

than 2,500 degrees Fahrenheit within a few seconds,

producing materials resistant to high temperatures.

The products cool rapkily as well.

*The traditional methods have been used for

hundreds of years. Previously, it took days or weeks

to produce AB. Now there's a new approach," Kaner

said.

Chemists hope to be able to form the substance into

a usable crack-resistant material, Kaner said. The
material may also find uses in solar energy

conversion and electronic products.

But those developments are still a long way off, he

said.

"It*s usually five to 15 years between a di^overy

and the time people see it in use.**

Germany recovers stolen treasures
U.S. soldier purloined art during

chaotic last days of World War II

COMING SOON!
Project G.A.N.G.S.
(Gang Actors Needing Group Support)

Volunteers Serving the County For Over 24 Years

Presents

Harry Bey's (UCLA Alumnus)
Critically Acclaimed Play

By Barry Shiachter

Fort Worth Star-Telegram

DALLAS — PvL Karl Kuli-

KDWSki kx)ked out from a pup tent

he shared with a former German
soldier, a young woman, and

glanced toward a mine shaft where

valuables from a medieval German
town were stored.

Kulikowski spotted Lt Joe Tom
Meador drive up in a Jeep and

enter the mine shaft

It was April 1945, just days

before Germany surrendered in

World War II, and one of the

century's biggest art heists was
about to take place.

Now, 47 years later, and more
than a decade after the thiefs

death, his family has agreed to

return the objects to the Lutheran

cathedral that claims ownership.

But in between was an internation-

al search by a free-lance sleuth, a

lawsuit and a threat by the perpet-

rator's heirs to spirit the artifacts to

a **neutral country," and a multi-

million-dollar settlement

Most of the purloined treasures

went on public display last

weekend at the E)allas Museum of

Art, drawing some 2,300 people in

the Hrst two days. After the exhibit

closes April 26, the artifacts finally

will be sent home to Germany. But

the story is far from over.

Meador, the lieutenant Kuli-

kowski spotted going into the

mine, was the product of the small

Texas town of Whitewright The
officer was known in the 87th

Armored Field Artillery Battalion

as a brave but eccentric forward

observer with highly cultured

tastes.

A ftm {lays earilef, ifte Bronx^
bom Kulikowski had been in the

mine shaft, carved out of the Han
Mountains, when Meador wan-

dered in to survey row upon row of

crated artifacts, three Egyptian

mummies and hundreds of stacked

paintings — the patrimony of

Quedlinburg.

There was no posted guard

when Meador returned that spring

morning.

**I saw Joe come out of the cave,

walk over to his Jeep, slide

something out from under his coat

and into the back of the Jeep,

covering it up with whatever he

had in there,** Kulikowski, 71, said

in a call from New York. **Then he

went back into the cave.**

Kulikowski acknowledges
returning his attentions to the

woman who, he said, was ''looking

for companionship, pretty much as

we were.** The private had no
reason to distrust an officer from

his own unit

Meador is believed to have

walked off widi 12 of the Quedlin-

burg Treasures, bequeathed to the

German city*s cathedral by King
Henry I, an early German
monarch, and his son. Otto the

Great, the fu^t Saxon emperor of

the Holy Roman Empire.

Two rare illuminated manu-
scripts were sold to the church

through intermediaries in 1990,

eight pieces are in the Dallas

museum exhibit and two others—
a crucifix and a crystal relic holder

in the shape of a mitre or bishop*s

cap — are still missing.

"He (Meador) used to wear the

crucifix around his neck,** said Lee

Cadenhead, who knew Meador

during the mid-1970s.
"He wore it

V) my iKHise one

There is speculation Meador
sold the pieces. The Internal

Revenue Service believes that

Meador, who became a national

authority on rare orchids after the

war, peddled stolen artworks to

pay for sprawling greenhouses in

Whitewright, where he lived with

his mother and helped run the

family hardware business. He died

in 1980.

Others believe that he was
robbed or gave one or both of the

religious artifacts to someone in

Dallas, where he kept an apartment
for weekends away from home.
There are other objects —

including old coins, a sUver-and-

marble box and an illuminated,

.15th century manuscript — that

were not taken from Quedlinburg,

but which the family handed over

to the Dallas museum for safe-

keeping.

The French government is try-

ing to find the rightful owners.

Willi Korte, the German scholar-

sleuth who tracked the treasures to

a Denison bank vault, also is

seeking the owners. The manu-
script carries the coat of arms of a

Normandy aristocrat the Count de

Nedonchel, said Bernard Guillet

47, the French consul general in

Houston. Meador had landed at

Normandy in 1944.

''Gangs..Shockliig...Reveallng...Provacative...Educationaf

... Entertaining ... On Target! ... An "U" a mutt teal ...

GANGS taught me I can change and be somebody! ..."

March l4&l4 March 20 & 21 March 27 &2d April 3M •10* 11

Showtinnes: Fridays 8 •Saturdays 2 8iS

PATRIOTIC HALL
1816 S. Figueroa (at Washington)

SEATS $15-$20$25 RESERVED • CASH ONLY • NO WkSSES ACCEPTED

Disoount with UCLA ID • Downtown LA.

BOX OmCE: fAf 11-3/Sat 4^ INFO (213) 7444841

PRAY FOR PEACE! STOP GANG VIOLENCE NOW!

Wildlife project aids peregrine

population in return to good lieaitli

By Katharine Bishop
New Yort< Times

SAN FRANQSCO — After

years of feeding newly hatched

clucks by hand and returning them

to nests, sometimes on cliffs nearly

8,000 feet high, a nationwide

wildlife project appears to have

achieved a sttinning success: The

endangered peregrine falcon is

returning to a healthy and viable

population.

In a recent report the Peregrine

Fund recommended that the pere-

grine be removed fiom the endan-

gered species list in California and

the Southwest and reclassified as

threatened in five other states.

The Peregrine Fund is a not-

for-profit group that is based at the

World Center for Birds of Prey in

Boise, Idaho, and dedicated to the

study and preservation of the

falcon.

Through the falcon project

which was led by the Peregrine

Fund, more than 3,4(X) peregrines

have been released into the wild

since 1974, and an estimated 890

breeding pairs now exist in the 48
continuous states.

Private foundations, public

agencies, university researchers

9nd private individuals have con-

tributed to the effort to restore the

nation*s falcon population.

'There has been a tremendous

amount of cooperation on this

project that is rare,** said David L.

Harlow, a field supervisor for the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

which along with the Bureau of

Land Management and Forest

Service participated in the project

"It has exceeded our expectations

and shows that once you get a good

base viable population, they can

re-establish themselves on their

own.**

Iraq militaiy buildup sighted
near Kurd^oiitroled region
By Leslie Weaver
The New York Times

CHAMCHAMAL, Iraq— Iraq has been building

up its forces along the front separating it from the

Kurdish-controlled north of the country, and has been

attacking Kurdish guerrillas near the oil city of

Kirkuk since Sunday, Kurdish officials and interna-

tional relief agency workers said Wednesday.

The raids have raised fears among Kurdish

officials and residents here of a possible Iraqi

military advance on this Kurdish-controlled town
midway between Kirkuk, now under Iraqi control,

and Sulaimaniya, the Kurdish-controled city about

50 miles to the east

'*Everyone is expecting a big attack,** said Khider

Aziz, a senior member of Kurdistan Front in

Chamchamal. "Saddam Hussein will occupy Cham-
chamal as a step toward retaking the Sulaimaniya

region, and after Sulaimaniya, all of Kurdistan."

His remarks echoed fears expressed in recent days

by other Kurdish officials here and in Sulaimaniya, as

well as by several international relief agency workers

and other area residents.

More tanks can now be seen dotting the hilltops

overlooking the town, and travelers between Cham-
chamal and Kirkuk have reported increased numbers
of troops and tanks behind the hills, as well as in the

Kirkuk region in general.

Several of Iraq*s Republican Guard units have also

recenUy arrived in the Kirkuk area, some in the past

few days, and the Iraqi defense minister, Hassan al-

Majid, was seen in the area Wednesday, according to

Kurdistan Front officials as well as international

relief agency workers who said they saw him with a

military escort at a checkpoint on the road to

Chamchamal.
Fears of a major Iraqi offensive have been further

heightened this week by repeated Iraqi attacks on
guerrillas entrenched in tiie rubble of several

destroyed villages along the front in a hilly area north

of (Jara Anjir, between Kirkuk and Chamchamal
The biggest clash, the heaviest since last fall,

erupted Sunday when Iraqi forces using heavy
artiUery, at least two dozen tanks, six helicopter

gunships and several thousand ground troops

launched a multipronged attack on the Kurdish

positions in the area.

Rostam Kirkuki, the military commander for the

area for the Kurdistan Front and other Front officials

said the Kurds repulsed Sunday's attack in an eight-

hour battie. The fighting so far has left at least 40
Iraqi soldiers and five guerrillas dead, Kirkuki said.

The casualty toll cannot be independenUy confirmed.

(}ader Mohammed, a member of the Kurdistan

Front leadership in Chamchamal, said that the

guerrillas were better armed than they were a year

ago, when Kurdish advances were repulsed by Iraqi

forces, sending hundreds of thousands of Kurds

fleeing into the mountains. He said the Front had told

all men over 18 to stay home this year and fight

Two waning former Soviet republics

are said to have nuclear weaiions
By T.Balne Carey
(^x News Service

MOSCOW — Russian Vice

President Alexander Rutskoi said

Wednesday that nuclear weapons
are stored in Armenia and Azer-

baijan, the former Soviet republics

that are battiing over the disputed

Nagorno-Karabakh enclave.

Rutskoi's assertion immediately

raised concerns that the weapons
might fall into the hands of

militants on either side, but he said

that was "1,000 percent out of the

question.**

As part ofan agreement that was
worked out last year as the Soviet

Union dissolved, nuclear weapons
such as these are to be guarded

constantiy by special forces of the

former Soviet Army.
Rutskoi's statement directly

contradicted earlier assertions by
Russia that no nuclear weapons
were stored in Armenia and Azer-

baijan.

Russia is a member of the

Commonwealth of Independent

States (CIS), the organizational

heir to die Soviet Union. The CIS
had previously said that nuclear

weapons were located in only four

former Soviet republics— Russia,

Ukraine, Byelorussia and
Kazakhstan — which all have

pledged to uphold international

agreements governing their use.

Rutskoi made his statement

during an interview with Russian

TV. Asked if there were nuclear

weapons in Armenia and Azert)ai-

jan, he said: "Of course there are.

But as for access to them, or the

possibility of their being used,

that's 1,000 percent out of tiie

question.**

There was no immediate way to

verify Rutskoi*s statement

It was not known what kind of

nuclear weapons were in the

republics, although they are

assumed to be tactical — or

batUefield— weapons. The Soviet

Union had said its long-range

nuclear weapons were based in

Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and
Belarus.

Armenia and Azerbaijan have

been locked in an off-and-on civil

war since 1988, which has taken a

serious turn for the worse in the

last two weeks. More than 1,0(X)

civilians have died since then.

On Wednesday, Azerbaijan

warned that full scale war with

Armenia was likely if Armenia did

not give Azerbaijan full control

over Nagorno-Karabakh.

Nagorno-Karabakh is a small

enclave populated mostly by
Christian Armenians but sur-

rounded and controlled by Muslim
Azerbaijanis.

Rutskoi *s assertion on the

nuclear weapons came four days

after ten CIS officers had been

taken hostage in Armenia. The
officers have been held captive

about 40 miles northwest of the

Armenian capital of Yerevan in a

town called Artik after they appa-

renUy refused to give Armenian
militants weapons for fighting

Azerbaijan.

The militants have threatened to

kill the officers.

Major calls national election for April 9
By Cralg R. Whitney
The New York Times

LONDON — After montiis of

waiting in vain for the British

economy and his Conservative

Party's public opinion poll ratings

to pull out of the doldrums. Prime
Minister John Major bowed to the

inevitable on Wednesday and
called a national election for April

9.

Major, who became prime
minister in November 1990 after a

Tory rebellion against Margaret

Thatcher*s leadership, will battie

for a mandate of his own in the

middle of the longest British

recession since the 1930s. Neil

Kinnock, leader of the resurgent

oppositioh Labor Party, seeks to

displace the (Conservatives for the

furst time since 1979.

For months, Britain's two main
parties have been so close in the

polls that an election stalemate has

seemed a possibility, with neither

party winning the 326 seats

required for a governing majority

in the 651 -seat House of Com-
mons. In this case, the third party,

the Liberal Democrats, who stand

to win about 15 percent of the

popular vote if the poUs are right

could play a pivotal role.

Major went to Buckingham
Palace to see Queen Elizabeth II

shortiy after noon on Wednesday
to ask her to dissolve Parliament

next Monday. After returning to 10

Downing Street he came out on
the steps and announced the

election date. After months of

pre-election maneuvering, a sort of

"phony war" campaign, the

announcement came as no sur-

prise.

"Up and down the country there

is no doubt that business wants

such a decision," Major said. "I am
utterly confident we will win the

election and we will win the

election with a working majority."

Kinnock expressed similar

optimism. "We will work to insure

that our country succeeds, and we
will start in just a few weeks time,"

he said.

The British electoral system,

unlike the American one, does not

have fixed election dates, though

each election produces a Parlia-

ment that can last as long as five

years. The prime minister has the

prerogative of going to Bucking-

ham Palace when the chances of

winning seem best and asking for a

writ to dissolve Parliament and call

an election. The election must be

no sooner than 17 working days

after Pariiament is dissolved.

Major may have missed his best

moment just after the war in the

Persian Gulf last year, when his

popularity was at its peak, because

he thought an election then would

look like a cheap shot his aides

say.

Now he will campaign with

national unemployment at 9.2

percent and rising, business fai-

lures running at a rate of more than

200 a day, separatist sentiment

boiling in Scotland, and some of

the most loyal supporters of Mrs.

Thatcher charging that he has

betrayed her legacy.

Campus news
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ALL AMERICAN SHUTTLE - SPECIAL OFFER
UCLA to LAX SPECIAL
.$14 one way •RcMmidon* 24hn

In wivmcc
•$22 round trip 'Daily 24hr tctvlce

1'800>585»2LAX (213)641.4090

Do you read Cosmopolitan?
Glamour? Mademoiselle?

[ue? New Wbman?Vogi
Women needed to

participate in a group
interview for research on
women's magazines and
messages they sell about
beauty, sex, and men.

Call now: (415) 856^)605

to sign up for an interview.

Research is being conducted by Dr. Debbie

Then. Affiliated Scholar. UCLA Center for

the Stu(V of Women.
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STUDENTS*
TERM PAPERS DUE? NEED A RESUME?

HOLRLY REINTAL!^ ;

* APPtE / IBM COMPUTERS
* DESKTOP PUBUSHING
* WORD PROCESSING
•TYPEWRITERS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT & IMAGE SCANNING
* TRAINING
* SALES,SERVICE & REPAIRS 20% OFF

(WITH VAUD UCLA ID.)

CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES!:

(310) 477-2898 1539 WESTWOOD I:
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WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We NowAccept

•HEALTH-NET • PCS • MEDI-CAL • BLUE CROSS •

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

lOdO
..:.v.-.r.-.-.-.r«.:vV-.w

loiileiiard SiMM

THE DEPARTBSENT OP BfUSICOLOGY
AND

THE BnJSICOLOGT GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
1991-1992 DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES

Present

PROFESSOR ELLEN ROSAND
(Rutgers University, New Jersey)

"The Authors of

Monteverdi's Late Operas"

TUCSDA^ March 17, 1992
SCHOENBERG HALL 1 439

4:OOPM

RECEPTION IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING
FOR INFORMATION CALL 206-5 1 87

Funded in part by the UCLA Graduate Students Association

All-Campus All-Day (9am-5pm) Symposium on Human Origins

Schoenberg Hall 1100

Friday March 13

Admission Frse!

Where did we come from? Wher) and how did humans first evolve?

Are we sexy because we're smart or smart because we're sexy?

Why did the Neanderthals die out.. ..or are they still among us?

When and why did art begin? And culture? What will be our future?

Hear worid-class experts reveal the answers THIS FRIDAY at

Schoenberg Hall at a free all-campus all-day symposium on:

THE

ORIGIN

AND

FELLOW-CREATURES
EARTHLINGS

HUMANITY
MANKIND

PERSONS
MORTALS

PEOPLE
FOLK

OF HUMANS US

EVOLUTION

((P.

AND HUMANNESS !!!!!

Who should attend: Anyone eager to learn about the more than

five million year-long history of humans and

humanness - undergraduates, graduates,

__i___^_ faculty: artists, humanists, and physical, life,

and social scientists: the UCLA community!

When: 9am to 5pm, Friday. March 13. 1992

Where: UCLA Schoenberg Hall 1100

Admission: Freel

Sponsored by the UCLA Center for the Study of Evolution and the

Origin of Life (CSEQL): Geology Building 5687; (310) 825-1769

V

Gun Industiy seeks
to reverse sales d
By Erik Eckholm
The New York Times

Improbable as it may seem at a

time of escalating drug wars and

senseless schoolyard shootouts,

the American gun industry is

staggering after a decade of slug-

gish sales.

This is not to say that guns are

about to become scarce. In each of

the last several years, between four

and five million firearms —
including two million handguns—
were added to a vast civilian gun

supply believed to total close to

200 million.

And through the industry's

recession, a few companies have

thrived by selling hundreds of

thousands of $70, pocket-sized

pistols each year to frightened

people (for self-protection) and

sometimes to criminals.

But total sales of rifles, shot-

guns, pistols and revolvers peaked

back in 1975 (at moce than 6

million). And so the gun compa-
nies, in the best corporate manner,

now seek to entice more people to

buy more guns.

An ordinary corporate goal —
and one that irreconcilably collides

with the growing sense among
many Americans of a nation

bleeding from an oversupply of

firepower.

Tliat clash of perspectives is

peinapa oieBiosi suffuin^ cmtxast

in the world of America's 2(X)

million guns.

The gun story includes t)eer-can

plinkers in the Arizona deseit, deer

hunters in Maine and Walter Mitty

commandos in Miami who unwind

by shooting paramilitary assault

weapons.

It includes Connecticut crafts-

men who tool fine shotguns,

crooked Indiana dealers who fun-

nel weapons to Chicago's drug-

selling gangs, the Bronx store-

keeper who keeps a pistol under

the counter and the Brooklyn

teenager who last month shot two
classmates dead in a high school

hallway with a revolver.

However America's guns are

ultimately used, their story begins

with the companies that make
them. Revered as a bulwark of

American freedom, reviled as

accomplices in murder, gun mak-
ers just want to sell ttieir products

like any other business people.

While recession, public hostili-

ty, a decline in hunting and stiff

competition from imports have all

hurt sales, the industry is now
beginning to worry about another,

more unusual threat: its products

last too k>ng. Producers wonder
whether the American market is

finally getting saturated.

''We've woken up to the fact

that these guns are not wearing out,

and used guns are competing with

our new pnToduction," said William

B. Ruger Sr., chaiirnan of Sturm,

Ruger& Co. ofSouthport, Conn., a

leading manufacturer of handguns

and rifles. "People are buying guns

for half the money. I think that hurt

sales of a lot of companies in the

1980s.''

•Gun critics might say to leave
well enough alone. But for Ruger,
a legendary gun designer who is

proud of his products, pan of die

solution to market overload is

"planned obsolescence." By that

he does not mean making guns
designed to fall apart, like plastic

razors, but ratiier adopting inno-

vative designs that would appeal to

the technological lust inside every
gun fancier.

"We need to get new products
and new models out," said Ruger,
who spoke from his new plant in

Prescott, Ariz. There he is experi-

menting with titanium parts that

might yield lighter, non-corrosive

firearms and, he hopes witiiout

apology, a major new cycle of gun

sales.

A business-as-usual approach

outrages those who think more
guns can mean only more murders,

robberies, accidental shootings

and suicides.

"Adding to the gun supply is the

worst thing we could do right

now," said Jeffrey Y. Muchnik,

legislative director of the Coalition

to StopGun Violence, an advocacy

group in Washington. "It's spiral-

ing out of control. The more guns

we have, the more people get shot

and killed."

But the industry, and many gun
owners, have ready responses.

*To blame the gun for its misuse

is to avoid dealing with the real

issue," said Ronald E. Stilwell,

president of Colt's Manufacturing

Co. in West Haitford, Conn., the

latest incarnation of a faltering

company whose revolvers were

credited with taming the West
"The issue is poverty, drugs, jobs,"

he said.

In words perhaps more typical

of the gun world, Andrew Mol-

chan, president of the National

Association of Federally Licensed

Firearms Dealen, said, "We're the

excuse for the failure of the lil)eral

courts, for the lawyers wbo:
screwed up the system, for the

people who don't want to make
hard decisions."

The United States has long been

a nation of gun owners. Bom of the

frontier, its democratic tradition

insured that its hunting lands

(unlike in the Old World) were

open to all.

Today, about half of all house-

holds own at least one gun, with

the proportion higher in rural

areas, reflecting a continuing link

with hunting.

But die kinds df guns Americans

buy, and the reasons why they buy
them, have shifted markedly.

As late as the 1950s, handguns

accounted for only about one in

five new gun sales, according to

federal data.

Shotguns, for hunting birds,

squiireb, rabbits and rodents, were

first, followed by rifles. Annual

sales of all types hovered below

two million.

In the 1960s the market was
transformed. In that decade of

assassinations, riots and soaring

crime rates, the sale of new guns

surged — past 3 million in 1966,

then past 5 million in 1968 (die

year Martin Luther King, Jr. and

Robert F. Kennedy were shot and

cities burned).

Indicating social breakdown,

much of the increase involved

handguns, sales of which jumped
from a half-million a year in the

late '50s to 2 million a year by die

early '70s. Now, nearly one of

every two guns sold is a handgun.

Between domestic production

and imports, which account for

about one-fifth of new gun sales,

the cumulative number of civilian

guns in the country doubled

between 1950 and 1970, dien

doubled again between 1970 and

1990, according to the federal

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms. An unknown but small

fraction of them filtered into the

criminal underground.^ "'

While most proposed controls

focus on new guns, several million

used guns also change hands each

year. No one is sure of the exact

number because most private

transfers are exempt from federal

record-keeping rules.
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officials' trip

seen as quesHonaMe
By Beth Shutter
Los Angeles Dally News

Despite a state law barring

school officials from taking gifts

from vendors, top Los Angeles
school administrators are sche-

duled to leave today on a trip to

Monterey paid for by the manu-
facturer of educational computer
software.

. Nearly 20 senior officials from
the Los Angeles Unified School

District have reservations to go on
the three-day trip, which school

officials said would be paid for by
Computer Curriculum Corp. The
officials will stay at a beach-front

hotel in rooms that cost $110 to

$150 a night

The purpose of the trip is to

familiarize the administrators with

educational software produced by
the company, according to Gordon
Wohlers, the school district's

assistant superintendent of school

reform.

Superintendent Bill Anton is on
die list to go but has not yet

confirmed he will makm the trip,

Wohlers said. Anton did not return

telephone calls seeking comment
Among those who have confirmed

is Deputy Superintendent Sid

Thompson, WohlCTS said.

School district officials said diat

die trip was legal and does not

constitute an improper gift

But a lawyer with the (California

^>epaiU»cia of Education said it

sounds "fishy" and could violate

die state Education Code, which
ban school officials from accept-

ing "anything of value" that might
influence purchasing decisions.

"On its 4ce, I think you'd have a
hard time justifying it," said Mike
Hersher, the deputy general

counsel for the state Department of
Education.

"There's no reason to travel 3O0
miles to review instructional

materiaL" Hersher said. "If it's

diat important, diere's no reason

why die district couldn't pay for it

diemselves — unless they're try-

ing to get someone's favor."

Violation of the Education Code
statute prohibiting gifts from ven-

dors is a misdemeanor punishable

by removal of the offending school

officials from office.

Howard Friedman, a Los
Angeles Unified School District

staff counsel, said that it is a

longstanding practice of the dis-

trict to take "donations" from
companies, and denied diat such

"donations" from vendors affect

purchasing decisions.

"I can see someone in an ivory

tower analyzing this and coming
up with that interpretation," Fried-

man said.

"(BuO if diis kind of activity

was to be construed by a court to be

in violation of the education code,

virtually all school districts in the

state would be in violation."

Nonetheless, Los Angeles
Board of Education members said

that they were uncertain about the

trip's propriety and necessity.

Board member Julie Korenstein

said she was troubled about the

legal implications.

"I question . . . whether or not

they're doing it as staff training

and whether it conflicts with the

Education Code," said Korenstein.
"1 don't know. I question it"

Board member Roberta Wein-

[;
'-^ traub said that she is uncertain

whedier it is necessary for district

officials to travel to Monterey, but

expressed confidence that it would
not influence school officials to

purchase the company's software.

yl would diink diat in diis

district— even though people are

accepting a free trip— diey would
have enough integrity to buy or not

buy the computer technology,"

Weintraub said.

Claudia Mansfield, a spokeswo-
man for die Computer Curriculum
Corp., said that the company
makes computer software prog-

rams for use in kindergarten

dirough the 12di grade.

She said that the company
offered to fly the school officials to

Monterey and pay all hotel and
restaurant expenses in orxler to

help the district learn more about
the use of the computer technology

in education.

The Sunnyvale-based company,
a subsidiary of the publishing Arm

"There's no reason to

travel 300 miles to

review instnictional

material. If it's that

important, there's no

reason why the district

couldn't pay for it

themselves— unless

they're trying to get

someone's favor."

Mike Hersher
state Education OfTicial

Soring 1992 t Armenian 103:
Advanced Modern Armenian,

taught by Mrs. Peroomian,

will be offered on Tuesday afternoons from 3:00 to 6:00

(was printed "Mondays" on the schedule of classes).

r^
In Memory of

Menachem Begin
1913-1992

Former Prime Minister
of

The State of Israel
Nobel Peace Prize Laureate:

In honor of his efforts to secure peace with Egypt

Simon & Schuster, sells the soft-

ware to school districts throughout

die state, Mansfield said.

The Los Angeles Unified admi-

nistrators will stay at the beach-

front Monterey Plaza Hotel. Hotel

officials said rooms are reserved

for the party at $150 a night with

ocean views and $110 without

The schedule calls for admini-

strators to attend a dinner meeting

tonight with the president of
Computer Curriculum Coip., fol-

lowed by meetings Friday and
Saturday.

In addition to Anton and
Thompson, district officials on the

list to attend the event include John
Nagata, who oversees the district's

information technology division;

Donnalyn Anton, a temporary
adviser in the office of instruction

and the superintendent's wife; and
other administrators.

Sally Coughlin, a regional

superintendent who oversees East

San F^mando Valley elementary

schools, said that she was
''selected** to attend die three-day

event — which she said was a

golden opportunity for the cash-

strapped school district

'This is aoeducational exposure

to what*s available to our schools,**

Coughlin said. "I suppose there are

questions, but diese days unless we
have partnerships with private

industiy, we won*t get to learn diis

stuff.**

Gabe Cortina, the regional

superintendent who oversees West
San Fernando Valley elementary

schools, said that he looks forward

to learning more about die technol-

ogy and how it might help class-

room instruction.

Cortina said that the trip is not

"for the specific purpose of trying

to sell us something.**

"There's a prohibition against

diat,** Cortina said. "It*s an oppor-

tunity to experience firsthand a

presentation on technology and
how (it) will be impacting curricu-

lum.**

t
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Too much Jewish and Arab blood has been shed in this region.
Let us put an end to the bloodshed, that we both abhor."

6/21/77

Committee forAmerican /Israeli Relations J ^ I

The UCLA School of Law
Presents

A Regents' Lecture By

le Honorable A. Leon Higginbotham, J

ChiefJudge Emeritus of the United States Court ofAppeals for the Third Circuit

AN OPEN LETTER TO
JUSTICE CLARENCE THOMAS
(What Would Judge WUUam Henry Hastie Say to Justice Thomas?)

Judge Higginbotham's unusual and blunt letter to Justice

Clarence Thomas, published in the Pennsylvania Law Review ,

captured national attention through its impassioned reminder

that Justice Thomas owes a considerable debt to his forebears.

In this Regents* Lecture, Judge Higginbotham will

develop that theme, exploring what William Henry Hastie

(the nation's first black federal judge) might have told

Justice Thomas about his duties to protect human rights.

March 19 at 7 p.m.

Schoenberg Auditorium
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Did you know that ... nothing a woman does obligates her to have sexual

contact against her will?

Everyone has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected.

When No^^^W^^^

Sexual4^^e$sion and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

P««W«^PV««W«WPPNP«W««WVP«««i

"^••iBfc'''-----

12.00 - IM p.m. IDoddHall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

rM/MP^ASffC

'ifigf.ii'^A

FREE COSMETIC CONSULTATION
LASER SURGERY
COMPUTER IMAGING

Surgery of the

« NOSE <^stwus^ =ttp<

STEVEN BURRES M.D. ' facelift / eyelid . forehead

DIPLOMATE OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF •COLLAGEN/ • LIP ENHANCEMENT
OTOLARYNGCLOGY/FELLOW. AMERICAN ACADEMY CHEMICAL PEELS • ALSO EAR, NOSE &

7 -CHIN /CHEEK THROAT
IMPLANTS

OF FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY
CLINICAL FACULTY - UCLA

WESTWOOD
MANHATTAN BEACH
BELLFLOWER

100 UCLA MED. PLAZA 522

509 N. SEPULVEDA
10230 E. ARTESIABL. 307

213 208-7806

The Princeton Review
literally vrrote

the book on it!

We are the enly LSAT ceurte that alse
publishes a natienally best-selling LSAT
self-help beek* Off ceurse, we also run
the countiy'is ffastest grewing graduate

scheel test prep ceurse.

So, iff the press and the public trust us,

who else would you want to entrust
¥rith your LSAT preparation?

For information or to inquire about
one of our free PReview sessions

please call us at

— (310)474-0909

1 1
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FIN \( 1 l()\ ^
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LSAT • GMAT • ORE • MCAT

Texas
down

H • rt strikes

statute
By Kar«n Potter

and John Gonzalez
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

An ai^llate court ruling that

struck down Texas* sodomy law

means that Dallas* attempt to keep

gays off the police force is

effectively *'dead in the water,**

said the attorney representing

would-be officer Mica England.

Austin attorney Patrick Wise-

man said Dallas officials can end

their legal challenge now or

explain to ta^q^ayers later why they

persisted and incurred hundreds of

thousands of dollars in damages.

The thiee-judge Third Court of

Appeals was unanimous Wednes-
day in ruling that Texas* criminal

ban on homosexual sex is uncon-

stiuitional. The decision affirmed a

1990 ruling nuide after the sodomy
law was challenged by a group of

gay activists from Austin, Houston
and Dallas.

Attorney General Dan Morales

said he will appeal the ruling to the

Texas Supreme Court. That
announcement cheered some gay-

rights activists, who said it will be

good to settle the issue. It disap-

pointed others, who fear that the

conservative state Supreme Court

may uphold the statute.

The Austin-based appeals court

cited non-enforcement of the law

as one reason for overturning it

**If ksbians and gay men pose
such a threat to die state, why then

does the state not enforce the

statute on a regular basis by
investigating suspected
homosexuals, obtaining search

warrants, making arrests and pro-

secuting offenders?** the opinion

stated.

The court upheld a 1990 ruling

by state District Judge Paul Davis.

Tliat ruling said that the 1974 law,

which originated in 1878, violates

constitutional protections by pro-

hibiting **deviate sexual inter-

course** between people of the

same sex. The rarely enforced law
carries a misdemeanor penalty of a

$200 fine.

Ron Streff, treasurer of the

Tarrant County Lesbian-Gay
Alliance, hailed the ruling. **It*s

great It*s one stq) further in the

fight** he said.

The court said the state had not

proven the need for the law.

*The state has not demonstrated

how criminalizing sexual behavior

between consenting adults in pri-

vate advances public morality.

**Further, the state has not

argued that (the law) is justified on

the basis of protecting the public*s

health firom the spread of sexually

transmitted diseases,** the ruling

said.

Opponents of the law said it has

not been used in criminal prosecu-

tions. Instead, they contend, it has

been used to block gays and
lesbians from equal employment
housing opportunities and other

civil rights.

State District Judge Larry Fuller

ruled in Dallas on Feb. 3 that it is

unconstitutional to reject an appl-

icant solely on the basis of sexual

orientation. That ruling seemed to

clear the way for England to apply

for a position on the Dallas Police

Dq)artment

But the Dallas City Council has

said it will appeal Fidler*s ruling.

Wiseman said Wednesday*s
ruling, although in a different case,

makes it cl^ that the Dallas

Police Ek^artment is fighting a

bsing balue. The longer the city

fights, the greater the likelihood

that England will demand back

wages, attorneys* fees and other

damages for delaying her hiring,

he said.

Wiseman represents England as

well as the g^oup that filed the

1990 civil-rights challenge that led

^WerimvMlay's ruling.

s

*The Dallas rule is a rule that

says we won*t hire you because it*s

a crime** to engage in homosexual
acts, Wiseman said. Because the

appeals court ruled that homosexu-
al activity is not a crime, **fQr all

intents and purposes, I think

they*re dead in the water now.
When the case is all over and done
with, they*re going to be crying in

their beer (that) it was an outrage

that it cost so much,** Wiseman
said.

Dallas Police Chief William

Rathbum coukl not be reached for

comment Spokesman Ed Spencer

said Rathbum has declared a hiring

freeze until the sodomy-law ques-

tion is resolved.

Gov. Ann Richards, who
opposes the law, agreed with the

appellate court's finding and said

the statute should be erased from

the law books.

*'It*s not enforceable, nor is it

enforced,** she said.

UNICAMP
From page 3

which currenUy totals $600,000,

Walker said.

However, money will have to be

raised to allow UniCamp either to

purchase a new site or fix the water

supply at the current location.

Walker conceded.

A non-profit organization, Uni-

Camp income comes entirely from

fundraisers such as the annual

three-day carnival, Mardi Gras.

However, limited Mardi Gras
hours this year are expected to

result in decreased income, Walk-
er said. To meet future needs,

UniCamp has started actively

seeking out corporation giants.

Walker said.

SHARIFF
From page 6

His colleagues said they also

admired his philosophy, which

centered around peace ana thank-

fulness.

**If there was ever a problem, he

wanted an easy way out rather than

causing any trouble,** said Martha

Solomon, a language tutor for the

program.

"We really respected him for

being so unselfish,** said Solomon,

who worked with Shariff for more
than 13 years. "He*s the kind of

person you don*t see too often.**

In honor of his commitment to

the program, a memorial scholar-

ship fund is being established to

help students buy their books.

Donations can be made at the

program *s tutorial office.

**He had such a love for educa-

tion that we know he would have

wanted it this way,** said Karin

Blakeney, one of Shariffs friends.

"My relationship with him was
such a beautiful experience that I

will never forget it**

Shariff is survived by his wife

and four children.

PARKING
From page 1

cut fee increases next year.**

The money from permit sales at

UCLA currently pays for the

construction, operation and main-
tenance of parking structures and
parking enforcement. It is also

used for the administration of

carpool programs as well as

scooter and motorcycle permits

and parking areas.

Committee members arc cur-

rently recommending to university

officials that money from permit

sales only pay for those services

that arc directly related to parking,

Berst said.

Permit buyers should not pay for

carpool and shuttle services or
construction projects — such as

the building of roadways for the

expansion of the John Anderson

PRESIDENT

Graduate School of Management
he said.

If these costs werc not funded by
parking services, permit fees could
go down, he added.

In March 1991, a statewide

University of California faculty

committee decided that one-third

of permit sales at the campuses
must support services unrelated to

parking. The faculty committee
also approved guidelines to limit

the use of parking revenues for

services directly related to park-
ing.

All parking services depart-

ments made budget cuts and
eliminated or delayed most major
maintenance and construction
projects to streamline costs,

according to Young*s notice.

From page 1

selection committee. "In these

tough times, you have to go in with

a scalpel and cut carefully.**

That is why experieiy:e with the

UC system will be so important in

the selection process, C>choa said.

•The univCTsity is bleeding from
budget cuts right now and the new
president must have enough
experience to stop the bleeding and
help the UC recuperate.**

UC experience is one charac-

teristic that each of the four front-

runners share.

UCLA*s Young has more than
"30 years of admmistrative expcri^^

ence in a top post as chancellor. He
became assistant chancellor of
UCLA in 1962 and was promoted
to his current position in 1968. He
is the most senior UC chancellor.

The chancellor of San Diego,
Richard Atkinson, has held his

post since 1980. Before moving to

San Diego, Atkinson taught at

Stanford University for 20 years.

Newest to the system, Davis

Chancellor Theodore Hullar has
spent eight years on UC campuses.
After three years as executive

vice-chancellor at Davis, and later

chancellor ofUC Riverside, Hullar

moved back to the campus in 1987.

Acting Chancellor of Santa
Cruz, Carl Pister, boasts more than

40 years of experience as an
administrator and professor. Pister

has also been a leader in the recent

movement to emphasize increased

faculty teaching and undergradu-

ate education.

JnttrntttttSTt wMg.PTt?titttltliy InKBj

over the top post for the UC
system, officials predict a tough
transition period for the university

because of the state*s budget
problems.

"There*s no telling what will

happen,** said UC Regent Roy
Brcphy. "We only hope that we
will be able to find someone who
can get the university off the

ground with a running start.**

MEDIA
From page 1

obligation occasionally to speak to

what I believe is the consciousness

of this campus.**

Although Young said his public

letter represented his right to

freedom of expression, several

reporters said his statement was an
infringement on their rights.

"I don*t think you can just finger
newspapers and say they arc anti-

Semitic,** Smith said. "And then

when people ask you why did you
say that you . . . just want to

leave.**

Young said several times that he
would discuss theNOMMO article

and other issues at a separate

meeting with the students.

"It is not the proper place for a

reporter to sit down and argue with

me about it** Young said in a

raised voice. "1*11 be damned if I

know what is going on here.**

Tempers also fiared when the
two co-editors of Together,
UCLA*s feminist newsmagazine,
asked Young questions about the

administration*s position on
establishing an ethnic and gender
studies requirement

"We feel that the administration

on this campus is not taking

enough effort (on this matter),**

Katrina Foley told Young. "Is

there a general education require-

ment going to be made for gender
and cultural studies?**

Young became angered by the

question, saying the reporters*

demand for a firm answer was
inappropriate for a press confer-

ence.

*This is a meeting with a group
of reporters who are coming here

to get information about what is

happening,** Young said. "You arc

not reporting at the moment You
arc advocating.**

But the chancellor said that

while he does not favor a specific

requirement he supports the

implementation of morc courses

dealing with ethnic and gender
studies issues.

^ "I am not an advocate for a
specific course,** he said. "(A morc
diverse curriculum) will help
prevent . . . screaming and yelling

among people rather than sitting

down and discussing problems and
disagreements on a rational kind of
basis.**

IJodth is forever.
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GRE Exam
June 6
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GRE Seminar:
April 1, 5:00

Call Now For Information

(310)312-4900
11819 Wilshire Blvd. #205, West L.A
*Near Barrington 'Validated Parking

GMAT Exam
June 15

t
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GMAT Seminar:

April 1,6:00

Call Now For Information

(310)312-4900
11819 Wilshire Blvd. #205, West L.A
'Near Barrington 'Validated Parking
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LSAT Exam
June 15

LSAT Seminar:

April 1, 7:00

Call Now For Information

(310)312-4900
11819 Wilshire Blvd. #205, West L.A
*Near Barrington 'Validated Parking
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The fastest ^voiviui^ c*o///\sc at ICLA

Call icxlay and well tutor you before our course begins and

help you with the application process at no extra chaige.

llKin am olh.i .ouisr C all SIAMIOKI) TRIP:

310*652*6602 818*-"06* 1000

^

E E P YOU RS
0PEN DURINC

A S U C L A
EXTENDED
HOURS
k. X

A Iready?!? Finals again?!? Time for some

serious studying... To help you, ASUCLA is

keeping the doors of Ackerman Union and

Kerckhoff Hall open for extended study hours.

The following lounges will be open for

extended study hours:

** Kerckhoff 2nd & 3rd Floor Lounges
0\>tw Mar. !5-i9! 24 hours

° Kerchoff Alumni Lounge
Open Mar. i5-i9i 8am- iam

" Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Open Mar. < 5, i2 noon- iam AND Man 6- 4 9;

sam-iam
° Ackerman Union 3rd Floor Lounge
Open Mar. i 5- i9i Ham- iam

FREE COFFEE available during Finals Week
only at the following locations:

North Campus (Mon-Thurs)8PM-CLO$IN<i

Jimmy's at Lu Valle 9PM-CLO$INC
Kerckhoff Coffee House 1OPM-CLO$IN0
The Cooperage 8:30PM-CLO$INC

MJ

Study
Abroad In
^Australia

•Britain

•Ireland

•New Zealand

Carolyn VCaison,

representing the Butler LniwrsitN

Institute for Study Abroad, will

meet with students Interested in

l9«J2-^3 pii>nniins tor under-

Kwduate studies in Austmlia.

Britain. Ireland, and Ne>A Zealand

»ro|f»;

12:00 pm - l:3»'pin

March 13th

in Ackeniian 2412
R>r further information, please

contact:

UCLA EXPO Center
825-0831

Institute for Study Abroad

Butler University, 4600 Sunset

Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46208
317/283-93)6 or toll free

l/800.368<6852 Ext. 9336

Opportunities

•Australia

at thirteen universities

*Great Britain

at 19 universities &
polytechnics: INSTEP,

Cambridge &. London

•Ireland

at four universities

•New Zealand

at two universities

\
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BUCKETS OF BEERS

DIAL) VVIhKCtLLBKATION
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$2 SEX SHOTS

Have Sex on the Beach with a Screainini; Ori^asni

after a Blow )oh! F/S

Siinlo s Su|)))ntls S.ilc Sr\'

1000 Gayley (& Weyburn), Westvvood
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SmoMiig disease

epidemic ahead
for Latin America

Sy Jeff Nesmlth
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — An
q)idemic of tobacco-related dis-

ease is approaching Latin America

and the Caribbean because of steep

increases in the prevalence of

smoking in many areas, Surgeon

General Antonio Novella said

Thursday.

Ironically, the force most often

cited as the cause of other health

problems — poverty — has held

the overall smoking rate in check
in much of the Western Hemi-
sphere and may give many coun-

tries time to adopt effective anti-

smoking campaigns. Dr. Novella

reported.

The smoking report, 22nd in the

series of surgeons general's stu-

dies on tobacco and health and the

first to cover all countries of the

Americas, said smoking in the

United States and Canada has been

declining since the mid- 1960$,
when the first report was released.

But because of a ''spectacular^

rise in cigarette use iathe Hrst half

of the 20th Century, deaths from

smoking in North America con-

tinue to rise.

Thus, the United States and
Canada are in the middle of the

kind of epidemic that may lie

ahead for the rest of the Western
Hemisphere.

=^%^e Uitited States and Cana=
da, smoking-associated mortality

is high and increasing because of

high consumption levels in the

past, but prevalence of smoking is

declining,** the report states. *Tn

Latin America and the Caril)bean,

prevalence of smoking is high in

some sectors, but smoking-attri-

butable mortality is still low
compared with that of North
America.

*This contrast augers poorly for

public health in Latin America and
the Caribbean unless action is

taken.-

Overall, at least 526,000 deaths

from smoking-related diseases like

lung cancer and heart disease were
occurring annually in the Western
Hemisphere in the mid-1980s, the

report said.

Following the issuance of the

first smoking report in 1964 and
the subsequent downturn in North

American tobacco consumption,

**a period of rapid international

expansion by the tobacco compa-
nies** began, the report states.

'The transnational companies

were particularly successful in

altering local demand by influenc-

ing consumer preferences,** the

rqxxt states. "Local taste for dark

tobacco in a variety of forms was
lai^gely replaced by demand for the

long, filtered, light-tobacco
cigarettes produced by the trans^

national companies.**

Although rapid urbanization

and the entry of women into the

labor pool expanded potential

markets for tobacco, the major
economic downturn experienced

by most countries in the Americas
in the 1980s became a powerful

countervailing force, the report

states.

Thus, while the prevalence of
smoking has increased in some
sectors, it has declined overall.

"Unlike the decline in North
America, however, the decline in

^tin America and the Caribbean
seems to have been based on
income . . . rather than on health

concerns.** the report stated. "The
high prevalence of smoking that is

emeiging in many areas is a clear

indicator of an approaching
epidemic of smoking related dis-

ease.**
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Latino editor

siain in New Yoric

The New York Times

NEW YORK — A prominent

Latino journalist, who recently

wrote a series of editorials sharply

criticizing Colombian drug traf-

fickers, was shot to death here

Wednesday night as he sat in a

restaurant in the Jackson Heights

section of Queens, police said.

A police spokesman, Officer

Andrew Mclnnis, said the victim,

Manuel Unanue Dedios, was shot

twice in the head as he sat at the

counter of the Meson Asturias

restaurant on 83rd Street, near

Roosevelt Avenue. Dedios lived in

Woodhaven, Queens, the police

said.

Dedios, who was a former editor

of El Diario, the best-known
Spanish-language newspaper in

the New York area, was pro-

nounced dead at the restaurant,

Mclnnis said. The area is home to

many Colombian-Americans.
Mclnnis said the two suspects in

the shooting escaped after the

killing, which occurred shortly

after 9 p.m.

Witnesses told the pblice that

the two men had entered the

restaurant and seen Dedios at the

counter, left momentarily, and
then returned, walked up to him,

drew handguns and shot him at

point-blank range.

Mclnnis said the police have

uncovered no reason yet why

But because of his persistent

criticism of Columbian drug traf-

fickers, speculation immediately

centered on his being the victim of

Colombian drug traffickers.

POLICY
From page 2

news value as an implicit criticism

of Bush. Tom Friedman's front-

page news story and next-day

analysis not only exposed While
House timidity but the shallowness

of the position of candidates

Clinton and Tsongas.

The memo formed the basis of a

speech delivered at a two-day

policy conference in Washington
sponsored by the Nixon Library.

nightly newscasts. The memo^
around.

It cannot be ignored. But Presi-

dent Bush says only, "I don*t have
a blank check for all of that.**

The new medium works, but
what gave the memo force is not

the repetition of Nixon*s frequent

calls to help Yeltsin, nor even his

criticism of Western leaders and
candidates for failure to heed that

call.

Nbcon goes against the grain of
timidity and challenges the isola-

tionists on political grounds. The
man whose career began in the era

of "Who Lost China?** now raises

the specter of "Who Lost Russia?**

To be timid now will cost a

political leader dearly later.

He understands the vacuum
sucking the life out of politics

today: the absence of a global

villain. For voters who need to be
against something. Nixon supplies

"the New Despotism.** And it*s no
chimera; the danger, when you
think about it, is real.

"If a new despotism prevails,**

warns Nixon, "everything gain^
in the great peaceful revolution of
1991 will be lost War could break

out as the new despots use force

. . . China*s totalitarians would
breathe a sigh of relief ... A new
Russian despotism . . . would be
even more dangerous than Soviet

totalitarianism.**
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get the facts TODAY at an

INFORMATION MEETING
Thursday • March 12
12-1 pm and 5-6 pm

EXPO Center, Ackerman A-213
(213) 825-0831

Work in Spain is a pilot summer work exchange program that

will enable 50 American students to work in Spain legally for

up to 3 months from May 1, 1992 to October 31, 1992. To
apply, you must be a U.S. citizen, at least 18 years of age,

currently enrolled full-time in college, and able to speak
Spanish. Further information is available at the Expo Center.

\\

ASUCLA

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

Sunday, March 15 1 1 :00 am-4:00 pm

Ackerman Union Loading Docl(* (Drive or walk in from

the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without String, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and no

glossy magazines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams (most soft drinks), but please, no

tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

Ifyou have otheritems to recycle, please call our office

fora community recycling centerinyourarea.

UPCOMING COLLECTIONS:

April 12 •May 17 •June 14

For more information about the ASUCLA Recycling Program call 206-7589.

SpecialRecycling Siteavailable foroneday only. *

Please Recycle this Newspaper
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Viewpoint
Counterpoint

Scholar's work draws colleqglies' praise
African Studies Director and student peer

defend fellow researcher's conduct in Africa
Editor:

I am writing in response to

«^etter I read by IDeanna

Cherry on Wednesday, March
4, entitled "The insensitivity of

a researcher in Africa.** I

accompanied Cherry and Ken
Kelly on the trip to Ouidah,

Benin, this past summer and
from my experience feel that a

sincere injustice has been done
to Kelly by printing Cherry's

letter. What she wrote was
little more than an inaccurate

personal attack on Kelly and
his research that in my opinion

stemmed from a complete mis-

understanding of the project

The two main tenets of

Cherry's letter centered around
Kelly's "insensitivity** toward

the Beninois culture and the

inmntp«'JTiess of his archaeo-

logiraf methodology.

As for the Hrst claim, I

think that this is solely a

matter of opinion and my
experience with Kelly led me
to believe that he was a

conscientious and recq)tive

investigator. As for the latter

supposition I can only reiterate

that while in Benin, Cherry

showed little knowledge about

the goals of the project,

demonstrated almost no desire

to learn more and therefore is

not very qualified to criticize.

In all honesty, I found

Cherry's letter offensive on the

grounds that it was potentially

very damaging and completely

unsubstantiated. As a possible

explanation, I can offer only

the fact that Kelly and Cherry
had personality conflicts while

in Africa. But that she should

feel that her letter was a

legitimate way of addressing

these differcnces is truly

regrettable.

Joshua Beeman
Senior

Antliropology

Editor:

Deanna Cherry's viewpoint

in the Daily Bruin ("The
insensitivity of a lesearcher in

Africa," March 4) about the

need for American sensitivity

to Africa's needs is very

eloquent and contains a great

=deal^ of vtsdai idvice for =

American researchers in Africa.

Unfortunately it also includes

an unwarranted attack on a
very promising young research

scholar, Kenneth Kelly, and is

a one-sided impression of an
important project from a stu-

dent on her first visit to

Africa.

Kelly has addressed what he

believes were misrepresenta-

tions in the original article in

his own viewpoint in the Daily

Bruin of February 25 C*Accu-

racy'O which Cherry conve-
niendy chose to ignore. I do
not intend to address her

comments in detail nor discuss

hef personal conmients about

Kelly, as I was only with the

group for 10 days, but I

should like to provide a few
background comments on a

program that I initiated during

a visit to Benin in 1990 and
before the main group arrived

in 1991.

Cherry originally applied to

participate in EAP's summer
program in Tpg. When that

program had to be cancelled, I

persuaded Kelly to take her as

part of a UCLA archaeological

project in Benin. Everything

was arranged for her visit and
her expenses in Benin were
paid by the project which was
generoasly funded by both
International Studies and Over-
seas Program (ISOP) and the

Fowler Museum.
The project forms part of a

long term program of coopcra-

tion with the Universite
'

and approved before any work
was actually initiated.

Dr. Adande and other scho-

lars from the University have
recommended that Kelly return

to Benin this summer. Two of

the Beninois students have

applied to work with him.

Members of the town Histori-

cal Commission and the Oui-
dah Museum authorities have
also expressed their satisfaction

with his work. This strong

local report would suggest that

far from being insensitive and
unpopular, Kelly did something
right during his summer in

Benin.

Dr. Adande will be visiting

UCLA this month both to

attend an archaeological confer-

ence and to disQuss further

cooperation. I am sure that he
would be happy to confirm his

National du Benin and was
co-directed by Dr. Alexis

Adande, a senior scholar of
that university, who helped to

plan the day-to-day activities

including the woridng hours,

normal on such West African

ixx)jects, which Cherry suggests

were so unwelcome to the

Beninois students.

Dr. Adande also arranged for

Kelly to meet members of both

the very strong Ouidah Town
Historical Commission, on
which traditional leaders fiilly

rqniesented, as well as the

town's civil leaders. At these

meetings the goals of the

project were fully explained

excellent impressions of Hi

with whom he intends to work
for several years.

All American students to

Africa have many more mater-

ial goods and money than their

African counterparts, but it is

expected that they will share

their good fortune and this was
done by the UCLA party,

particulariy when it came to

medicines and drinks on vari-

ous outings. The project pro-

vided small allowances for the

Beninois students so that they

would not feel too financially

inadequate. Both the UCLA
students, including Cherry, and
the Beninois students, became
sick at one time or another not

because of hard work, but

because of the high incidence

of gastro-intestinal and low
grade fevers that are endemic
in that area of West Africa.

It would be an ideal world

if every researcher working in

Africa had a fluency in the

languages of the countries in

which he or she worked before

commencing research. There

are unfortunately only a limited

number of African languages

taught in American universities.

Alas, the languages of Benin

are not among them. It is for

this reason that, rather than

undertaking research on one's

own, the more sensitive scholar

works with African colleagues

with whom he oj: she can

communicate in the official

language of the country con-

cerned, in this case French.

Such close cooperation ensures

that the foreign scholar com-
plies with all the necessary

cultural courtesies of the area.

Kelly, thou^ not fluent in

French, has a working know-
ledge gained both from h^L
studies aiid from previous work
in Francophone Africa. It is in

such a cooperative way that

Kelly worked in Benin last

year and will woik there in

the future. It is expected that

he will learn some of the local

language in the course of his

research.

Merrick Posnansky
Director

African Studies Center

Editor's note— It is The Bruin's policy

to verify the factual accuracy of all the
material we prinL We apologize for any
inaccuracies that may have occurred as
a result of any faiure to do so.

Letters

biesponsible
Edttor:

On Feb. 28. Chancellor

Charles Young issued a state-

ment, reported in the March 4

Daily Bruin C'Young claims

NOMMO article is *inflanmiat-

ory, ofifensive"0, calling the

article I wrote for NOMMO,
entitled *^onism is Colonial-

ism," "an anti-Semitic piece."

Young does not quote any-

thing in my article to substan-

tiate his claim that it was in

faa anti-Semitk:. Young needs

to substantiate his accusation or

retraa it and pubUcly apolog-

ize. If he does substantiate it,

I will publKly apologize for

the harm I am accused of

having done to the UCLA
community.

However, as it stands, I

think Young is being irrespon-

sible, as chancellor of the

university where I am a stu-

dent, to issue a public state-

ment characterizing me in this

way without giving any evi-

dence whatsoever.

If you actually read my
article you wiU see I criticize ^
a political ideology, not Jewish

people, and I condemn anti-

Semitism, state its source and

show how it is used.

I consider it incumbent on

Young to issue a statement of

what I consider a slander of

me and those who agree with

me.

Stansffieid Smith
History Grad student

Revotting
cdRor:

As employees of UCLA, we
work very hard to contribute to

UCLA's missions and goals.

This commitment to UCLA
makes the Phi Psi songbook
even more revolting. The ---^

attention that UCLA is receiv-

ing in the media is a black

eye that will linger for a k>ng

time.

Individuals have the inalien-

think what lOiey want Phi Psi

can believe what it wants, but

it has no right to UCLA
association and to ^association

with the employees of UCLA.
Disband Phi Psi now.

Jeff Suttor
Staff

Editor's note: This letter was
acoompar)ied by nine signatures.
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Manny Lopez, General Rq)-
resentative for USAC, is

quoted in The Bruin on March
6 C'Lyrics controversy engulfs

UCLA") as saying that he
doesn't "think (the Phi Psi

songs) promote abuse against

women at all.** I doubt these

songs are as innocent as you
claim them to be.

However, Lopez, as you are

a rqxesentative on my imder-

graduate student council, I wiU
hold you accountable for the

statennents you have made and
your total lack of responsibility

to the women who helped elect

you.

I also demand that you stq>

down as general representative

because it is not safe for

women on this campus that

you renuiin on our student

council.

Karia Zornbro
Natl Lol>by Director USAC
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Shootingdown the Phi Psi fraternity soi^
You know, I would real-

ly like to l)e a diverse

writer. I try to write on
a wide variety of topics. But
there are just so many assholes

throwing material in my £ace,

and it screams out to be
addressed.

Oops, sorry about that. Don't

mean to be inflammatory there

with my profiEme little mouth.

Would you prefer *'anal

sphincter^ Great Now we can

move on.

If you don't know the

''material** to which I am
referring, you haven't been
reading the paper or watching

the news. Recently, someone
with a conscience aleited the

editcrs of Together, and subse-

quently The Bruin, to the

existence of a Phi Psi firatemi-

ty songbook which contained

songs with sexually explicit

and vk>lent lyrics. And it

Most people would find

a song about

dismembering, choking

or maiming a dog

disquieting and

disgusting. . . .Why is it

"no big deal" when

someone saws^Ae^amft=

^#:#:i

big-boy decision about your

actions all by yourself. Obvi-
ously, I was wrong. Don't

blame me. I voted for Julie

Lipps.

If I sound pissed off and
skkened, it's because I am.
My feelings on this issue have
vacillated between anger and
sadness more times than I can
count

It's not that I was so very

surprised by the existence of
these lyrics. We live in a

society where women are

maimed, raped and exploited

on a regular basis. Most of it

is considered entertaiimient It's

a fact, and we come to accept

about women f

didn't have a big fluorescent

sticker on the front to warn
Phi Psi parents that their little

boys shoukln't get a hold of it

You know, I thought by the

time you get to college, you
should be able to make these

mistake lies. We cannot accept

this fact if we want change.

We caimot excuse such beha-

vior if we don't want to hear

about another rape or killing

every time we open a news-
paper or turn on the TV.

I'm not a member of the

PMRC, and personally, I think

the PMRC stinks. I'm not

goii^ to tell anyone what they

can or caiuiot do when it

comes to something like sing-

ing. But that doesn't mean I

can't get angry, and it doesn't

mean that I can't call them on
it and hold them accountable

for their actions.

Listen, if you are one of the

men or women who is saying

to yourself, **It's only a gpd-

damn song! What's the big

deal?" open your eyes. That
''goddamn song** reflects an
accepted, casual attitude tow-

ards women which says that

they are nothing more than a

receptacle and an object They
are not real people; they don't

have real feelings. Once you
see women as, at worst,

something merely for your

amusement, or at best some-
one you don't really understand

or want to understand, we've
all k>st

If you still don't think

passing on this attitude is

harmful, consider a woman
nped by a fraternity member,
or any other man. Did his

fraternity or society make it

easier or harder for him to

nq)e by passing down songs

like this? Was he able to see

her as less of a person, as a

liolc- or "cunr or "twat*?

You know what the answer is.

I remember reading about a
ganff I fiiift It *^w^ir «ila<*A in ^
KillIK fafw* Sit Itlifm {nSbV tit »

place women below them, and
shows a lack of respect that is

astonishing in someone who is

supposed to be receiving a

college education.

Most people would find a

song about dismembering,

choking or maiming a dog
disquieting and disgusting, to

say the least A person writing

or singing such a song would
be "disturbed" or the next

Jeffrey Dahmer. No one would
think that was funny. Why is

it "no big deal" when sonoeone

says the same about women?
What the hell women would

women, whom you count on
and love?

Don't you have any respect

for any of them?
If you are a man or woman

who thinks these songs are

harmless or fiinny, da these

women in your Ufe, aiKl your-

self, a &vor. Imagine what it

wouM be like for them to be

mistreated by someone who
has taken lyrics like this to

heart Imagine what it is like

for them to be passed over for

a job because they are "just

women." If you really think

about it you won't be laugh-

It's not that I was so very surprised by the

existence of these lyrics. We live in a society

where women are maimed, raped and exploited on

a regular basis. Most of it is considered

entertainment. It's a fact, and we come to accept

it. But that is where the mistake lies.

fraternity house. I wonder if

they were singing songs of

"brotherhood" as they ruined

someone's life?

Of course, most men do not

rape. Most fraternity men do
not rape. This is true. But for

those who don't aa on the

aggression of these songs, what
is the effect? It allows them to

these men be singing about

anyway? Don't any of you see

women as people whom you
know and love? Don't any of

you have a mom? Didn't she

tie your shoes and make you
macaroni and cheese? Didn*t

she go back to school at

nights to get a better job?

Don't any of you have a

:jisler who look caie of yQu2=
Didn't she get accq)ted to

Stanford and make the Dean's
List?

Don't you have a girlfriend

you are proud of? Didn't she

become president of her soror-

ity, or get a promotion at

work or an A in chemical

engineering? Don't you have
any real friends who are

ing any more.

We can't just forget things

like this without learning from

them. This is not about being

"politically correct" This is not

about pacifying annoying spe-

cial interest groups to get them
off your back. This isn't about

quieting down for awhile and
riding out the storm.

r'B^ is aboiil lookiBg in^idft-

yourself and considering your

actions and who they will

affect It is about being true to

yourself. It is about l)eing a

leader instead of a follower. It

is simply about being a consid-

erate and true human being.

Beeley is a senior majoring in

English.

Considering a career involving International Strategy Consulting,
Mergers & Acquisitions or Emerging Growth Companies?

* -<4^"= Then consider

The LIEIK Partnership
All interested Juniors are invited to submit an application for our

Summer Associate positions.

Application Deadline: Must be received bv Monday. April 6. 1992
Send cover letter, resume and transcript to:

Carolyn Wilson

Recruiting Coordinator

The LIEIK Partnership

12100 Wilshire Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025
(310)442-6500

Fax (310) 207-4210

Los Angeles • Boston • London • Sydney • Munich • Paris •Milan
Copenhagen • Stockholm • Oslo • Helsinki • Warsaw • Singapore
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Use your 'Instinct' to
make up your own mind
"SAN FRANCISCO — Last

spring, protests at the filming of

'Basic Instinct' in San Francisco

drew national attention to the

misogyny and offensive portrayals

of lesbians and bisexual women
contained in this latest thriller

from producer/star Michael Dou-
glas. With the scheduled release

date of March 20th approaching,

queers around the country are

mobilizing to con*inue confronting

Hollywood's endless marketing of

homophobia.*'

From a flyer distributed by a gay

group protesting ''Basic

Instinct"

Over winter break, I was
sitting in a theater in my
hometown of San Francis-

co waiting to see 'Tried Green

Tomatoes.'' A trailer came on. The
audience was awestruck. This

movie had action, it had sensuality,

it had suspense — the trailer

showed it all. The name Michael

Douglas appeared on the screen.

More silence. Then the tide of the

picture — •'Basic Instinct" The
entire theater started booing. My
friend and I started clapping and

yelling, "Wait until you see the

goddamn film!"

One of the advantages of writing

about film is that I see virtually

every new film before it's

released. But Monday, on my way
into a screening for "Basic

Instinct," I was assaulted outside

the theater. Not physically or even

verbally, but accosted by people

with "information packets." I

knew what this packet was and put

it away until after the movie.

The packets are distributed by a

group whose name I will not print

in fuU here,
" Did ItJ' In

case you can't guess,
" " is

die name of the killer in the movie.

In addition to trying to ruin the

movie for viewers, this group has

created a dilenmia for the press—
if they print the group's name, they

reveal the surprise ending. If they

refuse to print the group's name (as

they do), the group cries censor-

ship (as it does) and claims

"Basic Instinct" is the

kind of movie you can

see again and again and

still be on the edge of

youi seat.

homosexual discrimination.

Warning: When you see "Basic

Instinct," (and you should, because

it is a fantastic thriller) you
probably will encounter someone
from the group who will hand you

a packet with the group's name in

capital letters at the top of the page.

You can't miss it, so don't look.

But even if you do look, it won't

spoil the fdm. "Basic Instinct" is

the kind of movie you can see

again and again and still be on the

edge of your seat

"'Basic Instinct' features not

one, but three lesbian and bi

women who murder, or are sus-

pected of murdering, men.
Throughout the film, the charac-

ters' homicidal tendencies are

linked to their lesbian sexuality;

any woman who loves women
comes under suspicion." C*

Did lU" flyer)

That all gay women are homi-
cidal maniacs isn't the implication

of the movie I saw. This picture is

about a cop who becomes involved

with a woman he thinks is a serial

killer. She's bisexual. Her lesbian

lover murdered her two brothers in

her youth. Another suspect had one
homosexual encounter in college

but is never presented as gay.

The fllm never implies that all

homosexual women are homicidal

maniacs. The lesbian connection

between these characters height-

ens the suspense. These women
become suspects because of their

interconnection. The suspects are

not a random cross-section of

homosexual and bisexual women
— these women had relationships

wiUi each other.

"Queers have had enough of
living in a culture that tells us we
are evil and sick, then beats us in

the streets for expressing our

love," f Did It!" flyer)

That's tnie. Homosexuals have

taken more than enough abuse. I

Tliit of Focus

have friends who have been
insulted and attacked because of

their sexual orientation. But I don't

believe this movie perpetuates

those negative stereotypes. If

anything, writer Joe Eszterhas and
director Paul Verhoeven make the

Douglas character look like a fool

compared to any of the brilliant

female characters in the film.

Before an entire conmiunity
gets angry and calls me insensitive,

let me reiterate that Hollywood
isn't blameless in its portrayal of

the gay community. Hollywood's
record on recognizing cultural or

sexual diversity is abominable.

Stereotypes are omnipresent and
something needs to be done about

that The homosexual community
has a poor public image and much
of the blame lies with movies.

But sometimes protest groups

go overboard. I'm Jewish and
when the B'nai B'rith caused a

fuss over two Jewish jazz club

owners in "Mo' Better Blues" I

was infuriated by their overreac-

tion. Yes, the depiction was ste-

reotypical, but minor characters in

any film often are stereotypes. If

the movie hadn't been "a Spike

Lee movie" it wouldn't have
caused such an uproar.

"Basic Instinct" doesn't merit

such uproar, eiUier. Hollywood
should be more sensitive to people

of all ethnic groups, sexes and
sexual orientations. And it's OK to

protest a film. But what is not OK,
what is utterly rq>rehensible is to

sabotage a movie rather than

engaging the public in a debate.

TwentysiNnething' tale is a play in search of a plot

**i

"1

From left. Brendan Smith, Dana Ashbrook. Matt Roth, Anne Heche and Donovan Leitch star In Betsy F. Thomas's play -Us and

Them."

By Danya Joseph
Dally Bruin Staff

"So, what do you wanna do
tonight?"

'I don't know, catch a movie?"
*Nah, too expensive. Rent a

video?"

"Maybe ..."

Probably every single person

between the ages of 18 and 30 has

gone through this weekly routine

of finding something to do on a

Saturday night

"Twentysomething" rituals

like these are brillianUy charac-

terized through rich dialogue in

Betsy F. Thomas's play "Us and

lliem." Unfortunately, though,

the play's story never develops,

resulting in a series of uncon-

nected — albeit well-written —
scenes that fail to provide a

satisfying theater experience.

**Us and Them" is enhanced by

fine performances. Anne Heche
C'Another World") especially

dominates the cast as Bee, the

only woman among four room-

mates and their friend, Jim.

Fellow actors I>ama Ashbrook

CTwin Peaks"), Donovan Leitch

("The Doors"), Matt Roth and
Brendan Smith also create excel-

lent portrayals to which our

generation can relate.

Yet, because of the way the

play is set up, Thomas never

really delves into the personalities

of the characters. We all know
people in our lives who are just

like them, but we never really get

to know who they really are.

More importanUy, by the end

of the production, we're not even

sure we like them. The charac-

ters' incessant whining, which is

comic at first, is so self-absorbed

that it gets on our nerves. They are

so incredibly negative that they

don't actually represent most of

us 'twentysomething" adults, as

the play sets us up to believe.

Another irritation is that the

actors smoke throughout the

two-hour performance. While

this may be relevant to their

characters (and Thomas and co-

director Matthew Richter may
feel that real cigarettes provide a

genuine touch), the constant odor

of stale tobacco and pot— which

fills the small, stuffy dieater —
becomes nauseating.

Thomas is a talented writer

whose dialogue is on target with

how people speak and act She has

employed extremely talented

actors to tell her tale of "twenty-

something" angst All "Us and

Them" needs is a story to tie the

pieces together. -k-k^A -

STAGE: "Us and Them.' Written by
BetBy F. Thomas. Co-directed by
Thomas and Matthew Richter. Pre-

sented by the Hudson Theater in

association with Ethel Mae Produc-
tions and Minsky-Hahn Productions.
Starring Dana Ashbrook. Anne Heche.
Donovan Leitch, Matt Roth arxJ Bren-
dan Smith. Playing at the Hudson
Theater until Apnl 1 1 , Wednesdays at

8 p.m. and Frioays and Saturdays at

10:30 p.m. TIX: $10. For more info, call

(213) 651-2203.

Actnass Delpy's fun in

the sun (en*, palm trees)

French actress Julie Delpy stars as Sabeth In Volker Schlon-

dorff's ''Voyager."

By Michael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

As I walk into Julie Demy's
hotel suite at the Sunset Marquis, I

am a little bit surprised The 22-

year-dd French actress is decked

out in a long, plain-jane dress anda

burgundy sweater that's four sizes

too big and a shade out of date.

It isn't what I expected, but then,

I never expected to be impressed

and moved by her performance in

Volker SchlondorfTs "Voyager."

either. So giving her the benefit of

the doubt, I figure she's just a

method actor who raided her

grandmother's closet to prepare

for her next role.

Delpy should have plenty to

choose from after her recent

performances in "Voyager" and

"Europa, Europa." Director

Schlondorff says of the actress,

"She is childlike and womanly.

She seems to be firom another era,

like the 1950s. She has an aura

about her that is somehow secre-

tive. And you can't take your eyes

off her face." All right, so maybe
her get-up is appropriate.

Anyway, once we sit down on

the couch and light our respective

cigarettes, fashion is the furthest

thing from my mind. Yet I stiU

decide to ask her about Los

Angeles.

*The only things I know about

L.A. are palm trees and sun," she

quips. "I love to visit, but I don't

drive, so it's a little problem for

me. When I was here before, it was

a mess. I was so lost I would walk

in the streets like I do in Paris or

New York, but it's not the same.

Here it's just the homeless and
me."

She's got a better grasp of this

city than she thinks. But enough

sniall talk. I decide to swing the

conversation in the direction of her

co-star, Sam Shepard. You know,

that great American playwright

who dabbles in movies on occa-

sion.

"Sam can be a really nice

person, really sensitive, although

he tries to pretend sometimes that

he's a bit macho," she says before

switching gears. "Acting with Sam
is almost like acting widi children

or animals. If you try to be stronger

than they are, you won't be. But if

you just go with them, it's fme.

Sam is kind of the same. You have

to follow his lead, and just flow.

For me it was great because I'm

also like that in a way — impre-

dictable and trying to be as natural

as possible."

Sure, Delpy sounds a bit preco-

cious for an actress just out of

adolescence, but consider the fact

that she comes from a family of

actors; it's in her blood. And it's a

safe bet she picked up a thing or

«,two from working with legendary

European directors Jean-Luc
Godard and Bertrand Tavemier.

Speaking of Oodard, the actress

laughs as she recounts a tale from

working on his revisionist adapta-

tion of "King Lear." "I'll remem-
ber it all my life. I was playing a

See DELPY, page 28

Aol, the central figure In "The Good Woman of Bangkok," shares

her story of prostitution In this new docunnentary fllnn.

No mere 'Whore'
Film explores

life's underside
By Jason Stewart
Daily Bruin Staff

"The Good Woman of Bang-

kok" represents the true seediness

of prostitution more clearly in its

Hrst 15 minutes than last year's

fictional "Whore" did in its entire-

ty— which only goes to show that

sometimes Hollywood just can't

match the stark power of real life.

In many ways, **Good Woman"
is an unconventional documentary
— it's more personal. For nine

months, Australian filmmaker

Dennis O'Rourke shared a run-

down motel room in the red-light

district of Bangkok with a young
prostitute called Aoi, and his film

exposes the city's lifestyle almost

exclusively through her solitary

example. While O'Rourke is never

actually visible on camera, he is

frequently heard, and his presence

is always felt (Aoi frequendy

mentions the rice farm he has

promised to buy her after the film

is fmished).

But the best screenwriter could

not have constructed a more
dramatic personal story or com-
plex character than Aoi's. The
oldest child in a family whose
father had no job, no land, no
money and a large debt, Aoi was

See 'BANQKOKv' page 27
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Quality acting, script

keep 'VInny' laughing
No requiem for 'Angels'

By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

Courtroom dramas have long
been a staple of Hollywood. Our
justice system has been portrayed
many different ways, both suc-
cessfully and otherwise. But cour-
troom comedies are much more
rare— the law is serious business
and Hollywood has treated it as
such.

"My Cousin Vinny" is a
refreshing change from recycled
courtroom dramas. The film takes
the comedic staple of mistaken
identity, adds two characters in the
wrong place at the wrong time and
tosses in the miscQncq)tions most
Northerners have about the South.
Combine all this with an Italian

from Brooklyn— who has finally

passed the Bar exam after six years
of trying and who has been
practicing law for only six weeks— and you have one of the
funniest movies of the young *90s.

Joe Pcsci plays Vincent Gam-
bini, who brings his longtime
fiancee Mona Lisa Vito G^iarisa
Tomei) to Alabama when his

cousin Bill (Ralph Macchio) and
Bill's friend Stan (Mitchell Whit-
field) are arrested for the murderof
a convenience-store clerk. They
need a top lawyer, but since they
have no money they end up with
family — good old cousin Vinny.
Vinny proves to be more than

_tfie simple fool from Brooklyn he
appears to be. He knows the law,
but lacks knowledge of proper
courtroom protocol, and that gets
him in trouble with the local judge.

Jo« Pesei

Chamberlaiiv Haller (Fred
Gwyim). But Vinny does have
conmion sense and savvy, and in

the end he looks like the craftiest

and most intelligent lawyer in the

world.

Much of the success of *'My
(Cousin Viimy** is due to Pesci's

impeccable comic timing. Vinny is

intelligent but not sophisticated.

He grew up on the streets and
obviously doesn't mesh with the

daily routines of rural Alabama.
But he has confidence in himself— although he may be the only
person who does — and that

carries him through. Pesci brings

out all th^e characteristics while
simultaneously giving color and

^4ife^40 (he^ fifl^}lefit wtimrinng

But Pesci*s character would not
be as fiiimy without his sidekick

" See 'VINNY/ page 25

By Rachel Bartz

If movies were pastries, then
**Wherc Angels Fear to liead**

would be a supermarket-bought
cake — pretty on the outside,

but filled with greasy icing and
tasteless sponge cake.

Based on a novel by E.M.
Forsier, "Angels- is a picture-

postcard movie. The movie's
beautiful cinematography takes

the audience to Eun^ at the

turn of the century, where our
eyes feast on the rich decor of
elegant English estates, Italian

opera houses, cathedrals and
panoramk: vistas.

Remember the premise
behind Merchant-Ivory's "A
Room With a View," in which
the sensuous Italian countrys*

kle awakens a **ptopci^ young
English woman's smothered
British passions? "Where
Angels Fear to Tread" basically

adopts the theme of cross-cul-

tural intrigue in "A Room With
a View," but has the bad luck of
forgetting to include any of the
latter film's romance or com-
edy. This perhaps is the pic-

ture's fatal flaw. "Angels" is

meandering at best, tedious at

worst, and thoroughly uneven.
The film's central conflict

revolves around the marriage of
Lilia Herriton (Helen Minen), a
wealthy English matron, to
Oino (Giovanni Guidelli), a
young Italian from a rural

village. After Lilia dies during
lilcftnrth, the conflict swli

from the embarrassment Lilia

has caused her haughty family

to what they're going to do with

her newborn son, a baby of
half-peasant stock.

Mother Heiti^ sends her
two children, Pliilip and Har-
riet, to Italy to rescue the babe
from Italian barbarism, but their

plans run amuck. Caroline
(Helena Bonham Carter), a
friend of the Herhtons. goes to
Italy to assist in the rescue. She
seems to hang on the edges of
the film's action, orbiting the
central characters like a wan-
dering electron. When her
character becomes useful in the
last five minutes of the film for
a romantic twist, we have the
feeling that her k)ve is as
artificial as the plot

The Mving grace of
"Angels" is Judy I>avis' por-

trayal of Harriet Herriton, the

qyitome of Victorian prudery.

Harriet's disgust with Italy and
exaggerated pnq;riety give the

film thankful scenes of comic
relief.

"Where Angels Fear to

Tread" has that "Masterpiece
Theater" airabout it— after all,

it has the period sets, actors

with British accents and is

based on a novel— but the film
never resolves any of the heavy
themes and human emotions
that it introduces. Lack of
resolution might make other
films more intriguing, but in

'Angels" it just makes a mess.
«4

. .ier« Angel8 Fear to
Tread.- Directed by Chartee Stur-
ridge. Produced by Derek Granger.
Based on a novel by E.M. Forster.
Opens Friday cttywide.

The Iranian Student Group
proudly presents

"^
~

oruz
A spectacular night featuring:

Traditional Iranian Music performed by Mr. Sadeghi & his band
Classical Iranian Music performed by Mr. Reza Behzadi

A Talent Show performed by UCLA students

plus an added Surprise!!!

Date & Time: Saturday, March 21, 7:00 pm
Location: Schoenberg Hall at UCLA
For more information, call 825-1845

Class takes
students to
the movies
^By Joanne J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

How does an evening discussing
••Little Man Tate" with director

Jodie Foster sound? Or does an
evening addressing the relevance
of the legend of the Holy Grail and
other Arthurian influences in *The
Fisher King- strike your fancy?
Creating an atmosphere for inter-

action and discussion between
figures in the entertainment indus-
try and the audience is the purpose
of Santa Monica CoUege's "Cine-
ma Plus** film class's coordinator
Harvey Baren.

-Ifs a brainstorm of minc»-
Baien said. Since 1991/ Baren
along with host and fibn analyst
Martin Grove have been fostering
discussions about films and the
entertainment industry. The class
offers screenings of movies prior
to their release as well as discus-
sions with one or more of the
picture's principals.

After Grove, also a columnist
for 'The Hollywood Reporter" and
movie commentator CNN's
••Showbiz Today", directs specific

questions to the guest, the audience
is allowed to participate in a Q&

A

session.

Academy Award-winning
actress Jodie Foster was the class's
first guest in September 1991.
Since Foster, other guests haw=
included actress Patsy Kensit in

Twenty-One" and actor Pierce

See CLASS, page 25

•*x.

Refreshments will be served.

Paid for by BOD
Sponsored by USAC

ffm^^y

-f
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CLASS
From page 24

Brosnan and director Brett Leonard in 'The
Lawnmower Man."

Baren notes that a similar class in New
York costs over $300. while the cost of this

one is $145. ••It's a very moderate fee. and
there's parking at the theater." he said.

The class is notjust comprised of students
and members of the entertainment industry.

In addition to executives, radio, television

and motion picture personalities. Baren

invites ••those who love movies and want to

talk to the directors and stars" to aaend.

According to Baren. the direct interaction

between those who make the movies and

those who see the movies is highly

beneficial for the entertainment industry.

*The studios are really behind this and use it

as community service. It's good for the

producers and directors to get a feel of what
the audience likes first-hand. The audience

voice their opinions."

"Cinema Plus" is sponsored by Santa

Monica College. The class is held Tuesdays

from 7 to 10 p.m.for an eight-week session

startingMarch 17. Cost is $145. Class site is

the Monica 4'Plex at 1332 Second St. in

Santa Monica. For more info, call 452-

9214,

'VINNY'
From page 24
Lisa. Tomei certainly doesn't hurt the eyes,

but to judge her merely by her appearance

would be criminal — her acting is what
holds the entire picture together. Because

Lisa is so integral to the story and to

virtually everything Vinny accomplishes.

Pesci's performance just wouldn't work
without the magnificent Tomei.

The actress' strength and persistence is

what makes her so good. Although Lisa at

first seems like a spoiled, stereotypical New
Yorker, she is actually a very intelligent

woman who loves Vinny deeply. The banter

between Pesci and Tomei is so perfect it

kx>ks as if the situations are both a carefully

rehearsed routine as well as spontaneous

conversation.

••My Cousin Vinny" may not be the most

sophisticated movie ever made, but it never

fails to keep the audience rolling in the

aisles. It's smartly written, brilliantly acted

and incorporates the most basic element for

successful comedy — pure and simple

entertainment i^-ki^

HLIf: *'My Cousin Vinny.* Written by Dale
Launer. Directed by Jonathan Lynn. Produced by
Dale Launer and Paul ScNff . A Twentieth Century
Fox release with Joe Pesci and Marisa Tomei.
(Rafed R: laiioua^e. mir>or violence arid sexual
situations; 115 mirHJtes) Opens Friday dtywide.

CENTER FOR THE *4Ci,/\ PERFORMING ARTS

SAT. MARCH 14. ATS P.M. ROYCE HALL

Cl^oLstine
and the

John Dankworth Quartet
The great Cleo Inline brings her scintillating vocal magic to Rovce Hall!

Tickets: $27, 22, 16; 9*
ST

* Students with tull-time ID Rush at showtime fof students & seniors (limited avail ) Program date time and pnce suOiect to change

Alpha Lambda Delta and Phi Eta Sigma Honor Societies

announce 2 $300 scholarships for each Chapter

-current Alpha Lambda Delta or Phi Eta Sigma member
in good standing

-initiated before April 5, 1 992
-will not be graduating before Winter1993 -- ^
-Applications are available at 1206'Murphy Hall

-Deadline is March 3art?92

-•*-»*'

Advertise.

It makes
cents.

Call 825-2161.

^pst

.TM

Scholastic Discount Program

Alpha Lambda Delta Honor Society announces the $1 00

Trow Award for Sophomore Members

-must have 45 to 89.9 quarter units

-minimum^ .5 qpa

-current Alpha Lambda Delta Member in good standing

-Applications available at 1 206 Murphy
-Deadline is March 20, 1 992

The Librex 386SX/20 Hotebook with 20 Mb Hird Diik,

U Mb RAM, MSDOS, 6.2 lb>. U now available lo icboola,

students, faculty and educational staff at an incredible price

386SX/20 $1299

21» l>mt^ Way

Bcfhclty, CA 94704

For More Information

Call 1 (800) 766-2948
PrioM and CQaTii to

SPRING BJKHAK

A©^ THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
MEN & WOMEN ?."^'"i^^'' ^

$
_ Lip Wax $5

^^^ Eyebrow •
Bikini Wax $20
Scuipture Nails $25

BODY WAVE &
:UT& CONDITIONER

S35

HILITE&
:UT& CONDITIONER

$35

CELLOPHANE &
CUTS 25

Exp. 4/12/92

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

CABO
SAN LUCAS
Let the party begin...

r

Special Departure: Mar 23-27

365 00
per person

double occupancy

Package Includes: Roundtrip airfare from lAX. 5 day5/4 nights hotel

accomodations at PLAZA LAS GLORIAS. 10% hotel tax. Cocktail Paity with FREE

DRINKS, and unlimited fun in the sun in beautiful CABO SAN LUCAS. Other

hotels also available, triple occupancy on request.

*does not include departure taxes or transfers

I.IMI I ID ^l'\i 1 I'll \s|: ( All.

1269 Vi'esnvood Blvd. • (310) 4''3-4591

End of Probation Fiesta!

$1.99 PITCHERS
Daily after 3pm

590Taco3 • $1 .50 Bean Nachos

$1 .00 Fish Tacos • $1 .50 Cheese Ouesadilla

-^ FREE Chips & Salsa!
Students: $1 .00 off any plate! FREE DELIVERY

1084 Gletitlon Ave. Westwooit 208-2038

MSbf

/\
J

'-"""-"- T
•^^
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CENTER FOR THE «<C4.A PERFORMING ARTS

THUR MARCH 12 AT 8 P.M.. ROYCE HALL

DaTidOweii]|Forri§»a„„ \^i
1991 IRVING S. GILMORt ARTIST
BEETHOVEN: Sonata Op. 27, No. 2, "Moonlight"

Sonata Op. 13, 'Tath^tique
SCHUBERT-LISZT: Die Winterreise
Tickets: $25, 20, 14; 9*

SC^X^^

T^. 310-825-9261
JJ!iJ^g!l!l!?!l!!L!!j!!:!!!!^^^ students & seniors (limitwl avail ) Progfam. date, time and price subject to change

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED OR DAILY $40 PR
DISPOSABLES (6 mo. supply) $79 SEtI

CHANGE LIGHT EYES (ext) $59 PR
CHAII6E BROWN EYES. %^^ pR

lASTlGMATISII. DCTEMDCD....... _.. „lt19 PR

EYE EXAM S15
I

Free Bausch n Lomb Renu Cans Kk (w^ne)
'HMmflnE'lWWmECMK lJOiMBEia:MIVBMEIlM.

iJOKKADtSIILTTNn. MlUVt I7MKWUEM
Rlli£narME.GNtfMMi

M^*^ BauKh n LDmb Uww

^21 3) 842-6094 (800)842-6094

STAND OUT AT YOUR
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY!

APPLY FOP A 1992 CHANCELLOP'6

6EPVICE AWAPD
UCLA^s College of Dgtters and .Srl^n^^ is pleased to open the
application process for the Chancellor's Service Award.
Approximately 125 graduating seniors will receive this honor in-
recognition of University and community service. Recipients
will be listed in the 1992 Letters and Science Commencement
program and will wear the blue and gold fourragere during their
respective ceremonies.

If you are a graduating senior from the College of Letters of
Science and have made a significant service contribution to
both the University and the community, you ore eligible!

You must have received a bachelor's degree in Fall 1991 or
Wmter 1992. or he n degreecandidate
1992. Degree candidates for Fall 1992 are not eligible.

Em€F

APPUCATION PROCEDURE: *

1

.

Pick up an application packet in the Letters and Sciences Counseling
office. A-316 Murphy Hall.

2. Submit the completed application fonii to Julie Ashby. Honors and
Undergraduate Programs. A-316 Murphy Hall by 5:00 p.m.. Wednesday.
April 29. 1992.

Any questions should be directed to Julie Ashby at (310) 206-3535

In prison

On the streets

they are the power.

;r

EDWARD JAMES OL

k^.,pX^>^^^'^Nr'

/ /\j N I' t it i: i> If y /\ run I-: hto it v
\ 'MVERSU PICTIRESnm^ \m. PRooraiov i\mmm\m THE SE.l\ D.^MEL CO\!PA.\T "AMERICIV \!E"

i;iLLU.\IFORaTH£ PEPESERVl EVELINA FER\A\DEZ '" t, DEWIS L.l\IBERT CLAlDEG.UDEnE

r.\'JllRin\\Or\G FLOIDMITRI^ LOl.ADLER ™.„„;;;BRLA\EllA\ivISH ^"::!FLO™.\nTRl\
^'

"
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--'"-UNIVERSAL
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OPENS FRIDAY MARCH 13 i ii

'Article' has lasting impact
By Aaron Dobbt
Daily Bruin Staff

"To carefor those who have borne
the battle."

VA. Hospital motto

It's no secret that many United
States veterans who come back
home after war find the public

filled with resentment and the

^vemment unsuppcrtive. Veter-
ans promised full medical benefits

from the underfunded Veterans
Administration find themselves
more likely to receive an Article 99— a clause which withholds
treatment from patients because
**the diagnosed condition cannot
be specifically related to military

service.**

The new film "Article 99"
centers around the reality faced by
neglected veterans. A man waits in

line for hours for treatment only to

be told by the nurse that the

hospital has no proof of his

disability. The man takes off his

prosthetic leg, bangs it on the table

and wks, **Is this proof?"
But the seriousness of the issue

doesn't undercut a film which is

both educational and entertaining.

Mixed with this horrific situation

is the story of a few doctors who
break the rules because they care

about their patients more than
about saving the government's
money.
Ray Liotta heads a talented cast

of young actors as Dr. Leonard
^tttfges» the head of ft band o^
oudaw doctors. Assisted by his

friends and coworkers Dr. Sid
Handleman (Forest Whitaker), Dr.

Rudy Bobrick (John C. McGinley)
and Dr. Robin Van Dom (Lea
Thompson), Sturges steals medi-
cal supplies, moves patients from
room to room, performs heart

bypasses during scheduled pros-

tate surgery and does whatever
else is necessary to help as many
people as possible.

Entering the fold is Dr. Peter
Morgan (Kiefer Sutherland), a
young, ambitious doctorwho plans
to use the V.A. as a temporary stop
on his way to a successful private

practice — just as Sturges had
planned several years ago. But
Morgan is affected by what he sees
at the hospital, and by the end of
the film, he finds that while his

ambition is still there, he doesn't

want to make money but only
wants to help people.

Writer Ron Cutler spent a lot of
time researching this topic for his

screenplay and the work shows.
Although the movie becomes a
little drawn out at times, he
successfully mixes the fact with
fiction. Director Howard Deutch
also does a good job at making the
various scenes seem realistic. He
takes a hard stance against the

VA. and except for some minor
problems of pacing in the middle
of the picture, he does a good job
translating Cutler's script to the
soeen.

All the performances are quite

good, and the actors successfully

transmit the chemistry they all

must have to make their actions
work. But the artistic elements of
the pu:ture are secondary to what's
really going on. They give the film

the element of entertainment
which keeps the audience watch-
ing, but what the audience takes

home i$ soiiictliing mocti moiiF=
important, -kifif

RLM: -Article 90.- Written by Ron
Cutler. Directed t>y Howard Deutch.
Produced by Michael Gruskoff and
Michael I. Levy. An Orion Pictures
release with Ray Liotta, Kiefer Suther-
land and Forest Whitaker. (Rated R:
language, vk>lence, brief nudity, sexual
situatk>ns and mature themes; 99 min.)
Opens Friday citywkie.

'immiglfaiit' turns pages
of American family album
By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

History has provided us with
many visions of penniless

tunes in the GndofL^OTtoni-
ty. Mark Harelik's sensitively

funny chronicles of his grand-

father's migration to America
in 'The Immigrant* A Hamilton
County Album" explores a
different path.-^

Chaskel Gerlik (Larry Belk-
in) arrives not in New York
City, but in Hamilton County,
Texas, where he is "adopted"
by the kindly, elderly Milton

and Ima Perry (Jim Cordes and
Barbara Bradshaw). Although
they are wary of Chaskel
because he is Jewish, their

charitable, generous natures

forbid them from deserting him
as he peddles bananas door-to-

door in the sun.

Perry, a wealthy banker,
starts the immigrant off in

business for himself first with a

fruit cart and then with a dried-

goods store, and convinces him
to change his name to some-
thing more "American" —
Haskell Harelik. HaskeU uses

the money he earns from busi-

ness to bring his wife. Leah
(Judith Townsend) to Texas.
The confused, alienated Leah

also turns to the Perrys —
especially to the nurturing Ima
— for needed support. Despite
differences in age and ideology,

the two couples form a long-

lasting friendship.

Harelik's play intertwines

comic wit with sweet (irose to

come up with a touching
imprint of what it's like to start

over in a new place. The
Yiddifil) nhmsAfi H^raliir ^m«
hoip give US a taste of the

marriage l>etween Haskell's

former and new cultures.

The performances are also

charming and strong. Belkin is

great as the gung-hp but
thoughtful immigrant ~ and
Bradshaw and Cordes exude
friendly, parental warmth as the

Perrys. Townsend is also

believable, despite her weak
Russian accent, as a woman
distraught over being separated

from the land and traditions she

loves.

Jay Tompkin's set is simple

but effective. The use of slides

(from Harelik's own family

album) to set the backdrop is

extremely endearing.

The immigration of perse-

cuted refugees to the United
States at the turn of the century

is an important part of Ameri-
can heritage, yet one doesn't

need to have roots in Eastern

Europe to enjoy *The Immi-
grant." •••Vi

STAGE: The Immigrant: A Hamil-
ton County Album.- Written by Mark
Harelik. Directed bv J. Bany Lewis.
Produced by Brian C. Smith and Eric
Krebs. Starring Larry Belkin, Judith
Townsend, Barbara Bradshaw and
Jim Cordes. Playing at the West-
wood Playhouse through April 5
from Wednesdays through Satur-
days at 8 p.m. with Wednesday and
Sunday matinees at 2 p.m. and 3
p.m., respectively. For more info.

caH (310) 208-5454.
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Play entertains but
breaks no new ground
By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

••Criminal Minds." playing at

the Third Stage in Burbank, tack-

les the issue of dealing with a man
who has no memory.

F6r escaped convict Eddie Ray.
the possibilities on what to do with

fellow inmate and amnesiac
Renfroe are endless. All Eddie has

to do is find out what particular

crime is Renfroe's talent, have him
conunit it, take all the loot and
have Renfroe take the blame, since

he won't remember Eddie anyway.
Eddie's girlfnend Billy Marie

isn't so sure this is such a good
idea. She didn't break Eddie out of
jail so he could lead a life of crime.

And she doesn't like getting the

innocent-natured Renfroe
involved in a scheme he can't

remember.
While waiting for Eddie to

return with supplies to the aban-

doned mini-golf resort where the

trio are hiding out, Billy devises a

system of cards for Renfroe to

read. This way, she doesn't have to

keep rq)eating their situation to

him. In the process, Renfroe falls

in love with Billy and she becomes
attracted to his gentie manner,

which contrasts with Eddie's vio-

lenUy jealous, totally selfish per-

sonality.

In managing this potentially

S^inmicky prenuse., writqr Robm
Swicord and director Allison Liddi

adepUy keep the tone of the play

sensitive and sweet, even while

using Renfroe's disability for

laughs.

Yet the play falls short of

coming up with a successfully

engaging story, partiy due to its

lack of action; the script repeatedly

reiterates the same information in

an attempt to show that Renfroe

has no clue about what's going on
around him.

In addition, there is little about

human nature in this production

that has not been explored in many
other plays. The dialogue,

although it flows well, sounds too

familiiu'. And though Swicord is

from the South, her characters'

typical SouUiem accents give the

play a generic feel.

The actors all give credible

performances. Bonita Friedericy's

Billy has an appealing earnestness

about her. Mark Hawkins as Eddie

Ray is chillingly self-centered and

James Hendriksen as Renfroe

offers a marked contrast with his

gentie, self-contained portrayal

••Criminal Minds" has a simple

charm to it but lacks the depth

needed to keep the audience

involved.**

STAGE: "Criminal Minds.' Written by
Robin Swicord. Directed by Allison

Liddi. A Birdman Productkxi with Bonita
Friedericy, Mark Hawkins and James
Hendriksen. Playing at the Third Stage
uftlil MaHfe2fi. HX:f10. For mei^ftJaSt-
caH (818) 842-4755.

UCLA honors Lewitsky
By Kelly O'Donnell

Daily Bruin Staff

Dance pioneer Bella Lewits-

ky joined the likes of Marcel

Marceau and Mel Torme as the

1992 recipient of the UCLA
Center for the Performing Arts

Award for Artistic Excellence.

At a dinner in her honor at the

Bel Age Hotel on Feb. 27,

fellow dancers and artists

shared memories of their years

with the dance legend.

••Bella Lewitsky represents

the courage and conscience of

the arts and artists of America,"

said Vice Chancellor Andrea
Rich.

Lewitsky 's Los Angeles-

based company has developed a

worldwide reputation for

excellence in dance, with tours

in 43 states and 16 countries,

and her career as a choreogra-

pher spans five decades. She

has an equally impcHiant rela-

tionship with this university.

••UCLA and I go back a long

way," she said upon receiving

See LEWITSKY, page 2B

'BANGKOK'
From page 23
obligated to fmd work in the city to

support them. Even after she had

put her siblings through school and

her father had died, she continued

selling herself to keep her mother

and infant child from starving.

By the time of the film, the 25-

year-old Aoi has been irreparably

affected by her experiences as a

prostitute. She hates all men and

cynically condemns the notion of

love. More alarmingly, she now is

resigned to her profession as a

permanent fate and hates herself

for it

Perhaps the most despicable yet

revealing moments of the film are

the interviews with the various

international patrons of Bangkok's

nude bars. A group of college-age

Australian men go to great lengths

to explain how much they feel for

the girls' situations, and then

commend themselves for helping

them out by paying for their

services. An overweight American

then explains why Thai girls are

the best in the world: They have

great bodies, and after taking a

shower with you, giving you a

blow job and fucking you all night,

will fold your shirt for you with a

smile on their faces.

O'Rourke does occasionally

bring his camera into the bars to

watch the nude dancers, but he

does so only to give a taste of the

atmosphere. He does not foUow his

subjects t)ack to their rooms with

their Joes or linger too long.

Instead, he places the greatest

emphasis where it belongs — on
Aoi and her revealing, dramatic

dialogue.

••Good Woman" is by no means
an easy film to watch. It offers no
solutions, no hope (O'Rourke even
reports that within a year after

buying Aoi the rice farm and

leaving Thailand he returned to

fmd her back in Bangkok working

in a sleazy massage parlor). For

those who focus on the big picture,

it is also frustrating. There is no
analysis of the social forces at

work behind Thailand's prostitu-

tion or any hints of the govern-

ment's involvement in the

problem.

But what remains is a vital,

powerful personal story that

should provoke the mind of any

interested, thoughtful person.

FILM: "The Good Woman of Bangkok.*

Directed and Produced by Dennis
O'Rourke. A Roxie Releasing release.

(Rated R: language, nudity and sexual

dialogue; 82 mm.) Playing through

March 19.
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UCLA MORTAR BOARD PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS ANNUAL

FACULTY EXCELLENCE AWARD
•Nominate the faculty who has motivated you both inside

and outside of class for our faculty excellence award.

•Deadline for nominations is Friday, Mar. 20 at 4:00

•FiH out the nomination form below and turn it in to the

Dean of Students offfice at 1206 Murphy Hall.

JJ

K/iortar Board is an active national

senior honor society which recognizes

scholarship, leadership and service to

the campus community. For more
information, contact the Dean of

Students office at 825-3871

.

ftBiiK tOuf

cm
SPONSORED BY MORTAR BOARD=^— GO-SPONSGREDBV ^
STUDENT UNION DIRECTOR

NAME OF PROFESSOR:
DEPARTMENT:
EXPLANATION OF NOMINATION:

YOUR NAME: YOUR PHONE #:

UCLA Faculty & Staff!

You are cordially invited to our

1 St Year Anniversary

OPEN
HOUSE

When
Thursday, March 26th

Time
; 1 1:30 am - 1:00 pm ^^^^> =«

Where
Thomas CooK Travel, 937 Westwood Blvd.

Why
•Qet info on • One Stop Travel Program"

• Refreshments
• Door Prizes

Name

Dept-

Phone*

!
I I

Please send mc an information packet on;

I
the "One Stop Travel Program."

j

1
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CHEAP :

TRAFFIC ;

SCHOOL
$1 4.99 :

(with this ad)

213) 463-2222 or (310) 271-4527?
•INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

"

SISTERHOOD
b k s t f e

Books Music

Videos Jewelry

By And About Women

1351 Westwood Blvd.. Los Angeles. CA 90024

(213)477-7300 Open 7days 10-8pm

AN rMlf^oRmiviT Nonc;i from

THE UCLA FINAflS^m AID OFFICE
In response to inepropoj^ 249%lte^*KP9a$e UC Pi^lder* <5afi^rifii*^iirilJfl^^
T!>afie IS sell tii«e to apply for nee<ii«8^ rr^lcM^m^^^^M^

'"""""'"""

>^

•• *<
-comi^ete^ andmm^sxMfmmim^mmon ftrc«iiii=|[iiiipp 6. mm
'HsN^ nndnclal dNI feig«>llty for 1 9SQ^|99S.

ynlvmltyF^e<5f3msranigelrt»n$2S0to$l2(}0, Applic^n^wtt^^||||||p^p^|gii^

SAAC ^ms $irc avall^le at the Ffenanclaf Aid Oftlag. A«l2^ WNippiiiiiiif^^ to 5tmpm.
Mij^rieiteyihit^h Friday. .

^ ^\ iliii

I

fotr c^aduate Division students, the Graduose Division will pay Hie apf^c^lon ifee.
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Make the Smart Move

H.UCLA
OUSING

UNIVERSITYAPARTMENTS
NORTH

— Short Walk to Campus

First come first served basis.

— Optional meal plan

— Month to Month Rental

— Fully Furnished

— Roommate Matching Service

Available

ON CAMPUS HOUSING

Get better grades!

Residence HaU tutors

Computer labs

Study and review

Sessions

Walk or bike to:

Cultural and Sporting

activities

Classes and libraries

Choose dining options!

Three different meal

plans

Deli snack bar, cafe

grille and pizzeria

Sack lunches/ASUCLA
food coupons

FALL QUARTER 1992

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
APPLICATION DEADLINE:

MARCH 3L 1992

For application and information

contact:

-« '''v UniversilyApartments/Ndrlh

625 Landfair Avenue #1

Los Angeles, CA. 90024-2461

PHONE: (310) 825-2293

On Campus Housing

270 De neve Drive

Los Angeles, CA. 90024

PHONE: (310) 825-4271

IMMMP

DELPY
From page 22
scene with Godard and I had to say,

•When the professor farts, the

mountains are trembling.' At the

time I didn't know what it meant
My English was very bad. It was a
crazy experience, a crazy movie.
It's always fun to work with
Godard. I mean, it's fiin and it's a
nightmare at the same time."

But Delpy says she hasn't
always gotten along so well with
French directors. **French people
are so craepy. I remember one day
when I Was like 14 I went to the

office of this famous director in

France, and he said to me, *There's

a naked scene and I would like to

see you naked to see how you
would look.' And I broke an
ashtray on his head when he told

me that Not because he wanted to

see me naked, but because he
obviously meant something else. It

was a big trauma for me, I was
crying for days."

So it's no surprise when Delpy
says she's been living in New York
for the last three months. "I feel

better here," she says. "But even in

Germany or in England, I feel-

better than in France.

"What's good in (America) is

that there's this big thing. Holly-
wood, and then there are indepen-
dents fighting against the system,"
she says. "In France, there's no big
thing so it's all mixed together.

There's no conflict What's inter-

esting in America is there's always
conflict"

I begin to suspect Delpy would
prefer iiring in ISth-century
France, smack dab in the middle of
the French revolution. Come to

think of it I wouldn't mind joining
her. Somehow the idea of storming
the Bastille with her seems like a
lot of fun.

But I settle for going to the hotel

lobby with her when it becomes
apparent that's my only option. As
we near the elevator, Delpy gets
philosophical on me. "I don't
believe in God, but if there is a
God, I think he's into art The thing

that differentiates people from
animals is not oi^anization. And
it's not power or all that stuff. It's

just art and creation."

Hmmm. I wonder if that makes
Jesse Helms a dog. But before I can
ask, we're walking through the

pool area. The sun is beating down
on us like a bitch.

"I wish there were a breeze. It's

too hot" I whimper.
"Yeah, but I kind of like it"

replies Delpy, as she looks up into

the sun.

Perhaps she's looking for palm
trees.

LEWITSKY
From page 27

the acrylic award, designed by
sculptor and art professor Vasa
Mihich. Lewitsky is a board
member of the CPA's communi-
ty-outreach program "Design for
Sharing," which brings the arts to
members of the community. The
dance veteran also inspired
UCLA's 1991 School of the Arts
graduating class with a rousing
commencement address last June.
Rare footage of a young Lewits-

ky performing dance techniques,
screened at the celebratory dinner,
was a reminder of the permanence
of artistic genius. Her amazing
flexibility complemented the sharp
fluidity of her movements.
And as Mayor Tom Bradley

declared in a message read at the
dinner. "Bella Lewitsky is one of
the brightest jewels in the cultural
crown of Los Angeles."

Anr>erican Heart
Association
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"You Don't Need To

Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile"
^

Dental Exam & Cleaning

COLLEGE OFlAW
APPLYNOW

Accredited-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

August 1992
Flexible Programming

Accrediled by the Califomit

I
Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Westem Association of

Schools md Colleges.

Two Convenieni Locations

Encino Campus

5445 Balboa Boulevard

CaIl:(818)981-4529

La Veme Campos
1950111101 Street

CaM:(714)596-1848

(raf I1MI

4knul(

475-5598
J4-h<)ur bnu'ri»efu V

Scr\i(c

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask US about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

=da8Uy & ^ordably-^

at home
Sid Soleimaniaa O.O.S.

1 620 Westwood Blvd., V\^t Los Angeles

Open Evenings & Saturdays

Free Pvkir^ in Rear

TV/VCR REPAIR
Your Home (Dey or Night)In

FOREIGN
STUDENTS

Need to Improve TOEFL
scores? Want To Pass the

TSE. TWE, GRE?
We Can Help!

The ESL TUTORING
CENTER

(818)999-5384

Personal 10

$200 CHALLENGE. Prove my pollution solu-

tion unworkable u\d giet $200. Support this

sound ecological policy or take the $200
challenge. 1 -aOO-46S-24a9.

BLUE-EYED SCOTT AT MEDICAL SCHOOL:
YOU MET A DARK-EYED CATERER-
MCCINTY'S THURS. FEB. 27. CAU HER.
(213)850-4488.

ISPRING BREAK DISCOUNTS
UCLA Discounts Free Estimates by Phone

[

MAAMMOm CLECIRONKS
CALLI (3 10)824-2374

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

Personal 10 Personal 10

Research Subjects 12

NATIVE ARABIC speaker to help me study

Koran, also corwersation; saudi/bedouin
dialects preferred Nina (310)271-3647.

ALPHA SIG,

THE FIRSTROUND
GOES TO US... BETTER
LUCKNEXT YEAR!

^O
Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3

Pfoblamt Willi food?
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS

12 sisp program for

Amiroiioi, BulimiM 4 Ovmalart.

M.
IMC»44

AU

AleohoNos Anonymous

Mootinos
Men. diaouMkm. Thur. Bookatudy, Fri. Slip

Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:18. Fri. 12300-1 «0
TuM. DiMuwton. Wad. DiMUMkm NPi

0863812:15-1300

For aloohoiM or indivWueb who
hew> dflokinQ probwrns

ASTRONOMY 4 %vf II not beoHtnd this Spring.

Astronomy 6 will be offered: 10 18612 Tu-

Thun 2-3:15. Prof. Wemar. For more Info.

contact Astro, dept. 825-4435.

Sports Tickets

ARIZONA student ticket for sale. $5(VOBO.
Call 818-783-8911.

AVAILABLE: Student guest ticket to UCLA
versus Arizona game. Good price. Call Kristin

(310)794-4739.

Concert Tickets 6

2 NEl DIAMOND TIOCETSI Sat. 3/14,

S4(y^r ticket. Call Rich (310) 202-6398.

FOR SALE: NEH. DIAMOND TICKETS (4).

(310)479-1627.

.t.W P
Thanks Pike for a
great time playing

broembaii on TMesday!

Univer6it7 of <§>an Diego

29th Year
Guadalajara Summer Session

June 26 -July 31, 1992

Courses fully accredited by the Western Association

of Schools and Colleges (WASC). Spanish language
at all levels, Bi-lingual and special Education including

ESL and Reading Education, Art, Economics,

Hispanic Studies, History, Folk Dance, Literature,

Guitar, Political Science. Cross-Cultural Studies.

Tuition: $600 for 1-8 undergraduate units, $640 for 1-8

graduate units. Four credit Mini Sessions: $400.

Room and board in a Mexican Host Home: $650.

Apartment and Hotel accomodations available.

For information: Guadalajara Summer Session,

University of San Diego, Alcaic Park. San Diego, CA
92110-2492, (619) 260-4598.
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Basketball Tournament |

1st Place: Fraternity Alumni Team (6A5) ^
2nd Place: ZOE
3rd Place: ATil ^

^ We wotdd like to thank all the participants & a
^ huge thank you to all our sponsors,
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An Open Letter
Pbt Kappa Psi Fraternity extends its apologies to the UCLA community

and othersfor the recent distribution ofthe offensive, insensitive
songbooks.

;i'

The objectionable songs reflect a mind-set oftimespast As these song:
do not reflect on our current ideals andprinciples, the books have been
confiscated and destroyed

The members responsiblefor distributing the songbooks have been
suspendedfrom theirpositions aspledge educators.

Phi Kappa Psi has never condoned nor advocated violence, sexism or
intolerance Our reorganization ofourpledge and brother training
demonstrates our commitment to teach andpractice our ideals of
tolerance and respectfor others.

s

Chris Lee.

ABXAEOrHlT?KAMNOn0PZTYQH4'ZABXAEOrHIi>KAMNOn0PXT
e

Interfraternity Council
Spring Rusli 1992

in

®
o

e
<
X
<

Rush Orientation Fair
Begins: 1 1:00am

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

All Rushees are

o
®

[I]

dd

encouraged to attend e
ABXAEOrHIi5KAMNOn0PZTYQS4'ZABXAEOrHIi>KAMNOn0PET
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J\ X mm
1 7THANNUAL
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INIGHTS HOTEL
INCLUBING POOL
& JACUZZI
CATEREbMEAL
$55 UNTIL MAR, 19

''m ATi2 VACATION.,.

TMANTIbOTE EOR ^ 2UH!inj
UNUMItEb BEVERAGES

UNLmiTEb BUTLER
TUMBLER

OPTIONAL TrSHIRT

FOR INFO • CALL bEANS2lt2^J^

I ANGELA, HILARY, %
JENN, LISA, & ^
YVONNE- %

^ THANKS FOR BEING g
< SUCH GREAT I
J ROOMIES IN THE g
§ BACK 6! I
% ^&AOT t
§ HEATHER |
KA^KA^KA^KA^KA^KA^

A<I> A<t> M> A<I> A<I> A<I> A^ AO
>

Linda Martin ^

<

<

<

<
e
<

<

<

Alpha Phi congratulates

and

Je£f Blodc^ett
(AY->Uiiiv. of Colorado)

on their beautiful

pinning at formal!

>

>

>

>
e

A^ AO A^ A<I> A4» A<I> A^ A^

\yhy are the

Irish so l'*'-'^'

Find out tonight at Th

^-kmreQl fcodf^ the

Chi's

farty=

BYOB ID Recced Invite Only
i<$:^:>:$S?S;x

?'s Mark 794-438 1 Matt 208-296

1

Jennifer Aarts
Kristyn Avanzino
Jeannie Cum

m

ings
Elizabeth Curwen

Karen Gerke
Andrea Sorenson

T

?
T

IVe love You Guys! ¥

The gentlemen ofAXA proudly present
our biggest and best court ever.

The 1992 Crescent Court

Wendy Raymond
Shawn Lockey

Vanessa Jarman

tibby Jaynes

Amy Rush
Molly Boardman

Lori Jadon
Carrie Donahue
Mia Lambert

Queen will be announced at a later date.

,y^"^'^--"'ysr^ ,m "Wk
%.

KA /:W:.

April Veria & j^ndra Fbiiseca
for ^ gisai job on Casino Night

,
/.>

and toJHlrnKmsor.
Basljlb Robbins Mann Theaters

Numero tJno

^^^^^^^^^^^^
C^ \

Santo^s

Straltons'^

Tower Records

Videotheque

Bn
Ci^ Bean Coffe<?

Did|iyRiese

The Grcctt Ohe^
Helen's CycJ^^'
London C^i^^ners

5 Is

AAn is proud iM^ amtounee tlteir

1992-3 E^^eeuthre CoimeU

President Nadia Shabaik
Exeeutlve V,E Becky Parzicde

Membership V.E Jennifer Price

Alpha Edtieation Kristy Mateer
Treasurers Kathleen Dcdgle

Panhellenic

House Manager
Soeial

Michelle Gridley

Debi Barstad
Kathy Gutman
Terry Kaivra
Laurie Bardin

Standards

Scholarship

Heat/ier Sondelmon Membership Selection Sarah Landis
Nancy Putman Members at Large Betsy Bradley

Renee Galloway
Kristin Gamble

Alpha Delta Pi thanks their 1991-92 Exeeutire Council
I for all their hard Mvork and dedication

I

I

I

AAn Congratulates 1992-3

Elected Officers & Representatives

Recording Secretary
Corresponding Sec
Chaplain
Guards

Student Health Advocate
Peer Health Counselor

Lisa Pitts

Sunshine Sharp
Rachel Bartz

Jen Heimann
Tracy Davis

Kathleen Daigle

Tracy Davis

Raseorch Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12

m^ GOOD LUCK IN FINALS!!

Kci'p up that hi'^h Cil^A!
:;^

WESTWOOD PSYCHIC, ruder arxi advisor,

gMarantee to kHvc any problerm in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, financial, and
any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnigKt.

1(800)559-NINA.

STUDENTS NEEDED FOR UCLA RESEARCH.
Watch job interview, an«Mer questionaires.

Approx. Ihr $10. 476-0668.

SUDDEN RUSH OF INTENSE FEAR for no
reaMn? Earn $. Call 206-9191 Heart Rate
Study.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED-Caucasian male and
female ages 25-35 to study the effects ofUV on
human skin, 6 month study. Volunteers %v<ll be
paid SI 200. For more infomriation call (31 0)
828-8887.

7 «WM»t >IWii
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* Alpha €:hVs,.. *

J Qood luck on Finals and have J
^ an awesome Spring Break!! J

KA congratulates our
1992 Dagger Court,,,

Kevin Dickey
Chris Lane

Kyle LaBrache
Eric Mosh

...and our 1992 Daggerntan

Nick Baldwin

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

«

Research volunteers between the gges of 18 and
65 experiencing tnese symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

ERIHA KRAKKER
BA. Coimnunication Studies

Ettfoy your adventures in Europe 1

1

We » You! AW.LC.JK

!r!'?**^nfl*fi!<*l*!*><!<!l*<!*>l!l!^^ '^f^'^'tm^

OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE
DISORDERS-- ADUiT
PRSOCCItt^DWITH KECUimEMT OR
PE^SPNT THOUGHTS? REPETITIVE

ACnvmES THATINTERFEREWITH DAILY
FUNCTIONS? PISISC^SS 18+ NEED^ FOR
mmi^CALRESEARCH STUDY. QUAUTtED
MAY RECEIVE FREE PHYSICAL EXAH tAB
TESTSAND MAY EARN UP TO *4R0 CMi.

*\ r liim 1 1

1

-^'•**'-*- *-N^->. ••%-»- S%VS

MMMi^h^

GOOD LUCK!
Andi Sachtschale

Laura Fay

in Washington D.C.

next Quarter!

AAA will mis^ you!

::I*JP*^I«^

biiiii|i||i^

Research Subjects 12

BED-WETTING (ENEURETIC) BOYS 7-11

yean needed fcx UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

DIABETICS (NON-INSULIN USING, AGES
4S-aO). Earn $50 in pain study at VA Hospiul
(S.F. Valley). 2 sessions, 3 hours ea. Includes

blood withdrawal. Call 818-891-7711, ext.

7606.

HYPERACTIVE fiOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

: ^J'jL^*-:-*!^-:^ rf- JL*/*\T I -I
•

II.

Do vou read

CdSIJliil^nlitfhl'.^

Qmnonr'^ Mdili'ijinisdlc.'^

Sew Wdiiwii'.^

Women needed to participate in a
group interview for research on

wonien's magazines and messages
they sell about beauty, sex. and men.

Call now: (415)8560605

to sign up for an interview

Research is betng conducted by Dr.

Debbie Then. Affiliated Scholar. UCLA
Center for the Study ofWomen

Pregnancy 20

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help infertile couple
have baby by becoming egg donor. Compen-
sation available. Call Barbara (818)350-5243.

MARRIED OR SINGLE WOMEN NEEDED AS
OVUM DONORS ONLY. $2,500 FEE PLUS
EXPENSES. CONTACT ICNY, 3249 MT. DI-
ABLO BLVD., LAFAYETTE, C\ 94549. CALL
COLLECT 1-510-937-3200. EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, NOa P. KEANE.

Salons 21

Facial,

Complete European facial cteanlnQ,

btemlshes, acne, lash tinting, and

waxing, $25, body message, S40,
located opposite te Century City Mali

785-0205

Research Subjects 12

VOLUNTEERS WITH FACIAL ACNE, ages
1 2-.10, needed to participate in research study.

Ur>der Dermatologist supervision. Volunteers
will be paid. For more Info, call
(310)828-8887.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392.

Egg/Sperm Donor 19 Egg/Sperm DorK>r 19

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn

51 00/wk or more.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

up

One of the nation's most respected sperm donor

program is now selecting

QUALIFIED SPERM DONORS
Help Infertile Couples Monetary Compensation

Free extensive health testing,

including chromosomal analysis

THE U.S.C. SPERM BANK
Call (213)343-9967

THROWING UP
GEniNG YOU DOWN?
Eilf«

Dr.

annvMlyip«cW%: ^KNJ CM GET HELP TOO

B^miM. aiRlcal Piyckologiil
(lndhr.Mi«iMpappk4

213-655-6730

Opportunities 26

TELEMARKETER WANTED to work with a
major Wallstreet Investment Firm. Pays hourly.
Call Michael Horaney or Rick Hawkins.
(81 8)382-571 9, (800)237-4821

.

Mm
MyNMIMOmS!

MOWNTION It A MI«,TI-MUX>M
•UUNOS OUM UM IMCUintS
MoncnoM *Muv ocvicis,

OUNt, (OUNO ALMIN«,
Ml ALAIMM A MOMI

sail

VM(MA.1«MJMt«-^ltl

K^^^.T??*^ J0»-»7»-1T»T rAX SO« ITS 1I7S

Heip Wanted 30

$20D-$500 WEEKLY. Asaemble products at

honrw. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2900 Copyright tCAIIKDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopes for major
corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Dept. 5117.8. P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.

$40,00(Vyr. READ BOOKS and TV ScripU. Fill

out sinrtple 'likMk>n't like' form. EASYI Fun,
relaxing at home, beach vacations. Guaran-
teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright fCAllKEB.

ACCOUNTING ttERK, P/T, PC experience
required. ACCPAC software knowledge help-

ful. tCLA area. FAX resume Dl0)274-0405.

••• ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/
SECRETARY. Good comrruinicatfon ytd cor-

respondence skills. 554 WPM. WordPerfect,
Lotus. Knowledee in accountingAxiokkeeping.
lOhiiAxk^ Jlexibl» days/hrs. 395-7070.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T F/T for

Beverly Hills store. Prefer Macintosh literate.

Must have car. Contact Mike. (21 3) 272-8000.

Hecdth Services 22 Health Services 22

FREE DENTISTRY. Do you need fillings,

crowTH, or gurn work? Doctor needs patients

for State Board Exam. (215)270-9154.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and renx>val of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Croup. (213)786-0636.

LOOKING FOR DENTAL BOARD PATIENTS.
Will provide free exam »- x-rays. If interested

call Vangie. (818)573-5692.

PAUL DREW, athletic masseur. LKZLA dis-

count. (310)839-8544.

LAW FIRM
fieeds motivated person to

do challenging legal and
clerical tasks.

Great Experience to field

Please sefid resume
w GPA. available times
tor interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th Floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT —
fisheries. Earn 5,000+^fx>. Free transportationf
Room Board! a<^tr 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call 1-206-545-4155
ext. 1483.

Aasen^ble ProducU at Home. EASY WORK!
TOP PAYI GUARI 1 -800-881 -6000, ex 41 50.
Open 7 days.

ASSEMBU ARTS, CRAFTS, TOY & JEWELRY
ITEMS FROM YOUR HOME. Earn up to

S525M<. F/r Of P/T. Call (213)964-2943.

BEVERLY HILLS CHINESE RESTALIRANT.
Needed: P/T phone Uker. SaL 10 AM-8:30
PM., weekday schedule pending; including
manager job; P/T waiter M-Sat, 1 1 AM.3 PKV
(310)859-7836, call after 3PM.

PART-TIME BILINGUAL (SPANISH) LEGAL
ASSISTANT needed by Beverly Hills Attorney.
Ask for Vivian (310)855-1861.

BIG SISTER to teach Nintendo & soccer to
S-year-old glH. (310)839-5370.

BUSINESS SEEKS ASSISTANCE WITH JAPAN-
ESE CULTURE - Knowledge of traditfonal

dances, Kabuki,\and songft. Call Larry
(213)852-0974.

'

CAMP COUNSaOR: Roughing It Day Camp
in SF Ir East Bay is hiring for Summer 1992!
(510)283-3878. Send resume to P.O. BOX
1266 ORINDA, CA 94563.

CAMPUS POSITIONS: Flexible part-time
ihours, will work around clvscs/ immediate
openings. Sunset Village dining services
$6.63/hr 206-7688. ConUct Wah Anderson.
Also accepting applications for summer
employment.

CASTING IMMEDIATaYI Extras needed for

feature fljmjLMlivnerclals, |nd television.

Eam up flp^9200 per day! No experience
ntedtd. Call today (818)563-2021.

-THERAPEUTK MASSAGE-
SNtsndudiQn/dii^fBMMiit

NvHsnid

I

a"
bod $IS

ful body $25

Grtf (carttiM TiMrapitt) S1S-906-2676

MODELS

Call (818)508-8680
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Do you Like to Talk?

This Is the perfect job for

you.Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. Evening + weekend

hours available.

Training provided.
Sharpen your

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

1083 Gayley Ave. - 4th Floor

30 Help Wanted

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn
$2,00(H/nrK}nth •»- worUi travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etc.) Holiday, Sumrrter and
Career employment available. No experience

necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4155 ext. C462.

DISABLED STUDENT needs help doing laun-

dry and cleaning apartment. Responsible per-

son sought. 3-4 hounAveek. Flexible hours.

Leave message for Troy at 206-5040.

DISTRIBUTOR: Student security producU, part

Ume, em big $1$ (310)574-1365

DRIVER, PERSON-FRIDAY FOR PROFES-
SIONAL COUPLE. Responsible, excellent

driving record, dHve late nfx>del luxury car

Monday AM round trip LA-San Diego iund

Friday PM RT San Diego-LA. Car LA based.

Must be available for errar>ds during the week.
Good Salary. References. Beverly at 206-31 9 1

.

DRIVER WANTED, Own car, hours variable.

(310)559-6882.

EASY WORK! EXCaLENT PAYI ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL TOU FREE
1-800-467-5566 EXT.8737.

MAKE MONEY EASY! Just advertise 24hr
roadside assistance club noemberships $39.95
annually. Much cheaper than comparable
services. Good anywhere any road US and
Canada. Membership covers member and
spouse. Includes all can up to 1 Ion truck an
RVs. First year membership includes FREE 6
night, seven day 4 star hotel stay in Hawaii or
Mexico. Dealerships are available by calling

310-512-6021.

MALES AND FEMALES, Aaes 18-24 for nude
modeling for French and American Maga-
ilnes. Sanrie day pay. Call Paul 310-278-9162.

MEDICAL BILLINq^COLLECTION PERSON
FOR PRIVATE CARDIOLOGY OFFICE. AM-
part tinf>e, 18 hrsMt, $7.0(Vhr. No previous

e>^>erlence neccesary. CommunicationAyping
skills required. Resume: Dr.Kimchi — P.O.
Box 35064 — Los Angeles, CA 90034.

MODELS for 1993 Swimsuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

MODaS WANTED, haircuts free, & highlights

$25 on March 12, 13, 17, 18, & 19. Call

(310)273-6715.

NEED MONEY?
Last year over $100 million in

scholarahips and financial aid
went UNCLAIMED. We can help

yoM find the money you
need for achool...

GUARANTEED!
Excel College Financing
Call Now for free information

1-800-944-0066 x6500

ENTRY LEVEL
The Rad«r Instttiitt
TIm notions lorgest providor of oolng

disorders treatment seeks students lor

entry level, moricetimL soles.

communication position. Fysdiology

major a plus. Port time, flexible hours,

opportunity. Solory DOL
aiU47t-ti3Snt.201.

MUSIC LOVERS WANTED for the Music
Express. Make extra dollars with flexible sche-

dule. Call (213)935-9234.

NEED CASH? EARN S50-$1 00 or more per day
(conrwn) -¥ incer^ives. Positive, energetic solici-

tors wanted for Valley Funding Drive. $5per hr.

during TRAINING PERIOD. Need CAR. No
Exp. Full/Part Time. (818)907-4967.

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT: Biomedical Journal.

Word Processor, excellent spelling ar>d typing

skills. English/Journalism majors. Ruth:
825-6521.

ENERGETIC CASHIERS AND TICKET WRI-
TERS WANTED. FLEXIBLE HOURS, Sepulveda
West Car Wash, 2001 Sepulveda Blvd.,

(310)478-9274.

ENGLISH-MANDARIN TRANSLATOR, know-
ledgeable of classical Chinese literature &
poetry, especially erotic literature.

(310)837-9784, leave message.

ENJOY FREE LONG DISTANCE PHONE
CALLS AND SUPPLEMENT YCHJR INCOME!
CALL (310)575-5046 ANYTIME. (CONTROL
NUMBER—523—000).
ENTERTAINMENT LAW FIRM seeking moti-

vated student to do challenging legal and
clerical research In the talent and
athlete agent representation and advertising.

ExperierKe with rrxxieling or athlete agent

contracts, helpful. Excellent computer ar>d

research skills required. Send resume with

GPA to law offices of R. Sebastian Gibson, 1 25
Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 200, Palm
Springs, Ca, 92262 or Phone 619-322-2446.

FAST FUNDRAISING PRCXRAM. Fraterni-

ties, sororities, student dubs. Eam up to

$1000 in one week. Plus receive a $1000
bonus yourself. And a FREE WATCH just for

calling l-aOO.932-0528 Ext.65.

FRONTRUNNERS LOOKING FOR SELF-

MOTIVATED, ^perg^tic, goal oriented, men
aryi women for sales positions. Apply in

person. FRONTRUNNERS Brentwood, 1 1640
San Vicente Blvd.

FUTURE KIDS-Part-time children's computer
teacher. Daily AM and/or PM.(31 0)471 -6877.

LOSE 10-29 LBSyMONTH. Eam extra $.

Doctor recomnwnded, 24 hr. info line.

(818)382-7010.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Support AIDS research

and make $$ P/T. Sell condonrw. Perfect

Health. (805) 655-5624.

httu atUDENTSwTtli sotne creathre WDHcing
skill to make basic math word problems.

WP51. HooWofnce call (213)365-8008.

ONE OF AMERK^'S FASTEST GROWING
CORPORATIONS entering HongKong, Tai-

wan, japan, Mexico arxi Australian markets.

Looking for people who have friends, family,

or business associates in any ofthese countries.

If so call 1-800-755-3354.

CPA FIRM NEEDS COMPUTER OPERATOR
MWF, 9am.-5pm. ASK FOR AL. (310)
4704500.

PART-TIME office assistant needed by Brent-

wood Law-finn for filing, mail, etc. Knowledge
of word-perfect helpful Flexible hours, great

experience, $7 per hour. CALL (31 0)207-5400
ext. 85 (24 hrs.)

PT COUNSELOR at adolescent psychiatric

residential program in Malibu to work Friday

and Saturday overnight. ExperierKe r>ecesury.

Pat (310)457-7980.

PT/fT RETAIL. S8.20 start. Scholarship*—

Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/T OR F/r CASHIER WANTED. JAPANESE &
ENGLISH SPEAKING. HANDBAGS PLUS.
1037 WESTWOOD BLVD. (310)824-0700.

RETAIL SALES P/T. Experienced sales person
for children's store. Westside Pavillion.

10-3:30 (MF) Call for interviews
(310)441-1896.

SANTA MONKIA House Keeper wanted,
14(boy) & 9(girl). Must have car,& valid CA
license. Driving, cooking, cleaning, laundry.

Hours approximately Tu-Fr(3-7), M&Sat. (9-6).

Hours must be flexible. S6/hr Helen
(310)479-8830.

SECRETARIAL P/T position. WLA Law firm is

looking for a secretary with outstanding skill

with knowledge of word processing using

WordPerfect 5.1, typing 55 wpm, other gen-

eral office duties. Must be reliable,

fast-paced, fficient. Veronica (310)207-2066
(9-6pm). ^^^_^^^^
SHOWROOM MANAGER for Santa Monica
retail picture franker. Management experience

& computer skills necessary. FAX resume to

(310)828-2643 or phone (310)828-6866.

SRAll part time, F/T summer. Position includes

electronic & mechanical assembly, some prog-

ramming. Dr. Oemer (310)825-5931. EEOC.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- the Big Bear Tennis

RarKh is hiring counselors to work as TENNIS,
WATERSKIING, JET SKI, and RECREATION
INSTRUCTORS. Call Bob at (714)585-3133,
fof more info.

SUMMER jOBS-Available at a Children's Day
Camp in WLA. Enjoy a summer working with

kids in the outdoors. Positions available:

groupcounselors and instructors in arts andcrafts,
dance, drama, gymnastics, swimming, and
computers. (213)472-7474.

TEACH COMPtTTER SKILLS to children in

Japan for 1-year. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

required. Japanese not required. Makiko
(310)337-7006 ext.214

TELEMARKETER POSITON . Evening. $€^f
*d*M*r 01O)377.S838> Seer*:

TEMPORARY WORKERS for removal of medi-
cal records. Weekdays and or weekends.
$€>^. (310)559-8823.

TRANSLATORS: SPANISH/ENGLKH. Must be
fluent, friendly, reliable. Send resunr>e & cover
letter in Spanish to M. Lee,' C/O HCD 3000
Olympic Blvd. Suite 241 3, SanU Monica, CA
90404.

ATHLETIC TYPES
AGGRESIVE. COMPETITIVE
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED TO
HELP RUN NEW COMPANY.

P/T and F/T positions

available. Positive attitucte

ancJ neat appearance a must.

(310)53e«496 (818)3600760

KARI MICHAEL$EN
•Katie' from the NBC series

""GIMME A BREAK ""

(and fomier Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or fuH-time.

1310)536-0496 (818)3600760

Part-time bookkeeper

needed for busy Westwood
travel agency.

Light bookkeeping skills & a

pleasant personality required.

Shifts available: 10-2 or 11-3

Pay:$7hr.

All interested please call Steve at

(310)824-7083

PART-TIME Pkych office. Light bookkeeping,

billing, wordprocessing, transcriptions.

(310)278-0084.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large

family day care. Pacific Palisades, ECE units

ind experierKe necescary. Call Leslie at

(310)573-1811.

PART-TIME Retail Sales, *S8.20 Starting Pay*,

Schedule around classes. EveiAvkr>ds avail-

able. Scholarships awarded quarterly. (310)

396-1479

PART-TIME GENERAL OFFICE. Flexible hours.

Beverly Hills area. Must have car/insurar>ce.

SSAv. (310)271-5205.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT for woman. 10-20

hrsMk. Transportation required. $8/hr.

negotiable. Type? (310)829-1521.

PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT/AID. Part-

time. Excellent salary. hJeeded for private

practice near UCLA. (310)208-3316.

PRE—MED/PRE-OPTOMETRY Freshman/
Sophmore w/ strong academics: Clinical Re-

search Assistant-UCLA Medical Center. TueV
Thurs for 2 years. 12-15hr^eel<. 825-4749.

PROGRAMMER PART-TIME, VAX, MAC, AT.

ExperierKe helpful. ScierKe background help-

ful. Send resume to: P.O. Box 1732, Santa

Monica 90406.

PA CLERICAL WORK. Lieht typing & filing.

Flexible hours. Westwood area, %7/\^r. Send
resume to Sherrie McClasky: 10866 Wilshire

Blvd, Suite 1100, LA CA 90024.

US MAM. lOBS $1 1 .77 to $1 4.90. $1 2.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-660-4454 ext. 0214.

WAITRESS NEEDED. Brentwood restaurant.

Experience preferred. Apply in person M-F
3-5pm. 11714 Barrington Q.

WANTED— free-styie wrestling coac^ trainer

twcAhfce times a week. Intermediale experi-

ence ck. (310)457-8042.

WEEKEND COOK, HOUSEKEEPER. Also,

child and pet care. Sat. end Sun., 7anr>-7pm;

English, car, referanots required. Non-snr>oker.

Pay-negotiable. (310>829-6S00.

WLA HI-TECH, MULTIMEDIA COMPANY
lookir^ for temporary foil and part time
Product Testers to view our titles and write up
bug reporte. Pcrson(s) should be very visual,

daUil oriented and have good analytical,

written communication skills. Minimum
24hr^Mek including evenings, Sat.A Sun.
Call Andrea for orientation date(s) at

(310)444-6543.

WRrfER/MARKETlNC ASSISTANT FOR IN-

TERNATKDNAL FINANCE COMPANY, stong
knowledga of cngllsh and excellent letter

writing skills required. Ability to meet dead-
lines ar>d word processor skills a must. Career
and earnings gross potential. (310)854-0466.

8 people needed now
Houeeclc

CaU (213)453-1817

EARN MD te tiM per month
ivNELPMoarHEm

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETl SAFELY

Per MfferMMNMN

petleiHi threuohem LA
irom veur pemcipeiion

4884 yten Nuye IM. Mkemmn Oetea
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CONTROLLER. B.H. Real btale Dvpt. Co.
leeklr^ dynamic Indv. to head ifs Acctg. Dept.

CPA - an asset. 4-7 yrs. exp. Position requires

prtp. Fin. Statmls., CompuL Network, Fin.

Plar^ li Artatysis. $40I(-H>, fax resume:

310-S5>-9744. ^_
SUISCRIPTK)N SALESPEOPLE FOR TELE-

MARKETING. Salary •«• commiition. MorvSun
days md evening. GreH km. (31(4393-3162.

SUMMER TEACHING POSITION, California's

most respected reading school is hiring reading

enrichment teachers. F/T summer work,
S400-$50(Vwk. •» milace allotment, health

benefits, paid training flexible hours, under-

^ad decree required, need car, horw teaching

skills while helping kids learn to love books!

D1 0)428-5037. _^^
TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS TO CHILDREN in

Japan for 1-year. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

required. Japanese not required. Makiko.
(310)337-7006 ext.214.

TEACHER'S AIDS for handicapped children

after school program. Must have 12 child

development units. Jeffrey Foundation
(213)965-7531.

Jobs Wanted 33

COMPUTER OPERATOR seeking FA 40hrAvk.
Experience with Data Entry, D-Base, Lotus,

MS-vwrd. Doug (310)836-751 2.

Internships 34

CREATIVE/ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS
available Spring quarter at FORTE FILMS.
Flexible hours. Steven, after 3pm,
(818)545-7931.

PRESTIGKDUS PUBLIC RELATIONS AGENCY
has immediate openings for Student Interns.

College credit required. Please contact Human
Resources (310)201-8856.

RESTLESS RECORDS SEEKING INTERNS.
GREAT WAY TO LEARN HOW A RECORD
COMPANY OPERATES. AREAS OPEN IN-

CLUDE RADtO PROMOTK5N, PUBLKIITY,
PRODUCTION, AND MARKETING. FOR IN-

FORMATK>N PLEASE CALL KEITH MORAN
AT 213-957-4357 X233

PAID INTERNSHIP
I «. .1111 vv li.M ii (.il\i N (o run .i

• luit sstnl liiisiiitxv |>\ iloiiii^ ii!

Inu I \ ii \\ s .11 V IK >s\ i.iixiiii; |>I.K ^ li)r

^iiiiiiiit r iii.iii.i^i iiu III iiiu nixliips .IS

l>r.iiK ii iii.iii.i'^i iv \\ i' li

rri|)k- .\" siudcnl PaiiiUrs

\v, . M'« < • I • ^ I • ' ."^

1 .IS I (. h.iiK t l(»c initi'\ i^ \\s.

(all l()da> for more info.

1 SOO- -i^ *-6()()()

Gray Goodman Inc.

Talent & Literary Agency
Is looking for inlems to do general

o£rice support and script coverage.

Must be some type of film major

with journalism background.

CaU (310)276-7070

CtiUd Care Wanted 35

A LOVING PERSON NEEDED TO CARE FOR
MY 2-YR-OLD DAUGHTER. 3 daysMc. Ex-

perience & references required. Near UCLA.
(310)476-2079.

LIVE- In Babysitler^ousekeeper. 15 nxwiths

old baby. Sday^vk. RefererKCS. Sherman
Oaks. Call Mona (818)990-5854.

NANNY (Female or Male) for toddler,Reliable,

affectiorute, stimulating. 2 day^t^eek. Echo
Park area. (213)66ai040

LCXDKING FOR MOTHER'S HELPER TOHaP
WITH CHILD, DOGS AND HOUSE. Needs to

be available weekends. (310)472-6477.

PART-TIME CARE PROVIDER NEEDED TO
HAVE FUN with 4% .yr-old boy after school.

Mon. 3-6, Tues. 10-12:30, 3-6, Wed. 3-6.

Flexible sunwner hours to be arranged. Parks

and recreation, or child development experi-

ence preferred. English speaking and auto
required. Call Denise at 470-6855 after 7 P.M.

SANTA MONICA GUESTHOUSE & BOARD
for babysitting ft light housekeeping. North of

Montana. 10 min. to campus. 458-9037.

TODDLER NEEDS BABYSITTER, Tues. mom-
ings, walk to campus (310)824-3963.

UCLA PROFESSOR seeb experienced, re-

sponsible, upbeaf babysitter for 7-yr-okJ twin
boys, 3-9:30pm Thursdays, 3-6pm Fridays.

Good pay. MuU have reliable car.

(818)984-1606, (310)825-3240.

WEEKEND NANNY NEEDED. Help care for

cute toddler. Cfose to UCLA. Local references

required. (310)479-1767.

Apartments for Rent 49

424 LANDFAIR. 2bednbath, large apytment
with hartki^ood floors, large bakor^, swinv
ming pool, garden setting. Next to UCLA.
Available now. For appointment
(310)459-1200.

$895, 2-BEDROOM, upper, buiK-ins. bal-

cony, pool, gardervlike, quiet, near UCLA,
parking, near transportatton. (310)477-9955.

BACHELOR MSCVMO. Capets, drapes, r^
firigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Painu
(310)839-7227.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
SPRING QTR SUBLEASE $450

LAST OF 17!

Priv. Room, Pr^. tali.

Shared Kitchen. 633 Qiyley km.

208-5920

BACnaOR. Near SM and Bundy. Refrigera-

tor, hot plate, carpet, drapes, laundry
facilities. (310)822-6487.

BEAUTIFUL, NEW, 2br/2ba with view, AK,
0/W. Quiet, secured parking. Only $1150.
475 Gayley. Call Ted 824-0788.

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOD. Prime loca-

tion. lO-minuic walk to UCLA. Unfurnished/
furnished. Modem 2-bedroonV 2-bath. Air,

2-parking, balconies, fireplaces.
51 075-51 35(Vhio. 208-2655.

BEST DEAL IN WESTWOOD. PRIME LOCA-
TION. MODERN, FUNRISHED/
UNFURNISHED, 2-BDRiW2-BATH. AIR, 2
PARKING SPOTS, BALCONIES, FIREPLACES.
$10OO-$135O. (310)208-2655.

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security buiWIng,

central air & central

heat, v^et bar &
fireplace, fitness Tooms.
saunas. Jacuzzi, sun

(deck. 2 car parking in

secure garage, will allow

4 students per
apartment.

From $1200 -$1300

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

BEVERLY HILLS, Very large, sunny
2bed/2bath, $1295, 210 N. Clark, Ray
(310)559-4315.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $650-735.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE4-PLEX.'A BLOCK TO PKTO BUS. (310)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HIUS ADJ. Spacious upper Lhd.
Bright. Slove/refrlg. Ample closets. High ceil-

ing with moldings. 5 miles to campus. $71 5.

(310)273-9476.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $845/iS40. 2-BED-
ROOM. UPPER, FRONT, VIEW, BALCONY.
WOOSTER ST., 'A -BLOCK TO PKIO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. WOOSTER ST.

(310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, $920, 2-bed/ 2-bath, balcony,
lease, by appointment only. 1 1 728 Mayfield,

iS. (310)271-6811.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT $69SAno 1 bed-
room upper, very spacious, bulit-ir«, parkir>g,

small quiet building, close to LXTLA 2 people
oky. Lease, no pets. (310)826-7888.

BRENTWOOD $575-$900 SINGLE, 1 & 2
bedroom unfornished deluxe (310)550-1228.

Special Student
Discounts!

From $695*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•furnished anci unfurnished

studios, Is and 28

•Pool. Spa. Rtness Center. Sauna

•Tennis Courii St Basketball Courts

•Controlled A(xess Gates

Ool^food
r-ofirrrrens

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pits.

*0n SaiectBd UnUs

BRENTWOOD large 1-bed/1-bath. Private

upper unit, high ceilings, updated, 1 -block to
San Vicente. $825. (310)470-8414.

BRENTWOOD $495 BACHELOR, refrigera-

tor, hot-plate, new decor, lease, by appoint-
ment only. 11728 Mayfield (310)271-6811.

CULVER CITY: 3bdmV2bath with miniblinds,-

dishwasher, stove, washer/dryer in apt. 2 car
parking. $115(ymonth (213)936-2406.

DETACHED SINGLE Apartment in home. Pri-

vate entrance, beautiful Brentwood Street.

$61Q^mo, includes utilities (310)471-6124.

LARCSE BACHELOR UNIT, w/in 4.blocks of
beach, utilities included, $650 •» security,

(21 3)396-21 IS. '

MAR VISTA. 1-BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles Ii save $$$. Large pool It patio »ea.
Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglcwood Blvd . Just noflh of Venice
Bh^. (3lO)39e-«S79.

Palms $875 2-bed/2-bath
AJC, 4-years new, 9

minutes to UCLA by bus.
10737 Palms

(310) 838-5039

^

1 1 II III "^ «j
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TEACHER JOB FAIR
FrVE SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN THE CREATtR SM4CMm^MXJ^Se^!NC^ulXo!m^

SATURDAY, MARCH 28, 8:30 AM TO 3:00 PM
D ELEiy/IENTARY EDUCATION

• Four dkMiM Mnng. IncrMsing •nrolrTwnL
• Anawmiddlaaohooliualopsning. "^

D SECONDARY EDUCATION
• Union High School District. Inorawlng Mvolmont
• On* rmu high school in South El Monto to opon.

D A SPECIAL CALL FOR TEACHERS OF:
• Bifingual Education. English as « SMond Ui^ui^o. and SpMiai Education
' Cradantialed Taachaw naadad Raoulaf and Subatituta Taachaw

For iwtennrtion tteut teaching K-9i. oontad

•El Monte Ci% Schools

(81S)4S3^700

* Rossmssd Schoot Distiict

(818>44V0173

thsoo partidpiting dsSricte:

•Mountein \Aaw School Dialiict

(818)575^151

• Vali* LindoSchod Oislrici

(818)S8(M)810

For inlbmialion on sscondsry
teaching (»-12). contact:

•El Monte Union high

Sdwol Dllnct

(818>444«)0S

MOUNTAIN VIEW HIGH SCHOOL
2900 PARKWAY DRIVE

EL MONTE, CALIFORNIA 91732

Los Angeles

MAR VISTA, from $920. 6 r>ev^r building.

2bed/2bath towr>horT>es. Fireplace, balconies,

gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA. From $950. 1 month free.

2beci/2bath, 2 story custom townhon^e. Bal-

cony, central air, gated garage, fireplace.

12741 Mitchell (310)391-1076.

NICE, QUIET: CC $830. 2 BD/1'A BATH.
WLA $750 1 bd. (310)826-6907.

FREE lULNl

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

ONE-BEDRM GUESTHOUSE Furnished, w/d,
microwave, nice area, one person only,

$585/mo Uilities included. (310)475-2132.

PALMS $1695 4-bed + loft/3-bath. Newer
3-story custom townhonf>e. Fireplace, gated

garage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. (310)391-1076.

DAI KAC tartn

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

_ upper.
pool, new carpet, parking, laurxJry, no pets,

454-4754.

PALMS, $625, large 1 -bedroom. 2-wecks free.

1st & security. 10433 Irene Si. Open Sat 1-4

(310)372-1253.

PALMS. $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve 839-1026, Antoine 829-6727.

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.

#36. 2-bccU2-bath newer custom townhome.
Fireplace, balcony, gated garage, sec. alanm.

3614 Faris Dr. (310)391-1076.

PALMS. Single. $395. Stove & refrigerator.

(213)837-9616.

RANCHO PARK studio rear private residence.

Quiet. Near bus. Available 3/15. Lease
SSOO/nyp. (818)752-9040.

SANTA MONICA. Large 2-bcd/1-'A -bath.

Short-term lease. Covered parking.
(310)453-4009.

SANTA MONICA. Cute single. Frig., stove, key
entry, assigned parking. (310)453-4009.

SINGLE APARTMENT. 424 Landfair. Next to

UCLA Pool, utilities included. $595/rTK). Ask
for Mike. (310)208-6005.

VENICE- Single upper unit. Quiet, lots of light,

view, parking. Close to beach. $595/nrK>.

(310)395-3681.

550 VETERAN 21 ^-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOI 1 SSION Al I^ M \\ \(,1 I) in MOSS cK ( ()

Large Newly
Remodeled

1&2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 $825

[ Call 657 -8756

I

SHORT-TERM
Very large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
Super closets

All utilities, parking included

Pool & sundeck
$825/month (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

208-4394

r Northrtdge $275 up. SOO tumlshed unit student

housing facllll)^. Shared or prtvale umis, wIVi or

wllhout MIchens. Prtvale balhs. Ptm, jacuzzl.

lecreMon room, 1/2 hour drtve to UCLA. Open year

round. Free brochure. Northrtdge Campus

Residence. 9500 Zeizah. Nofthrldge. CA 91325

(•1l)Mi-1717

WESTWOOD. $965-1 ISO/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STtP DOWN LMNC
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-% MILE TO CAM^^VIS.
UNUSUAL CHARM. D 10)839-6294.

WESTCHESTER, new luxury 2-bed/ 2.bath,
fireplice, garage, dishwasher, laundry. Inter-

com, track lighting. (310)215-9310,
546-3187.

652 Veteran Avel

1BDRM
starting at $700

movo-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

ADVERTISING

$995/mo-$200OFFlSr

MONTH RENT - WLA

I

Blight, front apt. w/ gas FP,

D/W, A/CJots of closet

space, Ig. balcony,
gated parking, key

access entry.

1 709 Westgate
(310)479-1581

WESTWOOD VILLAd. Furnished bachelor
$550 (utilites Included), laree unfurnished 1-

bedroom $850, unfurnished 2-bedrooms
$1095 (310)395-2903.

WESTWOOD, GREAT LOCATION; spacious
2bd^ bath, bachelor, parking. Immediate
occupancy, $600-$1375/mo. 609 Kelton.
Ruth (310)395.7272.

VtfSTMft3QQ: Hiy^ t.bd. 3 p9tkit\^4

hardwood floor. (213)444-1478, 858-6650.

WESTWOOD 2-be<V2-bath. Walking distance
or shuttle to campus. Move in end of MardV
April 1. Security parking, new building.

$1250/mo. Call Irene or Melanie
(310)470-9391.

Westwood Village
I I hI I I ,1 li 'I hI ' 'l.r h

WESTWOODAJaA. SIngleVI -bd/2-bd. From
$350 per person. Roommates available. 515
Kelton Ave. 208-1976.

WESTWOOD $800, UPPER, bright, 1-bed,
carpet, drapes, stove , refrl^ closed garage.
1676 Manning #4. (310) 275-1335.

|SI»\( lOl S l-liDKM
[

J
Dishwasher/ AC/

J Microwave
J

J Walk-in closets.

J
h2 blk from

[

J
campus. Kelton
430 Kelton

I

i 824-7409
|

III ii lire I

Sliort term available

Scpji . Ill- i >i\

M •
I

I
I

I ^ 1 I

-^
WESTWOOD, $765, la»« 1 -bedroom, hard-
wood floors, stove, fridge, mini-blinds.
(310)477-2777.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION: Quiet, spa-
ciouf, 2 bd/2 bath, parking gated entry.

$1700/mo. 601 Westholme. Ruth
D 10)395-7272.

WESTWOOD. 2 bdrmy2 bath, Hreplace, bal-

cony, parking, rent negotiable, at campus
express stop, available now. (310)824-0523.

WESTWOOD AREA. Larg^ single wAltchen.
New carpet, quiet, older building w/crown
moldings. $650. (310)470-5952.

MAR VIST\ from $895, Lmonth free, 7-be<V

2-bath custom 2-story townhome. Central air,

balcony, gated garage, fireplace. 1 1931 Avon
Way. PI 0)391 -1076.

MAR VISTA. $1 ,650. 3be<V3bath -i- loft. 3 story

custom towr^home. Fireplace, survieck, gated

garage. 3954 Beethoven. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA $950. 2be<V2bath newer custom
townhome, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

security alarm. 1 mo. free with lease. 12736
fell 010)391-1076.

WLA 1-BEDROOM $675, 2.BED $850. Near
campus. (310) 477-0725.

MAR VISJTA from $925. 1 month free.

2bed/2bath, 2 story custom townhonrte. Gated
garagB, fireplace, balcony, central air. 11913
Abon Way. 010)391-1076.

PALMS - 3516 Jasmine. 2-bed/2-bath.
$95QAmo. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security

building, patio. (310)836-531 1 .

(310)837-0761.

PALMS-3516 lasmine. 1 -bedroom with lolt

$92SyifT>o. AC, fireplace, dishwvher, security

buikiing, sundeck, patio. (310)636-531.1.
(310)837-0761.

WLA. $625 and up. Bachelors and singlet.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi
with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

^

The University -

Co-op
on Landfair

Rent from

$245-310
per month

* includes food & utilities

208-8242, 208-UCHA

SPHINC; OPENINCiS
Four hours work shift required

Aportmentt tor Rent 49 Apis. Unfurnished

.

>WSIW00DnA2A
APARTMENTS

JMnectfy across Ana
aUd-CMmpas UCLA
RinUHd&lMiii&iieiJ

BaddosficmSSSO
Slt\g|estem$600tD$750

1 Bckins fan $750 to $900

2Bchms;/2B(hficm$120O

Variable Loigtti Leases

501 ' 505 GqiiqrAve
(310)206-8505

WLA, $680. 1 -BEDROOM/1 -BATH. 2476
South Corinth. Buih-ins, newly painted, park-

ing. (310)476-6767.

WLA AREA $S85iATK>. Beat the tuition hlkesl

Live outside the hiah rent districtl CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, Kjmished singles. Two can
live as cheaply as onel 1525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(310)477-4832.

WLA Beautiful sunny 1 -bedroom. All new
amenities. W/D, stove, refricerator, dis-

hwasher, garbage disposal, hardwood floors,

yard. $700. Karl (310)479-0744.

WLA, beautiful, newer, gated building, firom

$795, call manager (213)287-2261.

WLA/CENTURY CITY TWO BLOCKS. 1 Bed-
room $750. Bright, carpets, drapes, stove,

refrigerator, laundry facilities. Quiet building

(310)474-1172.

WLA, giant (bargain at $800), 2-bedroom
w/J9atk> or balcony, mini-blinds, cding fans,

appliances, walk-in closet, move-in $1,450,
1 1519 Venice Blvd Apt 2 it Apt 4, 39a5065.

WLA. Large 1 -bedroom and single. Telephone
entry and assigned parking. Un^jrriished.

:MiM»hen.H»flNS^40e&

WLA. Large single on Rose Ave between
Overiand 4 Sepulveda. Pool, no pets.

$545Ano. (310)838-5369.

WLA-RANCMO PARK. Save by renting afford-

able single; $588. Beautiful. Mininnim inconrte

required to qualify. (213)841-6203.

WLA. SPACKXIS (barcain M $675), l-bed-

room, mini-blinds, ceiling fans, appliances,

quiet building, move-in $1 225, 1 1 527 Venice
Blvd #7. Dl 0)390-5065.

WLA. Spacious single, full kitchen, firepli

balcony, pool, security parking, walk to UCLA.
$75Q/mo, no deposit. Available 4/1/92.

(310)206-2624.

WLA, SUPER (bygain at $635), l4»droom,
mini-blinds, ceiling fans, appliances, parking,

utilities included, move-in $1210. 3637Se-
pu^eda Bhrd. Apt. 6 (310)390-5065.

WLA, spacious (bargain at $605), 1 -bedroom,

mini-blinds, celing fans, appliances, paHdrig,

mov».in $1100, 3637 Sepukada Blvd iS,

390-5065.

Apartments Furnished 50

MANHATTAN, N.Y. APARTMENT, fully fcim-

ished, 1 bedroom, large and sunny, ideal

location. 24-hour security, $1300/mo.
(212)243-6734.

SANTA MONKIA, 1 -bed/1 -bath, %22O0/mo.,
M ocean, dining room, kitchen, larga terrace,

Dorothy Hecht (310)395-4643,
(310)393-2761.

SINGLE 540 CLENROCK. 2 blocks from
school. Older building, ground floor, no
outside security. 010)824-0532.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525^u>. Utilities included. 944 T^«rton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824^181.

Apis. Unfurnished 51

$700 WL\ 1426 Barrlngton Ave. Larg« Mod-
em 1 -bed. Stove, frig, dw, a/c. (31 0)837-0761

.

$900, 1426 Barrlngton Ave. 2ba(^% bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

condltioning, pari(ing-2 cars. 637-0761.

WLA $95(]^no. 2-bed/2-bath. Gated garage,

stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, tile, storage.

Near UCLA bus & shops. 2607 South Se-

puhreda (310)313-2824.

BRENTWOOD 2-BE(V1% BATH, sunny and
bright upper, laurKJry, paricing. $89S/mo. (310)

550-6755.

BRENTWOOD. $950. Huge, sunny 2-be<V

I'A-bath. New vertical bMnds, refrigerator,

d/w, parking. Free rent with lease.

Dl 0)556-31 58.

BRENTWOOD. Super clean. 1 -bedroom. No
pttt. $700/mo. Low move-in fee.

(310)626-3636.

Laigt Ir Small Bachefor's available. Walking
distance of campus. UUlWes included. Call

Paul at (310»624-9754.

MAR VISTA. $760. 2-bed/1-bath upper and
kMMr. Newly decorated. Available now. Short

commute to UCLA, cloae to freeway. 12225
Pacific Ave., yt.#3,7. (310)626-3667.

OHIO-5AWTEUE. $650. Month to month.
1-Badrm, stove 4 fridge, carpeU, 1*A miles

from UCLA. Call (31(»477.5756.

PALMS $6654795, large 1 and 2-bedfoom
,

units. New saoirlty building. VC, 6^. Quiet
street UtllKles Included w/ some units. 1

bus to UCLA. (310)556-4645.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quiet. Bundy N. of

Olympic, excellent manager. $665.
(310I620-7D49.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS AVAILABLE for

facultyi^ sUfr, 1 It 2' bedrooms, unfurnished,

short walk to UCLA. Call 206-1947, Mon-Fri,
6am-Spm.

WLA 1 BEDROOM $695; upstairs, bright,

walk to marka(A>us. Close to UCLA. 1242
Barry. 010)395-2903.

WLA. $950. 1426 Barrington Ave. Lar^
nwdem 2-be(Vl % bath, stove, refrid, dw, A/C.
010)637-0761.

WLA. One-bedroom, $675, single, $675.
Security, spacious bulMlng, parking, cvpet.
WajktoUaA. 1 450 Midvale. (21 3)391 -2874.

Aparhnents to Share 52

APARTMENT TO SHARE— $35<VW». Utilities

included, near UCLA (310)474-0890.

BEL AIR — Female for huge own bedroom
fantastic apt. Pool, storage, A/C. $575/mo.
Judy 010)471-3560.

BRENTWOOD - Share fully furnished luxufy

apartment Prh^ate room and bath. Cable, gym,
pool, sauna, gated entrance, pool table. Male.
$550, utilities included. Call 010)476-3733.

BRENTWOOD-GRAD STUDENT ft DOG to

share lovely 2-be(V2-bath wAnalc or female,

available april, $49(yhfH>. O10K47-2235.

COME SHARE 2BO/2BATH W/3 OUTGO-
ING, FRENDLY ROOMATES. Jacuzzi, paric-

ing, fireplace. 512 Veteran. $331. Raquel
624-4032.

DESPERATRY SEEKING SPRING QUARTER
ROOMMATE. $350^nonth. Two stories, 2
bedroom. 528 Landfair, Westwood.
010)208-0093.

FEMALE NEECyED ASAP TO SHARE LARGE
2-BE(y2-BATH. JACUZZI, WALK TO CAM-
PUS. %400/MO. (310)206-5595.

FEMALE: SHARE LARGE 2 BEDROOM, 2
BATH APT. Secured pariring, close to UCLA.
$525/mo.,*A. Available March 22.
(310)474-4077.

MALE ROOMMATE. Prh^aie bedrooitVbath,

2-f2, brand new, luxurious condo. 2-miles

AagLcampui. S6Q(too.01Q)473-J4OS>

MOR. $575/mo. UTILITIES INCLUDED. Non-
smoking female. 2be<V2bath. Furnished, pool,

Jacuzzi, exercise room. 010)827-9596.

NEAR VETERAN AND SM. 1 -bed/1 -b«h.
Roommate needed Spring quarter. Possible

own room. $375. Steve, 473-2012.

OWN LARGE ROOM AND BATH IN SPA-
ClOUS BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. POOty
PARKING. SSOOfMO. OlO)476^g47.

PALMS, RESPONSIBLE MALE to share w/
profaMlonals, quiet, dean. $3921Atw, leave

message 013)292-6926.

SEX: FEMALE, S-min walk to UCLA, spring qtr.,

furnished, MI, pod, elevator, security, park-

in^ $375. 010)206-7303, Valerie.

SUNSET-BARRINGTON $450. Paridng, own
room and bath. Pool, security building.

010)472-5000.

WESTWOOOAXIA. SHARE larg* 2 bed/2
bath. $30Q^no. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec room. 515
Kelton Ave. 010)206-1976.

WESTWOOD GREAT PLACE $630 onvn room-
phone- paridr^ seconds from UCLA available

3/1 Diane 010)624-2765.

yNLA, spadous 2-beiV2-bath, $475Ano. -»-

*A -utilities, paridng, 2-^ilas to UCLA. Call

evenir^ 010)479-7316.

Roommates 53

1-BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. Female needed.

1 -bdrm to share. $31 3ATX)nth. Available 3/20.

010)624-7963.

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE ne«ied to share 1 BR
with 2 other*, furnished, large apt., 10 min.

walk to campus, only $317Ano., available

3/18, 010)624-3645.

527 MIDVALE. MALE roommate wanted.

Heated pool, sauna, fitness room.
(310)824-0230.

ACROSS THE STREETFROM UCLA. Female to

shaft 1 room in large 2-bedroom apartment.

Quiet roomlet. Security li parking. $42SAt>o.

010)206-7636, 010)206-7992.

APARTMENT TO SHARE, own bed, own bath,

BH adjacent, $S25Ano. (310)657-9523.

BEVERLY HILLS, prhfate room, bath, kitchen,

no pet, for female, non-smokar only. $375.

010)552-1004.

aNTURY CITY, 1 FEMALE TO SHARE BED-
ROOM in spackMJS apartment $31 C^mo. Paric-

ing. Roielie 010)475-7031.

FEMALE, furnished 2-be<V 2-bath. Paricing.

$33C^no. 679 Gayley/ L»idfair, 6205. Maria,

010)206-0212, 010)634-6420, weekends.

FEMALE NEEDED to share room across from

campus. $30Q^fno. inclucfos breakfast Call

Jerrelyn 013)624-9749.

FEMALE ROOMMATE. Spring or fongv. Share

room. WestvMxxJ chateau. Spactous, pool.

Melorie, Jennifer, Tracy. 624-1526.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Private

room In 3-bd. ^AA houM. $40C^^no. Call

Beth: days 470-1 1 75, evens. 477-0356.

FEMALE TO SHARE 3-bed/3-bathW 2 girls for

at least S-months or more. Call ASAP
(310)473-8895.

FEMALE to share 2 be<V2 bath WMwood
apartmerH. Brand-rww buikiing, high ceilings,

balcony, security parking. Across from UCLAI
$377Anonth. Stephanie 206-5138.

KaPI Need female to share 2-bMV2.bath

Glenrock apt. Paricing. Pool. Security. Avail-

able mid-March. $295/mo. (310)824-2636.
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51 Roommates
LOOKING FOR REPLACEMENT IN sunny,

2-bed, 2-bath apt. w/ beautiful view on
Glenrock. Furnished, walk-in closet.

824-1976.

M/F ROOMMATE WANTED. Spacious
2-be<^ -bath, large windows, hardwood ffoor

, carir^ roommates. 6-minutes walk to canv
pus. UOO/mo. 208-3766.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, female roommate
wanted. Heated p(x>l, sauna, fitness room,

$375Ano., Julie, 208-6216.

ONE MONTH FREEI 1 female roommate
needed to share 2be(^bath. 5 minute walk to

UCLA. (Alessia) 206-7423.

OWN ROOM IN LARGE 3 BDy2 % BATH.
Santa Monica. New carpet, urxJerground park-

ing. 1 mi. from beach. $412.50 -f utilKes.

Rodney:450-2479.

PALMS, Share 2bed/2bath secured building,

parking, laundry and Jacuzzi. Available April

1st $475-t- 1/2 utilities. Mike (310)842-4854.

ROOMMATE WANTED to sublet and/or take

aver rent for 1 RM in 2 story apartment in Santa

Monica starting 6^2 CALL 207-5895.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bedroom
flat with East Coast begirmir^ professional,

leave message (310)399-6891.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Large 2bd/1 bath. A
block from beacht Venice. Own room. $475 -»-

'A utilites. Andrew:(3 10)305-7856.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share large 2-bed-
room with 3 girls. % -block firom campus.
Available 3/20. $403.7Vmo. 824-1774.

ROOMMATE: own roonr>A>ath in 2-1-2 Palms
apartment, uncovered parking, $412/mo.
Available immediately (310)202-0454.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 2-bed/

2-bath apartment in quiet Ixjilding, 2-blocks

south of Wilshire. Parking, laundry, cable,

Jacuzzi. 5-minute walk to campus shuttle.

$33C^no. 010)476-5328, leave message.

SHARE 2-BEO/2-BATH. Beautiful, brand new
apartment on Cayiey. 1 -'block from campus.
Available mid-March. Lisa (310)208-5136.

WALK TO UCLA. Seeking one female to share.
Huge 2bed/2bath with 3 others. Pool, Jacuzzi,

laundry included. $36<ymo. (310)824-5662.

WAU TO UCLArenormous 2-bdn»V2.bath. 2
femafet to share twauttfut condowtlh 2 mtwn.
$375 each. 010)961-6695.

WALK UCLA. Male roommate needed. Heated
pool, fitness rcx>m, sauna. $402Ano. Gary or

Kit (310)824-3752.

WLA, GREAT LOCATION, Sh»e room in

house, parking. Bus to UCLA, W/D,
010)474-6177.

WLA LOOKING FOR 2female. Large
2bed/2bath apartn>ent. $30(Vmo. fireplace,

security parking, #larm. Sandra
010)206-1282.

WLA. (Male to) shve 2-bedroom.2bath. Furn-

ished, vaulted ceilings. 1-mile to campus.
$34Q/hx>. Available 3/19. (310)470-2776.

Room for Rent 54

ASAPI WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes
UCLA folly furnished. Quiet, luxury, kitchen,

prhrate entrance. Male. (310)473-5769.

BEVERLY HHIS. Private room & bath &
f;arag«. Separate wir^ 4 entrarxe. Kitchen A
aundry privileges negotiable. $550.
010)274-7122.

BEVERLY HILLS J^iANSON. Private suite for

female. Tennis court, pool, gym. House facili-

ties. SSOC^mo. 010)276^72.

BEVERLY HILLS HOUSE-bedroom, private

bath. Kitchen privileges, laundry fadlities,

Jacuzzi. 1 person. $500. (310)274-3935.

BEV. HILLS ADJACENT, FEMALE ONLY
$35O.0(VMC)NTH, (213)247-6523, 8721 AIR-

DROME ST. LA, CA 90035.

BRENTWOOD. $550, new, spadous, private

roonVbath. Separate entrarKe, skylight,

French doori. Kalian tile, pool, gairden view,
may be furnished. 010) 472-7066.

BRENTWOOD. Master bedroom, bath, view,
bus, all fadlities. $600. 207-3165.

BRENTWOOD, SPACKDUS ROOM, HOME,
NEAR UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrance.

Pool garden. Ideal study environment.
Heavenly parking, share bath, 3-way micro-

wave $425.00. Available March 1st.

010)476-1786.

CFNTURY CITY VIEW, 5 min. from campus,
2be<^bath, SSSG^., MT norvsmoker.

2,000 sq. It. lux. condo, quiet area, folly

fomished, all appliarKes, total security, park-

ing. Paul 010) 477-4676.

aOSE TO CAMPUSI Room in spacious

2-bec^-bath apartmerH. Parking space irv

duded. SAOOfmo. Call (310)247-6922.

ENCINO. Room
spa. Quiet. Close

53 Room for Rent

GREAT SUMMER HOME, 3 bfocks from

beach, brand new townhouse. %650/rno. Call

Todd, 010)396-7262.

HOUSING AVAILABLE IN CLEAN FRATER-
NITY HOUSE. ALBERT 208-0984.

PRIVATE FURNISHED ROOM, female, sepa-

rate entrance, kitchen priviiedges, bath utili-

ties, use of phone. $375Ath>. 474-9854.

PRIVATE ROOM & BATHROOM $375 per

month. Non SrTx>ker, No Pets. Near Pico & La
Cieriega 013)931-4866.

PRIVATE ROOM, share bathroom with 1 girl,

use of kitchen, washer/dryer. Across from

UCLA on Hilgard. $450/mo. 010)279-1436
after 10 a.m.

ROOM IN NCE WEST LA. HOME. Kitchen

and laundry fadlities. Utilities paid. $25(Vmo
plus ten hours a week work assisting man in

wheelchair. (310) 450-8719.

VENKTE BEACH. Great Location, non-smoker
to share 2bdmV2bath house. $50(VA utilities.

Justin (310)827-7964.

WALK TO UCLA. $50(Vmo. including utilities,

hardwcxid floors, lovely, airy, quiet, 2-be6-

room apt., female, (310)824-1157.

WESTWOOD. Furnished, private bath, private

entrance,parking. $45(Vnx> utilities included.

(310)475-1264.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charmi Cable TV, folly fomished. $199Avk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (310)206-2241.

WLA. 5-BEDROOM HOUSE. 1 -bedroom
available April 1st. Female only. $40(Vrno.

Washer/dryer, storage, parking.
(805)64(M)816.

SEEKING SERIOUS, STUDIOUS, QUIET
MALE for fumished bedroom, WLA house.

Microwave, refrigerator. RefererKes. $325.
010)270-4387.

WLA SPACKXJS ROOM for rent in town-

house. Quiet street. 10 minutes from beach.

$45(Vmonth, utilities included. Call Christine

(310)636-6936.

Sublet 55

1, 2 ft 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APART-
MENTS needed for 2-3 months, on the West-

" Approximately 5/20-mld/erid August.

Please contact Elaine Golan (310)449-6000.

AMAZING SPRING QUARTER SUBLET, huge,

fumished, 3-bdrm. CXvn room. Washer/dr^,
paricing only $350! Trad 207-5819.

LARGE LAW FIRM SEEKS fomished apart-

ments to sut>let for sunvner. Call Leslie

(2V3)229-7273.

SPRING QUARTER SUBLET, fumished bache-

lor on Gayley across from UCLA $550
includes utilities, prh^ate bath, cooking utili-

ties. Available 3/22-6/30 or kmger, leave

message 010)206-7620.

OlMelveiiy & Biyen
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your fumished
apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing

housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

SPRING QUARTER SUBLET. Fumished single

apartment on Hilgard, across from campus.
Security building, pod. Available 3/22—^20.
$69SAno. Paricing available. Leave message,

Tom 010)397-6193.

TEMPORARY SUBLET MAR.15-APR.30 OR
LESS, OWN FURNISHED ROOM IN SHARED
HOUSE, WALK TO UCLA, $350/OBO,
CHEAPER THAN A HOTa, STEVE. 474-6420.

House for Rent 56

CULVER CITY, %}MX^mo, 3-be<^ 1-bath,

large kitchen. 5-miies UCLA. Great area.

010)3900065.

MAR VIST\ Smiles, $1250, 34>eiVl -bath,

back yard, fumished, near schools, busses,

shopping, mid June-Dec 1992. Call
010)390-5541 or 010)625-4164.

MAR VISTA, 2-bedroom house, $950. Stove,

refrigerator, washer/dryer, gardening. 20 min.
firom UQA. Small pets ok. O10>391.9557.

MAR VIST^ $1200^0. 2be<yibath, big

backyard. Includes W/D, stove, frkJge.

010)280-3263.

54 House for Rent 56

TMJ^iiMrmT^SSrprl!!^^!^^
nice view, backyard. $1400/mo.
010)620-4606.

WESTWOOD, CUTE 2be(^bath ney UCLA,
fanced yvd, gardener, $950. 010)477-4445
or 010)628-1925.

House to Stiore 57

*.'t"^*^;ri'^iSS;?'c Mousing Sendee
B to bus. $365 (61 8)764-531 5 ^

mm
HOUSING FOR WOMEN

Across from UCLA

720 Hilgard Ave

2 person room $52S/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

HOUSE TO SHARE with owner. Prh^ate bed-
room, bath, and den, $58SAno. Mature person
only. Near Westwood and National.
010)476-5860.

VENICE/MARINA Da REY. Near beach, own
bedroom, $40(]|^no, indudes transportation to

UCLA. Ask for Lee. 010)827-9674, evening.
010)623-0330, woric.

WESTWOOD. Master bedroom wA>ath in

house for rent. Walk to UCLA. $50(Vmo. pkjs

utilities. 010)476-5715.

WLA. Share home M/Mif-sufficient male senior

citizen. Own room •*- bath. $200/nK>.
010)476-5469, 010)476-9279.

House for Sole 58

UCLA ALUMNrS HOME for sale. 2bed/2bath,

$649,000. Call 454-9392, or Temple at John
Dogia Co. 454-1111.

Housing Needed 60

TEMPORARY HOUSINOSUBLETS«eeded for

summer interns: May 1992 through Sept.

1 992. Plc»e call Daniela Dedona at Latham &
Watkins 013)485-1234.

Room/Board for Help 62

BABYSITTING for 6 yr-old boy in nice,

quiet neighborhood near Mulholland Dr. 6
miles to UCLA. About 20hrsAvk. Extra hours if

desired, $My (818)907-0040.

BEVERLY HILLS. Young lady live in B.H. estate

in exchange for light hcxjse woric HcxjsehokJ

facilities. (310)278-6972.

aDERLY GENTLEMAN NEEDS Ih^in gentle-

man help. Hancock Park area - Mr. Martin,

m jwui'i jjii . ., .,

FRa ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for 2
eveningj^vk Nig^ Supervision at resiciential

mental health facility. Health insurance. Fe-

nrwle preferred. Call Beth at (213)839-7630.

ROOM4BOARD in exchange for afterschooi

chikkare. Walk to UCLA. Start now or later.

010)475-1297.

SANTA MONCA GUESTHOUSE & BOARD
for babysitting ft light housekeeping. North of

Montana. 10 min to campus. 458-9037.ipus.

Room for Help 63

BEVERLY HILLS. Responsible female person to

watch 2 chiMren after school. Weekday &
weekends. 010)273-9976.

TowntKHise for Rent 66

PALMS. $1 195. Townhouse. 2 •»• den > 2*A .

Fireplace, dishwasher, pool, skylights, security

buikJing. 010)473-7660.

PALMS, 2 bed/2bath. Townhouse Security

Building. Rreplacx, central air, $105(Vrno. 24
hfs. caii-Ql 3)204-4230.

VAN NUYS. Beautiful townhouse, private

garage,A^ 3 stories, rooms-$425, $375, and
$350. (618)786-4414.

CorKlos for Sole 67

CONTEMPORARY NEW BUILDING, own
becJrcxNn, own bathroom. Mkrowave, washer/
dryer, gym. 12211 Uaho Ave. #103. $650.
Month-to-month rent. 010)289-8823. Last

security deposit required.

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwood.
1 bed/1 bath 109K, 2bed/2bath 188K. Call

agent (310)473-0306.

CXEAT STARTER UNIT. Walk to UCLA. Sec-
urity buiWing. $180,000. Gail 445-7778,
276^331.

RAINTRa 2-BECV2-BATH CONDO, comer
unit, custom cabinets & woodworic. Sell by
owner. $219,000. Cuh>er City. 202-1860.

WESTWOOQ/W1LSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-
CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT/ FA-
CULTY. PURCHASE/ LEASE. STUDIO, $95K.
CALL BOB/ BROKER, 010)470-1781.

CorKios for Rent 69

CONDO FOR LEASE, option to buy. 6-min.
bus to UCLA, $750, 1 -bedroom. $895,
2-bedroom/ 2-bath. Call 213-471-2703,
Frank.

64 Housing Service 64

YNA/CA

Housing for women

Meals everyday

4 Close to campus

Also, activities for

non-resident

students

For more information:

20&401S
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Condos for Rent 69 Services Offered 96 Typing 100 Travel 105 Autos
CONDOS ON THE SEA. 35-ft. yachts. Live on
the ocean. Refrigerator, stove, bathroom.
Sleeps 6-8. 010)622-4884.

Guest House for Rent 70

$400. Small house for 1 person. Uilities

included. No pets. (213)851^781.

GUESTHOUSE. BRENTWOOD. l-bedroorrV
1 -bathroom. Parking. $450, all utilities in-

cluded. (310)826-2523, after 6pm.
(310)206-5489, during day.

SMALL GUESTHOUSE. Quiet area, close to
UCLA. SSSO/mo, includes utilities. Private

entra/v No kitchen. (310)474-7481.

WLA .1 ILITIES PAID, no pets, 1 -person only,

SSOC .. 1st and last months rent. Available
April 13. Call between 7pm-9pm.
(310)559-6519.

HOUSEaEANING: European student, nftr-
ences available. (310)474-0890.

LEARN BASIC COMPUTER OPERATION IN 6
HOURS! Intro to DOS, Hie management,
•milling and running programs. Weekfy semi-
n'ars 9-12 T/Th, W/Frl. FUTUREKIDS.
(213)474-3034.

109

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Dissertations

FYoposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome. .

PAPESS NOT FOR SALE
SharoD Bear, PhJ)
(310)470-6662

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTUUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHING--FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1028.

50UT>< LAKE TAHOE. 2-bed/ 2-bath condo
(on lake). Ski, casino, Jacuzzi. Available

3/21 3/28. S60/night {or S350/week).
(702)677-0102.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDfVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!
Student discount. SUtic Line, Tandem and
AFF. Call for a firec brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Only one place m town'

FREE LASER PRINTOUTS at

Imane Exo't^s^^

(310' 475-1994

DOCTOR WORD. ThesisAioctoral, resumes,
lyntax/edit help, feet negotiable, Westside.

D1 0)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

FASTAND ACCURATE TYPN^ $2.50 a page.
Call Phyllis at (310)2864)926. Paper not lor

sale.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-
(213)939-4303.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, term papen^
theses, dissertations, scripts. National/
Sepulveda, (papers not for sale),
(310)397-9711.

^_

ANGELICA'S SECRETARIAL SERVICES: IBM ft

MAC. Laser printing. Student discounU. Pick
up/delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(310)446-8899.

NEED A SECRETARY? Mac, postscript Iser.
Flyers, business cards, legalArtedical transcrip-

tion, dissertations. 7-days. Brentwood.
(310)472-0405.

PERFECT SPaLING and quick senrlce. Mac,
WA», free cantpus pickufVdelivery. Call Ml-
chael (310) 477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Ptdcup-Dellvery Available.

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROaSSING in my
home. High quality laser printer. Weekends
and evenings. OK. Dee (310)398-1217.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. SanU Monica D1 0)828-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2868.

Insurance 91

Laser Color Copies
8i/rxir
irxir

Bubble Jet
24-X36-
24-X18"

T-SHIRT PRINTING

HATE AUTO INSURANCE
i.e .111 00 Dill .III!;) inour.uicL ts

reijiiirefl by l.i'.'-' So for j

FREE LOWER QUOTE c.ill

213)852 7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

Loons

STUDENT AID! DOUBLE-GUARANTEED.
Grants, Scholarships, and loans for everybody.
FREE DETAILS: (310)671-6267.

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CAU (21 3)263-BEST. Insured
24ft truck FLJLLY Equipped for ALL moves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. SUirs, pianoc,
o.k. Call 263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierxxd, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

ROBERTS MOVING. 2 truck sizes. You can
Kelp. Licefu«d, insured. Cal-T 138430.
826-MOVE(6683)

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.
Short/Long distance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. (310)453-0828

TOMS MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

CAN'T PAY FOR REG FEES? WE CAN HELP!
CALL CHARLES AT UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE, 310-398-7786.
CALL NOW!

COMPUTERIZED TAX PREPARATION. Laser
printing. Short forms, federal & sUte only
S35.Cal. license.474-7756.

DENTIST, graduate of UCLA, is offering denUl
treatment at reduced fees. Inquire with Dr.
Isaacson at (310)278-1633. Leave message.

FIRST-CLASS EDITING of papers, theses, diser-

Utions,books. Any field. Much-published au-
thor with many years experience. PAPERS
NOT FOR SALE. (310) 838-6337.

FRUSTRATED developing editing graduate
school personal statements, other vital written

material? Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

RESEARCH, WRmNG, edUiiig

AC Uvefe-AM Subieds
Foraign Smdenu Woloome

Fan, PrctMtional-Ouaity Guaraniaed
Papers rid lor sals

__ Cal Rssswch 310477-8226
M-f 10s.m.-5p.m.

Income Tax Preparation and
Accounting by

Certified Public Accountant

Call Alan

(310)473-0458

COMPLETE PRINTING
SERVICE

Binding- Veto & Spiral

StatJonery Fax - Passport Photo

1646WMMOOd
LA. CA 90024
(310)470^778

FAX» (310)475-8811

11755WRahir»
LA. CA 90025
(310)478-1131

FAX» (310)473-8192

Music Lessons 102

GUrTAR LESSONS- all \wi%, different ityles.

S20/hr. Michael Wal«h. (310)314-7700.

GUrfAR lettont by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
k*r\ (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol
Tingie;Teaching AasocTNate Lam, 25 yw.
experience. All levelsMyles. SanU Monica.
(310)628-3100.

VOCE. 40 years teaching. All level«/ stylet.

N.Y. aty Opera; musicals; top supper dubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONOON
(310)277-7012

8 DAYS/7 NIGHTS COMPLETE OHan<W
Bahamas vacation for 2 adulu. Includes alr-

fare. Call 645-2002.

lET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or o^\) AIRHITCH,
458-1006.

STA TRAVEL

OW RT
LONDON $225 $429

SYDNEY $550

PARIS $295 $569

UMA $360 $710

NEW YORK $255 $318

FRANKFURT $339 $472

TOKYO $399 $523

'NdUDEaHUTEL/mAM
'MfVHOraMCIMQE

• SUMMER FARB NOW AVAILABLE
• EURAH. fV^SSES ISSUED ONTHE SPOT
•OPBJ- JANANY 2 CITIES IN EUROPE
• WORLDS LARGEST ORGANIZATION
CATERING TO STUDENT/YOUTH TRAVEL
• SOME RBTRICTIONS APPLY

120 otfices'woridwicde

310-824-1574
914 WE8TWOOD BLVD
LOS ANGELES
CA900M STATRAVEL

93
PROFESSIONAL EDITINC, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and
professional experience. Speak French. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PUBLISHED W/RITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(310)473-4193.

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTVPROFESSORS. Computer-assisted
and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (816)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our
new conrtputerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.
Student discounts.

WORDPROCESSING: resumes, termpapers,
APA format. Reasonable rates. Fick-up and
delivery available. Marianne (310)390-2298.

Tutoring Offered 98

•••CARING TUTOR**»BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-GO FROM MIS-
ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(818)545-0960

GERMAN TUTORING. Native speaker. M.A.
degree. Experienced and flexible. Call Alex:

208-2804.

PATIENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study
skills. Work with a tutor who knows the
subject well and who can patiently
preseru the material in a variety of ways
to become confident and self-reliant. For
FREE info, call Jim Madia (213)662-0599.

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALIST: GMAT,
LSAT, GRE; English, Writing. Yale grad, 4 years

experience. Mark 852-1298.

WRITING/ENGLISH TUTOR: Yale grad with
teaching experience helps with papers,
reading comp. $2(Vhr. (213)934-1278.

Resumes 104 Travel Tlckefs 106

ACTION RESUMES. Writir^ editing, desktop
publishing. Professtonal quality, laser fonts.

SanU Monica. Donna (310)453-4807.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The kmk that gett re-

suits. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetUr>g. Laser printir^ Fast, proUonal
service. (310)450-0133

RESUMES & COVER LETTERS th« bring Z
suhs. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
COUNSaOR. Also college admission essays.
Lee. (310)478-1090

RESUMES FOR RESULTS. The interview
gettersi Expert writing/laser printing.
Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual
appeal. Fran (818)999-3034.

WINNING RESUMES; 1 -hr service. Our clienU
xet resulU. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

2 TCKETS TO STOCKHOLM via N.Y. (TWA)
March 18; $275 each. Dan Ir VIcki
(310M77.4442 or (310)477-9328.

3 TICKETS TO RAGING SOUTH PADRE
ISLAND FOR SPRING BREAK. MARCH
24.MARCH 29. $20(VOBO. Must selll

206-7639. • "•

$8a/ROUNDTRi>, LAX-SF, Go home for

break, all (21 3) 964-1 898 or leave message.

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

$395/ptnon. ValM 1 year. Limited offer.

(800)352-3067.

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, Roundtrip fbr

two. SISO^MfMin. Valid one year. Limited
offer. (800)352-3067.

ONE-WAYTKXETLATO NEWYORK, MUST
BE FEMALE, leavir^ March 11. $250 obo.
D10) 838-3042 IngrM.

RT TO NEW YORK, $100, can't use. Must
leave 3/14, return open. (310)794-9664.

^Why Pay Full Price?

Autos for Sale 109

3-4 day Mexico from $277
7 day Mexico from $495
We are an Agency that

Specializes in Qhiises at

LowErfcfe
V. ^...,.,

l-8CX)-748-559U

1986 TOYOTA CRICA ST., air, stereo, mint
condition, original owner. $4,795. (805)
255-9317.

1987 HYUNDAI EXCa CIS S-door hatdv
back, 5-speed, white, with sunroof, runs great.

$2200. D1 0)390-2298.

BMW 1986 3251, 6-speed, fully automatic,
excellent condition, 4-door, iunroof. Must
Sell, $9500 (310)276-6727, (213)614-9113.

Tutoring Needed 99

fcNCLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTOR for

Foreign Professional. Currently fluent in Engl-

ish, desired emphasis on correct grammer and
essay/business letter writing. Call Marie
(310)451-1018.

London
Typing 100

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EOmNC. WLA. (310)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

tions, mailirigs, resumes, transcriptions).

Editin^graphios available. Laser printer. Near
campus.9am-9pm Ani (310)312-3332.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPER^ APPLKIAr
TONS. RESUMES RUSHES; GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 310-476-2829.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, rasuntes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (310)788-9885.

ARTISTIC FORMER ASST. EDITOR, Legal
see— \M*A.aser printer: papers, transcription,

special price for scripU, negotiable, low rates.

P/U available. Westwood location.
Papers not for sale. D1 0)444-9209.

Mako
Frankfurt

TahW
Sidney
Paris $H7
*F«ies are each wty from Los Angeles based on a
roundtrip purchase. Itestrictionsappty. Farcstuticct
to change without notice and tBMCS not included.

1

Coundilkaiid
1093BroKtonAve«920
LosAr>9clcs,CA900S4

310-208-3551

FORD ESCORT STATON WAGON, 1991,
white, M:, cassette, rack, peHiect condition,
S775<yobo, (310)470.1713.

HONDA ACCORD 1980, 4-door, rebulK"eiv
gine, 60K miles, AK, cassette, ^ood condition,

S175Qfo.b4>. D10) 824-4000.

HONDA ACCORD '79. 5-speed, hatchbadc^
Vc, Maupunkt, well cved for. $162Vobo
(213)730-1922.

HONDA ACCORD DO, 4-door, 1986, WueT
117k miles, automatic, excellent condition,

mnfoo(. $6500. Mollie (310)699-7500.

HONDA PRELUDE 63'. $3950, nd. A/C,
stereo, sunroof. Excellent condition, great
looking. (816)355-2164.

HYUNDAI EXCa 90. 19,950 miles. HB man-
ual. $4500, negotiable. (310)267-1607.

HYUNDAI-GLS.66, S-SPEED, 4-DOOR, A/C,
51K MILES TERFECT CONDmON'I $2450
(310)477-1603.

MAZDA CLC '83, grey, S-speed, FWAM,
good condition, snow chains, $900. Susan
(310)836-9306.

MERCEDES 2S0 '71
. Automatic, newtranunls-

»ion, new paint, clean and runs %Mell. $1900.
Rick 349-1030 (pager)^M)4-4327.

MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE '71 , excellent con-
dition, 1. owner, $1 1,000. Call (310)625-5635
or (310)395-0764 evening.

NISSAN 200S)C 1965, $2,500, hatchback.
5-speed. (616)764-6663.

NISSAN SENTRA, 1964, Auto, A/C, 4-door,
itereo. $125Qfabo. (310)391-9667.

RABBIT CTI, '61, BLACK, 5-speed, new ex-
haust, 70k, runs greM, special rims. $2200.
Kelly 476-6155.

SUZUKI SAMURAI, 1966, S5k miles.
$23O0M>o, good condition. (818)247-5119.

TOYOTA COROUA TERQL 1961, 5 speed
haurhback. Excellent condHfon. Stereo, /VC,
SlSOOobo. Gkil: 625-5426(w), 642-6766(h).

TOYOTA TERCa '83. SILVER, EXCEUENT
SHAPE, RUNS PERFECTLY. 4SP0, AM/FM
CASSETTE. $1800. CAU (310)476-2671.

TOYOTA TERCa, 1987, $400GM>o, 5-door,
auto, 674k mileace. Perfect oonditkNi, A^,
AM^M cassette. (818)247-5119.

VOLKSWAGON RABBIT, '83. New clutchT
brakes, water pun^p, timing belt. 73,700 miles.

$2,00Qfabo. (310)47»8791. (818)795-0661.

VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT CONVERTIBLE.
1960. SIkerAed, black top. 5-speed, AM/FM.
Excellent condition. $3295. (805)259-5568.

VW JETTA 1 980, RUNS WELL, GOOD BODY,
AUTOMATA. $220(VOBO (213)292-2045
MIKE OR ANGIE.

Bicycles for Sale 113

22- RALEIGH PRO. Full campy $1000 obo
(310)473-4405.

MOUNTAIN BIKE 4 SALE. Gary Fisher/Super
Caliber 20in. Must sell to pay bills.

(310)836-2261.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

MOTORCYCLE: '83 Yamaha 550 SECA (new
In '87). 22k miles. New tires, chain and
battery. Excellent condition. $1450.
Includes lock and helmet. Call Pletro
477-5396.

Scooters for Sale 115

'69 HONDA aiTE 150. White, 5K, excellent

condition, registered 1 year, helmet & lock.

Jason (310)479-1847.

BRAND NEW scooter for sale! 200 miles. Got
my car back so I don't need it anymore. Call

208-0036. $1,00(yobo.

HONDA aiTE 150. Less than 2600 ml. Like
newt $1200^ OBO. Call Paul 470-7984.

HONDA aiTE SOS 1987, with bck. Red. just

tuned. $47Vobo. Must sell. Lisa 208-7728.

HONDA am 80 1987. White, kxk and
helmet, great condition, $650, must sell,

010)475-1301,

HONDA aiTE 150 '89. 2,200miles, well
maintained, runs great, $900. Mark
(310)824-7118.

HONDA SPREE, '85, $250. (310)208-0339.

HONDA SPREE 50CC 1 986. Red, CkxxJ condl-
tion. IfKludes helmet and \ock. $275/obo
(310)815-0428. leave messajce.

SCOOTER; HONDA 80, 1986. Runs perfect;

just tuned. $650. 206-1291; Rowan.

TWO HONDA SCOOTERS. '85HONDA,
'BORED, Very clean, bw miles, rur« great
$800. '85Honda 150. Red, runs well. $750.
(310)204-0918

YAMAHA 180 SCOOTER, 1984, 17,345
miles. New battery, tires and brakes. Runs
great. SSOO/obo. Paul 391-0285.

Furniture for Sale 126

BEDRM SET $1 35, Sony 27* $375, microwave
$60, sofa & Krseat $245, oakwd tables $260.
Call 477-4307.

BRAND NEW SOFA AND LOVESEAT. Still

%vrapped in plastic. Unbelievable price. Sacrl-

fice at $295. (310)695-8432.

FULL-SIZED WHITE FORMK> PLATFORM
BED FOR SALE. $175. (310)552-4825.

FULL-SIZE MATTRESS AND BOX SPRINGS
$100 SLEEPER SOFA GOOD CONDITION
$100. (818)505-9343.

FUTON, TABLE, ETC., great for students,

inexpensive, must sell, moving. Call Yvonne
(310)578.2186.

MATCHING DESK, dresser, nlghtstand. White
with dark wood top. $100obo.
(310)841-5850.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, f^aeen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. (deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

REFRIGERATOR % siie, new. Must sell,

$15Q^obo. Day bed, porcelain. Never used,
$200/obo. (310)828-6143.

SOFA FOR SALE, neutral blue & white pin-
stripe, extra material & pillows, great condl-
tion, $250, (310)459-3033.

TWO Futons/Sofi. 1 Queen, IFull: set $200
(310)312-6654.

Garage Sales 127

FUNDRAISER GARAGE SALE FOR CHILD
BATTLING CANCER Saturday March 14th
8am-3pm 3140 Sawtellc Blvd.

Misc. For Sale 128

CHEAP, GOOD CONDITION, desks, dress-
ers. Trek 650 nrKxintain bike < 6 nKmths,
roommate's bike. Moving. Call
(310)475-9231.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 13

1

TV PANASONC 19* w>REMOTE CONTROL
$160. MK310WAVE, TURN-TABLE $50 (AL-
M^T NEW!) 010)477-1603.

Typewriter/Computer 134

AMIGA500w/1MB,2 3'A DD, color monitor,
Lotsa software $1 000.00, Call (31 0)628-61 43.

MACINTOSH SE COMPUTER, w/lma«ewritJ
printer, monitor, & software, like new,
$1500/obo. Call Barrie (310)459-3033.
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Hockey's
year over
By Heather Dufiy
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA ice hockey team
headed home a little early from the

league championship tournament
last weekend, after dropping two
games. The Bruins lost Fdday
night to use, 3-2. and fell to

Stanford on Saturday night, 2-1.

The Bruins met the Trojans in

Fresno FHday night in a familiar

scenario that had been played out
many times before on Culver City
ice. The Trojans had prevailed in

three of four meetings with the

Bruins this season, with UCLA
winning the last one, 6-5.

IniPHday's game, however, the
Bruins came up short The first

UCLA goal was shot in by Steve
Smit, assisted by Kurt Zimmer-
mann, in the first period. The
second goal came while the Bruins
were shorthanded in the second
period, firom Dave Lippman, who
stole the puck from a Trojan
defenseman and skated down to

score unassisted. The Trojans won
3-2.

A win over the Cardinal would
have put the Bruins in the finals,

according to Zimmermann. In

Saturday's game, Lippman scored
the Bruins' only goal, with Brian
O'Neil assisting. Stanford doubled
-IKXA'fl^cofe and won, 2-1 . -

REHEMA
From page 40

books will not fill the void on the

court Stq)hens' dynamic athle-

ticism has brought the Bruins

much fortune, and her unabashed

court style has added an emotional

edge to her game. *'I get excited

about every little thing," Stephens

said. ''When I'm out on the court, I

can't control that I've never been

cocky with it, but I don't think you
can be a great player unless you are

confident"

While UCLA's basketball prog-

ram will certainly miss Stephens,

she will also be looking back
fondly on her years as a Bruin.

'Tt's going to be sad, missing
' practices and not hearing my name
introduced at games. I'll miss
peoplecoming up to me and saying

•When's your next game? Who do
you play? I'll come out to see you.'

That will never happen to me
again, and I'll miss that,** Stq)hens
said.

Not that her future looks bleak.

She hopes to see the Bruins make
the NCAA Tournament and get a

chance at some post-season play.

She also plans to go to the Olympic
trials in Colorado Springs in April.

She will be married in June.

Although she had not planned

on a basketball career pverseas,

she said a good offer would make
her reconsider.

Now in the twilight of her epic

career at UCLA, Stephens will

holds memories of the games, the

practices and the satisfaction of

beating Washington on the road

two weeks ago. And how would
she like fans to remember her?

"I'd like people to remember me
as the most exciting player they've

ever seen in their lives," Stephens

said.

The kids who are shooting their

make-believe ball in the Wooden
Center know exciting. Stephens is

a son of heroine to them, one who
will walk through those doors

momentarily. They start a new
game.

*T get to be Rehemal" one yells.

They scatter -to their positions.

•*0K," another says. Then he

stops and turns. "This time.'
n

'J/ /fill

h

TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

CHICKEN SPECIAL
• Chicken After 3:00pm to close

• Egg -Roll

• Gyoza
• Fried Rice

• Green Salad w/ 1 free drink "^'^^ ^'''''P^"

$3.70
PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

lUNC H \ DINNER AT THE SAME I^KK E

t^-a.

WE ARE OPEN!
AND IT IS OUR PLEASURE

TO SERVE YOU

JOHNNY HOLLYWOOD'S
PANACHE KI

Sun - Wed
11am -12am BII^U ~

Thur-Sat r%9n^
nam • 2am Vir

208-1956!&>;•:•>'

SPECIAL!
Crispy Fried Fish,

Fries, and a Smali

Drini(

$2.99
*•"

NEW!
Fish Tacos

$1 .50
*^

Buy 2 or more and
get Free Drink

e«*^«*

iven

ma**B»

FAMOUS
NAME BRANDS

FOR
MEN & WOMEN

* Timberland

* Cole Haan
* Sperry Topsider

* Zodiac
* Kenneth Cole

* Guess?
* Nocona Boots

* 9-West

Plus Many Others!

TION

10938 Weyburn Ave. Westwood Village

mm
wm
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DRIVING ft TRAPPIC SCHOOL

S. UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
AJ TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS AWEEK
ml Wk m CONVENIENT LOCATIONSwM 1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399

1

^ Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse

Paris

London
Rome

Al W \"i s

Get the look
you want

quickly and
courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

208-3011

Monday SpedlaL 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

I

I

DESIGN HAIR CUT
NO APPOINTMENTS *208 444/ *NO GIMMICKS

SmiSTS HAVF eWFP . YtARs [ \nm[\l [

HAIR COLOR $15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLETt $45
HIGHLITES $25 EYE LASH TINT $10
FRENCH PERM $15-25 COLOR CORRECTION $35
ZOTOSPERM $35-45 SHAMPOO SET $10
SUPER PERM $66 MANICURE

SPECIAL FREE* haircut style w $35 peim ,$ 1 2 value free,

SPECIAL FREE« haircut mousse w; $45 perm $ 1 7 value ''ff

"FUlL TIV.E '.'.ANIC'Jt^lST A. A FliLl Tl'.'.E HAIPV ^ . .'.^N'l.

1078 GAYLE^ 'WESTWOOD VILLAGE NEX" ^O dcnj^v i anf

FAST FREE DEUUERV!

t

I

I

I

I

I,

t**%
11923 SanU Monica Blvd.

SUFFALO STYLE CHICKEN IVING8
Served w/ Blue Cheese & Celery Sticks

1 dozcn..$4.22 25.^...^ 7.95
50 .515.49 100....$ 28,63

SAUCES: Mild, Hot, Suicide, Barbeque, Hot Barbeque

„ ^ _ ALSOTRy OUR:
• Hamburger* Chicken Sandwich • Potato Skins • Mozzarella Sticks •

Breaded Mushrooms A, Zuchini • Steak Fries • Chicken Salad •

Potato SaUd • Cole Slaw

STUOOrr party SPCCML < Wings Only):
100@ $23.10 ( no coupons)

SAT- SUN : ALLYOU CAN EAT $ 7.95

> One Coupon per Order i i One Coupon per Order !

• S I•«JOJF Miy ORDCft . , S8.00on\I»^you^ !

I
($6.00mmmium) I | SOorlOOwinas i

• I I *«_J

\

Introductory Offer

"NEWLY REMODELED'*

Brentwood Only

Large Cheese Pizza

& Two Salads

Dine in and del ivery

S64
Draft Beers & Sodas

Dine in only

Toppings available at reeiular

price.This ofifer is available at

Brentwood location only.Not valid

with any other coupon or discount.

Expires 6130192

^ Limited

delivery

area.

\iv'^ 478-1650
11819 Wilahire Blvd.

(Wilshire and Granville)

BRENTWOOD
FREE UlfDERGROUND PARKING

vidiBg Great Care

ForAll Women

>2.

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

Call

I

/. -
-' -^ lATES

Gi'iC-
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TENNIS
From page

and Lannyi came out on top 6-4,

6-7 C7-5). 7-5.

For a while Wednesday, it

looked as if the Bruins would be
able to keep UCLA*s doubles team
off the courts altogether. The
Bruins jumped out to a 3-0 lead

behind the singles of play of
Barber, Behrens and Nainkin.
Barber was the first off the court,

as he defeated Leach 6-3, 6-2 in the

No. 3 singles spot
Bumped up to the second spot

for the first time this season,

Behrens quickly disposed of Eker-

ot, 6-1, 6-2. Three minutes later,

Nainkin was through, as he beat

Lannyi 6-3, 6-0 in the No. 4

BASEBALL
From page 44

'^~

didn't think it would go out**

Pete Janicki (4-2) got the win for

the Bruins. Having just received
the Pac-lO Pitcher of the Week
earlier in the day, Janicki made an
early bid for a consecutive award
by pitching eight innings and
allowing only ttaec earned runs.

•*Pcte has been very consistent

for us lately,** UCLA head coach
Gary Adams said. "He has shown
signs of maturity lately; he*s
pitching like a junior shoukL He*s
going out and pitching welL**

Adam Melhuse slugged his

fourth home run in the eighth
inning, and joined Shawn Wills
and deslgnaied Mttef »ffl»Miidi^

position.

After losing in the No. 5 position

last Saturday against Irvine,

Nainkin felt that being promoted to

the No. 4 spot helped his confi-

dence.

UCLA's No* 1 singles player,

Knowles, lost to McPhie, 5-7, 6-7

(7-5), 6-3. Knowles had an oppor-
tunity to close out the match in the

second set, serving at 6-5 and 30-

k)ve, but hit four consecutive long
balls. McPhie rebounded to take

the set and the match.

use won the five and six

singles position, as Seton defeated
Jason Sher and Black defeated

Janacek.

break approaching, it would
appear that the Bruins might catch

a break. Instead, UCLA will have a
tough slate of games ahead of
them.

'This is always the most diffi-

cult time to play,** Adams said.

'^Players have to do a good job of
divorcing themselves from
academics when they are on the

field and divorce themselves from
baseball when they are studying.

This is the test of any good ball

player.**

The Bruins play an exhibition

game FHday a£^st Keio Univer-
sity of Japan and will battle

ell with two hits apiece. Sky
Lasowitz picked up his first k)ss of
the season.

With final exams and spring

Chapnuui College twice during the*

bteak. More importantly, UCLA
faces two tough conference series

against Stanford and at Arizona
State.

W.SWIM
From page 43

advantage, Stanford head coach
Richard C^ick spurns the role of
the favorite.

**! sure don't feel like a favo-
ri^- Quick said. "I don't think

we're going to dominate the way
the media says we will.**

One team hoping Quick's words
arc prophetic is Texas, the best of
the distant rest who won a tide last

year under Olympic head coach
Mark Schubert This year the

Longhoms will have a home-pool
advantage.

Location aside, talent should be
enough to outpace probable third-

place finisher Florida, who
remains unable to get over the

hump to the top two spots.

Behind the Gators the picture

becomes cloudier. Several teams
seem poised for the next two spots,

but SMU and Michigan seem most
likely to contend for fourth place.

The Bruins will certainly be
among those in the dogfight They
have the potential to qualify 13

swimmers, dq)ending on NCAA
consideration times released
tomorrow and haven't finished

tower than sixth in Gallagher's

three years at the helm.

• •

From page 44

ed the ball.

'XArizona) has as good talent as

anybody in the country, outside of
Duke. They arc very balanced. The
winner of this game will have
someone step up for them." Har-
rick added.

The Bruins will also need a solid

performance to beat Arizona State

on Saturday. The Sun Devils (18-

11, 9-7) are in the hunt for an at-

large bid to the NCAA Tourna-
ment and a win overUCLA would
virtually assure them of a bid.

"ASU is fighting for their life,"

Harrick said. 'They will have a lot

at stake on Saturday."

Two months ago, the Bruins
easily defeated Arizona State, 83-

62, in Arizona. UCLA dominated
the game, as Murray finished with
28 points and 15 rebounds.

If the Bruins hope to win twice
this weekend, they will need to

raise their level of play.

"It all comes down to how your
team is playing this week and who
steps up to play," Harrick said. "I

like playing games like the Arizo-

na game, because it brings out the

best in your team."

Both of this weekend's games
will be televised live in Los
Angeles. The Arizona game will

be televised nationally by ESPN at

8:30. The Arizona State game will

be televised by Channel 2 at 3:00
on Saturday.

The NCAA Tournament brack-
ets will be announced live on
Channel 2 at 3:30 on Sunday
aftenwon. The first round of Uie

tournament begins next Thursday
and Friday.

CSO
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

Winningand iosing

are part ofUCLA 's

atliletic programs
My

inaugural column.

I feel like I'm in a

packed stadium, sur-

rounded by 52,813 people (or

whatever we claim as the daily

readership of this paper) and
I'm forced to give a monu-
mental address to the frenzied

mob.
The scene is Chicago, for

some reason. (I've never really

been to Chicago)
Let's make it the new Comi-
skey Park.

How, how do I begin this

address?

*Tour score and seven years

ago . .

."

Naah. How about this: It*s

not about winning or losing

. . . Maybe. On Winning isn*t

everything, it's the only tiling.

Perfect

Winning truly is everything.

But stop now, for a moment
and ponder your most vivid

memory of UCLA athletics.

Close your eyes and think

real hard. Think back to your
freshman year, and then pro-

ceed forward through time.

Is your most vivid recollec-

tion of a UCXA victory? Or,

more Qrely, is it of a heart=

—

wrenching defeat?

In my own mind, I consider

one phrase which seems to

have been constructed only to

torture tiie Blue and Gold:

stealing defeat from the clutch-

es of victory.

What did it for you?
Was it Marinovich and the

despised Trojans outdueling

Maddox and tiie beloved

Bniins, 45-42 in 1990?
Or was it the mighty Nittany

Lions handing the Bruins a
first round defeat in the 1991

NCAA Basketball Tournament?
Or maybe this year's basket-

ball team is on your mind.
Are the events of the past

week difficult to stomach?
Then try this: last week,
UCLA was behind USC in tiie

polls for the first time since

1971. To put tiiat in perspec-

tive, how old were you in

1971?

Each of die Bruins' last

tiiree defeats are palatable,

boking at them individually.

The scheduling of games at

Notre Dame, at USC, and
bringing die top-ranked Duke
Blue Devils into Westwood is

questionable at best It is the

type of scheduling tiiat eitiier

makes or breaks a season.

Three consecutive losses, and
it's easy to fall off tiie band-

wagon we all boarded after the

Indiana game.
But what really irritates me

is tiiat we built USC into tiie

monster that it is. Recall,

before they beat us here they

rounded out the Top 25. Now,
you can say USC and Final

Four in the same sentence

without laughing. (But you still

have to cringe at the thought)

Have these and otiier such

fiops been gnawing at your
subconscious?

Me, too.

I*ve figured out the problem,

but I don't think we'll over-

come it Nor, probably, do we
want to.

We win too much for our

own good. Seemingly every

team, both male and female,

major and minor, revenue niak-

er and revenue consumer, wins.

Heartbreak

c/o UCLA

D.J.

Harmeling
We've become so accus-

tomed to winning that a toss

becomes all the more devastat-

ing. As does the manner in

which we chose to lose.

How many times have
UCLA teams lost games they

were favored to win, were
winning throughout but —
through some divine interven-

^lONCARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.V0GEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood \lllage

208-3011
Monday Special: 20% off

All products and services

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Hon -^ Tound^a wayto lose?

If UCLA athletic teams are

consistent it is tiiat as a

whole, they are inconsistent

A friend and I were dis-

cussing die state of UCLA
athletics recentiy after anotiier

uncalled for loss and we were
trying to figure out the best

single team at UCLA.
We posed the following

question: If we were betting

men, on which UCLA sports

team would we be most likely

to wager?
Only one team stood out in

our minds as a lock, the sure

thing, a no-brainer if you will.

Think Softball. Think back to

die 1991 team, which had an
earned run ava:age of less that

one-half of a run per game.
A team so thoroughly

dominant won the national titie

in style, right?

No, wrong!

Ev«n UCLA*s best niost

consistent team was subject to

the Bruin curse. After a near-

perfect season, the team reach-

ed the finals of die College

World Series, only to perish to

an inferior University of Arizo-

na team.

Nobody is immune.
Heartbreak, care of UCLA.

Send your virgin heaits here.

We'll smash them into thou-

sands of little pieces and get

diem back to you in due time.

The longer you leave them,

/the more pieces you'll get

back. Consider it interest on
your investment

Although you may be diink-

ing tiiat my only goal is to be
negative and derogatory tow-

ards the world's greatest athle-

tic department consider die

duill of victory diat tiiey

vicariously provide you.

Then consider diose god-

awful shellackings delivered at

the hands of second-rate expo-
nents.

As litUe as we may wish to

admit it tosing is as much a

part of sports as winning.

So as I was saying, winning

isn't the only thing, it's . .

.

what? We did what? Against

whom? Oh no, No, NO! Not
again ...

Daily Bruin
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DOWN
1. How to expose

yourself to 58,000

people daily

BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drjnk purchase^

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET Si .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBUJflV*
COUPON VALID ONLY

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Corner of Sawtelle & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE SUPERS EXTRA.

Expires 3/19/92

in the Daily Bruin

Come by

112 KerckhoffHall

or call 825-2161

Est 1 970

GIANT SUBMARINES
1 0968 LeConte Ave.

(Aaoss New Medical Building) 208-71 71

50 cents

OFF
Any Small

Sepi's

w/cpn

$1.00

OFF
Any Large

Sepi's

w/cpn

[pi:^.

^
HAPPY HOUR PITCHERS

irJ 48 oz. Pitchers $1.95 (4-8 PM.)

NUTS! free nuts during Happy Hour
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STAFF WANTED
Co-ed Overnight Camp of the Jewish

Community Centers of Chicago,

Located in the Wisconsin Dells

Positions Available: Counselors, Song Leaders, Specialists in Waterskiing, Sports,

Swimming, Art, Tennis, Horseback Riding, Basketball, Video, Radio, etc.

Negotiable Salary Plus Travel Stipend

INTERVIEWS MARCH 1 7-29, 1 992
For further information contact UCIA Pbcement and Career Pbnning Center's

Main Info Counter or contact Ron Levin or IHarrell Wittenstein at (708)272-2301
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CARLTON HAK
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 cur et BLOW
$50 CUT ft COLOR

1 PROCESS

HIES Muar snow ucla srvDorr i.d.

OK EMFLOYBB I.Dl COUFON

Valid Sunday - Thursday
exp 3/20/92

Wllshire West Plaza

1 234 Westwood Blvd. "* ""'^ theagldto mhm* MfWo.
Id tuny gV>^ whom hatr oondfltoji It

475-3264
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ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Law/er
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

V I :) IE'OirnCOuc
The Best Collection...Lowest Pricesr W. HOLLYWOOD

• $1.39 RENTALS TUES & THURS ^fj^^^^'
^ ., ,^ Free Parking \nk\\ Locations

•Sg??AL ^V^NjSun4hurs 10-1- Fri-Sat 10-12
.^^^^VWOOTi

.f?^'i <^<>S^ BEVERLY mils mLAGE
RENTALS Tr c>^ 330 N. Beverly Dr. 1035 Gayley Ave.

8587600 824-9922MON & WED!
(with Btudent/iUfE/raouIty ID A Ihk ooopatO

NCAA meet next for track
Gcxlina and Dumble look

to capture shot put titles

M
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H
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NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style

Perm
Straightening

Tint & Style

SIO

$30

$25

$25

$20

^Sy^^ppomtrnw*;
477-2255

Antonio s Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
JUST ONE BLOCK m
S. OF WILSHIRE H
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COMPACT Billboard Top 30
DISC-COUNT

iiH:t:
0^- '^"OS

G 5C5

TRADE

$1 OFF
partite

ANYUSEOCO i

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED I

OB

1000s Of Used CD'S

$10FF
psrite

ANY USED CD

I
SALES ITElylS EXaUDED
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OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

By Jay Rots
Dally Bruin Staff

UCLA throwers John Godina
and Dawn Dumble will lead the

Bruin effort at the NCAA Indoor

Track and Field Championships,
which start tomorrow in Indiana-

polis.

The two shotputters are
UCLA*s best hopes to defend the

men's and women's shot put won
in 1991 by then-Bruins Eric

Bergreen and Tracie Millett Last

year was the first time that the

men*s and women's champions
had hailed from the same univer-

sity.

**Godina has an outside chance
to win the event as a freshman. He
looks tremendous right now,**

UCLA weight coach M, Venegas
said. *'He is going to achieve some
big things at UCLA, .and he's

quickly becoming a star.**

UCLA sprinter Tony Miller also

earned a spot in the indoor nation-

als, qualifying for the 55-meter

dash, as did Charles Rodger, who
will compete in the long jump.
Dumble is the defending Pac-10

outdoor champion in the event and
holds the junior national reccx'd

with a throw of 56-7. She also set

an indoor school record with a toss

of 55-7'y4 at Nevada-Reno on Feb.

29.

Melisa Weis will also compete
with Dumble in the shot put Weis
threw 53-2Vi at the (Nebraska)

Comhusker Invitational.

Miller ran a 6.19 earlier this

season, and he is one in a pack of

10 runners whose qualifying times

are separated by just .03. Clem-
son's Michael Green (6.10) and
James Trapp (6.16), who beat

Miller at Nevada-Reno, are
favored to win.

'*A lot of the race is in the start

because it's so short, and the other

runners have run a lot on the

boards and have more experi-

ence," UCLA men's head coach
Bob Larsen said. **But Tony has a
chance to place (in the Top Six)."

Rodgers is a junior transfer from
Mt San Antonio College.

Godina stepped into the lime-
light Saturday, winning the shot

put and discus at the San Diego
State Aztec InvitationaL

Godina led an outstanding Bruin

throwing effort In the shot put, he

threw 62-5 for first place and tlien

tossed the discus 189-0 for a

second win, leading a Bruin sweep
of the top three positions.

^

Godina's top shot put toss of the

season came at Nevada-Reno, 63-

VA,

UCLA teammates Eric Johnson
and Jamie Presser finished second
(184-11) and third (184-10)
respectively behind Godina at San
Diego State.

"The throwers are training

extremely well. They just got off

the heavy weights, and their

performances Idnd of surprised

me,- Venegas said. "We could

have three qualifiers for the out-

door nationals. We need six to

seven feet from a couple more
throwers."

Godina had been one of the

Wyoming's most highly recruited

prep track and field athletes and is

already making an impact on the

national level. In just his first

season of major collegiate com-
petition, Godina has already quali-

fied for the NCAA indoor meet
Oa the women's side,. Dumbk

John QocHiui
UCLA Sporti Info

and Weis continued their early^

season success, finishing first and
second respectively in both the

shot put and the discus. UCLA's
Jenni Whek:hel also finished third

in the two events.

Dumble won the Aztec discus

with a throw of 176-0, which also

qualifies her automatically for the

NCAA outdoor championships in

late May, and Weis finished

second at 171-2. Whelchel fol-

lowed in third with a mark of 159-

0.

"Melisa was just under the

automatic qualifying standard,"

Venegas said. 'This was the first

week to qualify for outdoor nation-

als, so her throw of 18 1-4 (Febt29
at Nevada-Reno) doesn't count for

that But it's still the leading mark
in the country.**

In the shot put Dumble threw
54-614 to win, and Weis notched a
49-7'/^ for second place. Whelchel
took third with a toss of 48-2.

Venegas was pleased with
Whelchel's perfonnance. Whel-
chel* s discus throw of 159-0

surpassed her previous lifetime

best of 142-0 by 17 feet

"We need more depth for the

national meet and now we have
three contenders in both events,"

Venegas said.

In the long jump, Bmin Charles

Rodgers leaped a lifetime best 23-

4V4 into a headwind to win, and
UCLA highjumpers Avery Ander-
son and Mark Wilson both leaped

6-10'A best among collegiate

competitors and taking second and
third on misses.

The UCLA mile relay team ran

3:13.56 to win the event Bruin
sprinter Derrick Baker ran a 46.5

leg, which is a personal record and
"big breakthrough" according to

Venegas. The 4(X)-meter relay

iCftBt foSQ won, setting it ^UCS^^
Triton Stadium record in 40.94, a
good, early-season time according

to Larsen.

UCLA hurdler Marty Beck ran

the 110-meter hurdles in 14.61 to

take fourth, and sprinter Mike
Stevenson finished second in the

400-meters with a time of 47.55.

Bruin distance runner Creighton
Harris, a sophomore transfer from
Wisconsin and product of Glen-

dale (Calif.) Hoover, won the

3(XX)-meter steeplechase in a time

of 9:30.13, followed by teammate
Brian Devour in 9:32.08. Karl

Polivka also ran the 10,0(X) meters
in 31:53.62, 22 seconds of his

lifetime best

UCLA's Jay Bettinger finished

third overall and was the top

collegiate finisher in the pole vault

with a height of 16-0.

UCLA's first home meet is Sat,
Mar. 28 against California and
Arizona. Starting time is 1 p.m.

475-4122
10741 W. PICO BLVD.

WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSIDE PAVILLION)
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With the end in sigiit, Stephens
looics liadc on career as a Brain
By Heather Dufiy

Daily Bruin Staff

A group of small children are

running in circles outside the

locker room after watching a game
between the UCLA and Arizona

State women's basketball teams.

They are shooting an imaginary

basketball into an invisible hoop,

cheering each shot like a game-
winning basket Two of the young
players are waiting for their older

sister, Rehema Stephens, to

emerge from the doors. For now,
they are spending a few moments
pretending to be basketball stars.

They didn't see the Bruins win
today. But their sister had quite an
afternoon.

Nursing a sore foot the senior

grinned as she was introduced

before her final home game in a

UCLA uniform and escorted to

center court by her fiance, Mickey
Pruitt. Flowers in hand, she threw

her arms around the necks of her

fellow seniors, center Lynn Kam-
rath and guard DeDe Mosman and
they stood there hugging each

other, relishing a moment that was
theirs alone.

Stephens played only 12
minutes because of her foot injury,

but managed to nail an important

three-point shot, grab two
rebounds, and dish out two assists.

UCLA Head Coach Billie Moore
explained that Stephens was in a

lot of pain.

"But even half of Rehema . .

."

She didn't finish her sentence. She
didn't need to — even half of

Rehema is more than most
This year, the 5-foot 11 -inch

senior was named to nearly every
pre-season All-America team,

after leading the Pac-10 in scoring

for two years straight Stephens

currently has 1,817 points, the

second highest Bruin total ever.

She set a career high of 39 points

last season against James Madison.
She has 21 career double-doubles

(double figures in scoring and
rebounds) and has scored at least

30 points in 14 different games as a

Bruin.

However, none of the accolades

mean as much to her as winning a

UCLA Sporti Into

Rehema Stephens
game.

*'You just feel really satisfied

when you work hard every day in

practice and in games, the rewards

are winning ball games,** Stephens

said. "With the little things like

awards, it's gratifying to know that

I have my name in the record

books. People will always know I

was here, it will always be writ-

ten."

But even the records in the

See REHEMAv page 37
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MIKE LAN/Dally Bruin

Bruin gymnast Isldro Ibarrondo will square off against some of the nation's top gymnasts when No.

1 Nebraska comes to the Wooden Center.

UCLA closes out regular season
V¥iui lEuivuivr ^vugpra mmi9 llltf^c^
By Lud Chavez

The regular season is coming to a close, the last

home meet is on Saturday night and four ofUCLA's
five best all-arounders are healthy.

Sounds like it is time to tango with the team at the

top.

The UCLA men's gymnastics team faces this

exact scenario come Saturday in their final quadran-

gular meet of the season at 7:(X) p.m. in the John
Wooden Center when they put their best on the line

against No. 1 Nebraska, No. 16 Santa Barbara and
No. 28 Army.

•Tirst ofall we are not particularly concerned with

Nebraska," UCLA head coach Art Shurlock said,

"We want to have our best meet and if we do that

regardless of what Nebraska does, we have a very

good chance to be in the ballpark."

UCLA, with a record of 13-6 and current the

nation's lOth-ranked team after two solid perfor-

mances at the Southwest Cup and their own UCLA
Invitational, will get a chance to avenge a previous

loss to Nebraska in Tempe three weeks ago.

Nebraska has the highest team score in the nation

for the 1992 season at 286.20.

UCLA will face Santa Barbara for the fourth time

in 1992. The 16th-ranked Gauchos are looking for

their first victory of the season overUCLA after three

failed attempts.

Shurlock added, "I hope we can compete in a way
that no one runs away with the meet. That's all I am
asking for now."

The featured match-up will pit UCLA's own Scott

Keswick and Nebraska's Dennis Harrison in the

second go-around this season for the two possible

Olympians.

Both gymnasts bring all-around victories and their

career best scores into this meet with Keswick
scoring a 58.45 at the UCLA Invitational and
Harrison scoring 58.50 just last week in Lincoln.

Moonlighting for the U.S. National Team this past

weekend, Keswick pulled out all the stops at the

McE>onalds' Cup in Orlando, Florida, when he

scored a perfect 10.0 on the rings ending up in a tie for

second in the all-around competition.

Keswick also teamed up with Shannon Miller in

the mixed pairs competition to beat the previous

day's all-around winners, Kim Zemesko and Jerrod

Hanks.

"We aren't sure if Scott (Keswick) will be rested

enough to go all-around on Saturday because of the

meet this past weekend," Shurlock said, ''but it was a

very positive for him to finish up strong (this past

weekend)."

Shuriock is looking for Jason Carman, Isidro

Ibarrondo and Brad Hayashi to pick up the slack.

^'Everyone has been having good practices since the

(UCLA) Invite. Our team is healthier and looking

forward to the higher-level competition," Shuriock

said.

"I think if we can go out very solid and score

somewhere in the 283-284 range, that would be very

good at this time," Shuriock said.

Women's gym to face W. Viiginia
By Zach Domlnltz

Daily Bruin Staff

If you're waiting for next

weeks' exams, then you're going

to miss your most important final.

Tomorrow will be the final

chance for Bruin fans to catch the

iOth-ranked women's gymnastics

team in action, as they host No. 17

West Virginia in a dual meet in the

John Wooden Center.

While West Virginia (15-5-1) is

coming off of its best performance

of the year, a 191 against Ohio

State and Michigan State, UCLA
had its eight-meet win streak

snapped last Friday against Arizo-

na.

Freshman Kareema Marrow
finished third in the all-around

with a score of 37.45. but the

overall score of 189.3 was the

teams' lowest since January.

"What happened is basically the

same thing that we've been doing
all year," co-head coach Valorie

Kondos said. "We don't have that

many veterans on the team, and
once the girls fix one thing and get

confident with it they doubt
themselves in another area."

*They just haven't been able to

put it all together at the same time,"

co-head coach Scott Bull added.

"We have an incredibly talented

team, so the high expectations are

justified."

The team has taken it upon
themselves to meet them. After the

meet in Arizona, they held a team-

only meeting in the hotel to sort

things out without the pressure

from the coaches.

season," juniorAmy Thome said."

According to Kondos, the big

problem this year in meets has

been the teams' excessive focus on
hitting all of their routines. *They
work so hard in the gym doing
them over and over, when they get

in the meets it should be easy for

them to do just one," Kondos said.

Junior Rhonda Faehn's return

from an ankle injury has been
excellent and she's coming off of
her best performance of the year.

Vaulter Karen Nelson, will also be
back in action^

"If there has been a meet this

season that you'd expect to see a

change, it would be this one,"

Kondos said. *The girls have taken

it into their own hands."

•*Our meeUngs are for ourselves if all goes as planned, come
and we had to decide what we Friday night at 7:00, UCLA wiU
wanted to do with the rest of the have saved the best for last
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UGHT PEELS
SKIN REJUVENATION
• Sun Damaged Skin * Large Pores
• Wrinkles • Aging skin

FACE • NECK • HANDS • CHEST
Call EUENA • 208-7806 • 100 UCLA Medical Plaza

Draifon Express
Chinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

CO "DY AI^IT* ^A RR Includes fried nee or chow m
r^J.«A.J.J!i «^«00 plus any two m U carte itenM

i l^^l»H^

Hours:

Monday-Sunday 11am-11pm

i
i

1147 Westwood Blvd.
(Across from McDonald's)

208-4928

Are Your Teeth
Snow White of
the 7 Dwarfs?

See Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

R3(3TH i3eNeff?G=
•Fix Chipped. Stained or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/ Laughtniz Gas
•Estimates Given in Writing

•Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms Welcome

For Appoimment::

478-0363

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire 6l Santa Monica)

IS tor

The goal of the Caiifornif Ciyobank

fs to provide high quality sperm for

iiliillaliilsfemjnation. Requiriiiimf

inelude good health between the

agisof 19 to 34 and a

9 to 12 iiipth commitment

.

ier more information: 824-9941

COMPLETE MEDICAL SQBEEWING (ALL COSTS PAID)

AND YOU EARN UP f<fff^JwEEK IF QUALIFIED

faAi<wwJ<wW»i>»O0<^>Wp>w ii u.--

lENTS & NEW CLENT

SPECIAL
2 For 1 Haircuts & $10.00

OFF all Hair Services

*Receive Stress Relief

Scalp Massage or

Cut is Free

GUARANTEED!

CaU PARIS at SALON 1015
for an appointment

(310) 824-5006
1015 Gayley Ave. #105 in Westwood Village

Oust half a block south ofWeybum)
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UCUV volleyball falls to t nked 4Seffs
By Eric BINIgmoler

Led by a near career-high
spiking peifonnance by Dan Land-
ry, the No. 5 UCLA men's
volleyball team outhit No. 1 Long
Beach State. .463 to .440. Tuesday
night at Long Beach.

But strong Bruin hitting was not

enough to overcome the home
team's defensive prowess and
balanced offense, and the 49ers

(17-L 7-1 conference) defeated

UCLA (8-5. 16-5), 15-13. 15-9.

12-15. 15^.
The difference was defmitely

the digging and the passing.** said

UCLA Head Coach Al Scales.

"We blocked better than them, but
they dug better than we did. (The
stats) don*t show how badly they

outdug us.**

What the stats do show is a
whopping 46 Long Beach digs,

compared with 25 for the Bniins.

Scates said that the situation was

even wcn^ than that, as the 49ers

converted on numerous balls

deflected by their block, as well as

hitting well through the "seam**

(hole between the blockers) in the

UCLA block.

Long Beach rode the wave of
strong team defense straight into

numerous scoring opportunities. In

fact, the 49ers converted for 107
total kills on 175 chances, com-
pared with UCLA*s 82 kills on
only 121 chances.

All-American Brent Hilliard led

the way with a game-high 39 kills,

while Matt Lyles (23). Alan Knipe
(19) and Zachary Small (15) all

chipped in. Long Beach's strong

offense overshadowed the perfor-

mance of Landry, whose 30 kills

was one short of a career high.

*They have so many weapons to

rely on,** Scates said. They scored
on us better, and they got (several

favorable calls from) the linesmen,

(resulting in) four yellow cards.*

But even Scates would admit
that officiating wasn*t the reason

for the loss. He said the Bruins
need to improve their block, which
would lead to easier passing

.

UCLA will have a chance to

improve that block 7:30 Friday

night at Pauley Pavilion against

No. 10 BYU. The Cougars (7-5,

3-4) have fallen prey to the Bruins

twice this season, but have been
steadily improving, according to

Scates.
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Kurza finishes in

seventli at Trials

ts I mM^M^^t ^ ^ -^ •. .. ^ t_ .
SUNNY SUNQ/Dally Bruin

Swimmer Natalie Norberg has been fighting an Illness but should swim well at the NCAA chamolon-
shlps.

Swimmers lieading to NCAAs
By Christian Schrelber

TheUCLA women's swimming
team will try to bounce back from a
poor showing at the U.S. Olympic
Trials last week by stringing

together three days of consistent

swimming at the NCAA champ-
ionships in Austin, Texas March
19-21.

After placing only one swimmer
in the top eight at the trials, the

Bruins are looking to legioup and
refocus on the meet that they have
finished fifth in the past two years.

But with an unusually talented

:£eld and the sfaoctp two week
layover frxMn trials, that could
prove easier said than done.

*"! would be really happy to

finish fifth again,** head coach
Cyndi Gallagher said, **but it's

going to be a tot harder to do that

this year."

The Bruins haven't swam well
since the Pac-10 championships in

early February when they finished

second to Stanford, and as of late

have been hit with injuries and
sickness.

FSreshman Natalie Noibeig, who
enters next week's meet as the top
seed in the 500 freestyle, has come
down with walking imeumonia, a
minor skkness that has nonethe-
less impeded her training. She has
missed two days of workouts but
thinks she should be ready by next
Thursday.

"AllOther~XJeLA swimm«
sophomore Kristin Heydanek, has
also been affected 1^ a poorly-
timed illness. Heydanek said she
swam the 100-meter backstroke at

trials after two days of being
unable to eat, the result of flu-like

symptoms.

Despite the recent episodes of

bad luck, however, the team's

prevailing attitude is very positive.

•*NCAA's are a different meet
than trials," said senior Kristin

Stoudt, who was the Bruins' top

point scorer at last year's champ-
ionships. *'It's a team meet, where-
as trials are individual. We didn't

swim well in Indianapolis, but

that's behind us. We're ready to

get past that"

In order to repeat last year's

fifth-place finish, the Bruins will

have to wade through a field of
-stifT competition.

Leading the way is Stanford, the

season-long, top-ranked team who
is a consensus pick to win it all.

Even with an obvious talent

See W.SWIM, page 38

By Andre Kail

and Christian Schrelber
Daily Bruin Staff

Swimming in the fastest 50-

meter freestyle final heat of all

time, UCLA junior sprinter

Brian Kurza finished seventh
overall at the U.S. Olympic
Trials last week in Indianapolis.

Kurza earned the last spot on
the eight-man final heat and
managed to move up one place
with his 50-freestyle time of
22.95, which was .01 of a
second slower than his preli-

minary swim.
Kuiza's best finish at the

1988 Trials was 10th in the 50
freestyle. After redshirting last

season at UCLA, it was a
remarkable comeback for the

22-year (dd from Dahen, IL.

Kurza was the only college
swimmer in the final 50 frees-

tyle heat, swimming among
world-champions like Matt
Biondi and foimer Bruin Tom
Jager, who finished first and
second in the race.

Only the fint two spots of
each event made the team
which travels to Barcelona in

the summer.
Kuiza's performahce at the

triAlfi mul/l nfTMiftl -him asiftrk.wMBav wmiv» yivyyT illfi* xiin/^,

possible victory in the 50-yaid
freestyle at the NCAA Champ-
ionships held at the end of the

month.

For the women, UCLA
sophomore swimmer Kristin

Heydanek placed eighth in the

200-meter backstroke last Fri-

day in the final event of the tJ.S.

Olympic Trials, marking the
highest finish for the Bruin
women during the week-long
meet
Heydanek touched in

2:16.33, behind 15-year-old
Janie Wagstaff of Mis§ion
Hills, Kan., and Stanford's Lea
Loveless, who finished .in

2:09.43 and 2:10.68, rcspec-
tively.

The eighth-place finish was
by far the best showing of the
week for UCLA women, who's
previous highest finish had
been by Natalie Norberg's
15th-place showing.

The six days of competition
featdned two world records and
six American records, as 15
women and 25 men made the

Olympic team.

While UCLA was shut out in

that portion of the statistics,

there remained a few bright

spots. Heydanek set a personal
best with her performance in

the 200-meter backstroke, as

did senior Kristin Stoudt in the

100-meter freestyle and sopho-
more Becky Bruch in the 100-

•There were some good
things," Gallagher said, "but I

don*t think anyone left satisfied

with how they performed other

than the 15 (women swimmers
who made the team)."
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Pao-lO race nears finish
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

When practice began in Octob-
er, the UCLA men*s basketbaU
team set a goal of winning the
Pac-10 championship.

Th^t goal could become reality

this weekend, when the eighth-

ranked Bruins host No. 2 Arizona
and unranked Arizona State at

Pauley Pavilion.

With only two gamestremaining
in conference play. UCLA (23-4,
14-2 in the Pac-10) holds a one-
game lead in the Pac-10 over USC
(13-3 in conference play) and the

Wildcats (13-3). A sweep of the

Arizona schools would give the

Bruins their first conference
championship since 1987.

Also, a No. 1 seed in the NCAA
Tournament may be at stake when
UCLA faces Arizona (24-4)
tonight at 8:30.

"Arizona is the biggest game for

us all year long," Bruin head coach
Jim Harrick said, despite the fact

that UCLA has already faced top-

ranked Duke and No. 4 Indiana.

•Tor us this game is probably for

the conference championship. It

will be a high-intensity game.**
The Wildcats will be looking for

revenge, as the Bruins snapped
their 71-game home winning
streak, 89-87, in January. Point
guard Darrick Martin hit a jumper
with less than a second remaining
to give UCLA the victory in

Baseball

defeats
Waves
By Zachary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

UCLA catcher Matt
Schwenke*s decision to bat

right-handed paid grand
dividends for the Bruins
Wednesday against Pepper-
dine.

The former switch-hitter

blasted a grand slam in the

fifth inning and had five runs

batted in at Jackie Robinson
Stadium as the No. 23 Bruins
(16-5, 3-2 in the Six-Pac)

defeated the No. 7 Waves
(12-6), 9-4.

Schwenke*s third homer
— and fu^t career grand
slam — broke a 3-3 tie and
allowed UCLA to cruise to a

^surprisingly easy victory.

"I was looking for some-
thing to hit right away, since

I knew he didn't want to be
behind in the count,**

Schwenke said. *'It was a
curveball down and in. I got
a good swing on it, but I

See BASEBALL, page 38

Tucson.

However, that was a different

Bruin team than the one Arizona
will face tonight Rodney Zimmer-
man started at center forUCLA the

last time the two teams faced each
other, but he has since been
replaced in the starting line-up by
Mitchell Butler.

Martin also started against
Arizona in Tucson, as Gerald
Madkins Was recovering from a
broken hand. Madkins is now the
starting point guard for the Bruins,

with Manin coming off the bench.
Also, redshirt freshman forward

Ed 0*Bannon did not play in

UCLA*s upset of the Wildcats two
months ago. 0*Bannon, who now
plays 15-20 minutes per game, had
yet to make his college debut, as he
was still recovering from knee
surgery.

Meanwhile, Arizona has stuck
with the same starting line-up and
seven-man rotation since January.
The Wildcats are led by a front-

court consisting of three Southern
California natives.

Chris Mills, a 6-fool, 6-inch
forward from nearby Fairfax High

"^School, leads Arizona in scoring"
and rebounding. Mills, who is

averaging 16.4 points and 8.1

rebounds per game, scored 25
points and grabbed nine rebounds
against the Bruins in January.

However, once Madkins began
^fending Mills, he scored only
three points in Uie final 12 minutes.

W. hoops
By Heather Duffy
Daily Bruin Staff

This weekend, the members of
the UCLA women's basketball

team will play their final games of
the regular season in Oregon. This
is also the weekend that theNCAA
Tournament selection committee
has chosen to announce which
teams will be invited to the

championship tournament
If the Bruins have troubles in

Oregon, they may find themselves
cramming for fmals in Powell
Library Uke everyone else. If the

Bruins win, they could be booking
their flights to the fu^t round of
post-season play.

After splitting its final home-
stand with a win over Arizona,
83-67, and a loss to Arizona State,

99-91, UCLA is 10-6 in confer-

ence games and is tied with the Sun
Devils for fourth place in the Pac-
10. The loss to Arizona State last

weekend put the pressure on
UCLA to win both games in

Oregon, according to UCLA head
coach Billie Moore.
"Now we have to go to Oregon

and Oregon State and win both.

We are now forced to win two
games on the road if we want to

make the tournament,** Moore
said.

Neither Oregon school is in

contention for a tournament bid at

Earlier this week, Harrick
announced that Madkins would
guard Mills tonight.

Wildcat center Sean Rooks is

second on the team in scoring and
rebounding. Rooks, who averages

15.9 points and 6.7 rebounds per

game, will be guarded by UCLA
forward Don MacLean.
Arizona forward Wayne

Womack will be defended by his

good friend. Bruin forward Tracy
Murray.

Khalid Reeves and Matt Othick
have been extremely effective as
the starting guards for the Wild-
cats. Reeves and Othick have a
combined average of approxi-
mately 25 points and nine assists

per game.
At his weekly media luncheon

Tuesday, Harrick said that Reeves
would most likely be guarded by
Butler, while Othick would be
defended by Shon Tarver.

MacLean led UCLA with 38
points and nine rebounds when the

Bruins beat Arizona earlier this

year. However, Harrick expects
the Wildcats to double-team Mac-
Lcan tonight, which wilL-^ve
"Murray and the rest of thcTJCLA
starters open shots.

"We did two things well at

Arizona,** Harrick said. "We took
good shots and we gave them no
dunks out of their offense. We
played good defense and rebound-

See HOOPS, page 38

JOHN CHUNQ/Daly Bruin

Bruin forward Tracy Murray wHl need a big game If UCLA hopes to
get past Arizona tonight and Arizona State Saturday.

Men's tennis
falls to 'SC
after doubles

LAURA LEE SWAN
Rehema Stephens and the women's basketball team will try to
keep their NCAA Tournament hopes alive when they face the Ore-
gon schools.

this point in the season. Oregon
State is ninth in the Pac-10 with a
record of 3-13 (8-18 overall).

Oregon is 6-10 in conference
games and 14-12 overall, and
currently holds seventh place in

the conference. Both schools were
swept in the Bay Area last

weekend.

The Beavers are led by center

Judy Shannon, who has been one
of the Pac-10 scoring leaders all

season with an average of 21.9
points per game. Shannon is also

among the conference elite in

blocked shots.

By DJ. Harmeling
Dally Bruin Staff

In horse racing it*s called the
stretch run.

In football, it's the two-minute
driU.

Either way, it sq)arates the
winners from the losers.

For the UCLA men's tennis
team Wednesday, the difference
was doubles.

The fourth-ranked Bruins and
the third-ranked USC Trojans
were deadlocked, 3-3, after singles
play, when USC's strength took to

the coun$^'

The Nb. 1 USC team of Jon
Leach and Brian McPhie defeated
UCLA's top team of Bill Behrens
and Mark Knowlcs, 6-3. 6-2.

UCLA's No. 3 team of BiU Barber
and David Nainkin defeated the
Trojan's combination of Wayne
Black and Kent Scton, 6-3. 6-0.

The match rested on the No. 2
doubles contest, which pitted the
Bruins' makeshift team of Pdtz
Bissell and Robert Janacek versus
the nation's ninth-ranked team of
David Ekerot and Andras Lannyi.

In a three-set conclusion, Ekerot

See TENNIS, page 3S

TV"" NCAArbound
Freshman Natalie Norberg and the UCLA

women's swimming team will head to the

NCAA championships after a disappointing

Olympic trials.

See page 43

Volleyball loses

The No. 5 UCLA men's volleyball team lost

to top-ranked Long Beach State in four games,
15-13, 15-9. 12-15 and 15-4. Forty-niner All-

American Brent Milliard had a game-high 39
kiUs.

See page 42

*<*;»/?.

Spirts Extra returns
The award-winning Daily Bruin Sports Extra

can be found in today's paper. The final

basketball edition features UCLA forwards Don
MacLean, who plays his final regular season
games this week, and TYacy Murray.
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UCLA's enigmatic Don MacLean has done it all...almost.

By Kennedy Cosgrove
Sports Extra Editor

He walks Into the interview wearing baggy, nondescript shorts and a UCLA sweatshirt. He hasn't shaved in a day or

two. He has a big bag of food from McDonald's. He sits down and starts to "grub." He scarfs down a Big Mac (how appropriate)

and talks about golf. He is a regular guy, he says.

You believe him. ^

Because if there's one thing Don MacLean has always been in his four years at UCLA, it's unflinchingly honest— honest

in his anger, in his humor, in his trash-talking. In his kindness and with the media.

Now, the sand in the 6-foot-1 senior's collegiate hourglass Is steadily running out, and he savors each day and each

gam^^tife has left. He recently visited an old, dilapidated basketball court where he played ball since he was seven years old.

'

It was in a small park called Mountain Valley, surrounded by tract homes, in his hometown of Simi Valley. He thought about

See MACLEAN, page 3
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'f Spopis Extra
Arizona vs. UCLA Mar. 12. 1992

Hie Big Three duke it out for Pao-10 crown
Stanford, ASU bidding for NCAA, tourney
By Greg Jones
Sports Extra Staff

As use head coach George
Raveling said Tuesday. *This is

the week that coaches and players
dream of."

Why? Because even though it is

the last weekend of the Pac-10
season, the final outcome of the

conference race is as shrouded in

doubt as it was on day one.

UCLA, Arizona and USC can
all still win the conference at this

late stage, as the No. 8-ranked
Bruins play No. 2 Arizona tonight

and Arizona State on Saturday,
while No. 10 USC battles the Sun
Devils tonight and takes on Arizo-

na on Saturday.

Winning the conference title is

crucial, as the victor could walk
away with the No. 1 seed in the

West region of the NCAA tourna-

ment, importing national signifi-

cance to this weekend's events in

Los Angeles.

UCLA, USC and Arizona wiU
aU definitely be in the NCAA

teams have a good chance to be
among the 64 announced on
Sunday, Kfarch 15. Both Arizona
State (18-11, 9-7) and Stanford

(16-10, 8-8) have realistic NCAA
hopes, but will probably have to

win at least one game this

weekend.

Washington State (20-10, 8-9),

by merit of beating USC last

weekend, has a chance to be a part

ofMarch Madness, but will have to

defeat archrival Washington and
gel some help from the NCAA
selection committee.

Finally, the seventh-place Ore-
gon State Beavers (15-14, 7-9) arc

in a position to make the NTT
tournament with a good showing
this weekend. Cellar dwellers

Washington (12-16, 5-12), Cali-

form ^IS, 2>I4)^ snd OregoiF

(6-19, 2-14) do not even have this

to look forward to, and arc

probably looking to end the season
as soon as possible.

The spotlight is obviously on the

City of Angels this weekend,
wherc the Bniins (23-4, 14-2),

WUdcats (24-4, 13-3) and Trojans

(21-5, 13-3) duke it out to oown a

champion.

Tonight's Arizona-UCLA clash

is of prime importance. However,
a Bruin victoiy will not assurc

UCLA of the conference title.

UCLA, one game ahead of

Arizona and USC, needs a sweep
to take the conference title out-

right Arizona also needs to win
both to take the conference for

sure, while USC needs a sweq>
and a UCLA loss to have any
chance.

But no matter what the out-

comes are, all three of these teams
will receive good seeds in the

tournament.

ASU, winner of three in a row
and six out of their last eight, is in a

AP Top-25
Rank Team

1. Duke
2. Arizona

3. Kansas
A. Indiana

5. Ohio St.

6. Arl<ansas

7. UNLV
8. UCLA
9. Kentucky .

10. USC
11. Oklahoma St.

12. Cincinnati

13. Missouri

14. Michigan

15. SetonHall
16. Michigan St.

17. Alabama
18. Florida St.

19. DePaul
20. North Carolina

21. Georgetown
22. Massachusetts
23. LSU
24. Oklahoma
25. St. John's

Pac-10 Standings
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UCLA's enigmatic Don Maclean has done it all...almost,

MacLean
From page 1

how fast it's all gone by.

'Three years of high school and
four years of college have been a
snap, a blur,** he said.

And after four years that have
been alternatively brilliant and
tempestuous — often both — he
says he wouldn't change anything
about it "In terms of basketball

you couldn't ask for anything

better.- MacLean said.

But he'll be honest with you.

He's definitely looking forward to

leaving.

"The ultimate thing will be on
(NBA) draft day, because that's

what you dream about as a little

kid," he said. 'That's basically

what you use college for. on the

l)asketball side."

He speaks not cynically, but
candidly, in the slow Oklahoma
drawl that he has for no apparent
reason.

"Yeah^ you're going to get your
education, but on the l)asketball

side, you're going to get ready for

the NBA."
He's ready. He will almost

surely be a lottery pick in die draft

He hears he will be picked
"somewhere between four and
eight, which is right where I want
to be."

A perfect ending to a stellar

career? Bye, bye Mr. American
Pie? The local kid makes good and
rides into a smoggy SoCal sunset,

shooting a leaningjumper from the

back of his while horse?

Maybe that would be the case
for a regular guy, but not for Don
MacLean.
For most regular guys it would

be enough to be die all-time

leading UCLA scorer, enough to

be a main reason why UCLA
txisketball is back on the map,
enough to make his head coach Jim
Harrick say, "He has been every-

diing for us."

But because he is Don Mac-
Lean, in spite of all diat he's

accomplished, he has to wonder.

How is he going to be remem-
bered?

"I've said it before. I'm die

leading scorer and everything, but

I don't think people are really

going to talk about me in terms of

die odier great UCLA players until

we get to the Final Four this year,

or win the national championship,"

MacLean said. "In terms of being

considered widi those guys, that is

something you have to do here. At
other schools, no. But at UCLA,
it's part of the territory."

Because he is Don MacLean,

being misunderstood, disliked and

criticized has also been part of the

territory. He doesn't want to be

remembered for that

Until this season, the characteri-

zations were relenUess. For his

scowling game face and brazen

intensity, he was a whiner and a

hothead. For the abundant number
of points he scored and shots he

took, he was selfish. For his

woofing on the court and his

brutally honest comments off it, he
was a jerk.

It started his freshman year, but

came to a head last season when he
flipped a ball at Arizona's Brian

Williams on national television,

earning both a technical foul and a
media sheUacldfigi

He inunediately knew he; was
wrong, and admitted it, but the

incident wouldn't die quietly.

A year ago, he tried to figure out

why he was so vilified.

"I've done some things diat

have been stupid and some things

diat I shoukln't have, but diat

doesn't mean I'm a bad guy, or diat

I hate people or diat I'm a punk."

he said last February.

His friends and loved ones came
to his defense. He was described as

*^ceful," "quiet" and "sensi-

tive" by people who knew him
well. Longtime friend and coach
Rich Goldberg said MacLean was
a "great role model" and named a

slew of children's clinics and
jummer camp6 to whkkMacI
had donated his time. Testimony
was given of his unfailing polite-

ness to £ans.

He was about as easy to figure

out as an income tax form. Was he
basked)all's bad boy or the boy

X)HN CHUNGVDaly Bruin

MacLean torched Arlzonafor 38 points in UCLA's 89-87 win in

January.

CHARLES COOtEY/Daily Bruin

Though MacLean has had a great career, he has often felt

besieged.

next door? Or both?

r, he tried to chsn^
Last summer, he took karate

lessons from Bruce Kanegai, a

teacher at his old high school. He
learned alxxit discipline, focus and
relaxing.

He tried to change at die

beginning of this season and tone

down his on-court antics and
outbursts. Unfortunately, he real-

ized that it took away part of his

effectiveness. Being Mr. Nice Guy
just wasn't in his repertoire.

He seems to have struck a happy
medium now. He has the old fire,

which he says makes him play

better, without as many of the

negative consequences.

'There's been a gradual change
in his maturity level," UCLA
assistant coach Brad Holland said.

"I think the karate was an excellent

choice and it's obviously helped.

There's a difference between a

fired-up and focused MacLean and
a MacLean who gets upset and
complains about calls. I'm sure

there are coaches who have said,

•Hey, let's get MacLean upset,

let's play physical with him.

Maybe we'll get some calls and
it'll take him out of die game. ' And
at times, that's happened.

"But a fired-up and focused
MacLean, you don't want that

because he'll play die Arizona
game on you," Holland said.

He referred to UCLA's 89-87
road victory over the Wildcats on
Jan. 11, in which MacLean prob-

ably played his finest college

game, scoring 38 points and
hauling in nine rebounds.

TTie McKale Center crowd was
thunderously loud, with much of

dieir force aimed at UCLA's
number 42. MacLean just played,

intense as ever, but was never in

danger of losing his head.

"Widiout question," he said. "I

rarely get upset about things like

diat anymore. With all the good
publicity and things I've been a lot

more relaxed this year.

"It's hard to explain, but when
you come in you're fighting and
scratching for recognition and for

people to notice you," he said.

"Now diat I'm a senior, I've gotten

to the point where people are

respecting me more."

He is getting respect — some-
thing he didn't always get regard-

less of how many points he scored.

And he has been recognized. He
was featured in a recent issue of

Sports Illustrated. The article,

MacLean sstid he likect, (8^
not hesitate to detail MacLean 's

past problems. He accepts diat.

"I wouldn't be a story if I didn't

have some negatives to go along

with the positives," he said.

One of those positives is Mac-
Lean's sense of humor, drier than a
summer day in Simi Valley.

After the disappointing loss to

Duke on March 1, a camera crew
tried to interview Blue Devil

Christian Laettner in die locker-

room, l)efore Laettner had his shirt

on. He indignantly refused and told

die camera crew to shut it off. The
same crew went to MacLean, also

shirtless, and told them of Christ-

ian's refusal.

"Well, I'm buffer dian he is,"

was his miiy remark.

He has never watered down his

quotes, or shied away from the

media. He is not afraid to voice his

opinions, answering difficult

questions with candor.

For example, he is asked if it

was difficult to grow up as a white

ballplayer in the mostly black
world of LA basketball.

'That's a good question," he
said. "It's not really a question of
black or white, it's more about
style ofgame. People probably talk

a lot more about (USC guard)

Harold Miner, whether or not he's

a better player, because he dunks a

lot and makes spectacular moves.
But let's face it being white helps

my draft stock, for good or bad.

You look at NBA arenas, and the

front row is mosUy white people."

Whether or not that is true, his

draft stock and UCLA's fortunes

have been helped by what Mac-
Lean says are the sacrifices he's

made for die team.

'There's been games diat I've

only taken seven or eight shots. In

years past I'd be pissed off for a
week about diat but I know diat's

what (scouts) want to see — dive
on die floor a couple of times, just

be a team player," he said.

Head coach Jim Harrick agrees.

"One night he got seven points,

and he didn't care about that,"

Harrick said.

No, what he cares about now, in

his last year of college, in the grand
finale to what has been a remark-
able and seldom dull career, is

what he's always cared about*

winning, getting respect and ful-

filling a childhood dream.
He's honest about diat

I '



By Aaron Lowenberg
Sports Extra Staff

Each of the past three games between Arizona

and UCLA has been decided in the final five sec-
onds.

Tonight's showdown between the No. 2 Wild-

cats and the No. 8 Bruins will likely continue the

tradition of close games in this extremely intense

rivalry.

At stake tonight at Pauley Pavilion is the Pac-1

championship, a possible No. 1 seed in the NCAA
Toumament and bragging rights until next year.

"This is probably our biggest game ail year
long," UCLA head coach Jim Hamck said, even
though the Bruins have faced top-ranked Duke and
fourth-ranked Indiana this season. "This will be a
high-Intensity game, and probably for us it Is for the

conference championship."

UCLA has a one-game lead over Arizona In the

conference, with two g^mes remaining. The Brurns

snapped the Wildcats'^-gamehome winning streak

in January, 89-87, which has made winning tonight's

game a necessity for Arizona if they want to capture

their fifth-consecutive Pac-1 crown.

"There's definitely a lot of pressure on us this

weekend," said Arizona's Sean Rooks.
For UCLA, a win coupled with a loss by USC in

either of their last two games, would give the Bruins

their first conference championship since 1 987.

However, beating the Wildcats a second time will not be easy
for the Bruins.

"Outside of Duke, (Arizona) has got as much talent as anybody
in the country," Harrick said. "They are a very balanced team. It

comes down to how your team is playing, and wh6 steps up to play

the game."
While Arizona has not changed much since the first meeting

between the two teams, UCLA is markedly different.

Rodney Zimmerman started at center for the Bruins last time,

but has since been replaced in the starting lineup by Mitchell Butler.

With Butler in the lineup, UCLA is a much quicker team, although
its interior defense is not quite as strong.

Redshirt freshman fon/vard Ed O'Bannon had not yet made his

debutwhen the two teams met in Tucson. O'Bannon played his first

college game the week after the Bruins faced the Wildcats. Cur-
rently, O'Bannon plays 15-20 minutes per game, and shores up
UCLA's Interior defense.

Also, freshman point guard Tyus Edney did not play a signifi-

cant role for the Bruins the last time the teams squared off. Edney

had seen a great deal of playing time prior to injuring

his back against Duke last week, but since then

played sparingly against Washington State and not

at ail against Washington. Both Harrick and Edney
said that he will probably play against Arizona to-

night. 1

The Wildcats are led by Southern California natives

Chris Mills and Rooks. Mills, a junior fonvard, leads
Arizona in scoring and rebounding, as he averages
16.4 points and 8.1 rebounds per game.

In the first meeting between the two teams. Mills

scored 25 points and grabbed nine rebounds. How-
ever, once UCLA guard Gerald Madkins started

defending him, Mills scored only three points in the

final 12 minutes.

Rooks, a 6-foot-1 center, is second on the team in

scoring and rebounding, averaging 15.9 points and
6.7 rebounds per game. Bruin forward Don MacLean
will likely be responsible for guarding Rooks.
Guard play has been very effective this year for the

Wildcats. Matt Othick and Khalid Reeves are com-
bining to average approximately 25 points and nine

assists per game. Othick is also making nearly 45
percent of his three-pointers, as he leads the team
with 63 treys.

At his weekly media luncheon Tuesday, Harrick

said that Othickwould probably be defended by Shon
Tarver, while Reeves would probably be guarded by
Mitchell Butler.

MacLean scored 38 points against the Wildcats in January,
cadging Harrick to believe that Arizona might double-team him. If

MaJLean is double-teamed, players like Tracy Murray will have
ope n shots.

Murray was held to 14 points the last time UCLA played the

Willcat^, as he made only five of 14 shots. The Bruins wiH likely

ne^p Murray to improve on that tonight.

I like to play games like the Arizona game," Harrick said. "It

brir)bs out the best in your team."

The Bruins will need their best to defeat the Wildcats tonight.

'^^„•»»-
p^

^^.^^

lylls

Dm MacLeai
• Averaging 20.7 points and 8

rebounds per game.

• Scored 38 points in UCLA's 89-

87 win at Arizona Jan. 11.

• Shooting 92% from trie line.

Tracy Mirray

•Leading scorer for Bruins,

averaging 21.4 points per game.

• Sliooting 53.3% FG.

• Stiooting 50% from 3-point

range.

• Leads team wi^h 43 steals.

Slioi Tarver

• Averaging 11.4 point per game.

• Shooting 49.5% FG. 46.8% free

throws.

OeraldMHUM
• Averaging 6.6 points per game,

4.0 assists per game.

• Shooting 42% from 3-point

range.

• &:ored season-high 13 points

versus Washington St.

•Scored 11 points, had 3

retx)unds. 2 assists and 2 steals at

Arizona on Jan. 11.

DarHck Martia

• Averaging 5.9 points per game.

• Shooting 82.9% from the line.

• Leads team with 4.6 assists per

game.

Tyus Edaey
• Averaging 5.3 points per game.

• Second on teams with 36 steals.

• Averaging 16 minutes per game.

U O'BaBBMi
• Averaging 3.8 points and 3.4



1992IM Tournament

THE GAME...

1. Fill out a blank Sports Extra NCAA Tournament bracket. The teams and seedings will be

announced on Sunday, March 15th, and will be posted outside the Daily Bruin office late that

afternoon. They can also be found in any newspaper's sports section on Monday, March 16th

2. The winner will be the person who correctly predicts the most number of Final Four teams

If there are ties, the tiebreaker system willbe as follows (in order): \

^"^

I. Correctly predicting the NCAA champion.

II. Correctly predicting the most number of Final 8 teams.

III. Correctly predicting the most number of Sweet 16 teams.

3. Each student may only enter once. Reg card numbers of the winners will be checked

4. Submit your entry to the Daily Bruin receptionist at 1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall.

5. Winners will be notified the second week of Spring Quarter.

THE PRIZES...

1st - $100 2nd - $75 3rd - $50 4th - $25

Infinity
OADVANCED TECHNOLOGffiSO

'Supermarket Prices with Village Convenience'

1057 Gaytoy • Wastwood Vlllago

ta«
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REGIONALS
March 27 & 29

Kemper Arena,
Kansas City, Missouri
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FIRST ROUND
March 19 «& 20
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March 21 & 22
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REGK>NALS
March 26 & 28

The Spectnim,
""'^Fliilailelplila, Pennsylvania
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REGMNAtS
March 26 & 28

University Arena,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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FIRST ROUND
Mardil9&20

SECOND ROUND
March 21 & 22

FINAL FOUR
April 4 & 6

HiitiMt H Hiimnhrftv

Metrodome,
Minneapolis, MN

SECOND ROUND
March 21 & 22

RRST ROUND
March 19 & 20

1992 NCAA Men's
Division i Cliampion

r

NAME

PHONE NUMBER

MAJOR

YEAR IN SCHOOL

REG CARD NUMBER

REGK>NALS
Marcn 2 i c\ 29

Rupp Arena,
Lexington, Kentucky

SECOND ROUND
Marcii21<^2J

RRST ROUND
March 19 & 20

\^

ALLIANCE NETWORK
INSURANCE SERVICES. INC.

MILLER AUTOMOTIVE GROUP
Toyota Nissan Mitsubishi Infiniti
In Our 3rd QcnenUon of SaUafyIng Your Automotive Needs

NFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

Open 7 Days • Mon-TNjrB 10am-7pm Fri-Sat 10am-10pm Sun 12n^pm • In Westwood Viliage

breadstiks
'Supermarket Prices

with Village
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BRUIN SpiPts Extra

CRESCENT JEWELERS
Westwood's oldest and most respected
jeweler, is proud to honor isrcD

of the Month

Z^

t

L:r*»,

n

Q9P
OFFCtAL TIMER

'»'!« " >^—~''^»»

^'^^^ for your fhiroritB malo And foina,lo
Atliletea oaoh month. ThB Mthlmt^a rooolving tho
nj€>st votea wUl bo honored by Creaoont Jewolara

mt m, XJCI^A Athlotlo Bvont.

^fVHV a SEIKO U.S. OLYMPIC TEAM
COLLECTION watch. EAoh month «

]Yy ^^ random dra,wing wirUJ be held f^rom the
bAllota rooolvBd. Tha aalootod winnmr
will roooive a Seiko U.B.Olympio Team
Collection watoh and four tlolcets to an

upoomingr U^CLuA athletic event.

;.»

/•

36 U8C 380
THE FUTURE OF TIME

My selections for the March Crescent Jewelers UCLA Athletes of the Month are:
(Male athlete)^ _and (Fernalo athlete)

To be counted, and entered in the dra\Mng. yourballot must be received by April 6 1992Bring in or mail your ontrv to- or-^ wii/y lo. Please enter my nanrto in your cta\Aing.

Y\an\e.

Address

lOSS w*srwood bivd
w»srwood villog*
tot ongwlvt 90034

eiueiers.inc.
i lino* 1946

(3l0)30a-3l3l

Phone (Day). (Eve),

Z?^.^Ji?'F*5 ^P'^
'^^ March Athletes of the Month Mtill be preithe UCLA Men's \A>lleyball Tournament on April 1 1. t9&.

"^

Two for One Com Deal
Buy any combination of a Baja, Sonora,

or Durango and the 2nd is FREE!
(Coupon good one per discount/not valid witfi other offers/offer ends 3/29/92)

...and stay for Acapuico late night...

Best Late Night Happy Hour in the Village

9 pm - Closing

1 109 Glendon • Westwood Village • 208-3884

Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention this ad
when making reservations

An-suitehoM for Bnjins and firiends.

Just minutes from the UCLA campus, an all-suite hotel with full kitchens, free parking, pool & spa.

Rates from $85 . $105 per night.

For reservations call:

(310)476-6255

•///
199 North Church Lane

1 block W. of San Diego Freeway

Brentwood Suites * ""* ^ °^ ^""^

HOTEL Limitad roanM available at the Bniin nte.

Aiizonavs.UCLAMar.12.1992
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OaJly Bruin flie photo

Tracy Murray has led the Bruins In many categories this year—
including two-handed dunks.

MURRAY
From page 6

against Arizona State and seven
steals against Oregon State.

However, he believes that there

is nx)m for improvement in his

game.
"I'm never satisfied with my

play,** he said. 'There is always
another shot, or pass or steal that I

could have made.**

Harrick knows how well Mur-
ray can play.

"When he gets lost in the game
and forgets about shooting the ball

and scoring, and he concentrates
on everything else and just shoots
the ball when it comes to him, then
he shoots 65 percent from die field

and plays a great all-around

REUNION
From page 6

game,- Hanick said. "Defense,
rebounding, blocking shots, get-

ting deflections, getting steals, (he

does everything).**

Yet individual glory is not what
Murray seeks.

*1 am just trying to help the team
win,** Murray said. "We have high
expectations. Winning the
championship is a reality for our
team. The further we go in the

tournament, the more recognition

we will get**

If UCLA can win the national

championship, Mitchell Butler
might just get some recognition as
a prophet

We aU respect each other*s game's and we all know what's up. We*re
good friends off the court so there's no need to do the talking.*'

If Murray lets his game do the talking tonight he might get the chance
to drive home a dunk over Arizona's Wayne Womack. After the game he
will drive home Womack ~ another childhood friend.
"When I was in ninth grade. Wayne moved from East Orange, New

Jersey into my neighborhood. That's when the gangs were getting bad so

"IVe been playing against Chris Mills since tenth

grade. All the boys in LA, we were all friends

because we would battle against each other all the

time.
))

Tracy Murray

we would go to the gym everyday to get off the street.
*The gang problem got so bad that my family had to move but Wayne

and I kq>t being close friends. I would go spend the night at his house, or
he would spend the night at mine."
Some things never change and after Arizona plays USC on Saturday

night Womack and Murray have plans to party— slumber party that is.

"Yeah,- said Murray, "he's staying at my pad after the game."
So what does the future hold for the UCLA/Arizona family members?

**Latcr,- said Murray, "when we're getting paid for our hard work, we'll
have a little fun talking about these crazy days . . . maybe pop in some old
tapes of our games against each other and say *See Man, you fouled me
right there!'-

I BRUIN SdopIs Extra
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By Zachary Aron
Sports Extra Staff

Much has been made of the

UCLA basketball team's senior

commitment, with the seniors

vowing to have a special final year.

A similar movement is occur-
ring for the Arizona Wildcats.

^
The last three years have been

somewhat disappointing for
Arizona. Although the Wildcats
have gone 29-4. 25-7 and 28-7 in

the past three seasons, they have
yet to make it past the Sweet 16 in

the NCAA tournament
For Arizona's three senion,

Sean Rooks, Wayne Womack and
Maa Othick, the desire to win this

year is especially immediate.
Othick, in particular, has taken on
the role of senior leader.

"I've tried to be a strong leader
for us,- the 6-foot- 1 Othick said,

*Toward the end of the season, the
=oW» guys need to show lea.

ship. We need to step it up.

Nowhere was that more evident
than last weekend against Stan-

ford. It was the Wildcats* last

home game. Senior's Day, yet the

"When we were

_YP}rinfi?T-iLdidn't seem

to matter as much. But

when youVe been real

close to getting to the

top, you know you have

to get there. You

couldn't ask for more

than making the Final

Four.''

Matt Othick

Cardinal were unexpectedly
hanging tough and had tied the

game at 78 late in the game.
Othick calmly sank a three-

point basket from the top of the

circle to give Arizona an 81-78
lead. After Stanford again tied the

score, Othick struck again. This
time the guard launched a 23-foot
arrow from the left side to give the

Wildcats an 84-81 advantage that

they would never relinquish.

As Stanford guard Peter Dukes
told the Arizona Daily Star, "If

Othk:k doesn't make those two
(three-pointers) who knows, we
could've won the game. That*s
what a senior will do for you.-

Othick believes that it is what a
senior should do.

"Sean, Wayne and I are trying to

give the extra effort,- Othick said.

"When we were younger it didn*t

seem to matter as much. But when
you*ve been real close to getting to

the top, you know you have to get

there. And we want to do what we

can. Each year we have had a good
team, but you couldn*t ask for
more than making the Final Four.-

This season, Othick has steadily
and calmly led the *Cats on the
floor. While his stats are not gaudy—- 10.7 points and 5.2 assists per
game— Othick does what it takes
to make the offense function.

"As far as point production
goes, I try to shoot the ball well
from outside,- Othick said. "But I

try to penetrate and get the ball into

Sean and Chris (Mills) or Khalid
(Reeves) and Tve really been
trying to be a strong leader for us.

So far, its been going real well; it*s

been a consistent season for me.-
Consistency is fine, but Othick

knows that he will have to raise his

game up a notch Thursday night

"We*re (UCLA and Arizona)
two of the best teams in the

country,- Othick said. **Every time
out we have had some great

basketball games. We don*t have
any bigger rivals than UCLA.-
An Arizona win over the Bruins

and several victories in the NCAA
tournament can also help Othick
individually.

"Fm going to try to play NBA
ball,- Othick said. "But it depends
on what happens with the team. If

the team goes &r (in the tourna-

ment) then it will help me out with
the draft This is true for Wayne
and Sean as well. But we*re
concentrating on the team right

now. We want to help make us a
better team.-

Othick is committed to that
UA Sports Info

Arizona guard Matt Othick wants to take the Wildcats higher.

Let's prove we have what it takes to skin the 'Cats at home!

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

1 0922 Kinross Ave 208-2424 Westwood Village
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BRUIN Spopis Extra
Arizona VS. UCLA Mar. 1 2: 1 992

5 More Days 'til

St. Pat's Day!!
(Tues. March 1 7th)

4^ ^ , •Corned Beef & Cabbage

^PN A. FVJN All Day

fOOU ^ •Live Entertainment From
the Afternoon On

DAILY BEER SPECIALS
150 Imported &

^_ Sun-Thurs (excluding Mon) Domestic BeersMi 8pm to Midnight
i e n Kf^^

5 Dart Boards and Gameroom * ^ ^ IJi'augnt

M|| Sports channel on TV. ail open hours

a^ 2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA (213) 828-9839

7 Days a Week 1 1am-2am

^IRfSH PUB *
NEED9
a little action
ADVERTISE 825-2161

'-^

A

BRING IN THIS COUPON FOR YOUR

FREE ST. PATRICK'S DAY PASS!!

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
(213) 828-9839

«^

/

Gi^yp^
SUPPORTS THE

# 1 UCLA BRUIIHS

-^

$100 OFF ANY NEW CAR
lust present your UCLA Student I.D. at time of purchase!

MILLER AUTOMOTIVE GROUP
Toyota • Nissan • Mitsubishi • Inflniti

In Our 3rd Generation of Satisfying Your Automotive Needs

PAC-IO
From page 2

position to gamer a tournament
bid. However, it has the most
difficult schedule of any team,
having to play USC and UCLA on
the road.

Stanford is in fifth place in the

standings and will probably win its

final two games of the season
against Oregon and Oregon State.

Should Stanford sweep the pair, it

will be a shoo-in, according to

insiders.

Sixth-place Washington State
will probably not squeak in, even
with a victory over Washington.
The Cougars have won 20 this

season, but have four victories that

won't count because they were
against Division II teams.
Even Washington State's Divi-

sion I wins aren't overly impress-
ive. The Cougars did have a 14-

game win streak at the beginning
of the year, but ran it up against
such patsies as Idaho, Eastern
Washington, Alcorn State and
Hawaii.

On an individual note, there
have been a number of impressive
performers who will be sure to be
wearing NBA jerseys soon. Adam
Keefe is one of the finest big men
tn^iecottftfiy, and b second iirthc

-

Pac-10 in scoring (25.4) and first in

rebounding (12.5).

Keefe, a senior, is a likely

tottery pick in June. However,
use's Harold Miner could be
picked even higher than Keefe. if

Miner decides to leave school for
the NBA.
Miner was named as a first-team

Basketball Weekly AU-American
last week. The junior from Inglew-
ood was also among the top
selections for the National Associ-
ation of Basketball Coaches
(NABQ and the United States

Basketball Writers of America
(USBWA).

Arizona has two players that are
also among the top in the confer-
ence in statistics. Los Angeles
native Chris Mills is among the top
10 in the Pac-10 in scoring (16.4),
rebounding (8.1), field goal per-
centage (51.3 percenO and free-

throw percentage (80.7 percenO.
Senior Sean Rooks is also

quietly having a strong season,
with a 15.9 point per game and 6.7
rebound a game average.

Other stars, such as Oregon's
Antoine Stoudamire (20.5 points a
game), Oregon State's Scott
Haskin (17.8 points a game).
Washington's Rich Manning (16.7
points a game) and WSU's Ter-
rence Lewis (17.6 points a game),
have all had fine seasons as well on
glitzless teams.

PAC 10 NOTES:

Five conference teams received posi-
•ewon bids last year (4 NCAA. 1 NIT), a
statistic that will probably be surpassed this

year. The conference sent a record seven
teams (4 NCAA. 3 NIT) in 1989-90.

Stanford's P^tcr Dukea leads the confer-
ence in three point field goals this season
with 71. and is currently hitting 47.7
percent of his shots, second in the confer-
ence. Ihc conference record is an astonish-
ing 114. set by Arizona's Steve Kerr in

1987-88.

^^ ^f(ft
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From page 5
perspective. Ifwc get overpsyched
we can be asking for trouble. But
we have to do whatever it takes io
win.**

Rooks and Co. have won 82
games in the past three years, but
all of those campaigns have ended
in disappointment with relatively

early exits fix>m theNCAA tourna-
ment This season, the U of A
senior trio of Rooks, Matt Othick
and Wayne Womack has played as
if on a mission.

"I think everybody on this team
who is a senior wants to go out in a
big way," Rooks said. "We want to
make this a special year in com-
parison to other years. We have
made this the focus all year. We
want to make that next stq>. This is

why I came back instead of going
out for the draft"
NBA superscout Marty Blake

believes Rooks made a good
decision, but that he still is a fine

"Pve always billed

myself as the gO'to guy.

I was fortunate last year

to be able to hit those

shots. If it comes down
to that situation again,

I would love to take

that shot."

Sean Rooks

professional prospect ''He can
make a lot ofmoney ifhe makes up
his mind to really go out and play,"
Blake said.

"(Intensity) used to be a prob-
lem,- Rooks responded. "I know
what (Blake) is talking about
Sometimes I could go in there and
dominate, and sometimes I (was)
nowhere to be found From what I

heard, I knew I would have to pick
my play up when the time comes.
And this weekend, I will have to
pick up the intensity even more."
When he does so, Rooks will be

enjoying a bit of a homecoming.
An honorable mention high school
All-American from Fontana,
Rooks has made friends along the
way with UCLA players through
Southern California Slam-N-Jam
summer leagues. He has main-
tained friendships with Tracy
Murray, Gerald Madkins. Darrick
Martin and Don MacLean through
their encounters on the court as
well as just "sitting around and
shooting the breeze."

This year, the Bruins have the

current bragging rights in those
chats, after ending the Wildcats'
home winning streak at 71 Jan. 1

1

on a last-second shot (what else?)
by Martin.

"Last year, Gerald gave me a big
hug after I hit that buzzer beater."

he said. "But they returned the
favor this year, so I gave Darrick a
big hug."

Mojo-DunkJDeal
/

If the Bruins beat
Arizona or

Arizona State get a
FREE order of

MOJO POTATOES
with your ticket stub.

•dine-in only
exp 3/ 1 5/92

Don^t forget our nfher specials ..

Medium one topping pizza, five pieces
^^^^-^)

of chicken and mojo potatoes Only $10.95
Large two topping pizza Only $8.^

1114 Gayley, Westwood
Sun-Thurs. 11- lam, Fri & Sat. ll-2am

824-4111

Copeland's Sports

SHASTA HIKER
L«ath«r and nyton uppar. Hard

carbon rUbbar outaola.
Compraaalon rasiatant

EVA midaola.

r .: ^
av>'.

S2fi^n»i£:P
M'A^iicvcudcKj

EUERy WEDNESDAy
"THE SHELTER"

Dance to the newest in

Alternative Music

All drinks $1 after 5 pm

ST^PAfllGK^S
»y s -^ % \\

Tuesday, March 1 7fh

No (^ver/ltendRfi

Irish food^&drM specials

ALL DAV

Starting March 2nd

$2.00

TUESDAYS
All drinks $2.00

After 8pm. No cover

Bikini Contest
>

1 3535 Mindanao Way 574-39321

NIKE OOORBUSTERS
MVLOM
CORTEZ
Lightwaight

LEATHER
CORTEZ
Soft laailMr

PAIR^

KID*
CROSSTRAIIMER

uppar.
Disc.
color.

Laathor i

Am.

Bvnch. For wm

KID'S GAMER
BilSEBALL SHOE

Spacial group kid'a Gamars
availabia in Blacli. Rad and Blua.
Siiaa 1 to d. Diacontinuad styla.
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INTO INFINITY NOW
for Gr«at Computer Sovingsl

InllnUys Commillmcnl lo Quality and Service

1 Year Parts& Labor Warranty on All Systens

Comprehensive 72Hour Bum-in on All Systems

Free Loaner Program

Open 7 Days A Week& Extended Hours

Optional Extended Warranties & On-Site Service

Free Introductory& "Getting Started" Seminars

Leasing ^yailahlg for HiKiposy^

bAVh NOW O ffliaiiuj

Credit Same As Cash

Corporate, Government & University POs Welcome

Starter Package
Ubity 3S16 Mini Tower System

lMd«)386SX-l6CPU

CO

$1,399
Save $100

Performance Package
Infinity 433C Mini Tower System

ST.

wMk

Some ofInfinity's Customprx
f]^j~i University ofr4iliforniayl.pf;Anpr^l|M;

'LA^ Wilh over 36,000 students, UCLMs one of the biggest

and mostdistinguished schoob in the countiy. In-

finity is proud to haw over fifty compulere on the

campus of UCLA in ten different departments.

City& County pfgan Franri^s^-^

Known for its magnificent bridges, ife temperate

weathei; & its rolling hills, San Francisco is one of

the most beautiful dties in the world. And at the

heart of the city is over forty Infinity computere

spreadoutoMersixdepartmcnlsincludingtheMayor's

fifflSBty's Customers include:——Over 50 Fortune 1000 Corporations

Over 35 Schools & Universities

Over 25 Government Agencies

Thousands of Small to Medium-sized Businesses,

Homes & Professional Offices

Teic 5M* 12 MB or 5H- 1.44 MB Floppy Drive
lalkaaced 101-keybybowd

$899 m/Himo Super VGA Mspimy/Cmrd
$1,049 m/Colar Super VGA Display/Card

KaR 120 MB Hard Dbk
Teac 5M- \ll MB or 3^' 1.44 MB Floppy Drt%*

EnhancTfi 101 -kry Keyb'ittrd

$1J49 w/Color Super VGA DispUyfCmrd
$1,899 U'/Natt Inlerlaced SVGA DispUy/Cmrd

Bruin Package
bfinity 333C Mini Tower System
iMd 80386DX-33 CPU . 64K Cache
2MBIAM SSftBHardDiak

Teac 5M* 1.2 MB or 3Vi- 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

Ealuaced lOl^Reybow^
$1,099 m^kmo Super VGA DispUyACmed
$1,249 m^Color Super VGA DispUy/Cmrd.

$1,099*
Save $50

Productivity Pac

A Cute Little Rodent & lUs Cool Pad!
(Actually, an hifinity Mouse & Mouse Pad)
*^ ^^!yj[!^ify System purchase (a $49.96 Value}

PLUS
$250 Worth of Coupons

good tor Contpulitf Softwac, Supptm. AocmssofSi 1 Servkm

$ 1 ,699
Save $100

lii6Bily 4S20CMU Tower System
iMd 8O486SX.20 • 1281 CKhe
4MB lAM 8510 HH^Diik

Toe $M- 1.2 MB or 3H' 1.44 MB Floppy Dihe

kttcxdlOl^eybybotftf

$1,449 m^CoUfrSuper VGA DUplmy/Curd
$1,599 w/fhm InterlmcedSVGA Display/Cm^

On the Go Package
Infinity 3S20 Poilal>le NotelNwk (6.5 Poundi)

Intel 80386SI.20 4MB lAM
40 MB Hard Diik 3M' 1.44 MB FloppyM«e

Supertwisi I£D VGA Dispby (640 1 48(VI6 gnpcates)
Microsok DOS 50 • Onyii^Ow

$lJ99w/60HBHmrdDt9k
$1,899 w/85 MB HmrdEHsk

The possibdites are infiniie. Infinity can custom configure to meet aU your needs
Hurry, sale ends March 31. W2 or while suppUcs last! 'Syslen, prices valid only wid, fuU system purehase.

FINAL FOURtune
See inside for more details!

WIN 100 BICONE^

CaU (310)208-RUBB or 1-800-870-2232 M
Free Delivery to Westwood, UCLA & most of West Los Atigeles MiLorr,

-^ WlNDOVs!

^ ^ P^ys • Mon-Thufs 10am-7p»n • (-n-Sat lOam-IOpm • Sun 12n-6pm In Westwood Village
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MasterCard
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Let SuperShuttle give you
a break!

Convenient... Economical...
transportation to and from

all Southern California airports

$1 OFF
. Fares $10.00-$19.99

$2 OFF
Fares S20.00'$28.99

$3 OFF
Fares $29.00 or higher ,

Just present this ad
totlie SuperShuttle
driver andSAVE on
UCLA's low fares.
Limit one discountad per person. This discount

can not Ix combined wItt) any other discount or

Oder. Offer expires 6/1/S2.

UCLA Express

For Reservations Call

(310)338-1111

SupcrShuTt:ie

Airport Ground Transportation System

;«r^

$100 OFF
ANY SCOOTER

$50 OFFANY
HELMET

with bike purchase

Comeride tvithiis.

ALL MODELS IN STOCK
Down Financing (O.A.C.)

Low Monthly Payments

Cash Paid for Used Scooters

Trades Welcome
Friendly/Experienced Staff

UCLA Discounts on Accessories

FREE Lock with Purchase of any

Bike or Scooter

FREE Local Pickup or Delivery

for Service or Sales

SALES•SERVICE PARTS•ACCESSORIES

1804 Lincoln Blvd Santa Monica
Open 6 Days

Mon^Fri 9-7 Sat 9-5

(310)450^4643
See our ad in the UCLA DIRECTORY

Offers nor good on sale items Checks Welrfxnc

THE FAMILY CIRCLE B)rNotKeane

3-92

Oist. by BaMcrNoA*

*'Notmer *' Ida know!"

Rubber Nose Staff
Ben Wexler ^ ..The Head Cheese

Tatsuya Ishida «. Slick

Brandon McKinney ...« Jesus

DanSaffcr _". Elvis

Pat Meighan The Pope

Richard Olmstead Reo Destnicts

Matt Ball^ Dealer

Jeff Shore Apprentice

Orion Walker „ Quote Boy
DanrK)n Dean ^ .....Dave Gatzke

Randy Braun Copier Guy
Diana J. Bernard Token Woman
Marcus Hennessey ^ Kojak

Jeanine Yamanaka ...."r.T..'n:...:7™:.^:n....................T. Gaffer

Scott Greenberg Chaplain

Dave Garrett Comic
Isaac Bialik , Cory Haim
Tom Klien The Other Artist

Matt Nix Fish Nut
Adam Rotenberg ^..... Best Boy
Richard Kiss Token Canadian

Kyle LaBrache Token Frat Boy
Aaron Moss Key Grip

Special thanks to: Robby Klien. Staci Leuschner, Jeff Shore, Kim-
Clark, Frank Sennett, Tatsuya, Matt Nix, Mom, Dad, and Sinatra.
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WHYYOU SHOULDN'T GO TOA SUR-
REAUST PLASnc SURGEON.

UCLA's Brand New Humor Magazine
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First year
First issue

Friday tlie 13th
miarcli, 1992 M
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Dare to nose yourself.

PHALLUS
SYMBOLUS.

VOLCANUS
ERUPTUS

NOSTRILUS
MAJORIS

NOSTRILUS
MINORIS
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Editor's note This page, doofus
by Ben Wexler

Robert DeNiro Cereals Page 4
by Orion Walker, Ben Wexler and Tatsuya Ishida

Dough Boy tells all Page 5
by Matt Nix

The Universe Page 8

by Pat Meighan
Made up facts Page 9
by Richard Kiss

U2, me too ;- Page 9
art by Tom Klien

Janna Page 10

by Ben Wexler
Boy N The Hood Page 10
by Tatsuya Ishida

1994 Page 13

by Isaac Bialik

In excelsis corned beef -or- The Fourth V.I.P. Page 14

by Orion Walker
Ask the Smartguy^— ^ Page IS

by Randy Braun
Matters of love Page 16

by Diana J. Bernard
Greetings from UCLA Page 17

by Marcus Hennessy (graphics by Dan Saffer)

The UCLA Game Page 18-19

by Matt Ball, Ben Wexler and Brandon McKinney
"

graphics and art by Brandon McKinney
How to be funny in America Page 20
by Richard Olmstead

Fun with postmodernism • Page 22
by Dan Saffer

Letters to the editor Page 26
by Richard Kiss and Ben Wexler

Classifieds Page 29-34

by The People of Los Angeles
Coming soon Page 35
by Matt Nix, Tatsuya, Orion Walker, Dan Saffer and Ben Wexler

(except wliere noted, all art by Tatsuya Ishida and all graphics by Ben Wexler)
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One summer about eleven or

twelve years ago, I'm not sure

exacdy, my family and I were

spending a day or maybe a

weekend in Michigan City,

Indiana. Now, while Michigan

City is a wonderful place to go to

the beach, about the only thing

that can be said for the nighdife

there is that the movie theaters

are cheap, and there's plenty of

'em.

This, however, is a virtue many
towns would do well to emulate,

and one that certainly came in

handy for my parents on this

particular day. Armed with a

station wagon and a pocketful of

change, we headed down to see

"Caddyshack" as night fell.

This was about all I couldVe

asked for in a Saturday night as a

ten-year-old (not to mention

now). The movie soon had me
laughing so hard that tears were
streaming down my face. The
down side of this is that, when a

really funny movie is combined
with a large orange soda, tears

aren't the only thing that can start

streaming. And in this case, they

weren't the only thing.

Well, I figured I was pretty

safe. I mean, the theater was
obviously dark, as would be the

parking lot when we walked to

the car. My transgression, I

calculated, would go unnoticed.

And calculations like this are

usually accurate. Usually, that is,

unless a litde sister is involved.

As the movie ended and the

credits rolled, I felt confident.

We got out into the parking lot,

and I started walking real fast ...

and then Julie opened her mouth.

"Benji peed! Look, Mom! He
peed!" And it was true. And I

was caught.

The point of this story is to

bring to light the inherentiy

paradoxical nature of hunx)r.

This film, from a comic stand-

point at least, was obviously a

success - and yet, because of

that success, it caused a seat in a

theater to which it had been

distributed to be rendered per-

haps permanentiy unusable ...

After a week of the longest and

yet most gratifying hours of work
I've ever logged, I can see how
something as seemingly simple

as trying to make people laugh

can get a little messy.

Even so, it's been a memorable
week, and this is a memorable
magazine. What you hold in your

hands is the product of ungodly

amounts of work, a hell of a lot

of fun, and heaping tablespoons

full of talent: the talent of every-

one whose name appears on the

opposite page and who busted

their collective ass to put to-

gether the first humor magazine
UCLA has seen since probably

before "Caddyshack" came out.

And especially the talent of

Tatsuya Ishida, who is respon-

sible for nearly every drawing in

Rubber Nose, and a couple that

didn't make it past the censors.

This is my final year here at

UCLA, and if there's one thing I

would want to leave with this

campus after I'm gone, it would
be a more of a sense of humor
than it had when I got here.

People at UCLA take things too

seriously, I think, and it seems to

me that this would be a better

place if people could just feel a

little easier about having a good
laugh every once in a while.

So that, hopefully, is what this

is here for. You might want to

save part of this to read when
you're in a caffeine-induced fit of

finals loopiness, just to see how
funny it really can be ... but hey,

enough of my yakkin'. Who am I

to tell you what to do?

Just sit back, have yourself an

orange whip, and enjoy. And try

not to pee on the magazine.

Although on second thought, if

you do, bring your copy down to

the office. For some reason, I

think in a sick, twisted way, we'd

kind of like to see it.

Maybe I better get some sleep.

* wt^-.^r '*••?• ••
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are hundreds

GMAT, GRE and LSAT.

you ansM^er all of them.

^

Kaplan makes test prep convenient.
With 150 centers and thousands of class schedules, the odds are
we'll be ready to teach when and where you need us.

Kaplan helps you manage your time.
Diagnostic tests and personalized counseling help you recognize
stumbling blocks early on, before they hurt your performance.

Kaplan offers the best value.
Courses are competitively priced and offer the complete
preparation that has helped more students get into the school of
their choice than anyone else.

Kaplan is the industry leaden
53 years of experience and 2 million graduates prove we've got
the experience and resources it takes to help students succeed.

V

CALL 1 -8 II KAP-TEST
Kaplan Test Prep

The Ans\A/ei

P< • II n' FkBsh, former (Nit
By Harry S. Truman

The Pillsbury I>ough Boy.
ever since his first appearance

on television more than 20
years ago. has been something
of an enigma in American
cultural life. Even as his

popularity has skyrocketed,

with fan clubs and newsletters

springing up around the coun-

try and. more recently, in

Europe, Poppin* Fresh, or PF,

as he is known to his friends,

has remained something of a

recluse.

He has never before granted

a print or TV interview, turn-

ing down Letterman. Leno and
even a Barbara Walters Spe-

cial. Scripts sent to him are

returned unread; rumor around
the Hollywood studios has it

that he was Orst choice for

Nicholson's role in Batman at

an offering price of $15 mil-

lion and 5 percent of gross but

turned it dcrvn for **personal

reasons.**

Poppin* Fresh is almost nev-

er photographed in public, and
has been named in several

lawsuits for assaulting repor-

ters. He is also known for

confrontations with overzealous

fans who poke him to make
him giggle as his character

does on TV. In one case Fresh

broke a man*s nose and jaw.

iie sociali7jM withcmlY a
liandfiiTbr close %en£, all

I arrived at Spago 10
minutes before the interview

was to begin to find Poppin*s*

Lambouighini already parked
outside. I found him at the bar

sipping a scotch and soda,

chatting with the regulars and
joking with the bartender. He
asked the maitre d* for his

regular place, and we made
our way to a secluded table

near the back of the restaurant

In person. Fresh looks much

question everybody is most
interested in; Mr. Fresh, is

why now? I mean, cfter ali

these years, why did you
finaily decide to break the

silence?

Fresh: Call me Poppin. I

guess I just felt that it was
time. I mean, you can only
keep your private life and your
public life separate for so long.

I was talking with Sean (Penn)

a few weeks ago, before I got

Butterworths, but nobody realty

knows that much about that

part of your life.

PF: WeU, I'd just like to s?y

first off that I have enormous
respect for Mrs. Butterworths

and her work, tnit we were
never involved, ever. As for

my personal relationships, Fm
currently taking things very

slowly. After my breakup with

Liz (Taylor) I was hurting for

a very long time. It's been a

itA ^'^

•Fresh as the Dough BGy," "Fresh In 1969" and "Fresh today."

Hollywood insiders. Few can
claim to know the real PF.

This interview offers the public

a fair opportunity to glimpse

into the life and thoughts of

this fiercely private man.

like he does in his role as the

Dough Boy, aldiough for the

interview he was dressed in a

tiny Armani suit instead of his

usual baker*s outfit, his hair

sUcked back Michael nnugias
style, liis custom VuametT
concealing his normal cuddly
expression. We sat down, he
ordered hors d*oeuvres and two
Olenf]ddich*s on the rocks, and
we settled into the interview.

Rubber Nose: / think the

your call, you know, and he

was saying how hard the strain

had been on his marriage, how
being so private had been one
of the big factors in his

Jyeataqi with Madonna. Which
was' really a shame, you know;
they were made for each other.

I would hate for that to

happen to me.

RN: What abut your relation-

ships? Of course, there were
the rumors about you and Mrs,

healing process, you know. Our
son, who*s currendy woridng
as the Hamburger Helper hand
on television, keeps Liz and
me in touch, but it*s not easy.

I date occasionally. Gccna
Davis and I had a thing going
for a while, which was a kick,

you know, because she*s more
than 6 feet and Fm about 8
inches high with my shoes on.

But Fm getting too okl for

that sort of running around.

It*s time to start thinking about

family, kids. My biotogical

clock is ticking.

RN: What about your career?

You had a reputation as a real

bad boy back in the '70s.

PF: Yeah, well, those days,

are over. That life, the drugs,

the women. it*s great, but it*s

dangerous too. For a long time

it was Belushi and Poppin'

Fresh, you know. We went
everywhere together. Oh, we
were crazy. I remember doing

one of the Pillsbury^ spots just

crazed on blow; a lot of the

flour in those commercials

wasn*t flour, if you know what
I mean. Really, thinking back
on it, I was very lucky. I got

out just in time. I mean, John
died, and all that was so

terrible, and I was doing so

much speed that I was losing

my cuddly little tummy, you
know — damn near killed my
career. I was in terrible shape.

Did the Betty Ford thing for a
while, got out, and went
through a period of self exami-

nation. Did everything —
studied with the Dalai Lama, I

was a Buddhist for a while,

did est But it was a time of
growth in my life. Fm better

for it

Since then Fve really been
working on expanding myself,

and my career. There have

been difScult years. There was^-
the *Xihostbusters** lawsuit,

that whole copyright thing with

the **Staypuff Marshmallow**

bastard. But Fve put all that

behind me now.

See 'DOUGH BOY/ page 22

Weslwoo^ FadliUes

1100 Glendon Ave. 11th Fk»r
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 206-4240 / (213) 879^1533

California Graduate Institute
Graduate School of Professional Psychology - Nonprofit, Nondiscriminatory

Est. 1968

Winter, Spring, & Fall Trimesters
Applications Accepted Throughout the Year

Oiange Cottnty Facilities

1122 E. Lincoln Avenue
Orange, CA 92665

(714) 637-5404

Psychology

Theories of Personality

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

Plsychological Assessment I: Intelligence

Psychological Assessment II: Personality

Psychological Assessment III: Neurology

Group Process and Technique

Child Psychopathology

Social Bases of Behavior

Anatomy and Physiology

Psychology of Religion

Professional Issues, Ethics and Laws
Human Sexuality

Advanced Human Sexuality

Case Consultation in Sexual Therapy

Developmental Psychology

Physiological Psychology

Psychopathology I, II

Hypnosto I, II

Advanced Hypnosis -'ii&im-

Fam ily Systems Therapy

Transpersonal Psychology

Diagnosis and Direction: Mastering D6M-III-R

Clinical Practicum I-VI

Research Methods and Analysis I^ II

Psychosomatic Disorders

Social Psychology

Industrial/Organizational Psychology

Learning and Cognition

History and Systems of Psychology

Psychotherapy with the Chemically Dependent

Sports Psychology

Marriage, Family, & Child Therapy

Applied Techniques of MFCT
Ethics and Laws for MFCT's
Theories of Human Communication
Psychological Assessment for MFCTs
Theories of MFCT
Psychopathology and Family Dynamics
Cros»-Cultural Mores and Values

Child Psychopathology and Psychotherapy

Adolescent Psychopathology and Psychotherapy

Special Tactics of Qiange in Family Therapy
Ethnicity and Cros*-Cultural Psychopathology

Family Psychopathology
Conjoint Therapy
Psychotherapeutic Issues of Marriage; Divorce; Mediation

6c Family Reconstruction

Child Abuse and Domestic Violence

MFCT-Practicum Mil
Assertiveness Trainins;

Metdbolism and the Mind
Varieties of Heating
Psychology of Aging

Behavioral Medicine

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Behavioral Medidne and Health Psychology
Biofeedt>ack Therapy
Qinical Consultation in Biofeedback

Psychoneuroimmunology
Acupressure for Psychotherapists

Pkychosynthesis

Altered States of Consciousness

Guided Imagery
PsydK>phannacology

Psychoanaly*f3

Personality Development I, It III

Introduction to Psychoanalysis

Th«»'-»ry of Psychoanalytic Technique

Theory and Technique of Dream Analysis

Applied Psychoanalytic Technique

Fieud I II

Theory of Self Psychology

Self Psychology: Current Writings

Self Psychology: Qinical Concepts

Ego Psychology and Object Relations

Object Relations I, II

Current Psychoanalytic Literature

Child Psychoanalysis I, II

Myth and Fairytales in Chiki Therapy
Borderiine States and Nardssism
Primitive States of Mind: Bulimia

Perversions and Somatic States

Personality Disorders

Anxiety and Affective Disorders

Psychoses

Melanie Klein

Resistance and Countertransference

Qinical Empathy
Sha^me: Its Importance in Treatm ent

Schizophrenia and Other Psychoses

Qinical Case Conference I-VI

Qinical Hypnosis I II

Chemical Dependency

Drug Use and Abuse
Chemical Defiendency Counseling

The Family and Chemical Dependency
Society and Chemical Dependency

CGI offers thefollowing degrees and certificate programs

:

• MAinMFCTMA inPsychology

PhD inPtydiology

PsyD in Clinical Psychology

Ccrtificaties in PsychoanalyticPsychotheiapy

. Behavioial Medicine, Chemical Dependency

PhD inMFCT
PhD in Psychoanalysis

PsyD inPsychology with Certificate in Psychoanalysis

Certificate in Psychoanalysis

Students learn in a clinical atmosphere from professors who are therapists /teachers; therefore, a graduate from the Institute

is always on the ci|tting edge of what is occurring in the modem world of psychotherapy.

Oasses are offered days, nights & weekends; call

for a complete current schedule.

CGI is approved by the American Psychological

Association to offer Category I Continuing

Education for Psychologists. The APA Approved

Sponsor maintains responsability for the program.

CCl graduates meet the educational requirements

for Psychology and MFT licensure in California.
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A Cute uiue Kuueni & His Cool Pad
Actually, an InfinityMouse &Mouse Pad

whhpurchase ofcomplete Infinity Syi^em Piadage (a $49.98 value)

PLUS
$250 Worth of Coupons

- good tor Cotr^noer Sottmn, Supplies, Accessories i Services _

ISBBMSIBBSSBISBSBBBSBaSBBBSSq

A Cool Place for Your Mouse to Stay
an InfinityMouse Pad

with anypurchase of^5 ormore (a $9.99 value)

Mtenprata M17il Slullli ngMsr

Micnstl MndMrt II
Pradiar Starlnw KR
Slam Labva Srit Lanv V

Siam PaHca Qaast M
Staekar 2.1

Wiai CanuaaMlar H

.11 10.00

34.N

44.11

44.N

fii.n

3i.n

t.00

S.00

S.0I

ill 4IJI lun

Software IAcademic Pricinq*)

J

Any Repair or Upgrade
Ne&l tojixyour computer? Want to upgrade?

MOWS YOUR CHANCEI
6CT 11% OFF Wim THIS COUPON FOR ANT REPAR OR UPGRAOEI

aaaari
WIN A FREE COMPUTER ON US!

PLUS OTHER GREAT PRIZES
mtehdkidir fWhirii^2frAl9fMS2SCdfryNi^

Narm:

Addrett:

DiyPhont:

f DDyouourmniyoiinaoarFVNilBr?

QlBMoroonY)«IM9QAppl0MMnloth QOtiT QNo
2 DoyouplttnlogetMconpulef?

y

Qlmonli Qamofitit Qemonlw QlyMr QDonlknow

3 For ¥4mipuipo$m\m)uUyou m§ 10 uM§oompul9rk)r? (Checks

QSchool QHofiw QButkwM QOtwr
4 Woukiyoubolnl»fo$todhlemnlngmoioaboulcomput9(smon$ofou^

QYm QNo
5 tfyoi, whon wouldbo tnott oonvtnlonilkno lo Mtton/?

D&icHUYMk: Twn$i

OmoMrfi^pmmn, Tomi»9r,drop1hh0n^c&&llnnnltylnW99fwoodVIIUig§. Good tuck.

'UCLA ID required

AsMMhTala diasa Rl Plat vl.t

AsMaa-Tala dlasa ft wl.1

lariMi t** 2M
•aila«) OMadlislaa far Wladaws 2.0

lariaad Paradai XS
arlaad QaaRra Pra 3J
lariaMl farta t**
lariaad Taita Pascal 0.0

lariaad TariM Pascal lar Wladaws U
lariaad Tariia Pascal Pralassloaal 1.1

WardParfad 1.1

WartParfad S.1 far WIndawt

cm^

7IS

416

141

715

416

in.16 4I.IS

141.16 41.15

141

14SJI 550.00

115.00 101.00

11.15 315.05

496.

495.

725.

425

150

100

190

119.11 190.05

135.

135.

Peripherals

IntoniBl 2Ma laad Modam
Intsmal Fax/MtNtom

SiBodBliStsr

StBiMiBlaslBr Prt

Res.

7I.M

12I.N

269.il

UI.M

How Im

211.11 U.00

111

Reg.

immu$im Strlal Mobsb

Loottech BBS MoBta

MicrBSoR Serial Mease

Now Save

1I.M 20.

Accessories/Supplies

ir Karbaard Eitansloa Cabla 19.99 i2.n 7.90

ir V6A Extaaslaa Cabla 19.99 1199 7J0
OaOat Sarga Pralactar 19.n 9.M 10.00

r Prinlar CaMa 12.99 7.99 5.00

AC Pawar Card 14.99 9.M 5.00

Maasa Pad 7J9 0.99 7.00

Saar 1.5- DS/HO Dlskattas (lei af 10) 19.99 14.99 5.00

?

In Westwood Village, next to McDonalds

.- /
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MflBCU YOUR 'flSS'

INTO INFINITY NOW
for Great Compatvr Sovingsl

SAVt $50 $200 NOW ON A NEW COMPUTER!

$i,39r
Save $100

Starter Package
IdUlr 3S16 Miai Toivcr SyHcm

fatal 8038(SX-I6 GPU
2MBIAM-85MBIfardDUc

Performance Package
UmUmf ^^7^ mmH l<mCf sJWHtm

fatal 80486OX*53 • 128K Cache

4 MB liVM • 120 MB Htfd Dbk

$899 m/Momo Smp0r y€A DiMpimyAJmrd
$1,649 m/Coi0rSmp0r VGA EHtpimy/Ourd

$lji9 m/Coior Super VGA EHsplmy/Cmrd

$1,899 w/Nom Imterlmeed SVGA DUplmy/Cmrd

$2,799*
Save $200

Bruin Package
bouilf 353C Mni Tovm SfMcin
fatal 80386DX-33 CPU • MK CKdta

2MBIAMI5MBIbfdDlik
$^* 1.2 MB or 5M' 1.44 MB noppy Mac

BbImiiomI lOl^ief EeyboMd

$1,899 m/Momo Sttper VGA Di^UiyAkurd
$1,249 m/Coior Super VGA DU^lmyKmrd

$1,099='
Save $50

EISA Workstaaon/450E
bllnlljr 450B Toner WorksUrtioo

fatal 80486DX-50 • 2M CacW • Mkfooks ModierixMrd

4 MB lAM • 215 MB Hani Difk

Tcac %W 1.2 MB or 3M' 1 .44 MB Floppf Orhc
Bnhaaoed 101-kqr ieyboard

$9,149 w/Coior Super VGA DisplmyXmr^

$3p299 m/Nem InierUued SVGA DiMplmy/Cmrd

InGnity*s Committment to Quality and Service

1 Year Parts& Labor Warranty on All Systems

Comprehensive 72Hour Bum-in on All Systems

Free Loaner Program

Open 7 Days A Week & Extended Hours

Optional Extended Warranties& On-Site Service

Free Introductory& "Getting Started" Seminars

Leasing available for businesses

Credit^BneAs Cash

Productivity Package
Inibytjr 4S20C Miiii Toiwer Sjnrtcm

fatal 80486SX-20- 1281 Cache

4MBIAM-85MBHardIHik
Teac 5M- 1.2 MB or 5M* 1 .44 MB lioppT Mfe

Inhaaoed lOl-lvf fayboard

$1,449 m/CeUr Super VGA DUplmju^Cmnl

$1,599 m/Nem ImierlmeedSVGA DiapUty/Oml

On the Go Package
InfinUy 3S20 Portable Notebook (6.5 Poundi)

fatal 80386SX.20 4MB lAM
40 MB Hard Dbk • 3H- 1 .44 MB Roppy Drive

Supertwtol LCD VGA Diipkqr (640 1 480/16 gnyKalet)

Mkfo«)8 DOS 5.0 • Carrying Caie

$1,799w^MB HenI Disk
$1,899 w/8$MB UmrdDisk

The possibiUtes are iiifinile. Infinity can custom configure lo meet all your needs.

Huny, sale ends March 3 1 . 1992 or while supplies last! ^System prices valid only with fiill system purchase

Corporate, Government& University PCs Welcome

Some ofInfinity's Customers

nn^i A ""^v^^sity of Califomia/Los Angeles

lyJvSLA Wilhover36.000students,UCLAi$oneofthcbigges

^^^^^^H and most distinguished schook in the countiy. In

finity is proud to have over fifty computers on th i

campus of UCLA in ten different departments.

City & County of San Francisco

Known for its magnificent bridges, its temperate

!

weather, & its rolling hills, San Francisco b one o

the most beautiful cities in the world. And at th^

heart of the city is over forty Infinity computer^

spreadout over six departments including the Mayor's

office.

Infinity's Customers include:

Over 50 Fortune 1000 Corporations

Over 35 Schools & Universities

Over 25 Government Agencies

Thousands of Small to Medium-sized Businesses,

Homes & Professional Offices

WIN A FREE COMPUTER ON US!
Entry form on previous page.

CaU (310)208-RUBB or 1-800-870-2232
Free Delivery to Westwood, UCLA & most of West Los Angeles MICROSOFT*

WlNDOVSn

NFNITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

Open 7 Days • Moivfhunj lOarfrTpm • Ffi-Sat l6am-10pm • Sun 12iv6pni • In Westwood vatage

^? Credit Card Same As Casli

Infinity
OAdvanced TechnologiesO

I

I

V

III

MasterCard

' i

|
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The Universe

^A perihcAf lo^icaL
'ttnd cffixtive r
k/ay to protest /MURPKrMAU
theeuXfUhr. I\ SIT-INS

A A A A [Ltowi

PMV OftDOWNERS

PEOPLE WHO WIUTE LETDEIIS TO VIgWPOlHTI

Mel
sketSi

«r-^ S^v,!-*.—^•<fl^^8S3' irJlvERyoNe AssooArer with vjewpwNr]/

NcnioK^
Sfc ^^^E^^^^>

.CL4J THE

TOE TltEEHCWiBl^^Svfel.

CHaRLfS" ^^^^-
XOUTH,

^^*?«i!&&e ^cess SS»rlg;^"^
fOWTj

mustarS

GARTCOUMAir
MUSfARDl

LGiAOGINgSOUNPSi

FRENci?

rowr

HAYEl"T

NERO

THAT THttIG ON JOHN BOHT

WALTON'
EVEiOrmiN^INTHE
FRANK(.IN P. MURPHY
SCULPTURE €ARPEN

FACE
,fccfr

CUI»^IODl

TH6
MRKI
Aoes

^- ir 7-*

RONALD KKGAN

wPrqebush:

SMALLANIMALS
IN THE WILD RIWARP DERf

BLACK
HOLE

CALCU' AlVlSKFULTHINKIM
PROBAGUr
euiLTv.

SPECIAL EFFECTS
DISCOUNT BEAUTY SUPPLY

SALON UP TO 50% OFF

BEAUTY SUPPUES

50% OFF
HAIRCUTS

FEB 26-MAR 31

1 1 46 Westwood Blvd

Westwood Village

phone: 208-2589

hours: 7 days/week

1 0am-9pm

I'LT

YOUR
mom-:y
WIIKRIC

I IICAK'!"

sio
<\' it(ci\i

SSO 111

si-;i;.\sTiA\

CHARITY DRIVE
DIFFA • HUMANE SOCIETY • RAINFOREST

SEBASTIAN INTL'
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MADE-UP FACTS
The captul of Ouier Mcngolia it a city named **Lice'*I

Mussolini was a wonuBil

Howard Hughes was frequently constipatedl

SenaKM- Orrin Hatch invented the formula for tartar-contiol

CresU

A man named Stephen Deraiiaon spent 34 years in prison for

shoplifting a box of candy when he was 161 Wowl ThiiQr-

four yeani

Ghandi died on January 30. 1948 - nearly the last day of the

month!
^

The city of Dayton, (%io, has moved nearly fifty miles south

in the put hundred yeani

If all the New York ph^ne books ever niade were put into one

room, the resulting mass concentration would create a

black holel Don't ever do this!

"Sean** is actually pronounced "seen".

Dr. Seuss, whose real name wu Theodore Seuss Giesel, wrote

over 8000 booksl

Queen Elizabeth likes lo eat jello through her nose!

Pants were only invented in the fifteenth century I

Many perfumes are made from whale vomit, and many sugar

substitutes are made from llama vomit Vomit is very

versatile!

Portnoy 's complaim was a sled!

Refrigerators actually heat up the room around them, making

the inside uan cooler.

If William Shakespeare were alive today, he would be over

400 years old, older than anyone who has ever lived in

modem-day history!

The only word in the English language that rhymes with

"month" is "platoon".

Ted Kennedy has only two pairs of panul Keep *em on.

Senator!

DO-lT-lfOURSELF KIT
EVEK PREAMEP OF 5t\HG A MA.i6K KDCK BAND? M6VI,VO0T6O CAN \^C OZ

'.

J,

> - —

—

-. —

'I)

QRPJiS >I0W AND yoO'iL

GET TH^S SPECIAL FREE
cAtie^ATUATTAices GRAim
BlACVC AMP Vm\TE FHOTOS.

^r^ai^oY Album CcMCtsf

wow pots APAtI CLA^TO^ 6E.T AViAY

WW^ LOOKING L\K£ A fOLL0W£R OF

PAV\r DUKE AVip ST\tL KE.tP UP HIS

;r'.46& AS A 3L££DiSG rtcART UP^?^L?

FIND out! PLOS, G^T 6VJR dCrlFTETE.

L\$rr or PrCJPLKLV CO»4J0GM"£P GtRMANT

^ti^BSTH^ CAU OSe \N VOOR ALdUH

Trrtts! "PtOTiCHLAWP V)2 Alles!"

«SiV4CE \ BOOCjMT the ^^H", \ LEARvltP

MOVJ T^O STEAL ^LUES R\f FS AMD /JRnt

CBSC ;^.E Lt?f:CST.iT r^t^^PECf.E -^

A50OT THE OPPRESSVOM 6F NICARAGI \

ITS REALLV ALL ABOUT t1AK\MG MOKEV. *

-rtono Vox , Lea<A Sm^er,
THE ACK-ToHGOE BAliVES

ORDER NOW • 1-80O-U2-ME-T00
fEKfETRATH) ^ TOU KLEIN T^PUn-|6hiS, WHICH A56UntS ABSOLUTE RLSICNS15\LITY FDR mi tlOMEY (IcaECTED.

Bean Bag Factory
WHOLESALE PRICES TO BRUIN SHOPPERS

Sm., Med.. & Lg.

Bean Bags

$9.95. $14.95.

i^24.95

Hours:

Mon.-Thur. 10-6

Fri. 10-4

Sun. 11-4:30

Sink Into Your Favorite Chair

Bean Bags • Futons • Pillows

West
Bring

Blvd.
Block

Special Discount

I Angeles • (213) 933-3971/72

CiMQitGmo
Ourcontrihutiontoyour

ecmomicrecovery.%^

YOUR ONLY BRUIN

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
WESTWOOD BLVD. at LINDBROOK

HIDDfiN COSTSl
m

CONTAa LENSES
Oncludes)

^ • Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• Service agreement (like insuranoe)

Vision plans & Medl-col welcome/Appointments mode 24 hiours o doyl

COMPUEYE CARE
• SB319-9999 L ^ ^

1531 WlhhJre Blvd. Santa Monica
(comer of I6tt) Street, next to Crown Boolu)

& Grill

$4.99 Bruin Deal
hiow you cold a trtend ocn eat a fun fledg^ dinner c^

It's the WB8tv#cxxl Stazlflr's Bniln Deed lor only $4.99 with the ooupon below or youi UCLA I.D.

For example, you get a ciioloe o( Shxlmp Fty. CMckem oi Pettle Stxloin Stecdc plus

potato. toMed gxeen saSad. rloe oi vegetcdsles plus your choice d non-cAocdioUc
beverocie wtth hottomlesB refill. Or lor $4.99 you cnn hove our Buffet Court which
includes our All-You-Can-Eat fresh fruit arid salad bar. Make-Your-Own-Sundcse. / y

nn^mns.to6tadc2. hot poBlacteU. soup and Hot-Appetizer bar. [BUFFET COURT & GRILLJ

AI.D.

SIzzler

THE WESTWOOD SIZZLER'S
$4.99 BRUIN DEAL

Erxjoy your choloS ol fiMmp Dry, Chicken or Petlle Slecdc plus potato . rloe or vegetcdolos anda gieen
dlnrver soIckI plus your choice of rKxn-cdoohoUc beverage wtth bottomless retfOs. Or choose our
Buffet Court which IrKiludes our All-You-Can-Eot fresh fruit cotkI sakid bar. Hot Appttlier bci. Mote-
Ybur-Own Sundos. hot pasta daU. tostcrln. soup and beveiqge.

, on«r«iplres I^S-«-*l^^y Offer Vattd Only At:
' 3/31/92 OKZICr gaGcn^Y Av». yi

(KPFETCouwrtowLL) Wwtwood VlUoge |
I * Coffee, Tm. or Soft-Drink

I

I

f
I

I

I

I

I

Hi!

immmm •^•*«^««»"^«

MP
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JANNA ^£^ Af^ttt tUgkt imimf ## MittMtt

By Buck Turgenson

I probably couldn't tell you when it

all started with Janna. Actually. I

definitely could. It was when I met her.

It was in the grocery stoie. Produce

section (as if you hadn't guessed). She

was throwing melons at her little

brother, which probably would seem
strange unless you knew Janna. in

which case you*d actually fmd it rather

appropriate. Her brother was ducking

most of them pretty good, especially

when you consider the limited mobility

you get sitting in those little shopping

carts.

Well, she must*ve been tiring fast,

because by now she was missing high

and away on almost every throw.

Figuring the show was over, I had my
back turned. Tm trying to figure out

.

which end of the little plastic bag is the

one that opens, when all of a sudden I

feel something cold and seedy nail me
across the back of my head. From the

looks of the flash I saw when the thing

hit me, I knew it was pretty bad, and I

was right. The impact opened a gash

that probably would have taken at least

twenty stitches to ck>se op, except they

don't give a melon stitches when it

breaks. They throw it away.
The first thing I did when I came to

was open my eyes. When they focused

I looked up. and could see that Janna

had walked over to where Td landed.

It was then that I knew that this giri

would eventually have me singing Otis

Redding off key in the middle of the

street She looked down on me with

eyes that you read about in poorly

written stories. This was the kind of

woman who was a few imperfections

away from being perfect This was the

type of woman you take a deep breath

after talking to. Qxnbination skin

would've looked good on this girl.

When I looked at her 1 knew she

couldn't be a day over 30. I was right

She was 19.

"You okay?" She sang.

**Nolhing a hot shower and a CAT

scan coukln't fu,** I replied, after

taking two minutes to think of a witty

reply.

**rm really sorry. My brother and I

were just having a little fun, and I guess

things got out of hand...** I guess at this

point Jaiuia probably noticed a strange

look on my face, which was there in

part because of the fact that a seed had

fk>wn up my nose, and I was trying to

think of a way to get it out without

blowing any chance 1 had of a date.

To make a long story boring also, she

wound up asking me if she could make
it up to me by taking me for some free

samples of smoked sausage they were

giving out by Aisle 5. We went It

wasn't that bad a time considering the

history I'd had with women I had

gotten to know over meals that con-

sisted mostly of toothpicks.

Well, push came to shove, and by the

time the next morning rolled around I

was making breakfast and bringing it

into the bedroom, where Janna was
slowly waking up. She was the type

who could look great in nothing but a

sheet, especially one that was across

the room from her. _

See JANNA, page 23
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LOOK FOR OFFER
IN COUPON PAGES

The best Espressos & Cappuccinos in town.
THE NEW WEST L.A. COFFEEHOUSE

50% Off everything with this coupon.
11033 Santa Monica Blvd, one block east of SepuNeda. 310.479.3311

11769 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
Two blocks west of Barrington Avtnus
Evtnings and wtskday mornings

(310) 473-613S
PIsnty of parking
Aftsrnoons • NOT

Wt'll bt In class, too

\NG

t>::-:

Rack

low-Out

2 For 1

>?f0^y>:

di

Olympic

Pico

K' -*,•• '^

w- t-

THE SHOE ;:i?

Buy One Pair Get

The Second Pair

Of Equal or

Lesser Value

FreeU

S/^///\ toddvU }'(>ni Ihe rmiii ciys oj l\iris lo cwlnsiicly at linlloch's

lie present n y^ijt of llcdntc /\n/s/c//uc'

Because pret-a-porter beauty is

always in vogue, Lancome gives

you Beaute Parisienne. A 6-piece

gift of beauty on-the-go is yours

with any S17.50 or more

Lancome, Paris purchase. Your

gift includes a black and white

cosmetics case featuring a chic

Paris map, Hydrative

^fTW!#«^

224M ScpLiKcdd IJKd <hot\vocn Tico ^<^ Olympic) 47S-272S

We Beat Department

Store Sale Prices

Everyday

Continuous Hydrating Resource

for continuous moisture,

Tonique Douceur Spray Non-

Alcoholic Freshener, Definicils

High Definition Mascara for

couture lashes, Hydra-Riche

Hydrating Creme LipCoIour,

and the new fragrance for

treasured moments — Trcsor

Eau de Parfum Splash. For your

purchase, may we suggest:

Ablutia Huilc Moussante

Foaming Oil Cleanser, 6.7 oz..

119.50; Dual Finish Creme

Powder, $25; Noctosome

Systeme Rcnovateur de Nuit,

Progrcs Eye Creme, .5 oz., 128.

D12'', ALL BULLOCKS OFFER GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
^

RECEIVE A BULLOCK'S CHARGE CARD INSTANTLY! SIMPLY PRESENT ANY MAJOR CREDIT CARD AND IDENTIFICATION el IT'S YOURS.
(SUBJECT TO CREDIT APPROVAL.) ^

i<iivianHm»i|W"*>*>ii*v>"'^'**<*'«o wmmmmmmnm —m •mmmmmmmm'i^tfi^mmm H»—«li^»|—WWIXri^W—l*—»»—W»»n ! J
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New graduates are critical to the success of Household Credit Services. That's why we estab-

lished the Management Associate Program (MAP). It's the quickest way to tum your degree into

solid work experience, while making wise decisions about long-term careers in the growing field

of financial services.

MAP offers you the chance to see the inner workings of different business units here at

Household. It's a great way to gauge your aptitude, find your area of interest, and earn a good

salary. Upon completion of the program, you'll be ready for a rewarding opportunity with

Household Credit Services, one of America's leading credit card issuers. A company known for

its environment of innovation and support.

On-campus interviews will be held on Wednesday, April 15th.

For the July program, Household is particularly interested in students about to earn an

Economics, Economics/Business, or Communications degree. Visit the Career Planning

and Placement Office now to sign-up for an interview. If your schedule doesn't allow for an

on-campus interview, send your resume to Household Credit Services, P.O. Box 80041,

Salinas, CA 9391 2-0041 . An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Household Credit Services
where opportunity is a Household word.

CENTER FOR THE M<:i.A PERFORMING ARTS

SAT MARCH 14 AT8 PM . ROYCE HALL

Cleal^sdne
and the

John Dankworth Quartet
The great Cleo Laine brings her scintillating vocal magic to Rovce Hall!

^, Xickets: $27. 22. 16; 9*

310-825-9261 ^^CHARGE

* Students with hi<l->ime 10. Rush at showtime toe stu()«nts & senwfs (limittd avail ). Progfam , (tote . time and prica suo<ect to change

•A SPECTACLE THAT LEAVES
THEATERGOERS GASPING!"

SPECIAL STUDENT RUSH DISCOUNT
1 2 PRICE AT DOOR

"i

BRILLIANT! AN EVENING NO THEATER
LOVER SHOULD MISS!" uPi

Johf^ Knz-;

1UULU ivii:d::>: upi

Rich.^fd Ro:.o

Lii'.vr'n-T' DYkiiti Bcirrir'

r.losos

IL VITTORALE 2035Nuftti Highldnd. Holivwuud

TAMARA HOTLINE (213/ 351-9999

Gioup Sales: Rosnlie (818; 98G-290B

Tickets Al.u Av.ML.bi..- jl ' 'r^i^.'"'- f.TAY COMPArjV AfU) MUSIC PLUS
BUFFET INTERMEZZO

^STUDENTS*
1ERM PAPERS DUE?NSDA RESUME?

C^?^COME SEE US!

LOW 83.00
IIOLRIA REIVTAI.S
* APPLE / IBM COMPUTERS
* DESIC10P PUBUSHING
* WORD PROCESSING
* TYPEWRITERS
* LASER PRINTS
* TEXT ft IMAGE SCANNING
* TRAINING
* SALES.SERVia ft REPAIRS 20% OFF

C¥ITH VAUD UOA ID.)

1
CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES

(310) 477-2898 1539 westwood
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Part I: The Walk
Wesson Smith passed quickly

through the courtyard between

Royce Hall and the scaffold-

covered building on his way to

the field. He left the courtyard

behind him, with its shiny

lawn of gieen spraypainted

dirt, and began his daily walk

down Janss Stq;)s. Wesson
could see in the distance.

above the Ministry of the

Library tent, the elegant letter-

ing of the Party's slogans:

CONSTRUCTION IS

ACCESSIBILITY
LESS CLASSES IS

MORE EDUCATION
IONC«ANCE IS

STimNGTH.

The Ministry of the Library,

it was said, contained enough
published materials to fill the

abandoned building with the

bells, and in a more organized

fashion. Wesson was glad the

materials were in the Ministry,

for he could imagine how
awful the scaffolded building

must have been, if it had ever

t)een used. The tent was so

much bigger, and so much
moie organized. It did not kx)k

like it, but Wesson had been
tokl this by the Party.

Scattered about campus there

weie three other tents of the

same size; the Ministry of
Oiganization, or Murphy Hall;

the Ministry of Education, or

Research Tent; and the Mini-

stry of Registration, or

Cashier Row.
Wesson continued past the

Ministry of the Library and
walked around the gym to

Ackerman Union. As he
approached, he heard the

Loudscreens increase in vol-

ume. They were on all of the

time, at 530 AM, but the

volume was increased periodi-

cally for special announce-
ments. Wesson heard the Eight

Clap begin, and immediately

joined in, as did the other

students scattered about West-

wood Plaza. When it ended.

Big Other came on the screen.

His large, wrinkled face filled

the screens, and his monotone
voice echoed all across cam-

pus.

*The Ministry of Registration

had increased its output Reg
fees have tripled again, and
our productivity is unmatched
throughout our beautiful home
of Regentia. Lists of canceled

classes fcH* next quarter will be
available next week. All clas-

ses in Knudsen have been
canceled for earthquake reno-

vation. Please file your PTEs
for replacement classes by last

Friday. Ignorance is strength.

Go Bruins.**

If there is hope, thought

Wesson, it lies in the holes.

The holes underneath the cam-
pus, which were said to lead

to an underground network of

roads which led to ... but

See 1M4, page 25

Get
A San Luis Obispo

9 Pismo Beach

Santa Maria

Lompoc

AA^iile the getting
back's good!

I Santa Barbara

Oxnard'

Thousand Oaks i

(Ventura

Simi Valley

^•••A-^Chatsworth

^an Nuys

Gl^ndale

L.A.

Fullertoni

Anaheimi

Santa Ana <

Irvine i

SanJuan Capistrano (

San Clemente <

Oceanside

^^SanDiegans" DelMari

•••• Bus feeders

*Return fare— any day
onany of2 daily roundtrips

between Los Angeles and
Santa Barbara^ and8 daily

roundtrips between Los
Angeles andSan Diego, aboard
Amtrak's ''San Diegans"service.
Relieffrom driving stress& relief

from budget stress— this is as
goodasitgets!

SanDiegoi

'^

Now take Amtrak s "San Diegans" to your destination for

the regular fare, and your return trip is only $7. Thivel roundtrip
between Van Nuys and San Diego for just $31, or between Glendale
and Santa Barbara for just $25.

$7 return fare is good any day aboard Amtrak, including
special Amtrak bus connections serving such cities as Santa Mana
and San Luis Obispo. See your travel agent or call Amtrak at
1-800 USA-RA IL for details.

Amtrak Stations: Lqs Angeles; Union Station, 800 N.

Alameda; Glendale: Cerritos & Railroad Avenues; Van Nuys: 7724
Van Nuys Blvd. ; C^tsworth : 9300 De Soto Avenue ; Simi Valley

:

Los Angeles AvenUe & Surveyor Street.

Get inonAmtrak'sOne-^yPlus^ ReturnFare.
*•?' return far* valid for travel Ihroufh 12/17/B2. except on: 4/17; 4/19; .V22; S/25. Fridays. Saturdays and Sunday* in June. July A Ausuat; 9/4 9/7. 11/24- 11/26; and 11/29. OUiar raatrictions may apply
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The young boy walked
through the hallway,

chenibically puzzled. As
his path opened into the living

room, he could see the back
of his father's head, jutting out
over the top of his sacred
recliner. The boy moved up
beside him and helped watch
the end of the dreadful sitcom
rerun on TV. As the obnoxious
ending theme sounded, his

father's head rotated 87
degrees to face him.

-Hi. Joey,- said his father,

taking a puff on his pipe and

Bargain Bruin

In exoelsis oomed beef

Xlie louirtK V.I.P.
letting out a dazzling shit-eat-

ing grin. *'What*s on your

mind?-
Joey fidgeted uncomfortably.

-WeU, Pop, rve been think-

in,*- he stammered, "Uh,

where do you . . . you know
. . . were do, um, babies come

from?-

Joey's father puffed

bemusedly and contemplated

this inevitable query.

"WeU, Joey,- he began,

remaining surprisingly calm and
self-assured, *'ril be honest

with you. What you're about

to hear may shock you, but

someday you'll thank me for

being straightforward. You see,

it all has to do with the things

in between people's legs. As
you know, l)oys have a penis

— that's your pee-pee — and
girls have an opening, called a

vagina. Now, when a boy is

stimulated, as with the sight of

a naked girl, his penis fills

with blo(xl, becoming long, «

hard and erect — lite a bone.

The boy should then insert his

erect penis into the girl's

vagina — if she says it's OK,
that is — and begin constant,

rhythmic, thrusting motion.

After several minutes of this,

he will reach what is called an

orgasm, a sexual climax —
arguably the highest moment of

physkal pleasure a human
being can reach. At that

instant, the lx)y will ejaculate

— that is, spun out — a fluid

called semen into the girl's

vagina. This semen is a white

protein solution that contains

little tadpole-like creatures

called sperm. These sperm
swim toward the girl's ovaries

and fertilize the eggs that are

waiting there.-

He paused, taking along
slow puff on his pipe and
blowing out the smoke with
suburban decadence. Joey
stared at him without express-

ion, wide-eyed, speechless with
terror. After this pregnant
pause, his father concluded the

lecture:

"And then, nine months
later, the stork brings the
baby.-

Get Ready for
Graduation!
Graduate with style...don't forget to order your portraits and
graduation announcements. Also available is the UCLA MedallioQ.

Watch from Bulova, a 14k gold-plated dial featuring a rich

three-dimensional rendering of the UCLA seal. Order them soon!

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
150 KerckhofF Hall • (310) 206-8433 • M-F 8:30-5:30

imi
Scholastic Discount Program

The Ubrex 386SX/20 Notebook with 20 Mb Harxl Disk,

4 Mb RAM, MSDOS, 6.2 lbs. is now available to schools,

studenU, faculty and educational sufT at an incredible price

386SX/20 $1299

2I» tMtfn Way

BerMey. CA 94704

For More Information

CaU 1 (800) 766-2948
PrioM and ConficiirMiam mj^oen to ckmi^ withou

©ra MBBDS©Z^V
2AM. ®K] MBBDSara© D

©DBwQCP Tfe

sQ [La/A. &

Medium One Topping PIzia, 5 Pieces off

Chicken and Mojo Potatos
*

Large One Topping Pliia, 5 Pieces off Chicken
and Mojo Potatos

Only

$10
Only

$13

95

99

Large IWo Topping Pl«a

Only

$8.99
/ /

4111
1114 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

Sun-Thiirs 1 1 ani-lam FrI and Sat 1 1 am-Zain
MasterCard and Visa Accepted

VISA
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Dear Mr, Smartguy:
Why does water condense on the

outside of a glass?

Nia Peeples

Dear Nia:

Nostalgia. Early in the water mole-

cule's Uftt it is faced with a choice: to

stay in the safety of the group, with

family and Mends; or to go off on its

own and pursue the free life of vapor.

Those who choose the vapor trail, as

it were, soon discover that it*s not the

glamorous, exciting life they expected
it to be; rather, it's lonely and
thankless. Thus, when they happen to

drift by a glass full of water mole-
cules, all whooping it up and having a

good time, they often cannot help but

to press themselves up against the

glass.

Dear Mr Smartguy:
Why can't I pick up KLA?

Jesus Diablo

Dear Jesus:

Because KLA is not broadcast by
any mortal means. Every radio ftequen-
cy in the LA area had already been
taken, so UCLA decided to broadcast
KLA psychically.

Dear Mr. Smartguy:

All my history teachers say the

ancient Greeks were really smart. If

they were so smart, how come they're

all dead?
Bob "Bubba" Handley

Dear Bubba:

This is a puzzle that has stumped
scientists for years. One theory was
that a big meteor came down and
killed them all, but his hypothesis was
rejected as being too silly. Another one
hekl that death is hereditary, and was
thus inherited by the ancient Greeks
from their forefathers, the even-more-
ancient Greeks. The most commonly
held belief, however, is that the ancient

Greeks, who were incredibly smart, had
everything useful pushed out of their

brains, forgot to keep living and thus

died.

SPRING BREAK

CABO
SAN LUCAS
Let the party begin...

Special Departure: Mar 23-27

365 00
per person

double occupancy

[ncIuaeS: Roundtrlp airfare from L/OC. 5 days/4 nights hotel

accomodations at PtAZA LAS GLORIAS. 109i hotel tax, Cocktail Pany with FREE
DRINKS, and unlimited fiin in the sun in beautiful CABO SAN LUCAS. Other
hotels also available, triple occupancy on request

*does not include departuie taxes or transfers

11 > '>l'\< I' i'l I
\N

WESTWAYS

1269 Wesmood Blvd. • (310) 4^3-4591

HIE \1()S r CELEBRAIEI) FOREIGN FILM OF HIE YEAR
WW! KOI '

\\\.S\ FORI 11, \ WWKDSWI) M WliiailOR

loLeHeiDs'lsiiii

enonnoiislirwjlljr,

biHer-Melnm^
Magiciil.''

'^^^i^ Establislies Van Dormael as

one of movjedom's most original masters."

Vincant Cinby;

NEW YORK

Bnjc* WHtaMMi, NEW WOMAN

'WDodNlully higti spirited, liristling witli imefltive glee.'

Itonmtti Turm, L06 ANGELES

«Tu:-
This unique fiim mill heunt you lor i sweet hmg time

-Rater TfMWB, ROLLMQ STONE

k FILM BT JACO III DOIMAEL

illirCllS.»PBiEnUlf.lNII(EIS»

'"JIlNDIHaiBflNafliHiiPBlil

MIBK^fEHMIIIlii
If

f9fiillB9»"nil[IIIUI[

.MffSRSIMICOIMiaia—— !ytmCntton

Starts Friday
Check Local Listings for Theatre and Showtimes

Pasta-blities

Continue
5th Anniversary

UCU SPECIALI
through the month of March

any pasta dish up to $12.95 now only

WfTHlHB
AOONLY

PUJS UNUMITED SAIAO BARAW HOMEMADE SOUPS

Oossic Northern ItMian Cuisine

idUe-
OF SANTA MONICA

2301 Sofila AAonica Ik^ Sonio

Lunch \ 1 orn-apw N̂ rn>Oiiiiiar 5pyIC^ 'kmSm
Afi^FfwPbrVing«Al

All items prepared fresh

with no salt, sugar or

preservatives. Large

selection of entrees,

prepared vrith no oil.

oP«!!^Ss^—".

isAviw. oz •• ii ^rJ^^z^y

tiw

..*•'•
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M titers of k)ve? Tm
too sexy for this sub-

ject, but ru bioach it

anyway, since I have nothing

better to do except study for

my midtenn tomorrow. I had a

boyfriend of seven months who
was totally faithful to me and
wanted to marry me. So I

guess he was serious. I was
semi-serious, well, technically,

monogamous, anyway, until we
broke up, at which time I

became an instant virgin.

One of my other little boy-

toys was, at the time I had

him, obsessed with '^stealing

me away" from my boyfriend.

Let's call this guy Dick (why
not?), and he called me at

least once a week, pleading

with me to come away with

him. Now that my boyfiriend

and I are no k)nger together.

old Dicky is suddenly careless,

phoneless, voiceless, letterless,

but he is and always will be

Dick (less, and I should know
more, but I don't).

Now rumon (which have

later been identified as mere
feedback on the new designer

Milli Vanilli Life-Alerts) are

flying that my boyfiriend and I

might get back together

(despite the rude comment he
made about what I look like

when Tm, um, playing the gas

ofgan . . . that's dose enou^;
say it fast and you'll know

what I meant), and since he's

never been there when I've

done that (proving that I could
be an actor if I really wanted
to) I don't see how he can
talk, Dk:k man calls and wants
to see me.

Naturally, I told Dick to go
flock himself (intentional typo
for the UCLA Puritan friiige),

and I imagine my sexy phone
voice (remember my prior job
experience) suffice him to take

me literally. My kind room-

See SAUU>« page 24

BRUIN BASH

Two for One Combo Deal
Buy any combination of a Bajo, Sonora,

or Durango and the 2ncl is FREE!

(Coupon good one per discount/not valid with other offers/offer ends 3/29/92)

...and stay for Acapuico late night...

in the VJllfifl^
i?_L

9 pm - Closing

1 109 Glendon • Westwood Village • 208-3884^

GIANT SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

SL Patrick's Day
Qraen Beer SeivBd Al Itay

480IZ. PNcheie $1.96

-pi's
SmiA SiA ft Al ¥mi Can DiMc Soda

GO BRUINS!

oV^IA^C
y.-yy.:

di

Olympic

Pico

THE SHOE

Buy One Pair Get

The Second Pair

Of Equal or

Lesser Value

Freeii

224^) Scpul\ odd l{I\ J (hctvvciMi Pico & Olympic) 478-272S

We Beat Department

Store Sale Prices

Everyday
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YODAVE
GT?EETINGSFIOM THE BELLY Of THE MIGHTY BUUfN BEASTT, SOIWY I HAVEN'T WWTTEN ALL THE TIME LIKE I

SAD I WC*AJ5BUT THISCOLLKCTHWG IS A WHOLE NEW Tim» AND I'M LIKE ALQ5T«>LUM^
PLACETODROP ANCHOR ANDPAITTY WITH THE NATrVESL

I LIVE IN A BIGDOT?MlTOW WITH A H01?DEC^ OTHERFRESHFBDPLE. I GET THEFSLING THEYPUT aL^
GEEKS. NERDS. DORKS ANDQOONS IN ONE BUILDING. ANDITHAPPfiKSTOaEMlNE. (SOWHAT'STHAT MAKE ME?) I

GOT A ROOMMATE NAMEDBRAD WHO'S NOT SO BAD, EXCEPT THAT HEDOESN'T TALK MUCH AND SPENDS A LOT
CF TIME IN THE SHOWER.DORMKXXXS ALL RIGHT. AS LONG AS YOUDON'T CHEW IT AND YOU KNOW WHERETO
FIND A STOMACHPUMP

LAST FALL WAS A TOTAL BLUR. I MEAN. I HAD NO FREAK'N CLUEWHAT CLASSES I WANTED, HOWTO GET •EM,

WHERETO GO. OR EVEN WHAT TIME IT WAS. THEN. WHEN IFINALLY SETTLEDON PR&MED. I COULDN'T GET INTO
THE CLASSES I NEEDED, SO I SWITCHEDTOFRENCH. AS A MAJOR IT SUCKS BIG TIME BUT I'M SURROUNDED BY
AWESOME nAnrj^ IN EVERY CLASSL

I'M STARTINGTO RUN OUT OF GAS. DUE€. SO I BETTER WRAP THINGS UP HERE. RIGHT NOW I'M GEARING UPFOR
FINALS. AND MANDOES THAT BLOW. IT'S LIKE I HAVETO STUDY ALL THE TIME AND THAT REALLY CUTS INTO MY
PARTY TIME. BUT IF I WANT TO STAY HERE I HA\^ TO NaIL THAT "C** AVERAGE SO THE FOLKS^LL KEEP PUMPING ME
WITH COLLEGE COlN.

PARTY ON.DAVE, (^44^

DAVECRUSTS

50ICfMKAST,

VINELAND, CA 94999

STUDENTS & NEW CLENT

SPECIAL
2 For 1 Haircuts &
$10.00 OFF afl Hair

Services

^Receive Stress Relief

Scalp Massage or

Cut is Free

GUARANTEED!

Call PARIS at SALON 1015

for an appointment

(310)824-5006
1015 Gayley Ave. #105 in Westwood Wlage

Oust hair a block wuth ofWcybum)

*AVEDA GOLDWELL OPI*

Sale
fsoLlai of the Month '

I 386SX-16Mhz....$750.

I * 1MB RAM I

I
• 1 .2MB & 1 .44MD FD

I

I80MB Hard Drive

2400 Baud Modem |

ATI Wonder VGA CardWe 7/ beat any ads „.,„«.,«,,.«^ «». -

In the Daily Bruin! ' Mouse

286-1 2Mhz

$495.
1MBRAMA40MBHD IMBRAM&UMBHD

386SX-16Mhz

$635.
IMBRAMfttSMBHD

386SX-25Mhz

$670.

386DX-25Mhz

$750.
1MB RAM Sl 8SMB HD

System included

*lii2 or 1.44MB FDD
" 2HD/2FD Controller

*ATIAD(2S/1P/1G)

1 1 01 Keyboard
•Clock & Calendar
* Free Mouse
* 72-HR Burn-in Test
* One Year Wan^anty

486DX-33Mhz
(W/128K Cache)

$1 265.
2MB RAM A. 85MB HDI4MB RAM 4 85MB HD

386DX-33Mhz
(W/64K Cache)

$835.

386DX-40Mhz
(W/64K Cache)

$885.
2MB RAM & 8SMB HD|4MB RAM Sl 85MB HDI

486DX-33Mhz
(W/256K Cache)

$1 295.

Monitors and Video Cards System Uoarade Ufiflliadfiji

1^ Jiteflft«A4GP Card ..S95 38§-3aMhz/64K Cache ..^4350 ]MB ^^^ ;;:!!!
14* Color VGA wA/GA Card $245 486-33Mh2/64K Cache $650 1.2or1.44 FDD.. ..$55

14" Color SVGA w/SVGA Card.. $330 486-33Mhz/256K Cache. .$695 Logitech Mduse....$65

Microsoft Mouse...$65

TOP COIVIPUTER SYSTEMS (213)384-6601

401 S. Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6, tos Angeles, CA 90020 Call James Cho

aiTnaMMila liaiHit mtmmmimmiam

^OS ANGEV.^^

WESTSIDE PAVILION

10850 W. PICO BLVD.

(AT THE CORNER OF WESTWOOD)

DINER: (213) 446-8800

RETAIL ST0RE:(2I3) 446-8811

briMg \H thlr Ad-
AND BRING ALL YOUR FRIENDS! VALID FOR EVERYONE AT YOUR TABLE. OFFER

EXPIRES 3/22/92.

NEW! EXPANDED MENU FOR LIGHTER APPETITES.

SERVING FOOD AND FASHION - INCLUDING SPRING'S NEWEST LOOKS FOR BOTH

MEN AND WOMEN - SEVEN DAYS A WEEK.

f
«

^ npaalWR -'•"I^IWIB"*'^*"*** «« MBBMMBMi^ fim tmfmm'mmm
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The Rules

You, the UCLA student, begin the game with $10,000

to pay for college. Each turn counts as a quarter at

UCLA, and at the beginning of each turn, like at the

beginning of each quarter, you must pay reg fees, Reg
fees are only $300 — for your first quarter. With

each successive quarter, however, fees increase by

$100.

To move: After you pay your reg fees, spin the

dial at the top of the game board. The number you
spin determines how many spaces you advance. To
graduate, however, you must land exactly on the

square marked "Graduation."

Many of the places you land will have an effect on

your financial, academic or politically correct future.

If instructions are written on the space, follow than;

you* re in college! If the space has a diploma, d dol-

lar sign or "PC" on it, pick a card from the corres-

ponding stack. And if you land on a free space, just

sit there until your next turn and be thankfid. So little

at UCLA is free.

Murphy Hall: Ttds is the adminisiratton butlcUng,

where you'll take care of all the paperwork needed to

complete the UCLA game. Since each trip to Murphy
is for an an indefinite length of time — depending on

how long the lines are — you must wait until you
spin a four to get out. This is the only time you can

spin without paying reg fees — time stands still in

Murphy. Once you finally get out of Murphy, you
return to the space before your previous position on

the board. Also, pay a nominal processing fee of $25
per visit. ^

Money: The object, of course, is to graduate with

little or no debt. Any money left over from your ini-

tial allotment, you keep. If you should run out of
money, you must take a trip to Murphy for financial

aid. Each trip to Murphy (for financial aid only) will

net you a $2,000 loan, but you'll have to pay it back

after graduation. Worry about it then.

*TC points: Since UCLA is a multicultural

environment, it's desirable to graduate as "PC" as

possible. You start out with six "PC" points. If you
have less than four by the' end of the game, you will

be branded "PI" and will automatically lose the

game. Don't worry, though. You can pick up "PC"
points almost as easily as you can lose them!

Well, good luck, and if you can't graduate in 12

quarters, you're definitely not alone. Take five years.

Or even six. We won't mind. Just pay your fees on

time. Enjoy the game!

The CARDS
*;«s:^*i

FINANCIAL
Old library fees

haunt you for

$2000. And you

didnl even read

thebookl

1 05 Lot-3 parking

tickets earn you

The Boot. Fork

over ^ grand.

Get a job at Hole

in the Wail. Pick

up $200 a 1/4-

and a bad case of

acne.

Bummerl You're

in a history class.

Lose $300 for

books and your

weekends.

ACADEMIC
Ouch! You have
four mkiterms
and six papers
this week! Lose
a turn studying.

Drink three galbns
of coffee
cramming for

finals. Spend
three niohts in a
kerckhorf toilet

stall. Lose a turn. f

PC
Overheard
humming *S&M
Man" in class.

Lose three P.C.

points.

p
Write in to Daily

Bruin critk^izing

Community
Directory cover.

Pick up three P.C.

points!

p
c .

Attend offensive

Fraternity theme

party. Lose two

P.C. points.

p
You support your
close friend when he
comes out to you.
Pick up three P.C.

points arui go around
saying: "Hey, some
of my Dest friends

are gay"

p
m

•f6
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Buy With Confidence

RADICAL

RALEIGH
SALE

RALEIGH TFBZ^WQB, MTB
SHIAW40 400 LX

REG. $460.00 NOW $349.99
All bikes include free assembl)^ kicksfand,

90-day free tune-uD. lifetime guarantee.

W/EACH RALEIGH PURCHASE

m

I

I

i

I

I

RALEIGH CYCLING GLOVES

Helen's Loves Bruins
10% Discount on

accessories and clothing

^^^ ^^^ ^^ •
^^ '^ •^^•"^-*•••• •••*•*••:•=«•:•:<« ^mmi:.'itM:V:Wit.^tm mt Mm « mb » jhb

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

®
Helenas Cycles

Ws Bicycle Heaven^
Westwood Village

1071 Gayley Ave.

(310)208-8988
FREE PARKING IN REAR

Santa Monica Monhotfan Beach
2501 Broadway at 26th 2403 N. Sepulveda Blvd.

(3 1 0) 829- 1 836 (3 1 0) 545-2699

Open e^ery doy. Taking good core of people and their bikes since 1 936.

Judging your audisnos
To be successful in Yucks-

yille one must first learn to
judge ttie humor-receiving
capabilities of one's prospective
audience. The most important
detennination that must be
made is whether those you are
facing can be classified as
Low Brow, High Brow or
Kinda-in-between Brow.
Once this assessment is

made, being fuimy is like

shooting Iraqi air-conditioner

ducts with $38 million guided
missiles. In other words, it*s

really easy (though now I*m
wondering what makes air con-
ditioners such a serious

strategic threat).

Batliroom humor
Assuming you are feced with

1 Low Brow omA yout-beai^
bet is what is known as

Bathroom Humor. At the heart
of Bathroom Humor is its

evocative poetic nature as can
be seen in the example below:
Knock, Knock.
Who's there?

Pard.

Pard who?
Pardon me bui I've got to go
take a ride on the grunt box:

This has been called com-
mon humor for the common
man and, I suppose, the com-
mon woman, the common chil-

dren and the common family
dog. The simplicity and inhe-
rent singulari^ of focus makes
it ideal for the unsophisticated
and is, coincidentally, appropri-
ate banter for attorneys.

Conceptual tiumor
If your audience is at the

opposite end of the spectrum
you're going to have to go
with the High Brow approach.
Now, m bet you're concerned
that to do this, you'll need to
know things like die number
of valence electrons in Cad-
mium, the significance of the
Stamp Act and quotations from
Milion (and I don't mean the
Pop Tart toaster but some
other guy). In a paradox akin
to the fact that we drive on

'

parkways and park on drive-
ways, it actually takes less

thought to create jokes for the
intelligentsia. A quick example
is in order

Q: If Superman and Batman
teamed up against Camus and
Sartre, who would win?
A: Does it really matter?
Now if this seems humorous

to you then you'd better go
out and get your KfENSA
membership card (MENSA:
Many Eager Nerds and Smart
Asses). The observant among
you will have noticed that it is

important to sprinkle the
exposition with the names of
semi-obscure historical events
and/or dead people but realize
that you need not know spe- 1

cifics. For instance, you may
know the Protestant Reforma-
tion to be the thing that

involved the denial of the
universality of papal edicts or
you may know it to be a
dessert topping; it doesn't mat-

ter. This type of absurdity is

often called conceptual humor
but this term was coined by
the same people who talk of
theoretical algorithms, hypo-
thetical constructs and imagin-
ary social lives.

The average audience is

Kinda-in-between Brow and it

is this group with whom one
has the most latitude. This
audience commonly will

respond to not one but three
types of humor — political

satire, dirty jokes and racial

humor. Each of these is out-
lined below.

Political satire
Now we turn to a distinctly

different approach to humor
known as satire (from the

- Latiii! ^sat meaning "must peo^^
pie" and ire meaning *Von't
get iT), It so happens that one
of the most common uses of
this method is humorous politi-

cal commentary. Quality satire

relies upon acute understanding
of the idiosyncratic features of
the social fabric and amplifica-
tion of same in juxtaposition to
normed expectations. Since tiiis

is a lot of work, the process is

often distilled down into a
simple formula of associating a
given political figure witii

exaggerated personal character-
istics (especially in paid politi-

cal advertisements):

Q: Why did the chicken cross
the road?
A: I don't know but I hear
Pas Buchanan has enormous
testicles.

The above pattern works for
almost all political figures

though tiiere exists the Ted
Kennedy Infield Joke Rule that
imposes die foUowing adjust-
ment
Q: Why did the chicken cross
the road?
A: I don't know but I hear
Ted Kennedy drinks like a fish.
And has enormous testicles.

Now some of you may
sense a trend here that pre-
cludes tiie use of political

satire in reference to publk
officials of tiie feminine per-
suasion. After all, more and
more women arc entering poli-
tics (though heaven knows why
they wish to debase themselves
like tills) and given diis socie-
ty's commitment to tiie ideals
of equality, ih^y should be at
representational parity witiiin

two, maybe tiiree, centuries. As
it turns out, we may stay die
course, so to speak:

Q: Why did the chicken cross
the road?
A: I don't know but I heat
Diane Feinstein has enormous
testicles.

You see it does work, but
now it's an amalgam of politi-

cal satire and Hi^ Brow
humor. By the way, tfiis pro-
cess is known as die hybridi-
zation of humor or One-Hour
Martinizing a forget which).
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FUNNY
From page 20

Dirty Jolces

These jokes arc quite easy

to master because, as with

High Brow humor, it is not

required that they malce any

sense whatsoever. In fact, the

set-up and punchline arc com-
pletely independent of each

otiier. The formula is as fol-

k)ws. Nfake up a story, any
story. It can be about anything

though it should meet the

foUowing criteria:

Elements that must be
included:

A traveling salesman

A farmer's daughter

Slang for anatomical features

Elements that are often

included:

Nuns and priests

The Industrial Revolution

An elq;>hant with a glandular

problem

A character widi a name that

is so obviously the punchline

diat one wonders, ^y even
bother with the set-up, just say
this name 10 times

Elements that must not be
included:

The ONP of Paraguay
Fat guys named (^uincy

My modier

Jabber on for two to 2J0OO
seconds and then say the

punchline. Now this is die

easy part, t)ecause as it turns

out. there are only five pun-

dUines that are used for all

See FUNNY, page 21

"IGrty jokes in existence. MasteF
these and you've got it made:
That's not my eark)be.

No, in that room I keq) the

high-speed, electric com shuck-

er.

Twenty bucks, same as in

Pittsburgh.

Yeah, but now die pigs won't
stop dancing.

About 42 feet, 8 inches, but

only on Wednesdays.
Remember that it is not

important which one you
select; feel free to do it

randomly. It should be noted

ttiat dirty jokes are primarily

innuendo and titillation.

Racial Jokes
I firmly believe that racially

based humor has no place in a

society where mutual respect

and tolerance of all cultures

and belief systems is the norm
radier dian die exception, but,

since I did indicate that I

would concentrate on America,

let's get to it Fint, one needs

to single out a cultural group
for ridicule. The following

example aims derision at the

Oemians, but I feel this is

justified given tfidr unfair

trade practk^e of selling quality

goods at reasonable prices:

First German: Yo Wolfgang,
whatcha working on?
Second German: Ach Helmut!
You Sckweinhund! Can't you
see I'm busy?
First German: Hey, why so

jumpy?
Second German: I don't know,
but I've been this way since

we got back firom lunch.

First German: Well, next time

H« go for coffee enemas, you'd
better get decaf.

As in most racial jokes, diis

example is filled with ste-

reotyping diat demeans die

culture (for instance, most Ger-

mans get their coffee enemas
in the morning, before work,

and not at lunch). Strangely, if

you have an autUence ttiat is

receptive to this type of

humor, factual information is

not a concern.

Remember, above all, diat

humor is an entirely subjective

experience, or, to put it more
plainly, I'm not subject to

legal action.

BRUIN SPECIALS!
CUT & BLOW

120

(Dpen 7 Days
(Dpen Evenings
Full servk:e hair saton

Across street from campus
We vallate parking

Carltor) Sak>n Marquis
Weslv/ood Marquis l-lotel

930 Nlgord Ave
Westwood, CA 90024
208-4477

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood

AMC
THEATRES

NATIONAL
1002S

20M3II
12:)M:1S4>3

1
:^ Finsri
SZECHV/AN
fii WDK

CHIAiese ReSTAMRAAJT

LUNCH SPECIAL
Ehtree of your choice Served

w/ Rk:e, Egg RoO, Plain Salad,

& Soup, (soup only for dlne-in)

$4.75 and up

DINNER COMBO
Entree of your choice

Served w/ Rice, Fried

Shrimp, &^ RoU

$6.95

10855 Lir\dbrool< Aveni4e Westwood Vrllage

208-7785 208-7786

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY

PdHIom of f»4«d Aem or ekm^
«M<«K Iks DMfckoM of

OKp. 6/30/99. (no* «^yW

I 10% OFF
" For UCLA •«MiMi<«

Afllwl > o»Jor S1O.O0
Mip. &/9Q/9* (Mo*««iy «!«/

11

WUAOE
Ml BPonon
20M6?I

2:«4M-7.3d-10:M

MB DNudOii

HM iMMMMrMM (ft

11:«-2:1M;46-7:)»-10:l6

RfSflllili 12:46

WEffWOOO
lOMQ^toy
20l-7n4

1:004:16«M-7:4S-1oSo

WEfTWOOO

20I-7M4

•mIm iw CtaM (f|

124M4M:1S-7J0«4S

HOTWOOO
lOMOqIiy
m-TIM

WEIfWOOO
1J»-3^m!m

WCffWOOO

I0I-7M4
•SRbSj

1M0IT Ifea

tMSIrartan
aM2W

Mira if M kMMMi Ikn (MMI

14

1€2M SMta' MoniM BM.
CMfenrO^ Shopping C«nlw

4Haun Fim Viidilan
\Mlh fHmfWM of ThMto TUuH
(213) 66MB00

12i?2:9M2S^«c00-10S0

Hm llMib* KkMi (fi

112Q4:0MS6-7J4M0i6

11:36>2:1MiB^7:4d-10:1

mis b Mr uto (rata

\^3b-\-3^ili-r.•TS10S

1M6-1.«-32M 10:1(

1«:4M:30-7:00-10
'"3

12i»-2:40420«1S-10:a

\\:»^t\^Ml-»'\9-M

1«:4S>1:»4JO-7^Co3

PUZA
1017

ihillnbt KkMi m
12:1S4:4M:1S-7.4^e30

Santa Monica

fkmm TiMloMfPQia
IftM-ldMM-TrOd-IO-M

1313M8»Mt 2:1««0O-7:4S.10Si

-ff:1»-14M:4»-T^SSS

M» UpM •CMM(rai
1 1 1^1 1 JillilBW laJflJD-

—

ISISMtlMl
3«-1flM

1104<S3moSI

1M»-1:M4:1S-7:10^4$

1313 MSI
3K-1J

MM:3I-7:1S^4$

1313 3f4 81

3gs-ii

WMMTt WmM ffOXSk

22M:40-^10M

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West LA.
CflTEIKM
1313 3H SI

3K-1SfiB

flf M kn4iMt Mm (FQIS
2:4M:1S-7jW-10:1$

NUAirr
11272

47»4379

Th* Oootf

wM flf *7I[

PICHM Mmw:

5:40-7:30-ft20

Sil«un 2:00-350

flf 7k Fri 12 MM
r. Si« 12

1313 3r4 SI PtowMnite \ASt42l^^l^^
3B-1W

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

1314 WWrin BM
3M«M

4M-7«>-10M
Sit Sun. WM Mat 1M

NUWnLSHnE
1314 VMMm BM

SiiSlM. W«tf

II i» RriR
$KM-7-.30450

12:00^^

Westwood
AVCO CMEMA Oadt evd pmxtmm ter phm
WMl M WmIvooI 757-4081
4JS4711

LA** mm CNOICf nOBfTAHON THEATRE
70MM • TMX SOUND • OOIBY STEREO
Tin TOTAL

WEWOTC PAMUQN
OOLOWVN TolD UHflTM
47S4202 11i6-1:1S^2S«:36-7:4M56

OOLOWVN
11:«2^M:46-7:1S«46

LOSPONCHOSBAR & GRILL
presents

UCLA vs, Arizona St.

(Sat March 14)

* Game Time: 3.00PM *

Los Ponchos Specials
* 2 for 1 Meals (9 am to 10pm)
Pitchers ofDraft (60 oz) $5.00

Pitchers ofMarg. (60 oz) $7.50

Free Nachos & Munchies During Game
2 BIG screen TV*8

Watch allNCAA Tbumament Games

at

Los Ponchos Bar & Grill

10936 Lindhrook Dr.

Westwood Ca 90024

(310) 208-8727

* Must tell waitress before ordering *
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LAEMMLE
THEATRES
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Beverly Hills
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UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES
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MONTEREY
INSTITUTE o( INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

SUMMER
INTENSIVE

LANGUAGE

f^^^^>.
»*£2*

'•^f^ftl^iyiy^yW^^liWftfMyirWWlfftllMj^^l^^

PROCIAM

June 24-August 19, 1992

Arabic, French, German, Italian, Korean, Portuguese

and Spanish

June 17-^August 19, 1992

Chinese, Japanese and Russian

THE STORE

^.m

list Ga

MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
425 Van Buren SIreel, Montere)^ California 93940

(408) 647-4115 Summer lnlenMv«- langtMsr Program fAX (408) 647-3519

The Moruerey Institute provides professional graduate education for international careers.

1^1^ [i^"*"^'"*"®"
'^^^^^ master's programs in international business, international

policy studies, international public administration, language teaching, or translation and
inlerpreUtion, call the Admissions Office at (408) 647-4123 ' '•' ''' .yj

3-29-^92

:cish or clojli||i|l

s;CA 90064
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Hollywood

and

i

s
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studio city

now bring you
g^JiiSL

NICHTCLUR Ql flCflCHCLUn

DftlNKfNG • DANCING
&'MOR€ FUN!!!

DOUJNTOIUN PftLM SPRINGS

619/3252375
OFFICIAL SPRING
Bfi€nK PflRTV

''H€nDOUflRT€RS
''

i
m%

I

320 santa monica boulevard
santa monica, ca 90401

across the street from the improv
just off the 3rd street promenade

(310) 319-lMUD
(310) 319-1683

restaurant
coffee house

bakery

r"";"v, «

I bring in this ad for a free cup of coffee
1

OK?
OK

open Sam to 2am
Sunday thru thursday

Sam to 3am
friday and Saturday

breakfast
lunch
dinner
mud

f

f

IN SANTA MONICA & TORRANCE!

noby diic
Can't Afford the new Social D?

Need Cash?
Trade In unwanted CD's, Cassettes, or LP's for

cash or credit towards anything In the store.

ALL USED LP'S & CASSETTES

50% OFr wrm this coupon

ALL USED COMPACT DISCS

$3.SS AND UP - $2.00 OFF
WITH THIS COUPON

VALID THROUGH MARCH 20, 1 992 ONLY!

•AMTAMOMCA
7 l6cations to serve you I

2114 WILSHIRE BIVD.«SANTA M0NICAK21S)9»Zm
19800 HAWTHORNE BlVD.^TORRANCE^na 542-1462
14410 VENTURA BIVD.*8HERMAN OAlMtl) 090-2070
6653 TOPANGA CANYON<ANOGA RMnWinm 883-2113
3731 E. OOIORAOO BLVD.*PASA0ENAK81A 7^-3475
1S2S6 BEACH BLVD.«WE8TMINSTER<ri4) M7-2700
1835 NEWPORT BLVD. #A104^X)80k MEfl^4) 631-4711

I

I

I

I

I

I
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'DOUGH BOr
From page 8

RN: What about your family?
PF: Well, as Fm sure you
know, my father was the

Michelin tire man. He was a
charming public personality,

but man, he was hell at home.
He'd come home after a day
of shooting, and he*d go on
rampages. Just terrible. He
would drink, slap me and mom
around. I hated him for it He
was always gone, always
working, having affain, drink-

ing, and my mother became
very depressed, very lonely. I

was a comfoit to her, but I

was just a kid, with problems
of my own. Eventually she got
involved with The Jolly Oreen
Giant, who was just starting

out then, trying to break into

the business. He was very
caring, very sensitive, with a
great sense of humor, of
course, and she became pre-

gnant with my half brother

"Well. Vd just like to

say first off that I have

enormous respect for

Mrs. Butterworths and

her work."

PoppIn' Firesh

itjiimoy wnen t wb» tvi^ Sa^
and dad never spoke again. I

was relieved when they broke
up, but that was an ordeal in

itself.

Gumby and I had some hard
years in there, especially after

he got involved with Scientolo-

gy and that whole crowd. Gum
is more of a social climber
than I am. I won't say there

isn't some bitterness there, but
in some ways we're very
close.

RN: What do you see in your
future? Where will Poppin'
Fresh be in 10, 20 years?
PF: I've always wanted to do
Hamlet I saw Md in the film

recently, and he was great
Gibson and I are great friends,

and he's a great talent, but
he's basically a popular actor.

I'm different What I try to

bring to the role of the

Pillsbury Dough Boy is a
certain sensitivity. I'm an actor

more in the tradition of Oli-
vier, or Gielgud.

I would like to do an action

adventure picture someday as
well, but only for a good
script You laiow, it was origi-

nally supposed to be **The

Pillsbury Dough Boy Raids
The Lost Ark," but I turned it

down. Not my style. I'm
excited, though, because I'm
currently in negotiations to be
the next 007, where I can
bring the best elements of the

Dough Boy character to Bond.
I'm also kx)king into another
action role, a sequel, *Toppin*
Fresh Predator." It should be
fabulous. I'm thrilled.

RN: Any final words, anything
you'd like to say?
PF: WeU to die kids, stay in

school, stay off drugs. And
believe in the American dream.
I was talking with Schwarz-
zeneger the other day at the

Reagan library opening (Fresh
is a large contributor to die .

Republican party — ed). He
and I come from very similar

backgrounds; poor, very strict

fathen, etc. And look where
we are now. What a country.
So I just want to say that with
a little faith and hard work,
anyone, really anyone, can
fulfill their dreams. Anyone
can be a Dough Boy.
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JANNA
From page 10

It was about here that the

trouble started. F(»^ the next

two weeks Janna spent her

days borrowing my car for

hours on end without telling

me where she'd taken it This
was a problem, considering the

thing was a rental. A weekend
rental. I'd have gotten pretty

mad at her, but if you knew
Janna, you'd know she wasn't
the type of person you got
mad at too easy. Not only did
she look like the stuff bypass
surgeries are made of, but she
coidd do things with lun-

chmeats that Carl Buddig him-
self wouldn't have thought

possible.

She did the little things that

made me crazy about her,

Janna did, but it was also little

things she did that made me
crazy in general. Like acciden-

tally leaving my cat in the

refiigerator overnight Not only

have I never seen the poor
thing shiver like that, but

afterward the milk tasted fun-

ny. The kid was destructive.

Something had to be done. I

approached her one morning as

she was getting done burning

her initials into my dinette set

with a Bic lighter and a can
of LysoL "Janna," I said, "this

has got to stop."

"Yeah, I think so too,** she
said in that voio^ itstt inade aH
the hairs in my nose stand on
end. Oeez, that hurts.

Right about then the cat

coughed up a ball of some-
thing rou^y the size of Hack-
ensack. New Jersey. And
woukln't you know it, it land-

ed on my sleeve. So I, like an
idiot, decide to get up and
wash it off. The problem was,
I had forgotten that I had tied

my shoelaces together, so
within seconds I was chewing
on a mouthfiil of linoleiun. I

picked myself up, pretending

nothing had happened, and in

the process forgot where I was
going. I remembered after

catchirtg a whiff of my sleeve.

That's when it happened. As
I was trying to figure out

which detergent it was that

made the claim about protein

getting out protein, it hap-

pened. I heard the click of the

door. I looked out She was
gone.

Well, this was about a half

hour ago. She hasn't been

back yet, and she may never

be. The worst part is, I figure

I'll probably be waiting for

her. That's the kind of woman
Janna is. You'd know if you
knew her. You never knew if

she was coming or going. But

somehow, she had a good time

doing either.

You know, I just remem-
bered something. I don't have

a cat

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED OR DAILY $40 PR

DISPOSABLES (6 mo. supply) $79 SET

CHANGE LIGHT EYES (ex!) $5fl PR
CHAIIGE BROWN EYE& :.. |155 PR

ASTIGMATISM. EXTtMOED $119 PR

EYE EXAM 315
(\M/ien6)

HMmflRK:]

UKKMH
MVBKEI

EUROPE ^> CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 SunMf Boul«vard
Los Ang*l«s,

Phon« 272-0424

SpMial

,213)842-6094 (800) 842-6094

SliidMit/TMclMr
hental a leak a ipuncham

J TANNING
5 Sessions For $25*
•CD Sound Systems "lO Wolff Beds
•Air Conditioning •Validated Parl<ing

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824-2TAN
M-F: 9am-8pm
Sat & Sun: llarTv6pnri:

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)

*coupon expires 3/21/92

(1st time customsrs oniy/1 per customer/must present coupon)

Fast and Free Delivery

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.
Sunday-Thursday 11 -12am; Friday and Saturday 11 -2am

Lowfat cheese availible upon request

WHEN:

WHERE

A S U C L A

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

Sunday, March 15 1 1 :00 am-4:00 pm

Ackerman Union Loading Docic* (Drive or walk in from

the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without string, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and no

glossy nfiagazines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams (most soft drinks),but please, no

tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

Ifyou have otheritems to recycle, please callour office

fora community recycling centerinyourarea.

UPCOMING COLLECTIONS:
April 12 •May 17 •June 14

For more information about the ASUCLA Recycling Program call 206-7589.

SpecialRecycling Siteavailable foronedayonly.

Please Recycle this Newspaper

.-"-•••••^•iapp ' ^ >»•%» ^iip' 't t-»-
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'^IRfSH PUB *
5 More Days 'til

St. Pat's Day!!
(Tues. March I7ti)

4^ ^ . •Corned Beef & Cabbage^ rJk. FUN AH Day

fOOu ^ 'Live Entertainment From
the Afternoon On

DAILY BEER SPECIALS
150 Imported &

^^ Sun-Thurs (excluding Mon) Domestic Beers
Mi^ Opni to Midnight 4 o n h*^ 5 Dart Boards and Gameroom * ^ ^ LJraugnt

Mil Sports channel on TV. all open hours

^ 2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA (213) 828-9839

7 Days a Week 11am-2am

BRING IN THIS COUPON FOR YOUR

FREE ST. PATRICK'S DAY PASS!!

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
(213) 828-9839

20°/<O OFF EVERY SANDWICH & DRINK!
Except specials

(2pm-Closing only/Must bring in ad/offer expires 3/20/92)

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS, BRUINS!

1 0922 Kinross Ave

SALAD
From page 16
mates (who know I'm insane)

told him next time he called,

that we had a massive fight in

which we all went to UCLA
medical center with stolen-

firom-the-dorm-cafeteria plastic

butter knife wounds, after

which I was moved into

another loom.
I know, some of you are

thinking, "Whafs she com-
plaining about? She has at

least one guy going (sort oO
at all times.**

Scnry to burst your balloon
Oubricated or non-lubricated),

but this is not always a good
thing. I used to think so, back
whea
Some of you may be think-

ing Tm asking for too much.
After all, who really does have
Mr. Right,** if he does exist

in this dimension? Most seem
to settle for a "good package.**

You know what I mean.
There's the Tom Vu Get Rich
Quick package: money plus

extreme age minus good looks
equals satisfaction, and a little

bit of real estate investing

woukln*t hurt either. Then
there's the ''Beverly Hills

90210 Jail Bait package:** good
looks plus just enough intelli-

gence to know to keep the
mouth shut and look cute.

xnc only times I've encoon-
tered a woman truly satisfied

with their man is in a Stepford
wife situation, and I can*t see
myself quite like that (yet).

Most of us dream of the

ideal man, the faithful man
who will insult his ex-girl-

friend whenever you're in a
bad mood, who will not pass
gas as a means to tiy to

impress you (unless you ask
first), who will write your
Astrophysics paper for you
when you*re having a bad hair
day, who will call you more
than two hours in advance for
a date, will listen to what you
have to say (even when the
commercial is over) and, per-
haps Tm being superficial here,

but someone who will bathe
more than every time 'TTie

Toikelsons** reaches number
one on the Nielsen ratings.

My question is: Does this

man exist? Don*t answer that
Tm depressed enough already.

Here's the point of the
story. You know what really

scares me even more than
success, romantic commitment,
defective Chia Pets or the
possibility that some people
actually believe that "Beverly
Hills. 90210" is a realistic

portrayal of southern Califor-
nians? That there might actu-
ally be a Mr. and/or Mrs.
Right out there for everyone.
That there is God, and there is

faith and happiness. That there
might be heaven waiting to be
found on Earth and that bey-
ond all of the fear and ignor-
ance and blind hatred of
anything different and non-
homogenous, there's some
small ray of hope for the
human race, that we might
have peace and be able to
accept and celebrate and
rejoice in the differences in

everyone that make them
unique and special.

Until then, I wouldn't mind
finding a man who doesn't
have trouble breathing through
his nose.

Heartburn is a palm reader
who is willing to work Bar
Mitzvahs.

1994
From page 13

ihey were only rumors, and
not to be believed. Once Wes-
son had believed; once he
remembered a time when the

library had been in the build-

ing called Powell, when Biuin
Walk was open to students,

when the lawns were covered
with grass and not paint . .

.

but he was cured now. He
remembered his cure well

Part II: Th« Cura
Wesson was strapped down

to a table, unable to move,
while the tall figure of O'Bach
leaned over him.

"I am taking time with you
Wesson," he said, "because
you are worth time. You know
perfectly well what is the

matter with you. You have
known it for years, though you
have fought against the know-
ledge. You are mentally

deranged. You suffer from a
defective memory. You are

unable to remember real

events, and you perauade your-
self that you remember other

events, which never hai^nqd.
Fortunately, you are curable.

You have never cured yourself

of this affliction, because you
did not choose to. Even now, I

am well aware, you are cling-

ing to your disease under the

impression that it is a virtue."

It was true. Wesson was at

-that moment ramembering-
""when registration fees had been
less than half of their current

price, and when more classes

had been offered. But a jolt of
electricity bk)tted that from his

brain.

Wesson was subjected to

more and more voltage, until

his eyes swam with pain and
his stomach heaved up and
down. O'Bach produced the

reg fee receipt Wesson had
found which had the lower
price on it, but he dropped it

into the incinerator.

"Ashes," O'Bach said.

"Unidentifiable ashes. Dust It

doesn't exist It never existed."

"But it did exist! It does
exist It exists in memory. I

remember paying the fees, and
I remember the receipt You
remember it"

"I do not remember it"

Wesson*s heart sank. If he
could have been certain that

O'Bach was lying, it would
not have mattered to him. But
it was perfectly possible that

O'Bach had really forgotten

the receipt And if so, then

already he would have forgot-

ten his denial of remembering
it, and forgotten the act of

forgetting. Perhaps that lunatic

dislocation of the mind could
really happen. But only in

Regentia.

"We don't graduate students

until they believe," said

O'Bach. "That is why people

take more than four years to

leave this place. You do not

believe, and you will not leave

until you do. I ask you: what
is construction?"

The memory — the fabri-

cated memory — was now
gone from Wesson's mind. He
was cured now, and he was
standing on the stage on the

IM field, waiting to graduate.

The voice from the P.A.

was still pouring forth its

endless list of graduates and
honors and awards. Wesson
was walking across the stage,

but his mind was back in

Murphy Hall, with everything

forgiven, his transcript white as

snow. He was walking down

See 1994, page 2S
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THE UCLA FINANCIAL AID OFFICE

ir> response to the proposed 24% lee Ixiease UC Pre$Mett G^»dnerh«^ lncfiws?i<i $Mppc»t fortte tintlversNy l*^ee Granrt
prm^ 1$ $mi time to apply for need l>a$e<i gram funds. The fo»owing ot^^ia p^ih to <M>t2^iNigthe gmn:

-Co<iy>iei^an0ma8it$tMdefUAid/ippS^^ )99t
Have fHidhcteil aid eig^ily for 1 W2-1 993,

UnhwJity Fee Grants range ^Htm $2$0^to S^tm. AppUcSintsw«^ afeo t>e ev^uated for omer ijpes ol nnarKlal aid,

SAAC ^orms are available at the rmanclaf Aid Office, A^I29J MurpTjy H^ii. Office hours ate 9:aOam to S:00pm
,Monday through Friday.

for {^•aduafefi! Dlvfeior^ students, the (i^^
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FAIVIOUS

NAME BRANDS
FOR

MEN & WOMEN

* Timberland

* Cole Haan
* Sperry Topsider

* Zodiac
* Kenneth Cole

* Guess?
* Noeona Boots

* 9-West

Plus Many Others!

CXJi

10938 Weyburn Ave. Westwood Village
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A great education...
A stimulating Jewish

environment...

The University of Judaism.
Master of Arts In Education

Preparing the nation's Jewish educational professionals

through theoretical knowledge and hands-on experience.

Master of Business Administration
Specializing in non-profit administration for the general,

Jewish, or long-term care sectors.

Master of Arts In Jewish Studies
Exploring Jewish thought through analysis of primary
Jewish texts in historical context in the areas of Bible,

History Rabbinic Literature, and Philosophy.

Rabbinic Studies: Master of Rabbinic Literature
Master ofHebrew Letters

Paralleling the first two years of Rabbinical school at the
Jewish Theological Seminary, these programs provide
intensive training in classical Jewish texts.

SH IMVERSriY

||| OFjUDAISM

For nx>re information, please contact the Admissions Office at:

15600 Mulholland Dr.. Los Ai^jdes. CA 90077; (310) 476-0236 • (310) 476-9777

ATTENTION Bruin Basketball Fans. .

.

MmimJmi
are due no later than

'Hi rii hl'll f: W ll*!
Don't miss this opportunity to Pick the FINAL FOUR and win $100. See Thursday's Arizona Sports Extra for details.

EXTRAVAGANZA VIDEO
,^^- ^« •'« f f

Ouarter rentals

ALL MOVIE RENTALS
25C

Next tues (3/ 1 7) & thurs (3/ 1 9) only.
(Including All New Releases) ^

Free membership w/ credit cord.

($5 processing fee w/o credit card)

• Limited to 3 movies at special "quarter'

rental price per account.

OFFER GOOD AT BRENTWOOD LOCATION ONLY!

1 550 Westwood Blvd.

LA, CA 90024

(310)475-4717

11911 Wilshire Blvd.

Brentwood, CA 90025
(310)477-6338

IIOIC Truman St.

San Fernando, CA 91340
(818)365-9795

David Duke
EdRon

David Duke this! David
Duke that! Everyone's in such

a fiiror about David Duke! I

doo*t see what the txg deal is

about the man. I mean, every«

one's got a ftw skeletons in

the closet* for example, when I

was 5 years okl, I used to

sneak off under the porch with

the neighbor kid to a crack

that the worlonen who made
our house didn't fill in and
we'd light fires out of news-
paper and twigs and tell each

other silly stories we made up.

We did this for what seemed
like months befon my dad
caught us, gave me the biggest

shellacking of my life and told

me never to do it again. Still,

I've grown up to be a produc-

tive, useful member of society.

As long as his policies stand

up to the rigorous lest of the

American vote, we should wel-

come him with open arms to

the political arena. Let the

voter decide!

Nortert Herbert
Senior

Economics

Waldorf
Editon

I was thumbing through the

dictionary the other day when
I stumbled across ''Waldorf

salad.**

Bravo! It was correctly

defined as **a salad of diced
apples, walnuts and vegetables

mixed with mayonnaise." I was
on cloud nine the rest of the

day.

Tom Siebert
Undeclared
Sophomore

Lyrics

Editor

I don't see what the big

deal is about all these dirty

song lyrics. I mean, this is

hardly anything new. Case in

point — the fourth stanza of

Phi Psi fraternity's song **S&M
Man" reads as follows: **Who
can take a chain saw," etc.

See LETTERS, page 27

From page

Sound fiuniliar?

Anybody ever heard a song
called '*Candy Man" sung by a

certain Mr. Sanuny Davis Jr.?

I'd suggest to any of these

militant feminists protesting the

fraternity songs' lyrics to go
and check out one of Mr.
Davis* albums. The similarities

may shock you.

Phi Psi's shenanigans are

nothing we haven't heard

before. I don't believe there

was ever an uproar over Sam-
my.

Tom Jones
Junior

Esophageal studies

Letter

of the

Family pride
Editor:

My grandson is really clever

for his age. Also his name is

Beit

Mildred Flotsam
UCLA Alumna
Class ol '36

Flotsam
Editor:

I wish to complain about the

previous letter, (Rubber Nose,

Tamily pride." March 13) its

nomination and subsequent

winning of letter of the week
award. Not only was the text

lifted verbatim from a British

humour publication called **Not

1983," a calendar-like device

put out by the cast of **Not

the 9 O'clock News" (except

the name of the submitter —
probably because the alleged

**author" couldn't remember the

original name!), but also the

idea to make it letter of the

week. I find such blatant

plagiarism only jeopardizes the

quality of your normally

excellent publication, and
detracts from other hard work-
ing contributors.

yJ

Janice Elsenmann
Undeclared
Sophomore

Me tool

Editor

Me too!

Her Brother
Undeclared
Freshman

Editor's not* — You're right in

tfiat we made up a new name
because we oouldnt remember the

name, and also the tJCLA Alumna'
orap. But you knew that anyway,
becauae we made up your letlari.

See UETTERSi page 2S
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5.00 Off

On Any S
CNoc good witn any ocher coupons or

disoounts. Expifes 3/21/92)

We Now Deliverl
Mon-Sat: 2pin-5pm

Baskinj^lokWiis
ictCrmm^Yogmri

life's a whole lot sweeter wkh it

20M048JiratwoodVim^

The Three Best Restaurants
In Los Angeles

Earth Wind & Flour
Santa Monica
2222 Wilshire Blvd

010)829-7829

Earth Wind & Flour
Westwood

1776 Westwood Blvd

GIO) 470-2499

Earth Wind & Flour

Encino
17644 Ventura Blvd.

(818) 986-0772

Add your name
to this

prestigious list:

Advertise in the

Daily Bruin.
825-2161

\

CHICKEN STICKS or

TERITSKI CHICKEN BKHAS1
BBQ CHICKEN BREAST SANDWICH

• One Side Order
• All you can drink soda

$3.99 -I- tax

L THE TIME, ANYTIME
Offer Good Anytime

10923 Weyburn Ave.
208-1969

Expires 4/30/92

We Deliver 6 pm to 1 1 pm

We Will Beat Any Price and Quality!

Student Special

Ofifer Good At All Times!

^^ Large Pizza
'^^^^ With 2 toppings

+ 2 Free Soft Drinks

ONLY $7.99 plus tax!

ALWAYS AVAILABLE!
2 Slices (pepp., mshrm., cheese, saus.)

••All You Can Drink

ONLY $2.96 pilustax

Also: any 1 slice

any salad
med. drink

ONLY $3.74 plus tax

We Accept MasterCard and Visa

^^^ 208-4348
10925 Weyburn Ave. Westwood
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Ihcfdsiesl <ir{Hriii<i course dl I CIA

Prep.

Call today and we'll tutor you before our course begins and
help you with the application process at no extra chaige.

ll . ( ill SIAMIOUI) I'KI I':

3 10 • 652 •6002 8 18* 'OO* 1000

Dr. Kadar Diijraiil

DON'T

FOOL WITH
YOUR
MONEY

Inpiisqn
they are the law.

On the streets

they are the power.

\1

EDWARD JAMES OLMOS

\ \
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HONORS PROGRAMS SCHOLARSHIPS
$58,650 in awards available!

Students participating In the following programs are eligible:

- College Honors - Honors Status

1992 SUMMER RESEARCH STIPENDS
Stipends of $1200 per student will be awarded to undergraduato

Letters and Science students for full4lme research during the

Summer of 1 992.

Students participating in the following programs are eligible:

- College Honors - Departmental Honors

- Honors Status - Departmental Scholars

DEADLINE: Wednesday, April 1, 1992

Appticatioos are available In HONORS PROGRAMS, A311 Murphy HalL
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From page 28

the died corridor, that had
always been tiled. The long-

hoped-for transcript was enter-

ing his pocket, and Wesson's
mind was bade on the stage,

u his diploma entered his

hand.

Wesson gazed up at the

enormous foce of Chancellor

Young. Four years it had taken

him to learn what kind of
smile was hidden beneath those

gaping jowls. O cniel, needless

misunderstanding! Two tears

trickled down the sides of his

nose, but it was all right

Everything was all ri^t, the

struggle was finished. He had
won the victory over himself.

He k)ved Big Other.

From page 27

Great oral sex
EdUon

I don't Imow what ifae fii^

over the abortion debate is. I

mean, isn't it perfectiy cleai?

Some people want to protect

the right for a woman to

control her own body and
others want to protect the

sanctity of life. Why don't we
just let bygones be bygones,

agree to disagree, and get on
with other troubles facing the

nation?

John Hopkins
Senior

irrelevant

Scrotums?
Editor:

Why'd you let that guy Reo
Destructs mention scrotums and
testicles so many times (Rub-
ber Nose, **How to be funny
in America,** March 13)? Has
he got a fixation on that

particular part of the anatomy
or something? Come on, peo-

ple, it's possible to be funny

without testicles. I like to think

I am.

J. Edgar Edgar
Junior

Aerospace engineering

^^

Qlockeiispiel
Editor:

I'm beginning to feel nause-

ous. I think I'm going to be

sk:k.

George Bush
White House

Washington, D.C.
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Vietnamese Student Association
proudly presents

UHUUUaUMiMi iMiMiiiiMiMiMMhW^^

Sunday • April 5, 1992
6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Royce Hall Auditorium

Pen^ttMutnetA S4f, liC^d/^ ^S/4 m€mienA €ttU fift^4Ai04Ml Utt^enA. PkiO^uuK ^HcCudeA:

To find out how you can participate or for more information, please contact Dat or Dieu at (310) 208^681

Program funded by Campus Program Committees of ttie Program Activities. Council on Programming, and ASUCLA Board of Control.

Sponsored tjy Center for Student Programming and East Asian American Studies Center

TNi

iRish
Roc^eR
PUB

Presents

Our Annual
L ST. PATRICK'S DAY BASH

March 17, 1992

11am - Close

Los Angeles' Only Irish-Owned-and-Operated Pub!

Q^1)aV- •Guinness

•Murphy's

•Harp

Live Entertainment

and Drink Specials

ERIN GO BRAGH!
3012 Santa Monica Boulevard

Santa Monica, CA 90404

(310)828-3960 *ID Required

Kieman Whyte
County, Rosscommon

Proprietor

* ! "
I.

<<( r^
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ASTRONOMY 4 will rwt be offered this Spring.

Aitronorny 6 will be offered: ID 18612 Tu-

7hur» 2-3:15. f*rof. Werrwr. For more info.

oonUct Astro, dept. 825-4435.

FOREIGN
STUDENTS

Need to Improve TOEFL
scores? Want To Pass the

TSE, TWE, GRE?
We Can Help!

The ESL TUTORING
CENTER

(818)999-5384

BLUE-EYED SCOTT AT MCDCAL SCHOOL:
YOU MET A DARK-EYED CATERER.
MCQNTY'S THURS. FEB. 27. CALL HER.
(213)850-4488.

WESTWOOO PSYC>ilC, reader and advisor,

guarantee to lofve vry profoierrv in 3 days,

specializes in love, marriage, finarKial, aixl

any other problems. $5. 801 Levering, Apt.1,

no appointments needed, open 9-midnight.

1(800)559-Nlh4A.

AleohoUce Anonymous

Meetings
lion. diacuMion. Thur. Booksludy, Fri. Sttp

Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. Fri. 1230O-1A)
TuM. DiaouMion. Wid. OiMUMion NPI

C8638 12:16-1900

For alooholios or iiwli^iflinii wtio

rMW» onnlunQ proi)l>m>

Pi Phi congratulates

Stacey Van Gessal

on being seleaed

a member of

ThetaXVs

Blue

Iris Court

Nervous? Anxious?
Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing ti^ese symptoms for at least 1

month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

Do vou read

Cosinopolilan?

(ilaniour? Mac'k'inoiseiie?

\()1>IR'?

New Woman?

Women needed to participate in a

group interview for research on

wonien's nnagazines and messages

they sell about beauty, sex, and men.

CaU now: (415)85&O605

to sign up for an interview

Reaevch it being conducted by Dr.

Debbie Then. Affliated Schofau-. UCLA
Center for the Shidy ofWomen

Research Subjects 12

.Concert Tickets

2 NEl DIAMOND TIQCETSI SM. 3/14,

UOtpcf Udcet. Call Rich (31 (» 202-6398.

FOR SALE: NEN. DIAMOND TICKETS (4).

(310)479-1627.

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cart, student discounU. Request Bruin

?\u\. (213)673-3303 or (818)992-6966.

TV/VCR REPAIR
In Ybur Home (Day or Night)

ISPUNG BREAK DISCOUNTS!
IKXA DiKounts FrM LsMmatM iy Phon*

|

MAMMOm ELEcm€»acs
CALLI (310)824-2374

BED-WETTINC (ENEURETIO BOYS 7-11

years needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free dieveiop-

mcntal evaluatior>. 825-0392.

DIABETICS (NON-INSIAIN LfSINC, ACES
45-80). Earn $50 in pain study at VA HocpiUl

(SJ. Valley). 2 sestiorw, 3 hours ea. IrKJudes

blood withdrawal. Call 818491-7711, ext.

7606.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WPTH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 years needed for UCLA
researh project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

NATIVE ARABIC speaker to help me study

Koran, also conversation; saudi/bedouin

dialects preferred Nina (310)271-3647.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning
experience.825-0392.

STUDENTS NEEDED FOR UCIA RESEARCH.
Watch job interview, aniMcr questlonaires.

Approx. Ihr $10. 476-0868.

PREOCCUHEDWITH RECURRENT OR
PERSISTENT THOUGHTS? REPETITIVE

FUNCTIONS? PE^SOi^i 18+ NEiji^fitt

MAY RECEIVE FREE PHYSrCAL EXAM, LAB
TESI^ AND N4VEARN UP TO $480. CAU.

310-854-4951

Help Wooted 30

WM^M^*^

SUDDEN RUSH OF INTENSE FEAR for no
ftaionr Evn $. Call 206-9191 He»t Rale

Study.

Health Services 22

Pregnancy 20

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help infertile couple

have baby by becomir^ egg dorwr. Compeiv
sation available. Call Barbara (818)350-5243.

MARRCD OR SINGLE WOMEN NEEDED AS
OVUM DONORS ONLY. $2,500 FEE PLUS
EXPENSES. CONTACT ICNY, 3249 MT. DI-

ABLO BLVD., LAFAYETTE, CA, 94549. CALL
COLLECT 1.510-937-3200. E)(ECUTIVE Dl-

RECTOR, NOEL P. KEANE.

THROWING UP
GEHING YOU DOWN?

Dr.M«k
VMCMtOCTICLPTOO.

CHakalPivtMoglM
(MvMlrMpwkJ
213-655-6730

$20O-$500 WEEKLY. Aatemble product at

home. Easyt No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2900 Copyright iCAllKDH.

$200 DAILY stuffing envelopet for major

corporation. Free supplies. Rush long SASE to:

USTB Marketing, Dept 5117-B, P.O. Box

4203, Bryan, Texas 77805.
'

$40,00(yyr. READ BOOKS and TV ScripU. Fill

out simple 'iik^don't like' fonn. EASY! Fun,

relaxing at home, beach vacations. Cuararv

teed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

801-379-2925 Copyright tCAIIKEB.

ACCOUNTING CLERK, P/T, PC experience

required. ACCPAC software knowledge help-

fiiL UCLA »»a. FAX resume pl 0)274-0405.

••• ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/
SECRETARY. Good communication and cor-

fwiKindence skllb. 55^ WPM. WordPttrfect,

Lolui. Knowledae in aocountirtgAxiokkeepir^.

10hr«Mt. Flexible days^rs. 395-7070.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T F/T lor

Beverly Hlllt stort. Prefer Macintosh iHerate.

Mutt have cw. Contact Mike. (21 3) 272-8000.

LAW FIRM
H'- 1^ ' it. f\ n, >f -ofi to |:

Opportunities 26

Health Services 22

FREE DENTISTRY. Do you n^ed fillings,

crowns, or gum work? Doctor needs patients

for State Boyd Exam. (215)270-9154.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation.Call Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's

Group. (213)786-0636.

LOOKING FOR DENTAL BOARD PATIENTS.
Will provide free exam 4 x-rays. If interested

call Vangie. (818)573-5692.

TELEMARKETER WANTED to work with a

major Wallstreet Investment Firm. Pays hourly.

Call Michael Horaney or Rick Hawkins.

(818)382-5719, (800)237-4821.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS TO CHILDREN in

japan for 1-year. Will train. B.A. or B.S.

required. Japanese r«>t required. Makiko.

(310)337-7006 cxt.214.

wGPA
tor ifit(jr\ A\\(_] ottii.'r

3(>rtuif 'fit intorfii.ition to

RicK F:(iW(trdf.

192'3 CofitLirv P.uk E-ist

^0\\\ Moor

Los Afinol(;S, CA 'JUub/

PAUL DREW, athletic

count. (310)839-8544.

masseur. UCLA dit-

CM^O^Of »»»»T»-1W VAX >0» »TS-1>^^^ ^^^

Does Your Heart Good.

^

^a^m^'^m^r^g^tm^m'T'^f*^'^

I
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Help Wanted

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT —
fisheriet. Earn S,00O«Ano. Fhm transportation!

Room -f BoardI wr BJOOO openir^. No
cxperiarKx neceasaiy. Male or Female. For

employment program call 1-206-545-4155

ext. 1483.

ASSEM8U ARTS, CRAFTS, TOY ir JEWELRY
ITEMS FROM YOUR HOME. Earn up to

$S25Avk. F/T Of P/T. Call (213)964-2943.

PART-TIME BM.INGUAL (SPANISH) LEGAL
ASSSTANT ntud^ by Beverly HlHt Attorney.

Aric for VhHan 01(^855-1861.

BE>^RLV^ HILLS CHINESE RESTAURANT.
Naadcd: P/T phone taker. 5aL 10 AM-8:30
PM., %i«ekday schedule pending; Including

manager job; P/T waiter M-Sat, 1 1AM-3 PKV
(310)859-7836, call after 3PM.

BIG SISTER to teach Nintendo & soccer lo

S-year-oM giri. (310)839-5370.

BUSINESS SEEKS ASSISTANCE WITH JAPAN-
ESE CULTURE - Knowledge of traditfonal

dances, K^Hiki, and songs. Call Larry

(213)852-0974.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

RESTAURANT

NOW
HIRING!!!

Red Robin is reftumlng to WNshJre
Boulevard. We ore o fli service,

upscale, casual theme. fUa
fbmlyortented restaurant roted
tbr our outstarxJng Food. Service.

Fadlties arxj Rtericly Empk>yee6.
We believe talenr does make a
difference arxJ ttxjt by hiring ttie

best.We become tt>e bestl

ExcelerTt KM and part-time

opportinlttes wtth good pay and
beneftts e)d5t at our newest "nesf
fbr people Wx> are energettc,

outgoing. afX3w pride In ttieir

appearance and erijoy servir^

customers OS ttiey woukj a gueist

• SERVERS/SALES
• COCKTAIL SERVERS
• COOKS
=hkHOSIS/HOSTKSE5==
• BUSSERS/STOCKERS
• DISH MACHINE OPERATORS
• BARTENDERS
• BOOKKEEPERS

Please stop by for an interview.

^/k)^Kk3y ItYotjgh Saturday between
9AM^iPM.beohnlng Monday 3/16.

RED ROBIN
12400 WIshlreBK/d.. #150
Los Angeles. c:a 90025

EOE

CAMPUS POSITIONS:^Mxlble part-time

hourly will work around claa«^ immediate
openings. Sunset Vlllafa dining a«rvic«
$6.63Air 206-7688. Contact Wah Anderson.
Also accepting applications for summer
employmef<«

CASTING IMMEDIATaYt ExtrM needed for

foalure flln^, commercials, and television.

Eam up lo $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
$2/)00fAnontfi •*> world travel (Hawaii, Mex-
ico, the Carribean, etcJ Holiday, Summer and
Career empfoyment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program call

1-206-545-4155 ext. C462.

DISTRIBUTOR: Student security products, part
time, em big SIS (310)574-1365

DRIVER, PERSON-FRIDAY FOR PROFES-
SONAL COUPLE. Responsible, excellent

driving record, drive late model luxury car
Monday AM round trip LA-San Diego and
FrMay PM RT San Diego-LA. Car LA based.
Must be available for errands during the ^eek.
Good Salary. References. Beveriy at 206-31 91

.

DRIVER WANTED, Own car, hours variable.

(310)559-6882.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-467-5566 EXT.8737.

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT: Biomedical journal.
Word Processor, excellent spelling and typing
skills. English/journalism majors. Ruth:
825-6521.

ENERGETIC CASHIERS AND TKXET WRI-
TERS WANTED. FLEXIBLE HOURS, Sepukeda
WtA Car Wash, 2001 Sepulveda Blvd.,

{310)478-9274.

:NaiSH-MANDARIN tRANSLATOR, know^
ledgeabie of classical Chinese literature &
poetry, especially erotic literature.

(310)837-9784, leave message.

GENERAL OFFICE/CUSTOMER SERVICE.
Manufacturer. Full-time or part-time. Typir^
filing, phones, reception. Call Linda
(310fe39-5155.

.

LOSE 10-29 LBSAlOhftH. Eam extra $.

Doctor recommended, 24 hr. info line.

(818)382-7010.

MAKE MONEY EASY! just advertise 24hr
roadside assistance club rriembcrships $39.95
arwHially. Much cheaper than comparable
servk:es. Good anywhere any road US and
Canada. Membership covers member and
spouse, b^cludes all cars up to 1 ton truck ^
RVs. First year membership includes FREE 6
night, seven day 4 sUr hotel stay in Hawaii or
Mexico. Dealerships are available by calling

310.512-6021.

EARN upta $180 per month
BY hIlPMQ OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFELY
For hiformatlen

Call Anna

'"^'Benefit ifomyoorpevtlclpellQW~~*~

RTfyTA^jl^rOJ
4M4 Wn Nuye Blvd. Bhennan Oake

ENIOY FREE LONG DISTANCE PHONE
CALLS AND SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME!
CALL (310)575-5046 ANYTIME. (CONTROL
NUMBER—523—OOP).
ENTERTAINMENT LAW FIRM seeking moU-
vated student to do challengiru legal and
clerical research in the talent and
athlete agent represerHation arvJ advertising.

Experier>ce with modeling or athlete agent

contracts, helpful. Excellent computer and
research skills required. Ser>d resume with

CPA to law offices of R. Sebastian Gibson. 1 25

Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 200, Palm
Springs, Ca, 92262 or Phone 619-322-2446.

ENfRY LEVEL
TIm R«tl«r Inflihite
Tiw noliom Iqmst Mwidtr of aolM
(kordtfslrNlmmts«(kshNiinbl»

6nlry IbvbI, iiMincBliiNL sows.

communiaifion position, fysdiology

major o plus. Port time, flexibk hows,

potontiol counseling, cbiiail

opportunity. Solory DOL
CaH 47t-M3t Mt.20K

PROGRAMMER PART-TIME, VAX, MAC, AT.

ExperierKX helpfol. ScierKe backgrourid help-

foi. Send resume to: P.O. Box 1732, SanU
Monica 90406.

P/T CLERKIAL WORK. Licht typing & filing.

Flexible hours. Westwood area. $7A>r. Send
resume to Sherrie McCiasky: 10866 Wilshire

BKd, Suite 1100, LA CA 90024.

PT COUNSaOR at adolescent psychiatric

residential program in Malibu to work Friday

arni Saturday overnight. Experierxx necessary.

Pat (310)457-7980.

PT^T RETAIL. $8.20 start. Scholarships—
Internships. Call now (818)345-4479.

P/T OR F/T CASHIER WANTED. JAPANESE &
ENGLISH SPEAKING. HANDBAGS PLUS.

1037 WE5TW(X>D BLVD. (310)824-0700.

RETAIL SALES P/T. Experienced sales person

for children's store. Westside Pavillion.

10-3:30 (M-F) Call for interviews
(310)441-1896.

SECRETARIAL P/T position. WLA Law ftnn is

looking for a secretary with outstarvJing skill

with knowledge of word processing using

WordPerfect 5.1 , typing 55 wpm, other gerv

eral office duties. Must be reliable,

fast-paced, ffident. Veronka (310)207-2066

(9-6pm).

MALES AND FEMALES, Aaes 18-24 for nude
modeling for French and American Maga-
zines. Same day pay. Call Paul 3 1 0-278-91 62.

MEDKIAL BILLING/COLLEOXJN PERSON
FOR PRIVATE CARDIOLOGY OFFICE. AM-
part time, 18 hr^tvk $7.0(Vhr. No prevfous

experience neccesary. ConrvT>unicatioMyping

skills required. Resume: Dr.KinfKiii — P.O.
Box 35064 — Los Angeles, CA 90034.

MODaS for 1993 Swinrwuit calendars &
European magazines. Call (213)732-5744.

MODaS WANTED, haircuts free, & highlights

$25 on March 12, 13, 17, 18, & 19. Call

(310)273-6715.

musk: LOVERS WANTED for the Music
Express. Make extra dollars with flexible sche-
dule. Call (213)935-9234.

NEEDCASH?EARN $50-$100 or more per day
(comm) -t- incentives. Positive, energetic solici-

tors wanted for Valley Funding Drive. $5per hr.

during TRAINING PERIOD. Need CAR. 1^
Exp. FullA*art Time. (818)907-4967.

NEED STUDENTS with sonr>e creative working
skill to make basic math word problems.
WP51. Home/office call (213)365-8008.

ONE OF AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING
CORPORATIONS entering HongKong, Tai-

wan, japan. Mexico »nd Australian markets.

Looking for people who have friends, family,

or business associates in any of these countries.

If so call 1-800-755-3354.

CPA FIRM NEEDS COMPUTER OPERATOR
MWF, 9am.-5pm. ASK FOR AL. (310)
470-4500.

PART-TIME GENERAL OFFKI. Flexible hours.

Beveriy Hills area. Must have car/lnsurvKe.

$5^r. (310)271-5205.

PART-TIME Psych office. Light bookkeeping,
billing, wordprocessing, transcriptions.

DlQ)278-0084.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT WANTED for large

family day care, Pacific Palisades, ECE units

and experience necessary. Call Leslie at

(310)573-1811.

PART-TIME ReUil Sales, '$8.20 Starting Pay*,

Schedule around classes. EveVwkrKb avail-

able. Scholarships awarded quarterly. (310)

396-1479

PERSONAL ASSISTANT for woman. 10-20
hntwk. Transportation required. $8/hr.

negotiable. Type? (310)829-1521.

FUTURE KI(3S-Part.time children's computer

teacher. Daily AM and/or PM.(31 0)471 -6877.

Part-time t>ookkeeper

needed for busy Westwood
travel agency.

Light kxx>kkeeping skills & a

pleasant personality required.

Shifts available: 10-2 or 11-3

Pay: $7hr.

All interested please call Steve at

(310)824-7083

8 peo|de needed nowm mp to $»/kr.
Housecleaners

Can (213) 45a-1817

FRONTRUNNERS LOOKING FOR SELF-
MOTIVATED, energetic, goal oriented, mtn
and women for sales positions. Apply in

person. FRONTRUNNERS Brentwood. 1 1640
San Vicente Blvd.

PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT/AID. Part-

time. Excellent salary. Needed for private

practice near UCLA. Dl0)208-33 16.

SHOWROOM MANAGER for SanU Monica
retail picture framer. Management experierKe

& computer skills necessary. FAX resume to

(310)828-2643 or phone (310)828-6866.

SRAII part tin>e, F/T summer. Position includes

electronic & mechanical assembly, some prog-

rammlng. Dr. Demer (310)825-5931. EEOC.

SUMMER iOBS-AvaJlabie at a Chiklren's Day
Camp in WLA. Enjoy a surrvner working with

kids in the outdoors. Positions available:

groupcounselors and instructors in arts andcrafts,
daiKe, drama, gymnastkx, twimmir^ and
computers. (213)472-7474.

TEACH COMPUTER SKILLS to chikiren In

japan far 1-year. Will train. B.A. or BS.
"icqnkaifr Japanese not required. Maktkir
1310)337-7006 ext.214

TEMPORARY WORKERS for removal of medi-
cal records. Weekdays and or weekends.
SMv. (310)559-8823.

TRANSLATORS: SPANISH/ENGLISH. Must be
fluent, friertdly, reliable. Serni resume & cover
letter in Spanish to M. Lee, CA3 HCD 3000
Olympic Bkd. Suite 2413, SanU Monica, CA
90404.

WAITRESS NEEDED. Brentwood resUurant.

Experience preferred. Apply in person M-f
3-5pm. 11714 Byrington CL

WEEKEND COOK, HOUSEKEEPER. Also,

child ar>d pet care. Sat. arxi Sun., 7am- 7pm;
English, car, refererKes required. Norvsmoker.
Pay-negotiable, (310)829-6500.

WLA HI-TECH, MULTIMEDIA COMPANY
kx>king for temporary full and part time
Product Testers to view our titles and write up
bug reports. Person(s) should be very visual,

detail orierUed arKi have good analytical,

written communication skills. Minimum
24hr^eek including evenings, Sat.& Sun.

Call Andrea for orientation date(s) at

(310)444-6543.

WRITER/MARKETING ASSISTANT FOR IN-

TERNATIONAL FINANCE COMPANY, stong

knowledee of english and excellent letter

writing skills required. Ability to meet dead-
lines arxi word processor skills a must. Career

and eamings gross potential. (310)854-0466.

Job Opportunities 32

CONTROLLER. B.H. Real Estate Dvpt. Co.
seeking dynamic Irxiv.toliead ifsAcctg. Dept.

CPA - an asset. 4-7 yrs. exp. Position requires

prep. Fin. Statmts., Comput. Network, Fin.

Plang. & Analysis. $40K-m-, fax resume:
310-859-9744.

SUBSCRIPTION SALESPEOPLE FOR TaE-
MARKETING. Salary -f commission. Mon-Sun
days and evenings. Great fun. (310)393-3162.

SUMMER TEACHING POSmON, Califbmia's

most respected reading school is hiring reading

enrichment teachers. F/T summer work,
$400-$50(Vwk. * milaee allotment, health

benefits, paid training, flexible hours, urxier-

grad degree required, need car, hor>e teaching

skills %^ile helping kids learn to kA« books!

(310)428-5037.

LIVE-ln Babysitten^HMtfekeeper. 15 months
oki baby. SdayiMt. RefererKCS. Sherman
Oaks. Call Mona (818)990-5854.

NANNY (Female or Male) for toddicr;Reliable,

affectionate, stimulating. 2 daysAiveek. Echo
Park yea. (213)660-1040

LCXDKING FOR MOTHER'S HELPER TOHaP
WITH CHILD, DOGSAND HOUSE. Needkto
be available weekends. (310M72-6477. .

PART-TIME CARE F1K>V1DER NEEDED TO
HAVE FUN with 4% -yr-oU boy after school.

Mon. 3-6, Tues. 10-12:30, 3-6, Wed. 3-6.

Flexible summer hours to be arranged. Parks

and recreatkm, or chiM development experi-

erKe preferred. Er^lish speaking and auto

requinsd. Call Denise at 4706855 after 7 FM.

SANTA MONCA GUESTHOUSE & BOARD
for babysitting Ir light housekeeping. l^4orth of

Mor>tarw. 10 mJn. to campus. 458-9037.

TODDLER NEEDS BABYSITTER, Tues. mom-
ings, walk to campus (310)824-3963.

WEEKEND NANNY NEEDED. Help care for

cute toddler. Ck»e to tXLA. Local references

required. (310)479-1767.
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CREATIVC/AOMINiSTRATIVE POSITIONS
avaitable Sprir^ quwter M FORTl FRMS.
Flexible hours. Steven, after 3pm,
eieS4S.7931.

PRESnOOUS PUBLC RELATK>tf AGENCY
has knmedlate opmik^ for Student htems.
College credit required. Please contact Hunun

D10I201.8B56.

BEVERLY HRIS AO|
irIghL StoveAefrig. Ample
Ing wNh moMir^. 5 miles to

(3101273.9476.

Highceil-

$71 S.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $650-735.
1 -BORM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4.PLEX.*A BLOCKTO PKZO BUS. (310)

839-6294.

RESTLESS RECORDS SEEKING INTERNS.
GREAT WAY TO LEARN HOW A RECORD
COMPANY OPERATES. AREAS OPEN IN-

aUDE RADK> PROMOTION, PUBLCnTY,
PROOUCTKDN, AND MARKETING. FOR IN-

FORMATION PLEASE CAU KEITH MORAN
AT 213-957-4357 X233

PAID INTERNSHIP
I 1 .1111 \\ li.ii i( (,ik^ >> i<

K 1 1 N V 1 1 1 1 I HI V Im *> > I ) \

I I \ l« \\ N ,1

Iripk \ siuck 111 l*ainUrs

BEVERLY HH.LS ADJACENT $950. THREE-
BDRM/2-BATH. 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PCO BUS. WCXXTER ST.

(310>839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS, Very large, sunny
2be<V2bath, $1295, 210 N. Clark, Ray
(310)559-4315.

U I
» I . U » 1 1 > I

1 .iv( i h.iiu « t

M I Js

( ail l<>da> lor more- iiilo.

l-8()()^9 I (>()()()

Ctilid Care Wanted 35

A LOVING PERSON NEEDED TO CARE FOR
MY 2-YR-OLD DAUGHTER. 3 daysMc. Ex-

perience ir references required. Near UCLA.
(3109476-2079.

Apartmentt fof Rent 49

424 LANDFAIR. 2bei^batK large ap»tment
wfth han^Mood fkxtrs, larg^ bakor^, swim-
ming pool, garden setting. Next to -UCLA.
Available now. far- appointment
(3101459-1200.

'"

$895, 2-BEDROOfM, upper, buiit-ins, bal-

cony, pod, garden-like, quiet, near UCLA,
parking near transportatton. 010)477-9955.

vnKjnox^K. Tww^ sivi ano Dunoy. ki

tor, hot plate, carpet, drapes, laundry
facilHies. (310)822-6487.

BACnaOR $45(VMO. Cvpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(310>839-7227.

BEST DEAL IN WESTWOOD. PRIME LOCAp
TION. MODERN, FUNRISHED/
UNFURNISHED, 2-BDRM^-BATH. AIR, 2
PARKING SPOTS, BALCONIES, FIREPLACES.
$100O.$135O. (310)208-2655.

BEST DEALER IN WESTWOOO. Prime kx:a-

tfon. 10-minute walk to UCLA Unfumishe<V
furnished. Modem 2-bedroonV 2-bath. Air,

2-parking, balconies, fireplaces.
$1075-51 35(ymo. 208-2655.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $845/MO. 2-BED-
ROOM. UPPER, FRONT, VIEW, BALCONY.
WOOSTER ST., 'A -BLOCK TO PKIO BUS.
(310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. $1195. 2-BED » DEN.
1 700 SQUARE FEET. SPANISH STYLE 4-PUX.
FIREPLACE, HARDWOOD aOORS, SERVCE
PORCH, HIGH CEILINGS. 010)839-6294.

MAR VISTA from $895, 1 -month free, 2 bed/
2-bath custom 2-storytownhome. Central air,

balcony, gated garage, fireplace. 11 931 Avon
Way. 010)391-1076.

MAR VISTA Irom $920. 6 newer building.
2be(V2bath townhomes. Fireplace, balconies,

gated garage, security alarm (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA $1 ,650. 3bed/3bath > loft. 3 story

custorn townhome. Fireplace, survieck, gated
garage. 3954 Beethoven. (310)391-1076.

I

si'\( foi s i-ni)KM

I
Dishwasher/ AC/

[

J
Microwave I

! Walk-in closets, t

! 1^ blk from t

; campus. Kelton
; 430 Kelton I

TfH
w^^ww^^^w^^^^w^^^^'w^-m-^

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT $695Atu> 1 bed-
room upper, ytry spack>us, bulit-ins, parking,

small quiet building, otose to UCLA 2 peopfo
oky. Lease, no pets. 010)826-7888.

BRENTWOOD $575-5900 SINGLE, 1 & 2
bedroom unfurnished deluxe 010)550-1228.

BRENTWOOD $495 BACHELOR, refrigera-'

tor, hot-plate, new decor, lease, 8y appoint-

ment only. 1 1 728 Mayficid 010)271-6811.

BRENTWOOD large 1-bed^-bath. Private

upper unit, high ceilings, updated, 1 -block to

San Vicente. $825. 010)470-8414.

$995/mo-$200OFFlST

MONTH BENT - WLA

I

Bright, front apt. w/ gas FP,

D/W, A/C. lots of closet

space, Ig. balcony,

gate<d parking, key
access entry.

1 709 Westgate
(310)479-1581

WLA. Large single on Rose Ave between
OverlarHJ It Sepulveda. Pool, no pets.

$545/mo. 010)838-5369.

WLA-RANCHO PARK. Save by renting afford-

able single; $588. Beautiful. MinirrHjm Income
required to qualify. (213)841-6203.

WLA, SPACKXJS (bargain at $675), 1 -bed-
room, mini-blinds, ceiling fans, appliarKes,
quiet buikJing, rrxjve-in $1 225, 1 1 527 Venice
Blvd #7. (310)390-5065.

WLA. Spacious single, full kitchen, fireplace,

balcony, pool, security parking, walk to UCLA.
$75(Vmo, no deposit Available 4/1/92.
(310)208-2624.

WLA, SUPER (bargain at $635), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blinds, ceiling farw, appliarx:es, parking,

utilities irK:luded. move-in $12^0. 3637Se-
pulveda Blvd. Apt. 6 (310)390-5065.

WLA, spacious (bargain at $605), 1 -bedroom,
mini-blirxJs. celing fans, appliarx:es, parking,

move-in $1180, 3637 Sepulvada Blvd #5,
390-5065.

T m
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Overwhelm
6 Classic story

10 Sailors'

saint

14 Of hair

15 Zola novel
16 Lunchtime
17 Speech in a

play
18 Check part

20 After taxes
21 Annihilate

23 Auto deals
24 Flavor

25 Centers
26 Sorrow for

one's sins

30 Arm part

34 Wasted away
35 Split

37 Repent
38 Cruel one
39 Forest space
41 Ins' partners
42 Negatives
43 Rhythm
44 Clothing
46 Allen or

McQueen
48 Hirer

50 Unfruitful

52 Mother birds

53 Humbled
56 A — in the

hand
57 Between
60 Police

officer

€3 Kindle

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A C T E D B E T A A B C 8
M E R G E E R A L C R A

L 1 O IS G 1 R LSI C U T

1 L L E G 1 s P U R ^ Jl

L O R A N T H 1 IR 8 lI^
T lA 1 N T 8 L 1 E N 8
O T E S T A R R Y T OlW N
R N R 1 T E s T E E

1 N 8 C R 1 B E B A G H A 8

HaTb
H A V E N R E E K 8
1 N E T IH O M El R

E3SQI3S mama zzigib

8 T R E

1
T C A R D R 1 E R

T O E 8 W O N T A 1 8 L E

E R 8 E O G E E S P E L Ly

S4 Peruvian
65 Horse's foot

66 Passageway
67 Color pro
68 Equine food

a- 13-92

69 Slumber

DOWN
1 Extend over

2 Prudent
3 Disembarked
4 Crazed
5 Go before

6 Banner
7 Distress

8 Verb end
9 Poem divisTon

10 Necessitate

11 Raucous
12 Additional

13 Greenbacks
19 Curved
aa Up-ti^ht

24 Spring —
25 Fodder
26 Laborers
27 Rye disease

® 1992 Unitsd F««tur» Syndlcat*

28 Scandinavian

, 29 Container
31 Rumor
32 Bizarre

33 German river

36 Handier
40 Shortening
41 Actor Skinner
43 Soft hat

45 Treeless
plains

47 College in NY
49 Leaders
5 1 Border state

53 Lab chemical
54 Gaunt
55 Noun ending
56 Stain

_ 57 Reflect
-^ 58 - ofWignr

59 Profound
61 Snake
63 Fuel

m"

34

e

60

64

67

11 12 TT

^5
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<«rthday

March 13. 1992

Through the use of your imagination, in-

genuity and resourcefulness, advance-

ment in your chosen field of endeavor is

nkely in the year ahead. You're the one

who can build the better mousetrap.

PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) A friend

who is already Indebted to you might

mak^ demands on you again today. If

you do anything further for this pal, con-

sider It charity rather than a loan. Get a

jump on life by understanding the influ-

ences governing you in the year ahead.

Send for Pisces" Astro-Graph predic-

tions today by mailing $1.25 plus a long,

self-addressed, stamped envelope to

Astro-Graph, c/o this newspaper, P.O.

Box 91428, Cleveland. OH 44101-3428.

Be sure to state your zodiac sign.

AmES (March 21-April 19) Guard

against the inclination today to antici-

pate the outcome of events In a nega-

tive manner. This could cause you to

use tactics that are both too cautious

and too Ineffective.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) People you

have dealings with today might not be

as forthright as you are. To be on the

safe side, if they're relaying critical In-

formation, have them confirm their

facts.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) If conducting

business with a strange firm today, be

especially careful. If this organization is

not prepared to stand by Its products

100 perciBnt. don't buy anything.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) If you are

—Sgrsny-washy today, yoat jitOQf^9^ wUi

be Impeded. Instead of making definite

decisions, you're likely to focus on non-

essential alternatives.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Make it a point

today to steer clear of petty office poli-

tics. An associate who specializes In In-

trigue might try to get you Involved.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Even though

there might be iustiflcation for the re-

marks, take all compliments with a

grain of salt today. You're very suscep-

tible to flattery, of which a devious ma-

nipulator is aware.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) A bit of brava-

do might be called for today — if you

find yourself in a competitive develop-

ment. Don't reveal any self-doubts to

your opposition.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Associates

aren't apt to have faith in your concepts

today — especially If they sense you're

not really sold on them yourself. You

must believe in what you espouse.

SA*GITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)

Someone who consistently misman-

ages resources might look to you as a

benefactor today. Let this individual

know you're no one's sugar daddy.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) A part-

nership you're involved in might be

more of a liability that an asset today. If

there isn't harmony of purpose, alli-

anco.; ^on't work.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Generally

speaking, you can be relied on to man-

age your end of the responsibilities.

However, today you might insist on be-

ing the recipient Instead of the server.
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WLA Beautiful sunny 1 -bedroom. All new
amenities. WA^, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher, garbage disposal, hardwood floors,

yard. $700. Karl (31CM79-0744.

WLA, beautiful, r>ewer, gated building, from

$795, call manager (213)287-2261.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.

3748 Inglewood Blvd . lust north of Venice

BM. (310)398-8579.

MAR VISTA $950. 2bed^bath newer custom

townhome, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

security alarm. 1 nr>o. free with lease. 1 2736

Caswell (310)391-1076.

NICE, QUIET: CC $830. 2 BD/I'A BATH.

VA.A $750 1 bd. (310)826-6907.

PALMS $1695 4.bed -i- loft/3-bath. Newer

3-stor/ custom townhome. Fireplace, gated

garage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale

Ave. D1 0)391 -1076.

PALMS, $800, 2-bed/1'A bath, large upper,

pool, new carpet, parking, laundry, no pets,

454-4754. __^
PALMS, $625, large 1 -bedroom. 2-weelcs free.

1$t & security. 10433 Irene St Open Sat 1-4

(310)372-1253.

PALMS, $995Ano. beautiful 3-be<V2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve 839-1026. Antoine 829-6727.

L

Large Newlv
Remodeled

1 &2 Bedroom Units
Beverlywood -

WLA Area
Receive Free
Microwave

$575 • $825
Call 657 -8756

PALMS from $995. 1 mo. free w/lease. Apt.

«36. 2-becV2-bath newer custom townhome.

I If Cll/ISUC^ VMI\^i^l^0 K|Vl^Kr~ O^ ™^^**^^"^™ III!

3614 Paris Dr. (310)391-1076.

SANTA MONICA. Large 2-be<Vl-'A -bath.

Short-term lease. Covered parking.

(310)453-4009.

SANTAMONICA. Cute single. Frig., stove, key

entry, assigned parking. (310)453-4009.

SINGLE APARTMENT. 424 Landfair. Next to

UCLA. Pool, utilities included. $595/mo. Ask

for Mike. (310)208^005.

VENICE- Single upper unit Quiet, lots of ligK

view, parking. Close to beach. $59Vmo.
(310)395-3681.

WESTCHESTER, new luxury 2-bed/ 2-bath,

fireplace, garage, dishwasher, laundry, inter-

com, track lighting. (310)215-9310,
546-3187.

APARTMENTS
Dlrecdy acMoss from

BUd-<smpo3 UCLA

RifilshQd fiwlMmlstied

BadvloisfiGmSSSO

Sk^;^ tern $600 to $750

1 BdriTB fiom $750 tD $900

ZBdmrv/ZBtti ficxn $1200

Variable Lengtfi Leases

5(H-505(k9hyAM.
(310)208^505

PALMS-3516 Jasmine. 1 -bedroom with loft.

$92SAtm>. AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security

building, sundeck, patio. (310)836-5311.

(310)837-0761.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
SPRING QTR SUBLEASE $450

LAST OF 17!

Priv. Room. Priv. Bath.

Shared Kitchen. 633 Gayley Ave.

208-5920

Palms $875 2-becl/2-bath

A/C, 4-years new, 9
minutes to UCLA by bus.

10737 Palms
(310)838-5039

652 Veteran Ave!

1BDRM
starting at $700

movo-ln allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

WESTWOOO AREA. Large single wAitchen.

New carpet, quiet, older building w/crown

moldings. $650. (310)470-5952.

WESTWOOD: Huge 1-bd. 3 parking spaces,

hardvxood floor. (213)444-1478, 858-6650.

WESTWOODAJCLA. Singles/1 -bd/2-bd. From

$350 per person. Roommates available. 515

Kelton Ave. 208-1976.

WESTWOOO, $765, large 1_-bedrqyn, hard-̂

wood floors, stove, fridge, mtnt-bllnd»r

(310)477-2777.
_

WESTWOOD $800, UPPER, brl^t, 1-bed,

carpet, drapes, stove , fcfri^ closed garage.

1676 Manning »4. (310) 275-1335.

»WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION: Quiet, spa-

clous, 2 b<V2 bath, parking, gated entry.

$1700/mo. 601 Westholme. Ruth
(310)395-7272.

WALKTOUOA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS

2 master suites • 2 bath

Students/Roommates Welcome

$950 thru Aug 1

$1100 thfuJune 30

•refrig»dUhwa«her«AA:»
•controlled entiy*

•perking*elevator*

519 Glcfirock 213-208-4835

WESTWOOD, GREAT LOCATION; spacious

2b<Vl bath, bachelor, parking. Immediate

occupancy, $600-$137VnfK). 609 Kelton.

Ruth (310)395-7272.

WESTWOOD. 2 bdrmy2 bath, fireplace, bal-

cony, parking, rent rtegotiable, at campus
express stop, available now. (310)824-0523.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 1 50/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1-*A MILE TO CAMPUS.
UNUSUAL CHARM. (310)839-6294.

WLA 1-BEDROOM $675, 2BED $850. Near
campus. (310) 477-0725.

T^W^
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SHORT-TERM
Very large

ONE-BEDROOM FURNISHED
Super closets

All utilities, parking included

Pool & sundeck

$825/month (max 3 people)

530 Veteran Ave

208-4394
^

Campus news
I

'm$^
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PALMS - 3516 Jasmine. 2-bed/2-bath.

$950/mo, AC, fireplace, dishwasher, security

building, patio. (310)636-531 1 .

Q10>e37-076t.

WLA. $625 u^d up. Bachelors and singles.

Security parking, rooftop sundeck & Jacuzzi

with ocean view. (310)826-5528.

WLA, $680. 1 -BEDROOM/1 -BATH. 2476
South Corinth. Built-ir«, newly painted, park-

ing. (310)476-6767.

WLA AREA $58S/mo. Beat the tuition hikes!

Live outside the hieh rent districti CLOSE TO
UCLA. Attractive, aimished singles. Two can

\hft as cheaply as onel 1 525 Sawtelle Blvd.

(3 1 0)47^-4832.

I Nortliridoi$275up.5()OlumUt»duRiistu(toni

iKNBlno tadlljf. Stand of prt\irii mMi, wMi of

wISmil MldMs. PrivaliiBlis. Rnl. Jactizzl.

reoBatton room. ^/2 hour <jrt^to
jjg

l-A. Opwyw
round. Fns broduft. Nofttvldoi (!inipyi

RmMmicb. 9600 Ziizaii. Nofthridgt. CA. 9132S

(t1l)iaB-1717

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,

saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

(deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow

4 students per

apartment.

From $1200 -$1300

11701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

WLAA3NTURY CITY TWO BLOCKS. 1 Bed-

room $750. Bright, carpets, drapes, stove,

refrigerator, laurwlry facilities. Quiet buikiing

(310)474-1172.

WLA, giant (bargain at $800), 2-bedroom

w/patio or balcony, mini-blinds, ceiing fans,

appliances, walk-in closet, move-in $1,450,

11 519 Venice Blvd Apt 2 <r Apt 4, 390-5065.

WLA. Large 1 -bedroom and single. Telephone

entry and assigned parking. Unfurnished.

Kitchen. (310)453-4009.

BRENTWOOD, $920, 2-bed/ 2-bath, bak»ny,
lease, by appointmertt only. 1 1 728 Mayfield,

»S. (310)271-6811.

CULVER CITY: 3bdrm/2bath with miniblinds,

dishwasher, stove, washer/dryer in apt. 2 car

parking. $115C]^Twnth (213)936-2406.

DETACHED SINGLE Apwtment in home. Pri-

vate entrarKC, beautiful Brentwood Street.

$610^^1, Inclucke utilities (310)471-6124.

LARGE BACHELOR UNIT, w/in 4.blocks of

beach, utilities included, $650 •«- security,

(213)396-2115.

MAR VISTA from $925. 1 month free.

2bed/2bath, 2 story custom townhome. Gated

garage, fireplace, bakony, central air. 1 1913
Abon Way. (310)391-1076.

MAR VISTA. From $950. 1 month free.

2bec^bath, 2 story custom townhome. Bal-

cony, cer^ral air, gated garage, fireplace.

12741 Mitchell (310)391-1076.

:...^\u

I Kll KIM
BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS

BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

n<()l I SSION Al 1^ M AN \(.l 1) n\ MOSS \ ( O

MANHATTAN, N.Y. APARTMENT, fully furn-

ished, 1 bedroom, large and sunny, ideal

location. 24-hour security, $13(X)/mo.

(212)243-6734.

SINCCE 540 CXENROCK. 2 blocks from

school. Older buikiing, ground floor, no

outside security. (310)824-0532.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$52S/mo. unities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

$700 WLA, 1426 Barrington Ave. Large Mod-
em 1 -bed. Stove, frig, dw, a/c. (31 0)837-0761

.

$900, 1426 Barrington Ave. 2bed/}*h bath.

Stove, refrigerator, dish-washer, air-

conditioning, parking-2 cars. 837-0761.

WLA $95G^mo. 2-be4^2-bath. Gated garage,

stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, tile, storage.

Near UCLA bus & shops. 2607 South Se-

pulveda (310)313-2824.

BRENTV\OOD2-BEC)/1'A BATH, sunny and

bright upper,laundry, parking. $89S/mo. (310)

550-6755.

BRENTWOOD. $950. Huge, sunny 2-be<V

TA -bath. New vertical blinds, refrigerator,

d/w, parking. Free rent with lease.

(310)556-3158.

MAR VISTA. $760. 2-bed^-bath upper and

lower. Newly decorated. Available now. Short

commute to UCLA, ckise to freeway. 1 2225

Pacific Ave., apt.i3,7. (310)828-3887.

OHK>-SAWTELLE. $650. Month to month.

1-Bedrm, stove ft fridge, carpeU, TA miles

from UCLA. Call (310)477-5758.

PALMS $695-5795, large 1 and 2-bedroom

units. New security building. A/C, c^. Quiet

street. Utilities included w/ some units. 1

bus to LXIA. (310)556-4645.

SPACIOUS ONE BED. Quiet. Bundy N. of

Olympic, excellent manager. $685.
(310)820-7049. •

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS AVAILABLE for

faculty/ staff, 1 ft 2 bedrooms, unfurnished,

short walk to UCLA. Call 206-1947, Mon-Fri,

8am-5pm.

WLA. $950. 1426 Barring^ Ave. Large

modem 2-bed/1 % bath, stove, refrid, dw, A/C.

(310)837-0761.

Mb*. iSTifmo. UTUmB INCLUDED. Non-
smoking female. 2be(V2bath. Furnished, pool,

JacunI, exercise room. (310>S27-9596.

OWN LARGE ROOM AND BATH IN SPA-

CIOUS BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. POOL/
PARKING. SSOCVMO. (310M76-4247. *

SEX: FEMALE, S^in walk toUa^ spring qtr.,

furnished, A/C, pool, elevator, security, park-

inft $375. D1 0)208-7303, Valerie.

SUNSET-BARRINCTON $450. Paridng, own
room ar>d bath. Pool, security building.

(310)472-5000.

WLA. One-bedroom, $875, single, $67S.

Security, spaclom bulMhig, parking, carpet.

Walk to LXIA. 1 450 Midvale. (21 3)391 -2874.

Apartments to Shore 52 Roommates 53

APARTMENT TO SHARE— $3S0^fi«>. Uiltties

included, near UCLA (31(»4744)890.

BRENTWOOO-GRAD STUDENT ft DOC to

share kiMely 2-bed/2-bath w^nale or female,

available yril, U90fmo. (310M47-2235.

BRENTWOOD - Sh»e fullv himiahed luxury

apartnf>erH. Private room arw bath. Cable, gym,

pool, saurta, gated entrance, pool table. Male.

$550, utilities included. Call (310)476-3733.

DESPERATaY SEEKING SPRING QUARTER
ROOMMATE. $35(Vhx)nth. Two stories, 2

bedroom. 528 Landfair, Westwood.
D1 0)206-0093.

FEMALE: SHARE LARGE 2 BEDROOM, 2

BATH APT. Secured parking, close to UCLA.
$52Wmo.,*A. Available March 22.

(310H74-4077.

WESTWOOQAXLA. SHARE large 2 bed/^

bath. $30(ymo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room. 515

Kelton Ave. (310)206-1976.

WESTWOOD (3REAT PLACE $630 o<*m room-

phorw- parkir«g- aecorvis from UCLA available

Diane (310)824-2785.

Roommates 53

1 -BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. Female needed.

1 -bdrm to share. $31 3Anonth. Available 3/20.

Dl0»824-79e3.

1 FEMALE R<X>MMATE needed to share 1 BR
with 2 others, furnished, large apt., 10 min.

walk to campus, only $317Ano., available

3/16, D1 0)624-3645.

527 MIDVALE. MALE roommate wanted.

Heated pool, sauna, fitness room.
010)624-0230.

/CROSS THE STREETFROM UCLA. Female to

share 1 room in large 2-bedroom apartment

Quiet roomies. Security ft parking. $42S^m>.

010)206-7636, 010)206-7992.

BEVERLY HN.LS, private room, bath, kitchen,

no pet, for female, norvsmoker only. $375.

010)552-1004.

CENTURY CITY, 1 FEMALE TO SHARE BED-

ROOM in spackMtf apartment $31 Q^fno. Paric-

if^ Rosdle O10I475-7031.

roWAU, %arSn& y-iiiJFa^toh. Pai fcii^.
$33()^TO». 679 Gayley/ L»«irair, #205. Maria,

010)206-0212, 010)634-6420, weekends.

FEMALE NEEDED ASAP TO SHARE LARGE
2-UOn-BATH. JACUZZI, WALK TO CAM-
PU$. $400^^0. 010)206-5595.

FEMALE NEEDED to share room across from

can^us. $30(]^no. includes breakfast Call

larrelyn (213)624-9749.

FEMALE ROOMMATE. Spring or bnger. Share

room. WestWDod chateau. Spacious, pool.

Mekxie, )enni(ef, Tracy. 624-1526.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Prh^ate

room In 3-bd. VAA house. $4O0/fno. Call

Beth: days 470-1 1 75, evens. 477-0356.

FEMALE TO SHARE 3-be<V3-bath w/ 2 girls for

at least 5-months or more. Call ASAP
010)473-8895.

FEMALE to share 2 be<V2 bath Westwood
apartment. BrarwI-rww buikiing high ceilings,

bakony, security paricing. Across from UCLA!
$377ATWinth. Stephanie 206-5138.

HELPt Need female to share 2-bed/2-bath

Glenrock apt. Parking. Pool. Security. Avail-

able mid-March. $295Ano. (310)824-2636.

LOOKING FOR REPLACEMENT IN sunny,

2-bed, 2-bath ^A, w/ beautiful view on
Glenrock. Furnished, walk-in closet.

624-1976.

MALE/FEMALE NON-SMOKER wanted to

share spacious 2 bedroom cottage. Close to

UCLA $497.5(VVno. negotiable. Call Tom
O10M76-7565 or beep 010)206-8477 - idi

13039.

M/F ROOMMATE WANTED. Spacious

2-be<Vl-bath, large windows, hardwood floor

, caring roommates. 8-minutes walk to cam-

pus. $40(^irK>. 206-3768.

MIDVALE PLAZA 2, female roommate

wanted. Heated pool, sauna, fitness room,

$375Ano., fu\ie, 20»6216.

ONE MONTH FREEI 1 female roommate

needed to share 2bed/2bath. 5 minute walk to

\XXK (Alessia) 206-7423.

OWN ROOM IN LARGE 3 BDy2 % BATH.

SanU Monica. New carpet, uruterground parit-

kig. 1 mi. from beach. $412.50 -t- utilites.

Rodney:450-2479.

PALMS, Share 2be<V2bath secured buikJing,

parking, laurxiry and Jacuzzi. Available April

1st. $475^ 1/2 utilities. Mike 010)842-4854.
^^—^^»^^^»^^^>.——^—»— ——«—i—^^
ROOMMATE WANTED to sublet and/or take

overrent fori RM in j2 story ^>artment in SanU

Monica starting 6/92 CALL 207-5895.

ROOMMATE NEUXD. Large 2btin bath. A
bkxdc from beachi Venke. Own room. $475 •»•

% uUlites. Andfew:(31 0)305-7856.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bedroom

flat with East Coast beginning professk>nal,

leave message 010)399-6691.

SHARE 2-BEO/2-BATH. Beautiful, brand new
i^Mutment on Gayley. 1-bk>ck from campus.

Available mkl-March. Lisa 010)206-5138.

WALK TO UCLA. Seeking one female to share.

Huge 2becV2bath with 3 others. Pool, Jacuzzi,

lauiiriry included. $36(Vhw. (310)824-5662.

WALK TO UCLA-enomfKMJS 2-bdrrTV2-bath. 2

females to share beautiful cor^do with 2 others.

$375 each. (310)961-6695.

W/UJC UCLA. Male roommate needed. Heated

pool, fitness room, sauna. $402Ano. Gary or

Kit 010)824-3752.

WLA»$355. GREAT LOCATKDN, Share room
in house, periling, Bus to LXIA, W/D,
010)474-6177.

WLA LOOKING FOR 2female. Large

2bec^2bath apartment. $30GAno. fireplace,

security parking, alarm. Sandra
010)206-1282.

WLA. (Male to) share 2-bedroonv2bath. Furn-

ished, vaulted ceiling^. 1-mile to campus.

y4^no^all^l^ni^3l2470^776^

Room lor Rent 54

ASAP! WESTWOOD HOME: $475. Minutes

UCLA fully furnished. Quiet, luxury, kitchen,

private entrance. Male. (310)473-5769.

BEVERLY HILLS. Private room ft bath ft

garage. Separate wing ft entrarice. Kitchen ft

laundry privileges negotiable. $550.
(310)274-7122.

BEVERLY HILLS MANSK3N. Private suite fdlr

female. Tennis court, pool, gym. House facili-

ties. SSOO/mo. (310)278-6972.

BEVERLY HILLS HOUSE-bedroom, private

bath. Kitchen privileges, laurniry facilities*

Jacuzzi. 1 person. $500. (310)274-3935.

BEV. HILLS ADJACENT, FEMALE ONLY
$350.0(yMONTH, (213)247-8523, 8721 AIR-

DROME ST. LA, CA 90035.

BRENTWOOD. Maste.^ bedroom, bath, view,

bus, all facilities. $600. 207-3165.

BRENTWOOD, SPACKXJS ROOM, HOME,
NEAR UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrance.

Pool garden. Ideal study environment.

Heavenly paricing, share bath, 3-way micro-

wave $425.00. Available March 1st.

(310)476-1786.

CENTURY CITY VIEW, 5 min. from campus,

2bed/2bath, $55(Vmo., hA/f non-smoker.

2,000 sq. ft. lux. condo, quiet area, fully^

fiimished, ail appliarKes, total security, paill*'

ing. Paul 010) 477-4878. '^

CLOSE TO CAMPUS! Room in spackMS
2-be(Vl-bath apartment. Parking space irv"

eluded. SAOQfmo. Call 010)247-8922.

ENCINO. Room ft private bath. Paridng, pool,

spa. Quiet. Ckise to bus. $385 (81 8)764-531

5

GREAT SUMMER HOME, 3 bkicks from

beach, brarxi new townhouse. $65QAmo. Call

Todd, 010)396-7262.

PRIVATE FURNISHED ROOM, female, sepa-

piiiiledgg^ imh. t#**fc»—

ties, use of phone. $375Ano. 474-9854.

PRIVATE ROOM ft BATHROOM $375 per

month. Non Smoker, No Pets. Near Pico ft La

Cienega (213)931-4666.

PRIVATE ROOM, share bathroom with 1 giri,

use of kitchen, washer/dryer. Across from

UCLA on Hilgard. USQfmo. 010)279-1436

after 10 a.m.

R(X)M IN Nia WEST lA. HOME. Kitchen

and laundry facilities. Uilities pak|. S250/mo
plus ten hours a week work assisting man in

wheelchair. (310) 450-8719.

VENKZE BEACH. Great Location, non-smoker

to shve 2bdmV2bath house. $50(V*A uUliUes.

lustin (31 0)827-7964.

WALK TO UCLA. $50(Vhw>. including utilities,

hardwood floors, k)vely, airy, quiet, 2-bed-

room apt., female, 010)824-1157.

WESTWOOD. Furnished, prhrate bath, private

entrarK:e,parking. $45(VhK> utilities included.

010)475-1264.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old Worid
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $199AMk.

and up *^^me with kitchens. (310)208-2241.

WLA. 5-BEDROOM HOUSE. 1 -bedroom
available April 1st. Female only. $40(Vifno.

Washer/dryer, storage, parking.
(805)640-0816.

SEEKING SERIOUS, STUDIOUS, QUIET
MALE for furnished bedroom, WLA house.

Mkrowave, refrigerator. References. S325.

010)270-4387.

WLA SPACKXJS ROOM for rent in town-

house. Quiet street. 10 minutes from beach.

$45(Vmonth, utilities included. Call Christine

(310)836-6938.

Sublet 55

1, 2 ft 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APART-
MENTS needed for 2-3 months, on the West-

side. Approximately S/20-mid/erxl August
Please contact Elaine Golan (310)449-6000.

AMAZING SPRING QUARTER SUBLET, huge,

furnished, 3-bdrm. Own room. Washer/dryer,

paricing, only $350! Traci 207-5819.

LARGE LAW FIRM SEEKS fum ished apart-

mer>ts to sublet for summer. Call Leslie

(213)229-7273.

SPRING QUARTER SUBLET. Furnished single

apartment on Hilgard, across from campus.

Security buikiing, pool. Available 3/22—C/20.

$69S^iH>. Parking available. Leave message,

Tom (310)397-6193.

SPRING QUARTER SUBLET, furnished bache-

kxr on Gayley across fiom UCLA $550
irKludes utilities, private bath, cooking utili-

ties. Available 3/22-6/30 or longer, leave

010)206-7620.

OnHftelveny & Myers
Law Firm

Need8 Summer Sublete.

Ifyou are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August, our law
students will be needing

housing. Please call the

Recruiting Office

(310)246-6717

^
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House for Rent

CULVER CITY, $140(^no» Ut^ y-baA\,

Iwge kndwn. 5-milM UCLA. Great area.

(310)390-0065.

MAR VISTA, 2-bedroom houM, $950. Stove,

refrigerator, washer/dryer, cardening. 20 min.

fcom UCLA. Small pet» ok. (310)391-9557.

MAR VISTA, $1200^40. 2bM^bath, big

backyard. ^Ihcludcf WA3, stove, frMge.

010)280-3263.

MAR VISTA, S-mikt, $1250, 3-b«Vl-bath,

back yard, fumiihed, near schools, busses,

shopping, mid June-Dec 1992. Call

010)390-5541 or (310)625-4164.

WESTWOOO, CUTE 2bednbath near LKIA,
fenced yard, gardener, $950. (310)477-4445

or (310i626-1925.

House to StKire

HOUSE TO SHARE with owner. Private bed-

room, bath, and den, $585Ath>. Mature person

only. Near Westwood and National.

010)476-5860.

VENICE/MARINA Da REY. Near beach, own
bedroom, %4X30tmo, ir>cludes trar«portation to

UCLA. Ask for Lee. (310)627-9874, evenings.

(310)823-0330, work.

House for Sale 58

UCLA ALUMNrS HOME for sale. 2becU2bath,

$649,000. Call 454-9392, or Temple at |ohn

DojIa^^^S^lll^^^^^^^^^

Housing Needed 60

TEMPORARY HOUSINQSUBLETS needed for

sunwner interns: May 1992 through Sept.

1992. Please call Daniela Dedona at Latham &
Watkir» (213)485-1234.

Room/Board for Help 62

•^BABYSITTINC for 6 yr-old boy in nice,

quiet neighborhood near Mulholland Dr. 6

miles to LXTLA. About 20hnf^. Extra hours if

desired, $6^r (816)907-0040.

BEVERLY HILLS. Your^ lady live in B.H. estate

facilities. (310)276-6972.

aOERLY CENTUMAN NEEDS Ih^in gentle-

man help. Hancock Park area - Mr. Martin,

(213)461-7991.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for 2

eveningi^t^ Night Supervision at residential

mental health facility. Health insurance. Fe-

male preferred. Call Beth at (21 3)839-7630.

SANTA MONICA GUESTHOUSE k BOARD
for babysitting & light houMkeeping. North of

Montaru. 10 min to campus. 458-9037.

Room for Help 63

BEVERLY HILLS. Responsible fenrtale person to

watch 2 chikircn after school. Weekday ft

WB^«^^310)27^97^^^^^^^^

Townlxxjse for Rent 66

PALMS. $1 195. TownhouK. 2 <»• den •«- TA .

Fireplace, dishwasher, pool, skylights, security

buiMing. 010)473-7860.

PALMS, 2 be<V2bath. Townhouse Security

BuiMir^ Fireplace, central air, SlOSC^mo. 24
hrs. call-(21 3)204-4230.

VAN NUYS. BMutifwl kNwnhome, prh^alc

garage, NC, 3 stories, roorm-$425, $375, and
$350. (616)786-4414.

Condos for Sole 67

CONTEMPORARY NEW BUILDING, own
bedroom, own bathroom. Microwave, washer/

dryer, gym. 12211 kJaho Ave. #103. $650.

Month-lo-month rent. 010)289-6823. Last

security deposit required.

FIRST TIME BUYERS Live in Westwood.
Ibednbath 109K, 2bed/2bath 188K. Call

^ent 010H73-0306.

RAINTREE 2-BECy2-BATH CONDO, comer
unit, custom cabirwts & woodwork. Sell by

owner. $219,000. Cuker City. 202-1860.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE CORRIDOR/ SPE-

CIALIST SERVING UCLA STUDENT/ FA-

CULTY. PURCHASE/ LEASE. STUDIO, $95K.

CAU BOB/ BROKER. 010)470-1781.

Condos for Rent 69

CONDO FOR LEASE, option to buy. 6-min.

bus to UCLA, $750, 1 -bedroom. $895,

2-bedroom/ 2-bath. Call 213-471-2703,

Frank.

CONDOS ON THE SEA. 35-fk. yachts. Live on

the ocean. Refrigerator, stove, bathroom.

Sleeps 6-8. 010)822-4864.

WLA • LrriLtTIES PAID, no pets, 1 -person only,

iSOQ/mo. 1st arvi last months rent. Available

April 13. Call between 7pm-9pm.
010)559-6519.

Bargain Bruin

56 Guest House for Rent 70 Services Offered

$400. Small house for 1 person. Utilities

Included. No pets. (213)851-4781.

CXIESTHOUSE. BRENTWOOD. l-bedroorrV
1 -bathroom. Parking. $450, all utilities In-

cluded. (310)626-2523, after bpni.
(310)206-5489, during day.

SMALL CUESTHCXJSE. Quiet area, close to

UCLA SSSG^no, includes utilities. Private

entrance. No kitchen. (310)474-7481.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
SURROUNDED BY PINES. CLOSE TO
EVERYTHINC-FULLY EQUIPPED--
REASONABLE RATES. (818)785-1026.

CAN'T PAY FOR REG FEES? WE CAN HaP!
CALL CHARLES AT UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE, 310-398-7766.

CALL NOWl

COMPUTERIZED TAX PREPARATION. Laser

printing. Short forms, federal & state only

$35.Cal. license.474-7756.

DENTIST, graduate of UCLA is offering dental

treatment at reduced feet. Inquire with Dr.

Isaacson at (310)276-1633. Leave message.

HOUSEaEANING: European student, refer-

ences available. (310)474-0890.

Tutoring Offered 98

57 Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY at Skydiving Adventures!

Student discount. Static Lirw, Tandem and

AFF. Call for a free brochure and price list

and reservation. 800-526-9682.

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
IVp .ill flo but niito msiir.ince i"^

reijiiirefl by i.uv So tor .1

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342 1510

BEST PRICE IMS AGEfiCY

Loans 93

•••CARING TtnrOR^^^BASIC MATH THRU
CALCULUS, LIFE SCIENCES-CO FROM MIS-

ERY TO MASTERY! CALL RENEE
(818)545-0960

GERMAN TUTORING. Native speaker. MA.
degree. Experienced and flexible. Call Alex:

208-2804.

PAtlENT TUTOR. MATH (Arithmetic thru

Calculus), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
standardized TEST PREPS, reading, study

skills. Work with a tutor who knows the

subject well and who can patiently

present the material in a variety of ways

to beconte confident ar>d self-reliant. For

FREE info, call Jfm Madia (213)662-0599.

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALIST: GMAT,
LSAT, GRE; English, Writing. Yale grad, 4 years

experience. Mark 852-1298.

WRITING/ENGLISH TUTOR: Yale grad with

teaching experience helps with papers,

reading comp. $2(Vhr. (213)934-1278.

STUDENT AID! DOUBLE-GUARANTEED.
Grants, Scholarships, arxi loaiw for everyt>ody.

FREE DETAILS: (310)671-6267.

Typing

Movers/Storage 94

BEST MOVERS. CALL (21 3)265-BEST. Insured

24ft truck FLALY Equipped for ALL nwves -

FREE Boxes, packing available. Stairs, pianos,

oJc CaU263-B£SI

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8

A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES

.

EDITINC WLA. (310)557-0558.

Aa TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPRL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPERS. APPLICAr

TONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MM,E FBOiU UQA 310476.2829^

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small |obs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(310)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

lERRY'S moving arxi delh^ery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierKed, v\A reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

ROBERTS MOVING. 2 tmck sizes. You can

help. Licensed, insured. Cal-T 138430.

8264>40VE(6683)

THRIFTY TRUCKS. Professional, experienced.

ShortAimgdistance. No job too small. Call for

best quote. D10)453-0828

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENaD REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

pericTKX. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(310)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

RESEARCH, WIVTMG, editing

AC Uvofe-Al SubiBOH
Forvign SitidMis Waloofne

,
ProiMMonil-Oiiilly QtiarmlBed

Papers not lor sals

Cdl fkeaMcfi 310477-8226
M-f 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

AFFORDABLE MAC WORD PROCESSING.
No t»k too bi^mall. (310)478-7235.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, oompUer,

laser printing P^P***' resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8.5pm. Call David (310)788-9885.

ARTISTIC FORMER ASST. EDITOR, Legal

sec.- WPA.aser printer: papers, transcription,

special price for scripts, negotiable, low rates.

P/U available. Westwood location.

Pyers not far sale. (310)444-f>209.

DOCTOR WORD. Tbcsi^doctoral, resumes,

syntaxAfidit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

D10M7O-O597, fax 470-1064.

FASTAND ACCURATE TYPING $2.50 a pace.

Call Phyllis at 010)288-0926. Paper c»t for

sak.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papcn, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. K^hryn-

(213)939-4303.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSINC, term papers,

theses, dissertations, scripts. National/

Sepulveda, (papers not for sale),

010)397-9711.

ANGELICA'S SECRETARIAL SERVICES: IBM &
MAC. Laser printing. Student discounts. Pick

up/delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica

13 1tW^^^*^^W^ •

PROFESSIONAL EDITING, rewrite: theses,

term papers, dissertations. Long UCLA and

professional experience. Speak FrerK:h. Virgi-

nia. Papers not for sale. (310)820-0150

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
010)473-4193. ^_

BEAR'S EDITING
All eubjects. Theses/EHseertations

FYoposals and Books.

Foreigia students welcome.

PAPnS NOTFOB SALE
Sharoo Bear, PbJ)
(310)4704662

NEED A SECRCTARY7 Mac, postscript U

Flyers, business cards, lega|^f>edical transcrip-

tion, dissertations. 7-days. Brentwood.

O10M72.O4O5.

PERFECT SPaLING »id quick senfice. Mac,

W^, free campus pickup/ddhrery. Call Mi-

chad 010) 477.4735.

PRECISION TYPING (310)864-3981
Visa/Mastercard Accepted.
Pkkup-Delivery Available.

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING in my
home. High quality laser printer. Weekertds

and evenings. OK. Dee (310)398-1217.

WORDPROCESSINC specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, maruMcripts,

resumes. SanU Monica 1 0)828-6939, Hoi ly-

wood (213)466-2888.

96 Resumes 104 Autos for Solo 109

RESUMES A COVbl LETTERS thM brir^ re-

sults. Expertly written by experienced CAREER
rOUNSaOR. Also college admission estays.

010)478-1090

Travel 106

8 DAYS/7 NIGHTS COMPLETE Oriandc/

Bahamas vacation for 2 adults. Ir^ludes air-

fare. Call 645-2002.

)ET TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER ANYTIME
FOR JUST $269 each way (or (^wt) AIRHITCH,

458-1006.
-

AVhy Pay Full Price?^
3'4 day Mexico from $277

7 day Mexico from $495

We are an Agency that

^Specializes in Qruises at

1>800'748-5591

MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE '71 , excellent con-

ditlorv 1- owner, $1 1,00aCall 010)825-5835

or 010)395-0764 evenings.

NISSAN 7DI0&X, 1985. $2,500, hatchback,

S-speed. (818)784-6663.

NISSAN S£NTR^ 1984, Auto, A/C, 4-door,

stereo. $125(yobo. 010)391-9667.

RABBIT CTI, '81, BLACK, >speed, new ex-

haust, 70k, runs graaL tpeclal rims. S2200.

Kelly 478-6155.

SUZUKI SAMURAI, 1988, 55k miles.

$230C^ibo, good conditton. (818)247-5119.

TOYOTA COROUA TERCEL 1981, 5 speed

hatchback. Excellent condition. Stereo, NC,
SISODobo. Ckii: 825-S428(w), 842-8768(h).

TOYOTA TERCa, 1987, $400(yobo, 5-door,

auto, 674k mileage. Perfect condition, ^/C,

AM/fM cassette. 0118)247-5119.

TOYOTA TERCa '83. SILVER, EXCELLENT

SHAPE, RUNS PERFECTLY. 4SPD, AMl^M
CASSETTE. $1800. CALL 010)478-2671.

VOLKSWAGON RABBIT, '83. New clutch,

brakes, water pump, timing belt 73,700 miles.

%2,00Of6bo. O10)47m791. (81 a>795-0681

.

VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT CONVERTIBLE.
1980. SikcrAed, black top. 5-speed, AM^M.
Excellent condition. $3295. (805)259-5568.

Music Lessons 102

FIRST-CLASS EDITING of papers, theses, diser-

tatiorH,books. Any field. Much-published au-

thor with many years experience. PAPERS
NOT FOR SALE. (310) 838-6337.

FRUSTRATED developing editing graduate

school personal statements, other vital written

material f Professional help from nationally-

known author/consultant. (213)826-4445.

GUITAR LESSONS- all levels, different styles.

S2aW. Michael Walsh. (310)314-7700.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

SINGI Vocal Technique - Carol
TIr^e;Teach{nc Assoc/Nate Lam, 25 yrs.

experience. All leveli/rtyles. Santa Monica.

(310)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 yevs teaching. All levelV styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
010)277-7012

Income Tax Preparation and

Accounting by

Certified Public Accountant

Call Alan

(310)4734)458

Resumes 104

RESEARCH FOR BUSY GRADUATE
STUDENTVPROFESSORS. Computer-assisted

and library research, retrieval of articles,

etc. No writing. (816)704-6460.

TO GET MAXIMUM $ TAX RETURN with our

new computerized tax systems, call Phyllis at

(213)653-3600. We also type term papers.

Student discounts.

ACTION RESUMES. Writing, editing, desktop

publishing. Professional quality, laser fonts.

SanU Monica. Donna (310)453-4807.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that g^U re-

sults. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser printing. Fast, professional

service. 010)450-0133

RESUMES FOR RESULTS. The interview

gettersi Expert writing/laser printing.

Exceptional cover letter. Powerful visual

appeal. Fran (818)999-3034.

WINNING RESUMES; 1-hr service. Our clients

grt results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

London

Moke
Franhfurt

Tahiti

Sydney
Paris
*Fbics art each way from Los Angeles tined on a

roundtrtppuchase. ieatrictiorsappiy. Fkicssutsiect

to change vMttxxjt notice arxl tB«s not included.

Cound Ikaud
1093 Braxton Ave «990
Los Angeles, CA 90024

310-208-3551

Trovrt Tlclc0>s 106

2 TICKETS TO STOCKHOLM via N.Y. fTWA)
March 18; $275 each. Dan ti VIcki

010)477-4442 or 010)477-9328.

3 Ticxrrs TO raonc south padre
ISLAND FOR SPRING BREAK. MARCH
24-MARCH 29. $200/OBO. Must sell!

208-7639.

$8MtOUNOTRIP, LAX-SF, Go home for

bre^. Call (21 3) 964-1 898 or leave message.

EUROPE, EUROPE, EUROPE. Round trip for 2,

S395/p»non. Valid 1 year. Umlted offer.

(800)352-3087.

HAWAII, MEXKX), BAHAMAS, Roundtrip for

two. SlSO^oefson. Valid one year. Limited

offer. (800)352-3067.

ONE-WAY TICKET LATO NEWYORK, MUST
BE FEMALE, leaving March 11. $250 obo.

010) 838-3042 Ingrid.

RT TO NEW YORK, $100, can't use. Must

leave 3/14, return open. 010)794-9664.

Autos for Sole 109

1986 TOYOTA CaK> ST., air, stereo, mint

condition, original owner. $4,795. (805)

255-9317.

BMW 1986 3251, 6-speed, fully automatic,

excellent corwiition, 4-6oor, sunroof. Must

Sell, $9500 010)276-6727, (213)614-9113.

FORD ESCORT STATION WAGON, 1991,

whHe, AAC» cassette, rack, perfect condition,

$775CVobo, 010)470-1713.

HONDA ACCORD 1980, 4-door, rebuilt en-

gine, 60K miles, AK, cassette, good corKiition,

$175(yo.b.o. (310) 824-4000.

HONDA ACCORD '79. 5-speed, hatchback,

afc, blaupunkt, %well cared for. $1625/obo

(213)730-1922.

HONDA ACCORD LXI, 4.door, 1986, blue,

117k miles, automatic, excellent cordition,

sunroof. $6500. Mollie 010)699-7500.

HONDA PRELUDE 83'. $3950, red, A^,
stereo, sunroof. Excellent corwlition, great

tooklng. (818)355-2164.

HYUNDAI EXaL 90. 19,950 miles. HB man-

ual. $4500, negotiable. 010)287-1807.

HYUNDAl-GLS-86, 5-SPEED, 4-DOOR, A/C,

51 K MILES -PERFECT CONDITON"! $2450
010)477-1803.

MAZDA GLC '83, grey, 5-speed, FM/AM,
good condition, srxjw chains, $900. Susan

010)836-9308.

MERCEDES 250 '71 . Automatic, new transmis-

sion, new paint, clean arxi runs wwll. $1900.

Rick 349-1030 (pager)/204-4327.

Bicycles for Sole 113

MOUNTAIN BIKE 4 SALE. Gary Fisher/Super

Caliber 20ln. Must sell to pay bills.

(310)836-2281.

Motorcycles for Sole 1 14

MOTORCYCLE: '83 Yamaha 550 SECA (new

in '87). 22k miles. New tires, chain and

battery. Excellent condition. $1450.
Includes lock and helmet. Call Pietro

477-5398.

Scooters for Sole 116

'89 HONDA aiTE 150. White, 5K, excellent

_conditiori^ re^tered 1 year, helmet A fock.

iason 01 )479-184f.
—

BRAND NEW scooter for salel 200 miles. Got

my car back so I don't need it anymore. Call

2084)036. $},00Q/6bo,

HONDA aiTE 150. Lets than 2600 ml. Like

new! $120(y OBO. Call Paul 470-7984.

HONDA arrC SOS

1

987, with lock. Red. Just

tuned. $47Vobo. Must sell. Lisa 208-7728.

HONDA ELHl 80 1987. White, fock and

helmet, great condition, $650, must sell,

(310)475-1301.

HONDA am 150 '89. 2,200milc$, well

maintained, runs great, $900. Mark
010)824-7118.

HONDA SPREE, '85, $250. 010)2064)339.

HONDA SPREE 50CC 1 986. Red, Good condi-

tion. Includes helmet and lock. $27S/obo

010)815-0428. leave message.

SCOOTER; HONDA 80, 1986. Runs perfect;

just tuned. $650. 208-1291; Rowan.

Furniture for Sole 126

BEDRM SET $1 35, Sony ir $375, mkrowave

$60, sofa ft kseat $245, oak«vd tables $260.

Call 477-4307.

BRAND NEW SOFA AND LOVESEAT. Still

wrapped In plastic. Unbelievable price. Sacrl-

fke at $295. 010)695-8432.

full-sized white formkia platform
bed for sale. $175. 010)552-4825.

Full-size mattress and box springs

$100 sleeper sofa 0(x)d condition
$100. (818)505-9343.

FUTON, TABLE, ETC., great for studento,

inexpensive, must sell, moving. Call Yvonne

(310)578-2186.

MATCHING DESK, dresser, nightstand. White

with dark wood top. $100obo.
010)841-5850.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kln^ $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone

orders accepted (310)372-2337

REFRIGERATOR % size, new. Must sell,

$1 StVobo. Day bed, porcelain. Never used,

$2O0/6bo. (310)828-6143.

SOFA FOR SALE, neutral blue Ir white pin-

stripe, extra material & pillows, great oondl-

Uon, $250, 010)459-3033.

Goroge Soles 127

FUNDRAISER GARAGE SALE FOR CHILD
BATTLING CANCER Saturday March 14th

8an^prT^14^awtell^lv^^^^^^

Misc. For Sole 128

CHEAP, GOOD CONDITION, desks, 6n
ers. Trek 850 nrtountain bike < 6 mor>ths,

roommate's bike. Moving. Call
010)475-9231. .

Stereos/TVs/Rodlos 131

COMPLETE DINING SET. 20 piece for micro-

wave with glass and all kitchen utilities. $3S.

(310)47M803^^^^^^^^^^^^

Typewriter/Computer 134

AMIGA 500 ¥«(/1 MB, 2 3% DD, color n>onitor,

Lotsa software $1000.00, Call 010)828-6143.

MACINTOSH SE COMPUTER, w/lmagewriter

printer, monitor, & software, like new,

$150(Vobo, Call Barrie O10)459>3033.

^
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ANOLmSTONe-MARTINSCOR'

THE LAST ASSASSINATION OF CHRIST

TheSwiorThatWouWi GoAway,

ON 1ME SECOND SUNOAYOFAPML IN 1HE YEAR
33 ^».,^ MtJRO^R TOOK FIACE THAFT CHANGED
THE FACE OF AMERICAN RELIGION fiOREVER.

NOMWE REEXAMINE THEEVlOENCE ANP CHAUEN6E THE PSTilt

CQMMIfiaONS LOME CBUClBCATlON VmoKi. THUS tUmi^ AL

A SHOCRIN* AUStNATt VIEW* THERE WIS A GRASSY KNOLL.

KEVIN COSTNQI.S p.at. MADONNA ^ he maoomna BEN VERKN as juo«

lilNOHAEl CAIN AS vst harvey osmalpTOM CKUISE as Abraham zapwper.

ANDDANA CKl^ftikZ JESUS H. CHRI6T

AN E. FUDD FUM

BUGSY

I*

Now available on video

Congratulations

!

Vou'ue reached the end of the

humor magazine! Ule hope you
liked it so much that you immedi-
ately flood our office with letters

of praise, demanding that uie

make "Rubber Nose" a regular— thing!

NOW
©9ZTAT

V-'

T* •!
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STRESS BUSTER
20% OFF EVERY SANDWICH & DRINK!

except Specials

(2pm-Closing/Must bring in ad/expires 3/20/92)

u^MXtdl ^ 0922 Kinross Ave.

•:ap^« 208-2424

and when the stress sets in, or when it's time (or

a break, take advantage of the deals brought f 3

you by your favorite Bruin advertisers.

twomRJ ONE DOLLAR OFF
EACH CAPPUCCINO

OR LATTE
• a p . 3/31/92

THE NEW WEST L.A. COFFEEHOUSE

1176> SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD (310) 473-6135 Plenty of parking

Two blocks west o( Barrlngton Avenue Evenings and weekday, mornings

A Cool Place for Your Mouse to Stay

An Infinity Mouse Pad

with any purchase of$25 or more

a $9.99 value

Infinity's ad In th« Daily Bruin for Qrant Computar Daalsl

Oim coupon p^eMtonrnrOthripIrm March 91, 1982

INFINITY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
I

1 122 Westwood Boulevard • Tel: (310)208-7822 • Mo-Th 10-7 fr-Sa 10-10 Su 12-6
,

I - -I

j
Also

10% OFF ALL
Regularly Discounted Merchandise

2249 Sepulveda Blvd. (between Pico & Overland) 478-2728

<' *
*C^^.X>»^

cVtvV-

I

,ptv- I

NH«*^ai^l

H>^^

THE WESTWOOD SIZZLER'S ,

$4.99 BRUIN DEAL i

Enioy your choice of Shrimp Fiy. Chicken or Petite Steak plus potato, rice or vcKtables and a green .

diimcr salad plus your choice oi^nonakxAolk bevera« with bottotnless refills. Or choose our Buffet I

Court which includes our All-You-Can-Eat fresh fruit and salad bar, Hot Appetizer bar, Make-Your-

Own-Sundac, hot pasta, deli, tostada, soup and beverage.
|

f^^m-^' Sizzler ^<^^^'^\
• CoflFec, Tea, or Soft-Drink fiuw^TCOuwrawJl) Wwtwood VUkge^

^

>>'*

GO TO HELENAS
iKct Raleigh Cycling Gloves

with any Raleigh Purchase

Helen's Cycles 1071 Gayley Ave. 208-8988

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

special Effects

Beauty^ Supply Salon

50% OFF
1146 Westwood Blvd. 208-2539

PROMISE
®

You'll it!

BRUIN SPECIAL
•FREE Pepsi • Six Pack
•Large 15-Inch Pizza With FREE Topping

•FREE. Fast Delivery

Call 447-1000

11870 Sarta Monica Blvd.

(3 Blocks East of Bundy)

Good For Cany-Oul Or Deiwy.

Not vaid wih any other diaoourt

$999
Exp.V3(V92 YouMIITtt!

COMING SOON!
Project G.A.N.G.S.
(Gang Actors Needing Group Support)

Volunteers Serving the County For Over 24 Years

Presents

Harry Bey's (UCLA Alumnus)
Critically Acclaimed Play

''Gangs..^ocking...ReveallnC...Provacativ«...Educational

... Entertaining ... On llMrctt! ... An "U" a must seal ...

GANGS tau|^ ma I can changa and ba somabody! ..."

March i^&i4 March 20 & 21 March 27 & 2d April 3»4»10»11

Showtinnes: Fridays 8 •Saturdays 2 & 8

PATRIOTIC HALL
1816 S. Figueroa (at Washington)

SEATS $15'$20-$25 RESERVED • CASH ONLY • NO ROSSES ACCEPTED

Diacount with UCLA ID • Downtown LA.

BOX OFRCE: M^ li-3/Sat. 4^ • INFO (213) 7444841

PRAY FOR PEACE! STOP GANG VIOLENCE NOW!

mmm f im/^ •.•? MMM«*i wtmmmm *9m
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